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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): cd8a90431cdc12c⋯.png (347.02 KB, 494x331, 494:331, PONG.png)
THIS IS BEING SUPPRESSED PLS HELP  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:16:11 ID: 05c040 No.8119966 >>8119975 >>8120138

>>8120225 >>8120234 >>8120413 >>8120539 >>8122411 >>8124159 >>8126465 >>8127981 >>8138505 [Watch Thread]

This is being heavily suppressed on reddit and 4chan,

Overseas Comet Pizza - Files encrypted in audio

https://i.redd.it/wiuajva9xbwx.png

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:17:20 ID: 61b0df No.8119975 >>8120136 >>8120267 >>8167621

>>8119966 (OP)
not sure if i should click that siht  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:30:53 ID: fc0bb3 No.8120136 >>8124839

>>8119975
It's ok, giant composite of the thread and where it leads. One of the guys related to Comet has a Jewtube channel with videos on compression and 
embedding. Very stinky.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:31:08 ID: 5bb108 No.8120138 >>8120664 >>8167621

>>8119966 (OP)
If you want us to expend time and effort on this, you should give us a bit more info first.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:34:53 ID: 05c040 No.8120178

I honestly don't know, I legit just saw this being suppressed to shit and just triedtried to spread.

Heres a better link to the same  composite: https://i.sli.mg/Ey3aib

Trying to retrieve the original thread but its not looking good.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:37:53 ID: b167a2 No.8120206 >>8120212 >>8120267

So wait. This was the significance of Podesta's "Cat Fart", "Rhino Anus", "Roach Cunt" audio files? They stop CP?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:38:16 ID: b167a2 No.8120212

>>8120206

*store CP  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:39:24 ID: 05c040 No.8120224

It looks like it. Yeah I guess trying to organize any real probe is useless atm.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:39:26 ID: 014a30 No.8120225
File (hide): f50ccc458154fe9⋯.jpg (23.21 KB, 480x360, 4:3, b73b9fdf38762eddc44d561904….jpg)

>>8119966 (OP)
It doesn't get better than 
this.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:40:33 ID: 5c5e39 No.8120231 >>8121192

File (hide): d5f4a1c89f3bfcd⋯.jpg (540.29 KB, 1280x1748, 320:437, tumblr_o94th2jOaz1qisyv1o1….jpg)

I'm not even surprised anymore. Just 
perpetually disgusted.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:40:49 ID: 11b903 No.8120234 >>8120247 >>8120259 >>8120281

File (hide): b576ce920b4dd90⋯.png (597.96 KB, 796x430, 398:215, why are you black.png)

>>8119966 (OP)
If it's an image why didn't you stupid 
sketchy ass just fucking post it here?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:42:19 ID: 5c5e39 No.8120247 >>8122686

>>8120234
The file is too big  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:43:16 ID: 4be98a No.8120259 >>8122686

>>8120234
just tried the same, too big it's a 5mb png  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:44:21 ID: 61b0df No.8120267 >>8120287 >>8120293 >>8120429 >>8121025 >>8121295 >>8124156

>>8120206
How would you decrypt those audio files?
Not interested in CP, but in proving it's CP to get these fuckers. Maybe we should send it to law enforcements so low level officers get involved.

The more people exposed to this shit, the better. Digging on this more (it's a gift that keeps on giving) along with the Comet Pizza could totally destroy 
them.

I am:
>>8119975
I clicked and it's fine.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:45:51 ID: b167a2 No.8120277

Does anyone here have the image of the audio files from Podesta's emails?

Also, did anyone dare to download them?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:46:31 ID: 484761 No.8120281 >>8120331 >>8123339 >>8124110

>>8120234
Nice job being a fucking asshole.
Your ignorance is astounding sometimes.

I feel bad for the people just trying to post where innocently an having to tolerate some of you autistic cunts.

Making this board and the site an over-all shittier place to visit for everyone.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:47:23 ID: d50f19 No.8120287

>>8120267
>Maybe we should send it to law enforcements so low level officers get involved.
good idea do eeeeet  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:48:02 ID: b167a2 No.8120293 >>8120305 >>8120447

>>8120267
>How would you decrypt.

Researching that now. I'm a tad scared though.

Odds are however, it's a useless endeavor. Without knowing the specific algorithm, decoding it is a remote possibility.

Any genius Anons out there?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:49:32 ID: b9c96c No.8120305

>>8120293
My guess is that the rest of the information will be on tor etc  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:50:45 ID: 4148b8 No.8120319 >>8120334 >>8120348 >>8120379 >>8122906

File (hide): 6287d0c850c9bd5⋯.jpg (129.71 KB, 500x375, 4:3, tmp_5239-images.duckduckgo….jpg)

>want to decrypt it
>scare of having cp in my computer

Will I have to take one for the team, or is there anyone with 
actual tools and advanced decryption methods?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:51:57 ID: 4148b8 No.8120331 >>8123339 >>8124110

>>8120281
I agree, people here shouldn't fuck morale up for no reason unless said person is shilling.  
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File (hide):
30ed898262cb71e⋯.gif
(727.6 KB,
1200x5133,
400:1711,
DrPong1.gif)

File (hide):
f3b464a2a8cb04e⋯.gif
(930.84 KB,
1200x6283,
1200:6283,
DrPong2.gif)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:52:13 ID: 4be98a No.8120333 >>8120359 >>8120386 >>8120485 >>8120955 >>8121631 >>8124467

Split OPs file in 2 pieces  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:52:41 ID: 61b0df No.8120334 >>8120348 >>8120386 >>8121957

>>8120319
highly doubt they're going to bust you for one CP photo if you're smart. You can distribute information totally anonymously, leaving no connection to you. if 
you're not willing to do that, then don't do the decrypting.. or take one for the team  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:54:33 ID: b167a2 No.8120348 >>8120386

>>8120319
>>8120334

One problem at a time.

Figure out how to decrypt the files, and THEN agonize about who will decrypt and how.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:55:15 ID: 05c040 No.8120353 >>8120381 >>8120411 >>8120444

So 4chan is fucked to shit right now.  if the dodgy audio files will be retrieved it'll probably be somewhere here (i'm hoping) in one of the podesta threads if 
someone wants to take one for the team. Is there any legit agency or department that would actually look? Not sure who to tip.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:55:34 ID: 857ee0 No.8120359
File (hide): 7b6ee6b9206f13c⋯.jpg (99.97 KB, 620x1108, 155:277, 1394474149378.jpg)

>>8120333
And once again we see that indeed most of us will not live 
to see the end of this ride.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:55:41 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120362 >>8120386 >>8125927

As a german i can tell you this website looks fake as fuck … in a sense of .. this website is 100% not for the bar it vlaims to be.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:56:36 ID: fbaf6f No.8120367 >>8120386 >>8120424

>bilder - baby
>angebot - child
>manifest - goat
>linken - hot dog  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:58:07 ID: b9c96c No.8120379 >>8120394

>>8120319
Use at LEAST tor + cafe wifi and a vm.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:58:17 ID: b167a2 No.8120381

>>8120353

The FBI has already been leashed by the elites who control them and the CIA are in on it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:58:40 ID: 4148b8 No.8120386 >>8120414

File (hide): c275de8406f8b99⋯.jpg (416.15 KB, 811x1000, 811:1000, tmp_5239-images.duckduckgo….jpg)

>>8120333
Thank you anon, I'm feeling anxious now. This shit is ominous as fuck, I'm getting goosebumps everywhere.

>>8120334
If I figure how to encrypt. I'll do itz just tell me where to start and I will.

>>8120348
Agreed.

>>8120362
Now that you think about it, isn't that the point? That will actually make people shrug it off, but when something looks 
fake is when we need to inspect it most.

>>8120367
What does IT MEAN!? Fuck. This is shady, and from the looks it, I have a feeling of morbid grimace. I HATE this, 
and that's especially when I NEED to know more about it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:00:23 ID: 4148b8 No.8120394 >>8120517

>>8120379
VM is like having Windows XP inside Mint, right? What do you think of tails? Should I use it?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:01:52 ID: 9fb28c No.8120408 >>8139134

File (hide): 153fe5ea01459d9⋯.jpg (78.48 KB, 1016x762, 4:3, walker_fear.jpg)

I feel like I am standing at the edge of a sheer glacial drop, and at the ground below is 
the answer, but also exposure to the deep web.

I'm a pussy who doesn't like the deep web.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:02:12 ID: 11bc5a No.8120411

>>8120353
I believe they're talking about these:
https://file.wikileaks.org/file/italy-child-sex-2008/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:02:24 ID: d8eb84 No.8120413 >>8120418 >>8120444

>>8119966 (OP)
https: //youtu.be/q-fpmy_wJPw

Video is about compression, not encryption.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:02:54 ID: fbaf6f No.8120414

>>8120386
>>What does IT MEAN!?
>We, like the public at large, might at times wonder what exactly we're dealing with here, and never know.
It's like hearing a junkie's ramblings.

> partying
> feedback play
Yeah I'm not sure those are talking about playing ping-pong while shitfaced.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:03:26 ID: b167a2 No.8120418 >>8120526

>>8120413

What would that mean? ALl we have to do is decompress? There is no security?

I'm sure there'd be a hash.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:04:05 ID: 4be98a No.8120424

>>8120367
There is also a hotdog in goodandplenty.de. It's obscured by the white text but still visible. Most likely some coded image for taking pictures of actual CP 
with The girl and the photo equipment.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:05:21 ID: 6ed093 No.8120429 >>8120447

>>8120267
SSTV signal maybe?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slow-scan_television  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:05:32 ID: 9a0c99 No.8120430 >>8120508 >>8120582

File (hide): e0b10b5c8691420⋯.png (3.09 MB, 1600x900, 16:9, Pong.png)

so i checked the adress on google street view. it 
says the picture is from 2008. looks closed to me.
sketch as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:07:26 ID: 4148b8 No.8120444 >>8120470

File (hide): 076d6453fd7354d⋯.jpg (30.67 KB, 456x564, 38:47, tmp_5239-076d6453fd7354d90….jpg)

>>8120413
This is the tutorial then? Thank you anon, I will have a look and see what unwinds when I get my hands on the audio 
files. If they're similar to a spectrograph, then this should be easy.

>>8120353
Where are the dodgy audio files? Someone make a MEGA/Mediafire/Etc for them. 
We're all in this together, no way out. What happens happens, we see what we see.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:07:56 ID: 6ed093 No.8120447 >>8120480 >>8120514

>>8120293
see >>8120429
Valve once did a promotion with a similiar MP3 hidden in Portal's Ratman room  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:11:02 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120468 >>8120508

This place seems to have a legit store front. As to, people actually go there and play ping pong. Theres ~ 250 combined reviews across rating sites. That 
is not hard to get in berlin btw. 
Still. The whole choice of words give a really creepy vibe. Its nit that fancy "neo german slang". 
Im busy for the next 6 hrs and cant dig. If someone can link a tut to decrypt and one to establish a safe untraceable connection i'd take one for the team. 
If shit gets too crazy i got a semi safe way to report it to one of the german "cyber" departements. 

If shit goes real crazy i could make a trip there on the weekend  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:11:37 ID: b167a2 No.8120470 >>8120508

>>8120444
>Where are the dodgy audio files?

Can't remember where they were posted. The link to them is in the archived Podesta threads somewhere.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:12:53 ID: 61b0df No.8120480 >>8120514

>>8120447  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:13:21 ID: d50f19 No.8120485 >>8120547

>>8120333
http://www.goodandplenty.de/index.html  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:15:33 ID: 4be98a No.8120505 >>8120547 >>8122757 >>8125078

>When you reopen files using Shweinpeg compression 
technologies, completely new content is achieved.
The fuck.
>Also the image is a hotdog jammed in a beerbottle.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:15:56 ID: 4148b8 No.8120508 >>8122879

File (hide): 99aa16a423ec5b1⋯.jpg (765.85 KB, 1080x1625, 216:325, tmp_5239-ic-97351580130826.jpg)

>>8120430
There are women on the reflection, for some damn reason "Pong" is censored with "L.M", no idea if that means anything in 
another language.

>>8120470
I was planning to fall asleep to watch god emperor win, but I'll see if I can hold out for them. My stomach is wrenching at 
the macabre images that will reveal to me.

>>8120468
Thank you anon. I'll help too, I don't feel to good digging through unknown archives, but if we can get something out of this. 
Then I'll be fine with it. This is nothing to what our forefathers went through, so I'll have to tough it out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:16:17 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120513

is this a slide thread or what? those websites are just some bands marketing shit. what audio files are you even talking about?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:16:27 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120514

>>8120447
>>8120480

This is a completely different technique.

The technique they are talking about here is further described in this doc; 
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/f172/6055abe11066fbbe76f33e8814e046df24d8.pdf  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:16:53 ID: 3fb5ea No.8120517 >>8120585

>>8120394
This would be a good use case for tails. Still, even with tails, download the file from somewhere other than your home network.

Don't post here with the tails OS. Only use it for the dirty shit and nothing else and then get rid of it (I would literally pulverize, burn, bury, etc the drive) if 
we all turn out to be right.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:18:01 ID: d8eb84 No.8120526 >>8120585

>>8120418
Honestly, to me that looks like the 'tube of an audio engineer with an interest in audio file compression. It's a difficult thing to get right.

Havfng said that, large MP3 files is a pretty good way to hide files or data.

Simplest would just be to glue a container file like a zip, or even a raw file to the end of the file, or in the middle. Cuckchan used to post CP hidden in .rar 
in pictures of sinks

A bit more advanced would be steganography, which is where you encrypt the data into unimportant bits of a datafile. To detect it you can do some 
statistical analysis on the files.

There are lots of programs to do this, just search for 'detect steganography'

Any anon who managed to snag some of those large files from the open webserver that was around a few days ago, linked in a podesta leak, should 
probably run those through steg detection  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:19:08 ID: d50f19 No.8120533 >>8120585

>use VPN
>download file in VM 
>disconnect internet 
>explore files
>post results  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:20:44 ID: 5c396a No.8120539 >>8120546

File (hide): 8955db25671de73⋯.png (24.44 KB, 673x262, 673:262, 1478594782276.png)

>>8119966 (OP)
F-files . . .
Encrypted in . . . a-audio?

http://sys.4chan.org/derefer?
url=https%3A%2F%2Ffile.wikileaks.org%2Ffile%2Fitaly-
child-sex-2008%2F  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:21:16 ID: b167a2 No.8120545 >>8120556

Hurm…

Here's one of the YT videos. Can't embed.

https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=Wc6ftGaRYDU&list=PL850FA5CA20F83916&index=2

The vid description: Reptile-based adaptive binary arithmetic funk (RABAK) adopted by the latest video coding standard SP8/233.4c main profile, can 
achieve good salad-eating performance both in encoding and decoding H.264 syntax element. However, the freshness engine of RABAK is bitwise in 
SP8/233.5a, which leads to the limited throughput of RABAK encoder. Also the traditional reptilian scheme for renormalization in binary arithmetic funk 
can result in degradation of freshness in final output.

Salad eating?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:21:22 ID: 5c396a No.8120546 >>8120571 >>8120585

>>8120539
Fucked up the copy and paste . . 

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/italy-child-sex-2008/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:21:39 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120547 >>8120585

>>8120485
> http://www.goodandplenty.de/index_media/sounds/ischhabzeitfuernixundso.mp3

> https://www.google.com/search?q=site:goodandplenty.de&tbm=isch

this is music band website, my heeb senses aren't going off. 

>>8120505
he has a ping to his website, it's old and ment to look edgy as a joke. his pic folder is interesting but the vid is too low -res. it even looks like an old version 
of mac osx.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:24:08 ID: 6ed093 No.8120556

>>8120545
>Salad eating?
Crunchiness?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:26:31 ID: b167a2 No.8120571 >>8120584 >>8120588 >>8120594 >>8120937

>>8120546

There was a different one in my memory. It had a list of files with bizarre names such as "Cat Fart", "Rhinoceros Anus", "Roach Cunt", and whatever the 
fuck. Are these related?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:29:02 ID: 3fb5ea No.8120582

>>8120430
>closed business in a well-maintained building on a clean street
>sketch as fuck
Oh kraut… unfortunately, you will learn. Unless you guys get around to removing kebab.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:29:29 ID: 05c040 No.8120584

>>8120571
YES this is what we need to fucking find  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:29:45 ID: 4148b8 No.8120585 >>8120602 >>8121148 >>8131172 >>8131184

File (hide): 8a71782257975da⋯.png (293.26 KB, 640x429, 640:429, tmp_5239-3acebcd39aa9e9476….png)

>>8120526
>Cuckchan used to post CP hidden in .rar in pictures of sinks

I used to SAVE those thinking it was some sort of fucking inside joke, contribute to the "MODS ARE 
ASLEEP. POST SINKS" posts then became confused when I got banned. You've got to be fucking kidding 
me.

>>8120547
The .MP3 file could be embedded with yet another smaller file to redirect somewhere else. I'd scan, extract, 
then delete it if I were you. We don't know yet, it IS fishy though. It links to the OP, hot dog and all.

>>8120546
.wav
Holy shit, this is a red flag. It's lossless, that means if this is real, the image would have unnoticeable to ZERO data loss. Fucking Christ. I have to keep it 
together, I haven't even analyzed anything and I'm already losing it.

>>8120533
I don't have VPN
As >>8120517 said, Tails would be good, and if I actually find INCRIMINATING evidence. I'll show it then trash my HDD. Speaking of that, I need to swap 
my SSD with one, I have it laying somewhere in this room. I'll look for it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:30:09 ID: 61b0df No.8120588

>>8120571
I believe they're different. I remember that list of audio files as well with animals and shit - literally.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:31:14 ID: 5c396a No.8120594 >>8120605 >>8120643

>>8120571
>>8120571
I remember downloading a 256mb song called buzzard pussy from that, but I deleted it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:31:51 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120600 >>8120633 >>8120647 >>8120671 >>8120787 >>8129798 >>8131029 >>8131799

https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/

Still online here  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:31:58 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120602 >>8120633 >>8120673

>>8120585
the mp3 is only audio. can someone give me background this, i noticed comet pizza on the twitter trends, related to podesta emails. but how are the sites 
in the reddit / dr pong picture related?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:32:44 ID: 4148b8 No.8120605 >>8120614

>>8120594
How long was the song itself? Was it just garbled sound or was it 128kbps, this will help determine what space is for actual music, and what is being 
possibly hidden. I hope you remember.  
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File (hide):
b57e8e190af62a7⋯.png
(147.85 KB, 1841x4081, 263:583,
tony's info.png)

File (hide):
4256d7138c2d338⋯.jpg (31.73 KB,
408x632, 51:79, jew-shut-it-down.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:32:45 ID: f3821f No.8120606 >>8120628 >>8121483 >>8123653 >>8177155

I left Tony's office a voicemail. Do you think he'll get it or some secretary?

http://vocaroo.com/i/s1t9BeT8MRpf  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:34:21 ID: 5c396a No.8120614 >>8120671

>>8120605
https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/Buzzard%20Pussy.zip

Have a look. Shits getting a bit too spooky for me.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:34:50 ID: 000000 No.8120618 >>8123460

these two girls are actively recruiting and flying them around. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadia_Marcinko
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jan/07/jeffrey-epstein-former-accomplices-property-prince-andrew
they live next to the 'school' where they train the girls and the pilot is flying them around. you get those flight logs and doxx the buildings where they live 
and it's case closed.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:36:16 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120628

>>8120606
Dr. Pedo is open from 20.00-5.00 
(Burger 8pm-5am) 
Usually people stay for 25 to 90mins. 

This doesnt make sense for a club.(duration of stay) Nor for a place where you play pong. (Opening hours)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:36:45 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120633

>>8120600
the zip and tgz (tar gzip) have files from apple logic music studio app and lots of AIF sample files.
> .logic .aif
> https://www.apple.com/logic-pro/
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audio_Interchange_File_Format

this is all music production data, you goyim are looking in the wrong places. >>8120602 , again how does the reddit b8 picture mean anything in relation 
to commit pizza emails?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:38:43 ID: b167a2 No.8120643 >>8120671

>>8120594

The Buzzard Pussy file is a zip. 

Didn't bother downloading it, but I listened to the other files. They all sound like run-of-the-mil music mp3s. But the file sizes seem too large for what's 
there tbqh.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:38:58 ID: 61b0df No.8120647 >>8120675 >>8120715

File (hide): 34224d189040a54⋯.png (60.61 KB, 767x541, 767:541, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8120600
Similarly named mp3s are basically the same song - but they may have slight modifications to their 
processing which enables different encrypted messages. I could probably encrypt a message in a 
Nickelback song.

I forget the context of elkinsspace, though. And, also, what the context of these files were - who sent them 
and what text accompanied them.

https://search.wikileaks.org/?
query=elkinsspace&exact_phrase=&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_date_en
d=&released_date_start=&released_date_end=&new_search=True#results

testing the PIZZA pages  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:41:53 ID: 29f226 No.8120664

>>8120138
it's never to late to hang yourself  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:42:27 ID: 4148b8 No.8120671 >>8120699

File (hide): 7082670e43c356c⋯.jpg (124.53 KB, 624x802, 312:401, tmp_5239-images.duckduckgo….jpg)

>>8120614
Anon. I'm getting ready to NOPE the fuck out. I'll install the programs I need. download this and 
see what I can find. I feel so unsettled. 

If someone beats me, then I'll be more than OK with it. Doing it anyways.

>>8120614
>>8120600
This is it.
My heart is pounding.

>>8120643
What's the bit rate? I'll check the file tag data and see what I can find, I'm an audio so I'll check if 
the file is off.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:43:07 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120673 >>8120716

>>8120602

Comet = ping pong
dr pong = ping pong

Owners are related, can't find the link at this moment.

Owner dr pong is american Oliver Miller; http://exhibits.haverford.edu/thewallinourheads/artists/oliver-miller-american-born-1972/

Using both same references that are very suspicious at the moment.

The Dr. pong site links at multiple locations to http://www.goodandplenty.de/

Archive section on their website show that they performed at multiple location but mainly dr. pong.

Again same concept as comet, separate entertainment company.

Webcam section shows; Good and Plenty Corporation, Miami

I have not been able to find any other references on the web to this.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:43:19 ID: b167a2 No.8120675 >>8120715

>>8120647
>I forget the context of elkinsspace, though. And, also, what the context of these files were - who sent them and what text accompanied them.

I have a as well. All I remember was a Podesta connection. I'm ashamed to say, but I'm totally disorganized and without a burner machine right now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:47:14 ID: b167a2 No.8120699 >>8120760 >>8123832

>>8120671
>What's the bit rate?

320kbs for a thirteen meg Cat Fart Guitar. 5:39  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:49:34 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120715 >>8120747

>>8120647
>>8120675

They found login details to a catch all email which is from a stratfor employee, his email address was a personal domain which contained the open dir 
found on the archive.

this was one of the fastest responses I've seen or I was late because mail and website were already secured at that point.

There was some noob that send an email from that server, which most likely drew attention to it.

Really hope there is some backup from the emails made.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:49:40 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120716 >>8120766

>>8120673
thread playlist: https://ghostbin.com/paste/jhs3y

enjoy the lyrics?

>>8120673
>Oliver Miller 
https://who.is/whois/drpong.net 
confirmed. 

as for the ping pong, the haveford page explains it. i really wish i could help ur tinfoil adventure but most of the picture is missing here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:53:35 ID: 1cd896 No.8120738 >>8120766 >>8120790

I don't have it installed but if you guys want to check out the .wavs, .mp3s or whatever in a spectogram, use Adobe Audition, just open the file and you'll 
be able to find the tool, very easy  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:53:38 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120739 >>8120760

>Nic Pizzolatto Connection  
>>8120577
>>8120577  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:54:43 ID: b167a2 No.8120747

>>8120715
>There was some noob that send an email from that server, which most likely drew attention to it.

Amateurs.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:56:42 ID: 4148b8 No.8120760 >>8120809 >>8123832

>>8120699
>>8120699
I'm a little less worried now, since that is comparable to the ratio of my own files. I'll do a little spelunking to see what I have found. I won't post during that 
time until I find something. I'm off to install tails now, I'm going to look at the tutorials here, sharpen up my math skills from that PDF too. I will be back in a 
few hours. See you then.

>>8120739

>>8120739
I'll be looking at this now as well, the images of torture are giving me some uncanny valley vibes. Fuck.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:56:43 ID: 53b16a No.8120761 >>8120809

Yeah, it's stenography of some kind, i'd be seriously doubtful if the images were hidden in waveform, but it's worth a shot. Back in the day on 4chan there 
used to be "Sink" threads, where people would post really nice sinks in houses, if you opened up the jpg with an archive viewer there would be CP inside.

Not sure if he is using encryption here, I didn't have a box that I felt secure downloading that shit on so I've not given a crack at it. Honestly I think 
whatever ARG any game company is putting out will be harder to solve than these audio files. These people have absolutely garbage opsec and know 
next to nothing about computers, thus the solutions for them need to be simple. If you think down that line I'd be willing to bet a solution would come 
faster. There is something up with those files though.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:58:19 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120766 >>8120814 >>8120864

>>8120716

I agree, there are far more solid links at this moment in regards to other suspects which need to be looked into.

Shocked that the malaria no more guy gets overlooked, his instagram and connections make him look very dodgy….

>>8120738
That is surely not used, if you want to create an image like that you have to make sounds that map out like that, which isn't that pleasant on the ear ;)  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:01:41 ID: 4148b8 No.8120787
File (hide): fb37938feafa0a2⋯.jpg (78.27 KB, 442x650, 17:25, tmp_5239-1465739119008-2-1….jpg)

>>8120600
Forgot to mention, I'll back this all up in a MEGA zip, in case this gets 
nuked for some otherworldly reason.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:02:03 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120790 >>8120813

>>8120738
it's nothing. this whole thread is trash. good&plenty and elkin are musical groups. the lyrics of elkin are spooky i'll give you that. 

> http://www.goodandplenty.de/impressum.html 
> http://www.goodandplenty.de/antishop/antishop.html

it's a edgy hipster band in german, perhaps they have performed at Dr. Pong spaces in Berlin? I don't see the meaning though, again i think the fringe 
and FUD have taken us far off the scent and the sause.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:04:54 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120809 >>8120838 >>8120886

>>8120760
You have GUI tools for that ;)

>>8120761
The demo and most pictures wouldn't use any encryption and only rely on the fact that it is not visible not even in hex.

Which brings us to possible issues if this is an actual network, they look to be using a GUI tool which could be prozip and supports multiple algo's build in. 
If it is a group that has existed for so long I would expect they hired at least 1 person to modify the algorithm to make it unique for their group, at this 
moment you have actually encrypted it as you will need the algo to decrypt it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:05:24 ID: b167a2 No.8120813 >>8120862

>>8120790
>it's a edgy hipster band in german

So, a Kraut version of Heavy Breathing…  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:05:44 ID: 1cd896 No.8120814 >>8120864

>>8120766
>That is surely not used, if you want to create an image like that you have to make sounds that map out like that, which isn't that pleasant on the ear ;)

Oh yeah, I know, I didn't listen to the audios yet so I was just giving an idea of what to do  

Hope this helps Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:07:58 ID: 9d247f No.8120829 >>8120850 >>8120888 >>8125181

File (hide): 421f422520aabab⋯.jpg (2.35 MB, 3800x4078, 1900:2039, a3n28t51uawx.jpg)

Someone on reddit started building a mind map of how all these pedos are interconnected. Re-posting it here 
and here is the link to the original poster as well. 

I wish you all good hunting. Lets see these bastards locked up. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bqcg2/draft_visual_mindmap_of_clintonepstein_and/  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:09:17 ID: 53b16a No.8120838

>>8120809
This is pretty much what I was thinking. Definately possible they're using some proprietary software they had contracted for to do this.

Even then I don't think this problem is unsolveable and figure out what the "Industry standards" are for doing this. I'd doubt whatever was used to make 
these files the way they are was 100% homebrewed. The GUI, yes, but backend, probably not.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:11:50 ID: 0116a0 No.8120850 >>8120861

>>8120829
Is there some good software to make those with, better than say Visio?

I've wanted to make something like that, but with many different types of defined connections involving other topics for awhile. Bonus if it's something I 
can serve dynamically with a web server  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:14:18 ID: 9d247f No.8120861 >>8120870

>>8120850
Have a look through here, you might find something you like better.

http://alternativeto.net/software/microsoft-visio/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:14:25 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120862

>>8120813
yeah listening to elkins tracks on the playlist, the lyrics are english and talk about sex a lot, but what degenerate band doesn't? it does sound like 
something pedos might fug to in a ping pong club, ofc you can tell that by the file names.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:15:08 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120864 >>8120882 >>8125927

>>8120766
Brah this is the only one for me that (literally) hits close to home. So i'll follow this. However a link to those othets wouöd be nice. 

To all the sound diggers. Godspeed

>>8120814

I think our problem is not knowing which tool and which decryption was used. Does anyone know of any that HAVE been used in the past? 

Any emails talking about music? 

So far we got 
1 pedos use soundfiles as carriers for cp
2 they encrypt them and send (via darknet?)
3? 
What we lack is decryption. this could be found in the mails. Remember the "customers" are not geeks but not inept either. They conduct business via tor. 
so finding mails will be hard but we can hope for some idiot to have used his non-tor mail.

Since i guess noone here is in touch with those people and would leak us the decryptions we can either hope for such a mail or try brute force.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:15:18 ID: 53b16a No.8120865

http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/6960/Steganography-VIII-Hiding-Data-in-Wave-Audio-Files

Common Audio Stenography Software
QuickStego
AudioStegano
BitCrypt
MP3Stego
Steghide
AudioStego

Has anyone posted a thread to /tech/ yet about this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:16:30 ID: 0116a0 No.8120870 >>8120898

>>8120861
It's been two years since I visited this idea and frankly I have to think about it again just to get back to the ideas I was thinking about then. My intent was 
to map connections between news stories, different types of connections, and it would be great if I could serve it as an interactive webpage. I'll look at it 
again although the relevance now will depend upon whether or not things actually change regarding questionable news stories after Trump gets elected.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:18:15 ID: 0116a0 No.8120882

>>8120864
The embedded data thing reminds me of those automated youtubes with the rectangles all over, which reminds of the courthouse in SLC which reminds 
of the daycare. All had the same look of "random" rectangles  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:18:38 ID: 7f25c1 No.8120886

>>8120809
Has anyone tried just changing the file extension from .wav to .jpg or something yet?
Don't forget… these are the same people whose idea of opsec is "I cannot recall"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:18:54 ID: 2c682f No.8120888 >>8120912

>>8120829

please upload original.

I want to add to it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:20:53 ID: 9d247f No.8120898 >>8120901

>>8120870
you could do it through google docs as a drawing and allow for people to work on it as a group but I don't know if I would trust google. They are a major 
Hillary supporter.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:22:02 ID: 0116a0 No.8120901 >>8120946

>>8120898
I'd be looking for something I could host myself on my own servers and probably also more robust than a google docs drawing when it comes to features 
for sorting by connection type etc  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:22:51 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120906 >>8120958

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:23:53 ID: 9d247f No.8120912 >>8120918

>>8120888
I don't have the file, just the image. 

Here is a link to the file authors reddit page. 

https://www.reddit.com/user/iwaagh

You could message them and ask for it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:24:23 ID: 2c682f No.8120918

>>8120912
>>8120912

Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:27:14 ID: d92ead No.8120937 >>8120949

>>8120571
It's here reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b17hj/testing_the_pizza_pages_wtf_have_i_found/?st=iv991ais&sh=6ff3224e

copypasted:
Ok, so I don't know if I've found something or nothing at all.

I searched wikileaks for "pizza", and found this email: https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html

This appears to be in direct relation to the "hot dog friday" email https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-
friday-.html

Here's where it get's strange.

    At the bottom of the first email, there are email details:

URL: http://webmail.elkinsspace.com username: catch-all password: pass1010

Even more bizzare. Check out : http://elkinsspace.com/ - FUCKING OPEN DIRECTORY

But wait, theres more! WTF IS UP WITH THESE FILE NAMES?? http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/

Tons of zips and files in here. Im afraid to download any.

Again, could be total bullshit, but I'm finding the whole thing pretty strange to say the least….Anyone else want to poke around?

Edit: Looks like "Elkins" is Steve Elkins. Web Developer for stratfor https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/35/3513287_re-welcome-steve-elkins-.html

Edit2: Someone told me that password changed.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:28:33 ID: 9d247f No.8120946 >>8120951

>>8120901
you might look at this, just something i dug up on github quickly 

source:
https://github.com/alexgheorghiu/diagramo

site:
http://diagramo.com/

demo:
http://diagramo.com/editor/editor.php  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:28:52 ID: d92ead No.8120949

>>8120937
nvm already posted  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:29:05 ID: 0116a0 No.8120951

>>8120946
Thank you!  

File (hide): 66be78f4e9c8452⋯.webm (10.41 MB,
1280x720, 16:9, 66be78f4e9c8452788a74dfd5….webm)
[play once] [loop]

File (hide): d2f4ad799a2293a⋯.gif (6.33 KB,
234x255, 78:85, d2f4ad799a2293acadae678570….gif)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:29:21 ID: 065e1d No.8120955 >>8120962 >>8121010 >>8121063 >>8121086 >>8121111 >>8121174 >>8121346 >>8124296 >>8147366

>>8120333
>those pages
The same people are behind Salt Lake daycare.

There's no fucking doubt about it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:29:52 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120958

>>8120906
http://investmentwatchblog.com/breaking-from-the-anon-who-brought-you-the-laura-silsby-connection-i-have-uncovered-a-pedophile-with-links-to-hillary-
clinton-barack-obama-david-brock-george-soros-marina-abramovic-and-the-podes/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo

listening to elkin, it does sound like pedo-rock, not normie love songs.  

File (hide): fbac0faef1b4824⋯.png (362.53 KB,
799x725, 799:725, brightestyoungthings.png)

File (hide):
aafec897a3ab72c⋯.png (125.8
KB, 961x1713, 961:1713,
something.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:30:31 ID: 065e1d No.8120962 >>8121085 >>8122505 >>8123266

>>8120955
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>>8120955
KEK CONFIRMS

There's a list of links of 'friends' on the comet pizza site. There's the very weird, very dark 'heavybreathing' site, which has been talked about. Then 
there's the Sasha lord site, interesting bit:

>"Sasha Lord worked at Black Cat 2001-2005, graduated from George Mason University in 2005 in Therapeutic Recreation specializing in working with 
At-Risk Populations. In 2003, Sasha Lord was a outdoor facilitator at Hemlock Overlook specializing in At-Risk Populations. In 2004, Sasha Lord 
volunteered in Salem Oregon with The Girl Scouts of Santiam Council helping facilitate "Girl Scout Beyond Bars".

IOW, she's dealing with girls that have no parents around. Then there's this ping pong place in Berlin, http://drpong.net. Also linked from comet ping pong 
friend page. It seems legit, run by an American. I am very unsure whether it is connected, but there are a couple of oddities: 

>Their site is written in badly(?) spelled German. Have a look into the menu (Angebot). Have a look at pictures (Bilder). Note the icons on the right empty 
space. 

>Now, have a look at Manifest. What is on the right side? A goat! A goat has been referred to elsewhere 
(https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5bem0m/2_pizza_shops_connected_to_pedophilia_uncovered/d9ny8bo/ ).

Significance unclear. On page 'Linken' a hot dog. Hot dogs have been mentioned before somewhere AFAIR. Don't know the significance either.

Further, have a look at the bottom of the menu:

>Andro 'S??kind' € 10,00 Sticky as a long, slow summertime fuck.

'kind' means child in German. Andro probably means 'male'. But it is also a brand of table tennis equipment, so again could be 100% harmless!

Then, go to 'Manifest'. This surely sounds odd?

>For conversation, participation, and lesser-mitigated happiness. Interests and themes that motivate our starting are:

>Un-virtuality (physicality) / real variability.

>Healthy addiction.

>Pre-apocalyptic activity.

>Gaining control / losing control.

Yes, this could indeed all be just ping pong and artsy Hipster folks.

A little oddity: The backgrounds on all the different pages are unclean and have various artifacts? But for some further, bigger oddity that actually made 
me do this post, let's now have a further look on their friends page (Linken).

We get to, among others: http://www.goodandplenty.de/ and from there on to http://www.goodandplenty.de/booking.html

Note the 'captcha' text at the bottom. It says 'big cheese'. It seems to always say 'big cheese'. Coincidence? bucksfishingandcamping.com (same owner 
as comet ping pong) says on the bottom: "(C) 2009, Big Cheese, LLC".

Furthermore, look here: http://www.goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html An 'image compression tool'?! Steganography?? Furthermore, there is a 
hotdog and a cheeseburger on goodandplenty.

On youtube, they have a couple of (very old) videos. One of them says 'you can get new pictures through schweinpeg compression'?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-fpmy_wJPw

Further, I just found what Wikipedia thinks a ping pong show is: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ping_pong_show

>"A ping pong show is a form of stage entertainment that takes place in strip clubs."

>"The show is in many cases associated with sex tourism and human rights concerns have been raised regarding the performers."

>So maybe a common theme of interest seems to be ping pong instead of pizza?

Some further random findings of unknown significance:

The comet guy apparently knows this Marina woman from #spiritcooking as well: https://archive.fo/Y63LF

http://theveritaslawfirm.com - This one has the same address as besta pizza, look at logo. A spiral, blue color!

Now, regarding satanism. Take this guide: 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/00/72/a2/0072a2cd93a47bf7ad6158b92990e147.gif

And now have a look here:

http://www.dcbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Comet-Ping-Pong.jpg

Maybe related: https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24226

Noteworthy: Bill Clinton visits 'Politics and Prose', on the cometpingpong twitter: https://twitter.com/cometpingpong/status/142691590761218049

Also noteworthy maybe? This site: https://brightestyoungthings.com/ 

linked from the comet ping pong pizza friends page, has a comet falling onto a dinosaur (upper right corner). If you click on it, you arrive here: 
https://brightestyoungthings.com/wp-content/themes/bytv6/assets/images/header/whatAreYouDoingHere.jpg  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:33:17 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120982

If there is any FBI bro lurking.
=please=
Help us with anything you got. Just upload a txt with anything you can reveal (without getting yourself) suicided to WL. 

We need all the help we can get.
This is not about hillary. Its about justice.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:36:01 ID: b167a2 No.8121010 >>8121078

>>8120955

Jebus Fuck!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:38:36 ID: 000000 No.8121025 >>8121054

>>8120267
>all encryption is CP nothing to hide nothing to fear xD
How far /pol/ has fallen.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:42:14 ID: 0116a0 No.8121054 >>8121073

>>8121025
>all encryption is CP

One day soon this will actually be an argument used. Can you prove those numbers are NOT CP, anon?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:43:32 ID: 29f226 No.8121063

>>8120955
can anyone who already knows too much about sinks check out those pictures on the sites show in this video because that shit screams steganography  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:44:51 ID: 000000 No.8121073 >>8121082 >>8121083

>>8121054
>prove a negative
Really, anon?  

File (hide): 704fa614eb2cc8e⋯.png (187.24 KB,
1097x621, 1097:621, hudson bay.png)

File
(hide):
603506996b902b8⋯.png
(119 B,
1x1,
1:1,
pixel.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:45:49 ID: 065e1d No.8121078 >>8121165 >>8121308

>>8121010
This shit is international.

Also, that rabbit? Fits the Hudson Bay. My guess is that pedo island is on the island that fits the eye.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:26 ID: 61b0df No.8121082 >>8121117

>>8121073
No one has argued for that. Look at the context of the topic. It could be anything, but within context my supposition was CP.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:27 ID: b167a2 No.8121083 >>8121117

>>8121073

We're fucking eye deep in a wide-spread pedophile investigation. The context supports suspicion of CP behind encrypted barriers.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:32 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121085

>>8120962
>Andro 'S??kind ->Andro Süßkind translates to "Andro "sweetchild""
For a "german" bar its very uncommon to not know how to do ö ä ü etc on their web appearance. 

If you google it nothing else but dr pedo comes up. Its supposedly "something" that "kicks in hard with the description beeing fitting" but not saying its a 
drink or anything.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:34 ID: 33db8f No.8121086 >>8121094 >>8121346

>>8120955
People have been creating weird hipster"art" in the form of webpages and executables with that same style for many years.  There's a name for this 
genre of weird art shit, but I can't remember it. They often name their works something that looks like an old dos executable, e.g. RUBLE~.EXE.  I 
wouldn't be so certain it's the same person.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:47:44 ID: 065e1d No.8121094

>>8121086
We need to look at the source code for those pages.

People have patterns when writing code, and that could lead us to this shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:49:58 ID: febcee No.8121111 >>8121138 >>8121161 >>8121172

>>8120955
>>>812

Where does the rabbit image come from?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:50:45 ID: 000000 No.8121117 >>8121158 >>8121168

>>8121082
>but within context my supposition was CP
>>8121083
>We're fucking eye deep in a wide-spread pedophile investigation
Yes, the summary of the OP is this could be a CP ring. Clearly it has evolved since then with the main argument being encryption. Because of course 
encryption = CP, right?

Anyway I'm not dismissing the idea outright either.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:53:00 ID: 5c5e39 No.8121138

>>8121111
That Daycare mystery from a year or two back. Some seriously shady shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:53:29 ID: 2ff23d No.8121148 >>8121172

>>8120585
use tor browser, [spoiler]it's slow and not perfect but it's another layer of security that has to be cracked[/spoiler]  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:54:38 ID: 504867 No.8121158 >>8121186

File (hide): 7e139b2ae63adbe⋯.jpg (92.37 KB, 540x405, 4:3, ret_a_rip.jpg)

>>8121117
>this could be a CP ring
Nigger have you been here for the past five or so 
threads on this shit?  It's most definitely a CP ring.  
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File (hide): 145c640627bed75⋯.jpg (1.08 MB,
3264x1836, 16:9, 1.jpg)

File (hide):
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(337.24 KB, 843x1967, 3:7,
3.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:54:48 ID: 065e1d No.8121161 >>8121198 >>8121267 >>8121479 >>8121503 >>8176084 >>8176219 >>8176303

>>8121111
Salt Lake Daycare. Incredibly shady shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:55:17 ID: a6ca29 No.8121165

>>8121078
Snape, Innetalling, Tukarak, Flaherty, Moore, Kugong, Wiegand, Bakers Dozen, Sleeper, Laddie, Split, Driftwood, and Renouf Island.
One Airport near the only town on that Island chain which is Sanikiluaq.

Anyone feel like searching wikileaks for references?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:55:33 ID: 61b0df No.8121168

>>8121117
You know, if you have another idea, go at it. The CP angle shouldn't be unexplored and any other angle you think is relevant enough for you to be a 
useless pedant is fine for you to explore.

If you have an argument for that something else, make it. Else, fuck off. Thx  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:56:28 ID: b167a2 No.8121172 >>8126937

>>8121111

It was drawn on a chain link fence outside of an alleged Day Care building.

>>8121148

In which case, make sure to used a VPN before you access it. The exit nodes are most probably controlled by NSA. In which case, the more junk data 
you're sending out, the better.

It might be best to use an overseas VPN as well, but I'm not sure if that makes a difference myself.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:56:29 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121174 >>8121405

>>8120955
> https://who.is/whois/dump.fm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryder_Ripps

the goy makes weird webs for fun. he's pro-bernie. this is nothing. the rabbit could have been reposted to his dump site. this is nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:57:42 ID: 000000 No.8121186 >>8121228 >>8122711

>>8121158
No, but again encryption does not. I repeat: does. Not equal Child Pornography.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:58:39 ID: a803d0 No.8121192 >>8122032

>>8120231
oh god i want to rub my dick on her eye lids  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:59:37 ID: 504867 No.8121198 >>8121223 >>8121229 >>8121438 >>8123952

>>8121161
WE HAVE FOUND ANOTHER LOCA TION OF THE RABBIT .
4811 Speedway Marina del Rey California  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:02:48 ID: 504867 No.8121223

>>8121198
Here's a link to other thread to not derail this one
The case of the day care isn't finished yet.
>>8121190  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:03:00 ID: 11bc5a No.8121228 >>8121293

>>8121186
m8, they were making the "we must ban all encryption because we don't know what the content that's encrypted is, thus everything encrypted is CP" 
arguement

Also, the threads about this on halfchan are completely unusable. People with (1) keep trying to divert the thread back into shit that's been ruled 
irrelevant/too cryptic, there's bots shilling for Shillary and then there's the sliding.

Sorry for not having anything to contribute to the thread, but you're so deep that I'm afraid of committing sudoku by shooting myself three times in the 
back of my head if I touch the shit you've uncovered.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:03:23 ID: 2ff23d No.8121229 >>8121269 >>8123100 >>8131722

File (hide): 71d1d0a497b6586⋯.gif (3.84 MB, 1000x563, 1000:563, white rabbi.gif)

>>8121198
This fucking movie gets better every 
time.
What did they know?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:08:53 ID: c877f8 No.8121267

>>8121161
>2nd pic

There is a part cut out of that image. Does anyone know what's missing?

It's in between "Stop Gossip" and "Phone Calls."  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:09:19 ID: 2e857b No.8121269 >>8121290

>>8121229
umm, anon, you do realize that the white rabbit comes from alice in wonderland originally right? not the matrix?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:11:47 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121290 >>8121378

>>8121269
yeah and c.s. lewis is a bedo. we've come full circle. back to ping pong pizza ok m8s? audio files and encryption is FUD, all the data posted so fair is 
vanilla audio production files.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:12:03 ID: 000000 No.8121293

>>8121228
What the fuck are you even saying? Are you suffering from a stroke?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:12:21 ID: 49af47 No.8121295

>>8120267
Couldn't you still get charged with the possession of cp?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:13:47 ID: 9d247f No.8121308 >>8122343 >>8122709 >>8125885

>>8121078

Epstein's pedo island is Little Saint James island 

https://www.google.com/maps/@18.3004147,-64.8249033,812m/data=!3m1!1e3

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:18:12 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121341 >>8121499 >>8121802

Ok can y'all stop sliding? We'd like to focus on DrPong. From there on we can keep working. It's derailing into one of those threads that achieve nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:18:28 ID: 9a7071 No.8121346

>>8120955
>>8121086
yeah it's just some guy's netart project
he probably pulled that rabbit image just for the sake of filling a webpage, pure coincidence
you can reverse search almost any clip-art style image and get linked to a internet-vomit collage like this 
i can confidently say it's probably fucking nothing  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:18:30 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121347

>>8105708
>>8105708

>>8098566
>>8098566

please merge  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:21:56 ID: 504867 No.8121378 >>8121474 >>8122124

>>8121290
>c.s. lewis is a bedo
It was Lewis Carroll that wrote them.  Even though Carroll himself was based as far as I can tell, the symbolism of following the white rabbit into 
wonderland is used with sexual ritual programming in this kike shit.  The whole purpose is leading the child into a trance while their personality is slowly 
fractured through consistent abuse/reward patterns.  

File (hide): 56a9fb85a7540d6⋯.png (11.33 KB,
781x266, 781:266, dump.fm_whois.PNG)

File (hide): d830a1b3e50d4ce⋯.png (510.76 KB,
1680x1010, 168:101, iklass_35thAve.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:24:33 ID: 1d7ef9 No.8121405 >>8121733 >>8122008

>>8121174
>the goy makes weird webs for fun. he's pro-bernie. this is nothing. the rabbit could have been reposted to his dump site. this is nothing.

There's a preschool in the same building. I tried to find a white rabbit in street view, but no success so far.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:28:11 ID: a8a998 No.8121438 >>8121479

>>8121198
As a bonus, note the carrot as well. Maybe that's a part of the code?
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:30:28 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121451 >>8121474 >>8121604 >>8122228 >>8123144

kubrick knew. oddly the word 'pingpong' is only used in Nobokov's novel 
once, while listing objects used to play with. 

for more history on the novel watch these vids: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spTUa41pzoY (links in description)

they speculate like you goys are doing but have plenty of facts.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:32:40 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121474 >>8121604 >>8122379

>>8121378
>>8121451
watch the riddle videos, they cover the lewis connections. nobokov is actually more of a whistle blower in a weird way.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:33:11 ID: a8a998 No.8121479 >>8121503

>>8121438
To clarify, it also shows up in >>8121161  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:33:27 ID: 32465f No.8121483 >>8121542

File (hide): 9debc6c2385357f⋯.png (95.67 KB, 295x300, 59:60, 8c72610cdac9f68911f73d3826….png)

>>8120606
>pizza
>for an hour  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:35:35 ID: b167a2 No.8121499 >>8121664 >>8121802

>>8121341

Yeah, Podesta/Elkin files are proving to be peripheral, if somewhat relevant. The Stegnograph angle gives relevance to the white rabbit, but it's not 
helping with Pong until we can confirm there are audio files from their band that have compressed data. Unfortunately, I'm having quite a bit of difficulty 
researching since I don't speak fucking German!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:35:48 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121503 >>8121533 >>8121547

>>8121161
>>8121479
ever consided the rabbit might just be someone's sticker tag on the old sign, unrelated to the building? it's large and in the center but it's on top of the rust 
and not super weathered.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:38:44 ID: a8a998 No.8121533

>>8121503
It's picked up some of the rust, so it must have been there for at least a while.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:39:09 ID: 05a6ff No.8121542

>>8121483
You know what they say: you don't buy pizza, you only rent it.
Because slavery is illegal.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:39:42 ID: 504867 No.8121547

>>8121503
The place was fucking weird, read on the dig before you speculate more on that.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:45:31 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121604 >>8121640 >>8121786

>>8121451
>>8121474
https://www.google.com/search?q=roman+ping+pong

> http://www.romanpingpong.com/
> https://who.is/whois/romanpingpong.com
>  Nadia Litz

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadia_Litz#Early_Life
>  A former child actor, she has described herself as somewhat ambitious.
>  She took an interest in films at the age of 6, and started living in Toronto at 17 to attend York University, but left to join the 2,500 hopefuls who 
auditioned for the title role in the 1997 film version of Lolita, which went to Dominique Swain.

remember 'pingpong' is only used once in the book, in relation to Lo becoming an actress in a stage play, look it up if you want. i'm starting to get chills. 
wew lads.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:48:55 ID: 424778 No.8121631 >>8121652

>>8120333
Rams, hotdogs, children and masks… what kind of imagery does this make you think guys?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:49:47 ID: 61b0df No.8121640 >>8121732 >>8121738 >>8133505

File (hide): 7d634757ada8036⋯.png (268.37 KB, 603x769, 603:769, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8121604
>pingpong appears once in Lolita  

File (hide): d0167c57ae5ac12⋯.jpg (179.48
KB, 869x1080, 869:1080, 1.jpg)

File (hide): 9c49fd93f3a78c6⋯.jpg (178.25
KB, 868x1080, 217:270, 2.jpg)

File (hide): 0a7cadbb0525d51⋯.jpg (165.9
KB, 869x1080, 869:1080, 3.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:51:30 ID: 065e1d No.8121652 >>8121654 >>8122139 >>8133690 >>8134262

>>8121631
Read the official reports from the Salt Lake daycare investigation.

There are reports of a guy wearing a Zorro mask.
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File (hide): de5ae35ef601fc3⋯.jpg (224.63
KB, 869x1080, 869:1080, 4.jpg)

File (hide): 6e11c2e8e819227⋯.jpg (196.92
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:51:57 ID: 065e1d No.8121654 >>8122139

>>8121652
Part 2 of 2.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:53:37 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121664 >>8121722 >>8121802

>>8121499
Tell me what you need translated and ill do it fam. Like I said i cant dig atm but will do all thats possible for me atm to get this cracked.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:00:15 ID: b167a2 No.8121722

>>8121664

Appreciated. But I need sleep right now. Gotta vote in seven hours. Will return later in the day.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:01:11 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121732

>>8121640
yep that's the place. kubrick setup a whole scene around the ping-pong table as the intro to whole film, surely it has some meaning.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:01:23 ID: b99e2c No.8121733

>>8121405
i've lurked dump.fm off and on for years. it is a hipster webart chat. however i will say i have seen some cultist types in there, but they mostly just worship 
PsychicTV and are low grade hipster wiccan types. i havent been there for years so no clue what it's turned into in that time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:02:43 ID: 32465f No.8121738 >>8121786

>>8121640
were really grasping at straws here  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:03:25 ID: 62df25 No.8121746 >>8121768

How is drpong linked to elkinspace ??  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:07:05 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121768

>>8121746
Not definetly. 
Thats why i want ppl to stop sliding and keep digging everything we can about that place. But faggots never listen and idiots just come up with stuff that 
holds 0 ground.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:09:20 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121786 >>8121847

>>8121738
see: 
>>8121604

it's not tried to the pedosta emails except that ping pong is pedo jargon. it's odd that an actress who dropped out of college to try to get a role in a heeb 
film remake would call her company 'roman ping pong' pictures' lines from kubricks film opening, a scene not based in the book at all. 

for more on ping pong connections read: 
>>8112818

if anything this confirms the term has heeb connections, because kubrick and litz.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:11:52 ID: d77e1c No.8121802 >>8121867

File (hide): 490492d6b674c3a⋯.png (50.4 KB, 706x585, 706:585, t.png)

>>8121341
>>8121499
>>8121664
drpong -> made by botto design -> rename splitt "s.t.a.t.e" and "troppo design" -> troppo 
design owner "Andreas Trogisch"

his picture page: http://www.andreastrogisch.de/
He actually does have a number of childen pictures. nothing wild. too much to say it's 
nothing.

plus:
the coder, http://www.umoderne.dk/ will redirect to pipto.com but doesn't show much. 
however search engine gives a few subdomains.
http://lambrusco.pipto.com/

http://gaderne.pipto.com/
http://simulacra.pipto.com/

Nothing Pizza related. However without doubt the people are:
1. communists
2. pro isreal  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:12:59 ID: 85fba5 No.8121811

Christ, some of you people are fucking geniuses. You know who you are. 

So far, 8ch is > /r/the_donald > /r/wikileaks > 4chan for this shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:18:59 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121847 >>8122049

>>8121786
http://idyllopuspress.com/idyllopus/film/lolita_1.htm

search page for 'ping pong' or 'game'
>Quilty does not unfold himself out from under a sheet, disassociating himself from a piece of furniture. There is no ping-pong game. There are no boxing 
gloves. Quilty does not pound out Chopin on the piano. 

imo the scene was signalling to the underground.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:23:00 ID: b99e2c No.8121867 >>8121911

>>8121802
>simulacra

sorry no vpn and too paranoid to check the url but simulacra refers to baudrillard's philosophies of simulations of simulations attempting to simulate 
reality. point being, take a second look. something there will have multiple layers.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:30:10 ID: d77e1c No.8121911 >>8121918

>>8121867
well, to deep4me. it doesn't have much. few pages, not utf-8 encoded text and background picures.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:31:39 ID: b99e2c No.8121918

>>8121911
could just be hipsters too  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:36:18 ID: c44309 No.8121957

>>8120334
pedos never get busted for having 1 cp file, they get busted for having hundreds. If you are decryption it with the intention of giving it to law enforcement 
you have good reason for temporary possession.  Think about handing in a found murder weapon, that does not make you the murderer, it might look bad 
at first but when does a murderer hand in his own murder weapon? never.
Use good opsec if you can, not having to answer questions is always easier than wasting your time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:42:17 ID: 9372f1 No.8122008

>>8121405
Spiegel Leser wissen mehr. :^)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:45:11 ID: 60b21c No.8122032

>>8121192
hurr durr gtfo racemixer hurr durr  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:47:31 ID: 1e43f8 No.8122049
File (hide): 62cf20fbb355137⋯.png (292.49 KB, 1533x960, 511:320, pingpong_james_mason.PNG)

>>8121847
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Mason#Personal_life

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pamela_Mason#Early_life_and_pers
onal_life

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portland_Mason

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morgan_Mason#Public_relations_an
d_film

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Duke_Mason#Personal_life

yeah that whole fam is deviants. pic related, it was james mason who suggested the ping pong table to kubrick.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:48:21 ID: 60b21c No.8122058 >>8122091 >>8122141

Again…how is this going to help Trump get elected?  That's all I care about at this point.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:51:26 ID: 61b0df No.8122091 >>8122131

>>8122058
How can you better help someone get elected.. on election day? lol

isn't that when everything you fought for comes to fruition?

though i respect the pushing harder than ever  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:54:23 ID: c5c47d No.8122124 >>8122147 >>8122228 >>8173785

File (hide): 478d4ff08ac51f2⋯.jpg (158.13 KB, 620x480, 31:24, Lewis-Carroll.-Fine-Art-Ph….jpg)

>>8121378
Lewis Carroll was a pedo tho. He used to photograph naked lolis and Alice was one of his loli 
girlfriends. It's pretty much an obscure knowledge.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:56:11 ID: 60b21c No.8122131 >>8122274

>>8122091
this whole operation reeks of the bella and the bulldogs faggotry….  just a whole lot of digging and research for nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:57:18 ID: d92ead No.8122139 >>8122220

>>8121652
>8121652
>>8121654
Can you give more info about this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:57:18 ID: a8a998 No.8122141

>>8122058
Trump is great, but we're not going to stop digging whether he gets elected or not. We'd investigate this under normal circumstances be there an election 
or not.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:58:10 ID: 60b21c No.8122147 >>8122228

>>8122124
I can't remember his name atm but there was a French artist from 100/200 years ago who almost exclusively drew naked kids.  The theory is that he was 
using his paintings as fap material.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:06:21 ID: 065e1d No.8122220 >>8122812

>>8122139
It's from
>>>/x/27461
>>>/x/27462
>>>/x/27463
>>>/x/27464

There are some documents from the police investigation (hint: the social services are apparently involved), the picture of the guy who owns the place 
(Jose Solano), and the web pages that belonged to the daycare.

Oh yeah, the girls who went in? Never came out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:07:29 ID: 1e43f8 No.8122228

>>8121451
>>8122124
>>8122147
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrbLt75to24_ZtJe8tjabf272GPXgVDP4

this covers much about lewis carroll as well as the book.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:14:48 ID: 61b0df No.8122274 >>8122288 >>8123621

>>8122131
You could be right, IMO.

I think we could have been baited into following the 'rabbit' shit. Turning /pol/ into /x/. Just look back at the origin of the whole thing and it's some random 
poster with the Hudson bay looking like a rabbit.

Why is the Hudson bay relevant?
Then, some guy posts the address in response to that rabbit post.

It was a random ass address AFAIK, out of nowhere. It could just be a regular anon, or it could be an FBI posting to help, or it could be a trick/leading us 
in wrong direction.

Not sure.

But this is to do with the RABBIT. The rest, I don't know. I haven't had time to read the OP. If you're talking about the OP, I think those might be solid leads 
- coming from wikileaks and other connections like comet pizza.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:16:49 ID: c5c47d No.8122288 >>8122324 >>8122568

>>8122274
Yes, that's bullshit. Disregard all the /x/ faggots there.

All we have is DNC-Pizza-Pong connection, and it's a solid one. We should be researching that.

Faggots with /x/-tier shit should be permabanned.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:19:50 ID: 61b0df No.8122324

>>8122288
checked.

Disregard rabbit-posts and devolving into x-tier shit.

concentrate on solid leads  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:22:02 ID: 8e716a No.8122343 >>8122401

>>8121308
>British Virgin Islands
>Where elites host child virgin sex orgies
They're right. Everything IS hidden in plain sight.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:26:02 ID: efcef0 No.8122379

>>8121474
Who filmed Lolita? Kubrick.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:28:35 ID: 61b0df No.8122401

>>8122343
Imagine if you could signal to fellow /pol/acks in subtle ways IRL that only they would know - because your symbolism is kept secret and disconnected.

It's like a secret club to them. They depend on keeping their signals/symbols secret in order to operate in the world cohesively. 

Memes 101.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:29:45 ID: 26399c No.8122411 >>8122529

>>8119966 (OP)
>linking to Reddit
>can't title his post properly
FUCK OFF REDDIT. YOU ARE NOT IN GOOD FUCKING COMP ANY. LEAVE  

File (hide): 6add1034a9b4832⋯.jpg
(1.55 MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, mason1.jpg)

File (hide): f7df235202762ea⋯.jpg (2.05
MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, mason2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:38:09 ID: 667560 No.8122498 >>8122564 >>8122567

read this fuckers

note the star and moon on the left is the same as the one on comet  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:38:42 ID: 85fba5 No.8122505

>>8120962

>Note the 'captcha' text at the bottom. It says 'big cheese'. It seems to always say 'big cheese'. Coincidence? bucksfishingandcamping.com (same owner 
as comet ping pong) says on the bottom: "(C) 2009, Big Cheese, LLC".

Came here to post this. 

Literally every fucking page we find related to these people has goats, hot dogs, and cheese.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:41:07 ID: 05c040 No.8122529 >>8122832

>>8122411
Who says i'm reddit? info is currently being buried  in the fuckstorm, you spread it from where you can. eat a dick m8  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:41:23 ID: 667560 No.8122531

they state that they are "Big cheese LLC"

http://www.restaurantmagazine.com/pie-five-pizza-makes-bold-move-into-midwest/

a subsidiary of Pizza Inn Holdings, Inc. (Nasdaq:PZZI), announced today that it has awarded franchise rights to two veteran restaurant groups that will 
introduce the rapidly growing brand to three new states. Big Cheese, LLC, owned by Jim Stevens, is contracted to open seven restaurants in Wichita, KS, 
and Tulsa, OK. Simmonds Restaurant Management will open six Pie Five locations in Omaha and Lincoln, NE.
If thats true, they are now apart of a bigger group. Jim Stevens https://www.linkedin.com/in/kona07 https://www.linkedin.com/in/kona07  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:42:39 ID: 85fba5 No.8122547 >>8122572 >>8122600 >>8122618

There are by now literally hundreds of pages, pics, info, etc. Reddit threads and archive.org are being deleted. But people keep posting fragmented info, 
like just the Pizza pic, as if thats all we have.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT WE COMPILE ALL THE DATA WE HAVE SO FAR, IN ONE PLACE, SO NOTHING IS LOST!!!

NOT ON REDDIT, NOT ON CHANS, NOT ON PASTEBIN, NOT ON ARCHIVE.ORG

IN A ZIP FILE THAT IS FREELY PASSED AROUND EVERYWHERE AND DUPLICATED x5000

AUTISTS PLEASE TRY TO SAVE STUFF! Don't rely on some website to save your research for you!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:12 ID: 61b0df No.8122564

>>8122498
This is a fucking Satanic Muzzie fucking pedo ring… FUCKING FIND IT.. THIS NEEDS TO BE FUCKING OBLITERATED  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:14 ID: a1c122 No.8122567

>>8122498
Charity work at a children's hospital? So is this going to turn into Gary Glitter and Operation Yewtree 2.0  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:18 ID: c5c47d No.8122568 >>8122572

>>8122288
This. It's important, let's do it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:36 ID: c5c47d No.8122572

>>8122568
Meant for >>8122547  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:45:44 ID: 667560 No.8122587
File (hide): 043dda23fd16952⋯.jpg (1.63 MB, 2448x2448, 1:1, mason3.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:46:03 ID: 60f385 No.8122591 >>8124000

File (hide): f8bfecfb00fe3ea⋯.png (1.06 MB, 2364x1736, 591:434, pedo rings.png)

This is a smoking gun. We gotta 
spread this shit as far as we can, as 
fast as we can.
>>8114374  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:46:52 ID: 61b0df No.8122600

>>8122547
>>8122547
>>8122547
>>8122547
>>8122547

save thread on hard drive, by saving page.

save archives by saving pages..

rightclick->saveas  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:49:04 ID: 1aefd3 No.8122618

>>8122547
Could you do that ? Not everything but all you can get .. sort it and upload it … sort of like the Do/k/ument … would help tremendously  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:49:46 ID: 98508d No.8122630 >>8122679 >>8122685

File (hide): 0705cd0d77d50d7⋯.jpg (104.98 KB, 440x640, 11:16, 1461523622732.jpg)

What the fuck is happening? Can 
someone clue me in?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:55:27 ID: 2c6b07 No.8122679 >>8123677

>>8122630
read nigger
Follow the white rabbit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:56:04 ID: 065e1d No.8122685

>>8122630
Clintons are involved with a satanic pedo ring masquerading as an international pizza corp.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:56:13 ID: 73e879 No.8122686

>>8120247
>>8120259

>use snap tool
>divide in smaller images  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:58:22 ID: b9996a No.8122709

>>8121308

>island shopping

As far as islands go, it's not very big. With no airplane landing strip directly on island, it's ferry accessible only. In BVI's, other islands are larger and thus 
worth more. On the whole an unremarkable place, except for it's young guests.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:58:25 ID: 7b32ac No.8122711

>>8121186
>encryption does not equal CP
No shit you fucking autist, but when you're investigating a child trafficking ring and they're sending large encrypted files to each other with strange names, 
it's probably fucking CP. Your kneejerk reaction does not fit here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:02:14 ID: 065e1d No.8122757

>>8120505
We need to look at the previous Podesta leaked images using this shit. Especially the ones in suspicious emails. There has to be something in those.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:03:44 ID: 667560 No.8122770
File (hide): 5f87d22aa6b823a⋯.jpg (1.49 MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, SHUT_IT_DOWN.jpg)

OY VEY  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:05:35 ID: 667560 No.8122788 >>8123255 >>8123762

File (hide): 6e33cd7ba4ada38⋯.png (86.38 KB, 2198x217, 314:31, ClipboardImage.png)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:08:56 ID: 4c535a No.8122812

>>8122220
It is clear you didn't read any pages of the document you posted. That is pertaining to the investigation of two British children that had been sexually 
abused or groomed. It's very obvious - the 4.jpg you posted refers to a "DS Fernandez" and a "DC Martin", meaning detective sergeant and detective 
constable, positions that do not exist in police departments in the United States.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:10:59 ID: 26399c No.8122832

>>8122529
Your inability to make a proper post, your link to Reddit, and your incredibly faggoty mannerisms  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:14:46 ID: 106bd6 No.8122867 >>8123089 >>8123127 >>8123174

Will Killary ever have to pay for this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:16:36 ID: 60f385 No.8122879

>>8120508
>for some damn reason "Pong" is censored with "L.M", no idea if that means anything in another language.
Could be "Leck mich am Arsch", roughly translated into English as "kiss my ass".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swabian_salute
An insult coined by the medieval knight Goetz von Berlichingen, it was also used as the name of two canons my Mozart and the unofficial nickname of the 
17th SS Panzergrenadier Division.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:19:44 ID: eb930c No.8122906

>>8120319
Make sure you scrub your HDD after that then too.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:20:49 ID: 667560 No.8122920 >>8122936 >>8123013 >>8151079

FBI Anon has been at it again and we missed it.

Official FBI twitter released 'Help us find these Missing Persons

https://twitter.com/FBI/status/795362410097831936 (embed)

Pics of a bunch of kids.

Next tweet is 

Help the FBI recover stolen Art in the national stolen art file:

https://twitter.com/FBI/status/795636546653147138 (embed)

Article related; "HOW ART CAN BE USED TO FUND HUMAN TRAFFICKING

https://investmentwatchblog.com/1031-exchange-how-art-can-be-used-to-pay-for-human-trafficking/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:22:16 ID: 667560 No.8122936

>>8122920

start watching for stolen art in these places or kids.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:27:29 ID: 05c040 No.8123003

Podesta 35

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?q=&mfrom=&mto=&title=&notitle=&date_from=&date_to=&nofrom=&noto=&count=50&sort=6#searchresult  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:27:51 ID: 11bc5a No.8123013

>>8122920
Possibly related:
https://www .fbi.gov/wanted/kidnap (list of kidnapped persons the FBI wants hints on)
https://twitter. com/FBIDallas/status/793919893896712192 (FBI tweet on one missing 10yo girl)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:33:28 ID: 64f3d8 No.8123089

>>8122867
Nope because it's not just her. It's not just the Clintons. This shit is B I G and nothing can be done about it other than waking what few people will listen 
because the majority don't care and just want to go on with their lives while Satanists run the world.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:34:36 ID: 06ed54 No.8123100

>>8121229

Enough that the Wachowski brothers were turned into trannies thanks to the jews in power thanks to their transgressions.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:36:36 ID: 15e9b9 No.8123127 >>8123174 >>8123238

File (hide): 5b2d4ad6d615a1b⋯.jpg (178.2 KB, 717x789, 239:263, 1470006490102.jpg)

>>8122867
If this is true, every position of authority will be called into question. All churches, governments, 
police, military, taxation agencies, on and on. 

>mfw stefan molymeme had it right about anarchy all along  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:37:56 ID: 43c768 No.8123144 >>8123277 >>8123381 >>8133505

>>8121451
these a just the first few I found, the links between ping-pong and pedophile rings has been an elephant in the room for a long time
 
http:/ /www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/5406772/Ping-pong-paedophile-jailed-for-12-months.html

https:/ /www.thesun.co.uk/archives/news/1181465/didgeridoodoo-paedophile-rolf-harris-makes-instrument-out-of-jails-toilet-roll-tubes-and-drives-prison-
officers-around-the-bend/

http:/ /www.wnd.com/2010/10/217565/

https:/ /thecolemanexperience.wordpress.com/2013/04/27/prince-charles-arthur-c-clarke-and-the-paedophile-connection/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:40:09 ID: c877f8 No.8123174 >>8123238

File (hide): f9eff7755090722⋯.png (93.47 KB, 425x325, 17:13, smug glee.png)

>>8122867
Perhaps not by our hand, but ritual cannibalism is a harsh 
mistress. The prions will get her. See >>8120900

>>8123127
>mfw  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:43:46 ID: 000000 No.8123214

You can't really expect these people to be tech or crypto experts so they probably use something readily available. I've seen data hidden into audio files 
with programs like MP3Stego and Openpuff. Openpuff was used in some years Cicada round IIRC.

You need the passphrase to extract the hidden data.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:45:17 ID: 2c6b07 No.8123238 >>8123320 >>8123429

>>8123127
>>8123174

what did he say about anarchy?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:46:46 ID: 7da088 No.8123255

>>8122788
this makes me sick. French people probably forgot about this already.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:47:58 ID: 9e6638 No.8123266 >>8123850 >>8130678 >>8131066

File (hide): 3ab9ac9d798ed4c⋯.jpg (117.24 KB, 720x960, 3:4, zupfcx.jpg)

>>8120962

Stop with this Heavy Breathing /x/ tier shit. It's just not a very good power electronic act, there are dozens of the better 
artists in this genere, for example Genocide Lolita (with an umistakable right-wing profile), Morder Machine from Italy, 
Sewer Goddess, STAB Electronics, Frailty of Angels, Deathpile and so on, and so on…

Nothing esoteric or sinister about a hipster with  a Cubase SX and couple of vst plugins using shock imagery to 
promote his shit-tier music.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:49:19 ID: a492f1 No.8123277

>>8123144
>the links between ping-pong and pedophile rings has been an elephant in the room for a long time

you know how the anime feminist woman was bitching about that ping pong show due to the "pedophilia"

…

now you know why  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:51:44 ID: 15e9b9 No.8123320

>>8123238
authority isn't a principle based in truth, and thus anarchy, AN - without ARCHY archon or ruler, a society without rulers or government is the only moral 
order of human civilization. it makes sense, because these satanist pedo fucks have infested the police and everything,,  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:53:01 ID: c821ac No.8123339

>>8120281
>>8120331
>muh pr
GET OUT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:53:32 ID: 667560 No.8123345 >>8123359 >>8123463

File (hide): 3216a61ed2052a9⋯.png (352.29 KB, 775x326, 775:326, ClipboardImage.png)

look into nancy pelosi's goat hill pizza place…. goats offspring is a kid and the logo on the site the goat is 
black like baphomet… oh and theres this…. who wants to bet some kid locked up drew it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:54:40 ID: 15e9b9 No.8123359 >>8123481

File (hide): f91742bba384e8e⋯.png (1.27 MB, 1924x1638, 74:63, goat hill pizza.png)

>>8123345
already did a little 
work on this  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:55:51 ID: c877f8 No.8123381 >>8133505

>>8123144
Holy shit

>link 1
>Judge Bing put Tendler, one of the highest ranked table tennis players in Britain, on the Sexual Offenders Register for seven years.

>link 2
>He is said to excel at ping pong.

>link 4
>Clarke goes there regularly in the afternoon, hobbling on a walking stick, to challenge boys – some as young as 12 – to a game of ping pong.

(Link 3 seems to be unrelated to the game of ping pong.)

That's quite a connection, I wonder what it is about it?
>innocuous-seeming game
>not unusual to be seen played by both adults and children
>involves a table - can be used for sex
>involves paddles - can be used for spanking, etc
>involves little balls - can be inserted into orifices

It makes sense as a meme that would be popular with pedos.

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:59:42 ID: c877f8 No.8123429

>>812
3238
Basica
lly, he 
is an 
an-
cap.

Sage 
for 
double 
post  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:02:17 ID: 5a19a4 No.8123460

>>8120618
Why kids when you have these two very fuckable deviant women?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:02:33 ID: fc0bb3 No.8123463 >>8123510 >>8123531

>>8123345
Sure, but all that Egyptian, Babylonian, whatever stuff is just a bullshit excuse to fuck children. These are white niggers and various mongrels. Basic bitch 
perverts larping. 'Spirit dinners', are just a pretext to fuck a kid.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:03:51 ID: 5a19a4 No.8123481

>>8123359
reddit replacement voat.co uses a goat for a mascot.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:06:40 ID: 64f3d8 No.8123510 >>8124441

>>8123463
Keep thinking that.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:08:11 ID: c877f8 No.8123531 >>8124441

>>8123463
>'Spirit dinners', are just a pretext to fuck a kid.
I think it goes far beyond that. At least some of them are occultists that believe in the spiritual nature of the shit they do, there are rituals with history and 
supposed meaning that go beyond fetishism. Things like human sacrifice and cannibalism.

Check out this thread from a couple days ago, it goes over a lot of shit I didn't believe either, before all this dropped.
https://archive.is/vSRSB  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:10:44 ID: bba0ce No.8123573
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:12:55 ID: 667560 No.8123600

someone posted a background check of comet and podesta yesterday

100s of pages

https://8ch.net/pol/res/8105049.html#q8114450  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:14:02 ID: d92ead No.8123621

>>8122274
It came out of nowhere. But the rabbit and slcdc have been randomly dropped in other threads here and there this past week. Baiting. But the Hudson 
Bay rabbit map was posted in one of the first slcdc threads. It was a random theory that most discounted so maybe that anon is floating it again. We were 
trying to find correspondences for the stylization of the rabbit. 

The Satanic Marina stuff really affected spic voters opinions so they probably trying to get us to divert to something else for the day. They knew slcdc was 
compelling. 

Another odd thing is that piece of land in Marina del rey is a long peninsula, not the kind of place you randomly wander past yet that's how toranon said 
he found it. He's probably a fed and knew the building was held by them.

Fuck you pedoshits, some day you'll all suffer for your crimes.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:16:48 ID: c30bfe No.8123653 >>8123717 >>8124163 >>8125213

>>8120606
Here is a completely theoretical idea. THIS IS A SHORT STORY COMPLETE FICTION:

why not call up mr pidesto and say something like this: "we've got you, you sick fuck. we will expose you on nov 10th. enjoy life in prison you freak. 
goodbye."

proceed to swat mr pidesto on nov 10th.

if he kills himself, he was guilty. if not, i guess he wasnt.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:19:11 ID: 978b6f No.8123677

>>8122679

this

matrix anyone?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:22:45 ID: 71f89c No.8123717 >>8124163

File (hide): eca2aaec80e73b1⋯.jpg (2.54 MB, 2995x3000, 599:600, 1376539087096.jpg)

>>8123653
That's retarded  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:25:56 ID: 43c768 No.8123762

>>8122788
Ah so this why there are so many french cartoons and comics with child nudity  
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File (hide): 48dbb0de48e917e⋯.gif (1.39 MB,
1920x1018, 960:509, Audition_Spectral__cat_far….gif)

File (hide): a6ab4574894d245⋯.jpg (640.84 KB,
1485x881, 1485:881, HexEdit_cat-fart-1_cat-far….jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:30:12 ID: f3672d No.8123832 >>8123913 >>8123932 >>8123962 >>8124020 >>8124064 >>8125906 >>8129305

>>8120760
>>8120699
guys, I opened the cat_fart_guitar_# in Audition
the files look really weird for a 320kbps bitrate, other clean files have waaay less visible artefacts all over the place
but the strangest thing is that all the cat_fart_guitar_1 to cat_fart_guitar_6 are all completely different, with different bits when compared in hex

but

they sound exactly the same, zero difference in audio output waveform
and
they all have the exact same size of 13,583,590 bytes
conclusion, this is padding of the audio file with other data

but I reached the end of my skillz here, I can't into the compression algorithms, the codecs, the maths n shit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:31:58 ID: ec5cd8 No.8123850 >>8123932 >>8124759

>>8123266
I keep seeing this exact post on different pol threads, what the fuck?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:35:07 ID: 11bc5a No.8123893 >>8123936 >>8123976

File (hide): e78569316713463⋯.png (2.57 MB, 2143x1060, 2143:1060, missing.png)

I thought I saw a match at first, but now I'm not sure.
Tell me that they aren't the same person, I don't trust myself right now.

I'm a bit hysteric, yeah. I'm facing cognitive dissonance since this all 
seems too huge to have remained hidden this long.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:36:15 ID: 44f5f9 No.8123913 >>8124020

>>8123832
WE NEED SOME AUTISM ON THIS  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:37:18 ID: c877f8 No.8123932

>>8123832
Wow that's some nice work anon. You're definitely on to something. I know even less about codecs and compression than you but I look forward to 
seeing where this goes.

>>8123850
We're piecing together evidence of an international pedophile ring that goes to the highest levels of government, expect some shilling  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:37:42 ID: cb2608 No.8123936 >>8124112

>>8123893
when was the instagram post?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:38:36 ID: e27eb4 No.8123952 >>8124008

>>8121198

That's not the same rabbit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:39:12 ID: 1aefd3 No.8123962 >>8124020

>>8123832  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:40:20 ID: df46be No.8123976

>>8123893
I too noticed the resemblance but thought lisa was too ginger.

Still worth investigating. Good work sir.

Just want to mention I am proud of all of you and honored to be a part of this.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:42:58 ID: e27eb4 No.8124000 >>8124206

>>8122591

Has anyone tried going to that pizza place and going downstairs in the back corner? Is there even an official downstairs?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:43:18 ID: c877f8 No.8124008 >>8124266

>>8123952
see
>>8121940  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:44:05 ID: 8baec3 No.8124020 >>8124056 >>8124277

File (hide): c5f81028942ccef⋯.png (981.04 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, SuuE9Mc.png)

>>8123832
>>8123913 >>8123932 >>8123962 

newest Doom game hid easter eggs in their soundtrack in this exact way…i dont know anything 
about audio stuff but someones gotta look into this  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:47:07 ID: 7da088 No.8124056 >>8124073 >>8124077

>>8124020
what easter eggs? Give some examples please.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:47:25 ID: 44f5f9 No.8124064 >>8125234

>>8123832
It looks like normie tools of this nature include options to encrypt the data that's stored in the audio:
http://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/hacks-mr-robot-hide-data-audio-files-0164136/

Ugh, sucks to think we might could be onto something but ultimately wouldn't be able to break the encryption.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:48:04 ID: 9a6b96 No.8124073 >>8124089

>>8124056
Dude it's right there in the image, just open the thumbnail. Audio files don't usually spell out 666s and pentagrams.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:48:19 ID: 44f5f9 No.8124077 >>8124089

>>8124056
Enlarge the pic he posted and look closer, you'll see '666' and stuff.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:49:04 ID: 7da088 No.8124089

>>8124073
>>8124077
thx
spoopy  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:50:37 ID: 3a3c49 No.8124110

>>8120281
>>8120331
Niggers, I know you're new, but you should get desensitized to petty insults and criticism. Don't take it personally, and learn to be a better poster from it. 
Instead of crying about him being a meanie, just ignore him, actually post what he wanted, or explain why you can't.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:50:47 ID: 11bc5a No.8124112 >>8124190 >>8124496 >>8130199

File (hide): 6023b2822c1f0af⋯.jpg (2.48 MB, 4961x7016, 4961:7016, 1478606000716.jpg)

>>8123936
I don't know. I pulled it off this compilation.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:55:13 ID: dac73c No.8124156

>>8120267
>Maybe we should send it to law enforcements so low level officers get involved.
they'd be dismissed  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:55:21 ID: a6973c No.8124159

>>8119966 (OP)
Is this the continuation thread of pizza pedo? I wanted to post this there:

>>8109698
I once had a dream about some jewish woman that had an aquarium with a beautiful boy inside it(he was a normal boy except he was small, like a 
goldfish).

She got fucked by a middle eastern kid with a gigantic dong outside of the aquarium.

Never gotten so fucked up from a dream.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:55:40 ID: 7b32ac No.8124163

>>8123653
>>8123717
Eh, it's not the worst idea. It would be lulzy if nothing else.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:56:14 ID: 44f5f9 No.8124179

Unfortunately I think this is a dead end because the data embedded in these mp3 files are likely encrypted…

The fact that other data is very likely embedded in these audio files says we're onto something here though. We should keep on digging in >>8115580  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:57:02 ID: c877f8 No.8124190

>>8124112
>94 weeks ago
>assuming screens were taken this month, approx. 2 years ago, 2014
>girl went missing in 2011, she was 11 months old
>she would be 4 in that pic

So, not the same girl.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:57:54 ID: 7da088 No.8124200 >>8124231 >>8124270 >>8124328

File (hide): 392a5305ce86094⋯.png (45.59 KB, 849x302, 849:302, lol.png)
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:58:14 ID: 667560 No.8124202
File (hide): 3074c5fe860c01c⋯.png (304.09 KB, 300x418, 150:209, ClipboardImage.png)

PRAISE KEK FROM THE 1987 
CARD RELEASE.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:58:41 ID: e27eb4 No.8124206

>>8124000

Someone needs to check these trips and get downstairs.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:00:25 ID: 7da088 No.8124231 >>8124270 >>8124298 >>8124328 >>8131824

File (hide): 5a46231835b4e08⋯.png (48.86 KB, 847x324, 847:324, lol2.png)

>>8124200
a lot of people complaining. Maybe because, 
this restaurant doesn't care much about pizza.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:02:30 ID: e27eb4 No.8124266

>>8124008

Remember:
Neo was born on 9/11 2001
His awakening begins when he is grown up and an internet NEET
It all starts when he follows the right rabbit and sees where the truth leads him
This is our white rabbit, children of 9/11 America
This path leads beyond anything we consider reality
Energy harvest and archons  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:02:41 ID: 9372f1 No.8124270 >>8124338

>>8124231
>>8124200
>bad pizza service in general
So there is no doubt that this place is truly a front when there is alot of people complaining? One would think they would be closed due to lack of incoming 
guest, hmm.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:03:08 ID: cb2608 No.8124277

>>8124020
Puting 666s and pentagrams in the waveform is not quite the same as storing images of horrifically abused children.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:03:45 ID: 667560 No.8124288
File (hide): d3465d3adf5a8e9⋯.png (1.48 MB, 1471x960, 1471:960, ClipboardImage.png)

jesus christ cernovich 
lol hahaha he just put 
this up

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:04:28 ID: 5dec81 No.8124296

>>8120955

Tip to the newfags, look at the URL bar after :45  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:04:34 ID: 7da088 No.8124298 >>8124305 >>8124353 >>8124450

File (hide): 978298cc28213c5⋯.png (35.67 KB, 852x298, 426:149, lol3.png)

>>8124231
costumers complaining about slow 
service a lot. There are a lot of bad 
reviews.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:05:15 ID: 667560 No.8124305 >>8124338

>>8124298

classic sign of a front  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:06:14 ID: 667560 No.8124318

Find the review of comet where they say the chicken doesnt taste like chicken  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:06:39 ID: 7b32ac No.8124328 >>8127543

File (hide): 8e1e07938ca4dd6⋯.gif (715.74 KB, 512x512, 1:1, 1422507731163.gif)

>>8124200 
(checked)
>>8124231
>yfw the 
"meatballs" are 
the kids that got 
too old  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:07:26 ID: cb2608 No.8124338 >>8124345 >>8124395

>>8124305
>>8124270
I would have thought fronts would be excellent rather than shit.
They need people in and out as fast as possible. They also must keep their place ridiculously clean to avoid proof and evidence being left.

However this place DID have Obama visit.
Maybe there's special rules.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:07:58 ID: 7b32ac No.8124345 >>8124423 >>8124637

>>8124338
It's better to be shitty because then the "undesired" customers come less.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:08:15 ID: 7da088 No.8124353 >>8124384

>>8124298
these are all old reviews (2011). I'll keep searching on other review websites.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:11:01 ID: cb2608 No.8124384

>>8124353
See if you can find any employee reviews.

If you can't that's certainly a red flag.
They had the fucking president show up. Of course someone would talk about it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:12:09 ID: 9372f1 No.8124395 >>8124409 >>8124523

>>8124338
>Maybe there's special rules.
I wouldn't be surprised if they have a special room too or maybe even locking their front so that only certain "guest" can "enjoy" that place.
>However this place DID have Obama visit.
I wonder if Obama does know what is going on there, since lately he acts very goofy.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:13:28 ID: e27eb4 No.8124409

>>8124395

THEY HAVE A "DOWNSTAIRS"  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:14:51 ID: dac73c No.8124423 >>8124445

>>8124345
But then there's less traffic going through, so it's more clear who's coming in and out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:16:06 ID: fc0bb3 No.8124441 >>8124608 >>8124666 >>8126112

>>8123510
Yes, yes I will. Because AIDS ridden looking faggot John Podesta and his fat cunt of a brother, have NOOOOOOTHING to with whatever shit they're 
PLAYING AT. They just want little boy booty. John Podesta isn't the reincarnation of some Egyptian pharaoh. He looks like the fucking teacher in South 
Park, mmmkay?

The fucking Jew bitch, whose their leader, is an eastern euro trash carney doing an Aleister Crowley act for $$$. Look at the dummies she has fooled and 
who're following her. She's the star to the stars. Also it's a cover for her sickness. Let's call it 'art' then we aren't sick fucks. NO,  that's a sick fuck who 
needs a bullet in the head.  I knew a guy, who owned Crowley's diary. Paid a lot for it. He let me read it over a weekend. This motherfucker was supposed 
to be the baddest man alive at one point right? The BEAST. Yeah, not so much. He logged how many times he's jacked off that day and what his jizz was 
like. It was all bulslhit and he died alone, penniless and insane in a state retirement home. Just a dirty kid fucker.

>>8123531
>>there are rituals with history and supposed meaning that go beyond fetishism. Things like human sacrifice and cannibalism.

Yeah sure, but it's not THEIR history. Who the fuck is that faggot John Podesta killing? Scarifice to who? He probably went to Sunday school. As for 
cannibalism… he strikes me as more of a blood drinker haha while his brother eats his portion. It's not Hannibal.

These are basic degens dressing up their sickness to make it look like something else but it's not. It's like a junkie paying 10x for slighty better stuff and 
using a fancy pipe. Still a fucking junkie. Charlie Sheen with his cracking smoking room. Still just a fucking degenerate with HIV smoking crack even 
though he PLAYED certain people. This fucking guy isn't even a political mastermind. It's clear now that he has the position because he's compromised, 
because he's done some ugly shit.

So use the weirdo shit against them to find links. It's been paying off. They're sloppy because they really aren't that bright and are overconfident and have 
a need to put it in our faces and think they're getting away with something.  But don't be afraid of these fuckers. We can beat them. There's no super 
powers on their side.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:16:18 ID: 7b32ac No.8124445 >>8127490

>>8124423
Nobody's really gonna be paying that much attention to who's going in and out of a pizza place. And anyway, the real "customers" probably come in the 
back.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:17:01 ID: 7da088 No.8124450 >>8124600

File (hide): ff463d1e5971d18⋯.png (51.51 KB, 766x406, 383:203, lol4.png)

>>8124298
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g28970-d940774-Reviews-
Comet_Ping_Pong-Washington_DC_District_of_Columbia.html

Most of the review are positive. It can be all the pedos skewing the rates.

This one is from this year.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:18:16 ID: 43ccda No.8124467

>>8120333
was zum ficken, alter  
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File (hide): cc20cbb80d9d5d1⋯.jpg
(63.68 KB, 512x768, 2:3,
Obama_baby_01.jpg)

File (hide): 8c7c19212891873⋯.jpg (197.34 KB,
1065x800, 213:160, trash.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:20:41 ID: 592833 No.8124496

>>8124112
>OBAMA
>AT A PIZZA PLACE
>PLAYING PING PONG
WHAT THE SHIT?
THAT CAN'T BE OBAMA IN THE 2ND DOWN IMAGE T O THE RIGHT
WE ARE REACHING COINCIDENCE LEVELS THA T SHOULDN'T EVEN BE POSSIBLE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:21:19 ID: 667560 No.8124505 >>8124573 >>8124689

File (hide): fcb18a6a229e4a4⋯.png (2.88 MB, 1500x1110, 50:37, ClipboardImage.png)

art on the wall a creepy 
place podesta hung out at 

owl of minerva
pinecones which are 
sumerian shit
phallic symbols in the 
background
kids face in the wine
>shes drinking their blood  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:22:24 ID: cb2608 No.8124523

>>8124395
They have the 'Kill Room', which kind of resembles a large walk in fridge/freezer.
However the people working for the place kept making snuff film jokes about the place.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:26:23 ID: 667560 No.8124573 >>8124637

File (hide): b5ec12f17e5c2e5⋯.png (522.22 KB, 750x1173, 250:391, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8124505

pizza place owned by the same owner of the 
other restaurant near comet…. 

>SCREAMING CHILDREN  
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File (hide): b0c0251a6ef142a⋯.png (51.85 KB,
769x428, 769:428, lol5.png)

File (hide): e3f4a9df49e3d15⋯.png (57.3 KB, 823x422,
823:422, lol6.png)

File (hide): e5f039e2f04ad53⋯.png (50.89 KB,
802x444, 401:222, lol7.png)

File (hide): 3f51014e0fd7907⋯.png (54.3 KB, 783x275,
783:275, mediocre.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:27:56 ID: 7da088 No.8124600 >>8124609

>>8124450  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:28:44 ID: c877f8 No.8124608

>>8124441
You type like you're not from around here, and your reasoning is spurious. What they look like is not important and says nothing about their motives.

These people aren't fly-by-night kiddy diddlers, they are connected and powerful. All evidence points to a large-scale trafficking organization with high-up 
politicos being implicated. They will protect their interests and secrecy with every resource available. Underestimate them at your own peril.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:28:46 ID: 7da088 No.8124609

>>8124600
btw, yes, I changed the profile pic of the 4th image  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:29:37 ID: 667560 No.8124629 >>8125429 >>8126719

File (hide): 53b4bd78707eb97⋯.png (1.04 MB, 736x1104, 2:3, ClipboardImage.png)

"farm/sometimes fresh, vegetables"
Luazatto and "The Farm" and her "vegetables"
Marina Abromovic and her "onions"
Sometimes they're not fresh because they've been tainted…
Notice how the "onion" symbol comes up again
Wtf dos it mean?

Vegetable related stuff can be found in emails by or to 
DJLeiter@mlstrategies.com in wikileaks

He's the "Farmer" Leiter

check them out guys what the hell is the onion  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:29:52 ID: e1ca47 No.8124633 >>8128845

Best thread in years.
I can't help much, but I'll add my spirit to the cause.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:30:21 ID: 857ee0 No.8124637

>>8124345
Typical secret society shit, where it turns out that they're as bad to the unitiated as good to their own.
>>8124573
>september 2001  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:31:53 ID: cb2608 No.8124666

>>8124441
> They're sloppy because they really aren't that bright and are overconfident and have a need to put it in our faces and think they're getting away with 
something.
Aye.
And that's why no one would want to admit that they believe us.

This "hiding in plain sight" type shit is only heard of in TV and films. No one imagines that it really happens. Especially on such a grand, abominable 
scale.

Remember Saville? No one believed it until he fucking died. But then he wasn't their problem.
TV personalities acted like he wasn't fondling girls on TV, never mind him fucking orphans.
My mother was saying it every time she saw his face on TV and I never believed her.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:33:24 ID: b880a2 No.8124689
File (hide): 6f790a1d04b653a⋯.jpg (47.36 KB, 553x369, 553:369, artichoke.jpg)

>>8124505
>pinecones  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:33:48 ID: 48c6dd No.8124699

Let's all get drunk and play ping pong.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:36:42 ID: 9e6638 No.8124759

>>8123850
>buzza

Oh really? Care to give a link then?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:40:25 ID: 8bd4b5 No.8124839

>>8120136
Probably using steghide.  That's a very very good steganographic program.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:57:19 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125078 >>8125203

>>8120505
uhhhh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwi3XK_3KzU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwi3XK_3KzU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwi3XK_3KzU  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:04:21 ID: 8f1f35 No.8125181

>>8120829
> 20 upvotes.  

Fucking reddit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:05:34 ID: 1aefd3 No.8125203

>>8125078
>>8125078

Based on his viewcount you can see whats most important to people. i guess we should focus on this encryp method. …
 Why didnt i check that earlier… fuck  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:06:08 ID: e27eb4 No.8125213

>>8123653

Sociopaths will lie to the bitter end. They don't think like you and me. They won't ever hero because they feel no shame even when caught.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:07:17 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125230 >>8125326

KQ8.F Super RAD
I THINK I FOUND A HINT T O DECODING AUDIO/VIDEO ENCR YPTION METHOD

https://www.youtube.com/embed/FXNkoZ4Hvhg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/FXNkoZ4Hvhg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/FXNkoZ4Hvhg  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:07:43 ID: e27eb4 No.8125234 >>8125312

>>8124064

Someone needs to hero and go personally extract the password from one of the lower level members.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:13:03 ID: 44f5f9 No.8125312 >>8125674

>>8125234
Not only that, we need to know the method through which data is being embedded in this audio.

So sadly, I think this is probably a lost cause without more info. Probably best to pursue Comet Pizza on other fronts.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:14:22 ID: f3672d No.8125326

>>8125230
you got the video ling completely wronk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aob78Y3Tb1Y
no embed cuz I don't trust jewtube  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:21:22 ID: 510449 No.8125429 >>8125495 >>8126719

>>8124629
Onions: Cut into them and tears appear. Just going by analogue, but the idea would fit with the heavily sadistic and murderous themes of Comet Ping 
Pong and Marina Abramovic.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:22:02 ID: ab8e51 No.8125446

If you're not a dumb nigger install Virtual Box, install a Linux VM, configure it to only connect through TOR, do all your work there. If you stumble across 
something worrisome just vaporize the VM  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:24:24 ID: df46be No.8125495

>>8125429
dark web .onion sites?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:30:07 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125599

http://aircconline.com/ijma/V3N3/3311ijma08.pdf

could be a helpful resource. it explains multiple methods of audio steganography. but guys i think this might very well be a custom algorithm by 
Schweintech. and from their videos it looks like it doesnt use a key at all, you just need to know how to extract the data.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:31:47 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125622

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f76gmjugPs

"JUST BE SURE TO FOLLOW THE KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS"

must be some kind of hint at doing this.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:34:23 ID: 80cc62 No.8125674 >>8125744 >>8125753

>>8125312
Holy shit if people could just reeeaaad. 
I already explained like 10hrs ago IN THIS THREAD that we need to 
A have some negro talk abou this in one of the leaked mails.
B have some insider tell us.
C try brute force and luck.

I am 90% sure we will find one of those persons the FBI is "searching for" hidden in those files. And as soon as we got any file cracked, we WILL 
FINNALY HAVE CONCRETE EVIDENCE. So far all we have is a lot of nothing, and codewords.

Without any evidence we dont have anything to pressure the higherups of the FBI to keep investigating.

I think its quite posdible they sent agents on to this who cant crack it. This way they wont find anything and will close it. Those guys might be the ones 
asking us for help.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:37:39 ID: df46be No.8125744

>>8125674
Good work. I think we lost them. That was close.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:38:04 ID: c877f8 No.8125753 >>8125788 >>8125927

>>8125674
Nigger this thread is less than 9 hours old, and you're a
>(1)
try harder  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:40:22 ID: 80cc62 No.8125788

>>8125753
Because i'm switching wifi's on campus.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:42:49 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125840 >>8126212

anyone know what this is about? only thing i could find on the schweinpeg institute.

http://www.goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:45:09 ID: abe2d2 No.8125885

>>8121308
tactical /k/ search&destroy raid on island when?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:45:56 ID: 97a3c0 No.8125906

>>8123832

Noice. I was afraid it'd be a dead end, but it's a lead.

Thanks legendary audio anon!

I'm assuming that, if this is a compression issue, then whatever the solution involves, it requires every file in the set to create the end product. Like 
decompressing multiple 7z files at one time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:46:49 ID: 8d9bd6 No.8125927 >>8126185

>>8120362
My first post

>>8120864
The post i talked about
>>8125753  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:48:54 ID: 4ad05a No.8125963

Also Carroll was a nom de plume. Real name Dodgeson.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:56:58 ID: 500c1d No.8126112 >>8179160

>>8124441
>So use the weirdo shit against them to find links. It's been paying off. They're sloppy because they really aren't that bright and are overconfident and 
have a need to put it in our faces and think they're getting away with something.  But don't be afraid of these fuckers. We can beat them. There's no super 
powers on their side.
These people are certainly going to be undone by their hubris.  They can bribe health inspectors and obtain the loyalty of key individuals, but no small 
part of their getting away with this shit depends on their secrets not seeing the light of day.  That these people target children, and that parents are one of 
the more irrational demographics, they would suffer greatly if PTAs started getting a whiff of their actions.  

Show those stuffy moms the Greenbaum lecture, and all of a sudden their crazy degenerate kid isn't their fault; it's the fault of the Satan worshipers who 
ran the day care.  The child would also be attracted to the narrative as it would serve to distinguish themselves from their peers, and being raped by elites 
is the ultimate victim card.  If we we can steer their energy towards D.C. and towards draining the swamp, we can upturn a lot of corruption.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:00:24 ID: c877f8 No.8126185 >>8126258

>>8125927
Fair enough friend, I was mistaken and you're not a nigger. What's your solution though? What does brute force entail, just trying random decompression 
algorithms until it cracks? I wouldn't know where to start.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:02:01 ID: 9b67b8 No.8126212 >>8126458

>>8125840
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgzJoylUp8w

related?
It has hillary clinton in the "demo" wtf is this shit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:04:15 ID: 11bc5a No.8126258 >>8126299

>>8126185
You could try some relevant words like the names of the pizza places, the names of people involved, general pedo words. Would be kind of humorous if  
it's something like BigCheese or shite.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:06:42 ID: ba40bc No.8126299

>>8126258
Pizza Planet (Toy Story)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:15:03 ID: 06dd35 No.8126458

>>8126212
9:15 look at the product type of that samsung galaxy tablet at product release, lel.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:15:09 ID: 20c9f7 No.8126465 >>8147562

File (hide): ce9112b9145e35f⋯.jpg (89.2 KB, 648x430, 324:215, just_fuck_up_my_career.jpg)

>>8119966 (OP)
Look, I don't know nothing about this thing you're currently on. But the people involved in this kind of thing 
are often so rich that they can buy silence of everybody except fundamentalists. Unforttunetly that's not 
enough to get justice.

There's also the chance that a lot of this might be espionage related. The CP might be just another 
falsepositive layer exploited by the intelligence agencies, possibly with the intention to incriminate 
lonewolves trying to break their plots. Like, if you have a software which infuses messages with all kind of 
nasty things then the users themselves wouldn't need to be terrified by the wrapping – unwrapping would be 
automatic. Only the people breaking the code would have to suffer from viewing CP, and could be brought to 
justice on the basis of having CP.

Running a false businesses is a traditional way to ensure moneyflow to agents and such… But we don't know the dirty details. All we really know is that 
this appears shady.

All we can say for sure is that this is a two edged blade; you can't take down the secret societies if you don't want a 1984 kind of situation. And even if 
you would take your chances with the orwellian dystopia, you'd still have an elite whom could do this kind of thing.

You'd have to rethink society, and implent extremely revolutionary and risky ideas to stop this never ending cycle.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:16:24 ID: b2f59e No.8126485

I have been physically ill and crying over the revelations of the past few days. It seems so hopeless, I feel so powerless. 

There truly is nothing that could bring them down because no one will acknowledge it.

Even this place, one of the few for a relative "normie" left to find and sift for information, has become much quieter.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:18:15 ID: cb2608 No.8126510 >>8126978 >>8130047

File (hide): 22812e4052b14f5⋯.jpg (99.61 KB, 500x554, 250:277, 1448857697298.jpg)

Yoooo…
So that email about a person wanting to have some of Podesta's "Walnut Pasta Sauce" caught my eyes.

I found these emails about this sauce and others.

>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/52557
This one sounds innocent enough. There's mention of the regional origin of the recipe, makes sense.

>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/43113
but this one is a little strange. they mention local growing of walnuts and Jim says that he will bring some. 
but it could be nothing.

>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897
This one however is suspicious as all fuck. There's no dialog. It's marked confidencial, but remains 
because it was forwarded to his family.
>[cid:0C3420D7-70FD-4F49-AA0B-F378E28931B8]

This is all that is in the thread.
What is it? A decryption code? A password?
It comes from Simone.Bemporad@Generali.com who appears to work for a financial group that helps Holocaust victims claim insurance. pic related
http://www.generali.com/info/holocaust.html

What has that got to do with Puttanesca sauce?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:23:32 ID: a73ff5 No.8126601

This whole thread reads like a Black Mirror episode that ends with someone's career getting destroyed after being labeled a child molester because they 
left an online review for a pizza parlor once.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:32:20 ID: 9b67b8 No.8126719 >>8126892 >>8127631

>>8124629
>>8125429
I remember them referring to people as onions at some point in this hunt. I don't remember where exactly but it must be a metaphor for how they think of 
human beings.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:42:18 ID: f06741 No.8126892

>>8126719
>I don't remember where exactly but it must be a metaphor for how they think of human beings.
Probably something sick like "They have layers but really are same on the inside; When you cut them they make you cry"  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:44:37 ID: 805dd7 No.8126937

>>8121172
No that was a sticker on the fence, it was a printed sticker. 
Thats why you find the exact image online.
It looks familiar I think it was drawn by that dude who did the light in the attic and where the sidewalk ends books…
something like that anyway.

One thing is for sure, they use white rabbit symbolism a lot in relation to children.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:47:15 ID: cb2608 No.8126978

>>8126510
That cid: piece might not be that relevant, but the picture attached to the email certainly fucking is.
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails//fileid/48897/13670

I dont' speek pasta, so I translated the headline of it to
>hillary 2.0, social networks and youth to bring the Clintons in the White House
>and the strategist of his campaign, John Podesta, preparing spaghetti for journalists
So they've certainly been working with journalists.

Apparently Podesta's even been trying to get his daughter, Megan Rouse, in higher places.
https://onedublin.org/2016/10/26/dublin-school-board-trustee-megan-rouse-responds-to-wikileaks-allegations/

I tried attaching the image, but I get this

Failed to resize image! Details: http: Expected 8192 bytes; found 124 bytes `/tmp/phpJzeR6X' @ warning/png.c/MagickPNGWarningHandler/1656.
http: Read Exception `/tmp/phpJzeR6X' @ error/png.c/MagickPNGErrorHandler/1630.
http: corrupt image `/tmp/phpJzeR6X' @ error/png.c/ReadPNGImage/3959.
http: no images defined `jpg:/tmp/convertI9Psb6' @ error/convert.c/ConvertImageCommand/3252.

This fuck is this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:13:24 ID: dac73c No.8127490

>>8124445
but they will be paying attention when shit like this happens, and any cameras that might have been showing who was going in could be compromising.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:17:01 ID: d92ead No.8127543 >>8128013 >>8128178

File (hide): 7b2d5038eaa4746⋯.png (331.87 KB, 848x431, 848:431, mystery meat.png)

>>8124328
or the ones that misbehave  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:21:18 ID: d92ead No.8127631 >>8128401

>>8126719
"onions" is what Marina Abramovitch calls her fans. Probably got it from Lady Gaga, she calls her fans some stupid word too.  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:31:59 ID: 392d51 No.8127803

For those wizards cracking the soundfiles, search for.pig data too. It's compressed images as a new file, this way they might be able to but whole videos 
into the soundfiles.

http://goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html

For ppl who like to dox, try to find out whos the owner of that site and wo that guy on the photo is. Might help. 

posted this in wrong thread…. woops  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:43:19 ID: 7434d3 No.8127981

>>8119966 (OP)
I clicked on that. Its safe.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:44:52 ID: ba40bc No.8128013 >>8128178

>>8127543
They turn the children into meat?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:53:55 ID: ba028b No.8128178

>>8128013
>>8127543
Hillary is pretty much confirmed to be dying of Kuru at this point, may as well be cannibalism  satanic pizza places. Why the fuck not, everything else is 
crazy and fucking plausible, I'll believe anything at this point.

>Five Nights at Freddies was a warning all along  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:04:31 ID: 065e1d No.8128401 >>8128568

File (hide): 66b5e88e5543094⋯.png (140.42 KB, 400x400, 1:1, SATAN.png)

>>8127631
Monsters.

Wait. Onions and 
monsters. It all 
makes sense.

MEME MAGIC  
WHAT HAVE 
YOU DONE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:11:15 ID: cb2608 No.8128568 >>8128634

File (hide): 077e4eb111665a7⋯.jpg (41.17 KB, 850x400, 17:8, quote-love-is-the-law-love….jpg)

>>8128401
>Shrek is Love
>Shrek is Life
Oh god…

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:13:49 ID: 065e1d No.8128634

>>8128568
>drain the SWAMP
>monsters
>onions
CURRENT YEAR IS BEST YEAR

WHERE WERE YOU WHEN IT WAS REVEALED DNC WORSHIPS SHREK  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:22:01 ID: 38ef26 No.8128845

>>8124633
with doubles like that I'd say your spirit is enough!  

this might be helpful Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:33:09 ID: 9d247f No.8129086 >>8130053

BREAKING: From the anon who brought you the Laura Silsby connection: I have uncovered a pedophile with links to Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama, 
David Brock, George Soros, Marina 

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bpa7c/breaking_from_the_anon_who_brought_you_the_laura/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:44:03 ID: d3ca4b No.8129305 >>8129423

>>8123832
news on this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:49:45 ID: 7c8b9c No.8129423 >>8129672 >>8129695

>>8129305

I'm trying to analyze it from the Steg angle right now. I'm new to this, so it's taking awhile.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:02:26 ID: d3ca4b No.8129672 >>8129695

>>8129423
alright, thanks for the update and your work. I am sadly a technical illiterate.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:03:31 ID: 667560 No.8129695 >>8129798 >>8130116

>>8129672
>>8129423
wheres the file  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:06:28 ID: 667560 No.8129751

WEW http://in.reuters.com/article/britain-abuse-review-idINKBN13326J?
utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_content=582228e604d3017f0081564c&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=twitter

>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:08:10 ID: 021039 No.8129784 >>8178029

File (hide): e16bf48995595c0⋯.jpg (39.15 KB, 334x344, 167:172, 1456177720766.jpg)

>Schweintech 
institute of Oslo

What's the 
connection in Oslo?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:09:12 ID: 7c8b9c No.8129798 >>8130116

>>8129695

Here  >>8120600  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:13:18 ID: 0735b5 No.8129875

Sasha Lord aka Alexandria Lord, booker for CPP is German.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:22:49 ID: 2e8eb6 No.8130047

>>8126510

puttanesca sauce could be reference to PUTA which is whore in italian and spanish.

sounds like they are outsiders to the ring and want in? or they want a taste of their merch.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:23:12 ID: b96dd9 No.8130053

>>8129086

this needs to be shared with normies  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:26:22 ID: f3672d No.8130116 >>8130262

>>8129695
>>8129798
DownThemAll can easily grab all the files in this 823MB folder
I recommend people keep backups, web.archive.org may not be immune to interferences, and as long as it's merely "music files", you're only slightly 
guilty of copyright infringement if you redistribute them
and it's not yet proven that this is more
I sorta hope it is, but at the same time not
looking into mp3 file formats to try to debunk my hypothesis by trying to find if different files should have different bitlengths even at same bitrate, it's 
complicated  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:27:29 ID: 667560 No.8130139
File (hide): 77b4b870f755044⋯.png (2.21 MB, 1867x1196, 1867:1196, ClipboardImage.png)

fresh off the meme 
press  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:30:28 ID: c41a77 No.8130199

>>8124112
lower left butterfly logo reminds me of the 'both sexes' pedo symbol  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:33:50 ID: 7c8b9c No.8130262

>>8130116

I only took some. But I also made sure to take full sets because, apparently, that's the only way to decode carrier files.

The issue I'm running into right now is password protection. These people aren't too smart considering they distributed a password change over the 
email, so I'm going for broke and inputting the titles as hashkeys. Also trying different permutations of "pass1010".

Another issue is my ignorance. I'm using a Stegnography software called Puff. It was the only one I could find that I could get to work, but it's confusing. If 
anyone can recommend something different, please do.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:37:36 ID: b0a128 No.8130332 >>8130502

>tfw you're fighting a metaphysical meme war with pedophiles and cannibals from online  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:44:59 ID: b96dd9 No.8130502
File (hide): e7ea802ffb90431⋯.png (306.61 KB, 700x700, 1:1, pepe trump.png)

>>8130332
topkek  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:48:41 ID: 667560 No.8130596 >>8132007

File (hide): a21c0080c594805⋯.jpg (2.01 MB, 3250x3710, 325:371, 1478641268988.jpg)

spicy may may… shill it on 
twitter  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:51:44 ID: 3798b9 No.8130678

>>8123266
Fuck off shill.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:58:44 ID: 065e1d No.8130861 >>8132007

Holy fucking shit. Look at >>8126655 and >>8127437

Hillary might have Kuru or CJD, except CJD can transfer via ingesting blood. The thing is, CJD doesn't manifest for years - it has a gestation period of 
around 30 years. Enough for Hillary (say, she was invited to the Bohemian groove in her 30s) to be infected and for her to reach the terminal phase. 

Now, remember when a couple of years ago there was that giant panic about mad cow disease? And how we should be careful what we eat? Mad cows 
disease and CJD got insane amount of attention, despite how small the number of people got infected by it. And it usually gets confused for Alzheimer or 
Dementia.

Here's where it gets even weirder. Prions (the shit that causes CJD) are undetected and might be out in enormous numbers. We can't test for it, because 
that shit would require brain biopsies, and the people that might be infected by it are all old pensioners. So we'll never know how many people are 
infected, and that shit spreads through blood.

Now, I want you to remember all that. I want you to remember that these people might've been feeding their customers dead kids. And I want you to 
remember that John Titor said he survived the CJD apocalypse.

CURRENT YEAR  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:00:45 ID: f1a062 No.8130905 >>8130921 >>8130997 >>8131087 >>8131128 >>8131473 >>8131763

File (hide): 2391d3265259be7⋯.png (40.52 KB, 494x444, 247:222, catfarthex.png)

Opened cat_fart_guitar_1.mp3 in hex editor and found 17 instances 
of "jpg" in the file.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:01:29 ID: 667560 No.8130921 >>8130997 >>8131029 >>8132020

>>8130905
wheres the file ill split it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:04:51 ID: 109b17 No.8130997

>>8130905
>>8130921
godspeed anons  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:05:42 ID: 7c8b9c No.8131029

>>8130921

here >>8120600  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:07:01 ID: 8df2a6 No.8131066

>>8123266

I used to be in a band; a hipster, hardcore punk band, no less.  I've postered, flier'd, ran adds and help promote shows.

This flier looks very much like so local, indy punk bands poster.  You're absolutely right. However; what you never, ever do is MAKE A FUCKING 
POSTER WITHOUT A VENUE, MOREOVER WHY WOULD YOU EVER PUT "contact bands for more info" WITHOUT SO MUCH AS A MYSPACE 
PAGE LINK?

either it's the worst show poster I've ever seen, or it's purposefully bad for reasons I cannot understand.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:07:39 ID: c6f8a0 No.8131087

>>8130905
holy fuck. we're definitely on to something here.  
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sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:09:28 ID: 392d51 No.8131128 >>8131157

>>8130905
remember to look for their strange .pig format … i wouldnt be suprised if they managed to fit a whole 30min clip into those files … if they manage to 
animate them afterwards … 

i just checked goodandplenty.de again .. .that site is alot of hipster trash… however i feel if you dig through the hidden files you might find something. 
especially on the main page.. that audio file…  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:10:30 ID: 065e1d No.8131157

>>8131128
>schweinpeg format
>.pig
>schwein is literally pig in kraut
Subtle.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:11:08 ID: c6f8a0 No.8131172

>>8120585
>already downloaded buzzard pussy without any protection at all

r.i.p.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:11:25 ID: 3ecf27 No.8131177 >>8131257

https://a.jimdo.com/app/auth/recover/check?url=cometpingpong.jimdo.com  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:11:36 ID: c6f8a0 No.8131184

>>8120585
i already downloaded buzzard pussy without any protection at all

r.i.p.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:14:02 ID: 109b17 No.8131257 >>8131311

>>8131177
powerful, what mail to use? Only one person should try.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:15:54 ID: 3ecf27 No.8131311 >>8131386

>>8131257
I agree. We need a plan or risk blowing it all up. Get locked out and they'll know we are trying  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:18:04 ID: 7daf84 No.8131365
File (hide): 6a4945c3936ab3c⋯.jpg (640.44 KB, 2336x3504, 2:3, 06-chris-hansen.jpg)

I'M BITING MY FINGERS OFF 
IN SUSPENSE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:18:38 ID: 109b17 No.8131386

>>8131311
alright, I will do it if you tell me how to proceed. Don't want to fuck it up.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:20:20 ID: 667560 No.8131423 >>8131452 >>8131464 >>8131470 >>8131491 >>8131602

4chan just cracked the comet password, its cheese pizza just like we thought.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:21:32 ID: 065e1d No.8131452 >>8131602

>>8131423
Of course it fucking is.  
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sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:21:57 ID: 392d51 No.8131464

>>8131423
stop beeing an asshole, asshole.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:22:09 ID: 7c8b9c No.8131470 >>8131602

>>8131423

Every fucking time. These people are such retards.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:22:15 ID: f1a062 No.8131473

>>8130905
Some mp3 have embedded album cover art, but I'm not seeing the art when loading the mp3 into a media player.  I've  used the 'ffmpeg -i' command to 
try and write out any image streams to a jpg file with no luck. I've also used id3 command line to view idv3 tag info and there was nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:22:44 ID: c819bb No.8131491 >>8131602

>>8131423
Where's the dump?

Fuuuuuuuuck! Let's take those mother fuckers down!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:25:46 ID: 1e1841 No.8131564 >>8131591 >>8131620 >>8131629 >>8135465 >>8159655 >>8174160

File (hide): ad03bf7a039a016⋯.png (896.3 KB, 766x793, 766:793, MPeddq6.png)

Ok, look you sons of bitches. James Alefantis here, and I'm sick and tired of you kids talking shit on Comet 
Ping Pong. I don't know WHO started this but it has to stop. I'll admit, I thought it was funny at first. What's a 
couple good jokes between friends?
But now this shit is getting out of control. We just like fucking pizza, alright?
There's nothing wrong with a little pizza and ping pong. Come by try one of our wings they're to die for. And 
you know what else is to die for? This little song and dance you kids are playing. YOU DONT KNOW WHO 
YOURE DEALING WITH KID I SWEAR ON THE LIGHT BRINGER
IF ONE MORE OF YOU KIDS STOPS BY ASKS TO SEE THE BACK ROOM YOUR FUCKING DONE.
IF ONE MORE OF YOU LITTLE FAGGOTS CALLS AND ASKS FOR THE HATIAN SPECIAL ITS 
GUNSBLAZING FUCKERS. I EAT MORE PIZZA THAN YOU FUCKING NERD VIRGINS COULD ORDER IN 
YOUR LIFE PIC RELATED: ITS ME AND MY BITCH AND YOU BETTER PRAY TO EVERY LITTLE LAST 
FUCKING FROG YOU HAVE BECAUSE WERE COMING HARD AND WERE COMING FAST.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:27:06 ID: b96dd9 No.8131591

>>8131564
no u  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:27:17 ID: 392d51 No.8131602

>>8131452
>>8131470
>>8131491
Dont trust
>>8131423

he hasnt posted anything of value at all. dont fuck this up, let the people who know what they're doing, do the thing. if u must lurk, do so quietly or try to 
check WiLeaks or the websites posted in this thread so far.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:28:22 ID: 109b17 No.8131620

>>8131564
loli kek  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:28:49 ID: b0a128 No.8131629

>>8131564
Go home James, you're drunk  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:29:44 ID: 06f427 No.8131667 >>8131701 >>8131725 >>8131737 >>8131743 >>8131769 >>8131776 >>8131790 >>8131851 >>8131912
>>8131967 >>8132145 >>8132877

File (hide): 81adcb3699b3ec4⋯.jpg (62.83 KB, 1024x570, 512:285, 1478643445175.jpg)

Comet Pizza site password cracked
Internals: tons of .zip files – CP?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:30:55 ID: 109b17 No.8131701 >>8131737 >>8131896

>>8131667
download asap  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:31:32 ID: e745b8 No.8131722

>>8121229
>white rabbi.gif
>rabbi
I just had a hilarious idea for a gif
>make it stop before it shows the 't' in rabbit
>cut to Neo noticing the tattoo on the girl
>replace rabbit tattoo with happy merchant tattoo  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:31:43 ID: 06f427 No.8131725 >>8131896

>>8131667
And I'll point out that the file names are eerily similar to the string used on .onion websites.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:32:14 ID: 109b17 No.8131737 >>8131896

>>8131667
>>8131701
or what is ith with the DL key?  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:32:40 ID: 392d51 No.8131743

>>8131667
rip everything you can … 

try to get all you can b4 they kick you out! 

you go guy  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:33:07 ID: 0640eb No.8131763

>>8130905
THIS IS IT 

EVERYONE PAY ATTENTION

BACK UP THIS SHIT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:33:14 ID: dac73c No.8131769 >>8131896

>>8131667
>not even using tor
the absolute madman, enjoy losing your fingers in an underground camp

don't think you can download anything though, you'd need the dl key  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:33:24 ID: 65efda No.8131776 >>8131896

File (hide): 7db8393cecd16c3⋯.jpg (35.5 KB, 469x560, 67:80, 6d72846cc0435eedbeeadfad5e….jpg)

>>8131667
>.zip files named with onion urls 
>on the main website 

how the fuck has no one v& these 
faggots yet  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:34:02 ID: 0640eb No.8131790

>>8131667
Download everything, we will archive it later  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:34:36 ID: 59d95c No.8131799 >>8131840

>>8120600

If I download any of these, will I get b&?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:35:10 ID: 1e1841 No.8131824

>>8124231
The wings are baby arms  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:35:40 ID: 109b17 No.8131840 >>8131884

>>8131799
do it already, no one will harm you.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:35:59 ID: dac73c No.8131851 >>8131896 >>8131926

>>8131667
>mk
>lgl
okay wait this is too obvious

fake pic?

also lol http, they're watching.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:36:58 ID: 59d95c No.8131884 >>8131939 >>8131941 >>8134334

File (hide): 105bb4a6c086405⋯.png (519.46 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8131840

Okay, here goes.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:37:30 ID: 06f427 No.8131896 >>8132029 >>8132164 >>8132218

>>8131701
>>8131725
>>8131737
>>8131769
>>8131776
>>8131851
Not me who cracked it. Reposting this from the 4chan thread. Try typing these file names in on Tor with .onion after.  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:38:10 ID: 392d51 No.8131912

>>8131667

is this site connectet to a jimdo server? 
If so wouldnt be the files on there?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:38:30 ID: 8f620d No.8131917 >>8131990

File (hide): 571d6ae287a49e9⋯.jpg (290.11 KB, 1021x1027, 1021:1027, OH SHIT IT'S OP.jpg)

oh man it's another 'Pol 
takes down a pedophilia 
ring' day  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:39:02 ID: 065e1d No.8131926

>>8131851
Remember, these people are overconfident and lazy. I wouldn't put it past them.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:39:25 ID: 85a9bd No.8131939

>>8131884

crop your shit tardpro  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:39:33 ID: 65efda No.8131941

>>8131884
sup dbrooks  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:40:32 ID: 3fb4c0 No.8131964

IT'S HAPPENING  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:40:33 ID: 5c217b No.8131967 >>8132009

File (hide): 474855237a41fc0⋯.jpg (316.17 KB, 1052x1118, 526:559, 1478355139098.jpg)

>>8131667

The largest zip file there could only store 10 copies of this image. If it's CP it's either extremely low quality or 
there's not very much of it. I don't think it's CP. But then what is it?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:41:16 ID: dac73c No.8131990

>>8131917
wasn't the last one actually a  women and childrens mental health care shelter for domestic abuse?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:08 ID: 500c1d No.8132007

>>8130596
The bad reviews coupled with an explanation of restaurants as fronts for illegal operations ought to be edited into that picture.  People will have an easier 
time accepting the pedophile connections if they can be convinced that something illegal is going on.

>>8130861
>Now, I want you to remember all that. I want you to remember that these people might've been feeding their customers dead kids. And I want you to 
remember that John Titor said he survived the CJD apocalypse.
I wonder what Trump's history is with food production.  
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https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/474855237a41fc04144de3027db76ce36fc529ca9a6aa34aa07abff76969eed6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/474855237a41fc04144de3027db76ce36fc529ca9a6aa34aa07abff76969eed6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131667
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131990
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8131990
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131917
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132007
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132007
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238130596
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238130861
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23


sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:08 ID: 392d51 No.8132009

>>8131967
links to .onions from there you get the files
It's like invitation letters.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:43 ID: 7c8b9c No.8132020 >>8132489

>>8130921

How do I split it? I've tried different kinds of software to extract them, and all are failing to find anything. I figure they're just too old.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:51 ID: 109b17 No.8132029 >>8132092

>>8131896
picture is bad quality. can't read some crucial letters. trying tho.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:45:31 ID: 06f427 No.8132092

>>8132029
Thank you anon  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:46:43 ID: 2667dd No.8132111 >>8132184 >>8132837

File (hide): 03cbff7f7736170⋯.png (209.32 KB, 1202x865, 1202:865, ASS.png)

the email is from 
whois of 
cometpingpong.com
perhaps we can try 
this?

extracting adobe 
database now.
wish me luck  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:48:24 ID: 3798b9 No.8132145 >>8132163 >>8132164

>>8131667
Any news on this?  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:17 ID: 2667dd No.8132163 >>8133394

>>8132145
http://www.cometpingpong.com/app/download/4741080860/0gu0rgihy78uep6a.zip

Apparently this was found through it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:18 ID: 109b17 No.8132164 >>8132218

>>8131896
>>8132145
snzdcj1z650vgtb4.onion not found. Updating Tor.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:20 ID: 06f427 No.8132166 >>8132176 >>8132241

HERE GOES NOTHING NIGGERS  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:46 ID: 06f427 No.8132176 >>8132193 >>8132225 >>8132241 >>8132252 >>8132417

File (hide): d0aee852bb011b2⋯.png (26.43 KB, 488x305, 8:5, FUCKFUCKFUCK.png)

>>8132166
PIC RELATED  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132009
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132009
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131967
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132020
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132020
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132489
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238130921
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132029
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132029
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132092
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131896
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132092
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132092
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132029
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132111
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132111
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132837
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/03cbff7f77361701f280ef3b99cbd94006d7b98a441abe63d0ef3992a0341be4.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/03cbff7f77361701f280ef3b99cbd94006d7b98a441abe63d0ef3992a0341be4.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/03cbff7f77361701f280ef3b99cbd94006d7b98a441abe63d0ef3992a0341be4.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132163
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132164
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131667
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132163
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132163
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238133394
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/www.cometpingpong.com/app/download/4741080860/0gu0rgihy78uep6a.zip
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132164
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132218
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131896
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132193
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132252
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132417
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d0aee852bb011b2546cd5842b65c4b9fc79e54eb66b2d974e84dbe3a6b67fb75.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/d0aee852bb011b2546cd5842b65c4b9fc79e54eb66b2d974e84dbe3a6b67fb75.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d0aee852bb011b2546cd5842b65c4b9fc79e54eb66b2d974e84dbe3a6b67fb75.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23


Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:50:13 ID: dac73c No.8132184 >>8132205 >>8132224

File (hide): ff7bbb55d5d9b52⋯.gif (874.79 KB, 500x318, 250:159, t3_21hkb8.gif)

>>8132111
No fucking way. They can't 
be this retarded.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:50:36 ID: 59d95c No.8132193
File (hide): f3a6bc513260c91⋯.jpg (96.6 KB, 438x768, 73:128, 1477706562139.jpg)

>>8132176  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:08 ID: 500c1d No.8132205

>>8132184
>They can't be this retarded.
They can.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:36 ID: e745b8 No.8132218 >>8132333

>>8132164
>>8131896
What if we use a Tor search engine and seach for those strings?  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:49 ID: 2667dd No.8132224 >>8132283

File (hide): 16837d312d3c558⋯.png (28.36 KB, 1034x570, 517:285, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8132184
they can  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:48 ID: 06f427 No.8132225 >>8132244 >>8132246

File (hide): fc58dffef3f9003⋯.png (20.2 KB, 538x402, 269:201, error.png)

>>8132176

welp  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:23 ID: 667560 No.8132233 >>8132283

they are menus except they appear to have hidden volumes in them.  try to open one with veracrypt or truecrypt and youll get the typical message for 
hidden volumes  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132205
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132224
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ff7bbb55d5d9b52aec420fac582c8158d2b511eda679ce7620ddb374919ca360.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/ff7bbb55d5d9b52aec420fac582c8158d2b511eda679ce7620ddb374919ca360.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ff7bbb55d5d9b52aec420fac582c8158d2b511eda679ce7620ddb374919ca360.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132111
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132193
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132193
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3a6bc513260c914e490f079471703f2d86f658fccd21a458f250585d5fcf034.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/f3a6bc513260c914e490f079471703f2d86f658fccd21a458f250585d5fcf034.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3a6bc513260c914e490f079471703f2d86f658fccd21a458f250585d5fcf034.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132205
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132205
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132218
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132218
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132333
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132164
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131896
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132224
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132224
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/16837d312d3c558b1ea5789c12282e96f78a10c50d4f25fca4596b86f632a34a.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/16837d312d3c558b1ea5789c12282e96f78a10c50d4f25fca4596b86f632a34a.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/16837d312d3c558b1ea5789c12282e96f78a10c50d4f25fca4596b86f632a34a.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132244
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132246
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/fc58dffef3f90030ce2f6746bb5798194f17e3b8f7f62de5e765cbb3f9b5c8e3.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/fc58dffef3f90030ce2f6746bb5798194f17e3b8f7f62de5e765cbb3f9b5c8e3.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/fc58dffef3f90030ce2f6746bb5798194f17e3b8f7f62de5e765cbb3f9b5c8e3.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132233
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132233
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23


Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:29 ID: 6ffea5 No.8132241
File (hide): f3018d5aee48320⋯.gif (1.76 MB, 300x225, 4:3, 1462396637682.gif)

>>8132166
>>8132176  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:41 ID: 667560 No.8132244 >>8132311

>>8132225
its a pdf. switch the extension  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:44 ID: 2667dd No.8132246 >>8132311

>>8132225
they aren't zips, pm me the first 50 or so bytes of the 'zip' archive  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:52 ID: 85a9bd No.8132250

Guys, what if these are their secret recipes? I hope no one gets busted for corporate espionage.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:52 ID: 5c217b No.8132252 >>8132311

File (hide): c6b5aafb748db57⋯.jpg (87.98 KB, 746x594, 373:297, 1478278248878.jpg)

>>8132176

Putting the filenames in a onion links actually worked? Colour me as shocked as I 
am impressed that someone thought to do that.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:54:05 ID: dac73c No.8132283 >>8132325

>>8132224
Are you sure that isn't a distraction? As in they are using someone unimportant's details.

>>8132233
I'm pretty sure vera/truecrypt does that for all files it comes across, not just ones it detects having hidden volumes.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:54:56 ID: 06f427 No.8132311 >>8132349

File (hide): dee60a7c88b03ec⋯.png (140.08 KB, 1120x728, 20:13, cometmenu.png)

>>8132244
>>8132246
Just the menu, 
very 
underwhelming 
>>8132252
no not from tor  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3018d5aee483200fe0effc3dfdda5c433825f1e7eef07c2875ace7199fdda92.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/f3018d5aee483200fe0effc3dfdda5c433825f1e7eef07c2875ace7199fdda92.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3018d5aee483200fe0effc3dfdda5c433825f1e7eef07c2875ace7199fdda92.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132244
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132244
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132311
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132246
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132246
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132311
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132250
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132250
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132252
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132252
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132311
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c6b5aafb748db5757fbcd2181ad21a01d371d19e7087f5fb5dffc496d5d9df29.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/c6b5aafb748db5757fbcd2181ad21a01d371d19e7087f5fb5dffc496d5d9df29.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c6b5aafb748db5757fbcd2181ad21a01d371d19e7087f5fb5dffc496d5d9df29.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132325
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132224
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132233
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132311
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132311
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hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:55:11 ID: 2667dd No.8132325 >>8132511

File (hide): 23e9762f9d29509⋯.png (7.63 KB, 449x287, 449:287, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8132283
it could be 
something related 
too.
we can't afford to 
lose anything
pic related; 
extracting adobe 
database.

afk  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:55:42 ID: 109b17 No.8132333 >>8132340

>>8132218
good idea. 0gu0rgihy78uep6a.onion not found.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:56:12 ID: 109b17 No.8132340

>>8132333
I correct: Unable to connect.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:56:34 ID: 2667dd No.8132349

>>8132311
compare the pdf size with the menu pdf size on the site. the one on the site is 185.5 kb  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:58:04 ID: 0640eb No.8132383

Try opening in notepad  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:58:47 ID: 2667dd No.8132400 >>8132511

It's done extracting, opening in EMEditor and searching for the email.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:59:23 ID: e745b8 No.8132417 >>8132524

>>8132176
Tried manually accessing the "from:" URL, automatically asked me to download a raw text file.
All it said was "www.jimdo.com".  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:02:22 ID: f1a062 No.8132489 >>8132525

>>8132020
If on linux try dd. I'm still getting all the memory offset mapped out so I can try to extract based on , what looks to be, the header for a jpg file. Jpg headers 
size are  20 bytes and starts with hex value FFD8.

https:// www.fastgraph.com/help/jpeg_header_format.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:22 ID: ba50f4 No.8132511

>>8132325
>>8132400 (checked)
>Time remaining: About 3 minutes and 30 seconds
>Time between posts: 3 minutes and 36 seconds

This makes me happy, and I don't know why.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:43 ID: b5841e No.8132519 >>8132592

http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/
put .zip name in  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:51 ID: 06f427 No.8132524 >>8132535 >>8132584 >>8132592 >>8132607

>>8132417
http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/7rlb66uuj3to18dn.zip

cometpingpong.com/app/download/4741080860/0gu0rgihy78uep6a.zip  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:53 ID: 7c8b9c No.8132525 >>8132542 >>8132747

>>8132489
>If on Linux

Yeah, I'm not. Make fun of me later.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:04:22 ID: 06f427 No.8132535 >>8132577 >>8132589

>>8132524
REMINDER DO NOT CLICK ON LINK COPY AND PASTE INTO TOR  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:04:37 ID: 7c8b9c No.8132542 >>8132597

>>8132525

Double-Dubs. Nice.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:18 ID: b96dd9 No.8132577

>>8132535
too late  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:29 ID: 59d95c No.8132584 >>8132642 >>8132678 >>8132712

File (hide): d8d86338da958c0⋯.png (675.19 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8132524

Can't be opened.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:42 ID: e745b8 No.8132589

>>8132535
>watching and temporarily possessing is not illegal in my country
wew fuck tor  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:51 ID: e93318 No.8132592

>>8132524
>>8132519
Anything you put after http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/ downloads the same file, it's a pdf 
menu for the restaurant.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:07:02 ID: 2667dd No.8132597

>>8132542
EMEditor is at 34%. PC is lagging hard.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:07:18 ID: 109b17 No.8132607 >>8132877 >>8133431

>>8132524
do what with the files?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:07:50 ID: bc1e06 No.8132619 >>8132642

Check your notification mate.
If you're gonna post screenshots of shit like this at least hide your identifying information.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:08:46 ID: bc1e06 No.8132642

>>8132619
For >>8132584  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:09:43 ID: f1a062 No.8132678 >>8132756 >>8132837

>>8132584
mind your opsec  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:10:43 ID: 0829b4 No.8132712 >>8132749

>>8132584
>steam name visible
Newfag needs to protect his identity  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:10:54 ID: 2667dd No.8132718

EMEditor crashed.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:12:11 ID: f1a062 No.8132747

>>8132525
My first attempt did not result in a jpg. I'll try the pig stuff later that other anon was talking about. Going do a few more extractions (extracting portion of 
mp3 to seperate file) to see what I come up with.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:12:16 ID: 59d95c No.8132749

>>8132712

I don't really mind being found out, honestly.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:12:46 ID: 2ff23d No.8132756

>>8132678
>OpSec
>Win10
Might as well post it on facebook  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:14:30 ID: 2667dd No.8132798 >>8133431

i'm inspecting the 'zip' now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:15:56 ID: 000000 No.8132837 >>8132891

>>8132111
Link to the adobe database? Preferably one that doesn't require javascript. Wouldn't mind LinkedIn if you have it as well.

>>8132678
People have posted their Steam account names here, and it seems like everybody is using Windows 10. A lot of people are just as bad with opsec as 
comet pizza is with netsec.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:17:03 ID: 000000 No.8132877 >>8133043 >>8133431 >>8143873

>>8131667
>>8132607
If someone is on Linux (I'm currently not) you can check the file magic (type) with file command. Binwalk is also an useful utility to see if there are multiple 
files embedded into one.

You can also binwalk the mp3's and it will show if theres (not encrypted) jpg files embedded, and where they start.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:17:16 ID: 2667dd No.8132891 >>8133570

>>8132837
linkedin im not sure about, but i have magnet link for adobe database

magnet:?
xt=urn:btih:IQKYFOJAJWWVUJQZTKSRY52G2ZA7SWZB&dn=users.tar.gz&tr=udp%3a%2f%2fopen.demonii.com%3a1337&tr=udp%3a%2f%2fopen.de
monii.com%3a1337magnet%3a%3fxt%3durn%3abtih%3a441582b9204dad5a26199aa51c7746d641f95b21&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.ccc.de%3a80&tr=
udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.openbittorrent.com%3a80&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.publicbt.com%3a80&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.istole.it%3a6969  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:05 ID: f1a062 No.8133043

>>8132877
thanks for the binwalk info, I was going oldschool with hex editor and dd while looking up file format specifications.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:35 ID: 2667dd No.8133068
File (hide): a757b5968e7eb5c⋯.png (14.98 KB, 666x216, 37:12, ClipboardImage.png)

sorry guys, but 
those zips are pdf 
files.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:48 ID: 81c98c No.8133078

we are going to break the matrix! didn't comey say something about a virtual prison in the last pedo press conference  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:26:34 ID: 2667dd No.8133226

we need the password for the cometpingpong site before we go anywhere else. current status: looking outside window for hillary's ninja squad  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:27:26 ID: b96dd9 No.8133257

pls be careful /pol/ :3  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:30:41 ID: 2667dd No.8133382 >>8138638

if your risky enough, join my dickcord here https://discord.gg/qFNk27m i'll be posting live updates.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:30:51 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133394 >>8133427

>>8132163
That is a pdf with the wrong suffix.
Change .zip to .pdf and it displays a menu.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:31:46 ID: 2667dd No.8133427 >>8133472

>>8133394
Yeah. no hidden files afaik from shorti nspection by Hex Editor  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:31:59 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133431

>>8132798
>>8132607
>>8132877
They're pdfs.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:32:43 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133472 >>8133565

>>8133427
Unless the PDF contains steg ofc.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:33:40 ID: 1e43f8 No.8133505 >>8133684 >>8133867

>>8121640
>>8123381
>>8123144
>table tennis
>tennis

the book mentions tennis 30 times, Lo is a trained to play and Humbert is obsessed by her involvement in 'the game'.the whole book is full of it. i don't 
think it's a stretch to think the author was trying to signal something here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:35:18 ID: 065e1d No.8133565 >>8133653

>>8133472
Yeah, some shit has to be encoded there.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:35:22 ID: 000000 No.8133570

>>8132891
4gb of compressed text files? Ridiculous. I love it.

Stay safe, anons. Especially the namefags suggesting discord.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:38:06 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133653 >>8133748

>>8133565
I saved the picture of the men from the pdf, as a png and it's 750k in size.
It shouldn't be that big.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:39:19 ID: 7daf84 No.8133684

>>8133505
well ping pong is known as "table tennis"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:39:25 ID: 4fa781 No.8133690 >>8134262

>>8121652
Err.. Jeffery Epstein's estate is called Zorro. Last time he was seen in public he was wearing sweat pants with ZORRO embroided down the leg. 
Cohencidence?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:40:55 ID: dac73c No.8133748 >>8134009

>>8133653
png's are usually way more bloated than jpg's, 1mb is not surprising for a photograph.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:44:17 ID: 1e43f8 No.8133867

>>8133505
he also mentions 'helen wills' the youngest female tennis champion. how just happened to be friends with a senator who liked her so much he had a 
marble statue made and he was a member of bohemian club. 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_Wills#Personal_life 

 obviously they did more than play on the court.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:48:34 ID: e7ccd7 No.8134009 >>8134823

File (hide): 90dc5eaa073e7ad⋯.png (750.82 KB, 800x600, 4:3, image.png)

>>8133748
I know they are 
larger, just 
seemed too large 
for this image.
That said, steg 
detector found 
nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:55:17 ID: 4fa781 No.8134262
File (hide): 14fb550ea125445⋯.jpg (156.51 KB, 800x1080, 20:27, zorro.jpg)

>>8121652
>>8133690
Could he be involved or is this a 
common meme like pizza and hotdog 
etc?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:57:32 ID: 504867 No.8134334

>>8131884
>Original Deus Ex
>EYE
>Elite Dangerous
>Elite Dangerous discord
Discord is top botnet i use it too, but good taste m80  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:09:32 ID: 7c8b9c No.8134823

>>8134009

What are you using for detection?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:24:52 ID: 38ef26 No.8135465

>>8131564
you're going to hang yourself or get shanked in prison.  Come after us and see what happens.  Your dark god is dying and he's going to eat you up for his 
last meal

nice larp faggot  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:40:31 ID: cbadc5 No.8136193 >>8137027

Renamed the .zip file as .pdf and it opened as a menu for the pizza place.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:56:23 ID: 46ce72 No.8137027 >>8137184

>>8136193

There's gotta be something more.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:59:46 ID: 11bc5a No.8137184

>>8137027
The pdf is way too big for what it is, though.
Also, if you download something without the DL key, the site gives you that same file, regardless of what you attempt to download.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:28:27 ID: 5d4dcf No.8138505

>>8119966 (OP)
this Comet Pizza is the HQ for the elite pedophile ring! direct connections to Correct the Record, Obama, spirit-cooking lady, Hilldog, Podesta … this is 
AMAZING

it's so blatant  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:30:45 ID: 249e18 No.8138638

>>8133382
join the #pedogate pizza investigators on discord  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:46:23 ID: 5258d7 No.8139134

>>8120408
Don't like the deep web?  

You're in it  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:58:40 ID: 523d15 No.8139656 >>8145240

File (hide): 69317d80a96a05d⋯.gif (603.35 KB, 320x240, 4:3, 1468584237910.gif)

Welp goys I haven't felt such an spoopy adrenaline rush since the pedowood/slc daycare threads. Whatever 
comes from this, I'll always remmebr your valiant efforts guys. And (((they))) wil pay  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:02:16 ID: 3798b9 No.8141936

Bumpo for the truth  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:39:51 ID: 7c8b9c No.8143873

>>8132877

Question: Are you using Foremost to grab the jpgs?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:03:00 ID: 1e1841 No.8145240 >>8145494 >>8146241

>>8139656
>since the pedowood/slc daycare threads
The best part is, these are related. We're about to open a cold case  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:09:01 ID: 62df25 No.8145494 >>8145566

>>8145240
How are they related? I want to research this if it has a link to alefantis / ping pong.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:10:10 ID: 56cbf5 No.8145566 >>8146241

>>8145494
The rabbit man, some fbi guy dropped an address and then there's the ownership of the websites and shit.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:22:09 ID: 62df25 No.8146241 >>8147366

>>8145240
>>8145566

The rabbit has yet to be linked to anything PizzaGate related. I wish it was, though.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:43:37 ID: 7c8b9c No.8147366

>>8146241

If the suspicion that >>8120955 has is true, then they are, indeed, related through stegnography as a general method of hiding and passing media within 
these circles. The problem is that the connection is razor-thin.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:47:07 ID: a190f3 No.8147562

>>8126465
It's NOT that fucking complicated. Yes, white psychopaths exist, but if you rid white society of Jews, this kind of thing happens so much less frequently 
that your post is near meaningless in practice.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:02:03 ID: 04dd56 No.8151079 >>8151440 >>8151878

File (hide): 1236feb36930f6b⋯.png (56.7 KB, 449x317, 449:317, 1464541221273.png)

>>8122920
>>8122920
>>8122920
I distinctly remember an anon in the know saying money laundering is done through art because the price 
can be set to whatever the buyer thinks it's worth. Isn't Podesta a major art collector too? Maybe it would be 
interesting to know who Podesta bought his prized collection from since he's so fond of it.

I'm interested in the audio files though. Please repost with results.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:10:00 ID: 62df25 No.8151440

>>8151079

We already know who his favorite artists are from an old news article, its the pedo artists.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:20:38 ID: 667560 No.8151878 >>8152058

File (hide): 70a3875365920a2⋯.png (236.24 KB, 720x693, 80:77, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8151079
oy fucking vey  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:24:31 ID: 56cbf5 No.8152058

>>8151878
Wow  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:44:25 ID: 667560 No.8152954 >>8153137

File (hide): 2383d82b08ef53e⋯.png (864.08 KB, 720x535, 144:107, ClipboardImage.png)

I literally just made a major discovery… Assange hacked the Government 
in the 80s and stole all this shit per WikiPedia.

The And Stay Dead Card kills a group and makes it unrevivable. Assange 
made the cards.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:47:30 ID: 667560 No.8153137

>>8152954

TLDR I was high as fuck and it hit me… Plus I literally own the cards.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:16:27 ID: ef3dba No.8158304 >>8158335

Any news on this?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:17:24 ID: 56cbf5 No.8158335

>>8158304
We will have justice now brother! Wait for the hype to calm down so we can focus on this.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:19:00 ID: 56cbf5 No.8159535

Bump for justice.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:27:13 ID: d92ead No.8159655 >>8159776

File (hide): 63dcbb938047f1c⋯.jpg (15.58 KB, 255x255, 1:1, 63dcbb938047f1c4c132539f4d….jpg)

>>8131564
>I don't know WHO started this
You started it by being a degenerate evil pedophile. Don't like the 
consequences? Too bad! We've barely even begun  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:31:56 ID: ed2fd7 No.8159722

>tfw the FBI is going to lock up all these creeps

Donald Jr is on the case, wouldn't be surprised if he and Alex Jones personally take part in giving these people what they deserve

After they have been convicted in a fair and open court of law of course  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:35:59 ID: 523d15 No.8159776 >>8166354

>>8159655
 checked

fucking newfag  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 11:00:59 ID: 4afa1a No.8160153 >>8160887 >>8162456 >>8165905 >>8166476 >>8168273 >>8178611

i think this is related to the thread:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kimnoble/sets/72157626474399453/with/7082891411/  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 12:04:03 ID: 7c8b9c No.8160887

>>8160153

*shiver* 

Every fucking time.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 14:15:37 ID: cc3871 No.8162456

>>8160153

jesus that is vile.

someone needs to archive that for when it gets taken down  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:14:22 ID: 3fb4c0 No.8164443

Bump, this doesn't get to die just because trump won  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:09:27 ID: ef3dba No.8165905

>>8160153
This needs to spread.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:32:05 ID: d92ead No.8166354
File (hide): 6b3b7084078139c⋯.jpg (81.78 KB, 598x336, 299:168, 1452808590816-2.jpg)

>>8159776
older than you and I don't care if it's a 
LARP we know they're watching and 
reading  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:38:16 ID: 6af899 No.8166476 >>8166616 >>8166779 >>8167095

>>8160153
Scrap it all and screencap who had it uploaded (i.e. a snapshop of her main flickr page).
After that, find a connection between her and this. Then it can be compiled into an infograph with a hashtag and spread.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:46:00 ID: 4afa1a No.8166616 >>8166779 >>8167095 >>8170904

>>8166476
from what i heard, one of her pictures is hanging inside Comet Pizza (the picture in question was posted here in one of the links, but i couldn't find it right 
now. Also, just noticed the initials are "CP", which is really strange considering this amount of "coincidences") and the artist was probably abused when 
she was a child (she has 10 personalities or something like that) 
i'll try to find good source and if i do i'll post more here  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:51:47 ID: e6b196 No.8166718 >>8168569

Has anyone tried getting images out of the audio files yet?

http://lifehacker.com/5807289/how-to-hide-secret-messages-and-codes-in-audio-files  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:55:45 ID: d92ead No.8166779 >>8167095 >>8167127 >>8168307 >>8178867

File (hide): 87781287b3c4e45⋯.jpg (196.59 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, mk_ultra__228469.jpg)

>>8166476
>>8166616

She's an MK victim anon, from long ago and that art is from her therapy. There are many MK victims that do 
this, not just her. Those pictures are being posted as examples of what they go through with these 
monsters. The themes are the same throughout all their art despite them not knowing each other. This 
points to the ritual aspect of what the perps are doing. All MK Ultra therapy art is insanely disturbing 
because they're describing what was done to them. But it would be a huge mistake to target the past victims 
who are brave enough to make this art and post it. Go after the perps.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:58:00 ID: d3e352 No.8166817
File (hide): b408628924bdc5c⋯.png (1.36 MB, 1275x619, 1275:619, pedos.PNG)

Mike here comments against bad facebook reviews. here are people that comment on 
his profile. Notice the satanic imagery in profile.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:15:29 ID: d92ead No.8167095 >>8167127 >>8167169 >>8168307 >>8178867

File (hide): 38b7472233cb2e8⋯.png (406.87 KB, 867x1433, 867:1433, screenshot-lynnsart.net 20….png)

>>8166779
>>8166476
>>8166616
pic related is from the art site of another survivor. She's quite accomplished and more functional in life than most other 
survivors. She regularly shows in Seattle and has been actively battling the perps for many years.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:17:54 ID: 4afa1a No.8167127 >>8167169 >>8167250

>>8167095
>>8166779
can you please tell me more about MK? i'm not exactly sure what it is… 
is it some kind of human guinea pig experimentation that took place in the past or it keeps happening until these days? the american president knows 
about that or only the secret service?  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:21:38 ID: d92ead No.8167169 >>8168307 >>8178867

File (hide): 4c42737d4d9cacc⋯.png (1006.66 KB, 1338x1964, 669:982, screenshot-lynnsart.net 20….png)

>>8167095
pic related is the catalogue from Lynn's site. She does great work exposing this shit. The others are not as functional as 
she is and are extremely fragile. I won't copy pics because she has requested that but there's enough info in this pic to 
find her site and check out her art.

>>8167127
This is a good primer http://www.wanttoknow.info/050626mkultra.shtml  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:25:32 ID: d92ead No.8167250 >>8169701 >>8169799 >>8178867

File (hide): 989eb0ba144313e⋯.png (941.18 KB, 1338x1682, 669:841, screenshot-schirmerstudio.….png)

>>8167127
a show Lynn did on the Franklin scandal  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:49:24 ID: 28c9d2 No.8167621
File (hide): f0a18e1fc149b48⋯.jpg (51.25 KB, 960x960, 1:1, f0a18e1fc149b48e2cb8099f6c….jpg)

>>8120138

This is legit.

Put a little more effort 
when creating a thread OP.
Low energy.

>>8119975
click that shit nigga  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:18:34 ID: ef3dba No.8168014 >>8168025

This shit got recently on Wikileaks:
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24445
It's from the Hillary Clinton emails.

>The ChildMind is the only independent, nonprofit organization exclusively dedicated to transforming mental health care br the world's children to enable 
them to reach their full potential.

>We are committed to finding more effective treatments for childhood psychiatric and learning disorders, science of healthy brain development, and 
embowering children and their abilities the information they need to act. 

>The ChildMind institute does not accept funding from the pharmaceutical industry.

Totally not MK ULTRA, guys.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:19:12 ID: ef3dba No.8168025 >>8168507 >>8169436

>>8168014
>UNCLASSIFIED U.S. Department of State Case No. F-2014-20439 Doc No. C05785585 Date: 10/30/2015 

>Disorders to issues of concern to all parents:

>We have enlisted the leading child mental health experts from all over the world as well as our own clinic to make videos and write articles on a wide 
range of topics including ADHD, depression, eating disorders, cyberbullying, sex, and discipline. 
Discussing, writing articles and making videos on sex and discipline with children.

>We will open the doors to our new 24,000 square-foot headquarters at 445 Park Avenue (our private entrance is on 56th Street) on March 21. When 
children walk into CN's new home, they will enter a two-story space that is child - and family - friendly with play areas , private waiting areas, a cafe 
featuring vending machines filled with healthy snacks, Wi-Fi hotspots, and wonderful meeting rooms. Our clinical offices provide us with the latest 
technology including the ability to record sessions in order to monitor research, training, and treatment outcomes. The space is designed so that clinicians 
and researchers work side by side and collaboratively to help develop better understanding and treatment of child and adolescent psychiatric disorder, 
So the complex is basically made for parents to leave their kids there, where they'll record treatment.

The rest is apparently a list of institutes and people associated with this place, but it's absolutely unreadable.
>National Children Mental Health Awareness Week, the ChildMind Institute has taken the American Academy of Child & Adolescent (?)
>Hunter E c ie it USA, a r id PCO"?.!ltS magazine to p r e e n t . (?)
>Speck Up for Kids! - a in a t io n w iz ie C.:.-..lin p 2 , g r designed to help in or a parents and Ze3Chr.S. 
>racoani:te tte e ig n s a n d iiir e a io to a tis of childhood mental illness  
>H i ..inicire.O s hea oii-:;:feSSCat.: c o u ,n i7 v will share their expertise in Sf?,:74: Up fC,ir ta lk s . 
>And on May 17 the Adorn f f e v K a t : a Memorial Lezture Mt Led . . ..; 
>adolescent ran R , . the : ! _ the experts • 7 e :d reCOgH.Zed c e ;., r.-.; r it y a b o ….:t h is D H D a sn d c i is L e a . o f it s d n d c r ir r-tr n .
>.e iz i to .-. c.-;..!, : t e r ihat is .crisis with real education and 7.v :d v r;c a c v , and the can the d ii , i' ra fiiic e , t 3 grow and develop new opportunities 
>n E r s. ,,D s a n c ', n t o b a t e n e w ii i :,-j: ; t iv e s , we look for . . w . ::o and are 03 for e i world in e v a c 'i ffria la i s . a ile r s f r o m p s y c h ia t r ic 
ili. n e s s — a ,a d ia iiiva ic h a ll e ia ii.d r e n c a n r e a c h th e ir fu li o c a e r a iiie e

So, tl;dr: a giant shrink and psychiatric office, exclusively for dealing with children and adolescents. Apparently with a focus on sex and discipline, as well 
as recording treatment.

Dunno, this coincides perfectly with the pedofiles leaks, so I'm guessing start digging.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:36:29 ID: 7944db No.8168273 >>8168307

>>8160153
Her twitter account

https://twitter.com/kimnobleartist?lang=en  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:39:32 ID: d92ead No.8168307 >>8178867

>>8168273
see >>8166779
>>8167095
>>8167169
http://www.wanttoknow.info/050626mkultra.shtml

Go after the perps you troglodyte  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:53:26 ID: d92ead No.8168507
File (hide): 904e9e4bc41bba3⋯.png (468.23 KB, 1299x1519, 1299:1519, screenshot-educate-yoursel….png)

>>8168025
>>8168025
>Martin T. Orne, for example, a senior CIA/Navy researcher, is based at the University of Pennsylvania's 
Experimental Psychiatry Laboratory. He is also an original member of the False Memory Syndrome Foundation's 
advisory board, a tightly-drawn coterie of psychiatrists, many with backgrounds in CIA mind control 
experimentation in its myriad forms. The Foundation is dedicated to denying the existence of cult mind control and 
child abuse. It's primary pursuit is the castigation of survivors and therapists for fabricating accusations of ritual 
abuse.
>It's primary pursuit is the castigation of survivors and therapists for fabricating accusations of ritual abuse.

It's primary pursuit is the castigation of survivors and therapists for fabricating accusations  
of ritual abuse.

Yes, they've got all the bases covered, this is controlled opposition. False Memory Syndrome Foundation is full of 
pedophiles. Victims do remember and these meories are accurate though often clouded with the theatrics of the 
abuse which the perps do on purpose in order to label the ones remembering as "crazy"

educate-yourself.org/mc/falsememoryhoax1996.shtml  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:56:59 ID: 0c4286 No.8168569 >>8168708 >>8168735

>>8166718

Yes, I'm stll trying–BUT I'M NOT GETTING ANY FUCKING HELP!!

SOMEONE FUCKING RECOMMEND SOFTWARE AND A PROCESS THAT WILL RIP THESE FUCKING MP3S!!  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:05:53 ID: ef3dba No.8168708 >>8169169

>>8168569
Sonic Visualizer not working?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:07:24 ID: ef3dba No.8168735 >>8169169

>>8168569
https://www.raymond.cc/blog/hide-your-secret-files-by-embedding-it-to-another-safe-source/
Try these out?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:24:48 ID: 2e857b No.8168985 >>8169252

>>8168902
one anon already tried to go to the second rabbit sighting and never returned >>8121774

and as far as i know the video from that anon and the "stream" recordings havent surfaced here

so, if you want to snoop these places out, my advice would be, dont post here about it too late, and make sure your first post is a direct upload of 
pictures/video/link to archive. because everyone else who's looked has gone MIA.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:34:50 ID: 0c4286 No.8169169

>>8168902
>>8168735

I will try these.

>>8168708

Stop announcing this shit to world. WE ARE BEING WATCHED.

Odds are they knew the other anon was coming and he got suicided.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:40:06 ID: bc2c84 No.8169252 >>8169342 >>8169397 >>8169475

>>8168985
Hey thanks. D'oh. Is there a way to delete?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:43:20 ID: bc2c84 No.8169298 >>8169397

What is second rabbit sighting?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:45:22 ID: 2e857b No.8169342 >>8169397

>>8169252
testing ive never deleted a post on 8chan in my life  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:49:08 ID: 2e857b No.8169397 >>8169479 >>8169745

>>8169342
>>8169252
i dont think you can. i think it's board specific whether it's enabled or not and the /pol/ hotpockets probably disabled it. you can report your own post and 
probably have it deleted if you ask.

>>8169298
see
>>8121102
>>8121184

and the rest of the thread  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:52:00 ID: d92ead No.8169436 >>8169938

>>8168025
>So, tl;dr: a giant shrink and psychiatric office, exclusively for dealing with children and adolescents. Apparently with a focus on sex and discipline, as well 
as recording treatment.

They have agents in all areas where survivors might go for help. The purpose is to identify survivors that are remembering and to fuck them up. MK 
victims are programmed with an expiration around age 30 when memories begin returning and the brainwashing begins to wear off. Suicide around this 
time is the norm. When they seek help these "helpers" will continue the abuse in the hopes the victim suicides, thereby eliminating the potential 
whistleblower. They know the programming codes. They know how to do it.

The FMSF are considered experts in ritual abuse and if a victim manages to survive long enough and with enough strength to get a perp in court the 
FMSF will be called to court as an "expert witness" to give their "expert opinion" on the victim's testimony. Their "expert opinion" will be to call them a 
crazy liar who imagines crazy things and to shut it down. Because the FMSF are the abusers, handlers and mindfuckers and their goal is to end criticism 
of their actions and to instill fear in any other survivors who might speak out against ritual abuse.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:53:52 ID: d92ead No.8169475 >>8169489

>>8169252
report your own post and put a note to the mods on why you'd like it deleted  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:54:08 ID: bc2c84 No.8169479 >>8169574

>>8169397

Thanks for helping a noob. Could you and a couple other anons report my post? I just did.

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:54:49 ID: bc2c84 No.8169489

>>8169475
Yeah that's what I did. I said "please help. Shared personal info." kek  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:00:15 ID: 2e857b No.8169574

>>8169479
i got u fam. may kek watch over you in these troubling times.

https://archive.is/HCwQV  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:08:26 ID: a062f0 No.8169701 >>8169840

>>8167250
Top left pic. We have seen a larger version posted somewhere. Guy in glasses. Podesta?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:10:50 ID: bc2c84 No.8169745

>>8169397

Thanks so much bro for all the info. Trying to figure out an angle here.>>8169397  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:13:37 ID: ef3dba No.8169785

http://childmind.org/about-us/annual-reports/
Too many jews in this shit to be kosher.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:14:40 ID: 4895e7 No.8169799 >>8169840 >>8169985

>>8167250
Who is James Cicatko, what do we know about him? He is definitely "in the know'.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:17:38 ID: d92ead No.8169840

>>8169701
Go to the site, they have more info. Or ask Cicatko, his contact info is there. Wouldn't surprise me one bit if it was Molesta.

>>8169799
Ask him.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:25:18 ID: 66a5df No.8169938 >>8170645

File (hide): d23e971f572287b⋯.png (496.24 KB, 1292x836, 17:11, russel hoban secret PEDO p….png)

>>8169436
Here's a pedo video supporting the idea that they get children via corrupt government/law 
channels ("broom factory", "broom enthusiasts").

I'm turning it into a webm but it's taking forever. I won't be butthurt if one of you guys uses his 
rendering farm to fire before I'm done.

https://vi meo.com/190757971

You can download the video for archiving purposes right there, no account required. Will post 
webm when it's done.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:27:52 ID: a94e89 No.8169985

>>8169799
http://cicatko.com/carbig.html  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:32:35 ID: cce00f No.8170052

oh shit, I need to get my autism on this.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:57:56 ID: d4d26a No.8170402 >>8170418

File (hide): a93d6df362ec33c⋯.png (303.52 KB, 443x768, 443:768, Screenshot from 2016-11-09….png)

Think they are watching us or 4, many have removed 
their faces from linked profiles.

This one's just been there…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:59:01 ID: d4d26a No.8170418

>>8170402
not listen prolly nothing… read wrong too "lucky sick"…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:17:17 ID: 66a5df No.8170645 >>8172475 >>8173043 >>8173376 >>8173949

File (hide): 4f4a6aa99542ac1⋯.webm (11 MB, 640x360, 16:9, secret pizza party.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8169938
So dozens of attempts later here it is.

SECRET PEDO PARTY: THE 
CARTOON MANUAL  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:38:21 ID: 5a1507 No.8170904 >>8171526

>>8166616
>she has 10 personalities
Oh fuck, it's one of them. I knew it.It's the same people.
These satanic cults operate for a long time and are infiltrated in the government on multiple levels. She was 
probably abused as a chiild and brainwashed to be a pawn. The paintings are probably a way for one of her 
personalities to scream for help.
Just watch this, it will explain a lot.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:24:58 ID: 4895e7 No.8171526 >>8171714 >>8172176

>>8170904
That's the Greenbaum speech, no doubt about it. But there is something totally off about the uploader account and his description for the video…can you 
see it? Please reply anon.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:37:18 ID: 4895e7 No.8171714 >>8172176

>>8171526
Anyone?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:05:05 ID: 7c8b9c No.8172176 >>8172327

>>8171526
>>8171714

I see that he has two different accounts. Both of which are subscribed to Michele Botticelli.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:13:06 ID: 4895e7 No.8172327 >>8172444 >>8174617

>>8172176
Holy fuck he changed the description from the last time i saw the video, it was a snarky condescending description mocking the speech. Also the 
uploader is a satanist and his video has the audio purposely distorted (probably subliminal messages) so i would suggest just reading the speech or 
finding a safe upload somewhere else. Look at the comments pointing the audio distortions out and he trying to cover it up, also his profile picture.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:21:17 ID: 7c8b9c No.8172444 >>8174422

>>8172327

Yeah, I noticed the Cthull/Mindflayer motif.

If no one's familiar with Mindflayers, they believe that they're a race superior to all others, and that those below them only exist as servants and cattle. 
They also enslaved the Githzerai to materialism for the purpose of suppressing their spiritual gifts. Sound familiar?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:23:16 ID: e00181 No.8172475 >>8172523

>>8170645
speaking of cartoons, any connections to the Japanese pedophile scene? I wouldn't be surprised. Even though CP possession was banned in '14 they 
have excluded all other forms of depicting CSA, so pedo artists are still keeping the disease alive and well there.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:26:06 ID: 7c8b9c No.8172523 >>8174389

>>8172475

Most likely.

I wouldn't be surprised that there's a Jewish connection behind the growing escalation of fetishism in hentai. The mass movement towards illustrated 
depictions of underage children in sexual situations–not to mention all the other degenerate Nip manias–almost seemed coordinated between the 
mangaka.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:40:51 ID: a062f0 No.8172737

ANONS!!!!!!! PLEASE! The files with .onion extensions. The file names. Read affidavit in article from YESTERDAY. FBI probably can match file names. 
Screen shots of file names from hidden comet pizza page needs to be sent  to fbi. IF they can match them it's game over. 
https ://www.techdirt.com/articles/20161108/07362735989/unsealed-warrant-shows-fbi-malware-affected-innocent-tor-users-while-agency-ran-more-than-
20-child-porn-sites.shtml  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:03:14 ID: 4afa1a No.8173043

>>8170645
this shit is sick, dude

i pray someone on FBI would investigate all of this and punish every one guilty  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:08:13 ID: 13c20f No.8173099 >>8173186

I'm in Berlin would it help if I pay them a visit?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:15:59 ID: 7c8b9c No.8173186 >>8173352 >>8173376

>>8173099

NO.

We already lost one anon. Let's not make it two until we have all the facts.

It's time to make a new thread that consolidates this one and … http://8ch.net/pol/res/8115580.html#8172352

Time to get a sticky on this and focus our effort.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:26:51 ID: 4afa1a No.8173352 >>8173399

>>8173186
>We already lost one anon
what do you mean by that?  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:28:47 ID: d92ead No.8173376 >>8173499

File (hide): 79322b83d29f294⋯.png (1.06 MB, 781x569, 781:569, screenshot-www.nydailynews….png)

>>8173186
Yes, let's consolidate. We should start archiving somewhere. /polarchive/ is probably not the best bet since I 
believe it's the same BO as here. /32/?

>>8170645
>Mayor de Blasio reads ‘Secret Pizza Party’ to Queens kids — and the plot mirrors the fund-raising probe 
he’s caught up in  
> When you make something secret, you make it special.
>That was the bizarre lesson Mayor de Blasio — whose questionable fund-raising tactics are at the center 
of an ongoing criminal probe — delivered Saturday to a group of children at a Queens library.
>The eyebrow-raising book could barely keep the attention of the roomful of rambunctious kids, and may 
have left the mayor with a bad case of indigestion. He didn’t seem to recognize the unintended irony.
> “If the raccoon was stealing pizza for a cause he believed in, do you think he was still breaking the law, 

necessarily?” one reporter asked as the mayor exited the library.
>Another used the raccoon’s tale as a jumping off point to grill de Blasio about a Gov. Cuomo ally being probed for potential improper lobbying and 
undisclosed conflicts of interest involving an upstate power plant.
>“What do you think of Joe Percoco’s secret pizza party?” the reporter asked.
>De Blasio cracked a smile, but declined to address any pizza or raccoon-related inquiries.

https://archive.fo/eN7UB  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:29:59 ID: 7c8b9c No.8173399

>>8173352

>>8170452  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:37:35 ID: 7c8b9c No.8173499 >>8178323

>>8173376

So here will be the priorities to delegate to the autists:

1) Investigate Dr. Pong and, possibly, his SchweinPeg software.

2) Get the /tech/s to organize and rip suspect images and audio files for hidden messages and possible CP to pin on Podesta and friends.

3) Establish a solid commonality of this 'hidden file' behavior among hipster pedophiles, which should lead to yet more hidden data.

4) Do more research on the SLC DayCare and its connection to the Marina Delray building with the White Rabbit on the front.

5) Connect the "secret pizza" lingo to as many high ranking pedos as possible so as to get a fuller picture as to the size of this network.

If 34a66c truly was suicided and/or v& for the cause, then we need to honor his sacrifice and keep going til we hit paydirt.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:55:17 ID: 59fde4 No.8173785 >>8174070

>>8122124
>Lewis Carroll was a pedo tho
Is there any proof? I know he did a lot of pictures of children but could he not have just been another Michael Jackson type?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:07:34 ID: 9cf585 No.8173949

>>8170645
>he might recognize you from the wanted poster
HOW CAN THEY KEEP GETTING A WAY WITH THIS  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:14:44 ID: 7da088 No.8174070 >>8174425

>>8173785
> pictures of children
those pictures of children (often naked) were kind of the fad at the time as far as I know (I remember reading about this on the introduction of alice in 
wonderland book), so maybe it was just innocent pictures, sort of like the paintings of naked kids angels of the renaissance.

Nontheless, the Alice in wonderland is a book that doesn't make sense a all, and may have some hidden meanings, or not…can't tell honestly.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:19:28 ID: a0400b No.8174160

>>8131564
You swear on the light bringer?
So you admit to swearing on satan. Fucking synagogue of satan. 
Reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:31:44 ID: e00181 No.8174389

>>8172523
I guess that on the Western side we still have our own demons to fight, just that here its become acceptable to indulge in pedophile fantasies with "teen", 
barely legal and schoolgirl fetishes while exercising cognitive dissonance decrying anything related to pedophilia. Fine, Western hypocrisy.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:33:36 ID: ef3dba No.8174422

>>8172444
You forgot some juicier lore parts.

They come from a place (alternate timeline, distant future, nobody's really sure) which they totally fucked up by being hedonistic cunts. So now, they want 
to rebuild their empire, and to do that they have slave races do their dirty work for them.

Also, since they're absolutely unable to feel anything, the only way to actually get a high is to force their slaves through insanely brutal and horrific orgies, 
and then devour their emotions.

They also eat brains.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:33:44 ID: e00181 No.8174425

>>8174070
That doesn't make it a lot less despicable, tho.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:44:50 ID: 4afa1a No.8174617 >>8175643

>>8172327
i couldn't find a clean version anywhere  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 03:51:34 ID: a6fd9c No.8175643 >>8178159

>>8174617
Is there a written version without alterations or redaction?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:04:34 ID: 1605ee No.8175829 >>8175960

FBI is aware of this and now that trump is in we're gonna see some developments. HABEEB IT.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:14:50 ID: a94e89 No.8175960

>>8175829
better habben fagget.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:22:19 ID: 04c141 No.8176084 >>8176872 >>8178048

File (hide): 9ec39730ae05b02⋯.png (120.97 KB, 320x320, 1:1, 1477865134021.png)

>>8121161
have anyone tipped the fbi 
and cops ??? i haven't, 
please somebody do  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:31:40 ID: 04c141 No.8176219
File (hide): 4ef440fd8b4ddde⋯.gif (3.69 MB, 300x225, 4:3, 1476854244536.gif)

>>8121161
tfw david icke and all 
those nut cipiratards 
(now not so tard) were 
right  
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File (hide): 69317d80a96a05d⋯.gif (603.35 KB,
320x240, 4:3, burningglasses.gif)

File
(hide):
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(95 B,
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:37:01 ID: 04c141 No.8176303 >>8176872

>>8121161
i was afraid of that, this ring is really getting out of hands, it's too big to fail, too much money on it. Satanist-Globalist will cause WW3 to shut it down.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 05:18:39 ID: 42ee75 No.8176872

>>8176084

They already know about it. They can't do anything.

WE might be able to.

>>8176303

Indeed. 

I don't want anymore Anon martyrs, but…..this shit is primo material for an RWDS debut.

One of these places is within striking distance of me. I'm so enraged that I'm seriously thinking about a full on LARP raid.

For now though….Intelligence gathering is key.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 05:38:37 ID: 04c141 No.8177155

>>8120606
s-sam ?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:27:26 ID: 5a218b No.8177743 >>8177805

Keep this thread alive. There is also another, but I'll only bump one to not clog the front page.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:31:24 ID: 42ee75 No.8177805

>>8177743

I'm still compiling all the material from both in a new thread. But I'm distracted right now and missing one of the archives. Just taking awhile.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:53:12 ID: 04c141 No.8178029

>>8129784
the connection is tech professors helping with the hidden files, steg, encryption and storage, one site uploaded files to dropbox, so if there is any hope, 
the fbi will get them anyways, but if they are the establishment, like all evidence points, then is up to anons to claim justice  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:55:07 ID: eb6fc4 No.8178048 >>8178206

Trump is accepting feedback and suggestions, if enough anons send in evidence of pizzagate and podesta, it could be brought to the attention of the AG. 
https://apply.ptt.gov/yourstory/

>>8176084
FBI wont do shit, Trump's attorney general might, send a tip here:
https://apply.ptt.gov/yourstory/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:05:38 ID: 3efb3d No.8178159

>>8175643
Who the hell knows, i'm currentoy researching those films that the guy mentions, they seem fishy.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:09:54 ID: ac57b6 No.8178206 >>8178277

>>8178048
If that is done and it is done incorrectly, it will only make it seem foolish. A lot of what is stated, honestly, has no basis. Only a few key things should be 
presented so as to not seem like crackpots. E.g.
The hankchief one, these encrypted files (maybe), the interplay between groups in 3rd world countries and here. Et cetera.
Random things such as phrasing should not be included unless one is certain that the given phrase cannot be interpreted in any other way except a 
perverse way (without a key, i.e. without knowing word x should be substituted with word y).  
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>>8178206
Got it, probably shouldn't let autists ruin it by ridicule. How exactly would you go about presenting evidence in a serious manner? What is the most 
damning thing uncovered? If we get a concise and professionally written copypasta with legit circumstantial evidence to send in en masse it might help, 
any suggestions are welcome, I merely said that I suspected a child trafficking ring in DC was going on and dropped these links:

>>8178206
http://pastebin.com/36Q0yKSM
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:17:11 ID: 1605ee No.8178286 >>8178340

File (hide): 1f45201851b6bd3⋯.jpg (4.03 MB, 10000x4947, 10000:4947, information_web_cometpingp….jpg)

I'm just gonna supply a link to this image and 
a short sentence roughly 'investigate please'.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:18:59 ID: 1605ee No.8178301

Might get lost in the noise so I'll add some excerpts from MDE's new book for posterity.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:21:17 ID: 7889f8 No.8178323 >>8178381 >>8178401

>>8173499

Someone on Voat made an extremely thorough post about the SLC Daycare drama about a year ago. I highly recommend reading it in full: 
https://archive.is/PCle6

Most interesting part is that the daycare supposedly ordered 16,000 pounds of "toys" from China, and the shipping has ties to weird shell companies and 
a defense contractor. This information was never followed up on after the voat post. People just lost interest. There's still WAY more to research,  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:22:46 ID: 04c141 No.8178340

>>8178286
fucking neet  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:28:13 ID: d92ead No.8178381

>>8178323
/baph/pol/plebbit together found it when we were digging from /baph/. Even /pol/ banned threads on it. I'm sure there are archives of those threads. We 
got very detailed info about the containers and there was also a connection to the containers in OR or WA can't recall which, a property that dealt in 
bounce houses run by a registered pedophile. We found it on google earth and the address of his co. was a bait and tackle shop in a rural area. There 
was so much more, it will come to me. What a time that was. We really found something and they shut it all down, except the bloody devil worshipers on 
fullchan. And they did a great job modding too. Upsidedown world.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:30:19 ID: 3efb3d No.8178401 >>8178482

>>8178323
Why would a daycare want all those "toys" or whatever?  
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>>8178277
The very issue is that we have a lot of loose connections. This started with the Moloch thing which lead to searching that specifically in the Pod. e-mails 
which lead to Spirit Cooking which lead to the children concept existing in our mind. Coupling that with Pod.'s weird art and our prior knowledge of Epst. 
and co. on offshore islands, it was a natural suspecion that they might be doing something wicked. I.e. we used the circumstancial evidence of: prior 
knowledge of their affiliates (actually guilty), a natural mistrust of those who engage in Satanism, and a bunch of small "coincidences" which didn't really 
have anything to do with anything.
I would consider it odd that a pizza man is 49th most powerful, that is to be sure. As for evidence, the only thing in regards to him that is interesting is 
that: he has that picture of the girl taped (but honestly, it's probably that he doesn't thing much of it since he is gay, hence he has no paternal instinct) to 
make a sick joke about misbehaving kids.
Even the interconnection of buildings and the possibility of an underground connection (in conjuction with the 3rd world help thing nearby) does nothing 
without at least one piece of hard evidence.
The most I could claim at present based on the evidence would be: Pod., Comet, and co. are of the elite, therefore, due to the culture pertaining to their 
status, they feel disjoint from normal culture. Therefore they indulge in oddities. This lends itself to picular things like art collecting and alike. With certainty 
they've engage with people who actually do engage in pedophilic acts (see Epst.) and weird things (see SpiritCook) so it would make sense for their tasts 
to become quite macabre (see Pod.'s art collection and its use of children in the most horrific manners). Therefore, I would only be able to conclude that 
he is one whose mind has seen horrors pertaining to the macabre and children, and is therefore immune to it, and, as a twisted fetish indulges in it by 
means of art (and also to distinguish himself as an elite).
For the comet guy it's just his depravity and lack of paternal instinct that leads him to commit such weird acts and have such a disgusting parlor.
That is my deduction with regards to the present evidence (and what would be the deduction of most normal people who aren't "coincidence" detectors). 
The only thing that doesn't fit is the hankerchief comment. As for the numerous connections, the only one that doesn't make sense is Jimmy having such 
a high standing, however, the connections all across the world make sense. They are the elite, and although something illegal could be going on, there is 
no way of knowing it's pedophilia related.
tl;dr Read it all.
Also, people, just because you find some connection to a connection doesn't mean it means anything. E.g., there is a bookstore with an owl that must 
mean something. Not necessary, since the owl was associated with knowledge early on, it eventually (decades if not over a hundred years earlier than 
now) become a symbol for books and libraries. So, to make the jump from bookstore, owl, gods, cult, cooking, Pod., is a bit nuts.
Construct theory to fact, not fact to theory. Look at all evidence initially assuming no prior knowledge to know how others would interpret it and to see if 
there is, necessary, something deeper being said. Then look at it with prior knowledge, but remember, the most natural deduction is usually correct 
(especially when you're dealing with people who have "sent from my iPad" for government things). Only once you have, quite literally, eliminated the 
impossible should you invoke the "whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth" stuff, lest we delve into a realm worse than /x/.
tl;dr2 Read it all again.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:41:26 ID: d92ead No.8178482 >>8179164

>>8178401
They don't, it's not even a daycare anymore, if it ever really was. So what was in the containers? Maybe it was toys but something else smuggled with it. 
Maybe there weren't any toys at all.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:49:59 ID: 42ee75 No.8178551 >>8178764

>>8178450
>the most natural deduction is usually correct

This is the issue. These audits and investigations cannot be done deductively. The scope is so massive, and the motives are so complex that the only 
way to get the full picture is to compile everything inductively.

It's jarring, no doubt. But it's yielded progress. We had originally thought that YelkinsSpace was a dead end, but now we know those files are storing 
something.

Originally, the Moloch references made by Hillary was ignored for the longest time. Now that's even panned out.

The nature of the enemy's attack is memetics and secretism. Both of which encapsulate just about every investigative angle no matter how esoteric. You 
have to remember something: leaving this imagery everywhere isn't simply an in-group thing or a troll that's meant to generate keks over how ignorant the 
filthy goyim are. It's their faith, if you listen to Bill Cooper's analysis, he makes clear that Masonic/Zionist cabals are compelled by their faith to leave their 
symbols everywhere covertly. This is not done for any subliminal effect, but rather because they can't derive any power from the endeavor otherwise, and 
the doctrine originating from the story of Osiris commands them to stay quiet about what they're trying to do.

You have to cover EVERYTHING ALL AT ONCE. It's the only way.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:56:20 ID: 44bdf8 No.8178611 >>8178867

>>8160153
More fuel for the fire. At the very bottom is a picture of a child surrounded by white walls very fucked honestly. the text reads out. 

The bells right two.
They say the right sperm 
The right egg The right time
Right blue Right red
She will be creative
Wrong creativity
Fucked, buggered, tortured
She is still. She is right
Is she dead? wrong time

Sig at the bottom says Prott Woshere  
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"Hawaiian George Soros"

apropos Hawaii bro's rurual wifi/warehouse 

https://t.co/8fJya1Bugv  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 08:15:27 ID: d92ead No.8178764 >>8178861

>>8178551
>leaving this imagery everywhere isn't simply an in-group thing or a troll that's meant to generate keks over 
how ignorant the filthy goyim are. It's their faith, if you listen to Bill Cooper's analysis, he makes clear that 
Masonic/Zionist cabals are compelled by their faith to leave their symbols everywhere covertly. This is not 
done for any subliminal effect, but rather because they can't derive any power from the endeavor otherwise, 
and the doctrine originating from the story of Osiris commands them to stay quiet about what they're trying 
to do.

They call it "revelation of the method"

>Revelation of the Method concerns mind control in the last stages and at a high level. When you tell 
someone what you are doing to them - murder, mayhem, kidnap, rape, you name it - and they do nothing to 
stop you or protect themselves, you have created a doubly enslaved subject. 
>This part of the motivation for the occult processing of America through ritual murder etc. The Cryptocracy 

carries out "cereal" murder crimes attended by archetypal signs and symbols which the dreaming mind of the Group Mind groks at a certain level. Next 
they confess in the Videodrome that it is the police and the authorities who are behind the crimes. Then they let the whole stew percolate into the psyche 
of the masses until the next covert sting operation. 
http://whale.to/b/revelation_method_q.html

>It is certainly possible that, on a subconscious level at least, the perpetrators wanted the public to know that the towers were not brought down by 
airplane crashes. That sort of cloaked revelation seems to be, in many cases, a component of the traumatisation process. What better way, after all, to 
disempower and demoralize the American people than through an unspoken acknowledgment that the enemy is within, and can act with impunity?  
davesweb.cnchost.com/nwsltr69d.html  
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When all that SLC bidness went on I screen shotted random pages - but I think they may have some value… what do u say  
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lastly  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 08:27:42 ID: 7c8b9c No.8178861

>>8178764

Aldous Huxley covers 
this as well.

Using gradualism to 
condition people into 
enjoying their 
enslavement.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 08:28:15 ID: d92ead No.8178867

>>8178611
She's a survivor and that's typical therapy art for them. See
>>8166779
>>8167095
>>8167169
>>8167250
>>8168307

3 possibilities for victims of MK: death, fight them or become them. She is fighting them like we are. Fair game are working with them like Epstein's pilot 
chick or Ray Chandler the child procurer. tbh I wouldn't get too lost in MK art, it's a pretty dark place and it's always the same satanic torture details.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 09:09:40 ID: 9620c1 No.8179160

>>8126112
Flier campaigns to PTAs, parents, and schools of the area needs to be done  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 09:09:53 ID: ef3dba No.8179164

>>8178482
The popular theory was guns, because the owner of the place has taken a photo of a giant gun.

But after all this shit, I'm not even sure.  
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BURN (((THEM))) T O THE GROUND E DITION

SHITLORDS, EDGELORDS, MEMELORDS, UNITE!

Listen up, anons! We've done a good job with #SpiritCooking, but now is the time to deal a deathblow to the (((powers that be))). The average normie is now aware 
that the elites are part of obscene satanic rituals, BUT they haven't yet pieced together the pedophilia the elite indulge in. We need to ride this wave of 
#SpiritCooking to blow wide open the rest of their shit they want to keep hidden. The normies are so close to this redpill; they just need a small push over the edge. 
They need the truth.

We need memes, good memes, like we had for #DraftOurDaughters, but these will be about exposing the pedophile rings that infest the elites. But how will we do 
this?

Here are some ideas:

#PedoFiles
This is the name of this operation, and will be a parody of the X-Files "I want to believe" meme, but will be "I don't want to believe'', and "I don't want to believe" will 
be the catchphrase. Try to use pictures related to emails or other irrefutable facts with this hashtag and slogan. (See original pic for an example)

#HangingHillary and/or #HillaryForHell
Memes with evidence of Hillary's treasonous acts. Can also put other damning evidence of her partaking in satanic rituals, example: talking to the dead http: 
//www.infowars.com/flashback-occultic-hillary-summons-the-dead-refuses-to-speak-to-christ/, or her relation to a coven of witches http: //www.infowars.com/hillary-
regularly-attended-witchs-church-clinton-insider-claims/.

ALSO: The two boys that crushed their heads before they decided to lay on train tracks: http: //unsolved.com/archives/don-henry-kevin-ives. Normies wouldn't have 
believed this before, but now with all this pedophilia and satanic ritual stuff coming out, they WILL believe that Hillary and Bill killed a couple of kids. THIS ONE IS 
HUGE IMO.

>if you use the #HillaryForHell tag, put the "H" logo of Hillary with the arrow pointing straight down. I have included a pic of it.
>also, try to use the #HillaryForHell tag more for satanic memes

The purpose of these memes is to start getting people used to the idea of Hillary being killed for her crimes, and to piss them off with the shit she has gotten away 
with. 

#DayOfTheRope
Speaks for itself. Redpill normies with the shit the elite get away with. Keep it related to Hillary's crimes or pedophilia by her and people around her.

#LiterallyHillary 
You can use this tag for stupid shit that Hillary has done or said. For example, her stupid fucking face she made when those balloons dropped. I can't think of 
anything else off the top of my head, but you are smart guys and can figure something out.

I don't want to overload this post with too many ideas because everything will get too confusing on what to focus on. 

This is a much more difficult meme to make catchy like we did with #DraftOurDaughters, but I know it can be done. Discuss your memes in this thread. Perfect them 
before they go out into the wild. More ideas are welcome. We need to get a dialogue going amongst ourselves. 
>I think we should piggyback this on the #SpiritCooking tag, but if you guys decide on something else then that's what will be done

Post good pics of e-mails with sauce as templates for use in memes.

I will be cross-posting this on halfchan to get them aboard. This is our time to shine, boys!

FOR THE EMPEROR!

▶
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:05:07 ID: 87cefb No.8079868 >>8079900

>#DayOfTheRope
kek

These are some good memes op, #PedoFiles is particularly catchy. You're going to need sources other than infowars though. Not even /pol/acks will pay 
attention to that shit usually. If you can string some emails together, that would be ideal.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:09:21 ID: 7a45b4 No.8079881

>burn 
(((them
))) to 
the 
ground  
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File (hide):
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File (hide): fc7b66f1d17872e⋯.jpg (133.64 KB,
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File (hide): c05f963b24f2861⋯.jpg (55.15 KB, 594x391,
594:391, lady gaga cannibalism symb….jpg)

File (hide): c4a255233a1bbcf⋯.jpg (184 KB, 1200x950,
24:19, Hillary Clinton Talking to….jpg)

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:12:05 ID: 3cd27b No.8079900 >>8079912 >>8079959 >>8079963 >>8080064 >>8080949 >>8091325

>>8079868
Infowars isn't going to be the only source. It is just the source I have immediately available. I have a picture of an article written in 1996 of her coven 
escapades. This shit is out there, but we need /pol/acks to find it.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:15:28 ID: c07638 No.8079912 >>8079925 >>8079956

>>8079900
For posting that picture on twitter of Lady Gage I got my account suspended.

THEY ARE TRYING TO SHUT IT DOWN  
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:18:42 ID: dd5e91 No.8079921 >>8079959

This shit needs to be stickied. Good work OP. The goyim being exposed to their pedo rituals will be the coup de grace.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:19:10 ID: 3cd27b No.8079925 >>8080574 >>8100816

>>8079912
damn. (((they))) are fast.

More picture dumps for templates and stuff.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:24:56 ID: dd5e91 No.8079956

>>8079912
Repost in lolsocialmedia by resaving it through some photo editing software; resize, save as different format, add boarders around the image, add text 
etcetera.  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:25:06 ID: 3cd27b No.8079959 >>8079979 >>8080199 >>8092104

>>8079921
Thank you. It took me hours to put together properly. More pics.

>>8079900
>coven escapades
meant to say:
>talking to the dead  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:26:19 ID: 10495d No.8079963

>>8079900

>imaginary chats

They're called psychodramas.  Cernovi tchaikovsky talks about them.   Jerry Spence does this too.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:29:00 ID: 4d93b9 No.8079971

>>8079848 (OP)
>map = semen
It means minor-attracted persons.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:30:13 ID: 2126f3 No.8079979

>>8079959
You guys can imagine what will be going on in Hillary's gulag system.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:33:16 ID: b21ac8 No.8079992 >>8080600 >>8083506 >>8085569

>>8079848 (OP)
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/32795

>Hi John, 
>The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems pizza-related. Is it yorus? They can send it if you want. I know you're busy, so feel free 
not to respond if it's not yours or you don't want it. 
>Susaner

https://archive.is/VROGr

The Hanky Code is a traditional form of signalling to others what your sexual preferences and interests are. Gay men used this code to communicate with 
each other in the noisy and distracting environment of gay bars. Although not as widely used these days, it is still a worthwhile resource and is, among 
those who know, a great conversation starter.

Hunter green (daddy)
KEWPIE DOLL (chicken hawk) likes young adolescents  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:35:25 ID: 3cd27b No.8080017 >>8080039 >>8080047

File (hide): 13c99a46c187b4f⋯.png (186.36 KB, 641x586, 641:586, Spirit Cooking NOT art.png)

Last pic.

We need to start cross-
threading this with:

Marina Abramovic
>i'm a tard. someone 
please link her doxx 
thread.

Comet Ping Pong Pizza  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:38:50 ID: 87cefb No.8080039 >>8080098

>>8080017
This one?
>>8070350  

▶

▶

▶
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Normie Status Report Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:39:35 ID: 5fc4a7 No.8080041 >>8081992 >>8082911 >>8104784

File (hide): 85c8e888302ee08⋯.png (979.19 KB, 1001x1100, 91:100, 7e1b9e0501e77463dbc837188b….png)

I have a friend who I've known for almost ten years who has been completely blue pilled up until around a month 
ago. He's a smart guy, mostly conservative with a few progressive views.

Simply following the election, obvious media bias, and lurking here has redpilled the shit out of him in no-time at 
all. Tonight he was telling me that he nearly felt like crying three times the past week from being confronted with 
certain realizations / information (mainly that the (((elite))) engage in pedophilia and occult ritual behavior).

This is a guy who a year ago would have been voting for Clinton who now openly talks about kikes being kikes 
with me. He wants Trump to win so fucking bad it brings a tear to my eye.

The more intelligent normies are ready to take the pill NOW thanks to the MSM heebs going full-rabbi. Get the 
coffee ready.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:39:47 ID: 44c6b3 No.8080043 >>8082119 >>8082194 >>8083233 >>8083617 >>8083655 >>8084934

It's not the Jews goy, it's the ebil satanists!  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:40:06 ID: dd5e91 No.8080047 >>8080098

>>8080017
The spirit cooking thread?

>>8075794  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:44:03 ID: 602b05 No.8080064 >>8080075

>>8079900
She's on fucking damage controll, as aspected she also uses animals for her "art", burn the witches.
https://twitter.com/AbramovicM666  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:46:15 ID: dd5e91 No.8080075 >>8080088

>>8080064
No mercy. These degenerate kikes need to be destroyed, utterly.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:48:40 ID: 602b05 No.8080088 >>8080096 >>8083521

>>8080075
It's not surpise why all the media kikes and famous puppets are in full damage control and against Trump. This is it boys.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:49:43 ID: 87cefb No.8080096

>>8080088
Those are some delicious digits  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:49:58 ID: 1ae2d1 No.8080098

>>8080039
>>8080047
yup, thank you  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:51:22 ID: 1ae2d1 No.8080108

OP here, i have a question about halfchan:

Does the text have the same rules as the text here? I don't want to go full retard over there and fuck up the thread.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 08:51:50 ID: 750687 No.8080114

Anyone have the archive of the NYtimes (i think it was NYT) article that literally said Mr. and Mrs. Podesta had "artistic" child pornography in their 
bedroom.
It was posted yesterday, but I was too stupid to save it…  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 09:03:46 ID: c3d842 No.8080178 >>8080486 >>8080912 >>8082377 >>8082937 >>8087110 >>8088470 >>8089552 >>8089894

File (hide): f67279cc18fd614⋯.jpeg (30.72 KB, 567x575, 567:575, received_1229512770449747.jpeg)

>>8079848 (OP)  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 09:09:15 ID: 8cb33e No.8080199 >>8092104

>>8079959
>With enormous gratitude to Advance Man Extraordinaire Haber, I am popping up again to share our excitement about the Reprise of Our Gang's visit to 
the farm in Lovettsville
>Bonnie will transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) so you'll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool 
for sure.
Why are there not more replies to this post?!
Why the fuck would you specify three kids ages?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 09:16:09 ID: d15f58 No.8080238

OP here.

This thread isn't an info thread. It is about spreading memes to normies to fuck over pedokikes.

my id keeps changing cuz my vpn is pooping out on me
inb4 vanned  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 09:20:55 ID: b4ffd0 No.8080255

>>8079848 (OP)
>#HillaryForHell
Should be #HillForHell  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 09:23:13 ID: 71da6a No.8080269 >>8081407

File (hide): 7ba9499570ecc23⋯.png (94.04 KB, 509x415, 509:415, 2d0d87c761d691d0c77661585e….png)  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:09:15 ID: dd5e91 No.8080455 >>8092706

File (hide): 2b19a078b44a63b⋯.jpg (12.96 KB, 195x255, 13:17, Pedo Whore_20161105_190628.jpg)

Ammo to use against this kikess and the rest of the pedokikes. 
Look at this degenerate fucking whore.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:18:28 ID: 5486a0 No.8080486 >>8089894

>>8080178
This one for real? Holy fucking shit.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:21:21 ID: 5486a0 No.8080499 >>8080531 >>8080540

Wait a minute, I get the satanism thing, but where did the pedoshit come from? Are there actual emails that confirm this?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:27:28 ID: 868536 No.8080531

>>8080499
yes, anon, there are tons of e-mails. some are posted in this thread.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:30:21 ID: 750687 No.8080540 >>8080551 >>8081455

>>8080499
Heard about Jeffrey Epstein? The guy who was convicted for forcing children into prostitution?
The Clintons travelled to his Lolita Island around 30 times in a short space of time.
Wonder why……..  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:34:00 ID: 5486a0 No.8080551 >>8080585 >>8081455

>>8080540
Source? I know Bill did, but Hillary is new.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:39:06 ID: 3e3099 No.8080573

>you are smart guys
for you  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:39:06 ID: 24edf3 No.8080574 >>8080789

>>8079925
what did he mean playing in the PS  domino on cheese or pasta.

These people are sick fucks. They remind me of Saudis one set of rules for the plebs an other set of no rules for the rulers. Degenerate fucks. They 
should be hung.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:41:02 ID: dd5e91 No.8080585

>>8080551
>spoofeed me

Nigger, go to the Podesta sticky and read the current thread and then look through the past few archives.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:41:09 ID: cfd3d3 No.8080586
File (hide): 3679bacdc31214b⋯.jpg (15.87 KB, 900x202, 450:101, Cheese_7ecacb_6076462.jpg)

You have to include this with the link to wiki and ask normie to explain just wtf they're talking about.

Because the pizza.jpg / email could mean: "it doesn't get any better than eating a piece of pizza with your 
child" and YOU are a sick pervert for thinking it means something else.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 10:44:10 ID: 24edf3 No.8080600 >>8082992 >>8083506

>>8079992
map is code for semen, handkerchief covered in semen because of a girl.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 11:21:50 ID: 958a8b No.8080789

>>8080574
Dominos = domination i.e. S&M
Allegedly.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 11:43:05 ID: 7582c8 No.8080912 >>8081133 >>8083980

File (hide): cc20cbb80d9d5d1⋯.jpg (63.68 KB, 512x768, 2:3, Obama_baby_01.jpg)

>>8080178
No doubt in my fucking mind  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 11:52:41 ID: ab401a No.8080949 >>8081069 >>8081095 >>8105336

File (hide): 5211802052abdda⋯.jpg (164.66 KB, 728x409, 728:409, The Ninth Gate.jpg)

>>8079900
It's hard to function today, so 
sickened am I by the implications of 
what I've read.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 12:04:36 ID: 89b654 No.8081006

What are the fbi waiting for? Its obvious there is something here but we have nothing but silence. Theres three days left, this is going to be shut down 
before it goes anywhere if they dont hurry the fuck up.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 12:17:18 ID: 3b156f No.8081069 >>8082381

>>8080949
We're gonna need more rope.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 12:21:37 ID: ab7f51 No.8081095 >>8081303 >>8081950

File (hide): 09898bfe34ddc23⋯.jpg (50.68 KB, 645x613, 645:613, 728de8e88280d98e905701def0….jpg)

>>8080949
Fuck, I was merrily lolling at a .webm of people committing suicide just hours ago and I honestly though I'd 
seen enough shit to not be sickened by anything, but this shit makes me fucking ill.

Doubly so when you consider the fucking horrible implications of how keeping sure the kids don't talk could 
coincide with this degenerate kike blood magic that's been hinted at. This honestly feels like a fucking 
Lovecraft moment. I really hope it's just larpy /x/fags and esoteric theists' shitposting making my dark 
imagination run wild.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 12:28:53 ID: bd93ef No.8081133 >>8084736 >>8092953

File (hide): 2a976078f8c32ff⋯.jpg (125.23 KB, 512x768, 2:3, cc20cbb80d9d5d1210e91ac518….jpg)

>>8080912
Pretty tempted to spread this on Facebook when my ban gets 
lifted…on the result of election day.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 13:06:26 ID: 6baf4a No.8081303

>>8081095
Nope, it's real. It's part of how they make sure that ladder-climbers stay degenerate enough to keep open venues to reel them in if one or a few of them 
go rogue.  Without taking some real risks, it's impossible to blackmail someone who is free of degeneracy, because they don't allow for you to have any 
dirt on them. Through fringe, occult religion shit like this, you can create the necessary peer pressure to corrupt people in a way that makes them want to 
avoid the cards getting put on the table at all costs.Of course, there's a supernatural component to it, too but probably to a lesser degree than some of 
them think.

You better start believing in /x/fags and lovecraft novels. You're in one right now. Well, probably not lovecraft, more like a mix between lovecraft and 
shadowrun with a lot of comedy mixed in. And before you go on with how we have no fantasy races, we already have different races. The difference is 
just that the other races in real life on one hand, are optically more similar than fantasy races, while they differ quite a bit more strongly from us than 
fantasy races in regards to behaviour and IQ. Of course, if you like, you can stick your head in the sand and pretend it's not the case like a normalfag, but 
that won't stop the pizza, the cheese and the hotdogs from getting passed around and if the implications of this abramovic woman have any meaning, 
eaten.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 13:17:26 ID: 449527 No.8081379 >>8081567

File (hide): 374c8aed1c9dd44⋯.png (773.81 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, Inquisitor.png)

Time to drain the 
swamp.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 13:21:23 ID: 1c0935 No.8081407

>>8080269
Holy fucking shit

CP masquerading as art hanging in their home?

Smoking gun right there

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 13:27:31 ID: 1c0935 No.8081455 >>8081996 >>8088756 >>8090763

File (hide): c112410aa364463⋯.jpg (35.87 KB, 640x360, 16:9, AX102_250.jpg)

>>8080540
>>8080551

Friendly reminder Epstein's private island retreat has this little feature on it. A fucking temple.

Not only that, but there are reports (its on his fucking wiki page) that there is a large Cow Statue. That 
moves from place to place on the island. Never in the same spot.

Just two words i need to leave here: Moloch & Children.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 13:46:50 ID: 5d0561 No.8081567 >>8081575

File (hide): 200ddab450b1da6⋯.webm (112.9 KB, 480x360, 4:3, KILL IT WITH FIRE.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8081379
Only fire can cleanse this evil.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 13:48:30 ID: e39d56 No.8081575 >>8081696

File (hide): 3c172cfe704ca04⋯.png (507.07 KB, 1096x783, 1096:783, Caasfgaptura.PNG)

>>8081567
when we will know 
peace from this 
kikery?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:04:24 ID: 7ae4e0 No.8081658

I don't know about the rest of you anons, but first I was sickened…
…now I want blood.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:09:04 ID: dd5e91 No.8081696
File (hide): f4525213c1addbf⋯.jpg (11.38 KB, 300x300, 1:1, th.jpg)

>>8081
575
Only 
when 
the 
kike is 
remove
d.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:09:52 ID: 39e47b No.8081700 >>8107284

File (hide): 4cea49853e47d73⋯.jpg (250.57 KB, 800x1175, 32:47, 1475435450445.jpg)

>>8079848 (OP)
Holy shit, spread this. Thanks wikileaks, 
anons and based FBI to leak this!  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:30:22 ID: dd5e91 No.8081835

Bump  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:38:24 ID: 74be50 No.8081901

>>8079848 (OP)
STICKY THIS SHIT MODS
The other threads about how deep the rabbit hole goes (many, many different bands trying to warn us throughvtheir lyrics are very very interesting and 
should be noted and not completely ignored like some misguided anons think as it tells us who knows about what famous faces know about all this evil 
shit and who is tied yo it, but obviously shit like this is the most important to sink the Witch and her degenerate pedo pals and everyone needs to see it 
first.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:43:04 ID: c75418 No.8081950

>>8081095
You're forgetting that Hillary and the Clintons have been in bed with Thaci (the president of Kosovo) for years. And that Thaci is, according to the 
wikileaks, still involved in organ trafficking.

Podesta even mentions him. As in, "Is he still doing that? Whatever, just take his money."

Hanging them would be too good for them. Feed them to pigs.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:47:29 ID: d2f13e No.8081992

>>8080041
UNDERRATED POST  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:48:09 ID: c75418 No.8081996

>>8081455
Are there any links between Marina and Epstein?

I'll probably make another infographic later, tying the recent #SpiritCooking craze with literal demon worship and child sacrifice.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:52:49 ID: 1f8d7b No.8082031
File (hide): 96e28f4e7016e6a⋯.png (470.82 KB, 900x714, 150:119, os63Uh1.png)

KEKUS 
VULT  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 14:55:14 ID: dd5e91 No.8082044

 REQUESTING STICKY   

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:04:19 ID: c072c2 No.8082119 >>8082235

>>8080043
Mods need to gas all these Filtermen. Sage and report all Illuminati threads.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:13:08 ID: dcb21c No.8082194

>>8080043
>implying they aren't the same thing
>synagogue of satan  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:18:26 ID: dd5e91 No.8082235

>>8082119
>illuminati threads

What the fuck are you on about. The only pedokike threads in the catalog are ones exposing jewish blood libel, like this one is designed to accomplish.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:30:10 ID: 799716 No.8082337 >>8119881

Anyone else find is strange that Marina Abramovic is going to be 70 in a few weeks but she could easily pass for 40?

Is this just really heavy makeup and plastic surgery or really powerful magic?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:33:55 ID: 8fbb1a No.8082377 >>8091193

>>8080178
1-2 days ago on half chan a self-claimed insider said, answering the question if obama was gay and michelle a man

that, no she wasn't a man, and he wasn't gay but a pedo..

now I read this.. link to the mail?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:34:30 ID: 8fbb1a No.8082381

>>8081069
jail is not good enough
they have to die  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:35:32 ID: 8fbb1a No.8082391

is there any infographic or post with a compilation and explanation of all evidence we have?

how certain are we?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 15:59:17 ID: 63b7b5 No.8082585

Semi-unrelated but does anyone have that infographic with the different pedo emblems? 

The one signifying "girl lover" was this double heart pendant and the other one for faggots was like two triangles intertwined. Anyone know which one I'm 
talking about?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 16:28:42 ID: 214aaf No.8082847

>rape small children as a part of a satanic ritual
>make a stink about how terrible h-games and eromanga are  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 16:35:25 ID: a132fe No.8082911

>>8080041
BLISS  

File (hide): 74aaeadf12bbd92⋯.jpg (41.7 KB, 595x363,
595:363, PIZZA.JPG)

File (hide): bd953a0b77c5c3a⋯.jpg (41.88 KB,
593x363, 593:363, HOT-DOG.JPG)

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 16:37:57 ID: a132fe No.8082937

>>8079848 (OP)
>>8080178

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 16:45:53 ID: 63d13d No.8082992 >>8083049 >>8083086 >>8083506

>>8080600
handkerchief is smartphone, map is picture.
pizza-related map is CP  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 16:51:27 ID: 1f8d7b No.8083049 >>8083086 >>8083506

File (hide): 848a1965e97daaf⋯.png (1.97 MB, 1114x1200, 557:600, 848a1965e97daaf0efd6f1b0a2….png)

>>8082992
hoho, that's actually a good one right here. I'm going to go 
reread that email right now with this one in mind.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 16:56:35 ID: 6c3e8e No.8083086 >>8083128 >>8083155 >>8083506

>>8082992
>>8083049
>I just came from checking the Field house and I have a square cloth handkerchief (white w/ black) that was left on the kitchen island.
>Happy to send it via the mail if you let me know where I should send it.

Could actually just be a cloth handkerchief.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:01:40 ID: bb5029 No.8083128

>>8083086
>It has a map that seems pizza related  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:02:05 ID: 8fb209 No.8083133

Bump  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:04:30 ID: 8fb209 No.8083155 >>8083433 >>8083506

>>8083086
Many degenerate fag groups use handkerchiefs to represent ones sexuallity. Pansexual, gay, hermaphrodite, ect. 

Good be an identifying as a pedo.  

File (hide): 0961e84c9b756de⋯.png (89.23 KB,
2379x1118, 183:86, starofdavid.png)

File (hide): aa068ac4b0eb0f9⋯.jpeg (44.2 KB,
472x365, 472:365, Abramovic.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:14:03 ID: 5424f7 No.8083233

>>8080043

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:31:02 ID: 39e47b No.8083360

Send all the satanic shit to this Thread >>8079511 we are going to make propaganda to make democrats lost the Christian vote.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:39:57 ID: e578a1 No.8083433

>>8083155
Handkerchief with MAP

MAP = Minor Attracted Person  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:41:14 ID: 814e92 No.8083441 >>8084300

File (hide): c48c4f759909b7d⋯.jpg (790.56 KB, 1084x1620, 271:405, 1478261040001.jpg)  
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File (hide): aad8b419b5ebeb5⋯.png (536.33 KB,
1110x847, 1110:847, map.png)

File (hide): 0d19b2c48a6cbbd⋯.png (70.37 KB,
1426x464, 713:232, hankerchief.png)

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:47:32 ID: e578a1 No.8083506 >>8085569

>>8079992
>>8080600
>>8082992
>>8083049
>>8083086
>>8083155

File (hide): 441ed92d2d963c5⋯.png (340.28 KB,
548x303, 548:303, 1449087432162.png)

File (hide): f67702b9dcdd40e⋯.png
(86.48 KB, 190x175, 38:35, flag.PNG)

File (hide):
18725dc02486b79⋯.png
(57.43 KB, 96x256, 3:8,
1449249015777.png)

File (hide): 424f57250dd138a⋯.jpg (23.25 KB,
400x276, 100:69, designers.jpg)

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:48:43 ID: 479ee4 No.8083521

>>8080088
This is it boys
>the memes are converging  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:58:37 ID: c5fd40 No.8083590 >>8084318

>>8079848 (OP)
personally i think 4 hashtags is too many unless they all already have traction

it should just be 2 hashtags for now, if not one; that way it'll be more likely that one gets traction  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 17:59:35 ID: e578a1 No.8083601
File (hide): ce4f1d9be4dffe1⋯.png (40.98 KB, 1153x302, 1153:302, secret.png)

>>8083533  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:01:52 ID: c5fd40 No.8083617 >>8088763

>>8080043
ITS BOTH
although those so-called "Jews" aren't actually Jews, they're mostly khazars; literally no Jew on Earth does talmudic judaism  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:03:12 ID: e578a1 No.8083626 >>8085463

File (hide): 27b4ffdb03f0a9b⋯.png (61.15 KB, 779x644, 779:644, pizzaparty.png)  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:04:21 ID: e578a1 No.8083637
File (hide): 90ae0557fac41b8⋯.png (31.96 KB, 620x426, 310:213, deliver.png)  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:06:27 ID: b4e592 No.8083655
File (hide): e85c4ec7c909855⋯.jpg (100.89 KB, 704x484, 16:11, 1437731534517.jpg)

>>8080043
Jews are Satanists. They're the children of the devil; said by Jesus 
himself. 

Nice try, kike. But you're not going to trick anyone on this board into 
believing you rats aren't the incarnation of evil itself.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:46:14 ID: 3e7209 No.8083980 >>8107120

>>8080912
>>8079848 (OP)
from the podesta thread:
>The woman with the red flannel / speaking with the brown shirt is Lisa Ling (or maybe her sister?) from Channel One News / CNN  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:47:38 ID: 3e7209 No.8083991

>>8083959
>>8083901
>>8083879
>>8083864
>>8083853
>>8083808
>>8083699
>>8083667
holy shit spam-post much?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:49:03 ID: 77abce No.8084001 >>8084042

Sorry to be a newfag, but what was the context of the drafting? I just saw fake(?) ads posted here and didn't really have context at the time to understabd 
them

Polite sage for offtopic  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:49:03 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084002
File (hide): 31247cbe0d97c14⋯.jpg (93.69 KB, 640x640, 1:1, 682711304711970322_b073025….jpg)

>>8083983
CTR pls  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:52:38 ID: 3e7209 No.8084036

>>8084026
if they wanted to get these faggots they could have done it years ago. stop trying to oy vey shut it down.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:53:34 ID: 043356 No.8084042 >>8084050 >>8084074

>>8084001
You mean the Draft Out Daughters thing?

The point of it is that women are voting for Clinton.  Clinton has a much higher possibility of getting us into a war against Russia.  Therefore women 
should be the ones fighting it since they voted for it.

That was the point of it.  It was used to troll the shit out of Clinton people, confuse normies, and generally make everyone involved laugh.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:54:14 ID: 3e7209 No.8084050 >>8084074

>>8084042
it also had to do with her being in favor of a female draft. so there was a kernel of truth in there  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:55:13 ID: 3e7209 No.8084055

>>8084052
>pretending that they actually do their job
>pretending what we do here matters on a court level  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:57:06 ID: 3e7209 No.8084067

>>8084061
larp more ctr  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:57:28 ID: 8417d0 No.8084074 >>8084080

>>8084042
>>8084050
Oh okay I figured it was something along those lines, thanks  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 18:58:04 ID: ec6324 No.8084080

>>8084074
Bump

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:04:59 ID: 6baf4a No.8084131

>>8083642
>>8084026
>>8084084
>>8084103

Nigger I'm going to assume you're really alphabet with this one. So listen. It's three days to the investigation. Two days since this stuff was put together. 
Your time limit was until the election and it was very obviously expiring with you showing not the faintest signs of getting the rats.

So all we can deduce is that you (or sufficient people within Alphabet soup) have no intention in your investigation coming to real fruition. Face it, this leak 
was good.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:05:58 ID: 6baf4a No.8084139

>>8084114
Basically your investigation very obviously wasn't going to go anywhere if it hasn't gotten it's results at least a week ago. You're sperging out for 
absolutely nothing right now.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:06:46 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084144 >>8123134

File (hide): 255b2a92efe2fd7⋯.jpg (32.65 KB, 625x626, 625:626, 255b2a92efe2fd7fdfbf5a65f8….jpg)
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:11:30 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084178 >>8084218 >>8123134

File (hide): b2050e4c4dfb67d⋯.png (232.83 KB, 900x516, 75:43, 2140c0f8b7a050e6e4ae6dd8a3….png)

>>8084157
>j-j-jj-j-j-j-just stop talking, goyim!

sage  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:11:51 ID: 2e3fc5 No.8084180 >>8084428

>>8084148
>>8084157
Which leak? CP shit is from Podesta emails. Are you saying that wikileaks is somehow colluding with your so-called "cherry-centre"?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:12:10 ID: 3e7209 No.8084184
File (hide): 2c30d64aa4ad2b2⋯.jpg (33.37 KB, 500x281, 500:281, hillarystaffsatanists.jpg)

>>8084157
shut the fuck up. we're gonna wake the 
populace up with this shit and you cant 
stop it.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:15:27 ID: 6baf4a No.8084212

>>8084148
I heard it often enough. Problem is that it's irrelevant, because you obviously weren't going to hit the head in time. Your time limit was Nov8 2016, and by 
Nov3 you hadn't even taken her/them to trial on this, let alone gotten them convicted.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:16:01 ID: ec6324 No.8084218 >>8084233

>>8084178
>le sage is downvote  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:18:27 ID: 6baf4a No.8084232

>>8084204
>>8084222

Actually, I take that back, the time limit that your credibility in regards to actually wanting to open up and bring results with this case, had expired during 
the 2008 election. Should have had more than enough material by then, and you didn't move a finger. What a coincidence. I'm sick of your endless 'Just a 
little later' shtick that always happens to lead to the actual happening you're supposedly working towards never occurring. It's classic kikery also known as 
satellite dissent and you are very well aware of that.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:18:50 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084233
File (hide): 76ebddcea5aa479⋯.jpg (175.52 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, 1469838616514-2.jpg)

>>8084222
This nigger can't even write.

>>8084218
Sage isn't a downvote, but 
pointing it out sets an 
example others can copy.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:22:46 ID: 0eb76c No.8084274 >>8084297

>>8084261
Who are you talking too?  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:23:40 ID: 6baf4a No.8084289

>>8084237
You're ==damn right== we're impatient and we have every right to be. If you had ever had the good of your nation in mind, you would have said 'fuck the 
rigged rules', and taken out all those fuckers by hand. What were you afraid of? Getting accused of crimes that occurred in crime zones that supposedly 
didn't exist, with the participants wearing garb and ritual props the involvement of which no-one is allowed to know about? Give me a break, you could 
have gotten shit done ages ago and you didn't. Everything from here on in is just excuses and butthurt that random faggots on imageboards have their 
hands on this material, because that way, there is the risk that something actually comes of it.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:24:21 ID: 3e7209 No.8084297

>>8084274
himself. he thinks he's relevant.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:24:48 ID: 868536 No.8084300

>>8083441
GOOD infographic, anon! Things like this are what we need. We need to start putting hashtags on these and spreading them on twitter.

#PedoFiles
#DayOfTheRope
#HillaryForHell  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:27:42 ID: 868536 No.8084318

>>8083590
Agreed. The purpose of this was to give anons ideas. This thread isn't derailed per se, but is off topic.

We need memes! Catchy infographics! Clever quips!  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:28:48 ID: c917b9 No.8084326

>>8084261
>you blew it
>by reading a leak

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:31:56 ID: 2047fa No.8084351 >>8085413

File (hide): ac06dd1e9d5a2db⋯.png (54.19 KB, 163x240, 163:240, absolutely_hugh_mungus.png)

Uh… Guys… Cheesybay? WTF?

https://archive.is/Np2QV
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:32:47 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084360
File (hide): 7c7f08ea2aef1c0⋯.jpg (95.35 KB, 750x600, 5:4, 7c7f08ea2aef1c0482ffdf5ddd….jpg)

>>8084335
Then do something about it instead of bitching at us. Tell you what, give /pol/ legal immunity to burn out 
these rats' nests ourselves, and you could assemble an army in the time it takes to drive to a central 
location. But no, nothing. Just more waiting for the authorities to take their dicks out of their hands and "do 
something" about it long after the election.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:37:10 ID: c917b9 No.8084392

>>8084341
Are you a bot?

Can you post the phrase "I am not a bot" to prove that you aren't?  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:40:21 ID: c917b9 No.8084415

>>8084405
>>8084412
Okay, yeah, markov chain bot spotted.

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:41:19 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084424 >>8084433

File (hide): 701dc01d5abf0f2⋯.png (259.2 KB, 800x820, 40:41, b93288da20adcbcb61b9587cab….png)

Well that settles it. This thing is 
either a bot or a fucking mental 
patient.

Hi, Tavistock.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:41:34 ID: ab7f51 No.8084428

>>8084072
The nation, or the (((nation)))?
Nice LARPing CTR man, but try learning better english first next time.

>>8084180
Yea, clearly we /pol/locks did a grave and terrible mistake by talking about information that was "already fucking released publicly".  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:43:13 ID: c917b9 No.8084433 >>8084450

>>8084424
You know, come to think of it, you're right. Markov chain bots were shitting up the tavistock threads too.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:45:03 ID: 0eb76c No.8084444

>>8084437
You have a very odd posting style for a real human bean.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:46:20 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084450
File (hide): 1f888e0c5876f87⋯.png (422.17 KB, 1150x1600, 23:32, 53a777e52f0974368c7b78a827….png)

>>8084433 (doubles of doubles, lord of 
lords)
GATE. Shit let's just set off all their triggers. 
Godlikeproductions  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:47:55 ID: 2047fa No.8084462 >>8084580

File (hide): 42bf3e59f75e900⋯.png (704.48 KB, 1046x843, 1046:843, ebinvasion.png)

OK guys, we apparently have a bot in 
the thread; filter it, and stay on topic.

We may have found the actual  
connection that we were  
looking for.

https://archive.is/Np2QV

There may be a connection to a ring 
operating out of Hawaii called 
"cheesybay."  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:53:19 ID: 868536 No.8084492

>>8083405
>>8083451
>>8083488
>>8083533
>>8083642
>>8083667
>>8083699
>>8083808
>>8083853
>>8083864
>>8083879
>>8083901
>>8083959
>>8083983
>>8084026
>>8084033
>>8084052
>>8084061
>>8084072
>>8084084
>>8084103
>>8084114
>>8084120
>>8084148
>>8084157
>>8084174
>>8084204
>>8084222
>>8084235
>>8084237
>>8084261
>>8084293
>>8084308
>>8084323
>>8084335
>>8084341
>>8084353
>>8084356
>>8084369
>>8084393
>>8084405
>>8084412
>>8084437
>>8084445
>>8084478

FILTER THIS FAGGOT AND ST OP REPLYING TO HIM

Mods, please ban this retard.

>595d8b  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 19:58:00 ID: 1f8d7b No.8084520
File (hide): d1f8d73c8fc27e2⋯.png (10.4 KB, 400x450, 8:9, 97b091270db4e33cc78d412fcb….png)

Wow that pizza parlor is apparently pulling down 
all its videos. We are over the target boys.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:05:16 ID: ab7f51 No.8084580 >>8084608

>>8084462
Got the OP image somewhere?  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:08:55 ID: 2047fa No.8084608
File (hide): b94948eef42fe0f⋯.png (420.57 KB, 748x438, 374:219, feels_like_a_conspiracy.png)

>>8084580

OP image is clickable in the 
archive, as someone was smart 
enough to archive it.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:23:58 ID: 4a127d No.8084705 >>8084731

Cry chicken little, and there you are.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:27:44 ID: 3e7209 No.8084731

>>8084705
took you a while to change VPNs  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:28:22 ID: 79b9b4 No.8084736 >>8085036 >>8085293

>>8081133
That's his fucking niece.  Let's stay focused ok?  Shitty meming and shitty conjecture at it's finest.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:30:01 ID: 4a127d No.8084745

I wonder why you're still ID'd. Let's see. I was reported for LARPing. How weak.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:30:55 ID: 5b47c0 No.8084750 >>8084761 >>8084768

Guys….>>8084692
The rabbit hole gets deeper and deeper  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:31:47 ID: 4a127d No.8084756

Again, many of these leaks are the tool for them, not you. It implicates those they do not have to kill themselves.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:32:33 ID: 4a127d No.8084761

>>8084750
There is no depth, only the hidden in plain sight. The hole comes after this hill.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:33:29 ID: 8ef7cb No.8084768

>>8084750
proper link >>8084692  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:36:51 ID: 4a127d No.8084786

Impeding an investigation into pedos is not /pol/  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:37:58 ID: 4a127d No.8084795

This is not about PR. This is about you having purppose.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 20:57:04 ID: ad83e5 No.8084934 >>8084963

>>8080043
Jews ARE satanists you bluepilled little shit. The ceremony at the Wall of Tears is a representation of having sex with a demon.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 21:01:10 ID: 4a127d No.8084963

>>8084934
You are losing the line. This is about them releasing safe info.  
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Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 21:09:34 ID: 07c131 No.8085016 >>8085293 >>8088686 >>8088711

File (hide): 980e125f80cc781⋯.png (14.31 KB, 1026x780, 171:130, lollipop wth.png)

What the hell is this, /pol/?

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-
emails/emailid/7036  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 21:12:08 ID: 97d67d No.8085036

>>8084736

Yeah, no ones ever heard of a dirty uncle before.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 21:45:09 ID: 3e7209 No.8085293
File (hide): cc531937e95cae1⋯.jpg (356.91 KB, 1261x1884, 1261:1884, obamacreep.jpg)

>>8085016
the official CTR approved story is that it has to do with these ping pong paddle type things that have their name on them 
for press purposes. like in a silent auction. although now that I think about it, that seems retarded and just makes more 
connections to comet pingpong, shills officially btfo

>>8084736
>it's nothing goyim, shut it down
here's the base image for making more dank obama is a pedo memes  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 21:59:02 ID: d03734 No.8085413

>>8084351
cheesybay and comet ping pong should be investigated heavily. shit looks fucked  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 22:03:25 ID: 8a1113 No.8085463
File (hide): ff083bddb785d06⋯.jpg (545.48 KB, 900x900, 1:1, REEBBMMM88888.jpg)

>>8083626
19 DAYS
WHAT THE 
FUCK  
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File (hide): 83b37e9541792a6⋯.png (49.84
KB, 336x396, 28:33, ImWithHell.png)

File (hide): a3cd77bda634bb5⋯.png (58.01
KB, 321x385, 321:385, ImWithHell_white.png)

File (hide): 56d911292ea1c5f⋯.png (72.11 KB,
450x450, 1:1, ImWithHell_button.png)

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 22:14:18 ID: eda647 No.8085535 >>8085586

>>8079848 (OP)
Cleaned up your logo for you OP.

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 22:18:54 ID: 9a437e No.8085569 >>8085610 >>8088981 >>8091237

File (hide): 7e1a79f44a13305⋯.png (129.14 KB, 2060x1032, 515:258, pedesta.png)

>>8079992
>>8083506

Boom. We cracked it.  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 22:20:43 ID: b6aec6 No.8085586

>>8085535
BOOM! Good shit! These are the kinds of things we need to spread!  

Anonymous  11/05/16 (Sat) 22:23:40 ID: b6aec6 No.8085610

>>8085569

Awesome! Someone put it in a meme with "I don't want to believe" at the bottom and one of the hell logos posted above.  

UNCIRCULATED INFO HERE Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 00:17:56 ID: 945fce No.8086647

http://libertarian--princess.tumblr.com/post/152747392621/libertarianprincess-libertarianprincess

Shitty tumblr layout but if you scroll down past the common info we have on /pol/ you'll see new info.

ITCHIE GROSS
PIZZAPACKET
ANGEL OF LOVE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 00:32:55 ID: b9717f No.8086798

Hey Guys.  I just remembered something. Where's that pic of Justice John Roberts??
During the Obamacare decision it was speculated he was being blackmailed.

But there is this picture somewhere with him and two guys (perhaps very friendly guys) displaying a cheese pizza.

You don't think……..  
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File (hide):
ac1cf057cf6e223⋯.jpg
(1.96 MB,
1903x10000,
1903:10000, 1.jpg)

File (hide):
1aba4f11940c376⋯.jpg
(1.61 MB, 1897x7558,
1897:7558, 2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 00:52:42 ID: 945fce No.8086970 >>8087244 >>8087393 >>8088201 >>8091714 >>8128320

NEW INFO  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 01:10:09 ID: 97abb8 No.8087110 >>8087168 >>8087244 >>8088470

>>8080178
Let's play literal devil's advocate here. 

They are making a joke that Obama spent a lot of money on this food, and the jab at it being at the taxpayers' expense is part of the joke.

This is in 2009- Obama is from Chicago so it would be a meme/ polite kind of joke that he misses Chicago style pizza and Chicago style hot dogs, which 
are a thing. The "flying in" part seems a little suspect but if you put it in the context of the joke of Obama craving Chicago food it makes sense. 

The "channels" part is a little confusing but I think its in reference to the joke that they are going to buy it again at the taxpayers' expense. Not a very joke, 
but a joke nonetheless.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 01:15:53 ID: 97abb8 No.8087168

>>8087110
At the same time, I will say that I think Bill Clinton is guilty of pedophilia. Remember, in the real world, Jeffrey Epstein, a billionaire, was prosecuted and 
imprisoned for his pedophilia and the Lolita Express. This is out in the open, common knowledge, and even sites like FoxNews covered the flight logs of 
Clinton flying on Epstein's plane for his island. 

And I agree that Marina Abramovic is trying to perform Satanic rituals. I mean, what would be a better way to introduce the public/ perform a public 
Satanic ritual than to pretend its a modern art installation. 
I am not sold on the Stratfor email though.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 01:22:16 ID: 3e7209 No.8087244

>>8086970
that house with prison windows is totally a rape dungeon.

>>8087110
skepticism is healthy. They use the whole pizza and hotdogs way too much in other e-mails. like podesta "dreaming of your hotdog stand in hawaii". Yes 
it's conjecture, and we have to be ready to refute people on these things. if you take in the whole picture it seems likely that he isn't actually talking about 
hot dogs and pizza. but because theyre using le super clever pedo talk we can't prove it.

what we can show is that some of their statements make no sense unless theyre using secret codes. when they say stuff like 'do you think ill have better 
luck playing dominoes on pasta or pizza?' i makes no sense to take it literally. I would guess that dominoes stands for domination style sex, and pasta 
and pizza are little boys and girls.

fuck these people  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 01:33:20 ID: d2f13e No.8087393
File (hide): b1c18434a2ac029⋯.png (400.68 KB, 500x738, 250:369, FUCKING GODDAMN QUEERS.png)

>>8086970
This boils my blood so fucking much.  
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720x550, 72:55, Chris Hansen.png)

File (hide): 8347dc22d98bdd8⋯.jpeg (42.6 KB,
400x400, 1:1, Herbert Im with her.jpeg)

File (hide): dd0e570f9fb0368⋯.jpg (28.98 KB, 480x341,
480:341, Hillary and the Dark Lord.jpg)

File (hide): 3ee402640faf431⋯.jpg (32.44
KB, 300x373, 300:373, Im with her Pedobear.jpg)

File (hide): 9113f866e95d746⋯.jpg (236.97 KB,
1410x1057, 1410:1057, Jared Pedo Express.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 01:35:48 ID: 5f48f9 No.8087434 >>8087499 >>8087925 >>8088433

Here's an image dump  
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File (hide): 1a44ab9ca3afd76⋯.jpg (38.05 KB,
540x482, 270:241, Jared Sandwich.jpg)

File (hide): 3b345f280d028f2⋯.jpg (43.15 KB, 540x540,
1:1, Mr T.jpg)

File (hide): b3e2a8d24643db6⋯.png
(261.08 KB, 743x1079, 743:1079, Operation
Lolita.png)

File (hide): 4ae0089927715cd⋯.jpg (36.23 KB,
540x375, 36:25, Sandusky.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 01:36:30 ID: 5f48f9 No.8087442 >>8087499 >>8087925 >>8088433  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 01:40:54 ID: 945fce No.8087499 >>8087925

>>8087434
>>8087442
Fuck off. We don't need image dumps unless they have info and sources on the topic at hand.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:06:44 ID: a31f08 No.8087925 >>8088069

>>8087499
Politely, anon, the point of this thread was to start spreading memes. Please re-read the op.

>>8087434
>>8087442

Good work, anon. Needs more catchy hashtags though. Try adding some from the OP.

#PedoFiles
#HangingHillary
etc.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:16:09 ID: 5f48f9 No.8088069

>>8087925
I'll see about getting those fixed. Maybe we'll go on a massive poster posting tomorrow night. I wish we had thought to post all these Hillary Satanic stuff 
outside black and hispanic… hell, every church we could find for tomorrow.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:25:05 ID: 45999e No.8088201

>>8086970
Could you make the images wider? Some people may have 20k 8-foot displays and dont' want to be able to read the text  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:25:34 ID: 5f48f9 No.8088209

I was discussing a similar idea to this thread regarding the pedofiles with a group of a people. We came to the conclusion that these posters should be 
posted where women frequently congregate.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:27:11 ID: 5f48f9 No.8088238 >>8088433

#HillaryForHell  The satanic stuff should be distributed in areas where Hispanics hang out.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:39:08 ID: 3e7209 No.8088433 >>8088455

>>8088238
>>8087442
>>8087434
can someone translate these into tacospeak? it would be useful for distribution over twitter  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:39:49 ID: c072c2 No.8088442 >>8088456

Pic contains the names of two children, two individuals. I'm sure it's been posted though.
KEEP ON TRACK, ANONS
S H A D I L A Y ! ! !  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:40:20 ID: 5f48f9 No.8088455

>>8088433
If no one does, I'll do it when I wake up in the morning.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:40:17 ID: c072c2 No.8088456
File (hide): 3c6e1fb72ac300e⋯.png (698.37 KB, 1550x2063, 1550:2063, handler.png)

>>8088442  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:41:56 ID: a7f1c9 No.8088470 >>8089471

>>8080178
>>8087110

you forgot the ""waitresses"" comment

The other thread has reached 751 replies so copy-paste:

Obama wanted Chicago-style hot-dogs for the annual Congressional Picnic that's usually held in the middle of June. I don't think you can call the annual 
Congressional Picnic a "private party at the White House".

White House postpones annual congressional picnic
http://the*hill.com/homenews/administration/304639-white-house-postpones-the-congressional-picnic
"The White House will not hold its annual congressional picnic in June, according to sources familiar with the planning. The annual event, traditionally 
held for Senate and House members and their families, might happen in September instead. "

Chicago hot dogs at the White House 

http://web.archive.org/web/20100613142712/http://www.suntimes.com/news/sweet/2376622,CST-NWS-hotdog10.article

"WASHINGTON – With all the Chicagoans in the Obama White House, you'd think someone would know off the bat whom to call to steam up some 
Chicago-style hot dogs for the White House's annual congressional picnic Tuesday. Instead, the White House phoned the offices of Sen. Dick Durbin for 
assistance, and as a result, Mike Payne, the owner of Byron's Hot Dogs in Chicago, was recruited to help.

(…)

Payne, with his wife, Ann, worked alongside White House chief chef Cristeta Comerford from 7 a.m. to close to 10 p.m. Tuesday for the event, which 
featured food from various regions of the United States. The steamed Chicago Vienna hot dog represented the Midwest.

Since outside supplies cannot be brought in, Payne sent Comerford a shopping list to make an authentic Chicago hot dog with all the traditional 
fixings. Comerford found an East Coast Vienna hot dog distributor; other items included yellow mustard, shredded lettuce, diced onions, sliced 
cucumbers, green peppers, tomatoes, peppers, celery salt and dill pickles. The only ingredient Comerford could not find was the day-glow green relish 
featured at Byron's; she found something close, though. 

Chicago-style hot dogs are steamed; Payne showed Comerford how to steam them in the White House kitchen."

They didn't order hot-dogs from Chicago and had them delivered by plane, they hired a chef from Chicago to work with the White House chef in the White 
House kitchen – for a big picnic with members of Congress. 

It looks like you can't bring food from outside or order any food from outside the White House and the White House kitchen / Secret Service is responsible 
for all the food served. This is from a Washington comPost article:

"8. The White House keeps its food suppliers' identities secret. Ever vigilant, the White House will not disclose where they source their meals so they 
can't be targeted and put the first family's health in danger. This even applies to guest chefs like Rick Bayless, who prepared the 2010 state dinner with 
Mexican President Felipe Calderon. He asked to prepare a couple of sauces in advance and have them shipped to be tested, but the White House said 
no – so he and his crew had to come to D.C. two days early to prepare them on site."

https://www.th*rillist.com/eat/nation/white-house-food-presidential-eating

"You can't bring in outside food
With a strictness rivaled only by movie theaters, you're not allowed to take outside food into the White House. When visiting chefs cook there, they can't 
bring pre-prepared sauces, as all ingredients must be obtained by the kitchen staff through secret and secure sources."

https://www.wash*ingtonian.com/2013/03/21/former-white-house-chef-says-there-is-no-presidential-food-taster/

"Scheib says that while there is no “taster” there is still a lot of protection and security involved in what the President eats. “Nothing gets to the President 
that hasn’t fallen under somebody’s jurisdiction,” he says. “If the President is just grabbing a pretzel randomly at the table, it’s been screened.” "

And this guy Aaric S. Eisenstein in the Stratfor e-mail wrote: If we get the same "waitresses," I'm all for it!!! – "Waitresses," ? And also: "assume we are 
using the same channels?" – what does that mean? What kind of channels do you need to use for a "Chicago Hot Dog Friday" ?

I'm not sure what it means exactly but it's weird.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:45:53 ID: eca93b No.8088524 >>8088688

Itchie Gross is where we need to look. I've saved a bunch of stuff from his Facebook. It's getting scrubbed.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 02:56:41 ID: edf7e6 No.8088656

What do you have to indicate these foodstuff codes are about sex? Couldn't it just as easily be about drugs, seems to me most of them make more sense 
like that?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 03:00:07 ID: 029957 No.8088686
File (hide): 6e21b09a67c4752⋯.jpg (175.29 KB, 600x404, 150:101, IMG_0166.JPG)

>>8085016
I think this is 
what used to be 
called a lollipop.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 03:00:17 ID: a7f1c9 No.8088688

>>8088524
>Itchie Gross is where we need to look.

Richard "Itchie” Gross. Some possible variations: Rich Gross, Richie Gross  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 03:03:11 ID: a7f1c9 No.8088711 >>8128062

>>8085016

Weird. Try to identify who is behind these e-mail addresses.
From: ldaughtry @ demconvention.com 
To: MirandaL @ dnc.org  
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File (hide): 08fcefdb3f1f762⋯.png (407.75 KB,
765x772, 765:772, sni0db61vqvx.png)

File (hide): 89049adf6f25ee8⋯.jpg (38.42 KB, 500x375,
4:3, 1478356409457.jpg)

File (hide): 3752aed6348e418⋯.jpg (247.43 KB,
1484x988, 371:247, 05e3aa4a-a376-4b03-8c3b-66….jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 03:07:47 ID: e578a1 No.8088756

>>8081455

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 03:08:48 ID: dc5a44 No.8088763

>>8083617
Fuck off, Christcuck. The khazar theory is complete bogus.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 03:28:22 ID: a7f1c9 No.8088981

>>8085569

Don't just look at the content of the e-mail, look who is sending and who is receiving.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/susan-sandler-3327ab7

anyone with a Linkedin account should check out her connections on Linkedin  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 04:10:40 ID: 3e7209 No.8089471
File (hide): 3e1e46b8bcc281a⋯.jpeg (524.87 KB, 723x900, 241:300, f67279cc18fd6146ab4d0a046….jpeg)

>>8088470
>Since outside supplies cannot be brought in
well, there goes that rationalization for CTR to use. sorta confirms that they arent talking about real pizza and dogs in 
the e-mail. pic for twitterfags to get out there  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 04:18:23 ID: 95972f No.8089552 >>8089660

File (hide): 80bd8ab1acbe03d⋯.png (27.14 KB, 400x399, 400:399, sliding like.png)

>>8080178
HERE WE 
HERE WE 
HERE WE 
FUCKING GO  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 04:29:40 ID: 66cf4f No.8089660 >>8089829

>>8089552

Austyn Crites, the man who caused a ruckus at Trump's rally in Reno, is connected to STRATFOR:

https://search.wikileaks.org/?
query=austyn+crites+stratfor&exact_phrase=&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_date_end=&released_date_start=&released
_date_end=&new_search=True&order_by=most_relevant#results  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 04:42:37 ID: 3e7209 No.8089829

>>8089660
he looked pretty mind controlled when it happened  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 04:48:30 ID: a7f1c9 No.8089894

>>8080178

post the link next time, not just a screencap

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html

>>8080486
>This one for real?

Yes, see the link. 

Reminder that we should always post a link to the Wikileaks website – either in the image or with the image – because some pranksters or shills were 
circulating fake screencaps last week.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:06:57 ID: 6c1881 No.8090763 >>8090900

File (hide): d9d60917052b962⋯.jpg (85.22 KB, 660x330, 2:1, tm-flag.jpg)

>>8081455  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:14:50 ID: 1e49ae No.8090900

>>8090763
/pol/ was right again!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:25:20 ID: fb7cca No.8091025 >>8091215

File (hide): af191fe9761b0f4⋯.jpg (347.35 KB, 512x768, 2:3, ObamaSpiritCooking.jpg)  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:45:52 ID: 483e90 No.8091193
File (hide): 5ae0804ce129187⋯.png (326.59 KB, 791x722, 791:722, samurai_shiggy.png)

>>8082377
>2016
>still going to half-
chan  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:48:28 ID: 1e49ae No.8091215 >>8091338 >>8091575

File (hide): 4adce5eb3ab01cd⋯.mp4 (9.85 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, X-Files.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8091025
Maybe add #PedoFiles on there somewhere as well?

Also, check this video out! Just found it! If some smart anon could 
maybe put a #PedoFiles in there that'd be great.

Fire up your meme machines, boys! Let's do this!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:50:44 ID: eda647 No.8091237 >>8091807

>>8085569
Where is the source for White being virgin. It doesn't exist on wikipedia (only gray) and White elsewhere I've seen as masterbation. Black though is 
ALWAYS heavy sadomasochism.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:59:13 ID: 56aa36 No.8091304 >>8091306 >>8122871

Guys need to look into the music industry surrounding Hollywood in the 80s to know.
We had a thread earlier and it looks like alt rock was a message and a warning. Not simply teen angst.

Rhcp seem to be directly involved (probably as victims) to the ring in hollywood.
Cobain himself seemed to know about this shit too.

We were blown away. The kids sabotaged the sabotage.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 06:59:48 ID: 56aa36 No.8091306

>>8091304
80s to now*  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:02:32 ID: a5ecf0 No.8091325 >>8091341 >>8091348

File (hide): 41c007ff902ef22⋯.png (11.5 KB, 1097x447, 1097:447, 1a7f8729e14467744d67ac7f63….png)

>>8079900
where is the moloch wikileaks 
page email?

Not seeing anything when I 
search it.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:04:25 ID: 1e49ae No.8091338 >>8091575

>>8091215
If someone can edit this video to do these things it would be perfect:

>add that podesta pic with his hands up right after it shows the "eat the pain" on the wall. zoom in on his left middle finger to show the bandaid on it (it is 
hard to see)
>put quotes around abromovic's answer in the reddit ama
>put a #PedoFiles mark somewhere throughout the whole video
>at the end of the video put a pedopic with "I don't want to believe" 

That's all I can think of. Can any anons do this? Any other ideas? We need a dialogue going. This is important stuff.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:04:53 ID: eda647 No.8091341 >>8091390

>>8091325
try searching in the DNC leaks not podesta leaks  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:05:45 ID: 1e49ae No.8091348 >>8091390

>>8091325
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/14333  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:11:17 ID: a5ecf0 No.8091390
File (hide): b44bdd4220248b5⋯.jpg (38.43 KB, 482x635, 482:635, 1160362219218.jpg)

>>8091348
>>8091341
Rad, thanks anons.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:28:36 ID: 1fed39 No.8091497
File (hide): 8ab963287684982⋯.png (58.75 KB, 210x255, 14:17, 1.png)

I WANT OFF 
HIS RIDe
MAKE IT 
STOP  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:29:26 ID: eda647 No.8091502

Since plebbit didnt source their shit. The white hankerchief code is found here. 
https://archive.is/VROGr
>BLACK  heavy SM top  heavy SM bottom
>KEWPIE DOLL chicken (under-aged)  chicken hawk (likes young adolescents)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 07:43:54 ID: 1e49ae No.8091575 >>8094237 >>8120096 >>8120818

File (hide): e2bc5d56af6e2f9⋯.jpg (43.85 KB, 480x480, 1:1, Eat the Pain zoom.jpg)

>>8091215
>>8091338
This pic is good if anyone wants to use it for the suggestions to the video:

>add that podesta pic with his hands up right after it shows the "eat the pain" on the wall. zoom in on his left 
middle finger to show the bandaid on it (it is hard to see)
>put quotes around abromovic's answer in the reddit ama
>put a #PedoFiles mark somewhere throughout the whole video
>at the end of the video put a pedopic with "I don't want to believe" 

Is there anyone willing to take up this mantle?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 08:06:54 ID: eda647 No.8091710 >>8091853 >>8091865 >>8092725

File (hide): c9ba83430f6f50a⋯.png (2.21 MB, 1261x1884, 1261:1884, ObamaPedoFile.png)

Alright first pedofile oc. trying to keep the information drip low because 
theres a ton of shit to go through  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 08:07:20 ID: 7af2eb No.8091714 >>8091904

File (hide): 5a51d503087f5f1⋯.webm (3.27 MB, 480x360, 4:3, Exterminatus.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8086970
When Trump wins, I hope He goes 
full REMOVAL
on Clinton and anyone involved  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 08:26:40 ID: 9a437e No.8091807

>>8091237
The "white" colour code was just a very educated guess based white on what the colour represents in satanic and non-satanic rituals. 

White has always been used to symbolize virginity and innocence.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 08:35:43 ID: f38554 No.8091853 >>8091909

>>8091710
This is great, anon! There are some typos though:
>hankerchief needs to be spelled handkerchief
>maybe put an "=" sign instead of the word "as" where you wrote "under-age as chickens". It was hard for me to understand.

Keep up the good work! We will need people to start spreading these!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 08:38:24 ID: f38554 No.8091865

>>8091710
Also, "under-age" shouldn't have a hyphen in it. It should be "underage"  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 08:47:47 ID: 0e0863 No.8091904 >>8092111

File (hide): 5ed3ad739bd3777⋯.mp4 (2.76 MB, 874x488, 437:244, Trump Dan Pena Fire 2-3 of….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8091714  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 08:49:14 ID: eda647 No.8091909 >>8092027 >>8092081

File (hide): c0d8c96665e2a12⋯.png (2.21 MB, 1261x1884, 1261:1884, ObamaPedoFile.png)

>>8091853
Fixed both. Phonetics got me on hanker but it was spelled with 
a hyphen on the gay flag page.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 09:07:08 ID: f38554 No.8092027

>>8091909
Good job, anon! I don't have a twitter to post this, but once more are made we can get other anons to spread these.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 09:17:14 ID: 7c129c No.8092081 >>8092103

>>8091909
Where will you be uploading these images?

I say upload the to Imgur. Very poopular normie site 100% image based. If it can spread there, it'll spread fast.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 09:24:08 ID: f38554 No.8092103 >>8092119

>>8092081
I don't have any normie accounts. All I had in mind was twitter. Imgur never crossed my mind. 

I want to get some finished products and get other anons in on spreading them. This needs to go viral, and it needs to be done now. Normies are a breath 
away from tying it all together – the satanic rituals, pedophilia, child trafficking, all of it. It's close.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 09:24:12 ID: 233b3b No.8092104

>>8079959
>>8080199
>Why the fuck would you specify three kids ages?
It's even worse than that, the last name is the same as the person offering them up.
These people are fucking SICK.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 09:25:45 ID: 5f3a8b No.8092111
File (hide): c99a89a1470606f⋯.jpg (26.39 KB, 450x429, 150:143, LOADS.jpg)

>>8091904

BASED DAN PEÑA WILL  
BE SECRETARY OF THE 
TREASURY
I CAN HEAR THE  
PUCKERING ALREADY  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 09:28:07 ID: 7c129c No.8092119 >>8092662

>>8092103
Don't just limit yourself. For those with social media accounts, those with some rapport especially, spread it far and wide. All the media platforms, Twitter, 
Facebook, Reddit, Imgur.

The wires must be saturated with the truth.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:23:49 ID: 48b433 No.8092662 >>8092713

File (hide): 7258fcfb9b26d3d⋯.jpg (835.91 KB, 1583x2048, 1583:2048, 1478431839391.jpg)

>>8092119
Some dank OC from halfchan  

   11/06/16 (Sun) 12:32:53 ID: 622758 No.8092706

>>8080455
Post it on her twiiter  

   11/06/16 (Sun) 12:34:32 ID: 622758 No.8092713 >>8092726 >>8092748 >>8092764

File (hide): cd3c8131ca4ad53⋯.jpg (28.96 KB, 500x700, 5:7, satan fish.jpg)

>>8092662
14 fish?  

   11/06/16 (Sun) 12:37:43 ID: 622758 No.8092725
File (hide): 87fde1f094a52b0⋯.jpg (88.23 KB, 500x667, 500:667, 1438928116568.jpg)

>>8091710
>Alright first pedofile oc
It's kind of useless because it doesn't say who the emails are from. I know one is from 
Hillary but she's not even in the picture.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:37:47 ID: 9d7e5e No.8092726 >>8092734

File (hide): 201c287ba51b706⋯.webm (5.42 MB, 400x224, 25:14, 1488srilanka.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8092713
fish is a christian thing aint it?
specifically american christians
and 14? perhaps…  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:39:36 ID: 08bf7e No.8092732 >>8092738 >>8092751

File (hide): 3273f53d2b5643c⋯.jpg (56.92 KB, 500x386, 250:193, blart.jpg)

Imagine their outpourings of lamentations and rage when they realize that their time-seasoned cannibal 
pedophilic moloch multi-billion-dollar cult got outclassed in picking the leader of the free world, and by none 
other than a bunch of autists shitposting on taiwanese knitting cartoon messageboards about frog gods and 
smug anime girls.  

   11/06/16 (Sun) 12:39:51 ID: 622758 No.8092734 >>8092739

>>8092726
14yr old fish?  

   11/06/16 (Sun) 12:40:59 ID: 622758 No.8092738 >>8092739 >>8092747

File (hide): 0cb1ac0b3aebc2d⋯.jpg (94.94 KB, 609x194, 609:194, pedo pope.jpg)

>>8092732
>smug anime girls.
You know those guys are the same people we're fighting right? They're the 
pedos who watch this place and fight with everyone  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:41:30 ID: 9d7e5e No.8092739

>>8092734
one 4 yo fishy :^)

>>8092738
no no no shoo shoo  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:44:29 ID: 08bf7e No.8092747

>>8092738
Are you the same guy that rails on autistically about it every single goddamned time it's brought up?  You do realize how imageboards started, right?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:45:08 ID: 099a8b No.8092748 >>8092751

>>8092713
i heard a good theory on it which was:
>fish=fishing
>14 = for teen
>fishing for teens  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:46:31 ID: 9d7e5e No.8092751

>>8092732
its like a band of crazed druids hiding innawoods managing to successfully thwart the machinations of global kikery by scratching shitposts into bamboo 
sticks and leaving them by the roadside

>>8092748
thats probably accurate  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:51:54 ID: c75418 No.8092764 >>8092779 >>8092781 >>8103758

>>8092713
It's occult shit.

Osiris, the Egyptian god in charge of Egypt, gets killed by Set. Set then dismembers Osiris, and cuts him into 14 pieces he then spreads around the 
world. Isis, the wife of Osiris and the goddess of magic, finds 13 pieces. The missing piece, Osiris' dick, is eaten by a fish. Isis then curses the fish, makes 
Osiris a golden dick, and the two fuck. Isis then gives birth to Horus, who banishes Set.

It's a reference to that. Essentially, Podesta claims how he's a sex god.

Another side note? Set is Satan. Who do (((they))) worship? And who was kicked out of Egypt after starting shit there?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:56:42 ID: 9d7e5e No.8092779 >>8092845

>>8092764
close but no cigar
>Osiris, the Egyptian god in charge of Egypt
Osiris is lord of the underworld, Ra is the chief god and solar deity of Egypt
>Set is Satan
also untrue, Set is deemed as lord of the wastelands and neutral chaos
hes looked on unfavourably but in the myths he still rides Ra's boat through the Duat and protects Amun-Ra from the world eater with a golden spear
the only deity in Egypt you could equate with satan is Apep the snake god, world-eater
in their apocalypse tale the world would end if Apep ever won his nightly battle with the gods and consumed the sun Amun-Ra
and to them they'd know if that happened or not if the sun didnt rise the following day
dont believe the kike lies they were in Egypt they never were
a small population moved there in the 5th century BC after the whole Nebuchadnezzar affair but thats it  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:57:04 ID: 9d7e5e No.8092781

>>8092764
but the 14 and fish and idea makes sense  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:13:50 ID: c75418 No.8092845 >>8092889

>>8092779
He wasn't always the god of the underworld, only became that after Set murdered him. He was the god of transitions originally, as in the Sun barge going 
over the sky.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:21:58 ID: 9d7e5e No.8092889

>>8092845
yeah but Ra was still the chief deity
Ra was Atum's firstborn son im pretty sure  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:33:38 ID: e2ae88 No.8092953 >>8093034

>>8081133

Caption:

"Hey little girl let me whisper in your ear,
Tell you a few things you might like to hear,
The Podesta emails kinda make it clear,
I got a big black mamba for ya under here."

In the centre of the pick in capital letters:

"PEDOPHILE"  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:49:22 ID: e595a4 No.8093034

>>8092953
PedoFiles, anon. it's the slogan  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:47:27 ID: a47e74 No.8093562

https://
www.yo
utube.c
om/wat
ch?
v=WO_
m1HBY
f8E  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:07:58 ID: 7812ae No.8093640 >>8093948

>>8079848 (OP)
A few years ago i used to browse the deep web often, and i can confirm cheese pizza means pre-pubescent female child pornography, so the pizza thing 
has to do with cp most likely.  I avoided it at all costs because its sick, but you hear mention of it quite often.  Also found out about chans through the dank 
web, so not a total loss.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:56:18 ID: 72e5d5 No.8093948

>>8093640
I thought referring to child porn as "cheese pizza" was just a /b/ meme that we memed into being a secret underground thing  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:30:07 ID: 1fed39 No.8094237
File (hide): b2849543edac690⋯.png (333.25 KB, 615x405, 41:27, 1478451471465.png)

>>8091575
pls stop i don't want 
any more  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:42:33 ID: 78a50e No.8094354

This may be a little off topic, but check this out:

There is a child molestation article on Reddit's front page, and it involves pizza. Is this a distraction? It seems awfully coincidental.

https://www.reddit.com/r/news/comments/5bg6hy/women_have_sex_with_15_year_old_boy_after_luring/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:51:35 ID: eda647 No.8095005 >>8095306

File (hide): ff164ff59045eb6⋯.png (2.15 MB, 1928x888, 241:111, AustynPedoFile.png)

Thought for sure i 
posted this one 
before bed.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:16:13 ID: 24dde7 No.8095306

>>8095005
It's an informative poster but only if you know what you're already looking at.

It needs to have some more info linking him with the trump rally with something about the "plot thickens" or something similar to show the relationship 
between anti-trump supporters and pedophilia. There IS a link.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:38:21 ID: eda647 No.8096570 >>8096885 >>8096948 >>8130490

File (hide): fd7cffbd5647829⋯.png (2.55 MB, 1200x1826, 600:913, MarinaPedoFile.png)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:42:38 ID: 3e7209 No.8096639 >>8096785

File (hide): 1896f8a783cad37⋯.png (534.2 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612, pedofiles1.png)

>>8079848 (OP)
>==OPERATION #PedoFiles==
too many cohencidences  
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File (hide):
cc3785278996ec6⋯.png
(534.19 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612,
pedofiles1.png)

File (hide): 60a09f2a6df17e4⋯.jpg (37.47 KB, 468x344,
117:86, pizzagirls.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:50:21 ID: 3e7209 No.8096785 >>8097526

>>8096639
fixed a mispelling in the infographic

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:54:50 ID: 6f8b74 No.8096885 >>8096948

>>8096570
Good work, anon!

Some suggestions though:
Instead of "Uses an audience (such as kids) to participate in "Art" themed like Satanic rituals,
Hosts private events like #SpiritCooking that is a Satanic ritual", word it like this:
>Children are forced to participate in Satanic Rituals disguised as "art"
>make #SpiritCooking bolded
>maybe try playing around with making key words different colors and/or sizes. ex: art, satanic
>also, make sure the font size is the same per each message (the first line is smaller than the second)

>there is orange marks around lady gaga and the child's hair. if this could be cleaned up that would be great

You are doing great work, anon. We will get this message out.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:57:59 ID: 6f8b74 No.8096948 >>8097721

>>8096885
>>8096570

Ah, shit. I went full retard on something.

For that line up top put something like:
>for first line: Children are forced to participate in #SpiritCooking
>line two: Satanic Rituals disguised as "art"

And the stuff I said about bringing attention to keywords still stands. art, forced, children, satanic rituals, etc. Whatever you decide.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:14:30 ID: 977be8 No.8097255 >>8097436 >>8097502 >>8097545

File (hide): ab95613ae640607⋯.png (331.54 KB, 628x797, 628:797, Screenshot_2016-11-06_21-1….png)

Rest in piss podesta and all the rest of the 
washington cartel  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:24:50 ID: 8eaf02 No.8097405
File (hide): af1f1a50bd3c78b⋯.jpg (230.78 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, more pizza.jpg)

>>8079848 (OP)
From the kickstarter 
video for  
MajesticApe's band 
Heavy Breathing  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:26:50 ID: 977be8 No.8097436 >>8097471 >>8097545

File (hide): 4e0003e56ef6632⋯.png (18.71 KB, 738x115, 738:115, Screenshot_2016-11-06_21-2….png)

>>8097255
Uhm, guys?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:28:09 ID: fb7cca No.8097460
File (hide): e67cbd83518e802⋯.jpg (278 KB, 512x768, 2:3, ObamaSpiritCooking2.jpg)  

File (hide): 30bc26c6d44c0bb⋯.png (1.11 MB,
1594x827, 1594:827, wew.png)

File (hide):
21862202469d41c⋯.png
(533.21 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612,
1896f8a783cad37fdb149aef20….png)

File
(hide):
603506996b902b8⋯.png
(119 B,
1x1,
1:1,
1x1.png)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:29:03 ID: 6b8d54 No.8097471 >>8097656 >>8097823

>>8097436
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:29:34 ID: 977be8 No.8097477 >>8097545

File (hide): 6938ea4d842c5e8⋯.png (409.3 KB, 585x638, 585:638, Screenshot_2016-11-06_21-2….png)

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:32:22 ID: a7f1c9 No.8097502 >>8097545

>>8097255

Source? Links please, not just screencaps.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:34:15 ID: 6f8b74 No.8097526 >>8097748 >>8097942 >>8098714

>>8096785
This one needs a lot of work. Ideas:
>Make each "#" on the map a different color (to easily identify them lower in the poster)
>Just put #PedoFiles instead of #PedoFiles Investigation
For these next ones they need to be put in front of a blue box background or something:
>line 1: There' something rotten in D.C.
>emphasize "rotten"
>line 2: Three businesses with known pedophile logos? One block away from each other?
Then put a pic of the FBI Pedo Logos infographic with a link under it
>Maybe circle the graphics in the FBI infographic and then circle them being used as the company logos…
>IF you can make it look clean, then you can circle the FBI logos and the company logos AND draw lines between them. IF you do this make it look clean 
by only using lines at right-angles. 

Now, the next section:
>underline "procedure for your younger guests?"
Use this line:
>#1: Comet Ping Pong owner " joking " about child abuse, and highlight "Comet Ping Pong" with the same color you used to identify it on the map (from 
my first suggestion)

Next section: 
>Line 1: #2 Besta Pizza (and highlight it with the color you used from the map)
>Line 2: Owned by Andrew Kline
>Line 3: a 'Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney
>Line 4: specializing in human trafficking

Next section:
>#3: Hillary Clinton at Terasol Bistro (again, highlight Terasol Bistro with the color you used for it on the map)
>Could all this really just be a COINCIDENCE?

Finally, last section:
Erase all of it except for the hashtags, and put:
>I DON'T WANT TO BELIEVE in big letters at the bottom (the black box you have is a good size to fit it in)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:35:18 ID: 977be8 No.8097545

>>8097502
Mostly tweets:
>>8097255 https://twitter.com/northofdoom/status/795021630107856897
>>8097477 https://twitter.com/StoneColdTruth/status/795341764076929024

>>8097436 is from the walife article http://washingtonlife.com/2015/06/05/inside-homes-private-viewing/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:42:54 ID: c75418 No.8097656 >>8097677

>>8097471
You need to make this more normie-friendly and get it out there.

The Spirit Cooking thing blew the fuck up, and this would only damage their reputation more.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:44:47 ID: 6f8b74 No.8097677 >>8097801 >>8101825

>>8097656
We are working on it, anon! We only have on finished product so far. We need more Memelords on this!

#PedoFiles
#SpiritCooking

Try to drum up interest for this on other threads and on halfchan.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:47:33 ID: eda647 No.8097721 >>8101125

File (hide): 09e1c79aabe1b58⋯.png (2.58 MB, 1200x1826, 600:913, MarinaPedoFile2.png)

>>8096948
Revised it. want to move onto another 
one now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:49:40 ID: 3e7209 No.8097748 >>8097780 >>8097784

>>8097526
Thanks for the feedback, do you have graphics skills? im using ms-paint tier technology. just trying to get stuff out there. any anon that would want to 
upgrade the graphics on it I would appreciate it. Otherwise I'll give it a shot again later.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:52:14 ID: eda647 No.8097780 >>8097942

>>8097748
It's high quality info but difficult to put all of that into 1 graphic. If no one bites i'll give it a shot later.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:52:48 ID: ebcf17 No.8097784 >>8098002

>>8097748
I have never done anything with pictures before, and I have no programs for it.

If any anons out there know of free, easy-to-use programs I can give it a shot.

>I am very good with words, but don't have the technical know-how to make the pics myself

These people make me sick. I just want to see them all hang.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:54:13 ID: c75418 No.8097801 >>8097851 >>8097942 >>8100132

>>8097677
I'll finish work and see what I can do.

Ever since I made some OC about Podesta, I've been hearing strange shit from around the house. Might be stress from all these revelations, but I'm 
honestly freaking out over this.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:55:36 ID: a7f1c9 No.8097823 >>8097942 >>8098234

>>8097471

2nd pic

>https://archive.is/dFoRq

quote:

In the winter of 2006, Assistant U.S. Attorney James Genco began writing an indictment which would accuse Martinez, Paris, Forbes, Shanaya Hicks 
(a.k.a. “Toni”), Kazimierz Sulewski, Christopher Fanning, and four more of, among other crimes, a conspiracy to use interstate facilities (cell phones and 
telephone wires) to promote prostitution. Seeking some additional input, “Genco reached out to Washington,” Scates says. “That’s when Andrew Kline got 
involved.”

Special Litigation Counsel Andrew Kline, a Clinton appointee with an M.A. in human rights from Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, was one of 
four attorneys in the Human Trafficking Prosecution Unit of the Department of Justice, in the Civil Rights Division. It fell upon the curly-haired, 
bespectacled Kline (now a senior adviser in the executive office of the president) and one other colleague to provide U.S. attorneys nationwide with 
training on prosecuting trafficking cases. 

/quote

>Besta Pizza is owned by Andrew Kline

I think the only evidence so far is someone on 4chan who posted this:

sli.mg/A45Xa5

We need more before we can say it's confirmed that he's the owner.

here it says Registrant Name: Ibrahima Diallo

http://www.whois.com/whois/mybestapizza.com  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:57:50 ID: ebcf17 No.8097851

>>8097801
That's because satan is real. the "rulers of darkness of this world" (ephesians 6:12) don't want this info getting out  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:00:41 ID: 77a35f No.8097871 >>8098263

Hey everyone....I just wanted to say I think we're really onto something here.  It'd be really nice to have all of these threads consolidated into a numbered 
sticky like the podesta email threads.  I'm getting tired of moving back and forth and not having everyone on the same page working together.  

A link between comet pizza and a new "nightclub"/degeneracy gathering was uncovered in this thread by an anon:  See this post >>8096894 in this 
thread http://8ch.net/pol/res/8092589.html

>I found connections with Comet to a >nightclub called "L'Enfant Cafe", specifically >someplace called "La Boum Boum Room". >The place is located in 
D.C

>http:// laboumbrunch .com/laboumboumroom/

So I did a whois search on that address....and it got a little spoopy.
  
> Last update of whois database: Sun, 06 Nov 2016 21:42:40 GMT

They know we're digging very fucking hard right now fam.  We need to concentrate our efforts together and double down here.  I think we're close.  Guess 
who the fucking registrar is...

>Registrant Name: PERFECT PRIVACY, LLC

Like we haven't seen that quite a bit on what should be seemingly innocous websites.  Why would you need to hide your identity when you're a restaurant 
that does party brunches...  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:06:54 ID: 3e7209 No.8097942 >>8098145 >>8098234

>>8097801
ive been experiencing weird shit too. you need to have some sort of defense, like a powerful mantra. look at pictures of thor, odin, rama, and krishna for 
protection.

>>8097780
okay, if you do it, use the revisions >>8097526 suggested, or whatever you feel is the best

>>8097823
>I think the only evidence so far is someone on 4chan who posted this: sli.mg/A45Xa5

crap, you might be right..

from: https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5be5pp/were_so_close_comet_ping_pong_pizza_research/?st=iv74vwjy&sh=4e07999b

>"Ok I'm digging for ownership info and have found it - Uptown Pizza LLC. http://sli.mg/0imhDH I Found it by being more (?) specific with search terms. 
Just uptown or pizza would not return a result http://sli.mg/NVNyV4 LLC Business Filing - http://sli.mg/A45Xa5 It's attached to an Andrew Kline, and it's 
running on a revoked entity status."
And another commenter says that there are up to 5 Andrew Klines in D.C. So we might be better off taking that connection out  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:12:28 ID: eda647 No.8098002

>>8097784
Gimp or Krita are both free and should be able to do it, but you have short time to learn.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:14:28 ID: 3e929f No.8098019

We know now that Unilver, the worlds largest ice cream manufacturer, uses the same logo 'Heartbrand' for it's ice cream in 40 countries, a logo that is 
exactly the same as the pedophile symbol for lovers of young girls. So I dug into Wikileaks looking for any link between Unilever and the Clintons. I found 
that Unilver partnered with the Clinton Foundation last year on a planned five year project to help the developing world. Specifically, it partnered with the 
Clinton Giustra Enterprise Partnership. This is run by Frank Giustra, who is a Canadian mining magnate and onetime Hollywood studio owner. He flies 
around on his private jet with Bill Clinton, and get this, he's interested in the plight of 'at-risk teenage boys' in British Columbia!  

Last year Unilever partenered with the Clinton Foundation on a five year project to give aid to the developing world.

>"Unilever is also looking at new ways of bringing in innovative ideas and tackling these issues. Last month the company announced a partnership with 
U.K. Department for International Development and the Clinton Foundation's Clinton Giustra Enterprise Partnership called Transform

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/1596

The Giustra Enterprise Partnership is run by Frank Giustra

The Washington Post wrote an article about Giustra and the Clintons:

'The Clintons, a luxury jet and their $100 million donor from Canada'

By Tom Hamburger, Rosalind S. Helderman and Anu Narayanswamy May 3, 2015 

>a Canadian mining magnate
>and onetime Hollywood studio owner 

Frank Giustra committed $100 million to the work of the Clinton Foundation.

>Bill Clinton borrowed Giustras private jet 25 times since 2005, including 13 times where the two men traveled together

>The MD-87 aircraft is a full-size passenger jetliner with comfortable seating areas and a private bedroom. The doors have gold-colored fixtures, and an 
art collection hangs on the walls.

>Members of Bill Clinton’s inner circle are constantly on the lookout for private aircraft to carry the ex-president and his team with the security and 
efficiency required by someone of his stature

>In 2007, Giustra sold UrAsia to a company called Uranium One, chaired by an old friend, Ian Telfer. Giustra, who had retained stock in the company, 
sold nearly all of his interests shortly after that. Still, Giustra and Telfer are a focus of the soon-to-be-released book “Clinton Cash” because of their role in 
the firm, which several years later was sold to a Russian state-owned company.

The sale gave the Russians control of uranium deposits around the world, including several mines in the United States. That sale was reviewed by the 
State Department and other agencies at the time Hillary Clinton was secretary of state.

>Back home in Vancouver, people who have worked with Giustra on charitable efforts describe him in near-saintly terms, saying he is sincere when he 
says he became involved in the Clinton Foundation to alleviate poverty around the world.

And get this:

Among the local efforts he funds is an organization that provides mentoring for at-risk teenage boys in British Columbia. It once helped put a former gang 
member through college on the condition that the boy meet with Giustra every few weeks to provide updates on his progress, said Jim Crescenzo, a 
Vancouver teacher who helped found the program.

So Giustra knows the Clintons, gives them millions, flys around with Bill on his private plane with a bedroom, partners with Unilever, and is deeply 
interested in troubled young boys. Not suspicious at all.

Archive of Washington Post article about Clintons and Frank Giustra:

https://archive.is/DI2lQ  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:18:54 ID: eda647 No.8098074 >>8098136

Does anyone have the archive of the WaPo article "Married with art" ? I have screencaps but I want to be able to link to the full article.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:24:46 ID: 8eaf02 No.8098136 >>8098511

>>8098074
https://archive.is/aVFTy  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:25:52 ID: 77a35f No.8098145 >>8098591 >>8098646

>>8097942
Nice digging.  The baumbaum place is owned by Jim Ball and a Christopher Lynch.  Wouldn't be surprised if those names pop up at somepoint when 
anons are digging.  Of course they're both faggots.  
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File (hide):
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(123.05 KB, 500x889, 500:889,
kline.jpeg)

File (hide): d80d175683d8b1a⋯.jpeg
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:33:03 ID: 3e7209 No.8098234 >>8099759

>>8097823
>>8097942
I found an Andrew J. Kline who works as an attorney, and represented "We, the pizza" of CTR fame. https://capitolhillcorner.org/2016/05/07/anc-
commissioners-shocked-flabbergasted-by-alcohol-license-attorney/ https://archive.is/27sxI

Do you guys think its the same guy? pic 1 is him at the alcohol license hearing, 2 is his linked in and 3 is also and andrew kline meeting with obama. note 
the little girl lifting her skirt up while looking at obama.. wtf this shit is everywhere you look  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:35:08 ID: 6c3e8e No.8098263 >>8098395

>>8097871
Yeah, it'd be nice to have a single thread with a summary of what's been found so far. It's difficult to get caught up so you know what else to look for when 
you've been away for a bit.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:48:10 ID: 34675f No.8098395

>>8098263
This.

The halfchan thread have uncovered plenty of good stuff as well. As much as some dislike that place, you have to admit that a thousand autists are better 
at analyzing a metric fuckton of data than a dozen of turboautists.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 22:51:07 ID: 3e929f No.8098421

We know Unilever uses the same logo for icecream as the one pedophiles use to symbolize their attraction to young girls.
So I looked in wikileaks for Unilever. Last year Unilever partenered with the Clinton Foundation and Frank Giustra to set up an aid program for developing 
countries.

Wikileaks:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/1596

Frank Giustra is a Canadian millionaire with an interest in young boys:

>Among the local efforts he funds is an organization that provides mentoring for at-risk teenage boys in British Columbia.

Archive of Washington Post article about Clintons and Frank Giustra:

https://archive.is/DI2lQ  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:00:01 ID: eda647 No.8098511 >>8098575 >>8098939 >>8101125

File (hide): a9ac5d6eb5b5ab2⋯.png (4.31 MB, 2320x1576, 290:197, TonyPedoFile.png)

>>8098136
Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:07:39 ID: 3a0f36 No.8098575

>>8098511 (checked)
more like Pedosta amiright  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:09:06 ID: fb7cca No.8098591

>>8098145
Does Lynch live in Chicago and have anything to do with the Stratfor (Trump assassin) pizza party? https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-
ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:13:18 ID: fb7cca No.8098646

>>8098145
Is Jim Ball an IT specialist in DC, any involvement with Perfect Privacy company backing pizza shop?

James Ball: did he graduate from Manoa Hawaii = BigIsland?

Any connection with Hot Dog Stand in Hawaii?

Did President Obama say he wanted to open a hot dog stand in Hawaii or open a T-shirt stand on the Big Island?

hot dog stand = upside down blowjob
t-shirt stand = front to launder drug money  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:18:17 ID: 3e7209 No.8098714 >>8098852

File (hide): a144710036f0b52⋯.png (509.93 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612, pedofiles1.png)

>>8097526
Okay, got the updates in, keep in mind i no no skills to 
make things look good.  

File (hide):
f9578fb8badfe47⋯.png
(585.12 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612,
pedofiles1.png)

File (hide): 40d5b537118c105⋯.jpg
(2.1 MB, 2731x4096, 2731:4096,
Barack_Obama_talks_with_An….jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:31:58 ID: 3e7209 No.8098852 >>8098991 >>8101055 >>8101125

>>8098714
sorry for spamming the thread. last update for this one. plus ammo for future ones  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:39:55 ID: ddc0cf No.8098939

>>8098511
This is gold, anon!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:44:01 ID: ddc0cf No.8098991

>>8098852
Good work, buddy! Maybe one or two more and we can convince halfchan to get in on this!  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:05:26 ID: a7f1c9 No.8099759 >>8099811

>>8098234

>Do you guys think its the same guy? pic 1 is him at the alcohol license hearing, 2 is his linked in

I don't think #1 and #2 are the same, the chin and the nose are different. Look at this photo here of #1 (2988 x 5312):

https://capitolhillcorner.files.word*press.com/2016/05/2016-05-05-20-20-16.jpg

but #2 kind of looks like #3  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:09:57 ID: 3e7209 No.8099811

>>8099759
you're probably right. well, until we can prove who the owner of besta pizza is, i'll leave that part in. doesn't change the logo being a symbol for 'boy love' 
though, and it's in close proximity to comet ping pong.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:43:09 ID: 3b5fa9 No.8100132
File (hide): d95163a00204c03⋯.jpg (2.43 MB, 3552x2000, 222:125, WP_20151213_018.jpg)

>>8097801
cameras, grab your gun 
or axe and knife if you 
want to be quiet.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:38:22 ID: 3b5fa9 No.8100648
File (hide): aded4766e1db1b2⋯.jpg (66.48 KB, 600x354, 100:59, magne_twitt.jpg)

You'll wake the neighborhood, there will be no head 
left… 

But if in doubt cameras, I had some incidents here my 
self with the dog and went on a couple of hunts.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:55:32 ID: a50a23 No.8100816

>>8079925
Last line of pic 1 is horrific. It's also a pretty bad OPSEC failure if you only code the syntax but not semantics.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:16:18 ID: 2c802c No.8101055

>>8098852
Maybe I'm just slow, but it just occurred to me: the borderline molesty art all over his house is less about his raw satanic desires or need to revel in filth, 
and more about being a conversation starter for all the people who go to the bashes and dinners he throws- a dogwhistle to see who'd be open to 
(knowingly or not) signing up as part of the blackmail club.

Or did I fuck up remembering who he invites and where they're held and where the art actually is?
>MarinaPedoFile2.png  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:22:24 ID: dd5e91 No.8101125

>>8098852
>>8098511
>>8097721
 Excellent lad.

 SPREAD IT FAGGOTS  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:24:50 ID: eda647 No.8101152 >>8101608 >>8101922

File (hide): f7756c0946ca475⋯.png (2.05 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, PingPongPedoFile.png)

Huge imagedump on pingpong pedos. it's not the same as easy to read 
info but it suits the whole "I dont want to believe"  
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▶

▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:26:26 ID: 814e92 No.8101177 >>8101404 >>8101849

Where are assassins if you need them.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:43:22 ID: 0d471e No.8101404
File (hide): ded31134ff038ad⋯.jpg (23.49 KB, 400x400, 1:1, 1435030289942.jpg)

>>8101177
I want to believe the authorities are going to bring all Hell down on this shit after 
Tuesday. God let Trump win. Save us from this shit.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:01:05 ID: 31355e No.8101608 >>8101718 >>8101922

>>8101152
Minor adjustments:

- Move black/white/pink photo up against the right side. Enlarge the shot with Obama. Definitely emphasize that.
- Perhaps put the logo being talked about next to the "our pizza logo" text, so it's vicinity correlates to the text rather than the viewers eyes having to 
wander.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:03:43 ID: a50a23 No.8101642

The government used to investigate anons for pedophilia.
Now anons investigate the government for pedophilia.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:08:47 ID: eda647 No.8101718 >>8101795

>>8101608
the black and white photo is the guy who started the place, listed as 49th most powerful in DC.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:15:16 ID: 31355e No.8101795 >>8101819

>>8101718
My mistake. I've been up for quite a while.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:17:57 ID: eda647 No.8101819

>>8101795
I'll see about reordering the pictures to make more sense. Will make Obama much bigger.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:18:23 ID: aabcea No.8101825

>>8097677
#PedoFiles is fine but I prefer #podestathemolesta tbh  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:19:58 ID: b6aec6 No.8101849

>>8101177
the day of the rope draws near, brother. we'll end up having to do it ourselves.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:26:23 ID: b6aec6 No.8101922 >>8102098

>>8101152
>>8101608
>obama
HOLY SHIT! Awesome! Enlarge that photo for sure. I would also recommend highlighting/underlining "procedure for your youngest guests?" 

Also, where is that "mmmmm pizza" pic from?  
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▶
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▶
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File (hide): afe128ffb4d4767⋯.jpg (74.94 KB, 960x540,
16:9, Sacrifice3.jpg)

File (hide): 2cff0bb48dca086⋯.jpg (99.18 KB, 964x612,
241:153, Sacrifice4.jpg)

File (hide): 9f6afe01ea5002a⋯.jpg (137.33 KB,
1200x700, 12:7, Sacrifice5.jpg)

File (hide): 3db47d6dcdfd966⋯.jpg (57.97 KB,
620x420, 31:21, Sacrifice6.jpg)

File (hide): ef37696088ae3d6⋯.jpg (115.82 KB,
960x540, 16:9, SacrificePoster1.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:30:57 ID: b6aec6 No.8101965 >>8102069

Dropping some pics I found on twitter.

We can piggyback some more simple messages on #SpiritCooking. What you guys think about that?

If we use any of these pics I'm posting though I think we should use the "i'm with hell" logo instead of the "H" one they have.

They also need the #PedoFiles hashtag put on them  

File (hide):
40eb4a166fa446d⋯.png (1.97
MB, 1286x2318, 643:1159,
spiritcookingspanishcensor….png)

File (hide):
59b4ad67a806a0a⋯.jpg
(1.32 MB, 1086x2302, 543:1151,
spiritcookingcensored.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:41:03 ID: 3e7209 No.8102069 >>8102247 >>8102749

>>8101965
sorry for posting in multiple threads, but i want to give these things the maximum ability to get out there. got a spanish version of this.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:44:30 ID: eda647 No.8102098 >>8102247 >>8102321

File (hide): 18d4e5ec9011128⋯.png (2.32 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, PingPongPedoFile2.png)

>>8101922
from the same instagram as 
the other sick shit.

Revised, reorganized and 
had enough room for more 
pedopizza.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:57:57 ID: b6aec6 No.8102247 >>8102361 >>8102475

>>8102069
Post it everywhere. We don't care about taking credit. We care about spreading the message.

>>8102098
Could you highlight obama somehow? Maybe draw a circle and point out it's him?

Otherwise, pretty solid. I think we're ready to get halfchan in on this. They'll like this stuff.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:05:03 ID: 31355e No.8102321

>>8102098
Much better, great work.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:09:50 ID: 3e7209 No.8102361

>>8102247
>Post it everywhere. We don't care about taking credit. We care about spreading the message.
could someone post it on 4chan?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:21:13 ID: eda647 No.8102475 >>8102587

File (hide): 3befeab8ae74c73⋯.png (2.34 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, PingPongPedoFile2.png)

>>8102247
does an obvious caption 
work for you?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:31:08 ID: b6aec6 No.8102587 >>8102665

>>8102475
Sure, i'll use that. I'm setting up another vpn to use on halfchan atm. 

If halfchan doesn't let me post can someone take up this mantle for me?

Also, what should I name the thread over there? I gotta get the attention of those /b/tards.  

File (hide): 3362b8e6a99aaaf⋯.png (92.49 KB,
1153x692, 1153:692, ImWithHell_believe.png)

File (hide): ad4e88e14575d49⋯.png (82.16 KB,
1153x692, 1153:692, ImWithHell_believe2.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:37:01 ID: eda647 No.8102665 >>8102724

>>8102587
i havent posted anything on cuckchan in years. I'll probably be busy making more infographs but I wish you luck anon.

Adding these in, havent seen anyone use my ImWithHell graphics yet but cant hurt.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:41:51 ID: 7dcc09 No.8102724

>>8102665
i really liked the hell one lol. very catchy.

i quit cuckchan as well when the great purge happened. moot went full jew. you never go full jew!  

File (hide):
1abf09357c5317e⋯.jpg
(333.14 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612,
pedofiles1spanish.jpg)

File (hide): 0d3eb852d324c5e⋯.jpg
(1.15 MB, 1261x1884, 1261:1884,
obamacreepmeme2spanish.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:43:31 ID: 3e7209 No.8102749

>>8102069
more spanish memes

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:14:50 ID: eda647 No.8103258 >>8103312 >>8171981

File (hide): 633259151b33b16⋯.mp4 (11.39 MB, 1920x1072, 120:67, HillHometownPedoFiles.mp4) [play once] [loop]

adding this one to the bunch, its got a shitty watermark over it but 
have to work on short notice so freeware jews.

From this article
https://archive.is/9Qev1  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:18:28 ID: fc0740 No.8103312 >>8103432 >>8103453 >>8103476

>>8103258
doh! cuckchan is so pozzed. It won't let me post anymore =/////

link is here: http ://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/96589443  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:25:45 ID: 3e7209 No.8103432 >>8103453

>>8103312
nice, thanks for the effort, im too low on energy to vpn up now, maybe tomorrow if nobody else sends them that way. but good job.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:28:17 ID: fc0740 No.8103453 >>8103473

>>8103312
>>8103432

WTF!!! my thread isn't showing up in the catalog… no wonder no one has responded.

Fuck. Why would it do that?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:30:03 ID: 3e7209 No.8103473

>>8103453
the mods over there probably wiped it out, they were compromised a while back. maybe it would be better to send them to /r/The_Donald  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:30:29 ID: eda647 No.8103476 >>8103497

>>8103312
says thread archived so cant reply, you might of tripped some antispam shit.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:32:47 ID: fc0740 No.8103497 >>8103579

>>8103476
fuggg. can someone else make one? i might've tripped it with too many pics at once. i'll help post pictures if it is remade.

as for /r/The_Donald, i don't have a reddit account  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:35:41 ID: eda647 No.8103516
File (hide): 9ff06120008e1cd⋯.mp4 (8.08 MB, 640x360, 16:9, Hillary_HometownSpiritCook….mp4) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:42:14 ID: 3e7209 No.8103579 >>8103624 >>8103626

>>8103497
i posted some on the_donald.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:45:24 ID: fc0740 No.8103624 >>8103626 >>8103642

>>8103579
mucho gracias, senor! you got a link? i was looking at reddit just now trying to figure out how to st  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:45:52 ID: fc0740 No.8103626 >>8103642

>>8103624
>>8103579
how to start a thread.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:48:30 ID: 3e7209 No.8103642 >>8103668

>>8103624
>>8103626
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bdso0/dyncorp_child_trafficking_hillary_covers_up/
i didnt start a thread yet, because i figured it would get swamped with downvotes from CTR. maybe tomorrow ill try, its late asf here  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:51:08 ID: fc0740 No.8103668 >>8110857

>>8103642
Thanks buddy! Take care.

We'll get this thing off the ground tomorrow.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:58:39 ID: ed9a7b No.8103758

>>8092764
>And who was kicked out of Egypt after starting shit there?

Jews?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:44:50 ID: eda647 No.8104614 >>8104642

File (hide): f4b8781acfe030b⋯.png (2.13 MB, 1928x1037, 1928:1037, AustynPedoFile2.png)

Major redo of Austyn's 
pedofile.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:48:11 ID: eda647 No.8104642 >>8107751

File (hide): 53e0300dcc86b7f⋯.png (2.13 MB, 1928x1037, 1928:1037, AustynPedoFile2.png)

>>8104614
fucking underline was 
off.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:07:31 ID: e5e491 No.8104784

>>8080041
unfortunately everyone I know is so busy because of diversity,  ALL of the interesting shit has completely missed them. The best one being the 
>trump
>fuck the banks
>kikes
>that's antisemetic!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:24:25 ID: eda647 No.8104878 >>8107751

File (hide): e5d71c41a55c7d2⋯.png (2.08 MB, 1261x1884, 1261:1884, MillsPedoFile.png)

redo on the handkerchief, since 
Obama wasn't well received.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:53:41 ID: e5e491 No.8105018
File (hide): 099c782b20a1d42⋯.mp4 (7.92 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, England.mp4) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:57:35 ID: 64b689 No.8105336
File (hide): 3755128df9d8e2a⋯.jpg (10.71 KB, 201x251, 201:251, davidandjames1[1].jpg)

>>8080949

Is that David Brock, Husband of James Alefantis, the 
owner of Comet Pizza and Ping Pong?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:41:39 ID: bab86b No.8105804 >>8110435

Something about Hillary & Co. wanting to fuck then kill our daughters? Combine the two. Expanding on the existing success. So instead of going with 
something complete new, evolve the existing meme.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:04:42 ID: c9c23d No.8107120 >>8110435

>>8083980
It just occurred to me: if soy and tofu are so high in estrogen, why aren't chinese women the bustiest of all women? Supposedly German women are 
unusually busty because they were picking hops in the field and the hops had estrogen. Beer itself is actually pretty high on estrogen. Chinese women 
however never seem to develop large busts.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:27:12 ID: 450e5c No.8107284

>>8081700

>that picture
Gah  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:12:04 ID: fc0740 No.8107751

>>8104642
>>8104878

Excellent work, anon!

When I get off work I will try to get halfchan in on these again.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:17:37 ID: c97b34 No.8108303

http://hamptonsmassageassociates.com/

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/testimonials.html

https://archive.is/KWGFU  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:05:23 ID: eda647 No.8109123 >>8109493 >>8109911

File (hide): 3408ff7775f86c4⋯.png (2.29 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, PingPongPedoFile3.png)

alternate infodump on pingpong pedo, figure theres enough shit to make a full jimmycommet 
pedofile.. Will be targeting something else next.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:43:15 ID: fc0740 No.8109493

>>8109123
Much better, anon!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:25:43 ID: fc0740 No.8109911 >>8110264 >>8112938

>>8109123
made a new thread on halfchan. link here:

http://boards.4chan.org/ pol/thread/96716889  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:27:28 ID: fc0740 No.8109933 >>8110744

Link to Imgur Upload: http://imgur. com/gallery/X8CAt  
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File (hide): d21198b2f9d2531⋯.jpg (60.91 KB,
529x351, 529:351, 07-gaga-koons.w529.h352.jpg)

File (hide): da712327fa26401⋯.jpg (50.39 KB,
309x309, 1:1, KoonsArt1988.jpg)

File (hide): e3e81ae99e6f226⋯.jpg (54.4 KB, 638x479,
638:479, jeff-koons-2-638.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:51:48 ID: a2a06d No.8110225

Jeff Koons.

He gave his own kid up for adoption when he was young. Did he sell his own firstborn? He married a porn-star, she left him taking with her his second 
child, she took the child to Italy and accused him of abusing her. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Koons

The porn star wife Ilona from wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilona_Staller

 In 1964 (age 13?), she began working as a model for the Hungarian news agency, M.T.I. In her memoirs and in a 1999 TV interview, she claimed that 
she had provided the Hungarian authorities with information on American diplomats staying at a Budapest luxury hotel where she worked as a "maid" in 
the 1960s.

Now Jeff works for a non-profit that works against child exploitation, close to the Clintons. On Board of directors for International Centre for Missing & 
Exploited Children. Nice cover IMHO, with access to kids who could go missing without anyone noticing. Also on the board is Elizabeth Bagley, she was 
ambassador to Portugal, but not the time Madeleine McCann went missing. Portugal is an abduction hotspot.

http://hauteliving.com/2016/06/jeff-koons-on-his-passion-helping-missing-and-exploited-children/613911/

He is an artist and made some weird fucked-up stuff, Lady Gaga work, stuff with naked kids, balloons and shit. He sells art to Washington elite for crazy 
(literally world record) prices.
He is linked to the Clintons.

He sold work at Artists for Haiti in a massive fundraiser in 2011. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artists_For_Haiti_(Art_Auction)

One of the grantees of the fundraiser was HELP.
http://artistsforhaiti.org/grantee/help

Clinton Global Initiative is also connected to HELP

https://www.clintonfoundation.org/clinton-global-initiative/commitments/sustainable-scholarships-building-haitis-human-capital

Qatar (trafficking transit country) also links to Haiti via HELP (Haitian Education Leadership Program).

http://www.wise-qatar.org/haitian-education-leadership-program-haiti

Main partners: MasterCard, Open Society Foundation, Haitian Timoun Foundation, Voilà, Barbancourt, Capital Bank, Digicel, IDB, United States 
Department of State  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:55:17 ID: eda647 No.8110264 >>8110435 >>8112938 >>8113880

File (hide): cc5ea3ee7170a79⋯.png (2.21 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, HeavyBreathingPedoFiles.png)

>>8109911
thread already archived, I guess the 
mods are totally fucked. 
Here is another #PedoFiles to the pile  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:10:02 ID: 3e7209 No.8110435

>>8107120
>It just occurred to me: if soy and tofu are so high in estrogen, why aren't chinese women the bustiest of all women? 
I think the theory is that because they were exposed to it for so long they evolved an immunity to it. 
>Beer itself is actually pretty high on estrogen. 
I sorta suspected that. which sucks because I love beer. 

>>8105804
>evolve the existing meme.
yup. even when trump wins we should still keep pushing these memes because fuck pedophiles

>>8110264
>thread already archived, I guess the mods are totally fucked. 
pretty sure the mods are CTR on halfchan  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:34:01 ID: d77ac0 No.8110744

>>8109933
Good job. Hopefully the normies pick it up and pick it up fast.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:42:59 ID: 3e7209 No.8110857 >>8110864

>>8103668
tfw you try to make a PedoFiles and SpiritCooking thread on The_Donald and it just hangs at "posting thread" forever.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:43:51 ID: 3987de No.8110864

>>8110857
vpn  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:24:07 ID: 52a271 No.8111493 >>8111650

Should I be concealed for this? I'm still normie status so I don't have TOR or a VPN.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:34:35 ID: 3e7209 No.8111650 >>8112938

>>8111493
if you're afraid of being on a bunch of lists and stuff VPN is a good idea. I stopped caring about it a while ago. If they want me they can come and get me, 
no fear.
If Clinton wins, she'll expand the crazy bad goy points systems and it will actually matter. VPN'ing is a good idea, I just feel like it's admitting you're doing 
something wrong, and the governments probably have it worked around already anyways.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:52:33 ID: fc0740 No.8112938 >>8113157 >>8113745

>>8111650
>>8109911
>>8110264
FUCK CUCKCHAN!

Guys, we need to start spreading this while #SpiritCooking is fresh in the minds of normies.

Can people start posting the posters that've been made into other 8chan threads (and 4chan if you have the balls) to get the ball rolling?

We also need a way to put this on reddit. I will be updating the imgur. Should I classify the imgur dump as "adult" though? Cuz I did because I was afraid 
it'd get censored otherwise.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:05:32 ID: fc0740 No.8113157

>>8112938
I'm just gonna make another thread on this site. This thread has been slow the last three days.  
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MarinaSatanic.png)
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File (hide): eb4ecffef9187c2⋯.png (1.14 MB,
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:42:38 ID: eda647 No.8113745 >>8113880 >>8114236

>>8112938
You tried anon.
Making a jimmy comet PedoFile atm but here's some of the other SpiritCooking posters I made. Wish there was other memers to jump on the pedofiles 
but everyone is busy with digs it seems.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:49:45 ID: fc0740 No.8113880 >>8114118

>>8113745
Yeah, i'm trying. This shit is so depressing.

Also, on the new one you made, someone pointed out that you put "AJA" instead of "AKA"
>the poster in this post
>>8110264  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:00:51 ID: eda647 No.8114118
File (hide): 7d4bbe2a30ec8cc⋯.png (2.21 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, HeavyBreathingPedoFiles.png)

>>8113880
shit good catch, fixed  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:07:33 ID: fc0740 No.8114236

>>8113745
I think we need some very simple ones that will spread easier as well. All the info on these is great and they're very clean, but I think some simple ones 
akin to the draftourdaughters would be good as well.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:30:11 ID: 3b959b No.8114647 >>8115453

File (hide): 17b76b8e9c90a25⋯.gif (1.79 MB, 500x355,
100:71, pedosta.gif)

File (hide): 7a85cf0df5afffb⋯.jpg (9.41 KB, 240x255,
16:17, galacticpepe.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:23:15 ID: 3e7209 No.8115453 >>8118993

>>8114647
the girl in your pic #2 does look like shes cuffed up. also..

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:34:28 ID: eda647 No.8115613 >>8116159 >>8116190

File (hide): e4c56676b546515⋯.png (2.29 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, JamesPedoFiles.png)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:06:05 ID: c320d7 No.8116159

>>8115613

Huh. Other thread on fullchan was deleted =/. I dunno why.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:07:56 ID: c320d7 No.8116190 >>8118048

>>8115613
Also, that "censored childporn" is, to my knowledge, not actually child porn, but was made to look like child porn with the guy's wife (she was a pornstar).  
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File (hide): daf35b387bf195a⋯.png (330.84 KB, 589x609, 589:609, ClipboardImage.png)
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File (hide): ef445947583caa8⋯.png (844.7 KB,
1000x691, 1000:691, PedoFiles_HeavyMinors2.png)

File (hide): 37690550bcb010c⋯.png (1.1 MB,
1000x667, 1000:667, PedoFiles_HeavyMinors.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:48:16 ID: eda647 No.8118048 >>8118507

>>8116190
I know, but it's close enough. Going to switch to smaller formats.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:08:55 ID: e7ff2b No.8118507 >>8118801 >>8119121

>>8118048
Good work, anon. I wish I had the talent you do.

I don't know why no one will bite on 8chan about this. It's rediculous. However, some people are trying to get something like #PizzaGate trending

I was thinking if they want to use pizza, then maybe #PizzaFiles? What are your thoughts?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:28:39 ID: e21c69 No.8118801 >>8118912 >>8118928

>>8118507
A lot of anons are looking into a potential podesta- madeleine mccann disappearance connection.. which is great but i kinda wish this was getting as 
much attention.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:40:01 ID: e7ff2b No.8118912 >>8118993 >>8122739

File (hide): e8e1c2bccda754c⋯.jpg (141.65 KB, 723x900, 241:300, Poster13.jpg)

>>8118801
Just looked on twitter. A few people are tweeting this out. Also, some girls on AlexJones are heavily investigating this 
whole pedophile stuff. Link here: https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=4UNdwqiuGmU

If we can find a way to get the filterman to talk about it or get a hold of these girls, we'll be set.

I found a picture that you can pretty up as well. Check it out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:41:36 ID: e7ff2b No.8118928 >>8118993

>>8118801
And yes, the pedo brothers totally kidnapped maddie mccann.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:47:11 ID: 0123b9 No.8118993 >>8119524

File (hide): 43f7fd59405c3c1⋯.png (210.88 KB, 430x483, 430:483, redcappepe.png)

>>8118928
i don't doubt it, look at the gif posted here: >>8115453 john is a dead ringer for the sketch, and his brother is 
pretty close too. we should try to get a picture of his brother not smiling for a better comparison. I also think 
maddie's parents were in on it, the sick fucks

>>8118912
tfw your oc makes its way back to you  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:55:59 ID: eda647 No.8119121 >>8119246 >>8119524 >>8119537

File (hide): 6f221a8d5439098⋯.png (1.03 MB, 960x1066, 480:533, JamesPedoFiles2.png)

>>8118507
>implying I have any talent at this.
Shit anon I'm a painter not a graphic artist, I feel like a retard how slow and inefficient I am at this. But if no one 
else is taking up the mantel then I'll gladly do it to hang these fucks.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:08:13 ID: 0123b9 No.8119246

>>8119121
nice work, hillary's cover letter sounds so pathetic, I wouldn't hire her.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:24:31 ID: 4b02ae No.8119419 >>8119524

Some more digging into Podesta and Alefantis

Found a UNICEF "special evening" hosted by Podesta and Alefantis on the subject of disabled children.

http://dcleaks.com/emails/lpowel861/html/JulAug2016/00000317_files/UNICEF+Special%20Olympics%20DC%20Tony%20Podesta%20Invitation%2014S
ept2016.pdf

>Pizza by James Alefantis of Comet Ping Pong

what's the bet there was a pedo pizza after party to this thing involving disabled kids?

Podesta and Alefantis donating to another vulnerable childrens charity. This time it's Martha's Table.

http://marthastable.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/MT_AnnualReport2016_digitalf3.pdf

Notice JP Morgan Chase in the list of donors too. Where ever Podesta and Alefantis go JP Morgan don't seem to be too far away.

Starting to remind me of Jimmy Saville with all his charity work for kids giving him an open door to and endless supply of vulnerable and disabled victims.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:33:29 ID: 4b02ae No.8119521 >>8119581

Another child-focused charity Alefantis donating to along with our friend David Brock:

https://edibleschoolyard.org/sites/default/files/file/07_08cpf_annualreport.pdf  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:33:40 ID: e7ff2b No.8119524

>>8118993
>>8119121

I emailed those girls that were interviewed on infowars. Hopefully they read and respond to the mail.

>>8119419
I bet you they did rape/kill/torture those children. All the things that God says is an abomination these people do for fun and for power.
>don't drink blood
>don't commit incest
>don't be a faggot
>don't eat other people (look up kuma disease on wikipedia for a presidential example 
>etc.

>>8118993
Also, yes, I bet the parents were in on it. Read the text above. God says these kind of people are "without natural affection".  

File (hide): f8773199f8416c0⋯.png (102.07 KB,
1018x430, 509:215, ! ! Hilary-for-Amrica-colo….png)

File (hide): 7834a412b6f617d⋯.png (600.25
KB, 1118x1344, 559:672, 1472258234986.png)

File (hide): 7e9cf077e11e41c⋯.jpg (546.51 KB,
1000x1000, 1:1, ZZ1472578598508.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:34:51 ID: 25cc88 No.8119537 >>8119591 >>8119599 >>8119646

>>8119121
I think its good, I dislike doing complex items with many difficult to read portions, I prefer short, sharp statements and I like to use official clinton campaign 
colors and her fontcan be found here
https://www. sendspace.com/file/1r8yd6  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:39:05 ID: e7ff2b No.8119581

>>8119521
Please post all these links in the other threads as well. I'm not able to keep up with all these things at once. I don't want this info to get lost.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:39:59 ID: e7ff2b No.8119591 >>8119635

>>8119537
>financial relations with that foreign government
LOL! Where was this 3 months ago?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:40:27 ID: eda647 No.8119599 >>8119623

>>8119537
Real nice meme with Bill. The problem for me is how to drill down connections in pizzagates huge spiderweb into something that short and sweet. Maybe 
1 instagram photo per?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:42:29 ID: e7ff2b No.8119623

>>8119599
I agree. It's tough to get out juicy info in a short-info poster because the web is so deep.  
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565x515, 113:103, Z82SOzf3.jpg)

File (hide): 572e6077c35fe19⋯.jpg (445.95 KB,
803x768, 803:768, Z9EuWN.jpg)
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1000x1000, 1:1, ybIT5g6.jpg)

File (hide): f8a4c34a883b037⋯.jpg (1.4 MB,
1500x1500, 1:1, ZCMvC65.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:43:28 ID: 25cc88 No.8119635

>>8119591
I made a bunch back then… some are still relevant  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:44:36 ID: e7ff2b No.8119646 >>8119735

>>8119537

I HAVE AN IDEA!

Could you use that Bill Clinton pic and put:

>Hillary Clinton did not have
>A party with pedos (or something similar)
and put a pic of her in that pedo restaurant?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:51:46 ID: 25cc88 No.8119735 >>8119819

>>8119646  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:57:14 ID: e7ff2b No.8119793 >>8119808

Good pic that only needs one or two things changed:

>make Podesta a different color
>#PedoFiles
>put a logo over the infowars logo
>a line or two of info. maybe source material.  

File (hide): c38d53735994531⋯.jpg (33.95 KB,
307x190, 307:190, maddie.jpg)

File (hide): e2ab9a6b7d2dc7b⋯.jpg
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:58:17 ID: 394c49 No.8119804 >>8120153

Is her iris curious or is just me?
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File (hide): 16349ca9ada4cb0⋯.jpg (55.62 KB, 844x433, 844:433, PedoDestaFiles.jpg)

>>8119793
>forgot pic  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:59:22 ID: eda647 No.8119819 >>8119846 >>8119867

>>8119735
oh hey i see you liked my fire and brimstone podesta.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:02:13 ID: 25cc88 No.8119846 >>8119867 >>8120037

>>8119819
I used it before all this exploded into much much more here >>8000195  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:03:34 ID: e7ff2b No.8119867

>>8119819
>>8119846

>lol. we're all getting v8 if hillary wins  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:05:02 ID: e98c43 No.8119881 >>8119894 >>8120153

>>8082337
She gets regular infusions of murdered child blood, since she's a fucking jew.
Blood Passover by ((Ariel Toaff)) has an entire section on Jew Medical recipes that use fresh or dried+powered children's blood. He almost got mossaded 
for writing this down!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:06:19 ID: eda647 No.8119889 >>8119923 >>8119935

File (hide): 8391aac68321cd0⋯.jpg (242.67 KB, 869x1058, 869:1058, hashpopularity.jpg)

#pedofiles looks like a dead end. 
pizzagate tied with spiritcooking is still on 
fire.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:07:02 ID: e7ff2b No.8119894

>>8119881
I concur. People don't believe in magic, but there's a reason for stereotypes. I think there's some truth to it, and it's also an abomination to the Lord.

>inb4 christfag  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:10:03 ID: e7ff2b No.8119923 >>8119935

>>8119889
hmmm… yeah. it hasn't been kicked off yet. 

PizzaFiles is good for a little while, but I wanted PedoFiles because it's a broad-reaching meme. Honestly, if I had known about PizzaFiles I probably 
would've picked that instead.

If you want to change your memes to PizzaFiles I will use that instead.

But something to note: those girls I e-mailed, if they spread #PedoFiles, then that will blow up imo.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:11:19 ID: e7ff2b No.8119935 >>8120037

>>8119889
>>8119923

also, maybe we should use both?

#PizzaFiles
#PedoFiles

?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:16:42 ID: 000000 No.8119970 >>8120008

you guys know that there are girls that escaped and are alive right? all you guys have to do is contact Virginia Roberts or her attorneys and they will 
confirm this entire thing and tell you more details. she's gone on the record numerous times and explained the whole inner workings of this mess. 
contacting her once would both end this election and close this case in 5 minutes. in fact, just read her testimonies and journals.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:20:33 ID: e7ff2b No.8120008 >>8120153 >>8120502

>>8119970
We know she's a survivor, but her testimony isn't what we need. We need the public to wake up. 

Also:
>HOLY FUCK LOOK AT YOUR ID  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:22:50 ID: eda647 No.8120037 >>8120115

File (hide): a9f119b33401dc1⋯.png (792.05 KB, 1548x1154, 774:577, Hill_anti_template.png)

>>8119846
nice. i was going to do something on the chopshop but got sidetracked but glad you got some use out of the 
template. Speaking of, I have another template that's relevant now that the FBI says shes the antichrist

>>8119935
Not sure, I kept most of my memes neutral and let people on twitter figure out adding hashes to the tweets. I 
don't even have twitter, kept getting locked out of accounts for no dual auth.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:23:51 ID: ce0496 No.8120045
File (hide): 704fa614eb2cc8e⋯.png (187.24 KB, 1097x621, 1097:621, rabbit.png)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:26:27 ID: 39f4a5 No.8120075

This is what I love about 8chan and about Trump. Trump IS one of the elite. But, he's pulling back the curtain. He's showing us what his fellow elites are 
doing. And that's why they want him gone.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:28:16 ID: e578a1 No.8120096 >>8120139 >>8120161

File (hide): d8a4cf37ae5fe2d⋯.jpg (27.77 KB, 273x400, 273:400, 8e65d53d1b925574d227bd0b6f….jpg)

>>8091575
I gotta buy this card game, its pretty creepy  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:29:46 ID: e7ff2b No.8120115 >>8120131 >>8120153

>>8120037
yeah i just made a twitter and got locked out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:30:37 ID: eda647 No.8120131 >>8120161

>>8120115
you need a burner phone to have a twitter these days.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:31:10 ID: e7ff2b No.8120139

>>8120096
yup. The guy said he made that game as a "joke" against conspiracy theories, but imo it's been too accurate. I think it was made as a thumb in the eye of 
conspiracy theorists.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:32:38 ID: 0123b9 No.8120153 >>8120170

>>8119804
she had a rare deformity, keyhole iris, anons speculate thats why they chose to abduct her

>>8120008
>>HOLY FUCK LOOK AT YOUR ID
he's using tor

>>8119881
yeah, people knew about jews and their blood drinking for ages, only recently have we been tricked into thinking its all a lie.

>>8120115
https://free-proxy-list.net/ can help if theyre instabanning you, slow asf though  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:33:10 ID: e7ff2b No.8120161

>>8120131
>>8120096

This election has gone beyond Trump vs. the Narrative. I really like the digging the rest of fullchan is doing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:34:04 ID: e7ff2b No.8120170

>>8120153
>keyhole iris
>how much you wanna bet they put their penis in it to unlock some powers?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:37:23 ID: b6b592 No.8120199 >>8120210 >>8120238 >>8120666 >>8122858

>>8079848 (OP)
did jews just manage to ruin pizzas for me? Is this even possible? I mean, did they ruin literal pizzas for me?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:38:09 ID: e7ff2b No.8120210

>>8120199
>implying the jews don't ruin everything  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:41:09 ID: 8080ed No.8120238
File (hide): 4108375c08aeb6b⋯.gif (2.38 MB, 350x242, 175:121, hot_saus.gif)

>>8120199
Don't let that 
happen, 
Make Pizza 
Great 
Again!  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:14:52 ID: 000000 No.8120502 >>8120636

>>8120008
>>8120008
pay attention anon. there's more than one and some of them are actively recruiting and flying them around. 
here take more leads.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadia_Marcinko
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jan/07/jeffrey-epstein-former-accomplices-property-prince-andrew

those two girls live next to the 'school' where they train the girls and the pilot is flying them around. you get those flight logs and doxx the buildings where 
they live and it's case closed. 

I'm using 27 proxies, 7 vpns, and 3 tor nodes. takes me 30 minutes to load a single paragraph. i cant feed intel that quickly so you're going to have to go 
from there. 

blow that shit right open. you have enough info already.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:37:10 ID: dad9b9 No.8120636 >>8120728 >>8120736

>>8120502
theoretically, where would an anon get flight docs?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:42:05 ID: 5fda91 No.8120666

>>8120199

yes, they ruined pizzas for me as well. =(  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:51:39 ID: 000000 No.8120728

>>8120636
>Marcinko started flight training at a flight school at the Palm Beach County Florida Airport. With 250 hours in her logbook, she accepted an offer from a 
friend to obtain her Gulfstream II rating and was certified shortly thereafter.
>He took her to a small FBO at Lantana Airport in Florida, officially called the Palm Beach County Airport
http://nadiamarcinkomodel.com//#_=_
https://about.me/nadiamarcinko  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:53:09 ID: 000000 No.8120736

>>8120636
https://amsrvs.registry.faa.gov/airmeninquiry/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:06:07 ID: 052374 No.8120818

>>8091575

>why are his fingers so scarred

outside of whatever satanist shit involves slicing your hands open on a regular basis, the scars in combination with crooked as fuck fingers/hands 
suggests rheumatoid arthritis. right pinky in particular looks like it got surgically opened in an attempt to unfuck some finger tendons  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:10:22 ID: 413bb4 No.8120844 >>8120852 >>8121927

guys maybe info here
https://youtu.be/h0amZVd_gVw 
Titled "Retired HEAD OF FBI Tells ALL "Illuminati, Satanism, Pedophile Rings"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:12:22 ID: 413bb4 No.8120852

>>8120844
starts mention the pedo rings a little before 40 mins play time  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:32:49 ID: e034a3 No.8121927

>>8120844
>direct link
>no embed
Either ctr shill or just stupid.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:00:31 ID: 8fbb1a No.8122739

>>8118912
our problem is
we have lots of hints
but no proof
without proof all we're doing is enabling these animals to hide and destroy the proof they have left

our only chance is to get inside
either inside a computer of theirs

or inside one of the buildings

the problem with 2 is  I doubt that they do the hidden stufff in an easily accessible place

so their might be some hidden rooms or something,

can't just walk in there

if the pizza stuff is a front walking in there will do nothing but making them more focussed on hiding the important stuff

some already deleted  instagrams and pictures

they thought they were untouchable and could rub it in peoples faces now all we did is make them more cautious  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:13:32 ID: 8fbb1a No.8122858

>>8120199
for me they did  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:15:20 ID: 992d35 No.8122871

>>8091304
Can I have a link to this thread? I can't find anything when searching for the music industry. I would like to know what he means with Cobain, Red Hot 
Chili Peppers etc being in "rebellion" against the pedojews..  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:29:05 ID: 8fbb1a No.8123028 >>8123397

File (hide): 77027692574559a⋯.jpg (86.62 KB, 903x267, 301:89, eye.jpg)

from reddit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:36:55 ID: 04901b No.8123134

>>8084144
>>8084178
>we're not pedophiles, go- guys!!!
Fuck off, kike  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:56:59 ID: 2edd11 No.8123397

>>8123028
>useful idiots  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:47:41 ID: 1749b8 No.8128062

>>8088711
Just putting this here for completeness:

They're all semi-public figures:
https://twitter.com/luismiranda
https://www.c-span.org/person/?leahdaughtry
https://www.linkedin.com/in/april-mellody-b522648

I sure hope "lollipop"s aren't sexual because just look at Leah Daughtry.  

Kinder means child Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:01:22 ID: f1ac12 No.8128320 >>8128368

>>8086970
Under the linked in profile for Ichie Gross… "Kinder Foodservice" …. "Kinder" is German for child FYI…  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:02:58 ID: f1ac12 No.8128368 >>8129620

File (hide): 40eb9119fa8c05c⋯.png (273.37 KB, 1536x2048, 3:4, IMG_0222.PNG)

>>8128320  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:59:11 ID: 46e22e No.8129620

>>8128368
ugh. i hate these fuckers.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:08:32 ID: 04e5db No.8129789

https://a.jimdo.com/app/auth/recover/check?url=cometpingpong.jimdo.com  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:15:30 ID: 46e22e No.8129917

Hey, boys! #PedoFiles is picking up steam on twitter!!!

Spread it!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:22:44 ID: f919d0 No.8130042
File (hide): bb3a16d2ff09409⋯.jpg (341.96 KB, 1527x720, 509:240, brock.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:44:28 ID: c2f286 No.8130490
File (hide): 3d1f16d94868935⋯.jpg (44.5 KB, 640x427, 640:427, 7-27-13_Watermill_Center_B….jpg)

>>8096570
Might want to look into where those photos are from. All of those pics but the one of her holding the skull is 
from the 2013 Watermill Summer Benefit. The person who created that "art" of the woman in the "blood" 
wasnt marina herself. Its a peice called "Funérailles de Miel" by Lia Lozano. You can read more abou the 
inspiration for it here 

http://artobserved.com/2013/07/ao-onsite-devils-heaven-the-2013-watermill-center-summer-benefit/

and here is a video of the "body" on display. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJsyKb5Q1Q4

Just thought i would leave that here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:54:05 ID: c2f286 No.8130731

sorry for double post. I forgot to add a few things. At this benefit they were auctioning art. One of them was made with blood. 

https://www.artsy.net/artwork/brian-michael-reed-blood-lotus-poems-number-16

Here is the whole gallery

https://www.artsy.net/auction/the-watermill-center-benefit-auction-2016  
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Hi /pol/ *11/08/2016*, #PedoFiles is ago! Brittany Pettibone  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:58:07 ID: 4a8e43 No.8130845 >>8131465 >>8151891

Hi Anons, just wanted to let you know that I've been posting your incredible posters on my Twitter all day. Only posted a few so far, but a couple of them 
are hitting hard. Also, quite by chance, I dug up a Podesta Email WikiLeak verifying that Hillary and James Alefantis are friends earlier this morning. 

To clarify, I'm at your disposal here. Whatever you need, Anons, just let me know. Let's send this house of cards to hell. 

Hashtags I've been using: #PedoFiles #SpiritCooking #PizzaGate 

Will also use #PizzaFiles if you want.

My Twitter Account: https://twitter.com/BrittPettibone

Come say hi. :)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:22:06 ID: 0123b9 No.8131465

>>8130845
thanks for getting the word out, most of us here are banned from twitter, so it helps to have normies on our side. our spiritcooking thread is here 
http://8ch.net/pol/res/8075794.html if you havent seen it yet.  

Brittany Pettibone  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:50:40 ID: 4a8e43 No.8132198 >>8132772 >>8187518

Thank you very much. Looking it over now. No worries about not being on the Twatter. It's a bit of a hellhole right now anyway. The CTR trolls are in 
cannibal mode. 

Talked to a couple of the larger pro-Trump accounts today. All are intent on sinking their teeth into the spirit cooking and alleged pedo/child trafficking ring. 
Thing is–most of them want to wait until after the election. I can get your posters bigly retweets, but I might have to wait until Thursday. 

P.S. Normie? Nein–I'm a writer. The normal ship sailed without me long ago.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:13:22 ID: acbe66 No.8132772

>>8132198
Well you look like one, so to your followers, they probably see you as one also, which is a GOOD thing. MAGA  

Brittany Pettibone  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:21 ID: 4a8e43 No.8133057 >>8133137

Indeed, MAGA. Apparently, the scent of a landslide is in the air. May Pepe smile upon us tonight.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:24:02 ID: 92abd9 No.8133137
File (hide): c696cf8b361862a⋯.jpg (30.57 KB, 960x640, 3:2, di2.jpg)

>>8133
057
>pepe  

Brittany Pettibone  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:27:03 ID: 4a8e43 No.8133247 >>8133493 >>8136761

File (hide): 2b137e9dbbf8814⋯.jpg (130.23 KB, 1200x981, 400:327, CwxpU0ZUAAAZ-am.jpg)

Anyone have a link/source on this 
photo? Looks like Madeleine 
McCann, no?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:33:20 ID: b6c8b4 No.8133493

>>8133247
its from a tv show (csi?)… its misinformation  

Brittany Pettibone  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:36:23 ID: 4a8e43 No.8133596

Half a dozen people have sent it to me today, telling me its Maddy, so thanks for letting me know. I'll try to make sure no one tweets it out.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:51:00 ID: 6724c1 No.8136761

>>8133247
Can confirm, it's from a CSI episode.

Thank you for your help! Word of this needs to get out.  

File (hide): d8a3c4e72a6a035⋯.png
(779.23 KB, 649x811, 649:811, Screen Shot 2016-11-
08 at ….png)

File (hide):
2e0354f1635da1e⋯.png (145.38
KB, 252x431, 252:431, Screen Shot
2016-11-08 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:02:15 ID: 396e5d No.8137281 >>8142322 >>8142360 >>8142689 >>8150081

I skimmed this thread, didn't see this pic. apologies if already posted

large version and small version with caption  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:06:32 ID: eda647 No.8142177 >>8142462

File (hide): 66f872791eb6e61⋯.png (1.54 MB, 1170x855, 26:19, KabbalahPedoFiles.png)

after that other spooky ass 
thread decided to add one 
more for spiritcookers  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:09:20 ID: 70884c No.8142322

>>8137281
any additional photos are welcome, anon.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:10:01 ID: 0123b9 No.8142360 >>8142462

>>8137281
thanks, we saw the statue before, but no pic like that. it's a probable reference to a dahmer victim i believe  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:11:59 ID: 70884c No.8142462

>>8142177
Good work, anon.

Have you seen that anon posting about the homo cannibals? I've known this stuff went on because homosexuals are all pedophiles and hate God, but 
fuck is it disgusting.

>>8142360
>dahmer victim
Correct.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:16:04 ID: eda647 No.8142689

>>8137281
ah yes this creepy ass statue is always like their centerpiece they show off. Definite target for meme material.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:28:47 ID: ba3c3f No.8149502 >>8149774 >>8150177

File (hide): 02eaa24c7659d33⋯.png (464.29 KB, 1128x495, 376:165, 68d9b7b85560d05c137e607a93….png)

Some pizza related stuff from 
instagram  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:34:05 ID: 70884c No.8149774

>>8149502
I just… I don't even… how can they be so blatantly show off their faggotry as a place for  children ?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:39:50 ID: eda647 No.8150081
File (hide): 038328ff6a1fd12⋯.png (776.08 KB, 1176x811, 1176:811, ArchPedoFiles.png)

>>8137281
New infograph  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:41:35 ID: ba3c3f No.8150177 >>8151722 >>8153656

File (hide): 597f6e7fc31ff94⋯.png (485.22 KB, 935x596, 935:596, 0bb13f17d2ad07160a96349113….png)

>>8149502
can only upload one image per 
post now WTF
"You have attempted to upload 
too many images!"  

Brittany Pettibone  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:54:19 ID: 4a8e43 No.8150658
File (hide): acde8a843e83534⋯.jpg (647.25 KB, 2048x2048, 1:1, 1478636434558.jpg)

Might be useful.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:16:42 ID: 24679c No.8151722

>>8150177
i think 8chan has a lot of traffic right now and that's why you can only post one image at a time  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:20:55 ID: eb24d5 No.8151891

>>8130845
Thanks for getting the word out.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:26:40 ID: 24679c No.8152151 >>8152322 >>8152349

EMERGENCY!!!

Some twitter whore is trying to discredit #PedoFiles. We need to doxx her. Twitter link: https://twitter.c om/gonzales_elisha
>hasn't tweeted anything in almost 4 years
>is now on a one-woman crusade to discredit our movement

Chances are she's just a dumb whore who likes faggots and creepy pizza joints, but we know that pedos are:
>evil
>sell out their own children
so…. maybe there's more to her than meets the eye. Let's get digging.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:31:07 ID: eb24d5 No.8152322 >>8152429

>>8152151
Holy fucking shit
ANONS WITH A TWITTER ACCOUNT PLEASE DO SOMETHING  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:31:17 ID: 92abd9 No.8152325

Don't let this die  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:32:18 ID: eda647 No.8152349

>>8152151
Retarded posts trying to poison the well but doesnt to be very popular retweets. I dont have twitter so I cant help you out besides making more pedofile 
graphics. Still good to keep an eye on it, thats how we win.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:34:14 ID: 24679c No.8152429 >>8152501 >>8152572

>>8152322
is that your account?

kike  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:36:24 ID: eb24d5 No.8152501 >>8152643

>>8152429
Eh? No.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:37:49 ID: eb24d5 No.8152572 >>8152643

>>8152429
No, you fucking retarded nigger, i don't use social media.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:38:49 ID: e62c33 No.8152628 >>8152834

When we're done celebrating, we will oven all of these scum  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:39:01 ID: eb24d5 No.8152643 >>8152834

>>8152501
>>8152572
Sorry for the doublepost, traffic seems to be fucked..  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:42:15 ID: fdefff No.8152834

>>8152643
it's alright, anon, i was just poking fun at you

>>8152628
I'm afraid the law will never touch these guys unless we get a video of them fucking children on tape. Public execution should still be a thing.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:57:31 ID: ba3c3f No.8153656 >>8153685 >>8153920

File (hide): c14c9519bbdd78c⋯.jpg (92.75 KB, 943x604, 943:604, 6cffa3d588dd056f11f9bf7da2….jpg)

>>8150177  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:58:08 ID: ba3c3f No.8153685 >>8153732

File (hide): db81dfedf7cbe8f⋯.png (563.99 KB, 921x593, 921:593, 2c929925762557d20e906f7058….png)

>>8153656  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:59:07 ID: ba3c3f No.8153732 >>8153818

File (hide): 1229ecbd8c106e7⋯.png (1.53 MB, 1619x1042, 1619:1042, 1478478440171.png)

>>8153685  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:00:36 ID: ba3c3f No.8153818 >>8154044

File (hide): 566a38ec9eb580b⋯.png (721.88 KB, 1138x746, 569:373, d7218e21893d21c3ff86eb697a….png)

>>8153732  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:02:50 ID: fdefff No.8153920 >>8154191

>>8153656
this one honestly just looks like a silly picture to put up… but i hope that…
it doesn't mean they feed kids to bears  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:04:36 ID: ba3c3f No.8154044 >>8156542 >>8158426

File (hide): 43892c45baa2813⋯.png (1.93 MB, 1569x947, 1569:947, 1478478359280.png)

>>8153818  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:07:21 ID: eda647 No.8154191 >>8154410

>>8153920
Ive seen all of these already, it means Gay hairy men (bear) into pedophillia sex (pizza). The pizza itself is constantly interchangeable with kids itself, or 
luring kids.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:12:36 ID: fdefff No.8154410

>>8154191
all homosexuals are pedophiles. pastor anderson wins again.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:33:36 ID: eda647 No.8155298
File (hide): 76d7a0a49821629⋯.png (1.73 MB, 1715x1197, 245:171, KimNobelPedoFiles.png)

More Kim paintings for 
#PedoFiles  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 08:12:46 ID: 0123b9 No.8156542 >>8158396 >>8187518

>>8154044
kill it with fire.
We'll get right back to work exposing these fucks once we've collected sufficient liberal tears to fuel our reactor cores  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:19:42 ID: 382c81 No.8158396

>>8156542
Agreed. Also, bumping so this thread doesn't get lost in post-election ecstasy.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:21:00 ID: eb24d5 No.8158426

>>8154044
This is like straight outta that Tom cruise movie.  
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Brittany Pettibone  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:03:31 ID: 4a8e43 No.8159289
File (hide): 4299318ef322610⋯.jpg (87.98 KB, 675x1200, 9:16, Cwz4ONGUkAA_rPM.jpg)

The D.C. cafe "Little Red Fox", located right next to Comet Ping Pong, appears to have that spiral pedo symbol above its sign. 

P.S. Read that there's some girl trying to discredit #PedoFiles on the Twatter. I still have Twatter obviously, so if you want me to 
take care of it, I'll just ask the anon who's been emailing me to send me her Twitter handle. I'll discredit her publicly–more than 
once if I have to.

P.P.S. The butt-hurt on Twatter right now over Trump becoming president is truly gripping. The hashtag #NotMyPresident is 
trending at number one (probably manipulated) and there are even Californians calling for Cali to secede from the U.S. (lol)  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:16:00 ID: 92abd9 No.8164481

Bump  

Brittany Pettibone  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:22:36 ID: 4a8e43 No.8168949 >>8169264 >>8169515 >>8170338

File (hide): 9808987f2bb3f54⋯.png (260.63 KB, 2016x1310, 1008:655, Screen Shot 2016-11-09 at ….png)

Anons, just found a Podesta Email in WikiLeaks this morning from none other than James Alefantis (sent to 
John Podesta). James mentions a fundraiser for Barack Obama being held at his restaurant, Comet Ping 
Pong.

Something else to note: James invites John to come over to his house for either a "big or small" dinner after 
the fundraiser. So why the hell would they go eat dinner after being at a *restaurant* for a fundraiser?

WikiLeaks Link: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/19761  

Brittany Pettibone  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:27:46 ID: 4a8e43 No.8169028 >>8169264

EDIT: James actually invites John over for dinner after his scheduled reading at Politics & Prose, which is a coffeehouse. 

Still though, James inquiring about whether John would like a "big or small" dinner is a red flag considering what we've dug up in the Podesta Emails so 
far.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:40:56 ID: acbe66 No.8169264 >>8170955

File (hide): abd87f384d65eb6⋯.jpg (1.3 MB, 2185x2881, 2185:2881, shut-your-mouth_5658149618….jpg)

>>8168949
>>8169028
Yes I believe this cannot be anything else but code-speak. Purely speculating, but I think "small" here really implies the 
unspeakable that literally makes my stomach turn, so I'll let some Kim Noble art speak for itself…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:56:35 ID: 5df4cf No.8169515 >>8171641

>>8168949
Obama has already been (very loosely) connected with pedophilia. It is my opinion that he was shilling for hillary so hard because once this pedofiles stuff 
blows open he's going to be found guilty. 
>He's already a known homosexual. Of course he's a pedophile.

Also, keep working on those posters! If I had to guess, I'd say that the big push for exposing this is just waiting for the election dust to settle before 
continuing.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:52:34 ID: 523524 No.8170338

>>8168949
>"big or small" dinner
That's no doubt code-speak for the age of the children or the amount of them.  
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Brittany Pettibone  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:43:20 ID: 4a8e43 No.8170955 >>8187687

>>8169264
Code-speak for sure. Horrific, man. Every single one of these rapist-pedophiles needs to be strapped to an electric chair and fried.  

Brittany Pettibone  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:31:15 ID: 4a8e43 No.8171641

>>8169515
Yep, that's the general consensus–wait until the election dust settles before hitting Twatter with the spirit cooking/rapist/pedophilia evidence. I've been 
privately messaging a few of the bigger accounts, asking if they're interested in helping out, and a few have replied that they will. Things are looking 
bright, Anons.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:52:44 ID: 2c0f9c No.8171981
File (hide): ded2e040b20e48f⋯.jpg (185.72 KB, 690x460, 3:2, 1463565241-0.jpg)

>>8103258  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:42:24 ID: aef4dc No.8178489 >>8192522

Where are our meme-generating anons at? Anyone get v& yet?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:49:06 ID: 579d1a No.8186014

Anons?  

File (hide): f26e47ea9ce53cd⋯.png (1015.84 KB,
1242x1286, 621:643, Screen Shot 2016-11-10 at ….png)

File (hide): 8cdcc2aa97ed7e3⋯.png (178.85 KB,
1226x776, 613:388, Screen Shot 2016-11-10 at ….png)

Brittany Pettibone  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:10:06 ID: 4a8e43 No.8187277 >>8187984

Posted the X-Files-themed Spirit Cooking video on my Twatter yesterday and it's been gaining a lot of traction. 

Also, just posted a link to the amazing blog post that an Anon put together about the suspected pedophile ring. It, too, is gaining traction.

Great work, Anons. Keep it up. Deeply thankful to each one of you for taking time out of your personal lives to investigate this. Heroes.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:25:13 ID: e98c43 No.8187518 >>8196409

>>8132198
>>8156542
Remember to look into tribe.net. I remember some anon finding a link to a pedo group there via a #spiritcooking tag. Those were some awful fucking 
screenshots, who the fuck uses a tiny dildo attached to a pacifer as their avatar?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:35:09 ID: e98c43 No.8187687 >>8189983 >>8196606

>>8170955 (checked!) 
There are worse, I've doxed a member of a Moloch related pedo cult living in new orleans, and he admits to buying children for sex slave purposes. He 
even talks about the ritual sacrifices he's been to and how they work. Fucker has even eaten human flesh.

I'll post the pastebin when i get to my other computer.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:51:42 ID: ef148a No.8187984 >>8189983 >>8196409

File (hide): 8658e7a1b114669⋯.jpg (18.55 KB, 480x360, 4:3, selfie.jpg)

>>8187277
hey im not like other anons who are only interested in your supreme beauty. im also interested in your heart 
and soul :^) if you feel comforted theres a starbucks nearby my aunts house and they have an amazing 
white chocolate mocha! anyway let me know mlady  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:07:34 ID: d736b2 No.8189983 >>8194275

>>8187687
interesting. do post more. give us some leads.

>>8187984
go back to cuckchan  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:08:11 ID: eda647 No.8192522

>>8178489
nah still here, just was absorbing the racewar shit that soros is pulling. Will get to work on a new #pedofile  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:52:05 ID: eda647 No.8193078 >>8194312

File (hide): ddec1dd0507ba4f⋯.png (994.8 KB, 1170x855, 26:19, BestaChanged_PedoFiles.png)

and new pedofile  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:00:01 ID: 2878c6 No.8193946 >>8194174

FBI confirmed investigating our work on 8ch. Bump. 

Mods, please be extra vigilant of sliding…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:15:59 ID: eda647 No.8194174 >>8194186

>>8193946
is this being slid though? The thread was never very popular and im the only one making these memes. theres so much going on right now with the 
transition of power and Soros kikery.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:17:23 ID: 2878c6 No.8194186 >>8194204

>>8194174
No, but the last 3 pedowood threads were slid off the catalog  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:19:15 ID: eda647 No.8194204

>>8194186
understood.  
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File (hide): aa126705f942a74⋯.gif (44.41 KB, 914x651,
914:651, 0072a2cd93a47bf7ad6158b929….gif)

File (hide): d27c13d30537f6d⋯.jpeg
(13.1 KB, 270x360, 3:4, RobAmberlang.jpeg)

File (hide): 8144f58c7cb5a91⋯.jpeg (238.16 KB,
640x480, 4:3, Rob amberlang's live in s….jpeg)

File (hide): b3f04f2aefbe6fb⋯.jpeg (65.77
KB, 392x490, 4:5, Robert amberlang.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:24:44 ID: e98c43 No.8194275 >>8194591 >>8194707 >>8195030 >>8196638

>>8189983
Doxxed him. Robert Amberlang the PEDOCannibal, complete with dox!
http://pastebin.com/Y3XnQ55e  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:25:17 ID: 9160a2 No.8194285 >>8194312

Besta's sudden logo change is the confirmation of what we believed, lets focus on that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:26:58 ID: eda647 No.8194312 >>8194351

>>8194285
already did fam >>8193078
But suggestions are welcome  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:29:14 ID: 9160a2 No.8194351 >>8194537

>>8194312
Yer picture should have a bigger cap of the old in-website logo for proper comparison.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:42:20 ID: eda647 No.8194537 >>8194545 >>8194591

File (hide): 25856d3e4f63a51⋯.png (1000.24 KB, 1170x855, 26:19, BestaChanged_PedoFiles.png)

>>8194351  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:43:03 ID: 9160a2 No.8194545

>>8194537
Perfect.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:47:36 ID: 3c5792 No.8194591 >>8194684 >>8194707

>>8194537
Yup. Was just about to say you need to point out the significance of the changed logo more. Do you think there is any way you could add a little blurb up 
top saying the old logo is a pedo symbol according to the FBI? I know it says it down below, but I think up top would be good to have the info as well as 
below.

>>8194275
Fucking faggots, man. They're such filth. Is that guy with the missing leg missing his leg because that dude ate it? I'll look into the pastebin, but I feel like I 
need to wear rubber gloves and sunglasses to view this shit lol. So filthy.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:54:33 ID: e98c43 No.8194684 >>8194803

>>8194591
Yes, he implied he ate the leg.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:56:00 ID: eda647 No.8194707 >>8194795 >>8194803

File (hide): 067054f02519926⋯.png (1000.76 KB, 1170x855, 26:19, BestaChanged_PedoFiles.png)

>>8194275
reading this log now. indeed 
a sick fuck.

>>8194591
hows this  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:04:20 ID: e98c43 No.8194795 >>8194916

>>8194707
Who'da thought you could reel in so many fish by sending every Chef the same copypasta, over and over again carefully written to appeal to their wildest 
sick fuck fantasies, complete with sick fuck furry porn illustrating the fantasies?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:04:55 ID: 3c5792 No.8194803 >>8194860 >>8194974

>>8194707
I can't see what you changed?
>only thing I noticed was you moved the words "so why the change?" to the right.

>>8194684
I am about halfway through this. At first I was a little disappointed about you obviously trolling this guy, but it's hilarious when you offer a scenario 
obviously meant to be a joke, and he takes it seriously and it turns him on. 
>douche me twice and smoke a hookah out of my ass
>omg good idea!!!

Welcome to the mind of a homosexual, people.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:09:19 ID: eda647 No.8194860 >>8194966

>>8194803
I changed the second line about the pedosymbols. Instead of referencing the code language a second time, i just said the FBI discovered ancient origins 
of their symbols.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:15:38 ID: 3c5792 No.8194916 >>8194974 >>8195021

>>8194795
I'm not surprised. God says that they are "without natural affection" and "who, knowing the judgement of God, that they which do such things are not only 
worthy of death, but take pleasure in those that do them." They are also "inventors of evil things". 

Entire verses below if you want to read:
**29 Being filled with all unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness; full of envy, murder, debate, deceit, malignity; 
whisperers,

30 Backbiters, haters of God, despiteful, proud, boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to parents,

31 Without understanding, covenantbreakers, without natural affection, implacable, unmerciful:

32 Who knowing the judgment of God, that they which commit such things are worthy of death, not only do the same, but have pleasure in them that 
do them.
>this is why these pedo/homo groups put their filth on display. They take pleasure in seeing others do these things as well.**

Also, just thought of something. Do you think you could talk with some and convince them to send you pics/video? Be a hard ass about it:
>I really want to be your slave, but you've gotta prove it to me that you're for real. There's a lot of fakers out there.
>I want you to split me open on a spit but I need to know how serious you are. I cum just thinking about it.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:20:56 ID: 3c5792 No.8194966 >>8195046

>>8194860
Oh, i see it now. Do you think you could take out "ancient"? It might just be me, but I think it makes this sound too far-fetched.

Also, apologies for the verses earlier. Apparently you gotta hide each paragraph separately.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:21:47 ID: e98c43 No.8194974 >>8195021

>>8194803
>>8194916
Yeah, I sure had him fooled. Fuckers like that need a touch of genuine sickfuckery to connect with in order to trust another. I'm a fucking quarter kike with 
that alien blood in me fucking with me on a daily basis, with sudden interruptive thoughts and my gaze forced into looking at shit I am horrified at seeing 
at odd moments. I do this task of doxxing to get back at such a fucking monster, and to spare a full aryan the ugly job of scouting into the horror, as I'm 
immune to it.
By the way, they use wickr now.
Anyway,  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:24:53 ID: e98c43 No.8195021

>>8194974
>>8194916
Anyway thisa is all from the same site. And I got a few I'm stringing along on Tribe.net, but they're all into intergenerational incest and family swapping 
meth parties, so that leaves me out.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:25:41 ID: ef148a No.8195030 >>8195069

File (hide): a6f21973872b73c⋯.png (22.08 KB, 300x300, 1:1, absolute-degeneracy.png)

>>8194275
>eat your cum in bacon-lettuce-tomato 
sandwiches and wear a gasmask to hide my 
face?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:26:46 ID: eda647 No.8195046 >>8195205

File (hide): 71ebebf189feea6⋯.png (1001.05 KB, 1170x855, 26:19, BestaChanged_PedoFiles.png)

>>8194966
okay but this is probably the last edit for now, dont 
want to keep shitposting the same infograph.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:28:49 ID: e98c43 No.8195069 >>8195113

>>8195030
Gotta act like a degen to lure a degen.
Except if it's tribe.net. Then you run away screaming for a danger closefire mission.

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:32:48 ID: ef148a No.8195113 >>8195135

>>8195069
yeah lol but man that guy is fucked up  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:34:03 ID: e98c43 No.8195135 >>8195156 >>8195205

>>8195113
More pics of his "fun" http://share.shutterfly.com/action/welcome?sid=2AZt3LNy5ZNHVg  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:35:40 ID: eda647 No.8195156 >>8195165 >>8195281

>>8195135
these make good targets to meme with the text but how do i get rid of this shitty SIGN UP lock  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:36:28 ID: e98c43 No.8195165

>>8195156
I don't actually know?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:38:58 ID: 3c5792 No.8195205 >>8195281

>>8195046
Alright, anon. You've been doing good work, and hopefully soon our initiative will kick off.
>>8195135
Gah, Just got to the part where they're eating people alive.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:41:09 ID: 4c2a09 No.8195240 >>8195280 >>8195303

Hey, can somebody help drop some spirit cooking and other redpills on this kebob? Libtard university "historian" ready for the salt mines. 
https://archive.is/bjMYw  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:43:19 ID: 4c2a09 No.8195280

>>8195240
Forgot to add, his followers are all target audience, and he is elitist fuck because of distant relation to deposed afghan monarch.  
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File (hide): a03869763bddaf2⋯.png (2.5 MB,
1201x913, 1201:913, R.Ambelang's residence.png)

File (hide): ec405ca9c515ae1⋯.jpg
(94.81 KB, 768x1024, 3:4, r.Ambelang pic1.jpg)

File (hide): ec1286b39e91b6b⋯.jpeg
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File (hide): 3ae02fc68faa8b5⋯.jpeg (51.11 KB,
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:43:23 ID: e98c43 No.8195281 >>8195323

>>8195205
>>8195156
Signed in with my fake email and manually downloaded the pics  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:45:27 ID: 3c5792 No.8195303 >>8195337 >>8195345

>>8195240
Sorry, anon, but this thread is about spreading #PedoFiles and has recently been hijacked by some brave anon into the world of alternate lifestyle men. 
Have you seen these pics?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:46:44 ID: 4c2a09 No.8195323 >>8195339

>>8195281
Anon… why do you have those images of cock bondage? If that's what you think the day of the rope refers to… well fuck it, just do your thing over there, 
where I can't see.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:48:12 ID: e98c43 No.8195337 >>8195382

>>8195303
More incoming.  These are all pics of his slaves the cannibal used to try to use to entice me into giving my life to him.
He's in for a rude wakeup call.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:48:29 ID: eda647 No.8195339 >>8195416

>>8195323
read the thread you dumbass. is from pedologs

Still would be nice to spoiler that shit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:49:09 ID: 4c2a09 No.8195345

>>8195303
Yeah…. wish I hadn't… I think I might of posted the above in the wrong thread actually, the request, not the smartass remarks, those belong here. I think i 
should sleep.  
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File (hide):
8244b766a8d441d⋯.png
(1.2 MB,
1201x7334,
1201:7334,
Completely
infectious
dege….png)

File (hide): d99d301daa0d0b6⋯.png (117.99 KB,
1207x744, 1207:744, Fantasy, Huh?.png)

File (hide): 424544f7b1fc387⋯.png
(884.59 KB, 1210x1874, 605:937,
normalpornfornormalpeople.png)

File (hide): 0fd5d53f15e0f88⋯.png
(543.63 KB, 1210x1741, 1210:1741,
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File (hide): aa8ab578a7f31b5⋯.png
(532.5 KB, 1210x1779, 1210:1779, Typical
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:51:37 ID: e98c43 No.8195377 >>8195433 >>8195467 >>8195527

The amberlang well is dry. But I'm off to Tribe.net to dig up pedo info. Lord help me, for I'm out of whiskey.
Have some recent screencaps by me.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:52:08 ID: 3c5792 No.8195382 >>8195410

>>8195337
Actually, yes, spoiler please. LOL thread has been hijacked. 

>>8195337
Anon, could you make another thread? I'm sure it will garner interest. I'll hop over there myself.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:55:17 ID: e98c43 No.8195410 >>8195487

>>8195382
How do I make a thread? Umm, can you start it? I'm no good at starting threads. Digging up horror sure, staring madness and mutilation in the face with a 
snarl, yes, but thread making is way way too awkward…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:55:42 ID: 4c2a09 No.8195416
File (hide): b74afea3c51b066⋯.jpg (45.52 KB, 308x312, 77:78, b74afea3c51b066ae48d666c07….jpg)

>>8195339
Holy fuck dude. How dare you accuse me of hijacking, how dare I acuse myself, how the fuck can I unread 
that fucking profile! It ends in "for maximum ejaculation" or close enough. How do I sleep now?! Meme that 
shit to 420chan, they are high on drugs and will spread it all over restlessly.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:57:51 ID: 4c2a09 No.8195433 >>8195514

>>8195377
>>8195377
Don't forget to cast the lines on Fetlife! That one is easy.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:59:59 ID: a0df60 No.8195467 >>8195778

File (hide): 9fefd7bab32b700⋯.jpg (41.76 KB, 217x208, 217:208, 1424200116295-0.jpg)

>>8195377
I've seen some shit but this… Please tell me that they aren't actually cooking 
people at least. Tell me it's just ERP. Please.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:01:16 ID: 3c5792 No.8195487 >>8195529

>>8195410
Sure, I can make you a thread.

Also, do you have any proof of pedophilia from these guys? I'm sure you'll find something on that tribe place, but do you have anything yet?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:03:16 ID: e98c43 No.8195514
File (hide): 850de3f30a5ab06⋯.jpg (155.06 KB, 766x1200, 383:600, CvI6CjjUMAA78AQ.jpg)

>>8195433
Fetlife is much harder to search. So much harder. I don't know where to start, the UI is so badly made.
Have a humanpet not for sexual. No seriously, most of the really serious ones with serious gear and a handler are the most 
platonic of couples. They only want the play fetch shit. The ones with crappy gear though…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:04:23 ID: eda647 No.8195527 >>8195612

>>8195377
oh this shit again. Is there any connection to this and the pedoring in DC?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:04:37 ID: e98c43 No.8195529 >>8195544 >>8195564

>>8195487
I have acttual child porn in their user galleries. That, even for this Mishling, is way too much, lest the jew take over.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:06:59 ID: 3c5792 No.8195544

>>8195529
>!

That's big news, anon. We need to find a way to safely investigate. 

Can't have any CP because it's illegal, and can't investigate without CP. Catch-22.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:08:27 ID: a0df60 No.8195564 >>8195577 >>8195612

>>8195529
Send it to FBI.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:09:46 ID: 3c5792 No.8195577

>>8195564
FBI is useless, anon. All they do with their CP is put up honeypot websites to "catch" more pedos, then they take the new CP they have acquired to get 
more CP with a new honeypot. Repeat ad naseum.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:12:01 ID: e98c43 No.8195612
File (hide): 15bc237dc9f048d⋯.jpg (96.67 KB, 640x480, 4:3, trudeau and the eunuchs.jpg)

>>8195527
Sick fuck degens like this always know someone on the downlow that knows a guy.
Just like tattoo parlors and piercing shops know in passing of an unlicensed Practitioner of castration, 
cannibals know in passing of human traffickers and sex cults.
>>8195564 I want to catch every last one and prevent these rats from scattering. I want swift horrible justice 
to smite them into the ground so terribly and ruthlessly their name shall be a byword for-ever.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:18:02 ID: e98c43 No.8195661 >>8195683 >>8195705

I'm not going to post this pic here, but I never knew you could do that to a cock, or want to. A bit far in my opinion
http://people.tribe.net/4de312ec-ff44-477c-9060-792468bd9a6e/photos  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:19:50 ID: 3c5792 No.8195683

>>8195661
Not letting me view the page, anon. Says too much traffic. Maybe they're on to us?

Also, I am making the other thread atm.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:21:13 ID: 3c5792 No.8195705 >>8195736

>>8195661

Also, to spoiler a photo:
>click "show post options & limits
>click spoiler images  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:24:27 ID: e98c43 No.8195736 >>8195764 >>8195781

File (hide): 666a458de11e3c4⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 1.15 MB, 1201x2342, 1201:2342, What ever did you ingest t….png)

>>8195705
Like this?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:26:17 ID: 9160a2 No.8195751

The unspoilered pictures are too much for me, please don't do that  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:27:45 ID: a0df60 No.8195764 >>8195781

File (hide): 25aa717966c5dbb⋯.jpg (17.84 KB, 280x394, 140:197, 1424198994495-2.jpg)

>>8195736  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:29:09 ID: e98c43 No.8195778 >>8195787 >>8195874

>>8195467
Some users just vanish and dissapear. and then someone gets verified. Most are wankers, the ''longpigs. I've met some flakes, some jackers. But R. 
Amberlang and Real_man_chef make me shudder. Like talking to Jeff Dahmer.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:29:28 ID: 3c5792 No.8195781

>>8195736
Yes, like that. This shit is so gross lol.

>>8195764
your pic gave me a hearty laugh after I just got done looking through those pics  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:30:11 ID: 3c5792 No.8195787

>>8195778
please hold off one more posts. I am making a new thread.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:38:36 ID: 3c5792 No.8195874

>>8195778
Thread is up: https://8ch.net/pol/res/8195856.html  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:58:07 ID: 3cb547 No.8196076 >>8196131 >>8196263

File (hide): d9644178faa35c3⋯.jpg (56.14 KB, 800x562, 400:281, CrookedHillary.jpg)

>>8079848 (OP)
If we're gonna spread #SpiritCooking, the focus should be on "They bring kids to THIS???"

Remember - outrage titles that entice, focus on the children angle. That works wonder of 
lefties, that's why the media are always doing it  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:04:23 ID: 3c5792 No.8196131 >>8196263

>>8196076
It's kind of moved beyond #SpiritCooking and into #PedoFiles. 

However, pedofiles is being piggybacked a little on the old spiritcooking tag.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:19:15 ID: 9160a2 No.8196263

>>8196076
>>8196131
Should we really be doing that? You know, spreading something like this while on middle of the damn investigation will sureñy make the sickfucks go into 
damage control and "SHUT IT DOWN" delete it all mode. Just a thought.  

Brittany Pettibone  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:16 ID: 4a8e43 No.8196409 >>8196481

>>8187518
Will look into tride.net. Thank you for the tip. 

>>8187984
Lol, anon, How about this? Once we crack open this pedophile ring, we'll grab coffee. Not at Starbucks, though. Wouldn't be surprised if the Starbucks 
manager, Howard Schultz, is also involved in spirit cooking.

P.S. Was doxxed yesterday. Also, the doxxer is now threatening to hack my website. Any anons have advice on how to keep it secure?

P.P.S. Lawd almighty, was I not prepared to view the newest additions to this thread. BRB, going to watch a puppy dog rescue video.  

File (hide):
42dc7a4adb5a437⋯.png
(Spoiler Image, 294.44 KB,
1201x1291, 1201:1291, No words to
be said save k….png)

File (hide):
da2d1820d7f2e14⋯.png
(Spoiler Image, 427.34 KB,
1201x2975, 1201:2975,
sickfucks5.png)

File (hide):
de2ae61c1fa10bb⋯.png
(Spoiler Image, 157.91 KB,
1201x913, 1201:913, Sick fucks cp
blurred.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:37:16 ID: e98c43 No.8196475

It seems folks lost interest
Shit.
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:37:47 ID: e3c2fc No.8196481 >>8196619

>>8196409
>the doxxer is now threatening to hack my website
I'd say hes bluffing but double down password security.  

Brittany Pettibone  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:49:54 ID: 4a8e43 No.8196606 >>8196638

>>8187687
Thanks, anon. Any information relating to Moloch would be useful right now, particularly because I spotted a reference to the pagan god in one of the 
WikiLeaks emails. I'll link it. Have you posted the pastebin yet?

Link: https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/14333  

Brittany Pettibone  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:51:16 ID: 4a8e43 No.8196619

>>8196481
Thank you. Will do so.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:53:16 ID: e98c43 No.8196638

>>8196606
See here, blindman:
>>8194275  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:17:11 ID: 2878c6 No.8196819

bump for FBI tip  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:37:19 ID: e98c43 No.8196942 >>8197037

Fuck it, I'm tired. And I'm deleting my net history after this and all the files. Fuck this!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:43:57 ID: dc750d No.8197001 >>8197025

don't give up, anon!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:46:30 ID: e98c43 No.8197025 >>8197037

>>8197001
I've had enough for one night. Makes me now realize why those humandogs do their cute shit. They got tired of the pain of being human, and wanted to 
just play fetch and cuddle up.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:48:01 ID: dc750d No.8197037 >>8197099

>>8196942
Watch this vid! /Pol/'s pastor knows what's up.

https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=Sj3TvlcVUzo

>>8197025
They didn't get tired of being human. They got tired of being decent. Bible says people like that hate everything and everyone, and only live to satisfy their 
lusts.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:56:27 ID: e98c43 No.8197099 >>8197113

>>8197037
>>8197037
>>>8197025 (You)

>They didn't get tired of being human. They got tired of being decent. Bible says people like that hate everything and everyone, and only live to satisfy 
their lusts.
Some of them make me think though. Those ones are entirely platonic and remind me of some pagan hunting ritual or animal spirit channeling trance. 
There's extremely deep immersion they report, those ones with fascinatingly detailed and awesome gear.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:58:06 ID: dc750d No.8197113 >>8197148

>>8197099
>entirely platonic
They might say it is, but I seriously doubt it. These people are degenerates of the highest order and need to be purged.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:03:52 ID: e98c43 No.8197148 >>8197190

File (hide): 585c03599fe1c4b⋯.jpeg (Spoiler Image, 461.9 KB, 1130x1920, 113:192, Get out of here, Stalker!.jpeg)

>>8197113
Some just want a leader to follow that makes all the rules. Others want the control out of their hands to not worry about it anymore.
But these folks I posted are  are an abberation and threat to our young and must be purged. However, I'd like to see if we can get 
a RightWingDogSquad going. At least they'll terrify the niggers.
Think this kind of thing armed with an ak and plate carrier.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:10:48 ID: dc750d No.8197190 >>8197236

>>8197148
Quit kidding yourself. They all need to go. You know it's true. 

Have some patience on the rwds. Anons are getting very pissed at all this info coming out. A few years ago people who believed this stuff were shunned 
off the board, but now the evidence is irrefutable.

We will find a way to make this public.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:13:33 ID: eda647 No.8197206
File (hide): 9a8130a46d3d8b3⋯.png (1.4 MB, 1170x855, 26:19, Hillarys HomeTown_PedoFile….png)  

File (hide): de391d4b4606bea⋯.jpg (95.39 KB,
800x536, 100:67, Right wing Death squads.jpg)

File (hide):
1b8240997e83762⋯.jpg (59.33 KB,
516x800, 129:200, RWDS Jackal.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:16:50 ID: e98c43 No.8197236

>>8197190
Yeah, though it saddens me a bit. I'm too damaged to find a girl and even more damaged to procreate.  
All I can hope for is to distinguish myself in the fighting and possibly have some fame after all is said and done.
By the way, would a squad of this be an option… Just the armor and motif, since niggers actually believe whitey and wolves are genetically related.  

[  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / 55ch / bmw / cdxx / hypno / liberty / roze / suicide / tijuana ][ watchlist ]
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[–] HILLARY PHOTOGRAPHED INSIDE PEDO-FRONT RESTAURANT ABOVE UNDERGROUND PEDO DUNGEON Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:00:37
ID: 8beaa3 No.8092589 >>8092623 >>8092657 >>8092690 >>8092731 >>8092799 >>8093205 >>8093368 >>8093541 >>8093616 >>8093643 >>8093697 >>8093875 >>8094061 >>8094079
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HILLARY PHOTOGRAPHED INSIDE PEDO-FRONT RESTAURANT ABOVE UNDERGROUND PEDO DUNGEON

All info from this the_donald thread: https://archive.is/B94K5

Wikileaks put out an FBI document listing some common symbols used by pedos. Warning PDF (images with this post show all symbols in the document, no need to 
download, but just so you can verify if you want): https://file.wikileaks.org/file/FBI-pedophile-symbols.pdf

Comet Ping Pong's logo looks suspiciously like the "child lover" symbol (https://archive.is/AxI4M). Next door to Comet Pizza is a place called Besta Pizza. The logo 
displayed on Besta Pizza's site is indisputably the "boy lover" symbol. https://archive.is/3OrGh

Now the kicker. Across the street from Besta and Comet is Terasol, a restaurant and art gallery, displaying the symbol for "girl lover" on their website along with a 
picture of HILLARY CLINTON IN THE RESTAURANT. https://archive.is/tplgE

Besta Pizza is owned by Andrew Kline, apparently a friend of Podesta (can't find a source for the Podesta friend claim right now) and a Clinton appointee to the DOJ 
as an attorney specializing in human trafficking cases:  https://archive.is/dFoRq

Directly underneath these restaurants is an abandoned underground subway system which would make a perfect place to set up a satanic pedo dungeon: 
https://archive.is/i7cXl

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:06:19 ID: c1af19 No.8092606 >>8092613 >>8092623 >>8093854 >>8094101 >>8094832 >>8094961

now this is a new level of /x/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:08:17 ID: 20d98e No.8092613 >>8093819 >>8094165 >>8094344 >>8095004

File (hide): e7eb0a4af76f8ce⋯.jpg (157.65 KB, 1024x714, 512:357, Bettertimes2.jpg)

>>8092606
Yeah, using information from the FBI about 
symbols used by pedophiles is /x/. 

Pic related is called a family, something you will 
never have.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:11:32 ID: 2ddcf7 No.8092623 >>8093153

File (hide): 258ffc5fa16a566⋯.jpeg (57.41 KB, 650x448, 325:224, image.jpeg)

>>8092589 (OP)
Nice find, op.

>>8092606
Because we totally don't have 100% confirmation that (((the elites))) engage in 
occult ritual and pedoshit from the email leaks.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:12:20 ID: 5f9acb No.8092630 >>8092637 >>8092645

I would've thought that the comet and terasol ones were just coincidences, but the fact that they're apparently all right next to each other really makes this 
suspicious. The besta pizza logo is CLEARLY the triangle within triangle, but like the crossed paddles seems like a stretch. But considering how dumb 
(((they))) are it would be no surprise to me.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:14:55 ID: f937e5 No.8092637 >>8092651

>>8092630
It's a contest in these seekret elite clubs to show their symbols openly while maintaining plausible deniability.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:17:32 ID: 8beaa3 No.8092645

>>8092630
Meant to put it in the OP but, there's a bunch of other creepy shit about Comet. There's a thread about it but I thought this warranted a new thread as the 
scope of this is larger than just comet, and no on in that thread is has posted anything about this info and the threads full of shitposting and idiots (thanks 
4chan newfriends). Comet thread: >>8071026  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:19:56 ID: 2ddcf7 No.8092651

>>8092637
It's just like our memes, more exposure, more power. It doesn't really matter if people understand what the symbols actually mean.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:22:32 ID: 327f14 No.8092657 >>8092681 >>8092685 >>8092728 >>8093146 >>8093274 >>8093386 >>8093616

File (hide): 4145f702d6a7e98⋯.jpg (221.88 KB, 1712x546, 856:273, pedo ice cream.jpg)

>>8092589 (OP)
>girl lover
Now where have I seen that symbol before…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:24:23 ID: 00d104 No.8092667 >>8092680

I'm convinced there's something to all this but it's going to be a lot for normies to swallow  

   11/06/16 (Sun) 12:27:55 ID: e167b3 No.8092680 >>8092711 >>8092736 >>8093854 >>8093897 >>8094460 >>8094477 >>8095158

File (hide): aee652436cf64d7⋯.jpg (32.6 KB, 500x375, 4:3, mrtcnn.jpg)

>>8092667
It's a lot for me to swallow since this is all /x/ level bullshit threads that have 
ZERO PROOF or ANY LEADS!

I've live in LA and know pedowood is real. But I can't use this shit to inform 
anyone or shill online. It's useless jibber jabber  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:27:58 ID: 5f9acb No.8092681 >>8092684 >>8092737

File (hide): 2abdeafa6ce17fe⋯.jpg (79.76 KB, 344x344, 1:1, 1412938725092-0.jpg)

>>8092657
>the wikipedia image is little girls probably

This is really too obvious. We can't be the first 
people to put these puzzle pieces together, can we?  

   11/06/16 (Sun) 12:28:41 ID: e167b3 No.8092684 >>8092717 >>8092736

>>8092681
Kids eating icecream, once of which is a boy? No retard.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:28:53 ID: 5bf6ba No.8092685 >>8092689

File (hide): 7a13bc476a5c03d⋯.jpg (13.81 KB, 219x255, 73:85, ade284695a5c42782e497c7c91….jpg)

>>8092657  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:29:55 ID: 686d01 No.8092689 >>8092831 >>8092851 >>8093154 >>8093386 >>8093943 >>8095659

File (hide): 00c945257486b78⋯.png (121.44 KB, 720x568, 90:71, Selecta's_logo[1].png)

>>8092685
>selecta philippines  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:30:00 ID: 8beaa3 No.8092690

>>8092589 (OP)
Forgot that some anons may not have been reading all these pizza threads. Comet Ping Pong is mentioned several times in the Podesta emails as a 
place Podesta and other in the campaign go: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/19761  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:33:16 ID: 8beaa3 No.8092711 >>8096099

>>8092680
Three restaurants all right next to one another, all displaying FBI listed pedo symbols on their websites, one owned by a friend of Podesta who happens 
to be a Clinton appointed human trafficking lawyer for the DOJ, one frequented by Podesta and other Clinton campaigners, the third displaying a picture 
of Clinton in the restaurant on their homepage.

>/x/ level bullshit  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:35:03 ID: 5f9acb No.8092717

>>8092684
Because if I go to the Tootsie Roll Industries wikipedia page, or the Ben & Jerry's wikipedia page, there's clearly small children in the infobox right? An 
infobox normally reserved for just the company logo?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:36:49 ID: 79fe12 No.8092722
File (hide): 6a1f9175a7eddb0⋯.jpg (56.61 KB, 291x300, 97:100, Ahnenerbe3.jpg)

I remember when the cuckchan mods shut down pedowood threads years ago. Now Satanists and pedos are 
being revealed in leaks. We were on this for a while now, we just didn't have current names and places, 
pedowood is a fire that must burn, a purging fire. 

The fire will rise, as inevitably as the black sun.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:38:54 ID: cfddbd No.8092728 >>8093129 >>8093274 >>8093616 >>8095282 >>8096183

>>8092657
Kikes and ice cream.  A match made in heaven.

Good Humor = Unilever.  CEO is (((Paul Poleman)))
Ben and Jerry's = (((Ben Cohen))) and (((Jerry Greenfield)))
Haagen-Dazs = (((Reuben and Rose Mattus)))  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:39:29 ID: 732b3c No.8092731 >>8093930

File (hide): 3900c85630b474f⋯.jpg (669.45 KB, 1261x1884, 1261:1884, ObamaPedo.jpg)

>>8092589 (OP)
>Besta Pizza
>with boy lover logo
>Besta Pizza
>B Pizza
>BP
>Boy Pizza
i bet boys are their specialty…
…fuck these pedokikes  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:39:49 ID: 89dbe9 No.8092733

Its real

https://encyclopediadramatica.se/Childlove  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:40:44 ID: fc6f3b No.8092736

>>8092680
>>8092684
Fuck off back to where you came from with your pseudo tripfagging.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:40:51 ID: 368059 No.8092737

Just tell me when I can throw a fucking kike in a pizza oven already

.>>8092680
Zero proof… which is why we continue our work. We know you just want to see some cp you dirty Jew. And you did out yourself as a jew by including, 
'any leads'. This is the definition of a lead.

>>8092681
Look at Rotherham. Went on for years. People stuck their heads in the sand. Didn't want to be call racist. Or in this case, anti-semeeeeeetic.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 12:58:28 ID: 324bc0 No.8092786
File (hide): 144bbfe25c2ffad⋯.jpg (388.94 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, hotline.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:02:51 ID: 3728e9 No.8092799 >>8092809 >>8093779

File (hide): 203b338937f5588⋯.jpg (5.11 KB, 291x173, 291:173, images.jpg)

>>8092589 (OP)
Anon, that last part about the abandoned Metro is the ticket. 1995 was the last year that the public could 
access it. Who was president at the time?
Also, if you think about it, that's around the time that the globalist really started to dominate politics, before 
9/11 and during Clinton, yet after the Gulf War. The globalist realize they won't conquer the Middle East 
without the full arm of the US, so they bench George H. W. Bush and put in Clinton, an easily corruptible 
man. With a sex market operating under the heart of D.C., huge networks built on blackmail and insurance 
can exist.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:03:48 ID: c9dad0 No.8092805 >>8092831

File (hide): ca87e689764ae6e⋯.png (8.03 KB, 220x181, 220:181, Langnese_Logo_invertiert.png)

what das fug?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:05:13 ID: 324bc0 No.8092809 >>8092823

>>8092799
>1995
Bill Clinton
fugg  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:07:57 ID: 3728e9 No.8092823 >>8093189 >>8094170

File (hide): 49ceca8318c6871⋯.jpg (8.86 KB, 236x177, 4:3, 6191cd12c450026d48f6ac1a0f….jpg)

>>8092809
Anons in the D.C. area should stage a sit-in at one of these pizza 
parlors, that would be hilarious (or deadly)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:10:19 ID: 327f14 No.8092831 >>8092942 >>8093722 >>8093943 >>8094070 >>8095258 >>8095659

>>8092805
>>8092689
Unilever is the source. They just use different names for different regions:

>Algida: Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Greece, Republic of Macedonia, Estonia, Hungary, Italy, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, 
Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey and United Arab Emirates
>Bresler: Chile, Bolivia
>Eskimo: Austria
>Frigo: Spain
>Frisko: Denmark
>GB Glace: Finland, Norway and Sweden
>Glidat Strauss (אוס ט ): Israel
>Good Humor: United States and Canada
>HB: Ireland
>Helados La Fuente: Colombia
>Holanda: Mexico, Central America
>Inmarko: Russia
>Kibon: Brazil, Argentina, and Falkland Islands
>Kwality Wall's: India, Bhutan, Brunei, Nepal, Sri Lanka
>Langnese: Germany
>Lusso: Switzerland
>Miko: Egypt (), France
>Ola: Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg and South Africa
>Olá: Portugal, Cape Verde, and Macau
>Pingüino: Ecuador
>Selecta: Philippines, Comoros, and Tanzania
>Streets: Australia and New Zealand
>Tío Rico: Venezuela
>Wall's: England, Scotland, Wales, Lebanon, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam, Pakistan, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand
>Wall's HB: Northern Ireland
>Hé Lù Xuě (和路雪): People's Republic of China  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:14:09 ID: 8a062a No.8092846

> when even the most red pilled /pol/acks are too afraid to accept the fact those in power are there because they sacrifice and rape children. 

This is used for leverage and control. It also filters the "good guys" out of the system.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:15:34 ID: c1af19 No.8092851

>>8092689

google Kibon.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:16:17 ID: c1af19 No.8092854
File (hide): 2f6cb3148eb102a⋯.png (388.04 KB, 480x628, 120:157, ClipboardImage.png)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:17:11 ID: 772a11 No.8092861 >>8092879 >>8095549

Isn't there some degree of absolution from their crimes when they kind of admit they are doing it? Like leaving all those cryptic clues in films and TV, its a 
very underhanded way of admitting their intentions ahead of time so they can't be truly punished by God. They literally try to Jew their own God.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:19:04 ID: c1af19 No.8092865 >>8093140

File (hide): fb86a4dc6a33fef⋯.png (9.31 MB, 4496x3000, 562:375, ClipboardImage.png)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:20:35 ID: 772a11 No.8092875 >>8093006 >>8093109 >>8094840

I also remember True Detective season 2 was going to be about a cult using the LA subway system. The season even had an elite sex party somewhat 
similar to Eyes Wide Shut. The season was changed from that into generic murder mystery with high level corruption. I wonder why?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:21:05 ID: 327f14 No.8092879 >>8093109

>>8092861
>Isn't there some degree of absolution from their crimes when they kind of admit they are doing it?
It's probably somewhere in the Talmud or the Protocols.

I don't think it's them wanting to seek any twisted form of confession or absolution, though. More likely they're daring you to expose them, then laughing in 
your face because there's nothing you can do about it.

This election's the closest we've come to exposing their true faces, and they know it. That's why they're afraid.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:32:13 ID: e9ea32 No.8092942

>>8092831
>HB: Ireland

My favourite ice cream brand is a pedo front

Fuck this gay ass earth. I want off this ride. I want to go back to making fun of Jeb. This though, this is just too much. The audacity of these kikes. DOTR 
can't come soon enouugh  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:43:44 ID: 5bf6ba No.8093006 >>8093139

File (hide): 88f275b5d82b05f⋯.png (94.05 KB, 208x225, 208:225, 1412813546906.png)

>>8092875
i need a source for that anon

the drop in quality between the two seasons was catastrophic, and being told to shut down everything 
might have had something to do with that.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:47:47 ID: fa1321 No.8093026

Has anyone made a complete list of all the pedos we now know about? We'll need it for the cleansing.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 13:53:21 ID: ea0f4a No.8093051

DONT LET THIS SLIDE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:09:29 ID: c32db0 No.8093109 >>8093114

>>8092875
>>8092879

basically it goes like this

it's the devils trick
if the devil  seduces you or lies to you
but he tells you what he is going to do, before he does,

and you still fall for it

then the blame is on you according to god's law

so these pedos think, that if they blatantly tell you what they are doing,
and you still do nothing to stop them

you are complicit and they are guilt free

basically

we are going to kill them all

every single one of them has to die

i am willing to sacrifice  my life to take these
i dont even know what to call them down

if 10 of us end the life of 1 of them it was a  worthwhile endeavor

if it takes 1000 let it be 1000

they are scared

theres too many of us  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:11:02 ID: 298998 No.8093114 >>8093120 >>8093123

>>8093109
Learn to format your post, dipshit, don't talk like a mumbling retard.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:13:25 ID: c32db0 No.8093120 >>8093131

>>8093114
(1)

nice try CTR  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:13:56 ID: c32db0 No.8093123 >>8094895

>>8093114
helpers and supporters like you will also burn

we will not grant you a quick death  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:16:42 ID: 645d06 No.8093129

>>8092728
I loved seeing the local (((Ben))) and (((Jerry)))'s store be completely empty after (((they))) announced (((their))) (((Bernie Sanders))) flavor  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:17:01 ID: ae3c2b No.8093131 >>8093134

File (hide): 8b8514992af7a11⋯.jpg (15.35 KB, 553x351, 553:351, 1445789145208-1.jpg)

>>8093120
>make a shitty 
reddit post and get 
called out on it
>LOL that (1) CTR 
shill, amirite guise?
Seriously?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:17:30 ID: c32db0 No.8093134 >>8093155 >>8093218

>>8093131
(1)

oh look theres his CTR virgin buddy
try harder kike  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:18:10 ID: 772a11 No.8093139

>>8093006
http://bostinno.streetwise.co/2014/03/11/true-detective-season-2-us-transit-systems-plot-a-case-for-bostons-mbta/

Specifically this bit

>"This is really early, but I'll tell you [it's about] hard women, bad men and the secret occult history of the United States transportation system,"

One of the buildings in the OP is above a subway system…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:18:21 ID: 3e73b4 No.8093140

>>8092865
I get that that's the pedo symbol.

But what's with the ugly beaner bitch?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:20:06 ID: 67950f No.8093146

>>8092657
http://www.ola.nl/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:20:59 ID: 526850 No.8093153

>>8092623
Then what good are the email leaks? Evidence needs to clearly connect the dots and the public should be able to see that information with 100% 
transparency. God dam Freemasons.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:20:59 ID: b05b38 No.8093154 >>8093171 >>8093338 >>8093340 >>8093371 >>8093386 >>8093632

File (hide): 214342e07949420⋯.jpg (1.57 MB, 1600x1600, 1:1, Walls_Selection_Double_Dut….JPG)

>>8092689

OH FUCK WHAT HAVE I BEEN EATING  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:21:33 ID: 67950f No.8093155 >>8093157 >>8093163

>>8093134
Learn to type like a fucking human. Christ.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:22:11 ID: c32db0 No.8093157 >>8093174 >>8093218

>>8093155
(2)

more shill backup  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:23:18 ID: 3e73b4 No.8093163 >>8093174

>>8093155
Shut the fuck up kike, honestly I can't tell if you fucking shills are legitimate kikes, or they're hiring autistic beaners to do the work for them.

Cause the last time we had an influx of shills, you get a couple of (1)s around, and half the time they have the same mental midget behaviour that spics 
do when they get confronted. You know, the same way you're acting like now. So it's ironic you're trying to tell him to type like a human, when all non-
whites are indeed 'not human'.

Good meme bro.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:25:50 ID: a3fb68 No.8093171

>>8093154
Goyim.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:26:31 ID: 67950f No.8093174 >>8093178 >>8093980

>>8093157
>>8093163
I'm not the one typing like a mongoloid.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:26:55 ID: c32db0 No.8093178 >>8093218

>>8093174

so ,how much are you getting paid kike?

was it worth losing your humanity and right to live?
just to collect some quick shekels defending pedophiles and human traffickers?

aren't you scared?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:29:41 ID: 55014f No.8093189

>>8092823

Wear a Guy Fawkes mask to make it "hip" and draw in all the posers.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:34:25 ID: 67e49e No.8093205 >>8093209 >>8093733 >>8093736

>>8092589 (OP)
So if I walked into Terasol and asked for "cheese pizza" , and to make sure the "cheese" was "aged" to "15 years" with air quotes and gratuitous winking, 
would I disappear or would they awkwardly give me a pizza?

On a serious note, I wonder if the abandoned subway is accessible from the street, besides the "restaurants" of course. Could gather a "ghost" hunting 
expedition if so.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:36:34 ID: edc8c6 No.8093209

>>8093205
Well only one way to find out. Please record/livestream for us.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:38:38 ID: ae3c2b No.8093218 >>8093228

>>8093134
>>8093157
>>8093178
I can't tell if you're legitimately retarded or just putting on a show, but it's plain as fucking day you're trying to distract everyone from the focus of the 
thread.  Which tells me that the OP is either onto something real or your favorite pizza joint is being implicated as a pedo den.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:40:58 ID: edc8c6 No.8093227

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bf40d/do_not_let_this_get_suppressed_more_ground_on/

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b8tnj/pizzagate_continuation_ar_dental_762_park_place/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:41:03 ID: c32db0 No.8093228 >>8093320

>>8093218
(2)  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:51:29 ID: c62396 No.8093274 >>8093284 >>8093296 >>8093312 >>8093371 >>8093475 >>8093517 >>8093616

File (hide): ba7276015e14770⋯.jpg (151.8 KB, 493x1151, 493:1151, langese.jpg)

>>8092657
>>8092728

It all makes sense now.

>Magnum
>Nogger
>Mini Milk
>Whippy
>Domino
>Slippy Finger  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:54:10 ID: a3fb68 No.8093284

>>8093274
Stop it
Stop it  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:55:54 ID: c32db0 No.8093296 >>8093616

File (hide): 87a9d74d0060a74⋯.png (40.19 KB, 113x145, 113:145, flutschfinger.png)

>>8093274
lol
check out Flutschfinger

Flutsch means "slip" "glide" in german
and finger,
well finger  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:58:10 ID: 1b2f01 No.8093312 >>8093616 >>8093691

File (hide): 214d0c8764f2619⋯.jpg (1.19 MB, 2816x2112, 4:3, nogger.jpg)

>>8093274
I wonder whether they 
named that ice cream like 
that just for pure keks.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 14:59:06 ID: 67950f No.8093320 >>8093360

>>8093228
You will hang soon. Don't worry.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:00:34 ID: 7d06cf No.8093329
File (hide): 5b238c67da41591⋯.jpg (47.23 KB, 895x895, 1:1, 5b238c67da415919d7ad3ef770….jpg)
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File (hide): 49414916937953a⋯.jpg (141.36 KB,
700x713, 700:713, 1471572420173.jpg)

File (hide): c3f2705a7cfe2ae⋯.jpg (33.18 KB, 480x454,
240:227, oshit.jpg)

File (hide): 99926a6d9df8dbb⋯.jpg (147.19 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, PhillipIsland65.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:02:45 ID: 4d5071 No.8093338 >>8093378

>>8093154

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:03:01 ID: b97e0c No.8093340

>>8093154
Double Dutch! Now with two goyim children from the Netherlands in every batch!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:06:27 ID: c32db0 No.8093360

>>8093320
your shill tactics don't work anymore
you are "with her"
You will hang with her  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:07:59 ID: bf5983 No.8093368 >>8093474

>>8092589 (OP)
>that 3rd image
>i bought my sister one of those heart necklaces for christmas one year
>her lifes been pretty fucked ever since

MAKE IT STAHP  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:08:08 ID: fc6f3b No.8093371
File (hide): a4e3e01a9a91ef0⋯.png (543.49 KB, 1081x622, 1081:622, Vermeer_BC1800XL_Wood_Chip….png)

>>8093154
>>8093274
 RIGHT-WING WOOD  
CHIPPERS  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:09:04 ID: 9e1717 No.8093378

>>8093338
>golden gaytime
This one is not subtle. Doesn't necessarily mean pedophilia but that's definitely homo stuff.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:10:46 ID: bf5983 No.8093386 >>8093561

>>8093154
>>8092689
>>8092657

THE GOYLENT CREAM IS CHILDRAPE  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:10:58 ID: 150ee5 No.8093387
File (hide): daa911eabcff9ce⋯.jpg (25.9 KB, 256x245, 256:245, ..jpg)

I used to think this picture was pretty telling of the times we live in. 
Now there is proof it has never stood so true.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:11:25 ID: 02c017 No.8093390 >>8093480

I'm not even new, but I never really paid attention to this pedowood shit. 

How real is all this? Anyone have archive links.

It's like /x/ and infowars is coming to life before our very eyes, with kikes behind it all.  

File (hide): cbe3b21e25f940f⋯.jpg (85 KB, 635x496,
635:496, 00236.jpg)

File (hide): 0112c8e8cc92bf4⋯.jpg (22.87 KB,
365x245, 73:49, soros-syria38.jpg)

File (hide): e998ce8fe54d634⋯.jpg
(56.27 KB, 380x515, 76:103, xTBIVtOo.jpg)

File (hide): 3ae22923373ab0c⋯.png (54.83
KB, 343x400, 343:400, 1450326857243.png)

File (hide): 5504c8e8f072cf9⋯.jpg (99.52 KB, 680x459,
40:27, 1447485331247.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:16:11 ID: 42a9f3 No.8093413

PLEASE GUYS, PLEASE SENT THE TIP TO THE FBI AND THE POLICE, DON'T TRUST BECAUSE SOMEONE POST THAT HE/SHE DID IT, IT 
COULD BE A CTR SHILL  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:29:34 ID: 4d5071 No.8093474 >>8093489

File (hide): b35c4e4a858c595⋯.png (51.5 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, Being This New.lnk.reg.vbs….png)

>>8093368
>he gave his sister a 
"come fuck me, pedos" 
necklace
Better go back to 4chan.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:29:35 ID: ba570c No.8093475 >>8093616

File (hide): 8ca68d21d167e05⋯.jpg (46.8 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, 8ca68d21d167e0510f98358208….jpg)

>>8093274
I used to think that the (((leftists'))) general reeducation efforts for the future enslavement of the German 
people(disregarding the Allied denazification faggotry) began in 1968, but….just…..fuck.
No wonder the first post-war generation descended into barbarism as soon as they reached adulthood.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:31:13 ID: bf5983 No.8093480 >>8093524 >>8093602 >>8093837

>>8093390
>but I never really paid attention to this pedowood shit. 

>how real is it?
>have archives

dude.. pedowood is the crux of how the kikes maintain power.  It is far, far too vast for me to give you a real concise greentext.  I dont have the archives 
on this computer but there are a set of 10 full threads on pedowood that are a very good read on the subject.

Here I will try to greentext

>the kikes love to rape children
>they believe in occult magic where-in moloch worshipping rituals coupled with raping children, most specifically young boys, grants them a longer life it 
doesnt matter if you believe this magic shit or not, they do and they are raping children in its name
>The jews use hollywood for this purpose; hence pedowood
>it does not stop at hollywood/pedowood; there is a huge hidden powerstructure which hand picks people for office and other key positions; and keeps 
them in line by giving them children to fuck and then recording it incase these people grow a conscience so that they have blackmail on them.  
>This goes to the top levels of high finance,  the government and the military (specifically the airforce) 

Its a fucking huge topic, as large as the full history of kikes redpill, and it is the one singular topic guaranteed to summon an army of shills.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:32:36 ID: bf5983 No.8093489

>>8093474
it was well before 2007 shitface  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:37:09 ID: cc92ac No.8093517

>>8093
274
>Corne
tto  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:39:34 ID: cd5c7b No.8093524 >>8093544 >>8093545

>>8093480
>a set of 10 full threads on pedowood that are a very good read on the subject.

#2: https://archive.today/6ZT61
#3: https://archive.today/aqCds
#4: (Noriega): https://archive.today/0rcYv
#6: https://archive.today/BbWQs
#7: https://archive.today/GIM1h
#8: https://archive.today/JX0mG
#9: https://archive.today/A17E4
#10: https://archive.today/NVd8f
#11: https://archive.today/1OYuC
#12 https://archive.today/6DdOJ

https://archive.today/C7kJa rotherham
https://archive.today/9NldJ satan twins #2  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:42:59 ID: 02c017 No.8093541 >>8093558 >>8093643

File (hide): 69cde03ee9fd7ea⋯.jpg (11.23 KB, 300x181, 300:181, RAMW_PrimaryLogo_RGB_0.jpg)

>>8092589 (OP)

According to http://m.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/dec/13/dc-restauraunt-allowed-reopen-after-fatal-
melee/

Kline is an attorney with the "Restaurant association of Metropolitan Washington" (RAMW)

https://www.google.com/search?

site=&source=hp&ei=pU4fWPTqJsTQmAGxjoDwBg&q=restaurant+association+metropolitan+washington&oq=restaurant+asaociation+metropo&gs_l=mo
bile-gws-hp.1.0.0i13k1l2j0i8i13i30k1j0i8i13i10i30k1.53500.57696.0.58295.31.30.0.7.7.0.218.3763.9j19j2.30.0....0...1c.1j4.64.mobile-gws-
hp..2.29.2670.3..0j5j41j0i131k1j0i10k1j0i22i30k1j0i22i10i30k1j0i13i30k1.ljRzz66GKV4  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:43:25 ID: 02c017 No.8093544

>>8093524

Thanks  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:43:40 ID: bf5983 No.8093545

>>8093524
danke  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:46:09 ID: 02c017 No.8093558 >>8093643

File (hide): 93b8dce16c03abb⋯.png (878.36 KB, 1440x2560, 9:16, Screenshot_20161106-104436.png)

>>8093541

Apparently he's also on the Board of Directors for 
RAMW.

http://www.ramw.org/board-of-directors  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:47:08 ID: cfddbd No.8093561
File (hide): 128598728837156⋯.jpg (153.63 KB, 500x702, 250:351, goylent.jpg)

>>8093386
> goylent
epic keks  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 15:59:02 ID: 7d6537 No.8093602

>>8093480
>there is a huge hidden powerstructure which hand picks people for office and other key positions; and keeps them in line by giving them children to fuck 
and then recording it incase these people grow a conscience 
That's not complicated though. It's entrapment/blackmail of the highest order, for unethical people.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:01:41 ID: 11a460 No.8093616

>>8092589 (OP)
>>8092728
>>8092657
>>8093274
>>8093296
>>8093312
We are literally vice city now.
Holy fuck.

>>8093475
>No wonder the first post-war generation descended into barbarism as soon as they reached adulthood.
Anon.. those wars turned the west into animals.
That's what is becoming clear.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:04:20 ID: 11a460 No.8093632

>>8093154
I take it they hinted at what they also did as a secondary service.

>symbol is reversed to pedo symbol
Or possibly, it's used to cover up the pedo symbol.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:08:50 ID: 02c017 No.8093643
File (hide): 83e7d1ba7e2e063⋯.png (193.02 KB, 1440x2560, 9:16, Screenshot_20161106-110551.png)

>>8092589 (OP)

Not sure if this is relevant, but the logo for "Mindful restaurant group" is nearly identical to that of 
Terasol Artisans. 

According to http://www.ramw.org/board-of-directors  Mindful Restaurant group is one of the 
Operator Directors of the RAMW. 

Who is Ari Gejdenson?

>>8093558
>>8093541  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:18:08 ID: c32db0 No.8093691

>>8093312
"Nogger dir einen"
german
"ABC dir einen" implies something like
same structure, you dont normally use that in other sentences
"wichs dir einen"
which means jerk off yourself  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:18:23 ID: 4635c2 No.8093693 >>8093722

File (hide): e7deca2725d2b8e⋯.jpg (71.9 KB, 600x492, 50:41, bresler.jpg)

firs post ever. they are in Chile too? we had a lot of child molesters rings in high powers disbanded a few 
years back. they were senators and very important people involved. (the PDI bring down one of the biggest 
pedo-rings in south america with ties to gringos and brazilians mostly)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:19:03 ID: 8a062a No.8093697 >>8094099 >>8094130

>>8092589 (OP)
HOLY FUCK CAN NONE OF YOU NIGGERS MAKE A SINGLE COMPREHE NSIVE INFOGRAPHIC T O FEED THE NORMIES  
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:21:28 ID: 7d06cf No.8093712 >>8093732

THIS IS NOT A DRILL
ALL OF THESE ARE REAL  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:23:02 ID: 645d06 No.8093722

>>8093693
see >>8092831  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:24:27 ID: 11a460 No.8093732 >>8093750

>>8093712
I still think we're missing something.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:24:31 ID: 494f03 No.8093733 >>8093753

>>8093205
> Could gather a "ghost" hunting expedition if so.
We should talk with /k/, they like sneaky urban exploration operations.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:25:44 ID: 11a460 No.8093736 >>8095701

>>8093205
>So if I walked into Terasol and asked for "cheese pizza" , and to make sure the "cheese" was "aged" to "15 years" with air quotes and gratuitous winking, 
would I disappear or would they awkwardly give me a pizza?
Or call the police..
Kids these days seem to know about this slang thanks to forums.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:27:37 ID: 57952e No.8093750 >>8093760

File (hide): 7b006cc7464393d⋯.jpg (67.15 KB, 377x560, 377:560, it's the claw.jpg)

>>8093732
Yeah, a criminal justice organization that is willing to act 
on these appalling revelations.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:28:05 ID: 2ac437 No.8093753 >>8093860

>>8093733
>sneaky
You mean big guys that wear surplus camo clothing with /k/ patches+balaclavas around blacks and hipsters?  
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File (hide): 4bcc4ce8441431f⋯.png (30.75 KB,
983x454, 983:454, burnsataniststodeath777.png)

File (hide): 8269a66f46d4001⋯.png
(209.91 KB, 325x432, 325:432,
Burnliberalstodeath.png)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:28:14 ID: 8b9dfb No.8093754 >>8093782 >>8093867 >>8093897 >>8094079 >>8094095 >>8094115 >>8094119 >>8094188 >>8094722
>>8094932 >>8095059

Holy shit look at this video from Comet Ping Pong Pizza Party! (Jan 20)

https://vimeo.com/190144149

"This is the birth of our Lord"

http://www.theopenscroll.com/hosting/SatanicCalendar.htm

LOOK AT THIS SHIT! SPREAD IT!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:29:28 ID: 11a460 No.8093760

>>8093750
>and it's the ice cream van from vice city
They were half right. They forget the child trafficking part.
>would have been too obvious.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:29:40 ID: 7d06cf No.8093761 >>8093892

Try to find other companies with the same signs and also the most important part:
If you look in goolgle maps street view , you will see there are more restaurants and shops nearby.We need to know who owns them.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:33:02 ID: e7d98e No.8093779

>>8092799
>so they bench George H. W. Bush and put in Clinton, an easily corruptible man

GHW Bush is a globalist satanic leader. It's all a show.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:33:12 ID: 2ac437 No.8093782

>>8093754
>"Birth of our lord"
>On jan 20
>There's a video
>from Comet ping pong pizza party!
>Company that has a logo that has the shape of that pedo heart
(((Pure coincidences))), nothing to see here :^)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:38:35 ID: 9c3426 No.8093819 >>8093842

File (hide): b213d205447fcc6⋯.jpg (14.34 KB, 400x291, 400:291, Salman.jpg)

>>8092613
I wasn't aware that you needed to feed into bullshit conspiracy theories to 
get yourself a family. sweet edges by the way.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:39:03 ID: f7c1c6 No.8093822 >>8094218

File (hide): ac6c956a614b688⋯.jpg (34.32 KB, 480x360, 4:3, pizza.jpg)

https://wikileaks.
org/podesta-
emails/emailid/1
0037

Apparently. This 
is the pizza.jpg 
pic.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:39:50 ID: 2780a1 No.8093830
File (hide): e263db0151dcd77⋯.jpg (85.59 KB, 736x526, 368:263, Capture.JPG)

This guy was 
linked from 
terasol. Who 
is he?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:40:27 ID: 320224 No.8093837 >>8093853 >>8094662 >>8095148

>>8093480
I've always wondered what would happen if you said "No." to the pedo Blackmail?
(Obviously if you're not well known beforehand you'd be killed) but what if it was someone who people would notice was dead/missing that said no?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:40:59 ID: 7d06cf No.8093842

>>8093819
Filter the shills  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:43:24 ID: 9c3426 No.8093853 >>8093910 >>8094947

>>8093837
if a major politician said no to pedo blackmail, they'd probably lose all credibility because the pedo blackmail doesn't exist. and suddenly they'd be seen 
as the retard that buys these dumbass /pol/ conspiracy theories like everyone in this thread.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:43:33 ID: b361c1 No.8093854

>>8092606
>>8092680
>pedos using actual pedo symbols

IT'S NOTHING GOYIM I SWEAR LOL /X/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:44:10 ID: 494f03 No.8093860

>>8093753
There are mall ninjas in /k/ too  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:45:06 ID: b361c1 No.8093867

>>8093754
Everything they do is for occult pedo practices.  
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File (hide): c7823af4f103e65⋯.jpg
(140.09 KB, 303x418, 303:418,
124138745612.jpg)

File (hide): 762e491203b2029⋯.png (105.13 KB,
252x224, 9:8, 1424199680266.jpg.png)

File (hide): 718aa77c3b6c592⋯.png (98.31 KB,
600x500, 6:5, 1424556208758.png)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:47:16 ID: efdd50 No.8093875

>>8092589 (OP)

Oh what the fuck.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:49:29 ID: b361c1 No.8093888 >>8093912 >>8095497 >>8095512

File (hide): f313e5a10d246a9⋯.webm (840.43 KB, 330x360, 11:12, pedo-biden.webm) [play once] [loop]

IT'S NOTHING GOYIM, THIS JUST  
MAKES "US" LOOK CRAZY  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:49:43 ID: 56c383 No.8093892

>>8093761
Try Comet Ping Pong's sister restaurant on the same strip. 

www.bucksfishingandcamping.com/

www.google.com/maps/@38.9558174,-77.0703297,3a,16y,98.74h,90.4t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sXEjvycB5VuhyXEYgk9BZ8A!2e0!7i13312!8i6656!6m1!1e
1

Its not quite goat.se, but prepare yourself.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:50:10 ID: 79fe12 No.8093897 >>8094079 >>8094095

File (hide): e3d72a2d01d5405⋯.jpg (52.44 KB, 512x410, 256:205, tobepurged.jpg)

>>8092680
All it takes is ten armed people with sledge hammers, live streaming recording devices and the guts RWDS 
to blow something like this into the open. If you don't find anything, expect to die. 

We as a people that strive for justice and the natural order have lost our touch for raids. We just don't raid 
anymore. 

Unfortunately
Now that this has become a known issue, they may have already moved their dungeons and evidence of 
said dungeons. All it takes is a peep to spook pedos. 

>>8093754
>mfw  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:51:32 ID: 320224 No.8093910 >>8093934 >>8094639 >>8094666

File (hide): f9afa98de4df197⋯.jpg (29.89 KB, 366x357, 122:119, IMG_0057.JPG)

>>8093853
CTR when are you going to get into your miniscule Brains that you will not have a job after Tuesday? 
You stupid cunts are associating with actual pedophiles just to get $0.02 in your account, do you know how 
disgusting you seem to people? Even your own bosses think you are pathetic.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:51:52 ID: 9c3426 No.8093912 >>8093923 >>8093937

>>8093888
all we really need to do to keep up our conspiritard bullshit is convince ourselves that the "evil overlords" are just trying to make us look crazy. there's 
really no moving forward from here..  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:53:03 ID: 79fe12 No.8093923 >>8093931

>>8093912
>conspiritard bullshit
This is how I know you're not from here. Filtered.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:53:57 ID: ed3058 No.8093930 >>8093971 >>8093989

File (hide): 79a239b3e44e047⋯.jpg (112.15 KB, 443x640, 443:640, Handkerchief_code.jpg)

>>8092731
>i have a square cloth handkerchief 
(white w/ black)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handkerchief
_code  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:54:02 ID: 7c7eae No.8093931 >>8093945

>>8093923
to make no mention of the pointless ellipses.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:54:11 ID: 9c3426 No.8093934 >>8093958

>>8093910
you realize we start shouting shit like this every time there's a major change in government and not once have any of you lost a job over it. the only 
reason you'd lose your job is because you're too retarded to work at wendys  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:54:56 ID: b361c1 No.8093937 >>8093967

>>8093912
Yes I sniff little girl's hair all the time, it's totally normal. FOCUS ON THE OPAQUE FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENTS AND THE CLINTON'S 501(c)(3) ORGANIZATION, THAT'S WHAT PEOPLE REALLY CARE ABOUT.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:56:08 ID: c8142e No.8093943 >>8094007

File (hide): aed69a8816edb33⋯.png (142.91 KB, 1357x807, 1357:807, fr.wikipedia.org_miko_(mar….png)

>>8092689
>>8092831

it's not the various ice-cream subcompanies of miko ice-cream (french brand from the '20s) and other ice-
cream places in the world, but the single logo made by unilever in 1998 after they bought a ton of them to 
corner the market
pic related, what the logo was before

it's unilever you have to dig shit on  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:56:16 ID: 9c3426 No.8093945

>>8093931
I bet your'll use whatever typo, pointless grammar mistake, or "not one of us" excuse to completely ignore anyone who tells you you're overthinking things 
on the internet. just like that typo i put way up there at the beginning of this post.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:56:52 ID: 320224 No.8093958 >>8093995

File (hide): 381a19714dedea2⋯.jpg (32.27 KB, 530x298, 265:149, IMG_0388.JPG)

>>8093934
No one like 
Trump has been 
in Power here 
Before, dumbass.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:57:42 ID: 56c383 No.8093967 >>8094051

>>8093937
2 years of faked photos of sandnigger children tells us what Mrs Normalfag gets upset over.

So get with the program.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:58:13 ID: ed3058 No.8093971

>>8093930
did anyone else know about this?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:58:21 ID: c8ad46 No.8093972 >>8093985 >>8096879

Hey, remember that Pizza place we found on like day 1 of the Podesta leaks? What's up with all the Pizza? Could that have been a front as well? We 
thought it was for money laundering but what if there's more to it.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:59:15 ID: 3e73b4 No.8093980 >>8095616

>>8093174
Neither am I, only you are.

So it makes me wonder what exactly are you up to. The other anon was typing in perfect English minus capitalization and the like, no signs of the usual 
ESL shit I see when dumb Mexican kids come here because they wish to be 'white' and think coming here will help, some willing to even suck cock if it 
means they can be 'white'. 

So the question is really, who do you think you're fooling? I bet you must get paid enough to continue slogging through this place you hate so much, 
unless again like I figured, they're hiring beaners and indonesians again.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 16:59:44 ID: 7c7eae No.8093985

>>8093972
kikes and pedos are obsessed with unhealthy food.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:00:16 ID: b361c1 No.8093989

>>8093930
I found out about it last night.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:00:49 ID: 9c3426 No.8093995

>>8093958
not recently, no, but comparisons could be made between Trump and John Tyler, who may have been a legitimate sociopath. but when you think about it, 
Trump isn't really that uncommon, he's just the first crass billionaire who's decided to run for president rather than just keep his job as a CEO of a major 
company  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:02:36 ID: 56c383 No.8094007 >>8094011 >>8094030 >>8094777

File (hide): ef7a6cad2f6226d⋯.png (576.96 KB, 1250x530, 125:53, carter wong ideas for hear….png)

>>8093943
No its not. Its whoever was at Carter 
Wong 20 years ago.

Fuck this gay earth.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:03:06 ID: 9c3426 No.8094011

>>8094007
jesus fucking christ thank you.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:05:49 ID: 3e73b4 No.8094030

>>8094007
Sum ting wong? bang ding ow!

Man chinks are fucking retarded, probably copied that pedo symbol thinking it'll bring in the kike bucks.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:08:15 ID: 40f599 No.8094051 >>8095025

>>8093967
Subject: Re: Did you leave a handkerchief It's mine, but not worth … realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems > pizza-related. Is it … 
house and I have a square cloth > handkerchief (white w/ black) that was left …
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/23561  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:10:10 ID: 4e595a No.8094061

>>8092589 (OP)

Good job op.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:12:07 ID: ff5344 No.8094070
File (hide): ebe974dc0e40d0b⋯.gif (1.45 MB, 255x191, 255:191, Laughing kike.gif)

>>8092831
>Glidat Strauss 
אוס) ט ): Israel  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:13:15 ID: 8b9dfb No.8094079

>>8092589 (OP)
>>8093754
>>8093897

Look at this insane shit!
Comet Ping Pong Pizza Party!

Made a short webm. Full version in the reply.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:15:09 ID: 8b9dfb No.8094095 >>8094203 >>8094722 >>8095070 >>8095097 >>8095121 >>8095701 >>8096824

File (hide): 3dcf62d06ee4fc6⋯.webm (1.79 MB, 320x240, 4:3, MajesticApe celebrates Bi….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8093754
>>8092589 (OP)
>>8093754
>>8093897

Look at this insane shit!
Comet Ping Pong Pizza Party!

Made a short webm. Full version in the reply.>Comet Ping Pong Pizza Party!  
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▶
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File (hide): 5f97905b271a454⋯.jpg
(136.46 KB, 600x900, 2:3, Kid in satanist
party.jpg)

File (hide): cc20cbb80d9d5d1⋯.jpg
(63.68 KB, 512x768, 2:3,
cc20cbb80d9d5d1210e91ac518….jpg)

File (hide): 3a791ce003163bd⋯.jpg
(191.82 KB, 1530x1980, 17:22,
0cd7cdccea5abba16927116f21….jpg)

File (hide): fc7b66f1d17872e⋯.jpg (133.64 KB,
1200x1093, 1200:1093, fc7b66f1d17872e8367a025160….jpg)

File (hide): f67279cc18fd614⋯.jpeg (30.72 KB,
567x575, 567:575, f67279cc18fd6146ab4d0a046….jpeg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:15:23 ID: 494f03 No.8094099 >>8094130

>>8093697  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:15:26 ID: ac019e No.8094100 >>8094132 >>8094151

Are you guys saying the "comet ping pong" logo looks like the child lover heart-butterfly? It's a bit of a stretch. The Besta Pizza has got to be intentional 
though.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:15:25 ID: 81e604 No.8094101 >>8094136

>>8092606
Honestly, I used to think the same thing.  I thought /pol/ was jumping to conclusions with the food codeword stuff, but there are just too many 
(((coincidences))) now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:17:19 ID: d16b13 No.8094115 >>8094236 >>8094390 >>8095842 >>8096180 >>8096879

>>8093754

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bg68p/comet_pizza_birthday_party_host_majecticape_and/

Uncovering some things related to MajesticApe and his band, Heavy Breathing, as well as the birthday girl, Sasha Lord (this is who he means by 'our 
Lord'. it's Sasha Lord's birthday party)

He said a lot of people want to be Sasha's friend so they can get free pizza.

http://www.sashalordpresents.com/ is her site. Her Bio states she works with Girl Scouts. 

Satt Nam, I am… Promoter, Booker, Curator, Tour Manager, Educator, and Mentor based in the District of Columbia.

Past Life:
Sasha Lord worked at Black Cat 2001-2005, graduated from George Mason University in 2005 in Therapeutic Recreation specializing in working with At-
Risk Populations. In 2003, Sasha Lord was a outdoor facilitator at Hemlock Overlook specializing in At-Risk Populations. In 2004, Sasha Lord 
volunteered in Salem Oregon with The Girl Scouts of Santiam Council helping facilitate "Girl Scout Beyond Bars". From 2007 to 2011, Sasha worked for 
The Girl Scouts of the Nation's Capital as a Field Director for Central Prince William County (VA) as well as running an outreach Girl Scout Troop at the 
Prince William County Juvenile Detention Center. Sasha also has a Yoga Teacher 200 Hour Certification with Yoga District. 

I think she is so dirty. Can someone else look into her?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:17:46 ID: 85b576 No.8094119
File (hide): 1197e825d6e8540⋯.gif (925.43 KB, 212x176, 53:44, man-with-bat-looks-confuse….gif)

>>8093754
>https://vimeo.com/190144149  

File (hide): 1be57afdf950a93⋯.jpg (147.83 KB,
1536x902, 768:451, 1be57afdf950a93e671431be58….jpg)

File (hide): 3679bacdc31214b⋯.jpg (15.87 KB,
900x202, 450:101, 3679bacdc31214b3391b1f033c….jpg)

File (hide): f193519bb3fd8f7⋯.png (40.08 KB,
413x280, 59:40, f193519bb3fd8f786bb321bcdc….png)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:18:44 ID: 494f03 No.8094130

>>8093697
>>8094099
All I have about Hillary pedophilia is this. I have more things about SpiritCooking I already posted it in other Thread.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:19:01 ID: 664d91 No.8094132 >>8094140

>>8094100
WHAT KIND OF FUCKING PIZZA SHOP V ALUES TRUST AS ITS MAIN BUSINESS FEA TURE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:19:27 ID: 9f4208 No.8094136 >>8094269

>>8094101
Yep, me too. i used to think the tinfoilfags were full of shit, but now with actual "proof", is not conclusive yet for a normal person to get it, but  you guys are 
getting there. 
This is thing is YUGE!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:19:47 ID: ac019e No.8094140 >>8094195

>>8094132
Calm down autist, I'm asking about the logo.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:21:37 ID: b361c1 No.8094151

>>8094100
why the fuck would you open a pizza shop two doors down from another pizza shop? by the way both are owned by homosexuals.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:23:44 ID: 11a460 No.8094165

>>8092613
>Yeah, using information from the FBI about symbols used by pedophiles is /x/. 
This.

This is not paranormal.
It's REAL.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:24:11 ID: 42a9f3 No.8094170

>>8092823
with all the leaked info the clinton clan should send assassins for the 300 millions of americans, ==You can't block out the sun with your finger==  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:26:08 ID: 977b52 No.8094188 >>8094210 >>8094217 >>8094235

>>8093754

Video was uploaded 3 days ago? Where is the source?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:26:17 ID: 9f4208 No.8094189 >>8094211 >>8096128

>mfw the imageboard knowing for its own pedo-boards are trying to expose the biggest secret of the century and its "pizza-related" 
WEW LADS  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:26:41 ID: 664d91 No.8094195 >>8094229

>>8094140
AS IF THE FUCKING LOGO MA TTER YOU LOW WIT, THE ONLY THING THAT MATTERS IS IF THEY ARE PEDOSLA VE 
SHOPS, THE LOGO LOOK LESS PEDO? DOES HA VING HIDDEN BATHROOMS MAKE THEM LESS PEDO?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:27:35 ID: f417c9 No.8094203

>>8094095
Shittiest MC ever tbh. The painting on the wall has a woman wearing twigs in her hair while choking a child. Has an anon gone there yet to take pics? We 
need some of these secret bathrooms  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:27:42 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094207 >>8094299 >>8094326

>>8092589 (OP)

Hold on, I see potential here.  It might be possible to trick leftists into adopting the girl lover logo as one of their own symbols.  Considering the childish 
worldview leftists have in which slogans like "Love Trumps Hate" are supposed to be profound, I could easily see them being tricked into adopting a 
symbol that appears to be all encompassing love (as the GL symbol would look to the untrained eye).  It'd be significantly harder but even funnier to trick 
them into adopting the BL symbol.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:28:01 ID: 42a9f3 No.8094210 >>8094270 >>8094347

File (hide): b0d13328641b903⋯.jpg (26.31 KB, 412x265, 412:265, 1451018727389.jpg)

>>8094188
was deleted, the fucker deleted their 
instagram, tumblr, etc, is not a coincidence, 
never was  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:28:02 ID: 000000 No.8094211

>>8094189
>yfw our owners call CP cheese pizza just like we joked about for over a decade  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:28:49 ID: 7d06cf No.8094217 >>8094347

>>8094188 (checked)
The painting in the shop I think.But this is a really good question.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:28:51 ID: 11a460 No.8094218 >>8094252

>>8093822
Let's say hypothetically a crime investigation team or a colleague baited clinton into using the server knowing it's security was flawed.
I bet they would have made potential hackers look into connections to the "pizza.jpg"
Btw, who is the doug that sent this?  

File (hide): 1cdf6b1d0a30517⋯.png (142.32 KB,
672x630, 16:15, girl lover child love symb….png)

File (hide): def213bcdd65733⋯.png (57.34 KB,
925x441, 925:441, unilever heartbrand.png)

File (hide): 779ce8c395fbf8e⋯.png (1.42 MB,
1201x691, 1201:691, unilever hearbrand.png)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:29:24 ID: c03be6 No.8094227 >>8094633 >>8095017

Unilever bought out all the small national ice cream companies over the years and now are the world's largest icecream manufacturer. Unilever thought 
up the 'Heartbrand' logo in 1998 and now use it as an umbrella brand for almost all of their ice cream products in over 40 countries. Previous to 1998 
each country could pick it's own logo. If you look on their website the part about the 'Heartbrand',(which is exactly the same as the pedophile symbol for 
attraction to young girls) has surprise surprise two young girls licking an ice cream. Coincidence? I don't think so.
Unilever confirmed for pedophile front company.

Screenshot of page from Unilever website talking about 'Heartbrand':

https://archive.is/tajwx  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:29:30 ID: ac019e No.8094229 >>8094266 >>8094379

>>8094195
Right, so the logo can be ignored.  What are the hidden bathrooms you're going on about?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:29:35 ID: 7d6537 No.8094231 >>8095634

File (hide): d8118b32901a6ba⋯.jpeg (73.64 KB, 533x751, 533:751, image.jpeg)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:29:55 ID: 56c383 No.8094235 >>8094407

>>8094188
(checked). Good catch, there's only the one video uploaded by a user who joined 3 days ago.

Are we being rused, or are the feebs trying to tell us stuff deniably? Fucking govt employees.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:29:59 ID: d16b13 No.8094236 >>8094390

>>8094115

Sasha Lord ia a pedo-entertainment provider who works with THE GIRL SCOUTS AND AT-RISK JUVENILES!!!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:31:18 ID: 67950f No.8094248 >>8094264 >>8094821

Thread theme
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KYYVrBX4v0  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:31:29 ID: 388552 No.8094250 >>8094260 >>8094271

How is any of this going to help Trump win the elction?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:31:40 ID: 11a460 No.8094252 >>8094257

>>8094218
Who is doug@presidentclinton.com

God dammit. I post that, literally several posts flood the thread.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:32:29 ID: b361c1 No.8094257 >>8094279

>>8094252
doug band?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:32:49 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094260

>>8094250

It might help Hillary get put behind bars after the election.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:33:09 ID: 56c383 No.8094264 >>8094289

>>8094248
Alternative Thread theme
https://youtu.be/i2RKWJD5ops  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:33:14 ID: 664d91 No.8094266

>>8094229
http://www. sashalordpresents.com/comet/
(never click on any link)
ctrl-f bathroom for the review  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:33:26 ID: 3e73b4 No.8094269 >>8094292 >>8094389

>>8094136
>tinfoilfags were full of shit

So you're just autistic and a bandwagoning moron and only and only then when the 'proof' was something you could understand on a simplistic level, now 
you're gleefully hoping about as if you're cheering them on and how you're a 'good boy' and how 'you guys' are getting there.

Then you blissfully end your post with a good dosage of underage meme. This thing is YUGE!  

Which let's be real here, the only people who'd think 'YUGE' is funny, would be some dumb mexican kid, since that's how they talk, so let's see are you 
some autistic beaner kid posting where he shouldn't be posting? or just an undercover memer? ready to strike when you don't have to fear being a 
faggot? meme? YUGE?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:33:33 ID: 8b9dfb No.8094270 >>8095616

>>8094210
I downloaded the full version. Where should I upload?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:33:45 ID: b361c1 No.8094271 >>8094321

>>8094250
because satanic pedophilia turns more voters away than deleting emails about yoga routines  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:34:19 ID: 11a460 No.8094279

>>8094257
>doug band
I think he's an insider.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:35:07 ID: 67950f No.8094289

>>809
4264
Anothe
r one  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:35:15 ID: 11a460 No.8094292 >>8094309

File (hide): 82273f3556ebdf1⋯.jpg (33.54 KB, 584x667, 584:667, 1466934433184.jpg)

>>8094269
>So you're just autistic 
and a bandwagoning 
moron
Anon.. this is 8chan.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:35:44 ID: c8142e No.8094299 >>8094311 >>8094411

File (hide): bb870b5cdb714a8⋯.png (545.73 KB, 749x475, 749:475, you're so retarded you gav….png)

>>8094207
that would make it prodigioulsy difficult in identifying and hunting pedo scum, and most liberal retards 
wouldn't even be much bothered by it, especially if it is softly pushed in them by the (((media)))
this is something those degenerates would love as it would allow real criminals to hide in the crowd while 
they scramble to switch to other unknown symbols and codes
this is a very bad idea and you're an excessively good goy to have expressed it  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:37:00 ID: 3e73b4 No.8094309

>>8094292
Uh no, this is clearly 

YUGE

So I don't know what you're talking about.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:37:10 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094311 >>8094334

>>8094299

It lets us identify and hunt libtards in the bunch.  2 birds 1 stone.  Kill yourself.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:37:31 ID: b361c1 No.8094314 >>8094320 >>8094343 >>8095134

Has anyone eaten at Comet Pizza before? I have, I used to live in DC.

The pizza is absolute shit. It's mediocre at best. It's a very small, thin crust, with barely any cheese and just a few toppings. I went one time and never 
went back. And there's this:

>GQ ranked James Alefantis as the 49th most powerful person in Washington partly on the basis of owning Comet Ping Pong and its cultural cachet.

The pizza is SHIT. So how could literal SHIT PIZZA make the owner the 49th most powerful person in DC?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:38:44 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094320

>>8094314

Maybe the shitty criminals that populate DC enjoy equally shitty pizza?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:38:44 ID: 664d91 No.8094321 >>8094364

>>8094271
To normalfags, it's plain emails, to informed people who can read, it's classified emails, compromising to Hillary, her team and the incumbent president, 
that she deleted despite having a subpoena. The latter which is a crime by itself, no matter what they find in them.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:38:56 ID: 11a460 No.8094326

>>8094207
>Hold on, I see potential here. It might be possible to trick leftists into adopting the girl lover logo as one of their own symbols.
Or for the FBI to go "LOOK GUYS THIS = PEDO"
But I didn't say anything just then ok? :^)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:39:39 ID: 74c392 No.8094331

I really hope there's some people at the FBI reading our threads and looking into everything we've dug up on this. Has anyone tipped them off?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:40:08 ID: 6489b4 No.8094334 >>8094349

>>8094311
>It lets us identify and hunt libtards
That's already pretty fucking easy, anon.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:40:53 ID: 67950f No.8094343

>>8094314
It's a fucking covered up pedo ring Anon. I'd bet that is a goldmine because elite use it.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:40:54 ID: 8d3b12 No.8094344 >>8094370

>>8092613
Why does this post smell so strongly of ctr? Calling this entire thread into question  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:41:27 ID: 42a9f3 No.8094347 >>8094465

>>8094217
this
>>8094210

anons discovered the youtube account that is now defunct, they know and are probably in the run, just check this 
Operation Cross Country X

a raid on more than 300 pedos aroun usa, canada and europe

i hope it is a warming for the clinton's arrest, Comey was kidnapped as a child so it will be extremely painful if he doesn't do justice

https://www.youtube.   com/watch?v=Ree8cK-pr7M

http://reason.   com/blog/2016/10/25/operation-cross-country-x-in-one-chart  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:41:35 ID: b988c0 No.8094348
File (hide): 925c0c680b0d095⋯.jpg (27.01 KB, 512x288, 16:9, doug.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:41:39 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094349 >>8094369 >>8094378

>>8094334

Using pedo symbols is a good excuse to probe into their conduct and find something with which to arrest them, which is a lot harder if they aren't doing 
that.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:44:26 ID: ac019e No.8094363 >>8094492

Imagine being the agent tasked with monitoring 8chan for "hate speech", and instead you get the biggest tip off into pedo rings you've ever seen.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:44:35 ID: b361c1 No.8094364

>>8094321
Informed people are like 1% of the population. Nobody fucking cares about the corruption angle, it's not hurting Hillary with her voters.

Why do you think the media networks let people go on TV and talk all they want about the corruption and deleted emails? Because it's boring and easy to 
dismiss. How many people have one on CNN, MSNBC, and Fox Jews to talk about Hillary's satanic occultism and pedophila?

ZERO  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:44:53 ID: c8142e No.8094369 >>8094375 >>8094376

>>8094349
IF EVERY FUCKING LIBERAL COLLEGE MORON BEGINS TO WEAR PEDO SYMBOLS AS A FASHION STATEMENT
WE WILL HAVE A MUCH HARDER TIME IDENTIFYING THE REAL PEDO MONSTERS
YOU PETULANT IMBECILE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:45:01 ID: 11a460 No.8094370

>>8094344
>Why does this post smell so strongly of ctr? Calling this entire thread into question
It's sorta dodgy.. but leaked documents are NOT paranormal
So it's still /pol/ related.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:46:00 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094375 >>8094408 >>8094411 >>8094447

>>8094369

Pedos will have a harder time networking and will adapt other symbols.  

sage  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:46:12 ID: 2b96ed No.8094376

>>8094369
They might as well be the pedo monsters if they wear the mark.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:46:12 ID: 73709b No.8094377 >>8095616

Anyway we can check out building blueprints for these places?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:46:33 ID: 6489b4 No.8094378 >>8094400

>>8094349
Of course, in your ideal outcome most people using the pedo symbols would not be pedos, so it would be easier for actual pedos to blend in. Your plan is 
stupid. It's also just not going to happen.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:46:42 ID: 7f24a7 No.8094379 >>8094487

>>8094229
for the love of kek, educate yourself.  On comet ping pong pizza's actual website they brag about hidden bathrooms like it's a feature.  They claim their 
service is about "empowerment through trust".  If you can't see this evil, you've got your hands over your eyes  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:47:30 ID: 9f4208 No.8094389 >>8094420

>>8094269
I'm not cheering for anyone, i just said "you guys" because i'm not actually doing anything, that's it.
You like a leftist getting triggered by offensive words.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:47:40 ID: 97f3d5 No.8094390 >>8094532

>>8094115
>>8094236

YO WHAT THE FUCK
www.instagram.com/jimmycomet/
This guy was found here
www.instagram.com/p/BMNMgMUDOpM/?taken-by=sashalordpresents

MAGICKBAT.COM leads to this jourdanbetette.com/about/

www.google.com/maps/@38.8400595,-77.0822342,3a,87.2y,210.45h,86.8t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1spIoV6O_Xc7HNM29jNoGWgw!6s%2F%2Fgeo2.ggpht
.com%2Fmaps%2Fphotothumb%2Ffd%2Fv1%3Fbpb%3DChAKDnNlYXJjaC5UQUNUSUxFEkAKEglRip17SLG3iRFWH-
R8Z4B4tRIKDeSEJhcVMy8O0hoSCXv8ZZ9HsbeJEefOO8Lom__sKgoN5IQmFxUzLw7SGgUIahCIAw%26gl%3Dus!7i13312!8i6656!6m1!1e1  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:48:37 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094400 >>8094454

>>8094378

The symbol already looks totally fucking innocuous to normal fags and it's not like the feds have had any fucking success whatsoever using the 
symbols to stop any pedos.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:49:34 ID: 9f4208 No.8094407

>>8094235
Someone downloaded the original video and uploaded on vimeo. The original was deleted i think.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:49:33 ID: 6489b4 No.8094408 >>8094429 >>8094466

>>8094375
Then your plan defeats its own point, dipshit. What the fuck kind of autism is this?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:49:46 ID: c8142e No.8094411 >>8094429

>>8094375
oh, you mean, other symbols that we don't know about?
like I explained in my other post here? >>8094299
which wouls simply help every networked pedo disappear from our radars, and instead replacing them with liberal dregs who are willing to yell at you that 
they're degenerates anyway?

YOU QUINTUPLE NIGGERMORON  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:50:29 ID: 9f4208 No.8094420

>>8094389
>look like 
Fix'd  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:51:08 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094429 >>8094450 >>8094458 >>8094470 >>8094501 >>8094551

>>8094408

Disrupt pedos and throw leftists temporarily into an embarrassing situation

>>8094411

Where are the rings being busted?  Fucking nowhere because the feds don't want them busted and never did  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:52:17 ID: b361c1 No.8094447 >>8094551

>>8094375
LET'S CONVINCE EVER YONE TO WEAR SWASTIKAS  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:52:52 ID: c32db0 No.8094450

>>8094429
>Fucking nowhere because the feds don't want them busted and never did

yeah,
they don't need hints from us,
they have real proof

don'T trust them when they are saying that they're on our side  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:53:03 ID: c8142e No.8094454 >>8094463

>>8094400
>and it's not like the feds have had any fucking success whatsoever using the symbols to stop any pedos
maybe because with an upper administration and elites being members of these very circles, they haven't been allowed to try to uncover anything about 
this shit until now?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:53:27 ID: b361c1 No.8094458

>>8094429
>the feds don't want them busted and never did
This.

The feds are in on it, or at the least are controlled from the top by the satanic pedos themselves.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:53:30 ID: 000000 No.8094460 >>8094507 >>8094530

>>8092680
>THERE'S LITERALLY ZERO PROOF GUISE.
>E-mails being shoved up your face.
>GUYS, THERE'S NO PROOF.  NOTHING HERE.
>Now fucking photographs.
>THIS IS ALL HERESAY.
>Next, probably a goddam confession tape.
>THE RUSSIANS DID THIS.

I'm getting sick of all these fucking posts in every one of these threads.  GIve me a break CTR shill.  You know you won't be getting your paycheck next 
week, right?  How much evidence do you honestly fucking need?  They are pedos and satanists.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:53:58 ID: c32db0 No.8094463 >>8095853

>>8094454
you think the NSA saves all emails and phonecalls
and they have to rely on wikileaks or 8chan to learn about this stuff?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:54:19 ID: 56c383 No.8094465

>>8094347
That Reason article calls bullshit on the "breaking up pedo rings" and shows its mainly busting Fanny Rottencrotch in the No-Tel Motel as per usual.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:54:29 ID: 664d91 No.8094466

>>8094408

It's clearly CTR-like or an outright pedophile.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:55:04 ID: 6489b4 No.8094470

>>8094429
>Disrupt pedos and throw leftists temporarily into an embarrassing situation
>Where are the rings being busted? Fucking nowhere
How did you type these two lines consecutively? Are you literally retarded? Your entire goal amounts to "get pedophiles to signal each other with symbols 
we don't know about." How the fuck are you using a computer without an adult present?  

File (hide): 0332a43c34ef400⋯.jpg (25.15 KB,
309x247, 309:247, newview.JPG)

File (hide): 45c03bf8c8cf029⋯.png (9.59 KB, 600x371,
600:371, OCCXchart.png)

File (hide): 1545c213a695707⋯.png (19.91 KB,
1204x400, 301:100, OP-XCX .png)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:55:06 ID: 42a9f3 No.8094471

DON'T FORGET OPERA TION CROSS COUNTR Y X

it must be connected, lets meme it

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:55:56 ID: b361c1 No.8094477

>>8092680
THERE IS ZERO PROOF THAT TRUMP ASSAULTED A GIRL ON A PLANE 30 YEARS AGO, OR RAPED A PORN STAR IN 2005, YET THE ENTIRE 
MEDIA STILL WENT WITH IT AND HURT TRUMP'S CAMPAIGN, YOU FUCKWAD  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:57:24 ID: ac019e No.8094487 >>8094512

>>8094379
>for the love of kek, educate yourself. 
> educate yourself
Stop using leftist buzzwords.

Discussing the topic and probing it with questions is how you learn about a topic.  8chan isn't a braindead hivemind.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:57:48 ID: b1b743 No.8094492 >>8094544

File (hide): 3891cd09302738c⋯.jpg (16.76 KB, 460x423, 460:423, 1478245557338.jpg)

>>8094363
What if pol wasa side project for a FBI agent to 
get free interns to churn through data for them.

Except now they rely on us.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:58:25 ID: 55f684 No.8094501

>>8094429
Can you blame them? Im not defending it, but the FBI and CIA have always operated autonomously and with their own agenda. If there was a 
mechanism like a pedo ring that you could use to strike down your political targets at will, it would be stupid to take away your own ammo  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:58:58 ID: b191b9 No.8094507 >>8094530 >>8094542

>>8094460
seriously pisses me off that these shills can't even shill right.
>muh it makes us look bad
>muh there is no evidence of anything and I'll refuse to comment on any evidence posted  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 17:59:17 ID: 000000 No.8094512 >>8094562

>>8094487
>8chan isn't a braindead hivemind.
:^)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:00:02 ID: 7d06cf No.8094520

We need a sticky  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:00:23 ID: 97f3d5 No.8094523 >>8094614 >>8094675 >>8094682 >>8094739 >>8094744 >>8094815 >>8096355

File (hide): 2d00c19b7ef7362⋯.png (1.14 MB, 1903x926, 1903:926, james achilles alefantis ….png)

Any significance of "DJ" initials? Alefantis mentions them in his instagram. 
Very odd.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:01:08 ID: b361c1 No.8094530 >>8094616

>>8094460
>>8094507
Can you imagine shitlibs telling other shitlibs not to go with the Trump sexually assaulted 12 girls! because there's no actual evidence and it could hurt 
shitlib credibility?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:01:28 ID: d16b13 No.8094532 >>8094539 >>8094545 >>8094560 >>8094561 >>8094565 >>8094577 >>8094578 >>8094595 >>8094625
>>8094785 >>8094847 >>8095003 >>8095431

>>8094390

https://www.instagram.com/p/o0rLlevkln/?taken-by=jimmycomet  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:02:17 ID: 7d06cf No.8094539

>>8094532
WTF IS THIS  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:02:32 ID: 000000 No.8094542

>>8094507
Make sure to only look at legitimate sources like CNN MSNBC FOX ABC ok thank MSM not ALTNEWS god bless  :^)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:02:36 ID: 664d91 No.8094544 >>8096412

>>8094492
I always liked the FBI in principle, but what one organization puts as its definition is rarely what's being displayed in reality.

Investigation means getting the truth right? That's what Kek's been doing.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:02:39 ID: b361c1 No.8094545 >>8094565

>>8094532
Ok, archive that shit.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:03:11 ID: 11a460 No.8094551

>>8094447
Can't do that. If it were illegal
That would be entrapment.

>>8094429
>Where are the rings being busted? Fucking nowhere because the feds don't want them busted and never did
Nerv works in mysterious ways anon.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:04:22 ID: ac019e No.8094560

>>8094532
Holy fuck that's disturbing.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:04:19 ID: b361c1 No.8094561 >>8094647

>>8094532
https://archive.is/Q3LUW  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:04:34 ID: 11a460 No.8094562

>>8094512
It isn't.
Some literally spread across the boards and other forums to avoid echoes.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:04:35 ID: ffe1a2 No.8094565

>>8094545
>>8094532
https://archive.is/Q3LUW  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:06:17 ID: c32db0 No.8094577 >>8094593 >>8094635 >>8094838

so I want to ask you anons
seeing all the stuff we've seen
like this >>8094532

all the hints

you think jail is good enough for these people?

am I the only person who wants to kill them?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:06:22 ID: 000000 No.8094578 >>8094587

>>8094532
Could someone…explain to me what I'm seeing?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:07:21 ID: ab3631 No.8094586

You guys this is normal stop being conspiracy theorists zomg  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:07:28 ID: c32db0 No.8094587

>>8094578
pedo's toying with us
rubbing it in our faces
they feel untouchable  
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CALLING ALL AUTISTS
NEED ONE IMAGE  
INFOGRAPHIC OF OP  
INFORMATION  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:08:06 ID: c32db0 No.8094592

https://www.instagram.com/p/BMM4BKyAA6b/?taken-by=jimmycomet  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:08:14 ID: b361c1 No.8094593

>>8094577
The only solution is RWDS.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:08:28 ID: 97f3d5 No.8094594 >>8094603 >>8094613 >>8094619 >>8094647 >>8094927

File (hide): daa75170eec8041⋯.png (1.25 MB, 1903x926, 1903:926, james achilles alefantis ….png)  
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>>8094532
I had doubts but there's no way now.  Crack the fucking 
pedo ring, this needs to burn down.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:09:26 ID: c32db0 No.8094603 >>8094609 >>8094634
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>>8094594  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:10:03 ID: c32db0 No.8094609 >>8094631 >>8094696 >>8094712 >>8095407

>>8094603
remember the haitian link?
the barrel with the dissolving tissue, looking like brain tissue?  
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>>8094594
Holy hell.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:10:26 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094614

>>8094523

>Any significance of "DJ" initials?

Shot in the dark, but Deborah Jeane Palfrey (the DC Madame)?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:10:39 ID: 664d91 No.8094616 >>8094627

>>8094530
I was precisely arguing with a cunt about how Hillary defended a rapist that assaulted a 12 years old. She said "I trust in the judgment of the judge and 
the law if their judgment is that he was innocent", and THEN I told her the guy was still found guilty, but got 2 months in instead of 25 years and Hillary 
destroyed fucking evidence AND went to say how the little girl fantasized about older men.

And now she is going #stopTrump and that he assaulted 12 years old despite it being a pure allegation, where is trusting the law you fucking bitch? These 
fucking degenerates don't care about children.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:10:55 ID: c32db0 No.8094619

>>8094594
can you link to the post?  
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>>8094532
Gay men can adopt children, they're just like you and me. It's illegal to look 
at Instagram. Why aren't you watching CNN?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:11:53 ID: c32db0 No.8094627 >>8094638

>>8094616
makes you wonder
maybe pedos in upper echelons helped her jumpstart her career
knowing about her defense of pedos

do we know who lifted her up into higher positions in her earlier days?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:12:02 ID: 3bf250 No.8094629 >>8097170

lol looking at the yelp reviews for Besta Pizza

"I ordered a cheese pizza. I had a few slices and noticed that there were black curly hairs in the dough. YUCK."

" Almost always the person answers the line like they are pissed off at me."  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:12:22 ID: f66d38 No.8094631 >>8094726

>>8094609
Haiti is a child-trafficking hub. CF was in there too.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:12:31 ID: 78da35 No.8094633

>>8094227
The Unilever "U" looks like the kosher symbol  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:12:39 ID: 9f4208 No.8094634

>>8094603
>dr.nwo 
>hatian special extra cheese
Now they're taking the piss  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:12:48 ID: bac364 No.8094635 >>8094652 >>8094710

>>8094577
It's important that justice is done correctly
We don't need some /pol/ack getting on the (((news))) as a crazed murderer, especially before the election.  They won't print your motive, or if they do 
they'll frame it in a way that makes you look crazy.  In a SHTF scenario, yes, absolutely, string these fuckers up from lampposts if you get the chance.  
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FARM TO TABLE

http://www.dailymotion.co
m/video/x47bkli  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:12:56 ID: 664d91 No.8094638

>>8094627
All I know is that her superiors in law firms fired her for her contempt of the law.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:13:03 ID: 9e424e No.8094639
File (hide): 7313e6a2684601b⋯.jpg (51.48 KB, 500x508, 125:127, 08e98aa1a7e5a2c26edf3b8d6d….jpg)

>>8093910
Thank you for reminding me that I need to download 
that series before it all comes tumbling down.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:13:47 ID: 7d06cf No.8094647
File (hide): 4d2379d95fa7284⋯.jpg (39.77 KB, 900x900, 1:1, 4d2379d95fa72840fdbb3d89e1….jpg)

>>8094594
>>8094561
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:13:54 ID: 97f3d5 No.8094650 >>8095051
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http://laboumbrunch.com/labo
umboumroom/

>L'ENFANT CAFE
>PANSEXUAL PARADISE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:14:21 ID: c32db0 No.8094652

>>8094635
in a SHTF scenario there will be chaos
and these pigs will use the chaos to flee the country and send us to war!!  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:15:21 ID: 4e2a2b No.8094662 >>8094736

>>8093837

Then they're stuck in some outer circle desk job.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:15:56 ID: c32db0 No.8094666 >>8094706 >>8094874 >>8095359 >>8096580

>>8093910
this

also CTR pigs
you feel safe now because you feel related to powerful people
but when their heads will roll ,yours will too

remember, in this day you can not hide anything
the hand that is protecting you know has all your emails, phonecalls and metadata

you will hang
you willl burn
we will bury you alive  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:15:57 ID: 850512 No.8094668 >>8094689 >>8094703 >>8095007 >>8096855

File (hide): 048457c7e9ebbd1⋯.jpg (7.33 KB, 480x360, 4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

I am unironically launching a crusade against these 
degenerates about as soon as the election is over. 

Whos with me?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:16:46 ID: 74c392 No.8094675

>>8094523
Jesus christ. Do you know what you have there. Look at the floor. That metal thing must be some sort of entrance he's going to install.

He's building a pedo dungeon in his garage.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:17:04 ID: bb8b81 No.8094680 >>8094692

Looks like the faggot went to turkey, too bad the turks didn't stone him to death.
https://www.instagram.com/p/6678IZvkmO/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:17:31 ID: 74c392 No.8094682

>>8094523
Also that white tube is for air.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:18:13 ID: 5fa3e5 No.8094689
File (hide): 0930efc3a589b93⋯.jpg (574.83 KB, 5000x5000, 1:1, death.jpg)

>>80946
68
i be right 
with you 
after i 
finish 
puking  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:18:21 ID: c32db0 No.8094692 >>8094702

>>8094680
there was something in epsteins trial about
epstein collecting girls from eastern europe and souh america

he alsosupposedly was in turkey

in a 15 million city like istanbul it probably is very easy to kidnap children  

File (hide): 640b7443ae996cd⋯.jpg (3.44 MB,
3686x1886, 1843:943, bif_skipman.jpg)

File (hide): 300df209858cbc2⋯.jpg (44.79 KB,
459x391, 27:23, 1478375327109.jpg)

File (hide): f4eff293c4458de⋯.png (909.53 KB,
1138x908, 569:454, Screenshot - 11052016 - 03….png)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:18:28 ID: 4ae7a6 No.8094696 >>8094708

>>8094609
ayy

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:18:56 ID: c32db0 No.8094702

>>8094692
basically they are predators
and go where the victims are the easiest to find  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:19:16 ID: 74c392 No.8094703 >>8094716 >>8094782

>>8094668
We won't have a choice. We've busted these degenerate sick fucks wide open.

Do you think they're going to leave us alone after the election regardless of who wins?

Hope everyone is using VPN.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:19:24 ID: f66d38 No.8094706

>>8094666
 Satan trips confirms   

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:19:58 ID: c32db0 No.8094708

>>8094696
it really looks like brain tissue doesnt it?
am i going crazy?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:20:01 ID: 000000 No.8094710 >>8094723 >>8094729

>>8094635
>Don't do it goy
>Trust in the LAW goy
>They're just going to call you crazy goy
>Us media will just lambast you as a radical goy

Fuck this.  I'm at a stage where I'm starting to agree with the agent provocateurs.  After they rig this election and Hillary wins, there had better be a 
goddamed civil war.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:20:03 ID: 0d060a No.8094712 >>8094723

>>8094609
I thought it was Hawaii, not Haiti.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:20:24 ID: 57952e No.8094716
File (hide): d29fe33af53de47⋯.jpg (80.78 KB, 440x623, 440:623, J._Sprenger_and_H._Institu….jpg)

>>8094703
PSY WAR NOW  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:20:59 ID: 8b9dfb No.8094722

>>8093754
>>8094095

Full vid of Pizza Party at Comet Ping Pong!

https://vid.me/TrA9  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:21:08 ID: c32db0 No.8094723 >>8094743

>>8094712
sorry my bad

>>8094710

they are scared to death of lonewolve attacks
because they are almost unstoppable and unpredictable
1 guy with resolve and a gun can wipe out at least one of them and do some justice  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:21:17 ID: 3e73b4 No.8094726 >>8094741 >>8095427

>>8094631
I don't get why it's a child-trafficking hub minus the fact it's dumb niggers.

My question is, who actually WANTS dumb niggers?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:21:30 ID: bac364 No.8094729 >>8096073

>>8094710
You didn't understand my post.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:21:41 ID: bb8b81 No.8094731 >>8094744 >>8094751 >>8094753 >>8094843

Why did he take a pic of an empty room?
https://www.instagram.com/p/zlb3kjPkvX/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:22:06 ID: 0d060a No.8094736

>>8094662
That or end up on the Clinton death list.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:22:35 ID: f66d38 No.8094739

>>8094523
Did you catch this part about using the "trapeze" to swing up to it?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:23:00 ID: b361c1 No.8094741

>>8094726
For sacrifices probably.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:23:02 ID: 0d060a No.8094743 >>8094761

>>8094723
They're probably aware that their cover is blown and acting different to throw people off.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:23:24 ID: 74c392 No.8094744 >>8094843

>>8094731
That's the pedo dungeon he built under his garage, see: >>8094523  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:24:08 ID: 977b52 No.8094749 >>8096666

File (hide): 97ae252bfe13e38⋯.png (1.83 MB, 1440x2560, 9:16, Screenshot_20161106-132320.png)

Uhh guys what the fuck?

>#podesta  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:24:20 ID: b361c1 No.8094751 >>8094772

>>8094731
Look at the comments:

>jimmycomet Oh yeah this looks fun
>werkinonmahnightcheese #killroom
>nilaylawson Just rinse it off when you're done.
>jimmycomet #murder  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:24:39 ID: c32db0 No.8094753 >>8094759 >>8094772 >>8094774 >>8094776 >>8094778 >>8094809 >>8094815 >>8094823 >>8095065
>>8095987

File (hide): 00e102824a3dcb3⋯.jpg (163.88 KB, 1042x687, 1042:687, omg.jpg)

>>8094731
looks "soundproof"

read the comments ,.. 

here we have DJ again
with the #wwdjd tag
meaning we can assume DJ are the initials fo a name  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:25:28 ID: 74c392 No.8094759 >>8094767 >>8094815

>>8094753
#wwdjd

What Would DJ Do?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:25:40 ID: c32db0 No.8094761 >>8094798

>>8094743
despite alll of their "we are untouchable we love satan and are going to be immortal "shit
they are scared to death of dying
because they know if hell exists, thats where they are going  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:26:01 ID: c32db0 No.8094767 >>8094815

>>8094759
yep
so wwhat or who is dj?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:26:34 ID: bb8b81 No.8094772

>>8094753
>>8094751
I am wondering if those comments are in half jest or not. It would be sick if they could be this blatant and get away with it.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:26:41 ID: b1b743 No.8094774 >>8094783

>>8094753
Honestly I think there's something here but not this pic.  I could easily see the same jokes being made by lots of people.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:26:54 ID: 57952e No.8094776
File (hide): fe038fbf800bb8b⋯.png (172.87 KB, 500x758, 250:379, Facebook-271ddb.png)

>>8094753  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:27:12 ID: 06c8c6 No.8094777 >>8094786

>>8094007
You do realize one can change the meaning of symbols post the creation date of the symbol.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:27:15 ID: 94ef9e No.8094778

>>8094753
Bloodstains on the right.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:27:58 ID: 3c28d9 No.8094781

>common symbols used by pedos

Sorry to derail for a moment, but why doesn't /pol/ do something like this? I know the idea has been floated before (and people have come up with 
absolutely retarded ideas like holding playing cards with an "8" on them or whatever) but it would be nice to be able to instantly identify if someone is 
generally redpilled.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:28:00 ID: cfddbd No.8094782

>>8094703
> Hope everyone is using VPN.
Nooo! They expect to find one of us in the wreckage brother.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:28:04 ID: c32db0 No.8094783

>>8094774
i kinda agree
but then we have the fact that the people making these jokes own this room

so thats kind of different?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:28:11 ID: 67950f No.8094785

>>8094532
The faggot is taunting us. He will hang 10 feet higher.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:28:25 ID: b361c1 No.8094786
File (hide): 1deb220213bea1f⋯.png (31.19 KB, 2000x1200, 5:3, 262183379.png)

>>8094777
>You do realize one can change the meaning of 
symbols post the creation date of the symbol.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:29:12 ID: 850512 No.8094796
File (hide): 0761081230a7cb2⋯.png (67.12 KB, 600x700, 6:7, fuck-being-calm-and-kill-m….png)

Reminder there will be a period 
of lawlessness after the election.

Reminder to kill kikes and 
faggots on sight.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:29:18 ID: 0d060a No.8094798

>>8094761
It's why all the mega kikes get those organ transplants so they can keep alive a couple years longer.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:30:05 ID: 94ef9e No.8094808 >>8094825 >>8094827

CALLING ALL AUTISTS

We need a professional inforgraphic summarizing everything we've found, everything cuckchan has found, and everything r/the_donald has friend.

Once we have a professional infographic we can send it in as a tip to the FBI. We're literally doing their work for them.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:30:06 ID: f417c9 No.8094809

>>8094753
Might be a shipping container  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:30:43 ID: 97f3d5 No.8094815

>>8094523
>>8094753
>>8094767
>>8094759

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Judd
www.acronymattic.com/What-Would-Donald-Judd-Do-(WWDJD).html  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:31:30 ID: 230575 No.8094821

>>8094248
Meme_man pls stop  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:31:39 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094823

>>8094753

Based on those cooling unit looking things on the top right, it looks to me like a walk-in freezer.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:31:43 ID: 366da4 No.8094824

Bump

Captiva gaytlp  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:31:50 ID: 661999 No.8094825
File (hide): 7a5d404e9ce0d9d⋯.png (1.71 MB, 640x1136, 40:71, burnedHandWith14.png)

>>8094808
>Once we have a professional infographic we can 
send it in as a tip to the FBI. 

Dude, the people posting this crap to Reddit are 
probably the FBI and the NYPD.

The FBI already knows about this crap.

We have to tell the normies.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:31:53 ID: 57952e No.8094827 >>8094858

File (hide): 08fa6aef80e9dda⋯.jpg (604.71 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, resonance-of-fate_2009_07-….jpg)

>>8094808
The useless niggerkike faggot jew fucks at 
the FBI already know all this shit. So now 
what?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:31:57 ID: 5a5ba2 No.8094828 >>8095503

File (hide): 115952ec37fd934⋯.png (81.79 KB, 808x1212, 2:3, CTRdox2.png)

Isn't the founder of CTR a close friend of Podesta ? 

When dealing with their shilling I always wondered what was wrong with them. Why they didn't seem to care about truth at 
all, it's not about political disagreement. They feverishly spread lies and almost take joy in distorting it. Now they are gleeful 
running around covering up crimes of pedophiles. 

The are like little demons  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:32:37 ID: 5a7263 No.8094832 >>8094835

File (hide): 09ab819ab1c8b53⋯.jpg (295.22 KB, 1290x898, 645:449, 2b9b442e1c0c03f7c5dc127762….jpg)

>>8092606
>now this is a new level of /x/

Yeah, the level where you find out 
they were right the whole time.

You'd best get right with whatever 
passes for god in your life, son.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:33:50 ID: b1b743 No.8094835

>>8094832
Its about to get biblical.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:34:24 ID: 11a460 No.8094838

>>8094577
That picture is odd.
Too odd.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:34:41 ID: 8a6e1b No.8094840

>>8092875
Why would it not be changed? I can't imagine the writer would want to shoot himself three times in the back of the head and then hang himself. I never 
thought the story was what it actually was anyway. It was just the underpinings of a much darker tale that could only be alluded to in fiction.

Now we're knocking on the Devil's door. I hope it opens.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:35:00 ID: 9f4208 No.8094842 >>8094857 >>8094859 >>8095102 >>8096580

File (hide): 2a9807a6290b5f3⋯.png (845.58 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, ClipboardImage.png)

HE'S CLEARLY TAKING THE PISS!  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:35:17 ID: ffe1a2 No.8094843

>>8094731
>>8094744

Friend reminder to archive. Screenshots can be manipulated or accused of it.

https://archive.is/0fIhm  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:35:33 ID: 5a7263 No.8094847
File (hide): ecfd5c01f85b860⋯.jpg (33.32 KB, 398x500, 199:250, 1470551241375-2.jpg)

>>8094532  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:36:14 ID: cd5c7b No.8094855
File (hide): 6cc00b6c2d0356b⋯.jpg (36.87 KB, 445x400, 89:80, 445_400_csupload_47755452.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:36:21 ID: 11a460 No.8094857 >>8094867

>>8094842
It's bait.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:36:26 ID: 661999 No.8094858 >>8094872 >>8094887 >>8094901

>>8094827
> fucks at the FBI already know all this shit. So now what?

The NYPD said that they will hold a press conference IF NECESSARY.

What they meant was, "Hey, pedo scum, we will let you live, we will let you continue, but not with Clinton in charge. If you get rid of Clinton, we don't 
HAVE to hold a press conference.

The guy who leaked this to reddit was probably NYPD or FBI.  This is plausibly deniable.  If the FBI makes peace with the pedos then the folks on reddit 
will be laughed of as potsmoking dreamers who watched the X-Files.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:36:28 ID: f66d38 No.8094859 >>8094864 >>8096580

>>8094842
What's the date on this?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:37:22 ID: 9f4208 No.8094864 >>8094898

>>8094859
165 weeks, it seems.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:37:31 ID: 9f4208 No.8094867 >>8094877 >>8096580

>>8094857
https://www.instagram.com/p/d15qrBPkkU/?taken-by=jimmycomet  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:38:21 ID: 57952e No.8094872
File (hide): 97e324580f5ba40⋯.jpg (31.21 KB, 736x414, 16:9, c0c1a1ad7c223eb62bad510722….jpg)

>>8094858
We need to round these 
people up and burn them alive 
no matter what.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:38:29 ID: 8a6e1b No.8094874

>>8094666
CHECK EM  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:38:38 ID: 81c784 No.8094875 >>8094891

>>8092589 (OP)
I just can't wrap my mind around this pedo circle shit.

In Western world, it's one of the most disgusting if not the most disgusting and reviled act to fuck kids. Now why would you actually go and "flaunt" your 
diddling with recurring symbols and rings and shit that the FBI knows about for instance?

I just don't get what's running through their heads. Well, they are kid fuckers so probably something wrong anyway.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:38:46 ID: 11a460 No.8094877 >>8094908

>>8094867
No I'm not questioning the source.

He's literally baiting us  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:39:38 ID: b361c1 No.8094887

>>8094858
> If the FBI makes peace with the pedos then the folks on reddit will be laughed of as potsmoking dreamers who watched the X-Files.
I don't think they can put this back in the bottle now. Jeffrey Epstein was charged with 40 COUNTS of child sex trafficking. He made a deal to plead guilty 
to just 1. This shit is deep. It's not going away now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:40:12 ID: c32db0 No.8094891

>>8094875
they think if they tell us openly
and we do not try to stop them, that we are complicit and gi  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:40:53 ID: 7a8cd2 No.8094895 >>8094926 >>8096165

>>8093123

Glory to the Almighty Eternal One.

Warrior you have been heard. 

The righteous blood of those shed in defense of the poor, the helpless, the oppressed, and the children has cried from the ground for these many 
centuries against the jews.

The Creator Who Is, who once did love these Jews and yet was rejected by them, and then turned them over to the evil one for the fulfillment of their 
wickedness now sees the time is ripe for their judgement.

All Who Now Stand Are Called Blessed. 

Proceed fearlessly in all your ways. Heaven blesses your fight, your family, and your finances.

Purify your souls in order to receive the divine blessing. Rejoice, that your warfare is holy.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:41:32 ID: f66d38 No.8094898

>>8094864
Does that mean it was posted ~3 years ago?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:41:55 ID: 11a460 No.8094901 >>8094934 >>8094942

>>8094858
> If the FBI makes peace with the pedos
Don't you get WHY comey put his brother in the foundation?
To catch these fuckers.
He won't let these bastards get away now. He's got them. The operation worked.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:42:30 ID: 9f4208 No.8094908

>>8094877
Yep  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:44:18 ID: cfddbd No.8094926 >>8095151

>>8094895
> All Who Now Stand Are Called Blessed
though they may complain of tortured soles  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:44:26 ID: a9ba66 No.8094927 >>8094950

File (hide): b64df6c1cd3c8c9⋯.jpg (503.29 KB, 599x668, 599:668, 1462391848828-2.jpg)

>>8094594
The worst thing is I knew about all this shit for years, but I didn't 
expect them to go that far. 

My armor is contempt. My shield is disgust. My sword is hatred. 
In the emperor's name, let none survive. 
WE MUST KILL THEM ALL  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:44:33 ID: 9f4208 No.8094930 >>8094944

File (hide): f010f0986811776⋯.png (1.13 MB, 1360x768, 85:48, ClipboardImage.png)

I'M OUT FOR A 
SMOKE I CAN'T 
DEAL WITH 
THIS!  
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File (hide): 34f8698b0ae3fcb⋯.png (15.74 KB,
244x255, 244:255, d15ecee001a9565a732a5a1a9d….png)

File (hide): 406f964a07e7032⋯.jpg (73.28 KB,
604x453, 4:3, 1477275414375.jpg)

File (hide): a14dabdd4fab8d3⋯.jpg (125.2 KB,
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:44:41 ID: decec1 No.8094932 >>8096360

>>8093754
>https://vimeo.com/190144149

WTFUGGG

THESE KIKES CANT GET AWAY WITH THIS REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

>someone save the video before it gets suicided

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:44:45 ID: 57952e No.8094934 >>8094964 >>8095117 >>8095151

File (hide): 5760a1ebbc9bed4⋯.jpg (101.13 KB, 844x610, 422:305, homura did nothing wrong.jpg)

>>8094901
I don't see any press conferences. I don't see any arrests. Fuck the FBI, they are our enemies and they 
always were. An entire army running interference for kidfuckers.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:45:37 ID: 7800f5 No.8094942 >>8094985

>>8094901
Comey is 500% corrupt and not on our side.  He got off the Clintons repeatedly in their prior crimes.  He is only trying to get out of going to the gallows 
with them.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:45:55 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094944

>>8094930

>implying he's going to wait until they're older  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:46:14 ID: 8a6e1b No.8094947

>>8093853
GAS YOURSELF FAGGOT  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:46:14 ID: bb8b81 No.8094948 >>8094962 >>8094972 >>8094974 >>8094984 >>8095049 >>8095068 >>8095555

Looks like the (((media))) is already starting to catch on to us. 
https://archive.is/qkWEp  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:46:23 ID: c32db0 No.8094950 >>8094955

>>8094927
their filthy blood shall not touch the soil
only fire can cleanse them  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:47:31 ID: c32db0 No.8094955 >>8095158

>>8094950
"oy vey its a crazy conspiracy theory nothing to see!!"  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:47:59 ID: 23a7fb No.8094961 >>8095158

>>8092606

Always the (((first post))).  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:47:58 ID: 2f2f36 No.8094962

>>8094948

They namedropped 4chan, reddit, and Milo.  We're relatively safe from their prying eyes for now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:48:07 ID: b361c1 No.8094964

>>8094934
>Fuck the FBI
Yeah what the fuck are they doing? It feels like they've bottled this whole thing up since Comey said the investigation was reopened.

I thought Comey was supposed to meet with Congress on Friday. Did he? I haven't fucking heard anything else from him since he wrote the letter to 
Congress 2 weeks ago.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:48:44 ID: f66d38 No.8094972

>>8094948
It's a perfect trap… when it comes out we were right all along…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:48:52 ID: 9e424e No.8094974
File (hide): 95e5a5cf24ba2fb⋯.jpg (198.55 KB, 500x500, 1:1, 1422756188543.jpg)

>>8094948
>kikes are 
already 
screaming 
conspiracy 
theory

You do know 
theories are 
based on proof.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:49:01 ID: 977b52 No.8094977 >>8095014 >>8095018 >>8096580

Can someone explain who Jimmycomet is or how his instagram got linked? 

What's his full name?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:49:20 ID: c32db0 No.8094979 >>8095059

anons questinon?

was there something related to unicorns?

please tell me
wasnt this word used in some context  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:49:41 ID: b361c1 No.8094984 >>8095028

>>8094948
They'll never let this go mainstream. They just had Podesta on NBC's Meet The Press, and they didn't ask him a SINGLE question about Spirit Cooking.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:49:56 ID: 11a460 No.8094985 >>8095151

>>8094942
> He got off the Clintons repeatedly in their prior crimes.
Which probably did the same thing and nicked a bunch of pedos and drug lords.
This is how they work people.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:50:17 ID: a906ee No.8094989 >>8096580

File (hide): 3ab0f661c240437⋯.png (1.19 MB, 935x603, 935:603, jcpizza.png)

https://www.instagra
m.com/p/YvTVA_vkm
A/?taken-
by=jimmycomet  

bobama Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:51:28 ID: 42a9f3 No.8095003 >>8095032

File (hide): ca49f24c88c771b⋯.jpg (83.48 KB, 612x612, 1:1, 211178985_1a757b61-7811-47….jpg)

>>8094532
Coincidence ???

I DON'T THINK SO JIM  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:51:31 ID: 8a6e1b No.8095004
File (hide): e0808f091fcf160⋯.png (377.69 KB, 900x1593, 100:177, DOTR.png)

>>8092613  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:51:39 ID: 813297 No.8095007
File (hide): 41c8d99ba3ecadc⋯.png (1.38 MB, 1280x1024, 5:4, 1468457603028.png)

>>8094668
AVE MARIA  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:51:49 ID: 38c268 No.8095010

The most fucked up thing is how fucking badly I want a massive slice of pizza right now.

My stomach is about to eat its way out and go look for food on its own.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:51:59 ID: 977b52 No.8095014

>>8094977

My bad ignore i'm retarded. Currently on mobile.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:52:20 ID: cd5c7b No.8095017 >>8095038 >>8095415 >>8095546 >>8095604

File (hide): 79a7dc289f15838⋯.png (313.41 KB, 1254x650, 627:325, come on not even trying to….png)

>>8094227  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:52:30 ID: d16b13 No.8095018 >>8095045 >>8095078

>>8094977
James Alefantis, owner of Comet Ping Pong in Washington, DC.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:53:07 ID: decec1 No.8095025 >>8095069

>>8094051

what the fug

/pol/ I wanna get off :^[  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:53:26 ID: 2f2f36 No.8095028

>>8094984

Even if it does, it sounds pretty ridiculous.  Our enemies have the same defense we do.  As ridiculous as neo-nazi wizards worshiping an ancient 
Egyptian frog god of chaos sounds, an elite pedophile cabal that runs the country and engages in ritual consumption of sperm and breast milk sounds just 
as dumb.  Anyone who says the truth will be ridiculed.  Once it becomes a source of ridicule to  speak the truth, the truth stops mattering.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:53:55 ID: cfddbd No.8095032

>>8095003

> Obama is the bottom

> makes the kid call him "lil' oreo"  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:54:32 ID: 57952e No.8095038
File (hide): 9ae529ca4040454⋯.jpg (11.7 KB, 236x228, 59:57, ffa2df10e518e2d6361a8416f7….jpg)

>>8095017
I think the eye twitch I've developed 
over the past couple weeks is 
permanent.  
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File (hide): 5b6cf87f320bf37⋯.jpg (42.96 KB, 576x315,
64:35, David-Brock-and-James-Alef….jpg)

File (hide): 1bcc30ec3871afa⋯.jpg (838.26 KB,
1618x1080, 809:540, transformer_11th_annual_si….jpg)

File (hide): 75a94ba4fb0866c⋯.jpg
(26.62 KB, 200x300, 2:3, David Brock James
Alefanti….jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:55:07 ID: b361c1 No.8095045 >>8095283

>>8095018
>James Alefantis
He is David Brock's ex-boyfriend.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:55:28 ID: 11a460 No.8095049

>>8094948
>Indeed, Alefantis says, "pizza's always a big thing in politics."
>"Spooked," the user posted that he fled the restaurant. 
>Spooked
Oh haha.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:55:36 ID: 2fc323 No.8095051

>>8094650

reminds me of a (I think nbc) prime time hit piece on a dentist who went Tyland (or some similar place) for child sex.  The reporter went under cover to 
predent to buy child sex and buom buom was code for fucking little girls.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:56:26 ID: c32db0 No.8095059 >>8095064

>>8094979
this is important

was there any connection to the word unicor?

i just opened my browser to check ebay
and the newspage randomly showed this

translation of this article
so a german chocolate firm. produced a special limited edition of its chococale for the 1st of November,. the "day of the unicorn"

then i remembered I read the unicorn term the last days on 8chan in relation to this pedo stuff

am I correct? didnt they use it? im not sure

so I remembered this post  here
>>8093754

and check out what the 1st of November is  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:56:48 ID: c32db0 No.8095064 >>8095110

File (hide): cc471637359fd90⋯.jpg (322.29 KB, 935x1200, 187:240, day of the unicorn.jpg)

>>8095059
forgot to attach the image  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:56:58 ID: 276f66 No.8095065 >>8095080 >>8095427

>>8094753
You didn't highlight one of the damning comments- 
"Just a pile of money under a sheet"  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:57:11 ID: 9e1717 No.8095068

>>8094948
>Conspiracy Theorists
there's that word again  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:57:24 ID: f66d38 No.8095069

>>8095025
Yep. I thought this was all /x/ tier… until I saw that e-mail.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:57:24 ID: decec1 No.8095070

>>8094095
>you want perks from her
>evil cackle

>crowd laughs because they are in on the pedo shit. 

DAY OF THE ROPE WHEN!!!

btw good job anon, this needs to be spread like wild fire.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:57:58 ID: 977b52 No.8095078 >>8095104 >>8095578

>>8095018

Wikipedia lists two founders: 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comet_Ping_Pong

Carole Greenwood and Alefantis 

Who is Greenwood?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:58:09 ID: c32db0 No.8095080 >>8095092 >>8095102

>>8095065
what does it mean?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:59:15 ID: 276f66 No.8095092 >>8095104

>>8095080
the sheet covers where the money is, in this case the sheet is the pizza operation  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 18:59:43 ID: 73709b No.8095097 >>8095701

>>8094095
…there's something very wrong here  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:00:18 ID: f66d38 No.8095102

>>8095080
see
>>8094842  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:00:20 ID: c32db0 No.8095104 >>8095134

>>8095078
lmao from wiki

>GQ ranked James Alefantis as the 49th most powerful >person in Washington partly on the basis of owning Comet >Ping Pong and its cultural cachet

>>8095092

hholy fuck thanks for explaining  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:00:54 ID: c32db0 No.8095110

guys please answer

was the word unicorn used in the pizza cp context?

does it have a meaning?

>>8095064  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:01:07 ID: 11a460 No.8095117 >>8095151

>>8094934
>I don't see any press conferences. I don't see any arrests. 
They were baiting us to dig anon.
They obviously dug into gamergate - saw our potential or at least our enthusiasm.

I would have done the same thing. 
50 million people on the chans are now fully aware of a global pedophile ring and the reality of hollywood. 
50 million people are now fully aware of a global laundering scheme.
50 million people are now fully aware of a global drug trade.
50 million people are now fully aware of computer vulnerabilities and learned how to use their computers better and more securely.

I'm staggered.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:01:28 ID: cfddbd No.8095121

>>8094095
that is the voice of decades of incontinence  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:02:55 ID: 977b52 No.8095134 >>8095153

>>8095104

Yeah, this was mentioned by anon >>8094314

He also says the pizza is shit.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:03:08 ID: 2fc323 No.8095138

There is a good chance they will initiate protocol zero on this place.  We should put them under surveillance look for them cleaning up evidence check the 
dumpsters and remember they are all connected with that underground roadway so they could dispose of evidence out a different facility..  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:03:32 ID: 8b9dfb No.8095145 >>8095166 >>8095225 >>8096385

File (hide): 78102476e8fdcac⋯.png (251.43 KB, 935x583, 85:53, CCP.png)

Anotherone.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:03:46 ID: 3f3457 No.8095148 >>8095333

>>8093837
>I've always wondered what would happen if you said "No." to the pedo Blackmail?
>what if it was someone who people would notice was dead/missing that said no?

Supposedly, this is exactly what happened to Trump.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:04:02 ID: 661999 No.8095151 >>8095361 >>8095421

>>8094926

Although many are cold, few are frozen.

>>8094934
>I don't see any press conferences. I don't see any arrests.

If NYPD gets off its ass this week, I will laud them.

If they wait until 19 Jan 2017, I will chide them as irresponsible.

If they never have that press conference - then I will call them liars.

Unfortunately the Chief of NYPD who promised a press conference didn't give his name out, so it's impossible to prove that the NYPD really promised a 
press conference.

>>8094985
>> He got off the Clintons repeatedly in their prior crimes.

>Which probably did the same thing and nicked a bunch of pedos and drug lords.

>This is how they work people.

I know the FBI allows some criminals to continue so that other criminals can be caught.

But what if the FBI is tolerating the biggest known criminals and punishing the small fry just to make a false show of law enforcement?

>>8095117

Okay, suppose that 50 million people are aware now.

What the hell are those 50 million people going to do?  No leaders, no budgets.  The ones in the USA can vote, so that's a little something.

But unless the 50 Million get off their asses and start agitating, nothing is likely to change for the better.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:03:56 ID: c32db0 No.8095153 >>8095175

File (hide): 8e43c8876ed6995⋯.jpg (243.45 KB, 971x498, 971:498, murders_and_rapes.jpg)

>>8095134
murders and rapes

so theres a recording of 
the hearing or 
something  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:04:11 ID: 7d06cf No.8095158
File (hide): 7a429eb8742f1c5⋯.jpg (25.19 KB, 236x349, 236:349, 0db9f6e5ac6c56570d23c8174a….jpg)

WE NEED TO BREAK THE  
CONDITIONING
>>8094955
>>8094961
>>8092680  
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File (hide): 8b4377a62b97cdd⋯.png (457.66 KB, 1202x859, 1202:859, MODS.PNG)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:05:05 ID: 2ba9e2 No.8095166 >>8095225

>>8095145
>all ages
>heavy breathing
>pizza exorcism
>interactive exorcise
I feel like I'm going insane  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:05:21 ID: a9ba66 No.8095169 >>8095180 >>8095199

File (hide): 98baafbeb6da2b8⋯.gif (2.42 MB, 400x132, 100:33, 1368363534360.gif)

Brothers, yuropean here, I'll gladly come over and join you in the cleansing of these disgusting fucks when 
the time comes. I'm 100% sure the same shit is going on over here too, especially in the EU cabinet and I 
hope we find out soon  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:05:37 ID: cd5c7b No.8095171

>>8095162
https://www.instagram.com/p/s8MAgOvkl4/?taken-by=jimmycomet  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:05:59 ID: 977b52 No.8095175 >>8095201

>>8095153

Good catch  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:06:02 ID: 4e7dc0 No.8095176

>>8095162
Holy. Fucking. Shit.

Get the fucking FBI on that asshole.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:06:23 ID: c32db0 No.8095180

>>8095169

you dont need to go to the usa

the same pedo shit is happening in europe

and has been for centuries  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:07:03 ID: 3d1dc2 No.8095187 >>8095214

>>8095162

Where is the archived link you fucking nigger  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:07:21 ID: 57952e No.8095193
File (hide): 1d3328f36d96ecd⋯.png (281.28 KB, 600x300, 2:1, c39df-homuhomu1.png)

>>8095162  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:07:34 ID: 74c392 No.8095199

>>8095169
Dude, Merkel and all of the other EU establishment politicians are part of the same club. You have your hands full.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:07:37 ID: c32db0 No.8095201

>>8095175
i forgot the best part
Live music resumed on August 8, 2008, after the decision
 and Frank Winstead was defeated by a wide margin in the next election.   

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:09:09 ID: 3d1dc2 No.8095214

>>8095187

https://archive.is/04A48

You are welcome.

share this everywhere  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:10:15 ID: 8b9dfb No.8095225

>>8095145
>>8095166

https://www.facebook.com/CometPingPongLiveMusic/photos_stream?ref=page_internal

Find more at.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:11:01 ID: 559af2 No.8095233
File (hide): b646c2078095805⋯.gif (1.92 MB, 480x360, 4:3, 1430194512409.gif)

>>8095162
MOTHER 
OF GOD  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:11:20 ID: bb8b81 No.8095237 >>8095266 >>8095274 >>8096323

>>8095162
>inb4 anon gets banned for posting cp  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:11:35 ID: 99d1bd No.8095238

I have been reading through this thread and noticed one glaring item.
Symbolism
When I first got the internets 20 years ago I looked at all the crazy shit I could find. 
It was just great better than any novel I could ever expect to read because according to all the authors
IT IS ALL TRUE TRUST ME
So fast forward to current year and it is obvious to me the ride is even more psychotic than I could ever 
have imagined.
We get bits and pieces dribbled out to us and some how we try to make sense of it.
There is one author that I read and watched every video he put out amongst many that I would read and/or 
watch, that was Jordan Maxwell.
He actually made some sense to me even though it was at a highly conspiratorial and crazy ranting kind of 
way.
I am going to post this video of his and you anons can make up your own minds as to his legitimacy. 
Looking at the logos on the pizza places and a bunch of other logos tends to tell me Maxwell is not as crazy 

as everyone makes him out to be.
The video is a radio interview "Jordan Maxwell On How The Elite Communicate Using Symbolism And The Occult."
If you actually start looking you can see what he talks about all around, the question is and always remains is it just innocuous coincidence or does 
something more sinister lurk below he surface? 
I highly doubt I will ever be able to figure it out if it is true or just crazy talk, but that is just the nature of the beast. 
There is literally 100's of incidences that the media reports one way and /pol/ finds out they are lying, this is pretty much old news now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:12:11 ID: 91acc7 No.8095245 >>8095366 >>8095453

Man, how fucking deep does this rabbit hole go? I'm fucking scared to see what's next after this.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:12:39 ID: a9ba66 No.8095257 >>8095267

File (hide): ef628d5a7996e0b⋯.jpg (137.46 KB, 603x403, 603:403, 1362685393951.jpg)

>>8095162
Holy shit  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:12:45 ID: b491e1 No.8095258

>>8092831
From kikepedia:
>Since 2000, Good Humor has been one of numerous Unilever ice cream subsidiaries to use the international Heartbrand for its logo. It removed the 
Heartbrand in 2009 but brought it back as part of its logo from 2014 onwards.

Was there a time they were laying low? Did the FBI actually close in on the whole thing?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:13:22 ID: 57952e No.8095266 >>8096323

File (hide): a492fcef39ee5e7⋯.jpeg (44.21 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, 1451884644-70e83dd4a86e75….jpeg)

>>8095237
I'm almost worried about having clicked on it, but if we have 
to do the FBI's jobs for them, fuck them twice.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:13:26 ID: c32db0 No.8095267

>>8095257
wtf
is there any doubt? any chance this is not what i think im seeing?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:13:36 ID: 97f3d5 No.8095273 >>8095891

In the party video, Amanda Kleinman (MajesticApe) references "secret pizza". This same term comes up in the description of a film about a "private 
island" that was produced by James Alefantis.

Amanda Kleinman's band "Heavy Breathing" has a music video that references pedophilia.

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm5025616/
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zo_euND7Acs  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:13:37 ID: cd5c7b No.8095274
File (hide): a7be82afd565f34⋯.png (885.96 KB, 1153x730, 1153:730, long-dong-ping-pong.png)

>>8095237
not worried about b&
>V&
i deleted my hard drive

https://archive.is/3TQ2R  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:14:25 ID: 08d5a7 No.8095282

>>8092728
Goddamn do I feel better for eating Breyer's now  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:14:28 ID: d16b13 No.8095283

>>8095045
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:15:49 ID: cfddbd No.8095300

>>8095162
looks like they forgot to bleach the asshole  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:16:17 ID: 1208ba No.8095308
File (hide): 02c53cfbe808a06⋯.jpg (869.64 KB, 1317x900, 439:300, I'd like to stop these kik….jpg)

>>8095162  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:18:01 ID: ffe1a2 No.8095333 >>8095356 >>8095428

>>8095148
Yes. Epstein supposedly began showing up to the Mar-a-Lago with different young girls he would call his "nieces". Trump supposedly was on the 
Epstein's plane one time. Epstein was never seen at the Mar-a-Lago again.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:19:03 ID: 865723 No.8095351

>show up at bill clinton rally with a sign thats just the two hearts  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:19:17 ID: f66d38 No.8095356

>>8095333
>checked
It all makes sense now why they are panicking.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:19:34 ID: decec1 No.8095359
File (hide): ea4db297e25af37⋯.png (159.73 KB, 444x720, 37:60, 312f473d4b9b9883c5ec59a76a….png)

>>8094666

PRAISE KEK

THESE FUGS WILL BURN AT THE STAKE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:19:42 ID: c8142e No.8095361
File (hide): 397eebc80d41845⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 9.62 KB, 736x552, 4:3, shhhh.jpg)

>>8095151

pssst…

 … 50 million  LONE WOLVES  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:19:54 ID: a9ba66 No.8095366 >>8095380 >>8095396

>>8095245
As deep as it gets my dude, they're satanists, demons feed upon the worst deeds you can imagine. They're literally the most evil people in the world  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:19:57 ID: 97f3d5 No.8095368 >>8095392

File (hide): 3e9ed44e8197b10⋯.png (2.33 MB, 3800x10000, 19:50, 3.png)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:20:48 ID: a9ba66 No.8095380

>>8095366
fuck I don't like those digits  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:21:21 ID: c73c34 No.8095392 >>8095451

>>8095368
Is there a word document or an online link that I can make so that I can post this to the cucked on social media and inform them?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:21:52 ID: 57952e No.8095396
File (hide): ce3b334f915c589⋯.jpg (21.42 KB, 500x400, 5:4, 8c80836d9757518ce6a260b3db….jpg)

>>8095366
Well.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:22:30 ID: 1fb43c No.8095407
File (hide): 6a2784dafc62b74⋯.png (451.77 KB, 655x805, 131:161, clintons child stealer lau….PNG)

>>8094609  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:22:51 ID: 3f3457 No.8095415

>>8095017
Oh what the everloving fuck  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:23:05 ID: 9a2455 No.8095417 >>8095468 >>8095483

>>8095162
Am I the only one seeing the symbolism of the sleeping security guard?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:23:18 ID: 11a460 No.8095421

>>8095151
>But what if the FBI is tolerating the biggest known criminals and punishing the small fry just to make a false show of law enforcement?
Check out the podesta sticky.
Band posted a picture labelled 'Pizza.jpg' and linked every suspicious person we've been looking at since.
And then we connected more and more dots and people and even possible locations.
All in the public spectrum.
All completely legal - FBI has no dirty hands if WE dig into the leaks, furthermore Band is probably clean because of plausible deniability (not his real 
name btw http://pmnightlynews.com/index.php/2016/11/04/new-sources-eric-braverman/). The FBI are clearly protecting him now.

>What the hell are those 50 million people going to do? No leaders, no budgets
I do a degree. So do many other anons.
What do you think we're gonna do? Play ball.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:23:52 ID: 9bf3db No.8095427 >>8095467

File (hide): 43d593a169fe9f1⋯.jpg (45.72 KB, 833x625, 833:625, breaking-bad-money-pile.pn….jpg)

>>8094726
Children no one will care about or miss, other than their dirt-poor families. Children 
who don't speak English, only Haitian Creole. 

>>8095065
Probably just a stupid Breaking Bad reference. Walter's pallet of money.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:23:53 ID: 743d52 No.8095428 >>8095447

>>8095333
I seem to remember Epstein's butler talking about one time when Trump was invited to a dinner at Epstein's mansion. Trump refused to even sit at the 
table with Epstein, and instead ate in the kitchen with the butler.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:23:55 ID: 2ef95e No.8095431 >>8095470 >>8095471 >>8095537 >>8095710 >>8095772 >>8096776

File (hide): 037995fad71b72c⋯.jpg (341.31 KB, 942x602, 471:301, 2016-11-06 20_22_45-james ….jpg)

>>8094532
look who i found  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:24:54 ID: 73709b No.8095447

>>8095428
Who can deny Trump is our man?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:25:04 ID: 97f3d5 No.8095451 >>8096171

>>8095392
I actually got it from megacuck tumblr.

libertarian–princess.tumblr.com/post/152747392621/libertarianprincess-libertarianprincess

use the whole link or else it'll break.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:24:58 ID: 4e7dc0 No.8095453

>>8095245
I'm expecting to see the devil soon.

Not as in, "they're devil worshipers", the actual fucking thing. The physical manifestation of Moloch. In photo.  
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>>8095427
No wonder they keep bringing muzzie terrorists into the USA; no wonder they keep trying so obviously to plunge this 
country into chaos… they want a supply of fresh-faced American kids to torture, rape, and sacrifice.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:25:37 ID: cd5c7b No.8095468

>>8095417
no, it's as if (((he))) knows he can get away with it  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:25:47 ID: a9ba66 No.8095470
File (hide): 3b1d569cbee064c⋯.gif (2.86 MB, 400x300, 4:3, juden ammo.gif)

>>809543
1
>unconnec
ted 
earlobes
>that nose
This 
disgusting 
fucking 
kikess  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:25:50 ID: 2ba9e2 No.8095471

>>8095431
At this point the only thing stopping me from wanting washington to be nuked is the monuments and buildings that would be lost

All these degenerates are linked to each other and all doing the same depraved shit  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:26:28 ID: 11a460 No.8095483

>>8095162
>>8095417
>don't let your guard down  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:27:48 ID: 632f98 No.8095497 >>8095531

File (hide): a6148a0c42fe5e1⋯.png (709.07 KB, 1280x948, 320:237, 1451773674292.png)

>>8093888
They will be purged.

By the Führer,
THEY WILL BE  
PURGED  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:27:56 ID: 11a460 No.8095498 >>8095515 >>8095521 >>8095541

>>8095162
Also I hope that is not CP.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:28:33 ID: 1fb43c No.8095503

>>8094828
so many jew names lmao  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:29:03 ID: 1584b8 No.8095511

There's a story in the Bible where a young army officer named Jehu brilliantly takes over the kingdom, and as soon he becomes the king he hold a big 
ceremony for the pagan god baal - announcing "Ahab served Baal a little, but Jehu shall serve him much" to trick all the priests of baal to show up at the 
ceremony where he kills them all. This is what Trump should do as soon as he gets in. Announce a big "pro-gay" "pizza/cheese/walnut sauce" party for all 
the faggots at some big Army base and kill them all.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:29:20 ID: 11a460 No.8095512

>>8093888
No you stupid git.
There is something there, but right now all we might be seeing is bait.
But it's where the bait leads to that's the key.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:29:21 ID: 70b401 No.8095515 >>8095522

>>8095498
Something tells me it is… God these people are fucking degenerates.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:29:48 ID: 2c413c No.8095520
File (hide): dd9b91d241346a9⋯.jpg (74.57 KB, 430x895, 86:179, solero-berries-2016-430x89….jpg)

hmmmm  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:29:52 ID: a9ba66 No.8095521 >>8095550

>>8095498
I think that's the point
>>8095467
I seriously hope the imperial inquisition becomes real, they must all be purged in the most violent manner  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:29:58 ID: 11a460 No.8095522 >>8095580 >>8095627

>>8095515
Really?
I can't tell the age of a person from their bottom.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:30:17 ID: 57952e No.8095531 >>8095551

File (hide): c2107c549fd455e⋯.png (493.26 KB, 610x431, 610:431, 1iJY1UL.png)

>>8095497
DO YOU SERIOUSLY NOT HAVE ENOUGH EVIDENCE YET FBI?  
DO YOU NOT KNOW WHA T RICO IS?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:30:35 ID: 2ef95e No.8095537 >>8095561 >>8095564 >>8095570 >>8095817 >>8096024 >>8096797

>>8095431
Not only a faggot that loves satanist-kikes, also a pro hillary faggot that loves satanist-kikes  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:30:54 ID: 38c268 No.8095541 >>8096913

>>8095498
As someone with a penchant for small/petite but legal girls, I'm telling you that looks too much the former to be the latter.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:31:11 ID: 56c383 No.8095546

>>8095017
Normalfags do things like go out with their scantily dressed children / sex partners and feed each other ice cream on sunny days. Its not all a giant plot, 
beyond the usual Globocorps substituting themselves for meaningful human interaction, ect.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:31:29 ID: 2ea152 No.8095549

>>8092861
Yes there is. That's why they 
told us about 911 before 
they did it.(and after)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:31:35 ID: 57952e No.8095550

>>8095521
We're Imperial psykers and hatepol is our telepathic presence in the Warp.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:31:35 ID: 11a460 No.8095551

>>8095531
>DO YOU SERIOUSLY NOT HAVE ENOUGH EVIDENCE YET FBI? 
Which means this ring is FUCKING HUGE  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:31:35 ID: 5fa3e5 No.8095552

>>8095162  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:31:44 ID: bac364 No.8095555 >>8095562 >>8095721 >>8095864 >>8095883

>>8094948
>they actually linked to the pizza-related handkerchief map email
Are they seriously this dumb?
That's the one mention of pizza in the emails that makes no fucking sense to interpret as being about actual pizza.  Everything else is just vague enough 
to work, that email is what sealed it for me.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:31:47 ID: 6f4915 No.8095556 >>8095583

THE FBI ARE NEITHER OUR FRIENDS NOR OUR ENEMIES
>what are individuals
You people do realize that most (corrupted) people don't have the same goal, yes? I might have joined the FBI because I thought they were cool, only to 
find massive corruption, and instead of going full Snowden which didn't do much in the long run, I might find others that feel the same way and slowly 
destroy it from the inside.
One Jew Jews for shekels, another Jews because he hates non-Jews, and another Jews because he thinks communism is the way to go.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:32:12 ID: 38c268 No.8095561 >>8095593 >>8096797 >>8096892

>>8095537
>first pic
>"Stuck in Philthy with my new pup"

What.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:32:13 ID: 6f4915 No.8095562 >>8095565

>>8095555
Fuck you you stole my trips faggot  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:32:34 ID: 2ba9e2 No.8095564

>>8095537
>cooking for hillary
>#podesta
Tell me those cakes aren't filled with semen, breast milk and satanic magic.
Fucking tell me.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:32:42 ID: 6f4915 No.8095565

>>8095562
*quads, fuck me I'm drunk  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:32:56 ID: 4e7dc0 No.8095570

>>8095537
>that last one
That's fucking Podesta.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:33:32 ID: cd5c7b No.8095578

>>8095078
https://www.linkedin.com/in/carole-wagner-greenwood-80006b11
>Civilian Art Projects, Buck's Fishing and Camping/ Comet Ping pong

http://www.civilianartprojects.com/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:33:35 ID: cfddbd No.8095580 >>8095603

>>8095522
> I can't tell the age of a person from their bottom.
you can't tell the age but you can tell the mileage  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:33:51 ID: 11a460 No.8095583

>>8095556
Another jew jews because of being jewed.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:34:31 ID: 8b9dfb No.8095590 >>8095636

File (hide): f227e6bac7b8338⋯.png (368.46 KB, 931x595, 133:85, ccp2.png)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:34:52 ID: 38c268 No.8095593 >>8095630 >>8096797 >>8096892

>>8095561
I'm reiterating this for emphasis.

What.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:35:15 ID: 11a460 No.8095603 >>8095716

>>8095580
Really?
I just see an ass. There's too many possibilities to deduce the reality.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:35:17 ID: 940467 No.8095604
File (hide): af8712b2c00e6a9⋯.gif (18.11 KB, 574x260, 287:130, good-humor-before-after.gif)

>>8095017
>"Ice cream fans"
Hmm. I know it's been 
pointed out before but…  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:36:05 ID: 831f9b No.8095616

>>8093980
>So it makes me wonder what exactly are you up to. The other anon was typing in perfect English minus capitalization and the like
This is their new d&c tactic, its the new incarnation of "reddit spacing" but since nobody is falling for that anymore they think they can just switch it up to, 
"you type like a mongol" and we'll all fall for it again.

>>8094270
split it into 12mb chunks and upload here

>>8094377
>Anyway we can check out building blueprints for these places?
they might be available from the city's library  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:36:55 ID: 56c383 No.8095627 >>8095643 >>8095656

>>8095522
You can eyeball it.

But no, that looks like standard 80s/90s printed smut from the colours and fabrics.

The problem is that the normalisation of degenerate art makes it harder to separate the abusers from the edgy idiots.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:37:19 ID: 2ef95e No.8095630 >>8095657

>>8095593
Might be as simple as I couldnt come to your event cuz im stuck in philly with my new pup
They are all faggots and i dont know if philty is slang for philly in general or just among degenerates  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:37:29 ID: 35d73d No.8095633

There's just so much information and damning evidence… probably no way to compile in one infographic.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:37:32 ID: df0853 No.8095634 >>8095728 >>8096344

>>8094231
This makes me mad  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:37:33 ID: a9ba66 No.8095636

>>8095590
>all ages
Oh who would have expected this  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:37:56 ID: 5bc531 No.8095640 >>8095681 >>8095682

File (hide): 820cf2a44f2e71d⋯.png (129.45 KB, 384x263, 384:263, yahn.png)

Strongest part of your case: linkage of individuals, such as HRC etc.

Medium part: symbols. It's too easy for people to come up with these symbols at random. They are just 
mediocre doodles. However, if the three symbols are really a good match (I couldn't tell) that's quite a 
coincidence.

Weakest part: underground subway. I'm sure there are homeless people, cops, urban explorers or city 
inspectors in there once in a while, no matter how locked/welded the entrances are. Just because it would 
make a great dungeon in a movie doesn't mean it's practical for such a use. And making an opening/tunnel 
from the store's basement into the subway would be a hard project.

There's a reason Pedophile Island is an island, and not in the US.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:38:03 ID: 11a460 No.8095643

>>8095627
>The problem is that the normalisation of degenerate art makes it harder to separate the abusers from the edgy idiots.
That and the confirmation bias.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:38:33 ID: 57952e No.8095656
File (hide): 2c6172b3185beb0⋯.jpg (43.86 KB, 500x357, 500:357, 2a22c066e7b55b6e845732647e….jpg)

>>8095627
Eh why bother making a 
distinction. Fucking Hell.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:38:41 ID: 38c268 No.8095657 >>8095879

>>8095630
My emphasis was intended to be on "my new pup", not Philthy.  

File (hide): ed3323de5efc7aa⋯.jpg
(223.81 KB, 866x1300, 433:650, 13708688-
Girl-and-boy-lick….jpg)

File (hide): 4512a457c6b676f⋯.jpg
(615.48 KB, 1125x1600, 45:64, stock-photo-girl-
eating-po….jpg)

File (hide): 5838ee2ffd894f7⋯.jpg
(6.38 KB, 183x275, 183:275, images (2).jpg)

File (hide): c8f064e90d3b135⋯.jpg (104.45 KB,
431x398, 431:398, 130017651.jpg)

File (hide): c068d49ebc9fac9⋯.jpg (72.81 KB,
640x447, 640:447, two-little-sisters-eating-….jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:39:00 ID: 568872 No.8095659 >>8095679 >>8096372

>>8092689
>>8092831
y'know stock photos of kids eating popsicles is creepy  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:40:11 ID: 11a460 No.8095679

>>8095659
Oh god make it stop.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:40:05 ID: 38c268 No.8095681

>>8095640
Where would you suggest we look?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:40:16 ID: 9afb69 No.8095682 >>8095705 >>8095713

>>8095640
>Medium part: symbols. It's too easy for people to come up with these symbols at random. 

Also what are the origins for the symbols the pedos use? Did they choose them to mimic existing ones with loose associations with children (such as ice 
cream), or did they go further back.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:41:00 ID: bb8b81 No.8095697

>>8095162
https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/214559359/whitney-museum-of-american-art/
That seems to be the (((museum))) of (((art))) where this shit comes from.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:41:14 ID: f06789 No.8095701 >>8095731 >>8095769 >>8095781

>>8093736
Pretty sure they have the police in their pocke. If they don't they would hand it over to a "human trafficking lawyer" and all the evidence would be 
dismissed as "coincidences". I'm sure they have the actual paths to their little dungeon well hidden. Getting into the abandoned subway and doing some 
"investigative journalism" would be the only way to catch them red handed, unless they already moved everything incriminating. 

God though, this is getting crazy, I want so badly for this info to go mainstream in a real way and for these people to hang.

>>8094095
>>8095097
What are you talking about goy, this is a totally normal results until ceremony/modern art where in the every thing is taken lightly and there are definitely 
no child sacrifices! That would be waaaay to /x/.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:41:39 ID: 11a460 No.8095705

>>8095682
>Also what are the origins for the symbols the pedos use? 
>the ice cream connection
oh.. so it's the other way around.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:41:47 ID: a64288 No.8095710

>>8095431
THE UNHOLY KIKESS WITCH

IT ALL FITS TOO WELL  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:41:52 ID: 35d73d No.8095713 >>8095830

>>8095682
>Also what are the origins for the symbols the pedos use?
It's likely memetically developed.  Can only speculate – like perhaps it was taken from good humor's logo because ice cream was a great way to gain 
kid's trust.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:42:01 ID: cfddbd No.8095716 >>8095779

>>8095603
jesus anon get a sense of humor, it was a joke comparing how you buy a car to inspecting a human anus.

> I just see an ass.
pull your head out of it  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:42:11 ID: 2ea152 No.8095721 >>8095797 >>8095866 >>8095883

>>8095555
Actually it does make sense. I think it could mean a handkerchief dipped in chloroform to put over a kids mouth. This is a common tactic of child 
abductors…Was thinking about this the other night but forget to post my theory.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:42:31 ID: 9e1717 No.8095728

>>8095634
there's a video on youtube of Biden whispering to a girl "hey, 
you know how horny I get around 13 year olds?"

Almost all elites are part of global pedophile rings, I'd say.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:42:49 ID: 11a460 No.8095731 >>8095753 >>8095781

>>8095701
>Getting into the abandoned subway and doing some "investigative journalism" would be the only way to catch them red handed
I think we need more FBI anons for that..  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:44:04 ID: 38c268 No.8095753 >>8095780

>>8095731
I believe he's implying we need to start our own efforts and stop depending on the FBI.  

One dedicated anon with a halfway passable camera and a crowbar could seriously contribute to all of this.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:44:49 ID: 9e1717 No.8095769 >>8095788

>>8095701
>Getting into the abandoned subway and doing some "investigative journalism" would be the only way to catch them red handed
They probably have guards and I think we wouldn't live to tell the story. Idk  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:44:55 ID: fda1fa No.8095772 >>8095949

>>8095431
What's the stuff around her neck? I doubt it's anything. It looks like an almost washed out watermark.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:45:41 ID: 11a460 No.8095779
File (hide): e340ff77b3cb5e8⋯.gif (1.69 MB, 200x133, 200:133, 1464327707471.gif)

>>8095716
>I saw it
>it wasn't funny anon
>so I ignored it
>:^)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:45:44 ID: 564476 No.8095780 >>8095824

>>8095753

This, why has no one gone to these pedo places on Connecticut ave. and investigated?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:45:52 ID: 568872 No.8095781 >>8095824 >>8095851

>>8095701
>>8095731
If fullchan can find this stuff out over a few days of googling, what could actual investigators that are privy to even more private information do?

They could have enough to put in front of a judge in a week.  But they never have.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:46:32 ID: 743d52 No.8095788 >>8095813

>>8095769
Anon plz. A couple of /k/ommandos could easily overpower however many mall cops they keep around. I'm not advocating any kind of violence of course, 
but there's a reason why we have the 2nd Amendment.  

File (hide): 5066869dffb7da1⋯.png (522.9 KB,
907x583, 907:583, ccp3.png)

File (hide): 1275e7621c9bfa8⋯.jpg (61.97 KB,
550x550, 1:1, ewefwefwfe.jpg)

File (hide): e89f936c6ffa5de⋯.jpg
(750.24 KB, 500x741, 500:741, terterter.jpg)

File (hide): e89f936c6ffa5de⋯.jpg
(750.24 KB, 500x741, 500:741, terterter.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:47:03 ID: 8b9dfb No.8095796 >>8095824

We True Detectives now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:47:09 ID: bac364 No.8095797 >>8095883 >>8095948

>>8095721
I'm not sure it's a literal handkerchief at all (you can dip any handkerchief in chloroform, this is clearly talking about a specific object that got left 
somewhere).  The map part seems more important, "handkerchief" seems like a reference to the handkerchief code gays use.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:48:02 ID: 57952e No.8095813 >>8095872

File (hide): e83393069d255b0⋯.png (294.73 KB, 1000x800, 5:4, 1429526023904.png)

>>8095788 (heil hitler)
Kek confirms that a handful of anons could root out this corruption 
at the source. What jury would convict them?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:48:11 ID: 623fae No.8095817 >>8095872 >>8095920

>>8095537
On that second pic- do you think these lefties understand that that's a maoist style?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:48:25 ID: 38c268 No.8095824

>>8095780
>>8095781
>>8095796
Fuck it.  I'll ask.

Are there any locations of interest to this case in the central Florida area?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:48:35 ID: 9afb69 No.8095830 >>8095896

>>8095713
That's what I'm thinking.  These heart logos have probably been around for decades, but the pedo logos listed above, are probably a more recent 
phenomenon.  Of course pedos are as old as the hills, but the symbols they use likely change over time.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:49:18 ID: 7cfbb4 No.8095842

>>8094115

http://www.sashalordpresents.com/poster-art/

Check out these posters created by this Sasha Lord. Most of them are for the Comet Pizza and have a lot of suspicious symbolism.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:49:36 ID: 388552 No.8095849 >>8095877 >>8095880 >>8095893 >>8095994 >>8096027 >>8096328

File (hide): 98330e86831cb3b⋯.png (328.93 KB, 576x396, 16:11, don jr anonymous retweet.png)

Don Jr. knows  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:49:39 ID: 11a460 No.8095851 >>8095988

>>8095781
>what could actual investigators that are privy to even more private information do?
Very little.
That's my concern. They needed the leaks. Why? To highlight how behind older people in the workforce are with computers.
We've got a fucking huuuuuge knowledge gap growing.
We seem to know the reality a bit better than "normies" too.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:49:55 ID: 6073ca No.8095853

>>8094463
My understanding is that for your communications to be targeted for collection first someone has to enter in a "selector". Google XKeyscore  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:50:35 ID: 40f599 No.8095864 >>8095974 >>8096045

>>8095555
Pizza related map, pizza evidence which can be traced back to possibly incriminate, Ie, Siemen.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:50:42 ID: 2ea152 No.8095866

>>8095721
>Podesta left a pizza related handkerchief behind that was 
dipped in chloroform to render kids unconscious.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:50:55 ID: bac364 No.8095872 >>8095944

>>8095813
A jury that's denied the full story by kike judges and lawyers abusing rules of evidence.  The Oregon acquittal is good news but it's one case, and a case 
that made the national news long before the trial happened.
>>8095817
Almost certainly.  Lots of Maoists in the American left.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:51:13 ID: a9ba66 No.8095877

>>8095849
Don Jr. confirmed /pol/ack  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:51:23 ID: 2ef95e No.8095879

>>8095657
Yeah then i think you are being overly paranoid, which i understand but if its not the context of both philty and new pup together that set you off take it 
easy hombre
People get new pets all of the time yadayada  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:51:25 ID: 73709b No.8095880

>>8095849
His father probably told him the truth about everything.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:51:29 ID: 568872 No.8095883

>>8095555
>>8095555
>>8095721
>>8095797
"Handkerchief with a map that seems pizza related"

Original Email https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/32795

Handkerchief code https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handkerchief_code

MAP = Minor Attracted Person https://medium.com/pedophiles-about-pedophilia/you-say-potato-i-say-pedophile-5a9ad0ee0f99#.9cgl7q55o

Pizza = Girl (Any type)??? 
http://imgur.com/a/yZxkG  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:51:48 ID: 75c6ec No.8095891 >>8095921 >>8096018

File (hide): 01e5ac9724f92db⋯.png (697.68 KB, 1349x682, 1349:682, Screenshot1.png)

>>8095273  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:51:54 ID: 743d52 No.8095893

>>8095849
Don Jr. is redpilled as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:52:00 ID: 11a460 No.8095896

>>8095830
Note that the symbol is a reflection of the original.

That might be potentially used to bait kids.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:53:23 ID: 57952e No.8095916
File (hide): 65e70f5f22182ed⋯.jpg (77.2 KB, 651x522, 217:174, MPost1-Cthulhu.jpg)

Fucking hell what is at the 
bottom of this? The Gates 
of Hell themselves?

Captcha: bak wmd

KEK NO  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:53:30 ID: 2ef95e No.8095920

>>8095817
Not the general populus but the real leftist, you know the marxists kikes commies etc im sure they do.
millenials with che guevara tshirts and mocha lattes from starbucks not so much  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:53:34 ID: 73709b No.8095921 >>8096018

>>8095891
Pedo in-joke.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:54:59 ID: 623fae No.8095944

>>8095872
I saw some old hag with a shirt with that same profile on it on a walk. I was like "Chairman- I mean Chairwoman Hillary!" with a shit eating grin and she 
didn't get it.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:55:19 ID: 4e7dc0 No.8095948 >>8095974 >>8096011

>>8095797
Map refers to DNA.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:55:18 ID: 2ef95e No.8095949

>>8095772
Yeah i noticed that too, most of his images are photos of images so maybe he took the picture and its a glare from something in the background? 
idk don't think it means anything though  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:56:44 ID: bac364 No.8095974 >>8096011

>>8095948
>>8095864
This does make sense.  Not conclusive, but probably the best theory I've heard so far.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:56:56 ID: 418ce5 No.8095981
File (hide): 760fb0744736b22⋯.jpg (365.24 KB, 2502x3203, 2502:3203, 1367329604414.jpg)

>>8095162
I'm beyond disgusted. I'm not even gonna feel bad 
about lynching hundreds of people.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:57:31 ID: 42a9f3 No.8095987 >>8096000 >>8096024

File (hide): 684e0d50c8831f7⋯.png (1.23 MB, 936x1010, 468:505, the little girl is a princ….png)

>>8094753

TIME FOR A PURGE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:57:38 ID: 568872 No.8095988 >>8096017 >>8096021 >>8096042 >>8096062 >>8096131

File (hide): b542d3aa5be0ca2⋯.jpg (28.67 KB, 234x215, 234:215, homer2.jpg)

>>8095851
You remember Jimmy Savile?  Rumours always swirled around him about pedophilia, but no one stepped 
forward.  Because they knew if you did, you'd have your life destroyed… or perhaps even killed.

Not simply because Jimmy Saville at the time was famous, knighted, and considered a piece of british history.  
But because it wasn't him alone involved, and if you named him, then you named everyone else involved.  
Which likely stretched from the local constable all the way to the parlament, and even perhaps into buckingham 
palace.

If you were an FBI agent tasked with leading the Pedophile case against Clinton, how many powerful people do 
you think you would have to go against, people that likely owned multi billion dollar companies, that control 
aspects of the government?

Do you think you could take them on, and live?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:58:31 ID: 2b362d No.8095994

>>8095849
Holy shit  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:58:47 ID: a9ba66 No.8096000 >>8096014 >>8096038

>>8095987
wait so a dog is a little girl?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:59:32 ID: f66d38 No.8096011

>>8095948
It could also mean "Minor Attracted Person"
>Realtor
>Handkerchief  
>M.A.P
>Pizza
>>8095948
>>8095974

Someone [the Realtor] found somebody else [MAP] who's attracted to little girls… [pizza]  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:59:44 ID: 831f9b No.8096014 >>8096049 >>8096076

>>8096000
hot dogs are little boys  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:59:50 ID: 57952e No.8096017 >>8096295

File (hide): c160001534ce33e⋯.jpg (30.01 KB, 462x471, 154:157, 2337-front.jpg)

>>8095988
YES, FUCKO. YOU HA VE GUNS DON'T YOU?

This is going to require violence, I highly doubt these people will just surrender. If you're not brave enough to 
do it, deputize some of us. I have no waifu, a shit job, and no future. A lot of people are like that here and 
we'll do what it takes if you can't.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:59:52 ID: 97f3d5 No.8096018 >>8096079 >>8096091

>>8095891
>>8095921

House concerts have been attested since at least the early 20th century in New York City. In the 1930s Harlem, people rented out "buffet flats" (an 
apartment room set aside for travellers or shows) for blues concerts or risque performances.[20] At a particularly "open house" of a sex show, Ruby Smith 
said, "People used to pay good just to go in there and see him do his act."(sic.) [20] An obese African-American female impersonator did her drag show 
at a buffet flat at 101 W. 140th Street.[20] The elite of Harlem "called on the police to close the brothels and buffet flats…." that were using such home 
concerts as covers for illicit sex.[20]

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_concert  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 19:59:56 ID: 11a460 No.8096021 >>8096295

>>8095988
>Do you think you could take them on, and live?
I could take them on. Possibly take them down.
Couldn't guarantee being alive after though.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:00:08 ID: bac364 No.8096024

>>8095987
That looks like it's supposed to be about a dog, but given the other dog reference posted in this thread >>8095537 (by a different person in the IG 
comments) I wouldn't totally discount the idea that it's also code.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:00:10 ID: 2ba9e2 No.8096027 >>8096056 >>8096063 >>8096115 >>8096116 >>8096119

File (hide): 14327e9cb758fa5⋯.png (206.44 KB, 592x471, 592:471, Screenshot_2016-11-06_19-5….png)

>>8095849
Once could have been a mistake
But twice?
THIS IS FUCKING REAL, LADS  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:01:06 ID: 418ce5 No.8096038 >>8096076

>>8096000
Pizza = Little girl
Remember Cheese pizza back in the day? same thing.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:01:21 ID: 11a460 No.8096042 >>8096295

>>8095988
Wait are you suggesting the FBI wanted war the whole time?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:01:33 ID: 83a554 No.8096045
File (hide): 15abbefbf9d01af⋯.jpg (2.78 MB, 2896x1944, 362:243, visual aids.jpg)

>>8095864
Oh, map 
probably 
means a stain.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:01:42 ID: bac364 No.8096049

>>8096014
I didn't make that connection, but damn.  That adds up.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:02:07 ID: 388552 No.8096056
File (hide): b71f032d04c169f⋯.png (305.64 KB, 575x435, 115:87, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8096027
here's another one  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:02:28 ID: 743d52 No.8096062 >>8096267 >>8096295

File (hide): f123a1b6241e716⋯.jpg (42.31 KB, 624x480, 13:10, 1469849112822.jpg)

>>8095988
>Do you think you could take them on, and live?
No fucking balls. I'd gladly give my life to expose that kind of corruption. What kind of a 'life' would you have 
if you kept quiet, knowing that you could have done something to save those kids, to save your country from 
those people, and seeing your country be permanently taken from you? Knowing that they'll flood the 
country with immigrants, sell us out to other countries, start WW3, stack SCOTUS, and rig every election 
from now until the end of fucking time, yet doing NOTHING to stop it? You have no fucking balls.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:02:32 ID: 35d73d No.8096063

>>8096027
Thank you Don Jr.  I know you'll read this.  Keep at it.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:03:09 ID: 000000 No.8096073

>>8094729
Well this post magically made me understand your post.

Are you fucking schizophrenic?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:03:15 ID: a9ba66 No.8096076

>>8096014
>>8096038
Yeah I know, but look at the conversation
>doggy drama
>dogs come before pizza
>yeah the little girl is a princess  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:03:29 ID: 11a460 No.8096079

>>8096018
>rent is too expensive to that nowadays
Sometimes I wish I was born in another time.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:04:15 ID: 73709b No.8096091

>>8096018
amanda kleinman needs to be looked at, who is "she"? she references "pizza" as a sexual favor and seems in the shit  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:04:37 ID: aa1629 No.8096099

>>8092711
And that Terasol logo… 2 hands, one big, one tiny like a child's…
This past week has made me go vegan, I swear…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:05:44 ID: 4e7dc0 No.8096115 >>8096155

>>8096027
Don Jr, just shitpost once here. Please.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:05:24 ID: 11a460 No.8096116

>>8096027
Don Jr. needs to be careful with who he targets. There are real crims there, but a lot of bait too.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:05:46 ID: 74c392 No.8096119

>>8096027
It's all of our material.

http://freedomoutpost.com/anonymous-posts-clinton-underground-child-sex-scandal-part-1/

Maybe the hint early in the week that the FBI was going to begin arrests was actually a ruse to get us to blow this whole thing open.

Keep digging lads.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:06:49 ID: 000000 No.8096128 >>8096169 >>8096380

>>8094189
>it's own pedo boards
I'm convinced those were attempts at entrapment now.  

File (hide): 2f403b17129ddb6⋯.jpg
(345.8 KB, 728x1063, 728:1063, 3.jpg)

File (hide): 4cd0bc5896afca5⋯.jpg
(554.95 KB, 728x1071, 104:153, 4.jpg)

File (hide): 458f76df7a7ceee⋯.jpg
(387.28 KB, 728x1053, 56:81, p020.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:06:49 ID: fda1fa No.8096131

>>8095988
We crime and punishment now.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:08:19 ID: 262610 No.8096152 >>8096177 >>8096476

File (hide): 65bae3226d0a099⋯.png (1.78 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-06-13-0….png)

This women needs to be investigated. She's connected to jimmycomet somehow, and  is obsessed with kids and  pink hearts. 
She was at the DNC convention too.

Fuck this shit is dark and deep.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:08:28 ID: 418ce5 No.8096155 >>8096178

>>8096115
>>8096115
Didn't he recently denounce us?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:09:15 ID: 02c017 No.8096165

>>8094895

What is this from?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:09:26 ID: 838d62 No.8096169 >>8096187 >>8096394 >>8096509

>>8096128
>anons shitpost on a shitposting site
>clinton foundation starts pedo boards to "enhance the corruption and bring others into it" as everyones been saying
>either work for us or we expose you
We now know where CTR comes from.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:09:30 ID: ec859c No.8096171 >>8096182

>>8095451
Link doesn't work  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:09:56 ID: 262610 No.8096177 >>8096252 >>8096580

>>8096152
>>8096152
Opps forgot link 

https://www.instagram.com/k8damon/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:09:55 ID: 388552 No.8096178

>>8096155
no
eric trump got pissed at david duke though because he thinks duke is trying to sabotage his father  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:09:58 ID: b491e1 No.8096180 >>8096242 >>8096879

>>8094115
>Sasha also has a Yoga Teacher 200 Hour Certification with Yoga District. 

Hold the fuck up.
How many emails that got bleached were about Yoga?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:10:00 ID: 97f3d5 No.8096182

>>8096171
http://libertarian--princess.tumblr.com/post/152747392621/libertarianprincess-libertarianprincess  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:10:09 ID: 1496eb No.8096183

>>8092728
Chapman's is okay r-right?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:10:21 ID: 73709b No.8096187 >>8096202 >>8096203 >>8096244 >>8096336

>>8096169
wouldn't be surprised if CTR consisted of old shit-posting chan pedos  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:11:54 ID: 838d62 No.8096202
File (hide): 2848ac84caa66ba⋯.jpg (414.67 KB, 1600x900, 16:9, theory.jpg)

>>8096187
who resist by making their shitposting as 
blatant and ineffective as physically 
possible.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:12:06 ID: 57952e No.8096203
File (hide): a3b745037523b6f⋯.jpg (98.08 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, shock.jpg)

>>809618
7
I WANT 
TO GET 
OFF 
MR. 
BONES' 
WILD 
RIDE  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:12:48 ID: 564476 No.8096219 >>8096431 >>8096717

File (hide): 58b60830d26ef5b⋯.jpg (53.29 KB, 580x329, 580:329, 58b60830d26ef5b1f63fd4edb7….jpg)

All this fucking pizza talk make me hungry 
and I just ordered a pizza (real pizza, the 
food).

Fuck me, I feel guilty ordering a damn pizza.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:13:44 ID: 418ce5 No.8096229 >>8096245 >>8096250 >>8096255 >>8096258 >>8096271 >>8096300 >>8096364 >>8096429

File (hide): 30bc26c6d44c0bb⋯.png (1.11 MB, 1594x827, 1594:827, wew.png)

https://archive.is/YJJnJ  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:14:51 ID: bf5983 No.8096242

>>8096180
>when the email shit first dropped hillary first said it was just emails that were yoga related
>yfw that was her telling everyone investigating to back off because it was pedowood related

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:14:59 ID: 000000 No.8096244 >>8096261 >>8096282

>>8096187
>CTR were the CP posters all along.

Holy fuck.  My mind is blowing up.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:15:02 ID: 73709b No.8096245 >>8096262

>>8096229
how much pedo shit can one account have? fucking bastards  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:15:16 ID: f782ce No.8096250

>>8096229
that's not what i think it is, is it? holy fuck  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:15:26 ID: bb8b81 No.8096252 >>8096264

>>8096177
Well if this is her in the pic, she already passes as a coalburner  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:15:44 ID: 35d73d No.8096255 >>8096294

>>8096229
This is probably the best picture to introduce this scandal to normies.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:15:48 ID: 623fae No.8096258
File (hide): 38b891b63ebfaac⋯.jpg (9.82 KB, 225x225, 1:1, puke.jpg)

>>8096229
please… no 
more…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:15:53 ID: bf5983 No.8096261 >>8096407

>>8096244
oh.. fug

someone wiht 8 million proxies go check masterchan  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:15:54 ID: 418ce5 No.8096262

>>8096245
The guy in the background looks like he has a huge boner.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:16:03 ID: bb8b81 No.8096264

>>8096252
https://www.instagram.com/p/BJBbKtyAos2/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:16:19 ID: 661999 No.8096267 >>8096324 >>8096332

>>8096062
>I'd gladly give my life to expose that kind of corruption. 

Getting yourself killed in a dramatic way doesn't guarantee that your cause will prevail.

FBI guys are not stupid. They have some notion of strategy.  If an FBI guy tried to take down a conspiracy, he wouldn't go in solo like JCDenton. Nor 
would he get himself shot like a kamikaze pilot.

One FBI guy losing his cool and shooting a dozen pedos wouldn't help the FBI in the long term.

The work of exposing the conspiracies might require massive Internet publicity. Maybe there aren't enough guns in the FBI to kill all the pedos, so the FBI 
encouraged the chans, co-opting them from faggots and goons to serve as pawns in the FBI's secret war. 

Maybe the FBI wants the 50 million lone wolves to organize politically or journalistically.  I have trouble believing the FBI would want to agitate 50 million 
lone wolves to unplanned violence.  That would be out of character for the FBI.  But possibly they are hoping that Trump will be less prone to corruption 
than Hillary.  Maybe the FBI is trying Gandhi tactics - massive shows of popular resistance.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:16:29 ID: 388552 No.8096271 >>8096366 >>8096491

>>8096229
faggots shouldn't be allowed anywhere near children  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:16:58 ID: 57952e No.8096278 >>8096296 >>8096465

File (hide): d8b96573547ff7b⋯.gif (1003.07 KB, 500x253, 500:253, ANGRY.gif)

So I think the biggest revelation so far is that this is related to corporate America. Unilever is a fucking 
massive company with huge resources. So who is it? The corporate board?  
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File (hide): 7e50d20f32bc88d⋯.jpg (33.78 KB,
640x360, 16:9, Psychonauts-small-134.jpg)

File (hide): 3e97fc6474c5cf7⋯.jpg (20.77 KB, 480x360,
4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:17:04 ID: 838d62 No.8096282

>>8096244
we milkmen nao.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:17:06 ID: f804a9 No.8096285
File (hide): 03de2dbd0bea7c3⋯.jpg (99.73 KB, 324x447, 108:149, coffee.jpg)

>Come back from bike ride around town
>Notice liberal ice cream place
>Giant Hillary Clinton & bernie sanders painting inside taking up one entire wall of the 
icecream place

This is getting really scary. I have to assume it's just stupid liberals, but the coincidences 
are making me fear for my sanity.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:17:58 ID: 4e7dc0 No.8096294

>>8096255
Honestly this.

Tie it with Marina and Podesta, combine it with SpiritCooking, and this shit will go nuclear.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:18:07 ID: 568872 No.8096295

>>8096017
>>8096021
>>8096042
>>8096062
You don't seem to understand. Let's say you have a tape of the Clintons and Obama having sex with Minors.  You send it to the FBI, the Justice 
Department, and various MSM news outlets.

Whats the likelyhood someone at the FBI and the DOJ destroy the tape?  Whats the likelyhood the CEO of the MSM network comes down after calling 
his buddies and the POTUS, tells everyone to shut up and destroys the tape.

Congratulations, you've just accomplished putting a target on yourself, you might be dead in a few days, and what did you accomplish? Nothing.

I think people are underestimating the level of corruption here.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:18:09 ID: 35d73d No.8096296

>>8096278
>Unilever
Interestingly enough, they own Ben and Jerry's.
Which constantly puts out Hillary propaganda.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:18:21 ID: 743d52 No.8096300
File (hide): 1df51feffd9117c⋯.png (522.38 KB, 505x656, 505:656, 1374009687862.png)

>>8096229
I want off of this fucking 
ride…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:19:46 ID: 2fc323 No.8096323

>>8095162
>>8095237
>>8095266

Requesting you don't delete this.  Miller test clearly states that its protected speech if it has a serious political value.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miller_test

Even if it is under age and was originally CP this composition is constitutionally protected political speech now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:19:49 ID: 73709b No.8096324

>>8096267
I can believe that the feds have been playing all the chans for years, we can only hope they're not trying to slam (or kill) us.  

File (hide): ea81f188c15781b⋯.jpeg
(35.68 KB, 320x474, 160:237, don jr back in
the day.jpeg)

File (hide): d29528d2c883217⋯.jpg (53.6 KB,
570x366, 95:61, don jr in a few years.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:20:00 ID: 9bf3db No.8096328

>>8095849
The red pill is a hell of a drug.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:20:19 ID: 57952e No.8096332 >>8096483

File (hide): b485ba19b7090f9⋯.jpg (58.28 KB, 400x356, 100:89, 5fd.jpg)

>>8096267
Dude you have to go into every one of these nests and burn them out. Kill them all - that's fine by me. This 
shit absolutely has to end, here at now, at literally any cost. If America's institutions just sit by and let power 
be handed over to this cult in a couple days, you're all dead men, just like we are. Do you think Hillary will 
forgive and forget? With what you know? Either you purge this or it is going to purge you.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:20:32 ID: c8142e No.8096336 >>8096389 >>8096416

>>8096187
>old shit-posting chan pedos
like the ones m00t tried to get away from when he made 4chan in '03 and from whose was imported most of the jargon and memes, like cheese-pizza 
and pedobear?
and who were the most likely culprits of the various CP spam invasions in the following years?
those who were behind the secret SA boards and most of the GG evil shit?

goons?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:20:43 ID: 8edc82 No.8096340 >>8096504

>>8092589 (OP)
>those logos
Goddamn, that shit is fucking subtle.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:21:00 ID: 1496eb No.8096344

>>8095634
same  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:22:21 ID: 17bca0 No.8096355
File (hide): a384a9319c2a153⋯.jpg (385.94 KB, 880x418, 40:19, DonaldJudd-6.jpg)

>>8094523
What Would Donald Judd Do, a reference to Donald Judd, a prominent minimalist sculptor/furniture 
designer from the 70s. Pictured is a Richard Serra piece, another minimalist sculptor who was contemporary 
to and closely associated with Judd. It's nothing - except that Serra's works sell for big money, so if that's an 
artwork that he owns, it's definitely not something a pizza shop owner would ever come close to, it's a clear 
sign of kickbacks from the elites.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:22:42 ID: baaf9f No.8096360 >>8096369

>>8094932
snagged it. Here is the link
http://www.clipconverter.cc/download/yupi-VO8/0/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:23:02 ID: 312fb1 No.8096364 >>8096540

>>8096229  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:23:13 ID: cfddbd No.8096366

>>8096271
This.  When one's identity is so actively centered around poopdick and the like, there's not a lot left for wholesome cultivation of other individuals in areas 
that are non-poopdick.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:23:38 ID: c32db0 No.8096369 >>8096398

File (hide): 12d3ef43596cb68⋯.jpg (152.3 KB, 616x767, 616:767, 0Aftffr3msAHX_LFZ6K_KYm2Td….jpg)

>>8096360
nice find from reddit conspiracy  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:23:59 ID: 8edc82 No.8096372

>>8095659
Delete this  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:25:01 ID: 11a460 No.8096380

>>8096128
>I'm convinced those were attempts at entrapment now.
But anon..
Many saw /pol/. They saw what we posted.

That was the point.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:25:12 ID: 2dae37 No.8096385 >>8096403

>>8095145

Hey. Look at the likes. I know graham jackson. He runs the dc techno scene. SOMEHOW and Noone knows really, he's fucking super rich. Rich enough 
to live in a nice apartment and throw big parties and book healiners and he doesn't have a job.

Kind of a soulless guy with no real personality though on his Facebook he mostly posts pictures of twenty something girls. ADULT girls. 

Total liberal though. I imagine he's only in it for the musoc scene but then again being wealthy and all….  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:25:18 ID: 67d343 No.8096386
File (hide): f008366c147bff2⋯.webm (8.93 MB, 854x480, 427:240, 0.webm) [play once] [loop]

The tunnels aren't sealed off from the public any more. If you look through the agendas and minutes of the 
Advisory Neighborhood Commission, they recently had the space appraised for future development and 
leasing. On YouTube there are music videos filmed there and apparently an art exhibit was held in the 
station. CCTV and VOA even did reports on it.

You don't want to set up your dungeon where some random urbexers are going to stumble on it.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:25:40 ID: 73709b No.8096389

>>8096336
Very possible. Pedos don't just disappear, they have their own clique. 

Goons are just a part, modern goons are has-beens and retards, the 03' goons were part of the same old chan pedos as you were saying, and they have 
Gov. ties as we see nearly 13 years later.

I conjecture that most of the tech people in Gov. are old pedos. Back then you were a hacker or a pedophile if you used proxies and VPNs. 

I also think many "diggers" could be feds, they all disappear at the same time. I feel like they have a cleared amount of resources and leads they can feed 
us. But that is just a theory, I believe more in the '03 chan/goon pedo- CTR link.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:26:10 ID: df0853 No.8096391 >>8096437

Guys remember back when we digged on Dan Gabriel  ? There was a professional shill i think named Peter something from Florida that did shady shit in 
Africa. He was a machine gun preacher and had to do with some really shady government toppling, that guy worked on NEW LIFE CHILDREN.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:26:22 ID: 11a460 No.8096394 >>8096588

>>8096169
>>clinton foundation starts pedo boards to "enhance the corruption and bring others into it" as everyones been saying
>>either work for us or we expose you
I guess this is music industry 2.0.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:26:33 ID: 838d62 No.8096398 >>8096449

>>8096369
To play devils advocate, the white house policy says that a cook cant bring his own stuff in. meaning that the white house can request anything they want, 
but it gets procured through secure channels. IE, bubba needs a big mac after a long day of raping interns, he sends a secret shopper out to get it for 
him.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:26:52 ID: 2dae37 No.8096403 >>8096413 >>8096475

>>8096385
Or used to run it. 

He's doing weird off the wall stuff now I think and isn't really relevant any more last time I saw. MUST be in his mid to late 30s though now.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:27:10 ID: 000000 No.8096407

>>8096261
Don't fucking tell me masterchan is the true final boss of the internet.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:27:39 ID: 0816e1 No.8096412

>>8094544
>FBI
>the 'I' stands for 'investigation'
>the 'B' stands for 'bureau'
>bureaucratic investigators
It's a poor design if you want results. FBI anons reading this know what I mean. Outsourcing to us would be a great way to sidestep red tape.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:27:41 ID: 73709b No.8096413

>>8096403
As they get older, their preferences get younger.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:27:57 ID: 11a460 No.8096416

>>8096336
>goons
Technocrat plot.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:29:14 ID: 11a460 No.8096429

>>8096229
Again, this is bait.
To us to dig  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:29:26 ID: 2ea152 No.8096431

>>8096219
>>just ordered some pizza

You sick fuck…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:29:49 ID: df0853 No.8096437 >>8096573

>>8096391
Fug wrong thread  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:30:12 ID: bf5983 No.8096445 >>8096494 >>8096596 >>8096879

Guise

Back in like March /pol/ was digging into some professional shills that were helping rato.  Dan Gabriel was one of them.  There was another that was 
based out of florida, /pol/ dug into him like crazy.. He ran a bunch of childrens non profits that went to africa and shit but the more /pol/ dug into them the 
more it was obvious they were shell companies up to creepy shit.  

Cant remember the dudes name

Peter something is my best guess.  

Could be something.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:30:26 ID: c32db0 No.8096449 >>8096500 >>8096508

>>8096398
but why'?
to avoid getting poisoned or something
why would you then get a big mac , if you cant be sure about the ingredients?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:31:37 ID: 11a460 No.8096465

>>8096278
>Unilever is a fucking massive company with huge resources. So who is it? The corporate board?
Anon..
You're assuming they didn't make the symbol in order to:
1. Hide it as a pedo symbol.
2. Possibly bait kids.
Also note - the symbol is reversed.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:32:09 ID: 97f3d5 No.8096473

>>8095162
http://unatemporadaenelinfierno.net/2016/04/08/los-papeles-de-panama-descubren-la-funcion-social-del-arte-contemporaneo-le-monde-lo-confirma/

http://unatemporadaenelinfierno.net/2014/12/10/basura-e-incultura-para-acelerar-nuestro-suicidio-colectivo/

Jeff Koons - Made In Heaven - Ilona's Asshole

https://get.google.com/albumarchive/113943510282066506161/album/AF1QipM_5q0TAkBee0iNiEzg86XWQ01t4EQomNIx6xVP/AF1QipPNU8raG8j9dEq
8H_W4NeW2RuJmr9_EVgblNnPu  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:32:09 ID: c32db0 No.8096475 >>8096687 >>8096894

>>8096403
night life in every major city is related to prostitution and organized crime

and always connected to "elites"  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:32:09 ID: bb8b81 No.8096476

>>8096152
Seems she went to Israel with Comet or just Comet. Either way there are plenty of jewish pics. And this one mentions Comet:
https://www.instagram.com/p/cR_4cNsIpH/

https://www.instagram.com/p/cR-JnGsIlK/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:32:24 ID: cfddbd No.8096483 >>8096523 >>8096525

>>8096332
Agent provocateur, sperglord, or misguided/excited anon…think strategically.  You have to outfox the fox.  There is still plenty of room to navigate this (if it 
even is anything at all) within the law (plus the help on the side from whistleblowers and such).

There is no smoking gun here (yet) and probable cause is tenuous.  Da Vinci code interpretation of symbols is not hard evidence.  If you need to work off 
some energy then use it finding evidence.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:32:44 ID: 11a460 No.8096491

>>8096271
I can definitely agree with that.

t. victim  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:33:02 ID: 8ddbbb No.8096494

>>8096445
Peter Waldron  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:33:39 ID: 2fc323 No.8096500

>>8096449
The idea is some random anon fbi agent would buy it and the mosad agent working at the golden arches would not know it was desisted for the president 
that way.  Cant go poisoning random people after all it blows your cover.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:33:50 ID: 11a460 No.8096504

>>8096340
It's like the thieves guild.
It's hilarious.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:33:57 ID: 838d62 No.8096508

>>8096449
People dont go around shitting in random big macs. 
Lets say ou're they frylord at the McD's. You really hate the president and you've got a can of anthrax in your back pocket. If some dumbass comes up to 
you and asks you for fries, you're not going to poison HIS fries, because he's just some dumbass. Meanwhile, unknown to you, those fries are meant for 
the president. 
Safety in anonymity.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:33:56 ID: 67950f No.8096509

>>8096169
Would make sense. Trying to normalize what they do so we cannot judge, trying to paint a bad picture of us toward normalfags that arent too far gone 
and thus make everything we warn for "invalid" simply because they wouldve think that we are the animals.

They are among us and we need to rat them out.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:34:40 ID: 7b668b No.8096519 >>8096531 >>8096534 >>8096545 >>8096574 >>8096700 >>8096705 >>8096729 >>8096754

File (hide): 014521c81536262⋯.png (64.21 KB, 301x442, 301:442, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

guys

what does 'flower' mean in pedotalk? ;(  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:35:00 ID: 73709b No.8096523

>>8096483
More than that, pedo/elite organizations are built from the ground up to be compartmentalized, in other words, standing on their own foundation with only 
small/tenous links to other/outside operations.

Kill one pedo, you got a million Bill Clinton's out there still raping and murdering an orphan 8 year old.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:35:13 ID: 57952e No.8096525 >>8096536

File (hide): 56817f79e968b06⋯.jpeg (43.72 KB, 500x282, 250:141, 500px-Valkyria-Chronicles….jpeg)

>>8096483
Find a judge that will give you a warrant and execute that warrant by any means necessary. Law 
enforcement goes warrant shopping all the time, and if there's ever been a time to bend the rules, it's now. 
Before a Satanic cult is put in charge of who lives and who dies.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:35:48 ID: 38c268 No.8096531 >>8096558

>>8096519
"Flower" is a non-pedo general colloquialism for a virgin vagina.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:35:57 ID: 67950f No.8096534 >>8096558

>>8096519
Probably prepping the children.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:35:59 ID: 73709b No.8096536

>>8096525
less larping, more digging dude  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:36:19 ID: 11a460 No.8096540
File (hide): 363625e04d2e412⋯.png (10.3 KB, 399x399, 1:1, 3498a7880b9f2eb8bf1d16b492….png)

>>8096364
>second impact  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:36:55 ID: 838d62 No.8096545 >>8096558

>>8096519
>stressful flower arranging 
Breaking in the new kids?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:37:38 ID: 02c017 No.8096557 >>8096642 >>8096666 >>8096808

http://washingtonlife.com/2015/06/05/inside-homes-private-viewing/

BINGO MOTHERFUCKERS

ARCHIVE NOW

http://washingtonlife.com/2015/06/05/inside-homes-private-viewing/

Inside Homes: Private viewing 

>Inside power lobbyist, philanthropist and contemporary art collector Tony Podesta’s Kalorama home. 

>…Currently he has collected from 40 different artists in some depth, with his top five being Marina Abramovic, Vik Muniz, Bourgeois, Olafur Eliasson and 
Antony Gormley.

Here we go

>He regularly opens his house to casual pizza parties co-hosted by his friend James Alefantis, the owner of Comet Ping Pong. Over 200 pies emerge 
from the outdoor pizza oven as guests wander through the house and garden while studying his art collection.

>Podesta knows what he likes, makes room for art in most every part of his life and wants to share it with those around him.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:37:38 ID: 7b668b No.8096558 >>8096587

>>8096545
>>8096531
>>8096534

what about 'cooking'  

File (hide):
1896f8a783cad37⋯.png
(534.2 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612,
pedofiles1.png)

File (hide): c1d7febd09010b1⋯.jpg (24.5 KB,
403x423, 403:423, clintonjail7.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:37:45 ID: 831f9b No.8096562 >>8096634

>>8092589 (OP)
infograph for twitter and such

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:37:54 ID: 3ba10f No.8096565 >>8096584 >>8096617 >>8096628 >>8096645 >>8096699 >>8096738

File (hide): 6e9f9723e3da331⋯.jpg (217.42 KB, 1440x645, 96:43, Screenshot_20161106-213508.jpg)

I didnt know where to post this
 Im on my phone and its lagging like crazy.
They didnt provide source i just saw this from looking at a shill that 
commented on judicial watch tweet  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:38:29 ID: 11a460 No.8096573 >>8096618

>>8096437
Is it?
Seems somewhat related.
What's 'New Life Children'?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:38:29 ID: 743d52 No.8096574

>>8096519
"Flower" means a woman's virginity. It's more general language than pedo-speak, "de-flowering" is synonymous with "popping the cherry".  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:39:02 ID: f58d13 No.8096580

>>8094867
>>8094859
>>8094842
>>8094666
>>8096177
>>8094989
>>8094977

http s://www.instagram.com/p/w7SvBPvkmA/?taken-by=jimmycomet

>wearing sweatshirt that says "I <3 kids" in French (J'<3 L'enfant).  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:39:18 ID: c32db0 No.8096584

>>8096565
fucking traitors

i have a feeling they are going to rig the elections and send us all to "reeducation" camps  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:39:26 ID: 838d62 No.8096587 >>8096600

>>8096558
When you cook food, you take it from being raw to being fit to be consumed.
Arranging means they're abducting them. Cooking means breaking their minds?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:39:30 ID: 000000 No.8096588

>>8096394
Your analogy is spot on.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:40:05 ID: 8ddbbb No.8096596

>>8096445
Here's the thread:
https://archive.is/pcbJK  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:40:28 ID: c32db0 No.8096600 >>8096620

>>8096587
makes sense
pimps do the same with their prostitutes  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:40:37 ID: f4a9d2 No.8096605

>>8092589 (OP)
why the fuckdoes the boy lover symbol look like im playing the witcher, surely these are some ancient runes repurposed, right? I swear ive seen both 
those symbols in stores on jewelry and shit.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:41:22 ID: 743d52 No.8096617 >>8096659

File (hide): 1486e0325520684⋯.jpg (27.96 KB, 300x418, 150:209, Tarr and feather.jpg)

>>8096565
Yup, it's on the front page of Drudge right now. Expect the shit to hit the fan before Monday. Comey needs to be fucking 
tarred and feathered like the traitor he is.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:41:37 ID: df0853 No.8096618

>>8096573
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3741
NCLR
New Life's Children Refuge  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:41:35 ID: 838d62 No.8096620 >>8096660

>>8096600
Your double dubs of truth sicken me.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:42:09 ID: 3ba10f No.8096628

>>8096565 samefag
I see it as odd that this goes public on a sunday evening, is congress even open during weekends? I know the feds are open 365 but what comey just 
called congress and said ye no shes clean on a sunday evening?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:42:28 ID: 070f5f No.8096634 >>8096698

>>8096562
There's a typo, build should be built. If you're going to make an infographic at least fucking spell check it first. Normies will write off infographics with typos 
as ravings from uneducated lunatics.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:42:59 ID: c32db0 No.8096642 >>8096882

>>8096557
they are rich and elitist
they look down on normal people

why the fuck would they like pizza

if you remember the rothschild "party" pictures, they don't eat fucking pizza they eat expensive food and drink the finest wines  

File (hide): b40cd2db8c6ba5e⋯.jpg (102.81 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, Yuno_Angry.jpg)

File (hide):
5db0c25a26bdaf3⋯.jpg
(3.03 KB, 120x90, 4:3, images.jpg)

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:43:16 ID: 57952e No.8096645

>>8096565
This cannot be allowed to happen.

JUST FUCK MY COUNTR Y UP FAM

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:43:51 ID: 3ba10f No.8096659

>>8096617
CIVIL WAR NOW  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:43:53 ID: c32db0 No.8096660 >>8096679

>>8096620
contrary to popular belief pimps dont use (only) violence to break in new girls

they try to get the women to fall in love with them

then use violence later if they step out of line  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:44:08 ID: 02c017 No.8096666 >>8096725 >>8096728

>>8096557

WHAT THE FUCK

Earlier I posted >>8094749 asking why this was #Podesta

Note the location given by Instagram. 

According to http://washingtonlife.com/2015/06/05/inside-homes-private-viewing/ Tony Podestas home is located in 

Kalorama DC

Alofantis is directly tied to Podesta.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:44:52 ID: c32db0 No.8096679

>>8096660
this might be why the pedos are obsessed with this playing, toys and icecream stuff

they manipulate the children  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:45:24 ID: 11a460 No.8096687 >>8096702

>>8096475
>night life in every major city is related to prostitution and organized crime
>and always connected to "elites"
What about the extremely isolated cities.
Swear mines got it's own isolated issues. Can't find too many connections outside yet.
Yes I'm already looking into my own cities and country's corruption.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:45:51 ID: 831f9b No.8096698 >>8096776 >>8096922

File (hide): cc3785278996ec6⋯.png (534.19 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612, pedofiles1.png)

>>8096634
ill fix it, no need to be such a dick though. There's a whole lot of speculating going on here and not a lot of getting this out to the 
masses. Then when someone does some actual work you shit all over them.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:45:53 ID: a9ba66 No.8096699

>>8096565
>saying there won't be charges even before they're done investigating
lel what a joke, hope this redpills some people  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:45:57 ID: 11a460 No.8096700

>>8096519
cherry.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:46:03 ID: c32db0 No.8096702

>>8096687
i dont know, i speak only from experience about europe and germany  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:46:05 ID: 2fc323 No.8096705

>>8096519

Discussing the generation of stressed - 'hurt core' (torture) CP, good karma is from sharing that CP.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:46:36 ID: 82e62c No.8096717

>>8096219
Be sure to add some "walnut sauce" and play "dominoes" on it. Maybe some "ice cream" for dessert.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:46:45 ID: 3ba10f No.8096725

>>8096666
Quads confirm

They're all pedos  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:46:56 ID: 02c017 No.8096728

>>8096666

The #Podesta instagram pic was taken a week ago, potentially in Tony Podestas home?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:46:56 ID: 11a460 No.8096729 >>8096740

>>8096519
Also it's not pedo-talk.. that's relatively well known.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:47:32 ID: 1208ba No.8096738
File (hide): 024beb2bd801a29⋯.png (71.56 KB, 351x418, 351:418, really happening.png)

>>8096565  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:47:40 ID: c32db0 No.8096740 >>8096756 >>8096780

>>8096729
i assume it stands for virginity

so maybe they are talking about "new" girls or children  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:48:34 ID: 11a460 No.8096754

>>8096519
>well some of the flowers
Ok this is definitely not bait. This guys is sick.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:48:41 ID: a9ba66 No.8096756

>>8096740
of course, you see the "that's a lot of good karma" comment? Who do you think it's "good" for  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:49:40 ID: 17bca0 No.8096776 >>8096813 >>8096851 >>8096872

File (hide): 1b264dcbf011c66⋯.gif (1.41 MB, 242x322, 121:161, 62a47b95916dfce06284c43463….gif)

>>8095431
>>8095162
You're chasing wrong leads mate, that's a photo of a Jeff Koons piece in a museum, and a published photo of Marina 
he got off the internet. They're both huge contemporary artists. The guy is clearly a basic "into art" libtard; what you 
need to be searcing for is his connections with DC elite. 

Why is James Alefantis, the owner of a shitty pizza shop, the 49th most powerful person in  
Washington?

>>8096698
Fuck off newfag, no one expects thanks for OC. you just do it because it's what's right. Add to the "declassified 
pedophile legos for comparison" that it was declassified FBI documents, with a link, for stronger credibility.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:49:51 ID: 11a460 No.8096780

>>8096740
Well it still works with the old meaning really.
Neither are good things to say,  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:51:07 ID: c930b3 No.8096797

>>8095537
>>8095561
>>8095593
Look up pups and handlers  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:51:43 ID: 11a460 No.8096808

>>8096557
>He regularly opens his house to casual pizza parties co-hosted by his friend James Alefantis, the owner of Comet Ping Pong. Over 200 pies emerge 
from the outdoor pizza oven as guests wander through the house and garden while studying his art collection.
So.. Alefantis.
Is he a plant/bait or is he in the thick of it with them?  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:51:55 ID: 831f9b No.8096813

>>8096776
i didnt include the words FBI because its being made into a boogeyman. if you want it done your way then do it yourself instead of sperging out  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:52:07 ID: 5a7263 No.8096822
File (hide): 65e1fdcd4f582fd⋯.jpg (111.67 KB, 445x503, 445:503, I'll pass, thank you..jpg)

>>8095162  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:52:11 ID: 79fe12 No.8096824
File (hide): af61f363f1d8974⋯.jpg (13.29 KB, 236x236, 1:1, 908421838018283131.jpg)

>>8094095
THEY SHALL ALL  
HANG

KEK WILLS IT  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:53:15 ID: cfddbd No.8096851 >>8096947

>>8096776
Art is a great way to launder money.  Think about it.  A shitty clay figurine worth millions or a painting with menstrual blood worth a fortune - no 
relationship to the value of the item itself or its production cost.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:53:25 ID: 44b8c6 No.8096855

>>8094668
My rifle is with you brother.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:54:06 ID: d16b13 No.8096872

>>8096776
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:54:30 ID: aa1629 No.8096879
File (hide): ae676dc3ac76dcf⋯.png (38 KB, 1284x556, 321:139, mills_africa.png)

>>8093972
Goat Hill Pizza linked to Nancy Pelosi. Money 
laundering front but probably kids too :(

>>8096180
That's exactly what I thought when I saw 
>>8094115

 >>8096445
>He ran a bunch of childrens non profits that went to africa 
Last Podesta emails had one about Cheryl Mills and her secret appointment in Africa. 
(in case you get internal server error, use   https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails//get/48251 )

Can't wait until Palantir chews into all of this.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:54:42 ID: c930b3 No.8096882

>>8096642
That's been my thought this whole time. I know people whose parents make low millions, and they  don't eat anything less than caviar and bone marrow 
and shit. No hot dogs and pizza.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:54:56 ID: 11a460 No.8096892 >>8096946

>>8095561
>>8095593

I totally didn't see that.
These people might be really screwed in the head. Look at the way they talk about this shit.
Like it's a "day in the park" to literally take a child, force it to stay with you and then abuse later.
I'm once again.. fucking staggered by their lack of emotive sensibility.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:54:57 ID: 418ce5 No.8096894 >>8096936 >>8096974 >>8096980 >>8096981

File (hide): e66e4f81e959cfa⋯.png (1.11 MB, 1594x825, 1594:825, rejoice.png)

>>8096475
I found connections with Comet to a nightclub called "L'Enfant Cafe", specifically someplace called "La 
Boum Boum Room". The place is located in D.C

http:// laboumbrunch .com/laboumboumroom/

I'm afraid I can't dig anymore right now, my computer is taking  massive dump and is taking forever to do 
anything  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:55:37 ID: 40f599 No.8096903

Do you think I'd do better Playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?

Playing dominatrix on cheese than on pasta
WTF? 

Saw that in previous thread…….  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:55:58 ID: 11a460 No.8096913 >>8096934

>>8095541
>As someone with a penchant for small/petite but legal girls
Stop using porn mate.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:56:25 ID: 070f5f No.8096922

>>8096698
I apologize anon, I just want to make sure it's done right. We're uncovering very important news here. Good work BTW.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:57:06 ID: 38c268 No.8096934 >>8096964

>>8096913
Dating is hard when you're too physically crippled to hold a job.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:57:12 ID: 11a460 No.8096936 >>8096960 >>8096980

>>8096894
>my computer is taking massive dump and is taking forever to do anything
Same.
Something don't seem right with Tor lately.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:57:35 ID: 57952e No.8096941
File (hide): 59a96c7b2953e15⋯.jpg (133.39 KB, 900x551, 900:551, akemi_homura_by_lordless-d….jpg)

COUP OR DEATH  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:57:51 ID: 1208ba No.8096946

>>8096892

>These people

The only human beings involved in any of this are the children. The kikes and politicians are utterly devoid of humanity, which is incidentally why they do 
these things.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:57:44 ID: bb8b81 No.8096947

>>8096851
Plus the piece can be sold at a higher price to account for inflation. The perfect way to have a personal bank for whenever you need quick cash.

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:58:22 ID: 40f599 No.8096960 >>8097001

>>8096936
It's the government, watching the exit nodes.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:58:43 ID: 11a460 No.8096964 >>8097006

>>8096934
>Dating is hard when you're too physically crippled to hold a job.
Maybe if you put your back into it.
Fucking cripple.
Sorry, had to. :^)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:59:03 ID: ffe1a2 No.8096974
File (hide): 5166bbc9a619de1⋯.png (620.43 KB, 1903x926, 1903:926, 94859463422a4d38d8100e1e5b….png)

>>8096894
You see this pic of "Baum Baum 
Room" Anon-kun?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:59:07 ID: 74c392 No.8096980 >>8096996 >>8097049 >>8097083 >>8097095 >>8097143

>>8096894
>>8096936
They've hacked your machines. They've got your dox. If I were you guys, I'd be relocating to a different location under an assumed identity.

They're coming after us after the election is over.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 20:59:18 ID: c32db0 No.8096981

>>8096894
poor child ..  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:00:10 ID: 57952e No.8096996 >>8097021 >>8097076

File (hide): fb7ea4f9af6dbdd⋯.jpg (40.99 KB, 736x414, 16:9, big_thumb_190206081054c7b2….jpg)

>>8096980
THIS
WE ARE DEAD MEN IF THE  
QUEEN OF HEARTS  
TAKES POWER  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:00:20 ID: 11a460 No.8097001

>>8096960
I was going to suggest ddos on tor nodes.
What's the point of tracking something that can't be traced due to jurisdictional issues?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:00:22 ID: 38c268 No.8097006

>>8096964
It's my back that's bad.

 ;_;  

Nah, s'fine.  Might have met somebody recently, too.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:01:04 ID: c32db0 No.8097021

>>8096996
was nice shitposting with you guys  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:01:08 ID: 838d62 No.8097022

The "boom boom room" is a pretty common name for strip clubs in Oregon. There's at least 3 that I know of.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:01:39 ID: 249256 No.8097033 >>8097080

File (hide): e87f216131bfa99⋯.png (1.91 MB, 1114x1151, 1114:1151, langnese pedocream.png)  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:02:22 ID: 40f599 No.8097044

jurisdictional issues?  :>>>
Nah  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:02:49 ID: 1208ba No.8097049

>>8096980

>Implying it will matter if they do
>Wanting to stay on this ride if the fuckers win
>Being afraid
>Not realizing that you're getting a one way ticket to Valhalla if they oy vey and shut you down  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:02:56 ID: 02c017 No.8097052 >>8097088

ANDREW KLINE REPRESENTED ALEF ANTIS IN HIS 2008 CASE WITH THE ANC

http://dcist.com/2008/06/small_victory_for_comet_ping_pong_a.php

>Alefantis and his legal representative, Andrew Kline, outlined a proposal to, at a minimum, lift the agreement so that Alefantis may apply for a new 
agreement with the D.C. ABC Board

Reminder these people are all connected  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:04:32 ID: 74c392 No.8097076

>>8096996
We aren't dead if they can't get us. Get your bug out bags in order and bug out if shit heads the wrong direction on the 8th.

Rent a suite in a house in some small town, pay only cash, get some anons together.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:04:41 ID: 2fc323 No.8097080 >>8097113 >>8097115

File (hide): c6a74a959b04c91⋯.jpg (317.02 KB, 800x530, 80:53, creamsicle.jpg)

>>8097033  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:04:45 ID: 11a460 No.8097083
File (hide): 4bc01723568a98f⋯.jpg (9.68 KB, 281x189, 281:189, 147108501274_5.jpg)

>>8096980
>They've hacked your machines. They've got your dox. If I were you guys, I'd be relocating to 
a different location under an assumed identity.
Oh fug. Thank god I wore protective clothing.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:04:58 ID: c8142e No.8097087
File (hide): 60e90159c564548⋯.gif (20.69 KB, 984x600, 41:25, dcmap2.gif)

for the next thread, someone living on the right continent should look in what was said in one of the earlier 
posts, and check which underground structures might allow criminals to execute their deeds wiyhout having 
to dig dungeons in their own cellars
small search on jewgles
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/underground-tunnel-dc-finally-getting-fresh-air-180955206/?no-ist
http://www.belowthecapital.org/dctrans/
http://web.archive.org/web/20140710101219/http://www.dctrolley.org/dctrolleymap.htm

check what sort of old tunnels from pic related still exist, for instance  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:05:01 ID: c32db0 No.8097088 >>8097138

File (hide): bf5513caadb58e6⋯.png (397.31 KB, 485x362, 485:362, comet.png)

>>8097052
by the way have 
you noticed?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:05:15 ID: 02c017 No.8097095 >>8097116 >>8097136

>>8096980

These faggots don't even know what a phishing email is and you're worried about them hacking your machine?

All they're good at is raping kids.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:06:01 ID: 57952e No.8097109

New bread needed  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:06:02 ID: a9ba66 No.8097113

>>8097080
Jesus Christ…  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:06:13 ID: 1208ba No.8097115

>>8097080

>/hebe/ advertises icecream  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:06:09 ID: c32db0 No.8097116

>>8097095
they don't do the hacking themselves

they have goons, math phds working at the nsa doing the work for them  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:07:16 ID: 74c392 No.8097136

>>8097095
Yes, they're all incompetent faggots. Except, some of these incompetent faggots are SA goons who ended up working for the NSA. They've got access to 
the tools.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:07:20 ID: 02c017 No.8097138 >>8097167 >>8097176 >>8097179

>>8097088

What exactly? 

Kek approves your post but I do not see what you mean?  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:07:42 ID: 418ce5 No.8097143

>>8096980
>imblying I'm not behind 7 proxies
Also, fuck it, if they want to come after me so be it. I'm not going to run away, they can kiss my pale white ass.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:08:53 ID: c32db0 No.8097167

>>8097138
thats the symbol of islam  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:09:00 ID: fc8c0d No.8097170

>>8094629
It must be awful for joe pedo. He gets hired at besta pizza and instead of being allowed to sample the goods he's stuck answering phones to keep the 
front alive.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:09:13 ID: 4e7dc0 No.8097176

>>8097138
Moon and Star. The mudslime holy symbol.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 21:09:29 ID: c8142e No.8097179

>>8097138
satanic stars I guess
who would take the pain to place them all upside down?  
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[–] HILARY'S UNDEGROUND PEDO RING PIZZA THREAD #2 Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:06:34 ID: 265a6e No.8098566  >>8098666 >>8098825 >>8099006
>>8099689 >>8099730 >>8099936 >>8100286 >>8100566 >>8100975 >>8101078 >>8101084 >>8101113 >>8101165 >>8104973 [Watch Thread]

HOTPOCKET EDIT:  ALL ANONS PROCEED T O
>>8101262
THIS IS NOT A DRILL

First thread: >>8092589 
https://archive.is/U3tBh

Summary of first OP (also see infographic): 3 restaurants, Comet Ping Pong, Besta Pizza, and Terasola, all next to / across the street from each other. All three 
display FBI listed pedo symbols on their store fronts, merchandise and websites. One owned by Clinton appointed human trafficking DOJ attorney, one frequented 
by Podesta and other Clinton campaigners, one featuring a picture of Hillary inside the restaurant on their homepage. The restaurants are on a street which has an 
abandoned tunnel system underneath it which could be used as a pedo dungeon.

Went the last thread and gleaned why I thought was most relevant. Please re-post any relevant info here I have missed.

Comet Ping Pong is extremely suspicious beyond just displaying the pedo symbols and being connected with Clinton campaigners. They host events put on by 
"Sasha Lord", a woman who seems to book all ages events, mostly or entirely at Comet Ping Pong.

Video of creepy birthday part for Sasha Lord at Comet, put on by band "heavy breathing"/"Majestic Ape" (majestic ape seems to be the alias of the masked person, 
heavy breathing the name of the band she plays in): https://vimeo.com/190144149

Heavy Breathing's website features sexually suggestive images of "all the children": https://archive.is/4190H

Some of Sasha Lord's poster art promoting all ages events at Comet Ping Pong is suggestive: 
https://archive.is/bzsXN
https://archive.is/Vghkg

The "sister store" of Comet is Buck's Fishing and Camping. The image on their homepage seems to be a "boy lover" symbol with a penetrated anus on it being cut 
with a machete: https://archive.is/VMGH5

I couldn't gather how exactly, but someone found this instagram of "Jimmy Comet", a man associated with Comet and Buck's (though not the man listed on Comet's 
site as the owner). His instagram shows him frequenting fetish clubs, art galleries, hanging out at a "white house dinner" playing ping pong with Obama and a minor, 
promoting Hillary Clinton, an image of Marina Abramovic, images inside Tony Podesta's house, a picture of a restrained child at Comet Ping Pong, child/baby pizza 
references, and constant sexual references: https://archive.is/ibG2v
https://w ww.instagram.com/jimmycomet/

In the next few posts I will give archives and images of what I felt to be most incriminating from this instagram account, but for starters, the taped down kid at Comet: 
https://archive.is/YJJnJ

Post last edited at 11/07/16 (Mon) 03:57:10
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first pizza baby never the same: https://archive.is/atCyL

child keeps asking for the sword: https://archive.is/Sho1T

jimmy comet inside tony podestas house: https://archive.is/LIHTn

jimmy comet esoteric gay: https://archive.is/mPjqm
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We know Unilever uses the same logo for icecream as the one pedophiles use to symbolize their attraction to young girls.
So I looked in wikileaks for Unilever. Last year Unilever partnered with the Clinton Foundation and Frank Giustra to set up an aid program for developing 
countries.

Details here:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/1596

Who is Frank Giustra? He's a Canadian mining magnate and onetime Hollywood studio owner. He gave $100 million to the Clinton Foundation, Bill 
Clinton flies around in his private jet, and get this: 

>Among the local efforts he funds is an organization that provides mentoring for at-risk teenage boys in British Columbia.

So Unilever, which uses a pedophile symbol for it's icecream products logo, partners with the Clintons, and a millionaire who has an interest in 'at-risk 
teenage boys'. That's not suspicious at all.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:13:26 ID: b3b4a5 No.8098648

>>8098604

Archive of Washington Post article about Clintons and Frank Giustra, who gave $100 million to the Clinton Foundation, is interested in 'at-risk teenage 
boys'  and who partners with Unilever, the company that uses a pedophile symbol as it's ice cream logo:

https://archive.is/DI2lQ  
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Obama White House Christmas party ping pong kid jimmy comet: https://archive.is/4uB5R

panda cumhole: https://archive.is/YYzX2

why does daddy like butt: https://archive.is/2QuWs

beauty pizza: https://archive.is/1u6Rp

Abramovic: https://archive.is/C2Vgn

There are many more images worthy of archiving and investigation on the instagram. Please go mine, archive, screenshot, post.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:14:32 ID: a04780 No.8098666 >>8099232

>>8098566 (OP)
Do any anons have information about the Goathill Pizza front? It was a DC Leak about Pelosi and a couple of other Dems. affiliated with a bunch of weird 
pizza joints  
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Sasha Lord posters for all ages events at Comet  
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>>8098566 (OP)
updated the infographic because there isn't definitive proof of the owner of Besta Pizza as the same andrew kline that worked for 
the DOJ. although it looks probable  
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Don't want to derail my own thread but this came up in the old thread, don't know if it deserves a separate thread. Unilever's logo is the "girl lover" symbol 
and a lot of their advertising, and the advertising done by other brands they own, is blatantly pedophillic.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:37:44 ID: 265a6e No.8098912 >>8098926

>>8098894
archive of Unilever "heartbrand" page.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:38:53 ID: 6112f0 No.8098925 >>8098944 >>8098972 >>8099044 >>8099075 >>8099130

Straight up – start posting pictures-videos of them actually fucking kids or stop shitting up the board with this.  It's not enough for innuendo.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:38:54 ID: 265a6e No.8098926

>>8098912
shit here it is: https://archive.is/tajwx  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:39:25 ID: 85b27d No.8098934
File (hide): f4b9a72f87200a2⋯.jpg (103.8 KB, 500x313, 500:313, 5a93fd593b6116d8bad0fc7ec4….jpg)

I don't think I like where this 
ride is taking us.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:40:30 ID: 265a6e No.8098944 >>8098969

>>8098925
>it's nothing

Are you even trying? Is all the kiddie fucking destroying your brain somehow? FUCKING DIE.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:41:30 ID: 01043b No.8098959

>>8098894
The middle picture is an unrelated photoshop that has been circulating for years. You just wanted to post that, didn't you.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:42:12 ID: 6112f0 No.8098969 >>8098984 >>8099017 >>8099044 >>8099075 >>8103226 >>8103263 >>8103267 >>8103573

>>8098944
I'm not saying it's nothing.  If you have something serious, THEN DROP IT.  It doesn't matter if I think what you're saying is true, or believe what you're 
saying is true.

What matters if flat out proof in the public space and irrefutable.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:42:28 ID: 155f1d No.8098972 >>8099012

>>8098925
They know that those things won't get them to jail. That's why they don't bother posting on the internet.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:43:28 ID: 155f1d No.8098984 >>8099012

>>8098969
Probably will never have this kind of proof, unfortunately.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:45:23 ID: fa213b No.8099006 >>8099075

>>8098566 (OP)
oh, and don't forget the actual literal CP posted in the last thread  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:45:31 ID: 845a55 No.8099007

Don't forget to look into L'Enfant, a cafe/nightclub that Comet frequents, namely a section referred to as the "Boum Boum Room", which is basically a 
hedonist paradise. The cafe is owned by two faggots.

>>8098600
>that circular flower symbol in the third image
Similar imagery shared by the boum boum room's webpage.

http:// laboumbrunch .com/laboumboumroom/
I'll go with the obvious answer and say it has something to do with virginity.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:45:59 ID: 6112f0 No.8099012 >>8099059

>>8098972
>>8098984
Well, there you go then.  What's in this thread isn't going to cut it.  If you know where to dig, OP, I suggest you get a bit deeper.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:46:16 ID: 265a6e No.8099017 >>8105595

>>8098969
I've posted everything I have. What the fuck do you think I'm doing? You think I'm some kind of fucking O'keefe telling you "im about to drop the nuke 
XDDD.. just wait for it!!"

>Don't make posts until you have the final truth of the universe

What we do here is dig. You're clearly not from here and you need to FUCKING LEAVE.  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:46:28 ID: 5ee3d8 No.8099018

>>8098894
>Eagery busting their fresh asses
the second one is a fake. probably made by pedos, but not a real ad.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:48:52 ID: fa213b No.8099044 >>8099075

>>8098925
>>8098969
it got posted in the last thread
you can go look if you want, i'm not saving fucking CP to my computer  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:49:50 ID: 155f1d No.8099059 >>8099088

>>8099012
He needs help from the other anons, that's why he's posting those things.
We need more information on that sasha lord bitch, she's the real deal.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:51:18 ID: fa213b No.8099075 >>8099118 >>8099171 >>8100098 >>8100151 >>8100566

>>8098925
>>8098969
>>8099006
>>8099044
see: >>8095162  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:52:38 ID: 5a3583 No.8099085 >>8100399

File (hide): 4d528bcf2a55140⋯.png (1.05 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-06-16-4….png)

Found this going through jimmycomet on instagram. Looks like an online ordering service of "pizza". That first 
picture on the slicelife page…

https://slicelife.com/

He's home decorator from the DC area. 

http://www.boutlier.com/about/  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:52:42 ID: 265a6e No.8099088 >>8099159

>>8099059
Just filter and report him. He's clearly a fucking alphabet shill. He's telling people to post CP for fuck's sake.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:54:56 ID: 6112f0 No.8099118 >>8100098

>>8099075
Well.. shit.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:54:59 ID: 2afd41 No.8099119 >>8099165 >>8099280 >>8103949

File (hide): 1e01b902a5e3a8d⋯.png (138.1 KB, 487x410, 487:410, 1437349564830.png)

>>8098755
>NIGHTMARE BOYZZ
>10 bucks 10PM all ages
>10 bucks all ages
>yfw they're talking about 10 boys of 
different ages

>those amphetamine pills

>teen liver
What did they mean by this?

>>8098894
>lickable
>luscious, smooth, sweet, and fun

Why has nobody killed these people yet? It has to be fake, right?

>>8098894
>those dick shaped popsicles  
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Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:55:54 ID: 845a55 No.8099130 >>8099159

>>8098925
>post child pornography  
Sure thing Agent  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:57:13 ID: eadd0c No.8099149

>>8098894

I've always thought icecream names were stupidly pornographic, but with all the pieces together I'm still fucking surprised 

Goddamn, but I believe it. I don't think we can rule anything out now that we have even more proof that the government is loaded with child raping devil 
worshippers.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:57:54 ID: 6112f0 No.8099159 >>8099171 >>8099180 >>8099194 >>8099629

>>8099088
>>8099130
I'm not sure what you morons think is going to move the needle two days out.  This board isn't Roger Stone and Steve Pceniek's personal narrative 
pusher.  The only thing that will achieve anything is hard, physical evidence distributed outside of the legal channels which have proven to cover this stuff 
up.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:58:50 ID: 04f264 No.8099165

>>8099119
>It has to be fake, right?
That one is.  

Anonymous  11/06/16 (Sun) 23:59:23 ID: 2afd41 No.8099171

>>8099159

Threads like these put the collective efforts of dozens of people together in digging, discovering, and compiling information. That's their use.

>>8099075

see: >>8095162  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:00:25 ID: 1d2ba6 No.8099180

>>8099159
>WAAAAAAAA POST CHILD PORN LOL
Reported.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:02:56 ID: 845a55 No.8099194 >>8099303 >>8099478

>>8099159
Help us find some hard physical evidence then you twat. There used to be a community enforced rule back on /baphomet/, you never ask other people to 
do shit. Do it yourself, contribute. Unless you do that, reported and filtered.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:05:10 ID: 50d67c No.8099222

Any DC anons willing to spend a night poking around? See if you can find a way into the station.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:06:04 ID: b3b4a5 No.8099232 >>8099379

File (hide): 96b3b5124d8df8b⋯.png (878.64 KB, 1065x666, 355:222, goathill pizza.png)

>>8098666

Goathill Pizza in San Francisco, links to money laundering and 
Nancy Pelosi, website
has more kids:

https://archive.is/bwI0L

Article giving some details, owner is Phillip DeAndrade:

https://archive.is/Mghx2

Phillip DeAndrade is very involved in local San Francisco politics such as the Protero Merchants Association:

https://archive.is/RjlkM  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:11:23 ID: 13f97a No.8099280

>>8099119
Nightmare Boyzzz and Teen Liver are garage punk bands. That's a show flyer. Both have bandcamp pages an Nightmare Boyzzz have multiple records. 
That flyer is one of the only not weird things about these finds.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:13:29 ID: 6112f0 No.8099303

>>8099194
If you've listened to anything Stone and Pceniek have been saying, they claim they already have the proof.  So what's the hold up?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:18:57 ID: 4fde40 No.8099358
File (hide): c3fa001bdd50637⋯.gif (3.5 MB, 982x854, 491:427, sick-fucks.gif)

took some 
caps of the 
flickering 
images  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:20:39 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099370 >>8099385 >>8099386 >>8099404 >>8099460 >>8099468 >>8099560

File (hide): 672452927de6da0⋯.png (1.2 MB, 1308x779, 1308:779, 1478477057519.png)

WTF guys, Moloch

We're all gonna get fucking v&, we've stumbled onto a global 
international pedo ring.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:21:43 ID: 30a117 No.8099377 >>8099412 >>8100190 >>8100276

Someone mentioned this in the last thread:

>>8096475
>I found connections with Comet to a >nightclub called "L'Enfant Cafe", specifically >someplace called "La Boum Boum Room". >The place is located in 
D.C

>http:// laboumbrunch .com/laboumboumroom/

So I did a WHOIS search on the domain….they updated their WHOIS information earlier today.  Guess who the registrar is??  It's that shady Admin 
Name: PERFECT PRIVACY, LLC that we've seen recently on so many seemingly innocuous business websites loosely tied to the clintons.  They're 
scared fam, keep up the good digging brothers.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:21:59 ID: 33175d No.8099378

There's enough here to meme this similar to #SpiritCooking.

Just change it to #He'sWithHer. Tie Hillary symbol with instagram posts from owner of comets pizza including comments. 

Add in a couple of creepy podesta pizza and pasta emails. Blow up twittee  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:22:00 ID: b3b4a5 No.8099379

>>8099232

Article on Goathill Pizza:

>They had a hand-written menu, and for decades the restaurant served as a political and social hangout for the owners and their friends. Kids would stop 
by to pet the goats

https://archive.is/pYmPP  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:22:25 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099383 >>8099392 >>8099439 >>8099450 >>8099813 >>8100477 >>8103613 >>8105143 >>8105155 >>8105171

File (hide): 40d54f3f01beacc⋯.png (387.44 KB, 930x449, 930:449, 1478476804375.png)

Painting of a guy jizzing while playing ping pong. That's not appropriate for a pizza restaurant.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:22:38 ID: 85b27d No.8099385
File (hide): fab56c971c64f35⋯.png (47.39 KB, 350x240, 35:24, man v dino.png)

>>8099370
oh my.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:22:45 ID: 933625 No.8099386 >>8099404

>>8099370

What implies moloch here?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:23:33 ID: 933625 No.8099392

>>8099383

Holy fuck.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:25:23 ID: 933625 No.8099404

>>8099386
>>8099370

Nevermind I see now.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:26:07 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099412 >>8099458 >>8104827

File (hide): 2afb6f2a448c688⋯.png (406.32 KB, 942x597, 314:199, 1478476833539.png)

>>8099377
La Boum Boum Room is real and shady as fuck.

Stop it with the Perfect Privacy LLC bullshit, every domain registrar provides a domain privacy feature, jesus 
fucking christ, this place is filled with noobniggers and faggots.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:27:59 ID: 4fde40 No.8099429 >>8104827

File (hide): b66cfe84702e37b⋯.png (824.24 KB, 1308x779, 1308:779, MolochMaschine.png)

for the blind  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:29:26 ID: 4fde40 No.8099439

>>8099383
Wall grafitti "says shut up n fuck AMEN"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:30:26 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099446 >>8099528 >>8100052 >>8100082 >>8100116

FYI, two D.C. anons on cuckchan are going to livestream an infiltration of comet ping pong tonight.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:30:43 ID: 68890b No.8099450 >>8099525

>>8099383
Uhh, it looks like chalk that was drawn over the painting underneath. Note the crudely outlined ball sack. There isn't actually a dick there, it's just a funny 
hand position that they took advantage of.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:31:57 ID: 30a117 No.8099458 >>8100116 >>8100281 >>8100350

>>8099412
Yeah I fucking get that asshole….but why would they update their WHOIS information TODAY, of all days??  Also it's the same privacy company 
clintonemail.com used.  (offered through network solutions registrations)  Just wanted to point that out brother, I think the fact they updated info today is 
more important then it's hidden….I'm not full retard, just wary of (((coincidences))).

D.C. Anons…..if you are out there….please, please, please go molotov this fucking place tonight.  I would even if it meant jail time…sadly I'm on the other 
coast.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:32:10 ID: 223179 No.8099460 >>8101163

>>8099370
whats it say on the stick?

LittleDeerica?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:34:06 ID: fa213b No.8099468 >>8099485

File (hide): 1dc2762f9a2e4e3⋯.gif (1.33 MB, 285x285, 1:1, uh-oh.gif)

>>8099370
>boy symbol next 
to an L
>boy love  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:35:09 ID: e8e600 No.8099478

>>8099194
That sounds like an excellent rule. And If you don't like where the board is focusing their energy, shut the fuck up and make a competing board, rather 
than sperging out. Let your ideas measure up against others.  

File (hide): d697f5c9bd49965⋯.png
(41.07 KB, 301x442, 301:442,
immycomet_alicewaters.png)

File (hide):
57dd2c07d915181⋯.png
(831.95 KB, 1152x2982,
192:497, Alice_Waters.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:35:12 ID: 46baf7 No.8099479 >>8105122

>>8098654
More Jimmycomet from last thread:
>>8096519
Talks about Alice Waters- she's not super suspicious but has potential  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:36:13 ID: 85b27d No.8099485

>>8099468
Looks like our enemies can triforce. Brrrr.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:37:01 ID: 1233ad No.8099490
File (hide): 81f2a44c8671717⋯.jpg (91.74 KB, 497x300, 497:300, wake.jpg)

>>809889
4
WAKE ME 
UP  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:41:12 ID: 223179 No.8099525

>>8099450
nope

matches the art style, same color and width of strokes used for many other details in the painting like the stuff on the trees and the artist signature

Also.. even if that were graffiti and not part of the original picture that upside down cross hanging on the guys neck certainly is part of the original artwork.

>also 
>left of the picture
>shut up 
>and fuck

nothing kikey here.. no-siree-bob  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:41:31 ID: 265a6e No.8099528 >>8099561

>>8099446
Please post link to thread or livestream or anything about this. I hope this is real.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:44:32 ID: 845a55 No.8099560

>>8099370
Words above the napkin read "My dearest James", not sure what the ones before Moloch are, and Moloch Maschine sounds nonsensical.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:44:38 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099561 >>8099584

>>8099528

I'll post the periscope when they start livingstream.

Chat about it here: https://niltalk.com/r/fliY4

password Podesta  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:47:40 ID: 265a6e No.8099584 >>8099620

>>8099561
Getting "room not found"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:47:53 ID: 843463 No.8099589 >>8105148

File (hide): db5fbedd2930872⋯.jpg (93.19 KB, 700x481, 700:481, billClinton_rapist.jpg)

>>8098604
So is that what the 
Clintons were 
<really> doing in 
Haiti?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:48:04 ID: f48a9b No.8099592

Where were you on the day we discovered our own government endorsed pedophile cult in Burgerland Pizzaland?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:48:09 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099594

http://mplspizzaclub.com/post/100849871877/hail-pizza

http://all-hail--pizza.tumblr.com/

https://printritual.com/collections/pins

http://www.tinaalleva.com/

http://dustoncrowns.tumblr.com/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:51:04 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099620 >>8100127

>>8099584
They just deleted it for some reason.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:51:20 ID: 06b569 No.8099622 >>8099654 >>8105238

>>8098654
What the fuck is a cumpanda?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:51:55 ID: 155f1d No.8099629 >>8099636

>>8099159
mate, it's not the election anymore, it's something bigger. We're a dealing with people from the high society doing cults with child sacrifice.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:52:13 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099634 >>8099643 >>8099650 >>8099731 >>8099767 >>8099836 >>8099844 >>8100792

File (hide): 2c929925762557d⋯.png (974.09 KB, 921x593, 921:593, 1478478954043.png)

Uhhh, yes goys this is totally just about pizza.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:52:15 ID: 155f1d No.8099636

>>8099629
>about the election 
Fix'd  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:53:12 ID: 265a6e No.8099643

>>8099634
archive? Good find anon.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:53:39 ID: 933625 No.8099650
File (hide): 2437a59e9298c8d⋯.png (626.83 KB, 400x400, 1:1, Wotan.png)

>>809963
4

They're 
all going 
to burn.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:53:58 ID: 845a55 No.8099654

>>8099622
Not sure, probably something really sick though. There is a picture of a man dressed in a panda suit on La Boum Boum room's website as well, gotta be 
something.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:54:47 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099662 >>8099684 >>8099692 >>8099703 >>8099712 >>8099731 >>8099790 >>8099844 >>8100134 >>8100792

File (hide): 90de43239a739b0⋯.png (889.07 KB, 1401x861, 467:287, 1478480016157.png)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:57:19 ID: 1e209a No.8099684

>>8099662
Any shred of doubt I had is gone now. 
No way these guys aren't up to some dirty shit.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:57:53 ID: 429617 No.8099689

>>8098566 (OP)

>Pedo Pizza summary.png

>Besta Pizza is owned by Andrew Kline

it looks like the only evidence so far is someone on 4chan who posted this:

sli.mg/A45Xa5

We need more before we can say it's confirmed that he's the owner.

here for example it says Registrant Name: Ibrahima Diallo

http://www.whois.com/whois/mybestapizza.com  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:58:15 ID: 10ff66 No.8099692
File (hide): e683b694637ee2b⋯.jpg (184.37 KB, 665x662, 665:662, 1457805033734.jpg)

>>8099662

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 00:59:31 ID: 1233ad No.8099703

>>8099662
flay them alive  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:01:05 ID: 845a55 No.8099712
File (hide): b1875fc7fa428a8⋯.png (71.24 KB, 640x640, 1:1, 2000px-Oulogob.svg_.png)

>>8099662
>circumcised  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:02:53 ID: 48f17d No.8099730
File (hide): bb96fca123e1ac1⋯.jpg (55.57 KB, 557x307, 557:307, pizzawtf.jpg)

>>8098566 (OP)

HOLY SHIT

I literally just remembered, the fucking pizza logo 
was a clue in one of the Men in Black movies.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:03:17 ID: 85b27d No.8099731
File (hide): 14944d03439ebbe⋯.jpg (60.35 KB, 600x600, 1:1, iBEKFEQ.jpg)

>>809966
2
>>809963
4  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:04:10 ID: c50d80 No.8099743 >>8099758 >>8099760

Are they raping children in the Subway?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:05:27 ID: 3a273d No.8099758

>>8099743
My guess would be the subway is used for transferring them around with no one seeing and possibly also the rape, but they may have spots to rape in 
their shops  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:05:33 ID: 843463 No.8099760
File (hide): 36500393c9ab5f4⋯.jpg (466.12 KB, 1200x896, 75:56, JaredMarathon1.jpg)

>>8099743
>subway
>children
Have you already 
forgotten?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:05:40 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099763 >>8099838 >>8100396

File (hide): 97e4730511c21dc⋯.png (327.06 KB, 933x393, 311:131, 1478480262235.png)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:06:21 ID: 06b569 No.8099767

>>8099634
Like 
https://youtu.be/ah1lBHTynbQ
But gay  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:07:32 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099784
File (hide): be1b12c630d09ee⋯.jpg (213.56 KB, 800x800, 1:1, 1478480689066.jpg)

da fuq  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:07:49 ID: 5b717d No.8099787 >>8099795 >>8099805 >>8099836

File (hide): 98bd58f8e2a75c4⋯.png (992.44 KB, 933x604, 933:604, deep concern.png)

This is getting too spooky for me lads, 
halloween is supposed to be over  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:08:15 ID: 429617 No.8099790

>>8099662

Archive everything. link?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:08:42 ID: eadd0c No.8099795

>>8099787

goddamn it  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:09:12 ID: 845a55 No.8099801

So is pizza supposed to be cum? That checks out with Abramovic's wall writings, if we assume that pizza = cum, how do the emails read?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:09:39 ID: 1233ad No.8099805 >>8099823 >>8099824 >>8099825 >>8099827 >>8099832 >>8099892 >>8099935 >>8099995

>>8099787
is that the body of a child?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:09:58 ID: ba17f4 No.8099813 >>8099821

>>8099383
>jizzing guy playing ping pong with an ayy  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:10:54 ID: 06b569 No.8099821 >>8099860

>>8099813
does this mea ayyliums are real?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:10:59 ID: 14e3c3 No.8099823 >>8099848

>>8099805
It's the Nirvana album  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:11:00 ID: c758f4 No.8099824 >>8099848

>>8099805
It's a Nirvana cover, dipass  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:11:01 ID: c8d081 No.8099825 >>8099848

>>8099805
You're fucking with me. There's no way you don't know what that's from.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:11:05 ID: 5b717d No.8099827 >>8099848

>>8099805
it's Nirvana's Nevermind album cover, controversial due to its portrayal of a child penis which is edited out of this picture  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:11:28 ID: 85b27d No.8099832 >>8099848

File (hide): 7db019d8489920d⋯.jpg (69.8 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, adc250593af13018782f557fe4….jpg)

>>8099805
Jesus fucking newfag. It's shooped onto the cover of Nirvana's album Nevermind. Somebody was paying 
enough attention to remove the child dong this time.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:11:56 ID: 429617 No.8099836 >>8099847

>>8099634
>>8099787

Archive everything you massive faggot. LINKS?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:12:01 ID: 10ed28 No.8099838 >>8101707

>>8099763
Not professor X too.  No wonder he had all of those "special" children living in his mansion training them in the "danger room" and sometimes they just 
never return from "missions"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:12:11 ID: c758f4 No.8099839

Let's not get sidetracked by this
Keep it on topic
Forget that newbie doesn't know the Nirvana cover  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:13:00 ID: 265a6e No.8099844 >>8099856 >>8099867 >>8100134 >>8100792

File (hide): 68d9b7b85560d05⋯.png (530.04 KB, 1128x495, 376:165, comet gay pizza pedos.png)

>>8099662
>>8099634
archives: 
https://archive.is/2aOLQ
https://archive.is/jBkTh

and a new one: https://archive.is/Q8Kwc  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:13:10 ID: 5b717d No.8099847

>>8099836
instagram.com/p/BEO_PzTpXMt/?taken-by=joshuaryanv  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:13:20 ID: 1233ad No.8099848 >>8099882 >>8099892 >>8099941 >>8105273

>>8099823
>>8099824
>>8099825
>>8099827
>>8099832
never heard of Nirvana  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:14:21 ID: 155f1d No.8099856 >>8099866

>>8099844
Who is she?
Any relation with the comet gay guy?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:14:41 ID: ba17f4 No.8099860

>>8099821
Or some kikes are cosplaying as ayys before they bugger the kiddies  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:14:44 ID: c50d80 No.8099861 >>8099873

When are you guys going to create a wiki for all of this data mining you do?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:15:10 ID: 155f1d No.8099866

>>8099856
>she 
More like "it"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:15:11 ID: 85b27d No.8099867

>>8099844
How is this man still alive? It bewilders me.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:15:15 ID: 52160d No.8099868 >>8099893

Found this bitch following the #wwjdd tag. She's clearly a child trafficer. Has different small kids in every picture, with some sick comments. Haven't found 
a link to the pizza joint yet, other than some of the same people comment on both pages.

https://www.instagram.com/megtastik/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:15:29 ID: 14e3c3 No.8099873 >>8099885

>>8099861
It's much needed, can you create that really fast?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:16:15 ID: 155f1d No.8099877

https://www.instagram.com/joshuaryanv/

>mfw pink flamingo always have been real  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:16:38 ID: 5b717d No.8099881 >>8099894 >>8099982 >>8100348 >>8100792

File (hide): e1cd9403063582a⋯.png (882.62 KB, 939x599, 939:599, tattos.png)

Identifying tatoos

instagram.com/p/ub9BAPJXOW/?taken-
by=joshuaryanv  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:16:41 ID: c8d081 No.8099882 >>8099913

>>8099848
Literally physically impossible.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:17:06 ID: c50d80 No.8099885 >>8099901

>>8099873
What wiki platform do you want use?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:17:48 ID: 3aa852 No.8099892 >>8099913 >>8101850

File (hide): dbf3428e565efe5⋯.png (160.55 KB, 300x300, 1:1, NirvanaNevermindalbumcover….png)

>>8099805
>>8099848
Do you live under a rock? 
How do you have internet 
down there?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:17:51 ID: 155f1d No.8099893 >>8099897

>>8099868
Yep, i'm pretty sure is. But I think she has an alibi, probably works for some child support organization.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:17:57 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099894 >>8099913 >>8099931

>>8099881
Upside down cross, satanist.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:18:34 ID: 155f1d No.8099897

>>8099893
>she is 
Fix'd  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:19:14 ID: 14e3c3 No.8099901 >>8099908 >>8099939 >>8099985

>>8099885
I'd create a Google Doc and start uploading everything their first and using a consistent labeling method. After that we could evaluate what further is 
needed.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:20:13 ID: 38b820 No.8099908 >>8099919

>>8099901
>Google doc
what the fuck, anon
maybe start with a ghostbin but you'd have to be insane to even use a burner Google account to talk about this shit  

File (hide): 2c20237bdd99500⋯.png (861.04 KB,
938x595, 134:85, 4cuck.png)

File (hide): 0bb13f17d2ad071⋯.png (936.63 KB,
935x596, 935:596, 4cuck2.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:20:32 ID: 5b717d No.8099911 >>8099926 >>8099944 >>8101838

chan memes

1 sleeping pizza - shared recently,
2 poo poo pee pee

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:20:37 ID: 155f1d No.8099912 >>8099934 >>8100322

File (hide): 6cd1b1df05b20f2⋯.png (544.69 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, ClipboardImage.png)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:20:44 ID: 1233ad No.8099913

>>8099892
>>8099882
I don't know anyone who listens to rock, and I myself don't listen to much composed within the last 100 years

>>8099894
yup. funny how they mark themselves for us and put it on the internet for all to see  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:21:48 ID: 14e3c3 No.8099919

>>8099908
Yea what he said. That's a better idea.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:22:46 ID: 1233ad No.8099926 >>8099956

>>8099911
>poo poo pee pee
there was a thread about this. Red Hot Chili Peppers, right? an album cover with a red sky and a pool and a frog by the pool, I think

and satanist crosses next to it  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:23:22 ID: 155f1d No.8099931

>>8099894
Actually, it's the cross of saint peter, they're just satanists posers.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:23:52 ID: 06b569 No.8099934

>>8099912
This looks like an upside down CLove symbol.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:23:57 ID: 933625 No.8099935

>>8099805

Underrated b8  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:24:00 ID: 1d03ad No.8099936
File (hide): 20e440164615cf0⋯.jpg (66.46 KB, 600x600, 1:1, IMG_0615.JPG)

>>8098566 
(OP)
>That first 
pic  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:24:22 ID: 44cc89 No.8099939 >>8099952

>>8099901
Word of note: Once you start sharing the Doc around, ensure there are clones of it as well. Both functionality and general access tends to go to shit when 
a Google Doc becomes really popular. I think creating a mirror of one is as easy as a single click.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:24:24 ID: 5b717d No.8099940 >>8099956

I was thinking more of Pepe, and the memetic infatuation with pee and poo

poo poo pee pee
instagram.com/p/uW_h6ypXLf/?taken-by=joshuaryanv  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:24:37 ID: 845a55 No.8099941

>>8099848
>never hard of Nirvana
They were pretty good, you missed out.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:24:52 ID: 46baf7 No.8099944

>>8099911
>that pen
>ProChoiceAmerica.org  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:25:50 ID: 14e3c3 No.8099952

>>8099939
I'd rather hide in the open with this. They are scared of us right now.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:26:15 ID: 2fdad7 No.8099954 >>8099958 >>8099971 >>8099972 >>8099978 >>8101236 >>8101737 >>8101913 >>8103723 >>8104456

They're onto us.

http:// www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/20840980/alt-right-conspiracy-theorists-obsess-over-comet-ping-pong  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:26:19 ID: 5b717d No.8099956

>>8099940
>>8099926
forgot to link  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:27:04 ID: 155f1d No.8099958

>>8099954
>us 
Nah, they didn't reach us yet.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:27:33 ID: 59e214 No.8099962

https://www.instagram.com/p/xxm_usPkl6/

https://www.instagram.com/p/wHGuqavks_/

https://www.instagram.com/p/s8MAgOvkl4/

https://www.instagram.com/p/lhjfC7vkqe/

https://www.instagram.com/p/knmJ6-vkpD/

https://www.instagram.com/p/YvTVA_vkmA/

https://www.instagram.com/p/XjAoCZvkre/

https://www.instagram.com/p/QvWCNePkgw/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:27:54 ID: 1233ad No.8099967 >>8100010 >>8100015 >>8100055 >>8100792 >>8101441 >>8101455 >>8101749 >>8103737 >>8105106

File (hide): 7c545d9493580bf⋯.png (574.15 KB, 818x600, 409:300, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

I don't know how you guys missed this  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:28:12 ID: 8c4fca No.8099971

>>8099954
> "Nothing satanic about it," wrote one 4chan user. 

We mainstream now.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:28:13 ID: 265a6e No.8099972

>>8099954
Someone make an imgur album of all the comet pedo and explicit gay sex stuff, and the summary ingographic and post the link in the comments there. 
We can use any publicity they give this.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:28:42 ID: 5b717d No.8099978

>>8099954
https://archive.is/7P1M0 

remember to share the archived version  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:28:56 ID: 933625 No.8099982 >>8100007 >>8100027 >>8100678

>>8099881

The "crossroads" is a reference to where up and coming musicians go to sell their souls to the 
devil in exchange for fame and fortune. 

Vid related is Bob Dylan talking about this. 

I recommend googling yourself as many musicians have talked about this, and in far more 
depth than 30 second clip I linked, including Dylan.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:29:27 ID: c50d80 No.8099985
File (hide): 95d89e7b4bfa717⋯.png (45.65 KB, 742x564, 371:282, cxscvsb.png)

>>8099901
I'll see what I can do.

I created this google map.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?
ll=36.597889,-47.285156&spn=70.362691,164.53125&msa=0&mid=1jQ5oZJQaEryrTNm_j0UirK
K-Nho

Because of this.

https://archive.fo/m5en3
https://gawker.com/5974190/here-is-a-list-of-all-the-assholes-who-own-guns-in-new-york-city

Using information found here.

https://archive.is/2Vavk

I'm in the process of creating a computer case database that shows you how big the computer cases are..  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:30:06 ID: dcb2a7 No.8099995

>>8099805
Sick ID yo  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:30:32 ID: bea8e9 No.8100007

>>8099982
the crossroads is older than that
it's where people thought witches went to commune with the man in black, and where you could meet him to ask him for a favor 
pouring whiskey, blood, or other offerings in the shape of a sigil or just pouring one out for da homies is common  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:30:41 ID: 933625 No.8100010

>>8099967

>Whip up a Haitian special  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:30:53 ID: c758f4 No.8100015 >>8100032 >>8100047 >>8100061

>>8099967
>Whip up a Haitian special, extra cheese

Haitian special
Guys  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:31:36 ID: 5b717d No.8100027

>>8099982
i didn't make that connection, nice catch  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:31:41 ID: 845a55 No.8100030 >>8100584

Thread theme  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:31:51 ID: 933625 No.8100032 >>8100047

>>8100015

>dr.nwo  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:33:04 ID: 933625 No.8100047 >>8100061 >>8100069

>>8100015
>>8100032

https://www.instagram.com/dr.nwo/

Looks like a faggot.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:33:53 ID: 1d03ad No.8100052
File (hide): 955b1743cc590de⋯.jpg (93.9 KB, 596x496, 149:124, IMG_1797.JPG)

>>8099446
Brave Men who 
are willing to die 
for our cause.
Their names will 
go on the Wall, 
regardless of if 
they live or die.
HAIL 
VICTORY  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:33:55 ID: 155f1d No.8100055

>>8099967
That was discussed in the original thread actually.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:35:19 ID: 265a6e No.8100061 >>8100068 >>8100069

>>8100015
>>8100047
archive of that pic: https://archive.is/3S9W9

I'm pretty sure "haitian special" guy is one of us. His username is dr.nwo and he starts commenting at the time as /pol/. His account is private but his 
profile picture says Bratislava in it. He seems to be a Euro anon.  

File (hide): 4622935bf9fef6f⋯.png (737.1 KB, 935x600,
187:120, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

File (hide): ce0b7087c4880c6⋯.png (1.06 MB,
1306x690, 653:345, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

File (hide): c81d5cc25f4d480⋯.png (1.07 MB,
1213x680, 1213:680, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

File (hide): 1b26233848614f8⋯.png (1.18 MB,
1272x648, 53:27, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:36:05 ID: 1233ad No.8100064

here's a creepy one, and take a look at the pics tagged with the photographer #spencertunick. all degenerate shit  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:36:28 ID: 155f1d No.8100068

>>8100061
Yep, i suspected that since the beginning.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:36:35 ID: 933625 No.8100069

>>8100047
>>8100061

Right, nvm, he's not a faggot then. Just good looking.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:37:56 ID: fc0872 No.8100082 >>8100197

>>8099446
Link?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:39:13 ID: d498b4 No.8100093 >>8100130 >>8100180 >>8100441 >>8105339

I used to live in SF and pizza parlors are frequent gloryhole spots. 
Worked at Pizza Orgasmica and quit when I figured it out, the very night I quit a taxi t-boned my car, backed away from it and rammed it several times, I 
almost got ran over trying to get away. Police chacked it up to road rage and never did shit. funny thing was I'd never seen black cabs in SF
They have a bathroom with a red door in it, you go past the red door and there is the glory-stall. I am not sure how frequently it was used, I only saw it 
once(when I quit). I went back to clean and dropped a rag in the toilet because I am a retard, thinking it was just a supply closet I went in there to get 
another rag, turns out it was a cut-out in the wall covered in graffiti, and tons of porno(both gay and normal) mags. There was even a video camera that 
directly fed into a TV(I guess so pervs could watch / record their adventures). 
After the whole event settled in my mind I became a lot less accepting of gays, it was a very preliminary redpill. I went to other pizza joints to see if this 
kind of thing is common, most I went to(in neighborhoods mission, castro, potrero hill) did have a locked door in the bathroom. 
I give not one single fuck if you believe me, and I'm not some kind of degenerate faggot.
art is a good way to launder money, especially art that is bought by jewish owners to fund sex "pizza" parties  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:39:18 ID: b3b4a5 No.8100096 >>8100453 >>8105155

File (hide): 6fd2f5baccd1112⋯.png (1.19 MB, 708x794, 354:397, comet ping pong.png)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:39:29 ID: 6140f4 No.8100098

>>8099075
>>8099118
No one knows that shit's CP, you morons.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:41:41 ID: 845a55 No.8100116
File (hide): d8cc82e4f7a8d40⋯.jpg (26.87 KB, 500x500, 1:1, 51ceca877693c01eed006d269c….jpg)

>>8099446
Lonk?

>>8099458
>D.C. Anons…..if you are out there….please, 
please, please go molotov this fucking place tonight.

pic related  

File (hide): 61a7bab1f585b3e⋯.png (700.94 KB,
874x601, 874:601, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

File (hide): 9f85886381a7d69⋯.jpg (151.89 KB,
1090x624, 545:312, tonypodesta.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:42:17 ID: 1233ad No.8100124 >>8100187 >>8100453 >>8100536

this looks like Tony Podesta, John Podesta's brother. same ears and hairline. second opinion?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:42:20 ID: 85b27d No.8100126 >>8100135

Can local police do anything about this?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:42:33 ID: 726aa1 No.8100127
File (hide): 5ec5d1b617884e8⋯.png (212.91 KB, 480x414, 80:69, c4dea410d31ec1ea812f858024….png)

>>8099620
Probably got v&  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:43:10 ID: 91ae2f No.8100130 >>8100234

>>8100093
 Thst makes sense. I kept wonder why all these faggots are so into shitty art.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:43:26 ID: 978fe0 No.8100134 >>8100182 >>8100191 >>8105205

>>8099844
>>8099662

I was on the fence about this until now. These images are undeniable proof of a CP ring as far as I'm concerned. I feel like I want to throw up, are any 
anons forwarding this info to local police, child welfare agencies, the cucked FBI, whoever? This is fucking outrageous and has to be stopped. 

I posted it in one of the first threads, but a property records search on Comet Ping Pong revealed that it's owned by something called Christopher Achilles 
LLC: https://www.bizapedia.com/dc/christopher-achilles-llc.html

The registered agent is Robert A. Harris IV, a DC lawyer. Anons should take a closer look at this lawyer. I can't find anything more on the LLC other than 
the Bizapedia page.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:43:34 ID: 726aa1 No.8100135

>>8100126
How do you think that will turn out?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:45:18 ID: 1233ad No.8100147 >>8100501 >>8100651

File (hide): 375907c5f0d5a4a⋯.png (504.38 KB, 934x600, 467:300, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

letter from Hillary  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:45:35 ID: 6c51f4 No.8100149

>>8098894
is there any major ice cream producer who isn't compromised and provides ice cream to grocery stores?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:45:36 ID: 429617 No.8100151 >>8105155

>>8099075
>see: >>8095162

That's not child porn, it's just porn disguised as 'art' in an art gallery. But Jeff Koon is suspicious: he donated $50K to Correct The Record in June and he's 
on the board of directors of the International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children, see >>8098371  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:47:11 ID: dcb2a7 No.8100163 >>8100194

Back in 2005 when I began frequenting the chans I assumed cheese pizza was a clever nickname for… well, for CP.

Current year just fucking made the cheese pizza meme come into real life.

Pretty soon there will be a real pedobear fronting one of these shady pizza joints

praise fucking Kek  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:48:23 ID: 91ae2f No.8100180 >>8100234

>>8100093

Also, I couldn't figure out why these people   kept tagging this #wwjdd. That has tag refers to a minimalist artist. One of the pics Jimmy Comet posted on 
his instagram of a wood frame has a #wwjdd. Maybe that tag refers to selling a cheap piece of "minimalist" art as a way to cover for actually buying thier 
"pizza" as you suggested. It's an inside joke.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:48:41 ID: 265a6e No.8100182 >>8100202 >>8100630 >>8105233

>>8100134
A redditor in the /r/the_donald thread where the info for the first OP was from said he called the FBI. No way to confirm. Also, if Comey just recommended 
no charges again today, maybe the FBI is not the way to go. I would guess local police are also in on it, it's fucking DC afterall, if any place has a police 
force beholden to the ruling class it would be there. Don't know who to call. Are there any other agencies with cross-state jurisdiction that could and would 
handle this? I imagine agencies who are specifically involved in investigating human trafficking, pedophilia, etc., are probably in on it too.

I honestly don't know. Any anons here in the military and could share this info with someone who had influence? Honestly maybe something like that's the 
best bet. Have to get the info past the snakes to people within the gov who are not compromised.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:48:45 ID: 845a55 No.8100183

New DNC emails guys  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:48:58 ID: b7254c No.8100187 >>8100563

File (hide): bb0226ec6104bc1⋯.png (140.87 KB, 721x623, 103:89, Untitled.png)

>>8100124
SAME 
EYEBROWS
SAME EARS
SAME NOSE
THATS HIM  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:49:04 ID: bea07e No.8100190 >>8103816

File (hide): 4f9d1d193b186e4⋯.jpg (58.56 KB, 1263x211, 1263:211, boom.JPG)

>>8099377

Found this on that 
webpage.

holy shit  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:49:10 ID: fc0872 No.8100191 >>8105024

>>8100134
I can neither confirm or deny sending tips, chances are they are lurking this thread right now and we can't give them a chance to cover anything up or 
remove evidence. Element of surprise.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:49:48 ID: 845a55 No.8100194 >>8100611

>>8100163
Cheese pizza was always a nickname for CP though  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:50:04 ID: 90b802 No.8100197

>>8100082
Well, I really don't want to post a link to cuckchan, but here you go.

https:// boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/96526888  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:51:02 ID: fc0872 No.8100202

>>8100182
>I imagine agencies who are specifically involved in investigating human trafficking, pedophilia, etc., are probably in on it too.

You would be correct. If law enforcement fails lone wolves will be necessary for this.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:54:34 ID: 14e3c3 No.8100229 >>8100298 >>8100681

Has anyone made a meme connecting all of this? Looks like the thread is dying because no one will do anything.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:54:56 ID: d498b4 No.8100234

>>8100130
>>8100180
Short version: Yes. I am now having internet problems, think it's the proxy though, if my ID changes it's for that reason. 
The practace goes as such: buy the art then dictate how the "artist" spends the money you just gave him. 
Actually, now that I am thinking on my whole life this isn't the only bad pizza experience. 
After I moved from SF I moved to Santa Barbara and a local restaurant "pizza guru" got v& for laundering quasi-legal "medical" weed money.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 01:59:59 ID: 1233ad No.8100276

>>8099377
can you believe these fuckwits rule the world  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:00:30 ID: 978fe0 No.8100281

>>8099458
>please, please, please go molotov this fucking place tonight. 

Better yet, break into the place and raid the offices. Confiscate all of their files. It would send everyone associated with this ring into panic mode and they 
might start turning on each other/ratting each other out.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:00:51 ID: 1fb0ba No.8100286 >>8103832

>>8098566 (OP)
I have a hypotheses. What if this is something similar to the Belgian x-dossiers? What if Hillary and her entourage uses this to blackmail important 
people? Or maybe she herself is a 'victim' of this and is now a puppet to those who set it up. If you are not familiar with the x-dossiers:
https://isgp-studies.com/belgian-x-dossiers-of-the-dutroux-affair
http://www.wikileaks-forum.com/belgium/358/belgian-pedophile-trafficking-ring-and-alleged-cover-up-marc-dutroux-and-nihoul/15315/

Just a wild guess…  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:02:15 ID: 265a6e No.8100298

>>8100229
Be my guest anon. Please do. There's the summary pic attached to the OP. Maker of the pic posted an update here: >>8098825

I've been digging on this for like a day straight and I'm tired.

If anyone's coming into the thread right now and doesn't know what's going on, I tried to summarize everything in the OP. I don't think anything major has 
come up in the thread as far as new connections, what we have found so far in the thread is more people who are connected to Comet Ping Pong and 
Democratic political figures including Obama and Tony Podesta, who post sexually explicit pictures involving children and pizza. Thread has mostly been 
mining these suspicious instagram accounts.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:02:35 ID: 1233ad No.8100304 >>8100315 >>8100317

by the way, I don't know if this was mentioned already, but take a look at the FBI's pedophile symbols doc

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/FBI-pedophile-symbols.pdf  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:04:07 ID: 155f1d No.8100315 >>8100322

>>8100304
It was, thats why i posted this pic.>>8099912  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:04:13 ID: 265a6e No.8100317 >>8100339

>>8100304
Read the op anon. Come on. This was in the OP of thread 1 and 2 and is the genesis of this entire discussion.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:04:32 ID: 155f1d No.8100322

>>8100315
>>8099912  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:06:04 ID: 1233ad No.8100339

>>8100317
I wasn't here for that. just stopped by. looks like this thread is just about dead anyway.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:06:57 ID: 1cacf3 No.8100348

>>8099881
>instagram.com/p/ub9BAPJXOW/?taken-by=joshuaryanv

https://archive.is/atZQr  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:07:12 ID: 57563d No.8100350 >>8100554 >>8101209

>>8099458
>molotov this fucking place tonight. 

And burn the evidence for them? Fuck that.

Sneak in and take pictures.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:08:02 ID: 0ddb3b No.8100355 >>8100404 >>8100567 >>8100619 >>8100662 >>8101086 >>8102244

I've just been lurking around here, but I have not seen anybody bring this up.

Go into Google Maps and look at the businesses in this area.

Right next to all of these businesses is BeyondBorders.

http:// beyondborders.net/

Isn't this also important?

LittleRedFoxDC right there in the middle of it all. I highly doubt that they are not implicated somehow.

http:// www.littleredfoxdc.com/

The website says that it is owned by Jena and Matt Carr.

I found a Matt Carr from Texas in this Wikileak file with Stratfor.

https:// wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/24/246429_re-the-next-decade-book-order-.html

I do not have the skills to see if they are the same person or not. 

I think we need to look into this BeyondBorders connection. This is not just some (((coincidence)))  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:12:02 ID: 014d3c No.8100396

>>8099763
This pic. Then think about the  (( )) around the ONLINE symbol from the fbi list for pedos. Then this pic. Now think of (((them))). All the usernames on 
twatter and such. The symbol posted by fbi has a circle inside which you cannot type, hence the third bracket. FFS . Some idiots probably put it on for 
solidarity unknowingly.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:12:13 ID: 22ae62 No.8100399
File (hide): 9f305af4b5baad0⋯.png (331.31 KB, 814x646, 407:323, screenshot-slicelife.com-2….png)

>>8099085
>Targeted marketing done very well

Pic and excerpt from website
>Careers at Slice
>At Slice we're living the dream, with so many pizza parties (yes, we said pizza parties!), unlimited vacation, 
incredible benefits, and the opportunity to help your favorite local pizzeria succeed. Want to join us for this 
awesome experience? We're looking for talented folks with a passion for local, authentic pizza to add to our 
growing family.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:12:43 ID: 265a6e No.8100404 >>8100792 >>8101086

File (hide): e0804eaf82679b2⋯.png (793.8 KB, 1159x676, 1159:676, child slavery company.png)

>>8100355

>http:// beyondborders.net/
>(anti) Haitian child smuggling 
company happens to be right next to 
pedo-front ring

Holy shit. Good job anon.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:16:58 ID: 429617 No.8100441

>>8100093

>I used to live in SF and pizza parlors are frequent gloryhole spots. 
>Worked at Pizza Orgasmica

So the guys who wanted to have their dick sucked, do you think they had to pay an extra on their pizza? There must have been some money involved, 
no?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:17:07 ID: 014d3c No.8100442

Beyond borders is the NGO of this place
https  ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECPAT

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:18:46 ID: 429617 No.8100453 >>8100563

>>8100096
>>8100124

Post a link, not just a screencap
Post a link, not just a screencap
Post a link, not just a screencap
Post a link, not just a screencap
Post a link, not just a screencap

Don't be a 4chan refugee, be useful and remind yourself to post a link, not just a screencap. Break the link or post an Archive.is link or do both.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:20:41 ID: 1233ad No.8100464 >>8100723 >>8101062

File (hide): 1675c4228ad8aad⋯.png (311.42 KB, 658x419, 658:419, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

http://cometpingpong.com

> bathrooms hidden behind 
secret panels  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:22:21 ID: f5e4fe No.8100477

>>8099383
the alien is saying ayylmo  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:25:06 ID: e9a122 No.8100501

>>8100147

>Direct link between her and this guy

Definitely going to end well for Madame Satanist.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:28:19 ID: 933625 No.8100536 >>8100563 >>8104824

>>8100124

It's already known that Jimmycomet (James Alefantis) is directly tied to Tony Podesta. I revealed this in the last thread but it was right before it closed to 
many may not have noticed. 

http://washingtonlife.com/2015/06/05/inside-homes-private-viewing/

Inside power lobbyist, philanthropist and contemporary art collector T ony Podesta’s Kalorama home.  

>He regularly opens his house to casual pizza parties co-hosted by his friend James Alefantis, the owner of Comet Ping Pong. Over 200 pies emerge 
from the outdoor pizza oven as guests wander through the house and garden while studying his art collection.

>Podesta knows what he likes, makes room for art in most every part of his life and wants to share it with those around 
him.

Comet was with Tony Podesta as recently as 1 week ago.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BL9kNQYAlvI/?taken-by=jimmycomet

Note #Podesta

Also, Podesta lives in Kalorama (Also noted in Washingtonlife.com article I linked), Washington DC. Which is where instagram puts location of 
photographs.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:29:37 ID: e05bd3 No.8100554

>>8100350
No, there is no evidence there.  They need to know we're serious.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:30:19 ID: 933625 No.8100563

>>8100187
>>8100453

See

>>8100536

Washingtonlife.com article also mentions Podesta's extensive collection of Abramovics art.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:30:28 ID: fb0d3c No.8100566 >>8100956

File (hide): a2d2702bfbbba24⋯.png (82.81 KB, 519x805, 519:805, caught.png)

>>8098566 (OP)
>>8099075
>>8095162
https 
://www.instagram.com/p/s8MAgOvkl
4/?taken-by=jimmycomet
https ://archive.is/04A48  

File (hide): d45a311887e07f0⋯.png (600.66 KB,
1512x679, 216:97, Capture.PNG)

File (hide): dfa28a1851b1009⋯.png (117.4 KB,
1575x680, 315:136, Capture2.PNG)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:30:26 ID: 0ddb3b No.8100567 >>8100619 >>8101496

>>8100355
Apparently posting archives and screenshots is proper protocol. 

Here you go folks.

Screenshot of Google Maps
Screenshot of Wikileaks File

LittleRedFoxDC.com
https://archive.is/uzwES

BeyondBorders.net
https://archive.is/XkP6j

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:32:08 ID: 99d5ef No.8100584

>>8100030
Original is better.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:35:10 ID: 35cf84 No.8100611

>>8100194
Yeah but we didn't really think actual pizza was involved.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:35:47 ID: 265a6e No.8100619 >>8100673

>>8100567
>>8100355
Not understanding the significance of Little Red Fox. Checked out their website. No weird kid pics, FBI pedo symbols, or pizza references. Am I missing 
something?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:36:14 ID: 429617 No.8100630

>>8100182

>Also, if Comey just recommended no charges again today, maybe the FBI is not the way to go.

On the contrary: there's a lot of FBI agents who hate Comey right now. They may not be able to go after Clinton at the moment but they can try to go after 
some pedos in D.C. who may be connected to the Podesta brothers.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:37:50 ID: 90b802 No.8100638

The thread with the periscope guy reached the limit. If anyone knows what thread he's posting in now or what chat room, please post it here.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:38:54 ID: e28ff4 No.8100651

>>8100147
https://archive.fo/Jeh0X  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:39:40 ID: 6140f4 No.8100662 >>8100682 >>8100729 >>8100739 >>8101892

>>8100355
STOP FUCKING REDDIT SP ACING  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:40:17 ID: 0ddb3b No.8100673

>>8100619
No.

I just think there might be.

They are right there in the middle between the two pizza shops. I just suspect the people there have to be involved/connected or know something that 
can help us.

Regardless, I feel BeyondBorders is more important.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:41:05 ID: 2bcf7d No.8100678

>>8099982
we all know it's the chorus of that one bone thugs n harmony song that everyone secretly loves  

Meme Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:41:27 ID: 8aa17d No.8100681 >>8102278

>>8100229

Meme: "Illuminated State"

i.e exposure of statism (humanism) as Illuminati (Luciferianism)

Linguistics: Babylon as confusion of language -> ambiguity, codewords, legal codes

Redefinition of language to conceal long term agenda:
person: mask, representation -> representation of social status -> individual being that looks like one of us (universal)
human: "civilized" citizen -> individual being that looks like one of us (universal)
allow: grant permission, approve of (conscious choice) -> cause, enable, control (mechanistic, process or rule based)
sovereignty: virtue, power, theism -> political supremacy, atheism
satan: adversary (role or title)  -> devil, slanderer (proper name)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:41:41 ID: 0ddb3b No.8100682 >>8100710

>>8100662
sorry bro.

I don't know formatting works here.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:42:46 ID: 14e3c3 No.8100691 >>8100748

File (hide): 3c5e07963fc87bb⋯.png (38.57 KB, 835x588, 835:588, 1478483645588.png)

I've moved over to the new DNC drop, but 
thought you'd like this, keep up Yahweh's 
work!
 
https://wikileaks.org/dnc-
emails/emailid/30464  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:43:18 ID: 14e3c3 No.8100695

Or Yeshua  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:45:04 ID: 6140f4 No.8100710 >>8100728 >>8100736 >>8100739

>>8100682
>admitting to being a Redditor
Get the fuck out of here. You are not in good company, cuck.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:45:50 ID: f48a9b No.8100723

>>8100464
>live bands so you can't hear the graping.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:46:12 ID: 180ada No.8100728

>>8100710
He's amiable. The response is "lurk moar".  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:46:20 ID: 53ee80 No.8100729

>>8100662

Holy shit, The double spaces between sentences is annoying as fuck, I'll agree, but you're getting way too fucking triggered over spacing.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:47:13 ID: 0ddb3b No.8100736 >>8100769

>>8100710
<amidoinitirte  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:47:36 ID: 265a6e No.8100739

>>8100662
>>8100710
>(3)
>all shitposts

Stop whining and not contributing fucking faggot. The post you're whining about was a serious contribution. You on the other hand have done JACK SHIT. 
You're gonna get reported my friend.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:48:15 ID: e9a122 No.8100748
File (hide): db8926eba1f1303⋯.jpg (106.37 KB, 1092x618, 182:103, Was Jesus CIA.jpg)

>>8100691

>Yahweh's work

Just because we don't want to be subjected to the rule of edgelord childfucking babymurderers doesn't 
mean we want to be subjected to your shitty kiked out sand deity.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:51:00 ID: 6140f4 No.8100769

>>8100736
You're not helping your cause, Redditcuck.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:53:05 ID: 8e0c7e No.8100787

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Pizza-Party-Adam-Rubin/dp/0803739478
ByJen Beeon February 4, 2015

Reviews:

>I borrowed this from the library because of the cute illustrations. The book was neither fun nor cute. I just read it to my almost 4 year old and cringed as I 
read: "When you make something secret, you make it special." Yeah, that's not what I want to teach my child. It sounds like something a pedophile would 
say to their victim.

>We love "Dragons Love Tacos" and the "Those Darn Squirrels" series at our house so we anxiously awaited the release of "Secret Pizza Party." 
Unfortunately, after the first read, I quietly took it off our bookshelf. The book's graphics are lively and engaging and the tone is enthusiastic and fun to 
read, but I didn't like that we were supposed to cheer for the raccoon to steal pizza and get away with it. Even if I overlooked the stealing element of the 
story, I was very unsettled by the book's characterization of secrets to young children - "When you make something secret, you make it special." I 
probably watched too many after school specials growing up, but it just didn't sit well with me. So, we will continue to enjoy the dragons and the squirrels, 
but will let the raccoon sit it out.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:53:21 ID: f48a9b No.8100792 >>8100814 >>8100820 >>8100840 >>8101120

File (hide): e50ba00b47f9707⋯.jpg (26.52 KB, 344x344, 1:1, e50ba00b47f97073453f80b114….jpg)

>>8100404
>>8099967
>>8099881
>>8099844
>>8099662
>>8099634
>>8098654

OH MY FUGGGGGGGG XD
THIS IS NOT JUST ABOUT PIZZA GUYS

They aren't just pedo scum, they are actual satanists who are into orgies and obscure art? Hence all the 
symbolism to BLs (Satanists love that symbolism shit) but they're obviously notifying others of these illicit 
activites to let them know when they go down. Keep a track of all these people replying to these pictures 
and posts. Search for their previous offenses or if they work in the public sector too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:55:22 ID: 845a55 No.8100814 >>8101020

File (hide): 47179c2754ae168⋯.gif (2.32 MB, 250x250, 1:1, 47179c2754ae1680d899969019….gif)

>>8100792
>Gondola 
>speaks Spurdo  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:55:58 ID: 35cf84 No.8100820 >>8100835 >>8101020 >>8101498 >>8103209

>>8100792
The art could be how the children are paid for, instead of billing you for child rape the bill you for an art piece with no real value and give you the art piece 
as you leave the rape dungeon.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:57:20 ID: 845a55 No.8100835 >>8100913 >>8101020 >>8103209

>>8100820
That actually makes a lot of sense anon, and it's quite disturbing. Albeit they get some sick satisfaction off the piece as a memento of the time.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:57:54 ID: e9a122 No.8100840 >>8101020

>>8100792

>This is not just about pizza

All of the walls of obvious evidence to confirm that this is not just pizza would, when exposed to normies, only have a ~45% chance of convincing them of 
this (again, obvious) fact.

Not that we shouldn't try, but I have been seeing people in the real actually doubting these revelations somehow. Beyond retarded.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 02:58:09 ID: 000000 No.8100844 >>8100933 >>8100988 >>8101062 >>8102485 >>8102620

WAIT WAIT WAIT

The FBI leaks us the leads necessary to uncover the fact that this satanic pedo cult is operating in an abandoned underground subway network…

AND THEN THEY LEAK THE PLANS FOR TESLA'S EARTHQUAKE MACHINE

The FBI is begging someone to stop these people and arming them with the knowledge necessary to do so.
My God…  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:04:18 ID: 35cf84 No.8100913 >>8102397

>>8100835
There's been rumors about the modern art industry being used to launder money/purchase illegal things for a long time. Drug purchases, slaves, killings, 
whatever. Instead of directly paying someone for it you buy a piece of art they own from a broker and everything else is arranged quietly. Since art has no 
measurable value you can pay whatever you like for it without too much suspicion, and it's fairly normal for it to be privately owned so large sums of 
money going from one person to another suddenly seem less suspicious when a canvas with some squiggly lines on is is handed along with it. It also 
explains why so much of the extremely pricey art these days is essentially mass producible and required no actual artistic talent to make. Keeps them 
from being beholden to actual talent artists, anyone who knows the real reason their pieces are so valuable can be cut out of the loop with no loss of 
production.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:06:29 ID: c758f4 No.8100933

>>8100844
We wouldn't even need Tesla's Earthquake Oscillator, we could gather some other /k/ommandos willing to storm that sex dungeon and blow them away.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:08:07 ID: 429617 No.8100956 >>8101174 >>8104107

>>8100566

I don't know what you're trying to do but this photo is not child pornography. It's called "Ilona's asshole" and this woman Ilona was Jeff Koons' wife for a 
few years, and she's a porn actress: 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilona_Staller

http://www.art*net.com/magazineus/features/jones/pop-life10-1-09_detail.asp?picnum=12

http://www.stan*dard.co.uk/goingout/exhibitions/jeff-koons-interview-i-feel-that-art-has-allowed-me-to-become-a-better-human-a3252181.html

quote:
“There are many pieces in Made in Heaven that I enjoy very much. I mean, Ilona’s Asshole is just a wonderful image — I feel it’s my version of Courbet’s 
The Origin of the World.”

And stop breaking Archive.is links it's annoying.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:08:52 ID: 5bde48 No.8100967

These people are more degenerate than the folks on /d/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:09:26 ID: 07b448 No.8100975 >>8101000 >>8101120 >>8101230 >>8101488

File (hide): 934920c4a0fd265⋯.jpg (145.04 KB, 1273x809, 1273:809, shopping.jpg)

>>8098566 (OP)
WTF
instagram.com/p/knmehMvkpb/?taken-
by=jimmycomet
https://archive.is/N8yb2  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:10:34 ID: 12b439 No.8100988 >>8101062

>>8100844
I'm more likely to make the leap that the Haiti earthquake was caused by a Tesla machine, which was then used as a cover for widespread child nabbing.

I don't know, though.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:11:55 ID: 07b448 No.8101000 >>8101120 >>8101230 >>8101456

File (hide): a785a8e0ec5e5a7⋯.jpg (156.71 KB, 1273x809, 1273:809, shopping2.jpg)

>>8100975
WTF x2
instagram.com/p/knmJ6-vkpD/?taken-
by=jimmycomet
https://archive.is/xArOz  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:13:58 ID: f48a9b No.8101020
File (hide): dca63adec4a325c⋯.png (93.9 KB, 255x255, 1:1, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8100814
>pic related
>>8100820
>>8100835
This could be very true. Elite pedoshits also tend to be phsycopaths and narcacists so they would want to 
have a trophy of sorts to represent their exploits… holy fuggg  this is going deep.
>>8100840
No them being so careful and obscure is what got them cought by us. Because we are in the careful and 
obscure cultural phenomenon known as the Cantoneese rice frying imageboard culture. This is the kind of 
shit you would have to do if you were running some obscure opperation of any kind. I mean they did it in an 
obvious way and that was their mistake, but that just screams that they are Satanists like with the Spirit 
Cooking shit. They LOVE symbolism and need to put it into everything. That idiot with the tattoo is the only 
proof I need honestly. The Boy lover symbols, the "SAVE THE HATIAN KIDDIES" building accross the 
street…. it all adds up to one major fucking operation going on behind closed doors. Hillary being at the 
Pizza place is just fucking icing on this sick twisted cake.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:16:40 ID: 46baf7 No.8101062

>>8100464
Why do they promote that?

>>8100844
>>8100988
I was thinking that a few days ago when the Tesla stuff came out!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:17:43 ID: f807d1 No.8101078

>>8098566 (OP)
some DC anon needs to go punisher on these fucks  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:18:25 ID: 07b448 No.8101084 >>8101120

File (hide): d3b0594012b876d⋯.png (1.56 MB, 811x814, 811:814, shoppe.png)

>>8098566 (OP)
WHAT DID HE 
MEAN BY 
THIS??
instagram.com/p/
d15qrBPkkU/?
taken-
by=jimmycomet
https://archive.is/l
zWz8  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:18:56 ID: 429617 No.8101086

>>8100355
>>8100404

>Beyond Borders

http://whois.domaintools.com/beyondborders.net

Beyond Borders | Haiti charity working to end child slavery and prevent violence against women

Registrant ID: 
Name: David Diggs
Organization: David Diggs
Street: P.O. Box 2132
City: Norristown
State/Province: PA
Postal Code: 19404
Country: US
Phone: +1.6102775045
Email: b.stevens@beyondborders.net

https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-diggs-7427a25
Executive Director of Beyond Borders

current:
Beyond Borders Haiti

previous:
Evangelical Association for the Promotion of Education

Co-founder and Director
Beyond Borders Haiti
May 1993 – Present (23 years 7 months)Washington D.C. Metro Area

International Programs Director
Evangelical Association for the Promotion of Education
October 1988 – May 1993 (4 years 8 months)

This is Tony Campolo's organization. The work focused on Haiti where I lived off and on from 1988 to 1997.

I haven't found any links to Podesta yet. Note: there are multiple 'David Diggs', make sure you have the right one before posting something.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:21:33 ID: 07b448 No.8101113 >>8101141 >>8101171

File (hide): 3bbe054e13d708f⋯.png (1.43 MB, 1291x832, 1291:832, bleah.png)

>>8098566 (OP)
ABSOLUTELY 
DISGUSTING
instagram.com/p/ccyK-
oPku6/
https://archive.is/V0RWv  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:21:58 ID: f48a9b No.8101120 >>8101186

File (hide): ed5403615efd324⋯.gif (799.05 KB, 200x189, 200:189, 1433857882187-0.gif)

>>8101084
>>8101000
>>8100975
>>8100792
This is all too much.
There are too many fucking 
coincidences.
Too many fucking obscure symbols.
Too many fucking strange pictures.
Too many fucking connections
Too many fucking hints.

Does the FBI reply to you if they 
decide to go after a tip you send them?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:22:51 ID: 000000 No.8101130 >>8101171 >>8101175

OK faggots, I live in Maryland. What can I do to help with this?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:23:58 ID: c758f4 No.8101141

>>8101113
>makes me wanna go to temple
The pedo temple on Little St James Island?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:24:07 ID: 90b802 No.8101144 >>8101151 >>8101171

File (hide): faa0d562beaca6e⋯.jpg (328.3 KB, 1080x1566, 20:29, 1478488745011.jpg)

Nothing to see here folks, just a weird tranny masked ritual. Geez anon, it's 2016, 
what are you, some kind of bigot?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:24:50 ID: 845a55 No.8101151

>>8101144
Some shit straight out of "Eyes Wide Shut"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:25:37 ID: e44309 No.8101163
File (hide): fb7d9bbf976cd4f⋯.png (576.12 KB, 995x554, 995:554, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

>>8099460
littledeer.ca/en/home/

eerie  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:25:45 ID: 38a69f No.8101165 >>8101196

File (hide): 1c33d1e617c9e31⋯.jpg (15.59 KB, 200x303, 200:303, 28419-30071-26373.jpg)

>>8098566 (OP)
>that symbol comparison

they look vaguely similar at best  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:26:03 ID: f48a9b No.8101171 >>8101295

>>8101130
I have a feeling that some of the people responding to
 >>8101113
jimmycomet's  feed are in on this operation. I bet most of them aren't, however if they are also into all this obscure shit like 
>>8101144
Look for art piecies, anything related to pizza, hidden phrases, or their actual identities.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:26:15 ID: 429617 No.8101174

>>8100956
>Jeff Koons

But the interesting thing about Jeff Koons is that he donated $50K to Correct The Record – yes, that Correct The Record >>8098371 – and he's on the 
board of directors of the International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children (ICMEC).

James Alefantis seems to be the current boyfriend of David Brock and if Jeff Koons knows Alefantis then he must have met David Brock too and they 
probably asked him to donate to CTR.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:26:14 ID: 90b802 No.8101175 >>8101295 >>8101316

>>8101130
Go to Comet Ping Pong tonight and livestream via periscope. Wear a butterfly pin, ask for the secret menu. Order cheese pizza. Poke around the 
basement, find the hidden panels.

The other restaurants long the street are worth checking out too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:26:58 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101186

>>8101120
No, but they'll kick in your door for doing coke and fucking strippers.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:27:48 ID: 845a55 No.8101196

>>8101165
I thought the same thing about the Ping Pong one, but I looked harder at it and it's pretty similar.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:28:40 ID: fc0872 No.8101209

>>8100350
https://web.archive.org/web/20161107020117/http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/20840980/alt-right-conspiracy-theorists-obsess-over-comet-
ping-pong

Lugenpresse already is running damage control, if it made it to the papers than chances are they completely scrubbed it of any evidence already, anyone 
doing IRL investigations should not announce them here, just go there and report back after you have found anything.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:30:29 ID: f2f4bb No.8101230
File (hide): 7fd0d58837b9d45⋯.png (1.09 MB, 758x572, 379:286, From Orbit.png)

>>8100975
>>8101000
>3 years old
>has stripper 
bags under 
eyes

Fuck.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:31:10 ID: 12b439 No.8101236 >>8101292 >>8101322

>>8099954
That article, to someone familiar with what CPP actually does, reads: Comet Ping-pong is compromised.  
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File (hide): dacb967cb524a51⋯.jpg (21.72 KB,
460x276, 5:3, 1478489182073.jpg)

File (hide): 505eb92aae04dfc⋯.jpg (780.55
KB, 2400x3000, 4:5, 1478489262315.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:32:20 ID: 90b802 No.8101262 >>8101286 >>8101347 >>8101352 >>8101389 >>8101390 >>8101396 >>8101409 >>8101425 >>8101451
>>8101452 >>8101538 >>8101591 >>8101689 >>8101690 >>8101875 >>8101911 >>8101943 >>8102062 >>8102201 >>8102292 >>8102422 >>8103313 >>8103421 >>8103477 >>8103922
>>8105103

HOLY FUCKING SHIT!!!
JOHN AND TONY PODESTA ABDUCTED MADELEINE MCCANN

https:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disappearance_of_Madeleine_McCann  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:34:15 ID: e76dda No.8101284 >>8101337 >>8101338 >>8101383 >>8101705 >>8103666 >>8104764 >>8105155 >>8105440

File (hide): 48e5f21c23722ab⋯.png (1.01 MB, 1440x2560, 9:16, Screenshot_20161106-203247.png)

The "Terasol" restaraunt with the double heart logo: image search of the logo leads to this as the only result. 
http://www.ttsoutreach.org/Contact-Us.html
>we offer immediate food and sgelter for homeless and "RUNAWAY YOUTH"

THIS IS FUCKING REAL REEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:34:20 ID: f48a9b No.8101286 >>8103922

File (hide): 977490097834c2b⋯.png (4.59 KB, 216x55, 216:55, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8101262
Fuck, where did I see some anon mentioning Portugal about one 
of these theories? Fuck this shit mang.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:34:47 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101292 >>8101370 >>8102971 >>8105213

>>8101236
Like a warning?
The author's twatter
https://twitter. com/willsommer  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:34:58 ID: 000000 No.8101295 >>8101348

>>8101171
I don't even understand why you replied to me, but whatever. 

>>8101175
I'm about an hour and a half from DC or Bethesda. I've had a few beers, so no way I'm going that far tonight. Besides, they'd probably be closed anyway. 

I might make a trip there this week, so I guess I should dl periscope. I shitpost enough, I guess I should make myself useful for once and try to do some 
IRL digging.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:36:17 ID: ded3f2 No.8101316

>>8101175
>SteveBuscemiHelloFellowPedophiles.jpg  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:36:29 ID: c20387 No.8101322

>>8101236

Holy…. that's why it quoted 4chan.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:37:19 ID: 93ece8 No.8101337 >>8104841

>>8101284
 OKAY FBI WE KNOW YOU W ATCH US, FUCKING DO SOMETHING ABOU T THIS SHIT ALREADY  

 REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE   

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:37:27 ID: eadd0c No.8101338
File (hide): 90870f349fc19d0⋯.jpg (24.29 KB, 400x400, 1:1, Emperor help me.jpg)

>>8101284

Jesus christ  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:38:42 ID: 90b802 No.8101347 >>8101378 >>8101383 >>8101389 >>8101591 >>8102391

File (hide): 39bf931010f31d0⋯.jpg (242.23 KB, 940x1120, 47:56, 1478489865620.jpg)

>>8101262  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:38:46 ID: f48a9b No.8101348 >>8101416

>>8101295
Probably because my autism., my bad.
>they'd probably be closed anyway. 
That would be the best time to see if you see anyone comming and going from the building. If there are, shit is going down. If you're really ballsy you 
could look for suspicious buildings nearby, like that subway tunnel.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:39:09 ID: c1ad89 No.8101352

>>8101262
>en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disappearance_of_Madeleine_McCann
holy shit  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:39:24 ID: 5c0d93 No.8101356
File (hide): de9df18ab0199a2⋯.png (2.42 MB, 1800x1522, 900:761, Spirit-Pizza.png)

>>8098654
>that first pic

Cut my life into 
Pizza
This is my last 
resort

Maceration
No breathing
Washington 
needs to start 
bleeding  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:40:28 ID: 12b439 No.8101370

>>8101292
The author wouldn't have to be involved. I mean - the alt-right targeting a local business is something that might legitimately draw an article. I'd be looking 
at who he's quoting.  

File (hide): e076269e9844f0a⋯.png (546.35 KB,
780x439, 780:439, 150803142342-flame-thrower….png)

File (hide): 0f074d9b8a135fa⋯.jpg (110.94 KB,
1022x589, 1022:589, flamethrower.jpg)

File (hide): be0bdff34c8c6c9⋯.jpg (81.41 KB, 640x335,
128:67, Flamethrower1-e14308526953….jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:40:43 ID: 6b2321 No.8101376

RWDS NOW

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:41:00 ID: 12b439 No.8101378

>>8101347
This is fucked.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:41:55 ID: c20387 No.8101380 >>8101774 >>8103922

Guys

He went to Portugal in 2014.  His brother told him to enjoy the food.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/7941  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:41:40 ID: f48a9b No.8101383 >>8101401 >>8101429 >>8101450

>>8101347
Podesta's lips and ears are the exact same as the recreation, what, the, fuck. His eyebrows even have the same fucking curve…..
>>8101284
We need to get someone on the inside….. any underaged b& willing to be a martyr for the cause?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:41:42 ID: f879ef No.8101389
File (hide): 938d58f773956df⋯.webm (1.92 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, 38 Matsumodo.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8101262
>>8101347

YOU HAVE GOT TO BE SHITTING 
ME.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:42:22 ID: 845a55 No.8101390

>>8101262
What?  
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File (hide): 9bb4f4f7d1f7d5b⋯.gif (250.43 KB, 635x457,
635:457, Where we're going, we don'….gif)

File (hide): 7d4c8fd960ba8e4⋯.jpg (237.68 KB,
716x787, 716:787, Ron Paul "We were so wrong….jpg)

File (hide): 948babd2c49944a⋯.jpg (36.66 KB,
360x200, 9:5, Hillary Clinton 2016 "Make….jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:42:29 ID: e32e6c No.8101396 >>8101418

>>8101262
Does it end? I want off this ride.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:43:01 ID: c758f4 No.8101401

>>8101383
I would if I were close  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:43:49 ID: 6b2321 No.8101409 >>8101774

>>8101262
>Madeleine Beth McCann (born 12 May 2003) disappeared on the evening of 3 May 2007 from her bed in a holiday apartment in Praia da Luz, a resort in 
the Algarve region of Portugal
We need podesta emails from 2007.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:44:20 ID: 000000 No.8101416 >>8101462

>>8101348
Well, I guess I could sacrifice myself for Kek. I suppose I could get a hotel in the area sometime this week, and post up somewhere in the area just to see 
if I could find out if anything is going on after hours. 

I've never even heard of this place, but I wonder if the food is any good. 

What's probably of note is that Besta Pizza also has a location in Bethesda, MD, for whatever that's worth. It might be something, or it might be nothing, 
but I didn't see it mentioned in the thread.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:44:13 ID: 845a55 No.8101418
File (hide): 617857489d84924⋯.gif (2 MB, 395x350, 79:70, please join.gif)

>>81013
96
Oh my 
fucking 
god… I 
can't 
believe 
this  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:44:57 ID: 93ece8 No.8101425

>>8101262
How the fuck did you put that together?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:45:30 ID: f879ef No.8101429
File (hide): 1d1e67b8cb40f5c⋯.jpg (462.98 KB, 1200x863, 1200:863, 241934-girls-und-panzer.jpg)

>>8101383
>any underaged b& willing 
to be a martyr for the 
cause?

Where are the goddamn 
battle lolis when you need 
them?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:46:07 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101434

This is so irrational and crazy…yet all the leads are matching up perfectly.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:46:47 ID: 5b717d No.8101441
File (hide): 5129214c00552d5⋯.png (596.15 KB, 490x606, 245:303, 8ch.net_2015-11-14_23-22-1….png)

>>8099967
Mr. Bones let me off this wild ride. 
PLEASE  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:47:37 ID: 845a55 No.8101450 >>8101517

File (hide): e10b62197ca344c⋯.jpg (33.96 KB, 837x736, 837:736, Feels Door.jpg)

>>8101383
W-well where is it 
at? I'm based out 
of Ohio… I 
could…  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:47:37 ID: 0d8371 No.8101451 >>8101480 >>8101497 >>8102062 >>8102459

>>8101262
>The Smiths saw the man at around 22:00 on Rua da Escola Primária, 500 yards (457 m) from the McCanns' apartment, walking toward Rua 25 de Abril 
and the beach. He was carrying a girl aged 3–4 years. She had blonde hair and pale skin, was wearing light-coloured pyjamas and had bare feet. The 
man was mid-30s, 5 ft 7 in – 5 ft 9 in (1.75–1.80 m), slim-to-normal build, with short brown hair, wearing cream or beige trousers. He did not look like a 
tourist, according to the Smiths, and had seemed uncomfortable carrying the child.

The images are based on these witnesses. You couldn't mistake either of them for "mid-30s" even if you tried.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:47:39 ID: 950394 No.8101452

>>8101262

And these are the new leaders of our country. What a fucking joke.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:48:13 ID: f879ef No.8101455
File (hide): 000a52c9b1c232d⋯.jpg (73.51 KB, 639x768, 213:256, 922ab4f028808db31f57040425….jpg)

>>8099967
God bless you, Kekmagic.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:48:12 ID: 8e0c7e No.8101456 >>8101496 >>8104781

File (hide): 7fdfc66a1c9c7f5⋯.png (1.27 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-06-20-4….png)

>>8101000

Same kid, but this lady is in Oregon. wtf.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:48:28 ID: 85b27d No.8101462 >>8101495 >>8101561

File (hide): e9b322a4b88fd96⋯.jpg (18.72 KB, 210x240, 7:8, kurisu-makise-steins-gate-….jpg)

>>8101416
I think we probably have them spooked at the moment. I wouldn't expect 
the normal festivities to be ongoing atm.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:48:30 ID: 265a6e No.8101463

archive of the thread so far in case of (((accidents)))

https://archive.is/RVaLa  
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File (hide): 8d787faf8f9bcea⋯.jpg (64.53 KB, 640x640,
1:1, 10643847_364210320404700_7….jpg)

File (hide): ac202b9e1562103⋯.jpg (17.35 KB,
492x366, 82:61, cdb.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:50:17 ID: 07b448 No.8101479

FUCK THIS SHIT AAAAA
I WANNA GET OFF THIS RIDE

http://yooying.com/p/810738249851881576
https://archive.is/PPQJM

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:50:35 ID: f48a9b No.8101480 >>8101505

>>8101451
>2007
>500 yards away

Nigger please. I've seen late 20 year olds that look 35.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:51:15 ID: c9298e No.8101488 >>8101543 >>8101572 >>8102994 >>8105304 >>8105440

>>8100975
Who are these kids?

It's what I'm curious to find out. Are they orphans? Are they missing children?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:51:51 ID: f879ef No.8101495
File (hide): 0ff57cbf5aadaf8⋯.jpg (39.15 KB, 400x400, 1:1, 0ff57cbf5aadaf8a7ba24b7d39….jpg)

>>8101462
>Tfw cockblocking black 
lodge cultists.

Good.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:52:00 ID: 265a6e No.8101496

>>8101456
The Little Red Fox place between Comet and Besta (see: >>8100567 ) is run by Jena and Mark Carr, a couple who moved to DC from Portland Oregon. I 
don't know how you got to the instagram account you posted, but see if there's a connection to Jena or Mark Carr maybe.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:52:00 ID: 50d67c No.8101497 >>8101548

>>8101451
Maybe not now- do we have a picture of 2007 era Podesta?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:52:02 ID: 17569f No.8101498

>>8100820
Art is a great way to launder money, because it's value is entirely subjective, it's also easy to move across borders without incurring taxes.  Who's to tell if 
your shitty stripe is fine art, or it's something your kid painted.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:52:17 ID: 90b802 No.8101501 >>8101649 >>8103421 >>8104390

File (hide): c5faa173808ee11⋯.jpg (228.89 KB, 720x970, 72:97, 1478489977767.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:52:35 ID: 0d8371 No.8101505

>>8101480
Sure, but Podesta is a satanic jew looking motherfucker. I'm just trying to stay frosty here  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:53:03 ID: c20387 No.8101511

Tony Podesta circa 2009

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Podesta_Group

Pretty similar then too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:53:23 ID: f48a9b No.8101517

>>8101450
1286 Sumter Highway
Kingstree, SC 29556  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:53:49 ID: 8e0c7e No.8101523 >>8101539 >>8101548

File (hide): ff132040da96773⋯.png (1.08 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-06-20-5….png)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:54:54 ID: 845a55 No.8101533
File (hide): 40145f56529f66b⋯.jpg (240.54 KB, 2290x1014, 1145:507, 1471477610679.jpg)

I don't know if I like where this rabbit hole is going Anons… At least my life has gotten 
20x more interesting these past couple years.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:55:06 ID: c93327 No.8101537 >>8101581 >>8101621 >>8101871 >>8104827

File (hide): 2f82bf23badb5c6⋯.jpg (99.64 KB, 896x582, 448:291, ....JPG)

Another image for anon last thread.

This shit isn't going to be ignored, they will react. Don't just archive pages, save them to your HDD. We need 
to back this shit up for when they shut it down.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:55:08 ID: 9ed352 No.8101538
File (hide): f02022cbdc649c3⋯.png (448.2 KB, 520x525, 104:105, 701c966b08e119c59e310b8390….png)

>>8101262
What in the hell fuck is going on  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:55:15 ID: f879ef No.8101539
File (hide): 5d5ae4dd662f5d4⋯.jpg (24.57 KB, 209x203, 209:203, 1437860941163.jpg)

>>8101523  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:55:40 ID: 355e53 No.8101543

>>8101488 (checked)
>Are they missing children?
If they are, (((They))) deserve the hellfire that awaits them, but not before we give them proper justice for their atrocities.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:56:00 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101548 >>8105155

>>8101497
Google picture search, set time frame to 2007
>>8101523
WHY DOES THIS HOMOSEXUAL HA VE SO MANY PICTURES OF INF ANTS FARKIN HELL  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:57:09 ID: 000000 No.8101561

>>8101462
Do you really think that we're that relevant? 8ch always seems to be portrayed as a safe haven for pedos and other degenerate shit, so I'd honestly be 
shocked if 8/pol/ was even on the radar. I guess this shit has probably been posted on reddit and 4/pol/, so maybe it wasn't just us. 

The logo for Besta is indisputably the boylover symbol, though. I'm not sure whether that was (((pure coincidence))) or what, but it's certainly of concern.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:57:16 ID: c93327 No.8101564

Does planned parenthood deal with adoption?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:57:41 ID: f879ef No.8101572 >>8101580

File (hide): 32ae150bc0f3540⋯.jpg (11.56 KB, 150x217, 150:217, ns4.jpg)

>>8101488
>Tfw you're so angry you don't 
notice the 1488 get.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:58:27 ID: c93327 No.8101580

>>8101572
These are dark times.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:58:36 ID: 6140f4 No.8101581 >>8101595 >>8101621 >>8101625 >>8102969

>>8101537
>J'adore L'Enfants
literally translates to "I love children".

Something's really fucky.  

File (hide):
f9185091cd02c1e⋯.png (1.02
MB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-06-20-5….png)

File (hide):
4fa91fbd3beeb95⋯.png (257.92
KB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-06-20-5….png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:58:40 ID: 8e0c7e No.8101582 >>8101704 >>8104827  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 03:59:48 ID: 0d2e27 No.8101591 >>8101664

>>8101347
>>8101262
Assuming this isn't the mother of all coincidences, is there any way to account for John Podesta's whereabouts on the 3rd of May 2007?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:00:09 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101595 >>8101607

>>8101581
It says "L'Enfant Cafe & Bar"
http://www.lenfantcafe. com/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:00:34 ID: c93327 No.8101598 >>8104866

These threads are hard on my heart, I need a fucking break.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:00:44 ID: c20387 No.8101601 >>8101664

2008 John Podesta

http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2008/11/the_tmi_presidency.html  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:01:02 ID: 6140f4 No.8101607 >>8101626

>>8101595
that's still some fucky symbolism.  
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File (hide): 648ec26866ddb84⋯.png (30.2 KB,
1361x154, 1361:154, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): fb917f0038c04d8⋯.png (28.47 KB,
686x356, 343:178, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 2459bcaaa22b079⋯.png (469.36 KB,
861x919, 861:919, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:01:52 ID: f48a9b No.8101621 >>8101638 >>8101651 >>8101888

>>8101537
>L'Enfant shirt
>>8101581
http:// www.lenfantcafe.com/#menu-item-94
>LAST PIC
A PANSEXUAL PARADISE
WHAT DOES IT MEAN

File (hide):
1af94ef00337f11⋯.png (1.01
MB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-06-20-5….png)

File (hide):
bca70fc84de1620⋯.png
(310.65 KB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-06-20-5….png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:02:13 ID: 8e0c7e No.8101623 >>8101724 >>8102002 >>8104827 >>8105409

#mostexpensiveaccessory 

I'm done lads.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:02:18 ID: 845a55 No.8101625
File (hide): 940d11efbd3b7ef⋯.jpg (49.43 KB, 500x532, 125:133, ACareerInPainting.jpg)

>>8101581
>L'Enfants is the 
name of a cafe where 
Comet frequents
Boum boum = boom 
boom  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:02:27 ID: c20387 No.8101626 >>8101638

>>8101607

L'enfant was the French architect who designed DC.

Still, that's a good cover for double-speak.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:03:18 ID: f48a9b No.8101638 >>8101658

>>8101626
It's also a caffe in DC….. see
>>8101621  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:04:00 ID: 608b5f No.8101649 >>8101703 >>8105127

File (hide): bd7b5c6d23578db⋯.png (77.24 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, batman - Copy.png)

>>8101501
Anyone else notice the ladybug pin on Tony's shirt? That seems like an awfully feminine 
accessory for a man named Tony… doesn't it?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:04:13 ID: f879ef No.8101651
File (hide): 6bf8f8262b848c1⋯.png (585.84 KB, 1065x572, 1065:572, 1471114443404.png)

>>8101621  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:04:36 ID: c20387 No.8101658 >>8101683 >>8101745 >>8101801

>>8101638

My point is L'enfant is also a subway station.  It's a common name in the city.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:05:09 ID: c20387 No.8101661

ah fug, just read your otherlink.  Maybe I'm a shill tonight.  too much happens  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:05:13 ID: 0d8371 No.8101664

>>8101591
Tried a quick search for Podesta + Portugal + 2007 etc but couldnt really find anything at a first glance

>>8101601
You also have to take his posture and walk in to account, the guy is Nosferatu-esque  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:05:31 ID: 899e1d No.8101667 >>8104474

http://whois.webslookup.com/bucksfishingandcamping.com

>wtf is "starchildmusicnyc.com"

http://domainiac.tech/reviews/starchildmusicnyc.com

http://www.starchildmusicnyc.com/english/  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:05:37 ID: 07b448 No.8101668 >>8101701

http://yooying.com/p/675977484163762846
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https://archive.is/nVbzd
https://archive.is/3vadk

File (hide): 0c21d37738adc26⋯.jpg (70.56 KB,
792x487, 792:487, 2016-11-06_21-58-28.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:06:15 ID: c9298e No.8101672

I wouldn't really know about this but anyway I did a quick search for 2007 pics of Podesta.

https://archive.is/2doXV
https://archive.is/FddS1

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:06:50 ID: 6140f4 No.8101683

>>8101658
Ah. I'm unfamiliar with DC so I didn't know.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:06:50 ID: 36c12e No.8101684 >>8101934

Does anybody know where I can find the original FBI document with all the pedosigns?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:07:00 ID: 3e055e No.8101689 >>8101941 >>8103421

>>8101262

>Another sighting of a man carrying a child that night was reported by Martin and Mary Smith, on holiday from Ireland.[50] Scotland Yard concluded in 
2013 that the Smith sighting offered the approximate time of Madeleine's kidnap.[50]

>The Smiths saw the man at around 22:00 on Rua da Escola Primária, 500 yards (457 m) from the McCanns' apartment, walking toward Rua 25 de Abril 
and the beach. He was carrying a girl aged 3–4 years. She had blonde hair and pale skin, was wearing light-coloured pyjamas and had bare feet. The 
man was mid-30s, 5 ft 7 in – 5 ft 9 in (1.75–1.80 m), slim-to-normal build, with short brown hair, wearing cream or beige trousers. He did not look like a 
tourist, according to the Smiths, and had seemed uncomfortable carrying the child

The pictures are two different impressions of the same person, not two kidnappers. Podesta would also have been in his late 50s at the time, so I'm pretty 
sure it wasn't him.

It's amazing how no one actually fucking clicks the link and reads the associated text for the picture but instead just freaks out. Sort your fucking shit out 
guys.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:07:02 ID: 38a58a No.8101690

>>8101262

This might be the dumbest thing I've ever seen  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:07:47 ID: 85b27d No.8101701 >>8101793 >>8104827 >>8105155

File (hide): 5500d08d39c824e⋯.jpg (64.62 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, do you desire power.jpg)

>>8101668
Unfortunately I think some of this stuff is confirmation bias. Everybody says silly shit about their little kids. I 
mean I totally believe these are pedo sex maniacs who need to be cleansed with holy fire, but these images 
won't trigger the association with normalfags. We need the weirdest, sicked shit to break through the AT 
field of normalcy. That's why #SpiritCooking was a brilliant find/op  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:07:51 ID: d1d9ac No.8101703 >>8101807

>>8101649
>http://www.ecauldron.net/forum/index.php?topic=15240.0
>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ladybird_Books

I don't know if there's anything of value here, but there's definitely connections to the context of this thread.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:07:49 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101704 >>8101823 >>8104197 >>8104479

File (hide): 42bc765197ac5aa⋯.png (170.3 KB, 1170x1510, 117:151, Cassie Windham.png)

>>8101582
Did we check that chick? She's been on several 
pics already  

File (hide):
21862202469d41c⋯.png
(533.21 KB, 803x1612, 803:1612,
ping pong pizza bruh.png)

File (hide): c66491a0217b0c1⋯.png (14.96 KB,
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:07:56 ID: 7dbc5a No.8101705

>>8101284
https://archive.is/ABmYg
https://archive.is/tplgE
https://archive.is/n5qPW
According to you these 2 are linked right? So I found the location of the Through the outreach ministry and here is there location Kingstree, SC 29556, 
there phone number (888) 819-1796 I dont know what you can do this information.
Also Now that we know Haiti is across the street check out this image. 
> Whip a Haitian Special with extra cheese  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:08:00 ID: f5e4fe No.8101707

>>8099838
literally the plot of The Boys  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:09:22 ID: 0b6421 No.8101724 >>8101823

>>8101623
So, does Jim have kids? I thought he was gay. Whose kids are those? Are they his friends kids?
We must find out how he has access to so many different ones. We must find out which are unaccounted for.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:10:38 ID: 5c0d93 No.8101737 >>8101812

File (hide): 5fc6e205c7366dc⋯.png (38.87 KB, 593x85, 593:85, Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at ….png)

>>8099954

when you see it

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:11:05 ID: beca0f No.8101741 >>8101836

File (hide): 746a0793021ff40⋯.png (942.38 KB, 1875x853, 1875:853, hillderbeast.png)

Hillary is connected to International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children 
ICMEC.
I found the connection via Jeff Koons > Franz Humer > Richard Branson

Branson has an Island just by Epstein's island called Necker Island and it has A 
FUCKING TEMPLE where "The Elders" meet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhJswe84MZc
There is a 3rd more secret island called Mosquito Island. Branson is in the board 

for ICMEC.
I made a thread about it here
>>8101135
but we should look into the ICMEC more.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:11:16 ID: 000000 No.8101745 >>8101767

>>8101658
> L'enfant is also a subway station

You mean Metro, but I guess it's basically the same thing. Nobody in the DC area calls it the "subway". It's the Metro. 

I did a translation on "L'enfant" and it literally translates to "the child"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:11:44 ID: 46baf7 No.8101749 >>8101771

>>8099967
>Whip up a Haitian special, extra cheese
>posted by dr.nwo  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:13:18 ID: c20387 No.8101767 >>8101870

>>8101745

Metro means subway in French, so I automatically translated that too :)

I've only been there long enough to enjoy Five Guys before it was cool  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:13:35 ID: 12b439 No.8101771

>>8101749
Clearly someone taking the piss. The comment was after this shit broke.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:13:46 ID: 429617 No.8101774

>>8101380
>He went to Portugal in 2014.

The Disappearance of Madeleine McCann happened 7 years earlier. 

>>8101409
>We need podesta emails from 2007.

Until we have them it's probably a waste of time to focus on that possible trail.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:15:16 ID: 0d8371 No.8101793

>>8101701
I think most of it is confirmation bias. But that's just the nature of the beast I guess when anons go to work. I also find it hard to say whats just liberal/leftist 
degenerate art shit and actual more sinister cultish shit (is there a difference lel). Or whats actual esoteric pedo symbolism.. It's a fucking rabbit hole and 
everything is so hard to prove. There is never any hard evidence or smoking guns regarding this shit.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:15:45 ID: f48a9b No.8101801 >>8101888

File (hide): 36014841a71bdee⋯.png (32.04 KB, 376x104, 47:13, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8101658
yes but the guy is wearing a shirt from the fucking caffe obviously. The guy taking the picture is related to 
the fucking pizza place. Something is very fucky going on.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:16:10 ID: 22ae62 No.8101807
File (hide): 98643526e3a1fdb⋯.jpg (53.82 KB, 747x850, 747:850, 31dc221ef9ec00918fe957c1b8….jpg)

>>8101703
Ladybird
>Ladybird Books is a London-based publishing company, trading as a stand-alone imprint 
within the Penguin Group of companies. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penguin_Group
I have looked into this publishing company in the past but I cannot recall why. Anyone 
know anything about Penguin Group?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:16:56 ID: f48a9b No.8101812 >>8101818

File (hide): eb530aa39481fc4⋯.png (1.08 KB, 46x22, 23:11, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8101737
>I see it  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:17:47 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101818

>>8101812
THE COINCIDENCES  

File (hide): 30bc26c6d44c0bb⋯.png (1.11 MB,
1594x827, 1594:827, wew.png)

File (hide): deb0d746dbd6eea⋯.png (1.05 MB,
1594x829, 1594:829, wew2.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:17:56 ID: 845a55 No.8101820 >>8101835 >>8101858 >>8101886

THEY KNOW

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:18:20 ID: 8e0c7e No.8101823 >>8101852 >>8101853 >>8101859

File (hide): 9ff3a11b80204ec⋯.png (1.08 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-06-21-1….png)

>>8101724

Seems to be the same kid and special to them for some reason like some kind of Rosemary's baby.  She has her own hash tag  
#carisjames. There's a pic of her the day she's being born. 

>>8101704

Maybe she helped deliver the baby?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:19:09 ID: 933625 No.8101835 >>8101853

>>8101820

Those comments recent??  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:19:10 ID: f48a9b No.8101836 >>8102093

File (hide): 2f4ca1699493522⋯.gif (2.44 MB, 320x320, 1:1, 1468093951137.gif)

>>8101741
I just can't even 
anymore.  

File (hide): 020378a66481ae6⋯.png (346.49 KB,
858x725, 858:725, really angry PEPE.png)

File (hide): 635da54217dc0ae⋯.jpg (143.05 KB,
798x568, 399:284, Beta uprising.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:19:05 ID: f421b3 No.8101838

>>8099911
>First these kikes try and steal pepe
>Now they're stealing sleeping pizza.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:20:05 ID: 311da4 No.8101850
File (hide): b2f2b3180062309⋯.jpg (605.95 KB, 1416x1398, 236:233, 8chan neverwalk.jpg)

>>8099892
That's photoshopped, 
here's the original  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:20:13 ID: 85b27d No.8101852
File (hide): 85f849af8a5b0c8⋯.jpg (86.19 KB, 1026x758, 513:379, Eclipse_Field.JPG)

>>8101823
If this shit is real, 
Berserk literally 
did not go far 
enough. :-(  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:20:22 ID: 845a55 No.8101853 >>8101955 >>8103759

>>8101823
Everyone keeps hastagging "#musthave" under the babies photos… Is that normal?

>>8101835
Yeah, I just went back and started going through the instagram again and those are all new, I capped the first photo a couple hours ago so they could've 
have been posted long ago  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:20:27 ID: fb0d3c No.8101854
File (hide): 0c92043d5f89f50⋯.png (587.19 KB, 1172x757, 1172:757, bittersweet.png)

https://archive.is/z
6C95

what does he 
mean by 
>bittersweet

is his baby 
destined to be 
involved in this 
mess  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:20:43 ID: e9a122 No.8101858

>>8101820

>Dude, they suspect you of child rape!
>Don't post pics like that that make people think you rape children!

Because THAT is TOTALLY what you'd tell someone you thought was innocent. Thank fuck these people are so impossibly stupid.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:20:47 ID: b7254c No.8101859 >>8101879 >>8104060

>>8101823
That looks like fucking semen on that baby's face.  

File (hide): 5a5d3811e0ef581⋯.jpg (233.61 KB,
671x762, 671:762, YBUTT.jpg)

File (hide): 9c1f6ceab46332f⋯.png (947.52 KB,
690x777, 230:259, SHOPPE3.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:21:19 ID: 07b448 No.8101864
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yooying.com/p/330557780664404125
https://archive.is/UwEvY
yooying.com/p/380990382877330272
https://archive.is/p7dU8

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:21:42 ID: 000000 No.8101870

>>8101767
>>8101767
Well shit. I've lived in the DC area all my life and I never knew that. 

Five Guys does have a dank ass burger. Shit, I might go get one tomorrow.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:21:49 ID: 429617 No.8101871 >>8101888

>>8101537

Who's the guy in the middle who wears the "I love The Child" t-shirt? (L'Enfant = The Child)  
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File (hide): 0c1d396b7c6f4dd⋯.jpg (1.04 MB,
1951x1000, 1951:1000, Podesta Madeleine McCann.jpg)

File (hide): 90450261316dc2a⋯.jpg (158.31 KB,
640x678, 320:339, peace_was_never_an_option.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:22:23 ID: c9ff79 No.8101875 >>8101919 >>8101941 >>8101970

>>8101262
Spread it.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:22:33 ID: 85b27d No.8101879

>>8101859
Y'all motherfuckers need Jesus. Yeah it totally does, that's not placenta juice, she'd be covered in bloody goo  

File (hide): bcf01faef308e1c⋯.png (731.74 KB,
910x591, 910:591, Screenshot_954.png)

File (hide): f6ebaaef3f57bea⋯.png
(2.2 MB, 1261x1884, 1261:1884, ZZZz.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:22:52 ID: d7e61c No.8101886 >>8101893 >>8101918 >>8101977 >>8102336

>>8101820

I'm stealing another anons meme hear but related - "Chicken"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:22:59 ID: f48a9b No.8101888

>>8101871
They were all meeting at the caffe with the same name. See
>>8101801
>>8101621  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:23:20 ID: c46cdb No.8101892

>>8100662

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:23:22 ID: d7e61c No.8101893

>>8101886
I'm a retard *here* brain y u no work  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:25:01 ID: 9b5416 No.8101911

>>8101262
Holy fuck holy fuck holy fuck!  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:25:17 ID: 5c0d93 No.8101913 >>8102023 >>8102960

File (hide): e8c5f808f36125d⋯.png (8.37 MB, 6600x5610, 20:17, Cheesegate-Big.png)

>>8099954
Also

>One person even made a "crazy wall" 
map of the conspiracy, with Comet at its 
center.

Hey, I made that! Neat, I made the pedo-
paper!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:25:45 ID: f48a9b No.8101918

>>8101886
What the fuckkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk.

Pedoscum confirmed. SHUT THEM DOWN NOW!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:26:00 ID: c9ff79 No.8101919 >>8101941 >>8101976 >>8102088 >>8103421

File (hide): a362507853cddf5⋯.png (1.8 MB, 1951x1000, 1951:1000, Podesta Madeleine McCann.png)

>>8101875
Missed a space. Also, PNG.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:28:02 ID: 429617 No.8101934

>>8101684
>Does anybody know where I can find the original FBI document with all the pedosigns?

that's the link that was posted in another thread:

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/FBI-pedophile-symbols.pdf  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:28:47 ID: 46fbdb No.8101940

Aren't they being provocative on purpose?
I think they're baiting us as a way of distraction. Be vigilant.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:28:51 ID: 3e055e No.8101941 >>8101987 >>8102034

>>8101919
>>8101875

See
>>8101689
The pictures are of just one man who would have been significantly younger than either of them  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:28:55 ID: b7254c No.8101943
File (hide): 007e5c852a169bb⋯.jpg (11.28 KB, 326x322, 163:161, 007e5c852a169bb56ec9ec67c8….jpg)

>>8101262
HOLY FUCK
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:29:49 ID: 933625 No.8101955 >>8101980 >>8102138

>>8101853

Considering this shit is going mainstream I'm surprised he hasn't made his account private yet. 

Nobody seems to be doing damage control.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:31:11 ID: 933625 No.8101970

>>8101875

Fuck off CTR nigger  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:31:13 ID: 69b6fb No.8101971

Remember that girl Joe Biden was rubbing up and down and he was apparently whispering in her ear "I so horny standing next to you. Ask my daughter 
about the movie."?
There was quite a few threads about it.

Find anything about her?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:31:42 ID: 07b448 No.8101972 >>8101983 >>8101989 >>8101999

File (hide): ca66275870c0e66⋯.png (1.07 MB, 1332x759, 444:253, shoppelol.png)

WHAT DID HE MEAN BY THIS
http://yooying.com/p/33395823301612
5547
https://archive.is/mdxtC  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:32:13 ID: 90b802 No.8101976

>>8101919

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/7941

>Hope food and sun are wonderful.

Food we now know being code. Portugal could be a popular vacationing ground for pedos.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/9364

Around May 4th 2007, seems they were on a trip somewhere.

>Have a safe trip.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:32:14 ID: 0b6421 No.8101977

>>8101886
Things like the first image are key.
I know a lot of you are going nuts with a lot of these images and their comments, but, in order for normal people to not think you're crazy, you must make 
sure you pick out things which can't be refuted.
For example, in one of these images there is something about an issue with doggy drama while driving back. That comment section can be interpreted 
as:
Our dogs were misbehaving so we had to drive back. Dogs are more important than eating some pizza. And, the little girl is a princess refers to her dog.
You must find things like the first image in this thread where there is no explanation for it.
Also, the moloch folder image and the usage of that hashtag (how does that image at all relate to a chicken with respect to being a lover? It doesn't 
unless you have some key to tell you that chicken means something else).  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:32:19 ID: f879ef No.8101980 >>8105155

File (hide): 410783d5540719b⋯.jpg (71.71 KB, 648x484, 162:121, 1468546956141.jpg)

>>8101955
>Nobody seems to be doing damage control.
I've noticed this as well. No chance in hell they aren't aware of their scrutiny, so either they know something 
they think makes them untouchable even now, or they are as retarded as they are degenerate. Maybe it's 
both.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:32:41 ID: 845a55 No.8101983 >>8101997

>>8101972
Considering James' connections to burlesque shows and general faggotry I think he's talking about the obvious.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:33:14 ID: 90b802 No.8101987 >>8102001 >>8102034 >>8102047

>>8101941
http:// abcnews.go.com/International/maddy-mccann-cops-release-sketches-kidnap-suspects/story?id=20563026

Scotland Yard later revised their theory and now think that multiple men were involved.

>Scotland Yard have released new computer generated images of several men they believe could have snatched Madeleine McCann in Portugal six 
years ago.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:33:20 ID: 85b27d No.8101989
File (hide): 7528ad08678ed92⋯.jpg (81.45 KB, 620x388, 155:97, stop eating weird things.jpg)

>>8101972
This looks totally normal to a normalfag. "Look baby is a big shopper like mommy!" You're doing good work 
but don't let your confirmation bias get out of hand, we need things that look extra weird  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:34:05 ID: 0d8371 No.8101997

>>8101983
He said that he loves spending time in Europe. That would be the obvious.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:34:09 ID: 2bcf7d No.8101999 >>8104884

>>8101972
This is just implying that he's a money hungry bastard tbh  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:34:17 ID: e9a122 No.8102001 >>8102047 >>8102117

>>8101987

 LOOKS LIKE MEAT'S BACK ON THE MENU, BOYS!   

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:34:22 ID: 978fe0 No.8102002

>>8101623
Hard to believe how bold they are about their fetish. All this nudge-nudge wink-wink inside joking, rubbing it in our faces, practically daring to be caught. 
They must believe they are truly untouchable.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:34:37 ID: c9298e No.8102006

While I was searching the interwebs I found this: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bk3i2/holy_fucking_shit_john_and_tony_podesta_abducted/

Since no concrete evidence has been found, and due other issues discussed ITT, I find this faggishness worrying.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:35:46 ID: 3a273d No.8102020

So was the McMartin pre school thing for real too then?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:36:18 ID: 694f4b No.8102023 >>8102107 >>8102406

File (hide): 14ee9cc1f57e010⋯.jpg (50.1 KB, 600x407, 600:407, dncafterparty.jpg)

>>8101913
I HAVE MORE INFO
SEE JEFFERY EPSTEIN'S  
SCANNED BLACK BOOK  
PAGES HERE

>>8101756
>>8101809

CONDUCTOR WE HAVE A 
PROBLEM  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:37:46 ID: 217587 No.8102034

>>8101941
Nigger, it's 2 different eye witness accounts of the man they, individually, witnessed. That's one of the reasons Scotland Yard revised their theory.

See >>8101987  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:38:19 ID: 07b448 No.8102039
File (hide): f8ba27a89e55673⋯.jpg (113.51 KB, 684x695, 684:695, PIZZASHOPPE.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:38:53 ID: 3e055e No.8102047

>>8101987
>>8102001

Video clip on that very link says those 2 pictures are supposed to be the same man. Again, pay attention guys.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:40:00 ID: 845a55 No.8102059 >>8102089

File (hide): c2095a3bebf3fc4⋯.png (370 KB, 1595x731, 1595:731, asasd.png)

Here he is named one of the most influential people in D.C well, number 49 the page names some 
connections he has. His art gallery might be worth looking into, that's probably where we found that 
grotesque picture.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:40:09 ID: d7e61c No.8102062 >>8102222

File (hide): e40817d676a4c8e⋯.jpg (5.74 KB, 121x185, 121:185, 38johnpodesta.jpg)

>>8101262

>>8101451
>You couldn't mistake either of them for "mid-30s" even if you tried.

10 years ago Podesta may have had less grey. However I would say this is probably a coincidence because they have a highly 
advanced pedo network, why risk straight up kidnapping a kid. Also, he's had glasses for a while at least it seems.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:43:29 ID: 90b802 No.8102088 >>8102124 >>8102170 >>8102188 >>8102277

>>8101919

Podesta was on a trip somewhere on May 4th, 2007. Day after this girl was abducted.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/9364

>Have a safe trip.

Looking more and more like Podesta was the culprit.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:43:31 ID: f879ef No.8102089 >>8102149

File (hide): 03f49551d64b1ff⋯.png (207.24 KB, 500x372, 125:93, 03f49551d64b1ff8fd98541524….png)

>>8102059
>Bon Vivant
Bob Vivant is literally a high-
brow synonym for degenerate.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:44:05 ID: 429617 No.8102093

>>8101836
>1468093951137.gif

by the way Stephen Harper was at Bohemian Grove with Colin Powell:

http://www.cbc*ca/news/politics/stephen-harper-bohemian-colin-powell-1.3764739

"Peter: I am back from the Bohemian Grove," Powell writes. "Surprise, Surprise, I sat next to Stephen Harper a couple of times and had a nice 
discussion."  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:45:15 ID: 90b802 No.8102105

Besta = Beast in Portuguese 

Besta Pizza  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:45:17 ID: 978fe0 No.8102107

>>8102023

ALL ANONS REPORT THA T THREAD RIGHT FUCKING NOW , WE HAVE IDENTIFIED THE BILL CLINT ON PEDO SMOKING  
GUN

THIS IS NOT A FUCKING JOKE  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:46:18 ID: 933625 No.8102117 >>8102133

File (hide): f13bccfc1af2b37⋯.jpg (97.75 KB, 1024x658, 512:329, Wallace.jpg)

>>8102001

And my axe.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:46:49 ID: b7254c No.8102124 >>8102133 >>8102137 >>8102162 >>8102188

 >>8102088
Please fucking tell me you archived that link or at least screen capped.

THE LINK JUST GOT SHOAH'D  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:47:32 ID: e9a122 No.8102133
File (hide): 1f4206726940bc5⋯.png (338.13 KB, 484x395, 484:395, legolas and gimli.png)

>>8102117

Was exposing 
pedophiles part of your 
plan?

>>8102124

It did not. Wikileaks 
just fucks up 
sometimes. Try again. 
Just worked.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:47:46 ID: b7254c No.8102137

>>8102124
Never mind its working again  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:47:47 ID: 2cc994 No.8102138

>>8101955
Y'all faggots better be fucking archiving then. This shits likely going to get shoad as soon as they catch onto this thread. If they aren't already trying to 
cover up worse shit we've not dug up yet.  

File (hide): a58c1f69e736015⋯.png (1.74 MB,
1150x807, 1150:807, wat.png)

File (hide): 8e4fbe5ab406f42⋯.png (1.38 MB,
950x786, 475:393, was2.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:48:52 ID: 845a55 No.8102149

>>8102089
>check out his art gallery website
>mfw 

I can't find the pedo one right now… still looking through it though. Some pages don't even have images at all for his past art exhibits, so.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:49:41 ID: 2cc994 No.8102162

>>8102124
It might just be high traffic, Managed to get an archive in.

https://web.archive.org/web/20161107044842/https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/9364  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:50:23 ID: b7254c No.8102170 >>8102188

File (hide): 02784320821a768⋯.png (25.83 KB, 902x660, 41:30, sick fuck podesta.PNG)

>>8102088  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:52:20 ID: d7e61c No.8102188 >>8102213

>>8102088
>>8102124
>>8102170

That email looks like it has nothing to do with Podesta TBH. It even says "from" it still doesn't make sense to me the way its formatted but I don't think 
"have a safe trip is about him"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:52:54 ID: 90b802 No.8102192 >>8103421
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:53:44 ID: c7268b No.8102201

>>8101262
HOLY CRAP  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:54:56 ID: 12b439 No.8102213

>>8102188
Podesta's wife appears to be going on the trip as well.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:55:27 ID: 9031dc No.8102222 >>8102251 >>8102252 >>8102273 >>8102295 >>8105260

>>8102062
>why risk straight up kidnapping a kid
That's the entire thing
These people doing dirty their own dirty work? Seems unlikely, but holy shit it's an uncanny reseblance w. both of them.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:57:33 ID: 285854 No.8102244

>>8100355
Hello friendly government man.
How do we tell the honest people in the government apart from the pedo devil worshipers when the day of the rope comes?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:58:21 ID: 5d8a65 No.8102251

>>8102222
>doing dirty their own dirty work?

well I guess when you want something done right you do it yourself.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:58:23 ID: 14e3c3 No.8102252

>>8102222
Agreed 100%, but we are dealing with psychopaths.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:59:31 ID: b306f9 No.8102267 >>8102332

File (hide): 3b7510108c82df3⋯.png (35.29 KB, 673x505, 673:505, sdsds.png)

THESE 
"PEOPLE" 
NEED TO DIE  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 04:59:59 ID: c93327 No.8102273 >>8102318

>>8102222
That's easy quadsman.
Because that's what they do.
If someone else was doing the dirty work, they'd get the big bucks. Loose ends are expensive.  

Herb Sandler Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:00:12 ID: 3b1f78 No.8102277 >>8102343

>>8102088
Herb Sandler of the Sandler Foundation gives Podesta $7,000 per month:
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/john-podesta-donor-foundation-230571  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:00:15 ID: 285854 No.8102278

>>8100681
Underrated post, information dense.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:01:54 ID: 5c0d93 No.8102292
File (hide): cc82f225e2cc70a⋯.gif (334.53 KB, 400x488, 50:61, AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHH.gif)

>>8101262  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:02:11 ID: b7254c No.8102295

>>8102222
If these sick deprived people have the urge to fuck kids in a basement in the middle of DC at a pizza parlor, youd think theyd have the horrible urge to 
kidnap a child from a pure sick fuck attraction. 
Sick motherfuckers must of thought she was 'perfect', they must have thought 'she was just the one'.
If you have an uncontrolled urge for kids you'd probably do some other pretty fucked up shit too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:04:38 ID: e9a122 No.8102318

>>8102273

I'm sure some pathetic manlet faggot like Podesta would want to experience another form of flagrantly disregarding laws and morality firsthand. He's so 
sekrit club, and so comfy, etc. Pedophile LARPing for rich pedophiles who lack the balls of their poor counterparts (and thus the rush of being at risk, 
which is also what drives them toward being obvious.)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:06:59 ID: db4eb7 No.8102332

>>8102267
Get to work then. FBI field agents tried, but they got blocked through the legal avenue.

TBH, I don't understand why the the FBI don't go rogue themselves at this point and start up their own RWDS on the down-low for some vigilante justice. 
US is a banana republic now, so why not?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:07:27 ID: 429617 No.8102336

>>8101886
>ZZZz.png

Nah it's retarded. And you're mixing a Hillary e-mail with a Podesta e-mail with a photo of Obama. It doesn't work, your net is just too large. Stick to 
assertions that can be backed up by facts or forget it. Spirit Cooking for example: Abramovic's performances aren't secret + we have e-mails from John or 
Tony Podesta about a Spirit Cooking session at his home. So it works. But that picture doesn't.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:08:03 ID: 3f6d59 No.8102340 >>8102350 >>8102356 >>8102373

File (hide): 3f9787891feb0c7⋯.jpg (158.22 KB, 284x423, 284:423, 5117384dafa96f349900004f.jpg)

its all getting so fucked up…i dont even know what 
to think. What is 2016 even?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:08:13 ID: 3b1f78 No.8102343

>>8102277
>http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/john-podesta-donor-foundation-230571
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:sZcN1c966eIJ:https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/32795+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:09:16 ID: 6140f4 No.8102350

>>8102340
>What is 2016 even?
The current year, goy.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:09:36 ID: c93327 No.8102356

>>8102340
The end of an age.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:11:28 ID: ad4dfe No.8102373 >>8102392

File (hide): e49b47c9be8a32b⋯.png (650.42 KB, 634x462, 317:231, ItsBeenReal.png)

>>8102340
>What is 2016 even?

The end of Pax 
Americana.  And the 
beginning of the next 
Dark Age…  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:13:48 ID: 5c0d93 No.8102391
File (hide): ecdbada380d94ac⋯.jpg (83.62 KB, 600x600, 1:1, tfw this is real life.jpg)

>>8101347
"mommy… why does 
uncle tony's mouth 
smile but his eyes 
don't?"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:13:49 ID: 85b27d No.8102392
File (hide): bffbe879a730160⋯.jpg (45.81 KB, 570x411, 190:137, Rhi'a_Dragunel.jpg)

>>8102373
Kek is the 
darkness that 
ushers in light.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:14:10 ID: 92f23a No.8102397 >>8102441 >>8105543

File (hide): 11c72df326e6e73⋯.jpg (110.61 KB, 1890x387, 210:43, shlomo art.jpg)

>>8100913
had to post this  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:15:23 ID: 429617 No.8102406 >>8102428 >>8102439 >>8102885

>>8102023
>dncafterparty.jpg

DNC after party

bullshit. are you spreading disinfo on purpose or you're just some faggot from 4chan?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:17:01 ID: 1c31e7 No.8102422

>>8101262
Probaly with a handkerchief dipped in chloroform. Just sayin…  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:17:25 ID: 933625 No.8102428

>>8102406

Too autistic m8.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:18:32 ID: f0f69c No.8102439

>>8102406
calm down  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:18:57 ID: 85b27d No.8102441 >>8102482

File (hide): b4e3345213df9b1⋯.png (1.38 MB, 1280x768, 5:3, lqwelf;ewqkmflwq;emfwqel;k….png)

>>8102397
MOTHER OF FUCK  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:20:22 ID: 080f2e No.8102459

>>8101451
you could 10 years ago  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:22:12 ID: 845a55 No.8102482 >>8102505

File (hide): c92535f530d5989⋯.jpg (123.15 KB, 766x802, 383:401, 1471337546821.jpg)

>>8102441
>tfw I just beat my hands up on a 
punching bag thinking about this 
whole ordeal  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:22:21 ID: 214b89 No.8102485 >>8102591

>>8100844
link to the schematics you fuck  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:24:15 ID: 85b27d No.8102505 >>8102541

File (hide): 06cc254c2f1752e⋯.jpg (145.94 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Before_anyone_asks_it_s_no….jpg)

>>8102482
>mfw I lost almost everything I 
ever cared about in my life in the 
past 3 months  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:27:36 ID: bc7ec6 No.8102541 >>8102581 >>8102601

>>8102505
I can't even masturbate anymore.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:30:34 ID: 845a55 No.8102581 >>8102640

>>8102541
>tfw you just close your eyes and masturbate because porn is jewish  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:31:27 ID: da4a07 No.8102591

>>8102485
It's called a harmonic oscillator.
google com/patents/US514169  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:32:05 ID: 85b27d No.8102601
File (hide): fec83e2629b90c1⋯.jpg (116.14 KB, 1676x898, 838:449, 2Zomx.jpg)

>>8102541
It's been a 
long road.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:32:39 ID: 3b1f78 No.8102612

http://www.crpe.org/sites/default/files/Elizabeth%20Cooley%20Nelson%20CV_4_13.pdf
Elizabeth Cooley Nelson is her name, this is her resume. She is the person in the Podesta email where he is in contact with Herb Sandler:
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:OYa08PZ_D4QJ:https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/9364+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:32:55 ID: ad4dfe No.8102620 >>8102626

>>8100844

Wasn't it tested on Mythbusters?

AFAIK it's plausible but not remotely on the scale Tesla described.  A 5 lb oscillator could effect a much larger structure, but couldn't shake it down, so the 
theory is sound?  You'd apparently need something bigger?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:33:26 ID: da4a07 No.8102626

>>8102620
They purposefully nerfed their design.
There's no way they're that dumb.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:33:27 ID: dc4dcc No.8102629
File (hide): 0b1c42a362f5695⋯.jpg (13.18 KB, 255x129, 85:43, 1430194232602.jpg)

I just had to check Snopes and see what drivel they cooked up this time and they didn't disappoint.
http://www.snopes.com/john-podesta-spirit-cooking/
>An e-mail published by WikiLeaks mentioned "spirit cooking," but claims that Hillary Clinton or John 
Podesta practice satanic rituals are grossly exaggerated.
>grossly exaggerated as opposed to non-exaggerated satanic rituals

>Furthermore, the term "spirit cooking" doesn't refer to a "satanic ritual."
>YOU SEE GOYIM IT'S NOT ACTUALLY SATANISM SO IT'S OKAY
>NOT THAT WE WOULD KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BUT EITHER WAY IT'S NOT SATANIC

I'm going to enjoy replying to shillaryfags on kosher media once they bust out their snopes crutch as a lifesaver.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:34:14 ID: 6dcdea No.8102640 >>8102646 >>8102960 >>8103327

>>8102581
not all porn is jewish, the Japanese aren't jews  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:34:49 ID: 845a55 No.8102646 >>8102675 >>8102960

>>8102640
Shit is still unhealthy for you.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:38:12 ID: 6dcdea No.8102675 >>8102689 >>8102708 >>8102716 >>8102960 >>8103716

>>8102646
>Shit is still unhealthy for you.

I can decide what's healthy for me, Mr. Nanny State.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:39:30 ID: 845a55 No.8102689 >>8102767 >>8102960

>>8102675
Porn is objectively bad for your psyche, look into it asshat.

>muh nanny state  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:40:43 ID: f0f69c No.8102708 >>8102767 >>8102960

>>8102675

No, you can't.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:41:22 ID: 85b27d No.8102716 >>8102767 >>8102960 >>8103034

File (hide): 61e1fd6398a076a⋯.jpg (619.02 KB, 800x1000, 4:5, 3a661ae07f025d37d156277c0f….jpg)

>>8102675
Porn is a vice. You aren't the ultimate evil badness for indulging in it, but like any other vice, it has 
pleasures and potential consequences.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:42:17 ID: 5aa669 No.8102730 >>8102756

>>8098654
>that third pic
that man has a SHOCKING likeness to me  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:44:07 ID: 2bcf7d No.8102756 >>8102775 >>8102960

>>8102730
you must be a horrible person  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:44:54 ID: 6dcdea No.8102767 >>8102812 >>8102826 >>8102876 >>8102960

>>8102689
>>8102708
>>8102716

Fuck off, christcucks, and stop derailing the thread.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:45:52 ID: 5aa669 No.8102775

>>8102756
cause of the beard?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:48:22 ID: c014f5 No.8102812 >>8102876 >>8102960 >>8103351 >>8103398

File (hide): e578aad331b2844⋯.png (1.02 MB, 832x2832, 52:177, 484848484.png)

>>8102767
Hitler was a Christian, Christianity is 90% Pagan, get over it. Religion is just a choice of belief. Read the rules of National Socialism. 
Religion is allowed as long as it does not interfere with the State.

Faggot.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:49:13 ID: 85b27d No.8102826 >>8102849 >>8102876 >>8102960

File (hide): 9cc6b7d4ba7d312⋯.jpg (261.38 KB, 800x1252, 200:313, 344c4a42267f3ccb990bc74123….jpg)

>>8102767
jeez don't get quite so triggered by the truth. I'm a buddhistfag and I'm just saying, it's not metaphysically evil to look at porn, 
but it does have consequences, not all of the good. I look at porn pretty often. Hell I look at porn of buddhist deities pretty 
often. But it's still just a painful echo of what I wish my life really was.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:50:15 ID: c014f5 No.8102849 >>8102865 >>8102876 >>8102960

File (hide): c2301aa6c27111d⋯.png (222.01 KB, 410x429, 410:429, 8383456.png)

>>8102826
You are not a Buddhist if you look at 
porn you fucking degenerate moron.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:51:08 ID: 85b27d No.8102865 >>8102876 >>8102942 >>8102960

File (hide): 097fccea42ede21⋯.jpg (110.59 KB, 300x292, 75:73, bagua-mirror.jpg)

>>8102849
middle way, nigger. middle way.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:51:39 ID: 14e3c3 No.8102871 >>8102942

Thread:Derailed  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:51:59 ID: f0f69c No.8102876 >>8102899 >>8102942

>>8102767
>>8102812
>>8102826
>>8102849
>>8102865

Let's stop now friends  
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mad Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:52:23 ID: cb08e6 No.8102885 >>8102960 >>8103124

>>8102406
autists like you ARE WORSE than le 4chinners or even reddit

just say newfag and move on
don't have to make a edgefag speach about it just sounds like some reddit fedora shit
90% of the time you fucing autists get TRIGGERED over stupid fucking shit like that ITS YOUR OWN FUCKING BROTHER and then nothing they can 
say will prove otherwise
some of you need to join the maos red gaurd
fucking #1 fucing cancer of this board prove me wrong  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:52:55 ID: da4a07 No.8102896 >>8102960

Since the shills derailed the fuck out of this thread anyhow, have something interesting.
http:// www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/antigravityworldgrid/ciencia_antigravityworldgrid08.htm  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:53:13 ID: cb08e6 No.8102899 >>8102917 >>8102942 >>8102960

>>8102876
agreed:
this shit is the number 2 cancer

pagans and christians: 
let's all unite over the NUMBER THREE!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:53:22 ID: 845a55 No.8102902 >>8102924 >>8102942

Stop derailing the thread niggers  

File (hide): 930dde26333a5c5⋯.webm (2.15 MB,
854x480, 427:240, just a little angry.webm) [play once]
[loop]

File
(hide):
0eafa55998d0d61⋯.gif
(807 B,
1x1,
1:1,
bypass.gif)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:53:41 ID: fa213b No.8102910

>this whole fucking thread  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:54:02 ID: cb08e6 No.8102917 >>8102960

>>8102899
*unite over the concept of trinity; not unite over the third most prevalent cancer of this board  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:54:23 ID: cb08e6 No.8102924

>>8102902
okay sorry i'm done  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:54:51 ID: 1e7819 No.8102935 >>8102946

File (hide): e3849197dde7d16⋯.jpg (94.17 KB, 397x380, 397:380, pepecomfy.jpg)

I've archived the 
thread if anyone 
wants it.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:55:16 ID: 14e3c3 No.8102941 >>8102959

DDOS attack potentially happening on WikiLEaks and Twitter. Stay united.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:55:16 ID: c014f5 No.8102942
File (hide): a19e07b0f9e7868⋯.jpg (83.39 KB, 536x484, 134:121, 03444343.jpg)

>>8102902
>>8102899
>>8102876
>>8102871
>>8102865
I am also 
trying to 
process this 
ABSOLUTE 
SEA OF 
FUCKING 
DISGUST
So pardon my 
if my actions 
seem on the 
edge.

Fucking going to shoot guns tomorrow, that is for sure.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:55:22 ID: 1e7819 No.8102946

>>8102935
Forgot to post the link, sorry:

https://archive.is/rFG7o  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:55:31 ID: 85b27d No.8102955
File (hide): f43d51fd1af2cd7⋯.jpg (90.39 KB, 450x318, 75:53, 1497629-bigthumbnail.jpg)

Is this just what happens when we exhaust new speculation on a topic? I feel like something genuinely 
weird and not entirely planned or malicious is happening here, but I agree with the anons who find it a weird 
phenomenon.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:55:44 ID: c014f5 No.8102959

>>8102941
Yeah yeah, digging yo  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:55:49 ID: 265a6e No.8102960 >>8102997 >>8102999 >>8103065 >>8103387

OP here (yeah I know we have ID's). I'm tired and have been at this for hours and all of last night too. If someone could make some summary 
infographics that would be very helpful and would make creating the next thread a lot easier. If this hits the bump limit sometime during the night, 
someone should make the new thread.

New developments from thread 2 as I'm reading it are: 

1) lots of pictures suggesting pedo stuff and human trafficking from jimmycomet and other people's instagrams connected to Comet Ping Pong, Obama, 
Clinton, art galleries and dealers, Tony Podesta, Marina Abramovic…

2)The Beyond Borders Haitian children smuggling company that just happens to be between Besta and Comet.

3)The Terasola "girl lover" symbol reverse image search yielding one single other result: Through the Storm Outreach Ministries. A group that "helps" 
unprepared moms deal with their babies and takes in homeless youths in general.

4) Anon says the Podestas kidnapped a girl in a high profile kidnapping case. Likeness is very convincing but no one realizes the two images are two 
renditions of one suspect, not images of two separate suspects. Probably a dead end IMO but there are already separate threads on it anyway so you 
don't need to make it part of this thread.

5) Someone posts images of Bill Clinton with a "baby masseur" supposedly linked to Jeff Epstein or something. I'm not following it at this point. Not sure if 
it's directly related to this thread other than being about Clintons et. al. being pedos.

6) Some summary of already mentioned stuff, and stuff form the first thread, and other connections I haven't looked into yet posted as infographic here 
>>8101913

If I missed anything reply to this post.

>>8102885
>>8102896
>>8102899
>>8102917
>>8102865
>>8102849
>>8102826
>>8102812
>>8102767
>>8102756
>>8102716
>>8102708
>>8102689
>>8102675
>>8102646
>>8102640
WHAT THE FUCK YOU FUCKING IMBECILES. STOP DERAILING OR GET REPORTED. FUCK. GO TO 4CHAN IF YOU WANT TO ACT LIKE 
FUCKING RETARDS.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:56:08 ID: 5aa669 No.8102969 >>8104825

>>8101581
well actually it means, "I love The Enfants".
For it to mean "I love children" would have to be spelled, "J'adore les enfants"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:56:19 ID: 38de65 No.8102971 >>8103020 >>8103040 >>8103503

>>8101292
is twitter down for anyone else?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:57:56 ID: f55e04 No.8102994

>>8101488
"privacy" = government-aided abduction  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:58:02 ID: c014f5 No.8102997 >>8103040

>>8102960
wikileaks twitter is down  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:58:06 ID: 3a273d No.8102999 >>8103028

>>8102960
I am 90% sure that none of them are Anons, just /intl/ samefagging in an effort to bait /pol/ as easily as they usually do.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:59:01 ID: f55e04 No.8103020 >>8103040 >>8103055

>>8102971
Nope. And " It's not just you! http://twitter.com looks down from here. "  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 05:59:54 ID: 85b27d No.8103028
File (hide): 0254a0fc1da2a82⋯.jpg (52.44 KB, 400x300, 4:3, 1150347273670.jpg)

>>8102999 (checking trips)
I think it was a bunch of us getting imported from 
>>>8100693
Something weird as fuck is taking place here, on this site 
just as much as with these pedo freak "elites"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:00:05 ID: c758f4 No.8103034

>>8102716
it makes me want to die even more  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:00:32 ID: 16e145 No.8103040

>>8102997
>>8102971
>>8103020
My feeds haven't moved in 12 minutes  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:01:16 ID: 38de65 No.8103055 >>8103074

File (hide): 8b998a704fe5449⋯.jpg (108.01 KB, 1014x424, 507:212, twat.jpg)

>>8103020
downforeveryone says it's up 
for me but I can't access it 
through any means  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:01:54 ID: 265a6e No.8103065

>>8102960
Oh also, forgot

7) anecdotes from some anons about pizza places being common glory hole spots. Image from Comet Ping Pong website advertising "bathrooms with 
hidden panels".

8) anecdotes from anons saying expensive modern art is a common way of laundering money and paying for illegal goods. Tony Podesta is a noted art 
collector. Jeff Koons, Chuck Close, and other high profile artists made large donations to CTR. Jeff Koons' garbage porn art appears on the Jimmycomet 
instagram.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:02:28 ID: 719640 No.8103073

Matthew 18:6 ESV

"But whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin, it would be better for him to have a great millstone fastened around his neck and to 
be drowned in the depth of the sea."

Friendly reminder that there is wuite literally a special place in hell for these animals.

Regardles, though, we should do our best to give them hell on earth as a warmup.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:02:26 ID: 16e145 No.8103074

>>8103055
Down for everyone, server not responding. Been 15 minutes
http://www.isitdownrightnow.com/twitter.com.html  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:03:56 ID: c014f5 No.8103097

Down for 14 minutes.

GG I am going to fucking bed.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:06:06 ID: 429617 No.8103124

>>8102885
>autists like you ARE WORSE than le 4chinners or even reddit

Shut up nigger, there are slide threads created every hour, there are CTR losers trying to distract us with whatever bullshit they can come up with, and 
that guy posts an alert with big red letters to get us to read another thread right fucking now! and that thread doesn't even deliver so far.

I didn't get the joke at first, I admit it, happy now? Partly because I hate faggots who yell with big bold red letters. And I'm supposed to be sleeping but 
instead I'm digging. So instead of yelling at me you should be digging too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:06:31 ID: 16e145 No.8103126

Just so we're all on the same page: 
I don't care what site they take down, I don't care if they cut off your fucking water on Tuesday
fucking go vote  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:07:57 ID: 3f6d59 No.8103151 >>8103170

File (hide): 1941788e558ae3c⋯.jpg (6.91 KB, 255x191, 255:191, a57f4b5d5f080af6b5844d0b37….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:09:06 ID: 85b27d No.8103170 >>8103238

File (hide): e5d0eaa0a43ebb1⋯.png (1.13 MB, 896x713, 896:713, 1470962295693.png)

>>8103151
This is what we get 
for choosing the 
chaos candidate 
eh?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:11:42 ID: 5aa669 No.8103209

>>8100820
>>8100835
this is in fact how money laundering works  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:13:00 ID: 798efe No.8103226
File (hide): 8102da5cf1884e1⋯.jpg (107.17 KB, 437x333, 437:333, 1389592067113.jpg)

>>8098969
Discovering and sharing information is what these digging threads are for, how 
else do you think we collaborate on findings?

Contribute to the thread or go back to Reddit  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:13:51 ID: 57c47e No.8103238 >>8103263

>>8103170
Wouldn't have it any other way. Space lizard attack would really get my rocks off.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:13:52 ID: ce16dc No.8103239 >>8103263

Twitter has been up since 13 minutes ago in Switzerland.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:15:16 ID: 16e145 No.8103263

>>8098969
Nice module, bro. Does John Podesta shit on the floor & make you crawl like a dog to get your dinner? 

>>8103238
Hello spook

>>8103239
Because they don't give a fuck about Switzerland.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:15:45 ID: 57c47e No.8103267 >>8103336

>>8098969
They're fucking with twitter, nigga. it's on now but for how long.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:15:58 ID: 930dd2 No.8103275
File (hide): 66cf251c190e467⋯.png (162.07 KB, 717x682, 717:682, ClipboardImage.png)

i hope every single one of these fuckers goes through absolute hell every moment of their 
lives and afterlives, literally and metaphorically  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:18:28 ID: ff4066 No.8103313 >>8103485

>>8101262
Maybe you have not read the original police report, before it was buried by political forces, but the parent's testimonies were shady, and they found blood 
traces in the back of the house sofa, and in the trunk of the rental car that was used some time AFTER the kid was missing. Also corpse odor in the car.

however
kid had not been reported missing but no one from the hotel staff had seen her for a few days. Blood stains in the apartment could have been from 
another day. It could be possible she was abducted by them, abused, murdered and then the parents hid the body.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:19:21 ID: c772db No.8103327

>>8102640
hahaha you're so naive

zainichi control japanese porn industry, they work with jews.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:19:42 ID: 38de65 No.8103336

>>8103267
twitter back up for me  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:20:37 ID: c772db No.8103351

>>8102812
>the drink is only 10% poison
>go on, drink it  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:22:57 ID: 265a6e No.8103387 >>8104827 >>8105075 >>8105353

>>8102960
And here are some archives I made from this thread, mostly Jimmycomet stuff, also the Through the Storm Outreach Ministries page:

Comet pizza video
https://vimeo.com/190144149

Bucks fishing and camping
https://archive.is/VMGH5

taped kid comet pizza instagram: https://archive.is/YJJnJ

first pizza baby never the same: https://archive.is/atCyL

child keeps asking for the sword: https://archive.is/Sho1T

jimmy comet inside tony podestas house: https://archive.is/LIHTn

jimmy comet esoteric gay: https://archive.is/mPjqm

Obama whitehouse christmas party ping pong kid jimmy comet: https://archive.is/4uB5R

panda cumhole: https://archive.is/YYzX2

why does daddy like butt: https://archive.is/2QuWs

beauty pizza: https://archive.is/1u6Rp

abramovic: https://archive.is/C2Vgn

jimmy commet hillary clinton: https://archive.fo/Jeh0X

baby selling: https://archive.is/lzWz8

storm outreach Terasola symbol, kid stealing: https://archive.is/xebN1  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:23:20 ID: c772db No.8103398
File (hide): 025dd58647afe6f⋯.gif (489.25 KB, 450x450, 1:1, pentagram_of_venus.gif)

>>8102812
somewhat related; 
the path of venus 
is a pentagram  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:24:53 ID: 90b802 No.8103421 >>8103511 >>8103556 >>8104214

>>8101501
>>8101262
>>8101689
>>8101919
>>8102192

Reddit is deleting and censoring this story site wide. It looks like we stumbled onto something here (((they))) don't like.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:30:31 ID: 1cf506 No.8103477 >>8103554

>>8101262
HOLY SHIT!

wat…

I can't believe this  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:31:20 ID: 3b3ac4 No.8103485 >>8103731

>>8103313
Or, that they were potentially complicit with her abduction. Did they DNA the blood? The blood stains recent?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:34:01 ID: 429617 No.8103503 >>8103657

>>8102971
>is twitter down for anyone else?

It's down here too. It's probably going to be the same shit they did 10+(?) days ago. It's probably not a coincidence that it happens now. The Clinton 
campaign said any big revelation coming out of Wikileaks in the next two days was going to be false >>8096835 so maybe instead of spending time 
denying any new allegation they're going to shut down Twitter or something. 

but Wikileaks.org is working fine.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:35:06 ID: 90b802 No.8103511

>>8103421

https://sli.mg/a/HaFnhR  

File (hide): e53ee25b0596278⋯.png (807.52 KB,
1064x643, 1064:643, Selection_089.png)

File (hide): 80f1099a0898a78⋯.png (177.72 KB,
677x465, 677:465, Selection_090.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:35:53 ID: 123fae No.8103518 >>8103548 >>8103864 >>8103970

WTTTFFFF!!!

Did a quick search on the earlier found instagram tag; 

#wwjdd 

first hit was this guy;

No name match in wikileaks emails but someone please tell me this isn't related;

goodfightr

818 posts
285 followers
334 following

Martin Edlund Malaria fighter, father, unabashed instagramer of baby photos

https://www.instagram.com/goodfightr/
https://archive.is/RNpM4

MARTIN EDLUND
Chief Executive Officer

Martin Edlund is a founding member and CEO of Malaria No More. During his tenure at Malaria No More, he has implemented high-profile engagement 
campaigns leveraging cutting edge mobile, social, and e-commerce platforms as Chief Marketing Officer. He has been instrumental in shaping the 
narrative of the complex and evolving issue of malaria for leadership audiences across the globe, beginning with his work around the White House 
Summit on Malaria. Edlund also lived and worked in West Africa as Malaria No More’s Director of New Programs, where he helped launch innovative net 
distribution and education campaigns with country leadership and local partners in Senegal, Cameroon, and Chad.

Prior to joining MNM, Martin was a journalist for The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, The New Republic and Slate, among other publications, 
and a political consultant in Washington, D.C., specializing in online campaign strategies.

https://www.malarianomore.org/who-we-are/staff/martin-edlund  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:39:00 ID: 90b802 No.8103540 >>8103558 >>8103566 >>8103895

The picture of a taped up girl matches Madeleine_McCann 100%.

https://sli.mg/a/HaFnhR  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:39:50 ID: 123fae No.8103548
File (hide): dca3d9fa0977821⋯.png (297.94 KB, 1031x429, 1031:429, Selection_091.png)

>>8103518
found tag in this 
picture;
https://www.instagra
m.com/p/BGlKR64RF
O6/  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:40:13 ID: 217587 No.8103554 >>8104447

>>8103477
You better start believing, faggot. It's happening. They're trying to shut it down. There's something in the new leaks they don't want us to find.

See >>8102337
>>8103482  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:40:17 ID: 429617 No.8103556 >>8103625

>>8103421
>Reddit is deleting and censoring this story site wide.

even on r/The_Donald ?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:40:33 ID: c758f4 No.8103558 >>8103561 >>8103575

>>8103540
= NO FUCKING WAY =
There has to be more evidence
Run it through a face scanner if you can  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:41:05 ID: c758f4 No.8103561 >>8103575

>>8103558
shit my reds dont work
=sage=  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:41:38 ID: 3ecdc4 No.8103566 >>8103634 >>8103895

>>8103540
She'd be 13 years old now dude. The girl taped up looks 4-7 years old.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:41:59 ID: 576eb9 No.8103573

>>8098969

The podesta e-mails are the best evidence we've ever got.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:42:06 ID: 6b35ed No.8103575 >>8103586 >>8103595

>>8103561
>>8103558

>>>/hdi8/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:42:40 ID: c758f4 No.8103586 >>8103611

>>8103575
it worked before i swear
sage  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:43:30 ID: c758f4 No.8103595

>>8103575
nvm ive been gone too long
thanks  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:44:16 ID: 6b35ed No.8103611

>>8103586
sage goes in the email field, faggot
also this is a sticky  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:44:25 ID: 576eb9 No.8103613 >>8103630

>>8099383

this is sick shit

My god I hate these fuckers.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:45:43 ID: 90b802 No.8103625

>>8103556

Yup

https:// www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bk3i2/holy_fucking_shit_john_and_tony_podesta_abducted/  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:46:24 ID: 16e145 No.8103630

>>8103613
The fuck is wrong w/ me. I died laughing  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:46:30 ID: 90b802 No.8103634

>>8103566
No telling when the picture of the taped up girl was taken though.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:50:14 ID: 429617 No.8103657

>>8103503

WikiLeaks email publication servers under targeted DoS attack since releasing DNC leak2
https://www.rt.com/news/365576-wikileaks-servers-dos-attack/

Our email publication servers are under a targeted DoS attack since releasing #DNCLeak2 
https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/795503927378722816

I guess DNC Leak #2 must have some good e-mails or they wouldn't have ordered this attack  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:51:04 ID: 123fae No.8103666

>>8101284
A few more results but yours looks dodgy for sure.

http://www.prospectphysio.co.uk/location.html
http://www.ontariofirstaid.ca/home.html
http://brookekish.vpweb.com/default.html
https://www.yelp.com/biz/neil-aaron-life-coaching-san-francisco  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:51:39 ID: f311c0 No.8103674 >>8103780

Retards are blowing up their instagram. Giving them a head start on covering their tracks before a warrant and investigation.

Please tell me it was reddit and no one here is that god damned stupid.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:54:16 ID: 14e3c3 No.8103703 >>8103742 >>8104176

I've been following both this thread and the new DNC drop. This child sex ring has been going on for days with no attacks, but the first one happened 
tonight. Do you think we should focus our collective energy on the DNC leaks?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:55:32 ID: 311da4 No.8103716

>>8102675
No you cannot, now walk away from that mouthwash because you're too young to buy alcohol  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:55:44 ID: 576eb9 No.8103723

>>8099954

>shut it down

well there goes all the evidence.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:56:25 ID: ff4066 No.8103731

>>8103485
The samples from the trunk were taken to a UK laboratory that has closed in the meanwhile, first reports gave a match of genetic material but the final 
reports suddenly said it was inconclusive. Also the laboratory used all material so it wasn't possible to make a counter analysis.

I will add that the UK sent a government spokesperson to talk in behalf of the family and they pressured our police and the brit police that was working 
with us to drop charges against parents.

There are testimonies of the father having suspicious talks about children with a friend

http://madeleinemccann.org/blog/2008/07/19/payne-suspected-of-paedophilia/

This was all buried, the detective in charge of the investigation in Algarve was made to retire, he got threats. He wrote a book about the investigation and 
was sued by the McCanns, someone translated it to english though http://goncaloamaraltruthofthelie.blogspot.pt/

With luck you'll find UK politicians implicated with these pedophile rings.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:56:53 ID: 576eb9 No.8103737

>>8099967

R.I.P kekmagic  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:57:16 ID: ce16dc No.8103742

>>8103703
It's either due to:
The general release of the DNC2Leaks and they've found something they don't want seen.
Or, it's about the specific mail another anon found in another thread about some guy's death.
Or, we just discovered the Madalene thing today, so it could be that.
Either way, they're scrubbing both.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:58:45 ID: 5b4b6e No.8103759

>>8101853
>Yeah, I just went back and started going through the instagram again and those are all new, I capped the first photo a couple hours ago so they could've 
have been posted long ago
Do you have the link?  

File (hide): 239c9bdbe43237f⋯.png (668.03 KB,
2048x1536, 4:3, NsSp63.png)

File (hide): dba9e24aa37f22b⋯.png (706.87 KB,
2048x1536, 4:3, Xa9GEd.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 06:59:37 ID: 90b802 No.8103770 >>8103805 >>8103909

Need to find out when those photos were taken.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:01:03 ID: 4f6b5c No.8103778

You tiny dicked faggots better be archiving shit. Post an archive link or full screenshot along with any links or I'll find you and give you paper cuts.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:01:12 ID: bcadde No.8103780

>>8103674
it's someone calling them self pizzagate, he was on 4/pol earlier in their thread equivalent of this one  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:01:30 ID: 8055c3 No.8103785 >>8103804 >>8103823 >>8103883 >>8103913 >>8103914

Going through folks who like JimmyComet stuff on instagram.

Wtf is this? 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BCtkyWVFdw1/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:03:13 ID: e21f8f No.8103804 >>8103820

File (hide): cc9f999a008c108⋯.png (514.97 KB, 680x639, 680:639, justendit.png)

>>8103785
That better not be 
what I think it is… 
Please somebody 
else save it. 

These people are 
scum.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:03:25 ID: 311da4 No.8103805

>>8103770
oh shit
>2048x1536
OH SHIT  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:04:17 ID: 576eb9 No.8103816

>>8100190

where at fag.. post it.. archive it  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:04:37 ID: c758f4 No.8103820

>>8103804
What was it
the vid wasn't workin for me  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:05:00 ID: 38de65 No.8103823
File (hide): 4e8ac3387ca0872⋯.jpg (60.18 KB, 960x944, 60:59, 1461719768916.jpg)

>>8103785
oh fuck no  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:05:39 ID: 576eb9 No.8103832 >>8104391

>>8100286

Yes, the emails found on the Weiner PC were in a file called "insurance"

Its the master key to the entire governments blackmail ring. Clinton has ALL the dirt on the whole government, that is why she is UN-touchable.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:06:01 ID: 8de2f0 No.8103837 >>8103853

A video. I hate you /pol/ fucks since I'm hella left on most issues, but the witch needs to be burned, so I'm with you until the end.
We need a video to relay this info to the common goy. Voice of Pepe descending to the common man, not to convert but to relay the findings in these 
leaks and to ask questions. We put it up on the tube, vimeo, pornhub, webms on every board and chan that supports webms, imgur, a battalion of tumbls 
a thousand strong with nothing but a webm of the Frog speaking Truth. We haven't much time.
They have began fighting back.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:07:41 ID: c758f4 No.8103853 >>8104871

>>8103837
My voice aint exactly golden, but it could work  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:09:08 ID: e48573 No.8103862

What 
a 
splend
id pie
Pizza 
pizza 
pie
Every 
minut
e, 
every 
secon
d
Buy 
buy 

buy buy buy

You have no idea what rabbit hole we are going down.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:09:24 ID: 123fae No.8103864

>>8103518

This guy looks to be actively working to prevent this with so said authorities….

https://www.dol.gov/ilab/issues/child-labor/cocoa/2011-CLCCG-Report.pdf
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:10:39 ID: 311da4 No.8103883 >>8103902 >>8103907 >>8103919 >>8103933

>>8103785
what the fuck am i looking at? Looks like a man and a woman semi nude holding each other?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:11:36 ID: d7e61c No.8103895

>>8103540
>>8103566
>She'd be 13 years old now dude. The girl taped up looks 4-7 years old.

Also there are pictures of her as a baby on his IG  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:12:00 ID: e21f8f No.8103902

>>8103883
Are you sure? They look more like children to me.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:12:06 ID: b7926e No.8103903 >>8104456 >>8105571

File (hide): 6cffa3d588dd056⋯.jpg (109.29 KB, 943x604, 943:604, pedo bear2.jpg)

Tell me how this shit isn't code for some Pedo bear pizza party shit. This Joshua Ryan Vogelsong (who 
appears to spend a fair amount of time at Comet Ping Pong) is a real fucking sicko. Look at the rest of his 
Instagram shit. Pedo images everywhere.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:12:23 ID: 8de2f0 No.8103907

>>8103883
Look at the head-to-torso proportions carefully. Look at the facial feature proportions. Look at the eye socked size compared the rest of the head.

This is cheeky, heavily edited CP.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:12:42 ID: 1cf506 No.8103909

>>8103770
Is this still reality?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:12:59 ID: 6fe1a9 No.8103913

>>8103785

who is this guy?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:13:02 ID: 123fae No.8103914 >>8103929 >>8103933 >>8103938 >>8103983

File (hide): 44da1ba7c689b39⋯.png (703.02 KB, 1181x755, 1181:755, Selection_093.png)

>>8103785

Could be edited version of this video?
Looks the same scene :)
https://www.instagram.com/p/BCgBthgld88/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:13:25 ID: 3b3ac4 No.8103919

>>8103883
tiny arms  
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Portuguese anon here

>sorry I'll copy paste from the other thread

Maybe you have not read the original police report, before it was buried by political forces, but the parent's testimonies were shady, and they found blood 
traces in the back of the house sofa, and in the trunk of the rental car that was used some time AFTER the kid was missing. Also corpse odor in the car.

however
kid had not been reported missing but no one from the hotel staff had seen her for a few days. Blood stains in the apartment could have been from 
another day. It could be possible she was abducted by them, abused, murdered and then the parents hid the body.

The samples from the trunk were taken to a UK laboratory that has closed in the meanwhile, first reports gave a match of genetic material but the final 
reports suddenly said it was inconclusive. Also the laboratory used all material so it wasn't possible to make a counter analysis.

I will add that the UK sent a government spokesperson to talk in behalf of the family and they pressured our police and the brit police that was working 
with us to drop charges against parents.

There are testimonies of the father having suspicious talks about children with a friend
http://madeleinemccann.org/blog/2008/07/19/payne-suspected-of-paedophilia/

This was all buried, the detective in charge of the investigation in Algarve was made to retire, he got threats. He wrote a book about the investigation and 
was sued by the McCanns, someone translated it to english though http://goncaloamaraltruthofthelie.blogspot.pt/

With luck you'll find UK politicians implicated with these pedophile rings.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:13:54 ID: 8de2f0 No.8103929 >>8103970

>>8103914
Hmm. Well, I jumped to conclusions.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:14:13 ID: 311da4 No.8103933 >>8103970

>>8103914
>>8103883
i'm a good guesser  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:15:18 ID: e21f8f No.8103938 >>8103970

>>8103914
Thank goodness. For a second I thought we stumbled into some legit CP.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:17:19 ID: e48573 No.8103949

>>8099119
>>yfw they're talking about 10 boys of different ages
Or they're having a stab at the pedo ring.
Those bands know .  
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you already did anon  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:19:56 ID: 123fae No.8103970

>>8103929
>>8103938

Could one of you please debunk this > >>8103518

That would almost make me believe all those charities are setup for this and it is coordinated by WH :/ 

>>8103933
You surely are ;)  
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>>8103914

I saw this too,  but the hair  is differnt on the male in the edited version.  
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>>8103922
>>8103955

checking the dubs. and holy shit.

Still… fucking furious these degenerate "parents" have come out of it unscathed. And the fucking priest and whoever 
else is involved. Unless there is a body there will be no new investigation.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:29:26 ID: ae4fa9 No.8104052
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http://designordye
.blogspot.si/2010/
11/comet-ping-
pong.html  

TWITTER-FBI Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:29:35 ID: 68cb5c No.8104054 >>8104068

last twitter message from the fbi
https:// www.fbi.gov/wanted/kidnap

first row, that girl looks a shitton like the girl on that guys Instagram-age lines up too

another cookie crumb?

Post last edited at 11/07/16 (Mon) 09:46:19  
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Nope, not even gonna mentally go down that road.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:31:11 ID: b7926e No.8104066 >>8105573

File (hide): 67575c17983c95e⋯.jpg (161.25 KB, 2550x1650, 17:11, Hillary_pizza.jpg)

Has anyone posted this graphic on any of the threads yet? Fuck it, I'm posting it anyway. Sent from James 
Alefantis, owner of Comet Ping Pong (and apparently the former gay lover of Media Matter's own David 
Brock) to Tony Podesta. Attachment included in the Wiki page. wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:31:22 ID: 3a273d No.8104068
File (hide): 2c305e0d04f3c72⋯.gif (110.62 KB, 250x250, 1:1, 1399348731462.gif)

>>8104054
>unbroken link 
to a 
government 
website  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:31:40 ID: eadd0c No.8104072

This is all so fucked  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:32:20 ID: 84ad7c No.8104080 >>8104232

File (hide): eb0677395f477bb⋯.png (29.88 KB, 219x192, 73:64, kremlin_joe_lets_fly_with_….png)

https://www.silverdoctors.com/headlines/world-news/podesta28-wikileaks-reveals-clinton-pedo-ring-
constitutional-crisis-anthony-weiner-fbi-huma-abedin/

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/putin-signs-bill-barring-adoptions-of-russian-children-by-americans/

http://www.inquisitr.com/3225440/hillary-clinton-means-war-says-vladimir-putin-to-frightened-russian-people-
american-militarism-has-a-female-face/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:34:40 ID: 0d0efd No.8104107 >>8104112

>>8100956
"I mean, Ilona’s Asshole is just a wonderful image"

I hate these people.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:35:48 ID: 3a273d No.8104112 >>8104136

>>8104107
Even if they were not satanic pedophiles they would still be scum of the earth for their "taste"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:38:30 ID: f48a9b No.8104136

>>8104112
I bet that asshole tasted wonderful.
Not even joking  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:39:32 ID: 5aa669 No.8104140 >>8104145

wait trump's campaign emails have been talking about contributing to, "Buy pizza for the volunteers". I've been getting like three a day talking about this. 
subject lines just say, "pizza?" surely this is just a coincidence.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:40:11 ID: 16e145 No.8104145 >>8104160

>>8104140
Kill yourself  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:41:35 ID: 5aa669 No.8104160

>>8104145
you first fam  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:43:21 ID: 429617 No.8104176 >>8104196

>>8103703
>Do you think we should focus our collective energy on the DNC leaks?

Yes, the pedos can wait a few days. It's not like the FBI are going to arrest them tomorrow morning thanks to us.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:44:55 ID: 8de2f0 No.8104196

>>8104176
Seems like kind of an important angle for disgorging clinton's dirty bileful guts for the public.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:44:57 ID: 06259d No.8104197 >>8104204

>>8101704
>yoga services
>hillary deleted 33k emails to do with yoga and other "personal" stuff  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:45:37 ID: 8de2f0 No.8104204 >>8104241

>>8104197
I'm out of the loop, when did those emails get deleted? Before they were leaked?

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:46:39 ID: e1a3ac No.8104214 >>8104887

>>8103421
Of course you did. You have a a memeable image of Clinton's Staff as suspected child-rapists/kidnappers. This should be pushed on twitter / 4chan / 
other viral platforms. It should not be contained here.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:49:16 ID: 576eb9 No.8104232

>>8104080
>http://www.cbsnews.com/news/putin-signs-bill-barring-adoptions-of-russian-children-by-americans/

top kek  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:50:30 ID: 06259d No.8104241

>>8104204
It's the 33k emails removed with bleachbit before turning over the server/personal devices that she claimed were to do with chelsea's wedding, yoga and 
other personal stuff  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:53:09 ID: ce16dc No.8104260 >>8104270

Just in case, someone should keep an eye on Ping Pong. After all, since people have started spamming his Instagram, as well as messaging people on 
Twitter, things might get dicey for them. That is, they might move their operation if something is actually going on. Someone in the area should find a 
means of recording/watching the premises over the course of the next couple of days.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 07:54:06 ID: 8de2f0 No.8104270

>>8104260
Agreed.  

herman cain - no pizza Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:00:48 ID: 09a97d No.8104308

yeah now theres context for the "funny song"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2fKmeFR_ko  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:12:26 ID: 68054b No.8104390

>>8101501
>It's real
No fucking way  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:12:27 ID: 429617 No.8104391

>>8103832
>Yes, the emails found on the Weiner PC were in a file called "insurance"

It was probably Huma's life insurance, not Weiner's. She's smarter than him.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:15:12 ID: 00722b No.8104413 >>8104415

File (hide): 3d2631fa5c36d11⋯.jpg (72.04 KB, 740x740, 1:1, hillaryforboys.jpg)

enjoy  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:15:47 ID: f879ef No.8104415
File (hide): a6db9df56b82911⋯.png (192.56 KB, 760x784, 95:98, fdc33ac31c84f8bcf37cffba4c….png)

>>8104413
wew  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:21:41 ID: 12a2d2 No.8104442 >>8104528 >>8104612

File (hide): 3425f4e4642bcd7⋯.png (23.12 KB, 943x331, 943:331, james.png)

https://wikileaks.org/podesta
-emails/emailid/46134

This was posted in another 
thread  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:22:34 ID: 1cf506 No.8104447

>>8103554
FUCK FUCK FUCK 

I want back to the barenstein universe for fucks sake.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:23:30 ID: 429617 No.8104456

>>8103903

Archive the page, don't just take a screencap. And look at the dates too. Some of them could be trolling us now that our little investigation is the subject 
of an article in that newspaper >>8099954  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:23:43 ID: b4feb3 No.8104458

I swear to God if Shillary still wins after all of this there's going to be a fucking civil war.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:26:39 ID: 6fe1a9 No.8104474

>>8101667

HOLY FUCKING SHIT!!!  IT'S A DAY CARE!!!!

Starchildny
Day Care Center · Manhattan
Address: 435 E 6th St, New York, NY 10009
Phone: (347) 410-3565  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:27:29 ID: 7d5f9b No.8104479

>>8101704
>>8101704
UH GUYS,

Home birthing would be an effective way of generating "stock" for the business without a paper trail from hospitals via birth records. Surely coincidence?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:27:31 ID: ce128f No.8104480

AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH  

File (hide): 8b123dce063943c⋯.png (15.32 KB,
983x454, 983:454, 4bcc4ce8441431f7bcad6e918d….png)

File (hide): 3dcf62d06ee4fc6⋯.webm (1.79 MB,
320x240, 4:3, 3dcf62d06ee4fc659f2f314ac….webm)
[play once] [loop]

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:27:40 ID: 5aa669 No.8104484 >>8104501 >>8104576

didnt notice these mentioned so far:

people at comet ping pong on Jan 20th celebrating, "Birth of their lord" and talking about "Sasha" and wanting "Perks from her…free pizza"
January 20th is also when the president is inaugurated. coincidence?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:28:50 ID: 5aa669 No.8104501

>>8104484
link to calendar website
http://www.theopenscroll.com/hosting/SatanicCalendar.htm  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:32:53 ID: 6b35ed No.8104528

>>8104442
That's the smoking gun right fucking there. God damn.
>Ok if I do a pasta?
sick fucks  

File (hide): 5c68613dc970610⋯.png (175.28 KB,
908x523, 908:523, 1478505953010.png)

File (hide): 60f2e6e5902da48⋯.jpg (27.32 KB,
600x600, 1:1, 0e9.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:34:26 ID: d1d9ac No.8104540 >>8104556 >>8104659 >>8104685 >>8104896  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:37:10 ID: 576eb9 No.8104556

>>8104540

shit nigga link the Soros shit  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:39:37 ID: ef0697 No.8104576

>>8104484
>free pizza
>pizza

Oh fuck..  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:42:16 ID: 6b35ed No.8104593 >>8104657

We really need a strategy on how to make this shit go public. These fucks know the jig is up, but what can we even do about it? They're just going to 
skuttle their way into the night and build cheese pizza emporium #531. The news sure as fuck won't report on this and the FBI isn't going to do anything 
because the entire liberal establishment is implicated. We have like a week, tops, to finish this investigation and commence dotr  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:44:28 ID: 429617 No.8104612 >>8104639

>>8104442

Yes, they know each other but the fact that Podesta is a cook/chef and Comet Ping Pong is a restaurant/bar means that if they're using code words with 
references to food to mean something else than food then it's easy to dismiss accusations that it's something else instead of food. 

I like this investigation but I think the Stratfor e-mail with the reference to the hotdogs friday and "waitresses" in quotes >>8088470 is more interesting. I 
mean to me it sounds more suspicious than a bunch of homos posting photos of their ugly gay art because you kind of expect trendy faggots to be into 
that kind of shit.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:48:04 ID: 6b35ed No.8104639 >>8104824

>>8104612
That picture is mostly important only for 100% confirmation. Until now, we really only had an indirect link between them. Also, who are those other 
people?

Massimo tosca
Amy brandwein centrolina  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:48:29 ID: 509e7f No.8104645 >>8104659

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/14395
C4 fundraiser?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:50:15 ID: 7d6072 No.8104657 >>8104699 >>8104709 >>8104733 >>8104740

>>8104593
Just post that fucking video on FB or twitter: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:50:33 ID: 576eb9 No.8104659

>>8104645
>>8104540

Someone needs to strap on some Tor or VPNS and go visit the deep dark pedo web and figure out their lingo ….. ping  pong sounds suspicious to me.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:53:03 ID: 429617 No.8104685

>>8104540

you can post a link to Reddit, just break it with a *  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:53:04 ID: af4daf No.8104686

Open images in 7zip to check for embedded objects guys
I'm sure that's not 100% fool-proof though.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:54:43 ID: 181d16 No.8104699 >>8104709

>>8104657
>pizza is a term used by pedophiles
and there was me thinking it was just a term that originated on cuckchan
child porn -> cp -> cheese pizza
any source on that pizza is a term used by legit pedos?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 08:56:07 ID: 6b35ed No.8104709 >>8104762

>>8104657
That video is surprisingly good, thank you anon.

>>8104699
see: cheesebay
This is an old as fuck term  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:00:14 ID: 6b35ed No.8104733

>>8104657
Actually, do you have a webm too? I don't trust google not to be a bunch of kikes.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:01:01 ID: 576eb9 No.8104740

>>8104657

nice  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:04:39 ID: 181d16 No.8104762

>>8104709
I've heard of cheese being used for young people, and cheese pizza like I said as something from cuckchan.
Nothing about 'pizza' being used as a reference to pedo shit. Just curious since I didn't think it's a term pedos used, but pedosta and comet pizza has 
changed that now.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:04:56 ID: bde45c No.8104764
File (hide): 4a43947780ee076⋯.png (415.78 KB, 732x426, 122:71, 1444127141478.png)

>>8101284  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:06:44 ID: 7da189 No.8104781

>>8101456
look at that crude haircut, after "That baby needs a hair cut!" in the 1st image  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:15:28 ID: 429617 No.8104824 >>8105181

>>8104639

If James Alefantis is David Brock's boyfriend since 2010 when he left William Grey – and he had to pay Grey almost a million dollars in hush money (see 
link below) – then he must have been in contact with the Brock-Alefantis couple for a while, either through Brock (because of his work at Media Matters) 
or through his brother Tony >>8100536

copy-paste, I don't remember in which thread I posted this already:

Media Matters boss paid former partner $850G 'blackmail' settlement
http://www.fox*news.com/politics/2012/02/27/media-matters-boss-paid-former-partner-850g-blackmail-settlement.html

"Media Matters chief David Brock paid a former domestic partner $850,000 after being threatened with damaging information involving the organization’s 
donors and the IRS – a deal that Brock later characterized as a blackmail payment, according to legal documents obtained by FoxNews.com.

In an acrimonious lawsuit settled at the end of last year, Brock accused William Grey of making repeated threats to expose him to the "scorn or ridicule of 
his employees, donors and the press in demanding money and property." Brock claimed in legal papers that he sold a Rehoboth Beach, Del., home he 
once shared with Grey in order to meet Grey’s demands, which he called "blackmail" in the lawsuit.

Brock, 49, heads the non-profit Media Matters for America, which bills itself as a watchdog of the conservative media but has recently come under fire for 
allegedly coordinating with Democrats in what could be a violation of its tax-exempt status.

Brock’s bitter legal battle with Grey, who is described in a Sept. 14, 2010, police report obtained by FoxNews.com as his domestic partner of more than 
10 years, began after Brock began dating Washington, D.C., restaurant impresario James Alefantis about five years ago [I guess that would mean 
in 2007 since this article is dated 2012 but I'm not sure]. For the next three years, Brock and Grey traded angry accusations, which were documented in 
the police report and were the foundation of a pitched legal battle replete with charges of blackmail, theft and financial malfeasance. Alefantis was also 
named as a defendant in Grey's lawsuit."  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:15:39 ID: a089eb No.8104825

>>8102969
Can mean I love the child, as indefinite.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:15:44 ID: 14c9e4 No.8104827 >>8104885

>>8101701
Fuck you. Was that first pic of the little girl with the stripper eye bags having her hands tied to the table not enough for you?

I'll admit I am skeptical and a lot IS confirmation bias–confirming what I thought from the FIRST picture that there's some kind of ==CHILD ABUSE== 
going on.

>>8103387
please include: 
>>8101537 
>>8101582 
>>8101623
>>8099429
>>8099412

Then I thought, "Well /pol/ might have dug out a pedophile, which is pretty good work in and of itself, but that doesn't have anything to do with our 
government." Until i saw a picture of him PLAYING TABLE TENNIS WITH THE PRESIDENT.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:17:45 ID: 220b9d No.8104841
File (hide): 75bed4ae61f0339⋯.png (34.25 KB, 283x178, 283:178, 0c65a8b2e7375f4a957eff50f3….png)

>>8101337

1337 digits, not being checked

PURE HERESY HERETICS
PRAISE KEK, FAGGOTS  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:22:07 ID: 8c732e No.8104866 >>8104885 >>8104905

>>8101598
did those kids ever get a break? Get tough, work harder.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:23:03 ID: 14c9e4 No.8104871

>>8103853
Do it anon your country needs you  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:26:25 ID: 7da189 No.8104884

>>8101999 (checked)
yeah, but look how she says "a child" rather than "she" or "your daughter" as if they're familiar  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:26:57 ID: 265a6e No.8104885 >>8105075

>>8104866
>(1)

Contribute to the thread before admonishing others who actually contributed. You could start by finding and archiving the images listed here >>8104827 
or posting the archive links if they've already been archived.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:27:16 ID: b401dc No.8104887
File (hide): ef5d7f18139cb90⋯.jpg (139.96 KB, 500x500, 1:1, 1392683090173.jpg)

>>8104214
> It should not 
be contained 
here.
Why contain it?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:29:16 ID: 265a6e No.8104896

>>8104540
Make sure to post and link that in the new thread / other threads once this one hits the limit. We're approaching the limit. Good find anon.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:29:45 ID: e311f2 No.8104897 >>8104972 >>8105023

File (hide): 4e40ee6ac3cfb95⋯.png (173.76 KB, 904x523, 904:523, 1478505953010.png)

Guess who's been linked to 
Comet Ping Pong?

Soros  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:31:23 ID: c35c71 No.8104905

>>8104866
>did those kids ever get a break?
Those kids might be helping these threads anon.
In fact some of us might have been the kids in the past.
But I wouldn't know anything about that.
:^)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:31:56 ID: b306f9 No.8104909 >>8104987 >>8105028 >>8105077

After everything I seen in my long pathetic life, nothing has sickened me more then this.
I told a few anons a long time ago. "We are the sane ones, we are so sane it makes us crazy. THEY are the ones who are fucked!" 
Never did I think I was so fucking right, god I wish I was wrong. 
No more laughing pol, I cant laugh anymore. My lunges feel like they are full of fire and I feel sick, I never felt sick looking at some of the shit we seen and 
uncovered. 
I cant sleep, but how can god sleep through this?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:43:11 ID: d94124 No.8104972

>>8104897
This pretty much verifies everything.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:43:16 ID: 99d699 No.8104973 >>8105016

File (hide): bc334caeb9b29de⋯.jpg (22.59 KB, 277x400, 277:400, 1442172345216.jpg)

>>8098566 (OP)
>nothing will ever be the same
>oh my god, stop it!
mfw that means something bad
Why does it seem like Jimmy Comet is speaking in 
code in all of these posts of his?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:45:21 ID: a3a745 No.8104987

>>8104909
I was just thinking this myself the other day actually. These days nothing sickens or shocks me on the Internet but then this shit comes to light and I'm 
reminded of how much worse shit there is out there waiting to be discovered.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:52:51 ID: b401dc No.8105016 >>8105025

>>8104973
>Why does it seem like Jimmy Comet is speaking in code in all of these posts of his?
Because we witnessed Johnny "Lolita Express" Podesta & friends talk about pizza, children, hotdog stands in Hawaii, walnut sauce, pools and kids aged 
7-11.

If they're caught they'll just get Shlomo to say "my clients were clearly talking about pizza and not minors :^)". Same mental gymnastics as /hebe/, yelling 
freedom of speech while talking about stuff like "how to groom minors"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:54:55 ID: 6d8db2 No.8105020

>>8105000 anyone know how to make a magic png  that shows one thumbnail but when you click on it this is shown  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:55:03 ID: 0fff9f No.8105023 >>8105038

>>8104897
 
How deep does this go?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:55:22 ID: 8551aa No.8105024

>>8100191
I hope so, I hope they experience much anxiety before justice reaches them. Scurrying about and trying to cover this up won't save them.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:55:33 ID: a15566 No.8105025

>>8105016
not for long  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:56:20 ID: 0264bf No.8105027

Anyone have proof of Andrew Kline who is with the doj being the owner of bestapizza?

It's late and I may have missed it. Too much happening and I can't find it in google  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:56:49 ID: c27317 No.8105028

>>8104909
>but how can god sleep through this
he probably can't. It's not like he didn't instruct us to not fuck kids. It's just that people don't listen.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:57:45 ID: 6d112f No.8105032 >>8105046 >>8105058 >>8105083

File (hide): ce362be06fee7f8⋯.jpg (76.12 KB, 712x960, 89:120, TonyMolesta.jpg)

#TonyMolesta
SPREAD IT  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:59:12 ID: 6b35ed No.8105038 >>8105039

>>8105023
Honestly, probably not that deep, I'm not going to defend kikes though. $23k is barely shit and wouldn't even show up on the radar for soros. It could have 
been some fag at the PAC using kike gibs me dat for pizza.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 09:59:39 ID: 6b35ed No.8105039

>>8105038
$22k*  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:00:20 ID: 5eeb96 No.8105046

>>8105032
>#TonyMolesta
FUCKING 10/10 anon.
Meme it.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:03:02 ID: a3a745 No.8105058 >>8105083 >>8105120

>>8105032
>Not #PodestaMolesters
It wasn't just Tony after all.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:06:07 ID: 14c9e4 No.8105075 >>8105110

>>8103387
>>8104885

moloch kerchief: https://archive.fo/rDz6r

"moloch machine" is from that very old sci fi movie "metropolis"

gay loves kids: https://archive.is/J0qbI

boum boum room: https://archive.is/uNHTi  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:06:15 ID: 929116 No.8105077
File (hide): 3058f06742fe99d⋯.png (104.33 KB, 680x278, 340:139, 3058f06742fe99d8cf00349cec….png)

>>8104909  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:07:33 ID: 217587 No.8105083 >>8105120

>>8105032
>>8105058
My sides have ascended.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:10:48 ID: 6999b1 No.8105103 >>8105130

File (hide): ec9797421d8ebdc⋯.jpg (22.24 KB, 460x276, 5:3, Rust Cohle.jpg)

>>8101262
>https:// 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Di
sappearance_of_Madel
eine_McCann
>all this shit about spirit 
cooking
True Detective was 
based on reality, wasn't 
it?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:11:04 ID: 99d699 No.8105106

>>8099967
Haitian special = Hatian negro child slave  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:12:23 ID: 576eb9 No.8105110

>>8105075
>"moloch machine" is from that very old sci fi movie "metropolis"

This is significant. Look into the background of the director.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:14:31 ID: 181d16 No.8105120
File (hide): e661bec234e24fb⋯.jpg (19.24 KB, 413x395, 413:395, le laughing mad men jay pe….jpg)

>>8105058
>>8105083
#PodestaMolestas  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:14:41 ID: b77c81 No.8105122

>>8099479

I read an Alice Waters bio a while back. She was always about flirting with men: https://books.google.com/books?
id=FlCeGmKqwWEC&printsec=frontcover&dq=alice+waters+and+chez+panisse&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi6nPqbtJbQAhWGhVQKHfFTCUUQ6AEIJj
AA#v=snippet&q=men&f=false  
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Refugee locations? Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:15:50 ID: da6749 No.8105123
File (hide): c3b892b692c3ce8⋯.png (717.02 KB, 1250x941, 1250:941, tfpizza.PNG)

Based on some of these findings shouldn't we be checking pizza websites and locations that are known 
refugee resettlement areas? For example I checked out Slice in Twin Falls and it had a similar red banner 
as a previous poster had shown. Menu items are definitely interesting for a pizza joint and special emphasis 
on children activities. All tabs work normal but if you click "catering" (delivery is only for orders over $100) 
you are redirected to a log in that becomes a warning "Your connection to this site is not private". Twin falls 
for those that are unaware is also the location of the alleged cover up of the kid getting raped by refugees 
and even the police force being populated by refugees. Anyways, It seems like refugee centers would be a 
natural avenue for this. 

http://slicetwinfalls.com/daily-specials/

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/08/10/twin-falls-refugee-rape-special-report-refugees/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/08/04/exclusive-5-year-old-victims-father-saw-video-of-twin-

falls-refugee-rape/

Obviously we have no idea about any wrong doing here, just throwing darts.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:16:57 ID: 99d699 No.8105127

>>8101649
Are you saying his dream is to become a Gang Star?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:18:14 ID: 8db8c1 No.8105130 >>8105153 >>8105169

File (hide): 4e6248f240dca41⋯.jpg (41.64 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, maxresdefault.jpg)

>>8105103
>he only just realized that True Detective S1 was based on 
reality
>he doesn't know that S2 was supposed to be about sexual 
deviants and cultists in government positions.

(((Someone))) at HBO forced a rewrite of the second 
season.
The heroes are all white, and would fit in on /pol/.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:21:01 ID: 8b889a No.8105143
File (hide): c2095cfee13f939⋯.png (529.38 KB, 924x448, 33:16, 7956959568538468469468348.png)

>>8099383
Ayy lmao  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:22:38 ID: e47735 No.8105148

>>8099589
Providing legal assistance for a bunch of Christian missionaries child traffickers trying to smuggle children into the Dominican Republic.  Also a bunch of 
shady financial shit that fucked Haiti over.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:22:55 ID: 6999b1 No.8105153

>>8105130
I marathoned the whole season one yesterday. Imagine how weird the ride was for me, drawing the dots together and realizing that it's the current fucking 
day, reality of right now. This fucking spirals shit that's in the OP? It all fucking clicks together.

Time truly is a flat fucking circle. Hell, time may as well not exist at all.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:23:13 ID: 5d3ac2 No.8105155
File (hide): f191b1faaa04c4b⋯.jpg (83.64 KB, 634x404, 317:202, Maureen.jpg)

>>8099383
Ping pong against an alien at that. Maybe Podesta's fascination with ET's is just more code.

Lots of degen shit to archive here guys.

>>8100096
Look how sad those children look. That does NOT fit the environment.

We haven't been paying attention to the other Podesta. The older brother supposedly has a lot of money 
and would be more likely to interact with shitbags like Epstein and Branson.

>>8100151
More art fags? That's an angle that needs to be explored. Podesta's purchase of a painting from a gallery in Rome interested me as it looked like he was 
using DNC money. Next was that cannibal shit hanging on his office wall. Now another big name and whose on the board of ICME.

>>8101284
BAM.

>>8101548
Because all the homosexuals are pedophiles.

>>8101701
You're rationalizing. We're beyond that now. There's no doubt left.

>>8101980
Washington Post is their only mouthpiece on this. I wouldn't be surprised if creepy ass little bitch Bezo's is involved with kid fiddling.

>>8103922
Thank you for contributing that.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:25:49 ID: 181d16 No.8105169

>>8105130
>season 2 was going to be about govermental pedos and hit too close to home so was changed
I'd love a source on this  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:25:54 ID: 971ca2 No.8105171
File (hide): b5c4fa2c884ff6b⋯.jpg (30.99 KB, 456x320, 57:40, 1431799651450.jpg)

>>8099383
>Shut Up n Fuck!
>Amen

mfw i realize this was probably written in a drugged out degenerate 
haze inbetween inseminating pre pubescent boys  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:27:40 ID: 57e0a1 No.8105181
File (hide): 2029c4b5c197bfb⋯.jpg (40.8 KB, 351x359, 351:359, 1394223042412.jpg)

>>8104824  

8099479 Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:29:50 ID: 2e6d3b No.8105187

Flower seems  like a code
Remember the walking dead look at the flowers?
search these guys if they have any contact
Director Michael E. Satrazemis
Witter Scott M. Gimple  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:33:57 ID: 119fc2 No.8105205 >>8105220

File (hide): dc267df8b645bed⋯.webm (6.99 MB, 640x360, 16:9, shits fucked.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8100134
>are any anons forwarding this info to local 
police, child welfare agencies, the cucked 
FBI
Anon, it's all cucked. We are the child 
welfare agency, the only functional one still 
standing.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:36:17 ID: e47735 No.8105213 >>8105219

>>8101292
>(((Sommer)))  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:37:03 ID: c35c71 No.8105219 >>8105239

>>8105213
I don't think that's jewish..  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:37:03 ID: 265a6e No.8105220

>>8105205
Best ideas for spreading I've seen are contacting foreign embassies and telling people you know who work in the military and government agencies. The 
higher ups are in on it but if lots of people lower down know what's happening, the issue can't be buried,  

File (hide): 9a1a005e98a4672⋯.jpg
(92.09 KB, 250x370, 25:37,
Drive2011Poster.jpg)

File (hide): b408767a306d998⋯.jpg (322.5 KB,
1004x669, 1004:669, what does Refn know.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:37:30 ID: 971ca2 No.8105224

wait. this may be coincidental but in Drive, the movie about Jewish mafia in LA. weren't they operating out of a pizza store as a front?

does Nicholas Refn know something?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:39:04 ID: 7980cb No.8105233

>>8100182
>Are there any other agencies with cross-state jurisdiction that could and would handle this? 
You could flood all the local police precincts. The ones on the edge of the main city will be more likely to respond. 

Then you can also flood the National Guard, or the state's local version of the FBI. Many states have that. Maybe things like NCIS also.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:39:46 ID: 5b6ef3 No.8105238

>>8099622

cumpanda 

cum panda

CP  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:39:49 ID: e47735 No.8105239

>>8105219
Guess again.
http://www.familyeducation.com/baby-names/browse-origin/surname/jewish?page=30
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:43:09 ID: ae73d0 No.8105248 >>8105259 >>8105272 >>8105283 >>8105314

File (hide): a78bef3cb57659c⋯.png (1.16 MB, 1867x1195, 1867:1195, wtfffff.png)

How did you autists miss this one  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:45:14 ID: 119fc2 No.8105259 >>8105326

>>8105248
Where's your archive anon.

You wouldn't be retarded enough to not archive that shit, would you anon?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:45:17 ID: 7980cb No.8105260 >>8105450

>>8102222
>These people doing dirty their own dirty work? 
Initiation, faggot.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:47:49 ID: c35c71 No.8105272

>>8105248
>chicken lover
Reminds me of "chicken fucker" on South Park.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:47:54 ID: 5a1236 No.8105273

>>8099848
Me neither, it sounds degenerate.

To be fair, the name has probably come up some time, but all popular music sounds the same to me, so it hasn't stuck to my memory.  

File (hide): f3cd1b435629ea7⋯.jpg
(126.98 KB, 640x989, 640:989,
blogs_artsdesk_files_2014_….jpg)

File (hide): 3f6f2428ec9e80a⋯.jpg
(100.63 KB, 640x989, 640:989,
blogs_artsdesk_files_2014_….jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:49:26 ID: 8c732e No.8105283 >>8105297 >>8105391 >>8105463

>>8105248
not seen these posted yet either.

the coat hanger one is maybe when they take their impregnated lolis down to have abortions. Or, the loli becomes a post natal abortion… aka bring the 
ones that are talking to much along to make then disappear.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:50:56 ID: c35c71 No.8105297 >>8105362

>>8105283
>1st pic
Watch Faith no More's Epic NOW.  
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File (hide): 5cef25803be1407⋯.jpg (56.18 KB,
800x850, 16:17, 1467946291950.jpg)

File
(hide):
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:52:23 ID: e47735 No.8105304 >>8105319 >>8105440

>>8101488
>Are they orphans? Are they missing children?

You know what?  It might just be worthwhile to check their faces against databases of orphans and missing children.  If we can't do it directly ourselves 
(the workload is too much, no access to the necessary databases or tools, etc.) we should round up the pictures of the children in these images and pass 
them on to some sort of agency or watchdog group with the hint that they may be missing children or abused orphans.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:52:46 ID: 05fdbc No.8105308 >>8105339

File (hide): 3f2465b1728e21a⋯.jpg (244.35 KB, 632x640, 79:80, Cremação ou Fogueira 016 T….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:54:19 ID: 265a6e No.8105314

>>8105248
Pretty sure that's the same young girl, not boy, from many of the other photos. I think the bracelet thing is pretty tenuous too cuz it's not a bracelet. 
Chickenlover is a very good find though. If that's your OC and you have the files still you should remake that image with only the chickenlover part IMO.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:55:14 ID: 1f7be2 No.8105319 >>8105522

>>8105304
You're forgetting that these people are most likely in charge of those agencies and watchdog groups.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:56:01 ID: ae73d0 No.8105326

>>8105259

https://archive.is/1ZbjH  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 10:58:16 ID: 52196c No.8105339

>>8100093
Why not compile a list of places and people and get to work? Or would that be instant honeypot bait?
>>8105308
The difference between then and now is that "Modernity" which is promoted is just a codeword for hedonistic depravity. We are being ruled by a corrupt 
Neo-Babylon that has managed to infiltrate and eat away at moral fibre in society for a century, both kikes and their blackmailed lackeys. People's justice 
needs to happen, or there will be no tomorrow.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:00:00 ID: 14c9e4 No.8105353

>>8103387
Also:
"chickenlovers" slang for pedo into young boys : https://archive.is/1ZbjH

more chicken: https://archive.is/p7dU8

not for children: https://archive.is/04A48  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:01:19 ID: 8c732e No.8105362 >>8105436

>>8105297
I took the 1st image to be an advertisement in plain site, the heart means young girls will be there, the hand means the customers can touch them, the 
eyes means you can just watch, the tongue means oral is available and the JB in the heart means blow jobs available. They emphasise the oral sex twice 
to make sure people understand the girls are too young for penetrative sex. Maybe I'm looking to much into a poster for a band or something though. I 
think if there is an actual live band they may not even be aware of whats going on in the back rooms and are just cover. 

The coathanger image is more disturbing, the pentagram and inverted cross means satanists are invited to watch (eye) pussy/vagina (cat) having an 
abortion. So maybe live coathanger abortions of fetuses from young teens. 
 Not sure what the number and colour of drops mean apart from the red ones mean blood. 

Not sure why the bottom blue drop has 'w/' in it.

'all ages' at 9pm is disturbing as well, kids don't go out to clubs/bars starting at 9pm. So i think it's a hint at ages of the goods on offer. 

and 'all ages' and '9pm' are in white text. Maybe it means all ages from 9+ ?

I dunno. My heads starting to hurt.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:04:29 ID: 8c732e No.8105378

Or the JB in the heart could mean Jail Bait.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:07:24 ID: 8c732e No.8105391 >>8105436

>>8105283
Fuck me, the number of black dots on the tongue and just under, falling off it is 17.

The number of drops under the coathanger…. 17.

So I guess means something?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:10:41 ID: e47735 No.8105409

>>8101623
>#TheMostExpensiveAccessory

FUCKING COME ON  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:13:31 ID: 8c732e No.8105419

https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/795035641377652736

archive
https://web.archive.org/web/20161107111230/https:/twitter.com/willsommer/status/795035641377652736

slightly out of date, not sure if posted elsewhere, but thought I'd stick it here as related.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:16:29 ID: f48a9b No.8105436

>>8105362
W/ means with
>>8105391
17 is a coincidence

The band covers are the least worrying thing about this place, I'll tell you hwhat.

The fact that the bands themselves are using such degenerate and up-for interpretation symbolism says a lot however. Usually they involve Satanism and 
other occult shit. Underground bands stay underground for this verry reason.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:17:52 ID: 8c732e No.8105439

Right, disregard the black heart with the JB thing I said earlier. 

Its actually JOURDAN BETETTE

https://web.archive.org/web/20161107111640/https://brightestyoungthings.com/articles/pretty-as-a-poster-jourdan-betette  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:17:52 ID: 265a6e No.8105440

>>8105304
>>8101488
Note this post: >>8101284

Also the Beyond Borders connection. My guess is a lot of these kids, and kids who get trapped in this kind of thing in general, are funneled into the pedo-
networks by CPS, orphan/homeless/etc. charities and NGOs, "shelters" of various kinds, etc., and just outright kidnapping. Huge numbers of kids go 
missing every year. The numbers are shocking.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:19:51 ID: 155f1d No.8105450

>>8105260
This. It was discussed before. They need to something criminal in order to get accepted in the cult.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:21:34 ID: 0264bf No.8105463

>>8105283
Pentagram in the coat hanger.

After all this occult shit I may go to church next wknd  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:25:52 ID: 962bd5 No.8105482

https://www.instagram.com/p/w7SvBPvkmA/

"J'aime l'enfant" I love kids  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:29:12 ID: d73971 No.8105499 >>8105505

>>8098604
>Frank Giustra
CHECK THIS OUT 
FUND the Boys Club Network in Vancouver (which offers at-risk youth face-to-face mentorship); 
http://radcliffefoundation.org/about-radcliffe/frank-giustras-story/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:30:46 ID: 265a6e No.8105505

>>8105499
Good find. Re-post this in other relevant threads. This one's about to hit the bump limit.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:34:35 ID: 971ca2 No.8105522
File (hide): 2f99705fea6c7fb⋯.jpg (18.65 KB, 350x255, 70:51, 1427636963140.jpg)

>>8105319
>You're forgetting that these people are most likely in charge of those agencies and watchdog groups.

I just had a revelation.

Its us

only us, that stands any hope of taking any action. We can't wait for Obi Wan Kenobi to wisk us off on some 
adventure. We can't hope the FBI or some other establishment agency will do anything, if anything their 
probably all in on it.

it is literally only us that can anything about it. even if the FBI had the infomation, individual officers who may 
actually want to do the right thing will be prevented from doing so from their superiors for political reasons. 

we have no such leash. 

We need to find the addresses of some of these places and act on them. 

/pol/'s natural affinity for intelligence analysis has allowed us to gather a lot of information. about 90% of intelligence can be found publically. its the other 
10% we need to find. we need faces, names. more importantly we need to somehow infiltrate these dungeons and find these children  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:38:08 ID: e967d9 No.8105543

>>8102397
Thanks for posting this.
I needed this the other day but couldn't find it.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:44:44 ID: 150cb5 No.8105571

>>8103903

burly dude = bear 

its gay language.

>>8103922

saved. cheers mate.

BTW can you speak spanish? We need to confirm whether Ghislaine Maxwell was in Barcelona on May 7th 2007.

see this post >>8102408
>https://8ch.net/pol/res/8098566.html#q8103922

I thought she might be using her Dad's old yacht - the Lady Ghislaine. But It was sold after his death in 1992. She still is easily rich enough to have her 
own yacht though.

I want to find out whether the docks keep historical records of the yachts that dock there. Howvever it will prboably be docked under her captain/drivers 
name rather than hers, and we dont know what yacht name it might be.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:44:59 ID: 99d699 No.8105573 >>8105640

>>8104066
HOL UP
This was yesterday and NOBODY HERE WENT TO FUCKING SPY ON THEM?! We could have finally found out what they mean by pizza  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:49:35 ID: fa92d7 No.8105595 >>8105625

>>8099017
You seem to me like an antishill planted for the purpose of making us look like complete idiots. 

You're the outsider. Fuck off and do not come back.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:54:53 ID: 265a6e No.8105625

>>8105595
>Oy Vey

This late to the party huh? Sorry, your whole world is about to burn down and you will burn with it.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 11:57:58 ID: 971ca2 No.8105640
File (hide): 6c1baf4dd6e1c5d⋯.jpg (2.75 MB, 3800x10000, 19:50, d1aa890cbed6f8fc34d42ea552….jpg)

>>8105573
1111 something street doesn't exist.

we already have access to several of these addresses of these businesses. 

We also have the address to a house in pic related which may or may not be a holding area for children judging by the fact its the only 
house in the street locked tight as a fucking prison.

We need teams of people to go to these locations, armed if necessary and live streaming. they should do so always in a group, not solo 
so you aren't as likely to be whacked. going as a group can also give you some maneuvers like going to one of these "restaurants" and 
feigning to need the toilet while the rest of the group otherwise occupies the staff  

[  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / 4am / asmr / aus / fringe / imouto / kc / liberty / zoo ][ watchlist ]
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

HILLARY'S UNDERGROUND PEDO RING PIZZA THREAD #3 Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:17:52 ID: b4aa26 No.8105708 >>8107131 >>8107221 >>8108176
>>8108209 >>8108277 >>8109838 >>8112540 >>8113425 >>8113438 >>8113692 >>8113886 [Watch Thread]

PREVIOUS THREAD:
HILARY'S UNDEGROUND PEDO RING PIZZA THREAD #2 >>8098566

BECAUSE SOMEONE me HAS TO MAKE ANOTHER THREAD.

▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:19:14 ID: b4aa26 No.8105715 >>8105837

ARCHIVE OF PREVIOUS THREAD:
https://archive.is/6H9Au

MASS DOWNLOAD A THREAD'S FILES WITH
https://github.com/4pr0n/ripme  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:32:37 ID: 80da0a No.8105771
File (hide): 5e3ceaca9499126⋯.jpg (213.6 KB, 479x810, 479:810, 78865458679.jpg)

buckle up faggots.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:37:00 ID: b9a2c4 No.8105787

We need to find someone who can link the comet pizza with the beyond borders.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:40:04 ID: dc7ba2 No.8105798 >>8107199

This shit is bizarre. It feels like I'm watching a horrible horror movie written by a bunch of edgelords, except it's real. 

We're witnessing history here, and it's fucking terrifying. You know this is just the tip of the iceberg.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:40:59 ID: 0a9d23 No.8105800

this comet owner faggot posts cocks cumming pizzas and porno on his instagram yet people let their kids step foot in his (((restaurant)))  

File (hide): 5887d86448736fb⋯.png (310.69 KB,
861x643, 861:643, front page 1.PNG)

File (hide): 5d1459fe4705410⋯.png (49.45 KB,
967x718, 967:718, front page 2.PNG)

File (hide): 69683ad7ddadf0f⋯.png (524.58 KB,
1320x881, 1320:881, front page 3.PNG)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:49:39 ID: 80da0a No.8105834

Guy Fieri video is blocked but leads me to James Huckenpahler's channel. (2 subscribers and 2 subscriptions)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:49:53 ID: 1dccfc No.8105837 >>8107096

File (hide): 00d32a120ce707c⋯.png (148.95 KB, 447x448, 447:448, 180648f2cb1b74e7eb5b288a47….png)

>>8105715

This shit is insane. I dont even 
really know what to say.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:50:07 ID: e2f76c No.8105839 >>8105852 >>8107148

Ill help dig in a while.. dominos isnt open yet and I cant dig into this without licking up tasty pizza juice.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 12:51:45 ID: b4aa26 No.8105852 >>8105920 >>8106015 >>8107182 >>8107382 >>8108237 >>8109954

File (hide): 8fc20da0c3f1b71⋯.png (1.14 MB, 1867x1195, 1867:1195, a78bef3cb57659ca1c7ca6aa09….png)

From previous thread.

>>8105248
Mardi Gras beads (Specifically yellow, not White or Pink)+ #chickenlover 
+ Jimmy "I should be wearing a rope" Comet. 

It's just too many (((coincidences))).

>>8105839
>tasty pizza juice.
:^)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:03:57 ID: a5dc83 No.8105908 >>8105916 >>8105920

File (hide): 7c7febcd2c2273d⋯.jpg (49.17 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, dominos1_aotw_0.jpg)

Have we decoded 
"Dominos" yet?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:05:17 ID: a5dc83 No.8105916 >>8105923 >>8105934 >>8106039 >>8114832

File (hide): 4ca281a9694ed05⋯.jpg (87.56 KB, 636x875, 636:875, ha51bj7yo0hnmrtjhogc-jpg.jpg)

>>8105908

Full pic.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:05:50 ID: e2f76c No.8105920 >>8105928

>>8105852

I ate some delicious peanut butter instead.  It spread so easy and got creamy in my mouth

>>8105908
in what context  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:06:30 ID: e2f76c No.8105923 >>8105934

>>8105916
..wait

thats a real add?

that is fucking disgusting  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:07:17 ID: 231bad No.8105926 >>8105956 >>8107233

So, is this a real thing or are tinfoils looking at symbols and vague twitter posts?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:07:39 ID: a5dc83 No.8105928

>>8105920

The podesta emails mention domino.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:09:06 ID: e2f76c No.8105934 >>8108104

>>8105923
>>8105916
>google "dominos ad sriracha"
>2 pages worth of that same picture

wow  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:13:30 ID: b4aa26 No.8105956 >>8105960

File (hide): ba03f61c2bf189c⋯.jpg (95.5 KB, 361x246, 361:246, 1471971814974.jpg)

>>8105926
Nothing to see here goy, all the emails that talk about pizzas, kids aged 7 to 11 in pool parties, pizza related 
napkins and walnut sauce are infact talking about food and not girls, napkins that homosexuals use as 
codewords or nigger orgies.

Same applies for all the logos for these innocent pizza-related business and child care centers that happen 
to have way too many similarities with logos used by actual pedo groups, but we all know that everything 
that we uncovered so far are (((PURE COINCIDENCES))).  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:14:26 ID: db7be1 No.8105960 >>8105981 >>8105996 >>8107249 >>8108236

>>8105956
we understand
what the fuck are we going to do if the feds and agencies are not on our side

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooooooooOO  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:16:53 ID: 379ad5 No.8105976 >>8105981 >>8106001

http://www.elevationdcmedia.com/features/dcinsiders_071514.aspx

Septime Webre, Artistic Director, The Washington Ballet

https://archive.is/Gaiqd

>“My favorite place to recharge is Comet Ping Pong on [5037] Connecticut Ave. NW. I’m all about the Hottie Pizza, topped with jalapeno, Comet Sauce, 
pepperoni, and Fontina cheese. I love washing it down with an Allagash White. Plus, on the weekend there is an amazingly curated rock series, where 
you can see [owner] James Alefantis dancing all over the light fixtures.”

I think the whole Washington is in on this fug…

FINALLY RIGHT FUCKING THREAD  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:18:11 ID: b4aa26 No.8105981

>>8105960
Heads of alphabet agencies are compromised or have their hands tied, there's no doubt about that.

Since we're talking about agencies as a whole, the idea of everybody being against us, from the field agent to the intern serving coffee, is insane. They're 
probably waiting for the beast to show weakness.

>WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooooooooOO
Stopping your faggotry seems like a reasonable short term goal.

>>8105976
>FINALLY RIGHT FUCKING THREAD
We just have to wait for the stickying.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:21:20 ID: 80da0a No.8105996 >>8106020

>>8105960
just keep digging  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:22:58 ID: 379ad5 No.8106001

>>8105976
https ://www.yahoo.com/news/septime-webre-become-artistic-director-r-foundation-161300865.html

https://archive.is/1Gaa8

now he is director of S&R foundation which is a 501(c)(3) non profit

here is their website : http ://sandrfoundation.org/

https://archive.is/h31hS  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:25:59 ID: 605055 No.8106015 >>8107321 >>8107382

>>8105852
chicken? didn't hillary say she was going to sacrifice a chicken in her back yard?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:26:32 ID: db7be1 No.8106020 >>8106045 >>8107261

>>8105996
i'm sick of digging
nothing happens
they keep getting away with it
I want to see heads roll  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:28:10 ID: a33786 No.8106029

Okay everybody call CPS in San Francisco and report this faggot. They will take the baby in for questioning.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:29:39 ID: a5dc83 No.8106039

>>8105916

I just noticed "McCann" ad agency. Synchronicities man…  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:30:11 ID: 379ad5 No.8106045

>>8106020
Get to it , find every celebrity that says good stuff or that he is a regular visitor there. Find what is behind it might and will connect to something else 
uncovered later no matter how insignificant you might think it is when you find it.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:40:25 ID: b98328 No.8106103

Is there a infograph with the information gathered so far?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:41:54 ID: 4504af No.8106110 >>8106174 >>8106175 >>8107269

File (hide): c87573f7043b911⋯.jpg (44.55 KB, 831x1080, 277:360, Modern NatSoc Movement.jpg)

This topic is not going away after the selection. It would be nice to see something more permanent, less ephemeral, 
perhaps a website compiling what's been found. This would make the digging worthwhile, useful. These Satanic pedos 
aren't disappearing in a day, and neither should an exposure of them.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:54:24 ID: b4aa26 No.8106174

>>8106110
>Compiling evidence against pedophiliac elites in a website
Madman.

It has to be a TOR site unless whoever runs it wants to suicide after shooting himself in the back of the head 6 times.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:54:39 ID: 44de30 No.8106175

>>8106110
This is why /pol/ needs a wiki. I hope that anon actually comes through with that.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:56:21 ID: a5dc83 No.8106187

Here is the Guy Fieri episode with comet ping pong: http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x47bkli  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 13:57:44 ID: 76905b No.8106195

Do we have enough to make a charge? We could file now. Maybe an aiding and abetting whatever charges for podesta? Any lawyer able to help us?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 14:03:40 ID: 963dae No.8106234 >>8107392

File (hide): 300da5033d43a54⋯.png (124.26 KB, 1154x1571, 1154:1571, 300da5033d43a54f1d1337666e….png)

What the fuck. I mostly just read /pol/ and never post but after reading these threads I feel like I own all of you who do 
this a big and sincere thank you. I live in Russia and I just can't believe any of this shit is real. They don't talk about this 
stuff here. I'm sure most of the people in the US would write pedo rings off as crazy conspiracy too. This is so disgusting 
that I can't comprehend how are people (no they're not even people they're fucking trash) able to do this to children and 
get away with it. We need to purge this abomination, worldwide. Left or Right, Black or White — I'm sure the majority of 
the people everywhere are universally abhorred by pedo shit.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 14:07:45 ID: 07591e No.8106259

>>8103914 [from thread #2]
They're definitely different but that's not to say they're not both from the same source footage - they're both uploaded by the same @blankplusblank 
account. Watch them both a couple of times though. Notice the girl in the 'CP' version and her head movements
>receives a forehead kiss
>nuzzles into male's shoulder
Then watch the 'original' version and her movements
>no forehead kiss or shoulder nuzzle
>they only make out

'CP' version
instagram.com/p/BCtkyWVFdw1/
'Original' version
https://www.instagram.com/p/BCgBthgld88/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 14:35:09 ID: 1b2540 No.8106435 >>8106739 >>8107029 >>8107055 >>8107788 >>8110665 >>8111533

File (hide): 9c16883bd90eb2e⋯.png (371.59 KB, 924x448, 33:16, c2095cfee13f9393e5ae858169….png)

>>8105143
PODESTA IS INTO ALIENS LMAO.
THERE IS A MOTHERFUCKING ALIEN AT COMET PIZZA NEXT TO THAT 
JERKOFF JERKING OFF PLAYING PING PONG.

DO YOU HEAR ME?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 14:59:23 ID: 347ec5 No.8106604

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/53381  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:05:20 ID: d20c1b No.8106649
File (hide): e6e1d14f6daaa99⋯.jpg (328.43 KB, 730x658, 365:329, Sing Along with Hillary.jpg)

Sometimes a pizza is 
just another name for 
pussy.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:16:37 ID: a615b1 No.8106737 >>8107144 >>8107933

The Jimmy Comet instagram page is finally on private.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:17:18 ID: 660bba No.8106739 >>8107029

>>8106435
archive it  
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File (hide): ed9a4c19cca8745⋯.jpg (188.14 KB,
1200x600, 2:1, we-just-love-pizza.jpg)

File (hide): dcda977115c2819⋯.png (73.72 KB,
594x360, 33:20, cool_pizza_dude_lmao.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:22:32 ID: 1ade85 No.8106778 >>8107201 >>8108014 >>8108553

Pretty strange that Obama seems like such a pizza enthusiast. Like that one time he spent thousands of taxpayer dollars flying in pizza from Chicago. 
What a quirky guy!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:22:50 ID: 757d69 No.8106782 >>8109989

anyone looked into beyond borders? its a Haitian connection right next door to this pizza place  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:26:07 ID: 347ec5 No.8106811 >>8107539

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/51231  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:27:13 ID: 2cda69 No.8106819

Anyone around the locations of interest should visit them. If you have a CCW, even better. So far we have the D.C. pizza places. I saw a post linking a 
Brooklyn place that I might check out if possible. We're onto something here but we need some physical evidence. Godspeed anons  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:27:36 ID: 660bba No.8106821

https://archive.is/U3tBh -1st thread
https://archive.is/6H9Au -2nd thread  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:28:31 ID: 347ec5 No.8106825

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/46134

What dish?

>Ok if I do pasta?

>you do the wine

Anyone else wonder/know if wine means blood?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:30:38 ID: 6338f0 No.8106845 >>8108567

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=ping+pong&defid=1386116

ping pong
A sexual act involving three people. One person is on all fours while they are fucked in the mouth as well as the ass or vagina. Usually takes place with 
two men as the paddles and one woman as the ball. The paddles knock the ball back and forth. The men knock the woman back and forth. 

Any combination of males and females can be utilized during this act based on the sexual interests of those partaking. However if a man is the 'ball' the 
option of a paddle fucking the vagina is emlininated. In this case only the mouth and anus may be used…unless you're into some crazy shit.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:32:35 ID: cad99f No.8106864

https://twitter."com/seangrandillo/status/795641629226848256"
VOTE ON THIS TWITTER POLL, GOD EMPEROR IS BEHIND  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:34:19 ID: 66a5d5 No.8106881
File (hide): 70cb0b6c14e82c3⋯.jpg (152.17 KB, 320x480, 2:3, hillpizza.jpg)  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:35:03 ID: f0992d No.8106886

I honestly didn't think I could cry anymore. A timely death must come to all involved.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:35:36 ID: dfa0a3 No.8106889

They know it two  think about it
look at the logo at 0:33 its almost the same than the comet ping pong

there is those kind of place all around the world

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXbV5UesmHs  

File (hide): a362507853cddf5⋯.png (1.8 MB,
1951x1000, 1951:1000, a362507853cddf58507a085ae7….png)

File (hide): 23c691e17d65527⋯.png (25.7 KB,
713x334, 713:334, Hacked_Podesta_Email_Revea….png)

File (hide): 9f5a71b620eec25⋯.png (52.57
KB, 1201x1467, 1201:1467, WikiLeaks_-
_The_Podesta_Em….png)

File (hide): c972b3d98081f67⋯.png (36.63 KB,
1111x1129, 1111:1129, WikiLeaks_-_The_Podesta_Em….png)

File (hide): 3fc402aed51d93a⋯.jpg (23.67 KB,
500x311, 500:311, bil sheikh mo_0_0.jpg)

Detective Red Skull  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:35:35 ID: 4e3ee1 No.8106890 >>8107034

GUYS?

Podesta and Bill Clinton in London when girl was abducted for what was called by Tyler Durden as the "Sheik shake down"
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-31/hacked-podesta-email-reveals-clinton-foundation-coercing-saudi-billionaire-millions-  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:39:03 ID: 7c3479 No.8106922 >>8106955 >>8106974 >>8107163 >>8108659 >>8108839 >>8108910 >>8109641 >>8111505

Jeff Koons
Look at this; He gave his own kid up for adoption when he was young. Did he sell his own firstborn? He married a porn-star, she left him taking with her 
his second child, she took the child to Italy and accused him of abusing her.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Koons
Now he works for a non-profit that works against child exploitation, close to the Clintons. On Board of directors for International Centre for Missing & 
Exploited Children. Nice cover IMHO.

http://hauteliving.com/2016/06/jeff-koons-on-his-passion-helping-missing-and-exploited-children/613911/

He is an artist and made some weird fucked-up stuff, including putting peoples faces on Pizzas, Lady Gaga work, stuff with naked kids, balloons and shit. 
A lot looks illuminati to me, Alice in Wonderland stuff. He made a big tulip sculpture in front of the US Beijing embassy which was also a google doodle. 
He sells art to Washington elite for crazy (literally world record) prices.

Is selling art really a front for something more sinister?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:42:34 ID: b9a2c4 No.8106955 >>8109021 >>8109641

File (hide): 541fdf374c1a0f2⋯.png (497.31 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8106922
>now he works for a non-
profit that works against 
child exploitation
I think that's the right trail to 
follow. 
We need to find a 
connection between Jeff 
Koons and Beyond Borders.
http://beyondborders.net/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:45:19 ID: b4aa26 No.8106974 >>8108910

>>8106922
>Is selling art really a front for something more sinister?
IIRC art plays a big deal in money laundering schemes, so yes, it's for something more sinister. Now the content of said art, being pizza related shit 
(which is most likely an allusion to child pornography) makes it more sinister than money laundering.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:50:01 ID: 347ec5 No.8107018

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49595  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:51:31 ID: 660bba No.8107029

>>8106435
>>8106739
https://www.instagram.com/p/1g-pqXkvoi/?tagged=cometpingpong
https://archive.is/4802l

https://www.instagram.com/p/0JMwzTxY9k/?tagged=cometpingpong
https://archive.is/tqXmE  

File (hide): c1b07d4975767d9⋯.png (58.78 KB,
1024x316, 256:79, Mohammed_Hussein_Al_Amoudi….png)

File (hide): f10e43812a702c2⋯.jpg (23.07 KB,
400x261, 400:261, 911 pentigon.jpg)

Detective Red Skull  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:51:46 ID: 4e3ee1 No.8107034

>>8106890
Sheik (worth 8 billion) accused by his home country news paper for being involved in 9-11

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 15:54:31 ID: 660bba No.8107055

>>8106435
ayyyy lmao's (((aliens))) are confirmed pedos stealing kids  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:00:32 ID: 660bba No.8107089 >>8107752

iliona, jeff koons wife

bold from me, the rest from wiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilona_Staller
>In 1964 (age 13?), she began working as a model for the Hungarian news agency, M.T.I. In her memoirs and in a 1999 TV interview, she claimed that 
she had provided the Hungarian authorities with information on American diplomats staying at a Budapest luxury hotel where she worked as a maid in the 
1960s. (pedo blackmail?)  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:01:17 ID: 14380e No.8107096
File (hide): 04a34915b5448fc⋯.jpg (175.47 KB, 600x600, 1:1, this.jpg)

>>8105837
Eat first at least, keep going 
lads!

It's now or never. A lit satanic 
pedo president or a non 
degenerate fair ruler! 

Give em all HELL!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:06:25 ID: cd7e3c No.8107131 >>8108363 >>8108384

>>8105708 (OP)
Look at podesta email id 37543 attachment. Wikileaks keeps going down, as you all may well know. Can't upload jpg right now. 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:08:36 ID: 420040 No.8107144 >>8107695

>>8106737
I got this one assuming other anons get the rest
https://archive.is/Q3LUW  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:09:12 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107148

>>8105839

Too soon…  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:11:20 ID: 7c3479 No.8107163

>>8106922

Elizabeth BAGLEY!!!

Ambassador to Portugal.

On the board of ICMEC.

Madeleine McCann commfit pics matching Podesta brothers.

Madeleine was kidnapped from Portugal  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:14:18 ID: 2b0c96 No.8107182 >>8107203

File (hide): d7c11c718841013⋯.png (221.66 KB, 720x1280, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-07-10-1….png)

>>8105852
Looks kinda like a teething necklace but I've never 
seen a yellow one  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:15:28 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107199

>>8105798
>This shit is bizarre. It feels like I'm watching a horrible horror movie written by a bunch of edgelords, except it's real. 
If 9/11 was the second impact..
This is nearing the third.

Shit is going to get intense for the next few months. Then either we live or we die.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:15:42 ID: 4a84c9 No.8107201 >>8107218

>>8106778
As a /Cago/ resident I'd probably do the same
you just can't get Lou Malnati's, Portillo's, or Rosati's in DC

The one non-shitty thing about this hellhole of a city  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:15:57 ID: a81915 No.8107203 >>8107401

>>8107182
teething necklaces are a soft material and each bead is a sphere, the necklace in the photo has oval beads made of hard plastic  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:16:46 ID: 88ced9 No.8107211

check out the quiksilver and roxy(quiksilver for girls) logos  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:18:13 ID: 5cda30 No.8107218 >>8111024

>>8107201
There is nothing non shitty about your city, your pizza is trash and so are your people.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:18:18 ID: 049bcc No.8107221 >>8107569

File (hide): 64a4e99d843657b⋯.jpg (370.11 KB, 900x726, 150:121, Isay.jpg)

>>8105708 (OP)
When you wake up and log on to read all this bullshit, chuckle at first 
because you figure its just /pol/ and /fringe/ Larping.

Start reading it more and more, chuckles slowly fade.

Jesus fuck /pol/ i was not ready for this kinda ride.

Whats even real anymore. 

MFW  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:20:22 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107233 >>8107241 >>8107266

>>8105926
>So, is this a real thing or are tinfoils looking at symbols and vague twitter posts?
There's no direct evidence at this stage. Just the initial FBI release, connections in the emails and now our digging into the people connected to the 
symbols.

I doubt a reasonable person would say it's far-fetched, when you consider what we're dealing with. These fuckers will cover this up using codewords, 
symbols, blackmail and media disinfo. There is a growing amount of circumstantial evidence - which is likely the only evidence we'll get.
Unless we find a find literally fucking a kid.. but that won't be posted on 8chan, rather linked by url.
I bet we will find it too. We barely scratched the surface with embedded images.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:21:27 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107241

>>8107233
>find a find
person*  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:22:35 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107249 >>8107266

>>8105960
>WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooooooooOO
>not planning for this
Anon.. you're running out of time.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:24:15 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107261 >>8107266

>>8106020
>i'm sick of digging
>nothing happens
>they keep getting away with it
>I want to see heads roll

>nicking a potential source to other crimes.
Yeah anon! Let's let the their friends get away with it and rebound.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:25:08 ID: 5cda30 No.8107266 >>8107280

>>8107233
>>8107249
>>8107261
Anon are you okay  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:25:44 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107269

>>8106110
>perhaps a website compiling what's been found
wiki?
Or even hidden wiki?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:26:55 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107280 >>8107304

>>8107266
Mate my city is so full of pedos that I was literally a part of this bullshit as a kid.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:29:06 ID: c763ee No.8107304 >>8107325 >>8107398

>>8107280

What city?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:30:07 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107321 >>8107382

File (hide): f041e4bd82b9b16⋯.gif (31.02 KB, 140x100, 7:5, 1451711723239.gif)

>>8106015
>chicken? didn't hillary say she was going to sacrifice a 
chicken in her back yard?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:30:30 ID: ee7471 No.8107325

>>8107304
he said he's from /Cago/
Tell us more ex-pizza anon  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:31:20 ID: b6821c No.8107332 >>8107339 >>8107428

LET THE LARPING BEGIN!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:31:51 ID: 448b4a No.8107339

>>8107332
REPORT AND FILTER ID THE SHILLS  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:33:31 ID: b9f454 No.8107359

https://archive.is/lHCPi

>Might be time for Denny to vanish to an undisclosed Japanese island.

any other references to this japanese island? wasn't there something about a pedophile island?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:35:42 ID: 505438 No.8107371 >>8107483

File (hide): b37808287c910c0⋯.jpg (164.2 KB, 1200x800, 3:2, comet.jpg)

they sure do love 
pizza!  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:36:47 ID: 420040 No.8107382
File (hide): 1fb38cbc0eee982⋯.jpg (74.83 KB, 555x687, 185:229, chicken.jpg)

>>8105852
>>8106015
>>8107321
Not Hillary but someone associated with her. Apparently Lewis Amselem was one of Hillary's 
state department foreign service officers.
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/14333  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:37:48 ID: 7504a7 No.8107392

>>8106234

I'm not an American as well, but had the same impression. It's absolutely sickening. Something has to be done on a global basis.

t. German Anon  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:38:10 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107398

>>8107304
Perth Australia. Indirectly though. I was abused by an older kid twice my age near the age of consent.
He didn't get why it was bad.
and was likely abused himself.

I don't know if there was a ring.. but by the looks of it this is worldwide phenomena. And there's a long history of pedophiles here too.. and of cults, Perth 
is a seedy place with a convict past.. and not the simple bread thieves like the east coast got.
Even if I'm unconnected, I can't help but empathize with these kids who faced a worse torment than me. I managed to redeem myself, these kids 
probably won't be able to. This shit has driven me to digging from day one.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:38:21 ID: 2b0c96 No.8107401

>>8107203
Saw some handmade hipster ones on Google Images. Also some made of rocks  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:41:19 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107428

>>8107332
I don't care if it's larping. These kids need help.  

File (hide): 70956448c287c21⋯.png (158.69 KB,
1303x568, 1303:568, Screen Shot 2016-11-07 at ….png)

File (hide): 8ea097562a90a1f⋯.png (307.32 KB,
1201x676, 1201:676, Screen Shot 2016-11-07 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:45:32 ID: c7015e No.8107483 >>8107562 >>8107788 >>8109619

>>8107371
cometpingpong.com seems to be connected to michaelleb.com

could be something ?

www.threatcrowd.org/domain.php?domain=cometpingpong.com
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:49:27 ID: 4858fa No.8107518
File (hide): df6cdb8d88318af⋯.gif (263.54 KB, 255x214, 255:214, 1430249167858.gif)

>mfw we are 
doing the 
(incompetent and 
corrupt) FBI's 
work  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:50:02 ID: 0c7aae No.8107525

“Would love to get a pizza for an hour?”
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49348

Podesta 29 and 30 dumps were filled with strangely worded emails with references to cheese, pizza, ice cream, and hot dog stands. 

Some Podesta emails seem really strange until one recognizes these code words common to child sex rings and pedophiles:

https://conservativedailypost.com/assange-releases-november-surprise-dro…

https://mobile.twitter.com/JaredWyand/status/794284672675147776

1. https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/95902800
2. https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/95916107
3. https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/95923892
4. https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/95924261

* AoA —> age of attraction
* AoC —> age of consent
* Amber alerts —> used to track down escaped child sex slaves
* BL —> boy lover (attracted to boys)
* BM —> boy moment (time spent with a boy; could be a passing glance or a length encounter)
* cheese —> little girl
* cheese pizza —> child pornography
* CL —> child lover (pedophile)
* domino(s) —> domination
* CP —> child pornography
* GL —> girl lover (attracted to girls)
* GM —> girl moment (same as boy moment)
* hot dog —> boy
* ice cream —> make prostitute
* LB —> little boy
* LG —> little girl
* MAC —> minor attracted adult
* map —> semen
* nuts —> person of color
* parents —> law enforcement
* pasta —> little boy
* pizza —> girl
* playing cards —> threesome sex act
* sauce —> orgy
* spirit cooking —> See the YouTube video at https://youtu.be/3EsJLNGVJ7E and http://www.dangerandplay.com/2016/11/03/podesta-emails-reveal-
clintons-i…
* walnut —> person of color
* YF —> young friend (referring to a victim)

Pedophile symbology.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:51:02 ID: 0c7aae No.8107534 >>8107822 >>8107871 >>8108625 >>8110637 >>8111187

Strangely worded Podesta emails:
1. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/19018
2. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613
3. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/32795
4. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/44232
Decode them using the above translation matrix. See what you think.
In this email, https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/32795  Podesta receives an email titled “
“Did you leave a handkerchief”
Hi John, The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems pizza-related. Is it yorus? They can send it if you want. I know you’re busy, so 
feel free not to respond if it’s not yours or you don’t want it.

So using the pedo terminology/slang above, Podesta is apparently warned that a realtor found a handkerchief with semen on it that seems young girl 
related.   Why might someone be so concerned about getting a lost handkerchief back?   DNA evidence linking oneself to a pedo crime certainly makes 
sense.
Combine this with an email in this morning’s #Podesta31 dump titled
Re: You two free for dinner on 12 or 13 January?
a seemingly SMOKING GUN reference to “pizza” is sent:
>> Mary not free >> Would love to get a pizza for an hour? Or come over
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49348
No one refers to literal food (of the Papa Johns variety)  as getting a pizza for an hour. 
Did Hillary Clinton’s campaign manager’s Satanic brother Tony email Podesta that he would love to come over and get a young girl for an hour?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:51:50 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107539 >>8107583

>>8106811
>So that's our ice encased wiper and taste of the traffic we are in. Suffice to say we will not make it tonight, I am sad to say. Have to settle for the pasta 
john gave us at Christmas. Really sorry to miss. > 
> <IMG_0016.JPG>
Anyone got that image from other emails?
Otherwise.. that could very well be something.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:54:54 ID: ed0853 No.8107562
File (hide): c3a46468ccbfa70⋯.jpg (219.61 KB, 960x960, 1:1, c3a46468ccbfa706a472ff6c2c….jpg)

>>8107483
>Hebe lawyer connected 
with pedophile ring
Oy Vey, thats impossible 
goy  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:55:19 ID: 31b00b No.8107567
File (hide): 725de80196a8fcb⋯.webm (6.64 MB, 640x360, 16:9, the river ride.webm) [play once] [loop]

Jesus fuck, anons. I'm reading this shit for the first time. I think I wanna vomit. The past week has been nuts 
with all the shit going down. This is just too much.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:55:26 ID: 46eee2 No.8107569
File (hide): 7dbe39b14ad3f52⋯.jpg (50.66 KB, 342x339, 114:113, 1456271407884.jpg)

>>8107221
The crazy thing is how well it fits with the events of the past few years. All the articles about pedophile 
acceptance slowly trickling in from leftist rags. I've even heard that tumblr is seeing a steep rise in the 
presence of pedophiles and people preaching that steep age differences in relationships are perfectly 
healthy and okay. 30+ year olds dating 15 year olds and younger.. This comes along with warnings of 
people using innocuous symbols and logos in their profiles that link them to boy-love and pedophile 
organizations.

Not to mention that shit with the pedophiles leftists protecting their own coming out of GamerGate. That one 
Nyberg tranny talking about how he wants to "play" with his cousin and how he has lots of "pre-teen nude 
model" photos… and all of the extreme leftist, identity politics-driven trannies and feminists rushed to his 
defense.

Or remember when 8ch lost several host services because there was a sudden flood of hardcore CP on 
several boards? Now what kind of person would have excessive amounts of CP on hand and have no 
problem circulating them? 

Notice how the same suspects from GG's shit-flinging war were the first to champion that faggot saying "Well, look at all this CP I found on 8chan!" and 
saying it wasn't weird at all that he was filling his hard drive with CP as "evidence"?

I swear, we're in a culture war with globalist pedophiles. It's fucking insane.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:55:59 ID: 505438 No.8107574 >>8107626 >>8107701

File (hide): d266e75c395ba1d⋯.jpg (117.85 KB, 1200x800, 3:2, comet2.jpg)

inappropriate for a "kid-
friendly" pizza place  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:56:30 ID: 347ec5 No.8107583 >>8107783 >>8108484

>>8107539
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/40312 2015-03-01 17:06:37-05:00 Re: Our drive
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/22926 2015-03-01 17:10:21-05:00 Re: Our drive
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/51231 2015-03-01 22:23:23+00:00 Re: Our drive
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/51522 2015-03-01 23:12:33+00:00 Re: Our drive
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/44232 2015-03-02 04:19:22-05:00 Re: Our drive
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/11442 2015-03-02 04:19:43-05:00 Re: Our drive  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:56:45 ID: e0b504 No.8107590 >>8107617 >>8107799

Lol, remember the 2 little hearts from the OLA logo? That company gave many schools full of minors the task to come up with a new icecream. My head 
exploded when i saw the icecream that won.

google translate might help.
http://www.michelvanbergen.nl/2009/09/21/foto-liselot-van-de-sint-bavo-school-in-haarlem-wint-ola-prijsvraag/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:58:56 ID: b9a2c4 No.8107617

>>8107590
Fuck It can't be confimartion bias, man, it can't be.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 16:59:33 ID: b4aa26 No.8107626
File (hide): 344b53357e1fab9⋯.jpg (37.66 KB, 640x480, 4:3, 1421067952727.jpg)

>>8107574
I thought it was a random scratch done by wear, not a 
guy stroking his dick while playing ping-pong.

>mfw someone memes "ayy lmao" and makes you 
miss key details  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:03:13 ID: 0c7aae No.8107666

Podesta Spirit Cooking Emails Reveal Clinton’s Inner Circle as Sex Cult with Connections to Human Trafficking

http://www.dangerandplay.com/2016/11/03/podesta-emails-reveal-clintons-inner-circle-as-sex-cult-with-connections-to-human-trafficking/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:05:31 ID: 373c00 No.8107686 >>8107735

File (hide): 63c2078541bcb70⋯.png (460.72 KB, 769x599, 769:599, ClipboardImage.png)

nice band to sign at besta 
pizza right next door…. and 
its a fucking owl too.  

File (hide): 6bb7c90298bfdda⋯.png
(140.97 KB, 536x714, 268:357, Donald
Trump.png)

File (hide): 9bc08b8fcfdd960⋯.png (31.69 KB,
326x324, 163:162, Ivana-Ivanka Trump.png)

File (hide): 39d0a4d31a529f5⋯.png (306.35 KB,
1032x789, 344:263, Trumps - Epstein Pedophile….png)

File (hide): ed49c4ef7b490f0⋯.png (337.73 KB,
1176x742, 84:53, Trumps-Epstein Pedophile N….png)

File (hide): 9abbbc9e95c3f83⋯.jpg (103.85 KB,
800x450, 16:9, Here Is Pedophile Billiona….jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:06:29 ID: 0c7aae No.8107690 >>8107715 >>8107722 >>8107750 >>8108587

It is not just Hillary & evil friends who were involved in all of this mess of wicked satanism & pedophilia.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:06:58 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107695
File (hide): 9d45f1087f8658f⋯.jpg (568.07 KB, 1272x1094, 636:547, 1454994616480.jpg)

>>8107144
I.. just can't help but cry when I see that.

What is the point? Other than to fuck with hackers?
That poor fucking kid. I can't look at her eyes anymore. She looks 
happy, but I think she doesn't know what's coming.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:07:27 ID: 6d38c9 No.8107701 >>8107717 >>8107738 >>8110722 >>8112866 >>8112954

File (hide): 8d47a7882b07229⋯.jpg (57.82 KB, 615x405, 41:27, 1478537678007.jpg)

>>8107574
IM FUCKING DONE

THERE IS ONE THING THAT TRIGGERS MY SPOOK ALARM

AND ITS THAT GRAY LITTLE FUCKING ALIEN FUCKERS. WHY ARE THEY 
ALWAYS WRAPPED UP IN THIS EVIL SHIT??????

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:08:28 ID: 347ec5 No.8107715 >>8107738

>>8107690
GTFO with these old contact info sheets from the fucking 90s. This is disinfo, and not related whatsoever to the current pedo ring.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:08:34 ID: b9a2c4 No.8107717

>>8107701
JEJ  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:09:30 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107722 >>8107738

>>8107690
What even is that from?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:10:42 ID: 7c93db No.8107735 >>8110911

>>8107686
What the fuck. Child lover butterfly, and from a distance it is the Minerva owl  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:10:59 ID: 0c7aae No.8107738 >>8107757 >>8109401

File (hide): 1f25d7e47e31a63⋯.jpg (55.21 KB, 600x444, 50:37, Pedophile ..jpg)

>>8107715

Jeffrey Epstein pedo ring is 
still a recent thing under 
investigation.

>>8107701
There will be hell to pay for 
all of this evil pedophilia.

>>8107722
Jeffrey Epstein's book of 
sex ring contacts (redacted, 

of course).  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:12:01 ID: 373c00 No.8107750

>>8107690

thats epsteins black book redacted.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:12:12 ID: 7f3021 No.8107752

>>8107089
italian cicciolina http://www.cicciolinaonline.it/home old famous pornostar still in life  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:12:41 ID: 347ec5 No.8107757

>>8107738
Oh my bad, I thought this was something different.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:15:14 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107783 >>8107824

>>8107583
The only email missing is the one with the image..

Why?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:15:48 ID: 505438 No.8107788 >>8107855 >>8107874 >>8107879

File (hide): 01603a7be9efe1f⋯.jpg (99.33 KB, 1200x800, 3:2, leb.jpg)

>>8106435
>>8107483
Michael Leb is also the owner of a 
FUCKING ICE CREAM company 
called Choctál

https://twitter.com/lebdog13/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:17:26 ID: 420040 No.8107799 >>8107806 >>8107833 >>8107874 >>8111183

File (hide): ab44513dbcac0a8⋯.png (539.71 KB, 709x805, 709:805, icecream.png)

>>8107590
wew  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:18:32 ID: 4858fa No.8107806

>>8107799
fuggggggggggggggg  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:20:33 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107822 >>8107855 >>8107871

File (hide): 397c560aa055c7c⋯.jpg (58.21 KB, 851x233, 851:233, 1466529838037.jpg)

>>8107534
>Would love to get a pizza 
for an hour?
>for an hour

That is not pizza.
This is confirmed by that email.
>for an hour
You don't say that for ordering pizza or wanting a real pizza.
You say "for an hour" for hookers. Or in this case sex slaves.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:20:35 ID: 347ec5 No.8107824

>>8107783
Anyone have all the attachments? Any "IMG_0016.JPG" in there?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:21:33 ID: 53d20c No.8107833
File (hide): 4ffead84370a13d⋯.gif (1.52 MB, 480x270, 16:9, 1475510536147.gif)

>>8107799
oh for fuck's 
sake.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:24:54 ID: 660bba No.8107854 >>8107868 >>8109269

Hottie Pizza

Are they burning girls?

secret ingredient ketchup
>redheads?

fucking kikes and their sacrifices
>red heifer??  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:24:57 ID: b9f454 No.8107855
File (hide): c48fa04aaac9815⋯.png (51.71 KB, 148x200, 37:50, 1381363499477.png)

>>8107822
>>8107788
>Wondering what to do with your 
extra hour?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:25:30 ID: 201ea6 No.8107863

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/54075

"a little upended by our little guy's early arrival (he sent us to Sibley on > my last official day at DoD)! But he's awful cute, and doing well."

Everything is true, all of it, it's all true  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:26:13 ID: 201ea6 No.8107868

>>8107854
also mentions feces, perhaps black girls?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:26:32 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107871 >>8107881 >>8107885 >>8107944

File (hide): 994fa903e224113⋯.png (176.52 KB, 1841x4081, 263:583, [Podesta(49348)_ConfirmedN….png)

>>8107822
>>8107534
Seriously.
There is no way a jury member would interpret this as anything other than a child sex slave given any 
circumstance.

Hell this one email had just proven beyond a doubt that this is pedophilia and not cooking. That email was 
their biggest mistake.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:27:08 ID: 420040 No.8107874 >>8107883

File (hide): 0bbba8bf3d7e81c⋯.png (20.55 KB, 477x276, 159:92, choctal.png)

>>8107788
>>8107799
To clarify the image I posted was from OLA not Michael Leb's company Choctal. But I did find this, might be 
nothing but interesting that they are involved with third world children.
http://www.imgrum.net/media/1231442249075602344_519350971  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:27:40 ID: c7015e No.8107879 >>8114151

File (hide): 5f670f583a1db15⋯.png (163.8 KB, 1304x569, 1304:569, Screen Shot 2016-11-07 at ….png)

>>8107788
choctal.com is connected  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:27:52 ID: 3fbc39 No.8107881 >>8107917

>>8107871
And guess where they probably get more kids from?
An anarchy named somalia. Where this shit is probably common.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:28:06 ID: 420040 No.8107883

>>8107874
Young could mean young adult and not child though  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:28:13 ID: 69de56 No.8107885

>>8107871

So what was in Fletcher_Singh2wks.jpg  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:31:40 ID: 5cda30 No.8107917 >>8108153

>>8107881
Based on the "MLK day?" Somalia would mean a ghetto where they can purchase some children from some dindus. At least I couldn't imagine rich pedos 
would want to buy AIDS ridden niglets  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:33:19 ID: 50fd9c No.8107933

>>8106737
Jimmy Comet
Jimmy hat old term for condom
dick comet
jizz  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:34:30 ID: da16da No.8107944 >>8108011 >>8108044

>>8107871
That's still not enough. It only partially works due to the context of circumstancial evidence and a boat load of circumstancial evidence is just that, 
circumstancial. Therefore, they would interpret that e-mail as follows:
Mary tells Tony that John is having surgery, and asks Tony when he will be back.
He responds with the 12th but is unsure because he may be in Somalia.
This date is agreed upon.
Then we have the pizza for an hour. The issue with for an hour is that one can presume they have tight schedules, therefore it would be seen as hanging 
out eating a pizza for an hour.
Lastly, for the how is the trip and the seated with kids part, note the following: it's a trip, therefore on a plane, therefore probably seated next to kids. It 
follows that you'd be a little wired (high strung) due to how bothersome they are.
Remember, concreteness is needed. Something is going on, but the evidence used must be something that cannot be explained away.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:42:54 ID: 47b994 No.8108011

>>8107944
facts are clear she broke the law and revealed gov secrets end of fucking story.the fact she has a lapdog like comey to cover her sorry ass is irrelevant 
VOTE TRUMP BUCK RIGGING DON"T TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER and lay down like poszcenic says and stand up or get shut up by the establishment 
MAKE THEM AWARE STEALING IS NOT POSSIBLE AND WILL LEAD TO THEIR DESTRUCTION!!!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:43:26 ID: 420040 No.8108014 >>8108335 >>8108401 >>8114235

File (hide): fba375d8382b368⋯.png (864.23 KB, 976x653, 976:653, christmas.png)

>>8106778
This is in the older thread but should 
be posted again I think
https://archive.is/4uB5R  
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File (hide): a40bcd9493fd3c9⋯.gif (3.96 MB, 600x600,
1:1, LadySievertface_full.gif)

File (hide): ed7642a7ea5fc54⋯.gif (3.26 MB, 600x600,
1:1, LadyTrollface_full.gif)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:44:24 ID: 4718cc No.8108018 >>8108051

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:46:40 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108044 >>8108187

>>8107944
>therefore it would be seen as hanging out eating a pizza for an hour.
Plausible, but I think "go out for an hour and grab a pizza" would have been the proper response.
Go grab a pizza for an hour is just grammatically wrong and would probably take more brainwork to construe.
While you're right, it's still nearly across the line for "not a pizza" because of the mental gymnastics to write that sentence.
Plus you take into account the misleading inference it makes and the fact this was sent to people. If I were sending an email like thatm I would reconsider 
the misleading nature of the statement and reconstrue it. It's the fact that it's sent to other people that doesn't add up. You wouldn't send that when it 
could be miscontrued.
Another thing - note the people in the email. All of whom are close to Podesta. While on the one hand you could say "he just didn't care because they 
were close" on the other you could say "he said specifically that because they were close and knew about this conduct."

We need to look at the emails sent around this time period specifically. +- a couple days to a week.  

File (hide): 24185f484ead26a⋯.gif (3.73 MB, 600x600,
1:1, LadyFeelface_full.gif)

File (hide): 1d4f03f801d18e6⋯.png (730.39 KB,
505x505, 1:1, TopKek_Over9000.png)

File (hide): 17dea34e99ec692⋯.png (432.61 KB,
1100x700, 11:7, MolyKekOver9000.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:47:01 ID: 4718cc No.8108051

>>8108018

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:52:28 ID: 8a353a No.8108104

>>8105934

Sriracha isn't even that hot.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:57:39 ID: f2a16b No.8108153 >>8108177 >>8108203

>>8107917
Ehhhnnnn, but MLK day is IN January- like, if they were talking about it in like July or some odd month not close to January, then it would be fucking 
GOLD, but seeing how it fits contextually, im not thinking MLK Day is connected. Did anyone that convo actually go to Somalia???  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 17:58:56 ID: 33a945 No.8108165

I think we've looked into Comet all we can right now, perhaps we should start investigating into someone else?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:00:32 ID: 60ef1c No.8108176 >>8108187 >>8108202

>>8105708 (OP)
And the media will never report on this. 
If Hillary wins. promise me you burgers will overthrow her.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:00:41 ID: 2fe471 No.8108177 >>8108195 >>8108215

>>8108153
Somalia is probably a code for some nignog infested area. mlk-day might mean that he is having himself some jungle fever and wants the taste the black 
kids.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:01:46 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108187 >>8108723

>>8108044
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48713
Found this email.
Who's mike Brune?

Is this him?
http://www.sierraclub.org/michael-brune/bio
>The couple lives in Alameda, California, with their children, Olivia, Sebastian, and Genevieve.
He's in that "dirty neck of the woods" too called California.

>>8108176
No shit.
Because the media is probably run by people caught up in this.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:02:30 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108195 >>8108205

>>8108177
>Somalia is probably a code for some nignog infested area
Or.. Somalia.
I mean the connections plausible but a bit far-fetched.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:02:46 ID: 448b4a No.8108197

Guys I found these yesterday
>>8100896
They are  old DNC email about Jacquelyn Lopez and talking about really good pizza in the WH.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:03:30 ID: b4aa26 No.8108202

>>8108176
>And the media will never report on this. 
And we care about what (((the media))) says because?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:02:54 ID: 5cda30 No.8108203 >>8108225 >>8108239 >>8108300

>>8108153
I dunno, maybe "MLK day is coming up we'll be able to find some then" or something. 
I just can't get the idea out of my head that a global pedophile cabal would see themselves as above shopping for children in Somalia since it is like 
Trump getting groceries at Ruler Foods  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:03:38 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108205

>>8108195
>mlk-day
And that was near the time of this email.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:04:30 ID: 768179 No.8108209
File (hide): a467384ed810c6c⋯.jpeg (63.64 KB, 620x400, 31:20, where we're going we won'….jpeg)

>>8105708 (OP)
let's go!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:05:03 ID: f2a16b No.8108215

>>8108177
Yeah no I got the implications of the code words, but with them being in January, it kinda weakens the connection.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:06:16 ID: f2a16b No.8108225 >>8108239 >>8108300

>>8108203
Now that could be. They were looking for an opportunity to go and pick up some. 

But we need to know if he actually went to damn Somalia.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:08:31 ID: 47b994 No.8108236

>>8105960
 Millions of ppl are far stronger than any alphabet soup agency.This will be your final chance to swim or drown.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:08:42 ID: 9fba32 No.8108237

>>8105852
Gays shouldn't be allowed near kids.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:08:46 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108239 >>8108267 >>8108292 >>8108317 >>8108350 >>8108377

File (hide): d5fc4a3dbd4e6f4⋯.png (29.11 KB, 1114x615, 1114:615, [Podesta(39092)_Marlo Chec….PNG)

>>8108225
>>8108203

What's a marlo check?
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/39092  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:13:17 ID: d1ce11 No.8108267 >>8108350

>>8108239
Checkered cloth?
http://www.boozt.com/eu/en/whyred/marlo-check_10839864/10839865  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:14:29 ID: 0dbbae No.8108277
File (hide): 4453a8a38155260⋯.jpg (49.81 KB, 273x418, 273:418, caesar.jpg)

>>8105708 (OP)
PIZZA PIZZA!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:16:08 ID: 60ef1c No.8108292 >>8108309

>>8108239
 WHAT THE FUCK DO WE DO   

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:17:11 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108300 >>8108350 >>8108646 >>8108723 >>8108747

File (hide): 47044da445cabb9⋯.png (22.65 KB, 826x665, 118:95, [Podesta(52778)_IsitjustPi….png)

>>8108225
>>8108203
Also it seems he did have a trip.
Can't confirm he went to somalia yet.

Need to look at the latest email of the chain.

> Tho general nera and rudy only seeing king 
> Dining with ambassador then on to Israel
odd… not even heading to Somalia..
Seems to have only been to UAE.

UAE = Somalia?
What the hell? 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/52778  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:18:16 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108309 >>8108366

>>8108292
Forgot to say that email was sent at a similar time.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:19:15 ID: 88ced9 No.8108317

>>8108239
Probably from the sale of art by Marlo Pascual
http://caseykaplangallery.com/cat/exhibitions/marlo-pascual/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:22:09 ID: 06e314 No.8108335 >>8108416

>>8108014

WOW

http://hamptonsmassageassociates.com/

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/testimonials.html

https://archive.is/KWGFU

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/6c84d29a27a90d2ab9e26dbc135cfc239fe6b6523d2ef40c0726425b02adf637.jpeg  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:25:38 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108350

>>8108239
>>8108267
You remember those handkerchief code signals.

That cannot be a fucking coincidence. Right around the same time this was posted >>8108300
They just gave him something awfully closely connected to handkerchiefs.

What?
That's not a coincidence.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:26:37 ID: cd1d7a No.8108363
File (hide): 49f2a78fa0b2db8⋯.jpg (34.5 KB, 413x395, 413:395, 1415213152637.jpg)

>>8107131
>do not forward  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:27:15 ID: 60ef1c No.8108366 >>8108416

>>8108309
I mean the big picture. Election is tommorow. What the fuck can we do about this?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:28:54 ID: 7ed762 No.8108377

>>8108239
possibly a check from Marlo Thomas* .. could also be related to the opening later that year of the "Marlo Thomas Center for Global Education and 
Collaboration" attended by Hillary

 per https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2015/11/19/here-are-the-146-donors-who-have-supported-all-six-of-the-clintons-federal-
races/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:29:33 ID: cd1d7a No.8108384 >>8110880 >>8110908

File (hide): 97f6333623c99da⋯.png (91.1 KB, 1538x695, 1538:695, Capture.PNG)

>>8107131
here's the a cap of the 
attachment in case anyone 
can't get to wikileaks  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:32:38 ID: 06e314 No.8108401 >>8108495

>>8108014

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/

https://archive.is/KWGFU  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:35:20 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108416 >>8108457 >>8108460

>>8108335
>https://media.8ch.net/file_store/6c84d29a27a90d2ab9e26dbc135cfc239fe6b6523d2ef40c0726425b02adf637.jpeg
>FBI check for a babysitter
That seems odd. Why would the FBI check babysitters? 
>unless they were trying to pinpoint what they needed to do to cover up any evidence of any bad thing

Does the FBI normally do the checks?

>>8108366
>I mean the big picture. Election is tommorow. What the fuck can we do about this?
[x] Buy ammo

Seriously, we as individuals need to make steps to:
1. Cover our ass
2. Find alternative forums or places to discuss this
3. Work out how to uncuck our shit personally and properly do this Assange style.

That said, I'm gonna try using my degree.. how pointless it may be.

I don't care if it's fucking larping anymore. No one's doing anything. So someone needs to start taking initiative here. 
FBI might still be pretending they've closed the case in order to nick more crims. FBI might also be compromised so you'll never know.

I've already moved on from this election to plan B.  

File (hide): 012cdf12ff6c658⋯.png
(419.85 KB, 495x761, 495:761, comet1.png)

File (hide):
b225aabadf77cea⋯.png (474.64 KB,
497x760, 497:760, comet2.png)

File (hide): f6c2f13a54051e4⋯.png
(562.45 KB, 496x757, 496:757, comet3.png)

File (hide): 4fd846b3305b0cd⋯.png
(594.53 KB, 502x752, 251:376, comet4.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:36:28 ID: 347ec5 No.8108426 >>8108446 >>8108740 >>8108830

>>8105283
http://www.sashalordpresents.com/poster-art/

Teen Pleasure?
Count the number of Fish

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:39:15 ID: 60ef1c No.8108446

>>8108426
any more 17s?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:41:44 ID: 78370a No.8108457 >>8108512

>>8108416
They might do checks if it's a high class neighborhood. After all, if you're in a realm of elites, you wont just let anyone with your kid lest they be abducted 
or have some ransom issue.
However, it might still be worth looking into.
I do agree with another anon though, digging is fun and all, but, if someone out there is gutsy enough, he should go and look into the underground 
network thing.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:41:56 ID: 10749b No.8108460 >>8108482

>>8108416
>tfw no funz
I guess I'll just have to use my recurve bow to shoot invading niggers with.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:44:47 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108482

>>8108460
Mate.
I'm seriously beginning to plan the worst game of chess I've ever played
Starting with the music industry, but first I need some cash  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:44:57 ID: cd1d7a No.8108484
File (hide): 1333e271a14eb30⋯.jpg (405.29 KB, 1024x683, 1024:683, 497004699_cad5ced56b_b.jpg)

>>8107583
>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/44232
>Thx for coming out. Always 
happy to babysit.

mfw  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:46:00 ID: 06e314 No.8108495

>>8108401

This is suspicious as hell

http://hamptonsmassageassociates.com/

is same as:

http://kevinreynoldsmassage.com/

links to:

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/testimonials.html

SO SLIMY  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:48:14 ID: b4aa26 No.8108512 >>8108518 >>8108612

>>8108457
>if someone out there is gutsy enough, he should go and look into the underground network thing.
We're talking about (((elites)))' underground networks.

You don't send a single anon, you send a squad of them, with fucking radios, ziploc bags with sand, flashlights, flares and FREEDOM. If people suicide 
by shooting themselves in the head several times after saying they'll say bad things about Hillary, I don't want to know what they'll do to a solo NEETfag 
with an absurdly low or high BMI.

Strenghts in numbers, you don't send a marine into a zerg nest, you send a dozen.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:49:00 ID: 60ef1c No.8108518 >>8108653

>>8108512
If anybody actually does this. They'll be international heroes  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:52:22 ID: dca7f7 No.8108553

>>8106778
Like that other anon said, if I was able to, when I was living in Florida I would flown in food from Chicago. Ive yet to find a good gyro anywhere but there. 
Pizza, well only the NE will I admit has decent pizza besides Chicago. 

These goddamn pedo satanic fucks have ruined my appetite for literal food pizza since this whole Comet Pizza Shit broke.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:53:49 ID: dca7f7 No.8108567

>>8106845
UNDERRATED POST LADS!  
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:55:28 ID: 811cce No.8108584

https://archive.fo/r6uXS
Can someone check this out?
I think this might lead into something…
Look specifically at Podesta's email date which he mentions kids with similar names,  and their ages.  

File (hide): e26d6ea2a90a8cc⋯.jpg (80.17
KB, 566x720, 283:360, 1439276148155.jpg)

File (hide): 67e273e7ada78ab⋯.jpg (52.56
KB, 408x500, 102:125, 1428336818233-0.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:55:39 ID: 8088e1 No.8108587 >>8108621

>>8107690

These are pages from Epstein's contacts which include half of the world's famous people. Trump never appeared on his flight logs, UNLIKE BJ/HRC, and 
was never connected to any of his pedo crap.

tl;dr CTR crap, disregard  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 18:58:20 ID: 78370a No.8108612 >>8108658

>>8108512
The thing is this, when would anons on the internet every do anything together? It's a liability.
Add to that, the only time it might be likely is in the midst of chaos come the 8th, however, if chaos does ensue on the 8th, at that point, they would've 
already packed their bags or have things sealed off.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:00:15 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108621

>>8108587
>Trump never appeared on his flight logs, UNLIKE BJ/HRC, and was never connected to any of his pedo crap.
Probably.
But do I think Trump is clean?
Probably not. But we'll wait and see.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:00:27 ID: dca7f7 No.8108625

>>8107534
I remember there was something about a "pizza" map on that email too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:04:26 ID: f2a16b No.8108646 >>8108723

>>8108300 (check'd)
UAE is the United Arab Emirates.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:05:32 ID: 78370a No.8108653

>>8108518
>>international heros
More likely: suicide victim #464.
"Upon investigation this anon had been smuggling kids in the underground. Upon revelations about the underground became public via the e-mails, anon 
felt he might get caught and committed suicide. No kids were found so it is presumed anon buried them. The case is closed with no further pending 
investigation."  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:06:26 ID: 4ff96d No.8108657 >>8108748

File (hide): 38b84b18658974e⋯.jpg (54.56 KB, 1071x589, 1071:589, fkmekefkfke.JPG)

I think I've solved the tunnel thing:
There is a small river flowing under the Pizza Comet place, called the 
Broad Branch.
According to this:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
11/documents/dc_broadbranch.pdf
The river passes right under the pizza place, where it's tunneled, after 
it, it goes above ground
Related
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/11/141125-dc-

daylighting-broad-branch-stream-restoration-science/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:07:00 ID: b4aa26 No.8108658

>>8108612
>The thing is this, when would anons on the internet every do anything together?
Federal reserve protests.

The thing is, shit like this (Scouting pedophile leads) requires both actual funding and secrecy. This isn't some Project Veritas video with hidden cameras, 
this time (((they)))'ll know someone's going to a place that nobody's meant to go, you can die over this shit. Only way you can reliably say "alright let's do 
this shit" is if you're in the FBI or a PMC.

If someone wants to go on with this, he needs to make sure he has people near in case SHTF, supplies and gear (if it's the concrete slab thing, include a 
netbook with aircrack) and that they aren't expecting him.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:07:02 ID: 8a353a No.8108659 >>8108910

File (hide): 5e4ec765fa0f43b⋯.png (81.55 KB, 144x299, 144:299, thumbsup.png)

>>8106922

>Is selling art really a front for something 
more sinister?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:08:13 ID: 3c1ee1 No.8108665 >>8108702 >>8108723

I wouldn't have expected this at all, but the spirit cooking stuff is super effective. The link is definite. Hearing it from random people.

Nothing about pedos though.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:15:33 ID: 1a9aa9 No.8108702 >>8108716 >>8108735 >>8108779 >>8109209

>>8108665
The ping pong pizza owned is definitely pedo, no doubt about that. The evidence is overwhelming.
However, there's nothing that directly links him to either Hillary or Pedosta other than codeworded emails. If this were to blow up now, the cops would 
arrest the pizza place owner and call it a day. Especially since their higher-ups are in Clinton's pocket. If Shillary is to be linked to this, the link must be 
undeniable. Holding charity events in the bookstore and eating in the pizzeria isn't enough - it'll raise some questions, but she'll just feign ignorance and 
there's nothing that can really be done past that.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:19:04 ID: 0b76b6 No.8108716 >>8108756

>>8108702
Wrong.  Look up the JimmyComet instagram, where he talks about the podestas and the art in their house.  It's already been pointed out, and there are 
multiple other connections.  Read through the other thread archives and go dig around Jimmy Comet.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:19:30 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108723
File (hide): 3818cb5b892260d⋯.png (16.08 KB, 1009x662, 1009:662, [Podesta(49768)_calltoday(….PNG)

Whats this email about?
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49768

Same time as the Somalia email: >>8108300
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/52778
And the Brune email: >>8108187
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48713

>>8108665
There will be. Because it's not unconnected. The music industry has hinted at it's dark side 
for a long time. Same with the movie industry.

>>8108646
I know silly. It's a derogatory word for UAE.

>or possibly a location within the UAE
Remember - Saudis and Qatar were connected to ISIS. That's probably just the tip of the iceburg. Chances are UAE is also involved.
>and I bet it doesn't stop at securing their exports
>there will likely be pedo connections to the UAE and all (because not only are they seedy arabs, but their prophet also condones it)
>furthermore sex rings have rumored to be connected to there  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:20:46 ID: 95ea47 No.8108735 >>8109095

>>8108702 at this point I don't even fking care about your side show you either gonna vote for Trump and your own future and your kids or you are a 
disgusting pos that should fucking kys.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:21:05 ID: 7efe55 No.8108740 >>8108830 >>8108998

>>8108426
>14
>Fish

Wasn't 14 the number for cock according to that egyptian shit and a fish in the nile ate it or something?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:22:04 ID: 3fbc39 No.8108747

>>8108300
Also who's Rudy

She connects them to both the UAE and Jordan
Just a friend?
Or a "special connection"?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:22:11 ID: dca7f7 No.8108748 >>8108771

>>8108657
That river flowing beneath is significant. I know if was trying to get something or someone in and out without drawing notice, Id use the river to bring em in 
then out.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:23:15 ID: 1a9aa9 No.8108756

>>8108716
Ah, right. I forgot about the "art"
I still can't seem to remember anything with Hillary in it, other than the thank you letter to the owner after a fundraiser.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:25:26 ID: 10749b No.8108771 >>8108818

>>8108748
Throw dissolving capsules of zyklon B into the river so that they burst under comet ping pong and literally gas the kikes  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:26:00 ID: 3c1ee1 No.8108779 >>8111049

>>8108702
Yeah, lack of evidence isn't helping. But it's also hard to get people to believe it's possible since it's all so risky.

The spirit cooking stuff, that's very believable. Democrats will proudly say they're satanist, or defend offensive "art". Even assuming it's art, it's still fucked 
up, and podesta looks creepy. It's become D&C between religious minorities and leftists.

In the end I think spirit cooking will help break the mental barrier for believing they're a bunch of pedos.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:31:09 ID: dca7f7 No.8108818 >>8108872

>>8108771
Someone will need to go scuba diving and do some recon, THEN after that proceed to gassing them.  
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:32:29 ID: 420040 No.8108830 >>8108840 >>8108878

>>8108426
>>8108740
This is really fucking happening right now

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:33:10 ID: 3c1ee1 No.8108839 >>8108910

>>8106922
Wonder if it was like that in 1930s Germany too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:33:15 ID: f0992d No.8108840 >>8108853 >>8108857 >>8108897 >>8109005

>>8108830
Getting close to killing myself to get off this fucking ride.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:35:09 ID: 3c1ee1 No.8108853 >>8108869

>>8108840
Make sure to vote first.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:35:34 ID: dca7f7 No.8108857

>>8108840
No, ride it out. There is a good chance you can take some swine down in the future.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:37:03 ID: f0992d No.8108869

>>8108853
Wont be the only thing I do on the way out.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:37:28 ID: 10749b No.8108872 >>8108899

>>8108818
Take the brains out of one of those camera drones, and put it into a minisub, add zyklon b dispenser. Once the presence of kikes are confirmed, flood the 
room with kike gas.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:38:32 ID: 4858fa No.8108878 >>8108884 >>8108895 >>8108897

>>8108830
I only counted 13 fishes  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:39:05 ID: 10749b No.8108884 >>8108895

>>8108878
I see 14  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:39:53 ID: f0992d No.8108895

>>8108884
>>8108878
There are 14.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:40:03 ID: b4aa26 No.8108897 >>8108907 >>8109005

>>8108840
Same, unemployed and health just keeps getting worse.

>>8108878
14.

>>8108888
KEK LIGHT THE W AY  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:40:39 ID: dca7f7 No.8108899 >>8108966

>>8108872
Id like to see if the river leads to some of the other suspicious places too, like that other pizza place and that Haitian place.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:41:20 ID: f0992d No.8108907 >>8108974 >>8109005

>>8108897
I plan to make it count. Do you?  
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read….jpg)

File (hide): 11c72df326e6e73⋯.jpg (110.61 KB,
1890x387, 210:43, money laundering in art.jpg)

File (hide):
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(1.27 MB,
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:41:25 ID: 03ee64 No.8108910

>>8108659
>>8106922
>>8106974
>>8108839
>Is selling art really a front for something more sinister?
It is. Not directly related to this thread, but worth a read.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:47:23 ID: 4ff96d No.8108966 >>8108974 >>8111370

File (hide): 30a4ebb0c969252⋯.jpg (30.62 KB, 699x517, 699:517, feefkmkefmk.JPG)

>>8108899
It does, it flows right next 
to the embassy of Cote 
dIvoire  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:49:07 ID: b4aa26 No.8108974 >>8109005

File (hide): 5e98b9ea54b7936⋯.jpg (53.64 KB, 634x484, 317:242, 5e98b9ea54b7936c8a80af8430….jpg)

>>8108907
I live in a cucked pseudonation and I almost can't walk, so I'll probably just livestream it.

>I plan to make it count.
Good luck.

>>8108966
>Site Officiel de l'Ambassade de la Côte d'Ivoire aux USA
>www.ambaciusa.org
>Côte d'Ivoire embassy in Washington USA, Embassy of Ivory Coast in Washington DC, embassy of ivory 
coast in the united states, Ambassade de la Côte …  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:51:49 ID: 95ea47 No.8108998 >>8109095

>>8108740
obum has made it impossible to start a new biz now with taxes and the obullshitcare We need Trump more than you can possibly imagine just to kick start 
the economy again and get us rolling in the right direction productivity wise ……make it flow not stagnate like that rat muslim brotherhood POS like his 
btfo fisted cavernous hole huma abedinijadimuhadijihadi fking whore subjected herself to a disgusting looking jew like  weiner then has the disgrace of 
having a fking jew half breed LOL what a mess of debauchery That isn't America you shit stained muds GTFO Let the White man rule as he is the only 
one capable obviously ..race mixing my ass why would you dilute the only way to not be a fking spear chucking animal ….only jews would condone such 
a fking lie.  

File (hide):
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:52:30 ID: 9967ee No.8109005 >>8109689 >>8109770

I knew this since last summer from the Clinton Foundation threads.
Anyway here are some contributions from (before I get banned by kike mods).

Unfortunately I can't post pdf files here but google "jane doe 3 v dershowitz" and "the observer victim v epstein complaint".

In it you'll see the complaints that little girls had against Epstein which he then settled out of court with the lowest amount being hundreds of thousands of 
dollars (with many settlements undisclosed).
As you may know he was running a """massage service/parlour""" which was how he was running the pedo ring, he'd take young girls in, give them 
thousands of dollars per weekend, have them start massaging then fuck them then share them around with other people.

>>8108974
>>8108907
>>8108897
>>8108840
Get on nofap, your suicidality will go away in 2-3 weeks and be replaced by a strong desire to be productive.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:54:31 ID: eeb58b No.8109021

>>8106955
Can we compare this to the layout of the old station?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:57:14 ID: 7f3021 No.8109054 >>8109080 >>8111370

File (hide): 9638f293220f149⋯.jpg (83.25 KB, 759x831, 253:277, CwrwPjWXcAE13mn.jpg large.jpg)

maybe we missed that

https://t.co/nfQo6eIMk3
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-
emails/emailid/629

hillary respond to a un crisis 
report of haiti missing children as 
predicted  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:57:57 ID: 95ea47 No.8109063 >>8109095

Jews are complete bottom dregs of society always have been they are worse than niggers pretending to be a white man and have his actual knowledge 
by stealing credit not deserved the  proclaiming ahhhhhh seeee its the jews its how even jared taylor is a fking idiot no chink or jew has a higher mental 
capacity of a White period  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:58:26 ID: b26039 No.8109067

Why do the elites like pizza so much? Everyone likes pizza, but this is a little obsessive.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 19:59:46 ID: 4ff96d No.8109080

>>8109054
Subtle.  

File (hide): 44f650f72820c45⋯.png (38.22 KB,
645x609, 215:203, 1467819026256-1.png)

File (hide): a187c9e48542528⋯.jpg (42.23 KB,
600x450, 4:3, epstein.jpg)

File (hide): 176a9f3cc430f69⋯.png
(114.13 KB, 747x1077, 249:359,
1468150275249-0.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:01:20 ID: 9967ee No.8109095 >>8109134

>>8108998
>>8108735
>>8109063

>95ea47
Lay off the fucking drugs and stop shitposting, reported.

asdffd Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:06:24 ID: eea8c7 No.8109132 >>8109459 >>8109968

File (hide): 5b2830abc089c8e⋯.png (89.32 KB, 910x388, 455:194, Screen.png)

Hello,

Cuckchan kept telling me this was spam so i screen shotted it. 
Not sure why the link was posted originally, or how it is linked through domains to the other sites, but 
whoever posted it did not reverse search the IP from the babysitting website.

It then leads to a god damn VACATION CONCIERGE WEBSITE, all sites have a picture of the owner with 
Bill Clinton.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:06:31 ID: 95ea47 No.8109134

>>8109095
Did I lie or is saying the truth sp ..  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:14:39 ID: 373c00 No.8109209

>>8108702

Rachel Chandler is mentioned in a comment with Comet Pizza.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:20:45 ID: 373c00 No.8109268 >>8109329 >>8110566 >>8110673 >>8111294 >>8111315

File (hide): 6cdecfd9e65f818⋯.png (204.42 KB, 548x532, 137:133, ClipboardImage.png)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:21:10 ID: a7d951 No.8109269

>>8107854
red heifer is definitely an abortion. I was targeted and this was one thing done to me by my ex. The other is she said she was preg with my baby and then 
she fled. I contacted the F.B.I but never heard a word back. Nothing.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:27:31 ID: 9fba32 No.8109329

>>8109268
Damn it never ends.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:35:07 ID: e782b5 No.8109401

>>8107738
Lmao, I remember this picture !
He hunted some pedo and was arrested for bombing a place right ?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:35:28 ID: 7b6e6e No.8109408 >>8109425 >>8109473 >>8109544 >>8109681 >>8109985 >>8114646

File (hide): 5f20603bfe2278d⋯.jpg (77.51 KB, 297x471, 99:157, 1478550316799.jpg)

Wew lads, my mind is blown. I'm checking out now.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:37:10 ID: 7b6e6e No.8109425 >>8109434

>>8109408

Notice the red and white checkered pattern. Same pattern found in some of the photos posted by Alefantis to Instagram.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:38:10 ID: f0992d No.8109434 >>8109441 >>8109455 >>8114779 >>8114814

>>8109425
It's a pretty common tablecloth. Don't go for connections where they aren't.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:38:58 ID: f0992d No.8109441 >>8109468 >>8110999

File (hide): 625d0fa68ddc913⋯.jpg (155.88 KB, 300x437, 300:437, Interesting_Times_(Assassi….jpg)

>>8109434
Gondola showing up in this card is fucking 
spooky however.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:40:10 ID: 7b6e6e No.8109455

>>8109434

The pattern wasn't on tablecloth, it was in chalk drawings and handkerchiefs. Remember the handkerchief code and Podestas checkered handkerchief? 
Don't write it off.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:40:22 ID: 6d38c9 No.8109459
File (hide): b2b3901aeda0611⋯.jpg (114.83 KB, 640x960, 2:3, 1478452580193.jpg)

>>8109132
Good find. Thank you anon.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:40:48 ID: e782b5 No.8109468
File (hide): 05776b50847a77a⋯.jpg (39.04 KB, 960x719, 960:719, 05776b50847a77a10545303038….jpg)

>>8109441
Interesting times, indeed.
I can't believe we're some kind of internet 
crusaders hunting international pedokike 
rings.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:41:37 ID: 9fba32 No.8109473 >>8109495 >>8109507 >>8111251

>>8109408
I´m convinced that the makers of that game are time travelers or something else funky.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:43:17 ID: e782b5 No.8109495 >>8109539

>>8109473
There's no way one of them wasn't a conspiracy theorist or an insider.  
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File (hide):
6a950e16496dae9⋯.jpg
(Spoiler Image, 45.43 KB, 571x818,
571:818, 1466314587400.jpg)

File (hide):
ea7b0a0c3a2e5e6⋯.jpg
(Spoiler Image, 38.82 KB, 520x380,
26:19, 1466289801145-2.jpg)

File (hide):
a0584c7f4195fb4⋯.jpg
(Spoiler Image, 47.53 KB, 300x441,
100:147, 1466290778177-0.jpg)

File (hide):
83ce47fdc28e559⋯.jpg
(Spoiler Image, 5.56 MB,
5100x7014, 850:1169,
1466349239975.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:43:48 ID: f0992d No.8109507

>>8109473
I wouldn't be surprised at this point. spoiling and saging because off topic

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:45:08 ID: 50bfc9 No.8109517

If one wanted one could accidentally leave something which records a/v after eating at Ping's. Then one could have it trasmit over wi-fi to some box 
outside. One could then route this through insecure wi-fis nearby and then through tor to ultimately upload the data in an encrypted zip on some server. 
One could then access themselves and check if something is up.
If, for some reason, this thing which records a/v could be remote controlled, all the better.
Of course, I'm not saying to do this, I'm just saying you might by accident leave something that records conversations there on accident. After all, say I 
forget my phone at a place and it was recording a conversation. I didn't mean to record, I just so happened to.
If one didn't want to do that, one could leave a few things which record audio outside. Then, if they try to move the operation one would catch wind of it.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:47:10 ID: 9fba32 No.8109539

>>8109495
Will yeah, it´s some kind of Deus Ex shit. Something so weird people find it funny but it all turns out to be true.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:47:46 ID: 000000 No.8109544

>>8109408
>>8109408
>>8109408
http://www.sjgames.com/inwo/assassins/cardlist.html  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:47:50 ID: 373c00 No.8109547 >>8109571 >>8109594

fbianon said
>"focus on the cards"

Child Abduction Rapid Deployment

FBI task force.

https://www2.fbi.gov/hq/cid/cac/card.htm  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:49:32 ID: f0992d No.8109571

>>8109547
Anyone have a full deck of the nwo game? an anon was scanning the full deck a while ago but never got past about 30 cards.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:51:38 ID: 1a9aa9 No.8109594 >>8109638 >>8109669 >>8109940

>>8109547
House of Cards?
I haven't seen it, but some anon on halfchan said that this is strikingly similar.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:54:15 ID: ef61d1 No.8109619

>>8107483
I just want to point out something unusual here.

You guys notice that most of the other websites connected to cometpingping.com's ip addresses are european?

If look up those IP addresses to see where they're located (http://ip-address-lookup-v4.com for example), it'll tell you that the servers are located near 
Wilmington, DE and Woodbridge, NJ. However, both their host names end in ".eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com". That means that 
cometpingpong.com is being hosted on Amazon Web Services' Western European network.

> whoever setup the hosting for the website (presumably from DC) probably has some western European connection, either spending time there or 
working with people from there
My guess is that mgallagher@kaloramanetworks was the one who arranged the hosting, since every indication is that these elite pedos much prefer 
having shit done for them to ever dealing with the inconvenient details of reality (or morality).

> mgallagher has a european connection?

idk if that was known or whether it's useful, but there it is.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:54:37 ID: ec0683 No.8109624 >>8109671

there really should be a group of anons who are willing to infiltrate these suspected pedo lairs and provide surveillance. they'd have to be willing to do jail 
time if caught, be killed if caught. and they should be financed by interested anons who arent wiling to risk such things.

otherwise we're relying on the corrupt FBI to act on this info, which they wont because theyre involved.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:56:35 ID: afa86f No.8109638 >>8109646 >>8109669

>>8109594
This is sooo similar to House of Cards.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:56:46 ID: 7c3479 No.8109641 >>8110030

>>8106922
>>8106955

Not to Beyond Borders, but to other Clinton Haiti projects.

=====
1.  Qatar (trafficking transit country) links to Haiti via HELP (Haitian Education Leadership Program).

http://www.wise-qatar.org/haitian-education-leadership-program-haiti

Main partners: MasterCard, Open Society Foundation SOROS, Haitian Timoun Foundation, Voilà, Barbancourt, Capital Bank, Digicel, IDB, United States 
Department of State

=====
2.  Artists for Haiti, massive fundraiser sold art in 2011, some from Jeff Koons. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artists_For_Haiti_(Art_Auction)

One of the grantees was HELP.
http://artistsforhaiti.org/grantee/help
====

3. Clinton Global Initiative is also connected to HELP

https://www.clintonfoundation.org/clinton-global-initiative/commitments/sustainable-scholarships-building-haitis-human-capital  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:57:25 ID: afa86f No.8109646 >>8109659 >>8109669

>>8109638
http://www.businessinsider.com/bill-clinton-says-house-of-cards-is-99-percent-real-2015-3  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:58:47 ID: ef61d1 No.8109659

>>8109646
404d  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:59:50 ID: 9a43ed No.8109669

>>8109638
>>8109594
>>8109646
House of Cards, when Truth is stranger than Fiction, as in this case. House of Cards is mild compared to what we got going on here.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 20:59:52 ID: eee084 No.8109671 >>8109691 >>8109713

>>8109624
I am sure a lot of people would be willing, specially since there are a lot of depressed ones here, including myself, but unless you are a millionaire or have 
the means to create OC CP you have no way in.  
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File (hide): f1c48dfd21c1cf4⋯.jpg
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:00:46 ID: 23c726 No.8109681

>>8109408

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:02:02 ID: d6cea1 No.8109689 >>8109770

File (hide): 3d96166226ff9a6⋯.jpg (231.35 KB, 477x954, 1:2, donegoofed1.jpg)

>>8109005
Gentlemen, we have our link. No wonder Western media is 
downplaying the SK situation.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:02:15 ID: 343eab No.8109691

>>8109671
If people found something in Ontario, Cancuckada I'd be willing to give them a shot. And by that I mean try to hax their wifi for profit.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:03:04 ID: 23c726 No.8109698 >>8109722 >>8109997 >>8110278 >>8114832  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:04:44 ID: 50bfc9 No.8109713 >>8109790

>>8109671
This isn't some .onion group where you post OC and get in. This is the big games. You'd probably have to "somehow" get connected with some part of 
their network already and engage in actual child trafficking in order to get in. Then as you move your way up from the inside you'd be in.
Sadly, to do this you would:
a) have to wait 10 years since to climb high in such an organization takes time (then again, they have sent from my iPad/Phone so maybe not).
b) have to gain the trust (and keep it through interrogation) as you join and climb the ranks.
c) Never get cut-off as you climb to the top because you're, at that time, disposable.
Lastly, even if all that is met, you'd have to hope you haven't been currupted yourself since you would, surely, have to indulge in these depravities as a 
means of gaining their trust.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:05:55 ID: ac22e4 No.8109722 >>8109736 >>8109742 >>8109745 >>8109763 >>8109791 >>8109997 >>8110101 >>8110278 >>8111058
>>8111406

File (hide): 27dd7b02c8bfc83⋯.png (175.36 KB, 522x310, 261:155, Screenshot at 2016-11-08 0….png)

>>8109698
You are about to scream.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:07:34 ID: 373c00 No.8109736

>>8109722
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>>8109722  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:08:29 ID: ec0683 No.8109745
File (hide): 47b372f459adfa0⋯.jpg (97.5 KB, 600x656, 75:82, mfw paint.jpg)

>>8109722

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:09:32 ID: e0647f No.8109754  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:09:58 ID: b4aa26 No.8109763
File (hide): 2ca0d3ca538165d⋯.png (280.81 KB, 421x360, 421:360, 1471168674668.png)

>>8109722
>Goldfish fanciers
This shit is surreal.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:10:38 ID: d6cea1 No.8109770 >>8111406

>>8109005
>>8109689
Further reading on Tongsun Park:
http://www.panama-guide.com/article.php/20060120172356202  
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goldfish = blonde girl/boy?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:11:24 ID: 0c1a7f No.8109779
File (hide): 7ef17dc07561d32⋯.png (462.8 KB, 630x419, 630:419, Screen-Shot-2015-04-14-at-….png)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:12:27 ID: eee084 No.8109790 >>8109805

>>8109713
I meant as providing them with kids to get them to trust you, which probably isn't feasable.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:12:34 ID: 394560 No.8109791
File (hide): 9b6dea1a8e36b39⋯.png (170.79 KB, 522x310, 261:155, update.png)

>>8109722
Plus fish.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:14:46 ID: 373c00 No.8109804 >>8109963

File (hide): 402710140d7d17b⋯.png (134.12 KB, 636x128, 159:32, ClipboardImage.png)

MAJOR CLUE ALERT 

1)Lisbon, Portugal– – The World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) announced that Lisbon, Portugal would 
be the host of the 7th Global Travel & Tourism Summit, to be held from May 10 to 12, 2007.

2)Global Business Coalition on HIV/AIDS was there on the same date. They are members of the Trilateral Commission

3)John Podesta is a member & recurring speaker of the Trilateral Commision

#JUSTICEFORMADDIE  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:14:50 ID: b4aa26 No.8109805

>>8109790
Just drive a KFC truck around detroit and you'll get all the nigglets you need to meet Moloch itself.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:15:07 ID: 0c1a7f No.8109809 >>8109827 >>8109833 >>8109860

File (hide): 49fce6ef2415208⋯.jpg (36.01 KB, 274x400, 137:200, 6311656f5828552108f7ad4133….jpg)

???  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:17:56 ID: b9a2c4 No.8109827 >>8109845

>>8109809
Now, that's impressive, but i can't help myself. That's some confirmation bias going on right now.  
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>>8109809
If there was a pizza and ping pong table in that pic I would've shit myself  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:18:27 ID: c617a5 No.8109838 >>8110116

File (hide): 8cf712b788c36a7⋯.webm (11.61 MB, 426x240, 71:40, jewafraid.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8105708 (OP)

ok then what  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:19:13 ID: 4858fa No.8109845 >>8109872 >>8109878

>>8109827
too many coincidences fam
It's creepy as fuck. The game developers knew.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:20:55 ID: ac22e4 No.8109860 >>8109879

File (hide): f4e0a02e85adce6⋯.jpg (181.22 KB, 535x395, 107:79, 49fce6ef24152089a1489dae4a….jpg)

>>8109809
There must be realistic 
explanation to illuminati cards.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:22:19 ID: ac22e4 No.8109872 >>8114921

>>8109845
The game developer according to wiki said that illuminati cards were created to ridicule existing conspiracy theories.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:22:45 ID: b4aa26 No.8109878 >>8109909

AYO HOL UP
CAN WE FOCUS ON DIGGING AND ARCHIVING?
YOU CAN PLAY WITH THE CARDS LATER.

>>8109845
Or they probably got high and included absolutely everything.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:22:53 ID: ec0683 No.8109879 >>8109922

>>8109860
>reality is a simulation
>we're here to experience humanity defeating the evil jew  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:23:24 ID: 0c1a7f No.8109885 >>8111030

File (hide): fe6ff1c2914bb32⋯.jpg (21.47 KB, 214x300, 107:150, illuminati-card-agent-in-p….jpg)

wait a minute. Agent in place with a 
hot dog stand????????  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:25:27 ID: 4e578a No.8109909 >>8109997

>>8109878
Indeed. The only reason the cards match is because: In the first place we are looking into something that, without leaks, would just be considered another 
conspiracy theory. Since the cards themselves are meant to be of common conspiracies, it makes sense they'd line up.
Dig for the truth and, remember, fact before theory, but don't hesitant in using a theory to guide your search.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:26:47 ID: f0992d No.8109922 >>8109952

>>8109879
You mean these are easter eggs?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:28:11 ID: 9fba32 No.8109940

>>8109594
It´s recommended it 
does give a peak how 
the Elite thinks and 
works.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:28:48 ID: ec0683 No.8109952 >>8109991

File (hide): a7cf587da4bb13b⋯.jpg (148.52 KB, 840x1260, 2:3, real doll.jpg)

>>8109922
those dubs dont lie, anon

>pic unrelated  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:28:58 ID: ecac71 No.8109954 >>8110950 >>8111010

>>8105852
This picture is full retard. By extracting every possible scrap of meaning you've diluted the value of your investigations to nothing.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:29:40 ID: be36e5 No.8109963

>>8109804
You should post this in the Podesta Mccann thread: >>8105049  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:30:00 ID: ef61d1 No.8109968 >>8110147 >>8110210

>>8109132
idk how weird this is but it seems like a big part of the business at springsgeneralstore.com is from something that I've never heard of before: delivering 
school lunches to students at school during lunchtime. Catered lunch for students… rich people. Also, they're located in East Hampton, NY.
>inb4 Jewbrick and Tom Cruise trapped in closet  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:30:41 ID: ec0683 No.8109978 >>8110015

moralfagging aside, it may be a good idea to start infiltrating online pedo groups. like on Tor and even the clearweb. it might lead to an important 
connection. might be best to work in small 3-8 person teams.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:30:47 ID: 0b1d3b No.8109985
File (hide): 3661c3c9d837f93⋯.jpg (117.67 KB, 650x650, 1:1, aXm2272xjU.jpg)

>>8109408

>Pick one 
Secret group 
to lose it's 
Secret 
status.

>>8109408  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:31:10 ID: da5239 No.8109989

>>8106782
>I had a look at their finances and investigated some of their board and advisors. They seem above board. No connections to Washington, finances in 
order, most of their people are Haitian/Caribbean. It seems like a coincidence, to be honest.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:31:23 ID: f0992d No.8109991 >>8110003 >>8110045 >>8110118

>>8109952
Lets assume for a moment that this is a simulation and these are easter eggs. Such easter eggs typically don't get put in if the sim/game is about that 
topic. 
I fear this may be a sim trying to figure out what went wrong rather than what went right.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:31:40 ID: 173ae9 No.8109997 >>8110061 >>8114062

File (hide): f454ce4575dca36⋯.jpg (11.5 KB, 189x300, 63:100, s-l300.jpg)

>>8109722
>>8109698
>>8109909
>don't hesitant in using a theory to guide your search
What goldfish represents in ocult masonic/satanist mythology? If that's not just any fish 
on podesta's arm, but goldfish.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:32:06 ID: f0992d No.8110003

>>8109991
You know what I mean, been drinking, kind of hard to get a point across.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:32:54 ID: b4aa26 No.8110015 >>8110081 >>8110145

File (hide): e617d5ae9f1633f⋯.webm (3.25 MB, 320x240, 4:3, FBI visits pol 2.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8109978
>moralfagging aside, it may be a 
good idea to start infiltrating online 
pedo groups  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:34:52 ID: 50fd9c No.8110030

>>8109641
https  ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture_for_Humanity
 Got money from the auction. They were also donated to by the clinton foundation. I don't think the financials for a4h add up but the public disclosures are 
limited. The whole haiti thing seems like a huge money laundering scheme among other things. NYpost just had an article on $20 mill that CF didn't 
discloes they gave to various "charities" that failed in haiti until last year or something like that. Lot of shell corps, useless similar charities in countries 
where proof of work is limited. Now US pensions can be invested in funds for returns on 2nd and 3rd world investments. Possibly one project is being 
double or triple billed if it's even being done. Found one of the charities was teaching yoga to raped women in africa? WTF.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:35:15 ID: 173ae9 No.8110036 >>8110736

File (hide): 157795c913d4371⋯.png (700.08 KB, 490x776, 245:388, Screen-Shot-2015-07-14-at-….png)

>Galileo. Newton. Salk. Oppenheimer.
>Science can change the world . . . but can it go too far?

>Eleven-year-old Ellie has never liked change. She misses fifth grade. She misses her old best friend. She even misses her 
dearly departed goldfish. Then one day a strange boy shows up. He’s bossy. He’s cranky. And weirdly enough . . . he looks a 
lot like Ellie’s grandfather, a scien …more  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:36:08 ID: ec0683 No.8110045

>>8109991
that could be right. i have two ideas about this:

>the aryan defeated the jew and this simulation is used to educate the newly triumphant aryan society as to the evil of the jew, the degeneracy of the left 
and so forth - thus creating a perfect aryan society and the real world is paradise
or
>this is a simulation in which the jew has put the remaining aryans in to keep us controlled. meaning our existence is being conquered by the jew 
eternally  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:36:56 ID: 38a32e No.8110054 >>8110084 >>8110096  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:37:15 ID: ec0683 No.8110061 >>8110084 >>8110116

>>8109997
fish are cute = kids
gold = blonde hair

goldfish = white kids  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:38:45 ID: 4858fa No.8110081 >>8110097

>>8110015
he says child pizza around 3:50  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:39:04 ID: 38a32e No.8110084 >>8110103 >>8110343

>>8110061
The book called "the fourteenth goldfish" is about reversing aging process. >>8110054

Blood libel again, huh.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:39:43 ID: 6d38c9 No.8110096 >>8110140 >>8110331

File (hide): d4a18187a123bb9⋯.jpg (41.83 KB, 556x344, 139:86, 1458683181297.jpg)

>>8110054
this reminds me of power puff girls, the cartoon tv network (with the masonic black and white checkerboard 
logo ofc…) where the dad of the three girls CREATED 3 UNDERAGE GIRLS THAT NEVER AGE. holy fuck, 
this is why these people obsess over anti-aging, so they can force it on these kids and put them into an 
eternal artificial rape hell. 

IM DONE CYA
FUCK  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:40:02 ID: f0992d No.8110097

>>8110081
cheese pizza is the oldest name for cp in the book. child pizza is just a bastardization of that.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:40:28 ID: d6cea1 No.8110101

>>8109722
HOLY SHIT THE JESUS FISH
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ichthys

"In certain non-Christian beliefs the fish also has been identified with reincarnation and the life force.[3]"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:40:33 ID: ec0683 No.8110103 >>8110114 >>8110116 >>8110134 >>8110140 >>8110343 >>8110992

File (hide): ed57d40d5160e7a⋯.png (1.58 MB, 1200x1555, 240:311, marina.png)

>>8110084
is that why these witches all look so young?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:41:39 ID: 4858fa No.8110114

>>8110103
photoshop and plastic surgery maybe  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:41:59 ID: c617a5 No.8110116

>>8110061
>>8110103
>>8109838

it is the blood transfusions from aborted babies that keeps them young  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:42:09 ID: 9c540f No.8110118

>>8109991
Imagine, for a moment, that you are the eternal godhead and that this may be a game devised to occupy your attention.  Reality is like a simulation in a 
lot of ways, but it's really more like a dream.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:43:20 ID: ec0683 No.8110130 >>8114958

ok so these jews are using pedophilia and occultism to gain and maintain power. but is there anything to the occult aspect aside from psychological 
manipulation? i believe in meme magic, but clearly theyre using something quite different. how can we co-opt the power of the juden?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:43:34 ID: 607cd6 No.8110134

>>8110103
>war veterans who have killed a decent amount of people live till they are 90 most of the time

gets the noggin jogging  
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>>8110096
>>8110103
Have you heard about old russian folk tale, that's about goldfish? "The Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish":
https://russian-crafts.com/tales/gold_fish.html

>I don't want to be a fisherman's wife, I want to be a fine lady, so that good folk do as I tell them and bow 
low when they meet me." Back he went to the sea and said in a loud voice, "Fish, oh fish! Stand with your 
tail on the sea and your head facing me." Up swam the fish, stood its tail on the sea and faced him directly. 
"What do you need, old man?" it asked. "The old woman gives me no peace," he said. "She's gone raving 
mad: she's tired of being a fisherman's wife, she wants to be a fine lady." "Very well, cheer up. Go home and 
say your prayers; all will be done."  
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the store is defunct - check the blog. in Addition, there is no evidence Kevin Reynolds owns it - on his other web pages he says his wife Kristi actually 
runs Mollyrosecatering.com - which is clearly not a catering joint!

Also, 4 Grant Ave is a pretty rural location for his babysitting slash massage business. 
Also, he leaves reviews written by himself under his own name on his facebook page.
Also, he has 2 different babysitting facebook groups - looks like he started one called Southhampton and then changed it to East hampton.

Guy's a retard.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:46:01 ID: eea8c7 No.8110166 >>8110622

>>8110147
 
As stated before though - don't know why this was introduced in the first threads, if there's a similar host or domain owner, don't remember how it's 
connected to the original investigation. could even be misinfo  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:46:56 ID: d6cea1 No.8110176

>>8110147
Also, on one of the websites linked above, he is described as pioneering a type of "infant massage" to assist with crack-addicted infants.  
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what did they 
mean by this  
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Cathy 
O'Brien 
in case 
anyone 
has 
forgot.  
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>>8109968
All I'm seeing is an awful english to spanish translation job. Didn't see any weird logos and after a quick glance at the blog's comment page it doesn't 
raise any red flags (comparing it to Jimmy Comet's instagram).  
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>>8110183
The story has a good end though. When old woman decides to be sea queen and asks husband to ask that 
from a fish, Goldfish btfos that granny and returns her to original state.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:53:01 ID: 373c00 No.8110240

Guys… We need to meme this so Hillary doesnt win TMROW or else she will bury it.  
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File (hide): 8a14b6af9233939⋯.png (211.84 KB, 305x719, 305:719, ClipboardImage.png)

OY VEY  
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>>8110248
OK That one I can't believe. Unless we can find evidence that all these people were in the area at the time.  
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>>8110147

Goddamn near asking one of his Facebook friends what's the deal with this guy.

 We have his real Facebook, he is not a very smart cookie. For a so called "Retired NYPD officer". He also 
claims to have lived in St. John, of the Virgin Islands (1 hour away from little st james)  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 21:56:08 ID: 664dad No.8110277 >>8110409

Didn't a lot of European politicians get caught mixed in some quite similar pedo ring shit decades ago or something? I remember reading about that stuff 
on some imageboard, but I don't remember any details.  
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Mind you, this woman appears twice in those cards, not 
once. I wonder who she represents.  
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>>8110278
those earrings bruh  
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I posted it a minute ago goy

>>8110262

1)Lisbon, Portugal– – The World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) announced that Lisbon, Portugal would be the host of the 7th Global Travel & Tourism 
Summit, to be held from May 10 to 12, 2007.

2)Global Business Coalition on HIV/AIDS was there on the same date. They are members of the Trilateral Commission

3)John Podesta is a member & recurring speaker of the Trilateral Commision

If anyone can find info on Podesta bros at any of these meetings on AIDS/HIV/Malaria/Health Care, in Portugal, between May1st and 14th, you found a 
major clue

The parents may have sold them to the Podesta's

Obama was likely at this Summit someone check flight logs.  
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peace prize should be a clue  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:00:15 ID: ef210c No.8110323 >>8110374 >>8110446

collected jimmycomet pizza/pedo archives

Comet pizza video
https://vimeo.com/190144149

Bucks fishing and camping
https://archive.is/VMGH5

taped kid comet pizza instagram: https://archive.is/YJJnJ
This one really bugs me. wtf is going on here.

first pizza baby never the same: https://archive.is/atCyL

child keeps asking for the sword: https://archive.is/Sho1T

jimmy comet inside tony podestas house: https://archive.is/LIHTn
proof they know each other

jimmy comet esoteric gay: https://archive.is/mPjqm

Obama whitehouse christmas party ping pong kid jimmy comet: https://archive.is/4uB5R
like for real

panda cumhole: https://archive.is/YYzX2

why does daddy like butt: https://archive.is/2QuWs

beauty pizza: https://archive.is/1u6Rp

abramovic: https://archive.is/C2Vgn

jimmy commet hillary clinton: https://archive.fo/Jeh0X
proof they all know each other

baby selling: https://archive.is/lzWz8

storm outreach Terasola symbol, kid stealing: https://archive.is/xebN1

moloch kerchief: https://archive.fo/rDz6r
"moloch machine" is fromfritz lang's old scifi movie "metropolis"

gay loves kids: https://archive.is/J0qbI
his shirt means "i love kids" some anon pointed out that is the name of a restaurant which doesn't make it any less weird

boum boum room: https://archive.is/uNHTi

"chickenlovers" : https://archive.is/1ZbjH
that's slang for a pedo into young boys

more chicken: https://archive.is/p7dU8

not for children: https://archive.is/04A48
nsfw

Lots of anons pointed out that cheese pizza is an old slang for child pornography. Somebody mentioned how restaurants used as a front. I don't know 
what it all means but it does prove so far that this guy is a weird homo who taped a kid to a table and has met and interacted with top level officials in the 
democratic party.  He is involved in the art community with Tony Podesta. 

I don't know anons but I have trouble believing they are all into this guy just for the pizza and the shitty art.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:00:37 ID: 5ccad8 No.8110327

What's the best site for tracking the live results of the elections?

Decision Desk? politico? Guardian Interactive?  

▶

▶
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File (hide): b151413daf325d0⋯.jpg (7.92 KB, 480x360,
4:3, powerpuffheart.jpg)

File (hide): 66f5110bfc0f9aa⋯.jpg (32.18 KB, 720x321,
240:107, girllogo.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:01:06 ID: 420040 No.8110331 >>8110437

>>8110096
oh boy

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:02:06 ID: 14380e No.8110343 >>8110364 >>8110813 >>8111101

>>8110084
Bloting again… 

>>8110103
I'm starting to be concerned she is a satanic-jewish blot gydje. That is in ásatrú the priestess that performs 
the ritual slaughters in the 4 changes of season. 

Animals though! Not fucking children for God's sake. We did blot humans in bad times too, but then we 
went for the top guy, the King. Kind of a defense mechanism there, if you get a mad King… Only got one 
record of this happening, pic related. 

There are some similarities here with ásatrú and this cult side of judaism, which isn't that strange as it's 
contemp. religions. They are ofc semites, so it's always about degenerate shit like sex with children, 
torturing and bloting children.

Oh I feel this fuckers allrite, I know what they are doing. But they are doing it so very horribly wrong. This… curses them… they think it gives them power, 
but it angers the Gods. 

Bloting, blood libel worked in the following way.
>String up the animal in the hof or barn
>Cut it's throat
>Collect the blood in what's called lautboller 
>Use this "brush" to paint the God figures on the altar with blood
>Squirt it on the people there
>paint the walls red with this blood
>feast on the flesh of the animal and drink BEER not fucking blood

And the holocaust part too. Burning someone a live is considered bloting too, that is again the same as holocaust…. BUT NOT SEMITIC
>WOMEN AND CHILDREN OUT!
where do you think you get this one from?

Anyways one used to surround a house, set it on fire, and yell that. Stand at the door and chop them down one by one, beside the women and children. 

One Swedish King was notorious for this, and everyone turned against him. Because he called for meetings with other Kings(many kings at this time) 
then trick them into a hall, and set it a blaze…

In the end they all came for him, and he knew he had no chance in hell. So he bloted/holocausted him self and his wife instead. This is an acceptable 
entrance to Valhölls. Suicide is hardly ever accepted, you end in the worst home, called Niflheim…

Man I'm so tired… so fucking tired.. should have TL;DR ed this for you a long time ago, sorry about that. But I didn't expect jewish cults to appear in the 
fucking Clinton admin and perform their very wrong and unholy form of bloting…

Very very bad, All Father doesn't take kindly to degenerates. He might come. 

All our barns are still red to this very day….. 

>I feel them pol, I see them, I am a heathen, I know these things

>Betra er óbeðit
>en sé ofblótit,
>ey sér til gildis gjöf;
>betra er ósent
>en sé ofsóit.
>Svá Þundr of reist
>fyr þjóða rök,
>þar hann upp of reis,
>er hann aftr of kom.

Don't blot if you don't know how to, and never over do it.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:02:54 ID: a33fff No.8110350
File (hide): f9494737f9c16c8⋯.jpg (160.22 KB, 800x450, 16:9, doncalm.jpg)  

File (hide): 199323b07c3ddae⋯.jpg (404.51 KB,
1728x1712, 108:107, Ynglingesaga_23_Gerhard_Mu….jpg)

File (hide): f914af3e02d5342⋯.jpg (71.37 KB, 574x350,
41:25, sacrifice-the-king.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:04:18 ID: 14380e No.8110364

>>8110343
King getting bloted. 

And other mentioned King bloting/holocausting him self

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:05:18 ID: 50fd9c No.8110374 >>8110858

>>8110323
The baby selling is a doll at Linda Tripp's shop who was part of the accusations against Bill Clinton by Monica Lewinsky. Definitely they are just laughing 
at her price. She is a 100% clinton enemy. To me it takes away from the whole the way it is labelled. IMO.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:05:50 ID: 47b994 No.8110381

bitch you triggering me with left pic grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr die!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:07:18 ID: 7f3824 No.8110406 >>8110423 >>8110433

File (hide): 7865eba8fe4b2ea⋯.jpg (343.17 KB, 1136x1434, 568:717, le happy jewess.jpg)

>>8110278

Bitch reminds me of the grandma 
kike Rothschild. No idea, but a 
thought.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:07:46 ID: 664dad No.8110409

>>8110277

http://www.konformist.com/2001/pedophocracy1.htm  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:08:12 ID: ac22e4 No.8110414 >>8110515 >>8110809

File (hide): cba4c17374831ab⋯.png (12.77 KB, 477x58, 477:58, Screenshot at 2016-11-08 0….png)

>>8110315
>peace prize should be a clue
https://quizlet.com/92509180/the-fourteenth-goldfish-flash-cards/

Why the fuck everything is connected. Even in that motherfucking book the main heroine "wanted to win nobel peace prize". Same fucking granny on 
both illuminati cards, and both related to a book.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:09:04 ID: 47b994 No.8110423

>>8110406
fuk you kike whore don't you have a date with and oven.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:09:49 ID: 47e513 No.8110433
File (hide): deb7311c31b47c6⋯.jpg (22.28 KB, 690x240, 23:8, soup help.jpg)

>>8110406
Does any one have that collage of all the pages of the 
protocols of the learned pedo shit eaters of zion?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:10:10 ID: 6d38c9 No.8110437 >>8110478

File (hide): d0d0df42e4a192e⋯.png (75.8 KB, 208x202, 104:101, AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA….png)

>>8110331
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:10:36 ID: 50fd9c No.8110446 >>8110858

>>8110323
There's also the penis jizzing pizza slices, the pizza on the guys face in bed, pizza covering mans penis, and the grafitti on the mural supposedly in a 
restroom. Will dig and post if I can. Busy atm.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:10:48 ID: ee7471 No.8110447 >>8110531 >>8110586

File (hide): d9fbfef20b54308⋯.jpg (113.87 KB, 496x338, 248:169, redpill bomb.jpg)

I know it has been posted in the old thread but I want to remind you of Evil 
Hillary's video on this pizza stuff.
youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo
THIS IS A PERFECT REDPILL FOR NORMIES

I don't know what we can find next, but time is running up, some anons should 
really help with spreading this in normiespace.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:11:56 ID: 4c684f No.8110465 >>8110493

WTF IS THIS ?                                               Clement Freud was a paedophile: wife makes heartfelt apology as Maddie McCann link found

June 15, 2016 
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/clement-freud-was-paedophile-wife-makes-heartfelt-apology-maddie-mccann-link-found-1565501  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:12:54 ID: 47b994 No.8110478

>>8110437
lovely absorb all the kike power and use it against them or shit skins blood in the streets  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:13:35 ID: cc8f25 No.8110484 >>8110554 >>8110758

What really surprised me when I started following these threads was the money involved. I have known that these things go on for years now, but I never 
knew the prices. 

A girl that was fucked by Epstein was only paid $200. That's it, for a 15 year old british girl. 
>Here's $200, go home and stay quiet  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:14:01 ID: 7f3824 No.8110493

>>8110465

Probably a fucking cover invented from whole-cloth to blind normies to the obvious.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:15:35 ID: ec0683 No.8110515

>>8110414
im getting spooped  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:16:00 ID: ef61d1 No.8110521

>>8110147
Yeah, I read that blog post about it shutting down in 2014 because the owner wouldn't renew the lease, but if you look at the homepage, it says that 
school lunches will return in September 2016. Someone is still clearly doing something there and school lunch delivery is a big part of it.

Also, notice that the footer that gets displayed on every page of that website asks for feedback on the school lunches. They really care about those 
lunches.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:16:51 ID: 88ced9 No.8110530 >>8110539 >>8110685

Time to revisit the movie Mystic Pizza.
Lots of young child actors get first start before being stars
Pizza has some secret ingredient in the red sauce
The pizza chef is portuguese
Produced by Hollywood kikes of course.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:16:55 ID: dca7f7 No.8110531 >>8110586

>>8110447
>youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo

Good vid, this does a decent job of making it accessible to normies. Not too long, and hits on the main points.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:17:35 ID: 60ef1c No.8110539 >>8110623

>>8110530
Seriously?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:19:06 ID: 47b994 No.8110554

>>8110484
how about the White Man says fk your rigged system and we kill off all the j ews first and worry about shit skins/illegals and their votes later.Deus VULT! 
they will all DIE!!! we will drench our weapons in pigs blood.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:20:13 ID: db7be1 No.8110566 >>8110589 >>8110836

>>8109268
checked 2 random ones

both have the same html style
like theyre made from a  kit or template

what the fuck is this  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:21:03 ID: 60ef1c No.8110586

>>8110447
>>8110531
 WHAT THE FUCK IS THA T VIDEO AT THE PIZZA PLACE  
Well now I'm convinced. These people are child rapists. 
If anybody wants to allahu ackbar the elites then now is the time.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:21:20 ID: db7be1 No.8110589 >>8110609 >>8110626

>>8110566
checked a third random one
again same website style  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:22:28 ID: db7be1 No.8110609 >>8110626

>>8110589
picked a 4th random one
AGAIN SAME HTML STYLE

WHAT ARE THE ODDS all of these unrelated food places have the same webdesigner?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:23:27 ID: ef61d1 No.8110622

>>8110166
You know, I've noticed this happen several times so far, where info just sort of drops out of the sky with some anon saying it came from some other thread 
that no one is ever able to sauce. (I'm thinking about that infographic that connected the concrete slab in Hawaii with all the wifi signals to comet pizza 
and some bitch, I think Lisa P. Jackson, on the Clinton Foundation board.)
> the angels of kek post among us, anon

The age of miracles has not passed.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:23:27 ID: 88ced9 No.8110623

>>8110539
Yes
Julia Roberts and Matt Damon first movie I think.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:23:39 ID: e782b5 No.8110626 >>8110640

>>8110589
>>8110609
Use a vpn and check for xss, if one is vulnerable then all of them are.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:24:45 ID: fe6f52 No.8110637

>>8107534
Sounds like realtor is someone who makes the house presentable, not an actual realtor. It would make sense to code that as well rather than cleaner or 
some shit. If the house is known to be rented I could be wrong.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:25:07 ID: db7be1 No.8110640 >>8110678

>>8110626
5th
same shit

seen all the beheadings and killings all videos
did not phaze me to omuch
but these animals  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:26:20 ID: db7be1 No.8110657

in germany you can check out who owns a business on the internet

is this possible in the us too?

could we check for each of these pizza things who owns them and check for relations?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:26:56 ID: 69cc28 No.8110665
File (hide): 06673d12b40a112⋯.jpg (144.95 KB, 960x1280, 3:4, IMG_3739.JPG)

>>8106435
I never expected an Ayy Lmao 
playing Ping Pong to look so 
funny  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:27:06 ID: 47b994 No.8110669

fk the polls will you really allow that cunt pos to take the throne by theft pr will you stand up and say FUCK THAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:27:14 ID: db7be1 No.8110673

>>8109268

whats the source?
maybe
 the halfchan anons found more?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:27:36 ID: 2e007b No.8110678

>>8110640
it's some ordering system
https://ordersnapp.com/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:27:56 ID: 60ef1c No.8110683 >>8110742 >>8112997

Hey does anybody remember that white rabbit thing a while back?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:28:18 ID: e9d57e No.8110685
File (hide): af06e03d633471e⋯.png (631.95 KB, 940x519, 940:519, sop.png)

>>8110530

Just watched the trailer. All the girls wear the restaurant shirt that says "A Slice of 
Heaven" around a picture of a piece of pizza.

Good call  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:31:15 ID: 47e375 No.8110722 >>8112690

File (hide): aadedad62436e6f⋯.jpg (142.43 KB, 416x640, 13:20, aadedad62436e6f0965f9ee715….jpg)

>>8107701
>ITS THAT GRAY LITTLE FUCKING ALIEN FUCKERS

They always reminded me of young children that had been drained of all life and hope, as if stripped of 
everything that made them human.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:32:44 ID: dc7ba2 No.8110736 >>8110795 >>8110926 >>8111301 >>8112005 >>8112487

>>8110036
>the fourteenth goldfish
>14
>fish
>like on Podesta's arms
Yeah, that's not a fucking coincidence.

Set killed Osiris and cut him into 14 pieces. The 14th piece, Osiris dick, was eaten by a fish. Isis made Osiris a new dick made from gold.

Osiris is the god of the underworld, and the fish is attributed to life and resurrection (Jesus fish especially, and that's the one Podesta has).

I'm guessing Podesta's "14 fish" means that he ate the life force of someone. And according to Crowley, you do that by eating blood and semen - the 
main recipe in the "Spirit Cooking" dinner.

But hold on to you're butts, because recently a detective was murdered who was investigating a giant pedo ring. This happened around the same time the 
whole "Spirit cooking" thing blew off. The main guy in charge of the pedo ring? The head of the Church of Set.

Yeah, we're dealing with international Satanists here.  

File (hide): 9a11ec0576b4ec1⋯.jpg (89.72 KB,
1000x562, 500:281, 67a12ca646bfee14a1296ba162….jpg)

File (hide): 3d5b7e0a594d363⋯.jpg (564.7 KB,
3264x1836, 16:9, 3d5b7e0a594d363695971d1985….jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:33:57 ID: b4aa26 No.8110742 >>8110830 >>8112997 >>8113439 >>8114721

>>8110683
Yes.

>So many folders I can't even remember where I left that faggot  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:34:58 ID: 8c32ae No.8110758

>>8110484
500 for a girl who is an older teenager in high school, who in the modern world would be one who is already permiscuous and, in the past, might have 
already been married. The price not being steep makes some sense.
If anything would cost a lot it would probably be something more taboo. E.g. kids under 10/prepubescents. And it probably increases in price as you go 
lower. In addition, if these are considered as rented merchandise as opposed to purchased, what you're allowed to do with them might steepen the cost. 
The cost could also incorporate disposal.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:37:43 ID: 664dad No.8110795

>>8110736

Our Kek will prevail against their Satan.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:37:52 ID: ef61d1 No.8110798

>>8110147
Here's Kevin Reynolds' wife, Kristi Hood's, catering website:
https://web.archive.org/web/20040806100820/http://mollyrosecatering.com/index.htm
bottom of page:
>In the winter she lives and works in St. John, U.S.V.I. with her massage therapist husband, Kevin Reynolds. When she isn't working you'll find them on 
the beach playing with their delicious daughters, Molly Rose and Hunter.

Anons, wtf.
1) Kristi Hood is definitely Kevin Reynolds' wife. They both say so on their websites.
2) Kristi Hood is (or, at least, was) also clearly the owner of the Spring General Store or whatever it's called, which is catering school lunches nowadays.
Ratcheting up the creep now:
3) Look at that quote. Maybe I'm just getting touchy after being in these threads for so long, but who describes their children as simply "delicious 
daughters".
4) LOOK AT THE NAME OF THE BUSINESS.
> mollyrosecatering.com
> her daughter's name catering .com
> … catering… her daughter?

Schizo, right, or both?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:39:19 ID: dc7ba2 No.8110809

>>8110414
We need that book.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:39:28 ID: ec0683 No.8110813 >>8111385

>>8110343
>I'm starting to be concerned she is a satanic-jewish blot gydje.
what is Temple of the Black Light?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:41:06 ID: 60ef1c No.8110830 >>8110912 >>8112997 >>8113439

>>8110742
Betting money this is related.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:41:30 ID: b9a2c4 No.8110836 >>8110922

>>8110566
lets post the ones we've checked. 
http://lunastreetfood.com/
http://mypizzarella.com/
Same template  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:43:09 ID: ef210c No.8110858

>>8110374
ok, i did not know that. another anon did most of the work i just put it together especially since i noticed jimmycomet's account is private now so just trying 
to get it all in one place for convenience.

i just looked up linda tripp and i do have to say. I don't think it takes away from the pro-clinton pedophile pizza ring this guy might be running all that much. 
(Of course feel free to edit/relabel the list.)
 
But there's another side to the Lewinsky scandal and that's the side of Monica Lewinsky. She was 22 years old and having an affair with the president of 
the United States. IMO she's hardcore alpha widowed. That's why she's never remarried (she does speaking engagements on shame and bullying now.) 
She's a poster girl for poor morals but I've read that when asked why she had an affair with Bill Clinton, she actually thought he was going to leave Hillary 
for her. 

https://archive.is/tWtt0 "I was in love with Bill Clinton"

Lewinsky hates Tripp because she never wanted to bring the sex scandal to the public eye, Tripp knew "the dress" was the damning evidence needed to 
catch Bill on his famous antics. She was almost twice Monica's age so she was her confidant and much more savvy. i think Monica was content to be a 
plate to the most powerful man in DC and all the people around her – Tripp, Bill, Hillary– pushed her around for their own ends.

As for the jimmycomet picture of the doll from linda's shop, the weird thing to me is the "way overpriced" comment. People comment on prices of things 
when they're in the market for them. Is he is in the market for dolls? babies? It's probably just more proof that they're Clinton allies, but I still think it's a 
strange comment. He doesn't even point out it's Linda's at first, someone else does. 

>>8110446
I *think* it was another account, not jimmycomet's, but iirc they're related through the parlor somehow. They're also all artists. It's definitely fucking weird.  

File (hide): 47259fb41e3945b⋯.png (219.74 KB,
1003x253, 1003:253, jew = death.png)

File (hide): 9a8fd7adaf5a550⋯.jpg (10.07
KB, 208x243, 208:243, 1397840938176.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:45:21 ID: 47e375 No.8110880 >>8110908 >>8110927

>>8108384
Just a thought about your pic. The two slices of pizza, one with a single pepperoni (hole), one with two slices of pepperoni (holes). Anyone else seeing 
that?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:47:15 ID: 373c00 No.8110908

>>8108384
ones a girl and ones a boy the holes.

>>8110880  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:47:25 ID: 6e296f No.8110911

>>8107735

>from a distance it is the Minerva owl

Exactly.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:47:38 ID: dc7ba2 No.8110912

>>8110830
Yeah, that's what I was thinking.

Does the name Jose Solano come up anywhere? That's the guy who registered SLC daycare.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:48:37 ID: b4aa26 No.8110922 >>8110935 >>8111211

>>8110836
>Same template
Made by the same company: https://ordersnapp.com/

Fucking lazy niggers with a css degree just change a template's font and charge shekels, but that doesn't seem as big of a deal as
UNDERGROUND PEDO RINGS.

>https://ordersnapp.com/our-clients
Only ones that raised flags based on logo were
>https://bestapizza.ordersnapp.com/
>https://demosnapp.ordersnapp.com/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:49:16 ID: ec0683 No.8110926 >>8110939 >>8110947 >>8110976 >>8111301

File (hide): e589f807531c7b0⋯.png (38.6 KB, 1782x362, 891:181, International Satanists.PNG)

>>8110736
>the fish is attributed to life and resurrection 
they're trying to live forever
>And according to Crowley, you do that by eating blood and semen - the main recipe in the "Spirit Cooking" 

dinner. you may be interested in looking at the strictly Satanic aspect of this. According to the Temple of the Black Light, a Satanic elixir can be made by 
mixing the semen and blood/breastmilk/discharge of a priest and priestess. This black magic potion is called Taninsam's Elixir and it "Taninsam's poison 
is the Elixir that kills that which is weak in order to make way for the forbidden truth, gnosis and power of Sitra Ahra (Hell)."  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:49:21 ID: e9d57e No.8110927

>>8110880
Can't unsee  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:49:50 ID: e782b5 No.8110935 >>8111070 >>8111589

>>8110922
I told you guys earlier, use a vpn and check for xss.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:50:05 ID: ec0683 No.8110939

>>8110926
forgive the greentext failure im researching too  

File (hide):
93e418c17767f59⋯.png
(495.17 KB, 656x2003,
656:2003, MAX
SPIERS.png)

File (hide):
93e418c17767f59⋯.png
(495.17 KB, 656x2003,
656:2003, MAX
SPIERS1.png)

File (hide):
93e418c17767f59⋯.png
(495.17 KB, 656x2003,
656:2003, MAX
SPIERS2.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:50:36 ID: 4c684f No.8110945 >>8110978 >>8110988 >>8112598

HOLY SHIT READ BELOW

http://supersoldierforum.ubbforum.com/topic/message-from-max-spiers  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:50:43 ID: ec0683 No.8110947

>>8110926
source: https://archive.org/stream/LeftHandPath666/Temple-of-the-black-light2_djvu.txt  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:50:51 ID: 88003e No.8110950

>>8109954
this is dallas goldbug tier misinfo  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:52:42 ID: 6d38c9 No.8110976 >>8111031

File (hide): 0c0bdbca8dd7790⋯.gif (492.17 KB, 460x345, 4:3, 1462140630656.gif)

>>8110926
this scares me, does this mean they might put human flesh and seamen in big 
places food like mcdonalds.. or something :\\\ fukk  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:52:43 ID: ca45d8 No.8110978
File (hide): 68a4e403eb0e85e⋯.jpg (26.8 KB, 240x321, 80:107, 52ae0ad5207f42ab076ff8ef2c….jpg)

>>8110945
Its all comes thumbing down to vatican, 
the babylon whore.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:53:32 ID: e782b5 No.8110988

>>8110945
>Sarah whatever is controlled by AI, I had to fight her in the astral to remove her from someone's mind
Stop posting this shit dumb fag.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:53:34 ID: b93e30 No.8110992

>>8110103
read the story of Lady Bathory  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:53:51 ID: c7814e No.8110999 >>8111011

>>8109441

Notice the pepes falling from the sky.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:54:33 ID: c0f561 No.8111010

>>8109954
>(1)
Guys we got another CTR raid I think.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:54:36 ID: c7814e No.8111011

>>8110999

oh fug  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:55:23 ID: ef5bfa No.8111024

>>8107218
try lou malnati's and come back to me

this is fucking insane. this is history, this is real.
this shit will be recorded, the time memes determined an election and a candidate/ex first lady was a fucking pedo in a trafficking ring

when does this ride end and we all get glassed?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:56:03 ID: c0f561 No.8111030 >>8111075

>>8109885
>Agent in place with a hot dog stand
I'm still convinced the FBI hasn't really closed this case  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:56:06 ID: ec0683 No.8111031 >>8111081

>>8110976
possible. this group uses things like petty theft, rape, murder, child fucking and degeneracy over every kind as a sacrifice to remove the veil separating 
our reality from hellish nightmare and Satanic rule. they may not be pedos themselves, but theyre so evil they will fuck a child if it means offending 
goodness.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:57:24 ID: f2a20a No.8111049

>>8108779
this. nigroids are scared as fuck of occult stuff.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:57:52 ID: c0f561 No.8111058

>>8109722
This would make me scream, but the FBI confirmed there is a shadow government.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:59:17 ID: b4aa26 No.8111070 >>8111154

File (hide): 304e0678abcaee9⋯.png (67.37 KB, 1028x772, 257:193, JUST A PRANK BRO.png)

>>8110935
:^)

I'm too retarded to 
understand page code, 
instead have a meme.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:59:34 ID: 0c1a7f No.8111075

>>8111030
not sure if they tie in together but that card made me think of the podesta email "dreaming of hotdog stand in hawaii" and all the hot dog talk in the emails.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:59:56 ID: ec0683 No.8111081

>>8111031
by the way I see symbolism from this group used all throughout the occult related parts of this case. like worshiping an owl at bohemian grove. lilith 
(mother of demons) has always been associated with the owl because of scripture, and in the Temple tradition, Lilith is a figure second only to Satan. 
Lilith represents perverted lust: bestiality, rape, child molestation, homosexuality and etc. so its no wonder theyre all based in these things.

ToBL is where to look.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 22:59:58 ID: c8e274 No.8111082 >>8111106 >>8111143

Guys, this is a weird opinion, but what if you're exposing a child witness protection program? The only people who can get close to the mega rich and 
famous are other mega rich and famous people, as they have the most to lose and would be the only type of people sick fucks like Epstein would trust. 
Why is it that all kinds of people surrounding these people and put in positions of trust surrounding the Clinton's get busted? 
CPS would never be able to get close to a 1‰er who has the resources of a private island and ridiculous security and the ability to flee the country  at a 
moment's notice… 
But celebs would. 
What if all this creepy out in the open pedo activity is a way to draw actual creeps out in the open and lure them into a false sense of security? A real life 
honeypot for the super elite? I dunno, it's so fucking weird. Why would Ashton Kutcher start a tech firm to catch pedos? 
Why do all these celebs when they get older either start charities and organizations to help stop child trafficking… Or get implicated themselves? 
What if we're exposing a high level witness protection and child exploitation and protection operation?  
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File (hide): 7937f17b6529685⋯.png (96.45 KB,
787x662, 787:662, absolute sick fucks.png)

File (hide): 804e7c62f6f0f95⋯.png (140.97 KB,
1207x744, 1207:744, fantasy, huh?.png)

File (hide): a4cf6485e30ffdb⋯.png (538.26 KB,
1207x774, 1207:774, Seriously what..png)

File (hide): b929ffdca86243c⋯.png (146.21 KB,
997x675, 997:675, THE MEMES, JACK!.png)

File (hide): fc1f957a709b973⋯.jpg (189.53 KB,
732x762, 122:127, jews and children.jpg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:00:59 ID: 82ac7c No.8111101 >>8111222 >>8111264 >>8111307

>>8110343
I Found something related to this: There are a lot of willing victims for death cults like this one, I met a man on this cannibal meetup site that talked about 
the child kidnappings and murders and dreadful feasting in New Orleans He was part of, even orgies, human trafficking, sex slavery and literal satanic 
shit. He wasn't the only one though, the admin here at that site has possible ties as well to those things due to him actually killing and eating willing 
longpigs that come to his place or a meal and a suicide via boiling.
Can I get some digging please, I'm not good at doxxing folks.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:01:09 ID: 99d1a8 No.8111102 >>8111143

I'm lucky to have a loving girlfriend and dog to turn to while digging but I know many anons don't have that privilege. Just know that we're doing good 
work here. Praise kek and maybe, just maybe, we will cleanse these filth and rebuild.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:01:18 ID: ec0683 No.8111106
File (hide): f3f8f724427db2a⋯.jpg (31.92 KB, 396x575, 396:575, amazing atheist typical be….jpg)

>>8111082
wew  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:03:00 ID: b4aa26 No.8111143

>>8111082
>All those gook children, (still children, even if they're asian), that king nigger and podesta molested are part of a CPS program for the greater good.
fuck off CTR.

>>8111102
>I'm lucky to have a loving girlfriend 
Show her the thread, normalfag.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:03:40 ID: 6d38c9 No.8111154
File (hide): 3dee2fc6339793a⋯.jpg (145.26 KB, 960x640, 3:2, 1427077073095.jpg)

>>8111070
had a hearty 
kek  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:04:56 ID: ef5bfa No.8111172

as much as I love trump, we should just resurrect Curtis LeMay and elect him as god-emperor
yes we will all die via nuclear hellfire but i'll be damned if it won't be the most freedom filled shit ever  

File (hide): 5f9c9259bc00f7d⋯.png (18.84 KB,
351x265, 351:265, Wall's_Logo.svg.png)

File (hide): f158bd775fdfbc3⋯.png (42.43 KB,
671x776, 671:776, Unilever Group - Connectio….PNG)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:05:47 ID: 6e296f No.8111183

>>8107799

This is the Unilever 'Heartbrand' logo, by the way.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wall%27s_(ice_cream)

Unilever again has many quite interesting connections:
http://www.muckety.com/Unilever-Group/5096715.muckety

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:05:26 ID: 0b1d3b No.8111187

>>8107534

new release has Podesta responding to the Handkerchief e-mail.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55433#efmACxADa

>"It's mine, not worth worrying about."  

File (hide): 0dbefed0dd605fe⋯.png (60.13 KB,
640x300, 32:15, burgerbaby_640v2.png)

File (hide): cf8b403d662657b⋯.png (64.29 KB,
640x300, 32:15, app-img-template-files_640.png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:07:04 ID: 7fa40b No.8111211

>>8110922

Only ones that raised flags eh? Clients list is suspicious as fuck

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:07:24 ID: a5426b No.8111216

I remember awhile back /pol/ was really big into investigating pedowood. Have you guys found any between pedowood and whatever you guys are calling 
this?

I can't believe we meme magic pizzagate  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:07:51 ID: 420040 No.8111222 >>8111267 >>8111281 >>8111344 >>8111592

File (hide): 6afdcc902f87977⋯.jpg (30.92 KB, 450x412, 225:206, smileyfaces.jpg)

>>8111101
why are some people so obsessed with sex 
like this  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:09:24 ID: c0f561 No.8111251

>>8109473
They're in the thick of it.
I think masons again. Probably the higher up masons who see the bullshit the lower masons or related accomplices get up too.
I bet they're seeing this podesta shit thinking "he took the bait"  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:10:34 ID: 14380e No.8111264 >>8111325 >>8111592

File (hide): 809d05847d88867⋯.png (99 KB, 258x330, 43:55, 1475711829436.png)

>>8111101
WTF IS WRONG WITH PEOPLE!

This isn't even satire, they are 
serious. Let's eat benises… SICK! 

Man and I just made food kek… 
eeew
Fucking wackjobs  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:10:40 ID: 7fa707 No.8111267 >>8111592 >>8112439 >>8113155

>>8111222
abused as children.  If you raise a child watching star trek, they'll also end up nerds  

File (hide): b5632f6e1440407⋯.jpg (12.59
KB, 212x270, 106:135, watermark.php.jpg)

File (hide): 1fe4db472d3b989⋯.jpg
(11.54 KB, 178x270, 89:135, rterteqtretq.jpg)

File (hide): c6f020c6f3d9b4d⋯.gif (20.5 KB, 468x288,
13:8, heather podesta.gif)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:10:51 ID: e91a4e No.8111270 >>8111338

Look who's a foster care advocate.

Heather Podesta, Tony's wife.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:11:35 ID: 82ac7c No.8111281

>>8111222 fucking checjed
Shabbos goyim whacking it to being eaten by jews.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:12:26 ID: c0f561 No.8111294
File (hide): 2916534adfd902e⋯.gif (860.55 KB, 200x150, 4:3, 1447477446434.gif)

>>8109268
>same IP for pizza 
related orgs

This is getting so stupid. 
Yet it's real.
Weird times.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:12:57 ID: c84281 No.8111301 >>8111384

File (hide): e555cf0341b4fdd⋯.jpg (46.81 KB, 445x550, 89:110, c24ac33cbe0fef07e055793a90….jpg)

>>8110926
>>8110736
There seems to be strong connection between goldfishes and jews:
>Jewish law relative to goldfish is well known.  The goldfish parable is usually applied to Jesish self-caution in 
combating anti-semitism.  Since urban Jews were likely to keep goldfish as pets, and the well known proclivity of 
these animals to almost certain and swift death, Uncle Moishe’s magic cure of adding a pinch of kosher salt to the 
horizontal-goldfish’s bowl was met with wonder and awe upon seeing the ailing goldfish revive.  Later, adding a 
second pinch to a similarly orthogonal-goldfish position position was met with considerable less awe, until with the 
third repetition the goldfish inevitably dies, eliciting Uncle Moishe’s pathology report, “Too much salt!”

>The same may be said with the Holocaust.  So at the risk of the fear that too much discussion much discussion will 
enure the senses and souls of the general public to the actuality of the horror with which we Jews are so intimately 
acquainted, I would submit some brief citations to demonstrate the depth of feeling caused by the invocation of the 
Holocaust.

http://www.koshergoldfish.com/ethics_of_biotechnology.html  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:13:29 ID: c7814e No.8111307 >>8111592

>>8111101

For every sicko with a fantasy there is someone willing to really do it. I just can't comprehend how they thing normal conservatives are sick compared to 
their garbage fetish.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:13:53 ID: c0f561 No.8111315

>>8109268
Also
>Gollum
>chasing "the ring" thrown into the fire by elijah
Is this a warning to us?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:14:22 ID: 82ac7c No.8111325
File (hide): 4ce7c245b256430⋯.png (102.97 KB, 1207x774, 1207:774, Normal Californian.png)

>>8111264
>>8111264
>WTF IS WRONG WITH 
PEOPLE!
>This isn't even satire, 
they are serious. Let's eat 
benises… SICK!
>Man and I just made 
food kek… eeew
>Fucking wackjobs
More where that came 

from.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:15:27 ID: 4858fa No.8111338

>>8111270
So there's a podesta sister now?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:15:52 ID: b3f1bb No.8111344 >>8111363 >>8111592 >>8112558 >>8112626

>>8111222

St. Hilary (360): “Bodies corrupted by lust are the dwelling places of devils.”  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:16:52 ID: c7814e No.8111363 >>8111592

>>8111344

checked  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:17:23 ID: c0f561 No.8111370 >>8111390

>>8108966
>It does, it flows right next to the embassy of Cote dIvoire
>>8109054
>hillary respond to a un crisis report of haiti missing children as predicted

Anyone seeing a pattern emerge?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:18:08 ID: ec0683 No.8111384

>>8111301
nice find. it all boils down to using "muh holocaust" as an excuse to justify the raping of white children and the genocide of our people.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:18:14 ID: 14380e No.8111385

>>8110813
I'm not so familiar with these things to be honest, but I clearly must educate my self on the matter. 

I know about the jewish bloting and holocausting through the history, but still haven't gone through the talmud or the historical evidences, which is a lot of 
work.

Now this "american" shit too.. I remember they celebrated opening some synagogue / church for Satan a while back….. we just find that weird here and 
think, well yeah weird burger sects again… this is different  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:18:16 ID: 373c00 No.8111388 >>8111414 >>8112626

OY VEY

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/23494

QUOTE OF THE DAY: "If the raccoon was stealing pizza for a cause he believed in, do you think he was still breaking the law, necessarily?" - reporter to 
de Blasio after his reading of children's book 'Secret Pizza Party," to kids at the Queens Public library.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:18:19 ID: c0f561 No.8111390

>>8111370
Because those two places were probably slave trade outposts too.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:19:37 ID: d6cea1 No.8111406 >>8111446

>>8109770
>>8109722
http://people.com/archive/the-party-may-be-over-for-the-generous-mystery-man-of-washington-tongsun-park-vol-6-no-20/

"As it turned out, Park was host of a birthday party for House Majority Leader Thomas P. “Tip” O’Neill of Massachusetts at the fashionable George Town 
Club, which Park founded and still owns. The Vice-President, who like the President is an automatic member, attended the reception. The George Town is 
one of two private clubs dear to Park’s gregarious heart. The other is Pisces (Park’s sign; he was born on March 16, 1935). He lent one-third or more of 
the money to start the club to Peter Malatesta, a former aide of Spiro Agnew, and Wyatt Dickerson, the husband of TV journalist Nancy Dickerson. In the 
first year of its operation, 40 congressmen and 27 ambassadors joined. Says Warren Adler, owner of the Washington society magazine Dossier, “If you’re 
a lobbyist, Pisces is the place to go. Every night about 10 ambassadors, a bunch of congressmen and White House types are there.”"

Oh. My. Fucking. God. Pisces.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:20:00 ID: ec0683 No.8111414
File (hide): 9e0265c95f3e685⋯.jpg (8.1 KB, 224x224, 1:1, heil pepe.jpg)

>>8111388
heiled  
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>>8111406
just cohencidence goy  
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Di Blasio literally read this to kids

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xon1546ZwDs

>secret staircase  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:24:33 ID: c0f561 No.8111505 >>8111577

(just brainstorming or brainfarting)
>>8106922
>Is selling art really a front for something more sinister?
Anon.. it's like you never listened to Nirvana or Radiohead.
They used to complained that they were exploited to coerce newcomers into something sinister. I always assumed it was just complaints about the 
music industries work regime and staleness.. but this is changing that perception. Don't know if they were connected though.. doubt Thom or Cobain 
were directly, please god don't let them be.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:25:16 ID: 4c684f No.8111515

THIS GUY TALKED ABOUT PODESTA PEDOPHILE RING ON OCT 19/2016

STARTS  AT 5:55 - 6:20
THIS GUY TALKED ABOUT PODESTA PEDOPHILE RING ON OCT 19/2016

STARTS  AT 5:55 - 6:20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwZYwraiSho  
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File (hide): a159b7e45ce9481⋯.gif (865.53 KB, 500x281, 500:281, 313245620084.gif)

>>8106435  
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>>8111499
What the fuck am I 
watching, this is creepy even 
without knowing the code
>pizza smell gives me the 
happy screams
WHAT THE FUCK  
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File (hide): dba9bc7db7a2459⋯.jpg (32.95 KB, 276x393, 92:131, pedo_harvest.jpg)

I'm saying this once so listen the fuck up. 

NEXT STAGE OF REDPILL IS HYPERDIMENSIONAL ALIENS CONTROLL ERS

Child abuse is an obsessive pandemic among the elite not by coincidence but because they are being either directly 
controlled by or indirectly directed by entities which require constant harvesting of life force. This is done efficiently 
through sexual abuse esp of young children. Picture related.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:30:02 ID: ef61d1 No.8111589

>>8110935
explain and i will comply…  

File (hide):
2c635aefacbbb9d⋯.png (1.35 MB,
1210x1874, 605:937,
normalpornfornormalpeople.png)

File (hide): c8e2d4531f90483⋯.png
(839.81 KB, 1210x1741, 1210:1741,
normalpornfornormalpeople2.png)
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>>8111307
>>8111267
>>8111264
>>8111222

There's fucking more where this camefrom  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:31:44 ID: 09fd4c No.8111611 >>8111666 >>8112653

>>8111592
so the jews are cannibals who want to eat the white man?  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:32:12 ID: 373c00 No.8111617

>>8111581

it leaked supposedly a few days ago that the queen of england wasnt human on the royal.uk site. someone find it  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:33:01 ID: e91a4e No.8111626 >>8114253 >>8114314

>>8111581
Don't fucking tell me Icke is right. Arkons?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:36:06 ID: 82ac7c No.8111666 >>8111753 >>8111842 >>8112524 >>8112626 >>8112714 >>8113841

>>8111611
Dubs confirm, we ARE livestock to them. That means raping us, enslaving us, doing sick shit to and then killing us for the table.
That's why they call us goy.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:37:44 ID: 33a945 No.8111686

>>8111592
My god… not a single news article on this or anything… It's just sitting there right in the top page.

>normalpornfornormalpeople
Kinda what it looks like too, but that site never really got back off it's feet after Dr. V left.  

File (hide): 20cae77d15eac10⋯.jpg (75.19 KB,
750x544, 375:272, LEGENDARY-COSTUME-BALLS-OF….jpg)

File (hide): bdc6a56019059f1⋯.png (274.97 KB,
611x312, 47:24, Screenshot at 2016-11-08 0….png)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:38:38 ID: ab8702 No.8111698

>>8111499
Obvious rothschild masked party.

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:39:44 ID: c7814e No.8111715

>>8111499

checked. I didn't really buy this theory until I saw that entire book. It's really just too fucking weird to not be something.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:41:50 ID: ab8702 No.8111753
File (hide): 22dbdb3b833ea62⋯.jpg (435.67 KB, 707x739, 707:739, jews-call-gentiles-goy.jpg)

>>8111666
Welp, satan confirms.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:44:03 ID: 6d38c9 No.8111783

>>8111581
http://montalk.net/matrix/67/the-art-of-hyper-dimensional-war

read all of montalks website please, this shit is incredible.  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:44:57 ID: e2c33f No.8111796
File (hide): 233fc95cea0e33f⋯.jpg (77.3 KB, 600x460, 30:23, Classic_e856b0_619059.jpg)

>>8111592
I get it now. Who first 
puts who into the 
oven - wins the race 
war.  

File (hide): 467bce1402b1073⋯.jpeg (43.15 KB,
750x344, 375:172, image.jpeg)

File (hide): 842894be3e35ffb⋯.jpeg
(191.67 KB, 1006x1257, 1006:1257, image.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:45:59 ID: ce45ec No.8111823 >>8111867 >>8111874 >>8111875 >>8111883 >>8111906

WHAT THE FUCK MAN

https://archive.is/T3u3Y  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:47:19 ID: 09fd4c No.8111842

>>8111666
wew  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:48:05 ID: 0c1a7f No.8111867
File (hide): 679e9c1769f6014⋯.jpg (80.86 KB, 600x600, 1:1, CgmZwAnUYAA86Xk.jpg)

>>8111823
 yep some place i think it was in 
pennsylvania even has an official 
hilldawg pizza.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:48:36 ID: ce45ec No.8111874

>>8111823

I should mention the Twitter screenshot shows "16h" ago but it's an older image I saved from about the time the article was published.  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:48:46 ID: c68535 No.8111875

>>8111823
That first pic.
>powered by Pizza, Anal…  
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Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:49:05 ID: 03ee64 No.8111883 >>8111900

File (hide): bb9b570850b67e5⋯.png (133.56 KB, 1037x598, 1037:598, hillary skull.png)

>>8111823  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:50:56 ID: c84281 No.8111900

>>8111883
>butt pirates
>means homos that rape males by surprise
>pizza pirates
>means child rapists  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:51:14 ID: 33a945 No.8111906
File (hide): 8b256b13a19dd95⋯.jpg (83.47 KB, 600x481, 600:481, 1470732151348.jpg)

>>8111823
>>8111823
oh my fucking god this just 
keeps getting more shocking as 
the hours roll on…  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:53:19 ID: 420040 No.8111945 >>8113886 >>8113929 >>8114937 >>8115029

File (hide): a42450af98be76f⋯.webm (11.65 MB, 160x120, 4:3, secretpizzapartybook.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8111499
So this was sold to parents and no one saw something wrong?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:53:43 ID: 09fd4c No.8111952 >>8112433

>>8111592
post more?  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:56:03 ID: 790144 No.8112005

>>8110736
I think the woman in Goldfish Fanciers and Nobel Peace Prize is Obama, since he got the peace prize too. Maybe that's how the faggot dresses up in 
private. And maybe he's also the reincarnation of Osiris, or wants to resurrect him or something.  

new stuff Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:56:13 ID: 2a0a84 No.8112008 >>8112161

Please have a look here:

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5bleac/excellent_short_video_that_summarizes_ties/d9q5e8w/  

Anonymous  11/07/16 (Mon) 23:59:46 ID: 420040 No.8112082

>>8111499
>one free pie no toppings
aka cheese pizza
>pizza pattern on bed
Make it stop!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:00:33 ID: dc7ba2 No.8112095

>>8111581
At this point I wouldn't be surprised.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:04:51 ID: 2a0a84 No.8112161 >>8112314

>>8112008

to elaborate and reply to myself her. this is, as far as I can see some new stuff potentially finding new 'big cheese' connections.

reddit  account is hidding the post (new user?), that's why i am putting it here for visibility.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:08:54 ID: 1a9aa9 No.8112227 >>8112304

The beans have been spilled.
There's a thread about this on Plebbit's thedonald.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:13:27 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112304

>>8112227
They were one the first sites who broke up the story m8
They're actually doing a great job  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:13:56 ID: 2a0a84 No.8112314 >>8112405

>>8112161
goddamn.  reddit is hiding the link. please check single post made by user checksum1942 on reddit:

reddit.com/u/checksum1942

can someone make this a pastebin?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:15:49 ID: 373c00 No.8112337 >>8113589 >>8113624

File (hide): 00b9c9f0528c009⋯.png (890.98 KB, 576x960, 3:5, ClipboardImage.png)

#PIZZAGATE get it trending  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:16:48 ID: e9abe6 No.8112351

This is 
win.  
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File (hide): 29d4ff4f7938eac⋯.gif (795.31 KB,
225x183, 75:61, 1414771414878.gif)

File (hide): d302b4b77d080ec⋯.jpg (121.64 KB,
1102x967, 1102:967, night feel.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:16:52 ID: 4858fa No.8112353 >>8113063

>>8111592
isn't this illegal even if voluntary? 
How can there be "people" this sick in the world.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:17:21 ID: c0f561 No.8112357

>>8111577
Mate.

All my remember-berries are rotting away from all of this. It's not just music industry, it's the movie industry too and hollywood.
Hell, this shit probably spreads to all major cities. I bet our families and friends or people connected to them will be involved.
They use major corporations like ice cream companies ffs.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:19:48 ID: c0f561 No.8112393

>>8111581
They are ayys all right.
Well to normal humans anyway.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:20:25 ID: dc7ba2 No.8112405 >>8112818

File (hide): aafec897a3ab72c⋯.png (125.8 KB, 961x1713, 961:1713, something.png)

>>8112314

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:21:39 ID: 420040 No.8112423
File (hide): 7417489c90b5cdc⋯.png (8.91 KB, 342x224, 171:112, whatislife.png)

I bet they really do eat them. Probably while they're 
still alive like in the cannibal thread anon posted.  
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File (hide): 1bebed30c44a018⋯.png
(788.47 KB, 1210x1779, 1210:1779, typical
californian3.png)

File (hide):
2a654507b2a2bbe⋯.png
(1.13 MB,
1210x5994,
605:2997, RIGHT
WING DEATH
SQUADS
CO….png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:22:15 ID: 82ac7c No.8112433 >>8112459 >>8112478 >>8112480 >>8112482 >>8112568 >>8112626

>>8111952
HERE YOU GO  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:22:34 ID: c0f561 No.8112439

>>8111267
>abused as children
As someone who was so I disagree. That's fucked up.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:24:13 ID: 0c1a7f No.8112459
File (hide): 78481a08af26fad⋯.jpg (14.17 KB, 250x250, 1:1, d83314b4ee70b76f32a07f26d7….jpg)

>>8112433  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:25:19 ID: 4858fa No.8112478

>>8112433
>>8112433
what can be done about this. Those sickos need to be put in a mental ward immediately. 
I didn't even open those pics  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:25:19 ID: 33a945 No.8112480
File (hide): 7a4ffa043786cb9⋯.jpg (36.07 KB, 453x439, 453:439, 1470803759550.jpg)

>>8112433  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:25:27 ID: 09fd4c No.8112482

>>8112433
checked! thanks  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:25:45 ID: f9e147 No.8112487 >>8112567 >>8113536

File (hide): 388f07afbebf494⋯.jpg (155.7 KB, 951x1200, 317:400, Cow9F45WcAANsF9.jpg)

>>8110736
Wait a sec.
>Set, Osiris and Kek are all egyptian 
(ancient)
>Set is osirises brother, god of death, 
osiris of underworld
>kek is a god of chaos, darkness etc.
>new and old gods of similar spheres
>we are conservative (ie old) while these 
degenerates are "progresive" (ie new)
this is some spooky shit, or Im just drunk.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:28:18 ID: 373c00 No.8112519 >>8112629 >>8112651

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/16432

>>His girlfriend Maddy too  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:28:32 ID: 94f9a9 No.8112524
File (hide): 9ec9e514b18820a⋯.png (12.44 KB, 1303x194, 1303:194, Basque.PNG)

>>8111666
Screw Yiddish, 
this is the 

language that matters  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:29:39 ID: 0d372a No.8112540 >>8112670 >>8112695 >>8112985

File (hide): 69c7fc5c15385d7⋯.png (72.3 KB, 606x647, 606:647, Screen Shot 2016-11-07 at ….png)

>>8105708 (OP)

I found more proof that a white handkerchief is related to pedo shit. An older edition of the Handkerchief Code 
wiki shows that white is for "novice/vanilla" sex. This version is from 2006 I think? I looked into it more and it 
looks like white evolved to mean "manual" sex, but it's original meaning was novice aka inexperienced aka 
children. Sick fuck.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:30:32 ID: c0f561 No.8112558
File (hide): 8ff31fabf16061b⋯.jpg (57.26 KB, 1600x870, 160:87, bobross.jpg)

>>8111344
Doesn't 
mean you 
can't beat 
the devil 
out of it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:31:08 ID: 09fd4c No.8112567

>>8112487
when you think about it, anon…

this world is so backwards as a result of Jewish misinformation campaigns that "lies" are truth. What I mean by this is conspiracy theories thought once to 
be crazy lies are now known truths. Kek, while a god of darkness, is only such because in order see real Light in a world inflamed in false light, one would 
have to be considered "darkness" in such a world. And this is how Kek is the darkness that brings the light.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:31:09 ID: 8de0e4 No.8112568
File (hide): d0e7e6ff675afc4⋯.jpg (52.14 KB, 876x493, 876:493, oven.jpg)

>>8112433
If jews love to get cooked 
this much, i would 
welcome them to my 
ovens.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:33:13 ID: bede09 No.8112598

>>8110945

Why would you link this nonsense?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:34:31 ID: 82ac7c No.8112626 >>8114655

File (hide): 23b0f02cb8c6505⋯.png (465.43 KB, 1210x2615, 242:523, quibbling over consent of ….png)

>>8112433
>>8111666
>>8111344
>>8111388
>>8111499

KEK is with us! Not with these folks though  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:34:42 ID: ca45d8 No.8112629 >>8112950

File (hide): 780a95a83486f00⋯.png (21.62 KB, 304x288, 19:18, 1.png)

>>8112519
>"Tony Podesta"  
wrote:
>He wants to 
make us cacio e 
Pepe  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:35:40 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112651 >>8112689 >>8112759 >>8112973

File (hide): 2d5b68272798b48⋯.png (85.54 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8112519
What the hell? More handkerchief 
codes?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:35:48 ID: c0f561 No.8112653 >>8112710 >>8112720 >>8113495

>>8111611
>so the jews are cannibals who want to eat the white man?
But people taste like pork.
And that isn't kosher.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:36:48 ID: 204725 No.8112670 >>8112687 >>8112708 >>8112985

>>8112540

There wasn't mention of it being white.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:37:52 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112687

>>8112670
Yep, there was. Black and white handkerchief to be more precise.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:37:48 ID: ca45d8 No.8112689 >>8112722

File (hide): e14b7f33176b90f⋯.jpg (1.74 MB, 2500x1407, 2500:1407, carlo-mirarchi-cacio-e-pep….jpg)

>>8112651
I wonder what casio e Pepe means. I 
hope it doesn't mean bondage with 
wax play.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:37:49 ID: 47e375 No.8112690
File (hide): 40478660bbfe4c4⋯.jpg (319.57 KB, 1920x1280, 3:2, 1240555325508.jpg)

>>8110722
>>>8107701
>
>>ITS THAT GRAY LITTLE FUCKING ALIEN FUCKERS
>
>They always reminded me of young children that had been drained of all life and hope, as if 
stripped of everything that made them human.

Dubs of truth?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:38:08 ID: 7fa707 No.8112695 >>8112728 >>8112984

>>8112540
What is the color for heterosexual eye contact procreation sex  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:38:54 ID: 0d372a No.8112708

>>8112670
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55433

>>I just came from checking the Field house and I have a square cloth handkerchief (white w/ black) that was left on the kitchen island.

It was most definitely white and black.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:38:54 ID: 82ac7c No.8112710 >>8112768

>>8112653
But anon, people arent pigs, that's why their flesh is.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:39:08 ID: c0f561 No.8112714

>>8111666
You know how jews had those depraved ideas about what Germans did to them during WWII?

It starts by doing what you just did.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:39:25 ID: 09fd4c No.8112720 >>8112809 >>8112925

>>8112653
True. but because goyim are not consider humans by Jewish tradition, one could make the case that eating whites is kosher. We're cattle and animals 
were put on the earth to serve man, so we can be enslaved, raped and eaten. Pig is not kosher because its an animal with hooves. 

Its perfectly fine under Torah and Talmud to each a white person because we are not humans but simply animals like any other.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:39:30 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112722 >>8112756

>>8112689
"Literally "cheese and pepper", this minimalist cacio e pepe recipe is like a stripped-down mac and cheese. Check out the key step video, shot with our 
Nest overhead cams."

More pasta-related shit.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:39:44 ID: ca45d8 No.8112728

>>8112695
Vanilla sex is white, it says in the picture.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:41:39 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112756

>>8112722
>>8112722
Not every pepper is red, but you can generalize it. 
>mfw is some fisting pedo-shit 

jk  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:41:43 ID: 0d372a No.8112759 >>8112783

>>8112651
It sounds like they are making dinner plans. Pretty sure he is talking about wine. Gotta have a nice glass of wine while you enjoy your "fine Italian foods."  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:42:32 ID: c0f561 No.8112768 >>8112782 >>8112813

>>8112710
Actually it still wouldn't be kosher. Unless we suddenly started to chew cud.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:43:21 ID: c0f561 No.8112782 >>8112834

>>8112768
Wait..

What's in unilevers ice creams?
This is a stab in the dark  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:43:24 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112783 >>8112862

>>8112759
I want to think that there's nothing abnormal here, just wishful thinking.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:44:45 ID: c0f561 No.8112809 >>8112830

>>8112720
>Pig is not kosher because its an animal with hooves
Wrong.
It's because they don't chew the cud.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:45:27 ID: b95e47 No.8112813 >>8112834 >>8114655

File (hide): 9260e772b70675b⋯.jpg (58.96 KB, 465x400, 93:80, blood_libel_germany.jpg)

>>8112768
If goyim weren't kosher as food, blood libel wouldn't be a thing, they would hate to do it. Maybe that jew 
provides victims for his blood libel trials from insane people who literally want to be eaten. For that matter 
he's main coordinator, and receives lots of money from this "business".  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:45:50 ID: dc7ba2 No.8112818 >>8112871 >>8112904

>>8112405
There's a list of links of 'friends' on the comet pizza site. There's the very weird, very dark 'heavybreathing' site, which has been talked about. Then 
there's the Sasha lord site, interesting bit:
>"Sasha Lord worked at Black Cat 2001-2005, graduated from George Mason University in 2005 in Therapeutic Recreation specializing in working with 
At-Risk Populations. In 2003, Sasha Lord was a outdoor facilitator at Hemlock Overlook specializing in At-Risk Populations. In 2004, Sasha Lord 
volunteered in Salem Oregon with The Girl Scouts of Santiam Council helping facilitate "Girl Scout Beyond Bars".

IOW, she's dealing with girls that have no parents around. Then there's this ping pong place in Berlin, http://drpong.net. Also linked from comet ping pong 
friend page. It seems legit, run by an American. I am very unsure whether it is connected, but there are a couple of oddities: 
>Their site is written in badly(?) spelled German. Have a look into the menu (Angebot). Have a look at pictures (Bilder). Note the icons on the right empty 
space. 
>Now, have a look at Manifest. What is on the right side? A goat! A goat has been referred to elsewhere 
(https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5bem0m/2_pizza_shops_connected_to_pedophilia_uncovered/d9ny8bo/ ).

Significance unclear. On page 'Linken' a hot dog. Hot dogs have been mentioned before somewhere AFAIR. Don't know the significance either.

Further, have a look at the bottom of the menu:
>Andro 'S??kind' € 10,00 Sticky as a long, slow summertime fuck.
'kind' means child in German. Andro probably means 'male'. But it is also a brand of table tennis equipment, so again could be 100% harmless!

Then, go to 'Manifest'. This surely sounds odd?
>For conversation, participation, and lesser-mitigated happiness. Interests and themes that motivate our starting are:
>Un-virtuality (physicality) / real variability.
>Healthy addiction.
>Pre-apocalyptic activity.
>Gaining control / losing control.
Yes, this could indeed all be just ping pong and artsy Hipster folks.

A little oddity: The backgrounds on all the different pages are unclean and have various artifacts? But for some further, bigger oddity that actually made 
me do this post, let's now have a further look on their friends page (Linken).

We get to, among others: http://www.goodandplenty.de/ and from there on to http://www.goodandplenty.de/booking.html

Note the 'captcha' text at the bottom. It says 'big cheese'. It seems to always say 'big cheese'. Coincidence? bucksfishingandcamping.com (same owner 
as comet ping pong) says on the bottom: "(C) 2009, Big Cheese, LLC".

Furthermore, look here: http://www.goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html An 'image compression tool'?! Steganography?? Furthermore, there is a 
hotdog and a cheeseburger on goodandplenty.

On youtube, they have a couple of (very old) videos. One of them says 'you can get new pictures through schweinpeg compression'?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-fpmy_wJPw

Further, I just found what Wikipedia thinks a ping pong show is: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ping_pong_show
>"A ping pong show is a form of stage entertainment that takes place in strip clubs."
>"The show is in many cases associated with sex tourism and human rights concerns have been raised regarding the performers."
>So maybe a common theme of interest seems to be ping pong instead of pizza?

Some further random findings of unknown significance:
The comet guy apparently knows this Marina woman from #spiritcooking as well: https://archive.fo/Y63LF
http://theveritaslawfirm.com - This one has the same address as besta pizza, look at logo. A spiral, blue color!

Now, regarding satanism. Take this guide: 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/00/72/a2/0072a2cd93a47bf7ad6158b92990e147.gif

And now have a look here:
http://www.dcbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Comet-Ping-Pong.jpg
Maybe related: https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24226
Noteworthy: Bill Clinton visits 'Politics and Prose', on the cometpingpong twitter: https://twitter.com/cometpingpong/status/142691590761218049

Also noteworthy maybe? This site: https://brightestyoungthings.com/ 

linked from the comet ping pong pizza friends page, has a comet falling onto a dinosaur (upper right corner). If you click on it, you arrive here: 
https://brightestyoungthings.com/wp-content/themes/bytv6/assets/images/header/whatAreYouDoingHere.jpg  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:46:30 ID: 09fd4c No.8112830 >>8113192

File (hide): 7142dc1f568a036⋯.png (81.12 KB, 1339x603, 1339:603, pig.PNG)

>>8112809
we're both right. 
man doesnt fall 
under this 
restriction.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:46:32 ID: c0f561 No.8112834

>>8112813
>If goyim weren't kosher as food, blood libel wouldn't be a thing, they would hate to do it
hence >>8112782

What's in those ice creams?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:48:27 ID: 0d372a No.8112862 >>8112983

>>8112783
The email itself seems weird, their tone always seems "off" when they talk about making dinner plans or dining with friends, but I don't think the "red or 
white" question was code for something else. They are doing depraved shit for sure, they probably drink wine while they do it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:48:40 ID: e740d8 No.8112866 >>8112901 >>8112922 >>8112966 >>8113401

>>8107701
Because aliens and demons are one in the same.  They're inter-dimensional beings.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:48:50 ID: 09fd4c No.8112871 >>8112930

File (hide): fbac0faef1b4824⋯.png (362.53 KB, 799x725, 799:725, sex ring.PNG)

>>8112818
https://brightesty
oungthings.com/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:50:13 ID: 9313dd No.8112901
File (hide): 6cf8e0d513031db⋯.jpg (406.08 KB, 2000x1500, 4:3, Dämmerung.jpg)

>>8112866 
(checked)
GAS THE 
AYYS
SPACE 
WAR NOW  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:50:21 ID: c0f561 No.8112904
File (hide): e282aee8a7d8def⋯.jpg (27.27 KB, 756x419, 756:419, 1469439019479.jpg)

>>8112818
>Pre-apocalyptic 
activity  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:51:25 ID: c0f561 No.8112922 >>8112966 >>8113001 >>8113401

>>8112866
>Because aliens and demons are one in the same. They're inter-dimensional beings.
So are angels anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:51:32 ID: 7fa707 No.8112925

>>8112720
It's actually because jews are essentially niggers with white skin.  They couldn't figure out how to cook, which resulted in deaths from parasites.  (lots of 
parasites are in shellfish as well, explains both tabooed foods)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:52:03 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112930

>>8112871
https://brightestyoungthings.com/articles/dc-news-you-can-maybe-use-1169
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:53:09 ID: ee7471 No.8112950
File (hide): e3126c8f7b19577⋯.jpg (54.12 KB, 500x704, 125:176, cacioepepe.jpg)

>>8112629
lol it's just a condiment for pasta. It 
means cheese and pepper in italian.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:53:18 ID: 33a945 No.8112954

>>8107701
oh shit nigger  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:54:00 ID: 84f7ee No.8112966 >>8113401

File (hide): 0f9a536a95138a4⋯.jpg (41.76 KB, 573x400, 573:400, 4166bd40e7fbe58538530ca1fa….jpg)

>>8112866
>>8112922
Be careful with those dubs, p-
please.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:54:22 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112970
File (hide): a53db3e18fd0022⋯.png (571.57 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, ClipboardImage.png)

KEK. 
The confirms, we're 
onto something.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:54:44 ID: 7b6e6e No.8112973 >>8112983

>>8112651

Red and white checkerboard seems to be a pattern here. I saw it in tons of stuff related to Comet Ping Pong.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:55:38 ID: b9a2c4 No.8112983

>>8112973
Nah, probably red or white wine. >>8112862  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:55:39 ID: f9e147 No.8112984
File (hide): 3f4fa92ec710d76⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 23.11 KB, 400x279, 400:279, IMG_20161106_174936.jpg)

>>8112695
handholding
sage for offtopic  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:55:42 ID: 204725 No.8112985
File (hide): 03c18170ece4c1a⋯.png (4.23 MB, 907x1217, 907:1217, 1476772716715.png)

>>8112540
>>8112670

Nevermind, I'm fucking retarded.

The handkerchief code might be legit, but I don't think this instance is significant as Podesta doesn't seem to think so 
either.

I'd be inclined to write the whole thing off except for the Realtor describing colours on it but not mentioning patterns or 
anything the might resemble pizza or a map and then "Susan" saying it seems pizza-related.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:56:16 ID: 7709f6 No.8112993

>>8111499
Written by (((Adam Rubin)))

 COINCIDENCE   

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:56:23 ID: e740d8 No.8112997 >>8113439

File (hide): c73eaf6cc946112⋯.jpg (29.19 KB, 465x530, 93:106, bunny.jpg)

>>8110683
>>8110742
>>8110830  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:56:49 ID: 9313dd No.8113001 >>8113094 >>8113159 >>8113167 >>8113343

File (hide): 7112ad591dc306e⋯.jpg (783.62 KB, 1430x1000, 143:100, 900087.jpg)

>>8112922
so are we  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 00:57:36 ID: 97b801 No.8113013

https://youtu.be/YvUNH_soNoo  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:01:02 ID: c0f561 No.8113063 >>8113133

>>8112353
It's probably not real.
Otherwise that's R v Brown or the American equivalent.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:01:21 ID: 0c1a7f No.8113072 >>8113145

https://8ch.net/pol/res/8112957.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:02:26 ID: c0f561 No.8113094 >>8113155 >>8113163

>>8113001
>Not being pantheist  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:04:19 ID: 4858fa No.8113133 >>8113180

>>8113063
yes, I hope so. But even if it's just sick degenerates fantasizing about it, it's disgusting.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:04:47 ID: c0f561 No.8113145 >>8113250

>>8113072
>Watermill Benefit Auction 
Is that a new fact learned?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:05:30 ID: f0992d No.8113155 >>8113180 >>8113181

>>8111267
>>8113094
pantheism is the easy way out. 

There are multiple gods and they all work against each other but we shouldn't worship them all.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:05:43 ID: 33a945 No.8113159 >>8113343

>>8113001
this  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:05:43 ID: 9313dd No.8113163 >>8113211

File (hide): a5a7e84617ce6e7⋯.png (1.92 MB, 680x731, 40:43, 252.png)

>>8113094
>not being 
panentheist  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:06:01 ID: 6d38c9 No.8113167 >>8113230

File (hide): 27ba48fd4f5fa7e⋯.gif (840.69 KB, 800x800, 1:1, almonds.gif)

>>8113001
putting this all together, its really starting to spark my synapses and activate my almonds. if we are fallen 
angels and they are demons who love sex, blood, animals, and darkness, does that mean we are angels 
who love purity, cleanliness, plants, and light? mfw anarchist fags and vegans were right all along. 

end this shit now famalam.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:06:44 ID: c0f561 No.8113180

>>8113133
>implying it probably isn't blatant legal videos
Doing this sort of thing is already illegal, I'm sure they'd just keep it hidden in plain site.

>>8113155
I like mediation.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:06:47 ID: f0992d No.8113181 >>8113204

>>8113155
Excuse me, startrek is awesome, deep space 9 especially.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:07:20 ID: 88ced9 No.8113192

>>8112830
wrong, animals with cloven hoof are permitted Lev 11:3, but the pig is prohibited EVEN THOUGH it has a cloven hoof  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:08:06 ID: 33a945 No.8113204 >>8113227 >>8113251

>>8113181
Deep Space 9 was garbage, TNG was the best.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:08:47 ID: c0f561 No.8113211

>>8113163
>not understanding that the universe has hidden dimensions.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:08:58 ID: 4858fa No.8113215 >>8113254 >>8113270 >>8113512 >>8113524

File (hide): e96d4e1438a904a⋯.jpg (61.73 KB, 1200x853, 1200:853, Cws5oXDWQAAn2ke.jpg)

wat  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:10:09 ID: f0992d No.8113227

>>8113204
Die in a fire, ds9 was the only st that had any real characters.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:10:25 ID: 9313dd No.8113230
File (hide): e6fecec6da4f079⋯.jpg (114.28 KB, 850x556, 425:278, sample-f20b3cf5503b449008f….jpg)

>>8113167
I think it's unfair to think of humans as fallen angels. Consider our evolutionary history. We have in all 
honestly inherited a nasty set of genes, dispositions, and needs, and we've overcome profound 
disadvantages to get as far as we have as a species. I firmly believe we are growing upwards against 
tremendous headwinds.

and this cabal of Satanists around Hillary are trying to open a doorway to realms of greater pain and 
depravity, because they think it will make them gods. They're quite mistaken. They are going to be on the 
lowest totem in a world of demons; they'll brawl in the streets for millennia to take a sip of a small mouthful 
of caustic, brackish water. Who knows how many "years" it will take for them to puke up enough wickedness 
to try again. I almost feel sorry for them. Then I don't.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:10:36 ID: 04d105 No.8113232 >>8113269

File (hide): fc766e45b260258⋯.jpg (34.15 KB, 400x300, 4:3, Insomnia-Cartoon.jpg)

Now i won't sleep 
after this fucking 
thread, thanks 
/pol/.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:11:02 ID: 755fe6 No.8113246 >>8113280 >>8113339 >>8113536 >>8113785

File (hide): acbd761ee09303e⋯.png (3.32 MB, 1024x2880, 16:45, ClipboardImage.png)

NOTHING TO SEE HERE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:11:16 ID: 88ced9 No.8113250 >>8113278

>>8113145
Guess what the theme of the 20th Annual benefit for Watermill was?
Devil's Heaven  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:11:19 ID: f0992d No.8113251 >>8113301

>>8113204
everyone in thg was one dimensional. 
off topic sage  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:11:23 ID: c0f561 No.8113254 >>8113370 >>8113512

>>8113215
That's a strange email, but it needs context. Look for the chain of the email, then the time frame it occurred in. We need the context.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:12:11 ID: dc7ba2 No.8113269

>>8113232
Welcome to my last couple of days since this shit was revealed. It's fucking terrifying.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:12:23 ID: 420040 No.8113270 >>8113370 >>8113512

>>8113215
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56492  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:12:50 ID: c0f561 No.8113278

>>8113250
What a strange theme for a FUCKING BENEFIT AUCTION.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:12:57 ID: 627daf No.8113280 >>8113289 >>8113339

>>8113246
exact same elfin ears  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:13:28 ID: 755fe6 No.8113289 >>8113305 >>8113339

>>8113280
her hands are tied up  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:14:07 ID: f0992d No.8113301

>>8113251
The new generation not thg.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:14:24 ID: 627daf No.8113305 >>8113339

>>8113289
wake me up  
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File (hide): 6849283a7e83ef7⋯.png (89.23 KB,
1027x783, 1027:783, Kuru (disease) - Wikipedia.png)

File (hide): c1d9f4de819f594⋯.jpeg
(123.63 KB, 835x1168, 835:1168, gr1.jpeg)

File (hide): 225d36e3bb7acfb⋯.jpg (38.22 KB,
432x368, 27:23, 225d36e3bb7acfb37a6c3eeaf5….jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:14:20 ID: b2fc1b No.8113307 >>8113321 >>8113400 >>8113474 >>8114707

>tfw you realize Hillary doesn't haven't Parkinson's disease but got Kuru from eating too much pizza

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:15:34 ID: 9313dd No.8113321 >>8114287

>>8113307  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:16:49 ID: c68535 No.8113339
File (hide): 56d311c2b818cd4⋯.gif (3.53 MB, 512x288, 16:9, 1453251047673.gif)

>>8113305
>>8113289
>>8113280
>>8113246
Ehhhhh we would have to enhance that image. It looks more like the cuffs of her shirt, 
though I do see something overlapping both hands.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:17:16 ID: c0f561 No.8113343

>>8113001
>>8113159
Space needs a medium to function.
It gets time.

Spacetime also needs a medium to function.
And that might be why the scientists are puzzled with that quark or something that only reacts to observation.

Now let's focus on the ring.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:18:31 ID: 04d105 No.8113370 >>8114147

File (hide): 1a6721e47f89fff⋯.png (24.19 KB, 280x457, 280:457, Screenshot at 2016-11-08 0….png)

>>8113254
>>8113270
This was sent from John to Mary a day before:
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/34224

In 15:38. Just before that "last night".  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:18:38 ID: dca7f7 No.8113371

>>8111581
So dude from the Idaho pastor shooting was right?

www.cnn.com/2016/03/08/us/idaho-pastor-shooting/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:20:34 ID: 33a945 No.8113400

>>8113307
Looks like a syphilis chancre  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:20:35 ID: ee7471 No.8113401
File (hide): 18d459b1744f404⋯.jpg (43.31 KB, 600x600, 1:1, abopepe.jpg)

>>81128
66
>>81129
22
>>81129
66
oh shi-  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:22:00 ID: 70fa3e No.8113425 >>8113488

File (hide): e97cd0d60641423⋯.jpg (193.94 KB, 1024x981, 1024:981, goatHill.JPG)

>>8105708 (OP)
Has anyone found a connection with the Pizza Parlor that Debbie Wasserman-Schultz was running as a 
front for money laundering that shared a space with a day-care and an adult film store. The info came out in 
the DNC Leaks when people found her password and started digging through her various accounts if I 
recall. 

I remember that people were speculating they were doing cp videos out of it. 

GOAT HILL

http://go at hill.com/  
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(2.29 MB, 1200x1826, 600:913, Poster2.png)

File (hide): f2561ecfa364d60⋯.png (2.27 MB,
1920x1286, 960:643, Poster6A.png)

File (hide): a9ac5d6eb5b5ab2⋯.png (4.31 MB,
2320x1576, 290:197, Poster3.png)

File (hide): afe128ffb4d4767⋯.jpg (74.94 KB, 960x540,
16:9, Sacrifice3.jpg)

File (hide): cc5ea3ee7170a79⋯.png (2.21 MB,
1920x1286, 960:643, Poster9.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:22:33 ID: 1a9bcb No.8113438 >>8113624

>>8105708 (OP)
>>8105708 (OP)
ANONS! IT'S TIME!
THE DAY OF THE ROPE DRA WS NEAR

We've been on another thread working on our next initiative: #PedoFiles

I have made multiple threads on cuckchan but they get v8 within seconds! No one is able to reply.

These pics are just a small amount of what has been posted on imgur.

Also, I will be making another thread on 8chan about this to get this spread!
>We need more memes and people to spread this

Imgur link: http://rickybobby1111.imgur. com/all/

#PedoFiles
#SpiritCooking  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:22:42 ID: 87e7f6 No.8113439 >>8113565

>>8110742
>>8110830
>>8112997
REMINDER: NO ONE EVER SA W THOSE TWO BLOND GIRLS LEA VE THE BUILDING  
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File (hide): c863ebeeb569706⋯.jpg
(24.64 KB, 399x600, 133:200,
mhaque_md.jpg)

File (hide): 3eecd3c5e286a60⋯.png (62.64 KB,
896x309, 896:309, Screenshot at 2016-11-08 0….png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:23:48 ID: ca45d8 No.8113455 >>8113510 >>8113532 >>8113702

Haque is probably Dr. Mustafa Haque…

And he is

HAND SURGEON

WHY PODESTA WOULD WANT HAND SURGEON?

TAKE A LITTLE GUESS  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:25:20 ID: 94f9a9 No.8113474

>>8113307
You forgot to highlight pneumonia

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/12/us/politics/hillary-clinton-campaign-pneumonia.html?_r=0  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:26:01 ID: dc7ba2 No.8113488

>>8113425
>Debbie Wasserman-Schultz 
We need infographics on this shit to spread to the normies.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:26:39 ID: 7709f6 No.8113495

>>8112653
Nigger, kikes believe it's better/cleaner to eat human flesh than pig flesh. Watch 
embedded related, it's fucking hilarious. Or skip to 4:30  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:27:00 ID: 4858fa No.8113499

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/14395

Probably already posted but here's the link between Alefantis and John Podesta.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:27:49 ID: 755fe6 No.8113510

>>8113455
why  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:27:45 ID: 6d38c9 No.8113512 >>8113727 >>8113866 >>8113979

File (hide): 4fe28f4d295eb23⋯.png (2.05 MB, 1538x1150, 769:575, hmm.png)

>>8113215
>>8113254
>>8113270

POSSIBLE CONNECTION to https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56492

Look at this thread and specifically the post: http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/96648026#p96654914

Its some of Podesta's favorite art….

If you take the image and invert it vertically you get "Daisy Chain Next Day".

Daisy Chain is florist company that would obviously sell more 'services' on … valentines day… Daisy Chain 
Next Day also has the equivalent gematria of "Valentine's Day" in Jewish gematria. 

Is this more pedo slang????  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:28:22 ID: ca45d8 No.8113524 >>8114740

File (hide): 3197009fb1ac43f⋯.png (92.56 KB, 1002x513, 334:171, Screenshot at 2016-11-08 0….png)

>John – Really nice seeing you last week… Per your request, attached is a memorandum outlining a 
possible unifying approach for the Administration when it comes to climate (TS may have sent you this doc 
last night – but believe he may have sent a slightly earlier draft so please use this one)… Please note that 
the specific material requested (a range of so-called "frames") is found on pages 6-7 and written so as one 
could just cut and paste and lift out… In addition, the document seeks to provide some strategic thinking on 
the politics of climate informed by our experiences to date… and, finally, at the back end, we provided a 
possible model of how the effort could be organized within the Administration based on a calendar that 
factors in various external events (which we also discussed last week)… We hope this is helpful and stand 
ready to support whatever you may need… Break a leg (or a hand, as the case may be) tonight…

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5282

>you may need… Break a leg (or a hand, as the case may be) tonight

2014-01-30 00:47

>>8113215
TORTURE CHAMBER REFERS T O PODESTA BREAKING HIS HAND, AND THEN FIXING IT WITH A HELP OF A SURGEON  
MUSTAFA HAQUE

ITS THE SAME FUCKING NIGHT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:29:03 ID: c23698 No.8113532

>>8113455
Doesn't pedoesta have some hand deformity? Like the tendons in his hand are short OR something?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:29:27 ID: c0f561 No.8113536 >>8113619 >>8113707

>>8112487
>>new and old gods of similar spheres
The newest form we like to call simply "god".
Though somehow we went back to kek.

>>8113246
Is that a fucking cable tie?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:31:28 ID: cc8f25 No.8113565 >>8113597 >>8113626 >>8113639 >>8113702 >>8114287

I haven't seen this posted in this thread yet, but now we know why they are pushing for illuminati symbolism everywhere. 

>Illuminati is used as a boogeyman 
>"Look at this illuminati symbolism about rainman, goyim." 
>"All triangles are about Illuminati, it's only triangles, not Pizza triangles, goy!!"

The illuminati triangle is a front for pizza related child trafficking and pedophilia. They are so fucking bold that they put a  
symbol for child fucking on american money

>>8113439
Is there more information on this case?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:32:47 ID: a1f328 No.8113589

>>8112337
No, faggot. Drop the fucking "gate" suffix otherwise everyone will ignore it.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:33:10 ID: ca45d8 No.8113597
File (hide): 5672f36a1419481⋯.png (10.9 KB, 245x131, 245:131, Screenshot at 2016-11-08 0….png)

>>8113565
"power cone"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:34:54 ID: 97b801 No.8113618

https://8ch.net/pol/res/8075794.html#q8112841  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:34:55 ID: 6d6256 No.8113619 >>8113707

File (hide): 87c41c0a5d32195⋯.jpg (198.87 KB, 1600x1600, 1:1, zip-tie-cuffs.jpg)

>>8113536

It looks like this 
on her.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:35:01 ID: 0fb732 No.8113620 >>8113677

You know all these threads keep popping up about this.

But how is it that there are some here who know how corrupt their establishment is and know that pedophiles are everywhere. Which can be proven not 
only by goy statistics from the FBI but MSM and non-MSM articles. Yet they cannot possibly fathom that the government and many places of media are 
stricken with these types of people?

I mean hell the ilk of the Clinton, Bushes, etc, work with known pedophile worshipers in the Middle East… Who we also know that they rape little boys 
over there just because it's allowed.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:35:05 ID: 1a9bcb No.8113624

>>8112337
Anon, we've started an initiative already, called #PedoFiles. Check out this post:
>>8113438  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:35:11 ID: c0f561 No.8113626 >>8113672

>>8113565
>The illuminati triangle is a front for pizza related child trafficking and pedophilia.
I thought the Illuminati symbol was related to masons?
>god dammit I bet normies will see this thread and go "no this is fucking stupid" when they see this  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:36:18 ID: 94f9a9 No.8113639

>>8113565
No this is fucking stupid  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:38:22 ID: cc8f25 No.8113672 >>8113704

>>8113626
Don't think it has much to do with masons tbh. It's a triangle, placed exactly everywhere and when you start speaking about pizza and cults.. There are 
cult pizza businesses and the like that draw the connections. Look in the threads on 4chan. 

They also found out from RedProphet, some australian guy, that many of the pizza companies shared the same adress and weren't actually real..  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:38:43 ID: c0f561 No.8113677 >>8113691 >>8113774

>>8113620
>Which can be proven not only by goy statistics from the FBI but MSM and non-MSM articles.
>goy statistics
What an odd thing to say..

> Yet they cannot possibly fathom that the government and many places of media are stricken with these types of people?
You retarded? We very skeptical of some in the media, we're beginning to name names.

>I mean hell the ilk of the Clinton, Bushes, etc, work with known pedophile worshipers in the Middle East…
Israelis?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:38:53 ID: 7c0864 No.8113679 >>8114148

May someone please link me to the post where Anon reports back on his investigation? Did anon deliver when he said he was going to check this place 
out in person?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:39:30 ID: c0f561 No.8113691 >>8113784

>>8113677
>We very skeptical
I think I need a nap.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:39:39 ID: 0d372a No.8113692
File (hide): 02c32611a3c5b56⋯.png (45.66 KB, 536x586, 268:293, Screen Shot 2016-11-07 at ….png)

>>8105708 (OP)
New finds from the latest batch of Podesta emails: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/52475

Probably talking about food but this is weird: "(Calling it a home cooked meal somehow does not do it justice!) 
Ancestral investigations to be continued…"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:40:17 ID: 33a945 No.8113702
File (hide): 8f931a6cd30fd1b⋯.jpg (5.11 KB, 219x230, 219:230, illum.jpg)

>>8113455
>>8113565
>Illuminati  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:40:23 ID: c0f561 No.8113704 >>8113791

>>8113672
>Don't think it has much to do with masons tbh
Someone post the mason pyramid.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:40:42 ID: 87e7f6 No.8113707 >>8113741

>>8113536
>>8113619
It's her fucking shirt cuffs. Why the hell would they photograph a card game with a bunch of family members while they had some zip-tied sex-slave in the 
shot? 

Use your brains, people.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:41:37 ID: ca45d8 No.8113727 >>8113754 >>8114152

File (hide): 63e28102a16d49d⋯.jpg (293.09 KB, 1095x1600, 219:320, 3bc3ec10ef91cb1d7cfc635ff6….jpg)

>>8113512
This is why eastern lolicon is superior.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:42:08 ID: 70fa3e No.8113734
File (hide): 08d427db173287f⋯.jpg (44.26 KB, 515x529, 515:529, 5736113 _c808a03d62a880b53….jpg)

>>8111592
Its not really a mystery that kikes are degenerate and into disgusting sexual perversions. I think I am going to 
sit the rest of this one out. This shit is getting dark Anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:42:29 ID: c0f561 No.8113741 >>8113798

>>8113707
>Why the hell would they photograph a card game with a bunch of family members
>family members
Is that confirmed?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:43:12 ID: c0f561 No.8113754 >>8113801

File (hide): ec61cacdf04b06a⋯.jpg (37.77 KB, 625x626, 625:626, 1458659727702.jpg)

>>8113727
Don't reply.

Just don't  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:44:10 ID: 0fb732 No.8113774 >>8113799

>>8113677
It's not that retarded when you have some people here and there who still trust the FBI on statistics, and when they commit to busting rings like this. So, I 
mean, you take what you get from that.. I personally do not trust alphabet soup in any way, shape, or form. 

You're a fuckin faggot though for not being able to read! I only said that particular line, because, there are a lots here and in other realms on the right side 
of politics. Who still believe that this is some sort of "Satanic Panic," LARPing, etc. When the reality is that it is obviously going on and you definitely 
cannot let your kids be out even in the neighborhood with each other or the chances of them being kidnapped goes up greatly. 

You gotta be kidding me though… Israeli's? The ONLY people you can name in the Middle East who are pedophiles are them? Stop being a dumb nigger.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:44:42 ID: 0fb732 No.8113784 >>8113815

>>8113691
You definitely do you faggot  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:44:45 ID: 059a75 No.8113785

>>8113246
If you look close, what people are assuming are zip ties in actually her shirt cuff.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:45:15 ID: cc8f25 No.8113791 >>8114152

>>8113704
They have their own sex slaves and I doubt jews that own the Federal Reserve are Freemasons..  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:45:31 ID: 87e7f6 No.8113798

>>8113741
Well it looks like it. Who else would that old woman be other than a mother or elderly relative?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:45:32 ID: c0f561 No.8113799 >>8113851

>>8113774
>It's not that retarded when you have some people here and there who still trust the FBI on statistics
Why stop at the FBI?
Why trust any stats?

>FBI is one person  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:45:41 ID: c84281 No.8113801 >>8114152

File (hide): 4a7c68dbb8984a2⋯.gif (79.4 KB, 162x170, 81:85, 8fe6c511206a13fead50f2f226….gif)

>>8113754
>being this offensive to jokes
Come one anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:46:02 ID: 0d372a No.8113809 >>8113854 >>8114152

File (hide): b2cd27c92edd202⋯.png (87.35 KB, 1144x577, 1144:577, Screen Shot 2016-11-07 at ….png)

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/53043

A friend of the Podestas moved to 
Guatemala to adopt a boy "between 4 and 6 
years old."  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:46:06 ID: c0f561 No.8113815 >>8113864

>>8113784
You need to stop being jewish.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:47:23 ID: dca7f7 No.8113841

>>8111666
Suoer Satan confirms kikes use us as objects and food.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:48:00 ID: 0fb732 No.8113851 >>8114152

>>8113799
kek 

how good of you to respond very belligerently and claim I think a compartmentalized agency is one person  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:47:59 ID: c84281 No.8113854

>>8113809
I just realized that we should search for common pedophile tags in those emails.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:48:11 ID: 755fe6 No.8113859

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/apr/20/usa.world
>Tuesday 20 April 2004 11.12 BST

They are known for purchasing "awkward" works, such as video installations, that many other private collectors will not consider. "It's easy to store them, 
but difficult to display them," says Podesta. To get round the problem, he and his wife have excavated a huge subterranean vault beneath their house 
outside Washington - a white space 5m square and 4m high in which it will be possible to show "very complicated video pieces" on all four walls.

>To get round the problem, he and his wife have excavated a huge subterranean vault beneath their house outside Washington - a white space 5m 
square and 4m high 

i repeat

>Tony Podesta has had GIANT FUCKING SUBTERRANEAN VAULT UNDER HIS HOUSE SINCE BEFORE 2004  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:48:40 ID: 0fb732 No.8113864 >>8114152

>>8113815
You need to go to bed so you're able to actually read and not be a complete nigger.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:48:49 ID: ee7471 No.8113866 >>8113876 >>8113928 >>8113979 >>8113991 >>8114728

File (hide): 750c94b694cf0f4⋯.png (741.83 KB, 857x453, 857:453, 1478532633081.png)

>>8113512
From that thread:
>Remember that Podestas missing Handkerchief on one of the emails?
>Handkerchief is memento from the atrocities performed by those people. Mixed with sperm and blood of 
children, thus "pizza map" (perhaps including DNA for future tracking?), kind of trophy, like hunter keeps the 
horns of deer he fell.
>These powerful images from one victim are shocking: They have this small detail, handerkchiefs placed 
under children. They serve as mementos from eldritch beings done by these … "humans".
>Why would anyone bother to return 10$ tops piece of cloth, or track down the owner, especially people 

with wealth, unless it is important memento?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:49:33 ID: 755fe6 No.8113876 >>8113991 >>8114116

>>8113866
what the fuck is with the corkscrews  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:50:04 ID: c0cc8c No.8113886

>>8105708 (OP)
>>8111945
WHAT THE FUCK.  IM 15 SECONDS IN AND I HAD TO STOP WATCHING.  THAT SHIT IS SO CREEPY  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:51:49 ID: b9a2c4 No.8113928 >>8113998

>>8113866
He didn't bother, read the goddamn email, you piece of shit. He said that it wasn't worthy.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:51:51 ID: 0fb732 No.8113929 >>8113966 >>8113980 >>8115029

>>8111945
do you think we are an ant colony, anon?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:53:39 ID: 420040 No.8113966

>>8113929
file size limit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:54:32 ID: 87e7f6 No.8113979 >>8114077 >>8114170

>>8113512
>>8113866
What the fuck is this depraved "art"?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:54:35 ID: 420040 No.8113980

>>8113929
guess i could have fucked with the kbps instead of size, meh  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:55:00 ID: cc8f25 No.8113991

>>8113866
>>8113876
What is it they are holding? And why do they sit like that while fucking a child? Seems like a terrile position.. But what do I know, I haven't had sex with 
children before and my dick isn't 2 inches. 

Weird drawings..  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:55:15 ID: b9a2c4 No.8113998 >>8114152

>>8113928
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55433#efmACxADa  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:57:52 ID: 427e15 No.8114062

>>8109997
in chinese mythology, the golden fish swims back to the source of the river and once he reaches it he gains immortality/transforms into a dragon  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:58:25 ID: 0fe690 No.8114072 >>8114099 >>8114152

Looks like Obama likes pizza too.  This sh*t is going on out in the open.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:58:43 ID: 6d38c9 No.8114077 >>8114170

>>8113979
rape victims often describe themselves as viewing their rape, because they're so traumatized their soul i guess leaves their body so they don't have to 
suffer the trauma… and these satanic people can somehow see this aura or soul or some shit and depict it in their art. see how some people in it are 
more well defined and others more spotty/light?

 that's the depiction of the flesh and soul. only reason i buy into this shit is because i had a near death experience when i was younger and had several 
out of body experiences, so there is something to this artists knowledge of the occult at a bare minimum. lots of traumatic shit happens to your psyche 
when and people have always had these experiences in surgeries, rapes, long falls, etc.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 01:59:58 ID: 0fe690 No.8114099 >>8114152 >>8114201

File (hide): 73c47414fa3031c⋯.jpg (170.57 KB, 583x558, 583:558, 1232990706596.jpg)

>>8114072
It failed to post my pic.  Let 
me try again…  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:00:52 ID: c620a2 No.8114116 >>8114220

>>8113876
i'm guessing they're standing around smoking cigarettes, observing like performance art or someshit. shit's fucked.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:02:40 ID: 67a35d No.8114147 >>8114342

>>8113370

Did a reverse-lookup on that number you found.

Steven H Bernstein
(301) 657-9876
5530 Wisconsin Ave
Chevy Chase, MD 20815  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:02:37 ID: 7c0864 No.8114148

>>8113679
Anybody?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:02:47 ID: d5dcf3 No.8114151

>>8107879
What website/tool are you using to get that domain map?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:02:48 ID: c0f561 No.8114152 >>8114235 >>8114270

>>8113864
>>8113851
>>8113801
>>8113727
Stop derailing.

>>8113791
Is that so? All of the masons? Or just the runts of the litter?

>>8113809
"""adopt""" a boy.. 
Christ.

>>8113998
Burn. That poster needs to read.

>>8114072
>>8114099
I don't think we've captured him yet.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:03:55 ID: 94f9a9 No.8114170 >>8114334

>>8113979
>>8114077
http://www.kimnoble.com/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:05:25 ID: 0fe690 No.8114201

>>8114099
That secret service agent doesn't like someone taking a picture of the President of the United States getting a blowjob from a five year old.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:06:43 ID: dca7f7 No.8114220 >>8114334 >>8114728

File (hide): 6e65a0827178b8a⋯.jpg (22.93 KB, 500x375, 4:3, 1436322783813.jpg)

>>8114116
Wasn't there some artist who made paintings depicting exactly that scenario. All the paintings had a similar 
vibe, but I clearly remember that scene from one of the paintings.

Pic related is from the said artist  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:07:32 ID: 420040 No.8114235

>>8114152
>I don't think we've captured him yet
see
>>8108014  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:08:18 ID: 12b3ca No.8114253

>>8111626
if he is we're fucked  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:08:17 ID: 0c927a No.8114254
File (hide): f50fc2d10769227⋯.png (21.19 KB, 969x670, 969:670, ragnar.png)

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56540

Here's a weird email chain with Podesta talking about two groups of people in 
vans making exchanges and going to hotels. 

What is Ragnar?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:09:09 ID: 0fb732 No.8114270 >>8114359

>>8114152
>derailing

I'm not de-railing anything you piece of shit. I am not opposing any of this at all.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:09:47 ID: 5bb334 No.8114287 >>8114370

>>8113321
>>8113565

https://twitter.com/AbramovicM666/status/795579835099844608  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:10:49 ID: 0fe690 No.8114314

>>8111626
David Icke has been talking about Pedos in high places for years.  He was trying to tell people this shit when everyone thought he was crazy.  He's not so 
crazy after all.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:11:59 ID: 82ac7c No.8114334 >>8114412

>>8114220
see >>8114170
Little abused girl drawing out her experiences  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:12:08 ID: 0fe690 No.8114336

I'm glad /pol/ is all over this.  I've been knowing about this shit for years.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:12:06 ID: 6d38c9 No.8114342
File (hide): a3a913b1d03acb3⋯.png (106.19 KB, 325x311, 325:311, 1468903470959.png)

>>8114147
every time  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:12:37 ID: c0f561 No.8114352
File (hide): 55c8a5c94a120c3⋯.png (28.44 KB, 1098x693, 122:77, [Podesta(38998)_TonyPodest….png)

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/38998
More on Tony's Somalia trip. Around 
the same time as the "torture 
chamber" email.

He mentions the capital of somalia, 
but no mention of the UAE and Israel 
this time.
Odd.

Also
>spanakopita
Possibly another codeword,
Or just a pie.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:13:30 ID: 755fe6 No.8114357 >>8114390 >>8114398 >>8114770

Brand new
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56859

Tony podesta: "Going to see Rachel rose"
John podesta: "we're in the restaurant. back corner"

12-26-15. They seem to do a lot of shady shit around Xmas

HOLY FUCKING SHIT
>HOLY FUCKING SHIT
HOLY FUCKING SHIT
>HOLY FUCKING SHIT
HOLY FUCKING SHIT

I LOOKED UP RACHEL ROSE ON YOUTUBE

THIS IS ONE OF HER PERFORMANCES

[YouTube] Rachel Rose - Aubade: Grendel's Mother (live reading) (embed)

AT 0:10 YOU CAN CLEARLY SEE A PERSON WITH THE TRIANGLE PEDO JEWELRY

WTF!!!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:13:43 ID: c0f561 No.8114359 >>8114375

>>8114270
You've said nothing constructive. And now you're baiting me :^)  

File (hide):
447b867a73241b0⋯.jpg
(136.27 KB, 675x1200, 9:16,
CwfGgqhXEAAvDiQ.jpg)

File (hide):
337ea73730f6dd0⋯.jpg (183.63
KB, 675x1200, 9:16,
CwlclUkXgAAHaQG.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:14:33 ID: 8c4cae No.8114370

>>8114287
>she's an orthodox
Not surprising. Fanatical threads about this particular religion were degenerate as fuck here. Its all same anti-christ cult idolatry like catholicism, and you 
don't even listen.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:14:52 ID: 0fb732 No.8114375 >>8114440

File (hide): f4b3cf28335be91⋯.jpg (126 KB, 754x648, 377:324, f4b3cf28335be91a9cee04504f….jpg)

>>8114359
I must be a master baiter if I'm baiting you 
without having my own realization of it, hot 
damn.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:15:36 ID: 0d372a No.8114388
File (hide): e99b0bcee59c2ab⋯.png (62.53 KB, 526x647, 526:647, Screen Shot 2016-11-07 at ….png)

Not a new email, but I haven't seen this posted yet. Even more confirmation of a JimmyComet and Podesta 
connection.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/21030

"Also, I saw that you are reading at Politics & Prose soon. What can we do afterward? Would you like to have a 
dinner at my places?!? Big or small. What do you think?"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:15:46 ID: 755fe6 No.8114390 >>8114534

>>8114357
whoops didnt attach. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0vrpV5n4Ps  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:16:01 ID: c0f561 No.8114398 >>8114411

>>8114357
>TRIANGLE PEDO JEWELRY
So is trigonometry pedo now? 
Or is it like the one in the FBI leak?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:16:08 ID: 755fe6 No.8114400 >>8114443 >>8114460 >>8114462 >>8114529

WOW 

http://insider.foxnews.com/2014/01/06/reports-police-know-who-kidnapped-madeleine-mccann-can%E2%80%99t-arrest-them  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:16:39 ID: 755fe6 No.8114411 >>8114440

fbi leak

>>8114398  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:16:42 ID: dca7f7 No.8114412

>>8114334
Thank you anon. Thats exactly it. I remember the feeling I got looking at those paintings, this who Comet Ping Pong shit has me feeling that feel X 
6,000,000  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:17:27 ID: 08645d No.8114428 >>8114473 >>8115207

File (hide): d4351b21caac206⋯.jpg (22.63 KB, 720x480, 3:2, marlock.jpg)

Southpark called this whole thing with their Super Adventure Club Episode. They just thought Marlok was 
the source of immortality, not the god they were worshiping, Molok.

After the election, their next episode: they should have the Super Adventure Club come back (and abduct 
the gang of course), in order to get them to help fight the greatest evil of all (Who are taking all the children 
from the other pedos): Hillary Clinton, and the pedo cult of Molok  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:18:22 ID: c0f561 No.8114440

>>8114375
>I must be a master baiter
Certainly are a wanker.

>>8114411
As in a double triangle? Oh for fuck sake.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:18:46 ID: c0cc8c No.8114443

>>8114400
checked tripdubs  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:19:05 ID: 755fe6 No.8114454 >>8114778

James Alefantis
https://www.docdroid.net/q7A92jS/westlaw-peoplemap-report-mr-james-a-alefantis.pdf.html

John Podesta
https://www.docdroid.net/VHD6dmq/westlaw-peoplemap-report-john-d-podesta.pdf.html

Anthony Podesta
https://www.docdroid.net/lQC342x/westlaw-peoplemap-report-anthony-podesta.pdf.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:19:31 ID: 6d38c9 No.8114460
File (hide): 07a574b0868f54c⋯.gif (2.15 KB, 452x372, 113:93, 1470474239700.gif)

>>8114400
>11
>44
>11

chekt, and WTF  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:19:45 ID: 420040 No.8114462 >>8114745

>>8114400
https://archive.is/qY8J9  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:20:14 ID: c0f561 No.8114473 >>8114526

>>8114428
If stone or parker aren't in the mix.
Stone's a jew.. but he seems distant.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:21:11 ID: d0edff No.8114492
File (hide): 7b275e616da10c0⋯.jpg (63.52 KB, 600x596, 150:149, cbaf201858ac8f7e4744ecfacf….jpg)

>>8114444  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:22:49 ID: c0cc8c No.8114526

>>8114473
He doesn't practice, he's "jewish" by culture only  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:23:01 ID: 0fe690 No.8114529 >>8114572

>>8114400
Translated, this means the people are kidnapped MM or connected to the Establishment and protected by the Establishment.  The police will not enforce 
laws against the Establishment.  They will protect the Establishment.  By the way, that is exactly what the FBI does in the U.S.  They protect secrets of the 
Elite and never divulge them.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:23:17 ID: 4858fa No.8114534 >>8114582

File (hide): e856e730efeef1e⋯.png (200.93 KB, 843x476, 843:476, wtf.png)

>>8114390
Here the ring  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:25:50 ID: 4858fa No.8114572

>>8114529
doesn't the article say the kidnappers were portuguese or something?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:26:44 ID: 420040 No.8114582 >>8114633

File (hide): e58723eb5b54238⋯.png (253.3 KB, 547x392, 547:392, chris.png)

>>8114534
So that means 
he fucks male 
toddlers right?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:29:33 ID: 4858fa No.8114633

>>8114582
yep. We should doxx him. But I can't see how.  

File (hide): 097cb0f03bd8e34⋯.png (70.34
KB, 212x194, 106:97, CANT WAKE UP.png)

File (hide): 6e3d8a070a82c4f⋯.jpg (75.86 KB,
640x478, 320:239, 6e3d8a070a82c4f79a7044eea1….jpg)

File (hide): 3f60936e8b4dab6⋯.jpg (15.21
KB, 286x367, 286:367,
3f60936e8b4dab6ef4d64b9cd5….jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:30:09 ID: 50ca5e No.8114646

>>8109408
These fuckin' cards, man. Every time.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:30:37 ID: 041e64 No.8114655 >>8114725 >>8114919

>>8112626
>>8112813

There was a man (somewhere in Europe, I believe), that wanted to be eaten. He found a man that agreed to kill him and eat him, and that's just what he 
did. Man was arrested I believe.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:33:48 ID: 14380e No.8114707 >>8114803 >>8115149

>>8113307
You actually read my mind there… 

I've been thinking this for days now, mad cow's disease.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:33:47 ID: 0fe690 No.8114708 >>8114726

File (hide): 003e89a6704c266⋯.gif (347.21 KB, 700x487, 700:487, partyfull.gif)

Found this on 
some web site 
relating to the 
Franklin cover 
up.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:34:36 ID: 86293b No.8114721

>>8110742

yepp. keep fighting the good fight guys  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:35:09 ID: 4858fa No.8114725 >>8114752

>>8114655
isn't the butthurt meme guy involved in that horrifying story?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:35:09 ID: 2fad9f No.8114726
File (hide): 8de361d1898eb9c⋯.jpg (17.71 KB, 240x240, 1:1, 9Z5D_aO2.jpg)

>>8114708
the man to the 
right  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:35:16 ID: 50ca5e No.8114728 >>8114840

File (hide): eed805a0acd7d24⋯.jpg (381.01 KB, 746x982, 373:491, IGOATbh.jpg)

>>8113866
>>8114220
The fading ghostly  figures hovering over the children seem to indicate some sort of disassociation or out of body 
experience or forced astral travel into the nightmare realms experienced by whatever unfortunate soul painted these.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:35:24 ID: d05488 No.8114729

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/57105
Backdoor?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:36:03 ID: 43489c No.8114740

>>8113524
>>8113524
>>8113524

His surgery was 1-30-2014, he was referring to the hand-break that already happened.

Look at these in chronological order, just looking for terms out of context like "hand" and "pizza" across 14 years doesn't do shit  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:36:25 ID: c0f561 No.8114745
File (hide): 3fdbc8d65b26613⋯.png (885.08 KB, 1848x5401, 168:491, [Insider.FoxNews_PoliceKno….png)

>>8114462
>They say international law stops them from being able to make an arrest in her disappearance.
Knew this would cause havoc. And if clinton runs a ring - then she'd try to push against globalism to keep this up.
>and put a candidate in to push nationalism

Pity he went National Socialism instead. Now she's on the chopping block. kek

Also I disagree that international law prevents them. There are means, but they probably just didn't use them. Why? Because they knew 
they were dealing with big fish.
You can bring the US to the international court because they have a duty to adhere to international law and a standard to adhere to. Due 
diligence is involved, but it's a bit tricky with international law.

They could have taken them to court for the FBIs lack of investigation but they didn't.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:36:59 ID: 50ca5e No.8114752 >>8114772 >>8114806

File (hide): f7fa4ef51dfc508⋯.jpg (42.54 KB, 500x478, 250:239, f7fa4ef51dfc50866d2cbf75f7….jpg)

>>8114725
Wait was that confirmed? I 
thought people were just 
shitposting.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:37:58 ID: 14380e No.8114770
File (hide): c7a52fb95c59896⋯.gif (29.98 KB, 387x390, 129:130, kalender.gif)

>>8114357
That's at least too late for the midwinter blot.

Mad Cow's disease… fucking shit man.. it is that
I got an expert at hand here I can ask, I spoke to 
him regarding Parkinson he thought she had.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:38:03 ID: b5c26b No.8114772

>>8114752
It's all memes now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:38:10 ID: 755fe6 No.8114778
File (hide): 74a3e0671b090bb⋯.png (321.48 KB, 578x539, 578:539, 1469764738838.png)

>>8114454

i just posted 
background checks… 
dig  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:38:16 ID: 0fb732 No.8114779

>>8109434
Doesn't matter if it is common. Don't ignore what is right in front of you, fag.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:39:30 ID: c0f561 No.8114803 >>8114813 >>8114844

>>8114707
>mad cow's disease
Is that spread by consumption of beef and people for humans? Or just people?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:39:35 ID: 4858fa No.8114806

>>8114752
An anon mentioned this story in a 8/pol/ thread two days ago but I didn't understand if that story you were talking about is the same. In his story, the 
butthurt guy allegedly let's his victim go because the victim "pussy'd out".  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:40:09 ID: 755fe6 No.8114813 >>8114877

>>8114803

kuru or another prion based disease would explain it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:40:11 ID: c0f561 No.8114814

>>8109434
You have no idea how wrong you are.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:41:24 ID: 831127 No.8114832

>>8105916
>>8109698
>>8109698
WAIT Podesta have that mark on the right of the card on his fucking face?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:42:01 ID: 9313dd No.8114840
File (hide): 17bc71d61321147⋯.jpg (432.56 KB, 800x598, 400:299, xs11.jpg)

>>8114728
That sounds surprisingly plausible to me. The purpose of these rapes is to force these children out of their 
bodies, generating a massive amount of energy which can be tapped by umbral spirits.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:42:08 ID: 14380e No.8114844 >>8114876 >>8114877 >>8114889

>>8114803
I'm no medical professional, but I thought that was the same the cannibals got. Disease linked there.

If people eat people, they get it and die after a few years. Cows too. I remember late 90ies or something it was a lot of it in several places in europe, 
because they fed the cows…. cows… 

again no expert, I need to speak to this professor  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:44:03 ID: 755fe6 No.8114876 >>8115149

>>8114844
its caused by protein misfolds called prions can happen to people too krutzfeld, alzheimers, mad cow etc are all caused by misfolds but mad cow and 
kuru are the ones from cannibalism  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:44:11 ID: c0f561 No.8114877 >>8114897

>>8114813
I think these circumstances are getting clearer for this lot. We got a bit further, but that fact seems important.

>>8114844
There's been recent outbreaks.
What the fuck????  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:44:45 ID: 4858fa No.8114889 >>8114901

>>8114844
I think cannibals get that if they eat the brains. Doesn't happen with other parts of the body. disgusting
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:45:23 ID: 755fe6 No.8114897 >>8114917

>>8114877

mad cow? yes it outbreaks every once in a while if one dies and the other cows touch the blood and they are infected  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:45:32 ID: 4858fa No.8114901

>>8114889
I'm pretty sure*  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:45:35 ID: c0f561 No.8114902

I'll be back in a couple hours on the international law bit.
Someone prepare a new thread.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:46:35 ID: c0f561 No.8114917

>>8114897
>if one dies and the other cows touch the blood and they are infected
Something tells me that's not quite right.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:46:44 ID: 82ac7c No.8114919

>>8114655
Armin Meiwes. The Rotenburg Cannibal. He posted an ad on the now defunct cannibal cafe forum looking for a human victim, Said victim was an older 
male guy called Brandes. 
Not the same folks.
 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armin_Meiwes
I'd really like that video that fucker made of the entire thing, it would be a great new shock site, shame interpol has it now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:46:53 ID: 0fb732 No.8114921

>>8109872
How funny is it that reality itself knew this would happen and saw to it that those who constructed these cards as a parody are now such themselves?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:48:05 ID: b5c26b No.8114937

>>8111945
>the happy screams
This whole video is priming kids to accept "pizza parties".
RWDS truly actually need to happen.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:49:32 ID: 0fb732 No.8114958

>>8110130
Drawing from the source depends on how you will, anon. What is it you would like to know? Meme magic is something very different from what you 
currently understand.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:50:57 ID: dca7f7 No.8114984

Was just watching this Varg video about satanism in the black metal scene. He touches on something 
concerning how the media really wanted to promote satanism through black metal.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:51:32 ID: 755fe6 No.8114993 >>8115150

File (hide): 6035173895697e2⋯.png (1.61 MB, 917x971, 917:971, 1477746944886.png)

WEW

https://archive.is/FMLb
x  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:54:13 ID: 420040 No.8115029 >>8115214

File (hide): 693f438c9524492⋯.webm (9.97 MB, 426x240, 71:40, secretpizzaparty_book_con….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8111945
>>8113929
Made a better version since anon wanted it. Low 
res but what are you gonna do.
Remember this is why relevant supposedly
>>8111499  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:55:32 ID: c0f561 No.8115047 >>8115055

Anyone paying attention to Scott Foval and his Twitter?
https://twitter.com/Scott_Foval/with_replies
He was fired by the Dems, caught in O'Keefe's videos.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/10/19/two-democratic-operatives-lose-jobs-after-james-okeefe-sting/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:55:50 ID: 59a2e2 No.8115052 >>8115059 >>8115103 >>8115114

File (hide): 13d25ed87a1acbe⋯.png (2.02 MB, 1878x1218, 313:203, cometkillroom.png)

kill room, found by cuck chan  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:56:06 ID: 8b7908 No.8115055 >>8115095 >>8115106

>>8115047
fake, anon  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:56:23 ID: 420040 No.8115059

>>8115052
archive link nao  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:58:04 ID: 0fe690 No.8115092

Are you guys aware that Aaron Swartz was suicided for trying to expose all this shit?  MIT is involved in child trafficking. You should research it when you 
get the time.  Is it possible that Michael Hastings also was trying to expose this before he too was suicided?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:58:08 ID: c0f561 No.8115095 >>8115120 >>8115138

>>8115055
How so?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:58:40 ID: d5dcf3 No.8115101
File (hide): 2928d68056ce4d6⋯.gif (1.96 MB, 600x600, 1:1, 1469154740062.gif)

>>8111499
>secret handshake
>secret staircase
>you don't want the delivery guy to know where you 
live. He might recognize you from the posters
>pizza smell gives me the happy screams
>in fact, we'd better turn off the lights and whisper 
just to be safe
>reward: 1 free pie, no toppings [i.e. cheese pizza]

Jesus, Mary and Joseph  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:58:48 ID: 041e64 No.8115103

>>8115052
>just rinse it off when you're done
rwds are going to have to be a real thing anons, and we'll have to do it.

the law will never touch these animals  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:58:56 ID: c0f561 No.8115106

>>8115055
https://archive.is/68sv1
Looks like Scott Foval to me.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:59:24 ID: 6e296f No.8115114

>>8115052

I hope the degenerates who are running this place and especially the one who runs this instagram page get assassinated.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 02:59:41 ID: 8b7908 No.8115120 >>8115172 >>8115193

>>8115095
The Foval thread already declared it a fake due to the account being so new.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:01:24 ID: 8b7908 No.8115138 >>8115193

>>8115095
You're right though, it does look legit. Hope it is!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:01:54 ID: 2f1178 No.8115149

>>8114707
>>8114876

It's sketchy AF. On one hand as others have mentioned many diseases are caused by misfolds (Although alzheimers appears to have a blood sugar 
component from recent research) but I SWEAR I saw a tweet referencing Hilary and mad cow or similar… trying to find it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:01:59 ID: 420040 No.8115150
File (hide): dcbac9757a72a93⋯.png (9.6 KB, 645x103, 645:103, prettygood.png)

>>8114993
What did he 
mean by this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:02:17 ID: 4858fa No.8115152

I did absolutely nothing the past two days. Just browsed the thread about molesta's emails all the time. I want to forget this and go back to normal life.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:03:23 ID: c0f561 No.8115172

>>8115120
How do you find this out? Was it looking up the first post?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:04:48 ID: c0f561 No.8115193 >>8115231

>>8115120
>>8115138
You're giving me mixed messages..  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:05:33 ID: e1dbce No.8115207

>>8114428

Comet Ping Pong's advert motto:

"Pizza is Life"

I though it was just cheeky, but now it occurs to me that this is a literal statement. Children are their key to youth.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:06:06 ID: d2a550 No.8115214

>>8115029
> the happy-screams 

These people make me sick.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:07:00 ID: 8b7908 No.8115231

>>8115193
Cuz I'm not a shill and I'm willing to assess the evidence.  

[  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / anita / asmr / brit / ftpod1 / htg / nofap / pinoy / wos ][ watchlist ]
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[Settings] [Home]
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[a / b / c / d / e / f / g / gif / h / hr / k / m / o / p / r / s / t / u / v / vg / vr / w / wg] [ i  / ic] [r9k] [s4s] [vip] [cm / hm / lgbt / y] [3 / aco / adv / an / asp / biz / cgl / ck / co / diy / fa / fit  / gd
/ hc / his / int / jp / lit  / mlp / mu / n / news / out / po / pol / qst / sci / soc / sp / tg / toy / trv / tv / vp / wsg / wsr / x] [Edit]

/pol/ - Politically Incorrect

[Advertise on 4chan]

[Post a Reply]
10/04/16 New board for 4chan Pass users: /vip/ - Very Important Posts
06/20/16 New 4chan Banner Contest with a chance to win a 4chan Pass! See the contest page

for details.
05/08/16 Janitor acceptance emails will be sent out over the coming weeks. Make sure to

check your spam box!
[Hide] [Show All]

Cooldown time lowered for 4chan Pass users! You can now renew your Pass if it expires in less than 6 months. 
Don't forget the banner contest

[Return] [Catalog] [Bottom] [Update] [ Auto]

File: 14963077_1010369687708565(...).jpg (94 KB, 717x768)
 digging for owners of besta pizza Anonymous (ID: 7R/jJ7rp )  11/06/16(Sun)05:39:21 No.96371913 >>96372137

>>96372164  >>96372454  >>96372522  >>96374089  >>96374616  >>96377242  >>96378326  >>96391258

Ok I'm digging for ownership info and have found it -  
Uptown Pizza LLC. http://sli.mg/0imhDH 

I Found it by being more (?) specific with search terms. Just uptown or pizza would not return a result
http://sli.mg/NVNyV4 

LLC Business Filing - http://sli.mg/A45Xa5 

It's signed by Andrew Kline, and it's running on a revoked entity status.  

Agent Address - 1225 19th Street N.W., Washington, DC 20036 

Andrew Klines listed address leads back to a palms restaurant - WTF - Currently needs digging 

Also listed on the report is the following --  

Governor: Hammad, Abdel Rahman 5029 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20008 Is Executing Officer?: No -  
This the address of Besta Pizza.
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 Anonymous (ID: zHJeroCA )  11/06/16(Sun)05:40:20 No.96372012 >>96372882

Just submit a tip to the fbi

 Anonymous (ID: zHJeroCA )  11/06/16(Sun)05:40:36 No.96372040

Or the local police

 Anonymous (ID: DgUvSNfF )  11/06/16(Sun)05:41:34 No.96372137

>>96371913 (OP) 
 
bump and album for me so far 
 
https://sli.mg/QsSYbH

 Anonymous (ID: DgUvSNfF )  11/06/16(Sun)05:41:52 No.96372164
File: Cwjk4ceVIAAWf66.jpg (80 KB, 750x750)

>>96371913 (OP)

 Anonymous (ID: DgUvSNfF )  11/06/16(Sun)05:44:41 No.96372454 >>96372823
File: 1478410782806.jpg (344 KB, 1345x961)

>>96371913 (OP) 
 
 
another for the haiti charity work and proximity to
pong pizza

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)05:45:04 No.96372500 >>96373834
File: pingporn.png (1.17 MB, 2736x1976)

 Anonymous (ID: DgUvSNfF )  11/06/16(Sun)05:45:14 No.96372522 >>96373112 >>96374310  >>96386515  >>96398341
File: 1478410683378.png (2.28 MB, 2760x3176)

>>96371913 (OP) 
 
best summation so far

 Anonymous (ID: M5f0cF8g )  11/06/16(Sun)05:45:32 No.96372551 >>96372971
File: WTpage1.gif (309 KB, 1290x774)

I had completely forgotten about the franklin cover up.  
http://www.voxfux.com/features/bush_child_sex_coverup/franklin.htm 
http://www.franklincase.org/ 
http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/W
RHARTICLES/Franklin/FranklinCoverup/franklin.htm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AFrMpQxbmk [Embed] 
 
Has any of this been tied in? Surely this would all be part of the same global elitist pedo ring

 Billionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein alike (ID: Ab4e78/T )  11/06/16(Sun)05:47:50 No.96372823

>>96372454 
 
Eating + Children = Cannibalism

 Anonymous (ID: u31AT26L )  11/06/16(Sun)05:48:03 No.96372840

bumpy

 Anonymous (ID: FnygO2Hu )  11/06/16(Sun)05:48:11 No.96372853 >>96373268  >>96373414  >>96381074

The amount of tinfoil in this thread is astounding.
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 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)05:48:13 No.96372856 >>96373054
File: 1478401060297.png (1.19 MB, 1359x1632)

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)05:48:17 No.96372867

There is a restaurant in Washington DC called 'Ping Pong Dim Sum' on 7th Street. Dim Sum is a name for a BITE SIZED dish. They have only 4 locations,
each in a major international hub. Washington, Mumbai, Dubai, London. Find out who these owners are and if they are connected. 
http://www.pingpongdimsum.us/

 Anonymous (ID: 7R/jJ7rp )  11/06/16(Sun)05:48:25 No.96372882

>>96372012 
 
Thank You 
Your tip has been submitted.

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)05:49:11 No.96372971

>>96372551 
yes it has.. here: 
 
pastebin.com/Jn2LfXg4

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)05:49:51 No.96373054

>>96372856 
Glad you found another Ping Pong logo. We need to keep one good graphic going that ties it all together.

 Anonymous (ID: jV94ZT4m )  11/06/16(Sun)05:50:22 No.96373112 >>96373255  >>96373324

>>96372522 
that art just looks like typical "dude its like abstract and weird lmao" shit. still weird that it's in there but it's not unfathomable that the business has it so they
can go "look we're part of the community we support local artists." has anyone figured out the artist behind it?

 Anonymous (ID: v9RQz7ry )  11/06/16(Sun)05:51:10 No.96373211 >>96373321  >>96373573  >>96373980

A FOIA request regarding Ted Gunderson would go a long way

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)05:51:34 No.96373255 >>96376845

>>96373112 
there was a quote i saw "rituals preformed in public are art, rituals preformed in private are sacrafices" or something along those lines... can someone correct
me?

 Anonymous (ID: 7R/jJ7rp )  11/06/16(Sun)05:51:42 No.96373268

>>96372853 
>https://sli.mg/QsSYbH 
Who opens a pizza place two doors down from a pizza place?

 Anonymous (ID: u31AT26L )  11/06/16(Sun)05:52:07 No.96373321

>>96373211 
What's his involvement? Did I miss something?

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)05:52:09 No.96373324

>>96373112 
I think it was definitely put up specifically for that private party. Which leads me to believe the person they were throwing the event for is somehow connected
to the pedo group. The woman is a talent agent of some kind I believe. Maybe we can see who her followers are on social media, find the artists and their
pages, and track something down?

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)05:52:54 No.96373414 >>96377736  >>96379567  >>96391793  >>96398161
File: 1478402120767.png (96 KB, 2060x1032)

>>96372853 
where there's smoke.. there's fire 
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 Anonymous (ID: NT3Y18Ba )  11/06/16(Sun)05:52:59 No.96373423 >>96373472  >>96373728  >>96374037

guys in the other eyes wide open thread they found an email about putting GPS tracking in peoples molars.

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)05:53:29 No.96373472 >>96373868

>>96373423 
link

 Anonymous (ID: ERI/pN5c )  11/06/16(Sun)05:54:30 No.96373573

>>96373211 
This

 Anonymous (ID: v9RQz7ry )  11/06/16(Sun)05:55:19 No.96373657

Ted Gunderson fought against these people until his demise, he is the guy behind the Finders research

 Anonymous (ID: NT3Y18Ba )  11/06/16(Sun)05:55:48 No.96373728

>>96373423 
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/29/292752_re-dentist-scott-samuelson-.html

 Anonymous (ID: PEfWjWN7 )  11/06/16(Sun)05:56:38 No.96373802 >>96375159  >>96378146

the alex jones episode on this is amazing.

 Billionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein alike (ID: Ab4e78/T )  11/06/16(Sun)05:56:53 No.96373834

>>96372500 
 
Shows at Comet Ping Pong!  
All booking is handled by Sasha Lord Presents.  
Be sure to get here early enough for some pizza before the show!  
 
Sasha Lord site Artwork by Jourdan Betette (magickbat.com) & Lindsay Johnson (thelajohnson.com) 
 
https://web.archive.org/web/20141108053614/http://jourdan-betette-f1zr.squarespace.com/ 
 
Comet Pizza Ping Pong MajesticApe Video 
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDAybzlZqqY [Embed] 
 
Sasha Lord's 30th birthday party at Comet Pizza and Ping Pong Deleted after /pol/ found it

 Anonymous (ID: NT3Y18Ba )  11/06/16(Sun)05:57:08 No.96373868

>>96373472 
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/29/292752_re-dentist-scott-samuelson-.html 
From: Fred Burton [mailto:burton@stratfor.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2009 10:25 AM 
To: 'Meredith Friedman'; 'Benjamin Sledge'; brian.genchur@stratfor.com 
Cc: 'Walter Howerton'; stratforaustin@stratfor.com 
Subject: RE: Dentist Scott Samuelson 
Can he install a GPS tracker in a molar?

 Anonymous (ID: xPKF35r3 )  11/06/16(Sun)05:58:02 No.96373980

>>96373211 
elaborate

 Anonymous (ID: NT3Y18Ba )  11/06/16(Sun)05:58:36 No.96374037

>>96373423 
Fred Burton is Stratfor's vice president for intelligence, and his publishers describe him as "one of the world's foremost experts on security, terrorists and
terrorist organizations."

 Anonymous (ID: JfaCOBK7 )  11/06/16(Sun)05:59:00 No.96374089 >>96374264  >>96374344  >>96374475
File: IMG_5195.png (827 KB, 640x1136)

>>96371913 (OP) 
 
This is a place Podesta mentioned as having delicious Pasta with "Italian red sauce" 
 
I can't decide if I think there's an emblem on there or not

 Billionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein alike (ID: Ab4e78/T )  11/06/16(Sun)06:00:34 No.96374264 >>96375395
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>>96374089 
rigoletto is an opera character

 Anonymous (ID: qsiMmCs5 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:00:59 No.96374310 >>96376909

>>96372522 
i have something to add 
FBI anon said the CF operates in 3rd world countries.
Why? 
They don't keep birth records or getting records is almost impossible 
Why does this matter? 
You can't find what is not there 
Kidnapped kids from these countries have no identity, so you can give them a new one. 
The painting shows a head being replaced, possibly to be put on another body 
Changing identities...

 Anonymous (ID: ERI/pN5c )  11/06/16(Sun)06:01:24 No.96374344 >>96374472

>>96374089 
I'm not one to look for imagery, but I couldn't help but see baphomet in the middle there. The pose, the hat.

 Anonymous (ID: +9vRskuD )  11/06/16(Sun)06:01:57 No.96374393 >>96374632  >>96381069

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48531 
Has anyone followed up on this? The word choice here is too weird to be coincidence

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)06:02:49 No.96374472

>>96374344 
i somewhat agree..  
 
but there are much bigger finds than finding new places... we already have so many people we are keeping an eye out for and our list and circle of friends we
know

 Anonymous (ID: PEfWjWN7 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:02:49 No.96374475

>>96374089 
pizza pac is officialy the most creepy resutant 
 
>walls haven't been painted in years 
>have art of naked people on the walls 
>place generally looks like a shelter with some tables 
>don't even have proper light setup for events like birthdays

 Anonymous (ID: WC6fjPq1 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:03:13 No.96374518 >>96375274

This is the kind of redpill I did not want to swallow. 
 
This is absolutely sickening.

 Anonymous (ID: ERI/pN5c )  11/06/16(Sun)06:04:12 No.96374615

REMEMBER THAT THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON MISSING PERSONS WAS FOUNDED BY  
 
>PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON 
 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Commission_on_Missing_Persons

 Anonymous (ID: oA9TQvpb )  11/06/16(Sun)06:04:12 No.96374616

>>96371913 (OP) 
 
>>Besta Pizza
>>BP 
>>Boy Porn

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)06:04:19 No.96374632

>>96374393 
>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48531 
Does that place allow you to make pizza's for other people?

 Anonymous (ID: ERI/pN5c )  11/06/16(Sun)06:07:12 No.96374936

Comet Ping Pong's slogan is 
 
Play 
Eat 
Drink 
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Have we got anything on pizzaPAC.com? That was how we got to Pizza Packet.

 Anonymous (ID: u31AT26L )  11/06/16(Sun)06:09:11 No.96375159 >>96376137

>>96373802 
He's been saying the elites were pedophiles for the past 20 years and we practically blew him off..

 Anonymous (ID: ERI/pN5c )  11/06/16(Sun)06:09:51 No.96375226
File: tmp_4443-1478363709505m16(...).jpg (73 KB, 772x1024)

Watch it fucking slide

 Anonymous (ID: u31AT26L )  11/06/16(Sun)06:10:16 No.96375274

>>96374518 
Stay strong leaf. We're in this together

 Anonymous (ID: qsiMmCs5 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:10:47 No.96375324 >>96375716  >>96375724  >>96381937
File: 1472323508489.jpg (51 KB, 778x584)

All I know is /pol/ uncovered "The Clothing Shop" network 
Russian Jew mafia fronts 
Child sex 
all Jew owners 
Podesta has ties to Russian/Ukrainian mob 
 

Nothing will happen the operators, & I really don't care. It's part of the mob underworld that will never go away 
But I do want to see the politicians and the Clinton's get taken down

 Anonymous (ID: JfaCOBK7 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:11:25 No.96375395 >>96375591  >>96375663

>>96374264 
 
I have actually seen the opera believe it or not.  
 
A wicked politician escapes Rigoletto's revenge, has his way with Rigoletto's daughter, and then when Rigoletto tries to have the politician killed, his only
daughter is killed instead.  
 
The young Don gets to have sex with the young girl and toss her aside and gets away with it because once he's done with her, she's killed by an assassin.
Interesting narrative. And I can't help but maybe see some of the pedo love images in the jester's chest/body lights/shape.

 Anonymous (ID: NT3Y18Ba )  11/06/16(Sun)06:13:11 No.96375591

>>96375395 
god theyre everywhere. theyre slowely conditioning us to be okay and accept pedophilia, they really fuckng are. the symbols, the refugees getting off on rape
cases, open borders. the want a class of mixed race sex slaves

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)06:13:49 No.96375663

>>96375395 
bump

 Anonymous (ID: xPKF35r3 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:14:17 No.96375716 >>96376517  >>96377626

>>96375324 
when did the ties to russian mob surface

 Anonymous (ID: YP0Oo5sf )  11/06/16(Sun)06:14:23 No.96375724

>>96375324 
Hillary used to be hot, she turned into a harpy

 Anonymous (ID: u31AT26L )  11/06/16(Sun)06:15:02 No.96375789

REEEE SLIDING

 Anonymous (ID: meveBig6 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:15:51 No.96375882
File: prince andrew, donald tru(...).jpg (93 KB, 700x665)
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 Anonymous (ID: ERI/pN5c )  11/06/16(Sun)06:17:29 No.96376038

We need to get back on looking into the businesses around Besta Pizza and Comet Ping Pong.

 Anonymous (ID: PEfWjWN7 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:18:27 No.96376137

>>96375159 
i still refuse to believe its true. 
my mind just won't accept it

 Anonymous (ID: NT3Y18Ba )  11/06/16(Sun)06:18:42 No.96376160 >>96376318  >>96376609

yeah this shit is getting slid hard. i hide slide threads but for everyone else this stuff is barely seen. in the last thread we tied it all back to open borders
foundation and haiti. everythng was on the same block, where do we go from there?

 Anonymous (ID: nUR8QTlO )  11/06/16(Sun)06:19:33 No.96376249
File: Screen Shot 2016-11-06 at(...).png (556 KB, 633x910)

PIZZA HOT DOGS on Ping Pong Cake

 Anonymous (ID: nUR8QTlO )  11/06/16(Sun)06:20:04 No.96376318

>>96376160 
reddit

 Anonymous (ID: bs28kE3R )  11/06/16(Sun)06:20:06 No.96376323 >>96377196

ARE YOU AUTISTS SERIOUSLY SIFTING THROUGH PIZZA RESTAURANTS TO TRY TO FIND A HIDDEN SATANIC PEDOPHILIC ILLUMINATTI? This is
such a total waste of fucking time. Put your focus on the Clinton foundation and the corruption. This pizza garbage is what ctr wants you to focus on. You
won't solve this pedo shit before the election but you can still push hillarys corruption before the election. They want you distracted.

 Anonymous (ID: qsiMmCs5 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:22:00 No.96376517 >>96376661
File: 1478384151738.png (296 KB, 1440x2560)

>>96375716 
Didn't you notice David Flintstone was selling Fuji SD cards in
Russia & Ukraine? 
Probably filled with child porn 
 
Also, David Stone is a Russian Jew...

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)06:22:53 No.96376609

>>96376160 
We need to look into Ping Pong Dim Sum on 7th Street in Washington DC! Dim Sum means bite sized (child sized). They have locations in DC, London,
Mumbai, and Dubai which are all places I would consider outposts for human trafficking. PING PONG DIM SUM WASHINGTON DC.

 Anonymous (ID: qsiMmCs5 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:23:21 No.96376661

>>96376517 
I meant, Fuji Hard Drives, Sony, etc..sorry

 Anonymous (ID: +9vRskuD )  11/06/16(Sun)06:25:04 No.96376812 >>96377110
File: 20151025_192120_resized.jpg (1.15 MB, 1742x3095)

>Casa Podesta Pizza Party 
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5716 
HMMMMMMMMMMMM

 Anonymous (ID: devDFngL )  11/06/16(Sun)06:25:28 No.96376845 >>96380221
File: b312baf03df64acaaa4379dd2(...).png (78 KB, 925x478)
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 Anonymous (ID: c+n7ix1N )  11/06/16(Sun)06:26:06 No.96376909

>>96374310 
Never thought of that. Bump!

 Anonymous (ID: RZzZbYJu )  11/06/16(Sun)06:26:46 No.96376988 >>96377098  >>96377292

Do u fucktards not realize how crazy this sounds? Yay me to I've been up all night reading this fucking shit. There is no way it's true. Money yes but for the
love of whatever surely to god this is all bs!

 Anonymous (ID: u31AT26L )  11/06/16(Sun)06:27:49 No.96377098

>>96376988 
Must be nice to be blue pilled shill

 Anonymous (ID: devDFngL )  11/06/16(Sun)06:27:55 No.96377110 >>96377202

>>96376812 
I think that is a cardboard cutout, not the real pope 
see the crease near his waist

 Anonymous (ID: JJv1sLi/ )  11/06/16(Sun)06:28:06 No.96377126

Where did you guys find Besta Pizza? Was it in the Wikileaks?

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)06:28:50 No.96377196

>>96376323 
Peoples brains work differently. Some people are better with text and some are better with visuals/symbols. I posted the Ping Pong PED pic last night and
since then someone went and found the Besta symbols. This is not a coincidence and helps confirm we are not wasting our time in looking for this stuff.

 Anonymous (ID: +9vRskuD )  11/06/16(Sun)06:28:53 No.96377202

>>96377110 
I figured that but still, why is it there? Why bother making a cardboard cutout of the pope?

 Anonymous (ID: aJihHKOK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:29:13 No.96377242 >>96377440  >>96377700  >>96378080  >>96379931

>>96371913 (OP) 
Silly horseshit. These symbols are used by dissident pedos online, probably started by oldfag pedos from 4chan. They're not elitist symbols, powerful elites
have no need to use them. Cheese pizza is also 4chan lingo, not fucking globalist Illuminati symbology. This is seriously tenuous and reaching, it also seems
like a massive distraction and disinfo campaign for the last few days of the election.

 Anonymous (ID: PEfWjWN7 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:29:38 No.96377292

>>96376988 
the art stuff might be weird and could be anything. pizza pac too. 
 
the codewords and pizza.jpeg have to be something. it can't be anything plain

 Anonymous (ID: PEfWjWN7 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:31:06 No.96377440 >>96378013  >>96391812

>>96377242 
>Cheese pizza is also 4chan lingo 
probably but it could also be from the early irc days where pedos used to hang out

 Anonymous (ID: qsiMmCs5 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:33:02 No.96377626 >>96384978

>>96375716 
Also, all the real owners are NYC Jews & Hasidic Jews 
They own all the real estate 
Guys like James Afalantis is a front 
Notice how Besta Pizza doesn't serve pork? 
What fkn pizza place doesn't serve pork? 
A Jewish one, that's who. 
 
This is all Russian Jew/Jew mafia/MOSSAD connected. 
Jeffrey Epstein is a MOSSAD plant and only had 1 client at Bear Stearns...guess who it was?

 Anonymous (ID: nSyVcYVf )  11/06/16(Sun)06:33:38 No.96377700 >>96378101  >>96391812

>>96377242 
 
found the CTR shill
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 Anonymous (ID: 9YpBvVxS )  11/06/16(Sun)06:33:58 No.96377736

>>96373414 
I knew podesta looked like a cuck. Great find.

 Anonymous (ID: c+n7ix1N )  11/06/16(Sun)06:34:00 No.96377739

Bump...keep up the fight!

 Anonymous (ID: DuRTQTfm )  11/06/16(Sun)06:35:29 No.96377901 >>96378231  >>96378759  >>96395461

Loris and Joel Lipski were original funders to Goat HIll Pizza (http://goathill.com/about-us) and are also donors to Community Housing Partnership, who helps
homeless people, including kids. 
 
Not sure if this is anything but it might be... 
 
https://www.chp-sf.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/annualreport_2008.pdf

 Anonymous (ID: aJihHKOK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:36:30 No.96378013

>>96377440 
Its bulllshit though, the boylover symbol is about love, the two triangles represent the small triangle (boy) being in the arms of the larger triangle (man). Those
people are obsessed with love and saying that the natural order is boys falling in love with men and boys should be worshiped, etc, not following the globalist
psychopath ideology of using children and torturing and murdering them for sadomasochistic purposes. Linking the two is silly. If you have a hatred of
pedophiles, fine, but this is extremely tenuous. Its also not doing a single thing to get Trump elected.

 Anonymous (ID: pdejCLvI )  11/06/16(Sun)06:37:09 No.96378080 >>96378370  >>96378948  >>96378992  >>96385167  >>96391812

>>96377242 
Only 4chan could've come up with CP = Cheese Pizza? Or do you think 4chan was the first? I highly doubt that. I would wager the pedo culture slang bled
into 4chan and the meme came from that. All they needed is to have heard the slang before and then post it on 4chan as a "clever" way to hide it.

 Anonymous (ID: aJihHKOK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:37:22 No.96378101

>>96377700 
Brilliant counter-argument

 Anonymous (ID: 9YpBvVxS )  11/06/16(Sun)06:37:54 No.96378146

>>96373802 
could you link to it?

 Anonymous (ID: qsiMmCs5 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:38:40 No.96378231
File: 1455298657808.jpg (282 KB, 700x914)

>>96377901 
>Loris and Joel Lipski 
>Lipski 
 
Oy Vey! 
You guys are proving the Jewish connection
with every step

 Anonymous (ID: ss7IqImj )  11/06/16(Sun)06:39:27 No.96378326
File: 77457478934703.png (556 KB, 1276x650)

>>96371913 (OP) 
>1225 19th Street N.W., Washington, DC 20036 
 
this is the restaurant website. seems pretty important.  

 
>Now, for over 40 years, the Palm is still the "Best Power Lunch" in the nation (as named by Forbes Magazine 2012).

 Anonymous (ID: aJihHKOK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:39:51 No.96378370 >>96378959  >>96379365

>>96378080 
4chan came up with the vast majority of memes online. Cheese pizza isn't different. It isn't an elitist meme. They're far more likely to use something creepy
like puppies and angels or something, not something funny and silly like cheese pizza.

 Anonymous (ID: LNHZBUa6 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:40:08 No.96378399 >>96379068
File: 1478397204568m.jpg (103 KB, 1024x578)

Found a similarlity in patterns in the front of Epstein's Moloch Temple to an album I know.  
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3PJNeaWI6CE [Embed] 
 
>Side note, I've always had a strange feeling about Delong... I honestly have had the feeling he was "tapped at a young age" for a while

now. This kinda fits in too much.

 Anonymous (ID: 3Igg+51Q )  11/06/16(Sun)06:43:26 No.96378759 >>96379707  >>96397679
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>>96377901 
Guccifer 2.0: Is Nancy Pelosi’s Goat Hill Pizza Restaurant A Front Company Used To Funnel Money To The Democrats? 
 
http://magafeed.com/guccifer-2-0-nancy-pelosis-goat-hill-pizza-may-be-a-front-company/

 Anonymous (ID: FJhQwIXN )  11/06/16(Sun)06:44:56 No.96378948 >>96379931

>>96378080 
I've heard kiddie porn referred to as CP outside of 4chan, but never cheese pizza.

 Anonymous (ID: pdejCLvI )  11/06/16(Sun)06:45:00 No.96378959 >>96379409

>>96378370 
Both of these things, cheese pizza and CP, existed before 4chan. It is not without reason to believe this connection could be made without memelords.
Comparing children to food isn't new to creepy pedo shit either. Imagine the phrase "eat you up."

 Anonymous (ID: JfaCOBK7 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:45:15 No.96378992

>>96378080 
 
This. Back in high school some friends of mine were into illegal drugs and we had all kinds of code talk about what we wanted. We actually used food
metaphors a lot. 
 
The reason was because even though we didn't fear being spied on or having our texts hacked into, if one of us did get caught and the cops rifles through
his/her messages they'd just find a bunch of shit about what kind of "food" we wanted for the party and there would be less evidence and we'd have better
chances in court and everyone else could claim plausible deniability.  
 
Using code words like food for illegal activities is FAR from being something only 4chan could come up with.

 Anonymous (ID: LNHZBUa6 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:45:51 No.96379068
File: robert_delong_1378848747507.jpg (160 KB, 1732x2000)

>>96378399 
The video combined with the lyrics sounds like he was tapped by elitists at a young age and then
turned into an artist. 
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3PJNeaWI6CE [Embed] 
 
Again, note his logo and album art in correlation to the unencrypted symbols on the Moloch
Temple.

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)06:48:10 No.96379365 >>96398272

>>96378370 
Like another poster said, I think it is more likely that cheese pizza was a 'meme' before 4chan and that it bled into the boards and became what it is today.

 Anonymous (ID: aJihHKOK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:48:29 No.96379409

>>96378959 
No shit, but the same can be applied to communities before 4chan. The entire point of the symbology and funny words for CP stems from being a dissident
internet community culture. Elitists with centuries old connections to child sacrifice rings don't need any of this. They could still be doing all this stuff, but this
evidence is terribly inadequate.

 Anonymous (ID: lM/PpJ1v )  11/06/16(Sun)06:49:08 No.96379491
File: 1476298623370.jpg (32 KB, 620x465)

You're welcome FBI

 Anonymous (ID: NqoVfSsh )  11/06/16(Sun)06:49:50 No.96379567

>>96373414 
>handkerchief code 
>never heard of this before 
>there's a gay guy in my lab group 
>randomly shows up wearing a red handkerchief 
>thought "hey, that's a weird fashion choice since nobody uses that shit but he's gay so whatever 
>turns out it means he's into fisting 
>I feel especially grossed out now 
 
I fear he might be into me or something too. Shit lab is about to get a lot more awkward.

 Anonymous (ID: DuRTQTfm )  11/06/16(Sun)06:50:48 No.96379707 >>96381115 >>96381160 >>96381171 >>96381632
File: GHR2.jpg (75 KB, 400x300)

>>96378759 
 
Here's Goat Hill Pizza's rule list. I don't get #5. 
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http://goathill.com/Wall-Art

 Anonymous (ID: 3JkiTbZK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:52:13 No.96379851 >>96380071
File: sus.png (1.32 MB, 2375x1315)

look at the sus ass events comet ping pong host also

 Anonymous (ID: +yljdbAD )  11/06/16(Sun)06:52:56 No.96379931 >>96380643  >>96391812

>>96378948 
go to deep then 
>>96377242 
that is terminology used by actual paedos 
it's ancient

 Anonymous (ID: 3JkiTbZK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:53:14 No.96379977
File: sus1.png (2.63 MB, 2201x1311)

u cant make this shit up

 Anonymous (ID: PEfWjWN7 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:54:03 No.96380071

>>96379851 
>pinhas 
jew

 Anonymous (ID: LNHZBUa6 )  11/06/16(Sun)06:54:17 No.96380104 >>96385794
File: BraveNewWorld_FirstEdition.jpg (54 KB, 301x452)

Anyone ever read Brave New World? 
 
>Mimics current reality more so than 1984. Pedophilia is welcomed and pushed. Kindergarteners fuck
during recess.

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)06:55:11 No.96380221

>>96376845 
tthanks annon

 Anonymous (ID: CqUYAATw )  11/06/16(Sun)06:57:46 No.96380532

bump

 Anonymous (ID: aJihHKOK )  11/06/16(Sun)06:58:50 No.96380643 >>96380912

>>96379931 
> terminology used by actual paedos 
No shit. 
>it's ancient 
No it isn't.

 Anonymous (ID: LBNeZ4KP )  11/06/16(Sun)06:59:11 No.96380689 >>96383385  >>96383913
File: washington.jpg (437 KB, 752x601)

Do any of these locations coincide with any ponts on the Washington DC occult symbolism maps? I can't find high res versions that let
me see the streets better.

 Anonymous (ID: SKCNq0Ga )  11/06/16(Sun)06:59:21 No.96380707 >>96381598
File: 13590459_1122874447759559(...).jpg (137 KB, 720x960)

SOMEONE TELL ME WHY BESTAS PIZZA IS RELEVANT
PLEASe
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 Anonymous (ID: +yljdbAD )  11/06/16(Sun)07:01:19 No.96380912 >>96381281  >>96381514

>>96380643 
I guess there is no point in taking this further as i'd have to post screencaps that would be illegal 
You win your opinions are the truth.

 Anonymous (ID: klJgTZxb )  11/06/16(Sun)07:02:52 No.96381069

>>96374393 
>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48531 
We are probably memeing it into reality. Next batch tomorrow will be plain explicit pizza sauce.

 Anonymous (ID: 34PvHh4l )  11/06/16(Sun)07:02:55 No.96381074

>>96372853 
MUH RUSSIA amiright?

 Anonymous (ID: WuUYnDAK )  11/06/16(Sun)07:03:13 No.96381115

>>96379707 
>never tell them about hurty 
Keep your mouth shut about the abuse

 Anonymous (ID: lM/PpJ1v )  11/06/16(Sun)07:03:32 No.96381160

>>96379707 
>poilte  
>it's written instead of typed 
 
How the fuck?  
The bad penmanship is one thing; some people just never get good, but how the fuck do you typo in writ?

 Anonymous (ID: /50g5V1B )  11/06/16(Sun)07:03:40 No.96381171

>>96379707 
Pizza looks like bane 
 
 
And the 4 dots on pizza looks like the butterfly pedo symbol

 Anonymous (ID: vjTQaOei )  11/06/16(Sun)07:04:37 No.96381281

>>96380912 
Russia has no laws against pedophilia

 Anonymous (ID: RZzZbYJu )  11/06/16(Sun)07:05:11 No.96381336
File: image.jpg (1.3 MB, 1529x1965)

Uh oh

 Anonymous (ID: aJihHKOK )  11/06/16(Sun)07:06:53 No.96381514 >>96381643

>>96380912 
Screencaps are evidence of something being ancient? You just disproved your own argument. Whatever pal.

 Anonymous (ID: RZzZbYJu )  11/06/16(Sun)07:06:59 No.96381528

Can u guys find bios of any of these guys and tie them to one of the clintons security detail?

 Anonymous (ID: lM/PpJ1v )  11/06/16(Sun)07:07:36 No.96381598

>>96380707 
Look at their logo and then the symbols.  
 
Cheese Pizza is also a term associated with pedophilia, used to describe child porn (CP).  
Also it's in DC which is a hotground for these kinds of disgusting rats.  
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It's 100% likely that it's a front for child trafficking.

 Anonymous (ID: klJgTZxb )  11/06/16(Sun)07:07:49 No.96381632

>>96379707 
Never tell them to hurry as in the service is too slow because you are fucking kiddos in the backroom.

 Anonymous (ID: +yljdbAD )  11/06/16(Sun)07:07:54 No.96381643
File: 1423702076763.jpg (23 KB, 640x301)

>>96381514

 Anonymous (ID: vdfk+NK3 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:08:32 No.96381719 >>96382191  >>96382252
File: 52789fa7857c0bf4a70e36ddb(...).jpg (278 KB, 850x920)

>>96381487 → 
CHECK THIS OUT DOUCHEBAGS 
 
>>96381487 → 
CHECK THIS OUT DOUCHEBAGS

 Anonymous (ID: 1otKzyS1 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:10:16 No.96381937
File: 047-dominant_handshake.jpg (34 KB, 592x354)

>>96375324 
>pic related 
 
http://westsidetoastmasters.com/res
ources/book_of_body_language/chap2.html

 Anonymous (ID: fO/mPBRn )  11/06/16(Sun)07:11:56 No.96382191

>>96381719 
ha, creepy

 Anonymous (ID: vdfk+NK3 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:12:15 No.96382252 >>96382695
File: austyn.jpg (505 KB, 4920x1920)

>>96381719

 Tilde~~ (ID: Kt4L1TS3 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:15:06 No.96382695

>>96382252 
Good paint job~

 Anonymous (ID: 1otKzyS1 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:20:57 No.96383385 >>96383913

>>96380689 
interesting, trying to find more 
 
http://freemasonrywatch.org/washington.html

 Anonymous (ID: w1NAGKNK )  11/06/16(Sun)07:22:59 No.96383602 >>96393642

COMETPINGPONG.COM + BUCKSFISHINGANDCAMPING.COM + KALORAMANETWORKS.COM 
Are 3 domains are registered to Maureen Gallagher of [Kalorama Network Services] 
 
https://who.is/whois/cometpingpong.com 
https://who.is/whois/bucksfishingandcamping.com 
https://who.is/whois/kaloramanetworks.com 
 
Maureen Gallagher also works at Buck's Fishing & Camp 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maureen-gallagher-18401a8

 Anonymous (ID: 1otKzyS1 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:26:05 No.96383913
File: DCP.jpg (75 KB, 636x487)

>>96380689 
>>96383385 
comet ping pong is on nebraska ave and
connecticut ave 
 
it may fall into a different symbol though

 Anonymous (ID: uW7DRZwW )  11/06/16(Sun)07:37:38 No.96384978 >>96385144
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>>96377626 
In the DDD episode, Alefantis makes a Yale pizza. Where did Hillary go to college?

 Anonymous (ID: 1otKzyS1 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:39:44 No.96385144 >>96389723

>>96384978 
wellesley?

 Anonymous (ID: EVz01xYP )  11/06/16(Sun)07:40:04 No.96385167 >>96400070

>>96378080 
Cheese pizza pre-dates 4chan. I ran across it in my Usenet days

 Anonymous (ID: JMPvtSIK )  11/06/16(Sun)07:46:43 No.96385794

>>96380104 
Important things like global pedophilia rings and deep seated government corruption are drowned out by the Kardashians and race-baiting identity politics

 Anonymous (ID: sj6AvE83 )  11/06/16(Sun)07:54:17 No.96386515 >>96388543

>>96372522 
ive got the video for the one referenced in the pick anon uploaded it shortly after it was taken down https://vimeo.com/190144149

 Anonymous (ID: nJfBCLg4 )  11/06/16(Sun)08:16:41 No.96388543

>>96386515 
 
Holy shit we need to purge these people

 Anonymous (ID: uW7DRZwW )  11/06/16(Sun)08:30:01 No.96389723

>>96385144 
Okay, smart-ass, law school?

 DELETE THIS (ID: UaupWRug )  11/06/16(Sun)08:43:45 No.96390960

By the power of the father in heaven I command this evil to be EXPOSED!!!

 Anonymous (ID: saZhjX+0 )  11/06/16(Sun)08:45:33 No.96391123 >>96391192

There is a bookstore directly opposite Comet Pizza called Politics and Prose. On the face of things it is a plain book outlet, filled with many high level speakers
holding events and book promos. However, looking a little deeper there is something else to it. To begin, the logo is in the Rennie Mackintosh font, the same
font used by the tv show; American Horror Story. 
Considering the left are so obsessed with the provocation and implication that there are 'climates', I wondered if there was anything in the area that could help
their alleged Masonic Occult 'culture', or if locals are infecting a bookstore with their own ‘culture’. 
 
So does this place have “Spirit cooking” or “Occult” culture... 
The Occult Rules of Nazism http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9780814730607 
An Encyclopedia on Occultism http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9780486426136 
Masonic and Occult Symbols Illustrated http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9781891117121 
Three Books on Occult Philosophy http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9780875428321 
That’s only a few, in fact there is an absurd amount of books on occult affairs available. http://www.politics-prose.com/search/site/occult 151 Pages worth...
That’s over 1510 books.On the occult, including ‘Occult Coloring Book for Grown ups’ - You cannot make that up. 
Fifteen hundred. 
There are also a plethora of books written by and about Aleister Crowley, infamous satanist and proponent of black magic (read; spirit cooking).
http://www.politics-prose.com/search/site/crowley  
 
22 Pages worth. That’s 220 books.

 Anonymous (ID: saZhjX+0 )  11/06/16(Sun)08:46:16 No.96391192 >>96393979  >>96399176

>>96391123 Continued 
 
So who runs it? 
It was started in 1984 by a woman called Clara Cohen. The store was based elsewhere until they moved it to it's current location to a much larger space in
1989. Carla Cohen died in October 2010, and in June 2011, Politics & Prose was purchased by Bradley Graham and Lissa Muscatine. Brad was a longtime
journalist with The Washington Post and author of two books. 
 
Here's the kicker; 
 
His wife, Lissa, also had worked as a Post journalist for a number of years, and then served as chief speechwriter and senior advisor to Hillary Clinton at the
White House and the State Department. 
Here is where it gets more interesting. 
 
She WROTE THE BOOK on Hillary Clinton. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/hillary-clinton-and-lissa-muscatine-from-first-lady-and-speechwriter-to-author-and-bookseller
/2014/06/15/c820ec18-f3ed-11e3-bf76-447a5df6411f_story.html 
She has known her since at least 1993 and was a member of the self styled group of advisers known as Hillaryland which included members such as Huma
Abedin and Cheryl Mills. 
In 2015 Lissa Muscatine is still in circulation and assisting with language and speech drafts. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/4008 
It is important to note at this stage that many of the books listed on their site are not stocked in store. However, bookstores would only ever offer books if they
had access to them, knew what they were looking for and wanted to catalog, both due to access and customer demand. The occult is a pretty niche thing to
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stock in a bookstore which has a cafe and many children's events.It does boast a wide variety of other genres but this is absolutely bizarre.This would have to
mean that there is a real demand in the area for broad ranging books on the occult. 
All things considered, I think that’s rather interesting. 
We already have a big witch to hunt, so if you go digging please don’t hurt a bookstore in the process. I’m just putting information out there.

 Anonymous (ID: uYw/5T8h )  11/06/16(Sun)08:46:57 No.96391258

>>96371913 (OP) 
this is worst than /x.

 Anonymous (ID: y4iehIKx )  11/06/16(Sun)08:53:21 No.96391793
File: a6f8f74f704ac117e84c17d5f(...).jpg (42 KB, 698x396)

>>96373414 
Maybe this?

 Anonymous (ID: uYw/5T8h )  11/06/16(Sun)08:53:37 No.96391812

>>96378080 
>>96377700 
>>96377440 
>>96379931 
 
newfags detected 
 
god, wtf is wrong with you people. cp is our joke. in real pedo communities they use more descriptive terms like hard candy and the cp meme orginated from
us. we used to call cp, loli. cp stemmed from a post when someone on /b/ created a thread, saying they were gonna dump cp. people read into cp, child porn,
but this anon, instead of bleaching our board at the time, was dumping cheese pizza.  
 
it's like half the anons here don't get our history.

 Anonymous (ID: rSlvwODm )  11/06/16(Sun)08:55:47 No.96391995 >>96392177  >>96395489

At the bottom of: 
 
http://www.bucksfishingandcamping.com/sitemap/ 
 
--- (C) 2009, Big Cheese, LLC  
 
Searched for it and found this: 
 
http://www.communitywalk.com/location/big_cheese_llc/retailer_cr_02/955178 
 
Owned by Comet Pizza.

 Anonymous (ID: WuUYnDAK )  11/06/16(Sun)08:57:44 No.96392177
File: shook joe.jpg (18 KB, 294x315)

>>96391995 
Fuck....

 Anonymous (ID: z6YIy5xR )  11/06/16(Sun)09:07:49 No.96393103 >>96393594
File: 1478216733154.gif (2.91 MB, 538x302)

Fascinating how much CTR supports pedophiles.  
 
I expect it of a liberal but to the extent they do is
disturbing.

 Anonymous (ID: NLvWz7/E )  11/06/16(Sun)09:13:43 No.96393594 >>96394035  >>96394163

>>96393103 
Remember how many anti-gamergate people turned out to be pedos? Including lena dunham who was campaign heavily for clinton? Coincidence? Maybe
some shit can be found if we dig in that direction too.

 Anonymous (ID: vEM7cwLg )  11/06/16(Sun)09:14:08 No.96393642

>>96383602 
>Buck's Fishing & Camp 
 
Butt Fisting & Camp?

 Anonymous (ID: JpzanxLo )  11/06/16(Sun)09:14:44 No.96393690
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 Anonymous (ID: E6QtIPNp )  11/06/16(Sun)09:18:13 No.96393979
File: 1465433317618.jpg (184 KB, 710x644)

>>96391192 
(((Clara Cohen))) 
 
Every fucking time

 Anonymous (ID: uZv1lHkI )  11/06/16(Sun)09:18:39 No.96394035 >>96394208  >>96394818

>>96393594 
Didn't Salon run some pro-pedophilia articles?

 Anonymous (ID: uYw/5T8h )  11/06/16(Sun)09:20:19 No.96394163 >>96394303

>>96393594 
loli is loved by all son.

 Anonymous (ID: NLvWz7/E )  11/06/16(Sun)09:20:44 No.96394208

>>96394035 
I believe so. Maybe they are on the low levels of this. They are all hipsters and ping pong pizza is a hipster joint during the day apparently....

 Anonymous (ID: NLvWz7/E )  11/06/16(Sun)09:21:54 No.96394303

>>96394163 
We are talking child grooming levels of pedo shit. I know lena was grooming her sister and one of the whales was grooming a cousin.

 Anonymous (ID: 5uHYLeVe )  11/06/16(Sun)09:22:53 No.96394392
File: bill dubi.png (360 KB, 1306x654)

This is all Unrelated, but still related.
 
Hacker Jeremy Hammond. The Judge https://wikileaks.org/Hammond-Support-Letter-from-
World.html 

 
She Married these two people http://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/20/style/weddings-ronnie-abrams-greg-andres.html 
 
These two people are impotent. the last link is a GLITCH in the MATRIX  
This doc gives Birth to Autism. EVERY SINGLE NAME ON IT, ARE INVOLVED IN ALL KINDS OFF SHIT. 
 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/nov/2/trafficking-in-humans-massive-worldwide/ 
 
Mommy owns a crystal shop lol yeah right http://www.scsos.com/index.asp?n=18&p=4&s=18&corporateid=291242 
 
https://www.crystalgallery.com/cg/about_us.dis Now left side click Golden Moments. 2nd Pic Autism is real 
 
 
BTW I think I just proved what the Stratfor hack was about, or uncovered 
 
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/17/172819_-os-windows-1252-q-_us-mexico-un-econ-ct-mil_.html 
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/attach/95/95689_Farish%20June%202011%20Resume%201%20complete.pdf 
He didn't write that. She worte it. She is what Yuri Bezmenov calls a sleeper. Her wikileak email proves it.

 Anonymous (ID: 5uHYLeVe )  11/06/16(Sun)09:27:14 No.96394755 >>96395783
File: Donald trump.png (2.64 MB, 1280x5644)

I'm a noob, I have no idea how 4Chan works 
Kid been doing work https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b9l0s/dreamteam_will_sta
rt_trending_this_weekend_how_do/ 
 
 
#DreamTeam /r/The_Donald was the source

 Anonymous (ID: E6QtIPNp )  11/06/16(Sun)09:28:02 No.96394818

>>96394035 
The agenda has been to start normalizing it around the edges. We can thank Wikileaks for this and royally btfo their plan.

 Anonymous (ID: SYAbPiRy )  11/06/16(Sun)09:36:07 No.96395461
File: political-pizza.png (446 KB, 1013x1750)

>>96377901 
 
I got linked to an old pizza thread from a couple days ago, and saw this post.
>>95889154 → → (pic related) 
when only 10 minutes before I had just been browsing around the goat hill pizza site trying to find inconspicuous occurrences of the FBI's pedo
symbology. 
I didn't find any of those, but I did see the exact same fucking video from the pizza thread which had been attributed to Comet Ping Ping in DC,
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not Goat Hill Pizza in CA. 
Sorry if this was already noted before, but was it known that both these political pizza places used this same video? Also as the old thread notes, this video is
now private (despite still being embedded on the fucking goat hill site under "about us"). 
>Did anyone save that video?  
Did anyone save that video?

 Anonymous (ID: PpGtJ3lt )  11/06/16(Sun)09:36:35 No.96395489 >>96395876

>>96391995 
The website links to a review here: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/tom-sietsema/2013/10/13/0c787c80-2d3a-11e3-97a3-ff2758228523_story.html 
 
Not sure if it's relevant or a coincidence, but a few things stuck out to me: 
 
1) Title: "Tom Sietsema: Buck’s Fishing & Camping in Chevy Chase still charms at age 10"  
 
"age 10"? Odd wording.. 
 
2) "The restaurateur retains the boyish charm he has always had and mixes easily and gleefully with the many notables — Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor, White House Social Secretary Jeremy Bernard"  
 
"retains the boyish charm he has always had"? Could this have a hidden meaning? Some "notables" dine here too.. to be expected I guess.. 
 
3) "The name lends a sense of folksiness to the establishment, while “Fishing & Camping” is a subtle way of promoting the restaurant’s commitment to locality.
(To the owner’s amusement, he says he gets the occasional call from people inquiring about fishing licenses.)" 
 
Is mentioning "fishing licenses" some sort of password?

 Anonymous (ID: +4fYewQS )  11/06/16(Sun)09:40:48 No.96395783

>>96394755 
>I'm a noob 
its called newfag here 
hello newfag

 Anonymous (ID: PpGtJ3lt )  11/06/16(Sun)09:42:05 No.96395876

>>96395489 
Just found this on Jeremy Bernard: 
 
Jeremy Mill Bernard (born November 4, 1961)[1][2] served as the White House Social Secretary. Bernard was appointed to the position by President Barack
Obama on February 25, 2011. He was the first male, as well as the first openly gay individual, to serve as White House Social Secretary.[3][4] 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeremy_Bernard 
 
Could he have interest in the "boyish charm" they "retain"?

 Anonymous (ID: PHyew0Ho )  11/06/16(Sun)09:47:00 No.96396276 >>96398531

For people saying this is a waste of time: Keep in mind there was a shady pizza place in Iowa that was a front for a gun smuggling operation to Lebanon. The
place still operates but the owners were arrested. 
 
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/crime-and-courts/2015/05/12/cedar-rapids-family-linked-lebanese-gun-shipments/27180565/ 
 
So to say its a waste of time or not a possibility makes me think you're a blue pilled shilled out nigger mother fucker.

 Anonymous (ID: 5uHYLeVe )  11/06/16(Sun)10:04:03 No.96397679

>>96378759 
you beat me 2 it

 Anonymous (ID: JKrIgi5L )  11/06/16(Sun)10:09:53 No.96398161

>>96373414 
Why is one a square cloth and the other isnt?

 Anonymous (ID: 5uHYLeVe )  11/06/16(Sun)10:11:19 No.96398272 >>96400580

>>96379365 
LOL Shill detected 
 
Ted Gunderson told us about the ELITES, and THE SAME CODEWORDS, before the fucking Internet even was fucking invented!  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BplUD6kQYuU [Embed] 
 
 
They used Yuri Bezmenov warning, and have put it into action 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BplUD6kQYuU [Embed]

 Anonymous (ID: XkzcaSV7 )  11/06/16(Sun)10:12:08 No.96398341
File: logo.gif (14 KB, 280x280)
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>>96372522 
 
WTF that heart is the Frigo logo, it´s famous in Spain for it´s ice cream.
Want me to investigate?

 Anonymous (ID: meYDq0YS )  11/06/16(Sun)10:14:22 No.96398531

>>96396276 
These is standard issue pedo slang. Pizza is always a girl, Hotdogs is interchangeable with Sausage.

 Anonymous (ID: vg7ejYDt )  11/06/16(Sun)10:20:13 No.96398987 >>96399453
File: 1477988878608.jpg (49 KB, 429x369)

>Can't even talk about to normal people without
looking like a nutcase

 Anonymous (ID: Jb4FBL1h )  11/06/16(Sun)10:22:43 No.96399176

>>96391192 
>It is important to note at this stage that many of the books listed on their site are not stocked in store. However, bookstores would only ever offer books if
they had access to them, knew what they were looking for and wanted to catalog, both due to access and customer demand. The occult is a pretty niche thing
to stock in a bookstore which has a cafe and many children's events.It does boast a wide variety of other genres but this is absolutely bizarre.This would have
to mean that there is a real demand in the area for broad ranging books on the occult. 
good god

 Anonymous (ID: LZQUDEI9 )  11/06/16(Sun)10:26:49 No.96399453

>>96398987 
>mfw just dumped my friend 10+ infographs a dozen podesta emails and explanations about spirit cooking etc and he doesn't respond anymore 
>mfw no face

 Anonymous (ID: 5uHYLeVe )  11/06/16(Sun)10:35:13 No.96400070

>>96385167 
 
it predates laptops

 Anonymous (ID: sY/WnpQx )  11/06/16(Sun)10:41:42 No.96400580

>>96398272 
Huh. Part way into that Gunderson bit where he's talking about Satanic rituals and the "brown babies" being sacrificed, almost dropped because seriously how
does the murder of a child go unreported. Then I got thinking about human trafficking across the border with Mexico and the cartels. Will continue

 Anonymous (ID: 9lTVXdg+ )  11/06/16(Sun)10:54:29 No.96401559

I just saw around the corner from comet pizza is a Fredbear family diner
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): 522d7beac453855⋯.png (97.93 KB, 1303x568, 1303:568, 5f670f583a1db15c3a128cf10d….png)
COMETPINGPONG'S HAND BEHING THE THRONE INVESTIGATION THREAD Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue)

03:32:17 ID: 76a125 No.8115580 >>8115650 >>8116006 >>8117185 >>8117740 >>8117794 >>8118785 >>8122156 >>8122998
>>8131421 >>8162800 >>8174531 [Watch Thread]

UNDERGROUND PEDO THREAD #3 hit bump limit, so look at this as a spinoff thread.

>>8107879
Following up on this image (and pic related) by investigating mgallagher@kaloramanetworks.com.

>http://cometpingpong.com.websiteoutlook.com/
The contact listed for the whois registration of cometpingpong.com is Maureen Gallagher (mgallagher@kaloramanetworks.com).

>https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=kaloramanetworks.com
Maureen is also listed as the whois contact for kaloramanetworks.com itself, which has been registered since 2002 (the date of the copyright on the website right 
now).

As best I can gather from the interwebs, Kalorama is a very rare name and the most culturally prominent thing is refers to is a relatively short street (10 - 20 blocks 
long) in northwest DC.

>http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/housing-complex/blog/13122325/neighborhood-hangover
>http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2008/jun/05/kalorama-vigil-fights-exception-for-alcohol/
A Maureen Gallagher is listed as a member of the Reed-Cooke Neighborhood Association in multiple news stories, where she's generally busy opposing this or that 
development in either Reed-Cooke or a slightly larger neightborhood that encompasses Reed-Cooke, Adams Morgan. Both neighborhoods are centered around 
Kalorama Rd NW.

>https://web.archive.org/web/20140914094239/http://www.reedcooke.org/about/officers
Interestingly, the website for the Reed-Cook Neighborhood Association neighborhood association is down right now but Internet Archive remains loyal. It confirms 
that 'Maureen "Reenee" Gallagher" is the VP of that organization.

>http://www.kaloramacitizens.org/newsletters/files/Special%20Summer%202010%20Edition%208_13_2010.pdf
Try as I might, I couldn't get a confirmed pic of her. On page two of the above document, there's a picture that she's probably in, for what it's worth.

Also, I found her home address. I won't post it but it's on the 1600 block of Kalorama and anyone autistic enough can find it for themselves.
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All of her IRL activities give me the impression of a homemaker with way too much time on her hands, turning neighborhood preservation into a religious cause.

But let's get back to this:
>>8107879
Apparently, she's also a website designer or, at the very least, a website admin?
I'm just going to throw out a few hatefacts:
1) no women on the internet in the first place
2) especially not in 2002
3) especially not ones who had the expertise necessary to start their own web design companies
4) and, most especially, not ones who satisfy points (1)-(3) and then don't update the layout of their own web design company's website design for FOURTEEN 
years.
And you know the business has been active more recently than that since choctal.com was registered in 2005, cometpingpong.com in 2007, and michaelleb.com in 
2010.

I was unable to find any legal entity called "Kalorama Network Solutions, Inc" registered in DC, Delaware, or Nevada. If it exists, it would be interesting to see if 
someone's name is attached to it.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:37:50 ID: 76a125 No.8115650 >>8174531

>>8115580 (OP)
My speculation is that maureen, while a real person, is just a name that someone she knows IRL uses to run these websites without having to reveal his 
own name.

Potentially fruitful avenues of research:
cometpingpong & maureen gallagher
james alefantis & maureen gallagher
michael leb (that's a pseudonym, right?) & maureen gallagher
any of those people & cometpingpong or choctal
cometpingpong & choctal

Also, michael leb lives in the LA area (Pasadena, specifically), not DC. Is that significant?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:38:14 ID: 14e659 No.8115657 >>8115704

Thanks for making a new thread, anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:38:38 ID: 14e659 No.8115665 >>8115704

Thanks for making a new thread, anon.

I'm gonna reply to some posts now from the previous thread.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:40:26 ID: 14e659 No.8115704 >>8115853

>>8115665
>>8115657
God I love how long it takes to post sometimes...

ANYWAY I don't want to detract from the topic at hand. Which is about the global pedophile ring and their connection to Clinton. But since some anons 
took a turn in the stranger parts of reality... 

>>8107574
>>8107626
>>8107701
>>8112866
>>8113401
>>8112901

For those of you who pay attention to memes fervently.

Now you know why sleep paralysis as a phenomenon went UP in record timing RIGHT as the meme, 'ayyy lmao' was spread around social media 
spheres. ;^)

I used to have an innate fear of the grays... Especially because one of the only dreams I had as a child. Which to spare the details and give only the part 
of it. (Unless some anons are interested in a story-time.) Near the end of the dream I'd try to wake my mother up, and a gray would sit up in bed wearing 
her hair and sleepwear. 

But I stopped being afraid of them once I realized they're a bunch of bitches and I am a bad motherfucker.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:49:49 ID: e2e8c3 No.8115853 >>8115918 >>8115940

>>8115704
>grays
Why do you believe in that shit? It wss just a dream.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:53:24 ID: 173828 No.8115918
File (hide): 50a70f2c12f21be⋯.png (149.71 KB, 500x277, 500:277, tumblr_lfi3hxtaaf1qg35ygo1….png)

>>8115853
"""just""" a dream, he says.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:54:36 ID: 14e659 No.8115940

>>8115853
You'd have to read the thread from before to get the context, anon. I am not going to get into it here entirely. Simply because I am not trying to de-rail this 
into a thread about beings from other dimensions. 

Also you're just a faggot. But nobody here believes in you.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:56:19 ID: 2ab661 No.8115973
File (hide): 6aaf51ce47a1729⋯.gif (754.22 KB, 245x138, 245:138, jfmsu.gif)

>>8112818

Severely, severely 
underrated post, anon. 
Digging through that stuff 
now.  

File (hide): 344935cb578fdb3⋯.png (237.88 KB,
605x359, 605:359, hillary_tongue.png)

File (hide): 8210f4ae60ed2e4⋯.jpeg
(120.14 KB, 835x1168, 835:1168,
c1d9f4de819f5948c47bbc3ad….jpeg)

File (hide): 38e36575f375456⋯.png (78.76 KB,
1027x783, 1027:783, 6849283a7e83ef70cf7d1ef8fb….png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:57:56 ID: 34f9c5 No.8116006 >>8116116 >>8116494 >>8117059 >>8118193 >>8120726 >>8120823 >>8120879 >>8122126

>>8115580 (OP)
So at least now I know why Hillarys Surgeon is dead  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:58:43 ID: d672bc No.8116020 >>8119973 >>8120233 >>8121147

File (hide): e7589edf8513fc9⋯.gif (522.63 KB, 200x178, 100:89, 1477742482022.gif)

OY FUCKING VEY THE WASHINGTON POST KNOWS

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/06/dc_official_outdoor_seats_at_p.html
Winstead accused the owner of Comet Ping Pong of seeking to turn this quiet stretch of Connecticut Avenue in Forest 
Hills into a haven for rape and murder.
https://archive.fo/ezdQE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 03:59:44 ID: 1feb71 No.8116049 >>8116101

>>I won't post it

Yeah… you need to stop larping if you're that cowardly.  
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File (hide): 799173d7e9785b8⋯.png (10.61 KB,
966x109, 966:109, secretpizza.png)

File (hide): 693f438c9524492⋯.webm (9.97 MB,
426x240, 71:40, secretpizzaparty_book_con….webm)
[play once] [loop]

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:01:15 ID: 61593b No.8116072 >>8116111 >>8116922 >>8134449

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/23494

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:02:52 ID: 14e659 No.8116101

>>8116049
>larping  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:03:13 ID: 34f9c5 No.8116111 >>8116383 >>8116922

File (hide): 32921623c8d738a⋯.png (53.5 KB, 1150x302, 575:151, secret.png)

>>8116072
The parents were sus  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:03:35 ID: 45121b No.8116116 >>8116142 >>8116204 >>8117208 >>8121204

>>8116006
>Hillary Clinton is a cannibal

You know what, I actually believe it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:05:04 ID: 173828 No.8116142
File (hide): d9313f611b57d93⋯.png (943.34 KB, 1280x738, 640:369, bifrost.png)

>>8116116
I don't know what 116116 
means, but I goddamn 
well know it confirms it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:08:31 ID: 61593b No.8116204 >>8116338 >>8119354

>>8116116
If they fuck and kill children why not eat them too. It's not that much of a stretch and when you think about spirit cooking it becomes plausible.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:10:20 ID: 70aa7c No.8116242 >>8116287

Sam walks among us.
>>8116209
>>8116209
>>8116209
>>8116209
>>8116209
>>8116209
>>8116209  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:12:51 ID: 173828 No.8116287
File (hide): c71dad32e3d437d⋯.png (1.23 MB, 1280x738, 640:369, at last you understand.png)
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:15:50 ID: 3e0b35 No.8116338 >>8116400

>>8116204
Why would you stoop to their level?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:18:00 ID: 61593b No.8116383 >>8116922

File (hide): 87243a940e5528e⋯.png (114.25 KB, 1233x851, 1233:851, sus.png)

>>8116111
KEK
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Pizza-Party-Adam-Rubin/dp/0803739478/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&qid=1478578569&sr=8-1&keywords=secret+pizza+party  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:18:57 ID: 61593b No.8116400 >>8116430

>>8116338
What?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:20:39 ID: 3e0b35 No.8116430 >>8116479

>>8116400
Misinterpreted the post, my bad anon  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:22:29 ID: 1fa408 No.8116465

HAS ANYONE UPLOADED THIS YET??? WE NEED T O MEME THIS ON T WITTER!

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=628_1478563006

#Pizza #PedoPodesta maybe?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:22:58 ID: 61593b No.8116479

>>8116430
All good fam  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:23:53 ID: 5ad58a No.8116494 >>8116559 >>8117814 >>8120879 >>8127612

>>8116006
Why didn't you include the part of the Kuru article that explains its a disease that humans get from PRACTICING CANNIBALISM  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:27:09 ID: 34f9c5 No.8116559
File (hide): 68e2dea3ffcc711⋯.jpg (6.46 KB, 234x215, 234:215, homer.jpg)

>>8116494
But its not 
cannibalism, 
its spirit 
cooking  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:36:31 ID: a411e4 No.8116745 >>8116980 >>8117045

File (hide): 4f068751b03a408⋯.jpg (70.27 KB, 960x1014, 160:169, white knight LOL.jpg)

ok so anyone can write a brief run-down on 
whats happened so far? what do we know?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:45:20 ID: 0a6c58 No.8116922

>>8116072
>>8116111
>>8116383

(((Rubin)))

FUCKINGALWAYS
U
C
K
I
N
G
A
L
W
A
Y
S  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:48:01 ID: 060ef5 No.8116980 >>8117101 >>8118077

File (hide): afd290d45332d3c⋯.jpg (30.1 KB, 640x360, 16:9, 1398442109824.jpg)

>>8116745
>that image  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:52:56 ID: 2ab661 No.8117045 >>8117101

>>8116745
I'm building a map of links and connections right now. It'd be very hard to simply give a rundown because everything is so scattershot and the 
connections are so many and go in such a variety of directions. New stuff is being uncovered constantly. It's very hard to keep track of it all.  >>8116745  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:53:56 ID: 60103c No.8117059 >>8117138

>>8116006
It's too accurate. When did her symptoms start? Somewhere on this campaign trail? This sounds like there's a upper-bounded two-year clock on her from 
that point, although I'm sure with means like hers I'm sure every possible treatment in the world is open to her.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:57:20 ID: a411e4 No.8117101
File (hide): b547190009b4037⋯.jpg (55.25 KB, 564x578, 282:289, tranny bathroom.jpg)

>>8116980
>>8117045
imma lurk some ty  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 04:59:59 ID: 34f9c5 No.8117138

>>8117059
Well the story is she suffered a fall and concussion as secretary of state and resigned her position 6 months later.

So either its a stroke, or she was entering stage 3 and had 6 months of treatment and surgery.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:01:44 ID: adaea0 No.8117159 >>8117168 >>8117807 >>8119469 >>8119499

Whe, they make those articles reporting it, how are they so fast to react and see it (our investigation), it's like they are laughing at us, i feel powerless.

(USER WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:02:07 ID: adaea0 No.8117168

>>8117159
When*  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:03:02 ID: 306a05 No.8117185 >>8148476

File (hide): 43f2d115ee9b8fb⋯.jpg (1.25 MB, 1568x3776, 49:118, podesta pizza comet info 7.jpg)

>>8115580 (OP)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:04:28 ID: 2976f5 No.8117208 >>8125693 >>8125757

File (hide): 9988ac4e9e1270a⋯.png (2.25 MB, 1920x1286, 960:643, Poster10.png)

>>8116116
I believe it too, anon. The 
ride never ends.

#PedoFiles. Spread it.
http://rickybobby1111.imgu
r. com/all/  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:33:11 ID: 61593b No.8117740 >>8117794 >>8118065

>>8115580 (OP)
Pizza Thread #1
>>8092589 
https://archive.is/U3tBh
Pizza Thread #2
>>8098566
https://archive.fo/EuVMv
Pizza Thread #3
>>8111499
https://archive.fo/maer0  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:36:10 ID: 61593b No.8117794 >>8118065

>>8115580 (OP)
>>8117740
Got the link to thread 3 wrong
Pizza Thread #1
>>8092589 
https://archive.is/U3tBh
Pizza Thread #2
>>8098566
https://archive.fo/EuVMv
Pizza Thread #3
>>8105708
https://archive.fo/maer0  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:37:01 ID: 34f9c5 No.8117807

>>8117159
If the BBC is reporting on the website then you can be sure they are watching right now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:37:07 ID: 0a3c0c No.8117814 >>8117885 >>8120840

File (hide): 55c27f51ed6665b⋯.png (51.25 KB, 1027x783, 1027:783, funerary cannibalism.png)

>>8116494
learn to edit images and 
post the upgrade, 
collaboration faggot  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:40:46 ID: 2976f5 No.8117885 >>8120710

>>8117814
>An infected person usually dies within three months to two years after the first symptoms, often because of pneumonia
>often dies because of pneumonia
>DIES FROM PNEUMONIA
fuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:48:56 ID: fffe98 No.8118065

>>8117740
>>8117794
Glad these are archived.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:49:34 ID: ac8406 No.8118077
File (hide): 02c41aea5fa7466⋯.jpg (2.14 KB, 125x125, 1:1, ohshit.jpg)

>>8116980
>9gag  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 05:54:47 ID: 0a3c0c No.8118193
File (hide): 06414f552cc94cd⋯.gif (95.86 KB, 512x512, 1:1, hillary-canvas-colorss.gif)

>>8116006
so she also ate 
children from 
south asia, so 
tolerant of her  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:06:40 ID: 61593b No.8118448 >>8118650 >>8118699 >>8119468 >>8119485 >>8121633 >>8121833 >>8122638 >>8123716

File (hide): 34c9cf002eac034⋯.png (1.65 MB, 1813x1155, 259:165, tortureroom.png)

Does anyone have the archive of this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:10:19 ID: fef5b6 No.8118542 >>8121121

File (hide): b9b0d1bf8a6401a⋯.jpeg (120.3 KB, 522x328, 261:164, bucks-fishing-camping-int….jpeg)

This is normal art?

From Bucks Fishing and Camping.

http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/bucks-fishing-camping-
interior-high-res-stock-photography/148909415  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:15:36 ID: c95307 No.8118650 >>8118697 >>8120765 >>8121840 >>8121853

>>8118448
The penis ejaculating pizza, handkerchief with man boy love symbols and moloch, and the pizza covering the mans genitals are much better than the 
cooler. The cooler they will just slide as harmless banter and a walk in freezer.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:20:43 ID: 14e659 No.8118697

>>8118650
>says murder right on it

idk man  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:20:58 ID: 060ef5 No.8118699
File (hide): 45fe74b55604ab6⋯.png (345.48 KB, 335x856, 335:856, 1426567503480-0.png)

>>8118448
Nothing ominous about this.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:26:43 ID: 2ab661 No.8118773 >>8118784

File (hide): 391486dc62e3860⋯.jpg (65.25 KB, 489x362, 489:362, excuse me.jpg)

Question: I noticed in one of the threads on halfchan a few days ago someone mentioned an abandoned 
tunnel system that ran under the bloc of suspicious businesses (Comet, Besta, Politics and Prose; etc) on 
Connecticut Ave NW. Does anyone have any information on that? Or a source to look at maybe old 
diagrams of said tunnels?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:27:41 ID: 61593b No.8118784 >>8118823 >>8119024

>>8118773
here
>>8108657  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:27:40 ID: 0a3c0c No.8118785
File (hide): a16735124964799⋯.jpg (148.43 KB, 1540x894, 770:447, pinpong.jpg)

>>8115580 (OP)
holly shit they are 
talking about pinpong 
commet  pizza and 
paedos

http://   
www.infowars.com/w
atch-alex-jones-
show/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:31:14 ID: 2ab661 No.8118823

>>8118784
Thanks playa  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 06:48:27 ID: 2ab661 No.8119024

>>8118784
It would be good if an anon from the DC/Bethesda area would go over to where the mouth of that stream comes up out of the ground and determine if it's 
big enough for a person to fit through with scuba gear; i.e. see if its plausible if they're moving things in and out using the underground river  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:18:46 ID: eb7ec5 No.8119354
File (hide): c80eca835e16b02⋯.jpg (148.88 KB, 539x682, 49:62, literally_sjw.jpg)

>>8116204
The irony if she's only got months to live and no doctor can figure out what her ailment is because she won't tell them 
about eating a bunch of haitian children brains as it might be relevant.  
>mfw anons diagnose kuru/a spongieform type prion disorder through bantz and shitposting.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:24:20 ID: 0a3c0c No.8119415 >>8120732

someone asked 
here 
>>8105708.html
#q8108239
What's a marlo 
check?

https://wikileaks.
org/podesta-
emails/emailid/3
9092
>>8108239
check this
https://www.yout

ube.com/watch?v=hckw_Imy-JQ

title says "Marlo check up"

is a baby watching an OWL

this can't be happening  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:28:52 ID: 1d1c5c No.8119468 >>8119485

>>8118448
They're here.

None from the other Comet Pingpong guy though - he was the one with the full on porn references.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:28:55 ID: 3233fb No.8119469 >>8119492

>>8117159
you're really shitty at demoralization  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:29:57 ID: 1d1c5c No.8119485 >>8120857

>>8119468
>>8118448
reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/?st=iv8rdyw0&sh=42bde08a here*  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:30:42 ID: adaea0 No.8119492 >>8119901

>>8119469
Stay away from me.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:31:32 ID: 1d1c5c No.8119499 >>8119549

>>8117159
I don';t feel like that at all. I feel like they're fucking terrified.

And you should be too, shill.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:36:03 ID: adaea0 No.8119549 >>8119624

>>8119499
Im not a shill you fucking nigger, we cant all be as optimistic as you are and im doing all i care with the upcoming election, just dont quote me if you feel 
that way.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 07:42:34 ID: 1d1c5c No.8119624

>>8119549
You HAVE to be optimistic, anon. For the children, you see?

Think of the children.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:07:46 ID: 3233fb No.8119901

>>8119492
did I scare you, shlomo?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:17:16 ID: 0a510b No.8119973 >>8119991 >>8120036 >>8120337

File (hide): ced05d76361628c⋯.png (1.83 MB, 2024x1220, 506:305, winst.png)

>>8116020
We need to talk to this guy and ask him what he knows. Anyone 
with a facebook account wanna get in contact?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:17:23 ID: 9fec97 No.8119976 >>8120461 >>8120853

File (hide): 4dd11387d55775d⋯.png (952.46 KB, 1206x503, 1206:503, wedidit.png)

Isn't it funny how a couple decades ago, when the catholic church and conservatives still held most power in 
society, that catholicism and conservativism was filled to the brim with pedophile boy rapers and closet 
faggots? And once the lid got blown off their secret faggot pedophile society, all of a sudden the left rose to 
power and began to be favored by people who do absolutely no critical thinking whatsoever?

Did the world become a better place? Did pedophiles stop seeking out power? Or did they change their 
identity to fly under the radar? Did the conservative, christian, faggot pedophiles become liberal, openly 
faggot closet pedos?

It used to be that we assumed a priest would never rape a boy. Now we (well, not us here, but society) assume that faggots would never be pedophiles.

It almost lends itself to the shape shifting lizard theory. What if we really are just a bunch of idiots being ruled by a different species mocking us by 
pretending to be humans and raping our children? And every time we start to catch on to them, they just change form (well, they change everything 
except the pedophilia) and go on to accumulate power and rapable children under a different disguise.

We've been hunting kikes all this time. It's the fucking shapeshifting faggot pedos that are the first ones that we need to rope

check em. Today's the day we make america pedophile faggot free again  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:19:01 ID: 1d1c5c No.8119991 >>8121383

>>8119973
Contact him!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:22:43 ID: 3dc633 No.8120035 >>8120099

Psychic here, some of you in this thread have weird voices, 1d1c5c sounds either young or effeminate … similar to adaea0.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:22:49 ID: adaea0 No.8120036 >>8121383

>>8119973
Ask him something dude  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:28:30 ID: 3233fb No.8120099

>>8120035
weak attempt at derailment  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:40:41 ID: 61593b No.8120233 >>8120241 >>8120298 >>8120337 >>8128699 >>8129033

>>8116020
You guys, THE COMMENTS
People are using their NAMES!
Keep in mind some of them might just be clueless but we can look into the 
ones defending jimmy comet as if they know him  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:41:37 ID: 61593b No.8120241 >>8120337

>>8120233
I meant the comments here
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/06/dc_official_outdoor_seats_at_p.html
the video is the stake out from winstead  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:48:28 ID: 61593b No.8120298

>>8120233
Hmm, only a few are using their names actually. Still interesting.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:52:59 ID: 2d283a No.8120337 >>8120564 >>8120629 >>8128915

File (hide): 667b7673aa28f5d⋯.jpg (25.49 KB, 448x412, 112:103, 1433702911516.jpg)

>>8119973
Be very careful. You might be dragging someone into a precarious position if this shit is real. No need to for 
fixers to go after the guy if it turns out he knows too much. Better have someone trustworthy contact him. 
Someone from Twitter that has the name and clout to talk to him and not breach any privacy agreements?

>>8120233
>>8120241
Cross reference the comments on the YouTube vid AND the article. Also, look into their backgrounds. Most 
are likely legit. Some might have been doing background search on who was talking about the 
establishment and decided to shill against him.

Archive of YT vid:
https://archive.is/rULCh  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:00:51 ID: cfc035 No.8120398 >>8121115 >>8125822

File (hide): fcff43953157a49⋯.jpg (360.07 KB, 988x468, 19:9, goatsheadpizza.jpg)

Guy's I just noticed the Goat Hill Pizza mentioned is located on the corner of 18th street and Connecticut 
street. Its on a street named Connecticut just like Comet Pizza in DC. Also 18 = 6+6+6. Its right near a port, 
UCSF Children's Hospital and what I think is a school, I don't know google maps doesn't name it but it has 
lots of basketball courts and a baseball field. I'm scoping this place out on google maps but a heads up for 
other anons CHECK OUT THE GOAT HILL PIZZA IN SF ON CONNECTICUT AND 18th STREET ITS 
FISHY AS FUCK.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:09:53 ID: fffe98 No.8120461 >>8123960

>>8119976
Imagine a wheel. Picture the hub. The hub is actual kikes. The spokes are the people who are controlled by them. The outer wheel before the tire is the 
power projected through the spokes.

The tire is where we reside.

Time for a fuckin blowout  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:12:58 ID: cfc035 No.8120481 >>8120493 >>8120807 >>8121015

File (hide): 96a24e71dda1b5e⋯.png (921.46 KB, 836x510, 418:255, goathillpizza2.png)

Some weird sign in their window. Peace symbol made out of pizza. I'm pretty sure Nancy Pelosi is 
connected to this its a fucking goldmine and I haven't even checked the surrounding stores yet. There's a 
church up the street too.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:14:04 ID: cfc035 No.8120493

>>8120481
Not window, I mean front counter.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:25:16 ID: 61593b No.8120564
File (hide): 421421827ebd0ff⋯.png (12.66 KB, 627x94, 627:94, prettygood.png)

>>8120337
There's this from before too, 
probably a lot more I just can't 

keep track of it all.
https://archive.is/FMLbx  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:25:46 ID: 000000 No.8120565 >>8120574

MAJOR CLUE for stolen girl
Lisbon, Portugal– – The World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) announced that Lisbon, Portugal would be the host of the 7th Global Travel & Tourism 
Summit, to be held from May 10-12/07
Global Business Coalition on HIV/AIDS was there on the same date. They are members of the Trilateral Commission
John Podesta is a member & recurring speaker of the Trilateral Commision  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:27:37 ID: 6c9438 No.8120574

>>8120565
Thanks, Anon.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:36:19 ID: 61593b No.8120629 >>8120634 >>8120687

File (hide): a4abe2024e27606⋯.png (210.7 KB, 1372x782, 686:391, andrew.png)

>>8120337
Dunno if it helps but I think 
this is the same guy  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:37:01 ID: 61593b No.8120634

>>8120629
>inb4 chrome  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:45:15 ID: 61593b No.8120687
File (hide): e327818cb109dec⋯.png (446.31 KB, 692x694, 346:347, andrewhaiti.png)

>>8120629
He's been to haiti  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:48:55 ID: 83ac66 No.8120710 >>8120812

>>8117885
WHATAFDHGDFGHADAFG

WHAT THE FUCK

WHY IS THIS MAKING SO MUCH SENSE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:50:15 ID: 8425e9 No.8120720

HIGH ENERGY BUMP  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:51:14 ID: 3bc118 No.8120726 >>8120737

>>8116006
I highly doubt, that someone with a spongiform encephalopathy is anyway able to run around, not to mention running for POTUS. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8tmgpOiWRw  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:52:13 ID: 0a510b No.8120732

>>8119415
I think its a doctors check up. Like a routine doctors visit some parents recorded of their kids. Don't think its related.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:53:12 ID: 83ac66 No.8120737

>>8120726
>(1)
>(1)
>(1)
>(1)

Thanks for your input.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:58:13 ID: fb6088 No.8120765 >>8120909 >>8121853 >>8122831

File (hide): cc35b191b5a84eb⋯.jpg (158.56 KB, 950x614, 475:307, Comet pizza 1.jpg)

>>8118650
The cooler they dug a hole to drop 
down into underground in a shed for?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:04:37 ID: fffe98 No.8120807 >>8125083

>>8120481
Thats some (((Church of Satan))) shit in the Bay Area, right?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:05:19 ID: 61593b No.8120812

>>8120710
The spooky part is the uncontrollable laughter.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:06:56 ID: e81077 No.8120823

>>8116006
>the elites practice cannibalism so often they are coming down with rare diseases from it
/pol/ you keep finding new ways to make me disgusted with our nation  

File (hide): d4a59f2287109fd⋯.png (444.81 KB,
1239x786, 413:262, kannibal.png)

File (hide): d52ea0451dc0895⋯.png (13.11 KB,
735x152, 735:152, chicken mol.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:09:23 ID: 83ac66 No.8120840

>>8117814

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:12:58 ID: e81077 No.8120853 >>8120889

File (hide): d4bd5a449e0e777⋯.jpg (16.57 KB, 404x421, 404:421, 1465344122753.jpg)

>>8119976
>a couple decades ago
>the catholic church and 
conservatives still held 
most power in society  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:13:28 ID: fb6088 No.8120857

>>8119485
That's a good summary.  I know at least 2 threads there were already deleted though.
https://archive.is/5TsXt  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:16:06 ID: 8076ff No.8120868 >>8121124 >>8121199 >>8121633 >>8123753 >>8124117 >>8127527

File (hide): 36a07f341ab60dc⋯.jpg (1.15 MB, 2942x3010, 1471:1505, 1478544053062.jpg)

Just seen this pic. Are we in on this yet?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:17:21 ID: 88afe6 No.8120879 >>8120908 >>8121633 >>8121735

>>8116006
>>8116494

the only issue i see with spirit cooking causing this "kuru", which is essentially mad cow disease, is that the primary form of transmission of mad cow 
disease and similar disorders was consumption of infected brain matter or meats contaminated with infected brain matter. the main reason people were 
getting mad cow disease during the outbreak was the scenario where butchers would use the same knife or cutting board to butcher the cow's brain 
(known as fry) as they would for other cuts.
i'm pretty sure the known spirit cooking practice of eating cum and menstrual blood mixed with chocolate syrup isn't a viable method of transfer of 
spongiform encephalopathy, unless hillary and friends actually crack peoples' heads open and feast on the goo inside for their private spirit cooking 
sessions in an effort to spice things up  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:19:03 ID: fffe98 No.8120889 >>8121300

>>8120853
In the US, they did. Sure it was pozzed as fuck, but a semblance of the real thing was put out there as a social strawman to lambast.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:23:00 ID: e81077 No.8120908 >>8120967 >>8131560

File (hide): ddb4c877df9503d⋯.png (593.96 KB, 853x480, 853:480, Indiana-Jones-and-the-Temp….png)

>>8120879
where do you think spieljew got 
the idea for this scene from  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:23:07 ID: e09214 No.8120909

>>8120765
So what's the story with the hole, anyway? I vaguely recall seeing a picture last night of what looked like some kind of rudimentary trench system in the 
basement of one of comet's businesses. Were they going to put that fridge in there or something?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:30:49 ID: 88afe6 No.8120967

>>8120908

>where do you think spieljew got the idea for this scene from

india?
then again there are indian tribes that still practice ritual cannibalism  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:36:58 ID: c22f89 No.8121015

>>8120481
>NEVER TELL THEM TO HURRY

WHAT THE FUCK?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:49:03 ID: 000000 No.8121102 >>8121142 >>8121162 >>8121184 >>8121190 >>8121220 >>8121270 >>8121618 >>8121656 >>8154208

>>8120045

In Marina del Rey, California, there is a house on the beach.  There is an alley door into the building.  It is painted black and it has almost this exact rabbit 
on it.

Address number is 4811 Speedway.

I'm scared to all shit about posting this, I have no idea what is going on, but I remember reading about this rabbit before.  Requesting more info please.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:50:23 ID: fb6088 No.8121115

>>8120398
Someone went there already in a 4chan thread.  Same drawings on the wall shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:51:19 ID: 46f908 No.8121121

>>8118542
reminds me of O'Brien's description of the most dangerous game

>It is my understanding now that A Most Dangerous Game was devised to condition military personnel in survival and combat maneuvers. Yet it was 
used on me and other slaves known to me as a means of further conditioning the mind to the realization there was "no place to hide," as well as 
traumatize the victim for ensuing programming. it was my experience over the years that A Most Dangerous Game had numerous variations on the 
primary theme of being stripped naked and turned loose in the wilderness while being hunted by men and dogs. In reality, all "wilderness" areas were 
enclosed in secure military fencing whereby it was only a matter of time until I was caught, repeatedly raped and tortured.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:51:37 ID: 8076ff No.8121124

>>8120868
seriously what the fuck is happening here pls respond  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:53:06 ID: 83ac66 No.8121142 >>8121190 >>8127927

>>8121102
Follow the rabbit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:53:21 ID: 23d557 No.8121147

>>8116020
You know that other Washington post article?
Is it me or was it like the author wanted people to read something related to the pedo ring. We thought it was a just another shitty report, but let's be frank 
it did us a favor by reporting it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:54:59 ID: 46f908 No.8121162 >>8121190

>>8121102
It was a sign on a daycare facility in SLC Utah. The daycare was pedo  connected. We don't know exactly what it means.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:57:30 ID: 34a66c No.8121184 >>8121206 >>8121230 >>8121303 >>8121615 >>8121756 >>8122130

File (hide): 436667bbab1e7b1⋯.png (985.61 KB, 1305x623, 1305:623, 9b670f5dcdedfd7478cbdd9dd2….png)

>>8121102
 What 

 the 

 fuck!  
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>>8121102
>>8121142
>>8121162
HOLY FUCK  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:59:40 ID: 46f908 No.8121199

>>8120868
This was referenced in a conspiracy thread on reddit. I snagged this link https://sli.mg/a/hhe7CP which has the same pics. Some guy in Hwaii discovered 
multiple wifi signals coming from underground and figured he discovered a child trafficking space. Original thread 
reddit.com/r/BlackOps/comments/4fs7a8/question_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/?st=iv9dvl8p&sh=0fb5cd3f
this guy is connected to the comet pizza people but I'm still figuring this out atm.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:59:48 ID: 34a66c No.8121202

>>8121190
What the fuck is this shit, man? I thought the case of the day care was dead. Holy shit, this train isn't coming to an end, this is just the beginning.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:00:44 ID: 23d557 No.8121204

>>8116116
Mate, it is STILL too early to tell what's really going on.

For all we know this who thing could be elaborated bait by Hillary to discredit us, regardless of whether we're warm or not, the public are going full head 
in the sand with this.
Or, alternatively, Podesta trying to bait us into digging. (though frankly, I'm beginning to doubt that. His reputation will definitely suffer from that.)

Just keep digging, try to fulfil the evidential thresholds.

To none law anons looks up "direct evidence" and "circumstantial evidence".
The first is literally proof of them doing the acts.
The later involves the circumstances around it (probably the only evidence we'll find considering the type of crime we are looking at).

We need to connect more people. We focused too much on the codewords.
Furthermore, while I'm doubting Podesta really is directly connected to McCann, that doesn't mean we should stop looking into her disappearance.

I want to nail the whole god damn ring. I don't care if it risks my life.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:01:04 ID: 34a66c No.8121206 >>8121219 >>8121221 >>8121443 >>8121507 >>8136717

>>8121190
>>8121184
I live in Los Angeles, I'm going there tomorrow. I have gut feeling this might be a trap.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:02:08 ID: 46f908 No.8121215

>>8121190
HOLY SHIT

Anon how long has that been there? Let's first determine if these people were aware of our SLCDC findings and painted it there afterwards. Ah fuck, 
that's ridiculous.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:02:19 ID: c22f89 No.8121219
File (hide): 17f4cdb0fb62eed⋯.jpg (119.09 KB, 600x450, 4:3, armory.jpg)

>>8121
206
Protect 
yourself
, anon 

Shadila
y  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:02:24 ID: 1ffa85 No.8121220 >>8121239

>>8121102
Has anyone tried vectorizing the rabbit and doing a google image search?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:02:26 ID: 526d66 No.8121221 >>8121244 >>8121248

>>8121206
Only do surveillance.  Rent a car if you have to.  Wear a separate set of clothes that you buy specifically for this, plus sunglasses.  Get rid of clothes 
immediately after.
And for the love of god, don't leave prints on anything.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:02:49 ID: 0b92cd No.8121224 >>8121231

<iframe width="640" height="360" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/ElAqnV2o1RQ" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:03:33 ID: fffe98 No.8121230

>>8121184
>>8121190
Pretty interesting using their weapons against them, yeah?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:03:37 ID: 526d66 No.8121231 >>8121246

>>8121224
You double nigger, there's a embed field under "Post options."  Try again, and lurk more.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:04:12 ID: 46f908 No.8121239

>>8121220
So many tried t the time. It really seemed like a one off design. There was an elaborate theory that the shape itself was a map since  it was drawn with 
one continuous line and no/little overlapping.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:05:13 ID: 34a66c No.8121244 >>8122494

>>8121221
That location isn't exactly one you can go to without people noticing you. I'm bringing my dslr and my .38 

If I see anything even remotely suspicious I'm kicking down that fucking door. We've been on this goose chase for what, 3 years now? I've had enough of 
these fucking monsters.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:05:20 ID: 0b92cd No.8121246

>>8121231
ikr i missed it fuck off, i'm tired
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElAqnV2o1RQ
video on Epstein and Clinton  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:05:42 ID: 526d66 No.8121248

>>8121221
Oh, and by get rid of them, I mean burn them.  Leave no traces that could lead you back.  Even take a instant-develop-style camera if one is available, 
phones will trace where you are and some digital cameras have the same tech.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:08:34 ID: 34a66c No.8121265 >>8121273 >>8121360

File (hide): 7bdd5dd23c1ad63⋯.jpg (112.15 KB, 1023x621, 341:207, 39b4fd5b21e8bb6178ca81a505….jpg)

They've got fucking security cameras on this building. 
The torposter has tipped us off to something big.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:09:23 ID: 23d557 No.8121270
File (hide): eb9f8eae26ccc1d⋯.png (180.49 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, eb9f8eae26ccc1d481585d1e74….png)

>>8121102
>Marina del Rey, California
Anything related to LA is likely to have pedophilia involvement. Not only has Feldman and Elijah Wood 
confirmed this, but I'm starting to suspect grunge and alt-rock too how strange we're now investigating alt-
rock.

I think we need another thread for looking into the music industry connections.
Another for the McCann connections.
Because both aren't as connected to Podesta (as far as we know).

Speculative Funny fact - what was Soundgarden's biggest single?
Black hole sun
What was on their third album cover?
Literally something resembling the symbol pic related.

Just thought that was interesting considering Cornell always claimed "it's nothing, just a cool symbol" like he was trying to hide the truth.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:09:38 ID: 526d66 No.8121273 >>8121288 >>8121289 >>8121342 >>8121377
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>>8121190
>>8121265
Does anybody know what this logo might be?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:11:23 ID: 34a66c No.8121288 >>8121319 >>8121342 >>8121500

>>8121273
It's just a plumbing van.

http://www.ez-plumbing.com/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:11:34 ID: 23d557 No.8121289

>>8121273
Looks like a tradesman. Not sure if it's connected, but you can try.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:12:45 ID: 82bcc0 No.8121300 >>8121412

File (hide): a8337b3d51632ae⋯.jpg (90.56 KB, 600x375, 8:5, 1460149050890.jpg)

>>8120889
It hasn't been true since the first half of the 1960s. Vietnam was when the jewish left figured out their 
strategies to fuck over society and get what they want at any cost, by infesting the media and gaslighting 
people. Results: USA failing the commitment it made, pulling out of vietnam, and a fuckload of south 
vietnamese being executed (glossed over). Then they expect us to care about the holohoax. They realised 
they can just lie and tell people they're doing the right thing and people will eagerly believe it. Any thought 
that is pleasant is suddenly the right one. Nothing unpleasant can ever be the correct solution.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:13:17 ID: 46f908 No.8121303 >>8121315 >>8121324 >>8121353

File (hide): 5e3d9704b3299ce⋯.png (82.23 KB, 1338x641, 1338:641, screenshot-zipcodestreet.n….png)

>>8121184
>>8121190
wtf is government undertaken 
property?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:15:13 ID: 34a66c No.8121315 >>8121324 >>8121328

>>8121303
Mother fucker…that means it's property which has been undertaken by the government. Like an under taker, you know someone who takes care of 
something. 

Here's the legal definition:

http://definitions.uslegal.com/u/undertaking/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:15:38 ID: 23d557 No.8121319 >>8121327 >>8121342 >>8121359 >>8121363 >>8126966

File (hide): 9099db21b3b2ce1⋯.png (235.45 KB, 1313x589, 1313:589, look at the symbols.PNG)

>>8121288
>plumbing
>pipes
Actually, that might be onto someth-

LOOK AT THE COUPONS
That's one of the symbols isn't it?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:16:22 ID: 526d66 No.8121324 >>8121356

>>8121303
>>8121315
Also, found this link
http://realestate .findlaw.com/land-use-laws/how-the-government-takes-property.html
Basically, the property is under government ownership and is otherwise in legal limbo.  No way to find out who actually owns it as far as I can tell.  Still 
worth a dig.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:16:43 ID: 526d66 No.8121327

>>8121319
fuck, it is  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:16:51 ID: 46f908 No.8121328 >>8121340

>>8121315
I can etymology nigger, but what the actual fuck does it mean. Why there, that is prime real estate. Who is using that space and why.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:17:47 ID: 1d1c5c No.8121337
File (hide): d12fffc785b6c8a⋯.png (92.5 KB, 328x746, 164:373, ClipboardImage.png)

homefacts.com/offenders/California/Los-Angeles-
County/Marina-Del-Rey.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:17:56 ID: 34a66c No.8121340 >>8121365

>>8121328
Are you not aware that the rabbit symbol was connected to a shady fucking day care? This is pedophile shit we're into now. This is probably some 
government fuck den.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:18:15 ID: 526d66 No.8121342 >>8121354 >>8121366 >>8121799

>>8121273
>>8121288
>>8121319
https://www. yelp.com/biz/ez-plumbing-and-rooter-burbank-4
People fucking hate them apparently, I'm assuming the 4-5 star reviews are paid or done by employees.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:19:16 ID: abc7be No.8121353 >>8121395 >>8121402

>>8121303
>Semetrical Wrenches.

Good catch.

"Special Drain Cleaning" "Special Plumbing Service"

Both less than $90.

Bullshit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:19:26 ID: 82bcc0 No.8121354

>>8121342
yelp is a racket that dumps bad reviews on anyone who doesn't pay them. It's not really worth paying attention to.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:19:37 ID: 46f908 No.8121356

>>8121324
we need a real estate anon to look in their insider website and find out all previous owners. Searching that address brings up zilch. Maybe a surveillance 
center? Being so near the water has advantages too.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:19:49 ID: 8b5523 No.8121359 >>8121379

>>8121319
it makes sense honestly from a fucked up pedo point of view. the plumbing service could be a cover for why they have a panel van stopping at multiple 
locations. it might be how they transport the (((goods))).  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:19:55 ID: fffe98 No.8121360

>>8121265
Yes indeed. 

Is it connected to Comet Ping Pong? If so, how much?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:20:18 ID: abc7be No.8121363

>>8121319

Meant to quote this one.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:20:44 ID: 46f908 No.8121365 >>8121385

>>8121340
I'm the one that mentioned it ITT, was in all the slcdc threads nigger. It still explains nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:20:46 ID: a4fd74 No.8121366

>>8121342
If it's a cover for something, wouldn't they be trying to dump bad reviews there themselves to make actual customers fuck off?  

File (hide): 7074b33e18bd741⋯.jpg (661.55 KB,
3264x2448, 4:3, 746781754f7f9f93761af216e2….jpg)

File (hide): 79917e3547fe9f7⋯.jpg (669.22 KB,
3264x1836, 16:9, 145c640627bed750142eb1e102….jpg)

File (hide): e9c77dc010d561d⋯.jpg (174.64 KB,
1790x878, 895:439, 6401cbc9514da0f746671a9d7a….jpg)

File (hide):
49c7b4931f35438⋯.jpg (393.27
KB, 1836x3264, 9:16,
7212e1eb3105f826d40206217d….jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:21:27 ID: 34a66c No.8121374 >>8121400 >>8121413 >>8139200

For everyone unaware of the day care. 

http://8ch.net/x/res/26895.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:21:50 ID: fffe98 No.8121377

>>8121273
Right now, just based on this alone, its just a tradesman. 

That doesn't mean not to record it. It is what the FBI would do, correct?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:22:01 ID: 23d557 No.8121379

>>8121359
"Pipes" is actually used for internet connections too aren't they?
It's mean to infer something like "hidden access" or "hidden supply"

And when that symbol is used, that can only be what this company is for.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:22:37 ID: 0a510b No.8121383

>>8119991
>>8120036
I don't have a facebook and am too sperg. I got this off of another thread.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:22:42 ID: 34a66c No.8121385 >>8121403 >>8122468 >>8122492 >>8122797 >>8133783

>>8121365
Do expect me to magically have information that you don't? I'll checking this place out in person tomorrow. I wanted to stay in my apartment all day and 
shitpost through the election, but this is more important.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:23:23 ID: 23d557 No.8121395

>>8121353
That is bullshit.
t. son of a plumber.
Unless prices are drastically different in America to my country (should be 2/3 of our price, and that's still waaaaaaay to cheap)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:23:56 ID: c22f89 No.8121400 >>8121408 >>8121417 >>8121421 >>8121457

>>8121374
Is that first pic real?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:24:22 ID: 526d66 No.8121402 >>8121643

>>8121353
More like semite wrenches  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:24:22 ID: 46f908 No.8121403

>>8121385
wear a disguise and leave all gps at home.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:25:04 ID: 82bcc0 No.8121408

>>8121400
I think someone from the thread went and took that pic but I might be misremembering  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:25:19 ID: fffe98 No.8121412 >>8121428

>>8121300
They built a road to depravity. That project began to manifest itself in those 60's you brought up.

But the obvious noises of their demons began to sound in the late 80's. Towards the end of the Reagan era. Bush was always one of (((them))).  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:25:19 ID: 23d557 No.8121413 >>8121423

>>8121374
I think this confirms the rabbit as a symbol.

Now we need evidence of what happens within and whoever is connected.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:25:27 ID: 34a66c No.8121417

>>8121400
Yes. It was first posted on reddit awhile back I believe, that or 4chan.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:26:07 ID: 526d66 No.8121421 >>8121605

>>8121400
Yeah, it was picked up during the SLC daycare digs back when /baph/ was active pre-second-exodus I think.  Was done mostly on /b/ and /pol/ on 8chan, 
with some posting on half/x/ and the source of the pedo hotspot on Reddit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:26:13 ID: fffe98 No.8121423 >>8121429

>>8121413
Can we just accept RABBIT = (((pizza daycare)))?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:27:01 ID: 82bcc0 No.8121428 >>8121476

>>8121412
They don't like to bring up the fact that the holocaust as an institution only took off several decades after ww2. No one really gave a fuck for a long time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:27:07 ID: 526d66 No.8121429 >>8121454

>>8121423
This, we need to focus on dredging up shit on this place before they turn it into another carte-blanche lockbox.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:28:03 ID: 8b5523 No.8121436 >>8121442

i have a question anons. where was that list of pedo symbols originally posted on the internet? has anyone image searched it back?

did someone in the fbi silently leak it out to give us leads, or was it from an foia or what? because as soon as we had that document, all the pieces started 
falling into place, like someone knew that that was the key ahead of time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:29:14 ID: 526d66 No.8121442

>>8121436
It's been bouncing around for a while, I remember seeing it on the halfchan pedowood threads pre-GG while they were still active on /x/ and /pol/.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:29:42 ID: 23d557 No.8121443 >>8121458

>>8121206
Where clothing protecting identity.
Carry two backpacks (one in the other) with several sets of clothes.
Switch clothes and backpacks just after visiting.

Or if driving - go to a unmonitored area. Park, change clothes, investigate, change back into original clothes. That way the cameras see you in one set of 
clothes in the car, another when investigating.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:30:31 ID: 526d66 No.8121452 >>8121512

>>8121190
Closer look at the writing, looks like it says "Hellbent - 012"
Anybody have a hint on this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:30:45 ID: fffe98 No.8121454 >>8121487

>>8121429
Need to be more discreet than we were with Comet Ping Pong. Im pretty certain the CPP is a compromised operation. Being its compromised, they are in 
the process of moving the operation.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:31:18 ID: 23d557 No.8121457 >>8121487 >>8121661

>>8121400
I want to know if the photographer didn't just put a sticker on and then take the picture.
But the LA house has a painted symbol.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:31:19 ID: 34a66c No.8121458 >>8121463

>>8121443
I'll be parking near the Venice Beach Boardwalk and then walking down the beach towards the house. I'll be taking pictures of the building from all sides 
and then I'll return to my car and upload them here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:31:59 ID: 23d557 No.8121463 >>8121509 >>8121520

>>8121458
>I'll be parking near the Venice Beach Boardwalk 
Don't say too much of your plan here anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:32:51 ID: fffe98 No.8121476 >>8121486

>>8121428
If they didnt push that meme so hard, that meme would have never have survived this long. 

Their memes are plastic and shitty. Ours are full of depth and can last long after the evoker dies.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:33:42 ID: 82bcc0 No.8121486 >>8121495

>>8121476
They literally had to buy out Hollywood to do it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:33:45 ID: 526d66 No.8121487 >>8121513 >>8121570

>>8121457
Nah m8, it was verified both with street view I think and one or two other anons.  Also, note the "SDL" under the rabbit.  Seems similar in context to 
"Hellbent."  Maybe they're location identifiers?  I remember that the maniac at the trump rally gun debacle a couple days ago was implicated in a probably 
pedo-ring "wallet", basically a transfer station for their "currency."
>>8121454
is right, we need to monitor this more than blow the lid that hard on it.  Once we get some shit, then we crack the case wide open.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:35:02 ID: fffe98 No.8121495

>>8121486
Hollywood is dying. One can only replicate a copy for so long before the image loses value….  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:35:38 ID: 23d557 No.8121500 >>8121521

>>8121288
Another thing
>EZ Plumbing And Rooter, Inc. operates out of North Hollywood
>North Hollywood.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:36:02 ID: 8b5523 No.8121507 >>8121591

>>8121206
if you go at night, you could (hypothetically of course) construct a hat which gives off infrared light from within, which makes your head show up covered 
in a bright circle on nightvision, masking your identity. the construction of such a hat is fairly well known, and can be found on the internet.

you could also hypothetically leave your wallet at home to make sure that you arent rfid'd from afar as well. this would be greatly beneficial in a situation 
where the person that you're observing has highly sophisticated technology, and could scan your id through the windows. a faraday cage wallet also 
works apparently. (((works)))?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:36:11 ID: a4fd74 No.8121509

>>8121463
This. Anon, that was dumb.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:36:42 ID: 41890b No.8121512 >>8121526

>>8121452
Season 9 episode 12 of Dr. Who is called Hellbent, I'll check it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:36:46 ID: fffe98 No.8121513

>>8121487
Lets do what the FBI was supposed to do. Once a DOTR arises, we will have done our homework and KNOW who to smite.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:37:15 ID: 526d66 No.8121519 >>8121528

File (hide): c5e723407f6deb4⋯.png (2.31 MB, 1164x859, 1164:859, speedway_skyview.PNG)

Here's an aerial view of 
the joint.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:37:16 ID: 34a66c No.8121520 >>8121528 >>8121530 >>8121545 >>8121580

File (hide): 0ae24679d10305d⋯.png (717.02 KB, 684x514, 342:257, 9e6b14d3aa126b220a29a3a421….png)

>>8121463
Okay, I hope to accomplish this before noon so I can be comfy in my apartment today. I just realized that it's 
nearly 4 in the morning. Soon the sun will be coming up and I can go take some pictures.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:37:23 ID: fffe98 No.8121521 >>8121535

>>8121500
Your dubs deserve at least a sniffing around.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:37:47 ID: 41890b No.8121526

>>8121512
the other way actually, season 12 episode 9  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:37:56 ID: 526d66 No.8121528

>>8121519
>>8121520
kek, hivemind  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:38:06 ID: 82bcc0 No.8121530

>>8121520
pretty convenient for luring kids off the beach  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:38:54 ID: 23d557 No.8121535 >>8121587

>>8121521
Hollywood is full of filth. It's pedo central.

And most plumbing companies tend to be based in industrial areas, not film districts. It doesn't make sense.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:39:40 ID: 23d557 No.8121545 >>8121565 >>8121580

>>8121520
>I just realized that it's nearly 4 in the morning
I'm not sleeping either anon. How can you with this bullshit.

God speed.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:41:56 ID: fffe98 No.8121562

Someone threw the address up for the beachfront (((pizza daycare))) earlier, what was it?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:42:10 ID: 7d7fa7 No.8121565 >>8121594 >>8121608

>>8121545
>I have to vote today
>cant sleep

Don't worry, I'll vote but damn..

I want news but it's so slow right now  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:42:28 ID: 23d557 No.8121570

>>8121487
>pedo-ring "wallet"
Someone should ask the companies involved if they take bitcurrency.
If they do, then we got a hit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:43:19 ID: 526d66 No.8121580 >>8121600

>>8121520
>>8121545
I'm going to get a screaming headache if I get another sleepless night, I'll be back in about six or seven hours anons.  Good luck in LA, don't get yourself 
suicided.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:43:26 ID: fa1e1d No.8121585

>Hillary's a cannibal
I fucking believe it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:43:28 ID: fffe98 No.8121587 >>8121629

>>8121535
Just sniff around. See if there is something to it. I suspect this is how the FBI does shit. Looks into all angles. Since they wont do their job, we should. 
DOTR, we know who to smite.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:43:54 ID: 34a66c No.8121591 >>8121619

>>8121507
Thanks for the heads up, I'll leave my ID at home along with any cards I have. I'm packing my backpack right now. Shame it's a Tuesday, the beach most 
likely wont be very crowded.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:44:24 ID: 83ac66 No.8121594

>>8121565
you are in the news right now. this is a happening, right now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:45:19 ID: 34a66c No.8121600

>>8121580
Good night, Anon.  hopefully I'll have some pictures posted here when you wake up.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:45:38 ID: 46f908 No.8121605

>>8121421
And after a few days the threads were deleted by mods at all of those places except /r/conspiracy and /baph/. Even /pol/ deleted them. Finally all diggers 
ended up here in /baph/ digging with their BO's blessing. 

Chinese freighters supposedly full of toys for that one day care were also involved. The weights were off too so they probably contained something else. 

One owner was in the local SLC government.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:45:51 ID: fffe98 No.8121608 >>8121618 >>8121621

>>8121565
Just LARP as FBI with us and find shit out about the (((pizza daycare))) place in California on Venice Beach somewhere where there is a rabbit painted 
on the door of one of the residence. This residence has cameras on its outside. 

Why was this residence identified again?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:46:56 ID: 83a4c7 No.8121615 >>8121649

>>8121184
FOLLOW THE WHITE RABBIT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:46:58 ID: 34a66c No.8121618 >>8121684 >>8121906

>>8121608
Some fucking torposter just dropped this on us then left the thread.

>>8121102  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:47:15 ID: 46f908 No.8121619

>>8121591
If you can borrow a dog from a friend that would make a good reason to slowly stroll along the waterfront. Let the dog lead so he sniffs and pauses 
everywhere.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:47:39 ID: 7d7fa7 No.8121621 >>8121931

>>8121608
>Just LARP as FBI with us 

Kek, I would prefer to LARP as something more useful

Just joking though  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:48:51 ID: 23d557 No.8121629 >>8121691

>>8121587
> I suspect this is how the FBI does shit
This thing is so big that they need non FBI informants. That's probably why Comey hasn't indicted Hillary or anyone. 
They can help us, but only barely. No way will they be able to properly investigate this without having government intervention.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:49:03 ID: fa1e1d No.8121633 >>8121672 >>8121680 >>8121694 >>8121709 >>8121840 >>8121939 >>8122257 >>8127149

>>8120879
Nah, mad cow is similar, but it's specifically from cows eating cow brain.

To get Kuru, you have to let the corpse sit in the ground for a couple of days until the maggots set in, dig it up, and then eat it raw. The maggots are the 
side dish. And yes, you eat the rotting brain.

Now look at >>8120868 and especially that blue bucket. That shit in it looks like brain matter. And then look at >>8118448 and all those ventilation 
systems. Why do you need that much air ventilation for?

They were doing the decomposition process underground. They put the dead kids in the plastic barrels, let them rot naturally, and then dig them up and 
serve them at their pizza parties.

Oh God why does it make sense. I want off this ride.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:50:22 ID: 83a4c7 No.8121643

>>8121402
wrenches looks like an owl to me.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:51:01 ID: 23d557 No.8121649 >>8121740 >>8121805 >>8121836

>>8121615
>white rabbit
Was Monty Python hinting at something?
Seriously. 
>Don't get to close or you'll get your head bitten off
>unless you have a "holy hand grenade"
Which the internet is essentially.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:52:11 ID: 23d557 No.8121656

>>8121102
>I'm scared to all shit about posting this, I have no idea what is going on, but I remember reading about this rabbit before.
Same, only it felt like deja vu.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:53:07 ID: 46f908 No.8121661

>>8121457
We analyzed the rust pattern around the sticker and determined that it was not recently applied.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:54:24 ID: fa1e1d No.8121672 >>8121716

>>8121633
>dubs
Kek confirms.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:54:55 ID: 34a66c No.8121680

>>8121633
Anon, I swear to God if I see any suspicious motherfuckers walking around this Marina del Rey property today I'm going to kill a bitch. This shit is making 
me so angry. How long have they been getting away with this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:55:20 ID: 83ac66 No.8121684
File (hide): 6e348d18ad34a4c⋯.png (5.98 MB, 2942x3010, 1471:1505, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8121618  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:55:58 ID: fffe98 No.8121691

>>8121629
>No way will they be able to properly investigate this without having government intervention.

Perhaps this is why they hope we do sniffing around for them. The guys who know Comey is a total cuck. I know there is guys in the FBI who looked into 
the abyss, and the abyss looked back. We are the abyss looking back at them. They didnt run, they were interested. They began to understand what is 
really going on around here. 

The ones who think Comey is a total faggot think this. The bad goyim branch of the FBI. 

Regardless, this pedo shit needs to have that ray of Kek shone upon it all. Kek will provide. 

Kek

Will

Provide.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:56:58 ID: 8b5523 No.8121694 >>8121725 >>8127247

File (hide): 19ff20c15fbcb56⋯.png (240.2 KB, 321x459, 107:153, fbae4cf3f1d82c6e2a0e356e29….png)

>>8121633
hearing this explanation, and then looking at the blue bucket again, was the closest ive ever come on a chan to throwing 
up. including when i was a newfag.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:58:45 ID: fffe98 No.8121709 >>8121774

>>8121633
>Oh God why does it make sense. I want off this ride.

I think we need to honestly accept the depths of evil and depravity our enemy is capable to delve into.  

▶

▶

▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:59:43 ID: fffe98 No.8121716

>>8121672
That confirmation is not to be taken lightly.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:00:32 ID: fffe98 No.8121725 >>8121781

>>8121694
Remember anon, our enemy is evil

EVIL  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:02:00 ID: 17d5c4 No.8121735 >>8121744

>>8120879
What makes you think we are saying Hillary got the Kuru from Spirit Cooking? We are saying she literally ate a fucking baby. She probably regularly eats 
children. 
Cannibals have existed before, and I can believe she could be one. Especially considering she is a Moloch worshipper.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:02:44 ID: 46f908 No.8121740 >>8123146 >>8124117 >>8126591

File (hide): 655bf7c1e26320d⋯.png (908.13 KB, 1244x2195, 1244:2195, screenshot-www.bibliotecap….png)

>>8121649
I recall Fritz Springmeier including rabbit in a long list of words used in programming. Looking for it now and came across this 
pic related. Talks about underground places used to store kids in transit. It's tough reading this tbh, I'll look a bit more tonight 
but if another anon wants to check this out it's here http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/mindcontrol/chapter02.htm 
probably a few other places too for free.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:03:15 ID: fffe98 No.8121744 >>8121882 >>8126591

>>8121735
All of that and the very real scientific knowledge of the benefits of eating infant brain stems.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:05:10 ID: 17d5c4 No.8121756

>>8121190
>>8121184
Wat. Are you guys retarded. Its compeltely different.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:07:57 ID: 34a66c No.8121774 >>8121810 >>8121820 >>8121822 >>8121862 >>8134153 >>8170452

>>8121709
Posting in this thread is driving me crazy. I've got everything I need to get some pictures, and a little something for protection. I'm going to get a little bit of 
sleep, my alarm is set to wake me up in 3 hours, then I'll go straight to the beach. Wish me luck anons, may kek protect me.

If I don't post in this thread within the next 12 hours, send someone else.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:08:33 ID: c23a43 No.8121781

>>8121725
THIS.
Not "bad person" evil.
ACTUAL EVIL.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:10:19 ID: b17fe9 No.8121791 >>8121829 >>8122127

guys? why is the first link i found when searching frank winstead a news post that basically brags about intimidating him at his home, AND INCLUDES 
HIS ADDRESS?

https://archive.is/xWZdl

i think this guy seriously knows something, we need to contact him  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:11:39 ID: 17d5c4 No.8121799

>>8121342
So they're not real plumbers and when they have to do that shit they fail at it? 
These "plumbers" are probably suppliers of kids…  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:12:16 ID: 46f908 No.8121805 >>8121836

>>8121649
>Another way to see things is to recognize that the programmers have created “power words” to which they have attached memory and programming. If a 
de-programmer observes closely the word usage of the victim, you will begin to spot power words of the abuser, for instance, “white rabbit”. A cipher is 
when symbols are used to represent letters. One can used letter frequencies to break ciphers. Likewise, there are frequencies to codewords. The 
Illuminati’s intelligence agencies have programmed thousands upon thousands of slaves. There are only so many code words to pick from and some of 
these code words are favorites.

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/mindcontrol/chapter04.0.htm  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:12:55 ID: fffe98 No.8121810 >>8121820 >>8126448

>>8121774
Just do a quick observation. We do not want to set off alarms this time. The CPP is compromised, we don't want this lead to be compromised.

Id suggest doing the initial walk through beach-side first. Then, maybe 15 mins later, do the walk through on the alley/street to check out the door and 
camera.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:15:01 ID: 46f908 No.8121820 >>8121839 >>8126428

>>8121774
>>8121810
There are quite a few cafes in that area, maybe stop there first for a coffee. Be relaxed anon. It's a beautiful beach, it's not unusual for people to stroll 
along such places.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:15:18 ID: 8b5523 No.8121822

>>8121774
if you arent already on your way back now, and this isn't code, you've fucked up. dont talk about what you're going to do, just do it, eh? when you show up 
with your report and hopefully pictures, you'll get fair recognition. right now you're just increasing your chances of getting caught.

from the slide threads and shilling we've been seeing, and the fact bbc just reported TODAY on 8chan's existence, you have to accept the reality that this 
board is being watched. we don't have the luxury of being under the radar anymore like we did two years ago.

not trying to demoralize, just being honest. i wish you luck in any case. you shouldve posted your last post with a trip too, so it couldnt be spoofed. id's 
expire.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:15:52 ID: b17fe9 No.8121828 >>8121851 >>8122127

File (hide): 3656d40f277f3c5⋯.png (332.14 KB, 528x498, 88:83, hk.png)

frankie boy seems to be a very enthusiastic republican and trump 
supporter, if he knows something i bet he'll want to help  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:15:55 ID: fffe98 No.8121829

>>8121791
I agree. Good catch anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:17:03 ID: 0a510b No.8121833

>>8118448
Is that a warning light in the wire surrounding? Like one that flashes to warn them if someone is coming, or the place is getting searched. Why would you 
have a second light like that?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:17:11 ID: 46f908 No.8121836 >>8121854

>>8121805
>>8121649
I found it.

> The White Rabbit is a programming figure for Alice In Wonderland Programming who will allow you to go to otherwise inaccessible places for 
adventure. He represents the master. The White Rabbit is an important figure to the slave.  

White rabbit gives a wafer (coke-sugar-cocaine) to Alice and says “EAT ME” or “EAT IT AND I’LL TAKE YOU THROUGH THE DOOR” – takes master into 
closed part of System, or perhaps over the rainbow.

The Queen of Hearts is also an important figure for commands in the Looking Glass World which the slave enters upon command. When a deep slave 
alter is needed to perform they are sent into the looking glass world where a looking glass person carries out the command–but in a way that reality is 
thought to be a dream. In other words, this is a preparatory command to get the slave ready for abuse.

“USE THE KEY. PUT IT IN THE LOCK. TURN. OPEN THE DOOR…AND STEP THROUGH A WINDOW [or MIRROR] INTO NEVER NEVER LAND.”

“SOMETHING IN LIGHTENING TO TRANSPORT YOU FASTER THAN THE OL’ RUBY SLIPPERS. CLICK YOUR HEELS TOGETHER AND BE THERE 
IN A SNAP. (SLAVE CLICKS HEELS) ELECTRIFYING …. WITH THE RUMBLE OF THUNDER. BOLTING THROUGH TIME … SO YOU WON’T BE 
LATE … FOR A VERY IMPORTANT DATE.” (Alice in Wonderland Programming) (This is the wording to use deep alters.)

bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/mindcontrol/chapter04.0.htm  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:18:13 ID: fffe98 No.8121839 >>8126428

>>8121820
Thats good. 

Maybe even do the alley/street walk through first, just casually observing shit, go get a coffee or whatever at the cafe. Then come on back via the beach.

Its your call which way feels more "invisible".  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:18:18 ID: cb09c8 No.8121840 >>8121853

>>8121633
oh shit. this makes far too much sense.
and it fits into why they were frequently digging holes in the basement at Comet Ping Pong.
e.g.
>>8118650
https://archive.is/0mPDo  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:19:34 ID: fffe98 No.8121851 >>8121875

>>8121828
Ok, how do we contact him? Or, do we somehow get him to come here?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:20:06 ID: cb09c8 No.8121853

>>8121840
fuck i meant
>>8120765
not
>>8118650  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:20:07 ID: 74a1de No.8121854
File (hide): fca70964f4a06f9⋯.png (173.72 KB, 640x640, 1:1, owill.png)

>>8121
836
No it 
means 
progra
mmer.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:22:17 ID: 17d5c4 No.8121862

>>8121774
Try to get on top of a roof of another building and take photos of the windows of the top floor, maybe you can see whats going on inside  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:22:49 ID: 74a1de No.8121865 >>8121886 >>8121940 >>8126791

File (hide): 5b9f442a9294b44⋯.png (85.3 KB, 590x447, 590:447, Screenshot_2016-11-08_06-2….png)

I remember saying I guarantee they 
served human flesh at goat hill

and that is not the exact same rabbit 
from fun time kidz care.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:24:32 ID: b17fe9 No.8121875 >>8122127 >>8122279

>>8121851
i can try to dig for a phone number, or someone can contact him on facebook or twitter directly

https://www.facebook.com/fwinstead?hiq=frank.winstead%40gmail.com%2Cfrank.winsteadgmail.com

https://twitter.com/fwinstead  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:26:13 ID: 0a510b No.8121882 >>8121914

>>8121744
WTF? source  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:26:53 ID: fa1e1d No.8121886 >>8130859

>>8121865
Oh fucking Christ.

That art. It fits perfectly with these:
>>8113512
>>8113866
>>8114220

Those are some of Podesta's favorite artworks.

Yeah, we're definitely dealing with satanic pedo rings.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:29:22 ID: a4fd74 No.8121906

>>8121618
FBIanon dropping us a lead.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:30:35 ID: fffe98 No.8121914 >>8121922

>>8121882
I aint got shit anon. Im going off hearsay which inspired the Christopher Reed South Park episode, and the (((christfag politicians))) who opposed stem 
cell research.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:32:07 ID: fffe98 No.8121922

>>8121914
By (((christfag politicians))), I mean compromised controlled opposition elements.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:33:22 ID: fffe98 No.8121931

>>8121621
Come on, we know how useless the (((real FBI))) actually is now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:34:20 ID: cb09c8 No.8121939 >>8121981

>>8121633
redditor proposes another purpose for the digging, ventilation, etc: they were digging underground tunnels to connect to the nearby buildings which are 
owned by CF-related entities.
(https://www.reddit.com/r/Operation_Berenstain/comments/5bp4r9/emergency_photos_and_video_comet_pizza_circle/)

hell, why not both. tunnels + cannibalism.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:34:17 ID: a4fd74 No.8121940 >>8121953 >>8121978 >>8121992

>>8121865
>and that is not the exact same rabbit from fun time kidz care
Not the point, it doesn't have to be. It's a white rabbit with a carrot in front of it, they're signalling each other.

Think of it this way, if you saw someone with a moonman sticker on their car, you'd know it was one of us. They speak in and find each other with memes 
in exactly the same way we do.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:35:44 ID: a4fd74 No.8121953

>>8121940
Sorry to rephrase, a shoddily handdrawn but still clearly recognizable moonman.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:36:17 ID: 3b267b No.8121956 >>8121976 >>8121991 >>8122020

Can someone help me do a whois lookup on this address? I tried and it succeeded then the info vanished and it won't let me search on any site anymore. 
All I saw was that it was registered in Manchester (UK).
alvinshotstuffpizza.co.uk

Also what was the relevance of 'The Red Dragon', I saw it mentioned on here yesterday. They have a Red Dragon pizza on the menu that 'isn't for 
children'. The shop is opposite one of the most important Masonic temples.
Relevant info:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jersey_child_abuse_investigation_2008
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lq6lJsBz9UY
Satanic child abuse in the UK has occurred on Jersey for a long time, it was the first thing I thought about when all this new stuff broke.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:38:46 ID: 74a1de No.8121976 >>8121994

>>8121956
 Registrant:
        Integer

    Trading as: 
        Integer Computers

    Registrant type:
        UK Partnership

    Registrant's address:
        167 Heywood Road
        Prestwich
        Manchester
        Greater Manchester
        M25 1LB
        United Kingdom  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:38:55 ID: 0a510b No.8121978 >>8122004 >>8125090

File (hide): 015be389f08ec7e⋯.jpg (312.75 KB, 1600x1233, 1600:1233, UR.jpg)

>>8121940
This. Its like an underground railroad of filth. They are using symbols to let others creeps know they are a 
friendly or warning them about shit. It doesn't have to be identical. If just has to get the message across.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:39:08 ID: fffe98 No.8121981

>>8121939
Gotta have easy access to disposing corpses.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:40:15 ID: cb09c8 No.8121991 >>8122092

File (hide): 682e8f714760c4c⋯.png (126.7 KB, 1265x1941, 1265:1941, whois alvinshotstuffpizza.png)

>>8121956  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:40:17 ID: fffe98 No.8121992

>>8121940
>They speak in and find each other with memes in exactly the same way we do.

THIS! 

THIS!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:40:23 ID: 3b267b No.8121994

>>8121976
Thanks anon. Will keep digging!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:41:41 ID: 74a1de No.8122004 >>8122047

>>8121978
Original had left eye luciferian distinction. It is enough to know what is up but these people are the most anal masonic prudes on the planet.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:43:40 ID: 0a510b No.8122020 >>8122030 >>8127162

>>8121956
>The Red Dragon
Not sure, but Red Dragon is a movie about  Hannibal Lecter. So cannibal pizza maybe.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:45:08 ID: fffe98 No.8122030

>>8122020
(((Normalfags))) love them sort of movies and books.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:47:05 ID: 0a510b No.8122047 >>8122065

>>8122004
Could be two symbols in one. So the white rabbit means one thing and the eye means another.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:48:59 ID: 74a1de No.8122065

>>8122047
Probibly facing the direction to the underground if that is the case.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:51:35 ID: 3b267b No.8122092 >>8122117

>>8121991
Thanks. Weird that when I try to go to integeruk.com I just get 462 forbidden warning (seems to be active but can't access the site). How on earth does he 
get any business!
The alvinshotstuffpizza.co.uk site is one of the worst I've ever seen, a child could design a better site. Why would you get someone in Manchester 
(hundreds of miles away on the mainland) to do make such a shit website. Based out of a domestic house too. Odd.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:53:47 ID: 3b267b No.8122117

>>8122092
Wait, it's ok I managed to get on it. Just can't use Tor.
Sorry for derailing btw, I'll keep quiet now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:54:04 ID: 46f908 No.8122120

posted in another thread, police report from slc day care investigation 
>>8121652
>>8121654  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:54:31 ID: 600c36 No.8122126 >>8122152

>>8116006
She has tongue cancer, she will die soon

http://christiantimesnewspaper.com/breaking-hillary-has-tongue-cancer-doctor-admits/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:55:15 ID: b17fe9 No.8122127

>>8121828
>>8121791
>>8121875
these are all me, i couldnt find a phone number of his, but i checked back to his facebook and he just posted a half hour ago. someone with an account 
should message him or something  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:56:05 ID: 0c0d62 No.8122130 >>8122337

File (hide): 8b69b4d6d072341⋯.jpg (49.29 KB, 706x768, 353:384, 1425254509983.jpg)

>>8121184
>>8121190  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:58:30 ID: 437187 No.8122152

>>8122126
The doctor in the article didn't inspect her in person. How could he know for sure?  
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File (hide): 97ebab8348b1119⋯.jpg
(51.83 KB, 420x560, 3:4, jeff-cord.jpg)

File (hide): 262745f07c1dcd9⋯.jpg (117.31 KB,
760x570, 4:3, jeff-drive.jpg)

File (hide):
25622a132743c21⋯.jpg (67.33 KB,
358x560, 179:280, jeffvan.jpg)

File (hide): af1f1a50bd3c78b⋯.jpg (230.78 KB,
1360x768, 85:48, more pizza.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:58:36 ID: be4b44 No.8122156

>>8115580 (OP)
https://who.is/whois/heavybreathing.net

Name
Jeff Schmid
Organization
Jeff Schmid
Address
8104 Lions Crest Way
City
Laytonsville
State / Province
MD
Postal Code
20879
Country
US
Phone
+1.3019771098
Email

AKA MajesticApe  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:12:20 ID: 8f64e9 No.8122257 >>8122269 >>8122292 >>8122351 >>8122358 >>8127287

>>8121633
I think this raises two obvious questions.

>Why serve grinded kids to people? What purpose does this serve?
>Why would they be retarded enough to upload images of their secret murder lair online?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:14:12 ID: fa1e1d No.8122269 >>8122334

>>8122257
Because they can? Because they've been getting away with this for so long that they've gotten cocky?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:15:27 ID: 1ef1f7 No.8122279 >>8132823

>>8121875
sent a message waiting for a reply  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:17:05 ID: 3b267b No.8122289 >>8123019

I just want to throw something out there. I remember reading the testemonies of people who were tortured in Chile under Pinochet. They used to 
sodomise people with coke bottles and the reasoning was that they would always suffer trauma as coke bottles were so common they would be triggered 
everytime they saw them.

Does anyone else think the whole Mr Potato Head and teddy bears etc, are used to trigger people they've abused in some sort of MK Ultra/Monarch thing 
to make them act out whatever they've been programmed for? If you texted someone who had been abused a picture of my potato head it could activate 
them or something. Just brainstorming.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:17:17 ID: fad900 No.8122292

>>8122257
>Human bean burgers
Once you accept the 'logic' of grinding up kids, why not?

>Retarded
No, just Diabolical narcissism.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:19:17 ID: 74a1de No.8122318 >>8122329 >>8122354 >>8124054

File (hide): 17c87475c45f8fc⋯.jpg (39.78 KB, 480x379, 480:379, death-row-33-degrees.jpg)

33.9698415,-118.461124,760m

4811 Speedway Marina Del Rey, CA 
90292 USA

ITS ON THE 33RD DEGREE 
MASONIC LINE OF DEATH  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:20:37 ID: 83ac66 No.8122329 >>8122421

>>8122318
Stop with the x-tier shit.

see:
>>8122288  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:21:02 ID: 8f64e9 No.8122334

>>8122269
I don't doubt these people's narcissism, but wouldn't people notice the taste was off, at least? Decomposed human flesh can't taste very good.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:21:03 ID: 6ba269 No.8122335
File (hide): 68a3bdbdfceeaf6⋯.png (10.94 KB, 693x158, 693:158, CAP-logo-small.png)

Look at this logo 
from the thinktank 
Podesta 
founded….  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:21:19 ID: 0a510b No.8122337 >>8126045

File (hide): 2e24288a6083c34⋯.png (31.47 KB, 238x308, 17:22, sdl.png)

>>8122130
the foot part almost looks 
like the letters SDL  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:23:39 ID: 0a510b No.8122351

>>8122257
Serial killers like to show off. I think the people doing this shit, very likely have the same mindset of serial killers.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:23:47 ID: 74a1de No.8122354

>>8122318
33rd parrallel north
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/33rd_parallel_north  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:23:53 ID: 56e755 No.8122358 >>8122403

File (hide): ba31fdad2c8d398⋯.jpg (27.06 KB, 564x545, 564:545, 123153412452.JPG)

>>8122257
these people are sick, this cult has likely been operating for at least a thousand years. I don't know if you've 
ever run a group or seen one devolve - the new blood are always more complacent and underskilled than 
the last; i've even seen them revel in their inability to act on the same level as older folk. We can observe 
this phenomenon with newfags, only the anonymous nature means they adapt or disappear; however, if 
there are enough of them it always results in a cultural change and the evolution of the organisation. Have 
you ever seen oldfags get disgruntled and out themselves in fits of rage and autism? Perhaps an older 
colleague at work? This happens in every group on earth.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:29:07 ID: 56e755 No.8122403 >>8126053 >>8160151

File (hide): eafabd133915b4d⋯.jpg (109.49 KB, 574x800, 287:400, 64634523.jpg)

>>8122358
To expand upon my point, the introduction of social media and its mass adoption over the last 6-8 years means these 
new guys are pushing the envelope to see how much they can communicate and, at the same time,  hide in plain sight. 
There's usually little reason to do this outside of the drive to feel superior to those outside the group.

Like an earlier anon posted, re: moonman stickers on cars - groups have ways to communicate in symbol or code, even 
in-jokes fall into these categories. I believe the instagram accounts that posted in reply to the cool room and hole should 
be investigated as well. These guys clearly know what's happening, and write with just enough plausible deniability to 
not be incriminating. 

We're not police though.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:30:52 ID: 74a1de No.8122421
File (hide): 00628aaf4659d87⋯.jpg (177.99 KB, 1300x977, 1300:977, divide-rule.jpg)

>>8122329
I was not fond of the rabbit connection though when looking on google maps I saw the coordinates and 
noticed it was exactly on the 33rd parrallel. The same parrallell that these people use to astrologically divide 
regions and jurisdictions of their cults. JFK was shot on the same parallel the same degree and Charleston 
NC is on the 33rd degree parallel the place of the 33rd degree of the Scottish rite where it was first given  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:35:19 ID: 8bd268 No.8122468

>>8121385
put a gopro on your head
livestream it
break into the place at night ad find out  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:37:33 ID: fa1e1d No.8122492

>>8121385
Bring guns.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:37:47 ID: 090bd6 No.8122494

>>8121244
Don't be stupid  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:46:31 ID: fa1e1d No.8122597 >>8122629

Some new info: Comet Ping Pong shares a plaza with:
>CVS Pharmacy (who sell sedatives), 
>Hunting/Fishing Store (knives, skinning tools, tasers),
>Laundry/Carpet Cleaners (pretty self explanatory),
>Wine/Liquor (self explanatory),
>Politico bookstore (meet up place for gov officials)
>Sherman paints (aint thinner and easy access for stains)
And most importantly; HUGE backyard parking lot blocked by trees and plenty of alleyways.

The whole block is owned by Clinton people, apparently. Yeah, this is totally not suspicious.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:49:41 ID: 74a1de No.8122629 >>8122831

File (hide): c682fef2dbeab02⋯.jpg (83.34 KB, 360x360, 1:1, tumblr_o5t8v9qIuf1s9eqayo2….jpg)

>>8122597
Find a deli. Some place with a freezer/kitchen. They need to wrap them or vacuum seal the 
corpses and hang them on hooks to cure the meat,  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:50:59 ID: b42492 No.8122638

>>8118448
did they delete their instagrams?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:03:40 ID: 74a1de No.8122769
File (hide): 67f713f4c4f392d⋯.webm (3.6 MB, 352x288, 11:9, spirit.webm) [play once] [loop]

https://archive.is/jXWrG#sel
ection-193.40-193.61
yep this freezer is a coop 
keep.

>full moon  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:06:47 ID: cb09c8 No.8122797

>>8121385
wouldn't be surprised if they have hidden entrances, trapdoors, etc.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:10:53 ID: fa1e1d No.8122831 >>8122887 >>8123119 >>8123146

>>8122629
Holy shit, it gets better. The holes they dug in >>8120765 ?

Yeah, there's a fucking railroad system beneath Dupont circle that has a big station under it right. It also has tunnels going up Connecticut Ave NW.

And this is not the first case of tunnels and Satanic pedo cults.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McMartin_preschool_trial#Continued_allegations_of_secret_tunnels  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:17:39 ID: 0431b9 No.8122887 >>8158660

>>8122831
I wonder if they hire security for their secret tunnels. We could start the RWDS early. Isn't it basically open season on anyone too directly connect to admit 
even exists? The leftists will cover up the slaying of their own just to stop the story from getting out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:18:39 ID: d672bc No.8122894

start to look at goat hill pizza, its owned by nancy pelosi, the logo is literally a black goat (baphomet) and a goat's offspring is literally a kid  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:22:44 ID: d672bc No.8122942

FBI Anon has been at it again and we missed it.
Official FBI twitter released 'Help us find these Missing Persons
https://twitter.com/FBI/status/795362410097831936 (embed)
Pics of a bunch of kids.
Next tweet is 
Help the FBI recover stolen Art in the national stolen art file:
https://twitter.com/FBI/status/795636546653147138 (embed)
Article related; "HOW ART CAN BE USED TO FUND HUMAN TRAFFICKING
https://investmentwatchblog.com/1031-exchange-how-art-can-be-used-to-pay-for-human-trafficking/

start looking for the art or the kids this was the fbi tipping us off  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:27:13 ID: c382e0 No.8122998

>>8115580 (OP)
> No women online in 2002

While I applaud your enthusiasm, anon, you are totally wrong about that.  In 2002 the WWW had been a public service for seven years.  As soon as it 
became a thing in 1995 the market for graphic designers exploded and there have been plenty of females in web development since then.  That's when 
they started registering domains for themselves and their cats.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:28:19 ID: 46f908 No.8123019 >>8123588

>>8122289
That's how it works.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:35:56 ID: 74a1de No.8123119

>>8122831
Phenominal  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:38:00 ID: 46f908 No.8123146 >>8124059

>>8122831
see >>8113859
and >>8121740  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:11:59 ID: f5a672 No.8123588 >>8123622 >>8123703

>>8123019
 sooooo like pizza?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:14:03 ID: 9b1f0d No.8123622 >>8123737

>>8123588
And ping pong.

>>8123144  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:15:45 ID: d672bc No.8123644

oy vey comet ping pong background checks

>>8114450  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:21:14 ID: 46f908 No.8123703 >>8123737

>>8123588
like this bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/mindcontrol/chapter04.0.htm  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:22:45 ID: 31c856 No.8123716

>>8118448
https://ufile.io/29e19  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:24:10 ID: f5a672 No.8123737

>>8123622
>>8123703

gives meat lovers a whole new meaning  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:25:35 ID: 31c856 No.8123753

>>8120868
Older summary image. I'm working on a new one that's Comet Ping Pong specific. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/  
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File (hide): 4d5759b8ab98986⋯.jpg (277.53 KB,
531x409, 531:409, CalasChapbook.jpg)

File (hide): d009479d18b4d5a⋯.jpg (14.15 KB,
400x200, 2:1, qweqweqweqw.jpg)

File (hide): 5c760cffca410d1⋯.gif (142.95 KB, 640x416,
20:13, wqeweqweqw.gif)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:39:07 ID: edfb03 No.8123960 >>8125017

>>8120461
Great analogy anon. Lets make their wheel of fortune, a wheel of pain and despair. TDOTBW.

The day of the Breaking Wheel.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:46:56 ID: dc32cd No.8124054 >>8126153

>>8122318

4811 Speedway Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 USA

I'm within investigating distance. I don't know what I'd do once I got there though. Take pictures?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:47:15 ID: fa1e1d No.8124059

>>8123146
Holy shit. Reposting from that thread:

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/apr/20/usa.world
>Tuesday 20 April 2004 11.12 BST

They are known for purchasing "awkward" works, such as video installations, that many other private collectors will not consider. "It's easy to store them, 
but difficult to display them," says Podesta. To get round the problem, he and his wife have excavated a huge subterranean vault beneath their house 
outside Washington - a white space 5m square and 4m high in which it will be possible to show "very complicated video pieces" on all four walls.

>To get round the problem, he and his wife have excavated a huge subterranean vault beneath their house outside Washington - a white space 5m 
square and 4m high 

Tony Podesta has had GIANT FUCKING SUBTERRANEAN VAULT UNDER HIS HOUSE SINCE BEFORE 2004  

File (hide):
8043eb89e4e1778⋯.png
(939.05 KB, 500x974, 250:487,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): fcb18a6a229e4a4⋯.png (2.88 MB,
1500x1110, 50:37, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 9f80a8bd11d23fa⋯.png (625.11 KB,
1936x1936, 1:1, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:47:54 ID: d672bc No.8124069 >>8124252 >>8124549 >>8124954 >>8125853

NEW LEAD

OBELISK DC MINERVA OWL AND A REALLY CREEPY DOOR WITH KID PICS ON IT PODESTA WAS THERE

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:51:18 ID: fa1e1d No.8124117 >>8125090

>>8121740
So, the rabbit (hello Salt Lake) is used for some sort of programming (MK ULTRA? Or something else entirely?), and they've been using tunnels for years 
to transport kids around.

That also fits with the whole deal from >>8120868 - that giant excavation they did is to transport the kids around.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:52:53 ID: 0a510b No.8124139 >>8124210 >>8124772

File (hide): 2e26e8e13963aea⋯.png (41.17 KB, 994x441, 142:63, f301c9009d6efb7d5b82550843….png)

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/58006  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:59:08 ID: 125b62 No.8124210 >>8128292

>>8124139
You don't normally invite the guy who runs a pizza business to political events…
Definitely seems like we're onto something here.
Evidence was found of encrypted data in audio files in >>8119966 (via this post: >>8123832 ) , but it's likely actually encrypted before being embedded in 
the audio so we probably won't get anything out of it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:01:49 ID: e97847 No.8124252

>>8124069
Don't want to sound like a shill, but "Torture Chamber" could refer to their work, since the Jan 30 2014 is a Thursday, and they mention torture chamber 
on Friday at 7pm.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:24:39 ID: ce2e1b No.8124549 >>8124657

>>8124069
>door has a sign reading eat more pie
>women with red rose, child in glass  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:31:18 ID: d672bc No.8124657

>>8124549

its literally she is drinking their blood… funny enough this pic got scrubbed now from the restaurant site.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:37:35 ID: 9b1f0d No.8124772

>>8124139
>Amy Brandwein, Author at Jewish Food Experience
https://archive.is/gYqxf

Oy vey!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:39:32 ID: d9e6d3 No.8124824 >>8124871 >>8125013 >>8125260 >>8126207

File (hide): 6e3c936ee593424⋯.jpg (106.51 KB, 1200x760, 30:19, 0bc6480fa039ec9921e9ebc8e7….jpg)

So gents, where were you when /pol/ice became more 
competent than the actual police at detective work?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:41:58 ID: d672bc No.8124862

psst.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:42:35 ID: d672bc No.8124871 >>8125104 >>8126207

File (hide): b75ade888f3c20e⋯.png (118.67 KB, 250x250, 1:1, 1473819340500.png)

>>8124824  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:49:13 ID: 000000 No.8124954 >>8124978 >>8125331

>>8124069
Why I see twinkie-dink corey.ark.. Whoa is that black and white obolisks?? Like a BJ cafe amiright?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:50:39 ID: 000000 No.8124978

>>8124954
*@calebs.ark
instagram.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:51:11 ID: d672bc No.8124986 >>8125331 >>8128292 >>8130069

File (hide): ce4d74687c5093a⋯.png (1.64 MB, 1280x862, 640:431, ClipboardImage.png)

I think there is some code in twin 
peaks.

as if the lynch was part of them and 
was showing stuff in his movies

including the masonic lodges 

look he and Polansky in 2007 both 
are reportedly now pedos\

owls also mean devil in twin peaks
and are mason symbols
the owls are everywhere

search for 
owl + katy perry 
owl + maria ambrovic  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:53:06 ID: 211a52 No.8125013

>>8124824
Its because we have no rules of engagement.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:53:21 ID: bd41e2 No.8125017

>>8123960

I FUCKING HATE PAT SAJAK

THAT COCK SUCKER HAS A BROKE ON THE WHEEL  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:57:29 ID: cfc035 No.8125083

>>8120807
Church of Satan was founded in SF brother.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:58:00 ID: 0431b9 No.8125090 >>8128292 >>8129115

>>8124117
>and they've been using tunnels for years to transport kids around
But from these cases, isn't it implied that their methodology is to connect their lairs to pre-existing tunnel systems as a cheap backdoor?
If that's the case, even in one case, it means they can be tracked down. However, it basically means manually inspecting every sub-subterranean system 
from sewers to metrorails. The only other way would be to try to correlate lairs with the tunnels and go check the predicted location. For instance, 
someone could go scope out the railroad under the joint. 

>>8121978
It might also be worthwhile to study any graffiti in the area. While much of their networking seems to be moving to digital format, they might still be using 
physical markers. If we can catch hold of them just once, it's game over. 

The normies don't give a shit about politics, but drag a satanist sickfuck oligarch out into the light, live, and the day of the rope dawns.  

   11/08/16 (Tue) 16:58:44 ID: 741511 No.8125104 >>8125151

>>8124871
 
I want that patch some anon made out of this so much, can't seem anyone to do one.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:01:55 ID: 0a510b No.8125151

>>8125104
Find a local embroidery shop, like the people who make embroidered t-shirts for softball teams. Or hit someone up on Etsy.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:04:11 ID: d672bc No.8125178
File (hide): 8b7093e9e430860⋯.png (98.38 KB, 1020x337, 1020:337, ClipboardImage.png)  

File (hide): 6add1034a9b4832⋯.jpg
(1.55 MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, mason1.jpg)

File (hide): f7df235202762ea⋯.jpg (2.05
MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, mason2.jpg)

File (hide): 043dda23fd16952⋯.jpg (1.63 MB,
2448x2448, 1:1, mason3.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:05:12 ID: d672bc No.8125196 >>8125359 >>8125624 >>8126338

read goys but dont redpill too hard this is on some bullshit tinfoil hat site

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:09:24 ID: edfb03 No.8125260
File (hide): fbbd99a2ec3d8cb⋯.jpg (75.91 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, 232144768597542345.jpg)

>>8124824
Kane did nothing 
wrong.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:12:47 ID: 0431b9 No.8125310 >>8125328 >>8125544 >>8125624 >>8128292

File (hide): 3334055aa8a44d7⋯.jpg (155.19 KB, 1198x595, 1198:595, did I just see beyond the ….jpg)

Oh shit
>small city/suburbia
>liberal college
>masonic lodge
>CVS and daycare across the street
>nearby river, if you've heard of any of the 
things relevant to that
fuckfuckfuckfuck
I live 10 minute's walk from here.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:14:26 ID: 0431b9 No.8125328

>>8125310
The large building behind the library is a government office by the way.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:14:32 ID: a8e7e5 No.8125331
File (hide): c6fe0ce38331f0f⋯.webm (7.98 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, torturechamber.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8124986
yes owls see in darkness HOO HOO 
and they also eat rabbits.
>>8124954
did somebody say torture chamber!!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:16:55 ID: 0431b9 No.8125357 >>8125544 >>8128292

File (hide): 391acfe76e69de5⋯.jpg (190.22 KB, 923x771, 923:771, active spirits, tasty cook….jpg)

I might request that some 
other people start 
evaluating this place.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:17:03 ID: 154950 No.8125359 >>8125489

>>8125196

The shiners/scottish rite temple near my house is actually a decent group of dudes. They do a lot for the very white community they're in  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:21:38 ID: 0431b9 No.8125438 >>8125544 >>8128292

File (hide): ea0334efe339e3b⋯.jpg (203.84 KB, 917x753, 917:753, do as thou wilt.jpg)

My tinfoil is starting to get a 
bit tight.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:24:07 ID: d4724b No.8125489 >>8125653 >>8137915

>>8125359
Thats the point, low-level masons just drink beer and organize charity events, all of the spooky shit is compartmentalized and happens with level 33+ 
masons.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:24:48 ID: 0431b9 No.8125502 >>8128292

File (hide): d0dfcb5f3cf2344⋯.jpg (222.55 KB, 911x781, 911:781, wtf.jpg)

Wait, who 
approved this 
design?
Seriously, why 
would they use 
this nightmare 
fuel?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:26:56 ID: 9b1f0d No.8125544 >>8125581

>>8125310
>>8125357
>>8125438
But what's the connection, just being near a CVS pharmacy and a mason lodge? Is there anything linking CVS to Comet Ping Pong other than proximity?

Looks like a regular daycare from all cursory appearances.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:29:21 ID: 0431b9 No.8125581 >>8125653 >>8128292

>>8125544
Hopefully there is no connection, but that's the next step for us. We have to start hunting down the rats. We've formed profiles based on our 
understanding of their disgusting nature, and now it is time to begin scouring our society for the signs of their presence.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:31:47 ID: a8e7e5 No.8125624 >>8126338

File (hide): 5b9d1afc7e405b5⋯.webm (3.59 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, shrine.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8125310
Bunny hop over there little cotton-tail fibber.
>>8125196
Yes the shiners actually have many scandles they gave less than 5 percent to charitable resource. They 
molested children on boats in south America and also they are the people who have clown college where 
like I stated it is purely a satanic act.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:33:06 ID: 9b1f0d No.8125653 >>8125837

>>8125581
Sure, just don't waste energy chasing spurious leads. From what I can tell CVS is a large national chain, they must have thousands of locations. And as 
>>8125489 said not all masons are illuminati. I'm ready to dismiss this one.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:33:58 ID: 0431b9 No.8125668 >>8128292

File (hide): 5a18b155261deac⋯.jpg (198.66 KB, 924x601, 924:601, confirmed.jpg)

Also, how do you guys like "Catholica", the 
Christian book store on the other side of the 
daycare?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:35:11 ID: 81db91 No.8125693

>>8117208
Wasn't that censored one proven to be the guys wife?

The rest of this is great though.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:37:06 ID: 0431b9 No.8125730 >>8128292

File (hide): ce0c583cd72b2a2⋯.jpg (210.61 KB, 1209x785, 1209:785, raid level 100.jpg)

Here's the daycare itself, it looks suspiciously 
church-y, but nothing really stands out to me.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:38:18 ID: 9167e3 No.8125757

>>8117208
He finally made his account private?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:42:11 ID: 59178a No.8125822

>>8120398
Did you notice the "swirl" off the G, H and P. It's lust like the Pedo swirl symbol, Goats are also satanic.. Makes sense  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:42:26 ID: 000000 No.8125827

Can someone at baph not SWAT this speedway pedo daycare place? get a burner phone and call 911 and say you were kidnapped and are hiding in a 
closet or some shit or you heard multiple gunshots and screams from the building. At least a raid might uncover some trafficked kids  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:42:42 ID: a8e7e5 No.8125837 >>8126017 >>8126791

File (hide): e5a9d57edaed8ec⋯.png (92.25 KB, 326x480, 163:240, 1472791089975-1 (1).png)

>>8125653
>Spurious
That is the way masons say clandestine lodge And that is what it probably is

The only distinction between the illuminati and freemasonry is that
The illuminati are absolutelly tried and true broken in indoctrinated freemasons
anything else is disinfo. People are aware oh yep the high level illuminated masons but think its also dot dot dot no
the goal of the mason is illumination that is the ladder they climb to the rays of the sun 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYFcDRNsalA
Blue house sra case that lead to THE EGYPTIAN MASONIC SATANIC CONNECTION a book used in criminology 
courses and all about sra and masonry and how masons can not only coordinate the implementation of the crime but also 
the covering up of the crime
https://endchan.xyz/.media/02b23f771ebb307465af1e5abb3974eb-applicationpdf/alias/the-egyptian-masonic-satanic-
connection.pdf

I do think there is something to masonry and daycare's green the color of immortality and the royal secret that is that to kill 
a child is to absorb their future life force. They believe in blood debts paid in full 

Also freemasonry is the number one construction workers guild no matter how you twist it but a sekrit one that ruins lives  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:43:11 ID: f0174a No.8125853
File (hide): 3810d74911d48d8⋯.jpg (52.1 KB, 600x600, 1:1, g-3fx6000gcx-001n.jpg)

>>8124069  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:44:20 ID: 0431b9 No.8125869 >>8126044 >>8126476

File (hide): c4e832d09ff71d5⋯.jpg (198.57 KB, 893x563, 893:563, lodge.jpg)

I'm pretty sure I've seen them marching the kids around the neighborhood before too. It's fucking hilarious, 
they have these cute plastic tethers that turn them into kiddy chain gangs. I can't really fault them on that 
basis. 

Here's the lodge.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:52:08 ID: 9b1f0d No.8126017

>>8125837
Nothing about that ties this daycare to the Ping Pong shit. If anon wants to check it out cause it's close by, fine. But neither the building nor the website 
look suspicious at all to me. It's a weak lead.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:53:23 ID: a8e7e5 No.8126044
File (hide): 1d9afeccc7337f9⋯.jpeg (13.18 KB, 180x230, 18:23, 392bd6116a2b16f1c1d7e8203….jpeg)

>>8125869
Its hidden in plain sight I love this enthuisiasm for exposing these fucking people and every day the list gets narrower and 
narrower of groups capable of this and none of them hold a candle to the mystic mafia of freemasonry. Check out 
masonichip.org 

spraypaint the oathbreaker on they bitch ass door. Null and void. But there are 56 thousand masonic temples in the usa 
alone and over 400 "irregular" orders with multipal lodges so there is 56 thousand bona fide lodges from the ancient and 
accepted scottish rite and the grand lodge of England. Now there are over 400 clandestine orders so each order could 
have thousands of lodges we probably have a masonic establishment hidden every few yards in this nation.

If a uniformed police officer enters a lodge they have to shut it down for ever. Suspicious as hell  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:53:29 ID: e66c52 No.8126045 >>8126221

>>8122337

I made that observation as well. Someone said it was LSD with the rabbit making the "L". Doesn't explain the scribble at the end, though.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:53:49 ID: 6729be No.8126053 >>8160179

>>8122403
>not police
no, we are free citizens.
We use the privacy of our house to go online and search for information.
Problem lucifer?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:58:39 ID: f04d83 No.8126153

>>8124054

Hope you got a non-phone camera.  Take a shot of it from a distance and check the eye.  Looks eerily similar.

Walk by and check wifis that appear.

Look for cameras in the area.

Look for tire marks that roll up next to the door.

Take pictures from the beach into the front.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:01:44 ID: 000000 No.8126207 >>8128910

>>8124871
>>8124824

To be fair, we were raised in the cradle of filth that is the internet: we know the signs and sigils of our foe, because we have been bathed in their 
(((unrighteousness))) until it washed us clean of all self deception.

We cannot deny what we see, no matter how ugly it is, because there is nothing, no matter how evil, which we are not willing to believe exists somewhere 
in the world. Further more, a lot of us have nothing to lose. Some of us are married, with good jobs and kids, but a lot of us are foreveralone NEETs or 
divorced men who never see their kids, or borderline homeless.

The internal conflict for FBI agents and other 3 letter folks must be unbearable: they joined, in general, either for a good secure job, or to help put bad 
guys behind bars. Imagine you had spent years preparing for and working a job, only to be given evidence it was run by the most corrupt and 
evil monsters in human history. This is the conundrum they face; they never signed up for what they're doing now. They simply wanted to put bad guys 
away and have a nice wife and 2.1 kids and a pension when they retire in 25 years. They didn't volunteer to be put in the position where they have to tow 
the line or be destroyed–because imagine what will happen to the first agent who leaks those e-mails, if he's caught. It won't just be him, it'll be his family, 
his career, his reputation–they'll take everything. Nothing is beyond them. They'll torture his kids, or rape his wife or the opposite until there is nothing left 
but raw, naked pain and loss and fear.

That is the true face of the enemy; and I sympathize with the FBIbros and similar who are caught up in a swirling vortex of evil and corruption and have 
very few truly good options.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:02:31 ID: 0a510b No.8126221
File (hide): 3b26db720164229⋯.jpg (36.82 KB, 800x817, 800:817, l.jpg)

>>81260
45
I read 
the 
scribble 
as a 
cursive 
L.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:08:33 ID: 3b267b No.8126338 >>8126476

File (hide): e1e988a2e18022d⋯.jpg (104.66 KB, 540x720, 3:4, comet.jpg)

>>8125196
>>8125624  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:13:45 ID: b6a861 No.8126428

>>8121820
>>8121839
Terrible idea.

He's already posted on 8chan. If he walks by first, he's an immediate suspect for the "person that takes the photos".  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:14:42 ID: b6a861 No.8126448

>>8121810
>The CPP is compromised, we don't want this lead to be compromised.
It's already on here.

It's compromised, but we might still catch them cleaning up.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:15:58 ID: a8e7e5 No.8126476 >>8126516 >>8126541 >>8126605

File (hide): 94bb3e3bab915fd⋯.jpg (29.58 KB, 390x402, 65:67, mason6.jpg)

>>8125869
That toddeler creed is absolutely revolting. If you really want to check out what is going on look up all the 
lodges in google maps get a feel for the layout the roads are all masonic and another thing they are usually 
on the corner
>>8126338
Yes the sol y mon sun and moon solomon sun moon stars and not only is it that it is the eastern star with the 
5th point as the comet  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:18:41 ID: cfc035 No.8126516 >>8126590

>>8126476
>sun and moon
I've noticed the Goat Hill Pizza in SF is right across the street from a Vietnamese restaurant called Sunflower Vietnamese…  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:20:41 ID: 3b267b No.8126541 >>8126791

>>8126476
They have 2 yellows, 1 red, 1 blue.
What do the symbols/colours represent; especially the white and green ones they don't use?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:22:53 ID: 0431b9 No.8126590
File (hide): 2386efc58351c29⋯.jpg (255.48 KB, 1141x679, 163:97, the first seal.jpg)

>>8126516
The building on the left 
is the lodge, the 
daycare is across the 
street.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:22:49 ID: 51c3a1 No.8126591 >>8126662

>>8121740
Josef Mengele died on the Beach in Santos, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Peacefully.

He had been there for 30 years.
>>8121744

The sore in her tongue reminds me of secondary Syphillis. You fuckers are looking at this the wrong way. It's an STD, and her brain is being eaten by it. 
Find out what tertiary Syphillis does; you won't regret it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:23:42 ID: 3b267b No.8126605 >>8127041

>>8126476
Also if you look at the Washington DC map they are at the top left of a upside down pentagram (if you look at the road layout) just like that logo, they are 
located on the tip of the red triangle.
Is that also symbolic in any way?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:26:34 ID: 0431b9 No.8126648 >>8126791

File (hide): 6b8ed13f3cca0b6⋯.jpg (244.8 KB, 1222x511, 1222:511, the second seal.jpg)

And the library on 
the other side of the 
lodge  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:28:13 ID: 9f37f4 No.8126662 >>8126728

>>8126591
Why wouldn't she have received treatment for syphilis?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:32:42 ID: 51c3a1 No.8126728

>>8126662
While a penicillin shot would be relatively easy to procure, imagine the scandal. I do not think it's kuru, that's even more far fetched. 

Tongue cancer is likely, as someone posited, but then, it'd depend on the type.  
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File (hide): 1eeae1b99a7bc9f⋯.png
(73.62 KB, 1696x2338, 848:1169, tourture.png)

File (hide): 1cb7ac616df3103⋯.png (34.36 KB,
732x617, 732:617, Screenshot_2016-11-08_13-2….png)

File (hide): 757b810681883ac⋯.png (64.59 KB,
741x552, 247:184, Screenshot_2016-11-08_13-2….png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:36:51 ID: a8e7e5 No.8126791

>>8125837
This book describes the torture chambers of dark masonry and is where this  image is from >>8121865

>>8126648
Its as common as anything else in a  town always in the town square. 

With the california rabbit place there is  
so many sources of water they have the water to throw the bodies in

>>8126541
Earth air water fire and earth and air are absent because a comet is earth and air

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:46:27 ID: edfb03 No.8126966 >>8127474

File (hide): e630e228d656a01⋯.png (564.92 KB, 750x750, 1:1, sdasd.png)

>>8121319
I know it's 
farfetched. 
Anyone seeing 
this.

Confirmation 
bias?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:47:26 ID: 0431b9 No.8126982 >>8127125

File (hide): f06af469d62bf2f⋯.jpg (221.36 KB, 1147x527, 37:17, the dungeon.jpg)

This is just down the road (State St) from the lodge; always 
found the name a little odd for a carpet store.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:50:34 ID: 3b267b No.8127041

>>8126605
Wait, I remembered that incorrectly. It's at the tip/base of two triangles and Connecticut Ave is an extension of the top-left tip of the upside down 
pentagram above the white house. Could still be relevant to the symbol you posted.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:53:38 ID: 0431b9 No.8127103
File (hide): bcd8d18dd3277be⋯.jpg (139.68 KB, 775x671, 775:671, filth.jpg)

I'm sure 
it's 
nothing, 
but I found 
it amusing.  

File (hide): a0d1040524a90dc⋯.png (638.01 KB,
965x463, 965:463, Screenshot_2016-11-08_13-4….png)

File (hide): 9e03b242c4e17a6⋯.jpg (29.35 KB,
400x300, 4:3, symbols.oto.altar.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:54:57 ID: a8e7e5 No.8127125 >>8136425

>>8126982
Yep I think to stay on topic now that we are looking at an oto lodge because the obelisk pillars and the rabbit. Even if it is not the oto it is some co-
masonic order with either child or elites coming and going  

They are very common you can not possibly go through 4 or 5 and get it I really don't  but keep your eyes out because this is where it could house a ritual 
the satanic network thinks of these as like the devils church

plus this oto lodge uses a similar structure a studio type of structure.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:55:49 ID: 46b685 No.8127149 >>8127260

File (hide): b5889bb65b3c724⋯.png (84.79 KB, 312x332, 78:83, NoLongerFlavortown.png)

>>8121633  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:56:30 ID: 0dac8a No.8127162

>>8122020

Red Dragon is usually a Welsh reference in the UK. Dragon when naming menu items can denote hot/spicy food (so hot you breathe fire). In normal 
circumstances I'd assume it was a ridiculously spicy pizza that was not suitable for children to consume.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:59:54 ID: a8e7e5 No.8127242

>>.8127041
Sure I just thought of the eastern star emblem when I saw it.  
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File (hide): a31fd76732c5189⋯.gif
(2.77 MB, 450x651, 150:217, FrozenGiggle.gif)

File (hide): d5882f5fd4b354c⋯.gif (2.55 MB,
275x324, 275:324, Giggle.gif)

File (hide): 1731f707ca03fc8⋯.png (38.79 KB,
1000x893, 1000:893, TooManyGiggles.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:00:05 ID: 46b685 No.8127247 >>8153931

>>8121694
AWWW IT'S SO CUTE THA T YOU CAN STILL FEEL!

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:00:45 ID: 5cb9b3 No.8127260 >>8127415 >>8127418

>>8127149
Coincidence?

Can anyone track down the episode?

http://www.guyfieri.com/hotspots/tv/comet-ping-pong/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:01:58 ID: 00e2af No.8127287 >>8127560 >>8127668

File (hide): b520b1f2edbb7cc⋯.gif (36.13 KB, 720x720, 1:1, 1322770461507.gif)

>>8122257
What is the fluid the people 
are lying in during the spirit 
cooking dinners?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:05:37 ID: 526d66 No.8127355
File (hide): bcd32e197baa10d⋯.gif (380.99 KB, 221x196, 221:196, NO EXIT.gif)

Hoping LA anon comes 
back before long, starting 
to get nervous.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:09:01 ID: ce6975 No.8127415 >>8127626 >>8137668

>>8127260
This was posted by another anon in one of the past threads.
http: //www.dailymotion.com/video/x47bkli

Comet Ping Pong is shown last in the episode.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:09:08 ID: e97847 No.8127418 >>8127710

>>8127260
Season 9 Episode 9
Farm to Table
Blackwater Grill (St. Simons Island, GA), Comet Ping Pong (Washington DC), Wallace Station (Versailles, KY) This trip Guy's getting it straight from the 
farm … and the ocean. In Midway, Kentucky, a sandwich joint putting local flavor into their home made bread. On Saint Simons Island, Georgia, a 
vacation hot spot serving the low-country catch and Cajun coastal favorites. And in Washington, DC, a pizza joint/ping pong parlor where folks can hit the 
tables for a quick game and order pizza with red sauce that's straight off the vine  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:12:22 ID: 3b267b No.8127474

>>8126966
Look at the plumber on the logo, one eye closed and doing the 666 hand sign. Dodgy as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:16:13 ID: 46b685 No.8127527

>>8120868
Where's that Mr Potato attachment in the lower-left of your image?  That likely has steganographic data stored within it.  Dictionary and brute force 
attacks need to be run on it with various steganographic utilities, like steghide, to see if a girl pops out…  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:17:56 ID: 9167e3 No.8127560

>>8127287
Blood  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:20:37 ID: 55aedf No.8127612

>>8116494
"endemic to tribal regions of Papa New Guinea" kinda covers that I'd imagine.  

File (hide): f597b170dbcad93⋯.jpg (148.39 KB,
1850x1076, 925:538, this kills the pizza.jpg)

File (hide):
0df51c6074f17c9⋯.gif (18.14
KB, 226x400, 113:200, ANGRY.gif)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:21:14 ID: 00e2af No.8127626 >>8129811

>>8127415
>look at the video
>mfw the blue buckets are used to store the dough

I WANT OFF OF THIS RIDE!

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:23:38 ID: 8bd268 No.8127668

>>8127287
blood, mucus, semen, menstruation  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:26:06 ID: 46b685 No.8127710 >>8127773 >>8127792

File (hide): fd14e71164c826c⋯.jpg (35.31 KB, 498x640, 249:320, redruM.jpg)

>>8127418
>with red sauce that's straight off the 
vine  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:30:19 ID: 8bd268 No.8127773

>>8127710
you know blood when you see it
I'd be tempted to say some form of syrup but it looks like a mixture of blood, piss and mucus  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:31:26 ID: 0431b9 No.8127792
File (hide): 6d4bba6ce4fa094⋯.png (61.91 KB, 300x300, 1:1, Bertolli-extra-virgin-oil.png)

>>8127710
We're going to hunt 
them to the limits of 
space and time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:39:48 ID: dc32cd No.8127927

>>8121142

we were born on 9/11 like Neo
we were NEETs like neo
now we follow the rabbit and will see past the veil  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:47:43 ID: 9167e3 No.8128061

>>8121190
The saga continues  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:57:48 ID: d672bc No.8128252 >>8128491 >>8129019

File (hide): 120971fbad48d6c⋯.png (929.59 KB, 1875x853, 1875:853, ClipboardImage.png)

YUGEEEEEEEEEEE LEAD

Richard Branson is the British Jeffery Epstein- Includes direct Hillary connection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhJswe84MZc

Listen to what he says about the other secret island and the temple where world leaders "solve global 
problems". Sound familiar?

It is in the British Virgin Islands, Jeffery Epstein Island is in US Virgin Islands, a short helicopter/boat ride away.
Branson is on the board of International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children ICMEC. I got onto it through the Jeff Koons link

Franz Humer

https://archive.fo/VBL5t

Looks who is in the photo.

Necker Island: 18.5266444,-64.3594337
Mosquito Island: 18.5111481,-64.3993806
https:// www.icmec.org/who-we-are/
Hillary Clinton is, yet again, as the core of this since 1998 it seems.
Cherie Blair is also involved. Wife of Tony Blair, both have been accused of this horrific bullshit in the past. Search for ‘Cherie Blair Forced Adoptions UK’ 
or some variation of that if non-UK anon’s aren’t familiar with this practice.

"what's interesting about the temple, that's where the elders came"
The 'elders'? Where have we heard about the ELDERS before?
Search for Necker Island temple and you'll see it included Mandela, Kissinger, Jimmy Carter.. the usual crowd but they are being called 'the elders' by the 
guy on the inside.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:00:02 ID: 46f908 No.8128292 >>8128413

>>8124210
>You don't normally invite the guy who runs a pizza business to political events…

Pizza restaurant owner is David brock's longtime boyfriend

>>8124986
David Lynch
>now a pedo
wut anon. never ever heard that one. Lynch is weird but he's all hetero dude and loves beautiful adult women. Don't start weird rumors to cover for 
Satanic Podestas

>>8125090
slightly more clever defeatism. they're sending the less retarded ones to defend this shit

>>8125502
>>8125438
>>8125357
>>8125310
>>8125581
Just stop, you're trying to dilute the dig with nothing. It's obvious you're not from around here.
>>8125668
>>8125730
Boy, you're some special kind of retard

Shills have found the threads and are trying to inject ordinary shit into this.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:04:59 ID: d672bc No.8128413 >>8128850 >>8132411

>>8128292

some gnome guy accused Lynch.

http://perezhilton.com/2016-08-10-twin-peaks-david-lynch-pedophilia-murder-accusations-michael-anderson  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:07:52 ID: 3b267b No.8128491
File (hide): 2addf878a9365a1⋯.jpg (985.17 KB, 1885x3335, 13:23, rickybranson.jpg)

>>8128252
Rate my meme lads.
Also the Elders are 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Elders_(organization)
Includes Lakhdar Brahimi- senior fellow at the Centre for the 
Study of Global Governance.
>Global Governance  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:15:41 ID: b6a861 No.8128699 >>8128738 >>8128899

>>8120233
>People are using their NAMES!
Wait..

Are these people just stupid?
Or have they been there and not seen anything suspicious?  

File (hide): fec30cf2bbb95f1⋯.jpg
(8.24 KB, 199x300, 199:300, tanit and baal
hammon.jpg)

File (hide): 9b61749d36cf201⋯.jpg (36.34 KB,
400x400, 1:1, rabbits.jpg)

File (hide): 48d62dcd6d45802⋯.jpg (39.78 KB,
640x625, 128:125, labrys1.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:16:38 ID: d1d574 No.8128722 >>8129147 >>8129984 >>8136080

Since these fucks like to play at symbology, I'm Dan Browning through relevant symbols trying to dig up more clues. Started with owls, rabbits, ancient 
gods, Minerva, bulls. Look for Jews and feminists.

"Anat, virgin goddess of war and strife, sister and putative mate of Ba'al Hada [like Artemis and Minerva?]…The name had not been used among Jews 
prior to the advent of Zionism."

"Greco-Roman sources report that the Carthaginians burned their children as offerings to Baʿal Hammon. In Carthage and North Africa Baʿal Hammon 
was especially associated with the ram and was worshiped also as Baʿal Qarnaim ("Lord of Two Horns") in an open-air sanctuary at Jebel Boukornine 
("the two-horned hill")…"

"In feminist interpretations, [the labrys] is a symbol of matriarchy.[25] It may also be interpreted as a butterfly based on the Minoan butterfly goddesses 
shown in the shape of a labrys."  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:17:20 ID: b6a861 No.8128738 >>8128899

>>8128699
If so then we need to question that FBI leak.

I think it's bait.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:22:15 ID: 46f908 No.8128850

>>8128413
Caution believing every random accusation. That's what they'll use against us too. Looks like gnome didn't get cast in the new movie. Frankly, at this point 
it's an allegation from someone that has been snubbed. Lynch's daughter has also disavowed gnome's allegations. I've been paying attention to 
Pedowood since long before we coined that term and I've never heard Lynch being included in any of their shit.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:24:40 ID: b6a861 No.8128899 >>8129245

>>8128738
>>8128699
Actually I take that back, it's 2008.
Nobody was digging.

Also:
>"I don't think I've ever seen that much support for any establishment before," says Mital Gandhi, a commissioner who led the push for more lenient rules 
for Comet. Gandhi says the community made its distaste for Winstead's actions and words quite clear. "The whole crowd was just booing this guy. They 
were all disgusted."
That seems like an awful lot of support for a pizza joint. Almost too much support.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:25:03 ID: 1849a9 No.8128910 >>8128995

You guys are archiving all of this right?
This is making me dizzy, cognitive dissonance I tell you h'what.

>>8126207
Born without sin.
Lured into sin by the powers that be, moulded by the black sludge.
Reborn and cleansed in the name of kek.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:25:14 ID: 46f908 No.8128915

>>8120337
Get Cernovich. He just did a peri on all this shit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:28:43 ID: b6a861 No.8128995 >>8129241

>>8128910
>This is making me dizzy, cognitive dissonance I tell you h'what.
Makes me feel like we've had an elder scrolls universe the whole time. Thieves guild is real, but they rape kids instead of just stealing.
Which makes me think about the dark brotherhood :^)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:29:49 ID: 0dac8a No.8129019 >>8129796

>>8128252
>Cherie Blair is also involved. Wife of Tony Blair, both have been accused of this horrific bullshit in the past. 

Why am I not surprised? Both of them are vile enough as it is, mind.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:30:30 ID: 1849a9 No.8129033
File (hide): 6c6b2dab4219e63⋯.gif (997.76 KB, 500x275, 20:11, hst.gif)

>>8120
233
What 
the hell 
is up 
with the 
latest 
uploads
?

Has anyone gotten in touch with Frank Winstead?
What's the latest trace of him?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:32:41 ID: d672bc No.8129077 >>8129105 >>8129246 >>8143238

File (hide): 064177f9db2731b⋯.png (1.9 MB, 1200x900, 4:3, ClipboardImage.png)

OY VEY  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:33:44 ID: 9167e3 No.8129105 >>8129236 >>8143238

>>8129077
poor photoshop  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:34:09 ID: 76a125 No.8129115

>>8125090
I've read separately that there's an old subway tunnel and/or a river running directly under Comet Ping Pong. This is what you're referring to, right?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:35:56 ID: 3b267b No.8129147 >>8129350

>>8128722
I studied ancient history and we we're taught about how Rome sacked Carthage, killed them all and salted the earth- seemed a bit harsh at the time. 
Years later I find out they inherited Phoenician religion (Ba'al etc) which included child sacrifice.
>Based Romans 
We need to do that again with these bastards.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_Carthage  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:40:33 ID: d672bc No.8129236

>>8129105
https://twitter.com/0hour/status/796085666044116992  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:40:48 ID: 1849a9 No.8129241 >>8129301

File (hide): a941d7c5b1a4fd0⋯.png (85.64 KB, 670x670, 1:1, we know.png)

>>8128995  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:40:57 ID: 0dac8a No.8129245 >>8129280

>>8128899

If it's popular with hipster, useful idiot lefty types, they have a tendency to exaggerate quite a bit when it comes to their numbers. Like SJWs do.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:41:02 ID: b6a861 No.8129246

>>8129077
Ask for some pizza, extra cheesy.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:42:53 ID: b6a861 No.8129280 >>8129635

>>8129245
I'm just wondering what happens inside. If this really is a pedo paradise - How does it work? How do the left idiots not see it? How do they keep under the 
radar?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:43:52 ID: b6a861 No.8129301 >>8129605 >>8130307

>>8129241
needs a frog hand  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:46:11 ID: 8bd268 No.8129350 >>8129492 >>8129668 >>8130204

>>8129147
>Years later I find out they inherited Phoenician religion (Ba'al etc) which included child sacrifice
Carthaginians were no where near as sick in the head as the jews
ive said this before many times, Carthaginian child sacrifice was always of a pubescent boy from the families of the Carthaginian aristocracy
it was committed in times of great duress like losing a war or a famine/plague
it was a sombre affair, no sex, rape or mutilation
the boy lived like a king for a day in honour of the sacrifice he would make
an entire day of ceremonies would take place culminating in the boys father giving his hand to a priest who would slit the boys throat off stage, disguising 
the wound with a wreath of flowers the boy would then be carried by the priest to the music of hymns and mourners where the childs body would be 
cremated

the Romans fucked 10 yo boy sex slaves in the ass for fun, the puella delicatus look it up
they destroyed Carthage because it was their only rival in the Med not because of some moral duty
they defeated Carthage before and made them a tributary state
a decade later Hannibal Barca was born and he along with Brennus of the Gauls and Caesar was one of the few men in history to threaten Rome directly
after that the Romans defeated Carthage again and stripped them of everything
within 6 months the Carthaginians had secretly rebuilt 3/4 of their original naval fleet and had sent out messengers calling for every mercenary in North 
Africa to command it
that was when the Romans decided to end them and the city burned for 6 months straight and the Romans waded through pools of blood
they slaughtered every man, woman and child in the city, pulled down the walls and hammered them into rubble and salted the earth
there are marks left on the few remaining stones at the original spot, still scorched from the fires Rome set alight more than 2200 years ago
if someone could go back in time and tell them Judea was more of a threat to their civilization than Carthage we wouldnt have any kikes today  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:53:15 ID: b6a861 No.8129492 >>8129644

>>8129350
>they destroyed Carthage because it was their only rival in the Med not because of some moral duty
Actually at that time Carthage was always a continuous threat, especially when Hannibal crossed the alps.
After being harassed by the carthaginians many times and living in perpetual fear of attack, they simply decided to stop it.
Why did Carthage act so vicious? Because their gods required sacrifice.

We might be in the same boat today.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:58:31 ID: db440a No.8129602

There is a masonic rabbit thing it is a rabbit jacking his dick off a drawing thing someone posted it on 4chan long before all of this

peter rabbit or jack rabbit idk  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:58:32 ID: 1849a9 No.8129605 >>8130010 >>8130307

File (hide): 9275baa5f1b41e7⋯.png (69.56 KB, 670x670, 1:1, we know frog.png)

>>8129301
Doesn't really work as well.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:00:09 ID: 0dac8a No.8129635

>>8129280
It's usually lefty sort that are quick to jeer at the more conservative concerns of "think of the children!" when it comes to increasing degeneracy in society. 
At least from what I've seen. These people either don't think of the children at all, or think of the children in in a way they really shouldn't be. So, it's a little 
of both. 
Some can't see it when this shit is staring them in the face. Some do and don't care, or even help protect the "poor paedophiles".  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:00:50 ID: 8bd268 No.8129644 >>8129681 >>8130803

>>8129492
>Why did Carthage act so vicious? 
Because Roman hegemony was a threat to their expansion
the two were always fighting over Sicily for christs sake
their gods required sacrifice but like most cultures save the kikes and the aztecs the sacrifices had to be given willingly
the 9 men who died for Odin gave their blood freely
the men and women who followed their kings to the afterlife in Sumer drank poison from their goblets by their own decision
in celtic lands a man would give his life to the gods so his clan would receive a good harvest and survive a harsh winter
the kikes notably didnt sacrifice their own, they slaughtered slaves to their god and never their own flesh and blood
we're living in a kikesque occult nightmare not one brought forth by the types that believed in artifacts like the book of thoth  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:02:04 ID: 652459 No.8129668 >>8129833 >>8130032

>>8129350

Got anything on kike symbolism? Ancient semetic religion?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:02:56 ID: ea4ee7 No.8129681 >>8129833

>>8129644

To my understanding, Carthaginian sacrifices didn't involve willing participants. They were simply children that weren't necessarily indoctrinated into the 
Carthage belief system..  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:08:57 ID: b1fb87 No.8129796

>>8129019
Tony is mentioned on the epstein's black book  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:09:57 ID: 61593b No.8129811 >>8129838 >>8129870 >>8173620

File (hide): 8815941941f23da⋯.jpg (44.6 KB, 876x493, 876:493, robot.jpg)

>>8127626
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:11:03 ID: 8bd268 No.8129833

>>8129668
well theres the tetragrammaton isnt there?
kikes arent very inventive with symbols, theres another one with a triangle inside a circle thats one of theres but I dont know what it means

>>8129681
>They were simply children that weren't necessarily indoctrinated into the Carthage belief system..
nah lies
Roman propaganda as usual
its like with the Caesars, Dio Cassius and Pliny lie and only Tacitus tells the truth
I read an account by an impartial greek scholar who witnessed a tophet sacrifice to Ba'al in Carthage
his account was far more rational and objective  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:11:23 ID: 0431b9 No.8129838 >>8129881 >>8173620

>>8129811
Is that a plaster death mask?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:12:58 ID: 61593b No.8129870 >>8173620

>>8129811
It's a vomiting 
machine 
apparently
No idea where 
the face is from  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:13:34 ID: 61593b No.8129881

>>8129838
meant to reply to you fug  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:13:43 ID: dcd0b0 No.8129884

maybe already mentioned:

is it possible the SDL is actually the fish on Podesta's hand?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:17:28 ID: db440a No.8129948
File (hide): 8dcc2ce4d5701f5⋯.jpg (70.22 KB, 500x665, 100:133, 000011.jpg)

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?
v=AsMYOeOIZYE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:19:35 ID: bd2d64 No.8129984
File (hide): 6d4fdccbf942b70⋯.jpg (26.47 KB, 700x393, 700:393, 6801c5cfdccb2a9c96f36b29bf….jpg)

>>8128722
>Ba'al
>Hammon
Et tu sg-1?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:21:07 ID: b6a861 No.8130010

>>8129605
Perfect.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:22:11 ID: 8bd268 No.8130032

>>8129668
oh fuck
such a coincidence
the rainbow is apparently a symbol for an Arabian god named qaws quzah,̣ which is arabic for an edomite name called Qos which is cognate with YHWH
YHWH is an ancient arabic word for he blows
both Qos and YHWH stem from northern arabia
these gods were believed by the egyptians to be worshipped by nomadic pastoralists called the Shasu who carried their god with them to the Levant 
where they settled in the hills of Palestine 400 years before the first mentions of israel  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:23:46 ID: 32b420 No.8130069 >>8130353

>>8124986
>David Lynch in the know

THE RABBIT FAMILY FROM INLAND EMPIRE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMtYn6fIT2Y  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:30:32 ID: 4a1c14 No.8130204 >>8130245 >>8130362

>>8129350
I thought the Romans did know about the Jews? You clearly know more than myself, we focused almost exclusively on Ancient Greece in my classes, but 
I was under the impression the Romans were pretty clued up on the Jewish threat- thinking mainly about the Bar Kokhba revolt incident. 
I am split on my opinion of that though, it seems like the ""holocaust"" before the ""holocaust"", claiming it was 4 billion dead (lmao) in the Talmud… slowly 
reducing the figure over time.
Pretty sure the Romans btfo Jews quite a few other times too, hard to tell what is just Jews lying about muh oppression and what actually happened.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:33:03 ID: b1fb87 No.8130245 >>8130421

>>8130204
>I thought the Romans did know about the Jews

Nigga who is jesus christ?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:33:24 ID: 26b49a No.8130250 >>8134562 >>8134888 >>8135329 >>8157395

Hey anons, not sure if I've got something here, but I figured I'd point it out anyway. I thought this email sounded odd, but a friend says otherwise.
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56437

In the above email Podesta is communicating with former Vice President of CAP who is currently the White House OMB Senior Advisor. I found her twitter 
account, and happened upon this tweet:
https://twitter.com/Tara44/status/478981584901918720

Remember what she says in the tweet when you checkout the HuffPo link she shared. Pay Attention. Maybe just a coincidence…  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:35:54 ID: db440a No.8130302
File (hide): b97fb0880716fd8⋯.png (89.28 KB, 1310x200, 131:20, seated.png)

rabbit is the 
witch badge 
and gentler 

means basically the goat

"SEATED RABBIT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:36:22 ID: 538c71 No.8130307 >>8130582

File (hide): 245a702297bd9b7⋯.png (839.47 KB, 788x928, 197:232, dank brotherhood.png)

>>8129301
>>8129605  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:38:27 ID: 32b420 No.8130353

>>8130069
>David Lynch Rabbits
>I'm glad I got the young girl part
dun goofed, here's the full vid:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxKPBLjHAEA  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:38:45 ID: 8bd268 No.8130362 >>8130618

>>8130204
>Jewish threat- thinking mainly about the Bar Kokhba revolt incident. 
nope
the Bar-Kokhba rebellion was treated like all other rebellions in Rome
I think it was Vespasian at the time but basically the kikes rebelled and took a tonne of Roman soldiers hostage
the Romans sent a legion to quell the rebellion
so they laid siege to the city
Vespasian had plans to ensconce a statue of Jupiter Maximus inside the kikes temple to give them an eternal reminder of who owns them
the kikes though started sacrificing and executing the Roman soldiers they had hostage
their brothers in arms outside the city could hear their fellow soldiers screaming while the kikes tortured them to death
they were so enraged by the audacity of these kikes that when they broke into the city they let loose and had a bit of a slaughterfest
they also set fire to the temple against Vespasians orders
it was no where near 4 billion Kek
they slaughtered a few of them but there were still enough kikes in that shithole for Vespasian to round them all up and send them to the corners of the 
empire to live in ghettos where he thought they couldnt harm Rome again
how wrong he was
if Vespasian knew what born nation wreckers the kikes were he would have had Jerusalem cleansed  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:41:45 ID: 4a1c14 No.8130421

>>8130245
A Judean? I thought 'Jesus was a Jew' is just a meme but I honestly don't know for sure (and I don't think anyone else knows for sure either).  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:44:04 ID: 31c856 No.8130483 >>8131096 >>8132660

File (hide): 3deb0f5c7733250⋯.jpg (1.98 MB, 3250x3710, 325:371, comet_summary.jpg)

Work in progress on a summary 
image.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:48:02 ID: db440a No.8130582 >>8132032

File (hide): 9c0aadb2f7e4b33⋯.jpg (10.97 KB, 300x271, 300:271, A_outline_crown_110523-231….jpg)

>>8130307
Everyone look up ROJ PINS 
RABBIT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:49:39 ID: 4a1c14 No.8130618

>>8130362
Ah ok, I get it now. Literally made no difference they were Jews, it was just that they messed with Roman soldiers so the gloves came off.
If only Vespasian was redpilled; cringing hard at the idea he voluntarily spread the international Jew far and wide. Anyway, this is derailing the thread but 
thanks for the info anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:56:44 ID: b6a861 No.8130803 >>8130851 >>8131096

>>8129644
>the two were always fighting over Sicily for christs sake
Were they that desperate for clay?
:^)

>>8129644
>the 9 men who died for Odin gave their blood freely
>the men and women who followed their kings to the afterlife in Sumer drank poison from their goblets by their own decision
>in celtic lands a man would give his life to the gods so his clan would receive a good harvest and survive a harsh winter
I'm beginning to see a memetic pattern here. Why would that be the religious doctrine of so many civilizations?
Because it motivated them to beat their enemies better than other memes. Self-sacrifice was key to their memetic survival.

But then you take this:
>the kikes notably didnt sacrifice their own, they slaughtered slaves to their god and never their own flesh and blood
And they were therefore massacred time and time again. But because of their secrecy they prevailed.
They still haven't learned that it's not the sacrifice, it's the secrecy that allowed them to survive. If it was mere sacrifice then they would just get others to 
commit self-sacrifice like Islam's Jihad (which makes you think :^) ). Blowback always occurs when the secrecy cracks. And that's why they're failing. 
Because it's mere sacrifice in secrecy under restraint.
That is why they find themselves in the same situation once again. 

Other civilizations kings taught self-sacrifice and lead the way. When jews tried to usurp, they'd succeed at first by merely sacrificing others, until they 
took it too far. This initially success is a bit like seduction I guess. It tricks them into going with it, until the scheme collapses. 

That is the memetic issue here:
The self-sacrificing empires crumble because they get subverted by the mere-sacrificing usurpers.
And the those usurpers eventually become massacred after their subversion destroys the nation and the people become furious.

Here's the thing - one can survive without the other.
It's not the Jewish way :^) 

Also, I bet some none jews might also benefit from this, but only if they have an oath of secrecy.
Machiavelli.. is both right and wrong at the same time. And that's chaos at work!  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:58:14 ID: b6a861 No.8130851

>>8130803
>some none jews 
non*  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:58:35 ID: 26b49a No.8130859

>>8121886
No, those are not his favorites. Every time someone asked for evidence, no one provided any. The article that was used as a source does not list that 
artist. Another anon pointed that out, and they just said "So?" SO, I'm assuming that's just disinformation until someone proves otherwise. There is plenty 
of fucked up artists we can prove he likes, and that artist isn't one of them.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:02:27 ID: db440a No.8130957
File (hide): 55062b0c5c9418c⋯.jpg (10.63 KB, 236x179, 236:179, b28afd87efa4cd20125b3ca146….jpg)

square deal  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:08:06 ID: 8bd268 No.8131096 >>8131510 >>8131652

>>8130803
>Were they that desperate for clay?
no but Sicily is a chokepoint for the Med
control Southern Sicily you control the African coastal route all the way to Iberia and the gold mines of Ireland and the tin and copper minds of Britain
same for the Italian and Adriatic coastal route if you control the choke point between Sicily and the Italian peninsula
there was a Greek colony in southern France and a Carthaginian one in Barcelona where a shit load of trade was conducted with the celtic civilizations
Celtic goldsmithing and steel was once the envy of the Hellenic world and the Celts were an entire race of alcoholics who famously would trade a slave 
captured in battle or a fine sword for a barrel of wine nevermind all the silks, oils and dyes the Med had to offer
controlling Sicily meant controlling the Mediterranean sea in a naval sense
nice theory about sacrifice btw
I think kikes are innate cowards too because of different beliefs in afterlife
the Hellenics believed in the Elysium fields, the Germanics/Nords in Valhalla, and the Celts in Tir N Og
all Arcadian like afterlifes where only heroes and the brave can earn through heroic combat, self-sacrifice and bravery
the kikes only believe in an afterlife where their god gives them the world for being a good shekel sniffer

>>8130483
wew their web of lies and horrors is coming together  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:13:03 ID: 192679 No.8131223

Anyone want to lend a hand on this?
https://a.jimdo.com/app/auth/recover/check?url=cometpingpong.jimdo.com  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:20:13 ID: 2ce6c5 No.8131421 >>8131524

>>8115580 (OP)
Hey anon, do you know what kind of software that picture is using? I need some tools for organising investigations but I don't want to fork out an arm and 
a leg for something high tech.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:23:25 ID: b6a861 No.8131510 >>8131557

>>8131096
>no but Sicily is a chokepoint for the Med
I was implying that Sicily is a shithole.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:24:04 ID: 64b473 No.8131524 >>8131771

>>8131421
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_concept-_and_mind-mapping_software has a few  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:25:29 ID: 8bd268 No.8131557

>>8131510
eh only after the arabs raped their way through it
Syracuse was one of the most important ports of the ancient world  
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>>8120908
>where do you think spieljew got the idea for this scene from
It's from "Faces of Death".
As for Kuru, it's a prion disease contracted from cannibalism of human brains.
>non-Brits talking about mad cow.
>muh "using the same knife"
Totally false.  Mad cow was spread primarily through school dinners.  State schools were encouraged to 
use offal (organs) in meals because it is cheap yet high in fat and protein.
British schoolkids who ate school dinners unwittingly digested large amounts of bovine brain.
Experts estimate that the peak of cases has not yet been reached because the incubation period is very 
long, unless the victim is especially vulnerable due to genetic oddity.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:29:34 ID: b6a861 No.8131652

>>8131096
>I think kikes are innate cowards
That's why it's natural selection at work.

I bet they'd think our god (as an ayyylmao) wanted to sacrifice us. But I think the reality is that they want us to help them. Also safety in numbers. Why? 
As above, same below.
Unless they wanted something we possess.. like gold :^) 
Or a habitable planet with a working core.. oh fug.  
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>>8131524

Thanks anon.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:33:27 ID: 3e0248 No.8131774 >>8131948

In Cryptic "PIZZA TEST" poem, "COLA SCALES" is mentioned.  COLA is the nickname of a Sicilian/NYC mob boss who "developed a close relationship 
w/ politicians."

3
Had they not meant
To get rid of any!
While ostensibly
The British further went
Dealing with what you did
As somehow funny!
As any evaluation
Is founded on Cola scales
Pizza test
Or bids of money!!
Nicolo "Cola" Schiro or Nicola Schiro born in Sicily(September 2, 1872 – April 29, 1957) was an early New York City Mafia Boss of what would later be 
called the Bonanno Crime Family. After nearly two decades as boss, a conflict with rival gangster Joe Masseria in 1930 would force Schiro out and 
elevate Salvatore Maranzano as the new boss of the gang.

 developing close relationships with local political leaders.[10][11]

Schiro became naturalized as a United States citizen in 1914.[12]

https://wikileaks.org/syria-files/docs/580380_britain-the-british-and-the-unrest-we-re-through-.html  
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>>8131560
bovine spongiform encephalopathy is caused by cows eating tissue of dead cows
as it turns out if you eat the meat of a cow thats eaten the meat of a cow it can give you BSE which in humans is CJD
it appeared when offal from slaughtered cows was slurried and mixed in with cattle feed to up their intake of protein
your idea of CJD is similar to kuru but not accurate
a medium-rare cooked steak from an infected cattle can infect you with the prion if you eat it
so can getting a blood transfusion from an infected person, which is impossible to screen for prions produce no anti-bodies in the immune system and are 
even smaller than viruses
a beef buger made from the rump steak of an infected cow can still infect you
theres even arguments you can pass the prion on in semen as well as blood, infected meat, organ transplants and surgical tools not sterilized well 
enough
>Experts estimate that the peak of cases has not yet been reached because the incubation period is very long
basically yeah  
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Just to add, anyone who would like a primer on nvCJD (human mad cow), in the form of a short 
documentary which follows a young man in the terminal stages from being able to speak, into vegetative 
state and finally death, check out attached video, only 30 mins but quite terrifying and brutal.
This fate awaits thousands of Brits who were schooled in the 90s, they are infected and don't know it 
because the incubation period can be over a decade.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:36:10 ID: 26b49a No.8131858 >>8134562

File (hide): 6ee405cdd0a46cc⋯.png (19.91 KB, 584x68, 146:17, Screen Shot 2016-11-08 at ….png)

Looks like the guy handling the DOJ's investigation of Huma, Peter 
Kadzik, recently enjoyed one of Tony's pizza parties.

https://www.crowdrise.com/fundraise-and-volunteer/donations/lucymeyer/jamiemeyer  
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>>8131774
As any evaluation
Is founded on Cola scales
Pizza test
Or bids of money!!

Any evaluation = inducting into order/mafia/illuminati
Is founded on "cola scales" "pizza test" or "bids of money!"
=    3 ways to get in, 1. Cocaine/Mafia.  2. Pedofilia? Gay Mafia? 3. bids of money = obviously lots of money  
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>>8130582
https://archive.is/TOu6z
Notice the Rabbit chained to Saturn pin?  
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>>8131777
>bovine spongiform encephalopathy is caused by cows eating tissue of dead cows
Yes.
>as it turns out if you eat the meat of a cow thats eaten the meat of a cow it can give you BSE which in humans is CJD
Not really, the meat isn't dangerous, or minimally so.  You contract it from nervous system material and other offals.
>your idea of CJD is similar to kuru but not accurate
>a medium-rare cooked steak from an infected cattle can infect you with the prion if you eat it
Meat isn't considered a risk material, also "medium rare" is irrelevant because cooking doesn't destroy the prion.  A well done meal is no less infected 
than a raw one.  But back to lean meat,   the only way you're likely to get vCJD from meat is if improper slaughtering practices were followed.
The problem was that the bone saws used in slaughterhouses were spreading spinal cord material and other offals, contaminating the meat.
Strict legislation, codes of practice and rigorous enforcement of such, mean that doesn't happen any longer.
Kuru is a prion disease just like vCJD and BSE.
>a beef buger made from the rump steak of an infected cow can still infect you
Not if the beef was butchered according to best practice. There may be a small theoretical risk but it's tiny, the killer is offal or meat contaminated with 
particles of offal from sawing through the spinal cord.
>theres even arguments you can pass the prion on in semen as well as blood, infected meat, organ transplants and surgical tools not sterilized well 
enough
No "argument" there, it has already happened due to transplants and infected instruments.
Eye surgery is particularly risky because the eyes, being part of the nervous system, have a high load of infective material.  
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>>8131777
>so can getting a blood transfusion from an infected person
You just said something very important.
Remember how we claimed that Hillary used blood packs?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:50:11 ID: a380fa No.8132182 >>8132323

>>8131777
Btw, there were plans for secret NHS monitoring of vCJD infection rates.
https://archive.fo/E0Ig6

Post-BSE practices relating to slaughter of cows:
www.food.gov.uk/sites/default/files/multimedia/pdfs/publication/bsebooklet.pdf  
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Oh and how she was connected to foreign organ harvesting and whatnot?
>remember, people in 3rd world countries probably still mix their feed with offal, or leave their animals wounded
What happens if the harvested of organs or blood comes from a person in a 3rd world country then?  
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>>8132182
>Btw, there were plans for secret NHS monitoring of vCJD infection rates.
>secret
Why?

Did they expect a drastic rise?
How come? Was it because they knew what the dirty underbelly of the world was doing?  
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>>8132264
You guys know there is an entire thread about this topic already right? Stop shitting up this one and go there.  
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>>8132032
A rabbit combined with Saturn is major red flag.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:59:15 ID: 9c279e No.8132411

>>8128413
Isn't this like what they were doing when they accused Trump? Pretty sure Lynch's a good guy.  
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>>8132090
yeah the corneas are the most infectious part
they have used heat to denature prions and render them non-dangerous before but I guess eve char grilling it black might not get it all

>>8132171
yeah
they usually just blanket ban you from donating blood if you were in country when a BSE epidemic was ongoing because theres no way to test the 
blood>because the eyes, being part of the nervous system, have a high load of infectious material.

>>8132264
>What happens if the harvested of organs or blood comes from a person in a 3rd world country then?
higher risk of catching anything really

>>8131839
fucking sad doco
kinda funny a corrupt cunt of a politician fed possibly infected meat to his young daughter in a publicity stunt
then again the pseudo-kike probably didnt care, the ministers of parliament of the UK are so out of touch with the British public its like being ruled by a 
foreign elite at this point  
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People have bruteforced the password into cometpingpong website

———–

you can access the zip files - just type it here
http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/na
me/
right after name
im a pussy and im not doing it thoguh  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:00:23 ID: db440a No.8132447 >>8132563

File (hide): 9880f26726928cb⋯.jpg (16.55 KB, 168x320, 21:40, jesterbear_full.jpg)

OH GOD PEDOBEAR JESTER MASCOT THEY FUCKED UP 
WITH THE FROG HAND
http://www.thepastbastard.com/2016/09/royal-order-of-jesters-
announces-new.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:00:39 ID: a380fa No.8132451

>>8132323
They're expecting a mass wave of infections in the future afaik.
Link to story https://archive.fo/E0Ig6  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:01:10 ID: b6a861 No.8132461

>>8132326
It's not that unrelated actually. Because it ties in with the some of the "sacrificial" symbolism we're seeing.
Dear god.. I bet a lot of the blood in western hospitals is not produced in western countries..
Furthermore, white people will probably get blamed for it if this shit gets out.
Even though we know the real perpetrators.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:01:32 ID: 75894d No.8132468 >>8144128

>>8132435

forchan thread about it here: 
https://bo ards.4chan.org/pol/thread/97031998  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:02:20 ID: 8bd268 No.8132490 >>8139735

>>8132435
jesus
if >>>/hebe/ still existed you could of posted it on there
if anyone knows how to hide on the internet its a pedophile  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:02:53 ID: a380fa No.8132500 >>8133148

>>8132418
They knew there was a risk, scientific advisers fully availed the cabinet of the dangers but in order to protect industry, they told the public there was no 
risk.
Crony capitalism at its best.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:05:43 ID: b6a861 No.8132563

>>8132447
At least masons are aware of their issues.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:06 ID: 6ee516 No.8132571 >>8139735

>>8132435
amp.txt is actually a pdf of the menu  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:07:33 ID: b6a861 No.8132615 >>8139735

>>8132435
>you can access the zip files
If you are a very very brave man.

That is a chamber of secrets hiding a serpent.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:09:19 ID: 4a1c14 No.8132660
File (hide): 5c9a8c5b9ddcc1f⋯.jpg (34.42 KB, 436x370, 218:185, poddahm2.jpg)

>>8130483
Nice work, you should put the Dahmer crime scene photo next to the sculpture for impact rather than just 
mention it. I didn't realise how creepy it really was until I saw pic attached.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:14:50 ID: 6ee516 No.8132804 >>8133010 >>8144022

I don't get it. No matter what I try (tried amp, amp2, svtjaymjmgb5p2ui and 6oyu4sgxgly1rhu3) they are all just pdfs of the menu. Tried opening as an 
archive but it said it couldn't do that.
Despite the different file sizes I can't tell a difference between them. Am I missing something?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:15:32 ID: b17fe9 No.8132823

>>8122279
any update from this anon?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:20:13 ID: 6ee516 No.8133010 >>8133071

>>8132804
I don't think this is actually giving the file I'm requesting. Despite different filesizes listed on the actual site, all the files I downloaded were 7.38MB despite 
the website listing one being twice as large as the other. I think unless you put in the download key it'll give you a file by the name you requested (e.g. 
amd.txt) but it's actually just a pdf of the menu with that name.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:39 ID: 6ee516 No.8133071

>>8133010
I just requested aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.zip and it prompted a download. Doing it this way definitely just gives you a pdf of the menu with whatever 
filename you request.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:24:21 ID: 8bd268 No.8133148
File (hide): 6145ab031a2618f⋯.webm (1.46 MB, 640x480, 4:3, We all know who did this ….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8132500
>Crony capitalism at its best.
and we all know the greatest perpetrators of 
that system dont we? :^)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:25:24 ID: 32b420 No.8133180 >>8133217

>>8132171
>tainted blood vector
Bill sold AIDS/HepC tainted blood of prison inmates while Arkansas Governer; would be delicious justice  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:26:15 ID: d672bc No.8133217

>>8133180

gee i wonder why they were moving blood in arkansas fam  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:32:54 ID: 3e0248 No.8133473

Harvesting stem cells from embryos/dead babies to grow red blood cells for blood transfusion. Peter Thiel, "I need young people's blood to make me 
moar stronger!"

 Robert
Lanza, one of the first people to grow red blood cells in a lab on a large
scale, suggests using embryonic stem cells, which could generate 10 times
the amount grown by Douay.

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/18/184595_-os-tech-for-the-first-time-lab-grown-blood-is-pumped-into-a.html  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:34:45 ID: 3dbfa7 No.8133541
File (hide): f22b826adb37523⋯.png (95.08 KB, 494x230, 247:115, RABBIT OWL CONNECTION.png)

http://www.stichtingargus.nl/vrij
metselarij/frame_en.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:42:01 ID: c31894 No.8133783

>>8121385
next time don't post something like this anywhere publically. Anyone can see this, and if there really is something going on they will be watching over all 
the threads.
Only after you collected something interesting come back and present it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:52:13 ID: 526d66 No.8134153
File (hide): e891d69245f6170⋯.jpg (37.92 KB, 584x752, 73:94, vanitas_newtoniana.jpg)

>>8121774
>still not back
Moderate degree of concern  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:59:06 ID: d672bc No.8134385

start going through tripadvisor for pizza reviews, their logo is literally a fucking owl archive fucking everything goy  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:00:53 ID: b8af5e No.8134449

>>8116072
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ7L8GcBOAg  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:03:44 ID: 26b49a No.8134562

>>8130250
>Someone who works directly with Obongo subtly signaling?

>>8131858
>Guy handling Huma investigation thanking Podesta for a pizza party…
Jeez, FBIanon wasn't joking…this involves so many high up individuals.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:04:45 ID: 8c8f4b No.8134596
File (hide): 3bcb807fecf79f4⋯.jpg (55.5 KB, 557x307, 557:307, hollywood_pizza_hint .jpg)

did go under in last threada

did hollywood know? they like 
to seed some truth here and 
there, sometimes.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:11:18 ID: ea4ee7 No.8134888 >>8136159

>>8130250

THAT FUCKING SPIRAL HEART!!  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:16:32 ID: 9c279e No.8135115 >>8135280

>>8131560
Look at this filth so called "cinema", fucking jews.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:20:40 ID: 00e2af No.8135280 >>8137325

File (hide): 31504f61009bc4c⋯.png (104.61 KB, 448x352, 14:11, 1295573556867.png)

>>8135115
>faces of death
>calling it cinema

Anon, I…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:21:51 ID: a380fa No.8135329 >>8136159

File (hide): 4d13f645567ca02⋯.jpg (65.13 KB, 705x422, 705:422, eclair.JPG)

>>8130250
>Remember what she says in the tweet when you checkout the HuffPo link she 
shared. Pay Attention. Maybe just a coincidence…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:38:10 ID: a01afa No.8136080

>>8128722
Check out who's on jimmycomet's profile picture on instagram and read about the symbolism behind it, it'll blow your mind :)  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:39:39 ID: 26b49a No.8136159 >>8137169 >>8139516

File (hide): 799d9c4ddc47916⋯.jpg (38.56 KB, 640x434, 320:217, tl-horizontal_main.jpg)

>>8134888
Triples! Kek confirms!

>>8135329
Check out the story from the original site. The heart is not in the image. Who ever reposted the THRILLIST 
article to HuffPo included it. Reposter is not named. 
https://www.thrillist.com/eat/nation/the-best-ice-cream-truck-popsicles  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:45:08 ID: b8af5e No.8136425 >>8138998

>>8127125
on the right side 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordo_Templi_Orientis  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:50:14 ID: 0172c2 No.8136717

>>8121206
what time, ill check at a seperate time so we dont spook each other.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:50:40 ID: d672bc No.8136749 >>8137303

File (hide): 0b789da42448c24⋯.png (1.88 MB, 2808x2584, 351:323, ClipboardImage.png)

someone on le may 
may chan just found 
attached  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:59:35 ID: a380fa No.8137169

>>8136159
wtf.
Now you mention it, the hand in the repost looks more like a porno screencap.
Like it's jacking off the "icicle".  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:02:44 ID: 26b49a No.8137303 >>8137412

File (hide): facbb815ece1a07⋯.png (506.77 KB, 930x600, 31:20, whenigetyounger.png)

>>8136749
https://archive.is/g4
vfI
>I want to be a 
gucci kid.. 
#whenigetyounger 
>#gucci

…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:03:23 ID: 9c279e No.8137325 >>8137394 >>8137503

>>8135280
All cinema is garbage, i dont care about what russian pretentious prick you consider true cinema, flicks, movies its all the same fuck your kike garbage 
read a book reeee.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:04:51 ID: 00e2af No.8137394 >>8137552

>>8137325
>reading the written jew
I can generalize too. :^)  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:05:25 ID: df8b82 No.8137412 >>8138093

>>8137303
>I'M CIA.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:07:18 ID: a380fa No.8137503

>>8137325
The written word is a crude abstraction of human communication.
Cinema, theatre, dramatic arts are native.
"books" are the equivalent of running on an emulator, inferior.
If I want to look up a part number or a chemical formula, a book is good.
If I want to experience art, then it is a movie, theatre, painting, live or recorded music.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:08:13 ID: 9c279e No.8137552 >>8137623

>>8137394
It's just that films are so poisoned that i can't even bother watching them, like diving thru a sea of shit.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:10:00 ID: 00e2af No.8137623
File (hide): 20bb7ca23259b09⋯.jpg (526.06 KB, 900x1195, 180:239, 1445064810086.jpg)

>>8137552
I don't blame you but shitting on the concept of cinema is no better than blaming a murder on the gun.  Just because 
the jew used it as a subversion too does not mean the tool is suddenly evil or wrong.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:11:03 ID: 95deab No.8137668

>>8127415
notice in the the video the cook refers to the "pork" sausage pizza as the stanley. stanley kubrik reference maybe?  some anon in a previous thread was 
mentioning kubrick's version of lolita and it's long ping pong scene or something along those lines. it's a long shot but who knows at this point  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:16:15 ID: b8af5e No.8137915

>>8125489
the don't drink  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:20:20 ID: 26b49a No.8138093 >>8139013

>>8137412
Not sure what you are trying to imply, but here are some more interesting photos from that account.
https://archive.is/WjZmn
https://archive.is/7Ngt0  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:26:32 ID: 27a488 No.8138441 >>8139735

>>8132435
the thread is wiped please someone have saved it  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:30:59 ID: 9c279e No.8138645

http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi This is worth a read.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:43:40 ID: 50e1fa No.8138998

>>8136425
Yea I thought the 4811 Speedway was closer looking to that oto lodge in Portland then a traditional porch lodge or masonic temple.  

That actually is the Sehkt Maat Lodge followed from an investigation into a large statue of sehkt in oregon

the oto is the English anti-christian mind control apparatus against christian America. It is a sub masonic fraternity that holds a gnostic mass where you 
drink vaginal fluids and that is just the public explanation. The Do what thou wilt narrative has graced such mainstream sensations such as nick Jonas 
and king nigger who wore a Crowley shirt and is a 33rd degree prince hall Freemason.

It is a black lodge or a entrance to an undersea bulbous substructure. May be an oasis or underwater resort this is the elite mind you.

I am referring to  4811 Speedway not the oto in Portland. 

We are looking at an iceberg effect subterranean speaking  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:43:52 ID: df8b82 No.8139013 >>8139582

File (hide): f585bdb20117e58⋯.jpg (73.09 KB, 636x605, 636:605, 4u.jpg)

>>8138093
I'm talking about 
the kid with his 
thumbs in his 
belt.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:47:17 ID: e3afd6 No.8139200

>>8121374
NO ONE SAW THE CHILDREN LEA VE  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:51:54 ID: 50e1fa No.8139416 >>8139493 >>8158492

File (hide): f9c9ecf96c57622⋯.gif (109.36 KB, 500x329, 500:329, 000355.gif)
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:53:47 ID: ea4ee7 No.8139493

>>8139416

I don't want this post to make sense…..

….But dammit. It does.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:54:05 ID: 46b685 No.8139516

>>8136159
"Big Stick" is the best.  The big cheap cylindrical red/orange/yellow swirl looking one  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:57:46 ID: 26b49a No.8139582

>>8139013
Ahh, I got you. 

He even makes jokes about human trafficking.
https://archive.is/1tLtE  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 02:11:06 ID: a92fea No.8139735 >>8139910

>>8132435
>>8132490
>>8132571
>>8132615
>>8138441

This is false. Can't say anything about the supposed image of the directory, but that url is lying around in the html of 
"http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected/"
in the format 
"/app/download/4741080860/MENU.pdf?t=1317991351"
And just leads to a menu, regardless of what filename you slap on the end.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 02:15:36 ID: a01afa No.8139910 >>8140296

>>8139735
it gives you that file instead of an authentication error. if you put in the correct key you'd get the real file  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 02:20:27 ID: 38fbe7 No.8140113
File (hide): 7eec2a13f4e2212⋯.gif (8.33 KB, 170x120, 17:12, owls.gif)

http://www.stichtingargus.nl/vrijmetselarij/owls_r1.
html

Initiation rite of Order of Owls fraternity

"I command you to put your hand in that pot of 
molten lead. " > Podesta's fingers.

OWL IN EPSTEIN ISLAND

search EMAILS:
MINERVA / OWL / RULE

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/68/68381_re-thank-you-.html
George Friedman  / Founder and CEO / STRATFOR == OWL

https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/5680
Hillary Clinton = OWL  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 02:24:24 ID: a92fea No.8140296

>>8139910
By "key" you mean the "?t=numbers" part of the url, right?
1. If that's the case, then why did the person I linked first not say anything about it when telling everyone to get at the files, and why didn't you correct 
him?

2. It's provided with a key in the source link I mentioned, and it'll give you a pdf document  that fits in with a filename of "MENU.pdf" regardless of whether 
or not you have a"key" there. This is true of the other "SPECIALS.pdf" from the same source, and of the actual direct menu links on their menu page.
If these four all say they link to menus, and give you menus, I think I'd say they're probably links to the menus.

If you're wanting to get at the files in that list, I'd say you need a different number in place of the "4741080860", which *does* give you an authentication 
error if you change.

It seemed there were people brute forcing that number earlier, but I haven't seen any progress.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 02:24:34 ID: f84c58 No.8140303

PIZZA PARTY = FRATERNITY MEETING
anon keep digging  
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▶
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mailto:SAGE
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File (hide): 84d339c74b068dc⋯.jpg (78.43 KB,
800x600, 4:3, oathsvoided.jpg)

File (hide): d7005b4f72670bc⋯.jpg (190.83 KB,
620x413, 620:413, dv780037.jpg)

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 02:40:31 ID: 3dbfa7 No.8140947

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:03:46 ID: 9c279e No.8142027

Hey im bumping this.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:13:32 ID: 3dbfa7 No.8142543

SALT LAKE CITY UTAH,
MORMONISM
MULTIPLE WIVES
BREEDING FOOD

SLC IS WHERE THE BREEDER PEOPLE GO TO LEARN HOW TO LIVE ON THE SURFACE OR IN PUBLIC AND MORMANISM IS LIKE A 
CHAPARONE RELIGION TO BRING THESE BREEDER PEOPLE ALLOWED TO LIVE SOMEHOW INTO REAL LIFE.

THEY ARE ENCENTIVISED TO LIVE PROBABLY ON HOW MUCH USE THEY ARE TO THE EVIL ONES  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:27:50 ID: b8af5e No.8143238

>>8129105
>>8129077
check em

interesting bamboo, those types can be very problematic if untamed. i see they have them in boxes so they don't go rogue. the plants can get very thick, 
good for privacy.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:41:56 ID: 6c0474 No.8144022

>>8132804

is there a data region past the pdf file of these files? it maybe they just idiotically concatenate their "hidden" files after the end of the pdf doc. 

check for the ending sequence of pdf files. 

something like:

trailer
&lt;&lt;
/Size 22
/Root 2 0 R
/Info 1 0 R
&gt;&gt;
startxref
24212
%%EOF

definite check for %%EOF as a string. you should be able to detect the header for the next file if there is anything after that.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:43:31 ID: b8af5e No.8144128 >>8145058 >>8145212 >>8145804

>>8132468
https://soundcloud.com/heavybreathing/following
https://soundcloud.com/heavybreathing/followers  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:59:47 ID: ea4ee7 No.8145058 >>8146166

>>8144128

Good point. I think this should help us establish the breadth of this hipster faggot pedo circle.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:02:16 ID: a94a66 No.8145212 >>8145532 >>8145595 >>8146166

>>8144128
Could there be something hidden on these sound files?  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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https://archive.li/o/3S8Bb/8ch.net/pol/res/8115580.html%23q8145212
https://archive.li/o/3S8Bb/8ch.net/pol/res/8115580.html%238145532
https://archive.li/o/3S8Bb/8ch.net/pol/res/8115580.html%238145595
https://archive.li/o/3S8Bb/8ch.net/pol/res/8115580.html%238146166
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:09:39 ID: ea4ee7 No.8145532 >>8146166

>>8145212

Considering the leads in the other thread, that's very possible. Unfortunately, I've had very little luck getting the jpg images out of the mp3s.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:10:34 ID: 000000 No.8145584

I didn't read this thread deeply however:
There is talk about redirecting to the menu, therefore, if someone has the actual files (even if they are encrypted) they should be posted.
Getting them before they go offline is the key.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:10:38 ID: d672bc No.8145595

>>8145212
yes someone who was probably in the know fbibro literally wrote a message to 4chan using code download it all. i am big time into code… long time 
kryptos fag. get it…

btw theres jpgs in the cat fart mp3s if you hex it but i cant get them out. havent found how its in there yet  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:14:01 ID: d672bc No.8145804 >>8145892 >>8145976 >>8146166 >>8153069 >>8160338

>>8144128

THERES PICTURES IN IT. I ALREADY HAVE A GRAB  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:15:17 ID: d672bc No.8145892 >>8146166

>>8145804
theres fucking jpegs in it  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:15:35 ID: b8af5e No.8145918

https://image.jimcdn.com/app/cms/image/transf/none/path/s742dd563442b66d6/image/i40359ef3af7a7bb5/version/1320934312/image.jpg 

picture of mao on the mailing list signup page 

http://www.sashalordpresents.com/comet/ 
a review from the washington ballet. 

liqour lincense, plenty of names
http://abra.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/abra/publication/attachments/5037%20Conn%20Ave%20NW%202006%2019%2006.pdf  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:16:36 ID: a94a66 No.8145976

>>8145804
POST THEM  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:18:12 ID: d672bc No.8146027
File (hide): 42db589037423eb⋯.png (69.37 KB, 565x477, 565:477, ClipboardImage.png)

GET ALL THE SICK FUCKS WHO PLAY MUSIC AT COMET 
AND DOWNLOAD THEIR FUCKING SONGS  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:20:35 ID: b8af5e No.8146166 >>8146182

>>8145892
>>8145804
>>8145532
>>8145212
>>8145058
ugh, it's just for names, the 3 following is more spooky than the followers, but it sinks of pedo avatars n NWO shit.

 what's with this angle? there's been no hints at this stuff. only weird files are on the comet sute: https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/97031998  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:20:57 ID: d672bc No.8146182

some of their songs are literally 100 megabyte mp3s… lol you guys think im stupid

>>8146166  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:26:05 ID: d672bc No.8146451

theres literally a tor file in here

FrB0rTjbNX5x.128.mp3 someone get it i am sitting in my car outside a starbucks with a cantenna  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:27:27 ID: d672bc No.8146529 >>8166517

oh god all the older files are tor files… what the fuck is this shit. my internet is only 1 meg atm  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:37:50 ID: a94a66 No.8147066

Bump  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:47:28 ID: a94a66 No.8147584

>>>/v/11190079
>>>/v/11190087
Shills on /v/  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:08:02 ID: 80e2a7 No.8148476 >>8148683 >>8148920

>>8117185

I have a theory on the handkerchif thing.

In the old testament, the act of marriage was for a man to sleep with his virgin wife. He broke her hymen and she bled, and special sheets were used 
during this act. The woman would typically keep this bloodstained (and probably cum stained) sheet as evidence of her virginity if she was ever accused 
by her husband of not being a virgin for marriage.

So the blasphemy here is that these freaks are demonically marrying young virgin girls, then committing the ultimate perversion of love by slaughtering 
the girl they just became one flesh with. This is an etremely powerful spiritual aact… its like joining your soul to someone then killing part of yourself wih 
the unified partner soul.

I always heard that illuminati types highly valued virgins for their wives… I guess this is abut as sick an as far down the rabbit hole as you can go.

IN tHe naME OF JESUs CHRIST I CALL UPON THE ANGELIC FORCES TO UTTERLY EXPOSE THIS HORRIFIC HELLCANCER. THE LORD 
CONDEMN AND SLAUGHTER THOSE POLLLUTING OUR LAND WITH THIS HORROR. 

Men of no renown, ye nameless, ye blessed…

GOTT MIT UNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:11:27 ID: 46b685 No.8148683

>>8148476
>JESUs CHRIST
Oh well if it's going to be about Jeebus Christfag then count me a girl-lover.

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:17:01 ID: 0431b9 No.8148920

>>8148476
It's black magic at the most basic level. Instead of attaining the discipline through willpower, they are mimicking the manifestations of the other side in 
order to imbue themselves with power.  

The Abrahamic tradition is just another trickster spirit's handiwork. The very stories themselves betray the patterns of the superspectrum rather than the 
arising spirituality of volk traditions.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 05:59:29 ID: 6387ea No.8150946
File (hide): 19628d87ade8f8f⋯.png (217.93 KB, 1970x1192, 985:596, Screen Shot 2016-11-08 at ….png)

INVESTIGATE LUCY MEYER-
TONY PODESTA PIZZA PARTY

!!! THE PIZZA PARTY WAS AT 
HIS HOUSE !!!!!!!!!!! FUCK!!!  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:46:25 ID: ea4ee7 No.8153069 >>8160338

>>8145804

What did you use to rip the file?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:02:52 ID: 8b5523 No.8153931
File (hide): 69e31a8f85196e6⋯.jpg (21.5 KB, 610x321, 610:321, 610-frakes-riker.jpg)

>>8127247
>doesnt have moral values and a spirit deep down which still burns with a passion
>an empty shell posting on /pol/ for the sole reason of "lulz" and "just a prank bro" and not 
because he has a duty to his country and the world

remember that the jews want you to be unfeeling sheep too, emotions and morals are a social 
construct right go-guys?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:07:44 ID: 4e3451 No.8154208

>>8121102

Y'all are thinking about this the wrong way. White rabbit = the thing Alice from Alice in Wonderland was chasing.

It's a symbol for the obvious.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 07:10:34 ID: d672bc No.8154330 >>8157148

I'm high. Do you guys want a red pill suppository you'lll never recover from?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 08:30:45 ID: ea4ee7 No.8157148

>>8154330

Sounds like a wager.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 08:39:42 ID: 0dac8a No.8157395

>>8130250

I thought Wall's ice cream had always had that logo, but maybe not:

http://logos.wikia.com/wiki/Heartbrand

http://logos.wikia.com/wiki/Wall%27s

Wall's also do sausages in the UK…

It looks like Unilever introduced the logo in '98.

Depending on how long that symbol has been used by the nonces, it could possibly be that they have taken it from its use for ice cream brands and the 
like, because of the obvious association…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:24:00 ID: d0babd No.8158492 >>8158950 >>8162981

>>8139416
>rabbits breed like crazy
Holy fuck.

I remember some mason shit from a while ago, where a (supposed) mason claimed how the whole satanist pedo ring is involved in human breeding. How 
they have the kids give birth to more kids, because in some sick ritual you open the third eye (in the prostate), and the younger the kid the more energy is 
released.

They've had human breeding farms for their satanic orgies. Then they kill the rest, and feed them to the people.

I want off this ride.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:30:17 ID: 1e261d No.8158660

>>8122887
The time for rwds is drawing near, imo. This won't be solved by the law.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:44:24 ID: 47b4b1 No.8158950 >>8170484

File (hide): 1345f24065242d3⋯.png (142.29 KB, 339x451, 339:451, 1345f24065242d324227fe8921….png)

>>8158492

pssst remeber Dutroux affair and the photos? There were children pregnant, like 9-11 year old pregnant. Gotta wonder 
if all the GH and estrogen pumped in everything might be a sick way to propel puberty before a certain age mark so 
their rituals have more power.

>mfw
>tfw  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:53:33 ID: 3f7bdc No.8159127

FUCKING LOOK AT THIS SHIT YOU NIGGERS!

>>8158958
13  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 11:00:56 ID: 56e755 No.8160151 >>8160179

>>8122403

that was my point faggot, we don't have to adhere to LEO bullsit  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 11:03:18 ID: 56e755 No.8160179

>>8160151
fug, meant for >>8126053  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 11:13:56 ID: ea4ee7 No.8160338

>>8145804

I'm >>8153069

Seriously, can you help me out on this one. I'm trying to dig further into this, but my Hex Editing skills are lacking and all of the Steg software I try is shit. 
What's your method.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 14:04:56 ID: fd703a No.8162297 >>8162589

Did the investigation stop?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 14:23:24 ID: ea4ee7 No.8162589 >>8165082

>>8162297

No. People are just distracted because of the election.

I, personally, have hit a /tech/-wall here though. I cannot fucking extract these jpgs.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 14:37:50 ID: 760b51 No.8162800 >>8169184

File (hide): a09f40ea96282d5⋯.png (15.04 KB, 504x432, 7:6, 1460171776738.png)

>>8115580 (OP)
hi anons, created a fucking massive pastebin with 
everything from 4ch 8ch pastebin etc all archived

http://pastebin.com/KvD4tjkU
>http://pastebin.com/KvD4tjkU
http://pastebin.com/KvD4tjkU
>http://pastebin.com/KvD4tjkU

dog blezz ameriga  
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File (hide):
16b1fe1c85459d0⋯.png
(328.94 KB, 1320x2641, 1320:2641,
readit2.png)

File (hide):
684223d83d07da1⋯.png
(244.67 KB, 1334x2712, 667:1356,
readit.png)

File (hide): 6b46d6c6ebbdc4d⋯.jpg (399.48 KB,
902x789, 902:789, pepe profane.jpg)

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 14:49:33 ID: 45cf40 No.8162981 >>8165931 >>8166517 >>8170811 >>8175906

>>8158492
yep

took a while but I was nudged in the right direction. I do not think it is as black and white as it seems there are insiders who do not like this.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:03:25 ID: 4bcad7 No.8164210

Just so that this concept doesn't get slide as a consequence of all the celebration.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:03:47 ID: 47b4b1 No.8164221

BUMP

THIS ISN'T OVER YET F AGGOTS  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:23:24 ID: 1849a9 No.8164625

Bump  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:40:20 ID: 0ebd36 No.8165082 >>8165456

>>8162589
Didn't Wikileaks release a bunch of hashes that everyone thought was the dead man's switch?

Could those tweets hold the encryption key?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:50:28 ID: 47b4b1 No.8165456

>>8165082

I doubt assange would realease cp opening keys  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:10:33 ID: d0babd No.8165931

>>8162981
Holy fucking shit.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:22:05 ID: d0babd No.8166149

>>8132435
We need to check that amp.txt and the one above it.

Those are the only ones who have actual dates. The others appear to be dummies.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:40:43 ID: d0babd No.8166517

>>8146529
Oh fuck, the TOR files are coordinates: >>8162981

Anon, you still there?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:03:21 ID: fd703a No.8166906 >>8167611

This was posted as a present by a strange OP

https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24445

I think it has to do with this.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:21:25 ID: e72852 No.8167165
File (hide): 1c0bf1daf2f9942⋯.png (2.87 MB, 1178x2325, 38:75, rabbit.png)  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:48:56 ID: d0babd No.8167611 >>8167997

>>8166906
>The ChildMind is the only independent, nonprofit organization exclusively dedicated to transforming mental health care br the world's children to enable 
them to reach their full potential.

>We are committed to finding more effective treatments for childhood psychiatric and learning disorders, science of healthy brain development, and 
embowering children and their abilities the information they need to act. 

>The ChildMind institute does not accept funding from the pharmaceutical industry.

Totally not MK ULTRA, guys.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:16:59 ID: d0babd No.8167997 >>8168005

>>8167611
>UNCLASSIFIED U.S. Department of State Case No. F-2014-20439 Doc No. C05785585 Date: 10/30/2015 

>Disorders to issues of concern to all parents:

>We have enlisted the leading child mental health experts from all over the world as well as our own clinic to make videos and write articles on a wide 
range of topics including ADHD, depression, eating disorders, cyberbullying, sex, and discipline. 
Discussing, writing articles and making videos on sex and discipline with children.

>We will open the doors to our new 24,000 square-foot headquarters at 445 Park Avenue (our private entrance is on 56th Street) on March 21. When 
children walk into CN's new home, they will enter a two-story space that is child - and family - friendly with play areas , private waiting areas, a cafe 
featuring vending machines filled with healthy snacks, Wi-Fi hotspots, and wonderful meeting rooms. Our clinical offices provide us with the latest 
technology including the ability to record sessions in order to monitor research, training, and treatment outcomes. The space is designed so that clinicians 
and researchers work side by side and collaboratively to help develop better understanding and treatment of child and adolescent psychiatric disorder, 
So the complex is basically made for parents to leave their kids there, where they'll record treatment.

The rest is apparently a list of institutes and people associated with this place, but it's absolutely unreadable.
>National Children Mental Health Awareness Week, the ChildMind Institute has taken the American Academy of Child & Adolescent (?)
>Hunter E c ie it USA, a r id PCO"?.!ltS magazine to p r e e n t . (?)
>Speck Up for Kids! - a in a t io n w iz ie C.:.-..lin p 2 , g r designed to help in or a parents and Ze3Chr.S. 
>racoani:te tte e ig n s a n d iiir e a io to a tis of childhood mental illness  
>H i ..inicire.O s hea oii-:;:feSSCat.: c o u ,n i7 v will share their expertise in Sf?,:74: Up fC,ir ta lk s . 
>And on May 17 the Adorn f f e v K a t : a Memorial Lezture Mt Led . . ..; 
>adolescent ran R , . the : ! _ the experts • 7 e :d reCOgH.Zed c e ;., r.-.; r it y a b o ….:t h is D H D a sn d c i is L e a . o f it s d n d c r ir r-tr n .
>.e iz i to .-. c.-;..!, : t e r ihat is .crisis with real education and 7.v :d v r;c a c v , and the can the d ii , i' ra fiiic e , t 3 grow and develop new opportunities 
>n E r s. ,,D s a n c ', n t o b a t e n e w ii i :,-j: ; t iv e s , we look for . . w . ::o and are 03 for e i world in e v a c 'i ffria la i s . a ile r s f r o m p s y c h ia t r ic 
ili. n e s s — a ,a d ia iiiva ic h a ll e ia ii.d r e n c a n r e a c h th e ir fu li o c a e r a iiie e

So, tl;dr: a giant shrink and psychiatric office, exclusively for dealing with children and adolescents. Apparently with a focus on sex and discipline, as well 
as recording treatment.

Dunno, this coincides perfectly with the pedofiles leaks, so I'm guessing start digging.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:17:41 ID: d0babd No.8168005

>>8167997
Oh yeah, this was from a Hillary Clinton archive.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:53:16 ID: 0e4780 No.8168502 >>8168989

Creepy factory burns down

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmqsXh4cCv8

This article talks about what the factory used to be, but oddly doesn't detail who the "mulching company" is that owns it now.

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/major-fire-lackawanna-bethlehem-steel-new-york/

I think this "mulching company" is in need of an autit.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:25:12 ID: 8631ef No.8168989

>>8168502
http://www.steelstacks.org/about/what-is-steelstacks/  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:27:43 ID: 949b99 No.8169026 >>8169096

File (hide): 75daa8622565f77⋯.jpg (40.2 KB, 636x358, 318:179, 5.jpg)

just got here. any anon 
can catch me up to speed 
on whats habbening?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:30:59 ID: 8bd268 No.8169096 >>8169128

>>8169026
Bidens going to fuck as many kids as he can before the cult gets the lid blown off it I see  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:32:52 ID: 949b99 No.8169128 >>8169263 >>8169275 >>8169635

File (hide): d5d9ca2682a2e90⋯.webm (1.34 MB, 468x512, 117:128, 5.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8169096  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:35:54 ID: 949b99 No.8169184

>>8162800
nice work  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:40:53 ID: 8bd268 No.8169263

>>8169128
>when your grandfather threatens your father with disownment if father wont let grandfather take you to a nighttime meeting with an american vice 
president
poor girl probably got sold to Biden in return for the US not interfering in Chinese affairs in a certain shithole somewhere  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:41:44 ID: 49a86a No.8169275 >>8169323

>>8169128
God Biden is creepy as fuck. Doing that kind of thing is just barely not creepy when its your cousin or sibling. Its as if he's grooming his own Asian child 
sex slave.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:44:29 ID: 8bd268 No.8169323

>>8169275
>he's grooming his own Asian child sex slave.
spot on
wonder if the kids been seen in  public anymore  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:03:53 ID: 613fc2 No.8169635 >>8169694 >>8173263

>>8169128
Even I know not to do that shit!  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:07:43 ID: 949b99 No.8169694
File (hide): 7001eefe2ffcd66⋯.webm (338.52 KB, 600x338, 300:169, 6.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8169635
kek  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:50:49 ID: 58e54a No.8170307 >>8173338

File (hide): 06647089e1bfa93⋯.jpg (171.57 KB, 800x600, 4:3, hamilton.jpg)

Is that Lewis Hamilton, 3 time Formula 1 world 
champion and boyfriend of nicole scherzinger?  

File (hide): d90eb29c20fc8c8⋯.gif
(46.89 KB, 306x469, 306:469,
1414395489264.gif)

File (hide):
6db73772405e57d⋯.png
(4.23 MB,
1239x6713,
177:959,
34a66c.png)

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:01:57 ID: 8b5523 No.8170452 >>8172016 >>8172352 >>8173653

>>8121774
anon, the others might have forgotten, but i remember your sacrifice. i will not let it be in vain. i know that kek was watching out for you but it may not 
have been enough. you died doing what you knew was right. god speed, you glorious faggot.

this collage i made in paint is the least amount of effort i could do to honor you.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:04:22 ID: 1ac376 No.8170484

>>8158950
>MFW it all makes sense
>MFW i have no face  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:31:15 ID: 9f37f4 No.8170811 >>8170940

>>8162981
To whatever extent these accusations are true, it's obvious that we may as well be in a cyberpunk RPG at this point.  Between the spooky AI, the satanic 
rituals, and the rebirth of ancient Egyptian religious/magical practices all the key notes have been hit.  It's past time that we started sending protagonists 
to storm their dungeons and topple their temples.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:41:35 ID: 9f37f4 No.8170940

>>8170811 (self-checked)
Praise Kek.  If you go someplace spooky, don't forget to take a camera and to save your progress to the Wired as you go.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:01:32 ID: eac3e0 No.8171184

GUYS GET IN HERE  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:55:06 ID: ea4ee7 No.8172016 >>8172055 >>8174804 >>8180229

>>8170452

HE DEATH HE HAS A NAME.

HIS NAME WAS 34a66c.

New protocols people: 

1) Don't fucking advertise a LARP investigation.

2) Have a life insurance file set up in the event that you don't come back. We need to confirm your identity and that you're dead so that we can add it to 
the list of these fuckers' offenses.

I know you fuckers are reading this right now. This isn't over.

We know where you are and we know what you're doing. At the moment, that's all we need to know.

You're time will come.

Praise Christ.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:57:26 ID: ea4ee7 No.8172055

>>8172016

Current year. Nice.

Forgive the typo, 34a66c.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:14:52 ID: ea4ee7 No.8172352 >>8180229

>>8170452

That's not the right archive. It directs to some gook site.

Please tell me someone has an archive of that thread.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:57:24 ID: 5e1fb6 No.8172966

Hidden file page from comet pizza site with .onion extensions. FBI may have the file names on record even if they are deleted from tor. Whoever has high 
quality screenshots please forward to fbi.
https:  //www.techdirt.com/articles/20161108/07362735989/unsealed-warrant-shows-fbi-malware-affected-innocent-tor-users-while-agency-ran-more-
than-20-child-porn-sites.shtml  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:21:17 ID: e2e8c3 No.8173263

>>8169635
>Even I know not to do that shit!
what do you mean? Are you a pedo too?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:26:12 ID: e2e8c3 No.8173338

>>8170307
that's not lewis hamilton…  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:44:53 ID: 61593b No.8173620

>>8129811
>>8129838
>>8129870
I meant that as a reaction pic. Just realized how autistic I am for posting it in a thread like this where it could be easily misinterpreted, not trying to spread 
misinformation.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:47:30 ID: ea4ee7 No.8173653 >>8177977 >>8177996 >>8180229

I'm making a new thread that consolidates this one and the Dr. Pong thread here >>8173499 .

Does anyone have the original archive for the Marina Delray building thread as described here >>8170452 ?

The archive listed in the image is wrong, and we need to get all of the info in one place..  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:49:14 ID: 61593b No.8173681 >>8173916 >>8174204

File (hide): d2cbe90a3713c7c⋯.png (649.75 KB, 964x640, 241:160, christmas.png)

So is this actually Obama? I can't tell. It says #whitehousechristmasparty. Does someone have 
the archive I want to know if this picture is real.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:56:53 ID: b41fee No.8173802

I apologize for my newfagginess.

The wrenches look like freemason symbol upside down.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:05:46 ID: e2e8c3 No.8173916 >>8174204

>>8173681
funny that he does look like Obama (a lot, probably is) but jimmy doesn't use any hashtag #obama on the comments.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:21:38 ID: 61593b No.8174204

>>8173681
>>8173916
In the comments he says "you're my date for next year" to someone who said "#gonnastealyourpicandpretendiwasthere" so it seems like jimmy was 
there, but maybe he just found the picture of him playing ping pong on the internet and thought it was funny to pretend like he was idk. Anyway found the 
archive:
https://archive.is/4uB5R  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:40:37 ID: 76a125 No.8174531 >>8174953

Guys, given that this
>>8132435
actually happened,
maybe it's worth taking another look at this info:
>>8115580 (OP)
>>8115650

Btw
TRUMP 2016
LIVING THE DREAM  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:57:31 ID: 76a125 No.8174804 >>8176921 >>8180229

>>8172016
Details on what a life insurance file consists of?

Any suggestions on how to setup a timed reveal of ones identity?
E.g.
> I'm leaving to LARP now and setting up a server that will automatically reveal my identity if I don't stop it before x o'clock?

Honestly, if you're willing to LARP in this investigation, maybe the safest thing to do is go the opposite of anon: reveal your full identity and face and then 
gopro the whole fucking LARP. That way, if you decide to an hero yourself with a shotgun to the back of the head whilst hogtied and any news outlet 
whatsoever reports on your death, there'll be thousands of anons who'll know the truth and be willing to avenge you.
> suicide prevention technique  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 03:08:01 ID: c95307 No.8174953

>>8174531
>https:  //www.techdirt.com/articles/20161108/07362735989/unsealed-warrant-shows-fbi-malware-affected-innocent-tor-users-while-agency-ran-more-
than-20-child-porn-sites.shtml  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:09:48 ID: 0f408b No.8175906

>>8162981
No way, the statue of Jabuhlon is even the same drawing in Dictionnaire Infernal. I always thought that Freemasons just like to power play and plan 
schemes, guess I was wrong. 

All this occult shit makes me think that there is some truth to it all  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 05:22:04 ID: d7228d No.8176921

>>8174804
>Details on what a life insurance file consists of?

Yes. Considering options and the best way to do it while still maintaining semi-anonymity. Tricky business.

>Honestly, if you're willing to LARP in this investigation, maybe the safest thing to do is go the opposite of anon: reveal your full identity and face and then 
gopro the whole fucking LARP. That way, if you decide to an hero yourself with a shotgun to the back of the head whilst hogtied and any news outlet 
whatsoever reports on your death, there'll be thousands of anons who'll know the truth and be willing to avenge you.

I'm not at that point yet. But I'm getting there. Good idea.

Whatever happens, it will involve a necessary investment in a camera and firearm.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:46:52 ID: 46f908 No.8177977 >>8177996

>>8173653
thread is still in the catalog >>8119966  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:48:39 ID: 46f908 No.8177996 >>8178070 >>8180229

>>8177977
>>8173653
archive here https://archive.fo/ZQY11  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:57:07 ID: d7228d No.8178070

>>8177996

Aw fuck, I'm an idiot.

Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:58:29 ID: 5210fc No.8178081

>election over

feels good to be able to dig in peace tbh lads  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 11:44:18 ID: 8b5523 No.8180229 >>8180298 >>8180401

>>8172352
>>8173653
>>8177996

archive.is is acting strange lately, but the archive links both work. i just checked them. most of the actual information about scdc was from the reddit posts, 
so i feel like either archive works for this purpose as long as it gets you to those infographics to get you up to speed. i chose the /x/ thread, because that's 
the one 34a66c links to himself.

archive.is/eGHqw
archive.is/Iz4zf

i'm honestly scared shitless lads. when i shitposted in this thread before i never thought it would be life or death. i thought 34a66c would just walk past on 
the sidewalk and it'd be over. this is the real deal. we gotta prepare like suggested by >>8172016

i dont think we're quite ready for >>8174804
it may do more harm than good if we reveal our actual identities but honestly i cant think straight. this is all hitting me like a sack of bricks. anyone else 
who goes to any of these places, read as much as you can about them first, be prepared, and arm yourself. and dont fucking post about it here or you'll 
get iced. this is not a drill! every person who disappears investigating these places makes it less likely that someone else will go, so if you do it, make it 
count!  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 11:56:50 ID: ea4ee7 No.8180298

>>8180229

I'm archiving both of these threads now.

What I'm having trouble findning at the moment are resources that cover SLC. Apparently there are older threads with additional documentation, but I 
can't find any. Other than that, I'm ready to conjoin the two.

If he really is….dead….I don't want him to fade into obscurity. This needs a fucking sticky and TOTAL ATTENTION!  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 12:14:50 ID: ea4ee7 No.8180401

>>8180229

Dammit, I'm fuckin' tired. Didn't realize that you meant those were the Archives. Thanks.  

[  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / antizion / asmr / aus / brit / fringe / kc / u / zoo ][ watchlist ]
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

PING PONG 2: ELECTRIC KILL ALL PEDOS Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 12:41:39 ID: 22d2d5 No.8180593  >>8180835 >>8183391 >>8183586 >>8183771 >>8184025
>>8184084 >>8184369 >>8184890 >>8185709 >>8186413 >>8186647 >>8186674 >>8187224 >>8187764 >>8187878 >>8191569 [Watch Thread]

MODS PLEASE STICKY

The God Emperor has won and we are all, understandably, experiencing neigh-permanent erections right now. The salt has been glorious. That being said, we have 
been distracted from two major developments on the pedophile front of our investigations against Hillary and the 2/3 corrupt government that shares her–and 
Molesta's–appetites.

The Comet Ping Pong angle has been milked pretty thoroughly in terms of identifying the larger culture within its circle as well as their hipster attitude towards 
pedophilia as a chic, compulsory practice. Hipsters are one step below the elite, and one step closer to Joe Blow in terms of cultural positioning, thus making it 
easier for the kikes to introduce child-fucking into the mainstream one baby step at a time (no pun intended). Obviously, smoke means fire, and the US doesn't have 

▶
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a monopoly on hipsters, and so a poster on r/The_Donald outsourced somewhat by looking into the same hipster-types across the pond in Germany. Enter Dr. Pong, 
a Berlin-based techy.

https://i.sli.mg/Ey3aib

Autism directed at Pong revealed both a connection to the same hipster culture, the same pizza-based code words, and an interest in data compression designed to 
more seamlessly hide data within mundane images. He refers to this technology as "SchweinPeg" and the extension is .pig. Beyond a frontal shot of his shop and 
the name Oslo however, little else known about him and his connections to the pedos. Anon would later make a connection between Pong's MO and previous finds 
in the emails. 

The observation was made that Podesta's emails revealed login details to a catch all email which is from a Stratfor employee and his email address was a personal 
domain which contained an open dir found on the archive that contains suspiciously named mp3 files. Incidentally, almost immediately after this was discovered, they 
shut it down and changed the password.

https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/

The mp3s are all still accessible and, if played, they sound unremarkable. However, an audio anon discovered that the mp3s are padded with other data. Once they 
were microscoped using a HexEditor, they revealed jpgs. Ripping has been, thusfar, unsuccessful. That being said, this reveals stegnography to be a verifiable motif 
of the pedo culture to which DrPong, CPP, and Podesta all belong.

Following the steg lead, Anon pointed out that /x/'s due diligence made a surprising, albeit iffy, connection between the white rabbit outside the SLC daycare and the 
steg MO by backtracing the image online (example embedded). Not certain what the meaning of this development is, but the site it leads to is probably hiding 
something behind its bizarre presentation. Keep in mind however, this might be a false lead since /x/ has pointed out that someone may have put the rabbit image on 
the DIY Church site after the house got significant attention. We should be able to confirm when it was posted though.

Incidentally, and even stranger, the SLC rabbit apparently reminded a Torfag of a house in LA where a similar design was spotted:

4865 Speedway 
Marina Del Rey
CA, 90292

Aside from looking shady as fuck, the structure had surveillance installed on the roof. And a van was parked right next to it with the same symmetrical pedo imagery, 
identified by the FBI unclassified docs, along with suspiciously low prices for "Special Plumbing Service" and. 

Brave LARPer 34a66c–who's tale is in one of the images–volunteered to scope out the place, saying that he'd be back in 12 hours….It's been two days. Suicided, 
V&, no idea. But he hasn't squawked in. If he is dead, we can't let his sacrifice be in vain. We have to keep going and research this house.

https://archive.li/o/OLt7u/https://i.sli.mg/Ey3aib
https://archive.li/o/OLt7u/https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 12:44:13 ID: 22d2d5 No.8180606 >>8184430 >>8187224

Not directly related to everything else, but still relevant is Adam Rubin's Secret Pizza Party, which is market a kids book. If you read along though, it's 
obviously a guide for pedos and a desensitizer for kids who aren't totally aware what the real meaning of "pizza" is. Di Blasio read this shit to 
kindergartners. I'd be willing to bet he knows what it really means and that the book has made even more rounds among the elite beyond himself. 

So here are the priorities:

1) Investigate Dr. Pong and, possibly, his SchweinPeg software.

2) Get the /tech/s to organize and rip suspect images and audio files for hidden messages and possible CP to pin on Podesta and friends.

3) Establish a solid commonality of this 'hidden file' behavior among hipster pedophiles, which should lead to yet more hidden data.

4) Do more research on the SLC DayCare and its connection to the Marina Delray building with the White Rabbit on the front.

5) Connect the "secret pizza" lingo to as many high ranking pedos as possible so as to get a fuller picture as to the size of this network. (Lowest Priority)

If 34a66c truly was suicided and/or v& for the cause, then we need to honor his sacrifice and keep going til we hit paydirt.

Original Dr. Pong thread: https://archive.is/VxQvD
Original Comet Ping Pong thread: https://archive.is/3S8Bb
Original SLC DayCare thread: https://archive.is/eGHqw  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 12:46:51 ID: 22d2d5 No.8180623 >>8183382 >>8183525 >>8183738 >>8187224 >>8187624

File (hide): 66be78f4e9c8452⋯.webm (10.41 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, 66be78f4e9c8452788a74dfd5….webm) [play once] [loop]

White Rabbit connection to DIY Church.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 12:53:08 ID: 4002be No.8180666 >>8180690 >>8180702 >>8185387 >>8185924 >>8192900

good thread anon. really quickly gets you up to speed reposting my reply in the other thread as requested >>8180531

i'm hesitant to post this. there's one thing i never posted in this thread. it could be something, could be nothing. within five minutes of posting my 
infographic, i got a call from a number in alabama (1-256-990-4846). it rang for half a second, then went straight to voicemail. i checked my voicemail, 
and the message was automatically put in my saved messages without my consent. looking up the number it's apparently a credit card scam, and i could 
write it off as that, but the wording spooked me to no end.

https://archive.is/0bsTu

http://vocaroo.com/i/s1zaK9J6VvJS (sorry it's quiet)

"Your eligibility expired today. Consider this your final notice."

i dont even know what's relevant or not anymore, or what's a conspiracy or not. like i said, maybe nothing, but the timing, and the fact that my number is 
NOWHERE on the internet, really got to me. i honestly think that even posting that i really got the call might confirm they have the right number and bring 
down something on my head. a few people even say in the archive above that the number came in as a government call and that calling back the 
number, it was disconnected.  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 12:55:43 ID: 4002be No.8180690

>>8180663
i dont doubt it's probably a scam, and yes i am jumpy as shit right now. but it's worth documenting in case other anons got similar calls from that number 
or what have you
>>8180666
satan trips. fuck me.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 12:56:32 ID: 22d2d5 No.8180702

>>8180666

Uuuuhhhh….

I WAS gonna say that you have nothing to worry about before those trips.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 13:23:33 ID: e87a95 No.8180835 >>8194431

>>8180593 (OP)
I think it's important for people to listen/read the Greenbaum speech. It shows what we're dealing with, since i'm sure the same satanic cults mentined 
there are the same from the Podesta emails. D. Corydon Hammond  mentiones some of the victim's relatives (who are very likelly cult members ) have 
positions in the army and CIA.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FUersarZuo
http://www.whale.to/b/greenbaum.html

Someone mentiaoned in a previous thread that a picture of Kim Noble was hanging inside Comet Pizza (i don't have a soure for that). This is her flickr: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kimnoble/sets/72157626474399453/with/7082891411/
She apparently has multiple personalities and depicts the same abuse described in the speech.  
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File (hide): f3efb60243cb5a2⋯.png (975.17 KB,
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 14:11:23 ID: 4002be No.8181203 >>8181660 >>8181873 >>8182979 >>8185303 >>8185886 >>8187224 >>8188986

first two pictures are from a thread i found about scdc on 4archive https://archive.is/78pzI

not sure if they've been discussed here yet but i think the pic through the window is the only picture that's been taken of inside, that we have. it looks like 
the middle of the day, and the lights are on and the mexican woman mentioned before is there, but all the cubbys are empty and there's no kids around. 
the other one shows the fact that graffiti was recently painted over (poorly), but the ac is leaking fluid all over the sidewalk.

the last two are looking deeper into the streetview of the second rabbit. i think people saw the rabbit then kinda didnt keep looking. first thing i noticed is 
this logo in the window, as far as i can tell it says "hellbent 012" but im not getting useful info about that on google. the second photo is of the security 
camera again but this time showing the cabling running from it. it's not a closed circuit camera. it links directly to the phone line, which suggests to me that 
it goes right to the police. i have no idea though honestly, im not an expert on security systems.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 14:35:06 ID: bedf4e No.8181413 >>8188453

File (hide): d1f71fb311464e4⋯.png (280.76 KB, 362x723, 362:723, kek_vult.png)

Thanks for keeping this going OP and all participants. I haven't forgotten about this effort despite the election.

I wasn't digging too deep myself but I have been lurking all these pedo threads. Great work all diggers. You've opened my eyes to 
shit I thought was unsubstantiated /x/ and /fringe/ before all this happened. Keep at it, looking forward to seeing these fuckers 
taken down. Have a bump and my favourite holy pepe.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 14:41:31 ID: 5e3de0 No.8181472 >>8181564 >>8181568

Some local militia should just raid these places.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 14:50:34 ID: 041a3c No.8181564

>>8181472
yep… use pick axes to look for hidden areas and cellars. just fucking 3 am raid em .  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 14:51:21 ID: 041a3c No.8181568 >>8181623

>>8181472
they can be swatted…… has been done before  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 14:58:28 ID: 7b24da No.8181623

>>8181568
But can they be RWDS'd?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 15:04:00 ID: 5e3de0 No.8181660 >>8181914 >>8185788 >>8193834

>>8181203
Was looking through that archive and this came to mind after 
seeing the image of "the finders", CIA and satanism  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 15:28:02 ID: 5fad8a No.8181873 >>8181914

>>8181203
AC is just dripping condensation.  I think the camera was just put where the electricity was going into the building to make it stand out less.  I don't think it 
would be wired out to anywhere.  If it was a government placed camera you wouldn't see it, it would be on another building or something.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 15:32:31 ID: 4002be No.8181914 >>8182162 >>8185886

>>8181873
i see your point. doesnt detract from the fact this is the only building i saw on the block that had a security camera though. like i said, not an expert, just 
making observations.

>>8181660
i'm watching this now  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 15:51:32 ID: 6b79a0 No.8182086

I thought places like LA, Portland, and Seattle were mostly where human trafficking routed into and around the US.

Aren't port areas usually their safest bet?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 16:02:30 ID: 5e3de0 No.8182162

>>8181914
I watched it a few years ago, but rewatching it now I'm noticing a lot of things I missed the first time.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 16:37:53 ID: aba027 No.8182592 >>8182783 >>8183832 >>8184829

File (hide): f40572fca62d2de⋯.jpg (90.82 KB, 533x1199, 533:1199, Cwta8MFUkAANZmn.jpg)

What's the source of this image? I don't think this is Maddy, but this is still suspicious enough to be worth identifying the people 
involved with a card game and a zip tied girl…  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 16:50:57 ID: feef97 No.8182753

Anyone make progress yet on cracking the steno in those audio files?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 16:53:56 ID: c65064 No.8182783 >>8183832 >>8184650

File (hide): b0626e12d5bbafe⋯.png (902.36 KB, 769x717, 769:717, 1467060317830-1.png)

>>8182592
looks like the end of her sleeve going under her hands. Also she seems to be holding cards, with tied 
hands she'd be unable to play, so why bother  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 16:58:49 ID: c582e2 No.8182841 >>8186526

File (hide): bbdb562167a2c2c⋯.jpg (129.12 KB, 576x768, 3:4, X9UsKQv94dwaO_VMAA1aOTIRCa….jpg)

Now this is how an OP is done. Bump and 
sticky requested.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:10:30 ID: fe00bc No.8182974

Holy fucking shit niggers. How the hell haven't I been knowing of this shit until now. Bump.

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:10:44 ID: c582e2 No.8182979
File (hide): 6aa9639e05ec79c⋯.png (22.39 KB, 946x241, 946:241, aInztLP[1].png)

>>8181203
Posting a little more about the SLC saga. The daycare was one of five companies on the receipt for a 
shipment of 16,000 pounds of jewelry from China. One of the other companies is connected to a known 
pedo who runs a bait shop in Idaho. This is about the point where people lost interest and stopped 
investigating. 

http://pastebin.com/4Yxptxve  
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File (hide): b776e773ae4a11c⋯.png (69.68 KB,
972x168, 81:14, Screen Shot 2016-11-11 at ….png)

File (hide): 09bf2c564248370⋯.jpg (93.01 KB,
842x840, 421:420, 1478796644753.jpg)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:33:16 ID: b2fffc No.8183243

BELIEVING A SIGN OF PEPE
BEYOND THE HARD TIMES FROM NOW

▶
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File (hide): 80db18751be2caa⋯.png (77.48 KB, 1024x1024, 1:1, 1440717968739.png)

collected jimmycomet pizza/pedo archives

Comet pizza video

https://vimeo.com/190144149

Bucks fishing and camping

https://archive.is/VMGH5

taped kid comet pizza instagram: https://archive.is/YJJnJ

This one really bugs me. wtf is going on here.

first pizza baby never the same: https://archive.is/atCyL

child keeps asking for the sword: https://archive.is/Sho1T

jimmy comet inside tony podestas house: https://archive.is/LIHTn

proof they know each other

jimmy comet esoteric gay: https://archive.is/mPjqm

Obama whitehouse christmas party ping pong kid jimmy comet: https://archive.is/4uB5R

like for real

panda cumhole: https://archive.is/YYzX2

why does daddy like butt: https://archive.is/2QuWs

beauty pizza: https://archive.is/1u6Rp

abramovic: https://archive.is/C2Vgn

jimmy commet hillary clinton: https://archive.fo/Jeh0X

proof they all know each other

baby selling: https://archive.is/lzWz8

storm outreach Terasola symbol, kid stealing: https://archive.is/xebN1

moloch kerchief: https://archive.fo/rDz6r

"moloch machine" is fromfritz lang's old scifi movie "metropolis"

gay loves kids: https://archive.is/J0qbI

his shirt means "i love kids" some anon pointed out that is the name of a restaurant which doesn't make it any less weird

boum boum room: https://archive.is/uNHTi

"chickenlovers" : https://archive.is/1ZbjH

that's slang for a pedo into young boys

more chicken: https://archive.is/p7dU8

not for children: https://archive.is/04A48

nsfw  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:45:51 ID: 672c28 No.8183382

>>8180623
I… what?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:46:30 ID: 35284b No.8183391
File (hide): afdd70e6a4d39b8⋯.webm (6.71 MB, 640x360, 16:9, can't get these thoughts ….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8180593 (OP)
>PING PONG 2
oh boy  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:46:48 ID: 28626d No.8183395 >>8183423

So does anyone else live in Marina Del Rey, CA? We need an non to go retrieve 34a66c's body and give him a proper burial so he'll be accepted by Kek 
in the afterlife.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:49:37 ID: 789044 No.8183423

>>8183395
>implying they don't have him in a barrel of acid already
it's too late, he flew too close to the sun  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:57:45 ID: 4002be No.8183515 >>8183732 >>8185423 >>8186243

in the interest of consolidating info, and getting the word out:

if you are going to investigate in person ANY of the locations listed here, write as little about it here as possible beforehand, zero posts being preferable. 
do not post until you have pictures or a report. i will repeat:

DO NOT REPLY TO THIS THREAD O R ANY COMET/RABBIT THREAD IF YOU ARE GOING T O INVESTIGATE IN PERSON

we are being watched. accounts are being closed, information is being taken down from the web as we discover it regarding this. they know we're onto 
them. you are putting yourself at unnecessary risk if you post your plans here.

when you have a report, and you're ready and safe, you are then free to post it, and you will be recognized for your efforts. NOT EARLIER!  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 17:58:27 ID: 23abf3 No.8183525

>>8180623
These files are being preserved somewhere, right? I know no one wants to be the guy who has saved the encrypted CP on his computer, but we need to 
find some way of preserving this stuff. This is evidence in a criminal investigation (or, it will be in about 6 months, once the FBI finishes its civil war and 
gets around to formally investigating this stuff).

Although this isn't directly connected to Pedosta, as far as I can remember (creepy green daycare -> white rabbit -> diychurch.com, right?), this is very 
clearly the same kind of shit that they were talking about on drpong.com, which is connected to Podesta.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:04:02 ID: 000000 No.8183586 >>8184060 >>8185341

>>8180593 (OP)

Just because a binary file contains the string "jpg" doesn't mean there are jpg files embedded in it. Stego software generally don't preserve the original 
filename in the file. Especially not in cleartext. If that was the case, you'd see the whole filename with hex editor, not just a random occurence of jpg.

For example if I run strings on my Linux kernel image I get the output:

user@dev1 /boot $ sudo strings vmlinuz |grep -i jpg
(aJPG
-jPG]
h|JPG

Still my kernel doesnt have jpg's in it. And no, the boot time Tux logo isn't enabled.

I'm not saying there can't be anything embedded in those MP3 files. But the existence of the string jpg in hex editor doesn't mean anything. We have to 
know the stego software used to hide the data. If it's something custom made, we'd need a super crypto autist to crack it.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:08:33 ID: 7bd3c3 No.8183631 >>8183676

Do we havr any actuallly solid leads outside of the logos? Everything else just seems so fetched up and circumstantal.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:12:03 ID: 28626d No.8183676

>>8183631
Nigger, we have Wikileaks emails and photographic proof from James Alefantis' instagram account. Read the dozens of archives on old threads before 
you shit up the thread like a mexican.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:16:44 ID: 5e3de0 No.8183732 >>8183907

>>8183515
Has 34a66c shown up anywhere? The anon gave the time and location of when/where he'd show up. Also, the archive link in the OP's first image is 
inaccurate for the /pol/ thread. https://archive.is/3S8Bb

He asked for kek's protection and didn't even get dubs  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:17:02 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8183738

>>8180623

What the fuck am I looking at?  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:18:23 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8183759
File (hide): 67229f2b8656ead⋯.jpg (197.29 KB, 720x480, 3:2, Baikal.jpg)

BURN 
THE 
SWAM
P  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:19:04 ID: 664b04 No.8183771

>>8180593 (OP)
Please please someone look into this to see if there is any connection. I so wish I had time to help in this effort, but unfortunately I don't. 
This was posted on Reddit last year, Reddit shut it down quickly…it got really weird. I'm pretty sure it got tied back to John Brennan.
A daycare in SLC…https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiro/comments/2tvdzs/slc_creepy_daycare_saga/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:22:44 ID: 664b04 No.8183809

Here's a better link for the SLC Daycare
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiro/comments/5bl31z/connection_between_podesta_ring_and_slc_daycare/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:25:00 ID: 23abf3 No.8183832 >>8184778

>>8182783
Nigga that's something. It's not just her sleeve. Maybe a bracelet?
>can't play cards with ziptied wrists
I think we're past the point where we can assume that these people are keeping kids around for things like playing actual card games.

>>8182592
I was looking for the image's sauce and found this email that I hadn't seen before
https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/59121
and it got me thinking.

Idk how many of podesta's suspicious emails are verified but keep in mind that, for the unverified ones, there is some level of deniability, however 
tenuous, since they could have conceivably been planted by wikileaks (which will be Podesta's argument as he's being led up to the guillotine) but, on the 
other hand, the verified ones almost certainly came to/from him. It would basically take a conspiracy between highups at Google and some government 
agency in order to fake those, which is certainly plausible.
The point is, though, that his only way of claiming the verified emails aren't real is to imply the existence of yet another conspiracy and he'd probably just 
be suicided in mid-sentence if he tried that.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:31:28 ID: 4002be No.8183907 >>8184023

File (hide): 225b40795873e5b⋯.png (4.73 MB, 1239x6713, 177:959, we miss you 34a66c.png)

>>8183732
>>8183732
the link works, the problem is that i got trolled by archive.is and that's actually a capital i at the beginning and not an l. ( https://archive.is/Iz4zf )

and no, i saw the last thread die and no posts from him there. if im being completely honest, he could've been a plant designed to scare other 
anons away, or a troll. who really knows anymore? i dont wish to disrespect the dead.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:32:25 ID: 28626d No.8183919 >>8183964 >>8184017 >>8184023 >>8184039 >>8185583 >>8186420 >>8187224 >>8192464 >>8192942
>>8194281

File (hide): e0c440d7a59b5ea⋯.png (339.88 KB, 549x216, 61:24, 2pzl3lp9dtwx.png)

Besta Pizza has changed their pedo logo.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:35:38 ID: 4002be No.8183964 >>8184017 >>8184023 >>8192464 >>8192942

File (hide): 97dd73cd827a181⋯.jpg (599.32 KB, 1198x863, 1198:863, bcfabfa26c691dfe058fd0acc4….jpg)

>>8183919
holy shit anon you're right  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:38:50 ID: d4b073 No.8183995 >>8184023

Does anyone have archive with the old logo? This looks damning as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:40:25 ID: c65064 No.8184017
File (hide): b55a99a6b61761e⋯.jpg (96.27 KB, 471x410, 471:410, 1469597809460.jpg)

>>8183964
>>8183919
>they know, shut it down
The stars do not burn as hot as I hope you fucks will burn. I hope someone takes the time to torture you for 
years to come to extract every tiny bit of pain possible from your brains.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:40:56 ID: 76e98b No.8184019 >>8184065 >>8186420

File (hide): cb11aa11d787c99⋯.png (71.26 KB, 317x309, 317:309, Untitled.png)

has anyoned tried calling the plumbing or comet companies asking about who made their logos? I mean, 
this could easily lead to the designer/company that could answer some questions like "was this shape a 
must on the design? the contractor especified something?"

a silver tongue would be needed. saying that you have a plumbing company and found their logo so cool is 
an option. idk, just my 2 cents here . ( am a designer and people calling asking if you made x company logo 
is commom).  

File (hide): cb74ab03682e549⋯.jpg (558.81 KB,
1337x759, 1337:759, google cache.jpg)

File (hide): fde12f9f3455d89⋯.png (529.18 KB,
663x428, 663:428, besta.png)

File (hide): ed0ceaf0eb7304d⋯.png (478.42 KB,
1023x480, 341:160, .png)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:41:16 ID: 5e3de0 No.8184023

>>8183907
That's weird, I thought I tried a capital "i" and I got their error page, seems to be working now.

>>8183919
>>8183964
http:// msmservers.com/our-work/
https://archive.is/UyoC6

>>8183995
Here: https://archive.is/3OrGh
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:41:28 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8184025 >>8184041

>>8180593 (OP)

Where can I find those EZ flow plumbing logos now? They don't seem to be on the website anymore. 

If those are legit this shit is fucking ridiculous.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:41:40 ID: 28626d No.8184029 >>8184064 >>8184194

Last interview with Max Spiers before he was murdered. He was a UFO nut, but he was also investigating 
satanic and pedo networks among the elites. He claimed some very prominent politicians were members of 
these rings.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:42:20 ID: 2e9e9e No.8184039 >>8186362

>>8183919
That only makes this appear more credible.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:42:42 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8184041

>>8184025

Checked the coupon page of EZ flow and theres nothing

http://ezflowplumbingca.com/coupons/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:43:48 ID: 0b9ff2 No.8184060

>>8183586
Thanks for explaining. People like you are doing us all a service, no matter how underappreciated.

You'd probably vomit in disgust if you saw the level of technical illiteracy on endchan's /pol/ right now. I feel like King Canute there.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:44:05 ID: 28626d No.8184064 >>8184074 >>8184152 >>8184174 >>8188712

>>8184029
https://www. thesun.co.uk/news/1998060/max-spiers-conspiracy-theories/

This guy believed in conspiracies waaay beyond the pedo ring. Pedo rings sounded ridiculous to us just a few weeks ago. How deep does this rabbit hole 
go?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:44:08 ID: 76e98b No.8184065
File (hide): 6dd83521e7fc368⋯.gif (208.39 KB, 500x476, 125:119, 1472786200422.gif)

>>8184019
going to these companies offices and starting a casual conversation 
about their logo is way better than calling tho. s  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:44:46 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8184074 >>8184088 >>8184152

>>8184064

Stop fucking breaking links.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:44:47 ID: c65064 No.8184075 >>8185377

Check the other locations nearby and the other places being investigated if they've changed their pedomarks, can't now, network is lagging  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:45:25 ID: 4dbbc0 No.8184084 >>8184317

>>8180593 (OP)
I have an old cunt teacher who is a jewish democrat in my university (political science) and she asked "Why did Hillary lose in your opinion?" And I 
answered talking about Weiner and  Spirit Cooking and she panicked, I could see the fear in their eyes, she was trembling. We are onto something guys.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:45:35 ID: 28626d No.8184088 >>8184132 >>8184174

>>8184074
>Doesn't know why links are broken.
>Uses Reddit spacing.

You have to go back.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:49:28 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8184132 >>8184152 >>8184291

>>8184088

I know why links are broken you autist, I'm perfectly capable of copying and pasting bound links.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:51:02 ID: 5e3de0 No.8184152

>>8184064
>>8184074
https://archive.is/VJxrq

>>8184132
Web crawling bots click on everything.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:52:10 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8184174 >>8184194 >>8184203

>>8184064
>>8184088

And as far as the actual story goes, the guy sounds like a total fucking sperg. 

"MUH SECRET FOURTH REICH EXISTS LOOK AT ALL THESE JEWS WHO ARE ACTUALLY REPTILES"

If you know of his work, have you ever actually found something relevant out of him?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:53:49 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8184194

>>8184174

Shit my bad nevermind didn't see 
>>8184029

I'll take a look at it I guess. If anyone already knows relevant parts of hour plus interview please share.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:54:08 ID: 28626d No.8184203

>>8184174
Yeah he was a total sperg, believing in Reptilians and shit, but he did talk about global pedophile and satanic rings, which now seems to be true. It could 
be that he stumbled onto a real story despite the rest of the bullshit.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 18:59:29 ID: 672c28 No.8184291

>>8184132
Apparently you're not capable of thinking beyond your own actions.
What about the bots?
What about the newfags?
What about the shills?
What about the lazy lurkers?
Dumbass.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:01:08 ID: 23abf3 No.8184317

>>8184084
>inb4 your grade for that class suicides
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:04:26 ID: a3b65a No.8184369 >>8184463 >>8184591

File (hide): ce0dc9f242b9ae2⋯.png (43.98 KB, 1000x820, 50:41, frigo-logo.png)

>>8180593 (OP)
>that logo (3rd picture)
That logo comes from an ice cream factory in Spain, founded in 1927, not sure if 
it's relevant for the thread, I just recognized it.
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frigo  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:09:15 ID: d1a9b0 No.8184430 >>8184837

>>8180606
Why did you add that rabbit to the second image? It is completely unrelated to the topic of comet ping pong and related buildings.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:11:06 ID: cbae01 No.8184463 >>8184535 >>8184541

>>8184369
…eek. seeing this just dredged this page up in memory.
https://www.unilever.com/brands/
unilever is a big company, anon.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:15:49 ID: d1a9b0 No.8184535 >>8184659 >>8184837

>>8184463
>…eek. 
Get the fuck out of here, Reddit.  

File (hide): 5f4f7520db742a8⋯.png (16.94
KB, 198x198, 1:1, cartedor_tcm244-
408972_w19….png)

File (hide): 1bf689a2f94f7d8⋯.jpg (14.84
KB, 198x198, 1:1, Magnum_280x280_tcm244-
4087….jpg)

File (hide): 1e6a650304837cd⋯.jpg (5.68
KB, 198x198, 1:1, solero-logo-
280x280_tcm244….jpg)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:16:24 ID: 5e3de0 No.8184541 >>8184591 >>8190123 >>8190177 >>8190337

>>8184463
>unilever.com/brands/
What the fuck.

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:19:28 ID: ab2d6b No.8184591 >>8190177

File (hide): ef7a6cad2f6226d⋯.png (576.96 KB, 1250x530, 125:53, carter wong ideas for hear….png)

>>8184369
>>8184541

Covered earlier. Both the girlswirl and the butterfly were concepts for the Swirl logo that Unilever use across 
their ice cream product range.The redesign is global and occurred in 1997.

My assumption is that the Soho, London UK design studio had a pedo working for it, or influencing the 
design. It is not impossible that someone at Unilever had input into it.

Don't jump at shadows, Pedos like kids, kids like ice cream, pedos will use ice cream and candy w/e the brand.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:23:31 ID: fe6c9f No.8184650 >>8184818

>>8182783
>pic

What the fuck am I looking at? The pitcher looks more annoyed than scared. "I say, you chaps, I'm trying to cornhole this frightened wog and the noise 
you lads are making is really putting me off my stroke."  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:23:59 ID: 672c28 No.8184659 >>8184756 >>8184789

>>8184535
Kill yourself D&C shill.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:29:06 ID: be9bef No.8184756

>>8184659
Not him, but I smell a vagina.

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:30:21 ID: 5fad8a No.8184778

>>8183832
You want a different conspiracy angle, it would be that someone planted the McCann police sketches years ago to use as blackmail against him.  
He's guilty as fuck though.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:30:59 ID: d1a9b0 No.8184789 >>8184837

>>8184659
>being against Reddit is now D&C
TOP KEK. Get the fuck out of here Redditscum. Despising you worthless cucks has been a staple here for ever, and for good reason too. We are not your 
friends here. Go the fuck back to /r/the_donald and stay there.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:32:02 ID: c582e2 No.8184815 >>8185377 >>8190076 >>8192212

ATTENTION

I need to repost some damning info from another thread (trouble is, the anon who found this is a mega-autist who did a piss-poor job of explaining). We 
have here a page from Jeff Epsteins black book, the list of contacts his butler kept to aid the feds in their investigation. The butler circled entries and 
made notes in the margin about potential witnesses/perps. He circled the name "Kevin Raynold" under the heading "massage." 

Coincidentally or not, there's a Kevin Reynolds in Hampton who is a licensed infant massage therapist and babysitter, and he's pictured with Bill Clinton 
on the front page of his website. If Raynold/Reynolds are indeed the same person, this is explosive. We need to do a ton of digging into Reynolds and his 
business. 

This site is fucking up and not letting me post the images, here they are below, someone else post 'em if you're able

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/77a786f1aa2bc701e53946ed1ac03679cb42b488ce30221147af089cd3286b2a.png

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/77a786f1aa2bc701e53946ed1ac03679cb42b488ce30221147af089cd3286b2a.png

http://hamptonsmassageassociates.com/index_files/kevin_kids.jpg  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:32:15 ID: c65064 No.8184818 >>8184891 >>8185317

File (hide): e8b71f090e77b5c⋯.jpg (22.71 KB, 235x319, 235:319, cps_w66659a_fp_dd.jpg)

>>8184650
It's from an islamic manuscript apparently, never got the full story. Tineye says the source is somewhere in here http:// 
art.thewalters.org/browse/category/islamic-manuscripts/ but I ain't got time to look through mudslime faggotry.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:32:41 ID: fe6c9f No.8184829

>>8182592
Pretty sure those are just unbuttoned cuffs from her shirt. They appear to be a light blue.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:32:55 ID: 5e3de0 No.8184837 >>8184863

>>8184430
>>8184535
>>8184789
How's about you stop shitting up the thread, kike.  

THE GUY HOLDING THE CARD IS JOHN PODESTA Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:33:04 ID: 616fa2 No.8184840 >>8184868 >>8185017 >>8186067

The pic with all the people and the girl tied up, the guy holding the card is John Podesta  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:34:57 ID: d1a9b0 No.8184863 >>8193443

>>8184837
How about you hang yourself, Redditor?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:35:11 ID: c65064 No.8184868
File (hide): 05641fdb6596215⋯.jpg (27.47 KB, 600x655, 120:131, slowpoke_pokemon.jpg)

>>8184840
Good job.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:36:31 ID: 23abf3 No.8184890 >>8184900 >>8184934 >>8185017 >>8185084 >>8186141 >>8186311 >>8187642

>>8180593 (OP)
The top of the ex-plumbing.com website displays "background color: #FFF;". In my experience, color codes are always specified with six hex values, not 
three. Even if there were six values in that statement, though, it's just a horrible coding error.

Do you all see that? Does everyone see that huge publicly-visible coding error at the top of every page on that website?

That is a warning sign, chaps. This is what happens when you aggressively target a website in a public forum: the owner finds out and sends out a 
CODED AND PUBLICLY-VISIBLE MESSAGE to any visitors to the website, warning them that the website has been compromised. Now, anyone who 
visits that website is busy hiding their own tracks and FBIanon's cringe level must be approaching a 9 out of 8.

Let's be more careful in the future.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:36:38 ID: fe6c9f No.8184891 >>8190819

File (hide): 68a7dde421287a6⋯.mp4 (5.1 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, muslims punishment for bei….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8184818
Me either, but it looks hilarious.
>"Guys…that fucker in the apartment down the hall kidnapped Muhammad and is raping him right now. I 
want Muhammad to go keep an eye on them through the window while Muhammad, Akbar, Muhammad, 
Muhammad, Frank, Muhammad, and myself go fetch our instruments."
>"Why our instruments, Muhammad?"
>"A gig's a gig."  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:37:18 ID: 23abf3 No.8184900

>>8184890
>ex-plumbing.com
typo.
ez-plumbing.com

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:39:52 ID: bcba66 No.8184934 >>8185017 >>8186161

>>8184890
IIRC, hex codes for white and black can be shorthanded down to 3 characters. FFF, 000, etcetera. It's HTML 1.0 level stuff, where saving bytes was 
important.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:44:37 ID: ab2d6b No.8185017

>>8184840
Yes we know. I doubt anyone is tied up in that photo. If that is Maddy, she was kidnapped at 3 and can be assumed to believe she belongs with those 
people.

The Greenbaum interview makes it clear that the Finders (in the absence of a better name) are a country mile ahead of us in mind control and OPSEC as 
>>8184890 points out. Even if it's just >>8184934, we can assume that they are going to make Podesta and his immediate chums dead ends. Podesta 
used a dumb password, I doubt he's got an Assange-level dead man's switch.

If I was him I'd be on a plane to Qatar and an appointment with a plastic surgeon.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:49:07 ID: 63d627 No.8185084 >>8185147 >>8185224 >>8185366

File (hide): 32959ef4bc0e3e5⋯.png (137.22 KB, 246x324, 41:54, llllllllllllllll.PNG)

>>8184890
abcdef
123456
#FFF=#666??  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:49:14 ID: 452ed3 No.8185088 >>8185138

Halfchan threads are getting hit hard with disinfo tactics.

Someone or something doesn't want us looking into this.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:52:21 ID: 47d134 No.8185137

Churches, Soccer Moms, and PTAs are good places to drop this info.  Make sure they also listen to the Greenbaum speech to drive it home.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:52:27 ID: 0b9ff2 No.8185138

>>8185088
This one's getting shitposted in too. (>>8184890)
Stay aware.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:52:51 ID: 950c17 No.8185147 >>8185366

>>8185084
They wouldn't be THAT autsitic…Would they?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:54:28 ID: dcadcd No.8185173 >>8185892

File (hide): 5dde478875af9ab⋯.jpg (27.97 KB, 443x326, 443:326, ritual-murder-wewelsburg.jpg)

Dr. Keshe exposing The Red Circle pedophiles. Suggest you begin at the 44 minute mark, as the video is 
set up, lasting for 20 minutes or so.

Keshe is calling for the criminals to reveal the gravesites of thousands of children from Germany, Holland, 
Belgium, etc., proposing the authorities dig up the Royal family’s residence in Antwerp, etc.

He implicates the former King of Belgium, Albert II, and his recently appointed son, Philippe, and says they 
are watching others across the globe very closely.

https://youtu.be/OfV64xQsaOM?t=44m  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:54:35 ID: a8e272 No.8185177 >>8185295 >>8185341 >>8193615

>>8183350
The vimeo link is now down. Someone named "Amanda Kleinman" filed a DMCA take down. Looking into that name now.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 19:57:12 ID: eaf4ba No.8185224 >>8185366

>>8185084

F is 15 in Hex though?

1+5 = 6… Oh dear.

Like >> 8184934 said, hex codes for colours in HTML can be represented with 3 digits: http://www.december.com/html/spec/color3hex1.html  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:01:39 ID: f1f3c4 No.8185295 >>8193615

>>8185177
Isn't Amanda Kleinman MajesticApe?
As in, the weirdass wearing the wig in this video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDAybzlZqqY  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:02:18 ID: 17a3fc No.8185303 >>8185886

File (hide): 9e6f162b79205b6⋯.jpg (35.01 KB, 640x480, 4:3, 100_4304 (Small).JPG)

>>8181203

That looks like a 
power drop and 
not a camera to 
me.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:03:16 ID: 1b2ef7 No.8185317
File (hide): 098aab957b2437e⋯.gif (502.38 KB, 302x270, 151:135, 098aab957b2437e44f08e54d3b….gif)

>>8184818
Are these some kind of dark 
dubs?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:03:43 ID: 452ed3 No.8185324
File (hide): dd467b009d41e9b⋯.jpg (213.07 KB, 1280x798, 640:399, 1478805388653.jpg)

Here's an old map of the tunnels under DC.
Oddly, this seems to be the only info about them available. I think they do come close to PedoPizzaPlace 
but the map isn't drawn to scale so it's difficult to tell for certain.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:04:55 ID: 456daa No.8185341 >>8185677 >>8185760 >>8185852 >>8186647 >>8193615

File (hide): fca8e9d044eaa72⋯.png (34.85 KB, 494x444, 247:222, 2391d3265259be7f245b2832c1….png)

>>8183586

Anon was pretty clear that they were indeed .jpg, and not just code artifacts.

Also, audio Anon was pretty explicit about their being extra data in these mp3s. And consider every file 
that's in a set–prior to the last file–is perfectly uniform in size, it's a pretty clear indicator that there's 
something in there. 

>>8185177

She's Majestic Ape. Lead for heavy Breathing.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:06:22 ID: 23abf3 No.8185366 >>8186194 >>8186295

>>8185084
>>8185147
>>8185224
Uh… well, I didn't really mean "coded" in the sense of "message that can be decoded". I just meant that the website is essentially flying a flag now telling 
everyone who's in the know that there's an emergency and to stay away. Kind of like a silent alarm button being hit at a bank.

But shit who knows anymore, maybe it's 666s and pentagrams all the way down.

This has been, by far, the weirdest sidequest of my life so far.  
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File (hide): ab2feddb3abbc33⋯.png (131.46 KB,
982x603, 982:603, 77a786f1aa2bc701e53946ed1a….png)

File (hide): 5c7298a0d70c838⋯.jpg (22.57 KB,
250x166, 125:83, kevin_kids.jpg)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:07:00 ID: 4002be No.8185377 >>8185466 >>8185503 >>8185620 >>8189838

>>8184075
only the plumbing logo and besta's logo are changed. i checked comet and terasol, they're the same for now.

>>8184815
here's your pictures anon. the massage link felt sketchy as fuck though anon. remember to break it up too.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:07:30 ID: 8395e3 No.8185387 >>8185651

>>8180666
>256-990-4846

got this as history for the number (Wireless, SPRINT PCS)

My interpretation:

this number assigned as part of new allocations 2003

in 2013 it was assigned to a different company or part of Sprint, was not used

2014 "Snap Back to Code" – number might have been used for internal carrier testing, e.g. see https:  
//www.sprint.com/localwholesale/docs/lnp_test_questionaire_102303_000.doc ; this might mean either some other party is exploiting the number 
(because it "looks" legit to the phone switch) or it might be meaningless.

copy and paste from porting history tool attached 

Showing history for: 2569904846

Item 0
Event Snap Back to Code
StartDate 07/01/2014 02:08 AM, EDT
SPID 6664
SVType 
CompanyName Sprint PCS/2
NANPACodeOwnerCompany SPRINT SPECTRUM L.P.
NANPACodeOwnerOCN 6664
LRN 
AltSPID 
AltCompanyName 
LidbDpcSsn 
Ocn 6664

Item 1
Event Pool Block Return
StartDate 08/09/2013 05:36 AM, EDT
SPID 6664
SVType Wireless
CompanyName Sprint PCS/2
NANPACodeOwnerCompany 
NANPACodeOwnerOCN 
LRN 2564579788
AltSPID 
AltCompanyName 
LidbDpcSsn 238013000
Ocn 

Item 2
Event NPAC Code Assignment
StartDate 04/18/2003 11:33 AM, EDT
SPID 6232
SVType 
CompanyName Nextel/2
NANPACodeOwnerCompany SPRINT SPECTRUM L.P.
NANPACodeOwnerOCN 6664
LRN 
AltSPID 
AltCompanyName 
LidbDpcSsn 
Ocn 6664  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:09:42 ID: 17a3fc No.8185423 >>8185447 >>8189448

File (hide): 8fe944fed0b6e3e⋯.jpg (160.37 KB, 612x612, 1:1, 10474b4d3b8537be755d8df02d….jpg)

>>8183515

This is a picture of me, right now going there to check this out.  I dare 
you to try and suicide me.  I fucking dare you.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:11:41 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8185447

>>8185423

top kek  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:12:51 ID: c65064 No.8185466

>>8185377
thanks anon, no access to network wizardry atm, can't risk it. Check comet and terasol in a day I suppose?

I've no fucking doubts they're guilty as shit, but the normalfags might spin it as "we didn't know these were pedo symbols, we swear!"  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:13:05 ID: 059448 No.8185469
File (hide): 311d27d9dc45738⋯.jpg (122.2 KB, 1942x668, 971:334, wikileaks ama1.JPG)

WIKILEAKS NEITHER CONFIRMED NOR DENIED THA T COMET PIZZA MAY BE A LINK 
IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN OF /CUTEBOYS/ AND OTHER KIDDOS FOR THE GLOBAL 
ELITE PEDOS
>>8185375  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:15:28 ID: eaf4ba No.8185503 >>8185646

>>8185377
In a nice and normal reality where plumbers are just plumbers, and pizza places serve actual pizza, I can believe an increase in web traffic from the 
threads here would alert these places to the fact that their logos are rather unfortunate in design choice.

But after everything that's happened these last few years, who knows any more.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:17:52 ID: c3c97e No.8185548 >>8186005 >>8193627

seems a bit too farfetch'd to me.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:20:50 ID: 3c123d No.8185583 >>8185634 >>8185651 >>8185655 >>8185658 >>8185713 >>8186059 >>8186469 >>8186583 >>8187310
>>8187574 >>8190123 >>8192179 >>8193833

File (hide): a05cb7bd08811d1⋯.png (189.78 KB, 1066x487, 1066:487, mybestapizza_logo_changed.png)

>>8183919  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:23:33 ID: c582e2 No.8185620 >>8189838 >>8189912

>>8185377
>>8185377

This is the guy's website. Scroll all the way down. That's Bill Clinton. https://archive.is/uITIY

What are the odds that two guys named Kevin Reynolds/Raynold are both connected to Bill Clinton, are both involved with massage, AND one of them is 
circled in Jeff Epstein's black book? I'm leaning toward it being the same person.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:24:24 ID: b2737f No.8185634 >>8186005

>>8185583
very coincidental  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:25:30 ID: ab2d6b No.8185646

>>8185503
>I can believe an increase in web traffic from the threads here would alert these places to the fact that their logos are rather unfortunate in design choice.

If they were in buttfuck Idaho and SmallBalls Virginia perhaps. When they're located that close to each other and frequented by pizza fan Podesta, its 
Shut It Down.mp3  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:25:39 ID: bcba66 No.8185651 >>8185711

>>8185387
Useless information for those who aren't a phone company slave:
SPID: Service Provider ID. Usually 4 digit codes for specific carriers. Tells the networks and intercarrier companies who owns the number.
LRN: Local Routing Number. Basically tells the phone system whereabout in the host's network a phone number is. Helps speed up routing of the calls if 
the number did not originally belong to the current service provider (numbers ported into the company). When a number is originally owned by a service 
provider, no LRN is required.

>>8185583
If that's a PNG, it should retain its creation and edit dates, unless someone used PNGcrush or some other tool to strip non-image data from the file. Not 
terribly useful, but it may indicate if the image file was edited, instead of recreated from a raw source file.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:25:47 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8185655 >>8190649

>>8185583

Get the fuck out of here. 

I personally saw the logo before it was changed. What the fuck.

mybestapizza.com

It really is different now.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:26:01 ID: d1a9b0 No.8185658 >>8194402

>>8185583
Add this to an infographic with the FBI pedo symbols as well as connections to comet Ping Pong and its owner's questionable instagram posts.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:27:01 ID: 74b73b No.8185677 >>8186647 >>8190277 >>8190755

>>8185341
idk I downloaded a few and couldn't find anything suspicious. The reason they were the same size is because they were the exact same length, probably 
being track bounces which is further reinforced by having Logic Pro in the header.
But I did only look at a few so maybe the audio anon looked at another file.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:29:41 ID: 23abf3 No.8185709

>>8180593 (OP)
Here is the WHOIS info for ez-plumbing.com:
"
Name: Gabriyel Mesropyan
Organization: Ez-plumbing-service
Mailing Address: 14024 calvert st., Van Nuys California 91401 US
Phone: +1.18189082710
Ext:
Fax:
Fax Ext:
Email:mike15808@yahoo.com
"

He obviously already knows we're onto him, so there's no reason not to publish this.

ezplumbingservices.com is registered with the same info but by "MIKE Mesropyan". (He typed MIKE in caps in the original lel.)

Remember, WHOIS is your friend.

Also, the list of locations on the coupon page caught my eye. There's 60 cities/neighborhoods listed (according to my autism, the first 11 are in 
alphabetical order, even though none of the others are) from all over the LA area. Interestingly, there's only one repeat in the list:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avalon,_California
Avalon can only be reached by ferry, it is the only city on Catalina Island, and it is a major local tourist destination.
>cant drive a plumber's van there
>but lots of kids
>and lots and lots of free space on the island. literally room enough for buffalo to roam.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:29:45 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8185711

>>8185651

I came into this whenever thread 2 was up and running. Would have been 4-5 days ago. Either Saturday or Sunday.  

I can personally attest to the fact that the logo has been changed since then. 

This is getting weirder and weirder. 

Reminder that Alefantis knows we've been looking at him for a few days now. Comments were recently added to his instagram photo of the taped up kid, 
where friends and people he knows were saying things like "dude this does look suspicious". 

Maybe Alefantis told Bestapizza to change their logo as well, since they're right across the street.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:29:48 ID: a8e272 No.8185713 >>8185740 >>8185750 >>8188957

File (hide): 0baac6e773e567b⋯.png (170.09 KB, 472x236, 2:1, Screenshot from 2016-11-10….png)

>>8185583
Well their store logo is still there  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:31:23 ID: 902c75 No.8185734

Show this to cuckchan /x/, might get some retards redpilled  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:32:01 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8185740 >>8185750 >>8188957

>>8185713

We've had these threads up for what, 7 days now? 

They changed that shit fast.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:32:29 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8185750

>>8185713
>>8185740

The website I mean.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:33:28 ID: 17a3fc No.8185760 >>8186647

>>8185341

You can hide stuff in an mp3 in the header or the footer or in the audio itself.  If its header or footer we should be able to tell by reading the header and 
seeing where the actual mp3 data extends to and see if a significant amount of data exists outside the mp3 audio data.  It's hard to hide lots of data in the 
audio without it sounding like shit.  Here is one tool to hide/extract data from the audio but again it cant hide much, it may be impossible to know for sure if 
stuff is hidden in the audio without the password.  Just seeing the text jpg is not evidence of anything at all as these files can be sevral megabytes long 
and once compressed contain data that shares similarities with random data the odds of finding any three character string are probably reasonably high.  

http://www.petitcolas.net/steganography/mp3stego/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:35:28 ID: d3c39b No.8185788 >>8186362

>>8181660
>Gunderson believed that in the US there is a secret widespread network of groups who kidnap children and infants, and subject them to Satanic ritual 
abuse and subsequent human sacrifice

WEW  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:37:17 ID: e86d43 No.8185819 >>8185847

So what other pedo symbols could they have used? cheese pizza is widely known and old so it's normal for them to have used it before it became known, 
is "Torpedo" too recent? though I doubt these people use Tor.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:39:10 ID: 17a3fc No.8185847 >>8185915 >>8186336

>>8185819
>though I doubt these people use Tor.

Why, its fucking easy, and full of pizza.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:39:25 ID: 000000 No.8185852 >>8186078 >>8186647

>>8185341
As I stated: a simple "jpg" string doesn't prove there is a jpeg file inside the file. The mp3 file is just bytes like any other (binary) file. ASCII has byte 
values. (0x6A for j, 0x70 for p etc.) If you take those MP3 bytes and compare them to ASCII table, of course you'd find matches. It literally is a 
coincidence.

If you'd find a JPG header from the file, it would prove there is a jpg file embedded but would also break the playback of the audio file.

You can't really talk about code artifacts with mp3 data, since theres no "code" in it. They're not compiled executable files, they're audio.

As I said earlier, neither of these things mean an image or images couldn't be encoded into those files either by hiding them into the file, it's metadata or 
straight to audio via methods like SSTV.

Just by strings/grepping one folder of mp3 files (11 files with avg filesize of 6-7MB) from my computer ended up with 3 occurrences of the string "jpg" in 
that exact format.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:42:18 ID: 47a8a2 No.8185886 >>8186078

>>8185303
>>8181203
>>8181914
its not a camera you stupid faggots. its a high voltage electricity line that supplies energy their main electrical panel, aka power drop.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:42:34 ID: 212a85 No.8185892

>>8185173
who is the red skull with the black hors supposed to represent, can someone please fucking tell me because i have seen that same fucking thing in my 
god damn sleep  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:43:34 ID: e86d43 No.8185915 >>8186336

>>8185847
Most of them probably share these stuff physically in real life. Tor is more of a recent thing too.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:44:03 ID: 4ee68f No.8185924 >>8186078

>>8180666
Are you still alive?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:48:25 ID: c65064 No.8186005 >>8186491

File (hide): 4c151dbca80bf6e⋯.jpg (72.98 KB, 457x412, 457:412, 1466743260361.jpg)

>>8185548
>>8185634
It's okay boys, 
Hillary will not pay 
you anymore, 
you're free.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:50:47 ID: 07acb4 No.8186059
File (hide): 7fc83f8a8db67b6⋯.png (91.9 KB, 339x331, 339:331, 23512351516.png)

>>8185583
If thats not 
suspicious, I 
don't know what 
is.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:51:07 ID: d3c39b No.8186067

>>8184840
WOW DUDE, NICE JOB! 
WOW  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:51:56 ID: 4002be No.8186078 >>8186150 >>8186172 >>8186428 >>8186476 >>8190236 >>8192780

File (hide): af2ac607997c7cc⋯.png (599.38 KB, 670x695, 134:139, 3023e9aefade0a355b854fe52b….png)

>>8185852
i think i'm capable of writing a program to compare hex from a jpg or png header to the audio files and look for 
matches. the problem is first of all if the data being scattered in the audio has zero parts that correspond bit 
for bit, it would be really difficult. say the data is such that one in every 128 raw hex values of the song is data 
from the photo, or something of the like. that level of analysis would be very difficult to write and bug test 
without it having false positives all over the place. and that's without considering the possibility that it's 
probably encrypted on top of that. also i dont want to get v& for downloading the audio to start this process.

>>8185886
yeah i looked at it again. i think you're right anon. pic related is as high res as i could get on google maps.

>>8185924
yes  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:55:25 ID: 27ae5b No.8186141 >>8186731 >>8187422

>>8184890
Holy fuck, you people are just complete fucking newfags aren't you? Are there any actual programmers here? Shit, even webdevs…  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:55:56 ID: 17a3fc No.8186150

>>8186078
>i think i'm capable of writing a program to compare hex from a jpg or png header to the audio files and look for matches. the problem is first of all if the 
data being scattered in the audio has zero parts that correspond bit for bit, it would be really difficult. say the data is such that one in every 128 raw hex 
values of the song is data from the photo, or something of the like. that level of analysis would be very difficult to write and bug test without it having false 
positives all over the place. and that's without considering the possibility that it's probably encrypted on top of that. also i dont want to get v& for 
downloading the audio to start this process.

Hiding shit in the audio without making the MP3 sound like shit is nontrivial to do from scratch.  I have found a project with code that does just that if you 
look in my other posts.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:56:50 ID: 27ae5b No.8186161

>>8184934
Any symetrical color, try aabbcc  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:57:26 ID: 17a3fc No.8186172

>>8186078
Also you cant get V& if you report the image to the FBI and delete it afterwords.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 20:58:55 ID: 27ae5b No.8186194 >>8187422

>>8185366
Anon, stop. just stop trying to guess about hidden meanings in blatantly obvious middle school shit, you're in wayyyy over your head.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:01:38 ID: 768733 No.8186243
File (hide): 0fc63efcdf8895d⋯.png (88.34 KB, 558x476, 279:238, waaaagh.png)

>>8183515
>You're 
putting 
yourself at 
risk
I don't care 
anymore. 
Death and 
glory.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:04:59 ID: 3c123d No.8186295 >>8187422

>>8185366
http://www.websiteoptimization.com/speed/tweak/hex/

it's nothing, just usual website stuff.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:06:06 ID: 3c123d No.8186311 >>8187422

File (hide): f1848e8eec7d392⋯.png (5.06 KB, 220x284, 55:71, shorthandcolor.png)

>>8184890
now everybody go the fuck 
back to the mission  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:07:37 ID: 8c3f80 No.8186336

>>8185847
>>8185915
Tor isn't that safe, gentiles.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:09:52 ID: 768733 No.8186362

>>8184039
THIS

>>8185788
Reminder that they killed Ted Gunderson. This battle has been raging for years, they've only just begun languishing in victory. It's time for them to start 
losing. The Phoenix Rises.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:10:35 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8186370

>sticky
Vols = gods  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:14:07 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8186407 >>8187737

Book excerpt about cult abuse, serves as introduction to those new to these threads, well sourced, PDF.
http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:14:45 ID: cab051 No.8186413 >>8186463 >>8186641

>>8180593 (OP)
This shit is being deleted on cuckchan. There was a thread just minutes ago about BestaPizza changing their logo, deleted after approx 12 posts.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:15:07 ID: 645a9b No.8186420

>>8183919
>>8184019
Single most damning piece of evidence yet IMO.

These fucks know we know.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:15:25 ID: 27ae5b No.8186428 >>8186476

>>8186078
You 100% will not find headers, the other half of stenography, is encryption.

What you should look for is a gap between the MP3 Packet headers, and the larger the better, but a bare minimum is 1kb+ anything less than that is 
almost certainly padding for byte alignment, and being over 1kb doesn't 100% guarantee it's a picture.

But who knows, maybe they broke it into 512 byte "padding" blocks, that needs to be reconstituted?

tl;dr: look for patterns in the way things are, not just what.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:17:47 ID: 768733 No.8186463

>>8186413
4chan is run by pedos. Of course they'd shut it down.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:18:27 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8186469

>>8185583

Gun, meet smoke.

Have we found anything indicating West coast locations? San Francisco and Los Angeles are 100% certain to have extensive satanic pedo networks. I 
guess I'll start looking.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:18:27 ID: 7b0ace No.8186470 >>8186530 >>8188288 >>8189046 >>8192569

File (hide): b226dc5efca270a⋯.jpg (2.42 MB, 1877x1835, 1877:1835, podestapedo2.jpg)

why are you fags sperging about this irrelevant shit? did you forget we have a smoking gun already? its 
called the podesta-mccann connection. 

>podesta bros match up exactly with the perps. policeanon said the chance of coincidence = near nil
>podesta deleted his emails on same day of maddie kidnapping

It combines our strongest evidence with huge virality from the Maddie angle. instead of rooting around in 
this other shit you should be spamming the podesta-mccann connection everywhere. thats the one they are 
afraid of. that's when they started banning and shutting down our threads, when that meme appeared. so 
keep spreading this meme everywhere, on twitter, facebook, with normies, everywhere it might catch on. i 
doubt we're gonna find anything better before they shut everything down. it's our best shot anons.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:18:49 ID: 27ae5b No.8186476 >>8186560

>>8186078
>>8186428

That's just not how it works, you're not gonna turn an AI supercomputer on it to check every possible coincidence.

You need to manually check yourself, that's just how it goes dude.

If you post screencaps of the hex in a hex editor, I can help give pointers, but I'm not downloading any of that shit myself.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:19:33 ID: b2737f No.8186491 >>8186566

>>8186005
I was being sarcastic. This shit has too many links to just throw away as bullshit. Every time there's no 100% factual proof, but every time another line 
gets layed down, long enough until you see the spiderweb that is the nasty corrupt pedophilic elite.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:21:42 ID: 610a42 No.8186520
File (hide): 96735f1f7a91539⋯.mp4 (716.17 KB, 484x322, 242:161, outtt.mp4) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:21:58 ID: fc94f0 No.8186526 >>8186566 >>8188653

>>8182841
what the fuck. that card game is truly from the future. i swear new cards are added that are too on the nose to be coincidence. is pizza just a code for 
secret? meeting for pizza just means in private and off the records? just a thought  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:22:11 ID: 768733 No.8186530

>>8186470
Pursue all leads. Dismiss/shelf them as they become increasingly implausible or impossible to verify. 

We are investigating, faggot, don't sperg out because we're not all focused on the thing you are focused on.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:24:32 ID: 4002be No.8186560 >>8186584

>>8186476
i'm not /tech/, i just know some basic C and took a few algorithm classes, but apparently that's the best we have at the moment. i still havent downloaded 
the audio yet, i'll have to do that now.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:25:02 ID: c65064 No.8186566

>>8186491
sorry, a bit tired here.

>>8186526
>he still thinks pizza means something other than pedophilia and meeting for pizza is not joining a childraping orgy
oh anon, how i wish i was still as naive as you  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:26:12 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8186583

>>8185583
Do they have a contact page or a phone number, someone ask them why they changed their logo, they'll probably just cut the call but its worth trying.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:26:16 ID: 27ae5b No.8186584

>>8186560
I taught myself C, and am basically specializing in file formats currently, but MP3 isn't one of them kek.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:30:22 ID: 3c123d No.8186641

>>8186413
there is a main thread going on where also the logo-changed posts are

https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/97743932#p97754299  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:30:46 ID: 239364 No.8186647 >>8187127 >>8187165 >>8187399

>>8180593 (OP)
>>8185341
>>8185677
>>8185760
>>8185852 

>That being said, this reveals stegnography to be a verifiable motif of the pedo culture to which DrPong, CPP, and Podesta all belong.

check this out:

from the wikileaks reddit AMA:
https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5c8u9l/we_are_the_wikileaks_staff_despite_our_editor/d9ut9x5/

>Here is what makes it believable to me: a democratic acquaintance of Podesta pled guilty to pimping a girl from a Brothel in a Columbus Brewery 
district. And he used carefully coded communication with pedophile customers. This Comet Pizza is part of a block of buildings and subterranean rooms 
(the owner posted pics on instagram).

>"McFadden used complex encoded postings on Craigslist that would look like useless or corrupted data, in which he would embed the information of the 
woman available, the type of sex interaction she would be willing to perform and the place to meet her. "

https://www.google.com/amp/www.catholicnewsagency.com/amp/news/democratic_catholic_leader_arrested_on_prostitutionrelated_charges/?
client=safari

who's McFadden?

>"McFadden used complex encoded postings on Craigslist that would ==look like useless or corrupted data==, in which he would embed the information 
of the woman available, the type of sex interaction she would be willing to perform and the place to meet her. Paradoxically, McFadden's code name in 
his transactions was "mcfaddencatholic."

and look where he shows up:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/4190

>From: Fred Rotondaro
>To: Juliana Gendelman

>"FW: Don't know if you want to bother John with this but"

>"Eric McFadden, who was Hillary's Catholic liaison in the primaries, was arrested yesterday forrunning a prostitution ring. The transition political people 
know. "

so this guy is friends with Podesta/Hillary and was busted for running a prostitution ring using encoded shit.

don't know if that means the mp3s have anything but this stegnography angle should probably be explored all over the info/files we have already and find 
from here.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:32:30 ID: 5f73c7 No.8186674 >>8187018

>>8180593 (OP)
No fucking way 
 IT'S CONNECTED OT THE WHITE RABBIT!?  

 WE NEED TO TELL EVERYBODY 

Are 4chan and plebbit aware of this? that's how this shit usually spreads  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:36:30 ID: 2f8fe5 No.8186731 >>8187728

>>8186141
I am
For all we know it might be a warning, kind of like a canary. If the error shows up in plain sight and if it started showing up only after we started digging on 
them, it's probably true.
But saying #FFF instead of #FFFFFF is a canary in itself might be retarded as well.  

File (hide): f6cb75a93edafdd⋯.jpg (63.41 KB, 634x490,
317:245, bunny_boy_love.jpg)

File (hide): c3a10671081fa51⋯.jpg (83.57 KB,
625x725, 25:29, uncle_bunny.jpg)

File (hide): 1e311b69f5d5bd4⋯.jpg (46.18 KB,
368x362, 184:181, very_happy_bunny.jpg)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:41:50 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8186804 >>8191245

Maybe OT and rather tangential, but I'm super bummed to find out that apparently bunnies are a pedo symbol too. I love bunnies, have a huge folder of 
them for shitposting purposes.

In retrospect, however, I wonder if there might be something more to these images than I first thought. I gave them their titles ironically, but now…  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:43:22 ID: 7b0ace No.8186828 >>8186872 >>8187259 >>8187499 >>8188085 >>8188841 >>8189079 >>8189256 >>8192778 >>8192894

Would be great to see an overview on the Jew angle here.

I mean I have a hunch that all these pedophile/cannibal/human sacrifice rituals are not really Satanism but Judaism. That at the top of all these rings 
you're going to find top kikes and this whole thing is simply how The Jew holds our elites by the balls while enjoying the desecration of the goyim and 
praising YHWH all at the same time. Soros is a Comet donor. I can imagine he and Epstein are medium-high up in this web with people like Podesta and 
Alefantis as lower level henchmen and Rothschilds and the like up top.

But I'm not familiar enough with the Talmud/Zohar/Kabbalah to know whether the 'Satanic' rituals are taken straight from those books. There's alot of 
Masonic imagery, but I seem to recall that Freemasonry was taken over by the kikes some time in the 19th century? Anyone familiar enough with 
Kabbalistic ritual to outline the connection from Judaism to all these "Satan", "Moloch", "Osiris" worshipping secret societies?

And lastly, is Tony Podesta crypto, or just a ratkike-overlapping wop phenotype?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:44:42 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8186859 >>8187337

http://www.rense.com/general79/green.htm
Greenbaum speech here, for those who haven't seen it.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:45:44 ID: 768733 No.8186872

>>8186828
Judaism is rife with pedophilia, it's a cultural pastime for them. It's one of the reasons I so absolutely detest Judaism and Islam.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:46:54 ID: 4002be No.8186894 >>8187165

File (hide): 6976c31e1959607⋯.png (43.24 KB, 1069x500, 1069:500, 0a96fc710b29fba1abd2764009….png)

so this diychurch place has all its audio backed up on archive.org, so im not really worried about 
downloading it. however there's both ogg and mp3 formats. i'm guessing mp3 is the ticket because it's 
larger, but it's worth noting that there's both and that the large file size might be a trap.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:54:48 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8187018 >>8187170

>>8186674
Yeah, but this is being heavily supressed in both 4chan and plebbit.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 21:59:03 ID: f55f15 No.8187090 >>8189739 >>8189810 >>8194108

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo

Hear the screams. This guy wasn't complaining about a ping pong table on the sidewalk.

Accused Comet Pizza of 'murder and rape' in a rather inconspicuous ANC dispute.

Frank Winstead, where are you?  

File (hide): 2aa0e3b9aa0e978⋯.jpg (121.31 KB,
754x423, 754:423, Fred Rotondaro 2.4.56b69ab….jpg)

File (hide): 45efb83c6e540e7⋯.jpg (41.96 KB,
524x430, 262:215, 60135717.jpg)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:00:59 ID: 239364 No.8187127 >>8187399 >>8187803

>>8186647

ok so from here I'm looking at who "Fred Rotondaro" and "Juliana Gendelman" are to see why Fred is notifying Juliana about Eric McFadden (the 
CAUGHT AND CHARGED pedo prostitution ring guy and Hillary's Catholic liaison in the primaries) being busted and why he thinks Podesta would want 
to know, and why Juliana is then sending that information to John Podesta:

Fred Rotondaro:
>Fred Rotondaro is the chair of Catholics in Alliance for the Common Good and is a Senior Fellow at the Center for American Progress.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/fred-rotondaro/the-world-needs-a-new-vat_b_586010.html

>I’d like to propose a new Vatican Council, one that is needed for the Church but also for the world, as it would benefit greatly from an application of 
traditional Catholic values presented by a reinvigorated Church.

so he's down for the Soros one world order shit.

http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2016/10/12/clinton-campaign-chief-helped-start-catholic-organisations-to-create-revolution-in-the-church/

>Catholics in Alliance for the Common Good (CACG) was founded by Tom Periello in 2005. Its chairman is Fred Rotondaro. Both Rotondaro and Periello 
are senior fellows at the Centre for American Progress, founded by Podesta.

>Rotondaro has called for the ordination of women, saying: “I have never seen any rational reason why a woman could not be a priest.” ==In the same 
article he says that “Gay sex comes from God”==, and asks whether “any practicing Catholic under age 80” agrees with the Church’s teaching on 
contraception.

thats the first glance…Podesta helped him set up some church shit and he's all about the gay sex.  he's the old guy in the pic with the baby.

>Catholic writer Thomas Peters tweeted that the revelations showed CACG and other organisations were engaged in “deception” and that it showed 
Podesta himself had “a very active role”.

and Podesta is more involved than they want anyone to know.

Juliana Gendelman:

http://notables.palmbeachpost.com/2016/03/30/palm-beach-day-academy-ambassadors-circle/

runs Palm Beach Day Academy…what is that?  do I even have to tell you?

http://www.pbday.org/parent-school-council/

school for kids.  OF COURSE.  there's a link to the council but i don't recongize any names off hand.

cringe-loaded PBDA music video lol

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME6l28gIAQk

doesn't look suspicious so maybe nothing strange going on with Juliana.  Fred seems more questionable and might be worth digging into who he's 
connected to.  They contacted Podesta about the pedo ring guy being busted for a reason.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:03:03 ID: 239364 No.8187165

>>8186894

see here: >>8186647

might be something in those files hidden with stegnography  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:03:21 ID: efea71 No.8187170 >>8187353

>>8187018

I was blocked from 4chan and my post about deep state politics (JFK, Trump, Soros) was deleted. I've been blocked from 2 forums for posting about the 
WikiLeaks emails which talk about paedo stuff. IMO the Madeleine McCann - John Podesta connection is key here,  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:06:38 ID: 87aefb No.8187224 >>8187352 >>8187493 >>8187833 >>8187854 >>8188218 >>8188418 >>8188503 >>8188591 >>8189163
>>8191102

>>8180593 (OP)
>>8180606
>>8180623
>>8181203
>>8183919

https://www.google.com/maps/@38.9896066,-77.0945796,3a,54.5y,346.24h,75.25t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sAR-
lxS7FjoE6SpgKNumrZw!2e0!7i13312!8i6656!6m1!1e1

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Besta+Pizza,+Chase+Avenue,+Bethesda,+MD/The+Children+In+The+Shoe,+4401+East-
West+Hwy,+Bethesda,+MD+20814/@38.9865526,-77.0955408,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x89b7c9669d60581f:0x177a753423a39f91
!2m2!1d-77.094589!2d38.989704!1m5!1m1!1s0x89b7c96f94843261:0xd3dbad327bd62154!2m2!1d-77.0898434!2d38.9858877

I will only post once.  You people are shaking the right trees.  Please keep digging, I implore you.  It is the only way to stop them.  Your inquiries are 
causing a lot of chatter and panic.  I would suggest if you have not done so already; create vanishing emails and congregate on a voice chat server.  Most 
IRC channels are compromised.

They are deleting and changing things as I type this.  You will be gaslit.  You will be hunted.  You will be accused.  Do not let yourself be taken by these 
disgusting people.

The white rabbit is their god.
They only know pain.
Sic iuvenis porta vitae.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:08:44 ID: efea71 No.8187259

>>8186828
>I mean I have a hunch that all these pedophile/cannibal/human sacrifice rituals are not really Satanism but Judaism.

To unwrap this one you've got to know about the relationship between Satanism & sacrifice. Job 1 & Genesis 15 give the earliest hints, Psalm 51:16 uses 
plan language.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:12:10 ID: 47d134 No.8187310

>>8185583
They know they're being watched.  We need boots on the ground.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:14:00 ID: e8c0cd No.8187337 >>8187374

>>8186859
Thanks. 
Is it completed? I remember someone posted an hour long video  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:14:51 ID: 28626d No.8187352 >>8187450 >>8188218

>>8187224
http:// www.thechildrenintheshoe.com/

Daycare center just down the road from Besta pizza, within walking distance.

Notice the red and white checkered pattern on the floor. This was a theme in Alefantis' instagram photos. My own personal theory is that red and whit 
refer to Moloch (see Alefantis' Moloch photo), and refers to penetrating the white (innocent) child.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:14:56 ID: 454bab No.8187353 >>8187442 >>8187641

>>8187170
I had my posts blocked permanently from RT presumably for mentioning McCann. Though it could have been for mentioning the Jew a couple of days 
before.

We should presume that the moderation coup they pulled off on reddit and 4chan happened everywhere.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:15:42 ID: c308ed No.8187364

The mp3s seem to be clean, unless it is steno into DCT coefficients, which you can't find in text editor.

Don't believe me? ffmpeg -i some.mp3 -acodec copy output.mp3

This will take mp3 at frame level and remux it - anything that is stashed outside of mpeg bitstream will be lost. The output is tad smaller, but that is just 
ID3 header and padding lost if you compare visually.

More interesting is the logic pro project files, /Users/selkins/Music/ - do we know anything about this selkins? Maybe Sarah Elkins?

As for the odd naming of the files, i think its the habit of naming files with whatever you have on mind (ie i name stuff like that foobar, nigger, shitcuk, 
megakike…) … just this guy having particular flavor of things in mind.

Looks like wrong open directory, though.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:16:08 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8187374 >>8187471

>>8187337
I believe it is the whole thing yes, don't watch that video though, it's pozzed and not a clean version.  
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:17:59 ID: 239364 No.8187399

>>8186647
>>8187127

cant tell if i'm going down a rabbit hole:

I put Fred Rotondaro (Podesta's buddy who Podesta helped start some churches and is all about gay sex being cool with god and who wanted Podesta 
to know their pedo ring buddy who worked with Hillary's campaign was busted) into wikileaks:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/59026

>when you click the advertisement, the link takes you to MoveOn's 60 Day to Stop A War Take Action website

>While the MoveOn site is very effective, ours will ensure that people calling into the offices identify as a person of faith, which is important in both our 
narrative creation (Catholics support the deal) > and coalition building (the God Squad takes action).

MoveOn = http://www.breitbart.com/live/2016-election-world-reacts-donald-trumps-stunning-upset-victory/moveon-protests-white-house/

MoveOn in wikileaks:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/20088

email from Huma to "re47" (probably a Hillary account?) with the whole gang included (Cheryl Mills, Podesta, Jake Sullivan etc)

>We're looking for 30 - 45 minutes of your time anytime between now and November 14th. We'll fly our small camera crew literally anywhere that you can 
make it work, but we are located full time in Brooklyn, so if you have any plans to visit NYC or DC obviously that would be ideal.

Located in Brooklyn

>MoveOn members really do turn out for elections. In 2008, they had over 250,000 volunteers, donated over $88MM in small donations, and volunteered 
over 20,000 hours. We feel it's so important that this committed group of activists get to feel a sense of communication and connection with you during 
the primary process.

>MoveOn represents more than 8 million progressives across the country, and if Sec. Clinton wins the nomination, we'll want to pull out all the stops to 
get all of our members behind her. This is an important step in that process.

bunch of activists for Hillary and the Director is:

>Laura Dawn

Hillary declined to participate in the interview they requested.  but MoveOn is definitely no stranger to Hillary's campaign.  

▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:19:16 ID: 23abf3 No.8187422 >>8187462 >>8187469

>>8186141
>>8186311
>>8186194
>>8186295
Cool, so the three hex values vs. six thing is just a red herring because I'm not a web dev. Fine.

I'm still right, though.

Just look at the fucking source. Here, let me help you:

"""
<!–[if (gt IE 9)|!(IE)]><!→<html lang="en-US" prefix="og: http://ogp.me/ns#"> <!–<![endif]→

<head>
background-color: #FFF;

 <title> Plumber Los Angeles | EZ Plumbing Los Angeles  | </title>

 

 <meta charset="UTF-8" />

 <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0">

 <link rel="profile" href="//gmpg.org/xfn/11" />

 
 <link rel="icon" href="http://www.ez-plumbing.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/cropped-logo.jpg" type="image/x-icon" />

 
 <link rel="pingback" href="http://www.ez-plumbing.com/xmlrpc.php" />

 <link rel="alternate" type="application/rss+xml" title=" Plumber Los Angeles | EZ Plumbing Los Angeles " href="http://www.ez-plumbing.com/feed/" />

 <link rel="alternate" type="application/atom+xml" title=" Plumber Los Angeles | EZ Plumbing Los Angeles " href="http://www.ez-
plumbing.com/feed/atom/" />

 <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="all" href="http://www.ez-plumbing.com/wp-content/themes/theme51241/bootstrap/css/bootstrap.css" />

 <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="all" href="http://www.ez-plumbing.com/wp-content/themes/theme51241/bootstrap/css/responsive.css" 
/>

 <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="all" href="http://www.ez-plumbing.com/wp-content/themes/CherryFramework/css/camera.css" />

 <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="all" href="http://www.ez-plumbing.com/wp-content/themes/theme51241/style.css" />
"""

No, I'm not a webdev but who edits an html document directly to specify the background color with a fucking text string
1) without any associated tags
2) in the <head> section
3) of a page that already has links to multiple css files?

Please, correct my record if I'm misunderstanding the situation but that's weird, no?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:20:50 ID: efea71 No.8187442

>>8187353
I got a little pushback from a mod at the David Icke Forum for posting about MM, but no ban and the topic made it to Today's News". Also it's trending on 
twitter.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:21:21 ID: aa5d3a No.8187450 >>8187661 >>8188218

File (hide): 062016aaacb51e0⋯.jpg (1.53 MB, 2000x2000, 1:1, insideBesta.jpg)

>>8187352

WTF the children in the 
shoe? Like solitary 
confinement?

Here's the inside of BESTA  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:21:52 ID: 4e7183 No.8187462 >>8187487 >>8188017

>>8187422
The answer is that modern web designers are fucking retarded.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:22:19 ID: 3c123d No.8187469

>>8187422
i must admit, it does seem strange  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:22:27 ID: cab051 No.8187471 >>8187548

>>8187374
pozzed ? if i download the YT version i should be fine ?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:22:36 ID: e8c0cd No.8187473 >>8187485

whats the relation of besta pizza and comet ping pong? they're on the same city, right? 
also, that instagram was related to which one?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:23:42 ID: aa5d3a No.8187485

>>8187473

Besta and Comet are both owned by the same company I believe. Two doors down.

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:23:41 ID: 23abf3 No.8187487 >>8187529

>>8187462
>its just a coincidence
I'll just add that to the long, long list of coincidences then.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:23:55 ID: 452ed3 No.8187493

>>8187224
I went through the site and found nothing that stands out.

Other than the staff not being named. The owner is also not mentioned. "Family owned for 35 years"
The staff is also not present in any of the pictures, as far as I could see.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:24:08 ID: eaf4ba No.8187499

>>8186828
>Anyone familiar enough with Kabbalistic ritual to outline the connection from Judaism to all these "Satan", "Moloch", "Osiris" worshipping secret 
societies?

Are you talking like Abramelin? Sorry, bit of a newfag to the occult themes these investigations are taking.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:26:01 ID: c308ed No.8187529

>>8187487
Always consider the odds of happening when looking for patterns in string of coincidences. Seeking meaning in frequent naturally occuring patterns is /x/ 
tier bait (i hope), or worse yet, some cointel trying to derail this thread.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:27:31 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8187548

>>8187471
Avoid it! Avoid the YT version and just read the transcript. If you missed last thread some anon pointed out how that version was uploaded by a satanist 
or something and he purposelly distorted the audio and changed the video description.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:28:38 ID: fe6c9f No.8187574 >>8187645 >>8187664 >>8188820

File (hide): c2fd272da7cb3bd⋯.png (328.12 KB, 630x420, 3:2, Wreck-It Ralph.png)

>>8185583
I've never understood how CTR can see this stuff and not walk out the door. I'm sure more than a few of 
them have personality defects, but why can't they understand that this goes beyond politics? Their bosses 
are hurting children. This shit is WAY beyond Stanford Prison Experiment revelations, and they're still 
shitposting away, helping these monsters.

What was CTR promised? Money? Women? Something more sinister? Or is it fear that keeps them there?

Questions that will never get answered.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:31:17 ID: 320a1e No.8187624 >>8187661 >>8187785

File (hide): 734c837974f2b7b⋯.jpg (18.74 KB, 255x255, 1:1, 1435016496566-4.jpg)

>>8180623
God fucking speed for downloading that shut and recording it, I wouldn't anywhere fucking near that stuff, 
scriptblocked all the way fam. This shit is truly disturbing.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:32:28 ID: efea71 No.8187641

>>8187353
>Though it could have been for mentioning the Jew a couple of days before.

Unwrap that one and you've hit the motherlode. Judaism and and Zionist are fundamentally incompatible: the Abrahamic covenant of Genesis 15 refers to 
the same land as the Oded Yinon plan put Herzl's ambitions were only for the benefit of the Jewish state, not the beneficiaries of the Abrahamic 
covenant.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:32:32 ID: 8fd47c No.8187642

>>8184890
Wrong. 3 letters are used all the time. stupid.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:32:45 ID: 768733 No.8187645 >>8187741

>>8187574
I noticed CTR shilling losing a lot of momentum when the Podesta leaks started revealing all of this shit.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:33:13 ID: 479d0e No.8187651 >>8187666

>try to redpill my (((friends))) about this
>anon theres no proof
>show them pictures
>seems like a conspiracy theory noce tinfoil hat
>someone like breitbart actually runs a story on something big
>well this site is anti hillary and theres still no proof

I hate them
I hate them so much 
Theyre basically saying "I won't believe it until TYT or some other leftist source covers it"  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:33:54 ID: c8869e No.8187661

>>8187450

Guys, we're on the good track but don't be distracted by far-fetched symbolism like the circles being a spiral and connection to Egyptian rituals and 
whatnot.

Go for the very obvious things, the pizza artwork, the dissappearing logo etc.

>>8187624

DIYchurch appears to be a hipster art website or something.
It might be something but probably is nothing  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:34:10 ID: c308ed No.8187664
File (hide): 9fa0c83322a335f⋯.jpg (55.31 KB, 640x478, 320:239, lolicons.jpg)

>>8187574
In politics 
this shit is 
super 
prevalent:

1) the 
traffickers 
get to 
blackmail 
the creeps
2) creeps 
get their 

steady supply of loli

win/win for everyone involved  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:34:12 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8187666

>>8187651
Get new friends, stoopid.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:34:19 ID: 1fe72c No.8187668 >>8187710 >>8187785

On the side, it would be pretty good for you guys to have some tools to organize information, you know like the soft Palantir does. Too bad no one here 
can code.

Just a friendly shill's opinion.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:36:35 ID: eaf4ba No.8187710 >>8188130

>>8187668
I rather suspect those who can code are debating long and hard whether to risk touching this shit tbh.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:36:42 ID: 96ab32 No.8187712 >>8187737

Politely requesting the Spirit Cooking archives, I'm trying to bring a friend up to speed and I think he's finally ready to move up a level and really 
understand that the Powers That Be are literally dark cultists.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:37:46 ID: 27ae5b No.8187728

>>8186731
I didn't think about it that way, possible, but I HIGHLY doubt it  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:38:17 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8187737

>>8187712
You should hand him this too, it's a fucking big ass redpill
>>8186407  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:38:39 ID: e3b4cd No.8187741 >>8187913

>>8187645
But there was still some industrial level sliding on every podesta thread in halfchan.

Since brock is behind CTR, couldn't he use some of the funds for a more double-secret version of the CTR made up of people who might be implicated… 
and other, um, inmates?

Is that what we are seeing now, post election?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:40:22 ID: 0fe0da No.8187764

>>8180593 (OP)
The address is 4811 Speedway. That other came from some anons aerial view but you can clearly see it right above the rabbit.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:41:44 ID: c308ed No.8187785

>>8187668
Pointless, as the info gets steadily diluted by /x/ cookery, infodumping it into open trello would make it even worse. Just keep it here and let people wade 
through shit for gold nuggets.

>>8187624
Just generic hipster html design, nothing really unusual about it. The webmaster is just fucking with you.

If you're genuinely interested in following trail, jsut google "http://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2407262/"  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:42:18 ID: 99abda No.8187797 >>8187823 >>8187850

I've done some remote viewing and most of those people are just your typical pedos abusing power to get dat cheese pizza, and to bribe/blackmail their 
partners with it. Not all of them are pedos, some are just using it either for making money, or as a tool for political control.

They (some of them) are connected to a more shadowy group that does some seriously fucked up shit though, snuff and torture of the worst kind. I 
couldn't focus enough to try and discern their identity, it was all quite disturbing.

Take it as you will.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:42:42 ID: 4afcb1 No.8187803

>>8187127
good find  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:43:54 ID: 77d3d4 No.8187823 >>8187977

>>8187797
You lack the writing skills to be a convincing 
LARPer.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:44:08 ID: 754efd No.8187833

>>8187224

Cryptic, but good to know.

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:44:59 ID: 789044 No.8187850 >>8187977

>>8187797
i don't doubt you fam but that post is a classic case of fake psychic's trying to cover a huge basis so the reader applies the knowledge they know and 
thinks the psychic was accurate. you've basically said nothing that we couldn't already assume.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:45:04 ID: 6a0bd7 No.8187854 >>8189676

File (hide): 696ed9ef6bab169⋯.png (100.17 KB, 287x398, 287:398, awhellnaw.png)

>>8187224
>Sic iuvenis porta vitae.
"so the young man is, the 
gate of life"
or
"the gateway to a young life"

I can't fucking handle this shit.  
I want off.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:46:12 ID: e8c0cd No.8187878 >>8190532

>>8180593 (OP)
Hey, i think mods should look for 34a66c ip and check if he posted anything after that day 

if he didn't its probably a good idea to call the police or to treat this shit with more responsibility

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:46:34 ID: 7b8044 No.8187885

take a gander @ these twiittr accounts. Explor dem ah bit. odd, kno?

https://twitter.com/mattborzillo
https://twitter.com/NECA_TOYS
https://twitter.com/DinosaurDracula
https://twitter.com/JonathonPenick
https://twitter.com/sexyarmpit
https://twitter.com/maxreborules
https://twitter.com/alwaysgnnaswagg
https://twitter.com/UnbridledBeef
https://twitter.com/Darel_Keeter
https://twitter.com/everytimeidie
https://twitter.com/womanchildtales
https://twitter.com/Creation_Stands  https://twitter.com/grove8989
https://twitter.com/Todd_Spence

even dis acttrisss seemz 2 b signelin sum streng dings

https://twitter.com/alisonhaislip
https://www.instagram.com/alisonhaislip/  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:48:03 ID: 768733 No.8187913

>>8187741
What we need is public shaming. Bring their darkest fears to light. 

Call them what they are, everywhere they go. We need wojaks to scream pedophile in public at Podesta, at Brock, and the Comet/Besta people. Tar and 
feather them figuratively and literally. They can laugh it off, but memes have power, and tend to bring the truth to bare.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:48:07 ID: 27f911 No.8187914

private forum needs to be made

i have some webdev skills  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:51:30 ID: 99abda No.8187977

>>8187823
#triggered

>>8187850
Could be my subconsciousness constructing stuff from reading these threads.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:53:39 ID: 27ae5b No.8188017

>>8187462
Stop with the passive aggressive shit.

3 bytes lining up, out of 6,000,000 ish, out of who knows how many songs, is pretty fuckin likely to happen by chance.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:58:03 ID: e86d43 No.8188082
File (hide): e0df135331d3b53⋯.png (129.34 KB, 1035x487, 1035:487, panda.png)

Anyone checked "friends" tab on Comet ping pong? I went to the pandahead magazine that is said in there.

Go to issue 7, Comet and Buck's credited as contributors, as well as James Alefantis himself. Chapter 2 is 
them in Buck's having a dinner, not much suspicious with all those hipsters but there is a photo of a child 
too. 

I'm not sure if all those hipster liberal arts students are aware about the reality of where they really are 
dining.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:58:20 ID: 4002be No.8188085 >>8188297 >>8188662

File (hide): 7a207f19fdca9f1⋯.png (1.03 MB, 800x1132, 200:283, 800px-Tree_of_Life_2009_la….png)

>>8186828
>Anyone familiar enough with Kabbalistic ritual to outline the connection from Judaism to all these "Satan", "Moloch", 
"Osiris" worshipping secret societies

according to modern occultist writings, predating or existing alongside the time of jesus' birth and death, there was a 
branch of judaism which studied the tree of life, aka jewish kabbalah. now im not a jew or an occultist, so my 
understanding is shaky at best, but it used to interest me. basically the kabbalah was a "roadmap" of the universe. it 
showed how everything flowed in the universe, starting at zero, and then reaching infinity when god manifested itself, and 
from this ultimate godly infinity, the rest of existence broke down into its base components. it's not a straight path, it's a 
path with many branches, more like a web (pic related).

now, modern occultism takes this jewish concept of the kabbalah, and looks at it in the reverse. it says, this isnt just a 
map of the creation of the universe; we, as people, can travel backwards up the tree, and attain higher and higher levels 
of consciousness, eventually becoming gods. from here is where all the study of western occultism comes from, and 
linking the symbolism of the kabbalah and its branches to various other conceps such as tarot cards. at its heart, modern 
occultism, and practiced magick, is at its heart satanic; it's trying to reach out and grasp the infinite nature of god. many 
people see the upside down pentagram as satanic right? well that comes from the normal pentagram, a star within a 

circle, being a pagan symbol for divinity above mankind. when you invert that, it's man conquering gods.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 22:59:03 ID: 27f911 No.8188095 >>8188135 >>8188151 >>8192706

How to catch pedos:

What not to waste time on: cases where they did work to cover their tracks. You will get nothing out of portugal case because they did work to cover their 
tracks. 

What to spend time working on: where their recklessness allowed them to not cover their tracks. Examples:
- podesta replying yes to an email that doesnt make sense unless what looks like aol spam is actually hidden message. The answers lie in his emails.

In general consider how information works and consider that these people are not as smart as they think they are otherwise they woulnd't be pedos. They 
are narcissists and love social status. Example: obvious pedo symbology in Besta Pizza logo.

The problem with doing this in the open is that they see how the investigation is going forward incrementally. They can adjust their behaviour in real time, 
covering tracks. Some part of this should be done in private. You know why german anon disappeared? Realized the mistake of posting his exploits in 
real time.

If you guys think trump wants this to come out you are crazy, it benefits him not at all, but you can pressure the world by spending your time doing work 
efficiently where it counts.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:01:08 ID: 27ae5b No.8188130

>>8187710
This.

Also, what the fuck was he talking about? What exactly do you need to code? an MP3 parser? there's tons… a DCT decoder? theres also tons…  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:01:36 ID: 768733 No.8188135

>>8188095
>how to catch pedos
RWDS  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:02:39 ID: c308ed No.8188151 >>8188208

>>8188095
>The problem with doing this in the open is that they see how the investigation is going forward incrementally. They can adjust their behaviour in real 
time, covering tracks. 

Only to an extent. Google cache / archive org reacts to robots.txt after few hours at best. ALWAYS make sure to archive shit.

So far, I've seen very little rapid reaction to any online sperging, save for the attempted smear of wikileaks.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:05:58 ID: 27f911 No.8188208 >>8188297 >>8188516

All cases that have come to an end are a dead end. The epstein case is a dead end. Why? They did work to cover their tracks. They paid the right 
people. Epstein will come out of jail richer than when he left it.

>>8188151

You say you haven't seen rapid reaction? What exactly do you expect to see? They are deciding who to pay off, who to kill, who to hide and where. If you 
think all that Besta Pizza did was change their logos, you are an idiot, for all you know theyve ceased all illegal activities.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:06:19 ID: c51dee No.8188214 >>8188238 >>8188402 >>8189204 >>8192536

File (hide): 315c06903722557⋯.png (264.4 KB, 777x606, 259:202, Through the Storm Kidnappe….png)

Didn't see it in the thread and don't want it to be lost to the memory hole. Between Besta and Comet is 
Beyond Borders, a company
"working to end child slavery and prevent violence against women and girls in Haiti". Also, a reverse image 
search on the "girl lover" logo on the Terasol website returned only one other result, Through the Storm 
Outreach Ministries (https://archive.is/Y6Klu), a group offering "immediate shelter" to homeless and 
pregnant youth (pic related).  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:06:38 ID: 6a0bd7 No.8188218
File (hide): 52bf4e46f57d5fc⋯.jpg (211.33 KB, 504x615, 168:205, lolidontevenknowwhatthefuc….jpg)

>>8187224
>>8187352
>>8187450

http ://hopefloatsusa.com/

Can someone explain to me why a spa specializing in deprivation chamber relaxation is connected to a fucking 
pizza shop?  That doesn't strike you as odd?

https://www.yelp.com/biz/flying-kick-fitness-center-bethesda?
adjust_creative=dWJMtmYxpd5N5yoyzSuhtA&utm_campaign=yelp_api&utm_medium=api_v2_business&utm_sour
ce=dWJMtmYxpd5N5yoyzSuhtA

Flying Kick Fitness Center is above both the spa and pizza place.  This building is flooded with little kids.

So who the fuck owns this place?

http s://www2.montgomerycountymd.gov/realPropertyTax/ViewParcel.aspx?ParcelCode=00543953

"FCD Property LLC".  That's not strange.  Most LLC's are for commercial properties anyway.

http s://www.bizapedia.com/md/fcd-property-
llc.html

Lynn Caudle Boynton is listed as the Agent.  Who is she?

http s://www.facebook.co/lynn.caudle.boynton/

She's a real estate attorney for a trust.  Evidently, the previous owner died and the building is owned by a trust.  …

Who the fuck do these business pay their rent to then?  You're telling me a building like this is owned by no one?  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:07:08 ID: d2e27b No.8188233

I didn't real all the threads, did you try to get into this: www . cometpingpong . com/login/ ? 
Jimdo is just some web hosting.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:07:12 ID: c51dee No.8188238

>>8188214
Forgot to post beyond borders link: https://archive.is/XkP6j  

File (hide): f86ac14fb38d251⋯.jpg (65.02 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, ETTA_symbol.JPG)

File (hide): 3626706a2a9ae30⋯.jpg (63.34 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, ETTA_board.JPG)

File (hide): 555d8c0887f716d⋯.jpg (85.95 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, ETTA_stats.JPG)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:08:53 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8188260 >>8188989 >>8189204 >>8189310 >>8189555 >>8190183 >>8192511

I think I might have found a new lead, anons help me to verify. This is what I've connected so far.

Richie Palmer owns Mulberry Pizza, which has 4 locations around Los Angeles - one in Beverly Hills. Also, importantly, there is a shop that was opened 
in Colorado around 2000.

https://archive.is/UDIMd

He has a second home on the island of Oahu - does that remind anyone here of anything suspicious? I haven't been able to find much background on 
Palmer's bio beyond this link, other than that he was raised in the Bronx and upstate NY. He first wanted to become a Broadway actor, and supported 
himself by working at pizza shops.

Notice these sentences in the bio above:

"Mulberry Street soon amassed a cult following among local residents, tourists from around the world and Hollywood’s elite – including leading politicians 
and athletes."

"Richie lives in Beverly Hills though on occasion escapes to his second home on the island of Oahu. Next steps for Richie include opening Mulberry Pizza 
in Honolulu. “I feel most at peace in Hawaii,” he says. “I love it there. And that’s what it’s all about…love and pizza.”"

He is married to the actress Raquel Welch. An article in the New York Post elaborates further on his pizza business.

https://archive.is/rVAI7

In the article, it says "Palmer will open the Colorado location with two partners, Allen Finkelstein and Adam Bernhard." So I searched those two names, 
and the first link I found that featured both of them was this.

https://archive.is/BWLra

I uploaded screenshots from the website. First, you'll notice the heart enclosed within 7 concentric rings. Second, look at the stats on this page. One of 
my screenshots documents that they *work with children*.

https://archive.is/EUvcw

So we have a pizza guy in Beverly Hills with a second home in Oahu who is financed by people who are on the advisory board of a nonprofit which works 
with children and the mentally ill, and for its logo features the now-classic pedo symbolism of encirclement.

I haven't had an opportunity to explore further connections of Finkelstein or Bernhard. Also, anyone notice that Finkelstein's first name Allen/Alan is 
getting spelled two different ways? Not sure if that means anything significant, but these connections are setting off my coincidence detectors like mad.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:11:19 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8188288 >>8188516

>>8186470

Honestly this was fine for spamming on Twitter 2 days before the election to 90 IQ normies, but does anyone actually buy that John fucking podesta flew 
to portugal and personally kidnapped a little girl off the beach?

I actually want to get to the bottom of all this but the whole mccann thing is pretty ridiculous, and I think those espousing it are half trolling. 

Go ahead though, keep looking into it if you want.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:11:46 ID: 99abda No.8188297 >>8188388 >>8188396 >>8188412

>>8188085
Inverted in relation to what? Your current position? Some solar body? Sky? Inverted pentagram is the same thing as upwards pentagram, ultimately.

Tree of life is not taken as inverse in this context, just as another tree growing in the opposite direction. And what is, and what is not "satanic" depends 
entirely on your religious beliefs.

>>8188208
Maybe you didn't get it, but them being pedos is, ironically, the least concerning thing about these people. What's worrisome are their networks (that span 
globally) and their effects on society as a whole. That's what anon needs to focus on.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:18:36 ID: 32cab0 No.8188388

>>8188297
>What's worrisome are their networks (that span globally)

In a twist of fate, the pedos among us are loyal to our memes over theirs. 

Don't think we're just getting this shit in a vacuum, there are deepweb faggots pushing us in the right direction, trying not to expose themselves in the 
process.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:18:51 ID: 27f911 No.8188396 >>8188489 >>8188505

>>8188297
>What's worrisome are their networks (that span globally) and their effects on society as a whole.

You just made that up. Focus on what's real. A pic of podesta with his dick in a kids mouth is real. Look at how long saville was raping, bill cosby etc. 
Clintons have gotten away with everything, and they will get away wth this, unless someone dumps real info connecting them to something public loves to 
hate.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:19:31 ID: fada71 No.8188402
File (hide): 2c83725619d2173⋯.jpg (107.94 KB, 654x862, 327:431, tmp_29642-8ca61570c8759262….jpg)

>>8188214
>pregnant youth  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:20:19 ID: 4002be No.8188412 >>8193604

File (hide): 993759c91f80f6a⋯.jpg (60.73 KB, 612x612, 1:1, Pentagram_(Levi).jpg)

>>8188297
inverted in relation to one point up being the "divine" pentagram, and two points up being the "satanic". the 
top point represents spirit, the divine, god, that which cannot be explained in the physical. the others are the 
four elements; i believe fire and earth are the bottom two, and air and water are the diagonal ups.

reversing this, is the physical over the spiritual. when i say "satanic" i'm talking in a very jewish/christian 
point of view. it all ties back to original sin, and adam and eve eating the apple of knowledge; this is shown 
in the bible as an evil act, and god punishes them for it, but satanists look at this as a positive act, as 
humanity trying to achieve its maximum potential, and god here is the tyrant trying to confine and restrict 
them. yes it's up to your view if it's "evil", but regardless those that try to attain the power of gods through 
occultism are following in the path laid out for them by satan.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:20:27 ID: 23abf3 No.8188418

>>8187224
Yeah, digging into it, I found nothing except that one of their four locations (4330 East West Highway) doesn't have an entry in the Montgomery County 
Assessor's database, which is strange.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:23:02 ID: efea71 No.8188453 >>8189355

>>8181413
Kek/Pepe the Frog has esoteric significance…

pisces -> (amphibian) -> aquarius
Molech = MLKh, king = MLK. Kh = death, K = life
Kek = KK, Kuk =KhK
Pepe = PP@ = freedom freedom source

interpretation: transition from tyranny to sovereignty through unconstrained source purpose.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:25:19 ID: 32cab0 No.8188489
File (hide): 776db5d240d608e⋯.jpg (84.18 KB, 650x528, 325:264, 1410591422585.jpg)

>>8188396
>Focus on what's real.
Their superstitious behavior is real, the symbolism appearing in correlation is real, their arrogance and low-
time-preference are real. 

But we do need something far more concrete to pressure feds with, this is all just foreplay tbh. 
The fact that compartmentalization specialists are among them is troublesome, because that means lower-
ranking pedos don't have access to the Podesta tier.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:26:03 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8188503 >>8189967

>>8187224

I was not aware there were multiple "Besta Pizzas" belonging to the same chain. 

This one is in Maryland, how many are there?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:26:11 ID: 99abda No.8188505

>>8188396
Yes, I've made up the connection between Epstein and this woman, which is connected to those cultists in SK controlling the president.

https://archive.is/H1NOS

https://web.archive.org/web/20101111012357/http://www.jeffreyepsteinscience.com/

There seems to be a suspicious link between those people, feminists, transhumanists and top country officials. And of course, kikes.

Or are you afraid we might run into certain "Royal" societies as well? Clintons are just the tip of the iceberg. Keep up with dat damage control though.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:26:53 ID: c308ed No.8188516 >>8188597 >>8188875

>>8188288
Yea, I never kinda understood how people like alex jones could make a living out of it.

Threads swarming with /x obviously schizo conspiratards thread is an eye opener.

>>8188208
They wont go after internet randos who dig up internet shit. All that can be done is monitor the boards, and clean up internet breadcrumbs the moment 
those are uncovered.

Which IS regularly done, thus the need for proper (and reputable) archiving, before the original internet trail evaporates.

Your delusions of grandeour that you're that important are entirely off the mark, unless you're somebody like fbi anon.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:31:08 ID: 6a70d9 No.8188579 >>8188617 >>8188733

What's plan b, guys? Plan A of course is the feds make arrests, but if they dont? Can we all just go through life knowing kids are being born for the 
purpose of being raped?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:32:06 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8188591 >>8188801

File (hide): b521b4d2e759e41⋯.png (1022.84 KB, 1178x663, 1178:663, TheChildrenInTheShoe.png)

>>8187224

This is "The Children in the 
Shoe" daycare center 
according to google maps?  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:32:14 ID: 99abda No.8188597 >>8188846

>>8188516
They will send shills to tell us how there is nothing to see there goy, divert our intention with tabloid tier crap, and attack posters who make some 
progress, or invent fake leads and then debunk them trying to "debunk" everything else with it (a common JIDF tactic)  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:33:29 ID: f0818e No.8188617 >>8188634 >>8188654

>>8188579

I am within striking distance of one of these facilities. I AM tempted to make a play. Seriously. But I am ill prepared at the moment.

We can't trust the CIA or FBI to do anything. History has shown that they protect these people for various reasons.

Current plan is to DIG DIG DIG and see how much we can compromise and weaken them before any drastic RWDS strategies are formed.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:35:13 ID: 6a70d9 No.8188634

>>8188617
>Current plan is to DIG DIG DIG and see how much we can compromise and weaken them 

good approach  

File (hide): 6e54270cb674075⋯.jpg
(22.29 KB, 270x400, 27:40, theholygrail.jpg)

File (hide): 6903073af5b1876⋯.jpg (25 KB, 534x401,
534:401, guac2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:36:17 ID: 93c9da No.8188653

>>8186526
> that card game is truly from the future. i swear new cards are added that are too on the nose to be coincidence.
It really is  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:36:22 ID: 99abda No.8188654

>>8188617
Ever considered some social engineering? The right kind of psychological pressure could make them spill some beans.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:36:41 ID: 6a70d9 No.8188662 >>8188826

>>8188085
In Kabbalistic Satanism, both Satan and Moloch rule the Qlippot called Thaumiel (the adverse of Kether).  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:39:40 ID: e8c5b2 No.8188712

>>8184064
How fuckin new are you read into pedowood.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:40:59 ID: 32cab0 No.8188733 >>8188793 >>8188806 >>8189076 >>8189398 >>8189543 >>8189715

File (hide): e9358027c3919a4⋯.jpeg (141.75 KB, 723x900, 241:300, e9358027c3919a42cc6d6f704….jpeg)

>>8188579
I've been on this train for 5 years, the initial shock/rage has worn off. The only thing standing in the way are corrupt 
officials stomping out the investigations that catch these rings before they grew to the unholy level we're seeing 
today. 

We have to get the middlemen to defect, the higher-ups who are already being threatened by the underworld into 
compliance, and it has to be a deal announced publicly. Trump's election is offering a window of hope to some very 
tucked away suffering.

I expect to see a lot of "family murdered by housekeeper"-style local news articles in the coming months.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:42:02 ID: 27f911 No.8188750 >>8188802 >>8188823

8188597

How do you bring down a network? Find pic of podesta fucking kids. Then find bill clinton fucking kids. Then find how Hillary is paying Comey. How do 
you find it? Penetration. How do youknow who to hack? Uncover things in the clear. WHo is hackable? Those who don't know they've been uncovered. 

Satanism is a complete dead end because it's not illegal and it makes them look cool, like Hillary is "gangsta" got assassinating people.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:44:38 ID: 6a70d9 No.8188793 >>8188846

>>8188733
checked and saved  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:44:52 ID: 5e3dce No.8188800

someone should play the audio the a osciliscope to see if any messages were left, I remember cicada doing that once.

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:44:58 ID: ba054a No.8188801

>>8188591
Maybe…it's subterranean, and you get to the "day care" through Besta.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:45:14 ID: f0818e No.8188802

>>8188750
>How do you bring down a network? Find pic of podesta fucking kids.

Those mp3 files MIGHT have it. But people are too scared to grab it from the archive.

I tried ripping them myself but I don't have necessary knowledge to do anything with them. I'm at /tech/ Anon's mercy on this front, tbh.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:45:35 ID: 77d3d4 No.8188806 >>8188846

>>8188733
That email seems WAY too good to be true. Where can I find it?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:45:36 ID: f55f15 No.8188808

How many bull shit kike cults do I have to be informed about.

Jews are using high level goyim to do their bidding by making them complicit in their 'satanic' cult. Implicating them in the blood libel and all that fucked up 
BS.

What the fuck else is new, were you mongrels born yesterday? 

Yes, they are mistreating kids to satisfy their sick beliefs and control goyim. Yes, it's everywhere, and pols around the world are implicated.

Fuck you America. YOU had to interrupt.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:46:15 ID: d86a97 No.8188820

>>8187574
The Clinton where lawyers for a long time, how many computer savvy creeps do you think they may have helped in their careers?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:46:31 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8188823

>>8188750

>Satanism makes them look cool!

Nobody finds "spirit cooking" and child sex rings cool except literal kike faggots.

i.e those we're pursuing.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:46:41 ID: 4002be No.8188826 >>8188854 >>8188883

>>8188662
do you have material on this i could read? i've seen a diagram of the converging trees, but the stuff ive read never really delved into it.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:48:26 ID: b4557e No.8188841 >>8188961

>>8186828
Revelation 3:9  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:48:43 ID: c308ed No.8188846 >>8188929

File (hide): 95c6790ba04cdb2⋯.jpg (170.28 KB, 460x600, 23:30, rabbis.jpg)

>>8188793
>>8188597
>>8188806
Old news which sparked the whole catshit fuckery (which is complete dead end confirmed by many people, 
except the filenames). Newfags BTFO.

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b17hj/testing_the_pizza_pages_wtf_have_i_found/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:49:14 ID: 6a70d9 No.8188854 >>8188871 >>8188883

File (hide): 1efecfa51326cff⋯.jpg (95.2 KB, 696x799, 696:799, tree of death.jpg)

>>8188826
lots of books if you look into:

>Temple of the Black Light  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:50:33 ID: 99abda No.8188871 >>8189204

>>8188854
This looks like a catalog of black metal bands  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:50:38 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8188872 >>8188888 >>8188893

WE'VE BEEN AT THIS A WEEK AND STILL NO ONE KNOWS WHO OWNS  BESTA PIZZA

HOW IS THIS?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:51:10 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8188875 >>8188898

>>8188516
>Saging a sticky
You don't understand how these imageboard things work, now do ya Mr. Shill?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:51:57 ID: 6a70d9 No.8188883

>>8188826
>>8188854

Basically, the pedophile shit belongs in the Qlippot of the demon-goddess Lilith. Here she represents sexual perversion and resides in the Satanic 
Queendom of Gamaliel (the Obscene Ones, which is also the type of demonic beings found here).

Some books of interest might be:

Qabalah, Qlippoth and Goetic Magick
and anything by the Temple of the Black Light  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:52:19 ID: a594b9 No.8188888 >>8188914 >>8188945

>>8188872
It may be owned collectively by those who work at it and participate in it's functions etc. That would be my guess if there is no clear owner.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:52:40 ID: 6a0bd7 No.8188893

>>8188872
HEY.

See>>8188218  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:53:20 ID: c308ed No.8188898 >>8188993

>>8188875
>not knowing what sage is for

hint: it's not a downvote.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:54:25 ID: 483573 No.8188912 >>8188973 >>8189023

File (hide): 8f34567eea07f79⋯.png (183.63 KB, 1518x863, 1518:863, uh oh.png)

Have you guys received any weird emails lately?

I got this earlier while trawling through the hampton massage sites after downloading shit from the archive; I 
don't know how in fuck someone ostensibly involved with this architectural company got hold of my email to 
forward me this (or why an architectural company would have any interest in this case in the first place), but 
it seems to me like they're telling me in no uncertain terms to quit digging. I haven't been able to come up 
with anything linking them to any of this (so far), either, so maybe it was just a gigantic fluke? I hope I'm just 
being too noided, but does anyone think I'm actually fucked? Anyone think this poor bastard was one of us? 
I'd suggest everyone uses a VPN from now on, regardless.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:54:30 ID: 32cab0 No.8188914 >>8188985

>>8188888
but do they use a payroll service?
who /paychex/ here?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:55:32 ID: 99abda No.8188929

>>8188846
>Reddit
>/r/The_Donald

Having 80 IQ people try to make some sense of it is a dead end indeed.  

File (hide): 1d3ea9dbc519daf⋯.jpg (69.22 KB,
1443x763, 1443:763, Checked.jpg)

File (hide): 9a9e24057272f76⋯.jpg (155.22 KB,
920x907, 920:907, raremolyneux.jpg)

File (hide): 16d0d90bcd39aee⋯.jpg (352.04 KB,
704x500, 176:125, Witnessed.jpg)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:56:33 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8188945 >>8188985

>>8188888

holy shit. 

Lord Kek has spoken. 

Drop everything and pursue Besta Pizza leads, NOW. 

There must be some seriously fucked up shit going on.

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:57:49 ID: 64ad1f No.8188957

>>8185740
>>8185713

they reported our threads in the washington post … they know  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:58:02 ID: efea71 No.8188961

>>8188841
http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2011/10/25/the-doenmeh-the-middle-easts-most-whispered-secret-part-i.html  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:58:36 ID: 32cab0 No.8188973

>>8188912
This is exactly the type of shit I'd get in my throwaway when I used to namefag on 4chon

That or a craigslist reply with the name of someone murdered locally as the contact. 

Those are standard intimidation tactics, they can't do shit to you. Don't reply to them.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:59:08 ID: c308ed No.8188983

>8188218
Also the linked phone number, hover over it and get its url.

If it has attachments, upload it somewhere. Anons can tell if common spam, or targeted.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:59:17 ID: a594b9 No.8188985
File (hide): 36d0ea8cecad8ca⋯.jpg (95.1 KB, 750x750, 1:1, praise kek.jpg)

>>818891
4
Who 
knows.

>>818894
5
Lord Kek 
has 
honoured 
me. 
Praise 
him.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:59:17 ID: 138336 No.8188986

>>8181203
>but the ac is leaking fluid all over the sidewalk.
>muh "fluid"
That's condensate, also known as water.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:59:27 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8188989

>>8188260

Michael Held is the executive officer of ETTA. All I can find about him is that he owns Etta Israel Center in Los Angeles, a Jewish elderly and mental 
health care center. Curiously, ETTA nonprofit is partnered with OHEL Children's Home and Family Services. It was started in 1969 as a foster program for 
Jewish children who were abandoned or rescued from abuse.

https://archive.is/skGz9

Here is the OHEL website, I don't see anything suspicious about the design.

https://archive.is/kFNuK

However, 'ohel' is the Hebrew word for 'grave.' As in a cemetery. That's an… interesting choice for a child foster program. Might any resident Kabbalists 
recognize the significance of this name?

Michael Held can also be connected to a US Senator, pictured on the ETTA home page. That is Senator ((Ben Allen))).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ben_Allen

I'll admit I don't see a thread here worth pursuing further, just dumping the info I found for reference purposes. Want to explore the Richie Palmer/Oahu 
connection further.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:59:35 ID: 6a70d9 No.8188991 >>8189283

There is a restaurant in Washington DC called 'Ping Pong Dim Sum' on 7th Street. Dim Sum is a name for a BITE SIZED dish. They have only 4 
locations, each in a major international hub. Washington, Mumbai, Dubai, London. 

http://www.pingpongdimsum.us/

Connected?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 23:59:36 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8188993 >>8189023

>>8188898
Yeah i know what it is for, but this thread is permanently on the first page so you might as well not even bother.
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:00:40 ID: 672c28 No.8189011 >>8189715

https://archive.is/d5kS8
Obama allegedly moving into Tony Pedoestas house. 
Pizza ovens.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:01:51 ID: c308ed No.8189023 >>8189040

>>8188993
[i]sighs[/i]

sage means "i have nothing of value to add to the discussions, therefore don't bump".

also sage order still matters if there are more than 1 stickies.

>>8188912
Where does the phone link to? Any attachments?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:03:23 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8189040 >>8189088 >>8189358

>>8189023
>[i]sighs[/i]
Kek, good one bait man.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:03:39 ID: 138336 No.8189046

>>8186470
Slight problem with your distraction bs, those are two photofits of one person.
There were not "two suspects", only one.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:05:31 ID: 4e86ef No.8189076 >>8189108 >>8189246

>>8188733
im trying to look for some sort of article about the child sex victim that was able to draw an accurate floor plan of the white house, even though he'd never 
been there officially, and he drew rooms that none of the public knew about.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:05:34 ID: 64ad1f No.8189079 >>8189162 >>8189333 >>8194019

File (hide): e64ec6696e2a74a⋯.png (33.06 KB, 877x608, 877:608, Blood Sacrifice.png)

>>8186828

Spirit cooking is a Abrahamic blood 
sacrifice ritual.

Aka Mormons.. aka Jews  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:06:22 ID: a594b9 No.8189088 >>8189358

>>8189040
You're taking it (the bait) by replying to the obvious shit poster.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:07:45 ID: 32cab0 No.8189108

>>8189076
I heard about that one years ago on some tinfoil blog, fuck I wish I'd saved it  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:11:36 ID: c8869e No.8189162

>>8189079

It's against the God of Abraham to do this.

If any similar ritual gets performed it is to pervert and blaspheme the reference, which would point to satanism.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:11:39 ID: 64ad1f No.8189163 >>8192905

File (hide): 81be403e49b261b⋯.jpg (158.93 KB, 850x664, 425:332, Besta Pizza Mayland 2.jpg)

>>8187224

Someone call the number 
and order the "special"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:12:13 ID: bd2934 No.8189170 >>8189187 >>8189255 >>8190212

https://twitter.com/TJ_HOCH/status/796111648146817024  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:13:10 ID: bd2934 No.8189187

>>8189170
https://archive.is/cnGNx  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:13:38 ID: 8c3f80 No.8189204

>>8188214
It even has a child's hand over the adult's hand.

>>8188260
A lot of coincidences in that 2nd image.

>>8188871
I've noticed (((they))) like to name bands to help bury or replace results when people search for things. e.g. may day parade  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:16:05 ID: 4e86ef No.8189246

>>8189076
Troy Boner - Conspiracy of Silence

Franklin Affair  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:16:19 ID: fada71 No.8189254

Can someone make a list of possible locations so people can check them out? (do not go alone.)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:16:21 ID: a594b9 No.8189255

>>8189170
This guy is absolutely obsessed with toys, specifically gremlins. 
So is "tiffany". 

Why?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:16:28 ID: 566ef3 No.8189256 >>8189364

>>8186828
>praising YHWH
They don't. Most are atheist, believe the Jewish tribe is their god, or are satanists.

Look how the public reacted to Kaduri's last letter.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:16:41 ID: 138336 No.8189258

Friendly reminder that you can gather all the info you want: police are powerless to act because the people they work for are involved.
The only ones who end up prosecuted are lecherous middle-aged school teachers caught with photographs of 17-year-old women on their hard drives.
The actual killers/rapists of children/satanic ritualists never get prosecuted.
>Undercover elite child sex abuse investigation 'scrapped by police commanders'
>Claims that undercover police operation with evidence that member of security services and prominent MP were involved in child abuse was scrapped 
by commanders 
https://archive.fo/SoSjD
>inb4 "but that is in bongland"
Same network, same organization, same control of cops.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:16:51 ID: 6a70d9 No.8189261 >>8189338 >>8189358

File (hide): 6dce91f1f81f49f⋯.png (41.25 KB, 769x669, 769:669, magickbat.PNG)

All booking for Comet Ping Pong events is handled by 
Sasha Lord Presents. 

The artwork for the Sasha Lord site is done by  by Jourdan 
Betette & Lindsay Johnson (thelajohnson.com)

>Jourdan Betette
(magickbat.com) returns pic related

>Lindsay Johnson
shes a journalist and illustrator at NPR.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:18:16 ID: a594b9 No.8189283

>>8188991
"Creative corporate events, birthdays, fundraisers with a twist? Let Ping Pong devise and deliver a divine occasion. Discover Parties by Ping Pong with 
our events guides below!"
pdf introduces
"Hosting a creative corporate event with a
twist? Let Ping Pong devise and deliver an
event with a difference. There is no better
option than Dim Sum and drinks in Ping Pong’s
cosmopolitan, dynamic event spaces."

Nothing else seems out of the ordinary that I can see at first glance.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:18:20 ID: 4e86ef No.8189286 >>8192121

File (hide): 027510e3b818d6b⋯.png (62.89 KB, 650x650, 1:1, pedo.png)

Well thats 
interesting  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:20:13 ID: 64ad1f No.8189310 >>8189367 >>8190183

>>8188260

>still using XP  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:22:23 ID: bd2934 No.8189333

>>8189079
Yeah, we Mormons don't do this, I guaranteed it. Also, don't compare us to kikes. We despise the degeneracy they cling too.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:22:44 ID: 6a70d9 No.8189338 >>8189394 >>8191991

File (hide): 52afc889162fb3c⋯.png (421.28 KB, 619x619, 1:1, magickbat saturnalia.PNG)

>>8189261
>capital fringe 
may be another lead

Saturnalia:
"the ancient Roman 
festival of Saturn in 
December"  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:24:05 ID: 566ef3 No.8189355 >>8189831

>>8188453
We need this in the Kek theology threads.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:24:20 ID: c308ed No.8189358

>>8189261
Again, not new.
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5bem0m/2_pizza_shops_connected_to_pedophilia_uncovered/

Please people, check for OC with your findings. Its been done both on r/The_Donald and to a lesser degree halfpol past week. Otherwise its just derailing 
in circles over and over.

>>8189088
[b]ait[/b], if anything.

>>8189040
you're still using the email field incorrectly  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:24:37 ID: 138336 No.8189364
File (hide): b551ebd8bcd4cfd⋯.jpg (1.05 MB, 632x9884, 158:2471, nazareth.jpg)

>>8189256
>Most are atheist
Like the "most are men", a myth that needs to die.
Related:
Sisters of no mercy
>In the pre- and post-war period, orphans were often sent to homes run by religious orders, such as the Sisters of Nazareth. There they found a 
disciplined regime which, they say, tipped over into violence. Now, decades later, more than 500 former inmates are suing the nuns for damages. 
Beatrix Campbell reports
https://archive.fo/Zxf7L
Pedophile use of religious cover for their operations, is a form of "big lie".  The perversion is so enormous that normalfags cannot allow their minds to 
conceive of the possibility, that "merciful" nuns could be operating an organized pedophilic sadism and murder outfit.
https://archive.fo/Zxf7L  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:24:50 ID: 8c3f80 No.8189367

>>8189310
It's okay, he's using Chrome. :^)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:26:06 ID: c8869e No.8189386 >>8189480

Guys, I've been reading into that .pdf on ritual child abuse and sacrifice.

They overlap some christian high feasts, to much and blaspheme them.
One is Christmas, where babies are sacrificed.

Can someone look at the Christmas booking on all of these places?

I know it's a holiday so booking will be stranger, but who would celebrate Christmas in a pizza tent?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:26:44 ID: 64ad1f No.8189394 >>8194210

File (hide): bdd93b16cc031f2⋯.jpg (32.13 KB, 469x311, 469:311, lets tred on them snake bi….jpg)

>>8189338

>Sneak  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:26:58 ID: 0bfcab No.8189398

>>8188733
out of interest, how much pizza and hotdogs would $65000 buy  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:29:13 ID: 7d2f7a No.8189422 >>8189437 >>8189657

the reddit weird hawaii thread

https://www.reddit.com/r/BlackOps/comments/4fs7a8/question_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:30:17 ID: 7d2f7a No.8189437 >>8189657 >>8189896

>>8189422
Podesta: 
> I'm dreaming about your hotdog stand in Hawaii…

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30231  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:31:03 ID: 4b138f No.8189448

>>8185423
Nice beard, surfboard, and suicide.  Aloha akbar!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:33:19 ID: 566ef3 No.8189480 >>8189515

File (hide): 0fd1fbcd6ff37ba⋯.png (221.08 KB, 779x1206, 779:1206, 0fd1fbcd6ff37ba3c886849f9e….png)

>>8189386
Good question.
Why does the global elite hate Christianity so much? I mean, sure, it's antithetical to the NWO and most are nominally 
religious by now - which means they're their slaves - but why do they do all this /x/-tier shit?

Oh well. Let's meme all the nominally religious out of and Kekstianity into existence.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:34:09 ID: bd2934 No.8189496

https://archive.is/eZayl
Another pizza reference. Dude's twitter suggests suicidal tendencies.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:34:23 ID: e5bfac No.8189499 >>8189638 >>8189664 >>8189697 >>8189738 >>8190327

File (hide): b7241894fdeaa02⋯.jpeg (93.84 KB, 540x960, 9:16, image.jpeg)

what happens if a bunch of us call best pizza and this ping pong place and call em out and fake a story  
saying we have the police to go check on their underground tunnels?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:35:51 ID: c8869e No.8189515

>>8189480

Fuggin' blasphemer you're playing into their hands.

Anyway they are satanists, so I guess that's the reason.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:37:44 ID: 138336 No.8189543 >>8189587 >>8189642 >>8189896

File (hide): b5fc6be77d8a478⋯.jpg (95.13 KB, 803x853, 803:853, human_pirhana.jpg)

>>8188733
>That was as close as humans come 
to emulating a school of piranhas! I
feel like National Geographic should 
have been filming it…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:38:44 ID: 421844 No.8189555 >>8189896

>>8188260
This is good. 
Hawaii is waypoint in trafficking across the Pacific.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:40:49 ID: a594b9 No.8189587

>>8189543
The mental imagery my mind conjured up from that is incredibly disturbing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:44:18 ID: 270389 No.8189628 >>8189733

We might want to figure out a way to investigate more privately–in order to not tip them off about even more than what we already did. Find a secure 
platform and a practical protocol to vet members. Any ideas?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:44:54 ID: 96d74f No.8189638

>>8189499

Would be interesting to see.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:45:16 ID: 555915 No.8189642 >>8189696 >>8189710

>>8189543
I don't know of anyone who would send an email about how good hot dogs in the break room were.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:46:24 ID: e43fe7 No.8189657 >>8189832 >>8189896 >>8190183

>>8189422
>>8189437
underrated posts  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:46:42 ID: 2e783f No.8189664 >>8189697 >>8189738

>>8189499
Can some anon who can record the call call them up and tell them something vague like "The police are onto you" other shit like that? (Maybe ask to talk 
to the boss first). I'd love to but if anything actually happened, I would have no recording of it, and it would just come off as a LARP  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:47:17 ID: bc82fc No.8189671 >>8189688

Change of branding is a big red flag. Make sure this is archived on multiple services:

Nov 8th:
https://web.archive.org/web/20161108124657/http://mybestapizza.com/

Nov 11th:
https://web.archive.org/web/20161111004014/http://mybestapizza.com/  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:47:31 ID: 61bd05 No.8189676
File (hide): ec2f2b9fd81185e⋯.png (426.91 KB, 863x752, 863:752, 4dea025af8dc917b880af6893f….png)

>>8187854  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:48:32 ID: 555915 No.8189688 >>8189736

>>8189671
If this was just some podunk pizza place, they'd have to hire a whole new graphic designer and the process would take maybe 3-4 days to take down and 
change the logo, as opposed to the time it did.

It's extremely fucking sus.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:48:51 ID: 138336 No.8189696 >>8192632 >>8194310

>>8189642
Also, "break room" looks like code.
A casual observer would suppose it is a cafeteria but considering the subject matter, it seems more likely to be a room purposed for the "breaking" of little 
human bodies into bite-sized pieces.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:48:53 ID: e43fe7 No.8189697

>>8189664
>>8189499
the only thing they would do is cover traces even harder and we have no police coming for them and they know it so it would be useless. now fuck off 
back to reddit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:49:24 ID: 32cab0 No.8189710

>>8189642
lol seriously

I'd be embarrassed for anyone saying that shit unironically, even disconnected dorky politicians wouldn't talk like this among themselves, which is 
supposed to be their cover persona.  

File (hide): cc20cbb80d9d5d1⋯.jpg
(63.68 KB, 512x768, 2:3,
Obama_baby_01.jpg)

File (hide): e79f646a4e5e1e2⋯.gif (398.95 KB,
450x401, 450:401, gar.gif)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:49:37 ID: 2e783f No.8189715

>>8188733
>>8183350
>>8189011
Daily reeminder
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:50:43 ID: eaf4ba No.8189733

>>8189628
> vet members

I see why you suggest this, but also I see why (((they))) would suggest this.

This here is fine so long as people don't announce their plans before they do things like investigate sites IRL, everything is archived and documented 
before posting, or people don't act on the dubious suggestions of "let's call these places up".  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:50:43 ID: 4002be No.8189734 >>8189910 >>8191157 >>8191418 >>8191530 >>8194281

File (hide): 5a8231e8f2f322b⋯.png (68.83 KB, 837x722, 837:722, 20e7e84e1af25b5406606d215c….png)

has anyone tried just typing "pizza" into wikileaks yet? i did. i got a whole bunch of pages from a dump of 
emails hacked from a global intelligence company called stratfor in 2012.

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/87/878872_re-g-funk-wants-to-buy-us-pizza-.html
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1330476_re-testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html

in that dump is a bunch of spam from a company called austin's pizza, which when you actually read the 
contents of them comes off as complete word salad. it seems like code to me. would someone in an 
intelligence company have pizza ads sent to his work address? it's not just one person, it's at least two, 
mooney at stratfor.com and kevin.stech at stratfor.com.

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1217137_free-side-random-acts-of-pizza-and-more-.html
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/34/3434409_bogo-5-what-s-your-austin-s-pizza-random-acts-of-pizza-
and.html

austin's pizza is owned by a guy named j.d. torian. the only source of info i've really found so far is this article ( https://archive.is/wwo0j ) where the 
impression is given that he went from not even being able to pay the phone bill for his restraunts, to buying a totally new restraunt in another state? just a 
year or two after these emails as well. i tried to whois austinspizza.com and the registrant was deliberately hidden.

no idea how this connects to anything, just a strange aside. i'm going deeper into it now but the stratfor leak is fucking huge, i'm looking at 4000 results 
containing "pizza" here. so, if someone wants a new place to dig, here's your lead.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:50:45 ID: 138336 No.8189736

>>8189688
All they've done is erase the central spiral.
5 minute job for anyone who has used photoshop more than once.
Still, suspect as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:50:47 ID: e43fe7 No.8189738 >>8189765

>>8189664
>>8189499
also pointing out (1)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:50:47 ID: fa2a72 No.8189739 >>8189810 >>8189818 >>8190291 >>8194306 >>8194395

>>8187090
LOOK AT THE COMMENTS ON THIS VIDEO
Jesus fucking christ. This guy posted a video of Comet Ping Pong back in 2007 and was getting gaslit to fuck in the video comments. It's so fucking 
obvious.

>Yonas Hassen 8 years ago
>Only a massive imbecile would believe that outdoor ping-pong poses any threat to pedestrians or otherwise. Mr Winstead is obviously a moronic ass to 
have pursued this with any level of seriousness. 

>Jody Gale 8 years ago
>Frank should probobly do us all a favor and find that fat ANC broad from cleveland park and jump off the key bridge togeahter. 

>Michael Claudio 8 years ago
>Winstead, people like you are one reason why I will never live in Washington, DC. Thanks to you, I can't sit outside on nice days and enjoy my coffee at 
Marvelous Market, right next door to the evil Ping Pong place. Why don't you go do some real good, and go help people in a place like Myanmar? Then 
maybe you would do us all a real big favor by catching some rare tropical disease, and then die a slow painful death. Thanks for being such a douchebag. 

The fucks knew all along what Frank Winstead was trying to film. They were gaslighting the guy bad.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:52:46 ID: 2e783f No.8189765 >>8189825 >>8194395

>>8189738
I'm just saying if we don't get any other leads we have to try to force them to say some shady shit on recording.
We are going in a very interdasting direction though, so we probably don't need to resort to it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:55:42 ID: 32cab0 No.8189810 >>8190291 >>8194306

>>8187090
>>8189739
Oh shit this is textbook sjw-style gaslighting 

I'm a fucking expert at seeing it, now. And this was written in that style well before it became a lucrative industry.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:56:16 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8189818 >>8190291

>>8189739
Dude, these kind of fuckers are all over the place on these videos. Just look for shills on the comments of any video relating to cult abuse and you'll be 
sure to find some of these shills.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:56:45 ID: c8869e No.8189823

Ok guys after reading more into this I'm dropping out.

Please do NOT follow my example for I'd be doing free shilling for them.

I'll fight with you through prayer, we'll all need it and it's all I'm capable of doing.

God bless you guys.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:56:45 ID: e43fe7 No.8189825 >>8190123

>>8189765
how fucking retarded are you exactly?
>they change logo
do u sincerely think they arent watching us at this point?
>call a goverment level pedoring , they will panic and reveal themselves hehe :^)
take a rest  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:56:56 ID: efea71 No.8189831

>>8189355
Summary here, I'll add links on those threads.

http://forum.clonehost.net/topic/51/pepe-the-frog-and-the-cult-of-kek  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:57:11 ID: 7d2f7a No.8189832

>>8189657

>>8189657
>>8189657

im digginng and using google maps.

https://np.reddit.com/r/DigitalCartel/comments/51qc3c/question_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/

WTF

https://np.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5azmk7/pol_is_on_the_verge_of_busting_the_dems_pedo_ring/d9kyj26/?
amp%3Bsh=d4153640&st=1Z141Z3  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:57:37 ID: 5b2a52 No.8189838 >>8189868

>>8185377

>>8185377
>>8185620

You fellas best not forget about

http://vacationconciergeservice.com/
http://vacationconciergeservice.com/
http://vacationconciergeservice.com/

Same guy. he's also easy to find on Facebook but I won't post it.

>>8185620  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 00:59:30 ID: 555915 No.8189868

>>8189838
What the fuck. Have we seen this already?

http://vacationconciergeservice.com/testimonials.html  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:01:41 ID: 8c3f80 No.8189896
File (hide): 864a6aba47cda6e⋯.jpg (42.83 KB, 600x706, 300:353, cant.jpg)

>>8189543
Seriously, if it was just about 
food, they wouldn't talk about 
it like this. 
>>8189555 Checked
>>8189657
>>8189437
Or this…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:02:43 ID: 94adf3 No.8189910 >>8189955 >>8189995

File (hide): e6ff73713d4f081⋯.png (1.11 MB, 1331x756, 1331:756, higoogle.png)

>>8189734
remember our big-doggin' standing outside a totally-not-suspicious daycare buddy Austyn Crites who was 
on the stratfor mailing list?… Well I did a search for "pizza" in the michigan city indiana area and found…. 
http://www.treehousefoodfun.com/Gallery 

maybe nothing… ping pong… pizza… hot dogs… I can't let confirmation bias get to me but maybe worth a 
little digging.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:02:47 ID: 645a9b No.8189912

>>8185620
wtf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:05:04 ID: 9abe3f No.8189953 >>8190187

Think O'keefe would cover this? What we need is penetration. We just need a place to direct him to. If the man can get operatives into Hillary's assault 
team, I'm sure he can get a glimpse into something shady. Just a glimpse is all that is needed to spark a full police investigation.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:05:17 ID: 94adf3 No.8189955

>>8189910
bird-doggin'*  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:06:15 ID: 61bd05 No.8189967
File (hide): c71baf30359cf11⋯.jpg (24.78 KB, 344x344, 1:1, 2abdeafa6ce17fe2cee1f6bceb….jpg)

>>8188503
There's one in Amherst, NY, one in DC, and one in Maryland from a basic Jewgle search, but the one in 
New York has a different symbol than the other two, meaning that it could be that this was someone that 
used the same name coincidentally, or that they have no affiliations with the pedos themselves. Honestly, I 
don't know and I'm starting to get spooked by all of this.

This is the link to the Besta Pizza place in New York. http://www. bestapizza.com/>>8188503  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:08:14 ID: 4002be No.8189995 >>8190025

>>8189910
>http://www.treehousefoodfun.com/Gallery
…the link already died anon. what was on it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:08:28 ID: 7d2f7a No.8189996

https://sli.mg/a/hhe7CP  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:09:24 ID: c9ce2e No.8190009 >>8190040 >>8190062 >>8190081

Reddit in damage control, /r/outoftheloop a SRS controlled sub has a thread on this and denying everything and calling these shitty conspiracies.

These people are unbelievable. These lefties still think they are the anti-establishment counter-culture, for years they circlejerked about Hollywood child 
molestations and how USA is an oligarchy. Then this shit happens and they are "No! the Clintons are innocent good people they really mean pizza!, this 
doesn't make any sense to me and only bigots believe it so it must be all lies!"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:10:14 ID: 94adf3 No.8190025

>>8189995
still working for me… http://www.treehousefoodfun.com/Gallery/
https://archive.is/wSjs0  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:11:09 ID: 789044 No.8190040

>>8190009
If Reddit knows, the people behind this know. They've probably already flown to Switzerland.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:12:28 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8190062 >>8190162

>>8190009
How can these people have such denial on the face of truth?.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:13:38 ID: 6a0bd7 No.8190076
File (hide): b0adfd7f10665d5⋯.gif (1.86 MB, 500x281, 500:281, b2481c9774ccec55e0444c4d6a….gif)

>>8184815
>did a piss poor job of 
explaining

>>8101289
>>8101756
>>8101809

I'm that mega autist.  
So fuck you and you're 

welcome.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:14:00 ID: 9abe3f No.8190081 >>8190106

>>8190009
And as we know SRS is a pedo haven itself. I wouldn't be surprised if people like laura lailey or whatever the pedo tranny rapists name is is aware of 
comet pizza.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:15:21 ID: 5ca2c7 No.8190106 >>8190140

>>8190081
Is it possible they post on private boards here to share CP?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:16:39 ID: 2b5977 No.8190123 >>8190177

Waiting for the NYPD to deliver pizza boys head…

>>8184541
That's… fucking serious.

>>8185583
Besta busted, oh yeah. Hey guise maybe they're decent and correcting the error of their ways? hahaha. Other guys haven't fixed their shit because 
they've left the country. What do you want to bet?

How about, the galleries who sell brother John his pedo art? What about, the cunt who represents the big nose woman? The money fucks behind all this. 
There's more party people then just the Comet fucker. Like his Jew lawyer Klein is a good example. Point being, there's more rocks to be turned over. 
More than pizza places. I mean fuck, that women in Haiti is on the board for the company in AZ that runs the Amber Alerts nationwide. How convenient. A 
kid goes missing and the person to tell us about it, is a convicted child kidnapper ffs. 

>>8189825
Bruh, it's like Salon 'journalists'. That's how they get word of it. 'Hey are you Satanic pedo?'. hahaha have a slice of cheese pizza. Story that comes out 
afterwards, nothing wrong with a adult male loving a four year old…

Some shitbag on the inside is going to get nervous and spill the beans. FBI, NYPD looking into this. There was that massive bust of sickos around the 
country last week.

Mmm watch for fuckers dying. Might be time to delete more than emails for these people and suicide a few of their cohorts.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:18:26 ID: 9abe3f No.8190140

>>8190106
sometimes not even private. Look up srh butts. THe sicko shared pictures of his niece, even with some side vagina showing, on his FFshrine IRC. It's 
rumored that the goons used to trade ships on Eve online which had links/directions to CP depositories.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:19:19 ID: bc82fc No.8190157 >>8190189 >>8190229

File (hide): 28b1dd8546e2c5b⋯.png (486.84 KB, 1050x563, 1050:563, besta pizza menu.PNG)

IT"S A RUSHED REBRANDING.
The downloadable PDF menu still has the old logo.
If it was truly a proper graphic designer job, they 
would go through and re-brand the menu's as well.

http://mybestapizza.com/menuPDF/Besta%20Pizza%
208.5x11%20Menu.pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:19:30 ID: efea71 No.8190162 >>8190302

>>8190062

http://corpus.quran.com/translation.jsp?chapter=7&verse=179
https://www.blueletterbible.org/kjv/psa/135/16/s_613016  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:20:15 ID: 6a0bd7 No.8190177 >>8190258 >>8190318

>>8184541
>>8184591
>>8190123

UNILEVER AND CLINT ON GLOBAL I NITIATIVE

http s://www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2016/unilever-joins-coalition-for-girls-women-and-the-global-goals.html  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:20:39 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8190183 >>8190260 >>8192387

>>8189310

It's pretty much my burner computer. Bought it off some junkie for $50, it still works great for Doom.

>>8189657

This. See:

>>8188260

This Richie Palmer character seems pretty well-connected for a guy just running a pizza shop. Significantly he has a "second home" in Oahu.

He's friends with Schwarzenegger:

https://archive.is/wJPFn

Interview with some famous people, such as Frankie Valli. He says "I like to drive from my home in Calabasas into Beverly Hills and meet my pal Richie 
Palmer at his pizza joint on Canon Drive. Mulberry Street Pizza has been a ritual for me for the past 20 years. I’m from Jersey, and it’s a little slice of 
back-east Italian culture. My friends meet me there, and we spend hours catching up. You never know who’s going to show. Sometimes it’s James Caan. 
Sometimes it’s Mickey Rourke or Giuseppe Franco, who has a hair salon across the street. It’s a real hangout for me. Sometimes the restaurant even 
cues up my music when I walk in. Now that’s amore!"

He calls it a "ritual," which makes at least two independent sources referring to Richie Palmer's pizza joint in an occult manner. (Other source called it a 
"cult.")

This seems a good thread to pull on. If we can establish a connection between seemingly disparate people, is even better grounded evidence. Because 
why should these connections exist except for something that these people hold in common?

Other thread is the ETTA nonprofit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:21:08 ID: 270389 No.8190187 >>8190300

File (hide): 1d0f1f6e441f658⋯.png (85.44 KB, 887x494, 887:494, 2016-11-11-021944_887x494_….png)

>>8189953
Genius. We need O'keefe investigating this. I sent Project Veritas an email with these four infographics and 
invite him to reach out if he desires to learn more.

1 - Spirit Cooking. http://www.plixup.co m/pics_core3/14788268544681_spirit_cooking.png
2 - Might John and Tony Podesta be connected to Madeleine McCann's kidnapping? http://www.plixup.co 
m/pics_core3/147882685418482_podestas_kidnapped_madeleine.jpg
3 - Comet Ping Pong's connection with Democrats, and the extremely suspicious culture surrounding it. 
http://www.plixup.co m/pics_core3/147882685479803_comet_is_nsfl.jpg 
4 - Some other important information on other areas of the investigation. http://www.plixup.co 

m/pics_core3/147882685473034_cheesybay.jpg  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:21:13 ID: 789044 No.8190189 >>8190283

>>8190157
they know
anything not archived and downloaded right now is gone forever  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:22:37 ID: ffc0bb No.8190212 >>8190302 >>8190694

File (hide): 548c91c3baf2810⋯.jpg (68.57 KB, 700x394, 350:197, lady-gaga-protesting-trump….jpg)

>>8189170
These people reference ninja turtles now again, and a lot of them also appear to be fascinated with 
monsters. Lady Gaga, who is shills for Hillary, calls her fans monsters. 

The other day she attached herself to a truck in protest of Trump's election. Guess what kind of truck it 
was….a sewage truck.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:23:52 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8190229 >>8190283 >>8190347

File (hide): 338a4eeeda27aa3⋯.jpg (195.21 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, old_logo.JPG)

>>8190157

Confirmed, the old logo is still there. THESE BASTARDS 
ARE ON THE RUN. ARCHIVE EVERYTHING.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:24:30 ID: 477658 No.8190236

>>8186078
Im not quite sure how helpful this will or if you guys already know but look for these word when trying to find a hidden file in a hex editor. 

if it's gif:       GIF8
if it's wmv:    0&²u.fÏ. or ¦Ù.ª.bÎl
if it's avi:       RIFFÌ.J.AVI
if it's webm:  .Eß£  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:26:00 ID: 138336 No.8190258 >>8190318

>>8190177
>Unilever
Is running an ad campaign in the UK currently, where a generation Z feminist celebrates the 
death of traditionalism and a cultural marxist future.
Catchphrase: "Yes, life as we know it is ending, and that's a good thing."  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:26:04 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8190260

>>8190183
forgot the link for the Frankie Valli quote:
https://archive.is/NqpQt  
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File (hide): 9c79a7bde58c9e5⋯.jpg (143.44 KB,
897x440, 897:440, 2016-11-10_17-22-00.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:27:06 ID: 1590e4 No.8190277 >>8190373 >>8191418 >>8194448

>>8185677
>idk I downloaded a few and couldn't find anything suspicious. The reason they were the same size is because they were the exact same length, 
probably being track bounces which is further reinforced by having Logic Pro in the header. But I did only look at a few so maybe the audio anon looked 
at another file.

Checked.

Audio anon from one of the original threads went through Cat_Fart_Guitar_1-6. He found abnormalities with Audition.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:27:33 ID: bc82fc No.8190283

>>8190189
>>8190229
Archived (and conveniently someone did a previous one on Nov 3rd too):
https://web.archive.org/web/*/http://mybestapizza.com/menuPDF/Besta%20Pizza%208.5x11%20Menu.pdf

I couldn't get it to work on archive.is, the stupid thing kept retrieving the PDF from Google Cache and generating a broken HTML version with no imagery. 
Fuck knows why that is a feature (it should always be a fresh scrape of the URL).  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:28:06 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8190291

>>8189739
>>8189810
>>8189818

Just a reminder that Winstead brought a case against Alefantis in 2008, and was represented by Andrew Kline:

http://dcist.com/2008/06/small_victory_for_comet_ping_pong_a.php

>The complaints against Alefantis and Comet started early. Amid chuckles, groans, and rolling eyes from the crowd, Commissioner Karen Lee Perry 
rattled off a list of evidence including reviews on washingtonpost.com, a YouTube clip of a performance by The Apes in the restaurant, and online ads for 
live music shows that took place at Comet over the past year, all of which proved that the restaurant has been regularly violating the voluntary agreement 
in place. She also said that Comet has shown a disregard for the 12 a.m. closing time and, despite the presence of a large crowd, scolded Alefantis not 
giving enough public notice or doing enough placarding for that night's proposal announcement. In response, Alefantis said, "A restaurant is an organic 
entity. The nature of a business is determined by the community; it changes on a daily, hourly basis."

>But it wasn't until Commissioner Frank Winstead's interjections that members from both sides became really riled. Winstead, whose stance was already 
widely known from his investigative YouTube video of Comet's formerly outdoor ping pong table, accused Alefantis of, "trying to turn this area into Adams 
Morgan with the murders and rapes," and, "filling up his fat wallet." He also made assertions that the restaurant wasn't up to D.C. health codes and 
directly asked Alefantis if he had ever spit in a customer's food.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:28:50 ID: 9abe3f No.8190300

>>8190187
Nice. Jamie Walton might be good to contact as well - she was trafficked as a child and runs an child sex trafficking awareness thing now and also does 
legal work on behalf of children suspected of being abused. Became aware of her during GG - she hates kotaku and has posted on kiwi farms so is 
generally approachable and aware of imageboards/weaponized autism. 
I don't know how to condense this info into something more digestible for normies so if anyone else wants to try and contact her go for it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:28:54 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8190302

>>8190212
Speaking of TMNT, the new TV show based on it suspiciously turned April from a grown woman into a girl and has a negro hop theme song, pozzed as 
fuck.
>>8190162
Fascinating  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:29:52 ID: 8c3f80 No.8190318 >>8190355

>>8190177
>>8190258
Fucks sake, they're not even pretending to do the diversity bullshit, just a young white girl in the back of a car dreaming about a world full of niggers. Not 
a single white person shown in the bullshit "future utopia" they're trying to portray.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:30:45 ID: ffc0bb No.8190327 >>8190360

>>8189499
How about you dumbasses don't call them, and investigate more. It's bad enough this shit is plastered all over reddit & the like. It's giving all these people 
ample opportunity to cover up their tracks, and start over. We have to be more subtle. The autistes who commented on Jimmy Comet's instagram was 
probably the most retarded thing anyone has done. Calling them on the phone, emailing them, commenting on their stuff does absolutely nothing but help 
them.This is not a fucking game. People, children especially, are being raped, tortured, and murdered. Get your shit together anons.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:31:22 ID: 672c28 No.8190337

>>8184541
Why the fuck was I already boycotting Unilever?
Oh yeah, they support BLM through Ben & Jerrys. Have we connected this shit to every aspect of liberal politics by now?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:32:11 ID: ad23ad No.8190347

>>8190229
Archived.  The apps logo (the old one) and the PDF were upped to Pomf.  Read this Smuglo notice.
https://gs.smuglo.li/notice/999509  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:32:40 ID: 138336 No.8190355

>>8190318
Niggers are about 2% of the UK population, yet every television advertisement has 30-50% brown representation and nearly every White female is 
partnered with a Black man.
Strong White men are completely absent in all but the most necessary roles (cologne adverts targeting men, where portraying the man as a bumbling 
buffoon of less body mass than they typical woman, would result in a total product failure.)
I know this has been ongoing for decades but they've really pulled the stops out this year.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:33:07 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8190360 >>8190376 >>8190451

>>8190327
We shouldn't have or bring over any involvement from Reddit and the like, every single fucking time they end fucking everything up and this shit makes it 
to their left wing propaganda parroting sites like Salon or Buzzfeed.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:33:36 ID: 138336 No.8190373 >>8190381

>>8190277
Where can I get the cat_fart audio to check with steg detection software?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:33:56 ID: 789044 No.8190376

>>8190360
we didn't, only faggots who browse reddit saw a le ebic post on /pol/ and decided to bring in le reddit army

now it's over  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:34:22 ID: 1590e4 No.8190381 >>8190396

>>8190373

The archive is in the OP.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:35:58 ID: 138336 No.8190396

>>8190381
Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:38:40 ID: 999a8e No.8190439 >>8190507

I haven't read this whole thread, but if it hasn't been pointed out yet, that plumbing guy is making the standard 666 hand sign and is showing just one eye. 
Could be a "coincidence"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:39:25 ID: c9ce2e No.8190451 >>8190540

>>8190360

It's because of cuckchan, the_donald posters lurk there and post anything interesting they see there to reddit.

REMINDER TO NEVER TAKE SHIT WE FIND HERE TO CUCKCHAN.

It's bad enough that every self-claimed "meme historian" thinks 4cuck is where kek began, no one even knows about 8/pol/. While being unknown is 
good, good things we do are being shitsmeared and ridiculed automatically when 4cuck is involved  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:42:34 ID: 1590e4 No.8190507

>>8190439

The observation was made in the previous thread.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:43:57 ID: 2df7e0 No.8190532 >>8190628 >>8190652 >>8190719

>>8187878
That's a good idea, but he could have been using a vpn.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:44:27 ID: 672c28 No.8190540

>>8190451
I only do the opposite of that. I know rule 1 and 2.
But you're right.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:50:07 ID: 2df7e0 No.8190628 >>8190631 >>8190652 >>8190688 >>8190719

>>8190532
yeah he was probably just a troll. there's no reason to believe he actually went there. he never posted any evidence

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:50:23 ID: 2df7e0 No.8190631 >>8190652 >>8190688 >>8190719

>>8190628
Good point.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:51:33 ID: cbae01 No.8190649

>>8185655
checked, but also anon are you not aware of the literal gigabytes of screenshots and archive pages that exist of besta pizza prior to changing their logo?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:51:56 ID: 1590e4 No.8190652

>>8190532
>>8190628
>>8190631

Shill harder.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:54:19 ID: 138336 No.8190688 >>8192240

>>8190628
>>8190631
Samefag doesn't know about IDs and replies to himself.
Holy shit, the shilling is real.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:54:43 ID: 421844 No.8190694

>>8190212
Turtles are slow, and easy to catch. Probably a retard joke. 
Jeb carries turtles in his pocket so he can hand them out to kids.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:56:32 ID: 4002be No.8190719 >>8190800 >>8192039

File (hide): 6f6c1ffaa84a3b2⋯.png (14.31 KB, 693x258, 231:86, 34a66c is dead.png)

>>8190532
>>8190628
>>8190631
thanks for confirming 34a66c's really dead, fucker. i was holding out hope, you know. you're animals, 
disgusting, vile subhuman slime, and i hope that you burn in the hell you've built for yourself.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 01:58:57 ID: cbae01 No.8190755 >>8190865

>>8185677
Could consistent filesize of the mp3s be indicative of embedded images that are themselves of a consistent resolution, i.e. taken with the same camera? 
If they're uncompressed they'd take up the same amount of space within the container file. Perhaps there's some kind of pedoviewer.exe in use that picks 
up specific bytes within mp3s and attempts to assemble them into an image or something.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:01:09 ID: ca4fcd No.8190794 >>8190811 >>8190982 >>8191019 >>8191064

File (hide): 520b27d86ece7e0⋯.png (45.02 KB, 363x801, 121:267, cony.png)

I thought about this since the first pedo threads but dismissed it since it seemed like /x/ tier conspiracy but could the rabbit on the 
gate be stand for "cunny"? A lot of pedos on Librechan used that word when they talked about little girls.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:01:42 ID: cbae01 No.8190800

>>8190719
could also just be some idiot in here who knows perfectly well how ids work and feel like being a fuck. I'm still holding out hope.
==hold tight, 34a66c=  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:02:22 ID: ca4fcd No.8190811

>>8190794

The only children seen going were girls as well.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:02:42 ID: 6b79a0 No.8190819

>>8184891
10/10  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:05:00 ID: 138336 No.8190865 >>8191141

>>8190755
LSB steg doesn't change the file size.
No bytes are added.
So the same file size  containing different data but sounding exactly the same would be indicative of one audio file being used several times to hide 
different pictures.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:13:17 ID: 5b644b No.8190977

Just to check, everyone's saved everything in this thread right?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:13:40 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8190982

>>8190794
I've seen degenerates using that word here too, one of them on the LOL threads from /v/.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:15:56 ID: 533b92 No.8191007 >>8191017 >>8191032 >>8191048 >>8191072 >>8191073 >>8191090 >>8191141 >>8191184 >>8191347

File (hide): 64646e4fbafe8d8⋯.jpg (60.36 KB, 640x960, 2:3, image.jpg)

Messaged this fucking faggot (owner of Comet Ping Pong) updates to follow  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:16:45 ID: 44ff8f No.8191017

>>8191007
I'm pretty sure you're going to scare the guy rather than get him to actually talk…  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:17:12 ID: 4d9506 No.8191019

>>8190794
Its an old mans world for "cunt".  Only people detached from our generation used that shit.  People my dads age.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:18:07 ID: 77d3d4 No.8191032

>>8191007
Ohhhh boy.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:19:27 ID: 789044 No.8191048 >>8191066

>>8191007
People like you are the reason why this isn't going to go anywhere. Why do you think the US gets shit for announcing when they're going to be bombing 
places? Because it lets them flee.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:20:47 ID: 16f694 No.8191064

>>8190794

https://en. m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tu%27er_Shen

Tu'er Shen  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:20:49 ID: 583bb2 No.8191066 >>8191334

>>8191048
Exactly, if you want to get anywhere it's by not saying things like this.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:21:36 ID: 9abe3f No.8191072

>>8191007
they're not going to put their hands up and shout
OH BOY YOU GOT ME I'M P ART OF A MASSIVE PEDO RING
Don't contact these fags.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:21:36 ID: 533b92 No.8191073 >>8191141 >>8191347

File (hide): 9ad91a861fa8fbc⋯.jpg (59.86 KB, 640x960, 2:3, image.jpg)

>>8191007
He's very cocky so I'm going to fuck with 
him a bit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:23:04 ID: 533b92 No.8191090 >>8191104 >>8191141 >>8191347

File (hide): 6051cf13cb7a8a5⋯.jpg (73.49 KB, 640x960, 2:3, image.jpg)

>>8191007  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:23:59 ID: 1590e4 No.8191102 >>8191125

>>8187224

I'm not gonna pressure Spook Anon to reply again–although I would appreciate more direction than a simple "you're on the right path".

But can we get more info on this motto?

The white rabbit is their god.
They only know pain.
Sic iuvenis porta vitae.

Is there a particular cult or group out there is can be attributed to? I realize that Moloch-based ventures in general identify children as the source of youth, 
but we need more specificity to narrow our vectors of attention.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:23:59 ID: 212a85 No.8191104

>>8191090
hope you get fucking killed because they trace it back to your phone dumbnigger  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:25:29 ID: 16f694 No.8191125

>>8191102

On the topic of the god

https://e
n.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tu%27er_Shen  

File (hide): a6322af9e5fbe74⋯.png (647.1 KB,
1054x434, 17:7, 258b5935400fc97bc2dcb8ae27….png)

File (hide): 80b4aad2f3ccf9e⋯.png (810.21 KB,
1326x439, 1326:439, 12c477d4c988d3cd72bf1b0e5b….png)

File (hide): 71fed0b384cc0af⋯.png (859.45 KB,
1322x424, 661:212, 1590a4e74a8331c780849481f7….png)

File (hide): 21c6b72c5b7e585⋯.png (865.78 KB,
1324x430, 662:215, 7c3b92d8b03919f1922b3ce160….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:26:09 ID: 4002be No.8191141 >>8191213 >>8191552 >>8194281

>>8190865
isnt this a huge security risk using the same base for multiple encryptions? i feel like there's a real lead here with this same song, different bits thing.

in other news ive been looking at the spectrogram for the first song that plays in the background of diychurch.org and there's a few patterns i noticed.

pics 1&2 look in the high frequency range. there seems to be a lot of little squares, it REALLY looks like raw data to me. not natural at all, very jumpy and 
disconnected, but these songs are fucking weird so who knows. these continue throughout the whole track. 3&4 i have no idea what to make of it, these 
just stood out to me as being weird.

>>8191007
>>8191073
>>8191090
what are you hoping to accomplish here?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:27:25 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8191157 >>8191220 >>8191281 >>8191409 >>8191418 >>8191427 >>8192281 >>8193769 >>8194281

>>8189734

>word salad

Spooky. I came across some extremely bizzarre word salad made by Richie Palmer. At his Mulberry Pizza website he has a blog.
http://mulberrypizzeria.com/press/
https://archive.is/WMfVL

On October 29, 2016 - THE DAY AFTER THE FBI REOPENED THE CLINTON INVESTIGATION - Richie Palmer made 8 posts. More bizarre, the last he 
had used the blog was to post a picture from Drew Barrymore of her autograph and complimenting his pizza. https://archive.is/XM9tm

These posts are seemingly nonsensical, loosely discussing the NFL and its players but without there being any real coherence to what he's saying. Just 
check the titles, and then check out the blog posts. The titles remind me a lot of the titles of those songs anons are speculating might hide images. I 
haven't read these in-depth, only skimmed them enough to confirm they're completely garbled nonsense. SO WHY WOULD RICHIE PALMER JUST 
SUDDENLY POST ALL THIS NONSENSE THE DAY AFTER THE FBI REOPENED THE INVESTIGATION? Remember - this guy has connections with 
celebrities and politicians, and there is nothing in his biography to indicate that he cares about football.

BALTIMORE RAVENS ROBERT GRIFFIN 3 CAN BRING BRAND NEW DANGER SO THAT YOU CAN AFC NORTHERN
https://archive.is/aDz88

ELIZA LOMBARDI MOVING FORWARD TO BY FRONT-OFFICE CHARACTER USING PATRIOTS
https://archive.is/tIdpY

CAROLINA PANTHERS GAME ENTHUSIASTS INTERACT WITH KEVIN DURANT DECIDING UPON ALONG WITH OLDER EXPRESS ENTHUSIAST
https://archive.is/eWHZx

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY FRESH PACKERS PRESEASON DEGREE INDEX CHART PROTECTIVE BUTTOCKS
https://archive.is/eDYVb

OAKLAND RAIDERS MIGHT NOT BE BLUFFING PERTAINING TO VEGAS
https://archive.is/txX9f

JETS’ LESSONS MIGHT BE DETERMINED AS A RESULT OF UPSHOT OF MO WILKERSON FABLE
https://archive.is/62CLY

WAYS JERRY REESE SET THAT GAMBLING MEANT FOR GOOD RESULTSOF|SIMPLY BY|BY WAY OF|BY MEANS OF|FROM|BY JUST|BY 
SIMPLY|THROUGH} STAFF CO-OWNER RUBEN MARA TO SET THE GAMBLING ROSTER THIS LOST A FEW BELIEVABILITY JONATHAN 
CASILLAS JERSEY, COMMON SUPERVISOR JERRY REESE FEATURES IT SEEMS CHANGED YOUR PARTNER’S ROSTER-BUILDING 
PHILOSOPHIES SO THAT THEY CAN HARDEN THIS TEAMS MAKEUP FOUNDATION.
https://archive.is/o4A17

INDIANA COLTS 2015 STANDING ANALYSIS SAFETIES
https://archive.is/scz4c  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:29:59 ID: 533b92 No.8191184 >>8191239 >>8191279

>>8191007
If this guy really takes the time to trace my phone and kill me then good. Also he told me to have a good night and then blocked me, I'm not worried. Go 
look at the comet ping pong Facebook page, it's all reddit users spamming the page with this shit. He already knows by now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:31:53 ID: 138336 No.8191213 >>8191552

File (hide): fdbc6030d3bcdb3⋯.jpg (428.67 KB, 1792x842, 896:421, catfart_4_fourier.jpg)

>>8191141
Interesting, the same 
artefacts are in 
cat_fart.
High frequency, 
data-looking.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:32:28 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8191220 >>8191281 >>8191384 >>8191392 >>8191418 >>8191509

>>8191157

Some passages from those blog posts, to give an idea of what they're like and what seem like coded language.

From the INDIANA COLTS post (the first in the series of 8 posts he would make in total):

"all of the over couple of offseasons, this safe practices spot have been a zone with importance of typically the Indiana Colts. For every single prior a few 
offseasons, your Colts include treated the career accompanied by a low-money experienced free of charge representative putting your signature. In 
addition to inside every single over a couple of the seasons, the veterans experience moved right up and additionally made available absolutely 
consistent as well as solid have fun with inside extra."

"Your dog developed your partner’s subsequent directly (and moment career) Executive Can berth with regard to this engage in along with became some 
sort of turnover device for those Colts for that subsequently without delay month likewise. In all of the, your dog up and running 13 mmorpgs in addition to 
documented 75 tackle, some bag, 6-8 gives defensed Arthur Jones Jersey, 5 interceptions"

The football references seem a code. For instance, might INDIANA COLTS be a reference to Pence somehow? There also seems to be blanks where 
others who already know the code would know what's supposed to go there.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:33:45 ID: 1590e4 No.8191239

>>8191184

If that's the risk you're willing to take then fine. But as was stated in the prior thread, you should set up a life insurance protocol and deadman switch. In 
the event that you're v& or suicided, we need to know that you've become a casualty like 34a66c so that we can add it to the preponderance of evidence 
and avenge your death with an RWDS raid.

Play it smart. And buy a gun.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:34:11 ID: 2edb20 No.8191245

>>8186804
get out of here fucking pedo reeeeeeee  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:36:36 ID: 212a85 No.8191272

Does anyone have a archive/download for all of the songs?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:37:22 ID: d3c39b No.8191279

>>8191184
What did you expect? Are you retarded?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:37:32 ID: 4002be No.8191281 >>8191367

>>8191157
>>8191220
anon, reading this is not safe for me. i started actually shaking in fear. i dont know what it is, but there's something about those messages that i was NOT 
meant to see. no better description that i can come up with. i cannot investigate that, you're on your own.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:38:10 ID: 672c28 No.8191293 >>8191359

http://www. waronwethepeople.com/child-sex-trafficking-scandal-exposes-ciafbi-justice-department-cover-crime-network/

Anything relevant in here?

Plebbit OP posted: 
"Want to know how almost every single one of you has been touched by the pedophilia/Satanic cult/mind control program? Check into Lifetouch, the 
company who takes most all school photos. This and much much more in the link."
"I worked for this company, and it creeped me out. My superiors were part of the religious cult "New Life Church", which was rocked by the Ted Haggard 
scandal.
They had a group called "The Promise Keepers", which was a creepy abstinence program that they used to front their luring and a use of young boys."  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:40:53 ID: 583bb2 No.8191334

>>8191066
Forget me saying this, he's not gonna say anything anyways.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:41:19 ID: f0ce29 No.8191339 >>8191392 >>8191418 >>8191800 >>8192148

Hello

Anons I come with good news:

I may just be the crypto-autist you require to decode these files. I have been doing quite a bit of research into cryptography, compression, and frequency 
analysis among other subjects. I have been looking for something on which to test out what i have learned and i think this may be just the challenge. Stay 
tuned for updates.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:42:00 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8191347 >>8191356

>>8191007
>>8191073
>>8191090
You are gonna blew it, and we won't get any more leads because of you.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:42:39 ID: 583bb2 No.8191356

>>8191347
I bet he will just delete his Instagram soon.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:43:01 ID: 935f29 No.8191359 >>8192505 >>8192513 >>8193638

File (hide): ed887c96fe2ffae⋯.jpg (1.46 MB, 4000x3000, 4:3, DSC007952.jpg)

>>8191293
Fucking damnit, every single time, it's some religious or spiritual organization front for a much more sinister 
back. We should have known. 

I think the most suspicious ones are the ones that make overtly religious sounding names, like the one in 
your post. It's fucking scary how these motherfuckers commit the most atrocious crimes under the guise of 
all that is good and holy.

I'm ready to blast some motherfuckers.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:43:42 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8191367

>>8191281

You're right.

They're in here. Right now. Evil is in our presence, /pol/. We must invoke KEK.

Also will someone else look into Richie Palmer besides me? Breaking my back over here.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:45:02 ID: 138336 No.8191384 >>8191407

>>8191220
Union Route Cipher
programmingpraxis.com/2012/03/06/union-route-cipher/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:45:34 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8191392 >>8192529

>>8191339

Might you know how to decode garbled messages like this >>8191220 >>8191157

Just give me the keywords and I can look into this.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:46:00 ID: 9c0982 No.8191398

I haven't lurked these threads since trump won. I'm back from celebrating. Has anyone looked at symbolism 
in the song White Rabbit? I'm assuming somebody else has mentioned it. 
 
And if you go chasing rabbits
And you know you're going to fall
Tell 'em a hookah-smoking caterpillar
Has given you the call
Call Alice
When she was just small

Additionally Carol was rumored to be a pedo
Just throwing in my 2 cents.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:46:39 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8191407 >>8191441

>>8191384
>programmingpraxis.com/2012/03/06/union-route-cipher/

Thank you, looking into this now. I'll see what I can find and bring it here.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:46:43 ID: fb2968 No.8191409 >>8191427

>>8191157
Looks like a coded message. Cipher key probably team related.  a=1 etc and added or subtracted. Possibly team letters added or just nickname. Long 
process but it may bear fruit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:47:24 ID: 4002be No.8191418 >>8192529

>>8191339
has kek blessed us? we have two leads right now.

the music from diychurch.org has discrepancies that suggest hidden data within them. the ones you want to look for in particular are Cat_Fart_Guitar_1-6. 
sound the same, different data hidden within. should give you a lead on decrypting. >>8190277

the second lead is word salad, which you can find plenty of here:
>>8189734
>>8191157
>>8191220  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:47:50 ID: 935f29 No.8191427

>>8191157
>>8191409
Regarding this, maybe it's a null cipher? Innocuous garbage to most readers, but maybe it's spelling something out?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:48:36 ID: 138336 No.8191441

>>8191407
Doubt it's the exact same cipher but it seems to be whole word transposition of some kind.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:50:25 ID: 6a70d9 No.8191473

if you were a pedo who didnt know much about OPSEC but you knew a little, you'd likely use two forms of common encoding.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:52:51 ID: abfe11 No.8191509 >>8191627

>>8191220
Here is another website that appears to contain secret messages

https://archive.is/xb6UK  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:52:55 ID: 000000 No.8191512 >>8192147

Tumbler cult not sure if related.
https://tinylotusmembers.blogspot.com/2016/11/blood-shit-piss-puke-cum-some-torture.html?m=1  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:54:32 ID: 93c9da No.8191530 >>8191636 >>8191753

File (hide): a5b7d60a3952576⋯.jpg (23.29 KB, 400x268, 100:67, shangrila.jpg)

>>8189734
I googled the phone number given for Austin's pizza in one of the emails 795-8888. 

The one weird result I got was http://tradecommissioner.gc.ca/philippines/visit-info-
visiteur/85888.aspx?lang=eng&pedisable=true

Apparently it's the same phone number that a hotel in the Philippines uses called 
Hotel Jen by Shangri-La.

Pic related is a card from the Illuminati card game.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:55:42 ID: 4905b3 No.8191552 >>8191763

File (hide): 204feedaf0b49f1⋯.gif (960.52 KB, 1522x2094, 761:1047, Durer-vision-hires.gif)

>>8191213
>>8191141
I'm the anon that was searching for "jpg" and found those characters repeated 17 times in the cat_fart_guitar_1.mp3 file. 
Other anon on this thread correctly pointed out that my find is not proof of anything. I was just scrounging for leads.

I've put together a set of decent links for information and software that may be useful to anons searching for hidden data 
in these files.

Home of MP3Stego - Windows
http:// www.petitcolas.net/steganography/mp3stego/

Discussion on StackExchange about detecting steganography
http:// security.stackexchange.com/questions/44249/how-can-i-detect-that-steganography-has-been-used

A paper on hiding text in MP3 files
https:// www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/stenganography/mp3stego-hiding-text-mp3-files-550

Steghide - Open source steg for Windows and Linux
http://steghide.sourceforge.net/

Many steganography tools will protect the contents with  encryption that is password protected. So it's possible that there is hidden data in the mp3s and 
it could be encrypted. We've seen how lazy and careless these people are though so you never know.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:56:21 ID: 504f39 No.8191569 >>8191636

>>8180593 (OP)
Don't have time on me right now, but a bit of a tip with scanning the files (sorry also, haven't read entire thread):

There is forensic software known as "Photorec".
http://www.cgsecurity.org/wiki/PhotoRec

If the stenography is shittily done, this might pick up on the files (or discover other file headers in there).

Any details on how this stenography might function? Also, link to the files?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:57:15 ID: a64706 No.8191579 >>8191636

The catfart mp3s come from stratfor emails right? How does that link to podesta?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 02:59:26 ID: 000000 No.8191610 >>8191750

I have some experience with this stuff from previous life in Intelligence work.  I think you anons are on to something real here.  I'm passing this along in 
hopes that it will help.

1. Pedophile rings are frequently used by Intelligence agencies to recruit and blackmail.  
2. APEC conference in seattle featured an underage brothel used to lure in pedo politicians for blackmail purposes in 1993
3. I received information from someone involved with this at the time that Hillary Clinton was an occult priestess involved in these activities but I wrote the 
information off as being from an unreliable source (I was apparently wrong.)
4. APEC operation involved US intelligence agencies using drug addicted teen prostitutes from "all ages" dance club as honeypots
5. Adult sex party circuit in San Francisco has overlap to these networks and a gay anon or swinger could probably elicit information easily from "loose 
lips" in DC or SF BDSM leather and "tweaker" meth / rave scene.  Sex tourism to 3rd world is pretty common in those communities.
6. Jeffrey Epstein is connected to Mossad 
7. These pizza parties are probably used to entrap DC based diplomats and politicians
8. UN Iraq Weapons inspector Hans Blix was involved with Sex party circuit
9. Foursquare or similiar apps should help you identify people who frequent these pizza joints, look for people who are also political or connected to non-
profits NGOs etc.

Wish I had more for you, that's it working from memory.  Keep up the good work!

Seattle : Wikis (The Full Wiki)
www.thefullwiki.org/Seattle
The Full Wiki Search: More info on Seattle … loans made by Seattle brothel-owner Lou Graham saved some of the city's most prestigious … and the 
APEC leaders …
SEX , CRIME & THE CAPITAL: Sex , crime and politics in …
www.prorev.com/sexindc.htm
Sex, crime & other curiosities … Blackmail, lies and deceit may be the only fitting description of the 1993 Seattle Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, or 
APEC, …  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:00:14 ID: 3c269d No.8191627

>>8191509
I've seen that website before. It covers 80s "nostalgia" stuff and he has "funpacks"(like subscription boxes) that have 80s stuff in them. It's pretty cool, 
actually. I saw it when I was looking up info to see if there were actually any good subscription things like that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:00:18 ID: 9c0982 No.8191629

Look into what ciphers cicada3301 uses. 
Apparently the coverup operation for the pedo ring is SOCIEA3301. We may be able to use some of the cicada3301 wiki to help us.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:00:42 ID: 4002be No.8191636

>>8191530
i archived that https://archive.is/2bebc

>>8191569
https://archive.org/details/diy-church here's all the diy church's stuff, they upload it directly to archive.org. there's a LOT of it. diychurch does a radio 
show/stream/something once a week at least and broadcasts the audio out, then uploads it on archive.org after.

>>8191579
the link was the bunny and the sketchy daycare. in essence the diychurch stuff is very loosely connected to everything else, but we pretty much know 
there's data hidden in there so one way or another we'll find what's up.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:07:15 ID: 000000 No.8191732 >>8191796

A good way to get connected to the "players" in this scene would be to get a high-school or college age anon to go in and just ask workers there 
discretely if they know where you can buy E for a party, the local drug people will know a lot about the sex people, and they might be a little more 
receptive since you're not really asking them about "their" stuff.  They can tell you about parties with rich old guys, which would be the pedos you are 
interested in.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:08:23 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8191750
File (hide): 078595c33ef74e6⋯.jpg (73.91 KB, 500x330, 50:33, target-tranny.jpg)

>>8191610

>previous life 
in intelligence 
work.

What kind of 
intelligence?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:08:48 ID: 93c9da No.8191753 >>8191795 >>8191979

>>8191530
I have a hunch that Shangri-La is code for any location where the elites engage in perverse activities involving children.

From wikipedia
>Shangri-La has become synonymous with any earthly paradise, and particularly a mythical Himalayan utopia – a permanently happy land, isolated from 
the outside world.

Here is a Clinton email called SEC GATES SPEECH AT SHANGRI-LA CONFERENCE
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/7424  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:09:35 ID: 138336 No.8191763

>>8191552
Yes it's easy to find "jpg" string in any of those files (linux tool for detecting printable strings = strings -n <minimum length>.  LSB (least significant bit) steg 
wouldn't produce that kind of trace though.
I've put one of the cat fart files into a software for mp3 steg, tried extraction with no password and with filename as password, no luck.
According to the program (mp3stegz), the maximum file size is only 13k in any case.
sourceforge.net/projects/mp3stegz/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:12:06 ID: 138336 No.8191795

>>819
1753  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:12:09 ID: a64706 No.8191796

>>8191732
i'm from aus but dont' call it E. mdma, m or molly  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:12:17 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8191800

>>8191339

Thank you based autist-anon.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:19:41 ID: 000000 No.8191905

One other tip.  If you go there and hang out look for stoner, loser, loner types who are young and have a "wayward child" look about them.  Socially 
awkward teens are the sorts that pedophiles would go for.  Tell them you need money and are interested in partying (if you're young), or you have money 
and are interested in partying, they can probably refer you to people who are part of any "party" scenes that are at that location.  Look for these sorts of 
people at any nearby hangouts in the neighborhood.  There's a very good chance that Podesta types will have tried to pick them up before and they may 
talk about it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:22:06 ID: 000000 No.8191942 >>8192204

probably more than just these

https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48509
https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56422
https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/18363  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:23:36 ID: fb2968 No.8191960 >>8193676

Did anyone archive the hidden page with passworded files? Any of those anons heard from again. or did they end up honeypotted? Lot of info on that 
page. Left for a day and it's gone…………  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:25:08 ID: 93c9da No.8191979

>>8191753
STEVE BING OWNS SHANGRI-LA BUSINESS GROUP

On December 18, 2008, the William J. Clinton Foundation released a list of all contributors. It included Stephen L. Bing, who gave between US$10–25 
million.[6]

On August 5, 2009, a 737 private aircraft owned by Stephen Bing and based out of hangar 25 at the Burbank airport in Southern California, was utilized in 
the return of American reporters Laura Ling and Euna Lee who had spent 5 months of a 12-year sentence in North Korea.[7] Former President Bill Clinton 
was instrumental in their return, and accompanied the reporters back to the U.S. Bing reportedly covered the cost of the entire flight, estimated to be 
around $200,000.[8]

Several hits on Wikileaks for Shangri-La. This seems like the new codeword to focus on once pizza becomes a dead end.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:25:57 ID: 4308ba No.8191991

>>8189338
There was a cult in Rome that worshiped saturn. Saturn is the roman version of chronos who, of course, ATE HIS CHILDREN  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:27:33 ID: 4c5cd1 No.8192018 >>8192257

File (hide): 5cba343e6b0da9e⋯.jpg (136.87 KB, 640x640, 1:1, 11033047_1417318841903768_….jpg)

http:// instajelly. com/ 
mulberrystpizza
https://archive.is/4Ed8n  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:29:02 ID: 61871e No.8192039

>>8190719
God damn, I was hoping the guy was alright.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:30:58 ID: 000000 No.8192072 >>8192160 >>8192204 >>8192705

Help me break the code. I don't speak German. The cleaning website REALLY DID HAVE CODE!

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cc43d/help_me_break_the_code_i_dont_speak_german_the/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:34:31 ID: bee324 No.8192121

>>8189286
Pedophilia: A Disorder, Not a Crime
https://archive.is/zwC4i  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:36:08 ID: 94adf3 No.8192147 >>8192204

>>8191512
I think they have a board on masterchan or one of those pedo-chans, that name rings a bell. You are aready on tor, go check it out. I'm not behind enough 
proxies to touch that place.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:36:10 ID: 61871e No.8192148

>>8191339
Interested to hear your findings, cryptautist.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:36:46 ID: 33737d No.8192160

>>8192072
>/r/pizzagate
These fucking plebbitor normalfags think that this is a fucking game?! They don't know what they are fucking doing, this is gonna scare all these fuckers 
and send them into "SHUT IT DOWN" mode before we do anything. REEEEEEEEEEEE.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:37:39 ID: 000000 No.8192173

This is how you unlock those files, watch this video, some one else posted this elsewhere. This is how the pedos are locking their files and unlocking 
them 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-fpmy_wJPw  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:38:16 ID: a75596 No.8192179
File (hide): bcde704d4eb2ee6⋯.png (881.02 KB, 1151x694, 1151:694, 1354245989518.png)

>>8185583
Awww shiiettt  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:39:40 ID: 4002be No.8192204 >>8192226

>>8191942
anon… i think we might not need a cryptoanalyst here. we might need a linguist. have we considered the possibility that this isnt code but an entirely 
unique language used by the elites? if it is it's possible we're totally fucked, ala the Voynich manuscript. but maybe thats a bit too extreme. it does use 
english words at least, but it's possible they have completely unique meanings. i feel like whenever i read this stuff im 

unless this is legit >>8192072
in which case it can use multiple languages for the root words. that would make things complicated to say the least.

>>8192147
i used to post on mchan before the pedos started migrating out of /candy/ and shitting up the rest of the board. there's some shady stuff revolving around 
that whole site but ultimately i think it's unrelated. gadmin's pretty good about deleting anything that's outright cp.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:40:21 ID: a75596 No.8192212
File (hide): fa3b62e324e8d5f⋯.jpg (28.58 KB, 500x318, 250:159, 1403131627164.jpg)

>>8184815
>infant massage 
therapist
oooh boy  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:40:39 ID: 000000 No.8192220 >>8192328 >>8192386

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-fpmy_wJPw

HOLY SHIT ^ CHECK THAT VIDEO TO UNLOCK THE FILES FOLKS, IT"S A TUTORIAL ON HOW TO UNLOCK THEM OH SHIT SHIT SHIT  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:40:59 ID: 4002be No.8192226

>>8192204
the dissonance from reading this is starting to kick in, i didnt even complete my thought there. i think the message got across though.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:42:06 ID: 125290 No.8192240

>>8190688
Your Hitler dubs highlight it.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:43:28 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8192257
File (hide): ba431af86ad561a⋯.png (331.31 KB, 600x677, 600:677, taco.png)

>>8192018

…What exactly 
are we dealing 
with here lads?!?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:45:17 ID: b4557e No.8192281

>>8191157
>>8191157
>>8191157
So what I'm getting from this nonsense is Some new danger should worry the CP enthusiasts so the should act like they're enthused by older things and 
cover their asses because there might be an upset? 
Am I close?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:45:26 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8192284 >>8192510 >>8192544

I'm looking over this post https://archive.is/o4A17

The code so far as I can figure in Palmer's posts is this:

[player name] Jersey is the code names for people

OR

He is referring to the numbers on their jerseys. Whatever it is, there is an awful lot of talking about player's jersey's for some reason.

This post talks a lot about a "Jerry Reese." The real Jerry Reese is the GM for the NY Giants. This seems to indicate that this "Jerry Reese" oversees 
other individuals, referred to by the Jersey code. This would imply there are 8 different teams he is giving instructions or information to. Possibly - this will 
need further testing to determine if it makes sense. Let us assume it for now.

According to the crypto links I was looking at, a sure tell that one word stands in for one or more others is if there is a grammatical break. This would 
indicate that "Gambling," which appears 9 times in the post, stands for some definite kind of action or role played by this team. Other posts do not refer to 
"gambling" so far as I know; this might only indicate that he is referring to a specific group by that codeword or it is a specific task assigned to this group.

From the title: "STAFF CO-OWNER RUBEN MARA TO SET THE GAMBLING ROSTER"

So "Ruben Mara" is the assistant or partner to "Jerry Reese." The "Gambling Roster" would appear to imply a list of some kind. A hit list? A blacklist? A 
hiring list, or a firing list? 

Still in the title: "THIS LOST A FEW BELIEVABILITY JONATHAN CASILLAS JERSEY"

So "Believability" is a code word, and appears twice but only because the title is duplicated within the post. Not sure what it means, except that it isn't 
brought up often.

"As few as 24 time subsequent to viewing your Gambling surface finish which consists of last instantly sacrificing year or so as well as finally without 
getting a playoff berth Olivier Vernon Jersey"

This is pretty heavily coded so it will probably be extremely difficult to crack it for sure without finding a hint of some sort. "without getting a playoff berth 
Olivier Vernon Jersey" = Bernie Sanders? Could gambling = campaigning?

Also, latter part makes more sense as "consists of sacrificing the last year or so," suggesting that a word switching cipher is being used in addition to a 
word substitution cipher.

"Mara would most likely after that carry on to help you struggle Jerry Reese, your partner’s teams overall boss, to solve an untenable situation caused by 
injury which will open the actual teams negative general performance within the set up together with, to a certain degree, cost-free bureau."

I think I'm getting more used to this. Mara = Hillary. Jerry Reese = Tony Podesta? Maybe, but this seems to be discussing how the FBI reopening the 
investigation hurt their power enough that Trump could actually successfully succeed Obama without facing too much trouble. So admitting that the public 
evidence of these cults has harmed public opinion enough that they need to restart (might not be discussed in this post, but I remember talk about 
"starting over" being somewhere).

"Jerry has learned this is exactly regarding him or her, Mara stated. You cant disguise within the document. Its under your control at this moment for 
getting them predetermined given that the very last a couple of years are simply just not really satisfactory."

Admitting that they're snookered. "You can't disguise within the document," e.g. we can't successfully cover this all up.

This is what I can figure using all my occultic powers of confirmation bias to find a meaning in this gobbledegook. Any other anons finding anything?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:48:49 ID: 8d3ba5 No.8192328

>>8192220

>4 minutes of my life wasted.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:54:32 ID: bee324 No.8192386

>>8192220
Have you accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as your savior?

Don't trust the demon.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:54:34 ID: d9e097 No.8192387

>>8190183
Ugh…

>“I’m famous for my cheese pizza slice, but everyone who has my meatballs always comes back for more.”  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:55:15 ID: 1798c4 No.8192391 >>8192402 >>8192629

Time to break out the sigil Magic. I'm not very good for digging, but if these rat bastards want to play around with rituals and spells, then two can play at 
that game  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 03:56:04 ID: 9c0982 No.8192402

>>8192391
good to have /fringe/ on our side  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:02:46 ID: 0a298a No.8192464 >>8192942

>>8183919
>>8183964
As a corporation, you never want to change your branding as a general rule unless you have a damn good reason for doing so. This isn't normal, at all, 
especially not for a tiny pizza shop that had a usable logo.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:06:31 ID: 125290 No.8192505 >>8192534

>>8191359
Nice setup, but a word of advice:
Those Silver Bears caused "sticky bolt" on my shooter.  They are loaded hot and like to expand in the chamber and hang the bolt (and fuck-up your party 
for a few minutes while they cool).  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:06:47 ID: 4002be No.8192510

>>8192284
i'll give it a look now. i'm getting over the shakes. i've been digging in this thread since it started, without breaks. every time i try to stop i think of 34a66c 
and it makes me push even harder. i will never stop. i will dig until the end.

i sincerely believe we found the weakest link in the zionist machine. we're on the verge of unraveling the entire hidden power structure. if we find any kind 
of uniformity in these messages that could lead to a widespread breaking of the code, we could peer directly into the deepest depths of the jewish 
machine. when people are scared, they do things they wouldnt normally do, or write things in panic that they shouldnt have. if there's any slipup in these 
that lets us identify people then it's all over.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:06:48 ID: 9843a7 No.8192511

>>8188260
You should use Deluge, uTorrent is compromised.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:06:55 ID: b4557e No.8192513

>>8191359
It's called Blaspheme.  
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File (hide): 487c4ce145fe357⋯.jpg (11.21 KB,
630x400, 63:40, arm.jpg)

File (hide): ecba42253b9e55b⋯.jpg (61.03 KB,
703x514, 703:514, _20161110_225004.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:08:40 ID: f0ce29 No.8192529 >>8192551 >>8192644 >>8194362

>>8191392
If you would like to take a crack at it yourself, I would suggest looking into the fourier series, discrete cosine transforms, huffman and arithmatic encoding, 
also since one anon already said that there are jpgs stuffed in the mp3s you may want to browse the source code of an actual jpg decoder: 
http://www.openjpeg.org
you may also want to see if any 2 dimensional patterns are emergent since we are working with image data. see if you can isolate what isnt music, and 
then look for smooth interpolation between values or stark differences. first 2 pics related, from what ive read jpgs use YUV color space, instead of rgb it 
uses luminance and chroma to represent colors, which means theoretically it should be easier to detect smooth transitions such as the interpolation 
between light and shadow on the picture of the arm. not sure if that makes any sense, but it should give you and other stem anons something to start 
with.

>>8191418
>2nd pic related
>Papa George
>k  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:08:55 ID: 935f29 No.8192534 >>8192657

>>8192505
I haven't had any cycling problems with them. Maybe you got a bad batch?

/k/'s /akg/ basically said SB or GT are the go-to for 5.45 that aren't milsurp import 7n6.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:09:21 ID: 9843a7 No.8192536

>>8188214
This is the exact same logo as that restaurant Hillary was at, anybody got a picture of it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:09:42 ID: bee324 No.8192544 >>8192672

>>8192284
Interesting! The text makes almost no sense but every post has links to different jerseys.

How did this site come up in the first place? I missed that post.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:10:09 ID: f0ce29 No.8192551

>>8192529
first pic*  

concentrate on - podesta brothers  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:12:25 ID: f6cecf No.8192569 >>8192612

File (hide): 7ed65ce2700b03b⋯.png (221.4 KB, 422x390, 211:195, jilld.PNG)

>>8186470
Agreed, it looks like for some reason - this is getting buried, I wonder why…….
Just like when they try to bring the dossier about the UK government ped ring - that also gets  buried. Jill 
Dando was on to something big - then she got bumped.  

Look at this shit put up today  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:15:36 ID: 8e03e2 No.8192607

I think were on to something guys  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:16:06 ID: 320a1e No.8192612 >>8192714

>>8192569
Same thing happened to Danny Casolaro  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:16:51 ID: 8e03e2 No.8192621
File (hide): f6d5549531d3026⋯.png (61.41 KB, 1583x780, 1583:780, 11 child porn arrests in A….png)

This is so real its getting scary  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:17:15 ID: e5cfa1 No.8192629 >>8192679 >>8192702 >>8192741

File (hide): 725cc16e59d9d57⋯.jpg (34.9 KB, 460x559, 460:559, 1399691437258.jpg)

>>8192391
Hard to believe, seven years of chans and I would have never believed all the different boards were just practice 
and training grounds for a fight I couldn't even imagine was coming.  yet here we are, uniting all the boards and all 
the anon's of a decade of chans under the banner of /pol/ waging a war against shit the rest of the world either 
sticks its head in the sand trying to ignore, or toss up their hands in fear thinking it would be impossible to combat.

watching this evolve has become a fucking epic story in its own right.  I swear if I survive this happening I am going 
to make it my mission to write the chan's odyssey and iliad as an ode to our fallen brothers.

>an ocean of shit and piss posting cp, gore and lulz by autists rejected by society and seeking to irritate the world in 
turn.
>turns into an world changing invisible movement fighting clandestine forces of evil child rapist and mass murdering 
demon worshipers whom control the world in order to defend and protect all that is good in the world.
>some how manages to succeed from the looks of it.

No fucking way anyone will ever think of it as anything but made up imaginary works of fiction in a hundred years.  
The truth is so strange the average mind wouldn't comprehend that this story was real, the nonsensical chaos of it 

doesn't compute.  Yet millennia in the future people will still search for the mythical cities of 'halfchan' and 'infinitychan'.  tantalizing proofs just enough to 
cause people to question more but never enough to prove anything.  While kek looks on eternally with a glowing smugness.

As above, as below.  Praise kek.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:17:25 ID: 0a298a No.8192632

>>8189696
I see it as more likely describing a room where they break children mentally (that is, the first rapening) than anything else.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:18:05 ID: f0ce29 No.8192644

>>8192529
also, regarding an anon finding .jpg in the hexdump of one of the files, if that really wasnt a fluke then i think its unlikely the image itself is encrypted, its 
probably in there raw. it may just be a matter of how they chopped and shuffled it with the music file  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:18:46 ID: 125290 No.8192657 >>8192712

>>8192534
I ran 100 hand loaded rounds (loaded to about 95% max recommended pressure) through it before those, which might have gotten it hot enough that 
when I switched to the bears it was just too much residual heat - stuck after about 5 rounds.  Keep up the good work!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:19:52 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8192672 >>8192972

Looking through this post, entitled "ELIZA LOMBARDI MOVING FORWARD TO BY FRONT-OFFICE CHARACTER USING PATRIOTS"

https://archive.is/tIdpY

I think Patriots can be taken to mean we're talking about Massachusetts. If so, then "Eliza Lombardi" may refer to Elizabeth Warren. I think they are 
talking about advancing her to a role of greater responsibility, that or it is talking about her doing something to someone.

I think I found a slip in the cipher that can allow us to definitively show that "large" stands in for Massachusetts. In the post "FOXBOROUGH, Large." 
appears at the beginning like it would in a newspaper, except that "Large." is obviously not a state. Foxborough is a city in Massachusetts. Their Senator 
is Elizabeth Warren*. http://www.foxboroughma.gov/Pages/Stateofficials

*If it counts for anything, I didn't know this before I assumed "Eliza Lombardi" stood for Elizabeth Warren. So this can be used to start deconstructing 
other code words. Does the word "large" appear in other posts? Am going to continue investigating. (Am I the only one trying so far? Try this anon, it's 
short and you can start decoding Palmer's messages with this: https://programmingpraxis.com/2012/03/06/union-route-cipher/)

>>8192544

Richie Palmer owns Mulberry Street Pizzeria. He is connected with politicians and celebrities, and has ties to organizations that work with children and 
which use a pedo-associated logo. He also has a second home in Oahu. He published 8 blog posts on October 29, 2016, the day after the FBI reopened 
the Clinton investigation.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:20:30 ID: 0a298a No.8192679

>>8192629
>the government used to investigate us for pedophilia
>now we investigate the government for pedophilia  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:21:48 ID: 4002be No.8192702

>>8192629
>No fucking way anyone will ever think of it as anything but made up imaginary works of fiction in a hundred years

this is their weapon. some day they will use this to their advantage, and regroup and try again. there's jews at the top already setting plans in motion for 
their sons and grandsons based on this EXACT idea. we have to make sure that that never happens. we have to drain the swamp once and for all or 
we're doomed to repeat ourselves.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:22:01 ID: 2f8fe5 No.8192705 >>8193101

>>8192072
Most of the text on the page looks suspiciously badly punctuated, but the Leather&Fur section has something weird going on:

>Each leather piece is unique & requires its own special cleaning solution; this is why only the best clear specialist shpuld be trusted to clean your 
leathers & fur. We provide cleaning & color correction to keep your leather garments looking like new. For your furs we use specialized machines that 
protect & revitalize the bounce & sheen of your fur. Linings hand-cleaned & pressed to protect their look & feel.

then it gets kinda weird, since it's almost repeating the previous paragraph. Excuse the awful highlights, I'll explain them later.

>Enei'm:I, ea'lherpi, e-cc is, l)'WU cleaning sohrbom; tlblisis why only me rest care specialist should be trusted to ICJemyow leathers & fur. w~previde 
de.ani'lI<g & color correcrion to keep meatihe.t gan:meillS ~ ~ (lor yoUIi' me speciallized thiJ't & the bounce & sheen of your fur. Linings are hand-
cleaned & pressed to protect their look [&] feel,  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:22:02 ID: d72c15 No.8192706

>>8188095
actually, what if they release bits and pieces of this information (just enough to isolate it to the people they want dead), only to make it look as though 
Trump was behind suppressing it once he's in office?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:22:27 ID: 935f29 No.8192712 >>8192757 >>8192836

File (hide): c7e3aac0f36f264⋯.jpg (1.98 MB, 5344x3006, 16:9, IMG_20160925_140921986.jpg)

>>8192657
That's an older photo. This is a newer(ish) one, but since this one was taken I've gotten a Mossberg 
Shotgun, and replaced the poly stock on my 10/22 with a wooden one.

I think part of the problem is because all domestic manufactured 5.45 is steel cased, which comes with its 
own problems sometimes with it's lacquering iirc. Doesn't expand as well as brass and seal off the chamber 
completely when expanding, so over time it'll gunk up the chamber and receiver if left uncleaned.

Fucking shame man.  

concentrate on - podesta brothers  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:22:34 ID: f6cecf No.8192714 >>8192757

File (hide): 865a5e448a620ac⋯.png (88.25 KB, 853x605, 853:605, burried.PNG)

>>8192612
I don't want to see this buried (again) - it's already been censored by Google (podesta)

I'm just worried about me "committing suicide" with to gun shots to the back of my head - 
this shit is bigger than any of you guys realise.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:25:04 ID: 61871e No.8192741

>>8192629

Current year + 1 is unbelievable.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:26:28 ID: 320a1e No.8192757 >>8192789 >>8192802

File (hide): d5735a3c6331337⋯.jpeg (255.85 KB, 450x532, 225:266, 1470893086856.jpeg)

>>8192712
>SKS
>titanium_white_cock.jpg

>>8192714
Be safe anon, I saw someone sitting in a car outside of my house for a good 3 hours before election day. We're 
definitely onto something and they're definitely scared. Be brave anons.

t. been here since the first thread  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:27:48 ID: 649746 No.8192778

>>8186828
Read about the jews involvement in the french revolution  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:27:51 ID: ee5387 No.8192780

>>8186078
That is a power company weatherhead and entrance conduit.  The wires are the positive, negative and neutral 220VAC sevice wires with drip loops.  Yes, 
drip loops are literally to keep water from running down the wire into the building.  Nothing unusual here it is the standard way to get power into a building 
when the roof is too low to allow safe clearance for the cables passing overhead.

The horizontal wires below are land line telephone and CATV service wires.  

t. Outside Plant Engineer  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:28:37 ID: 935f29 No.8192789 >>8192989

>>8192757
The SKS is technically my brothers, I got it for him last Christmas, but he really seems to neglect it or not care about it all that much, so I'm just kind of 
considering it half mine. Like I'll use it, but if SHTF ever becomes real, it'll go to him.

Got several guns on my backlog, but I'm pretty poorfag right now. Sufferings of being a college student.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:29:11 ID: df8220 No.8192801 >>8192859 >>8193529

File (hide): 5a7283f7ceced28⋯.webm (10.89 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 5.webm) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:29:12 ID: 1c0ff3 No.8192802 >>8192868

File (hide): 3e74e79ddbf6e08⋯.jpg (40.65 KB, 463x462, 463:462, 1467871999790.jpg)

>>8192757
>tfw noticed cars outside my house stop sometimes in my driveway/across the 
street for 10-20 minutes once every few months
Is this just niggers being niggers or monitoring at work? I've been using a VPN as 
much as possible even touching this shit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:31:09 ID: 125290 No.8192836 >>8192865

>>8192712
Probably right about the steel, I was using IMI Kike casings that are thick brass (good for about 15 reloads, believe that?)  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:33:07 ID: 9c0982 No.8192859

>>8192801
saved  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:33:38 ID: 935f29 No.8192865 >>8192940

>>8192836
You were reloading 5.45 with brass casing? What fucking setup do you have? I aint believe you until you post proof. Everywhere I've read, they've said 
it's pretty fucking hard to get a proper reloading setup going for 5.45, just because you can't reload steel casings very easily.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:33:55 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8192868 >>8192989

>>8192802

Worst case scenario they might be trying to covertly harass you or gaslight you. Most likely it's just coincidence.

>tfw you already know you're being monitored
>tfw they've already contacted you
>tfw you legitimately suffer paranoia but you're also legitimately being harassed by uknown forces

You guys are fine, trust me. Just be wary of new friends that try to get you to do illegal shit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:34:15 ID: 6a70d9 No.8192876

COMETPINGPONG.COM + BUCKSFISHINGANDCAMPING.COM + KALORAMANETWORKS.COM

Are 3 domains are registered to Maureen Gallagher of [Kalorama Network Services]

https://who.is/whois/cometpingpong.com
https://who.is/whois/bucksfishingandcamping.com
https://who.is/whois/kaloramanetworks.com

Maureen Gallagher also works at Buck's Fishing & Camp

https://www.linkedin.com/in/maureen-gallagher-18401a8  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:35:42 ID: 9ddea2 No.8192894

>>8186828
You want the redpill on the 
Jew angle on all of this?

Your hunch is absolutely 
correct. Look into Sabbatai 
Zevi and Jacob Frank.

Recommend this video as it 
comes from the Jew's own 
mouth.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:36:09 ID: 02ff0d No.8192900

>>8180666
Some guy on normie /pol/ who was looking into this stuff had a wierd facebook ad show on his stream. It was some art shit, and there was a drawn image 
of a guy being strung up basically as part of the ad. 
Damn I should have saved his screenshot. It was pretty unsettling.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:36:26 ID: 17a3fc No.8192905

>>8189163

I'm sure you cant order anything good without a personal introduction.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:38:39 ID: 125290 No.8192940 >>8192961 >>8193003

>>8192865
Sorry for the lack of clarity, the brass IMI cases were 7.62x39, not 5.45.  I've never reloaded steel (it's largely a waste of time if not an emergency), but 
have seen it done x 1.  Just deforms all to hell and is useless.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:38:38 ID: 751494 No.8192942 >>8193582 >>8194287

File (hide): 872dfdde3538efd⋯.jpg (58.19 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, mybestapedo.jpg)

>>8183919
>>8183964
>>8192464
 Guess what they have as 
a loading symbol if 
noscript is activated. WTF.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:40:23 ID: 935f29 No.8192961 >>8192992 >>8193003

>>8192940
Oh ok. I thought you were hiding secrets or something. I hope to God now that Trump is finally in, we can get the firearm market pumping enough that 
domestic manufacturers see a need to start manufacturing 5.45 in brass.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:40:36 ID: 9843a7 No.8192966

I'm going to try and make a timeline of this so that it isn't memory holed by the end of the month, does anybody have links or archives of the initial threads 
that made the Podesta-Pizza-Comet Pizza/Besta connection?  I already know full well the white rabbit situation is related through context, but a separate 
scenario as-is.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:41:15 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8192972 >>8193339

>>8192672

Continuing to look at https://archive.is/tIdpY

"Once not one but two the seasons serving size as being a definite asst into the Innovative The united kingdomt Patriots’ teaching people, longtime 
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE front-office exec Eric Lombardi is usually shifting with the task LeGarrette Blount Jersey [#29 -Ed.], as reported by 
assets."

So working from the assumption that "Eliza Lombardi" = Elizabeth Warren. Notice the capitalization occurring in the middle of the sentence, as well as the 
typo on 'united kingdomt'. Apparent code words seem to be "united kingdom," "teaching," and "Innovative."

What does 29 refer to in context of Warren? Eric Lombardi is probably just the other Massachusetts state senator, Ed Markey. Both have been in office 
since 2013. The rest of the message is just as heavily coded, and I cannot determine any more meanings. But we have substantiated that "Large" 
substitutes for Massachusetts, and that these football players and managers are code for people.

Okay guys I gotta take a break from this, I've been going at this for a straight 6 hours now. I hope I'll see some more progress on Richie Palmer when I 
get back.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:42:47 ID: 320a1e No.8192989 >>8193061

>>8192789
Hell, all I got right now is a G3 I got from my grandpa and a handgun. Godspeed. 

>>8192868
>>tfw you already know you're being monitored
>>tfw they've already contacted you
>>tfw you legitimately suffer paranoia but you're also legitimately being harassed by uknown forces
>You guys are fine, trust me. Just be wary of new friends that try to get you to do illegal shit.
E-elaborate?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:44:00 ID: 125290 No.8192992

>>8192961
I'd certainly share all my gun secrets, friend.  Keep 'em clean, keep 'em ready, and keep 'em fed.  Here's to Trump!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:44:57 ID: 94adf3 No.8193003 >>8193029

>>8192940
>>8192961
I've you are both hidden and reported.

It's hard enough to keep straight what leads to follow, who's who, and what the connections are, while attempting to break potential hidden messages 
from emails and audio files with derailing mixed in, if you wanna talk guns fucking get out.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:47:57 ID: 125290 No.8193029

>>8193003
Cheers.  Not trying to derail.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:49:43 ID: dcd5b2 No.8193044 >>8193082

File (hide): 231c90b93442547⋯.jpg (22.99 KB, 400x400, 1:1, Cw3sUdSVQAARLuM.jpg)

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-
news/2013/oct/14/british-detectives-efits-madeleine-
mccann-suspect

Look at the video. Think we should hit these 
investigators up?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:50:57 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8193061

>>8192989

>be me, young derp
>be politically active
>become well-known
>people start coming to me to work with me
>highly placed people in tech, government, media

Let's leave it at that, shall we? So like I said - be wary of anyone trying to persuade you or egg you on to do self-destructive and illegal things. Ironically, 
FBI agents are really easy friends. :^)

I really want to take these bastards down. My personal experiences are what led me to dig into this stuff when it came out. Lots of overlap. I can say 
something positive however: some anon suggested that the FBI agents infiltrated the alt-right only to become converted by meme magic. This is highly 
plausible - again given my own experience.

SO KEEP DIGGING. I CAN GUARANTEE YOU WILL FIND SOMETHING.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:52:35 ID: 935f29 No.8193082 >>8193118

>>8193044
That girl and Maddie look nothing alike. Just because they're both cute girls, doesn't mean they're the same girls. The eyes are completely different.

RIP in piece Maddie. You deserved better.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:54:22 ID: 2f8fe5 No.8193101

>>8192705
Uhh no fuck it, this is all I could get, all the anomalies extracted.

>shpuld Enei'm:I, ea'lherpi, e-cc, l)'WU sohrbom; tlblisis me rest care ICJemyow. w~previde de.ani'lI<g correcrion ' meatihe.t gan:meillS ~ ~ (lor yoUIi' me 
speciallized thiJ't & , 

However I noticed a strange pattern between the only two parentheses. They close outwards and both have a lowercase L next to them.
Could it be mirrored or something? Could the uppercase letters be part of the keyword?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:54:44 ID: 33737d No.8193105

https://archive.is/1mlFy
Would anyone care to verify the attachment?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:54:50 ID: e22050 No.8193106 >>8193129 >>8193193

Sorry been lurking and trying to absorb everything as much as possible, but regarding the McCann disappearance and the Podestas' description… 
anything placing them in Portugal or even Europe in May 3rd, 2007. Are there any itineraries available or were there political functions tangentially related 
at the time?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:55:58 ID: 6a70d9 No.8193118 >>8193770

>>8193082
>Just because they're both cute girls
>cute girls
pedo please go  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 04:56:39 ID: e03450 No.8193129 >>8193256

>>8193106
Bill Clinton and Podesta were in London, just prior.

Podesta was in Lisbon for a Trilateral Commission conference, just after.

… is my understanding.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:00:25 ID: 9c0982 No.8193179 >>8193209 >>8193229 >>8193301 >>8193393

File (hide): 612aa7b10be81e3⋯.png (61.2 KB, 1896x458, 948:229, uhhh.PNG)

GUYS
http://dump.fm/ShlucHT/favorites  

Look at this shit put up today  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:01:21 ID: 8e03e2 No.8193193 >>8193256

File (hide): 012076dfa105551⋯.jpg (195.24 KB, 1657x970, 1657:970, f395d25187e4b15a9f69acdb72….jpg)

>>8193106
>' description… anything placing 
them in Por
theres an email saying that 
podesta was taking a trip the day 
before  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:02:59 ID: 1798c4 No.8193209 >>8193232

>>8193179
Just what am I looking at exactly anon?  

research the podesta's  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:03:39 ID: 7627b0 No.8193216

The are on to this thread: had to change my way of accessing this thread - ex laptop been compromised as I clicked on vidya which came up with invalid 
sause - can't find the article to trace back - all I say is just be careful Anons.
2 bullets to the back of my head incoming - I fell on a loaded gun

Inb4 tinfoil > i was the anon posting about ….  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:03:41 ID: c9ce2e No.8193217 >>8193335

GODDAMN. Go to google maps and look at Comet ping pong reviews. So many fucking retarded niggers went and gave them 1 star saying there is a 
pedo ring there, they already know %100 what we know and are covering their tracks right now because of these faggot.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:04:24 ID: 320a1e No.8193229 >>8193301

>>8193179
>>8193179
>standardpedophilenomenclaturewhathehell.mp3
Sounds safe to download  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:04:34 ID: 9c0982 No.8193232 >>8193277

>>8193209

This is in the favorites of the guy who has the white rabbit picture and has the DIY church spoken of in the OP.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:07:01 ID: e22050 No.8193256 >>8193317 >>8193332 >>8193336

File (hide): 80b961d23f29a80⋯.png (303.57 KB, 1596x461, 1596:461, efits.PNG)

>>8193129
>>8193193
last question then I will go back to lurking
In the image there are seemingly two different people but the Smith sighting only describes one person. Is 
the e-fit two renderings of one suspect as there is no mention of two people, making the weighted 

comparison to the brothers null.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:07:14 ID: e03450 No.8193261 >>8193492 >>8194408

File (hide): fadbe39022f1414⋯.jpg (271.77 KB, 1015x768, 1015:768, 46fdsa68.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:08:07 ID: 1798c4 No.8193277 >>8193301

>>8193232
Ok. Well then. Is there anyway to tell when it was first recorded? As in who originally made it, where and the like.if that's already been covered I apoligize 
as 1. I'm not very /tech/savvy and 2. I haven't been in most of the threads until now  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:10:06 ID: 320a1e No.8193297

So what exactly is the purpose of this dump website? Encrypted CP?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:10:23 ID: 9c0982 No.8193301 >>8193330 >>8193333 >>8193360

File (hide): 10d8fd346b73bb1⋯.png (86.75 KB, 745x294, 745:294, ineedbrainbleach.PNG)

>>8193179
>>8193229
>>8193277
One of the people she tags alot put 
this up  

research the podesta's  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:11:53 ID: 7627b0 No.8193317

>>8193256
Thanks for correcting the record - go back to lurking:
you have a least 2months worth of data to go through - if you are on about m mcanne u have at et x years of data to go through - CTR - i thought u had 
been buried with the clintons  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:13:08 ID: 33737d No.8193330

>>8193301
This seems like its just too obvious, or they are luring us.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:13:28 ID: 056a7e No.8193332

>>8193256
Holy shit, I can't believe I missed that. It looks like they're of the same, one suspect. I still believe, but, man, the resemblance to the two was just too 
good.

https://www.opendemocracy.net/ourbeeb/david-elstein/crimewatch-dupers-or-duped  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:13:28 ID: 320a1e No.8193333 >>8194530

>>8193301
Keep digging anon, I'm trying to look into the site myself, but noscript of course  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:13:36 ID: 33737d No.8193335 >>8193465

>>8193217
You can thank Reddit for that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:13:44 ID: 8e03e2 No.8193336 >>8193413

>>8193256

I dont have the links but there is a news report I saw that said something about their being a second suspect and the police may have been mistaken, ill 
go try n dig it up  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:14:06 ID: 4002be No.8193339 >>8193583

>>8192972
>When you will have some getting rid of decades from a strip prefer this, a person are up against loads of critique.

"person" seems to be "we" or "us", it makes sense in the context of other messages too.

"quarterback" is so far the most repeated major codeword ive seen amongst these, besides jersey. no clue. pedophilia/pedophiles? it sorta works but we 
need context. right now we're just flinging stuff at the walls and seeing what sticks.

this very much looks to me like a word swap cypher and it's only used on key words, mixed with a bit of contextual word salading. with the right words, the 
sentences probably still arent proper, they'll read fucked but get the message across. i dont have more yet, but i'll keep at it.  

research the podesta's  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:15:34 ID: 7627b0 No.8193360

>>8193301
The same pic had a comment "rare pokemon inside" - fk your shit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:16:41 ID: ba82f6 No.8193379 >>8193398

http://www.icecreamtruckincincinnati.com/pre-packed-ice-cream/

Got another pro truck possibility for you.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:17:29 ID: 2172af No.8193393

>>8193179
I'm getting the following error:
403 Forbidden
nginx/0.6.35  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:18:02 ID: 9abe3f No.8193398
File (hide): 7e296049a371aab⋯.jpg (90.56 KB, 800x600, 4:3, sexually_abused_spongebab.jpg)

>>8193379
>spongebab  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:18:03 ID: eebe1a No.8193399 >>8193462 >>8193754

Disappointing. More than half of you are just retards now.

The real leads were the Instagram and Twitter - people directly connected to Jimmy Comet with pedo stuff, artwork, etc.

Havent seen this posted but FBIanon said Jean-pierre and Jayne Geneste were involved. This ties in with the reddit post about blue house & concrete 
pad in Hawaii.

It's very possible that the same person faked both of these leads.

https://hauziz.com/location/565345ebf7434ac935349f62  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:19:15 ID: e22050 No.8193413 >>8193472

>>8193336
thanks, I am only asking because of my confusion  (not trying to correct any record), just a passerby from /v/ with piqued curiosity of happenings.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:21:22 ID: 320a1e No.8193436
File (hide): b981033781c8e1a⋯.png (306.02 KB, 1600x900, 16:9, wut2.png)

Not Pepe  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:22:42 ID: bfef1d No.8193443

>>8184863
you're not even trying, /intl/  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:23:45 ID: 6a70d9 No.8193460 >>8193481 >>8194419

umm guys? remember the wikileak email that said hillary was going to sacrifice a chicken to moloch? isnt "chicken" pedo slang for something? "chicken-
lover"???? whats chicken?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:23:50 ID: 9abe3f No.8193462
File (hide): c0593bf84c9c14d⋯.png (1.06 MB, 956x609, 956:609, jimmy_commet_dan_roberge.png)

>>8193399 (double checked)
Kek has shown the way. Jimmy Comet is a rat king and has exposed himself. I'll ask my mate who works in 
dance (administration) about this Dan guy. Australian dancers all know eachother, even if they go overseas 
because they all end up doing that or becoming unemployed.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:23:58 ID: b71ad7 No.8193465 >>8193555

>>8193335
and 4chan  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:24:44 ID: 8e03e2 No.8193472 >>8193566 >>8193574

File (hide): c90e2446a44a849⋯.png (1.36 MB, 1566x1584, 87:88, Reports Police Know Who K….png)

>>8193413

here is an article from fox that says the police believe it was three men. In the beginning of 2014 so I'm pretty 
sure were dealing with more than a single ind  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:25:08 ID: 935f29 No.8193481 >>8193565

>>8193460
In homo communities, chicken is a derogatory term to reference underage boys.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:25:54 ID: db71d6 No.8193492
File (hide): ed8cd2894ef62b1⋯.jpg (108.68 KB, 1024x569, 1024:569, 1466308899302.jpg)

>>8193261

there's just no end to 
these mysteries  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:28:27 ID: 955c87 No.8193529

>>8192801

Nice. You should include a bit at the end that gives recognition to 34a66c and his sacrifice.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:28:29 ID: 17a3fc No.8193531 >>8193560

This guy is a friend of comet ping pong

https://www.youtube.com/user/Kida467

Is this filmed in that creepy ping pong basement?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Vhk-DU75P0

Here's another one, this guy has old CIA connections.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2hK7vON6yQ  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:29:39 ID: c3c97e No.8193544 >>8193599 >>8193627

File (hide): 2b32707f730a026⋯.jpg (5.96 KB, 200x200, 1:1, index.jpg)

Still seems too farfetched to believe 
to me  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:30:34 ID: 33737d No.8193555

>>8193465
After all this, it wouldn't surprise me if many leads have already been buried and the culprits have flown out of the country. We can't give up yet though.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:30:56 ID: 17a3fc No.8193560

>>8193531
Creepy interest in children 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bEthDHZCE8  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:31:30 ID: 6a70d9 No.8193565 >>8193589

File (hide): a10c85811293834⋯.jpg (921.4 KB, 956x598, 478:299, hillary sucks white souls ….jpg)

>>8193481
the plot thickens  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:31:31 ID: e22050 No.8193566 >>8193775

>>8193472
thanks, the article mentions 3 Portuguese thieves so I suppose either Podesta is not who is being referred to here. that's all, back to lurking.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:31:54 ID: 9ddea2 No.8193574

>>8193472
>can't arrest them
geez, I wonder why

either the FBI arrests them when Trump gets in, or we're going vigilante on all of these pedo fucks  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:32:48 ID: f8b270 No.8193582
File (hide): 29d741edbd25add⋯.png (10.16 KB, 489x423, 163:141, scared pepe.png)

>>8192942
WHAT

Did they recently 
add this?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:33:03 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8193583 >>8193612 >>8193701 >>8194131

>>8193339

>quarterback

Reminds me of baseball terminology used by homos, e.g. pitcher vs catcher (top vs bottom). Quarterbacks are top, receivers bottom? It's a stretch, but 
quarterback implies some sense of authority for making decisions, plays, and so on. Active rather than passive.

I noticed some weird consistencies in this one:
CAROLINA PANTHERS GAME ENTHUSIASTS INTERACT WITH KEVIN DURANT DECIDING UPON ALONG WITH OLDER EXPRESS ENTHUSIAST
https://archive.is/eWHZx

The word 'enthusiast' shows up 9 times in that blog post. There are a few different adjectives placed before the term when it occurs:
Carolina Panthers game enthusiast
older express enthusiast
Great Think Enthusiast
Silver Think Enthusiast
your enthusiast (okay not an adjective, but 'you' could stand for something else)

So what is an 'enthusiast?' What's the difference between the Great Think Enthusiast and the Silver Think Enthusaist? (Silver sounds very alchemical, but 
it could also be a reference to Julian Assange? Silvery hair and all.) This is contrasted with the "Great Think Enthusiast" somehow, but "Great" is too 
vague to go off for symbolism (but I'm biased to thinking its about Trump).

"Typically the major announcement with the physical activities universe for Come early july 4th was basically Kevin Durant selecting to be able to keep a 
Okla Point out Magic together with becoming a member of any Great Think Enthusiast"

"Come" seems like an obvious reference to Comey. If Palmer had been typing this in plain language first, and then simply used the Find and Replace 
functions, it wouldn't have replaced "Come" with the intended code word. This suggests that one of the code words in this message stands for Comey. 
Also "out Magic together" hmm are they referring to their own magical invocations? More likely I think it refers to the Orlando Magic, another basketball 
team. So this suggests that Dems = NFL, GOP = NBA.

Carolina Panthers are from North Carolina. It also mentions "interact" with Kevin Durant, who is a basketball player, not a football player. This would imply 
he represents a different organization or group than all those being grouped under football code references. Durant plays for the Warriors who are based 
in Oakland, CA. He was born in Washington, DC - so could Kevin Durant = Obama? Or does it mean Thiel? (Who is close to Trump.)

Okay, and then there's this:

"A lot of avid gamers over the Carolina Panthers went on to help social websites in the event the news flash out of cash giving ones own allergic 
reactions"

Uhmmmm guys… GUYS. THEY KNOW.

"Gamers" = channers. "Social websites" = chans, reddit, etc. "Giving ones own allergic reactions" = their hurried response to hide their tracks. THEY 
FUCKING KNOW. Keep on archiving folks.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:33:43 ID: 320a1e No.8193589

>>8193565
Can't believe you've never seen Chickenhawk. You should probably watch it in lieu of all this.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:34:37 ID: eebe1a No.8193599

>>8193544
>Still seems too farfetched to believe to me

It's not about what's 'farfetched' but whats able to be proved. I wish braindeads would stop posting shit like this  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:35:06 ID: 402022 No.8193604 >>8194404

>>8188412
something to consider: most people fail to realize that there was a "purity" and the "eating of the fruit of the KNOWLEDGE OF good AND EVIL" 
introduced a contamination into humanity. This behavior you're discussing is a symptom of a disease. Various deviant mentalities are manifesting 
because of a failure/alteration in "normal" human development (MKUltra is an refrence for this, altering a child to become something else, etc.) Treat thise 
segement of humanity as lost to a disease. There are reasons why "christanity/islam" precsribe execution and Physical Removal of such people from the 
populace. They contaminate existing and future generations. I would suggest looking at "the bible" and "koran" as aesops fable style literature. Even 
"Christ" remarked about the "Spirit of the law" being more important than the "Letter of the law". I think we've all seen enough scumbags weasel out of 
legal liability.

Just my observations and 2cents. I won't be responding but will be lurking from now on. Remember, they're like rabid dogs, nothing more. KEK be with 
you.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:35:36 ID: eebe1a No.8193612 >>8193632 >>8193639

>>8193583
Jesus… SHUT UP.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:35:41 ID: 321c7c No.8193615

>>8185177
>>8185295
>>8185341

Don't know if anyone posted here but I found out Amanda Kleinman aka Majestic Ape's email address

kleiny41@gwu.edu

In case any of you smartass wants to send a baiting email to get some info 
But don't do it in a haste. Use a proxy if you're doing it

I also have rachel chandler's email but I think she's slightly tangential to how the plot is developing now so let's just see  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:36:44 ID: f4516f No.8193625 >>8193802

File (hide): ee696468fceebe8⋯.jpg (5.55 KB, 196x196, 1:1, ee696468fceebe89b6be0f246d….jpg)

What happened to the anon who said he was going to drive to 
the beach-house and poke around? 

I think it was one or two threads ago, or may have been in an 
offshoot thread  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:36:56 ID: 056a7e No.8193627
File (hide): 09b89c9ccb6b600⋯.jpg (79.31 KB, 500x461, 500:461, 1455752505881.jpg)

How close are we to cracking their memes? I think understanding the symbolism is vital to continuing our 
efforts, especially if they take off before we can really get them with something harder than we've found so 
far.

I think of it like this: they COULD restart the operation anywhere, a new pizza joint, army base, etc. – but 
they CANNOT create a new esoteric system. At least, they can't if there truly is some sort of occult aspect to 
it.

Everything we've found so far can be really helpful if we compile it in a PDF and have a strong archival of 
everything breakthrough.

>>8193544
>>8185548
Nobody is asking you believe it yet, everyone is still looking for answers.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:37:12 ID: 4002be No.8193632 >>8193647 >>8193684

>>8193612
>obviously coded messages
>anon spending his own time trying in vain to decode it when nobody else does
>digging and spreading information

>Jesus… SHUT UP.

is this really what we've come to? reported.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:38:03 ID: 0f404f No.8193638

>>8191359

Thats because all the religifags are easy to manipulate.

"God wants you to touch my penis. If he didn't, he wouldn't have placed us in this room together, me with a penis and you with your hands."

Absolutely no critical thinking abilities.

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:38:04 ID: 33737d No.8193639

>>8193612
Fuck off niggeridoo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:38:26 ID: 1798c4 No.8193647

>>8193632
I somehow doubt he's an anon. To me it screams of someone annoyed and frustrated. Rather you should say hello to the one who is likely reporting what 
we uncover in this thread.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:39:45 ID: a22c58 No.8193664 >>8193729 >>8193876 >>8194100 >>8194308 >>8194466

File (hide): eb17b5c2feb92dd⋯.jpg (1 MB, 1182x915, 394:305, 1478842011424.jpg)  

File (hide): bbb53447b6f98f6⋯.jpg (33.16 KB,
1024x570, 512:285, 1478692519980m.jpg)

File (hide): b10d5c4bc0376b7⋯.png (40.55 KB,
1862x970, 931:485, 1478691431849.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:40:17 ID: 7bc671 No.8193676 >>8194026

>>8191960

Is this what you're looking for?

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:40:44 ID: eebe1a No.8193684 >>8193887 >>8194052

>>8193632
You are a fucking retard. That is the exact opposite of 'digging and spreading information'.

HEY GUYS… GUYS…. BLUBLBULBUBLUBLBUB NONSENSE….. WHAT DO YOU THINK………? ITS EVIDENCE!!!! WOW SECRET CODE!!!!

HOLY SHIT!!!!! OH MY GOD OH MY GOD OH MY GOD!!!!! AM I BEING WATCHED???

That's half this thread now.

We made real progress with the pedo pics and symbols, this 'investigation' has now been taken over by schizos and retarded children.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:42:15 ID: 056a7e No.8193701

>>8193583
The NFL & NBA representing different factions is really brilliant, that very well may be the case  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:44:00 ID: aa8e1b No.8193720 >>8193737 >>8193831

DO NOT TIP THESE PEOPLE OFF

BUILD A CASE AND FOR WARD TO FBI  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:45:10 ID: 9ddea2 No.8193729 >>8193876

>>8193664
What's in the zip file?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:45:45 ID: a22c58 No.8193737 >>8193762

>>8193720
No the FBI is fully aware of these pedo networks yet they never take them down. In fact, they probably run them, just like the DEA owns the drug trade.

Send the information to local police, maybe then you'll have a chance of them doing something.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:47:18 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8193754

>>8193399

This guy?

"27-year-old charged in weapon violations

Police charged a 27-year-old man with multiple crimes relating to two separate assault and threatening incidents involving weapons on Sunday.
Police said Jeanpierre Genest threatened a 35-year-old man with a weapon and damaged his car in Chinatown at about 1:25 p.m. Sunday.

Officers also found credit cards and other personal information belonging to another person on him, police said.

Police also connected Genest to an incident earlier that day near Ala Moana in which two men, ages 44 and 62, were assaulted with a weapon.

Police charged Genest with first-degree terroristic threatening, two counts of second-degree assault, third-degree criminal property damage, two counts 
of unauthorized possession of personal and confidential information, and second-degree escape.

Police said that after his arrest, Genest was taken to the Queen's Medical Center for treatment and tried to escape. His bail has been set at $50,000." 
https://archive.is/LmS10

They kind of just glance over him being in possession of "personal and confidential information."

It also appears he was released by 2011, and started a "steel-structural manufacturer" business. It has an annual $75k and 5 employees. That doesn't 
really square. https://archive.is/Y3XYE  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:47:57 ID: 33737d No.8193762

>>8193737
Local police is on it too, remember how the local police chief was too involved on the Franklin Scandal and many kids testified seeing him at the orgies?.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:48:39 ID: 562e56 No.8193769

>>8191157

^^^^  These are not non-sensicle he is "re-writing" an article change word choices to convey a message  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:48:44 ID: d1a9b0 No.8193770

>>8193118
>thinking a girl is cute automatically means you're sexually attracted to them
I guess finding a puppy cute means I want to anally rape it, right?

No anon. I think you're the pedo here.  
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File (hide): 27edc7dc6ed9839⋯.png (1.91 MB,
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:48:54 ID: 8e03e2 No.8193775 >>8193938

>>8193566
>
you honestly think that the police couldnt have been mistaken? The police sketch of the individual(s) are so eeriely similar to both the podesta brothers 
and then the third individual was also sketched out and he looks an AWFUL lot like anthony weiner. You have been so dismissive of this evidence out of 
hand, like immediatly discounting it because "drawing were of the same suspect" and then again " 3 Portuguese thieves so I suppose either Podesta is 
not who is being referred to here. that's all," I honestly think that you sir are trying to slide the light off of what is a very plausible lead. 
He was "traveling" somewhere the day before
He deleted ALL of his emails the day after
The pictures 
plus who is in all of these photos then.. god we really must be getting close if their trying to affect the digging of info on some pic board  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:49:46 ID: 8e03e2 No.8193788 >>8193830 >>8194054

File (hide): cd276324465ff96⋯.jpg (697.73 KB, 3264x1836, 16:9, 1a16372f0dd7d8b020321f851b….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:50:40 ID: 4002be No.8193802 >>8193831

>>8193625
34a66c never returned. a shill in this thread tried and failed to pass him off as a troll/shitposter. basically proved in their idiocy that he was found and 
captured. pray for him before you sleep anon, he needs kek's blessing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:52:25 ID: 9c0982 No.8193830 >>8193865

>>8193788
That's a red herring.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:52:28 ID: 94adf3 No.8193831 >>8194033

>>8193720
You are way too fucking late. There have already been people trying to get into the place, messaging jimmy, leaving online reviews for comet, etc. They 
already begun changing the logo for the place… where have you been? Any hidden information within the websites we've found that isn't archived from 
the first day or 2 of would be long gone by now I'm sure. Thankfully we have lots of things archived/screencapped.

>>8193802
We need a new 34a66c, preferably with a team of people capable of handling whatever they may find  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:52:30 ID: aa8e1b No.8193833

>>8185583
Please provide links to both of those Archive.is to show comparison in circumstantial evidence. 

FBI confirmed on this thread.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:52:31 ID: 7556b0 No.8193834
File (hide): db14799f2e848ba⋯.jpg (14.85 KB, 300x204, 25:17, sammy1.jpg)

>>8181660  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:55:02 ID: 8e03e2 No.8193865

>>8193830
Proven red herring? did we figure out who the girl was? Ive missed a bunch of info I guess  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:55:38 ID: fbfcc9 No.8193876 >>8194100 >>8194163 >>8194281 >>8194409 >>8194427

File (hide): c61fed9170924df⋯.png (100.36 KB, 966x749, 138:107, sdfasfd.png)

>>8193664
>>8193729
iSteg is what pedos use to hide information in plain sight. The pizza 
picture sent to Podesta was encoded with iSteg.

http://www.hanynet.com/isteg/

Note the pedo logo. You guys have no idea how deep the rabbit hole 
goes.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:56:15 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8193887 >>8193909 >>8193963

>>8193684

Get out of here CTR. But I'll justify my strategy for the benefit of other anons in here.

I'm simply employing a Bayesian strategy. Our priors suggest that the likelihood of connection between different pizza store owners is awfully low… 
unless they are in fact united by the pizza imagery. In other words, if you can connect two seemingly unconnected people through a network, then that 
implies a large update to your priors. It's like science: you can corroborate your theory by observing something your theory predicts and which other 
theories don't.

These people have had some time to scrub their sites for obvious pedo imagery. One of the coded messages basically said as much. If this inevstigation 
is to continue, we need to continue developing more leads and see which of those connect.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:58:00 ID: eebe1a No.8193909 >>8193957 >>8194000

>>8193887

>Get out of here CTR.

See retard, this proves my point. You just call anyone a CTR because it makes you feel good. Shows how fucking simple you are.

Do you even know what CTR is? You think it's involved in covering up a pedophile conspiracy?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 05:59:23 ID: e22050 No.8193938

>>8193775
sorry, did not mean to give off a dismissive vibe, just noticed the two e-fits seemed to contradict the two brothers thing, because it is based off the smith 
sighting of one person.

as per the article 3 Portuguese refers to 3 Portuguese citizens of which none of weiner or podestas are.  

The deletion of the emails and resemblance to the singular efit are still interesting, and I am not discouraging anyone from flushing those out, particularly 
the timeline, placing people at the time and place. Don't ever stop digging, widespread mass amounts could save some lives and bring the needed end to 
very sick persons.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:00:40 ID: 8e03e2 No.8193957

>>8193909 I think that instead of shitposting why not migrate to another thread then? where people arn't retards?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:01:02 ID: 056a7e No.8193963

>>8193887
Do we have any solid links from the Hawaii underground center? The ultimate godsend would be a way to map out, regionally, their physical networks 
and supply chains from finding out who funds what and who builds what. I imagine there's quite a few dummy companies and just enough trail to get what 
we need.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:01:12 ID: aa8e1b No.8193968

Does anyone have any Archive.is backups of old pedo-wood threads? FBI is confirmed here. Lots of good info on Pedosta was lost.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:01:33 ID: 9c0982 No.8193972 >>8193988

HEY FUCKTARDS QUIT ARGUING AND KEEP DIGGING  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:02:54 ID: aa8e1b No.8193988

>>8193972
they're not arguing, they're bumplocking and sliding the thread

CTR is still here.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:03:36 ID: 33737d No.8194000

>>8193909
Enjoy your ban.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:04:07 ID: 36fa2f No.8194008 >>8194175 >>8194281 >>8194409 >>8194476 >>8194513

File (hide): 12a0bf70566ed7e⋯.png (53.98 KB, 919x514, 919:514, 1472010916368.png)

about an hour ago a post popped up on The Donald, and all it said was "469773273-the key to pizza.jpg - to 
those of you who know what i am referencing. this is all you need to open it. the devil shall perish"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:04:45 ID: 9ca6d7 No.8194019

>>8189079
This is from the egyptian book of the dead.  It shows embalming a corpse for burial.  Notice the wrappings around the body.  Notice the canopic jars under 
the table.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:05:08 ID: fb2968 No.8194026

>>8193676
FBI needs to compare the file names in this post with those they archived during their tor investigation into pedophila on the darkweb  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:05:36 ID: 955c87 No.8194033 >>8194133

>>8193831
>We need a new 34a66c, preferably with a team of people capable of handling whatever they may find

I'm still mulling the idea myself. I'm not too far away from Marina Del Rey. 

That being said, they're probably on high alert and watching out for more Anons. 

Also, I'm pretty disorganized right now. I don't know about other Anons, but I need make some arrangements before I quite possibly walk into the lion's 
den. A deadman switch, for one thing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:05:56 ID: 42cf8e No.8194040 >>8194051 >>8194086

They want us to suffer to satiate their agony.

I FOUND A NEW LINK

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/50332

They give each other child slaves (probably drugged) as Christmas presents. Obviously they kill and sodomize babies and children to scare the shit of the 
new members that will become shadows of themselves or commit suicide.

"The autumn months are never a calm time in America. . . . There is always a rash of kidnapping and abductions of schoolchildren in the football 
months.? Preteens of both sexes are traditionally seized and grabbed off the streets by gangs of organized perverts who traditionally give them as 
Christmas gifts to each other to be personal sex slaves and playthings."

-Hunter S. Thompson, page 3 from his 2004 book entitled "Hey Rube"  
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File (hide): 5b8bcee4cb3cad2⋯.jpg (433.74 KB,
2313x1429, 2313:1429, 1478840417723.jpg)

File (hide): 684f8cb07d9c065⋯.jpg (2.39 MB,
10000x4947, 10000:4947, 1478839902637.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:06:18 ID: e25c11 No.8194045 >>8194483

Can someone explain? Where is all of this stuff being found?

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:06:44 ID: eebe1a No.8194051 >>8194196

>>8194040
Uh yeah, you found a "new" link that was posted a full fucking week ago

This is why I'm done. New anons cant even be bothered to read  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:06:45 ID: fe9062 No.8194052 >>8194061

File (hide): d4633e12ce7782a⋯.png (274.98 KB, 812x1200, 203:300, d4633e12ce7782a724d0e52b34….png)

>>8193684
>half the thread
>half

this whole investigation was fucking retarded from the beginning and so are all of you.

>oh no this guy used a triangle for his pizzeria logo! PEDO PEDO PEDO KILL ALL PEDOS MUH SYMBOLOGY
you idiots are what make real conspiracy speakers and theorists look like tinfoiling retards in the eyes of the public, you 
should be ashamed of yourself for being so retarded but i guess self-awareness is too much to ask out of right-wing 
tumblr.

enjoy your alimony and retarded offspring

(USER WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:06:54 ID: 984a97 No.8194054
File (hide): 24535b371606c51⋯.jpg (79.66 KB, 1333x900, 1333:900, 245.jpg)

>>8193788
That's his 
family. You 
can see 
pictures of 
them on his 
twitter.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:07:04 ID: fb2968 No.8194056

https://carolinaartsnews.wordpress.com/2015/09/14/artfields-2016-begins-accepting-entries-today-sept-14-2015/ Is alex podesta john's kid? Lot of bunny 
costumes and kids on leashes in bondge and shit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:07:26 ID: eebe1a No.8194061

>>8194052
No. Durr de durr. Emails led us directly to pedo pics and satanist references. Trail went cold after that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:09:54 ID: 33737d No.8194086

>>8194040
HST was a really strange guy, what is it with  his friendship with Johnny Depp whom supported the West Memphis murders and (hst) also was allegedly 
involved with snuff films?.  
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▶

▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:09:54 ID: 984a97 No.8194087
File (hide): 2885ac3224f93e4⋯.png (406.07 KB, 602x456, 301:228, twitterpodesta.PNG)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:09:56 ID: 9c0982 No.8194090
File (hide): 2bb30a6addeff2b⋯.png (723.99 KB, 2102x1438, 1051:719, 1478842257454.png)

shitchan said this was 
in the pizza photo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:10:00 ID: aa8e1b No.8194092

Anyone have Archive.is links to old Pedowood threads? They were slide out of the Catalog  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:10:07 ID: fbfcc9 No.8194100 >>8194164 >>8194227

>>8193664
>>8193876
No one cares about this?

All you niggers want to do is call each other CTR shills instead of paying attention to bombshell leads like this.

Fuck it, I'm out.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:10:38 ID: 321c7c No.8194108

>>8187090

Is it just me or is there a kid screaming "help me" in the background noise if you listen carefully?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:12:27 ID: 4002be No.8194131

>>8193583
> If Palmer had been typing this in plain language first, and then simply used the Find and Replace functions, it wouldn't have replaced "Come" with the 
intended code word. This suggests that one of the code words in this message stands for Comey.

could you explain this reasoning to me anon? dont let the shills distract you, you've been doing good work.

>THEY FUCKING KNOW.
yes they definitely are here. you've seen the posts yourself. these messages might have been the signal that lead to most of the coverups, including the 
besta logo changing.

had to take a break but i'll apply your new nfl/nba theory to the documents and see if that helps me understand a bit better  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:12:47 ID: 056a7e No.8194133

>>8194033
I'm less than an hour drive away. If we could get at least 3-4 people together we might be able to get something done.  
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File (hide): 981c7cf01af7e0e⋯.jpg (31.02 KB, 575x524,
575:524, crites-austin-trump-rally-….jpg)

File (hide): ea3efc09316f010⋯.png (977.47 KB,
834x571, 834:571, 1478844411765.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:13:09 ID: 9c0982 No.8194143

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:13:11 ID: 320a1e No.8194145 >>8194156 >>8194163 >>8194281

is the trail cold lads?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:14:46 ID: e03450 No.8194156

>>8194145

Nope. 

What can anyone tell me abouthat Kevin Reynolds?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:14:59 ID: 33737d No.8194158 >>8194164 >>8194206

The Besta logo change is still one of the most important leads, why is everyone just dropping it like that?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:15:24 ID: e9d74f No.8194163

>>8194145
>>8193876

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5716

>Attached are pictures that capture some of the spirit of the evening - at a couple of different levels.

The way thats worded says something, two images attached.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:15:29 ID: 056a7e No.8194164

>>8194100
Do we have the password? 

>>8194158
This, the logo change is proof positive IMO.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:16:15 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8194175

>>8194008

Is that a SSN? What do you do with this? It's not a prime. Found a thread on half/x/ prompting people to look into this number.  
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File (hide): ead4aa27d6aa11e⋯.jpg (152.33 KB,
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File (hide): e2ed181ad9722e5⋯.png (794.28 KB,
1048x677, 1048:677, childcoffin.png)

File (hide): c961bed4977113f⋯.jpg (94.97 KB,
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File (hide): 7571874b4e9ace1⋯.png (935.89 KB,
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:16:56 ID: 984a97 No.8194180  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:18:19 ID: 056a7e No.8194196 >>8194200 >>8194203 >>8194229

I'm going to apologize to >>8194051 if it turns out we already looked into this one, but:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/50332

>Ps. Do you think I'll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?

I forgot what dominos was code for, can anyone help me out? I need the pic of codewords.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:19:00 ID: 9c0982 No.8194200 >>8194244

>>8194196
bdsm iirc  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:19:12 ID: d5b1a4 No.8194203 >>8194244

>>8194196
my hunch is dominoes = dominatrix/bdsm  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:19:38 ID: 0a298a No.8194206

>>8194158
Correct, but there's not a lot of actionable intel with just that, we already knew damn well they were up to some bad shit. It's not really a lead so much as 
confirmation of shit we already knew.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:19:52 ID: 402022 No.8194210

>>8189394
Reminder: You're supposed to step on the HEAD so that THIS doesn't happen. 
Don't do the job if you can't do it correctly. There's no sense in hurting yourself; unless you have Anti-Venom ;)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:20:58 ID: 94adf3 No.8194223 >>8194263 >>8194280 >>8194281

list of still alive threads with some relevant information
>>>8079848
>>>8115580
>>>8086770
>>>8119966

Hopefully there are a few turbo-autists out there with super organized archives, emails, screenshots, etc. When this thread hits it's limit and a new thread 
is created there must be a CLEAR CONCISE SUMMARY OF KNOWN LEADS/INFORMATION, SUSPECTED LEADS, AND MISINFORMATION/RED 
HERRINGS SO WE CAN KEEP THE NEXT THREAD ORGANIZED SO WE DON'T HAVE PEOPLE DIGGING INTO IRRELEVANT OLD INFORMATION
ie:
>hurr I think I saw that logo on the ice cream they sell in my country we fucking know

I've had a busy couple days and am not the most organized with this sort of thing

Someone here right now decide to OP the next thread and we should figure out how to accomplish making the next thread what it should be.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:21:10 ID: 955c87 No.8194227 >>8194280

>>8194100

Actually, I've been trying to figure out where that image is from. When and where was it posted? I'm confused.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:21:14 ID: 33737d No.8194229 >>8194244

>>8194196
What is pasta?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:22:26 ID: 95a73f No.8194240 >>8194278

I have little to no cryptographic knowledge, aside from the Atbash cipher. (input: ABCDEF…, cipher: ZYXWVU…) Any way I can contribute?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:22:43 ID: 056a7e No.8194244 >>8194393

>>8194229
I recall it being men to have sex with or something.

>>8194203
>>8194200
I'm thinking this is a false lead. They might really be playing dominoes, lol  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:23:39 ID: 0a298a No.8194263 >>8194278

>>8194223

>>8079848
>>8115580
>>8086770
>>8119966

And you're right, we need a proper recap or we're going to get run in circles and the investigation is going straight into the ground.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:25:01 ID: 056a7e No.8194278

>>8194240
What we need is a massive flowchart of everything we have looked into so far, nothing pretty. I'm going back now and saving EVERYTHING. I'd implore 
you to do the same so we have multiple anons with every bit of info, red herring or not.

>>8194263
Exactly, it may seem overwhelming because we have dozens digging at various times of the day, but as long as EVERYTHING IS SAVED, we can piece 
this together and stack our knowledge.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:25:09 ID: 955c87 No.8194280

>>8194227

Is he saying there's a hidden image inside the gook pic? 

>>8194223

Alright, I'll make a new one and try to compile all the relevant data. WE DO NOT WANT THIS TO DIE.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:25:12 ID: 4002be No.8194281

>>8194145
>is the trail cold lads?

NO

help us decypher these >>8191157
this lead has not even been touched and austyn crites is also implicated with stratfor >>8189734
help us analyze these >>8191141
try these on pizza.jpg >>8193876
>>8194008
find out podesta's location on the day of mccann's disappearance
investigate besta further >>8183919
investigate locations in person, if you have balls

the new leads today alone just go on and on, and almost none of the old leads have been explored to completion yet, or fully understood. we havent even 
broken the surface anon.

>>8194223
current happenings are mostly above, but a background will be necessary like this OP. we dont have new infographics yet, so the same ones from this op 
will be alright in a pinch. we had a really really good op this time, so just tweak it, dont reinvent the wheel.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:25:29 ID: 2e9e9e No.8194287 >>8194309

File (hide): 2d42e2746c85b5e⋯.png (24.98 KB, 595x454, 595:454, InfiniteChan∞chanLogo.svg.png)

>>8192942
What symbol is that? It looks 
kinda like 8 chans symbol but 
it's not.  

File (hide): 7dbe92e961b5ee3⋯.jpg (208.7 KB,
1286x838, 643:419, 10.JPG)

File (hide): 3b7fd8482ea8db6⋯.jpg (29.02 KB,
819x134, 819:134, 9.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:26:34 ID: f4516f No.8194306 >>8194361 >>8194531

>>8189739
>>8189810
>>8189810

 ANONS, LOOK AT THE CONTENT FROM THE GASLIGTHERS  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:26:43 ID: b4f964 No.8194308 >>8194350 >>8194355 >>8194373

>>8193664
Where did this lead?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:26:43 ID: 955c87 No.8194309

>>8194287

Fish.

The 14 Fish. Secret to eternal life.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:26:47 ID: 402022 No.8194310

>>8189696
or, potentionally, breaking one's psyche. (reference to MKUltra).  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:27:25 ID: b4b71f No.8194321 >>8194368

File (hide): 2e7d9a670ad3eaa⋯.png (6.19 KB, 480x480, 1:1, 54463534345.png)

guys it would be super great if we could do this over TOX, so 
they don't see our investigation. (just my 2 cents)

add me and i'll invite u to the group

B2B9E90204D891B91CA71CDC0CBCD6401E7AC9388BD21F
157E64BF72A9C87A6F55B79F108FCE  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:27:37 ID: 7e4ce9 No.8194323 >>8194368 >>8194437

File (hide): 3ff83c664aed2c5⋯.gif (9.4 KB, 633x758, 633:758, 1464118493080.gif)

Anons. 

What the fuck is going on.

This shit is terrifying.

This is horror movie tier what the 
fuck.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:29:14 ID: 9c0982 No.8194350

>>8194308
Nowhere yet because people decided to fuck around.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:29:22 ID: 4002be No.8194355 >>8194388

>>8194308
nobody wants to be the one to download the decryption software and try and open it. do it yourself if you want. the software and the password have 
already been posted in this thread, by two separate anons.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:29:34 ID: e22050 No.8194357

Polite suggestion to look thru your local yellow pages or pizza flyers for these types of symbols when time allows or the opportunity arises.  

File (hide): 93df74abfec56b4⋯.jpg (27.72 KB, 844x135,
844:135, 12.JPG)

File (hide): e04e19bc7a8b0c1⋯.jpg (182.3 KB,
1220x845, 244:169, 13.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:29:53 ID: f4516f No.8194361 >>8194395 >>8194531

>>8194306

 WHO ARE THE PEOPLE IN THESE VIDEOS  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:30:18 ID: e25c11 No.8194362

>>8192529
To be honest I don't think these people we're chasing are that advanced - they're just hiding behind money and power. Remember, these are the people 
who literally email passwords to each other.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:30:27 ID: 33737d No.8194365

Thread's almost at its bump limit, hope we get another sticky.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:30:34 ID: 0a298a No.8194368

>>8194321
They'll end up being in that group too, obviously. I think all you'd do is leave legit diggers out of the loop for a bit.

>>8194323
Please freak out elsewhere, we're doing important shit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:31:00 ID: 3f6372 No.8194373

>>8194308
I'm hex editing the zip out from the pizza.jpg file now, but keep getting an invalid/corrupt file.  Maybe I'm not cutting it in the correct place.  Will definitely 
post the results, unless some other based anon can point me to results of others.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:32:04 ID: 955c87 No.8194388 >>8194409 >>8194427

>>8194355

If there's fucking software that you know works with those files, then fucking give it me. I haven't seen anyone post a method for actually using that 
password.

The issue here is that a given password for the image must be applied using the software that hashed it. We don't know what was used. Dr. Pong is a 
suspect, but we're not certain.  

File (hide): b399218e13be26f⋯.jpg (9.22 KB, 400x127,
400:127, HNP_old.jpg)

File (hide): 069e7f8462d9c98⋯.jpg (21.81 KB,
640x480, 4:3, HNP_new.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:32:46 ID: 9ba1a9 No.8194392 >>8194456

I found this about Jayne Genest. It's a crowdfund for an organization that "helps" underage sex trafficking victims.

"Ho'ola Na Pua - wrote -
Mission:
Hoʻōla Nā Pua is committed to providing a nurturing home that meets the unique needs of underage female sex trafficking victims through the utilization 
of individualized, comprehensive, and restorative therapies."

""3. A high number of missing children: Approximately 100-200 children are reported missing every month in Hawaii. (Source: Hawaii Juvenile Justice 
Information System)"

https://archive.is/bLziW

The website: https://archive.is/PHqNE

Also… dat logo is giving me the creeps.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:32:47 ID: d5b1a4 No.8194393

>>8194244
i hope youre right  

File (hide): efa6ab745c07f49⋯.jpg (15.33 KB, 643x96,
643:96, 14.JPG)

File (hide): e211ddad5f5ae25⋯.jpg (169.93 KB,
1218x880, 609:440, 15.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:32:55 ID: f4516f No.8194395

>>8189739
>>8194361
>>8189765

 GUYS, FUCK  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:33:27 ID: 6661c6 No.8194402

>>8185658
>FBI pedo symbols
https://wikileaks.org/wiki/FBI_pedophile_symbols  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:33:38 ID: 2e9e9e No.8194404

>>8193604
This election is slowly turning me religious. It certainly makes me like christians a lot more now.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:33:48 ID: 441b34 No.8194408

>>8193261
google jellyfish sting  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:33:50 ID: 4002be No.8194409

>>8194388
see
>>8193876

anon claims that's the software that it's encrypted with. go for it, see if it works.

>>8194008
this is suggested password  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:34:17 ID: 421844 No.8194419

>>8193460
So what's that bunny foot in the attic?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:34:47 ID: 9c0982 No.8194425 >>8194447 >>8194454

File (hide): 09a685e5748f38f⋯.png (614.88 KB, 1440x2560, 9:16, 1478845174107.png)

Found in the pizza menu pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:35:03 ID: 3f6372 No.8194427

>>8194388
iSteg was supposedly used, as noted by >>8193876
I couldn't download it, the website gave a fucky "denied for security reasons" reply.  

sage   11/11/16 (Fri) 06:35:22 ID: 42aba6 No.8194431 >>8194438

>>8180835
I ripped the audio from that video to ogg. The webm was too big (158M) to upload here.

https://my.mixtape.moe/acjkdk.ogg  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:35:42 ID: aa8e1b No.8194437

>>8194323
Yes, but don't you want to be the Hero that saves the kids from the Monsters?

Man up.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:35:47 ID: 42aba6 No.8194438

>>8194431

shit I didn't mean to sage. From another thread  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:36:29 ID: 9ddea2 No.8194447 >>8194472

>>8194425
Link?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:36:28 ID: 91a28f No.8194448
File (hide): 6d4324a003c8d78⋯.png (1.91 KB, 42x23, 42:23, Capture.PNG)

>>8190277  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:36:51 ID: aa8e1b No.8194454 >>8194472

>>8194425
Please explain how you found this information, FBI is monitoring. ;)  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:36:57 ID: d5b1a4 No.8194456

>>8194392
>Also… dat logo is giving me the creeps.

how come?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:37:25 ID: 33737d No.8194462

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543#attachments
This is really strange
>From podesta@podesta.com
>To john.podesta@gmail.com
There's an attachment of a pdf file for a hillary pizza logo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:37:48 ID: e25c11 No.8194466 >>8194517

File (hide): d33ea3dcf9a6d14⋯.png (235.78 KB, 1600x1200, 4:3, Untitled.png)

>>8193664
That's not the 
full ZIP file 
header.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:38:05 ID: 9c0982 No.8194472 >>8194492

>>8194447
>>8194454
http://boards. 4chan. org/pol/thread/97852275
 You fags aren't doing anything atm and I'm trying to figure out what programs I need to decrypt shit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:38:12 ID: 2e9e9e No.8194476

>>8194008
What does it contain?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:38:36 ID: 2e9e9e No.8194483

>>8194045
Jimmey comets instagram account.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:39:09 ID: 955c87 No.8194491

New thread time.

Archiving.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:39:14 ID: aa8e1b No.8194492

>>8194472
Well, you're going to get fucking Subpoena'd anyways, so just spell it out for the Agent(s) so we don't look like idiots.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:40:40 ID: e25c11 No.8194513

>>8194008
Found this via google:
https://boards.4chan.org/x/thread/18318837/469773273  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:40:45 ID: b4f964 No.8194517

>>8194466
Could it be another compression format?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:41:31 ID: aa8e1b No.8194527
File (hide): 162e7a9d5cc7343⋯.jpg (95.34 KB, 914x582, 457:291, 11935ff19b20900cb10bae85ce….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:41:36 ID: 9843a7 No.8194530

>>8193333
(checked)
Use uMatrix and uBlock Origin, gives you finer control and NoScript has been noted as having some security issues, like whitelisting a few commercial 
website scripts by default from what I remember correct me if I'm wrong.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:41:55 ID: c582e2 No.8194531

>>8194361
>>8194306
>>8194361

These people think they're untouchable. They're so bold about plastering their kink all over social media, you just know they fucked up somewhere down 
the line and got careless. If we just keep digging into each of their profiles and seeing who they link to, eventually we'll find some dumbass making overt 
references to CP and kiddie-diddling. Something overt enough that law enforcement will be forced to file a report about. That's when the rats will really 
start panicking.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:42:01 ID: aa8e1b No.8194534
File (hide): c692b5a9a1a66e2⋯.png (607 KB, 1440x2560, 9:16, 09a685e5748f38f54924107376….png)

Fuck, wrong file.  

[  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / 2chcafe / f1 / hgs / imouto / polmeta / trap / u / v9k ][ watchlist ]
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infinity Copyright © 2013-2016 N.T. Technology, Inc. based on sources from Fredrick Brennan's "Infinity Development Group"

All posts on 8chan are the responsibility of the individual poster and not the administration of 8chan, pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 230.

We have not been served any secret court orders and are not under any gag orders.

To make a DMCA request or report illegal content, please email dmca@8ch.net.
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): 1c13fa1c2dd1870⋯.jpg (187.77 KB, 1615x338, 1615:338, 2016-11-10_22-35-06.jpg)
PING PONG: HIS NAME WAS 34a66c EDITION Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:47:37 ID: 22c13e No.8194593 

>>8194948 >>8195937 [Watch Thread]

ITT: We continue to follow the White Rabbit, research steganography, sniff out Comet Ping Pong leads, and 
connect it all to Molesta.

Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u

Original SLC DayCare thread: https://archive.is/eGHqw

While the Occult and MK Ultra shit are relevant somewhat, keep it to a minimum. We're trying to find evidence, and not dwell on theory.

help us decypher these >>8191157
this lead has not even been touched and austyn crites is also implicated with stratfor >>8189734
help us analyze these >>8191141
try these on pizza.jpg >>8193876
find out podesta's location on the day of mccann's disappearance
investigate besta further >>8183919
investigate locations in person, if you have balls

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:48:07 ID: 3c3559 No.8194597 >>8195018 >>8196709 >>8196845 >>8197219

Reposting this book about cult abuse, a MUST for those who are new to the subkect and these threads.
http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:49:06 ID: 3c3559 No.8194609 >>8196312

Also from previous bread
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543#attachments

This is really strange

>From podesta@podesta.com

>To john.podesta@gmail.com

There's an attachment of a pdf file for a hillary pizza logo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:51:42 ID: 22c13e No.8194640 >>8194650 >>8194660 >>8194687 >>8194730 >>8194741 >>8194750 >>8194787 >>8194788 >>8194978 >>8195094
>>8195130 >>8195992 >>8195993 >>8196113 >>8196155 >>8197072

File (hide): fd9da889c388a0a⋯.png (430.93 KB, 1440x2560, 9:16, c692b5a9a1a66e2f18cd76215f….png)

Podesta and Ping Pong connection. Hidden data found in the Pizza.jpg.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:52:27 ID: 126ce0 No.8194650 >>8197454

>>8194640
What program was used? I'd like to help with the hexes.  

File (hide):
225b40795873e5b⋯.png
(4.73 MB,
1239x6713,
177:959, we miss
you 34a66c.png)

File (hide): 15591e7b87e0a6f⋯.png (97.93 KB,
277x196, 277:196, b5f28d8c8e19e9664d56da1624….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:52:30 ID: 8799eb No.8194652 >>8194661 >>8194729 >>8195168 >>8196232 >>8196373 >>8196719

reposting 34a66c's story, bypass is an unexplored key phrase on the building that he disappeared exploring.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:52:54 ID: 9250f2 No.8194656

RIP 34a66c
His sacrifice won't be in vain. We will avenge him.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:53:10 ID: e95c05 No.8194660 >>8194671 >>8195194

>>8194640

anon says it was from the menu .pdf 
>>8194534
>>8194534  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:53:10 ID: 22c13e No.8194661

>>8194652

The theory is that it was a Dr. Who reference. But I'm not sold on that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:53:44 ID: 22c13e No.8194671

>>8194660

OH SHIT.

My bad. Freudian slip people. Disregard.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:54:10 ID: f1b85c No.8194676 >>8194721 >>8194808

Making a infographic for people new to this thread
Can someone summarise what we've found out?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:54:48 ID: ba8fa5 No.8194687 >>8194808

>>8194640
i want to believe
thats the pizza.jog from podesta email yeah? How is this message "hidden" in it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:57:05 ID: eba86b No.8194720 >>8194929 >>8194965

That screenshot on the phone is fake. That's not the pizza.jpg from the podesta emails. Check it out yourself, download a free hex editor.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:57:16 ID: 126ce0 No.8194721 >>8194802

>>8194676
Start with podesta and lead into the comet pizza connections. Try to include the FBI materials about the symbolism so people have an idea what to look 
for. Make sure you save the template. It's going to get a lot bigger.  

File (hide): eb17b5c2feb92dd⋯.jpg (1 MB, 1182x915,
394:305, 1478842011424.jpg)

File (hide): 359eeabeb2bc59d⋯.png (169.2 KB,
966x896, 69:64, sdfasfd.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:57:44 ID: 4f682a No.8194724 >>8194750 >>8194788 >>8195270

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:58:25 ID: 3c3559 No.8194729 >>8194738 >>8194742

File (hide): cc9cecdd979cac2⋯.png (175.34 KB, 1919x287, 1919:287, wut.png)

>>8194652
Look at the ID wtf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:58:30 ID: a0c4d4 No.8194730 >>8195057

>>8194640
someone needs to recreate this or it's BS at this point.
Can anyone recreat this?  
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https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194687
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194808
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194640
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194720
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194720
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194929
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194965
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194721
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194721
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194802
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194676
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/eb17b5c2feb92dd033828bd920af9ba5a79d52d91f1397f28a0b94007aa73df0.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/eb17b5c2feb92dd033828bd920af9ba5a79d52d91f1397f28a0b94007aa73df0.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/eb17b5c2feb92dd033828bd920af9ba5a79d52d91f1397f28a0b94007aa73df0.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/359eeabeb2bc59d69166d37d71cf645902b419a2a85d61c03b727c7c1661cd01.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/359eeabeb2bc59d69166d37d71cf645902b419a2a85d61c03b727c7c1661cd01.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/359eeabeb2bc59d69166d37d71cf645902b419a2a85d61c03b727c7c1661cd01.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194724
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194724
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194750
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194788
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195270
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194729
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194729
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194738
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194742
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/cc9cecdd979cac28e973b537bf18389bcca33d7c3ab35abe58fbfdcc48eae718.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/cc9cecdd979cac28e973b537bf18389bcca33d7c3ab35abe58fbfdcc48eae718.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/cc9cecdd979cac28e973b537bf18389bcca33d7c3ab35abe58fbfdcc48eae718.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194652
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194730
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194730
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195057
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194640
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23


Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:59:08 ID: 4f682a No.8194738 >>8194755

>>8194729
All Tor users have that ID, newfaggot.
You have to go back to Leddit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:59:09 ID: ab8fa1 No.8194741 >>8194950 >>8195001 >>8195057 >>8196374

>>8194640
Sent to Tips.fbi.gov with Podesta WIKI link, our thread, and the Imgur upload. 

GET FUCKED  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:59:09 ID: f1b85c No.8194742

>>8194729
That's the TOR id  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 06:59:23 ID: 3974b7 No.8194745 >>8194756 >>8194808

I've been busy working the past few weeks. Haven't had time to really dig into this yet.

Anyone have a comprehensive dump of everything found so far. List of archived threads?  

File (hide): 6a3d02500625f47⋯.png (41.03 KB,
613x613, 1:1, 2016-11-10 23_58_35-HxD - ….png)

File (hide): e4c7b25c3bc4713⋯.jpg (23.68 KB,
480x360, 4:3, pizza.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:00:05 ID: eba86b No.8194750 >>8194777 >>8194835 >>8194849 >>8194900 >>8194929 >>8194965 >>8195057 >>8195148

>>8194724
>>8194640
This is fake.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194738
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194738
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194755
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194729
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194741
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194741
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195001
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195057
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238196374
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194640
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194742
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194742
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194729
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194745
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194745
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194756
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194808
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/6a3d02500625f470e400e7e8093dfa8d3c0366f1a5bbb2e1312aefc7392f7bb6.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/6a3d02500625f470e400e7e8093dfa8d3c0366f1a5bbb2e1312aefc7392f7bb6.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/e4c7b25c3bc4713820c45c14358a22aeebbc94f7febcf62f5e92445a1bdee6aa.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/e4c7b25c3bc4713820c45c14358a22aeebbc94f7febcf62f5e92445a1bdee6aa.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194750
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194750
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194777
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194835
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194849
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194900
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194929
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194965
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195057
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195148
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194724
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194640
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23


File (hide): 4c2cd34f02a2d67⋯.jpg (324.38 KB,
1286x838, 643:419, 10.JPG)

File (hide): e59f518c5ce25eb⋯.jpg (40.93 KB,
819x134, 819:134, 9.JPG)

File (hide): bb23502b7ca3493⋯.jpg (38.67 KB,
844x135, 844:135, 12.JPG)

File (hide): 7364e4fb1d622f4⋯.jpg (282.6 KB,
1220x845, 244:169, 13.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:00:04 ID: e95c05 No.8194751 >>8194774 >>8195760 >>8196774 >>8197466

 ANONS SEE  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo

LOOK AT THE COMMENTS ON THIS VIDEO

Jesus fucking christ. This guy posted a video of Comet Ping Pong back in 2007 and was getting gaslit to fuck in the video comments. It's so fucking 
obvious.

>Yonas Hassen 8 years ago

>Only a massive imbecile would believe that outdoor ping-pong poses any threat to pedestrians or otherwise. Mr Winstead is obviously a moronic ass to 
have pursued this with any level of seriousness. 

>Jody Gale 8 years ago

>Frank should probobly do us all a favor and find that fat ANC broad from cleveland park and jump off the key bridge togeahter. 

>Michael Claudio 8 years ago

>Winstead, people like you are one reason why I will never live in Washington, DC. Thanks to you, I can't sit outside on nice days and enjoy my coffee at 
Marvelous Market, right next door to the evil Ping Pong place. Why don't you go do some real good, and go help people in a place like Myanmar? Then 
maybe you would do us all a real big favor by catching some rare tropical disease, and then die a slow painful death. Thanks for being such a douchebag. 

The fucks knew all along what Frank Winstead was trying to film. They were gaslighting the guy bad.

 GASLIGHTER YOUTUBE PROFILES CONT AIN PERSONAL INFORMA TION  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:00:17 ID: 3c3559 No.8194755 >>8194763 >>8194767 >>8194792

>>8194738
How was i supposed to know that, fag.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:00:20 ID: 126ce0 No.8194756 >>8194809

>>8194745
https://archive.is/eGHqw
https://archive.is/3S8Bb
https://archive.is/VxQvD

Anons are compiling all the info we know rn to get organized so we all know what we're working with.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:01:00 ID: 126ce0 No.8194763 >>8194789

>>8194755
It's common knowledge to the point of being a meme  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:01:32 ID: 9b6562 No.8194767 >>8194789

>>8194755
lurk before you post you fucking nigger  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/4c2cd34f02a2d6703f0fd3c0e262ec23ac32eb3fabd8678e60130fb57feed3a6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/4c2cd34f02a2d6703f0fd3c0e262ec23ac32eb3fabd8678e60130fb57feed3a6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/4c2cd34f02a2d6703f0fd3c0e262ec23ac32eb3fabd8678e60130fb57feed3a6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/e59f518c5ce25ebe8791702c948236ede8aa7433de8f2637c777bb343f9bde97.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/e59f518c5ce25ebe8791702c948236ede8aa7433de8f2637c777bb343f9bde97.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/e59f518c5ce25ebe8791702c948236ede8aa7433de8f2637c777bb343f9bde97.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/bb23502b7ca349343efae750b8e4c3ee1af56252a7174e870e55f610b2740809.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/bb23502b7ca349343efae750b8e4c3ee1af56252a7174e870e55f610b2740809.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/bb23502b7ca349343efae750b8e4c3ee1af56252a7174e870e55f610b2740809.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7364e4fb1d622f4a9222d69da591dd1293c31c57a88337eedd54eacafe1674f5.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/7364e4fb1d622f4a9222d69da591dd1293c31c57a88337eedd54eacafe1674f5.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194751
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194751
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194774
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195760
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238196774
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238197466
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194755
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194755
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194763
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194767
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194792
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194738
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194756
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194756
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194809
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194745
https://archive.li/eGHqw
https://archive.li/3S8Bb
https://archive.li/VxQvD
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194763
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194763
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194789
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194755
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194767
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194767
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194789
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194755
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23


File (hide): 09edef4850a0757⋯.jpg (19.4 KB, 643x96,
643:96, 14.JPG)

File (hide): 56d6b63b24c49ec⋯.jpg (262.19 KB,
1218x880, 609:440, 15.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:01:46 ID: e95c05 No.8194774 >>8194785 >>8195354 >>8195413 >>8195988

>>8194751

 COULD BE HUGE   

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:02:13 ID: 4f682a No.8194777 >>8194832 >>8196483

>>8194750
Check the logo for iSteg.
http://www.hanynet.com/isteg/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:02:56 ID: ab8fa1 No.8194784

==Anyone who has Archive.is of the Pedo-wood threads from this past week needs to put them forth. We have FBI on the case, confirmed.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:03:06 ID: 126ce0 No.8194785

>>8194774
NFL films? I wonder if that sports shit has anything to do with the word salad sport coded posts from the last thread.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:03:19 ID: 6b0908 No.8194787 >>8195057

File (hide): ced299b386f9a77⋯.png (454.38 KB, 375x600, 5:8, scrd.png)

>>8194640
Someone prove this. I don't want 
this to be real.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:03:32 ID: eba86b No.8194788 >>8194798 >>8194929 >>8194965 >>8195057 >>8195148

>>8194724
>>8194640

These two don't even have matching lines at the top of the file. Someone is fucking around. FAKE! Verify it yourself, download a hex editor. This is all B.S.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:03:43 ID: 3c3559 No.8194789 >>8194857

>>8194763
>>8194767
Sorry.  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/09edef4850a0757c8a01b657aa7f5f36b8fbab13c931bfafb843172f8a638512.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/09edef4850a0757c8a01b657aa7f5f36b8fbab13c931bfafb843172f8a638512.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/09edef4850a0757c8a01b657aa7f5f36b8fbab13c931bfafb843172f8a638512.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/56d6b63b24c49ecab04a0523a91c8d7061d38ec04c331756a219516f1281b232.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/56d6b63b24c49ecab04a0523a91c8d7061d38ec04c331756a219516f1281b232.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/56d6b63b24c49ecab04a0523a91c8d7061d38ec04c331756a219516f1281b232.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194774
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194774
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194785
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195354
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195413
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195988
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194751
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194777
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194777
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194832
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238196483
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194750
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/www.hanynet.com/isteg/
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194784
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194784
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194785
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194785
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194774
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194787
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8194787
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195057
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ced299b386f9a77cda0790577255d8fea2e908105130316a67e8a7f3c3cd5f60.png
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:03:48 ID: 1af4b0 No.8194791
File (hide): 39a750ad2fe6a38⋯.png (306.89 KB, 953x767, 953:767, wew.png)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:04:05 ID: 9250f2 No.8194792 >>8194857

>>8194755
chan tradition is to lurk 2 years before posting unless replying to a /r/ shut the fuck up and lurk moar  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:04:33 ID: 4f682a No.8194798 >>8196510

>>8194788
Ok, but go look at the logo for iSteg.
http://www.hanynet.com/isteg/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:04:44 ID: f1b85c No.8194802 >>8194824 >>8194840

>>8194721
How is podesta connected to this?  

File (hide): 6693f4baee72e57⋯.png (384.36 KB,
750x750, 1:1, 6693f4baee72e57f49c696d81c….png)

File (hide): e3b1225bae664ed⋯.png (180.29 KB,
1313x589, 1313:589, e3b1225bae664ed55d18013afc….png)

File (hide): 97dd73cd827a181⋯.jpg (599.32 KB,
1198x863, 1198:863, 97dd73cd827a1812b2851f3534….jpg)

File (hide): b639e7ea75fbd97⋯.jpg (1.9 MB,
3250x3710, 325:371,
b639e7ea75fbd9770b1a76dd8e….jpg)

File (hide):
1c0bf1daf2f9942⋯.png (2.87
MB, 1178x2325, 38:75,
1c0bf1daf2f994248f514335a0….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:05:12 ID: 8799eb No.8194808 >>8194833 >>8194998 >>8197200

>>8194676
reposting stuff from the last thread to consolidate info

>>8194687
the message is apparently hidden within the menu's raw data. when you read the value of that part of the menu's data, and convert it to ascii, it comes out 
as that. im checking it right now as we speak.

>>8194745
thread archives i have:
https://archive.is/U3tBh
https://archive.fo/EuVMv
https://archive.fo/maer0
https://archive.is/3S8Bb  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:05:14 ID: 3974b7 No.8194809 >>8194845

>>8194756
Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:06:27 ID: 126ce0 No.8194824

>>8194802
the emails led us to find comet pizza. they hold meetings there a lot. its not for the pizza  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:07:34 ID: eba86b No.8194832 >>8194876 >>8194929

File (hide): ea93b1eeefadb22⋯.png (35.28 KB, 622x635, 622:635, 2016-11-11 00_06_17-HxD - ….png)

>>8194777
Yeah, not getting that. I think someone's 
bullshitting. Everyone check it out for 
yourself.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:07:48 ID: 3974b7 No.8194833

>>8194808
Thanks as well.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:07:49 ID: ba8fa5 No.8194835 >>8194844 >>8194856

>>8194750
did you download the file from wikileaks or did you use a copy you saved from somewhere else  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:07:56 ID: ab8fa1 No.8194840

>>8194802
It was explained in the first 2 or 3 threads.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:08:14 ID: eba86b No.8194844 >>8194929 >>8194965

>>8194835
Directly from wikileaks  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:08:19 ID: 126ce0 No.8194845 >>8194859

>>8194809
your welcome

If anyone has doubts about this shit, keep in mind they are haphazardly changing their logos and trying to bury everything. It's not just because autists are 
harassing them either, they know what they need to hide.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:08:35 ID: a02421 No.8194849 >>8194881

>>8194750
The hidden message was found in menu.pdf, NOT the pizza.jpg  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:08:50 ID: eba86b No.8194856

>>8194835
Check it out for yourself. Someone's spreading misinfo. google "windows hex editor" there are plenty of free ones.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:08:58 ID: 9b6562 No.8194857

>>8194789
see >>8194792  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:09:05 ID: 3c3559 No.8194858 >>8194869 >>8194874

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails//fileid/37543/10220
Who's willing to download this?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:09:07 ID: ab8fa1 No.8194859

>>8194845
Regarding the changing, that 'old' photo of the pizza place, was that a google street view?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:10:33 ID: eba86b No.8194869
File (hide): 7c0678f4c28bc5a⋯.png (86.67 KB, 1870x888, 935:444, 2016-11-11 00_09_35-Hillar….png)

>>8194858  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:11:03 ID: 8799eb No.8194874 >>8195812

File (hide): 343f8d9b237a447⋯.png (69.68 KB, 1600x861, 1600:861, b6827c3c052c057a2285c20f89….png)

>>8194858
the idiot that just clicked the link 
because of his shaky, jittery palms

it's just this pic from before anon. i'll 
look at it in a hex editor though.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:11:21 ID: 6b0908 No.8194876

>>8194832
It's not on pizza its on menu.pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:11:30 ID: e0dfe3 No.8194877

Back on cuckchan there was a fake happening known as Badselfeater, and a poster came along one time using the same fucking latin phrases at the end 
of his posts.
Once BSE turned out to be fake the fucking latinposter said that he was just giving disinfo all along to mess with people and also because he was running 
some sort of neural net on the posts in order to collect and sell data about anons and their posting styles.
I'm not saying not to dig, just be careful about what info you accept as real and relevant. From my point of view Podesta is not the type of dude that even 
knows how to use MSpaint let alone steg tools but who knows right.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:12:16 ID: eba86b No.8194881 >>8194905 >>8194973 >>8195148

File (hide): d5dd8651063b45d⋯.png (55.45 KB, 630x644, 45:46, 2016-11-11 00_11_43-HxD - ….png)

>>8194849
http://mybestapizza.com/menuPDF/B
esta%20Pizza%208.5x11%20Menu.p
df ?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:12:28 ID: 4f682a No.8194882 >>8194911 >>8194938

File (hide): 47b6e5008ead21b⋯.png (170.97 KB, 966x896, 69:64, sdfasfd.png)

The interesting thing about this is 
that the iSteg logo is a known 
pedophile symbol.

iSteg was created by someone 
named Hany El Imam.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:13:19 ID: b66757 No.8194888 >>8195014

Does the white rabbit have anything to do with internet services?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:14:11 ID: f1b5b4 No.8194900 >>8194905

>>8194750
It's from the pizza menu from their site.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:14:29 ID: eba86b No.8194905

>>8194900
see
>>8194881  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:15:10 ID: a4d307 No.8194911 >>8194938

>>8194882
The rest of his work involves in personal security and encryption, started in early internet age. Wouldn't surprise me if original intention for programs were 
nefarious.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:15:17 ID: eba86b No.8194912 >>8194929 >>8194944 >>8194965

You guys really shouldn't be so gullible. Seriously, check this shit out yourself. It isn't difficult. None of this is even remotely repeatable. TRY IT FOR 
YOURSELVES  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:17:32 ID: 7872d4 No.8194929 >>8194969 >>8195004 >>8195270 >>8195306 >>8195530

>>8194912
>>8194720
>>8194750
>>8194788
>>8194832
>>8194844
Nice demoralization attempt faggot.  Now get the fuck out until you have something useful to contribute, instead of vague generalities.  What, exactly, is 
fake?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:18:11 ID: 4f682a No.8194938 >>8194949

>>8194882
>>8194911

We need to investigate Hany El Imam's social media and websites.

http://www.hanynet.com/
https://twitter.com/hanymac  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:18:48 ID: a5e1b6 No.8194944 >>8194953

>>8194912
He said the menu pdf you cunt.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:19:40 ID: 17bc92 No.8194948 >>8195079 >>8195105

>>8194593 (OP)
Lots of circumstantial evidence that the pizza place is a pedo front for elite democrats, but now this has turned into "chase the pizza.jpg" which seems like 
a rabbit trail and intentional diversion. The picture shows the daughter of some reporters who got arrested and then released from North Korea. The 
'pizza' joke may have to do with their pedo connections, or just sent with that as an inside joke to his pedo buddies when he saw it showed the girl eating 
a pizza and he perved out about it. That's the joke - nothing more. 

Whatever image you think is hidden away in the pizza.jpg image, why would he bother to send it when these guys presumably all have libraries of this 
stuff in their closets? 

The other leads are good, but the pizza.jpg thing is IMHO a diversion.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:19:58 ID: 4f682a No.8194949 >>8194985 >>8195059

>>8194938
Read these reviews on iSteg, holy fuck.

>Hany Oct 29, 2014 Very weird question. This software is open source. You can download source code and analyze it. The software is not collecting any 
of your data, it is absolutely clear and easy to understand. Your review is totally useless. If you want to know the developer… then just do a whois on 
developer's web site and get its (my) home address and phone number. You are welcome, I can cook a very good pizza :-)

https://archive.is/EyiFC  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:20:09 ID: a64cad No.8194950 >>8194971

File (hide): 4cc888b4dc455c3⋯.gif (2.21 MB, 388x356, 97:89, f3fbf602f290afb8c334d96838….gif)

>>8194741
>send to tips.fbi.gov so I 
can scrub the evidence 
and obfuscate
t.FBIanon  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:20:23 ID: eba86b No.8194953 >>8194964

>>8194944
Link me. This all stinks of bullshit. I'll open it up and post a screen shot. I still have my hex editor open  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:20:50 ID: a5e1b6 No.8194964 >>8194973

>>8194953
>http://mybestapizza.com/menuPDF/Besta%20Pizza%208.5x11%20Menu.pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:20:51 ID: ab8fa1 No.8194965 >>8195460

>>8194912
>>8194788
>>8194750
>>8194720
>>8194844

Are the Podesta Bros following this thread or Bill the Rapist, himself?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:21:12 ID: ba8fa5 No.8194969 >>8195028

>>8194929
Seems like all of it so far.
None of these pictures are repeatable. do it your fucking self and find out. 
I want to believe but so far it seems fake. And why the hell was this thread pinned when it only had 3 posts?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:21:32 ID: ab8fa1 No.8194971

>>8194950
Nice self-projection.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:21:45 ID: eba86b No.8194973

>>8194964
Look at the file name in the hex window you dumbfuck.

>>8194881  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:22:14 ID: 8799eb No.8194978 >>8194992 >>8195250 >>8195870

>>8194640
yeah i checked both the brunch and regular menu. did a search for "she" "is" "comet" no results in the hex. if it did exist, it's not up anymore.

can we get back to decyphering and digging wikileaks now?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:22:33 ID: 7872d4 No.8194985 >>8196650

>>8194949
I'm about to compile it for Linux, then start using like a motherfucker.  I can't find it for Winblows, only Mac… any other based motherfuckers that can 
compile a cygwin win32 exe would be my goddamned hero.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:23:01 ID: eba86b No.8194992

>>8194978
Finally someone else checking into this. I went line by line of pizza.jpg and there's nothing. Same with menu.pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:23:23 ID: 485133 No.8194997 >>8195002 >>8195018 >>8195445 >>8197472

I wish I had never looked into all this. I'm so scared but I can't look away. For some reason I just can't look away from this evil.

I'm terrified. This is real, isn't it?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:23:23 ID: f1b85c No.8194998 >>8195014 >>8195300

>>8194808
Interesting, since anon uploaded this clip the white rabbit has been purged off of google images.  Cannot find a single match. Working on infographic, 
stay tuned  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:24:02 ID: f1b85c No.8195001 >>8195022

>>8194741
Nigger now they have scrubbed google images why did you do this  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:24:06 ID: ab8fa1 No.8195002

>>8194997
If you read the last 8 threads, you'd understand just how real this shit is.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:24:09 ID: 7872d4 No.8195004 >>8195306 >>8195530

>>8194929
Homie, I AM doing it myself.  Get fucked, and get out.  This is a continuation thread from previously - go suck some faggot pedo dick and never return.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:24:40 ID: b66757 No.8195014

>>8194998
guise srsly >>8194888  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:24:47 ID: 3c3559 No.8195018 >>8195123

>>8194997
Have you read this yet?
>>8194597  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:24:55 ID: ab8fa1 No.8195022

>>8195001
> Implying all FBI is Comey  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:25:34 ID: 9250f2 No.8195028

>>8194969
>None of these pictures are repeatable. do it your fucking self and find out. 
This. Fucktards from reddit and shitchan went apeshit on Comet's instagram which was our biggest lead and he fucking shut it down.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:26:20 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195040 >>8195208 >>8196443

WHE HAVE HIT THE MOTHERLOAD;

& extort Charles 2 boys & they wanted to make sure everybody got the instructions to “not help Charlie” & help them falsify grounds to put him in a mental 
institution. It is my position that Whoopi Goldberg knew before the fact & & intent was to aid in abduction by her public intimidation for silence.

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/53/531436_news-u-won-t-find-in-the-news-.html

Holy shit those are files about Hollywood personalities.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:26:42 ID: 17bc92 No.8195044

Thread is also getting hit with BS from the time there was a dispute because the pizza parlor wanted to stay open until 2AM and neighbours complained - 
the said angry things about the pizza place but that doesn't mean they really realized what was going on.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:27:37 ID: 22c13e No.8195057 >>8195071 >>8195074

>>8194730
>>8194741
>>8194750
>>8194788
>>8194787

Anon allegedly grabbed it from the menu, and NOT Podesta.

That's my bad. I was thinking about the pizza pic at the time before I typed.

Gonna try and confirm that was in the menu myself.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:27:52 ID: e0dfe3 No.8195059 >>8195072 >>8195142 >>8195192 >>8196675

File (hide): c64800600b5d2ea⋯.png (54.78 KB, 572x186, 286:93, Screen Shot 2016-11-11 at ….png)

>>8194949
Well this one is fucking real, holy shit.
Wonder if it is just a coincidence….  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:28:38 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195068 >>8195078 >>8195208 >>8196760 >>8197537

HEY WAKE UP READ THE FUCKING ATTATCHMENTS!!!!!!! THIS COULD BE IT !

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/53/531436_news-u-won-t-find-in-the-news-.html  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:29:13 ID: 9250f2 No.8195071

>>8195057
It's not in the menu. I checked. Too bad, it could have been the smoking gun  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:29:20 ID: 5eb12f No.8195072 >>8195142

>>8195059
…smoking gun boys.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:29:26 ID: eba86b No.8195074

>>8195057
Cool, tag me if you need help  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:29:29 ID: e0dfe3 No.8195076 >>8195128

Any of you guys know how to say pizza in arabic? I wonder if the rabbit hole goes into a different language and that is where the clinton team learned how 
to say all this shit, through their dealings with the sauds, i'm sure they get up to some crazy things over there.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:29:38 ID: da5c21 No.8195078 >>8195108

>>8195068
IM FUCKING READING HOLD ON  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:29:42 ID: aa7c6a No.8195079 >>8195104

>>8194948
You hear that /pol/? CTR says we should chase the pizza. Someone should make a quick video showing step-by-step DLing the file, and then 
determining whether data is hidden, open it. I would but I have been focusing on other threads and my computer barely functions as it is.

I'm going to look deeper into the Jayne Geneste connection (one of the people who live on the property right next to the mysterious Hawaiin wifi signals).  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:30:26 ID: a02421 No.8195088 >>8195099 >>8195109

File (hide): d195188f16a6905⋯.jpg (3.27 MB, 2942x3010, 1471:1505, 1478195672649[1].jpg)

Let's not forget about the Hawaii lead. Do 
we know the physical address of that 
place?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:30:41 ID: eba86b No.8195092 >>8196587 >>8196601

Stego stuff usually requires a password. I don't have a linux box to kick around but I have steghide on FreeBSD. Any time I try to examine anything it 
prompts for a password.

Anyone have any guesses?  
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File (hide): 28263eebfe64961⋯.png (309.14 KB,
733x491, 733:491, Screenshot_2016-11-10_23-2….png)

File (hide): 8ca385e1fabb986⋯.png (301.86 KB,
733x491, 733:491, Screenshot_2016-11-10_23-2….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:30:49 ID: 75e4b0 No.8195094 >>8195114

>>8194640
Meh

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:31:40 ID: a5e1b6 No.8195099

>>8195088
So much shit is going on man  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:32:01 ID: 7872d4 No.8195104 >>8195203 >>8195888

>>8195079
I'm fucking on it - compiling isteg for my platform right now.  If sucessful, I GUARANTEE you I'll fucking post step-by-goddamn-step instructions for you 
non techfags.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:32:08 ID: eba86b No.8195105

>>8194948
I have been trying to verify the random screenshots and nothing has matched up. I agree, I think it is a waste of time, but as always, verify it for yourself.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:32:19 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195108 >>8195151

File (hide): 3fe1e5dbe5cf671⋯.png (10.29 KB, 758x53, 758:53, Screen Shot 2016-11-11 at ….png)

>>8195078
this one wont open for me  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:32:34 ID: e0dfe3 No.8195109

>>8195088
>mrp.jpg
obviously theres a photo hidden in that photo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:32:49 ID: a5e1b6 No.8195114

>>8195094
Might of been a different file. It was a /pol/ thread with some dude dropping decrypted photos of kids from podesta. Got archived, I'll have to dig it up.  

File (hide): 311d27d9dc45738⋯.jpg (122.2 KB,
1942x668, 971:334, wikileaks ama1.JPG)

File (hide): b5f0886bcf5622b⋯.jpg (56.84 KB,
569x631, 569:631, b5f0886bcf5622b1a49a88c44f….jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:32:56 ID: a64cad No.8195116 >>8195146
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:33:22 ID: 485133 No.8195123 >>8195137 >>8195144 >>8195176 >>8195208 >>8195257 >>8197952

>>8195018
I'm getting through it, yeah. It's uncomfortable reading.

I don't know, just last week I was a Hillary supporter, decided to do some reading up on the_donald reddit to see the other side, ended up going to /pol/ 
and getting redpilled hard. Finding these threads.

I feel like I'm going insane.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:33:47 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195128

>>8195076
brilliant thought anon  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:33:50 ID: 60099b No.8195130

>>8194640

Get gassed disinfo fagot.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?file=pizza.jpg&count=50#searchresult  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:34:17 ID: a5e1b6 No.8195137

>>8195123
Hey man, I thought satanist pedo cults was crazy talk. Now look at us.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:34:47 ID: 4f682a No.8195142

>>8195059
>>8195072
It's not a coincidence, check the logo on the iSteg app website. It's a pedo symbol.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:34:56 ID: a64cad No.8195144 >>8195241 >>8195867

>>8195123
There's no way you could be redpilled that quickly. If so, you must be a gullible fool. Truth must come gradually and naturally. Reflect on what you've 
learned  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:35:03 ID: 1af4b0 No.8195146 >>8195159 >>8195731

File (hide): ccc1061367c5ded⋯.jpg (11.7 KB, 306x278, 153:139, 8chanQuakerswhy.jpg)

>>8195116
>reddit getting involved  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:35:05 ID: a75f5f No.8195148 >>8195163 >>8195177

>>8194750
>>8194788
>>8194881
Are you guys looking at the pdf from the website, or the one that was behind the password disguised as zip file? They had different filesizes and I can't 
find an archive of the one that was found in that password protected directory. Everyone is looking at the wrong file I think.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:35:24 ID: da5c21 No.8195151

>>8195108
I get a page not found.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:35:52 ID: 9250f2 No.8195159

>>8195146
It's become a competition between reddit 8 and 4 to see who can solve it first. also concrete poster was a redditfag  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:36:20 ID: 7872d4 No.8195163

>>8195148
You are correct.  It's a little confusing, but not THAT confusing.
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File (hide): 9e6f162b79205b6⋯.jpg (35.01 KB,
640x480, 4:3, 100_4304 (Small).JPG)

File (hide): b8b6b0cdde58e24⋯.jpg (55.51 KB,
600x591, 200:197, 1477900499164.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:36:36 ID: 60099b No.8195168 >>8195271

>>8194652
That is a power drop not a camera.

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:37:06 ID: 8799eb No.8195176 >>8195313

>>8195123
you might not fully understand yet but search gaslighting. these sites are so weird and they put the symbolism out in the open to PURPOSEFULLY make 
you feel like it's too implausible to be true. they flaunt it and make you feel crazy for thinking there's anything suspicious going on. we have hard evidence 
of the web of connections between all these places leading back to the podesta leaks, dont forget that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:37:08 ID: eba86b No.8195177 >>8195389 >>8195953

>>8195148
From the last thread, I was looking at this post:http://8ch.net/pol/res/8180593.html#8190157

which has a URL to http://mybestapizza.com/menuPDF/Besta%20Pizza%208.5x11%20Menu.pdf

Which is the file I was looking at. The pizza.jpg I got directly from wikileaks

I also tried the logo that someone suggested from here: http://www.hanynet.com/isteg/

None of them match  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:38:16 ID: 13b010 No.8195192

>>8195059
Could be, after all Pizza is the most liked food.

But who cooks pizza?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:38:18 ID: 60099b No.8195194 >>8195224

>>8194660
Where do you get this menu.pdf?  I want it from a source that is verifiable if possible.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:38:34 ID: 9250f2 No.8195200 >>8196635

File (hide): f570418eaf064c8⋯.jpg (80.68 KB, 729x1000, 729:1000, tonypodesta.jpg)

I honestly think we need to start 
going after the Tony Podesta 
angle  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:38:44 ID: aa7c6a No.8195203 >>8195275

>>8195104

Do it anon, and post the video success or not. We need to verify whether this is a lead or if it isn't.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:39:13 ID: da5c21 No.8195208 >>8195251

File (hide): 4a2f49abc3e725a⋯.jpg (136.31 KB, 600x600, 1:1, 600x600.jpg)

>>8195123
>last week I was a Hillary 
supporter
>reading up on the_donald 
reddit to see the other side
>ended up going to /pol/ 
and getting redpilled hard
>I feel like I'm going 
insane.

Get out normie

>>8195068
>>8195040

I'm not finding anything 
really. Other anons may 

have better luck though.  

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:39:30 ID: b37ddc No.8195212 >>8195418 >>8195530 >>8195534 >>8195717 >>8196102

>>8191157

See Below; The article is the first line the Blog sentences Start with an *

Baltimore Ravens: Robert Griffin III Brings New Threat to AFC North

*Baltimore Ravens Robert Griffin 3 Can bring Brand new Danger so that you can AFC Northern

The Baltimore Ravens should be mildly concerned that Robert Griffin III will be the new quarterback for the Cleveland Browns.

*The particular Baltimore Ravens should really be slightly involved that will Robert Griffin 3 could be the innovative quarterback for ones Cleveland 
Browns.

The Browns believe they have found their quarterback with the addition of Robert Griffin.

*All the Browns think they’ve already observed ones own quarterback with the help of Robert Griffin

 They announced that they will sign him to a two-year deal worth $15 million. He will receive $6.75 million guaranteed.

*That they released that they need to warning sign him or her into a two-year price worthy of $15 zillion. He can be given $6. 75 huge number of 
confirmed Justin Forsett Jersey.

Griffin, the No. 2 pick in the 2012 NFL Draft, brought Washington to the playoffs in his rookie season. 

*Griffin, this Not any. 2 find while in the 2012 AMERICAN FOOTBAL Nfl draft, contributed Buenos aires towards the playoffs with her newbie year or so.

He won nine games in fifteen starts, and threw for 3,200 yards and 20 touchdowns. 

*She or he picked up on the lookout for mmorpgs for 16 starts off, not to mention used intended for 3, 200 showrooms not to mention 20 touchdowns.
He also ran for 815 yards and seven touchdowns.

*She additionally happened to run regarding 815 lawns and also several touchdowns Mike Wallace Jersey.
The move makes sense for Cleveland.

*That transfer is smart designed for Cleveland.
They have gone through 24 different quarterbacks since 1999, but Griffin might be the most gifted of them all.

*They’ve got applied 24 diverse quarterbacks ever since 1999, nevertheless Griffin will be just about the most blessed of those many Breshad Perriman 
Jersey.

 The Browns wasted a draft pick on Johnny Manziel, who many thought had a skill set similar to RG3 after winning the Heisman Trophy a year later.

*Any Browns sacrificed the write select upon Ashton Manziel, what person lots of considered possessed an art and craft arranged much like RG3 
subsequently after outstanding all the Heisman Trophy 12 months after.

The Ravens have seen Griffin in action before. In fact, they could be to blame for the downfall of his career. 

*A Ravens have noticed Griffin for earlier than. In truth, they are often the reason for the particular problem connected with her occupation.

A blow to Griffin’s knee by former Raven Haloti Ngata changed his career for the worse. He was forced to leave the game and has not been the same 
since. In case you forgot about the devastating hit, here it is:

*THE whack to be able to Griffins leg just by ex – Raven Haloti Ngata transformed their position for ones even worse. Your dog was basically compelled 
so that you can get out of the action along with is not exactly the same as. If you did not remember concerning the overwhelming attack, at this point it 
really is:

What is coincidental about that game is that by knocking out Griffin, Kirk Cousins took over at quarterback. 

*Exactly what is coincidental about this video game is actually of which by way of bumping released Griffin Breshad Perriman Jersey, Kirk Cousins got at 
quarterback.

He led the Redskins to a game-tying score and won the game in the overtime.

*The guy directed any Redskins into a game-tying report and also collected the adventure during the overtime Joe Flacco Jersey.

 Now Cousins is the man in Washington and Griffin is hoping to revive another franchise in his first year.

*Nowadays Cousins would be the individual with Buenos aires along with Griffin is usually with the hope to bring back an alternative operation around the 
first of all month.

Griffin sat out all of 2015, but still brings a different dynamic than most quarterbacks. 

*Griffin lay out there every single piece of 2015, holiday gives you a new compelling compared to the majority of quarterbacks.

New head coach Hue Jackson used the read option to success even with a slow-footed Andy Dalton. With a quicker player at the helm, his offense could 
be even more effective.

*Latest travel guru Hued Knutson applied all the go through choice to being successful despite having the slow-footed Andy Dalton. Along with a more 
rapid person in the helm, their crime is often much more valuable.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:40:10 ID: 3c2897 No.8195221 >>8197841

http://livingresistance.com/2016/11/08/clinton-foundation-involved-child-trafficking-network-investigation/  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:40:15 ID: a75f5f No.8195224 >>8195444

>>8195194
The one on the main comet ping pong website is not the one we should be looking at… there was a passworded page (I think) on the comet website that 
had a different version of the pdf disguised as a zip file. I'll repeat we are looking at the wrong file.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:41:14 ID: 485133 No.8195241 >>8195285 >>8195352 >>8195381 >>8195834 >>8196482

>>8195144
I've been spending 8+ hours a day reading, every day. I don't believe that I'm gullible, when faced with what has been found in these threads it's hard to 
deny it. I didn't want to bring attention to myself, sorry for posting.

I just feel so different.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:41:49 ID: 35ec6e No.8195250 >>8195271

>>8194978
 cap sensitive?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:41:52 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195251

>>8195208
im not fiding anything either
i copy pasted from a german 4chan guy
he quoted that original line
ill ttry to see if he can tell me what doc it was in  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:42:08 ID: 9250f2 No.8195257 >>8195313

>>8195123
Sup faggot, welcome to the chans. Lurk moar. 
Also, if you're serious about getting red-pilled in a week wait until you realize that the jews are actually at fault and that Hitler was right about almost 
everything. You'll lose friends and family will cut contact. But you'll be better for it  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:42:24 ID: 5eb12f No.8195263 >>8195354 >>8195404 >>8195424 >>8195922 >>8196463 >>8196505

Yo, we need people checking on

>>8194395
>>8194361

from the last thread. 

Why are they gaslighting Winstead? Why do they talk like modern SJWs but 8 years ago? And why do they have videos of children?

We need to find this Winstead guy, why did (how) he know to accuse the Comet Pizza guy of attracting murders and rapes?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:42:50 ID: 60099b No.8195270

>>8194929
The shit people are saying is in these files either is not (total dissinfo) there or is not proof of anything (finding the string 'jpg' is not significant as it could 
have been there randomly, there is no actual discernible jpg data and neither is a string of random text like what  >>8194724  is pulling out).
.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:42:57 ID: 8799eb No.8195271 >>8195296

>>8195168
yes. i am aware, anon.

>>8195250
tried upper and lower, upper first just like the pic claimed. nothing that i could see.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:43:11 ID: 7872d4 No.8195275 >>8195297

>>8195203
Agreed.  I'm on a very, very, VERY fucking slow connection and VPN connected to my shit far away, so please be patient with me while I build and test.  
Shouldn't take more than 30 minutes or so, but then I'll (and we'll) know if pizza.jpg yields results when run through iSteg.  Thanks for your moral support.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:43:58 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195285 >>8195313 >>8195867

>>8195241
i disagree with the anon who replied to you. I felt the same way when i got red pilled. take it slow and if i have one recommendation. LET YOURSELF 
BELIEVE CONSPIRACIES. dont let anyone tell you you're crazy  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:44:36 ID: 35ec6e No.8195296

>>8195271
Fucking hoaxers are worse than CTR ever was  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:44:39 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195297 >>8195465

>>8195275
you can do it we are behind you  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:44:55 ID: 60099b No.8195300

>>8194998

We really need to make our own archive and search engine.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:45:36 ID: 98036b No.8195306 >>8195324

File (hide): 5ebb47e6b20188d⋯.jpg (20.99 KB, 284x288, 71:72, 5ebb47e6b20188d4cdad2add7a….jpg)

>>8194929
>>8195004

>samefagging with IDs

What are you trying to do here, 
son?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:46:14 ID: 485133 No.8195313 >>8195359 >>8195399 >>8195907 >>8197227

>>8195176
Yeah, I've known about gaslighting. It's hard even still to see through it.
>>8195257
I still can't bring myself to fully believe the thing about jews, even still. It's too huge, why would one race have such malicious intent towards the rest of 
humanity? Is it in their blood? 
>>8195285
Mainly it's me telling myself I'm crazy.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:46:50 ID: 7872d4 No.8195324

>>8195306
Total accident, meant to reply to that other fuckbag.  Didn't mention it in another post because I didn't want to add static.  Fuck that other guy in my other 
post, it was meant for him.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:48:07 ID: 4f682a No.8195335 >>8195351

File (hide): bbcb2a769ecbd60⋯.png (212.12 KB, 998x1266, 499:633, sdfasfd.png)

Updated image, pay 
attention to this guys.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:49:35 ID: 3c2897 No.8195351

>>8195335
looks like two ping pong paddles and a ball in the middle tbh  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:49:37 ID: da5c21 No.8195352
File (hide): 719752ca3561c76⋯.jpeg (8.68 KB, 200x213, 200:213, images (1).jpeg)

>>8195241
>I just feel so different.

That's the little Hitler inside you that was always there but you never took 
time to notice. Now lurk moar faggot.  

File (hide): 28e80ae2078b80c⋯.jpg (72.99 KB,
1096x879, 1096:879, 17.JPG)

File (hide): 1d14a142d3b7961⋯.jpg (417.06 KB,
780x548, 195:137, doompaul1.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:49:45 ID: e95c05 No.8195354 >>8195369 >>8195404 >>8195439 >>8195530

>>8195263

i found one guy who's some marketing and social media bigwig, he has his own blog and commented on one of the friend videos of one of the gaslighters 
(toolbloxdc https://www.youtube.com/user/toolboxdc). 

blog 
http://www.dbthomas.com/ 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/dbt001/sets/72157603931921643/

apparently the kid's name is Conrad, but on his youtube the latest video is titled "happy birthday jason" https://www.youtube.com/user/dbt001/videos 

a whole lot of those gaslighters have videos posted themselves, liked or posted by someone tagged as a friend. This guy's videos are all a series of his 
child (i assume) stopping at 3 years ago

his linkedin 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dbthomas

the user here  >>8194774 has videos of a baby/toddler girl from 2008 - 2010 and the nothing - and was one of the people who directly gasligthed  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:50:01 ID: 9250f2 No.8195359

>>8195313
http://www. angelfire.com/rebellion2/goyim/je1.pdf

Have fun. It's legit and he cites all sources.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:51:09 ID: e95c05 No.8195369 >>8195404 >>8195530

File (hide): f81d8437ba9e3c7⋯.jpg (64.4 KB, 1336x676, 334:169, blog17.JPG)

>>8195354
from dbthomas's blog 
http://www.dbthomas.com/
photos/

where was these pizza 
places again?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:51:30 ID: 22c13e No.8195375 >>8195396

Wow. CTR is shilling HARD right now.

We're on the right track, I guess.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:52:03 ID: 1af4b0 No.8195381

>>8195241
You gotta earn your posting status, I lurked for over a year before I started posting.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:52:46 ID: 35ec6e No.8195389

>>8195177
Thanks for your hard work  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:53:02 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195391 >>8195425

"it is my opinion that a group of parties were involved to convince me to become inseminated to murder the child at a later date for transplant organs & 
the police assisted in the crime before & after to this day "

47089_1.7 ABDUCTION OF ANNIE PART 1.doc
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/53/531436_news-u-won-t-find-in-the-news-.html  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:53:29 ID: f70b60 No.8195396

>>8195375
:3c  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:54:00 ID: 9bd9a3 No.8195399
File (hide): 9da3c7a41088696⋯.gif (1.96 MB, 390x241, 390:241, 1467689478430-3.gif)

>>8195313
Find time for The 
Greatest Story 
Never Told.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:54:45 ID: e95c05 No.8195404
File (hide): 22abe22585dec37⋯.jpg (63.69 KB, 618x385, 618:385, 17linkedin.JPG)

>>8195354
>>8195369
>>8195263

A lot of the standard SJW dialogue - specifically in regards to gaslighting 
is created by corporate "social media" people

from dbthomas' linkedin

if no-one thinks this the gaslighter videos of toddlers and babies is worth 
persuing i'll drop it  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:55:39 ID: b37ddc No.8195413 >>8195441 >>8195988

>>8194774

his name is Carlos Urrely He is a Palates instructor at a studio near Besta pizza in DC  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:56:09 ID: 60099b No.8195418

>>8195212

Could this be an algorithmic article going shit?

https://archive.fo/jz0zm
http://www copyblogger.com/algorithm-writing/

Or some foreigner trying to wright news?

https://archive.fo/UGB6l

http://www poynter.org/2012/journatic-staffer-takes-this-american-life-inside-outsourced-journalism/179555/

https://archive.fo/U7OYk

https://www theguardian.com/media/greenslade/2015/jul/27/journalists-outraged-by-newspaper-outsourcing-pay-rates-in-india  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:56:52 ID: 9250f2 No.8195424

>>8195263
>Why do they talk like modern SJWs but 8 years ago?

SJW ism has been around since the early 90s, it was just contained to an miniscule group. As society was more and more feminized and indoctrinated 
while losing a sense of identity and culture it became more powerful.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:56:54 ID: da5c21 No.8195425 >>8195494

>>8195391
Fuck, I opened that shit too. The Organs Seized For Transplant doc is in the same dump. I'm going to get some sleep and take another look with fresh 
eyes. Keep back the night anons.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:58:17 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195439 >>8195449 >>8195530

>>8195354
I have one good friend who recently moved to London, and another who will move there soon. When asked for recommendations, here’s what I sent. I 
didn’t bother with links. Google is your friend.

The London Eye is really, really worth it. Go on a sunny day, obvs.

Go to The Old Red Cow for Sunday lunch.

The Cabinet War Rooms are super cool. You can see Winston Churchill’s chamber pot.

The London Transport Museum is great, and sells cool posters from throughout the history of Tube ads.

There’s a pub called The King’s Head and Eight Bells on the Thames that is a beautiful, classic pub.

I worked at The Hand and Flower at 617 King’s Road, SW6, if you’re doing the David B. Thomas Tour.

If you like jazz, Ronnie Scott’s in Frith Street is the king of jazz clubs.

Black cab drivers (drivers of black cabs) know everything about London and tell great stories. Google “The Knowledge.” That’s the test they have to take. 
They love to talk about it.

Before you get in a cab, you tell the driver where you want to go through the open window and wait for him to agree (which he will). It’s an odd little piece 
of etiquette.

Time Out London is the best guide to what’s going on in the city. It’s a weekly magazine.

Buy a “London A-Z” street guide. Everyone has one. Don’t forget to call it “A to Zed.”

Google “best pub lunches” and have a sausage roll and a ploughman’s lunch, but only in a place that gets good reviews. Bad ploughman’s are bad. Fun 
fact: the ploughman’s lunch was invented by an ad agency in the 1970s when sandwich bars were draining off lunchtime clientele. Real ploughmen 
couldn’t afford that much cheese.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:58:18 ID: 8799eb No.8195440

i have been digging this for 21 hours straight without breaks. i am going to read revelations and then sleep. the last month has made me more religious 
than ive ever been in my life.

my last note until i wake will be: do not forget about the 20 posts of work done by this anon and others working on decyphering these messages. these 
are clearly encrypted, and were a direct target from the shills. we NEED to find out what they said, these are literally messages being sent between the 
jews to signal each other. if we can read them, we will know what their entire short term plan is.
>>8191157
>>8191157
>>8191157
>>8191157
>>8191157  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:58:23 ID: e95c05 No.8195441 >>8195603 >>8195988

>>8195413
shit, fuck, the dude has videos of toddlers fucking around 

how did you find out? can you screencap any confirmation?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:58:31 ID: a75f5f No.8195444 >>8195585 >>8195685

none of those are the file you should be looking at
fuck
>>8195224
please
someone answer this.
there were other threads before and during the time of the three archived threads. does anyone have archives of those threads? or an archive of the 
passworded page that was either on comet's website or connected to it? or an archive of the files that were on it that had the wrong extensions?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:58:32 ID: 48ba02 No.8195445
File (hide): ae7b61971557752⋯.jpg (42.05 KB, 500x488, 125:122, farmer.jpg)

>>8194997
Where did you 
come from, 
friend? How did 
you find this 
place?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:58:43 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195449

>>8195439
>>8195439
http://www.dbthomas.com/category/neck-deep-in-the-zeitgeist/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:59:31 ID: fd02cf No.8195457 >>8195477

File (hide): 7b21169445fce96⋯.png (43.85 KB, 521x418, 521:418, 7b21169445fce9660e49f1d632….png)

Holy fuck there's so much information its frying my brain, the more I read, the more spooked I 
get. Can someone tl;dr the whole thing for me?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:59:43 ID: 01c8fc No.8195460

>>8194965
some one with admin rights is following this thread / previous threads:

This is again going to get buried if we are not careful  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 07:59:54 ID: 7872d4 No.8195465 >>8195493

>>8195297
Here's the score:  I got the code and that iSteg source code is for Mac, not Linux.  I have zero Macs accessible for a few days (I'm far out in the 
countryside because of M'dame Bitch and her failed attempt at becoming prez).  GODDAMNIT will someone with a fucking Mac run iSteg on pizza.jpg 
and post results?  You don't even have to compile it, just download and run the fucking shit.  It's not on iTunes, you have to download it from their site at 
"www.hanynet.com/isteg".  Thanks for your patience, sorry to have failed you this time, but if this hasn't happened by the time I'm back in civilization I 
WILL FUCKING DO THIS.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:00:39 ID: 9250f2 No.8195477 >>8195519 >>8197841

File (hide): 2e1d717825abb1c⋯.jpg (2.05 MB, 10000x4947, 10000:4947, 684f8cb07d9c06500e84aa3980….jpg)

>>8195457  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:00:48 ID: 0f4127 No.8195479 >>8195495 >>8195503 >>8195638

File (hide): c7fcad1f23732e9⋯.png (111.25 KB, 467x496, 467:496, d0dacea6886b7f31f293a300c0….png)

Kek, if you're there, I humbly request that this breaks into the mainstream consciousness tomorrow and brings 
a tidal wave of retribution to those that do these things with it  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:01:07 ID: c543f7 No.8195486 >>8195537

Hope these links work, was working from previous thread.

>>8193775
Good Austyn Crites info.  

>>8194033
>>8194133
Checked.  Kek be with you. 

Be careful anons, and make sure to set up deadman switches to let us know if you go down.  An automatic pastebin with a watchdog, maybe?

>>8194163
Neither 20151025_191141_resized.jpg or 20151025_192120_resized.jpg had a file hidden with iSteg (at least not in the same way as was done with 
pizza.jpg).  

The fact they say resized indicates they may have been altered, which would have wiped all data.  Is it confirmed that Wikileaks resizes attachments in 
order to save filesize?

>>8194373
Working on it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:01:35 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195493 >>8195542

>>8195465

im on a mac now but not VPN so idk if i should  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:01:43 ID: c12a6f No.8195494 >>8197202

File (hide): 99ef70c57f4a0f4⋯.png (69.02 KB, 793x386, 793:386, Hadassah_logo(2).png)

>>8195425
Search for Hadassah while looking for organs and pedos. These fucks were on the ground at the riht placss 
in the right times for a lot of big shit, and have been proven to have stolen organs and fucking children. Shit 
they suck sperm and eggs out of recently killed people all the time!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:01:46 ID: 0f4127 No.8195495 >>8195517

File (hide): beecc7d6773167a⋯.gif (1.76 MB, 509x710, 509:710, beecc7d6773167a2770fef91bf….gif)

>>8195479
re-rolling because this is important  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:02:29 ID: 7e57f2 No.8195503 >>8195517

File (hide): 3feff6e31ab2733⋯.jpg (7.91 KB, 225x225, 1:1, boulderpepe.jpg)

>>8195479
>KEK WILLS IT  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:02:45 ID: 3ea790 No.8195507 >>8195521 >>8195525

I put together a small script that may help with searching through the hex in the pdfs. It replaces non-alphabetical characters with spaces, tokenizes the 
resulting string (delimiter is a space), then checks each token against an english dictionary. 

It could definitely use some work, but I'm tired.

pastebin in case code tags aren't enabled: http://pastebin.com/gqDcNeRG

  
import enchant # https://pythonhosted.org/pyenchant/ 
import re 
  
FILENAME='file.pdf' 
  
d = enchant.Dict("en_US") 
with open(FILENAME, 'rb') as f:   
    menu = f.read() 
  
m = re.sub('[^a-zA-Z]+', ' ', menu) 
words = filter(lambda w: len(w)>1 and d.check(w), m.split(' ')) 

print words 

There may be thousands of words, so you may have to play around with the code a bit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:03:34 ID: e95c05 No.8195517

>>8195495
>>8195503

kek doesn't give dubs to rerolls

if you fuckers aren't doing anything look into the gasligthers on youtube and why half of them have videos of kids all over their profiles  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:03:39 ID: d15c04 No.8195518 >>8195557 >>8195560 >>8196102

I've seen these threads before, but I've never really cared for them.
The story is an under ground network of pizza parlors is luring in children and selling them to politicians so they can satisfy their fetishes?
Okay can someone explain to me for what purpose these pizza places would do this?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:03:42 ID: fd02cf No.8195519
File (hide): a68d7609d5d374c⋯.png (514.08 KB, 520x678, 260:339, IMG_0915.PNG)

>>8195477
Oh fuck anon when I tried to open that image an error came up  
saying it had to many corruptions.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:03:52 ID: 3ea790 No.8195521

>>8195507
Also, it is written in python, if that wasn't clear  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:03:57 ID: 9250f2 No.8195525 >>8195625 >>8195675

>>8195507
I hate to ask, but could you give a basic tutorial?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:04:44 ID: 22c13e No.8195530 >>8195548

>>8195439
>>8195354
>>8195369
>>8194929
>>8195004
>>8195212

So, yeah, CTR is sliding like a motherfucker. We're on to something.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:05:24 ID: b4c180 No.8195534 >>8196102

>>8195212
the posts are very interesting, their is often a player jersey mentioned, of course every jersey has a number on it specific to that player, I wonder if that is 
part of the cipher? MMorpg is mentioned in more than one post, perhaps that is another place there is communications. I wonder if there are logs for all in 
game communications for mmorpgs?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:05:45 ID: 60099b No.8195537

>>8195486

>Is it confirmed that Wikileaks resizes attachments in order to save filesize?

I don't think so but you can verify by downloading the original .eml file and extracting the attachments from it (using something like Thunderbird)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:06:23 ID: 7872d4 No.8195542 >>8195552 >>8195554

>>8195493
I was VPN connected to my personal shit (in another state) to get this done, not for posting here or hiding my tracks.  You don't need a VPN to do any of 
this.  Reality is, the site owner will see your IP.  All I can recommend to mitigate that is to use Tor (I know, I know, but FUCK, what else is there?).  After 
you get the file, fuck only knows what it will do other than steg/unsteg files, but that is on you at that point.  Use multiple firewalls to prevent calling home, 
and just fucking man up and do it.  If someone gives me a shell on a Mac I will…  FUCK… just remembered someone with a Mac that might be online 
and willing… going to make a call and see if it's available.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:07:28 ID: e95c05 No.8195548 >>8195601

File (hide): 24131dfa5b044a3⋯.png (277.12 KB, 500x441, 500:441, 231234444415.png)

>>8195530
i'm not CTR you dickhead, you didn't even know where anon pulled the decrypted text from - and all 
you've done is post a picture from the last thread  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:07:53 ID: 9250f2 No.8195552 >>8195574

>>8195542
There are so many people hitting him right now it doesn't matter. We're safe by virtue of numbers. What are they gonna do? Whack thousands of 
channers and reddit users?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:08:03 ID: 7872d4 No.8195554

>>8195542
Fuck, it's not available.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:08:05 ID: bd3230 No.8195557 >>8195615

>>8195518
I think it's a trick they learned from the mob. Go anywhere in this country even he smallest towns and you can find a pizza joint and they make plenty of 
money. The business will make enough to keep the doors open. And the bonus for these sick fucks is children love pizza.  
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Found this on google Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:08:06 ID: 2d494f No.8195558

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_and_contrast_of_classification_schemes_in_linguistics_and_metadata  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:08:11 ID: 60099b No.8195560 >>8195615

>>8195518
>Okay can someone explain to me for what purpose these pizza places would do this?

Because they are sick satanist pedo's.
Because powerful sick satanist pedo's pay them in money and favors and protection to provide these services.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:08:31 ID: 7996c1 No.8195566 >>8195575 >>8196079

Haven't seen this posted…

If you drop the hillary_pizza_04.pdf (from here: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543

…into notepad, you see a name.  The person who made the pdf?  The person to who owns the license for the version of Illustrator that the pdf was made 
on?  

Anyway, it must be the "graphics guy", that Alefantis references in the email.  A google seems to confirm.  

Don't want to tarnish anyone innocent, so maybe it helps if I just say that the name with "Huck".  Ctrl-F, and so forth.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:09:28 ID: f5d92f No.8195573 >>8195792

On this video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo

Old comments are shilling against this man. They call him imbecile, bizzare, little brain, etc.

One of the people, Tom Lee, has 1654 videos. At one point about a year ago, he uploaded almost 1600 videos all ranging in 4-30 seconds. Almost every 
one has No Views… a rarity on youtube.

One of the videos created before this dump of crap is entitled: Big Media Mathis.

In the video, there is text that points to a person and says SOMMER.

Googling Sommer Mathis yields this person:

https://twitter.com/sommermathis

Who works for citylab.com which is a subsidiary of The Atlantic.

Which…

http://www.theatlantic.com/author/george-soros/

Hmm.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:09:29 ID: 7872d4 No.8195574

>>8195552
I understand and agree with you, but others are shy.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:09:37 ID: e95c05 No.8195575

>>8195566
dub dubs confirms 
post it anon there are no innocents here  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:10:05 ID: b37ddc No.8195585 >>8195603 >>8195988

>>8195444

Go to his You tube page

Watch the video of him in the shower with his cat, remember his feet(that's all you see) 

google "ToolboxDC"

Find a Palates Studio on Connecticut BLVD by besta pizza

Go to web page.

Look at Instructor posing in front of a class (notice his feet)

go to contact us, Click facebook link

Look at facebook page for "ToolBox DC"

Find guy from picture with matching feet

see him in pictures calling him "Carlos"

Search facebook for "Carlos toolbox DC" and find more pictures of same guy with his last name listed..

win?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:10:50 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195595
File (hide): 2de80453103a634⋯.png (672.42 KB, 1527x1097, 1527:1097, Screen Shot 2016-11-11 at ….png)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:11:00 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195598 >>8198061

File (hide): b2f586e800dfa5c⋯.jpg (366.74 KB, 1182x1210, 591:605, ArunRaoLikedAllTheCometIns….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:11:15 ID: 22c13e No.8195601 >>8195723

>>8195548

 I'm still busy working the compression angle. I'm watching the thread get slid out of the corner of my eye. Sorry for the friendly fire.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:11:17 ID: e95c05 No.8195603

>>8195585
was that meant for >>8195441 ?

fuck i think we're on to something with the gasligthers  

Go After the podesta brothers  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:11:59 ID: 01c8fc No.8195611

If you need verifiction of pizza.jpg - and on a windows pc - just download IDA hex editor  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:12:29 ID: d15c04 No.8195615 >>8195630 >>8195642 >>8195643 >>8197699

>>8195557
>>8195560
So cash?
Theoretically wouldn't these people have values, and the only ones who don't would be too stupid and easily reveal themselves, and the code words I've 
heard some people talk about are pretty dumb.

The whole pizza parlor mafia things is making be not believe, the whole pedo thing is definitely true I just don't think they get their child slave supply from 
pizza places.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:13:26 ID: eba86b No.8195625 >>8195652 >>8195675

>>8195525
download python from here https://www.python.org/downloads/

Install it, click yes, make sure you install all of the parts of it (haven't had to install it in a while, if it gives you an option, you WANT to make sure you install 
IDLE.)

For windows, run cmd AS AN ADMINISTRATOR, otherwise you will get permission errors. After you have your command window up type in

pip install pyenchant

Then run idle, and paste that code in there. You will need to figure out your path to the pdf

If you use *nix I can help you with that. I don't have any apple/mac equipment  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:13:56 ID: 1af4b0 No.8195630 >>8195667 >>8195696 >>8195760

>>8195615
So you want to go back to the white rabbit thing?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:15:04 ID: 3c3559 No.8195638

>>8195479
Kek will do it, he helped me win Tekken today. It blew my mind, Praise kek our almighty amphibian friend.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:15:38 ID: bd3230 No.8195642 >>8195664 >>8195667

>>8195615
Think about it. You need a front business that's not suspicious. If youre making fresh pizza everyday, no one questions trucks coming in early in the 
morning or late at night for example. Its not about the money. Its about justifying "suspicious activity."  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:15:39 ID: d266ae No.8195643 >>8195667

>>8195615
this post is a shill attempting to muddy the waters  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:17:08 ID: 9250f2 No.8195652

>>8195625
I can path it. Thanks anon  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:18:20 ID: bd3230 No.8195664

>>8195642
And like I said, opening a successful pizza place is no problem all over the country..

I've been investigating Pedowood for a long time. Relating back to the Franklin Case, the original Godfather's Pizza in downtown Omaha wss purported 
to be a place of child prostitution and snuff films in the basement. This is an old code.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:18:31 ID: d15c04 No.8195667 >>8195704 >>8195725 >>8195741

>>8195630
The white rabbit daycare?
Yes it looks creepy and shabby but why would the country's top elite (well not top but level's 6-7.) hold any sort of operation there, it's probably just a day 
care for spics, if anything a more reasonable explanation would be greedy spic teachers selling kids for cash.
>>8195642
I understand the concept of a front but I questioned why people would agree to this last time I checked pizza sales weren't very low.
>>8195643
Justifiable claim, but no I'm just a skeptic.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:19:01 ID: 3ea790 No.8195675 >>8195684

>>8195525
If you're on windows, I might not be able to help you very much. I haven't set up an environment on such a system in years.

Essentially:
>install python 2.7
>install PyEnchant (3rd party)
>save the script as something.py
>edit the 

FILENAME='file.pdf'

 line to the filename the pdf

>run with the python interpreter

The "words" variable is a list of words. It looks like there are a lot of junk "words" that are two chars long, so you may want to change 

len(w)>1

 to 

len(w)>2

 on line 11. If you want to limit the number of words, look up "slicing" in python. For example, if you want the first 100 words, you would replace the last 
line with 

print words[:100]

Looks like anon beat me to it >>8195625  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:19:50 ID: 9250f2 No.8195684

>>8195675
Thanks to you too anon  

File (hide): a55d81afdadab85⋯.png (307.34 KB,
733x491, 733:491, Screenshot_2016-11-11_00-1….png)

File (hide): ab5d98a8c64237d⋯.png (301.01 KB,
733x491, 733:491, Screenshot_2016-11-11_00-1….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:19:45 ID: 75e4b0 No.8195685 >>8195710 >>8195783

>>8195444
checked you faggot
>http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.c om/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/
looks like we've been had lads  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:20:24 ID: a75f5f No.8195692 >>8195728 >>8195732 >>8195753 >>8195835 >>8195839 >>8196140 >>8196216

ok i found the link again

if you change the file name to pdf it opens and appears to be the menu, except the menu is only a couple hundred kb and this file is more than SEVEN 
MEGABYTES

FUCKING LOOK AT THIS

everyone dismissing the hidden shit in the hex code without looking at the right file and ignoring all my posts PLEASE look  
at this in a hex editor

I'm looking too

http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/7rlb66uuj3to18dn.zip

https://mega.nz/#fm/HwJjESJD

so many fucking assholes in here shitting this up, i hope you burn in hell  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:20:37 ID: 95778b No.8195696
File (hide): cb3a692fb190183⋯.jpg (41.5 KB, 500x500, 1:1, Gracie_Fighter_logo.jpg)

>>8195630
Follow the white 
rabbit….

How deep does 
this go?

Jui Jitzu sounds 
like a good 
excuse to molest 
little boys.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:21:11 ID: 1af4b0 No.8195704 >>8195762

>>8195667
>why would the country's top elites hold any sort of operation there
Because it's discrete, in plain view yet not suspicious at all, and it's benign.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:22:06 ID: a75f5f No.8195710 >>8195783

>>8195685
weird timing… there must be some reason why there is massive file size discrepancy  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:22:35 ID: b4c180 No.8195717

>>8195212
http://thebaltimorewire.com/2016/03/24/baltimore-ravens-robert-griffin-iii-brings-new-threat-to-afc-north/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:22:57 ID: 2d494f No.8195723

>>8195601
>>8195601
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_and_contrast_of_classification_schemes_in_linguistics_and_metadata  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:23:07 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8195725 >>8195762 >>8195790 >>8196708

>>8195667
The rabbit might be a breeding sign. People have done work looking into some China Lake facilities where that was allegedly happening. The pizza parlor 
is also a perfect place for this shit to happen, if you include the reality of cannibalism and trafficking, it's almost the most obvious plan. Look into San 
Francisco pizza parlors that served as gloryhole fuck spots too.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:23:13 ID: a02421 No.8195728

>>8195692
Good work, anon  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:23:45 ID: 6c4e99 No.8195731

>>8195146
If lereddit gets involved, then they officially can't murder us all.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:23:58 ID: 944e53 No.8195732 >>8195742 >>8195783

File (hide): 16d6f86894baa0f⋯.png (210.67 KB, 292x355, 292:355, 1465959451619.png)

>>8195692

Thanks for posting. I was just about to ask what the fuck was going on with the PDF and 
all these niggers yelling FAKE FAKE.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:25:08 ID: bd3230 No.8195741 >>8195762

>>8195667
Don't be such a dense faggot. They're not "agreeing" to protection. The people who own the business opened it intending it to be a front.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:25:09 ID: a75f5f No.8195742

>>8195732
I'm not finding anything either but I don't really know shit about this sort of thing in the first place  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:26:37 ID: 9250f2 No.8195753 >>8195759 >>8195783

>>8195692
>http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/7rlb66uuj3to18dn.zip

It's either damaged or broken.  

Go After the podesta brothers  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:27:22 ID: 01c8fc No.8195759

>>8195753
rename to pdf - like the anon says  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:27:23 ID: e95c05 No.8195760

>>8195630
the white rabbit shit is serious 

this was liked by one of the people who gaslighted the frank winstead video 10 months ago, the account 
barely likes anything but just happened to like a vid related 

the rest of his uploads are festivals or trance lights, one video is dudes play fucking where a chick dumps oil 
on them and some kind of calculator sex animation

maybe there is some sort of clue in the jefferson airplane song lyrics 

user: https://www.youtube.com/user/ghjkkjhg1
gay vid: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ownw2UrVG_I
Gaslight: >>8194751  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:27:31 ID: d15c04 No.8195762 >>8195788

>>8195704
>Not suspicious at all.
Maybe as a transit point but not as a place to hold any sort of event.
The rabbit could be a symbol for agents to know where to drop off the kids.
>>8195725

>Look into the San fran pizza places that served as glory holes too 
That's my point.
People knew they were spots to hold these type of things.
The owners of the places would be dense enough to the point where this case would have been solved 3 days ago.
>>8195741
This is a better explanation.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:29:39 ID: 75e4b0 No.8195783 >>8195823

>>8195710
If you're talking about the filesize differences between Comet & Besta menu pdfs, Comet has 3 pages instead of 1, and I'm guessing the DPI has 
something to do with it, these are probably meant to be printed.

If you're talking about the files behind the Protected section, it will download the same file no matter what you put after the 11digit number in the URL. 
Which some other anon said that the files might have a specific numerical ID, so if someone knows those, we can get those files…

>>8195732
>>8195753
See
>>8195685  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:30:12 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8195788

>>8195762
>>8195762
I wouldn't think they'd hold an event here either. Perfect place to serve as a nexus and hold "ingredients".  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:30:13 ID: ac06ce No.8195790 >>8195818 >>8195819 >>8196164

>>8195725
>The pizza parlor is also a perfect place for this shit to happen, if you include the reality of cannibalism and trafficking, it's almost the most obvious plan.
You know, that line of thought gave me a peculiar, vulgar epiphany, and I'm not sure if it wasn't your intended meaning behind the phrasing or not. It 
seems too much for most to consider even now. You generally dispose of the unprime bits of the cattle, don't you? With animals, you take cartilage, 
marrow, most probably any tough parts of the cut that are too low-quality in low-quality cattle to even be used for stewmeat, and you put it into cattle feed 
or pet food. And these places, these small, distributed processing centers, so it appears, are generally restaurants as a front. And they feed the leftovers 
to the public.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:30:17 ID: b37ddc No.8195792
File (hide): 0910c403d70fe01⋯.jpg (110.53 KB, 645x720, 43:48, SommerMathis.jpg)

>>8195573
"Tom Lee" is Mikel 
Maron
https://www.facebook.
com/mikel.maron

>>8195573
>Sommer Mathis (pic 
related  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:31:06 ID: 187e37 No.8195799 >>8195818

All of this confirms what Ted Gunderson said.

The FBI isnt investigating this. Theyre covering it up.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:32:18 ID: ab8fa1 No.8195812

>>8194874
>convert it to ascii after  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:32:55 ID: bd3230 No.8195818 >>8195860

>>8195790
You have to hide the evidence, and I'm sure there is some occultish significance to it as well.

>>8195799
Both. There is an internal struggle. The FBI are our best friend and our strongest enemy.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:32:59 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8195819

>>8195790
Not unlikely. Earlier threads worked around the elite ritual cannibal theme, hence the emphasis on the bizarre food preparation fixtures they have. I'd 
wager they wouldn't risk feeding people but who fucking knows.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:33:16 ID: a75f5f No.8195823 >>8195912 >>8195917

>>8195783
no I'm talking about the comet menu that's linked on their front page and the comet menu that was disguised as as a .zip… I've been repeating myself for 
an hour now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:33:24 ID: e95c05 No.8195827 >>8195858 >>8195869 >>8195875 >>8197441

File (hide): 234243f3921d24b⋯.jpg (38.54 KB, 450x675, 2:3, 8.jpg)

One pill makes you larger
And one pill makes you small
And the ones that mother gives you
Don't do anything at all
Go ask Alice
When she's ten feet tall

And if you go chasing rabbits
And you know you're going to fall
Tell 'em a hookah-smoking caterpillar
Has given you the call
Call Alice
When she was just small

When the men on the chessboard
Get up and tell you where to go

And you've just had some kind of mushroom
And your mind is moving low
Go ask Alice
I think she'll know

When logic and proportion
Have fallen sloppy dead
And the White Knight is talking backwards
And the Red Queen's off with her head
Remember what the dormouse said
Feed your head
Feed your head  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:33:31 ID: 95778b No.8195828
File (hide): 5eb0ffde143c624⋯.jpg (29.21 KB, 504x288, 7:4, Untitled-1.jpg)

Another link? Check out this pizza place logo.

http://www.austinspizza.com/

The yin-yang looking circle is CGlogo, used in reference to the website, Common Ground, which was 
created as a place for both girl and boy attracted pedophiles to meet and sympathize with each other.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:34:25 ID: 6ea891 No.8195833
File (hide): 02279a418e4d5d4⋯.jpg (9.4 KB, 274x200, 137:100, It s my island it s mine _….jpg)

Fellow anons, you are doing great work here - this current phase is out of my realm of expertise but that's 
what a distributed network is good for.  Even if 99 out of 100 of these loose ends lead nowhere, when the 
100th one is pulled, the whole rotten tapestry will fall apart.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:34:27 ID: 82a4b5 No.8195834

>>8195241
Niggers give him a break.  Congrats on waking up and swallowing your first red pills brother.  Welcome to reality.  Your first stage of birthing is called the 
Lurk.  

File (hide): 8f9eb795e22ef3a⋯.png (88.34 KB,
1034x946, 47:43, 2016-11-11 01_33_41-7rlb66….png)

File (hide): a605f09aee82d17⋯.png (59.8 KB,
642x643, 642:643, 2016-11-11 01_32_15-HxD - ….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:34:33 ID: eba86b No.8195835 >>8195848 >>8195917 >>8196072 >>8198061

>>8195692

nope.jpg  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:34:58 ID: 688456 No.8195839 >>8195868 >>8195923 >>8196129

File (hide): e1c132d5de50203⋯.png (2.68 KB, 439x75, 439:75, pdfguy.png)

>>8195692
I'm changing the file extention to every Archival and Compression 
format to see if anything pops up.

If anyone is on a mac can they rename it to a .s7z file and report back if it doesn't pop up with anything like this.  
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https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/8f9eb795e22ef3aed0152ebef43357839ef9ffa7c6d0d79116a9630589db18be.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/8f9eb795e22ef3aed0152ebef43357839ef9ffa7c6d0d79116a9630589db18be.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/a605f09aee82d17f02102d3ee7f2bb0b6c77434ec86ffd9b3188388223e16604.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/a605f09aee82d17f02102d3ee7f2bb0b6c77434ec86ffd9b3188388223e16604.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/a605f09aee82d17f02102d3ee7f2bb0b6c77434ec86ffd9b3188388223e16604.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195835
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195835
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195848
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195917
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238196072
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238198061
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195692
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195839
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195839
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195868
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195923
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238196129
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/e1c132d5de502039de2b4be11890089d19a6f09837011b30d51b6645fc00292c.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/e1c132d5de502039de2b4be11890089d19a6f09837011b30d51b6645fc00292c.png
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195692
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23


Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:36:37 ID: eba86b No.8195848 >>8195866

>>8195835
The zip file does indeed open as a pdf, but the hex data still doesn't match.

Also:
Domain Name: jimcontent.com
Registry Domain ID: 1698320730_DOMAIN_COM-VRSN
Registrar WHOIS Server: whois.psi-usa.info
Registrar URL: http://www.psi-usa.info
Updated Date: 2016-03-14T18:40:13Z
Creation Date: 2012-01-23T17:54:17Z
Registrar Registration Expiration Date: 2017-01-23T17:54:18Z
Registrar: PSI-USA, Inc. dba Domain Robot
Registrar IANA ID: 151
Registrar Abuse Contact Email: domain-abuse@psi-usa.info
Registrar Abuse Contact Phone: +49.94159559482
Domain Status: clientTransferProhibited http://www.icann.org/epp#clientTransferProhibited
Registry Registrant ID:
Registrant Name: Jimdo GmbH
Registrant Organization: Jimdo GmbH
Registrant Street: Stresemannstr. 375
Registrant City: Hamburg
Registrant State/Province: DE
Registrant Postal Code: 22761
Registrant Country: DE
Registrant Phone: +49.4082244997
Registrant Phone Ext:
Registrant Fax: +49.4082244998
Registrant Fax Ext:
Registrant Email: support@jimdo.com
Registry Admin ID:
Admin Name: Christian Springub
Admin Organization: Jimdo GmbH
Admin Street: Stresemannstr. 375
Admin City: Hamburg
Admin State/Province: DE
Admin Postal Code: 22761
Admin Country: DE
Admin Phone: +49.4082244997
Admin Phone Ext:
Admin Fax: +49.4082244998
Admin Fax Ext:
Admin Email: support@jimdo.com
Registry Tech ID:
Tech Name: Jimdo Hostmaster
Tech Organization: Jimdo GmbH
Tech Street: Stresemannstr. 375
Tech City: Hamburg
Tech State/Province: DE
Tech Postal Code: 22761
Tech Country: DE
Tech Phone: +49.4082244997
Tech Phone Ext:
Tech Fax: +49.4082244998
Tech Fax Ext:
Tech Email: support@jimdo.com
Name Server: ns01.jimdo-server.com
Name Server: ns02.jimdo-server.com
Name Server: ns03.jimdo-server.com
Name Server: ns04.jimdo-server.com
DNSSEC: unsigned
URL of the ICANN WHOIS Data Problem Reporting System: http://wdprs.internic.net/
>>> Last update of WHOIS database: 2016-11-11T08:29:54Z <<<  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:37:11 ID: 485133 No.8195858

>>8195827
This is chilling.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:37:16 ID: bd3230 No.8195860

>>8195818
We can't trust the FBI until we find the smoking gun and get it public. We have to force the FBI to do their job. We definitely have lower level agents 
helping us. Its the higher ups working against us and against the good agents. Chans/Reddit are a somewhat respected "intelligence community" and our 
ability to dig stuff up combined with our lack of responsibility to authority makes us dangerous.  

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195848
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195848
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195866
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195835
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/www.psi-usa.info/
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/www.icann.org/epp%23clientTransferProhibited
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/wdprs.internic.net/
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195858
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195858
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195827
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195860
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195860
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195818
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23


Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:37:46 ID: eba86b No.8195866

>>8195848
And jimdo.com (email address in the whois, 8chan hides it) is:

Domain Name: jimdo.com
Registry Domain ID: 272999277_DOMAIN_COM-VRSN
Registrar WHOIS Server: whois.psi-usa.info
Registrar URL: http://www.psi-usa.info
Updated Date: 2016-05-10T10:59:54Z
Creation Date: 2005-12-01T18:26:05Z
Registrar Registration Expiration Date: 2018-02-12T08:27:08Z
Registrar: PSI-USA, Inc. dba Domain Robot
Registrar IANA ID: 151
Registrar Abuse Contact Email: domain-abuse@psi-usa.info
Registrar Abuse Contact Phone: +49.94159559482
Domain Status: ok http://www.icann.org/epp#OK
Registry Registrant ID:
Registrant Name: Jimdo GmbH
Registrant Organization: Jimdo GmbH
Registrant Street: Stresemannstr. 375
Registrant City: Hamburg
Registrant State/Province: DE
Registrant Postal Code: 22761
Registrant Country: DE
Registrant Phone: +49.4082244997
Registrant Phone Ext:
Registrant Fax: +49.4082244998
Registrant Fax Ext:
Registrant Email: support@jimdo.com
Registry Admin ID:
Admin Name: Christian Springub
Admin Organization: Jimdo GmbH
Admin Street: Stresemannstr. 375
Admin City: Hamburg
Admin State/Province: DE
Admin Postal Code: 22761
Admin Country: DE
Admin Phone: +49.4082244997
Admin Phone Ext:
Admin Fax: +49.4082244998
Admin Fax Ext:
Admin Email: support@jimdo.com
Registry Tech ID:
Tech Name: Jimdo Hostmaster
Tech Organization: Jimdo GmbH
Tech Street: Stresemannstr. 375
Tech City: Hamburg
Tech State/Province: DE
Tech Postal Code: 22761
Tech Country: DE
Tech Phone: +49.4082244997
Tech Phone Ext:
Tech Fax: +49.4082244998
Tech Fax Ext:
Tech Email: support@jimdo.com
Name Server: ns-15.awsdns-01.com
Name Server: ns-1159.awsdns-16.org
Name Server: ns-1642.awsdns-13.co.uk
Name Server: ns-547.awsdns-04.net
DNSSEC: unsigned
URL of the ICANN WHOIS Data Problem Reporting System: http://wdprs.internic.net/
>>> Last update of WHOIS database: 2016-11-11T08:34:16Z <<<  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:37:52 ID: 2c8e73 No.8195867

>>8195144
>>8195285
"Call no man a fool."  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:37:57 ID: 688456 No.8195868

>>8195839
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_archive_formats

This is what I'm using by the way, I need someone to run the Linux exclusive stuff too on this.  

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195866
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195866
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195848
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/www.psi-usa.info/
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/www.icann.org/epp%23OK
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/wdprs.internic.net/
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195867
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195144
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195285
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195868
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195868
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195839
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_archive_formats
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23


[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:38:07 ID: 9250f2 No.8195869

>>81
9582
7
I've 
been 
listeni
ng to 
that 
on 
repea
t for 5 
hours 
now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:38:22 ID: ab8fa1 No.8195870 >>8196015

>>8194978
convert it to ascii  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:38:39 ID: 1af4b0 No.8195875 >>8195897 >>8195969

>>8195827
Guys I think it's just about doing drugs  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:39:32 ID: b37ddc No.8195885 >>8195893 >>8195902 >>8195903

wtf is gas light?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:39:54 ID: c543f7 No.8195888

>>8195104
Sweet, I was between that and continuing to try to find more sources.  Sources it is.  

POST FILES FOR REPRODUCIBILITY
https://volafile.io/r/BFrgfXr

I can't fucking keep up with this thread.  Settle the fuck down people.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:40:06 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8195893

>>8195885
wtf is google  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:40:17 ID: ab8fa1 No.8195896
File (hide): ce6c82c8f5631be⋯.jpg (21.46 KB, 433x407, 433:407, asdf.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:40:22 ID: 9a44c6 No.8195897

>>8195875
He was rumored to be a pedophile. One of his students accused him and it kinda snowballed then didn't go further.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:40:43 ID: 9250f2 No.8195902

>>8195885 
lrn2google
manipulate by psychological means into questioning their own sanity.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:40:45 ID: 1af4b0 No.8195903 >>8195915

>>8195885
Can't you newfags just stay on reddit?  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WANNqr-vcx0
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195869
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195869
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195827
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195870
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195870
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238196015
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238194978
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195875
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195875
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195897
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195969
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195827
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195885
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195885
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195893
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195902
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195903
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195888
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195104
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://volafile.io/r/BFrgfXr
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195893
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195893
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195885
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195896
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195896
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ce6c82c8f5631bec89d92b52978e37fbf6cec2cb3626154e988c12e84dec1729.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/ce6c82c8f5631bec89d92b52978e37fbf6cec2cb3626154e988c12e84dec1729.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ce6c82c8f5631bec89d92b52978e37fbf6cec2cb3626154e988c12e84dec1729.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195897
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195897
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195875
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195902
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195902
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195885
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195903
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195903
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195915
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195885
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23


Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:41:04 ID: 6c4e99 No.8195907 >>8195913

File (hide): c00d45af3126516⋯.jpg (169.69 KB, 1597x681, 1597:681, slimy rebirth.jpg)

>>8195313
8pol isn't a place where we make shit up trying to make it fit a narrative…. no it's far worse…

8pol is a place where we find shit that reveals bits a pieces of the actual nightmare world that we live in.

Breaking the jew/holocaust indoctrination is probably the hardest redpill to swallow though. So no worries 
mate. But I do want you to try one exercise before you do it. Given that extra strong feeling you have about 
the subject, ask yourself how much you actually know about WWII, The Holocaust, Hitler, etc. Have you 

ever even once looked at it from the other perspective?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:41:52 ID: 75e4b0 No.8195912

>>8195823
nigger i'm not a mind-reader, You should have elaborated on what you were saying. That said, yes, there has to be something in the 7meg file.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:41:55 ID: 9250f2 No.8195913 >>8196111

>>8195907
not the place anon, start a new thread  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:42:12 ID: b37ddc No.8195915

>>8195903

Fuck reddit…. i'm an upgrade from halfchan 10 years ago  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:42:22 ID: eba86b No.8195917 >>8195984

>>8195823
see >>8195835

It links to the person who posted the "real" one. It is still bullshit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:42:48 ID: 82a4b5 No.8195922

>>8195263
Dammit you niggers, I'm pretty sure Winstead was from some of the earliest threads.  He was on some type of community/business/HOA-ESK board for 
the business community in the DC neighborhood where these three restaurants are at.  When ping pong first opened they agreed to no live music and 
closing at like 10pm.  After a while they decided to break upon the agreed rules having music and staying open late.  Winstead opposed this (also them 
having pong tables and seating out front of the reataurant) but was shot down when the board voted and they gave pong the go ahead.  Next time 
elections were up for this board or whatever Winstead got btfo and lost his seat.  He is on public record at one of these hearings saying some shit like, "I 
won't stand for you turning this community into a place of rape and murder" or some shit like that.  So essentially, imagine a stepford wives type scenario 
except for businesses.  This based anon probably somehow knew the truth and tried to call them out and spilled spaghetti without evidence.  Honestly, we 
should try and talk to him to hear his side of the story.  And I still think one of you d.c. anons should molotov this place to let them know we're serious.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:42:59 ID: a75f5f No.8195923 >>8196562

>>8195839
Thats an idea. No mac here. My thought is that there are multiple files that can be split out from this menu, but I would have no idea how to go about 
figuring out how that can be accomplished. There is probably something in the hex that would point to certain filetypes and where to break the file off but 
again I'd have no clue where to begin.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:43:59 ID: 59a354 No.8195937 >>8195964

>>8194593 (OP)
>white rabitt is their god
Okay, that's the satan cult. You guys don't know the belorus part or how one of the satanist 
children actually used their mantra as a song.

It even gotten into meme once.

The song's name "a magic bunny"  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195907
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195907
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195913
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c00d45af312651688c8ab4f66e8fc5f02b3a6395244fac7ce55325da2d295a85.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://8ch.net/file_store/c00d45af312651688c8ab4f66e8fc5f02b3a6395244fac7ce55325da2d295a85.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c00d45af312651688c8ab4f66e8fc5f02b3a6395244fac7ce55325da2d295a85.jpg
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195313
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195912
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195912
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195823
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195913
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195913
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238196111
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195907
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%23q8195915
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195903
https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/8ch.net/pol/res/8194593.html%238195917
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File (hide): 0fcc2dc65b9981d⋯.gif (14.11 KB, 453x442,
453:442, Etisatisanimatis.gif)

File (hide): 38f08330b5834fe⋯.jpg (56.21
KB, 454x599, 454:599, 454px-Magic_krolik.jpg)

File (hide): d2f320e5dceaeb3⋯.jpg
(28.81 KB, 339x481, 339:481, Rabbit666.jpg)

File (hide): 1c96e8fba711fad⋯.jpg (52.8
KB, 367x480, 367:480, X_61e684c2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:44:55 ID: 59a354 No.8195946  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:44:59 ID: eba86b No.8195947

Alright, I'm done sifting through the disinfo. I have other shit to do. Remember to check everything out yourself, it isn't difficult and doesn't take a lot of 
time. Evaluate it yourself, more eyes are always better.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:45:35 ID: 187e37 No.8195953 >>8195985

>>8195177
Its the Comet Ping Pong menu  
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File (hide): 6a8161ece8e1ed8⋯.jpg (66.08
KB, 540x636, 45:53,
6a8161ece8e1ed8806ee07fa70….jpg)

File (hide): 4ea5d6efa963a99⋯.png (215.67 KB,
500x481, 500:481, 4ea5d6efa963a998fd4eac0597….png)

File (hide): 4de707834a3ca83⋯.jpg (62.85 KB,
339x354, 113:118, 4de707834a3ca83d77d794a370….jpg)

File (hide): 6b663db374cefd7⋯.jpg (98.08 KB,
1024x568, 128:71, 7367011a58b3088a3a24a94fb5….jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:46:31 ID: e57b12 No.8195961

Keep it up boys.  If I see anything I can do to help I will be sure to assist, but I am not nearly technologically literate enough for most of this.  Have some 
uncommon Pepes for your due diligence.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:46:46 ID: 3c3559 No.8195964 >>8196002

>>8195937
That kid is fucking creepy mang.  

File (hide):
5bcf3a57eaed4a6⋯.png
(225.76 KB, 444x800, 111:200, Alice-
PNG-alice-in-wonderl….png)

File (hide): 6aad78de85cf1e1⋯.jpg (1004.51 KB,
1500x1000, 3:2, alicew.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:47:00 ID: 6c4e99 No.8195969 >>8195987 >>8195990 >>8196018 >>8196107 >>8196156

>>8195875
I'm starting to think Alice in Wonderland is about pedophilia in the first place…..

Like it's the place where her mind escapes to when it happens….  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:47:23 ID: 4597f2 No.8195975

just want to say godspeed anons who are digging deep. you are doing good work, praying for you lads  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:47:56 ID: e95c05 No.8195981
File (hide): 7fb64435c1d50c1⋯.png (1.06 MB, 670x892, 335:446, 5.png)

When the men on 
the chessboard
Get up and tell you 
where to go
And you've just 
had some kind of 
mushroom
And your mind is 
moving low
Go ask Alice
I think she'll know  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:07 ID: a0c4d4 No.8195983

im out too sorry i cant deal with illustrator right now  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:09 ID: a75f5f No.8195984 >>8196066

>>8195917
I never said I thought it was real, I don't see anything BUT, It reminded me of the MASSIVE filesize discrepancy getting buried in a previous thread. You 
don't think there is anything weird about the filesize? You are giving the appearance that you are trying to be helpful, made 20 some posts ignoring most 
of the previously discovered info… honestly this whole thing is getting out of hand… I don't even know who to filter anymore.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:18 ID: eba86b No.8195985 >>8196035

>>8195953
Click on my id and look at all of my posts. You will notice I keep the tabs open on the hex editor with the visible file names. Everything I've tried to verify is 
complete bullshit. Someone's throwing in disinfo and I'm not interested in wild goose hunts. NOTHING has matched up.

Verify it yourself, you'll find that there is a bunch of nonsense being posted in this thread.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:25 ID: 9250f2 No.8195987

>>8195969
no shit. https://news.artnet.com/art-world/was-lewis-carroll-a-pedophile-his-photographs-suggest-so-237222  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:34 ID: a02421 No.8195988 >>8196009 >>8196018 >>8196217

>>8195585
>>8195441
>>8194774
>>8195413

I knew one of these dumbasses would get careless. This is it anons, Carlos Urrely is our first confirmed pedo, he's brazenly posting pictures of naked 
toddlers on his Youtube channel. Start looking up anyone associated with him, see if you can link any of them back to Podesta. 

It's obvious at this point that Comet Pizza is some kind of nightclub/networking hub for pedos, no wonder they flipped the fuck out at Winstead for filming 
them across the street.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:39 ID: 1af4b0 No.8195990

>>8195969
I don't think so, as someone who has read the book it was pretty much just complete non-sense with no real ending, but maybe, I haven't read it in years 
and haven't read it with this lens.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:44 ID: ab8fa1 No.8195991

White Rabbit = Sacrificing a Baby, if you haven't figured it out yet from all the pictures.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:47 ID: 99107b No.8195992 >>8195995 >>8195997

>>8188095
>>8188503
>>8191141
>in other news ive been looking at the spectrogram for the first song that plays in the background of diychurch.org and there's a few patterns i noticed.
I have seen this frequently when looking at low bitrate song spectrograms.

>>8194640
That's not in pizza.jpg, I just opened it and checked. I thought it was in a pdf?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:53 ID: 583ea2 No.8195993

>>8194640
Five nights at freddies is real fucking life  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:48:58 ID: 99107b No.8195995
File (hide): 2e1b4384a86e1b1⋯.png (1.88 MB, 1580x1192, 395:298, spectrogram.png)

>>8195992
fuck forgot pic  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:49:28 ID: 9250f2 No.8195997

>>8195992
It's a fake by a troll on 4chan  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:49:50 ID: 914a64 No.8196002

>>8195964
The part of the song "etiS ATis ANimAtiS"
It hides SATANAS in it.

Attis - a young man of extraordinary beauty, a native of Phrygia, lover of Cybele. According to one tradition, Attis went into a frenzy and cut off the genitals 
themselves.

EET, aka Aet (Greek Αἰήτης.) - In Greek mythology, the king of Colchis, the sorcerer himself and the father of the sorceress Medea, who tried to cut it out 
of the Argonauts.

Athis - Indian boy, the son of Limnaee, the nymphs of the river Ganges. He was killed by Perseus in using logs.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:50:22 ID: e95c05 No.8196009

>>8195988
thank you, these fuckers have gotten too careless, we're going to start seeing mass amounts of shit deleted fairly soon  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:51:07 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196015 >>8196023

>>8195870
Not that guy, but I did and didn't yield results.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:51:22 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196018 >>8196156

>>8195969
Lewis Carrol was rumored to be a pedo. Who knows

>>8195988
Alright here we go boys  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:52:00 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196023 >>8196052

>>8196015
which program you use?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:52:01 ID: b592ff No.8196024

Reminder to advise the Don about this shit here
https://apply.ptt.gov/yourstory/
I know he knows already, but we need him to jail her and all this people  
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▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:52:10 ID: 914a64 No.8196026
File (hide): d274e0bff040ce9⋯.jpg (50.18 KB, 465x700, 93:140, 13892129424148.jpg)

More information on the subject:

https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=ru&tl=en&js=y&prev=_t&hl=ru&ie=UTF-
8&u=https%3A%2F%2Flurkmore.to%2F%25D0%2592%25D0%25BE%25D0%25BB%25D1%2588%25D0%25B5%25D0
%25B1%25D0%25BD%25D1%258B%25D0%25B9_%25D0%25BA%25D1%2580%25D0%25BE%25D0%25BB%25D0%2
5B8%25D0%25BA&edit-text=&act=url  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:53:42 ID: 22c13e No.8196035 >>8196046 >>8196047 >>8196093

>>8195985

Indeed. The sliding and disnfo is rampant.

Something drew their attention though. 

Time to redirect effort.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:54:53 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196046

>>8196035
Redirect effort? Sounds like you're the one sliding  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:54:57 ID: e95c05 No.8196047

>>8196035
if the decryption was BS the shilling and disinfo must have been the digging on the gaslighters - because those have been the two main things in this 
thread  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:55:18 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196052 >>8196065

>>8196023
HxD. Can't even find the string.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:56:26 ID: 7e57f2 No.8196058 >>8196108

ive been lurking for weeks, watching this get uncovered and the amount of people here trying to swing everything off topic is astounding. I cant be sure 
who is real and who is some kind of disinfo agent, but please please keep up the work anons  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:57:07 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196065 >>8196108

>>8196052
You've got to understand, these people have nothing left to lose. That's why they were already creating programs (that bragging comment about pizza) in 
order that we cant see shit. Gotta use the right program I suppose.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:57:10 ID: 3ea790 No.8196066 >>8196084 >>8196113 >>8196595

File (hide): d01621bb6f320b5⋯.png (359.43 KB, 998x899, 998:899, comet.png)

>>8195984
I opened both and put them side by side. I believe the discrepancy is due to them using a lossy image 
compression format in the overt pdf and a lossless compression format in the hidden one. The way it was 
stored is strange, though.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:57:41 ID: 6bca9a No.8196072

>>8195835

glad to see not all poltards are guillible retards

keep doing Gods work anon  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:58:03 ID: 4597f2 No.8196074

is 4chan being ddosed?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:58:22 ID: 99107b No.8196079 >>8196108

>>8195566
This was inside one of the pdf's streams:

<< 
 /CreationDate(D:20160318172828-04'00')/Creator(Adobe Illustrator CC 2015 (Macintosh))/ModDate(D:20160318172828-04'00')/Producer(Adobe PDF library 15.00)/Title(Hillary_pizza_04)
>> 

If you find any other pdfs with similar data you could probably match it up.

Also the interesting thing about this pdf is that it says pages 3 but there's only one that I can see in a pdf viewer:

<< 
 /Metadata 2 0 R/OCProperties 
 << 
  /D 
  << 
   /ON[7 0 R]/Order 8 0 R/RBGroups[] 
  >> 
  /OCGs[7 0 R] 
 >> 
 /Pages 3 0 R/Type/Catalog 
>> 

 

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:58:56 ID: 3ea790 No.8196084
File (hide): 666cf9cf2e3ad24⋯.png (370.53 KB, 529x904, 529:904, comet2.png)

>>8196066
And certainly on the other 
images as well.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 08:59:47 ID: 1af4b0 No.8196093 >>8196097 >>8196161 >>8196217

>>8196035
This. We need to get back on track. What's the last solid lead we had?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:00:31 ID: 6bca9a No.8196097 >>8196217

>>8196093

tony podesta

he seems to be the brother more connected to degeneracy  
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File (hide): af315af89abd315⋯.jpg (954.62 KB,
2942x3010, 1471:1505, Hawaii_link.jpg)

File (hide): 069e7f8462d9c98⋯.jpg (21.81 KB,
640x480, 4:3, HNP_new.jpg)

File (hide): f86ac14fb38d251⋯.jpg (65.02 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, ETTA_symbol.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:00:59 ID: aa7c6a No.8196102 >>8196680 >>8197911

>>8195518

The primary basis for these child sex rings is blackmail. And when you can blackmail congressmen, well… how else does a pizza store owner become 
the 49th most powerful man in DC? I promise his pizzas are not that good.

>>8195534
>>8195212

That's great you tracked that down, it will make it a lot easier to detect the substitution and word switching ciphers.

A quick summary on the Richie Palmer lead for anons that missed it:

Richie Palmer owns Mulberry Street Pizzeria in Beverly Hills. He is connected to politicians, celebrities, and some individuals who are on the board of 
ETTA, an LA nonprofit which provides services to the mentally ill, elderly, and children. The logo for ETTA is very evocative of pedo symbolism. In addition 
to this, Richie Palmer has a second home in Oahu.

On October 29, 2016 Richie Palmer published 8 blog posts that largely appear to be garbled talk about the NFL. This suggests that a code is being used 
to communicate vital information.

For this code, it seems apparent that the NFL represents Dems while the NBA represents GOP. Also, Massachusetts is replaced by the word "large." 
These messages appear to discuss how these networks can regroup and avoid detection. In addition, it is also apparent that they are aware of our 
probing.

Finally, one lead from the last thread was that suspicious Hawaii wifi signals, summarized by the pic. There might be a connection between Palmer and 
this, but that has not been established as of yet.

As to the mysterious Hawaii address, a Jean-Pierre Genest and Jayne Genest live there. Jayne Genest works for Ho'ola Na Pau, which is a Hawaiin 
organization whose ostensible purpose is to rescue victims of female underage sex trafficking. The logo for HNP - if you interpret the wedges as dots - 
forms an inverted pentagram, with a dot at the middle. I don't have the pictures, but it is very evocative of those paintings depicting five adults standing in 
a circle around a child being raped by another adult.

The founder of HNP is a one Jessica Munoz, and her husband is also on the board of directors there. That is as far as I have researched it.

So that is three separate but related leads in this thread that have the potential to connect. Now I must go to sleep, I hope to see some progress by the 
morning.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:01:25 ID: 2d494f No.8196107

>>8195969

What if Michael Jackson was bred from the get go as this money making machinefor them and started changing his appearance in order not to look like 
his old self when he was a kid and maybe shit was happening to him.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:01:27 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196108

>>8196058
Regarding that cellphone, nobody here nor cuckchan has been able to recreate it. Unless it was another file.

Or this. >>8196065

>>8196079
Could be that it was in a larger PDF and they only chose to export the third page within the original document.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:01:44 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196111 >>8196251

File (hide): d66a873857ac055⋯.jpg (22.88 KB, 500x375, 4:3, 62.jpg)

>>8195913
The Matrix references the white rabbit. I wonder if it's just an innocent throwback to Alice in Wonderland or if 
it's related to how fucked up the Wachowski brothers turned out to be.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMZnIEfUO2c (the song playing in that scene)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:02:04 ID: a75f5f No.8196113 >>8196180

>>8196066
It is stored a bit strange… I opened them side by side in the hex editor, but didn't think to look at them side by side in acrobat. Sometimes the simple 
answer is too obvious. 

==ANYONE NEW TO THE THREAD DISREGARD THIS POST it's probably nothing== and I wasted a couple hours on this
>>8194640
>>8194640
>>8194640  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:04:03 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196129 >>8196629

>>8195839
on linux you can just use the 'file' command to determine file type from among thousands  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:05:05 ID: 99107b No.8196140 >>8196162

File (hide): 2ded95140352c25⋯.png (167.72 KB, 1924x1060, 481:265, Untitled.png)

>>8195692
Oh man, there's about 50 different streams in this pdf. It took about 60 seconds for it to scan them all. Note, 
the streams are most always pdf info like where to draw the lines, what text to use, what image data to use, 
etc.  

File (hide): 159481b2f99d672⋯.jpg (24.31 KB,
480x360, 4:3, 1478799260582-dumpfm-anndu….jpg)

File (hide): 10d8fd346b73bb1⋯.png (86.75 KB,
745x294, 745:294, ineedbrainbleach.PNG)

File (hide): 612aa7b10be81e3⋯.png (61.2 KB,
1896x458, 948:229, uhhh.PNG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:06:03 ID: 9250f2 No.8196147

The only place the white rabbit from 34a66c's posts show up online are dump.fm. related posts are by people who were linked to the poster of the white 
rabbit. http://dump. fm/ShlucHT/2015-03-22/13994419  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:07:13 ID: b37ddc No.8196155 >>8196168 >>8196175 >>8196544

>>8194640

Why is this being ignored… is this troll…?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:07:33 ID: 914a64 No.8196156 >>8196356

File (hide): bde5f89755a04a3⋯.png (1.06 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Alice_in_a_therapy_session….png)

>>8195969
>>8196018
McGee heavily implied rape 
theme in story of Alice.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:07:52 ID: ebc3d0 No.8196161 >>8196179

>>8196093
Arun Rao was the last lead on halfchan  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:07:53 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196162 >>8196216

>>8196140
In that screen I see.. >Harvested

Sounds like the Blood/Milk sacrifice party is over.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:07:55 ID: 6a5737 No.8196164

>>8195790
No.
No. No…

NO NO IT CAN'T BE REAL.
ITS NOT REAL.
WHAT THE FUCK?!
NO NO NO NNNOOO!!!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:08:24 ID: 9250f2 No.8196168 >>8196172 >>8196175

>>8196155
confirmed 4chan troll  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:09:20 ID: b37ddc No.8196172

>>8196168

Confirmed shit poster  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:09:46 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196175

>>8196155
>>8196168
FINAL WARNING. STOP POST-CAPPING THE THREAD WITH YOUR BULLSHIT ARGUEMENTS  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:10:27 ID: 1af4b0 No.8196179 >>8196313

>>8196161
Alright then, let's access the situation. Lets see what 4chan and Reddit are digging into and see if it's going anywhere, if so we continue from there. I hate 
how every time we get into something like this /x/ or /fringe/ or whatever always derails it with stupid shit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:10:31 ID: c543f7 No.8196180 >>8196202 >>8196216

>>8196113

Searched wikileak's pizza.jpg, there's no hidden zip file.  File ends with FFd9 as it should.  

I'm autistic and copied the hex displayed for the anon's disinfo post.  The result gives Rökning dödar!, which is Swedish for "Smoking kills!".  Zip is stored 
as "etc.zip" in the vola.

The comet.pdf renamed from a zip file doesn't have any string "SHE IS AT COMET".  

Still haven't compiled iSteg, but it wouldn't help if there are no good images to search.  Checked for file headers inside various files, and didn't find 
anything.  Not a comprehensive search.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:12:59 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196202

>>8196180
iSTEG is the made up program. Remember the comment "I make good pizza" from the coder of the program. It's all obfuscated by design.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:13:12 ID: f70b60 No.8196206 >>8196219 >>8196226 >>8196240

We were going 34a66c, any brave anons we could get a group there and post pics on "real time" n sheit. I don't want to get anyone suicided, but 
everybody has stopped thinking of getting to that place again, what if 34a66c was controlled oposition so we didn't look further into it and they cleared 
house as soon as they got find out on the board?. Anything goes nowadays.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:13:17 ID: 3c3559 No.8196208

To: allstratfor@stratfor.com
Subject: pizza in the kitchen
>7 slices left for whoever wants it

>pizza tomorrow
>Hey guys,
>You've all done a great job over the last couple, very rep-heavy days, so
we're getting you guys pizza tomorrow. It should be delivered right around
noon, so it will be here for both morning and afternoon crews. What kind
of toppings do you guys want? Are there any allergies we should know
about?

pizza is live. here's the reporting link
Grant,=20
Here's the link to see how PIzza is doing.=20
We launched it yesterday afternoon and everythign seems to be in order. The=
numbers wont really be meaningful for a while though. Right now the sales =
are so small that the conversion rates will swing pretty drastically.=20
You must be logged in as an employee to view.=20
http://www.stratfor.com/charts/mvtest/

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1331806_pizza-update-.html  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:14:07 ID: a75f5f No.8196216

>>8196162
for fucks sake… stop posting.

>>8196180 see >>8195692 and my posts thereafter.
I think we've already figured it out… there were 2 menu versions, one with a massive filesize compared to the one on the website… but it appears to just 
be due to compression. This is a dead end most likely.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:14:11 ID: a02421 No.8196217 >>8196255

>>8196093
It does seem wildly implausible that the owners would be hiding codes to access child porn and/or actual children within the images on their restaurant's 
website. A better angle is to just to go through the social media of everyone associated with the restaurant and find someone dumb enough to make overt 
references to CP, and it looks like Carlos Urrely >>8195988 is that small fish.

>>8196097
This also, we don't know much about him except he collects seriously degenerate art. We need to look into his lobbying firm, the Podesta Group.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:14:15 ID: f70b60 No.8196219

>>8196206
>We were going somewhere with 34a66c*  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:14:49 ID: 99107b No.8196226 >>8196235 >>8196240 >>8196241 >>8196261 >>8196281 >>8196283

>>8196206
I just realized that location is 2 hours away from me. I'm scared to go.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:15:20 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196232

>>8194652
You guys ever remember when those dirty gamergaters used to dox someone's address and swat people, send 37 pizzas or even pull the fire alarm at 
school?

Those were the good ole days.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:15:45 ID: fd02cf No.8196235
File (hide): 1e852eed6cd94df⋯.jpg (104.48 KB, 455x512, 455:512, IMG_0894.JPG)

>>8196226
do it faggot  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:16:41 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196240 >>8196245 >>8196258 >>8196269

>>8196206
>>8196226
I'm 50 min away. Would be down to go with 2 other anons for some Scooby Doo shit. We could use throw away emails to communicate.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:17:02 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196241 >>8196259

>>8196226
I mean unless you're planning to set up cameras or breaking in, what's the plan? Take pics?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:17:38 ID: 4597f2 No.8196245

>>8196240
PGP  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:18:05 ID: e9c2ac No.8196251

>>8196111
listening to the 
whole album as i 
am reading this 
fucking thread
kek help us  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:18:39 ID: 1af4b0 No.8196255 >>8196325

>>8196217
Alright, good idea. That's where we found most of the stuff we have already. C'mon now niggers, he's not going to encrypt CP in his fucking website 
menu. What we need is Anons to keep digging through anything we can get, AND anons on the ground work.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:18:54 ID: f70b60 No.8196258

>>8196240
Check around for clues, also is there any way possible to livestream from a smartphone? :^)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:18:57 ID: 99107b No.8196259 >>8196281 >>8196448 >>8196625

File (hide): 449d67fe450f056⋯.png (1.55 MB, 1825x664, 1825:664, still there.png)

>>8196241
>knock on door
>HELLO?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:19:00 ID: 5264c9 No.8196260

If you are all going to meet up irl, don't forget the wolf and sheep puzzle. Most won't want to risk their lives trying to kill you irl if they know they'll get shot 
themselves if they try to.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:19:07 ID: fd02cf No.8196261 >>8196274

>>8196226
Bring a large hunting knife with you. Something to defend yourself with.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:19:45 ID: 9250f2 No.8196269

 >>8196240
I wish I were in the area. I'd be down  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:19:51 ID: 3a3cf1 No.8196270 >>8196278 >>8196287 >>8196307

Kikepedia: The ANC member, Frank Winstead, published a video on YouTube, "Ping Pong in Public Space", which showed people playing ping pong 
outside the restaurant and implied that the situation was a traffic hazard.
This is a bit weird, why would they even mention something like this?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:20:18 ID: 1af4b0 No.8196274 >>8196301

>>8196261
Bring a fucking gun with you mane  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:20:39 ID: 9250f2 No.8196278

>>8196270
They were definitely gaslighting him.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:20:50 ID: 9a44c6 No.8196281

>>8196259
>>8196226
Just pretend to be Jehovah's witnesses or vacuum salesmen.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:21:01 ID: 5264c9 No.8196283 >>8196297 >>8196304 >>8196306

>>8196226
Get some other anons to go with you if you must, but DO IT. Just look at the fucking thread title, we had 34a66c going there and he either cucked out or 
was killed in action, that place is a lead and WE NEED TO INVESTIGATE IT  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:21:20 ID: f70b60 No.8196287 >>8196307 >>8196347

>>8196270
Winstead made a fuss about it, we should also dig more stuff about it, maybe contact if possible.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:21:27 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196290 >>8196315 >>8196354 >>8196355 >>8196640

I'm feeling kinda stupid guys. Going to call up some bodies and maybe check out ground zero at an UNDISCLOSED TIME :^].  Any tips to keep me from 
falling into the rape dungeon of doom?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:21:28 ID: bcb926 No.8196291

Eli sizemore is apparently trans now

https://twitter.com/irsize

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R31Az2FovHs

1:35, can't mistake it.

coincidence?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:21:40 ID: dbdf1c No.8196297

>>8196283
What if he's inside now? What if they're eating him…or worse.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:21:46 ID: 4597f2 No.8196298

lads, half chan is beeing ddos'ed hard right now
Arun Rao  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:22:09 ID: fd02cf No.8196301

>>8196274
but guns are illegal in cali, dontcha know :^)  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:22:21 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196303 >>8196324 >>8196341 >>8196537

regarding the "word salad" in
>>8191157
this same word-salad appears all over the Podesta emails, with spam titles to make it seem innocuous.  what if it's not innocuous?  example: 
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/31971  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:22:22 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196304

>>8196283
Try to get the police to do a welfare check on the place.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:22:27 ID: 99107b No.8196306

>>8196283
>do it
>we had another anon go there and get killed
hmm  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:22:31 ID: 3c3559 No.8196307

>>8196270
>>8196287
Winstead said something about "murder and rape" what did he mean exactly?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:22:59 ID: 13c5a3 No.8196312

>>8194609
> "Do not forward :)"
> forwards e-mail to his brother  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:23:00 ID: ebc3d0 No.8196313

>>8196179
Guys… Arun rao… potential dirty doj… that name caused the ddos…

And a link to ontopcorp.com in one of the files  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:23:07 ID: 8799eb No.8196315 >>8196332 >>8196346

>>8196290
dont bring id, bring a gun to protect yourself, have an excuse if asked, act polite until shit gets real, dont follow anybody or listen to anyone, if you're 
approached at all run  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:23:34 ID: ec56d8 No.8196318 >>8196327 >>8196334 >>8197216

File (hide): 8d38030e8c93c8a⋯.jpg (30.27 KB, 532x525, 76:75, 1412566707632.jpg)

>live in Cuckifornia
>theres a pizza place in my area with a weird ass site with random 
pictures of Trump with pizzaboxes photoshopped in
>previously dismissed it some random family owned restaurant 
>mfw reading this thread  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:24:10 ID: 97366e No.8196324 >>8196568

>>8196303

http://spammimic.com/explain.shtml  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:24:12 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196325 >>8196907

>>8196255
I mean, we can draw connections. I would probably suggesting looking for local disappearances of children in the news. Maybe even ask police 
departments. Unless anons want to do surveillance.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:24:22 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196327 >>8196351

>>8196318
Where's the link faggot?!  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:24:34 ID: dbdf1c No.8196332 >>8196343 >>8196344 >>8196346 >>8196366

>>8196315
No one should be going by themselves.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:24:51 ID: 99107b No.8196334

>>8196318
There's a pizza place in my town that used to be a front for their laundering weed money. Unrelated to this but I think pizza places are a commonly used 
front.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:21 ID: 3c3559 No.8196341

>>8196303
Fucking weird
>The answer was clear. George Soros seemed to be a modern Midas.body. And all hedge-fund managers have been subject to antifraud legislation.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:27 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196343 >>8196361 >>8196676

>>8196332
Post the address. Fuck it! Bringing the RWDS  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:30 ID: 8799eb No.8196344

>>8196332
i agree, but if anon's gunna do it, then he should have correct advice  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:36 ID: 99107b No.8196346 >>8196357 >>8196372 >>8196389

>>8196315
>>8196332
If some anons went, what should be done? Scout the entire building? Try to enter, maybe forcefully?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:36 ID: a02421 No.8196347 >>8196437

>>8196287
Great idea. Contact Winstead, ask what he was doing. If he thought this place was suspicious enough to film, it must be some kind of open secret among 
the locals.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:44 ID: ec56d8 No.8196351

>>8196327
http://www.whatalottapizza.com/home Probably a dead end but here  

Sage  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:46 ID: 3db08e No.8196354

>>8196290
Record everything …. if u get a good mobile net you could livestream … if you manage to get in unnoticed keep the flashlight as far away from ir body as 
you can (extend your arm) … allways shine light at faces to blind them…
If you bring guns dont forget earpro..  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:25:52 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196355

>>8196290
Also use one of those rape apps, where it sends out an alert if you didn't return in time with last GPS location.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:26:23 ID: ebf15a No.8196356

>>8196156
He would though. One cannot understand the past through the lens of the current year. LC was a pedophile but in the proper sense of the word. He 
loved, was besotted by, idolized children and their beauty; particularly Alice.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:26:24 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196357 >>8196365 >>8196371 >>8196389

>>8196346
Why would you let them know before the FBI gets a chance to raid it. Dumbass  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:26:49 ID: 99107b No.8196361 >>8196371 >>8196676

>>8196343
4811 Speedway
Marina Del Rey, California  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:26:49 ID: 95778b No.8196362 >>8196376

File (hide): db54a759556115e⋯.jpg (22.98 KB, 504x288, 7:4, 5eb0ffde143c624619c792bd72….jpg)

https://search.wikileaks.org/?
query=&exact_phrase=austin%27s+pizza&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_d
ate_end=&released_date_start=&released_date_end=&new_search=True&order_by=most_relevant#results

Austin's Pizza possible involved? Search them on the Podesta Leaks  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:27:10 ID: 99107b No.8196365

>>8196357
That's why I asked.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:27:14 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196366 >>8196372 >>8196653

>>8196332
HAVE THE POLICE DO A WELLNESS CHECK!!
OR THE BAPHOMET VERSION!!

Or send a pizza guy to his doom. It's Commiefornia so 98% chance of losing nothing of value.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:27:28 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196371 >>8196416

>>8196357
A little late for tgat>>8196361
>>8196361
:))))) Rip me  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:27:53 ID: dbdf1c No.8196372 >>8196380 >>8196383 >>8196384 >>8196388 >>8196393 >>8196653 >>8196657 >>8196931

>>8196346
Just check the place out, take pictures, see if there is anything out of the ordinary. Could be a good a team building exercise for some Cali anons. 

>>8196366
That's a fucking brilliant idea. 

 Why don't we SW AT it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:28:07 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196373

Refer: >>8194652
What does government undertaken property mean?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:28:09 ID: 2c8e73 No.8196374

>>8194741
Be quiet or burn.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:28:21 ID: fd02cf No.8196376 >>8196417

File (hide): 46e96206fec4a46⋯.png (14.76 KB, 552x503, 552:503, lmaotbhfam.png)

>>8196362
>the logos even 
have the 
(((echos)))

holy Kek my 
sides.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:28:36 ID: dbdf1c No.8196378

If there ever was a 34a66c, then the SWAT team might find him inside.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:28:47 ID: f70b60 No.8196380

>>8196372
>>8196372
B-but that would be an unnecesary use of force anon!  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:29:07 ID: ebf15a No.8196383 >>8196392 >>8196399

>>8196372
>Why don't we SWAT it?
That's just asking for contamination, disappearance of evidence, surely?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:29:13 ID: 738a02 No.8196384

>>8196372
It's not even a ruse, we're genuinely are suspicious of this place.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:29:20 ID: 99107b No.8196385 >>8196452

File (hide): dc7bc9379c165fd⋯.png (1.68 MB, 1123x871, 1123:871, port.png)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:29:25 ID: fd02cf No.8196388 >>8196931

File (hide): 46df3b535006dbe⋯.gif (355.23 KB, 540x543, 180:181, rushBmag7.gif)

>>8196372
> Why don't we 
SWAT it? 
THIS  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:29:32 ID: a5e1b6 No.8196389 >>8196397

>>8196357
>>8196346
Honestly if someone wants to help, they set up a camera or stake out with a camera to see who is going in and out. 

That's illegal though, isn't it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:29:47 ID: dbdf1c No.8196392 >>8196407 >>8196439

>>8196383
You think the LAPD can't be trusted?

…I can't believe I just honestly typed that out.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:29:46 ID: 9250f2 No.8196393
File (hide): 3565c51df609b29⋯.png (8.41 KB, 215x255, 43:51, 1428529382405-4.png)

>>8196372
Do it  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:30:06 ID: 99107b No.8196397

>>8196389
If you're just recording public area I don't think there's anything wrong with that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:30:20 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196399 >>8196411 >>8196414 >>8196419 >>8196432 >>8196434

>>8196383
Not only does it contaminate it (they probably bleach it), but it tips the whole organization of that we are on to them. This will give them time to clean up 
everything before the FBI could coordinate multi-level simultaneous raids. 

Do NOT fuck with that place.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:08 ID: ebf15a No.8196407

>>8196392
Once someone higher up gets wind of it, who can say what would be done. There might be low level spies within.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:18 ID: 8799eb No.8196411 >>8196426

>>8196399
anon they're already watching us and cleaning shit up

we're on a time table here  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:26 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196413 >>8196422

OLD TACTICS, BEST TACTICS

Local anons on standby to film?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:27 ID: dbdf1c No.8196414

>>8196399
If one of our own is already dead or being raped by these people then wouldn't they already be tipped off?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:41 ID: 1af4b0 No.8196416
File (hide): f1997e40d7eb1b0⋯.jpg (26.81 KB, 421x608, 421:608, c9205719d9a46c0a32aba0dc7f….jpg)

>>8196371
Remember who you are! Use your superior know-how and wit to make intelligent decisions, you don't need to hear 
anything from us. Now get out there! Hell you might even make some friends, gommiefornia is a lonely place.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:50 ID: 95778b No.8196417

>>8196376
http://moneyteachers.org/Pedophile.Symbols.htm

The yin-yang looking circle is CGlogo, used in reference to the website, Common Ground, which was created as a place for both girl and boy attracted 
pedophiles to meet and sympathize with each other.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:31:57 ID: f70b60 No.8196419

>>8196399
they already know we're onto them, shill.
But yeah, we need evidence. If they haven't cleared the place already  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:32:21 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196422 >>8196429 >>8196440

>>8196413
On the phone rn. I have 4 bodies. This is going to be a real life Gabbi raid.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:32:54 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196426 >>8196436

>>8196411
If someone goes there and starts photographing, they might be seen. 

Imagine, the $$$ of these people and the risk of their actions. They probably bought multiple lookouts on each rape-dungeon to tip the whole organization 
off if one is deemed comprimised.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:33:19 ID: dbdf1c No.8196429

>>8196422
Do not repeat 34a66c's mistake. Keep your plan offline. We don't anymore anons to go MIA.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:33:39 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196432

>>8196399
>Implying SWAT = SVU

If local law enforcement is in on it, we're already fucked.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:33:42 ID: 99107b No.8196433

>>8121229  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:34:01 ID: ebf15a No.8196434

>>8196399
Never let your enemy know what you are doing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:34:14 ID: dbdf1c No.8196436 >>8196445 >>8196465 >>8196490

>>8196426
For all we know they could own all the buildings surrounding that place as well. It looks like that repair van with the suspicious logo was outside the 
neighbors place, not theirs.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:34:15 ID: 9a44c6 No.8196437 >>8196515

>>8196347
reverse image searching his jewtube profile pic returns a possible linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fwinstead?trk=prof-samename-name
If any anon has a linkedin try and message him. I don't want my credit card details logged with a throwaway account for the free trial to be used.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:34:20 ID: a02421 No.8196439

>>8196392
Reminder that LAPD shot up some random woman's minivan with a machine gun during the Chris Dorner manhunt. They'd contaminate the evidence 
even worse than a group of random anons.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:34:21 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196440 >>8196455 >>8196500

>>8196422
>Gabbi raid
FBI is already watching this thread. I tipped them off 3 hours ago. Don't fuck this up. That place needs to NOT be touched by anyone but the FBI. Give 
them time to coordinate so they can do 10 raids on 10 different places all at once. 

Also, FBI knows you're planning a crime right now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:34:41 ID: 3c3559 No.8196443

>>8195040
What am i suppised to be looking at here?.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:34:47 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196445 >>8196467

>>8196436
They probably have an underground system.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:35:19 ID: a75f5f No.8196448 >>8196486

>>8196259
just a random tidbit http://antisociety.com/hellbent-on-creating/ here is the likely artist of the rabbit 
here's the garage door
http://yovenice.com/2012/04/23/murals-hellbent-on-speedway/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:35:28 ID: 97366e No.8196452

>>8196385

Global observer risk is always a reality.  Comes with the job, really.

You have your orders.  Perform accordingly. :D  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:35:44 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196455 >>8196468 >>8196473

>>8196440
>>8196440
>>8196440
Taking pictures isn't a crime. I'm not planning on doing anything illegal.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:35:49 ID: c14aa1 No.8196458

>>8191157
Each post has 5 jersies. I suspect that put together they're the key for each message, and you're meant to remove the links before applying it. God only 
knows what the actual form of the key is or what algorithm is used.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:35:50 ID: 84d145 No.8196459 >>8196470 >>8196586

File (hide): 1f2c7f0f365877b⋯.jpg (27.74 KB, 352x370, 176:185, c01cdc370dde971b39b761eb2b….jpg)

hawaiifag here. i'll see what i can 
find about mr. flintstone.  

File (hide): 060f7666525caa3⋯.png (27.36 KB,
833x125, 833:125, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 5139fbc178b9eb1⋯.jpg (24.36 KB,
482x343, 482:343, always.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:35:55 ID: e17d14 No.8196463

>>8195263

https://www.youtube.com/user/sbma44

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztoygG1B8fc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktNbP0iM_mk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dF1lEoBFwX4

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:36:04 ID: ebf15a No.8196465

>>8196436
Could you check the status of the buildings via a real estate website? Some have commercial/business listings, information on sale history, some even 
contain the layout.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:36:16 ID: dbdf1c No.8196467

>>8196445
Think about how horrible this must have been for 34, he might not have even found out Trump won before his death.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:36:19 ID: f70b60 No.8196468

>>8196455
that only gives us more proof they don't want us near!!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:36:31 ID: 3c3559 No.8196470

>>8196459
Good, stay safe.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:36:34 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196473 >>8196487 >>8196501

>>8196455
YES, BUT THEIR FUCKING PAID LOOKOUTS WILL SEE YOU AND GIVE THEM TIME TO SHUT EVERYTHING DOWN.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:37:49 ID: 43621c No.8196482

>>8195241

> it's hard to deny it

It feels like that, but as you keep going (IF you keep going) you awaken to the various psychological blind spots inherent within the main sources of the 
hive-mind platform you are getting your information from. As much as /pol/ or ANY source on the face of the planet may provide extremely useful 
information, committing the great fallacy of depending on one or very few sources to provide all the lessons and answers for you is a luciferian trick to 
worship that energy source literally as God. All the world's secrets are on the backs of cereal boxes; we just don't have the eyes to see them. /pol/ is a 
guide, not your god. Following it's every command without question is a mistake, because you'd be very surprised at the level of subtle intricacy involved 
in the art and science of information and mind control. Always remember that undercover shills are posting here as well larping as /pol/lacks and shifting 
the hivemind into a less than desirable headspace in relation to what it could be. 

/pol/ is good in it's many ways, but spend a little time on /fringe/ or something and balance the information out with some timeless wisdom.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:38:00 ID: 76f6d9 No.8196483

>>8194777
Holy shit good find  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:38:18 ID: a75f5f No.8196486 >>8196507 >>8196546 >>8196617 >>8196625 >>8196658 >>8197072

File (hide): 52b3eb7a62d0d62⋯.jpg (104.88 KB, 625x469, 625:469, hellbent.jpg)

>>8196448
actually nvm…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:38:27 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196487

>>8196473
>>8196473
don't worry I've watched naruto I know what im doing  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:38:40 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196490 >>8196514 >>8196528

>>8196436
The building next door looks like it's sitting on Cargo Containers……  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:39:32 ID: dac173 No.8196500
File (hide): 11e8f85814ea560⋯.png (938.48 KB, 774x809, 774:809, psyops.png)

>>8196440

What if the FBI is involved?

We still don't know if 34a66c is real or PSYOPS.

Someone should simply spy the building first, if possible 
with a camera inside a car.

Whoever goes there: Don't go alone Anon, arm yourself 
and if possible take a big bad dog with you.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:39:32 ID: dbdf1c No.8196501
File (hide): 9b53e0fc547badf⋯.jpg (2.47 MB, 3888x2592, 3:2, 34a66c.jpg)

>>8196473
There's a beach right there. If you've got 4 people just wear beach clothes and buy boba from Venice beach 
and act like a bunch of dumb cucks playing Pokemon Go. 34 probably looked like pic related.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:40:11 ID: 13c5a3 No.8196505

>>8195263
>Why do they talk like modern SJWs but 8 years ago?

SJWs have been talking like "modern SJWs" for a long time. 8 years ago it was evident on the likes of LiveJournal.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:40:24 ID: 3c3559 No.8196507 >>8196523

>>8196486
So this hellbent guy is respobsible for BOTH rabbits?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:40:31 ID: 76f6d9 No.8196510

>>8194798
Check out the author of the app. He's some Saudi  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:41:04 ID: ebf15a No.8196514

>>8196490
Like it is a portable building? So on records only land ownership would show, not the buildings present?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:41:05 ID: a02421 No.8196515

>>8196437
I'll do it tomorrow, it's after three in the morning here and I need to crash. I'll report back if I hear back from him.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:41:08 ID: 86a4d9 No.8196516 >>8196551 >>8196552 >>8196592

>>8194008
Running outguess (backend for iSteg):

outguess -k "469773273" -r pizza.jpg secret.txt

… failed with:

Reading pizza.jpg.... 
Extracting usable bits:   25447 bits 
Steg retrieve: seed: 15616, len: 58536 
Extracted datalen is too long: 58536 > 3181

In my opinion, this one is a red herring. The filesize is too small to contain anything substantial in there.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:41:46 ID: a75f5f No.8196523

>>8196507
it looks like he most likely just did the "abstract art" garage door… not the rabbit. abstract artists usually cant do much else.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:42:25 ID: dbdf1c No.8196528

>>8196490
What does that mean?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:43:02 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196537

>>8196303
what if it's something like this?
https://www.fourmilab.ch/javascrypt/stego.html  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:43:09 ID: 623460 No.8196539 >>8196553

Just chipping in with my two cents.  I think the kikes are ruse cruising you guys in order to distract from the central issues at hand.  Lots of faked images 
and hoax shit.  It's public (court!) record that Epstein abused children.  Retrace your steps and work with what you know.

Focus on Podesta.  He's the weak link.  Make him squeal.  

Saging instead of capcoding, hoping only anons initially see this post.  Don't take the bait, and for fucks sakes be more professional.  It's easier for shills 
to hide when you fuckers aren't being careful and documenting what you're doing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:43:32 ID: 849ec5 No.8196544 >>8196554

>>8196155
Obvious fake. Check for yourself.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:43:56 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196546 >>8196548 >>8196595

>>8196486
are the pink sections butterflies?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:44:20 ID: 623460 No.8196548 >>8196560 >>8196563 >>8196595

>>8196546
What happened to the rabbit, anon?
Pay attention.  

Sage  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:44:34 ID: 3db08e No.8196551

>>8196516
http://www.goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html

Dont even ask how … this is relatet to everything afaik  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:44:38 ID: d247a3 No.8196552 >>8196692

>>8196516
^ This.
I've been looking a bit in the iSteg source code, it's just an applescript frontend for http://web.archive.org/web/20150419030527/http://www.outguess.org/
Interestingly the original site doesn't exist anymore, and http://www.outguess.org/ which is the other main google result breaks too.

Also,
– iSteg - applescript outguess frontend
– concept and p.o.c. code by Hany El Imam (hany@hanynet.com)
– code by Jonathan Nathan  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:44:44 ID: dbdf1c No.8196553 >>8196557 >>8196567

>>8196539
I hope it's fake. If one of our actually got killed by satanic pedophiles before seeing his God Emperor rise to power…that would be far too sad.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:44:51 ID: b37ddc No.8196554

>>8196544
Yeah just did…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:45:23 ID: 623460 No.8196557 >>8196569 >>8196614

>>8196553
I checked the IP out, it's a ruse cruise from what I can tell.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:45:27 ID: 2ec257 No.8196560 >>8196572 >>8196591

>>8196548
Where the fuck is the rabbit?  

File (hide): c3b2092cedee154⋯.png (221.88 KB,
847x809, 847:809, pol1.png)

File (hide): 786e94c61c2ee9b⋯.png (148 KB,
687x375, 229:125, pol2.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:45:55 ID: 688456 No.8196562 >>8196595
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>.7z
No

>.ace
No

>.alz
No

>.b1
no

>.ba
Anyone got Scifer?
I can't find the software used to open this, may be a lead in it's own right but probably not.
See Pictures.

>.cab
No

>.car
Paywalled

>.cfs
Paywalled

>.dar
No

>.dgc
No

>.ear
No

>.hki
no

>.ice
no

>.kgb
No

>.lzh
No

>.lha
No

>.pak
No

>.paq6-7-8
No

>.pea
No

>.pim
Couldn't find download, sounds like it was used on palm pilots

>.qda
Used for games, probably not

>.rar
No

>.rk
Database Application, no

>.sqx
404'd not sure

>.tar .tar.gz .tgz .tar.Z .tar.bz2 .tbz2 .tar.lzma .tlz
No

>.uca
404, not sure

>.uha
No

>.war
No (thank god)

https://archive.li/o/nLKJl/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c3b2092cedee154c30794d1f175a8bd585b1870603862e202152af3a0db78538.png


>.xp3
For visual novels, prolly not

>.yz1
For Moonrunes, have a go at it if u want, probably not

>.zip
lolno

>.zipx
No

>.zpaq
No

>.zz
No

>>8195923
If there are multiple files

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:46:24 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196563

>>8196548
I'm assuming that the picture was posted by the ""artist"' some time ago… ?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:46:36 ID: 3c3559 No.8196567 >>8196600

>>8196553
Have you even kept up with these threads? You should know by now that this is most certainly not fake.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:46:38 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196568

>>8196324
good catch.  i ran one through it and got a bunch of binary with all values <= 127.  now what?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:46:40 ID: dbdf1c No.8196569 >>8196591

>>8196557
Well that's a fucking relief. Did he post more after the fact?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:46:55 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196572 >>8196579

>>8196560
Do we have confirmation the rabbit is a permanent fixture ?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:47:58 ID: 2ec257 No.8196579 >>8196596

>>8196572
Not that I am aware.  I only assumed it was permanent.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:48:22 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196586

>>8196459
godspeed you black emperor  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:48:32 ID: 76f6d9 No.8196587

>>8195092
If it's seriously prompting for a password then you may have just stumbled upon something insanely yuge.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:48:36 ID: 1af4b0 No.8196589

If you faggots are gonna SWAT some shit do it right, here's a guide I've made.
t. /baph/ oldfag

http://pastebin.com/fsmJzaX2  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:48:49 ID: 623460 No.8196591 >>8196614 >>8196628 >>8196632

>>8196560
Someone shooped it in.  I can tell from the pixels and from having seen quite a few shops in my day.

You're being ruse cruised you dimwit.

Comet Pizza stinks to high heaven though.  If I had a few door kickers I'd be sledging their foundations this very moment.  You guys have done good 
work, but now the disinfo agents are working hard to make sure it doesn't go anywhere.  Start doxing the fucks that we know of.  When the time comes 
we can skin them alive and get the rest of the information.  Podesta is a dead man walking.

>>8196569
Disposable vpn ip.  They're SPAMMING the board with disinfo on almost every front.  The kikes are losing their fucking minds that Trump won.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:48:57 ID: 86a4d9 No.8196592 >>8196630 >>8196639 >>8196644 >>8196857

>>8196516
>>8194163
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5716

Alright, this might not be a red herring:
outguess -k "469773273" -r 20151025_192120_resized.jpg secret.txt

… returns a file. The key is obviously incorrect as the file is junk.

Wonder if we could bruteforce it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:49:02 ID: 99107b No.8196594 >>8196602 >>8196608 >>8196610 >>8196612 >>8196613 >>8196623

File (hide): 70e9ec6c410f498⋯.png (78.94 KB, 349x287, 349:287, sign.png)

this is the building next to it, not it, but what does this say?

IF YOU
THINK
SHIT
HAPPENS
←-→
FUCK
HERE(?)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:49:06 ID: a75f5f No.8196595

>>8196562
most likely a dead end… see >>8196066

>>8196546
no… mostly vitorian/cubist/quilt-tier patterns
>>8196548
it was before the rabbit was painted  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:49:15 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196596 >>8196616 >>8196622 >>8196624 >>8196632 >>8196641 >>8196656

>>8196579
Throwing out a stupid idea: what if the rabbit us a temporary sign? Removed when the operation is over? The rabbit on the green house was only a 
sticker, albeit one left there to rust.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:49:41 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196600

>>8196567
Some sage anon told us it was a fake to divert our attention…..  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:49:43 ID: 2ec257 No.8196601

>>8195092
I have Linux boxes to fuck with (and am doing so right now), give me leads  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:49:41 ID: fd02cf No.8196602
File (hide): 710c277ea212df0⋯.jpg (27.51 KB, 475x533, 475:533, 1469908821521.jpg)

>>8196594
Fucking kek  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:50:08 ID: dbdf1c No.8196608 >>8196623

>>8196594
The first part definitely says IF YOU THINK SHIT HAPPENS, idk about the rest.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:50:17 ID: a75f5f No.8196610

>>8196594
park here  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:50:20 ID: ac06ce No.8196612

>>8196594
PARK here. They're cockily inviting snoopers to turn themselves in.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:50:21 ID: 1af4b0 No.8196613 >>8196623

>>8196594
Pretty sure it says 

IF YOU THINK SHIT HAPPENS
PARK HERE  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:50:37 ID: 8799eb No.8196614

>>8196557
>>8196591

how do we know you're not cointel if there really are shills everywhere? use the mod trip  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:50:55 ID: 2ec257 No.8196616 >>8196656

>>8196596
That is a great fucking thought.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:51:05 ID: 0364f2 No.8196617 >>8196656

>>8196486

ruse cruze.

impressive. i think.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:51:51 ID: ebf15a No.8196622

>>8196596
As in the rabbit returns to its warren?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:51:54 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196623

>>8196594
>>8196608
>>8196613
Are you sure it's not something something "employees"←-> park here ?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:51:55 ID: fd02cf No.8196624

>>8196596
Makes sense, why leave an obvious trace that you were there?  
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▶

▶
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▶
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:52:03 ID: 97366e No.8196625 >>8196656

>>8196486

If you compare this with >>8196259 you'll see that >>8196259 has worn tire treads to the far right garage, indicating that the garage mural was done 
before the rabbit was added to the door.

So now we have a time frame.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:52:16 ID: 623460 No.8196627 >>8196660

Again, I can't stress enough how important REAL information is.  Who owns Comet Pizza, where does he live, what kind of car does he own, how does 
he tie his fucking shoes.  If you want door kickers to act when the time comes, we need dossiers for the list.  Come up for air and make a case as things 
go on so that way it's more difficult for the shills to derail you with disinfo.  I put a lot of fucking time into my primer for you guys, I shouldn't have to hold 
your hands.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:52:22 ID: dbdf1c No.8196628

>>8196591
>Someone shooped it in

Fuck off, shill. It's on google images. You're making me think 34 wasn't a fake. You're making me think he might still be alive.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:52:28 ID: 688456 No.8196629

>>8196129
Thank you based St. Ignucius  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:52:35 ID: 86a4d9 No.8196630 >>8196644 >>8196646 >>8196664

>>8196592
Apologies for bumping my own post, but this thread is getting the shit raided out of it.

The other file:
outguess -k "469773273" -r 20151025_191141_resized.jpg secret.txt

… returns something too.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:52:40 ID: 99107b No.8196632 >>8196645 >>8196699

>>8196596
It'd be a 5 hour total time trip if I went and checked out if the rabbit was still there. It was there as on January 2016.

But like >>8196591 said, what does this rabbit stuff have to do with the podesta ping pong shit?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:53:02 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196635

>>8195200
+1  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:53:28 ID: d247a3 No.8196639 >>8196664

>>8196592
Do you know if the keys are only numbers?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:53:31 ID: 2ce51f No.8196640
File (hide): 3db7310407d1bb5⋯.png (175.64 KB, 494x468, 19:18, 1383449192659.png)

>>8196290
>going into a satanic torture dungeon under investigation by the 
FBI where presidents rape and murder babies

yeah, uhh, have fun  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:53:57 ID: c7f74b No.8196641 >>8196662

>>8196596
Was thinking this earlier. Would even be easy to slip a shot into a compilation of photos and deliver to someone for them to find the address by the rest of 
the marks on the place. It's pretty distinctive. Think 'my holiday pics' it'd seem completely innocent.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:54:05 ID: e4a518 No.8196644

>>8196630
>>8196592
FUCKING NOTICE THIS AUTISTS

iSteg returns something, but either it is further encoded, or the input parameters are wrong. We need eyes on this from techfags  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:54:11 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196645

>>8196632
Rabbit is part of the greater human trafficking mythos, it's interesting shit.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:54:14 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196646 >>8196661 >>8196663 >>8196705

>>8196630
apologies for coming late.  where did 46977… come from?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:54:55 ID: 6de486 No.8196650 >>8196666

>>8194985
I can give it a try, but I'm not signing up to them. Can you put the source on dropbox?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:55:16 ID: 50273e No.8196652 >>8196688

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo

I hear children screaming in agony, possibly coming from the grates. This guy wasn't filming a pp table traffic hazard.

Frank Winstead, who were you trying to inform? I don't think it's us.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:55:27 ID: f776d5 No.8196653
File (hide): 526f96915abde07⋯.jpg (581.48 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 50 Blessings.jpg)

>>8196366
>>8196372

when are we going to be 50 Blessings? every know and then we periodically call on /pol/ and affiliates on 
other boards to help if they live in a certain area.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:55:37 ID: a75f5f No.8196656

>>8196596
>>8196616
>>8196617
the photo was take right after the completion of the garage door, before the rabbit was there.
>>8196625
the mural was done in 2012. I already posted a link to an article showing it being worked on. google street view is from this year.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:55:37 ID: 8fc7f0 No.8196657

>>8196372
I'm not so sure that's a good idea. Maybe we should let some anons do some scouting before we get any authorities involved. 

Obviously they can't be trusted– do you really think this operation is done without the cooperation of those in charge of the local authorities?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:55:38 ID: 8799eb No.8196658 >>8196668 >>8196695 >>8196726

File (hide): 33f5bf9267c020b⋯.jpg (507.06 KB, 1085x861, 155:123, 55d5d4fbcfc0ed2e86310bc63b….jpg)

>>8196486
the bunny is still there on google maps you fucking shills. we are 
being d&c'd right now. do not listen to the rabble.

34a66c i know you're alive somewhere. i will not rest until i find you.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:55:43 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196660

>>8196627
If this our FBI Chunin exam?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:56:06 ID: 99107b No.8196661

>>8196646
https://boards.4chan.org/x/thread/18318837/469773273
and reddit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:56:09 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196662

>>8196641
This may be why the rabbit garage rainbow is getting SHUT DOWN so hard. The rabbit wasn't supposed to be street viewed. They might be trying to 
steer us away from seeing one of their silly tactics. Probably not though. Guess we'll find out soon.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:56:13 ID: 2ce51f No.8196663

>>8196646
I believe >>8194008  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:56:13 ID: d247a3 No.8196664 >>8196748

>>8196630
>>8196639
Actually, maybe this is helpful. From iSteg source.

on make_password(password_length) 
 set the_password to (my make_phoneme() & my make_phoneme() & (some item of numerics)) 
 repeat while ((length of the_password) < password_length) 
  set the_password to the_password & (some item of numerics) 
 end repeat 
 return the_password 
end make_password 

on make_phoneme() 
 return (some item of start_consonants) & (some item of letters_vowels) & (some item of end_consonants) 
end make_phoneme

 

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:56:26 ID: 2ec257 No.8196666 >>8196683

>>8196650
Another anon said that iSteg is an Xcode wrapper for outguess, so don't waste too much time on iSteg - go for outguess.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:56:42 ID: a75f5f No.8196668 >>8196695

>>8196658
read my previous posts retard… i was trying to id the artist of the mural, i assumed the garage door was done by the same person…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:57:11 ID: 6b8e74 No.8196675

>>8195059
he's hinting to potential users that the software is safe for pedo use by implying that he is also pedo. It's like saying "No, I'm not ATF, I have lots of bottle 
openers. :^)"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:57:13 ID: f70b60 No.8196676 >>8196686

>>8196361
Address to verify Rabbit is there
>>8196343
proud of u /pol/ first RWDS

We need updates from the anons that are going(?), surely they must have taken their smartphones right?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:57:50 ID: b4c180 No.8196680

>>8196102
after some study, there is an attempt to use similar words to throw off any attempt at replacing one word for another, ie Washington becomes Beuno Aires 
etc, what is interesting is when you can those attempts out you get things like:

Can bring so that you can…

she is on the lookout for…

Not any find while with her…

I believe that those 8 blog posts will yield a few unique notes in each one, will work on tomorrow. 

As for the jersey numbers that is a mystery still but may refer to something or mere padding to cloud up the underneath.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:57:56 ID: 6de486 No.8196683

>>8196666
Will do.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:58:36 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196686 >>8196724

>>8196676
Not a good idea to take the phone. Gonna leave it in the mystery machine.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:58:36 ID: 861ad9 No.8196687

Maybe I'm just tired and misinterpreting this, but it seems huge.

"Today, the public is falsely informed to contact the Children’s Aid Society to report abuse.  The Children’s Aid Society’s then simply cover-up the abuses 
that pertain to their own ring and dictate to police. They are operating as a foreign phantom child pimp ring by use of true Canadian children. This advise 
to the public is illegal and “Obstruct Justice” as the Society’s are intended by the public to be policed by our police.  The police and Society’s have made 
secret policies between themselves to allow the Society to freely abduct, molest, pimp or even kill our innocent children.  It is proper to report all cases of 
child abuse to the police, not to Children’s Aids.
     
          If the Societies were not an unethical ring, they would not absolutely need this volume of loopholes so badly. Further, they would not illegally stalk 
the children of citizens through uncontracted third parties and use bureaucratic torture by misuse of the court systems to destroy the lives of persons who 
try to properly challenge them when the issues warrant challenge.  The wording illustrated in bold further down, is just some of the necessary corrections 
needed to adequately protect families from child abduction. 

        The news has reported that psychopathy is on the rise and it is by far the most dangerous disorder especially when they operate in groups of 
criminal organization. No protections are being forwarded to the citizens against “perfect appearing” psychopaths from taking over all positions of public 
service and authority. It appears that psychopaths are intentionally groomed and grown for those positions and these people can groom the laws for illicit 
purposes."

Found this in the Stratfor documents posted above.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:58:44 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196688

>>8196652
Look at the first comment on that video. They have known as of 3 days ago.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:58:53 ID: 849ec5 No.8196692

>>8196552
if on linux, outguess is still available in the repos and can be run from console. I haven't had any success either trying to extract anything from pizza.jpg.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:59:24 ID: a75f5f No.8196695

>>8196658
I meant to say in >>8196668

the artist of the rabbit*  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:59:32 ID: 623460 No.8196697

well shit, looks like the rabbit is there on google maps.  My bad on that one.

That said, document your shit, lay it out.  Not every anon has time to comb through 2000+ posts, especially now.  You glorious bastards even got us 
podesta's gps coords.  More of that and less getting shilled.  Be meticulous.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 09:59:47 ID: 431280 No.8196699

>>8196632
The White Rabbit is what Alice followed to Wonderland in the book the noted pedo Lewis Carroll wrote about his 12-year-old niece.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:00:47 ID: 86a4d9 No.8196705 >>8196766 >>8196775

>>8196646
It was posted somewhere on Reddit. It is not the correct password.

However, I've noticed that any jpg of significant size appears to output a file with this, so I cannot say we're on the right track with these files for certain.

Will report back in about 20mins. Doing some research.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:01:10 ID: 547eaa No.8196708

>>8195725

You mean like Goat Hill Pizza, owned by a one Phil DeAndrade, who is now or has been Nancy Pelosi's staff member and has been listed as a 
donor/beneficiary in the DNC leaks?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:01:13 ID: 3c3559 No.8196709

>>8194597
Could someone repost this book on the next thread for other anons to see? Going to bed  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:02:44 ID: d8c5e1 No.8196715 >>8196718 >>8196719 >>8196724

what is 34a66c ?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:03:38 ID: 623460 No.8196718

>>8196715
The ID of some anon who claimed he was going to go investigate a pedo palace and if he didn't report back in 12 hours then he was probably killed by 
the pedos.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:03:40 ID: 8799eb No.8196719

>>8196715
see pic 1
>>8194652  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:04:24 ID: f70b60 No.8196724 >>8196727

>>8196686
Friendly reminder to post a timestamp before you leave your phone.

>>8196715
Anon that disappeared or possible Psyop to stop us from going to investigate house in California. Read up nigger.  

File (hide): 2cfc4843aa9e264⋯.jpg (84.87 KB,
648x595, 648:595, 1418000011016.jpg)

File (hide): 456a385d7ebc041⋯.png (15.43
KB, 218x232, 109:116, 34.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:04:31 ID: dbdf1c No.8196726

>>8196658
While we're sitting comfortably in our homes, 34 is out there somewhere with God knows what being done to him.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:05:05 ID: 623460 No.8196727

>>8196724
My guess is psyop.  Remember when CTR was going to come suicide us?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:05:09 ID: ec56d8 No.8196728 >>8196737 >>8196747 >>8196756

File (hide): 3967ff5d9f28884⋯.png (1005.38 KB, 900x702, 50:39, 1379062850196.png)

This is some The Secret World shit. Its probably 
all (((coincidence))) but holy shit its interesting  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:06:49 ID: 623460 No.8196737 >>8196761 >>8196764 >>8196773 >>8197067 >>8197841

>>8196728
The pedo shit is real.  Comet pizza, all that shit is happening.  The trouble is that the pedos are in this thread.  Remember Something Awful / Goons?  
Who the fuck do you think participates?  All the jews, all the goons, all the psychopaths know about us and monitor us.  They shill the shit out of this 
board.  Mossad is involved in countless organ harvesting ops, the kikes are all involved in dirty, dirty shit.

The only problem is that anons are not fucking documenting things properly.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:08:15 ID: 6c4e99 No.8196747

>>8196728
Welcome lereddit anon. Before you go get redpilled on the jews, fake holocaust, fake sandy hook, etc. You wouldn't happen to live anywhere close to 
Marina Del Rey would you?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:08:18 ID: d247a3 No.8196748 >>8196766 >>8196868

>>8196664
Also, password length is 10.

 else if object_name = "make_password" then 
  set contents of text field "password" of window "main" to make_password(10)

If we're bruteforcing images which we suspect were made with iSteg and hope that people used the built-in create password function, then we know what 
kind of password we're dealing with. 3-5 lowercase letters + enough numbers to fill up to 10 characters total. We even know which letters: Here's a short 
python script that lists them all: http://ideone.com/5hYjbj
Every one of these is then completed with enough random digits to fill up 10 characters and done. If it makes it easier for someone I could generate a 
pastebin with the entire list.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:09:29 ID: 2ce51f No.8196756
File (hide): 95e45f3a7223ac7⋯.jpg (279.52 KB, 600x450, 4:3, 1366189523342.jpg)

>>8196728
>coincidence
Buddy, is this your first day on the internet? The pedophocracy has been exposed for 
quite some time. Hollywood is their PR division.

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:09:54 ID: c7d846 No.8196760

>>8195068
wtf is this ??? i read some but didnt get it … canadian police pimping children ?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:10:01 ID: f70b60 No.8196761

>>8196737
>The pedo shit is real.  Comet pizza, all that shit is happening.  The trouble is that the pedos are in this thread.  Remember Something Awful / Goons?  
Who the fuck do you think participates?  All the jews, all the goons, all the psychopaths know about us and monitor us.  They shill the shit out of this 
board.  Mossad is involved in countless organ harvesting ops, the kikes are all involved in dirty, dirty shit.

True but there's always the people that stand up to them all.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:10:07 ID: 6b8e74 No.8196764

>>8196737
the reason is probably that lots of retards still don't know how referrals work. 
DO NOT POST DIRECT LINKS T O ANYTHING. IF YOU CLICK A LINK IN YOUR BROWSER, YOUR BROWSER WILL RA T OUT 
THE SITE THE LINK ORIGINA TED ON TO THE LINK TARGET. STOP COMPROMISING OUR OPSEC, YOU ENORMOUS  
ILLITERATE FAGGOTS.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:10:16 ID: d247a3 No.8196766

>>8196748
>>8196705
Sorry, wrong referral.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:10:47 ID: 8fc7f0 No.8196773

>>8196737
>The only problem is that anons are not fucking documenting things properly.

This can't be said enough. If we're gonna do this we need to be absolutely professional about it. This is not a game and won't end soon, even if this week 
or so of investigation bears fruit. If this is *somehow* pushed under the rug we need documentation so future anons have a firm understanding.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:10:55 ID: 99107b No.8196774

>>8194751
Jesus, look at this commentor's likes:
https://www.youtube.com/user/manjr  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:10:56 ID: 0364f2 No.8196775 >>8196782

>>8196705

Assuming you're for real, take it to the Podesta thread.

This is a CTR jerkfest.

Mods unsticky.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:11:13 ID: 41df2c No.8196777 >>8196795

5trat43lk1N5El0qu@  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:12:01 ID: dbdf1c No.8196782 >>8196785 >>8196800

>>8196775
Why the fuck do you shills keep calling this CTR? The election is over, Hillary has bent the knee. If anything this would be a JIDF thread. Fuck off.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:12:35 ID: f70b60 No.8196785

>>8196782
CTR is linked to all this. check infographs  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:14:24 ID: a75f5f No.8196795 >>8196821

>>8196777
… what is that?
>777
…checked  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:14:49 ID: 705285 No.8196799 >>8196815 >>8196849

File (hide): fe0da4cad40fd5a⋯.jpg (96.33 KB, 515x367, 515:367, with-mrs-clinton.jpg)

Eric Knaus, The Great Zucchini

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vTZ9uLUgsY4

>Children's "magician"
>gets wrekt on local internet forum back in 
2014
>http://www.fairfaxunderground.com/forum
/read/2/1504180/page-2.html
>Plus I have to go masturbate to the 
thought of being the center of attention to 
toddlers. 

Places he's performed

http://www.thegreatzucchini.com/venues.php

The White House
The Vice President's House
The 6th and I Synagogue
5 different embassies

Oh yeah, and everyone's favorite pizza restaurant

Comet Ping Pong!
http://www.foresthillsconnection.com/event/kids-show-at-comet-the-great-zucchini/

Pic related: The Great 'Zucchini' and Clitlint

>Captcha: cp fium  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:14:52 ID: 623460 No.8196800

>>8196782
Arguably CTR is involved consider Podesta and Hillary are involved.  Which reminds me, we have dox of CTR…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:17:00 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196815 >>8196833

>>8196799
Ahahahaha what the hell? Where did you find this?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:18:15 ID: 41df2c No.8196821
File (hide): be742e818c72196⋯.jpg (96.7 KB, 1057x332, 1057:332, -_Notepad _2016-11-11_08-….jpg)

>>8196795  

Sage  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:20:14 ID: 3db08e No.8196832 >>8196840

Guys you are all using steghide… wich is old as fuck, ever thought that new stego tools got released? … use some from the time of the emails … 
https://embeddedsw.net/ OpenPuff_Steganography_Home.html

This got released in 2011  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:20:19 ID: 705285 No.8196833

>>8196815
I unno man, I'm just trying to help lol  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:21:13 ID: 2ec257 No.8196838 >>8196851

I was able to use "outguess" on pizza.jpg with password "q11mr1694671qaj.9.1249698062233" and it returned data.  I don't know what to do with the 
extracted data, anyone have an idea?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:21:27 ID: 623460 No.8196840 >>8196848

>>8196832
The kids have a lot of heart, but it appears that we lack cryptographers.  If competent anons just sit back and watch, nothing will get done.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:22:15 ID: 042d3c No.8196845 >>8196861

>>8194597
This book claims the holocaust happened. Many of you say it didn't. Which is it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:22:26 ID: 66b32f No.8196846

http://dinglewood.angelfire.com/drpong.htm

another dr. pong strange site… investigate anons!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:22:44 ID: f70b60 No.8196848

>>8196840
That meaning, do what you can with the info you get!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:22:47 ID: a75f5f No.8196849

>>8196799
good find. try to break links… the best way to do it for copy and paste ease would be to spoiler  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:23:14 ID: d247a3 No.8196851

>>8196838
If you had the correct data it could give something good back, maybe.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:24:28 ID: 000000 No.8196857 >>8196871

>>8196592

It will return an output file even if there is nothing there.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:24:43 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196861

>>8196845
Most conspiracy buffs aren't WWII buffs and go for the Evil Nazi Space Magician canard. It's easy and let's them feel comfortable passing blame on a 
ghost while the real perpetrators are obfuscated. Remember, you can make a living doubting 9-11, but not the Holocaust.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:25:49 ID: 3ea790 No.8196868 >>8196919

>>8196748
Why do you think they used iSteg rather than some other steganography software? Another program may not have these same restrictions or decrypt 
differently.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:26:10 ID: 39245d No.8196870 >>8196948 >>8196976

File (hide): 0f6f4573918ad90⋯.png (1.04 MB, 1109x685, 1109:685, rabbit.PNG)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:26:18 ID: 2ec257 No.8196871 >>8196887

>>8196857
I don't have time to dig through the source to prove you wrong, but I'm assuming that it would "fail safely" if there wasn't shit in the file.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:28:46 ID: 99107b No.8196887 >>8196894

>>8196871
think of it like this, you have a cipher that translates "hello" to +1 letters "ifmmp", if you translate with a -1 you'll get back "hello", but if you translate with 
-2, you'll get back "gdkkn"

(by +1 -1 I mean shifting from a +1 to b, b +1 to c, a +2 to c, etc)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:30:24 ID: 2ec257 No.8196894

>>8196887
Thanks fam.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:31:30 ID: 60099b No.8196907 >>8196912 >>8196932

>>8196325

They import them from Europe and Haiti 

That commit ping pong guy even had a picture of an infant saying $1300 German girl no touching the merchandise or some shit like that.  Creepy as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:32:32 ID: 0c3cf9 No.8196912 >>8196932

>>8196907
They might also breed the kids themselves.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:33:06 ID: 2ec257 No.8196916

I'm going to script a dictionary attack against pizza.jpg using a small password database and outguess.  Each attempted file will be checked with the "file" 
command, and if it doesn't return just "data", that should be a hit.  Anyone find an issue with this method?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:34:09 ID: 000000 No.8196919

>>8196868

There is no reason to believe they are using iSteg. Some anon just stated that was the case without any evidence. The program is dated, and previously 
anons have run those images through applications that look for stenography with no positive results. That means the photos have nothing stored in them, 
or it is advanced enough to not be detected. 

As someone mentioned earlier, the pizza.jpg ends the proper way for the file format in the hex editor. Most likely someone has been feeding you disinfo.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:36:00 ID: 13c5a3 No.8196931

>>8196388
>>8196372

This shouldn't need to be said, but given how plebbit and halfchan has fucked things up so far…

Ignore suggestions of SW ATing or calling the suspects up

At best, these are excitable newfags who need to lurk moar.

Medium case scenario, our searching around plus Reddit spilling their spaghetti over instagram has alerted those were are looking into and they're trying 
to get us to slip up so they can go to the police and file harassment charges against those they've identified or something.

Worst case scenario, it's entrapment.

Please be careful lads.  
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Sage  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:36:04 ID: 3db08e No.8196932

>>8196907 that was a doll

>>8196912
Stop your /x faggotry. Watch A serbian film. Its almost like a manual to this. 
If you dont like it stop and leave but please stop shitting up the thread.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:36:27 ID: f70b60 No.8196934

If they most def fed us disinfo with 34a66c, by the way the shills tried to prevent us from going. I wouldn't be surprised  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:37:59 ID: 78ae77 No.8196945 >>8196992

FYI it looks like 4chan's started deleting all posts / threads on this stuff.

Also hiroshitter has somehow managed to make 4chan more unreliable than 8chan. Incredible.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:38:36 ID: 1db3fe No.8196948 >>8196958 >>8196964 >>8196977 >>8197062 >>8197623

>>8196870
I thought this shit couldn't get any weirder. I swear I'm gonna get an aneurysm
someone else google 34a66c so I know I'm not losing my mind  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:39:28 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196958 >>8196977

>>8196948
I see them when I scroll down twice.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:39:56 ID: 99107b No.8196964 >>8196980 >>8196999 >>8197008 >>8197033 >>8197050

>>8196948
>people keep mentioning 34a66c
>google crawls these threads and see it used as a noun
>google's algorithms tie it to any nearby pics, which happen to be white rabbit symbolism pics  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:41:02 ID: 50273e No.8196974

4chan bleachbitted just now.  

File (hide): 806a6c79957c279⋯.jpg (15.86 KB,
480x419, 480:419, 1-2.jpg)

File (hide): c994b020976e635⋯.jpg (60.97 KB,
457x430, 457:430, c83d4aeb8f38d895f32d82dacb….jpg)

File (hide): 68dd7c57aa014e4⋯.jpg
(72.09 KB, 564x848, 141:212,
2942f6a305787c4dc5feff3034….jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:41:14 ID: 0a83e1 No.8196976

>>8196870
what the fuck…

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:41:21 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196977

>>8196958
>>8196948
Seen about 20 rabbits after mouse scroll wheel 2 times down. It appears they are real-time monitoring us. They are posting random images with that 
name for dis-info RIGHT NOW. 

Fuckers  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:41:50 ID: f70b60 No.8196980 >>8197000

>>8196964
Makes sense imo  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:42:01 ID: 0290b2 No.8196985
File (hide): 72495292c9fe839⋯.png (990.97 KB, 1793x711, 1793:711, a1a.png)

ruh roh  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:42:53 ID: ab8fa1 No.8196992

>>8196945
Hiroshitter is a CTR or KIKE who bought it out. 

Then they put up those ads "Looking for Janitors" and put a bunch of CTR and JIDF as mods. I gave up today on 4pol, I only use /k/ now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:43:19 ID: a8791c No.8196999

>>8196964
Look its been a long night and the idea that 34a66c is white rabbit for us to follow has entered more than few anons heads already

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:43:40 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197000 >>8197022 >>8197031

>>8196980
But we haven't posted any of those rabbit pictures on google.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:45:05 ID: 0a83e1 No.8197008 >>8197065 >>8197071 >>8197407

>>8196964
That doesn't make any sense. How could their algorithm tie the number to rabbit pictures we never posted?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:46:11 ID: 2ce51f No.8197022

>>8197000
In searching for that "34a66c" it found a copy of one of these threads, and in that thread was mention of rabbits, hence, the algorithmic association. There 
are a lot of fake sites that compile the posts from here in order to simulate traffic for advertising revenue.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:46:11 ID: 41df2c No.8197023 >>8197045

http://heart.pai.ontopcorp.com/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:46:47 ID: 8fc7f0 No.8197029

Stop with the googling 34a66c thing. It has nothing to do with anything… There's nothing it could possibly mean anyways. Don't let our efforts get derailed 
in the midst of 4chan being hushed.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:47:07 ID: f70b60 No.8197031

>>8197000
We still have more than enough evidence to go after 34a66c for better, or worse;-;  

File (hide): 03c2a464163b06f⋯.jpg (112.21 KB,
875x960, 175:192, 34a66c.JPG)

File (hide): 2de8a5440b8cbe7⋯.jpg (47.61 KB,
1895x419, 1895:419, 34a66c.jpg.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:47:19 ID: 8c8376 No.8197033 >>8197072 >>8197136

>>8196964
you're not wrong.
>pic related: A non-jew search engine
Gotta go fast anons.
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:48:58 ID: f70b60 No.8197045

>>8197023
D-don't link it directly, also anon. What is it about?, you're just posting links fam  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:49:40 ID: 3ea790 No.8197050 >>8197071

>>8196964
It looks like all, or at least most of these images are on pinterest. Perhaps 34a66c appears somewhere on that site for some reason? I tried viewing page 
source on some of the results to no avail.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:49:56 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197053 >>8197064 >>8197071

We should probably stop shitposting and get back on track. Get some real evidence in this thread.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:51:11 ID: dac173 No.8197062

>>8196948

I see the same results you see, mainly rabbits, some pacifiers, some Thai gambling number stuff and machine parts.

I've been browsing imageboards for years now, but this shit is getting way beyond /x-BS. When I discoverd this four days ago, I found myself in total 
cognitive dissonance but there must be something to it.

Either (((they))) know that we're on to something and they try to scare/demoralize us, or there are some decent people working at Google giving us hints 
to lurk more.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:51:22 ID: f70b60 No.8197064 >>8197081 >>8197095

>>8197053
Any suggestions?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:51:37 ID: 13c5a3 No.8197065

>>8197008
Related images to those it already has associated with 34's ID. That would be my guess, based on how Google img search usually makes suggestions 
and returns results.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:51:55 ID: ec56d8 No.8197067
File (hide): b276cdca1c0ee0d⋯.gif (10.33 KB, 32x32, 1:1, Changeling.gif)

>>8196737
>Goons

Okay hear me out. Theres a game called Space Station 13, which has deep roots in The Something Awful forums. Its branched out a whole lot but its 
core was pretty much made by goons. In it, theres an antagonist role kinda like The Thing that can assume the identity of other crewmembers. Guess 
what they are called? Changelings. Which happened to be referanced in Comet Pizza's commercial. The most interesting part? Changelings occasionally 
get objectives to steal crewmember's brains  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:52:40 ID: 99107b No.8197071

>>8197050
I did the same, it's actually kind of confusing. I assume visually similar images must be tied in some way.

>>8197008
Cracking google's algorithm has been the long saught after goal of many. I don't know.

>>8197053
This. I don't even know what this thread was at the start.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:52:43 ID: a75f5f No.8197072

I've got to sleep. Godspeed to any anon's crazy enough to actually go check out the place with the rabbit door, avenge 34a66c.

I said near the end of the last thread we should set this thread up with an extremely organized OP post so we don't get too derailed. Specifically we 
needed some basic categories of "what we know for sure", "what we haven't looked into that will likely yield something worthwhile" and "what we 
know/suspect to be a dead end/red herring". We also need more complete archives.

>>8194640 unintentionally started a bunch of people digging in the wrong places almost immediately, and in my attempts to steer the digging into the 
"correct" menu pdf, I think I contributed to this dead end hex-code digging sorry. Also I regret posting >>8196486 since everyone was either someone 
intentionally trying to fuck the thread up or too dumb/lazy to look at the links in the previous post I made, trying to ID the artist of the rabbit, in hopes of 
maybe eventually finding something out about the owner.

>>8197033
>non jew search engine… shiggy diggy doo
try searx.me

Good luck to the OP of the next thread… you've got some work ahead of you. I couldn't even keep myself on track tonight… the sun is coming up  
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Sage  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:54:10 ID: 3db08e No.8197081

>>8197064
Try to hack any of those fagbook fucks who commented on the photos (digging,child taped, child/doll) … maybe they got any open convos about 
encryption keys  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:55:57 ID: 86a4d9 No.8197092 >>8197115 >>8197117 >>8197124 >>8197128 >>8197273

For Linux cunts with computing power to bruteforce:

sudo apt-get install outguess # iSteg backend 
mkdir pedogate && cd pedogate 
wget https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists/raw/master/Passwords/10_million_password_list_top_100000.txt

Copy python script into directory (bruteforce.py):

import os; 
import subprocess; 
import sys 

# Settings 
output_folder = "output" 
temp_file = "temp.file" 

input_file = sys.argv[1] 
dictionary_file = sys.argv[2] 

try: 
    os.stat(output_folder) 
except: 
    os.mkdir(output_folder)  

with open(dictionary_file) as f: 
    for password in f: 
        shit = subprocess.check_output(["outguess", "-k", password.strip(), "-r", input_file, temp_file]) 
        file_type = subprocess.check_output(["file", "-b", temp_file]) 
         
        if file_type.startswith("data"): 
            os.remove(temp_file) 
        else: 
            destination_folder = "output/" + file_type 
             
            try: 
                os.stat(destination_folder) 
            except: 
                os.mkdir(destination_folder)  
                 
            os.rename(temp_file, destination_folder+'/'+password) 
             
            # Output file type 
            print(password + ": " + file_type)

Use with:

python bruteforce.py input_image.jpg dictionary_file.txt

There will be many false positives, but all files will be put into an "output" directory based on their file type.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:56:13 ID: 8799eb No.8197095

>>8197064
>Any suggestions?

any of the leads sitting in the op. i wrote them.  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:57:25 ID: 0a83e1 No.8197110 >>8197329

File (hide): bc096ac1b7c3e4b⋯.jpg (110.63 KB, 604x453, 4:3, -TTVLq3wiIs.jpg)

Marina Del Ray is technically Los Angeles, 
right? We can find out who owns the 
building.

https://www.lapl.org/collections-
resources/research-guides/history-your-
house  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:58:11 ID: 688456 No.8197115

>>8197092

excellent, will start bruteforcing as well.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:58:13 ID: 8fc7f0 No.8197117

Come the fuck on guys how could Googling 34a66c POSSIBLY be relevant to any of what we're doing? 

Also if anyone's unsure of running >>8197092 's code it looks totally safe to me.

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:59:27 ID: 86a4d9 No.8197124

>>8197092
I'm doing this list currently:
https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists/blob/master/Passwords/10k_most_common.txt  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 10:59:57 ID: 2ec257 No.8197128

>>8197092
Alright fam, I was ready to sleep, but you just gave me the willpower to stay awake.  May Kek bless this endeavor, I'm fucking doing it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:00:35 ID: 077347 No.8197136

>>8197033
that's a nice color  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:04:13 ID: 0a83e1 No.8197150 >>8197175

Why did 34 put the wrong address in the picture where he circled the building? It's 4811 not 4865

https://zipcode-address.com/California-CA/90291/4811-Speedway-California-CA-90291-B3M8F103RwOe1LSs%2Ba4QXA%3D%3D/4811/

Was it an accident?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:04:16 ID: 3db08e No.8197151 >>8197189

Ok … we need the decrypt keys …. we know the audiofiles have hidden stuff… aswell as some images. (Rhino/Catpiss etc)
But we also figured out we cant brute force our way in. 

Now the keys are either hidden in yet other images or we could be lucky and find some mails or convos on their social media sites. 

Its for now the only thing we can try. This or boots on the ground.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:08:18 ID: 3db08e No.8197174 >>8197189

Also remember from 2003-200 (7?) They used steghide and the .pig format … after that maybe other compression and encryption.  From 200x-20011 
unknown from then on most likely OpenPuff  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:08:40 ID: f70b60 No.8197175

>>8197150
He said he was parking away from the place and then approaching on foot.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:09:29 ID: 0a83e1 No.8197183
File (hide): 153df992445a846⋯.jpg (202.82 KB, 1361x743, 1361:743, 4811 Speedway, Marina del ….jpg)

Here's the street view from bing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:10:32 ID: 8a7b34 No.8197189 >>8197246

>>8197151
>we know the audiofiles have hidden stuff
Any idea what software they used?

>>8197174
>From 200x-20011 unknown from then on most likely OpenPuff
Any source for this?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:12:39 ID: 924398 No.8197200

>>8194808
way back when wasn't there an anon who posted pics of bodys hanging in a fridge very similar to the one under comet ping pong, now i know fridges like 
these do all look the same but there could be some relation.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:12:58 ID: fe88bf No.8197202

>>8195494
wow hillary was dog whistling them.

and the media kvetches about trump dog whistling.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:14:26 ID: 0a83e1 No.8197215

The place was apparently built in 1963 and is valued at around 3 million dollars. 

http://www.zillow.com/homes/4811-Ocean-Front-Walks-Apt-3-Marina-Del-Rey-CA-90292_rb/?fromHomePage=true  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:14:35 ID: 6a5737 No.8197216 >>8197243

File (hide): ea6b07fdb43740a⋯.gif (629.6 KB, 500x252, 125:63, tumblr_inline_muncs9L0vB1r….gif)

>>8196318
Top result on google for: 
"They are eating people gif"

>yfw  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:14:52 ID: 902705 No.8197219

>>8194597
this is at least as bad as loli doujin manga turned real or worse  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:15:57 ID: c4f145 No.8197227

>>8195313
>I still can't bring myself to fully believe the thing about jews, even still. It's too huge, why would one race have such malicious intent towards the rest of 
humanity? Is it in their blood? 

It's religious and cultural and maybe racial. Remember that modern jews are not the jews of the old testament, they don't belive in that, they belive in the 
talmud. The Babilonian Talmud teaches them that jews are the chosen people and all non jews are like cattle, without soul, for them to use. It's racism the 
religion actually.

Best documentary to debunk the holocaust:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dxsVSzL4HE  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:16:51 ID: 60fcd9 No.8197237
File (hide): 75a9a9869be2865⋯.png (369.5 KB, 1502x746, 751:373, PEPENOIR.png)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:17:44 ID: b60e1c No.8197243 >>8198187

>>8197216
just found this on the fbi pedophile symbols pdf:

>Identical or similar jewelry and symbols as described in this intelligence bulletin should raise suspicion of possible pedophilia activity when found during 
searches. 
Investigators should also be attentive to pedophilia symbols advertised on Web sites.  During examinations of computer files, investigators should be 
conscious of subjects who try to conceal child pornography by labeling them with symbols instead of the typical suggestive explicit names.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:18:14 ID: 3db08e No.8197246 >>8197255

>>8197189
http://alternativeto.net/software/steghide/
Release dates … and there was some mentioning of "using a new tool" in the stratfor mails. Dont have it at hand atm. 

I guess they used one of those for rhino etc. 

Some anon found out that cat 1-6 all were exactly the same size but differed in steno. So maybe something like a .rar archive which splits 1 file into x 
same sized ones.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:19:54 ID: f1b5b4 No.8197255 >>8197289 >>8197293 >>8197303

>>8197246
http://alternativeto.net/software/mp3stego/

Did anyone run this on those .mp3s that were found on elkinspace ?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:20:29 ID: 0a83e1 No.8197259

More details on the parcel. 

http://portal.assessor.lacounty.gov/parceldetail/4294005002

Doesn't seem to be any useful information.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:22:59 ID: 86a4d9 No.8197273 >>8197290 >>8197302 >>8197309 >>8197337 >>8197491

>>8197092
Updated code (if the file type contained slashes, it'd fuck up. Should be fixed here):

import os; 
import subprocess; 
import sys 
import re 

# Settings 
output_folder = "output" 
temp_file = "temp.file" 

input_file = sys.argv[1] 
dictionary_file = sys.argv[2] 

try: 
    os.stat(output_folder) 
except: 
    os.mkdir(output_folder)  

with open(dictionary_file) as f: 
    for password in f: 
        print("Trying: " + password) 
        # Modify line below to use a different steg program 
        shit = subprocess.check_output(["outguess", "-k", password.strip(), "-r", input_file, temp_file]) 
        file_type = subprocess.check_output(["file", "-b", temp_file]) 
         
        if file_type.startswith("data"): 
            os.remove(temp_file) 
        else: 
            destination_folder = "output/" + re.sub(r'\W+', '', file_type) 
             
            try: 
                os.stat(destination_folder) 
            except: 
                os.mkdir(destination_folder)  
                 
            os.rename(temp_file, destination_folder+'/'+password) 
             
            # Output file type and password 
            print(password + ": " + file_type) 

 

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:23:00 ID: 00946c No.8197274 >>8197291

wtf is this shit?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:25:51 ID: f1b5b4 No.8197289

>>8197255
 
http://www.petitcolas.net/steganography/mp3stego/

Anyone have them??  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:25:50 ID: 5eb4e1 No.8197290

>>8197273
Word, making the edits.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:25:52 ID: 6a5737 No.8197291
File (hide): 5c9618ddea944af⋯.jpeg (9.63 KB, 225x225, 1:1, 2016-11-08-09-11-30--1214….jpeg)

>>8197274
"Buckle thine asshole. Shits 
about to get real."

-William Shitposter  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:26:36 ID: a70c26 No.8197293

>>8197255
what passwords do we have so far for decoding attempts  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:27:11 ID: 66b32f No.8197297 >>8197461 >>8197480 >>8197518 >>8197530

4chan deleted everything about the investigation, new threads will be closed.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:27:55 ID: 3ea790 No.8197302 >>8197515

>>8197273
Doing the same thing but with steghide right now  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:28:16 ID: e35691 No.8197303 >>8197321 >>8197378 >>8197423

>>8197255
Went ahead and ran it, nothing. Really implies nothing, we had no reason to assume this will work, or that there are any hidden files. 

The hidden files idea originally came from goodandplenty.de, when someone thought they were hiding pics inside audio, but it looks more like a fake/joke 
software.

The hidden files lead is turning out to be kinda bogus. We may have better actually hacking these sites, or sticking to just James Aelefantis and his pedo 
instagram friends.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:29:12 ID: 5eb4e1 No.8197309

>>8197273
Non-zero exit status kills the script in my case, and the first password causes a non-zero exit status.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:30:30 ID: 3db08e No.8197318 >>8197343

https://web.archiv
e.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/

For those new..
 Those are the audios…. remember, those with a continuous number are an archive and probably need a tool wich can decrypt and combine multiple files 
at once.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:30:45 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197321

>>8197303
Never
Give
Up  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:32:13 ID: 2a32cf No.8197329 >>8197352

>>8197110
I thought we already knew that it was Government  Undertaked or something like that?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:32:18 ID: a70c26 No.8197331 >>8197343

look at the mp3 ID tags. Stuff like this in there:

 000003C8 0000042D 00005098 0000563E 00022AE5 00022AE5 00008A85 00008C26 0000D578 0002C69C

(from Christams in Austin.mp3)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:32:55 ID: 5eb4e1 No.8197337 >>8197359 >>8197386

>>8197273
I'm going to bash script it in the meanwhile, but my script won't check and sort file types like yours - any way to make Python not give a fuck about failed 
exit values?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:34:09 ID: f1b5b4 No.8197343 >>8197381 >>8197430

>>8197318
>>8197331
http://www.petitcolas.net/steganography/mp3stego/

anyone on windows?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:35:25 ID: 0a83e1 No.8197352 >>8197405

>>8197329
Oh, you're right. Sorry, really tired, not thinking straight. 

What is the government doing with a building that valuable?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:36:01 ID: 86a4d9 No.8197359 >>8197396

>>8197337
I'm not very proficient in Python unfortunately, so not sure I can help you.

If you bash script it, post here. You should be able to run "file -b" and read the result back.

I just didn't know how to whip it up quickly with a shell script so used Python.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:38:58 ID: 8799eb No.8197378 >>8197401

i'm working on some bookkeeping right now for the newfags. im trying to make it good, and if its still shit you guys can fix it up for me.

>>8197303
there are six files that were noted for being particularly interesting. cat_fart__guitar_1 through 6 were all the same sound when played in an mp3 player, 
and were the same length/filesize, but showed very distinctly different data when look at with a hex editor. however, looking on diy church's archive.org, i 
cannot find them. they were probably purged. so, /r/ing those 6 files if the anon that did the comparisons before still has them. otherwise yeah this is 
probably a dead lead now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:39:16 ID: a70c26 No.8197381 >>8197389

>>8197343
need a passphrase  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:40:30 ID: 3ea790 No.8197386 >>8197396

>>8197337
Put it in a try-except block  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:41:37 ID: f1b5b4 No.8197389

>>8197381
DETECTING MP3STEGO EMBEDDED CONTENTS: A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ON A PARITY STEGANOGRAPHY ALGORITHM

currently reading this - https://etda.libraries.psu.edu/catalog/9586

download link to his thesis in on the right.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:43:34 ID: 5eb4e1 No.8197396 >>8197404 >>8197473

>>8197386
>>8197359
I'm using:

for password in $(cat 10_million_password_list_top_100000.txt); do outguess -k "$password" -r pizza.jpg files/$password.dat; find ./files -size 0 | xargs rm 
-v; done

It shit-cans zero-length files, and saves the output as the password with a .dat extention.  It doesn't like all corner cases (like apostrophes in the password 
- "pic's" password was one I noticed didn't work)… anyhow it's ugly as all fuck but is working.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:44:43 ID: 3db08e No.8197401 >>8197423

>>8197378
https://web.arc hive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkins space.com/catshit/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:45:10 ID: 5eb4e1 No.8197404

>>8197396
It's done, with exception of corner cases which I'm reviewing now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:45:28 ID: 2a32cf No.8197405 >>8197415 >>8197432

>>8197352
The only way to find out is to somehow link something solid with that building.

Unless we have a volunteer to storm the building with a hockey mask and a live feed?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:46:02 ID: 1cb866 No.8197407
File (hide): eb0246b2f717f44⋯.gif (479.65 KB, 500x281, 500:281, 1442427786715.gif)

>>8197008
Because that string of letters and "white 
rabbits" have constantly been mentioned 
together.

It's not rocket surgery anon.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:47:35 ID: 5e3cac No.8197411 >>8197417 >>8197420

reply to previous bread

>>8194309

No. It is a lying eight aka infinity with a space running through it. 
SPOOPY
Maybe I am exagerrating but could this be a hint those fucking pedos want to give us? Are they really so stupid to mess with an army of autist users of an 
chinese copperplate engraving board backupped by KEK?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:48:46 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197415
File (hide): 01669b05f4dc590⋯.jpg (8.26 KB, 255x254, 255:254, 1470581467709.jpg)

>>8197405  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:49:19 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197417 >>8197474

>>8197411
It could be a wife of a pedo.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:49:27 ID: 99107b No.8197420 >>8197433

>>8197411
Isn't the 14 FISH thing the myth of osiris?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:49:55 ID: 8799eb No.8197423

>>8197401
thanks a lot anon. this link is where any anon who wants to be a cryptofag should be. study 1-6.

>>8197303
regarding diychurch.org, i have one more thing to say. that site employs a strategy that directly counters our strength. if you've been there, i dont have to 
explain it. they know our tactics and they are adapting, or it was a huge coincidence.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:51:22 ID: a70c26 No.8197430

>>8197343
One thing that tells me there is something funny about those files is the fact that they are mp3. mp3 is completely useless for raw audio files in a DAW. 
You only ever use mp3 for mastered files / distribution of finished files. Converting a freshly recorded audio file to mp3 is BS. Something is hidden in there  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:51:56 ID: c4f145 No.8197432

>>8197405
I would probably do it if I lived in America and in the area. But just one person going alone is probably a bad idea, you need a couple of armed people, 
maybe one filming from a distance. Don't want to end up like 34a66c.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:52:18 ID: 4626fe No.8197433 >>8197444 >>8197449 >>8197474

>>8197420
Obviously, he was fishing for teens. Get it?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:53:52 ID: d13a56 No.8197441

>>8195827
>men on the chessboard

This may be a reference to free masons.

http://freemasoninformation.com/2009/03/the-checkered-flooring/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:54:20 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197444 >>8197451

>>8197433
14 year old fishing  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:55:08 ID: 4626fe No.8197449 >>8197451

>>8197433
You're probably right.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:55:34 ID: 4626fe No.8197451

>>8197449
Meant to reference
>>8197444  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:55:38 ID: fdcf82 No.8197454

>>8194650
no idea but any generic hex editor should be able to do that  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:56:36 ID: 1cb866 No.8197461 >>8197480

>>8197297
You have to be fucking kidding me.

Hopefully the Streisand Effect will take it's course.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:56:45 ID: 6cc76c No.8197462 >>8197498

File (hide): a729ad51591c875⋯.png (1.19 MB, 1225x647, 1225:647, pizza creeps.png)

I'm actually getting 
creeped out by all 
this shit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:58:25 ID: 34d9f5 No.8197466

>>8194751
>>Jody Gale 8 years ago
>
>>Frank should probobly do us all a favor and find that fat ANC broad from cleveland park and jump off the key bridge togeahter. 

he also lost his job in the ANC  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:59:18 ID: 34d9f5 No.8197472

>>8194997
don't be scared
god and memes will protect us  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:59:23 ID: 86a4d9 No.8197473 >>8197490

>>8197396
Actually, going on size isn't a bad approach.

We can assume that if they're embedding pizza in there, then the filesize would have to be 50KB+ for it be any good.

You should filter based on that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 11:59:35 ID: 5e3cac No.8197474

>>8197417
>pedo wife
If so she will be hung too on the DOTR 

>>8197433 (check'd)
I saw the fish/eight only when NoScriot was activated. Those sick fucks are sick fucks but no retards so maybe they know that some people here are 
somehow technically sophisticated and are usimg tools like NoSc. And we know that they know that we know…  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:00:41 ID: 1cb866 No.8197480
File (hide): 214aba052f75066⋯.png (353.04 KB, 320x280, 8:7, Celes7.png)

>>819729
7
>>819746
1
And on 
top of that 
4plebs is 
down.

Things 
just keep 
getting 
curiouser 
and 
curiouser.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:01:04 ID: 5eb4e1 No.8197483

I pulled 7ish MB of outguess password-brute-forced files from pizza.jpg, none were image files, most were "data" as reported by the file command, and 
I'm fucking tired as hell and going to sleep.  Will fuck with scripting other steg apps tomorrow.  God speed to all of you working to get to the bottom of this, 
and fuck all of you pedos.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:01:42 ID: fdcf82 No.8197487 >>8197510 >>8197752

What if the word salad posts are some kind of way to advertise the kids and they all have a pattern that can be followed by knowledgeable people?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:02:23 ID: ef2f6b No.8197489
File (hide): 727ac8776869c2d⋯.png (174.03 KB, 500x492, 125:123, 727ac8776869c2d18df0382899….png)

I can only see multiple anons storming that shit being a viable 
option.
I've been lurking for only 2 hours on my phone and I'm fucking 
creeped. 34a66c needs to be avenged/saved.

sage for shitposting  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:02:59 ID: 5eb4e1 No.8197490

>>8197473
I have 7MB of shit extracted into random files, they all compress to about 512K with XZIP… do you want the XZIP file to fuck with while I sleep?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:03:10 ID: 34d9f5 No.8197491

>>8197273
what file are we trying to find the password of?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:04:46 ID: c93514 No.8197498

>>8197462
Not gonna lie that little chubby kid with the Pizza shirt is pretty much my spirit animal.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:06:22 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197510

>>8197487
Everyone in this thread already sees that. Cmon man :P  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:07:13 ID: 3ea790 No.8197515

>>8197302
Code for steghide, by the way (bash):

image="file.jpg" 
c=0 
while read p || [[ -n $p ]]; do 
    let "rem = $c % 10000" 
    if [ $rem -eq 0 ]; then 
        echo $c 
    fi   
    steghide extract -q -p $p -sf $image -xf brute-sh_out &> /dev/null 
    let c=c+1 

done < 10_million_password_list_top_100000.txt

If the password is wrong, it spits out "steghide: could not extract any data with that passphrase!" to stderr instead writing a file.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:08:02 ID: b60e1c No.8197518 >>8197530

>>8197297
why would they do that?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:09:10 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197525

WE ARE CLOSE T O BUMP LOCK, LE TS CUT THE CHIT CHA T AND LET THE SMART CODERS NOT LOSE THIS THREAD  
WHEN THEY WAKE UP, PLEASE  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:09:34 ID: 34d9f5 No.8197530 >>8197542

>>8197518
>>8197297
4chan despite behing disliked here really helped a lot with the digging

why they would do that?
i guess in the beginning they tried to not delete, because they thought it would get more attention,

when it did not stopped they had to delete

our digging caused many of these people to destroy evidence and try to hide better  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:11:50 ID: 040bf9 No.8197537

>>8195068
>https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/53/531436_news-u-won-t-find-in-the-news-.html

Bill Blair?  I knew Fantino was a nonce, but Blair?

>Police Chief’s William Blair & Robert Davis are forcibly confining a child in Guelph for illicit purposes that needs to be saved by the public - a Frank 
Phillips of Keswick Ont. was friend of David Collings where James Goralczyk & others where molested in the 1980’s – Annie Ivy-Lee Aviado b. May 10, 
2000 had been abducted & is likely being forcibly confined in Guelph Ont. & being forced into prostitution by William Blair who is the Chief of the Chief’s 
of police & is the boss of Chief Robert Davis of Guelph – It is likely that Chief Robert Davis in enforcing prostitution of this small child as he fails day after 
day to respond to save her life & appears to have a hit man in Tor. named Eric Davis with many others of the circle trying to kill the child’s lawful mother – 
Davies – Davison / Davidson to Robert Alexander Matheson – Avis to Judith Chandler – Mary Jocelyn Aviado?)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:12:17 ID: fdcf82 No.8197542

>>8197530
can you go try to fit in on a shitpost or something?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:14:41 ID: ec56d8 No.8197553 >>8197558 >>8197569 >>8197901

File (hide): b65ac55c685b097⋯.png (25.55 KB, 460x300, 23:15, 1364592690015.png)

Well I've finally finished reading through the previous threads and shit. Im seriously not gonna be sleeping 
tonight. I already have problems with having nightmares about dead/dying kids and that blue barrel is gonna 
fucking haunt me.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:16:08 ID: 34d9f5 No.8197558 >>8197575

>>8197553
>that blue barrel is gonna fucking haunt me.

it really looks like human (brain) tissue doesnt it?
or am I crazy  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:18:14 ID: 4626fe No.8197569

>>8197553
Hello newfriend. Welcome to /pol/.

I had the same feeling in the old days when I first saw /hebe/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:19:34 ID: ec56d8 No.8197575

>>8197558
I was hugely into forensic studies in middle and high school One of the reasons I have those nightmares is because I took a Police Explorers program 
and one of the days was about forensics and they showed us a bunch of crime scene photos. Some of them were kids. It definitely looks SOMETHING 
organic and rotting.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:29:45 ID: bf62c7 No.8197623

>>8196948
Also there are pacifiers and plush

Kill me  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:30:16 ID: 93a0ab No.8197624

"After adoption, there is no way of proving that the child was in fact adopted and not sold to slavery of some kind or even dismembered for transplant 
organs.  The police agree to turn a blind eye. Parents get no answers. Regardless that there is a staggering 2,000 foster children missing in North 
America in 2006, the police officers keep handing our children over freely to the phantom foreign criminally organized ring. This staggering number of 
missing children does not happen when children are left with their real parents. These loopholes have lead to a pandemic of pedophiles and their 
enablers in position of authority over children. These authorities do not have to prove anything or answer to anyone."

47075_1.7 Abducted Children Laws Part 2.doc

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/53/531436_news-u-won-t-find-in-the-news-.html  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:34:31 ID: 86a4d9 No.8197643 >>8197661

No sensible files found with Outguess run on 20151025_191141_resized.jpg using dictionary:
https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists/raw/master/Passwords/10k_most_common.txt

Code updated below to be more error resistant:

import os; 
import subprocess; 
import sys 
import re 

# Settings 
output_folder = "output" 
temp_file = "temp.file" 

input_file = sys.argv[1] 
dictionary_file = sys.argv[2] 

try: 
    os.stat(output_folder) 
except: 
    os.mkdir(output_folder)  

with open(dictionary_file) as f: 
    for password in f: 
        print("Trying: " + password) 
         
        try: 
            shit = subprocess.check_output(["outguess", "-k", password.strip(), "-r", input_file, temp_file]) 
        except: 
            print("Steg program shat itself.") 
             
        file_type = subprocess.check_output(["file", "-b", temp_file]) 
         
        if file_type.startswith("data"): 
            os.remove(temp_file) 
        else: 
            destination_folder = "output/" + re.sub(r'\W+', '', file_type)[0:64] 
             
            try: 
                os.stat(destination_folder) 
            except: 
                os.mkdir(destination_folder)  
                 
            os.rename(temp_file, destination_folder+'/'+password) 
             
            # Output file type 
            print(password + ": " + file_type) 

 

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:38:10 ID: f1b5b4 No.8197661 >>8197684 >>8197718

File (hide): 13ac6c321b8fc17⋯.png (22.81 KB, 726x512, 363:256, fart.png)

>>8197643
Uhhh, how did everyone 
miss the comments on 
these files?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:41:40 ID: a70c26 No.8197684 >>8197700

>>8197661
I did mention it. Strange isn't it. Any ideas what these coulkd mean? I don't.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:44:53 ID: b60e1c No.8197699 >>8197758

>>8195615
it also has some occult/ritualistic meaning for them, its not only about money and sex

the very way they spread those pedo logos is somewhat ritualistic, as if it were a magick sigil  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:44:55 ID: f1b5b4 No.8197700

>>8197684

Could they be hex? You download part 1 - 6, line them all up and you'd get a new full file? 

Maybe a file containing a password as I can't imagine it'd be a very large file  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:45:31 ID: 59057b No.8197704 >>8197709 >>8197720

File (hide): b225a08be19fe1b⋯.jpg (63.54 KB, 960x654, 160:109, bavarian-illuminati-card.jpg)

What happened to 34a66c? I have been 
off /pol/ for a while, get me up to speed 
boys.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:46:20 ID: f70b60 No.8197709

>>8197704
Read the op, lots of info there  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:46:57 ID: 294817 No.8197712

I'm an anon in Hawaii and I was texting all my local my friends about this just to inform them about an hour ago after finding this thread. Two guys in army 
gear and a man in a green zentai suit showed up at my workplace, asked if I worked here and left. Could just be a coincidence but it was creepy. Please 
stay safe Hawaii anons lurking the thread.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:47:59 ID: 8799eb No.8197718 >>8197747

>>8197661
definitely looks like hex to me. no letters above F is a pretty big giveaway with that sample size.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:48:16 ID: b60e1c No.8197720

>>8197704
no one knows for sure
supposedly he never posted again after that day  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:51:11 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197747
File (hide): 82a40ca08694dea⋯.gif (1.98 MB, 390x205, 78:41, RG0BS1U.gif)

>>8197718
Make it 
happen!  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:51:16 ID: 86a4d9 No.8197749

Steghide script. I think this might work on the .wav files too?

import os; 
import subprocess; 
import sys 
import re 

# Settings 
output_folder = "output" 
temp_file = "temp.file" 

input_file = sys.argv[1] 
dictionary_file = sys.argv[2] 

try: 
    os.stat(output_folder) 
except: 
    os.mkdir(output_folder)  

with open(dictionary_file) as f: 
    for password in f: 
        print("Trying: " + password) 
         
        try: 
            shit = subprocess.check_output(["steghide", "extract", "-sf", input_file, "-p", password.strip(), "-xf", temp_file
             
            file_type = subprocess.check_output(["file", "-b", temp_file]) 
             
            if file_type.startswith("data"): 
                os.remove(temp_file) 
            else: 
                destination_folder = "output/" + re.sub(r'\W+', '', file_type)[0:64] 
                 
                try: 
                    os.stat(destination_folder) 
                except: 
                    os.mkdir(destination_folder)  
                     
                os.rename(temp_file, destination_folder+'/'+password) 
                 
                # Output file type 
                print(password + ": " + file_type) 
        except: 
            print("Nothing found.") 

Not very well tested.

Run the same as the other one:
sudo apt-get install steghide
python steghide.py file.jpg dictionary.txt  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:51:38 ID: 0931e3 No.8197752 >>8197770

>>8197487
I went ahead and did an exact quote Google search on "up and running 13 mmorpgs" from the Indiana Colts post. It came up with two other weird looking 
blogs that are word salad as well, but certain words are swapped out.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:52:40 ID: a70c26 No.8197758 >>8198018 >>8198061

>>8197699

And what now?

 00000A06 00000B6B 00004002 00003FEB 0002F678 0004DA3E 00008211 0000864F 000507A7 0004D89C 00000607 000006F9 00002859 00002FAA 
0004D953 0004DAA7 0000814A 00008035 000507A7 0004DE05 0000088E 00000935 0000349B 00003A03 0004E458 0004DB29 000083E0 00008266 
0004F4AC 00050605 000008EE 0000099D 00003067 000035FB 0002F678 0004DB29 00007F4F 00008260 0004F443 0002721F 0000086E 0000083F 
000040C9 00002D03 00050D43 0004DA3E 00008176 0000792F 0004D89C 00013F2F 000009A8 0000088D 00003597 0000417D 0004E1CB 
0004DA58 000081D0 00007FC4 0004D89C 0004F33E  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:55:29 ID: e35691 No.8197770 >>8197785 >>8197804

>>8197752
Yeah, because these are spun articles. Used to be common a few years ago, it's original content to mess with Google search rankings and make your 
site look bigger. 

No big deal. Not a lead whatsoever.  
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 12:57:08 ID: 8799eb No.8197785 >>8197815

>>8197770
nigger the cyphered text was uploaded the day after comey reopened his investigation. you're gunna have to shill harder than that.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:00:08 ID: 0931e3 No.8197804

>>8197770
It did cross my mind that it could be some sort of bot. I've heard about old forums that have been abandoned and now they're just bots communicating 
with each other. With no user input for them to "learn" and correct themselves, eventually their posts degenerate into gibberish.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:01:44 ID: 66b32f No.8197812 >>8197885

ok the hex in the mp3 id3 comments is nothing. https://i.imgur.com/RsToeiR.png  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:02:19 ID: e35691 No.8197815 >>8197824 >>8197910

>>8197785
"Cyphered text" lmfao. Pretty sure 99% of you are LARPing now. 

The trail has been cold for a while now, no real clues. People are posting nonsense and making stuff up (white rabbit, hidden files, etc.) and hoping some 
dumb teenagers will believe it.

We are now firmly in /x/ territory.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:04:44 ID: 8799eb No.8197824

>>8197815
that's a better effort. still needs work though.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:07:28 ID: 9aefca No.8197836 >>8197845

Guys,

I'm a web-dev. Would you be interested in a investigation organisation website? A central place for all our research, with options to set connections 
between people, links, pictures and emails. Maybe auto-generate mind maps based on the data. But mainly to keep track of and visualize all the 
connections between the people.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:07:59 ID: 2880d0 No.8197841

>>8195221
>>8195477

Underrated posts.

>>8196737
I noticed today when I got on to /pol/ that we are up to 4700 users. That's at least a thousand more than even peak shilling during the election. Keep 
digging lads.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:08:54 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197845 >>8197853

>>8197836
Not really. OPSEC via comprimised Admins could sabotage the cause. 

No thanks.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:10:27 ID: 9aefca No.8197853

>>8197845
I get your point, It would have to be verifiable in some way, maybe edit-logs or hourly dumps to pastebin or similar.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:14:54 ID: f1b5b4 No.8197885 >>8197959

>>8197812
Nice find, stops that dead end.

How can I tell if an MP3 was encoded at 8hz ?

"The reasoning here is that since the MP3Stego application
uses the 8hz MP3 encoder, if an MP3 is determined to been created using another encoder, it
cannot then be embedded with MP3Stego content, since MP3Stego was not used to create the
file."  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:17:33 ID: 00946c No.8197901 >>8197911 >>8197914

>>8197553
what barrel?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:19:03 ID: b60e1c No.8197910 >>8197982

>>8197815
there are multiple forms of approaching this case, when you generalize that "we are now firmly in /x/ territory" you're merely trying to destabilize the whole 
movement

btw, i wouldn't dismiss the data analysis some anons are doing, because its one plausible road 

go shill somewhere else, Schlomo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:19:02 ID: ce4fae No.8197911 >>8197923

>>8197901
 blue bucket see >>8196102  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:19:17 ID: 8799eb No.8197914

>>8197901
https://sli.mg/a/hhe7CP
the hawaii stuff is sketchy, but so far i dont think it's been directly linked back to everything else. please correct me if i'm wrong.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:20:00 ID: 00946c No.8197923 >>8197948 >>8197976 >>8197997

>>8197911
it's empty  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:23:34 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197948 >>8197963 >>8197976 >>8197997

>>8197923
but FBI could hire someone to find which chemical would leave black scarring on it. :)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:24:07 ID: 78445e No.8197952

>>8195123
If you were a hillary supporter last week you need to lurk fucking more and shut up until you realize the harm you have already caused to your psyche. 
You are not yet qualified to comment on shit, you have only started going insane. Get back to us when you find solace in your new awareness.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:25:11 ID: a70c26 No.8197959

>>8197885
mp3s were encoded with
Logic Pro 9.1.3COM
Doesn't look like MP3Stego  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:26:03 ID: 00946c No.8197963 >>8197976 >>8197997

>>8197948
just an old dirty bucket, you don't need special chemicals to make such stains  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:27:25 ID: ce4fae No.8197976

>>8197963
>>8197948
>>8197923

there is a piece of fucking tissue in it. lurk more  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:27:50 ID: e35691 No.8197982

>>8197910
>btw, i wouldn't dismiss the data analysis some anons are doing, because its one plausible road 

That's because you are slow, and haven't yet realised that all these roads have reached a dead-end.

How fucking impossibly stupid do you need to be, to think everyone who disagrees with you on an ANONYMOUS FORUM is a "shill" for an international 
pedo ring  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:29:42 ID: ab8fa1 No.8197991

THREAD NEARING POSTLOCK

Any mods on to make and sticky a new bread?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:30:58 ID: 8799eb No.8197997 >>8198021 >>8198025 >>8198033 >>8198117

File (hide): 1098b51304cbecd⋯.png (10.01 MB, 3264x1836, 16:9, Qbdgm5.png)

>>8197923
>>8197948
>>8197963

i dont know what bucket your looking at, but this bucket looks like it was 
recently filled with fresh blood and brain matter.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:32:53 ID: aa84ea No.8198013

Uh, guys

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Talk:Little_Saint_James,_U.S._Virgin_Islands&action=history  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:33:29 ID: 13c5a3 No.8198018 >>8198094

>>8197758
Could try putting that into a converter, like hex to file? Found a site that has a number of option like hex to ascii etc. but I'm wary of seeing what happens 
when trying to file…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:33:48 ID: ab8fa1 No.8198021 >>8198028

>>8197997
Yes, possibly, possibly not. 

The Black stuff can be chemically analyzed, however. That adds further proof of disposal, even if they washed out the fucking bucket.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:34:23 ID: 00946c No.8198025

>>8197997
Much better photo, thanks.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:34:47 ID: b2f188 No.8198028

>>8198021
the photo is old. i dont think it can be examined  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:35:06 ID: b60e1c No.8198033 >>8198044 >>8198045 >>8198062 >>8198095

>>8197997
do we have physical acess to this bucket?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:37:17 ID: 34d9f5 No.8198044 >>8198095

>>8198033
>>8198033
no its very old
one guy on GLP made it few years ago  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:37:36 ID: 34d9f5 No.8198045 >>8198095

>>8198033
ATS not GLP
my bad  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:39:11 ID: 8c8376 No.8198061

>>8197758
Spliced hex? I'll try deleting the zero sets and double coding / other austistic grunt work. Can't be much more than a sentence. If has to manually decoded 
like graphed binary, it may well be a symbol.
>>8195835
The column on the right has been over-looked. Unicode, Unicode rotation?

>>8195598
>File name
Good stuff, anon. Remember to bring that up and source it when this shit gets collaged/capped.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:39:11 ID: 8799eb No.8198062

>>8198033
the reddit post was from six months ago and the guy seemed obviously freaked out to some degree. he mentions having to "flee" and what that's about is 
anyone's guess. plus it's in hawaii.

https://www.reddit.com/r/BlackOps/comments/4fs7a8/question_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:41:14 ID: ab8fa1 No.8198074

IF YOU AGENTS DON'T FUCKING UPHOLD YOUR OA TH AND PUT THE CLINT ONS AND RELATED IN JAIL, THEN  
SUCKSTART A SHOTGUN

WE HAVE HAND FED YOU EVIDENCE, ARE YOU ACTING UPON IT?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:44:41 ID: ff976c No.8198094

>>8198018
The hex may have complements or signed magnitude to it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FamrrDi6RL0  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:44:44 ID: 34d9f5 No.8198095 >>8198174

File (hide): 753da5d1ce5ab4a⋯.jpg (105.55 KB, 671x626, 671:626, base.jpg)

>>8198033
>>8198044
>>8198045
this is the guy

http://www.abo
vetopsecret.co
m/forum/thread
1113994/pg1  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:48:04 ID: 9c288f No.8198117
File (hide): 968fae7441e6830⋯.jpg (2.17 MB, 1440x1440, 1:1, Swans_WhiteLight.jpg)

>>8197997
Remains of 
organic tissue 
dissolved in acid 
or base.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:48:34 ID: dcdf92 No.8198120 >>8198136 >>8198140

File (hide): d4ed0cf621be96a⋯.jpg (13 KB, 236x337, 236:337, 98cd830345bcb3f6b6c541d252….jpg)

IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER:
DO NOT ENGAGE THESE PEDOPHILES ON TWITTER, INSTAGRAM, FACEBOOK, OR ANYWHERE ELSE. DO NOT 
LET THEM KNOW THAT WE KNOW. DO NOT TRY TO TROLL THEM OR SHITPOST OR B8 OR ANYTHING ELSE.

THE MORE THEY BECOME AWARE OF THE DIGGING, THE MORE TIME THEY HAVE TO COVER THEIR TRACKS 
AND GET RID OF EVIDENCE.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:49:45 ID: 34d9f5 No.8198136 >>8198180

>>8198120
this
we already caused lots of damage by warning them

they deleted lots of evidence …
and probably the most damnig evidence they got rid of

they were very brazen and uncareful now they are very careful again  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:50:25 ID: b2f188 No.8198140 >>8198162 >>8198180

>>8198120
sort of late. besta pizza changed logo already  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:54:59 ID: 34d9f5 No.8198162 >>8198187

>>8198140
logo doesnt matter too much

if they had children hidden
or corpses in freezers they probably got rid of the now  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:56:53 ID: e35691 No.8198174

>>8198095
Aaaaaaaaaand it's fake. Probably the same thing as FBIanon. More LARPing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:57:37 ID: dcdf92 No.8198180

>>8198140
>>8198136
If we come across anything else or if we find a new lead, we cannot give them the chance to know what we're digging into.

This shit clearly spans quite far and involves a large number of individuals and organizations.

Giving them time to panic on social media is a benefit for them, not us.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 13:58:30 ID: b60e1c No.8198187

>>8198162
Actually their logo is an evidence 

look at this:
>>8197243  

[  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / 2chcafe / 55ch / brit / hypno / lewd / u / waifuist / zoo ][ watchlist ]

- Tinyboard + vichan + infinity - 
Tinyboard Copyright © 2010-2014 Tinyboard Development Group  

vichan Copyright © 2012-2014 vichan-devel 
infinity Copyright © 2013-2016 N.T. Technology, Inc. based on sources from Fredrick Brennan's "Infinity Development Group"

All posts on 8chan are the responsibility of the individual poster and not the administration of 8chan, pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 230.

We have not been served any secret court orders and are not under any gag orders.

To make a DMCA request or report illegal content, please email dmca@8ch.net.
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): cd8a90431cdc12c⋯.png (347.02 KB, 494x331, 494:331, PONG.png)
THIS IS BEING SUPPRESSED PLS HELP  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:16:11 ID: 05c040 No.8119966 >>8119975 >>8120138

>>8120225 >>8120234 >>8120413 >>8120539 >>8122411 >>8124159 >>8126465 >>8127981 >>8138505 [Watch Thread]

This is being heavily suppressed on reddit and 4chan,

Overseas Comet Pizza - Files encrypted in audio

https://i.redd.it/wiuajva9xbwx.png

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:17:20 ID: 61b0df No.8119975 >>8120136 >>8120267 >>8167621

>>8119966 (OP)
not sure if i should click that siht  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:30:53 ID: fc0bb3 No.8120136 >>8124839

>>8119975
It's ok, giant composite of the thread and where it leads. One of the guys related to Comet has a Jewtube channel with videos on compression and 
embedding. Very stinky.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:31:08 ID: 5bb108 No.8120138 >>8120664 >>8167621

>>8119966 (OP)
If you want us to expend time and effort on this, you should give us a bit more info first.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:34:53 ID: 05c040 No.8120178

I honestly don't know, I legit just saw this being suppressed to shit and just triedtried to spread.

Heres a better link to the same  composite: https://i.sli.mg/Ey3aib

Trying to retrieve the original thread but its not looking good.  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:37:53 ID: b167a2 No.8120206 >>8120212 >>8120267

So wait. This was the significance of Podesta's "Cat Fart", "Rhino Anus", "Roach Cunt" audio files? They stop CP?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:38:16 ID: b167a2 No.8120212

>>8120206

*store CP  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:39:24 ID: 05c040 No.8120224

It looks like it. Yeah I guess trying to organize any real probe is useless atm.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:39:26 ID: 014a30 No.8120225
File (hide): f50ccc458154fe9⋯.jpg (23.21 KB, 480x360, 4:3, b73b9fdf38762eddc44d561904….jpg)

>>8119966 (OP)
It doesn't get better than 
this.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:40:33 ID: 5c5e39 No.8120231 >>8121192

File (hide): d5f4a1c89f3bfcd⋯.jpg (540.29 KB, 1280x1748, 320:437, tumblr_o94th2jOaz1qisyv1o1….jpg)

I'm not even surprised anymore. Just 
perpetually disgusted.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:40:49 ID: 11b903 No.8120234 >>8120247 >>8120259 >>8120281

File (hide): b576ce920b4dd90⋯.png (597.96 KB, 796x430, 398:215, why are you black.png)

>>8119966 (OP)
If it's an image why didn't you stupid 
sketchy ass just fucking post it here?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:42:19 ID: 5c5e39 No.8120247 >>8122686

>>8120234
The file is too big  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:43:16 ID: 4be98a No.8120259 >>8122686

>>8120234
just tried the same, too big it's a 5mb png  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:44:21 ID: 61b0df No.8120267 >>8120287 >>8120293 >>8120429 >>8121025 >>8121295 >>8124156

>>8120206
How would you decrypt those audio files?
Not interested in CP, but in proving it's CP to get these fuckers. Maybe we should send it to law enforcements so low level officers get involved.

The more people exposed to this shit, the better. Digging on this more (it's a gift that keeps on giving) along with the Comet Pizza could totally destroy 
them.

I am:
>>8119975
I clicked and it's fine.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:45:51 ID: b167a2 No.8120277

Does anyone here have the image of the audio files from Podesta's emails?

Also, did anyone dare to download them?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:46:31 ID: 484761 No.8120281 >>8120331 >>8123339 >>8124110

>>8120234
Nice job being a fucking asshole.
Your ignorance is astounding sometimes.

I feel bad for the people just trying to post where innocently an having to tolerate some of you autistic cunts.

Making this board and the site an over-all shittier place to visit for everyone.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:47:23 ID: d50f19 No.8120287

>>8120267
>Maybe we should send it to law enforcements so low level officers get involved.
good idea do eeeeet  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:48:02 ID: b167a2 No.8120293 >>8120305 >>8120447

>>8120267
>How would you decrypt.

Researching that now. I'm a tad scared though.

Odds are however, it's a useless endeavor. Without knowing the specific algorithm, decoding it is a remote possibility.

Any genius Anons out there?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:49:32 ID: b9c96c No.8120305

>>8120293
My guess is that the rest of the information will be on tor etc  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:50:45 ID: 4148b8 No.8120319 >>8120334 >>8120348 >>8120379 >>8122906

File (hide): 6287d0c850c9bd5⋯.jpg (129.71 KB, 500x375, 4:3, tmp_5239-images.duckduckgo….jpg)

>want to decrypt it
>scare of having cp in my computer

Will I have to take one for the team, or is there anyone with 
actual tools and advanced decryption methods?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:51:57 ID: 4148b8 No.8120331 >>8123339 >>8124110

>>8120281
I agree, people here shouldn't fuck morale up for no reason unless said person is shilling.  
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File (hide):
30ed898262cb71e⋯.gif
(727.6 KB,
1200x5133,
400:1711,
DrPong1.gif)

File (hide):
f3b464a2a8cb04e⋯.gif
(930.84 KB,
1200x6283,
1200:6283,
DrPong2.gif)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:52:13 ID: 4be98a No.8120333 >>8120359 >>8120386 >>8120485 >>8120955 >>8121631 >>8124467

Split OPs file in 2 pieces  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:52:41 ID: 61b0df No.8120334 >>8120348 >>8120386 >>8121957

>>8120319
highly doubt they're going to bust you for one CP photo if you're smart. You can distribute information totally anonymously, leaving no connection to you. if 
you're not willing to do that, then don't do the decrypting.. or take one for the team  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:54:33 ID: b167a2 No.8120348 >>8120386

>>8120319
>>8120334

One problem at a time.

Figure out how to decrypt the files, and THEN agonize about who will decrypt and how.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:55:15 ID: 05c040 No.8120353 >>8120381 >>8120411 >>8120444

So 4chan is fucked to shit right now.  if the dodgy audio files will be retrieved it'll probably be somewhere here (i'm hoping) in one of the podesta threads if 
someone wants to take one for the team. Is there any legit agency or department that would actually look? Not sure who to tip.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:55:34 ID: 857ee0 No.8120359
File (hide): 7b6ee6b9206f13c⋯.jpg (99.97 KB, 620x1108, 155:277, 1394474149378.jpg)

>>8120333
And once again we see that indeed most of us will not live 
to see the end of this ride.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:55:41 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120362 >>8120386 >>8125927

As a german i can tell you this website looks fake as fuck … in a sense of .. this website is 100% not for the bar it vlaims to be.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:56:36 ID: fbaf6f No.8120367 >>8120386 >>8120424

>bilder - baby
>angebot - child
>manifest - goat
>linken - hot dog  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:58:07 ID: b9c96c No.8120379 >>8120394

>>8120319
Use at LEAST tor + cafe wifi and a vm.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:58:17 ID: b167a2 No.8120381

>>8120353

The FBI has already been leashed by the elites who control them and the CIA are in on it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 08:58:40 ID: 4148b8 No.8120386 >>8120414

File (hide): c275de8406f8b99⋯.jpg (416.15 KB, 811x1000, 811:1000, tmp_5239-images.duckduckgo….jpg)

>>8120333
Thank you anon, I'm feeling anxious now. This shit is ominous as fuck, I'm getting goosebumps everywhere.

>>8120334
If I figure how to encrypt. I'll do itz just tell me where to start and I will.

>>8120348
Agreed.

>>8120362
Now that you think about it, isn't that the point? That will actually make people shrug it off, but when something looks 
fake is when we need to inspect it most.

>>8120367
What does IT MEAN!? Fuck. This is shady, and from the looks it, I have a feeling of morbid grimace. I HATE this, 
and that's especially when I NEED to know more about it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:00:23 ID: 4148b8 No.8120394 >>8120517

>>8120379
VM is like having Windows XP inside Mint, right? What do you think of tails? Should I use it?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:01:52 ID: 9fb28c No.8120408 >>8139134

File (hide): 153fe5ea01459d9⋯.jpg (78.48 KB, 1016x762, 4:3, walker_fear.jpg)

I feel like I am standing at the edge of a sheer glacial drop, and at the ground below is 
the answer, but also exposure to the deep web.

I'm a pussy who doesn't like the deep web.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:02:12 ID: 11bc5a No.8120411

>>8120353
I believe they're talking about these:
https://file.wikileaks.org/file/italy-child-sex-2008/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:02:24 ID: d8eb84 No.8120413 >>8120418 >>8120444

>>8119966 (OP)
https: //youtu.be/q-fpmy_wJPw

Video is about compression, not encryption.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:02:54 ID: fbaf6f No.8120414

>>8120386
>>What does IT MEAN!?
>We, like the public at large, might at times wonder what exactly we're dealing with here, and never know.
It's like hearing a junkie's ramblings.

> partying
> feedback play
Yeah I'm not sure those are talking about playing ping-pong while shitfaced.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:03:26 ID: b167a2 No.8120418 >>8120526

>>8120413

What would that mean? ALl we have to do is decompress? There is no security?

I'm sure there'd be a hash.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:04:05 ID: 4be98a No.8120424

>>8120367
There is also a hotdog in goodandplenty.de. It's obscured by the white text but still visible. Most likely some coded image for taking pictures of actual CP 
with The girl and the photo equipment.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:05:21 ID: 6ed093 No.8120429 >>8120447

>>8120267
SSTV signal maybe?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slow-scan_television  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:05:32 ID: 9a0c99 No.8120430 >>8120508 >>8120582

File (hide): e0b10b5c8691420⋯.png (3.09 MB, 1600x900, 16:9, Pong.png)

so i checked the adress on google street view. it 
says the picture is from 2008. looks closed to me.
sketch as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:07:26 ID: 4148b8 No.8120444 >>8120470

File (hide): 076d6453fd7354d⋯.jpg (30.67 KB, 456x564, 38:47, tmp_5239-076d6453fd7354d90….jpg)

>>8120413
This is the tutorial then? Thank you anon, I will have a look and see what unwinds when I get my hands on the audio 
files. If they're similar to a spectrograph, then this should be easy.

>>8120353
Where are the dodgy audio files? Someone make a MEGA/Mediafire/Etc for them. 
We're all in this together, no way out. What happens happens, we see what we see.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:07:56 ID: 6ed093 No.8120447 >>8120480 >>8120514

>>8120293
see >>8120429
Valve once did a promotion with a similiar MP3 hidden in Portal's Ratman room  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:11:02 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120468 >>8120508

This place seems to have a legit store front. As to, people actually go there and play ping pong. Theres ~ 250 combined reviews across rating sites. That 
is not hard to get in berlin btw. 
Still. The whole choice of words give a really creepy vibe. Its nit that fancy "neo german slang". 
Im busy for the next 6 hrs and cant dig. If someone can link a tut to decrypt and one to establish a safe untraceable connection i'd take one for the team. 
If shit gets too crazy i got a semi safe way to report it to one of the german "cyber" departements. 

If shit goes real crazy i could make a trip there on the weekend  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:11:37 ID: b167a2 No.8120470 >>8120508

>>8120444
>Where are the dodgy audio files?

Can't remember where they were posted. The link to them is in the archived Podesta threads somewhere.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:12:53 ID: 61b0df No.8120480 >>8120514

>>8120447  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:13:21 ID: d50f19 No.8120485 >>8120547

>>8120333
http://www.goodandplenty.de/index.html  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:15:33 ID: 4be98a No.8120505 >>8120547 >>8122757 >>8125078

>When you reopen files using Shweinpeg compression 
technologies, completely new content is achieved.
The fuck.
>Also the image is a hotdog jammed in a beerbottle.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:15:56 ID: 4148b8 No.8120508 >>8122879

File (hide): 99aa16a423ec5b1⋯.jpg (765.85 KB, 1080x1625, 216:325, tmp_5239-ic-97351580130826.jpg)

>>8120430
There are women on the reflection, for some damn reason "Pong" is censored with "L.M", no idea if that means anything in 
another language.

>>8120470
I was planning to fall asleep to watch god emperor win, but I'll see if I can hold out for them. My stomach is wrenching at 
the macabre images that will reveal to me.

>>8120468
Thank you anon. I'll help too, I don't feel to good digging through unknown archives, but if we can get something out of this. 
Then I'll be fine with it. This is nothing to what our forefathers went through, so I'll have to tough it out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:16:17 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120513

is this a slide thread or what? those websites are just some bands marketing shit. what audio files are you even talking about?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:16:27 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120514

>>8120447
>>8120480

This is a completely different technique.

The technique they are talking about here is further described in this doc; 
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/f172/6055abe11066fbbe76f33e8814e046df24d8.pdf  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:16:53 ID: 3fb5ea No.8120517 >>8120585

>>8120394
This would be a good use case for tails. Still, even with tails, download the file from somewhere other than your home network.

Don't post here with the tails OS. Only use it for the dirty shit and nothing else and then get rid of it (I would literally pulverize, burn, bury, etc the drive) if 
we all turn out to be right.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:18:01 ID: d8eb84 No.8120526 >>8120585

>>8120418
Honestly, to me that looks like the 'tube of an audio engineer with an interest in audio file compression. It's a difficult thing to get right.

Havfng said that, large MP3 files is a pretty good way to hide files or data.

Simplest would just be to glue a container file like a zip, or even a raw file to the end of the file, or in the middle. Cuckchan used to post CP hidden in .rar 
in pictures of sinks

A bit more advanced would be steganography, which is where you encrypt the data into unimportant bits of a datafile. To detect it you can do some 
statistical analysis on the files.

There are lots of programs to do this, just search for 'detect steganography'

Any anon who managed to snag some of those large files from the open webserver that was around a few days ago, linked in a podesta leak, should 
probably run those through steg detection  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:19:08 ID: d50f19 No.8120533 >>8120585

>use VPN
>download file in VM 
>disconnect internet 
>explore files
>post results  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:20:44 ID: 5c396a No.8120539 >>8120546

File (hide): 8955db25671de73⋯.png (24.44 KB, 673x262, 673:262, 1478594782276.png)

>>8119966 (OP)
F-files . . .
Encrypted in . . . a-audio?

http://sys.4chan.org/derefer?
url=https%3A%2F%2Ffile.wikileaks.org%2Ffile%2Fitaly-
child-sex-2008%2F  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:21:16 ID: b167a2 No.8120545 >>8120556

Hurm…

Here's one of the YT videos. Can't embed.

https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=Wc6ftGaRYDU&list=PL850FA5CA20F83916&index=2

The vid description: Reptile-based adaptive binary arithmetic funk (RABAK) adopted by the latest video coding standard SP8/233.4c main profile, can 
achieve good salad-eating performance both in encoding and decoding H.264 syntax element. However, the freshness engine of RABAK is bitwise in 
SP8/233.5a, which leads to the limited throughput of RABAK encoder. Also the traditional reptilian scheme for renormalization in binary arithmetic funk 
can result in degradation of freshness in final output.

Salad eating?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:21:22 ID: 5c396a No.8120546 >>8120571 >>8120585

>>8120539
Fucked up the copy and paste . . 

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/italy-child-sex-2008/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:21:39 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120547 >>8120585

>>8120485
> http://www.goodandplenty.de/index_media/sounds/ischhabzeitfuernixundso.mp3

> https://www.google.com/search?q=site:goodandplenty.de&tbm=isch

this is music band website, my heeb senses aren't going off. 

>>8120505
he has a ping to his website, it's old and ment to look edgy as a joke. his pic folder is interesting but the vid is too low -res. it even looks like an old version 
of mac osx.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:24:08 ID: 6ed093 No.8120556

>>8120545
>Salad eating?
Crunchiness?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:26:31 ID: b167a2 No.8120571 >>8120584 >>8120588 >>8120594 >>8120937

>>8120546

There was a different one in my memory. It had a list of files with bizarre names such as "Cat Fart", "Rhinoceros Anus", "Roach Cunt", and whatever the 
fuck. Are these related?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:29:02 ID: 3fb5ea No.8120582

>>8120430
>closed business in a well-maintained building on a clean street
>sketch as fuck
Oh kraut… unfortunately, you will learn. Unless you guys get around to removing kebab.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:29:29 ID: 05c040 No.8120584

>>8120571
YES this is what we need to fucking find  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:29:45 ID: 4148b8 No.8120585 >>8120602 >>8121148 >>8131172 >>8131184

File (hide): 8a71782257975da⋯.png (293.26 KB, 640x429, 640:429, tmp_5239-3acebcd39aa9e9476….png)

>>8120526
>Cuckchan used to post CP hidden in .rar in pictures of sinks

I used to SAVE those thinking it was some sort of fucking inside joke, contribute to the "MODS ARE 
ASLEEP. POST SINKS" posts then became confused when I got banned. You've got to be fucking kidding 
me.

>>8120547
The .MP3 file could be embedded with yet another smaller file to redirect somewhere else. I'd scan, extract, 
then delete it if I were you. We don't know yet, it IS fishy though. It links to the OP, hot dog and all.

>>8120546
.wav
Holy shit, this is a red flag. It's lossless, that means if this is real, the image would have unnoticeable to ZERO data loss. Fucking Christ. I have to keep it 
together, I haven't even analyzed anything and I'm already losing it.

>>8120533
I don't have VPN
As >>8120517 said, Tails would be good, and if I actually find INCRIMINATING evidence. I'll show it then trash my HDD. Speaking of that, I need to swap 
my SSD with one, I have it laying somewhere in this room. I'll look for it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:30:09 ID: 61b0df No.8120588

>>8120571
I believe they're different. I remember that list of audio files as well with animals and shit - literally.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:31:14 ID: 5c396a No.8120594 >>8120605 >>8120643

>>8120571
>>8120571
I remember downloading a 256mb song called buzzard pussy from that, but I deleted it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:31:51 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120600 >>8120633 >>8120647 >>8120671 >>8120787 >>8129798 >>8131029 >>8131799

https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/

Still online here  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:31:58 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120602 >>8120633 >>8120673

>>8120585
the mp3 is only audio. can someone give me background this, i noticed comet pizza on the twitter trends, related to podesta emails. but how are the sites 
in the reddit / dr pong picture related?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:32:44 ID: 4148b8 No.8120605 >>8120614

>>8120594
How long was the song itself? Was it just garbled sound or was it 128kbps, this will help determine what space is for actual music, and what is being 
possibly hidden. I hope you remember.  
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File (hide):
b57e8e190af62a7⋯.png
(147.85 KB, 1841x4081, 263:583,
tony's info.png)

File (hide):
4256d7138c2d338⋯.jpg (31.73 KB,
408x632, 51:79, jew-shut-it-down.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:32:45 ID: f3821f No.8120606 >>8120628 >>8121483 >>8123653 >>8177155

I left Tony's office a voicemail. Do you think he'll get it or some secretary?

http://vocaroo.com/i/s1t9BeT8MRpf  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:34:21 ID: 5c396a No.8120614 >>8120671

>>8120605
https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/Buzzard%20Pussy.zip

Have a look. Shits getting a bit too spooky for me.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:34:50 ID: 000000 No.8120618 >>8123460

these two girls are actively recruiting and flying them around. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadia_Marcinko
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jan/07/jeffrey-epstein-former-accomplices-property-prince-andrew
they live next to the 'school' where they train the girls and the pilot is flying them around. you get those flight logs and doxx the buildings where they live 
and it's case closed.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:36:16 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120628

>>8120606
Dr. Pedo is open from 20.00-5.00 
(Burger 8pm-5am) 
Usually people stay for 25 to 90mins. 

This doesnt make sense for a club.(duration of stay) Nor for a place where you play pong. (Opening hours)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:36:45 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120633

>>8120600
the zip and tgz (tar gzip) have files from apple logic music studio app and lots of AIF sample files.
> .logic .aif
> https://www.apple.com/logic-pro/
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audio_Interchange_File_Format

this is all music production data, you goyim are looking in the wrong places. >>8120602 , again how does the reddit b8 picture mean anything in relation 
to commit pizza emails?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:38:43 ID: b167a2 No.8120643 >>8120671

>>8120594

The Buzzard Pussy file is a zip. 

Didn't bother downloading it, but I listened to the other files. They all sound like run-of-the-mil music mp3s. But the file sizes seem too large for what's 
there tbqh.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:38:58 ID: 61b0df No.8120647 >>8120675 >>8120715

File (hide): 34224d189040a54⋯.png (60.61 KB, 767x541, 767:541, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8120600
Similarly named mp3s are basically the same song - but they may have slight modifications to their 
processing which enables different encrypted messages. I could probably encrypt a message in a 
Nickelback song.

I forget the context of elkinsspace, though. And, also, what the context of these files were - who sent them 
and what text accompanied them.

https://search.wikileaks.org/?
query=elkinsspace&exact_phrase=&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_date_en
d=&released_date_start=&released_date_end=&new_search=True#results

testing the PIZZA pages  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:41:53 ID: 29f226 No.8120664

>>8120138
it's never to late to hang yourself  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:42:27 ID: 4148b8 No.8120671 >>8120699

File (hide): 7082670e43c356c⋯.jpg (124.53 KB, 624x802, 312:401, tmp_5239-images.duckduckgo….jpg)

>>8120614
Anon. I'm getting ready to NOPE the fuck out. I'll install the programs I need. download this and 
see what I can find. I feel so unsettled. 

If someone beats me, then I'll be more than OK with it. Doing it anyways.

>>8120614
>>8120600
This is it.
My heart is pounding.

>>8120643
What's the bit rate? I'll check the file tag data and see what I can find, I'm an audio so I'll check if 
the file is off.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:43:07 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120673 >>8120716

>>8120602

Comet = ping pong
dr pong = ping pong

Owners are related, can't find the link at this moment.

Owner dr pong is american Oliver Miller; http://exhibits.haverford.edu/thewallinourheads/artists/oliver-miller-american-born-1972/

Using both same references that are very suspicious at the moment.

The Dr. pong site links at multiple locations to http://www.goodandplenty.de/

Archive section on their website show that they performed at multiple location but mainly dr. pong.

Again same concept as comet, separate entertainment company.

Webcam section shows; Good and Plenty Corporation, Miami

I have not been able to find any other references on the web to this.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:43:19 ID: b167a2 No.8120675 >>8120715

>>8120647
>I forget the context of elkinsspace, though. And, also, what the context of these files were - who sent them and what text accompanied them.

I have a as well. All I remember was a Podesta connection. I'm ashamed to say, but I'm totally disorganized and without a burner machine right now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:47:14 ID: b167a2 No.8120699 >>8120760 >>8123832

>>8120671
>What's the bit rate?

320kbs for a thirteen meg Cat Fart Guitar. 5:39  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:49:34 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120715 >>8120747

>>8120647
>>8120675

They found login details to a catch all email which is from a stratfor employee, his email address was a personal domain which contained the open dir 
found on the archive.

this was one of the fastest responses I've seen or I was late because mail and website were already secured at that point.

There was some noob that send an email from that server, which most likely drew attention to it.

Really hope there is some backup from the emails made.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:49:40 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120716 >>8120766

>>8120673
thread playlist: https://ghostbin.com/paste/jhs3y

enjoy the lyrics?

>>8120673
>Oliver Miller 
https://who.is/whois/drpong.net 
confirmed. 

as for the ping pong, the haveford page explains it. i really wish i could help ur tinfoil adventure but most of the picture is missing here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:53:35 ID: 1cd896 No.8120738 >>8120766 >>8120790

I don't have it installed but if you guys want to check out the .wavs, .mp3s or whatever in a spectogram, use Adobe Audition, just open the file and you'll 
be able to find the tool, very easy  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:53:38 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120739 >>8120760

>Nic Pizzolatto Connection  
>>8120577
>>8120577  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:54:43 ID: b167a2 No.8120747

>>8120715
>There was some noob that send an email from that server, which most likely drew attention to it.

Amateurs.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:56:42 ID: 4148b8 No.8120760 >>8120809 >>8123832

>>8120699
>>8120699
I'm a little less worried now, since that is comparable to the ratio of my own files. I'll do a little spelunking to see what I have found. I won't post during that 
time until I find something. I'm off to install tails now, I'm going to look at the tutorials here, sharpen up my math skills from that PDF too. I will be back in a 
few hours. See you then.

>>8120739

>>8120739
I'll be looking at this now as well, the images of torture are giving me some uncanny valley vibes. Fuck.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:56:43 ID: 53b16a No.8120761 >>8120809

Yeah, it's stenography of some kind, i'd be seriously doubtful if the images were hidden in waveform, but it's worth a shot. Back in the day on 4chan there 
used to be "Sink" threads, where people would post really nice sinks in houses, if you opened up the jpg with an archive viewer there would be CP inside.

Not sure if he is using encryption here, I didn't have a box that I felt secure downloading that shit on so I've not given a crack at it. Honestly I think 
whatever ARG any game company is putting out will be harder to solve than these audio files. These people have absolutely garbage opsec and know 
next to nothing about computers, thus the solutions for them need to be simple. If you think down that line I'd be willing to bet a solution would come 
faster. There is something up with those files though.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 09:58:19 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120766 >>8120814 >>8120864

>>8120716

I agree, there are far more solid links at this moment in regards to other suspects which need to be looked into.

Shocked that the malaria no more guy gets overlooked, his instagram and connections make him look very dodgy….

>>8120738
That is surely not used, if you want to create an image like that you have to make sounds that map out like that, which isn't that pleasant on the ear ;)  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:01:41 ID: 4148b8 No.8120787
File (hide): fb37938feafa0a2⋯.jpg (78.27 KB, 442x650, 17:25, tmp_5239-1465739119008-2-1….jpg)

>>8120600
Forgot to mention, I'll back this all up in a MEGA zip, in case this gets 
nuked for some otherworldly reason.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:02:03 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120790 >>8120813

>>8120738
it's nothing. this whole thread is trash. good&plenty and elkin are musical groups. the lyrics of elkin are spooky i'll give you that. 

> http://www.goodandplenty.de/impressum.html 
> http://www.goodandplenty.de/antishop/antishop.html

it's a edgy hipster band in german, perhaps they have performed at Dr. Pong spaces in Berlin? I don't see the meaning though, again i think the fringe 
and FUD have taken us far off the scent and the sause.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:04:54 ID: 4c36b0 No.8120809 >>8120838 >>8120886

>>8120760
You have GUI tools for that ;)

>>8120761
The demo and most pictures wouldn't use any encryption and only rely on the fact that it is not visible not even in hex.

Which brings us to possible issues if this is an actual network, they look to be using a GUI tool which could be prozip and supports multiple algo's build in. 
If it is a group that has existed for so long I would expect they hired at least 1 person to modify the algorithm to make it unique for their group, at this 
moment you have actually encrypted it as you will need the algo to decrypt it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:05:24 ID: b167a2 No.8120813 >>8120862

>>8120790
>it's a edgy hipster band in german

So, a Kraut version of Heavy Breathing…  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:05:44 ID: 1cd896 No.8120814 >>8120864

>>8120766
>That is surely not used, if you want to create an image like that you have to make sounds that map out like that, which isn't that pleasant on the ear ;)

Oh yeah, I know, I didn't listen to the audios yet so I was just giving an idea of what to do  

Hope this helps Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:07:58 ID: 9d247f No.8120829 >>8120850 >>8120888 >>8125181

File (hide): 421f422520aabab⋯.jpg (2.35 MB, 3800x4078, 1900:2039, a3n28t51uawx.jpg)

Someone on reddit started building a mind map of how all these pedos are interconnected. Re-posting it here 
and here is the link to the original poster as well. 

I wish you all good hunting. Lets see these bastards locked up. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bqcg2/draft_visual_mindmap_of_clintonepstein_and/  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:09:17 ID: 53b16a No.8120838

>>8120809
This is pretty much what I was thinking. Definately possible they're using some proprietary software they had contracted for to do this.

Even then I don't think this problem is unsolveable and figure out what the "Industry standards" are for doing this. I'd doubt whatever was used to make 
these files the way they are was 100% homebrewed. The GUI, yes, but backend, probably not.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:11:50 ID: 0116a0 No.8120850 >>8120861

>>8120829
Is there some good software to make those with, better than say Visio?

I've wanted to make something like that, but with many different types of defined connections involving other topics for awhile. Bonus if it's something I 
can serve dynamically with a web server  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:14:18 ID: 9d247f No.8120861 >>8120870

>>8120850
Have a look through here, you might find something you like better.

http://alternativeto.net/software/microsoft-visio/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:14:25 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120862

>>8120813
yeah listening to elkins tracks on the playlist, the lyrics are english and talk about sex a lot, but what degenerate band doesn't? it does sound like 
something pedos might fug to in a ping pong club, ofc you can tell that by the file names.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:15:08 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120864 >>8120882 >>8125927

>>8120766
Brah this is the only one for me that (literally) hits close to home. So i'll follow this. However a link to those othets wouöd be nice. 

To all the sound diggers. Godspeed

>>8120814

I think our problem is not knowing which tool and which decryption was used. Does anyone know of any that HAVE been used in the past? 

Any emails talking about music? 

So far we got 
1 pedos use soundfiles as carriers for cp
2 they encrypt them and send (via darknet?)
3? 
What we lack is decryption. this could be found in the mails. Remember the "customers" are not geeks but not inept either. They conduct business via tor. 
so finding mails will be hard but we can hope for some idiot to have used his non-tor mail.

Since i guess noone here is in touch with those people and would leak us the decryptions we can either hope for such a mail or try brute force.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:15:18 ID: 53b16a No.8120865

http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/6960/Steganography-VIII-Hiding-Data-in-Wave-Audio-Files

Common Audio Stenography Software
QuickStego
AudioStegano
BitCrypt
MP3Stego
Steghide
AudioStego

Has anyone posted a thread to /tech/ yet about this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:16:30 ID: 0116a0 No.8120870 >>8120898

>>8120861
It's been two years since I visited this idea and frankly I have to think about it again just to get back to the ideas I was thinking about then. My intent was 
to map connections between news stories, different types of connections, and it would be great if I could serve it as an interactive webpage. I'll look at it 
again although the relevance now will depend upon whether or not things actually change regarding questionable news stories after Trump gets elected.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:18:15 ID: 0116a0 No.8120882

>>8120864
The embedded data thing reminds me of those automated youtubes with the rectangles all over, which reminds of the courthouse in SLC which reminds 
of the daycare. All had the same look of "random" rectangles  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:18:38 ID: 7f25c1 No.8120886

>>8120809
Has anyone tried just changing the file extension from .wav to .jpg or something yet?
Don't forget… these are the same people whose idea of opsec is "I cannot recall"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:18:54 ID: 2c682f No.8120888 >>8120912

>>8120829

please upload original.

I want to add to it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:20:53 ID: 9d247f No.8120898 >>8120901

>>8120870
you could do it through google docs as a drawing and allow for people to work on it as a group but I don't know if I would trust google. They are a major 
Hillary supporter.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:22:02 ID: 0116a0 No.8120901 >>8120946

>>8120898
I'd be looking for something I could host myself on my own servers and probably also more robust than a google docs drawing when it comes to features 
for sorting by connection type etc  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:22:51 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120906 >>8120958

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:23:53 ID: 9d247f No.8120912 >>8120918

>>8120888
I don't have the file, just the image. 

Here is a link to the file authors reddit page. 

https://www.reddit.com/user/iwaagh

You could message them and ask for it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:24:23 ID: 2c682f No.8120918

>>8120912
>>8120912

Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:27:14 ID: d92ead No.8120937 >>8120949

>>8120571
It's here reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b17hj/testing_the_pizza_pages_wtf_have_i_found/?st=iv991ais&sh=6ff3224e

copypasted:
Ok, so I don't know if I've found something or nothing at all.

I searched wikileaks for "pizza", and found this email: https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html

This appears to be in direct relation to the "hot dog friday" email https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-
friday-.html

Here's where it get's strange.

    At the bottom of the first email, there are email details:

URL: http://webmail.elkinsspace.com username: catch-all password: pass1010

Even more bizzare. Check out : http://elkinsspace.com/ - FUCKING OPEN DIRECTORY

But wait, theres more! WTF IS UP WITH THESE FILE NAMES?? http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/

Tons of zips and files in here. Im afraid to download any.

Again, could be total bullshit, but I'm finding the whole thing pretty strange to say the least….Anyone else want to poke around?

Edit: Looks like "Elkins" is Steve Elkins. Web Developer for stratfor https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/35/3513287_re-welcome-steve-elkins-.html

Edit2: Someone told me that password changed.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:28:33 ID: 9d247f No.8120946 >>8120951

>>8120901
you might look at this, just something i dug up on github quickly 

source:
https://github.com/alexgheorghiu/diagramo

site:
http://diagramo.com/

demo:
http://diagramo.com/editor/editor.php  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:28:52 ID: d92ead No.8120949

>>8120937
nvm already posted  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:29:05 ID: 0116a0 No.8120951

>>8120946
Thank you!  

File (hide): 66be78f4e9c8452⋯.webm (10.41 MB,
1280x720, 16:9, 66be78f4e9c8452788a74dfd5….webm)
[play once] [loop]

File (hide): d2f4ad799a2293a⋯.gif (6.33 KB,
234x255, 78:85, d2f4ad799a2293acadae678570….gif)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:29:21 ID: 065e1d No.8120955 >>8120962 >>8121010 >>8121063 >>8121086 >>8121111 >>8121174 >>8121346 >>8124296 >>8147366

>>8120333
>those pages
The same people are behind Salt Lake daycare.

There's no fucking doubt about it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:29:52 ID: 1e43f8 No.8120958

>>8120906
http://investmentwatchblog.com/breaking-from-the-anon-who-brought-you-the-laura-silsby-connection-i-have-uncovered-a-pedophile-with-links-to-hillary-
clinton-barack-obama-david-brock-george-soros-marina-abramovic-and-the-podes/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo

listening to elkin, it does sound like pedo-rock, not normie love songs.  

File (hide): fbac0faef1b4824⋯.png (362.53 KB,
799x725, 799:725, brightestyoungthings.png)

File (hide):
aafec897a3ab72c⋯.png (125.8
KB, 961x1713, 961:1713,
something.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:30:31 ID: 065e1d No.8120962 >>8121085 >>8122505 >>8123266

>>8120955
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>>8120955
KEK CONFIRMS

There's a list of links of 'friends' on the comet pizza site. There's the very weird, very dark 'heavybreathing' site, which has been talked about. Then 
there's the Sasha lord site, interesting bit:

>"Sasha Lord worked at Black Cat 2001-2005, graduated from George Mason University in 2005 in Therapeutic Recreation specializing in working with 
At-Risk Populations. In 2003, Sasha Lord was a outdoor facilitator at Hemlock Overlook specializing in At-Risk Populations. In 2004, Sasha Lord 
volunteered in Salem Oregon with The Girl Scouts of Santiam Council helping facilitate "Girl Scout Beyond Bars".

IOW, she's dealing with girls that have no parents around. Then there's this ping pong place in Berlin, http://drpong.net. Also linked from comet ping pong 
friend page. It seems legit, run by an American. I am very unsure whether it is connected, but there are a couple of oddities: 

>Their site is written in badly(?) spelled German. Have a look into the menu (Angebot). Have a look at pictures (Bilder). Note the icons on the right empty 
space. 

>Now, have a look at Manifest. What is on the right side? A goat! A goat has been referred to elsewhere 
(https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5bem0m/2_pizza_shops_connected_to_pedophilia_uncovered/d9ny8bo/ ).

Significance unclear. On page 'Linken' a hot dog. Hot dogs have been mentioned before somewhere AFAIR. Don't know the significance either.

Further, have a look at the bottom of the menu:

>Andro 'S??kind' € 10,00 Sticky as a long, slow summertime fuck.

'kind' means child in German. Andro probably means 'male'. But it is also a brand of table tennis equipment, so again could be 100% harmless!

Then, go to 'Manifest'. This surely sounds odd?

>For conversation, participation, and lesser-mitigated happiness. Interests and themes that motivate our starting are:

>Un-virtuality (physicality) / real variability.

>Healthy addiction.

>Pre-apocalyptic activity.

>Gaining control / losing control.

Yes, this could indeed all be just ping pong and artsy Hipster folks.

A little oddity: The backgrounds on all the different pages are unclean and have various artifacts? But for some further, bigger oddity that actually made 
me do this post, let's now have a further look on their friends page (Linken).

We get to, among others: http://www.goodandplenty.de/ and from there on to http://www.goodandplenty.de/booking.html

Note the 'captcha' text at the bottom. It says 'big cheese'. It seems to always say 'big cheese'. Coincidence? bucksfishingandcamping.com (same owner 
as comet ping pong) says on the bottom: "(C) 2009, Big Cheese, LLC".

Furthermore, look here: http://www.goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html An 'image compression tool'?! Steganography?? Furthermore, there is a 
hotdog and a cheeseburger on goodandplenty.

On youtube, they have a couple of (very old) videos. One of them says 'you can get new pictures through schweinpeg compression'?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-fpmy_wJPw

Further, I just found what Wikipedia thinks a ping pong show is: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ping_pong_show

>"A ping pong show is a form of stage entertainment that takes place in strip clubs."

>"The show is in many cases associated with sex tourism and human rights concerns have been raised regarding the performers."

>So maybe a common theme of interest seems to be ping pong instead of pizza?

Some further random findings of unknown significance:

The comet guy apparently knows this Marina woman from #spiritcooking as well: https://archive.fo/Y63LF

http://theveritaslawfirm.com - This one has the same address as besta pizza, look at logo. A spiral, blue color!

Now, regarding satanism. Take this guide: 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/00/72/a2/0072a2cd93a47bf7ad6158b92990e147.gif

And now have a look here:

http://www.dcbeer.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Comet-Ping-Pong.jpg

Maybe related: https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24226

Noteworthy: Bill Clinton visits 'Politics and Prose', on the cometpingpong twitter: https://twitter.com/cometpingpong/status/142691590761218049

Also noteworthy maybe? This site: https://brightestyoungthings.com/ 

linked from the comet ping pong pizza friends page, has a comet falling onto a dinosaur (upper right corner). If you click on it, you arrive here: 
https://brightestyoungthings.com/wp-content/themes/bytv6/assets/images/header/whatAreYouDoingHere.jpg  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:33:17 ID: 1aefd3 No.8120982

If there is any FBI bro lurking.
=please=
Help us with anything you got. Just upload a txt with anything you can reveal (without getting yourself) suicided to WL. 

We need all the help we can get.
This is not about hillary. Its about justice.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:36:01 ID: b167a2 No.8121010 >>8121078

>>8120955

Jebus Fuck!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:38:36 ID: 000000 No.8121025 >>8121054

>>8120267
>all encryption is CP nothing to hide nothing to fear xD
How far /pol/ has fallen.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:42:14 ID: 0116a0 No.8121054 >>8121073

>>8121025
>all encryption is CP

One day soon this will actually be an argument used. Can you prove those numbers are NOT CP, anon?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:43:32 ID: 29f226 No.8121063

>>8120955
can anyone who already knows too much about sinks check out those pictures on the sites show in this video because that shit screams steganography  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:44:51 ID: 000000 No.8121073 >>8121082 >>8121083

>>8121054
>prove a negative
Really, anon?  

File (hide): 704fa614eb2cc8e⋯.png (187.24 KB,
1097x621, 1097:621, hudson bay.png)

File
(hide):
603506996b902b8⋯.png
(119 B,
1x1,
1:1,
pixel.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:45:49 ID: 065e1d No.8121078 >>8121165 >>8121308

>>8121010
This shit is international.

Also, that rabbit? Fits the Hudson Bay. My guess is that pedo island is on the island that fits the eye.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:26 ID: 61b0df No.8121082 >>8121117

>>8121073
No one has argued for that. Look at the context of the topic. It could be anything, but within context my supposition was CP.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:27 ID: b167a2 No.8121083 >>8121117

>>8121073

We're fucking eye deep in a wide-spread pedophile investigation. The context supports suspicion of CP behind encrypted barriers.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:32 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121085

>>8120962
>Andro 'S??kind ->Andro Süßkind translates to "Andro "sweetchild""
For a "german" bar its very uncommon to not know how to do ö ä ü etc on their web appearance. 

If you google it nothing else but dr pedo comes up. Its supposedly "something" that "kicks in hard with the description beeing fitting" but not saying its a 
drink or anything.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:46:34 ID: 33db8f No.8121086 >>8121094 >>8121346

>>8120955
People have been creating weird hipster"art" in the form of webpages and executables with that same style for many years.  There's a name for this 
genre of weird art shit, but I can't remember it. They often name their works something that looks like an old dos executable, e.g. RUBLE~.EXE.  I 
wouldn't be so certain it's the same person.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:47:44 ID: 065e1d No.8121094

>>8121086
We need to look at the source code for those pages.

People have patterns when writing code, and that could lead us to this shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:49:58 ID: febcee No.8121111 >>8121138 >>8121161 >>8121172

>>8120955
>>>812

Where does the rabbit image come from?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:50:45 ID: 000000 No.8121117 >>8121158 >>8121168

>>8121082
>but within context my supposition was CP
>>8121083
>We're fucking eye deep in a wide-spread pedophile investigation
Yes, the summary of the OP is this could be a CP ring. Clearly it has evolved since then with the main argument being encryption. Because of course 
encryption = CP, right?

Anyway I'm not dismissing the idea outright either.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:53:00 ID: 5c5e39 No.8121138

>>8121111
That Daycare mystery from a year or two back. Some seriously shady shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:53:29 ID: 2ff23d No.8121148 >>8121172

>>8120585
use tor browser, [spoiler]it's slow and not perfect but it's another layer of security that has to be cracked[/spoiler]  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:54:38 ID: 504867 No.8121158 >>8121186

File (hide): 7e139b2ae63adbe⋯.jpg (92.37 KB, 540x405, 4:3, ret_a_rip.jpg)

>>8121117
>this could be a CP ring
Nigger have you been here for the past five or so 
threads on this shit?  It's most definitely a CP ring.  
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File (hide): 145c640627bed75⋯.jpg (1.08 MB,
3264x1836, 16:9, 1.jpg)

File (hide):
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(337.24 KB, 843x1967, 3:7,
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:54:48 ID: 065e1d No.8121161 >>8121198 >>8121267 >>8121479 >>8121503 >>8176084 >>8176219 >>8176303

>>8121111
Salt Lake Daycare. Incredibly shady shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:55:17 ID: a6ca29 No.8121165

>>8121078
Snape, Innetalling, Tukarak, Flaherty, Moore, Kugong, Wiegand, Bakers Dozen, Sleeper, Laddie, Split, Driftwood, and Renouf Island.
One Airport near the only town on that Island chain which is Sanikiluaq.

Anyone feel like searching wikileaks for references?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:55:33 ID: 61b0df No.8121168

>>8121117
You know, if you have another idea, go at it. The CP angle shouldn't be unexplored and any other angle you think is relevant enough for you to be a 
useless pedant is fine for you to explore.

If you have an argument for that something else, make it. Else, fuck off. Thx  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:56:28 ID: b167a2 No.8121172 >>8126937

>>8121111

It was drawn on a chain link fence outside of an alleged Day Care building.

>>8121148

In which case, make sure to used a VPN before you access it. The exit nodes are most probably controlled by NSA. In which case, the more junk data 
you're sending out, the better.

It might be best to use an overseas VPN as well, but I'm not sure if that makes a difference myself.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:56:29 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121174 >>8121405

>>8120955
> https://who.is/whois/dump.fm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryder_Ripps

the goy makes weird webs for fun. he's pro-bernie. this is nothing. the rabbit could have been reposted to his dump site. this is nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:57:42 ID: 000000 No.8121186 >>8121228 >>8122711

>>8121158
No, but again encryption does not. I repeat: does. Not equal Child Pornography.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:58:39 ID: a803d0 No.8121192 >>8122032

>>8120231
oh god i want to rub my dick on her eye lids  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 10:59:37 ID: 504867 No.8121198 >>8121223 >>8121229 >>8121438 >>8123952

>>8121161
WE HAVE FOUND ANOTHER LOCA TION OF THE RABBIT .
4811 Speedway Marina del Rey California  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:02:48 ID: 504867 No.8121223

>>8121198
Here's a link to other thread to not derail this one
The case of the day care isn't finished yet.
>>8121190  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:03:00 ID: 11bc5a No.8121228 >>8121293

>>8121186
m8, they were making the "we must ban all encryption because we don't know what the content that's encrypted is, thus everything encrypted is CP" 
arguement

Also, the threads about this on halfchan are completely unusable. People with (1) keep trying to divert the thread back into shit that's been ruled 
irrelevant/too cryptic, there's bots shilling for Shillary and then there's the sliding.

Sorry for not having anything to contribute to the thread, but you're so deep that I'm afraid of committing sudoku by shooting myself three times in the 
back of my head if I touch the shit you've uncovered.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:03:23 ID: 2ff23d No.8121229 >>8121269 >>8123100 >>8131722

File (hide): 71d1d0a497b6586⋯.gif (3.84 MB, 1000x563, 1000:563, white rabbi.gif)

>>8121198
This fucking movie gets better every 
time.
What did they know?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:08:53 ID: c877f8 No.8121267

>>8121161
>2nd pic

There is a part cut out of that image. Does anyone know what's missing?

It's in between "Stop Gossip" and "Phone Calls."  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:09:19 ID: 2e857b No.8121269 >>8121290

>>8121229
umm, anon, you do realize that the white rabbit comes from alice in wonderland originally right? not the matrix?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:11:47 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121290 >>8121378

>>8121269
yeah and c.s. lewis is a bedo. we've come full circle. back to ping pong pizza ok m8s? audio files and encryption is FUD, all the data posted so fair is 
vanilla audio production files.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:12:03 ID: 000000 No.8121293

>>8121228
What the fuck are you even saying? Are you suffering from a stroke?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:12:21 ID: 49af47 No.8121295

>>8120267
Couldn't you still get charged with the possession of cp?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:13:47 ID: 9d247f No.8121308 >>8122343 >>8122709 >>8125885

>>8121078

Epstein's pedo island is Little Saint James island 

https://www.google.com/maps/@18.3004147,-64.8249033,812m/data=!3m1!1e3

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:18:12 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121341 >>8121499 >>8121802

Ok can y'all stop sliding? We'd like to focus on DrPong. From there on we can keep working. It's derailing into one of those threads that achieve nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:18:28 ID: 9a7071 No.8121346

>>8120955
>>8121086
yeah it's just some guy's netart project
he probably pulled that rabbit image just for the sake of filling a webpage, pure coincidence
you can reverse search almost any clip-art style image and get linked to a internet-vomit collage like this 
i can confidently say it's probably fucking nothing  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:18:30 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121347

>>8105708
>>8105708

>>8098566
>>8098566

please merge  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:21:56 ID: 504867 No.8121378 >>8121474 >>8122124

>>8121290
>c.s. lewis is a bedo
It was Lewis Carroll that wrote them.  Even though Carroll himself was based as far as I can tell, the symbolism of following the white rabbit into 
wonderland is used with sexual ritual programming in this kike shit.  The whole purpose is leading the child into a trance while their personality is slowly 
fractured through consistent abuse/reward patterns.  

File (hide): 56a9fb85a7540d6⋯.png (11.33 KB,
781x266, 781:266, dump.fm_whois.PNG)

File (hide): d830a1b3e50d4ce⋯.png (510.76 KB,
1680x1010, 168:101, iklass_35thAve.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:24:33 ID: 1d7ef9 No.8121405 >>8121733 >>8122008

>>8121174
>the goy makes weird webs for fun. he's pro-bernie. this is nothing. the rabbit could have been reposted to his dump site. this is nothing.

There's a preschool in the same building. I tried to find a white rabbit in street view, but no success so far.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:28:11 ID: a8a998 No.8121438 >>8121479

>>8121198
As a bonus, note the carrot as well. Maybe that's a part of the code?
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:30:28 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121451 >>8121474 >>8121604 >>8122228 >>8123144

kubrick knew. oddly the word 'pingpong' is only used in Nobokov's novel 
once, while listing objects used to play with. 

for more history on the novel watch these vids: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spTUa41pzoY (links in description)

they speculate like you goys are doing but have plenty of facts.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:32:40 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121474 >>8121604 >>8122379

>>8121378
>>8121451
watch the riddle videos, they cover the lewis connections. nobokov is actually more of a whistle blower in a weird way.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:33:11 ID: a8a998 No.8121479 >>8121503

>>8121438
To clarify, it also shows up in >>8121161  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:33:27 ID: 32465f No.8121483 >>8121542

File (hide): 9debc6c2385357f⋯.png (95.67 KB, 295x300, 59:60, 8c72610cdac9f68911f73d3826….png)

>>8120606
>pizza
>for an hour  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:35:35 ID: b167a2 No.8121499 >>8121664 >>8121802

>>8121341

Yeah, Podesta/Elkin files are proving to be peripheral, if somewhat relevant. The Stegnograph angle gives relevance to the white rabbit, but it's not 
helping with Pong until we can confirm there are audio files from their band that have compressed data. Unfortunately, I'm having quite a bit of difficulty 
researching since I don't speak fucking German!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:35:48 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121503 >>8121533 >>8121547

>>8121161
>>8121479
ever consided the rabbit might just be someone's sticker tag on the old sign, unrelated to the building? it's large and in the center but it's on top of the rust 
and not super weathered.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:38:44 ID: a8a998 No.8121533

>>8121503
It's picked up some of the rust, so it must have been there for at least a while.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:39:09 ID: 05a6ff No.8121542

>>8121483
You know what they say: you don't buy pizza, you only rent it.
Because slavery is illegal.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:39:42 ID: 504867 No.8121547

>>8121503
The place was fucking weird, read on the dig before you speculate more on that.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:45:31 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121604 >>8121640 >>8121786

>>8121451
>>8121474
https://www.google.com/search?q=roman+ping+pong

> http://www.romanpingpong.com/
> https://who.is/whois/romanpingpong.com
>  Nadia Litz

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadia_Litz#Early_Life
>  A former child actor, she has described herself as somewhat ambitious.
>  She took an interest in films at the age of 6, and started living in Toronto at 17 to attend York University, but left to join the 2,500 hopefuls who 
auditioned for the title role in the 1997 film version of Lolita, which went to Dominique Swain.

remember 'pingpong' is only used once in the book, in relation to Lo becoming an actress in a stage play, look it up if you want. i'm starting to get chills. 
wew lads.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:48:55 ID: 424778 No.8121631 >>8121652

>>8120333
Rams, hotdogs, children and masks… what kind of imagery does this make you think guys?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:49:47 ID: 61b0df No.8121640 >>8121732 >>8121738 >>8133505

File (hide): 7d634757ada8036⋯.png (268.37 KB, 603x769, 603:769, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8121604
>pingpong appears once in Lolita  

File (hide): d0167c57ae5ac12⋯.jpg (179.48
KB, 869x1080, 869:1080, 1.jpg)

File (hide): 9c49fd93f3a78c6⋯.jpg (178.25
KB, 868x1080, 217:270, 2.jpg)

File (hide): 0a7cadbb0525d51⋯.jpg (165.9
KB, 869x1080, 869:1080, 3.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:51:30 ID: 065e1d No.8121652 >>8121654 >>8122139 >>8133690 >>8134262

>>8121631
Read the official reports from the Salt Lake daycare investigation.

There are reports of a guy wearing a Zorro mask.
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File (hide): de5ae35ef601fc3⋯.jpg (224.63
KB, 869x1080, 869:1080, 4.jpg)

File (hide): 6e11c2e8e819227⋯.jpg (196.92
KB, 867x1080, 289:360, 5.jpg)

File (hide): eda7060ad8804e0⋯.jpg (35.07 KB,
871x325, 67:25, 6.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:51:57 ID: 065e1d No.8121654 >>8122139

>>8121652
Part 2 of 2.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 11:53:37 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121664 >>8121722 >>8121802

>>8121499
Tell me what you need translated and ill do it fam. Like I said i cant dig atm but will do all thats possible for me atm to get this cracked.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:00:15 ID: b167a2 No.8121722

>>8121664

Appreciated. But I need sleep right now. Gotta vote in seven hours. Will return later in the day.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:01:11 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121732

>>8121640
yep that's the place. kubrick setup a whole scene around the ping-pong table as the intro to whole film, surely it has some meaning.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:01:23 ID: b99e2c No.8121733

>>8121405
i've lurked dump.fm off and on for years. it is a hipster webart chat. however i will say i have seen some cultist types in there, but they mostly just worship 
PsychicTV and are low grade hipster wiccan types. i havent been there for years so no clue what it's turned into in that time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:02:43 ID: 32465f No.8121738 >>8121786

>>8121640
were really grasping at straws here  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:03:25 ID: 62df25 No.8121746 >>8121768

How is drpong linked to elkinspace ??  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:07:05 ID: 1aefd3 No.8121768

>>8121746
Not definetly. 
Thats why i want ppl to stop sliding and keep digging everything we can about that place. But faggots never listen and idiots just come up with stuff that 
holds 0 ground.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:09:20 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121786 >>8121847

>>8121738
see: 
>>8121604

it's not tried to the pedosta emails except that ping pong is pedo jargon. it's odd that an actress who dropped out of college to try to get a role in a heeb 
film remake would call her company 'roman ping pong' pictures' lines from kubricks film opening, a scene not based in the book at all. 

for more on ping pong connections read: 
>>8112818

if anything this confirms the term has heeb connections, because kubrick and litz.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:11:52 ID: d77e1c No.8121802 >>8121867

File (hide): 490492d6b674c3a⋯.png (50.4 KB, 706x585, 706:585, t.png)

>>8121341
>>8121499
>>8121664
drpong -> made by botto design -> rename splitt "s.t.a.t.e" and "troppo design" -> troppo 
design owner "Andreas Trogisch"

his picture page: http://www.andreastrogisch.de/
He actually does have a number of childen pictures. nothing wild. too much to say it's 
nothing.

plus:
the coder, http://www.umoderne.dk/ will redirect to pipto.com but doesn't show much. 
however search engine gives a few subdomains.
http://lambrusco.pipto.com/

http://gaderne.pipto.com/
http://simulacra.pipto.com/

Nothing Pizza related. However without doubt the people are:
1. communists
2. pro isreal  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:12:59 ID: 85fba5 No.8121811

Christ, some of you people are fucking geniuses. You know who you are. 

So far, 8ch is > /r/the_donald > /r/wikileaks > 4chan for this shit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:18:59 ID: 1e43f8 No.8121847 >>8122049

>>8121786
http://idyllopuspress.com/idyllopus/film/lolita_1.htm

search page for 'ping pong' or 'game'
>Quilty does not unfold himself out from under a sheet, disassociating himself from a piece of furniture. There is no ping-pong game. There are no boxing 
gloves. Quilty does not pound out Chopin on the piano. 

imo the scene was signalling to the underground.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:23:00 ID: b99e2c No.8121867 >>8121911

>>8121802
>simulacra

sorry no vpn and too paranoid to check the url but simulacra refers to baudrillard's philosophies of simulations of simulations attempting to simulate 
reality. point being, take a second look. something there will have multiple layers.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:30:10 ID: d77e1c No.8121911 >>8121918

>>8121867
well, to deep4me. it doesn't have much. few pages, not utf-8 encoded text and background picures.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:31:39 ID: b99e2c No.8121918

>>8121911
could just be hipsters too  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:36:18 ID: c44309 No.8121957

>>8120334
pedos never get busted for having 1 cp file, they get busted for having hundreds. If you are decryption it with the intention of giving it to law enforcement 
you have good reason for temporary possession.  Think about handing in a found murder weapon, that does not make you the murderer, it might look bad 
at first but when does a murderer hand in his own murder weapon? never.
Use good opsec if you can, not having to answer questions is always easier than wasting your time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:42:17 ID: 9372f1 No.8122008

>>8121405
Spiegel Leser wissen mehr. :^)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:45:11 ID: 60b21c No.8122032

>>8121192
hurr durr gtfo racemixer hurr durr  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:47:31 ID: 1e43f8 No.8122049
File (hide): 62cf20fbb355137⋯.png (292.49 KB, 1533x960, 511:320, pingpong_james_mason.PNG)

>>8121847
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Mason#Personal_life

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pamela_Mason#Early_life_and_pers
onal_life

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portland_Mason

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morgan_Mason#Public_relations_an
d_film

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Duke_Mason#Personal_life

yeah that whole fam is deviants. pic related, it was james mason who suggested the ping pong table to kubrick.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:48:21 ID: 60b21c No.8122058 >>8122091 >>8122141

Again…how is this going to help Trump get elected?  That's all I care about at this point.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:51:26 ID: 61b0df No.8122091 >>8122131

>>8122058
How can you better help someone get elected.. on election day? lol

isn't that when everything you fought for comes to fruition?

though i respect the pushing harder than ever  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:54:23 ID: c5c47d No.8122124 >>8122147 >>8122228 >>8173785

File (hide): 478d4ff08ac51f2⋯.jpg (158.13 KB, 620x480, 31:24, Lewis-Carroll.-Fine-Art-Ph….jpg)

>>8121378
Lewis Carroll was a pedo tho. He used to photograph naked lolis and Alice was one of his loli 
girlfriends. It's pretty much an obscure knowledge.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:56:11 ID: 60b21c No.8122131 >>8122274

>>8122091
this whole operation reeks of the bella and the bulldogs faggotry….  just a whole lot of digging and research for nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:57:18 ID: d92ead No.8122139 >>8122220

>>8121652
>8121652
>>8121654
Can you give more info about this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:57:18 ID: a8a998 No.8122141

>>8122058
Trump is great, but we're not going to stop digging whether he gets elected or not. We'd investigate this under normal circumstances be there an election 
or not.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 12:58:10 ID: 60b21c No.8122147 >>8122228

>>8122124
I can't remember his name atm but there was a French artist from 100/200 years ago who almost exclusively drew naked kids.  The theory is that he was 
using his paintings as fap material.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:06:21 ID: 065e1d No.8122220 >>8122812

>>8122139
It's from
>>>/x/27461
>>>/x/27462
>>>/x/27463
>>>/x/27464

There are some documents from the police investigation (hint: the social services are apparently involved), the picture of the guy who owns the place 
(Jose Solano), and the web pages that belonged to the daycare.

Oh yeah, the girls who went in? Never came out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:07:29 ID: 1e43f8 No.8122228

>>8121451
>>8122124
>>8122147
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrbLt75to24_ZtJe8tjabf272GPXgVDP4

this covers much about lewis carroll as well as the book.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:14:48 ID: 61b0df No.8122274 >>8122288 >>8123621

>>8122131
You could be right, IMO.

I think we could have been baited into following the 'rabbit' shit. Turning /pol/ into /x/. Just look back at the origin of the whole thing and it's some random 
poster with the Hudson bay looking like a rabbit.

Why is the Hudson bay relevant?
Then, some guy posts the address in response to that rabbit post.

It was a random ass address AFAIK, out of nowhere. It could just be a regular anon, or it could be an FBI posting to help, or it could be a trick/leading us 
in wrong direction.

Not sure.

But this is to do with the RABBIT. The rest, I don't know. I haven't had time to read the OP. If you're talking about the OP, I think those might be solid leads 
- coming from wikileaks and other connections like comet pizza.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:16:49 ID: c5c47d No.8122288 >>8122324 >>8122568

>>8122274
Yes, that's bullshit. Disregard all the /x/ faggots there.

All we have is DNC-Pizza-Pong connection, and it's a solid one. We should be researching that.

Faggots with /x/-tier shit should be permabanned.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:19:50 ID: 61b0df No.8122324

>>8122288
checked.

Disregard rabbit-posts and devolving into x-tier shit.

concentrate on solid leads  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:22:02 ID: 8e716a No.8122343 >>8122401

>>8121308
>British Virgin Islands
>Where elites host child virgin sex orgies
They're right. Everything IS hidden in plain sight.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:26:02 ID: efcef0 No.8122379

>>8121474
Who filmed Lolita? Kubrick.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:28:35 ID: 61b0df No.8122401

>>8122343
Imagine if you could signal to fellow /pol/acks in subtle ways IRL that only they would know - because your symbolism is kept secret and disconnected.

It's like a secret club to them. They depend on keeping their signals/symbols secret in order to operate in the world cohesively. 

Memes 101.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:29:45 ID: 26399c No.8122411 >>8122529

>>8119966 (OP)
>linking to Reddit
>can't title his post properly
FUCK OFF REDDIT. YOU ARE NOT IN GOOD FUCKING COMP ANY. LEAVE  

File (hide): 6add1034a9b4832⋯.jpg
(1.55 MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, mason1.jpg)

File (hide): f7df235202762ea⋯.jpg (2.05
MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, mason2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:38:09 ID: 667560 No.8122498 >>8122564 >>8122567

read this fuckers

note the star and moon on the left is the same as the one on comet  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:38:42 ID: 85fba5 No.8122505

>>8120962

>Note the 'captcha' text at the bottom. It says 'big cheese'. It seems to always say 'big cheese'. Coincidence? bucksfishingandcamping.com (same owner 
as comet ping pong) says on the bottom: "(C) 2009, Big Cheese, LLC".

Came here to post this. 

Literally every fucking page we find related to these people has goats, hot dogs, and cheese.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:41:07 ID: 05c040 No.8122529 >>8122832

>>8122411
Who says i'm reddit? info is currently being buried  in the fuckstorm, you spread it from where you can. eat a dick m8  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:41:23 ID: 667560 No.8122531

they state that they are "Big cheese LLC"

http://www.restaurantmagazine.com/pie-five-pizza-makes-bold-move-into-midwest/

a subsidiary of Pizza Inn Holdings, Inc. (Nasdaq:PZZI), announced today that it has awarded franchise rights to two veteran restaurant groups that will 
introduce the rapidly growing brand to three new states. Big Cheese, LLC, owned by Jim Stevens, is contracted to open seven restaurants in Wichita, KS, 
and Tulsa, OK. Simmonds Restaurant Management will open six Pie Five locations in Omaha and Lincoln, NE.
If thats true, they are now apart of a bigger group. Jim Stevens https://www.linkedin.com/in/kona07 https://www.linkedin.com/in/kona07  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:42:39 ID: 85fba5 No.8122547 >>8122572 >>8122600 >>8122618

There are by now literally hundreds of pages, pics, info, etc. Reddit threads and archive.org are being deleted. But people keep posting fragmented info, 
like just the Pizza pic, as if thats all we have.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT WE COMPILE ALL THE DATA WE HAVE SO FAR, IN ONE PLACE, SO NOTHING IS LOST!!!

NOT ON REDDIT, NOT ON CHANS, NOT ON PASTEBIN, NOT ON ARCHIVE.ORG

IN A ZIP FILE THAT IS FREELY PASSED AROUND EVERYWHERE AND DUPLICATED x5000

AUTISTS PLEASE TRY TO SAVE STUFF! Don't rely on some website to save your research for you!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:12 ID: 61b0df No.8122564

>>8122498
This is a fucking Satanic Muzzie fucking pedo ring… FUCKING FIND IT.. THIS NEEDS TO BE FUCKING OBLITERATED  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:14 ID: a1c122 No.8122567

>>8122498
Charity work at a children's hospital? So is this going to turn into Gary Glitter and Operation Yewtree 2.0  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:18 ID: c5c47d No.8122568 >>8122572

>>8122288
This. It's important, let's do it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:44:36 ID: c5c47d No.8122572

>>8122568
Meant for >>8122547  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:45:44 ID: 667560 No.8122587
File (hide): 043dda23fd16952⋯.jpg (1.63 MB, 2448x2448, 1:1, mason3.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:46:03 ID: 60f385 No.8122591 >>8124000

File (hide): f8bfecfb00fe3ea⋯.png (1.06 MB, 2364x1736, 591:434, pedo rings.png)

This is a smoking gun. We gotta 
spread this shit as far as we can, as 
fast as we can.
>>8114374  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:46:52 ID: 61b0df No.8122600

>>8122547
>>8122547
>>8122547
>>8122547
>>8122547

save thread on hard drive, by saving page.

save archives by saving pages..

rightclick->saveas  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:49:04 ID: 1aefd3 No.8122618

>>8122547
Could you do that ? Not everything but all you can get .. sort it and upload it … sort of like the Do/k/ument … would help tremendously  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:49:46 ID: 98508d No.8122630 >>8122679 >>8122685

File (hide): 0705cd0d77d50d7⋯.jpg (104.98 KB, 440x640, 11:16, 1461523622732.jpg)

What the fuck is happening? Can 
someone clue me in?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:55:27 ID: 2c6b07 No.8122679 >>8123677

>>8122630
read nigger
Follow the white rabbit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:56:04 ID: 065e1d No.8122685

>>8122630
Clintons are involved with a satanic pedo ring masquerading as an international pizza corp.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:56:13 ID: 73e879 No.8122686

>>8120247
>>8120259

>use snap tool
>divide in smaller images  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:58:22 ID: b9996a No.8122709

>>8121308

>island shopping

As far as islands go, it's not very big. With no airplane landing strip directly on island, it's ferry accessible only. In BVI's, other islands are larger and thus 
worth more. On the whole an unremarkable place, except for it's young guests.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 13:58:25 ID: 7b32ac No.8122711

>>8121186
>encryption does not equal CP
No shit you fucking autist, but when you're investigating a child trafficking ring and they're sending large encrypted files to each other with strange names, 
it's probably fucking CP. Your kneejerk reaction does not fit here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:02:14 ID: 065e1d No.8122757

>>8120505
We need to look at the previous Podesta leaked images using this shit. Especially the ones in suspicious emails. There has to be something in those.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:03:44 ID: 667560 No.8122770
File (hide): 5f87d22aa6b823a⋯.jpg (1.49 MB, 2448x3264, 3:4, SHUT_IT_DOWN.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:05:35 ID: 667560 No.8122788 >>8123255 >>8123762

File (hide): 6e33cd7ba4ada38⋯.png (86.38 KB, 2198x217, 314:31, ClipboardImage.png)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:08:56 ID: 4c535a No.8122812

>>8122220
It is clear you didn't read any pages of the document you posted. That is pertaining to the investigation of two British children that had been sexually 
abused or groomed. It's very obvious - the 4.jpg you posted refers to a "DS Fernandez" and a "DC Martin", meaning detective sergeant and detective 
constable, positions that do not exist in police departments in the United States.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:10:59 ID: 26399c No.8122832

>>8122529
Your inability to make a proper post, your link to Reddit, and your incredibly faggoty mannerisms  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:14:46 ID: 106bd6 No.8122867 >>8123089 >>8123127 >>8123174

Will Killary ever have to pay for this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:16:36 ID: 60f385 No.8122879

>>8120508
>for some damn reason "Pong" is censored with "L.M", no idea if that means anything in another language.
Could be "Leck mich am Arsch", roughly translated into English as "kiss my ass".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swabian_salute
An insult coined by the medieval knight Goetz von Berlichingen, it was also used as the name of two canons my Mozart and the unofficial nickname of the 
17th SS Panzergrenadier Division.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:19:44 ID: eb930c No.8122906

>>8120319
Make sure you scrub your HDD after that then too.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:20:49 ID: 667560 No.8122920 >>8122936 >>8123013 >>8151079

FBI Anon has been at it again and we missed it.

Official FBI twitter released 'Help us find these Missing Persons

https://twitter.com/FBI/status/795362410097831936 (embed)

Pics of a bunch of kids.

Next tweet is 

Help the FBI recover stolen Art in the national stolen art file:

https://twitter.com/FBI/status/795636546653147138 (embed)

Article related; "HOW ART CAN BE USED TO FUND HUMAN TRAFFICKING

https://investmentwatchblog.com/1031-exchange-how-art-can-be-used-to-pay-for-human-trafficking/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:22:16 ID: 667560 No.8122936

>>8122920

start watching for stolen art in these places or kids.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:27:29 ID: 05c040 No.8123003

Podesta 35

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?q=&mfrom=&mto=&title=&notitle=&date_from=&date_to=&nofrom=&noto=&count=50&sort=6#searchresult  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:27:51 ID: 11bc5a No.8123013

>>8122920
Possibly related:
https://www .fbi.gov/wanted/kidnap (list of kidnapped persons the FBI wants hints on)
https://twitter. com/FBIDallas/status/793919893896712192 (FBI tweet on one missing 10yo girl)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:33:28 ID: 64f3d8 No.8123089

>>8122867
Nope because it's not just her. It's not just the Clintons. This shit is B I G and nothing can be done about it other than waking what few people will listen 
because the majority don't care and just want to go on with their lives while Satanists run the world.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:34:36 ID: 06ed54 No.8123100

>>8121229

Enough that the Wachowski brothers were turned into trannies thanks to the jews in power thanks to their transgressions.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:36:36 ID: 15e9b9 No.8123127 >>8123174 >>8123238

File (hide): 5b2d4ad6d615a1b⋯.jpg (178.2 KB, 717x789, 239:263, 1470006490102.jpg)

>>8122867
If this is true, every position of authority will be called into question. All churches, governments, 
police, military, taxation agencies, on and on. 

>mfw stefan molymeme had it right about anarchy all along  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:37:56 ID: 43c768 No.8123144 >>8123277 >>8123381 >>8133505

>>8121451
these a just the first few I found, the links between ping-pong and pedophile rings has been an elephant in the room for a long time
 
http:/ /www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/5406772/Ping-pong-paedophile-jailed-for-12-months.html

https:/ /www.thesun.co.uk/archives/news/1181465/didgeridoodoo-paedophile-rolf-harris-makes-instrument-out-of-jails-toilet-roll-tubes-and-drives-prison-
officers-around-the-bend/

http:/ /www.wnd.com/2010/10/217565/

https:/ /thecolemanexperience.wordpress.com/2013/04/27/prince-charles-arthur-c-clarke-and-the-paedophile-connection/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:40:09 ID: c877f8 No.8123174 >>8123238

File (hide): f9eff7755090722⋯.png (93.47 KB, 425x325, 17:13, smug glee.png)

>>8122867
Perhaps not by our hand, but ritual cannibalism is a harsh 
mistress. The prions will get her. See >>8120900

>>8123127
>mfw  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:43:46 ID: 000000 No.8123214

You can't really expect these people to be tech or crypto experts so they probably use something readily available. I've seen data hidden into audio files 
with programs like MP3Stego and Openpuff. Openpuff was used in some years Cicada round IIRC.

You need the passphrase to extract the hidden data.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:45:17 ID: 2c6b07 No.8123238 >>8123320 >>8123429

>>8123127
>>8123174

what did he say about anarchy?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:46:46 ID: 7da088 No.8123255

>>8122788
this makes me sick. French people probably forgot about this already.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:47:58 ID: 9e6638 No.8123266 >>8123850 >>8130678 >>8131066

File (hide): 3ab9ac9d798ed4c⋯.jpg (117.24 KB, 720x960, 3:4, zupfcx.jpg)

>>8120962

Stop with this Heavy Breathing /x/ tier shit. It's just not a very good power electronic act, there are dozens of the better 
artists in this genere, for example Genocide Lolita (with an umistakable right-wing profile), Morder Machine from Italy, 
Sewer Goddess, STAB Electronics, Frailty of Angels, Deathpile and so on, and so on…

Nothing esoteric or sinister about a hipster with  a Cubase SX and couple of vst plugins using shock imagery to 
promote his shit-tier music.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:49:19 ID: a492f1 No.8123277

>>8123144
>the links between ping-pong and pedophile rings has been an elephant in the room for a long time

you know how the anime feminist woman was bitching about that ping pong show due to the "pedophilia"

…

now you know why  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:51:44 ID: 15e9b9 No.8123320

>>8123238
authority isn't a principle based in truth, and thus anarchy, AN - without ARCHY archon or ruler, a society without rulers or government is the only moral 
order of human civilization. it makes sense, because these satanist pedo fucks have infested the police and everything,,  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:53:01 ID: c821ac No.8123339

>>8120281
>>8120331
>muh pr
GET OUT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:53:32 ID: 667560 No.8123345 >>8123359 >>8123463

File (hide): 3216a61ed2052a9⋯.png (352.29 KB, 775x326, 775:326, ClipboardImage.png)

look into nancy pelosi's goat hill pizza place…. goats offspring is a kid and the logo on the site the goat is 
black like baphomet… oh and theres this…. who wants to bet some kid locked up drew it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:54:40 ID: 15e9b9 No.8123359 >>8123481

File (hide): f91742bba384e8e⋯.png (1.27 MB, 1924x1638, 74:63, goat hill pizza.png)

>>8123345
already did a little 
work on this  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:55:51 ID: c877f8 No.8123381 >>8133505

>>8123144
Holy shit

>link 1
>Judge Bing put Tendler, one of the highest ranked table tennis players in Britain, on the Sexual Offenders Register for seven years.

>link 2
>He is said to excel at ping pong.

>link 4
>Clarke goes there regularly in the afternoon, hobbling on a walking stick, to challenge boys – some as young as 12 – to a game of ping pong.

(Link 3 seems to be unrelated to the game of ping pong.)

That's quite a connection, I wonder what it is about it?
>innocuous-seeming game
>not unusual to be seen played by both adults and children
>involves a table - can be used for sex
>involves paddles - can be used for spanking, etc
>involves little balls - can be inserted into orifices

It makes sense as a meme that would be popular with pedos.

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 14:59:42 ID: c877f8 No.8123429

>>812
3238
Basica
lly, he 
is an 
an-
cap.

Sage 
for 
double 
post  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:02:17 ID: 5a19a4 No.8123460

>>8120618
Why kids when you have these two very fuckable deviant women?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:02:33 ID: fc0bb3 No.8123463 >>8123510 >>8123531

>>8123345
Sure, but all that Egyptian, Babylonian, whatever stuff is just a bullshit excuse to fuck children. These are white niggers and various mongrels. Basic bitch 
perverts larping. 'Spirit dinners', are just a pretext to fuck a kid.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:03:51 ID: 5a19a4 No.8123481

>>8123359
reddit replacement voat.co uses a goat for a mascot.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:06:40 ID: 64f3d8 No.8123510 >>8124441

>>8123463
Keep thinking that.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:08:11 ID: c877f8 No.8123531 >>8124441

>>8123463
>'Spirit dinners', are just a pretext to fuck a kid.
I think it goes far beyond that. At least some of them are occultists that believe in the spiritual nature of the shit they do, there are rituals with history and 
supposed meaning that go beyond fetishism. Things like human sacrifice and cannibalism.

Check out this thread from a couple days ago, it goes over a lot of shit I didn't believe either, before all this dropped.
https://archive.is/vSRSB  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:10:44 ID: bba0ce No.8123573

Bump  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:12:55 ID: 667560 No.8123600

someone posted a background check of comet and podesta yesterday

100s of pages

https://8ch.net/pol/res/8105049.html#q8114450  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:14:02 ID: d92ead No.8123621

>>8122274
It came out of nowhere. But the rabbit and slcdc have been randomly dropped in other threads here and there this past week. Baiting. But the Hudson 
Bay rabbit map was posted in one of the first slcdc threads. It was a random theory that most discounted so maybe that anon is floating it again. We were 
trying to find correspondences for the stylization of the rabbit. 

The Satanic Marina stuff really affected spic voters opinions so they probably trying to get us to divert to something else for the day. They knew slcdc was 
compelling. 

Another odd thing is that piece of land in Marina del rey is a long peninsula, not the kind of place you randomly wander past yet that's how toranon said 
he found it. He's probably a fed and knew the building was held by them.

Fuck you pedoshits, some day you'll all suffer for your crimes.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:16:48 ID: c30bfe No.8123653 >>8123717 >>8124163 >>8125213

>>8120606
Here is a completely theoretical idea. THIS IS A SHORT STORY COMPLETE FICTION:

why not call up mr pidesto and say something like this: "we've got you, you sick fuck. we will expose you on nov 10th. enjoy life in prison you freak. 
goodbye."

proceed to swat mr pidesto on nov 10th.

if he kills himself, he was guilty. if not, i guess he wasnt.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:19:11 ID: 978b6f No.8123677

>>8122679

this

matrix anyone?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:22:45 ID: 71f89c No.8123717 >>8124163

File (hide): eca2aaec80e73b1⋯.jpg (2.54 MB, 2995x3000, 599:600, 1376539087096.jpg)

>>8123653
That's retarded  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:25:56 ID: 43c768 No.8123762

>>8122788
Ah so this why there are so many french cartoons and comics with child nudity  
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File (hide): 48dbb0de48e917e⋯.gif (1.39 MB,
1920x1018, 960:509, Audition_Spectral__cat_far….gif)

File (hide): a6ab4574894d245⋯.jpg (640.84 KB,
1485x881, 1485:881, HexEdit_cat-fart-1_cat-far….jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:30:12 ID: f3672d No.8123832 >>8123913 >>8123932 >>8123962 >>8124020 >>8124064 >>8125906 >>8129305

>>8120760
>>8120699
guys, I opened the cat_fart_guitar_# in Audition
the files look really weird for a 320kbps bitrate, other clean files have waaay less visible artefacts all over the place
but the strangest thing is that all the cat_fart_guitar_1 to cat_fart_guitar_6 are all completely different, with different bits when compared in hex

but

they sound exactly the same, zero difference in audio output waveform
and
they all have the exact same size of 13,583,590 bytes
conclusion, this is padding of the audio file with other data

but I reached the end of my skillz here, I can't into the compression algorithms, the codecs, the maths n shit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:31:58 ID: ec5cd8 No.8123850 >>8123932 >>8124759

>>8123266
I keep seeing this exact post on different pol threads, what the fuck?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:35:07 ID: 11bc5a No.8123893 >>8123936 >>8123976

File (hide): e78569316713463⋯.png (2.57 MB, 2143x1060, 2143:1060, missing.png)

I thought I saw a match at first, but now I'm not sure.
Tell me that they aren't the same person, I don't trust myself right now.

I'm a bit hysteric, yeah. I'm facing cognitive dissonance since this all 
seems too huge to have remained hidden this long.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:36:15 ID: 44f5f9 No.8123913 >>8124020

>>8123832
WE NEED SOME AUTISM ON THIS  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:37:18 ID: c877f8 No.8123932

>>8123832
Wow that's some nice work anon. You're definitely on to something. I know even less about codecs and compression than you but I look forward to 
seeing where this goes.

>>8123850
We're piecing together evidence of an international pedophile ring that goes to the highest levels of government, expect some shilling  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:37:42 ID: cb2608 No.8123936 >>8124112

>>8123893
when was the instagram post?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:38:36 ID: e27eb4 No.8123952 >>8124008

>>8121198

That's not the same rabbit.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:39:12 ID: 1aefd3 No.8123962 >>8124020

>>8123832  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:40:20 ID: df46be No.8123976

>>8123893
I too noticed the resemblance but thought lisa was too ginger.

Still worth investigating. Good work sir.

Just want to mention I am proud of all of you and honored to be a part of this.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:42:58 ID: e27eb4 No.8124000 >>8124206

>>8122591

Has anyone tried going to that pizza place and going downstairs in the back corner? Is there even an official downstairs?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:43:18 ID: c877f8 No.8124008 >>8124266

>>8123952
see
>>8121940  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:44:05 ID: 8baec3 No.8124020 >>8124056 >>8124277

File (hide): c5f81028942ccef⋯.png (981.04 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, SuuE9Mc.png)

>>8123832
>>8123913 >>8123932 >>8123962 

newest Doom game hid easter eggs in their soundtrack in this exact way…i dont know anything 
about audio stuff but someones gotta look into this  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:47:07 ID: 7da088 No.8124056 >>8124073 >>8124077

>>8124020
what easter eggs? Give some examples please.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:47:25 ID: 44f5f9 No.8124064 >>8125234

>>8123832
It looks like normie tools of this nature include options to encrypt the data that's stored in the audio:
http://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/hacks-mr-robot-hide-data-audio-files-0164136/

Ugh, sucks to think we might could be onto something but ultimately wouldn't be able to break the encryption.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:48:04 ID: 9a6b96 No.8124073 >>8124089

>>8124056
Dude it's right there in the image, just open the thumbnail. Audio files don't usually spell out 666s and pentagrams.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:48:19 ID: 44f5f9 No.8124077 >>8124089

>>8124056
Enlarge the pic he posted and look closer, you'll see '666' and stuff.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:49:04 ID: 7da088 No.8124089

>>8124073
>>8124077
thx
spoopy  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:50:37 ID: 3a3c49 No.8124110

>>8120281
>>8120331
Niggers, I know you're new, but you should get desensitized to petty insults and criticism. Don't take it personally, and learn to be a better poster from it. 
Instead of crying about him being a meanie, just ignore him, actually post what he wanted, or explain why you can't.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:50:47 ID: 11bc5a No.8124112 >>8124190 >>8124496 >>8130199

File (hide): 6023b2822c1f0af⋯.jpg (2.48 MB, 4961x7016, 4961:7016, 1478606000716.jpg)

>>8123936
I don't know. I pulled it off this compilation.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:55:13 ID: dac73c No.8124156

>>8120267
>Maybe we should send it to law enforcements so low level officers get involved.
they'd be dismissed  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:55:21 ID: a6973c No.8124159

>>8119966 (OP)
Is this the continuation thread of pizza pedo? I wanted to post this there:

>>8109698
I once had a dream about some jewish woman that had an aquarium with a beautiful boy inside it(he was a normal boy except he was small, like a 
goldfish).

She got fucked by a middle eastern kid with a gigantic dong outside of the aquarium.

Never gotten so fucked up from a dream.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:55:40 ID: 7b32ac No.8124163

>>8123653
>>8123717
Eh, it's not the worst idea. It would be lulzy if nothing else.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:56:14 ID: 44f5f9 No.8124179

Unfortunately I think this is a dead end because the data embedded in these mp3 files are likely encrypted…

The fact that other data is very likely embedded in these audio files says we're onto something here though. We should keep on digging in >>8115580  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:57:02 ID: c877f8 No.8124190

>>8124112
>94 weeks ago
>assuming screens were taken this month, approx. 2 years ago, 2014
>girl went missing in 2011, she was 11 months old
>she would be 4 in that pic

So, not the same girl.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:57:54 ID: 7da088 No.8124200 >>8124231 >>8124270 >>8124328

File (hide): 392a5305ce86094⋯.png (45.59 KB, 849x302, 849:302, lol.png)

https://www.zomato.com/washington-
dc/comet-ping-pong-
washington/reviews
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:58:14 ID: 667560 No.8124202
File (hide): 3074c5fe860c01c⋯.png (304.09 KB, 300x418, 150:209, ClipboardImage.png)

PRAISE KEK FROM THE 1987 
CARD RELEASE.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 15:58:41 ID: e27eb4 No.8124206

>>8124000

Someone needs to check these trips and get downstairs.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:00:25 ID: 7da088 No.8124231 >>8124270 >>8124298 >>8124328 >>8131824

File (hide): 5a46231835b4e08⋯.png (48.86 KB, 847x324, 847:324, lol2.png)

>>8124200
a lot of people complaining. Maybe because, 
this restaurant doesn't care much about pizza.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:02:30 ID: e27eb4 No.8124266

>>8124008

Remember:
Neo was born on 9/11 2001
His awakening begins when he is grown up and an internet NEET
It all starts when he follows the right rabbit and sees where the truth leads him
This is our white rabbit, children of 9/11 America
This path leads beyond anything we consider reality
Energy harvest and archons  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:02:41 ID: 9372f1 No.8124270 >>8124338

>>8124231
>>8124200
>bad pizza service in general
So there is no doubt that this place is truly a front when there is alot of people complaining? One would think they would be closed due to lack of incoming 
guest, hmm.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:03:08 ID: cb2608 No.8124277

>>8124020
Puting 666s and pentagrams in the waveform is not quite the same as storing images of horrifically abused children.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:03:45 ID: 667560 No.8124288
File (hide): d3465d3adf5a8e9⋯.png (1.48 MB, 1471x960, 1471:960, ClipboardImage.png)

jesus christ cernovich 
lol hahaha he just put 
this up

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:04:28 ID: 5dec81 No.8124296

>>8120955

Tip to the newfags, look at the URL bar after :45  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:04:34 ID: 7da088 No.8124298 >>8124305 >>8124353 >>8124450

File (hide): 978298cc28213c5⋯.png (35.67 KB, 852x298, 426:149, lol3.png)

>>8124231
costumers complaining about slow 
service a lot. There are a lot of bad 
reviews.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:05:15 ID: 667560 No.8124305 >>8124338

>>8124298

classic sign of a front  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:06:14 ID: 667560 No.8124318

Find the review of comet where they say the chicken doesnt taste like chicken  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:06:39 ID: 7b32ac No.8124328 >>8127543

File (hide): 8e1e07938ca4dd6⋯.gif (715.74 KB, 512x512, 1:1, 1422507731163.gif)

>>8124200 
(checked)
>>8124231
>yfw the 
"meatballs" are 
the kids that got 
too old  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:07:26 ID: cb2608 No.8124338 >>8124345 >>8124395

>>8124305
>>8124270
I would have thought fronts would be excellent rather than shit.
They need people in and out as fast as possible. They also must keep their place ridiculously clean to avoid proof and evidence being left.

However this place DID have Obama visit.
Maybe there's special rules.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:07:58 ID: 7b32ac No.8124345 >>8124423 >>8124637

>>8124338
It's better to be shitty because then the "undesired" customers come less.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:08:15 ID: 7da088 No.8124353 >>8124384

>>8124298
these are all old reviews (2011). I'll keep searching on other review websites.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:11:01 ID: cb2608 No.8124384

>>8124353
See if you can find any employee reviews.

If you can't that's certainly a red flag.
They had the fucking president show up. Of course someone would talk about it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:12:09 ID: 9372f1 No.8124395 >>8124409 >>8124523

>>8124338
>Maybe there's special rules.
I wouldn't be surprised if they have a special room too or maybe even locking their front so that only certain "guest" can "enjoy" that place.
>However this place DID have Obama visit.
I wonder if Obama does know what is going on there, since lately he acts very goofy.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:13:28 ID: e27eb4 No.8124409

>>8124395

THEY HAVE A "DOWNSTAIRS"  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:14:51 ID: dac73c No.8124423 >>8124445

>>8124345
But then there's less traffic going through, so it's more clear who's coming in and out.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:16:06 ID: fc0bb3 No.8124441 >>8124608 >>8124666 >>8126112

>>8123510
Yes, yes I will. Because AIDS ridden looking faggot John Podesta and his fat cunt of a brother, have NOOOOOOTHING to with whatever shit they're 
PLAYING AT. They just want little boy booty. John Podesta isn't the reincarnation of some Egyptian pharaoh. He looks like the fucking teacher in South 
Park, mmmkay?

The fucking Jew bitch, whose their leader, is an eastern euro trash carney doing an Aleister Crowley act for $$$. Look at the dummies she has fooled and 
who're following her. She's the star to the stars. Also it's a cover for her sickness. Let's call it 'art' then we aren't sick fucks. NO,  that's a sick fuck who 
needs a bullet in the head.  I knew a guy, who owned Crowley's diary. Paid a lot for it. He let me read it over a weekend. This motherfucker was supposed 
to be the baddest man alive at one point right? The BEAST. Yeah, not so much. He logged how many times he's jacked off that day and what his jizz was 
like. It was all bulslhit and he died alone, penniless and insane in a state retirement home. Just a dirty kid fucker.

>>8123531
>>there are rituals with history and supposed meaning that go beyond fetishism. Things like human sacrifice and cannibalism.

Yeah sure, but it's not THEIR history. Who the fuck is that faggot John Podesta killing? Scarifice to who? He probably went to Sunday school. As for 
cannibalism… he strikes me as more of a blood drinker haha while his brother eats his portion. It's not Hannibal.

These are basic degens dressing up their sickness to make it look like something else but it's not. It's like a junkie paying 10x for slighty better stuff and 
using a fancy pipe. Still a fucking junkie. Charlie Sheen with his cracking smoking room. Still just a fucking degenerate with HIV smoking crack even 
though he PLAYED certain people. This fucking guy isn't even a political mastermind. It's clear now that he has the position because he's compromised, 
because he's done some ugly shit.

So use the weirdo shit against them to find links. It's been paying off. They're sloppy because they really aren't that bright and are overconfident and have 
a need to put it in our faces and think they're getting away with something.  But don't be afraid of these fuckers. We can beat them. There's no super 
powers on their side.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:16:18 ID: 7b32ac No.8124445 >>8127490

>>8124423
Nobody's really gonna be paying that much attention to who's going in and out of a pizza place. And anyway, the real "customers" probably come in the 
back.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:17:01 ID: 7da088 No.8124450 >>8124600

File (hide): ff463d1e5971d18⋯.png (51.51 KB, 766x406, 383:203, lol4.png)

>>8124298
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g28970-d940774-Reviews-
Comet_Ping_Pong-Washington_DC_District_of_Columbia.html

Most of the review are positive. It can be all the pedos skewing the rates.

This one is from this year.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:18:16 ID: 43ccda No.8124467

>>8120333
was zum ficken, alter  
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File (hide): cc20cbb80d9d5d1⋯.jpg
(63.68 KB, 512x768, 2:3,
Obama_baby_01.jpg)

File (hide): 8c7c19212891873⋯.jpg (197.34 KB,
1065x800, 213:160, trash.jpg)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:20:41 ID: 592833 No.8124496

>>8124112
>OBAMA
>AT A PIZZA PLACE
>PLAYING PING PONG
WHAT THE SHIT?
THAT CAN'T BE OBAMA IN THE 2ND DOWN IMAGE T O THE RIGHT
WE ARE REACHING COINCIDENCE LEVELS THA T SHOULDN'T EVEN BE POSSIBLE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:21:19 ID: 667560 No.8124505 >>8124573 >>8124689

File (hide): fcb18a6a229e4a4⋯.png (2.88 MB, 1500x1110, 50:37, ClipboardImage.png)

art on the wall a creepy 
place podesta hung out at 

owl of minerva
pinecones which are 
sumerian shit
phallic symbols in the 
background
kids face in the wine
>shes drinking their blood  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:22:24 ID: cb2608 No.8124523

>>8124395
They have the 'Kill Room', which kind of resembles a large walk in fridge/freezer.
However the people working for the place kept making snuff film jokes about the place.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:26:23 ID: 667560 No.8124573 >>8124637

File (hide): b5ec12f17e5c2e5⋯.png (522.22 KB, 750x1173, 250:391, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8124505

pizza place owned by the same owner of the 
other restaurant near comet…. 

>SCREAMING CHILDREN  
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File (hide): b0c0251a6ef142a⋯.png (51.85 KB,
769x428, 769:428, lol5.png)

File (hide): e3f4a9df49e3d15⋯.png (57.3 KB, 823x422,
823:422, lol6.png)

File (hide): e5f039e2f04ad53⋯.png (50.89 KB,
802x444, 401:222, lol7.png)

File (hide): 3f51014e0fd7907⋯.png (54.3 KB, 783x275,
783:275, mediocre.png)

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:27:56 ID: 7da088 No.8124600 >>8124609

>>8124450  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:28:44 ID: c877f8 No.8124608

>>8124441
You type like you're not from around here, and your reasoning is spurious. What they look like is not important and says nothing about their motives.

These people aren't fly-by-night kiddy diddlers, they are connected and powerful. All evidence points to a large-scale trafficking organization with high-up 
politicos being implicated. They will protect their interests and secrecy with every resource available. Underestimate them at your own peril.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:28:46 ID: 7da088 No.8124609

>>8124600
btw, yes, I changed the profile pic of the 4th image  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:29:37 ID: 667560 No.8124629 >>8125429 >>8126719

File (hide): 53b4bd78707eb97⋯.png (1.04 MB, 736x1104, 2:3, ClipboardImage.png)

"farm/sometimes fresh, vegetables"
Luazatto and "The Farm" and her "vegetables"
Marina Abromovic and her "onions"
Sometimes they're not fresh because they've been tainted…
Notice how the "onion" symbol comes up again
Wtf dos it mean?

Vegetable related stuff can be found in emails by or to 
DJLeiter@mlstrategies.com in wikileaks

He's the "Farmer" Leiter

check them out guys what the hell is the onion  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:29:52 ID: e1ca47 No.8124633 >>8128845

Best thread in years.
I can't help much, but I'll add my spirit to the cause.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:30:21 ID: 857ee0 No.8124637

>>8124345
Typical secret society shit, where it turns out that they're as bad to the unitiated as good to their own.
>>8124573
>september 2001  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:31:53 ID: cb2608 No.8124666

>>8124441
> They're sloppy because they really aren't that bright and are overconfident and have a need to put it in our faces and think they're getting away with 
something.
Aye.
And that's why no one would want to admit that they believe us.

This "hiding in plain sight" type shit is only heard of in TV and films. No one imagines that it really happens. Especially on such a grand, abominable 
scale.

Remember Saville? No one believed it until he fucking died. But then he wasn't their problem.
TV personalities acted like he wasn't fondling girls on TV, never mind him fucking orphans.
My mother was saying it every time she saw his face on TV and I never believed her.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:33:24 ID: b880a2 No.8124689
File (hide): 6f790a1d04b653a⋯.jpg (47.36 KB, 553x369, 553:369, artichoke.jpg)

>>8124505
>pinecones  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:33:48 ID: 48c6dd No.8124699

Let's all get drunk and play ping pong.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:36:42 ID: 9e6638 No.8124759

>>8123850
>buzza

Oh really? Care to give a link then?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:40:25 ID: 8bd4b5 No.8124839

>>8120136
Probably using steghide.  That's a very very good steganographic program.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 16:57:19 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125078 >>8125203

>>8120505
uhhhh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwi3XK_3KzU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwi3XK_3KzU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwi3XK_3KzU  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:04:21 ID: 8f1f35 No.8125181

>>8120829
> 20 upvotes.  

Fucking reddit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:05:34 ID: 1aefd3 No.8125203

>>8125078
>>8125078

Based on his viewcount you can see whats most important to people. i guess we should focus on this encryp method. …
 Why didnt i check that earlier… fuck  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:06:08 ID: e27eb4 No.8125213

>>8123653

Sociopaths will lie to the bitter end. They don't think like you and me. They won't ever hero because they feel no shame even when caught.

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:07:17 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125230 >>8125326

KQ8.F Super RAD
I THINK I FOUND A HINT T O DECODING AUDIO/VIDEO ENCR YPTION METHOD

https://www.youtube.com/embed/FXNkoZ4Hvhg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/FXNkoZ4Hvhg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/FXNkoZ4Hvhg  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:07:43 ID: e27eb4 No.8125234 >>8125312

>>8124064

Someone needs to hero and go personally extract the password from one of the lower level members.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:13:03 ID: 44f5f9 No.8125312 >>8125674

>>8125234
Not only that, we need to know the method through which data is being embedded in this audio.

So sadly, I think this is probably a lost cause without more info. Probably best to pursue Comet Pizza on other fronts.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:14:22 ID: f3672d No.8125326

>>8125230
you got the video ling completely wronk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aob78Y3Tb1Y
no embed cuz I don't trust jewtube  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:21:22 ID: 510449 No.8125429 >>8125495 >>8126719

>>8124629
Onions: Cut into them and tears appear. Just going by analogue, but the idea would fit with the heavily sadistic and murderous themes of Comet Ping 
Pong and Marina Abramovic.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:22:02 ID: ab8e51 No.8125446

If you're not a dumb nigger install Virtual Box, install a Linux VM, configure it to only connect through TOR, do all your work there. If you stumble across 
something worrisome just vaporize the VM  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:24:24 ID: df46be No.8125495

>>8125429
dark web .onion sites?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:30:07 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125599

http://aircconline.com/ijma/V3N3/3311ijma08.pdf

could be a helpful resource. it explains multiple methods of audio steganography. but guys i think this might very well be a custom algorithm by 
Schweintech. and from their videos it looks like it doesnt use a key at all, you just need to know how to extract the data.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:31:47 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125622

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f76gmjugPs

"JUST BE SURE TO FOLLOW THE KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS"

must be some kind of hint at doing this.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:34:23 ID: 80cc62 No.8125674 >>8125744 >>8125753

>>8125312
Holy shit if people could just reeeaaad. 
I already explained like 10hrs ago IN THIS THREAD that we need to 
A have some negro talk abou this in one of the leaked mails.
B have some insider tell us.
C try brute force and luck.

I am 90% sure we will find one of those persons the FBI is "searching for" hidden in those files. And as soon as we got any file cracked, we WILL 
FINNALY HAVE CONCRETE EVIDENCE. So far all we have is a lot of nothing, and codewords.

Without any evidence we dont have anything to pressure the higherups of the FBI to keep investigating.

I think its quite posdible they sent agents on to this who cant crack it. This way they wont find anything and will close it. Those guys might be the ones 
asking us for help.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:37:39 ID: df46be No.8125744

>>8125674
Good work. I think we lost them. That was close.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:38:04 ID: c877f8 No.8125753 >>8125788 >>8125927

>>8125674
Nigger this thread is less than 9 hours old, and you're a
>(1)
try harder  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:40:22 ID: 80cc62 No.8125788

>>8125753
Because i'm switching wifi's on campus.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:42:49 ID: 9b67b8 No.8125840 >>8126212

anyone know what this is about? only thing i could find on the schweinpeg institute.

http://www.goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:45:09 ID: abe2d2 No.8125885

>>8121308
tactical /k/ search&destroy raid on island when?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:45:56 ID: 97a3c0 No.8125906

>>8123832

Noice. I was afraid it'd be a dead end, but it's a lead.

Thanks legendary audio anon!

I'm assuming that, if this is a compression issue, then whatever the solution involves, it requires every file in the set to create the end product. Like 
decompressing multiple 7z files at one time.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:46:49 ID: 8d9bd6 No.8125927 >>8126185

>>8120362
My first post

>>8120864
The post i talked about
>>8125753  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:48:54 ID: 4ad05a No.8125963

Also Carroll was a nom de plume. Real name Dodgeson.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 17:56:58 ID: 500c1d No.8126112 >>8179160

>>8124441
>So use the weirdo shit against them to find links. It's been paying off. They're sloppy because they really aren't that bright and are overconfident and 
have a need to put it in our faces and think they're getting away with something.  But don't be afraid of these fuckers. We can beat them. There's no super 
powers on their side.
These people are certainly going to be undone by their hubris.  They can bribe health inspectors and obtain the loyalty of key individuals, but no small 
part of their getting away with this shit depends on their secrets not seeing the light of day.  That these people target children, and that parents are one of 
the more irrational demographics, they would suffer greatly if PTAs started getting a whiff of their actions.  

Show those stuffy moms the Greenbaum lecture, and all of a sudden their crazy degenerate kid isn't their fault; it's the fault of the Satan worshipers who 
ran the day care.  The child would also be attracted to the narrative as it would serve to distinguish themselves from their peers, and being raped by elites 
is the ultimate victim card.  If we we can steer their energy towards D.C. and towards draining the swamp, we can upturn a lot of corruption.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:00:24 ID: c877f8 No.8126185 >>8126258

>>8125927
Fair enough friend, I was mistaken and you're not a nigger. What's your solution though? What does brute force entail, just trying random decompression 
algorithms until it cracks? I wouldn't know where to start.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:02:01 ID: 9b67b8 No.8126212 >>8126458

>>8125840
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgzJoylUp8w

related?
It has hillary clinton in the "demo" wtf is this shit  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:04:15 ID: 11bc5a No.8126258 >>8126299

>>8126185
You could try some relevant words like the names of the pizza places, the names of people involved, general pedo words. Would be kind of humorous if  
it's something like BigCheese or shite.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:06:42 ID: ba40bc No.8126299

>>8126258
Pizza Planet (Toy Story)  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:15:03 ID: 06dd35 No.8126458

>>8126212
9:15 look at the product type of that samsung galaxy tablet at product release, lel.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:15:09 ID: 20c9f7 No.8126465 >>8147562

File (hide): ce9112b9145e35f⋯.jpg (89.2 KB, 648x430, 324:215, just_fuck_up_my_career.jpg)

>>8119966 (OP)
Look, I don't know nothing about this thing you're currently on. But the people involved in this kind of thing 
are often so rich that they can buy silence of everybody except fundamentalists. Unforttunetly that's not 
enough to get justice.

There's also the chance that a lot of this might be espionage related. The CP might be just another 
falsepositive layer exploited by the intelligence agencies, possibly with the intention to incriminate 
lonewolves trying to break their plots. Like, if you have a software which infuses messages with all kind of 
nasty things then the users themselves wouldn't need to be terrified by the wrapping – unwrapping would be 
automatic. Only the people breaking the code would have to suffer from viewing CP, and could be brought to 
justice on the basis of having CP.

Running a false businesses is a traditional way to ensure moneyflow to agents and such… But we don't know the dirty details. All we really know is that 
this appears shady.

All we can say for sure is that this is a two edged blade; you can't take down the secret societies if you don't want a 1984 kind of situation. And even if 
you would take your chances with the orwellian dystopia, you'd still have an elite whom could do this kind of thing.

You'd have to rethink society, and implent extremely revolutionary and risky ideas to stop this never ending cycle.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:16:24 ID: b2f59e No.8126485

I have been physically ill and crying over the revelations of the past few days. It seems so hopeless, I feel so powerless. 

There truly is nothing that could bring them down because no one will acknowledge it.

Even this place, one of the few for a relative "normie" left to find and sift for information, has become much quieter.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:18:15 ID: cb2608 No.8126510 >>8126978 >>8130047

File (hide): 22812e4052b14f5⋯.jpg (99.61 KB, 500x554, 250:277, 1448857697298.jpg)

Yoooo…
So that email about a person wanting to have some of Podesta's "Walnut Pasta Sauce" caught my eyes.

I found these emails about this sauce and others.

>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/52557
This one sounds innocent enough. There's mention of the regional origin of the recipe, makes sense.

>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/43113
but this one is a little strange. they mention local growing of walnuts and Jim says that he will bring some. 
but it could be nothing.

>https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897
This one however is suspicious as all fuck. There's no dialog. It's marked confidencial, but remains 
because it was forwarded to his family.
>[cid:0C3420D7-70FD-4F49-AA0B-F378E28931B8]

This is all that is in the thread.
What is it? A decryption code? A password?
It comes from Simone.Bemporad@Generali.com who appears to work for a financial group that helps Holocaust victims claim insurance. pic related
http://www.generali.com/info/holocaust.html

What has that got to do with Puttanesca sauce?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:23:32 ID: a73ff5 No.8126601

This whole thread reads like a Black Mirror episode that ends with someone's career getting destroyed after being labeled a child molester because they 
left an online review for a pizza parlor once.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:32:20 ID: 9b67b8 No.8126719 >>8126892 >>8127631

>>8124629
>>8125429
I remember them referring to people as onions at some point in this hunt. I don't remember where exactly but it must be a metaphor for how they think of 
human beings.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:42:18 ID: f06741 No.8126892

>>8126719
>I don't remember where exactly but it must be a metaphor for how they think of human beings.
Probably something sick like "They have layers but really are same on the inside; When you cut them they make you cry"  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:44:37 ID: 805dd7 No.8126937

>>8121172
No that was a sticker on the fence, it was a printed sticker. 
Thats why you find the exact image online.
It looks familiar I think it was drawn by that dude who did the light in the attic and where the sidewalk ends books…
something like that anyway.

One thing is for sure, they use white rabbit symbolism a lot in relation to children.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 18:47:15 ID: cb2608 No.8126978

>>8126510
That cid: piece might not be that relevant, but the picture attached to the email certainly fucking is.
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails//fileid/48897/13670

I dont' speek pasta, so I translated the headline of it to
>hillary 2.0, social networks and youth to bring the Clintons in the White House
>and the strategist of his campaign, John Podesta, preparing spaghetti for journalists
So they've certainly been working with journalists.

Apparently Podesta's even been trying to get his daughter, Megan Rouse, in higher places.
https://onedublin.org/2016/10/26/dublin-school-board-trustee-megan-rouse-responds-to-wikileaks-allegations/

I tried attaching the image, but I get this

Failed to resize image! Details: http: Expected 8192 bytes; found 124 bytes `/tmp/phpJzeR6X' @ warning/png.c/MagickPNGWarningHandler/1656.
http: Read Exception `/tmp/phpJzeR6X' @ error/png.c/MagickPNGErrorHandler/1630.
http: corrupt image `/tmp/phpJzeR6X' @ error/png.c/ReadPNGImage/3959.
http: no images defined `jpg:/tmp/convertI9Psb6' @ error/convert.c/ConvertImageCommand/3252.

This fuck is this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:13:24 ID: dac73c No.8127490

>>8124445
but they will be paying attention when shit like this happens, and any cameras that might have been showing who was going in could be compromising.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:17:01 ID: d92ead No.8127543 >>8128013 >>8128178

File (hide): 7b2d5038eaa4746⋯.png (331.87 KB, 848x431, 848:431, mystery meat.png)

>>8124328
or the ones that misbehave  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:21:18 ID: d92ead No.8127631 >>8128401

>>8126719
"onions" is what Marina Abramovitch calls her fans. Probably got it from Lady Gaga, she calls her fans some stupid word too.  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:31:59 ID: 392d51 No.8127803

For those wizards cracking the soundfiles, search for.pig data too. It's compressed images as a new file, this way they might be able to but whole videos 
into the soundfiles.

http://goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html

For ppl who like to dox, try to find out whos the owner of that site and wo that guy on the photo is. Might help. 

posted this in wrong thread…. woops  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:43:19 ID: 7434d3 No.8127981

>>8119966 (OP)
I clicked on that. Its safe.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:44:52 ID: ba40bc No.8128013 >>8128178

>>8127543
They turn the children into meat?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 19:53:55 ID: ba028b No.8128178

>>8128013
>>8127543
Hillary is pretty much confirmed to be dying of Kuru at this point, may as well be cannibalism  satanic pizza places. Why the fuck not, everything else is 
crazy and fucking plausible, I'll believe anything at this point.

>Five Nights at Freddies was a warning all along  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:04:31 ID: 065e1d No.8128401 >>8128568

File (hide): 66b5e88e5543094⋯.png (140.42 KB, 400x400, 1:1, SATAN.png)

>>8127631
Monsters.

Wait. Onions and 
monsters. It all 
makes sense.

MEME MAGIC  
WHAT HAVE 
YOU DONE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:11:15 ID: cb2608 No.8128568 >>8128634

File (hide): 077e4eb111665a7⋯.jpg (41.17 KB, 850x400, 17:8, quote-love-is-the-law-love….jpg)

>>8128401
>Shrek is Love
>Shrek is Life
Oh god…

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:13:49 ID: 065e1d No.8128634

>>8128568
>drain the SWAMP
>monsters
>onions
CURRENT YEAR IS BEST YEAR

WHERE WERE YOU WHEN IT WAS REVEALED DNC WORSHIPS SHREK  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:22:01 ID: 38ef26 No.8128845

>>8124633
with doubles like that I'd say your spirit is enough!  

this might be helpful Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:33:09 ID: 9d247f No.8129086 >>8130053

BREAKING: From the anon who brought you the Laura Silsby connection: I have uncovered a pedophile with links to Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama, 
David Brock, George Soros, Marina 

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bpa7c/breaking_from_the_anon_who_brought_you_the_laura/  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:44:03 ID: d3ca4b No.8129305 >>8129423

>>8123832
news on this?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 20:49:45 ID: 7c8b9c No.8129423 >>8129672 >>8129695

>>8129305

I'm trying to analyze it from the Steg angle right now. I'm new to this, so it's taking awhile.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:02:26 ID: d3ca4b No.8129672 >>8129695

>>8129423
alright, thanks for the update and your work. I am sadly a technical illiterate.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:03:31 ID: 667560 No.8129695 >>8129798 >>8130116

>>8129672
>>8129423
wheres the file  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:06:28 ID: 667560 No.8129751

WEW http://in.reuters.com/article/britain-abuse-review-idINKBN13326J?
utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_content=582228e604d3017f0081564c&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=twitter

>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases
>London police guilty of "serious failings" over VIP child sex cases  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:08:10 ID: 021039 No.8129784 >>8178029

File (hide): e16bf48995595c0⋯.jpg (39.15 KB, 334x344, 167:172, 1456177720766.jpg)

>Schweintech 
institute of Oslo

What's the 
connection in Oslo?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:09:12 ID: 7c8b9c No.8129798 >>8130116

>>8129695

Here  >>8120600  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:13:18 ID: 0735b5 No.8129875

Sasha Lord aka Alexandria Lord, booker for CPP is German.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:22:49 ID: 2e8eb6 No.8130047

>>8126510

puttanesca sauce could be reference to PUTA which is whore in italian and spanish.

sounds like they are outsiders to the ring and want in? or they want a taste of their merch.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:23:12 ID: b96dd9 No.8130053

>>8129086

this needs to be shared with normies  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:26:22 ID: f3672d No.8130116 >>8130262

>>8129695
>>8129798
DownThemAll can easily grab all the files in this 823MB folder
I recommend people keep backups, web.archive.org may not be immune to interferences, and as long as it's merely "music files", you're only slightly 
guilty of copyright infringement if you redistribute them
and it's not yet proven that this is more
I sorta hope it is, but at the same time not
looking into mp3 file formats to try to debunk my hypothesis by trying to find if different files should have different bitlengths even at same bitrate, it's 
complicated  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:27:29 ID: 667560 No.8130139
File (hide): 77b4b870f755044⋯.png (2.21 MB, 1867x1196, 1867:1196, ClipboardImage.png)

fresh off the meme 
press  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:30:28 ID: c41a77 No.8130199

>>8124112
lower left butterfly logo reminds me of the 'both sexes' pedo symbol  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:33:50 ID: 7c8b9c No.8130262

>>8130116

I only took some. But I also made sure to take full sets because, apparently, that's the only way to decode carrier files.

The issue I'm running into right now is password protection. These people aren't too smart considering they distributed a password change over the 
email, so I'm going for broke and inputting the titles as hashkeys. Also trying different permutations of "pass1010".

Another issue is my ignorance. I'm using a Stegnography software called Puff. It was the only one I could find that I could get to work, but it's confusing. If 
anyone can recommend something different, please do.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:37:36 ID: b0a128 No.8130332 >>8130502

>tfw you're fighting a metaphysical meme war with pedophiles and cannibals from online  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:44:59 ID: b96dd9 No.8130502
File (hide): e7ea802ffb90431⋯.png (306.61 KB, 700x700, 1:1, pepe trump.png)

>>8130332
topkek  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:48:41 ID: 667560 No.8130596 >>8132007

File (hide): a21c0080c594805⋯.jpg (2.01 MB, 3250x3710, 325:371, 1478641268988.jpg)

spicy may may… shill it on 
twitter  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:51:44 ID: 3798b9 No.8130678

>>8123266
Fuck off shill.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 21:58:44 ID: 065e1d No.8130861 >>8132007

Holy fucking shit. Look at >>8126655 and >>8127437

Hillary might have Kuru or CJD, except CJD can transfer via ingesting blood. The thing is, CJD doesn't manifest for years - it has a gestation period of 
around 30 years. Enough for Hillary (say, she was invited to the Bohemian groove in her 30s) to be infected and for her to reach the terminal phase. 

Now, remember when a couple of years ago there was that giant panic about mad cow disease? And how we should be careful what we eat? Mad cows 
disease and CJD got insane amount of attention, despite how small the number of people got infected by it. And it usually gets confused for Alzheimer or 
Dementia.

Here's where it gets even weirder. Prions (the shit that causes CJD) are undetected and might be out in enormous numbers. We can't test for it, because 
that shit would require brain biopsies, and the people that might be infected by it are all old pensioners. So we'll never know how many people are 
infected, and that shit spreads through blood.

Now, I want you to remember all that. I want you to remember that these people might've been feeding their customers dead kids. And I want you to 
remember that John Titor said he survived the CJD apocalypse.

CURRENT YEAR  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:00:45 ID: f1a062 No.8130905 >>8130921 >>8130997 >>8131087 >>8131128 >>8131473 >>8131763

File (hide): 2391d3265259be7⋯.png (40.52 KB, 494x444, 247:222, catfarthex.png)

Opened cat_fart_guitar_1.mp3 in hex editor and found 17 instances 
of "jpg" in the file.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:01:29 ID: 667560 No.8130921 >>8130997 >>8131029 >>8132020

>>8130905
wheres the file ill split it.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:04:51 ID: 109b17 No.8130997

>>8130905
>>8130921
godspeed anons  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:05:42 ID: 7c8b9c No.8131029

>>8130921

here >>8120600  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:07:01 ID: 8df2a6 No.8131066

>>8123266

I used to be in a band; a hipster, hardcore punk band, no less.  I've postered, flier'd, ran adds and help promote shows.

This flier looks very much like so local, indy punk bands poster.  You're absolutely right. However; what you never, ever do is MAKE A FUCKING 
POSTER WITHOUT A VENUE, MOREOVER WHY WOULD YOU EVER PUT "contact bands for more info" WITHOUT SO MUCH AS A MYSPACE 
PAGE LINK?

either it's the worst show poster I've ever seen, or it's purposefully bad for reasons I cannot understand.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:07:39 ID: c6f8a0 No.8131087

>>8130905
holy fuck. we're definitely on to something here.  
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sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:09:28 ID: 392d51 No.8131128 >>8131157

>>8130905
remember to look for their strange .pig format … i wouldnt be suprised if they managed to fit a whole 30min clip into those files … if they manage to 
animate them afterwards … 

i just checked goodandplenty.de again .. .that site is alot of hipster trash… however i feel if you dig through the hidden files you might find something. 
especially on the main page.. that audio file…  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:10:30 ID: 065e1d No.8131157

>>8131128
>schweinpeg format
>.pig
>schwein is literally pig in kraut
Subtle.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:11:08 ID: c6f8a0 No.8131172

>>8120585
>already downloaded buzzard pussy without any protection at all

r.i.p.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:11:25 ID: 3ecf27 No.8131177 >>8131257

https://a.jimdo.com/app/auth/recover/check?url=cometpingpong.jimdo.com  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:11:36 ID: c6f8a0 No.8131184

>>8120585
i already downloaded buzzard pussy without any protection at all

r.i.p.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:14:02 ID: 109b17 No.8131257 >>8131311

>>8131177
powerful, what mail to use? Only one person should try.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:15:54 ID: 3ecf27 No.8131311 >>8131386

>>8131257
I agree. We need a plan or risk blowing it all up. Get locked out and they'll know we are trying  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:18:04 ID: 7daf84 No.8131365
File (hide): 6a4945c3936ab3c⋯.jpg (640.44 KB, 2336x3504, 2:3, 06-chris-hansen.jpg)

I'M BITING MY FINGERS OFF 
IN SUSPENSE  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:18:38 ID: 109b17 No.8131386

>>8131311
alright, I will do it if you tell me how to proceed. Don't want to fuck it up.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:20:20 ID: 667560 No.8131423 >>8131452 >>8131464 >>8131470 >>8131491 >>8131602

4chan just cracked the comet password, its cheese pizza just like we thought.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:21:32 ID: 065e1d No.8131452 >>8131602

>>8131423
Of course it fucking is.  
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sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:21:57 ID: 392d51 No.8131464

>>8131423
stop beeing an asshole, asshole.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:22:09 ID: 7c8b9c No.8131470 >>8131602

>>8131423

Every fucking time. These people are such retards.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:22:15 ID: f1a062 No.8131473

>>8130905
Some mp3 have embedded album cover art, but I'm not seeing the art when loading the mp3 into a media player.  I've  used the 'ffmpeg -i' command to 
try and write out any image streams to a jpg file with no luck. I've also used id3 command line to view idv3 tag info and there was nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:22:44 ID: c819bb No.8131491 >>8131602

>>8131423
Where's the dump?

Fuuuuuuuuck! Let's take those mother fuckers down!  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:25:46 ID: 1e1841 No.8131564 >>8131591 >>8131620 >>8131629 >>8135465 >>8159655 >>8174160

File (hide): ad03bf7a039a016⋯.png (896.3 KB, 766x793, 766:793, MPeddq6.png)

Ok, look you sons of bitches. James Alefantis here, and I'm sick and tired of you kids talking shit on Comet 
Ping Pong. I don't know WHO started this but it has to stop. I'll admit, I thought it was funny at first. What's a 
couple good jokes between friends?
But now this shit is getting out of control. We just like fucking pizza, alright?
There's nothing wrong with a little pizza and ping pong. Come by try one of our wings they're to die for. And 
you know what else is to die for? This little song and dance you kids are playing. YOU DONT KNOW WHO 
YOURE DEALING WITH KID I SWEAR ON THE LIGHT BRINGER
IF ONE MORE OF YOU KIDS STOPS BY ASKS TO SEE THE BACK ROOM YOUR FUCKING DONE.
IF ONE MORE OF YOU LITTLE FAGGOTS CALLS AND ASKS FOR THE HATIAN SPECIAL ITS 
GUNSBLAZING FUCKERS. I EAT MORE PIZZA THAN YOU FUCKING NERD VIRGINS COULD ORDER IN 
YOUR LIFE PIC RELATED: ITS ME AND MY BITCH AND YOU BETTER PRAY TO EVERY LITTLE LAST 
FUCKING FROG YOU HAVE BECAUSE WERE COMING HARD AND WERE COMING FAST.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:27:06 ID: b96dd9 No.8131591

>>8131564
no u  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:27:17 ID: 392d51 No.8131602

>>8131452
>>8131470
>>8131491
Dont trust
>>8131423

he hasnt posted anything of value at all. dont fuck this up, let the people who know what they're doing, do the thing. if u must lurk, do so quietly or try to 
check WiLeaks or the websites posted in this thread so far.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:28:22 ID: 109b17 No.8131620

>>8131564
loli kek  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:28:49 ID: b0a128 No.8131629

>>8131564
Go home James, you're drunk  
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https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131470
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131491
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https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131620
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https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8131629
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:29:44 ID: 06f427 No.8131667 >>8131701 >>8131725 >>8131737 >>8131743 >>8131769 >>8131776 >>8131790 >>8131851 >>8131912
>>8131967 >>8132145 >>8132877

File (hide): 81adcb3699b3ec4⋯.jpg (62.83 KB, 1024x570, 512:285, 1478643445175.jpg)

Comet Pizza site password cracked
Internals: tons of .zip files – CP?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:30:55 ID: 109b17 No.8131701 >>8131737 >>8131896

>>8131667
download asap  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:31:32 ID: e745b8 No.8131722

>>8121229
>white rabbi.gif
>rabbi
I just had a hilarious idea for a gif
>make it stop before it shows the 't' in rabbit
>cut to Neo noticing the tattoo on the girl
>replace rabbit tattoo with happy merchant tattoo  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:31:43 ID: 06f427 No.8131725 >>8131896

>>8131667
And I'll point out that the file names are eerily similar to the string used on .onion websites.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:32:14 ID: 109b17 No.8131737 >>8131896

>>8131667
>>8131701
or what is ith with the DL key?  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:32:40 ID: 392d51 No.8131743

>>8131667
rip everything you can … 

try to get all you can b4 they kick you out! 

you go guy  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:33:07 ID: 0640eb No.8131763

>>8130905
THIS IS IT 

EVERYONE PAY ATTENTION

BACK UP THIS SHIT  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:33:14 ID: dac73c No.8131769 >>8131896

>>8131667
>not even using tor
the absolute madman, enjoy losing your fingers in an underground camp

don't think you can download anything though, you'd need the dl key  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:33:24 ID: 65efda No.8131776 >>8131896

File (hide): 7db8393cecd16c3⋯.jpg (35.5 KB, 469x560, 67:80, 6d72846cc0435eedbeeadfad5e….jpg)

>>8131667
>.zip files named with onion urls 
>on the main website 

how the fuck has no one v& these 
faggots yet  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:34:02 ID: 0640eb No.8131790

>>8131667
Download everything, we will archive it later  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:34:36 ID: 59d95c No.8131799 >>8131840

>>8120600

If I download any of these, will I get b&?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:35:10 ID: 1e1841 No.8131824

>>8124231
The wings are baby arms  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:35:40 ID: 109b17 No.8131840 >>8131884

>>8131799
do it already, no one will harm you.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:35:59 ID: dac73c No.8131851 >>8131896 >>8131926

>>8131667
>mk
>lgl
okay wait this is too obvious

fake pic?

also lol http, they're watching.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:36:58 ID: 59d95c No.8131884 >>8131939 >>8131941 >>8134334

File (hide): 105bb4a6c086405⋯.png (519.46 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8131840

Okay, here goes.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:37:30 ID: 06f427 No.8131896 >>8132029 >>8132164 >>8132218

>>8131701
>>8131725
>>8131737
>>8131769
>>8131776
>>8131851
Not me who cracked it. Reposting this from the 4chan thread. Try typing these file names in on Tor with .onion after.  

sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:38:10 ID: 392d51 No.8131912

>>8131667

is this site connectet to a jimdo server? 
If so wouldnt be the files on there?  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:38:30 ID: 8f620d No.8131917 >>8131990

File (hide): 571d6ae287a49e9⋯.jpg (290.11 KB, 1021x1027, 1021:1027, OH SHIT IT'S OP.jpg)

oh man it's another 'Pol 
takes down a pedophilia 
ring' day  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:39:02 ID: 065e1d No.8131926

>>8131851
Remember, these people are overconfident and lazy. I wouldn't put it past them.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:39:25 ID: 85a9bd No.8131939

>>8131884

crop your shit tardpro  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:39:33 ID: 65efda No.8131941

>>8131884
sup dbrooks  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:40:32 ID: 3fb4c0 No.8131964

IT'S HAPPENING  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:40:33 ID: 5c217b No.8131967 >>8132009

File (hide): 474855237a41fc0⋯.jpg (316.17 KB, 1052x1118, 526:559, 1478355139098.jpg)

>>8131667

The largest zip file there could only store 10 copies of this image. If it's CP it's either extremely low quality or 
there's not very much of it. I don't think it's CP. But then what is it?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:41:16 ID: dac73c No.8131990

>>8131917
wasn't the last one actually a  women and childrens mental health care shelter for domestic abuse?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:08 ID: 500c1d No.8132007

>>8130596
The bad reviews coupled with an explanation of restaurants as fronts for illegal operations ought to be edited into that picture.  People will have an easier 
time accepting the pedophile connections if they can be convinced that something illegal is going on.

>>8130861
>Now, I want you to remember all that. I want you to remember that these people might've been feeding their customers dead kids. And I want you to 
remember that John Titor said he survived the CJD apocalypse.
I wonder what Trump's history is with food production.  
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https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131884
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131964
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8131964
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131967
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8131967
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132009
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/474855237a41fc04144de3027db76ce36fc529ca9a6aa34aa07abff76969eed6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/474855237a41fc04144de3027db76ce36fc529ca9a6aa34aa07abff76969eed6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/474855237a41fc04144de3027db76ce36fc529ca9a6aa34aa07abff76969eed6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131667
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131990
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8131990
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131917
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132007
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132007
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238130596
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238130861
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23


sage  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:08 ID: 392d51 No.8132009

>>8131967
links to .onions from there you get the files
It's like invitation letters.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:43 ID: 7c8b9c No.8132020 >>8132489

>>8130921

How do I split it? I've tried different kinds of software to extract them, and all are failing to find anything. I figure they're just too old.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:42:51 ID: 109b17 No.8132029 >>8132092

>>8131896
picture is bad quality. can't read some crucial letters. trying tho.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:45:31 ID: 06f427 No.8132092

>>8132029
Thank you anon  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:46:43 ID: 2667dd No.8132111 >>8132184 >>8132837

File (hide): 03cbff7f7736170⋯.png (209.32 KB, 1202x865, 1202:865, ASS.png)

the email is from 
whois of 
cometpingpong.com
perhaps we can try 
this?

extracting adobe 
database now.
wish me luck  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:48:24 ID: 3798b9 No.8132145 >>8132163 >>8132164

>>8131667
Any news on this?  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:17 ID: 2667dd No.8132163 >>8133394

>>8132145
http://www.cometpingpong.com/app/download/4741080860/0gu0rgihy78uep6a.zip

Apparently this was found through it  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:18 ID: 109b17 No.8132164 >>8132218

>>8131896
>>8132145
snzdcj1z650vgtb4.onion not found. Updating Tor.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:20 ID: 06f427 No.8132166 >>8132176 >>8132241

HERE GOES NOTHING NIGGERS  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:49:46 ID: 06f427 No.8132176 >>8132193 >>8132225 >>8132241 >>8132252 >>8132417

File (hide): d0aee852bb011b2⋯.png (26.43 KB, 488x305, 8:5, FUCKFUCKFUCK.png)

>>8132166
PIC RELATED  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132009
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132009
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131967
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132020
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132020
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132489
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238130921
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132029
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132029
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132092
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131896
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132092
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132092
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132029
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132111
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132111
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132837
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/03cbff7f77361701f280ef3b99cbd94006d7b98a441abe63d0ef3992a0341be4.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/03cbff7f77361701f280ef3b99cbd94006d7b98a441abe63d0ef3992a0341be4.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132163
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132164
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131667
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132163
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132163
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238133394
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/www.cometpingpong.com/app/download/4741080860/0gu0rgihy78uep6a.zip
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132164
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132218
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131896
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132145
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132193
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132252
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d0aee852bb011b2546cd5842b65c4b9fc79e54eb66b2d974e84dbe3a6b67fb75.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/d0aee852bb011b2546cd5842b65c4b9fc79e54eb66b2d974e84dbe3a6b67fb75.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d0aee852bb011b2546cd5842b65c4b9fc79e54eb66b2d974e84dbe3a6b67fb75.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23


Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:50:13 ID: dac73c No.8132184 >>8132205 >>8132224

File (hide): ff7bbb55d5d9b52⋯.gif (874.79 KB, 500x318, 250:159, t3_21hkb8.gif)

>>8132111
No fucking way. They can't 
be this retarded.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:50:36 ID: 59d95c No.8132193
File (hide): f3a6bc513260c91⋯.jpg (96.6 KB, 438x768, 73:128, 1477706562139.jpg)

>>8132176  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:08 ID: 500c1d No.8132205

>>8132184
>They can't be this retarded.
They can.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:36 ID: e745b8 No.8132218 >>8132333

>>8132164
>>8131896
What if we use a Tor search engine and seach for those strings?  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:49 ID: 2667dd No.8132224 >>8132283

File (hide): 16837d312d3c558⋯.png (28.36 KB, 1034x570, 517:285, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8132184
they can  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:51:48 ID: 06f427 No.8132225 >>8132244 >>8132246

File (hide): fc58dffef3f9003⋯.png (20.2 KB, 538x402, 269:201, error.png)

>>8132176

welp  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:23 ID: 667560 No.8132233 >>8132283

they are menus except they appear to have hidden volumes in them.  try to open one with veracrypt or truecrypt and youll get the typical message for 
hidden volumes  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132205
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132224
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ff7bbb55d5d9b52aec420fac582c8158d2b511eda679ce7620ddb374919ca360.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/ff7bbb55d5d9b52aec420fac582c8158d2b511eda679ce7620ddb374919ca360.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ff7bbb55d5d9b52aec420fac582c8158d2b511eda679ce7620ddb374919ca360.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132111
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132193
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132193
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3a6bc513260c914e490f079471703f2d86f658fccd21a458f250585d5fcf034.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/f3a6bc513260c914e490f079471703f2d86f658fccd21a458f250585d5fcf034.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3a6bc513260c914e490f079471703f2d86f658fccd21a458f250585d5fcf034.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132205
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132205
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132218
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132218
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132333
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132164
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238131896
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132224
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132224
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/16837d312d3c558b1ea5789c12282e96f78a10c50d4f25fca4596b86f632a34a.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/16837d312d3c558b1ea5789c12282e96f78a10c50d4f25fca4596b86f632a34a.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/16837d312d3c558b1ea5789c12282e96f78a10c50d4f25fca4596b86f632a34a.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132184
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132244
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132246
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/fc58dffef3f90030ce2f6746bb5798194f17e3b8f7f62de5e765cbb3f9b5c8e3.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/fc58dffef3f90030ce2f6746bb5798194f17e3b8f7f62de5e765cbb3f9b5c8e3.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/fc58dffef3f90030ce2f6746bb5798194f17e3b8f7f62de5e765cbb3f9b5c8e3.png
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132233
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132233
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23


Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:29 ID: 6ffea5 No.8132241
File (hide): f3018d5aee48320⋯.gif (1.76 MB, 300x225, 4:3, 1462396637682.gif)

>>8132166
>>8132176  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:41 ID: 667560 No.8132244 >>8132311

>>8132225
its a pdf. switch the extension  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:44 ID: 2667dd No.8132246 >>8132311

>>8132225
they aren't zips, pm me the first 50 or so bytes of the 'zip' archive  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:52 ID: 85a9bd No.8132250

Guys, what if these are their secret recipes? I hope no one gets busted for corporate espionage.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:52:52 ID: 5c217b No.8132252 >>8132311

File (hide): c6b5aafb748db57⋯.jpg (87.98 KB, 746x594, 373:297, 1478278248878.jpg)

>>8132176

Putting the filenames in a onion links actually worked? Colour me as shocked as I 
am impressed that someone thought to do that.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:54:05 ID: dac73c No.8132283 >>8132325

>>8132224
Are you sure that isn't a distraction? As in they are using someone unimportant's details.

>>8132233
I'm pretty sure vera/truecrypt does that for all files it comes across, not just ones it detects having hidden volumes.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:54:56 ID: 06f427 No.8132311 >>8132349

File (hide): dee60a7c88b03ec⋯.png (140.08 KB, 1120x728, 20:13, cometmenu.png)

>>8132244
>>8132246
Just the menu, 
very 
underwhelming 
>>8132252
no not from tor  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132241
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3018d5aee483200fe0effc3dfdda5c433825f1e7eef07c2875ace7199fdda92.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/f3018d5aee483200fe0effc3dfdda5c433825f1e7eef07c2875ace7199fdda92.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f3018d5aee483200fe0effc3dfdda5c433825f1e7eef07c2875ace7199fdda92.gif
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132166
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132244
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132244
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132311
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132246
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132246
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132311
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132225
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132250
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132250
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132252
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132252
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132311
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c6b5aafb748db5757fbcd2181ad21a01d371d19e7087f5fb5dffc496d5d9df29.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://8ch.net/file_store/c6b5aafb748db5757fbcd2181ad21a01d371d19e7087f5fb5dffc496d5d9df29.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c6b5aafb748db5757fbcd2181ad21a01d371d19e7087f5fb5dffc496d5d9df29.jpg
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132176
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%23q8132283
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132325
https://archive.li/o/VxQvD/8ch.net/pol/res/8119966.html%238132224
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hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:55:11 ID: 2667dd No.8132325 >>8132511

File (hide): 23e9762f9d29509⋯.png (7.63 KB, 449x287, 449:287, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8132283
it could be 
something related 
too.
we can't afford to 
lose anything
pic related; 
extracting adobe 
database.

afk  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:55:42 ID: 109b17 No.8132333 >>8132340

>>8132218
good idea. 0gu0rgihy78uep6a.onion not found.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:56:12 ID: 109b17 No.8132340

>>8132333
I correct: Unable to connect.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:56:34 ID: 2667dd No.8132349

>>8132311
compare the pdf size with the menu pdf size on the site. the one on the site is 185.5 kb  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:58:04 ID: 0640eb No.8132383

Try opening in notepad  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:58:47 ID: 2667dd No.8132400 >>8132511

It's done extracting, opening in EMEditor and searching for the email.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 22:59:23 ID: e745b8 No.8132417 >>8132524

>>8132176
Tried manually accessing the "from:" URL, automatically asked me to download a raw text file.
All it said was "www.jimdo.com".  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:02:22 ID: f1a062 No.8132489 >>8132525

>>8132020
If on linux try dd. I'm still getting all the memory offset mapped out so I can try to extract based on , what looks to be, the header for a jpg file. Jpg headers 
size are  20 bytes and starts with hex value FFD8.

https:// www.fastgraph.com/help/jpeg_header_format.html  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:22 ID: ba50f4 No.8132511

>>8132325
>>8132400 (checked)
>Time remaining: About 3 minutes and 30 seconds
>Time between posts: 3 minutes and 36 seconds

This makes me happy, and I don't know why.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:43 ID: b5841e No.8132519 >>8132592

http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/
put .zip name in  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:51 ID: 06f427 No.8132524 >>8132535 >>8132584 >>8132592 >>8132607

>>8132417
http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/7rlb66uuj3to18dn.zip

cometpingpong.com/app/download/4741080860/0gu0rgihy78uep6a.zip  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:03:53 ID: 7c8b9c No.8132525 >>8132542 >>8132747

>>8132489
>If on Linux

Yeah, I'm not. Make fun of me later.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:04:22 ID: 06f427 No.8132535 >>8132577 >>8132589

>>8132524
REMINDER DO NOT CLICK ON LINK COPY AND PASTE INTO TOR  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:04:37 ID: 7c8b9c No.8132542 >>8132597

>>8132525

Double-Dubs. Nice.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:18 ID: b96dd9 No.8132577

>>8132535
too late  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:29 ID: 59d95c No.8132584 >>8132642 >>8132678 >>8132712

File (hide): d8d86338da958c0⋯.png (675.19 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8132524

Can't be opened.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:42 ID: e745b8 No.8132589

>>8132535
>watching and temporarily possessing is not illegal in my country
wew fuck tor  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:06:51 ID: e93318 No.8132592

>>8132524
>>8132519
Anything you put after http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/ downloads the same file, it's a pdf 
menu for the restaurant.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:07:02 ID: 2667dd No.8132597

>>8132542
EMEditor is at 34%. PC is lagging hard.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:07:18 ID: 109b17 No.8132607 >>8132877 >>8133431

>>8132524
do what with the files?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:07:50 ID: bc1e06 No.8132619 >>8132642

Check your notification mate.
If you're gonna post screenshots of shit like this at least hide your identifying information.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:08:46 ID: bc1e06 No.8132642

>>8132619
For >>8132584  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:09:43 ID: f1a062 No.8132678 >>8132756 >>8132837

>>8132584
mind your opsec  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:10:43 ID: 0829b4 No.8132712 >>8132749

>>8132584
>steam name visible
Newfag needs to protect his identity  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:10:54 ID: 2667dd No.8132718

EMEditor crashed.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:12:11 ID: f1a062 No.8132747

>>8132525
My first attempt did not result in a jpg. I'll try the pig stuff later that other anon was talking about. Going do a few more extractions (extracting portion of 
mp3 to seperate file) to see what I come up with.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:12:16 ID: 59d95c No.8132749

>>8132712

I don't really mind being found out, honestly.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:12:46 ID: 2ff23d No.8132756

>>8132678
>OpSec
>Win10
Might as well post it on facebook  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:14:30 ID: 2667dd No.8132798 >>8133431

i'm inspecting the 'zip' now.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:15:56 ID: 000000 No.8132837 >>8132891

>>8132111
Link to the adobe database? Preferably one that doesn't require javascript. Wouldn't mind LinkedIn if you have it as well.

>>8132678
People have posted their Steam account names here, and it seems like everybody is using Windows 10. A lot of people are just as bad with opsec as 
comet pizza is with netsec.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:17:03 ID: 000000 No.8132877 >>8133043 >>8133431 >>8143873

>>8131667
>>8132607
If someone is on Linux (I'm currently not) you can check the file magic (type) with file command. Binwalk is also an useful utility to see if there are multiple 
files embedded into one.

You can also binwalk the mp3's and it will show if theres (not encrypted) jpg files embedded, and where they start.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:17:16 ID: 2667dd No.8132891 >>8133570

>>8132837
linkedin im not sure about, but i have magnet link for adobe database

magnet:?
xt=urn:btih:IQKYFOJAJWWVUJQZTKSRY52G2ZA7SWZB&dn=users.tar.gz&tr=udp%3a%2f%2fopen.demonii.com%3a1337&tr=udp%3a%2f%2fopen.de
monii.com%3a1337magnet%3a%3fxt%3durn%3abtih%3a441582b9204dad5a26199aa51c7746d641f95b21&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.ccc.de%3a80&tr=
udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.openbittorrent.com%3a80&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.publicbt.com%3a80&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.istole.it%3a6969  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:05 ID: f1a062 No.8133043

>>8132877
thanks for the binwalk info, I was going oldschool with hex editor and dd while looking up file format specifications.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:35 ID: 2667dd No.8133068
File (hide): a757b5968e7eb5c⋯.png (14.98 KB, 666x216, 37:12, ClipboardImage.png)

sorry guys, but 
those zips are pdf 
files.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:21:48 ID: 81c98c No.8133078

we are going to break the matrix! didn't comey say something about a virtual prison in the last pedo press conference  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:26:34 ID: 2667dd No.8133226

we need the password for the cometpingpong site before we go anywhere else. current status: looking outside window for hillary's ninja squad  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:27:26 ID: b96dd9 No.8133257

pls be careful /pol/ :3  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:30:41 ID: 2667dd No.8133382 >>8138638

if your risky enough, join my dickcord here https://discord.gg/qFNk27m i'll be posting live updates.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:30:51 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133394 >>8133427

>>8132163
That is a pdf with the wrong suffix.
Change .zip to .pdf and it displays a menu.  

hannah  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:31:46 ID: 2667dd No.8133427 >>8133472

>>8133394
Yeah. no hidden files afaik from shorti nspection by Hex Editor  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:31:59 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133431

>>8132798
>>8132607
>>8132877
They're pdfs.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:32:43 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133472 >>8133565

>>8133427
Unless the PDF contains steg ofc.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:33:40 ID: 1e43f8 No.8133505 >>8133684 >>8133867

>>8121640
>>8123381
>>8123144
>table tennis
>tennis

the book mentions tennis 30 times, Lo is a trained to play and Humbert is obsessed by her involvement in 'the game'.the whole book is full of it. i don't 
think it's a stretch to think the author was trying to signal something here.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:35:18 ID: 065e1d No.8133565 >>8133653

>>8133472
Yeah, some shit has to be encoded there.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:35:22 ID: 000000 No.8133570

>>8132891
4gb of compressed text files? Ridiculous. I love it.

Stay safe, anons. Especially the namefags suggesting discord.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:38:06 ID: e7ccd7 No.8133653 >>8133748

>>8133565
I saved the picture of the men from the pdf, as a png and it's 750k in size.
It shouldn't be that big.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:39:19 ID: 7daf84 No.8133684

>>8133505
well ping pong is known as "table tennis"  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:39:25 ID: 4fa781 No.8133690 >>8134262

>>8121652
Err.. Jeffery Epstein's estate is called Zorro. Last time he was seen in public he was wearing sweat pants with ZORRO embroided down the leg. 
Cohencidence?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:40:55 ID: dac73c No.8133748 >>8134009

>>8133653
png's are usually way more bloated than jpg's, 1mb is not surprising for a photograph.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:44:17 ID: 1e43f8 No.8133867

>>8133505
he also mentions 'helen wills' the youngest female tennis champion. how just happened to be friends with a senator who liked her so much he had a 
marble statue made and he was a member of bohemian club. 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_Wills#Personal_life 

 obviously they did more than play on the court.  
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Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:48:34 ID: e7ccd7 No.8134009 >>8134823

File (hide): 90dc5eaa073e7ad⋯.png (750.82 KB, 800x600, 4:3, image.png)

>>8133748
I know they are 
larger, just 
seemed too large 
for this image.
That said, steg 
detector found 
nothing.  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:55:17 ID: 4fa781 No.8134262
File (hide): 14fb550ea125445⋯.jpg (156.51 KB, 800x1080, 20:27, zorro.jpg)

>>8121652
>>8133690
Could he be involved or is this a 
common meme like pizza and hotdog 
etc?  

Anonymous  11/08/16 (Tue) 23:57:32 ID: 504867 No.8134334

>>8131884
>Original Deus Ex
>EYE
>Elite Dangerous
>Elite Dangerous discord
Discord is top botnet i use it too, but good taste m80  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:09:32 ID: 7c8b9c No.8134823

>>8134009

What are you using for detection?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:24:52 ID: 38ef26 No.8135465

>>8131564
you're going to hang yourself or get shanked in prison.  Come after us and see what happens.  Your dark god is dying and he's going to eat you up for his 
last meal

nice larp faggot  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:40:31 ID: cbadc5 No.8136193 >>8137027

Renamed the .zip file as .pdf and it opened as a menu for the pizza place.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:56:23 ID: 46ce72 No.8137027 >>8137184

>>8136193

There's gotta be something more.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 00:59:46 ID: 11bc5a No.8137184

>>8137027
The pdf is way too big for what it is, though.
Also, if you download something without the DL key, the site gives you that same file, regardless of what you attempt to download.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:28:27 ID: 5d4dcf No.8138505

>>8119966 (OP)
this Comet Pizza is the HQ for the elite pedophile ring! direct connections to Correct the Record, Obama, spirit-cooking lady, Hilldog, Podesta … this is 
AMAZING

it's so blatant  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:30:45 ID: 249e18 No.8138638

>>8133382
join the #pedogate pizza investigators on discord  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:46:23 ID: 5258d7 No.8139134

>>8120408
Don't like the deep web?  

You're in it  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 01:58:40 ID: 523d15 No.8139656 >>8145240

File (hide): 69317d80a96a05d⋯.gif (603.35 KB, 320x240, 4:3, 1468584237910.gif)

Welp goys I haven't felt such an spoopy adrenaline rush since the pedowood/slc daycare threads. Whatever 
comes from this, I'll always remmebr your valiant efforts guys. And (((they))) wil pay  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:02:16 ID: 3798b9 No.8141936

Bumpo for the truth  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 03:39:51 ID: 7c8b9c No.8143873

>>8132877

Question: Are you using Foremost to grab the jpgs?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:03:00 ID: 1e1841 No.8145240 >>8145494 >>8146241

>>8139656
>since the pedowood/slc daycare threads
The best part is, these are related. We're about to open a cold case  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:09:01 ID: 62df25 No.8145494 >>8145566

>>8145240
How are they related? I want to research this if it has a link to alefantis / ping pong.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:10:10 ID: 56cbf5 No.8145566 >>8146241

>>8145494
The rabbit man, some fbi guy dropped an address and then there's the ownership of the websites and shit.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:22:09 ID: 62df25 No.8146241 >>8147366

>>8145240
>>8145566

The rabbit has yet to be linked to anything PizzaGate related. I wish it was, though.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:43:37 ID: 7c8b9c No.8147366

>>8146241

If the suspicion that >>8120955 has is true, then they are, indeed, related through stegnography as a general method of hiding and passing media within 
these circles. The problem is that the connection is razor-thin.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 04:47:07 ID: a190f3 No.8147562

>>8126465
It's NOT that fucking complicated. Yes, white psychopaths exist, but if you rid white society of Jews, this kind of thing happens so much less frequently 
that your post is near meaningless in practice.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:02:03 ID: 04dd56 No.8151079 >>8151440 >>8151878

File (hide): 1236feb36930f6b⋯.png (56.7 KB, 449x317, 449:317, 1464541221273.png)

>>8122920
>>8122920
>>8122920
I distinctly remember an anon in the know saying money laundering is done through art because the price 
can be set to whatever the buyer thinks it's worth. Isn't Podesta a major art collector too? Maybe it would be 
interesting to know who Podesta bought his prized collection from since he's so fond of it.

I'm interested in the audio files though. Please repost with results.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:10:00 ID: 62df25 No.8151440

>>8151079

We already know who his favorite artists are from an old news article, its the pedo artists.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:20:38 ID: 667560 No.8151878 >>8152058

File (hide): 70a3875365920a2⋯.png (236.24 KB, 720x693, 80:77, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8151079
oy fucking vey  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:24:31 ID: 56cbf5 No.8152058

>>8151878
Wow  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:44:25 ID: 667560 No.8152954 >>8153137

File (hide): 2383d82b08ef53e⋯.png (864.08 KB, 720x535, 144:107, ClipboardImage.png)

I literally just made a major discovery… Assange hacked the Government 
in the 80s and stole all this shit per WikiPedia.

The And Stay Dead Card kills a group and makes it unrevivable. Assange 
made the cards.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 06:47:30 ID: 667560 No.8153137

>>8152954

TLDR I was high as fuck and it hit me… Plus I literally own the cards.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:16:27 ID: ef3dba No.8158304 >>8158335

Any news on this?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 09:17:24 ID: 56cbf5 No.8158335

>>8158304
We will have justice now brother! Wait for the hype to calm down so we can focus on this.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:19:00 ID: 56cbf5 No.8159535

Bump for justice.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:27:13 ID: d92ead No.8159655 >>8159776

File (hide): 63dcbb938047f1c⋯.jpg (15.58 KB, 255x255, 1:1, 63dcbb938047f1c4c132539f4d….jpg)

>>8131564
>I don't know WHO started this
You started it by being a degenerate evil pedophile. Don't like the 
consequences? Too bad! We've barely even begun  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:31:56 ID: ed2fd7 No.8159722

>tfw the FBI is going to lock up all these creeps

Donald Jr is on the case, wouldn't be surprised if he and Alex Jones personally take part in giving these people what they deserve

After they have been convicted in a fair and open court of law of course  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 10:35:59 ID: 523d15 No.8159776 >>8166354

>>8159655
 checked

fucking newfag  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 11:00:59 ID: 4afa1a No.8160153 >>8160887 >>8162456 >>8165905 >>8166476 >>8168273 >>8178611

i think this is related to the thread:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kimnoble/sets/72157626474399453/with/7082891411/  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 12:04:03 ID: 7c8b9c No.8160887

>>8160153

*shiver* 

Every fucking time.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 14:15:37 ID: cc3871 No.8162456

>>8160153

jesus that is vile.

someone needs to archive that for when it gets taken down  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 16:14:22 ID: 3fb4c0 No.8164443

Bump, this doesn't get to die just because trump won  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:09:27 ID: ef3dba No.8165905

>>8160153
This needs to spread.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:32:05 ID: d92ead No.8166354
File (hide): 6b3b7084078139c⋯.jpg (81.78 KB, 598x336, 299:168, 1452808590816-2.jpg)

>>8159776
older than you and I don't care if it's a 
LARP we know they're watching and 
reading  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:38:16 ID: 6af899 No.8166476 >>8166616 >>8166779 >>8167095

>>8160153
Scrap it all and screencap who had it uploaded (i.e. a snapshop of her main flickr page).
After that, find a connection between her and this. Then it can be compiled into an infograph with a hashtag and spread.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:46:00 ID: 4afa1a No.8166616 >>8166779 >>8167095 >>8170904

>>8166476
from what i heard, one of her pictures is hanging inside Comet Pizza (the picture in question was posted here in one of the links, but i couldn't find it right 
now. Also, just noticed the initials are "CP", which is really strange considering this amount of "coincidences") and the artist was probably abused when 
she was a child (she has 10 personalities or something like that) 
i'll try to find good source and if i do i'll post more here  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:51:47 ID: e6b196 No.8166718 >>8168569

Has anyone tried getting images out of the audio files yet?

http://lifehacker.com/5807289/how-to-hide-secret-messages-and-codes-in-audio-files  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:55:45 ID: d92ead No.8166779 >>8167095 >>8167127 >>8168307 >>8178867

File (hide): 87781287b3c4e45⋯.jpg (196.59 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, mk_ultra__228469.jpg)

>>8166476
>>8166616

She's an MK victim anon, from long ago and that art is from her therapy. There are many MK victims that do 
this, not just her. Those pictures are being posted as examples of what they go through with these 
monsters. The themes are the same throughout all their art despite them not knowing each other. This 
points to the ritual aspect of what the perps are doing. All MK Ultra therapy art is insanely disturbing 
because they're describing what was done to them. But it would be a huge mistake to target the past victims 
who are brave enough to make this art and post it. Go after the perps.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 17:58:00 ID: d3e352 No.8166817
File (hide): b408628924bdc5c⋯.png (1.36 MB, 1275x619, 1275:619, pedos.PNG)

Mike here comments against bad facebook reviews. here are people that comment on 
his profile. Notice the satanic imagery in profile.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:15:29 ID: d92ead No.8167095 >>8167127 >>8167169 >>8168307 >>8178867

File (hide): 38b7472233cb2e8⋯.png (406.87 KB, 867x1433, 867:1433, screenshot-lynnsart.net 20….png)

>>8166779
>>8166476
>>8166616
pic related is from the art site of another survivor. She's quite accomplished and more functional in life than most other 
survivors. She regularly shows in Seattle and has been actively battling the perps for many years.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:17:54 ID: 4afa1a No.8167127 >>8167169 >>8167250

>>8167095
>>8166779
can you please tell me more about MK? i'm not exactly sure what it is… 
is it some kind of human guinea pig experimentation that took place in the past or it keeps happening until these days? the american president knows 
about that or only the secret service?  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:21:38 ID: d92ead No.8167169 >>8168307 >>8178867

File (hide): 4c42737d4d9cacc⋯.png (1006.66 KB, 1338x1964, 669:982, screenshot-lynnsart.net 20….png)

>>8167095
pic related is the catalogue from Lynn's site. She does great work exposing this shit. The others are not as functional as 
she is and are extremely fragile. I won't copy pics because she has requested that but there's enough info in this pic to 
find her site and check out her art.

>>8167127
This is a good primer http://www.wanttoknow.info/050626mkultra.shtml  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:25:32 ID: d92ead No.8167250 >>8169701 >>8169799 >>8178867

File (hide): 989eb0ba144313e⋯.png (941.18 KB, 1338x1682, 669:841, screenshot-schirmerstudio.….png)

>>8167127
a show Lynn did on the Franklin scandal  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 18:49:24 ID: 28c9d2 No.8167621
File (hide): f0a18e1fc149b48⋯.jpg (51.25 KB, 960x960, 1:1, f0a18e1fc149b48e2cb8099f6c….jpg)

>>8120138

This is legit.

Put a little more effort 
when creating a thread OP.
Low energy.

>>8119975
click that shit nigga  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:18:34 ID: ef3dba No.8168014 >>8168025

This shit got recently on Wikileaks:
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24445
It's from the Hillary Clinton emails.

>The ChildMind is the only independent, nonprofit organization exclusively dedicated to transforming mental health care br the world's children to enable 
them to reach their full potential.

>We are committed to finding more effective treatments for childhood psychiatric and learning disorders, science of healthy brain development, and 
embowering children and their abilities the information they need to act. 

>The ChildMind institute does not accept funding from the pharmaceutical industry.

Totally not MK ULTRA, guys.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:19:12 ID: ef3dba No.8168025 >>8168507 >>8169436

>>8168014
>UNCLASSIFIED U.S. Department of State Case No. F-2014-20439 Doc No. C05785585 Date: 10/30/2015 

>Disorders to issues of concern to all parents:

>We have enlisted the leading child mental health experts from all over the world as well as our own clinic to make videos and write articles on a wide 
range of topics including ADHD, depression, eating disorders, cyberbullying, sex, and discipline. 
Discussing, writing articles and making videos on sex and discipline with children.

>We will open the doors to our new 24,000 square-foot headquarters at 445 Park Avenue (our private entrance is on 56th Street) on March 21. When 
children walk into CN's new home, they will enter a two-story space that is child - and family - friendly with play areas , private waiting areas, a cafe 
featuring vending machines filled with healthy snacks, Wi-Fi hotspots, and wonderful meeting rooms. Our clinical offices provide us with the latest 
technology including the ability to record sessions in order to monitor research, training, and treatment outcomes. The space is designed so that clinicians 
and researchers work side by side and collaboratively to help develop better understanding and treatment of child and adolescent psychiatric disorder, 
So the complex is basically made for parents to leave their kids there, where they'll record treatment.

The rest is apparently a list of institutes and people associated with this place, but it's absolutely unreadable.
>National Children Mental Health Awareness Week, the ChildMind Institute has taken the American Academy of Child & Adolescent (?)
>Hunter E c ie it USA, a r id PCO"?.!ltS magazine to p r e e n t . (?)
>Speck Up for Kids! - a in a t io n w iz ie C.:.-..lin p 2 , g r designed to help in or a parents and Ze3Chr.S. 
>racoani:te tte e ig n s a n d iiir e a io to a tis of childhood mental illness  
>H i ..inicire.O s hea oii-:;:feSSCat.: c o u ,n i7 v will share their expertise in Sf?,:74: Up fC,ir ta lk s . 
>And on May 17 the Adorn f f e v K a t : a Memorial Lezture Mt Led . . ..; 
>adolescent ran R , . the : ! _ the experts • 7 e :d reCOgH.Zed c e ;., r.-.; r it y a b o ….:t h is D H D a sn d c i is L e a . o f it s d n d c r ir r-tr n .
>.e iz i to .-. c.-;..!, : t e r ihat is .crisis with real education and 7.v :d v r;c a c v , and the can the d ii , i' ra fiiic e , t 3 grow and develop new opportunities 
>n E r s. ,,D s a n c ', n t o b a t e n e w ii i :,-j: ; t iv e s , we look for . . w . ::o and are 03 for e i world in e v a c 'i ffria la i s . a ile r s f r o m p s y c h ia t r ic 
ili. n e s s — a ,a d ia iiiva ic h a ll e ia ii.d r e n c a n r e a c h th e ir fu li o c a e r a iiie e

So, tl;dr: a giant shrink and psychiatric office, exclusively for dealing with children and adolescents. Apparently with a focus on sex and discipline, as well 
as recording treatment.

Dunno, this coincides perfectly with the pedofiles leaks, so I'm guessing start digging.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:36:29 ID: 7944db No.8168273 >>8168307

>>8160153
Her twitter account

https://twitter.com/kimnobleartist?lang=en  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:39:32 ID: d92ead No.8168307 >>8178867

>>8168273
see >>8166779
>>8167095
>>8167169
http://www.wanttoknow.info/050626mkultra.shtml

Go after the perps you troglodyte  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:53:26 ID: d92ead No.8168507
File (hide): 904e9e4bc41bba3⋯.png (468.23 KB, 1299x1519, 1299:1519, screenshot-educate-yoursel….png)

>>8168025
>>8168025
>Martin T. Orne, for example, a senior CIA/Navy researcher, is based at the University of Pennsylvania's 
Experimental Psychiatry Laboratory. He is also an original member of the False Memory Syndrome Foundation's 
advisory board, a tightly-drawn coterie of psychiatrists, many with backgrounds in CIA mind control 
experimentation in its myriad forms. The Foundation is dedicated to denying the existence of cult mind control and 
child abuse. It's primary pursuit is the castigation of survivors and therapists for fabricating accusations of ritual 
abuse.
>It's primary pursuit is the castigation of survivors and therapists for fabricating accusations of ritual abuse.

It's primary pursuit is the castigation of survivors and therapists for fabricating accusations  
of ritual abuse.

Yes, they've got all the bases covered, this is controlled opposition. False Memory Syndrome Foundation is full of 
pedophiles. Victims do remember and these meories are accurate though often clouded with the theatrics of the 
abuse which the perps do on purpose in order to label the ones remembering as "crazy"

educate-yourself.org/mc/falsememoryhoax1996.shtml  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 19:56:59 ID: 0c4286 No.8168569 >>8168708 >>8168735

>>8166718

Yes, I'm stll trying–BUT I'M NOT GETTING ANY FUCKING HELP!!

SOMEONE FUCKING RECOMMEND SOFTWARE AND A PROCESS THAT WILL RIP THESE FUCKING MP3S!!  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:05:53 ID: ef3dba No.8168708 >>8169169

>>8168569
Sonic Visualizer not working?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:07:24 ID: ef3dba No.8168735 >>8169169

>>8168569
https://www.raymond.cc/blog/hide-your-secret-files-by-embedding-it-to-another-safe-source/
Try these out?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:24:48 ID: 2e857b No.8168985 >>8169252

>>8168902
one anon already tried to go to the second rabbit sighting and never returned >>8121774

and as far as i know the video from that anon and the "stream" recordings havent surfaced here

so, if you want to snoop these places out, my advice would be, dont post here about it too late, and make sure your first post is a direct upload of 
pictures/video/link to archive. because everyone else who's looked has gone MIA.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:34:50 ID: 0c4286 No.8169169

>>8168902
>>8168735

I will try these.

>>8168708

Stop announcing this shit to world. WE ARE BEING WATCHED.

Odds are they knew the other anon was coming and he got suicided.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:40:06 ID: bc2c84 No.8169252 >>8169342 >>8169397 >>8169475

>>8168985
Hey thanks. D'oh. Is there a way to delete?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:43:20 ID: bc2c84 No.8169298 >>8169397

What is second rabbit sighting?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:45:22 ID: 2e857b No.8169342 >>8169397

>>8169252
testing ive never deleted a post on 8chan in my life  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:49:08 ID: 2e857b No.8169397 >>8169479 >>8169745

>>8169342
>>8169252
i dont think you can. i think it's board specific whether it's enabled or not and the /pol/ hotpockets probably disabled it. you can report your own post and 
probably have it deleted if you ask.

>>8169298
see
>>8121102
>>8121184

and the rest of the thread  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:52:00 ID: d92ead No.8169436 >>8169938

>>8168025
>So, tl;dr: a giant shrink and psychiatric office, exclusively for dealing with children and adolescents. Apparently with a focus on sex and discipline, as well 
as recording treatment.

They have agents in all areas where survivors might go for help. The purpose is to identify survivors that are remembering and to fuck them up. MK 
victims are programmed with an expiration around age 30 when memories begin returning and the brainwashing begins to wear off. Suicide around this 
time is the norm. When they seek help these "helpers" will continue the abuse in the hopes the victim suicides, thereby eliminating the potential 
whistleblower. They know the programming codes. They know how to do it.

The FMSF are considered experts in ritual abuse and if a victim manages to survive long enough and with enough strength to get a perp in court the 
FMSF will be called to court as an "expert witness" to give their "expert opinion" on the victim's testimony. Their "expert opinion" will be to call them a 
crazy liar who imagines crazy things and to shut it down. Because the FMSF are the abusers, handlers and mindfuckers and their goal is to end criticism 
of their actions and to instill fear in any other survivors who might speak out against ritual abuse.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:53:52 ID: d92ead No.8169475 >>8169489

>>8169252
report your own post and put a note to the mods on why you'd like it deleted  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:54:08 ID: bc2c84 No.8169479 >>8169574

>>8169397

Thanks for helping a noob. Could you and a couple other anons report my post? I just did.

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 20:54:49 ID: bc2c84 No.8169489

>>8169475
Yeah that's what I did. I said "please help. Shared personal info." kek  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:00:15 ID: 2e857b No.8169574

>>8169479
i got u fam. may kek watch over you in these troubling times.

https://archive.is/HCwQV  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:08:26 ID: a062f0 No.8169701 >>8169840

>>8167250
Top left pic. We have seen a larger version posted somewhere. Guy in glasses. Podesta?  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:10:50 ID: bc2c84 No.8169745

>>8169397

Thanks so much bro for all the info. Trying to figure out an angle here.>>8169397  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:13:37 ID: ef3dba No.8169785

http://childmind.org/about-us/annual-reports/
Too many jews in this shit to be kosher.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:14:40 ID: 4895e7 No.8169799 >>8169840 >>8169985

>>8167250
Who is James Cicatko, what do we know about him? He is definitely "in the know'.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:17:38 ID: d92ead No.8169840

>>8169701
Go to the site, they have more info. Or ask Cicatko, his contact info is there. Wouldn't surprise me one bit if it was Molesta.

>>8169799
Ask him.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:25:18 ID: 66a5df No.8169938 >>8170645

File (hide): d23e971f572287b⋯.png (496.24 KB, 1292x836, 17:11, russel hoban secret PEDO p….png)

>>8169436
Here's a pedo video supporting the idea that they get children via corrupt government/law 
channels ("broom factory", "broom enthusiasts").

I'm turning it into a webm but it's taking forever. I won't be butthurt if one of you guys uses his 
rendering farm to fire before I'm done.

https://vi meo.com/190757971

You can download the video for archiving purposes right there, no account required. Will post 
webm when it's done.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:27:52 ID: a94e89 No.8169985

>>8169799
http://cicatko.com/carbig.html  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:32:35 ID: cce00f No.8170052

oh shit, I need to get my autism on this.  
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Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:57:56 ID: d4d26a No.8170402 >>8170418

File (hide): a93d6df362ec33c⋯.png (303.52 KB, 443x768, 443:768, Screenshot from 2016-11-09….png)

Think they are watching us or 4, many have removed 
their faces from linked profiles.

This one's just been there…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 21:59:01 ID: d4d26a No.8170418

>>8170402
not listen prolly nothing… read wrong too "lucky sick"…  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:17:17 ID: 66a5df No.8170645 >>8172475 >>8173043 >>8173376 >>8173949

File (hide): 4f4a6aa99542ac1⋯.webm (11 MB, 640x360, 16:9, secret pizza party.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8169938
So dozens of attempts later here it is.

SECRET PEDO PARTY: THE 
CARTOON MANUAL  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 22:38:21 ID: 5a1507 No.8170904 >>8171526

>>8166616
>she has 10 personalities
Oh fuck, it's one of them. I knew it.It's the same people.
These satanic cults operate for a long time and are infiltrated in the government on multiple levels. She was 
probably abused as a chiild and brainwashed to be a pawn. The paintings are probably a way for one of her 
personalities to scream for help.
Just watch this, it will explain a lot.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:24:58 ID: 4895e7 No.8171526 >>8171714 >>8172176

>>8170904
That's the Greenbaum speech, no doubt about it. But there is something totally off about the uploader account and his description for the video…can you 
see it? Please reply anon.  

Anonymous  11/09/16 (Wed) 23:37:18 ID: 4895e7 No.8171714 >>8172176

>>8171526
Anyone?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:05:05 ID: 7c8b9c No.8172176 >>8172327

>>8171526
>>8171714

I see that he has two different accounts. Both of which are subscribed to Michele Botticelli.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:13:06 ID: 4895e7 No.8172327 >>8172444 >>8174617

>>8172176
Holy fuck he changed the description from the last time i saw the video, it was a snarky condescending description mocking the speech. Also the 
uploader is a satanist and his video has the audio purposely distorted (probably subliminal messages) so i would suggest just reading the speech or 
finding a safe upload somewhere else. Look at the comments pointing the audio distortions out and he trying to cover it up, also his profile picture.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:21:17 ID: 7c8b9c No.8172444 >>8174422

>>8172327

Yeah, I noticed the Cthull/Mindflayer motif.

If no one's familiar with Mindflayers, they believe that they're a race superior to all others, and that those below them only exist as servants and cattle. 
They also enslaved the Githzerai to materialism for the purpose of suppressing their spiritual gifts. Sound familiar?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:23:16 ID: e00181 No.8172475 >>8172523

>>8170645
speaking of cartoons, any connections to the Japanese pedophile scene? I wouldn't be surprised. Even though CP possession was banned in '14 they 
have excluded all other forms of depicting CSA, so pedo artists are still keeping the disease alive and well there.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:26:06 ID: 7c8b9c No.8172523 >>8174389

>>8172475

Most likely.

I wouldn't be surprised that there's a Jewish connection behind the growing escalation of fetishism in hentai. The mass movement towards illustrated 
depictions of underage children in sexual situations–not to mention all the other degenerate Nip manias–almost seemed coordinated between the 
mangaka.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 00:40:51 ID: a062f0 No.8172737

ANONS!!!!!!! PLEASE! The files with .onion extensions. The file names. Read affidavit in article from YESTERDAY. FBI probably can match file names. 
Screen shots of file names from hidden comet pizza page needs to be sent  to fbi. IF they can match them it's game over. 
https ://www.techdirt.com/articles/20161108/07362735989/unsealed-warrant-shows-fbi-malware-affected-innocent-tor-users-while-agency-ran-more-than-
20-child-porn-sites.shtml  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:03:14 ID: 4afa1a No.8173043

>>8170645
this shit is sick, dude

i pray someone on FBI would investigate all of this and punish every one guilty  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:08:13 ID: 13c20f No.8173099 >>8173186

I'm in Berlin would it help if I pay them a visit?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:15:59 ID: 7c8b9c No.8173186 >>8173352 >>8173376

>>8173099

NO.

We already lost one anon. Let's not make it two until we have all the facts.

It's time to make a new thread that consolidates this one and … http://8ch.net/pol/res/8115580.html#8172352

Time to get a sticky on this and focus our effort.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:26:51 ID: 4afa1a No.8173352 >>8173399

>>8173186
>We already lost one anon
what do you mean by that?  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:28:47 ID: d92ead No.8173376 >>8173499

File (hide): 79322b83d29f294⋯.png (1.06 MB, 781x569, 781:569, screenshot-www.nydailynews….png)

>>8173186
Yes, let's consolidate. We should start archiving somewhere. /polarchive/ is probably not the best bet since I 
believe it's the same BO as here. /32/?

>>8170645
>Mayor de Blasio reads ‘Secret Pizza Party’ to Queens kids — and the plot mirrors the fund-raising probe 
he’s caught up in  
> When you make something secret, you make it special.
>That was the bizarre lesson Mayor de Blasio — whose questionable fund-raising tactics are at the center 
of an ongoing criminal probe — delivered Saturday to a group of children at a Queens library.
>The eyebrow-raising book could barely keep the attention of the roomful of rambunctious kids, and may 
have left the mayor with a bad case of indigestion. He didn’t seem to recognize the unintended irony.
> “If the raccoon was stealing pizza for a cause he believed in, do you think he was still breaking the law, 

necessarily?” one reporter asked as the mayor exited the library.
>Another used the raccoon’s tale as a jumping off point to grill de Blasio about a Gov. Cuomo ally being probed for potential improper lobbying and 
undisclosed conflicts of interest involving an upstate power plant.
>“What do you think of Joe Percoco’s secret pizza party?” the reporter asked.
>De Blasio cracked a smile, but declined to address any pizza or raccoon-related inquiries.

https://archive.fo/eN7UB  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:29:59 ID: 7c8b9c No.8173399

>>8173352

>>8170452  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:37:35 ID: 7c8b9c No.8173499 >>8178323

>>8173376

So here will be the priorities to delegate to the autists:

1) Investigate Dr. Pong and, possibly, his SchweinPeg software.

2) Get the /tech/s to organize and rip suspect images and audio files for hidden messages and possible CP to pin on Podesta and friends.

3) Establish a solid commonality of this 'hidden file' behavior among hipster pedophiles, which should lead to yet more hidden data.

4) Do more research on the SLC DayCare and its connection to the Marina Delray building with the White Rabbit on the front.

5) Connect the "secret pizza" lingo to as many high ranking pedos as possible so as to get a fuller picture as to the size of this network.

If 34a66c truly was suicided and/or v& for the cause, then we need to honor his sacrifice and keep going til we hit paydirt.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 01:55:17 ID: 59fde4 No.8173785 >>8174070

>>8122124
>Lewis Carroll was a pedo tho
Is there any proof? I know he did a lot of pictures of children but could he not have just been another Michael Jackson type?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:07:34 ID: 9cf585 No.8173949

>>8170645
>he might recognize you from the wanted poster
HOW CAN THEY KEEP GETTING A WAY WITH THIS  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:14:44 ID: 7da088 No.8174070 >>8174425

>>8173785
> pictures of children
those pictures of children (often naked) were kind of the fad at the time as far as I know (I remember reading about this on the introduction of alice in 
wonderland book), so maybe it was just innocent pictures, sort of like the paintings of naked kids angels of the renaissance.

Nontheless, the Alice in wonderland is a book that doesn't make sense a all, and may have some hidden meanings, or not…can't tell honestly.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:19:28 ID: a0400b No.8174160

>>8131564
You swear on the light bringer?
So you admit to swearing on satan. Fucking synagogue of satan. 
Reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:31:44 ID: e00181 No.8174389

>>8172523
I guess that on the Western side we still have our own demons to fight, just that here its become acceptable to indulge in pedophile fantasies with "teen", 
barely legal and schoolgirl fetishes while exercising cognitive dissonance decrying anything related to pedophilia. Fine, Western hypocrisy.  
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Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:33:36 ID: ef3dba No.8174422

>>8172444
You forgot some juicier lore parts.

They come from a place (alternate timeline, distant future, nobody's really sure) which they totally fucked up by being hedonistic cunts. So now, they want 
to rebuild their empire, and to do that they have slave races do their dirty work for them.

Also, since they're absolutely unable to feel anything, the only way to actually get a high is to force their slaves through insanely brutal and horrific orgies, 
and then devour their emotions.

They also eat brains.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:33:44 ID: e00181 No.8174425

>>8174070
That doesn't make it a lot less despicable, tho.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 02:44:50 ID: 4afa1a No.8174617 >>8175643

>>8172327
i couldn't find a clean version anywhere  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 03:51:34 ID: a6fd9c No.8175643 >>8178159

>>8174617
Is there a written version without alterations or redaction?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:04:34 ID: 1605ee No.8175829 >>8175960

FBI is aware of this and now that trump is in we're gonna see some developments. HABEEB IT.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:14:50 ID: a94e89 No.8175960

>>8175829
better habben fagget.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:22:19 ID: 04c141 No.8176084 >>8176872 >>8178048

File (hide): 9ec39730ae05b02⋯.png (120.97 KB, 320x320, 1:1, 1477865134021.png)

>>8121161
have anyone tipped the fbi 
and cops ??? i haven't, 
please somebody do  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:31:40 ID: 04c141 No.8176219
File (hide): 4ef440fd8b4ddde⋯.gif (3.69 MB, 300x225, 4:3, 1476854244536.gif)

>>8121161
tfw david icke and all 
those nut cipiratards 
(now not so tard) were 
right  
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File (hide): 69317d80a96a05d⋯.gif (603.35 KB,
320x240, 4:3, burningglasses.gif)

File
(hide):
851961df478f122⋯.png
(95 B,
1x1,
1:1,
pixxxxxxel.png)

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 04:37:01 ID: 04c141 No.8176303 >>8176872

>>8121161
i was afraid of that, this ring is really getting out of hands, it's too big to fail, too much money on it. Satanist-Globalist will cause WW3 to shut it down.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 05:18:39 ID: 42ee75 No.8176872

>>8176084

They already know about it. They can't do anything.

WE might be able to.

>>8176303

Indeed. 

I don't want anymore Anon martyrs, but…..this shit is primo material for an RWDS debut.

One of these places is within striking distance of me. I'm so enraged that I'm seriously thinking about a full on LARP raid.

For now though….Intelligence gathering is key.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 05:38:37 ID: 04c141 No.8177155

>>8120606
s-sam ?  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:27:26 ID: 5a218b No.8177743 >>8177805

Keep this thread alive. There is also another, but I'll only bump one to not clog the front page.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:31:24 ID: 42ee75 No.8177805

>>8177743

I'm still compiling all the material from both in a new thread. But I'm distracted right now and missing one of the archives. Just taking awhile.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:53:12 ID: 04c141 No.8178029

>>8129784
the connection is tech professors helping with the hidden files, steg, encryption and storage, one site uploaded files to dropbox, so if there is any hope, 
the fbi will get them anyways, but if they are the establishment, like all evidence points, then is up to anons to claim justice  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 06:55:07 ID: eb6fc4 No.8178048 >>8178206

Trump is accepting feedback and suggestions, if enough anons send in evidence of pizzagate and podesta, it could be brought to the attention of the AG. 
https://apply.ptt.gov/yourstory/

>>8176084
FBI wont do shit, Trump's attorney general might, send a tip here:
https://apply.ptt.gov/yourstory/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:05:38 ID: 3efb3d No.8178159

>>8175643
Who the hell knows, i'm currentoy researching those films that the guy mentions, they seem fishy.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:09:54 ID: ac57b6 No.8178206 >>8178277

>>8178048
If that is done and it is done incorrectly, it will only make it seem foolish. A lot of what is stated, honestly, has no basis. Only a few key things should be 
presented so as to not seem like crackpots. E.g.
The hankchief one, these encrypted files (maybe), the interplay between groups in 3rd world countries and here. Et cetera.
Random things such as phrasing should not be included unless one is certain that the given phrase cannot be interpreted in any other way except a 
perverse way (without a key, i.e. without knowing word x should be substituted with word y).  
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>>8178206
Got it, probably shouldn't let autists ruin it by ridicule. How exactly would you go about presenting evidence in a serious manner? What is the most 
damning thing uncovered? If we get a concise and professionally written copypasta with legit circumstantial evidence to send in en masse it might help, 
any suggestions are welcome, I merely said that I suspected a child trafficking ring in DC was going on and dropped these links:

>>8178206
http://pastebin.com/36Q0yKSM
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:17:11 ID: 1605ee No.8178286 >>8178340

File (hide): 1f45201851b6bd3⋯.jpg (4.03 MB, 10000x4947, 10000:4947, information_web_cometpingp….jpg)

I'm just gonna supply a link to this image and 
a short sentence roughly 'investigate please'.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:18:59 ID: 1605ee No.8178301

Might get lost in the noise so I'll add some excerpts from MDE's new book for posterity.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:21:17 ID: 7889f8 No.8178323 >>8178381 >>8178401

>>8173499

Someone on Voat made an extremely thorough post about the SLC Daycare drama about a year ago. I highly recommend reading it in full: 
https://archive.is/PCle6

Most interesting part is that the daycare supposedly ordered 16,000 pounds of "toys" from China, and the shipping has ties to weird shell companies and 
a defense contractor. This information was never followed up on after the voat post. People just lost interest. There's still WAY more to research,  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:22:46 ID: 04c141 No.8178340

>>8178286
fucking neet  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:28:13 ID: d92ead No.8178381

>>8178323
/baph/pol/plebbit together found it when we were digging from /baph/. Even /pol/ banned threads on it. I'm sure there are archives of those threads. We 
got very detailed info about the containers and there was also a connection to the containers in OR or WA can't recall which, a property that dealt in 
bounce houses run by a registered pedophile. We found it on google earth and the address of his co. was a bait and tackle shop in a rural area. There 
was so much more, it will come to me. What a time that was. We really found something and they shut it all down, except the bloody devil worshipers on 
fullchan. And they did a great job modding too. Upsidedown world.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:30:19 ID: 3efb3d No.8178401 >>8178482

>>8178323
Why would a daycare want all those "toys" or whatever?  
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>>8178277
The very issue is that we have a lot of loose connections. This started with the Moloch thing which lead to searching that specifically in the Pod. e-mails 
which lead to Spirit Cooking which lead to the children concept existing in our mind. Coupling that with Pod.'s weird art and our prior knowledge of Epst. 
and co. on offshore islands, it was a natural suspecion that they might be doing something wicked. I.e. we used the circumstancial evidence of: prior 
knowledge of their affiliates (actually guilty), a natural mistrust of those who engage in Satanism, and a bunch of small "coincidences" which didn't really 
have anything to do with anything.
I would consider it odd that a pizza man is 49th most powerful, that is to be sure. As for evidence, the only thing in regards to him that is interesting is 
that: he has that picture of the girl taped (but honestly, it's probably that he doesn't thing much of it since he is gay, hence he has no paternal instinct) to 
make a sick joke about misbehaving kids.
Even the interconnection of buildings and the possibility of an underground connection (in conjuction with the 3rd world help thing nearby) does nothing 
without at least one piece of hard evidence.
The most I could claim at present based on the evidence would be: Pod., Comet, and co. are of the elite, therefore, due to the culture pertaining to their 
status, they feel disjoint from normal culture. Therefore they indulge in oddities. This lends itself to picular things like art collecting and alike. With certainty 
they've engage with people who actually do engage in pedophilic acts (see Epst.) and weird things (see SpiritCook) so it would make sense for their tasts 
to become quite macabre (see Pod.'s art collection and its use of children in the most horrific manners). Therefore, I would only be able to conclude that 
he is one whose mind has seen horrors pertaining to the macabre and children, and is therefore immune to it, and, as a twisted fetish indulges in it by 
means of art (and also to distinguish himself as an elite).
For the comet guy it's just his depravity and lack of paternal instinct that leads him to commit such weird acts and have such a disgusting parlor.
That is my deduction with regards to the present evidence (and what would be the deduction of most normal people who aren't "coincidence" detectors). 
The only thing that doesn't fit is the hankerchief comment. As for the numerous connections, the only one that doesn't make sense is Jimmy having such 
a high standing, however, the connections all across the world make sense. They are the elite, and although something illegal could be going on, there is 
no way of knowing it's pedophilia related.
tl;dr Read it all.
Also, people, just because you find some connection to a connection doesn't mean it means anything. E.g., there is a bookstore with an owl that must 
mean something. Not necessary, since the owl was associated with knowledge early on, it eventually (decades if not over a hundred years earlier than 
now) become a symbol for books and libraries. So, to make the jump from bookstore, owl, gods, cult, cooking, Pod., is a bit nuts.
Construct theory to fact, not fact to theory. Look at all evidence initially assuming no prior knowledge to know how others would interpret it and to see if 
there is, necessary, something deeper being said. Then look at it with prior knowledge, but remember, the most natural deduction is usually correct 
(especially when you're dealing with people who have "sent from my iPad" for government things). Only once you have, quite literally, eliminated the 
impossible should you invoke the "whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth" stuff, lest we delve into a realm worse than /x/.
tl;dr2 Read it all again.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:41:26 ID: d92ead No.8178482 >>8179164

>>8178401
They don't, it's not even a daycare anymore, if it ever really was. So what was in the containers? Maybe it was toys but something else smuggled with it. 
Maybe there weren't any toys at all.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:49:59 ID: 42ee75 No.8178551 >>8178764

>>8178450
>the most natural deduction is usually correct

This is the issue. These audits and investigations cannot be done deductively. The scope is so massive, and the motives are so complex that the only 
way to get the full picture is to compile everything inductively.

It's jarring, no doubt. But it's yielded progress. We had originally thought that YelkinsSpace was a dead end, but now we know those files are storing 
something.

Originally, the Moloch references made by Hillary was ignored for the longest time. Now that's even panned out.

The nature of the enemy's attack is memetics and secretism. Both of which encapsulate just about every investigative angle no matter how esoteric. You 
have to remember something: leaving this imagery everywhere isn't simply an in-group thing or a troll that's meant to generate keks over how ignorant the 
filthy goyim are. It's their faith, if you listen to Bill Cooper's analysis, he makes clear that Masonic/Zionist cabals are compelled by their faith to leave their 
symbols everywhere covertly. This is not done for any subliminal effect, but rather because they can't derive any power from the endeavor otherwise, and 
the doctrine originating from the story of Osiris commands them to stay quiet about what they're trying to do.

You have to cover EVERYTHING ALL AT ONCE. It's the only way.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 07:56:20 ID: 44bdf8 No.8178611 >>8178867

>>8160153
More fuel for the fire. At the very bottom is a picture of a child surrounded by white walls very fucked honestly. the text reads out. 

The bells right two.
They say the right sperm 
The right egg The right time
Right blue Right red
She will be creative
Wrong creativity
Fucked, buggered, tortured
She is still. She is right
Is she dead? wrong time

Sig at the bottom says Prott Woshere  
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"Hawaiian George Soros"

apropos Hawaii bro's rurual wifi/warehouse 

https://t.co/8fJya1Bugv  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 08:15:27 ID: d92ead No.8178764 >>8178861

>>8178551
>leaving this imagery everywhere isn't simply an in-group thing or a troll that's meant to generate keks over 
how ignorant the filthy goyim are. It's their faith, if you listen to Bill Cooper's analysis, he makes clear that 
Masonic/Zionist cabals are compelled by their faith to leave their symbols everywhere covertly. This is not 
done for any subliminal effect, but rather because they can't derive any power from the endeavor otherwise, 
and the doctrine originating from the story of Osiris commands them to stay quiet about what they're trying 
to do.

They call it "revelation of the method"

>Revelation of the Method concerns mind control in the last stages and at a high level. When you tell 
someone what you are doing to them - murder, mayhem, kidnap, rape, you name it - and they do nothing to 
stop you or protect themselves, you have created a doubly enslaved subject. 
>This part of the motivation for the occult processing of America through ritual murder etc. The Cryptocracy 

carries out "cereal" murder crimes attended by archetypal signs and symbols which the dreaming mind of the Group Mind groks at a certain level. Next 
they confess in the Videodrome that it is the police and the authorities who are behind the crimes. Then they let the whole stew percolate into the psyche 
of the masses until the next covert sting operation. 
http://whale.to/b/revelation_method_q.html

>It is certainly possible that, on a subconscious level at least, the perpetrators wanted the public to know that the towers were not brought down by 
airplane crashes. That sort of cloaked revelation seems to be, in many cases, a component of the traumatisation process. What better way, after all, to 
disempower and demoralize the American people than through an unspoken acknowledgment that the enemy is within, and can act with impunity?  
davesweb.cnchost.com/nwsltr69d.html  
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When all that SLC bidness went on I screen shotted random pages - but I think they may have some value… what do u say  
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lastly  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 08:27:42 ID: 7c8b9c No.8178861

>>8178764

Aldous Huxley covers 
this as well.

Using gradualism to 
condition people into 
enjoying their 
enslavement.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 08:28:15 ID: d92ead No.8178867

>>8178611
She's a survivor and that's typical therapy art for them. See
>>8166779
>>8167095
>>8167169
>>8167250
>>8168307

3 possibilities for victims of MK: death, fight them or become them. She is fighting them like we are. Fair game are working with them like Epstein's pilot 
chick or Ray Chandler the child procurer. tbh I wouldn't get too lost in MK art, it's a pretty dark place and it's always the same satanic torture details.  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 09:09:40 ID: 9620c1 No.8179160

>>8126112
Flier campaigns to PTAs, parents, and schools of the area needs to be done  

Anonymous  11/10/16 (Thu) 09:09:53 ID: ef3dba No.8179164

>>8178482
The popular theory was guns, because the owner of the place has taken a photo of a giant gun.

But after all this shit, I'm not even sure.  
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PING PONG PEDO #5 Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:12:15 ID: 51c833 No.8198272  >>8198299 >>8198329

>>8200291 [Watch Thread]

Subject line: Ha

"About our pizza logo"

These fucks know and this it's funny

Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: >>8194593 | http://archive.is/nLKJl

Post last edited at 11/11/16 (Fri) 15:10:49
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>>8198272 (OP)

They're not even trying to hide it 
anymore with these fucking "pizza 
extravaganza"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:17:02 ID: a0a948 No.8198313

Are there any locations in London (England) worth…visiting?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:19:21 ID: a95711 No.8198323

>>8198310
Fuck off CTR, must suck not getting thay 1st post sheckel bonus  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:20:16 ID: a95711 No.8198328 >>8199086 >>8200358

File (hide): ce676da12f755e6⋯.jpg (1.5 MB, 3800x4078, 1900:2039, 421f422520aabab40b8833cf2d….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:20:29 ID: aa0100 No.8198329 >>8198594 >>8200895

>>8198272 (OP)
Is that the Besta logo or Comet logo?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:20:31 ID: ecbe7e No.8198330

Checked out this Joshua Ryan Vogelsong character. Some of his instagram pictures showing explicit pictures involving pizza were posted earlier. I think 
this guy is just a hardcore tranny and works at comet ping pong. Here is his instagram, facebook, and a band he is a part of:

https://www.instagram.com/joshuaryanv/
https://www.facebook.com/joshua.vogelsong?fref=ts
https://homosuperior.bandcamp.com/releases

ffs i wish we were dealing with murderers or drug dealers and not degenerate faggots these people are disgusting  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:20:48 ID: a95711 No.8198331 >>8199242

File (hide): 7b57e0845c843c1⋯.png (393.29 KB, 1440x2392, 180:299, Capture _2016-11-11-08-59-….png)  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198299
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198299
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238199555
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/439be3c33dd18559320d0d477c91dd0f64252cec75077424083819b53cd08f54.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/439be3c33dd18559320d0d477c91dd0f64252cec75077424083819b53cd08f54.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/439be3c33dd18559320d0d477c91dd0f64252cec75077424083819b53cd08f54.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198272
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198313
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198313
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198323
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198323
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198328
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198328
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238199086
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238200358
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ce676da12f755e654e038708274444d3c87a52b310a34c4f61426a9187103500.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/ce676da12f755e654e038708274444d3c87a52b310a34c4f61426a9187103500.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ce676da12f755e654e038708274444d3c87a52b310a34c4f61426a9187103500.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198329
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198329
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198594
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238200895
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198272
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198330
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198330
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://www.instagram.com/joshuaryanv/
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://www.facebook.com/joshua.vogelsong?fref=ts
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://homosuperior.bandcamp.com/releases
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198331
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198331
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238199242
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7b57e0845c843c1f10178f5be6f948dff8c454876c0667fc8a97ccbe0024b4ee.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/7b57e0845c843c1f10178f5be6f948dff8c454876c0667fc8a97ccbe0024b4ee.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7b57e0845c843c1f10178f5be6f948dff8c454876c0667fc8a97ccbe0024b4ee.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23


Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:20:50 ID: 51c833 No.8198334 >>8198347

File (hide): c92609d51a1e907⋯.jpg (39.26 KB, 701x445, 701:445, bg.JPG)

Big or small, 
John????  

File (hide): 06032858b83ee40⋯.png (52.76 KB,
594x360, 33:20, dcda977115c28190255aa76e2a….png)

File (hide): ef52eba0ced5187⋯.png (1.21 MB,
1190x1348, 595:674, Capture _2016-11-10-14-42-….png)

File (hide): 996a74fb363f9d5⋯.png (766.46 KB,
1094x447, 1094:447, Capture _2016-11-10-13-38-….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:22:42 ID: a95711 No.8198343 >>8198883 >>8199396 >>8200651 >>8201122

File (hide): 7b317adfe0f02c6⋯.jpg (49.69 KB, 777x351,
259:117, mm.JPG)

File (hide): 4bf7e375a5d9d01⋯.jpg (18.41 KB,
533x166, 533:166, hh.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:22:55 ID: 51c833 No.8198347

>>8198334

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:30:03 ID: 51c833 No.8198392 >>8198435 >>8199686

File (hide): 161aa6013b645af⋯.jpg (38.67 KB, 872x558, 436:279, com.JPG)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:31:30 ID: 51c833 No.8198408 >>8200230

File (hide): d11a7b8c2353dae⋯.jpg (32.29 KB, 732x380, 183:95, pizza.JPG)

No need for 
pizza  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198334
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198334
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c92609d51a1e9077c3f7788c22e94f9e3ca259fb9226506149464a2770f132fb.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/c92609d51a1e9077c3f7788c22e94f9e3ca259fb9226506149464a2770f132fb.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c92609d51a1e9077c3f7788c22e94f9e3ca259fb9226506149464a2770f132fb.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/06032858b83ee40e70d64276a4662d3465a41ab255e227ebdcb339dfe8e8fcad.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/06032858b83ee40e70d64276a4662d3465a41ab255e227ebdcb339dfe8e8fcad.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/06032858b83ee40e70d64276a4662d3465a41ab255e227ebdcb339dfe8e8fcad.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ef52eba0ced51879444f3c52e3058dcaa3ed017a5a3ba52c95c638e05d65215a.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/ef52eba0ced51879444f3c52e3058dcaa3ed017a5a3ba52c95c638e05d65215a.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ef52eba0ced51879444f3c52e3058dcaa3ed017a5a3ba52c95c638e05d65215a.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/996a74fb363f9d5d7a34046f71590efdd11cfb8f59a8b84031e2363fdfe6017f.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/996a74fb363f9d5d7a34046f71590efdd11cfb8f59a8b84031e2363fdfe6017f.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/996a74fb363f9d5d7a34046f71590efdd11cfb8f59a8b84031e2363fdfe6017f.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198343
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198883
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238199396
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238200651
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238201122
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7b317adfe0f02c60de0eb689a7adf615b1c534e2137eaedeb53347eaf721da93.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/7b317adfe0f02c60de0eb689a7adf615b1c534e2137eaedeb53347eaf721da93.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7b317adfe0f02c60de0eb689a7adf615b1c534e2137eaedeb53347eaf721da93.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/4bf7e375a5d9d01cc32d8456f19f1734bc93007d01e239e8f0830850af38aaea.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/4bf7e375a5d9d01cc32d8456f19f1734bc93007d01e239e8f0830850af38aaea.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/4bf7e375a5d9d01cc32d8456f19f1734bc93007d01e239e8f0830850af38aaea.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198347
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198347
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198334
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198392
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198392
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198435
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238199686
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/161aa6013b645af4c79cc7b6cbd4ac422845076dc62321cc5d3c244311a95051.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/161aa6013b645af4c79cc7b6cbd4ac422845076dc62321cc5d3c244311a95051.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/161aa6013b645af4c79cc7b6cbd4ac422845076dc62321cc5d3c244311a95051.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198408
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198408
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238200230
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d11a7b8c2353dae31bc261ab7c92cdaff889014b77df8bba0fa108018a3d7f3e.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/d11a7b8c2353dae31bc261ab7c92cdaff889014b77df8bba0fa108018a3d7f3e.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d11a7b8c2353dae31bc261ab7c92cdaff889014b77df8bba0fa108018a3d7f3e.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23


Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:34:34 ID: a95711 No.8198435

>>8198392
>>8198392
>>8198392
>>8198396
>>8198396

>all that assmad for being called a shill

Hi chiam  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:34:40 ID: aa0100 No.8198439

>>8198396
Shills like you show up to every thread investigating pedophiles. It's not even response worthy, I'll just filter you, and move on. Good luck in hell though.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:37:17 ID: a127f4 No.8198462

>>8198396
>A contained thread that gets renewed when a bumplimit is hit does slide a forum with over 350 Threads.

Oh ok.

I got alone today 3 people interessted in this that lurk now and nothing you can do about it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:38:44 ID: 438519 No.8198482 >>8200631

File (hide): b8d2b6ff7f3ca3a⋯.jpg (597.63 KB, 1280x472, 160:59, 1478624187415.jpg)

You know you cant 
be lazy  

File (hide): 883ef5a3dcc2746⋯.jpg (42.21 KB,
1058x515, 1058:515, hhhhhhh.JPG)

File (hide): 860fd2cce7dd49d⋯.jpg (50.51 KB,
1018x559, 1018:559, ss.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:40:08 ID: 51c833 No.8198493

https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/32795

https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/8673

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:41:52 ID: f56dcd No.8198510 >>8198628 >>8199112

File (hide): 256e87f968ca174⋯.png (17.54 KB, 454x340, 227:170, testedandtrue-emailID48897.PNG)

Hey guys,

tried uploading the attachment from https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897 to 4chan and got the 
error message 'cant upload contains an embedded file' as did a few other people. 

worth taking a look?  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198435
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198435
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198392
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198392
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198392
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198439
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198439
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198462
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198462
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198482
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198482
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238200631
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b8d2b6ff7f3ca3a47bf76fb1620188f271df1ffbd4e795275f5f4871726ddc1b.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/b8d2b6ff7f3ca3a47bf76fb1620188f271df1ffbd4e795275f5f4871726ddc1b.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b8d2b6ff7f3ca3a47bf76fb1620188f271df1ffbd4e795275f5f4871726ddc1b.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/883ef5a3dcc27469fc3a1b86d352bd0ad9055df0c792e2f1379ba9430535e575.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/883ef5a3dcc27469fc3a1b86d352bd0ad9055df0c792e2f1379ba9430535e575.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/883ef5a3dcc27469fc3a1b86d352bd0ad9055df0c792e2f1379ba9430535e575.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/860fd2cce7dd49d4d8007ac15609ea0ee60d635b086e4158a53d3f80d3f651b6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/860fd2cce7dd49d4d8007ac15609ea0ee60d635b086e4158a53d3f80d3f651b6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/860fd2cce7dd49d4d8007ac15609ea0ee60d635b086e4158a53d3f80d3f651b6.jpg
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198493
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198493
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/32795
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/8673
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198510
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23q8198510
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238198628
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%238199112
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/256e87f968ca1744be960952f7a8680295bd35f98cb4d433d24b3cfa2146d9f2.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/256e87f968ca1744be960952f7a8680295bd35f98cb4d433d24b3cfa2146d9f2.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/256e87f968ca1744be960952f7a8680295bd35f98cb4d433d24b3cfa2146d9f2.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23
https://archive.li/o/GGath/8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html%23


File (hide): 05c29653d8712e1⋯.png (312.3 KB,
1436x800, 359:200, 05c29653d8712e15d2376c8670….png)

File
(hide):
603506996b902b8⋯.png
(119 B,
1x1,
1:1,
pixel.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:42:48 ID: 010d49 No.8198522 >>8198786 >>8198873 >>8199610

>password length is 10
Does anyone have the files at hand? The file sizes don't match to .pdf files. I'm thinking that the file size might actually be the password. 

Also, I read somewhere that (((they))) hide the coordinates in TOR files. And that we found that the files actually have TORs inside them. So maybe run 
them through some GPS look-at? Give me the TOR names, I'll do it myself.  

File (hide):
d59641a479efa23⋯.jpg (1.15
MB, 1742x3095, 1742:3095,
20151025_192120_resized.jpg)

File (hide): f8736f7dbdb5a89⋯.jpg (1.53 MB,
3096x1741, 3096:1741, 20151025_191141_resized.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:43:45 ID: 51c833 No.8198532 >>8198537 >>8198627

Is..is that the fucking pope with Tony Podests?
https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/5716

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:44:19 ID: 51c833 No.8198537

>>8198532
At fucking the Podesta "pizza party"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:46:24 ID: fae921 No.8198552 >>8199489

File (hide): dcf75512e60b92e⋯.jpg (1.15 MB, 2942x3010, 1471:1505, 6Xlkkw.jpg)

>WE NEED MORE FOCUS ON DAVID 
FUCKING FLINTSTONE.

DAVEFLINTSTONE.COM

>THAT FUCKING POTATO HEAD IS 
CREEPY, BREAD CRUMBS MADE TO 
FIND?

SITE HAS A LOG-IN, COULD 
SOMEONE GET INTO IT?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:47:06 ID: 88790b No.8198557

>>8198545
(1)

>>8198310
>>8198396
>>8198550
>digging for proof is sliding and wasting time  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/05c29653d8712e15d2376c8670704401a6f23b5b2708f0f9ff07ade5289cfef6.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/05c29653d8712e15d2376c8670704401a6f23b5b2708f0f9ff07ade5289cfef6.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/05c29653d8712e15d2376c8670704401a6f23b5b2708f0f9ff07ade5289cfef6.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/603506996b902b8797cbc1dc4bf350440caad5c59feb97c39344fd7648403b5d.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://8ch.net/file_store/603506996b902b8797cbc1dc4bf350440caad5c59feb97c39344fd7648403b5d.png
https://archive.li/o/GGath/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/603506996b902b8797cbc1dc4bf350440caad5c59feb97c39344fd7648403b5d.png
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:47:39 ID: a95711 No.8198562

>>8198545
>distracting a shill while ny friend bumps the thread with info and screens
>shill proceeds to get mad and argue that this pizza ping pong pedo is fake
>when what looks like the fucking pope is involved  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:48:34 ID: f56dcd No.8198569 >>8198621 >>8199071

File (hide): 570c9b6c0506160⋯.png (109.45 KB, 1020x989, 1020:989, 1478875453799.png)

investigate attachment from https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/48897 for embedded files pls see image  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:51:23 ID: a95711 No.8198594 >>8200895

>>8198329
It was the Shillary H with pizza in the arrow point  

File (hide): d6b87b2c6e22199⋯.jpg (29.41 KB,
1058x239, 1058:239, jp.JPG)

File (hide): 74524db23b33113⋯.jpg (43.66 KB,
685x562, 685:562, ff.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:53:57 ID: 51c833 No.8198614 >>8198619 >>8199328

It's just some fucking asians

https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/10037

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:54:26 ID: 6e92a6 No.8198619

>>8198614

Did you just step out of a time machine from one month in the past?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:54:46 ID: 17851a No.8198621 >>8198796

File (hide): c3ca290d663c956⋯.png (5.33 KB, 642x134, 321:67, MA.png)

>>8198569

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bo2u4/hidden_image_in_puttanesca_email_attachment/

Discovered 4 days ago apparently, and this is the only example of the article I could find though I don't know how it applies to pizza… perhaps a rosetta 
stone for decyphering jpg steg?

http://ricerca.repubblica.it/repubblica/archivio/repubblica/2015/04/11/hillary-20-social-network-e-giovani-per-riportare-i-clinton-alla-casa-bianca21.html

Been discussed twice on half chan in last hour - once on reddit and once onsomeplace called supforum

http://supforums.com/thread/96226089/politics/breaking.html

Partially translated article…. digging the podesta reference at the end lol

"This time Hillary does not want to take risks, do not leave anything to chance, he'll be careful not to snub any constituency. His electoral program will look 
in particular on economic issues, groped to regain the middle class impoverished, frightened and unhappy, that even after five years of shooting and 15 
million jobs created, continues to suffer insecurity: its power purchasing stagnated for thirty years. Meanwhile, his electoral strategist John Podesta has 
also inaugurated a new style with the press: preparing spaghetti puttanesca for journalists. Another "constituency" in the past has not had easy relations 
with the Clinton clan."  
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File (hide): 2b185039b13cd99⋯.png (1 MB, 1079x1104, 1079:1104, 2b185039b13cd991027001dc8a….png)

>celebrate trump
>drunk for several days
>come back to /pol/
>satanic child pedo ring tied to Podesta, 34a66c, lots of info

Can I get some kind of compile of documents here so I can learn what the fuck is going on and catch up? 
Maybe a tldr of important info? What the hell happened to Mr. 34?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:55:05 ID: a95711 No.8198627
File (hide): 287c2ebd1430535⋯.png (445.25 KB, 672x646, 336:323, Capture _2016-11-11-09-53-….png)

>>8198532

>>8198613
Look above you tard

I love shills cause they at least 
help me make sure my digging 
skills are sharp  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:55:07 ID: 010d49 No.8198628

>>8198510
Absolutely.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:58:30 ID: 88790b No.8198666

>>8198659
That's Podesta sitting by him, you fucking retard  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:58:38 ID: 010d49 No.8198667 >>8198682 >>8199515 >>8199684

Did someone investigate the comments that the files have? They're in hex.
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000040C9 00002D03 00050D43 0004DA3E 00008176 0000792F 0004D89C 00013F2F 000009A8 0000088D 00003597 0000417D 0004E1CB 
0004DA58 000081D0 00007FC4 0004D89C 0004F33E  
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File (hide):
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:58:48 ID: 51c833 No.8198670 >>8198690 >>8198907 >>8199202 >>8199317 >>8199782

W H Y  T H O U G H  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 14:59:46 ID: 88790b No.8198682 >>8198706

>>8198667
already checked, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDDB  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:00:14 ID: 6e92a6 No.8198690

>>8198670

There's a lot of shit in catholicism that cleans people of all sins if they do them.  For example, there's a doorway in Rome that opens only once every 50 
years, and anyone who walks through it is supposedly cleansed of all sins.  For a well connected guy fearing death, I'm sure he seeks absolution before 
he bites the bullet.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:01:57 ID: 000000 No.8198704

one more pizza ping pong party
https://dribbble(dot)com/shots/1832785-Ping-Pong-Pizza-Party  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:02:00 ID: 010d49 No.8198706

>>8198682
So it's to identify CDs? Am I getting it right?  

File (hide):
aeac0c8dfc07256⋯.png (310.81
KB, 1440x2392, 180:299, Capture _2016-
11-11-10-01-….png)

File (hide):
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KB, 1440x2392, 180:299, Capture _2016-
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File (hide):
95b38d3b663fc4a⋯.png (246.42
KB, 1440x2392, 180:299, Capture _2016-
11-11-10-01-….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:02:06 ID: a95711 No.8198707

>>8198659

Click on the link, its an email containing photos from Tony Podesta' Pizza Party and those are the photos

Here ill even post it again so you dont have to look for it

Fuck it im in a good mood here are some screens

https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/5716

>fun fact
The plates have forks and knives, leading me to think they were't enjoying a customary italian dish  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:02:31 ID: 88790b No.8198709

>>8198693
>what is building networks of connections for cross-checking later
it's like you never fucking dug anything in your life, kill yourself, filtered  

File (hide): 0f6356e58247552⋯.jpg (39.1 KB,
1059x418, 1059:418, casa.JPG)

File (hide): 925c4b1d378dd02⋯.jpg (36.92 KB,
985x324, 985:324, casa1.JPG)

File (hide): 0e1084484d3a9b1⋯.jpg (27.24 KB,
1087x341, 1087:341, casa2.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:03:21 ID: 51c833 No.8198716 >>8198721

>>8198693
https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/5716

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:04:07 ID: 51c833 No.8198721 >>8200670

File (hide): ea795c5b7555121⋯.jpg (44.32 KB, 679x588, 97:84, casa3.JPG)

>>8198716  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:04:49 ID: 60777a No.8198730 >>8198742 >>8198747 >>8198753 >>8198758 >>8198763

>>8198693
GLAD i am not the only one thinking this is pure bullshit 

theres like 4 threads on the catalogue with this shit fuck off to conspiratards you will find your friends

ZERO PROOF 

NOTHING TO SHOW

PLAYED LIKE A FIDDLE 

we should all be hunting the Fischbein instead you fucks  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:05:33 ID: 60777a No.8198737 >>8198758

>>8198693

also i forgot podesta kidnapped maddie

RIGHT HAHAHAHAHAH YOU DUMB FUCKS  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:06:11 ID: 6e92a6 No.8198742

>>8198730

Since it's clear you're from 4cuck, you should be used to conspiracy theories with no proof.  Reported anyway.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:06:25 ID: 010d49 No.8198746

Holy shit, the shills are out in full force.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:06:31 ID: 51c833 No.8198747

>>8198730
shilly shill shill  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 3d5b7e0a594d363⋯.jpg (564.7 KB,
3264x1836, 16:9, 3d5b7e0a594d363695971d1985….jpg)

File (hide): 9a11ec0576b4ec1⋯.jpg (89.72 KB,
1000x562, 500:281, 67a12ca646bfee14a1296ba162….jpg)

File (hide): d6c45c9c16dbacc⋯.png (183.74 KB,
1097x621, 1097:621, 704fa614eb2cc8ea5d18aa895d….png)

File (hide): 7074b33e18bd741⋯.jpg (661.55 KB,
3264x2448, 4:3, 746781754f7f9f93761af216e2….jpg)

File (hide): a796047c14a871e⋯.png (2.31 MB,
1918x912, 959:456, a796047c14a871e26c4dbc2a58….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:07:17 ID: 22f56e No.8198752

>>8198623
>What the hell happened to Mr. 34?
He's probably being waterboarded by pedophiles.

We can only hope for him to ask them if they feel in charge and to tell him about Bane.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:07:18 ID: 18687e No.8198753

>>8198730
>Fischbein 
Go back to cuckchan, Shill.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:07:38 ID: c07d6c No.8198758
File (hide): 89bdb9e0e757d7e⋯.jpg (99.04 KB, 500x377, 500:377, TAKING BACK CONTROL.jpg)

>>8198730
>>8198737
>all these shit-tier posts
WE'RE GETTING CLOSER 
BOIS  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:07:40 ID: 51c833 No.8198759 >>8198819

File (hide): fc1f2a7a4b40d85⋯.jpg (37.95 KB, 640x960, 2:3, 15050369_10209581831441400….jpg)

Owner of Comet Ping Pong, this was 
posted last night 

"love it"  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:08:11 ID: f10a14 No.8198763 >>8198788

File (hide): eec16d12c683bae⋯.jpeg (30.75 KB, 348x441, 116:147, 1468820678308.jpeg)

>>8198730
Uh-oh! The thread is stickied, 
shill-kun. Your sliding failed!

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:08:16 ID: aa51b9 No.8198765 >>8198829

File (hide): e907ad2d557b611⋯.png (24.74 KB, 923x510, 923:510, isteg.PNG)

Do we know 
him?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:09:34 ID: 010d49 No.8198786

>>8198522
Self checking.

Could I get the TOR names that are in the files? Or was that disinfo?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:09:42 ID: 22f56e No.8198788

>>8198763
I don't think that's sliding, he's just shitposting for attention and to make the thread reach 750 replies faster, temporarily halting discussion as posters 
scramble for another thread or lose interest because of ADHD.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:10:41 ID: f56dcd No.8198796

>>8198621

yeah i can see the image just fine, image of an italian article, but is there information hidden inside the file? 

Does anyone understand what steganography is????  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Ernst Markus Stein / diychurch Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:10:54 ID: 1d6691 No.8198799 >>8199416

was this second page of diychurch discussed yet? (reposting >>8198689 since this thread was made a sticky)

http://itsmark.us/

http://itsmark.us/gallery.html

http://itsmark.us/friends.html

-> http://itsmark.us/friends.html#CenterOfFriends

https://vimeo.com/44333030 (some art of his)

http://jollo.org/sally/ShlucHT/

http://asdf.us/im/gallery/?random=1&name=mmi

>…this is the hompage of Ernst Markus Stein. He was born in 1984, studied art under various teachers & schools and finished in 2009 his official studies. 
Since than he is trying to figure out how to make use of what he learned and the stuff he believs in. Meanwhile he spends a lot of time on an elite 
imageboard (some sort of surf club) called dump.fm and is also a loose member of the IRC Jollo network. From around 2006-2010 he was involved in a 
group called the "Glasinstiut". A small collective of people organising all sorts of events and happenings. Some of his energy went in the PW Verlag / 
Perferdewurst Verlag. All this efforts resulted in this video. He became sad again around 2012 and is now still in the process of recovering (healing crisis). 
Nevertheless here is a record of some of his efforts to contribute something to the world. This text was last edited 01.04.2016

apparently a German. from google:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eM0erH1UcQg (some performance of him)

http://www.artblogcologne.com/besprechung-das-gespenst-der-freiheit/ (an exhibition)

http://www.artfacts.net/de/kuenstler/ernst-markus-stein-258318/profil.html

https://vimeo.com/tag:ernst+markus+stein

i'd say some depressive psycho-artist  

File (hide): 95d86d987ac80b9⋯.png (658.84 KB,
893x750, 893:750, 1-1.png)

File (hide): c9a23b7d1306b40⋯.jpg (40.39 KB,
650x366, 325:183, 463446-74425980-345b-11e3-….jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:11:06 ID: 51c833 No.8198801

Don't forget

▶

▶
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File (hide):
cc7cedbca1ba711⋯.png
(92.91 KB, 478x960, 239:480,
14971862_10205697571479008….png)

File (hide): 286d2abe1745188⋯.png (50.92 KB,
870x583, 870:583, 14997290_10205697571279003….png)

File (hide): 5680b69d00a7aa0⋯.png (54.18 KB,
877x573, 877:573, 15046377_10205697571439007….png)

File (hide): b7717dd106d7a57⋯.png (43.53 KB,
879x572, 879:572, 15050004_10205697570798991….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:12:59 ID: 51c833 No.8198819 >>8199311 >>8199652

>>8198759
James Alefantis instagram  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:15:21 ID: 17851a No.8198829
File (hide): a10fe0fcc03e584⋯.png (6.95 KB, 642x195, 214:65, MA2.png)

>>8198765
I did some searching. Looked at his website usingarchive, seems it changed drastically between 2013 and 
14 after a long break in archives.

His email appears in whois info, hanymac at gmail, -somesearched show it up in strange places that I am 
too tired to work on - he also has an alt email, hanymac @ sina.com

Also has a twitter,fb all that shit - name is Hany El Imam, but hte most interesting result I found related to him was this:
https://www.facebook.com/middleeastkg/posts/1079673592121615:0

but I cant find where he commented… I dunno - prolly nothing but leave no stone unturned.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:20:23 ID: 20027c No.8198873

>>8198522
For the last fucking time, THIS IS FAKE.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:21:20 ID: 05f79e No.8198883 >>8198911

>>8198343

What's the URL for the archive in the 2nd pic?  I thought I was going nuts when I first got back to /pol/ and saw the new Besta logo.  

research the podesta's  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:23:39 ID: 121d8d No.8198907 >>8199082 >>8201279

File (hide): 26eb7221dfca26e⋯.jpg (35.65 KB, 468x320, 117:80, pope.jpg)

>>8198670
The pope got involved in the 
Madeleine Mccann disappearance

W H Y   T H O U G H  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:23:54 ID: a95711 No.8198911
File (hide): 50ae22ac632a784⋯.png (2.94 MB, 1440x2392, 180:299, Capture _2016-11-11-10-23-….png)

>>8198883
http:/ /mybestapizza.com/

Anon…I..  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:25:00 ID: 51c833 No.8198924 >>8198940

>>819>>8198907
ooohhhh sheeeeeeettttt  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:26:07 ID: 51c833 No.8198933

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/6701819.stm

gtfo pope  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:26:35 ID: 20027c No.8198940 >>8198960 >>8198971 >>8198976 >>8198977 >>8198981 >>8198984

>>8198924
HOLY SHIT WHAT THE FUCK! What the FUCK guys…. SERIOUSLY….. OMG!!!! WTF????????? 

Suspicious…. This is all….. so…. suspicious…… that someone would change…. a logo…………….  wait…………………………………………

are you a shill?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:28:54 ID: a9ccf1 No.8198957

Completely unrelated but I vaguely recall something about white rabbits and pedo shit with several weird places, I don't remember when we had those 
threads or if it ever was in 8chan in the first place though.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:29:05 ID: aea323 No.8198960 >>8198969 >>8198972 >>8198980 >>8198995

>>8198940
>everything about this post
The fuck is wrong with you?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:29:25 ID: 397388 No.8198966

It's threads like these that make me realise how impressive the detecting skills of /pol/ really are. Good job people.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:29:41 ID: aa0100 No.8198969 >>8198995

>>8198960
Pedos are fucked in the head mang.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:29:47 ID: 70bbe2 No.8198971 >>8198995

>>8198940
reported  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:29:56 ID: 397388 No.8198972 >>8198995

>>8198960
not from here  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:30:12 ID: 88790b No.8198976

>>8198940
>changing a logo precisely when the heat started getting too close
>not suspicious
>linking to a post not related to either pizzerias with a spergy rant
>reddit spacing
Your colours are showing, filtered  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:30:15 ID: 48a5a5 No.8198977

>>8198940
>implying
>the symbol in the logo meant boy lover
>a few days after /pol/ discovers it, the symbol mysteriously changes
fuck off  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:30:27 ID: 51c833 No.8198980 >>8198995

>>8198960
Don't expect the shills to understand lol  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:30:29 ID: 98c01c No.8198981 >>8198995

>>8198940
>4chan tier posting
Get out.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:30:38 ID: a95711 No.8198984 >>8198995

File (hide): 3e0e816389f64d9⋯.png (509.73 KB, 770x789, 770:789, 3e0.png)

>>8198940  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:31:30 ID: 22f56e No.8198995 >>8199023

>>8198960
>>8198969
>>8198971
>>8198972
>>8198981
>>8198980
>>8198984
>Responding  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:32:00 ID: 51c833 No.8198999 >>8199040

File (hide): 3096044fd42c5ab⋯.jpg (20.19 KB, 493x483, 493:483, 14915178_950493451723012_7….jpg)  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:32:34 ID: 5e134d No.8199006 >>8199018 >>8199248

File (hide): b53a95ce81bdc52⋯.gif (92.96 KB, 500x447, 500:447, 1423616304241.gif)

did anyone look into the stuff anon was posting about the gaslighting youtube commenters having 
channels with videos full of babies and toddlers?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:33:43 ID: 48a5a5 No.8199018 >>8199043 >>8199079

>>8199006
I wish i still had the video that was on. it was like "outdoor pingpong at comet" or some shit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:33:58 ID: 397388 No.8199023 >>8199040

>>8198995
Everyone loves a good old-fashioned shill spotting  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:34:47 ID: 51c833 No.8199033

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo&app=desktop 

posting this again  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:36:09 ID: 22f56e No.8199040

>>8198999

>>8199023
Every reply wasted on a shill/shitposter gets the thread closer to 751+ replies.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:36:12 ID: 5e134d No.8199043 >>8199079

>>8199018
unless the last thread has fallen off the board it's still there.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:39:04 ID: f56dcd No.8199071 >>8199181 >>8199632 >>8199959

GUYS NO ONE HAS ANSWERED ME SATISFACTORILY

THE IMAGE ATTACHMENT FOR EMAIL https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897

MAY CONTAIN AN EMBEDDED FILE - THAT IS, EITHER STEGANOGRAPHY OR APPENDED DATA 

can someone scan it and determine whether it does? The picture is the one of the italian news article. ignore image & content, thats not what im talking 
about. 

see image from >>8198569  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:39:26 ID: 48a5a5 No.8199079 >>8199111 >>8199116

>>8199018
>>8199043
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo
commence the digglin  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:39:38 ID: 58a18e No.8199082 >>8200059

>>8198907
Because the McCanns have money and can afford to engineer an audience with the pope for publicity.

> irresponsible middle-class parents leave their children alone while they go out for the evening
> check on them periodically through the evening
> find one of their children missing
> gain a lot of media attention
> spend the next several years throwing other people's money at the investigation into her disappearance
> sue anything that moves which is the least bit critical of them

When this was first in the news, my first thought was they found her dead in the room (accidental, but wouldn't have happened had they not left her 
unsupervised), panicked and hid her body. Everything since has been a show to gain public sympathy and prevent anyone from looking too closely into 
them.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:39:46 ID: 6ffc19 No.8199086 >>8200339 >>8200358

>>8198328

What software do you use to make these?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:40:37 ID: 000000 No.8199094

>heart in heart logo child care 
https://images.duckduckgo.com/iu/?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kidsincare.com.au%2Ffiles%2FRoseGrange%2FRoseGrange_b4.jpg&f=1  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:41:00 ID: 5c02a0 No.8199099

>>8196887

Its not that easy, there could be a keyword that changes the cipher like "pizza" in a cipher key it would look like this

A-P
B-I
C-Z
D-A
E-B
F-C
G-D
H-E
I-F
J-G
K-H
L-J
M-K
…etc  

File (hide): 28569c827935f1b⋯.jpg (139.65 KB,
660x370, 66:37, image1.jpg)

File (hide): 1b24289d0f39af9⋯.jpg (310.12 KB,
1024x682, 512:341, image2.jpg)

File (hide): 805e70b0f4944f9⋯.png (40.82 KB,
421x235, 421:235, image3.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:41:40 ID: c059a6 No.8199104 >>8199266 >>8199308 >>8200307

Not sure if this has been brought up.

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:42:00 ID: 5e134d No.8199111 >>8199116

>>8199079
can you post what the anon last thread found?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:42:00 ID: f48e6b No.8199112 >>8199181

>>8198510
It's two images.  A la republica article and a picture of the band oogee wawa. Now the insane part is that I posted a picture of oogee wawa in one of the 
first pedo threads because the name was similar to ookiwawa. This is blowing my mind now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:42:39 ID: 5e134d No.8199116 >>8199226

>>8199111
>>8199079
 don't mean to be a faggot it's just very late here and i'm falling asleep at my desk  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:44:52 ID: 51c833 No.8199136 >>8199371 >>8199404

File (hide): 5fe050c43e9471c⋯.jpg (68.49 KB, 1057x539, 151:77, ppp.JPG)

All I have to say is…their facebook logo. Also the reviews are fucking hilarious, James must know 
by now theres no way he hasn't seen this shit.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:48:51 ID: f48e6b No.8199181 >>8199227

File (hide): 7cf9b8a3028e562⋯.png (425.88 KB, 613x563, 613:563, oogee.png)

>>8199071
>>8199112
I posted this picture on saturday nov 5th after a long search for the meaning of ookiwawa. 
The fact that it is embedded in here is too crazy.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:51:14 ID: 4e4890 No.8199202

>>8198670
this pope isn't catholic, hes 100% heretic 

still, its really strange he could find time to fly to USA to attend a party 
maybe its a sculpture?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:51:45 ID: 5d23f6 No.8199212 >>8199217 >>8200927

File (hide): ad93f129537b74f⋯.jpg (55.49 KB, 450x225, 2:1, iheartradio-logo.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:52:25 ID: 8276b0 No.8199217

>>8199212
>>8199212
>>8199212
fug…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:52:28 ID: f29bce No.8199218

ADDRESS:

5037 Connecticut Ave NW Washington DC 20008  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:52:37 ID: c896d6 No.8199221 >>8199572

More connections: https://m.reddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:53:28 ID: 48a5a5 No.8199226

>>8199116
It's a video of people playing ping pong outside comet. Extremely strange shill comments, such as
>wow, what an absolute joke. How about asking the owners about it if you have a concern? 
>Yeah. Pretty pathetic, Frank. You ask some questions twice (reworded slightly) and the video seems to answer them with resounding "No!"s. This city 
has bigger problems – perhaps you should direct your energy toward addressing them rather than wasting your time acting like a caricatured ANC 
busybody. 
>My favorite part of this video (aside from the fact that the creator has way too much time on his hands) is the copyright warning. I'm sure there are just 
hundreds of thousands of idiots who would likely pirate this amazing piece of artistic video work were it not for "Frank's" studious foresight to copyright 
said video. Keep up the great work Frank, you jobless f__k. 
>You sir, are an idiot, and one of many, many reasons why DC is a dump. 
>Frank should probobly do us all a favor and find that fat ANC broad from cleveland park and jump off the key bridge togeahter. 
>The pingpong table is not even on the sidewalk Winstead. 
pop up. about 80% of them refer to him by his actual name
The first comment was made by someone who has a video of people playing ping pong entitled "Jimmy Pelletier Comet"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:53:38 ID: f56dcd No.8199227 >>8199255

>>8199181
what does this have to do with my post?? nothing??  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:53:56 ID: 2646c9 No.8199231

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm5025616/ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Automatic at Sea 

On a whim, Eve, a young Swedish traveler, accepts an invitation from Peter to vacation on his family's private island off the coast of New England. As a 
series of unexpected delays prevent other guests from arriving, Eve discovers that she has little in common with the increasingly erratic Peter. Gradually 
the idyllic natural beauty of the island gives way and Eve finds herself trapped in a state of surreality punctuated by bizarre visions, dimensional shifting 
and secret pizza.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:54:43 ID: 4e542d No.8199242

>>8198331
>Massimo Fabbri
Apparently that Restaurant Posto closed some time ago:
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/20678934/ristorante-posto-closes-on-14th-street

Also here's his Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/fabbrimax11
Notice his profile pictures… He's single and bi  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:55:36 ID: f29bce No.8199248

>>8199006 spoon fed faggot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:56:17 ID: f48e6b No.8199255 >>8199277 >>8199304

>>8199227
you didn't say anything about the second image, so wasn't sure if you knew that was two images in one file.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:57:32 ID: 4e4890 No.8199266 >>8199311

>>8199104
not sure how its related, iirc its a spanish ice cream company with almost 100 years  

File (hide): d7f6462361b27fe⋯.jpg (137.39 KB,
1097x633, 1097:633, k.JPG)

File (hide): 34438aee90797c2⋯.jpg (27.02 KB,
434x297, 434:297, dddd.JPG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:57:36 ID: 51c833 No.8199268 >>8199289 >>8199293 >>8200469 >>8200668

Alefantis owns this restaurant too, in the same plaza as Comet Ping Pong and the daycare center

Not saying there is any connection exactly but come on  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:57:43 ID: 9d76be No.8199271

From other thread: 

>>8198865
>>8199145
>>8199230

I found some weird sites from the shit here: >>8191157  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:57:57 ID: f56dcd No.8199277 >>8199304 >>8199403

>>8199255
how did you find out it was two images in one file??  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:58:06 ID: 000000 No.8199278

http://cdn.notonthehighstreet.com/system/product_images/images/000/863/740/original_rabbit-baby-leggings.jpg  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:59:19 ID: 51c833 No.8199289

>>8199268
Probably some sex dungeons and tunnels underneath the foundations  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 15:59:44 ID: 51f051 No.8199293

>>8199268
Wasn't buck's fishing and camping mentioned in that birthday video that was on vimeo?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:00:24 ID: 397388 No.8199304 >>8199403

>>8199277
Even in Windows Photo Viewer it says "1 of 2", but you can't switch to the 2nd image, not sure what >>8199255 has done.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:00:43 ID: 9d76be No.8199308

>>8199104
Maybe we can find out who the designer for the logo was.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:01:03 ID: c059a6 No.8199311

>>8199266
The double heart logo.
see:
>>8198819
1st pic, lower right.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:01:41 ID: b26b90 No.8199317 >>8200283

>>8198670
it's a fucking sculpture  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:03:11 ID: 6cd276 No.8199328
File (hide): 5ef71eed9691788⋯.jpg (79.68 KB, 900x505, 180:101, pizzagirls2.jpg)

>>8198614  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:03:43 ID: 23d2d0 No.8199337

http://astampa.rassegnestampa.it/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:06:31 ID: 4e4890 No.8199358

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/58485

something is really fishy about this email

> Feel free to invite others around the 'hood, just because we have the best alley doesn't mean we can't be welcoming to folks not so fortunate :)

> Please email me with ideas or key contributions (e.g., Matt and Julie have signed up already for the very important category of ice cream novelties)

> <https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19rXbg8PfYS4CtUhk3qMxrQ_dPO7EVAgomrpqU6odLAg/edit?usp=drive_web>

it makes me think that they hold secret parties inside open parties  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:06:50 ID: b26b90 No.8199360

fucking idiots. I have nothing else to say about this bullshit. you should be secretive without getting any hard evidences beforehand. What they do is 
fucking 9gag tier.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:07:34 ID: b26b90 No.8199371

>>8199136
of course my post was directed to 

>>8199136  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:10:01 ID: ad2d21 No.8199396 >>8199581

File (hide): f9ca9c2914341fa⋯.jpg (49.71 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, ssjtrump.jpg)

>>8198343
Throughout this 
whole thing I've 
been disgusted.
Now I'm just 
fucking mad.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:10:28 ID: f48e6b No.8199403

>>8199277
>>8199304
>uses windows
I'm not sure what the solution is for you on windows, it works by default on linux.

My thinking is that John Podesta or his buddies were searching the net, like myself, for anything related to ookiwawa. They wanted to make sure nobody 
was already using that name or something like that. Somebody then found the same band image that I did and they shared it as a joke.  Another theory is 
that the band is actually associated somehow with Podesta.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:10:37 ID: 58a18e No.8199404

>>8199136
You'd have thought they'd have found a way to shut that page down by now. But then, they know anons are looking into them, so perhaps they're leaving 
it open hoping someone will be dull enough to post with their real profile.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:10:55 ID: 7872ee No.8199407 >>8199427 >>8199450

Has anybody investigated the links to the British celeb/parliamentary pedo ring? 

It's been an absolute shit show of an inquiry. There have been 3 people heading it up in 4 years who've all either stepped down or been pushed out. 

It's surrounded by poison and anybody who tries to get close gets a scandal out of fucking nowhere. Seems shady as fuck. Somebody does NOT want it 
investigated. 

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-31128853  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:12:13 ID: 9e5d9b No.8199416

>>8198799
>>>/dump/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:12:18 ID: d45418 No.8199418
File (hide): 6b8b76c802f57dc⋯.png (477.43 KB, 720x1280, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-10-23-1….png)

I'm pizza paranoid  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:12:39 ID: 8276b0 No.8199427 >>8199479 >>8199522

>>8199407
im more interested in laura ling and that other asian. Are they madams?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:14:01 ID: 58a18e No.8199450

>>8199407
>Somebody does NOT want it investigated

>links to the BBC

That's who.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:16:44 ID: f48e6b No.8199479 >>8199529

File (hide): 7e67cfb2d052b51⋯.jpg (29.83 KB, 300x300, 1:1, laura-ling-euna-lee-releas….jpg)

>>8199427
They were hostages in 
North Korea 2009  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:17:39 ID: 6cb7e3 No.8199489

>>8198552
We need to stop his gay old time  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:19:13 ID: fc9249 No.8199503

>>8198659
go post your kike bullshit somewhere else. do they pay you a shekel for every shitpost or is it by the hour?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:20:51 ID: fc9249 No.8199515

>>8198667

some tech anon was working thru it two threads ago..  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:21:13 ID: 9d0d8e No.8199522 >>8199535 >>8199586

>>8199427

They were 'reporters' who had crossed the border illegally and were filming young children to 'investigate', yeah, child sex trafficking.

Bill went out of his way to pick them up in billionaire scumbag Steve pedoface Bing's private jet.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:21:57 ID: 8276b0 No.8199529

>>8199479
they get in trouble trying to buy lolis? or were they actual journos and bill went over there as an excuse for lolis?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:23:04 ID: 8276b0 No.8199535

>>8199522
>>8199522
ah i see. I ask because both sites didn't really dig much into them besides a brief north korean mention.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:24:11 ID: 0ac4df No.8199555 >>8199586

File (hide): 02a03c69b9d4534⋯.png (42.05 KB, 673x505, 673:505, rage.png)

>>8198299
>RSVP please  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:26:39 ID: 054b4c No.8199572

>>8199221
im not clicking any of that shit  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:26:55 ID: a536db No.8199581

>>8199396
Yeah, their new logo is just not the same.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:27:47 ID: f48e6b No.8199586

>>8199555
>>8199522

> They were said to have been reporting on the trafficking of women and shooting video of the border region of China and North Korea when they were 
arrested 

That is a weird coincedence.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:30:05 ID: b2a369 No.8199610 >>8201196

>>8198522
What was the password for this site?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:30:54 ID: 2eaa9b No.8199624

>>8194593
Guys, I think I found something in the hillary logo pdf thumbnail.

I'm not an expert on the PDF format, but the thumbnail is pretty obviously base64 encoded (plus there's a semicolon as a line delimiter every 80 
characters

Anyway, the resulting JPG file's footer is messed up, it should end with 0xFFD9, but that one ends with 0xFFFD9000, aka there's an extra F, which 
pushed the D9 i4 bits to the right, seperating 0xD9 into 2 bytes, 0xFD and 0x90.

Honestly I thought that just meant that it was slightly currupted, not a huge deal.

so I looked up the specs for the JPEG format, and searched around for macroblocks and restart points, didn't find anything.

FFmpeg says the 10kb JPEG contains no data…

That 4 bit shift starts at byte 67…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:31:48 ID: 9dd936 No.8199632

>>8199071
This mean anything? 
https://i.sli.mg/iv4C0J.png  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:32:45 ID: 279971 No.8199652 >>8200606

File (hide): 428ab9e675a066f⋯.jpg (2.45 MB, 2063x1934, 2063:1934, 14788273240541.jpg)

>>8198819

As if they are jesting about and commissioning artworks in remembrance of "events" of theirs. Anyone?? 
Is panda a recognised pedo buzz word/theme?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:35:47 ID: 7f36d8 No.8199684

>>8198667
ignore the hex comments in those mp3s it is added by apple audio software like itunes. i tried combining them into a hex file. nothing. its a dead lead

however those mp3 files intrigue me. something strange about em.
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:35:53 ID: 2eaa9b No.8199686
File (hide): 0243957394925db⋯.png (282.09 KB, 1110x1268, 555:634, WTF.png)

>>8195059
>>8198392
The context is even more incriminating… Basically the OP is acting suspicious of his privacy, so the dev is 
placating him by saying he's into pedo shit too…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:37:34 ID: a2686e No.8199714 >>8199729 >>8199933

File (hide): 0f73f9b3a7939f5⋯.jpeg (37.44 KB, 352x303, 352:303, image.jpeg)

If anyone here is a somewhat oldfag, I'd love to see some connection of this with Sandy Hook- you know, 
the place where a bunch of nameless children were sacrificed to Moloch  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:39:01 ID: bfc846 No.8199729
File (hide): 039b8df0d389c98⋯.png (332.04 KB, 500x500, 1:1, 1425456327186.png)

>>8199714
It certainly wouldn't surprise me at this point; however, I'd rather see someone livestream 
throwing molotovs into Podesta's next pizza party.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:42:51 ID: c3a4c5 No.8199782

>>8198670
its a cardboard cutout, there is another picture of the same cutout at the pingpong pizza place  
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Might just be a Hippy but... Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:44:17 ID: a4ef4b No.8199796 >>8199849 >>8199875 >>8199891

Pure Pizza
1911 Central Ave, Charlotte, NC 28205
Chelsea Clinton Event Voter Registration Event was held here

purepizzaclt.com
could be nothing

http://abcnews.go.com/Lifestyle/charlotte-pizzeria-owner-creates-unisex-bathroom-provide-safe/story?id=36288102

>Charlotte Pizzeria Owner Creates Unisex Bathroom to 'Provide a Safe Environment' 

> "We have a unisex bathroom because sometimes gender specific toilets put others into uncomfortable situations. And since we have a lot of our friends 
coming to see us, we wanted to provide a place for our friends who are: Single Dads with daughters, Single Moms with sons, Parents with disabled 
children, those in the LGBTQ community, (and) adults with aging parents who may be mentally/physically disabled."

>The sign concludes with, "Thank you for helping us to provide a safe environment for everyone." 

>Ghazi, 43, tells ABC News she decided to create a unisex bathroom when her second location opened because there was a need from her employees.

>"I had one employee who is a single dad of a 5-year-old, another who is a single mom with two boys and a good friend of mine has a dad with 
dementia," she recalls. "All of these stories started coming to light about individuals who have a need for a gender neutral bathroom so it really opened up 
my eyes." 

>Still, she said she understands why the sign, which she placed above the sink to "encourage people to look at it and read it," touches people. 

http://www.charlottefive.com/came-loved-stayed-7-questions-for-juli-ghazi-pure-pizza-owner/

>Pure Pizza, a “farm-to-fork” restaurant focused on holistic sustainability, opened its first location in the spring of 2012. The restaurant is projected to 
open a second location in Plaza Midwood (in the former Lulu restaurant) by the end of the month, according to Ghazi.

>I was working in Atlanta for a sales company and they asked me to move to Charlotte. I didn’t want to!

>At the time I was in my early 20s, I was living in Atlanta. Prior to that (I spent) five years in Europe. Having lived in these places where there were a lot of 
options when it came to art, to food, to places that dwell in a community … Charlotte just did not have a lot of amenities that I felt catered to a young 
woman in her 20s.

(2) What made you stay?

After I got here and allowed myself to accept that this is where I was going to live for the time being … I started to realize that I liked a little bit of a quieter 
taste. … There was something that was really sweet about being here that I had never experienced before.

(6) What’s next for you?

I’ve started a farm in Jamaica. After this restaurant opens, I will be focusing time and effort on that. The next big thing is, as much as I love Charlotte, I do 
intend to live four or five months out of the year on the south side of Jamaica.

http://clclt.com/charlotte/pure-pizza-is-the-new-kid-on-the-block/Content?oid=3621241

>Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of this vision is the self-sustaining practices she plans to implement throughout the 2,500-square-foot building. The 
restaurant will compost its waste through Charlotte-based Crown Town Compost, and the resulting fertilizer will be used to grow ingredients in a shed-
turned-greenhouse behind the building. Those ingredients will, in turn, end up on customers' plates.

>"When you think about how much trash is being thrown away by restaurants on a daily basis and going into our landfills, it's disturbing," Ghazi says. "We 
make these little, tiny micro-shifts and realize, 'That wasn't that hard.' If we're doing it collectively as a community, then that creates bigger ripples and 
bigger impact."

>While local artist Matt Hooker and Ace Custom Tattoo artist Rodney Raines designed a mural for the interior, Samantha Swan wrapped a mural around 
the greenhouse.

>"I have seen a lot of negativity surrounding the opening of Pure Pizza, but I hope that residents of Plaza Midwood will come to see any local business 
opening in the neighborhood as a positive, even if they aren't particularly interested in the products of that business," Thompson said. "We should be 
focusing on ways to preserve our neighborhood, rather than cutting down people who are trying to actively participate in it."  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:49:39 ID: 2eaa9b No.8199849 >>8201334

>>8199796
Juli Ghazi? Are you fuckin kidding me? J is 8 letters from B… what the hell does this mean?  

Fuck you. Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:49:47 ID: d83bf9 No.8199853 >>8199878

What is this /x/ tier bullshit? This shit should never have been made public. Now they know and you just ruined everything. Fucking idiots.  

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 3eef9ee1cd18685⋯.png (841.49 KB,
712x530, 356:265, location 2.png)

File (hide): 7455427631efa3c⋯.png (501.77 KB,
587x453, 587:453, location 1.png)

File (hide): 914ec393296ec2a⋯.jpg (201.25 KB,
1600x668, 400:167, pure pizza.jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:51:49 ID: a4ef4b No.8199875 >>8199891

>>8199796
One of the locations is in the downtown near a tunnel system near Time Warner Arena….

Also the farm in Jamaica sets off alarm bells to me.

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:51:58 ID: aa51b9 No.8199876

Check this out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4byEHgi2nUE

Is it me or does the pizza man get's his head shot off.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:52:02 ID: 98c01c No.8199878 >>8199912

>>8199853
Fuck off, kike shill.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:52:33 ID: a4ef4b No.8199891
File (hide): 0271c432613c6c1⋯.jpg (38.86 KB, 468x467, 468:467, pure.jpg)

>>819987
5
>>819979
6  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:54:02 ID: d83bf9 No.8199912

>>8199878
Eat a bowl of dicks, faggot.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:55:42 ID: 9fd2cb No.8199933

>>8199714
This. What if sandy hook…
…what if the kids really were….  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:57:17 ID: 000000 No.8199959

>>8199071
Reposting from halfchan: This image is truncated, but there is no indication of anything embedded in it.

—

This image is indeed not normal, if you try to open it it will either fail to open, or you will see a black square at the bottom.

The reason for that is that the image is truncated, the last part of it is missing or has been removed, hence the back square.

PNG images are made of "chunks" of data, in particular the "IHDR" chunk must start the file, the "IDAT" chunk contains the data, and the "IEND" chunk 
must end the file.
By looking at the data you can see that the part of the IDAT chunk is missing, and the IEND chunk is nowhere to be found.

Conclusion: This file has been truncated, either voluntarily or through a bug of some kind.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 16:58:34 ID: 9dd936 No.8199977 >>8200002 >>8200003

File (hide): 1a33637fc67f683⋯.png (305.08 KB, 1440x2560, 9:16, iv4C0J.png)

Anyone know the significance of this?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:01:27 ID: 000000 No.8200002

>>8199977
It's fake bullshit to waste people's time.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:01:28 ID: aa51b9 No.8200003 >>8200037

>>8199977
Tue, 20 Nov 1984 04:34:33 GMT

(33)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:05:00 ID: aa51b9 No.8200037

>>8200003
SETI Institute (Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence) is founded.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:05:58 ID: 72e370 No.8200048

>>8200000  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:06:44 ID: e7477b No.8200059 >>8200286

>>8199082
nigga they were at a dinner party on the top floor of their apartment and checked every 30 minutes  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:09:26 ID: 09fd9a No.8200096 >>8200186

>>8195479

I only just started reading into all this stuff, and from an outsider looking in, if you want this to possibly catch on into the mainstream, I'd recommend 
pushing those pictures of the Podestas/suspect sketches comparison, along with Podesta's 'cannibal' artwork and that suspiciously removed article about 
his underage art collection. Those seem to be the most obvious things here, and will catch normies' attention the most.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:12:18 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200128 >>8200225

>>8198396
Ignore the demon, folks. It's just scared.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:15:08 ID: 91df24 No.8200162 >>8201494

File (hide): 20551b43d12fe74⋯.jpg (44.94 KB, 721x337, 721:337, wtf is even going on anymo….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:16:50 ID: 000000 No.8200186

>>8200096
This, pretty much.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:17:13 ID: a2e2e2 No.8200194 >>8200236 >>8200353

File (hide): bb1b1c3411479d1⋯.jpg (78.62 KB, 776x400, 97:50, CARDS.jpg)

Who is the older woman in 
the photo? Is it Maura 
Harty?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:17:54 ID: aa51b9 No.8200205 >>8200248

Do we still trust missing-child count?

What are the numbers for the US?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:19:14 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200225 >>8200968

>>8200128
It just occurred to me that, since CTR is no longer getting paychecks, the people who are still shilling must be those demonic individuals themselves.

Track them down.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:19:39 ID: 2c3d1c No.8200230

>>8198408

Always post a link to Wikileaks, don't just post a screencap. I have seen a few fake screencaps posted here.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:20:02 ID: a95711 No.8200236 >>8200283 >>8201068

File (hide): ddf556e5d3356a9⋯.png (1.97 MB, 1200x1803, 400:601, Capture _2016-11-11-12-19-….png)

>>8200194
Lets hope

>them hands  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:20:05 ID: 20de8e No.8200237 >>8200257

File (hide): be553b68e5799da⋯.jpg (27.59 KB, 798x152, 21:4, pizzachan.JPG)

threads on half 
getting nuked  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:21:10 ID: a41f40 No.8200248 >>8200289

>>8200205

The numbers aren't collected nationally, for some reason the DoJ is not interested in these numbers.  The only way to know is to go state by state and 
tally the numbers, Ive heard it is approx 100,000/yr.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:21:23 ID: 77826e No.8200257

>>8200237
that thread 404'ed  
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File (hide): ce051698daddb16⋯.jpg (80.91 KB,
1024x576, 16:9, Cw_IHZ1VQAQrAHT.jpg)

File (hide): a3e317dca624743⋯.png (668.74 KB,
1527x1097, 1527:1097, 2de80453103a63459ec0c7aabc….png)

File (hide): 5d217e770406a9e⋯.jpg (317.73 KB,
1182x1210, 591:605, b2f586e800dfa5c491dd6d84a5….jpg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:22:47 ID: 22d9b2 No.8200269 >>8200288 >>8200293 >>8200296 >>8200349 >>8200435 >>8200471 >>8201407

BOMBSHELL BOMBSHELL

A guy named Arun Rao liked almost every single one of James Alefantis's creepy pedo pictures on Instagram so an anon decided to dig into him.

Guess who Arun Rao works for? The fucking DOJ.

Arun Rao is a pedo ring asset in the DOJ.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:24:21 ID: 51c833 No.8200283

>>8199317
>>8200236
This one makes me cringe so hard  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:24:40 ID: 58a18e No.8200286

>>8200059
Which would make it undesirable for someone looking to take the kids yes? Having people going back and forth often, being in the same building…

Except they were dining in a restaurant, not in the apartment block. So okay, perhaps there was enough time between checks for someone to take her. 
Not to mention, regular back and forth from the restaurant to the apartment would have alerted shady types to the existence of children left unsupervised.

The whole thing stunk to high heaven, and not of child trafficking paedos. They left their too-young children unsupervised and one of them died. 
Everything following has been a cover-up of their neglect and.

I'll admit, the photo-fit images are compelling, but unless there is solid proof the brothers were in Praia de Luz at the same time, this is theory is bordering 
on tinfoil and makes us look nutbar. unless that's the point  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:24:42 ID: 9dd936 No.8200288

>>8200269
Fucking nice  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:24:53 ID: 03eb6b No.8200289

>>8200248
>for some reason the DoJ is not interested in these numbers
Christ it's exactly like in True Detective S1.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:00 ID: 241e7a No.8200291

i was working on a pastebin in the other thread for hours, and i didnt notice there was a sticky (whoops) so i'll repost over here.

>>8198272 (OP)
http://pastebin.com/d1crsgNK
http://pastebin.com/d1crsgNK
http://pastebin.com/d1crsgNK

this links to:
archives of all 8/pol/ threads on this so far (minus the last one https://archive.is/nLKJl , this one, and spirit cooking oddly? anyone got that?)
links to pastebin for pedowood, and reddit's comet pastebin, both huge sources of info on their own better than mine
archives from the old threads that i sorted through and gave their own links, with a little blurb
and some basic info on the connections that started all this off in my own words for newfags

if anyone wants to improve this, please do so. i'm going to sleep now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:10 ID: 8d9ca7 No.8200293

>>8200269
This is big.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:11 ID: b2a369 No.8200294 >>8200532 >>8200584

Has anyone downloaded the files from the pizza place yet? I set up a script to check all the file IDs because the filename doesn't really do much in the 
download url. You can try it with 

http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/a.txt
http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/4741080860/name/b.txt

Yields the same file  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:13 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200296

>>8200269
>>8200269
>>8200269

GREAT WORK ANON!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:39 ID: 4aa877 No.8200299
File (hide): fc5c777b8ebd728⋯.jpg (138.71 KB, 1600x667, 1600:667, serveimage.jpg)

who knows….  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:44 ID: 48a5a5 No.8200301

>>8199999
>>8200000  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:48 ID: 2c3d1c No.8200304 >>8200349 >>8200365

Can someone post a TL;DR of the previous two-three threads? I'm not up to date. The last time I read one of these threads we were looking at the places 
located near Comet Ping Pong in D.C. 

What has been discovered so far and can someone separates the confirmed facts Vs the speculations that need further investigation?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:25:53 ID: c69504 No.8200307 >>8200457

>>8199104
Wall's Icecream company logo, it's a well established company and has been here many many decades in the UK. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wall%27s_(ice_cream)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:28:02 ID: 46d2f5 No.8200339

>>8199086

Please?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:28:57 ID: 8d9ca7 No.8200349 >>8200471 >>8200693

>>8200304
Besta pizza changed their logo. 
Ignore the cryptography shit as there is very high chance it's a red herring, people on shitchan were claiming they were finding images of moloch and 
stuff, but we couldn't replicate any of it. And we have autist coders who wrote codes and dumped them for all to use to try and replicate what halfchan 
said. 

Right now go after symbols and >>8200269  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:29:08 ID: 1edc1c No.8200353 >>8200718 >>8201070

>>8200194
Maura Ann Harty (born c. 1959) was United States Assistant Secretary of State for Consular Affairs from November 21, 2002 to February 29, 2008. She 
was a career member of the Senior Foreign Service. She was then the President and CEO of the Mid-Atlantic Chapter of the Make a Wish Foundation. In 
November 2014, Harty was appointed President & CEO of the International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children (ICMEC)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:29:27 ID: 9416bb No.8200358

>>8198328
>>8199086
And the script if possible. A lot of work into that one.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:29:58 ID: 51c833 No.8200365

>>8200304
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo&app=desktop  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:30:42 ID: 9dd936 No.8200374 >>8200394 >>8200427

#pizzagate threads have altogether dissappeared off of the other chan.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:31:53 ID: 1edc1c No.8200394

>>8200374
I emigrated here  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:33:50 ID: 22d9b2 No.8200427

>>8200374
cuckchan got DDoSed hard after they uncovered the Arun Rao DOJ connection. Then all the threads got deleted.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:34:10 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200435

>>8200269
https://archive.is/fVzJE  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:35:48 ID: 58a18e No.8200457

>>8200307
The Heartbrand logo was introduced by Unilever in the 90s, it's not Wall's as such.

If it's mostly known for Wall's (ice cream and sausages…), it's possible the nonces started using it as a symbol because of the association with a well-
known ice cream brand.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:36:37 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200469

>>8199268
>>8199268
>>8199268
They are absolutely connected. All you have to do is look and it's there.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:36:41 ID: 965c58 No.8200471 >>8200529

>>8200349
With the logo change and the information in >>8200269, I'm starting to suspect that the operation is on the move. I think some other anons have 
mentioned this earlier as well.

I'd like to request other anons to start scanning the websites of businesses in Maryland for potential fronts and waypoints. I've found nothing of 
significance yet, but I've only been able to search around the border; more eyes are needed.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:38:33 ID: 51c833 No.8200503

I'm not specifically saying that logo means anything pertaining to pedophilia, however, them changing it so quickly leads me to believe it was in fact 
connected with this Alefantis/Podesta pedo shit. It seems this whole plaza of stores are either owned by or somehow connected to Alefantis, worth 
looking into  

File (hide):
88ddde30f0c7a8f⋯.png (1.54
MB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-11-12-5….png)

File (hide):
72ebe2051e9dfa7⋯.png (1.05
MB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-10-22-3….png)

File (hide):
74bb6887cc46667⋯.png
(161.85 KB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-09-23-0….png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:39:47 ID: 306991 No.8200518 >>8200552 >>8201417

So. Doing a bit random looking etc. The band free pizza is sketchy as fuck. Earlier daycare center with pizza pic. Zoom in on it. Gooey melty these more 
code words? Finally schwwinpeg I found hash tag schwinepeg on insta and that pic is creepy as fuck no? Also #videokills  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:40:12 ID: 1ca6ac No.8200524

Illianas asshole  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:40:47 ID: bfc846 No.8200529

>>8200471
Of course the operation is on the move; however, as the actors we're concerned with are members of the state, they can't move far.  The only way they 
can truly escape is to flee the country, and the source of their wealth and power.  They're too dependent on the public purse to do that, though.  So the 
most they'll do is change the venue to someplace else in the greater D.C. region.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:41:02 ID: b2a369 No.8200532 >>8200582

>>8200294

i=START ID 

chck() { 
echo -ne "\r$1" 
curl -s http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/0/module/$1/name/$1.txt -o $1 2>&1 > /dev/null 
grep NoSuchKey $1 2>&1 >/dev/null 
if [ "$?" == 1 ]; then 
        echo "" 
        file $1; 
else 
        rm $1 
fi 
} 

while [ 1 == 1 ]; do 

for j in {1..8}; do 
chck $i & 
i=$((i+1)) 
done 

for job in `jobs -p`; do 
wait $job 
done 

done 

I fucking love bash. We multithreaded now?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:41:58 ID: 13f22d No.8200547 >>8200572 >>8200608

You guys, I just got banned on half for re-uploading pics Swiss anon did last night saying there was steganography info in the Podesta email 
attachments/PPTs. And some spooky stuff happened in the thread he originally created. When he first post the images, multiple accounts started yelling 
DONT ENLARGE THE THUMBNAIL YOULL GO TO PRISON WIPE YOUR HARDDRIVE WITH A MAGNET. I re-opened a thread related to the Pedosta 
Files, it had about fifty replies before I started uploading some of the Swiss anon posted pics, then BAM. 404ed. Banned. WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING 
ON AND CAN ANYONE DIRECT ME TO THREAD ACTIVELY EXPLORING THIS? I've been posted in the Eyes Wide Open threads for days now, and 
suddenly I was banned for "posting unrelated material to politics or current evens".  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:42:25 ID: 22d9b2 No.8200552 >>8200791 >>8201039

>>8200518
The gooey melty cheese picture is rehosted on this day care website.

http://www.babystepsdaycare.net/

The thing is, the pizza photo is completely hidden, it's not linked anywhere on the actual site.

But it's there:
http://www.babystepsdaycare.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/cheesepizza.jpeg

71 D’Amours Street Oromocto, NB (506)357-KIDS
Owner: Tanya Briggs info @ babystepsdaycare.net

WTF?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:42:36 ID: 51c833 No.8200554 >>8200577 >>8200674

File (hide): 3d27f99ea69318c⋯.jpg (148.92 KB, 1315x603, 1315:603, ddddd.JPG)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:43:59 ID: 68c25a No.8200572 >>8200719

>>8200547
what images?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:44:04 ID: 51c833 No.8200577
File (hide): f84cc624ef70c7b⋯.jpg (157.91 KB, 1323x617, 1323:617, sss.JPG)

>>8200554
the inside, 
with the 
weird heart 
drawing  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:44:23 ID: 000000 No.8200582

>>8200532
You could also check Google for all the links reachable from the Internet:

http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/1317991351/module/4741080860/name/MENU.pdf
http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/1317991370/module/4741082460/name/SPECIALS.pdf
http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/1392393404/module/4750802660/name/BRUNCH_menu.pdf
http://s742dd563442b66d6.jimcontent.com/download/version/1392330552/module/4750801860/name/COMET_menu.pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:44:31 ID: 4b7791 No.8200584 >>8200648

>>8200294
It's just menu. Change extension to .pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:46:02 ID: 67eed3 No.8200606

>>8199652
sort of. there's sexual harassment panda from South Park. I could see it being a thing.

People who would commit rape would definitely make jokes about sexual harassment panda. But then again, many people who don't also find it funny.

If you found something linking pedos and pandas before that episode came out, then it could be a hot topic.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:46:17 ID: 58a18e No.8200608

>>8200547
Another anon posted earlier about one of the attachment pics. Found halfchan wouldn't accept it as an attachment because there was things embeded in 
the file apparently. Make of that what you will.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:46:41 ID: 51c833 No.8200617 >>8200664 >>8200935

File (hide): ac4a808ba12729f⋯.jpg (71.41 KB, 1192x617, 1192:617, dd.JPG)

https://wikileaks.com/pode
sta-emails/emailid/50332

"Do you think I'll do better 
playing dominos on 
cheese than on pasta?"  

code for something?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:47:30 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200625 >>8200737

I just recalled seeing hashtag or something of whenigetyounger with these freaks.
"when i get younger" is a play on the phrase "when i get older" and I think it's a reference to drinking our children's blood to stay young.

So, following that lead exposes more of these degenerates.

whenigetyounger

https://twitter.co m/whenigetyounger
https://archive.is/yFIs2
https://twitte r.com/CMWhitehall
https://archive.is/MPLKL

I haven't searched thoroughly, but these slime are Saturn Death Cult (Church of Satan) material.

Looking for someone to pick up this torch and research for more links.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:47:58 ID: 6bb5b2 No.8200631

>>8198482
Back to /co/mblr, degenerate.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:49:09 ID: b2a369 No.8200648

>>8200584
Read my post before replying  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:49:18 ID: 7f6443 No.8200651 >>8201337

>>8198343
I've been skeptical about the "pizza = kiddie rape" conclusion, but the fact that they've changed that logo tells me that you guys were right. That not only 
screams guilty but means they're following your investigations.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:50:02 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200664

>>8200617
Absolutely, but already discovered. Dominating boys/girls  

File (hide): ae0574b88e7adb5⋯.jpg (173.31 KB,
1436x800, 359:200, pedo8.jpg)

File (hide): 4d76e18664653d7⋯.png (120.08 KB,
1538x900, 769:450, pedo9.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:50:01 ID: 20de8e No.8200666 >>8200684 >>8200688 >>8200703 >>8200813 >>8200854

before hack, after hack  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:50:08 ID: 8d9ca7 No.8200668

>>8199268
>cake
Also a term for underage girls
Are those plaid panties on the left side?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:50:17 ID: 6bb5b2 No.8200670

>>8198721
So who is that on the right?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:50:24 ID: aa51b9 No.8200674 >>8200700

>>8200554
Again Besta Pizza next to a bathroom store. DC & Berthesda. Coincidence?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:51:22 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200684 >>8200764

>>8200666
>>8200666
>>8200666
GUILTY
Please tell me the contents have been archived  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:51:39 ID: b2a369 No.8200688

>>8200666
There's always /login for the website management login.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:51:55 ID: 51c833 No.8200692
File (hide): e950db2c27417ae⋯.jpg (128.07 KB, 794x635, 794:635, kkf.JPG)

It's the 
biggest 
building in 
the plaza  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:51:57 ID: 2c3d1c No.8200693

>>8200349
>Besta pizza changed their logo. 

Did someone confirm that this DOJ lawyer (Andrew Kline ?) is indeed the owner? I know his name wasn't in the WHOIS data of mybestapizza.com (it was 
an african / nigerian name) but the people in charge of the website aren't necessarily the ones who own the business  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:52:16 ID: 54a3b6 No.8200698

Mark Passio gives his 2 cents on the Podesta pedo emails
https://youtu.be/2QTT11eMmsA?t=27m9s  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:52:21 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200700 >>8200789

>>8200674
There was a theory that an underground straight tunnel connects the 2 Besta Pizza's, running directly under Dupont Circle.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:52:50 ID: a2997e No.8200703

>>8200666
Nice trips. Did anyone download the files?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:53:09 ID: 000000 No.8200710 >>8200744 >>8200786 >>8200804 >>8200968

So those threads are now officially b& on halfchan?
Last thread's OP got 3 days.

Well, it's not like it's going anywhere. Nothing concrete found so far, and half the remaining people are literally making shit up with fake images…

I wish you faggots good luck if you're still looking into this, but probably it's a waste of time now.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:53:47 ID: edfedd No.8200718

>>8200353
>>8200353
>>8200353
make a wish

icmec

we've hit the mothership. icmec hovers up all cheese in world. has tires to everything, michshit photdna, and all normie sites. very spooky.

the goy at the DoJ as well.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:53:50 ID: 13f22d No.8200719 >>8200820 >>8201397

>>8200572

Well it was the pizza.jpg this guy was saying is converted. I have it on my phone. I'm afraid  to post it here because I don't want to get banned too. There 
were also a couple of images that were of like graphic generated owl designs. I am willing to send a few examples to an anon's email or if we can chat 
through a safe channel like discord or something (idk what's good). I think it's something important just by the reactions and how every thread has been 
deleted within the hour.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:55:30 ID: 13f22d No.8200737 >>8200749 >>8200751 >>8200752

>>8200625

Why are portions of your post showing up blacked out? Is that happening to anyone else? I FEEL LIKE IM TAKING CRAZY PILLS. What did you write is 
a play on the phrase "when I get older"? It blacked that part out and the hashtag you included. WHAT.THE.FUCK.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:55:35 ID: a95711 No.8200738

http:// www.whois.com/whois/littleredfox.com  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:55:35 ID: 51c833 No.8200740 >>8200959 >>8201017

File (hide): e4e6a1e0df9e17b⋯.jpg (49.44 KB, 1028x557, 1028:557, v.JPG)

Not saying this is anything but might as well toss it in here in 
case this turns out to be some code for something  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:56:03 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200744

>>8200710
Look everybody! It's a demon!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:56:35 ID: 8d9ca7 No.8200749

>>8200737
I'm getting pretty fucking tired of newfags not lurking  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:56:36 ID: a95711 No.8200751

>>8200737
Fuck off  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:56:40 ID: 241e7a No.8200752 >>8200773 >>8200850

>>8200737
it's called spoilers anon. chill out. just mouse over it. see? don't let the gaslighting get to you.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:57:10 ID: e4d284 No.8200764 >>8200831

>>8200684
I saved the images.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:57:31 ID: e4d284 No.8200773

>>8200752
Or just select the text.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:58:31 ID: 54a3b6 No.8200786 >>8200827

>>8200710
>probably it's a waste of time now.
Stay docile, slave.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:58:42 ID: 0fd0c0 No.8200789

>>8200700
Another theory last week was that the Broad Branch River goes into a tunnel system that runs right under Comet… and possibly connects it with safe 
houses in the area.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:58:45 ID: aa51b9 No.8200791

>>8200552
Stephen Hamilton, Inc

Open image in hex editor  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 17:59:43 ID: 8d9ca7 No.8200804 >>8200827

>>8200710
>Nothing concrete found so far, and half the remaining people are literally making shit up with fake images…

On halfchan, yes. On here, No. Stop concern shilling  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:00:03 ID: 20de8e No.8200813
File (hide): 004b7094cd41de1⋯.png (139.46 KB, 1538x900, 769:450, pedo9.png)

>>8200666  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:00:41 ID: 68c25a No.8200820

>>8200719
Post it. Nobody has been banned before.

You are making me suspicious.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:01:19 ID: 000000 No.8200827 >>8200842 >>8200862 >>8200968

>>8200786
If you find anything real, I'll be happy to help. I can analyze data and I can find embedded files, and so far everything I've been linked to has been fake.
It was interesting at first, but you guys seem to be running in circles, so I'll just see myself out.

>>8200804
Fine by me.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:01:33 ID: 77826e No.8200831 >>8200837 >>8200854

>>8200764
anything worth talking about?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:02:38 ID: e4d284 No.8200837 >>8200854

>>8200831
Other than the files suddenly vanishing, no.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:02:48 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200842 >>8200968

>>8200827
BE GONE DEMON. YOU HAVE NO POWER HERE.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:03:13 ID: 13f22d No.8200850 >>8200972 >>8201319

>>8200752
I'm sorry. Obviously I haven't posted here. I lurked before and then came back one time to find my IP had been ghosted by CtR banned for posting a 
meme of Pepe Hillary choking out someone in a MAGA hat and talking shit. Swear to god I didn't make that post. Anyways, I'm not newfag. I'm the one 
who discovered James Alefantis' instagram and wrote dcpizzagate.wordpress.com which has 30k views and pissin off normies. I only published it btw 
after this article came out: http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/20840980/alt-right-conspiracy-theorists-obsess-over-comet-ping-pong so don't 
even talk shit that I tipped them off.

So piss off, jerks. I'm here to help. ;D  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:03:16 ID: 8d9ca7 No.8200851 >>8201457

File (hide): c970bd421c9d65d⋯.png (59.15 KB, 639x888, 213:296, bucks menu.PNG)

I know nothing about code so I don't know what exactly I'm looking for in hex but this was different. It's in the 
Bucks fishing and hunting menu pdf  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:03:19 ID: 51c833 No.8200853 >>8200912

File (hide): 77e0451c5629631⋯.jpg (87.52 KB, 926x588, 463:294, ddddg.JPG)

just for the kids  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:03:24 ID: e4d284 No.8200854 >>8200885 >>8200886

>>8200831
>>8200837
Remember, I only saved the two pictures that 
>>8200666
put up.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:03:57 ID: 54a3b6 No.8200862 >>8200937

>>8200827
>anything real
>I can analyze data
You sound like a complete moron or a shill. Please contribute or do more research.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:05:28 ID: 20de8e No.8200885

>>8200854
not my work  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:05:38 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200886

>>8200854
archive.is
But the reference was to the actual files that were deleted. Not just the images proving they were deleted.

Do we have those files?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:06:36 ID: ffe5a5 No.8200895

>>8198594
>>8198329

Go to the source email and look at the attachment.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:07:46 ID: 20de8e No.8200912
File (hide): 1031b559232339e⋯.jpg (118.06 KB, 1503x493, 1503:493, catrionas castle.JPG)

>>8200853  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:08:34 ID: 09f585 No.8200927

>>8199212
I almost feel like suspecting that our echo meme might have accidentally coincided with one of their own memes. Would explain their massive freakout 
over it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:09:30 ID: 2c3d1c No.8200935 >>8200958

>>8200617
>code for something?

If I remember correctly if you're going to go with the hypothesis that these are pedo code words then 

pasta = little boys
cheese = little girls
hot dogs = boys
pizza = girls
playing dominoes = domination/S&M shit

there's also Podesta's 'pizza-related' handkerchief

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/23561

and the Stratfor e-mail and the reference to ""waitresses"":

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html

(and in case you were wondering: no, you can't fly in outside food from restaurants into the White House, I posted the links before, even guest chefs can't 
bring their sauce they have to prepare them again in the WH kitchen. All the food served at the WH comes from the WH kitchen)

If it was drugs I would have immediately recognized the code words but this pedo shit is so alien to me that it's hard to guess what terms could refer to 
what.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:09:42 ID: 000000 No.8200937

>>8200862
>Please contribute or do more research.
Sure. For example, take those picture of hex dumps. One of these was blatantly fake (and OP even admitted it), the other are perfectly normal, they show 
normal PDF files and regular image files. Instead of investigating, people are spreading FUD and /x/ tier shit.

Another example, the picture with "embedded image" send in attachment, is actually just a corrupted pic with nothing embedded inside, but people 
wasted entire threads freaking out about it. Waste of my time.

Sounds like you need to do your own research, if you guys are still getting sidetracked by bullshit made up pictures.
I did my research and I found nothing, so I'll go back to lurking and quit entirely when I'm convinced nothing new will be found.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:10:42 ID: e577ad No.8200948

Sword and Scale podcast has relevant episodes…

swordandscale.com  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:11:36 ID: 51c833 No.8200958

>>8200935
I know all about the no outside food inside the White House policy. That shit sealed it for me.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:11:37 ID: 51f051 No.8200959 >>8201004 >>8201057 >>8201092 >>8201288 >>8201393

>>8200740
Stop posting speculation. It's obvious by now that "pizza" and "hot dog" are code for something.  Though there is no hard proof, the evidence strongly 
suggests they are code for "child prostitute."  Puzzling over language in emails isn't going to do anything.  Combing over instagram and youtube accounts 
is only going to get you so much.  These people will always speak in code in the public.  All we will get from their public, electronic discourse is more to 
speculate over.  The only real way to get proof is to get inside one of these parties.  The more bullshit that gets posted that doesn't prove something 
concrete, the more careful they are going to get.  They are watching these threads now.  Anything short of a photograph of one of these people with a 
child prostitute is a post that helps them more than it helps us.

Someone needs to get inside one of these parties and sneak a camera.  Our best bet is if somebody lurking here is part of their circles and feels guilty 
enough to snap a photo.  That is the action that will end all this.  If anyone, right now, is here because they have been to these parties and witnessed 
these activities.  If you are here because you are hoping these guys get caught and want to help.  You have to risk it and get a photo.  If you are fearful 
that they will do something in retaliation and try to destroy your life or your family, just think of the lives of these child prostitutes and their families.

This is all just bullshit speculation over semantics until somebody grows the balls to get into one of these parties and snap  
a photo.  

File (hide):
38ad89f31cad8a5⋯.png (1.87
MB, 1242x2208, 9:16, image.png)

File (hide):
a4b6fb68a217b7d⋯.png (2.35
MB, 1242x2208, 9:16, image.png)

File (hide): 3348249745fec39⋯.jpeg
(239.56 KB, 1104x1451, 1104:1451, image.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:11:54 ID: 0f6330 No.8200961 >>8201012 >>8201041 >>8201287

If you fucks lied to me and I get banned, a piece of me will die inside. Trusting you anon. I don't know if it's anything! But half acting suspicious af over it… 
Truly trying to erase it. Why?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:12:13 ID: a7d5e7 No.8200968

>>8200225
>since CTR is no longer getting paychecks, the people who are still shilling must be those demonic individuals themselves.

>>8200710
>I wish you faggots good luck if you're still looking into this, but probably it's a waste of time now.

>>8200827

>>8200842

Thanks for providing evidence to this theory, demon hiding behind tor.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:12:33 ID: 7f6443 No.8200972 >>8201095

>>8200850
Nice work on the wordpress site.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:14:05 ID: 8d9ca7 No.8201000

See, what I don't understand is with fags posting this shit all over their facebook they don't say anything about it being untrue  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:14:10 ID: 51c833 No.8201004 >>8201024 >>8201055

>>8200959
I agree, but everyone on here is saying "you'll scare them and blow their cover" literally fucking message them and tell them we know and to get the fuck 
out since the FBI clearly did not find anything  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:14:41 ID: 13f22d No.8201012

>>8200961
The first picture on the left is the pizza.jpg picture in Podesta emails. You know, the one with Lisa Lang's sister and another woman and little girl eating 
pizza? He was saying there is code on it that we just need to figure how to translate.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:15:05 ID: 2c3d1c No.8201017

>>8200740

Again, be useful and post a link to Wikileaks, don't just post a screencap. There's more info in those e-mails than just the content, the metadata and the 
attachments could also be a clue.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:15:35 ID: a7d5e7 No.8201024

>>8201004
They are scared, outnumbered, outsmarted, outloved, and outmemed.

They know their days are numbered.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:15:42 ID: 12169f No.8201027

Anyone know the best way to map the relationships between people and organizations?

We have luminous information from other investigations. If we can tie anyone from previous investigations to all this, you will confirm the largest 
conspiracy in human history.

There seems to be convincing evidence that something widespread is occurring.  

File (hide): 7a4c25e7f70ecb3⋯.png (22.81 KB,
810x96, 135:16, binwalk.png)

File (hide): b790d8b9225b38e⋯.png (16.24 KB,
411x224, 411:224, exif.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:16:52 ID: f48e6b No.8201039

>>8200552
Downloaded and scanned with binwalk, found nothing but exif data. pics related

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:16:56 ID: 71762a No.8201041

>>8200961
Some thread on 4chin just got deleted again. Hue.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:17:50 ID: 51c833 No.8201048 >>8201072

Anyone living in the DC area, go there and record  asap, Alefantis is there most nights it seems  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:18:19 ID: 51f051 No.8201055 >>8201096 >>8201239

>>8201004
If the rumors are true and the president, himself has been partaking of this pizza and hotdog, then the FBI will shut their eyes tight.  It's a fact of life that 
those powerful enough have every illegal taboo vice at their fingertips.  That includes child prostitutes.  There will always be ways for these powerful 
people to aquire these things.  But, you have to prove it.  And you have to prove it to enough people that the news has no choice but to at least mention it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:18:26 ID: a95711 No.8201057 >>8201076

>>8200959
Fuck off D&C  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:18:56 ID: a6ec2b No.8201068

>>8200236
Don't call me a shill, I have been looking at this stuff for over a week, this one, however, while weird and not necessarily "nothing"
doesn't look like anything to me, the "zip ties" are shirt cuffs, they match the fabric on the shoulders, and she's got a card which implies participation. I 
could be wrong, but I don't see zip ties, who makes zip ties in blue?  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:19:01 ID: 158144 No.8201070 >>8201126 >>8201135 >>8201245

File (hide): 51070ab86335a4c⋯.jpg (997.72 KB, 1885x3335, 13:23, branson.jpg)

>>8200353
HOLY SHIT! ICMEC KEEPS GETTING MENTIONED!
I'm personally looking into ICMEC right now for other individuals. It's near the core of this horrorshow, I think it's what they use 
to track allegations and cover shit up. We really have to look into this group more. Hillary Clinton and Cherie Blair launched it 
ffs.
Jeff Koons and Richard Branson are both in on this organisation and both seem like bad pedos (Branson has two islands 30 
miles from Epstein's with a temple on it, Koons produces satanic and pedophilic artwork and has been accused in the past and 
is the main ICMEC fundraiser). Franz Humer is the chairman and another anon said he'd investigated his company in the past 
for human/child/organ trafficking (forgot the name, its a subsidiary of Roche Pharmaceuticals). 
I had a thread up about it but it got slid after the election result and I was too hungover to bump.
Attached is an early draft of some info I've found so far, I need to merge and update it with more things I've discovered.
I'll dump the info I've dug on Koons in a bit, Branson is all over wikileaks and Podesta emails too but seems to be much more 
careful than most.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:19:07 ID: b22e79 No.8201072
File (hide): 7604a77fce245de⋯.jpg (48.14 KB, 604x340, 151:85, 1473928028738.jpg)

>>8201048
We should raid 
Periscope and 
make people go 
there for us.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:19:20 ID: 51f051 No.8201076

>>8201057
Did you read my post?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:20:28 ID: a7d5e7 No.8201092

>>8200959
FUCK OFF  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:20:36 ID: 0f6330 No.8201095 >>8201166

File (hide): 504438abe1afdd1⋯.png (366.87 KB, 1242x2208, 9:16, image.png)

>>8200972

Thank you ^.^ 

Also, if you guys feel like we are on the wrong track about the pedo occult shit, check this comment out I just got on the 
dcpizzagate blog. Gave me a little motivation when I was feeling worn down, hope it can for someone else too.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:20:53 ID: a95711 No.8201096

>>8201055  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:21:36 ID: 3072e5 No.8201108 >>8201249

File (hide): 9b5b44f7c34f29d⋯.png (875.88 KB, 3186x4085, 3186:4085, PizzagateWeb.png)

Pizzagate map>>8201070  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:22:38 ID: 04bb33 No.8201122
File (hide): be0cabd91bf4c3a⋯.png (52.24 KB, 880x424, 110:53, Screen Shot 2016-11-11 at ….png)

>>8198343
look at them laugh about the 
logo

it's funny for them  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:22:57 ID: 3072e5 No.8201126 >>8201485

>>8201070

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cdrkv/icmec_summary_this_child_protection_agency_has/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:23:25 ID: a7d5e7 No.8201135

>>8201070
>>8201070
>>8201070
I AM SO DAMN PROUD OF ALL OF YOU.

KEEP PULLING THE THREAD AND THE SWEATER WILL BE DESTROYED.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:26:08 ID: 7a2d9e No.8201160 >>8201172

We need compilations of suspicious pizza place logos from every state. We need new leads since some tards tipped them off. Why the fuck do the 
threads on halfchan keep getting deleted?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:26:32 ID: 7f6443 No.8201166 >>8201235 >>8201254

>>8201095
The reality of Satanic Ritual Abuse, or whatever anyone wants to call it, is one of the hardest pills to swallow. It's so out there, so bizarre, and so 
grotesque that we recoil from it. We don't want to believe it. And both the media and professional skeptics like CSICOP maintain that it's all imaginary and 
disproven. Ideological differences also come into play, as about half the old believers in SRA in the 80s were feminists and social workers while the other 
half were conservative Christians; both groups distrusted each other and still do.

I guess I'm trying to say that you and all the other anons digging into this are doing a good, hard thing.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:27:20 ID: b22e79 No.8201172

>>8201160
inb4 trainee mod group banned the word "pizza"
CTR still owns cuckchan  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:29:10 ID: 010d49 No.8201196

>>8199610
I wish I had it.

Does anyone have the TOR files?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:30:25 ID: c6ddb2 No.8201212 >>8201346

Did anyone look into the documents on this email? They're really fucked up, I've read some like the orangemen and abducted children

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/53/531436_news-u-won-t-find-in-the-news-.html  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:32:44 ID: 12169f No.8201235

>>8201166

It is proven. Studies have shown that thousand of victims all over the world, independent of each other, have experienced ritual abuse with common 
elements and that their therapists believe the abuse happened.

The rituals, spread far and wide, have consistent patterns… animal sacrifice, child sacrifice, blood rituals, making the weak eat feces, etc.

The only reason there is doubt is because there is an Institute that goes around suing and saying 'muh false memories'

But that doesn't fly because memories of abuse don't operate the same way as normal memories. You can easily implant memories of the mundane, like 
if you stopped at the bank, or not. Abuse memories cannot be planted.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:33:03 ID: bfc846 No.8201239 >>8201328

>>8201055
The FBI as an organization may have its hands tied, or even be complicit; however, we don't need the FBI as an organization to act.  We need individuals 
within the FBI to act.  All those men who have spent years trying to do what is right for their country can still throw wrenches in the machine.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:33:47 ID: c9dc9d No.8201245

>>8201070
This. It's the perfect plan for a cover-up. We have literally the biggest story of the century and one of the biggest in the whole history. It's such a horrible 
thing when you think about it, and it would make every normal people against those (((guys))).  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:33:54 ID: 97d601 No.8201249

>>8201108
Good job on the mind map.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:34:06 ID: 0f6330 No.8201254 >>8201482

>>8201166

We all are. And some might think we're just LARPing but I didn't use a VPN when I published that blog. I know they can find me if they want. That's why 
to me, I feel it's life or death that these people get caught. Okay I'm done emo posting now. I have a B.Sc in psych and I truly believe I'm suffering some 
PTSD from these discoveries … -__-;; 

THE PEOPLE MUST KNOW ABOUT PIZZAGATE! FOR THE CHILDREN!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:36:53 ID: 2250b6 No.8201279

>>8198907
Because the Mccanns claim to be practising catholics.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:37:25 ID: 010d49 No.8201287 >>8201339 >>8201369

>>8200961
Nigga all I see is a pokemon.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:37:26 ID: 54a3b6 No.8201288 >>8201328

>>8200959
If you don't understand that we already have PROOF that they were using a well known pedophile symbol in their logo, you must be incredibly fucking 
dense. We already have enough proof to know what they are up to, you can certainly look at the instagram photos and easily realize that some shady shit 
is happening. So stop saying that we are speculating when we have conclusive evidence. Might want to adjust your criteria for proof. If you really want to 
help in this case then stop demanding people do the work for you. Stop calling this investigation "bullshit" cause ironically that's all i hear coming out of 
your mouth.
>If you are fearful
then why don't you do it? are you apathetic?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:37:48 ID: 20de8e No.8201296
File (hide): ec4528dc97a43b1⋯.png (420.04 KB, 613x563, 613:563, 7cf9b8a3028e5626ba7a0355c3….png)

the man who caused the secret service to rush drump is 
associated with this image in podesta attachments 

OOKIWAWA

https://www.everipedia.com/austyn-crites-reno-nevada/  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:39:51 ID: 275d51 No.8201319

>>8200850
Washington City Paper were the same huys that harassed Frank Winstead back in 2007 over Comet Pizza when he said "pizza will bring rape and 
murders"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:40:37 ID: 51f051 No.8201328 >>8201474

>>8201239
That's pretty much what I was saying.  Anyone from the inside who has the means to prove this, if they are here I hope we can convince them to take the 
risk.  This is far more important than memes.

>>8201288
The Besta logo (an how they changed it overnight) was pretty hard evidence.  Every anon looking for a pat on the back and posting some random sign off 
a nearby wall is not.  I guess it's not all that harmful either.  I'm just saying it's kind of retarded.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:41:16 ID: 010d49 No.8201334

>>8199849
Probably nothing. But you could try to shift the cypher by 8 to the left or right, if you think that's important somehow.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:41:34 ID: 58a18e No.8201337 >>8201411

>>8200651
>That not only screams guilty but means they're following your investigations.

That they know people know their logo is a lot like the paedo secret symbol is the most certain thing we can gather.

Less certain is their actual motivation for changing it.

Under normal circumstances, a family restaurant or company would be absolutely mortified to find their company logo had such associations. You can bet 
in that case they would change it as soon as humanly possible.

In this case? Well, if they are shady at best, we know they know we know, and so they're covering their tracks.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:41:46 ID: 7f6443 No.8201339

>>8201287
I saw that too. Pokemon with an inverted eye-in-pyramid. Might be spooky, might just be goofiness.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:41:56 ID: b22e79 No.8201346
File (hide): e6d7b6238c6b3b1⋯.png (301.71 KB, 2376x1324, 594:331, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

>>8201212
According to the Abduction of Annie, this guy Ian Swayze in Toronto is into all sorts of shit. His father too, 
they're from ancient British bloodlines or some shit. 

https://archive.is/k6LMa  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:44:03 ID: 0f6330 No.8201369

>>8201287

Yes I know we'd all rather be playing Pokemon than realizing the country's run by sociopathic pedophiles, but I think it might be an owl. The owl 
represents hidden knowledge…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:45:41 ID: 2c3d1c No.8201393 >>8201438

>>8200959

>Someone needs to get inside one of these parties and sneak a camera.

Sure. Before doing that I would talk to retired investigators from local or state police. They could be helpful. Someone should try to find a cop who has 
worked on child trafficking cases and show them some of the Podesta / Stratfor e-mails. I'm sure there's some confirmation bias in here but some of these 
e-mails are really suspicious + the Ping Pong Instagram stuff is very suspicious too. 

>This is all just bullshit speculation over semantics until somebody grows the balls to get into one of these parties and snap a photo.

So when are going to turn gay and suck cocks and spread your asshole just to be able to get into one of these parties and take pictures? Come on, be 
courageous!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:45:55 ID: 58a18e No.8201397 >>8201437

>>8200719
>I have it on my phone. I'm afraid  to post it here because I don't want to get banned too

I'd be more worried about having it on your phone than getting banned for uploading it here if that picture does contain CP, anon.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:46:45 ID: 2250b6 No.8201407

>>8200269
>Arun Rao is a pedo ring asset in the DOJ.
So anon has just blown an investigator's cover?
Great I guess.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:47:03 ID: 7f6443 No.8201411

>>8201337
You're right, that's all we can be certain of on that front now. I do find it compelling, though. I think of the proverb, "The guilty flee where no man pursueth." 
These people have powerful friends and nobody official is investigating them, no negative news stories about them, just some anons – and yet they feel 
the need to change that logo.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:47:40 ID: 6a1ed1 No.8201417

>>8200518
>"The Schweinpeg format"
Possible reference to Schweintech .pig files? Apparently said files need to be opened in the level editor of a 90's game called Descent 2  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:49:01 ID: 0f6330 No.8201437

>>8201397

It's not CP without the code to unscramble, or whatever Swiss anon was saying last night. Hope he didn't shoot himself in the back of the head three 
times.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:49:12 ID: 51f051 No.8201438

>>8201393
>So when are going to turn gay and suck cocks and spread your asshole just to be able to get into one of these parties and take pictures? Come on, be 
courageous!
I may be a little old to pull it off.  But I can try.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:50:10 ID: 6575ed No.8201452

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56322

Thoughts  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:50:20 ID: 4873b2 No.8201456
File (hide): 580afeb9956b53b⋯.jpg (2.45 MB, 1420x8900, 71:445, IZETTE-FOLGER-HEARTS-CHOCO….jpg)

OP
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/97084107/eyes-wide-open-the-real-op#p97085932
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/97084107/eyes-wide-open-the-real-op#p97112738
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/97084107/eyes-wide-open-the-real-op#p97114084
————————–
LINKS
http://www.innocentsatrisk.org/about/board-of-directors
http://www.transformerdc.org/about/council
http://washingtonlife.com/directories/photos/?letter=I&name=Izette-Folger
http://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/keyword/Izette%20Folger
————————–
BONUS PICS: PEDOMON® - GOTTA CATCH 'EM ALL!
http://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/keyword/James%20Alfantis/
http://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/keyword/James%20Alefantis/
https://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/2009-photos/Born-Round/ - "Book party for Born Round by Frank Bruni. Comet Ping Pong. September 
29, 2009"
(archive quick!)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:50:30 ID: 58a18e No.8201457

>>8200851
In your image it looks like all that shows is the formatting data for the pdf, like the font and page layout etc.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:51:50 ID: c11e1c No.8201472 >>8201494

I WANT OFF THIS FUCKING RIDE!!!!!!!!!!!!

I JUST WANTED TO MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!!!!!!!

I DIDN'T WANT TO KNOW THIS STUFF!!!!!!!!!!!

JUST KILL IT ALL WITH FIRE SO WE CAN GET ON WITH LIVES!!!!

FBI LURKERS:  FUCKING DO SOMETHING!!!!!

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:52:04 ID: 54a3b6 No.8201474

>>8201328
Some people are going to post retarded irrelevant shit that doesn't help. We cannot rely on the FBI so much for this case, although it would really help if 
some people there assisted and brought substantial info to the table. The sooner we unravel this massive pedophile coverup the better. A corrupt part of 
the army may be helping with the child trafficking, the case about Michael Aquino and JonBenet comes to mind, which if nobody here is familiar.. there 
was an investigation going on in the 80s against Aquino for pedophilia and child rape, same thing happened with JonBenet. People investigating linked 
the cases to a bigger satanic pedophile coverup. Look up the Franklin Cover-Up. I would post the PDF here but i cannot.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:53:01 ID: a7d5e7 No.8201482

>>8201254
Millions of us know now. They can't use their usual silencing tactics with us.

I believe the fib are strategically biding their time  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:53:13 ID: 5c0fdd No.8201485

>>8201126
>linking to Reddit
get the fuck out.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 18:53:42 ID: 4043d8 No.8201494

>>8200162
FYI this little shit quietly dropped the charges a 2nd time recently. Fucking fake.

>>8201472
>implying FBI will do shit
They failed to jail Hillary FFS. That's enough to signal everything you need to know about the FBI.  
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HERE WE GO  

File (hide): 1fd24cc2ebcd393⋯.png (46.41 KB,
1125x381, 375:127, 0imhDH.png)

File (hide): dbb12e6d8fc0eef⋯.png (44.04 KB,
1378x623, 1378:623, 1243231.png)
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 21:57:37 ID: 089dc0 No.8203747 >>8203832 >>8205431 >>8207477

>>8203720 (OP)
Information regarding ownership of Besta - THIS HAS NOT BEEN INVESTIGATED FURTHER

PLEASE DIG  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 21:57:48 ID: 14f32a No.8203754

Here's my take from these digs:  I think the McCann connection is a goose chase, but I think there's definitely a pedo angle.  The connect to that guy from 
the McCann case to Weiner is dumb because he has smooth as fuck baby skin and the guy from the case had a lunar landscape face according to 
witnesses.  

Also, have we reached out to authorities about what we've found so far?  Without Clintonite pressure on Comey, maybe he can get some investigating 
done.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:02:15 ID: 0e749e No.8203813
File (hide): 9cc45a367412ee7⋯.webm (1.91 MB, 640x360, 16:9, Guy Fiera Crosses Another….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8203720 (OP)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:03:17 ID: 38cad2 No.8203821
File (hide): 0518777b2acbd6e⋯.png (6.69 KB, 642x153, 214:51, MA21.png)

>>8202836
>ne thing you glorious bastards need to understand about the ancient Babylonian Mystery Religions is that 
they love to make it up as they go along. In other words, any Gods they we find with this Occult BS, is either 
a NEW god, or a rebranded old God. The latter is more likely. If they are deep into Kabbalah (and they are), 
the point of it is to achieve Godhood themselves so crafting new idols, new methods is all part of the gig. 

>
>I got a couple friends in the underworld. One of them is a professional freelance gangster, so I showed him a picture of the SLC White Rabbit back 
during our Pedowood investigation. I asked him whether or not he recognized that symbol. His response chilled me to the bone. He said, "Yeah. There 
are some 'killer rabbits' in there."
>

This, a thousand times!

Look at my results for Marina, good to know she is well respected by the "intelligencia" and some (most) of the articles about her are written in full 
praise/adoration of her (including a large number of Japanese writers, hmm… what was that about a Japanese Island in the emails?)  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:04:52 ID: 66eaf2 No.8203832 >>8203884 >>8203960

>>8203747
Could  you provide links to these sites anon, I'm having trouble accessing them.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:09:46 ID: 089dc0 No.8203884

>>8203832
the address is in the image 

https://corp.dcra.dc.gov/Account.aspx/LogOn

You must register but it can be garbage inputs no verification  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:12:36 ID: 5487b0 No.8203910 >>8204123 >>8204124 >>8204208 >>8204224

File (hide): 3b61670fec24f72⋯.png (332.14 KB, 1194x401, 1194:401, wew.PNG)

>>8202128
>>8203407
check the short list, sasha lord.

>>8203366
>>8202443

check these names to look for better leads.

http://www.dupontunderground.org/index.php/about/#who

the interesting bit is sasha lord has the smallest twitter followers list yet it follows the underground, but it is a venue so that's not super odd. so is comet 
heheh.

wow i've just been blocked from the list in the last 10 mins. any other twitter anons be warned.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:14:13 ID: 66eaf2 No.8203938 >>8203985 >>8204584 >>8204888 >>8205628 >>8206857 >>8207332 >>8207469 >>8208477

>>8203720 (OP)
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x47bkli
Found the episode. Footage of comet ping pong at 12:50.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:14:37 ID: 5b75c8 No.8203942

>just read the whole hex codes being from itunes
>>8197758
>>8197812
of course I find this out after I make a multi program to decode/encode base64/hex (and more soon)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:15:39 ID: fb802e No.8203957 >>8203973 >>8209038

File (hide): 693dd795a31c1f4⋯.jpg (57.51 KB, 720x960, 3:4, what now 2 faced fuckers.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:15:55 ID: 089dc0 No.8203960 >>8203968

>>8203832
or use andand 12345678 to obfuscate further  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:16:54 ID: 66eaf2 No.8203968

>>8203960
Thanks for your help  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:17:11 ID: 5487b0 No.8203973 >>8204077 >>8205540

>>8203957
masonic ring  
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https://archive.li/o/KlMDF/8ch.net/pol/res/8203720.html%238203960
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:18:22 ID: 66eaf2 No.8203985 >>8204000 >>8204030 >>8204064 >>8208338

File (hide): ae17545277bce22⋯.png (271.42 KB, 571x671, 571:671, AAAAHHHHH.png)

>>8203938
SECRET INGREDIENTS.
THE BRAIN BUCKET.
GUYS GET IN HERE.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:19:35 ID: 6e6949 No.8204000 >>8204030

>>8203985
Read my fucking mind fam. The bucket is the same as the one with the matter in it, I'm sure of it  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:21:33 ID: b1a3c1 No.8204030 >>8204054 >>8204074

>>8204000
>>8203985
I thought the brain bucket was in Hawaii?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:23:08 ID: bc9edf No.8204051
File (hide): 78ea5be6856d0f5⋯.jpg (263.57 KB, 733x798, 733:798, 78ea5be6856d0f536ade3e8d3b….jpg)

Holy balls, I haven't read much into this after the election. Keep digging anons. It 
seems we're close to curb-stomping these fags.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:23:25 ID: 38cad2 No.8204054

>>8203720 (OP)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPxLzSdXb80

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrgM8rO_FDc

Kek save us.

>>8204030

Buy in bulk, how do you think the rich get rich?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:24:19 ID: 0e749e No.8204064 >>8204159

>>8203985
The container was a large barrel not a bucket  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:25:00 ID: 6e6949 No.8204074 >>8204143

>>8204030
Honolulu, yeah. Dammit, I did think there was a connection. Maybe buying more at once? Buy in bulk and shit like that.
It's a shame we can't get credit card records or something to cross-reference.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:25:08 ID: fb802e No.8204077 >>8209324

File (hide): 366987850014f8f⋯.jpg (93.4 KB, 540x960, 9:16, 11222531_1023434361000597_….jpg)

>>8203973
They go to pizza after their meetings and didn't epstein order children as dessert? for his luncheons? 

Pizza can be a codeword for what goes on after the meetings
http://www.seattlemasons.com/wp/event/district-5-assoc-meeting-razzis-pizza/
http://www.northjersey.com/community-news/clubs-and-service-organizations/everyone-loves-pizza-1.1317650

https://www.facebook.com/cinemagrotto/photos/?ref=page_internal

http://prairiepress.net/news/scholastic-bowl-team-honored-pizza-masonic-temple

Freemasonry can not only implement the crime but the coverup with the fraternal order of police they are an umbrella of 
secrecy for sekrit orders like the brothers in blood an elite part of the shrine;s royal order of jesters who the shrine has the star 
and crescent scimitar logo much like comet.

They have actually been caught taking children out of school and tourturing them in evansville indiana they called it the "Blue 
House case"  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:25:49 ID: acf991 No.8204085 >>8204092 >>8204096 >>8204106 >>8204117 >>8204124 >>8204126 >>8204142 >>8207486

There was just an ice cream truck sitting outside my friend's house. There were no children at the truck; truck was just sitting outside the house.

Googled the business name displayed on the truck but found nothing.

Googled the address displayed on the truck and it looks like a residential house with a tall privacy fence around the back yard, with 5 "No trespassing" 
signs on it and 3 "ADT" (alarm) signs in the yard.

Unsure if this is just coincidence, but we won't be intimidated! Also we don't want to fuck with an honest guy's living if it turns out to be nothing. 

Normally would think nothing of it, but here we are…

Thoughts?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:26:37 ID: ab15a8 No.8204092 >>8204109 >>8204124 >>8204126

>>8204085
it's not like we're harassing him or anything, we're investigating.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:26:48 ID: 089dc0 No.8204096 >>8204124 >>8204172 >>8204199

>>8204085
Shill, concern trolling  

File (hide): 1eafb7ef096cf72⋯.png (703.21 KB,
1062x304, 531:152, iceCreamHouse.png)

File (hide): 8007a3c827596b6⋯.png (617.13 KB,
537x569, 537:569, iceCreamHouse-2.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:27:46 ID: acf991 No.8204106 >>8204177

>>8204085

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:28:03 ID: 38cad2 No.8204109

>>8204092
Anyone who is confronted by us should be required to pass some kind of litmus test… I mean if they say "Stop dox plz!" and we say "Investigating CP yo" 
- if they dont throw up or offer to help, keep them in mind ;)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:28:42 ID: 6e6949 No.8204117 >>8204129 >>8204199

>>8204085
>turns out to be nothing
Fuck off, shill. We already pretty much have proof that it's definitely not nothing. There's shady shit going down there but with the Fieri show and 
instagram it's like he's trying to make it seem legit when it sure as fuck isn't.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:29:47 ID: c5bb85 No.8204123

>>8203910
http://www.sashalordpresents.com/upcoming-events123/juan-wauters-baby-bry-bry-keeper

Stare at the picture of the spoons. See the womans legs and torso?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:29:50 ID: 5487b0 No.8204124 >>8204208

>>8203910
>>8204092
>>8204096
>>8204085
logo on besta site changed yesterday?
sasha lord is on twitter blocking people, or it's the shadow block from the twit mods.

either way this is hot. i wouldn't be surprised if icmec is going to attack anyone who is involved with this 'investegation'  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:29:56 ID: f5082d No.8204126

>>8204085
>>8204092
Assuming you two are the friends, just get a pair of binoculars and watch him from a secluded area so you can beat each other off in peace while you 
wait. If anything comes of it and you see anything suspicious take pictures for evidence.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:30:11 ID: acf991 No.8204129

>>8204117
>turns out to be nothing
Referring to this one particular ice cream truck, which we've seen before.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:31:23 ID: 90a21b No.8204142

>>8204085
When I was at Uni there was an ice cream truck that allegedly sold drugs…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:31:38 ID: 28fe49 No.8204143 >>8204159 >>8204178 >>8205942 >>8207958 >>8208169

File (hide): af315af89abd315⋯.jpg (954.62 KB, 2942x3010, 1471:1505, Hawaii_link.jpg)

>>8204074
The barrel in hawaii has already been tied to Sasha 
Lord/Comet  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:32:49 ID: 0e749e No.8204159

>>8204064
>>8204143

Well shit it is the same bucket  
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File (hide):
eed2996e6362bf8⋯.jpg (889.8
KB, 1320x2200, 3:5, truth.jpg)

File (hide): 1143bbff281c4ce⋯.png (372.17 KB,
1305x1371, 435:457, 1478900429534.png)

File (hide): b685190f27efaa1⋯.png (397.54 KB,
2062x1290, 1031:645, 1478898229938.png)
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:33:02 ID: ee56c2 No.8204162 >>8204188 >>8204220 >>8207245 >>8208729 >>8209174

dropping evidence bombs  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:34:10 ID: b97538 No.8204172

>>8204096
Learn what the fuck "concern trolling" means, you fucking nigger,  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:35:08 ID: 089dc0 No.8204177 >>8204198

>>8204106
why is this 2nd picture all fucked up  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:35:10 ID: ab15a8 No.8204178 >>8204243

>>8204143
looks like a lighter shade of blue, but that could be chocked up to sun bleaching.  
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File (hide): ef5daa599503903⋯.png (2.4 MB,
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:35:52 ID: e7ef00 No.8204188 >>8204215 >>8209189

>>8204162

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:36:46 ID: ee9275 No.8204198

>>8204177
google isometeric view fractals 2d pictures into 3d bro.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:36:47 ID: acf991 No.8204199 >>8204231 >>8204244

>>8204117
>>8204096
No shill here. We have photos of the truck and driver, business name and address, but again, don't want to hurt an honest person. Just asking what 
would infinichan do?

We are hunting demons.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:37:53 ID: 5487b0 No.8204208 >>8204411

File (hide): c27b15cf25a1929⋯.png (151.75 KB, 1093x432, 1093:432, gotcha.PNG)

>>8204124
>>8203910  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:38:39 ID: abdcc7 No.8204215

>>8204188
>rabbit in the first pic
FUCKING MASONS  

File (hide): 03fba67e08638a3⋯.png (1.62 MB,
1920x1080, 16:9, pizza.png)

File (hide): fa2f261683ef9a1⋯.png (132.03 KB,
1848x757, 1848:757, scalpel.PNG)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:38:50 ID: 2e62b7 No.8204220 >>8204871 >>8205010

>>8204162

Has anyone managed to replicate the hidden zip thing? The thread used the first picture with the left showing the pizza.jpg hex and the right some tutorial 
on embedding zips. Look at the right part of the image though the hex for the line the zip starts is 50 4b 03 04 with the ascii being PK.. PK by itself doesn't 
indicate an embedded zip. I tried myself to extract hidden files from the pizza.jpg in the podesta email and couldn't get shit (see second image used 
pizza.jpg from here https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/10037)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:39:54 ID: 88ad4a No.8204224 >>8205108

>>8203910
Any idea on where the fallout shelter is?

Opened in 1949 as a trolley station, 75,000 s.f. of underground platforms and tunnels were closed off in 1962, when the city’s streetcar system shut down. 
Other than designation as fallout shelter in the late 1960s and hosting a short-lived food court on the west platform in the mid-1990s, the space has 
remained empty. Until now.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:39:56 ID: ee05e8 No.8204226 >>8204252 >>8204546 >>8204660 >>8204733 >>8205225

I brought this up in half a couple days ago, but remember the email talking about the Luzzatto kids and something about a farm in Lovvettsville? I Google 
map searched that city, there's only one named that in VA. Looked at farms, quarter branch farm had this place called fazenda Burity right next to it. You 
click on it the link and it brings you to a site in Brazil. Google map says it's a farm but the pictures make it look like a resort or commune of some type. 
Seems shady. Anyone else wanna confirm this is suspicious?  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:40:27 ID: 089dc0 No.8204231

>>8204199
then quit being pussies and go investigate  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:41:18 ID: 28fe49 No.8204243

>>8204178
Not saying it's the same barrel. I'm saying there's already a connection between the Hawaii barrel, a distributor of child porn on ebay (he was tied to the 
location the barrel was found at), and the fine folks in DC we're all so interested in.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:41:19 ID: 6e6949 No.8204244 >>8204268 >>8204269

>>8204199
Ask him for an ice cream? He might just be taking a break, but I'm gonna assume it's the wrong time of year for ice cream where you are. 
If you have a gun or a knife, take it. Or even pepper spray if you just need to incapacitate.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:42:09 ID: 90a21b No.8204252

>>8204226
You took a picture… on your phone… of your screen…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:43:48 ID: 90a21b No.8204268

>>8204244
Even the drug selling ice cream vans sell ice scream as a cover…

Would be full-retard to ride around in an ice cream van with no ice cream.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:43:49 ID: acf991 No.8204269

>>8204244
Friend presented himself as a concerned citizen and asked the driver if he loves Jesus Christ. Driver said sure and understood concern.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 22:58:55 ID: 5487b0 No.8204411 >>8204496 >>8209621 >>8209633

File (hide): 84455fc6b2991e7⋯.png (160.29 KB, 901x512, 901:512, ugh.PNG)

>>8204208
they have an interesting list of degenerates. note that people may click someone on twitter and then those 
people follow them back. but it's certainly a concious assocation from on or both parties.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:06:54 ID: fbb0e5 No.8204496

>>8204411
>nerdfighters
Oh man, if it turns out they're paid shills as well. Just more proof that all media was owned by the (((Elites))).  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:12:31 ID: 171943 No.8204546

>>8204226

Come on guy..lol.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:16:40 ID: 5b75c8 No.8204584 >>8204631 >>8207469

Was this ever discussed further?
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Talk:Little_Saint_James,_U.S._Virgin_Islands&action=history

>>8203938
archive of mp4 ripped from dailymotion: https://u.nya.is/eqjsxl.mp4  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:19:54 ID: 66eaf2 No.8204631 >>8204763

>>8204584
Could you explain how the wikipedia article is related? All the edits appear to be blank.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:22:57 ID: 541165 No.8204660 >>8204682

>>8204226
wow that is a HOT lead fam tbh, grest job!!  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:24:56 ID: f6ddf7 No.8204682 >>8204704

File (hide): 569afb8e4dfb082⋯.png (51.93 KB, 900x810, 10:9, 569afb8e4dfb0829d00fe05314….png)

>>8204660
>(1)  

File (hide): b8910cf6139c4bf⋯.jpeg (403.84 KB,
740x660, 37:33, b8910cf6139c4bf6e156f80e5….jpeg)

File
(hide):
603506996b902b8⋯.png
(119 B,
1x1,
1:1,
1pixel.png)

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:27:13 ID: a96649 No.8204704

>>8204682
>(1)  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:29:35 ID: fd51e6 No.8204733
File (hide): fa767d94afd73d1⋯.gif (770.67 KB, 240x180, 4:3, 1383532447659.gif)

>>8204226
>tfw Evie is the 
planned winner 
of the 2032 
election  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:32:23 ID: 5b75c8 No.8204763

>>8204631
An anon posted in the last thread or two threads ago, it's probably not much but just a heads up to check revision history in case.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:34:53 ID: effb32 No.8204794 >>8204847 >>8204977 >>8204994 >>8206195

File (hide): 6d51c41c26083e3⋯.png (17.32 KB, 197x188, 197:188, babe.png)

Has anyone actually tried to contact local/low level law enforcement? I think we need to involve more people with 
more knowledge than just us, and I definitely think we should contact that guy who tried to blow the whistle on Comet 
before. 

Just be careful in doing so. Even though they probably don't have the resources to rake all of our personal information, 
they are almost certainly going to be watching his contacts. 

And be careful to not alert anyone who could be connected in some way to the higher ups who know the picking order.

I can't do it. It requires an anon much braver and smarter than I.

Godspeed, to whomever takes this fight.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:36:19 ID: 2dfeed No.8204815
File (hide): 46285f0f6c1d053⋯.jpg (92 KB, 500x375, 4:3, 46285f0f6c1d053b0fb5717005….jpg)

So what's going in this thread? I'm too tired and don't have time to read every fucking thread previous to this 
one, but the few I've seen is pretty fucking sick.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:36:30 ID: f1ded0 No.8204818 >>8204888 >>8205190

File (hide): 5d9df2b2ac3abe9⋯.png (313.12 KB, 622x464, 311:232, 5d9df2b2ac3abe9a1724fae39e….png)

http://www.greatamericancountry.com/video/pizza-at-
comet-ping-pong-0207483

Comet Ping Pong on Great American story. 
Apperently it was also on Diners drive ins and dives 
with the oven man himself. I'll see if I can find it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:38:24 ID: abdcc7 No.8204847

>>8204794
Put all the evidence on a USB drive and leave it at a local police station anonymously. That's my best thought, I sure as fuck wouldn't want this being 
traced back to me if I were investigating it.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:39:57 ID: c3ac88 No.8204871 >>8205010 >>8205036

>>8204220

that guy was fullof BS, the pizza picture is only 23kb and the picture he claimed to have pulled from it was 5 times the size.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:40:30 ID: 66eaf2 No.8204888

>>8204818
See
>>8203938  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:45:29 ID: 7bd6f7 No.8204958

HILLARY PHOTOGRAPHED INSIDE PEDO-FRONT REST AURANT ABOVE UNDERGROUND PEDO DUNGEON
>original threads
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0
Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl

Ping Pong Pedo Threads
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: >>8198272 | https://archive.is/GGath  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:47:00 ID: a6ad85 No.8204977 >>8208012

>>8204794
>Hello, police? Me and a bunch of the guys on a Thai fingerpainting forum were reading through John Podesta's leaked emails and found a bunch of 
references to pizza, so we investigated the restaurants he and his friends like and found a bunch of symbols the FBI says are used by pedophiles. We 
think Hillary Clinton's campaign chairman is part of a group of child rapists who operate out of a hipster pizzeria. Please investigate. My name? No, I'd 
prefer to remain anonymous.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:47:16 ID: b84e64 No.8204980

Commuter Security Group

Mikael Aspling (aka Bizarro)

Works for train depot security.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:48:38 ID: b84e64 No.8204994

>>8204794
Snail mail in as a 'discretionary reporter' to appropriate agencies a packet of your evidence with a concise explanation on a legal pleading template.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:50:08 ID: 783ab3 No.8205010

>>8204220
>>8204871
>amber console
At least he has taste.

If you think you might really find something and you don't want it to possibly be recovered from your hard disk, then you should try using a RAM disk. 
Look up how to do it on your operating system. For Linux it's just
>mount -t tmpfs -o size=512m tmpfs [mount point]
That way it'll be lost forever once the RAM loses power/you turn your computer off.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:51:14 ID: 38cad2 No.8205022
File (hide): f06db9ff46ec34a⋯.png (181.11 KB, 550x389, 550:389, image-18.png)

"So I sat down with Bill (Colby) and he told me to basically "Get away from all this and it was all so much 
bigger and more deadly and dangerous in where it led and what it involved than I ever imagined. If I stuck 
around trying to do something about it, I would probably get myself or my family probably killed or worse. 

So I said, "I can't just walk away…." He says "Ill tell you what, the only way in these kind of things, because 
of where it goes and what it involves - the only way you can do something about it and protect yourself too, 
it may not be the way you want to do it, is to get the national press involved, get it so reported and looked 
into that it CANNOT be covered up. The forces you are against are too big and too powerful for you to do 
them in the time or way you want. If you keep it up you'll end up dead.

So I went home and wrote the book, "The Franklin Coverup""

- Former Nebraska Senator John DeCamp on his talk with Former CIA head Bill Colby regarding Franklin Credit Union and Larry King.

http://swordandscale.com/sword-and-scale-episode-5/

http://swordandscale.com/sword-and-scale-episode-6/

The details are chilling, especially the recorded interviews with victims - some of the small details are only of note in our current investigation and may 
have flown over our team's heads in the past…  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:52:20 ID: 2e62b7 No.8205036 >>8205078

>>8204871

Yea I figured as much there are some weird images like the one from here https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897 which is probably corrupted 
in some way as it is missing file footers + 4chan complains it has an embedded file on upload but the pizza.jpg looks clean to me. Not exactly an expert 
on this stuff though.  
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Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:55:27 ID: 38cad2 No.8205078 >>8205180

>>8205036
This was discovered 3 days ago on The_Donald, it has a hidden newspaper clipping about "Clinton 2.0, Social Networks" in spanish… I translated it and 
it'snothing special - just about how Clinton will copy Obama's success - the last line however, is about Podesta making spaghetti for reporters…. hmm :\

The iSteg program that seems linked to the images, made by one Hany El Imam - Hanymac at gmail and Hanymac at Sina dot com, 

https://translate.google.com/translate?
hl=en&sl=auto&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fricerca.repubblica.it%2Frepubblica%2Farchivio%2Frepubblica%2F2015%2F04%2F11%2Fhillary-20-social-
network-e-giovani-per-riportare-i-clinton-alla-casa-bianca21.html  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:58:22 ID: 5487b0 No.8205108 >>8205117

>>8204224
>>8204224
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/underground-tunnel-dc-finally-getting-fresh-air-180955206/

http://www.belowthecapital.org/dctrans/#Dupont Circle Subway Station.

the tunnel was just a bypass under the intersection for street cars, it does go for more than a few blocks. it's 4 miles south east of comet pizza on 
connecticut ave. 

as anons have said before comet pizza is more of a mingle and pet place. but it does have hidden bathrooms. the pizza express shop was from a 
development by Geary Stephen Simon. don't dig up more on this it's just a spooky tunnel used for art. because of it's venue status sasha lord knows 
about it, it's just down the road a few miles.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:58:54 ID: ae0141 No.8205114 >>8205340

please tell me that somebody is making summaries and compiling together everything that's been discovered?

it's very hard to learn the details from all these threads.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:58:57 ID: d071e7 No.8205116

Still three threads behind; fucking christ this one is moving fast. But this jumped out at me. Sorry if it was already mentioned, and sorry if this is retarded.
>>8194949
>>8194949
User Hany has been a member since September 29 2007.
https://www.macupdate.com/member/profile/hany
http://archive.is/BjkYC
cometpingpong.com was registered two weeks later, October 15 2007.  

Anonymous  11/11/16 (Fri) 23:59:00 ID: 5487b0 No.8205117

>>8205108
*doesn't go  

File (hide): 74581fe38ffd8dd⋯.jpg (10.3 KB, 480x360,
4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

File (hide): 6080e61861cbe58⋯.jpg (117.95 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, Sega_logo-2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:00:33 ID: 2136c4 No.8205130 >>8205171

I assume we're still focusing on Comet Ping Pong etc, but is anyone compiling a list of (((questionable))) logos?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:00:50 ID: 171943 No.8205132

Anybody aware of databases for missing persons? 

Example, I want to run a search of persons reported as missing in the DC area. 

What databases hold up to date and accurate results?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:03:27 ID: 33e5e0 No.8205161 >>8205176

Excerpt from David Mcgowan's Programmed to Kill

Chapter 2 "…to washington"

>While the size and scope of pedophile rings have grown rapidly in recent years,
America, as it turns out, has long been a nation whose laws were friendly to purveyors
of child pornography. It was just twenty-five years ago, in 1978, that the
very first federal statute on child pornography was passed into law. While forbidding
production and sale, the statute placed no restrictions at all on the possession
or trade of such materials. New laws enacted in 1984 forbid the trade of
child pornography regardless of whether any money changed hands, though possession
remained legal. In fact, as recently as 1990, private possession of child
pornography was legal in 44 of the 50 states, despite the inescapable fact that all
such materials were, by necessity, illegally produced and/or illegally obtained.
Technology has for some time now played a key role in greatly expanding the
availability of child pornography. The Polaroid camera, for example, eliminated
the need for child pornographers to have access to complicit photo labs. Home
video cameras did likewise for moving images. Personal computers, digital cameras,
web cams, scanners, and—most notably—the Internet, have vastly
expanded the reach of child pornography networks. In the age of the Internet,
child pornography is a booming business. The Los Angeles Times noted in
December 1999 that: “the number of investigations for Internet-related child
pornography is soaring. The FBI launched 1,125 such inquiries this year, more
than twice as many as last year.”
In the wake of this rising tide, the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals issued a
ruling on December 17, 1999 that struck a serious blow to the prosecution of  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:03:50 ID: a96649 No.8205171

>>8205130
http://mpdc.dc.gov/unsolved
Look into it here maybe  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:03:57 ID: 7bd6f7 No.8205173

I found this digging into the dupont underground, I looked up dupont underground rape.

http ://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2593119/Revealed-Multimillionaire-du-Pont-family-heir-spared-jail-raping-three-year-old-daughter-judge-decided-
not-fair-bars.html
https://archive.is/bOumT
>Multimillionaire du-Pont family heir spared jail raping three year old daughter
>raping three year old daughter

Greensville Maryland? pretty close to DC?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:04:07 ID: 33e5e0 No.8205176 >>8205181 >>8208124

>>8205161

child pornography cases. As the Times reported, the decision stipulated, “the government
cannot prohibit computer-generated sexual images that only appear to
be pictures of children.” A later report noted that appeals court judge Donald
Molloy had stated that the First Amendment bars the government from criminalizing
the generation of “images of fictitious children engaged in imaginary but
explicit sexual conduct.” As a result of the court’s decision, prosecutors were
thereafter “barred from bringing virtual-child pornography cases in California
and the eight other Western states within the jurisdiction of the U.S. 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals.”
As critics have noted, graphics technology now available to the general public
is so sophisticated that it is virtually impossible to determine if an image has been
digitally altered, and therefore if any actual children were involved in the generation
of the image. U.S. Justice Department lawyers argued that very point, noting
that the “government may find it impossible in many cases to prove that a pornographic
image is of a real child.” Any good defense attorney, in other words, could
raise reasonable doubt as to the authenticity of an image. It could in fact be
argued that all such computer images “only appear to be pictures of children.”
Computer images are not in fact photos, but are digital computer files that display
as a facsimile of the original photo. A sound legal argument could be made
that all digitally transferred and displayed child pornography is therefore legal, as
it does not represent ‘real children.’
That should come as great news to the international child pornography networks,
given that the United States is their number-one market. According to
investigative author Gordon Thomas, the majority of child pornography produced
worldwide is targeted at the U.S., where by the early 1990s it was already a
$3 billion a year business, and growing. Thomas claims that—according to law
enforcement figures—over 22 million copies of child pornography videos were
sold or rented in the U.S. in 1991. He also writes that much of that pornographic
material is produced domestically, where it is “part of the largest segment of
movie making in the United States.” Jan Hollingsworth concurs with Thomas’
figures, describing child pornography as a “three-billion-dollar—per year—U.S.
industry that grossed twice that worldwide. It [is] bigger than Disney. Much bigger.”
Speaking of Disney, Thomas notes that child porn videos are frequently trafficked
internationally by deceptively packaging them as Disney videos.
Strangely enough, the first man to benefit from the 9th Circuit Court decision
was Patrick J. Naughton. You may remember him as the executive with the Walt
Disney Co. who ran one of the company’s kid-friendly web sites. Naughton was
arrested and later tried on child pornography charges. He was convicted on
December 16, just one day before the decision was handed down in the case
before the circuit court. Within hours of the appeals court ruling, Naughton was  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:04:33 ID: 2e62b7 No.8205180 >>8205211 >>8206384 >>8210450

File (hide): 7a5d7a0e79b398a⋯.png (419.75 KB, 1766x746, 883:373, 4533.PNG)

>>8205078

Right the image is openable in windows photo viewer but it doesn't have proper headers / footers as shown 
here. It isn't a complete PNG or it got messed up in someway I assume.  
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>>8205176

released by federal prosecutors on $100,000 bail. Despite the fact that he was, as
the Times acknowledged, convicted of “possessing pictures of actual children,” a
decision was made to release him “until the impact of the court’s ruling can be
sorted out”—illustrating the significant undermining of existing law that could
result from the circuit court ruling.
On January 22, 2001, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear an appeal of the
case. In April 2002, the high court rendered its decision, upholding the ruling of
the lower court. By doing so, the highest court in the land extended the ban on
prosecutions of “virtual-child pornography” to all fifty states. As the L.A. Times
reported on April 17, 2002, the “ruling creates an immunity for a new generation
of ‘virtual’ pornographers who rely entirely on computer images.” The Times
noted that it was “an unexpected move” for the conservative court, describing the
decision as “a surprisingly strong defense of the right to free speech.” The decision
was, alas, not all that surprising, given that the Supreme Court has demonstrated
in the past—most notably during the 2000 election debacle—its willingness to
toss aside its alleged principles when the need arises. Noted by the Times once
again was the concern among prosecutors that they will “have a hard time proving
that children portrayed on an Internet sex site, for example, are real children.”
The decision handed down by the Supreme Court, notably, “does not answer that
concern.”
Closely associated with child pornography is, of necessity, child abuse. It
should be self-evident that all kids used in child pornography are abused children,
their abuse recorded on film and tape for the depraved enjoyment of other child
abusers. As Anne Houston, the director of the organization Childline Scotland,
has said: “Every image of child abuse on the internet is a crime scene.”
Also closely associated with child pornography is the always-controversial issue
of ‘missing children.’ There is considerable debate as to whether there is a problem
in this country with missing children. Some claim that 200,000 or more children
disappear without a trace every year. Others steadfastly maintain that
numbers such as those are grossly inflated, and that abduction of children by
strangers with bad intent is actually quite rare. The problem is that nobody really
knows for sure, since the FBI—America’s compiler of crime statistics—does not
bother to keep track. As the Los Angeles Times reported in July 2002, there is a
“lack of knowledge about the prevalence of a crime that historically has not been
included in the federal government’s Uniform Crime Report. Local agencies have
only sporadically kept data.” Many believe that the numbers are not compiled
because the FBI does not want to know—or more accurately, the FBI does not
want the American people to know, how many children disappear every year.
What is known though is that reports of child abuse have skyrocketed.
Between 1963 and 1988, reported cases of child abuse rose from 150,000 to  
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2,000,000 per year, a 1300% increase in just a quarter-century. Child abuse may
in fact be the most prevalent crime in American society—and possibly the most
significant as well, given that it provides the breeding ground for so much of the
more visible crime plaguing Western culture. As Thomas reports: “over 90 percent
of the teenage prison population are now victims of child abuse.” And that
population is growing rapidly. In the wake of that rising tide, the Los Angeles
Times reported in March 2001 that: “President Bush’s budget will trim a program
aimed at preventing child abuse and cut some child care spending…A child abuse
prevention program will see an 18% cut.”
Author and e-zine editor Robert Sterling has written of what he refers to as “a
pattern of trivialization of child molestation evidence” that seems to characterize
high-profile media stories. He points out, for instance, that in the highly publicized
Woody Allen and Mia Farrow child custody case, all the attention was
focused on Allen’s illicit romance with Soon-yi Previn. Almost entirely ignored in
the media coverage was the fact that Allen was also charged with molesting his
own seven-year-old adopted daughter, Dylan. While the press dismissed those
allegations as unfounded and unworthy of reporting, Sterling notes that,
“Connecticut state authorities, based on the testimony of Dylan and others, have
stated that they do believe Woody did molest her, but decided not to prosecute
anyway,” allegedly to spare the child any further trauma.
Sterling also takes note of the “case of the Menendez brothers, who, after
admitting to murdering their parents, painfully revealed that they were ruthlessly
abused and molested by them over the years.” Their claims were never fully investigated
and the boys were “viciously demonized for trying to escape the murder
charges and accused of making up their abuse,” though there was in fact evidence
of that abuse. Also referenced by Sterling is the kid-gloves treatment afforded
Michael Jackson when he was charged with molestation: “even though the accusations
against him are widely believed to be true, [they] are merely passed off
with a laugh among other smirking monologue jokes on Jay Leno.” And of
course, though not mentioned by Sterling, sister LaToya was ridiculed by the
media when she came forward with stories about the sexual abuse suffered by the
Jackson kids at the hands of their father. Other cases discussed in the Sterling
piece include the over-hyped ‘au-pair’ trial, during which evidence of prior abuse
of the child by his parents was consistently ignored, and the Susan Smith case, in
which the media refused to consider whether Smith’s own severe childhood abuse
could have been a factor in the murder of her children, despite the fact that her
father admitted to the chronic abuse.
Coupled with the fact that the press have consistently downplayed the occurrence
of child molestation is the equally disturbing fact that that very same media
have actively promoted the sexualization of children—a trend that has been  
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>>8204818
http://sniidevices.scrippsnetworks.com/0207/0207483_6.mp4  
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greatly accelerated in recent years, and which has served to, to some degree, legitimize
pedophilia. Taking note of the proliferation of young teen—and even preteen—sex
symbols, Tom Junod wrote in Esquire (February 2001) that: “the entire
culture is besotted with the erotic promise of teenage girls…The lure of jailbait
now supplies the erotic energy to a popular culture desperate for what’s new,
what’s young, what’s alive.” The Junod article is, strangely enough, a profile of
Greg Dark, one-half of the former ‘Dark Brothers’—notorious purveyors of darkthemed,
occult-tinged porno films. Dark is rather noteworthy for having openly
produced and peddled child pornography, in that many of his films featured a
very young Traci Lords, who began working with the Dark Brothers at the age of
thirteen.
But Dark has now put those days long behind him. He is now working comfortably
in the mainstream. And he is no longer marketing teen sexuality. No,
now he is creating music videos…for Britney Spears, Mandy Moore and the preteen
Leslie Carter (sister of Aaron Carter and “Back Street Boy” Nick Carter).
That is, according to Dark,10 a completely different line of work.
It is not just the media that has been actively promoting the sexualization of
children; certain segments of academia have been busily doing so as well. On
April 19, 2002, the Washington Times carried a report detailing a “movement
within academia to promote ‘free sexual expression of children.’” This “movement
to legitimize sex between adults and children is ‘gathering steam,’ warns
Stephanie Dallam, researcher for the Leadership Council for Mental Health,
Justice and the Media in Philadelphia, an organization that deals with prevention
and treatment of child abuse. ‘Some people view children as the next sexual frontier,’
Ms. Dallam says.” Referenced in the Times article is Judith Levine’s book
David McGowan • 27
10 Some other interesting facts about Dark emerged from the Esquire profile, such as
that he was raised by a Satanist father, who “used to read to Gregory from the works
of Aleister Crowley, the noted occultist, when Gregory was very young.” His father’s
collection of “black magick” books is one of Dark’s most cherished possessions. Also
revealed was that Dark is a master manipulator, as he candidly admitted to his interviewer:
“And the thing is, I like manipulating people. I’m comfortable manipulating
people. I’m good at it.” Junod added that, during Dark’s porno days, he “asked people
to do things…curious things…and they did them.” Such is the nature of the man
who helps craft the images of America’s teen sex symbols and market them to millions
of pre-teen fans. Britney Spears later revealed to Esquire an interesting detail of her
family life: “…when I was thirteen years old, I used to walk around my house completely
naked…My family just always walked around the house naked. We were
earthy people.”  
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>failed to post mp4 :/  
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This Isteg shit seems like misdirection. You're not going to find anything in a newspaper clipping or menu PDF, you're lucky if you'll be able to make sense 
of a real encrypted CP image.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:07:47 ID: 6f20ab No.8205218

Hello everyone. First of all, I'd like to thank you for all of your hardwork in spite of the celebrations.

I haven't been in these threads since the original with Austyn and the red truck man at the "Child Care" 
house. One question for you all, was filterman bullshitting when he said Wikileaks and NYPD had videos or 
have those simply not been disclosed yet?

>>8205200
Please don't spam.  
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That page is very creepy, and has some links to some odd websites too, needed to use the wayback machine to use a few, and some of the labels are 
pretty odd too.
help digging?

in one of the posts:
The Happiest Baby? Well not yet….

So you may have heard of "The Happiest Baby" which features some dude who is like the baby whisperer or something—i mean nothing against him, but 
its pretty funny, check out the website: http://www.thehappiestbaby.com/

Baby whisperer? maybe that magician that is connected to Comet and the Whitehouse?

Also, 
Mr. T
Washington, DC, United States
Ring any bells?  
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here if anyone wants it

https://www.pdf-archive.com/2015/01/12/david-mcgowan-programmed-to-kill/david-mcgowan-programmed-to-kill.pdf  
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>>8205203
wut m8?  
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>>8205114

dcpizzagate.wordpress.com for the normies. It's not totally comprehensive though, but meant to be a quick read that's emotionally motivating. Has had 
some success. Almost 40k views and Twitter is starting to pass it around  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:18:22 ID: 38cad2 No.8205346 >>8205384

Someone on Plebbit found Comet's co-founder.

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cho5f/comet_pizza_had_a_cofounder/

Quick scan of her tweeter reveals some nifty people.

https://twitter.com/carolegreenwood

"carole greenwood Retweeted
Olivia Nuzzi  @Olivianuzzi Aug 16

the best DC restaurants would be mediocre restaurants in NY and it's ok to admit that, guys. DC has other things going for it."

https://twitter.com/Olivianuzzi

https://twitter.com/badsaint_dc

Not to mention the "art" she likes…  
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>>8205346
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/mum-custody-suspicion-murdering-daughter-4057601

"Mrs Greenwood was getting ready to take her grandson, Riley, two, into the pool at the Dalmeny Hotel, in St Annes, Lancs, when the tragedy happened.

She said: “I was in the changing rooms and a lady came in and said ‘There’s an incident in the pool, is there a lifeguard?’ The child was on the bottom of 
the pool, so I dived in and got her out."

What parent concerned for their child's safety TALKS LIKE THAT? Kid was prolly her "sleep partner" and thus the not giving much of a shit…  
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File (hide): 7f510b1062d3449⋯.jpg (714.92 KB, 2102x1438, 1051:719, hmmmm.jpg)

>from the other chan
yeah i know sorry - can we get triggerd later?

what is it that this is censored on halfchan? Thread got 
deleted after anons startet to dig into these images.

also, i took a closer look, owle is matching with the big bird.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:25:25 ID: 5487b0 No.8205410

some anon's ruse. cheap b8.  
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>>8203720 (OP)
>>8203747
Can anyone break it down step by step how you guys got here?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:28:32 ID: 3373e6 No.8205437 >>8205564

>>8205396
>missing lines
It's a decorative cross.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_pattée  
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>>8205431
We just noticed a lot of people talking really creepily about pizza in wikileaks podesta emails.  

File (hide): 454ecfee2998177⋯.png (3.15 MB,
4121x2344, 4121:2344, 1.png)

File (hide): c7f9bcee7f109b0⋯.jpg (1.25 MB,
4121x2351, 4121:2351, 2.jpg)

File (hide): 0198405850ef537⋯.jpg (1.45 MB,
4121x2351, 4121:2351, 3.jpg)

File (hide): 8b3afb802762bc2⋯.jpg (1.41 MB,
4121x2351, 4121:2351, 4.jpg)

File (hide): eb72e366c9becc3⋯.jpg (1.32 MB,
4121x2351, 4121:2351, 5.jpg)
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Anything new with LA white rabbit?
Might snap some pics. Someone mentioned a surveillance apparatus on the building. Or maybe I'll drink a few beers and knock on the door.  
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:33:57 ID: c5951c No.8205501 >>8207104

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/57767
not relevant but fun to read still  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:34:04 ID: 38cad2 No.8205504 >>8205529

>>8205490
Source?  
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I posted about this last night, and I thought of another interesting connection. Relating back to the old 
Franklin Case, in Omaha Nebraska there were many businesses in Omaha related to the ring there. 
Godfather's Pizza was one, and another was The French Cafe. I actually conflated the two. Godfather's 
Pizza was just a pick up joint, while the French Cafe was supposed to be a place where in the basement 
children were sold and snuff films were made.

Terasol is a French cafe. And of course we know the pizza connection. What is the symbolism behind 
French cafes?

You can see in this video by David Shurter, who is a nut. I won't deny that. No matter how much of a nut he 
is, he knows *something* about this shit, because he knows where everything is and where shit happens. I 
think the pedos have fucking fried his brain.

I recommend watching all of this video series, but this one in particular shows you the "restaurant network."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYfPSzwJG04  
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>>8205442
Anyone has a timeline? Mindmap or anything else?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:36:20 ID: 515dda No.8205529

>>8205504
I saw it in one of the threads, can't remember where though
the more I think about it, the more I don't really remember, I've always had a shitty memory. It might have just shown up in my computer tonight or 
something, but KEK told me to enlighten people on his atrocity  
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=THAT'S THE THELEMA SYMBOL FFS==
PANIC  
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Guys?  
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>>8205540
now I'm not sure.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:39:44 ID: 59febb No.8205562

>>8205516
Maybe some french literature on child torture/sex/trafficking. I havent read much french literature, so i cant speak on it worth shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:39:45 ID: 817e85 No.8205564

>>8205437
from the wiki
>a French adjective in the feminine form used in its full context as la croix pattée, meaning literally "footed cross", from the noun patte, meaning foot, 
generally that of an animal.[1] The cross has 4 splayed feet, each akin to the foot, for example, of a chalice or candelabrum. In German it is called 
Tatzenkreuz from Tatze, foot, paw. Planché provides a dubious suggestion that the term comes from the Latin verb pateo, to lie open, be spread. He 
states it to be discernible on the standard of King Stephen (1135–1154).[2]

> feminine form used in its full context as la croix pattée

>a dubious suggestion that the term comes from the Latin verb pateo, to lie open, be spread

>discernible on the standard of King Stephen
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about stephen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_of_England  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:40:51 ID: ee9275 No.8205572
File (hide): ea15c2ed0b6c7ff⋯.jpg (81.99 KB, 678x960, 113:160, c5c271c8e9b54cf58d2dc86171….jpg)

>>8205446
Brilliant, brilliant fucking stuff m8.
Coherent, easy-to-read, understandable and 
efficient.
Please keep making more.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:41:36 ID: 79d4bb No.8205582

>>8203485
The white lines are electricity. They were shocked in order to be made obedient.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:42:47 ID: 5487b0 No.8205596

>>8205556
it it has a G in the middle with blue bg. smdh u silly goyim.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:43:05 ID: 8051bb No.8205601

>>8205200

>Allen was also charged with molesting his
own seven-year-old adopted daughter, Dylan
>a lot of adopted daughters
These guys are so sick. I guess looking out for adopted children is a good way to find the ones who weren't Satanic enough to sacrifice them Moloch.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:43:34 ID: cd4129 No.8205606 >>8205688 >>8205908

File (hide): 361fa34d2160dad⋯.jpg (215.75 KB, 753x927, 251:309, 01294784619.jpg)

From a book on the underground tunnels around Dupont Circle called Metamonuments, by Comet Pizza frequent 
visitor Jamen Huckenpahler, also a pal of Alafantis and Dr. Pong aka Oliver Miller. 

Reminded me of La Boum Boum Room.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:43:35 ID: effb32 No.8205607 >>8206007

Also guys, the reason they put all their symbols out there is because they're most likely sociopaths. I remember in my psych class that we talked about 
how sociopaths like to know that they can do these things without anyone knowing, thinking that they're better than everyone else. It's why serial killers 
leave clues, and apparently why these pedos use symbols.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:43:37 ID: ee9275 No.8205609
File (hide): ceaf901d95bccf3⋯.jpg (74.99 KB, 514x450, 257:225, RagnarosSmash.jpg)

>>8205542
We got you fucking kidfuckers on the run.  We just memed a President into the 
White House.  Do you think we will stop now?

THAT WASN'T EVEN OUR FINAL FORM  
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File (hide): ce676da12f755e6⋯.jpg (1.5 MB,
3800x4078, 1900:2039, a1 01.jpg)

File (hide): 9b5b44f7c34f29d⋯.png
(875.88 KB, 3186x4085, 3186:4085, a1 02.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:44:24 ID: 5bc1e8 No.8205615 >>8205733 >>8205754 >>8206518

>>8205526  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:44:37 ID: df4ba6 No.8205619 >>8205639

>>8205516
Actually this is something I know about for unrelated reasons. From a practical standpoint (not related to any symbolism I could only speculate on), cafes 
are easy to hide in plain sight if you want to organize groups that have high ranking members of society and stanger, more bohemian characters in one 
spot without too much suspicion. Think of how weird it was that there were all those freaks meeting at a pizza parlor, then objectively run that through the 
same situation in your brain, but this time they're at a closed cultural event at a fancy "French Cafe". Ignoring what we know, it's almost completely 
different in impression to a normie.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:45:22 ID: 61fc44 No.8205628

>>8203938
You can tell the place looks like shit because all the shots are really tight.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:45:28 ID: 38cad2 No.8205629
File (hide): 1f4356fd172be16⋯.gif (3.4 MB, 454x342, 227:171, 3-3.gif~original.gif)

>>8205542

Wtf?

Startpage 
search for 
@DiyChurch 
yeilds three 
results:

https://twitter.c
om/diychurch
http://diy-

church.blogspot.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/R1O1O1M/

Loving the masonic initiate gif from the blogspot link…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:45:48 ID: 171943 No.8205633 >>8205647 >>8205671

>>8205516

Who the fuck is this guy?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:46:14 ID: 44f511 No.8205639 >>8205845

File (hide): a066598aa95ef84⋯.jpg (34.1 KB, 425x613, 425:613, 10447082_10152486492754519….jpg)

>>8205619
Fuck! Thats genius, pizza joints and cafes are just a different part of the *SAME* front. You're brilliant. 
This is why they have the tunnels.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:46:34 ID: df4ba6 No.8205645

>>8205542
What is the DIYchurch? How do they counter us, besides the disassociating craziness?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:46:51 ID: fd51e6 No.8205646
File (hide): 82bcd986fa80bc4⋯.jpg (210.9 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, 1344980564840.jpg)

>>8205542
It's almost like these people have no clue what storm 
awaits. They think we're the fucking Belgians!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:46:53 ID: 38cad2 No.8205647

>>8205633
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ED1qpa_IPUc

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:47:06 ID: 515dda No.8205651

>>8205446
>pizza gate
can we not keep naming things after watergate? Water gate was the name of the hotel, it wasn't a literal gate. We could fucking call it crashing the pizza 
party or something. Not fucking X-gate.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:48:03 ID: f1ded0 No.8205664 >>8205845

>>8205542
The guy who runs that twitter account was talking about trolling us on dump.fm don't fall for it. He said that he wanted to be in a sticky on /pol/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:48:06 ID: b9732a No.8205666 >>8205681 >>8205707 >>8209796

File (hide): dffb9c43573f38b⋯.png (1.07 MB, 872x685, 872:685, ClipboardImage.png)

We need to dig more into the artist 
discovered in previous threads.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kimnobl
e/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:48:32 ID: 44f511 No.8205671 >>8205707 >>8205714

>>8205633
David Shurter alleges that his father was a high priest or some shit with the Satanic pedo ring. He's really fucking nuts, literal tin foil hat wearer. 
HOWEVER. No matter how crazy he is, he knows *something* about this shit and has uncovered verifiable information in the past. He also knows where 
all the Franklin locations are.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:49:51 ID: 38cad2 No.8205681 >>8205911

>>8205666
> is something I know about for unrelated reasons. From a practical standpoint (not related to any symbolism I could only speculate on), cafes are easy to 
hide in plain sight if you want to organize groups that have high ranking members of society and stanger, more bohemian characters in one spot without 
too much susp

Shes a fairly prominent figure in this realm already - same ring, different decades - we COULD contact her and ask her to look at what we have and 
supply any hints - but I don't quite feel like putting her through that…  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:50:03 ID: 515dda No.8205688 >>8205824 >>8205908

File (hide): c01801ce207e8eb⋯.png (337.98 KB, 420x1302, 10:31, STOP.png)

>>8205606
>everything is designed to degrade gracefully, including 
your body
bath filled with fucking acid or something?
STOP  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:51:26 ID: fd51e6 No.8205707 >>8205727 >>8205911

>>8205666
Your digits horrify me, and her material should only be used as reference. 

>>8205671
He's not crazy, he was targeted.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:51:46 ID: 38cad2 No.8205714 >>8205751

>>8205671
His latest video - he tells "The Order" "You want to do these things, you will find out what it is like to war with heaven" - doesn't seem too far off to me 
fellow crusaders.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:52:32 ID: 783ab3 No.8205725 >>8205766

>>8205490
>that shit in pic 3
It looks like the long haired person is vomiting blood/something red, or maybe it's dripping from their mouth. The streak on the clothes must be blood, 
maybe from stuggling. If you look closely, I think you can see blood dripping from the person in pic 4 too. Are they biting the kids? I also just realised that 
the devil head looks a little like a uterus.

also hello snail  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:52:35 ID: 44f511 No.8205727

>>8205707
I agree. I think he's been made crazy so that no one will take him seriously.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:53:21 ID: 171943 No.8205733 >>8205754

>>8205615

gonna ask again, what software is used to make these?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:54:23 ID: 38cad2 No.8205751 >>8205766 >>8205776

>>8205714
"Order out of chaos, but where does the chaos come from?" He says…

What if… what if Kek was their final vehicle? The order will be brought from chaos… Kek… guys, I think we fucked up lol  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:54:41 ID: 214fa4 No.8205754

>>8205733
Something like FreeMind.
>>8205615 
Did the mm file ever get posted?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:55:22 ID: 79d4bb No.8205763 >>8205808 >>8205851 >>8206556

>>8205396
That's a great horned owl. It's the provincial bird of Alberta - so maybe some connection there?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:55:31 ID: 515dda No.8205766 >>8205784 >>8205873 >>8207287

>>8205725
>blood from a struggle
the blood on the clothes also looks like snakes though. 
>>8205751
Kek isn't chaos, Kek is the mind, kek is thought
Set is chaos and Osiris is order.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:56:14 ID: 44f511 No.8205776

>>8205751
Kek uses chaos against itself.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:56:52 ID: 38cad2 No.8205784 >>8205908

>>8205766
If true, fantastic… but I'm starting to wonder lol. 

Starts to even feel like they let Donald win, so they could just have an excuse to start race violence in full..  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:57:48 ID: 5487b0 No.8205795 >>8205852

>>8205542
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryder_Ripps
http://ryder-ripps.com/

it's trash. dump.fm had the spooky rabbit picture uploaded to it a year or two back. some goy found that pic doing a reverse search, which he filmed on 
webm and posted. the goy does trippy retro websites. diychurch is on dump.fm it dropped a funny html page. the site might have been used for a german 
band in 2011 which maybe be friends with Ryder. 

none of this has anything to with pedoesta! the rabbit image was uploaded to dumpfm, the date is in the webm if u pause it. the rabbit image and daycare 
predate these wiki emails and the rabbit is most likely a hipster sticker campaign.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:58:26 ID: 817e85 No.8205808 >>8206485 >>8206556

>>8205763
the thing is, it is not a coincident that these two birds have the same amount of feather and claws. 

Any anon here with some background knowledge about flags?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 00:59:35 ID: 79d4bb No.8205824

>>8205688
Guess that anon that said they're decomposing the bodies in the blue barrels was right.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:00:52 ID: df4ba6 No.8205845 >>8205872

File (hide): 39223942fe16975⋯.png (398.08 KB, 333x555, 3:5, 1450317847303.png)

>>8205446
Perfect, you're kicking ass with these. I'm glad you did such a coherent job.
>>8205466
Anons have been jumping around the idea of going in a group. If we could get a handful together and get them over there we 
might find something really noteworthy.
>>8205664
Tinfoil thought: that's an easy way to get people to stop looking at what you've been doing.
>>8205639
The EASIEST way to get more girth on investigations like this is track the real estate, we're in the right direction looking 
closely at their fronts–what they CANNOT hide. Keep in mind that these people are able to drop everything and leave, but 
there is nobody in the world who gets this comfortable and covers every last name with black ink. Title searches are an easy 
way to get volumes on suspicious characters and weird activities (and how they all form a nexus), if I had more time I'd put 
more effort into that.

Remember this guys, this isn't 1985. The groups of people who indulge in this cannot hide from people like us who are 
straight up AUTISTIC in documenting names, activities, locations, symbols. Just like how HTML webpages brought about a 
new generation of people "in-the-know," these inforgraphics are weapons of pure titanium. They can fuck off to every corner of 

the map (notice the silence from Podesta?), but NOTICE they cannot LIVE without operating in the public sphere. It isn't just pure sociopathic narcissism, 
it's actually a core part of WHY they even do this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:01:21 ID: 38cad2 No.8205851

>>8205763
http://www.aardvarkpizza.com/
One world. One pizza.

304A Caribou Street, Banff, AB
(below the Rose & Crown)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:01:25 ID: e7ef00 No.8205852

>>8205795
I think they are having a laugh now with those ms paint images.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:01:43 ID: 2136c4 No.8205858 >>8207233 >>8207794 >>8207806

Anyone have the before and after the pizza place scrubbed the triangle off its logo? I didn't save it and I can't fucking find it in the previous thread 
archives even though I know its there  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:03:27 ID: e4343f No.8205872

>>8205845
How about someone with a hidden cam go in with a necklace of the boylove symbol?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:03:33 ID: 0f596a No.8205873 >>8206261 >>8207287

>>8205766
You're a fucking idiot. Kek isn't just Chaos, he's the single most potent form of it, and the part that chases out the false 'Order' of the Kali Yuga to make 
room for the True Light of the Golden Age. Set represents this false 'Order' of the Jews and other foreigners.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:03:56 ID: 8e25aa No.8205880
File (hide): cbc8eee36d6310f⋯.png (498.31 KB, 557x994, 557:994, masonic.png)

Besta pizza logo also masonic related, in 
addition to the pedo symbol.  

File (hide): c7bd51398aa58d0⋯.png (1.25 MB,
1920x942, 320:157, insidebesta1.png)

File (hide): ab50db78613b8ee⋯.png (2.32 MB,
1916x941, 1916:941, insidebesta2.png)

File (hide): d821ccd9fb0e94c⋯.jpg (496.25 KB,
1912x938, 956:469, insidebesta3.jpg)

File (hide): 49c49a37a519a88⋯.png (3.87 MB,
1919x935, 1919:935, insidebesta4.png)

File (hide): b695b074e119e7d⋯.png (3.21 MB,
1920x930, 64:31, insidebesta5.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:06:04 ID: ee9275 No.8205908 >>8205953 >>8206277

>>8205606
Alright, so I went on Google and was able to rip pictures from inside/outside the store.  That whole "bath" aspect got me really concerned; sort of a "where 
did I see that before?"

In September 2010, it was a Computer Repair Shop.
In August 2015, it's called Hope Floats; a spa specializing in sensory deprivation chambers.  I'm not fucking kidding you.  The anon that posted in Thread 
3 (whose post was capped in the first post of Thread 4) was not fucking with us.

http s://www.google.com/maps/@38.9895968,-77.0946979,3a,47.1y,6.19h,90.4t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sfpvqfUcMaaLibQhx_j-opQ!2e0!7i13312!8i6656

Take a gander and see for yourself.

>>8205688
>>8205784
We're onto something big, gentleman.  
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819x614, 819:614, tree_of_life_combo.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:06:24 ID: b9732a No.8205911 >>8206079 >>8206109

>>8205681
If her paintings speak the truth, I don't think I'd want to either

>>8205707
I was hoping I wouldn't get a sign from Kek to keep digging, honestly. 

In four of her paintings, the Jewish Kabbalah (Tree of Life) is drawn. Many of her paintings, if I'm understanding them, are on the fucked up side - blue 
figures holding cigarettes and laughing, as they murder and rape children, depictions of Hell and everything in between.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:07:13 ID: b84e64 No.8205920

Question>>8205607

It is more than that.

It is part of a mind control. Symbols are easier to grasp and communicate. Just look at he memes on 4chan. A lot of them are entirely senseless to an 
outsider. They are propagation of culture.

Satanism is thoroughly entrenched in the idea that symbols can be used to control a fair portion of the population. Just look at how well the media 
manipulates everyone to look the other way and not focus on wikileaks or Comet Ping Pong.

That is why meming this into the public consciousness is so important.

The False Memories Institute shows how deep this really goes and how they have a 30 year head start on convincing everyone that satanic ritual abuse 
is entirely fake.

Keep in mind, even Freud has writings where he claims some of his female patients were subjected to ritual abuse.

The symbols and the mk ultra style imagery is effective against a small sliver of the population. Suggestibility and intelligence are interdependent. The 
prize you get from running a thousand people through rituals where some are sacrificed, is that you get some who are completely dissociative, but still 
able to operate as a functional human.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:07:23 ID: 515dda No.8205922

>>8205490
https://archive.is/gVqVO#selection-313.0-313.314
More Info
>There would then be a great performance with masks, candles, inverted crosses, swords and animals. Rabbits were disembowelled, the blood was 
poured on naked girls, and some men and women worshipped the devil. We, the experienced girls, were doubled up with laughter when we saw them 
busy with their carnival masks.
>all of these things are on the images  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:08:10 ID: 8051bb No.8205933 >>8206009

>>8205516
>Italian brothers
>it's always connected to the Italians, Priest, Pope, >Mafia
Weren't the Catholics/Italians still operating the catacombs until rather recently? Maybe has something to do with their obsession with underground 
hideouts  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:08:32 ID: 0a6a86 No.8205942

>>8204143
>Hawaii_link.jpg

By the way that screencap pasted in the upper right is really small, I have a hard time reading it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:08:44 ID: b84e64 No.8205944 >>8206027 >>8206029 >>8210101

Hey lurkers…

Type 

ritual.technology

into your browser

look where it takes you  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:09:00 ID: c3ac88 No.8205953 >>8205988

>>8205908

Absolutely nothing.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:11:24 ID: ee9275 No.8205988 >>8206027

>>8205953
>le boum boum room has baths
>shop opens next door with the same kind of bullshit

Fuck you nigger. It's suspicious as fuck.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:11:38 ID: d70068 No.8205995 >>8206116 >>8206261 >>8206328 >>8206571

>>8205446
I think the dominoes on cheese e-mail from "Herb" is innocuous. Dude clearly loves his food.
https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613

> Mary and John 
> I think you should give notice when changing strategies which have been  long in place. I immediately realized something was different by the shape of 
the box and I contemplated who would be sending me something in the square shaped box.
 
Presumably, Mary and John send food to Herb in a standard way Herb is accustomed to, but this time the package was different. Judging by the style of 
speech of the whole e-mail, referring to this as "changing strategies" is Herb being Herb. Using quirky, kind of military-esque ways of saying regular 
things. Herb is being playful here.

> Lo and behold, instead of pasta and wonderful sauces, it was a lovely, tempting assortment of cheeses, Yummy. 

We see a lot of mention of pasta and sauces in the e-mails it seems. In this instance it could be home made that they often send to Herb, as friends 
might.

>I am awaiting the  return of my children and grandchildren from their holiday travels so that we can demolish them.

It sounds like Herb really appreciates good food. In this context "demolish them" refers to the cheeses. It's like saying "I'm going to enjoy eating these and 
there won't even be crumbs left when I'm done". Kinda like the Cookie Monster "demolishes" cookies (although that messy fucker does leave crumbs). 
The infographic appears to suggest "demolish them" may refer to something else, but it does appear Herb is simply referring to the cheeses here.

> Thank you so much. I hope you and your gang are well.  I miss you both 
> Best wishes fro a merry Christmas and Happy New Year. 
> Herb

Not much to say on this, standard closing of correspondence.

> Ps. Do you think I’ll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?

Dominoes as in the game. It's been referenced in other e-mails and the context there implies they literally mean the game Dominoes. 

In this instance, "play dominoes on cheese" could also be said "play dominoes while on cheese". It's a joke, implying when having eaten pasta Herb is 
perhaps not that good at playing dominoes. And given the Podestas have switched things up a bit and sent him cheeses to eat this time, do they think 
that might help him play better?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:12:13 ID: 79d4bb No.8206007 >>8206072

>>8205607
Nigga the symbols are their versions of memes. When you see a Pepe, you think of Kek. When they see a pizza, they think of little girls.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:12:21 ID: 44f511 No.8206009 >>8206028

>>8205933
B O Y S T O W N  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:13:49 ID: c3ac88 No.8206027 >>8206066 >>8206071

>>8205944

it takes us to your shitty website that has nothing to do with what's going on

>>8205988
grasping at straws  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:13:52 ID: 38cad2 No.8206028 >>8206052

>>8206009
THIS!!! If you don't know, look up Franklin Coverup - or listen to these two eps of this podcast (very listenable, well edited, no banter or wasted time. 
VERY Chilling).

http://swordandscale.com/sword-and-scale-episode-5/

http://swordandscale.com/sword-and-scale-episode-6/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:13:56 ID: d0130b No.8206029 >>8206045 >>8206050 >>8206123

>>8205944
how about you post a screenshot or archive link, because I ain't doing that shit, nigger.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:14:47 ID: f1ded0 No.8206045

>>8206029
I'm pretty sure it's from the DIYchurch trying to troll us

DIY, take it to 4chan. They'll go apeshit  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:15:10 ID: e7ef00 No.8206050 >>8206124

>>8206029
I think it's the diychurch guys trying to troll us.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:15:21 ID: 44f511 No.8206052 >>8206104

>>8206028
Franklin is pretty much the original investigation into all this shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:15:57 ID: ee9275 No.8206066 >>8206124

>>8206027
Filtered for being a non-digger nigger. Thanks for your unhelpful bullshitting.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:16:09 ID: b84e64 No.8206071 >>8206122

>>8206027
That site was embedded in an element in the mk ultra style site here, that did not have any info from the whois  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:16:14 ID: 033000 No.8206072

>>8206007
Yeah, if we were the elites we'd slip our memes into everything too. Hopefully they would still just refer to funny shit and not child sex dungeons.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:16:48 ID: 515dda No.8206079 >>8206109 >>8206134

>>8205911
>snakes
what the fuck do these snakes mean.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:18:18 ID: 38cad2 No.8206104 >>8206110 >>8206173 >>8210922

>>8206052
Indeed. It may be an interesting idea to consider contacting some of the people involved in figuring this out in the past.

Kim Noble the painter - though putting her through that kind of pain, would be just cruel
Fritz Springmeier - out of jail and openly deals with this
David Icke - Though I have heard mods were ontop of people talking about this, not censoring but just… keeping an eye on it
Henrik Palmgren/Red Ice Radio - No qualms and big balls

MKUltra victim lawyers/help groups - anything "unofficial", that is to say - anything like "Rape Victims Support Group of America" is probably going to be 
either A) useless or B) part of this, lol  

File (hide): 80d1a36fde65361⋯.png (1.05 MB,
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File (hide): fbeafd1bfe86583⋯.png (1.01 MB,
1020x862, 510:431, No No!.png)

File (hide): 7be1349709ed361⋯.png (352.62 KB,
995x855, 199:171, Nowhere To Run.png)

File (hide): 190166a4f3409c5⋯.png (861.02 KB,
1053x868, 1053:868, The Birthday Party!.png)

File (hide): fa5cc00c4993d0b⋯.png (1.32 MB,
1075x881, 1075:881, What Ted Saw.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:19:01 ID: b9732a No.8206109 >>8209743

>>8205911
>>8206079
The snakes are the least worrying thing that she paints  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:19:10 ID: 44f511 No.8206110 >>8206156 >>8207540

>>8206104
David Icke is controlled opposition in my opinion. He's always shoving marbles up his ass.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:19:28 ID: 7807f5 No.8206116

>>8205995
I'll say it.

This post reads like absolute bullshit.

It's too dismissive given the scummy behavior we know these people take part in outside of just the 2spoopy bullshit they do for 'fun'.

Emails like this one are not the sort of thing you'd send given the context of all the other podesta emails. This is the sort of shit you send from your yahoo 
account (lol) to another general account. Not the kind of email you think needs to be sent over a private supposedly well controlled and secure server for 
DNC and official whitehouse strategies.

Something 'innocuous' even being in the same pool of emails as the podesta emails is down right suspect. Adding to that the reference that reeks of code 
in so many other emails it's not that hard to connect the dots. If normies on twitter can you'd best bet that others here can.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:19:57 ID: c3ac88 No.8206122

>>8206071
wtf does that have to do with solid connections to pizza gate. Stop trying to push your shitty dirchurch art project  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:20:06 ID: b84e64 No.8206123

>>8206029

Look, this site and all of the others that are linked in these crazy mk ultra stuff that also links to DIY, is demonstrating something very clear.

It is a whole new symbology that I really feel is evil because it is based on the idea that to control people you have to create dissociative states.

I didn't find anything useful at ritual.technology

But I am noticing, as I download all of these sketchy sites, that there is hidden stuff that doesn't make sense.

The common thread? The art of dissociated children. When a child is broken enough, you can see the art they draw takes a dark abstract turn.

When you see people 'advertising' this type f artwork ( I honestly believe) that is because they have access to children to have been subjected to ritual 
abuse.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:20:08 ID: 214fa4 No.8206124 >>8206151

>>8206066
The original reference had no context and reddit spacing. I'm looking around and 
>>8206050 probably this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:20:50 ID: 79d4bb No.8206134 >>8206271

>>8206079
Snakes are symbols of Lucifer as Prometheus. The knowledge bringer. They're tied around the Tree of Life (the fucking apple), which represents the 10 
spheres of reality - from the lowest one (the root, the physical) to the topmost one (divinity itself).  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:21:31 ID: c3ac88 No.8206142 >>8206148

The MKA ultra stuff is a red herring. Don't get caught upon it, it will only be used by normies to dismess anything newfound.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:21:58 ID: c3ac88 No.8206148

>>8206142
*dismiss  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:22:24 ID: b84e64 No.8206151 >>8206164 >>8206176

>>8206124

Christ, I am not a DIY troll.

Just start downloading ENTIRE SITES and see what you find.

There is something weird about all of these sites by these supposedly connected pedophiles. What is blowing my mind is that I haven't found anything 
concrete, but a culture of hidden bizarre art that alludes to either MK Ultra or the Occult.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:22:39 ID: 38cad2 No.8206156 >>8206177 >>8206184

File (hide): b7af222f8558488⋯.jpg (31.45 KB, 764x319, 764:319, serveimage.jpg)

>>8206110
Could be - and that is my thinking about Alex Jones (limited hangout, why make your own radio show when 
you can just listen to his! Feeding on our passivity.)

Either way, I don't think we need to spread this much, I just read a thread about the analytics of this issue 
and it's passed beyond 500,000 from all over the world. (I am of course going to try and confirm this for 
myself, cause pic!)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:23:28 ID: 214fa4 No.8206164 >>8206176

>>8206151
Yeah I am grabbing it now in case it is something.  

File (hide): b2b84d7afb8f1a1⋯.png (792.77 KB,
1099x874, 1099:874, Beyond Ted.png)

File (hide): f1a94f98226ab75⋯.png (1004.15 KB,
1020x868, 255:217, Chain Reaction.png)

File (hide): 0d8bfee40dd0cce⋯.png (1.5 MB,
1043x859, 1043:859, Clinging To Life.png)

File (hide): 9e3cb6bdd44d3f6⋯.png (1.46 MB,
1031x860, 1031:860, Training In Progress.png)

File (hide): 104471cd8fc3dcc⋯.png (852.07 KB,
1090x868, 545:434, Unspeakable.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:23:52 ID: b9732a No.8206173 >>8207592 >>8211067

>>8206104
You're right, I've just started looking into Kim…the kikes will pay  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:24:08 ID: c3ac88 No.8206176 >>8206288

>>8206151
>>8206164

>>>/x/

How are these sites connected in any way shape or form.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:24:18 ID: 44f511 No.8206177

>>8206156
AJ is definitely controlled opposition.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:24:35 ID: fd51e6 No.8206184 >>8206220

>>8206156
Easily, there are videos about this with close to that number of views on Youtube. The elites are panicking and the rest of the world is blissfully unaware of 
how much bleach has been used in the course of the last 72 hours.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:25:32 ID: 0a6a86 No.8206195 >>8206256

>>8204794
>Has anyone actually tried to contact local/low level law enforcement? 

I think contacting retired investigators would be better because 1) they have more free time to look at this kind of stuff and 2) they tend to have contacts in 
various agencies and they could find information that we can't find because we only use the internet  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:27:26 ID: 38cad2 No.8206220 >>8206256 >>8206257

>>8206184
We keep pushing blindly ahead, picking at every scab - benign or not. They will be falling over the bodies trying to get away eventually and frankly, this is 
exactly what the deCamp's and the like of the past could never do.

They weren't 500,000+ people all over the world at once. It's like being stung by a million bees… good luck making ALL of them "suicide"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:29:28 ID: 38cad2 No.8206256

>>8206195
ATTN ALL: If you watch a documentary or find anything from ANYONE who has EVER investigated this, don't just skip ahead and forget their name. They 
could help us solidify our archives for the eventuality described here:
>>8206220
and here
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5chyrw/this_is_how_we_win/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:29:29 ID: fd51e6 No.8206257 >>8206285 >>8206309

>>8206220
They probably rested a lot of their hopes on war with Russia, so they could blame the leaks as being phony Russian photoshopped propaganda in some 
form of next generational warfare.

Let's not forget that the NYPD apparently has leads on this as well, which they are not too happy to sit still with.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:29:55 ID: df4ba6 No.8206261

>>8205873
we have the best lore

>>8205995
i thought the same when reading the dominoes on cheese line, but i held judgment until i saw all this other shit  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:30:26 ID: 7807f5 No.8206268

Watch for dismissive tones and misleading info in the thread now. halfchan is being ddosed so they're on to the investigation as a whole and you can 
assume they're lurking here now too. Don't take anything at face value anymore. Look at it yourself if it smells vaguely of a sidestep.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:30:35 ID: 0cd2ee No.8206271

>>8206134
Hence, if you watch the movie, "First Kid" with suspected pedophile and child star, Brock Pierce, you'll see a bunch of really creepy shit like this. 
Symbolism everywhere. 
He even goes into a dark chatroom to covertly chat with an adult in a really creepy way. The name of the chatroom? Snakechat. I referenced it today and 
was spooked. They control all aspects of media save memes.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:31:08 ID: 79d4bb No.8206277

>>8205908
>a computer repair shop
>turned spa
>turned pizzeria
Something here doesn't add up. There should be way to much space in there, right?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:32:05 ID: 38cad2 No.8206285 >>8206309

>>8206257
Could we get an email list for every officer in the precinct or something? Email everyone. Sure the pissed off Captain will be livid and spitting on people, 
but the guy who signed up 3 days ago might help us… sure they know they HAD SOME Evidence, but once again, they didn't have 500,000+ hours to 
review it all!  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:32:16 ID: b84e64 No.8206288 >>8206340 >>8209937

>>8206176

The sites are connected in a variety of ways.

First, I dl'd easthamptonbabysitters.com

Cheese pizza picture. Nothing, really.

Then, same dude, friend of Bill Clinton has another vacation site. He is also a masseuse.

Dl that site and find him with what may be a whipped young girl.

This lead someone to trace a couple of other sites through social media links.

itsmark.us has all the bizarre artwork. Links to the radio sites, to an electrician and stuff are all over this site, provided by another 8channer.

IT HAS ZERO WHOIS information, which I find really strange.

But then, some of the names mentioned seem to be part of this world, where they are security guards at train depots and ports.

Weird sites are linked all over and names are all over that tie into everything we have been discussing about Comet Ping Pong.

Having a grasp of the symbology is important if you are going to find more. I have started downloading other sites, like femalecannibals and anything 
related to satanism or cannibalism to try and find a connection.

That is where I am at. Not a troll.>>8206268  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:34:15 ID: fd51e6 No.8206309 >>8206327

>>8206257
that, or the kabbalistic cult is throwing the jews and satanists under the bus so they can roll out their Kosher form of kabbalized Christianity.

Or maybe Trump will actually open up those libel laws and force us all into silence ._.

>>8206285
I think we're in a bit of a predicament until Jan 20th to be honest, unless we get smart and pick up the slack on the memetic front.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:35:31 ID: 38cad2 No.8206327

>>8206309
Fantastic idea, it gives the autists who cannot dox or Sherlock Holmes their way through this, something to do.

We memed a president, lets meme an investigation! Or at least, public outrage.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:35:32 ID: 676641 No.8206328

>>8205995
>>8205995
>play dominoes on cheese

This line really stuck out to me. It just doesn't make sense.

>do they think that might help him play better?

I've never before heard cheese being described as a performance enhancing drug. 

And why would anyone be the least bit concerned about playing dominos better?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:36:18 ID: c3ac88 No.8206340 >>8206400

>>8206288
What? You still never explained how any of these sites were found or how it is tied in. This just seems like a red herring, especially if the sites were 
posted by one random person on the chans. Every time something like this or an ARG pops up this is how it gets derailed. There are thousands of 
unrelated weird art sites and every time people jump to them to fill in the blanks when they are unrelated. Don't spend too much time on them, focus on 
the concrete leads we have so far.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:37:15 ID: bb75c8 No.8206353 >>8206373 >>8206428

File (hide): dfe7c704ce762d5⋯.webm (4.68 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, blue house.webm) [play once] [loop]
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:37:46 ID: 0cd2ee No.8206359 >>8206389

Anyone remember the photos that started popping up on 4chan with the owl flag, skype call with podesta and some guy that looked like Austin Crites? 
Where were those from.. steganography in the pizza.jpg, or from the hacked comet ping pong site? I never got a bead on that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:39:11 ID: c3ac88 No.8206373
File (hide): 30136e85270f057⋯.png (81.38 KB, 236x236, 1:1, angry-pepe.png)

>>8206353

FUCK OFF WITH YOUR SHITTY ART 
ALREADY 
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:40:02 ID: dbf35e No.8206384

>>8205180
digital fax  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:40:23 ID: c3ac88 No.8206389 >>8206456

>>8206359

there was no stenography in pizza.jpg all of the claimed images that came from it were many times larger than the original file. All of that was faked 
yesterday  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:41:08 ID: b84e64 No.8206400

>>8206340
Fair enough. I don't want to derail anyone.

My stance is that if there is a giant occult conspiracy, there will be connections. In order to find those connections, I'm hoping to, first get a big picture 
sense of what I am looking for. People, businesses and charitable organizations with common symbology involving kids, is all I've got.

Otherwise, this isn't a giant conspiracy. It is a small one, we are looking for. That is not the direction everyone is headed, though. Everyone thinks 
government and law enforcement are involved on a large scale.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:42:37 ID: 38cad2 No.8206425
File (hide): 4f6fa0444062baa⋯.jpg (63.96 KB, 480x360, 4:3, 123.jpg)

We gotta rally the autists if we aren't actively 
following a lead, they have a new meme to 
generate!

We memed a president in, now we meme the pizza.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:42:51 ID: d0130b No.8206428 >>8206454 >>8206689

>>8206353
What a shitty video, having the visuals be an ADD ridden mess with no sources or explanation is not conductive. 

These threads are getting bombarded with misleading or irrelevant information. Lots of posts without context.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:43:38 ID: 975f84 No.8206441 >>8206597

Here's the cult abuse book or whatever.
http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:44:56 ID: b84e64 No.8206454 >>8206518

>>8206428

Maybe someone can chime in with some of the most solid leads to investigate and the best way to investigate them.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:45:07 ID: 0cd2ee No.8206456 >>8206470

>>8206389
How do you fake what looks like a picture that looks to be taken internally at Stratfor with John Podesta clearly on the call? That makes no sense, as that 
particular picture looked legit. THe owl flag I could understand.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:46:09 ID: c3ac88 No.8206470

>>8206456

I meant all the images people claimed to be in in were fake, not the pizza image itself  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:47:45 ID: 79d4bb No.8206485
File (hide): d9dee3fac1e9167⋯.jpg (36.27 KB, 460x364, 115:91, teutonicflag1.jpg)

>>8205808
The closest that I know 
of that looks like that is 
the Teutonic Order flag.

Dunno, I think that's a 
ruse cruise.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:48:10 ID: 975f84 No.8206489 >>8206541

There are a lot of shills in other boards, noticed a few back at /v/. They seem too intimidated to come here though.
Look at this faggot denying everything when he is faced with evidence >>>/v/11207049  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:50:56 ID: 214fa4 No.8206518

>>8206454

Some stuff
>>8205446
>>8205473
>>8205615
>>8205484
>>8205542

Maybe especially Arun Rao >>8205455  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:52:25 ID: 7807f5 No.8206534

>>8205455
His twit account has since been locked btw.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:52:36 ID: 0cd2ee No.8206541 >>8206664

>>8206489

Perhaps. There was an intriguing screencap on 4chan a while back that purported to show internal CTR discord chat with them discussing USC 
treasonous uses of NSA technology, namely, FoxAcid to compromise peoples machines/harvest. Don't know if that was legit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:53:09 ID: 1109fa No.8206545 >>8206559

I can't help but be reminded of the Johnny Gosch case and the Franklin child prostitution ring scandal. You know, the one about a secret demon 
worshipping pedo ring in top political levels.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:53:45 ID: 0f14a9 No.8206555

is there a discord or something for these investigations?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:53:53 ID: 7807f5 No.8206556 >>8206572 >>8206573 >>8206595 >>8206768

>>8205808
>>8205763
>>8205396

Remember the owl statues on pedo island. They seem to love the bird imagery.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:54:07 ID: 44f511 No.8206559 >>8206616

>>8206545
This is the same case… 30 years later.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:54:52 ID: 35069c No.8206566 >>8206597

File (hide): 0224cce925f8dd0⋯.jpg (137.93 KB, 640x480, 4:3, severe low functioning aut….jpg)

>this all turns out to be 
the largest and most 
intricate ARG ever made 

one can hope  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:55:00 ID: dbf35e No.8206571

>>8205995
>playing dominos on cheese
its drugs its fucking drugs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:55:01 ID: c3ac88 No.8206572

>>8206556
That bird is a red herring, some anon claimed to have magically found it with no source and refused to follow up  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:55:05 ID: 44f511 No.8206573

>>8206556
Bohemian Grove.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5dHhvpHIjM  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:56:31 ID: f7ad51 No.8206595

>>8206556

From Whys to Wise  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:56:38 ID: 975f84 No.8206597 >>8206679

>>8206566
Are you stupid? Do your research man, this has happened before and will keep on happening unless something is done.
Read about Dutroux and the Franklin scandal here >>8206441
How's that for an ARG?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:57:04 ID: 75844a No.8206604 >>8206716 >>8206720 >>8207581

>>8191157

I made a Break on the Articles here;

https://web.archive.org/web/20161112014232/http://mulberrypizzeria.com/press/

Each article contains a reference to (5) "jerseys" each Jersey is a hyper link to buy it,

If you take the number from each jersey,(substituting "08" in place of "8") You come up with a series of 10 digit Numbers; My best guess is they are 
numbers linked to Internet lines or Burn phones.

See Below;

BALTIMORE RAVENS ROBERT GRIFFIN 3 CAN BRING BRAND NEW DANGER SO THAT YOU CAN AFC NORTHERN
https://archive.is/aDz88
291-218-1805

ELIZA LOMBARDI MOVING FORWARD TO BY FRONT-OFFICE CHARACTER USING PATRIOTS
https://archive.is/tIdpY
291-183-2910

CAROLINA PANTHERS GAME ENTHUSIASTS INTERACT WITH KEVIN DURANT DECIDING UPON ALONG WITH OLDER EXPRESS ENTHUSIAST
https://archive.is/eWHZx
540-988-5903

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY FRESH PACKERS PRESEASON DEGREE INDEX CHART PROTECTIVE BUTTOCKS
https://archive.is/eDYVb
128-927-6969

OAKLAND RAIDERS MIGHT NOT BE BLUFFING PERTAINING TO VEGAS
https://archive.is/txX9f
290-804-1115

JETS’ LESSONS MIGHT BE DETERMINED AS A RESULT OF UPSHOT OF MO WILKERSON FABLE
https://archive.is/62CLY
879-191-8774

WAYS JERRY REESE SET THAT GAMBLING MEANT FOR GOOD RESULTSOF|SIMPLY BY|BY WAY OF|BY MEANS OF|FROM|BY JUST|BY 
SIMPLY|THROUGH} STAFF CO-OWNER RUBEN MARA TO SET THE GAMBLING ROSTER THIS LOST A FEW BELIEVABILITY JONATHAN 
CASILLAS JERSEY, COMMON SUPERVISOR JERRY REESE FEATURES IT SEEMS CHANGED YOUR PARTNER’S ROSTER-BUILDING 
PHILOSOPHIES SO THAT THEY CAN HARDEN THIS TEAMS MAKEUP FOUNDATION.
https://archive.is/o4A17
545-420-5423

INDIANA COLTS 2015 STANDING ANALYSIS SAFETIES
https://archive.is/scz4c
101-521-9783  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 01:58:00 ID: 0cd2ee No.8206616

>>8206559
But decentralized. Hence, scary as all living shit for them.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:01:32 ID: b84e64 No.8206664 >>8206746

>>8206541
Did anyone ever track that down? I couldn't get an answer as to the validity of it.

However, if someone can reasonably demonstrate credibility on FoxAcid, I do know someone in the NSA (who is a good person) I can drop it on, without 
the knowing I gave it to them.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:02:58 ID: 74b157 No.8206679
File (hide): 6a401f1593dec4f⋯.jpg (63.21 KB, 600x900, 2:3, bang.jpg)

>>8206597
Chill. Dude can't even make a joke 
to make loose the atmosphere.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:03:33 ID: bb75c8 No.8206689
File (hide): 493fe7bbf57881a⋯.jpg (134.39 KB, 821x681, 821:681, P1030065 str tuned 30.JPG)

>>8206428
Hey shit for brains the audio is here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axe7fZkO0f0
THe pictures are from the Egyptian satanic masonic connection by david carrico

EVERYONE KNOWS ABOUT BOHEMIAN GROVE EVERYONE KNOWS ABOUT BOYSTOWN THIS IS 
THE BLUE HOUSE SRA CASE FROM EVANSVILLE INDIANA

He CLEARLY states that freemasonry is the reoccurring "ingredient" crucial to initiating institutionalized ritual 
child abuse.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:05:44 ID: b84e64 No.8206716

>>8206604
I couldn't get any of those to work and only a couple seemed to ever have existed as a real phone number.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:05:51 ID: 7dd038 No.8206720 >>8206752 >>8206776

>>8206604
nice work, thought the jersey numbers would mean something, but 5 per article is significant. 

I played around with the RG3 article last night, you will notice that it is a rewrite with different words of a similar nature, but there are a few places where 
there is a deviation from this and things like "on the lookout", "did not find" etc appear.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:08:29 ID: 0cd2ee No.8206746

>>8206664
I'm not even going to begin to touch that. I never saw anything to suggest it was even legit. But it was interesting, for sure. 

I think everyone is going to chase their little ends of the thread and somehow, somewhere, somebody is going to fuck up and give up the game. It's only a 
matter of time, look at the quantity of information that has been revealed in such a short time, and the sheer breadth of this suspected ring. They WILL 
fuck up. They probably already have and are hoping that the reality is simply too much for the broader public. As someone posted earlier, this is where 
memes come in. They bring awareness on a level that transcends the programming that they are instituting.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:08:45 ID: 75844a No.8206752 >>8207163

>>8206720
>round with the RG3 article last night, you will notice that it is a rewrite with different words of a similar nature, but there are a few places where there is a 
deviation fro

same for me with the ravens article..  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:09:04 ID: 4b36ab No.8206762

Okay guys we need to search usenet groups for mentions of comet pingpong and besta pizza.

Here is a sample search with lots of results:
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!search/%22comet$20ping$20pong%22

Post here with results.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:09:42 ID: 79d4bb No.8206768 >>8206832

>>8206556
The owl is Minerva, the thing masons worship because she represents wisdom. The goddess in charge of arts, trade, crafts and magic. But that shit is 
misdirection, because the rituals they're doing in her name are actually going to Moloch.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:10:16 ID: 75844a No.8206776 >>8206840

>>8206720
It is worth Noting that there are (8) articles each with a 10 digit code. This would inturn allow 10 lines of Hex code  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:14:23 ID: b6bb50 No.8206828
File (hide): bb6323cd4f5b20c⋯.jpg (968.64 KB, 2200x1463, 200:133, 8f87c2d368fdc549456a6e0b26….jpg)

pizza boat in the Caribbean  
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2015-09-03/this-couple-dropped-
everything-to-open-a-pizza-boat-in-the-caribbean  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:14:42 ID: bb75c8 No.8206832
File (hide): 63c4c1f8dc8b6ac⋯.png (726.72 KB, 800x900, 8:9, WEARETHEELECT.png)

>>8206768
owls eat rabbits  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:15:12 ID: 4b36ab No.8206840 >>8210643

File (hide): 9900f42e2f25783⋯.png (158.14 KB, 734x964, 367:482, affiliated.png)

>>8206776
Heres a list of bars affiliated with comet pingpong and a band called "The 
Babies"
https://groups.go 
ogle.com/forum/#!search/%22comet$20ping$20pong%22/woodsist/2TbUgr6LY
Ko/HvEJE_eibJQJ  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:16:30 ID: 379fde No.8206857 >>8206862

File (hide): 2d9ccbdb95ff4d8⋯.jpg (3.69 KB, 255x184, 255:184, 1428108785693.jpg)

>>8203938
kind of want 
some pizza now
>fuck  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:17:05 ID: f1ded0 No.8206862

>>8206857
Honestly it looks pretty good  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:29:05 ID: ae94ac No.8207025 >>8207312

hxxp://www.metroweekly.com/visitors-guide-to-dc/
hxxp://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/arts/article/13042676/grass-widow-at-comet-ping-pong
hxxp://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/arts/article/13043850/ital-at-comet-ping-pong
hxxp://dc.eater.com/maps/the-21-essential-pizzerias-of-washington-dc
hxxp://legacy.washingtoncitypaper.com/bestofdc/artsandentertainment/2014/best-best-curated-rock-venue
hxxp://townhomes.eya.com/chevy-chase-lake/neighborhood
hxxp://www.washingtonblade.com/2013/02/27/concerts-strike-up-the-band/
hxxp://www.playbackthetape.com/events.html
hxxp://www.washingtonblade.com/2013/12/05/calendar-december-6-lgbt-events-nightlife-jd-samson/
hxxp://www.washingtonblade.com/2013/04/25/lust-and-lewis-this-weekend/
hxxp://www.metroweekly.com/2015/09/pop-rock-folk-and-jazz-music-fall-arts-preview-2015/
hxxp://washingtonlife.com/2010/05/14/power-list-2010-dc-power-couples/
hxxp://www.metroweekly.com/2013/12/stars-of-spunky-synth-pop/
hxxp://editions.us.com/ontap_1114/files/assets/basic-html/page32.html
hxxp://askshigeko.com/en/node/1041
hxxp://www.radarredux.com/2009/05/dc-based-panda-head-magazine-dishes/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/2008/10/get-to-it-19/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/abaete/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/alice-temperley/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/bagels-for-the-soul/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/baltimore/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/betsey-johnson/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/callum-robbins/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/channels/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/comet-ping-pong/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/film/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/jawbox/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/shoes/feed/
hxxp://shoptreasury.com/wpress/tag/stylista/feed/
hxxp://www.digitalbethesdamagazine.com/bethesdamagazine/july_august_2014/LinkContent.action?lm=1403538572000  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:29:14 ID: aa9e30 No.8207028 >>8207067 >>8207204 >>8210742

File (hide): cac5c6f28ad72d5⋯.png (1.14 MB, 1680x996, 140:83, CometPizzaEstate.PNG)

Anon passing by who wants to see if he can contribute. 

Any real estators here? I had a look at Ping Pong and its neighbors property details on propertyshark.com, 
and it raised two major questions:

1) Comet Ping Pong's building is HUGE. It is twice the size of the average restaurants' building, hence also 
double the price. Any normal entrepreneur would not have the money to fund this investment, so inevitably 
you'd go to the bank for a mortgage. Wouldn't a normal banker say: find a building half the size and I'll 
consider it, instead of actually funding it? How on earth was this funded, and why on earth did it have to be 
THIS building?

2) I have no clue whether this is relevant, but the sales price was $0 on 2005 in the building next door, which from 2013 is currently owned by Red Fox 
Cafe. I have no idea who ran it before then.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:31:52 ID: aa9e30 No.8207067

>>8207028
Sorry, not "owned" by Red Fox, but under contract. I'm not too deeply involved with business, just hoping anyone of expertise can derive anything from 
this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:34:40 ID: aa1360 No.8207104

>>8205501
Weirdly enough, there's a long section in there near the top about how terrible multiculturalism is for Europe… well, for European Jews. Whatever, it's 
anti-multiculturalism.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:37:29 ID: 75844a No.8207163 >>8207211

>>8206752
The Ravens Article Renames a Guy in thr Original Article from "Hue Jackson" to "Hued Knutson"

Now if you look up D Knut, he is a acclaimed computer scientist and ping pong enthusiast. Mere coincidental at the moment but i wonder if we can tie him 
into the group  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:40:21 ID: a6ad85 No.8207194

>>8205540
No, it's the Masonic square & compass.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:40:55 ID: f1c344 No.8207204

>>8207028
I'm a little bit curious about the offices (lawyers/gallery) that are immediately next to comet ping pong. They do connect on one end. Honestly, that whole 
damn block is sketch as fuck.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:41:15 ID: 7dd038 No.8207211 >>8207253 >>8207330 >>8207557

>>8207163
there is a change from Micheal to Eric in this one: 
http://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_/id/16293519/michael-lombardi-moving-front-office-role-new-england-patriots

goes with https://archive.is/tIdpY#selection-237.244-237.271  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:41:29 ID: 7807f5 No.8207214 >>8207238 >>8207284 >>8207370 >>8207943

>>8205446

Researching the heavy breathing band as I'm of the opinion starting low and punching up for connections is generally a decent way to go about these 
things.

The following are websites linked to the booking agent and band member Amanda Kleinman for the "Heavy Breathing" band. Email was found on the 
band's FB about page. Located here: https://www.facebook.com/pg/heavybreathing/about/?ref=page_internal
 
It is : kleiny41@gmail.com

Links:

http://www.amandakleinman.com/about/

https://heycompanies.com/01385241/Amanda_Kleinman_Photography

http://apewomanmakesart.blogspot.com/

https://www.gigger.rocks/heavybreathing

Taking into account this chick would be in contact with the ping-pong pizza chick Sasha Lord they're at the very least business associates so I'm going to 
start there and work my way up.

Pictures related are from the art blog and depict yet more bad but weird art. Make of it what you will. IF there's a link to find in art, and that's a big if, then 
it'll be necessary to recognize styles that hint at the same sort of the referenced in the info graphics.

I'm going to continue to dig upwards from here and see who may be connected to who.

I've chosen the band as it will have the loosest trail to follow simply through google-fu and searches through links within pages and bands that are 
possibly in the know may be linked to other suspicious locations afterwards.

This may also lead up to bunk but hey worth a shot anyway just to knock it off the list.

The links posted are mostly for taking note of in case later on down the line should anything come up from it. Other anons feel free to dig if you want but 
I'd put it at low priority at best.  

File (hide): 005dcc7ed36642a⋯.png (839.23
KB, 1190x1348, 595:674, besta-pizza-logo-1.png)

File (hide): 4ae3b10fffa6342⋯.png (549.3 KB,
1094x447, 1094:447, besta-pizza-logo-2.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:42:38 ID: a6ad85 No.8207233 >>8207605

>>8205858
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File (hide): 6d91d2630a49562⋯.gif
(18.74 KB, 400x560, 5:7, jason.gif)

File (hide): 62e9c35d13dc060⋯.jpg (56.67 KB,
760x620, 38:31, lauraemma.jpg)

File (hide): de3b1869e80e8b7⋯.jpg (36.12
KB, 458x560, 229:280, paulgrimes.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:42:59 ID: 7807f5 No.8207238 >>8207943

>>8207214
Derp, forgot pictures. Nothing extremely out of sorts like images above. Basically shitty sketches in my mind, but irked me the wrong way in some form or 
fashion. Could be and probably is nothing.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:43:22 ID: 389eec No.8207245

>>8204162

Most important thing is to show the connection of the word pizza as a codeword to their child sex trafficking ring. Then show more of the Podesta emails 
with the pizza codeword. Then show the pictures Podesta has in his house. Then show the video of the creepy dude talking at Comet Pizza and the 
Comet instagram pictures. That should be the go to infographic to get people started.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:43:51 ID: 75844a No.8207253

>>8207211
> they also change "John Mara" to "Ruben" Mara and then "Bob" Mara in the last article  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:45:44 ID: b84e64 No.8207278 >>8207316

File (hide): 4035fd2763ea082⋯.jpg (14.41 KB, 236x222, 118:111, obamasmom.jpg)

Is this actually Obama's mom?

Podesta owns, purportedly, 
property on Molokai, where 
she was married?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:46:12 ID: 28fe49 No.8207284 >>8207300

>>8207214
ha, you haven't seen the video of Sasha Lord's birthday in Comet's basement where Klienman is the MC. Oh, and mentions the "special pizza" called "the 
hottie".

https://www.youtube .com/watch?v=UDAybzlZqqY  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:46:28 ID: a6ad85 No.8207287

>>8205766
>>8205873
Neither of you understand Egyptian mythology. 
Set, Osiris, and Kek are all part of a religious system. Even though Set clashes with Osiris, Isis and Horus, he's still a natural part of the pantheon. Set 
even protects Ra from Apep, the serpent of chaos that opposes Ma'at, who is cosmic order or harmony.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:47:22 ID: 7807f5 No.8207292 >>8207503 >>8207943

Video w/ sasha lord from ping-pong pizza. Looks like an advert in a local school thing given the channel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ji1hudeHCo  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:48:11 ID: 7807f5 No.8207300

>>8207284
Saw the birthday video yes actually. Didn't realize it was the same person till I just cross referenced them and saw a leddit post. Guess that's motivation to 
keep digging.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:48:37 ID: b84e64 No.8207306

What are the odds that Satanists framed Avery?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:49:44 ID: ae94ac No.8207312

>>8207025
More links about pingpong
http://pastebin.com/raw/UQGBe9cg

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:50:11 ID: 7dd038 No.8207316

>>8207278
that is anton and karla lavey (daughter)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:51:28 ID: 75844a No.8207330 >>8207342 >>8207407 >>8207415 >>8207529 >>8207633 >>8207929

>>8207211
HOLY SHIT 

D Knuth is responsible for creating a word algorith to code messages

https://en.wikipedia. org/wiki/Knuth%E2%80%93Morris%E2%80%93Pratt_algorithm  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:51:35 ID: 802270 No.8207332 >>8207469

>>8203938
The guests they interview keep saying the food is "to die for."  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:52:38 ID: e02106 No.8207342

>>8207330
knuth is a well known god of computer programming who created c++  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:52:38 ID: d35a41 No.8207343 >>8207376 >>8208593

Why don't we just go out and kill these people? Pedo or not what they are doing with children in that pizza place is fucking disgusting.

This is why you do not just let faggots live. Degenerates will always get more extreme there more they are alwayed to indulge in their disgusting 
practices.

Seriously, we need RWDS more than ever now. I would gladly help but I'm a finn.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:55:18 ID: 7807f5 No.8207370 >>8207943

>>8207214
Interview with "Heavy Breathing".
Reveals band previously known as "The Apes".
Found by googling band members from https://www.gigger.rocks/heavybreathing  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:55:38 ID: b84e64 No.8207376 >>8207493

>>8207343
>>8207343

It is quite possible the FBI is already on it. A few large scale operations have occurred in the last month that involved the arrests of hundreds of people 
involved in human trafficking.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:58:18 ID: f7ad51 No.8207407 >>8207617 >>8207633 >>8207647 >>8207765 >>8207929

>>8207330
>Pratt algorithm
doesnt the pedo art have shit about someone named Pratt being there?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:58:51 ID: b84e64 No.8207413

Does anyone actually know of any photographic or video evidence of satanic ritual abuse? Just somewhere reasonable to start to be able to infographic 
thus stuff.

Studies have evaluated the frequency with which ritual abuse allegations are disclosed to mental health and other professionals. A national survey of 
2,709 clinical psychologists with memberships in the American Psychological Association showed that 70% denied and 30% acknowledged seeing at 
least one case of “ritualistic or religion-related abuse since January 1, 1980” (Bottoms, Shaver, &Goodman, 1991, p. 6). The authors also found that 
among the psychologists who had worked with at least one individual with allegations of ritual abuse, 93% believed that the harm had actually occurred. 
This report was part of a series of five studies later published by Goodman, Qin, Bottoms and Shaver (1994). The first of the five studies involved a 
survey of a stratified random sample of clinical members of the American Psychological Association, American Psychiatric Association, and National 
Association of Social Workers. The second study consisted of a survey of district attorneys’ offices, social service agencies, and law enforcement offices. 
The third study investigated the question of “repressed” and later“ recovered” memory based on 490 cases from the first study of which 43 were 
described as “repressed memory” cases and 447 were “no repressed memory” cases. The fourth study examined children’s knowledge of Satanic [1] 
abuse. The fifth study investigated three types of “religion-related child abuse:” abusive acts intended to rid the child of demons, clergy abuse, and 
medical neglect for religious reasons.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:58:57 ID: 7dd038 No.8207415 >>8207436

>>8207330
>D Knuth
>Works regarding Knuth's religious beliefs
In addition to his writings on computer science, Knuth, a Lutheran,[22] is also the author of 3:16 Bible Texts Illuminated,[23] in which he examines the 
Bible by a process of systematic sampling, namely an analysis of chapter 3, verse 16 of each book.

I remember him from somewhere, most likely crazy late night am radio.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 02:59:35 ID: 28fe49 No.8207428 >>8207477 >>8207484 >>8207519 >>8208542 >>8210263

File (hide): 08502796f433afd⋯.png (1.48 MB, 1600x1200, 4:3, 4FGbxA.png)

Oh fuck. More Besta/children's charity/Clinton Global 
Initiative connections  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:00:07 ID: 75844a No.8207436

>>8207415
Do we have a tool that utilizes his process of sampling to create texts…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:01:24 ID: 4e96a3 No.8207448 >>8207527

File (hide): f3c7e2846339edb⋯.jpg (88.77 KB, 1242x710, 621:355, BeFgpzT.jpg)

There is some Austin (Austyn) Crites connections in Reno that I have been looking into all day which has 
led me to Truckee, CA. Podesta has a condo in Truckee that people are dying to use. 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?
q=truckee&mfrom=&mto=&title=&notitle=&date_from=&date_to=&nofrom=&noto=&count=50&sort=6#searc
hresult

Now here comes Best Pie Pizza.

Ping Pong starts at 10pm on Fridays.

Best Pie closes at 11 on Fridays.

http://www.bestpiestruckee.com/specials-cxs7  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:02:40 ID: 9e0f38 No.8207463

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knuth%E2%80%93Morris%E2%80%93Pratt_algorithm

Can we use this to decode the football junk? Maybe it's a clue to the rest of the articles?
I'm a retard otherwise I'd do it myself. I'm archiving and infographing instead. 
I love the work you geniuses are doing though, keep it up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:03:10 ID: 783ab3 No.8207469 >>8207565 >>8207624 >>8207668

File (hide): 09bb41aadfdeea5⋯.webm (11.36 MB, 640x360, 16:9, pingpong.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8203938
>>8204584
Here's a shitty WebM.

>>8207332
Fuck, I bet they're in on it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:03:48 ID: 3c7b41 No.8207477
File (hide): 62e612d7d05b964⋯.gif (836.46 KB, 320x180, 16:9, reality.gif)

>>8203747
>>8207428

Ibrahima Diallo (owner of Besta Pizza) also owns an orphanage for Guinean children. The orphanage 
was given a Clinton Foundation award in 2015.

www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5ci36w/ibrahima_diallo_owner_of_besta_pizza_also_owns_an/  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:04:22 ID: ee9275 No.8207484

>>8207428
HAHAHAHHA HOLY SHIT

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:04:35 ID: acf991 No.8207486 >>8207948

>>8204085
Ohhh I got v& .. that was a peaceful interaction.

So what's with all the wierd spam emails when I wake up?

I thought some were funny, like the detective offer. I did not appreciate the "Protect your home" emails. I think we can be peaceful. God loves us all. 

Also, sorry for honking like a jerk this morning. and for staring one of you down in the parking lot. I realize you're upset about how things are going. I will 
work on my anger. Thank you for leading me to the light.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:05:14 ID: d35a41 No.8207493
File (hide): d6cc719a3bf4f76⋯.jpg (36.11 KB, 453x439, 453:439, bb57de40d9fcd0b045902c052c….jpg)

>>8207376
We have no guarante of that, for all we know Comey himself is involved in this. Furthermore, we KNOW 
what is going on, we KNOW where they live, we KNOW who they are.

So answer me. Why the hell are we not hunting down these sick fucks before more white children are 
abused? What fucking good are those guns you cherish so much if you won't even use them to save your 
own children?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:05:44 ID: 5487b0 No.8207503

>>8207292
>GURL SCOUTS
wew lad  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:06:33 ID: 0efaa0 No.8207508 >>8207765

>>8205542
i was the one who posted that quote. i've been watching them study my posts. i find it humorous. they're idiots so i don't think it got through to them. 
they're putting that picture up as a jew tactic to kike you guys into explaining the answer. it's basically them admitting they're afraid.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:06:44 ID: 5487b0 No.8207512 >>8207765

in case u goy thought this was contained to plebbit/4cuck/8cuck..

https://www.youtube.com/results?q=comet+ping+pong&sp=CAI%253D (sorted by date)  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:07:11 ID: f1ded0 No.8207519 >>8207784

File (hide): 5f34f6f8197e1f8⋯.gif (968.11 KB, 680x680, 1:1, 1469056760999.gif)

>>8207428
>>8207428
So can we have a group 
of anons just go kick 
down some doors now?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:07:59 ID: 9e0f38 No.8207527 >>8207565

>>8207448
This woman's voice and the way she talks make me want to claw my eyes out.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:08:08 ID: 5487b0 No.8207529 >>8207765

>>8207330
y u put space in the url. just leave off the https and shit if you don't want it to link. very annoying.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:08:43 ID: 53d568 No.8207540 >>8207566

>>8206110
rip patriki  
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>>8207211

Here is an article in comparison format so anyone can play around with it easier. 
* is comet word 
restructuring 

FOXBOROUGH, Mass. – After two seasons serving as an assistant to the New England Patriots' coaching staff, longtime NFL front-office executive 
Michael Lombardi is moving on from the role, according to sources.

*FOXBOROUGH, Large. — Once not one but two the seasons serving size as being a definite asst into the Innovative The united kingdomt Patriots’ 
teaching people, longtime NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE front-office exec Eric Lombardi is usually shifting with the task LeGarrette Blount Jersey, as 
reported by assets.

Lombardi, who had joined the Patriots after serving as Cleveland Browns general manager in 2013, also served as an analyst with the NFL Network and 
NFL.com from 2008 to 2012 and could be considering a return to the media where his longtime friend, Bill Simmons, is starting a new venture at HBO, 
sources said.

*Lombardi, just who have attached the actual Patriots when cup for the reason that Cleveland Browns standard supervisor throughout 2013, moreover 
made as being a definite analyzer while using the FOOTBALL Circle and additionally NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE. com by 2008 so that you can 
2012 and may also be turning over some sort of go back to a newspaper and tv at which her longtime acquaintance, Statement Simmons, is normally 
setting up a good solid opportunity on HBO, places reported.

Lombardi worked regularly out of Gillette Stadium over the past two years and was a regular at team practices – most recently during spring organized 
team activities and minicamp – and was also one of the few staffers inside the team's draft room. It is believed to be an amicable parting.

*Lombardi functioned on a regular basis away from Gillette Ground within the last 2 yrs along with is a typical during group methods — of late through 
planting season put-together power team fun-based activities and additionally minicamp — plus was first furthermore mostly of the staffers contained in 
the team’s produce area julian-edelman-jersey. It will be regarded a particular amicable separating martellus-bennett-jersey.

Patriots head coach Bill Belichick has praised Lombardi's contributions to the franchise over the past two years, as it was a position that was created 
specifically for him.

*Patriots brain teacher Costs Belichick includes highly regarded Lombardi’s efforts for the business in the last two year period LeGarrette Blount Jersey, 
considering that it seemed to be a situation which had been specifically made meant for your pet.

"I've asked Mike to do some things on an individual [basis] – projects or things that I've asked him to do – and he's done a great job of that for me," 
Belichick said in September. "Mike has been a big help to me personally."

*“I’ve inquired John to perform certain details for an man or woman [basis] — initiatives or simply ingredients that Concerning sought after him or her to 
try and do — as well as he has been completed a good position of their in my situation, ” Belichick says during Sept. “Mike has become a 2010 great help 
myself. ”

Lombardi first joined the NFL in 1984, spending three seasons in the San Francisco 49ers' personnel department. He then spent 1987 to 1995 with the 
Browns as a scout, pro personnel director and director of player personnel, the final five years under Belichick. He also has worked for the Philadelphia 
Eagles (1997-1998) and Oakland Raiders (1999-2007).

*Lombardi to start with attached a NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE on 1984, wasting several gardening seasons in your Bay area 49ers’ employee dept. 
And it fell invested in 1987 to help you 1995 together with the Browns to be a look Jimmy Garoppolo Jersey, guru team members representative and also 
movie director in participant employee, the last personal training many using Belichick. This individual also provides did the trick for those Philadelphia 
Eagles (1997-1998) not to mention Oakland Raiders (1999-2007)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:11:09 ID: 9e0f38 No.8207565

>>8207527
Wrong post, I was referring to this one
>>8207469  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:11:09 ID: 44f511 No.8207566

>>8207540
I wish Patrice was around today. He'd be all over this shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:12:13 ID: d35a41 No.8207578
File (hide): 048457c7e9ebbd1⋯.jpg (7.33 KB, 480x360, 4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

What the 
fuck is 
wrong 
with 
these 
people.  
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 references, and words that are capitalized seem to be coded messages that have been replaced with whatever the original message was intended. 
Using https://web.archive.org/web/20161107101017/http://mulberrypizzeria.com/uncategorized/baltimore-ravens-robert-griffin-3-can-bring-brand-new-
danger-so-that-you-can-afc-northern/ as an example try to fill in the blanks.

_ __    bring _ new __ so that you can  _.

The particular __ _ should really be slightly involved that will _ __ _ could be the innovative _ for ones _ _.

All the _ think they’ve already observed ones own _ with the help of __ _. That they released that they need to warning sign him or her into a two year 
price worth of  $15 ___. He can be given $6. 75 huge number of confirmed (Jersey hyper link).

_, this _ any. 2 find while in the _ _ __ _ _ contributed _ __ towards the __ with her newbie year or so. She or he picked up on the lookout for __ for 16 
starts _ not to mention used intended for 3,2000 _ not to mention 20 _. She additionally happened to run regarding 815 _ and also several _ (Jersey 
hyper link).

Etc.

At this point you get the idea. It seems like it’s coded to fuck and back but everything isn’t.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:14:10 ID: 5b75c8 No.8207592 >>8207617 >>8207633 >>8207636 >>8207647 >>8207724 >>8207903

File (hide): 70e6d62293190dd⋯.jpg (6.66 KB, 139x162, 139:162, Untitled.jpg)

>>8206173  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:15:37 ID: f1c344 No.8207605 >>8207615 >>8207634 >>8207750 >>8207806 >>8208348

>>8207233

Someone could meme the fuck out of that. Even if it weren't true, it would be hilarious.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:16:38 ID: 53d568 No.8207615

>>8207605
it's real
lurk moar  
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>>8207407
>>8207592  
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>>8207469
All this shit is starting to remind me of the 
movie Blood Diner.

http://putlockers.ch/watch-blood-diner-online-
free-putlocker.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:19:22 ID: 7807f5 No.8207633 >>8207644

>>8207330
>>8207407
>>8207592

So little messages like these on pedo art = messages on how to decode certain things perhaps?  
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>>8207605
Damage control shill.
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>>8207592  
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>>8207633
dubs dont lie.

https://myspace.com/rabbitusmaximus/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:20:31 ID: 0f14a9 No.8207647 >>8207765

>>8207636
>>8207592
>>8207407
holy shit guys, investigate this NOW  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:22:04 ID: 9e0f38 No.8207665

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_nonce

Need some brainpower on this stat!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:22:30 ID: 5487b0 No.8207668 >>8207765

>>8207469
>>8207469
lol if you wanted low-res vids >>8205190 
> http://sniidevices.scrippsnetworks.com/0207/0207483_1.mp4 
> http://sniidevices.scrippsnetworks.com/0207/0207483_2.mp4 
> http://sniidevices.scrippsnetworks.com/0207/0207483_3.mp4 
> http://sniidevices.scrippsnetworks.com/0207/0207483_4.mp4 
> http://sniidevices.scrippsnetworks.com/0207/0207483_5.mp4 
> http://sniidevices.scrippsnetworks.com/0207/0207483_6.mp4 (720p)
save all and pick the filesize that works for 8cuck or w/e.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:23:59 ID: 3afd23 No.8207682
File (hide): 8e17e77d9e44780⋯.jpg (26.57 KB, 694x535, 694:535, useful idiots.jpg)

Wasn't sure if I should post this in a Soros rent-a-mob thread, or here, but may have found a new lead.

Not my post originally, but it's interesting:

I was following the lead on open society foundation connection to riots. I was trying to find the same links as 
another user just by searching and tripped and fell into a rabbit hole. I went to the individual grantees page 
on open society foundation's website and randomly saw that a grant was given to Galen Baughman who 
"will work to end the indefinite detention of young people in Virginia who are branded by the state as 
irredeemably dangerous 'sexually violent predators."
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/about/programs/us-programs/grantees/galen-baughman 

A little background on Galen Baughman shows that he spent 9 years in prison for "consensual sex" with a 
14 yo when he was 19. After his release he is now an activist for sex offenders' rights. Well, earlier this year 
he was arrested again for inappropriately texting a 16 yo boy. Guess things don't change..

http://ijr.com/2016/05/597652-spokesperson-for-sex-offenders-rights-arrested-after-police-found-out-who-hes-texting/ 

Now, why would Soros be giving grants to registered sex offenders to be advocating for rights of sex offenders? I'm not an autist and I don't even know 
where to post this to get attention but this is my start..  
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File (hide): 707c31ee73a7a9b⋯.jpg (133.66 KB, 558x500, 279:250, usbstick.jpg)

Idea: Anonymously mail a USB stick each to a dozen or so LE detectives,  
sheriffs and prosecutors in your state

Include all of the content you've been capturing and saving, offline copies of threads, etc. Maybe 
provide a note to give some context.

Make sure to cover your tracks of course, pay cash for the USB sticks/envelopes/stamps, don't 
leave fingerprints or use your real return address.

This ought to shake the tree up even more.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:28:49 ID: 3b74d4 No.8207724 >>8207732 >>8207741

>>8207592
"Nonce" is slang for beddos here in the UK. It's not obscure slang either, it's really common.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:29:34 ID: 5b75c8 No.8207732

>>8207724
>>8207636
>second definition
worriedlaughter.webm

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:30:17 ID: 1bbd11 No.8207735 >>8207756 >>8207759 >>8207767

>>8207702
Don't do this. USB sticks are untrustworthy and can be modified to damage electronics they're plugged into. Nobody would risk using one they got 
anonymously.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:30:38 ID: 975f84 No.8207740

>>8207636
This is getting too real  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:30:35 ID: 9e0f38 No.8207741

>>8207724
it also refers to cryptography, beings how it's in the U.S. I'm leaning towards crypt
>>8207636  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:31:17 ID: 0f14a9 No.8207750

>>8207605
are you getting sweaty hands yet?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:32:05 ID: 17b128 No.8207756

>>8207735
Of course they're untrustworthy, I imagine that that these people are smart enough to plug in the USB stick and look at things on a air-gapped burner 
machine in their forensics lab for such things.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:32:19 ID: 783ab3 No.8207759

>>8207735
What about a disc?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:32:44 ID: 01a337 No.8207765 >>8207777 >>8207781 >>8208124

>>8207407
>>8207647
The artist is Ria Pratt. 

>>8207702
Why the fuck would anyone do that when filehosting and email exist. Any cop who isn't totally retarded will throw it in the trash.

>>8207668
>>8207647
>>8207529
>>8207512
>>8207508

Disgusting.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:32:51 ID: 9e0f38 No.8207767 >>8207809 >>8207827

>>8207735
CD's then? You can fit a shit ton of text data on a dvd  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:34:01 ID: 17b128 No.8207777

>>8207765
Because meatspace leads get their attention.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:34:45 ID: 9bec61 No.8207781 >>8207803

>>8207765
It's the same person. https://ritualabuse.wordpress.com/2013/12/19/kim-noble-activist-artist/

Kim Noble has multiple personality disorder and uses painting as therapy. She was abused, and there is something about mind control in there.

How is she related to this again? Maybe she is just trying to overcome her own abuse.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:35:06 ID: ae71e5 No.8207784 >>8207816

>>8207519
We need the element of surprise, I can neither confirm nor deny I am investigating them or planning an RWDs raid… it would be a real shame if Jimmy 
Comet got tortured into giving up the whole ring…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:35:44 ID: 5b75c8 No.8207794 >>8207806

>>8205858
Before: https://archive.is/fut65
After: https://archive.is/HRk1q
This is real, lying kike.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:36:05 ID: 7848d3 No.8207800 >>8207814

If someone wanted to be dumb enough, they could go in there and call the police to their location. If you go into the back, and tell the police you hid a gun 
there or something. They'd have to search the whole place.

Not very nice if they're completely innocent but…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:36:19 ID: 01a337 No.8207803 >>8207903

>>8207781
Fuck I can't remember. Maybe CPP or some other related insta/social media shared one of Kim Noble's paintings?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:36:25 ID: 508531 No.8207805

anobody else see the "secret flag" thread on 4chan /pol/? wtf?

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/98021391#p98030383  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:36:32 ID: 5b75c8 No.8207806

>>8207794
Second part was directed towards: >>8207605 not: >>8205858  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:36:53 ID: ae71e5 No.8207809 >>8207827

>>8207767
Police don't use anything that could give them viruses, I know this because I had to send in footage from my home security camera after it captured 
someone breaking into my neighbor's home. If you are sending anything, send printed documents and infographs, preferably ones without the tracking 
dots.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:37:13 ID: 17b128 No.8207814 >>8207862

>>8207800
Speaking of which, could we get /baphomet/ to swat some of these locations?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:37:30 ID: 44f511 No.8207816

>>8207784
Listening to Blink-1488 right now. If there were RWDS out there I would cry.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:37:33 ID: 92450b No.8207818 >>8207834

>>8207702
Myself and others would be interested if the final version of whatever is compiled on said usb stick as well. Upload online please. 
I have been wage slaving like a maniac and have been unable to follow these threads properly after #2

Alerting the authorities to what we have gathered already seems crucial at this point (due to their capabilities) because these bastards are probably 
already aware of our investigation and are most likely rushing to cover their tracks.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:38:02 ID: ae71e5 No.8207827

>>8207767
See
>>8207809  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:38:40 ID: 508531 No.8207834

>>8207818

there was some questionable behavior on 4chan. Somebody found these flags/symbols then started behaving erratically in comments

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/98021391#p98030383  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:38:41 ID: 4e96a3 No.8207835
File (hide): 78267ec6dcefe89⋯.jpg (548.58 KB, 1024x818, 512:409, 1475193957412.jpg)

>dayoff
>no halvsies on the 
provigil
>havent eaten all 
day
>looking at pizza all 
day  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:39:14 ID: 19771d No.8207839 >>8207858 >>8207900 >>8207916 >>8207937

>>8207702
Do we actually have "the smoking gun" in this case yet though?

We need someone to leak Pedesta's travel records.

Alternatively, if the steganography angle is legimitate, we need someone to leak (or bruteforce) those keys.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:40:50 ID: 17b128 No.8207858 >>8207892

>>8207839
We aren't presenting a case in court. We don't need a smoking gun. We just need to get non-corrupt LEO involved and looking into it, get them to start 
using their resources as well.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:41:01 ID: 7848d3 No.8207862 >>8207905 >>8207924

>>8207814
Uh no thats not what I meant. I mean go inside and call the police to the location. People can get killed in SWAT raids. You don't call them out on a 
'hunch' or e-conspiracy thread.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:43:19 ID: f1c344 No.8207886 >>8207918

It should be noted that Shasha Lord, lead promoter of music @ comet ping pong, is a girl scout leader, and Amanda Kleinman of heavybreathing.net is a 
girls guidance counselor/perhaps girls club leader as well. 

Boy would I like to interview those kids.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:43:58 ID: 19771d No.8207892 >>8207986

>>8207858
Fair call.

Just out of curiousity, what kind of people (occupationally-wise) would have access to flight-records?

Is it worth spreading this to those people? I suspect once they see the evidence, they might be ballsy enough to confirm that the flight records match and 
might leak them.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:44:08 ID: b8aa08 No.8207894 >>8207915 >>8207925 >>8207974 >>8208648

File (hide): c9ac2353fca7cdc⋯.jpg (328.13 KB, 1908x706, 954:353, permits.jpg)

New digging effort. So these photos show some very heavy construction going on in the basement of 
presumably Comet Ping Pong.

Well, according to the DC Chamber of Commerce Comet Ping Pong and Buck's haven't filed a SINGLE 
PERMIT, nor has any entity at those addresses for any kind of construction.

https://pivsservices.dcra.dc.gov/PIVS/Results.aspx  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:44:27 ID: f1c344 No.8207898

Re: Klienman/Lord One might ask how this is seemingly innocuous, and wold be literally blasted from space by how satanic their promotions/music are.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:44:37 ID: 44f511 No.8207900

>>8207839
Yes. We need THE CONCRETE SMOKING GUN EVIDENCE. Until then law enforcement are tied. The public has to have real evidence in their hands 
that wake them up. Until that happens law enforcement is too compromised, there are good LEOs and FBI agents out there. But those above them are in 
on the conspiracy. We need something that forces law enforcement to do their job.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:44:49 ID: 9f8531 No.8207903 >>8208015

>>8207592
>>8207803
Fuck, I *think* Tony Podesta had a bunch of her art, but I could be misremembering.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:44:59 ID: ae71e5 No.8207905

>>8207862
Swatting would be the worst thing to do, chances are they are already cleaning evidence and there would only be evidence during the times they are 
doing the raping at their locations anyway. A swat raid would give them reason to crack down on us and frame the whole thing as "Nazi Frogs Use Swat 
Team to Fuck With Gay Restaurateur Based on Conspiracy Theories, Ban 8chan Now!" in the media.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:46:09 ID: 7848d3 No.8207915

>>8207894
Oh no. They'd definitely need permission for that. I've seen the photograph. There was a giant fucking trench going through the room it looked like an 
earthquake tear in a disaster movie.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:46:08 ID: 714e3f No.8207916 >>8207950 >>8207958

File (hide): f6bb8054b764e4e⋯.jpg (808.12 KB, 3264x1836, 16:9, bucket.jpg)

>>8207839
Someone needs to go here https://imgur.com/a/v5PBg
https://www.reddit.com/r/BlackOps/comments/4fs7a8/questio
n_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:46:12 ID: 486832 No.8207918 >>8207953

>>8207886
You probably wouldn't get anything out of those kids, read this. http://www.rense.com/general79/green.htm  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:46:22 ID: 508531 No.8207922

Anybody have any info on the "Staten Island Pizza Project"? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6omYI5Rwb4

Searched Podesta emails for "Fratelli" and got some strange results. Notably…

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/42312

>it was a unique alignment of Jupiter and Venus, tied to a legend that the formation was the Star Of Bethlehem. Nice when those planets align, huh? And 
they will and must next November for Her and for Senator Leahy. Xoxo  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:46:35 ID: 17b128 No.8207924

>>8207862
That may be true, but has anyone considered that by us looking into this, we've spooked some of them to such a degree that they've immediately killed 
some of the children they have their hands on, because they're afraid of getting caught red handed? Kids were probably killed because of our shit 
posting. Lives have already been lost, and if LE busts in and discovers some incriminating evidence that they've failed to remove, it'll finally put a stop to 
them and from doing it in the future.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:46:46 ID: 515dda No.8207925 >>8207928

>>8207894
>drainage ditch for the blood to scab over in
it's either that or a hole for them to send the bodies to.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:47:18 ID: 714e3f No.8207928

>>8207925
And out into the Anacostia River  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:47:18 ID: 66eaf2 No.8207929

>>8207330
>>8207407
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cinff/found_a_link_between_the_artists_ria_pratt_and/

Info on pratt here, idk if this is anything more than a coincidence though.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:47:37 ID: 4e96a3 No.8207937 >>8207955

File (hide): ac422503dad2d27⋯.jpg (27.21 KB, 592x194, 296:97, keys.JPG)

>>8207839
fbi insider will 
leak something 
on this board

we see the 
puzzle but it takes too much to explain to normies  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:47:59 ID: 7807f5 No.8207943

>>8207214
>>8207238
>>8207292
>>8207370

Continued digging:

Airtight record on bandcamp: https://electriccowbellrecords.bandcamp.com/album/airtight

FB page: https://www.facebook.com/pg/ElectricCowbellRecords/about/?ref=page_internal

Points of interest: 
From FB page "Electric Cowbell is a DC based record label specializing in boutique vinyl releases. Operating under the moniker Multiflora Productions, it 
is also a multi-faceted agency that specializes in expanding the reach of genre-bending roots-to-the-future music through artist management, event 
marketing, and music releases."

"Personal Interests
"Noise" means…useless information.
"Signal" means…truth."

Which means these would be the actual guys that book for gigs instead of the band member perhaps so going to continue digging upwards from them 
just for shits and giggles. Though prior association has been confirmed through video. Might just be a niche music label also possible dead end. (consider 
this just for posterity)

Music supported (bought) by this guy includes heavy breathing: https://bandcamp.com/DTH

Fan of DTH: http://bandcamp.com/derekblock

Fan's list of music bought is a shit ton of cult-tier album stuff. Might just be edgy fag. Might not. Likely dead end, just weird is all. Mostly circumstantial.

http://electriccowbell.bigcartel.com/ owners of the "Airtight" album from heavy breathing. 

"Jim Thompson" is owner of this label. Previous other owners for their label according to facebook is supposed to be "Glove Music". searching glove 
music brings up nil.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:48:21 ID: acf991 No.8207948 >>8207993

>>8207486
Has anybody else here woken up yet? 
I woke up, got a bunch of funny spam, got v&
So what's next?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:48:30 ID: 0f14a9 No.8207950

>>8207916
yes but not alone and very carefully, this place might be under surveillance.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:48:40 ID: 5b75c8 No.8207953

>>8207918
I think f1c344 is a disinfo troll.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:48:46 ID: 508531 No.8207955

>>8207937
account suspended already?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:48:50 ID: 4e96a3 No.8207957

theres something familiar about 425 church st reno nv  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:48:55 ID: 9f8531 No.8207958 >>8207992

>>8207916
Already been looked into and connected to Comet through Sasha Lord.

See >>8204143  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:51:25 ID: 5487b0 No.8207974 >>8207998

>>8207894
post the search page before the results with a screenshot / text of what you typed in
the aspx only works for u for that session.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:52:29 ID: 17b128 No.8207986

>>8207892
Any LE agency with jurisdiction and a warrant can get access to the flight records.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:53:07 ID: 714e3f No.8207992 >>8208021 >>8208059

>>8207958
. I'm no longer in the area. Had to flee to be honest.
There are indeed buildings that could be hiding vents. https://imgur.com/lLCSqi2
These buildings are about 150-250 feet away. I built them with my boss on concrete pads that were laid by seemingly normal contractors, but the footprint 
had been prepared and leveled by very shady tongan contractors before I arrived. Supposedly, before i arrived on site they demoed a warehouse where 
the big building stands and pulled out HUGE liquid tanks that would have left a very large open space in the ground after removal.
Also, very curiously a municipal storm drain running adjacent to the building had been removed during the site prep and another one installed on the 
opposite property line, and the new one was significantly larger than the old one. The old one was too small for a person to go into, but the new one is 
about the size of a door.
If you look at Google maps, you can see the old storm drain on the property line between 577 and 567 pakala st, honolulu 96825
I reckon that if you wanted to excavate an access to the space mentioned above, an old storm drain would be a good way to do it.
Also, i noticed a truck making multiple late night trips for many days removing lots of busted up new looking concrete from the neighbors city trash bins. 
The property i lived on and that neighbors property are lease holds held by the same person (not my old boss).
Ive also recently connected my old boss to ebay accounts selling "faulty hard drives" and "faulty" electronics for strange prices. The buyer feedback is 
very bizarrely enthusiastic and there are lots of disturbing mentions of "very happy kids" and "no fakes"
I think i stumbled on a possible human trafficking and child p*** ring.

THIS IS WHERE WE CAN GET HARD EVIDENCE  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:53:14 ID: f1c344 No.8207993 >>8208054

>>8207948

Continue to get V&. Rinse and repeat until all the fucking children are safe. 

What were doing here transcends our individual needs for human safety. Children literally are our future, and if they are not worth fighting for, then what 
is.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:53:35 ID: b8aa08 No.8207998 >>8208009

>>8207974
Which is why I posted the screenshot.

Just put any address in the field and you'll get a list of permits and occupancy information.

Comet is 5037 Connecticut Ave NW
Buck's is 5031 Connecticut Ave NW  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:54:49 ID: 5487b0 No.8208009

>>8207998
> https://pivsservices.dcra.dc.gov/PIVS/Search.aspx 

thx m8  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:55:12 ID: 10b638 No.8208012

>>8204977

Underrated post
Tread lightly, Anons.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:55:16 ID: 389eec No.8208014 >>8208205

>>8202991

Here's a lead from the previous thread. Needs more digging.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:55:24 ID: 642cf7 No.8208015

>>8207903
Yea he collects it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:56:23 ID: 44f511 No.8208021 >>8208033 >>8208070

>>8207992
That imgur upload date.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:57:25 ID: 642cf7 No.8208033 >>8208049

>>8208021
What is it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:58:38 ID: 44f511 No.8208049 >>8208070

>>8208033
May 1st  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:59:11 ID: acf991 No.8208054

>>8207993
Not scared. Fear is the mind killer.
We were checking eachother out with new eyes.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:59:23 ID: 642cf7 No.8208056

If you plan on sweating them make sure you do it at an appropriate time. Look into that one property of JPs everyone is so interested in for pizza  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 03:59:53 ID: 714e3f No.8208059 >>8208104 >>8208112 >>8208367

>>8207992
If you look at Google maps, you can see the old storm drain on the property line between 577 and 567 pakala st, honolulu 96825
If you look at Google maps, you can see the old storm drain on the property line between 577 and 567 pakala st, honolulu 96825
If you look at Google maps, you can see the old storm drain on the property line between 577 and 567 pakala st, honolulu 96825

WHO WANTS TO COME WITH ME  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:01:02 ID: 9f8531 No.8208070 >>8208085

>>8208049
>>8208021
Yeah, that was nuts. 6 month old post on reddit turned out to be a huge piece of this shit puzzle. Wonder if that location has anything to do with John 
Podesta's "hot dog stand in Hawaii"?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:01:31 ID: 456b3f No.8208074 >>8208086 >>8208092 >>8208260 >>8208678

>>8207702
>Anonymously mail a USB stick
You're a moron, every file you put on a USB stick leaves an "Address" of what computer it came from….

You might as well give them your IP address and Full Name, and Browsing History…..

Just send them an e-mail with Guerrilla E-mail, and use a proxy so it doesn't trace back to you.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:02:29 ID: 4e96a3 No.8208084 >>8210367

http://www.gematrix.org/?word=besta+pizza  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:02:38 ID: b8aa08 No.8208085 >>8208239

>>8208070
I would assume it is THE "HOT DOG STAND" but we need to find a link. Rep. Tulsi Gabbard might be the link if Lisa P. Jackson isn't.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:02:45 ID: 5b75c8 No.8208086 >>8208185

>>8208074 (1)
Top kek. Got any proof on that? I'll wait.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:03:23 ID: 783ab3 No.8208092 >>8208185 >>8208260

>>8208074
>You're a moron, every file you put on a USB stick leaves an "Address" of what computer it came from….
No, you are  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:04:39 ID: b8aa08 No.8208104 >>8208122 >>8208131 >>8208136

>>8208059
>WHO WANTS TO COME WITH ME
Very bad idea, and you'd have to have adamantium balls and all the luck in the world to get away with it. We've raised their alarm and Hawaii is the most 
NO GUNS state in the union. You would be a sitting duck in extremely unfriendly territory that we have already inferred has expertise in disposing of 
human remains.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:05:29 ID: 7848d3 No.8208112

>>8208059
Livestream it for your own safety.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:06:21 ID: 44f511 No.8208122

>>8208104
They could even just throw you in the fucking ocean. Being a no guns state makes it a fucking terrifying idea.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:06:22 ID: 0efaa0 No.8208124

>>8205176
>Computer images are not in fact photos, but are digital computer files that display as a facsimile of the original photo.

there's probably a lot of untapped psychological study to be done regarding all of this. the cult indoctrination mindset used to corrupt people, as others 
have brought up, is not the kind of thing that your average person would be capable of. there was a great deal of planning put into every aspect of this, 
even the most mundane looking stuff. whether that suggests mkultra or monarch or what, who's to say at this point? the thought process for the defense 
in the quote comes from the same place as the logic used to pass off conscience and morality as "social constructs".  somewhere deep down once you 
sever that connection with reality and your own feelings of guilt, it becomes much easier to rationalize arguments such as "it's just pixels in a sequence 
goy, nothing to see here :^)". and the method of breaking this link to reality slowly through the media on a wide scale is truly horrifying. the scariest part is, 
that besides the people at the very top profiteering from the roaches, the people in this very clearly believe that they are in the right, even as they use 
manipulative and conniving tactics to protect themselves and they're gross (((industry))). what we're looking at /pol/ is weaponized mindsets, like a 
disease, which is capable of self-reproducing even without its leadership.

>>8207765
what exactly about my post is disgusting? or do you just get triggered by nocaps?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:07:01 ID: 456784 No.8208131 >>8208142

>>8208104
gopro livestream gogogogog  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:07:47 ID: 7807f5 No.8208136 >>8208142

>>8208104
Start periscope. Post link. We got your back.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:08:42 ID: b8aa08 No.8208142 >>8208153

>>8208131
>>8208136
Nice try Bif Skipman. I'm not interested in visiting your rape dungeon.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:09:58 ID: 7807f5 No.8208153

>>8208142
At least my rape dungeon doesn't mess with kiddies. Only adults here bruh.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:11:39 ID: 75844a No.8208164

>>8207581
 
Look up "The Best Spinner" and "magic article writer"

If we can find a free copy we can easily figure out what is "spin" and what is Message  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:12:32 ID: 2384fe No.8208169

>>8204143
Could someone explain this to me? I just read this and nothing in it made any sense. Who's David Flintstone and Biff Skipman? What am I looking at in 
any of those pictures?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:14:37 ID: 456b3f No.8208185 >>8208209 >>8208229 >>8208236 >>8208260 >>8208353 >>8208407 >>8208545

File (hide): cbb666d0663b03d⋯.png (152.08 KB, 670x1106, 335:553, you are morons.png)

>>8208086
>>8208092
https://web.archive.org/web/20160426185304/http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/01/
the-floppy-did-me-in/283132

You morons done?

Now go ahead.

Buy your USB stick with cash, plug it into your computer and let your computer "detect" it.

I'm sure there's no record of that occurring on either your computer or the USB drive.

Go ahead.  They can only find you if you send a floppy disk…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:16:57 ID: 389eec No.8208205

>>8208014

>>8203200
>>8203153

Also worth looking into:

>>8203306

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:17:34 ID: 5b75c8 No.8208209 >>8208247 >>8208260 >>8208267

>>8208185
First off, floppies aren't flash drives.
Second, that article doesn't detail anything about what he did on that flash drive.
You know you can fully search the entirety of a flash drive with a hex editor right? 

Also if you're so scared, boot onto a live linux (tails is best for leaving no trace), then copy the files over via linux.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:19:48 ID: 44f511 No.8208229 >>8208247

>>8208185
It wasn't actually the floppy. He was probably a fucking retard and used MSWord or something else that left metadata in the file that could be traced to his 
church.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:20:37 ID: 486832 No.8208236

>>8208185
"Because i was trying to catch you" Badass.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:20:50 ID: 389eec No.8208239 >>8208262 >>8208265

>>8208085
What is the connection to Tulsi Gabbard? I recognized the name because she is being propped up as Bernie's successor in the next election.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:21:26 ID: 456b3f No.8208247 >>8208334 >>8208414

>>8208209
>First off, floppies aren't flash drives.
No shit dumb ass.

>>8208229
They actually say it was.  Traced it to a computer at his church.

I'm just going to filter you two.  You're obvious idiots.

Go send your USBs now, I'm sure they can't trace those back to your computer….  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:22:14 ID: 14f32a No.8208256

Not going to lie, this thread has devolved into cuckchan style 'listen and believe' chicanery.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:22:23 ID: 5487b0 No.8208260 >>8208353 >>8208406 >>8208414 >>8208764

>>8208074
>>8208092
>>8208185
>>8208209
usb devs each have a vendor ID (VID) and product ID (PID) and some devices have serial numbers. that wouldn't allow for what the shill says unless it 
was a storage device and the machine it was plugged into had malware to copy such records to the device. most malware will not copy such records but 
only a copy of itself to spread it's botnet. 
> http://www.ti.com/lit/an/slla154/slla154.pdf (on USB dev ids)
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USB_flash_drive_security#Malware_infections (ur bad goy)

can we get back to spooky pizza?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:22:29 ID: 9f8531 No.8208262

>>8208239
I was wondering that myself. First I've heard her name brought up in all this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:22:33 ID: b8aa08 No.8208265

>>8208239
One of Dave Flintstone's business associates who also did the contracted electrical work on the pakala property (including the illegal electrical feed that 
doesn't include a meter) is a member of the same cult as Tulsi Gabbard.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:22:41 ID: d35a41 No.8208267 >>8208275 >>8208308

>>8208209
What's the big deal with being on a no-gun state anyway? Just bring a knife/taser/machete with you, they work against numbers just fine.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:23:23 ID: 9f8531 No.8208275 >>8208323

>>8208267
Because you're dealing with potential human traffickers. They probably have guns.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:26:55 ID: 1f4ee4 No.8208308 >>8208365

>>8208267
Stake them out, take binoculars and check the ground out first and report back before going in there. If anyone has PI friend grab them and investigate 
this shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:27:06 ID: 642cf7 No.8208311 >>8208320

They will see you from a mile away anons. They have cameras everywhere.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:28:15 ID: 1f4ee4 No.8208320 >>8208369

>>8208311
Closed Circuit? Or are they connected to the internet? Can we disable them?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:28:32 ID: d35a41 No.8208323

>>8208275
Then you should probably buy one illegally and go in a small group.

Or rather, just form a RWDS and raid the place. These are white children at stake her dammit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:29:54 ID: 44f511 No.8208334

>>8208247
I'm not defending the USB idea. It's not a good idea. BUT, it wasn't the floppy itself that busted him. Whatever file he sent held metadata, not the floppy 
disc itself.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:30:12 ID: 642cf7 No.8208337

can't an anon just request a SIM card from their phone provider and anal them  
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File (hide): f597b170dbcad93⋯.jpg (148.39 KB,
1850x1076, 925:538, this kills the pizza.jpg)

File (hide): b07e3ec0b854d46⋯.jpg (20.79
KB, 460x550, 46:55, 1460640617717.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:30:23 ID: f40c5d No.8208338

>>8203985
>caught this during thread 3
>no one gave a shit 

Y-You too.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:31:23 ID: b0db43 No.8208348 >>8208596

File (hide): 184017008d30a09⋯.png (209.88 KB, 1066x487, 1066:487, 234134234.png)

>>8207605  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:31:39 ID: 5487b0 No.8208353 >>8208414 >>8208467 >>8208474

>>8208185
>>8208260
also he didn't format the disk before using it. 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dennis_Rader#Case_history 

it's the current year m8. remember we're the good guys, but the bad goys. smdh . in b4 printer micro-dots.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:32:37 ID: d35a41 No.8208365 >>8208390

This is also a good idea >>8208308

Park your rented car near the place, windows closed and wearing concealing clothes. Monitor the place with binoculars while shitposting from your 
phone. Take all manner of weapons with you, if they try to 34 you, at least take down as many as you can.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:32:38 ID: f3ee74 No.8208366 >>8208379

What can a normal anon do to help? I've been sitting back and watching for a few days, and I would like to chip in.

I've got a little college programming experience, and I'm pretty decent with databases.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:32:50 ID: 1f4ee4 No.8208367

>>8208059
What's the address? I want to check it out on Google Maps  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:32:54 ID: 486832 No.8208369

>>8208320
Check for cameras on that address with shodan and point them elsewhere.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:34:07 ID: 14f32a No.8208379

>>8208366

It's honestly larping at this point.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:35:20 ID: 44f511 No.8208390 >>8208425

>>8208365
Fighting back is literally the only reason Homer Van Meter is alive.

https://www.amazon.com/Dreaming-Time-Anatomy-Cover-Up/dp/1462002293/  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:37:16 ID: 456b3f No.8208406 >>8208467 >>8208503 >>8208764

>>8208260
>a report from 2003
>(I didn't read anything so malware isn't the issue)

USB drives keep a record of what computer they were used in.  I'm just warning you guys, if you want to send a USB drive to THE FUCKING POLICE 
DEPARTMENT.  Just be warned they can find you.

>Hurr, I installed linux and formatted the drive!  whut now!?
And where did you download linux?

Don't be idiots, never use devices for black hat shit on your person or property!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:37:25 ID: 17b128 No.8208407 >>8208474

>>8208185
USB drives don't do that. You sound like a Windows-only guy. Anyone with *nix experience knows that's just not the case.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:38:04 ID: 01a337 No.8208414 >>8208474

>>8208247
You clearly have no technical knowledge. USB idea is still shit but you could easily test your theory. Just put some files on a small flash drive and then 
examine it. What you find is that there is no data about the PC on the flash drive, unless you put it there. On the other hand >>8208260
Information about the USB device will be all over your Windows registry.
>>8208353
>didn't format
That would have been an easy iinvestigation.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:39:33 ID: d35a41 No.8208425

>>8208390
As a martial artist who has fought off multiple mugging attempts, I can say the moment you stop fighting is  moment you die.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:40:23 ID: aa6f30 No.8208430 >>8208446 >>8208498 >>8208542

>>8203720 (OP)
Found some more strange shit and people associated with Comet Ping Pong. Should I post here or are we trying to be secretive?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:41:33 ID: 7807f5 No.8208439

Scrubbed?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:41:53 ID: 6b5485 No.8208446 >>8208542

>>8208430

Post!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:41:55 ID: 49814b No.8208447

Are there any brave anons willing to investigate the Lovettsville farm?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:43:24 ID: 7807f5 No.8208460 >>8208472 >>8208513 >>8208519 >>8208613

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo

and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ftrcg0nB93w

I don't need to point out this is hardcore brigading for a seemingly harmless video do I? Some as old as 8 years?

This is some SJW tier bullying targeted to seemingly throw the guy off cause he almost got too close.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:44:04 ID: 5487b0 No.8208467 >>8208474

>>8208406
see
>>8208353
it was a trash file. read the wiki. i'm not going to debate you on hidden files but there is not a log of 'computers' that you plug into. check ur tinfoil privilege 
and lrn 2 heck m8.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:44:39 ID: 7807f5 No.8208472 >>8208544

>>8208460
Also it's worth noting that guy defending comet ping pong is from huff-po now: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrIMEectyDg  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:44:43 ID: 456b3f No.8208474

>>8208353
And I'm sure the government hasn't taken advantage of that at all today…
>>8208407
Yes I've used linux.  And yes, a USB from a Linux machine can be traced as well.
>inb4 destro-wars
>>8208414
>Just put some files on a small flash drive and then examine it.

Sure, Let me talk to my Detective Neighbor who has computer forensic programs that can trace USB drives to computers they are used on…

You think USB drives are like some impregnable secret courier device??

Are we done here?  If you think I'm wrong, then go ahead and send a USB drive to the police.  Go ahead.

>>8208467
Go mail your USB then, I'm done talking to you idiots.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:44:56 ID: 47a1ad No.8208477 >>8208537

File (hide): 01f8fb469def35c⋯.jpg (22.54 KB, 190x194, 95:97, ret_a_rip2.jpg)

>>8203938
Fuck, that fennel sausage pizza actually looks pretty good
in a world where this fucker wasn't part of an international high profile satanic 
pedophilia ring i might have even liked it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:46:55 ID: 8d5b2f No.8208493

guys are we arguing about usb's or uncovering pedos  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:47:25 ID: b8aa08 No.8208498

>>8208430
POST IT  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:48:09 ID: 3c7b41 No.8208503
File (hide): 68363eac987a30a⋯.gif (1.94 MB, 189x189, 1:1, shocking.gif)

>>8208406
>POLICE DEPARTMENT.  
Just be warned they can 
find you.
>black hat Detective 
Neighbor backtracing the 
consequences  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:48:54 ID: 66eaf2 No.8208513 >>8208558

>>8208460

First vid and comments are old new. Haven't seen that second one, however. Should look into the youtube account of whoever posted it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:49:43 ID: 5487b0 No.8208519 >>8208529

>>8208460
ironic city paper writes hit piece on the alt-right within hours of this shit hitting reddit. but back in 2008 it was investigating comet.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:50:38 ID: 9f8531 No.8208525
File (hide): 957d743e0feaab0⋯.png (3.94 MB, 2133x2885, 2133:2885, 2DS4Em.png)

be careful on them interwebs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:51:14 ID: 9f8531 No.8208529 >>8208544

>>8208519
They were'nt investigating Comet back then, they were harassing and smearing the guy who was.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:51:48 ID: 6ff895 No.8208537

>>8208477
I want to believe he just fed Guy Fieri human flesh.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:52:13 ID: aa6f30 No.8208542 >>8208592

File (hide): 1dc9cee93d1a9fb⋯.jpg (701.38 KB, 2063x1934, 2063:1934, 428ab9e675a066ff985d1cb76b….jpg)

>>8207428
Jesus. Either this is proof of a pedo ring or people who like pizza really like to help orphans and 
runaways for some reason. 

>>8208446
>>8208430
I saw this Panda-related image in the last thread. One of the sites linking to cometpingpong was 
this:
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:l2Fby0DlELQJ:www.radarredux.com/2009/05/dc-based-panda-head-magazine-dishes

An interview with the creator of "Panda Head Magazine". Says he loves hanging out at CPP. 
Anyway, what's the first thing you notice at www.pandaheadmag.com? 
Just bizarre stuff, nothing really damning. More leads to follow I guess. 

Sorry if I messed up my links, don't post much.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:52:17 ID: 5487b0 No.8208544

>>8208529
oops. big difference lol. and now he works for Huffing paint? >>8208472  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:52:20 ID: ae71e5 No.8208545

>>8208185
Nigger, cops don't even use USBs since it is one of the biggest vectors for malware injection, they would just throw that in the trash. Find an old printer 
that doesn't use tracking dots and print any and all relevant information and infographs if you are trying to get LE on the case, anyone suggesting USBs is 
a shill or stupid, printed media is the best option.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:54:08 ID: 66eaf2 No.8208558

>>8208513
old *news, that is  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:57:39 ID: 8e9dab No.8208592
File (hide): b6fc57135c5e52b⋯.jpg (63.87 KB, 599x599, 1:1, 1446780197814.jpg)

>>8208542
I just threw up 
in my mouth  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:57:52 ID: 83bcb8 No.8208593 >>8208654 >>8208676 >>8208998

>>8207343
Can we just have someone tape a tape-recorder under a table and pick it up the next day? I feel like we need a way to see what's going on from the 
inside, and this is probably the safest way  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 04:58:06 ID: 3ec8e2 No.8208596 >>8208998

File (hide): 06df80772eeb973⋯.jpg (32.71 KB, 606x540, 101:90, you serious.jpg)

>>8208348
Why would they 
even do that? 
Really?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:00:23 ID: 3c7b41 No.8208613
File (hide): 9ddf746ed407305⋯.gif (911.05 KB, 171x141, 57:47, wwe.gif)

>>8208460
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ftrcg0nB93w

Uploaded on Jun 24, 2008

Intrepid reporter Jason Cherkis hunts down D.C.'s ANC Commissioner-of-the-moment. Watch the sparks fly! Or at least the 
birds.

Jason Cherkis is a reporter for Huffington Post. He covers everything from political campaigns to drug treatment to mental 
health. He has written for the Washington …

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/jason-cherkis

>Homosexual SJWs everywhere  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:03:17 ID: b8aa08 No.8208648 >>8208713

File (hide): 19c2bbf0124b9ce⋯.jpg (175.76 KB, 1558x925, 1558:925, JVZubYk[1].jpg)

>>8207894
UPDATE

Working in concert with another digger, have confirmed that the photo of the trenching operation is taking 
place in the basement of Buck's Camping and Fishing. The door open in the photo leads into the parking lot 
behind the restaurant. The hole cut into the double wall goes into the basement of Besta Pizza, which 
makes sense if you look closely and see the insulated pizza delivery carriers. Besta delivers pizza, but 
Comet Ping Pong never has. So Comet wouldn't have a use for those. The orientation of the structure 
above the basement also corroborates this.

The photo of the hole in the floor with two men staring at it would be the start of the trenching operation 
taking place near the south wall shared between the two businesses.

Neither Buck's nor Besta Pizza have ANY PERMITS on file for this construction (or any construction). THER MAY STILL BE a hidden doorway in the 
basement lounge of Buck's that links it to Besta Pizza

https://imgur.com/a/kRg5B  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:03:39 ID: 44f511 No.8208654 >>8208676 >>8209159

>>8208593
If they have cameras in there, which I'm sure they do, you're gonna have a bad time.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:05:10 ID: 1f4ee4 No.8208662 >>8208684 >>8208697 >>8208788 >>8208998

If anyone finds the IP of their CCTV, you can gain access through URI exploit, good luck guys, I'm going to sleep.

http://www.kerneronsec.com/2016/02/remote-code-execution-in-cctv-dvrs-of.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:07:15 ID: bc5d8e No.8208676 >>8208679

>>8208593
>>8208654
That's what hoodies, caps, gloves and sunglasses are for.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:07:38 ID: 153edc No.8208678

>>8208074
Why the fuck are you guy's suggesting USB's anyways? Do you not know that any IT department of any LEA's that aren't completely braindead will 
basically say throw it away?

>what are fucking read only CD's/DVD's  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:08:02 ID: 44f511 No.8208679 >>8208696 >>8208790 >>8208857

>>8208676
They know if you leave a recorder you're gonna come back for it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:08:13 ID: 3ec8e2 No.8208684 >>8208697 >>8208855

>>8208662
>"exploit"
Still, couldn't it be possible to scan the entire range of IPs in the region  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:09:04 ID: f7ad51 No.8208696

>>8208679
should form teams for live operations like this. pickpocketing skills would come in very handy in planting and removing surveillance equipment. one guy 
could plant it and another pick it up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:09:08 ID: 2136c4 No.8208697 >>8208709

>>8208684
>>8208662
Do they have a website? What are the chances they're hosted on the same network?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:09:56 ID: 75844a No.8208709 >>8208719

>>8208697
Zero they all are hosted by a company that hosts other restaurants around the country  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:10:17 ID: 4e96a3 No.8208713
File (hide): c6fadda69dcab45⋯.jpg (270.5 KB, 836x750, 418:375, 1475445383654.jpg)

>>8208648
it looks like they tried to do it 
themselves but then had to hire 
some stronger dudes  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:10:27 ID: 44f511 No.8208719

>>8208709
Could those other restaurants be connected to this pedo shit?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:10:57 ID: 0944df No.8208729

>>8204162
Nice, keep going.

>>8205446
Oh geez… this is so bad… 

Well like Donald said today, 'we have to deal with reality'. Soldier on. Godspeed anons.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:11:49 ID: 092a0f No.8208740 >>8208752 >>8208759

Haven't checked 8chan for a couple days, trying to catch up on this pedo shit. Y'all covered a lot of ground. 

Can someone please explain the connection to the SLC daycare? I lived near it, and am still only about 20 minutes away. I could swing by sometime if the 
connect is worth checking  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:12:32 ID: 75844a No.8208752 >>8208820

>>8208740
Don't suicide  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:12:57 ID: b8aa08 No.8208759 >>8208820

>>8208740
>Can someone please explain the connection to the SLC daycare?
Other than similar symbology (rabbits are showing up a lot) there doesn't seem to be much of a link.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:13:26 ID: 74e98f No.8208764 >>8209117

>>8208260
>>8208406
Just my layman thinking on the matter here. If you're adamant about slinging information through meatspace rather than social medias at every PD and 
FBI office you can- probably not worth bothering with the CIA, deeply compromised and all- you could use a cheap junker laptop with no internet 
connection whatsoever as a middleman. I'm sure some of you anons have to have spares lying around or else could acquire one. Ferry files with one 
USB to craptop, remove, insert sendout USB to craptop for transfer, 'edit' images by copying/screenshotting the image itself and pasting it over into a new 
file entirely to remove identifying marks from the original networked computer, send. I don't think that's rock solid if the craptop's ever been connected to 
your network before being used as a closed box, but it's an idea. And, obviously, handle all sendout materials with gloved hands, covered and/or tied 
back hair, and a face clean of skin flakes or loose facial hair, clothes and surfaces likewise. 

There's a problem in the fact they might not look at the USB and instead discard it for previously described security reasons, but you could print physical 
copies along with the USB at petty cost as an alternative and potentially a hook for them to investigate the rest of the files if you can't print the whole 
contents. The worry about forensic evidence from printer dots is probably quite real, but assuming the identifying marks are in innocuous but otherwise 
printing clear parts of the paper, you could just drown every non-text/image occupied space with a brush of whiteout to obfuscate them. If all else fails, 
you'll have given a pretty good go of it and made most every consideration for opsec an amateur can. Even if it can be tracked to you, there's no 
guarantee it necessarily will. Masonic police corruption is a thing, but it isn't totally ubiquitous, not as far as I know.

Obviously, do not do this if it will take energy away from digging and you don't have our silver bullet yet. But if you do, or else if you aren't equipped to dig 
and are merely cataloguing as I am, this is a way to be potentially useful and force the matter into the public eye. If the enemy has to get the propaganda 
engines rolling to talk about 'internet trolls slandering Hillary campaigners as pedo-cannibals' after both individual area relevant and nationwide 
departments start buzzing about this when their mailboxes fill with cheap USBs and files full of this shit, that means they have to concede that it WILL be 
talked about and all they can do is futilely try to regain narrative control. Considering the effects Spirit Cooking has already had and the fact that it's fresh 
in peoples' minds, the ground already laid is an explosive springboard into flushing these rats out permanently. Large numbers of people openly 
considering their government might be full of satanic weidos is unprecedented, but it is already here. Large numbers of people openly considering their 
government of satanic weirdos might be full bore satanists is the next logical step.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:15:37 ID: 1f4ee4 No.8208788

>>8208662
Other things to know 
try
"root" and 519070 it's a hardcoded user and password in some models
and try
TCP port 9000. No security here

I'm out. Good luck  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:15:56 ID: 83bcb8 No.8208790 >>8208808

>>8208679
Sure but that's if they notice a recorder. They have small recorders out there now, and someone could have it under their sleeves before they walk in, eat 
at a table while just setting it up and just walk out. Come back the next day and see what you picked up. It's not fool proof, but it's possible we can get 
more information if we do some covert ops in the store itself  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:17:23 ID: 44f511 No.8208808 >>8208844

>>8208790
I just don't want anyone getting offed.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:18:09 ID: 092a0f No.8208820 >>8208853 >>8208876

>>8208752
I ain't saying when. 

>>8208759
Are you sure? This is important.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:20:32 ID: 83bcb8 No.8208844 >>8208901

>>8208808
I hear you on that, and that's why we need to scope out the place. See who is coming in on shifts, events, ect. Even if it's not in the store, we can setup a 
camera across the street to see who is coming in.
The word is out obviously, so if we switch up our tactics while still digging around we are bound to find out something  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:21:00 ID: b8aa08 No.8208853 >>8208883 >>8208919

>>8208820
I can't recall there being any firm links. There's a skeezy looking daycare who has their website hosted on the same server as Comet Ping Pong, but 
that's a rather weak link.

If anyone can recall any other links that might be useful. Check the previous threads if you want to know for sure.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:21:16 ID: 1f4ee4 No.8208855

>>8208684
Region scan is bad idea, I sometimes I get IPs that say I'm in New York, while in fact I'm no where near there.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:21:17 ID: 095e34 No.8208857 >>8208912

>>8208679
Well there are recorders on amazon and other sites that are in the shape of a pen. They look so convincing that unless you knew it was a recorder, you 
couldnt tell the difference.  There are also tiny tiny tiny cameras too that you could plant onto anything. might be worth looking into. they do cost around 
50$+ though.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:22:49 ID: 3c7b41 No.8208876 >>8208895

File (hide): 3ad33b9ca0e9305⋯.gif (1.23 MB, 360x240, 3:2, SruSDff.gif)

>>8208820

I assume you're older than 12. The suspicion is that it's a front for shady stuff. 

>>8202836
>I got a couple friends in the underworld. One of them is a professional freelance gangster, so I showed him 
a picture of the SLC White Rabbit back during our Pedowood investigation. I asked him whether or not he 
recognized that symbol. His response chilled me to the bone. He said, "Yeah. There are some 'killer rabbits' 
in there."  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:23:21 ID: 642cf7 No.8208881 >>8208896 >>8209015 >>8209109

Hey guys CTR is literally out to round up the anon intellectuals and kill them. Anons who have contributed to any thread or who have done any research 
please document that you were investigating pizza:podesta for your family and so we can use your death to continue to pursue them. Lol if you woke up 
with a .gov spam email you are in real danger. If you live in DC you can't trust some police. It's obvious they are corrupt. I'm assuming Maryland police is 
corrupt too.

>if I die it was because of I was investigating podesta emails  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:23:36 ID: 59febb No.8208883 >>8208898 >>8208945

>>8208853
iirc it had a link with a sketchy place in california that had a pedovan by it in google streetview. the connection from what i remember is that the artist who 
did the art for the cali place was connected to comet ping pong in some way  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:24:33 ID: 44f511 No.8208895 >>8208943

>>8208876
Thats interesting. Did he say anything else about it? The tiniest detail could be important.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:24:40 ID: f7ad51 No.8208896
File (hide): 2ee9784d1e717a1⋯.jpg (41.39 KB, 600x600, 1:1, anon trump.jpg)

>>8208881
nigger im on the lulzboat riding the 7 
proxseas. go ahead and call soros i dont 
give a fuck.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:24:51 ID: b8aa08 No.8208898 >>8208925

>>8208883
>had a pedovan by it in google streetview
The Time Warner Cable one or the unmarked one.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:25:00 ID: e86ac7 No.8208901
File (hide): bc3ecf0b1e528b9⋯.jpg (10.18 KB, 255x255, 1:1, fcedfed44a3cf56982655c8b48….jpg)

>>8208844
Double dubs confirm. This 
is Kek's will.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:26:00 ID: 83bcb8 No.8208912 >>8208972

>>8208857
$50 or so isn't a lot to a cause like this. I don't really know the layout of the store inside, but I would assume a ping pong place would be pretty easy to 
hide a pen recorder somewhere without suspicion and recover it as well. Obviously we can't use just a plain old 90s recorder  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:26:52 ID: 092a0f No.8208919 >>8208945

>>8208853
I know the daycare. It's a couple streets north from where I used to go to school, salt lake community college - south city. I lived in a place a couple 
streets south of the community college, so maybe 10 minutes from the daycare. I just need to know if there is a legit connection. Do you have a 
screenshot or something confirming what you said?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:27:19 ID: 59febb No.8208925

>>8208898
it was some handyman/plumber. the logo in question was in the op posts during some of the last threads, so just find the archives of those and youll find 
it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:28:48 ID: 3c7b41 No.8208943 >>8209405

>>8208895

I don't know, it wasn't me that talked to the hired gun in the >>8202836 post.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:28:53 ID: 092a0f No.8208945

>>8208883
>>8208919  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:29:22 ID: 714e3f No.8208950 >>8208977 >>8209028

File (hide): a8b4b3114fbbbce⋯.png (539.84 KB, 638x497, 638:497, culk.png)

Macaulay Culkin's band is 
called The Pizza 
Underground. 
Coincidence?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:30:38 ID: 000000 No.8208970 >>8209113

Anyone not see the movie 'The Cabin in the Woods' ? 

They sacrifice children to Moloch for ritual sacrifice done by a huge governmental network depicted to be the CIA? 

See at 12:00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xja_5iv4n_4  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:30:43 ID: 802270 No.8208972 >>8209045

>>8208912
They're probably paying close attention to any customers that aren't regulars right now.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:31:23 ID: 9f8531 No.8208977

>>8208950
Child star with a troubled past and history of drugs/abuse… probably more than a coincidence.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:33:02 ID: 5487b0 No.8208998
File (hide): 9f3a5e665e2bf62⋯.png (184.16 KB, 1418x532, 709:266, happyhacking.PNG)

>>8208596
PR. or guilty 
conscious. 

>>8208593
that and a wad of 
cash, 'special' pizza 

can be pricey.
 
>>8208662
pic related, though you'll get better signal readings irl ofc.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:35:04 ID: 3c7b41 No.8209015 >>8209027 >>8209029 >>8209174

File (hide): d37f51753a86e67⋯.gif (385.33 KB, 500x275, 20:11, typewriter.gif)

>>8208881

Correct the Record is doing wet work 
now? wow how do you know that 
anon  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:35:55 ID: 642cf7 No.8209027 >>8209090

>>8209015

See>>8208525  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:36:00 ID: 4e96a3 No.8209028
File (hide): f94e088676d437a⋯.jpg (208.03 KB, 800x1242, 400:621, Baal-Hammon.JPG)

>>8208950
>opening legs to pizza
>sunglasses cuz they don't wanna 
see
>pizza boxes are the handkerchief 
mementos
>kevin simulating sucking cock
>forming a pentagram  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:36:13 ID: 44f511 No.8209029 >>8209090

>>8209015
And why the fuck would they be sending spam emails?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:37:23 ID: 9e2ed4 No.8209038 >>8209069

>>8203957
PIZZA. MAP.
Is that what they were referring to in the emails??  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:37:41 ID: 83bcb8 No.8209045

>>8208972
Good point, didn't think about that. Still I'm sure not everyone that works at the restraunt is "in" on the pizza. I'm sure if we get a sense of who is coming in 
and out, we can plan accordingly  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:39:28 ID: 802270 No.8209069

>>8209038
No.  "map" means material with DNA in it.  As in they can map it back to you.  Pizza-related map on a handkerchief.  Think what that may be.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:40:04 ID: e9fa4c No.8209079

If I die let it be known it was some fucking jew fag slave controlled by them who call themselves enlightened but are just some disgusting fags  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:40:42 ID: 3c7b41 No.8209090 >>8209106

File (hide): 9786372f7282afb⋯.gif (715.99 KB, 312x320, 39:40, mouse monster.gif)

>>8209027
>>8209029

That's intimidation and blackmail (if you've got a 
bad enough past that they're aware of) stuff. 

Not quite the same as hunting you down and 
murdering you, now is it…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:41:50 ID: 44f511 No.8209106 >>8209123

>>8209090
Maybe, but not everyone even reads their spam emails.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:42:00 ID: 15edb8 No.8209109 >>8209149

>>8208881
Bring it faggots  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:42:14 ID: 74e98f No.8209113 >>8209142

>>8208970
I've sen the film. It's a parody of shlock slasher films from the '80s, with a giant global organization collecting groups of five slasher protagonists to get 
axed by randomly selected horror monsters on simulation sites in order to sate vaguely Mesoamerican godheads that really want blood. It's got nothing to 
do with Moloch in any open fashion, the Ancient Ones rae just generic malevolent precursors that like torturing humanity but can be placated by blood. 

It's not even the CIA running things, it's a bigass supra-everything organization more resembling the SCP Foundation than anything else. Further, they're 
doing blood magic to prevent the apocalypse, whereas our lovely pizza partiers are far more interested in bringing it about.

By the by, having instinctively opened that out of nostalgia myself, probably not the best link to follow, clicking or otherwise. You know, man in the middle 
interceptions and all. Oh, well. This flesh is meaningless anyways, so what of it?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:43:03 ID: 5487b0 No.8209117 >>8209266

>>8208764
how much are ((they)) paying you m8?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:43:35 ID: 3c7b41 No.8209123

>>8209106

I sure don't. I don't ever click on ads, either. I don't need any help when shopping.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:45:38 ID: 095e34 No.8209142 >>8209157 >>8209266

>>8209113
i got a spam email this morning with the title "WASHINGTON INSIDER EXPOSES CORRUPTION AT HIGHEST LEVEL" ..im scared to even open it..  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:46:08 ID: 642cf7 No.8209149

>>8209109
Wtf I'm not CTR lmao I just don't want any normies dying  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:46:34 ID: 153edc No.8209157

>>8209142
Get a better email provider. I get literally 0 spam from openmailbox.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:46:45 ID: 220d93 No.8209159 >>8209270

>>8208654
Get a micro gps tracker. But a beer in a can if possible drop it in. See where they take their trash.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:48:17 ID: 5487b0 No.8209174 >>8209195

>>8209015
sorry too tell u m8 but look:
>>8204162
David Brock literally founded CTR. if they can kidnap youths they can do a lot more. look up 'clinton disappearances'  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:49:32 ID: 84c317 No.8209189

>>8204188
Dude you only highlighted "yellow bracelets"

Now look what blue bracelets been and look at that magician, especially the second pic of him …

wtf  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:49:41 ID: 3c7b41 No.8209195
File (hide): 03bfb3fed13bef3⋯.gif (2.05 MB, 480x271, 480:271, ufos.gif)

>>820
9174

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:50:54 ID: 486832 No.8209212

I feel like this is starting to go nowhere, what should i be looking for?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:54:23 ID: 74e98f No.8209266

>>8209117
I'm just inept and trying to brainstorm usefully, hence the intermittent disclaimers about not being sure. Is there anything unsound about the methods 
described that I didn't address or note as having been addressed?

>>8209142
Then, assuming this isn't a meta-fearmongering thing, don't open it. It's a transparent intimidation attempt, but evidently that's all they can do at this point 
if they haven't tried to get at you already. And if they do try to get at you, attrition is not in their favor. Recall Solzhenitsyn's testimony on the Soviet-era 
secret police snatchings; if at every stairwell in every complex were citizens in wait with axes, knives, pokers, anything and everything they might have, 
the secret organs of the state would have ground to a halt. Now, how do you think this applies with a couple scumfuck pedophile traitor WASPs & Jewish 
bastards at a time trying to snatch people, in theory? They're more interested in getting the fuck out of dodge than dying in droves trying to clean up loose 
ends, I'd take it. This chaos needs to be used to the fullest for maximal digging and maximal spread of amalgamated information. They have to hang from 
every lamppost.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:54:44 ID: 0fd7c7 No.8209268 >>8209276 >>8209313

File (hide): 3a61848425c7c1f⋯.jpg (255.29 KB, 1986x1480, 993:740, Cww6oywUcAAVZzT.jpg)

>>8203720 (OP)
From 0hour's twitter…is 
this legit?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:55:07 ID: 83bcb8 No.8209270

>>8209159
This, like I said, if we can get a couple people with pen recorders or micro gps and just get a little more information about the inside of this store front, we 
might be able to go further. But right now it seems like we a slowing down with no leads and the cats out of the bag. If they are changing logos they know 
we know. This is the time to catch them in the act.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:55:30 ID: 153edc No.8209276 >>8209313

>>8209268
Fucking Jesus, man, this was confirmed debunked like 20 threads ago.

No, that's a troll image. Tied up girl is from an episode of Law & Order.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:55:42 ID: 000000 No.8209281 >>8209314 >>8209380

Couple of interesting things from the sub reddit /secretpizzaparty

https://www.reddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty

1) A weird way to make pizza for sure, hide and beat up and all

"Does anyone here make their own pizza?"

https://www.reddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/comments/1ilg53/does_anyone_here_make_their_own_pizza/

"plop you dough back in and cover it with a towel. now hide it some where war for a while.

check back when it's risen to double or more, and punch it down, then let it rise again. this time, plop it on to your foured counter or table and cut in it 
quarters. this is gonna make you 4 little pizzas.

you're going to want to throw them like a ninja turlte or something, but its entirely not worth it and if you use a rolling pin, no one will judge."

2) Pic of satan eating pizza

https://www.reddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/comments/1ln0ol/us_irl/

There's much more intel, explore…  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:56:18 ID: 000000 No.8209292 >>8209301 >>8209368

KEK has blessed every one of us to be here this fine day. I checked into Fritz Springmeier. I learnd shit about myself that I should not know… I learned 
shit anon needs to know. This thread is gonna get slid hard. 

Fritz is describing a tradition of trauma based mind control called Monarch. In essence you panic the shit out of the brain, enforcing a dissociative fugue 
state in the child, and then you can write stuff to it. The mind splits into compartments after great trauma, the programmer writes to those compartments. 
Those compartments can be split. 

Or sliced. Like pizza. 

This pizza madness could be an outsourcing operation for the trauma required for Monarch programming to work. 

Guys. OpSec is gonna have to get REAL good. Bunkertime.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:57:44 ID: f7ad51 No.8209301 >>8209312 >>8209321

>>8209292
what are they programming the kids to do anon?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:58:12 ID: 000000 No.8209308 >>8209380

https://31.media.tumblr.com/c1f01c96a21dd8e374413e42924928f4/tumblr_msepd76hy71rzjvxxo1_500.png

Satanic Pizza Cult 

https://www.reddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/comments/1ln0ol/us_irl/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:58:39 ID: 802270 No.8209312 >>8209321

>>8209301
Make fake rape accusations.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:58:58 ID: 5487b0 No.8209313

>>8209268
>>8209276
yes it's dakota fanning from tv. stop posting this crap.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:58:59 ID: 44f511 No.8209314

>>8209281
lol dude, that's a pretty normal way to make dough. You have to work the dough. Watch any cooking show.  

File (hide):
6b9de52d1956725⋯.png
(1008.33 KB, 640x1136, 40:71,
IMG_2078.PNG)

File (hide):
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:59:12 ID: 858acf No.8209315 >>8209561

>>8199278
Don't know what this has to do with anything, but I found the facebook, and a possible physical address. 

Company is based in the UK, but one of the posts shows the location as being from Indonesia.

http://archive.fo/4JFeM  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:59:41 ID: 141703 No.8209320
File (hide): b078dc6de420d8c⋯.png (23.96 KB, 208x196, 52:49, IMG_1194.PNG)

MOVE ALL IRL TACTICS/PLANS FOR SLEUTHING ETC SHOULD NOT BE 
DISCUSSED ON THE CLEAR NET

THE PEOPLE THAT ALREADY HAVE DID NOT MAKE IT BACK TO REPORT 
ON WHAT THEY SAY 

TO CONFIRM AN ANON IS NOT AN AGENT OF DECEPTION ASK HIM FOR 
HIS DANKEST PEPES

DONT BE FOOLED BY BAIT LINKS TOO THEY COULD BE GETTING YOUR 
INFO IF BROWSING UNPROTECTED

GET ON DISCORD OR SOMETHING PEOPLE!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 05:59:59 ID: 000000 No.8209321

>>8209301
Well. Anything really. Dylan Roof?
>>8209312
Could be.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:00:36 ID: 156b18 No.8209324 >>8209346

Ok dont know if it was already covered but in case "they worship the white rabbit" was literal I checked mythology and didn't find much that would match 
up. What I did find, that may possibly be related is that in Taoism it's believed there's a rabbit who represent homosexual love. The story goes he was 
beaten to death after it was revealed he had an affection for an imperial official. Anyway he comes back in a dream to somebody they build him a temple, 
end of story.

However. There's another Chinese legend about the rabbit in the moon that's more related I think. The story goes the rabbit a monkey, fox and a coup,e 
other animals are trying to earn favor by being charitable, they all find this old man and try to help him. 

The monkey picks fruits and nuts for him. The fox steals some goods for him. Yet the rabbit, only able to gather grass thrusts itself into the fire for the 
stranger. The stranger was revealed to be a deity who put the rabbit in the moon with a mortar and pestle to make immortality pillsim not quite sure what 
the exact term was, only that it had to do with immortality

Now breaking the second one down

Rabbits are generally symbolic of fertility, rebirth, new life I.e. Kids

The rabbit sacrificing itself for the stranger could be taken as them taking children and abusing them in order to get the immortality elixir/potion/ingredients 
for themselves. There is a reason so many of these evil beings live for so long. And I don't think it's just modern medicine

>>8204077
Didn't some of the CTR leaks say they ordered pizza a lot? What if it wasn't pizza…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:01:27 ID: 714e3f No.8209331
File (hide): 5ec33fd4c7d73d9⋯.jpg (126.9 KB, 500x540, 25:27, 8n2JIgw.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:03:06 ID: 000000 No.8209346

>>8209324
"White rabbit" is a power word, A programming trigger.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:03:43 ID: 714e3f No.8209354 >>8209381 >>8209429

HOLY FUCK GUYS: https://www.reddit.com/r/me_irl/

https://www.reddit.com/r/me_irl/

https://www.reddit.com/r/me_irl/  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:06:07 ID: 486832 No.8209368

>>8209292
Have you read about Dutroux and Franklin?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:07:08 ID: 5487b0 No.8209380

>>8209308
>>8209281
that's nothing m8, got to the first post on the board. the name is from a movie.
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irlskN8LfQI
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wet_Hot_American_Summer#Background
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camp_Modin 
> https://d3e8892hamzvjf.cloudfront.net/videos/2013_Vid1.mp4 

don't worry about it goy, it's just a stoner tier subplebbit board.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:07:09 ID: 714e3f No.8209381 >>8209429 >>8209479

>>8209354
https://www.reddit.com/r/me_irl/comments/5cfi5s/me_irl/
WHATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:09:43 ID: 092a0f No.8209405 >>8209539

>>8208943
I just need to know if it's a coincidence. I don't know if my conscience can take it if it's not. 

I was originally looking for a house to rent near salt lake community college - south city. I settled on one just south of campus, but I looked at a couple. I 
looked at one in particular, just north of the campus, I think on 200 east. Check it out on maps, the house was only a couple streets away from the 
daycare (I can't remember the exact address, I'll swing by and confirm it at some point in the future). 
Anyway, me and a friend went to check out the house. It was oddly narrow, long, the windows were grimy. Not a great house, but not terrible for a couple 
college dudes either. No realtor there to show it, so we just walked around it, peering in through the windows. We got around to the backyard, and there 
was a small wooden shed. We went to check it out, and inside it was empty. Not just empty, but clean. Except there was a single Polaroid picture on the 
ground. I picked it up and it was a picture of a little kid, I think a girl, not more than 6 I'd say. I don't think she was smiling either, just sort of staring blankly 
at the camera. It's hard to say for certain, this was a year and a half ago now. Anyway I dropped the picture and me and my friend noped the fuck out of 
there. We nervously joked about "what the fuck was that", then a couple more times in the following month, then forgot about it. I probably would've 
forgotten forever if I hadn't been catching up on these threads and come across the SLC connection. 
That seems too much to be a coincidence, right? A Polaroid of a kid, found in a shed, within a fucking block of the SLC daycare?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:11:20 ID: 0e749e No.8209429 >>8209436 >>8209437 >>8209442 >>8209479 >>8209580

>>8209354
>>8209381
How about you actually describe your links or post a screenshot of them rather than being retarded  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:12:22 ID: 714e3f No.8209436

>>8209429
https://www.reddit.com/r/me_irl/comments/5ce9l2/me_irl/

Does this describe it enough for you dipshit?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:12:32 ID: 9f8531 No.8209437 >>8209444 >>8209580

>>8209429
it's just stupid bullshit. one is some fake text referencing pizza, the other is a capcha that says "james stop". not worth posting in the first place.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:12:45 ID: 642cf7 No.8209442 >>8209580

>>8209429

I didn't understand it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:13:05 ID: 714e3f No.8209444 >>8209458 >>8209482 >>8210231

>>8209437
https://www.reddit.com/r/me_irl/comments/5ce9l2/me_irl/

FUCK OFF YOU SHILL!!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:14:06 ID: 9f8531 No.8209458

>>8209444
kek  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:15:29 ID: 83bcb8 No.8209479

>>8209429
>>8209381
That account, Scripter17, seems to be spamming you can't stop james. I don't know if it's just a troll or what, but it could be something to look into. I'll 
keep digging  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:15:40 ID: 5487b0 No.8209481

thread 
theme 
song:  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:15:47 ID: 59febb No.8209482 >>8209500 >>8209580

File (hide): d1bb557eca5b08f⋯.gif (424.11 KB, 248x300, 62:75, 1440544628322.gif)

>>8209444 checked
id appreciate a screencap, or at 
least archive  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:16:27 ID: 87a075 No.8209492

you have to open the image
"watch for children" - best trade i ever made  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:17:14 ID: 5487b0 No.8209500 >>8209515

>>8209482
>channers scared of reddit
>redditers scared of chans

wew lads  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:17:35 ID: 714e3f No.8209503 >>8209580

The amount of up votes on those are rediculous this really is huge  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:18:28 ID: 59febb No.8209515

>>8209500 checkarooni
Sticks and stones, m80  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:20:17 ID: 3e0eab No.8209537 >>8209565

Was there any truth to that chat log from Brock and gang with the nsa toolkits?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:20:33 ID: 3c7b41 No.8209539

>>8209405

Can't say 100% obviously, but I'd say that's not a coincidence. They left the pic there to get some sort of cheap thrill, I suppose.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:21:54 ID: 5487b0 No.8209553 >>8209587

mcuck ultra 
videe :P  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:23:21 ID: 858acf No.8209561 >>8209572 >>8209575

File (hide): 5075f0be9a65b2f⋯.jpg (195.17 KB, 2000x1311, 2000:1311, IMG_2085.JPG)

>>8209315
I think I've got something!! Do we know who owns this shop? The posting in yhe screenshot says indonesia. 
Those two women in the pizza.jpg with the little girl look asian. Do we know who they are?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:23:32 ID: 9f8531 No.8209565

>>8209537
No hard proof, found it on reddit, the image of the chat log was apparently from a 4chan /pol/ thread that got axed.

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cioea/someone_who_was_concerned_about_our_safety/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:24:24 ID: 153edc No.8209572 >>8209619

>>8209561
Yeah we know who they are. Was one of the first things we dug up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:24:46 ID: 9f8531 No.8209575 >>8209619

>>8209561
The women in pizza.jpg were apparently these two

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2009_imprisonment_of_American_journalists_by_North_Korea  

File (hide): 3fe26052668e22b⋯.png (23.45 KB,
998x480, 499:240, scipter17.png)

File (hide): fcc9978d43f1392⋯.png (11.88 KB,
834x214, 417:107, scipter17(2).png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:25:24 ID: 83bcb8 No.8209580 >>8209625 >>8209658

>>8209503
>>8209482
>>8209437
>>8209442
>>8209429
This guy seems to be shilling for James. Could be just a troll, but I'm going to do some more digging  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:26:05 ID: e9fa4c No.8209587 >>8209628 >>8209660 >>8210112

>>8209553
>>8209553
Anon  THIS THIS THIS THIS IS FUCKING HUGE

>go to 0:36 . pause. look what is on the pizza 

OH MY FUCKING GOD IM OUT OF HERE  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:28:43 ID: 858acf No.8209619 >>8209631

>>8209572
>>8209575

What about the little girl?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:28:54 ID: 10ba36 No.8209621 >>8209633

>>8204411
Just checking. Nerdfighters is the followers of Crashcourse/vlogbrothers right? At least John is super creepy even for being a SJW.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:29:28 ID: 5487b0 No.8209625 >>8209657

>>8209580
wow don't spin ur wheels on some reddit thread. you goyim have no focus, top adhd m8.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:29:45 ID: e9fa4c No.8209628

>>8209587
this is some serious truman show type of shit. everything is connected

the vid anon posted above titled "i don't want my pizza burning"
features baby legs on the pizza  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:30:23 ID: 9f8531 No.8209631 >>8209978

>>8209619
afaik that hasn't been figured out  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:30:29 ID: 5487b0 No.8209633

>>8209621
>>8204411
m8 they have many followers. just check twitter with a throw-away account.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:31:31 ID: 44f511 No.8209641
File (hide): 09bb69ba70dc796⋯.jpg (300.97 KB, 1234x1024, 617:512, 1427416644285.jpg)

Yeah this thread is 
getting kiked out. 
Away with you kikes.

PRAISE KEK.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:31:34 ID: a33c51 No.8209642 >>8209660

>>820958
oh my fucking god

I am thoroughly disturbed. About to dive into the archives, when I catch up I'll start contributing. 

Thanks for the pastbin in another thread anon.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:32:03 ID: 000000 No.8209648 >>8210097

pizza means after-party
kiddie porn
child prostitution
human sacrifice
s&m bondage children tied to footstools
plasma +grit(human dough) + cum + blood + shit = pizza

masonica

shit means chocolate
chicken is sacrificial ties or chained bred children
rabbit is a term for breeding human cattle
cattle for consumption
they are cannibles they breed children
slc daycare has windows that show the rows of cages it is a human monkey nest to breed child slaves and food
mormonism is multiple wives masonic breeding cult.

you ignore masonry the illuminati is high level freemasonry it is nothing else not bohemian owl not jonny goesch. 

It is your local blue lodge. 

it is your local shrine

it is the pizza parlors in between
key word parlor
same with ice cream
huehuehuehue

I am concerned I thought you would at least know ok there is not only occult but clear masonic themes but no so I have to really implore you fellas to 
assume anything occult and orginized to be sub masonic or masonic for the sake of clarity. There is no doubt in my mind this is absolutely masonic it is a 
disgrace you reference the fucking muhlek this many times what about joabert? Machbenach? You better stop fucking around with popular masonic cover 
ups there was agenda 2100 by the supreme council assr to REMOVE OCCULT THEMES FROM MASONRY AND IMPLANT THEM IN MEDIA TO 
CREATE A ILLUMINATI BOOGYMAN IT IS THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF 33rd DEGREE SCOTTISH RITE SOUTHERN JURISDICTION ANCIENT 
AND ACCEPTED FREEMASONS

IT IS THE RITE OF MEMPHIS AND MITZREAM 97

STOP CUCKING FOR THE LODGE  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:32:51 ID: 83bcb8 No.8209657 >>8209680

File (hide): 45f610ef07600ea⋯.png (28.16 KB, 740x672, 185:168, Scripter17(3).png)

>>8209625
Sorry but this guy 
just seems 
fishy… (pic 
related again)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:32:53 ID: 714e3f No.8209658 >>8209719 >>8209849

>>8209580
He seems to post here alot: https://www.reddit.com/r/SCP/

What the fuck is this shit?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:32:55 ID: a33c51 No.8209660

>>8209642
meant for
>>8209587
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File (hide): bd2ed316cbd12c0⋯.jpg (7.91 KB, 643x96,
643:96, Youtube videos.jpg)

File (hide): 2e794d8788fec1e⋯.png (374.05 KB,
766x497, 766:497, carlos 3.png)

File (hide): 4533b5cd2470500⋯.png (98.28 KB,
535x376, 535:376, Carlos 4.png)

File (hide): bd2ed316cbd12c0⋯.jpg (7.91 KB, 643x96,
643:96, Gaslighting account.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:33:01 ID: ba2dbe No.8209662 >>8209702 >>8210277 >>8210520

Decided to dig into carlos urrely, the gaslighter filming toddlers. Have combined all info from past thread and his dox, along with step by step as to how I 
got it.

____

View the 2 images, 1st is him gaslighting the person who filmed comet 8 years ago, second is his youtube channel

Copy&Pasting how we found his name here:

Go to his You tube page
Watch the video of him in the shower with his cat, remember his feet(that's all you see) 
google "ToolboxDC"
Find a Palates Studio on Connecticut BLVD by besta pizza
Go to web page.
Look at Instructor posing in front of a class (notice his feet)
go to contact us, Click facebook link
Look at facebook page for "ToolBox DC"
Find guy from picture with matching feet
see him in pictures calling him "Carlos"
Search facebook for "Carlos toolbox DC" and find more pictures of same guy with his last name listed..
win?

___

His facebook: https://www.facebook.com/natamaxx?fref=ts

Archived : https://archive.is/indfe

3rd picture is a screenshot of his boyfriends name and showing he is a pilates instructor.

Only 1 match for Carlos Urrely and it claims florida, which I thought was bullshit until I saw him share this (Picture 4)

Without further ado, the 1 match for Carlos matches the same area of florida that he used to work in as recently as 10 months ago and here it is:

Carlos Urrely age 38
From: Coral Gables, FL
222 Zamora Ave #1,Coral Gables, FL 33134 (305) 666-9343 imre@earthlink.net, imre75@aol.com
Previous Addresses: 6501 30th St, Miami, FL 33155,
17 Salamanca Ave #4, Coral Gables, FL 33134,
222 Zamora Ave #3, Coral Gables, FL 33134,
1452 5th St #20, Miami, FL 33135,
1521 17th St #1, Miami, FL 33145
Possible Relatives: Jose J Urrelysanchez,
Antonio J Urrely,
Onelia Urrely,
Margarita E Urrely,
Monica Maria Izquierdo,
Maria M Urrely
Other Phone Numbers: (305) 461-5789,
(305) 495-7364,
(305) 666-9343,
(305) 669-1831,
(305) 804-4796,
(305) 934-7657

He is the only real gaslighter we have identified, could be a big lead, could be nothing.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:34:28 ID: 1bbd11 No.8209680 >>8209699

>>8209657
anon the fucking game is about a pizzeria, its a trump joke

there's leads and then there's being retarded  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:35:40 ID: 83bcb8 No.8209699

>>8209680
alright, sorry got a little trigger happy. I'll go back to lurking some more  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:35:49 ID: ba2dbe No.8209702
File (hide): f4951aa88e6502b⋯.jpg (164.98 KB, 1218x880, 609:440, Youtube.jpg)

>>8209662
>>8209662
Whoops, didn't 
upload the image of 
his youtube account. 
Here it is:  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:36:01 ID: b72b1f No.8209706 >>8209781 >>8210022

I have never been to this site before today.  But I have read a lot of this topic and read your banter so will try to  see if I get this half right on my first post 
of my first day to this fucked up site (man you guys are nuts)…  here goes…

Have any of your cuntfaces gone autist on the Podesta PPT files that were of birds and shit?  COuld there be images hidden in those files?  Do any of 
you retards even know what I'm talking about or do I need to dig up the links for you?  I imagine this is the part where I'm called a newbfag.  But yeah, 
that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:36:55 ID: 9f8531 No.8209719

>>8209658
SCP is a creepypasta-type site with user-submitted stories.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:39:14 ID: 44f511 No.8209739 >>8209751

Peter Levenda has investigated this circle from the occult side of it before, he said if you continue following every lead or connection you'll get bombarded 
with useless information. I fear that is happening now.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:39:50 ID: df6307 No.8209743 >>8209794

>>8206109
Ive seen these images before somewhere

like on another conspiracy website someplace, i think it was something to do with the "thanks for the memories girl"

im almost sure this whole pedesta campaign is a setup now

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:39:55 ID: b72b1f No.8209744

Here's a link to the ppt files to Podesta
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/53544  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:40:22 ID: 000000 No.8209751 >>8209773

>>8209739
NO FUCKHEAD IT IS A MASONIC CULT WE HAVEN'T EVEN STARTED  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:42:02 ID: b72b1f No.8209772

CORRECT.  WHy the fuck did Besta change their logo then?  There's some shit happening.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:42:02 ID: 44f511 No.8209773 >>8209850

>>8209751
I'm not doubting that one bit. What I'm saying is that they intentionally throw diversions and dead ends in there. Not every lead is worth following.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:42:16 ID: 0a6088 No.8209781 >>8209815

>>8209706
Yeah, some swiss anon apparently decoded them. He was posting weird pics of podestas and kids in a 4chan thread last night. I dont have it saved tho. 
Anyone else see those? Reverse image searching didnt pull up anything. There wasnt anything really incriminating, just weird  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:43:13 ID: 44f511 No.8209794

>>8209743
People have been investigating this prior to WikiLeaks.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:43:20 ID: 1e1db5 No.8209796

>>8205666
This artist has no wiki, but is supposed to be somewhat famous. I bet this "art" is just for fun too, like Marina's  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:45:15 ID: 0efaa0 No.8209815 >>8209839

>>8209781
we've proven time and again we're not /tech/. i think the leads with encryption are ultimately dead ends until we get a turbo autist in on this.

the decyphering a few anons were doing last thread was starting to come together though. that you can do with a pen and paper. ripping secret encrypted 
photos out of other photos or pdfs etc really isnt within our current ability.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:46:55 ID: 0a6088 No.8209839

>>8209815
I agree. He ended up posting several photos and I havent seen them anywhere on here or reddit so Im not sure what happened with that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:47:28 ID: 783ab3 No.8209849 >>8209888

>>8209658
The SCP foundtation a fictional top-secret agency that locks up paranormal shit. It comes from a wiki where you post "documents" about the spoopy 
things they've encountered. http://www.scp-wiki.net/

It looks like this is really just some kid shitposting on plebbit. me_irl is the designated shitting board of Reddit, it's just random meme images.
>HAHAHOIIMTEMMIEHHAHA

>What is a habit you picked up because of Reddit?
>24/7 shitposting  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:47:29 ID: 000000 No.8209850 >>8209872 >>8209876 >>8210044 >>8210097

>>8209773
Follow the breeders.
Human breeding signified by the seated white rabbit,
A running white rabbit means body snatchers.

Forget any reverence any doubt about masons. Get it out of your system do not look at these guys look at them and picture them in white jumpsuits and 
white masks raping a child on an apron the masonic badge of innocence.

GMAIL is the masonic apron.

GLOGO is the pagan heart masonic pedo symbol.

They worship tubal cain the descendent of cain

HERMAN CAINE GODFATHERS PIZZA

STOP CUCKING FOR FAKE SENSATIONALIST BULLSHIT IT IS NOT SOME OTHER GLITCH TRIANGLE ALL SEEING EYE falcon CULT IT IS 
FREEMASONRY.

STOP CUCKING FOR THE LODGE.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:47:57 ID: 000000 No.8209858 >>8210097

You guys don't think law enforcement will actually do anything to Killary and globalist backed goons do you?! 

>Guy Faux Masks 
>Guns
>Livestream

Run in and search the place while we hold everyone at gunpoint and livestream. 

drop an email, let's go  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:48:23 ID: cf3606 No.8209865

Who Created the Reddit Sub "/r/Pizzagate"?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:48:54 ID: 153edc No.8209872 >>8209877

>>8209850
>this post
what the fuck  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:49:25 ID: 44f511 No.8209876 >>8209916

>>8209850
If you go back to my posts in this thread, I even mentioned Godfather's. I'm not shilling. I've been investigating this shit for five years.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:49:35 ID: 0a6088 No.8209877

>>8209872
Late stage autism. if he got trips i mightve believed some of it tho  

Who crated pizzagate Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:49:52 ID: cf3606 No.8209884 >>8210082

File (hide): c80cb9b60f0bcd1⋯.jpg (133.74 KB, 1042x678, 521:339, Pizzagate creator.jpg)

Pizzagate creator

http://imgur.com/a/No9qM  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:50:00 ID: 7da1aa No.8209888

>>8209849
>SCP
Coming out of lurking to say fuck you, I can't read two things at once  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:52:06 ID: 000000 No.8209916

>>8209876
Good egg  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:52:35 ID: c86a8e No.8209923 >>8209934 >>8209937 >>8209955 >>8210005 >>8210037 >>8210134

>>8205225

Christ, did this post ever get slid.

PAY ATTENTION NIGGERS

THIS CREEPY-AS-FUCK INFANT MASSAGE THERAPIST , KEVIN REYNOLDS, WHO IS ALSO LISTED IN JEFF EPSTEIN'S  
ADDRESS BOOK, HAS PICTURES ON HIS WEBSITES OF HIMSELF WITH A BUNCH OF KIDS AND BILL CLINT ON:

http://easthamptonbabysitters.com/
https://archive.is/O1syP
http://kevinreynoldsmassage.com/
https://archive.is/Myult

THIS OTHER RANDOM WEBSITE HAS PICTURES OF THE SAME KIDS WITH THEIR NAMES, AND IT TURNS OUT THEY ARE  
THE KIDS MENTIONED IN THE PODEST A EMAIL ABOUT A POOL P ARTY

https://archive.is/r6uXS
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/54545

>We plan to heat the pool, so a swim is a possibility. Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) 
so you’ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool for sure.  

GroundWar  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:53:46 ID: 3be078 No.8209931 >>8209941 >>8209969 >>8210073

File (hide): da3e2586a0d526e⋯.jpg (621.49 KB, 2082x1260, 347:210, Popup.jpg)

Guys, we missed something.

They admit to "sex games" right in the photos of their illegal 
construction. Pop-up is a term for a group sex game.

Plebbit 
/r/pizzagate/comments/5cjb7q/guys_we_missed_something_in_the
_comet_pizza/

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:53:57 ID: 1e1db5 No.8209934

>>8209923
Oh my god. Now that is fucking creepy  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:54:30 ID: c86a8e No.8209937

>>8209923
I meant to reply to this
>>8206288 but whatever

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:54:48 ID: 0a6088 No.8209941

>>8209931
>citing urban dictionary for definitions
Fucking W E W  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:55:29 ID: f7ad51 No.8209955
File (hide): 508e9f37832ba94⋯.jpg (31.42 KB, 343x361, 343:361, happening.jpg)

>>8209923  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:56:40 ID: 6ff895 No.8209969 >>8209979

>>8209931
pop-up is also a very temporary restaurant.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:57:29 ID: 858acf No.8209978
File (hide): 0df7f7d94f8ad7e⋯.jpg (46.32 KB, 523x396, 523:396, IMG_2090.JPG)

>>8209631
I might have a lead. 

A TORanon posted a pair of child leggings in one of the other threads. THe leggings were made by a 
company named Blade and Rose, which is owned by Amanda Peffer. She has two children, and a husband 
named Johnathan.

Pic related is her from this article:

www.thewestmorlandgazette.co.uk/business/11529933.Amanda_a_mum_in_a_million/

I'm seeing if I can find a picture of her kids. It may or may not be related, but it was worth looking into.  

GroundWar  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:57:37 ID: 3be078 No.8209979 >>8210001 >>8210003 >>8210016

>>8209969
Except Jimmycomet tells them to "line up now," implying men standing in a row… 

They're talking about a "sex game."  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:58:40 ID: e0a981 No.8209990 >>8210142 >>8210172 >>8210572 >>8210609

1. go here  http://www.theape s.com/index2.html   (amanda kleinman's old band)

2. Click "Baba's mountain" - notice what animal the animation makes? White rabbit.

3. Read Paragraph 4 and 5 :)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:59:14 ID: 0a6088 No.8210001

>>8209979
Could also mean "line up at this newly established, temporary restaurant"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:59:26 ID: 44f511 No.8210003

>>8209979
It could be doublespeak too though. A temporary "restaurant" to "eat" "pizza."  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 06:59:29 ID: 61bfed No.8210005

>>8209923

Fucking break up those http addresses, you fuck.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:00:17 ID: 6ff895 No.8210016

>>8209979
Namefag, I appreciate your vigilance, but we gotta connect much larger dots.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:00:38 ID: 000000 No.8210022

>>8209706
>>8209706
I remember one anon last night had found another picture of hearts inside of another file. Picture is the first file with a web address that only had a picture 
of hearts on it.  

File (hide): 06fe5bb61cc2300⋯.jpg (26.6 KB, 351x256,
351:256, cdfae97ce8bac6e08eeea10ef6….jpg)

File (hide): ab2feddb3abbc33⋯.png (131.46 KB,
982x603, 982:603, 77a786f1aa2bc701e53946ed1a….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:02:32 ID: c86a8e No.8210037

>>8209923
Here's Reynolds' entry in Epstein's black book, the name is spelled differently but it's in the Virgin Islands, and the Virgin Islands are on his website. He 
also lived on the island of St. Thomas, which Epstein frequented.

Oh, and he ran a "vacation concierge service" in addition to being an infant-massager and babysitter: https://archive.is/X5SxI

That is Bill with Reynolds and the mother of the Luzatto children,  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:03:17 ID: 3c7b41 No.8210044

>>8209850
>Human breeding signified by the seated white rabbit,

>A running white rabbit means body snatchers.

Where did you learn about that? 

I read Springmeiers' stuff and there are different meanings ascribed for white rabbit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:06:04 ID: ea6198 No.8210073

>>8209931
forget the pop-up shit for a second, if you actually look at that conversation it doesn't actually seem coherant at all, they're using heavy lingo and code 
phrases to mask the actual message.  That in itself alongside the symbols is enough for evidence.

The fact that the conversation is incoherant and full of jargon and disconnected lingo basically proves that they're hiding a lot, and considering there's 
nothing but child porn symbols near them, it's most certainly a child sex trafficking ring.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:06:32 ID: 486832 No.8210082

>>8209884
WHAAAT? I FUCKING KNEW IT. Reddit is controlled opposition.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:07:12 ID: b72b1f No.8210090 >>8210109 >>8210141 >>8210175

The Luzatto woman used that midwife service for her kid.  At least one of them.  She's on that site too.  The babysitting site is linked to the massage site 
which is also linked to some fucked up japanese wedding catering site/prostitute site? which has guess what??  A rabbit and a chicken on it. 
http://www.mollyrosecatering.com/
these are also apparently tied to adult-time.net I believe  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:08:04 ID: f3ee74 No.8210097 >>8210170

>>8209648
>>8209850
>>8209858
>000000

creepy shit  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:09:23 ID: 6f53e4 No.8210101 >>8210139 >>8210192

>>8205944
>ritual.technology
te>>8205944
wtf is w3.org/1999  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:10:02 ID: 83bcb8 No.8210109 >>8210152

>>8210090
archive and take screenshots, I'm not clicking that  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:10:19 ID: cbb05e No.8210112

>>8209587
WHTA TEH FCUK

WHAT THE FUCK  

File (hide): b0fcdb25f29203d⋯.jpg (158.93 KB,
2000x1333, 2000:1333, IMG_2091.JPG)

File (hide): 44de5d074c48c79⋯.jpg (239.23 KB,
2000x1333, 2000:1333, IMG_2092.JPG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:12:35 ID: 858acf No.8210131

Found them… 

Is it just me, or does the little girl have a weird eye? It's her right eye too.

File (hide): b4fcb77ff343bde⋯.png (475.22 KB,
500x332, 125:83, kevin1.png)

File (hide): 2fd5c25e5ee162e⋯.png (61.04 KB,
397x396, 397:396, GL1.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:12:46 ID: ba2dbe No.8210134

>>8209923
Bit of a reach but I found a picture of him with 2 young girls, looks like the girl lover symbol, was in epsteins book…bit of a reach but given the other info.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:14:03 ID: b72b1f No.8210138

Been done
http://web.archive.org/web/20160206185430/http://www.mollyrosecatering.com/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:14:06 ID: 01a337 No.8210139

>>8210101
XHTML doc type  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:14:14 ID: 6f53e4 No.8210141

>>8210090
what the fuck is adult-time .net  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:14:15 ID: 66c109 No.8210142

>>8209990
>rabbit

Hiding right in plain site. Creepy as fuck.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:15:01 ID: ba2dbe No.8210152 >>8210171 >>8210192

File (hide): 9d6f93741c1716b⋯.png (19.77 KB, 1035x587, 1035:587, wayback for ritual.technol….png)

>>8210109
Here, assuming kev= our kev  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:16:58 ID: 783ab3 No.8210170 >>8210249

>>8210097
All zeroes means the user is posting with TOR. And that some newfag is going to flip their shit over it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:17:00 ID: 6f53e4 No.8210171 >>8210192

>>8210152
inspect it, what is w3. org/1999  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:17:06 ID: 01a337 No.8210172

>>8209990
Others almost look like animal sacrifice. Video tab toggles flaming pig and an owl mask.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:17:35 ID: 6f53e4 No.8210175 >>8210207

File (hide): 61d2e3de5219b4b⋯.png (98.1 KB, 1509x668, 1509:668, Capture.PNG)

>>8210090
seriously what 
the fuck is adult-
time .net  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:18:32 ID: 9b2e15 No.8210181

WE ARE BEING SHILLED
THEY'RE TRYING TO TRASH THE THREAD AND FILL IT WITH DISINFO

Do NOT fall for it! Stay vigilant!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:18:34 ID: b72b1f No.8210182

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=ja&u=http://www.adult-time.net/&prev=search  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:19:55 ID: ba2dbe No.8210192 >>8210202 >>8210203

File (hide): 23c5ab5854751fd⋯.png (14.69 KB, 1107x425, 1107:425, w31999.png)

>>8210171
>>8210152
>>8210101  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:20:48 ID: b72b1f No.8210200

Look at this shit I just found on pizzagate site on reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cizx8/macaulay_culkins_band_the_pizza_underground/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:20:51 ID: 6f53e4 No.8210202 >>8210219

>>8210192
sorry was misleading w3.org is an actual website that is linked from ritual.technology  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:21:02 ID: d5806e No.8210203 >>8210217 >>8210219

>>8210192
are we on to something  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:21:49 ID: 783ab3 No.8210207 >>8210226

>>8210175
Nips live with their parents until they get married, so they fuck at "love hotels." Nintendo used to run some It sounds like something might have just gotten 
lost in translation, but my moonspeak is toddler level.  

/r/pizzagate illuminati OP Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:21:57 ID: cf3606 No.8210209
File (hide): 49edb7bc296024d⋯.jpg (213.33 KB, 1049x682, 1049:682, Moderators of Pizzagate.jpg)

Reddit sub /r/Pizzagate is run by 
33rd degree illuminati?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:22:41 ID: 01a337 No.8210217

>>8210203
Jesus fucking Christ. No. 
https://www.w3.org/2001/04/20-ACLs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:22:51 ID: ba2dbe No.8210219 >>8210445

>>8210203
>>8210202
Doubt it's anything, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
https://www.w3.org/
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international community where Member organizations, a full-time staff, and the public work together to 
develop …

Doubt its much, worth looking into a little though  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:24:09 ID: 6f53e4 No.8210226

>>8210207
so if you needed a place to host cheese pizza meetings?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:24:41 ID: 585a28 No.8210227
File (hide): 47c94bba0ef6315⋯.jpg (2.6 KB, 124x119, 124:119, why (2).jpg)

>>8205446
>3rd pic

>Sex Stains
>All ages
I've been to a few of these threads and I don't see why everyone is surprised about "all ages" shows. I live in AZ and have a 
brother who's into shitty artsy-fartsy bands like these and they put on "all ages" shows all the time. All it means is that they don't put 
a 21+ age limit on attendance so that stupid high school kids can come. It's because of alcohol rather than the actual band itself.  
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File (hide): 7f5b5b4ed2ac125⋯.png (47.63 KB,
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:25:20 ID: 0efaa0 No.8210231 >>8210465 >>8211116

>>8209444
anon, what is this? ive been looking into it and they use the pizza and coffee code words. there's subtle jokes here and there about comey/CPP, whole 
deleted comment strings… i feel like i just stumbled into the place where all these gaslighters practice writing memes.

i thought that was the end of it until i started searching the accounts of the people who post. the second highest sticky is written by a guy named 
vamclovin. https://archive.is/vnxDS 

he seems to like sports from his post history, so i was like whatever these are just normal sports shitposts… until i actually looked. 
https://archive.is/pyMrH

notice the weird as fuck picture on the right side, and no subreddit description. the post counts are low. and also remember that the NFL was how the 
messages from mulberrypizzeria were cyphered
https://archive.is/aDz88
https://archive.is/tIdpY
https://archive.is/eWHZx
https://archive.is/eDYVb
https://archive.is/txX9f
https://archive.is/62CLY
https://archive.is/o4A17
https://archive.is/scz4c

now look at pic related and these archives. between the actual shitposts and memes, they're sending messages here, and talking about real shit, not 
even in that garbled of words.
https://archive.is/pyMrH
https://archive.is/iYjP5
https://archive.is/QWWkZ

anons… they're talking about us. they're expecting us to find this eventually, but saying that it'll happen tomorrow. and once i started archiving they 
mentioned that there was traffic in the comments. i'm scared what i've found. is this CTR's personal subreddit or…? can someone else look at this?  

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:25:49 ID: ee05e8 No.8210235

Here's my lead; Remember email with Luzzatto kids to Podesta? Mentions a farm in Lovvettsville. Did a Google map search. Find this sketchy place 
listed as a farm, but pictures look like a resort. Click on the link, takes you to a Brazilian site. Why is that significant? I didn't know until someone started 
posting about ICMEC. ICMEC is also located in Virgina (about an hour away from this "farm" Burity place in Alexandria), and it says on ICMEC wiki that it 
works in America with a "regional presence in Brazil and Singapore". Can anybody else explain why this innocent "farm" in VA links to a Brazilian site? 
Coincidence? Oh and it is strange the city.gov site is talking about a George Washington Masonic Temple… How far back does this degeneracy go?!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:26:57 ID: 4e96a3 No.8210246

http://www.kinnerton.com.au/

http://www.kinnerton.com.au/wp-login.php?redirect_to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.qandh.digital%2Faustralia%2Fwp-admin%2F&reauth=1

http://www.diigen.com/distributors/kinnerton-confectionery-company%E2%94%82england-467689/

http://www.diigen.com/distributors/imservice-inc%E2%94%82united-states-467693/

https://www.washoecounty.us/assessor/cama/?command=sales&parid=01102605

http://nvsos.gov/sosentitysearch/CorpDetails.aspx?lx8nvq=CDjnW94HYd4Nbgxr1SEfsQ%253d%253d&nt7=0

http://www.logika.net/investment.html

http://www.diigen.com/distributors/galaxy%E2%94%82pakistan-467690/

http://www.galaxy.com/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:27:58 ID: f3ee74 No.8210249

>>8210170
Thanks anon, never knew that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:28:12 ID: 0a6088 No.8210250 >>8210265 >>8210289

Be careful with links anons. Honeypots  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:29:41 ID: 4e7044 No.8210263

>>8207428

Seems at every corner we are coming across links between daycare/charities and pizza places.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:29:45 ID: 44f511 No.8210265

>>8210250
They need our IP addresses.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:30:27 ID: 64c013 No.8210272 >>8210310

File (hide): 3cc85798203a249⋯.png (734.34 KB, 530x759, 530:759, piz.png)

Found this on Tumblr. There's a whole circle of people associating the painting 
"Saturn Devours His Son" with pizza.  

File (hide): 3702257f15dda53⋯.png (26.8 KB,
806x109, 806:109, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 4a917780b3270b5⋯.png (1.38 MB,
1256x806, 628:403, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 9cd15b6c773b8e5⋯.mp4 (793.96 KB,
480x360, 4:3, videoplayback.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:31:36 ID: b52f92 No.8210277 >>8210348 >>8210399 >>8210520

>>8209662
Another guy to look into is the Tom Lee account. His YouTube is filled with all of these videos where he is in abandoned buildings and it looks as if he is 
scoping the place out, zooming in and out on specific locations. My current running theory is that this guy is someone like the guy that was standing with 
Austyn Crites in the google maps pictures. That guy I think looked like he had a clipboard like he was taking notes or some shit about the boarded up 
house. I suspect that these guys are the ones that go around and find abandoned houses or property and scope out to find places for these fucking 
pedos to set up shop or whatever. 

Another thing, and this may or may not be anything, but I used this website here to download the mp4 in this post.
https://www.onlinevideoconverter.com/video-converter

Usually when I use this, the video will automatically start downloading. However, when I downloaded this one it popped up in another tab. I don't know 
anything about encrypting or anything, and I couldn't help if there were images embedded within something. I just want to post the link it showed when it 
popped up in another tab, maybe if somebody sees something out of the ordinary like this guy might be embedding shit within his videos just look at the 
string.

https://r10---sn-4g57knl7.googlevideo.com/videoplayback?lmt=1447021975468552&ipbits=0&dur=15.139&expire=1478956534&upn=O8cMWLM-
3d4&source=youtube&pl=23&ei=lsEmWN35LdbTWPXYuKgB&itag=18&ip=144.76.3.79&sparams=clen,dur,ei,expire,gir,id,initcwndbps,ip,ipbits,ipbypass,it
ag,lmt,mime,mm,mn,ms,mv,nh,pl,ratebypass,requiressl,source,upn&id=o-
ACXruKnNMRSDxU1zr3zule8Y5mD9efN2p3hQUTUeRmro&clen=813010&requiressl=yes&mime=video%2Fmp4&gir=yes&key=cms1&signature=5A01D
AEDC69875CD50C9B63952D908144710E5E1.2D0FF261BBAB5C63D3FB2BB341CD4F0EAE25BC54&ratebypass=yes&title=georgetown-gallery-
2004.04.03_14-08-31.avi&redirect_counter=1&req_id=dd4d29fb0e0ba3ee&cms_redirect=yes&ipbypass=yes&mm=30&mn=sn-
4g57knl7&ms=nxu&mt=1478934863&mv=m&nh=IgpwcjAxLmZyYTE2KgkxMjcuMC4wLjE  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:34:10 ID: 319778 No.8210289 >>8210303

>>8210250

aren't things supposed to be the other way around ? Where the paedophiles fear the government instead of being it ? What a world.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:35:49 ID: 44f511 No.8210303

>>8210289
Arent chans supposed to be where the pedophiles are getting busted by the government?

Why is it the other way around? The Berenstain Universe is absurd.  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:36:28 ID: 3c7b41 No.8210310 >>8210674

File (hide): 29473f8325c9f9f⋯.jpg (218.5 KB, 661x942, 661:942, Data.jpg)

>>8210272

Please go to archive.is and enter in the URLs to what you've found on Tumblr, and then report 
back with the archive links. Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:38:24 ID: beede3 No.8210324

>>8205446
just a funny thing
"Sasha Lord Presents" is an anagram for "Satan Holds Presser"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:40:44 ID: 000000 No.8210345 >>8210377 >>8210535

     I do not feel particularly safe describing this as it is because it is submerged within the realm of the masonic Jewish faction. Then again you never are 
safe when saying the F word. Free and the M word that goes with it. We have people able to recover hidden files with steg tools that is great. Still we 
have people making reddit esque info-graphs describing Moloch and bohemian grove like this is a fucking Mark Dice joke. 

     When you are in these ceremonies the look of a body bleeding from dozens of stab wounds and gashes along the torso makes you not really waste 
time wondering if the obvious is such. The globs of blood blithering from the mouth and nostrils like a fount of mane and worry. Its like you people have 
never seen a tub scene before. You would think with Milo bathing in blood we got some brothers in blood lurking but they seem all to willing to quench the 
sucklings thirst for meaning into their own dead ends. Anything comparable to what grisly .rites are done in the low are beyond what  you can say to 
negate that. When you see what the cult of Tubal Cain does you will never laugh again. You will be numbed by fear evermore.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:40:54 ID: 91f678 No.8210348 >>8210382

>>8210277
Your ip's in that url.
btw this is how the website works.

and use fucking "YOUTUBE-DL" (google it) instead of fucking hipster nigger faggot websites loaded with blacked ads.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:42:14 ID: 6f53e4 No.8210367

>>8208084
BRUH 
Friends With F B I 1268 912 152 516  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:43:49 ID: 44f511 No.8210377 >>8210441

>>8210345
Provide some leads, torfag.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:44:34 ID: b52f92 No.8210382 >>8210399

>>8210348

That's not my IP.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:45:58 ID: c86a8e No.8210389 >>8210414 >>8210415 >>8210659

File (hide): 1aee7e36d7ce856⋯.png (64.52 KB, 580x447, 580:447, yes that.png)

Okay anons, we need an IRL plan of action here. I think it's same to assume that any non-pedo would be 
disgusted by the Jimmy Comet Instagram account. My suggestion is that DC anons print out hundreds of 
fliers showing the sickest shit on that account, with a brief, clear explanation of what it is, along with a 
warning not to take your kids to that restaurant. 

Then start distributing these fliers to DC-area churches and community centers. Get the normalfags riled up. 
This has two advantages. First, people might start actually boycotting Comet Ping Pong. If their front takes a 
hit, it'll fuck up their laundering operation too. Second, it will spur normalfags to do their own investigating. 
Maybe somebody witnessed something weird happening at that restaurant, but they didn't give it any 
thought at the time. We need to spread this information far and wide and get people talking. 

The pedos already know we're onto them, and they're probably panicking. It's time to start ruining lives.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:46:57 ID: 91f678 No.8210399 >>8210492

>>8210277
How's that guy involved again? 
Currently downloading all his 1653 videos btw.

>>8210382
Good.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:49:36 ID: d5806e No.8210414

>>8210389
>>8210389
you arent thinking globally, lets not pretend it ends at the usa pizza parlor this would be international  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:49:52 ID: 0a6088 No.8210415 >>8210457

>>8210389
This is retarded. Itll just start a witch hunt and push them further underground and lessen our chances of getting something actually incriminating. Plus 
must liberal cucks cant handle the cognitive dissonance  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:51:36 ID: a60d73 No.8210428 >>8210459

so something in the back of my mind …

Nancy Pelosi, Minority Leader of the House (Democrat), was found by the Guccifer 2.0 guy to be using a "goathill.com" email address.  GoatHill.com is a 
PIZZA restaurant near her home. 

At the time it was speculated that since Pizza places handle a lot of cash, that she was using it as a front end for money laundering or other diversion 
tactic (send mail, cash, deliveries to Goat Hill Pizza instead of herself).  But I wonder … ?!?!  Can't see anything obvious on the goathill.com pizza site; 
and it hasn't changed (from my memory) over the last few months; I visited the site when the story first broke.

https  ://guccifer2.wordpress.com/2016/08/31/pelosi/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:53:25 ID: 000000 No.8210441 >>8210479 >>8210490

>>8210377
The DuPont Underground is related to the pedophile cult described by Jay Parker in Arden Delaware.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:53:45 ID: ba2dbe No.8210445 >>8210507

>>8210219
Got this guys address if interested.

29 OLD STONE HIGHWAY.
 
Intellius listed  29 O S  H and I searched 29 Old Shore Hwy and it recommended stone  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:54:30 ID: beede3 No.8210450

>>8205180
just spitballing but could the article be used for a cipher of some kind?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:55:10 ID: 000000 No.8210457

>>8210415

That's right it is a Witch hunt and don't you forget it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:55:40 ID: beede3 No.8210459

>>8210428
worth looking into  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:55:43 ID: f1ded0 No.8210461 >>8210485 >>8210555

File (hide): 51e18fc8adf203a⋯.png (16.61 KB, 621x480, 207:160, 1424201026154-2.png)

I want reddit and shitchan to leave. These threads are getting shat up with red herrings and GUISE I FOND 
SUPER SPOOPY COMENT ON REDIT AND UTUB VIDO HURRDURR

ffs I leave to go to work for a bit and this shit happens. Do we have any leads on the DOJ cp attorney? What 
about the nigger who gave his orphamage to the CF?  
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File (hide): 652a6bc726b6ae0⋯.png (118.37 KB,
1920x1155, 128:77, flag.png)

File (hide): 32ee6262a128f3e⋯.png (5.95 KB,
675x164, 675:164, Selection_003.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:56:10 ID: c3ac88 No.8210465 >>8210533 >>8210551 >>8210877 >>8211116

>>8210231
The whole reason so many people left ME_IRL a while back was because new liberal mods took over, maybe your on to something.

So I used binwalk on that flag image some anon posted and it has a data file in it, I extracted the data file and it has mysql info but  cant seem to get it out 
with binwalk again, it just shows it. IDK if this means anything or not, hopefully one of you guys with more experience can see what it is  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:58:34 ID: 44f511 No.8210479

>>8210441  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 07:59:39 ID: 0a6088 No.8210485

>>8210461
the 4chan posts about this whole scandal are shit. people spamming illuminati cards and all kinds of stupid occult garbage  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:00:01 ID: 44f511 No.8210490
File (hide): e8b4c91ca72d433⋯.png (139.82 KB, 270x270, 1:1, 2facbdf86effdd656d113b1641….png)

>>8210441
mfw when he actually 
responds and I shittily double 
post for no reason  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:00:13 ID: b52f92 No.8210492 >>8210520

File (hide): 27e5829b8e93c61⋯.png (144.66 KB, 850x877, 850:877, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8210399 (checked)

There is a video on YouTube titled "Ping Pong in Public Space" in which a man named Frank Winstead took a 
short video of some people playing ping pong at Comet Ping Pong. I believe he is just someone that got 
elected into something like Homeowners Association or something, and basically his concern is that it there 
could potentially be a hazard if the ball goes in the street and somebody gets run over. The city might have 
some responsibility or something. But you can see his concern.

In the comments however, there are a lot of people going and fucking dogpiling this guy. Harassing him and 
shit for even saying something remotely bad about Comet Ping Pong, even calling him a nazi and shit (these 
people sacrifice children to an old Jewish god, it's natural they'd revoke the Holocaust in defence)

These people are suspicious as fuck, most likely with ties to Comet Ping Pong.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:01:39 ID: ba2dbe No.8210507

>>8210445
Fucked that up. Kevin Reynolds home address is : 29 O– S—- H–
Which I found as Old Stone HWY.

Working on rest now. He's got pictures of him with girl love logos on and tied to epstein (was in his logbook)  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:02:50 ID: ba2dbe No.8210520 >>8210617

>>8210492
Did you just step out of a time machine? I already got info on some of the people in the comments. See:
 >>8210277
>>8209662  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:04:01 ID: 783ab3 No.8210533 >>8210551

>>8210465
Where'd it come from? I missed it in the other threads.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:04:56 ID: 189270 No.8210535

>>8210345
You talk like a fag and your shit's all retarded.  Daily reminder that the disinfo faggots are trying to discourage us from proving that Podesta and Clinton 
are diddling children.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:06:48 ID: f1ded0 No.8210551 >>8210601

File (hide): e15deac6f462ae5⋯.jpg (139.28 KB, 640x480, 4:3, cremation_of_care.jpg)

>>8210465
It's the owl of bohemian grove with 
the illuminati symbolism
>>8210533
This. If we don't know where the 
original came from it's useless and 
probably a troll  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:07:02 ID: 858acf No.8210555

>>8210461
If my own stuff is looking like a red herring, it was unintentional. I'm just following up on a picture some toranon posted in one of the other threads. But it's 
looking like a dead end in that regard. About the only thing noteworthy that I found was the daughter has something with her right eye like Madeleine…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:09:26 ID: a8be6c No.8210572 >>8210589 >>8210625

>>8209990
HOLY FUCK IT'S GONE, Someone took it down pls tell me archive archive archive  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:11:06 ID: a8be6c No.8210589

>>8210572
Nvm just my own shitty internet connection.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:12:21 ID: c3ac88 No.8210601 >>8210625

>>8210551
Some anon was posting yesterday claiming to have found it inside some of the podesta email pictures, but he never explainedfully. Red herringor not 
there is some weird data in here. If anyone wants to see it use 'binwalk -Mre' on that flag pic  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:13:15 ID: 33e5e0 No.8210609 >>8210625

File (hide): c1ae5c311f8c76d⋯.jpg (128.54 KB, 490x409, 490:409, al-gore.jpg)

>>8209990
ITS FUCKING 
GONE 
REEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEE
EE  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:14:15 ID: b52f92 No.8210617

>>8210520
Just sleep deprived. I made the 0277 post.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:15:06 ID: f1ded0 No.8210625 >>8210653

>>8210572
>>8210609
It's still up you fucking redditors. 
Confirm before posting 

>>8210601
Unless we have the email and the picture it was extracted from it's almost useless. We need to find it's origin  

File (hide): fcff43953157a49⋯.jpg (360.07 KB,
988x468, 19:9, goatsheadpizza.jpg)

File (hide): 014baeb99a571b6⋯.jpg (302.36 KB,
1094x552, 547:276, goatheadpizza3.jpg)

File (hide): 5bc79cbd3f5181a⋯.jpg (306.95 KB,
928x592, 58:37, goatheadpizza2.jpg)

File (hide): 45660d7b5c90477⋯.jpg (430.61 KB,
1066x566, 533:283, goathillpizza3.jpg)

File (hide): e906cdfdeb9b40a⋯.jpg (369.96 KB,
1088x590, 544:295, goathillpizzadrawings.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:17:48 ID: 6ee2de No.8210643 >>8210726 >>8210787

>>8206840
So I checked out Bottom of the Hill in SF and sure enough its about a block away from Goats Head Pizza on the corner of Connecticut st. (Comet Ping 
Pong is also on a street named Connecticut) and 18th st (6+6+6=18). Notice the swirls in the signs. That's not all either, there's lots of weird occult 
symbols around it too. Sun image facing the pizza place across the street. Employees with upside down triangle shirts. Kids drawings and black and 
white pics of kids on the walls. Then two doors down there's this all brick building with no signs, black arches and a black door. To me, it looks like some 
kind of lodge. 

This list could be golden guys, just look for pizza parlors near these venues then keep an eye out for their symbols. I'm going to focus on it myself. 

Also I want to say, I feel like I've seen that Owl flag with the upside down triangle and eye. I can't explain it, but I was in GATE up until the 4th grade, 
which is when I was sent to Catholic School and was also prescribed high dosages of adderall. I used to have my own logo thing I would draw constantly 
in the 4th and 5th grade that looks just like it. I specifically remember always being angry at myself because I couldn't get it "right" whenever I drew it. I 
know I copied it from somewhere but I can't ever remember where. When I saw that owl logo, I realized that was it. This is really freaking me out, because 
I remember absolutely NOTHING from the GATE program. I even had to ask my mom if I was ever in it and she confirmed it. Its probably nothing, but I 
can't shake this feeling that it isn't.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:18:00 ID: 33e5e0 No.8210644

proper link without space in between making me scared 

http://www.theapes.com/index2.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:18:59 ID: 64c013 No.8210653 >>8210671 >>8210680 >>8210923

>>8210625
I've seen it used as a fear tactic. The first time I saw it, it was "threateningly" posted in an altered form. As if seeing the full, unaltered version was going to 
get you hurt. 

The altered versions were accompanied with text like "Stop." "It Hurts" and "I don't want to eat frogs anymore"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:19:09 ID: 5487b0 No.8210655 >>8210956

http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/11/huge-breakthrough-in-d-c-pedophilia-ring/

best article for normies so far, lots of good quality primary sources.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:19:46 ID: ee05e8 No.8210659 >>8211041

File (hide): 614ac40214550f4⋯.png (2.02 MB, 1242x2208, 9:16, image.png)

>>8210389

Normies already fucking up their lives. Check out Comet's fb reviews now. Hilarious. 
https://m.facebook.com/pg/cometpingpong/reviews/?ref=page_internal&mt_nav=1

Unrelated; did y'all check out the Comet tumbler yet? http://cometpingpong.tumblr.com I found this image confirming that the Dr. 
Pong connection is real. How much you want a bet this is the kiddie diddler spot in Berlin?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:21:21 ID: f1ded0 No.8210671 >>8210710

>>8210653
Sounds like /b/ tier trolling.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:21:43 ID: 64c013 No.8210674

>>8210310
https://archive.is/QKz3j

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:22:07 ID: b40f91 No.8210679
File (hide): 34f5c3268092d5a⋯.jpg (9.8 KB, 184x184, 1:1, 1408155676020.jpg)

>>8205473
>Madeleine McCan
>2007
Damn man I can remember the times when the goyman media was talking about this missing kid all the time. So this is it 
a collective of shitposters managed to do a better detective job then those guys back then. Through admittedly with the 
help of a e-mail leak.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:22:10 ID: 3e0eab No.8210680 >>8210715 >>8210760

File (hide): 4bf260cbaa7f56c⋯.jpg (60.13 KB, 1024x701, 1024:701, 1478842257454m.jpg)

>>8210653  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:23:46 ID: 33e5e0 No.8210698 >>8210718

File (hide): 5f777155c1d16ec⋯.png (412.94 KB, 684x835, 684:835, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

>http://www.theapes.com/babas1.html  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:24:34 ID: 64c013 No.8210710 >>8210730

>>8210671
It was on /pol/. Somebody used it agian in the discord chat from /pol/ as soon as somebody brought up Arun Rao  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:24:52 ID: 64c013 No.8210715

>>8210680
yeah that one

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:25:16 ID: 3c46bb No.8210718

>>8210698
Looks like Bohemian Grove for kids.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:26:26 ID: 44f511 No.8210726 >>8210762

>>8210643
I live near Richmond, I'd be really surprised if Strange Matter was involved. It's just a shitty bar with arcade machines and vegan food. It's a very small 
building.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:26:55 ID: f1ded0 No.8210730 >>8210736 >>8210740

>>8210710
It being on /pol/ doesn't mean shit unless we have the email and file it was pulled from.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:27:39 ID: 64c013 No.8210736

>>8210730
I'm saying it might be CTR fear tactics, not from an email at all.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:28:00 ID: 3e0eab No.8210740 >>8210923

>>8210730

It was just attached to a weirdly threatening post  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:28:08 ID: 5f2352 No.8210742

>>8207028
in rare cases a lease agreement will have the option to buy the rented property for a very low price once the lease has ended. but being in a populated 
and expensive area there's no reason for the owner to do this. that sale price of zero is suspicious imo, but i dont know what kind of useful information it 
holds  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:30:36 ID: d0130b No.8210760
File (hide): 15f7609343e6274⋯.jpeg (90.89 KB, 680x907, 680:907, 1467661357464.jpeg)

>>8210680
I like meme-circles better  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:31:00 ID: 6ee2de No.8210762 >>8210772 >>8210778

>>8210726
There's old metro tunnels underneath SF. Bottom of the Hill came off fine to me, I just remember Goat Hill Pizza was mentioned in either the Podesta or 
DNC leaks. It does Democrat fundraisers every so often.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:33:05 ID: 44f511 No.8210772

>>8210762
I've never been there but I know Bottom of the Hill is an old punk music venue. They'll book just about anybody, just like Strange Matter. I've been 
everywhere except the kitchen in SM, so I dunno if theres more to the building but its really fucking tiny.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:33:46 ID: d89957 No.8210778

>>8210762
Isn't it amazing how democrat hot-spots having to do with pizza are full of creeps who have an odd obsession with terrible art and children? And they 
flaunt it on the internet quite openly too.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:34:47 ID: 94f2f7 No.8210786 >>8210808

Qatar is in the middle of all of this. Tentacles in everything. Own large shares of European banks, auto companies, energy companies (nuclear, oil, you 
name it) infrastructure management, aviation, do some research. Qatar foreign investment took off in 2005. That's just EU on the books. 

Been buying $1billion / year in art & collectibles from PodestaGroup friends at Sotheby's and Christies & from Greek shipping magnates. Setting record 
sale numbers. Laundering / pay for play is definitely going on. 

Tony Ped Podesta worked for them doing lobbying related to a gas export terminal in Qatar. Tony PODESTA seemingly brokering record breaking sales 
w/ Qatar. 

They have ties to Hollywood- bought big share in Miramax from Disney. 

The ties are unending. If you start looking here I promise you will find. 

There's a couple posts on Reddit in r/wikileaks r/operationberenstain and r/the_donald 

Qatar is a corruption gold mine. PODESTA and CLINTON direct ties.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:34:47 ID: 6ff895 No.8210787

>>8210643
Was in GATE. Distinctly remember being taught basic symbology.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:37:04 ID: 6ee2de No.8210808

>>8210786
Didn't Qatar have the fireworks show so big that you'd have to be in out space to even make it out?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:42:49 ID: 274ecc No.8210877
File (hide): 8dcf9c0e1869753⋯.jpg (133.2 KB, 896x591, 896:591, 33SP_P.jpg)

>>8210465
color scheme

https://www.facebook
.com/midnightkids/ph
otos/?
ref=page_internal
http://blog.theapes.co
m/2008/03/rest-of-
feb-ne-tour-this-is-
end.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:44:43 ID: 274ecc No.8210892
File (hide): e248710c450b04f⋯.jpg (72.8 KB, 604x604, 1:1, 17055_284837158424_6907554….jpg)

midnightkidsmusic  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:47:51 ID: 7ab4cb No.8210922

>>8206104
Rosanne is redpilled on all this and doesn't 
give a fuck. She is also friends with Colin 
Ross.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:47:56 ID: 783ab3 No.8210923 >>8210939

File (hide): 9f7f898249c3c71⋯.png (394.36 KB, 2062x1290, 1031:645, b685190f27efaa1dc29edc1aab….png)

>>8210653
>>8210740

Wasn't there some Kek-related legend about people being forced to eat frogs? Probably a larper. 
except it isn't live-action so the meme should be rp  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:48:44 ID: 274ecc No.8210929

https://www.flickr.com/people/nano66/groups/  

File (hide): 0b1bd5a123f4d9e⋯.jpg (535.03 KB,
1366x768, 683:384, 1478852004520.jpg)

File (hide): 84ff8ad7ad52967⋯.png (462.77 KB,
1305x671, 1305:671, 1478850063672.png)

File (hide): fe33c00f094250f⋯.png (4.78 MB,
4360x2794, 2180:1397, SaveCarisJames-FBI.png)

File (hide): a78bef3cb57659c⋯.png (1.16 MB,
1867x1195, 1867:1195, ChickenLover.png)

File (hide): ff12eec67f68203⋯.png (1.62 MB,
1859x1196, 143:92, ChocolateCakeWTF.png)

4chan DDoS'd again when ARUN G RAO mentioned Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:49:00 ID: 2fa616 No.8210931

4chan started getting DDoS'd again as soon as ARUN G RAO was mentioned.

See pics.

Same shit as last night, massive DDoS within minutes of him being discovered.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:49:38 ID: 44f511 No.8210939

>>8210923
Just a fag trying to be spooky.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:51:00 ID: 5487b0 No.8210956

>>8210655
http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/11/pizzagate-unfolds-msm-reporters-will-not-do-their-jobs-so-citizen-reporters-must-expose-the-crime-of-the-century/

http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/11/the-clinton-child-sex-and-trafficking-scandal-gets-very-serious/

http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/11/clinton-sex-scandal-massive-download-by-anonymous/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:58:06 ID: 94f2f7 No.8211037

What the fuck is hanging in the background and why is there a bottle of orange juice  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 08:58:34 ID: 18a617 No.8211041

>>8210659

Seeing a lot of the kitten (i.e kitty →i.e. kiddy) w/pizza stuff tonight, looking around different connections.

Instagram "Josh" has a vid on his tumblr called "Kitty Fucker".

If these people weren't so 33rd degree artsy hipster homos, it'd be impossible to slough any of this shit off.  But they are.  So it's hard to get behind this 
thing 100%.

But then I see the latest infographic, and it's like "Goddamnit, something is going on."

I know we all know the Podesta/UFO/Tom Delonge story that really just came to light in the past 6 months.  When you combine that, with Clinton losing, 
pizzagate, and Leonard Cohen dying (maybe a lesser known "alt-conspiracy" topic) the other day, it has to make you take notice.  

re: the Podesta/UFO/Tom Delonge project.  I feel like something is trying to come out from the mass unconscious about the speculated (by people like 
Tom "Montalk", Eve Lorgen) connection between "aliens" (whatever they might be) and sex.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:00:02 ID: aa8712 No.8211067 >>8211127

>>8206173
that shit is beyond blatant, this actually seems more indicative of abusive behavior than any NEET with a 30 gig loli folder.

look loli is one thing, they are cartoon girls that people fap to because they cant get girlfriends, theres nothing beyond the fact that people buy it, so artists 
make it, but when you do "modern art" isnt the whole point is to express your feelings and "change minds" and shit like that?
why does this bitch keep painting children being leashed up and fucked?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:00:45 ID: 5487b0 No.8211078

https://soundcloud.com/user-444863711/ep17mp3  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:01:44 ID: 1d43c3 No.8211088

 There have been 7 of these, trying to see if anything is actually going on here. I want to call bullshit, but then half of the Brit government turned out to be 
pedos and Worst Korea is run by a woman who lets a cult leader run the state for her.
  Saw a reference to DC underground, and yes there still are fallout shelters, one used to be located under a TV shop that was used a a cover. You can 
bet your ass since 9/11 they have built a shitload more bunkers in black projects. 
  Most of this shit seems like reaching (now I will get called a disinfo shill), but if the info is there and this isn't people on speed/coke making connections 
out of thin air, then you have better analytical minds than I.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:02:17 ID: 714e3f No.8211095
File (hide): 6d2763488acc5b8⋯.png (596.73 KB, 800x800, 1:1, 1478767274535.png)

Anyone good with flash cartoons or anything? Avideo thats on point with good info and the 
seriousness of this would be good for normies  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:03:55 ID: 0efaa0 No.8211116 >>8211159

File (hide): de2d64581e7e22c⋯.png (57.17 KB, 1035x711, 115:79, 03fdfa78c8ba628b36161ff09a….png)

>>8210231
>>8210465

so i looked at /r/cfbotgonewild from the last picture, and every post has [M] or (m) in the title. is this just as 
simple as them saying they're male? there's up to 14 upvotes on a few of these, but only a few comments 
total. and the pictures mostly arent even selfies, they're just random pictures it looks like to me. i smell 
signalling for sure.

https://archive.is/HNPO3  homepage
https://archive.is/qF2LY     all posts archived vvv
https://archive.is/uQGOK
https://archive.is/vTlPr

https://archive.is/wV0P8
https://archive.is/KNk3v
https://archive.is/LPZ4c

but looking into the posters… i dont know. all of them have THOUSANDS of posts in CFBOffTopic which makes it very difficult to look through their post 
history effectively (by design?), but only two of them were worth anything.

https://archive.is/1f81G last time this guy posted was in an election thread. a huge election thread. the biggest on the cfbot subreddit. a subreddit that's 
the off-topic branch of a football subreddit cfb. …what?

https://archive.is/bhjJJ this guy posts a lot in /r/politics and /r/hillaryclinton, enough that it came to the top over his cfbot posts and was easy to see. he 
even posted the same line twice in a row like it was a fed or planned shill line.

i dont know what to make of any of this still. it really might just be nothing. but the connections here between hillary, ctr, etc is just too good. i want to say 
that from the cyphered messages, NFL in those is referring to CTR, after seeing all this. and if it is, would that make the NBA /pol/? i'm just going to leave 
this here so it gets archived as an oddity in the digging.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:04:54 ID: b12bf3 No.8211127

>>8211067
I will not defend cp in real life or cartoon, but I've always  understood lolli as deformed adults, which panned towards helping the body image movement.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:06:44 ID: 94f2f7 No.8211153

Qatar art sales are laundering for human trafficking. Tony Podesta personally involved.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:06:59 ID: 44f511 No.8211159

>>8211116
NBA could be a sly reference to us since we call blacks Basketball Americans. Almost like a derogatory term for us. Your quads confirm.  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): f01cea28d6ec9ff⋯.jpg (548.78 KB, 795x796, 795:796, whiterabbit.jpg)
PING PONG THREAD #7 FOLLOW THE WHITE RABBIT Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:24:45

ID: 351a6d No.8211402  >>8211684 >>8213570 >>8213626 >>8213849 >>8214058 >>8214204 >>8214689 >>8216118 >>8216230
[Watch Thread]

Let's keep digging
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: >>8198272 | https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: >>8203720 | https://archive.is/KlMDF

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:26:34 ID: 351a6d No.8211423 >>8215604

Cult abuse book yadda yadda
http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:31:51 ID: 3d91f3 No.8211472 >>8212842 >>8214310 >>8214318 >>8214322 >>8214704

THEY ARE TRYING TO THROW US OFF THE TRAIL
Watch for DISINFO posters, they are here and actively mudding the waters. The reddit /r/pizzagate moderator is a jew and another is in a 
freemason subreddit. I advise you to stick to these threads.

>>8211116
CFBOT is a subreddit, which says it's for CFB (Off Topic), CFB is a subreddit, CFB is College Foot Ball. Why are you digging into this? You're throwing us 
off trail.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:32:32 ID: 122a0b No.8211476

>>8211153
>>8202991  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:40:28 ID: 23d296 No.8211552 >>8211624 >>8211935 >>8211939 >>8211980 >>8212480 >>8212488 >>8214058 >>8216620 >>8216848

Reposting from the last thread. This isn't related to Comet Ping Pong, but it ties Podesta directly to Jeffrey Epstein. 

PAY ATTENTION NIGGERS

THIS CREEPY-AS-FUCK INFANT MASSAGE THERAPIST, KEVIN REYNOLDS, WHO IS ALSO LISTED IN JEFF EPSTEIN'S ADDRESS BOOK, HAS 
PICTURES ON HIS WEBSITES OF HIMSELF WITH A BUNCH OF KIDS AND BILL CLINTON:

http:// easthamptonbabysitters.com/
https://archive.is/O1syP
http: //kevinreynoldsmassage.com/
https://archive.is/Myult

THIS OTHER RANDOM WEBSITE HAS PICTURES OF THE SAME KIDS WITH THEIR NAMES, AND IT TURNS OUT THEY ARE THE KIDS 
MENTIONED IN THE PODESTA EMAIL ABOUT A POOL PARTY

https://archive.is/r6uXS
https ://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/54545

>We plan to heat the pool, so a swim is a possibility. Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) 
so you’ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool for sure.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:45:06 ID: 4ff512 No.8211596

OP, I don't know Reddit, but if the one running it is a Jew… why aren't you making a new one???

That's… don't stand for that shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:46:31 ID: 8c5830 No.8211612 >>8211700

Okay, re-thinking my interpretation of some of these food-related e-mails.

 Last thread I looked at the Cheese e-mail (https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613) from a normie perspective. From that point of view it 
seemed innocuous, and its inclusion as evidence of dodgy dealings could undermine efforts to get normies on side…

However

I may have been a bit quick off the mark to discard Herb as being merely a food enthusiast…

The Herb bloke writing the e-mail will appear to normies like he's just a food-loving family friend of the Podestas. Turns out, maybe there's a bit more to 
the guy:

> Among the emails hacked from Hillary Clinton campaign chair John Podesta and published by WikiLeaks was one from September 9, 2007 that was 
sent from Podesta’s think-tank Center for American Progress and shared with MoveOn.org. It included an attachment, a strategy document seeking 
financial support from George and Jonathan Soros, Peter and Jonathan Lewis, Herb and Marion Sandler, Steve Bing, and John Sperling for grassroots 
efforts.

From this article: https://archive.is/J48Qr
Soros-fronted orgs among groups calling for anti-Trump protests

E-mail in question: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/24329

Relevant info is in the attachment which is a memo to these people.

Thanks anon who replied first to my last post, you were right, it seems food-lovin' Herb is not all that innocuous.  

File (hide): ab2feddb3abbc33⋯.png (131.46 KB,
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File (hide): 8c28ae306204c74⋯.jpg (16.72 KB,
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:47:32 ID: 23d296 No.8211624 >>8212069 >>8212461 >>8215165

>>8211552

Here's Reynolds' entry in Epstein's black book, the name is spelled differently but it's in the Virgin Islands, and the Virgin Islands are on his website. He 
also lived on the island of St. Thomas, which Epstein frequented.

Oh, and he ran a "vacation concierge service" in addition to being an infant-massager and babysitter: https://archive.is/X5SxI

That is Bill with Reynolds and the mother of the Luzatto children. Reminder that Epsteins' butler held onto this book and circled or marked entries himself 
because he thought it would help the feds with their criminal investigation. So the fact that Reynolds' name is circled is VERY significant.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:48:35 ID: 83f499 No.8211631 >>8211837

Made this before I saw this.

>>8211611  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:50:31 ID: d5d418 No.8211651 >>8211689

Is 4chan getting DDOS'd again? The last thread seems to have gone dark. Can't find it anywhere.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:53:43 ID: 573baa No.8211684 >>8211703 >>8212075 >>8212220 >>8212690 >>8212692 >>8213163 >>8213921 >>8213957 >>8215196
>>8215750 >>8217015 >>8217128

File (hide): a2a23968069ba1a⋯.jpg (216.92 KB, 863x1300, 863:1300, 7311241-Cute-White-Rabbit-….jpg)

>>8211402 (OP)
I'm trying to figure out the whole white rabbit angle, but basicly, the theory is that Alice in the story is getting abused, and 
isn't really in wonderland, just dealing with trauma etc.

So, she follows the white rabbit, down the rabbit hole she goes into the wonderland…

I'm probably late to the party with this theory, anybody got more info about this?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:53:58 ID: a62943 No.8211689

>>8211651
Yes, see this thread: https://8ch .net/pol/res/8210780.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:55:11 ID: 351a6d No.8211700

>>8211612
Looking at Sandler's life brings up his foundation. Hee are the organizations that he has granted donations to
https://archive.is/NHckO  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 09:55:29 ID: a62943 No.8211703 >>8211762 >>8211770 >>8211896 >>8213163

File (hide): 6d3c965cf632a26⋯.png (1.78 MB, 1170x1299, 390:433, Poster14.png)

>>8211684
I've heard the theory that it's a symbol for breeders 
because rabbits breed quickly. See pic.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:01:19 ID: 64d8f5 No.8211749 >>8212004 >>8213182 >>8213345

Bodies do not just come from no where.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:02:23 ID: a78df8 No.8211762 >>8211831

>>8211703
was about to post this, but note it's not just about breeders. The rabbit is representative to sexual energy, and it's a really old symbol for witchcraft (rabbits 
foot). There's lots of shit to cover, but I only had so much space before it gets overwhelming. The next rabbit related infograph I want to do is connecting it 
to Minerva.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:02:57 ID: 573baa No.8211770 >>8211798 >>8211821 >>8212100 >>8212728 >>8212774

>>8211703
But kids can't get pregnant, so I can't look at it from that angle.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:06:02 ID: a78df8 No.8211798

>>8211770
Shill or a retard, who knows. The rabbit is absolutely sexual symbolism. Ever hear of Playboy?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:08:29 ID: d1d8b0 No.8211821

>>8211770

Maybe it means groom them to be promiscuous like rabbits. Use your fucking brain anon.  

File (hide): 52040f56c906e01⋯.jpg (199.99 KB,
933x619, 933:619, statues are the opposite o….jpg)

File (hide): b93b6862ff0e0a3⋯.png (93.62 KB,
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:09:24 ID: 64d8f5 No.8211831

They stab them to shreds. Tubal cain was the artificer of edged metals. To be Edgy is masonic literally.
>>8211762
Owls eat rabbits. Rabbits fuck like rabbits. They breed them to feed them to the elite. Or to be stabbed they are birthed as a sacrifice they say its the 1st 
born that is a joke they breed these people and  snatch whatever else off of the street.  
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File (hide): bbd6d4c0fdb701f⋯.webm (10.77 MB,
1920x1080, 16:9, podesta.webm) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): a3d56e6e9885f95⋯.jpg (75.99 KB,
500x552, 125:138, disturbed bunny.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:10:02 ID: 3d91f3 No.8211837 >>8211867 >>8211908 >>8213016 >>8213110

>>8211631
webm'd…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo
https://soundcloud.com/jameshuckenpahler

Anons I'm getting really disturbed.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:14:09 ID: 351a6d No.8211867

>>8211837
I'm scared to listen to this, there are usually some sort of subliminal messages embed onto this stuff.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:17:27 ID: 9aa530 No.8211896 >>8212070

File (hide): c307008cea63ae6⋯.jpg (27.01 KB, 640x360, 16:9, web.ae_.trailertalk.courte….jpg)

>>8211703
I only NOW remember how once pedos were exposed somewhere and they were calling the kidnapped 
children they own, in chats, as "rabbits" or "bunnies". Not murrica though.

Rabbit is probably international pedo language for a kidnapped child.

>inb4 zootopia is actually a story of pedophile fox  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:19:26 ID: 83f499 No.8211908

>>8211837
Thanks for cleaning that up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:22:12 ID: d02d78 No.8211935

>>8211552

The mother of the children is Alexandra Tydings Luzzatto. She's an actress best known for playing Aphrodite in Hercules and Xena. She lives in 
Washington D.C.

https://archive.is/dQGtA  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:22:28 ID: 64d8f5 No.8211938
File (hide): 9fe559eba80d918⋯.webm (5.29 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Invisiblejews.webm) [play once] [loop]

Look guys I actually can afford to be wrong because if I am there will be very few places to point to. The 
entirety of western occultism is shrouded in the masonic jewish faction. The Illuminati is simple freemasonry 
+ unlisted secret societies like the pizza bunch. Freemasonry is what gives these people an outlet to be a 
worldwide cult instantly that can withstand crucial research yet yield few links except symbolical and 
physical to freemasonry.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:22:38 ID: 77b1b9 No.8211939 >>8211946

>>8211552
What the fuck. 
>many 
>hands-on dad  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:22:57 ID: 77b1b9 No.8211946
File (hide): 15ede6c8c0b959a⋯.png (34.7 KB, 528x553, 528:553, noo.png)

>>8211939  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:23:57 ID: 9aa530 No.8211952 >>8212111

File (hide): 713ca72ca05680f⋯.jpg (2.81 MB, 3500x2552, 875:638, easter-bunny.jpg)

>inb4 catholic easter is a symbolization 
of young children playing with "balls" of 
priests.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:24:25 ID: a78df8 No.8211955 >>8212715

File (hide): bb9416603c2e675⋯.png (1.48 MB, 1677x924, 559:308, BabasMountain.png)

Baba's Mountain
http://www.theapes.c
om/babas1.html

Quick infograph for 
everyone  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:27:48 ID: 844c5d No.8211980 >>8212003 >>8216504

>>8211552
Isn't pool party a term they used in the Scalia assassination email?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:30:00 ID: 3d91f3 No.8212003 >>8212118 >>8216504

>>8211980
>Didn’t think wet works meant pool parties at the Vineyard.
https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/6008  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:30:09 ID: 77b1b9 No.8212004 >>8212090 >>8212589 >>8213182

>>8211749
>rothschilds poured all money into biotech
>maylasian plane crash scandal where rothschild gets patents to implantable devices
This is some classic conspiracy shit right here.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:35:59 ID: 0abfd8 No.8212056 >>8212070
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File (hide): ed56a8a89c37849⋯.jpg (78.56 KB,
550x600, 11:12, big_db8e047b41b2d28995d99f….jpg)

File (hide): 28c44bd78a042ca⋯.jpg (8.79 KB,
224x224, 1:1, download.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:37:12 ID: 72af8a No.8212067

http://www.wikihow.com/Identify-a-Pedophile

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:37:23 ID: 48b733 No.8212069 >>8212729

>>8211624
Here's what the internet claims his address to be

29 O– S—- H–  off intellius, found it to be

29 Old Stone Hwy, except that's a general store. Every intelius/record search gives that as his address.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:37:56 ID: 00fe4c No.8212070

>>8211896
So basically, be on a lookout for white rabbit signs in your town.

>>8212056
Do you know where you are?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:38:21 ID: 844c5d No.8212075

>>8211684
And aren't you going down the rabbit hole?
Are you the Daschund or the little girl who's tortured?  

File (hide):
1c0bf1daf2f9942⋯.png (2.87
MB, 1178x2325, 38:75, rabbit.png)

File (hide): 282029907487ba2⋯.webm (3.62 MB,
1920x1080, 16:9, us.webm) [play once] [loop]

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:39:30 ID: 64d8f5 No.8212090

>>8212004
Yea but if they are farming children that is breeding.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:40:59 ID: 844c5d No.8212100

>>8211770
They breed the bunnies to devour them.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:42:13 ID: a78df8 No.8212111

>>8211952
comon anon you think it will be that harmless after all the fucked up shit so far? The egg is associated with new life, and in the occult the egg means 
antichrist shit. "Catholic" Easter has been co-opted the entire time by paganism. Jesus has nothing to do with the rabbit so that should tell you enough.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:43:48 ID: 72af8a No.8212117 >>8212362

This was once shown on 
russian TV, when it was 
hijacked by some guy.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:44:12 ID: 844c5d No.8212118 >>8216504

>>8212003
Wetworks was for the assassination. It was code for saying this wouldn't be the same thing.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:46:22 ID: 810deb No.8212132

>>8210141
Maybe this http://who admin.com/adult-time.net.html
Could give tech people some clue? I don't really know how you found the url at Reynolds/Luzetta stuff in the first place  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:47:53 ID: 3623f8 No.8212145

>>8212120
Repent Demon.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:48:52 ID: 9aa530 No.8212155  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:49:35 ID: a78df8 No.8212162 >>8212170

File (hide): 671441d97f8bd63⋯.jpg (65.21 KB, 529x559, 529:559, 2013-cute-modern-sexy-Mari….jpg)

last post before bed.
Maralyn monroe was the first HUGE sex symbol of  
hollywood, and was the first MK Ultra star

look at the fucking clock on this kids wall, it's a rabbit  
that's imitating the monroe poster

the rabbit is used to indoctrinate kids into sex at an early  
age
Hope that clears up a bunch of idiots who cant see some obvious shit.  
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File (hide): f487f1cc9e13ef4⋯.jpg
(129.67 KB, 1200x1649, 1200:1649, marilyn-
monroe-cover-playb….jpg)

File (hide): 26407a2fbada4af⋯.jpg (12.39 KB, 300x300,
1:1, img-thing.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 10:52:26 ID: 9aa530 No.8212170

>>8212162
>Maralyn monroe
You forgot something.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:00:42 ID: b4c20c No.8212220 >>8213163

>>8211684
was a famous pedo ring case in the UK a while back… group was called The Wonderland Club  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:02:20 ID: b3837e No.8212230

>original threads

#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh

#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv

#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles

https://archive.is/7cVwl  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:06:05 ID: e52391 No.8212256 >>8212273 >>8212300 >>8214222

Can anyone recommend legit software for removing any meta/exif/xmp data from images before I upload here? Want to make sure my opsec is on point.. 
don't want to get v& if I can avoid it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:07:57 ID: b4c20c No.8212273

>>8212256
better to simply screencap. Or can open in photoshop, copy and paste into new doc, flatten and save  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:11:33 ID: 584350 No.8212297 >>8212313

File (hide): 00c3112ce3f217a⋯.png (275.19 KB, 561x471, 187:157, 1413006110343.png)

I missed every thread ever since the emprah was elected. what is with the brain eating?

last time i was in here, we saw the same right eye from the comet ping pong girl and the missing girl in 
2006. some thought that the ping pong girl is the lovechild of the missing girl in 2006 and podesta  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:11:47 ID: 3d91f3 No.8212300 >>8212479

File (hide): b7259054fda6aa0⋯.png (19.79 KB, 525x514, 525:514, exif-remove-gimp-step-2.png)

>>8212256
>1. Remove in Windows File Explorer
>Windows actually has a built-in method for clearing EXIF data from images and it couldn’t be more 
straightforward to use. Simply open File Explorer (use Windows key + E as a shortcut), navigate to your 
image, right-click on it, select Properties, then go to the Details tab.
>Windows 10 can detect two photography-related categories of EXIF data: “Camera” and “Advanced photo”. 
Camera data includes technical aspects like aperture, metering mode, and focal length. Advanced photo 
data includes serial number, white balance, EXIF version, etc.
>At the bottom, as you can see in the screenshot above, you can click on Remove Properties and Personal 
Information to open the EXIF removal tool. The tool lets you either create a copy of the image with all 
metadata removed or pick and choose which properties to erase from the selected file.

second option on the site with this tutorial had pic related

Make sure you test each image afterwords by viewing the exif data here: http://regex.info/exif.cgi  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:13:54 ID: 3623f8 No.8212313

>>8212297
It's how Hillary got Kuru.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:18:56 ID: a96e1a No.8212362 >>8212750

>>8212117
Any chance for a translation or summary what this video is trying to say? I cannot read Russian language at all.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:28:44 ID: e16749 No.8212443 >>8212469 >>8214206

File (hide): 3f2fda463f5b68c⋯.jpg (9.35 KB, 220x280, 11:14, 220px-Liddy.jpg)

Why Bill Clinton went to North Korea?

I was reverse searching some images of euna lee and laura ling (girls in pizza.jpg) to look for stuff and I have found 
this from 2009:
https://archive.is/jz9gt
http://mediamatters .org/video/2009/08/05/liddy-tells-joke-about-ling-ling-and-wee-wee-be/152940

George Gordon Battle Liddy jokes about Bill Clinton's trip to North Korea, this is apparently what greg Colombus said 
(and more):

>"What's more scary for two young girls than being locked up in North Korea? And that's being locked up 9 hours in 
an airplane with Bill Clinton."

More info about Liddy:
better known as G. Gordon Liddy, is a retired American lawyer who is best known as the chief operative in the White 
House Plumbers unit that existed from July to September 1971, during Richard Nixon's presidency.

These guys really know something and openly joke about it on radio. Look for Liddy, he's a lawyer, he was involved in a lot of serious shit in Watergate, 
was even imprisoned. highly suspicious.

Can someone download the audio, before it's somehow removed? I archived the page.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:30:10 ID: b5a39d No.8212457

>>8207204
The entire block is owned by Clinton associates.

There's Comet Ping Pong, a hardware store, a drug store, giant parking space, and a bookstore for the intellectuals.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:31:07 ID: 658e9b No.8212461

>>8211624
Who is the butler and is he still alive?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:32:30 ID: e16749 No.8212469 >>8212532

File (hide): f2179a2dfb5a012⋯.mp4 (4.11 MB, 320x240, 4:3, liddy-20090805-clinton-1.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8212443

Me again.

Managed to download the talk. it's in mp4  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:33:31 ID: e52391 No.8212479

>>8212300
Thank you. I'm actually on mac but I just checked some images on that site and they seem to be clean. Only data it's giving me is basic colour profiles n 
shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:33:40 ID: d02d78 No.8212480 >>8212525 >>8214952 >>8215009 >>8216575

>>8211552

Say hi to Ruby, Emerson and Maeve.

https://vimeo.com/67416938  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:34:46 ID: 43114c No.8212488

>>8211552
Don't think its anything major but they spelled Mayor John Lindsay's name wrong in that picture  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:40:11 ID: 64d8f5 No.8212525 >>8212549 >>8215496 >>8216575

>>8212480
that channel..

This is the most symbolic video here 
https://vimeo.com/81365137

seriously this is masonic as it gets  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:41:00 ID: e16749 No.8212532
File (hide): af401a218241402⋯.jpg (1002.5 KB, 1200x1500, 4:5, watchpartydwdcnnlisaling.jpg)

>>8212469

Look what I also found about Lisa Ling (pic related).

> Girls For a Change

You know "change" could also mean "pennies". You get little girls for a change. Is she involved in all this shit? Was 
that so improtant for Bill to get them back from North Korea, before they extract info about child traficking shit?

> Watch party

Watchers?

I don't know, maybe I see into things, but these girls are also suspicious.

> DateWithDad

WTF?!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:43:42 ID: d02d78 No.8212549 >>8212588 >>8215496

>>8212525

What does it mean?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:46:51 ID: 2cc372 No.8212577

This is fucking horrible. PurpleBlue (indigo) is my arcane powercolor and now these pedo's use it for their satanic bullshit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:48:14 ID: d45506 No.8212584

>>8212120
Ctrl+  Retard  
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>>8212549
Broken pillars are associated with sorrow or death one cast at sea is nothing more than ritual murder especially 
considering this video
https://vimeo.com/81352565
floodlights at night they are making snuff films the oaths say that your body is drowned where the tide ebbs and flows twice 
in 24 hours purely a death symbol.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:49:12 ID: e1f055 No.8212589 >>8212600 >>8213182

>>8212004
All the elite fear death with a passion. Biotech is a way to live forever.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:50:44 ID: a96e1a No.8212600 >>8212830 >>8213182

>>8212589
>All the elite fear death with a passion
Yet they want to kidnap,torturing people,killing and other things to the underclass and treating as cattles.  Fearing that but wishing it upon others, it cannot 
get even more Jewish than that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:51:03 ID: d02d78 No.8212602 >>8212615 >>8212659 >>8212934

>>8212588

OK. Weird. By the way, does anyone find Emerson's (the blonde girl) actions a bit disturbing in this video? The exaggerated rocking then holding her skirt 
up. Plus Ruby (the eldest brunette) looks a bit traumatised.

https://vimeo.com/80105227  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:51:34 ID: 07e095 No.8212603

Based shitlords: may kek bless and guide you along this journey. Illumination of the darkness is all we desire. I've just lost my best friend and his cunt wife 
because they are too cuck'd to see the truth and I revealed my true powerlevel in the hopes i could persuade them with lgoic. This pedo ring being cast 
into the daylight may be the only thing that saves decades of friendship. Thank you for everything you do brothers. I wish I could help.  Maybe on the 
battlefield someday.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 11:54:06 ID: 64d8f5 No.8212615

>>8212602
I was a little off the pillar is not broken so it is torture probably water bondage. waterboarding was called water bondage for centuries before it is bondage 
which is satanic.

Yea the child is lodged up and acting like a whore.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:00:24 ID: 89ee81 No.8212648 >>8212794

File (hide): f71599d307ddf79⋯.png (554.34 KB, 2560x1302, 1280:651, wait-what.png)

What the hell is this?

 Most wonderful to see the Fly "kids" and Podesta famiglia in Philly when in my floor whip neon vest and 
radio set. Passing on this article that captures the drama surrounding and taking place in the boiler room 
where we whips got our floor orders with fleeting glimpses of Leslie in the poohbah room. Exceedingly 
relieved we pulled it off, made possible by Clinton negotiators with nerves of steel and unmatched stamina 
not to mention talent. Mary, don't have your trio in my phone. Twas the best to see all 5 of you, and please 
share with your "kids."

hxxp://dcleaks.com/index.php/tony-podesta2/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:00:38 ID: e217bd No.8212649 >>8212716 >>8212799

MP3-UPDATE. You can check if there is any hidden data in an mp3 file by decoding and re-encoding with the same bit rate. 

Open the mp3 in audactiy, export it as PCM (wav) 16-bit, open that new file and export is at mp3 again (320kbit/s Constant bit rate). The ID tags will be 
written by audacity, they must contain the same hex code and shit as the original mp3 - but audacity does that for you, at  least in my case.

sunburn_1.mp3 did result in the same file size (4692 vs 4696), but if there is a noticeable difference something is fishy.

I don't think there's any encrypted info. But I didn't look at all the files.  
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>>8212602
this could be kids just being kids, but they do seem a bit off before the song starts, and the little one might be slow

https ://vimeo.com/67416938  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:02:39 ID: c3d9af No.8212661

Sorry for mildly off topic comment but I thought I'd remind everyone of Trudeau's eulogy to his father (believed to be involved in all this MK Ultra stuff). 
There have been many thread on Pierre Trudeau in the past:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5p4NUJMPAjQ
I keep reading that military bases are common places for them to do this shit crazy shit and mentions in a comment earlier about 'santa' being a recurring 
(possibly masonic) image. I mean, who the fuck takes a 6 year old to an Arctic military base for their first "holiday"?  

File (hide): a9e914efadb338e⋯.png (593 KB,
2456x912, 307:114, base64.png)

File (hide): 9ea66ce8e3de7f7⋯.png (171.06 KB,
1644x1030, 822:515, cracked.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:04:00 ID: 89ee81 No.8212669 >>8212712

Also I cracked this email that was sent in base64. Not much info in it, but proof they are obfuscating shit:

I had read this and loved the  inside scoop on the details  - can't imagine the stress - but the end result made it all worthwhile. Delighted to have 
been a witness - although far higher up in the arena -to this historic and amazingly scripted and produced event. On the road to November with Hillary!

Xo,
Mimi  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:08:13 ID: b5a39d No.8212690 >>8213163

>>8211684
There are three theories so far.
>it's a symbol for breeders (if it's a running rabbit it's child trafficking)
>"killer rabbits" made by MK ULTRA
>Britain's pedo ring was The Wonderland Club  
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>>8211684

It's bullshit as far as the actual Lewis Carrol and the actual Alice In Wonderland books are concerned. I'm a 
fan of the book, and I DO believe it has an undercurrent - but it's not about pedophilia. Charles (Carrol) was 
a mathematician of the highest degree and he studied logic and logic puzzles. My guess is he realized some 
inherent natural law, or fact about reality that he wasn't eager to share easily. But his books are positive, 
meaning he was trying to convey some cryptic information to the people who'd be able to understand it. 

Furthermore, the accusations of him being a pedophile reek of disinfo and intentional gaslighting. 
(((Researchers))) perpetually miss the important bit about his photographs of kids and historical Alice in particular - they were a tiny fraction of his opus. 
The man photographed everything from landscapes to animals, monuments, nature and so on. He was recognized by his peers as a pioneer of 
photography and was routinely praised for his work. Note that this was back when photography was cutting edge science and an extremely labourious 
process. He had a fully fledged studio and extensive knowledge of chemistry by necessaity.

Likewise he had flings with adult women and some were scandalous for his time. Nothing horrible by our standards at all, just regular romance and sex. 

This is always, always disregarded by the (((researchers))). I believe it is wholly intentional. 

And also in the end - the pictures of kids he took were kids from his social circle (upper class as fuck) and they were always taken with their parents 
consent and physical presence. None of them are pornographic in the slightest. 

Here's a bit of his opus via wikipedia. I have no idea what his mathematical work is about. It's some high level stuff. He wasn't some uneducated hack 
doing perverted shit but a fully fledged genius.

Also lest I forget, regarding Alice: 

In a poem about Alice (quoting from memory) he states:

>"Alice… never seen by waking eyes."

In other words she is wholly fictional, and I'm even tempted to say he stumbled upon an ancient religious secret that the Sumerians, Hindus and our 
knights and minnesangers in the Middle Ages were aware of. Refer to Ishtar/Inanna, Shiva/shakti, the Holy Grail, Evola and Serrano for further info. 

There is a white rabbit I remember from that I Pet Goat video, and a little girl. The scene starts at 1:15. Notice that her action scares Obama:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6n_xCI-peq0

Notice that she's a positive character. In other words - Alice In Wonderland was perhaps a memetic weapon or cryptic info given to us, SOMEHOW, by a 
victorian gentleman who knew something. Alice is some sort of deity or archetype that is on OUR side. Inherently Aryan. If you consider how many of us 
here are into anime, lolis, waifus and the like the connection I'm making is one of an eternal noncorporeal female entity that is looking out for us, who is 
here for us and will endure 'till the end of Time. In short, Alice is the Holy Grail, the ultimate goal of every knight. Refer to the above mentioned authors 
and religions. It seems Caroll discovered the aesthetic and feelings of moe far before such things were possible. 

He was our guy. He'd be posting right here and on /a/.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:09:48 ID: 337840 No.8212701 >>8212783 >>8216668

So theoretically, everyone has collected enough information that you could take this, print it all out. And in a good and just world, take it to the authorities 
and have them open an investigation.  Since most of the preliminary work is done.

You've got business connections, occult symbol connections, embedded messages, code words, the whole nine yards, the stuff the CIA/FBI reported on.

So who do you tell now exactly?  Looking through this I'd assume a fairly sizable portion of the 1% is involved. And if Jimmy Saville has taught us 
anything, it's that they wont be exposed until after they are dead, because once that happens, they can't name names.

For example British internal documents showed that at the time, Thatcher was aware of a Pedophile ring operating in the upper echelons, and told her 
people to tell the media that the SS has handled it. When it wasn't.

Just a few years ago, it came up again, and the current Prime Minister said during her investigation, "…it is woven into every part of our society…" 
Scotland Yard dropped the case due to lack of evidence.

They will never EVER allow this to get out.  Not to the scale we know about.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:10:56 ID: 3d91f3 No.8212712 >>8212887

>>8212669
Link the email containing base64 please.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:11:00 ID: 159816 No.8212715

>>8211955
Dag, if we'd found this sooner I wonder if one of us could have infiltrated this event?

There won't be a Baba's Mountain Jam next year.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:11:03 ID: a00fe3 No.8212716

>>8212649
You probably don't even have to export it to WAV. Even just selecting the entire audio track and copy-pasting it into a new project would work, as in most 
audio programs that would only transfer over the audio data…not any extra stuff included in the file. Then simply save that as an MP3 at the same bitrate 
and you're good to go for making comparisons.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:12:16 ID: b5a39d No.8212728

>>8211770
The Belgian pedo scandal from a couple years ago involved kids as young as 9 pregnant.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:12:18 ID: 48b733 No.8212729 >>8213111

>>8212069
Figured this out if anyone is interested. His wife owns the store, names kristi hood.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:12:48 ID: 5dc78d No.8212730

>>8212659
and not that I would know or anything, but emerson looks a little too developed for a 7 year old. Early onset of puberty is a symptom of sexual assault.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:14:40 ID: 43114c No.8212750 >>8212762 >>8212798

>>8212362
The title( ) is legless

First title card at about 9 seconds - (  ) is Do not be afraid

Second title card at about 21 seconds - 
First line - (      ) is Which will help you to accept my truth

1)     - 
do not try to change something

2)      - 
Think only of themselves

3)  - Arms 

4)  - Dosmot, no translation, googled it and it brought me to lurkmore .to/БЕЗ ГN  which was a page about this video.

Should I keep going?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:15:42 ID: a00fe3 No.8212762 >>8212971

>>8212750
>>keep going
Yes please.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:16:58 ID: 337840 No.8212774 >>8214014

>>8211770
Yes they can, Girls from 
ten to as young as five 
have gotten pregnant.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:19:31 ID: 8c5830 No.8212794

>>8212648

It looks like she's talking politics or some other kind of organisation event. 

Given the quotations marks around "kids", it appears she isn't referring to the recipients' actual kids, but perhaps their reports and subordinates within the 
organisation or their respective teams.

As for "whip", in politics:
> A whip is an official in a political party whose primary purpose is to ensure discipline in a legislature. Whips are the party's "enforcers", who typically 
offer inducements and threaten party members to ensure that they participate according to the official party policy.
(wikip)

It sounds like she might have had some kind of enforcement duty at this event given this knowledge and what she describes in the e-mail.

This e-mail might be more to do with dealings within the campaign, could be circumstantial evidence to go with how they did Bernie over judging by the e-
mail title and the url posted at the end of it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:20:06 ID: a96e1a No.8212798
File (hide): bc1c2b336d057fe⋯.jpg (53.99 KB, 440x540, 22:27, 1444533051496.jpg)

>>8212750
Ah thank you very much.
>and it brought me to lurkmore.to/ БЕЗ ГN  which was a page about this video.
hmm I feel like it that it doesn't seem to be much related to this case. You could probably give a shot and dig a bit 
further if anything relevant shows up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:20:10 ID: 2cc372 No.8212799

>>8212649
If it's LSB (Least Significant Bit) stego you won't detect it with that method. You can search the original and see if LSB's differ?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:21:11 ID: c4f201 No.8212806

>>821
0780
>>821
0780
>>821
0780

sister 
thread
.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:21:49 ID: d02d78 No.8212812 >>8213102

>>8212659

I just found out that the father, Ben Luzzatto, has a company that makes "Animal Dolls" and is involved with something called the BabyLove Carnival in 
Washington D.C. George Stephanopoulos ( https://archive.is/pRbH1 ) was at the BabyLove Carnival too.

https://archive.is/xA1ER  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:24:11 ID: b5a39d No.8212830 >>8212973 >>8213182

>>8212600
Half the shit they do is to steal the life force of others. Consuming it in rituals.

Why do you think they have breeders? The younger, the more life force it has. They fuck kids straight out from the womb.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:24:56 ID: ec316a No.8212842 >>8212896 >>8214310 >>8214318 >>8214322

File (hide): 313b3c63f9fdc8b⋯.png (642.47 KB, 982x1066, 491:533, Untitled.png)

>>8211472
yes i realize what it is. did you even read my posts? me_irl is a hive of gaslighters, and is subtly pushing pedo 
propaganda, and i linked one of them over to cfbot. i thought the usernames would give leads if followed so i 
was exploring it. take this guy for example. clearly part of all of this, but he covered his tracks pretty well re: his 
name. but pedos are definitely in that subreddit, trying to condition normies. i even tracked down another two 
posts from him where there's a meme lighting a kid's pubic hair.

https://archive.is/IkIn0
https://archive.is/RIFuf
https://archive.is/K9YlJ
https://archive.is/eDsgp (image broke https://www.r3dd.it/p/4f5ipm/ )
https://archive.is/iMkP5
https://archive.is/LYQ9v

i still think it's a shoddy lead, and i doubt it's the hive that i thought it was. but it's very much infested with these 
people nonetheless.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:30:17 ID: 89ee81 No.8212887 >>8212996

>>8212712
http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/eml_download/tony-podesta/00000010.eml  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:31:12 ID: 2cc372 No.8212896

>>8212842
How is it possible his shirt is on fire when his pubic hairs are being lit without having it drained in gasoline?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:37:01 ID: 8c5830 No.8212934

>>8212602
I don't know if there's anything dubious here, but that song is an earworm now.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:40:48 ID: 43114c No.8212971

>>8212762

3rd title card at 23 seconds 
 х    - people viewers go crazy

 - legless

30 seconds, a long one.

?       - No direct translation but essentially its describing the video and explains that watching it sort of 
makes people crazy, but not in an evil way, just unsettled and then when its over you should feel intense relief. 

A lot of the words are somewhat nonsense or maybe some obscure name, it seems like it's some kind of joke from a russian chan. I dont know their 
board culture or the language enough to get it in full. I would check out the lurkmore link I added earlier if you want to try more but it seems like nonsense 
mostly.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:41:35 ID: a96e1a No.8212973 >>8213182 >>8215991

File (hide): 09efd4341185c18⋯.jpg (14.02 KB, 249x202, 249:202, 1447195362638.jpg)

>>8212830
>Why do you think they have breeders? The younger, the more life force it has. They fuck kids straight out 
from the womb.
This is disgusting, I don't want to know the true dark numbers that might show out some day. It might be 
thousands of them if not more that they have tortured children like that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:43:02 ID: 3ccecb No.8212985 >>8213006 >>8213013

Why are we not pushing the fact that it's people who are here illegally that are doing criminal rioting, millions of dollars in damages in our cities.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:44:08 ID: 3d91f3 No.8212996
File (hide): 56925433ad106b3⋯.png (306.74 KB, 1899x1657, 1899:1657, email.png)

>>8212887
I'm pretty sure that's just regular message data. Open 
the .eml file up in a mail program and you'll see.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:45:53 ID: 5dc78d No.8213006

>>8212985
because that is not the topic of this thread, shill

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:46:46 ID: a96e1a No.8213013
File (hide): 99e9181fc9f7b37⋯.webm (407.39 KB, 480x360, 4:3, It's Afraid.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8212985
>goal shifting
There is tons of other threads for that, what kind of point are you trying to make here? There has been a 
tremendous amount of investigation work done right now with a lot of shady shit going on. Not to mention 
the fact that they know right now they are observed and trying to scrub out all the info. Just look at the Besta 
Pizza logo a few days ago it has a pedo sign and 1-2 days ago they scrubbed it, how convenient don't you 
think?

THEY ARE AFRAID  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:46:48 ID: 9f299a No.8213014 >>8213267 >>8213310

File (hide): d935b4c526254ce⋯.gif (6.07 MB, 333x344, 333:344, g7c4zvZ.gif)

This has just reminded me of a story from the UK a year or two ago alleging ritual abuse.

https://www.reddit.com/r/videos/comments/2v3csb/two_british_children_appear_to_describe_ritual/

Sorry for reddit link.

I can't find the video, which was removed. This gif is from it though. The girl has clearly been traumatized.

It was either a hoax, or covered up hard.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3006894/The-yummy-mummy-satanic-sex-cult-smears-terrorised-
swish-suburb-Yoga-teacher-forced-children-make-false-abuse-allegations-against-teachers-priests-father.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:46:56 ID: 3d91f3 No.8213016 >>8213028 >>8213058 >>8213110

File (hide): 64ce4e8419b18a3⋯.webm (10.03 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, podesta-vp9.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8211837
Finished rendering a higher quality 
version of this video.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:48:49 ID: 66ca54 No.8213028

>>8213016
Neat

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:52:56 ID: cdc126 No.8213058 >>8213099

>>8213016
Excellent work. Keep making these. Style and vibe is good, and you have a good voice for narration.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:57:21 ID: 4a5e96 No.8213097 >>8213176

I have no idea what the fuck is going on here. Can sone one give me a tl.dr?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:57:41 ID: 3d91f3 No.8213099 >>8213110

>>8213058
They're from this guy, not me: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvaHgYcWAAcn5D54w4Dqezg

(Same guy who made those 3d dancing pepe frog vids pointing at hillary coughing)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:57:49 ID: 5dc78d No.8213102

>>8212812
that's a bizarre fucking name for a festival. What's the company?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:58:34 ID: a96e1a No.8213110

>>8211837
>>8213016
Those videos are brilliantly made. 
>>8213099 (checked)
Oh, well it's good nonetheless.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 12:58:36 ID: 43114c No.8213111

>>8212729
https://archive.is/kPxQw

Apparently the property is mildly famous and Jackson Pollock once traded a painting for groceries there. Seems kind of high profile for some random 
store

And of course the article was written by (((Sarah Maslin Nir))) who was a pulitzer prize finalist this year and whose father is (((Yehuda Nir))) a holocaust 
survivor and (((Child psychologist))) who wrote a book which is now taught in many american highschools. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarah_Maslin_Nir

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yehuda_Nir

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Lost_Childhood_(Yehuda_Nir)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:00:58 ID: 2762cb No.8213131 >>8213164 >>8213170 >>8213171

Has anyone thought of sending chef Ramsey to this place? That mother fucker is stone cold and would probably call the police instantly.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:05:05 ID: 6689ad No.8213163 >>8213176 >>8213189 >>8213424

>>8211684
>>8211703
>>8212220
>>8212690
>>8212692
The "white rabbit" bullshit is a red herring meant to distract us from the real information at comet Pizza and surrounding businesses. It isn't even related at 
all. Some person posted photographs from the daycare investigation in which there was a white rabbit sticker stuck to a gate (no one had any proof it was 
a symbol for anything), and then suddenly a bunch of people started assuming it was related to the current issue. After that, some other moron posted 
photos of some door to a house on streetview that also had a white rabbit (except a different design completely), and somehow this is supposed to be 
"proof" of nefarious activity? No one has a proven a single connection between these three things whatsoever. I mean, how fucking uncommon are cute 
bunnies in popular culture? Not very.

tl;dr the "white rabbit" shit is a red herring and has nothing to do with finding pedos. It is meant to distract us from real shit like comet ping pong and 
Podesta's acquaintances.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:05:07 ID: 286e5b No.8213164 >>8213197

>>8213131
THOSE FUCKING PIZZAS ARE SO UNDERCOOKED THEY'RE STILL CRYING  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:05:39 ID: 9f299a No.8213170

>>8213131

These child burgers are fucking RAW!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:05:54 ID: 8c5830 No.8213171 >>8213208

>>8213131
They'd have to be going down the tubes in terms of custom and in need of a makeover I think.

you might be onto something anon  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:06:40 ID: 3d91f3 No.8213176

>>8213097
Honestly, watch this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo
I don't know much more other than some details.

>wikileaks emails have revealed spirit cooking
>wikileaks emails have also revealed podesta & friends talking very often about "pizza", "pasta", etc in ways that often do not make sense:
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/50332
>Ps. Do you think I'll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55433
>The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems pizza-related.
>since then we've been digging on these, they found a pizza "restaurant" named comet ping pong that hillary has hosted fundraisers at
a bunch of stuff, there's also another restaurant a couple doors down named besta pizza who's logo is what the fbi has found means boylover

it's all very confusing and they know we're on their trail:
Besta Pizza changed their logo:
Before: https://archive.is/fut65
After: https://archive.is/HRk1q 

>>8213163
the white rabbit stuff is basically leftover unsolved mysteries from previous diggings and internet discoveries that should be in a different thread  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:07:15 ID: 953f48 No.8213182

>>8212004
>>8211749
>>8212589
>>8212600
>>8212830
>>8212973

We really need to fucking holocaust these monsters, I hope it happen's during my lifetime.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:08:07 ID: 8c5830 No.8213189 >>8213647

>>8213163
>After that, some other moron posted photos of some door to a house on streetview that also had a white rabbit (except a different design completely)

It's not polite to speak ill of the deceased.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:09:29 ID: a08064 No.8213197
File (hide): 7a13bc476a5c03d⋯.jpg (13.81 KB, 219x255, 73:85, ade284695a5c42782e497c7c91….jpg)

>>8213164  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:11:17 ID: 2762cb No.8213208 >>8213229 >>8213245

>>8213171
>facebook posts full of sexual imagery
>walls painted with sexually explicit imagery
On top of that, a simple make over would prove their guilt; if they say no to it, that's pretty damning, and if they go along with it, but change it afterwards, 
it's also damning.
I think Ramsey is a checkmate for them, because he can't be paid of for shit, not to my knowledge anyway. He'd notice something, someone would slip 
up at some point.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:15:19 ID: 953f48 No.8213229

>>8213208

But how would we get him there?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:15:41 ID: 2cc372 No.8213232 >>8213337

File (hide): 9f19772d34c7296⋯.png (64.41 KB, 1016x740, 254:185, structure.png)

Guys we need to talk.

Because in the future we are going to encounter more of these investigations we need to structure the 
hivemind. 

I made  a proposal how we could do it. Please take a look and tell what you guys think of it. I think it's way 
better because we can filter bullshit from the real deal.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:17:03 ID: 953f48 No.8213240

We should really form RWDS and just kill these guys.  

File (hide): 559a37bf21e13e4⋯.png (639.42 KB,
940x615, 188:123, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

File (hide):
864aad5015f9148⋯.png (60.15
KB, 149x178, 149:178, Screen Shot
2016-11-12 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:17:34 ID: dd8b3d No.8213242 >>8213440 >>8213464

Is this an image of Madeline Mcann?

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:17:51 ID: 8c5830 No.8213245 >>8213262

>>8213208
Oh yeah, he'd take one look at the place and know _exactly_ where to start in fixing it up.

I mean though, that usually with shows like his, in order for him to even consider looking at them they'd need to be in dire straits before hand and thus in 
need of his expertise and the publicity. 
It's like the home make-over shows. They don't go and do up houses of the rich and famous, that's just not good day time tv. They take on the sob stories, 
ones designed to pull at the viewers' heart strings.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:19:35 ID: 2762cb No.8213262 >>8213320

>>8213245
Would it be possible for him to get anonymous tips? Like, a bunch of bad reviews suddenly would give him reason to do a show?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:20:24 ID: 859aee No.8213267

>>8213014
This might be useful for supporting evidence actually.

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=329_1423343428
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=07b_1423492213

Surprisingly the boy actually mentions something about pizza people being in on it.

There seems to be a fuckton of gaslighting going on in the comments as well but of course it's liveleak.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:28:01 ID: 13b747 No.8213310

>>8213014
It was covered up hard, Anon.
Details broke at first early Feb of last year. Coverup from the highest levels in the UK, absolutely no doubt about it.
Documentary evidence abundant and overwhelming. (crimesofempire*com/tag/hampstead may be decent resource. hampsteadcoverup*com - website of 
the mother of the two children.)
News story linked is perfect example of coverup, 100% inversion of real facts of the case.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:29:10 ID: 8c5830 No.8213320 >>8213404

>>8213262
I'm not sure how it works to be honest. I assumed reaching out was done by the businesses who appear on the show. Will see what I can find.

At the moment though, this thread is being watched so any outreach to Ramsey or similar will get brushed off with "we're fine thanks, just some kids on 
the Internet dicking around" if they go on to contact Comet. Might need to sit on this idea for a bit, but I like your thinking.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:31:24 ID: 756072 No.8213337 >>8213356

>>8213232

I think you're a newfag or a plant who either has no idea how we operate or has an interest in destroying our eternally succesful shitposting and creative 
chaos. 

We have no use for you or your subversion in either case.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:32:45 ID: ef9cdc No.8213345 >>8213352 >>8213357 >>8215788

>>8211749

I recently discovered, going through old family files, that a recent ancestor of mine was (at least) a 32nd degree mason. 

I found the document approving him. Signed by a 33rd degree mason. 

What does this mean?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:34:09 ID: bde63a No.8213352 >>8213383

>>8213345
Do you have any gaps in memory during your early childhood?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:34:48 ID: 2cc372 No.8213356 >>8216399

>>8213337
>subversion 
Fuck you it was on good intentions and it took me time. You should say, thanks but no thanks.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:35:08 ID: ef9cdc No.8213357

>>8213345

This side of my family was of upper class scottish origin.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:35:30 ID: d45506 No.8213359

http://pastebin.com/h1RLnnYx - Latest I have feel free to add and reuse  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:38:52 ID: ef9cdc No.8213383

>>8213352

No, my mason ancestor has been dead for many years, and I'm pretty sure his wealth went with him. 

This would have been around the time of the first world war. 

Haven't told anyone except some other family about the document, because it was legit. 32nd degree at least, it may have even been anointing him from 
32nd to 33rd. It was somewhat faded and I couldn't entirely makeout what it was saying.

But I assure you it was the real deal, with the symbols and format of the paper. I found it in a leather envelope.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:41:31 ID: 2762cb No.8213404 >>8213415 >>8213494

>>8213320
I've always been an ideas guy. The big point I think is getting as much media attention on them as possible, since if they become mainstream, normies 
will enter unwittingly and see some shit they didn't want to. When a murderer is trying his best to stay low profile, the best thing an investigator can do is 
pressure him from multiple sources.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:42:58 ID: 2cc372 No.8213412 >>8213917

File (hide): 7bbaef2811b1c52⋯.jpg (3.21 MB, 3264x2448, 4:3, IMG_2059.JPG)

Years ago I picked up this book about the Rosicrucians. Anybody knows if it could be the same pedo 
satanic shit as we are talking about?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:43:35 ID: cdc126 No.8213415

>>8213404
Can Sam Hyde help with this?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:44:32 ID: 571d8f No.8213424

>>8213163
This. The whole white rabbit thing is  wasting precious time and resources  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:44:38 ID: fcd37a No.8213425 >>8213437

fucking newfaggets, the white rabbits been known about for almost a year now, back when baphomet was awesome they did some serious fucking 
digging into a kindergarten with the same name. i don't have any screencaps so go ask baph for some, im sure someone there has some.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:45:38 ID: 8c5830 No.8213436 >>8213451 >>8213470

On the Comet Ping Pong logo, it could be a nod to the style of Wimbledon's and the like.

A search on logos for golf, lacrosse, hockey and fencing also brings up examples of logos with crossed sticks etc. So the crossed paddles in Comet's 
logo may be in keeping with that style. Likewise the plumber's logo with the crossed wrenches. 

They sort of bring to mind coats of arms where swords are crossed.

Either that, or there's a lot more nonces in sports than one might think  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:45:44 ID: 2762cb No.8213437

>>8213425
>going to baph now
HET
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:46:08 ID: ef9cdc No.8213440 >>8214679

>>8213242

Prime example of disinfo right here. 

Hi CTR. I hope you know your boss david brock is involved with these people.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:47:16 ID: 2cc372 No.8213451 >>8213492 >>8213810

File (hide): 67ab04edb60fb5f⋯.gif (12.55 KB, 228x250, 114:125, Vatican-coa.gif)

>>8213436
Vatican  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:49:24 ID: 8c5830 No.8213464

>>8213242

If she doesn't have the same eye defect, it is very unlikely.

but it's unlikely anyway, since her parents disposed of her body and have spent the last however many years covering up their neglect  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:50:17 ID: a96e1a No.8213470

>>8213436
If you ask me, the Plumbers logo looks way to suspicious just compare them to the FBI pedo logos m8.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:53:14 ID: 8c5830 No.8213492

>>8213451
Ohh, good find anon. Do you think there is a symbolic history to this style of emblem (or logo)? One that would predate the butterfly by a long while I 
imagine…

Actually… A common pub name in the UK is (the) Cross Keys, with the sign or logo showing two crossed keys, usually similar to the picture you have.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:53:25 ID: bde63a No.8213494 >>8213577 >>8213604 >>8215165 >>8217175

>>8213404
The mainstream news would only run this story under duress, as the producers may be involved.  If this gets on TV it'll most likely be through some 
irreverent comedy that few take seriously.  What we're really after is population penetration.  Enough of the population needs to 1) be made aware and 2) 
be pissed enough to take action.  To this end, PTA meetings and church congregations would be good groups to spread the information to.

>When a murderer is trying his best to stay low profile, the best thing an investigator can do is pressure him from multiple sources.
Fortunately, the narcissism is strong with these folks.  If they were smart, they'd remove themselves from the public eye, but they aren't.  They have to 
feel like they're getting away with something, as it reinforces their belief in their own "divinity".  We might even be able to expect them to grow more bold 
under the collective investigation of 8ch; it gives them the opportunity to demonstrate precisely how above the law they are (especially since we've 
memed their high priestess into losing the election).  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 13:53:38 ID: d3ce91 No.8213496 >>8213576 >>8215029 >>8217286

File (hide): a89d963f7ced560⋯.jpg (71.65 KB, 466x700, 233:350, 1478733972669.jpg)

http://cometpingpong.tumblr.com/
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:02:28 ID: a13ab5 No.8213553 >>8213574

Moderators keep deleting the 4ch ones.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:05:13 ID: c0375c No.8213570

>>8211402 (OP)
https://youtu.be/gDadfh0ZdBM?t=248
how deep does the rabbit hole go lads  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:05:56 ID: d5d418 No.8213574 >>8213601

>>8213553
This is probably stupid to ask, but is there any "normal" reason for doing so? Like…people's personal information or something.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:06:08 ID: 66ca54 No.8213576
File (hide): 600d4581c091e25⋯.jpeg (14.54 KB, 552x310, 276:155, 600d4581c091e252f9f7bcb5d….jpeg)

>>8213496
Oh fuck that  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:06:30 ID: 2762cb No.8213577 >>8213622

File (hide): e44bae5b0c829e6⋯.png (1.23 MB, 735x864, 245:288, They are just fleas before….png)

>>8213494
>these folks get more bold the more they are pressured
Like a flea who leaps on a man, huh? The tactics you use on a bold enemy are slightly different, I hadn't thought 
about it; you not only pressure them, but do so in a way that makes it seem like you want them to reveal their true 
face so you can show yours; freaks love to find other freaks with like minds. I wouldn't be surprised if they were 
easily tricked by a private dick who comes in pretending like he empathizes with them.  

File (hide): 49fdd12eb6a9665⋯.png (44.91 KB,
1024x576, 16:9, purple_guy_wallpaper_by_th….png)

File (hide): 81e90ed2f9378f3⋯.jpg (269.84 KB,
1024x555, 1024:555, five-nights-at-freddys-wor….jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:07:21 ID: cfc5f2 No.8213583 >>8213598 >>8213618 >>8213622 >>8214140 >>8215196

GUYS

GUYS 

GUYS

Did anyone check if Scott Cawthon was a Freemason?

There are too many parallels with his series and the current events unveiling  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:09:45 ID: 66ca54 No.8213598 >>8213616 >>8213622 >>8213680

File (hide): 1f81fff4d3022a3⋯.jpg (76.66 KB, 300x188, 75:47, 2621330.jpg)

>>8213583
Wait a fucking second
I remember some lore about this shitty game series
Isn't it all about some pedo working in a pizza place that dismembered 
children and put them in those animatronics?  

File (hide): 822435270571f14⋯.jpg (77.71 KB,
550x413, 550:413, dupont_underground_1.jpg)

File (hide): af114afcd49b74c⋯.jpg (105.89 KB,
800x600, 4:3, dupontdownunder.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:10:19 ID: c0375c No.8213599 >>8213623 >>8213627

https://archive.is/bOumT

possible relation to the dupont underground located literally right under comet/obelisk/besta  dc area?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:10:31 ID: a13ab5 No.8213601

>>8213574
Well, the deleting/DDOS/active moderation started when they linked that DOJ official ARUN RAO to the pedos.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:10:56 ID: c4f201 No.8213604

>>8213494
m8 it's all over infowhores this week.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:12:29 ID: 953f48 No.8213616

>>8213598

Iirc the new one takes place in some underground torture facility or something, haven't played the games, just watched some related videos some time 
ago  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:12:44 ID: 2762cb No.8213618

>>8213583
>FNAF was always a DL "there's some fucked up shit in the pizza business, please research guys"
>that or the creator just wanted to make something about creepy animatronics
Either way, I don't think this has anything to do with the current dig, research this on your own and bring back info if it could be helpful  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:13:16 ID: bde63a No.8213622

>>8213577 (checked)
>freaks love to find other freaks with like minds.
We certainly have plenty of freaks among us.

>>8213583
>>8213598
IIRC the pedophile in Five Nights at Freddy's was a lone actor.  However, it would be a good angle to use to disseminate this information among the 
youth.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:13:22 ID: c0375c No.8213623

>>8213599
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9tTX7CSNKs

Jay Parker a Satanic child abuse victim discusses the Du pont family's operations in pedophilia and programming.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:13:45 ID: a93394 No.8213626

>>8211402 (OP)

Somewhat random… but Geraldo Cuckiara is on Fox and Friends this morning basically arguing that Obama should pardon the fuck out of hillary while 
spewing out a bunch of shillage.

I wonder whether he has any connections… he's looking hella wooden/nervous.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:13:54 ID: c4f201 No.8213627

>>8213599
it's 4 miles down the road. the tunnels are a bypass under the intersect and merge back into the road. look at the old threads. it was plebbit speculation.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:14:52 ID: 2cc372 No.8213633 >>8213659 >>8213663

I heard from a good source that Mc@#$alds buys all of the foreskins, placentas and umbilical cords from the hospitals really cheap and then grinds them 
up, washes them in ammonia, colors them and adds other chemicals to make them into yummy hamburgers and chicken thingys. McYuck.

http://www.illuminatipizza.com/odd-news/chicken-mcnuggets-and-hamburgers/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:16:40 ID: 7c77c9 No.8213647

>>8213189
>It's not polite to speak ill of the deceased.
This. That dude is already dead, Jim.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:17:47 ID: d29df6 No.8213659 >>8213664 >>8213742

>>8213633
Burger King was always Better anyway. 
Lads whatever happened to the Lads who were planning on Investigating the Pizza Place during Halloween Night? 
Oh..  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:18:03 ID: c0375c No.8213663
File (hide): 866258962e05ed3⋯.jpg (21.82 KB, 500x396, 125:99, 1477105505082.jpg)

>>8213633
>literally the 
current year
>not hunting your 
own meat
>not only eating 
organic farm fresh

lad..  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:18:23 ID: 2cc372 No.8213664 >>8213683

>>8213659
Think he's the bacon on your next pizza  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:21:16 ID: cfc5f2 No.8213680 >>8213719 >>8215216

File (hide): 02c561013d1e0b0⋯.jpg (156.04 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, Springtrap.jpg)

>>8213598
The entire series is about two businessmen opening up a pizzeria, which is ACTUALLY A FRONT FOR A 
MASS SCALE CHILD TRAFFICKING OPERATION.

He stuffs the kids in spinglock animatronic suits which then kill the kids, slowly, and the kids end up 
possessing the suits and harassing the night guard staff attempting to kill them in a similar fashion via 
programming and the initial possession.

And whilst all this is going on, said Serial killer get's his own kids killed to the Animatronics because he 
commissioned Henry to Make ones with A.I that count the kids until an opportunity of capture arrives the 
main one called "baby" get's sick of this shit and kills of the main designer behind the suits, Henry.

I should also mention that Afton handled the businesses Money, and Henry did the Machinework.

The pizzarea is built on a massive UNDERGROUND TUNNEL complex, leading to his house, and other locations, including the sister Location and said 
location has Cameras all over Afton's house because his kids caught him in the act of an abduction/murder.

In the end, the "baby" animatronic devises and escape plan, by getting afton to the Sister location, tricking him into believing it's his dead daughter 
mangled by the same lifeless automaton, and leads him to the "scooping room" where Afton get's gutted and the Animatronic, now referred to as "ennard" 
as it is an amalgamation of other Kid killing animatronic parts used for deceit subversion and capture Wears Afton as a Skin suit and escapes the facility.

The animatronic also killed two night guards as to erase any given evidence.

However it is implied that some of these games are actually a post comatose dream of a Afton's Child after he got the front of his brain lobe bitten off by 
the animatronic conjured up via him witnessing his father doing questionable stuff.

It is however, unknown how Post Scooping Afton died, though, as prior we belived it to be him being harrassed by the child ghosts where he hid in a 
Springlock suit, and well, it went off, leading to pic related.

It's possible this was another Employee at the Pizzarea, because Afton would know how to operate these suits, and they were mentioned to have been 
decomissioned because they already knew about the health and safety issues they posed.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:21:27 ID: d29df6 No.8213683 >>8213691

File (hide): ad043762ed2ed04⋯.jpg (83.53 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, IMG_4567.JPG)

>>8213664
Well thank fuck I don't live in DC 
and the majority of Pizzas I eat 
are pic related  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:21:54 ID: 2cc372 No.8213685

I was just thinking:

Could it be the christian cross represents the Qaballah tree. And the Qaballah tree is the natural flow of life. (ending with sex for example, sex after 
marriage)

These satanists inverted the cross. And started with sex and then the rest? They invert everything. Love === pain etc.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:23:11 ID: 2cc372 No.8213691 >>8213712

>>8213683
No butterfly or pedospiral. I think you are safe.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:23:34 ID: f55b50 No.8213694 >>8213862 >>8216238

Chefs for Hillary tasting reception with Senator Cory Booker and Chefs Victor Albisu, James Alefantis, Cathal Armstrong, Amy Brandwein, Erin Clarke, 
Gianluigi Dellaccio, Elizabeth Falkner, Mark Furstenberg, Tarver King, Yael Krigman, Ris Lacoste, Jamie Leeds, and Art Smith 

https://archive.fo/ofyRf  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:25:36 ID: 2cc372 No.8213712 >>8213738

>>8213691
Another brainfart:

When these bloodlines want to stay bloodlines they are going to produce imbicile children because of the incest.

Normally this would not happen that much because of normal sex outside of the family.

These guys must have problems with producing valid human life because of the incest so they need some sort of selection program and produce a lot 
more children to find one which is suitable.

Could we be on to something like this. A bloodline evolution program or something?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:26:15 ID: cfc5f2 No.8213719
File (hide): e8d2c39e9302773⋯.jpg (34.48 KB, 900x900, 1:1, photo.jpg)

>>8213680
Anyhow, point is, Scott Cawthon the creator of Five Night's at Freddy's is a DEVOUT CHRISTIAN, and has 
children of his own, and uses edited samples of presumably their screams to make the animatronic Death 
noises when the animatronics in the FNAF games get you.

I just want to check if Scott is a Freemason, and see if we can move things from there.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:27:57 ID: d03a30 No.8213730 >>8213755 >>8213781

File (hide): a5e951ee320f632⋯.jpg (51.36 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, 1467201721110.jpg)

So, who else saw the first season of true detective? They came upon this very thing, high ranking politicians 
performing rituals in front of a huge owl statue. Abusing children etc etc  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:28:35 ID: 2762cb No.8213738

>>8213712
The bioengineering they are doing possibly making incest not bad so bad genetically to keep it completely in the family?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:29:01 ID: d29df6 No.8213742

>>8213659
Seriously though, they were supposed to do a Livestream and all.. 
Did anyone hear about what happened to that plan?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:30:32 ID: d29df6 No.8213755

>>8213730
And then the second season had disturbing rape parties hosted by the elites in California.. 
Pizzaman was trying to Warn us, maybe that's why the third season was delayed…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:32:21 ID: 2cc372 No.8213769 >>8213789

They could have overcome incest problems but I doubt it.

It's about the DNA and modifications and variations on the DNA which result in evolution. They could manually adjust DNA but that would be trail and 
error and produce billions of childs which are not suitable for life.

They might do it, but it would be a massacre.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:33:52 ID: 66ca54 No.8213781 >>8213804 >>8213929 >>8214607

File (hide): 0eb78779f7df8cf⋯.jpg (77.28 KB, 620x457, 620:457, true-detective-murder-620x….jpg)

>>8213730
Was also thinking about this. But there wasn't 
any cannibalism or pizza related shit tho, right?
However the main dude was obsessed with this 
symbol  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:35:05 ID: 2762cb No.8213789 >>8213821

>>8213769
>implying we're dealing with humans
these people are disgusting fleas, they wouldn't care about the bloodbath of babies.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:37:27 ID: 2cc372 No.8213804 >>8213855 >>8213869 >>8213883 >>8213929

File (hide): 8c59112829c5cd5⋯.png (2.55 MB, 1920x1200, 8:5, tyranny.png)

>>8213781
Hmm yesterday I got myself a new game: 
Tyranny

Check what logo on the tents. Don't know what 
to think of it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:38:00 ID: b5a39d No.8213810 >>8213932

>>8213451
>Vatican
The center of every pedo ring in the world. It's completely off the grid.

Why do you think there's so many Italians involved?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:39:10 ID: 2cc372 No.8213821

>>8213789
true on that. we could have stumbled on the Dark Force hidden HQ.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:41:37 ID: 953f48 No.8213843

This is so fucked up, probably the biggest thing we have ever stumbled upon.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:42:09 ID: ba2e6a No.8213849 >>8213898

File (hide): e4a60af3c2bf966⋯.png (52.96 KB, 1050x473, 1050:473, hillarysacrifices.png)

>>8211402 (OP)
I haven't been around here for awhile.
I don't really know what the latest word on all of this is 
but I have a general idea.

Is that email I found months ago talking about getting a 
kid from south america for 'adoption' relevant? 

also is this relevant?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:42:47 ID: 7b28c6 No.8213855

>>8213804
The symbol has to have some kind of triangular outline. That one doesn't.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:43:17 ID: 33970b No.8213861

STOP ANONS YOU ARE GETTING FUCKING SLID HARD.
The mason shit is just that for now. Shit.
Epstein charged in 2006
Ping pong pizza started 2006

Notice the famous and news people who had been to epsteins island were also the most vocal against the don. He knows the swamp and hates it.  
https://archive.is/pRbH1 just one article of many talking about the rich,famous, or news people who hung out with epstein. Stay on the definite leads we 
have found. Archive everything in social media before anouncing it here. EVERYTHING. You are getting slid into irrelevant for the moment shit that looks 
like crazy shit to normies. Beyond this pizza shit which we know is something.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:43:34 ID: 8c5830 No.8213862

>>8213694
> Hillary Victory Fund
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:43:59 ID: 66ca54 No.8213865 >>8213872 >>8213925 >>8216069

File (hide): 9021d14c7d52979⋯.png (276.41 KB, 466x490, 233:245, 9021d14c7d52979b1b2cdb201b….png)

I just don't get why
were they always pedos?
Were they a part of this from a young age?
Is it a religious thing?
Are they just so sociopathic and numbed from power that this is the 
only thing that makes them feel any emotion?
I truly don't understand.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:44:27 ID: 2762cb No.8213869 >>8213887

>>8213804
Dunno if the vidya fags are shills, but please stop derailing, this has nothing to do with digging.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:44:38 ID: c0375c No.8213872 >>8213902 >>8214084

>>8213865
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kGxauRivjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4IT4i74qEA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvGi6hcQdjo  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:45:59 ID: 66ca54 No.8213883

>>8213804
You skipped the story thing. It's just the symbol of one of the factions. Don't think a normal spiral means much unless there's other obvious symbols 
implied at the same time  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:46:33 ID: 2cc372 No.8213887

>>8213869
True, let's get back to business  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:47:45 ID: ba2e6a No.8213898

>>8213849
I also have intel on shell corporations linked to the clintons, linked to jesuit catholics etc  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:48:54 ID: 66ca54 No.8213902 >>8213933

File (hide): e55b4b9a789ef86⋯.jpg (160.84 KB, 1890x1417, 1890:1417, e55.jpg)

>>8213872
Ugh, I'm not even sure if I 
want to swallow this pill even 
if it looks vibrant red  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:51:18 ID: e1f055 No.8213917

>>8213412
In all organisations there are people who are orderly and chaotic. Good, Evil and Neutral.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:51:57 ID: aff7d4 No.8213921 >>8213958

File (hide): 351f26f92ad2483⋯.jpg (94.19 KB, 811x430, 811:430, alice one of many.jpg)

>>8211684
I reckon there's Alice 
fragment in I Pet Goat II 
animation, yeap, pic related  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:52:35 ID: e1f055 No.8213925

>>8213865
All of the above.  

File (hide): d73b68098943370⋯.jpg (2.25 MB,
4000x3000, 4:3, img_2987.jpg)

File (hide):
c8629c04ff4a6d4⋯.jpg (34.89 KB,
272x443, 272:443, Frank.JPG)

File (hide): a765f1fc10ae396⋯.gif (1.45 MB, 430x258,
5:3, cunningham.gif)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:53:22 ID: a24d7d No.8213929 >>8213936 >>8213944 >>8213958 >>8215482 >>8215723 >>8216957

>>8213781
>>8213804
Holy fucking shit. I recognize that symbol. It's the same one on the jet engine used in Donnie Darko. And with all of this kikery coming to light, seems like 
all those theories on time travel and shit could be completely wrong: Donnie was just a survivor of severe childhood trauma. 
Was this a cry for help from the director?  

File (hide): b974bb036a6c813⋯.jpg (49.65 KB,
550x376, 275:188, ephod_550.jpg)

File (hide): 5e03a7e932bdf77⋯.jpg (30.22 KB,
311x227, 311:227, benedict-xvi-jews-papa.jpg)

File (hide): aa5f21a3ad7d5ee⋯.jpg (32.69 KB,
660x371, 660:371, 1fc29ed390c0c428440f6a7067….jpg)

File (hide): 848eda7524b16d4⋯.png (116.4 KB,
1340x461, 1340:461, qeqeqeqe.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:53:30 ID: 1cd506 No.8213932 >>8213951 >>8215496

>>8213810
Only post vatican II after the jews took over. The church was objectively pedo free pre 1958. In the days of the traditional church Jews were terrified of 
catholics 
(last pic A Quo Primum Encyclical of Pope Benedict XIV promulgated on June 14, 1751.)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:53:34 ID: c0375c No.8213933 >>8213958 >>8214045

File (hide): 5adf5b2953e9312⋯.png (11.92 KB, 376x417, 376:417, 1478835301001.png)

>>8213902
when you zoom out from your ego and look at it with an open mind to the arcane you will take this one easy 
man.

also anyone have any ideas on a mind map i can do? should it just be a 'follow le money' chart or should i add 
aspects of occulted knowledge too or nah. 

is coggle .it a good site or is it kiked, looks pretty good?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:54:14 ID: 2cc372 No.8213936 >>8215510

>>8213929
>e they a part of this from a young age?
>Is it a religious thing?
>Are they just so sociopathic and numbed from power that this is the only thing that makes them feel any emotion?
>I truly don't understand.
Wow. Mind blown.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:55:37 ID: cfc5f2 No.8213944

>>8213929
It's pedowood, so entirely possible.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:56:53 ID: 2cc372 No.8213951 >>8215102

>>8213932
>, 
Is that an annagram for PEDOH?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:57:29 ID: ba2e6a No.8213957 >>8215496 >>8215750

File (hide): 9bee397590fc7c5⋯.jpeg (63.38 KB, 600x350, 12:7, babylonian.jpeg)

>>8211684
the rabbit represents fertility and sex (playboy bunnies) 
from the ancient diety ISHTAR (eastar easter etc)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:57:29 ID: bde63a No.8213958 >>8213965 >>8213992

>>8213921
That's some dense symbolism there.  White rabbit in the background; a bunch of malformed, despondent children wrapped up in barbed wire; and Alice 
sitting inside of a circle with a blank expression and an apple.  I'm not sure what the significance of the stag on the left is, though.  

>>8213929
It wouldn't surprise me at all.  

>>8213933 (checked)
Dank image there.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 14:59:00 ID: 2cc372 No.8213965

>>8213958
After about 1 minute into the video you see on the back wall a brain which is snapped in two. It's a reference to Project Monarch.  

File (hide): 9393ede41fa3698⋯.jpeg (129.17 KB,
888x658, 444:329, kardashian home.jpeg)

File (hide): 269b931fe5deb6a⋯.jpeg (480.98 KB,
1181x979, 1181:979, cernunnos.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:03:37 ID: ba2e6a No.8213992 >>8213999 >>8214007 >>8214249

>>8213958
the white and black checkerboard pattern is a satanic color code 
The stag is the celtic version of the Capricorn or goat (a horned deity)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:04:46 ID: ba2e6a No.8213999 >>8214249

>>8213992
cernunnos=celtic baphomet  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:05:32 ID: e1f055 No.8214007 >>8214027 >>8214249

>>8213992
>Satanic

They are Pan worshippers.
Deviancy is all encoded in mythos.

The baphomet is Pan shrouded in Christian demonology.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:06:29 ID: 2fa85c No.8214014

>>8212774
>to as young as five
How?
Not sure if I want to know  

File (hide): d7fbad31e4dad0e⋯.jpeg (101.12 KB,
500x488, 125:122, rkfhe.jpeg)

File (hide): ef638b9294d5823⋯.jpeg (127.64 KB,
570x427, 570:427, check.jpeg)

File (hide): 2bc6a0dd19737a9⋯.jpeg (77.15 KB,
500x423, 500:423, ewoiujeiorj.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:09:43 ID: ba2e6a No.8214027 >>8214044 >>8214110

>>8214007
we can debate this all day.
at the end of the day the satanists love black and white

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:12:23 ID: 2cc372 No.8214044 >>8214062 >>8214077

>>8214027
Black and White represents duality the knowledge between good and evil. 

Like domino's.

It's a binary choice: left or right. without showing there is a middle path.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:12:47 ID: 66ca54 No.8214045 >>8214059 >>8214113 >>8214156

File (hide): f598b11ec3d9d05⋯.png (210.68 KB, 909x779, 909:779, f598b11ec3d9d05f3b1e7663d6….png)

>>8213933
>Pagan deities connected to 
babylonians
>Jewish deities connected to 
babylonians
>Christian stories and deities is a mix 
of the two
>Hinduism connected to paganism
>Buddhism connected to Hinduism
Is kek the true way? What have we 
stumbled upon?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:15:18 ID: 4e4534 No.8214058 >>8215699 >>8216961

File (hide): 68bb95a80cc2f8a⋯.png (1.32 MB, 1135x944, 1135:944, lovettsville farm from pod….PNG)

>>8211402 (OP)
>>8211552
here's the location to the farm in lovettsville.  
12299 enfield ln. lovettsville, va 20180
>http://www zillow com/homedetails/12299-
Enfield-Ln-Lovettsville-VA-
20180/12416876_zpid/

>https ://wikileaks org/podesta-
emails/emailid/39175
in this email the address is given out.
>https ://wikileaks org/podesta-
emails/emailid/54545
in this email the farm is the location where the 

3 children will be swimming for entertainment.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:15:21 ID: 2cc372 No.8214059 >>8214279

>>8214045
Root Religion  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:15:59 ID: 2cc372 No.8214061 >>8214065 >>8214279 >>8216316

File (hide): 7082f687e7fa541⋯.jpg (1.14 MB, 1297x902, 1297:902, uqnaoxyodypqnzfcryhj.jpg)

Religion map  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:15:59 ID: ba2e6a No.8214062 >>8214073

>>8214044
Now you are just defending them.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:16:40 ID: 2cc372 No.8214065

>>8214061
Holy shit another spiral at the root  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:17:34 ID: 2cc372 No.8214073 >>8214083

>>8214062
No it's not because they play mind tricks on us. They give us a binary choice.

But in fact there are many more ways to do things but we are allowed to choose between two. That's not defendable. It's abuse.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:18:00 ID: bde63a No.8214077 >>8214094

File (hide): f9ac0e4f8c2d3bf⋯.png (212.68 KB, 578x846, 289:423, illusion of choice.png)

>>8214044 (checked)
>It's a binary choice: left or right. without 
showing there is a middle path.
Pic related.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:19:00 ID: ba2e6a No.8214083 >>8214094 >>8214121

>>8214073
You may see it as duality representation but they do not anon, 
I am not saying you are bad but you should realize that you may perceive it as neutral but no matter what it is they will twist it to evil  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:19:08 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214084 >>8216755

>>8213872
>David Kike
fuck off  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:21:20 ID: 2cc372 No.8214094 >>8214110

>>8214077
Yeah I was thinking about exactly that.

>>8214083
Do you know what it should represent if it isn't duality?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:22:32 ID: 2cc372 No.8214101
File (hide): 3ca976dc6972d25⋯.jpg (614.25 KB, 1297x902, 1297:902, uqnaoxyodypqnzfcry2hj - Co….jpg)

Hey but did we check this map out? At the root there is the ultimate root religion 
even Kekism comes from. It has the pedo spiral.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:23:09 ID: de6335 No.8214109 >>8214112 >>8214162 >>8214239

Is it just me or are there a lot of posts trying to link this shit with popular video games, tv shows and movies? Could it be disinfo, just to distract us from 
what we're really after?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:23:18 ID: ba2e6a No.8214110
File (hide): 016a82d43773ae9⋯.jpeg (99.82 KB, 1024x671, 1024:671, norway-spiral.jpeg)

>>8214094
see second pic
>>8214027
portals my good man, 
portals are also 
represented by 
spirals.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:23:43 ID: ba2e6a No.8214112

>>8214109
anon literally everything is linked together because art imitates life.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:23:58 ID: c0375c No.8214113 >>8214125 >>8214151 >>8214279

File (hide): 34ba55f0ab7f787⋯.jpg (884.52 KB, 1162x1438, 581:719, 1478886604437.jpg)

>>8214045
ctr detected

fuck off idiot, go eat your mcdonalds and play world 
of warcraft, fucking subhuman nigger.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:25:24 ID: bde63a No.8214121 >>8214174 >>8214351

>>8214083
>I am not saying you are bad but you should realize that you may perceive it as neutral but no matter what it is they will twist it to evil
This is a valid point.  Black&white imagery is common because the contrast is visually striking.  Spirals and other simple shapes are easy to draw and can 
show up under all sorts of circumstances.  These symbols may be used to represent many different things, sometimes these meanings can even be 
contradictory because any image ultimately has the meaning that's been assigned to it.  We could meme the spiral into being a symbol of Kek's wrath, so 
that those who have it inscribed on them suffer unless the person is one of us, then it's totally a Gurren Lagann spiral of strength and hot blooded bravery.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:25:49 ID: 33970b No.8214125

>>8214113
There's at least 5 in here this am. All shilling about video games/masonic shit/ or just shitposting.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:29:08 ID: 4e4534 No.8214140 >>8214156

>>8213583
purple is the sex bracelet color for anal sex.
>http ://www.urbandictionary com/define.php?term=sex%20bracelets
i wonder if the FNAF killer was buttfucking all the victims

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:31:03 ID: c9ba7a No.8214151

>>8214113
>[CURRENT YEAR]
>Insulting Kek

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:31:33 ID: cfc5f2 No.8214156

>>8214045
>>8214140
Afton is often described as having glassy silver eyes post scooping, anything on that?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:32:50 ID: d03a30 No.8214162

>>8214109
I brought up true detective because of the large amount of similarities, maybe it would be worth looking into who was responsible for the writing and see if 
they have other noteworthy things to say. Its like with kubrick  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:35:20 ID: ba2e6a No.8214174

>>8214121
Good points anon but we know the people currently using this symbolism is using it against us and for purely negative purposes,
for instance donald trump uses hand symbols while he speaks because they naturally complete electrical circuits in the body -the original masons that 
george washington used to know, would use them for the purposes of good (mostly) and the 'falsely illuminated' ones were subverting this power to 
leverage it for evil.
at least thats what the hidden history says who knows how accurate it is.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:35:57 ID: 9f377a No.8214179 >>8214202 >>8214268 >>8214305 >>8215012

File (hide): 21914fc6584e51b⋯.jpg (74.66 KB, 620x640, 31:32, 19567.jpg)

From the new dc leaks wtf is this code for and who is this 
jamesacorps guy that was in the wikileaks emails? 

I'm trying to find more but this website fucking blows

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:40:58 ID: ea0ab9 No.8214202 >>8214219 >>8215012

>>8214179
Jamesacorp is James Alefantis of Comet Pizza.

James also happens to have been executive producer on this -> http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4169074/

Check the plotline.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:41:51 ID: 3bc1c0 No.8214204

>>8211402 (OP)
>>>/x/26895/
This reminds me of something I saw on /x/ a while back  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:42:11 ID: 07978b No.8214206 >>8214221

>>8212443
Neil Cavuto was joking on Fox this morning that it was "ironic" that today is National Pizza Day. Then he joked about having a pizza delivered to him.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:43:40 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214219 >>8214240

>>8214202
>On a whim, Eve, a young Swedish traveler, accepts an invitation from Peter to vacation on his family's private island off the coast of New England. As a 
series of unexpected delays prevent other guests from arriving, Eve discovers that she has little in common with the increasingly erratic Peter. Gradually 
the idyllic natural beauty of the island gives way and Eve finds herself trapped in a state of surreality punctuated by bizarre visions, dimensional shifting 
and secret pizza.
fug  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:43:44 ID: c6cdc1 No.8214221

>>8214206
The kikes are mocking us  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:43:52 ID: 5129b8 No.8214222

>>8212256
http://www.steelbytes.com/?mid=30

Download the executable and put it on the desktop. Just drag and drop pics over the icon do clean them  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:46:16 ID: 8c5830 No.8214239

>>8214109
I think some are well meaning, but they're obviously not used to how things work here. 

Doesn't change the fact that distracting things are being brought to the thread, but it might be good to provide them with some encouragement to weed 
out the ones who are genuine vs the ones who are here to dick with our digging e.g.
> that's interesting anon, but it's difficult to see how this directly relates to pizza paedos in government. You seem keen, perhaps your efforts can be better 
focused on [angle that requires our attention]?

If they're genuine, they'll either dig into the topic they've presented initially and show how it relates, or they will shelve that and look into something we 
know is directly related and hopefully come up with something.

If they're not, they'll keep posting off topic or give up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:46:19 ID: ea0ab9 No.8214240

>>8214219
Trailer and description
-> https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/caesura/automatic-at-sea-a-feature-film-exploring-hidden-r/description  
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>>8213992
>>8213999
>>8214007

Dumb, uninformed, retarded - these are the only words with which I can describe people like you. 

Pre-christian does not equal evil. Please for the love of God stop reading discredited US protestant literature from the 19th century. Read Campbell, read 
Jung, read the mythologies of this or that culture, not some uneducated drivel written by some ignorant fundamentalist. 

Ishtar, Cernnunnos, Pan - these are all positive or archetypal entities. At their worst they are merely neutral or indifferent. For instance long ago I read 
comments how "Ishtar is a goddess of child killing and abortion" or some other bullshit like that. Except she's not. She's a goddess of war/love, sex/death, 
as in the fundamental forces of nature. Eros/Thanatos. Ishtar is also a fierce protector of the weak, the powerless, the downtrodden. Yes, she's very much 
into sex in the same way how in Greek mythology Aphrodite is about sex while Hera is about marriage. 

Shit, if we wanna go down that route we could even theoretically invoke Ishtar to BTFO the child rapists. She's enjoy that very much. 

It's always the same with you people. Even when you stumble onto something your utter ignorance of culture and history just shocks me away from 
everything. ALL the resources of Mankind are at your fingertips and yet you devolve into trusting some ill-informed jackasses and discredited research 
from a hundred years ago. 

These are actual hymns to Inana/Ishtar. Draw your own conclusions, compare with what I said about "Alice" in a previous post: 

My father gave me the heavens, gave me the earth,
I am Inanna!
Kingship he gave me,
queenship he gave me,
waging of battle he gave me, the attack he gave me,
the floodstorm he gave me, the hurricane he gave me!
The heavens he set as a crown on my head,
the earth he set as sandals on my feet,
a holy robe he wrapped around my body,
a holy sceptre he placed in my hand.
The gods are sparrows – I am a falcon;
the Anunnaki trundle along – I am a splendid wild cow;
I am father Enlil's splendid wild cow,
his splendid wild cow leading the way!

(…)At your right is Justice, at your left Goodness,
Fixed on your head are Audience, Favour, Peace,
Your sides are encompassed with Life and Well-being;
How good it is to pray to you, how blessed to be heard by you!
Your glance is Audience, your utterance is the Light.
Have pity on me, O Ishtar! Order my prospering!
Glance on me in affirmation! Accept my litany!

She is clothed with pleasure and love.
She is laden with vitality, charm,
and voluptuousness.
Ishtar is clothed with pleasure and love.
She is laden with vitality, charm,
and voluptuousness.
In lips she is sweet; life is in her mouth.
At her appearance rejoicing becomes full.
She is glorious; veils are thrown over her head.
Her figure is beautiful; her eyes are brilliant.
The goddess - with her there is counsel.
The fate of everything she holds in her hand.
At her glance there is created joy,
power, magnificence, the protecting deity and guardian spirit.
She dwells in, she pays heed to compassion and
friendliness.
Besides, agreeableness she truly possesses.
Be it slave, unattached girl, or mother, she
preserves (her).
One calls on her; among women one names her name.
Who - to her greatness who can be equal?
Strong, exalted, splendid are her decrees.
Ishtar - to her greatness who can be equal?
Strong, exalted, splendid are her decrees.
She is sought after among the gods;
extraordinary is her station.
Respected is her word; it is supreme over them.
Ishtar among the gods, extraordinary is her station.
Respected is her word; it is supreme over them.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:50:23 ID: d5d418 No.8214268 >>8214271

>>8214179
Any more where those came from? Dogana is a city in Italy, and Abbazia seems to be a hotel in Italy. Does anyone think the UID is relevant?  
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Hotel in Venice. Dogana is in San Marino.  
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MB, 1909x2326, 1909:2326, hillary-moloch.png)

File (hide): 6dc9baf398d916a⋯.jpeg (624.52 KB,
1494x1672, 747:836, moloch.jpeg)

File (hide): b6b6e51be48d5e1⋯.jpeg (242.39 KB,
694x500, 347:250, moloch3.jpeg)

File (hide): 83b54f27457fcf6⋯.jpeg
(220.49 KB, 778x1023, 778:1023,
idolsofcanaan.jpeg)

File (hide): 30a1e00b736ea8f⋯.webm (1.7 MB,
640x360, 16:9, coincidence.webm) [play once] [loop]
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Jesus Christ Shut The Fuck Up  
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>>8214059
>>8214061
Fuck.
I'm not sure what to make of it. 
>Swede
>Raised by atheists
>take interest in christianity by 12
>Go through Nordic Lutherian Confirmation
>Shitty progressive hippie priest didn't want to talk about old 
testament or anything concrete
>Still wanting to have faith
>Stop caring about it for several years. I had not faith but lived 
like a good christian
>2013
>Start taking interest in Varg Vikernes and his views on 
european paganism
>start reading the poetic Edda

>Draw many similarities with stories from greek mythos, from biblical stories, Finnish shamanism
>Start going further back to older religions
>See how much is connected
>2015
>Don't take kek seriously, join an Asatru community, staying comfy
>CURRENT_YEAR
>Trump hype and kek memes spark something
>Finally got some spark of faith
>No idea where to focus it since everything seems to be tainted by occult shit
>>8214113
>pepe podesta
remove yourself  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:54:04 ID: 756072 No.8214289

>>8214277

A dumb piece of shit to the end.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:56:40 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214301 >>8214341

>>8214279
haven't you heard of Vikernes?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:56:54 ID: d5d418 No.8214305

>>8214179
I am searching the emails but can't find it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:58:12 ID: fd9baa No.8214310 >>8216932

>>8211472
>>8212842

it all depends on how high these "researches" have gone. How many people involved has been connected. J.Epstein, R.Chandler, J.Alefantis, 
J.Podesta… anyone linked one to the other?
Marina Abramovic is Thelemite.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 15:58:16 ID: c0375c No.8214312
File (hide): 265318aee15bc1e⋯.gif (2.34 MB, 345x259, 345:259, moonman.gif)

>>8214279
>swede

mohammed 
please go 
fuck your 6 
yr old cousin 
later  
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>>8212842

it all depends on how high these "researches" have gone. How many people involved has been connected. J.Epstein, R.Chandler, J.Alefantis, 
J.Podesta… anyone linked one to the other?
Marina Abramovic is Thelemite.  
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>>8211472
>>8212842

it all depends on how high these "researches" have gone. How many people involved has been connected. J.Ep_stein, R.Ch_andler, J.Alefant_is, 
J.Pod_esta… anyone linked one to the other?
Marina Abram_ovic is Thele_mite.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:02:59 ID: 66ca54 No.8214341 >>8214380

>>8214301
>2013
>Start taking interest in Varg Vikernes and his views on european paganism
Or was it something specific about him?
I haven't read his books yeat. Heavily considering it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:04:43 ID: ff21f9 No.8214351
File (hide): 2f08bb9f2d0ff99⋯.jpg (96.4 KB, 927x815, 927:815, 1467953621440.jpg)

>>8214121
>so that those who have it inscribed on them suffer unless the person is one of us
No, you fucks never learn. If someone willingly displays a certain icon, like a golden star 
to prove his merchantship, he gets the oven.
MAKE ABSOLUTELY NO EXCEPTIONS.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:05:26 ID: 09de2e No.8214360 >>8215048

File (hide): 907385025bc73ea⋯.jpg (104.83 KB, 396x478, 198:239, 64494730.jpg)

this is some sick fucking 
shit  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:08:26 ID: e1f055 No.8214372

>>8214249
Found you.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:09:17 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214380 >>8214413

>>8214341
>Or was it something specific about him?
No, just his general stance and thoughts on paganism.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:10:50 ID: 9dc1c2 No.8214394 >>8214425 >>8214552 >>8215165

How did this thread de-evolve into shitposting? Anyone have any new data, etc.? Where are the leads? The Glengarry Glen Ross leads.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:13:28 ID: 66ca54 No.8214413

>>8214380
Yeah, he might be the one who inspired me the most. Still not 100% convinced about it, but it's in that direction I'm currently leaning.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:14:59 ID: 66ca54 No.8214425

>>8214394
slow news day
people out celebrating Trump victory
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:15:28 ID: 56220c No.8214430

Posted a lead that got ignored in last thread. 
ht tps://m.reddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/

Posters putting many of the videos shared on here from as far back as three years ago. Many of the posters on this sub Reddit talk about being asexual, 
bisexual, abused as children and satanists.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:18:27 ID: c30aa4 No.8214447 >>8214482 >>8214510

>>8214279
Focus on what these kikes hate the most: Christianity. The Orthodox Church seems to be the only one that still holds steady due to its focus on the holy 
tradition.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:22:50 ID: e1f055 No.8214482

>>8214447
No. That is just asking for more of the same shit anon.
Break the mould.

*Burp*"F-Focus on science morty."  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:25:48 ID: 66ca54 No.8214510 >>8217039

File (hide): 6c9dbf39b149e6d⋯.jpg (164.97 KB, 1600x900, 16:9, pope.jpg)

>>8214447
I severely doubt that. Jews 
hate nordic pagans far more 
from what I've seen.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:27:23 ID: ba2e6a No.8214523 >>8214547 >>8214700 >>8217096

File (hide): 2687e39b2e966c4⋯.jpeg (122.67 KB, 814x295, 814:295, spiral.jpeg)

I'll just leave this here.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:31:10 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214547 >>8214557

>>8214523
what the fuck has that got to do with pedophilia. The spiral needs to have a fucking triangular outline/shape. Stop over-diagnosing pedophilia symbols 
everywhere.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:31:35 ID: 446446 No.8214552

>>8214394
Videogame nonsense shills.
Your usual D&C religion shills.

Wish we had mods/volunteers wipe some shit posts.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:32:14 ID: ba2e6a No.8214557 >>8214562

>>8214547
It is not just pedophilia, it is ritualistic, as well as murder.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:33:08 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214562 >>8214568

>>8214557
Doesn't matter. Needs to have a triangular shape.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:34:03 ID: ba2e6a No.8214568 >>8214607

>>8214562
any spiral fits inside a triangle dumb ass.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:38:18 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214607 >>8214634 >>8214662

>>8214568
Every spiral fits inside a square too. 
That's not what I said. Have you seen the spiral of the fbi symbol? It's basically a triangle.

In this symbol, the symbol still has a triangular shape (with more rounded edges). It's not completely circular…
>>8213781  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:38:36 ID: de6335 No.8214610 >>8214657

>>8214271
Abbazia is a type of church, fuck  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:40:49 ID: ba2e6a No.8214634

>>8214607
it is just a perversion of a regular spiral -made angular to represent the lower square dimension aka hell.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:42:59 ID: 9dc1c2 No.8214657 >>8214703

>>8214610
There is also a hotel. If the email is legitimate, it might make the bridge part make more sense. And the original poster still hasn't replied where he got the 
email. Search for it in wikileaks and show it to me.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:43:10 ID: ba2e6a No.8214662 >>8214700 >>8217081

File (hide): 34805b896418968⋯.png (61.14 KB, 946x314, 473:157, spiral.png)

>>8214607
you people need to learn 
how to read books.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:45:21 ID: 8c5830 No.8214679 >>8216179

>>8213440

>Prime example of disinfo right here. 

I wouldn't be so sure anon. The Maddie cover up is shady as it is, so dragging that into this dig would be a weird thing to do for disinfo (unless it's Gerry 
doing it, phishing for people to sue). 
It would only draw attention to the influential and wealthy people complicit in keeping the McCanns in the positive press and out of jail.

Although yes, the idea of the Podesta brothers abducting Maddie McCann for pizza party purposes is utterly ludicrous.

I'm watching this at the moment: https://youtu.be/TIa5cnji2ys which looks into the media coverage and the links between the McCanns and influential 
people, among other things.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:46:34 ID: 94c562 No.8214689

>>8211402 (OP)
I've been trying to follow these threads and I have seen all kinds of rumors and suggestions but so far I have seen no smoking gun. There is a lot of 
evidence in other places of Pedophilia in high places and so I am following these threads to see what you come up with in your research, but I (and I am 
sure  I am not the only one) need some huge smoking gun that makes it conclusive of what you guys are saying.  So give me the biggest smoking gun we 
have on this that ties everything together.  The way it is now, this is such an obscure topic that many cannot understand it.  I am on your side.  All I am 
asking for is to show me the proof to make me believe in all this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:47:31 ID: 8bbfe5 No.8214696 >>8215312

Hey goys, it's National Pizza day on twatter. For those with disposable accounts, you know what to do.

https: //twitter.com/hashtag/NationalPizzaDay  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:48:46 ID: 7b28c6 No.8214700 >>8214716

>>8214662
I was talking about the triangular spiral which is related to pedophilia, not the other spirals. I'm not saying there aren't other occult spiral symbols.

This spiral has nothing to do with comet ping pong, pedophilia, pedowood, etc.
>>8214523  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:48:51 ID: 8c5830 No.8214703

>>8214657
There's a separate site for the DC leaks that one anon seems to be getting e-mails from:
http://dcleaks.com

It might be from there.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:48:55 ID: 31325e No.8214704 >>8215064

>>8211472
Google is censoring results for this board.  Had to go to a third party search engine and then it was first result.>>8212692

The law of hierarchy. There is always a bigger fish.  Always a higher level.  

File (hide): 828444a4ea9b5f8⋯.png (118.32 KB,
704x708, 176:177, spiral2.png)

File (hide): 3dd10f0f1d37a43⋯.png (91.78 KB,
667x593, 667:593, spiral3.png)

File (hide): b3f9283b1577ed4⋯.png (80.63 KB,
638x694, 319:347, spiral4.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:51:28 ID: ba2e6a No.8214716 >>8214755 >>8214782

>>8214700
they do satanic ritual and engage in human sacrifice and the bad thing is it is worse than anybody can imagine.
also more on spirals.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:51:57 ID: 2cc372 No.8214721 >>8214902

File (hide): bf5659403b5644e⋯.jpg (98.2 KB, 1200x675, 16:9, CxE5UVWW8AAaCN5.jpg)

#NationalPizzaDay  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:56:53 ID: ff21f9 No.8214755 >>8214771

>>8214716
>also more on spirals.
tl;dr?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:58:19 ID: ba2e6a No.8214771 >>8214782 >>8214835

>>8214755
spirals are everywhere and are linked to swastikas and inversion as above so below yin yang etc etc  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:58:38 ID: 9f377a No.8214773 >>8214835 >>8215165

File (hide): eb1ef57f8780d13⋯.jpg (70.13 KB, 758x423, 758:423, poolparty.jpg)

How does this article relate?  These are DEFINITELY the kids from 
the pool party, names and ages exactly match

https://archive.is/r6uXS  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 16:59:40 ID: d66965 No.8214782 >>8214814 >>8215119

File (hide): 57a9c4b2347f523⋯.jpg (81.63 KB, 600x604, 150:151, 1442315106880.jpg)

>>8214716
>>8214771
Ok, so spirals are satanic. Does that means everyone who uses a spiral is a satanic pedophile? Are snails 
satanic pedophiles? More importantly, how does ANYTHING you said so far help us get to ANY kind of 
concrete evidence about ANYTHING at all?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:02:53 ID: de6335 No.8214814

>>8214782
stop replying to those occult shills, filter them please  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:05:17 ID: ff21f9 No.8214835

>>8214771
I don't think that helps us on secret pedophile organizations using heart shaped spirals to signal each other.

>>8214773
>M.A.M.A.S. (Moms in spanish)
>Women helping Women to The Health

EMAIL
>Ruby 11
>Emerson 9
>Maeve Luzzatto almost 7

Page
>Our four-year-old Ruby
>and our two year old daughter Emerson
>and with the next contraction Maeve Chaim Luzzatto arrived. (just born)
ayo hol up
too many coincidences here
I RECOGNIZE THOSE ABUSED CHILDREN

CONDUCTOR
WE
HAVE
A
FUCKING
PROBLEM  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:07:05 ID: cfc5f2 No.8214852

HEY

ANYONE REMEMBER THOSE CHILDREN IN LODON WHO MADE THAT YOUTUBE VIDEO ON BEING ABUSED AND THEN GOT TAKEN AWAY 
FROM THEIR PARENTS?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:07:22 ID: 000000 No.8214854 >>8214883 >>8214897 >>8214904 >>8215234 >>8215304

Other people warned about disinformation already. I have to do that as well.

We must not dive to deeply into the satanism symbolism. It is meaningless, unless it can be associated DIRECTLY with the Podestas or a person closely 
related to them. 

there are many people roleplaying satanism on the internet, so anything we find might be not based on anything.

For example: The white rabbit appeared in the movie Matrix as well.

This will distract us. Please post something about this only, when you find it somewhere related to them.

An example would be the weird tattoos on Podesta's face.

I don't think that posting screenshots of books about ancient occults will bring us any further.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:11:32 ID: ba2e6a No.8214883

>>8214854
post photos of the weird tattoos then faggot.
I also have addresses and photos of shell corporations and the names of certain people but I'm not wasting that information here on you retards.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:12:58 ID: de6335 No.8214897

>>8214854
I have to agree with anon.
I would also add that, other than distracting us they might also be trying to make us look like tinfoil-hat tier conspiracy theorists to outsiders.

Let's just refrain from replying to them  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:13:24 ID: 3b68c8 No.8214902

>>8214721
Fuck you.

These motherfuckers are so confident we will fail they are rubbing it in our faces. 

Look at this sick shit anons, stay on the original leads and data mine their social circles  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:13:28 ID: f330b1 No.8214904 >>8214975

>>8214854
it's just one guy spamming to derail, filter him  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:18:37 ID: b1bf06 No.8214942 >>8214959

File (hide): 37c63967a32553c⋯.jpg (8.87 KB, 195x258, 65:86, see.jpg)

>>8212783
what if our entire systems of trade, government, culture, and warfare are based entirely on the 
preservation of a global satanic pedo ring?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:19:39 ID: 18a221 No.8214952

>>8212480

WHAT THE EVER LIVING FUCK YOU AUTISTS WERE RIGHT EVEN ABOUT THIS!

THERE IS NOTHING LEFT BUT BLACK RAGE AND THE WILL TO PURGE!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:21:22 ID: cfc5f2 No.8214959 >>8214977

>>8214942
>>8214942
>>8214942
Burn it down, Rescue children, and condition them into positions of power to extend the age of prosperity.

Though we'll have to be careful, the abused can become abusers and whatnot.  
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File (hide): 05638849c48569c⋯.png (54.86 KB,
705x417, 235:139, alefantis1.png)

File (hide): f41539ffe748a9e⋯.png (1.19 MB,
1277x664, 1277:664, alefantis2.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:24:12 ID: a1e824 No.8214975 >>8214992 >>8214998 >>8215012 >>8215063 >>8215715

>>8214904
I suppose this is derailment too?
 ALEFANTIS GROUP INC.

Company Number
    4258746
Status
    Active
Incorporation Date
    14 June 2012 (over 4 years ago)
Company Type
    DOMESTIC BUSINESS CORPORATION
Jurisdiction
    New York (US)
Registered Address

        ACHILLES ALEFANTIS, 8 GLENWOLDE PARK, TARRYTOWN, NEW YORK, 10591
        United States

Previous Names

        ALEFANTIS GROUP INC.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:24:24 ID: b1bf06 No.8214977 >>8215003 >>8215597

>>8214959
we don't know enough about the brain to confidently say "yep this kike-based pyschotherapy was able to fix years of ritual rape and torture"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:26:09 ID: 4483a6 No.8214989

threads are completely gone on 4chan, where does a normie like me read your guys' research in case something happens to 8chan?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:26:29 ID: b1bf06 No.8214992 >>8215063

File (hide): 65fda10b5e7d010⋯.jpg (28.15 KB, 300x350, 6:7, bard.jpg)

>>8214975
>achilles  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:27:18 ID: 2762cb No.8214998

>>8214975
>alefantis
>elephants
Holy shit wait where else did we find shit about elephants?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:27:52 ID: cfc5f2 No.8215003

>>8214977
Just send them to a military camp with a bit of KEK occultism in it or something.

YIFLIES FOR THE FROG GOD or something.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:28:39 ID: de6335 No.8215009

>>8212480
Are the videos archived yet?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:28:58 ID: a1e824 No.8215012 >>8215028

>>8214975

>>8214202
>>8214179  

File (hide): def09a26e116c9e⋯.png (59.57 KB,
707x476, 101:68, alefantis3.png)

File (hide): f2babc4ea3de372⋯.png (1.42 MB,
1279x663, 1279:663, alefantis4.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:30:33 ID: a1e824 No.8215028

>>8215012
 ALEFANTIS AND ASSOCIATES INC.

Company Number
    04928065
Status
    Active
Incorporation Date
    29 October 1997 (about 19 years ago)
Company Type
    Corporation
Jurisdiction
    Virginia (US)
Registered Address

        6513 BRAWNER STREET, MCLEAN VA 22101
        United States

Agent Name
    SUSAN ALEFANTIS
Agent Address
    6513 BRAWNER STREET, MCLEAN VA 22101
Directors / Officers

        SUSAN ALEFANTIS, agent

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:30:35 ID: a7fc8b No.8215029

>>8213496
What the fuck.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:34:18 ID: d44735 No.8215048 >>8215055

>>8214360

hitler was a satanist too. his was even more ridiculous. he burned alive millions of joos. it was a mass human sacrifice campaign in recent memory. the 
word 'holocaust' in greek means to die by fire.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:35:26 ID: a7fc8b No.8215055 >>8215069

>>8215048
Are you even trying?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:36:20 ID: 23d296 No.8215063

>>8214975
>>8214992

Speaking of Achilles, the actual owner of Comet Ping Pong is something called Christopher Achilles, LLC. I'm too tired to dig up a screenshot, but do a 
DC property records search on that address and you'll find it. Is Achilles Alefantis an actual person, I wonder?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:36:27 ID: 94c562 No.8215064 >>8215098 >>8215121

>>8214704
I also believe Google is censoring links.  Also I believe many links on Google are shill links, to make truth seekers believe there is nothing to whatever 
they are trying to research.

Can someone please recommend a search engine that does not do the above, if one even exists?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:36:51 ID: d44735 No.8215069

>>8215055
trying to prevent shills from overtaking this thread but it seems like they are increasing in numbers? 

this has everything to do with satanism/occultism. this has been going on for thousands of years.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:37:00 ID: a1fbc6 No.8215071 >>8215126

'Converter M-209-(*) is a cryptographic device issued by the Signal Corps for use in divisions and lower units, down to and including battalions. It may 
also be used by units larger than division, or by any other organization authorized by the Chief Signal Officer. The converter provides a secure and rapid 
method of cryptographing tactical messages, and may be operated by personnel not extensively trained in cryptography.'

Just sayin  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:41:09 ID: 00d6be No.8215098 >>8215121

>>8215064
duckduckgo

I also had a feeling that google was removing things from searches  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:41:22 ID: b1bf06 No.8215101
File (hide): 139bd72907b4998⋯.jpg (14.92 KB, 343x343, 1:1, heart.jpg)

hidden 
jewess 
https://
en.wiki
pedia.o
rg/wiki/
Jane_S
eymour
_(actre
ss)

is of 
course 
an 
ambass
ador for 
sexuall

y abused kids

https://www.childhelp.org/

and makes this familiar looking heart jewelry  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:41:33 ID: 1cd506 No.8215102

>>8213951
Ephod? Wouldn't doubt it. Paul VI was a jew after all.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:42:25 ID: 000000 No.8215109 >>8215136 >>8215153 >>8215166 >>8215179

James Alefantis sounds like a pseudonym.
Those pics of the shirt with "I <3 Children" in French - "J' <3 L'Enfante".  Say the French and pronounce the "L" as "El".  El-enfante.  Add some flair at the 
end ("-is") for ease of pronunciation.  El-enfant-is.  Nice last name there.  First name James, from the "J" in French J'.  Wew.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:43:26 ID: 18a221 No.8215119 >>8215149

>>8214782

Spirals are not inherently more satanic than pizza. They just both happen to be code words used by those we are hunting. Don't get too dogmatic about it 
just look for the pattern and put together the evidence.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:43:37 ID: 2762cb No.8215121

>>8215098
>duckduckgo
FUCK FUCK NO
>>8215064
USE YAHOO OR BING, FUCK
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:44:14 ID: b1bf06 No.8215126

>>8215071
they could just be using tor so if the suspicions that the federal LEOs in charge of investigating this stuff are corrupted, then they don't need military 
encryption  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:45:43 ID: 04f984 No.8215134

This whole thing is being shilled/diverted harder than anything I've seen during the election. Lend us your power Kek!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:45:56 ID: c3743c No.8215136 >>8215153 >>8215179 >>8215467

File (hide): 63f7285fd730057⋯.png (14.73 KB, 692x200, 173:50, g3hT4lz.png)

>>8215109
I think you are on to something.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:47:01 ID: 18a221 No.8215149

>>8215119

I should add that the DIRECITON OF THE SPIRAL MATTERS

In occult circles there are only 2 paths to enlightenment.

1. The Right Hand Path. This is the path of Buddha and Jesus: of compassion and love for others. This is what we normally think of as enlightenment. 
There is a right handed spiral. The Right hand rule is a rubric for how light, electro and magnetic fields are aligned. The right hand path is the natural 
path.

2. The Left hand path. This is enlightenment through absolute self love. This is considered the path of darkness. At high levels of awareness it merges 
with the other path but within our 3D world it manifests as intense self-serving and ruthlessness. The left hand spiral symbolizes this path. It is anti-nature 
or enlightenment through negation.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:47:40 ID: 4dc4a8 No.8215153
File (hide): c612fb628d367fe⋯.jpg (16.64 KB, 251x232, 251:232, 14812312.jpg)

>>8215109
>>8215136  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:48:54 ID: 23d296 No.8215165

>>8214394
I dunno, man, it's Saturday, most people are out doing stuff. In my opinion, we need to dig up more information about this Luzatto family.
>>8211624
>>8214773
The fact that the mom is pictured with Bill Clinton and some creepy masseuse who knows Jeff Epstein, AND that the family apparently knows the 
Podestas, is too weird to wrap my head around. It's a completely separate subject from Comet Ping Pong, though. Maybe it needs its own thread.

>>8213494
>To this end, PTA meetings and church congregations would be good groups to spread the information to.

I suggested in the last thread putting fliers in churches explaining the sick shit on Alefantis's instagram and warning not to take your kids to his restaurant. 
It's unlikely we'll find any new evidence at this point, but we can put the spotlight on them and make them social pariahs.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:49:09 ID: a60a55 No.8215166 >>8215187 >>8215188 >>8215597

File (hide): 25b6a215ce6523c⋯.jpg (38.42 KB, 479x282, 479:282, 43266436.jpg)

>>8215109
Well, that just made me gag in my mouth, you're right. What in the fuck, WHAT IN THE FUCK ARE THESE 
PEOPLE IN THIS PARALLEL SOCIETY THINKING?

These idiots honestly thought they could exist in the internet age? That's cute, google blocking search 
results is proof they're fucking PANICKED. They don't even care about the Streisand Effect. They can't. 
They have no choice but to shut it down.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:50:15 ID: b1bf06 No.8215178
File (hide): ffb54974d0e71e7⋯.jpg (41.36 KB, 1000x449, 1000:449, truckee.JPG)

https://wikileak
s.org/podesta-
emails/emailid
/9495  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:50:18 ID: 23d296 No.8215179

>>8215109
>>8215136

Holy shit, what's the guy's real name???  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:51:11 ID: 000000 No.8215181

J'aime L'enfantes = James Alefantis  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:51:33 ID: ad306a No.8215187 >>8215216

>>8215166
how do we know they are blocking google?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:51:48 ID: 18a221 No.8215188 >>8215597

File (hide): 3c23125fba298f0⋯.jpg (8.57 KB, 137x255, 137:255, pepe_anticipating.jpg)

>>8215166

Dubs checked and confirm.
>tfw we are manifesting their divine 
punsihment
>we are their satan hunting them to 
their deaths
>we are the divine light which we 
cannot abide
>Kek will troll them all to suicide

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:53:11 ID: 733700 No.8215196 >>8215393

>>8211684
Also makes me think of that movie Harvey. Guy being followed by an invisible rabbit everywhere (that's all I remember about the movie). Potentially 
symbol for something from his past plaguing him?
>>8213583
Even if it's got nothing to do with this, it'd be a good way to introduce this topic to normies, whenever it is finally time to do so. Also there's a purple rabbit 
in there too- Bonnie is one of the animatronics. Whatever symbolism that includes.

Also, there are apparently new DC leaks:
Andy Kerr (11561 emails) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/sen_and_krr_srtd/
Kathleen McGinty (8685 emails) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/ind_kt_a_mcgnt/
Leslie A. Dach this one is fragmented to the following subpages:
HHS (2981 emails): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/hhs2/
Huma Abedin (317): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/huma-abedin2/
Jake Sullivan (461): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/jake-sullivan2/
Jesse Ferguson (1681): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/jesse-ferguson2/
John Podesta (427): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/john-podesta2/
Laura Rosenberger (558): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/laura-rosenberger2/
Tony Podesta (298): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/tony-podesta2/
Yoo Jin Cheong (458): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/yoo-jin-cheong2/
There is also this unaccessible password protected page: http://dcleaks.com/index.php/exc_leslie-a-dach/

Looked at the Huma Abedin ones already, and there's some discussing definitions of human trafficking, like they were attending a conference about 
trafficking prevention or something (or trying to cover their tracks). The Podestas and Dach might be good to look into.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:54:53 ID: a60a55 No.8215216

>>8215187
Previous anons expressed a concern that the results have changed on google from what they were, but bing and yahoo haven't yet. Dunno, from what 
I've seen, yes, the results are different. Make of that what you will. 

>>8213680
Disgusting.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:56:30 ID: 18a221 No.8215234

>>8214854

The white rabbit in the matrix is a warning from Kek that this path leads to our true awakening. We're about to breach the veil. Hold on tight boys; Hitler's 
wizards had nothing on us.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 17:58:06 ID: 7adbc0 No.8215247

Pizza = 33 (Freemason Related)
Hotdog = 33 (Freemason Related)
Alefantis = 33 (Freemason Related)
Achilles = 33 (Freemason Related)
White Rabbit = 33 (Freemason Related)
Besta Pizza = 44 (Death Doors)
David Brock = 44 (Death Doors)

The pizza slice is quite an obvious "All Seeing Eye" don't you think? I'm guessing that's the other reason these people like to use it so much. The all 
seeing eye is of course reference to the Illuminati.

Also, some symbology:

Bunny/Rabbit = Easter = Ishtar = Ashtaroth (Means Fertility)

During the days of ancient Israel there used to be quite a lot of Ashtaroth worshippers. I wonder were they doing anything related to this?

One last thing:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ju_jWWIS_hE

Ted Gunderson mentions that the internationally operating pedo group which runs out of washington d.c is named the "Finders".

This is very similar to Arun Rao's past IG name which was "Search" (literally the same meaning) and can be accessed with google cache. Arun Rao is 
operating from washington d.c as well.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:01:05 ID: b106c5 No.8215272

Those are Luzzato's kids.  That's why they are in the email and that's why they are on that page. She used that midwife service.  Not saying it isn't creepy,  
it is really creepy.  Just that it's not some unknown random kids.  They are her own.  probalby makes it even creepier.  

why is this is the spam folder Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:01:06 ID: 9f377a No.8215274 >>8215331 >>8215340

https://beta.groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/MKBreeders/conversations/topics/6715  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:01:20 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215279 >>8215299 >>8215320 >>8216783

https://vimeo.com/80101944

Are you guys thinking what I'm thinking?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:04:08 ID: 2cc372 No.8215299 >>8215310 >>8215331 >>8215597

>>8215279
Munchkin Breeders.

Sounds MKULTRA

also:

Munchkin is game by Steve Jackson
Steve Jackson made the Illuminati Card Game  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:04:46 ID: bde63a No.8215304

>>8214854
>For example: The white rabbit appeared in the movie Matrix as well.
This is true; relying too heavily on certain symbols will result in a lot of false positives.  They're like trees hidden in a forest. However, as we know Podesta 
isn't the only person involved, it's likely that there are people involved who aren't publicly connected with him.  An anon posted a while back about 
downloading entire sites in order to comb for hidden clues, and I think he had good point.  The information we're after could be anywhere, and 
imageboards have shown that they're good at sifting through data.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:05:40 ID: 18a221 No.8215310 >>8215331

>>8215299

dubs suggest you're right. Also those emails refer to "alter"

"Alters" are segments of a personality split by trauma. It's common term used by those researching MKULTRA/MONARCH programming.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:05:43 ID: 639002 No.8215312
File (hide): 72fbfcba182f8f6⋯.gif (190.14 KB, 360x360, 1:1, 72fbfcba182f8f6f844e88e188….gif)

>>8214696
this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:06:50 ID: 2812f2 No.8215320

>>8215279
>hang around /pol/ for 4 years
>finally see evidence of holocaust
>mfw  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:08:32 ID: 18a221 No.8215331 >>8215344 >>8215350 >>8215504

File (hide): c22243808728d37⋯.png (15.3 KB, 662x428, 331:214, Capture.PNG)

>>8215274
>>8215299
>>8215310

Look at this from he MKBreeders 
yahoo groups. 
Alter = blank personality fragment 
created by trauma for purpose of 
programming
Kitten = playful sexual program 
imprinted on alter  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:09:40 ID: 73606b No.8215340 >>8215369 >>8215399

>>8215274

Here's a snapshot of the munchkins.com site referenced in the email. It sells munchkins, cats with short legs….
https://web.arc hive.org/web/20081019113017/http://www.munchkins.com/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:09:56 ID: d44735 No.8215343 >>8215363 >>8215381

File (hide): a28e9add000b841⋯.jpg (37.46 KB, 500x281, 500:281, yQ06HFL.jpg)

when y'all gonna realize to come to jesus. he's been railing 
against these satanists thousands of years ago.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:10:13 ID: 18a221 No.8215344 >>8215398 >>8215597 >>8216554

>>8215331

If you want more on MKULTRA lingo just google "Monarch programming." Lot's of research done by therapists working to integrate dissociative 
personality disorder patients. Basically they keep finding out they were ritually abused.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:10:37 ID: 7b28c6 No.8215350 >>8215365 >>8215373

File (hide): 5797e967b8d9681⋯.jpg (132.5 KB, 690x720, 23:24, 1435284432369.jpg)

>>8215331
these pedos plan their shit in 
yahoo groups?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:11:27 ID: 73606b No.8215363 >>8215381 >>8215415

>>8215343
Amen brother. They are trying to make us violent or intimidated. But they are just noise. 

Strive to be like Jesus is what I've taken from all this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:11:35 ID: 639002 No.8215365
File (hide): 87fbc23368bea4d⋯.jpg (47.52 KB, 500x500, 1:1, CTJQLFZVAAAHkPG.jpg orig.jpg)

>>8215350  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:12:00 ID: 18a221 No.8215369

>>8215340

Maybe it's nothing but the spiral background is creepin me out.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:12:40 ID: d03a30 No.8215373 >>8215399

>>8215350
>Sleeveless magic cards
Busted  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:13:49 ID: 7b28c6 No.8215381 >>8215389

>>8215343
>>8215363
Just because satanists are real doesn't mean you have to turn to its exact opposite. tone down you black and white thinking.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:14:25 ID: 18a221 No.8215389

>>8215381

It does mean we're about the purge the xeno AND the heretic though.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:14:27 ID: 7b28c6 No.8215390

btw any of you guys got the pic of hillary drawn as wojak crying?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:14:48 ID: 733700 No.8215393

>>8215196
Oh god the first one under John Podesta is called Dinner for Tony. 
Except this is all it is:
Next Sunday at our house, 3743 Brandywine St NW at 6:30. Any food issues? Eveyone eat beets? Shellfish? UID 40738) 

More pizza/party ones (mention "art party" too):
http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/html/tony-podesta/00000123.html
http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/html/tony-podesta/00000291.html

Trafficking: http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/html/huma-abedin/00000298.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:15:08 ID: a60a55 No.8215398

>>8215344
That's the funny thing, a great wealth of literature is available on this topic. The internet is the final nail in the coffin of the pedophocracy.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:15:09 ID: 2cc372 No.8215399 >>8215417 >>8215422 >>8215597

>>8215373
>>8215340

>If you want more on MKULTRA lingo jus
Yeah right, what I read they are selling brainwashed children with empty alters or sex kittens (beta alters)

It's MKULTRA/Monarch  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:16:54 ID: d44735 No.8215415 >>8215459

>>8215363
Amen to you good sir.

I renewed my faith in Jesus when I found out about occultism/satanism was being practiced in the upper echelons of government and military. Bible 
makes much more sense to me now. 

Ephesians 6:12
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual 
wickedness in high places.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:17:26 ID: 73606b No.8215417

>>8215399
Exactly. Why sell cats with short legs? And why would that site get suspended if that's really all it was doing?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:18:05 ID: c6cdc1 No.8215422 >>8215597

>>8215399
Reality is stranger than fiction  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:19:13 ID: 122a0b No.8215433 >>8215458 >>8215463 >>8215597

File (hide): 7bcd1617be898b0⋯.png (2.06 MB, 1339x724, 1339:724, gaskell.png)

There was a great mind map a couple threads back and it mentioned Anna Gaskell, an artist. It was near 
the section on the bottom right that included Koons name. also Abramovich wasn't on there, shouldn't she 
be?

I've run acrosss her name in the past related to another case that is very troubling. She is the ex girlfriend of 
Jeremy Blake and the adopted/foster child of a guy with connections to the Gosch case named Cownie. 
Blake was the partner of Theresa Duncan and they both "suicided". It's a very sad and complex story and I 
wish I could provide some good links but her old blog has been wiped of that entry and there is a webwide 
slander of her, Jeremy and the entire case. I know a few of you here are also aware of the details of this 
case from RI where it was meticulously investigated. Unfortunately they weren't into proper archiving. 

Let me know if you want me to drop some more info. It'll take some digging with so much deleted but I also don't want to shift the focus. Just look into 
Gaskell's "dad" Cownie and forget the rest. Pic related is Gaskell's art. Alice in Wonderland/abuse themed with weirdly intense colors.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:21:47 ID: 122a0b No.8215458

>>8215433
didn't mean slander but whatever. They're massively lying about the Duncan/Blake case.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:21:51 ID: 73606b No.8215459 >>8215541

>>8215415
I realized I probably had some demons because I would black-out when i drink and do and say embarassing/hurtful things (nothing SO terrible), and the 
next day be horrified at how my attitude would change. These events unfolding caused me to realize how far I had fallen, and so turned immediately to 
God to help me with my troubles.

Take heart people. Great things are coming.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:22:13 ID: 18a221 No.8215463

>>8215433

checked. Kek is blessing this thread with his confirmations left and right.

If you want a peak into MKULTRA/MONARCH symbolism in pop/hiphop coming out of (((Hollywood))) then check this guy. He's a little paranoid about it 
but you can't deny the consistancy of the imagery. http://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/mind-control-theories-and-techniques-used-by-mass-media/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:22:28 ID: 639002 No.8215464
File (hide): b55772c282cd858⋯.jpg (64.85 KB, 633x748, 633:748, Capture.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:22:50 ID: 3d028c No.8215467

>>8215136
You might be onto something

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:24:17 ID: 7614a0 No.8215482 >>8215525

>>8213929
Reminder that a politician in Donnie Darko gets caught for having a hidden room inside house full of cp  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:25:48 ID: d8fa8f No.8215496 >>8215533 >>8215655

>>8212525
>>8212549
Alexandra Tydings, Ben Luzzatto's wife, played Aphrodite in a B-grade Hercules movie. In Greek myth, Aphrodite was born from the foam of the ocean 
after Uranus's castrated testicles were thrown into the ocean. The sea foam probably represents his wife for him, and the pillar represents his penis.
>>8213932
The Ephod was the Old Testament Priest garment worn in the Holy of Holies.
>>8213957
The Star of Ishtar is prominently displayed in Eyes Wide Shut. The word Easter comes from some Germanic goddess of the dawn and spring.

The connection here is that Satanism is an attempt to resurrect Mystery/Oracular religion via the sacrifice of the innocent.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:26:51 ID: 3d028c No.8215504

>>8215331
>that picture
They couldn't be anymore blatant even if they tried. That definitely is some cult abuse Monarch shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:27:54 ID: 702083 No.8215510 >>8215542 >>8215544

>>8213936
I've been posting shit about psychopathy for years now, and you fuckers never take the damn red pill

THEY.
ARE.
NOT.
HUMAN.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:28:59 ID: 9f299a No.8215524 >>8215580

I found a dox of the UK Hampstead cult from last year. Did anything come from this? There's TONS of leads here if it's real.

https://archive.is/gDN6e#selection-7347.62-7353.23  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:29:09 ID: a0726d No.8215525 >>8215543

>>8215482
He's a motivational speaker, not a politician.
Which doesn't make it less creepy, but we need to get our facts straight, if we want to succeed at this.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:29:50 ID: a60a55 No.8215533 >>8215597

>>8215496
>resurrect

I'm pretty sure these kikes have been doing this for thousands of years, and we have a pretty well-recorded history to prove that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:30:30 ID: d44735 No.8215541 >>8215557

>>8215459

I was at my lowest when I found Jesus. He came at me like a lightning strike and he's been with me ever since. Dude built me back up and honestly a 
much happier person knowing that He watches over us. 

Reading all these revelations further strengthens my faith in him. Interesting times are coming for sure.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:30:33 ID: 167c3a No.8215542 >>8215619 >>8215697

>>8215510
what are they then fam  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:30:36 ID: 7614a0 No.8215543 >>8215560

>>8215525
The guy in the movie? Well I havent seen it in many years I guess I remember wrong. Could have sworn it was a congressman.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:30:37 ID: 18a221 No.8215544 >>8215597 >>8215665 >>8215779 >>8216054 >>8216157

>>8215510

>psychopaths not human
Slight but important correction. They are fully human but not fully soul'd. To understand this redpill you have to start seeing beyond material reality. 
Archons, organic portals (empty human shells than can be remote controlled), and weirder shit.

Start meditating, eating right, and practicing visualization. We're about to bring the war into the astral plane.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:32:10 ID: b1bf06 No.8215557
File (hide): 23a8c1098f7cd06⋯.jpg (821.83 KB, 1789x2897, 1789:2897, the-sacrifice-of-isaac-163….jpg)

>>8215541
you should ignore the jewsus and look into the 
gnostics  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:33:10 ID: a0726d No.8215560

>>8215543
Yeah, Cunningham, the character in the movie. Memory is a bitch, I had to look it up myself.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:36:04 ID: a1fbc6 No.8215578

"Anthony Weiner: The rabbit hole goes deep" yt

AW did some work for Army Pictorial Center. Is that a white rabbit or too obvious? Location may be important.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:36:11 ID: 122a0b No.8215580

>>8215524
It got shut down. Old thread about it https://archive.fo/PlEWi  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:36:58 ID: 541476 No.8215589 >>8215602 >>8215604 >>8215607

File (hide): adf40231d82bc07⋯.gif (814.19 KB, 450x229, 450:229, 1477123080386.gif)

I haven't been in any of the previous 
threads.
Could I get a quick tl;dr so I can catch 
up?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:37:45 ID: 18a221 No.8215597 >>8215634

>>8215544
>>8215533
>>8215433
>>8215422
>>8215399
>>8215344
>>8215299
>>8215188
>>8215166
>>8214977

Look at where Kek is directing our attention.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:37:52 ID: e42800 No.8215599 >>8215929

>>8212692
The accusations about Carrol aren't wholly based on the photographs but on letters too.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:38:05 ID: 057a99 No.8215602

>>8215589
Your elected leaders fuck little kids and get away with it because we have lost our way.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:38:05 ID: 9f299a No.8215603 >>8215693

Plenty of leads coming from reddit. They've got 500+ actives.

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5ckid2/possible_new_lead_norfolk_academy_norfolk/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:38:05 ID: 3d028c No.8215604

>>8215589
Read this to grt started
>>8211423

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:38:22 ID: a60a55 No.8215607 >>8215643

>>8215589
Clinton is part of a cult that rapes, murders, and consumes babies underneath DC pizza parlors.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:39:07 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215614 >>8215785 >>8215854 >>8215936 >>8216280

File (hide): a02dd18d2384b3e⋯.png (150.89 KB, 898x789, 898:789, 20161112193700.png)

In tony's dc mails, from sat 30 july 2016
http://dcleaks.com/index.php/tony-podesta2/
(sorry couldn't figure out how to link just one)

Wasn't poohbah something that popped up 
already?
also "kids"  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:39:40 ID: bde63a No.8215619

>>821
5542
Vampir
es.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:40:45 ID: 3d028c No.8215629

>>8212692
This reads like damage control

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:41:12 ID: b1bf06 No.8215634 >>8215937

>>8215597
honestly, my brain starts to "tingle" and some major synchronicity starts happening. I think BSE is still related to this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:41:53 ID: 3f2400 No.8215643 >>8215664 >>8215677

>>8215607
>consumes babies
I was thinking about it. They don't keep any adults around and would be risky to release them.
Maybe they just sacrifice them when the get too old.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:42:54 ID: 1cd506 No.8215655

>>8215496
Yes it was. The old dispensation is over tho. Judaizing in the church is straight up apostasy now. Used to be at least.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:43:16 ID: df576b No.8215657
File (hide): 8490583f3a7719a⋯.png (53.33 KB, 200x198, 100:99, WTeyp1h.png)

Has anyone sent this shit to vigilantcitizen? He's already covered Spirit Cooking and he reaches a ton 
of people, we need more eyes on this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:44:33 ID: a60a55 No.8215664 >>8215705

>>8215643
They keep adults around, are you joking? Most of our politicians were indoctrinated into this cult at birth. They're programmed to have multple egos, and 
each one is amnesiac of the other. DC, Hollywood, the News– most of it is run by former sex slaves who are still obedient, and still partake in 
indoctrinating the next generation.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:44:42 ID: bde63a No.8215665

>>8215544 (checked)
Good stuff right there.  I wonder if there might be more to the recent hullabaloo about Mars.  As the planet on the opposite side of earth from Venus, it 
makes sense that it might play into this conflict.  If nothing else, we certainly ought to be cultivating the warrior ethos; it'll come in handy for bringing these 
individuals down..  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:45:37 ID: b1bf06 No.8215677 >>8215703 >>8215732

File (hide): b7ed8f7e9f63d9f⋯.jpg (325.49 KB, 4613x2233, 659:319, Saturn_during_Equinox - Co….jpg)

>>8215643
>imagine the freedom to kill with 
impunity. 
>kill rooms as protected as nuclear 
bunkers. 
>brainwashed consumers unaware 
of the plain-sight references, 
laughing at them
>unbound by morals, complete 

freedom from >god and moral accountability
>sounds satanic  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:46:42 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215693 >>8215756

>>8215603
>read the article
>windsor
>where have I seen that name

http://dailycaller.com/2016/02/12/clinton-foundation-board-member-is-ex-epa-administrator-who-used-fake-email-name-richard-windsor/

Could be nothing, though  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:47:17 ID: 702083 No.8215697 >>8215792

>>8215542
humans, minus various parts of the brain  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:47:28 ID: a1e824 No.8215699 >>8216220

File (hide): b867fdb2ecf74fd⋯.png (81 KB, 1057x666, 1057:666, farm.png)

>>8214058  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:47:49 ID: 18a221 No.8215703 >>8215726 >>8215732

>>8215677

checked

I'm thinking of starting a Hyper-dimensional War 101 primer on the basics. If we dig deeper we can expect to come under attack. Is /pol/ ready to operate 
at this level?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:48:03 ID: 3f2400 No.8215705 >>8215741

>>8215664
I considered that but didn't want to go so far into speculations.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:48:55 ID: 23d296 No.8215715 >>8215776 >>8215815

File (hide): e772502fecb8e02⋯.png (34.66 KB, 681x520, 681:520, jVblS5l[1].png)

>>8214975

Alefantis Group Inc is owned by Lee Achilles Alefantis. 
He donated to Clinton: https://archive.is/Nve4D

Chistopher Achilles LLC owns Comet Ping Pong. I think 
James is Lee's son.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:49:28 ID: 122a0b No.8215723

>>8213929
Reminder that filmker followed that up with "Southland Tales" which was panned by critics yet I thought was 
genius. If you're red-pilled on MK stuff it pretty much lays out what's happening. In vid related clip both the 
Rock and Seann William Scott play MK super soldiers. I forgot Scott's name and went to imdb  and the cast 
shows up default alphabetically putting him way at the bottom, even had to click cast to see him. When 
Scott was young he was in Chad's World which was produced by a pedo ring.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:49:36 ID: bde63a No.8215726 >>8215747

File (hide): 4cfb64fbd66b472⋯.jpg (57.96 KB, 800x600, 4:3, free yourself from the egg.jpg)

>>8215703
/pol/ is ready.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:50:01 ID: 3d028c No.8215732 >>8215745 >>8215753 >>8216025

>>8215703
>>8215677
What are you trying to do here? We need to focus on Podesta, Besta and Alefantis. Not this bs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:50:48 ID: a60a55 No.8215741

>>8215705
You know how many books have been written on this for like half a century now? It's just a matter of fact that people are really powerless to change.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:51:07 ID: b1bf06 No.8215745

>>8215732
if you want breaking news banners every 33 seconds then turn on CNN  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:51:12 ID: e96623 No.8215747

 >>8215726
teach me your ways  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:51:26 ID: 03bdab No.8215750
File (hide): a8e4d4614c4b383⋯.png (81.2 KB, 466x453, 466:453, a8e4d4614c4b383bc61ab0e0fc….png)

>>8211684
One Anon said the rabbit would be 
related to the god Tammuz and this 
>>8213957

Remember, we are helping KEK to 
fight this Jewish shit. First Moloch, 
now Tammuz.
KEK WILLS IT!  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:51:56 ID: a60a55 No.8215753
File (hide): b60b18179505106⋯.jpg (28.91 KB, 233x280, 233:280, 1344731531831.jpg)

>>8215732  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:52:06 ID: 1cd506 No.8215756 >>8215784

File (hide): 0a14744e9fbfdde⋯.jpg (55.99 KB, 640x480, 4:3, 947639-queenelizabethiicop….jpg)

>>8215693
Isn't Windsor the family 
name of these inbreds?  

File (hide): 5f0152530fc16ed⋯.png
(83.58 KB, 215x305, 43:61,
5f0152530fc16eda9b0188e29f….png)

File (hide): 3f621c6b8e85980⋯.jpg
(80.76 KB, 595x903, 85:129, This kills the
illusion.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:52:43 ID: 5e5338 No.8215769 >>8215791

>kikes run Hollywood
>yfw the producers of whose line is it anyways

How many kids has Drew Carry diddled?

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:53:31 ID: a1e824 No.8215776

>>8215715
all the pieces are coming together.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:53:46 ID: e42800 No.8215779

>>8215544
In my early childhood years, I "reinvented" automaton/partial solipsism theory.
It is my belief still, that psychopaths and others of low intelligence (contrary to popular media, most psychopaths have an IQ below 100), are not self-
aware.  They are walking, talking robots.
Call it a soul if you prefer; there is no external way to verify that someone has self-awareness, no way to tell that the person you are talking to is not 
simply a biological machine unconscious, unaware, running a program which gives the outward impression of self-awareness.
IMO, psychopaths are "zombies", they appear human but have no self-awareness.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:53:57 ID: 96fefb No.8215784

>>8215756
Yep.

Richard Windsor 
Dick Windsor 
Dick Queen  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:54:21 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215785 >>8215801 >>8215803 >>8215818

>>8215614
Found this code in another mail from the same day:

SSBoYWQgcmVhZCB0aGlzIGFuZCBsb3ZlZCB0aGUgIGluc2lkZSBzY29vcCBvbiB0aGUgZGV0YWls
cyAgLSBjYW4ndCBpbWFnaW5lIHRoZSBzdHJlc3MgLSBidXQgdGhlIGVuZCByZXN1bHQgbWFkZSBp
dCBhbGwgd29ydGh3aGlsZS4g8J+Rj/CfkY9EZWxpZ2h0ZWQgdG8gaGF2ZSBiZWVuIGEgd2l0bmVz
cyAtIGFsdGhvdWdoIGZhciBoaWdoZXIgdXAgaW4gdGhlIGFyZW5hIC10byB0aGlzIGhpc3Rvcmlj
IGFuZCBhbWF6aW5nbHkgc2NyaXB0ZWQgYW5kIHByb2R1Y2VkIGV2ZW50LiBPbiB0aGUgcm9hZCB0
byBOb3ZlbWJlciB3aXRoIEhpbGxhcnkhIA0KDQpYbywNCk1pbWkNCg0KDQpTZW50IGZyb20gbXkg
aVBhZA0KDQo+IE9uIEp1bCAzMCwgMjAxNiwgYXQgODowMyBBTSwgVGFtZXJhIEx1enphdHRvIDxs
dXp6YXR0b0Bhb2wuY29tPiB3cm90ZToNCj4gDQo+IA0KPiBIb2xhIHRvIGFsbC4gIE1vc3Qgd29u
ZGVyZnVsIHRvIHNlZSB0aGUgRmx5ICJraWRzIiBhbmQgUG9kZXN0YSBmYW1pZ2xpYSBpbiBQaGls
bHkgd2hlbiBpbiBteSBmbG9vciB3aGlwIG5lb24gdmVzdCBhbmQgcmFkaW8gc2V0LiBQYXNzaW5n
IG9uIHRoaXMgYXJ0aWNsZSB0aGF0IGNhcHR1cmVzIHRoZSBkcmFtYSBzdXJyb3VuZGluZyBhbmQg
dGFraW5nIHBsYWNlIGluIHRoZSBib2lsZXIgcm9vbSB3aGVyZSB3ZSB3aGlwcyBnb3Qgb3VyIGZs
b29yIG9yZGVycyB3aXRoIGZsZWV0aW5nIGdsaW1wc2VzIG9mIExlc2xpZSBpbiB0aGUgcG9vaGJh
aCByb29tLiAgRXhjZWVkaW5nbHkgcmVsaWV2ZWQgd2UgcHVsbGVkIGl0IG9mZiwgbWFkZSBwb3Nz
aWJsZSBieSBDbGludG9uIG5lZ290aWF0b3JzIHdpdGggbmVydmVzIG9mIHN0ZWVsIGFuZCB1bm1h
dGNoZWQgc3RhbWluYSBub3QgdG8gbWVudGlvbiB0YWxlbnQuICAgTWFyeSwgZG9uJ3QgaGF2ZSB5
b3VyIHRyaW8gaW4gbXkgcGhvbmUuICBUd2FzIHRoZSBiZXN0IHRvIHNlZSBhbGwgNSBvZiB5b3Us
IGFuZCBwbGVhc2Ugc2hhcmUgd2l0aCB5b3VyICJraWRzLiIgICBOb3csIG9udG8gdGhlIGhhcmQg
d29yayB0byB3aW4hISAgIENvbiBhbW9yZSBhIHR1dHRpLCBUYW1lcmENCj4gDQo+IGh0dHA6Ly93
d3cucG9saXRpY28uY29tL3N0b3J5LzIwMTYvMDcvZG5jLTIwMTYtaGlsbGFyeS1jbGludG9uLWJl
cm5pZS1zYW5kZXJzLXN1cHBvcnRlcnMtMjI2NDE1DQo+IA0KPiANCj4gU2VudCBmcm9tIG15IGlQ
aG9uZQ0K 
UID 2787)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:54:51 ID: 8b3580 No.8215788

>>8213345
That means he was allowed to become a 33rd degree mason, and accept jahbulon as his god  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:54:57 ID: 122a0b No.8215791

>>8215769
Knock it off.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:55:06 ID: e42800 No.8215792

>>8215697
>minus various parts of the brain
The brain is just a receiver.
Consciousness is remote.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:55:26 ID: e42800 No.8215801

>>8215785
That's a PGP public key.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:55:44 ID: 8abaa1 No.8215803

>>8215785
Isnt that a tor address/incription key?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:57:09 ID: b1bf06 No.8215815

>>8215715
is this harris the 4th fellow just a lawyer?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:57:25 ID: a0726d No.8215818 >>8215826 >>8215830 >>8215886 >>8215943

>>8215785
BASE64 to TEXT(Ascii/Ansii) translates to (I am sure I read this today somewhere else):

I had read this and loved the  inside scoop on the details  - can't imagine the stress - but the end result made it all worthwhile. Delighted to have 
been a witness - although far higher up in the arena -to this historic and amazingly scripted and produced event. On the road to November with Hillary! 

Xo,
Mimi

Sent from my iPad

> On Jul 30, 2016, at 8:03 AM, Tamera Luzzatto <luzzatto@aol.com> wrote:
> 
> 
> Hola to all.  Most wonderful to see the Fly "kids" and Podesta famiglia in Philly when in my floor whip neon vest and radio set. Passing on this article 
that captures the drama surrounding and taking place in the boiler room where we whips got our floor orders with fleeting glimpses of Leslie in the 
poohbah room.  Exceedingly relieved we pulled it off, made possible by Clinton negotiators with nerves of steel and unmatched stamina not to mention 
talent.   Mary, don't have your trio in my phone.  Twas the best to see all 5 of you, and please share with your "kids."   Now, onto the hard work to win!!   
Con amore a tutti, Tamera
> 
> http://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/dnc-2016-hillary-clinton-bernie-sanders-supporters-226415
> 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:58:34 ID: b1bf06 No.8215826 >>8215943

>>8215818
base 64 has really been tripping people up on a supposed weaponized autism board  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 18:58:59 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215830 >>8215949

File (hide): 5e8feab837be619⋯.png (58.5 KB, 643x278, 643:278, 20161112195747.png)

>>8215818
It was sent by these guys, I think I haven't seen 
the name Mager & associates in here before.
Anyone found anything on them?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:00:30 ID: 564f4d No.8215847

>>8207943

I think the vinyl releases might be coded language like the pizza and pasta shit.  I keep watching this particular video by heavy breathing over and over 
and I can't get the part that starts around 2:30 out of my head.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=og8okrj7otY

"We along with the Rhythm Machine are in the basement lab crafting, capturing sounds.  Only the best will make the cut onto vinyl and download.  
Mmmmmmm"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:01:11 ID: 3228f5 No.8215854 >>8215881 >>8215888 >>8215905

>>8215614
it could be a reference to a higher ranking member of their group. just gives me vibes from flintstones water buffalo lodge, which in turn screams mason 
shit. I have a shit hypothesis on this and possible ties with GATE, but i dont have enough substantial evidence to shit up this thread with. Anybody else 
feel any remote connection, or is it just me?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:04:26 ID: dfda32 No.8215881 >>8215905 >>8215913 >>8215921

>>8215854

What is GATE  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:04:50 ID: 8abaa1 No.8215886

>>8215818
Dont know why but im rememinded of the pmc anon that talked about going out to collect rich peoples whore wifes and all the fucked up shit the rish and 
powerful can do because of there money and power

The next few years were going to see a lot of fucked up shit come out  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:05:17 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215888 >>8215909 >>8215927 >>8216842

File (hide): e132fc3ff21aa20⋯.png (29.11 KB, 576x147, 192:49, 20161112200439.png)

>>8215854
Found it, that word is related to dave 
flintstone  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:06:38 ID: b3837e No.8215905 >>8215923

>>8215854
>I have a shit hypothesis on this and possible ties with GATE, but i dont have enough substantial evidence to shit up this thread with. Anybody else feel 
any remote connection, or is it just me?

Yes, I know it is connected somewhere, both are filled with kikes for starters. I'm just waiting to see t$t0(k get tied up in this somewhere.

>>8215881
>wat b gate
Gifted And Talented Education program in North America.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:07:24 ID: 3d028c No.8215909 >>8215927

>>8215888
Poohbah is a cult leader on the tv show The Flintstones  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:07:42 ID: bde63a No.8215913 >>8215923

>>8215881
A educational program for children.  It's one of the many weird "gifted and talented" programs.  Children would be screened and selected to go to special 
classrooms to do whatever experimental crap that school was lotted with.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:08:16 ID: b3837e No.8215921

>>8215881
Here's the links.
Thread I: https://archive.is/qQkpC
Thread II: https://archive.is/wced0
Thread III: https://archive.is/d0pID
Thread IV: https://archive.is/nNVa3
Thread V: https://archive.is/WWpf9  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:08:26 ID: dfda32 No.8215923

>>8215913
>>8215905

Thanks  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:08:42 ID: 3f2400 No.8215927 >>8215981 >>8217200

>>8215888
>>8215909
>http://pastebin.com/G6WKE5it

"Dave Flintstone" runs a "distillery" business at that address. David Stone/Dave Flintstone is "Bif Skipman" according to the g-mail cross authentication 
for both gmail accounts. David Stone also has used and e-mailed the same avatar photo for other pursposes. daveflintstone.com and islanddistillers.com 
whois lookup lists a home address in Honolulu. An address not used on their website or associated with the processing facility.

>Poohbah
Dave Flintstone describes himself as a "poobah" in multiple profiles. The term "Grand Poobah" was used recurringly on the television show The 
Flintstones as the name of a high-ranking elected position in a secret society.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:08:49 ID: 122a0b No.8215929 >>8215962

File (hide): d5257bbff7dcbdc⋯.png (155.19 KB, 1338x597, 446:199, One of The Greatest Decept….png)

>>8215599
Carrol was long dead when the MK stuff began. Best to look at how the mil/gov took those creations and 
purposely used the scripts in MK programming. 
bibliotecapleyades.net/bloodlines/disney1.htm  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:09:52 ID: 2762cb No.8215936 >>8215960

>>8215614
>con amore a tutti
>thoughtful love all around (italian to german to english)  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:09:54 ID: 9f377a No.8215937 >>8216083

>>8215634
My heads been buzzing for a week and I'm seeing all kinds of strange number sequences all over the place  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:10:25 ID: e42800 No.8215943

>>8215818
Verified
Stand corrected.
>>8215826
Presence of base64 isn't anything unusual in itself. It was probably triggered due to the use of the clapping hands emoticon.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:10:40 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215948

Thanks for explaining  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:10:46 ID: a1e824 No.8215949
File (hide): 096dea5514bf797⋯.png (1.11 MB, 1276x662, 638:331, mager1.png)

>>8215830
 MAGER & ASSOCIATES LLC

Company Number
    EXTUID_2896253
Native Company Number
    L39908
Status
    Active

Incorporation Date
    30 July 2008 (over 8 years ago)
Company Type
    Limited Liability Company
Jurisdiction
    District of Columbia (US)
Registered Address

        888 17th St NW, Suite 800
        Washington
        20006
        District of Columbia
        United States

Agent Name
    MIMI MAGER
Agent Address
    888 17TH STREET, N.W., SUITE 800, Washington, District of Columbia, 20006
Directors / Officers

        MIMI MAGER, agent
        Mager, Miriam, ceo
        Mager, Miriam, governor  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:11:21 ID: 6ca74e No.8215957 >>8216018 >>8216058

we need more stego/crypo nerds looking at this

looking at a very small subset of jpg attachments from the podesta emails, about half of them show positive for hidden info using the f5 algo

http://pastebin.com/zShFSU1S

maybe false positives? but seems very strange there would be so many

this is as far as I can go. i hope someone can pick up where i left off

gl anons

get the mbox https://file.wikileaks.org/file/podesta-emails/

extract the attachments https://github.com/PabloCastellano/pablog-scripts/blob/master/mbox-extract-attachments.py

use stegdetect on jpgs https://github.com/abeluck/stegdetect

try stegbreak? https://linux.die.net/man/1/stegbreak

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.115.3651&rep=rep1&type=pdf  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:11:31 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8215960 >>8216024

>>8215936
Apparently the podesta family goes to Venice once a year, in october  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:11:34 ID: bde63a No.8215962 >>8216008

>>8215929
>Fantasia
>used for Illuminati mind-control programming
Please elaborate.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:13:15 ID: 122a0b No.8215981
File (hide): 277da0d6fabdd02⋯.png (1.86 MB, 2007x2622, 669:874, screenshot-www masonrytoda….png)

>>8215927  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:14:06 ID: cd2da7 No.8215991
File (hide): d72afd8ae8801a6⋯.gif (987.86 KB, 500x280, 25:14, 1463965181676.gif)

>>8212973

Are you ready for 
the next level?

Review the 
Chamber of Guf  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:14:10 ID: 076b58 No.8215992 >>8216055

Prince Charles and George Soros are both a part of the Comet Ping Pong thing btw…

http://www2.idrottonline.se/globalassets/ljunghusens-mif---bordtennis/snabbuppladdade-bilder/prince_charles1.jpg?w=550&h=0
 
The kid on the left in the picture above can be seen in this advertisement of Comet Ping Pong: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tiu325HYQk

As for George Soros:

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?14960793887
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?13941306270
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?13940775420
 
American Bridge PAC is largely funded by Democratic donors and labor unions. Billionaire hedge fund manager George Soros was the group’s largest 
donor for the 2012 and 2014 cycles, contributing $1 million in 2012 and over $1 million in 2014. In 2012, the American Federation of State, County, and 
Municipal Employees donated $575,000.[1] American Bridge was one of several progressive political groups to coordinate fundraising efforts for the 2012 
elections.[8]
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Bridge_21st_Century
 
George Soros linked to Comet Ping Pong. $21864.25 sent to Comet Ping Pong from American Bridge PAC.
 
Even more money has been sent directly to the owner of James Alefantis
 
http://search04.fec.gov/vivisimo/cgi-bin/query-meta?input-form=advanced-
fec&query=Alefantis&v%3Asources=Administrative_Fine&v%3Asources=Advisory_Opinion&v%3Asources=Alternative_Dispute_Resolution&v%3Asource
s=Audit_Reports&v%3Asources=Matters_Under_Review&v%3Asources=Matters_Under_Review_Archived&v%3Asources=Rulemaster&v%3Asources=
Candidate_Summary&v%3Asources=Committee_Summary&v%3Asources=fec.gov&v%3Asources=Disbursements&v%3Asources=Receipts&v%3Asour
ces=Other.Transactions&v%3Aproject=fec_search_02_prj  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:16:12 ID: 122a0b No.8216008

>>8215962
I link to the text there. It's one of Fritz Springmeier's books.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:16:45 ID: b3837e No.8216016

>>8212692
>Alice is some sort of deity or archetype that is on OUR side. Inherently Aryan. If you consider how many of us here are into anime, lolis, waifus and the 
like the connection I'm making is one of an eternal noncorporeal female entity that is looking out for us, who is here for us and will endure 'till the end of 
Time. In short, Alice is the Holy Grail, the ultimate goal of every knight. Refer to the above mentioned authors and religions. It seems Caroll discovered 
the aesthetic and feelings of moe far before such things were possible.

The spirit girls from gate threads
>nobody takes our babes, and lives  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:16:50 ID: e42800 No.8216018 >>8216254

>>8215957
stegdetect is a pain in the ass to install.

WARNING: `aclocal-1.4' is needed, and you do not seem to have it handy on your
         system.  You might have modified some files without having the
         proper tools for further handling them.  Check the `README' file,
         it often tells you about the needed prerequirements for installing
         this package.  You may also peek at any GNU archive site, in case
         some other package would contain this missing `aclocal-1.4' program.
Makefile:183: recipe for target 'aclocal.m4' failed
make: *** [aclocal.m4] Error 1  

Stop with the Bullshit Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:17:07 ID: 1fa057 No.8216021

Stop with this MM Bullshit. There is enough proof of death from blood on Wall, blood in car, and sniffer dog. All witnesses lied….. Please read the 
transcripts. Also father's tennis bag missing, etc.  Stay focused. Guilty mother? Probably. 
There was a similar UK abduction story that did the rounds in Greece,  but it is obvious the brother did it,  unintentional  scooter accident.  This story is 
resurfacing as Bones have recently been found. 
Ask yourself why Bradford, Luton, Norwich cases,  etc have been covered up but one missing girl in Portugal has been in the press for so long. 
Watch something like Rich Planet's extensive documentaries on MM or search for the full transcripts.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:17:19 ID: 18a221 No.8216024 >>8216047 >>8216080 >>8217012

>>8215960

Italy is rife with Stregga Witchcraft. Lady Gaga comes out of such a family. Might be something there.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:17:20 ID: 9f377a No.8216025 >>8216066 >>8216071 >>8216152

>>8215732
any way to find out of alefantis changed his name?

http://imgur.com/CKkRlGs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:19:22 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216047 >>8216099 >>8216110

>>8216024
Please stop with these occult theories, they won't bring us anywhere  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:19:38 ID: 9f377a No.8216054

>>8215544
I always thought they were kinda controlled.  Like all the weird occult coincidences aren't even intentional they're just part of a bigger force 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1808.cfm  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:19:49 ID: 3d028c No.8216055

>>8215992
Charles was a close friend of Jimmy Savile
http://www. dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3265742/Jimmy-Savile-Prince-Charles-close-friendship-sex-abuse-bishop-Peter-Ball.html
http://www. telegraph.co.uk/news/picturegalleries/celebritynews/9584755/Sir-Jimmy-Savile-Prince-Charless-love-for-Saviles-ladies.html  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:20:12 ID: b1bf06 No.8216058

>>8215957
the podesta leaks have stopped for now, i wonder whats in the works  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:20:20 ID: 62c711 No.8216059

Did no one mirror the Amanda Kleinman video from Comet yet? It is set to private and I was unable to see it, only caught bits from a recap video. 
Someone has the full file.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:20:35 ID: 3228f5 No.8216066

>>8216025
Any public court record in his home state should have those if he did it legally. It very well could be an assumed identity that he uses on tax paperwork.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:20:46 ID: a60a55 No.8216069
File (hide): ef2fe5f3e253c88⋯.jpg (40.4 KB, 304x400, 19:25, 4324532.jpg)

>>8213865
Haven't you heard of pederasty? This shit is just organic, sick people are ruthless and fight their way to the top. Once 
they're there, they indulge in such depravity. The esoterica is a way of contextualizing abuse, and it's just unfortunate 
that child abuse is cyclical in nature. So, your average inner city black is abused, but without any context, when they 
kill we just see it as being random. Psychologically, that aggression is anger, resentment, pain, etc. They try to reenact 
the trauma to fix it, a form of abstraction that humans came across for whatever reason, it's a good way to explain 
circumcision, which is inexplicable child torture otherwise. Yet sane people willingly mutilate newborn babies all across 
the US. People dissociate to ignore that reality, especially if it happened to them. The cognitive dissonance is too 
painful otherwise. 

It's like another anon said earlier, they chose the path of evil and self-indulgence. Sickingly enough, they've developed 
a very specific method of carrying out their will, which they claim to be otherwise suppressed by other stimuli. They 
think they're the true people with choice and the rest of us are slaves. 

I dunno, these people are pedophile murders, obviously they can't exist in a world where the general population has 
access to the internet, and has developed empathy to the point that we are a completely different entity from them. 
They're evolutionary dead ends, like the schizos of central america. While a few hundred Spaniards raided the capital, 

the fucking natives just kept sacrificing more and more humans, tens of thousands of humans, because that's how they thought they could fight back 
against the spanish. Their gods (just the auditory hallucination that is having "voices" in ones head) told them to just keep killing, and when your fate is 
inevitable (death), and you have to choose between accepting death or accepting magical thinking and the possibility that human sacrifice could save 
you, well, to these traumatized psychopaths, that's exactly what's going on.

I'm sure these people are sacrificing a huge number of children as we speak because they're so fucking panicked and insane. They can't comprehend 
how one little development could topple a system they spent centuries building. Well, look at the aztecs for proof that mentally ill people aren't exactly 
threatening.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:21:20 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216071 >>8216103

>>8216025
As much as this sounds right, why french? Why change your name to say "I love children" in another language?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:22:06 ID: e42800 No.8216080 >>8216121

File (hide): 662a40b81327af9⋯.webm (4.39 MB, 512x288, 16:9, house_of_fraser_satanic.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8216024
There's a current advertisement running on UK 
TV which has the feel of a Gaga music video.
It's for "House of Fraser", a UK 
department/clothing store which has a stag's 
head as its logo.
Very sinister, catchphrase "Christmas is coming 
to get you."  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:22:29 ID: 18a221 No.8216083 >>8216143

>>8215937

Check is speaking to you irl. Practice grounding yourself by sending energy from your heart into the ground and then drawing it from the ground back to 
your heart. Also when you start to get too heady calm yourself using deep breething. If you're not careful paranoia will set in and we'll lose you to 
schizophrenia. Everything is ok.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:23:24 ID: 18a221 No.8216099

>>8216047

You're literally dealing with an occult/blackmagic/satanist/pedo ring. And yet you don't want occult theories? Welcome to real life kiddo.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:23:51 ID: a60a55 No.8216103
File (hide): df1fca1c9183684⋯.jpg (63.55 KB, 640x714, 320:357, 1381109089181.jpg)

>>8216071
because he's a 
pedophile lunatic?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:24:26 ID: 1fa057 No.8216107
File (hide): 7d83a7ad111ced2⋯.jpg (6.74 KB, 236x314, 118:157, tmp_8825-81df7bf5a71d34421….jpg)

I'll just leave this here.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:24:46 ID: a60a55 No.8216110
File (hide): fde92083ccec1bf⋯.jpg (256.24 KB, 980x653, 980:653, 1345677451122.jpg)

>>8216047  

File (hide): d8ee11b26f076fe⋯.png (431.15 KB,
600x532, 150:133, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

File (hide): ff85c02fe8c37c7⋯.jpg (6.89 KB,
200x200, 1:1,
AAEAAQAAAAAAAAimAAAAJDhlMD….jpg)

File (hide): cb9ed9a156f9db7⋯.png (549.62 KB,
1546x1356, 773:678, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

File (hide): 6490446fcdb1bf1⋯.png (444.05 KB,
1420x1146, 710:573, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

File (hide):
612db7187acdd76⋯.png (935.6
KB, 1320x2246, 660:1123, Screen Shot
2016-11-12 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:25:09 ID: 1087c9 No.8216118 >>8216139 >>8216162 >>8216347

>>8211402 (OP)
Amanda Kleinman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo
Reverse Search her Profile Picture, she created several accounts with that picture.
All studied some liberal art shit at GW or Georgetown University.

Incredible what a loser she is if you read her resume. What a waste of space and air.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:25:27 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216121 >>8216158

>>8216080
Looks just like a regular pop song. How is this related to the ping pong paedos?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:25:30 ID: cce7cb No.8216124

freemasons are clearly trying to control the flow of information. I am not gonna hold your hand but ignore anyone saying that freemasonry is not involved 
in this. This is NOTHING but masonic.

Poohbah is some shriner thing.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:26:37 ID: 62c711 No.8216139

>>8216118
we need the video featured in that video mirrored and uncut  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:26:52 ID: 9f377a No.8216142 >>8216174

asking some freemason forums about this video will report back https://vimeo.com/81365137  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:26:54 ID: b1bf06 No.8216143

>>8216083
im too ignorant of the occult to put this into practice  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:27:30 ID: 16b02f No.8216152 >>8216252

>>8216025
why did you post that picture? his name doesn't have an "m" or "j"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:27:56 ID: b5a39d No.8216157 >>8216186 >>8216369 >>8216554

>>8215544
The human soul, according to the Egyptians, consists of five parts: Ib (heart), Sheut (shadow), Ren (name), Ba (personality), and Ka (vital essence).

If one part is missing, that person has no proper soul and cannot pass on to the afterlife. Which is why, in Ancient Egypt, striking out someone's name 
from history books was making sure his soul never finds peace.

Anyway, Ib (heart) is the seat of thought, emotion and intention. When you die, Anubis judges how good or evil you are by taking out your heart and 
putting it on a scale. If your heart is heavier than the feather of Maat (truth), you'll be devoured by a giant monster. Otherwise, you get to pass on.

Why's this important? A person's Ib is formed from one drop of blood, taken from the mother's heart, at the conception. 

Now look at those images from the woman who survived her ordeal at the hands of these monsters, and how there are fetuses and blood everywhere. 
Now look at the whole "killer rabbits are out there" thing. You can bet your ass that these "killer rabbits" are created psychopaths and murderers.

These things feed on people's souls, and leave empty husks behind. They're creating an army, hiding in the open.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:28:00 ID: e42800 No.8216158

>>8216121
If you can't see what's wrong with the video, you can't see it.
Duality, as above, so below, dominoes, femdom etc.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:28:26 ID: e16676 No.8216162 >>8216175

>>8216118
https://soundcloud.com/kleiny41  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:29:14 ID: cce7cb No.8216174

>>8216142
You do not get it. They have oaths that not only say their body will be mutilated and cast to sea they are not allowed to criticize freemasonry PUBLICLY 
OR PRIVATELY. You think they are gonna be forthcoming about some pedo arte film?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:29:27 ID: e16676 No.8216175

>>8216162
Woops, hit post by accident.

Found that account from this account:
https://soundcloud.com/jameshuckenpahler/01-college-of-open-source

Voice is just like the one in that video filmed at comet pizza.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:29:40 ID: cf7be1 No.8216178

Additional links between the Podesta's and Freud's and the McCann's:

Podesta Group - main lobbyist group for Azerbaijan

Matthew Freud - Son of Clement Freud and director of Freud Communications (PR firm for Azerbaijan)

Clement Freud - father of Matthew Freud and neighbor of the McCann's. Also accused of child sex crimes.

Sara Latham - interesting career history. Has worked for Podesta, Clintons, DNC, and Freud Communications. Only included her to  show further links 
between the above entities…

Keep digging…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:29:42 ID: 8c5830 No.8216179 >>8216217

>>8214679

Got to about 80 minutes in and paedos might be involved after all. That would explain why the McCanns have had so much protection from the fucking 
government and media.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:30:15 ID: 18a221 No.8216186 >>8216235 >>8216427 >>8216498 >>8216638

>>8216157

Interesting theory. Other occult sources teach the human soul does not fully seat into the body until 4-5. If a child is too abused before then it could cause 
the soul to not seat at all or only seat into part of the mind that is left intact. This would result in a hollow or mostly hollow body suitable for possession or 
programming.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:32:31 ID: b1bf06 No.8216217 >>8216311

>>8216179
some portugal anons commented earlier on how insane it was for scotland yard to do the police work of another nation  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:32:52 ID: a1e824 No.8216220
File (hide): 71473cf7e873eaa⋯.png (1016.14 KB, 1279x662, 1279:662, creepy.png)

>>8215699
I looked up the last name "leiter"
took me here…
 AL LEITER LITTLE LEAGUE OF OYSTER 
BAY, INC. nonprofit

Company Number
    2863746
Status

    Active
Incorporation Date
    30 January 2003 (almost 14 years ago)
Company Type
    DOMESTIC NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION
Jurisdiction
    New York (US)
Registered Address

        C/O DOUGLAS A. PETERSEN, 194 COVE ROAD, OYSTER BAY, NEW YORK, 11771
        United States

Previous Names

        AL LEITER LITTLE LEAGUE OF OYSTER BAY, INC.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:33:42 ID: 9b72ae No.8216230 >>8216258

>>8211402 (OP)
Can anybody explain the Abramovic Connection?

She is a well known,famous, respected artist.
Some of her stuff is creepy ,sure, but do you suggest she knows about the child abuse?

I also wouldn't go so far as to say her spirit cooking works are satanic. it's mainly painting edgy shit on walls.

We should really focus on the main issue here, it's shit like this which makes this seem untrue.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:33:57 ID: cb7793 No.8216235 >>8216272 >>8216498 >>8216638

File (hide): 1d1b205b02a4e3a⋯.jpg (3.8 KB, 100x174, 50:87, 1425844289774.jpg)

>>8216186
>Other occult sources teach the human soul does not fully seat into 
the body until 4-5.
>tfw I can only remember my youth as far back as 4 years old
As if things weren't fucked up enough already.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:34:03 ID: 8c5830 No.8216238

>>8213694
gone rogue or become liabilities now?

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:35:13 ID: b3837e No.8216252 >>8216283 >>8216287 >>8216728

>>8216152

James Alefantis
>j'amie les enfants  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:35:18 ID: 6ca74e No.8216254 >>8216268 >>8216292

>>8216018
 was able to build it on ubuntu 12.04 but not 14.04  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:35:29 ID: 18a221 No.8216258 >>8216573

>>8216230

All occult teaching indicate human fluids contain life essence. Eating them is a form of low-level cannibalism both physically and spiritually. 

As for (((Abromovic))) whe was probably abused as a kid and is trying to express her pain through repetition. Basic trauma psychology. Also who give a 
fuck if she's (((respected))) by them. That's a black mark in my book.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:36:16 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216268

>>8216254
Very good, keep us updated anon, we really need someone who's capable of doing this stuff  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:36:34 ID: 18a221 No.8216272 >>8216369

>>8216235

That's normal. The veil prevents most people from remembering experiences outsider their bodies. It doesn't mean anything sinister.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:37:17 ID: 9f377a No.8216280

>>8215614
Holy shit that's the mother of those 3 kids isn't it?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:37:26 ID: 73606b No.8216283

>>8216252
Wow can't believe that never occurred to me. Truly woke.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:37:40 ID: 00d6be No.8216287 >>8216321 >>8216323 >>8216370

File (hide): 0fe3704fce5e6f6⋯.png (613.54 KB, 827x526, 827:526, L'enfant.png)

>>8216252

I'll just leave this here - not sure if 
relevent  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:37:52 ID: e42800 No.8216292 >>8216354

>>8216254
I'm on Deb 8 and the depend isn't in the repo.
I'm wondering what's the point in this anyway? We already have positive hits on a number of files, finding more positive hits isn't really furthering the 
investigation. The next step is to crack the passwords on the positives.
For that I recommend hashcat and a good GPU.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:38:58 ID: 8c5830 No.8216311 >>8216388

>>8216217
I watched the documentary that the Portuguese police guy did based on his book, and in the beginning it seemed the Portuguese police and British (I 
think Yorkshire, but I can't remember atm) were working fine together. Then they started suspecting the McCanns and it got taken out of their control and 
Scotland Yard took over it seems.

It all stunk any way, but now there's suggestion one of the tapas seven was a nonce I just don't know what to think any more. She's dead, that's for sure. 
Sniffer dogs don't lie. But I can now see why this case is brought up a lot here.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:39:12 ID: 9b72ae No.8216314 >>8216375

Can we stop with all this occult shit, it's not relevant, it might be an interesting discussion, but make a different thread for it please.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:39:35 ID: 6fdda8 No.8216316
File (hide): 102f235c2e29252⋯.jpg (130.84 KB, 1000x630, 100:63, crusaders_city_streets.jpg)

>>8214061
This map is retarded. "Jews" before Christ were not called "Jews" and no one knew them as anything but a 
group of Canaanites who tried to be monotheistic. They didn't have collected writings, and barely even an 
oral history. The land of Israel was not established until Christ came. Christians are the only true decedents 
of these people, Christendom is the land of Israel. Judaism arose from kikes who didn't want to follow God, 
they rejected Christ and his message to bring about the kingdom of heaven through suffering. They just 
wanted god to overpower their enemies and give them free shit. This is the Jewish mindset (see 
communism, American crony capitalism etc.). The path from the Canaanite religions should have a main 
branch traveling from the old polytheism of the middle-east to Eastern Orthodoxy, with Catholicism being the 
first offshoot, "Judaism" (more accurately Talmudism) the next offshoot, and Protestantism an offshoot of 
Catholicism. 

tl;dr this map was clearly made by a kike who wants to put the European spirit in a bad light and make kikes look like Gods chosen people  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:39:57 ID: b3837e No.8216321 >>8216409 >>8217392

>>8216287
so relevant

French for I like kids 
J'amie L'enfant
>James Alefantis  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:40:06 ID: 9b72ae No.8216323 >>8216353 >>8216861

>>8216287
for non french speakers, this means
I (heart) the child  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:42:14 ID: 1087c9 No.8216347

>>8216118
>>8216118
>>8216118
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SoBN2wh-3Mc

Lets search all her nicknames in the podesta emails

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:42:21 ID: a7b995 No.8216349

I'll just 
leave 
this 
here.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:42:40 ID: a1e824 No.8216353

>>8216323
and pedophile literally means lover of children…right in front of us  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:42:40 ID: 6ca74e No.8216354

>>8216292
ya i think stegbreak might be useful for that, it's part of stegdetect  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:43:25 ID: a60a55 No.8216369

>>8216157
The army already exists

They're fucking rioting in Portland as we speak. These are traumatized individuals (from circumstances 
within their families) who've been TV programmed to operate according to the demands of this cult, in 
contrast to the sleeper agents that were fully inducted through the traditional method of circumcision or 
monarch. The fucking video games and movies that hypnotize people into trances where murder, violence, 
rape, etc. goes on is just a digitized form of what they've been doing forever. They need to kill Trump? Easy, 
just call him Hitler on CNN a bunch of times and some retard will carry out your bidding. Without the 
internet, they would've won this war so fucking easy. I don't know what they were thinking letting us retards 
get our hands on it.

>>8216272
That said, victims of longterm satanic ritual abuse are completely unaware of their abuse because of their 

programmed memories, and split egos. The ego experiencing all this trauma could be repressed within multiple of egos, meaning a sequence of triggers 
needs to occur before that ego can be brought forth. This is why Hollywood is so potent, they seek to be the magic wand, the Holly wood branch 
associated with witchcraft, so that they can remotely manipulate the slaves they let out in the world.

A good example of an alter being brought forth caught on camera is the infamous Al Roker - "Holy Ghost" incident.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:43:29 ID: 6ca74e No.8216370 >>8216414

>>8216287
http://www.lenfantcafe.com/
http://laboumbrunch.com/laboumboumroom/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:43:48 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216375 >>8216410

>>8216314
Here's an Idea
How about we make two threads after this one?
Sticky is for investigation, the other is for occult discussion and theorycrafting  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:44:58 ID: e42800 No.8216388
File (hide): e683312247f9ce8⋯.jpg (140.04 KB, 689x675, 689:675, touching_the_nipple.jpg)

>>8216311
>but now there's suggestion one of the tapas seven was a nonce I just don't know what to think any more. 
That was revealed way near the start of the investigation.
David Payne was overheard by doctor acquaintances of the Mccanns, who were out of the cp-loop, on two 
occasions, making references to sexual activity with little girls.

https://archive.fo/gAHvF  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:46:34 ID: 3f7930 No.8216399

>>8213356
It's not a bad idea, anon, but there are other anons working on a wiki, and it seems promising.

The main thing that is difficult to avoid is keeping anonymity while keeping high quality information. An idea like yours isn't bad in theory, but there are 
choke points of information where it looks like one person is making the decisions of what is "relevant" and what isn't.

Maybe if all information was kept, no matter how irrelevant, it could work.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:47:03 ID: a0726d No.8216409

>>8216321
Holy shit  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:47:14 ID: e16676 No.8216410 >>8216589

>>8216375
That's a good idea, should help us differentiate between info strictly connected to comet, besta, etc. vs meta discussion and theory. If people start posting 
tenuous shit again we can redirect them there. It's not that it has no value, it's just confusing.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:47:33 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216414 >>8216456

>>8216370
Holy fuck, why wasn't this posted before?

so is it just a private room to rent, or do they actually have strippers/prostitutes? Someone should call and ask  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:47:48 ID: 7ac4d8 No.8216416 >>8216438 >>8216453 >>8216519 >>8216747 >>8217143 >>8217624 >>8217646

File (hide): 0af47dc4c01c0d7⋯.jpg (53.21 KB, 642x795, 214:265, 1478977029379.jpg)

Lots of unsolved child abductions in Lakewood, CO. Decided to go to the city website 
and noticed their logo.

WAKE_ME_UP_INSIDE.JPG  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:48:23 ID: 3493af No.8216422 >>8216484 >>8216520

File (hide): 4208b5e10458ad3⋯.webm (3.76 MB, 702x370, 351:185, 1478249351587.webm) [play once] [loop]

Guys, I think Alex…

He… He found something he wasn't 
supposed to  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:48:37 ID: 4c65b6 No.8216423

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/2077

about Epstein. Someone posted the Reynolds daycare dude dude and I accidentally found this on wikileaks. Not really daming, but it shows how they 
shrug off pedophilia (they were defending epstein, saying it was circumstantial and shit0 it's about some POTUS fundraiser  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:48:42 ID: 9f377a No.8216427 >>8216469

>>8216186
Aristotle said  “Give me a child until he is 7 and I will show you the man.”  The brain literally changes.  It's like your subconscious is walled off to a degree.  
Taking LSD made me realize being a kid is a lot like tripping, so impressionable  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:49:35 ID: e16676 No.8216438

>>8216416
WEW  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:50:35 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216453
File (hide): 7aff2bb5406634b⋯.jpg (14.39 KB, 532x454, 266:227, 6723485.jpg)

>>8216416  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:50:42 ID: a60a55 No.8216456

>>8216414
There's a strip club in my town called the Boom Boom Room.

wow  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:51:37 ID: e42800 No.8216469

>>8216427
> It's like your subconscious is walled off to a degree. Taking LSD made me realize being a kid is a lot like tripping, so impressionable
The strength of the default mode network increases, filtering out your sensory input, paring it down to the bare essentials for survival.
Do you remember having full eye-open visuals as a young kid? I do.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:52:52 ID: 3493af No.8216484
File (hide): bf7afd41f5c4abf⋯.jpg (8.64 KB, 235x176, 235:176, 1460468512708.jpg)

>>8216422
WHERE THE 
FUCK IS THE 
POP?!

THERE'S NO POP!

Mother of God.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:53:49 ID: b5a39d No.8216498 >>8216522 >>8216525 >>8216638

>>8216186
I remember some shit (I think it was Crowley?) where the "third eye" is located in the prostate. So of course, you do anal to "open" it. And of course, the 
younger the better - more life force is released that way.

>>8216235
You don't remember flying as a kid?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:54:18 ID: 7224ec No.8216504 >>8216529

>>8211980
>>8212003
>>8212118

What if the term wetworks doesn't specifically mean assassination? But more specifically, a crime meant to make others involved incriminated. Under this 
understanding, a pool party might make sense in multiple contexts.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:55:30 ID: 66ca54 No.8216519 >>8217463

File (hide): cb9d583bb6ed45c⋯.jpg (51.08 KB, 400x422, 200:211, cb9d583bb6ed45c332844b842d….jpg)

>>8216416
I feel like I should start keeping my 
eyes open for those logos where I 
live  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:55:33 ID: 57bc82 No.8216520 >>8216625

>>8216422
>like it's peanut butter or jelly or something
But jelly pops open though.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:55:38 ID: a60a55 No.8216522
File (hide): da17a60e0d6cb2d⋯.jpg (839.89 KB, 800x1600, 1:2, 1431497218863.jpg)

>>8216498
Look into chakras  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:55:42 ID: 18a221 No.8216525

>>8216498

third eye is in the brain. But the root chakra associated with physical life essence is in te tail bone. Anal would probably forcibly open it resulting is a 
release of life force. This then could be harvested if you knew how to direct energy.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:56:08 ID: 62c711 No.8216529

>>8216504
its possible, and we should be using that kind of expanded mindset when reviewing this data  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:56:59 ID: 991434 No.8216537

/pol/ is there a connection to the turtle and Shriners on this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:58:01 ID: 2cc372 No.8216554 >>8216681

>>8215344
>>8216157
> ch
Yeah and who do you think those sleepers are? Brought to you from Syria.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:58:49 ID: 4c65b6 No.8216573

>>8216258
She was literally LARPing as fucking Crowley in her videos and he wrote about wack shit like absorbing childrens souls and said the most spiritually 
powerful is to use a boy under seven with high intelligence  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:59:00 ID: 3f7930 No.8216575

>>8212480
>>8212525

https://vimeo.com/80104597

hmmm  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:59:36 ID: 7224ec No.8216583 >>8216612 >>8216700

I posted this in some discords, but posting here.  This video just got a whole lot more relevant in the past few weeks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pzm1lQX0qU  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:59:38 ID: 8b31b6 No.8216585 >>8216595

There is no worse race than the jews. I'm absolutly disgusted. Fucking gas them all  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 19:59:48 ID: b5a39d No.8216589 >>8216733

>>8216410
We should take the occult stuff onto /x/.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:00:29 ID: 18a221 No.8216595

>>8216585

Pedos are not limited to Jews but Jews are definitly at center of it. We also need to purge the pedos before they escape into hiding and reinfect us later 
like a bad case of herpes.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:01:36 ID: 2cc372 No.8216612 >>8216626

>>8216583
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ejr9KBQzQPM  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:02:21 ID: d9cd21 No.8216620 >>8216642

>>8211552

>>We plan to heat the pool, so a swim is a possibility. Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) 
so you’ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool for sure.

Bonny is one of Kim Noble's personalities. It is her maternal alt that was predominant in caring for her daughter. Was "Bonnie" also exposed to the same 
abusive Kabbalistic programming to embed these same archetypical personalities within them?

>Kim Noble is a woman who, from the age of 14 years, spent 20 years in and out of hospital until she made contact with Dr Valerie Sinason and Dr Rob 
Hale at the Tavistock and Portman Clinics.

>Tavistock Clinics

http://theforceiswithinyou.twilightlegend.net/t5266-kim-noble  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:02:49 ID: 3493af No.8216625 >>8216648 >>8216923

File (hide): 1a5b77fe1636c90⋯.jpg (50.78 KB, 473x480, 473:480, 1470182716545.jpg)

>>8216520
What?

Do you know what this 
means?… But… Why?

I'm not sure I want to go 
deeper down this rabbit hole. 
This is getting scary.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:03:08 ID: 7224ec No.8216626

>>8216612
Yea I know the reference. But consider that he is basically the poster child for fallen child star surrounded by pedo rumors.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:04:02 ID: 66ca54 No.8216638
File (hide): 44625881745f941⋯.png (630.91 KB, 954x538, 477:269, 50wi6x0fthvx.png)

>>8216235
>>8216186
>>8216498
>Remember suddenly becoming  
conscious at about 3, asking my parents what my name was struggling to remember it
>age 5 had out of body experience whilst being knocked out after being pushed from a childrens climbing 
frame and fallen about 1,5m landing on my back  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:04:15 ID: 18a221 No.8216642 >>8216748 >>8216802

>>8216620

holy fucking shit t@v1st0ck. That's monarch related for sure.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:04:42 ID: 2762cb No.8216648 >>8216692 >>8216695 >>8216748

>>8216625
Update on the shills, look for this shit
They space out their posts like redditors, and they use ellipses all over the place  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:06:05 ID: e42800 No.8216668 >>8216701 >>8216707 >>8217021

Sorry if this video has already been posted.  Young man does a seemingly forced "review" of Comet Ping 
Pong.

>>8212701

>And if Jimmy Saville has taught us anything, it's that they wont be exposed until after they are dead, 
because once that happens, they can't name names.

This is why the Dunblane massacre (event which finalized UK gun ban) files are sealed for 100 years.
Thomas Hamilton was known to local police but elite-level sources forced the local constabulary to grant 
him a firearms license for the weapons he used to gun down the classroom of children.
He was personal friends with government people and ran a local boys' club.
Rumor is that he was a supplier of boys to the elite.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:07:15 ID: a60a55 No.8216681 >>8216690

>>8216554
I doubt they have the infrastructure in Syria to do that. The baby farms in the Caribbean, Ukraine, Saudi Arabia, etc. are much more established. Hell, 
we're even seeing our own export trade in child sex slaves being investigated here, seeing as the Qatari government is operating one of these torture 
dungeons.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:08:08 ID: b1bf06 No.8216690

>>8216681
i wonder how the chibok girls fit into this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:08:16 ID: 3493af No.8216692

>>8216648
Shill? Do you even understand what this means though? #Picklegate
It's fucking happening  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:08:35 ID: df576b No.8216695 >>8216734

>>8216648
not everyone is a goddamn shill you fucking sperg

keep pointing fingers at everyone who pops in the thread and everyone will think you're an asshole (which you are)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:08:50 ID: 3d028c No.8216700

>>8216583
There are a bunch of videos replicating the Warhol/Leth burger scene out there, not so surprising until you consider who is starring it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:08:55 ID: c6cdc1 No.8216701

>>8216668
This is a thousand heads monster
it is everywhere

the way they mock us  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:09:19 ID: 18a221 No.8216707

>>8216668

>ping pong in the back room which is fun for kids
>can get many different fun types of pizza
>pizza with egg on it
>pizza with beans on it
>chairs hanging from cieling
>name is Eli  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:11:16 ID: b1bf06 No.8216728 >>8217396

File (hide): ded3d816779e8e6⋯.jpg (142.09 KB, 600x773, 600:773, alefantis.JPG)

>>8216252
>alefantis

https://www.jstor.org/stable/237310
78?
seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:11:45 ID: e16676 No.8216733

>>8216589
True. I went there a few days ago and was disappointed to see that it was fairly dead.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:11:50 ID: 18a221 No.8216734

>>8216695

>claims not a shill
>stop persecuting shills
>reddit spaces
You're just doing fucking great m8. Keep it up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:13:23 ID: 7224ec No.8216745

>>8212692
>In short, Alice is the Holy Grail, the ultimate goal of every knight.
Not saying this /rabbit hole/ should be investigated now, since the pizza stuff is more pressing, but have the Alice stories been interpreted gnosticly with 
Alice as a Sophia-like character?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:13:24 ID: 953f48 No.8216747

>>8216416

Holy shit  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:13:28 ID: e42800 No.8216748

>>8216648
>and they use ellipses all over the place
Don't you know, anon… that writing this way… makes your post seem pensive… and thoughtful… and educated…
Can't you sense the air of …. superiority …?

>>8216642
>holy fucking shit t@v1st0ck
Saw on TV today, a trailer for a documentary about a little boy who has been led to believe that he is a "girl trapped in a boy's body".
They show a shot of him walking through the gates of the Tavistock institute.
UK anons might want to watch/record it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:14:03 ID: 941426 No.8216755 >>8216799

>>8214084
He has been talking about the Jew for a long time you moron.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:14:56 ID: a78df8 No.8216767

>>8214249
filtered pagan faggot.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:15:15 ID: eb70bd No.8216773 >>8216817

Now, the question I'm asking:

What are w going to do about all of this?  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:16:06 ID: 3c7a56 No.8216783 >>8216809 >>8216828 >>8216873 >>8216880

File (hide): 65b9b5e49ad9a80⋯.png (469.17 KB, 1903x2113, 1903:2113, Floodlights on Vimeo.png)

>>8215279
FOUND POSSIBLE HIDDEN DA TA IN 
VIDEO
CHECK THIS SHIT OUT WTF

https://vimeo.com/81352565

happens at roughly 3:50  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:17:13 ID: e42800 No.8216799 >>8216999 >>8217026

>>8216755
>(1)
Icke has never named the Jew.  He is a gatekeeper running interdiction on people as they reach a certain 
level of awareness.  He cuts them off from progressing and sends them down the "reptilian overlords" path.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:17:29 ID: 3d028c No.8216802

>>8216642
Why are you wr17in6 like this? Bots?

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:17:43 ID: b5a39d No.8216809 >>8216880

>>8216783
Can you grab it?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:17:57 ID: b1bf06 No.8216817

>>8216773
we are handicapped by a digital wall, we need more leaks tbh  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:19:10 ID: a60a55 No.8216828 >>8216880

File (hide): 2d7995016616dd1⋯.jpg (127.43 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, 1345142721731.jpg)

>>8216783
wishing I was tech-
literate right about 
now. what in the 
fuck  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:20:33 ID: ec316a No.8216842

>>8215888
guys dont let yourselves be memory holed. poobah is the term used by cheeseybay, aka, the dude who owned the cement pad in hawaii giving off wifi 
signals. "hotdog stand in hawaii" from podesta leaks. the blue bucket. dont forget about this stuff.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:21:07 ID: fde691 No.8216848

>>8211552

Make snail mail reports and send them to law enforcement. Sign as a discretionary reporter, so you don't have to give your name.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:22:04 ID: 9b72ae No.8216861 >>8216873 >>8216907

>>8216323
The child, meaning children ofcourse>>8216783

legit curious;

Couldn't this just be a glitch? 

How do you see it is hidden data?

Hidden Data, how exactly?

How do you extract it?

Who is the uploader and how is he related to planet Ping Pong?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:22:47 ID: 9b72ae No.8216873

>>8216861
>>8216783
oops, linked the wrong guy  

File (hide): c79692e6ca5bedc⋯.png (107.77 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, vlcsnap-0144-05-21-13h02m2….png)

File (hide): 4a121baf1add3fc⋯.png (42.77 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, vlcsnap-1319-11-09-18h35m1….png)

File (hide): bd9d24ec468b160⋯.png (108.21 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, vlcsnap-1882-11-26-16h39m5….png)

File (hide): 19f98c0fcbbf1fa⋯.png (108.08 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, vlcsnap-3642-10-21-06h57m4….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:23:11 ID: 3c7a56 No.8216880 >>8216904 >>8216996

>>8216783
>>8216809
>>8216828

here are some caps from the HD download from vimeo. there are quite a few frames but if someone more versed than me in data encryption in videos 
can prove theres something in this we can further prune the frames.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:25:03 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8216904

>>8216880
we could also check the other videos on that channel, he filmed quite a few boring things, lasting between 4-10 minutes, there could be more  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:25:06 ID: 953f48 No.8216905 >>8216941 >>8216966 >>8217017

Fucked up shit like this, I wish I had never gone into the rabbit hole, never started lurking /pol/ and never knew any of this shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:25:29 ID: 3c7a56 No.8216907

>>8216861
imo its very odd that the entire screen went green except for a small portion of it seemingly aligned in order of pixels and rgb values. if it was truly 
recording artifacts they would be more random than this. there seems to be a repeat of this "format" continuing on for quite a few frames in the video that 
seemed innocuous.

suspicious imho.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:26:28 ID: 1d985f No.8216923

>>8216625
>This is getting scary
Pussy.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:27:05 ID: 844c5d No.8216931

We're getting distracted. We need to split up the esoteric threads from the evidence threads. 
Be Quiet Demons.  

▶
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File (hide): 01546533d07e6b4⋯.png (982.6 KB,
1279x664, 1279:664, screenshot-area-2016-11-12….png)

File (hide): dead799aad5cccc⋯.png (1.31 MB,
1279x666, 1279:666, screenshot-area-2016-11-12….png)

File (hide): f817694ce9182fa⋯.png (869.25 KB,
1278x665, 1278:665, screenshot-area-2016-11-12….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:27:05 ID: a1e824 No.8216932 >>8216975

>>8214310
>Abramovic
I got some shit on her

 ABRAMOVIC HOLDINGS, LLC

Company Number
    3204227
Status
    Active
Incorporation Date
    1 March 2004 (over 12 years ago)
Company Type
    Limited Liability Company - Domestic
Jurisdiction
    Pennsylvania (US)
Registered Address

        3097 HENRICH FARM LANE ALLISON PARK PA 15101-
        United States

 ABRAMOVIC LLC

Company Number
    3357287
Status
    Active
Incorporation Date
    4 May 2006 (over 10 years ago)
Company Type
    DOMESTIC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Jurisdiction
    New York (US)
Registered Address

        180 VARICK ST, SUITE 1212, NEW YORK, NEW YORK, 10014
        United States

Previous Names

        ABRAMOVIC LLC

ABRAMOVIC LIMITED

Company Number
    09501572
Status
    Active
Incorporation Date
    20 March 2015 (over 1 year ago)
Company Type
    Private Limited Company
Jurisdiction
    United Kingdom
Registered Address

        27 Crossfell
        Bracknell
        RG12 7RX
        Berkshire
        Great Britain

Industry Codes

        96090: Other personal service activities n.e.c. (UK SIC Classification 2007)

Directors / Officers

        DANIEL ABRAMOVIC, director, 20 Mar 2015-
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:27:32 ID: 3d028c No.8216941 >>8216986

>>8216905
So you'd rather live in ignorance? Really?  

File (hide): 701fe8cb09ab591⋯.png (438.23 KB,
1080x400, 27:10, shining-freaks.png)

File (hide): aa4c3dfd11d1d54⋯.png (144.85 KB,
600x180, 10:3, the-shining-tony-wendy-bea….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:29:05 ID: 8d4c3d No.8216957

>>8213929

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:29:29 ID: 573baa No.8216961

>>8214058
There's a pool there allrite  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:30:34 ID: a60a55 No.8216966

>>8216905
boo hoo welcome to real life half of everyone you know was probably abused as well and that's why they're as retarded as people from the 1500s were. 
Until we realize the history of civilization is the history of childhood and that ending childhood trauma will stop war and violence, well, we're bound to live 
under pedophocratic governments.  

File (hide): bbf0386d2e87e6b⋯.png (101.8 KB,
1200x627, 400:209, add1.png)

File (hide): ef2540be546984c⋯.png (105.6 KB,
1274x666, 637:333, add2.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:31:52 ID: a1e824 No.8216975

>>8216932
3097 HENRICH FARM LANE ALLISON PARK PA 15101- United States 180 VARICK ST, SUITE 1212, NEW YORK, NEW YORK, 10014 United States  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:32:48 ID: 953f48 No.8216986 >>8217285

>>8216941

If I still was ignorant I probably would, but now I have no choice anymore.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:33:54 ID: e42800 No.8216996 >>8217073 >>8217078

>>8216880
Well well lad.
Looks like you might be on to something…

binwalk Floodlights-HD.mp4 

DECIMAL       HEXADECIMAL     DESCRIPTION
——————————————————————————–
33104787      0x1F92393       lrzip compressed data
87253735      0x53362E7       Cisco IOS microcode for "1"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:33:59 ID: 18a221 No.8216999

>>8216799

checked. Although reptilians are real they're not relevant at this level of awareness.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:34:42 ID: a7fc8b No.8217009

I take it we can't get off this ride?  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:35:04 ID: 122a0b No.8217012

>>8216024
There is some info about Lena Morgana out there and it does point to some kind of sacrifice by Gaga. They 
were very good friends and worked together, Lena being the more famous/talented/attractive one. 
Mysterious death and then Gaga blatantly copying her style. Somewhere there should be info about Gaga's 
parents and their occult connections but don't have time to look right now. All the vids etc about Lena/Gaga 
seem to be very amateur but try to look past that. Her friends are trying to keep this theory alive since 
everyone forgot she even existed after her death and Gaga's sudden rise to superfame.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:35:38 ID: fde691 No.8217015

>>8211684
In order to cope with abuse, victims enter a dissociative state.

Lewis Caroll was infatuated with a real life version of Alice.

A study just broadcast on Plebbit actually describes the effects of PTSD on girls versus boys.

MK Ultra was an ongoing study of mind control where it was discovered that finding the right people who could be broken (cause a permanent 
dissociative break) could be controlled with a variety of other tacticstuff.

Still, not everyone is suggestive and intelligence has little to no impact on how suggestive a person is.

The Soros email is creepy because it shows that they have a language and vocabulary to describe mind control on a massive scale. 'Othering' is the term 
he uses where implicit bias, confirmation bias and sense of self are exploited to generate hate between groups.

Not everyone is as suggestive as everyone else, but everyone does have basic psychological functions, like implicit bias, that can be exploited.

Going further down the rabbit hole, one might think that a group of 'researchers' found that the satanic rituals are a good facade to implement mind 
control. They kill the useless ones and train the smarter ones who can endure  dissociative problems and still function in society. By the time they have 
run the gauntlet of sacrifice and torture, you have someone completely under the control of your fake satanic cult.

Implement your programmed individuals at the same time as our employees he media to generate 'othering' and then pay people to riot and you can 
create an uprising at every level against your political opposition.

In this case, I am afraid that they are going to create afraid uprising that will shield faithless electoral voters from flipping their votes. It has been done 
before to steal a presidency, and it is legal to do.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:35:46 ID: 126fa3 No.8217017 >>8217103

File (hide): e480e002802d40b⋯.jpg (9.16 KB, 255x255, 1:1, byebye.jpg)

>>8216905
You can still try 
to go back  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:36:10 ID: 7b28c6 No.8217021 >>8217047 >>8217056

>>8216668
but why would hamilton sacrifice himself to do the gun massacre?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:36:35 ID: 941426 No.8217026

>>8216799
Yes he has, MULTIPLE TIMES you ignorant moron. He has specifically mentioned the Rothschild's and other Jewish families. He has mentioned the 
Pharisees and the Talmud. Stop BSitting you ignorant.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:37:14 ID: 3493af No.8217039 >>8217082

File (hide): ebdebc5e5cdc164⋯.png (630.06 KB, 944x768, 59:48, traditional-religions.png)

>>8214510
Protestantism more 
like it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:38:00 ID: 315f86 No.8217047

>>8217021
unwitting sacrifice maybe or they knew he was unstable or could get rid of him in such a way  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:38:51 ID: 18a221 No.8217056

>>8217021
He was a mind control slave himself. Dissociative identity disorder, schizophrenia, and bipolar are indicators.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:40:00 ID: 2689a6 No.8217073

>>8216996
i dunno what any of this means but im terrified  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:40:12 ID: 2cc372 No.8217078 >>8217116 >>8217140

>>8216996
~$ binwalk 210813827.mp4 

DECIMAL       HEXADECIMAL     DESCRIPTION
——————————————————————————–
33104787      0x1F92393       lrzip compressed data
34259914      0x20AC3CA       LANCOM WWAN firmware
87253735      0x53362E7       Cisco IOS microcode, for "1"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:40:28 ID: 3493af No.8217081 >>8217145

File (hide): d71daec4132272d⋯.jpg (61.88 KB, 686x250, 343:125, 1477229786491.jpg)

>>8214662
Just want to add Swastika is an old symbol of a spiral. A symbol of life that stretches back to pretty much 
every civilization. There is something deeper to spirals to be sure. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jHsq36_NTU  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:40:31 ID: 66ca54 No.8217082

>>8217039
Eh, protestantism is generally overtaken by (((progressive))) values  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:41:25 ID: 18a221 No.8217096 >>8217141

>>8214523

It's important to note that that the spiral goes the opposite direction. This is a right hand spiral. This is positive spiritual symbol. The pedo spirals are left 
hand spirals. These are negative symbols. 
tl;dr: right hand spirals are good and left hand spirals are bad  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:41:44 ID: 953f48 No.8217103 >>8217160 >>8217170

File (hide): 51d7fb092a19551⋯.jpg (69.4 KB, 395x434, 395:434, 1468966102746.jpg)

>>8217017

As I can't possibly just stop believing in this stuff, only thing I could do would be merely pretending that we live in 
a world where everything is fine and this fucked up shit doesn't exist. Now I'd rather do everything that I can to 
stop this evil.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:43:16 ID: e42800 No.8217116 >>8217140 >>8217158 >>8217183

>>8217078
I'm guessing that due to the very large size of the file, it might just be statistical chance that the magic strings for the given files happen to appear 
amongst the data.
Working on extracting the zip file though.

Following will snip before the supposed lrzip.

dd bs=33104786 skip=1 if=./Floodlights-HD.mp4 of=./Floodlights-HD-trimmed  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:44:03 ID: 7a0b1a No.8217128
File (hide): c3ccb1c23d8f2d0⋯.jpg (24.14 KB, 196x300, 49:75, c65ddcbbc8a98e10510c901512….jpg)

>>8211684
Google what is a Pooka
> Pooka are also known as great chefs, but 
only operate in there own village.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P%C3%BAca  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:44:04 ID: c6cdc1 No.8217129
File (hide): 68caeaf1f3792a0⋯.jpg (112.87 KB, 1024x1191, 1024:1191, Woody_Harrelson_and_Matthe….jpg)

the rabbit hole sure is deep
>pic somewhat related  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:45:01 ID: 3c7a56 No.8217140

>>8217116
>>8217078

can you wizards point me in the right direction for learning what you're doing? i'd like to contribute but my knowledge of crypto and data analysis is just 
surface-level.

also whats a good file sharing service to upload the HD copy of this video for archival purposes for future threads?  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:45:05 ID: b1bf06 No.8217141

>>8217096
ive always hated opposite spirals…like perhaps how a cat feels when you pet it backwards  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:45:14 ID: 6fdda8 No.8217143 >>8217261

File (hide): f6f4ba9ff0a27e7⋯.jpg (2.69 MB, 3000x2000, 3:2, Lakewood_CO_(((Coincidence….jpg)

>>8216416
Threw this together quickly, got to 
go to work but I can make a better 
version later.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:45:21 ID: 66ca54 No.8217145 >>8217207

File (hide): bce9fa886be2518⋯.jpg (232.41 KB, 1000x1000, 1:1, Karlavagnen.jpg)

>>8217081
I think that the spiral by itself is just something natural and ancient, both normal round spirals and swastikas. 
However the triangular is definitely connected to some deep shit. Wouldn't be surprised if there were some 
sort of pentagon spiral or hexagon spiral  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:45:33 ID: 0ffdc0 No.8217147 >>8217167

File (hide): 16fd37c26e61dd8⋯.jpg (733.44 KB, 1564x1564, 1:1, 1478561608990.jpg)

I'm very new to this party and recently redpilled. 

Was there anything else to badselfeater? Was that abortion video disinformation or was the whole thing bs? 
Image related, found it on an archived thread from 4ch /pol/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:46:25 ID: 2cc372 No.8217158

>>8217116
thanks. lets find out this lrzip header stuff. maybe there is something like a datalength or something in a header byte  
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▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:46:29 ID: 3493af No.8217160 >>8217218

File (hide): 9dd6d21eda8f565⋯.jpg (762.18 KB, 800x1186, 400:593, swastika_love_13_11_13_by_….jpg)

>>8217103
One day we will anon.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PlwtAJZ6jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=plgg9sSLRvQ  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:47:21 ID: b1bf06 No.8217167 >>8217188

>>8217147
BSE was real and unreal  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:47:31 ID: d53135 No.8217170 >>8217218

>>8217103
Lurker here, I feel just the same. This is possible the wildest ride I've ever been on outside of normal reality most know to be. Keep fighting lads.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:47:57 ID: c6cdc1 No.8217174 >>8217223

File (hide): 15468d3531ad086⋯.jpg (115.94 KB, 634x626, 317:313, virginia-roberts-maxwell-p….jpg)

>This guy was killed i only learned this today
>this photo came from epstein right?

"Ghislaine Maxwell is the daughter of late British parliamentarian and media magnate Robert Maxwell, also 
a Jewish Mossad super sayan[iii] prior to his assassination on November 5, 1991. 

Ghislaine Maxwell is not only a personal friend of Bill and Hillary Clinton but, apparently, also of Donald 
Trump (the two have been spotted together on several occasions). Although never charged, it was revealed 
in the British press that Ghislaine procured young girls for her Jewish billionaire boyfriend Jeffrey Epstein 
and his friends and associates[iv]. Maxwell was given immunity in the secret plea-bargain, no-prosecution 
agreement and Epstein’s White House-connected Jewish lawyer Jay Lefkowitz managed to arrange it so 
that Epstein served only 13 months house arrest for a reduced conviction of soliciting a minor for prostitution 
and soliciting prostitution, despite that authorities had evidence that he abused up to 40 young girls[v]. 

Epstein has made 17 out-of-court settlements.  The more one looks into it, the more it looks like Maxwell 
and Epstein were running an international blackmail operation, extending from North America to the United 
Kingdom. What’s more, testimony from the victims revealed that Ghislaine might have been responsible for 

setting up the recording of the sexual abuse of the girls, complete with hidden cameras, for blackmail purposes. She is alleged to have even participated 
in the abuse of young girls herself.[vi]

“Epstein instructed Jane Doe 3 that she was to give the Prince [Andrew] whatever he demanded and required Jane Doe 3 to report back to him on the 
details of the sexual abuse,” according to court documents lodged by Epstein sex slave Virginia Roberts late in 2014.
Roberts claims it was Epstein who paid her $15,000 for subjecting herself to the 41-year-old Prince. “Jeffrey always took care of paying me after I 
‘entertained’ his friends.”  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:47:59 ID: 1443d2 No.8217175

>>8213494
Remember when people are backed into corners they're more likely to make mistakes. If they're scrambling now then there's a good chance new 
breadcrumbs will pop up too. We can only assume at this point they've been tipped off hardcore.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:48:31 ID: 2cc372 No.8217183 >>8217191 >>8217206

>>8217116
btw, you need to up the number by 1. The b9 byte isn't lrzip header  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:49:01 ID: 0ffdc0 No.8217188 >>8217269

>>8217167
please help me understand that statement  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:49:17 ID: 2cc372 No.8217191 >>8217204 >>8217206

>>8217183
dd bs=33104787 skip=1 if=./210813827.mp4 of=./Floodlights-HD-trimmed  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:50:00 ID: 733700 No.8217200

>>8215927
>daveflintstone.com and islanddistillers.com whois lookup lists a home address in Honolulu
How close is it to Podesta's "Hot dog stand in Hawaii?"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:50:14 ID: 2cc372 No.8217204

>>8217191
end this must be the end of the zip
1155127       0x11A037        LANCOM WWAN firmware  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:50:29 ID: e42800 No.8217206 >>8217228

>>8217191
>>8217183
Yes my mistake, I wrongly deducted 1 from the total.
But having fixed it, check this out…

lrunzip Floodlights-HD-trimmed.lrz 
Output filename is: Floodlights-HD-trimmed
Unknown encryption
Fatal error - exiting  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:50:32 ID: 3493af No.8217207
File (hide): 64c640777856710⋯.gif (12.07 KB, 978x397, 978:397, p2.gif)

>>8217
145
>The 
golden 
ratio  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:51:18 ID: 953f48 No.8217218 >>8217259 >>8217276

>>8217160

Thanks for the encouragement, it just feels like a hopeless battle against enemy that is too big to really even comprehend, but it seems that we really are 
able to do miracles.

>>8217170

Feels good to not be alone with these feelings.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:51:31 ID: b1bf06 No.8217223

>>8217174
>reasons for everything
>purposeful action
>what does this body language tell you, from all 3?
>ghislaine is pure sexual energy, look her up  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:51:53 ID: 2cc372 No.8217228 >>8217263 >>8217293 >>8217349

>>8217206
maybe you did not get all the data? are you familiar with lrzip?

https://github.com/ckolivas/lrzip

we should find out what the header means, maybe they add something like a content length header  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:53:33 ID: 18a221 No.8217243

I just had a hot idea fellow tards. Remember the 8 goddesses leak where they stole entire laptop? Well these pedo fags are obviously terrible with 
computers. So if they're using images imbeded in files then they're not tech saavy enough to decode them theirselves. This means they have to have a 
fairly standard program to unpack them and a way of passing passwords.

If those 8 goddesses are connected to this thing that decryptor program should be on that laptop. Once you know what you're looking for I'm sure it would 
be easy to find. Have then done an entire hard-drive dump somewhere we could sift through?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:54:28 ID: 3493af No.8217259
File (hide): 00155b39cf077b3⋯.jpg (73.74 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, 1472676130176.jpg)

>>8217218
We are the builders of unmatched civilizations. We are the conquerors. We are the history of mankind. We 
were made in Gods image. Never lose hope anon.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:54:53 ID: 0fc7dd No.8217261

>>8217143
Looks great even if you threw it together quickly, thanks anon.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:55:04 ID: e42800 No.8217263 >>8217315 >>8217318

>>8217228
lrzip has built-in encryption support.
the utility is reporting that it doesn't recognize the encryption, which means one of three things.
1. it's a false positive
2. they used custom encryption
3. the run-on at the end of the file is confusing the program, in which case we need to snip at the end of the embedded archive.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:55:07 ID: 0ffdc0 No.8217264 >>8217272

DO WE HAVE EVIDENCE OF SUCCESSFUL HUMAN CLONING?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:55:30 ID: b1bf06 No.8217269

>>8217188
im not sure yet, but apparently great evil stopped at 4pm in the reveal video…..  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:55:44 ID: a60a55 No.8217272

>>8217264
They let us know they cloned Dolly the sheep decades ago, of course they can clone humans.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:55:55 ID: 18a221 No.8217276 >>8217288 >>8217303 >>8217377

>>8217218

Go take a break, breath, and be with nature. Seriously. This kinda of war can be very taxing and ruin your health if you're not careful. Trust the hivemind 
to continue without you. I'm one of the fags that has been bringing up Mkultra info from prior digging and research. That was years ago and took a toll on 
me. Now I'm ready to help others continue the search. Just don't get burned out.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:57:04 ID: 122a0b No.8217285 >>8217320 >>8217377

File (hide): fd5e30e39332751⋯.webm (447.78 KB, 480x360, 4:3, pol.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8216986
It gets easier. Just keep learning and maintain balance in your home life. Don't talk about what you're 
reading right now to frinds/family unless you're sure they're ready. People tend to flee when this info is 
presented. Right here is the best place to be and discuss all of this. And we've been where you are now so 
take a  break if you have to but keep digging. We are literally trying to save the world from people who enjoy 
the rape/murder/torture/kidnapping of children and we need everyone to help, even in small ways.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:57:14 ID: 490676 No.8217286 >>8217335 >>8217713

File (hide): 0aa71189cefcd3d⋯.jpg (491.86 KB, 730x803, 10:11, 2016-11-12 21_55_24-Comet ….jpg)

>>8213496  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:57:17 ID: 07b730 No.8217287

Bringing over the coded blog posts lead from previous thread. I truly believe this could lead to tangible evidence.

>>8206604
Thought I'd try to contribute some autism
. Here are some observations from looking at the document comparison in >>8207557. Basically, a lot of the changes were done with a computer 
program but at least one definitely wasn't. My guess is that the manual changes contain some coded information but I could be wrong.

It might be useful to see if these observations apply to the other blog posts too.

1) Most of the changes look like computer-generated synonym substitution. Lead: find software that did the substitutions and prove it by recreating (most 
of) the text. Then you could figure out what changes were made manually. Probably difficult though.

2) I think a few of the changes are antonyms instead of synonyms.

3) I noticed at least one very strange substitution: "growing season" for "spring". (Why not say something water-related, like "river" or "gusher", or 
something jumping-related, like "leap" or "rise"?) I think that might just be the software being creative and trying to infer meaning from context but idk.

4) There are lots of words that have been added that aren't parts of synonyms for words in the original. Examples are "usually" in the first sentence, 
"actually" and "normally" in the second, and "power" and "fun-based" in the third. Most of these extraneous words I noticed were just generic adverbs but 
a few, like "power" and "fun-based" weren't.

5) I think other people have already mentioned that first names were changed. I count 3 first names and three changes (including "Bill" to "Costs"), but the 
phrase "Gillette Grounds", which a computer program would probably think was a person's name, wasn't changed in the same way. Did a human change 
the first names manually?

6) Finally, the software and human editor (if there was one) preserved capitalization in all cases except one. In the first sentence, "England" gets 
translated as "united kingdomt". It's the only change in capitalization and the only typo in the article. This tells me that a human did edit this document by 
hand in some way, perhaps in haste.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:57:17 ID: a1e824 No.8217288 >>8217377

>>8217276
This is true  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:57:28 ID: e42800 No.8217293 >>8217349

>>8217228
* frankly I expect it's a false positive.
Not hard for a 4 character magic string to appear at random within 88 megs of data.
Confirming that the supposed archive was detected at the point in the movie where the corruption/data appears on the screen would greatly improve our 
confidence.
Let's do that with some simple math.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:58:09 ID: 0ffdc0 No.8217303 >>8217324 >>8217424

 >>8217276
What do we have on MKUltra? I haven't seen anybody mention this yet.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:58:56 ID: 2cc372 No.8217315

>>8217263
I think it's 3. 

head -c 1155128 Floodlights-HD-trimmed_new > lrzip.lrzip  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:59:13 ID: 3c7a56 No.8217318 >>8217416 >>8217428

>>8217263
whats the probability of a false positive?

and its very likely they used custom encryption if that is the most probable. these are the men behind it. could also just be a false lead.

http://www.goodandplenty.de/schweinpeg_info.html

https://www.youtube.com/user/SchweinpegResearch  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:59:27 ID: b1bf06 No.8217320

>>8217285
i think the benefit of being revealed to means we can still be outraged while being numb to emotional things like individual death  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 20:59:45 ID: 122a0b No.8217324 >>8217332

>>8217303
We already know. Past threads are full of info.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:00:21 ID: 0ffdc0 No.8217332 >>8217337 >>8217346 >>8217362

>>8217324
Links to those threads? I was asking for myself. Very recently redpilled  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:00:43 ID: b1bf06 No.8217335

>>8217286
this looks like a european city  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:00:53 ID: 3d028c No.8217337

>>8217332
Can't you read the OP idiot

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:01:52 ID: 2689a6 No.8217346

>>8217332
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: >>8198272 | https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: >>8203720 | https://archive.is/KlMDF

lurk moar newfriend  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:02:13 ID: e42800 No.8217349 >>8217359 >>8217427

>>8217293
>>8217228
Data burst/corruption appears onscreen at 3:50

3:50 = 230 seconds.
Total length = 4:18 = 258 seconds.

230/258 = 0.891 = 89.1% of the way through.

File total = 88428638
Magic string detected at = 33104787
33/88 = 37.5%

So the file header does not correlate with the on-screen disruption.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:02:24 ID: 39250e No.8217351 >>8217361 >>8217400 >>8217550

I feel like we're gonna lose this war. We're not getting anywhere and they're already cleaning up and changing their routines while censoring and 
removing everything that's out there. Has there even been any new solid leads the past couple of days? I think this chaotic method of investigation can be 
good in the early phases to find leads and connections, but after that it needs to be properly organized to take it to the next level. We just keep going in 
circles. I see people link stuff that was explored more than a week ago…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YVrxFmheSc  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:03:19 ID: 2cc372 No.8217359 >>8217373 >>8217416

>>8217349
hmm that is strange. 

it could also be an option 4:

they forked the repo and implemeted their own encryption.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:03:28 ID: b1bf06 No.8217361

>>8217351
thanks for concern shilling, wonderful contribution  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:03:35 ID: a60a55 No.8217362 >>8217406

File (hide): 1f27f0e77899426⋯.png (177.37 KB, 444x325, 444:325, 1345414632666.png)

>>8217332
>DURRR this is my first day on the internet did you also hear about that whole 911 conspiracy???

Seriously, what have you been doing this whole time until 2016? Watching fucking my little pony? Playing on 
facebook? Go read a book m8, your input is useless if you don't even have a basic understanding of the 
global power structure.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:04:28 ID: 2cc372 No.8217373 >>8217416 >>8217545

>>8217359
When used on a not LRZIP file it gives

not lrzip

so it does recognize it as an lrzip container with custom encryption  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:05:07 ID: 953f48 No.8217377 >>8217415

>>8217285
>>8217276
>>8217288

I guess I can take a break now. I wish you guys luck.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:06:09 ID: 1443d2 No.8217392

>>8216321
As long as we're going off of names since hidden in plain sight, "LEnfant" is a place in washington DC. Food trucks seem to like to frequent the place. 
Just minor digging on twitter with that hashtag that Jimmy Comet mentions in the picture with the two gay bears mentions it and scrolling down in just a 
small amount of time pulls up mention of it in DC.

https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=%23lenfant&src=typd  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:06:35 ID: d9cd21 No.8217396 >>8217421 >>8217452

>>8216728
some correspondances for anyone interested, from Crowley's 777:

Aleph - The Holy Ghost - Fool -Knight-Errant. Folly's doom is ruin.

In Yetzirah, it corresponds with air and is signified by an ox, tarot trump number 0. It's numberical value is 1. It corresponds to the path of 
Kether/Chokmah.

Maybe this is a stretch, but the boys love signifier in things like Besta Pizza sign looks like the sign for air.

A logo that incorporates air signifies the programming and interfering with development that is taking place:
The actual separation and division of these different qualities occurs in the next phase of evolution, called Yetzirah, which literally translates as 
"Formation". The world of Yetzirah corresponds to Air of the elements, Ruach of the soul, and Vau of the Tetragrammaton. As Air is generally associated 
with the intellect, this is the stage where differentiation of qualities (analysis) is applied to matter, and where these qualities are combined (synthesis) and 
Formed into archetypal conceptual compositions with a view towards various specific applications. This is the function of the human intellect with which 
an individual theoretically experiments with various courses of action with the intellect and comes to a decision that the individual thinks will best serve the 
primal motivation or desire. Yetzirah corresponds to Ruach in that this is the stage where a specific compound is identified and given personal existence 
in the same way that an individual human personality is given identity and necessitates a physical vehicle.   

Holy Ghost programming:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxHUtN3fHHI

In the time traveler post, there was a remark about having a Trump card. Trump also seems to be educated in Kabbalah, and interestingly seems to be 
embodying the Fool (chance, unlimited potential, new beginnings, leap of faith, belief in self).  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:06:54 ID: 3493af No.8217400 >>8217472

File (hide): f598f70108fc9d6⋯.jpg (43.27 KB, 799x450, 799:450, xerxes.jpg)

>>8217351
White people are not at all powerless, you know?

What we need is a complete understanding of the situation for the masses. 
How they pull their strings, where their power lies.

They rule by web connections & fear. What we need is a complete 
understanding of all of it for the masses. 

Their empire will crumble the second they see their evil God bleed.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:07:20 ID: 0ffdc0 No.8217406 >>8217425 >>8217470 >>8217719

>>8217362
I am a 72 year old man who bought his first computer to read wikileaks. Now here I am.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:08:04 ID: 1443d2 No.8217415

>>8217377
I had a godawful dream last night my two daughters were kidnapped and taken to a place in the woods with 3 other kids. Rounded up a group of people 
on the internet and we went to save them and the other 3 kids successfully.

This doesn't mean much, just don't go immediately to bed right after reading about all of this shit. Especially if you have kids. >_<

Hopefully it was prophetic to a point and we're doing the right there here.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:08:06 ID: 3c7a56 No.8217416

>>8217359
>>8217373

did you see

>>8217318

?

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:08:38 ID: 3d028c No.8217421

>>8217396
>Holy Ghost
Like that video of a black news guy going into trance live on tv. Wow.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:08:41 ID: 18a221 No.8217424

>>8217303

MkUltra intro: http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2013/09/one-shocking-cia-programs-time-project-mkultra/
–This is real stuff. FOIA releases have proven that the program existed and that the CIA tried to destroy most of the evidence.

Sirzan Sirzan assassination has ties to mkultra: http://www.livescience.com/17456-rfk-assassination-sirhan-sirhan-hypnotized.html

If this seems farteched this hypnotist re-creates the entire scenario on camera to prove it is possible. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90xfZJQzAhc

MkUltra pt 2 aka "Monarch" i.e. the pedo connection aka this is where shit gets weird a a bit speculative
http://vigilantcitizen.com/hidden-knowledge/origins-and-techniques-of-monarch-mind-control/

More monarch info. Quasi tinfoil but given pizzagate it seems plausible: 
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/illuminati_formula_mind_control.htm  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:08:52 ID: 2689a6 No.8217425
File (hide): cfe7393068482a2⋯.jpg (17.1 KB, 360x225, 8:5, lynch laughing.jpg)

>>8217406  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:08:58 ID: 2cc372 No.8217427 >>8217464

>>8217349
All files created with lrzip 0.6x are not backward compatible with versions
prior to 0.60. v0.6x can read files generated with earlier versions.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:09:06 ID: e42800 No.8217428

>>8217318

The chance of the correct string (LRZI) is 1 in 256^4 per 4 bytes (1 in 4.2 billion), by my reckoning.  I'm not sure how to properly calculate the odds but 
given the file size (88 megs) we have around 22 million separate chances of a match.  

I'm a pedophile and I'm here to help Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:09:48 ID: 000000 No.8217435 >>8217451 >>8217484 >>8217492 >>8217511 >>8217551 >>8217565
>>8217661 >>8217695

Hi guys. I'm a pedophile and I'm here to help.

Now you have to understand I'm just a regular pedo. Think that creepy uncle or the guys who post cute little girls on /b/. I have no more love for filthy rich, 
politically connected, possibly satanic child sex rings than you guys, because they sure as hell are no allies to us.

So with that covered, I want to talk about pedophile symbols. Most of you probably only know them from FBI/Wikileaks document. I was aware them 
before that. The truth is we (other internet pedos and I) laughed at it a bit when that document come out. As in "they're trying to push this as important 
secret information?". Because that's the thing, they are real… to an extent, more on that in a moment, but they were not some top secret code. You can 
go to one of the most popular clearnet girl lover forums and they've got the girl logo as their favicon. This was not some secret cabal, it's right int he open 
for anyone who cares to look.

So I would recommend a certain amount of skepticism that these are being used to identify member of an elite child sex ring.

Now on the symbols themselves, these were all up on a page of pedo symbols at one time (it may no longer exist) but the only ones that really saw any 
use are the Boy Logo (spiral double-triangle), the Girl Logo (spiral double heart) and maybe to a small extent the pink and blue butterfly. In particular, the 
"little boy lover" logo, which is intended to be a child's hand-drawn version of the Boy Logo was never popular. I can't swear to it, but I think that was the 
one that somebody on a forum I used to visit claimed to have personally created as a lark. So I want to clear on this, a plain spiral is not a pedophile 
symbol. I think you're wasting time chasing spirals.

A double heart, as such is also not a pedo symbol, only the spiral double heart. Even the Unilever ice cream logo is not a pedo symbol. That's just a funny 
coincidence (well it's funny to us anyway). I think it actually predates the Girl Logo. Or yeah, and map=semen/DNA? Never heard that either. MAP means 
Minor-Attracted Pedo (i.e. a pedo) but that doesn't really fit in context.

But that pizza slice? Totally sketchy.

Posting through Tor is a pain, so you probably won't hear from me again. Happy hunting. Just try not to get too caught up in false trails based on curly & 
signs that don't look like fucking anything "on topic"… now there's a little phrase you might want to search for.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:11:20 ID: a7fc8b No.8217451 >>8217489

>>8217435
You can help by killing yourself after you sell out everyone you know to be a pedophile.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:11:24 ID: 18a221 No.8217452

>>8217396

Archtypes are based on reality. Just because people fall into archtypes doesn't mean they're part of a cult. It just mean it's a known pattern for a reason: 
because people act like it. You're getting cause and effect backward.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:12:00 ID: 6a9842 No.8217463

>>8216519
look through your phone books and flyers that come in the mail, spray painted things on buildings too.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:12:00 ID: e42800 No.8217464

>>8217427
It would help to be sure what the error message is actually telling us.
Is it a catch-all, or does it really mean that a valid file has been found (header/footer/checksums if relevant).
If it's just the magic string (LRZI) and "encryption unknown" means "I can't decode this", then it could just be a false positive.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:12:21 ID: 1443d2 No.8217470

>>8217406
Sir… you're in really deep now so I'd just go with the new info and work your way back. Otherwise you've got literal decades of weird shit to weed through 
on top of all of this. Things been fucked for a long time, you can assume at least 75% of the shit you've seen in your life is cold and buried by now. We're 
dealing with a group of old ass pedos that likely very recently in the past decade started to 'hide' their shit in the open online and thought that was 
laughably a good idea. So really, start there.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:12:30 ID: 3493af No.8217472
File (hide): 0a313ff62b7852c⋯.png (320.74 KB, 2399x1856, 2399:1856, Freemasonry-Masonic-Masonr….png)

>>8217400
My understanding of all of this is limited, however.
Brexit, was a blow to globalists, and people took notice. Trump, if he's not a puppet is another. If we can find 
a way to shut just one federal reserve and have the people behind us as we do. Their empire will crumble in 
no time.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:12:58 ID: 2689a6 No.8217484

>>8217435
a few things about your post:

>we didnt need to know you're a pedo
this is exactly why no one likes pedophiles. you queers just wont shut up about your fetish. you have to make sure everyone else knows. youre cancer.
>happy hunting
you didnt contribute anything to this thread. you didnt give us any new information, leads or even special insight only a pedophile would have.
>So I would recommend a certain amount of skepticism that these are being used to identify member of an elite child sex ring.
based on what? you're roleplaying?

I very rarely say this because when I do its sincerely meant:

kill yourself.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:13:29 ID: 2cc372 No.8217489

>>8217451
Fuck off he's trying to help.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:13:35 ID: 3d028c No.8217491
File (hide): 67d2c76281587b4⋯.jpeg (58.61 KB, 350x489, 350:489, 1_LH2q-rRuTtIkDBEDX-DaNw.jpeg)

What do you know, you learn something new everyday. Know the background of this picture? You'll be shocked to 
know that it is all indee, connected.
http://www. oom2.com/t41992-mk-ultra-project-monarch-and-julian-assange  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:13:46 ID: 0fc7dd No.8217492
File (hide): 1f7b03f51c0639e⋯.jpg (164.55 KB, 619x800, 619:800, asdff.jpg)

>>8217435
Thanks for the 
information, now kill 
yourself.  
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File (hide): 9f7a6fbfdc93540⋯.png
(1.14 MB, 1956x2680, 489:670,
1470177578067.png)

File (hide):
ae5fa7ecf93f58a⋯.png (3.33
MB, 2032x3816, 254:477,
1470177598359.png)

File (hide): ad579ad708fa1b8⋯.png
(2.88 MB, 2432x3568, 152:223,
1470177618212.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:15:24 ID: 3493af No.8217503 >>8217563

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:16:14 ID: 2cc372 No.8217511

>>8217435
From you story I can only conclude it's MKULTRA

In the MKULTRA books it says they are going to disguise themselves as pedo's to come in touch with pedo's for child trafficking. And to hide the horrors 
of mindcontrol because it will scare the normal people.  

File (hide): 11d3d10830b7e38⋯.jpg (161.35 KB,
1764x700, 63:25, 1470190171961.jpg)

File (hide): 986f5827d413cf4⋯.jpg (226.33 KB,
1191x670, 1191:670, 1470189740079.jpg)

File (hide): d698eef211a96ee⋯.jpg (91.09 KB,
634x422, 317:211, 1470189732945.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:17:12 ID: 3493af No.8217522 >>8217548

Gonna drop some major redpills, enjoy

File (hide): f70a00040dfe824⋯.jpg (172.42 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, 1470189484730.jpg)

File (hide): 05641f5c868503f⋯.gif (1.99 MB, 800x337,
800:337, 1470191426151.gif)

File (hide): 3f3bb3efa5a0e4b⋯.gif (544.68 KB,
230x230, 1:1, 1470191009752.gif)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:18:10 ID: 3493af No.8217528 >>8217548

Picture on far right is the pole of saturn
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File (hide): 62a4f47c919fe7a⋯.jpg (9.44 KB, 400x221,
400:221, 1470191288627.jpg)

File (hide): c585d1bf5ac246b⋯.png (29.39 KB,
798x382, 399:191, 1470189278285.png)

File (hide): 45249a23bfd3e76⋯.jpg (19.89 KB,
300x200, 3:2, 1470191103267.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:18:50 ID: 3493af No.8217538 >>8217548

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:19:20 ID: e42800 No.8217545 >>8217607

>>8217373
Aha…
Ok, let's do an experiment.
I will insert the magic string at the beginning of a media file and see what the console reports.

Here's what is reported  when I add LRZI header to a random video then attempt to unlrzip it.

 lrunzip hillary_seize.lrz 
Output filename is: hillary_seize
Attempting to work with file produced by newer lrzip version 102.116 file.
Unknown encryption
Fatal error - exiting

I'm going with false positive.  

File (hide): 2d7e517418cf474⋯.png (12.44 KB,
478x318, 239:159, 7057301.png)

File (hide): 4d778a9122666a0⋯.jpg (13.44 KB,
300x225, 4:3, 1470191122908.jpg)

File (hide): e5fce29a3185b69⋯.jpg (55.8 KB, 540x270,
2:1, 1470189401458.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:19:24 ID: 3493af No.8217546

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:19:41 ID: 3d028c No.8217548 >>8217560

>>8217522
>>8217528
>>8217538
Pictures of squares? Buzz off.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:19:46 ID: 122a0b No.8217550 >>8217615

>>8217351
No, we're not. Vid related is what happens when the masses find out this is happening and know it's true. 
That's Belgium after the Dutroux case. You can read the court documents online.

The only reason people snear at this stuff is because it's so bizarre as to be unbelievable. When enough 
good people mass together and push for this to be addressed then a sea change will happen and normies 
will revolt. It's fucking insane that in order to be a government/world leader with power you are required to 
rape a child on camera and join the festivities drinking blood or whatever the fuck.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:19:47 ID: a1e824 No.8217551 >>8217656

>>8217435
>on topic
like this email?
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/59044  
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neat  
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We appreciate your help pedoanon  
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Kill yourself  
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It's the Hexagon of saturn
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You aren't doing anything but derailing, fuck off we have pedos to catch.  
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Sorry if this is something that's already been mentioned, but when reading the facebook posts made by that Comet Pizza place, there's one thing that 
kind of stuck out to me. The way that they all talked reminds of how goons and the denizens of weird twitter talk. How there's no sincerity to anything they 
say, just sentences oozing with irony. That made me remember something in hindsight. 

Way back in the heyday of GG digs, there was a lot of research done on SA and weird twitter and their connections to high ranking people and the 
possibly the government. One thing that seemed odd at the time, was how so many of them would constantly joke, make memes, references and slogans 
about pizza. At the time I wrote it off as them trying to be LOLSORANDOM, and chose pizza because everybody loves it. The pizza slogans eventually 
leaked to tumblr where feminists latched onto it and began making t-shirts and shit.

Looking at it now, I have to wonder if there's some kind of connection. Like they were pushing the pizza memes in an attempt to muddy the waters and 
hide their coded language in plain sight.

While nothing concrete, I thought it was worth keeping in the back of your mind.  
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Alright thanks, lets not forget though  
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It's relevant. "WHY Do the pedos do what they do?"  
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https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/2077

about Epstein. Someone posted the Reynolds daycare dude dude and I accidentally found this on wikileaks. Not really daming, but it shows how they 
shrug off pedophilia (they were defending epstein, saying it was circumstantial and shit0 it's about some POTUS fundraiser

>>8217550
we need to organize anti-pedophilia rallies next  
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they started spamming unrelated pictures to make this thread look like /x/  
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 ugh. i live not too far. fuck  
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>tfw the kikes and pedos are going to spend an 
eternity in hell for raping and murdering babies  
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https://archive.is/BRJZm  
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>>8217602
It'd fit since the whole cultists mindset they've pushed with feminism and radicals sense then was basically a way to muddy the votes as well. Doubt the 
willing idiots are on to it but it does point towards that somehow.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:25:35 ID: a60a55 No.8217646

>>8216416
>>8217624
Probably the site of a large baby farm. It wouldn't be all that hard to find to be honest, but the masonic lodge in that town will become HQ for trying to hunt 
you down if they catch onto any investigation.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:25:37 ID: 2762cb No.8217648

>the kikes and pedos are raiding
hang on tight and be ready to trace IPs boys

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:26:13 ID: 0ffdc0 No.8217656

>>8217551
Seems like a stretch. But there was the Chelsea Clinton "classified" email that was supposedly about "climate"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:26:50 ID: 00d6be No.8217661

>>8217435 > On Topic

ok - got it,  SUCCESSFUL HUMAN CLONING MK-Ultra just google it  

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/de-blasio-reads-book-kids-mirrors-fund-raising-probe-articl Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:26:58
ID: 9f377a No.8217664 >>8217674 >>8217683

Guys…guys somebody just tweeted this article….

Guys…

GUYS WHY IS HE READING THIS FUCKING BOOK TO KIDS 

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/de-blasio-reads-book-kids-mirrors-fund-raising-probe-articl  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:27:38 ID: f9ca54 No.8217669

>>8217613

You know something. Cut to the chase and tell us why  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:27:49 ID: 9f377a No.8217670 >>8217686 >>8217693 >>8217717 >>8217718

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/de-blasio-reads-book-kids-mirrors-fund-raising-probe-article-1.2620104

FUCK TRY AGAIN  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:27:59 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8217674

>>8217664
dead link  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:28:30 ID: 3f2400 No.8217683

>>8217664
Because that's what politicians sometimes do m8.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:28:51 ID: a7fc8b No.8217686 >>8217698 >>8217700

>>8217670
>secret pizza party
Not suspicious at all.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:29:22 ID: 2689a6 No.8217693
File (hide): 0b9214bdc064faf⋯.png (7.02 KB, 653x117, 653:117, mom.PNG)

>>821767
0
this is from 
the article.

normies are waking up.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:29:28 ID: 000000 No.8217695

>>8217435 Correction: MAP means Minor-Attracted Person. Sorry about that.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:29:38 ID: b1bf06 No.8217698

>>8217686
>Kether/Chokmah
read the amazon reviews for it, lots of parents spooped  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:29:52 ID: 5cf1e2 No.8217700

>>8217686
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xon1546ZwDs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:30:01 ID: 0f23ee No.8217701

Where's the wiki? Having all this info from so many anons be structured would let more people do more research and put pieces of all this together.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:30:28 ID: 3493af No.8217705 >>8217716 >>8217720

>>8217598
There's a bigger picture dude.

And there's a reason they want to push this pedophile shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:31:13 ID: 126fa3 No.8217713

>>8217286
And they didn't have a construction permit for that either. Hence the secret plans.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:31:36 ID: 2689a6 No.8217716 >>8217736

>>8217705
give bigger picture then?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:31:47 ID: 1443d2 No.8217717

>>8217670
Remember that retarded gaffe a while ago where someone ate pizza with a fork and knife? I think it was that guy. He's just doing PR. Remember Pizza 
was purposefully used as code for deniability. So looking at everything pizza as if it's evil is silly. Won't lead you anywhere.

Money, names, locations, etc. Those help. But "OMG IT'S PIZZA HE'S A PEDO" mentality means it's time to sit back and take a break for a bit.  

File (hide): 2ce7b7adf0cf36b⋯.jpg (198.7 KB,
1082x839, 1082:839, pizza_party_2.jpg)

File (hide): c69cf5b1bd0000e⋯.jpg (107.85
KB, 619x779, 619:779, pizza_party.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:31:51 ID: e42800 No.8217718

>>8217670
People who are involved with criminal activity often get a perverse pleasure from talking about it in plain sight.

A feeling of being untouchable.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:31:56 ID: 490676 No.8217719
File (hide): 24c6b9a9c9b1bb3⋯.jpg (150.87 KB, 405x512, 405:512, Mjaaahurvarehära.jpg)

>>8217406  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:32:02 ID: a7fc8b No.8217720 >>8217736

>>8217705
Then get to the fucking point and stop posting contextless kike images that all of /pol/ already knows about.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:32:33 ID: 66ca54 No.8217728 >>8217741

Just leaving this 
here

>Batman finds 
out there's a 
secret society in 
NYC
>Their symbol is 
owls
>They likley 
killed his great 
grandfather
>They perform 

occult shit  
Trump is Batman.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:33:39 ID: 3493af No.8217736
File (hide): 1f343a2bba98727⋯.jpg (90.69 KB, 595x504, 85:72, 2069188-money-owl-a.jpg)

>>8217716
>>8217720

That's what we want to figure out. I posted major clues that has without 
a doubt connection. Save them. Spread them.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:34:00 ID: 3d028c No.8217739

>>8217734
NEW THREAD

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:34:16 ID: 1443d2 No.8217741

>>8217728
Hell that's even the story arch in Gotham right now. Reality mimicking fiction seems to be the running theme on this worldline.

Was this the price we paid for Trump winning? The world being literally turned upside down and now everything seems suspect and turns out actually 
BEING suspect?…  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): 7061b20c1c94aaa⋯.png (154.57 KB, 1066x487, 1066:487, a05cb7bd08811d18cbf5575f6e….png)
PING PONG THREAD #8 STAY FOCUSED Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:33:29 ID: 4cd865 No.8217734 

>>8217771 >>8217815 >>8217845 >>8217927 >>8218272 >>8222731 [Watch Thread]

Don't forget about Besta Pizza. 
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath

Thread 6: >>8203720 | https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: >>8211402 | https://archive.is/azz1O

Introductory book to the subject of cult abuse and pedophocracy. http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi

Hotpocket Edit: Spread this far and wide https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo

Post last edited at 11/12/16 (Sat) 23:09:25

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:34:50 ID: f9a14d No.8217744 >>8217755 >>8217757 >>8217841

first  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:35:02 ID: ec807b No.8217748

First for hang all pedos.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:35:21 ID: 42a047 No.8217752 >>8217848

Is there an occult thread already? We need to redirect distractions there  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:35:27 ID: ba4505 No.8217755 >>8217761 >>8218820

>>8217744
Your double-doubles are the only thing saving you from being a massive faggot.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:35:32 ID: ec807b No.8217757

>>8217744 (checked)
Nigger.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:36:02 ID: c45e2a No.8217760 >>8221741

I contacted Frank Winstead. Will report back when he answers  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:36:10 ID: 0ab2fa No.8217761

>>8217755
Ch-checked he's still a faggot though  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:36:21 ID: 1a46cf No.8217764 >>8217782 >>8217792 >>8217806

have we found anything substantial last thread?
this shit is getting wicked creepy  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:36:27 ID: a1c208 No.8217765 >>8217771 >>8218701 >>8219130 >>8219518

HILLARY PHOTOGRAPHED INSIDE PEDO-FRONT REST AURANT
>original threads
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl

Ping Pong Pedo Threads
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:36:59 ID: a1c208 No.8217771 >>8217848

>>8217734 (OP)
OP keeps leaving out the first threads
>>8217765  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:37:48 ID: a1c208 No.8217782 >>8218081 >>8219754

>>8217764
James Alefantis 
J'aime L'enfants  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:38:32 ID: 42a047 No.8217792 >>8217800 >>8217803 >>8217806 >>8223086

>>8217764
Hidden code in Ben Luzzatto's video on vimeo, anons are working on it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:38:37 ID: 942826 No.8217795 >>8217817 >>8217819 >>8217828 >>8217848 >>8217850

File (hide): fc1160db7d648bd⋯.jpg (17.42 KB, 320x154, 160:77, fc1160db7d648bd30621d1ce4d….jpg)

Is Saturn/Cubefag  from last thread still here? 

I've heard that the oldest manuscripts of Revelations state 
the mark of the beast as "616" rather than 666. 

6 is the symbol for man, while 1 is the symbol for god.

False prophet (6) False god (1) Antichrist (6)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:39:09 ID: ee5056 No.8217800

>>8217792
Who is he  again?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:39:23 ID: 1a46cf No.8217803

>>8217792
>hidden code
o shit where is it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:39:26 ID: 42a047 No.8217806

>>8217764
>>8217792
check
>>8216783  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:40:04 ID: 8b7eda No.8217815

>>8217734 (OP)
They fucking changed the logo?
It's happening.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:40:11 ID: 42a047 No.8217817 >>8217867

>>8217795
Please make another thread for this kind of discussion, this one is for datamining and investigations  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:40:20 ID: f9a14d No.8217819

>>8217795
616 was originally used in the Greek. However, in Jewish Kabbalah, the evil spirit of the Sun has the number of 666. its name is Sorath.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:40:54 ID: c45e2a No.8217828 >>8217867

>>8217795
fuck off and make your own thread for this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:41:29 ID: 1a46cf No.8217835 >>8217886 >>8217903 >>8217928

File (hide): c79692e6ca5bedc⋯.png (107.77 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, ww.png)

check this for the vimeo
https://vimeo.com/81352565
the code is in this format  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:41:51 ID: 8d66d8 No.8217841
File (hide): 5a70febda72cf95⋯.jpg (13.74 KB, 255x207, 85:69, 6394127eb7834ef93dace631c2….jpg)

>>8217744
Asswipe  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:42:12 ID: d68ede No.8217845 >>8218050 >>8218112 >>8218211 >>8218247 >>8218314 >>8219363 >>8220294 >>8220428

>>8217734 (OP)
I'm just gonna leave this one here. Be back later, gents.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:42:33 ID: 4cd865 No.8217848 >>8217867

>>8217771
Sorry
>>8217752
>>8217795
We should have another thread for this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:42:34 ID: 3626ec No.8217850 >>8217859

File (hide): 02c8dc99e713a15⋯.jpg (176.04 KB, 1141x449, 1141:449, jewish-black-cube-666-mont….jpg)

>>8217795
Yup, I'm here  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:43:19 ID: 42a047 No.8217859

>>8217850
Make another thread for this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:43:58 ID: 942826 No.8217867 >>8217881 >>8217891 >>8217893 >>8217988 >>8218085 >>8218195

File (hide): 72849b991cb80de⋯.png (733.78 KB, 525x764, 525:764, Untitled.png)

>>8217817
>>8217848
>>8217828

Take a moment to consider that it might all be related.

"Saturn Devours His Son"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:44:10 ID: 6ccca4 No.8217871

Yeah in in the end. Elitist go into their bunkers. Niburu comes by, all people die. They come out again release a new MKULTRA goy and drop the books 
over the world.

Let's start again.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:45:23 ID: 942826 No.8217881

>>8217867
Pic taken from a tumblr account. Tracing the likes and reposts opens up a new potential branch in this rabbit hole.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:45:40 ID: 6405d6 No.8217886 >>8217910 >>8217928

File (hide): e947019165a25ce⋯.png (34.11 KB, 1333x319, 1333:319, floodlights_luzzatto.png)

>>8217835
>>8216783 (previous 
thread)
Look who posted it
>Ben Luzzatto

Related to family with the kids in the pool?
https://archive.is/r6uXS
https ://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/54545  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:45:55 ID: 42a047 No.8217891

>>8217867
We aren't saying it isn't, we are saying this thread is for datamining and investigations only.

Keep this type of speculations somewhere else  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:46:06 ID: 221b95 No.8217893

>>8217867
And it's the son who got away that brings about Saturn's ruin.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:46:12 ID: 8489d9 No.8217896 >>8218091 >>8219117

What do we know about Besta Pizza besides that they changed their logo?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:46:16 ID: 6ccca4 No.8217898 >>8217934 >>8218274

File (hide): 4b0ae5508b76bbc⋯.jpg (368.43 KB, 746x3946, 373:1973, FullOnionSS.jpg)  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:46:18 ID: d83bc3 No.8217900

Smash 
trash 
smash 
cash
Not 
long 
now till 
the 
sub-
teen 
revoluti
on
The 
windin

g ups gone on too long
Babies bite back
Alice crucifies the paedophiles

CRUCIFY THE PEDOS, /POL/

File (hide): d65efcb78f46ce3⋯.jpg (26.96 KB, 710x319,
710:319, 2001.jpg)

File (hide): d8fa987e72cd22f⋯.jpg (1.64 MB,
1500x1000, 3:2, ephod.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:46:36 ID: db117a No.8217903 >>8218006 >>8218057

>>8217835

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:47:21 ID: 42a047 No.8217910 >>8217928

>>8217886
Yes, it's his vimeo: go check it out
https://vimeo.com/user18609235  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:49:15 ID: 2e9d8f No.8217927

>>8217734 (OP)
From previous thread

>>8211837
>james huckenpahler
>>8217286
That might actually be the drag singer from Heavy Breathing

He uses the same or a similar voice modulator in his soundcloud as the lead of Heavy Breathing  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:49:26 ID: 6405d6 No.8217928 >>8217960

File (hide): 1c5da6bde75a7ff⋯.png (850.26 KB, 1333x587, 1333:587, Luzzatto2.png)

>>8217835
>>8217886
>>8217910
Yeah I saw. 
Interested to see 
what the 
code/hidden data 
is about  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:49:31 ID: a8fc58 No.8217930

http://pastebin.com/AqxntGju
http://pastebin.com/AqxntGju
http://pastebin.com/AqxntGju

updated my pastebin and reuploaded it. has all the thread archives, link to other pastebins, some basic foundational explanation of where all this started, 
etc. feel free to fix it up if you think you can expand on it.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:49:39 ID: 000000 No.8217932 >>8217961

To the ones referencing the Story book in the last thread (which hit 750 before I could post):
>>8217664
Because this was already discussed threads ago.
>>8217705
Agreed. Even if there is some child trafficking going on, it probably isn't the only or main thing. After all, government curruption involves a lot of things 
from blackmail, assassination, the transferring of funds in an attempt to topple a foreign nation, etc.
It would be really nice if all the solid info. could be aggregated. Maybe some folder cotaining a .tex file with a resources subfolder which can then be 
referenced in the .tex document? Then all could edit and compile their own pdf.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:49:43 ID: 3626ec No.8217934 >>8217951 >>8218019

>>8217898
Any explanation on this anon?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:51:14 ID: 6ccca4 No.8217951 >>8218075

>>8217934
It was a message on 4chan some years ago with really interesting knowledge encoded in it. Maybe it can help us decode this occult satanic hidden 
history.

http://432hunabku.referata.com/wiki/Main_Page  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:52:13 ID: 3626ec No.8217960 >>8217968

>>8217928
Is there any way to decode it? 
Any people here who knows how to?
Or anyone who knows even what type of coding it is?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:52:15 ID: 38ba69 No.8217961

>>8217932
It's the foundation of the global power structue. It's a parallel society that exists and has always existed alongside civilization. This investigation is epoch 
shattering in its implications, and if Trump is involved, it would explain a lot (like the complete public breakdown of many figures rumoured to be 
associated with this child sex slave ring).  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:53:08 ID: 6ccca4 No.8217968 >>8217975 >>8218015 >>8218053

>>8217960
yeah we already checked the video. It looked like there was an hidden lrzip container in it, but when we tried to extract it we got an: unknown encryption 
error. 

So it must have been a false positive.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:54:18 ID: 42a047 No.8217975 >>8218005 >>8218015

>>8217968
Still it doesn't look normal at all.
What else could it be?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:55:15 ID: 56a9d1 No.8217988

>>8217867
isn't that John Green, the faggot loves shitting on european history?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:55:32 ID: f9a14d No.8217990 >>8218007

related?

https://books.google.com/books?
id=dpVYaFSYmYEC&pg=PT189&lpg=PT189&dq=ben+luzzatto&source=bl&ots=yDjG87PDeS&sig=VNsXb8n7Yt20HirmzTesISd9xZE&hl=en&sa=X&ved=
0ahUKEwif4aW6mqTQAhVCYiYKHTH3Dlg4FBDoAQghMAE#v=onepage&q=ben%20luzzatto&f=false  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:56:33 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218005 >>8218067

>>8217975
Encoding error maybe? We're also not sure the lrzip was really a false positive.

But it did not extract. It could also be they forked the lrzip repo and implemnted some changes so they could have their own encryption nobody knows 
about.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:56:33 ID: 3626ec No.8218006

>>8217903
Fucking creepy dude.

That video has without a doubt some deeper meaning, and not only the green screen code shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:56:39 ID: f9a14d No.8218007

>>8217990
nevermind not related  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:57:12 ID: 1a46cf No.8218015 >>8218036 >>8218075 >>8222282

>>8217975
>>8217968
I have an idea
>go on 4cuck /x/
>drop all the different frames with the static image
>le "ull never find out :^)" arg
>the monkeys figure it out
>they do our work for us
honestly not a bad plan  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:57:20 ID: 942826 No.8218019 >>8218039 >>8218075

>>8217934
I heard somewhere that ultimate goal of the satanists is to 1) produce false life (DNA engineering) and 2) create a wormhole/portal to Saturn or 
communicate with Saturn

Potentially ayy lmao related  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:57:44 ID: 7da7f8 No.8218023

Old man in last thread looking for info also newfags GO HERE all previous threads are archived and listed here along with  
other pertinent info gathered so far

http://pastebin.com/P1kzpY4H

Maybe put that link in the next OP, also is the author updating it?

We could use that halfchan mindmap too, can someone drop the file if you saved it?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:58:19 ID: 42a047 No.8218036

>>8218015
genius  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:58:34 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218039 >>8218048 >>8218104

>>8218019
I read these cainites or satanist believe they live in hell already and they need to destroy the universe to go to the next level.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:59:25 ID: 86c6e1 No.8218047 >>8218054 >>8218085 >>8218140

I'd just like to point out that it's not 
uncommon for rabbits to eat their 
own young.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 21:59:49 ID: 942826 No.8218048 >>8218104

>>8218039
could be. all the cube symbolism coming out of the Saturn hex supposedly represents the prison we are trapped in  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:00:00 ID: 7da7f8 No.8218049 >>8218170 >>8218414

>>8217551
>Call with John Deutch

Not this asshole again. Check out Deutch during a community meeting in LA on the CIA trafficking drugs in 
their community. He acts like a freaking methhead with those head swings, tics and facial expressions. 
Dutch is introduced at 17:45 and gets booed

>Probably the last time a sitting CIA Director took questions at a town hall meeting. Director John Deutch 
spoke to central Los Angeles residents at a November 15, 1996 town hall meeting to address allegations 
that the CIA sold drugs in Los Angeles in order to finance covert operations in Central America. Former 
LAPD Narcotics Detective Mike Ruppert questions the director at 58:50. Crack cocaine was created around 
the same time of the CIA operations.

Can we call for some kind of similar town hall about the cia/pedo problem? Our  
government is involved so we have a say in this shit. let us speak.

Right before Ruppert is that dude that destroyed Trump's star in Hollywood.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:00:02 ID: c45e2a No.8218050 >>8218092 >>8218101 >>8218246

File (hide): 210cbe6aad9def4⋯.png (299.4 KB, 891x828, 99:92, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

>>8217845
>secret pizza party book being read 
on youtube
>see this guy
>comment section 
>dude named Dusan Roncevic wrote 
how he wouldn't let this guy near his 
children
>it's from 6 months ago  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:00:20 ID: 8489d9 No.8218053 >>8218071 >>8218091 >>8218134 >>8218141

>>8217968
Who encrypts secret pedo shit in a public video they put online? Use your brain.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:00:28 ID: 42a047 No.8218054 >>8218079 >>8219139

>>8218047
Could you also point out how the whole podesta/ping pong deal is related to white rabbits? Thanks  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:00:48 ID: 1b8a1f No.8218057 >>8218340 >>8221440

>>8217903
Pure coincidence, I'm sure.
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:00:53 ID: d84f9c No.8218060

pizza does a satans good.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:01:33 ID: c0f5fd No.8218067

>>8218005
Had the idea to load the audio into Audacity.
There are kids there.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:01:51 ID: 42a047 No.8218071

>>8218053
pedos?  
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File (hide): b6a1a9ff6e828f2⋯.png (1003.84 KB, 1893x895, 1893:895, wow.PNG)

>go on 4cuck x to make thread 
so they can decode the video 
frames for us
>go to catalog
>the board i used to actually 
really like has gone to complete 
dogshit yet again
wow  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:02:15 ID: 6405d6 No.8218075

>>8218019
Could definitely be. Many of those symbols look like either parts of graphs or patterns that I've seen in math classes or, weirdly, doing analogy/pattern 
recognition stuff in GATEways class in 4th/5th/6th grade. Never heard of 432 Mystery though >>8217951

>>8218015
Good idea m8  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:02:23 ID: d84f9c No.8218077

pizza does a reddit moderators good.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:02:29 ID: 1b8a1f No.8218079 >>8218140

>>8218054
Go ask Alice.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:02:33 ID: c0937b No.8218081 >>8219754

File (hide): 43b84d17b1d1b0e⋯.jpg (48.98 KB, 600x800, 3:4, bab.jpg)

>>8217782  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:02:54 ID: 942826 No.8218085 >>8218157

>>8218047

maybe this? implying the pizza children are blood related in some way? 
>>8217867  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:03:16 ID: 7da7f8 No.8218091 >>8218165

>>8218053
Maybe they're passing pics/info on that way. How can you not suspect that? Based on your other comment >>8217896 you need to read the other 
threads. We've been over all this and shouldn't have to spoon feed you.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:03:36 ID: 8d66d8 No.8218092
File (hide): 1699ae2f8883550⋯.jpg (15.25 KB, 231x255, 77:85, distrubed_bunny.jpg)

>>8218050
Go deeper  
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402x456, 67:76, HMMMMMM.PNG)
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:03:46 ID: d84f9c No.8218093

more pizza does a satan good.

Skull and crossbones, meet pizzabones.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:04:42 ID: 4cd865 No.8218101

>>8218050
What the fuck, this guy might know something.
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:04:49 ID: 3626ec No.8218104 >>8218134

>>8218039
>>8218048
Statue probably related? 

Nataraja is a depiction of the hindu God Shiva performing his dance in which he destroys a weary universe and prepares for it's renewal by another Hindu 
God.

This statue is placed right outside the lardge Hadroncollider in Cern…  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:05:26 ID: d502f2 No.8218112 >>8218137

File (hide): 47927a47d55a987⋯.jpg (32.19 KB, 333x431, 333:431, 710c16a4e586f1d3c40b8f56c5….jpg)

>>8217845
Sweet Jesus that's ten times creepier than I thought it would be, and I didn't 
think it was going to be an easy watch.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:06:46 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218134

>>8218053
>Who encrypts secret pedo shit in a public video they put online? Use your brain.
>>8218104
Yup they are trying to create a black hole over there to suck us all up and destroy the universe. maybe

I don't know but I don't believe CERN to be the thing we think it's used for.

Shooting particles in a spiral ;)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:07:01 ID: db117a No.8218137

>>8218112
(((rubin)))  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:07:17 ID: 42a047 No.8218140

>>8218079
>>8218047
Stop shitting up the thread, thank you  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:07:20 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218141

>>8218053
Dunno, these guys are doing more weird stuff like cannibalism.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:08:37 ID: 86c6e1 No.8218157 >>8218178 >>8218453 >>8218532 >>8218567

File (hide): a36e17441fc86b5⋯.png (3.31 MB, 1178x2325, 38:75, breeding.png)

>>8218085
Breeding and eating their own children  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:09:50 ID: 8489d9 No.8218165 >>8218185 >>8218579

>>8218091
I was one of the original people digging when the thread started. I mean I guess it's worth looking into I just don't want us to waste our time. If they were 
passing the videos/info to eachother, why bother posting it online instead of just directly sending it to them?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:10:03 ID: 45b851 No.8218170

>>8218049

interesting  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:10:40 ID: 774caa No.8218177 >>8218193 >>8219954 >>8220001

Has anyone checked whats going on in the .onion chans? Is there a deepweb movement working on this? 

The idiots on Plebbit are too fucking stupid to archive anything and lots of important info and pictures are being removed.  What's more, mods are 
shadowbanning plebs. 

We've got to keep this quiet while we collect more evidence. The shills are on our tails already  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:10:41 ID: 42a047 No.8218178 >>8218197 >>8218252

>>8218157
None of this rabbit stuff is actually related to comet though, this is not the right track  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:11:01 ID: ec807b No.8218185

>>8218165
Plausible deniability maybe? can't make any direct links between to parties if it's public information.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:11:45 ID: 42a047 No.8218193

>>8218177
there are way too many in here already  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:12:20 ID: a188e7 No.8218195

>>8217867

I KNEW SOMETHING W AS SHIFTY ABOUT JOHN GREEN  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:12:25 ID: e2f8f5 No.8218196 >>8218212

So I've been following the past three threads, has anything actually worthy come out of it instead people projecting non-sense shit everywhere? Doesn't 
seem to be anything really worth mentioning since Arun and the Besta Pizza logo change  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:12:27 ID: 9d57a3 No.8218197

>>8218178
It's shills trying to derail the investigation, just filter them.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:13:13 ID: 4decac No.8218203 >>8218224

File (hide): 8681046ca46ec1e⋯.webm (8.16 MB, 777x420, 37:20, Biden.webm) [play once] [loop]

Posting this so people cut it out with occult dead ends. you wanna seriously look into the sect the cabal you 
do it through freemasonry or you shut the fuck up and follow the other leads.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:14:34 ID: c0f5fd No.8218211 >>8218251

File (hide): 262652e177c4a2f⋯.jpg (32.45 KB, 374x281, 374:281, raccoon.jpg)

>>8217845
Pure 
coincidence I 
guess.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:14:36 ID: 9d57a3 No.8218212 >>8218982

>>8218196
Then you must have missed the last thread with the luzzatto girls and their connection with some pedo running a babysitter service that was friends with 
Clinton and Epstein.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:15:23 ID: 9d57a3 No.8218224 >>8218268

>>8218203
Make your own thread faggot, we're trying to bust pedos here.  
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File (hide):
82d2d8427a396cb⋯.png (381.53
KB, 401x639, 401:639, ..f.PNG)

File (hide): 39aa1a2f7b4dca1⋯.png (902.8 KB,
931x611, 931:611, new.PNG)

File (hide): 1b043ebed7c8a20⋯.png (1.04 MB,
1162x682, 581:341, look into.PNG)

File (hide): 1463e23c42571e5⋯.png (905.16 KB,
1140x675, 76:45, new3.PNG)

File (hide): 19efc2d99b2be40⋯.png (859.18 KB,
1177x712, 1177:712, new4.PNG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:16:27 ID: d84f9c No.8218236 >>8218260

I posted above… can we look into this faggots  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:16:59 ID: 8489d9 No.8218246 >>8218293 >>8218311

File (hide): 647782dc57e81eb⋯.png (20.47 KB, 830x179, 830:179, dusan.png)

>>8218050
This story is pretty weird, 
the undertones are pretty 
fucked up.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:17:04 ID: 4cd865 No.8218247 >>8218312 >>8218317

>>8217845
Did anyone else notice the masonic handshake at 1:20? Pure coincidence  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:17:05 ID: d84f9c No.8218248
File (hide): 3e4edfac5d66d87⋯.png (683.81 KB, 1232x695, 1232:695, strange.PNG)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:17:27 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218251 >>8218262 >>8218312

>>8218211
>nvestigation, jus
They call the underfed and sleep deprived kids racoons  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:17:28 ID: 86c6e1 No.8218252 >>8218331 >>8219139

>>8218178
fug, wait. So there's no connections with the white rabbit and the pedo shit?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:18:15 ID: 42a047 No.8218260 >>8218420

>>8218236
I don't see any connections other than edgy youngsters being edgy  
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>>8218251
Fuck  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:19:33 ID: 4decac No.8218268
File (hide): a5e0125a571c96f⋯.png (272.21 KB, 632x547, 632:547, Screenshot_2016-11-12_17-0….png)

>>8218224
Stop doing nothing but complaining we see posts talking about racoon heads looking like pentagrams I have 
done my research on this cult now I am tired of people grasping at what they do not understand. 
Freemasonry is the illuminati. Point blank. There is no other single group capable of this this is the global 
masonic apperatus as evidenced by the owl the sign of the initiate as it is placed in the CONTEMPLATION 
CHAMBER IN EVERY INITIATION.

YOU ARE NOT GONNA GET PEOPLE TO DEFEND FREEMASONRY WHEN ONLY FREEMASONRY 
COULD DO THIS.

PROVE ME WRONG OR FUCK OFF.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:19:49 ID: c98412 No.8218272 >>8220428

>>8217734 (OP)
Bringing over the coded blog posts lead from two threads ago. I believe this could lead to tangible evidence.

>>8206604
Thought I'd try to contribute some autism.
Here are some observations from looking at the document comparison in >>8207557. Basically, a lot of the changes were done with a computer program 
but at least one definitely wasn't. My guess is that the manual changes contain some coded information but I could be wrong.

It might be useful to see if these observations apply to the other blog posts too.

1) Most of the changes look like computer-generated synonym substitution. Lead: find software that did the substitutions and prove it by recreating (most 
of) the text. Then you could figure out what changes were made manually. Probably difficult though.

2) I think a few of the changes are antonyms instead of synonyms.

3) I noticed at least one very strange substitution: "growing season" for "spring". (Why not say something water-related, like "river" or "gusher", or 
something jumping-related, like "leap" or "rise"?) I think that might just be the software being creative and trying to infer meaning from context but idk.

4) There are lots of words that have been added that aren't synonyms for words in the original. Examples are "usually" in the first sentence, "actually" and 
"normally" in the second, and "power" and "fun-based" in the third. (Note that it looks like the software often uses phrases as synonyms for single words.) 
Most of these extraneous words I noticed were just generic adverbs but a few, like "power" and "fun-based" weren't.

5) I think other people have already mentioned that first names were changed. I count 3 first names and three changes (including "Bill" to "Costs"), but the 
phrase "Gillette Grounds", which a computer program would probably think was a person's name, wasn't changed in the same way. Did a human change 
the first names manually?

6) Finally, the software and human editor (if there was one) preserved capitalization in all cases except one. In the first sentence, "England" gets 
translated as "united kingdomt". It's the only change in capitalization and the only typo in the article. This tells me that a human did edit this document by 
hand in some way, perhaps in haste.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:19:58 ID: b29f30 No.8218274 >>8218285 >>8218287 >>8218305

File (hide): 1d7634b9417106e⋯.png (60.28 KB, 1000x360, 25:9, 15 the_repressed_aliment_f….png)

>>8217898
well this is kind of connected to this pedo ring i think since it supposedly depicts the origin of man and how 
to achieve eternal life, just what those pedos want by fucking infants up the ass. Also it misses Pic related, 
the last part, depicting gold, nitrogen and hydrogen atoms. Tbh it doesnt look like this can help us anyhow 
though and seems only vaguely related.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:20:19 ID: 942826 No.8218277

what is the dual green/blue circle symbol?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:21:14 ID: f76840 No.8218285

>>8218274
>bottom-right
Pizza?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:21:25 ID: f9a14d No.8218287

>>8218274
second illustration looks like prophesy of kek  

File (hide): 0a018e058651bfd⋯.png (349.31
KB, 414x510, 69:85, HMMMMM.PNG)

File (hide): 019d1ce725d1462⋯.png (197.37
KB, 398x456, 199:228, wutt.PNG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:22:07 ID: d84f9c No.8218290

Pizza logo where skull would be they put a pizza…

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:22:17 ID: c45e2a No.8218293 >>8218359 >>8218410 >>8220590

File (hide): 5c2e247aa29f230⋯.png (57.64 KB, 851x248, 851:248, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

>>8218246
I guess we'll see what happens. I 
also contacted Frank Winstead  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:22:52 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218305

>>8218274
It's about turning lead into gold. Creating the philosophers stone.

There is a ring with a kid inside which tries to escape (dissociate)

Don't know maybe the maker of the puzzle wanted to tell us something about the connection of the "Phillosophers Stone" and satanic ritual abuse for 
mind control purposes.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:23:53 ID: 38ba69 No.8218311

>>8218246
They use mind control child sex slaves to steal new kids away. This book reinforces that. How fucking sick, thank god these people are going to spend an 
eternity in hell, among other things.  

File (hide): dbed7ece8773238⋯.jpg (35.09 KB,
367x275, 367:275, coon_2.jpg)

File (hide): 3396750aa974457⋯.jpg (31.88 KB,
366x274, 183:137, brooms.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:24:05 ID: c0f5fd No.8218312 >>8218333

>>8218251
>>8218247
The book has an anti-gun narrative.
If the raccoon is a pedophile, he is bemoaning the fact that citizens own guns (brooms.)
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>>8217845
Staircase is masonic it is seen on the trestle-boards the secret staircase

Sekrit handshake is purely masonic. Not the actual handshake but it is the graphical motif of right 
hand fellowship of freemasonry.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:24:36 ID: 4a5ed5 No.8218317 >>8220428

>>8218247
Somebody posted this link in last thread:
>http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/de-blasio-reads-book-kids-mirrors-fund-raising-probe-article-1.2620104

From the other board ( I don't know if it old or new info ):

US Attorney Preet Bharara and Manhattan AG Cyrus Vance, Jr. are the ones subpoenaing Bill DeBlasio for illegal campaign financing tricks. 

Both Bharara and Vance Jr. were named by at least TWO sources to be the prosecutors who were given Anthony Weiner's pedo stash by the NYPD. 

IIRC, Cyrus Vance, Sr. worked in the State Department in the 1970s with STEVE PIECZENIK, of Alex Jones/"there has been a counter-coup" fame:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12zVlaZyX3Q [Embed]

He claimed that Preet Bharara and the FBI New York Office were given the pedo ring evidence by the NYPD, and that's what ultimately triggered an FBI 
internal revolt and Comey coming out and re-opening the Clinton e-mail investigation right before the election. 

Erik Prince (yes, of Blackwater lol) also went on Breitbart Radio before the election and p much corroborated Pieczenik's story. Prince heard from his 
NYPD sources that seriously fucked up child porn/pedo ring content was found on Weiner's computer. 

breitbart.com/radio/2016/11/04/erik-prince-nypd-ready-make-arrests-weiner-case/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:24:51 ID: c45e2a No.8218322 >>8218327 >>8218410

HOLY SHIT DUSAN IS /OURGUY/ 

he has fucking brother nathaneal on his channel and he was basically accusing the other dude of being a pedo or someshit  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:25:21 ID: c45e2a No.8218327 >>8218410
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>>8218322
woops, was supposed to post 
this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:25:54 ID: 90d14a No.8218331

>>8218252
Rabbit connects to pedos, just not to Podesta (that we've found).  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:26:06 ID: 942826 No.8218333 >>8218349 >>8218360

File (hide): f6fdcdbfe5960c9⋯.png (1.21 MB, 848x735, 848:735, sat.png)

>>8218312
More occult  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:27:15 ID: 3626ec No.8218340

>>8218057
Probably to test us. Gather information about how we gather information for example. Get to know us.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:28:17 ID: c0f5fd No.8218349 >>8218385 >>8218416 >>8221551

File (hide): f0476267899463e⋯.jpg (107.4 KB, 751x556, 751:556, diary.jpg)

>>8218333
Checked.
Indeed, also innuendo, see picture 
related.
"Times I ate pizza"…  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:28:36 ID: 010277 No.8218350
File (hide): 4529c1741bb9ef5⋯.jpg (322.26 KB, 1018x728, 509:364, 4529c1741bb9ef55649a9da347….jpg)

I have a project to finish for Tuesday, but reading all of this shit made me 
really upset, I'm not in the mood for anything now

Also good job guys, keep going  

File (hide): 29cec8a8fb1ec98⋯.png (105.04 KB,
365x201, 365:201, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

File (hide): 19ea7e37738d862⋯.png (12.31
KB, 222x241, 222:241, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at
….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:29:38 ID: c45e2a No.8218358 >>8218395

looks kinda thelemish to me
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:29:39 ID: c98412 No.8218359

>>8218293
Is it really a good idea to contact this guy (or anybody) publicly?

Can you not send PMs or friend requests with text on Facebook anymore?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:29:45 ID: e9e150 No.8218360 >>8218383 >>8218393 >>8218410

>>8218333
How does it keep tying back to Saturn, is the secret there? 
FIRST TARGET FOR SPACE IMPERIUM IS SA TURN
Could a nuke cause the hydrogen to oxidize and combust?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:31:21 ID: ee5056 No.8218379 >>8218382 >>8218392 >>8218448

We need a new place, we just keep getting derailed  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:31:46 ID: 8742d3 No.8218382 >>8218406

>>8218379
utox?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:31:47 ID: ec807b No.8218383

>>8218360
Only one way to find out.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:31:57 ID: 686a56 No.8218385 >>8218401 >>8218408 >>8218416 >>8218432 >>8220428 >>8220504

>>8218349
>that phone number on the pizza box

can someone read what 3 numbers the middle part consists of?

718 - 227(?) - 327(?)2

can someone check to who this number, if those are the correct digits, is registered?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:32:23 ID: 221b95 No.8218392 >>8218413 >>8218448

>>8218379
We need a fresh lead.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:32:27 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218393

>>8218360
SATURN -> SATAN  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:32:36 ID: 38ba69 No.8218395

>>8218358
that's because it is

this book is clearly an abduction manual  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:32:49 ID: 010277 No.8218397

Any news of 34a66c?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:32:56 ID: 13b18e No.8218401 >>8218417

>>8218385
new york area code.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:33:12 ID: 4cd865 No.8218406

>>8218382
No fuck off, that shit keeps your IP and we don't want to get anyone doxxed.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:33:18 ID: 8742d3 No.8218408 >>8218412 >>8218417

>>8218385
718 227 3272  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:33:33 ID: 3626ec No.8218410 >>8219304

>>8218360
>>8218293
>>8218322
>>8218322
>>8218327

You know, he was probably a part of it, and then started to repent and turn to Christ. 

How else would he know? Why would he go looking for it?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:34:07 ID: 13b18e No.8218412

>>8218408
belongs to erica solfaro  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:34:10 ID: ee5056 No.8218413

>>8218392
yeah I guess  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:34:13 ID: 147368 No.8218414

>>8218049
>John Deutch
That's a fucking fake name if I ever heard one. Worse than Alefantis.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:34:21 ID: 367998 No.8218416 >>8218428 >>8218432 >>8218437 >>8218475 >>8221551

File (hide): 1b96e6d839b1af7⋯.png (97.63 KB, 1234x642, 617:321, phonenumber.png)

>>8218349
>>8218385  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:34:41 ID: 686a56 No.8218417

>>8218408
>>8218401
ok i checked google and apparently the number is registered to a teacher in new york called stephanie solfaro, i dont think this will get us anywhere  
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File (hide): 3d5bb499cdbfdc6⋯.png (917.9 KB,
1089x676, 1089:676, urbanWOW.PNG)

File (hide): da9c44309d9d957⋯.png (752.34 KB,
1104x683, 1104:683, usure.PNG)

File (hide): cab48082cf0f326⋯.png (912.41 KB,
1195x656, 1195:656, urbna.PNG)

File (hide): 105d4013207250b⋯.png (1.45 MB,
1133x689, 1133:689, urban3.PNG)

File (hide): e8298dcb2506d2c⋯.png (1.48 MB,
1208x684, 302:171, hmmmm.PNG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:35:01 ID: d84f9c No.8218420 >>8218445 >>8218599 >>8220824

>>8218260
You sure? Here is Urban Pizza which also liked this… See any familiar symbols?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:36:15 ID: 4cd865 No.8218428

>>8218416
"Stephanie Solfaro", we might have a new lead here.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:36:18 ID: c0f5fd No.8218432 >>8218438 >>8218451 >>8218475 >>8221551

File (hide): 7b14e53004563bf⋯.jpg (14.38 KB, 360x140, 18:7, number.jpg)

>>8218416
>>8218385

718?
712?
711?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:36:48 ID: 367998 No.8218437
File (hide): a55f7b7557219be⋯.png (977.75 KB, 1279x666, 1279:666, home.png)

>>8218416
 1568 
Woodrow Rd 
Staten Island, 
NY 10309-
4500  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:36:58 ID: c45e2a No.8218438

>>8218432
718 227 3272

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:37:27 ID: 3626ec No.8218445 >>8218508 >>8218661 >>8220824

>>8218420
They are fucking selling kids to rich people secretly for sure.

That's pretty insane  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:37:29 ID: c98412 No.8218448 >>8218482 >>8218562 >>8218601 >>8220428

>>8218392
We are drowning in leads.

>>8218379
What we need is less /x/ level Masonic bullshit speculation. Whatever, maybe they're in on it too, but we have hacked emails from Hillary Clinton's 
campaign manager and a lot of real connections to other powerful people.

So, let's give the ayyy lmao and all-seeing pyramid shit a rest until we've exhausted all the leads that involve real people who occupy the physical realm 
in the present day.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:38:02 ID: 13b18e No.8218451 >>8218482

>>8218432
tbh looks like 71P  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:38:13 ID: 942826 No.8218453 >>8218516 >>8218570 >>8219139

>>8218157
UNDERRATED POST. WE WERE TOLD TO FOLLOW THE WHITE RABBIT. 

DO WE HAVE ANYTHING ELSE ON THE WHITE RABBIT?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:40:35 ID: de4d92 No.8218468 >>8218657 >>8219654

I saw in people connecting Masonic documents from Tor that may have a connection to the Podesta Pizza Pedo ring but the user didn't have the 
documents. 

I think I may have these documents and then some. I found and obtained multiple Masonic documents that were not meant for distribution a few months 
ago while using Tor. They were actually locked behind a password wall of which the password was provided in the original source that linked me to the 
site. 

I have created a torrent with all of the documents I have. Here is the link to download the torrent with the Zip file containing the PDF's (the total file size is 
around 14mb): 

http://s000.tinyupload.com/index.php?file_id=16378126449199260306

PLEASE SEED.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:40:53 ID: 0908de No.8218471
File (hide): 785dff2cfda6e83⋯.webm (2.21 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, CANT WAKE UP.webm) [play once] [loop]

I'm not sure I'll be able to eat pizza 
anymore.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:41:12 ID: f9a14d No.8218475 >>8218488 >>8218493 >>8218511 >>8218518 >>8218558 >>8218647

File (hide): f589f4e3a7b468b⋯.png (35.02 KB, 521x305, 521:305, stephanie.PNG)

>>8218416
>>8218432
she teaches dance to infants…

https://www.yelp.com/user_details?
userid=zRzdERQTi27lfntznpRyYw  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:41:34 ID: d84f9c No.8218478 >>8218500

File (hide): dc23612ab2e83e7⋯.jpg (261.14 KB, 1184x596, 296:149, dd.jpg)  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:41:53 ID: 4cd865 No.8218482 >>8218496 >>8218529 >>8219394

File (hide): d448881a159103d⋯.jpeg (58.61 KB, 350x489, 350:489, 1_LH2q-rRuTtIkDBEDX-DaNw.jpeg)

>>8218448
From the last thread.
http://www. oom2.com/t41992-mk-ultra-project-
monarch-and-julian-assange
>>8218451
712-323-3272  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:42:00 ID: 6ccca4 No.8218484

http://www.imdb.com/character/ch0088704/quotes  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:42:30 ID: ec807b No.8218488 >>8218514

>>8218475
I don't like this ride anymore.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:42:58 ID: 367998 No.8218493 >>8218514

File (hide): b4dcb28e938e007⋯.png (783.28 KB, 1157x639, 1157:639, satt.png)

>>8218475
>Stephanie 
Solfaro
oh God they 
have a pool too  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:43:30 ID: 4cd865 No.8218496

>>8218482
Or maybe it says 223, can't tell honestly.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:43:45 ID: d50ffc No.8218500 >>8218531

>>8218478
What is the red 'menu' part of the image you posted? That hear in heart with adult and childs hand is obviously peado stuff  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:44:08 ID: d84f9c No.8218508

>>8218445

You think so too? 

I mean if Pizza is their huge umbrella.. we can go off in many directions. Obviously D.C. isn't the only pedo playpen. I am sure rich Silicon valley and L.A. 
fags need their kids too.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:44:23 ID: 0d4ed8 No.8218511
File (hide): 4f20cc74c854792⋯.jpg (9.21 KB, 420x315, 4:3, ruhroh.jpg)

>>821
8475  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:44:28 ID: f9a14d No.8218514 >>8218616

File (hide): 4113839ba3d7825⋯.png (69.37 KB, 786x878, 393:439, stephanie 2.PNG)

>>8218488
heiled

>>8218493
cant be coincidence

heres some more 
leads related to 
Stephanie

https://homemetry.com
/Staten+Island+NY/TR
AVIS+AVE/388  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:44:46 ID: f76840 No.8218515

Ok I finally red-pilled my wife. She still doesn't believe the ice-cream truck outside was anything other than an ice-cream truck, but she's past the tipping 
point.

My issue is I haven't completed my mit java online course work because i can't focus on it. i keep coming back to this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:44:55 ID: 221b95 No.8218516 >>8219139 >>8223064

>>8218453
Why not Disney? The white rabbit is featured in its film Alice in Wonderland, and the company has history with this sort of thing.  As Disney employees 
aren't under the same scrutiny as public officials, they might be more careless with what they put online.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:45:08 ID: c0f5fd No.8218518

>>8218475
Wow, I mean, pure coincidence I'm sure.  

File (hide): aa126705f942a74⋯.gif (44.41 KB, 914x651,
914:651, 0072a2cd93a47bf7ad6158b929….gif)

File (hide): a952ac212f6c617⋯.jpg (109.9 KB,
820x742, 410:371, Comet-Ping-Pong.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:45:48 ID: 13b18e No.8218528 >>8218730 >>8219921 >>8221336 >>8221380  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:45:49 ID: c45e2a No.8218529 >>8218563

>>8218482
Every time i try and make an assange monarch thread my shit get 404'd on 4chaim  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:45:54 ID: d84f9c No.8218531
File (hide): 34d4e813c23194e⋯.jpg (250.35 KB, 1387x777, 1387:777, vote hillary.jpg)

>>8218500
You haven't seen that? 

That's the one by Besta pizza that connect Hillary. 

Definite pedos. 

But this Urban Pizza is liking a satanists post.. goes out of their way to take photos of young girls.. has some 
double hearts in an ad… some seemingly clever messaging with some photos.. could be something here 
too.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:46:11 ID: 38ba69 No.8218532 >>8218545 >>8218883

>>8218157
Wait, so that whole investigation into the SLC daycare center last year was us coming across one of these baby farms?

So uhh, when's the next train back to the Berensteinverse?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:46:52 ID: d84f9c No.8218545

>>8218532
Maybe we can connect up planned parenthood. There is a huge industry for weird shit.. even umbilical cord blood because of the stem cells.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:47:11 ID: d50ffc No.8218550 >>8218767 >>8219117

there is just way way too much info to wade through, any normies coming here will be overwhelmed by all the threads/posts etc. Can someone condense 
all the best stuff into one easy to copy and share post, like an image or something, Then link ti to infowars etc. I heard this stuff was mentioned by Alex 
Jones or at least it was on his channel during the 48 hour election broadcast he did? I've not had chance to watch it yet.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:47:38 ID: 63bebf No.8218557 >>8218572

What's with all the fucking /x/-tier shills trying to ruin and discredit this shit?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:47:38 ID: c45e2a No.8218558 >>8218724

>>8218475
I have a question about this stephanie bitch and the raccoon video… how did the raccoon video connect to Cometpizza?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:47:49 ID: 42a047 No.8218562

>>8218448
problem is they're shill derailing the thread, can't stop them  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:47:54 ID: 0908de No.8218563 >>8218600

>>8218529
>Every time i try and make an assange monarch thread my shit get 404'd on 4chaim
Your fault for choosing to stay in that shithole. Now go back to cuckchan and stay there.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:48:17 ID: f76840 No.8218567

>>8218157
Wish I could say I'm surprised. 
THANKS OBAMA  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:48:24 ID: 42a047 No.8218570 >>8218974

>>8218453
fake lead  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:48:29 ID: 0908de No.8218572

>>8218557
You said it yourself, they're shill. Ignore, filter and move on.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:48:48 ID: 7da7f8 No.8218579

>>8218165
Tracking pedos through the postal service deliveries is a long standard way to arrest them. Maybe they're trying a new way to trade files that will not be 
discovered leading to their arrest.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:49:22 ID: 13b18e No.8218590 >>8218628 >>8218663 >>8219139

File (hide): a0687ea67f50ede⋯.jpg (319.14 KB, 1024x778, 512:389, 142610594.jpg)

follow the white rabbit…  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:49:25 ID: 3626ec No.8218591 >>8218599 >>8218620

It won't let me post for some reason

Squad Goals
Why? Because we give pie
Pick me up
Two for one special
Kids get hooked up
Westlake elementary school

Its Westlake elementary a real school?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:49:58 ID: 3626ec No.8218599

>>8218591
This was meant for 

-> >>8218420

Wouldn't let me post for some reason

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:50:09 ID: c45e2a No.8218600

>>8218563
I tried bringing it up on here too. People didn't like me questioning assange. Even though Wikipedia modified its assange entry about assange growing up 
in "the family" commune, right after I blitzkrieged the subject on here,reddit, and 4cuck  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:50:08 ID: 4decac No.8218601 >>8218704 >>8218754 >>8220428

File (hide): c371cfcb46b6350⋯.webm (8.37 MB, 777x420, 37:20, 3333.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8218448
This is a mason. If people post an all seeing eye and speculate about saturn and I correct them to make it 
actual in real life masonic that is rectifying the situation. If we are gonna do it we are gonna do it right stop 
with this low tolerance of highley concentrated consice exposings of freemasonry because I HAVE BEEN 
HOLDING MY BREATH NOT EVEN BEGINING TO SPECULATE THE MASONIC RAMIFICATIONS OF 
THIS BUT IF I WOULD WE JUST HAVE TO LOOK NO FURTHER THAN THE BIRD EMBLEM THAT WAS 
RECOVERED FROM THE GLITCHED FILE. THAT IS INDEGO AND GOLD THE COLORS OF THE 
SUPREME COUNCIL WHICH HAS THE SUPREME COMMANDER OF THE SCOTTISH RITE,

IF YOU CAN SAY SENSATIONALIST BOHEMIAN GROVE BS THAN WE CAN SPECULATE ABOUT THE WITCHCRAFT CHURCH THAT IS 56k 
STRONG IN THE US THERE ARE OVER 56 THOUSAND MASONIC TEMPLES AND 10 MILLION MASONS THE ONE PERCENT.

DO YOU THINK THIS IS A FUCKING JOKE.

NOW I AM MAD.

I TRY TO BE CONCISE AND THESE MASONS HAVE TO CONTROL THE INFO LIKE THE CHEST SUCKERS THEY ARE.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:51:10 ID: ffc8b1 No.8218610

https://archive.is/WsmAz
https://archive.is/3sgA4
https://archive.is/5gC1c
I found Jimmys facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/james.alefantis?lst=506216794%3A100003435716242%3A1478989910
Jimmys Facebook>>8218507  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:52:04 ID: 367998 No.8218616

>>8218514
>Dale Freeley
number goes to a dr pics related
but behind his office is a swim club and PARK  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:52:25 ID: d502f2 No.8218620

>>8218591
Yes, it's in the Valley.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:53:00 ID: 0908de No.8218628

>>8218590
Filtered.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:54:26 ID: eb4f1b No.8218642 >>8218673

>>8217012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zfOgda4xyc
LISTEN TO THE BOYFRIENDS STORY!!! WTF  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:54:48 ID: f9a14d No.8218647 >>8220428

File (hide): dee0c243feaac1a⋯.png (1007.18 KB, 657x651, 219:217, rise dance studios.PNG)

>>8218475
heres teh instagram

https://www.instagram.com/e
xplore/locations/85753581/ris
e-dance-studios/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:55:28 ID: e40af4 No.8218652 >>8218783 >>8219025 >>8219763

We need to look more into this bitch. 

https://www.instagram.com/k8damon/

Her name is Kate Damon and he's closely tied to the Jimmy Pizza guy.  She also works with the DNC as she runs a grapuhc design company, and 
designed the logo for the convention. From the leads I've found she's from a long line of DC whore feminist kikes. I saw her in the crowd after the Hillary 
concession speech.

Check out her instagram and it's full of heart pictures and kids, along with comments from Jimmy Pizza.

Her kike family:
http://www.c-ville.com/girl-power-locals-proud-stand/

Her business:

http://www.kazedesign.com  
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>>8218468
If it is 14 megabytes please upload it in a zip Please anon I will eyeball it  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:55:49 ID: d84f9c No.8218661 >>8218685 >>8218746 >>8218755 >>8218837

>>8218445

So let's see here: We have Culkin.. 
who we just talked about was molested as a kid.

We have a rabbit.. see thread.

We have an Obama Pizza party from 62 weeks ago…

A guy with a little girl tat.. on a tough arm.. laying down lots of cash for "pizza"..

and then their weird ass page to sell shit.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:56:24 ID: d84f9c No.8218663 >>8218698

>>8218590
See what I just posted.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:56:30 ID: 80d43c No.8218667

>>8217646

I'm fucking willing to look

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:56:46 ID: 3626ec No.8218673

>>8218642
432 Entertainment?

What's the deal with this number?

http://432hunabku.referata.com/wiki/Main_Page
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:57:31 ID: d84f9c No.8218682 >>8220428

File (hide): b7d282ec6cafabb⋯.png (672.44 KB, 1155x644, 165:92, weird3.PNG)

Should I start a 
new thread?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:57:34 ID: ffc8b1 No.8218684 >>8218948 >>8219040 >>8219054 >>8219085 >>8219323 >>8219454 >>8219566 >>8219809

https://archive.is/WsmAz
https://archive.is/3sgA4
https://archive.is/5gC1c
I found Jimmys facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/james.alefantis?lst=506216794%3A100003435716242%3A1478989910

Jimmy Comets facebook and friends. Maybe cross check them?

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:57:39 ID: 0908de No.8218685 >>8218789 >>8218810

>>8218661
Who the fuck is pizza proposals and how are they related?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:58:57 ID: 06f824 No.8218698 >>8218810

>>8218663
No, why don't you link it you colossal faggot.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:58:59 ID: 40e4a8 No.8218701 >>8218718 >>8219266

>>8217765

The archive pages that 404 get your ip. stay safe anons.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:59:04 ID: 3d1e21 No.8218703 >>8218779 >>8218903

https://www.r eddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 22:59:07 ID: c8a794 No.8218704

>>8218601
I think you're sliding. Please leave.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:00:31 ID: 4cd865 No.8218718 >>8218838

>>8218701
Which ones specifically?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:00:48 ID: c98412 No.8218724

>>8218558
It's not directly connected, I don't htink. It's just a really creepy kids book that revolves around pizza. Bill DeBlasio gave a public reading of it once though 
there's no indication that he knew what was going on. I think a reporter after the reading asked a strange question of him. That's the whole backstory 
afaik.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:01:30 ID: c8a794 No.8218730 >>8221380

>>8218528
The upside down cross has another meaning: Peter's sacrifice.

He was crucified and asked for it to be upside down, for he did not feel deserving of dying in the way Christ did. So that symbology there is a dud.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:02:29 ID: d502f2 No.8218746 >>8219707

>>8218661
Not even the worst Instagram tard acts this enthusiastic about pizza.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:03:03 ID: c45e2a No.8218754

>>8218601
we can get into the deeper stuff later. Right now focus on pizza or get out  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:03:07 ID: 919b84 No.8218755
File (hide): 0b3e31fc2d54635⋯.png (670.11 KB, 1200x1200, 1:1, SsGeqgu.png)

>>8218661
That's a tat of 
Madoka 
giving the 
middle finger.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:03:53 ID: dd644d No.8218764

I am not even from US and this shit has been so depress. I suspect this pedo network is global. Few years ago some senators of my country were 
involved in pedophilia stuff too.

How the fuck I am supposed to interest in anything else but the health of my people now?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:04:03 ID: c69578 No.8218767

>>8218550
>
there is just way way too much info to wade through, any normies coming here will be overwhelmed by all the threads/posts etc. Can someone condense 
all the best stuff into one easy to copy and share post

The core of it is this: a bunch of Democrat operatives, including John Podesta, regularly hang out at Comet Ping Ping. The owner bills his restaurant as 
"kid-friendly," but his Instagram is full of grotesque sexual imagery involving pizza, along with pictures of random kids (one of which has a toddler taped to 
a table in a vague bondage theme). This should be enough to turn most reguar people's stomachs and make them boycott the place. 

Then you have John Podesta's brother Tony, who is also friends with the Comet Ping Pong owner, and collects disgusting art featuring kids in blatantly 
sexualized/abused scenarios. Finally, John's emails are full of food references which are nonsensical unless it's code for something. At the very least, this 
is all undeniable proof that these people are a bunch of perverted freaks. 

The derailing started when some anon was like "hey guise remember that one rabbit from that one daycare" and we wasted about four threads talking 
about that, while new anons flooded the threads and thought that it was somehow related to Comet Ping Pong. The Madeleine McCann stuff is too 
retarded to even mention. Our best angle for now is to continue focusing on James Alefantis and his known associates. 

Honestly, imageboards aren't a good format for an investigation this in-depth. We really need a wiki, which someone is supposedly working on. I hope it's 
up soon.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:04:49 ID: f292dd No.8218779

>>8218703
>Rules
>  1. just pizza
>  2. don't tell

wtf is this  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:05:01 ID: ce73b4 No.8218782 >>8218836

This was posted on halfchan some minutes ago.
Not sure if relevant, but this gives me hope.

livingresistance. com/2016/11/06/fbi-rescues-82-children-nationwide-child-sex-trafficking-ring/  
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File (hide): 8ec1f8b4bf33912⋯.png (545.22 KB,
567x470, 567:470, yourprettyfaceisgoingtohel….png)

File (hide): b03f3e3f47fc494⋯.jpg (41.31 KB, 600x315,
40:21, david-rockefeller.jpg)

File (hide): d7cc40e3d4e495b⋯.jpg (28.06 KB,
590x409, 590:409, guy_de_rothschild_est_mort….jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:05:08 ID: 38ba69 No.8218783

>>8218652
Worth noting for those into gruesome shit.. wanna know what happens when you rape babies for decades? You end up looking like this. Or like Nathan 
Rockefeller. Or like Guy de Rothschild.

I'm sure this women (the Hillary staffer) is part of a cultish family if appearances don't deceive.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:05:32 ID: d84f9c No.8218789

>>8218685
I was merely searching for pizza in different ways to see what google images would come up with.. found a satanic pizza post… looked into everyone on 
it.. then instagram page. 

I can't find it now.. but the dead giveaway is that they had the same Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Ad that Besta Pizza had.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:07:04 ID: d84f9c No.8218810

>>8218698
>>8218685

https://www.instagram.com/pizzaproposals/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:07:24 ID: d37338 No.8218820

>>8217755
Whoa…dub dubs denounces dub dubs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:08:56 ID: 38ba69 No.8218836

>>8218782
That's a yearly operation, just to be clear. This specific ring will implicate thousands, clearly. Any less is just a cog in the global system of pedophocracy 
that needs to be uncovered and outlawed in the US.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:09:05 ID: f76840 No.8218837

>>8218661
https://archive.is/Cp1at  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:09:07 ID: 40e4a8 No.8218838 >>8218841

>>8218718

Use an anonimizer with all of the,/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:09:15 ID: efc9f8 No.8218839

These fucks will pay for this.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:09:26 ID: f76840 No.8218841

>>8218838
They already know I know.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:10:00 ID: ffc8b1 No.8218848

From Jimmy Comets facebook page.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:10:39 ID: 3d1e21 No.8218862 >>8218915 >>8218948 >>8218971

https://www.r eddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/comments/1ln0ol/us_irl/

i'm new sorry, don't even know how to reply, been lurking since this started
searched secret pizza party and found this. prop not related to podesta but creepy as fuck
https://www.r eddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/comments/1ln0ol/us_irl/  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:12:08 ID: efc9f8 No.8218883 >>8218947

>>8218532
what the fuck I want to cry, it's all true isn't it  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:12:43 ID: ffc8b1 No.8218890 >>8218948

File (hide): 552d61dbcb28853⋯.png (437.63 KB, 890x504, 445:252, 3e178f87d89dd5fb75c54d9614….png)  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:13:21 ID: 3626ec No.8218903 >>8218948

>>8218703
Found this one there

https://i. imgur.com/8n2JIgw.jpg>>8218703  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:14:06 ID: 010277 No.8218909 >>8218918 >>8221268

File (hide): df7858eab1fa1d2⋯.jpg (43.86 KB, 640x450, 64:45, PizzaGuitar.jpg)

… I hope is not involved  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:14:28 ID: 4cd865 No.8218915 >>8218948

>>8218862
>>>/hdi8/  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:14:41 ID: f76840 No.8218918

>>8218909
"KID" ROCK  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:17:36 ID: 38ba69 No.8218947 >>8218975

>>8218883
It's tragic because most, if not all, of the people committing these unimaginable horrors were once the victim of such torture.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:17:47 ID: 06f824 No.8218948 >>8218978 >>8218991

>>8218890
Old as fuck. 
>>8218862
Disinfo dead end
>>8218903
Nothing. 
>>8218684
This is OK. Look into friends.
>>8218915
How do I filter?  
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File (hide): a96fcf52b42a0f7⋯.png (32.63 KB, 617x432,
617:432, cra.PNG)

File (hide): 27ef84a056be067⋯.png (118.39 KB,
852x657, 284:219, ah.PNG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:19:32 ID: d84f9c No.8218971 >>8220619

>>8218862

Wow! sick

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:19:52 ID: 942826 No.8218974

>>8218570
shill  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:19:55 ID: c0f5fd No.8218975 >>8219050

>>8218947
Don't mitigate their actions.
Millions of people are abused as children and do not go on to become abusers.
Child abuse is a choice.
And in this case, it is a lifestyle choice and activity shared and enjoyed by a particular stratum of society, they are not acting this way because of trauma.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:20:09 ID: 3626ec No.8218978 >>8219041

>>8218948
https://i. imgur.com/8n2JIgw.jpg

"We are all going to die"
"Guy satanic makeup & upside down cross eating pizza on /r/secretpizzaparty  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:20:12 ID: 72ed4f No.8218982 >>8219041 >>8219050

>>8218212
Guys name is Kevin Reynolds. Runs a babysitting and massage business specialising in infants. East Hampton, also 'kev' owns "ritual.technology" which 
if you put in the url takes you to an old website with pictures of full moons.

His wife owns a general store at 27 old stone hwy East Hampton, her names krista.  

File (hide): b7d282ec6cafabb⋯.png (672.44 KB,
1155x644, 165:92, weird3.PNG)

File (hide): dd875fa935b9f40⋯.png (97.88 KB,
321x342, 107:114, weird5.PNG)

File (hide): bdaa25e2ab71371⋯.png (1.04 MB,
1060x683, 1060:683, urban.PNG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:20:56 ID: d84f9c No.8218991 >>8219005 >>8219013

>>8218948

We need to look into Pizza Proposals / connection to Urban Pizza.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:22:01 ID: 942826 No.8219005 >>8219077 >>8219139

>>8218991
WHITE RABBIT  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:22:09 ID: 010277 No.8219011 >>8219024

File (hide): daeda0f8db2cf5e⋯.png (253.88 KB, 1281x940, 1281:940, Speed rabbit.PNG)

Well shit  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:22:13 ID: 8489d9 No.8219013 >>8219114

>>8218991
Related how?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:22:27 ID: de4d92 No.8219018 >>8219167 >>8220428

New Podesta Email Leaks from DCLeaks (Posted on Reddit Wikileaks):

John Podesta (427) [10/20/2013-09/03/2016]: http://dcleaks.com/index.php/john-podesta2/

Tony Podesta (298) [10/13/2013-09/07/2016]: http://dcleaks.com/index.php/tony-podesta2/

Other Notables:
Huma Abedin (317) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/huma-abedin2/
Andy Kerr (11561 emails) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/sen_and_krr_srtd/
Kathleen McGinty (8685 emails) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/ind_kt_a_mcgnt/
Leslie A. Dach this one is fragmented to the following subpages:
HHS (2981 emails): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/hhs2/
Jake Sullivan (461): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/jake-sullivan2/
Jesse Ferguson (1681): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/jesse-ferguson2/
Laura Rosenberger (558): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/laura-rosenberger2/
Yoo Jin Cheong (458): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/yoo-jin-cheong2/

There is also this inaccessible password protected page: http://dcleaks.com/index.php/exc_leslie-a-dach/
36 commentssharesavehidegive goldreport  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:23:10 ID: 56a9d1 No.8219024 >>8219055

>>8219011
Fuck, is there any pizzeria that isn't into pedo shit?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:23:10 ID: c69578 No.8219025 >>8219051 >>8219256

File (hide): 87fd44e599f87cb⋯.png (47.5 KB, 1062x450, 59:25, XxrKjQl[1].png)

>>8218652

GOOD FIND, ANON.

They run a non-profit together. How did 
we miss this? What the hell is 
Transformer Inc?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:24:22 ID: e05bdf No.8219040

>>8218684
One thing's for sure, he's a colossal faggot. 
Rainbow flag? Check.
Dudes kissing? Check.
Boyish Greek statue, nude? Check. 
Jeffrey Dahmer reference? Check.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:24:24 ID: 06f824 No.8219041 >>8219072 >>8219124

>>8218978
TBH I think that's nothing/too far off. But dig it if you want. 

>>8218982

Is it? 

whois ritual.technology
Registrant Email: kev@purekev.com
Admin ID: 6deed8d241f71f9f
Admin Name: Kevin Bewersdorf
Admin Organization: 
Admin Street: 174 Beach 92nd St
Admin City: Rockaway Beach
Admin State/Province: NY
Admin Postal Code: 11693
Admin Country: US
Admin Phone: +1.6304538858

Where was the link established? I was under the impression ritual.technology was essentially unrelated. Is it same webhost as his other sites?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:25:24 ID: 38ba69 No.8219050 >>8219124

>>8218982
ritual.technology is a load of hypnotic sequences, very much associated with mind control

>>8218975
Oh, I don't mean to, these people are actually raping, torturing, murdering, and then consuming babies. I just think its sad that the victims who don't share 
the same fate of death still end up never waking up from this nightmare.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:25:35 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219051

>>8219025
https://www.facebook.com/juliaa23?pnref=friends.search This chick is friends with Jimmy Comet on facebook and works for Transformer INC  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:25:58 ID: e05bdf No.8219054 >>8219073

>>8218684
He isn't friends with Erica Solfaro. First thing I checked.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:26:00 ID: c0f5fd No.8219055

>>8219024
Pizza businesses are a great front for a raft of shady shit.
Make great drug distribution hubs.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:27:24 ID: 3626ec No.8219072 >>8219220

>>8219041
Are you stupid dude?

Go look at the fcking site…

https://www. reddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:27:26 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219073

>>8219054
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=624344145&lst=506216794%3A624344145%3A1478993188&sk=about
He is friends with some that is the board of directors of PPH.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:27:48 ID: d84f9c No.8219077

>>8219005
I know!!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:28:16 ID: ba4505 No.8219085 >>8219112

File (hide): a96faf3cad39b33⋯.png (390.06 KB, 1066x635, 1066:635, 6.png)

>>8218684

Same Herb?
Wasn't sure of 
his last name.

https://wikileaks.
org/podesta-
emails/emailid/3
0613  
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File (hide): 469568faec46399⋯.jpg (108.35 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, HANDKERCHIEF_=_EVIDENCE_FO….JPG)

File (hide): 2356be173edc0b3⋯.jpg (116.19 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, handkerchief_example1.JPG)

File (hide): 4d1d220407390e4⋯.jpg (108.71 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, DIRTY_DIRTY_HANDKERCHIEF.JPG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:28:22 ID: 0d7268 No.8219088 >>8219096 >>8219104 >>8219112 >>8219126

>>8211684

HANDKERCHIEF IS CODE FOR BLACKMAIL EVIDENCE

HANDKERCHIEF IS CODE FOR BLACKMAIL EVIDENCE

HANDKERCHIEF IS CODE FOR BLACKMAIL EVIDENCE

HANDKERCHIEF IS CODE FOR BLACKMAIL EVIDENCE

HANDKERCHIEF IS CODE FOR BLACKMAIL EVIDENCE

HANDKERCHIEF IS CODE FOR BLACKMAIL EVIDENCE

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:29:53 ID: 3626ec No.8219096 >>8219127

>>8219088
So that's how they control people innit? 

They get dirt on them, it's what happened to Michael Jackson probably. He didn't keep shush and so they exposed him as a pedo.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:30:24 ID: c0f5fd No.8219104

>>8219088
Checked.
But I fail to see how your images relate to your claim about blackmail.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:31:01 ID: 06f824 No.8219112

>>8219085
>Jim Ball: Red White and Basil

easthamptonbabysitters.com
Admin Email:
kevinreynolds1@optimum.net

>>8219088
Checked. Nice OS.  
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File (hide): da9c44309d9d957⋯.png (752.34 KB,
1104x683, 1104:683, usure.PNG)

File (hide): cab48082cf0f326⋯.png (912.41 KB,
1195x656, 1195:656, urbna.PNG)

File (hide): 7e6e8add734ef5f⋯.jpg (58.7 KB,
222x226, 111:113, look bitch].jpg)

File (hide): 105d4013207250b⋯.png (1.45 MB,
1133x689, 1133:689, urban3.PNG)

File (hide): 05ac6da682f02a7⋯.png (1.33 MB,
1138x681, 1138:681, urban4.PNG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:31:06 ID: d84f9c No.8219114

>>8219013

This is independent.. just me using some google fu. 

All of these come from this Instagram:

https://archive.is/kdNDB

Last one was sponsored by a real satanist.

Then Urban Pizza liked the post as well.. content over there very sketchy too.  

File (hide): 64ce4e8419b18a3⋯.webm (10.03 MB,
1920x1080, 16:9, summary webm.webm) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): 5e8730b92a3bfa6⋯.jpg
(26.14 KB, 391x539, 391:539,
7ae675e60ffb5247d06a4d45da….jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:31:16 ID: a8fc58 No.8219117

>>8217896
they have a tunnel dug underneath which connects to the bait shop next door. it's another front in the trafficking chain

>>8218550
webm related from last thread  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:31:53 ID: 72ed4f No.8219124

>>8219041

http://ritual.technology/sixhealingsounds.html

Voice of the "audio" done by kev matches the voice we found for him a couple threads ago. I'll go look for the original find and get back to you.

>>8219050
Site is safe to view, it's on wayback machine has a few URLS, 1 of "12 full moons" and 5 weird poems found to.  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:31:55 ID: 0d7268 No.8219126 >>8219179

File (hide): 840365ad8eb6b55⋯.jpg (137.23 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, OLDMAN'S_HANDKERCHIEF.JPG)

>>8219088
DAMN WRONG IMAGE 
MEANT THIS  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:31:57 ID: c0f5fd No.8219127

>>8219096
He wasn't a pedo though, was he. Sony wanted full rights to his work so they had a private doctor off him.
The pedo accusations were just money-grubbing Jewish parents afaik.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:31:59 ID: 1b1b88 No.8219128 >>8219829

File (hide): d9fe184eb03efd3⋯.jpg (2.99 MB, 10000x4947, 10000:4947, dWZcdX.jpg)

Is there an 
updated version of 
all the connections 
with new info?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:32:02 ID: a4a093 No.8219130 >>8219152

>>8217765
None of the media opens. All 404??  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:33:08 ID: d84f9c No.8219139 >>8219150 >>8219213

File (hide): 898e069335ac79f⋯.png (25.53 KB, 542x678, 271:339, what.PNG)

>>8218054
>>8218252
>>8218453
>>8218516
>>8218590
>>8218590
>>8219005

I waybackmachined Secret Pizza 
Party.

Check out this username:

bunnies4president. Wtf
WHOA.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:34:02 ID: efc9f8 No.8219150

>>8219139
OH MY GOD NOOOOOOOOO  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:34:20 ID: c0f5fd No.8219152

>>8219130
Archive.is doesn't allow 8ch iirc, been that way for months.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:35:45 ID: 6405d6 No.8219167

>>8219018
Yeah I posted that in the last thread. Just a few suspicious emails already:
Luzzatto
http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/html/tony-podesta/00000011.html
pizza:
http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/html/tony-podesta/00000291.html
http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/html/tony-podesta/00000123.html
discussing human trafficking definitions:
http://dcleaks.com/emails/mail/html/huma-abedin/00000298.html  
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File (hide): 175052ee5b073c1⋯.jpg (90.51 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, WALRUS_HANDKERCHIEF.JPG)

File (hide): 2021c988fea9df8⋯.jpg (116.43 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, THIS_IS_WHAT_DID_FEELS_LIK….JPG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:36:47 ID: 0d7268 No.8219179 >>8219882

>>8219126

LEWIS CARROLL IS THE KEY TO THE EMAILS

LEWIS CARROLL IS THE KEY TO THE EMAILS

LEWIS CARROLL IS THE KEY TO THE EMAILS

LEWIS CARROLL IS THE KEY TO THE EMAILS

LEWIS CARROLL IS THE KEY TO THE EMAILS

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:37:45 ID: c45e2a No.8219197 >>8219220 >>8219364

File (hide): f174d9f8ea10089⋯.png (283.17 KB, 499x432, 499:432, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

James Alefantis shared this on Goybook.

It's an article about some fag who was in jail for 17 years and how he needs to get grindr and catch up with 
technology blah blah blah
http://worldofwonder.net/dear-michael-alig/

anyways… his name is Michael Alig and he was a prominent fag in the Jew york club scene. Wikipedia 
says:Michael Alig (born April 29, 1966) is an American former club promoter, musician and writer who 
served almost 17 years in prison for manslaughter. Alig was a prominent member of the Club Kids, a group 
of young New York City club goers that became a cultural phenomenon during the late 1980s and early 
1990s.[1]

he killed some gay spic over a drug debt
wikipedia: Andre "Angel" Melendez was regular on the New York City club scene and worked at The 
Limelight. He also sold drugs on the premises. After the bar was closed by federal agents when an 

investigation found that Peter Gatien was allowing drugs to be sold there, Melendez was fired. Shortly thereafter, he moved into Alig's apartment.[16] On 
the night of March 17, 1996, Alig and his friend Robert "Freeze" Riggs murdered Melendez after an argument in Alig's apartment over many things 
including a long-standing drug debt.[17] Alig has claimed many times that he was so high on drugs that the events are quite cloudy.

After Melendez's death, Alig and Riggs did not know what to do with the body. They initially left it in the bathtub which they filled with ice. After a few days, 
the body began to decompose and became odorous. After discussing what to do with Melendez's body and who should do it, Riggs went to Macy's to buy 
knives and a box. In exchange for ten bags of heroin, Alig agreed to dismember Melendez's body. He cut the legs off, put them in a garbage bag and 
stuffed the rest into a box. Afterwards, he and Riggs threw the box into the Hudson River.[18]

In the weeks following Melendez's disappearance, Alig allegedly told "anyone who would listen" that he and Riggs had killed him. Most people did not 
believe Alig and thought his "confession" was a ploy to get attention.[13]

So … we have a homosexual pizza restaurant owner that tailored his business to luer in children with ping pong … and he shares articles glamorizing 
some fag who murdered another fag and hacked the body apart… for heroin. 

Even normies surely have to be a little disturbed by this
>muh circumstantial evidence
>muh conspiracy theories 

they can't even deny that this dude is FUCKED  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:39:13 ID: c0f5fd No.8219213
File (hide): d43b35344e09f47⋯.jpg (95.79 KB, 878x447, 878:447, b4f.jpg)

>>8219139
It's a feminist that mocks 
people who bring up leftist 
infiltration of the site.  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:39:37 ID: 06f824 No.8219220 >>8219265

>>8219072
Yeah same shills posting /r/secretpizzaparty and /r/me_irl last night. 

>>8219197
Those events are famous enough. There's a movie. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Party_Monster_%282003_film%29  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:39:53 ID: 8489d9 No.8219226

Did those anons that said they were gonna go check it out ever deliver?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:40:30 ID: 3d1e21 No.8219237

https://www.r  eddit.com/r/secretpizzaparty/comments/1il7x1/official_theme_song_of_rsecretpizzaparty/

:( they are EVERYWHERE!  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:40:46 ID: df71f6 No.8219239

Anyone ever address this

https://archive.is/BRJZm  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:41:21 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219245
File (hide): 7958daeefdbfd38⋯.png (286.19 KB, 543x574, 543:574, JFacebook.png)

James Alefantis shared this on facebook.
http://hyperallergic.com/129989/ai-weiwei-
posts-curator-transcripts-after-censorship-
row/  

File (hide):
e0f150b563dfe1f⋯.png (1.09
MB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-12-16-3….png)

File (hide):
9d595e44dd51115⋯.png
(248.33 KB, 1080x1920, 9:16,
Screenshot_2016-11-12-16-3….png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:42:12 ID: e40af4 No.8219256

>>8219025
Found her Facebook, and only found this as its private.

Then this creepy image I guess she designed.  
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File (hide): b7d282ec6cafabb⋯.png (672.44 KB,
1155x644, 165:92, weird3.PNG)

File (hide): dd875fa935b9f40⋯.png (97.88 KB,
321x342, 107:114, weird5.PNG)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:42:57 ID: d84f9c No.8219265

>>8219220
never heard it before.. dang they got me. 

I still suggest we dig this hard

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:43:00 ID: af7816 No.8219266

>>8218701
Every single website you visit gets your IP, that's how they send page content to you, what are you talking about?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:44:13 ID: 3626ec No.8219280 >>8221952 >>8222102 >>8222624

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6DA_WwO90c

This suddenly isn't so cute anymore. Is it?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:44:53 ID: d84f9c No.8219293 >>8219315 >>8219672

File (hide): 4d117fb2c56399f⋯.png (113.59 KB, 238x205, 238:205, k.PNG)

Does this symbol mean 
anything to anyone??  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:46:06 ID: 752352 No.8219304

>>8218410
Look at the videos he liked.
Chess, a bit of Math AND a lot of Jews  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:46:48 ID: f76840 No.8219314 >>8219325 >>8219346 >>8219358 >>8219373

What is this some spy cam?

https://www.you tube.com/watch?v=l0V–pWr_vo  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:47:03 ID: 56a9d1 No.8219315

>>8219293
everyone stop digressing. These threads are related to comet ping pong, besta pizza, alefantis, podestas and clintons.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:47:25 ID: 642265 No.8219321

Hey everyone, I found this email which has some urls of Leslie's constantcontact account which can be used, there's some kind of token on those which 
is still working.

http://pastebin.com/djUE9Zzu  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:47:30 ID: 854ff1 No.8219322 >>8219378 >>8219405 >>8219408

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERXq3r1Kq0Q

Have you guys seen this?

Look at the 'topping' on the pizza at about 35 seconds…  

File (hide): 9c448af71661cde⋯.png (612.75 KB,
893x648, 893:648, Littlemen.png)

File (hide): dd177e2f66c8109⋯.png (52.3 KB,
398x230, 199:115, Jim Landé.png)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:48:08 ID: e05bdf No.8219323

>>8218684
This Jim Landé guy is a Facebook friend of Alefantis.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:48:45 ID: f76840 No.8219325 >>8219347

>>8219314
PLEASE LOOK  

Why ping pong? Pedo-Logo Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:48:45 ID: 445036 No.8219326 >>8219358 >>8219370 >>8219518

1st time on 8chan just because of this. Ever wondered why it is Ping-Pong? Look at the CLogo aka "Child Lover"; it looks exactly like two rackets crossed 
as on J. Alefantis facebook-page:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=100978263360030&set=a.100978260026697.888.100003435716242&type=3&theater

pedo-logos: https://media.8ch.net/file_store/5e8730b92a3bfa651aba185436b45fc4b5c294c3ca221af0fe833d683a23bb1c.jpg  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:50:27 ID: c0f5fd No.8219346

>>8219314
>https://www.you tube.com/watch?v=l0V–pWr_vo
It's a bogus fucking link.
Also there's no reason to annoyingly split the url.  Just remove the header.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:50:31 ID: ec807b No.8219347

>>8219325
You broke the link like a retard and it doesn't work when fixed. Try again by putting the spoiler only around "https://www.y"  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:51:13 ID: 06f824 No.8219358

>>8219314
Link doesn't work another shill fagogt wasting our time? Probably.

>>8219326
Maybe if you read the first thread you'd know this is old news. 

YOU HAVE TO GO BACK  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:51:15 ID: 8ae868 No.8219359 >>8219366

this is the most incoherent fucking thread i've ever laid eyes on. is it shills shitting up the thread or what?  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:51:16 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219360
File (hide): a798d368fc9d99d⋯.jpg (53.84 KB, 680x680, 1:1, 527543_144543202357032_129….jpg)

https://www.facebook.com/ThePeoplesPin
gPongParty?
fref=pb&hc_location=friends_tab

One of James Alefantis friend. RElating to 
ping pong  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:51:27 ID: dd1e03 No.8219363 >>8219386

>>8217845
Another book from the same author

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUTmRJqwI_c  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:51:29 ID: 38ba69 No.8219364

>>8219197
>club "kids"
>bunch of degenerate faggots who ended up being behind the modern day LGBT movement and culture

hmm, who wants to bet that the "club kids" were made up largely of monarch sex slaves?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:51:40 ID: ec807b No.8219366

>>8219359
Yes.

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:51:59 ID: d84f9c No.8219370

>>8219326

Yeah that was established a long time ago.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:52:02 ID: f76840 No.8219373

>>8219314
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuuN8mrQFFs  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:52:16 ID: 854ff1 No.8219378

>>8219322
Anyone?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:52:40 ID: c0f5fd No.8219386

>>8219363
There is no point spoilering the header.
JUST REMOVE IT.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuuN8mrQFFs
>look ma, no link.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:53:08 ID: 7da7f8 No.8219394

>>8218482
A lot of people here were too. Probably people you know were in some program. That's how widespread it is.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:53:17 ID: e40af4 No.8219396 >>8219421

TRANSFORMER INC

AN ART CHARITY!

https://www.charityscout.org/nonprofit/81-0584718/transformer-inc  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:53:17 ID: bfc0c1 No.8219398
File (hide): 983d207a671da98⋯.png (198.34 KB, 768x1024, 3:4, Screenshot_20161112-155035.png)

Posted three years ago. There is clearly a cult of fake 
satanism that prefer 'pizza' as a top priority.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:53:37 ID: ba4505 No.8219405 >>8219494

>>8219322
It's creepy but what is the connection?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:53:56 ID: f76840 No.8219407

spy 
cam 
setup?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:53:58 ID: 38ba69 No.8219408 >>8219419 >>8219494

>>8219322
>baby parts on top of a pizza pie on fire

How again is this related to the Podestas? Still creepy.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:54:42 ID: af7816 No.8219419 >>8219430

>>8219408
It isn't. There's about 10 different shills or just plain trolls trying to muddy the water and fill us with disinfo/throwing us off  
the trail.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:54:44 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219421 >>8219478 >>8219625

>>8219396
https://www.facebook.com/juliaa23?pnref=friends.search

Julia Young works at Transformer and is friends with James on facebook.Auction Artwork Coordinator at Transformer  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:55:45 ID: c0f5fd No.8219430

>>8219419

This.
Sudden influx of people who don't know how to post.
Link to the thread has been posted on a normalfag zone.  
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File (hide): f76cb93e2d8d2ff⋯.jpg (22.1 KB, 466x466,
1:1, 13412936_456176014506918_5….jpg)

File (hide): 928fd23c00248ec⋯.jpg (72.16 KB,
720x720, 1:1, 13151906_445475125577007_3….jpg)

File (hide): 2f137f1a237aade⋯.jpg (82 KB, 960x960,
1:1, 12512756_437121059745747_4….jpg)

File (hide): 4c24178a9c02d9c⋯.jpg (72.05 KB,
960x959, 960:959, 12191021_402104253247428_4….jpg)

File (hide): c20536c3c49812d⋯.jpg (76.71 KB,
964x642, 482:321, Vus1NK.jpg)

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:55:47 ID: 1b1b88 No.8219433 >>8219470 >>8219537 >>8219674

Check out these pics from Alefantis' FB. 

Apparently, the guys in the group photo are named: Roger Müller, Septime Webre, Enrique Sardà Valls, Marc Cipullo, Richard L James and Paul Sherrill.

Don't know anything about 'em, maybe worth investigating.

Also, is that Tony Podesta with the giant pizza?

Those beads look like the ones in the chicken lover pic. 

finally

WTF is that last portrait of?  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:55:59 ID: 8489d9 No.8219434

>all these shills trying to misdirect us  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:57:15 ID: c0f5fd No.8219445

>WTF is that last portrait of?
Sex with a minor, I would guess.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:57:52 ID: e05bdf No.8219454 >>8219466 >>8219566

>>8218684
Another friend of his is this Justin Nielsen guy. Facebook photos creepy AF. Bags of candy, six gorillion pictures of kids.  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:58:39 ID: 72ed4f No.8219464

8489d9 No.8219226
Did those anons that said they were gonna go check it out ever deliver?

You posted this not 10 minutes ago. Get into the archives and read up or you're just as bad as a shill.

((anon who went disappeared, was likely -hopefully- larping))  
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Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:58:42 ID: e05bdf No.8219466 >>8219479 >>8219496 >>8219566

>>8219454
Forgot link.

https://www.facebook.com/justin.nielsen/photos?pnref=lhc  

Anonymous  11/12/16 (Sat) 23:59:10 ID: 80b686 No.8219470 >>8219778 >>8221261

>>8219433

Thats painting is called "Ionas asshole" or something. Iona is some pornstar, and dated Koon for a while. 

Honestly i cant remember who Koon is right now. 

Its alright, we covered this shit in thread 3.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:00:07 ID: e40af4 No.8219478 >>8219625

>>8219421
>>8219421
Found this through your lead.

https://m.facebook.com/TransformerDC/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:00:09 ID: 9a92fe No.8219479 >>8219497

>>8219466
Says page doesnt exist. did it get deleted already?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:01:09 ID: 854ff1 No.8219494 >>8219526 >>8219624

>>8219408
>>8219405
Weren't we postulating that these people were involved in ritualistic cannibalism, in addition to the pedophilia? The pizza + infants + evil shit fits too well 
to be unrelated. And isn't the Podesta clan just one branch of this network, among many?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:01:10 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219496 >>8219519 >>8219551 >>8219562 >>8219566 >>8219634 >>8219722

File (hide): 088d14649350da8⋯.png (870.35 KB, 1005x945, 67:63, Justin.png)

>>8219466
You see this? Really creepy. Think these people hes friends with are in 
on the secret pizza parties. Lets keep digging.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:01:10 ID: 36d18d No.8219497

>>8219479
I see it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:02:35 ID: 000000 No.8219517

can someone give a short report at what point we are standing right now and which are the next pragmatic steps to be taken to get this barrel rollin 
forward?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:02:38 ID: 439a1b No.8219518 >>8219575

>>8219326
For you and every other one of you dumb faggots just showing up to shower this place with your mental diarrhea; shut the fuck up until you've read every 
one of the archived pages. 
>>8217765
You fucking retards are running in fucking circles constantly bringing up shit that was found out days ago. Keep your questions to yourself and start 
reading, and unless you have a definite answer to a question being asked shut the fuck up and get to reading.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:02:48 ID: e05bdf No.8219519

>>8219496
There's no way Justin Nielsen isn't a pedo. I refuse to believe otherwise.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:03:13 ID: 38ba69 No.8219526 >>8219631

>>8219494
Of course they are, they practice Kabbalah… look into the jewish blood libels, this cult has been raping and eating newborn infants for thousands of years 
now. Our government should exist to prevent these people from practicing their cult, but they fucking took over.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:03:50 ID: 2916d7 No.8219537 >>8219639

>>8219433
Fourth pic, is that the guy who has a photo of himself with a small boy with those same beads wrapped around him and the boy?  

File (hide): 37970f412a91ca3⋯.gif (1.59 MB, 325x235,
65:47, 1416353904814.gif)

File (hide): eb4fdc4c454bb8c⋯.png (583.77 KB,
545x545, 1:1, 1416080755170.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:04:56 ID: f5cef0 No.8219551 >>8219634

>>8219496
>need a book for toddlers…

WHAT
WHAT THE FUCK

I think we've hit the motherlode.

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:05:40 ID: c0f5fd No.8219562

>>8219496
>need a book for toddlers.
>toddlers.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:05:53 ID: e05bdf No.8219566 >>8219583 >>8219588 >>8219592 >>8219640 >>8219722

File (hide): e7dc0171dbc2125⋯.png (888.42 KB, 1062x809, 1062:809, Tinfoilhattime.png)

>>8219496
>>8219466
>>8219454
>>8218684

Seen in Justin Nielsen's photos. Am I getting tinfoil-hatty, 
or is this what I think it is?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:06:47 ID: 4cd865 No.8219575 >>8219616 >>8219634

>>8219518
Why are you quoting the anon who was just linking the old threads? Stop being a moron.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:07:12 ID: 38ba69 No.8219583

>>8219566
They get off on this sort of thing.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:07:44 ID: db117a No.8219588

>>8219566

this is pork belly  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:08:02 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219592 >>8219603 >>8219606 >>8219722

File (hide): b88fcb33190e244⋯.png (1.97 MB, 1760x991, 1760:991, freesmacks.png)

>>8219566
;) Free Smacks.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:09:19 ID: db117a No.8219603

>>8219592
is that a rabbit cage?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:09:27 ID: 56a9d1 No.8219606 >>8219612

>>8219592
but who are those kids? They can't be Nielsen's sons..  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:09:45 ID: 56a9d1 No.8219612

>>8219606
or they can..  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:10:14 ID: 439a1b No.8219616

>>8219575
i put that there so the dipshits flooding this place could find the archived pages. i was worried that with their very limited brain power they wouldn't be able 
to find them otherwise.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:10:29 ID: d84f9c No.8219624

>>8219494
Exactly, people who claim no satanist connection are likely shills too.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:10:39 ID: e40af4 No.8219625

>>8219421
>>8219478
The Transformer INC art is degenerate, but nothing too suspicious, but it could easily be the money laundering front.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:11:18 ID: 854ff1 No.8219631 >>8219657

>>8219526
Then you must agree that the video is potentially alluding to this practice?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:11:22 ID: 06f824 No.8219634

>>8219575
To show the retard he was talking to where to read the archived threads. Pretty obvious.
>>8219496
>>8219551 Could be good. Ties to Hilldog? 
http://www.kongressen.com/author/mette-k/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:11:27 ID: ffc8b1 No.8219636

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10201745703541936&set=a.10200952841640884.1073741826.1161365837&type=3&theater
This is apparently Justins Daughter….  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:11:40 ID: 774caa No.8219639

>>8219537

I dont think so; it's james himself with the mask. the beads are similar though. Maybe its related to a sex game or beads party or something?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:11:46 ID: d9ac91 No.8219640 >>8219732

>>8219566
Its just a roulade  
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File (hide): 1b2ff92765380c0⋯.webm (9.13 MB, 777x420, 37:20, Biden2.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8218468
UPLOAD IT HERE IN THE ZIP PLEASE FOR THE LOVE OF GOD ANON 
https://endchan.xyz/pol/res/20511.html
(Thread on masonry investigating it you can upload the zip there it has 350mb upload limit)
THE FUCKING TORRENT HAS NO PEERS WITH ANYTHING OTHER THAN 0%

PLEASE RE-UPLOAD THE ZIP ON SOMETHING WHERE I CAN SIMPLY DOWNLOAD IT WITHOUT BIT-
TORRENT IT IS EXTREMELY INCONVENIENT FOR THE FILE-SIZE I AM FRANTIC I REALLY WANT TO 

SEE THESE DOCUMENTS,  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:13:06 ID: 38ba69 No.8219657 >>8219677

>>8219631
Of course, but the entire global power structure is made up of these people. We can kick them out of the US, maybe, but they'll never stop raping, 
murdering, and consuming children, unfortunately.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:14:01 ID: dd569d No.8219672 >>8219700

>>8219293
Gems is a Monarch term. Could be related.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:14:04 ID: cfe51c No.8219674

>>8219433
Gee I wonder what that bracelet means? That's definitely not code for pedophilia lol  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:14:07 ID: ba4505 No.8219677

>>8219657
That's what the death penalty is for.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:14:09 ID: 38ba69 No.8219679

>>8219654
This, I don't know how that wasn't fucking paid more attention to. That could be the Rosetta Stone.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:15:29 ID: db117a No.8219700

>>8219672
podestas condo may or may not be on hidden gem dr truckee ca  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:15:47 ID: d84f9c No.8219707

>>8218746
Exactly. 

I think these are huge too. There is a reddit mod that looks like they have authority in every area of the site.. and they constantly post pizza proposals… 
and then I found this one discussion where they said they would eat a fried cat.. and another mod for big reddit areas, said they would even eat a person 
if prepared right… Wtf?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:17:19 ID: 3626ec No.8219722 >>8219757

>>8219496
>>8219592
>>8219566
Those are like all women commenting though? 
WTF?

Is it fake accounts?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:17:57 ID: c45e2a No.8219729 >>8219741 >>8219742 >>8219784 >>8219793 >>8219865

4CHAN IS IN THE RESTAURANT RIGHT NOW http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/98178381  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:18:12 ID: c0f5fd No.8219732
File (hide): 65622a0317d59b2⋯.jpeg (27.5 KB, 340x387, 340:387, ham.jpeg)

>>8219640
It's just a ham 
sandwich.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:19:02 ID: 000000 No.8219738 >>8219805 >>8219829

I still haven't seen a clear link between Besta Pizza and Podesta.
The "Hope of Guinea" thing is quite weak.
The logo… Well, not enough.  
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>>8219729  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:19:27 ID: 3626ec No.8219742

>>8219729
lol…  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:20:07 ID: 06ee64 No.8219754

>>8217
782
>>8218
081

I miss 
old 
fashion
ed FN 
leaders.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:20:25 ID: c0f5fd No.8219757

>>8219722
Women are well represented in the ranks of pedophiles.
It isn't reported in the media because it doesn't support the "all evil 
in the world is caused by White men" narrative.  

File (hide): 822a9ad2cc7e703⋯.png (1.89 MB,
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:21:12 ID: 3d1e21 No.8219763 >>8219782 >>8219813 >>8219945

>>8218652
photo of this guy @septimewebre from her instagram, jimmycomet tagged in it(also goat=pan symbolism)
i think he's ballet careographer or similar, guess what works with a lot of children and involved in alice in wonderland ballet
https://www.instagram.com/p/1vG-Y4CjUW/?taken-by=septimewebre  
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HIDDEN DOORS IN BATHROOM  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:22:19 ID: a1c208 No.8219778

>>8219470
>(1)

>Koons

It's the big lead to the ICMEC
International child molest…
>full of kikes  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:22:46 ID: c0f5fd No.8219782

>>8219763
Why has he reversed one of the straps so that it is showing White?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:22:50 ID: 06f824 No.8219784

>>8219729
Imagine that place has guest wifi, w. webcams connected. Anon goes there and doesn't even get us their public IP. I will be so dissapoint.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:22:59 ID: de4d92 No.8219786 >>8219812 >>8219864 >>8220007

>>8219654
Here's the download link for the Mason PDF Zip: http://s000.tinyupload.com/index.php?file_id=99555532224722740917  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:23:21 ID: d9ac91 No.8219788

>>8219765
Not exactly new news. Even the reviews of Comet Ping Pong talk about the fact that it has a secret bathroom and treat it like a gimmick. Tell me when the 
secret door to the DOUBLE WALLED basement is discovered  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:23:55 ID: 367ca6 No.8219793

>>8219729
>>8219765
RIP brave 4anons  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:24:33 ID: d84f9c No.8219805
File (hide): be198b7475bbaa6⋯.png (31.77 KB, 1012x388, 253:97, yy.PNG)

>>821973
8
What?!

Isn't 
Comet 
enough?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:24:47 ID: e05bdf No.8219809 >>8219906

File (hide): 215b36cba38a2b0⋯.png (244.18 KB, 310x315, 62:63, fagadopts.png)

>>8218684
Friend of Alefantis:

Might be nothing, but there's a 
faggot who runs a Thai 
restaurant (yes, Thai):

https://www.facebook.com/ralph
.brabham?
fref=pb&hc_location=friends_ta
b

Seems to have adopted kids as 
well.  
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>>8219786
GOD BLESS YE ANON  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:25:18 ID: d84f9c No.8219813 >>8219858 >>8219923

File (hide): e300004c81cae51⋯.jpg (235.72 KB, 1275x479, 1275:479, hfkkf.jpg)

>>8219763
Follow the WHITE RABBIT. 
Downey Jr.. and Pizza.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:25:31 ID: 565cc7 No.8219816

>>8219765
>He Got Drugged and eaten

Fuck  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:25:54 ID: 2c39b7 No.8219819 >>8219827 >>8220059

File (hide): 39181fe89737617⋯.png (458.52 KB, 531x507, 177:169, Screen-Shot-2016-04-03-at-….png)

I've been in and out of these threads, and it just occurred to me… Is there a given reason as to why altkike 
faggot Milo's fucctoi goes by the handle '@PizzaPartyBen'?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:26:45 ID: 38ba69 No.8219827 >>8219858

>>8219819
because he's jewish, and jewish people sacrifice children  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:26:51 ID: 774caa No.8219829

>>8219738
see
>>8219128  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:29:38 ID: c0f5fd No.8219858 >>8219886 >>8219929

File (hide): 6a12e4007e4cc31⋯.jpg (63.66 KB, 500x263, 500:263, ss.jpg)

>>8219813
Satire becomes reality.
>>8219827
And, despite the politically correct "they just love adults of the same sex" mainstream meme, 
pederasty is an integral part of the gay subculture.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:29:40 ID: 06f824 No.8219860 >>8219875

>Spend 5 minutes playing with noScript and uMatrix trying to get catpcha to work on cuckchan
>Fuck it I'll use chromium
>"bla bla get the IP if they have WiFi"
>You are banned

How do those faggots survive.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:30:01 ID: 3626ec No.8219864 >>8220069

>>8219812
What is it?
>>8219786
Mason PDF? Virus?  
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>>8219729  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:31:11 ID: 130f6c No.8219875 >>8219891

>>8219860
I don't know man. How do you not? I've never gotten b& over there or here.  

File (hide): 8cf205a249c5740⋯.jpg (123.16 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, read_to_the_end.JPG)

File (hide): 82a29d6c5de39f8⋯.jpg (107.63 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, TOO_YOUNG.JPG)

File (hide): 804542dbe2a6346⋯.jpg (128.95 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, AGE_CEILING.JPG)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:31:49 ID: 0d7268 No.8219882 >>8220604 >>8220686

>>8219179

CHRIST THE SHILLS SURE ARE OUT IN FORCE TODAY.

Try interpolating suspicious sounding words from the Podesta handkerchief email with Lewis Carroll. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55433

Search through this edition, it's most complete.
https://books.google.com/books?id=pd2rBwAAQBAJ&lp

My theory is Lewis Carroll was abused in a way very similar to what we're seeing. Alice for example has thought patterns that are a perfect fit for SRA 
victim a la Epstein or Dutroux like we're seeing. The exact same rituals that Carroll's abusers followed. Carroll was born in 1832, so photography 
technology would have been good enough for British elites to use this technology.

Podesta et al are using the exact same techniques of torture and abuse as Carroll documents in all his works. Handkerchief refers to the evidence that 
can be used as blackmail after the deed is done.

In the handkerchief email, it appears that the "houses" the "real estate" broker is showing are children, or else locations where children can be seen. 
Cross reference suspicious words with Lewis Carroll's works! Follow the white rabbit!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:32:03 ID: 3626ec No.8219886

>>8219858
True.

Nobody fucks more kids than gays.

It's like over 50% of the child abuse is done by the under 2% of the population that is gay.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:32:19 ID: 06f824 No.8219891 >>8219912

>>8219875
They are blocking my VPN  
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tl;dr: Weird picture of toddlers, one with likely head trauma as seen by the bruised eyes and a photoshopped lower arm is posted on instagram. 

She's holding electrical tape, often used in bondage BDSM and typically rips skin (perhaps reason for photoshopped arm) 

The symbols on her dress are a perfect math with a common pedo symbol 

Bunch of guys like it, including a DoJ employee Arun g rao - one responsible for child porn investigations and who is friends with James Alefantis (who 
also likes the picture). 

Guy loads of other pictures of toddlers on his account 

Upon investigating they all set their accounts to private or delete them (including your scummings and woolman). 

Fy is pedoslang for 'YF' or 'Young Friend' (aka the abused child)

All instances of #CarisJames are wiped from Instagram

Also Caris is a very rare and strange name, could be code for Ceres, a Greek legend about how a daughter was traded between her mother and the god 
of the underworld…
>Ceres was the sister of Jupiter, and Proserpine was their daughter. Proserpine was kidnapped by Pluto, god of the underworld, to be his bride. By the 
time Ceres followed her daughter, she was gone into the earth. Making matters worse, Ceres learned that Pluto had been given Jupiter's approval to be 
the husband of his daughter. Ceres was so angry that she went to live in the world of men, disguised as an old woman, and stopped all the plants and 
crops from growing, causing a famine. Jupiter and the other gods tried to get her to change her mind but she was adamant. Jupiter eventually realized 
that he had to get Proserpine back from the underworld, and sent for her. Unfortunately, Pluto secretly gave her food before she left, and once one had 
eaten in the underworld one could not forever leave. Proserpine was therefore forced to return to the underworld for four months every year. She comes 
out in spring and spends the time until autumn with Ceres, but has to go back to the underworld in the winter.  
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>>8219809
I get it now.

Gays just pretend to be gay so they can adopt kids & keep them as slaves.  
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>>8219891
Oh that, yeah. That's all thanks to Goot/Hiroshimoot. He's intentionally blocking VPN IP ranges to entice users to buy the pass.

He needs to go. Same with the majority of the mods.  
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>>8218528
James Alefantis 
definitely isn't 
into Satanism

>Moloch  
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>>8219813
"Captain America: Civil War exclusive"

Civil war in America coming up 100%, it's not a doubt in my mind any more.  
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>>8219858
Then explain bear culture.

Our focus needs to be on the kabbalistic cult. They're the apex of this, they don't care if they're fucking male or female infants. I'm not trying to exonerate 
gays, they are disproportionately represented. But they don't worship a holy book by virtue of their ideology that promotes the sacrifice of children. Jews 
do.  
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>>8219763
https://www.facebook.com/septime.
webre
Think I found his fb.  
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yea don't worry the pizzagaters are direct linking here in mod threads  
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HOLY FUCK  
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HOOK EM' HORNS  
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https://www.facebook.com/septime.webre/photos?lst=506216794%3A691630125%3A1478997484&source_ref=pb_friends_tl  
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>>8219955
no biggie lol  
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>>8219930
lol indeed.  
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I've talked with the sub owner. He is overwhelmed by all this. He got threatened with a law suit for having a thread up with information about the owner of 
the restaurant. Reddit just isnt made for this kind of shit.  
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I present to you #holedigger #killroom #murderinyoureyes #buryingabody #thieveslikeus #balclavas #babyribs #childcoffin guy

He's since hidden his instagram and deleted pictures  
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>>8219786
Yea this was from that hack on freemasons.freemasonry.com "members area"
username ashlar
password keystone

I thought it was the masonic letterhead mentioned in the breeders screen-cap I have these but that is a rare find thank you 
anon for putting it in one place.

It actually is the most unaltered version of the ritual to the first 3 degrees so yes we got some fucking shit to work with good 
job anon.

if only we could find the letterhead to the investigation to the watchers breeding farms or the database of 
https://secure1.scottishrite.org we would be in business as far as proving this shit.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:42:49 ID: cfe51c No.8220018 >>8220044

>>8220003
more of Mr. Holedigger, friend of james alefantis  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:43:12 ID: c0f5fd No.8220022

>>8219929
>Then explain bear culture.
Your question makes no sense. This is like asking for wheels to be explained after hearing that engines are an integral part of automobiles.
They are integral parts of the same system.
Child-fuckers have much larger overlap with gays than they do with heterosexuals.
>they don't care if they're fucking male or female infants
Of course they do, hence the existence of occult symbols allowing them to identify their interests as boy-lover, girl-lover or child-lover.
Boys have always been a more popular choice.  
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Eh, Guys
Look at the clown belly  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:43:25 ID: 13b18e No.8220027 >>8220175

>>8219899
idk though about the "bruises" under the eyes. I have had those ever since i was very young. Accourding to all my baby albums it started appearing 
around 3-4 years of age and it's gotten worse. its dark purple now and It legit looks like i've been punched on both my eyes. It might be common. I dont 
think the "bruises" under her eyes are from abuse. She could just be malnourished or have lack of vitamins like i do, which is why my undereyes and skin 
look like shit  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:43:40 ID: 7e73cb No.8220030

>>8219929
FFS stop trying to focus on cult shit. Disinformation in its most common form.  

Tasty liberal tears Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:44:42 ID: f75a70 No.8220043
File (hide): ec4b8c535c37f1e⋯.jpg (42.35 KB, 875x121, 875:121, saltysausage.jpg)

woops  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:44:49 ID: cfe51c No.8220044 >>8220071

>>8220018
Some more

Notice the van has a gated front door but no equipment shelves installed, which would ordinarily be why you have a gated door (so shit doesn't fly into the 
back of your head when you slam on the brakes)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:44:56 ID: ffc8b1 No.8220047
File (hide): d84d329fa466e8e⋯.png (840.6 KB, 1320x900, 22:15, shepp.png)  
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Langnese  
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>>8219819
You know he's been all over this and has talked about changing it right?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:46:34 ID: c45e2a No.8220066 >>8221763

>>8219986
>>8219986
oh shit.. wtf do i do  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:46:37 ID: 3626ec No.8220067

>>8220003
#killroom
Astrological Analysis and meaning of WWDJD

WWDJD has a life path of 1. WWDJD means: With a Life Path 1, your numbers are (10/1, 19/1). 

Guys, take a look at the picture on the right  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:46:44 ID: 24cce4 No.8220069 >>8220112
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>>8219864
They are the unreleased rituals to the first 3 degrees and not only that William morgans book that caused his death and 
started the first third party the anti masonic party. Controversial not too on the nose with this shit but worthwhile to any 
occult student.

Pretty sure no virus scrub it with ghostscript if you are afraid but they are untouched to my knowledge from when the 
site that had stored it was breached,  
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>>8220044
#thephotothatwouldbeonthenews

foreshadowing to him getting caught and this picture showing 
this psychopath to the world?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:47:50 ID: 0bf5a1 No.8220079 >>8220150 >>8221295

Guys, I had a thought just now, about the owls. I've seen those owls all over Philly, my home town. Do you think, maybe, these owls are a sign of 
freemasons, and therefore, pedophilia rings?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:48:00 ID: b13497 No.8220081

>>8220007
Fuck, the it worked.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:49:14 ID: d9ac91 No.8220098 >>8220123

>>8220071
Thats just a crown roast anon. That message is creepy as fuck considering the circumstances though  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:50:20 ID: 38ba69 No.8220112 >>8220221

File (hide): c1d3d4c2e782365⋯.png (546.83 KB, 400x301, 400:301, 3457542217.png)

>>8220069
>tfw you get v& for 
investigating the 
int'l child sex slave 
ring

I wish I wasn't so 
fucking tech 
illiterate.  

File (hide): c7a82ddb17b9c33⋯.png (974.25 KB,
1306x794, 653:397, Alice.png)

File (hide): 822a9ad2cc7e703⋯.png (1.89 MB,
1866x1200, 311:200, 822a9ad2cc7e703e3ae1d58c59….png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:50:24 ID: ffc8b1 No.8220113

Sep did a Alice in wonderland Ballet.

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:50:39 ID: c69578 No.8220120 >>8220163 >>8220207

>>8219899
I'm done. Got to take a break from this for a bit. I'm shaking with rage. Do we know James Alefantis's address? It might be time to get some DC-area 
anons together and spray-paint PEDOPHILE RAPIST on the side of his house. That should send a message that we're not fucking around.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:50:47 ID: c45e2a No.8220123 >>8220171 >>8222878

>>8220098
did anyone find werkinonmahnightcheese's real name?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:52:24 ID: 24cce4 No.8220150 >>8220319

File (hide): e219b58000798c2⋯.jpg (26.59 KB, 480x360, 4:3, yes it is.jpg)

>>8220079
It is up there with the skull 
According to Pikes book of the lodge the candidate should 
contemplate in an underground chamber like pic related.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:53:04 ID: c0f5fd No.8220158 >>8220187

>>8219899
>mid-late 40s.
No offence but:
>millennials trying to guess age of anyone over 25.
This man is late 30s, early 40s.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:53:19 ID: 3151f7 No.8220160

Is anyone else having immediate problems with discord right now like it not ending even when trying to kill the process?
i can kill the process at all  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:53:40 ID: d9ac91 No.8220163 >>8220182

>>8220120
Its too early for that, if people start going in half cocked, it will be easy as fuck for them to spin the narrative to "RACIST SEXIST IMAGEBOARD 
HARASSES INNOCENT PIZZA SHOP FOR GIVING PIZZA TO DEMOCRATS" then slash and burn the evidence in the aftermath  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:54:14 ID: cfe51c No.8220171 >>8220395

>>8220123
"Jeff Smith" was what he used lol  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:54:40 ID: 06f824 No.8220175 >>8220226

>>8220027
>She could just be malnourished
That is also child abuse.
>>8219899
First I hear of sister and her defense of a rapist… Anyone have last name or article?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:54:56 ID: c69578 No.8220182

>>8220163
I know, I was just venting. As soon as we have an actionable case, though, it's time to start chucking bricks through windows.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:55:10 ID: cfe51c No.8220187 >>8220228

>>8220158
He's Alefantis' friend, they're all in their 40/50+

And I'm not a millennial  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:55:30 ID: 01ab9d No.8220196 >>8220252

Connect Comet Ping Pong and The White House.

Connect C.H.I.L.D. Center to The White House

http://www.childcenterprograms.com/
C H I L D Creatively Helping  Inspire Little Dreamers  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:56:10 ID: 2c39b7 No.8220206 >>8220231

>>8220059
Hence my asking, clarifying that I've only been in and out of these threads, and generally not giving a fuck about e-celebs.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:56:11 ID: 010277 No.8220207

>>8220120
>tfw SJW are pedophile rapist and Anons from an chan more hardcore than 4chan has to take care of this shit for the sake of children

Why is the world inverted like that  

File (hide): 7d485f52c26b66d⋯.png (391.66 KB,
804x640, 201:160, wtf.PNG)

File (hide): 6b88115fdf93c78⋯.png (518.2 KB,
950x559, 950:559, SUDDENLY.PNG)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:56:44 ID: d84f9c No.8220214

Lost in wonderland?! WTFFFF

Found this off some evil sidebitch in my own google searches of pizza.

WTF?!

"LOST IN WONDERLAND" 

https://kr.pinterest.com/pin/517562182154239496/

https://kr.pinterest.com/bubblegothbabby/

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:56:52 ID: ee5056 No.8220215 >>8220256

>>8219921
Moloch Mashine, that's from metropolis  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:57:00 ID: f76840 No.8220218

>>8219945
https://archive.is/IZMGn  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:57:15 ID: 24cce4 No.8220221

>>8220112
Nah not for this I remember when someone cracked the password I logged in and got all the pdfs from the site myself. 

If it was from some dark masonic cult describing where the bodies are buried then maybe but even then it is a crisis for the elite they are not losing it over 
that I doubt they cared to begin with it is just the sekrits until master mason. After that you are in the Scottish rite 4-32 degree that is when you are tapped 
into these pedo cults.  

File (hide): 8f9373db94b4ead⋯.png (1.87 MB,
1870x1196, 935:598, Screen Shot 2016-11-13 at ….png)

File (hide): 4d7892808d3855f⋯.png (1.72 MB,
1866x1196, 933:598, Screen Shot 2016-11-13 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:57:19 ID: 3d1e21 No.8220222 >>8220328 >>8220376 >>8220396

>>8219945
someone already posted "you're pedophile" comment on septimes instagram, why are you doing this people?
archive him

new creepiness incoming  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:57:33 ID: cfe51c No.8220226 >>8220376 >>8222115

>>8220175
https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/835178/kloman-letter-writers.pdf

Christopher Kloman

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/former-potomac-school-teacher-to-be-sentenced-in-decades-old-molestations/2013/10/17/b41ba620-3743-
11e3-80c6-7e6dd8d22d8f_story.html

Anne Sullivan testified that she hadn’t told anyone of the teacher who had abused her in seventh grade until she came face-to-face with Christopher 
Kloman in the hallway of her son’s school more than 40 years later.

Sullivan, now in her mid-50s, said she was so sickened by the fear that the teacher might be abusing other girls that she broke her long silence and 
alerted the administration of Washington Episcopal School.

Kloman, 74, was sentenced to 43 years in prison Friday in a Fairfax County courtroom for molesting five girls, including Sullivan, at McLean’s elite 
Potomac School in the late 1960s and ’70s, when he was a teacher and administrator. Sullivan’s chance encounter in November 2011 and tip sparked the 
lengthy investigation and criminal proceeding that brought the decades-old abuse to light.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:57:40 ID: c0f5fd No.8220228 >>8220240 >>8220306

>>8220187
Ok. Something is keeping him youthful then.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:57:58 ID: 4a44e4 No.8220231

>>8220206
Okay fair enough  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:58:34 ID: cfe51c No.8220240

>>8220228
Working out, if you're fit you can easily pass for a decade or two younger

He might even be 50'ish  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:59:16 ID: 565cc7 No.8220249 >>8220287 >>8220290 >>8220326

File (hide): d2d359bbe56ad9e⋯.png (175.97 KB, 550x512, 275:256, SkeletalDoomsayer.png)

>4channer went in got caught is probably dead
>Fucking Jews put in tracers in EXIF

Alright, can we please get some people to go over there and kill everything in the building Hotline 
Miami Style?

This shit is so close, and they'll close up shop and we'll miss it, and we'd have blown our biggest 
pedowood lead yet.

Please, you'd be pardoned for the justice you'd unleash, this isn't something done by the letter of law, 
it needs a fire started to burn with a following.

I can't bear to know that all I can do is shitpost.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:59:25 ID: f76840 No.8220252

>>8220196
https://archive.is/G2WsC  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 00:59:52 ID: cfe51c No.8220256

>>8220215
also notice the napkin
>BOY LOVER  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:01:34 ID: c45e2a No.8220280 >>8220299

>>8219986
Ok guys seriously look at this post^

I posted the "lol" reddit screnshot i saw from 4chaim and it was 1.99 kb WHAT DOES IT MEAN.

IS MY FUCKING COMP COMPROMISED????  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:01:55 ID: 010277 No.8220287

>>8220249
We should put Wikileaks on this, but they probably won't give a shit since they don't even know where is Julian  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:02:09 ID: 130f6c No.8220290

>>8220249
4chan strips EXIF data when images are uploaded. It wouldn't have been traceable that way.

I think the more likely scenario is that OP maybe got 'caught' and is just convo talking right now until he leaves. It's rude to be on your phone when talking 
to other people.

Worst case scenario though, he got caught and he's the next sacrifice to Moloch.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:02:27 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8220294
File (hide): 302ca74b4663a04⋯.webm (4.34 MB, 426x240, 71:40, secret party.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8217845
I'll see your video and raise you mine  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:02:30 ID: d84f9c No.8220295 >>8220368

Wtf? first.

2nd 2 images..
OMG WTF

https://archive.is/nmQ24

designersgotoheaven.com  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:02:47 ID: cfe51c No.8220299 >>8220620

>>8220280
Moloch got you

>saving the thumbnail  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:02:57 ID: ee5056 No.8220303 >>8220323 >>8220334 >>8220339 >>8220343 >>8220371 >>8220391 >>8221777 >>8221844 >>8222078

NEXT THREAD: NO CULT RELATED POSTS

I am pretty sure there is some weird cult shit going on, but let's focus on the pedo shit for now, all these cult theories just makes it easier to discredit us.

or you guys are doing it on purpose ofc….  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:03:00 ID: d9ac91 No.8220306
File (hide): e7e3970a6ae0603⋯.png (10.54 KB, 211x246, 211:246, 1406186692325.png)

>>8220228
>it turns out that their satanic rituals work and not only is meme magic confirmed to exist but we 
uncover the secret dark side of it
>Hillary Clinton turns out to be 800 years old
>the reason we are quickly uncovering them is because we have the assistance of an old god we've 
inadvertently awoken with our shitposting  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:03:56 ID: 0bf5a1 No.8220319

>>8220150
I think these owls signify freemasons or the like; safe houses for their kind and such with the front of being scarecrows. My mother is equally interested in 
such things, such as the reanimation on Jupiter prophecy, though that was made by a lunatic who was probably touched by some old god some 20 years 
ago. I told her to go out and take pictures of the owls and the establishments they reside over, and when I have that information I'll do some research into 
business owners, and other such things.
also the op that went to CPP is probably dead, thread 404d  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:04:03 ID: 130f6c No.8220323

>>8220303
The pedoshit and cultshit go hand in hand friend.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:04:04 ID: 11b5c2 No.8220326 >>8220346

>>8220249
I'd guess they've moved on about two years ago from comet, and about a week ago all the instagrams etc went down.  We're alredy too late.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:04:20 ID: 36d18d No.8220328 >>8220405

>>8220222
You can bet your ass thats some plebbit retards work. Far too many people got involved there.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:04:31 ID: 38ba69 No.8220334

>>8220303
how about no, faggot  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:04:52 ID: f86668 No.8220337 >>8221212 >>8221358

File (hide): b1763686ef32253⋯.jpg (51.18 KB, 620x640, 31:32, IMG_0859.JPG)

Hi guys this is some strange 
ducking wording what it 
mean yo?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:04:57 ID: d84f9c No.8220339 >>8220400

>>8220303
Fucking shill. Cults are part of this. 

SEE Podesta Abramovich. Wtf.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:05:26 ID: ac09cc No.8220343

>>8220303
How about you fuck right off?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:05:36 ID: 565cc7 No.8220346

>>8220326
Possibly, but they have to demolish the tunnells, or are guarding it until it is time.

They've probably erected fake walls in the process of doing so.

Fucking finders, always one step ahead.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:06:30 ID: cfe51c No.8220368 >>8220380 >>8220754 >>8220798

>>8220295
Tony Podesta has a giant subterranean chamber……

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP3romnj8fY

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/apr/20/usa.world

They are known for purchasing "awkward" works, such as video installations, that many other private collectors will not consider. "It's easy to store them, 
but difficult to display them," says Podesta. To get round the problem, he and his wife have excavated a huge subterranean vault beneath their house 
outside Washington - a white space 5m square and 4m high in which it will be possible to show "very complicated video pieces" on all four walls.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56492

From:podesta@podesta.com To: john.podesta@gmail.com, podesta.mary@gmail.com  Date: 2014-01-31 19:17 Subject: Last night was fun  
    
 Still in torture chamber Another question. Do you two wanna have feb 14 valentines day dinner  Sent from my iPad  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:06:49 ID: 7e73cb No.8220371 >>8220398

>>8220303
It's no use friend. This is going nowhere. I give it another day before everyone back to making Trump memes.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:07:04 ID: 06f824 No.8220376

>>8220222
Checked.Letting a child walk barefoot on wet concrete. 
>>8220226
Holy shit. Cheers.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:07:40 ID: 010277 No.8220380

>>8220368
>2nd pic
>Human figure behind them

I got fucking scarred  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:08:16 ID: dd644d No.8220391

>>8220303
The culto shit has help us to identify people. Not everyone is so stupid to show a pedoring, but most of them show their satanic symbols.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:08:43 ID: 7da7f8 No.8220395 >>8220410 >>8220426

>>8220171
Jeff Smith aka The Frugal Gourmet was a TV chef, extremely popular in the 90's until he got arrested for pedophilia.

>In the 1970s, these plaintiffs were high school students working for Smith, a Methodist minister and former chaplain at the University of Puget Sound, 
when he operated a deli and catering service, the Chaplain’s Pantry, near downtown Tacoma.

Maybe an homage to another chef/pervert?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:08:42 ID: c0f5fd No.8220396

>>8220222
>liked by coloring_party
Coloring_party is a Kike feminist fag-hag.
>making a spiral pattern in the water:
www.instagram.com/p/BKv-DoOhTih/?taken-by=coloring_party
>looping baby in pram
https://www.instagram.com/p/BKv815Bh8NP/?taken-by=coloring_party
>broadcasting rad feminism:
https://www.instagram.com/p/BKlVD7wBm6Z/?taken-by=coloring_party
>a fag marriage "Tim and Larry"
https://www.instagram.com/p/BJ_Wk-jBryk/?taken-by=coloring_party
>witchcraft
https://www.instagram.com/p/BJ_UqTbB5Lw/?taken-by=coloring_party

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:08:47 ID: de4d92 No.8220397

Anyone working on cracking accounts of the main players we don't have large data leaks? 

There's more to this but we have to go get it.  We have Tony and John Podesta emails but nothing but pieces from those on Comet Ping Pong guy, 
Marina Abramovic and some of the other potential players. 

We need more data if we're going to prove anything. We need their emails and possible iCloud accounts.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:09:00 ID: ac09cc No.8220398

>>8220371
Nice defeatism shill.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:09:07 ID: ee5056 No.8220400 >>8220444

>>8220339
I am not a shill, I actually want to solve this shit, talking about some new age shit won't help these kids.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:09:18 ID: 3d1e21 No.8220405 >>8220435 >>8220436

>>8220328
people PLEASE don't write pedo comments on social media of people we find. 
1.some may be inncocent, we may be seeing things not there
2.they are freaking up and covering!

STOP IT!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:09:52 ID: cfe51c No.8220410 >>8221582

>>8220395
Interesting. 

I was referring to the dungeon guy. He is a heavy metal welder, i.e.. a dungeon/killroom type of guy  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:10:57 ID: 7da7f8 No.8220426

>>8220395
This Jeff Smith dies in 2004 and is from West Coast so I don't think related, though he was quite famous. So maybe this pedo dude used that name as an 
homage. Dunno, the name just struck a chord because the this story was in the news quite a bit when it happened because he was so famous/loved. 
Now it's like he never existed.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:11:05 ID: 2c4cf9 No.8220428

>>8217845
>ssshhhh don't tell anybody!
>wierd secert handshake shit
>criminal raccoon showing up in disguise
disgusting
>>8218272
THIS. Somebody who isn't a tech-retarded should look into this
>>8218317
Bahara, the based poo-in-loo, is back!!
>>8218385
Nice eye, anon
>>8218448
THIS
>>8218601
fuck off
>>8218647
christ…
>>8218682
no, let's focus on elucidating the big picture and save the details and culprits for later
>>8219018
Very important. DC Leaks had the whole Pelosi Goathill Pizza thing  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:11:21 ID: de4d92 No.8220435 >>8220447 >>8220457

>>8220405
100% Agree. 

Stop trolling them on their sites. It only tips them off. We have more work to do if we're going to really get these fucks.  

File (hide): 4008cb8306f285f⋯.png (132.68 KB,
1546x534, 773:267, Arun G Rao at White House.png)

File (hide): 4b85c273309141f⋯.png (199.26 KB,
1964x888, 491:222, Arun G Rao IG deleted.png)

File (hide): f7ef8948bccda86⋯.png (3.04 MB,
2552x1092, 638:273, Arun G Rao Twitter deleted.png)

File (hide): e2cb56d08aa5bee⋯.png (268.49 KB,
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:11:22 ID: cfe51c No.8220436

>>8220405
interesting how Arun G Rao was at the white house 42 times  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:12:03 ID: 38ba69 No.8220444 >>8220461

>>8220400
This cult is well studied and has been written about for centuries. Just because your faggot ass doesn't know anything about the world he lives in doesn't 
mean we all have to self-moderate our posts so as to not insult your (lack of) intelligence. The nature of this cult is very much so crucial to understanding 
why the fuck these people are eating babies.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:12:13 ID: cfe51c No.8220447 >>8220462 >>8220475

>>8220435
they're already watching
4chan got ddos'd multiple times when arun g rao was discovered  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:12:27 ID: d84f9c No.8220453
File (hide): a49d42b004183fd⋯.jpg (19.33 KB, 174x255, 58:85, ef010fc802cbce0a3c0af04265….jpg)

https://kr.pinterest.com/pin/5175621821573
43965/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:12:51 ID: 38ba69 No.8220457 >>8220472

>>8220435
This happened days ago and they've been panicked since. They know full well that the world order is on the verge of crisis.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:13:05 ID: 7e73cb No.8220461

>>8220444
Who cares about the why? Make them pay, that's all that is needed.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:13:08 ID: de4d92 No.8220462

>>8220447
I saw this. Any idea of source?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:13:36 ID: 24cce4 No.8220471 >>8220503 >>8220510 >>8220524

It is freemasons saying to stop focusing on cult shit and ONLY freemasons doing so. 

Every time you see someone butt-hurt over drawings of children being stabbed or anything occult they are by default a freemason and are giving 
credence to the masonic reality of this

THEY ARE THE ONES SAYING WE ARE GETTING DERAILED WHEN THEY ARE THE ONES DERAILING.

MASONS KILL PEOPLE THAT IS THEIR CULT
MASONS LIKE DEVIL SHIT THAT IS THEIR CULT
MASONS EAT PEOPLE THAT IS THEIR CULT  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:13:48 ID: de4d92 No.8220472

>>8220457
Which is why there's work to be done.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:14:01 ID: 8489d9 No.8220475 >>8220488 >>8220503 >>8220580

>>8220447
Have we looked into Arun?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:14:45 ID: de4d92 No.8220488

>>8220475

Not sure.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:15:47 ID: 06f824 No.8220503 >>8220523

>>8220471
This is a fucking joke.
> Please check out /r/me_irl for the twentieth time I swear I'm not a shill.
>>8220475
Looking into people like this is the real work that actually fucking matters.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:15:49 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8220504 >>8220553 >>8220562 >>8221551

File (hide): d14ec14c5575a3d⋯.png (71.65 KB, 1179x544, 1179:544, teacher.png)

>>8218385
she's a teacher  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:16:11 ID: 7e73cb No.8220510 >>8220523 >>8220545

>>8220471
The cult shit is a distraction. If y'all want to make a spiderweb in your basement of cult shit that plenty of other people have already researched, then go 
ahead. Have fun with this little autistic journey.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:16:57 ID: 38ba69 No.8220523 >>8220555 >>8220589

>>8220503
DURRR freemasonry is completely uninvolved and also 9/11 was terrorists 

>>8220510
I wonder what going to hell for an eternity feels like?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:17:04 ID: ee5056 No.8220524 >>8220569 >>8220589

>>8220471
ugh, final post before I go off for the night, no I am not a free mason, you guys are derailing the threads.

I am just saying we should separate the actually gathering of info and the speculating in two separate threads, keeping it clean and organised.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:17:53 ID: 24cce4 No.8220545

>>8220510
Freemasonry is the elite the illuminati its not some "cult" it is THE cult.

This is not clandestine pedophilia
this is not clandestine or spurrious satanism
this is woven into the pillars of society
CULT  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:18:17 ID: ec807b No.8220553

>>8220504
She is a dance teacher, that specializes in teaching toddlers to dance.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:18:24 ID: 06f824 No.8220555

>>8220523
It's really just that you retards post nothing substantial and your contributions are shit. If you were doing any valuable digging it would be different. Total 
shill response, filtered.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:18:39 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8220562

>>8220504
http://www.risedancestudios.com/
Home page has bunch of young children.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:19:00 ID: 24cce4 No.8220569

>>8220524
stop trying to direct the thread biff  

File (hide): 4b85c273309141f⋯.png (199.26 KB,
1964x888, 491:222, Arun G Rao IG deleted.png)

File (hide): f7ef8948bccda86⋯.png (3.04 MB,
2552x1092, 638:273, Arun G Rao Twitter deleted.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:19:55 ID: cfe51c No.8220580 >>8220597

>>8220475
Arun G Rao is a friend of Alefantis who used to be assistant AG in Baltimore that dealt with kiddie porn/trafficking  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:20:08 ID: e9e150 No.8220589
File (hide): 3cedf3795cb4ce8⋯.jpg (34.96 KB, 514x424, 257:212, 3cedf3795cb4ce845bd46079e3….jpg)

>>8220523
>he believes in hell
Saturn is waiting, m80
>>8220524
It will come when it comes. You must be new here to not understand that this is chaos. You don't get to 
order chaos as you see fit, you add to the chaos, and if what you contribute is worthy, it'll be retained.
Have a smug for concern trolling  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:20:17 ID: 0f8d44 No.8220590 >>8221230

File (hide): 6e5575a2e32a184⋯.gif (825.42 KB, 370x232, 185:116, 1475133929642.gif)

>>8218293
It looks like he just found the video fucking creepy.  He probably just has good intuition. Also, don't go sperg 
out on people like the faggot who went to Besta pizza or whichever degenerate one it was, and went to the 
manager and fucking just asked him about it.  Be smart.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:20:28 ID: cfe51c No.8220593 >>8220673

File (hide): c71bff87179e03b⋯.jpg (88.45 KB, 1024x576, 16:9, 1478897784859.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:20:39 ID: 06f824 No.8220597

>>8220580
And he was liking all the creepy pictures on insta.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:20:59 ID: 11b5c2 No.8220602

this is completely infected, just like 4chan was after their big connections.  

File (hide): 5a341e585067b9b⋯.jpg (109.03 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, SusanSandler.JPG)

File (hide): b89755d82378550⋯.jpg (116.47 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, PILLOW_IS_CHILD.JPG)

File (hide): c386e5c2a5c2a64⋯.jpg (119.67 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, Kathryn_Tate.JPG)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:21:10 ID: 0d7268 No.8220604 >>8221312 >>8221343

>>8219882

Based on interpolating with Lewis Carroll, the handkerchief email essentially records the sale of children. Herbert and Susan Sandler then are confirmed 
for being a part of this ring. (Couldn't archivee Susan Sandler for some reason.)

Check out Kathryn Tate: https://archive.is/PV9KG

She does real estate AND interiors. That's pretty convenient if you need an interior designer that won't ask probing questions.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:22:04 ID: 5ff8e7 No.8220619 >>8220863 >>8221538

File (hide): 678444add7540ac⋯.jpg (456.27 KB, 2290x1458, 1145:729, pizzamoney.jpg)

>>8218971
http://spongebobjoestar.tumblr.com/post/77
093673032/the-secret-cult-of-the-pizza-
eaters  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:22:05 ID: c45e2a No.8220620 >>8220637 >>8220655 >>8220833 >>8221074 >>8221312

>>8220299
I deleted it bus is that enough??? IF THE FUCKING ALPHABET SOUP AGENTS COME FOR ME WTF DO I SAY  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:23:02 ID: 06f824 No.8220637

>>8220620
Sorry, my shilling wasn't very effective, you can have 50% of the salary back.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:24:07 ID: cfe51c No.8220655
File (hide): 0462a07f96838de⋯.jpg (12.51 KB, 213x237, 71:79, blah.jpg)

>>8220620  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:25:32 ID: cfe51c No.8220673

>>8220593
go up to the other pic of carisjames

the dress has clear pedo symbols

Arun g Rao would have intimately known pedo symbols/slang if he prosecuted child sexual abuse cases… and liking a picture like that?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:26:28 ID: 38ba69 No.8220686

>>8219882
jesus christ, my mind was just fucking blown. 

Also, it's National Pizza Day folks. Who the fuck thought that one up.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:29:19 ID: c69578 No.8220721 >>8220849 >>8221075 >>8222191

Anons, I just had an idea. I assume most of you are familiar with John DeCamp of the Franklin Scandal. Well, he's still alive and practicing law in 
Nebraska, and he has a lot of connections to people who have spent decades trying to fight these pedos. He was friends with a former CIA director and 
had DC politicians on his side. I bet if we write to him about what we're finding, he'll know which lawyers or feds to contact who are willing to look into this 
and can't be bought off. 

I bet the old dude would be happy to know he's being vindicated after 30 years due to these dumbasses leaking their kink shit all over the internet.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:31:11 ID: d83bc3 No.8220754
File (hide): 2928d68056ce4d6⋯.gif (1.96 MB, 600x600, 1:1, 1466088382916.gif)

>>8220368
>Last night 
was fun
>Still in 
torture 
chamber  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:33:58 ID: a235e4 No.8220798

>>8220368
Btw I forgot to say this

Elephants 
Alefantis  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:35:26 ID: e8718a No.8220824

>>8218420
>>8218445

kids get hooked up every sunday

 wew  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:36:08 ID: a235e4 No.8220833 >>8221152

>>8220620
Periscope yourself, don't go outside, watch for ice cream trucks btw it's November  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:37:07 ID: 606200 No.8220849 >>8220869 >>8220881 >>8221075 >>8221458

>>8220721
Also this family and PI from Scotland has been heavily active in this. They even said, we dont want money, thank you - we just want to stop this.

PI's name is Robert Green

holliedemandsjustice.org

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxRRezH0xxE

Could also ask for Henrik of Red Ice to cover it, he has Thor-sized balls!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:37:45 ID: f76840 No.8220863 >>8221538

>>8220619
https://archive.is/EzAXA

ARCHIVE USE IT  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:38:23 ID: 565cc7 No.8220869 >>8221017 >>8221075

>>8220849
>>8220849
>>8220849
>>8220849
>>8220849
>>8220849
>>8220849
>>8220849
>>8220849
THIS

THIS

THIS  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:38:47 ID: c69578 No.8220881 >>8221017

>>8220849
Thank you, I might Green as well.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:41:32 ID: 423d83 No.8220924 >>8220972

James Alefantis = J'aime les enfants = I love children (French)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:41:40 ID: cfe51c No.8220928 >>8220965

an idea that "Caris" in "Carisjames" could be referencing carisoprodol, a muscle relaxer prescription drug. I will paste what they sent me below:
"carisjames
it pops up every time jimmycommet posts on twitter or instagram or whatever. No one could figure out what it meant. I do what I always do which is play 
with the term in question. So I simply search james caris and one hit suggsted a drug. So I looked and tried the suggestion in a full search. I think 
#carisjames is actually jimmy A. with his barbiturate kiddie fucking drug. Perfect fast acting knocks out great for quick triips to portugal etc. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carisoprodol Caris James. James "with his" Carisprodol. NOw that needs a prescription as it is a schedule IV drug. See wiki 
entry. I saw a photo of british money with a pill bottle and a tag about going to london amongst all the pictures retrieved."  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:44:42 ID: 87b873 No.8220965 >>8221157

>>8220928
i heard that our archived links have been deleted
is that true?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:45:14 ID: 439a1b No.8220972 >>8220998

File (hide): 190f3fe0a1043fc⋯.png (4.35 KB, 509x98, 509:98, goodwork.PNG)

>>8220924
didn't i tell you fucking retards to read shit before commenting? you couldn't even manage to read this 
thread before being a fucking idiot, so i can only assume you haven't read anything else. morons.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:47:01 ID: ac09cc No.8220998 >>8222058

>>8220972
OP here, i'll add a proper disclaimer to warn these idiots for the next thread.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:47:44 ID: de4d92 No.8221007 >>8221048 >>8221722 >>8221788 >>8221908

Decided to google "Moloch maschine" that was at the top of the piece of paper in the handkerchief photo and this was at the top (it gets weird at the 2 
minute mark): 
https://youtu.be/ydqQbHEcQHc

Also found this on Reddit:
- Moloch was known as "Molech" in Hebrew, meaning "king", and was a divinity worshipped by the Israelites Was most likely a fire or sun god Chief 
feature of his worship was sacrifice of children, and would do so "through the fire" Found later in Medieval texts in demonology as a Prince of Hell, this 
Moloch found pleasure in stealing children, relates back to original Moloch 
(http://faculty.washington.edu/kgb/cinetech/metropolis_moloch_files/v3_document.htm)
^^ REALLY GOOD READ

- Moloch the machine represents Moloch the god - sacrifices were made in the fire oven in the belly - the belly of the beast - or BESTA

- Can we also note that Besta is Beast in Portuguese, a place apparently the Podesta's like to go and where children have disappeared in high profile 
cases like McCann?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:48:31 ID: 606200 No.8221017 >>8221075

>>8220881
>>8220869

They may especially be excited (Both DeCamp and Hollie,) that instead of a small number of easily disappearable people - this is legion and the machine 
has been turned on and cannot be shut off, lol  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:51:02 ID: ac09cc No.8221048

>>8221007
This is some damn good info  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:53:30 ID: f76840 No.8221074 >>8221191 >>8221192 >>8221215 >>8221380 >>8221505 >>8221925

>>8220620
Pretty sure I got vanned yesterday. An ice cream van was stopped outside my neighbor's house, but no kids around. I stopped behind him and waited 
and took a few pictures, but he was waving me to go around him. So I passed him and he followed me to my house and stopped and waited as i parked 
and got out of my car. So i started recording. I approached the ice cream van as a concerned citizen while recording with my phone. Said I was 
concerned about the connections between pedophilia and ice cream companies. He said ok. I asked if he loves jesus. He said sure. I said ok, sorry for 
acting weird. He said that's fine. Then I left and he drove off. Never sold any ice cream.

I looked up the address printed on the van and it's a residence with high privacy fence around the back yard, lots of no trespassing and adt alarm signs. 

Just show them we're peaceful but they need to go.

how do i link to the images i've already uploaded? it says file already exists. It's the google map images of the ice cream house  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:53:35 ID: c69578 No.8221075 >>8221122 >>8221173

>>8220721
>>8220849
>>8220869
>>8221017

We should make a list of people who are in the know and have resources and connections to fight this. I can't find any contact info for DeCamp and it 
appears he's shut down his practice, but he's still out there (he was interviewed by Filterman Jones recently). This guy worked for him and might pass 
along our findings: http://alawoffice.com/about.shtml  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:55:04 ID: 5d40f3 No.8221104 >>8221162

Jesus Christ these threads are moving too fast for me to follow, what's been found these past few days?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:56:14 ID: 606200 No.8221122

>>8221075
There was also the team that helped Kim Noble (the woman who's paintings people keep refering to) - I wouldn't want to approach HER about this, as it 
would probably be too painful and cruel - but the team that helped her… well they might be interested also.

Hmmm

"Kim Noble  is a  woman who, from the age of 14 years, spent 20 years in and out of hospital until she made contact with Dr Valerie Sinason and Dr Rob 
Hale at the Tavistock and Portman Clinics.  In 1995 she began therapy and was diagnosed with Dissociative Identity Disorder (originally named multiple 
personality disorder). D.I.D is a creative way to cope with unbearable pain. The main personality splits into several parts with dissociative or amnesic 
barriers between them. It used to be a controversial disorder but Kim has had extensive tests over 2 years by leading psychology professor at UCL, John 
Morton, who has established there is no memory between the personalities and that she has the misfortune of representing the British gold standard over 
genuine dissociation."

After reading that I might have changed my mind… http://www.kimnoble.com/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:57:35 ID: c45e2a No.8221152 >>8221203

>>8220833
Fuck. I don't wanna leave the house now. I was supposed to go to a friend birthday party but idk now  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:57:49 ID: a1c208 No.8221157 >>8221362

>>8220965
Archives check out on my end.

HILLARY PHOTOGRAPHED INSIDE PEDO-FRONT REST AURANT
>original threads
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl

Ping Pong Pedo Threads
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:58:17 ID: 8e0b23 No.8221162 >>8221276

>>8221104
Go back and fucking read the old threads.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 01:58:54 ID: 606200 No.8221173 >>8221195 >>8221431 >>8221527

>>8221075
I KNOW David Icke is right up this alley, as is Fritz Springmeier (though who knows what they did to him in jail for exposing this…)

Seedman (Alex Jones) has been ranting about this and pasta and sauce and shit for a while now… but he is likely Limited Hangout disinfo…

Coast 2 Coast is too pussy to touch anything of substance anymore… Sword and Scale podcast had a great episode about the Franklin Cover up 

http://swordandscale.com/sword-and-scale-episode-5/

http://swordandscale.com/sword-and-scale-episode-6/

Maybe they would cover it?

Sorry, I'm wracking my brain for any more names or leads I can think of for who may help us…
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:00:13 ID: f76840 No.8221191 >>8221247 >>8221312

>>8221074
http://imgur.com/a/Ld92s
Here i used imgur. If there is a preferred hosting solution let me know.

This is the result i got from google maps. i blacked out his house number since i'm not 100% positive i'm not messing with someone innocent's livelyhood. 
i have unedited info in my dropbox shared with some friends and family.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:00:15 ID: a188e7 No.8221192 >>8221205 >>8221380

>>8221074
>people can't lie about being christians  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:00:35 ID: f9a14d No.8221195 >>8221227

>>8221173
why are you guys trying to get other people involved at this point? we dont have all the facts or even know all the connections. is this your first operation 
or something? relax and keep digging.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:01:30 ID: a235e4 No.8221203

>>8221152
Go anon public place is but they might break into your house and steal your phone like the cops DC anon recorded on 4cuck  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:01:40 ID: 384e63 No.8221204

I don't think I can eat pizza ever again. Thanks guys!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:01:40 ID: f76840 No.8221205 >>8221380

>>8221192
i don't know i was kinda nervous  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:02:03 ID: 4a1b71 No.8221212

>>8220337
Abbazia and dogana are both towns along the adriatic.  Maybe they're on a trip.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:02:16 ID: c6d0e0 No.8221215 >>8221223

>>8221074
You don't fucking drive to your house and park if you're being tailed.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:02:53 ID: f76840 No.8221223 >>8221312 >>8221324

>>8221215
You do if you want to show them you aren't scared.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:03:06 ID: 606200 No.8221227

>>8221195
I am digging damnit! lol

Just wanted to make sure important people who are also investigating this are atleast KNOWN. I dont know if anyone else listened to the Red Ice podcast 
- so I shared, thats all man :)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:03:14 ID: 752352 No.8221230

>>8220590
Look at the videos he liked. 
A lot of jew conspiracy stuff  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:03:17 ID: a235e4 No.8221234

By the way look up dyncorps connection to icmec. I think they got didn doos to kill Seth Rich  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:04:02 ID: 4a1b71 No.8221247 >>8221265

>>8221191
Show the images from your phone of the truck.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:04:48 ID: cdd140 No.8221256 >>8221277 >>8221316 >>8221325 >>8221339 >>8221365

File (hide): f222050272af36d⋯.jpg (13.82 KB, 467x308, 467:308, norma-jean-dod-id-top-secu….jpg)

Lurking all of these threads has me fascinated by MK Ultra's project monarch, trauma based mind control 
with extreme doses of lsd to create dissociative split subhuman personalities to serve as slaves.

I'm interested in the project's objective to create monarch agents that infiltrate the media, how is it 
happening today? Does anyone know more or have links to their efforts on mind control of the masses 
through media?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:05:09 ID: 5ff8e7 No.8221261

>>8219470
The marriage ended soon afterward amid allegations that Koons had subjected Staller to physical and emotional abuse. 

Koons donated $50,000 to Correct the Record, a Super PAC which supports Hillary Clinton's 2016 presidential campaign in June 2016.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Koons#Personal_life  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:05:24 ID: f76840 No.8221265 >>8221272

>>8221247
Ok going to edit the address on the side though. one moment.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:05:48 ID: 1fc6ba No.8221268

>>8218909
Pls no, not you too andrew  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:06:02 ID: 4a1b71 No.8221272 >>8221321

>>8221265
Why?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:06:10 ID: 5d40f3 No.8221276 >>8221313

>>8221162
>go read thousands of replies on top of the hundreds of replies in other threads
No thanks faggot, shitpost less and maybe I could read through it all.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:06:11 ID: a235e4 No.8221277

>>8221256
Katy Perry  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:08:08 ID: 7da7f8 No.8221295

>>8220079
Plastic owls are also widely sold as rooftop decoys to scare away pigeons and other animals from gardens. Check online. My neighborhood is full of them 
too. Not every owl is a sign of an illuminati.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:09:38 ID: 788507 No.8221312 >>8222388

>>8220604
>Windows XP
>1024x768
Toaster? Just get a lightweight Linux distro and you won't be stuck with old versions of everything.
>chrome and paint
>clock and notification icons blocked out
what

>>8220620
I'm honestly not sure if you're shitposting or not at this point. All you did was accidentally save and post the fucking thumbnail. lurk moar PLEASE

>>8221223
To your fucking house? Stop somewhere public and crowded next time.
>>8221191
Why not just post them normally?

>mfw today is national pizza day
come to think of it, did any of our suspects do anything on any of these Pizza-related days?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_food_days  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:09:39 ID: 9eb0a6 No.8221313 >>8221367

>>8221276
I was just thinking it might be worth while to read through the threads, remove all the useless shit and repost it.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:09:53 ID: 38ba69 No.8221316 >>8221891

>>8221256
A number of books have been written on the topic. Obviously it's quite complex to summarize, but it is very 
real, the proof is in every movie, every show,– they fill their programming with symbolism, esoterica, occult 
nonsense… It's all about hypnotizing the public and controlling trance states. A lot of people have DID from 
their own abuse unrelated to the pedophocracy, that's why they can circumcise their children, for instance. 
Another example of dissociation is the war trance. 

These kikes just seek to manipulate humanity through a false reality presented on television. Clearly the 
internet fucked their plans up, even though they invented it and gave it to us, lol.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:10:05 ID: f76840 No.8221321 >>8221342 >>8222388

File (hide): 835c6fa2ba3102e⋯.png (2.01 MB, 1683x802, 1683:802, iceCreamVan_edited.png)

>>8221272
Also insurance. They know I know they know etc.
I have the info in a dropbox along with a note stating i am not 
suicidal and shared it with my friends and family.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:10:19 ID: e9e150 No.8221324 >>8221406 >>8221505

File (hide): a52825f62b353ee⋯.png (520.53 KB, 763x745, 763:745, a52825f62b353eed22b7256c49….png)

>>8221223
This. Don't show fear to these fuckers, keep living your daily life. If they get you, blood is on their hands, and 
another potential lead to trail to them. Don't let them spook you, they wield no true power.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:10:22 ID: 5c79a1 No.8221325 >>8221376

File (hide): 34eb16b9b4c5bf8⋯.png (90.74 KB, 1020x541, 1020:541, aquino avoids getting suck….PNG)

>>8221256
I'm pretty sure MK Ultra was just a defunct project from before the real mind control tech was developed. 
That explains why we even know about it. If you want to know about what they're doing today look up 
Michael Aquino.

> how is it happening today?
I have no real evidence of this but it seems as if everyone in the media is a mind controlled disinfo agent. It's 
best not to even consider them human at this point.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:11:16 ID: 87f011 No.8221336

>>8218528
You are fucking kidding me.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:11:22 ID: 5ff8e7 No.8221339 >>8221897

>>8221256
>https://youtu.be/ydqQbHEcQHc
This guy supposedly was in the industry and has been blogging about it for years:
http://vigilantcitizen.com/

The media is a part of it, it doesn't need infiltration. Movies like the Bourne series and Zoolander make the idea seem like just fantasy and too crazy to 
suggest being real.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:11:32 ID: f76840 No.8221342

>>8221321
I left King Ice Cream visible because i couldn't find anything on it locally.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:11:40 ID: 0d7268 No.8221343 >>8221517

File (hide): 0798095117cb545⋯.jpg (151.63 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, handkerchief_sized.JPG)

>>8220604

Okay guys, I found a completely unrelated email which says "many of have little more than a handkerchief-
size space to play with [sic]". Seems that words are obviously omitted after 'many of.' Might they be 'many of 
us have children?'

https://wikileaks.org/sony/emails/emailid/19025

Kathryn Tate has a profile on Houzz, which sent the email to an Amy Pascal. That doesn't establish a link, 
but it might be used to find further connections between these people.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:13:10 ID: 3d3fc4 No.8221358 >>8222561

>>8220337
Fake? It's not email 19567, whatever it is.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:13:17 ID: 87b873 No.8221362

>>8221157
no im talking about all the instagram archives, that we first made when this thing started 1-2 days before the election day

i heard most of these people have deleted their instagrams (jimmycomet and so on )  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:13:27 ID: 7da7f8 No.8221365

>>8221256
Excellent site for facts also has the CIA MK docs
www.wanttoknow.info/050626mkultra.shtml  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:13:31 ID: 5d40f3 No.8221367

>>8221313
It would have been nice if someone was (or maybe they already are) compiling infographs to share and repost with each thread. That's the problem, we 
used to do things like that just to refresh everyone and make sure that you don't need to read every single post to find out what's going on especially 
when one thread could fill up in a few hours. But now with archiving everyone just expects you to have the time to look through it all.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:13:49 ID: 6e97ec No.8221369
File (hide): ac6cc4d51956d66⋯.jpg (8.62 KB, 150x200, 3:4, FrankDrebin.jpg)

What became of the pizza.jpg guy? Was it 
really relevant in the first place?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:14:27 ID: e9e150 No.8221376

>>8221325
I've got a project in the pipeline. Definitely may draw some parallels with our antics, but I'm gonna keep it light as I can, don't wanna out myself before 
pitching it.If they greenlight it, I'll be laffin. I hope you all will too.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:14:30 ID: 5c79a1 No.8221380 >>8221428

>>8218528
That pic is complete garbage.
besides what >>8218730 said, the peace sign is actually an inverted Riz rune which signifies death.

>>8221074
>>8221192
>>8221205
>All Christians are inherently good  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:16:11 ID: f76840 No.8221406

>>8221324
Right on brother. It's proof to them that the scales are tipping. Too many are waking up. Their silencing and intimidation techniques will only backfire on 
them.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:18:00 ID: a9070a No.8221425 >>8221441 >>8221443

I literally just finished reading this whole thread and came to these conclusions:

>This shit is delaired as fuck
>We are focusing on stupid sidekicks that propably have nothing to with this whole pizza-gate
>CTR all over the thread and nobody even notices
>Too much publicity

It's pretty safe to say that we had one opportunity to expose this ring and we totally fucked it up. They probably have cleaned everything and changed 
fronts already.

>INB4 gtfo shill  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:18:18 ID: f76840 No.8221428 >>8221495

>>8221380
I'm not sure I understand what you're getting at.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:18:35 ID: c45e2a No.8221431 >>8221470 >>8221487

File (hide): 4e2e8ce9e3009d5⋯.png (186.67 KB, 563x856, 563:856, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

>>8221173
ayyyy i got some aquinos too  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:19:22 ID: f9a14d No.8221434 >>8221481 >>8221549 >>8222267 >>8222415

Need new leads?
A handful of people deleted their Facebook accounts after James Alefantis deleted his. These people are all connected to child care, education and 
government (think Department of Homeland Security and Fema).

If you're bored, find out who the other people are? Here's one.

Michael Widomski:
https://www.fema.gov/profile/michael-widomski
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/just-who-was-at-that-fake-fema-briefing/
https://archive.is/da5wr
https://archive.is/TNJbf

Here is James' friend's list. Have fun!
https://archive.is/08yME  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:19:35 ID: a6d6d8 No.8221440
File (hide): 9f82de909c9eb11⋯.gif (649.88 KB, 598x444, 299:222, 9f82de909c9eb11161e50db41f….gif)

>>8218057
>MFW THE JEWS ARE TR YING TO 
USE THEIR BODIES T O CALL 
SATAN
or at least YHVH  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:19:36 ID: 606200 No.8221441

>>8221425
Who do you propose is are the main characters then?

Arun Rao?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:19:42 ID: c45e2a No.8221443 >>8221589

>>8221425
wtf else were we supposed to do? Internet sleuthing only goes so far when your entire intelligence apparatus/goverment is compromised and has been 
for years  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:20:43 ID: c0f5fd No.8221458 >>8221482

>>8220849
Fuck off.
Green is a thoroughly debunked shill who has been sent to prison numerous times for his bullshit.
No surprise that other shills would want to cover him though, where there's muck there's brass (money.)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:21:34 ID: 38ba69 No.8221470
File (hide): bc4ea9b34d3a24e⋯.jpg (194.96 KB, 1200x718, 600:359, 1363922417178.jpg)

>>8221431
>the SRA model
I fucking hate this guy 
and all these pedos.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:22:35 ID: f9a14d No.8221481

>>8221434
here are more leads worth investigating.

!!!! https://finance.knect365.com/superreturn-africa/speakers/sean-epstein
http://www.ccpcs.org/staff/demetrios-recachinas
https://www.sittercity.com/nanny/dc/washington/935354
https://twitter.com/PhilipKennicott
http://blogs.worldbank.org/team/antoine-coste
https://www.pinterest.com/michaelafux/boards/
https://twitter.com/elicitanna  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:22:40 ID: 606200 No.8221482 >>8221508

>>8221458
Ebidence? Cause from where I stand thats a pretty shilly thing to say…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:23:05 ID: 0ed729 No.8221487 >>8221506

>>8221431

ohh, gees. i guess he hasn't been involved in anything suspisous cuz he said so.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:23:40 ID: 5c79a1 No.8221495

>>8221428
I think my post was very clear and straight to the point. What part do you not understand?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:24:52 ID: f08006 No.8221505 >>8221579

File (hide): efc85fbf767b231⋯.gif (1.41 MB, 216x206, 108:103, 1473618420154.gif)

>>8221324
>>8221074
A good option would be to make yourself a dead man's box or whatever it's called now. Computer script, 
testament, a fucking infodumped to eleven letter to your closest ones or trusted people who would prolong your 
crusade in case you get killed or kidnapped  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:24:54 ID: 87b873 No.8221506 >>8221535

>>8221487
also his eyebrows are natural  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:24:59 ID: c0f5fd No.8221508 >>8221525

>>8221482
Google: "hollie greig hoax".
Youtube: "hollie greig hoax".
They fucked up the lives of over 20 innocent people because the mother, Green 
was sucked in by a Munchausen mother's lies.  

File (hide): 86d208c9aa15ba6⋯.jpg (103.63 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, KathyKerr_pasta.JPG)

File (hide): 24f8952ae3caf0d⋯.jpg (111.1 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, SamSherman_pillows.JPG)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:25:29 ID: 0d7268 No.8221517 >>8221589

>>8221343

Sam Sherman was recommended by Kathryn Tate to one of her "clients." This is his page: https://archive.is/PC48t

I took a screenshot showing a comment referencing… pillows. I investigated the "Kathy Kerr" that left the comment, you can see the pasta banner on her 
profile. That's the other screenshot. Also archieved: https://archive.is/IacMT

I THINK THIS IS A LEAD. PILLOWS are another code word for CHILDREN. Kathryn Tate is an interior designer, Sam Sherman is an architect. These 
people all know each other and help create child torture dungeons without outside interior designers knowing.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:26:26 ID: 606200 No.8221525

>>8221508
Interesting… Ima go watch  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:26:27 ID: 1ecebd No.8221527
File (hide): 83dea68bb79ec3f⋯.webm (1.37 MB, 1332x720, 37:20, String Them Up2.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8221173
here is david carrico and bill schnebolen

They give their numbers at the end  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:26:56 ID: c45e2a No.8221535

>>8221506
it's perfectly natural goy. Don't worry, psyop specialists who run satanic cults are absolutely nothing to worry about  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:27:14 ID: 946157 No.8221538 >>8221650 >>8221749

File (hide): 65e583bd94d933a⋯.jpg (10.84 KB, 255x216, 85:72, 5908b2add456cf542b498c0a25….jpg)

>>8220863
>>8220619
Guys check these people out. Might 
be able to find more people in the 
rabbit hole.
https://archive.fo/b8qvK
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2
32944220196704/  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:28:06 ID: a9070a No.8221549 >>8221558 >>8221577 >>8221593

>>8221434
List is so fucking huge of the people that no longer have a facebook page that made me wonder: were these actual people at any point? Just random 
generater pages with names to make the profile look legit? It would be easier to list people on the list that still HAS a FB account.

On the friends list, these people no longer have an account or the page won't open otherwise:

Carlton Evans
Tariq Ahmad
Jacqueline Ionita Hiersteiner
Sarah Hansser
Mark Louque
Cory Oberndorfer
Peter Pappas
Robin Punchard (dat name though)
James Meyer
Lauren Johnson
Ben Mizer
Carter Hewgley
Beata Montes
Amanda Fazzone
Jonathan Lee
Vivian Elwell
Timi Chinggi
Dean Barnes
Alberto Fumora  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:28:16 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8221551 >>8221602 >>8221720

File (hide): ff8867902ca2dcc⋯.png (231.32 KB, 720x311, 720:311, Requirement.png)

>>8218349
>>8218432
>>8218416
>>8220504
http://www.risedancestudios
.com/
>pic related
http://teenyco.com/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:28:45 ID: a9070a No.8221558

>>8221549
Forgot to say: 
And the fucking list goes on. There were only handful of people who had an actual account. I'm pretty tired and only listed a couple.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:29:52 ID: 38ba69 No.8221577

>>8221549
Well, a lot of these people could be going through their entire internet histories trying to delete everything if they're as panicked as they should be.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:30:01 ID: e9e150 No.8221579

>>8221505
Leaving a legacy for others to continue is a good idea. If you aren't parents already, when you DO have kids, redpill them in as best of a manner, you 
don't want junior funding your dead box and walking in and losing it from the redpills. Redpill slowly but steadily, and if you want to entrust your legacy, be 
ready to get them caught up to speed when they are ready. Your child is your living legacy, your living meme to show you existed and your ideals and 
memes carrying on to the next generation. I'm fully realising the things that my father taught me at a young age are redpills.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:30:07 ID: 8ee7bf No.8221582

>>8220410
jeff smith could be werkinonmynightcheese's real name.  here's a facebook profile with that name who's friends with james alefantis.
>http://archive is/ORnI2
>https://www.facebook com/jbsmith614
also he shared a link to the Pajama Factory in Williamsport, PA which is named on some of the instagram photos werkinonmynightcheese posted.
>http://archive is/qHVcm
>https://www.facebook com/PajamaFactory/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:30:16 ID: 58b392 No.8221587

FYI these threads are now getting completely shut down on 4chan, all discussion banned.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:30:28 ID: 788507 No.8221589 >>8221649

>>8221443
When it comes to opsec, I guess we could use a tox group chat and filter out shills and newfags by making them prove they understand a certain amount 
of our dank secret club memes.

>>8221517
Incognito mode doesn't do shit, if you think you think it keeps you from being tracked. Use TOR/I2P. They don't work on Windows, but you can boot Tails.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:30:53 ID: f9a14d No.8221593

>>8221549
nice. picked one at random

>Amanda Fazzone

https://careers.state.gov/ff/meet-the-fellows/franklin-fellows/amanda-fazzone

the Middle East and North Africa is somehow involved, because the FEMA guy I gave in my previous post did work there.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:31:47 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8221602 >>8221720

File (hide): 4118ee1d89a30b4⋯.png (664.26 KB, 1354x658, 677:329, teeny.png)

>>8221551  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:33:20 ID: 000000 No.8221619 >>8222164

YO GUYS

you realize that you scared the shit out of these people so bad that they stopped the leaks in order to avoid prison? wikileaks posted files that don't match 
the hashes they posted specifically so everyone could tell when shit's being messed with. see >>8216777
if you fags figure that shit out you'll probably also find all the missing leaks that will close this case for good.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:35:33 ID: 9eb0a6 No.8221649 >>8222413

>>8221589
>Tor doesn't work on Windows
What? Not that I recommend it
>Incognito mode doesn't do shit
Incognito mode just reduces the amount of artifacts your browser generates.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:35:46 ID: 5ff8e7 No.8221650

>>8221538
Aiden Maaz
https://www.gofundme.com/2encds8k  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:35:50 ID: bfc0c1 No.8221651 >>8221829

Hey guys, if you feel like you are reaching a dead end, there are pizza references and more suspicious luzatto references in the new DC Leaks emails.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:40:39 ID: a9070a No.8221709 >>8221755

I think the bottom line here is that no matter how hard we try or what evidence we gather, we are powerless.

They are probably always one step ahead. Do you even realize how powerful these people are? This is like playing Dark Souls for the first time and 
against the hardest boss. Times a hundred.

We can't do shit. People are just going to die in the progress. I'm pulling the plug on this one. I probably lurk but that's it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:41:11 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8221720 >>8221812 >>8221820

File (hide): eb8594c33bdf290⋯.png (3.34 MB, 1670x806, 835:403, screenshot_12.png)

>>8221551
>>8221602
Guys, is this old news or what? No 
one is responding to me.
Clowns are never a good sign…
http://www.pintheparty.com/nyc/kids/
birthday-parties/venue/carnival-kids/

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Carnival-Kids/181835091926899?_fb_noscript=1  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:41:15 ID: 87f011 No.8221722 >>8221845 >>8221908

>>8221007
>>8221007

WHAT!!!>>8221007
>>8221007
>>8221007
>>8221007
>>8221007
>>8221007
>>8221007
>>8221007

This is one of the strongest links so far.
How do you get out of that? 
Are you kidding me?
ARE YOU KIDDING ME?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:42:29 ID: 41ca85 No.8221741

>>8217760
Good looking out anon, I'd had a similar thought but hadn't acted on it.  Looking forward to hearing what he has to say and what would possibly prompt 
him to make claims of rape and murder in those meetings about podesta.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:42:49 ID: 5ff8e7 No.8221749

>>8221538
Sorry to derail, this isn't really of importance, but the guy (from the pizza club fb group) was funding a self-identified feminist charged with domestic 
assault, to go to the DNC lol. this same guy started Rose and Thorn Consulting and Election Technology.

http://www.gazettetimes.com/news/police-log-june/article_e2ca85db-f3fa-5365-847a-a746cc8a04e8.html

https://twitter.com/dylanmschwartz  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:43:19 ID: e05bdf No.8221755 >>8221771

>>8221709
GTFO concern troll shill.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:44:02 ID: dbd212 No.8221763

>>8220066

kill yourself  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:45:02 ID: a9070a No.8221771

>>8221755
Not a shill. I just think people don't realize what you are dealing with. Do what you gotta do, though.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:45:12 ID: 9807ea No.8221777 >>8221794

>>8220303
Fuck off, #spiritcooking already established the link between Podesta and the occult among the public. Its actually much more believable that they are 
pedophiles if one already realizes the freaky cult shit they are into. Linking occult with child trafficking is exactly what we should do because they are in 
fact moloch worshipping kiddie fuckers and there is already memetic basis for cult shit established from #spiritcooking.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:45:30 ID: bbc285 No.8221788
File (hide): 08bd80663641b7e⋯.gif (1.42 MB, 500x375, 4:3, 1451153713004.gif)

>>8221007  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:45:56 ID: dbd212 No.8221794

>>8221777
chek'd  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:47:16 ID: e9e150 No.8221812

>>8221720
>shuttered doors
Wew lad. They could be preexisting from previous tenants, but it still is not a good sign. That clown looks pretty hungry, I wonder what he sees…?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:48:04 ID: 9eb0a6 No.8221820 >>8221846

>>8221720
New to me. Dance studio's are already kind of creepy, dance parents are often weirdos living vicariously through their children. Obviously tied to 
sexualization of children. The party store being right there is weird. lastly "teenyco"/"teenyco.com" is obviously sexual language.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:48:34 ID: a235e4 No.8221829

>>8221651
SHILLL

THE NEW LEAKS ARE NO GOOD REEEEEEEEEEE SOMEONE LOOK AT THE PODESTA EMAILS THREAD THIS IS NOT A DRILL  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:49:30 ID: 600388 No.8221841
File (hide): f1b18e1b8ccb189⋯.png (346.15 KB, 505x378, 505:378, GilvaSunner - GilvaSunner'….png)

Requesting this for next OP  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:49:38 ID: dbd212 No.8221844

>>8220303
You realize why they do the cult shit right? It's a cover.

Imagine this, your kid comes up to you and says "my preschool teacher touched me in a bad place." That's reasonably believable. 

Now imagine:
"my preschool teacher put on a goat mask, made me drink blood, started singing strange words, touched me in front of an altar covered with blood and 
guts" That's pretty far out. 

They probably don't actually care about Moloch. It's just to make the kid's stories, should they ever tell, completely unbelievable.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:49:42 ID: de4d92 No.8221845

>>8221722
More on Moloch:  http://www.deliriumsrealm.com/moloch/

These guys are ahead of the curve. I wonder if they could help in some way… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFZRQcSMeeM  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:49:46 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8221846

>>8221820
one of the lunch specials is pasta in the store next to dance studio, not uncommon in new york, but fwiw  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:53:06 ID: cdd140 No.8221891 >>8221948 >>8221958 >>8222208

File (hide): 8b97de11feffa4d⋯.jpg (232.53 KB, 2011x1595, 2011:1595, pratt 2 max c.jpg)

>>8221316
I'm just getting repilled about all this with pizzagate. I suffered with DID for years as an early teenager, I 
understand the OBE and now use it positively to astral project. 

They really are in all media… for a while I was trying to get into the film industry but now im taking a media 
studies program and thinking about making content for the internet. In class we talk about dominant 
ideologies and patriarchy, but I don't know how to inform the media I'm going to make in going forward with 
this new knowledge… hypnotism and controlling trance states. How much can I talk about without being 
silenced?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:53:19 ID: bbc285 No.8221897 >>8221937

File (hide): 2b9248fa634083c⋯.gif (49.89 KB, 500x250, 2:1, 1365114895001.gif)

>>8221339
>Zoolander

Just check it's 
release date.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:54:11 ID: ba4505 No.8221908

>>8221722
>>8221007
http://faculty.washington.edu/ 
being the base link for that seems as if it was a study out of washington university.
Parent link what you gave is basically a link to a movie history class.
Dunno of any relevance the site specifically gave but it at least gave a good rundown of the source material.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:54:54 ID: 9807ea No.8221925

>>8221074
Set up a dead mans switch to post here if you get killed, if we have a time of death or kidnapping it will be a clue to find you and verification to other 
anons if they are actually doing wetwork.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:54:59 ID: fc0cbc No.8221927

>>8219899
Carisoprodol  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:55:43 ID: ba4505 No.8221937 >>8222278

>>8221897
sept 28, 2001. what's the relevance?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:56:42 ID: e9e150 No.8221948

>>8221891
Power sought for the purpose of itself is hubris. Controlling others is not okay, at any level or density. Use what you learn to improve upon your life, and 
teach others who may make use of the teachings. Remember not to cast pearls before swine.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:56:58 ID: 80d43c No.8221952 >>8222102

>>8219280

Those fucking lyrics now.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 02:57:24 ID: 9807ea No.8221958

>>8221891
>How much can I talk about without being silenced?

As much as you are capable of, if you time things correctly and set up dead mans switch, opsec, get a gun, etc. you can feasibly get the word out pretty 
far and wide. #spiritcooking spread like wildfire so redpilling normies about ritual abuse will not be that big of a stretch if you gain an substantial audience 
and know how to maximize memetic efficiency of your messages.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:02:06 ID: 000000 No.8222018

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/47006
EXIF: 7th Street Northwest  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:02:56 ID: dbd212 No.8222031 >>8222053

Allright guys, noob here

Are youtube safe over a VPN? is any of this safe w/o Tor?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:04:22 ID: ac09cc No.8222053 >>8222080

>>8222031
As long as you are not american, you are safe.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:04:47 ID: 7da7f8 No.8222058 >>8222534

>>8220998
If you're committed to being OP of next thread, why not go into the previous threads and get the infographics. Last thread there were some really good 
ones that gave an overview of aspects of this octopus. Mindmap from halfchan was great too. Also include the two pastebins with collections of 
links/previous threads.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:04:50 ID: de4d92 No.8222061

This has been posted but it bears repeating (and downloaded): https://www.docdroid.net/rB4FcAi/cult-abuse-excerptwith-sources.pdf.html#page=11

All of this shit connects way too much. 

Is this what the unveiling looks like? 
Never thought it'd look like the Democratic elite and other government elites are performing satanic rituals involving pedophilia with children they've 
obtained from kidnappings and orphanages that they operate.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:05:17 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8222067 >>8222103

File (hide): f6eefcff53d2720⋯.jpg (62.85 KB, 720x480, 3:2, bg04_720.jpg)

Can i get one of you wizards to take a look at this pic related? 
It's the only image on a site linked from the website of the dance studio run by the woman who's phone 
number is written on the pizza box in the Secret Pizza book. 
>here. http://teenyco.com/
fishy, nothing but this photo, which is slightly weird given circumstances.
>need anons help to go further  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:06:03 ID: c6dfcb No.8222078

>>8220303
THIS. Some is ok but 90% of the masonic shitshow ayyy off tangent shit wastes time and makes things too scatered. Most is shills sliding shit. These 
fucks have the signal out and are going to ground.  We need to know where the main players are headed now. Comet pizza started in 2006. Epstein 
busted in 2006. They're starting this shit up somewhere else. All the while burying links to people we don't know yet. DIG ARCHIVE DIG THE NEXT.  Get 
2 layers or more out before you post here. You have ONE fucking shot to drain this swamp as much as you can.  CTR and the shills will get their reward 
also someday.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:06:06 ID: dbd212 No.8222080

>>8222053
>As long as you are not american, you are safe.

Whalp. Better delete system32 then  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:07:49 ID: f5cef0 No.8222102
File (hide): debeb77cdc2e129⋯.webm (11.46 MB, 480x360, 4:3, pizza.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8219280
>>8221952  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:07:51 ID: c0f5fd No.8222103 >>8222132

>>8222067
It's a stock image. Many copies on the web.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:08:59 ID: f86668 No.8222115 >>8222129

>>8220226
Anybody looked up the sentencing records of a certain doj in the dc area to see if they are unusually short?

43 years is reasonable but dudes like hastert and epstein do months

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:10:09 ID: cfe51c No.8222129

>>8222115
the best part is he got to do his house arrest on orgy island lol

he could fly in anyone he wanted  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:10:14 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8222132

>>8222103
I know that. I'm assuming there is metadata. I followed the trail to it, either I was wrong or there's something there, don't know how to find it though.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:12:08 ID: 2c365c No.8222152 >>8222171

LISTEN PEOPLE. WHOEVER IS SAYING DON'T DO ANYTHING AND WAIT HAS IT WRONG. They can see all of this, it's obvious at this point. 
Chances of taking them head on is very slim. Shutting many locations down however is a win. Contact local authorities who are less likely to be 
compromised to follow up on every lead!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Can't trust FBI tips etc  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:12:43 ID: e8a221 No.8222164
File (hide): 04c4d25ea484a34⋯.png (212.99 KB, 2000x2000, 1:1, substance.png)

>>8221619
>wikileaks posted files that don't match the hashes they posted specifically so 
everyone could tell when shit's being messed with.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:12:57 ID: 163997 No.8222168 >>8222281 >>8222378 >>8222413

File (hide): 393c75148a1fb76⋯.jpg (24.83 KB, 553x484, 553:484, 1317958837002.jpg)

So reading through these threads has been sickening and all, but is 
anyone else getting really hungry for some pizza?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:13:05 ID: c0f5fd No.8222171 >>8222225

>>8222152
>!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
You have to go back.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:14:22 ID: bc2b23 No.8222191

>>8220721
>DeCamp

Also, investigative journalist Nick Bryant wrote the other book focusing on the Franklin Scandal/coverup and he also helped leak information concerning 
Jeffrey Epstein's "little black book" via Gawker.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:15:21 ID: 000000 No.8222208 >>8222558

>>8221891
If you are  a media student you must notice the background. It is all masonic color coding and themes wanna talk about dominant ideologies imagine kek  
without pepe that is masonic themes. that clip is common but you can talk about this as in depth as you like except you mention freemasonry they start 
plotting your death. Do not mention freemasonry in public to family no matter what it is the reason your parents told you to look out for creepy guys in 
vans van is another cult thing as well as pizza there is cp child pornography that you can be vanned for and there is the rabbit hole pizza or masonic snuff 
films and or any recording from the red streams or their live torture feeds. They bet on how long people will stand being tortured to fight to live. It is sick 
that will get you vanned by the cultists and murdered on the red streams on unlisted youtube live feeds or some >720p quality stream on tor. It is 2 worlds 
that are one in the same. Pedophilia and le deep web satanic snuff lore is one in the same it is held in bondage to freemasonry they film it in a lodge and 
hang up a blanket or something a shower curtain and film someone being dominated.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:16:06 ID: 7af844 No.8222219 >>8222289

So anything new lately?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:16:29 ID: 2c365c No.8222225

>>8222171
what?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:19:05 ID: ba4505 No.8222267

>>8221434
FYI Alefantis FB is still there

https://www(dot)facebook(dot)com/james.alefantis?pnref=story  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:19:45 ID: bbc285 No.8222278

>>8221937

Strange. The last time I checkd, it was September 11th.

Well, whatever.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:19:54 ID: 4d2ea4 No.8222281 >>8222413

File (hide): 26c15f736b077d4⋯.jpeg (13.76 KB, 175x255, 35:51, 72849b991cb80dee3d8653e39….jpeg)

>>8222168
I'm pretty sure I can never eat it again…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:19:55 ID: edd897 No.8222282

>>8218015
good idea, anon. go make a thread and post proof.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:20:15 ID: de4d92 No.8222289

>>8222219
https://www.scribd.com/doc/97302292/Paul-Bonacci-Court-Transcripts-from-Larry-King-Lawsuit  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:21:55 ID: cfe51c No.8222316 >>8222354 >>8222428 >>8222439

File (hide): 59035bdf0d6c9a8⋯.png (603.68 KB, 1024x755, 1024:755, ozY7jNLR7v5iAF6C0uDYJv3A3K….png)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:24:13 ID: 212adb No.8222345 >>8222469

it gets worse

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9vwQGlY00E  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:24:31 ID: f144dc No.8222351

from the list of names MARK LOQUE is a cultist
https://archive.is/VEVrR  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:25:04 ID: 9eb0a6 No.8222354

>>8222316
>"You're under investigation go delete all your evidence."
For fucks sake  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:27:03 ID: d9ac91 No.8222378

>>8222168
After seeing that blue bucket bullshit I was pretty sickened by pizza but I've slowly gotten over. Im scared to order from my local pizza places though 
since they might be connected  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:27:51 ID: f76840 No.8222388

>>8221312
>>8221321

>To your fucking house? Stop somewhere public and crowded next time.

Well he is an ice cream guy for this area. He knows where I live anyway.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:29:03 ID: 788507 No.8222413

>>8221649
Oh, my bad. I thought they dropped support for it.
>>8222168
>>8222281
i just had some from pizzahut  

File (hide): 01ccdbc8c9c535b⋯.png (515.98 KB,
814x599, 814:599, love.png)

File (hide): c54169f833fb33e⋯.png
(168.91 KB, 314x459, 314:459, lovechild.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:29:08 ID: 4a1b71 No.8222415

>>8221434
She has the white rabbit featured on her webpage.
https://archive.is/j5lzN

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:29:30 ID: 1b1b88 No.8222428 >>8222450

>>8222316
Well that's it. Shows up. Who ever runs that pizzagate instagram and commented that compromised the investigation.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:30:17 ID: 60100b No.8222439

>>8222316
Wow, synchronicity or replacement name? This is some fucked up shit. Just thinking about these types of people makes me want to hunt them all down 
and inflict unimaginable terrors upon them, before sending them to hell. I know wrath is wrong, but out of everything that inspires it within me, child 
molesters will always be no. 1  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:31:01 ID: f76840 No.8222450 >>8222483

>>8222428
We found and archived all that long ago. There were tons of anti-pedo comments on those images before the account went private.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:31:28 ID: 0d7268 No.8222465

>8221343

I looked into Amy Pascal more, I found that she directed Ghostbusters (2016). Mentioned in her Wiki bio are that she not only attended Crossroads 
School, but that she worked as a "bookkeeper" at the same school. https://archive.is/GdRWH

Crossroads School, obviously they mean the occultic reference to "crossroads" as symbolizing a meeting place between this world and the next, a 
location of spiritual and paranormal contact. How much you want to bet SRA is taking place here?

Further, in 2008 Bob Riddle became head of the school, and he's been working there since 1984. Coincidentally, he also founded the LA chapter of the 
Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network. https://archive.is/vRlLM

The school recently received a $1 million grant from the (((Annenberg Foundation))) in order to "support a Science Education and Research Facility "to 
house the middle and upper school science programs, becoming a living laboratory, enabling students and teachers to interact with the facility 
creatively.”" https://archive.is/glUo0

Also check out how many celebrities came from Crossroads School.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:31:39 ID: ccaa4f No.8222469 >>8222539 >>8222655 >>8222743

File (hide): 93f3a30a411cfa6⋯.png (396.8 KB, 640x480, 4:3, this expression - Copy.png)

>>8222345
"Who kills the babies?" 
"Papa, me, and Lisa." 
Girl pulls this expression and 
normalises shortly thereafter. 
Possible recollection?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:32:54 ID: 1b1b88 No.8222483

>>8222450
No kidding. Doesn't mean he wasn't tipped off to start clearing house and covering his tracks. Where do you think this disinfo is coming from?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:33:06 ID: cfe51c No.8222494
File (hide): 3f62510dedeea39⋯.png (316.37 KB, 1260x934, 630:467, wtfff.png)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:35:25 ID: ac09cc No.8222534

>>8222058
That pizzagate2016 guy isn't helping  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:35:52 ID: 2c365c No.8222539 >>8222631 >>8222655 >>8222703

>>8222469
What the fuck………………….  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:35:56 ID: 212adb No.8222540

watch first minute of this…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j59jymXo2wc  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:37:07 ID: a235e4 No.8222558

>>8222208

Holy shit I can get this especially the van shit

Fuck sleep I can't even get again  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:37:14 ID: f86668 No.8222561

>>8221358
it's from dcleaks not wikileaks, was in tony podestas email  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:39:27 ID: ba4505 No.8222594 >>8222753

t0ny p0d3sta's FB

https://www(dot)facebook(dot)com/podesta?fref=pb&hc_location=friends_tab  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:40:47 ID: c6dfcb No.8222624

>>8219280
Above is fucking with you. That video is an old pedo bat signal. Note the account,
Near the bottom of this page of comments on the account of the pizza video
https://www.youtube.com/user/jecowa/discussion

That user commenting was NOT making fun of them. He was one of them. His account is empty. One group leads to this.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCScN3CbTxieBxItYZYpJG5A
Most of the associated accounts are old and dead. They have followers so shit was posted it's just gone. Notice the pushes the video poster gave you. 
Making fun of you, pushing you into tangents, you can almost sense the goon amusement in between and in the posts. Like I said before. Search 2 rings 
or more before posting. Stay away from esoteric bullshit.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:41:19 ID: ccaa4f No.8222631 >>8222655

>>8222539
She seems to be sadly angry with an undertone of fear from what I can tell. I would assume this is disgust/revolt and trauma.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:42:40 ID: ccaa4f No.8222655

>>8222469
>>8222539
>>8222631
2:18 by the way if you were looking for a time.  

File (hide): 74d12d839da92a6⋯.png (2.91 MB,
1868x1238, 934:619, drugs.png)

File (hide):
c87f5dc2b0599a4⋯.jpg
(1.42 KB, 125x82, 125:82,
1479008275082s.jpg)

File (hide): 0af30bd2a24ed9e⋯.png (2.22 MB,
1868x1196, 467:299, ughmmm.png)

File (hide): b1cacbb0fa06099⋯.png (2.21 MB,
1882x1258, 941:629, whats your secret.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:44:45 ID: cfe51c No.8222693 >>8222770

You can see a partial description of the pill, it says it's blue.

Carisoprodol does come in blue pills. A 350mg pill by "wallace" company is blue.

can anyone see anything else on right bottle?

left is alprazolam/xanax  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:45:07 ID: 7da7f8 No.8222703

>>8222539
If don't know the story https://archive.fo/PlEWi  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:46:33 ID: dba1fb No.8222731 >>8222920

>>8217734 (OP)
Here's the primary reason for ritual murders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCD03h8Z20c (can't embed because I did so in another thread).  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:47:34 ID: ccaa4f No.8222743

>>8222469
https://youtu.be/4xRka39NJR0?t=1m11s
Paranoid frightfulness.  
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GroundWar  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:48:23 ID: 03eba7 No.8222753
File (hide): 35051426a17fb1f⋯.jpg (126.21 KB, 958x645, 958:645, Alex Podesta.jpg)

>>8222594

Alex Podesta, found 
through Tony Podesta's 
facebook, is a weird "artist." 

Lots of white rabbit and 
occultic art.

https://archive.fo/3UU77  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:49:22 ID: 7da7f8 No.8222770

>>8222693
>Carisoprodol
Something I missed is who does this baby #carisjames belong to? Comet guy is gay and with Brock. Caris James sure spends a lot of time with this guy.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:49:40 ID: c6ff9b No.8222777 >>8222808 >>8222844 >>8222880 >>8223263

What's this all about? What should I tell my friends?

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:51:34 ID: a235e4 No.8222808

>>8222777
No but spread dcpizzagate.wordpress.com  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:53:33 ID: cfe51c No.8222844
File (hide): 855f8a6bc228568⋯.png (1.46 MB, 1190x1184, 595:592, Bildschirmfoto 2016-11-08 ….png)

>>8222777
checked  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:53:48 ID: f144dc No.8222848 >>8222873

File (hide): cd8de4f11468a7b⋯.jpg (10.43 KB, 320x213, 320:213, 11888086_10153498241650549….jpg)

MARK LOQUE
https://archive.is/eR2wk

YOU CAN USE ARCHIVE.is TO ACCESS PRIVATE FACEBOOK PHOTOS AND WALLS PLAY WITH THE 
URL AND TRY MOBILE URL TO FETCH PRIVATE FACEBOOK INFO  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:54:26 ID: cfe51c No.8222854 >>8223087

https://www.yelp.ca/biz/comet-ping-pong-washington?sort_by=date_desc

the reviews are topkek  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:55:20 ID: f144dc No.8222873

>>8222848
example you can scroll through all 200 pics of this album
https://mobile.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153498242975549&id=539940548&set=a.10153499104900549&source=56&refid=13  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:55:43 ID: 80d43c No.8222878

>>8220123
>werkinonmahnightcheese

Jeff Smith  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:55:50 ID: 9a92fe No.8222880 >>8222920 >>8222927 >>8222999 >>8223011

>>8222777
This is about autists playing FBI. They think every  person tangentially related to comet ping pong is a pedophile  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:58:28 ID: ac09cc No.8222920 >>8222946

>>8222731
The description of that video mentions something about Oprah may 1 1989, i looked that up and i cant find more than 2 videos.
>>8222880
Shilly shill shooo  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:58:50 ID: a235e4 No.8222927 >>8222962

>>8222880

But by the power invested in kek its true  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 03:59:20 ID: dba1fb No.8222946

>>8222920
Yeah, because in that Oprah episode, a jewish whistleblower talks of her trauma witnessing the Blood Libel.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:00:22 ID: 9a92fe No.8222962 >>8223023 >>8223053

>>8222927
I dont doubt there is some pedophilic/sex trafficking shit going on. But you autists are getting wayyy off track. Not every goddamn person eating pizza or 
mentioning pizza is a pedophile. confirmation bias and autism dont go well together. And here come the dumbasses calling me a shill  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:02:56 ID: 7346a9 No.8222999

>>8222880
This city is sick with the 'zza. Everyone who touches the cheese ends up with grease on their fingers.

Tune in for the next exciting installment of It's Not Detective Work: it's DiGiorno's!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:03:17 ID: cfe51c No.8223002 >>8223035

File (hide): 1ea071ec445b9c7⋯.png (1.54 MB, 1286x1260, 643:630, what the fucking fuck.png)

what the fuck  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:03:57 ID: 9eb0a6 No.8223011 >>8223041

>>8222880
Playing FBI? The FBI's tactics = hosting CP.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:04:33 ID: a235e4 No.8223023 >>8223063

>>8222962
Check out that pedophiledesta gallery and explain it to me please  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:05:04 ID: d9ac91 No.8223035 >>8223043

>>8223002
Thats the same kind of tape the girl was holding isnt it  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:05:15 ID: 130f6c No.8223041

>>8223011
lol. It's funny because they actually do.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:05:23 ID: cfe51c No.8223043

>>8223035
yuppers  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:05:39 ID: a30196 No.8223053

>>8222962

Well, the anon way of doing it has always been like a shotgun buckshot. As long as one hits the target. We're good.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:05:59 ID: 3955cd No.8223059

>go to pizza shop
>bring home leftovers
>get meat tested for human DNA using various online genetic ancestry sites, etc.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:06:09 ID: 9a92fe No.8223063 >>8223109 >>8223136

>>8223023
I've seen all the evidence faggot. been following this for a while now. yall are getting way off track and into stupid occult shit  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:06:09 ID: b32453 No.8223064
File (hide): c7bd9c9543fbae8⋯.jpg (16.35 KB, 170x246, 85:123, 170px-Alice_Liddell_2.jpg)

>>8218516
Reminder that Lewis Carroll was 
probably also one of them.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:07:10 ID: 4f35b2 No.8223086

>>8217792
Did no one else notice the suggestive dancing and the 7 year old flashing her chest? That just got glossed over.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:07:15 ID: de4d92 No.8223087
File (hide): b8627db1894c6f1⋯.png (162.27 KB, 813x802, 813:802, Screen Shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

>>8222854  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:08:51 ID: ac09cc No.8223109 >>8223149

>>8223063
You are a fucking retarded shill and not even trying to hide it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:10:17 ID: a235e4 No.8223136 >>8223170

>>8223063
I've been here since the very firs time Jaime alefantis instagram picture was posted on half cuck. People are ignoring the icmec connection, Haiti/Guinea 
connection, Brock and trying to find real people that work for CTR  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:11:06 ID: 9a92fe No.8223149 >>8223173

>>8223109
Its funny how you autists think any kind of criticism=shill. Fucking retards.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:11:38 ID: 9a92fe No.8223163

Yall should be more worried about all the disinfo put in these threads  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:11:53 ID: 130f6c No.8223170 >>8223182

>>8223136
Anon brings up a good point. We've been largely neglecting the ICMEC connection especially. For all we know, all of it ties back to ICMEC, and ICMEC is 
the lynch pin of the global trade.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:12:04 ID: dba1fb No.8223173

>>8223149
The concept of murdering, raping and eating children is something that raises eyebrows and emotions. I mean, not everybody can be a woman about it 
and deal with it.  

GroundWar  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:12:39 ID: 03eba7 No.8223182 >>8223213

>>8223170
ICMEC? Fill me in here?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:13:32 ID: 123403 No.8223199 >>8223218

File (hide): 05898d95d2b370d⋯.jpg (127.42 KB, 935x960, 187:192, refugeeswelcome.jpg)

https://archive.is/2MXH8

>fiddle and plow (self.pizzagate)
submitted 14 minutes ago by wil0gretsel
if the bear and mouse know how to sing there is a place, somewhere to hide sleep sweet and 
keep quiet fingers each one better than the next
K423-110-87;4001
:)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:14:34 ID: 130f6c No.8223213

>>8223182
International Center for Missing and Exploited Children.

Established during Bill Clinton's administration, Bill Clinton having a direct hand in it, iirc. A lot of shady shit goes undoubtedly goes down there, in 
addition to domestic organizations like CPS.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:14:47 ID: 9a92fe No.8223218 >>8223265

>>8223199
looks like disinfo  

File (hide): b65c0eaea2c9d2a⋯.png (1.25 MB,
2382x1272, 397:212, arwen podesta.png)

File (hide): adba00d2cffe490⋯.png (1.85 MB,
2402x1242, 1201:621, podesta child psychiatry a….png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:15:42 ID: cfe51c No.8223235
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>>8222777
Remember how 'cheese pizza' was and is popular slang through more or less the entire existence of the western Chans for child pornography? It was not 
some irreverent homegrown lingo. It's coded slang amongst the greater global network of pedophiles as declassified by the FBI, alongside other 
foodstuffs. Said slang appeared in droves in Wikileaks leaked emails in strange and compromising contexts, particularly in emails from John Podesta, 
who is one of the centers of the Spirit Cooking ritualistic vampirism/pseudo-cannibalism fiasco also leaked through the emails, which suggests a highly 
worrying crossover between the two. Of particular note amongst the emails is that Barack Obama is gossiped as having spent $65,000 taxpayer dollars 
bringing in 'pizza and hotdogs'- little girls and boys- from out of state. The White House explicitly does not allow outside food, with stringently restricted 
channels by which the staff acquires ingredients and makes everything themselves, for security purposes. The entire government is a bunch of mutually 
blackmailing idiot-savant or plain idiot pedophiles engaging in parodically evil occultism and being the biggest bunch of fags imaginable. They sodomize 
and eat babies. That is a literal statement. The fronts are family-style restaurants, cafes, and of all things, ping pong halls. The Clinton Foundation has 
multiple ties to the boots-on-ground workers in DC, meanwhile, and more than being a mere money laundering operation, it appears to be one of the 
major nexuses of the network.

If you're going to brush up, start with Spirit Cooking. A Serbjew by the name of Marina Abramovic is the root of it, insisting that she is 'not a satanist' with 
666 in her twitter handle and a career that revolves around pop occultist (outwardly pop, at least) shock art, splashing walls with pig blood, playing with 
goat skulls, drawing & leaping into flaming pentagrams and making herself the object of mob torture porn. That'll prime you for the bigger picture that 
there are faggy occultist weirdos in very high offices, and the rest will see you finding that it's not just faggy edgelord weirdos playing things up for a laugh 
and 'totally legitimate Satanist organizations' that Michael Aquino did nothing wrong in, but that we are globally in full Eyes Wide Shut mode. Hence why 
Stanley Kubrick was killed and the entire film hacked to pieces, removing the overt depictions of rape and bloodshed so that it could be passed off as a 
weird art film that has to be read into deeply to see a testimony of ritual abuse. After that, the images in the following post link are a good place to start.

>>8212109

Truth is stranger than fiction. Always. If it were otherwise, then the novelty would've worn off millennia ago.  
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>>8223218
might be. Curious if it meant anything or may help with cracking the encryption on the comet pizza files. I was too scared to download that shit so I noped 
the fuck away from that.  
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Transformer INC needs to be dug into.

>Non profit owned by to Jimmy Comet and Kate 
Damon
>open one day a week
>400 sqft 

https://www.instagram.com/transformerdc/  
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File (hide): 4ba60d8c1258e08⋯.jpg (37.6 KB, 480x478, 240:239, 14963262_1535528686464222_….jpg)

Do you guys think David Brock is in on the child porn too? This happened before NYs primary. This guy that 
is seen with Hillary worked for CTR and was a admin in bros 4 hillary. They openly talked about it on there. 
He was going by the last name Champagne. It was revealed later by people reporting his account was fake 
he was using a pseudo name. I dont have the link to his fb at this time.  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST
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PING PONG THREAD #9 THE ICMEC CONNECTION Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:20:54 ID: 077463 No.8223306 

>>8223521 >>8223600 >>8223694 >>8223864 >>8224109 >>8225563 >>8228858 >>8229481 >>8229772 >>8231253 >>8231398 >>8231954 >>8232303
[Watch Thread]

Try not derailing the thread and read before posting anything that might have been posted already
Focus on ICMEC, Hawaii/Guinea and Podesta maybe?
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: >>8211402 | https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: >>8217734 | https://archive.is/IURyL
Original threads
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl
Introductory book to the subject of cult abuse and pedophocracy. http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi
Pastebin with a good bunch of information for newfriends, feel free to add more but tell us after doing so http://pastebin.com/AqxntGju
Have you tried looking into Assange's past yet? Why did he choose to leak what he did?, there's surely more than what meets the eye. Just a thought.
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:29:35 ID: c1c8a2 No.8223412

A gook posted this in a thread that got deleted. It's Jame's Alefantis's FB friends list. Looked through it and it looks legit. Pick anyone to dig on.

>Michael Widomski
>https://www.fema.gov/profile/michael-widomski
>http://www.cbsnews.com/news/just-who-was-at-that-fake-fema-briefing/
>https://archive.is/da5wr
>https://archive.is/TNJbf

>Here are more deleted accounts of interest:

>!!!! https://finance.knect365.com/superreturn-africa/speakers/sean-epstein

>http://www.ccpcs.org/staff/demetrios-recachinas

>https://www.sittercity.com/nanny/dc/washington/935354
>https://twitter.com/PhilipKennicott
>http://blogs.worldbank.org/team/antoine-coste
>https://www.pinterest.com/michaelafux/boards/
>https://twitter.com/elicitanna

>Here is James' friend's list. Have fun!
>https://archive.is/08yME  
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The chaos pic was the wrong 
one  
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Arun G Rao  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:31:53 ID: 488ada No.8223459 >>8223491 >>8223747

this shit is confusing is there a youtube video or a documentary or something that i can watch to get caught up  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:33:11 ID: 072f5d No.8223472 >>8223507 >>8225845 >>8226396

I think I made a connection with chefs and the occult. James A is friends with a board of director of Planned parenthood. What if it has to do with 
cannibalism?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:33:59 ID: f9a110 No.8223486

why cant any of you turboautists hack into these social media accounts  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:34:22 ID: 077463 No.8223491 >>8226396

>>8223459
Not directly related but Conspiracy of Silence maybe? Or just read all the shit from the OP.  
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>>8223310
>>8223310

Why the fuck do all of these videos have sub 1k views?
I just watched the first half of the first interview, and she goes into gruesome detail.
hanging babies up on a wall, draining their blood, drinking it out of a goblet, making statues out of their bones and shit. 

I've worked with children before, that kid is NOT making this up.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:35:11 ID: 766ca7 No.8223507 >>8226396

>>8223472
They not only need babies for their lack of disease (if they eat someone with aids they get aids)they require babies that's why they breed them  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:35:32 ID: e8a333 No.8223515 >>8223558 >>8223598 >>8223615 >>8223639 >>8224965 >>8226396

https://discord.gg/jD7hy
Discord group to coordinate  
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>>8223109

To be fair, consider this:

I am not the only one here who has seen many of the dark corners of the web. I have seen all kinds of sick stuff. I have never seen images or video of 
what is being suggested, in this situation.

Now, that isn't to say it isn't true. The voluminous testimony of children, caregivers, parents, social workers, investigators, etc. suggests that there could 
be a massive conspiracy to cover up Satanic Ritual Abuse.

Those two facts leave me torn. Give me any evidence to work from, regarding pictures or video of this stuff that is REAL, and it should be all hands on 
deck.

In this Internet investigation, the symbology surrounding it all absolutely has common elements. Pizza, children, the occult, MK Ultra weird stuff. It is easy 
to get lost in this symbology. I think that is precisely what it is designed to do. But, maybe it is important to note the pattern and be aware of the style and 
culture of these people. It is certainly different than the people I know.

Whatever is going on, however, we are learning about relationships between people and financial relationships between businesses and other entities. 
This is the most important trail. Map it out for everyone to see. Make infographics. Money is moving illegally. We can already prove it.

There is something the IRS has called the "Whistleblower Informant Award." It requires some easy to fill out forms, where you snail mail it in. You can 
collect your evidence, make your infographic, then send it in, and you will get a percentage of the taxes evaded in their scheme.

So, yes, the occult stuff… I believe it is there. However, the best angle is a relationship tree that identifies where money is exchanging hands.

I'm with you guys, though. Considering everything I've read, I believe this:

There is a mind control program that has been employed against individuals that starts with creating a dissociative state. People are captured and tested 
to determine suggestibility, controllability and intelligence. People are trafficked and programmed in fake satanic cults, faked alien abductions etc.

Parallel to focusing on specific individuals who are highly useful, the populace at large is targeted. Everyone is somewhat suggestible and a small 
percentage of people are highly suggestible.

The media is being employed in tandem with the actions of these 'mind controlled' individuals to sway the rest of the population.

The easiest target is implicit bias, where "othering" is the tactic to manipulate your level of hatred towards other groups of people. This keeps you busy 
not looking at those actually responsible for the manipulation.

Follow up the manipulation of your implicit bias with tools to inform your confirmation bias, and now you are hooked. 

Your sense of identity is molded gradually as a consumer of the media who is telling you when and what to be afraid of.

Then, to stay in power, they tell you who to vote for.

In the Middle East, the rich people have a problem. They are Wahhabists who need to get rid of their political opposition. So, they pay off politicans in 
liberal parties all over the world to take refugees (aka political opposition) and send off their bad voters or legitimate revolutionaries.

In return, the liberal party in the country of the paid off politician gets good votes and potentially revolutionaries who will fight for them. It is a win - win.

Since so much money is involved and financial markets are involved, the men who have the biggest stake in the game use their bought tools of mind 
control to get the votes they need so that they can continue to play Masters of the Universe.

Point being is that you aren't looking for a Satanic Cult. You are looking for a fake Satanic Cult that is merely a smaller part of a blackmail/bribery circle 
intermingled with many other types of crimes that all involve money.

The end of my opinion.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:36:08 ID: 26dba9 No.8223521
File (hide): ecfd5c01f85b860⋯.jpg (33.32 KB, 398x500, 199:250, ReadThis.jpg)

>>8223306 (OP)
Alberto Barbosa who has been keeping up with all of this cancer for a while now, is there any way Hillary and the 
Molestas can be charged with anything?

Anyway, the Podestas visited my country at the time Maddie went missing (here obviously) so that makes me feel 
even more disgusted, let these fucks taste /pol/ack divine justice.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:36:51 ID: dfdf35 No.8223532

Dyncorp

JUST  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:37:25 ID: 766ca7 No.8223541 >>8226396

>>8223517
Freemasonry  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:38:07 ID: 076e1f No.8223550 >>8223606 >>8226396

Should we be working some sort of mass dissemination effort? Getting out the word on paper or files on DVDs?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:38:38 ID: e8a333 No.8223558 >>8223598 >>8223615 >>8223639

>>8223515
Correction 
https://discord.gg/KkN3T  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:40:08 ID: e188ac No.8223578 >>8223598 >>8223599 >>8223615 >>8223639 >>8226396

Hello guys, we made a discord so we could collaborate with you guys. It's evident that we've gone on three paths, and we have people from cripplechan, 
/r/The_donald, and some others. 

Thank you

https://discord.gg/9aP4P  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:40:21 ID: fa0bee No.8223581 >>8223636

plz no derail shitfaces this time around. What do we know about Arun?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:41:21 ID: 35535a No.8223598 >>8223643

>>8223515
>>8223558
>>8223578
Suspicious. No thanks.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:41:23 ID: e188ac No.8223599

>>8223578
also we ask anyone that has been giving away raw leads to fucking stop  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:41:23 ID: ce7a63 No.8223600 >>8223661 >>8226396

>>8223306 (OP)
These are so fucking sick people.
This is True detective season 1 IRL pretty much, reality is weirder than fiction. Looking forward to torturing one of these absolute sick motherfuckers.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:41:42 ID: dfdf35 No.8223606 >>8223702 >>8226396

>>8223550
Listen lad 

Focus on getting real evidence hard evidence that can't be meme'd by them as "much illuminati shiggy diggy" I used to the think the illuminati and all the 
symbology of eyes and checkerboards and triangles was a fucking kek until now.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:42:02 ID: d8b6f3 No.8223615 >>8223643

>>8223558
>>8223578
>>8223515

Niggah I ain't clicking that shit. I've seen the infographic against going into this shit due to CTR trolls.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:43:29 ID: d8b6f3 No.8223632

I'd appreciate some help here: https://8ch.net/pol/res/8217734.html#q8223356  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:43:43 ID: 65b1c0 No.8223636
File (hide): 99670a69d173b9b⋯.jpg (12.01 KB, 169x234, 13:18, TwitterCrop.jpg)

>>8223581
Arun is a G  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:43:52 ID: ce7a63 No.8223639
File (hide): 6f60d80387fd95a⋯.jpg (7.65 KB, 250x250, 1:1, 1469798601421.jpg)

>>8223578
>>8223558
>>8223515  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:44:30 ID: e188ac No.8223643 >>8223677 >>8223738 >>8226396

File (hide): 7cdbe38cff9f460⋯.png (144.58 KB, 1365x661, 1365:661, nice.PNG)

>>8223598
>>8223615
Check this screenshot.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:45:29 ID: ce7a63 No.8223660 >>8225186

>>8223498
The cop interviewing her is either in on the entire thing. Or being threatened by them. Probably the first.

It's beyond fucking sick.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:45:29 ID: 380b34 No.8223661 >>8223687

>>8223600
The only crime deserving of torture is torture, and the only crime deserving of death is murder.

Don't be so blindly bloodthirsty until we've established definitive proof. Many an innocent man have been wrongly killed under this mindset. For these 
guy's, however, it is looking more and more likely.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:45:33 ID: f9a110 No.8223663

that discord chat is a honeypot  
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File (hide): d156c8c08677268⋯.png (2.01 MB,
1911x938, 273:134, Tony Podesta - Switzerland.PNG)

File (hide): 6912cd23e51f0c7⋯.png (108.23 KB,
307x200, 307:200, Tony Podesta - Swizterland….PNG)

File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:45:46 ID: 537324 No.8223664

I found an interesting potential link related to Tony Podesta in the GIF drop when looking at an address in an iPad renewal thing. Listed an address in 
Switzerland (why Switzerland?). Pre-du-Marche 23 Lausanne 1004 Switzerland 

Tried using google street view and there was nothing near it (flashbacks to the Hillary supporter suspiciously missing street view data on a section of the 
road). Zoomed out and the entire area is a choppy mess of street view data (why?….). Checkmate though, noticed a Hotel across the street from that 
address did a personal 360 of the entry (with easy view across the street) and the stuff I noticed is fucking WEIRD. 
https://www.google.com/maps/@46.5248697,6.6295662,3a,85.4y,230.02h,85t/data=!3m7!1e1!3m5!1sm9teDfDptUkAAAQYfgmnHQ!2e0!3e2!7i13312!8i6
656

The building listed services for "Meditation and Therapists." Zoomed in on a logo that just feels like it fits a pattern so far. Can't find a specific link yet but 
just looking at it gives the same vibe. The front of the building just seems a little odd. I'll have to dig further and see if there's any mention of Hotel du 
Marche. Convenient it's located next to this.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:47:10 ID: 35535a No.8223677 >>8223697 >>8226396

>>8223643
I know what Discord is, I use it for vidya.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:47:24 ID: e188ac No.8223685 >>8226396

its legitimately fucking not. We actually need to coordinate to solve this. I'm not joking and I'm not shilling.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:47:29 ID: ce7a63 No.8223687 >>8226396

>>8223661
>The only crime deserving of torture is torture and the only crime deserving of death is murder.

Exactly, these people should be tortured slow and killed in the most amazingly inventive fashion possible.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:48:00 ID: 19bb13 No.8223694 >>8226396

>>8223306 (OP)

My understanding of Assange's past is that it is quite possible he was a child subjected to "mind control" programs by Australian Intelligence working with 
the US.

His mother seems well enough to have escaped with him in his adolescence, at a stage naturally inclined to rebel against what he had been subjected to.

It is possible, that he is trying to get revenge on the whole system and that is his basic motivation as a human.

As far as leaking the way he did? It seems simple. Hillary Clinton wanted to "drone" him. If, what we are saying is true, his capture may have resulted in 
him being tortured and killed. Afraid for his life, he did everything he could to get her to lose.

The Mainstream Media and Julian Assange played chicken. Assage couldn't play his whole hand, because then he would have no leverage. For him to 
stay alive and well, he will always need to have leverage. He can never give it all away, even if pardoned.

Julian Assange gave away just enough for Hillary to lose, and threatened to release more, even after she lost, just to be safe.

That is the way I see it. I think he is in constant danger, but nobody wants him to be a martyr, either.

Right now, Donald Trump has all the leverage in the world. More than any human ever, maybe. He cowed a financial empire and, if he never uses all of 
his leverage up, he could create another clone of the Bush Initiative or a Clinton Foundation. I pray that won't be the case.

I pray that man will use his leverage to do the right thing.

Godspeed to all of you who are helping Assange, Trump and the rest of the world because unemployed white Americans on the Internet seem to be the 
only ones who can grasp this stuff enough to put the pieces together and run a counter media campaign against the powers that being using their own 
technology that they invented.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:48:01 ID: 35535a No.8223695 >>8226396 >>8227872

Just use IRC. Fuck off with Discord.  
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>>8223677
then maybe you can fucking understand with the visual aid that we aint CTR  
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File (hide): 2724e58cb019b83⋯.webm (3.74 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, il.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8223606
There is no illuminati only freemasonry

the illuminati is the boogyman facade by Freemasons to cover their ass

the masonic conspiracy is the most documented believable  in existence it is only when people call it 
illuminati that it has that connotation.

and stop fucking fidgeting when I say MASON I am not sliding I am bringing it all together you think I can't 
connect every single peice of evidence to masonry then you have no idea what this is about  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:49:21 ID: d8b6f3 No.8223713 >>8226396 >>8228075

Friend of Alefantis. "David Foox"

Sounds fake.

Check out the pictures in the profile though.

More masonic shit.

Replies to them are weirder.

https://www.facebook.com/i.am.foox/photos?pnref=lhc  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:50:01 ID: ce7a63 No.8223721 >>8223767 >>8224268 >>8224397 >>8226396

>>8223702
It's not regular masonry, this is Skull & Bones etc.
We have masonic lodges in my city. This is occultism.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:50:24 ID: e188ac No.8223725 >>8226396

Have you guys gotten to the DC leaks?

Tony's talks about Pizza.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:50:34 ID: 527d33 No.8223729 >>8224364 >>8225232 >>8225676 >>8225705 >>8226396

>>8223517
Calling it a "Satanic Cult" is a Christian label for it. It's deeper than that.

These people are descendants of the early Sabbatean and Frankist cults within Judaism, started by Sabbatai Zevi and later popularized by Mayer 
Amschel Rothschild and Jacob Frank in the 18th century. It's stayed in the Rothschild family ever since. When Rothschild/Frank/Weishaupt and company 
infiltrated Freemasonry, Freemasonry has been at the center of it.

And everything that Freemasonry has spawned, from modern day Wicca, to Mormonism, cucked Catholicism, Curch of Satan, Marxism/Communism, etc. 
has elements within it that are involved in this cult.

It's far bigger than most people understand. There's likely as many as a million people world wide involved to some degree in this pedophile network  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:50:47 ID: 35535a No.8223732 >>8224664

File (hide): c020c513e4b8d00⋯.png (30.59 KB, 645x421, 645:421, chrome_2016-11-12_22-50-25.png)

From a security standpoint, the current encryption method for Discord private chat messages is NOT 
secure, and here's why…

Private chat messages are secured, however the private keys are stored on Discord's servers. The 
message is encrypted at one end, sent across the internet to Discord's servers, and then out to the internet 
again where it arrives at the recipient's machine and is decrypted.

This model is NOT secure because it allows anyone at Discord (or anyone with access to their servers) the 
ability to perform a silent man-in-the-middle attack without you ever knowing.

As a forefront leader in the chat engine community, the security safety of its users should be its highest 
priority.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:50:50 ID: d8b6f3 No.8223738 >>8223785

>>8223643
You can trace IP's through it bruh. I hope you guys are legit and get somewhere with it. But I'm more cautious than that given what we're digging for. Be 
careful posting that shit willy nilly.  
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https:// www.youtube. com/watch?v=GtuY-JRdiG8  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:53:01 ID: 766ca7 No.8223767 >>8223819
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>>8223721
There is no distinction.
THEY ARE THE LUCIFERIANS

Eyes wide shut and the gray state had the directors murdered because 
they showcased masked masons killing people.

THEY ARE THE OFFICIAL LUCIFERIAN OUTLET IN THE WORLD 
ARUN G WEARS A TOP HAT DANGIT  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:53:50 ID: e188ac No.8223785 >>8223860

>>8223738
I'm going to stop promoting it because like only 2 people joined. 
But I'm going to help in these these threads ok  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:54:29 ID: f9a110 No.8223793

Discord is probably compromised  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:54:46 ID: ec1a60 No.8223800 >>8223821 >>8223837 >>8223893 >>8226396

what the fuck do freemasons have to do with this  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:56:02 ID: ce7a63 No.8223819 >>8223874 >>8226396

>>8223767
nono it's not how it works. Masons just have to be religious to join, and they can be Christians. Many of them are like lawnmowers & shit. 

Elite occultism is what this is. People who are so high up their buddies gets them off the hook like they get pedophile priests in the Vatican off the hook.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:56:16 ID: 563fed No.8223821 >>8223839 >>8223921

>>8223800
Nothing. It's conspiratards trying to connect the jews and illumanati to everything. Keep focused on besta, podesta, aliefantis, and etc  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:56:52 ID: 19bb13 No.8223830 >>8223881

File (hide): c6cb4fd8ea5004b⋯.png (320.09 KB, 768x1024, 3:4, Screenshot_20161110-214542.png)

Yall check out Kevin Reynolds FB? Lol  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:57:16 ID: 766ca7 No.8223837 >>8223870 >>8227924

>>8223800
Coordination.
consolidation of money and power via blackmail.

there is this consensus that there is an elite circle of sick fucks. Well I have been on them like a jack rabbit and they are breeding children for cannibilism 
and they are the reason this has so much attention because it is masons trying to create something beyond them when they are the elite  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:57:28 ID: ec1a60 No.8223839

>>8223821
alright thanks because i had lost track  
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"for $1000 we will play at a location of your 
choice within an area around washington 
dc"
(shows pic related)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=N_gGhrIO6ps
This is the voice """"actress"""" that played 
at comet ping pong  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:58:34 ID: d8b6f3 No.8223860

>>8223785
Go for it. Just be cautious. Good luck hopefully non-ctr fat.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:58:54 ID: b20f13 No.8223864 >>8224314 >>8226396

>>8223306 (OP)
op, maybe im not the first to bring this up as i havnt read every single post in all the threads, but would it be an outlandish guess to surmise that you may 
work for one of the alphabet agencies that has their hands tied and isnt able to do anything about these sickos, and your cleverly crowdsourcing an 
investigation????  If so, thats awesome, but you need to give us a clue as to where to go from here. we can only get so far connecting names and 
organizations and digging up tons of circumstantial evidence. obviously all this evidence points towards one thing, and it seems pretty likely after seeing 
all of this that there is something really shady going on with the upper establishment of the USA probably involving child sex.  The problem is that unless 
somebody actually finds the secret dungeon full of child sex slaves, gets that shit all over the news, AND connects it to the establishment figures already 
mentioned, all this will be for nothing. give us a clue guy, how do we blow this up?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:59:21 ID: ec1a60 No.8223870 >>8223904 >>8226396

>>8223837
breeding children for cannibalism what the fuck have i missed here  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:59:33 ID: 766ca7 No.8223874 >>8223904 >>8223924

File (hide): 39ccd121fc7ab99⋯.jpg (65.41 KB, 600x483, 200:161, patch5.jpg)

>>8223819
stop it  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 04:59:53 ID: 5fcde2 No.8223881 >>8230152

>>8223830
Thats not even questionable, this dude is just a pro at shitting up facebook.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:00:24 ID: 527d33 No.8223893 >>8223953 >>8223981 >>8226396

>>8223800
Freemasonry is a secret society within a secret society. It's a place to vet and recruit people for inclusion into the inner network.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:01:01 ID: ce7a63 No.8223904 >>8223942 >>8226396 >>8227901

>>8223870
You missed the fact that they eat & kill fucking babies. 

>>8223874
Whatever, let's just make all this common knowledge and have a good ol fashioned witch hunt is what I say.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:01:55 ID: 077463 No.8223921 >>8224044 >>8224079

>>8223821
Stop lying, are you scared that we are unveiling your dirty secret?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:02:10 ID: ce7a63 No.8223924 >>8229709

>>8223874
Lower lodge levels I don't think have any idea what's going on.

They probably just get forced to obey.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:03:06 ID: e188ac No.8223942 >>8223990

>>8223904
Anyone got a picture of those ribs?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:03:12 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8223946 >>8231954

To the anon which asked about mk-ultra in the last thread. 2 threads ago there was a visit from a pedo. I did a search on the keywords he was saying 
(before and after he posted through tor) this is what I came up with

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Bv4asuTEDe4  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:04:14 ID: 766ca7 No.8223953

>>8223893
This they must be comprimised by masonic death oaths before they are tapped into the inner circle but it is inside of the umbrella cult of freemasonry

like i said I can connect the icmec and freemasonry in one second…. ready set go http://masonichip.org/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:04:50 ID: 11e4cb No.8223964 >>8232307

File (hide): 8e8d31da8cf0643⋯.jpg (214.44 KB, 472x1460, 118:365, Screenshot_2016-11-12-22-0….jpg)

The sponsor list for a gallery premier at Transformer.

http://www.transformerdc.org/special-events/overview/the-10th-annual-transformer-silent-
auction-benefit-party  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:06:12 ID: ec1a60 No.8223981 >>8224002

>>8223893
So do they worship the same (((god))) as the kikes?  

File (hide):
4e3467d6471abe1⋯.png (3.89
MB, 1242x2208, 9:16,
4e3467d6471abe19fc45d6cd2e….png)

File (hide): 6e972d7d2b61b4e⋯.jpg (30.58 KB,
480x360, 4:3, bohemian-grove.jpg)

File (hide): 2df0f2742271179⋯.jpg (17.61 KB, 399x292,
399:292, HILLARY-CLINTON-SATAN-WITC….jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:06:40 ID: ce7a63 No.8223990 >>8227872 >>8231902

>>8223942

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:07:31 ID: 766ca7 No.8224002

>>8223981
Yes moloch satan baal baal-berith lucifer tubal cain 

If it is a gooey demon that wants people to be stabbed the masons revere it and would rather kill themselves than admit it.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:08:12 ID: d8b6f3 No.8224014 >>8224114 >>8224119 >>8224125 >>8224196 >>8225640 >>8226634

File (hide): 819f1575ce6c30c⋯.png (33.63 KB, 981x489, 327:163, worriedlaughter.png)

Wew lad.

Department of Defense is watching.

Is it time to use Tor browser now?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:09:00 ID: 19bb13 No.8224022 >>8224107

Does anyone have a list of names?

A list of everyone involved, a link to a screencap, and why they're involved. As I was browsing the Foox guy, and noticing the piles of money and other 
cult stuff, the first thing I would point out to an investigator is the piles of money. Anyone who posts piles of money is a tax cheat.

You can get a percentage of the tax cheat's money by filing out the whistleblower forms with the IRS. Tie it to the DNC, then show the stack of money. 
You get 10% if you are right.

For example, we know Jimmy Alefentis received money from George Soros. Jimmy Alefentis has pictures of babies and money.

Estimate how much cash there is, then report Jimmy to the IRS.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:10:07 ID: 563fed No.8224044 >>8224058 >>8224079

>>8223921

I know this pic related is old, but where is there any legit connection to the freemasons other than the marina occult stuff. Marina can't be a mason, she's 
female. 

I'm on your side, and we can't go Ancient aliens on this.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:10:34 ID: 213d9c No.8224049 >>8228606

File (hide): cbc35fc6b206af9⋯.jpg (186.6 KB, 1200x675, 16:9, Untitled.jpg)

>>8223857  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:11:11 ID: d375ad No.8224058 >>8224079

>>8224044
marina is a thelemite  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:11:51 ID: bd7366 No.8224076 >>8224083 >>8226551 >>8231253 >>8231398

File (hide): 67db224c7ab5f63⋯.png (63.07 KB, 1366x728, 683:364, buzzpuss.png)

OKAY YOU FAGS LET'S SOLVE THESE MP3'S! 
So I've imported the MP3's into audacity and found some weird shit. The .mp3, which starts silent, has data 
at the beginning of the file. I've tried cutting off just this portion and exporting as raw to be converted into an 
image but have had no success. The end of the song also seems to be weird.
The .mp3 in question is BuzzardPussy.mp3 from the archives.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:12:16 ID: 563fed No.8224079

>>8224044
>>8224058
>>8223921

pic related here:
>>8219128  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:12:26 ID: bd7366 No.8224083

>>8224076
Adding onto this I didn't import them normally I imported the.mp3 as raw data.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:13:12 ID: 072f5d No.8224092

I found some connections with James A Facebook accounts.

Alex Podesta FB Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:13:16 ID: 160f0c No.8224094 >>8224266

Anyone stumble on this guy yet?  Relative of the molestas

https://archive.fo/3UU77  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:13:39 ID: 2e488c No.8224100

anyone got a link to those paintings with the children in weird poses? Saw it in 2 threads back but never saved it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:14:15 ID: d8b6f3 No.8224107 >>8224221 >>8224262

>>8224022
They're too rich for the IRS to be a problem. They're too powerful to not dodge something so simple.

In other news. That david foox guy's timeline references a templar's lodge.

This is their page: https://www(dot)facebook(dot)com/Templar176/?fref=nf

People keep bringing up masonic shit.

You may be on to something anons. It's starting to pop up regularly.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:14:22 ID: ce7a63 No.8224109 >>8224196

>>8223306 (OP)
You have been banned from /pol/ for the following reason:

abuse, sorry torfriends but some kike is spamming via tor

Your ban was filed on Sunday 13 November, 2016 and expires 6 hours from now, which is on Sunday 13 November, 2016  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:14:48 ID: 563fed No.8224114 >>8224163

>>8224014
>Is it time to use Tor browser

Yeah… 4 days ago.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:14:52 ID: b93622 No.8224117 >>8231618

File (hide): 12dbc90c16b887e⋯.jpg (169.95 KB, 906x1012, 453:506, yt symb.jpg)

creepy video 
mentioned last thread.  
added obvious logos  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:14:54 ID: 6fddf3 No.8224119

>>8224014
watching 8chin?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:15:04 ID: ce7a63 No.8224125 >>8224196

>>8224014
You have been banned from /pol/ for the following reason:

abuse, sorry torfriends but some kike is spamming via tor

Your ban was filed on Sunday 13 November, 2016 and expires 6 hours from now, which is on Sunday 13 November, 2016

I just got banned for using Tor  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:15:31 ID: b68be0 No.8224134 >>8224186 >>8224397

>>8223702

>the illuminati is the boogyman facade by Freemasons to cover their ass

The Freemasons were actually undermined by the Illuminati.

Educate yourself, before posting shit.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:17:18 ID: ce7a63 No.8224163 >>8224229 >>8226634

>>8224114
I'm not using Tor but I'm outside the US, I'm probably gonna be ok, right? I've been very harsh towards my Department of Defense bros though, and I'm a 
bit scared tbh.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:18:50 ID: 766ca7 No.8224186 >>8224397

>>8224134
This is not weihaupt teir concern .

This is the culmination of grand orient masonry 

the oto is the oriental templars
french liberal subversion

fun fact grand orient masons admit FEMALES into their ranks  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:19:23 ID: cb895e No.8224196 >>8224219 >>8224229

>>8224014
>>8224109
>>8224125
You guys just got banned for tor, right after the post about the DoD? spooky shit…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:20:56 ID: a442c5 No.8224219

>>8224196
No it isn't. Tor exit nodes are frequently banned.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:21:01 ID: 390732 No.8224220 >>8224257 >>8226700
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:21:02 ID: 766ca7 No.8224221
File (hide): 61538b06e67f9b4⋯.png (24.8 KB, 451x192, 451:192, Screenshot_2016-11-13_00-2….png)

>>8224107
It was glaring at us with the mk 
ultra drawings it is the 
coordinating factor here.

the hidden hand  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:21:38 ID: ce7a63 No.8224229

>>8224196
That's both me

This is also me–→ >>8224163

I'm outside of US but, hehe kinda hehe scared right now hehehehehehehehe :D  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:23:42 ID: 92e47f No.8224252 >>8225920

you guys actually think the united states department of defense is interested in watching a handful of overweight computer jockeys fight over the who is 
prettiest?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:23:55 ID: 766ca7 No.8224256 >>8224270

File (hide): ea52393671fc38b⋯.png (37.91 KB, 729x125, 729:125, Screenshot_2016-11-13_00-2….png)

http://www.ctchip.org/

huehuehuhue  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:23:59 ID: ce7a63 No.8224257 >>8224297

>>8224220
This is better 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ7L8GcBOAg  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:24:15 ID: 19bb13 No.8224262 >>8224318

>>8224107

It is about creating a paper trail.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:24:32 ID: d375ad No.8224266

>>8224094
lots of white rabbits…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:25:01 ID: abca56 No.8224268 >>8224283

>>8223721
You have masonic lodges in your city? Good, you  know where these people carry out this depravity. Enjoy walking past your local lodge knowing that the 
masons rape and murder children in there.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:25:04 ID: 19bb13 No.8224270 >>8224294 >>8224299

>>8224256
Can you archive that an link the archive?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:26:23 ID: fa0bee No.8224283 >>8224306

>>8224268
I saw them meet once, a shitload of old people all walked in there, looking really nice.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:26:59 ID: cb895e No.8224294 >>8224299

>>8224270  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:27:07 ID: 051f3c No.8224297

>>8224257
i want to hang this faggot who did the video  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:27:13 ID: cb895e No.8224299

>>8224294
>>8224270
https://archive.is/DpTOk whoops  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:27:42 ID: abca56 No.8224306 >>8224326

>>8224283
Most of these masons are literal morons just looking to get a promotion in their local police department. But even at that level, the blackmail begins, 
hence their power structure and control.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:28:04 ID: 077463 No.8224314

>>8223864
We OPs for these threads are a collective of anonymous posters just like you, i'm not the only one making these threads and whatever my job is, it's none 
of your business.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:28:28 ID: d8b6f3 No.8224318 >>8224380

>>8224262
It's worth a shot but also playing our hand prematurely.

I'm just skeptical is all.  

File (hide): 0eb78779f7df8cf⋯.jpg (77.28 KB, 620x457,
620:457, true-detective-murder-620x….jpg)

File (hide): c20d2a0af18c600⋯.jpg (28.03 KB,
500x281, 500:281, true10.jpg)

File (hide): 6094478a6bcbb6f⋯.png (344.54 KB,
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:28:45 ID: ce7a63 No.8224321 >>8228686

Anyone here watch True Detective season 1?

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:29:22 ID: fa0bee No.8224326 >>8224345 >>8224352 >>8224361

>>8224306
Should I investigate? It's right next to a library and not 500 yards from a police station if I were to try and get into it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:30:42 ID: abca56 No.8224345 >>8224379

>>8224326
Definitely not, lol. They run your town's police department, among other things.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:31:14 ID: ce7a63 No.8224352 >>8224379

>>8224326
Depends, do you wanna go to jail/get killed?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:32:07 ID: d8b6f3 No.8224361 >>8224379

>>8224326
You'd have balls of steel but most definitely get v&. Locally or not.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:32:27 ID: 19bb13 No.8224364 >>8224887

>>8223729

I feel you, man.

But I challenge you to provide me with one real image or video of a ritual that involves sacrificing a human to Moloch or whatever.

Until then, all you've got is money laundering. Save the pictures of the money, tie it to the DNC, and you have money laundering and election fraud.

It's a no brainer, especially when you get a cut.

Person. Picture of money. DNC. 

Tie those three things together, and, if enough people report, it will get investigated. Whether the investigation gets tanked or not, there is a paper trail.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:33:58 ID: fa0bee No.8224379 >>8224415 >>8224465

>>8224345
You think someone would be in there? 

>>8224361
>>8224352
Not particularly. What the hell would even be in there? I'm not gonna do it unless I find something important.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:34:08 ID: 19bb13 No.8224380

>>8224318

Everyone knows they are onto them. Now, it is just about having a voice to insert into the political world, but you start with the proper authority in the 
proper jurisdiction, otherwise there is no reason to take you seriously.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:34:15 ID: cb8385 No.8224381 >>8224400

On the topic of the pastebin, would it be possible to add a tldr for each individual thread, basically one or two notable things that happened? It would 
make find what happened where a lot easier  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:35:27 ID: 6d6e3a No.8224397

>>8223702
>>8223721
>>8224134
>>8224186
They're both creations of the kikes who ultimately control it all.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:35:43 ID: 077463 No.8224400

>>8224381
Sounds like a good idea to me buddy. Do it.  

File (hide): 1d7b906f5e990a6⋯.jpg (367.13 KB,
1078x649, 98:59, Screenshot_2016-11-12-22-3….jpg)

File (hide): 24dbf98f92f36a3⋯.jpg
(556.84 KB, 1076x1657, 1076:1657,
Screenshot_2016-11-12-22-2….jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:35:55 ID: 11e4cb No.8224402 >>8231013 >>8231792 >>8231890

Got a new lead: Izette Folger

This kike is friends with Jimmy, and is on the board of his art non-profit. She's also on a board of a non-profit called innocents.

INNOCENTS IS A NON-PROFIT FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING.

http://www.innocentsatrisk.org/about/board-of-directors

https://www.intelius.com/people/Izette-Folger/Bethesda-MD/0896rqbqgj5  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:37:00 ID: d8b6f3 No.8224415 >>8224444 >>8224447

>>8224379
Outside of running into them doing it at the exact moment you'd find nothing likely. Also getting in and not setting off alarms would be a hassle. If anything 
you'd likely have the cops called on you and just be watched heavily for a while.

Doubt there's much you can do unless you live near one that shit is actually going down in and it's not just one of the "I hate my family I go here to drink 
and eat while doing spooky shit" ones.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:39:26 ID: fa0bee No.8224444

>>8224415
I was sitting outside of the library waiting for a bus and a bunch of old people showed up all at once with really nice clothes, and with their wives. They 
also kinda looked jewish.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:39:33 ID: 390732 No.8224447

>>8224415
I have a local lodge that is in an all black ghetto I refer to it as the 'crack lodge' 
They have 7 satellite dishes on it and black curtains and tires in the front yard, and oddly enough a window air conditioner in every room.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:40:53 ID: 766ca7 No.8224465 >>8224511 >>8224550

File (hide): 3c6ffc398a5424c⋯.png (186.66 KB, 918x1033, 918:1033, tem.png)

https://archive.is/g03wY
mychip.org
https://archive.is/UBdNB

For some reason the imec is directly related to freemasonry as dubious child middlemen

>>8224379
No. no one there and if there was you would not wat to go in you would not come out.

anon like the anon in the other thread i told him only go there to tag it with an oathbreaker and do not go in they 
are seriously bad people and they keep shit tight so it would be an empty lodge or old fucks sitting down. They 
hide shit like ritual shit underground like what is underneath comet pizza probibly connected to the supreme 
council in dc.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:40:55 ID: 65b1c0 No.8224466

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/health-code-violations-in-the-district-maryland-and-virginia/2016/11/07/34e0f5a0-a440-11e6-8fc0-
7be8f848c492_story.html

L’Enfant Cafe and Bar

2000 18th St. NW

Closed Nov. 1 because of gross unsanitary conditions, including vermin.

Probably also semen on the floors  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:43:39 ID: 390732 No.8224511 >>8224517

>>8224465
Not wanting to derail but what exactly is the oath breaker supposed to do again?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:43:58 ID: 766ca7 No.8224517 >>8224553

>>8224511
Break masonic oaths  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:44:59 ID: c4453a No.8224536 >>8224559 >>8224569 >>8224618

i dont get it ameriburgers ..

why is nobody swating that place?
should be easy dont you think?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:45:34 ID: d375ad No.8224543 >>8224594 >>8224640 >>8232356

File (hide): f6d39c86dc58ac8⋯.jpg (117.78 KB, 675x900, 3:4, jew voodoo.jpg)

ok guys. are you ready for a new voodoo connection? i googled alex podesta and found a link to a pinterest page (pic 
related). apparently alex designed the box/artwork for a "magic elixir" created by a voodoo priestess known as 
Priestess Sallie Ann Glassman. Not only is she a Jew, but shes been a guest on CNN, CBS and even the Discovery 
Channel. She has deep ties to Haiti, being one of the first and few whites to be initiated into the Haitian tradition of 
voodoo.

Heres a link to her botanica (occult) store:

http://islandofsalvationbotanica.com/island-of-salvation-botanica/about-sallie-ann/
https://archive.is/LwmLc

Note that RT reported in 2012 that

>Hundreds of children are being kidnapped in Africa and bought to the UK for voodoo rituals, a UN watchdog said, also 
voicing alarm about the number of British pedophiles who prey on children abroad.
https://www.rt.com/uk/167376-child-voodoo-rituals-pedophile/
https://archive.is/BJ1bP

More:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sallie_Ann_Glassman
https://archive.is/bNXH7  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:46:09 ID: fa0bee No.8224550 >>8224632

>>8224465
>you would not come out
Am I supposed to be scared of a bunch of old kikes?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:46:12 ID: 390732 No.8224553

>>8224517
Ahhh I see spiritual level warfare. very good.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:46:52 ID: e3dc88 No.8224559

>>8224536

The swat probably goes there twice a week, as clients.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:47:45 ID: ce7a63 No.8224569 >>8224631

File (hide): 8e9f94fb1480d3b⋯.jpg (32.25 KB, 480x576, 5:6, 1478966856271.jpg)

>>8224536
These people own 
SWAT  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:49:07 ID: ce7a63 No.8224586

This is pretty Edgy.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:49:25 ID: d375ad No.8224594 >>8224809 >>8225596 >>8232356

File (hide): 5edcacf7fcdb45b⋯.png (183.59 KB, 267x603, 89:201, alex podesta voodoo 1.PNG)

>>8224543
>>8224543

https://www.pinterest.com/ihhotel/loa-bar-%2B-spirits/

pic related this time  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:50:57 ID: ce7a63 No.8224618

>>8224536
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34dJ7nheBaw  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:52:12 ID: afd0ba No.8224631 >>8224681 >>8229979

>>8224569
A group of local Anons have to gather together and raid the place. Record & stream it to a specific location, if they find nothing good. If they have 
something they have proof. Heck if they pull some children out of the basement while recording it they would never be prosecuted for breaking and 
entering. You can't tell me their are some of us out there that don't have anything to lose.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:52:13 ID: 766ca7 No.8224632 >>8224698

>>8224550
The police is literally what it comes down to is the police are in place to stop us from kicking them out of our towns. The swat teams all of it is related. Lets 
say you break in best case scenario you interrupt a dupe taking a blood oath they cut people in places like comet pizza.

there is much risk little reward. If we can follow the leads and eventually connect it to a global masonic apparatus then we can have the precedent and 
the moral high-ground to start marching with torches.

Right now with their charity facade they look like sweet old guys and sadly that is all you will see at their meeting place. they do not shit where they eat(no 
pun intended I know they eat children)  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:52:30 ID: 390732 No.8224640 >>8224652 >>8232356

>>8224543
Bill clinton in his book 'the early years' he wrote about how much he liked voodoo..  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:53:15 ID: d375ad No.8224652 >>8224689

>>8224640
has to be connected. too weird all these high profile fucks are connected to voodoo and occult priestesses  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:53:55 ID: 94e3fa No.8224658 >>8224697 >>8224876 >>8226901 >>8232474

www.yahoo.com/news/video/dc-art-james-alefantis-184257456.html?ref=gs

Video inside comet and interview with James Alefantis  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:54:15 ID: 357bd2 No.8224664

>>8223732
Thanks for the info, didn't know that. Is it safe to use just for vidya?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:54:42 ID: 766ca7 No.8224673

speaking of blood oaths they cut their fingers with a razor and sign their names in blood that is how they take oaths that is what is meant by the spirit 
cooking and cutting fingers  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:54:56 ID: ce7a63 No.8224681

>>8224631
I'd rather they go Allahu Akbar at some bilderberg convention  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:55:48 ID: 390732 No.8224689

>>8224652
he and hillary had their honey moon in haiti and im going from memory but they are linked to people bringing in undocumented haitian kids  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:56:28 ID: ce7a63 No.8224697

>>8224658
Jesus Christ…..  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:56:30 ID: fa0bee No.8224698

>>8224632
I have an idea.
>wait for one of their meetings
>stick a small object in-between the door before they leave
>investigate
Might be kinda far fetched but it might work  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:56:49 ID: 97d60e No.8224700 >>8224834 >>8224850 >>8224949

File (hide): 93ca1f2fb0683b9⋯.jpg (24.97 KB, 400x300, 4:3, 22920942.jpg)

Dunno if anyone remembers this video from the last thread.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j59jymXo2wc

I know the area they talk about pretty well. I'm pretty sure I know what shoe shop they're mentioning, too 
(pic related). Gotta be a honeypot though, right?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 05:57:30 ID: bd7366 No.8224716 >>8224757 >>8224762 >>8224768 >>8224798 >>8225166

File (hide): 0809017d442730e⋯.png (325.43 KB, 394x712, 197:356, 199.png)

Holy FUCK GUYS!
I took the beginning of Buzzardpussy1.mp3 and placed the end before it (I heard data playing) and then imported as raw data 
into gimp. After messing with some of the settings for import what seems to be the number/date 1999 showed up.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:00:20 ID: d375ad No.8224757 >>8224798

File (hide): 33c34e3b9b336e4⋯.gif (1.6 MB, 360x203, 360:203, its happening.gif)

>>8224716  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:00:49 ID: d8a946 No.8224762 >>8224798

>>8224716
Keep digging, guys. I feel we're getting close to discovering the parts of the puzzle that will make it all as clear as day  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:01:13 ID: 88f173 No.8224768

>>8224716
While interesting, I think thats not a lead.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:01:17 ID: e07ca3 No.8224769 >>8224824 >>8224873

File (hide): 7c751ec995e6881⋯.png (53.27 KB, 806x926, 403:463, 1479013826567.png)

>tfw you grew up believing iluminatis were a secret group who wanted to destroy and control the 
nations of the world for some weird god
>tfw you realize they are just crazy pedophiles

At least I truly see.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:01:36 ID: 33f8ad No.8224773

>>8218420
holy fuck i live right near simi. jesus christ the scope just keeps on widening.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:03:19 ID: bd7366 No.8224798 >>8224821

>>8224757
>>8224716
>>8224762
We need more people fucking with the data from the mp3's in the archives. The more I'm fucking with it the more "clear" the noise is becoming. Use 
Audacity and GIMP.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:03:56 ID: 19bb13 No.8224809 >>8224854 >>8230638

>>8224594
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_John%27s_Eve

St John's Day is a feast day. It also is celebrated by those who practice Voodoo where a head washing ritual is involved.

Jun 23

Many St John-related rituals center on mating, nuptials, and marital harmony, given this night’s age-old association with male-female balance and 
harmony.

There is a Masonic Feast on St Johns Eve.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._John%27s_Day,_Masonic_feast  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:04:20 ID: 390732 No.8224821 >>8224880

>>8224798
link me I am good with audio. I'll tinker with it through the night and report back tomorrow.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:04:34 ID: abca56 No.8224824 >>8230090

>>8224769
I know, right? Why have I never put the pieces together that the method through which the Rothschilds gain their control is literal weaponized pedophilia. 
Fucking Hell.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:04:56 ID: ce7a63 No.8224834 >>8224904

>>8224700
It's an old clip. The girl involved spoke to a policeman and they "Surprise surprise" retracted their statements and said it was all a lie, and there was no 
big satanic cult pedo conspiracy. 

It's sickening to watch  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:05:17 ID: 11e4cb No.8224840

All my honey pots on instagram are now all set private…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:05:52 ID: ce7a63 No.8224850 >>8224904

>>8224700
They are literally all in on it. 
The abuse centers gets threatened & recorded & are all in on it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:06:06 ID: d375ad No.8224854

>>8224809
somehow all this garbage is connected. has to be a source..  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:07:24 ID: 9dad3b No.8224873

>>8224769
Truth reveals the pathetic creature that is corruption, its form is weak and malnourished when exposed to light.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:07:32 ID: ef7e92 No.8224876 >>8232474

>>8224658
>www.yahoo.com/news/video/dc-art-james-alefantis-184257456.html?ref=gs

That place looks like a dump inside.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:07:36 ID: bd7366 No.8224880 >>8224953 >>8226698

>>8224821
https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:07:55 ID: bdd797 No.8224887

>>8224364
I can't say I fallow Alex Jones, and I know it's Alex Jones, but didn't Alex Jones brag about getting some video of Bohemian Grove a few years ago that 
featured a "mock sacrifice," or something?

As for the issue of why none of this stuff is on the internet somewhere I agree I myself am skeptical, but that's pretty much how it is with a lot of 
conspiracy things, "how could something like this be kept secret?" Maybe that's the NSA's real job of monitoring the internet, I certainly don't have any 
god damn clue, but if these secret sadist clubs have any sense then I'd assume keeping videos and evidence like that off the internet would be a high 
priority.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:08:50 ID: 97d60e No.8224904 >>8224972 >>8225005 >>8225592

>>8224834
>>8224850
Worth digging or not? Is there much more video?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:11:52 ID: e07ca3 No.8224949 >>8225008

>>8224700
That video and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo are the one useful for redpilling normies. Those kids summary everything and the other 
one could be used as an introduction.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:12:22 ID: 390732 No.8224953

>>8224880
ah thank you anon  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:12:24 ID: af4b43 No.8224955 >>8224998 >>8225009 >>8231514

File (hide): 0b0d5bb63fd1d2c⋯.png (1.11 MB, 954x953, 954:953, e33f0cdedbe9f28b55a673db01….png)

Does anyone have the original 
version of this pic?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:12:47 ID: 2f8058 No.8224965
File (hide): f005559a7c25888⋯.jpg (49.55 KB, 400x462, 200:231, 1462063637611.jpg)

>>8223515
>Discord
It's botnet.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:13:19 ID: ce7a63 No.8224972 >>8225007 >>8225099 >>8225592

>>8224904
It's pretty straight forward and obvious. The kids were made to retract their statements.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9vwQGlY00E

If you wanna look up on the people they name, you could probably find something on them. 

"Papa, Miss Collins, Cafcas, Social services" 

If you watch their interviews you can get up a few names and probably find some individual stuff on those people.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:15:27 ID: 65b1c0 No.8224998 >>8225987

>>8224955
the insta url is at the top  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:15:41 ID: 0360b7 No.8225000

>>8223498
Because they keep getting deleted and have to be reposted. Check under that video, the uploader said as much to YT. Almost every forum deleted those 
threads and many people were threatened to drop it or else. That's why it fizzled out, though some kept digging but the momentum was lost because 
these sick fucks will do anything to protect their lifestyle. Fuck 'em, soon everyone will know. Old thread about it here https://archive.fo/PlEWi  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:16:06 ID: ce7a63 No.8225005 >>8225592 >>8225764

>>8224904
There is more video, yeah. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yi61QZPNzN0

This one is where she retracted his statement after he reminded her "Remember what we talked about in the car?" It's all pretty obvious. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0AYQjujT8k  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:16:06 ID: d375ad No.8225007 >>8225099 >>8225592

>>8224972
found a Mrs. Collins and a "Popav"?

https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/1976SOFIA00325_b.html  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:16:07 ID: 97d60e No.8225008

>>8224949
Thanks mang. Will watch. If I find anything more I guess should keep a side log. There are plenty of other pizza places in the area.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:16:08 ID: 65b1c0 No.8225009 >>8225987

>>8224955
>>8224955
https://imgur.com/a/P9e2r  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:21:58 ID: 0360b7 No.8225099 >>8225592

>>8224972
>>8225007
Names https://archive.is/DV93i  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:23:05 ID: 766ca7 No.8225109
File (hide): 4dc9d4e78fc9b72⋯.png (3.1 KB, 321x16, 321:16, Screenshot_2016-11-13_01-1….png)

I noticed as far as money and the IRS is concerned there is a theme all of these masonic child identification 
groups and the ICMEC is 501c3 tax exempt

and they sure as hell aint charity
https://archive.is/vevrE
>"The Sentinel reported that in 1985 the Shriners kept a whopping 71 percent of the money raised, about $21.7 million. This went to pay for a range of 
clubhouse expenses, including the upkeep of private bars, restaurants and golf courses. They also used the money to pay for conventions, travel and 
entertainment for their 880,000 members and, again, fund raising.
 
>The Shrine's most lucrative source of income is the circuses throughout the country. They generated about $23 million in 1985, the paper reported. The 
records show that LESS THAN 2 percent, or $346,251, went to the medical care of the children. I find this shocking. The Sentinel cited Internal Revenue 
Service records showing that although the Shrine is the richest charity in the nation, it gave its 22 hospitals for children less than one-third of the gross 
collected from the public in 1984. The REMAINDER was spent on food, travel, entertainment, fraternal ceremonies and fund-raising.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:24:29 ID: 81d848 No.8225135 >>8225182

File (hide): 997b2e39615e553⋯.png (723.86 KB, 888x613, 888:613, lindsaymasin.png)

Just look at any of the people who like any of the previously posted instagram accounts to 
find untold numbers of other freaks. It's endless.
Baby displayed with rabbit emoticon comment.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:26:50 ID: 312a9e No.8225166
File (hide): ae1c8f30ba381d2⋯.png (5.45 KB, 640x480, 4:3, gondola.png)

>>82247
16
That's 
not a 
nine, it's 
a 
gondola.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:26:52 ID: ce7a63 No.8225167 >>8225239 >>8228686

File (hide): 65fe235afe5925c⋯.png (301.78 KB, 936x527, 936:527, 73.png)

This is basically True Detective season 1

Same symbolism. The pedo symbol, antlers, black 
star/satanic symbolism etc.

Which means elites are fully aware and made a show about it 
for their amusement. 

The word "Carcosa" had some significance in the show, 
wouldn't surprise me if it was relevant here as well.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:27:42 ID: 81d848 No.8225182

>>8225135
Also, please don't go leaving comments. Follow the likes and comments already there before we spook more accounts to go private.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:27:54 ID: 766ca7 No.8225186

>>8223660
That cop was a freemason the mother actually said so in this interview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8fbl06K4Dc  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:30:50 ID: 85f000 No.8225232 >>8225292

>>8223729
>as many as one million people involved

Jesus Christ  

File (hide): 046d2cca77be26d⋯.jpg (63.9 KB,
640x370, 64:37, true detective.jpg)

File (hide): d3fc6f9695afc42⋯.jpg (171.79 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, true11.jpg)

File (hide): 9a601f1c9035cb0⋯.jpg (117.5 KB,
950x580, 95:58, ScreenClip000026.jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:31:18 ID: ce7a63 No.8225239 >>8228686

>>8225167

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:36:15 ID: abca56 No.8225292 >>8225314 >>8225329 >>8225343 >>8225397

>>8225232
That's a very conservative estimate. It's a completely parallel society.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:38:11 ID: 351e7f No.8225314 >>8225412 >>8225445

>>8225292
how the fuck is that even possible? how has word not gotten out?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:39:53 ID: 766ca7 No.8225329 >>8225343 >>8225412

>>8225292
jay parker says 34 million
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euOKBjMkk6I

I say 10 million.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:40:52 ID: ce7a63 No.8225343

>>8225292
Definitely not

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLbWnJGlyMU

>>8225329
This sounds more accurate.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:41:33 ID: 19bb13 No.8225358

Hey guys, you need to be checking these people's criminal records.

Anyone ever follow up with the Alefentis arrest?

If you are a local, you can go to the court house and pull the file.

Everyone who is being uncovered should have a background check run on them. That is the first thing the police do.

Start digging into criminal history.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:42:58 ID: 19bb13 No.8225376 >>8225552

There are 2 million Masons in the US.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:44:07 ID: 0360b7 No.8225397

>>8225292
That's what I'm getting from reading this. https://archive.is/DV93i Imagine moving to a quiet suburb of London full of trees and quiet lanes and then find 
out everyone does this. Wicker Man was real. Actually compared to this that wasn't so bad.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:44:46 ID: 4187ab No.8225408 >>8227189

ATTN ALL :

I NEED the pic from James Alfantis's instagram that shows where he cooked 40 rabbits. It is a pic that shows 40 rabbits cut up into pieces. I forgot to 
archive, any one have it?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:44:58 ID: abca56 No.8225412 >>8225538

>>8225314
It's been known about for a long time, this cult has been recorded in history for thousands of years. They just form a parasitic bond with governments, and 
every so often, have to be excised. Think jewish blood libel, or cult of canaan. Hell, Hitler kicked them all out and look what they did to him. 

>>8225329
I was going to mock the figure by suggesting that many babies are raped a year by them… but I didn't want to get too morbid. Going against these people 
is a challenge, but strength in numbers doesn't really matter. It's like claiming the Aztecs had a chance against the spaniards. No, those retards just kept 
sacrificing people to try and prevent the spanish from taking their capital. It's almost the same thing as what these pedo kikes & co. are doing right now.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:47:07 ID: c1c8a2 No.8225445 >>8225538 >>8229815

>>8225314
its the mystery schools. this doesnt go into the occult evil shit but you 
should get an idea that this is a global society  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:53:23 ID: ce7a63 No.8225538 >>8225555

>>8225412
>>8225445
What we need to do is to make them bleed, like with Brexit & Trump.

Make people question the limits of their power. They rule through fear. They rule through money. People think they can't bleed. Second order of business 
in US should be to get Ron Paul & David Duke to desired positions. David is already in the senate.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plgg9sSLRvQ  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:54:19 ID: 766ca7 No.8225552

>>8225376
That is around 40 per lodge. 56k lodges 2 million masons. They coordinate local witchcraft.

key word craft  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:54:34 ID: ce7a63 No.8225555 >>8225688

>>8225538
If we can get Ron Paul to desired position we can start abolishing the federal reserve in America which is the very heart of their power.

Their empire will crumble

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PlwtAJZ6jc  

File (hide): 4df57da199bab90⋯.jpg (140.02
KB, 900x1088, 225:272,
2f09fde0b0e895d829a9958b88….jpg)

File (hide): fef79a08fc1fd9c⋯.jpg (18.5 KB, 500x333,
500:333, 1413310132033.jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:55:00 ID: cc198a No.8225563 >>8225604

>>8223306 (OP)
There's too many fucking normies here now and they're crossposting bullshit between here, cuckchan and reddit.  It's infuriating see post counts get 
blown up because some newfag "uncovers something" we debunked four fucking days ago.

For the love of everything holy, somebody make a new board so can congregate there.  There's too much exposure here now.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:55:05 ID: d8b6f3 No.8225565

>>8225406
Shill.

This is what lingo was used on half-chan to get it shut down. Don't abide it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:55:25 ID: 40f08e No.8225576 >>8225624 >>8225669 >>8225751

Some anon in the previous thread suggested blackmail (winXP anon).
about that…

I posted this in one of the previous threads.
Someone should look into the Belgian X-Dossiers, I would if I had more time. It is on a police investigation on pedo rings in Belgium in response to 
Dutroux, a well known Belgian pedophile. I have superficially researched this a few months ago. My understanding of it was the following. A group of 
people host parties for high ranked people from society. They get them drunk and drugged. Their next step is to let them watch cp and turn them on. 
Finally they have them have sex with underage girls (with hidden cam). This could later be used as blackmail. These networks supposedly have 
international ties. Even the Belgian royal family and many politicians are said to be involved. 
In the end, nobody was convicted and the witnesses (the so called X's) where declared mad by the establishment (but not by doctors, psychologists etc) 
even if they were able to accurately predict the location and death cause of a lot of girls.
Here is a link to a good in dept article, it also features a chapter called 'the US connection', NSFW: https://isgp-studies.com/belgian-x-dossiers-of-the-
dutroux-affair
The X-dossiers themselves IN DUTCH: http://files.edgewanderer.com/X-Dossiers%20Dutroux.pdf
Summary of all evidence, witnesses, ppl involved etc IN FRENCH: https://wikileaks.org/wiki/Belgium:_Dutroux_dossier_summary,_1235_pages,_2005

KEEP IN MIND that this is outdated but it could give is some insight on how these networks operate.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:56:36 ID: 147e12 No.8225592 >>8226112 >>8226123

>>8224972
>>8224904
>>8225005
>>8225007
>>8225099

https://www.youtube.com/user/KaneSlater1/videos

KaneSlater1

Exposing the Hampstead baby-eating cult. 

police interviews etc  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:56:45 ID: 8965a9 No.8225596 >>8225670

File (hide): dd1abc94fa8e1d7⋯.jpg (194.57 KB, 1204x749, 172:107, ss (2016-11-13 at 01.53.53….jpg)

>>8224594
>sallie ann glassman

they went so far into cucky 
occultism that they're signaling 
voodoo 

could this be a piece of the CF 
involvement in haiti?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:57:25 ID: 766ca7 No.8225604 >>8225675

>>8225563
Reddit will not post anti masonic material neither cuckchan. it is barley allowed here only because we have a mod who is a mason and jim is a mason.

Literally all you have to do is say mason and normies go into damage control mode out of instinct  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:58:29 ID: 40f08e No.8225624

>>8225576
Sorry for LQ post, I could have put everything better, but it is so damn late here…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 06:59:20 ID: 527d33 No.8225640

>>8224014
Dual layer VPN is the way to go.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:01:05 ID: 0360b7 No.8225669 >>8226077

>>8225576
Here's a doc about it. There are others in French and German that are more thorough but don't have 
English translation. Easy to find them, search Marc Dutroux on YT.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:01:10 ID: d375ad No.8225670 >>8225773 >>8225780

>>8225596

i cant work out why the Jews who control everything are pushing for occultism in the west  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:01:25 ID: 19bb13 No.8225675 >>8225750 >>8225823 >>8226796 >>8227030

>>8225604

Can anyone confirm if this Masonic Ritual is real? It may involve a sacrifice.

Additionally, is anyone aware of any kind of video or images from a real sacrifice that would be relevant to our discussion?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbRmRkZxYk0  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:01:31 ID: 9bca63 No.8225676 >>8225719 >>8227030

>>8223729
>Calling it a "Satanic Cult" is a Christian label for it.
Absolutely right. We need to call this out for what it is, and these are very specific cults that worship very specific deities. More research needs to be done 
into the specific groups these fall under.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:02:02 ID: 4a1df4 No.8225684 >>8225756

So was trey parker and matt stone giving us a heads up with this shit? Or were they trying to stop people digging?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:02:08 ID: a4b516 No.8225688

>>8225555
quads of truth  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:02:47 ID: 4a1df4 No.8225705

>>8223729
Protip: jesus knew chaos long before we did.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:03:20 ID: d375ad No.8225719 >>8227030

>>8225676
so far I've noticed?

>thelema
>anticosmic satanism
>voodoo  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:04:46 ID: d8b6f3 No.8225750 >>8225765 >>8225823

>>8225675
https://youtu.be/gbRmRkZxYk0?t=496

Towards the very end. They're wearing bunny suits. You can plainly see the rabbit ears. What in the actual fuck is going on?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:04:52 ID: c21686 No.8225751

>>8225576
is the same kinds of things done with initiating masons or "hasing" college students.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:05:11 ID: 527d33 No.8225756 >>8225792

>>8225684
Both. They're part of the network.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:05:40 ID: 97d60e No.8225764
File (hide): 968171622777642⋯.jpg (66.15 KB, 922x519, 922:519, 1478315828772.jpg)

>>8225005
My good god, anon. This is beyond anything I could have imagined. Her descriptions are just too detailed to 
be lies. The interview videos are pretty recent too. I'm sure this trail is still fresh. Especially considering how 
long comet has been "trading". This is now my branch. I will post back with any links I can find that connect 
with the podesta/comet/besta project. For now, I will post leads for this  shit in the youtube comments for the 
vids under throwaways. (Unless something big comes up or I decide to do something reckless). Good luck 
guys. I will be lurking. Praise kek.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:05:53 ID: c21686 No.8225765 >>8225778 >>8225823 >>8227030

>>8225750
play boy bunnies were supposed to be the perfect human women formed through selective breading.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:06:25 ID: 4a1df4 No.8225773 >>8225804 >>8225814

>>8225670
To open their eyes in prep for REAL aliens and real understanding of our universe.

Read the folklaw of elder scrolls.
The reread about pre christ religion and the Seven churches of christ.

We elder scrolls now.
guess who the 'trickster' saviour is  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:06:38 ID: d8b6f3 No.8225778 >>8225823 >>8225919

>>8225765
They were full body suits with creepy hoods.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:06:50 ID: 8965a9 No.8225780 >>8227030

>>8225670
I think it's only superficial for the masses, and a select few hundred a year actually get into the structure of it to become their direct underlings. It operates 
like any other cult.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:07:28 ID: 4a1df4 No.8225792

>>8225756
They see it, but do they link to it?
I think some celebs have been hinting at it for a while expecting this day.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:08:20 ID: 380b34 No.8225804 >>8225966

>>8225773
>Jews
>having any desire to prime the goyim for hidden knowledge

I'm getting some very merchant vibes from this post.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:08:41 ID: abca56 No.8225814 >>8226056

>>8225773
>what is project bluebeam

They push the alien meme like fucking crazy. Even Clinton promised to uncover information about UFOs during her campaign. It's just a psyop.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:09:05 ID: 81579b No.8225820 >>8227030

>>8222345
Boy specifically mentions pizza @ 45s  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:09:17 ID: d8b6f3 No.8225823 >>8227030

File (hide): 4219418bdc6fa44⋯.png (120.35 KB, 720x406, 360:203, wtfbunnies.png)

>>8225675
>>8225750
>>8225765
>>8225778  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:10:20 ID: 3af61c No.8225841

sorry, so many posts my response got rolled over to this new thread.

Re the pics showing Urban Pizza
 Urban Pizza's "U" part of logo looks like "devil horn" sign made with hand.

if the stuff is true about "baby farming" for pedo purposes, then "#madetoorder" tag in instagram Squad Goals pic is ghastly…

just remembered that in the last few years, the Obama admin pushed to allow unaccompanied minor illegal kids into the country; would be perfect to have 
an illegal with no documentation show up and under guise of helping the kid resettle, have the kid abducted instead.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:10:36 ID: 711cdc No.8225845

>>8223472
Planned Parenthood has been caught selling body parts (if i remember correctly), so I'm sure cannibalism is part of it as well. Anything that is an 
abomination is done by these fuckers.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:13:51 ID: c21686 No.8225919 >>8227030

>>8225778
watch a Christmas Story and reflect on the feelings the boy feels when he is forced to wear the rabbit suit.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:13:51 ID: 5a8438 No.8225920

>>8224252
yes they're fucking incompetent  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:13:58 ID: ce7a63 No.8225923
File (hide): 9133ed1fa3237f7⋯.jpg (29.16 KB, 224x354, 112:177, article-2082640-0F58B8A300….jpg)

At some point there's gonna be some guy who just has enough of all this retarded faggotry and just rids the 
world of degenerates like this  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:14:33 ID: 1a7f21 No.8225938 >>8225971 >>8227185

Alright so it's more pizza this and that? Of course and that will never cease. Just like you'll find creepy and inappropriate comments on Fagbook and IG 
until you nod out.

What you won't find, is what you need to end any of this. You aren't going to find the big smoking gun on a public website let alone run by a massive 
public company.

You need to backdoor machines and maintain access. Now realize what that means. If you had John Podesta's Samsung phone running your Android 
trojan and his gay pizza buddies Mac laptop running a rootkit, you're going to find dicks in kids. Mentally… it's going to take a toll. There's then legal 
concerns for you and what you do next with that. Because unless you're travelling and kicking in doors yourself, you need the FBI and that public form 
isn't going to cut it.

Infographics are interesting and all, but it's not going to cut it.

The other thing is, you befriend one of these fucks. YOU need to go to some 'spirit suppers'. You be the project Vertias/Alex Jones at the Bohemian club.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:16:02 ID: 4a1df4 No.8225966

>>8225804
Jews were tricked themselves by christ.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:16:26 ID: ce7a63 No.8225971

>>8225938
We should just spread this like crazy

almost 400k views after a week, this could go viral easy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itWsqzFMVo  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:17:35 ID: af4b43 No.8225987

>>8224998
It was taken down.
>>8225009
That's not the pic.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:21:25 ID: 4a1df4 No.8226056 >>8226087

>>8225814
Of course. Jews have been doing a psyop the entire time.
But some have fallen and misunderstood christ.

I think zuck is flying low, but he helped give trump a platform to use.
Jews just taught the world the kabbalah method using this election. It's incredible. And jesus may have intended this. Jesus may have been an attempt to 
teach jews how to break their chosen people meme.

He knew it would destroy them, because the same happened to civilisations before him. The goal was to teach jews to lead at the front.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:22:57 ID: 40f08e No.8226077

>>8225669
No, X-dossiers != Dutroux. Dutroux was not involved in these networks. Read the first article (global or in dept).  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:23:18 ID: 4a1df4 No.8226087 >>8226181 >>8227030

>>8226056
The book of revelation has nealry been 100% fulfilled. Now we need to work out why.
And understand bias.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:25:01 ID: c73372 No.8226112

>>8225592

I remember when "Papa eats babies" first came out. Shit. This is all new stuff. Thanks for alerting me.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:25:48 ID: 0360b7 No.8226123 >>8226195

>>8225592
but no arrests  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:29:20 ID: c21686 No.8226181 >>8226238

>>8226087
may your Kingdom come,and may it happen in real life as it does in your head.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:29:57 ID: b09636 No.8226191 >>8226289 >>8226804 >>8227030

Ok, so these spirits that they worship are called Jinn in Islam, the Quran documents them very well. There is a whole chapter and many verses dedicated 
to them in the Quran.
If any one wants to know full details about them, check out the Youtube videos below.

These videos are very long but the reason being they are extremely descriptive from what the Jinn eat to where they live to their types. 

Muslims have known this 'sacred knowledge' for over 1500 years now. Jinn have existed since Babylonian times. 

Highlights of the Jinn :

1) God created mankind & Jinn as the only 2 types of free spirited creations. ALL other creations of God do not have free will except the jinn and humans.

2) Jinn are created from smokeless fire (which might explain the black smoke photo under Podesta's desk

3) Jinn are invisible but can shape shift into other beings, most often a snake or a dog

4) Since they have free will, they can choose to be good or bad. They adapt to our religions (Chritianity, atheism, buddhism, Islam, Judaism, Satanism). 
They also learn our languages and can learn to speak them

5) Satan him self is a jinn. He was the best God worshiping jinn before he disobeyed God and God kicked him out of heaven

6) Satan wanted 3 things from God due to what he considered a harsh punishment one of which was the power to attach to every person. God granted 
that ability and it is noted in Islam that every person has 1 angel and 1 jinn among them

7) The Jinn (the evil ones that follow satan's commands) have hierarchy as do any criminal organization. The most praised evil jinns are the ones that 
break apart marriages.

8) Ritual sacrifices occur please the jinn which then please Satan and antagonizes God (which is Satan's plan [to bring as many people with him to hell as 
he can])

9) The average jinn is stronger than the average human. However, humans are the best overall creations of God in terms of intelligence. 

10) Jinn have families as well and they do procreate. An average female jinn can birth 10,000 jinn in her life time and they have lifespans spanning up to 
10,000 years.

11) Jinn were created far before humans and long existed before the first man

12) Their powers are teleportation, invisibility, flight and speed of flight (believed to be capable of traveling at the speed of light)

13) I have way more knowledge on them so ask if you want answers but the videos below should answer most of your questions & yes they are 10000% 
real!

Links 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzhSwxJQAFU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JAuJpPRdNA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szMpZQL9HZo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-p7xkSRtWE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRA8V2vLZk4  
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videos like these are for satisfying people and losing their will to continue investigating  
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Look up Peter's "keys to the kingdom"

Guess what it is.
As above.
Same below.  
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Got any proof m8?  
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There is a bookstore directly opposite Comet Pizza called Politics and Prose. On the face of things it is a plain book outlet, filled with many high level 
speakers holding events and book promos. However, looking a little deeper there is something else to it. To begin, the logo is in the Rennie Mackintosh 
font, the same font used by the tv show; American Horror Story.

Considering the left are so obsessed with the provocation and implication that there are 'climates', I wondered if there was anything in the area that could 
help their alleged Masonic Occult 'culture', or if locals are infecting a bookstore with their own ‘culture’.

So does this place have “Spirit cooking” or “Occult” culture…

The Occult Rules of Nazism http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9780814730607
An Encyclopedia on Occultism http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9780486426136
Masonic and Occult Symbols Illustrated http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9781891117121
Three Books on Occult Philosophy http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9780875428321

That’s only a few, in fact there is an absurd amount of books on occult affairs available. 

http://www.politics-prose.com/search/site/occult 151 Pages worth… That’s over 1510 books.On the occult, including ‘Occult Coloring Book for Grown ups’ 
- You cannot make that up.
Fifteen hundred.

There are also a plethora of books written by and about Aleister Crowley, infamous satanist and proponent of black magic (read; spirit cooking). 
http://www.politics-prose.com/search/site/crowley 

So who runs it?
It was started in 1984 by a woman called Clara Cohen. The store was based elsewhere until they moved it to it's current location to a much larger space 
in 1989. Carla Cohen died in October 2010, and in June 2011, Politics & Prose was purchased by Bradley Graham and Lissa Muscatine. Brad was a 
longtime journalist with The Washington Post and author of two books.

Here's the kicker;

His wife, Lissa, also had worked as a Post journalist for a number of years, and then served as chief speechwriter and senior advisor to Hillary Clinton at 
the White House and the State Department.

Here is where it gets more interesting.

She WROTE THE BOOK on Hillary Clinton.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/hillary-clinton-and-lissa-muscatine-from-first-lady-and-speechwriter-to-author-and-
bookseller/2014/06/15/c820ec18-f3ed-11e3-bf76-447a5df6411f_story.html

She has known her since at least 1993 and was a member of the self styled group of advisers known as Hillaryland which included members such as 
Huma Abedin and Cheryl Mills.

In 2015 Lissa Muscatine is still in circulation and assisting with language and speech drafts. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/4008

It is important to note at this stage that many of the books listed on their site are not stocked in store. However, bookstores would only ever offer books if 
they had access to them, knew what they were looking for and wanted to catalog, both due to access and customer demand. The occult is a pretty niche 
thing to stock in a bookstore which has a cafe and many children's events. It does boast a wide variety of other genres but this is absolutely bizarre.This 
would have to mean that there is a real demand in the area for broad ranging books on the occult.
All things considered, I think that’s rather interesting.

We already have a big witch to hunt, so if you go digging please don’t hurt a bookstore in the process. I’m just putting information out there.  
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I'm confused - isn't he just wearing an apron since he's working in a restaurant, though?  
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hermes tres magustus and the emerald tablets  
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http://www.politico.com/story/2009/06/where-dcs-a-listers-go-for-vacation-023151

John Podesta, Center for American Progress: “I am going to my condo in Truckee [Calif.], like I do every year — will sit on my porch and do conference 
calls 50 feet from where the Donner Party ate each other.”

Sicko.  
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Spoopy. We should check all of the stores in that immediate area for more Clinton connections. This would support the idea that they're somehow 
connected to the abandoned tunnel under the street.  
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the posts above are either disinfo d&c intended to flood us, or fucking idiots from other pages

This shit is getting so fucking off track its not even funny anymore. 

>No Freemasons. 
>No baby-eating. 
>No Discord. 
>No the_donald or whatever the fuck it is. 
>No 4chan. 
>No paragraph posts.

Stick with emails, websites, DNC, photos, records, sincere connections, and going off in the real world to knock on doors of suspected criminals with 
beachside houses like Commiefornia autist faggots.  
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When Hillary was the First Lady she was surrounded by a team of advisers later called "Hillaryland." Among them was Tamera Luzzatto. We find the 
Luzzatto children mentioned in the Podesta emails..  
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fuck you faggot. you do the digging and come back and give us something useful. you fucking piece of shit, holy shit  
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Check the videos I linked and also the Quran writes of them very well in Chapter 72 being the chapter they are specifically versed in titled "The Jinn". You 
can read that in English here 

https://quran.com/72

More facts

14) The only prophet to have full control over the jinn was Soluiman. He explicitly asked God to give him the reign over the jinn and God did.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWagF0htb5g

Documented in the Quran as well. 

https://quran.com/27/17

15) The jinn are not to be conjured by anyone following the religion of Islam as it is prohibited. It is one of the 7 deadliest sins to conjure a jinn or for a jinn 
to penetrate humans. It is Haram and punishment is extreme hell. 

16) God sent 2 angels in Babylon with the knowledge to conjure jinn to test humans. The 2 angels were instructed by God to tell humans not to conjure 
the jinn or there would be punishment but many did anyhow and that's where magic originated, Babylon.

Documented in the Quran here 

https://quran.com/2/102  
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Is this post suppose to be a joke?
>someone taking reddit spacing to the next level  
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GET THE FUCK OFF MY  
BOARD YOU FUCKING /X/  
TIER NOBODY  
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This man. The last four threads have been full of so much bullshit it was hard to keep track of actual findings  
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It just keeps getting 
worse going down 
this 'Rabbit hole' I just 
found
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:52:47 ID: 09bb5f No.8226532 >>8226649 >>8227030

>>8226427

17) To get a grip on some of the powers of these Jinn and as to why these humans trade off depravity for the jinn's powers watch here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfsTyPyYB1s

It takes a special breed of mentally weak humans to go to these depraved lengths to please a satanic jinn who then only laugh at humans for their 
depravity. 

Charlie Sheen's wife testified to some of these child molestation and rituals

www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-3415205/Charlie-Sheen-s-daughters-ex-wife-Denise-Richards-alleged-scared-abusive-threatening-texts.html  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:54:36 ID: 711cdc No.8226551 >>8230276 >>8231253 >>8231398 >>8231579

>>8224076
I'm interested in your research, anon, but i have no technical skills. I think the only way we're going to get any hard evidence is through something like 
what you're doing.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:55:07 ID: 8c8f53 No.8226557 >>8226604 >>8226882 >>8226920

>>8226294
Good digging. Anyone looked at:
Beyond Borders
Little Red Fox
Jakes Grille
Friendship Childrens Center
?
???  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:55:16 ID: d64ba1 No.8226559 >>8226623

The amount of sheer shitposting in these threads leads to the conclusion that there must be some really effective shills on here  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:58:04 ID: d375ad No.8226604
File (hide): 5bab818b944ebe0⋯.gif (2.4 MB, 300x264, 25:22, disgusted face.gif)

>>8226557
>Friendship 
Childrens 
Center
sounds totally 
normal  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 07:59:54 ID: 4a1df4 No.8226623 >>8226867

>>8226559
I think we're just thinking anon.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:00:08 ID: 40f08e No.8226627

>>8226483
/x/? you mean /islam/ i guess.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:01:14 ID: aa9ca7 No.8226634

>>8224014
>>8224163
run a vpn and peerblock to be safe  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:02:29 ID: 67d1f3 No.8226649 >>8226677 >>8226804 >>8227030

>>8226532

https://www.youtube.com/user/Alroqyahealing/videos?view=0&sort=p&flow=grid

Exorcism vids

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9jfVnsxmLE  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:04:46 ID: 40f08e No.8226677

>>8226649
Get that fake shit out of here, it is as fabricated as all these 'conversion'  videos.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:05:14 ID: e73d40 No.8226698 >>8230276

>>8224880
I just played all the tracks and it sounds like some garbage musician's extra tracks. Unless there's something hidden in the data, the audio is just bad 
music.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:05:19 ID: e6c5b2 No.8226700

>>8224220

That's weird, they sound like that fag doing the creepy performance at Comet Pizza.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:06:21 ID: d134a0 No.8226716

Suggestion: is it possible to get the blueprints/map of the sewer system below the street near these places? Underground rooms and tunnels need space 
too.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:13:18 ID: 766ca7 No.8226796 >>8227030

File (hide): 9433442229ea38e⋯.jpg (387.71 KB, 1789x1080, 1789:1080, Boys club.jpg)

>>8225675
Real.
It is a baby goat or a kid. The important thing with this video to take in is 1. the chanting. this is the sound of 
the devil people. 2. They leave the goat to bleed out and cry. 3. The slow robotic movements indicative of 
rehearsed choreographed ritualized behavior.

to answer your question is hard because yes it would but it is also very rare and highly illegal because they 
kill babies and kids and that falls under cp.

That is how child pornography and snuff are so illusive because it is not like porn it is torture and sadistic 
rituals. A lot of bondage and whatnot. Child pornography movies and snuff films are produced by the same people.

With wet works as far as sacrifice is concerned they do a lot of stabbing and they cut off the head that is where the guillotines come from and the fema 
connection all of it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:13:33 ID: e8a92c No.8226804 >>8226882

>>8226649
>>8226427
>>8226191
All of this is bullshit, intangible, and has fucking nothing to do with this goddamn things.

/x/ get out  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:17:22 ID: 380b34 No.8226867 >>8226959

>>8226623
An accurate representation of the bullshit:thought ratio of the average person's mind.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:18:11 ID: 766ca7 No.8226882 >>8226920 >>8226923

>>8226557
>>8226396
>>8226804
Are you a fellow traveler?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:19:18 ID: 711cdc No.8226901 >>8230570

File (hide): 567848efdd8c757⋯.png (902.03 KB, 2204x1498, 1102:749, Untitled.png)

>>8224658
Pic taken from that 
video. We need to 
research into these 
businesses.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:20:15 ID: 766ca7 No.8226920

>>8226882
didnt mean to link to >>8226557  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:20:29 ID: e8a92c No.8226923 >>8226960

>>8226882
. What I am  is interested in investigating this and making a conclusion on whether there is a case against Podesta or not.

If there isn't, I'd please request for you to stop the occultist shit for a little while, so we can focus on the factual/concrete part of this.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:22:42 ID: 4a1df4 No.8226959 >>8226985

>>8226867
Spot on. We really are synchronizing.

I'm excited by the future. But many are worried.
Either way we have no choice. This is the last hope or possibly the goal of humanity.

And now everything is infinitely important again.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:22:56 ID: 766ca7 No.8226960
File (hide): 629517010ed96a9⋯.png (79.8 KB, 1280x718, 640:359, 3.png)

>>82269
23
>waaaaa
aah
>waaaaa
aaaaaaa
ah

cry more 
fellowcraf

t

attack the messenger some more mason  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:24:33 ID: 380b34 No.8226985 >>8227053

>>8226959
>tfw the future will be shitposting through connected conscious thought  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:26:56 ID: 0ea388 No.8227030 >>8227048 >>8227067 >>8227073

>>8226532
>>8226649
>>8226796
>>8226294
>>8226238
>>8226334
>>8226191
>>8226087
>>8225919
>>8226649
>>8225823
>>8225820
>>8225780
>>8225765
>>8225719
>>8225676
>>8225675

Here's some fresh OC for you, faggots. More than you are all willing to provide. Take your fucking stupid questions to reddit and 4chan, and bring your 
dumb as fuck pseudo "insider knowledge" elsewhere. You're fucking slaughtering the momentum.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:28:21 ID: 0ea388 No.8227048
File (hide): 4446e9a2083c04c⋯.jpg (233.24 KB, 1000x664, 125:83, Conspiritard_Shill.jpg)

>>8227030

>fuck me  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:29:13 ID: 4a1df4 No.8227053

>>8226985
Mate, it might not even use a text base in the future.
We might be heading towards near telepathy if we can find the tech. Though we should give people room to think freely outside.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:30:04 ID: 65b1c0 No.8227063

>>8226427
Time for you meds  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:30:16 ID: d375ad No.8227067 >>8229355

>>8227030
CTR pls go

The bookstore was mentioned in the second thread. I merely gave the info people asked for days ago. How mad are you right now?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:30:40 ID: 4a1df4 No.8227073 >>8227119

>>8227030
Anon.. the occult is literally the subject of these threads.
Why do you think there is a ring in the first place?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:30:40 ID: d8b6f3 No.8227075 >>8228998

>>8226396
Cunt. The reason to delve into occultist shit is due to hidden messages in them and symbols they mix into their shell corporation type setups such as the 
pizza places themselves.

Now granted, we don't need super fucking in depth descriptions and history lessons of every occult following out there, just notes of similarities in case 
links can be made and give justifications to dig in depth on them.

Same goes with Masonic shit. We don't need to know that conspiracy theories exist of them since the whole goddamn world at this point knows about it. 
However it is worth noting when going through friends lists, twitter pages, instagrams, etc. of the symbolism or code used between them since those are 
flags that they might be in the know.

We can't count on people like Alefantis or Podesta to fuck up on a wide scale due to their positions of power. We CAN however probably count on their 
followers to fuck up and get reckless in their posts and behaviors and possibly give up lingo in places they weren't supposed to.

Yes we have a lot of tangential evidence but this whole thing is going to end up being a massive puzzle with each of us contributing puzzle pieces from 
that puzzle and about 9 others that might be connected later down the line.

Don't dismiss everything but also don't get so caught up in something that's spooky or creepy that completely loses sight of the original goal.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:32:24 ID: d375ad No.8227095 >>8227149

shill says to ignore the occult connection.
guess its time to delve into the occult connection?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:33:32 ID: c73372 No.8227104 >>8227142

Alongside bunny ears, Micky mouse ears are a similar symbol. (This is wrapped up with Disney-related paedophilia). Just asking - has anyone seen any 
ears?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:34:22 ID: e42e3e No.8227119 >>8227158 >>8227162 >>8227763

>>8227073
To play Devils Advocate, a pedo ring could just be there because Podesta and co are degenerates who can get away with it. Theres a good chance its 
just a pedo ring that serves the rich and powerful and the occult stuff comes from New Age hipster bullshit  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:36:01 ID: d8b6f3 No.8227142 >>8227648 >>8232625

>>8227104
tbh honest animals in general at this point may as well just be a thing that connects shit. no animal specifically.

I've seen rabbits, mice, goats, owls, etc. pop up in almost every sort of fashion.

It seems like they're a meme within their group. Disgustingly enough these people even use normie memes in their own spaces.

Memes know no bounds.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:36:46 ID: 4a1df4 No.8227149

>>8227095
I have no doubt there is bait to question our understanding of the occult.
But also to realise that people have fallen and can't get up.

Some will never get up though.. that will be an issue.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:37:39 ID: c73372 No.8227158

>>8227119

Yes. It's doubtful whether many involved in the rings are actually adept at magic. People like Podesta may be no better at it than the average New Age-
interested 19 year old girl. Honestly, they don't come across as being intelligent or even mature enough to be deep into summoning themselves, but they 
probably have leaders who are.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:37:55 ID: 4a1df4 No.8227162 >>8227185 >>8227192 >>8227204

>>8227119
Have we found direct evidence of pedophilia yet? i see a lot of bait anon.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:39:37 ID: 19bb13 No.8227179

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:39:54 ID: c1c8a2 No.8227181

For faggots who think the white rabbit is a red herring. The alice in wonderland symbolism is what ties 
spiritcooking to the white rabbit to the pedorings.
>Drink Me (cup of cum)
>Eat Me (eating babies)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:40:06 ID: d8b6f3 No.8227185 >>8227204

>>8227162
Extremely tangential.

We're almost getting to the point to where >>8225938 will likely be the answer.

I highly doubt we'll find anything outside of what looks like child abuse unless we can start matching children's faces found in pictures to missing children 
accounts in the states they're associated with.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:40:39 ID: c73372 No.8227189

>>8225408

Can someone help this anon out?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:41:03 ID: e42e3e No.8227192 >>8227243 >>8227250

>>8227162
Not technically no, but why does a pizza shop need a double concrete walled basement? Why are the emails talking about pizza in such a weird, cryptic 
manner? Theres also that cheesybay shit that was linked to it as well, which was MOST DEFINITELY child porn-related.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:42:20 ID: 782d1f No.8227204 >>8227223 >>8227235 >>8227261 >>8227388 >>8227428

>>8227162
To be honest what kind of evidence can we provide?
We pretty much did everything we could that is legal.

>>8227185
I guess that could work.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:44:05 ID: d8b6f3 No.8227223 >>8227488

>>8227204
IMO we're at the point we need grey hats in here doing such ops while we dig on tangential stuff to give them targets.

That'd be the best way to divide labor.

Things that are known to be exploitable need to be exploited but how to bait these guys into falling for it is ultimately the question at hand.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:45:16 ID: 19bb13 No.8227230
File (hide): a030ce474989285⋯.png (931.88 KB, 2382x1272, 397:212, arwenpodesta.png)

Don't get derailed. Focus.

Keep making the relationships. 
Screencap money and children. Tie 
to the source.

Here's the trick, guys. 

Don't post anything unless you can 
tie it to the source.

For example…

Odyssey? See it? Has a location in Salt Lake Fucking City,  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:45:39 ID: 380b34 No.8227235

>>8227204
Well now that Trump is finally in elected for Office, if we truly are his "internet people", we need him to know so that he can finally allow the FBI to do what 
it was meant to do, and start infiltrating these fucks and ultimately bust them for their depravity and crimes against nature and humanity.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:46:30 ID: 4a1df4 No.8227243

>>8227192
Instrumentality.

..what did i just say..  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:47:09 ID: c73372 No.8227250 >>8227257

>>8227192

People should know this: If you read any long thing about MkUltra, Celebrity Sex Slaves and Occult Brainwashing, Alice in Wonderland symbolism is 
some of the most commonly documented material. 

When the slave is tortured and sent into a personality-splitting dissatisfaction state, they mentally enter, with the guidance of the programmer, the 
"Wonderland" where they are  programmed for yet more mind fuckery.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:47:13 ID: 1f918b No.8227251
File (hide): 955b5ea02957989⋯.webm (6.87 MB, 720x480, 3:2, BTFO.webm) [play once] [loop]

This is what I do not understand. How can people need others to post only what they are digging about? 
Lets say I want to dig on the ICMEC I do not give a damn if people are talking about podesta the occult 
mars anything I am doing my part. You want us to stop talking about the occult only when freemasonry is 
shown in an elite manner. You still reply to posts asking about bohemian grove yet say stop occult talk.

What a kike move

either you want people to dig for you or you want people to only talk about the fine print so they can stop 
connecting it all to freemasonry so that Freemasons can take what we dig and sell it on the media as some 
ominous cult that can not be identified.

attack the messenger some more mason  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:47:41 ID: c73372 No.8227257

>>8227250

*dissociation, not dissatisfaction, lol  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:48:15 ID: d8a946 No.8227261 >>8227273

>>8227204
Time to do what's illegal then. We won't get anywhere being spineless cowards.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:49:38 ID: 4a1df4 No.8227273 >>8227296

>>8227261
Or.. join the police force anon.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:51:52 ID: d8a946 No.8227296 >>8227304 >>8228218

>>8227273
And get your hands tied? We are useful exactly because we have no ties, no career in the force to protect, no family etc. As soon as you join the force 
you lose any power to really make a difference.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:52:22 ID: d375ad No.8227302 >>8229178

we need /hax/ to get to places we cant  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:52:32 ID: aa9ca7 No.8227304

>>8227296
>>8227296
>>8227296
>>8227296
this  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:53:04 ID: 8c8f53 No.8227313 >>8227348 >>8227700

ICMEC Board

Dr. Franz B. Humer, Chair
Chairman, Diageo plc
Ret. Chairman, Roche Holding Ltd

Victor Halberstadt, Vice Chair
Professor of Economics, Leiden University

Mihaela Geoană, Secretary
President, Fundatia Renasterea (Romania)

Daniel H. Cohen, Treasurer
Surrounding Light Properties Corp.

Göran Ando, MD
Chairman, Novo Nordisk A/S

Ambassador Elizabeth Frawley Bagley
Senior Advisor to the Secretary of State
U.S. Representative to the U.N. General Assembly

George W. Bickerstaff
Managing Director, MM Dillon

Maud de Boer Buquicchio
President, Missing Children Europe

Professor Ernesto Caffo
President, SOS II Telefono Azzurro (Italy)

Teresa Carlson
Vice President, Amazon Web Services Worldwide Public Sector

Manus Cooney
Chair, National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (USA)

The Honorable Dennis DeConcini
U.S. Senator (Retired)

Mike DeNoma
Chief Executive Officer, Guoman and Thistle Hotels

Barend Fruithof
Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd.

Courtney Gregoire
Senior Attorney, Digital Crimes Unit, Microsoft Corporation

Amanda Gutkin
Strategic Business Advisor – Middle East

Nancy Kelly
Former COO, Kelly, Anderson & Assoc. Inc.  

Jeff Koons
Artist

James A. Levine, M.D.
The Mayo Clinic

Helga Long
Chair & CEO, HM Long \ RSVP Group

Per-Olof Loof
CEO, Kemet Corporation

Osamu Nagayama
Chairman, Sony Corporation

Andre Pienaar
Executive Chairman, C5 Capital

Dov Rubinstein
Partner and International Arbitrator, Center for Arbitration and Dispute Resolution (Israel/Switzerland)

Dr. Raymond F. Schinazi
Frances Winship Walters Professor of Pediatrics, Emory University School of Medicine

Costas Yannopoulos
Chairman, The Smile of the Child (Greece)

Start Digging!  
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File (hide): d076e3a07045368⋯.jpg (64.42 KB,
800x597, 800:597, tinky-winky.jpg)

File (hide): 5be2a45a9a05ffc⋯.jpg (43.38 KB, 630x630,
1:1, BS-butterfly-t-shirt.jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:53:24 ID: e6c5b2 No.8227317

Guy who found the videos of the Luzzatto children here. I've just spent forever going through the previous threads.

There was a paedo who posted about spirals not being relevant but he did a really crap job of explaining why. The significant thing about the 
triangular"spiral" logo is not the fact that it's a spiral of sorts, it's that it's two triangles. One of the homosexual logos is a pink or purple triangle. The 
homosexual paedophile logo is a small triangle (representing a male child) inside a bigger triangle. (Representing a male adult.)

The heart "spiral" logo just represents "child love" (paedophilia) in general with the big heart being the adult and the small heart being the child. It's mostly 
if not exclusively used by hetero-paedos, at least the pink or red versions. So spirals themselves have no significance, it was just they way they drew 
those logos and attached the triangles/hearts together.

The butterfly logo represents bisexuality. https://www.teepublic.com/t-shirt/449268-butterfly-bisexual-pride  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 08:56:56 ID: d375ad No.8227348 >>8227403

>>8227313
>Jeff Koons
does this look familiar?

http://www.artnet.com/magazineus/features/jones/pop-life10-1-09_detail.asp?picnum=12  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:01:43 ID: e6c5b2 No.8227388

>>8227204

>We pretty much did everything we could that is legal.

That's the problem. If we try infiltrating paedo-rings and downloading more evidence of abuse I don't think police or judges will accept "We're just 
investigating the NWO's links to paedophilia!" as an excuse.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:02:53 ID: 1f918b No.8227396 >>8227403

File (hide): 24af33481f6b720⋯.jpg (13.49 KB, 475x356, 475:356, img-koons-muse_09223740221….jpg)

WHY IS THE MAN ON THE IMEC 
BOARD SCULPTING GIRLS IN 
THESE POSES?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:03:51 ID: d375ad No.8227403 >>8227480

>>8227348
>>8227396

comet pingpong have a picture of a woman getting fucked. it was by this guy - who happens to be on the ICMEC board?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:06:35 ID: e6c5b2 No.8227428 >>8227488

>>8227204

>We pretty much did everything we could that is legal.

Or we could see if James O'Keefe's investigators or someone else could maybe get into their circles and do an undercover investigation like vid related.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXGlawiibK8

(Couldn't embed as it said it's already on /pol/ somewhere.)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:07:45 ID: b6258e No.8227443 >>8227545

>>8223431
>love L'enfant is somehow an acceptable shirt to wear
I WANT OFF THIS RIDE  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:12:01 ID: 1f918b No.8227480 >>8232483

File (hide): 310e85d624273bb⋯.jpg (7.05 KB, 259x194, 259:194, images.jpg)

>>8227403
Yea  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:12:45 ID: 782d1f No.8227488 >>8227515

>>8227223
>>8227428
I would try to clean up this information so people that aren't autists shitposting about occult can pick it up.

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:16:27 ID: 1f918b No.8227515
File (hide): c3f0de2b0780a38⋯.jpg (198.81 KB, 900x705, 60:47, Unit1.jpg)

>>8227488
Why do you need other 
people to spoonfeed you?

Why the fuck does people 
doing their own research 
effect anything at all?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:18:14 ID: a878df No.8227536 >>8227589

File (hide): 7e64b2292b9195b⋯.jpg (305.96 KB, 856x571, 856:571, 1456881235053.jpg)

has anyone toftt and actually went in the pizzeria and filmed 
stuff? or is the place some type of invite only?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:19:32 ID: 25f479 No.8227545 >>8227577

>>8227443
Tbf, L'enfant looks to be the name of the cafe he's in.

Why anyone would call their cafe that otoh…  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:23:29 ID: d375ad No.8227577 >>8227635

>>8227545
http://www.washingtonblade.com/2014/02/18/boom-time-lenfant/

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:23:32 ID: d74d60 No.8227578

http://imgur.com/oQzKHzX http://imgur.com/J9494BB http://imgur.com/Hh9IFez http://imgur.com/zPDj6v3  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:24:06 ID: 25f479 No.8227586

Question about the Podesta leaks:
Is there a way to see how he might have filed these e-mails?
If there is, might help work out which e-mails relate to what (pizza party, money shenanigans, dicking over their political allies and opposition etc.).

>>8223431
I bet he's one of those pricks who pays with £50 notes in supermarkets.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:24:11 ID: 782d1f No.8227589 >>8227658

>>8227536
It's a regular place. Here our "agent" at work.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK_pPz5kksQ
Contain your amazement.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:24:48 ID: 1f918b No.8227595 >>8229061

File (hide): 6af42154c980bb8⋯.webm (1.85 MB, 320x240, 4:3, not neccicarily.webm) [play once] [loop]

guys I am scared to post this scary occult video I edited out the trash music the apes made because they 
are occult and we are not allowed to talk about the occult …..only when they fuck kids next to around and 
with podesta.

the scary occultist apes that can not be known.

the scary apes occult blog that is sliding the ping pong cult.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:30:09 ID: 25f479 No.8227635 >>8227656

>>8227577
So it's named after some guy?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:31:51 ID: c21686 No.8227648

>>8227142
is in relation to furries. relating people to animal surrogates makes them easier to manipulate, because you can contain their mentality inside your idea of 
that animal  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:32:32 ID: d375ad No.8227656 >>8227699

>>8227635
nah. two fags own the cafe. not sure why they named it what they did aside from pedophilia  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:32:44 ID: a878df No.8227658

>>8227589
the area from 2 minutes onwards really just looks like a dungeon but there are lots of people in there. the area also looks like it has the wall with the 
ayylmao grafitti too

maybe there is no pedophilia going on inside the pizzeria BUT the owner is definitely a pedo  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:35:17 ID: d74d60 No.8227674 >>8227690 >>8232474

A short documentary about suspected pedophile James Alefantis and DC's local art scene. (SPOILER ALERT: He's an uptalker!) He names some names 
too, kind of by mistake.

https://www.yahoo.com/news/video/dc-art-james-alefantis-184257456.html?ref=gs

https://archive.is/b9SaO - but I dunno if it got the embedded vid  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:36:32 ID: d375ad No.8227690
File (hide): f447932b2476569⋯.jpg (44.37 KB, 550x336, 275:168, nice.jpg)

>>82276
74  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:37:22 ID: 25f479 No.8227699 >>8227727

>>8227656
It says in the article about the architect and civil engineer bloke, first paragraph.

They could be nonces, could be nothing. I can imagine merch for a place like that would be great for paedos though. They can shout out about their 
sickness and then claim innocence when called on it - "It's just a café~".  

File (hide): 6f2e714cdc37ad3⋯.png (14.32 KB,
1288x91, 184:13, Screenshot from 2016-11-13….png)

File (hide): 8c3f3501a4fece1⋯.png
(844.85 KB, 619x969, 619:969, Screenshot
from 2016-11-13….png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:37:21 ID: 147e12 No.8227700 >>8227727

>>8227313
>Daniel H. Cohen, Treasurer

>Surrounding Light Properties Corp.

No online presence for Surrounding Light corp, but it is a kabbalah term.

ICMEC website is paid for by the  Eli and Edyth broad foundation: broadfoundation.org has a white rabbit (maybe?) on the button for the arts section.

Koons is mentioned in the 2014 ICMEC annual report. He's apparently a child abuse victim: "lived the pain of international parental child abduction" 
whatever that means.

www.icmec.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Final-ICMEC-Annual-Report-LF2.pdf

Anyone know if the Besta Pizza Owner-Clinton Foundation relationship been figured out yet?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:40:56 ID: d375ad No.8227727

>>8227699
>>8227700
checked

so theyre using art as a cover for pedophilia  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:47:06 ID: c21686 No.8227763

>>8227119
I'm sorry for confusing you. the point of the occult over top of the situation is so that they will have an assumed reason for doing it. 

is what the biblical pedophiles did. ate babies and when people asked why, "because of we don't, moloch comes. you don't want moloch to come, do you 
anon?"  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:49:11 ID: 98deaa No.8227777 >>8227908 >>8228244

Death for all pedos.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:49:33 ID: d74d60 No.8227780 >>8227798 >>8227831 >>8227838 >>8227848 >>8227849 >>8227960 >>8227985

from Reddit

#faggot hashtag

https://archive.is/tW1SB

(Note: There is much speculation involved here, but it appears to ring true.)

Both "faggot" and "fascist" derive from the Latin root Fasces. Faggot refers to the bundle of sticks used as a symbol of fascism. When people realized the 
child abuse inherent in the system, it became a slur for the fascists themselves.

Child rape was no more acceptable in ancient Rome than it is now. This was not a normal relationship in another culture, as it's presented today. When 
the fascists were caught raping children, they were burned. Stories of these executions have been replaced by stories of burning non-pedophile 
homosexuals in order to demonize the practice and bury the past.

Similarly, the term "faggot" has since been linguistically morphed into a pejorative for non-pedophile homosexuals, in an effort to obfuscate the satanic 
command/control structure of child rape and torture that's still in place by the global fascists today.

Fascists are hiding behind homosexuals just as Khazarians hide behind the Jews, using them as human shields to absorb blame and deflect suspicion 
and as political tools where useful.

One last thought… People in a victim mindset, those who have endured trauma, are easy to manipulate. MKULTRA writ large.

Conclusion: "Faggot" was originally a slur for Fascists, who used child rape and torture in Roman times as their command and control structure, just as 
they are today.

pic: [Abraham Lincoln with his hand on the fasces.](https://i2.wp.com/upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Lincoln_Memorial_\
(Lincoln_contrasty\).jpg)

Google Image Search: [Fasces on US coin](https://www.google.com/search?
q=fasces+on+us+coins&safe=off&biw=1046&bih=675&source=lnms&tbm=isch)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:52:21 ID: d8a946 No.8227798 >>8227802

>>8227780
back to reddit with you  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:52:55 ID: aa9ca7 No.8227802

>>8227798
this  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:57:33 ID: 8943e4 No.8227831
File (hide): 7039bc430f7c1d8⋯.jpg (41.5 KB, 512x512, 1:1, CTxPyEI6.jpg)

>>82277
80
Trash  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 09:58:46 ID: d74d60 No.8227838 >>8227848 >>8227849 >>8227960 >>8227985

>>8227780

holy shit….. this makes sense  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:00:04 ID: d8a946 No.8227848
File (hide): 4451638aaaac8c2⋯.jpg (18.25 KB, 400x411, 400:411, 4451638aaaac8c244e853272ed….jpg)

>>8227780
>>8227838
>ID:d74d60  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:00:07 ID: a878df No.8227849
File (hide): 82a24cc0839abd8⋯.jpg (129.99 KB, 500x609, 500:609, 1402584476503.jpg)

>>8227780
>>8227838  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:01:40 ID: 9f45f3 No.8227861 >>8227871

For the Sake of the Nation, Obama Should Pardon Clinton

https://archive.is/L676o  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:04:05 ID: d8a946 No.8227871
File (hide): 8d8d105b76fd6d1⋯.jpg (64.41 KB, 700x395, 140:79, 1457573682393.jpg)

>>8227861
I want to kill these 
people very 
slowly.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:04:15 ID: 3e218e No.8227872 >>8229906

>>8223695
>>8223990
The bull sign of the elite.

Is it me or is it kinda childish to do. Dunno. Always thought it was something pathetic. Not knowing this murder pedo cult was there ofcourse  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:08:36 ID: a878df No.8227901

>>8223904
>You missed the fact that they eat & kill fucking babies.
i want to believe but the brain thing from yesterday and cannibalism is /x/-tier. unless you have solid evidence keep it out. were looking worse than 
infowars with that shit.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:09:57 ID: 9b1953 No.8227908

>>8227777 (Checked)

No-one noticed Kek's divine decree.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:10:18 ID: 861aaa No.8227912

>>8226365
I wondered what "Truckee" was referring to when I came across this odd email that Tamara Luzzatto sent out.

https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/4895  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:12:46 ID: a725b9 No.8227924 >>8227952

>>8223837

We could do with a separate thread for global pedo rings - concentrate on Podesta Besta here.

I've spent ages going into the Belgian and Dutch rings… they link together and to the real upper echelons. But it's not worth cluttering this thread up, the 
info goes on forever.

Demmink case - http://aangirfan.blogspot.de/2014/03/demmink-heroin-pedophile-rings.html  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:18:17 ID: 3e218e No.8227952
File (hide): fcc7b4568d7a69c⋯.jpeg (225.8 KB, 1220x840, 61:42, eyeball.jpeg)

>>8227924  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:20:12 ID: 077463 No.8227960

>>8227780
>>8227838
Really now?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:25:40 ID: ed626d No.8227985
File (hide): 0ea1f872adc443c⋯.png (490.21 KB, 1680x1644, 140:137, faggot conflates fasces wi….png)

>>8227780
>>8227838
Well, I considered commenting on this as being blatant water-muddying bullshit ala The Pink Swastika and 
Hitler-as-Rothschild drivel, then considered against correcting the enemy, but you're so stupid that I feel a 
need to gloat over it. Congratulations, you got yourself caught. What's the next ingredient of your master 
pizza? Have a cap to commemorate one of soon to be many agonizing failures, you filthy beast.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:26:32 ID: c21686 No.8227994 >>8228524

DISINFO SHILLS GET OUT

stay FOCUSED. this is a collection of nasty old fucks that have no self  control, and cant feel happiness  doing regular things. they resort to hunting and 
raping humans for fun and throw a blanket over it calling it a kink  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:33:05 ID: 1f918b No.8228047
File (hide): e3773486af4ca77⋯.png (2.98 MB, 1331x3049, 1331:3049, tempora.png)

few things the icmec is in kahootz with the broad foundation which owns art museums.

Now these fucking art museums can easily have hidden walls and booths hell the sculptures especialy the baloon animal sculptures 
could house live children.

Permanent art is statues and things roped off making them ideal places to craft human remains as art.

this particular museum has what looks like a deep underground military facility walls as its art walls this shit goes down into the earth 
and spreads out.

its also the joke of the museum a white building with a speck of shit as an exhibit they have hidden rooms  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:35:37 ID: b7614d No.8228064 >>8228085 >>8228106 >>8228210

9 threads later and you guys still have nothing.

Maybe they were talking about eating literal pizza? :^)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:37:43 ID: 334b69 No.8228074

Anyone want to dig into dox from the uk ring? It was last year, so I'm sure many people will still be in the same places, as the coverup was successful. 

https://archive.is/gDN6e  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:37:51 ID: 33c590 No.8228075 >>8228131

>>8223713
God dammit….YOU FUCKING NIGGERS!!!!  Anon - I swear to kek you better have taken screenshots…..CAUSE THE PAGE ALREADY GOT 
DELETED!!!!

  THIS IS HOW CLOSE WE ARE YOU NIGGERS!!! ST OP FUCKING AROU ND AND TAKE ALL PRECAUTIONS - ARCHIVE  
EVERYTHING!!!  

 WE JUST LOST CONNECTIONS/LEADS BECAUSE SOME FUCKER DIDN'T ARCHIVE   

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:38:57 ID: 0fb6c0 No.8228085 >>8228118 >>8228407 >>8229853 >>8230031

File (hide): 59e7f6d3f3d1b02⋯.png (1.08 MB, 1636x977, 1636:977, 1478646589501.png)

>>8228064  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:42:16 ID: 1f918b No.8228106 >>8228131

>>8228064
https://archive.is/7zsU7
got this  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:43:47 ID: 9dbc4d No.8228118
File (hide): 05e82c7b1c7248f⋯.jpg (71.47 KB, 313x286, 313:286, 1401459977065.jpg)

>>8228085  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:45:15 ID: 1f918b No.8228131

>>8228106
meant for
>>8228075  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:55:34 ID: fef249 No.8228210 >>8228227 >>8228253 >>8228319 >>8228505

>>8228064
I found literal cp on one of their Vimeo channels but everyone ignored it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:56:23 ID: 4a1df4 No.8228218

>>8227296
Then it would never get anything done anon.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:57:23 ID: 73f376 No.8228227 >>8228245

>>8228210
Surely you archived this?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:59:22 ID: 4a1df4 No.8228244

>>8227777
I still agree. It's unforgivable. And i don't think any amount of therapy can fix them.

But we need to find evidence.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 10:59:39 ID: fef249 No.8228245 >>8228302

>>8228227
It might still be there since no one was paying attention.

https ://vimeo.com/67416938  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:01:30 ID: 4a1df4 No.8228253

>>8228210
Really?
We need the source then.

Seriously. But make sure you're at least somewhat adequately protected.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:07:52 ID: a878df No.8228302 >>8228309 >>8228571

>>8228245
how is this cp again? 
unless of course the one they're singing to is a child loving pedo  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:08:42 ID: fef249 No.8228309 >>8228349 >>8228395

>>8228302
Did you finish it? The flash looks pretty intentional.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:10:50 ID: 9dbc4d No.8228319 >>8228353 >>8228359 >>8230670

File (hide): ff6c3254676d2bf⋯.jpeg (65.44 KB, 306x480, 51:80, 1458355166601.jpeg)

>>8228210
an anon pointed out youtube commenters gaslighted a guy who posted a video about comet ping pong 8 years ago - i 
looked into each one and found videos of kids, and toddlers, some naked on their youtube channels. If they hadn't uploaded 
it themselves they had liked friend content of children - one even liked "white rabbit remix" 10 months ago and that was the 
last activity. 

I found some guy who had commented on a related video who had flickr accounts chock full of pictures his kid (i assume) 
named connor - odd thing was they were all pics of the kid instead of like, family shit. They also had pics of him at a 
daycare. The guy himself was a really prominent social media/ online marketing guy - and on his youtube channel he had 
pictures of his kid - only the kids name was jason and in the flickr album it was connor or something. dbthomas was his 
name. 

I posted all this stuff with screenshots 2 or 3 threads ago and i got called CTR and no one wanted to pick up on it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:15:21 ID: a878df No.8228349 >>8228357

>>8228309
i did. she came to the camera with the slip, i don't know how that was intentional.

ben luzzato though is affiliated with james so there's that  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:16:09 ID: fef249 No.8228353 >>8228408 >>8228419

>>8228319
Was it the white rabbit thread? there were only a couple people including myself mentioning how the Vimeo videos seemed odd… And it was the same 
girls as the "pool entertainment"  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:16:30 ID: fef249 No.8228357 >>8228384

>>8228349
No, she literally pulled her top down once she was centered  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:16:41 ID: 576e4c No.8228359 >>8228373 >>8228408 >>8228419 >>8230670

>>8228319
Wait, this shit's still up? Or was it flagged and removed?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:18:39 ID: 9dbc4d No.8228373

>>8228359
idk man, if anyone's got the video of that guy videoing them playing ping pong on the footpath maybe. I'll see if i can recover those screengrabs.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:18:57 ID: d16be3 No.8228375

back to business-  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:19:44 ID: d16be3 No.8228383

back to business  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:19:45 ID: a878df No.8228384 >>8228412

>>8228357
rewatch it again, you're wrong. she went off the camera, then on again with the slip. she then fixes her dress and pulls it up. i still don't see how that is cp 
if it was unintentional  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:20:52 ID: afd20e No.8228395

>>8228309
Holy fuck. It's at 1:30 for those looking for it. Also, one of the girls withdraws from the singing and instead picks up a white handkerchief, plays with it, then 
lies on couch screaming?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:22:27 ID: a70809 No.8228407 >>8228547 >>8229853

>>8228085
>gaybaby
the fuck  
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File (hide): bb23502b7ca3493⋯.jpg (38.67 KB,
844x135, 844:135, 12.JPG)

File (hide): 7364e4fb1d622f4⋯.jpg (282.6 KB,
1220x845, 244:169, 13.JPG)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:22:35 ID: 9dbc4d No.8228408

>>8228359
>>8228353  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:23:10 ID: fef249 No.8228412 >>8228466 >>8228549

>>8228384
I did, and you might be right. The behavior in that video is odd though for all the girls though, and she looked too developed for a 7 year old. Isn't early 
onset of puberty a symptom of childhood sexual assault?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:23:55 ID: 9dbc4d No.8228419 >>8228460

>>8228359
>>8228353

here's the rest  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:30:35 ID: fef249 No.8228460 >>8228531

>>8228419
>10 years ago

One year after YouTube started. You might be right but, given how close it was to YouTube starting, it might be harmless. Parents take videos that may or 
may not including their children naked, especially at that young of an age. He may not have thought anything about it  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:31:34 ID: a878df No.8228466 >>8228497

>>8228412

is that alexandra tydings in the video tho?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:36:22 ID: fef249 No.8228497 >>8228549

>>8228466
It's Ben luzzato so I would assume that's her  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:38:17 ID: e6c5b2 No.8228505 >>8228515

>>8228210

>I found literal cp on one of their Vimeo channels but everyone ignored it.

No, I found that >>8212480 and it's not "literal cp" because if it was I wouldn't have posted it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:39:46 ID: fef249 No.8228515

>>8228505
Oh shit, you're right. I only looked at the channel after you posted the video, not the video. I fucked up.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:41:12 ID: 1f918b No.8228524

>>8227994
>call it a kink
this 
Bondage is not a kinky sex thing it mainly is utilized to forcibly have your way with children.

Also the master and the slave. the ball gag it is eve held in bondage to the tree of good and evil. They try to make and pass of 50 shades of grey as the 
new sex in the city when s&m is nothing but pedo galore.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:41:32 ID: 9dbc4d No.8228531

>>8228460
fair enough, but keep in mind the video they gaslighted was also 8 years old. Another anon was talking about how they all sounded like modern SJW, 
that's why i pointed out that dbthomas guy because he replied to a "friend" video of one of the gaslighters and has internet marketing experience, and on 
his website it says he's been in the area.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:42:34 ID: e6c5b2 No.8228547 >>8229853

>>8228407

>gaybaby
>the fuck

Some degenerates abuse their children by raising them as homosexuals. And probably physically sexually abuse them too I bet.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:42:40 ID: a878df No.8228549 >>8228569

File (hide): af7ecfe6801e053⋯.jpg (138.58 KB, 600x600, 1:1, absolute_degeneracy.jpg)

>>8228412
>>8228497

>Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) so you’ll have some 
further entertainment, and they will be in  that pool for sure.

i am late as fuck and i just knew that they were the three girls mentioned in Tamera Luzatto's email. this is 
wrong  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:45:38 ID: a878df No.8228569 >>8228614

>>8228549
also, OP should make a good summary. no one can read 8 full threads and not be crazy afterwards  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:45:49 ID: e6c5b2 No.8228571

>>8228302

>how is this cp again? 
>unless of course the one they're singing to is a child loving pedo

It's not cp, but that's probably exactly what they were doing. Even though it wasn't cp the way they were dressed was skimpy and suggestive, not the sort 
of thing most children would wear in a video to a 40 year old friend of the family.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:49:43 ID: e3ef5a No.8228606 >>8228615

>>8224049
can someone please explain who these people are and how they are involved?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:50:31 ID: afd20e No.8228614 >>8228965

>>8228569
We do have a pastebin for this. Though would people prefer a wiki?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:50:38 ID: fef249 No.8228615

>>8228606
>majesticape 

Check the other threads, unless someone here has an infographic  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:55:22 ID: 1f918b No.8228649 >>8231026

File (hide): 56f633dfdec9216⋯.png (541.9 KB, 874x481, 874:481, truth.png)

>>8226298
It is doubled over like they 
described the masons do.

He is not wearing the bib part 
that you tie behind your neck

found this page it could really 
help people  to understand how 
they control shit

http://www.intmensorg.info/msn.htm  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 11:59:29 ID: 19bb13 No.8228673

Here is a starting off point for people to share around instead of spamming up the post count before knowing how this all came to be.

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1408575  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:01:48 ID: e3ef5a No.8228686 >>8230028

>>8225167
>>8225239
>>8224321
True Detective was based on real events of a Satanic pedo church in Louisiana. Carcosa and much of the 
imagery was taken from The King in Yellow, a book by Robert W. Chambers and is now related to Cosmic 
Horror and the Cthulhu Mythos because of it's influence on HPL.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_King_in_Yellow  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:02:57 ID: db5256 No.8228696 >>8228722 >>8228758

File (hide): 37ac403a2f8b340⋯.jpg (69.77 KB, 948x655, 948:655, 529asfka3q.jpg)

this might be something
https://vimeo.com/6741693
8  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:06:25 ID: e6c5b2 No.8228722 >>8228771

>>8228696

Those are leaves at the bottom of the plant/flower.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:07:59 ID: 4ddd58 No.8228732

>>8226396
Fuck this guy.  Anyone telling you to go sperg the fuck out and start banging on doors of suspects is a fucking shill and they want you to tip people off so 
they can cover shit up.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:09:54 ID: 28df87 No.8228747

https://archive.is doesn't work over TOR, it doesn't get passed the Captcha, huuge problem, any work arounds? Neither does voat.co for the captcha  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:10:08 ID: af1497 No.8228749

Guys, I watched Before I wake yesterday, and just for your information, the whole movie is based around the theme of Monarch butterflies, and there is a 
scene in the movie where the father tells the young boy "Hey, tonight it's pizza for dinner", and the boy happily screams "PIZZAAAA". 
The boy is played by Jacob Tremblay, who is currently described as one of the biggest rising young actors in Hollywood, he just won Best young actor 
2016 and he is just too cute to not be of interest for Hollywood pedophiles. Also, just look at pictures/videos of him, he speaks and looks like a boy who 
had to grow up too fast.
I don't know if it's relevant, but given the context, this movie just struck me as super weird.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:10:59 ID: e6c5b2 No.8228758 >>8228771

File (hide): 4cefae1969b557a⋯.jpg (78.33 KB, 900x1350, 2:3, dandelion-plant.jpg)

>>8228696

Dandelion as I thought but didn't say 
before in case I was wrong. Lol!  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:12:01 ID: db904f No.8228765 >>8229582

File (hide): 7861e2321316bb5⋯.png (307.39 KB, 1143x434, 1143:434, 125123.png)

This may be irrelevant and/or is already noticed at some point but doesn't James Alefantis look a lot like an 
average french guy? I mean all his facial features just scream for french?

Not to mention "I like kids" translates to "J'aime les enfants" in French. 

There is no record of James Alefantis in Wikipedia for example even he's been listed as one of the 50 most 
influental people in the DC. I think his name might actually be an alias. Check for french/greek roots.

Also, possible new lead: Maria. See picture.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:12:55 ID: db5256 No.8228771

>>8228722
>>8228758
Probably the case, didn't pay attention to the upper part.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:13:04 ID: f24627 No.8228772 >>8228827 >>8228897 >>8229155 >>8229481 >>8231493

This seems to be the least productive thread yet.  I understand that pointing that out doesn't help the actual hunt, but it needs to be said.  Instead of 
talking about evidence, leads, and research, the majority have devolved into a clusterfuck of arguing.  If the job of shills and the rectum collapsers is to 
sew the seeds of division, they have clearly done a good job, because everyone is playing spot the shill instead of performing analysis and 
deconstruction.  
This process should be one of condensing and distillation, where all of these connections are made solid and clear.  It is a process that should make the 
information transmissible and digestible while everyone sifts, digs, and decrypts for the next wave of breakthroughs.  This may be a breadcrumb trail, but 
it's become painfully clear that it's leading somewhere dark.  We must all steel ourselves and carry on with this work.

- If it looks like a shill/CTR, filter it and all replies to it.  Never don't do this, it's not worth getting involved
- If you've found anything important that has been ignored, repost it.  If it gets ignored again, make graphics; show your work.  Keep posting 
and get it acknowledged
- Avoid pointless arguments - attacking any one specific derail is helping it derail further.  Filter.
- "Thinking out loud" wastes screen space and thread space.  If you have a thought or an observation, distill it, condense it, and articulate it 
clearly
- If you've found an important tangent, MAKE A NEW THREAD AND LINK TO IT.  If we go sniffing down every hole that has the scent, we'll 
never catch the rabbit.  Make a new thread and distill, distill, distill.

Pizza is the right track, but this is big with lot's of connections.  If this just falls apart into a sorosesque hegelian dialogue, we'll end up looking like some 
pretty basic bitches with nothing but a bunch "cuisine-loving gays who have eclectic tastes in underground art" to show for all this.

OBSERVE.  DISTILL.  ARTICULA TE  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:20:57 ID: 1f918b No.8228827

>>8228772
I might as well link to the chansonry thread I have been investigating freemasonry and will and have been putting some of the ping pong stuff in there as 
well as investigate them for over a year now.
https://endchan.xyz/pol/res/20511.html
Its on a slower chan so please do not shit up the site lurkers.

This is where I post big findings though I should probably cross-post to avoid mixing it up with this. Even though it is merging together quite fast and its 
not an issue of leads but an abundance.  

I'll leave this here  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:26:27 ID: cc72d5 No.8228858

>>8223306 (OP)

Has anyone thought about cross referencing any of these names found in the threads with "Epstein's Little Black Book" It may be a wild card, but there 
are some pertinent names in there like Michael Jackson and 01010100 01101000 01100101 00100000 01000100 01110101 01101011 01100101 It may 
narrow down the searches to a more specific area.

http://pastebin[dot]com/m7FYj73Z  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:34:12 ID: 829e86 No.8228897

>>8228772
I'm not sure why so many faggots cannot focus through the noise. Focus in on actual heat signatures, Focus on the 
NOOSE  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:36:40 ID: 27c8e6 No.8228911 >>8229162

Frog here.

Really impressed with the work you've accomplished overall. The images are really helpful.

Also, amazing resource here: https://m.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/  
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https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23


First Post thr0wpizza  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:38:50 ID: c88340 No.8228923 >>8228959 >>8229037 >>8229087 >>8229128 >>8229196 >>8229628 >>8229834

File (hide): 13c5d9453946915⋯.jpg (192.43 KB, 850x644, 425:322, 1.jpg)

https://www.youtube.com/user/Casina777/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/3DDodger/videos

What is this and why is it relevant?

https://www.instagram.com/alexnoschese/
https://www.instagram.com/therisingstates/
https://www.instagram.com/samanthapleet/
https://www.instagram.com/bigbudpress/
https://www.instagram.com/jeanettehayes/
https://www.instagram.com/johnnydevilboy/
https://www.instagram.com/vonspawn/

More places, same type website

http://www.difarany.com/index.html
http://www.akwaaba.com/akwaaba-mansion/
http://www.niagaracaferestaurant.com/aboutus.html
http://www.holly-farms.com/
http://www.chennaiexpressfood.com/aboutus.html
https://www.facebook.com/TanShag?fref=nf
http://shagat19.wixsite.com/tanshagar/contact
hxxp://dc.eater.com/maps/where-to-find-d-c-s-25-iconic-pizzerias
https://archive.is/eE2CA

These people too, Google Reviews

Parimal Shah
Rick De
Kevin Mcormick
Steve Pratt
Tarim Libon

…Look into shagat19!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:41:21 ID: 24e9db No.8228936
File (hide): feb866b05a90708⋯.jpg (263.09 KB, 640x480, 4:3, amanda kleinman.jpg)

>>8223857  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:45:52 ID: 1f918b No.8228959 >>8229132

>>8228923
Do not make the jimmy comet mistake download something like 4kstogram and fetch all of their pictures at once before these fucking people delete it

I am starting from the bottom up if anyone wants to do the top ones  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:46:46 ID: d8a946 No.8228965

>>8228614
After we discover more pieces of the puzzle it would be good to put some effort into making all this raw info palatable to the masses.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:50:50 ID: 579afd No.8228998

>>8227075
This, basically. You should be looking for a clue being dropped when the discussion is focused on something else. It's easy to say a little too much about 
one subject; when you're focusing on not revealing too much about another. Keep this in mind as we move forwards, and always remember: "the eye 
sees what it came here to see."  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:55:40 ID: afd20e No.8229037

>>8228923
Please explain the connections here.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228959
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229037
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229087
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229128
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229196
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229628
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229834
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/13c5d94539469150a5a5c155545e6d7ee8e57bec763c297976a2a6761794f09a.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/file_store/13c5d94539469150a5a5c155545e6d7ee8e57bec763c297976a2a6761794f09a.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/13c5d94539469150a5a5c155545e6d7ee8e57bec763c297976a2a6761794f09a.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.youtube.com/user/Casina777/videos
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.youtube.com/user/3DDodger/videos
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.instagram.com/alexnoschese/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.instagram.com/therisingstates/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.instagram.com/samanthapleet/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.instagram.com/bigbudpress/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.instagram.com/jeanettehayes/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.instagram.com/johnnydevilboy/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.instagram.com/vonspawn/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/www.difarany.com/index.html
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/www.akwaaba.com/akwaaba-mansion/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/www.niagaracaferestaurant.com/aboutus.html
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/www.holly-farms.com/
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/www.chennaiexpressfood.com/aboutus.html
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.facebook.com/TanShag?fref=nf
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/shagat19.wixsite.com/tanshagar/contact
https://archive.li/eE2CA
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228936
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8228936
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/feb866b05a907081e7c0a62a5f5c4ac6a8ffb2ed57bdde1dc5668b1d753cd989.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/file_store/feb866b05a907081e7c0a62a5f5c4ac6a8ffb2ed57bdde1dc5668b1d753cd989.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/feb866b05a907081e7c0a62a5f5c4ac6a8ffb2ed57bdde1dc5668b1d753cd989.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238223857
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228959
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8228959
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229132
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228965
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8228965
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228614
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228998
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8228998
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238227075
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229037
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229037
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23


Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:57:35 ID: db904f No.8229047 >>8229335

File (hide): ea93f2758c94c4a⋯.jpg (32.24 KB, 395x600, 79:120, Womens_HopeHoodie_grande.jpg)

Isn't it odd how many child searching 
companies uses the double heart?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Bill Cooper didn't Die in Vain! Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 12:59:17 ID: 579afd No.8229061

>>8227595
This post made me remember Crowley's Ape of Thoth. You know these people are big 
into Crowley and the Egyptian Mystery Schools.

If you're new to the mystery schools, Bill Cooper's Mystery Babylon series is a great 
place to start.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:02:52 ID: 73f376 No.8229087 >>8229099

>>8228923
https://archive.is/4wN19 
https://archive.is/0uDM0
archives for shagat19  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:04:15 ID: db904f No.8229099

>>8229087
The fuck is Shagat19 and how is it related?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:09:23 ID: 0c976d No.8229126

dear god i swear to god, those girls lover symbols is being used by 8chan pedo circlejerk hebe board before it was killed. Those pedos are here and 
monitoring these thread  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:09:43 ID: 77e9a9 No.8229128

>>8228923
Why the top two youtube channels?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:09:58 ID: c429e7 No.8229129
File (hide): b5a351deaf65e0b⋯.png (193.61 KB, 299x303, 299:303, despair.PNG)

I feel sick.  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229047
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229047
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229335
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ea93f2758c94c4a15912054c052a20241216dcd2bf9bdd07beba382235e67023.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/ea93f2758c94c4a15912054c052a20241216dcd2bf9bdd07beba382235e67023.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dW-RY8XCqdA
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229061
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229061
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238227595
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229087
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229087
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229099
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/4wN19
https://archive.li/0uDM0
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229099
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229099
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229087
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229126
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229126
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229128
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229128
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229129
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229129
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b5a351deaf65e0b6f4d9fcc150b6eb89e62a0835bbebba2a20cdd3945946975d.png
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/file_store/b5a351deaf65e0b6f4d9fcc150b6eb89e62a0835bbebba2a20cdd3945946975d.png
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b5a351deaf65e0b6f4d9fcc150b6eb89e62a0835bbebba2a20cdd3945946975d.png
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23


Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:10:20 ID: c1c592 No.8229132 >>8229145 >>8229166 >>8229253 >>8232251 >>8232535

File (hide): db04b59ce3e3b1f⋯.jpg (120.32 KB, 1125x743, 1125:743, Untitled.jpg)

>>8228959
Looking at the first instagram, my alarm is going off. I'm 
gonna dump some screencaps of it in a few.
Other anons, look into the other links.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:11:50 ID: 73f376 No.8229145

>>8229132
ARCHIVE FIRST
archive everything  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:13:09 ID: 1ee3fd No.8229155

>>8228772
This tbh  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:14:17 ID: 1ee3fd No.8229162

>>8228911
Did you just fucking directly link to reddit

also checked  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:14:44 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8229166

>>8229132
Don't see whats bad about it, it's just a Ref to Waynes World  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:16:19 ID: 6d8522 No.8229178
File (hide): dd86deacb23a805⋯.jpg (182 KB, 1000x1360, 25:34, 1463698648322.jpg)

>>8227302
Post places you want to get 
into.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:19:31 ID: db904f No.8229196

>>8228923
>>8228923
>>8228923
>>8228923
>>8228923

THIS IS FUCKING IRRELEVANT. This is becoming a witch hunt for people who have probably nothing to do with this whole thing.

I checked all those IG accounts and literally found nothing. A couple interesting photos that, if you twist and turn it, might be remotely related but c'mon.

This is exactly what they want. Keep us offtracks.  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229132
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229132
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229145
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229166
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229253
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238232251
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238232535
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/db04b59ce3e3b1f45a3ead954f80cbd0464aa298fd2b696124c431cbcefd8472.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/file_store/db04b59ce3e3b1f45a3ead954f80cbd0464aa298fd2b696124c431cbcefd8472.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/db04b59ce3e3b1f45a3ead954f80cbd0464aa298fd2b696124c431cbcefd8472.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228959
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229145
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229155
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228772
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229162
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229162
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228911
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229166
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229166
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229132
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229178
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229178
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/dd86deacb23a805ec759e45037d693c573cf8e7d8dc2df584468663a5135c1e3.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/file_store/dd86deacb23a805ec759e45037d693c573cf8e7d8dc2df584468663a5135c1e3.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/dd86deacb23a805ec759e45037d693c573cf8e7d8dc2df584468663a5135c1e3.jpg
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238227302
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238229196
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23q8229196
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%238228923
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23
https://archive.li/o/lW5y1/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html%23


Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:26:26 ID: 6672e1 No.8229228 >>8229265 >>8229291

File (hide): 06865a6fa87a70a⋯.jpg (490.71 KB, 3264x1952, 102:61, 46363698.jpg)

I just saw a interview from Fox News with Nigel Farage in which they made a reporter offer him Pizza 
several times. It was just weird and out of place.
These fuckers know we are digging and are trying things like that. Be aware of this.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:31:02 ID: de3352 No.8229253

>>8229132
vonspawn is quite the chiseler!  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:36:40 ID: 77e9a9 No.8229265 >>8229291 >>8229646 >>8231278

>>8229228
Wtf is this…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:38:31 ID: 376aba No.8229276 >>8229375

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vlhBn_zSIro
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vlhBn_zSIro
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vlhBn_zSIro  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:42:29 ID: afd20e No.8229291 >>8229646 >>8231278

>>8229228
>>8229265
It's because it was National Pizza Day.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:48:40 ID: 5077df No.8229322 >>8231013

File (hide): dc5136fa6c5334d⋯.jpg (1.35 MB, 1420x8900, 71:445, 580afeb9956b53bf93c2c3219a….jpg)

>>8201456
https://8ch.net/pol/res/8198272.html#8201456
ANOTHER CONNECTION!—HUMAN TRAFFICKING 503(C) ORG: innocentsatrisk.org
EXHIBIT A: https://media.8ch.net/file_store/580afeb9956b53bf93c2c3219a686a8f92b5221e2c20c1578a794a68e343c581.jpg
EXHIBIT B: https://steemit.com/wikileaks/@ausbitbank/besta-pizza-is-owned-by-andrew-kline-of-the-human-trafficking-prosecution-unit-of-the-
doj-pizza-parties-exposed
(kek repost plez)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:53:41 ID: 344b5a No.8229335

>>8229047
Not really.  I think pedos use the symbol because it's not incriminating enough by itself.  You could easily justify it by saying that it represents a parent and 
child or some bullshit  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:54:43 ID: 149741 No.8229339 >>8229481

Guys I just started making a new updated mindmap on mindmeister.

Could you please provide me the older ones that you may have?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:56:05 ID: ca0db3 No.8229347 >>8230474

>>8218661

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pizza_Underground

The Pizza Underground is an American comedy rock band based in New York City. Mainly parodying songs by the Velvet Underground with pizza-themed 
song names and lyrics, the group consists of former child actor Macaulay Culkin (kazoo, percussion and vocals)

wtf!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 13:57:47 ID: 6d6e3a No.8229355

>>8227067
CTR is finished, Redditcuck. Get the fuck out.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:00:02 ID: de3352 No.8229366
File (hide): 4398edf2171f09b⋯.webm (536.42 KB, 640x640, 1:1, wtf.webm) [play once] [loop]

I TOLD YOU DIS BITCH IS 
A CHISELER  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:01:23 ID: 794f08 No.8229375

>>8229276
One of the comments. 
Argot May1 day ago
Podesta's best friend Kadzic had a gf in satanic Nebraska. See what she does for a living..  I found out quickly. PUKE. 

Who is this girlfriend?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:11:31 ID: de3352 No.8229451 >>8229469

File (hide): dcd61b399cb0438⋯.png (315.04 KB, 610x481, 610:481, Screenshot_2016-11-13_09-0….png)

@JEANETTEHAYES
WAIFU MATERIAL 
FRIENDS WITH BEYONCE
ALSO A CHISELER  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:15:46 ID: 25f479 No.8229469

>>8229451
Anon, are you on glue?  

HEY LISTEN Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:18:33 ID: dea08b No.8229481 >>8229490

File (hide): 82179ea701f7774⋯.png (224.46 KB, 512x384, 4:3, e0c993e34a5d1a03ab6836b19d….png)

Whoever is going to be the next OP, please be sure to add some of these guidelines >>8228772 and of 
course everything on this >>8223306 (OP) OP so far. A summary of the events and some of the pictures with 
the connections would be nice a
s well and don't forget about this >>8205615 mindmap. This thread became an absolute dump.
>>8229339 here boy  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:20:18 ID: f32aa1 No.8229490
File (hide): 677c2860c30413b⋯.png (867.91 KB, 1420x1400, 71:70, 1467222432201.png)

>>8229481
Also post a list of shit you want to get /hax/d so we don't 
have to crawl through your conspiracy theories.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:23:56 ID: dc20d8 No.8229511 >>8229534

FBI 'ran 23 child pornography sites in a bid to lure and catch online predators', stunning unsealed documents reveal 

https://archive.is/OmDUR  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:26:26 ID: de3352 No.8229528
File (hide): cb0e9246e21b644⋯.mp4 (560.68 KB, 640x800, 4:5, 1364708048735902581_168764….mp4) [play once] [loop]

HAHA
HAHA
HAHA
NOT SO COOL NOW PEDO TRICK BITCH
HAHA 
HAHA
HAHA
YOU WHERE NEVER COOL YOU WHERE JUST A WEAK 
CHINNED CO-MASON

I WILL NEVER ACCEPT YOU AS A SUITABLE MATE FOR 
YOUR MASONIC WHORING

AND I KNOW THAT FUCKING HURTS.

HAHA CUNT  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:27:03 ID: 180854 No.8229534

>>8229511
>stunning
anon, I…  

File (hide): d986336959e48e2⋯.jpg (21.24 KB,
389x336, 389:336, td1.jpg)

File (hide): 2c405929b13b927⋯.gif (2.91 MB, 358x230,
179:115, td2.gif)

File (hide): ba1cc9a796f190b⋯.gif (2.94 MB, 450x253,
450:253, td3.gif)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:34:55 ID: f54b5b No.8229573

Just a thought.

How about trying to meme this stuff to normies as IRL True Detective? It was a popular show on a similar theme and could help get the memetic foot in 
the mental door. The base of ideas is already there for anyone who watched the show, the concepts are already familiar to them. This will make it easier 
for them to accept this info. They can also meme it to each other easily as IRL True Detective.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:36:07 ID: de3352 No.8229578
File (hide): 78f3108c3d74051⋯.png (509.74 KB, 640x640, 1:1, Trick.png)

one of the 5 most wasted potential for selling out

This is actually a fun girl by the looks of it but it highlights how much they care about their 
secret nonsense they let it consume them really.

I need to make an example out of this broad.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:37:38 ID: ad9648 No.8229582 >>8229586 >>8229628

>>8228765
>>8228765
I looked up maria.
>>8222415

I didn't find much to damn her but she does have the white rabbit in the top corner of her webpage.  She has two pictures on instagram with this baby but 
I'm pretty sure it's just a niece or something.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:38:58 ID: de3352 No.8229586

>>8229582
dude these are all jimmycomet teir

all of the bottom 4 at least I am still grabbing the images and videos  
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File (hide): 6eb6e71b53133f0⋯.jpg (20.75 KB,
320x240, 4:3, 3.JPG)

File (hide): 7192e2bcfb5d39c⋯.jpg (30.67 KB,
320x320, 1:1, 2.jpg)

File (hide):
7e8b40ad14305fc⋯.jpg (83.01
KB, 360x640, 9:16, 1.jpg)

File (hide): 3f13926b588bb37⋯.jpg (314.77 KB,
1161x1161, 1:1, 4.jpg)

Second Post thr0wpizza  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:42:37 ID: c88340 No.8229608

>It's almost May and you know what that means….chick season is upon us. I am no mother hen. I'm not sure who came up with the idea of hatching 
chicks in my building, but I am very vocal about my dislike for this.

>It's not my fault.

>I am not good at hatching chicks.

>Wanna see my stats?
Year 1: 0 out of 24 hatched
Year 2: 0 out of 24 hatched
Year 3: 0 out of 12 hatched
Year 4: 7 out of 12 hatched
Year 5: 4 out of 12 hatched (only 2 survived)
Year 6: 0 out of 12 hatched
Year 7: Just sitting here praying

>In my defense all of these chick casualities are not all my fault. One year my incubator had a crack, the following year my egg turner stopped working, I 
got a faulty thermometer….one year I wasn't even there for the hatching process.

>My room has lovingly been referred to as the chicken genocide room.

http://kinder-pond.blogspot.com/
https://archive.is/AYoZR
https://archive.is/p4OxQ

Kindergarten Hoppenings, Shannon Martin  

▶
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:45:23 ID: de3352 No.8229628
File (hide): 5a31a240e8f63f9⋯.png (637.95 KB, 588x591, 196:197, booyah_.png)

>>8229582
Nvm I thought you where checking out the instagrams from >>8228923 IS 
ANYONE ELSE LOOKING AT THESE INSTAGRAMS

HOLY CRAP  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:48:02 ID: 6672e1 No.8229646 >>8231278

>>8229265
>>8229291

And stupid shit like that always happen in that program?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 14:59:54 ID: b05e8f No.8229709 >>8229731

>>8223924
Hell, my grandfather was a low level Mason in his later years. I'm sure other anons had a harmless old grandpa who joined after retirement, having no 
idea what goes on at the higher levels of the organization.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:02:45 ID: de3352 No.8229731

>>8229709
Yea they do not even know there are higher levels but they are used for being normal people to give the cult a good image so it actualy enslaves the good 
guys it has in it.  

Reddit subs are all Controlled Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:04:26 ID: 025881 No.8229743 >>8229762 >>8229839

File (hide): cfdaec4c1d4b9b9⋯.jpg (228.49 KB, 1047x683, 1047:683, Moderators of reddit Pizza….jpg)

If this pic doesnt clue you into some of the criminals behind 
this then nothing will.
Moderators are the same account or from the SAME TRIBE 
at least;

pizzathrowaway777
AssuradlyAThrowAway

they are moderators of;

/r/DCLeaks
/r/Conspiracy
/r/Wikileaks

Criminals controlling the information flow and covering up their criminality.

Also in their sub DOGEYAGHTCLUB they joke about a "million wieners"…a million Foreskins?…

They also refer to themselves as "Illuminati Prince" and "Actual Illuminati 33"  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:06:57 ID: ad9648 No.8229762 >>8229829

>>8229743
Those tags they have next to their usernames are nicknames they give to each other.  It is almost always some inside joke.  Doge is a stupid reddit 
meme.  

Who controls Donald Trump? Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:07:33 ID: 025881 No.8229766

Guess who controls The Donald?

https://thezog.info/who-controls-donald-trump/  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:08:24 ID: 77531a No.8229772 >>8229778 >>8229788 >>8229948 >>8230402 >>8231260

File (hide): b109ffd3938a665⋯.png (927.81 KB, 1002x564, 167:94, Screen Shot 2016-11-13 at ….png)

>>8223306 (OP)
anons have we shed any further light on this 'Mr Potato Head' revelation yet? It is recurrent in several 
leaked emails - definitely symbolic for something…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:09:45 ID: ad9648 No.8229778

>>8229772
It's because Obama looks like a potato head  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:10:53 ID: 057c74 No.8229788 >>8230381

>>8229772
Can you link which e-mails? Also, where were these two pictures taken?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:15:22 ID: d85dbf No.8229815

>>8225445
It's sacred geometry and ancient knowledge.  It's certainly not evil it's a way i've been interested in that forever.  Its the same as the occult, it's neither 
good or evil but i can be manipulated or used for good and evil things.  They just kept the information to themselves. But in the internet age it's all pretty 
much freely available for anyone to study.  

File (hide): fc1d40da90123c6⋯.jpg (223.88 KB,
1280x1024, 5:4, workshop1.jpg)

File (hide): b3014c3df0571f2⋯.png (1.95 MB,
1856x1242, 928:621, workshop2.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:17:00 ID: 3aff6d No.8229821 >>8229918 >>8230060 >>8230144 >>8232474

>>8223431
pretty sure the guy wearing the L'enfant shirt is the same guy who alefantis says works in his "custom workshop" called squareform in the yahoo vid. why 
the fuck would you have a dedicated workshop for a single pizza place? also, when alefantis talks about a video getting pulled from an artshow and how 
transformer campained to bring it back, showing it across the country the interviewer looks like he just shat a brick. can some anons get ahold of that 
video as it might cast more doubt on transformer and its connections. it's also likely that the guy who posted photos of unauthorised building work was a 
part of or connected to this squareform workshop, since he posted a photo of a small metal coffin that must have been built by squareform workshop.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:17:51 ID: 025881 No.8229829

>>8229762

This explains why /r/pizzagate blew up and go so much traction since it was advertised everywhere.

And now the mods are considering making it private hiding all the info from the public  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:19:48 ID: a30bc3 No.8229834 >>8229861

>>8228923
We need an anon going there for dinner every day. Become a loyal customer and thus dig deeper. 
I recommend starting to wear a wire and maybe a secret diy pin camera a few weeks after gaining their trust.

On a side note - I am an ebin anon from the town of Turku. Any way I can help from here or locally? This shot must be global anyways. I could assemble 
a team of autists on my side to dig deep.
We are in Twin Peaks territory now and we are Cooper.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:20:27 ID: 354935 No.8229839 >>8229880

>>8229743
Nice ad homs shill

Care to prove any of those accounts are "criminal"?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:22:15 ID: ce7a63 No.8229853

>>8228547
>>8228407
>>8228085

I actually said something about this in an earlier thread. I said "I bet a lot of homosexuals adopt kids just to have a rape baby since pedophilia has 
extremely high rates of pedophilia. Wouldn't surprise me if people got married as gays (even though their not gay) just to get a child bride either.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:23:17 ID: 3c3266 No.8229861

>>8229834

Yes, we are just turning in circles with the actual strategy.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:25:28 ID: 025881 No.8229880

>>8229839
At minimum those subs cant be trusted…

Here take a look at the creator of /r/pizzagate

https://www.reddit.com/user/workwork243832148327/

Oh…you cant…he deleted the account.  But of course there could be many reasons why that happened…;)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:26:34 ID: de3352 No.8229891
File (hide): 83b1826aa2fb352⋯.png (329.87 KB, 640x640, 1:1, I AM MAKING AN EXAMPLE OUT….png)  

File (hide): 452aa8dc7c2ff83⋯.jpg (64.81 KB, 400x276,
100:69, 1471500434056.jpg)

File (hide): 1f343a2bba98727⋯.jpg (90.69 KB,
595x504, 85:72, 2069188-money-owl-a.jpg)

File (hide):
688803d8531cd79⋯.jpg (218.02
KB, 720x1193, 720:1193,
1470198881554.jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:28:25 ID: ce7a63 No.8229906

>>8227872
I think it's the bohemian grove Owl (Owl of Minerva) that hand-sign is supposed to symbolize. Not 100% though.

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:29:57 ID: ce7a63 No.8229918

>>8229821
Looks like same guy. Good catch.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:33:40 ID: de3352 No.8229948

>>8229772
They can put on a frown a smile a concerned look because they have no will and are complete cultists. They call dupes or yes men potatoheads  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:38:01 ID: 8fa614 No.8229979 >>8230152

>>8224631
You aren't going to find anything raiding the place. You really think he keeps kids bound and gagged in the basement of his business? It's a restaurant; it's 
subject to random health inspections. Plus it's on a busy street in DC, the police will be there in five minutes and you'll probably get shot, although I admit 
that would make an entertaining stream. 

You want to raid somewhere, break into Alefantis's personal residence and steal his hard drive. That's where any incriminating information will be.  
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File (hide): 08997fc0aa0a6a8⋯.png (133.12 KB, 313x233, 313:233, wtf.png)

>>822868
6
>child 
abuse, 
sure it 
happens in 
this area 
>satan 
worship, 
I've never 
seen 
horrors like 
this before  
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>>8228085
Speaking of Obama, who are all these lone children always visiting the White House? Articles don't tend to 
state who they belong to or why Obama is literally playing games with them in the oval office or places 
where most guests cannot be.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:49:16 ID: 0360b7 No.8230060 >>8230144 >>8230166 >>8230176

>>8229821
>By 1 p.m. today, Transformer will be showing an edited version of David Wojnarowicz's 1987 video 
artwork, A Fire in My Belly, in the nonprofit organization's storefront window at 1404 P Street NW.
>Transformer director Victoria Reis said that her organization did not support the decision by the National 
Portrait Gallery and the Smithsonian Institution to pull the artwork following scrutiny from the conservative 
press and incoming Republican leaders of the House.

This is it, title claims to be the full version
>Original Silent Version of "A Fire in My Belly" by the late David Wojnarowicz. This film was censored by 
The National Portrait Gallery in early December, 2010.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:54:21 ID: ba3078 No.8230090 >>8230113
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>>8224824
>weaponized 
pedophilia
>chandlers
>kids
>grown adults…. 
still kids
>easily handled 
and swayed
>"get em while 
they are young"  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 15:57:38 ID: 62352d No.8230113 >>8230179

>>8230090
what is there to see in your pic?  
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>>8229821
I also found that Dan Gray used to work for squareform workshop, as he lists it in his linkedin page:

https://archive.is/ABrTB

he also has a website showing his art:

https://archive.is/128I5

https://archive.is/FdiOm

https://archive.is/PlbQW

https://archive.is/zPKua

https://archive.is/hcj5j

he also has some images of furniture on his site that look an awful lot like comet ping pong's in style:

https://archive.is/KsnkV

he has also made a door for little fox cafe, which is on the same street as comet ping pong I think and if I remember correctly might be tied to comet ping 
pong's building work as well:

https://archive.is/PAnY6

https://archive.is/mNi4z

>>8230060
 thanks anon  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:01:51 ID: 759111 No.8230152

>>8223881
>a pro at shitting up facebook.
And that lake

>>8229979
>You want to raid somewhere
Also reminder that he needs to do it in complete secrecy and with a group that knows what it's doing.

>and steal his hard drive
No, you steal everything, cat, blender, computer knowing he's a pedo he probably uses mac and jewelry. You'll want to learn specific ways to act, such as 
how to aim a gun at someone, cutting power or setting fire to a mosque in the opposite side of town just so the police get busy.  

File (hide): 23e3f9ff79e6c67⋯.png (1.7 MB, 1249x774,
1249:774, screenshot-www youtube com….png)

File (hide): df286b4c7148bf6⋯.png (1.25 MB,
1212x790, 606:395, screenshot-www youtube com….png)

File (hide): 168f100e7f24f3b⋯.png (926.01 KB,
1248x804, 104:67, screenshot-www youtube com….png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:03:36 ID: 0360b7 No.8230166

>>8230060
So tired of shitty art getting funded by the gov. Wow so arty to put a Jesus cross in the dirt and blood and let ants crawl over it. Human sacrifice is so 
cultural and art dontcha know plebs? So advanced atheism. This whole film is shit tbh, censorship just gave it gravitas it didn't deserve and let these kiddy 
killers virtue signal to each other how progressive they are. This film should never have even been considered for showing at all.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:05:30 ID: ce7a63 No.8230176 >>8230195

>>8230060
Anyone wanna take a shot at trying to decipher the symbolism?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:06:04 ID: 6d6e3a No.8230179

>>8230113
it's a wall and not a lake.  
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>>8230176
Rehashed stuff done in the 60's. No point really as this film relies on the Kuleshov effect for meaning.

>The Kuleshov effect is a film editing (montage) effect demonstrated by Soviet filmmaker Lev Kuleshov in the 1910s and 1920s. It is a mental 
phenomenon by which viewers derive more meaning from the interaction of two sequential shots than from a single shot in isolation.

>Kuleshov edited a short film in which a shot of the expressionless face of Tsarist matinee idol Ivan Mosjoukine was alternated with various other shots (a 
plate of soup, a girl in a coffin, a woman on a divan). The film was shown to an audience who believed that the expression on Mosjoukine's face was 
different each time he appeared, depending on whether he was "looking at" the plate of soup, the girl in the coffin, or the woman on the divan, showing an 
expression of hunger, grief or desire, respectively. The footage of Mosjoukine was actually the same shot each time. Vsevolod Pudovkin (who later 
claimed to have been the co-creator of the experiment) described in 1929 how the audience "raved about the acting… the heavy pensiveness of his 
mood over the forgotten soup, were touched and moved by the deep sorrow with which he looked on the dead child, and noted the lust with which he 
observed the woman. But we knew that in all three cases the face was exactly the same."[1]  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:21:03 ID: bd7366 No.8230276 >>8230859 >>8231253 >>8231398

File (hide): 0b15783991390a6⋯.png (403.46 KB, 394x712, 197:356, Untitled3.png)

>>8226551
I've actually been having some success. Through shuffling the parts of the music around and exporting as raw I'm managing to 
get more than just raw noise patterns. I'm not certain I'll be able to get much more than this without having a way to remove the 
other data though.
>>8226698
Have you been paying attention to the threads? They used a hex editor and found evidence that there are hidden .jpeg's.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:21:42 ID: d85dbf No.8230282 >>8230307 >>8230331 >>8230390 >>8230623

Is there a video of these kids that supposed asks "who kills the babies?"
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File (hide): fbd46a5a8c40dca⋯.mp4 (4.82 MB,
400x224, 25:14, Rdj white rabbit.mp4) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): bf87441a651b02c⋯.jpg (89.39 KB,
497x545, 497:545, rdj pizza 1.jpg)

File (hide): c1e95397c61057a⋯.jpg (89.41
KB, 502x603, 502:603, rdj pizza 2.jpg)

File (hide): 3b328b3b7b7fb9c⋯.jpg (89.34
KB, 513x670, 513:670, rdj pizza 3.jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:22:39 ID: 6672e1 No.8230288 >>8230338 >>8230378 >>8230391 >>8230394 >>8230417

Well i just joyned this but i have been looking into Robert Downey Jr. profile and here are some things. 

If all this is really real we need to seriously look into these Omaze company. It could be one of the central fundraiser for all this shit. They literally could 
have created a phedo circle financed by normalfags.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:25:22 ID: ce7a63 No.8230307

>>8230282

Plenty, just search Hampstead case.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:28:22 ID: 9a3de9 No.8230327 >>8230352

The FBI ran over 23 child porn sites "in an effort to determine tactics of abuse and law enforcement avoidance." 

http://www .dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3931136/FBI-operated-child-pornography-sites-catch-predators-documents-claim.html  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:28:44 ID: 0360b7 No.8230331 >>8230623

>>8230282
Spoonfeeding you now. Seriously people, read the threads. This has already been linked ITT
https://www.youtube.com/user/DemocracyCountsx/videos  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:29:19 ID: ce7a63 No.8230338 >>8230394

>>8230288
We should look into "Julia's House for kids" as he talks about too

What a sick fuck this guy is though, seriously.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:30:45 ID: 0360b7 No.8230352

>>8230327
I just read that too anon. Loving the comments. People are waking up to this scam.

>So….Who's children were used and did they have parental permission to exploit them? Gee, I wonder if they got royalties? This is truly messed up on 
multiple levels. And to all of you here that say do whatever you have to to catch the predators, my question back to you is why 23 sites? Why not 50 sites, 
one for each state? Why not use existing sites under investigation instead of setting up 23 govt run sites in govt owned bldgs?

>These agents are no different from those they intend trapping. They need to go to jail for those outrageously long sentences they impose on others.

>Ya know isn't there more than enough crime out there with out cops creating crime? This is Entrapment pure an simple and if I was on a Jury no matter 
what it would be Not Guilty! The crime might not have ever happened if the FBI did not create it? This is a Big game where the cops can get a arrest and 
conviction and doing very little work to get it! This is like opening a midnight Pawn Shop?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:33:52 ID: ce7a63 No.8230378

>>8230288
"Each year, RAF will provide grants to different nonprofits, helping to empower them and fuel their world-changing work. The first beneficiaries are Make-
A-Wish, the Motion Picture & Television Fund and the Anti-Recidivism Coalition—remarkable organizations that use their heroic efforts to make the world 
a better place."

That's from that Omaze site he talked about.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:34:02 ID: 77531a No.8230381

>>8229788
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?
q=Mr.+Potato+Head&mfrom=&mto=&title=&notitle=&date_from=&date_to=&nofrom=&noto=&count=50&sort=6#searchresult

An email chain titled: Mr. Potato Head (participants include several clintonemail/hrcoffice accounts and john.podesta@gmail.com)

No pizza related content upon quick inspection but a peculiar subject title for HRC campaign talk.

Here is a neat compilation of the Potato Head signalling to date: https://sli.mg/a/hhe7CP

It definitely means something, and at the least is another identifier connecting together persons of interest…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:34:52 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8230390

>>8230282
Just wish people were able to read inside the threads

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=329_1423343428
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=07b_1423492213

https://archive.is/gDN6e  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:34:57 ID: ce7a63 No.8230391

>>8230288
"Frequently Asked Questions
What payment methods do you accept?

We accept all major credit cards including Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover. You can also pay with PayPal (because we’re down with 
what the kids are using)."

Little cute coincidence there at the end…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:35:24 ID: 0360b7 No.8230394 >>8230423 >>8230480

>>8230288
>>8230338
>Well i just joyned this but i have been looking into

Stop. Read all the threads first. You're using the same shill tactics we've already had flooding these threads. Show a direct connection to this pedo ring 
with evidence already uncovered or just fuck off because you can't. You child killers love to implicate RDJ when your feet are on the fire because he hates 
you too and has allegedly leaked quite a bit of your sicko secrets.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:36:04 ID: 3aff6d No.8230399 >>8230522

File (hide): e1809084d00ea68⋯.jpg (25.28 KB, 960x480, 2:1, DPG-LOGO.jpg)

>>8230144
also, I found this logo on dan gray's blog, 
donno how relevant it is but it seems a bit 
odd  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:36:17 ID: c6a4e2 No.8230402 >>8230907

File (hide): 00aca96c4391f8e⋯.png (3.92 MB, 4100x3485, 20:17, 1479046931502.png)

>>8229772
It's somehow 
connected to Bif 
Skipman  

File (hide): ecf19e552f4e317⋯.jpg (96.8 KB, 960x960,
1:1, Amelia Boehme.jpg)

File (hide): 24ccb9fc19f4516⋯.jpg (186.22 KB,
841x748, 841:748, amelia boehme.jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:37:36 ID: 6672e1 No.8230417

>>8230288
It's the third time this week i get Hitler Dubs, i'm on fire.

Btw this is the supposed winner of the campaing. 

This is the only picture of her with Robert, and nothing more on her facebok. Not even pictures of any actual pizza, etc.
Also she is a complete libtard and has lots and lots of pictures or mentions to rabbits in her profile, like this black one.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:38:43 ID: ce7a63 No.8230423 >>8230466 >>8230480

>>8230394
>Bunny costume
>He talks about "Come grab Pizza with me"
>Charity to child organizations
>The logo of the "organization"  he is stating resembles the pedo logo with a heart 
>Julia's house for kids

Oh definitely no connections here…

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:43:36 ID: 4cdce5 No.8230456

>>8230031
https://twitter.com/paulg/status/797821754303463424
https://archive.fo/2me47
Paul Graham is an HRC donor (100k+) from Commiefornia.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:44:40 ID: 0360b7 No.8230466 >>8230476 >>8230506

File (hide): 42283f2738580c8⋯.png (539.58 KB, 595x396, 595:396, pizza kasich guilty.png)

>>8230423
>>8230423
Yes, there are no direct connection anon. Has it ever occurred to you that the 
pedophiles are trying to emulate real charities?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:45:52 ID: c7e01f No.8230474

>>8229347
Culkin is the poster child of celebrity children fucked by jew pedo producers.

I'm seriously think this was his one attempt to reference the pedo shit in a more obscure way than Corey Feldman. 

Or Culkin grew up and became a pedo too  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:46:18 ID: ce7a63 No.8230476
File (hide): bd78fc084e297ab⋯.png (660.03 KB, 1024x576, 16:9, 1478965672844.png)

>>8230466
Has it ever 
occurred to you 
that you're a kike?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:46:34 ID: 6672e1 No.8230480 >>8230487

>>8230394
Well i'm currently looking at thread 1 of all this and just trying to figure it out, but some intuition told me to check out Robert's profile first. I literally went 
back to past April on his profile to get all this and i'm sick of looking at so many avengers pictures this guy posts. 

>>8230423
He also was in the "vote for Hillary" celebrity video. 

Btw what secrets has him allegedly leaked?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:48:42 ID: 0360b7 No.8230487 >>8230516

>>8230480
>Btw what secrets has him allegedly leaked?
Welcome newfriend. That has been covered here many times. Use your google and investigate it yourself.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:52:09 ID: ce7a63 No.8230506

>>8230466

>Bunny logo
>Pedo logo
>Make a wish foundation
>Randomly talks about "Julia's house"
>Sells "Bold t-shirts" on his "Charity website" and says "Because we are down with the kids"
>Come grab pizza with me in NYC
>NYC is mentioned by James Alefantis in his "Subtle" interview
>A random shot of a kid beating RDJ in a bunny costume
>RDJ in a bunny costume
>Come share one of my famous "NYC Pizza pies", it's gonna be the best night of your life.

No connections, nono. Definitely not…  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:53:25 ID: 6672e1 No.8230516 >>8230567

>>8230487
Either:
A- You really think i'm a shill for some reason, yet you want us to pay 0 attention to this Omaze company with literally a heart logo that resembles a 
pedologo. 
Seriously, tell me why shouldn't we look into this.

or 
B- You are the shill yourself.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:54:42 ID: 0634a6 No.8230522

>>8230399
Illuminati?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 16:59:57 ID: 0360b7 No.8230567 >>8230610

>>8230516
I never mentioned Omaze at all. I was clearly commenting on your exclamation
>RDJ eating pizza! OMG! One of them!!  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:00:24 ID: ca6dcd No.8230570 >>8232061 >>8232307

>>8226901

> TRANSFORMER SILENT AUCTION
> TRANSFORMER SILENT AUCTION
> TRANSFORMER SILENT AUCTION

it connects them all

http://www.transformerdc.org/documents/Transformer-2012.Auction.Invite.pdf  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:05:37 ID: ce7a63 No.8230610 >>8230632 >>8230647

>>8230567

"Julia’s House is a children’s hospice charity dedicated to helping life-limited children and their families. The nurses and caregivers at Julia’s House 
provide life-changing support for parents and their children both in the hospice and in their own homes. The majority of those children are unlikely to live 
beyond the age of 18, but thankfully Julia’s House is there for them year-round, offering emergency respite and overnight care during treatment and 
offering emotional and practical support at the end of a child’s life."  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:06:42 ID: 0360b7 No.8230623

>>8230282
>>8230331
Wrong link, though that one has some good vids incl Hampstead ones this channel is dedicated to only Hampstead vids and seems to have at least most 
of them. https://www.youtube.com/user/KaneSlater1

Last I heard the children and their mother are whereabouts unknown. Does anyone have new info on them? Alive?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:08:10 ID: ce7a63 No.8230632 >>8230692 >>8230730

>>8230610
"Julia’s House is not a typical children’s hospice."

It says on their website

https://www.juliashouse.org/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:08:32 ID: 888bc2 No.8230638

>>8224809
Didn't Podesta have a party on June 23rd?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:09:39 ID: 0360b7 No.8230647 >>8230663

>>8230610
>what is a hospice
We need more of them tbqh. End of life care is a huge issue with most people wasting away in filth and neglect by foreign white-hating dreamers who 
somehow manage to waltz into care/medical jobs straight from their grass hut. Most hospice's are privately owned because the gov doesn't seem to give 
a damn about end of life care. So other than a hospice exists, what evidence do you have?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:11:25 ID: ce7a63 No.8230663

>>8230647
It's the foundation randomly brought up my RDJ in his video, we could probably dig out some stuff on that foundation.  
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File (hide): a4abe2024e27606⋯.png (210.7 KB,
1372x782, 686:391, andrew.png)

File (hide): e327818cb109dec⋯.png (446.31 KB,
692x694, 346:347, andrewhaiti.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:12:03 ID: bf2e55 No.8230670

>>8228319
>>8228359
Still up and archived too 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo
https://archive.is/fWdlI
I think all the people in the comments still haven't deleted their accounts.Haven't looked through them all. There's these comments too
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/06/dc_official_outdoor_seats_at_p.html
https://archive.fo/ezdQE

And this
https://archive.is/FMLbx

This youtube account is strange, still up too
https://archive.is/pGtga

Also cross referenced the comments sections and found this guy andrew who has been to haiti
https://www.youtube.com/user/squidpants/videos
https://archive.is/XbURn  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:13:57 ID: 6736af No.8230692 >>8230718 >>8230912

>>8230632
am i the only one seeing all these symbols.
top right: butterfly
scroll down a bit, on the left side: snail with a spiral that looks like a 6 aswell
scroll down further: another butterfly
even further: flower / pentagram

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:15:36 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8230707
File (hide): 16bbb58f989a1ea⋯.png (393.79 KB, 997x423, 997:423, notice-thw hands - playing….png)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:16:33 ID: 6672e1 No.8230718

>>8230692
Screencap everything.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:18:00 ID: bf2e55 No.8230730 >>8230912

>>8230632
Weird, there's an archive from 3 years ago
https://archive.is/DoILC  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:27:58 ID: ad9648 No.8230831 >>8230880

File (hide): 473026303f89e94⋯.jpg (23.64 KB, 440x274, 220:137, newsdominospasta.jpg)

What do you think?  
Should I try dominos 
on cheese or pasta?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:31:24 ID: 888bc2 No.8230859 >>8231636

>>8230276
Try switching image type.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:32:19 ID: 27f5e6 No.8230868 >>8231025 >>8231438

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_gGhrIO6ps

Airtight is a certain sexual position in case someone didn't know. I remember some people were asking about it so decided to post.

It's quite similar to what "ping pong" is in sexual slang (hint hint: comet "ping pong")  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:33:07 ID: 034fa2 No.8230880
File (hide): 91c9501a6333d2a⋯.png (108.3 KB, 548x467, 548:467, erotism2.png)

>>8230831
Oh man, I love 
those. Chicken 
Alfredo is the 
best!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:35:18 ID: 0360b7 No.8230907 >>8230919

>>8230402
Nicely done, anon. Fills in the gaps. But it's very low res and some of the posts are extremely difficult to read. I would also include links to each email. 
Plenty of white space for it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:35:34 ID: ce7a63 No.8230912 >>8230923

>>8230730
>>8230692
I've looked through their facebook & twitter, there's no specific coded texts to cause any suspicion, could be something to it, though probably not as 
openly & symbolized as Comet & Ping pong etc.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:36:20 ID: 0360b7 No.8230919

>>8230907
email links to wikileaks site, and links to archives of the plebbit posts.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:36:36 ID: 6736af No.8230923

>>8230912
yeah i don't really think this is worth looking much more into either  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:37:40 ID: 5077df No.8230933 >>8230994 >>8231018

File (hide): 8b88fedc8319901⋯.jpg (512.63 KB, 1420x2206, 710:1103, MEAT-LOVERS-PIZZA-PROBLEMS….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:43:35 ID: 0360b7 No.8230994 >>8231018 >>8232175

>>8230933
What is the meaning of "pop-up"? Why do you have it highlighted? Is it a normal or abnormal thing for a basement room to have?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:45:23 ID: 11e4cb No.8231013 >>8231142

>>8224402
>>8229322
>>8224402

Izzette Folger needs to be dug into. 

Her husband is a rich finance mogul in DC, who plays ping pong with elites.

https://www.brightscope.com/financial-planning/advisor/368312/Neil-Clifford-Folger/

Sec investigation:

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2011/34-63994.htm  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:45:44 ID: ad9648 No.8231018 >>8231103

File (hide): 8df681f83acd82a⋯.png (314.01 KB, 836x629, 836:629, room 11.png)

>>8230933
https://archive.is/7IKLK
I assume people are looking into room 11.

>>8230994
It's a sex game.  But a pop-up can also refer to a temporary restaurant, like a street truck.  There was an 
email between Tony Podesta and Jimmy Comet about doing a pop-up tour in Dogana.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:46:25 ID: d85dbf No.8231023 >>8231245

https://www.reddit.com/r/washingtondc/comments/5cirec/support_comet_ping_pong/

Guys feds are investigating looks like.  Nobody should be harassing people it's literally only making things worse  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:46:33 ID: c1c592 No.8231025 >>8231465 >>8232696

>>8230868

Quote Urban Dictionary:
" airtighting-the act of a female having sex with multiple males and the males insert their penises into every whole in the females body. (verb)
airtight- the position in which all holes in the human anatomy are plugged on a female during intercourse. (noun)"

Ping Pong Show, Quote Wikipedia:
"A ping pong show is a form of stage entertainment that takes place in strip clubs. The show consists of women using their pelvic muscles to either hold, 
eject, or blow objects from their vaginal cavity."  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:46:36 ID: 40f113 No.8231026

>>8228649
Former cook here, top part of the apron is often uncomfortable as fuck on your neck especially on long days, your neck will sweat and that shit will chafe 
plus the whole weight of the apron tends to weigh down on your neck. Not trying to say this guy is or isn't anything but as someone who worked in 
kitchens you will see the vast majority of cooks wear their aprons like that unless they are serious enough to buy nice ones.

inb4 shill  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:53:25 ID: c1c592 No.8231103 >>8231249 >>8231917

>>8231018
Look at the logo of their bakery… coincidence ;)
http://paisleyfig.com  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 17:57:03 ID: 11e4cb No.8231142 >>8231695 >>8231807

File (hide): e52aad0444f0686⋯.jpg (867.45 KB, 1076x1840, 269:460, Screenshot_2016-11-12-22-3….jpg)

>>8231013

Also when digging into Izzette Folger and Kate Damon I 
cam across this organization.

https://www.nph.org/mexico

Looks like it's prime for some trafficking.

#nphmexico tag on instagram has some weridos.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:04:13 ID: ce7a63 No.8231215 >>8231268 >>8232474

Someone Archive this please

https://www.yahoo.com/news/video/dc-art-james-alefantis-184257456.html?ref=gs  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:06:33 ID: 62352d No.8231245

>>8231023
>>8231023
there's a guy asking for the instagram pic that looked suspicious. Any redditor here that has the archives? Spread them!  

File (hide): a2d5ff9753930d8⋯.png (278.32 KB,
937x601, 937:601, burger fries.png)

File (hide): 128b47c68025976⋯.png (715.17 KB,
939x604, 939:604, definitelywantabunnynow.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:06:41 ID: ad9648 No.8231249 >>8231299 >>8231310 >>8231917

>>8231103
Also I've been looking at the instagram of this morgan hungerford who posted that picture from dc11.  Not sure if I'm grasping at straws here.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:06:59 ID: 7049c9 No.8231253 >>8231398 >>8231636

>>8223306 (OP)
>>8224076
>>8226551
>>8230276
Bumping this concept from a few threads ago. This is potentially valuable stuff.

>>8206604
Thought I'd try to contribute some autism.

Here are some observations from looking at the document comparison in >>8207557. Basically, a lot of the changes were done with a computer program 
but at least one definitely wasn't. My guess is that the manual changes contain some coded information but I could be wrong.

It might be useful to see if these observations apply to the other blog posts too.

1) Most of the changes look like computer-generated synonym substitution. Lead: find software that did the substitutions and prove it by recreating (most 
of) the text. Then you could figure out what changes were made manually. Probably difficult though.

2) I think a few of the changes are antonyms instead of synonyms.

3) I noticed at least one very strange substitution: "growing season" for "spring". (Why not say something water-related, like "river" or "gusher", or 
something jumping-related, like "leap" or "rise"?) I think that might just be the software being creative and trying to infer meaning from context but idk.

4) There are lots of words that have been added that aren't synonyms for words in the original. Examples are "usually" in the first sentence, "actually" and 
"normally" in the second, and "power" and "fun-based" in the third. Most of these extraneous words I noticed were just generic adverbs but a few, like 
"power" and "fun-based" weren't.

5) I think other people have already mentioned that first names were changed. I count 3 first names and three changes (including "Bill" to "Costs"), but the 
phrase "Gillette Grounds", which a computer program would probably think was a person's name, wasn't changed in the same way. Did a human change 
the first names manually?

6) Finally, the software and human editor (if there was one) preserved capitalization in all cases except one. In the first sentence, "England" gets 
translated as "united kingdomt". It's the only change in capitalization and the only typo in the article. This tells me that a human did edit this document by 
hand in some way, perhaps in haste.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:07:49 ID: 77531a No.8231260 >>8231430 >>8232281

File (hide): da5f93d593c9b89⋯.jpg (947.61 KB, 1598x1000, 799:500, 6_272016_b3-tyrr-potatohea….jpg)

>>8229772
anons - a possible dead end with the obama/hillary/bill etc. Mr. Potato Head pics. It appears a central figure 
in the political establishment, David Gergen, is nicknamed "Mr. Potato Head" on account of him looking so, 
though I cannot see it myself. It is possible the pics and the Podesta emails titled "Mr. Potato Head" are a 
jest at him - though David Gergen is seemingly absent from those emails; not a recipient nor is his name 
even mentioned.

This does not account however for the "Hawaii Connection" put together by this anon > 
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/00aca96c4391f8e58de8c4ba0c12b298d50f7d980484aef0f3f8f074c867d171.
png  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:08:36 ID: 62352d No.8231268

>>8231215
https://archive.is/2oFT6

this was already archived though  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:09:35 ID: 711ae6 No.8231278

>>8229265
>>8229291
>>8229646

With Neil Cavuto, it is not out of place. He's one of the most laid back anchors on Fox, with a subtle sense of humor. He also has treated Trump and Ron 
Paul very fairly in the past, when the rest of Fox were being dicks to them. He and Maria Bartiromo probably had the most policy-oriented questions of 
any Republican debate moderators this election cycle.

Anyway, I don't think this is anything, but worth bringing up.

Fox needs to sack Megyn Kelly and give Neil a better time slot.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:12:15 ID: ce7a63 No.8231299 >>8231310 >>8231587

>>8231249
>Stop sign next to rabbit
>"Sorry no bunnies"
>"Noooo ;("
>#nobunnies
>#definitelywantabunnynow

Jackpot…  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:13:24 ID: ce7a63 No.8231310 >>8231587

>>8231249
>>8231299

We should do research on all the people who commented in those pics for further clues.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:20:21 ID: 7049c9 No.8231398 >>8231426 >>8231636

>>8223306 (OP)
>>8224076
>>8226551
>>8230276
>>8231253
Shilling is obviously becoming a huge problem here and it's hard (I guess) for some people to differentiate shills from real posts when it comes to social 
media connections, etc.

There are a few open leads that involve forensic analysis, though, and shill posts related to those topics should be really easy to spot. The trick is for us 
to always post enough detail to recreate our findings. Welcome to science gents.

So, here are three near-shillproof leads for people to follow:

1) coded blog posts that appeared on a Beverly Hills pizzeria's blog the day this investigation started blowing up, which are referenced in this post 
>>8231253

2) dissecting mp3s found via stratfor emails (elkinsspace.com?) and, I think, via diychurch.com

3) analyzing spam emails found in podesta's inbox

Anyone who can find previous work on topics 2 and 3, please reply with links.

I want to emphasize that these topics are basically shillproof AS LONG AS WE ALWAYS PROVIDE ENOUGH DETAIL FOR OTHER ANONS TO 
REPLICATE OUR FINDINGS FOR THEMSELVES. That said, if "replicating findings" involves downloading anything even semi-sketchy, DON'T DO IT. 
Trust your instincts on that.

Congratulation, /pol/s, you are now all scientists. May based scienceKek bless our endeavors with valuable findings and valuable dubs.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:21:33 ID: 3bffb5 No.8231416 >>8231437 >>8231614

File (hide): 2bfbb1360e998cd⋯.png (143.54 KB, 324x500, 81:125, 1478841083789.png)

guys i think the video from frank winstand was overlooked, there is clearly a children screaming in the background, we need 
somebody who knows his way around sound equalizing, because of the fucking traffick noise, i tried using vlc equalizer and 
the sounds occur at 00:14, 00:36 (at some point you can even hear muffled cryforhelp sounds), 00:53

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:22:15 ID: 6736af No.8231426

>>8231398
ADD THIS TO THE NEXT OP  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:22:27 ID: f23aef No.8231430 >>8231442

>>8231260
remember when Alex Jones and David Gergen got into a yelling match over alex "exposing" bohemian grove  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:23:27 ID: 62352d No.8231437

>>8231416
also, everyone upvote the video  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:23:30 ID: f993eb No.8231438 >>8231521

>>8230868
why is majestic ape appears to be huffing some shit? does this have anything to do with poppers?
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:23:44 ID: 40f113 No.8231442 >>8231540 >>8232281

>>8231430
This?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:25:30 ID: 3e6359 No.8231465 >>8231596

>>8231025
>>>8231025

>A ping pong show? lol go look up ping pong from urban dictionary like you did with airtight. Sounds almost like like you're shilling intentionally.

Here's the link: http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=ping+pong&defid=1386116  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:28:02 ID: a0a5d3 No.8231493

>>8228772

Yes. CTR is shilling HARD in these threads. They're overloading the topics with useless information to overwhelm potential interest and making it look like 
there's infighting to distract from the goals.

You'll be able to tell after the first 5-8 posts if they're full of shit since they keep rehashing the same tactics and fake leads.

All it means is that you're on that right track.

Don't click any of their links.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:28:46 ID: 5abf38 No.8231506 >>8232502

Ok anons I have a list of shell corporations and of names.
I am working on the larger network of these people.
I am also working on the audio files (amateur audiophile)

If anyone can give me a list of the newest names that need looked into I would appreciate it.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:29:30 ID: 81c393 No.8231514 >>8231566

>>8224955
Plausible deniability is powerful.
Point out the sexual nature of the footage and you're the "sick fuck" for knowing about it.
The normie, the naive, the middle-of-the-road IQ100, television watcher with 9-5 job and 5/10 girlfriend, he 
will call YOU the pedo for having eyes that see further than his.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:29:59 ID: f993eb No.8231521

>>8231438
it's scotch photo mount, a glue. i don't see how that would be good for huffing. but come to think of it, the one time i huffed back in jr high, i remember 
voices sounding like this… "person's"

and why the fuck is there a pic of rudy giuliani on the desk?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:31:38 ID: ce7a63 No.8231540 >>8231556 >>8231573

>>8231442
Are you sure Alex Jones isn't a parody?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34dJ7nheBaw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzNeg9D-EZ4  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:33:40 ID: 40f113 No.8231556

>>8231540
He absolutely is but Gergens reaction is the point.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:35:01 ID: 711ae6 No.8231566 >>8231672

>>8231514
>Point out the sexual nature of the footage and you're the "sick fuck" for knowing about it.

Whitest Kids U Know parodied this with The Grapist. The guy who calls out the "hidden" 
sexual meaning is treated as the weird pervert.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:36:01 ID: 62352d No.8231573 >>8231615 >>8231849

>>8231540
Alex Jones is a shill who is on par with many things that /pol/ says but that's how shills work. He's controlled oposition. Some blue-pilled fags may benefit 
from it but after a while they should leave infowars and see it for what it really is: controlled oposition and shills.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:37:06 ID: 0360b7 No.8231579
File (hide): 418249af8e2753e⋯.gif (487.41 KB, 497x373, 497:373, 26ae10be1116d9c520f2408e0a….gif)

>>8226551
You can help by making connections between people/companies/leaked emails. With the knowledge you've 
gained here go to wikileaks and put in search terms. If you get a hit follow it with web searches and before 
you post here, archive and screenshot everything and bring some analysis to your post. This alone is 
massively valuable.  

File (hide): f18af79e091f085⋯.png (400.29 KB,
631x381, 631:381, arthurs 1.png)

File (hide): 463c3fbac1996b9⋯.png (266.51 KB,
450x332, 225:166, arthurs 2.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:37:22 ID: ad9648 No.8231587

>>8231299
>>8231310
I looked up #nobunnies and apparently it has something to do with basketball.  She doesn't seem to have any interest in basketball, looking at her 
instagram so who knows what she means by that.

Anyway, I may have found something else worth looking into.  Room 11, the bakery that was commenting on Jimmy Comet's construction pictures: there 
is a corner store across the street from them called Arthur's.  It was just recently shut down and then bought by the owners of room 11, who claim they 
plan to turn it into some kind of hipster market.  That was close to 2 years ago.  On street view, it looks like a run-down piece of shit, but I haven't found 
photos of it from more recently than 2015.
https://archive.is/FSGUL
https://archive.is/oI8oA  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:38:46 ID: c1c592 No.8231596

>>8231465
I was using jewgle and only found that wiki thing.

inb4 shill, thx and consider the record corrected ;)  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:40:33 ID: 7cf7b8 No.8231614

>>8231416
>00:53  help me
WE NEED A BIG OVEN TO SPIRIT COOK THIS DEGENERATED DEMONS  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:40:49 ID: ce7a63 No.8231615

>>8231573
I like him though. Maybe he's just weird, who knows.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kAEoCHANYY  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:41:08 ID: 77531a No.8231618

>>8224117
Smokes! Very unsettling indeed. Any other suspicious vids, can you ID him, get his Insta/Twitter/FB?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:42:56 ID: bd7366 No.8231636 >>8231739

>>8230859
Anything other than importing as raw data into GIMP results in a notification about corrupted data. What I could try is importing raw, exporting as a jpeg, 
and viewing though so thanks for the idea.
>>8231253
Thanks for the bump. I'm not really that much of a pro with this sort of thing but happen to know one or two things about images and audio (mostly 
through playing around with data bending techniques). More than anything else I just want to report on what I find and get the ball rolling for everyone 
else to fuck with the .mp3's.
>>8231398
https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/ Link to elkinspace archive.
I really do need people with more skill than me working on this shit. I'm at amateur at absolute best.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:46:50 ID: 81c393 No.8231672 >>8231825

>>8231566
Checked.
Interesting.
This kind of innuendo happens in all sectors of industry.  A mate of mine worked with an engineer who invariably named his projects in ways which, once 
shortened to acronym, would have a sexual meaning.
Example.
Computerized Lightweight Inspection Tool (C.L.I.T)
Subsea Pressure-resistant Emergency Retrieval Mechamism (SPERM).
Every time the managers would bring up the inappropriate nature of the nomenclature and he would feign total ignorance.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:48:46 ID: 11e4cb No.8231695 >>8231705 >>8231807

>>8231142
Guys from the NPH facebook. 

To summerize, James owns to businesses with these kikes named Kate Damon and Izette Folger. They took trips to this organization I'm mexico called 
Nuestros Pequeños Hermanos México

https://www.nph.org/mexico

Found this image on the NPH facebook.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:49:18 ID: 11e4cb No.8231705 >>8231835

File (hide): f581092254e9af6⋯.jpg (671.71 KB, 1078x1007, 1078:1007, Screenshot_2016-11-13-11-3….jpg)

>>8231695
Shit image here  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:53:34 ID: bd7366 No.8231739

>>8231636
Attempted what the other anon suggested with exporting as a JPEG. 
No dice.
I'm going to attempt to take the song as raw data and as an .mp3, compare data, and shove pieces of it together.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:56:22 ID: 3778bb No.8231773 >>8231855 >>8231915 >>8231919 >>8231943

File (hide): 719e0c8fec3874a⋯.jpeg (436.07 KB, 1536x2048, 3:4, image.jpeg)

Wat dat means  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 18:58:54 ID: 571f83 No.8231792 >>8231825 >>8231871

File (hide): dab7dc7908ecb94⋯.jpg (50.82 KB, 986x217, 986:217, hex.JPG)

>>8224402
whats with this pic on 
innocents at risk?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:00:45 ID: 0360b7 No.8231807 >>8231814 >>8231938 >>8232189

>>8231142
>>8231695
>Also when digging into Izzette Folger and Kate Damon I cam across this organization.
>https://www.nph.org/mexico
>Looks like it's prime for some trafficking.
>#nphmexico tag on instagram has some weridos.

archive for those who want to check it out https://archive.fo/t1oju

They have branches all over S. America also one in the Netherlands. Netherlands branch https://archive.fo/XkCXr could use proper translation from an 
anon 
YT channel has links to other branch channels. So far I haven't seen any suspect videos.

Thing is Mexico is so rife with pedophilia and child trafficking it would be unusual if this place is totally clean. A quick google will tell you it's part and 
parcel with the cartels. 

How is Folger and Damon connected to this org? If it's a money/directorship connection it may lead to cartels. Which is a connection that has certainly 
been made before. Worth digging.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:01:37 ID: 0360b7 No.8231814

>>8231807
YT channel for NPH New Zealand here https://www.youtube.com/user/nphnz  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:02:23 ID: 711ae6 No.8231825 >>8231840

>>8231672

Ha ha, that's a guy innocently fucking around, but it also shows that some people really enjoy throwing out these hidden meanings.

>>8231792

What do you mean? Wouldn't it just be examples of kids at risk, or am I missing something?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:04:12 ID: f3feb6 No.8231835

>>8231705
Its a museum, that is mostly unrelated to NPH, Sometimes a butterfly is just a butterfly.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:04:38 ID: 571f83 No.8231840 >>8231853 >>8231871

>>8231825
look at the file name  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:05:35 ID: 77531a No.8231849

>>8231573
I used to doubt Jones as a shill but InfoWars was one of the largest contributors to the Trump campaign online, perhaps not even Jones himself but his 
reporters - Their media was second to none. He is also as yet the biggest channel exposing the Molesta DC pedo ring and the occult. It's hard to know if 
his flagrant eccentricities are meant to dissuade people from taking his revelations and his politics seriously (I mean he's clearly quite intelligent and 
clearly acting for the camera when he gets mad or cries) though rather in fact his channel is having unintentionally the opposite effect and is successfully 
garnering support for Trump and exposing the occult of inner DC… or if he's genuine all along. Truly though, his channel is seeming to do more good than 
harm. David Icke - he is blatant shill.

Jones recently remarked that Nigel Farage revealed to him that a lot of his best support for his own Brexit campaign came from InfoWars.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:05:47 ID: 571f83 No.8231850
File (hide): a66ff19ef475d49⋯.jpg (56.09 KB, 794x529, 794:529, ninosdecristos.JPG)

ninos de cristo foundation associated with 
innocents at risk associated with izette 
folger 

18 dots in middle= 6 6 6  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:05:57 ID: f3feb6 No.8231853 >>8231871

>>8231840
Bruh, What about it?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:06:03 ID: 180854 No.8231855 >>8231886

File (hide): 7d8d8397bfe255f⋯.gif (692.8 KB, 472x360, 59:45, 7d8d8397bfe255f59b3ef6888b….gif)

>>8231773
>highly specialized pizza ordering sites that require 
elevated privileges and clearing cookies to enter
nothing suspicious here, goyim
burn it all down  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:07:46 ID: 180854 No.8231871 >>8231901

>>8231792
>>8231840
>>8231853
it's just a GUID, for when you're too much of a lazy-ass faggot to use hashes en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globally_unique_identifier  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:09:07 ID: 81c393 No.8231886 >>8231896

>>8231855
Isn't it normal to clear your cache when testing a new website? To make sure you have the latest version loaded.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:09:13 ID: f23aef No.8231890 >>8232061

File (hide): 7517247f62e404d⋯.png (260.14 KB, 500x558, 250:279, Screen Shot 2016-11-13 at ….png)

>>8224402

she looks like she's ballin' out with 
that child trafficking money  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:10:13 ID: 180854 No.8231896 >>8231957

>>8231886
cache is not cookies. Besides, international orders for pizza? Fucking really?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:10:53 ID: 571f83 No.8231901

>>8231871

hmm, ok. but its the only pic that pops out and has  that 32 hex  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:10:53 ID: 55594d No.8231902 >>8232080

>>8223990
Start watching this video at 5h 26sm and 20s. Watch the hands behind the bottom banner, and watch the hands as the camera pulls back.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEkGtX6sNPY

This is the only footage in existence that shows those hands making that sign. And it cuts to black. No other media recording shows those hands.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:12:58 ID: 55594d No.8231915

>>8231773

Seatch podesta emails for "Fratelli" 

Luzzato on record asking to make a credit card payment for pizza.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:13:46 ID: a4cbfb No.8231917
File (hide): a026d9a1f84fcb7⋯.png (2.08 MB, 1857x809, 1857:809, weird.png)

>>8231103
>>8231249
good find, 
keeps 
getting 
weirder and 
weirder  

File (hide):
954d2a4f8801d55⋯.jpg
(10.75 KB, 131x125, 131:125,
logo.JPG)

File (hide): a66ff19ef475d49⋯.jpg (56.09 KB, 794x529,
794:529, ninosdecristos.JPG)

File (hide): 0057d210bbbfd91⋯.jpg (61.61 KB,
703x532, 37:28, shirt.JPG)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:13:49 ID: 571f83 No.8231918

innocents at risk logo

2 chics REAL close, yellow t-shirt

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:14:06 ID: 25f479 No.8231919 >>8231943

>>8231773
Well "weird stuff" and "anything that seems weird" would be things like usability issues or things that don't obviously fall into the error and bug categories. 
It's difficult to outline every possible issue or problem, so they're leaving it to the other person's discretion to highlight anything they think might need 
changing.

Fuck knows about the rest though.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:14:46 ID: 5abf38 No.8231923 >>8231949

File (hide): c67272551a90e40⋯.png (32.34 KB, 820x451, 20:11, wut.png)

ok so what is 
this?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:16:35 ID: 571f83 No.8231934
File (hide): ae569f72151c29a⋯.jpg (33.08 KB, 355x525, 71:105, ok.....JPG)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:17:40 ID: f23aef No.8231938 >>8232080

>>8231807
>mexico

Total hotbed for satanic cults 

Programmed to Kill: 

One of the more compelling aspects of Henry’s story was his contention that he
had ties to cult-run ranches just south of the U.S. border. In 1989, just such a
ranch was excavated in Matamoros, Mexico—just south of Brownsville, Texas—
yielding the remains of fifteen ritual sacrifice victims. The Matamoros case so
closely paralleled the stories told years earlier by Lucas that some law enforcement
personnel in Texas chose to take a closer look at Henry’s professed cult connections.
In fact, Jim Boutwell—the sheriff of Williamson County, Texas—later told
a reporter that investigators had verified that Lucas was indeed involved in cult
activities.
Following the discovery in Matamoros, Clemmie Schroeder—identified as
Henry’s spiritual adviser—sent to the state attorney general a map Lucas had
drawn for her in 1985 that identified locations where murder, kidnapping and
drug-running operations were conducted. She told a reporter for the Brownsville
Herald: “Henry told me there were a lot of different cults in Mexico who were
involved in satanic worship and everything. I found the map and realized he had
marked this cult and drug ring near Brownsville.” The attorney general’s office
chose not to take any action. In an interview conducted following the exposure of
the Matamoros cult, Ottis Toole claimed that it was not the specific ranch with
which he and Henry were associated, but he also emphasized that there were
many such interconnected operations along the Texas/Mexico border.
Though downplayed in most press reports, the Matamoros cult was largely an
American entity. Its leader was Adolfo Constanzo, a Cuban-American born in
Miami, Florida and raised in Miami and San Juan, Puerto Rico. Its ‘high priestess’
was Sara Aldrete, an honor student at Southmost Texas College  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:18:00 ID: 25f479 No.8231943 >>8231968 >>8232504

>>8231773
>>8231919

I take that back, everything you've highlighted is normal shit to do with testing and bug tracking etc. or to do with the type of site they're building.

Not sure why Pizza site though, that's a puzzle, unless it's just the project name before release version.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:18:16 ID: 5abf38 No.8231949 >>8231957

>>8231923
nvm it was nothing.  

The assange link?  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:18:41 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8231954

>>8223306 (OP)
>>8223946

ASSANGE relation to this:
Pedo came on the other night, (a few threads ago) searching through the keywords and posts of threads before he used TOR and after. I found the 
following assange related article

https://m.youtube(dot)com/watch?v=Bv4asuTEDe4  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:19:07 ID: 81c393 No.8231957 >>8231974 >>8232022

>>8231896
It's strange for sure, yes.
>>8231949
What do you guys hope to find by importing media files into GIMP as raw data, or poring over graphs in Audacity?
Those tools aren't going to decode steg for you.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:20:08 ID: 81c393 No.8231968 >>8231986 >>8232062

>>8231943
>Not sure why Pizza site though, that's a puzzle, unless it's just the project name before release version

What if "pizza" is their in-group term for "widget"?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:20:47 ID: 5abf38 No.8231974 >>8232008 >>8232067

>>8231957
personally I was listening for background noise that could be isolated and incriminating
since nobody was interested in the catholic school linked to a church that runs a shell corporation for the clintons.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:22:12 ID: 180854 No.8231986 >>8232016

>>8231968
>international orders for widgets
yeah, no. It's children.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:23:53 ID: 81c393 No.8232008 >>8232067

>>8231974
Ok.
I did import floodlights-HD.mp4 into Audacity and through using fourier transform I was able to notice some elements which when inspected turned out to 
be children coughing.
Not sure that it's relevant in any way though, does beg the question why a man would have children down at a remote beach in the middle of the night.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:24:34 ID: 81c393 No.8232016 >>8232032

>>8231986
Stratfor sells a number of products on an international basis.
Unless you have anything to indicate they're referring to children and not their 5 year forecasts, for example.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:25:33 ID: bd7366 No.8232022

>>8231957
It's the only thing I'm capable of providing as far as research.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:26:09 ID: 95884e No.8232027 >>8232056

Who is this woman?

>Description 
>This channel has evolved, just as I have evolved. It started as a place to display public notices so 
humanity would have a lawful basis for gaining our freedom from the Banking Elite. It also became a place 
to express personal thoughts and to stay in contact with loved ones. Now, in 2015, it is a platform for what I 
feel is the most important work I've ever done: assisting humanity in our transition to freedom and natural 
law.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:26:15 ID: 571f83 No.8232031
File (hide): c2378aa7196549e⋯.jpg (51.27 KB, 422x531, 422:531, pizzaboy.JPG)

see my other posts

ninos de cristos 
dominican repub  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:26:21 ID: 3778bb No.8232032

>>8232016
For the next 5 years, I'm predicting a 99% chance of pizza  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:26:43 ID: ac4d08 No.8232037

I believe I've found the sister of Arun G. Rao's (or his wife, idk)

https://twitter.com/MythiliRao

Do some digging on people that have been in contact with Arun on twitter
https://twitter.com/search?q=%40arungrao&src=typd

He recently had a kid aswell
https://twitter.com/memphismorris/status/162754600213020672

According to Mythili this is a case of Arun's: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/crime-scene/post/md-man-sentenced-to-20-years-in-pcp-conspiracy/2012/02/24/gIQAuWutXR_blog.html?
wprss=crime-scene&omniture=tid%3Dsm_twitter_postlocal

Last here's a pic of him:
https://www.instagram.com/p/BMeoUWmjXVp/?taken-by=artbymeera  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:27:27 ID: f23aef No.8232042 >>8232093

Has anyone posted this. I really don't wanna dilute your sleuthing with old News but Alefantis sister wrote a letter in support of some paedo teacher, right? 
I found the Letter. Idk if it was posted on here yet so I'm sorry if its old news 

Individuals who wrote the letter in support of Kloman:
>https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/835178/kloman-letter-writers.pdf

the actual letter 
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/835134-kloman-letters.html

I'm sorry if this is old news  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:29:20 ID: 81c393 No.8232056

>>8232027
> It started as a place to display public notices so humanity would have a lawful basis for gaining our freedom from the Banking Elite
> it is a platform for what I feel is the most important work I've ever done: assisting humanity in our transition to freedom and natural law.
Without clicking I would bet you 10 to 1 that she's in the "Freeman on the Land"/"Sovereign citizens" cult, she is using their language.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:29:49 ID: 11e4cb No.8232061

>>8231890
Izette's husband is a big financial investment broker kike Name Neil Clifford Folger 

>>8230570

Transformer INC has to be a money laundering business for thier trafficing.  It's a tiny little shop only open 3 daya a week and its non profit.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:29:56 ID: 25f479 No.8232062

>>8231968
It fits. Or something similar to that.  
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heres that clinton info for the hell of it.
WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON DEMOCRATIC CLUB OF QUEENS, INC. 
Company number 2785711
Status Active
Incorporation date 3 July 2002 (over 14 years ago)
DOMESTIC NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION
Address 33-05 158TH STREET, FLUSHING, NEW YORK, 11358 United States
This address is traced back to,
Mrs. Mary Ann Dorsa 
Mr. Joseph P. Dorsa 
Which traces back to.
Saint Andrew Avellino Roman Catholic Church

>>8232008
yeah that is pretty weird  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:32:33 ID: 0360b7 No.8232080 >>8232216 >>8232265 >>8232410

>>8231902
You're retarded and every post you make is now suspect. Roger does that with his hands all the time, not 
just in that one place. 

>>8231938
>Total hotbed for satanic cults 

Too many to name really, so let's for a moment look at one of them that has been named. Based on what 
we've learned so far, them being involved with mexican cult/daycare/pedo stuff is not at all surprising. Peas 
in a pod.

The Henry in your quote is Henry Lee Lucas, the only man pardoned by GWB. Now there's a rabbithole for 
you. 

>When George W. Bush was governor of Texas, something very, very bizarre went down, and to this day, neither the mainstream press, or the alternative 
media have made much headway on this strange turn of events…
>The investigation focuses around what links Bush, his family or inner circle, had with the convicted serial killer and self-proclaimed cannibal and satantic 
abuser, Henry Lee Lucas (photo, left), who received an official stay of execution by then Texas governor George W. Bush – even though the governor 
was notorious for rejecting clemency requests – having executed more people during his tenure than any other state governor.

These connections are not new. This has been going on for a long time.  
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just want to draw attention back 
to those vimeo videos that are so 
fucking weird  
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FUCKING ARCHIVE BEFORE POSTING YOU RET ARD
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>>8232093
sorry I thought this might have been old news to you guys  
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>>8232147
no worries, archive is fucked either way, showing only three pages, gonna need some other way of archiving this  
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>>8230994
>pop-up

a sexual game in which a group of guys and girls gather round and the men sit down with thier pants around their ankles. The women then can do 
anything to the men but touch their penis. The object is to see who "pops up" last. the women are competing to see who can turn the men on the 
quickest. Or you can play it reversed where the last guy to become aroused wins.  
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>>8232067
I'm not trying to muddy the waters or anything but we need to connect these fuckers with comet pizza and podesta.

involved in preschool and after school etc 

http://sanandresavelino .org/sponsors-list
http://www.standrewavellinoca .com
https://www.optionc .com/Templates/Simple/default.asp?key=929  
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>>8231807

Fuck guys.

Here's Izettes dad.

http://management4best.blogspot.com/2010/03/biography-of-michael-maccoby.html?m=1

He's a treasure trove of goodies:

>He has authored or co-authored twelve books and consulted to companies, governments, the World Bank, unions, research and development centers 
and laboratories, universities and orphanages in 26 countries.

>He was born in Mt. Vernon, NY March 5, 1933 where his father was a reform rabbi and his mother was a teacher

>During the Carter administration at the Department of Commerce he led a project to improve the quality of working life and at the Department of State he 
created a participative project that determined the kind of leadership needed. During the Reagan administration he helped the US ambassador in New 
Delhi to develop a collaborative embassy team and under the auspices of State he provided lectures to Chile's business community on Democracy and 
Free Enterprise before the plebiscite of 1988

>Dr. Maccoby has applied psychoanalytic concepts, including the theory of social character, to the study of leadership and followership. Building on 
Fromm, he proposes that social character is the internalized culture which is formed in childhood to enable people to adapt to the demands of work and 
social patterns in that culture. In his books and writings he contrasts social character formed by peasant, industrial-bureaucratic, and knowledge-service 
dominated cultures

>In 2008, King Carl XVI Gustav made him Commander of the Royal Order of the Polar Star for his services to Sweden

>on the board of NPH

>He has served on the boards of the Washington School of Psychiatry, the Albert Shanker Institute, the Tällberg Foundation, and Nuestros Pequeños 
Hermanos (NPH), an orphanage in nine Latin American and Caribbean countries based on humanistic principles that stimulate development. He was a 
close associate of Father William Wasson, the founder of NPH.

Wtf.  
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This is getting too fucked up for me. I'm out.  
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is the children 'art gallery'
http://www.standrewavellinoca .com/photo-gallery.html  
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the video where the boy reviews comet ping pong is now private!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tiu325HYQk  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:51:16 ID: 571f83 No.8232248 >>8232271

>>8232223
this is shit, cmon man  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:51:36 ID: f073cd No.8232251 >>8232535

File (hide): ed75b99cdc3560a⋯.jpg (341.24 KB, 3264x1836, 16:9, s9uaUYf.jpg)

>>8229132
https://www.google.com/imgres?
imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.licdn.com%2Fmpr%2Fmpr%2Fshrinknp_200_200%2Fp%2F1%2F000%2F
102%2F365%2F36077ce.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fin%2Frobert-falk-
29b9739&docid=sEqKWQ_iu0WPtM&tbnid=UYLtMD8kBLWGIM%3A&vet=1&w=199&h=199&bih=669&biw=
1280&ved=0ahUKEwiqz__nvqbQAhVDilQKHZBoDRMQMwgqKA8wDw&iact=mrc&uact=8

https://www.linkedin.com/in/robert-falk-29b9739

Can anyone find any more pictures of Robert Falk?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:52:37 ID: 81c393 No.8232256

>>8232229
He reviewed several other places, hope someone has a record of his review list for further investigation.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:53:03 ID: 6672e1 No.8232260 >>8232300 >>8232318

I don't think this one is in the pastebin. Have you guys seen this one?

Hillary Pizza Party April 10

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/53745  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:53:36 ID: f23aef No.8232265

>>8232080
Yeah, I'm re-reading Programmed to kill right now. It documents every strange happening with mainstream articles. This shits so fucking organized. Evil 
permeates from all facets of government, even at a local level with masons.

>>8232216

pussy  

File (hide): 3566767f236a02c⋯.jpeg (1.23 MB,
1440x1080, 4:3, f97d3cb0695715b05c13ef7b0….jpeg)

File (hide): 4c1f415f1a74fdb⋯.jpeg (1.25 MB,
1440x1080, 4:3, d4203e325048a245f24df29b9….jpeg)

File (hide): b3aebedadf02722⋯.jpeg (1.41 MB,
1440x1080, 4:3, 3f26616a9b0855d3c1f8c31ac….jpeg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:54:11 ID: 5abf38 No.8232271 >>8232327

>>8232248
Wizard of Oz MK-ultra much? the people that run it run a shell corporation for "william jefferson clinton"
>>8232067

>>8232229
anyone have it downloaded?

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:55:12 ID: 9dad3b No.8232281

>>8231260
>>8231442
Well that implicates him enough for me. Bohemian Grove regularly partakes in pedophilia and pederasty.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:57:58 ID: 4bdaee No.8232300 >>8232322 >>8232344

>>8232260

I've seen it. Tried to get it out but no one listened lol.

"Do you wanna do pizza or try to sell to terry event?"

That's really weirdly put. Who asks if they wanna "do" pizza? isn't "eat" the correct word?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:58:20 ID: e04cb4 No.8232303 >>8232316 >>8232540 >>8232608 >>8232703

File (hide): f9e8753782f02cd⋯.png (626.72 KB, 1050x774, 175:129, jamesalefantis.png)

>>8223306 (OP)
Hiding in plain sight.
It's in the kiddyfucker's name!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 19:59:03 ID: 076e1f No.8232307

>>8223964
>>8230570

In wall of names on page one is "James Huckenpahler". I think this is a strong direction to sniff in. When you google him he's off. His soundcloud is where 
the two spoken word tracks matching the "Heavy Breathing"/CPP Birthday video. 

His name keeps coming up and I've had a gut feeling for a minute now.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:00:21 ID: 571f83 No.8232316 >>8232367 >>8232700

>>8232303
did you hear we landed on the moon too?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:00:30 ID: 084638 No.8232318

>>8232260

Where did I hear about Sara Latham..  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:00:38 ID: abca56 No.8232322

>>8232300
No, you can say "let's do pizza" and it implies you're just going to have an event where people eat pizza. More commonly you'll hear "let's do lunch." Not 
suspicious at all. "Pizza for Hillary," though… that's a bit weirder.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:00:53 ID: 81c393 No.8232327 >>8232369 >>8232373

File (hide): adab5dcba0dbfc1⋯.webm (2.02 MB, 720x480, 3:2, eli_review.webm.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8232229
>>8232229
The whole channel is nuked, which affirms the suggestion that the other 
places he "reviewed" may be connected to Comet.
Hope someone got a screenshot at least, I may have one but don't hold your 
breath.
>>8232271
>anyone have it downloaded?
Yep.
Damn, this is tragic if no one has a copy of the entire video list, it was a 
goldmine of potential leads.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:02:40 ID: 213e09 No.8232344

>>8232300
"Do you want to do pizza or wings?" it would make sense if terry was another food item but it isn't and its really confusing  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:02:57 ID: 73b20f No.8232350

inb4 shill, "do" pizza is the term one would use when planning an event, similar to "do you wanna *go* with turkey?"
Or "do you want to *do* party favors?"
I am not discounting this email, and certainly not the investigation, but sometimes out of context certain normal phrases become suspicious.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:03:19 ID: f23aef No.8232356 >>8232366

File (hide): a87c3cc003f94a8⋯.png (322.09 KB, 1256x595, 1256:595, Screen Shot 2016-11-13 at ….png)

>>8224543
>>8224594
>>8224640

>VOODO. Crazy fucking coon 
magic holy shit  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:04:30 ID: 084638 No.8232366

>>8232356

>suicide  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:04:33 ID: e04cb4 No.8232367

>>8232316
Sorry, couldn't find it on here and have been out of the loop today.
Very pleased to hear it  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:04:41 ID: 4d0e71 No.8232368 >>8232488

Please tell me that these people will be stopped, or that more people will find out about this. This isn't funny like it may have been in 2007 internet, this is 
horrifying.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:05:03 ID: 9dad3b No.8232369 >>8232405

>>8232327
DOWNLOAD/ARCHIVE EVER YTHING FROM HERE ON IN  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:05:08 ID: e3ef5a No.8232372
File (hide): d5d6e51b411cbf2⋯.jpg (72.35 KB, 302x473, 302:473, pizza for the secret meeti….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:05:16 ID: 81c393 No.8232373
File (hide): 3edfb3af9416336⋯.png (235.75 KB, 1034x691, 1034:691, dc4t.png)

>>8232327
Here's what 
was saved of 
his 
homepage.
It's actually 
an 
organization, 
DCForTeens.

https://archiv
e.fo/0mLRC  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:09:26 ID: 527d33 No.8232405

>>8232369
MAKE SURE TO DOWNLOAD/ARCHIVE EVERYTHING BEFORE DROPPING THE LEAD TO OTHER ANONS  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:10:06 ID: 55594d No.8232410 >>8232518

>>8232080
Who is Roger? I'm talking about the hands in the crowd you blind cuck. 

IGNORE THIS DISINFO SHILL AND LOOK AT THE HANDS MAKING THE SIGN OF THE BOHEMIAN GROVE.

5h 56m 26s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEkGtX6sNPY&r=5h56m26s  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:16:45 ID: 4345c7 No.8232452

Major resource on Larry King/GW Bush and the "Franklin Boys" pedo sex trafficking ring Scandal/Conspiracy

h ttp://www.franklincase.org

This is connected to the Must Read in the OP of this PPPv9.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:17:31 ID: 072f5d No.8232460
File (hide): 67ac9f064c3eea3⋯.png (516.21 KB, 1315x1080, 263:216, accounts.png)

From James 
Alefantis 
facebook friends. 
What I got so far.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:18:38 ID: 81c393 No.8232470 >>8232484

File (hide): 3e2f33ecc4f7563⋯.webm (4.88 MB, 720x480, 3:2, night_at_comet.webm) [play once] [loop]

Same girl?
Instagram picture is over 2 years old.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:18:43 ID: 076e1f No.8232474

>>8229821
>>8224658
>>8224876
>>8227674
>>8231215

The cadence, intonation, and emphasis in his speaking matches the Heavy Breathing lead/SkiMaskWigParty James Huckenpahler Tracks. I feel like this 
is a quite large and sufficient sample to make a match. 

Imagine a dose of caris-whatever-the-fuck and their other drugs and it makes it even more believable.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:18:58 ID: 6d6e3a No.8232477 >>8232525 >>8232574

As I said in the previous thread, the white rabbit is a fucking red herirng meant to distract us from actual leads such as Comet Pizza and Ping Pong and 
surrounding businesses. There is absolutely NO connection between the white rabbit and everything else we've investigated.

Some faggot posted photos from the daycare investigation that happened TWO YEARS AGO where a white rabbit sticker was found outside. Back then 
we never had any proof it was connected to anything and we still don't. Suddenly some other faggot posted a photo of a door from google streetview that 
had a white rabbit painted on it (it wasn't even the same as the one on the sticker) and drew some outlandish, unprovable connection between these two 
things. A bunch of morons saw this and started mixing it in with our research and investigation of Podesta and Comet Pizza and Ping Pong to muddy the 
waters.

TL;DR THE "WHITE RABBIT" IS A DISTRACTION AND RED HERRING MEANT T O DISRUPT OUR INVESTIGA TION  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:19:33 ID: c44fc0 No.8232483

>>8227480

He was also on CTR payroll, got at least one $50k check  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:19:35 ID: 81c393 No.8232484 >>8232494

File (hide): 00e59d8dad90f4b⋯.jpg (99.31 KB, 988x707, 988:707, a_night_at_comet.jpg)

>>8232470
*
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:20:03 ID: 25f479 No.8232488

>>8232368
Hopefully 2016 will take them, if kek wills it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:20:57 ID: 55594d No.8232494 >>8232526 >>8232620

File (hide): 27199ee24b31a76⋯.png (1004.27 KB, 954x953, 954:953, 0b0d5bb63fd1d2c7920546df8e….png)

>>8232484
Same girl?

Or white rabbit?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:21:38 ID: dce8f6 No.8232502 >>8232606 >>8232905

File (hide): ecb7a01ef045515⋯.jpg (2.37 MB, 1420x8084, 355:2021, JENNIFER-MOTRUK-PINS-BABY-….jpg)

>>8231506

JENNIFER MOTRUK LOY
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Jennifer+Motruk&t=ffab&iax=1&ia=images&iai=http%3A%2F%2Fmedia-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com%2F736x%2F09%2F0e%2F80%2F090e80b480d20999ffeca512c2a6f73d.jpg
http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/09/0e/80/090e80b480d20999ffeca512c2a6f73d.jpg
http://scs.georgetown.edu/faculty/2214457/jennifer-motruk
https://www.wpadc.org/auction/auction09_patrons.html
http://www.wpadc.org/auction/auc/wpa_auc09_invite.pdf
———————-
LUKE LOY
http://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/oppFM-PSV-12-001-cfda20.239-cidFM-PSV-12-001-015423-instructions.pdf
http://www.american-injustice.info/documents/020104PetitionandConformity.pdf
??Related to James Loy?? https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/318
??Related to Frank Loy?? https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/27516
(kek kekky mckekface kek! cuckin archive quick!!!)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:21:45 ID: 6d6e3a No.8232504 >>8232530

>>8231943
international pizza orders are "normal" to you?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:24:18 ID: 25f479 No.8232518

>>8232410
The horns, that people throw at metal and rock gigs or at times in crowds where they're like "woo! Yeah man, this is awesome!"?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:25:01 ID: 5abf38 No.8232525 >>8232673

>>8232477
It is all linked together anon one way or another the catholic pedos and the muslim pedos and the satanic pedos and the plain pedos.
all work together to be pedos.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:25:12 ID: ad9648 No.8232526
File (hide): 7bb998c910466a5⋯.png (406.3 KB, 432x651, 144:217, 27199ee24b31a764e300cb7561….png)

>>8232494
Since we've brought this up again, can someone try and explain what this thing in the background might be?  Is that brown 
rope attached to those three loops hanging down?  Is this built to suspend a kid in the air?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:25:41 ID: 25f479 No.8232530

>>8232504
No, but naming objects in goofy, injoke, or pop culture reference ways when developing and programming is.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:25:53 ID: f073cd No.8232535 >>8232880

File (hide): 898d7c72d417131⋯.jpg (4.11 KB, 159x159, 1:1, robertfalk.jpg)

>>8229132
>>8232251
Got this image searching Schwing Electrical Supply. Some resemblance to 
cards guy. 

Here's his twitter: https://twitter.com/Iamrobfalk/status/411502168953217024

He is not very active, does not follow many people, but one of his unique posts 
is about Food Network's app.

>Food Network In the Kitchen by Television Food Network 
G.P.htm6l@l@of@@ly@om#lld9lr only  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:26:34 ID: c1c592 No.8232540

>>8232303
Only one letter difference to be an anagram
JUST A COINCIDENCE GOY!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:30:15 ID: f23aef No.8232574 >>8232610

>>8232477
CONFIRMED JEWISH DISINFO INJECTED INTO THE DISCOURSE:

>the Madeline girl who got abducted by the podesta bros and Obama (I shit you not, I saw 4chaim shills posting infographs of this retarded shit) 

>White rabbit thing

>autistic in depth research into the occult history/masons/saturn  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:34:16 ID: 5abf38 No.8232606 >>8232641

>>8232502
>>8232502
>JENNIFER MOTRUK LOY
I FOUND THE VINE
https://vine.co/u/955148092980768768  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:34:39 ID: c44fc0 No.8232608 >>8232703

>>8232303
That is very fucking creepy. Paired with the guy in the shirt, this can't be just a coincidence. So is it an alias?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:34:56 ID: 25f479 No.8232610 >>8232700

>>8232574
There is definitely shady shit going on with the Madeleine case. But that would be a separate paedo ring to investigate, UK gov- and elites-based.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:35:16 ID: 9f3c02 No.8232613 >>8232726

- Handkerchief being symbolic for blackmail makes perfect sense, because who actually has handerkchiefs? Is this the 1930s?

- FBI operating 23 child porn websites makes me think the pizza website email has to do more with a blackmail rung than a child porn ring

- That these people involved maintain reputations for a living makes them both more susceptible to blackmail and makes it a great tool to hurt their 
competition.

- Digging has the effect of making their blackmail less effective and in general getting rid of people who elevate themselves in politics by nefarious means 
instead of, you know, solving America's problems.

Keep digging, make america great again  
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File (hide): e19974498236275⋯.png (730.99 KB,
971x623, 971:623, 123.png)

File (hide): 39c1e5d1fd49bf4⋯.png (1.9 MB,
1864x1194, 932:597, 39c1e5d1fd49bf49fbb67c12bf….png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:36:05 ID: 55594d No.8232620 >>8232644 >>8232664 >>8232667

>>8232494

#carisjames

Caris James? Car Is James?

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:36:48 ID: c57273 No.8232625

>>8227142
Awoooo! Too.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:37:31 ID: 11e4cb No.8232630

One thing we can  confirm with all these leads and folks associated with James 
> 100% jewish
>Generational  

File (hide): b7fbadcdd8e80f8⋯.mp4 (811.01 KB,
480x480, 1:1, jennifer_motruk_loy_1120E0….mp4)
[play once] [loop]

File (hide): 3b77bf35e95fcf5⋯.mp4 (881.78 KB,
480x480, 1:1, jennifer_motruk_loy_s_Prof….mp4) [play once]
[loop]

File (hide): 044260139a3d04d⋯.mp4 (846.3 KB,
480x480, 1:1, jennifer_motruk_loy_s_Prof….mp4) [play once]
[loop]

File (hide): fd55bbaf58c659f⋯.mp4 (831.74 KB,
480x480, 1:1, jennifer_motruk_loy_s_Prof….mp4) [play once]
[loop]

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:38:16 ID: 5abf38 No.8232641

>>8232606  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:38:56 ID: 076e1f No.8232644 >>8232667 >>8232766

>>8232620
I believe it's a reference to a newer drug with the prefix "caris". The baby that is often posted with the money was posted with the pills I believe. It would 
probably be the hip, new rape drug.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:40:52 ID: 571f83 No.8232664 >>8232707

>>8232620
whats with the orange balls, ive seen several kids in pics so far  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:40:57 ID: 6b00a8 No.8232665

Weird.

Arun Rao's (from the DOJ) old IG name used to be "Search"

Why would someone have such a name as their IG? And it wasn't just his profile name it was his username as well.

Google Cache still has it stored from 29th of September so it's quite recent as well.

https://www.instagram.com/search/?
q=cache%3A79B7cBl6rIUJ%3Ahttps%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Farungrao%2F%2B&cd=2&hl=ja&ct=clnk&gl=jp  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:41:18 ID: 076e1f No.8232667 >>8232745

>>8232644
>>8232620

carisoprodol

TO RECAP:
>TO RECAP:

JAMES ALEFANTIS
>JAMES ALEFANTIS

CARISJAMES
>CARISJAMES

JAMES HUCKENPAHLER
>JAMES HUCKENPAHLER  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:41:51 ID: 6d6e3a No.8232673 >>8232713

>>8232525
>It is all linked together ano
No it's not. There isn't a single bit of evidence linking the daycare to the streetview house to the pizza ping pong place.  

File (hide): dd04fe312debacc⋯.jpg (63.36 KB,
681x681, 1:1, 309165_10151123752479806_1….jpg)

File (hide): 18c9aa62d34f786⋯.jpg (95.61 KB,
960x960, 1:1, 12189063_10153717154949806….jpg)

File (hide): 082568701c1411b⋯.jpg (165.88 KB,
960x960, 1:1, 12189063_10153717155019806….jpg)

File (hide): 7117f7eaecaba28⋯.jpg (115.39 KB,
960x960, 1:1, 11221404_10153717154954806….jpg)

File (hide): 5ec0f2e0c329fab⋯.jpg (35.35 KB, 526x526,
1:1, 14956396_10103831879998614….jpg)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:42:20 ID: 072f5d No.8232678

David Williamson and Andrea Elizabeth Hailey are friends with James Alefantis. They are both democrat operatives.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:43:43 ID: 7bff34 No.8232696

>>8231025
Like hookers smoking out of their pussies with kegel movements? Or a game of beerpong played with vaginas?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:44:03 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8232700 >>8232736 >>8232739 >>8232795 >>8232898

File (hide): f54343b4c3c9629⋯.jpeg (120.42 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, image.jpeg)

>>8232316
>>8232610

international  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:44:30 ID: 81c393 No.8232703

>>8232303
>>8232608
This is days old information.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:44:40 ID: 55594d No.8232707 >>8232719 >>8232763 >>8232776

>>8232664
It's a fruit. Don't know which or what the significance is, but I remember many other IG posts from Jimmy and others with this fruit.

Handing it to a baby, putting them in a shopping cart I think. 

Does somebody have info on the fruit symbolism, or those other IG pics?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:45:01 ID: 5abf38 No.8232713 >>8232795

>>8232673
>organized pedophilia and human trafficking 
>not linked together
>nothing to see here 
sure  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:45:49 ID: 571f83 No.8232719 >>8232850

>>8232707
paging anyone who saved that colorcoding infographic  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:46:30 ID: 7049c9 No.8232726 >>8232792

>>8232613
The FBI thing is actually an interesting read but I don't think it's relevant (as of yet) to our investigation.

https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20161108/07362735989/unsealed-warrant-shows-fbi-malware-affected-innocent-tor-users-while-agency-ran-more-than-
20-child-porn-sites.shtml
The FBI compromised Freedom Hosting, which was hosting a lot of Tor CP sites and then modified Freedom Hosting such that anytime anyone visited 
any website it was hosting (apparently including 23 CP sites), the visitor would be hacked and reveal their IP to the FBI. However, it only took a couple 
days for the general public to figure out what was going on (precisely because the FBI infected so many people by exceeding the scope of their warrant, 
which is what link related is about) and I'm pretty sure they shut it all down soon after that.

So, just to recap, I don't think this is relevant right now. It seems like a case of the FBI compromising a CP host and keeping that shit going for a few days 
or weeks to find out who else was involved in CP, not some kind of long-running FBI inside job that hosts 23 CP sites indefinitely.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:47:31 ID: f23aef No.8232736 >>8232758 >>8232798 >>8232823 >>8232827

>>8232700
this is retarded. Like c'mon, that is blatant disinfo on par with the tony hawk crisis actor shit  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:47:46 ID: 55594d No.8232739 >>8232769

>>8232700
What was with her left eye? Is there any occult significance to her eye and how it changes in different pictures?  
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File (hide): f2babc4ea3de372⋯.png (1.42 MB,
1279x663, 1279:663, alefantis4.png)

File (hide): f41539ffe748a9e⋯.png (1.19 MB,
1277x664, 1277:664, alefantis2.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:48:22 ID: 5abf38 No.8232745

>>8232667
reposting alefantis business info

 ALEFANTIS GROUP INC.

Company Number
    4258746
Status
    Active
Incorporation Date
    14 June 2012 (over 4 years ago)
Company Type
    DOMESTIC BUSINESS CORPORATION
Jurisdiction
    New York (US)
Registered Address

        ACHILLES ALEFANTIS, 8 GLENWOLDE PARK, TARRYTOWN, NEW YORK, 10591
        United States

Previous Names

        ALEFANTIS GROUP INC.
 ALEFANTIS AND ASSOCIATES INC.

Company Number
    04928065
Status
    Active
Incorporation Date
    29 October 1997 (about 19 years ago)
Company Type
    Corporation
Jurisdiction
    Virginia (US)
Registered Address

        6513 BRAWNER STREET, MCLEAN VA 22101
        United States

Agent Name
    SUSAN ALEFANTIS
Agent Address
    6513 BRAWNER STREET, MCLEAN VA 22101
Directors / Officers

        SUSAN ALEFANTIS, agent

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:49:52 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8232758 >>8232827

>>8232736
No it ain't. Been following this save she disappeared. The efits got buried u til 5years after the event. Even the person that created the efits wasn't aware 
they didn't get released. Check the previous tabloids.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:50:57 ID: 8589ce No.8232763

>>8232707
I think he's trying to throw you off.  Look at his other posts.  His comments sound a lot like some of the nasty ones clearly posted by Comet staff on the 
video showing them playing ping pong on the sidewalk next to traffic.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:51:10 ID: 7bff34 No.8232766 >>8232827

>>8232644
>I believe it's a reference to a newer drug with the prefix "caris". The baby that is often posted with the money was posted with the pills I believe. It would 
probably be the hip, new rape drug.
Carisoprodol (Soma) is a new kind of barbituate with more power and fewer side-effects.
Soma. Really they aren't hiding it anymore.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:51:26 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8232769

>>8232739
For some un-explained reason, it was shopped it in later photos.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:51:54 ID: c44fc0 No.8232776

>>8232707
Those are the little oranges called "cuties" aren't they?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:53:00 ID: 076e1f No.8232782

Anyone else seeing E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc AKA Dupont coming up in peer block a lot? I am admittedly newer to this. 

Not understanding why there are so many connections with them being blocked.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:53:43 ID: 9f3c02 No.8232792

>>8232726

Yeah, FBI sting sounds weak.

But if you think about it, blackmail being the primary purpose of what they're doing also explains how easily this was uncovered.

If someone as high profile as Podesta had this urge he needed to satisfy, and likely minded people were in on it, most likely they would be far more 
paranoid and hide their tracks better. Notice how many young women are seemingly involved, this doesn't really fit the pedo profile. Blackmailing their 
competition with child porn is one level of disgusting removed from actually producing cp.

Blackmail also may not just be used to climb social ladders. Foriegn governments may be paying them huge sums of money for dirt on people - israel, 
saudi arabia, russa would all love to have this sort of leverage and most likely pay astronomical sums for it.

The other angle is that the satanism looks silly and tin foily, but actually if you are grooming politicians to be black mailed, one way to know if they would 
compromise themselves is if you can get them to do some kinda black magic voodoo shit. THat's already basically blackmail material, cause who would 
vote for a satanist.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:53:59 ID: 6d6e3a No.8232795 >>8232821

>>8232713
>>organized pedophilia and human trafficking 
>literally no evidence of this in regards to the white rabbit sticker or the house with the rabbit painted on it
sure

>>8232700
This shit is obvious garbage to muddy the waters. Who the fuck actually thinks Podesta personally kidnapped Madelaine?

Besides Those sketches are of the SAME PERSON, not of three separate kidnappers.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:54:14 ID: abca56 No.8232798

>>8232736
Except it's not and you have no idea what you're talking about, clearly.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:54:41 ID: 3122be No.8232804 >>8232836

IMCEC

Dupont Underground

Dupont family heir baby rapist

Majo Humer at White House pizza party

Franz Humer head of pharma company

All Connected to Koons who sold his firstborn son  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:56:06 ID: 4ab684 No.8232816 >>8232860

File (hide): 3f5161ebb4c4442⋯.jpg (206.61 KB, 755x1059, 755:1059, gems.jpg)

You know I just stumbled into this but don't you all think maybe someone should just abduct one of these fucks 
and grill them about CarisJames?

like you could easily just pull one of these guys off the street in masks and grill him for like 15 minutes before 
knocking him out and dumping him  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:56:47 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8232821 >>8232883

>>8232795
Do the research, it's all there documented. 
They want u to beleive it's dis info, that's why it got buried again….  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:56:58 ID: 9dad3b No.8232823
File (hide): dc5fff1287191c9⋯.jpg (192.28 KB, 553x936, 553:936, 1447833466653.jpg)

>>8232736
Podesta is our enemy. He wants to see my race wiped out. Tar and feathering with these memes, even if they aren't true, 
shine with a brilliance because they are also true in other ways. The Podestas are sick demented fucks, and this will only lead 
people to see them as this subconsciously. 

Criminal investigation involves in following every possible lead, then calculating the logistics and possibility of validating or 
verifying each lead. The more people investigating, the more leads can be traced. 

In an investigation you set up a web. You connect people with strings, names, organizations. You categorize the connections 
by friendships, time spent around each other, how much they communicate with each other and most importantly what their 
monetary connections are. 

Every organization has a leadership, then its underdogs, then its financiers. 

All of this >hur dur stop following disinfo would only be a credible concern if we were limited on time and manpower. We aren't. 
We can follow every lead. I wouldn't be surprised if there's some alphabets monitoring these threads to see how far we can 
follow a lead. 

The problem with our limitation is that you can only scrub the internet so much. An investigation requires field work to ever come to fruition. It requires 
solid evidence. Few of us are brave enough, have the resources, training and experience to carry out active field work. This is where we can hope and 
pray anons out there in the alphabet agencies can find the gumption to go out there are bring criminals to justice. 

We are a peoples probe. Eventually we will have anons who will go out and do field work, some already have. As this phenomenon carries on, we 
become more dangerous, and more like an actual agency. 

Just as they feared the militia movement, they fear independent citizen investigations and probes even more.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:57:23 ID: 81c393 No.8232827 >>8232849

>>8232736
This.
Of course it's disinfo/misdirection.
>>8232758
The two e-fits are OF ONE MAN.
This is total misdirection, noise for the signal.
This thread is overrun.
>>8232766
>It would probably be the hip, new rape drug.
"rape drugs" are urban myth. They have never really existed.
Several studies have been conducted into the claims of "date rape" stemming from promiscuous, alcohol-guzzing millennial women.
The two main studies, one from the UK and one from Australia, both delivered the same result.  Out of hundreds of women reporting to accident and 
emergency wards, not a single one was found to have been doped with any known "date rape" drug.
What doctors did find in the blood and urine was high amounts of alcohol and often cocaine.
tl;dr women claim "I was drugged" because it's a better story than "I am a drunken slut who regrets having casual sex."

>“the drink-spiking narrative has a functional appeal in relation to the contemporary experience of young women’s public drinking”.

https://archive.fo/S2cFj  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:58:08 ID: 076e1f No.8232836 >>8232887

>>8232804

>Dupont family heir baby rapist

Going to reiterate.

E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc
E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc
E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc

triggering peer blocker A LOT

>E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc
>E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc
>E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc

IS DUPONT

New to peerblocker, can anyone confirm/deny significance considering what we're looking into?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:59:32 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8232849 >>8232918

>>8232827
Fuck off.

Also rape drugs urban myth? Come on really. I can name a few. Get the fuck out  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 20:59:32 ID: 15132c No.8232850 >>8232875

File (hide): f58a420eb3f3241⋯.jpg (69.8 KB, 840x637, 120:91, CxC59vCUAAA3A7l.jpg)

>>8232719
this one?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:00:31 ID: 213e09 No.8232860

>>8232816
will you do it yourself?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:02:08 ID: abca56 No.8232875

>>8232850
It's more likely that the handkerchief is code for blackmail.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:02:24 ID: f073cd No.8232880

>>8232535
it is not Robert Falk. Robert Falk is an attorney on HRC, the human rights campaign. http://www.hrc.org/hrc-story/staff/robert-falk

If you reverse search the image, it is associated with his name, anthony pilo, and Michael Abramowitz on Linked In.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:02:35 ID: 6d6e3a No.8232883 >>8232908

>>8232821
>Do the research, it's all there documented. 
No it fucking isn't. On either of these things. Podesta absolutely did not personally kidnap Madelin McCann, and the white rabbit is completely unrelated 
to this entire thing in the first place  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:02:52 ID: 3122be No.8232887

>>8232836
>peer blocker
literally a black cube for the logo
>no thanks

anyways, ya du pont is badddddd

this shit is all going down in the dupont underground

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:03:44 ID: 25f479 No.8232898

>>8232700
She died before she was reported missing, and her parents' doctor friend is a nonce. Everything since has been protecting the parents and friends from at 
least getting done for child neglect, and at worst all being paedos. Photo-fits mean shit-all because no one saw anyone take her - she was already dead.

The average person knew who dunnit when the news first broke. But the average person couldn't imagine these well-to-do, middle-class types were 
capable of being kiddy fiddlers. Despite what the papers suggested, it was obvious she had died (most would think accidentally while her parents were 
out boozing), and the parents and friends were covering up that fact because they would face charges for leaving young children alone.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:04:17 ID: 3122be No.8232902
File (hide): af114afcd49b74c⋯.jpg (105.89 KB, 800x600, 4:3, du1.jpg)

DUPONT UNDERGROUND
http://www.citylab.com/design/2011/11/new
-vision-dcs-abandoned-streetcar-
tunnels/537/
https://archive.is/LwRYl

http://www.dupontunderground.org/
https://archive.is/X2N6F

http://www.dupontunderground.org/index.p
hp/about/#mission
https://archive.is/hyEfu  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:04:34 ID: 5abf38 No.8232905

>>8232502
check it out

"I dealt blackjack in an illegal gambling operation for a volunteer fire company in northern Maryland while I was just out of college. We were trained in a 
back room/secret knock kind of place in the back of a party store in a seedy part of Baltimore, and each night as we drove to the firehouse, we would 
have to watch for signals by the road to let us know if it was safe to continue on, as the place was often raided by police. I currently own my own 
marketing and communications firm in Washington.
– Jennifer Motruk Loy, marketingbyjml .com"

https://archive.is/uOSVQ#selection-935.0-938.1  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:05:02 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8232908 >>8232917

>>8232883
I didn't say podesta did,  I said do the research, the macann disappearance is well documented which needs to be followed through  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:06:02 ID: 6d6e3a No.8232917

>>8232908
Oh, sorry. I know that She got kidnapped. I wasn't disputing this. What I was doing was disputing the claims that Podesta personally kidnapped her.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:06:05 ID: 076e1f No.8232918 >>8232924

>>8232849
Seconded fuck off.

I've seen people do a lot of drugs and remain functional. I've seen these same people's memories and ability go to shit because of some creep spiking.

OBVIOUSLY CarisJames + Soma (Carisoprodol) [pictured in JimmyCommet] + James Alefantis is the right direction. 
>OBVIOUSLY CarisJames + Soma (Carisoprodol) [pictured in JimmyCommet] + James Alefantis is the right direction. Triggered.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:07:04 ID: 0ce6e8 No.8232924

>>8232918
Devils breath or rohipnol.  
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George Soros donated about 21k to Comet Ping Pong.

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?14960793887
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?13941306270
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?13940775420

American Bridge PAC is largely funded by Democratic donors and labor unions. Billionaire hedge fund manager George Soros was the group’s largest 
donor for the 2012 and 2014 cycles, contributing $1 million in 2012 and over $1 million in 2014. In 2012, the American Federation of State, County, and 
Municipal Employees donated $575,000.[1] American Bridge was one of several progressive political groups to coordinate fundraising efforts for the 2012 
elections.[8] 

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Bridge_21st_Century

Even more money has been sent directly to the owner, James Alefantis:

http://search04.fec.gov/vivisimo/cgi-bin/query-meta?input-form=advanced-
fec&query=Alefantis&v%3Asources=Administrative_Fine&v%3Asources=Advisory_Opinion&v%3Asources=Alternative_Dispute_Resolution&v%3Asource
s=Audit_Reports&v%3Asources=Matters_Under_Review&v%3Asources=Matters_Under_Review_Archived&v%3Asources=Rulemaster&v%3Asources=
Candidate_Summary&v%3Asources=Committee_Summary&v%3Asources=fec.gov&v%3Asources=Disbursements&v%3Asources=Receipts&v%3Asour
ces=Other.Transactions&v%3Aproject=fec_search_02_prj

Don't let this one slip away guys. Seems like he's funding this child trafficking place just as he's funding the current anti-trump protests.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:31:11 ID: 6af46d No.8233123 >>8234323 >>8240656

> 
https://youtu.be/Ry5eSKyZ
98g
> 
https://youtu.be/Y73nFp0Y
19c

>>8233103
use a spoiler m8.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:31:44 ID: cc9e9d No.8233130

>>8233103
this painting is hanging in a museum

the man who painted it was accused of child abuse by his wife

he also is a head member of the ICMEC

Jeff Koons
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20140618-sex-shocks-and-cold-hard-cash
https://archive.is/oM1yC

http://myinforms.com/en-us/a/27636053-jeff-koons-art-in-auction-to-fight-child-abuse/
https://archive.is/WDafT

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/art/art-features/9329136/Is-Jeff-Koons-having-a-laugh.html
https://archive.is/mzdJB

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1385823/bio
https://archive.is/pYamW

http://resident.com/dt_gallery/58511/
https://archive.is/txmg0

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/14/arts/design/14koons.html
https://archive.is/w6ya4  
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The occasions in which it's acceptable to wear a leather mesh tank top are few. It's not that it should never be done—
your nipples are people, too, and they deserve to see the world through the crisp filter of a mesh lens from time to time.

The issue, then, with the $700 Roberta's leather mesh tank top isn't that it's a leather mesh tank top—*it's literally 
everything else*. $700 is the price I would pay to watch George W. Bush engage in a twerk-off against all six members 
of Rammstein. But Leather Mesh Tank Top Sharia Law dictates that one must never pay more than 89 cents for a 
leather mesh tank top, no matter how masterfully painted the pizza slice pentagram that adorns it.

But the most truly wretched thing about the $700 LMTT isn't merely its existence—it's that it's sold out. This means one 
of two things: Either real people, with real feelings and desires and skin, are walking around out there dressed in the 
most obnoxious clothing item since the pantaloon, or we've all fallen victim to some terrible mind game. Did the LMTT 
ever exist at all, or, like Milk Girl, is it just baiting us?

http://gothamist.com/2013/12/20/if_you_see_someone_wearing_this_700.php
https://archive.is/dQZBD

>IT'S LITERALLY EVERYTHING ELSE.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:32:45 ID: 05f04e No.8233137 >>8233165 >>8234359 >>8236308

"Dupont family is worried, pinging anons on peerblocker last thread."

It has markedly increased since I called it out. I've reiterated to those around me what I am doing and that I am not suicidal.

I hope we're all taking the time to create multiple copies of information, backing up on physical offline media, etc.

As an aside, since starting peerblocker on the wonderful advice of you gentle fellows, my general connection and specifically a few things are running a 
lot smoother/faster.

>The CarisJames/Carisoprodol connection as well as the other James questions seem to be pushing their buttons.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:33:12 ID: 45d6ff No.8233148 >>8233172

Dupont is in my Peerblock too. what the fuck does that mean  

Kid in the basket Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:34:19 ID: c55c88 No.8233158

I've seen that kid in a basket twice now:
Both times holding or being handed fruit. Was it orange both times? Seem like the same kid being taped to table and drinking milk thru straw.

Anyone got the name of the Beverly Hills pizza place?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:34:55 ID: 05f04e No.8233165

>>8233137
While we're at it, other notable and continuing pings are coming from UK Government Department for Work and Excise, WenLing Government 
Information Center, HM Customs and Excise, Sheridan College, Acadia University.

As I sit here typing this Dupont has begun pinging me almost nonstop, there was about twenty minutes between bursts an hour ago.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:35:34 ID: cc9e9d No.8233172 >>8233203 >>8233314

>>8233148
The Dupont family is old as fuck and ruthless. They are like Monsanto, into GMO seeds. Also the big guy raped his baby and did no jail time.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:36:18 ID: c2e9a8 No.8233181

>>8233131
wew  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:39:23 ID: cc9e9d No.8233203 >>8233500

File (hide): c52f80086360c32⋯.jpg (34.56 KB, 534x712, 3:4, roberth.richards.jpg)

>>8233172

www usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/03/18/dupont-heir-
accused-of-raping-second-child/6568787/
https://archive.is/jhJka

He is the Dupont heir, last name Richards. Isn't Richards tied up in all 
this too?  
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This sign in the Dupont tunnels clearly used to say "Pizza Express". 

Pizza Express is mentioned at 0:46 by the little boy from the Hampstead 
cover-up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9vwQGlY00E  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:40:39 ID: cc9e9d No.8233218 >>8233336

>>8233209
good catch

watching  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:41:38 ID: f14d35 No.8233231 >>8234095 >>8234942

Continuing from last thread.

>>8232792
Yeah, I'm definitely with you on the blackmail in general.

My guess is that the ultimate story (although it's not clear right now that we'll ever get enough evidence to prove or disprove this) is that there's someone 
pulling the strings here who's not a politician. This person, or group, has managed over time to get a large number of these political elites to do this 
extremely compromising thing and now has all of their complicity in pushing through whatever policy agenda the person or group has. 

I imagine that Marina Abramovic is no more than two degrees removed from these people. Seriously where the fuck did she come from? How did a 
Serbian Jew "artist" with Satanic affectations and some sort of involvement with pedophilia get in with all these political elites? That's the kind of match 
that has to be consciously set up; those people don't generally hang out at the same dinner parties (at least, they didn't in the world I lived in a week and 
a half ago).  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:43:33 ID: cc9e9d No.8233248 >>8233336 >>8233372 >>8233895

File (hide): a8b3d2ed22d39a0⋯.jpg (102.8 KB, 640x360, 16:9, 6342610754_8169f3bd0d_z.jpg)

>>8233209
HOLY SHIT HE SAYS CAFES 
TOO  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:49:39 ID: b68398 No.8233314

>>8233172
Bring m down?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:50:11 ID: f14d35 No.8233322 >>8233365 >>8233467 >>8233474 >>8233503 >>8233510 >>8234144 >>8234202 >>8234343 >>8236948
>>8237044 >>8237321 >>8238095 >>8240458 >>8241455

>>8233093 (OP)
I guess I'll just take this opportunity to point out a couple of conceptual things about this investigation that keep bothering me:

1) Looking at Podesta's emails, it seems like a lot of WOMEN are in on this stuff, too. (Marina Abramovic, both John and Tony Podesta's wives, Herb 
Sandler's wife, etc.) I always envisioned pedophilia as being a primarily male fetish. Why are so many women in on this stuff? A few possibilities are:
- we're all fucking schizophrenic and this is truly just about pizza and walnut sauce, which women often enjoy
- they're not talking about pedophilia, but drugs or someting
- there's something sexual going on here that my now-warped mind can't quite envision that the women enjoy
- there's something about the ritual aspect that draws the women in. I couldn't understand why all the satanist bullshit was even part of the story at first, 
but maybe part of it is to provide something for the women to latch onto.
I think the last explanation makes the most sense.

2) There's a lot of real, LEGITIMATE COMMERCE wrapped in in this scandal. Off the top of my head: Comet Ping Pong, Buck's Camping and whatever, 
multiple restraunts that are mentioned in Podesta's emails, Dr. Pong in Berlin, Choctal ice cream, etc.
The odds are that there's a lot of child trafficking going on here and these businesses are acting as fronts somehow. But a lot of these are legitimate 
businesses in their own rights. Most are not shitholes that just scream "child trafficking front". I don't know if there's a coordinated playbook that these 
people are working from (obviously, there's not a real book but maybe there's a PDF somewhere?) describing how to run a successful front or incorporate 
your existing business into a pedo ring. However, even if it's not written down, there's clearly a culture of running successful businesses (notably, every 
single one of these businesses caters to middle and upper middle class tastes) to act as fronts.
By contrast, look at the Kevin Reynolds stuff in the archives. His businesses were mom and pop affairs that had only the thinnest veil of plausible 
deniability. I feel confident saying that he is not tightly linked with the Podesta ring [The Podesta Ring (TM)], even if he is a pedophile and might have ties 
to Epstein.
Does recognizing this cultural feature of this pedo network help our investigation? Does it aid us in determining where the root of this scandal is maybe? 
Idk.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:51:24 ID: 6af46d No.8233336 >>8233372 >>8233378 >>8233439 >>8233441 >>8233895

>>8233248
>>8233209
>>8233218
that underground is 4 miles away, it's just a bypass for streetcars. 

>In 1949 traffic tunnels[14] and an underground streetcar station were built under the circle as part of the now-defunct Capital Transit project. The tunnels 
allowed trams and vehicles traveling along Connecticut Avenue to pass more quickly past the circle.[15] When streetcar service ended in 1962, the 
entrances to the underground station were filled in and paved over, leaving only the traffic tunnel.

> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dupont_Circle#History

> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Streetcars_in_Washington,_D.C.#Tunnels

it is 4 miles southeast from comet pong, and completely unrelated. reddit started this bs connection.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:52:43 ID: f94eec No.8233348
File (hide): 7c1e2849f8e89fe⋯.png (2.25 MB, 2000x1083, 2000:1083, Screen Shot 2016-11-05 at ….png)

Whoever was trying to relate rabbits to this in prev thread. 

From Rachel Chandler's wedding pics. Guess how fucking 
Masonic and creepy it was? 

Yes that same Rachel Chandler photographed with Bill 
Clinton presumably on the Pedo lolita express jet.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:53:41 ID: 95f2c4 No.8233365

>>8233322
There's a million ways to get freaky, especially if they're using toys, which they'll have the best in the world.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:54:39 ID: 6af46d No.8233372 >>8233439 >>8233441

>>8233209
>>8233248
"Dupont Down Under"

the 90s dev flopped. shops are not reklated. 4 miles away from pong pong. see; >>8233336  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:55:10 ID: cc9e9d No.8233378 >>8233439 >>8233441 >>8233458

>>8233336
it's four blocks away and directly connected by the underground railway that it is  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 21:59:43 ID: 64a1e4 No.8233439 >>8233895

File (hide): 1dda862599a6ed5⋯.jpg (150.91 KB, 800x732, 200:183, oops.jpg)

>>8233336
>>8233372
My bad. Didn't 
research it 
enough.

>>8233378
Looks like 4 miles 
rather than 4 
blocks. pic 
related  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:00:03 ID: 568e3f No.8233441 >>8233501 >>8233895

Just experienced a complete inability to load any websites for awhile. Certain P2P activities were still functioning fine. Very concerning. Still having trouble 
posting. Been trying since thread started.

Is there a significance to the blocked Dupont connections being "http"/blue compared to the other things being blocked?

.>>8233218 >>8233209 I also took note of the Pizza Express in the underground and the mention in the video. On my list to dig deeper. We are 
absolutely drowning in leads, who is working on what? We should be working off of a list.

There is a connection between the Dupont Underground and CPP. The artists. All the same circles. The four miles doesn't mean much except CPP 
probably doesn't feed into the Dupont Underground. But they are connected.

>>8233378
>>8233372
>>8233336

>DUPONT UNDERGROUND HARDER TO COVER UP/BIGGER LOSS TO THEM/OBVIOUS RIGHT DIRECTION
>GOGOGO  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:01:24 ID: 64a1e4 No.8233458 >>8233976

>>8233378
definitely connected my railway though  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:02:04 ID: 644d18 No.8233467 >>8233548 >>8234198

>>8233322

The women may be victims since they were children. Look at child stars who grow up to be Hollywood sex-pots. They are abused from a young age and 
become brainwashed. 

As for the businesses, I think they are working from the same playbook. Many of the employees probably don't even know what is happening. You just 
need a few higher-ups to run the ring. The more I dig, the less I think the Podesta ring is isolated, it may be just one node of many around the world.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:03:04 ID: 9fda3e No.8233474

>>8233322
The connection you are looking for is Luciferianism.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:03:33 ID: 745d4a No.8233482

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yi61QZPNzN0

15:40

She is talking about nurse euthanizing a baby

Just like Heavy Breathing Band talked about "EUTHANASIA" and a baby crying

good game well played  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:04:35 ID: f14d35 No.8233495 >>8233902 >>8234027 >>8234191

>>8233093 (OP)
Conceptual bump from last thread.

>>8231398
Shilling is obviously becoming a huge problem here and it's hard for some people to differentiate shills from real posts when it comes to social media 
connections, etc.

There are a few open leads that involve forensic analysis, though, and shill posts related to those topics should be really easy to spot. The trick is for us 
to always post enough detail to recreate our findings. Welcome to science gents.

So, here are three near-shillproof leads for people to follow:

1) coded blog posts that appeared on a Beverly Hills pizzeria's blog the day this investigation started blowing up, which are referenced in this post 
>>8231253 (You)

2) dissecting mp3s found via stratfor emails (https://web.archive.org/web/20161020163622/http://elkinsspace.com/catshit/) and, I think, via 
diychurch.com. Some work here >>8224076 but i know there's more in the archives.

3) analyzing spam emails found in podesta's inbox

Anyone who can find previous work on any of these topics, please reply with links. I know there's some in the archives.

I want to emphasize that these topics are basically shillproof AS LONG AS WE ALWAYS PROVIDE ENOUGH DETAIL FOR OTHER ANONS TO 
REPLICATE OUR FINDINGS FOR THEMSELVES. That said, if "replicating findings" involves downloading anything even semi-sketchy, DON'T DO IT. 
Trust your instincts on that.

Congratulation, /pol/s, you are now all scientists. May based scienceKek bless our endeavors with valuable findings and valuable dubs.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:04:56 ID: a7689b No.8233500
File (hide): 27ad3bdbc102550⋯.jpg (26.94 KB, 180x98, 90:49, turtlebrn180.jpg)

>>8233203  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:05:05 ID: 568e3f No.8233501

>>8233441
There was a video shared in earlier discussions of the underground, they specifically make note of the soundproof-ness of the space. Latest installation 
was basically a ton of ping pongs.

The amount of people saying "NO CONNECTION" fucking reeks and I have no doubt this is relevant.

Whatever is going on in the underground has probably been concealed there for close to twenty years and would be a large operation to move 
elsewhere, I would imagine.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:05:15 ID: e19611 No.8233503 >>8233526

>>8233322
>Dr. Pong Berlin
share that ID plox, I can't seem to find anything  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:05:57 ID: b0eec1 No.8233510

>>8233322 (checked)
>- there's something about the ritual aspect that draws the women in. I couldn't understand why all the satanist bullshit was even part of the story at first, 
but maybe part of it is to provide something for the women to latch onto.
This seems pretty likely.  The occult experience serves to justify their horrible behavior while also serving to help the individual feel innately special.

>2) There's a lot of real, LEGITIMATE COMMERCE wrapped in in this scandal.
Some of these individuals may have been gradually drawn in through blackmail.  First they're only helping to store some contraband in exchange for help 
with their debts, but these things slowly accumulate until they're helping to make snuff films.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:06:36 ID: dada7c No.8233522 >>8233553 >>8238741 >>8239234 >>8239442

File (hide): 84defd72b32a72f⋯.jpg (111.92 KB, 648x568, 81:71, torrent.jpg)

Archive of everything I have Pizza PAC related

https://ufile.io/45f11

torrent file

https://uploadfiles.io/

Magnet link

magnet:?
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:06:51 ID: f14d35 No.8233526 >>8233585

>>8233503
to get you started, see the Thread #1 archive referenced in the OP  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:07:41 ID: aedde9 No.8233531

The threads are rapidly loosing on quality, mainly because of shills and esoteric retards. Is the discord group better? Is so, can someone provide me a 
link?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:08:51 ID: a7689b No.8233548

>>8233467
This they were abused as children but openly ok with it were the mothers because of muh kickbacks n muh free dickens nn muh butch licks.  
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New Orleans thr0wpizza  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:09:05 ID: 65dff2 No.8233553 >>8234522

>>8233522

Nice!

We should look into NEW ORLEANS too.

Mid City Pizza
http://www.midcitypizza.com/
https://www.instagram.com/midcitypizza/

https://archive.is/Nz52C
https://archive.is/iRWnq
https://archive.is/iugrD
https://archive.is/RFNdX  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:09:33 ID: 2a6615 No.8233559
File (hide): c4a849a61b585eb⋯.png (134.46 KB, 387x509, 387:509, df9aa26a0c36d9e59ccb3aba5c….png)

>>8233093 (OP)
What a shitty OP fucking faggot, you didn't post any of the links that the other one had, that 
pastebin is important.
>Introductory book to the subject of cult abuse and pedophocracy. http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi
>Pastebin with a good bunch of information for newfriends, feel free to add more but tell us after 
doing so http://pastebin.com/AqxntGju  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:09:49 ID: ac6fb9 No.8233563

Winstead accused Comet owner James Alefantis of lying, cheating, stealing, spitting in a customers food, and encouraging both murderers and rapists.

http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/city-desk/blog/13055188/frank-winstead-gone-wild-the-recordings#platformComments  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:11:17 ID: e19611 No.8233585 >>8233647

>>8233526
D'Oh, I only searched the leaked emails. Nevermind, I'll lurk from now on.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:15:11 ID: f14d35 No.8233647

>>8233585
no worries. only lurk until you have something to contribute though.  

Mid-City Pizza Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:18:05 ID: c55c88 No.8233701 >>8233718 >>8233835 >>8233929 >>8240045

File (hide): 8b2489a53ec5b73⋯.png (1.04 MB, 640x1136, 40:71, image.png)

I don't see any fucking chicken on this pizza, do you guys?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:18:52 ID: f1dc86 No.8233718 >>8239333

>>8233701
yeah, I think I see strips of chicken on it. Not that that makes it any less creepy, mind.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:20:41 ID: c55c88 No.8233747 >>8233824 >>8236118

File (hide): e0f566052b88231⋯.png (726.67 KB, 640x1136, 40:71, image.png)

Guy Fieri connection  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:20:54 ID: 0c825b No.8233751
File (hide): 616dee27ac121b9⋯.jpeg (137.98 KB, 640x880, 8:11, image.jpeg)

"McCann" is a global 
advertising firm.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:22:44 ID: 0c825b No.8233778 >>8234074 >>8238053

File (hide): 1d52951c8a3c503⋯.jpeg (46.63 KB, 640x640, 1:1, image.jpeg)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:22:46 ID: 5d99dd No.8233779 >>8233902 >>8233917

Anons are trying to decode a strange, seemingly-coded piece of media that was posted, right? 
Can I get a link?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:24:00 ID: 943db2 No.8233800

I am just a lurking newfag…but I am really impressed by how far you have gotten so far.  Keep it up!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:25:33 ID: f14d35 No.8233824 >>8233875

>>8233747
There's almost no accusation against Guy Fieri that I wouldn't believe. That guy is weird as shit.
>tfw Guy Fieri totally comes through and blows the whole investigation wide open somehow
>tfw he becomes a national hero and I have to see his fucking face on TV even more  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:26:15 ID: 4ab2fa No.8233835 >>8234000

>>8233701
Pacifier at her age? (On table)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:28:55 ID: f1dc86 No.8233875

>>8233824
jej it's the Tyson Zone.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:30:45 ID: f04dc4 No.8233895 >>8240208

File (hide): 1470abecf0533b9⋯.png (129.78 KB, 1722x669, 574:223, weirdsynchonicity.png)

>>8233441
>>8233439
>>8233336
>>8233248
>>8233209

This is probably just weird synchronicity but all day yesterday I had the following pop up from 
peerblock while I was on 8ch and cuckchan threads.

Just food for thought. Internet says it's also pretty goddamn common but I was getting pings off of it constantly while literally only having 8ch up.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:31:23 ID: f14d35 No.8233902 >>8233908

>>8233779
see
>>8233495
There's some more mp3 stuff a very basic lead on the spam in the archived threads. I'm not sure which threads exactly, though.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:32:13 ID: f14d35 No.8233908

>>8233902
>mp3 stuff and a very basic lead  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:32:17 ID: f1dc86 No.8233909
File (hide): 650df28a5d76676⋯.gif (156.98 KB, 591x694, 591:694, 650df28a5d766766bc80ff315d….gif)

Walp I just got three hits from DuPont just from being in this thread I presume; I haven't really been doing any 
digging myself, just keeping myself appraised of the situation every now and again. Shit is totally legit yo. Nothing 
to worry about here.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:33:10 ID: f04dc4 No.8233917

>>8233779
There's the pizza lingo itself.
The Jersey codes from that one pizza website, possibly best. That was 2 or 3 threads ago near the top.
Last thread there were mp3's with data in them.
There was also talk of a Pratt guy being mentioned in a photo and that turned out to be the name of a guy who created a coded language.
So from what we can gather they may all or only some of them be something. Got your list to choose from.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:33:48 ID: d72a26 No.8233929

>>8233701
>millennial has never cooked.
It's covered in chicken.
Next time your mother cooks your "tendies" and brings them to you, break one open and look inside.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:35:52 ID: 753c9f No.8233945 >>8234027 >>8234189 >>8234212 >>8238120

File (hide): 186815924fe0071⋯.png (283.99 KB, 1424x764, 356:191, Capture.PNG)

Idk if anything but…  
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File (hide): cdf903c7d03780d⋯.png (283.21 KB,
2025x2048, 2025:2048, Washington_DC_Metro_Map_(T….png)

File (hide): 9acccb463cd04b9⋯.png (557.19 KB,
1330x673, 1330:673, Screenshot at 2016-11-13 1….png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:38:00 ID: 6af46d No.8233976 >>8234852 >>8235699 >>8237206

>>8233458
m8 not tryin to shill but street cars ran on the street in medium not underground except for the du pont circle station. 

the current metro system does have a tunnel under Connecticut ave but it goes west at  von ness station. i very much doubt there is anything under 
comet except what has been dug out by the owners, there is a creek that is nearby called the broad branch stream. 

https://vimeo.com/74584064

there has been an effort to uncover the creek (daylighting) but not the headwaters which is next to the bookstore.

news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/11/141125-dc-daylighting-broad-branch-stream-restoration-science/

the headwaters was covered up by a tunnel in the 1930s. if anything is going on that block someone has a map of the tunnel and is digging down to it to 
make an loli dungeon there. but there is no connection to the metro tunnels or the du pont circle. watch the vimeo. 

good digging folks it was only a matter of time to get the right info.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:38:50 ID: f04dc4 No.8233989
File (hide): 752d069363eec9b⋯.png (65.67 KB, 811x337, 811:337, dupontceo.png)

Haven't seen 
this guy's name 
anywhere yet 
right?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:39:30 ID: 04d72d No.8234000 >>8234045

File (hide): 88c2b0f30adb9d8⋯.jpg (49.48 KB, 524x513, 524:513, 1478650854321.jpg)

>>8233835
She IS way too old for that.  
I know that in DaddyDom/LittleGirl, the Daddy will sometimes buy his "Princess" a pacifier and she will use it 
when she's "feeling little".  Go to tumblr to learn more.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:40:16 ID: c55c88 No.8234013 >>8234029 >>8234085

File (hide): 533955a3ce0c918⋯.png (1.08 MB, 640x1136, 40:71, image.png)

Single mom, of course. Posts pic of child in 
basket.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:41:12 ID: f14d35 No.8234027 >>8234189 >>8234212

>>8233945
see
>>8233495
>I want to emphasize that these topics are basically shillproof AS LONG AS WE ALWAYS PROVIDE ENOUGH DETAIL FOR OTHER ANONS TO 
REPLICATE OUR FINDINGS FOR THEMSELVES.

Don't just post a fucking screencap of some hex values next to a PDF with the word "Clinton" in it. Please post excited samefag to prove that you're 
definitely in no way no how a shill… then go correct someone else's record.

I won't reply to shills in the future but let this be a clear example of exactly what you should not do, unless you want to immediately out yourself as a shill.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:41:20 ID: 86a8ff No.8234029 >>8234058 >>8234082 >>8234085

>>8234013
i don't see how that is suspicious  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:42:15 ID: 4ab2fa No.8234045 >>8234078

>>8234000
Don't have a tumbler acct but will try to find out more info. Thanks  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:43:14 ID: d72a26 No.8234058 >>8234188

>>8234029
It's a picture of a child in a cage.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:44:30 ID: d6b23e No.8234074
File (hide): f2c4bb317a0672b⋯.jpg (154.46 KB, 1063x1080, 1063:1080, f2c4bb317a0672b721ba1330a0….jpg)

>>8233778  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:45:16 ID: 04d72d No.8234078 >>8234100 >>8234122 >>8234330

>>8234045
Search tag DDLG or just DD/LG.  Princess works too.  Its very pedoey stuff, the guy is always far older, the girl as young as possible and they usually 
have at least a mild rape fetish.  It would not surprise me one bit if these fuckers were into it.

Its very popular with feminists.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:45:18 ID: 4ab2fa No.8234082 >>8234136 >>8234252 >>8234533 >>8237983

File (hide): beb39b98395402c⋯.png (915.52 KB, 826x611, 826:611, IMG_0602.PNG)

>>8234029
Reminds me of this one  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:45:58 ID: f04dc4 No.8234085 >>8234108 >>8234136

>>8234013
>>8234029
Check archived threads for same type of picture and kid with tongue out and a guy holding orange out to her.

An anon surmised it might be a flag that this kid is for sale. The tongue being out is a signal that they may know felatio. Some really disturbing shit.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:46:56 ID: 62c13b No.8234095 >>8234162 >>8234213 >>8234245 >>8234277 >>8234621 >>8234942

>>8233231
 I think I can explain abramovic

When you are black mailing people, the risk is reverse blackmail. You invite someone to a pedo party, and they rat. So, you gotta bring them in slowly with 
activities increasing in blackmailability.

Artists are supposed to be weird right, so if you are at some party and there she is writing on the wall in her urine, some newbie is just going to assume 
this is eccentric, no big deal. Celebrities may be involved, so actually now people think they're special for being there. 

You correspond with this person and measure their temperature for how weird they are going to get. Abramovic is just the first step. 

The psychology of politicians and celebrities is that they're social climbers. When someone decides to be one, they're already basically compromised. 
Look at how many producers Lady Gaga dated. 

Earlier we had a guy who claimed to be a hatchet man and he said that people like him collect information on both sides and each side keeps the other in 
line with assured mutual destruction. In other words, if someone is blackmailable, theyre allowed to rise in power, because otherwise the destruction is 
not mutual. That explains someone like Bill Clinton. He is literally controlled by his dick, which lacks scruples, and everyone knows it. That's a very "safe" 
candidate for those worried about info being released who also compete with him.

At the end of the day, politics could be described as a game of blackmail.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:47:30 ID: 4ab2fa No.8234100

>>8234078
Thanks. Will do. The weird stuff we have to learn about is overwhelming  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:48:02 ID: d72a26 No.8234108 >>8234116 >>8234136

>>8234085
Is it an orange? The skin looks smooth like an apple.
Could symbolize that the child is corrupted/inducted into the subculture (serpent offering Eve the apple.)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:48:51 ID: f04dc4 No.8234116 >>8234136

>>8234108
Looks orange on my screen, but either way it's food for sure in a weird as fuck pose from jimmy commet himself.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:50:06 ID: f30461 No.8234122 >>8234165

>>8234078
searched in wikileaks. returned odd results.

https://search.wikileaks.org/?
query=DDLG&exact_phrase=&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_date_end=&released_date_start=&released_date_end=&n
ew_search=True#results  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:51:02 ID: 4ab2fa No.8234136 >>8234266

>>8234108
>>8234116
>>8234085

It's an orange or nectarine…posted here

>>8234082  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:51:43 ID: 62c13b No.8234144

>>8233322
 I think for a woman, blackmailing pedophiles can be construed in her mind as heroic and feminine  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:53:21 ID: f30461 No.8234162 >>8234245

>>8234095
good theory. i agree with you and think the art world is how they're introducing occultism to normies who would otherwise know nothing about the subject. 
this leads to perverse but legal sex acts, which leads to pedophilia for many. 

what I can work out though is the why.
WHY are Jews working this hard to secretly promote pedophilia, especially among powerful white people?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:53:42 ID: 04d72d No.8234165
File (hide): dbdb657dc79912d⋯.png (593 KB, 1200x675, 16:9, 1477180121960.png)

>>8234122  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:55:33 ID: 4171cc No.8234188 >>8234266

>>8234058
It's a grocery cart, you doublenigger.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:55:40 ID: f14d35 No.8234189 >>8238120

>>8234027
Maybe that guy isn't a shill.

Part of allowing people to recreate your findings, though, is telling them why your findings matter. So, nonshills, please remember to do that.

>>8233945
It's clear you don't understand what you're looking at and, if you don't understand it, you won't be able to make us understand it, and you probably 
shouldn't post about it. If not a shill, go lurk on the steganography Wikipedia page for a while.

>tl;dr finding "PK" in a file means absolutely nothing by itself.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:55:43 ID: fe7936 No.8234191 >>8235914 >>8236239

>>8233495
in reference to 1), the program used to make the substitutions is "the best spinner", see this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDypDb28TpQ

remember that part where it's like [by way of|by means of|by] etc etc, well that's the same format used by the best spinner. someone obviously did those 
messages in haste. what i'm assuming is going on in those articles is that the text itself is totally meaningless. you're meant to look at the original, then try 
and change each phrase in the program, and the number of the result that the scrambled article has, you write down. the string of numbers would be your 
ciphertext, NOT the articles themselves. very sneaky. but im guessing that there's more to it than just that.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:56:16 ID: 0f5f43 No.8234198
File (hide): 537257a8df4fc9b⋯.jpg (85.87 KB, 564x815, 564:815, d6b41b27833559da72d10011c3….jpg)

>>8233467
>abused stars
pic related. White rabbit in popculture is the cute and sweet stage of stardom, then they move up into slutty "sex kittens" 
cool satanism stay relevant with and finally ending up in the full on real dark shit in desperation before they melt down. 
Pizza is the biggest lead in code words we have but it's all related.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:56:34 ID: 65b171 No.8234202 >>8236948

>>8233322
>I always envisioned pedophilia as being a primarily male fetish.
The media doesn't like talking about female pedophilia unless it's teacher on student. There's lots of pedos with a vag and while all pedos are horrible 
fempedos tend to be fucking freaks.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:57:06 ID: 753c9f No.8234212 >>8234721 >>8238120

File (hide): eb17b5c2feb92dd⋯.jpg (1 MB, 1182x915, 394:305, 1478842011424.jpg)

>>8233945
>>8234027
Did not mean to offend as coming across as a shill.  I believe that the PK is a marker in ansi encoding for 
the start of a ZIP file. The same thing in the pizza.jpg picture as someone found out a while back. This one 
is for an attachment on https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897

Also we might look into the people attached to this email https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897 
as "walnut" is a term for an immature vulva .  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:57:16 ID: 34793d No.8234213

>>8234095
>At the end of the day, 
politics could be described 
as a game of blackmail.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:58:35 ID: c55c88 No.8234233 >>8234384

File (hide): a619444cf40f5fb⋯.png (513.19 KB, 640x1136, 40:71, image.png)

They were closed on these dates… 
Cross references anyone?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:59:12 ID: 25fea2 No.8234245 >>8234262 >>8234299

>>8234162

They're doing it because of the second half of >>8234095 . One of my most trusted psychics had a posting the other day that basically said the exact 
same shit we have been digging into; that this WAS a victory against the One World Order.

The blackmail allows them to use these people to usher in their order whether they like it or not. The trick is, they just have to, as >>8234095 says, just go 
at the 'right pace' where none of these people decides things are going too far, happens to get their soul back, and sacrifices themselves to save 
everyone.

This may or may not tie into grand unified Trump Theory. We know that he had some associations with Epstein. MAYBE that was as far as he got into the 
blackmail ladder, he realized how fucked things were, and now we are on this timeline as a result.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 22:59:39 ID: fec4f5 No.8234252 >>8234288 >>8234313

>>8234082
With all of the Maddy McCann connections, someone should contact the family to take a look at the potential Maddy pics and our connections to see 
what they say.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:00:25 ID: f30461 No.8234262

>>8234245
good insights, anon  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:00:53 ID: d72a26 No.8234266 >>8234612

>>8234188
>(1)
It's a metal cage.
The fact that the metal cage is part of a "grocery cart" doesn't magically remove the innuendo from the photograph or the pleasure that pedophiles 
interested in BDSM will derive from viewing it.
>b…but the mother says it's innocent so it must be.
What kind of normies are invading our board?
>>8234136
The color can be way off, might be any of the fruits listed but could also be an apple.  The texture looks wrong for orange.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:01:40 ID: f14d35 No.8234277

>>8234095
link to hatchetmanon?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:02:31 ID: 4ab2fa No.8234288

>>8234252
But who?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:02:56 ID: 62c13b No.8234299 >>8234344 >>8234942

>>8234245

If someone isn't into kids, it's hard to blackmail.

Remember when trump said grab her by the pussy? You know who would never do say that? Bill clinton. He can't joke about that, because actually does 
that, and he does it by maintaining an image. He also would never say he'd date his daughter. Pedos are paranoid, if a little reckless, and generally don't 
have happy families. Trump's kids love him.

He may have gone to the island, but it looks like he never took the bait.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:04:14 ID: d72a26 No.8234313

>>8234252
Get right on it then.
Let us know what they say.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:04:43 ID: dada7c No.8234323

>>8233123
RIP

She died under mysterious circumstances  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:05:06 ID: f30461 No.8234327 >>8234379 >>8234449

anyone know what this is?

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/58704  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:05:02 ID: 25fea2 No.8234330

>>8234078
>Its very popular with feminists.

> Expensive clothing/gifts

> Want to be infantalized

> Are bitchy on purpose to get pounded (physically and/or sexually) 

Note how this all ties with the spoiled/sheltered culture and/or broken homes they come from.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:06:10 ID: 52406b No.8234343 >>8234727 >>8235023

>>8233322
>There's a lot of real, LEGITIMATE COMMERCE wrapped in in this scandal

Speaking of this, I've had a bit of a brainstorm. Comet Pedo Pong has to order its raw ingredients and supplies from somewhere. What if find out who the 
vendors are and bring back Operation Disrespectful Nod? Send the vendors screenshots of Alefanti's Instagram posts and ask "Why are you doing 
business with this sicko? Does your company support pedophilia?" They might get freaked out enough to cancel their contracts with him. Hurting his front 
business disrupts his secondary business too.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:06:10 ID: d72a26 No.8234344

>>8234299
>he does it by maintaining an image. 
Jimmy Savile used to pretend that he couldn't stand children and only ran his "fix it" show for humanitarian reasons.
He built the narrative that he really didn't like being around them.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:06:46 ID: 10e1eb No.8234354 >>8234365

Five nights at Freddy's

>pizza parlor
>guy who abduct and murders kids in ritual fashion
>bunnies 
>pedobears
>pirated

Any thing to it?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:06:55 ID: 34793d No.8234359 >>8235231

>>8233137
>>The CarisJames/Carisoprodol connection as well as the other James questions seem to be pushing their buttons.

Regarding DP, is it possible it's a reaction to the frequent mention of the railway in these threads? Like, in response to alerts that their name has been 
mentioned. Not sure how feasible that is, though.

I know these threads are being watched, but might it be worth using alternative names for the big players we suspect are involved at least?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:07:38 ID: 1c483e No.8234365

>>8234354
FNAF is common in furfag ritual-sex. don't ask how I know this ;-;  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:08:25 ID: aedde9 No.8234379 >>8234449 >>8234499

>>8234327
encrypted .xml file  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:08:39 ID: 4ab2fa No.8234384

>>8234233
Can't find anything yet but this was in comments about previous pizza place

"Todd A. Price, NOLA.com | The Times-PicayuneAug 25, 2016
@DenonHD8 Who remembers when Naked Pizza was called World's Healthiest Pizza? The boxes talked about poop and said "Our Pizza Won't Kill You."

http://www.nola.com/dining/index.ssf/2016/08/mid_city_pizza_takes_over_form.html  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:10:05 ID: 62c13b No.8234403 >>8234441

About there being real commerce involved, I can also bring some insight into this. Most of my friends are drug dealers and bookies, and alot of them own 
a lot of restaurants, and it's got nothing to do with their love of food.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:13:58 ID: f1dc86 No.8234441 >>8234527 >>8234548 >>8235023

File (hide): f3ee49c57713141⋯.gif (6.31 MB, 625x341, 625:341, 600daadb201d3863e9b6824c5e….gif)

>>8234403
Still, we're talking enormous sums (I assume) to literally buy a child. And fuck, isn't somebody somewhere 
going to get suspicious sometime down the line when they just disappear into the ether without a trace? 
Somebody might be scrubbing these kids' records. But what I was going to say is that the modern art 
phenomenon sounds like a good laundering vector to me, since they trade for huge amounts of money, but 
there's no way to independently quantify their value.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:14:56 ID: 6b6b09 No.8234449 >>8234461 >>8234499

>>8234327
>>8234379
It's not encrypted you can download attachment and open it in word processor.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:15:55 ID: aedde9 No.8234461 >>8234499 >>8234518

>>8234449
I know, but the text was an encrypted version of the document.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:18:24 ID: f30461 No.8234499

>>8234379
>>8234449
>>8234461
ah ok thanks  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:19:26 ID: d72a26 No.8234518

>>8234461
Nothing on that page was encrypted.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:19:36 ID: 0f5f43 No.8234522

>>8233553
Mid City Pizza logo is an obvious parody of 
MTV. Which is full of masonry shit. Just 
sayin  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:19:55 ID: 62c13b No.8234527

>>8234441

Restaurants in general are really popular for criminals.

Price of children is paid for by price of blackmail information.

In terms of hiding the kids, if someone owns a daycare, they can have all sorts of kids around and nobody would ask questions. The daycare could be 
completely legite, and a small percentage of the kids at any one point being trafficked.

In terms of papers, if it's really necessary you can use a politician's connections, otherwise there's chinese vendors selling fake ids that are remarkably 
real looking.

But I think that children can be had for little money, and keeping them underground is just not a problem. Look at how they were going to kidnap kids by 
the three dozen in haiiti. I remember a similar thing with a lady working for the vatican trying to smuggle a ton of undocumented orphans out of africa 
some years back. Slaves are, by their nature, inexpensive.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:20:03 ID: 2a3837 No.8234533 >>8234566

>>8234082
do we know who this girls parents are?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:20:38 ID: 6e276a No.8234541

Newfag here, what have you guys pieced together so far?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:21:19 ID: 25fea2 No.8234548 >>8234579 >>8234635

>>8234441

I wonder how many kids 'go missing' on cruises when it is assumed they have fallen overboard. Or get kidnapped when they are travelling. Cause you're 
right, we are talking about some pretty expensive shit here. But remember. When you are talking about buying a 10$ cable, you wouldn't pay 10$ for s/h. 
If you were buying a motherboard for 100$, you would probably be OK with paying 10$ for s/h.

So, if you're buying a kid for 1 mil, you could probably deal with 100k being used to pay off various police/ems/doctors/DAs, transport them, etc.

I think there were some e-mails being thrown around where there were smaller numbers being talked about for costs of items they were swapping. I 
wonder if those were figures in mil.

Next question I'm pondering; are these parents unfortunate victims? or are they people who are somehow complicit (i.e. in terrible straits and their bills 
get paid off, entry into cabal, etc.)  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:22:12 ID: 4ab2fa No.8234566

>>8234533
Not that I'm yet aware of–but haven't read every thread…but none so far linked to any parental names  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:23:23 ID: f1dc86 No.8234579 >>8234756

>>8234548
I assume the higher ups in this cabal have the pick of the litter when it comes to initiates. Find the smartest, richest, and most successful people who are 
being investigated, and offer two choices about the future…  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:25:42 ID: 4171cc No.8234612 >>8234626

>>8234266 Here's your (2), faggot
>It's a metal cage.
No, it's a shopping cart.
>The fact that the metal cage is part of a "grocery cart" doesn't magically remove the innuendo
There is no fucking inuendo, you stupid nigger. It's a child going shopping with her parent. The post even says "making groceries with my girl"

Please don't tell me you had such a sad life that your parents never let you ride in the grocery cart
>using "normie" unironically
I don't know, Redditor, you tell me.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:26:07 ID: db3c8c No.8234619 >>8234677

The IG post that "JimmyCommet" shows a WALK IN COOLER (and describes with #Murder) The IG poster MoChef103 says "But its so big" to which 
GordysPickleJar says: "Mama Big".

It is a reference to Mamasmidwives.com  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:26:13 ID: af9abd No.8234621

>>8234095
>The psychology of politicians and celebrities is that they're social climbers.
Social dominance and sexual response are traits that are manifested by the reptilian brain of the triune brain model.
The other trait groups of that model are emotional response and language/reasoning.

>At the end of the day, politics could be described as a game of blackmail.
There's also the occult angle, the connection between paedophilia and Satanism.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:26:14 ID: 316b62 No.8234622 >>8234722 >>8234815 >>8234935 >>8235352 >>8236455 >>8239534 >>8239562

Easily found a bunch of new leads by googling site:instagram.com pizza and so far i've only looked through a few accounts and they are all the sketchy 
kind of pizza accounts

http://archive.fo/MmuFu
http://archive.fo/FBMM9
http://archive.fo/SMH0n - lolita express?
http://archive.fo/SAHgy - all the commenters are underage girl accounts voting for some other underage girl account.
http://archive.fo/aiaZf - nothing too creepy on this page, but again, follow the commentors to find owls and other inside jokes that prove involvement 
instagram seems to be some kind of marketplace or advertising for this  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:26:36 ID: d72a26 No.8234626 >>8234657 >>8234722

>>8234612
>The post even says "making groceries with my girl"
Well that seals it.
Listen and believe, right?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:27:07 ID: 62c13b No.8234635

>>8234548

There's no kid worth 1 mill. A fully grown adult women sells for in the thousands, and she will be used as a sex slave prostitute for decades. Children 
most likely cost much less, because they require attention and don't make that much money. The market for pedophiles is much smaller than the market 
who fucks 25 year olds. The more underground in the black market that you get, the less expensive things get, not more.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:28:31 ID: 4171cc No.8234657 >>8234694

>>8234626
Jesus Christ, you're autistic

So I'm just to assume it's a reference to pedophilia despite no evidence supporting this claim. A child going shopping with her mother sits in the shopping 
cart. Fucking shocker. It's not like almost every child in the first world has done that at one point in their childhood or anything.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:28:55 ID: 753a24 No.8234663 >>8234722 >>8234769

File (hide): d93da05b9cc49d8⋯.jpg (1.68 MB, 3800x4078, 1900:2039, 1478847977203.jpg)

https://voat.co/v/webofslime  

new angle old lead Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:30:07 ID: db3c8c No.8234677 >>8236177

>>8234619
>>8234619

We have MAMAS, there locally, delivering Mauve Chaime in 2008, who is now Mauve Luzzatto, whose parents <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org> own the 
"Farm" that is being discussed elsewhere. 

We have Jimmy Comet, who welds child sized coffins for fun, showing pictures of a huge cooler that he does not have a permit for. He used the 
description #Murder in the IG post. He also says how it looks like it is hiding a "pile of money".

Then GordysPickleJar says that it is "Mama Big"… 

In Jimmy Comets IG posts: Babies= Money.
In the real world: Dead Babies=Money. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/28/health/fetal-tissue-from-abortions-for-research-is-traded-in-a-gray-zone.html?_r=0  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:31:35 ID: d72a26 No.8234694 >>8234760 >>8234780 >>8235368

>>8234657
>So I'm just to assume it's a reference to pedophilia despite no evidence supporting this claim. 
You've already shown that you will default to attributing an innocent interpretation based upon a caption written by the author.
You've also shown that you don't understand what the word "cage" means, a kind of functional fixedness shapes your view of the world.
I'm not interested in what you have to say, you don't belong here.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:31:49 ID: 2b85d4 No.8234700 >>8234723

I am unable to get a secure connection for the peerblock sourceforge page. (https)
"The connection to the server was reset while the page was loading."
Somebody is trying to fuck up my shit!  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:33:23 ID: f14d35 No.8234721 >>8238120

>>8234212
Yeah I apologize for being so hard on you.

"PK" marks a folder in a ZIP file but, in general, it can occur in any type of file. What would be really interesting would be to find multiple "PK"s near each 
other. That would probably indicate that there's an unencrypted zip file present.

Just so you know, the odds of findingthe ASCII phrase "PK" anywhere in any file is 1 in 256*256 = 65536. Your "PK" starts at position 0x0003A678 in your 
file. That's position 239224 in binary. If this were just a random file and we had stated looking for "PK" at the beginning of it, we would expect to have 
found "PK" 239224/65536 = 3.65 times by now. So, the fact that you found one instance of "PK" in a file where you would expect to find that phrase at 
least 3 or 4 times on average is unremarkable.

Your desire to help is appreciated, though. Hopefully, you can help us make some breakthroughs.

Remember: This will happen, anons.  

Think im doing this right Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:33:31 ID: db3c8c No.8234722

>>8234663
>>8234626
>>8234622

IG accounts:

Gordyspicklejar & MoChef103

Spoiler: Gordys Pickle Jar is the one place I have seem a picture of Obama with what appeara to be a working man.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:33:33 ID: f04dc4 No.8234723

>>8234700
got mine from the website itself. works fine. sourceforge known for being shitty anon.  

File (hide): 814dce71f12ef19⋯.png
(936.14 KB, 1440x2071, 1440:2071, 77.png)

File (hide):
fa88c180d95e4a5⋯.png (714.25
KB, 997x1624, 997:1624, 8.png)

File (hide): a9ff4a80fe946d2⋯.png (700.77 KB,
1387x1038, 1387:1038, 66.png)

File (hide):
7214236cf6b100a⋯.png
(819.92 KB, 604x1347,
604:1347, 46.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:33:38 ID: 49c710 No.8234724 >>8234734

Two tiny connections my gf made while we were looking at this shit, its intruiging that Alefantis is listed as a producer and fails to appear on wikipedia  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:33:41 ID: 967e73 No.8234727

>>8234343
>Implying his suppliers don't also supply him with the children
Let's face it, they probably have a big enough network that everyone connected to the business is in on it.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:34:29 ID: f04dc4 No.8234734 >>8234887

>>8234724
check imdb. does it pop up there?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:34:36 ID: 2b85d4 No.8234735

It works now, but I don't trust it anymore.
Do we have IP list(s) that I can put in my firewall manually ?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:35:13 ID: 4d2972 No.8234740 >>8234767 >>8235211

>>8233093 (OP)
Why was this game so fucking prophetic??  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:36:16 ID: db3c8c No.8234756

>>8234579

GordysPickleJar is a DC local with pictures of Obamma dining in, that openly posted on Jonny Comets KILL ROOM image, making a reference to the 
midives (Mama) who deliver the kids.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:36:41 ID: 34793d No.8234760 >>8234780 >>8234908

>>8234694
Anon, parents let their kids ride in the shopping cart all the time. It keeps them from running around the shop and is more fun for the kid than sitting in the 
seats on the cart. It's one of those seemingly dumb things parents see as amusing so will post pictures of it.

Go outside and visit a supermarket or two. You're bound to see this happening.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:37:16 ID: f30461 No.8234767

>>8234740
because reality is a simulation and those cards are just some easter eggs.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:37:18 ID: fec4f5 No.8234769 >>8234788 >>8237930

>>8234663
Has anyone considered if the "Clinton October surprise" that Wikileaks referenced/promised is what we are currently discovering but "late"?  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:38:01 ID: 4171cc No.8234780 >>8234803

>>8234694
>You've already shown that you will default to attributing an innocent interpretation based upon a caption written by the author.
And you've already shown that you will defulat to creating autistic and unprovable claims of pedophile innuendos even if all evidence points to the 
opposite.

also
>>8234760 this.

You need to actually get out and tell your parents that they ruined your childhood for never letting you ride in the shopping cart.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:38:51 ID: f04dc4 No.8234788

>>8234769
If it was chances are we would've seen something more from them about it.

I'm sure we've all considered it by now though, yes.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:40:13 ID: f04dc4 No.8234803 >>8234818

>>8234780
It's looking for patterns. Why are you so buttflustered?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:41:03 ID: 316b62 No.8234815 >>8234935

>>8234622
http://archive.fo/GoT7P - another random pizza account, click a random commenter, this one FabKids
http://archive.fo/Ljt6W

This shit is endless.  
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File (hide): 892dd26e9cbdb7e⋯.png (1.97 MB,
1621x889, 1621:889, childroots.png)

File (hide): 7b633940cb5c279⋯.png (41.5 KB,
663x211, 663:211, corywoolman_work.png)

File (hide):
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(174.65 KB, 245x493, 245:493,
pintrest rabbit.png)

File (hide): 22c457ac9a40d72⋯.png (1.95 MB,
2423x1327, 2423:1327, jewcifermademedoit login.png)

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:41:03 ID: ff5986 No.8234817 >>8234888

I decided to look at one of the IG commentators on jimmycommets picture of the hole being dug in the basement with the "Pop UP" comment. 
'CCWOOLMAN' said #howmanguysdoesittaketodigahole.

I cant find much but ill dump what I have.

Looks like an employee at both CPP and also a day care in Portland (unsure if this is same Cory). The daycare logo and landing page is attached. Am I 
seeing too much pedo stuff in the logo and girl on guys lap.

The last could be a pic of her I found on a social site archived here
http://archive.li/iFexT

Her IG has been deleted and I cant find anything on FB. There is some rabbit stuff on her pintrest. 

What really freaked me out and I have no idea how it could be but when I attempted to login to pintrest through a google account I accidentally hit the J 
key and the login "Jewcifermademedoit" popped up. That name is something I would never use and the browser deletes all logins/cookies when I close 
so that isn't in my history. Hopefully other anons can test this out - in an unprinted browser I simply chose to login with google on 
https://www.pinterest.com/ccwoolman/costumes/ and then hit the J key and it gave me two options? WTF  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:41:14 ID: 4171cc No.8234818 >>8234859

>>8234803
because that non is seeing pedophile references where there aren't any, and thus steering discussion in the wrong direction.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:43:09 ID: f30461 No.8234844

i think were getting to spread out.
investigating new places, worrying about kids in shopping carts…

we need to finish our investigation into Besta pizza  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:44:01 ID: 6af46d No.8234852 >>8235129

File (hide): c331e3a1a734410⋯.png (740.32 KB, 1239x650, 1239:650, Screenshot at 2016-11-13 1….png)

>>8233976
tunnel was just under 36th street. 
headwaters look really small coming from behind the bookstore. i doubt there is a connection to the 

> http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:3svlyx8-
QB8J:www.foresthillsconnection.com/news/first-ladys-visit-just-another-day-at-
pp/+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us

^ mentions comet pizza as well as the bookstore. 

> http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:gD6sDhRAN4EJ:www.foresthillsconnection.com/forest-hills-connection-
contributor/+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us

the guy in the creek video is 'steve saari' who works at ddoe, he writes for forest hills connection blog. 

i was checking the twitter for the the blog and notice they follow comet pizza, prose books and others in the area. not surprise there. also noticed p&p has 
a twitter for kids events: https://twitter.com/KidsandProse 

if there is anything happening with digging it's on jimmy instagram. the creek is too small. land behind the comet/p&p lot is national park land. the daylight 
project a block down stream.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:44:30 ID: f04dc4 No.8234859

>>8234818
So we move on until it pops up again instead of endlessly arguing about it taking up posts on the page.

Sound good?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:44:51 ID: 49c710 No.8234864

The filmography photo is his

Unless i'm being baited
[Spoiler]which means im on to something[/spoiler]  

Besta Pizza Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:46:10 ID: f30461 No.8234876 >>8234899 >>8234903 >>8234914 >>8234919 >>8234966 >>8235360 >>8239565

Ok, I'm digging for ownership info and have found it - Uptown Pizza LLC.

http://sli.mg/0imhDH

I Found it by being more specific with search terms. Just uptown or pizza would not return a result.

http://sli.mg/NVNyV4 LLC Business Filing -
http://sli.mg/A45Xa5

It's signed by Andrew Kline, and it's running on a revoked entity status.

Agent Address - XXXX 19th Street N.W., Washington, DC 20036

Andrew Klines listed address leads back to a palms restaurant

So then I google Andrew Kline and Podesta - Bingo!

Turns out Andrew Kline knows Podesta AND is a Clinton appointee and “as one of four attorneys in the Human Trafficking Prosecution Unit of the 
Department of Justice, in the Civil Rights Division”
https://archive.is/dFoRq

So, that means that the guy who owns a pizza place that uses a pedo symbol for it’s logo is in charge of finding human trafficking in the US at DOJ and 
was appointed by Clinton."  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:46:52 ID: 5f25c7 No.8234887

>>8234734
Yes.
Maybe he was asking to be removed from the credits but only wikipedia complied.

https://archive.is/2IeLh  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:46:52 ID: ff5986 No.8234888
File (hide): 425f3455ff4730c⋯.png (53.68 KB, 392x148, 98:37, corywoolman_pic.png)

>>8234817
Here she is with pic of 
kid.
There are references to 
a ccwoolman saying 
she had two kids 
online.  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:47:42 ID: f04dc4 No.8234899

>>8234876
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN LOOK

WE MAY HAVE A WINRAR  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:47:58 ID: ff5986 No.8234903 >>8239655

>>8234876
Welcome to several days ago! Good work.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:48:19 ID: d72a26 No.8234908 >>8235073

>>8234760
They also feed their kids every day.
You seem to be completely ignoring the context here. People associated and belonging to a network of pedophiles do not view these "everyday" activities 
in the same way as you.
A picture of a child in a cage or being fed fruit with its tongue out is "innocent" in some contexts, suspect in others.
A pedophile network is one such context where it becomes suspect.
If you ignore symbolism and innuendo, why are you even here? The spiral patterns in the logos, pure coincidence, it's just an innocent pattern, seen all 
over the place.
Shutting down of instagrams full of "innocent" pictures of children, pure coincidence, people shut down their accounts every day, etc, etc.
Pedophiles are locked up for a reason when they go and take pictures of children at the park or supermarket.
The robust defence of this woman and overboard pseudoskepticism is just a symptom of our new friends' arrival from their haunts of normality.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:48:40 ID: dada7c No.8234914 >>8234927 >>8235595

File (hide): 6bbb01eb1a0226e⋯.jpg (25.15 KB, 300x300, 1:1, Andrew_Veritas_300x300[1].jpg)

>>8234876
>Clinton Appointee
That's not the same Andrew Kline.

The Andrew Kline that owns Besta Pizza (or more likely just filed their 
paperwork for them) is an attorney at Veritas Law Firm.

Here's his photo.

http://theveritaslawfirm.com/our-team/  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:49:09 ID: f30461 No.8234919

>>8234876
also note Podesta had a HUGE underground area cleared under his home just outside washington

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/apr/20/usa.world  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:49:54 ID: f30461 No.8234927 >>8235205

>>8234914
what evidence is there it references some random attorney and not a guy connected with clinton?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:50:37 ID: 316b62 No.8234935 >>8235131 >>8235352 >>8236455

>>8234815
>>8234622
http://archive.fo/c0m4A @WildChildParty?
http://archive.fo/Uvqtm
http://archive.fo/731Cn  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:50:58 ID: 174d20 No.8234942

>>8233231
>>8234095
>>8234299
see >>8225576
this investigation could give us insights on how their networks may opperate, if blackmail is involved.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:52:36 ID: 34793d No.8234966

>>8234876
Wow, good work anon!  
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Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:56:03 ID: ff5986 No.8235020 >>8235110 >>8235309

So ccwoolman just deleted her IG. An anon saved some of it earlier here. 
https://i.sli.mg/AO7PcY.jpg  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:56:08 ID: 79d1e8 No.8235023

This guy: 4171cc was fucking around in the last thread too.  You can recognize his typing patterns, the nastiness, narcissism, and sarcasm.  Its the same 
as the comments seen on the video of them playing ping pong next to traffic at Comet: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo
Those comments were clearly left by Comet staff, and staff friends.  I think they themselves are in here monitoring and trying to do damage control. 

>>8234343

They might get freaked out enough to slash and burn evidence if they have any.  Fuckin a people DO NOT sperg out and go banging on doors and shit.

>>8234441
An old friend of mine recently graduated art school in LA.  I remember him going on and on about how the art world was super fucked up and most of it at 
the higher levels was for laundering money.
Also same guy who told me Seacrest is into little asian boys.  Quick wiki search shows Seacrest founded like a dozen childrens centers/charities. Selena 
Gomez is his Ambassador.
None of that has to do with Comet though, as far as I know.  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:56:56 ID: a98b9a No.8235037 >>8235961

I really don't like that when I started going towards Dupont connections my browser became unusable. Other things using internet were working fine. 
Same time as a massive influx of peerblocks from them.

Back in here now after taking a break and trying to reset some things.

>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont
>Dupont  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:57:40 ID: 12ef62 No.8235048 >>8235070 >>8235176

File (hide): ef6d0694a8cddab⋯.jpg (779.31 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, cache_auto_AMFG_0000003334….jpg)

https://youtu.be/khK9fIgoNjQ?
t=1172  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:59:00 ID: f30461 No.8235070

>>8235048
who dat?  

Anonymous  11/13/16 (Sun) 23:59:09 ID: 34793d No.8235073 >>8235208

>>8234908
If it helps anon, your behaviour right now is not far from the behaviour of desperate Hillary supporters trying to explain how "she was robbed".

If you are incapable of consciously sorting out the obvious normie shit from the paedo shit at the moment, at least do us a favour and let your 
suconscious sort through the data for you before bringing it to the thread.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:01:13 ID: f04dc4 No.8235110 >>8235255

>>8235020
This is an issue we're going to constantly run into.
I worry we're helping them clean up by blatantly posting what we find.

These can all be easily made burner accounts that they simply recreate and repost what they had up.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:02:20 ID: 6af46d No.8235129 >>8235478

>>8234852
did some more searching found the author of the secret pizza book. diggin in, he seems fishy. 

> http://www.whothehell.com/
> http://www.adamrubinhasawebsite.com/ (for kids)

> https://twitter.com/rubingo

> https://youtu.be/ivQ2CQt93rs (ad for his lasted book)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:02:35 ID: 316b62 No.8235131 >>8235352 >>8241111

>>8234935

http://archive.fo/OETN5
http://archive.fo/rnQ1n

Still just clicking suspect pictures and looking at commentors' accounts… every single one of them has some form of inside joke(s) going on with pictures 
of small children.
Instagram is a cesspool of this.  

Same Girl!? thr0wpizza  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:05:54 ID: 65dff2 No.8235176 >>8235206

File (hide): 4ad3baefee620ce⋯.jpg (860.53 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, samegirl.jpg)

>>8235048

SAME GIRL!

Incredible find, anon  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:07:46 ID: dada7c No.8235205 >>8235215

>Andrew Klines listed address leads back to a palms restaurant

The Palms Restaurant shares a building with the Veritas Law Firm. Which is where that Andrew Kline works (not the Clinton Appointee one)

>>8234927

Palms Restaurant

1225 19th St NW
Washington, DC 20036

Veritas Law Firm

1225 19th Street, NW
Suite 320
Washington, DC 20036  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:07:48 ID: dd564d No.8235206 >>8235306

>>8235176
doesn't look like her…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:07:53 ID: d72a26 No.8235208

>>8235073
>c…comparing anyone who thinks this photograph could possibly have been made for the pleasure of the woman's pedophile friends, to a leftist, t…that 
will make them shut up.
>i… it says so in my shill's manual, right under "outgrouping attacks."
Thanks for the info.
filtered  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:08:00 ID: 2a6615 No.8235211

>>8234740
It was made by an insider, clearly.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:08:21 ID: f30461 No.8235215

>>8235205
thanks anon  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:08:53 ID: 79d1e8 No.8235228 >>8235306

12ef62
65dff2

Comet staff samefagging  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:09:01 ID: a98b9a No.8235231

>>8234359
I had this thought, but it seemed to cross a point of cutting me off either through overloading me with requests or some sort of malware eluding me. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, introducing Pont & Du!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:10:33 ID: e19611 No.8235255

>>8235110
This is why all true dekektives know to archive stuff before posting it. And newfags need to be educated, maybe it should be in the next OPs?  

File (hide):
7e2ac1bbfdc13d7⋯.png (389.11
KB, 640x1136, 40:71, image.png)

File (hide):
f33bf04df00f5c3⋯.png (575.34
KB, 640x1136, 40:71, image.png)

Upper Crust Pizza Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:11:10 ID: 764206 No.8235261 >>8236044 >>8236102

Beverly Hills, DC, Boston locations. Masonic logo.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:11:55 ID: 380287 No.8235277 >>8235367 >>8236182

Re the book store next door:

http://8ch.net/pol/res/8223306.html#q8226294
>>8226294
Searched for 'osiris' on the bookstore. One of the interesting titles that popped up was:

Osiris: Death and Afterlife of a God (Hardcover) http://www.politics-prose.com/book/9781405110730

"The author Bojana Mojsov was born in Skopje, Macedonia. She is a celebrated Egyptologist and has worked in the Egyptology Departments of both the 
Metropolitan and Brooklyn Museums in New York."

Huh, sounds slavic. Google her name along with Marina Abramovic, and up turns:

https://www.amazon.com/Marina-Abramovic-Artist-Bojana-Pejic/dp/8881581752

"Marina Abramovic: Artist Body Hardcover – July 2, 1998
by Bojana Pejic (Author), Marina Abramovic (Artist)"

So this Osiris expert was close enough to Marina to literally write the book on her.

Another long article that turned up puts Bojana and Marina in the same art crew in Yugoslavia in the 60s and 70s. There seems to be a fair amount of 
overlap in the names tied to the two of them (assuming they're the same individuals.)

http://www.msu.hr/files/11873/The%20New%20Art%20Practice%20in%20Yugoslavia%201966-1978.pdf  

thr0wpizza  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:13:36 ID: 65dff2 No.8235306 >>8235400 >>8235662

>>8235206
>doesn't look like her…

Totally does!!

>>8235228
Nope, just some dude who finds this interesting and worth putting energy into. It's nice to see/find these things firsthand for myself rather than after it gets 
filtered through other channels or methods of delivery. It's exciting.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:13:45 ID: 34793d No.8235309

>>8235020
Given the reputation sites like this have as far as the public are concerned, that's not surprising.

Give it a weighting (from normal thing to do -> suspect thing to do) and file it under Could Be Something. If more crops up following, you can build on it.

Bea in mind, it's likely there will be totally unaware normies in the mix, because they're good as character witnesses should others get suspicious (like we 
are). "oh James, no he couldn't possibly be trafficking children! He's a good man and really cares about the wellbeing of kids. My kids think he's 
wonderful!"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:15:24 ID: 1a7f1f No.8235334 >>8235599 >>8235733

HELP!! IS ANYONE WORKING ON THIS????

https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/48897

CHECK THIS CORRUPT PNG. FIX THE IDAT. THERE IS SOMETHING THERE. I KEEP GETTING BURIED!!!!!

http://8ch.net/pol/res/8124258.html#8234860  

File (hide): a336dabdd3e1fad⋯.png (630.95 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, 800degreespizza.png)

File (hide): c04047b562ac979⋯.png (971.6 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, blazepizza.png)

File (hide): f89abf290785c10⋯.png (783.73 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, fabkids.png)

File (hide): 5a9fb0cb5dfe4b0⋯.png (506.25 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, fabkids_pizza.png)

File (hide): 57af4e883b1573a⋯.png (572.73 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, lauraheartslola.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:16:15 ID: 316b62 No.8235352 >>8236455

>>8235131
>>8234935
>>8234622  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:17:00 ID: 6f1156 No.8235360
File (hide): 732366015a3a71f⋯.png (732.69 KB, 960x540, 16:9, another_victory.png)

>>8234876
Huge finding. 
Excellent work, 
anon.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:17:10 ID: 3358f2 No.8235363

>that Illuminati card

what in actual fuck?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:17:19 ID: f30461 No.8235367
File (hide): d50371da7451a7d⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 56.02 KB, 643x960, 643:960, marina gross.jpg)

>>8235277
good find  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:17:24 ID: cb25ae No.8235368 >>8235397 >>8235460

>>8234694
You're fucking autistic beyond words anon.

I used to ride in shopping carts when I was a kid too. There's no underlying maliciousness here. It's just a parent and their kid.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:18:54 ID: d72a26 No.8235397 >>8235440

>>8235368
>(1)
Another "it's just a parent and their kid".
Obvious sign that this woman needs deeper digging.
Oh btw, Filtered.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:19:24 ID: f20812 No.8235400

>>8235306
You're one of them alright. So easy to spot.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:21:23 ID: cb25ae No.8235440
File (hide): 0c15bd3b15b3f86⋯.jpg (7.62 KB, 236x213, 236:213, 1221287738.jpg)

>>8235397
This is what happens when you let paranoia get the better of you. 

I hope the rest of the people doing this investigative work has better 
sensibilities than autism personified over here.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:22:37 ID: fa38b6 No.8235460 >>8235521 >>8235853 >>8236142

>>8235368
I can't believe you are still here talking about this you fucking goof shill. Even if you are right, which you might be, clearly you have shown you are more 
into this petty argument than doing anything constructive. Look at the comment on the image, it's fucking creepy: four "OK" aka THAT'S A SPICY PIZZA 
hand gestures
filtered  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:23:01 ID: 6af46d No.8235478

>>8235129
https://twitter.com/search?f=users&q=%40cometpingpong

https://www.linkedin.com/in/carolineweinroth
http://www.carolineweinroth.com/resume/
https://www.instagram.com/carofinew/
https://www.instagram.com/cinema_hearts/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:25:32 ID: cb25ae No.8235521

>>8235460
I get that uncovering a government-perpetuated pedophile ring is stressful stuff, anon, but get a fucking grip.

I just read through the entire thread and I felt the need to respond to what to anyone with half a brain was an insanely idiotic deduction of a harmless 
image. These types of utterly moronic deductions that are only a byproduct of blithering autism and a detachment from the real world will end up 
damaging the investigation rather than aid it.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:26:54 ID: e88a71 No.8235547 >>8236300

https://www.reddit .com/r/washingtondc/comments/2ltgfp/calling_all_pizza_lovers_join_the_dc_pizza_club/

>first comment down
>I run Comet! 
>2 years ago
>most recent comment is "You're correct, different owners entirely." referring to Besta and Comet  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:29:09 ID: b21604 No.8235595 >>8235878

>>8234914
Kline
Lady Gaga seems to dig Stephen Klein
https://vimeo.com/84132755  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:29:24 ID: 973a8f No.8235599 >>8235678 >>8235679 >>8235914

>>8235334
Last night in an old thread I saw the video of intense light on a nighttime beach with waves coming in.  An imbedded file.  I have a hunch it was a snuff 
film.  You guys trying to decode the imbedded files are crazy.  If you can finally retrieve it you will find real CP or worse.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:33:16 ID: dd564d No.8235662
File (hide): b991256d78ce047⋯.jpg (27.27 KB, 426x240, 71:40, nice shilling.jpg)

>>8235306
>Totally 
does!!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:34:22 ID: d72a26 No.8235678

>>8235599
There was no embedded file. It was a false positive.
There is however the sound of children in the background.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:34:22 ID: 7c5e3f No.8235679

>>8235599
checked
someone with amazing opsec needs to get on that  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:35:39 ID: 8e9513 No.8235699 >>8235859

>>8233976
>L'enfant plaza
wtf  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:36:56 ID: 34793d No.8235733

>>8235334
A couple of threads back there was another anon who was looking into this image iirc. Didn't find anything but that doesn't mean other methods won't 
yield results. 
Unfortunately, I can't find which thread it was now and have trawled through the more recent archives.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:38:02 ID: df05fa No.8235759
File (hide): c0f9300ca433e23⋯.png (17.63 KB, 934x86, 467:43, i run.png)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:42:23 ID: 34793d No.8235853 >>8236123

>>8235460
So wouldn't that put the user who used those icons under suspicion instead?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:42:28 ID: 6af46d No.8235859

>>8235699
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%27Enfant_Plan  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:43:09 ID: b21604 No.8235878

>>8235595
https:// www.instagram. com/stevenkleinstudio/?hl=en

I'm not saying it's anything, but he might be worth a cursory search on WL, he's connected to every artist who shilled for hillary.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:44:51 ID: fe7936 No.8235914 >>8236239

http://pastebin.com/V3vDPWun
http://pastebin.com/V3vDPWun
http://pastebin.com/V3vDPWun
http://pastebin.com/V3vDPWun

updated the pastebin a little bit again, with new thread archives, and expanded info on the unsolved cipher 
text with what i learned >>8234191

also i did some digging on amanda kleinman's bandmates in the apes in there. no writeup about it yet but 
Breck Omar Brunson's subscriptions lead to a lot of leads to low subcount youtube channels with videos of 
strange "performance art", mental programming, etc (embed related). i can't say there's anything 
incriminating in there, it's just weird, and i eventually got it all to wrap back around to marina abramovic.

>>8235599
>If you can finally retrieve it you will find real CP or worse.

that's the point. if we found that it's not the police we'd be running from, i'm sure as soon as you found cp in government or political party emails you'd be 
damn skippy about reporting it, and that would start the dominos going to destroy the zog machine. stop trying to fear monger.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:46:52 ID: 34793d No.8235961 >>8236141

>>8235037
Any luck with this anon?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:47:04 ID: 749d2b No.8235966 >>8236123

I'm making a new mindmap using MingMaple. I just started visiting the oldest threads and saving everything. Will try to use older info if able to check the 
sources.

I'll be glad to hear any of your suggestions.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:50:07 ID: 6af46d No.8236044 >>8236102 >>8236548

>>8235261
http://idiomorigins.net/the-upper-crust/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:52:36 ID: 6af46d No.8236102

>>8235261
>>8236044
also the logo isn't mazionic. #NotAllPizza  
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Canada thr0wpizza  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:52:52 ID: 65dff2 No.8236110 >>8236173

Boston Pizza
https://bostonpizza.com/en/bp-income-fund/
https://bostonpizza.com/en/about/media-centre/
https://bostonpizza.com/en/about/press-releases/2016/120998/
https://www.instagram.com/bostonpizzacanada/
https://www.facebook.com/BostonPizza/

The Boston Pizza Royalties Income Fund owns the Boston Pizza trademarks for Canada. Boston Pizza International is a franchise-driven casual dining 
restaurant company, and operates only three of the over 340 restaurants as corporate restaurants.

Here - and there, to make you happy.

FYI: the Boston Pizza experience you love here in Canada is also available when you cross the border. Located throughout the United States, Boston's is 
a full-service, pizza-themed, casual dining restaurant and sports bar offering incredible gourmet pizzas and pasta, along with a wide variety of other great 
dishes, such as wings, ribs, burgers, salads, sandwiches and the largest kid's menu in the casual dining category. Boston's offers a contemporary, sit-
down family dining atmosphere with a separate sports bar customized with local team memorabilia. The result is a fun, high-energy setting for families 
and sports enthusiasts alike.

Two Distinct Dining Experiences

Since opening our first location in Edmonton, Alberta in 1964, Boston Pizza has offered guests two experiences under one roof – a family-friendly casual 
dining restaurant and a separate sports bar with a lively atmosphere. No matter which side you select, Boston Pizza serves up an extensive menu with 
over 100 items to choose from.

While we’re famous for our gourmet pizzas made with our signature hand pressed dough, our extensive menu satisfies every appetite with our mouth-
watering pasta dishes and a wide variety of appetizers, salads, entrées and desserts.

The casual atmosphere, combined with big-screen high-definition TVs in the sports bar, makes Boston Pizza as fun for families as it is for teams and 
groups of all ages. Most of our restaurants also feature an outdoor patio for those days when guests want to sit back and soak up the sun.

https://archive.is/ujtLM
https://archive.is/Nn62C
https://archive.is/QA2V8  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:53:05 ID: 49474d No.8236118

>>8233747
that's an advertisement board in the background, look at the light glare above the hat visor  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:53:12 ID: fa38b6 No.8236123 >>8236143 >>8236218

>>8235966
Actually buff out the nodes with text, links, pdfs, eml, html files etc. Put the mm file up when done not just screencaps. 

>>8235853
The amount of suspicion I have for either is minimal. IMO the picture itself is revealing enough to be inappropriate. I also just hate that people post 
pictures of their kids to social media.
The account is a business act for DFW Microblading.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:54:02 ID: a98b9a No.8236141

>>8235961
Been lurking, trying not to trip anything. No problems so far. Will update on when I go back in on that topic beforehand.  
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File (hide): 4aca22f13d62a56⋯.webm (1.89 MB,
720x480, 3:2, oral_action.webm) [play once] [loop]

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:54:05 ID: d72a26 No.8236142 >>8236495

>>8235460
No kidding.
A swarm of (1)s followed too, "i…it's nothing you virgin autist nigger!"

They should know that clinging to the subject like shit on the heel of a toddler's sneaker would just fuel the autism.

Attachments related.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:54:08 ID: 749d2b No.8236143

>>8236123
Will do. Thank you anon.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:55:29 ID: dd564d No.8236173

>>8236110
Not related to comet pizza…  

Podesta gets $200k for STEM CELLS Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:55:39 ID: c976e1 No.8236177 >>8236848 >>8237006

>>8234677

Google: Podesta CIRM

Heres good rundown about him getting ALOT of money, but no one knows for what due to 5 pages of missing documents.

http://www.stemcellpioneers.com/showthread.php?11292-Tony-Podesta-s-200-000-tie-to-CIRM&s=915c04c2a20676f44202718ffd7e4d0f

Look at the dates of this deal, compared to when JimmyComet begins talking about the "business" of children.

There is a HUGE biotech angle here.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:55:44 ID: 6af46d No.8236182

>>8235277
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoodoo_(folk_magic)

 uses some of the same blood rituals, such a putting blood on small statues like in the video.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:57:21 ID: 34793d No.8236218

>>8236123
I'm with you on the social media thing to be fair. Too many parents don't have the sense to at least keep visibility to people they know if they are going to 
share pics of their kids (under normal circumstances).  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:58:06 ID: f14d35 No.8236239 >>8236332

>>8234191
>>8235914
Thanks for this info. This is very interesting.

I had never heard of "article spinning" before. How confident are you that it was Best Spinner and not some other program, though? I might be willing to 
pay for that shit if I were certain it's the right program.

Also, I'm guessing you didn't see this post
>>8206604.
That based anon was the first one to work on this. He identified all eight source articles from ESPN and noticed a pattern. In each spun article, 5 links to 
online shopping websites had been inserted out of nowhere. Each link led to a different NFL player's novelty jersey. That anon figured that the jersey 
numbers were important. H wrote down those 5 two digit numbers from each article and suggested they might be phone numbers but that doesn't seem 
likely. It hasn't gotten any further since then. What do you think?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 00:59:51 ID: 209097 No.8236270

#George-Soros superpac American Bridge 21st Century gave #pizzagate Comet Pizza $11600 in 2014. That’s a lot of pizza…

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?14960793887 …  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:01:52 ID: 6af46d No.8236300 >>8236434 >>8236469 >>8236523 >>8236618 >>8238137

>>8235547
https://www.reddit.com/user/HighVoltage900

https://www.reddit.com/r/washingtondc/comments/5cirec/support_comet_ping_pong/ 

they are on to us!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:02:23 ID: 6d9bcd No.8236308

>>8233137
>I own a mac

I can't even get peer blocker. Fuck.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:03:47 ID: b431ad No.8236331
File (hide): 125dab278645c81⋯.jpg (161.75 KB, 585x817, 585:817, 1478846964826.jpg)

>>8233093 (OP)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:03:51 ID: fe7936 No.8236332

>>8236239
i'm pretty confident Best Spinner is the ticket. look at the interface for the substitutions in the video i linked before, and the way that the options are 
embedded into the original text. it even uses the same curly brace. the other option is Magic Article Rewriter but ive never seen its interface. to be honest, 
these programs were actually suggested by another anon, just nobody seemed to notice. i looked into it and best spinner really seemed like the ticket we 
needed.

i saw the original work that was done on these, but i havent seen links to the originals. i only have the one that i put in the pastebin. if you know where i 
can find them, i'd be appreciative.

as far as how relevant i think the jersey numbers are, i really have no idea. i know that from the one original article i looked at, the jersey links were forced 
in, not substitutions. so they're significant, but i dont know how.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:13:22 ID: 6af46d No.8236434 >>8236469 >>8236670 >>8236716

>>8236300
https://www.facebook.com/jbreh (comet pizza manager)

(via steam: http://steamprofile.co.uk/steamid/76561197980008118 )

he doesn't try to defend anything in the reddit thread (posts hidden downvotes) simply to say that they have a different owner than bestas. 

made a UD comment about kids:
http://www.urbandictionary.com/author.php?author=HighVoltage900

he may be our man on the inside if we play this right.  
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File (hide): 5fa56c610138341⋯.png (724.48 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, pizza.png)

File (hide): 54f185799bcefb5⋯.png (694.59 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, shopsweetthreads.png)

File (hide): 30bb1647490e647⋯.png (860.16 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, wildchildparty.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:15:31 ID: 316b62 No.8236455

>>8235352
>>8234935
>>8234622
It never ends with this shit.

File (hide): d35379e10a4db2d⋯.jpg (228.61 KB,
1024x660, 256:165, 17121923990_ba6b3b8fe6_b.jpg)

File (hide): 890e9564ab1ffb7⋯.jpg (24.32 KB, 300x225,
4:3, 2-amys-300x225.jpg)

File (hide): 5edf1adfbb4d8e6⋯.jpg (111.55 KB,
1130x286, 565:143, P1110249 P1110246 P1110243.jpg)

File (hide): 1978b925f68c3a2⋯.jpg (59.49 KB,
586x230, 293:115, P1110241 P1110240.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:16:40 ID: 86ee05 No.8236462 >>8236531

Is there a way to do a good public audit of a restaurant? I'm just trying to think of ways to bring attention to the place or get law enforcement in there and 
poking around. I noticed the ping pong tables everywhere, and the spacious feel of the place, and I realized, this is not only an underserved restaurant, it 
looks to border on scam levels.

In short, restauranting is a pretty straightforward business, you have so many tables relative to your floorspace, throw in real estate price and food type 
and there's your menu prices. Looking at this place, with the nosebleed real estate in dc, and the pitifully small amount of seats, and the cheap nature of 
pizza in general, they would have expected to charge like 40 bucks for a cheese pizza just to stay open, and they would have to be busy all day and 
njght.

My guess is that the child stuff is

A. Not just a little bit, and not just occasional, but more like every night.
B. Kind of like a high priced underground brothel for pedo elite
C. Feeding out into the rest of the town, possibly acting like a transition or storage space for the towns supply of child victims.

This could be bigger than were giving it credit for, and it would make Alefantis pretty wealthy, and help prop up such a large and expensive building. But if 
so, the financials wont be adding up at all, like, possibly off by 3 fold. Included are some pictures of an actual successful pizza resraurant in dc, award 
winning 2amys pizza. It's packed day and night, and you hardly feel like you can move in there.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:17:27 ID: 6af46d No.8236469 >>8236471

>>8236434
here's who started the 'support' thread on plebbit: >>8236300  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:17:39 ID: 6af46d No.8236471 >>8236632 >>8236646

>>8236469
4 got link
https://www.reddit.com/user/dcbass  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:19:08 ID: a34a33 No.8236483
File (hide): 718aa77c3b6c592⋯.png (98.31 KB, 600x500, 6:5, 1463370198633.png)

I can't find my notes, can someone link the old CTR doxing thread archives?  Not the dox themselves.  I 
think I remember something that might be connected

And holy shit these threads are almost unbelievable if we weren't finding so much evidence.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:19:20 ID: 1d96bc No.8236484

/tech/faggot here
Someone made a thread over there asking how to brute force hidden boards on 8chan. We all know what they've been used for which is why I'm posting 
in here.

Anyway it took 10 minutes to get about 98% of them so if anyone wants to dig through home soil, here you go:  >>>/tech/678884
Or not, I don't want to waste anyone's time. Just thought it was an interesting coincidence someone would come asking how hidden they are.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:20:29 ID: cb25ae No.8236495

>>8236142
The worst part about people with severe paranoia is that any attempts to sway them from their thought process only serves to confirm and further cement 
them in their positions. 

Case in point: Shutter Island. That's basically you, right now.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:22:47 ID: 34793d No.8236523

>>8236300
That explains the increase in tinfoil then, either directly or via reddit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:23:34 ID: 86ee05 No.8236531 >>8236552

>>8236462

Also just occurred to me what the hell are three pizza stores doing on the same street?  

File (hide):
691abb7a94e9d4e⋯.jpg (1.14
MB, 800x1333, 800:1333,
uppertumblr_nszj2myRVt1ud7….jpg)

File (hide): 64ef09403f864c7⋯.png (263.76 KB,
628x627, 628:627, uppfamtumblr_nsodebw8rv1ud….png)

File (hide): 7180783a82eabfa⋯.jpg (171.38 KB,
596x599, 596:599, upptottumblr_nyqqloFwnv1ud….jpg)

Upper Crust thr0wpizza  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:24:43 ID: 65dff2 No.8236548 >>8236601

>>8236044
>"Upper Crust"

http://uppercrustpizza.tumblr.com/
http://uppercrustpizza.tumblr.com/image/126534322868 

https://archive.is/YE1Sz
https://archive.is/fskoc
https://archive.is/5krlC

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:25:09 ID: fe7936 No.8236552

>>8236531
the explanation for besta and comet is that besta is only delivery and comet has no delivery. but we all know that it's just an excuse to get more floor 
space.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:26:18 ID: d575ce No.8236563 >>8236890 >>8236934 >>8237995

this is a little off-topic but remember that video with 2 kids saying papa kills babies and shit? I noticed a couple of suspicious youtube accounts who 
replied to almost every comment on a certain related video saying that it was proven to be a hoax and calling people dumb. I checked one of them and 
found he liked videos from this channel
youtube(dot)com/channel/UCrtoxV4BVw_ZFFLRLLLWxKQ/videos
basically it's a channel full of shitty videos with satanic imagery shitting on the kids' mother and saying that it's a hoax. He's been making videos on this 
topic for a fucking year straight and all the comments are from the same people and are full of amazement. Just felt like sharing so you could get a better 
look in their minds to see what kind of entertainment they enjoy. also note the name of the channel, i guess it's supposed to be ironic and funny for these 
people.  

thr0wpizza  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:29:56 ID: 65dff2 No.8236601 >>8236611 >>8236636

File (hide): 9afa638a684c0e3⋯.jpg (115.35 KB, 595x595, 1:1, tumblr_nus8ekAfyt1ud7e4qo1….jpg)

>>8236548

http://uppercrustpizza.tumblr
.com/image/129226838588
https://archive.is/VUIMh  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:30:44 ID: a98b9a No.8236611 >>8236617

>>8236601
Calling it now, citibank is connected.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:31:29 ID: 316b62 No.8236617

>>8236611
I thought we've known that.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:31:31 ID: 0cfb7c No.8236618

>>8236300
What the fuck, these people make me sick.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:32:08 ID: d72a26 No.8236623 >>8236660 >>8236720 >>8237998

File (hide): 42667e4d67cb5e9⋯.jpg (135.85 KB, 1148x631, 1148:631, eli_reviews_politics_and_p….jpg)

At least one of the other establishments reviewed by "Eli Sizemore" do 
indeed seem to be connected to the network.

As according to master list on plebbit.

No wonder the Youtube account was nuked, it is potentially a roadmap 
to thus far unlinked businesses and persons.

www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b1qtf/comet_ping_pong_pi
zzagate_summary/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:32:44 ID: 79d1e8 No.8236632

>>8236471  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:33:04 ID: 483c32 No.8236636

>>8236601
Just want to point out how gross that pizza looks.  Looks to me like they hardly spend time in the kitchen.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:33:55 ID: b431ad No.8236646 >>8236873

File (hide): ce4191d93b047ad⋯.jpg (57.52 KB, 983x209, 983:209, dcbass2.JPG)

>>8236471  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:35:13 ID: b431ad No.8236660

>>8236623
All of these kids have such fucked up eyes.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:36:04 ID: 8e9513 No.8236670 >>8236683 >>8236985

>>8236434
http://www.escapistmagazine.com/profiles/badges/HighVoltage900

Note the candy neclace and lollipop badges. Someone was wearing a candy neclace in a photo and someone said it kind of looked like the yellow beads 
in jimmycomet's photo. Candy, like pizza, could signify something in the right context.

somebody check this plz:
http://sex.sweetbbw.net/mat/dirx/1/1656.htm

and maybe this too?
http://www.mysql-password.com/database/16217  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:36:14 ID: 7cc960 No.8236671

>>8233103
What the fuck is that?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:37:49 ID: fa38b6 No.8236683 >>8236985

>>8236670
No spoiler on second link? Are you fucking kidding me?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:39:14 ID: de659f No.8236694

Can any anons get screenshotting archive.is links? Worried they may be compromised like archive.org  

File (hide): 332a73336717824⋯.jpg (121.49 KB,
1017x425, 1017:425, dcbass3.JPG)

File (hide): d6ec9ee0f1e1716⋯.jpg (55.67 KB,
881x424, 881:424, dcbass4.JPG)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:39:41 ID: b431ad No.8236700 >>8236860 >>8236873

File (hide): ef6c44f73ceb13b⋯.jpg
(59.58 KB, 535x734, 535:734, performer_01.jpg)

File (hide): 4a6149485e850fb⋯.png (107.93 KB,
916x580, 229:145, manager_and_wife.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:41:04 ID: 6af46d No.8236716 >>8236767 >>8236873 >>8236914 >>8237228 >>8237688

>>8236434
Comet Pizza Manager:
> John Bryce Reh
> John Bryce (Milena) Reh 
(src: http://www.ryanmortuary.com/obits/2013/reh31128.html )

noticed a women he liked on facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/milenaaradskiviolin/

first didn't think much of it but after seeing his full name it's obvious they married and she changed her first name. 

http://www.milenaaradski.com/performer/
http://www.milenaaradski.com/instructor-2/

they are obviously doing very well. because of comet's funding. she was born in belgrade serbia., works at some schools in DC.  
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Paul Sizemore thr0wpizza  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:41:23 ID: 65dff2 No.8236720 >>8236740

>>8236623

DC For Teens: "Where We Spend Our Time So You Can Have A Good Time" 

https://www.youtube.com/user/DCForTeens https://archive.is/0mLRC

Pizza No. 17 (0:32): Wood-fried pizza, good drinks, give you water, nice environment, nice & quiet, indoor & outdoor seating

George's King Of Falafel & Cheesesteak (0:45): Little ways away from where people are staying in hotels, not touristy area, really good anyway, falafel, 
cheesesteak, gyro, made to order, really big, really filling, fresh squeezed lemonade and tea

Big Planet Comic Book Store (0:42): Inconvenient, hard to find, in with another shop, really small, large selection of comics, "Diary Of A Wimpy Kid", 
poorly placed…NOTICE HOW HE GETS AGGRAVATED AT "CHRIS" AT THE END OF THE VIDEO!

Uptown Movie Theater (0:52): Near Cleveland Park Metro, good for after/before the zoo, one big screen, different types of movies, newest film, balcony, 
look down on screen NOTICE HOW HE IS NERVOUS AND ANXIOUS!

Indique Restaurant (0:42): Near Cleveland Park Metro, near zoo, chicken curry, naan, good rice, spices

Open City (0:29): Free wifi, almond croissants, long lines, busy

Could be nothing. Again, just putting this out there in case someone finds it useful.

Oh, and here is Eli's dad's Reddit account: https://www.reddit.com/user/PaulSizemore
https://archive.is/4DGNC He made a website 

http://lovedjobs.com/ 

This site was created by Paul Sizemore. I currently live in Louisville, KY, and am a marketing technologist. I've been gathering and analyzing job data in 
an effort to better understand my city. For instance, I was surprised that Louisville has the most C# job postings (at least at March 10, 2016).

https://archive.is/LHxkp  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:43:48 ID: 9e4eb4 No.8236739
File (hide): 70025eda68fa04c⋯.gif (674.29 KB, 414x317, 414:317, 1402365410406.gif)

Guys what if they are using the dark side of meme magic and thats how they've managed to rise to positions 
of high power. Like what if they've known about it for centuries and thats why they've been fighting the "Alt-
right" so hard becuase they know that our meme magic will surpass theirs if left unchecked  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:43:51 ID: d72a26 No.8236740

>>8236720
The videos have all been set to private, only a couple are still accessible through a Vimeo mirror.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:46:22 ID: 4301e7 No.8236761

has anyone checked the sewere systems map underneath these places? 
If there are rooms and tunnels underneath, it should show in these maps by addition or by seeing a gap where they are suppoused to be…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:46:51 ID: 6af46d No.8236767 >>8236836 >>8236873

>>8236716
just noticed that 2nd FB link mentions a vickie.reh

https://www.facebook.com/vickie.reh
>Bucks Fishing & Camping
> Chef/Wine Director · 2009 to 2013

likely John Reh's sister, from Arlington VA. 
> http://viaumbriablog.com/vickie-reh-joins-the-via-umbria-team-as-chefwine-director/
Umbria i found a couple days ago has connections to Bucks. 

she has her own site:
http://www.vickieswinetable.com/

these people are underlings so they might not have as much involvement but there's certainly nepotism going on.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:50:59 ID: f6d455 No.8236825 >>8238791

People, a bit off-topic but have you wondered

>WHY ARE THESE PEOPLE ALWAYS BLUE EYED?
>trump, hillary, bill, melania, pence, the queen of england, random people we've been looking at, assange, etc  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:51:33 ID: 6af46d No.8236836 >>8236873 >>8237439

>>8236767
https://www.instagram.com/p/BMNkWH6DfFD/?taken-by=vickieswinetable (with her brother)

https://www.instagram.com/p/BMNFDPXDV4W/?taken-by=vickieswinetable (always kids around, 10 yr party for comet) 

start diggin these instagram .

https://www.instagram.com/neptalyalvarado/
https://www.instagram.com/vickieswinetable/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:52:46 ID: 973a8f No.8236848 >>8237006

>>8236177
From a medical background.  Cord blood has stem cells.  Aborted fetuses and newborns likely have blood with more stem cells.  Think planned 
parenthood.  Think IV therapy for longevity.  Just theoretical.  Anon 5 on half chand said they Fed Ex the Planned Parenthood material for 24 hrs delivery.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:53:25 ID: 6af46d No.8236860

>>8236700
she's just a batshit redditor, she only knows comet as a hipster place. notice how she's shilling for the anti-sex traffiking event. it's ur typical bluepill SJW.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:54:42 ID: 6af46d No.8236873

>>8236646
>>8236700
see:>>8236860

focus ur energy on 
>>8236836
>>8236767
>>8236716
thanks m8  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:55:56 ID: 0cfb7c No.8236890 >>8237265

>>8236563
I saw some gaslighters just like what you described on videos of the franklin cover up and they even use children to make fun of the victims, do a YT 
search for "Troy Boner is dead" (who was a cult abuse victim)  

File (hide): 7d937f09b70a5b1⋯.jpg (27.71 KB, 923x86,
923:86, marriedtoafuckingserbian.JPG)

File (hide): 0a2440b1499f870⋯.jpg (141.57 KB,
1088x799, 64:47, hvletschat.JPG)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:58:11 ID: e89be4 No.8236914 >>8237048 >>8237990

>>8236716

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 01:59:26 ID: 52406b No.8236934

>>8236563
>a hoax

Even persuading kids to say the shit coming out of their mouths constitutes serious abuse. Those kids' minds are filled with fucked-up, depraved imagery, 
whether or not the events they're describing happened.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:00:37 ID: 722662 No.8236948

>>8233322
>>I always envisioned pedophilia as being a primarily male fetish.
To further elaborate on what >>8234202 said, the reason you think of pedophilia as being a typically male 
vice is similar to the reason that many normies think of serial killers and mass shooters being predominantly 
white and male. The media draws attention to the white male shooters/serial killers and downplays any non-
whites who fit the description (i.e. a black male serial killer will often just be blamed on gang violence).
So female pedophiles are either swept under the rug, or the media downplays how heinous their actions 
were. Hell, you can even find normie-targeted comedy that will joke that female teachers raping male 
students is good for the male students (embed related)! There is also a segment in the Vagina Monologues 
where a 24 year old woman statutory rapes a 13 year old girl, and states that it was a "good rape"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:03:09 ID: 0b9ab5 No.8236975 >>8237078 >>8237186

File (hide): aaa46b6b161b5ae⋯.png (207.17 KB, 480x800, 3:5, Screenshot_2016-11-13-18-5….png)

Might wanna look into the daycare and safekids place in Dupont circle. 
Sorry if its been mentioned.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:04:54 ID: 6af46d No.8236985

>>8236670
>>8236670
>>8236683
those last two links are trash. the porno site ripped comments from some forum from 2005, so what if John Reh is askin about knifes. 

as for the password hash, it's just a hash of that string nothing more.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:06:28 ID: 0b9ab5 No.8237002 >>8237395

File (hide): 989908d861da05d⋯.jpg (115.01 KB, 960x705, 64:47, IMG_20161113_184159.jpg)

Also Wethepizza is a possible lead, its pretty creepy 
looking. They ordered it for the Democrats sit down  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:06:45 ID: 3c8260 No.8237006

>>8236177
>>8236848

Recall the old Veritas videos about Planned Parenthood.  There was an early 2000's court case where Abortion Doctors and Nurses admitted that they 
performed abortions that were not neccessary, sometimes at 9 months, in order to harvest stem cells.

I must assume its a big business.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:07:56 ID: 8a626f No.8237018

a bit of an aside from where u guys are going but connected
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eirUkQzvt0Q
united postcode lottery
looks like a scam connected to Clinton Global Initiative
another cover for moving kids/money around?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:09:55 ID: 6d9bcd No.8237044

>>8233322
holy shit this just reminded me that epsteins black book has all his fucking other businesses written down (which could have been more fronts for human 
trafficking) im gunna check tht right now and see if I can find connections.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:09:59 ID: 6af46d No.8237048 >>8237352

>>8236914
next time crop so the username is on the post. good to see another connection for the wife though. as for the 2nd pic, so there's a private room. this is 
nows. hidden bathroom, private VIP room?

wew lads.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:10:44 ID: 0b9ab5 No.8237055 >>8237202

File (hide): 0f9db36b8abfa75⋯.png (197.73 KB, 480x800, 3:5, Screenshot_2016-11-13-18-1….png)

And then there's this if anyone wants to take a look at it. I'm out! 
Pls don't knock on my door  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:14:12 ID: 316b62 No.8237078 >>8237186

>>8236975
https://archive.is/HXKBL  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:15:43 ID: 52406b No.8237098 >>8237107 >>8237183 >>8237201 >>8237393

Have we done much digging into this angle yet?

James Alefantis has another LLC called HERECOMESYOURMAN LLC (sounds totally normal): https://archive.is/1RqlB

Which he co-owns with this guy: https://archive.is/VHZcV

HERECOMESYOURMAN's agent is Harvard Business Services: https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_de/5540043

And there are 547 planes registered at the same address: https://archive.is/Kj2ep

Anyone feel like combing through that entire FAA registry? I'm not sure if this is a dead end.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:16:36 ID: f30461 No.8237107 >>8237219

>>8237098
>Anyone feel like combing through that entire FAA registry?

what should we be looking for?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:24:52 ID: 6d9bcd No.8237183

>>8237098
hmmm… is the co-owner the same guy who was in the instagram picture with the werkinonmahnightcheese guy when they were standing over the hole in 
the ground  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:25:19 ID: 316b62 No.8237186

>>8236975
>>8237078
kids' corner day care yahoo group
https://archive.is/zZ8r0
Links to restricted Yahoo group
which also links to restricted parenting group https://archive.is/zeq2z
maybe something maybe nothing?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:26:44 ID: 6d9bcd No.8237201
File (hide): b0796c1cc109f78⋯.png (162.44 KB, 766x677, 766:677, Screen Shot 2016-11-13 at ….png)

>>8237098
>FAA registry

every single fucking time  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:27:15 ID: 973a8f No.8237202 >>8238943

File (hide): f06a54d26d97452⋯.png (2.09 MB, 2048x2732, 512:683, image.png)

>>8237055
Tin Roof Sundae….put it on 
the pizza.  Weird icon pic.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:27:53 ID: 2651f5 No.8237206 >>8237351

>>8233976
station under 
DuPont Circle vid 
related  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:30:15 ID: 52406b No.8237219 >>8237301 >>8239732

File (hide): 173a1d94662d209⋯.png (77.55 KB, 764x579, 764:579, iHNZXfb[1].png)

>>8237107
I have no idea, I was just going to go through that huge list of LLCs and see if any of them sound like they 
might have something to do with the Clintons or pizza or any of the names we've been researching. 
However, I'm not sure it will lead to anything. Harvard Business Services has a website; they're just a 
company that helps you incorporate a business. Alefantis evidently used their services. 

What's crazy is that the address has a listing in the Panama Papers. Ppic related.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:30:43 ID: 4cdfc1 No.8237226
File (hide): 86d80bf3efaf0b1⋯.gif (312.82 KB, 370x330, 37:33, DrunkOnMeemz.gif)

M I LIEK PEZA  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:31:08 ID: 6af46d No.8237228 >>8237304

>>8236716
 the game badges are not relevant. it's very old, comet opened in 2009 . 

> https://www.instagramcom/p/BKtC8TDjUtl/?taken-by=vickieswinetable  bathingoptional is  a chef at bucks. 

> https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/1688777/bucks-fishing-camping/ (needs digging)

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BMP80tbABFi/?taken-by=bathingoptional (weird chicken mask, green door)

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BKUMOi3hvzp/?taken-by=bathingoptional (hillary pizza buttons)

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BIYyLV0hS5K/?taken-by=bathingoptional  

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BGqAjf-kIfF/?taken-by=bathingoptional

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BFt9F22kIW_/?taken-by=bathingoptional  someone in kitchen.

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BC5_Hh3kIZc/?taken-by=bathingoptional 

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BCMTZfSEIZO/?taken-by=bathingoptional (green door confirmed for bucks) 

> https://www.instagram.com/p/BCDcsTiEIYP/?taken-by=bathingoptional (theater?)  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:34:12 ID: 0cfb7c No.8237265

>>8236890
This is the video that i was talking about, they are using these children to 
make fun of a cult abuse victim that got silenced.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:35:20 ID: 3c8260 No.8237273 >>8237324

So once we have enough evidence collected, who is going to be the one handling the case?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:37:47 ID: 2651f5 No.8237299

The US capitol building has its own subway 
lines

Underneath the capital building is a crypt 
where George Washington was going to be 
buried

And underneath that is a nuclear fallout 
shelter  
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:38:12 ID: f30461 No.8237301

>>8237219

>N999SX INC
cant find any info and the name looks fake (page 19)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:38:21 ID: 973a8f No.8237304
File (hide): a9f97300bf3e844⋯.jpg (287.33 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)

>>8237228 Buck's Fishing & Camping 
Twitter reaching out to @Jimmycomet
Raw Sea Urchin anyone?

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:39:57 ID: 87ab28 No.8237321
File (hide): 4f49599994204d2⋯.png (33.56 KB, 600x600, 1:1, Mimi memeing.png)

>>8233322
>I always envisioned 
pedophilia as being a 
primarily male fetish.
Women make up the 
majority of traffickers 
worldwide you memeless 
fuck.  
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File (hide): eba5c26f79c8021⋯.png (243.64 KB,
894x894, 1:1, pol.png)

File (hide): d62b2bf0b2e04f3⋯.jpg (78.31 KB, 539x503,
539:503, fbi.jpg)

File (hide): 121ef7ddac71808⋯.png (931.12 KB,
4000x4000, 1:1, people that do not hold up….png)

File (hide): d491fac1b8c2d5c⋯.jpg (201.25 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, person who stole my porn.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:40:19 ID: 49474d No.8237324 >>8237372

>>8237273
Pick one.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:42:47 ID: fe7936 No.8237351

>>8237206
i think there's something underappreciated about this video. the lights are still on down there. is it normal for a walled off subterranean part of the city to 
still be fed power on that level? i understand not filling it in with cement, but do the tax payers even know they're paying for these caves that the syndicate 
uses?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:42:54 ID: e89be4 No.8237352
File (hide): f3a5e1d01f88b0a⋯.jpg (189.28 KB, 1376x665, 1376:665, HV10.JPG)

>>8237048

My bad. Here's the full post, I missed it 
on that one because I only took the last 
little bit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:44:38 ID: 3c8260 No.8237372
File (hide): 8e5d6f2f75a5f5b⋯.jpg (32.39 KB, 500x375, 4:3, 7TqTgeT.jpg)

>>82373
24
Kewl I'll 
be 
waiting 
for the 
investigat
ion to get 
picked up  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:46:55 ID: 49474d No.8237393
File (hide): 6998f87d18ba4ff⋯.png (58.05 KB, 1025x738, 25:18, BBT LLC.png)

>>8237098
Big Boy Toys 
LLC
https://archive.is/m2
DTQ
Found hits on 
tractors and limos…  
Former's webpage 
didn't load.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:46:58 ID: 316b62 No.8237395

>>8237002
>Wethepizza 
https://archive.is/N1mof  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:50:35 ID: f30461 No.8237430

could be related

>Ex-NY judge gets prison for recruiting prostitutes
>The all-male, invitation-only organization, based in Indianapolis, is a division of the Freemasons and has 191 chapters and 22,000 members. Its motto is 
“Mirth is King.”

http://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/ex-ny-judge-gets-prison-for-recruiting-prostitutes/  

File (hide):
d3fb6c72b703959⋯.png
(74.7 KB, 149x290, 149:290, we.png)

File (hide): 1702b8f43f74d75⋯.png (833.14 KB,
1366x728, 683:364, Untitled-1.png)

File (hide): ae85c7eac14f352⋯.png (2.54 MB,
1465x1067, 1465:1067, wewew.png)

File (hide): f1b201f1d37575f⋯.png (435.85 KB,
922x592, 461:296, dddd.png)

File (hide): 44e488ba1daaa71⋯.png (1.56 MB,
1774x1228, 887:614, 333.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:50:56 ID: 7cc960 No.8237439 >>8237505 >>8237550 >>8237572 >>8237651 >>8237688 >>8237831 >>8240890

>>8236836
>first pic
this girl is drugged imo opinion. Look at her face, and her stick doesnt even have a marshmellow on it. Could have been given xanax imo. All the kids in 
the original look really depressed and not very happy for a birthday. 

>2nd
anomaly in the fire. The pixels don't naturally blend,looks photoshopped. Burning something they weren't supposed to be burning?

>3rd 
reaching a bit here but given what we have seen already….. Wiccan circle? 

>4th
I'm sure a skilled autist can get an address

>5th
more pagan shit  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 02:58:10 ID: 49474d No.8237505 >>8237534

>>8237439
Can I has link for the first image? The one you posted doesn't expand.  (I don't have a magnifying glass).  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:00:22 ID: 7cc960 No.8237534 >>8237644 >>8237688 >>8237717

>>8237505
https://www.instagram.com/p/BMNFDPXDV4W/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:01:47 ID: 7cc960 No.8237550
File (hide): a9304e4374c507e⋯.png (442.5 KB, 597x583, 597:583, s.png)

>>8237439
Also what's with the background? 
Are they in a dungeon type room a 
basement?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:02:55 ID: 6af46d No.8237572 >>8237645

>>8237439
m8 wtf are you smoking?? remind me how those comments are helpful and doesn't up the tinfoil factor?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:04:12 ID: 3c8260 No.8237583 >>8237597 >>8237609 >>8237774 >>8237841

File (hide): 6e867674e5ab62f⋯.mp4 (4.06 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Majestic Ape of Heavy Brea….mp4) [play once] [loop]

It's obvious the FBI is already aware and/or involved in this whole thing.

I mean check this out
https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/fbi-announces-results-of-operation-cross-country-x

>Operation Cross Country X is the largest ever in the history of the initiative, with 55 FBI field offices and 74 
Child Exploitation Task Forces representing more than 400 law enforcement organizations taking part in the 
operation. In addition, several dozen operations across Canada, and approximately 10 operations took 
place in six cities across Cambodia, Thailand, and the Philippines.

>The Federal Bureau of Investigation, along with representatives from the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) and several 
international law enforcement partners, today announced that, domestically, 82 minors were rescued and 239 traffickers and their associates were 
arrested as part of Operation Cross Country X.

Does that look like a world wide Pedophile ring?  Only 82 minors? Across multiple countries with no connections with each other?  Its a fucking joke.  
They are pretty much nothing more than the guys that arrest anyone who does pedo stuff freelance on the side.  If you look at the statistics, the FBI is 
basically turning their heads.

>According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, roughly 800,000 children are reported missing each year in the United States – 
that's roughly 2,000 per day. Of those, there are 115 child "stranger abduction" cases each year, which means the child was taken by an unknown person.

Thats just IN AMERICA.  Theres a huge Child trafficking ring operating right under their noses and they know it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:05:17 ID: cc8af0 No.8237597

>>8237583
>82 minors were rescued
That literally brought tears to my eyes.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:06:20 ID: 6af46d No.8237609

>>8237583
ICMEC and NCMEC are insiders m8.  
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File (hide): fad8436fe91a233⋯.png (1.87 MB,
1029x941, 1029:941, Depressed Birthday.png)

File (hide):
5ceedeccf633767⋯.png
(17.45 KB, 109x114, 109:114,
White Patch Thingy.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:10:01 ID: 49474d No.8237644

>>8237534
>Thank you
I want to say both the girls look bored the fuck out.  Although that's what it looks like on the surface.  The girl on the left, what in the hell is she wearing? 

My last comment on it, anyone know what the white patch is? (Guy in the middle with the black t-shirt).  

File (hide): 39c1e5d1fd49bf4⋯.png (1.9 MB,
1864x1194, 932:597, 39c1e5d1fd49bf49fbb67c12bf….png)

File (hide): fe83e69aa554f32⋯.png (2.21 MB,
1868x1238, 934:619, 74d12d839da92a6194535043b6….png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:10:05 ID: 7cc960 No.8237645 >>8237751 >>8237811

>>8237572
We know they are into pedophila and drugs already. 2,4th pics might be reaching I admit but I'm not ruling out anything. Weird shit goes down at comet  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:10:31 ID: 4e98b4 No.8237651 >>8237719 >>8237735 >>8237811 >>8239947 >>8240186

File (hide): 12f8cfff0eaf0d4⋯.png (979.78 KB, 956x719, 956:719, e33f0cdedbe9f28b55a673db01….png)

>>8237439
I don't think you're right on the first and second points. It doesn't look shopped and if you look 
harder you'll see a marshmallow on her stick.

But is she wearing the same dress as the girl in pic related?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:14:00 ID: f1dc86 No.8237686 >>8237734

File (hide): 7522ac998451f02⋯.png (150.54 KB, 600x909, 200:303, 02e8a7dd6dd45a3968ca9f9496….png)

DuPont is still pinging me hours later.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:14:04 ID: 6af46d No.8237688 >>8240890

>>8236716
found her instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/milena_aradski/

>>8237439
>>8237534
the fire pic has a big lists of names. 
https://www.instagram.com/rachbarnard/ 
https://www.instagram.com/poutycooch/ (fag)
https://www.instagram.com/joshuaryanv/ (fag)
https://www.instagram.com/casswindwills/ (reference on /r/conspiracy , connections to a place called 'secret beach') 
https://www.instagram.com/rdkofahl/ (unknown) 

for all you tinfoil anons who need a proxy. use:
https://www.rabb.it/ it's a great proxy in browser. for the tinfoils here's the CEO https://twitter.com/michaeltemkin hes a libshit but the site is a good proxy. 
no relation to this shit ofc. rabbitards plz stop.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:16:01 ID: fe7936 No.8237717
File (hide): b864d4da143a677⋯.png (91.31 KB, 599x744, 599:744, 801c029d66d7f08158e6e06796….png)

>>8237534
clicking that link pinged me from colorado supernet. anyone else getting that on peerblock? i looked it up and Child 
Safety Network suspiciously came up in the results. the links that actually talked about the business didnt say shit. 
one even said it hadnt been on the irs master business list in months.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:16:15 ID: fa38b6 No.8237719

>>8237651
Not the same dress.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:17:23 ID: 973a8f No.8237729 >>8237876

File (hide): 71a4c1cc5a9e2d4⋯.jpg (177.68 KB, 835x600, 167:120, image.jpg)

From Twitter.  I'm starting to get pissed off at FBI and police for covering up this stuff for so long.  I mean 
why didn't someone do something 20 years ago !  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:17:45 ID: f30461 No.8237734

>>8237686
get well soon  
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File (hide): 5cf65c658694e3f⋯.png (525.64 KB,
595x591, 595:591, 45.png)

File (hide): 092c5be4ee8739c⋯.png (47.18 KB,
678x614, 339:307, q.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:17:46 ID: 7cc960 No.8237735 >>8237764

>>8237651
I'm looking fam. Don't see a marshmellow. Looks like she is just to loaded to notice she doesnt have a marshmellow. I can see everyone elses just fine 
tho. No, she's wearing an alladin, Jasmine type costume  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:19:04 ID: 6af46d No.8237751

>>8237645
m8 nothing is in the fire.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:19:40 ID: 0f5f43 No.8237764 >>8237810 >>8237817

>>8237735
christ your posts are tinfoil retarded and fucking USELESS. You dont see the marshmellow? why dont you look at the WHITE SQUARE like object in the 
fire. Your other red circle on the fire was equally retarded, its wood.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:20:59 ID: dada7c No.8237774 >>8238943

>>8237583
By the way, Operation Cross Country has been ongoing for over 20 years.

Cross Country 9 concluded in 2013 and involved a cell in Alexandria, VA which is just across the Potomac from DC.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:23:56 ID: 0b3235 No.8237797 >>8237805 >>8237817

File (hide): e3a098ecb003e46⋯.png (1013.42 KB, 935x600, 187:120, Yh5dyvM.png)

DEAD MEAT  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:24:27 ID: 0b3235 No.8237805

>>8237797
>roast these babies  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:24:36 ID: 7cc960 No.8237810 >>8237854

>>8237764
I didn't know marshmellows glow when you roast them.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:24:44 ID: 927744 No.8237811

>>8237651
>>8237645
DO THESE KIDS EVEN SLEEP  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:25:18 ID: 6af46d No.8237817

>>8237797
>>8237764
agreed. anons needs to know how to search out good info and not waste time on common sense stuff. we need to validate the current connections and 
not make news ones unless there are obvious.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:26:47 ID: 6d9bcd No.8237831 >>8237939

>>8237439
I scanned through that instajew account and didnt see any of the pentagrams /ritual shit that u posted… esplain yourself right now  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:27:47 ID: 59b765 No.8237841 >>8237959 >>8240635

File (hide): 9ad564938227542⋯.png (1.27 MB, 622x1381, 622:1381, 1477640373559.png)

>>8237583
Wow, agreed.  Its glaringly obvious just by those statistics that they aren't doing nearly enough.  They make it sound like some 
groundbreaking massive operation, but in reality…no.  I'm sure all of the major players are perfectly safe - probably saw a boost in 
revenue, if anything.
-
Honestly, I've been getting the feeling that the people who are truly capable are handling this investigation, our best spergs, are 
doing so smartly and quietly within their own circles, probably on the fuckin deepweb or something.
I have a sneaking suspicion that we may see one of those groups or people drop something sooner than later, and it will go much, 
much further than the massive spiderweb of instagram we are trying to put together. 
>KEEP DIGGING NO MATTER WHAT THOUGH  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:29:07 ID: 0f5f43 No.8237854

>>8237810
its called direction of lightsource, the marshmellow is behind the flame while the other darker one is infront. Use your brain.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:31:02 ID: 59b765 No.8237876
File (hide): a03d715b2d8fdb3⋯.jpg (110.43 KB, 801x970, 801:970, ohfugg.JPG)

>>8237729

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:36:22 ID: c7a16d No.8237930

>>8234769

Possibly.

My theory is that they were prepared to leak everything, if necessary, but to anyone paying attention, it became clear somewhere between three and four 
days before the election that Trump was going to win by a landslide.

Election fraud will bump you 20%, max, without being obvious. The threshold had been overcome.

The /pol/s and r/the_donald implemented an unheard of social media campaign that involved taking over hashtags and memes that were so voluminous 
that they completely overwhelmed the DNC/Soros funded entities.

That is why everyone here needs to keep digging and keep making logical connections between people and organizations, and broadcasting in every 
available channel of communication.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:37:05 ID: 7cc960 No.8237939
File (hide): f0adac3fc75298d⋯.jpg (107.42 KB, 640x447, 640:447, a-pagan-wedding-circle-in-….jpg)

>>8237831
The pictures I used say almany stock photo on them. Its to 
compare, I never claimed they were in their dumb fuck  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:38:41 ID: 6af46d No.8237959 >>8238028

>>8237841
lol nah doge. these 8ch threads are the cutting edge. reddit is sucking off from these. why do you think there's been 10 threads. nobody gives a shit about 
this shit unless it tingles their tinfoil. i've literally found the manager at comet, his wife, and the cook at bucks. with all the social media. from what i can 
see the closer they are to bucks/comet/sashalord the more pedo shit in the feeds. it's a very popular place. the manager at comets said there is a private 
room (for 'video games'?). these tinfoils who look for weird shapes in pics from a cellphone or try logo matching for stupid shit should move to /x/. smdh 
fam.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:41:02 ID: 6f49ab No.8237983

>>8234082
this is James Alefantes instagram?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:42:21 ID: 0cfb7c No.8237990

>>8236914
Private room? Why would you need a private room to play smash brothers? Could it be that the OP was signaling something?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:42:54 ID: 49da99 No.8237995

>>8236563
Watched some of these. So the elite thinks mainstream Christianity the ultimate gaslight? That these elite have the truth, and that all of the proletariat will 
burn for not knowing the truth? 

"All of you will be damned. There is no place in heaven for you. We can't have heaven cramped."  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:43:28 ID: cf6679 No.8237998

>>8236623
Eli sizemore is jewish, ans is most likely making a cover for jews who rape and eat the white children there  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:44:01 ID: e4c15a No.8238005

I just installed peerblock as a result of this thread. Not a tech guy. Immediately was blocking Dupont IPs and now AeroJet propulsion. WTF are rocket 
engine people doing pinging me a dozen times?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:45:32 ID: cf6679 No.8238028
File (hide): f814b4889acdb6b⋯.jpg (53.63 KB, 488x381, 488:381, image.jpg)

>>8237959
>being this 
ovbious

The "satanic 
jew" shills are 
shittier than 
the CTR and 
JIDF!!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:47:27 ID: 7cc960 No.8238050
File (hide): 07e7077f0defb51⋯.png (39.27 KB, 186x230, 93:115, 07e.png)

You guys we should stop digging, I-I think we got enough info, now it's just getting too tinfoil and people are going to 
think we are crazy disinfo pushers.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:47:36 ID: 49da99 No.8238053
File (hide): e1d2b84c611462d⋯.png (372.16 KB, 636x739, 636:739, 123412341234.png)

>>8233778  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:51:53 ID: 566d93 No.8238095 >>8241499

>>8233322
They did a study in the UK a few years ago. Women were the majority of pedophiles. Here's the list of the number of pedophiles for you: 

1) Lesbians
2) Homosexuals
3) Heterosexual Women
4) Heterosexual men. 
5) Male and female couples.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:52:19 ID: 0f5f43 No.8238101 >>8238212

making an infograph. does anyone have the link to congress pushing the law for pedophile acceptance?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:53:54 ID: f14d35 No.8238120 >>8238400

>>8233945
>>8234189
>>8234212
>>8234721
In case anyone's curious, this is what a zip file looks like in ASCII:

Go to https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/58704, copy the big block of text and convert it from base64 to ASCII (I used Python), then save 
the ASCII. If you look at that in a text editor, you'll see lots of PKs and, if you give the ASCII file a .zip extension, you'll be able to unzip it with any zip 
program and see the original directory structure. (It's just an unexciting Word file, as far as I can tell.)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 03:55:08 ID: 6af46d No.8238137 >>8238503 >>8238612

>>8236300
https://www.reddit.com/user/oleblacknblueeyes (posted 5 mins ago)

http://oleblacknblueeyes.tumblr.com/

https://www.reddit.com/user/oleblacknblueeyes/submitted/ 

>FreeFest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgin_Festival 

we've seen the Virgin connection. this shill is legit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:01:17 ID: f30461 No.8238212 >>8238931

>>8238101
not that one no but this one

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/10948796/Paedophilia-is-natural-and-normal-for-males.html  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:03:38 ID: e976cf No.8238237 >>8238254 >>8238360 >>8238405 >>8240519

File (hide): 79db40c8d412a39⋯.png (18.21 KB, 377x423, 377:423, D8ukKOX.png)

>research duPont owned IP attacks
>immediately see it pop up in peer block

pure coincidence i am sure  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:04:36 ID: 6af46d No.8238254 >>8238405

>>8238237
nobody cares about ur firewall m8.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:07:38 ID: 6af46d No.8238283 >>8238699

http://www.transformerdc.org/about/council
http://www.transformerdc.org/about/staff

>>8227674 anon found this video.
https://f.lewd.se/tfgzNj_david_comet.mp4 (ripped from yahoo)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:10:19 ID: f30461 No.8238309

A theory just entered my mind. If you think its too tinfoil please let me know.

>Why are Jews using Satanism to push pedophilia?

Satanism is the rejection of the Judeo-Christian religions. On the one hand, Satanism could be harnessed and used to redpill normies on the evils of 
Judaism, on the other hand Satanism is perfect for distorting the values of a Westerner, because we equate good morals with Christian upbringing.

Are the Jews co-opting Satanism and using pedophilia to de-legitimize the movement? Is the "discovering" of Satanic pedo cults part of the plot?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:13:47 ID: 0cfb7c No.8238360 >>8238402 >>8238405 >>8240519

>>8238237
Uh guys
http://www. hostgeni.net/host-info/iblocklist.com  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:17:11 ID: f052b4 No.8238400 >>8239452

>>8238120
Those "PK" markers do not mark zip files unless they are are followed by a couple specific bytes (see https://www.filesignatures.net/index.php?
page=search&search=ZIP&mode=EXT).  None of those screenshots that point out the "PK" instances are instances followed by any of those specific 
bytes.  Unlikely there's a zip file judging by those screenshots.

The base64 is just how the document ("Podesta Briefing Memo - 12-9.docx") was encoded when sending as an attachment instead of sending the raw 
data.  Converting it to ASCII just gives you the docx file, and docx files can always be unzipped to get the underlying data. Unlikely to be anything you 
wouldn't get from just looking at the attachment by going through that convoluted process.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:17:22 ID: 316b62 No.8238402 >>8238704

>>8238360
What are we looking at?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:17:28 ID: f30461 No.8238405 >>8238704 >>8240519

>>8238237
>>8238360
see
>>8238254  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:18:20 ID: e7a9ba No.8238415 >>8238489

File (hide): 11d16c158313811⋯.png (894.9 KB, 1574x756, 787:378, walnut4.png)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:22:47 ID: 5f25c7 No.8238489

>>8238415
Whats your point?  He stole a recipe?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:24:04 ID: 20bdf8 No.8238503 >>8238718 >>8238725

File (hide): 1056f015033d185⋯.jpg (165.03 KB, 1920x876, 160:73, shilljewshill.JPG)

>>8238137
These people could not be 
more obvious.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:29:54 ID: 20bdf8 No.8238612
File (hide): 7aab4ec7c792cd8⋯.jpg (80.06 KB, 619x915, 619:915, whatinthefuckisthisshit.JPG)

>>8238137
From the tumblr  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:34:20 ID: 6af46d No.8238699
File (hide): 82424c184fae5fb⋯.png (279.91 KB, 664x397, 664:397, arts.png)

>>8238283
http://www.transformerdc.org/documents/

james alefantis (of comet) is the board president. the companies 
sponsors are comet and bucks, among many others.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:34:32 ID: 0cfb7c No.8238704

>>8238402
>>8238405
Dupont owns the blocist that peerblock uses, it connects to them.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:35:46 ID: 6af46d No.8238718

>>8238503
wow this thread is hot.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:36:14 ID: 0cfb7c No.8238725

POST GORE TO SCARE REDDIT AWAY
>>8238503  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:36:16 ID: 669f6e No.8238726 >>8238733 >>8238849 >>8238906 >>8239072

I know you guys are already working overtime but as the many leads and connections finally gain proper traction in the Lügenpresse (I won't hold my 
breath)….and the shit starts smacking the fans of righteousness……
The Getty will inevitably be called into focus.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:36:32 ID: f28652 No.8238733

>>8238726
>>8223288
I think David Brock's entire schtick with Hillary is about child porn. Let's collect what we know about him, shall we? 
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2039
> Born in 1962, David Brock is an openly gay author, a former conservative turned leftist, and the founder of Media Matters For America, which monitors 
the media for evidence of “conservative misinformation.” 

Interesting. I wonder why.

>Soon after the publication of The Real Anita Hill, Brock accepted a $550,000 advance from a conservative publisher (Free Press) to write an 
investigative biography of Hillary Clinton that was expected to expose the First Lady in the same sensational and salacious way his first book had 
discredited Anita Hill. An initial press run of 200,000 copies was announced for this projected bestseller. 

Now, see the next:

>But Brock failed to produce the book he had promised. When The Seduction of Hillary Rodham was released in October 1996, it was a pedestrian 
account of a well-intentioned liberal, misunderstood by the “mainstream media” and “seduced by the talented boy from the Arkansas backwoods.” Brock 
portrayed Mrs. Clinton in surprisingly sympathetic light: “Hillary had the ill-fortune to take power at a moment in history when much of the public had 
turned against the panacea of big government,” he explained. The author also took extraordinary pains to defend Mrs. Clinton against a host of charges. 
Of her suspicious success in commodities trading and her subsequent evasiveness on that subject, for instance, Brock contended that the criticisms were 
merely “lawyerly nit-picking.” Besides, he reasoned, “it might simply be said that politicians shade the truth all the time.” 

I think he dug a little too deep into Hillary, and since she's well connected as fuck (her husband was the POTUS then), they dug up a little about Brock. 
Maybe… I don't know. Child porn. Pedophilia.

> Yet Brock’s effusive apologetics convinced virtually no one. Even The New York Times, hardly a citadel of anti-Clinton sentiment, scolded Brock for 
straining to absolve Mrs. Clinton from her involvement in the Whitewater scandal. As word of the book’s tepid contents spread, its sales plummeted. 

> In the June 1997 issue of Esquire magazine, Brock wrote “Confessions of a Right-Wing Hit Man,” in which he claimed that conservatives were now 
punishing him for his independence of thought in refusing to vilify Hillary Clinton. 

> Brock followed up his Esquire article with a March 1998 public letter of apology to Bill Clinton, in which he repudiated his (Brock's) own past reporting 
on the former president’s private life. Brock also condemned the Arkansas state troopers who had been the sources for his 1994 “Troopergate” story on 
Clinton’s extra-marital affairs, now claiming that they had acted out of “greedy” and “slimy” motives—though he stopped short of calling their allegations 
untrue. He similarly denounced Clinton’s Arkansas critics as “segregationists” who “hated Clinton for his progressive record on race.”

Oh wow.

> Notwithstanding Brock’s apology to the former president, the relevant facts of his reporting on “Troopergate” were corroborated by subsequent reports 
in the Los Angeles Times, But in no way did this faze Brock, who said: “Most journalists never admit they were wrong. The Los Angeles Times made 
many of the mistakes that I did.”

Huh.

> In March 2002, Brock publicly embraced Hillary Clinton’s suggestion that her husband had been the target of a “vast right-wing conspiracy” alleging, 
without basis in fact, that her husband had carried on an adulterous affair with Monica Lewinsky. Asked by television host Matt Lauer whether he himself 
(Brock) had been part of the conspiracy alleged by Clinton, Brock replied, “I was, and I was stunned when she said it because I said, finally somebody 
gets it…”

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/02/27/media-matters-boss-paid-former-partner-850g-blackmail-settlement.html
https://archive.is/BBhJN

Gee, I wonder what secrets David Brock's ex-boyfriend has on him that had him pay 850,000 and a house.  
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>>8233522

im stupid and downloaded this. still trying to clean my pc of viruses.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:39:07 ID: 0cfb7c No.8238772 >>8238885

>>8238741
Nice try shill  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:40:02 ID: 20bdf8 No.8238783
File (hide): fde4b9d33901bd0⋯.jpg (843.21 KB, 3504x2336, 3:2, 1477800292068.jpg)

>>8238741  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:40:46 ID: 943db2 No.8238791 >>8238819

>>8236825 Who gives a flying fuck?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:42:50 ID: 0cfb7c No.8238819

>>8238791
>using the mail field
GET OUT PLEBBIT NIGGER  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:45:26 ID: 3c8260 No.8238849 >>8239072 >>8239276

>>8238726
Half the time I think you people making up these images are counterintel.  How are you supposed to convince normies with the sorts of images that look 
this try hard and edgy?  People want info not Hillary eye sockets bleeding.  If thats the sort of stuff you want to produce its only going to get spread 
amongst people that already believe it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:47:40 ID: c9c52f No.8238885

>>8238772
download it idc. just use a sandbox or vm or some shit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:48:58 ID: 6af46d No.8238906 >>8238972 >>8239035

>>8238726
some more coverage:
https://steemit.com/personsofinterest/@ausbitbank/persons-of-interest-james-achilles-alefantis-aka-jimmycomet-at-comet-ping-pong 

this info is going viral tbh.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:50:23 ID: 0f5f43 No.8238931 >>8238942 >>8238997

>>8238212
alright used it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:51:08 ID: f30461 No.8238942

>>8238931
post pic when done  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:51:14 ID: 2651f5 No.8238943

>>8237202
>Art After School at Comet Ping Ping

Get the kids comfortable just hanging out after school. Grooming. 

>>8237774
>Cross Country 9 concluded in 2013 and involved a cell in Alexandria, VA which is just across the Potomac from DC.

How many were arrested and charged? What's the current status of those cases? How many were let go with no charges?  
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>>8238906
What's that?

Anyone find 
out more on 
the 

FAA/BigBoyToys/IsraelAircraft?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:54:06 ID: 0f5f43 No.8238997 >>8239053 >>8239067

File (hide): 8106c627018cc53⋯.png (1.18 MB, 1662x1100, 831:550, SorosDonations_PedoFiles.png)

>>8238931
Im not too hot at this stuff but 
I've been the only one doing 
them in >>8079848  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:56:37 ID: 316b62 No.8239035

>>8238906
https://archive.is/onglH
Nice compilation  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:57:48 ID: f30461 No.8239053

>>8238997
noice  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:58:40 ID: dd564d No.8239067 >>8239112 >>8239140 >>8239176

File (hide): eb95aa2f71a685a⋯.gif (1.99 MB, 394x213, 394:213, 1435629918292.gif)

>>8238997
hebephiles? what is that, lovers of 
hebes?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 04:58:47 ID: fa38b6 No.8239072

>>8238726
>>8238849
Yeah really… 100k slaves under the Getty Center, ridiculous. 
Link me anything that isn't retarded?
>>8238741
Downloading now, thanks for the advice.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:00:57 ID: 0f5f43 No.8239112 >>8239130 >>8239140

>>8239067
hebephiles and ephebophiles are both words pedos came up with to say they are not pedos. Think "autism spectrum". Pedo-Hebe-Epheb i think is the 
order  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:03:20 ID: 3c8260 No.8239130
File (hide): 5b5921895d65356⋯.png (80.41 KB, 1072x599, 1072:599, 2015-09-24-fitz-a.png)

>>8239112
Reminder, the Founder 
of Salon is connected 
to Bill Clinton  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:04:08 ID: f052b4 No.8239140 >>8239176

>>8239067
>>8239112
Think pedophile, but with a preference for children in the 12-14 age range or something like that.  Ephebephile is older, pedophilia is younger.

A needless distinction when talking about trafficking children.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:06:32 ID: 0f5f43 No.8239176 >>8239183 >>8239213 >>8239236

>>8239067
For absolute technicality that faggots in activism and liberals use.
>Pedo (pre-puberty)
>Hebe (in puberty)
>Epheb (after puberty but still legal underage)

>>8239140
Yes they're all pedos, like i said its just words they made up to be super specific about their mental disease.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:07:02 ID: 0f5f43 No.8239183

>>8239176
*still illegal underage  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:09:46 ID: fa38b6 No.8239213

>>8239176
>Being attracted to a 19 year old makes you a pedo
The third one literally means 15-19. Conflating that with being attracted for 6 year olds is dumb.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:11:10 ID: 1696f6 No.8239229
File (hide): fb440c6a2011aea⋯.jpg (10.46 KB, 184x184, 1:1, peeweegoring.jpg)

>/pol/ finds legit links to a potential child trafficking ring 
>gets carried away, begins going after random pizza places 
and foodie-faggots on instagram

Reminder to stay focused

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:11:24 ID: 20bdf8 No.8239234
File (hide): bdcee9f40ead92e⋯.jpg (53 KB, 1070x749, 10:7, Warning1.JPG)

>>823352
2
They 
flagged 
the file.  
They're 
shitting 
bricks 
right now.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:11:33 ID: c7a16d No.8239236 >>8239483

>>8239176

I don't know that being attracted to sexually mature members of your species is a disease.

My main concern is the kidnapping, rape, torture, slavery, ritualism and possible cannibalism that have been suggested.

Either way, keep digging. Keep making infographics. Keep advertising #pizzagate, but don't forget, there are plenty of crimes to look into.

Don't forget the new DC Leaks. Don't forget Judicial Watch, the FBI Vault, wikileaks, and don't forget that none of this is new. People have been making 
these accusations for ages.

If anyone can successfully tie even one person  between the DNC crew and the Franklin Scandal, the Dutroux Affair, the Finders, etc, the world will start 
paying attention.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:14:38 ID: 316b62 No.8239269

>>8238741
FOR THE REVOLUTION  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:14:49 ID: 6af46d No.8239271 >>8239317 >>8239347 >>8239505

File (hide): f8a7f018b8caf6c⋯.jpg (1.02 MB, 1620x1080, 3:2, james_on_left.jpg)

>Jimmie D. Jenkins, Director, Fairfax County Department of Public Works and Environmental 
Services v. Achilles Alefantis and Susan Alefantis

> https://www.google.com/search?q="Environmental+Services+v.+Achilles+Alefantis"

can't find anything about why the public works 

more on the gallery, it has a benifit party every year. 
http://www.transformerdc.org/special-events/images/the-9th-annual-transformer-silent-auction-
benefit-party
notice the left side bar, the if you want the lastest click on 2015. theres captions under a lot of 

names. 

raw files for the taking.
http://www.transformerdc.org/images/uploads/gallery/

http://www.transformerdc.org/special-events/sponsors/transformer-12th-annual-silent-auction-and-benefit-party  (notice the joke tiers)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:15:07 ID: 669f6e No.8239276

>>8238849
There's fuckery beneath the Getty.
I was trying to decide whether or not to mention it here in this thread.
My motive was to try to find out if any anons here had data or anything to start to validate the claim.
I have a YidBook friend who is fairly well versed and informed on the mission you guys are on here.
I screenshot the memes and whatever else I can get away with posting on KikeBook and send the info off.
This person of which who I speak has been posting for a long time about the Getty. 100k prisoners does seem shocking but lately I've learned that just 
about anything and everything is possible.
Sorry lads…. I don't want to derail the thread but I wanted to maybe clarify.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:20:33 ID: 6af46d No.8239317 >>8239505

File (hide): 02ccb8354b7aa63⋯.jpg (1.03 MB, 1620x1080, 3:2, james_tongue.jpg)

>>8239271  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:21:30 ID: 95ae82 No.8239333 >>8239483

>>8233718
> strips of chicken
I thought so at first but zoom in, no chicken on that pizza  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:22:21 ID: f275d9 No.8239345 >>8239375 >>8239382 >>8239450 >>8239483 >>8239748

File (hide): e5e1888d9aa6414⋯.png (350.55 KB, 1600x900, 16:9, Screenshot from 2016-11-13….png)

Newfag from plebbit here, I noticed an odd pattern while 
looking at what counties Trump won vs Hillary. 

There seems to be a stretch of blue from Louisiana all the 
way to New England.

Pic Related?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:22:27 ID: dd564d No.8239347

>>8239271
look at that grin. Jesusss  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:25:19 ID: f055f0 No.8239375 >>8239450

>>8239345

gtfback to plebbit shitcuck  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:25:54 ID: 9e4eb4 No.8239382

>>8239345
Yeah thats the south's Blue Belt. Its nothing new  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:30:00 ID: c65709 No.8239442

>>8233522

Does this include the White Rabbits?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:30:30 ID: 14a6c4 No.8239450 >>8239479

File (hide): 53cd32a7ddc32f3⋯.jpg (21.94 KB, 400x378, 200:189, big e.jpg)

>>8239345
Some friendly advice: never announce yourself as a newfag, and never at any time announce you're from 
reddit or 4chan. Your post would have been fine without the first sentence. Instead, you'll get replies like 
>>8239375
 Also, no need to put line breaks after every sentence or two. Just write a regular paragraph.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:30:37 ID: f14d35 No.8239452

>>8238400
I didn't mean to imply that I was discovering anything there. I just meant that to be an edifying example for the guy I accused of being a shill earlier and 
anyone else who is as confused as he was.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:33:08 ID: f055f0 No.8239479 >>8239535

>>8239450
you asking him to stay cuck?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:33:24 ID: fa38b6 No.8239483

>>8239345
What the fuck does that have to do with anything? 
>>8239333
…lel
>>8239236
Just read about Dutroux. Mind = Blown.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:34:53 ID: 6af46d No.8239505

>>8239271
>>8239317
https://twitter.com/SusanAlefantis/
https://twitter.com/SusanAlefantis/following
https://twitter.com/SusanAlefantis/followers

http://www.ifda.com/node/313

https://www.google.com/search?q=Alefantis+%26+Associates  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:38:00 ID: ea6f2b No.8239534 >>8239562

>>8234622

Keep text spoilers to a minimum, because you cant see under them on archive.is.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:38:23 ID: 14a6c4 No.8239535

>>8239479
No, but his post wasn't awful. I do tell obvious low quality posters from reddit and cuckchan to go back. It's more effective when they wonder how we 
knew they were from reddit or cuckchan.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:40:15 ID: 316b62 No.8239562

>>8234622
>>8239534
Easily found a bunch of new leads by googling site:instagram.com pizza and so far i've only looked through a few accounts and they are all the sketchy 
kind of pizza accounts

http://archive.fo/MmuFu

http://archive.fo/FBMM9

http://archive.fo/SMH0n - lolita express?

http://archive.fo/SAHgy - all the commenters are underage girl accounts voting for some other underage girl account.

http://archive.fo/aiaZf - nothing too creepy on this page, but again, follow the commentors to find owls and other inside jokes that prove involvement 

instagram seems to be some kind of marketplace or advertising for this  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:40:31 ID: ea6f2b No.8239565 >>8239655

>>8234876

Nice man! Welcome to thread #1!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:51:11 ID: f30461 No.8239655

>>8234903
>>8239565
samefag is same  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:52:58 ID: b7b215 No.8239675

>>8233112
Why would anyone 'donate' money to a pizza shop? Of course he's using child rape to record politicians so that he can blackmail them.

Well, keep up the good fight boys and if you're in DC, burn that Comet motherfucker to the ground.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:53:46 ID: 6af46d No.8239684 >>8239724 >>8239946

media matters party
https://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/2009-photos/Media-Matters-Party/

https://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/keyword/james%20alefantis/ 

https://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/keyword/susan%20alefantis/

http://pages.teamintraining.org/nca/gwpclsc16/salefantis 
wifes gave 1$ to  Leukemia & Lymphoma Society back in May. 

fakebook: https://www.facebook.com/salefantis 

https://governor.virginia.gov/newsroom/newsarticle?articleId=4933 
wife hired by VA as furnishing consultant in 2014.

https://www.washingtonian.com/2013/02/06/luxury-home-sales-legally-luxe/  expensive properties.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:54:00 ID: 052543 No.8239689 >>8239737 >>8239938

Anons, 

Apparently in pedo circles MAP means Minor Attracted Person.

This pedo fuck was defending them in pizzagate on reddit.  

https://www.reddit.com/user/Justinisnotmyname

https://www.reddit.com/r/pedofriends/comments/59tzn6/when_did_you_first_map/

Not sure if it relates to the handkerchief but its qaf.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:56:27 ID: 6af46d No.8239724

>>8239684
*1k$  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:57:07 ID: 1e728c No.8239732

>>8237219
>Panama Papers

I'm not sure what you are referring to here but now I wonder, how can we start correlating what is in the panama papers with what we have learned from 
wikileaks? Maybe it is this simple. We need to match info from one batch of data to the other.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:57:40 ID: 0cfb7c No.8239737 >>8239754

>>8239689
Disgusting, fuck reddit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:58:47 ID: 64e701 No.8239748

>>8239345
They probably bused people around along this route to vote multiple times  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 05:59:22 ID: 1e728c No.8239754 >>8239806

>>8239737
>Disgusting, fuck reddit.

As much as reddit is fucked, we can use all the help we can get to investigate so fuck off with that for now.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:04:58 ID: 7cc960 No.8239806 >>8239987

>>8239754
I'm out, this is fucked up shit. I've learned enough. Props to the autismos with the think skin who keep digging. These motherfuckers need to get the 
death sentence.  

File (hide): 2db7c98db9fd7bf⋯.png (369.53 KB,
1390x894, 695:447, charlesturnbull.png)

File (hide): 73423ec384959bc⋯.png (672.5 KB,
1914x1051, 1914:1051, martinvarsavsky.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:09:47 ID: 4d938d No.8239854

http://pastebin[dot]com/m7FYj73Z

randomly picked two guys from epstein "black book." Pretty sure turnbull is a straight up pedo, but not sure about the jew – his instagram is all about his 
family and his wife and 4 kids on vacation. maybe i'm just seeing things…
also, check out these performance artists, they're very similar to marina abra: Carolee Schneemann, Hermann Nitsch, Rudolf Schwarzkogler, martynka 
wawrzyniak (takes face protraits of kids)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:16:42 ID: 9efe55 No.8239929 >>8239933

I think he is trying to say that you can sneak anything into food if there is walnut sauce, as it masks everything else  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:17:08 ID: 9efe55 No.8239933

>>8239929
meant for>>8238489  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:17:41 ID: 0f5f43 No.8239938

>>8239689
they always use the same argument that pedos were okay in ancient times. ignoring scientific research into the brain about decision making being shit at 
a young age  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
motherload Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:18:37 ID: 6af46d No.8239946 >>8240211

>>8239684
https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atransformerdc.org%2Fdocuments+Alefantis

https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atransformerdc.org%2Fdocuments+brock

https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atransformerdc.org%2Fdocuments+pong

https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atransformerdc.org%2Fdocuments+podesta

>Presented by Your Last Neighbor and Transformer, VIDEYO! is an artistic action/reaction to the intimately 
lit interior of popular pizza restaurant and after school/work
hangout Comet Ping Pong. 
>src: http://www.transformerdc.org/documents/Transformer-Summer.Camp.schedule.pdf (video related)  

File (hide): 56d0eaa73bd0f76⋯.png (234.09 KB,
1932x872, 483:218, LLWHINKES IG PRIVATE.png)

File (hide): 1ea071ec445b9c7⋯.png (1.54 MB,
1286x1260, 643:630, podesta art studio electri….png)

File (hide): 216072986b29147⋯.png (1.24 MB,
1881x1277, 1881:1277, sneak peak.png)

File (hide): 5f300d1423a9282⋯.jpg (80.17 KB,
638x479, 638:479, child-abuse-malaysian-medi….jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:18:40 ID: e6caba No.8239947 >>8239967 >>8239969 >>8239996 >>8240028 >>8240093 >>8241848

>>8237651
totally shopped

also llwhinkes deleted his IG today

she has raccoon eyes, from head trauma  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:20:53 ID: 9e4eb4 No.8239967 >>8240129

>>8239947
The one thing that doesnt make sense is the fact that its a boy lover symbol on a little girls dress  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:21:02 ID: 6af46d No.8239969 >>8239990 >>8240003

>>8239947
ever consider it could be a shadow on the arm?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:22:10 ID: 1e728c No.8239987

>>8239806
>These motherfuckers need to get the death sentence.

Agreed.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:22:34 ID: 9efe55 No.8239990 >>8240048

>>8239969
Read before posting shill, really fucking tired of you CTR. There are children being abused, raped and killed and you guys all think about money  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:23:04 ID: b68398 No.8239996 >>8240008 >>8240080

>>8239947
The fuck is with the antlered rapebot and the headbondaged stuffed thing? Was that something actually directly tied to podesta? That would make a furry 
cringe.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:23:39 ID: e6caba No.8240003 >>8240048

>>8239969
fucking KYS CTR shill. There you have INDISPUTABLE proof it's been fucking photoshopped. Anyone with computer image forensic experience can 
easily do that  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:24:23 ID: e6caba No.8240008

>>8239996
Read the bottom, related to John & Tony

bondage involving electrical tape and kids
>look at what the poor girl is holding  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:26:30 ID: 9e4eb4 No.8240028

>>8239947
also I'd like to point out that you can see where the real shadow ends and the photoshop begins. Theres a little line at the bottom right that follows the 
shadow but then suddenly ends  

File (hide): 05391419b079bdf⋯.jpg (47.15 KB,
600x487, 600:487, CxGoofgUUAARtyQ.jpg)

File (hide): bf0338005626686⋯.jpeg (373.78 KB,
1500x994, 750:497, 1430693303496.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:26:38 ID: e6caba No.8240031

some more beauty's from Podestas house

Love the gigantic baby in a diaper being touched by an adult hand from the shadows

Also old, childless man has stuffed animals and a tissue box by his bed

like wtf

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:27:29 ID: 07e9c9 No.8240045

>>8233701
Yeah, its all over it it bud  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:27:44 ID: 6af46d No.8240048 >>8240058

>>8239990
>>8240003
are you being ironic?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:29:13 ID: e6caba No.8240058 >>8240125

>>8240048
Tu quoque, CTR  
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File (hide): 2c63425a272f6e7⋯.jpg (105.73 KB,
640x640, 1:1, 13561667_524787867712304_3….jpg)

File (hide): 0c3984f0d587267⋯.jpg (86.57 KB,
640x640, 1:1, 13696585_313110092359624_2….jpg)

File (hide): 30443e56a3ad15c⋯.jpg (99.21 KB,
640x640, 1:1, 13712805_1751170341761766_….jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:30:41 ID: e6caba No.8240078 >>8240096

these are pics from llwhinkes IG before he made it private today

>owls
>antlers
>pyramid Boy symbol

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:30:43 ID: f04dc4 No.8240080 >>8240096 >>8240124

>>8239996
Bunny symbolism seems to pop up in pedo groups and for some reason co-exists in masonic stuff but not used in the same way.

I'd presume the bunny is meant to represent the idea of a child even more so since it's a child's toy. This could be waved off as artsy from denier fags but 
to someone 'in the know' it'd be pedostas way as a nod to them.

With this in mind it might be worth looking into symbolism from the figure in the dominant position as anything on it outside of the obvious may be a 
reference.

Antlers especially come to mind since there's an innumerable amount of ways this could be used in occult shit they like to throw around or possibly 
another unseen connection as of yet.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:31:39 ID: 0f5f43 No.8240093 >>8240097

>>8239947
still looks pretty stupid assuming every swirl is a pedo symbol, those are steps and flowers very typical of fancy floral designs. but the rest looks legit. Still 
disturbed by the fucking axe underneath the "bondaged bunny"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:31:48 ID: f04dc4 No.8240096 >>8240181

>>8240078
>>8240080

Given that that's a group of guy's wearing antlers then we should possibly be on the lookout for that some sort of imagery as well as red flags.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:32:02 ID: 0f5f43 No.8240097

>>8240093
*stems.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:35:37 ID: b68398 No.8240124

>>8240080
Antlers are a sign of masculine fertility. The bunny is a sign of more femanine fertility usually. If its a cult wanting youth and power, while being this 
degenerate, than they likely believe they are capturing the life energy that would be released through copulation, through their ritual abuse of a child who 
cannot yet breed.

Like most jewery, this is a parasite we're dealing with.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:35:50 ID: 6af46d No.8240125 >>8240178 >>8240189 >>8240326

>>8240058
look at my posts m8, would a shill help dox these people? all you post is tinfoil shit with no backing. kys m8.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:36:09 ID: e6caba No.8240129

>>8239967

read the comments
they crossdress kids refer to them either way
>>8211614  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:40:43 ID: c55c88 No.8240176

What the fucking fuck, you guys?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:40:52 ID: e6caba No.8240178

>>8240125
kys 

confirmed CTR shill, all you post is completely irrelevant disinfo meant to lead people astray  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:41:04 ID: 4a15a5 No.8240181

>>8240096
>antlers

Huge on that evil cannibalistic t.v. show Hannibal on NBC a while back.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:41:17 ID: ecc611 No.8240184 >>8240194

Archive of the thread up until now. Lots of good stuff in here, good job anons. I was getting worried with the slowdown in progress in earlier threads.

https://archive.is/1ikz7  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:41:45 ID: 0f5f43 No.8240186

>>8237651
does anyone have this picture without all of the autistic scribble over it? every time i see it posted its always by some sperg. It would make for a good 
infographic to make about the racoon eyes.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:41:53 ID: ecc611 No.8240189

>>8240125
Filtered.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:42:26 ID: e6caba No.8240194 >>8240222

>>8240184
CTR shills spamming disinfo and trying to slide the thread  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:43:43 ID: c6202c No.8240208

>>8233895
me too. had DoD pop up as well. This shits to heavy for me. I've been reading for shits and giggles but now I think yall are really on to somethig  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:43:54 ID: f04dc4 No.8240211 >>8240223 >>8240326

File (hide): 7b0fb7a8c77c933⋯.png (150.18 KB, 1896x967, 1896:967, usecaution.png)

>>8239946
Trying to bring up the summer camp schedule for transformer pinged me 6 
times instantly with pic related.

Use caution, you may be onto something here. I can't access it without 
lowering guards so an archive would be appreciated.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:44:55 ID: ecc611 No.8240222 >>8240236 >>8240326

>>8240194
did you quote the wrong person?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:44:55 ID: f30461 No.8240223 >>8240245 >>8240262

>>8240211
you've been filtered because no one gives a shit about your peerblock traffic and you should kys.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:46:24 ID: e6caba No.8240236 >>8240255

>>8240222
i meant the slowdown. CTR disinfo tactics are distracting people and wasting time as intended  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:47:18 ID: f04dc4 No.8240245

>>8240223
Dipshit, I just asked for an archive so I can look at it from the anon who just posted it.

Calm your tits. Spamming everyone with "SHILL SHILL SHILL" will inevitably break this thing down.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:48:15 ID: f97a13 No.8240253

A shout out from commie news network
https://youtu.be/Z73H5urfx-c?t=8m5s  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:48:34 ID: ecc611 No.8240255

>>8240236
Ah yes, sorry but I just woke up 5 mins ago so my brain is not on 100% yet.

This is too important anons, we can't let it get memoryholed.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:49:16 ID: c6202c No.8240262 >>8240288 >>8240300 >>8240311 >>8240326

>>8240223
 I don't torrent and downloaded just to test what was posted and E.I. du pont popped up when I cam back to /pol/. How do we know you're not shilling to 
keep people from catching on to a counter attack?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:51:31 ID: f04dc4 No.8240288

>>8240262
Ultimately you don't. We've gotta take everyone at their word here.

I was only posting that in order to get anon to archive so I can look at it myself.

A summer camp sounds highly suspect, especially coming from comet pedo pong.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:51:56 ID: e6caba No.8240292 >>8240303 >>8240354

File (hide): b65c0eaea2c9d2a⋯.png (1.25 MB, 2382x1272, 397:212, arwenpodesta.png)

have you guys seen this?

ARWEN PODESTA?
child psychiatrist?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:52:28 ID: f30461 No.8240300 >>8240326 >>8240335

>>8240262
why dont you close all browsers/programs and post the peerblock results? any site having anything to do with dupont in any way will be detected by 
peerblock. you leave the site, no more dupont. you guys really could spend the day  learning how to use software before you download it and pretend by 
clicking the metaphorical "on" button youre automatically safe. if you dont even know how to use the software its more of a danger to you than anything 
else.

now lets get back to pedo hunting.  

File (hide): 604715583d68e72⋯.jpg (518.94 KB,
1800x1362, 300:227, collectorviewattonypodesta….jpg)

File (hide): 75a20a37ce9ab4b⋯.jpg (615.82 KB,
1800x1192, 225:149, collectorviewattonypodesta….jpg)

File (hide): cb8e8f1d4799468⋯.jpg (553.36 KB,
1800x1192, 225:149, collectorviewattonypodesta….jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:52:33 ID: 6af46d No.8240301 >>8240656 >>8241000

https://www.instagram.com/transformerdc/
https://twitter.com/TransformerDC
https://www.facebook.com/TransformerDC

uploading all pics from transforms site to here:
https://volafile.io/r/BGBLwRS (48 hr hosting)
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:52:38 ID: e6caba No.8240303
File (hide): adba00d2cffe490⋯.png (1.85 MB, 2402x1242, 1201:621, podesta psychiatry and mas….png)

>>8240292
do we have a family tree of the 
Podesta family? Are they 
related?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:53:43 ID: 4a15a5 No.8240311 >>8240320 >>8240326 >>8240349

>>8240262

look up those ips with whois. they seem to belong to amazon, not dupont (not that amazon is a good company).

whois 52.200.158.231

#
# ARIN WHOIS data and services are subject to the Terms of Use
# available at: https://www.arin.net/whois_tou.html
#
# If you see inaccuracies in the results, please report at
# https://www.arin.net/public/whoisinaccuracy/index.xhtml
#

#
# The following results may also be obtained via:
# https://whois.arin.net/rest/nets;q=52.200.158.231?showDetails=true&showARIN=false&showNonArinTopLevelNet=false&ext=netref2
#

NetRange:       52.192.0.0 - 52.223.255.255
CIDR:           52.192.0.0/11
NetName:        AT-88-Z
NetHandle:      NET-52-192-0-0-1
Parent:         NET52 (NET-52-0-0-0-0)
NetType:        Direct Allocation
OriginAS:       
Organization:   Amazon Technologies Inc. (AT-88-Z)
RegDate:        2015-09-02
Updated:        2015-09-02
Ref:            https://whois.arin.net/rest/net/NET-52-192-0-0-1  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:55:18 ID: f30461 No.8240320 >>8240349

>>8240311
>they seem to belong to amazon, not dupont (not that amazon is a good company).
retarded autists from halfchan who cant into technology confirmed  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:56:06 ID: fa38b6 No.8240326

>>8240222
They clearly did. Probably meant for
>>8240125

>>8240211
C# is fucking gay. 
>>8240262
That doesn't make any fucking sense if you are using proxies, vpn or tor. Like >>8240300 says, you make it sound like you're basically a computer 
illiterate lamer who is using their first firewall. Download wireshark.
>>8240311
>guyz you ever heard of AWS?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:56:47 ID: c6202c No.8240335 >>8240349

File (hide): 4fec5e906c02bbd⋯.png (122.91 KB, 1793x883, 1793:883, peerblock_2016-11-14_01-53….png)

>>8240300
Closed steam then came to /pol/  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:57:48 ID: f30461 No.8240349

>>8240335
see
>>8240311
>>8240320

filtering all peerblock autists  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:58:10 ID: 1e728c No.8240354

>>8240292

50% any psychologist is fucked in the head.  

FWIW Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:58:50 ID: db3c8c No.8240359 >>8240364

I have /Pol/ on my pc screen, and PeerBlock was registering nothing t
since i was last active- and since refreshing it shows Dow-Jones-Telerate pinging me every 30ms.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 06:59:13 ID: f30461 No.8240364 >>8240384

>>8240359
>/Pol/
filtered.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:01:23 ID: db3c8c No.8240384 >>8240398 >>8240416 >>8240429

>>8240364
Im obviously a nigger amd fag because i have no idea what that means. I will say the same device was showing:

Amazon, Dow Jones, Xerox, and E.I. du Pont all while I was working on this.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:02:38 ID: fa38b6 No.8240398 >>8240405

>>8240384
Mods plez.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:02:50 ID: f97a13 No.8240401 >>8240412

File (hide): f1010f170f6d4be⋯.png (120.91 KB, 479x509, 479:509, 41647843bc15296c6a025097e4….png)

Might have some new intel soon 
>>pic related

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:03:09 ID: f30461 No.8240405

>>8240398
just report/filter  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:03:46 ID: f30461 No.8240412
File (hide): 9824906d9ab14ef⋯.jpg (730.81 KB, 1350x1154, 675:577, anonymous real and fake.jpg)

>>8240401
anonymous is on the case  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:04:04 ID: 1e728c No.8240416

>>8240384

Stop using peerblock, and stop posting here

shit is compromised.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:05:39 ID: db3c8c No.8240429 >>8240439 >>8240441 >>8240469

>>8240384
This was my original contributioms..somewhere:

http://mamasmidwives.com/our-families/

Go to bottom of page… 

http://mamasmidwives.com/maeve-chaim/

Then read this email: 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5252

That is the SAME Maeve that is going to be "in that pool"… the one who is "almost 7".

http://mamasmidwives.com/maeve-chaim/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:07:50 ID: e6caba No.8240439 >>8240452 >>8240460 >>8240469 >>8240479 >>8240576 >>8241077

>>8240429
>http://mamasmidwives.com/maeve-chaim/

Why the FUCK is J'aimes L'Enfant right there!?!?!!!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:07:58 ID: f04dc4 No.8240441 >>8240479 >>8240576

>>8240429
This may be significant since the two kids in the hampstead cover up video reference a child care center being one of the epicenters of abuse.

Perhaps time to look into the organization itself as well.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:09:20 ID: e6caba No.8240448 >>8240609

Also, saw this on Twitter,

"Podesta bros WERE STAYING AT A MANSION 1/3 MILE FROM THE MCCANNS HOLIDAY CONDO the day she DISAPPEARED"

Can anyone get a source on their location?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:09:52 ID: fa38b6 No.8240452 >>8240460 >>8240463 >>8240479 >>8240576 >>8240621

>>8240439
Wait…. Is that James??  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:10:39 ID: 592835 No.8240458

>>8233322
The narrative that's being molded is that of male pedophiles. Men are villified, which I believe has ties to the agenda of destroying the credibility of males.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzC6OfPj82I  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:10:54 ID: f30461 No.8240460 >>8240474 >>8240479 >>8240482 >>8240576

>>8240439
>>8240452
https://archive.is/1KXnl

need the connection  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:11:36 ID: e6caba No.8240463 >>8240474 >>8240553

File (hide): c5cbbd63bc5cd48⋯.jpg (71.47 KB, 960x959, 960:959, 4c24178a9c02d9ce362076c835….jpg)

>>8240452
Yes 100%!!!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:12:23 ID: 64a1e4 No.8240469 >>8240576 >>8240621

File (hide): 937aff0d27c41ee⋯.jpg (23.11 KB, 295x222, 295:222, new-fam-w-midwife.jpg)

>>8240439
Same Maeve
>>8240429
Why the fuck indeed…..This 
is fucked  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:13:33 ID: fa38b6 No.8240474 >>8240576

File (hide): cb352947eb31577⋯.jpeg (1.04 MB, 1618x1080, 809:540, jalefantishairline.jpeg)

>>8240463
>>8240460
Hairline is match…
Goodnight and 
Godspeed anons.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:14:24 ID: db3c8c No.8240479

>>8240460
>>8240452
>>8240441
>>8240439
They are breeding them. Archive post. do what the fuck you do.

Cry havoc- and let slip the dogs of war.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:14:34 ID: e6caba No.8240482 >>8240491 >>8240621

File (hide): 656ada8d3398432⋯.png (2.7 MB, 1990x1274, 995:637, comet podesta.png)

>>8240460
He's very close friends with 
the Podestas  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:16:13 ID: f30461 No.8240491 >>8240502 >>8240576

>>8240482
yeah but whats his connection to maeve and the mom especially?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:16:42 ID: 9a4e80 No.8240495
File (hide): f5144f6cc170f27⋯.jpg (529.49 KB, 607x4332, 607:4332, vonspawn8cuck.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:17:27 ID: e6caba No.8240502 >>8240512 >>8240525 >>8240576 >>8240621

>>8240491
I think that's Luzatto and Mae is one of her kids, who she brought to Podesta's pool party

Also #mae I know is on J'Aimes L'Enfants IG pics, I have to search for them  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:19:10 ID: f13bc2 No.8240512 >>8240656

>>8240502
not to be obvious but has anyone called child protective services?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:20:02 ID: 47bdb2 No.8240519 >>8240538 >>8240656

>>8238237
>>8238405
>>8238360
i know nothing about computers and duponts been pinging me since i downloaded peer block should i be worried?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:20:07 ID: 9a4e80 No.8240520
File (hide): cce75a883b45df6⋯.jpg (1017.88 KB, 601x6328, 601:6328, vonspawn8cuck.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:20:24 ID: f30461 No.8240525 >>8240592 >>8240621

>>8240502
luzattos are connected to j'aimes through the podestas. now need to know each of their roles. 

>why is j'aimes hanging out with luzattos  
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Support html 5
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:20:56 ID: e6caba No.8240531

some more of J'Aimes L'Enfants hairline

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:21:38 ID: 0cfb7c No.8240538 >>8240612

>>8240519
They own the blocklist that you are using on peerblock if i understand that right. Sagefor offtopic  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:22:04 ID: a444dc No.8240546 >>8240573

this entire thread is full of shills and godlikeproduction tier kids  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:22:55 ID: 4a15a5 No.8240553

>>8240463

what do you suppose the hammer in the background is for?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:23:42 ID: e6caba No.8240563 >>8240588 >>8240614 >>8240621

File (hide): 5a836d34ea0a42a⋯.jpg (113.57 KB, 782x942, 391:471, chocolate cake.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:24:20 ID: f30461 No.8240573

>>8240546
dont worry im compiling a new lead right now..  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:24:35 ID: db3c8c No.8240576

>>8240502
>>8240491
>>8240474
>>8240469
>>8240460
>>8240452
>>8240441
>>8240439

The IG post that "JimmyCommet" shows a WALK IN COOLER (and describes with #Murder) The IG poster MoChef103 ("Mo"= Molester) says "But its so 
big" to which GordysPickleJar says: "Mama Big".

That made me think of who takes care of kids you hate… who keeps them alive?

And more so, why is Jimmy and hos friends associating a walk in freezer with money?

Because when you harvest and breed children at your FARM… you wind up with a freezer full of meat.

Its  not a kill room. It is a meat locker for organ trafficing.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:25:38 ID: c31e11 No.8240588 >>8240595 >>8240621

>>8240563
nigger this was in the other thread, chill  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:26:21 ID: db3c8c No.8240592 >>8240621

>>8240525
Luzzato's own the FARM that is in the Podesta emails…the same place that Maeve provided entertainment…when she was six.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:26:36 ID: e6caba No.8240595 >>8240608 >>8240611 >>8240621

>>8240588
no, it's MAE

from luzatto

its james alefantis in that pic with the newborn mom and her kids, this is new  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:28:29 ID: c31e11 No.8240608

>>8240595
I thought Alefantis's Instagram was taken down, or was that someone else?

also wtf is with that reddit spacing, come on anon.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:28:36 ID: 21a003 No.8240609

>>8240448
She wasn't kidnapped. Watch the documentary based on the book by the Portuguese cop who got bounced from the case when they started suspecting 
the parents of covering up her death.

There's a conspiracy there for sure, a lot of shady people involved and a lot of manipulation of the media. But that poor girl is dead and has been since 
before the news of her "disappearance" hit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:28:48 ID: db3c8c No.8240611 >>8240634 >>8240639

>>8240595
>>8240595
>>8240595

Its not new. Ive been posting it, startimg on Red, and finally learned how to post here…ive put the whole story up 3 times on 48 hours.

If they come get me now… well I just aint going.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:28:53 ID: 47bdb2 No.8240612

>>8240538
has anyone made a post or anything about we can use to protect ourselves for handicaps like me  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:29:14 ID: f97a13 No.8240614 >>8240665

File (hide): a65cc5bc63c7348⋯.png (20.57 KB, 482x219, 482:219, a207c0bbd086e67422597ac28e….png)

>>8240563  
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File (hide): 0f856217a9d247e⋯.jpg (526.44 KB, 1859x1196, 143:92, ILoveChocolateCake.jpg)

>>8240595
>>8240592
>>8240588
>>8240563
>>8240525
>>8240502
>>8240482
>>8240469
>>8240452

#ilovechocolatecake

its fucking pedo lingo  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:30:26 ID: c55c88 No.8240625 >>8240640

Elefantis might have been there to provide trauma to the child that was born and/or her mom as well. If its generational abuse, they start mind/splintering 
trauma with rape and/or stun guns at or even before birth. 

Remember Jonbenet and stun guns. Remember Cathy O'Brien talking about stun guns being used on her to seal the trauma. I believe they call it going 
'over the rainbow.'  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:31:18 ID: e6caba No.8240634

>>8240611
reddit is shit, they censor/delete everything and its shilled to fuck, even worse than the chans

but post a link to the background please, this ties the Polestas, J'Aimes L'Enfant and Luzatto directly together into a fucking pool  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:31:31 ID: 75e429 No.8240635
File (hide): b4b345b314ec82a⋯.jpg (5.63 KB, 300x168, 25:14, download.jpg)

>>8237841  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:32:00 ID: c31e11 No.8240639

>>8240611
>and finally learned how to post here
Word of advice newcuck, don't space your sentences out like a fucking idiot. You stick out like a sore thumb, learn the formatting. Otherwise good job  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:32:07 ID: e6caba No.8240640

>>8240625
>to provide trauma to the child
I think he's pretty good/experienced at that

gotta admit I kek'd  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:33:24 ID: e6caba No.8240647 >>8240680 >>8240804

File (hide): 7f354add565e8f1⋯.png (3.86 MB, 3488x2235, 3488:2235, SaveCarisJames.png)

So that girl is Mae, but the other 
one, in this pic, is Fy? ARen't 
they the same?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:34:00 ID: 6af46d No.8240656
File (hide): 49051b1772c37cd⋯.jpeg (67.97 KB, 960x641, 960:641, 1.jpeg)

>>8240519
https://encyclopediadramatica.se/PeerGuardian 
ur not being haked m8, the whole point is that is blocks shit, so those pings aren't going through. why aren't 
you behind a NAT and proper firewall, smdh. 

>>8240512
watch >>8233123

>>8240301
all image files are done uploading.  remind to check for names and captions. 
> http://www.transformerdc.org/special-events/collectors-view
> http://www.transformerdc.org/special-events/overview/transformer-13th-annual-silent-auction-and-benefit-

party 
for names/dates.

http://www.transformerdc.org/give/funding-partners (andy warhol group, etc)

http://www.transformerdc.org/give/visionary-friends (tony, james)

>>8240301
maybe the white rabbit anons have something, look at tony's straps.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:34:01 ID: e6caba No.8240657

How many little girls and boys does J'Aimes L'Enfant have around him? wtf?  

File (hide): 13d25ed87a1acbe⋯.png (2.02 MB,
1878x1218, 313:203, 86mWlT.png)

File (hide): 99c6b047a31ef14⋯.png (1.93 MB,
1852x1180, 463:295, m9UgrV.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:34:22 ID: db3c8c No.8240659

This conversation takes it past pedo/murder… google PODESTA CIRM and youll see he makes ALOT of money off stem cell research.

Know who else banks off of stem sells, amd selling dead baby parts? 
Planned Parenthood.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:35:17 ID: f97a13 No.8240665 >>8240670

>>8240614
media deleted  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:35:55 ID: f97a13 No.8240670
File (hide): 194979ea49eecb3⋯.png (10.6 KB, 444x89, 444:89, ee91e352b638460d44c2191201….png)

>>8240665  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:36:39 ID: f30461 No.8240674 >>8240683 >>8240714

File (hide): da1f532761d49e2⋯.png (121.76 KB, 1348x341, 1348:341, comet laFianzaDesign 1.PNG)

The Luzzato's site for Maeve was designed by "LaFianza Design"(see pic).

However, this company does not exist. It had a domain once, but its expired.

LaFianza Design is also linked to these websites:

http://bringinghomebaby.biz (baby store offering infant massage)
http://guskurtz.com (some guy running for the House of Delegates)
abielstorage.blogspot.com/2015/06/where-to-get-narrow-chicken-coop-plans.html (how to build chicken coops?)

And here's the man behind LaFianza Design -  Sean LaFianza himself:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lafianza

He's apparently the Web Content Manager at U.S. Department of Justice!!!!

I havent looked deep yet, but I'll bet you can find some more leads in those websites I gave above, because it seems the DOJ is behind them!  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:37:28 ID: fa38b6 No.8240680 >>8240703 >>8240706

>>8240647
Fy/FY = YF = Young Friend  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:37:52 ID: f30461 No.8240683 >>8240693 >>8240723 >>8240731

File (hide): 61c9cdeb3e0604d⋯.png (1.06 MB, 1136x1024, 71:64, lafianza.PNG)

>>8240674
heres the archives

https://archive.is/iXHhR
https://archive.is/NvBGk
https://archive.is/qoOal
https://archive.is/XkLEy  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:38:53 ID: 13e874 No.8240691 >>8240824 >>8240951

Project Veritas still hasn't replied to the tip I sent three days ago.

"Hello, thank you so much for your material on the election.

THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT.
THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT.
THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT.

There has been an online investigation into the Clinton Foundation for months now on various imageboards, and only in very recent times has it finally 
found a solid lead on human trafficking. Since then we have been uncovering mountain of evidence that point to there being a ring of child trafficking 
among the political elite. There is only so much we can do without people willing to investigate in real life.

Here are four infographics which, I feel, are the best way to get an overall understanding of our investigation so far. There is so, so much more to our 
research than this, however.

1 - Spirit Cooking. http://www.pli xup.com/pics_core3/14788268544681_spirit_cooking.png
2 - Might John and Tony Podesta be connected to Madeleine McCann's kidnapping? http://www.pli 
xup.com/pics_core3/147882685418482_podestas_kidnapped_madeleine.jpg
3 - Comet Ping Pong's connection with Democrats, and the extremely suspicious culture surrounding it. http://www.plix 
up.com/pics_core3/147882685479803_comet_is_nsfl.jpg
4 - Some other important information on other areas of the investigation. http://ww w.plixup.com/pics_core3/147882685473034_cheesybay.jpg

Please get back to me if you are interested in knowing more and collaborating.

Sincerely,"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:39:06 ID: f30461 No.8240693

>>8240683
https://archive.is/8DNvs  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:40:03 ID: e6caba No.8240703
File (hide): 9e70c7133bd60ee⋯.png (283.32 KB, 498x283, 498:283, WTFWTFWTF.PNG)

>>8240680
I know, it's not a 
common name  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:40:30 ID: e6caba No.8240706

>>8240680
But he has youtube videos up where he calls the kid "Fy"

llewhinkes  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:41:12 ID: f04dc4 No.8240714 >>8240750

>>8240674
Neither LaFianza Design nor M.A.M.A.S. comes up in any form searching incorporated database either nor charity but on their website it clearly calls 
itself one under the acronym.

Location for M.A.M.A.S. : 7301 Garland Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:41:43 ID: 5d6c14 No.8240721 >>8240729

>>8233112
5037 Connecticut Ave NW
Washington, DC 20008

Jesus. It really is the same pizza shop.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:42:03 ID: e6caba No.8240723 >>8240731

>>8240683
Ahhh shit, DOJ.

Let me guess, friends with Arun G. Rao?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:43:15 ID: e6caba No.8240729 >>8240732

>>8240721
American Bridge PAC is David Brock, gay lover of J'aimes L'Enfants, also of Correct the Record  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:43:40 ID: f04dc4 No.8240731

>>8240683
>>8240723
 I think we're possibly getting to the picture as to why Killary could have the DoJ in her pocket if they do this sort of shit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:43:43 ID: e6caba No.8240732

>>8240729
Wait, maybe the virgin CTR "warroom" is in the back of Comet Pizza Pizza?!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:45:28 ID: e6caba No.8240742
File (hide): 4008cb8306f285f⋯.png (132.68 KB, 1546x534, 773:267, arun-g-rao-white-house.png)

Arun G. Rao has been to 
the White House 42 times  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:46:31 ID: e6caba No.8240750 >>8240807

>>8240714
Maryland

that was Arun G. Rao's district when he was AG there responsible for child sex abuse crimes  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:54:42 ID: 6af46d No.8240804 >>8240841

>>8240647
Mae!?
https://www.instagram.com/p/ZoXDktIcu3/?taken-by=rachbarnard

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5csusq/identified_girls_from_jimmycomet_ig/ 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/85083/comet-ping-pong/

https://www.instagram.com/bathingoptional/ dating  
https://www.instagram.com/kellydafinny/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:55:46 ID: 64a1e4 No.8240807 >>8240868

>>8240750
Now we're getting somewhere.
When I archived mamasmidwives.com I got a notification saying the page had been changed recently. The Wayback Machine confirmed this. I'm looking 
to see what changes were made. Possibly something incriminating that was removed.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:57:47 ID: f30461 No.8240822
File (hide): 745ce29fa3ab7e5⋯.jpg (22.75 KB, 700x467, 700:467, mfw.jpg)

mfw the U.S. government is using child sex and human trafficking as a means of controlling 
officials before the transition to the New World Order  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:57:51 ID: 21a003 No.8240824

>>8240691
Have you had confirmation they've received your e-mail?

Also, I hope you didn't use your real e-mail address anon (I say, for the benefit of new comers more than anything).  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 07:59:52 ID: e6caba No.8240841 >>8240890

>>8240804
I'm so fucking confused  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:02:14 ID: 052543 No.8240860

Anons see this yet?
This guy wants to taste the sauce.
https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/48897
Puttanesca sauce is "Whore's sauce".  It's apparently a sauce put together from whatever was laying around and given to whores at end of day.  The 
email attachment is something about Hillary or whatever but I don't read Spanish or Italian or whatever it is written in.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:02:19 ID: e6caba No.8240862

The thing that haunts me is these kids faces in some of these pics

These are not normal, happy kids… they look severely traumatized/terrified in most pictures while the creeps are smiling  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:03:01 ID: a674b4 No.8240868

>>8240807

They had a restricted page whem we first fpund them. no screen shots.

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:07:09 ID: 6af46d No.8240890 >>8240902

>>8240841
bathingoptional is the chef at bucks. 
rachbarnard is one of the people in the 10th year fire picture. 
>>8237439
>>8237688
the comment sayin 'here's mae mea' (obvly shining joke) is from Woolming fam.
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5csusq/identified_girls_from_jimmycomet_ig/d9z5wzp/

from the look of beer box and kegs i would guess it's taken at at bucks but idk for sure.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:09:28 ID: e6caba No.8240902 >>8241061

File (hide): c126e5008cb34aa⋯.png (534.59 KB, 705x986, 705:986, 1479011471983.png)

>>8240890
this is scummings business

First symbol pedo symbol, for 
fucks sake

>time for vodka

Also I think they moved to 
Portland? They skipped town?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:09:35 ID: 0f5f43 No.8240903 >>8240969

ran across this while browsing pedoring documentaries. Have anyone posted anything on Thorn. Are they legit for helping out child trafficking or part of 
the scheme?
>Seems like they are trying to bring down TOR like anonymity so people can be tracked when searching for CP
>Teamed up with microshit among others
>Theyve actually helped find thousands of kids but could be leaving the big fish alone.

https://www. wearethorn.org/child-sexual-exploitation-and-technology/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:11:46 ID: 1e2cb5 No.8240917

Clinton's friend Terry Mcauliffe in VA used executive orders to create 2 children's programs. Don't have time to look into it further atm.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:12:12 ID: 052543 No.8240919 >>8240939 >>8240941 >>8240944 >>8240945 >>8240947 >>8240965

What gets me is why would these people, who have money and access to the best medical facilities in the world, use a midwife service?  Seems really 
fucked up.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:14:20 ID: ac6fb9 No.8240939 >>8240965

File (hide): 3e38c0723a8a0fb⋯.mp4 (11.21 MB, 480x360, 4:3, Hampstead Cover-Up_ _We da….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8240919
"We don't want to kill any kids anymore"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:14:26 ID: e6caba No.8240941 >>8240945 >>8240964 >>8240965

File (hide): 22e824b2869d564⋯.gif (1.98 MB, 444x333, 4:3, omf.gif)

>>8240919
No ….. official….. 
records……..of……..birth……………
……………………… 

>brb, killing myself  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:15:09 ID: 64a1e4 No.8240944

>>8240919
Because natural birth is part of it. Do some research into how much being born in a hospital screws up your baby. They need the children to be as 
"spiritually clean" as possible. It actually fits in perfectly to this whole puzzle.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:15:10 ID: f30461 No.8240945 >>8240965

File (hide): e4d6c8857e5ace8⋯.jpg (28.47 KB, 480x360, 4:3, nyoh.jpg)

>>8240919
>>8240941  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:15:32 ID: e6caba No.8240947

>>8240919
Any pics of these kids at school? Interacting with other kids?

Nope, just at secret pizza parties  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:15:50 ID: ac6fb9 No.8240951

>>8240691
We can Drain the Swamp with this shit.

Send to every politician and journalist.

If they discard it they are in it and in need of punishment.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:17:39 ID: a674b4 No.8240964

>>8240941

Duh…how many of the Sandy Hook kids were delivered by these midwives? LOL
Blank check.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:17:42 ID: e6caba No.8240965 >>8241003 >>8241024

File (hide): 78821bf5eae89a7⋯.png (857.83 KB, 1636x977, 1636:977, 59e7f6d3f3d1b02d68cbae2419….png)

>>8240919
>>8240941
>>8240939
>>8240945

omg, what is this midwife service? is it a pedo 
midwife service so no birth records are created?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:18:47 ID: 6af46d No.8240969

>>8240903
yup, see the OP thread #9 ICMEC connection.  with to microshit's PhotoDNA too catalog all cp on social media sites and the clearweb. 

so i don't waste my post. look at this
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cmuii/collaboration_tools/ 
we should try to hand info to the subreddit, they are very organized. in b4 chan nationalism.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:19:01 ID: f04dc4 No.8240971 >>8241026

Ok so, this is the second page I've found that references this M.A.M.A.S. place as an incorporated.

http://www.midwife.org/find-a-midwife

They're not listed as such.

On this webpage:
http://www.marylandbirthnetwork.com/Midwifery.html

They describe themselves as the following:

M.A.M.A.S.                                                                                                  
Metro Area Midwives & Allied Services                                                       
Takoma Park MD  20912

MAMAS is a full-scope midwifery service offering holistic, personalized care for women in both English and Spanish. We provide women with 
individualized, informative prenatal care, continuous attendance of CNMs during home birth and immediate postpartum, ongoing support for 
breastfeeding and early parenting, and gynecologic well-woman care throughout the life cycle. 

Holistic is the key there as is the fact they're bi-lingual. 

In the "Give up your baby and get a greencard" sort of way.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:19:03 ID: 0e0541 No.8240972 >>8240989

>>8233103
where's the picture of the black man looking at that in the museum?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:21:27 ID: e6caba No.8240989

>>8240972

>looking at
>kekd  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:22:53 ID: 81220a No.8241000 >>8241029

>>8240301
>>>8233895
Anyone else notice the white rabbits on Podesta's suspenders?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:23:22 ID: a674b4 No.8241003 >>8241013

>>8240965
That childs eyes will haunt me forever.
These beasts must be purged.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:26:06 ID: e6caba No.8241013 >>8241021 >>8241043

>>8241003

someone is feeding that baby, I've fed lots of babies, it doesn't get that fucking messy unless you're jamming the spoon into their mouth

and that kid is fucking terrified
>inb4 flash, baby's reaction times are not that fucking fast  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:28:36 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241021 >>8241043

>>8241013
They probably just smoothered the kids face (as one would push his face down) into the Spagehetti or something (they couldn't put it on his/her face with 
a spoon, the plastered look means  it's either messy eating or pushing the kids face into it. Due to how messy it is, it cannot be the prior.)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:29:23 ID: f97a13 No.8241024

>>8240965
Christopher Boutlier
http://pastebin.com/JKUGbuBn 
https://archive.fo/Jl10W
https://www.instagram.com/cboutlier/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:29:52 ID: f04dc4 No.8241026 >>8241072

>>8240971

Continuing the dig on them.

There are three "CNM"'s that work there. I assume an acronym for midwives.

Mairi Breen Rothman

Katie Shannon

Erin E. Fulham

The following can be found on the first listed here: 
http://www.midwife.org/2015-Candidate-Mairi-Rothman

Look at this MAMAS place and their website. Then consider the following ripped from the webpage I just posted:

"Mairi Breen Rothman, CNM, MSN

Candidate for Region II Representative
See Mairi’s CV here
Question: What challenges to midwifery practice have you observed/experienced either nationally or in your region, and what solutions would you 
suggest or implement to eliminate that barrier?
Answer: The healthcare system in the United States has become an unwieldy structure that must either change or collapse. Fortunately, change seems to 
be the order of the day, and midwives are well-positioned to play an important role in that change. In order to do this to the best of our ability, we need to 
expand the robustness of our own organization, both internally and externally.
Internally, we are working to grow our membership and optimize the functioning of each individual affiliate. ACNM’s ongoing effort to become more 
diverse and inclusive is an important part of this growth.The reorganization of regions has also been very helpful, making it easier for affiliates to 
communicate with each other and with the national organization. I celebrate the fact that I can now drive to every state in less than a day, and I look 
forward to visiting every affiliate in Region II in the next few months, taking part in the ACNM-wide effort to increase our numbers and our ability to 
advance the profession on the national and local levels.
During my first term, ACNM has been at the center of a movement toward mainstreaming midwives and securing the midwife’s role as portal of entry to 
maternity care. Externally, the challenges that face us as a profession require communication across previously-held boundaries in order to partner with 
other organizations—CPMs, obstetricians, maternal-fetal medicine specialists, nurses, and so on—in crafting a maternity care system which allows a 
woman to move smoothly, and with respect and kindness, from one form of care to another as indicated by her health needs.
I have been honored to play a part in some of the positive changes happening in our relationships, both within our own organization and with other 
organizations, and would welcome the opportunity to continue this work.

Somehow this chick with a seemingly off the radar birthing clinic and midwifery establishment was nominated in 2015 to be the head of the "Region II" 
area which of course would include MA.

A holistic 3 woman operation with no paper trail somehow has a well enough established route to represent an entire region.

This shit smells fishy as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:30:29 ID: 64a1e4 No.8241029 >>8241038

>>8241000
Trips checked.
And Yes. People are quick to say the rabbit stuff is disinfo, but I'm not sure. 
Either way, it has been noted and is interesting. The Hampstead children stated this was a satanic cult, perhaps the white rabbit is involved. But I don't 
think that chasing the white rabbit is where we need to go right now.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:31:42 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241036 >>8241117 >>8241129 >>8241200 >>8241280

Also, funny thought related to the stem cell thing:
Suppose you run a midwives service that is holistic, i.e. maybe allows illegals. Suppose the kid isn't delivered, i.e. a miscarriage. Well, revealing the kid 
could yield the parent being deported, therefore, disposal must be taken care of by the midwives service. They can them use those parts for stem cell 
research/sell them.
Thinking that only pedophilia could be wrapped up in this is fool hardy. With high stakes players like this, it probably involves a lot of things.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:31:53 ID: f04dc4 No.8241038

>>8241029
It's basically worth noting just in case but as it stands right now there seem to be 3 solid leads going on.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:32:52 ID: 052543 No.8241042 >>8241050 >>8241052

#gaybaby and #ginger?
What sick fuck posts that shit??
What the fuck is wrong with these people?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:32:56 ID: a674b4 No.8241043 >>8241052 >>8241122

>>8241021
>>8241013
…we all know why that baby is terrified. What the electrical tape is for. Why they need midwives. And why they need a meat locker.

Thats why we are lookig at pedo snuff imagary at 3am monday morning  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:34:39 ID: f97a13 No.8241050 >>8241276

>>8241042
Christopher Boutlier
Owner, Christopher Boutlier, LLC
Washington D.C. Metro AreaDesign
Current 
Christopher Boutlier, LLC
Previous 
Adams Design, Inc., BBG-BBGM
Education 
George Washington University
Websites 
www.boutlier.com  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:34:49 ID: e6caba No.8241052 >>8241076

File (hide): 558aa3823f7c1af⋯.jpg (166.97 KB, 1286x1260, 643:630, alexpodesta.jpg)

>>8241043
>>8241042
have you seen 
this?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:35:49 ID: 626dc0 No.8241061 >>8241067 >>8241081

>>8240902
Scott cummings business insta

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:37:09 ID: 0f5f43 No.8241067

>>8241061
>3rd pic
Reminder they want to push pedos being a sexual orientation and normalize it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:37:38 ID: f04dc4 No.8241072

>>8241026

Lastly, her resume found here:http://www.midwife.org/acnm/files/ccLibraryFiles/Filename/000000004561/Rothman-CV-2014.pdf

Confirms activity in D.C. as well as having a hand in midwife legislation.

Consider that.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:38:53 ID: a674b4 No.8241076

>>8241052
Yes. 
Which makes me wish i knew how these fucks will react.  Do they issue punative measures for shit that was posted?

Am I signed on for fucked up shit  now?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:39:06 ID: 2651f5 No.8241077 >>8241105

File (hide): 0119efccec2b244⋯.png (146.64 KB, 482x429, 482:429, 1451564372940.png)

>>8240439
It's Ben, her partner. Says so right in the blog. I guess the retards have taken over these 
threads. As if that would have any effect on a dig.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:39:26 ID: e6caba No.8241079

Quick Point:

J'aimes L'Enfants Instagram name was:

"James Achilles Alefantis"

"From the Greek Αχιλλευς (Achilleus) which is of unknown meaning, perhaps derived from Greek αχος (achos) "pain" or else from the name of the 
Achelous River."

>pain

BDSM  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:39:33 ID: f04dc4 No.8241081

>>8241061
15k raised in 5 days for this?…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:39:49 ID: 052543 No.8241082 >>8241108

Also interesting she says healthcare system needs to be "forced" to collapse.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:43:12 ID: f30461 No.8241105 >>8241139

>>8241077
not sure its ben

https://www.facebook.com/people/Benjamin-Luzzatto/548134193  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:43:22 ID: a674b4 No.8241108
File (hide): 106016af29c5e6f⋯.jpg (49.62 KB, 550x366, 275:183, screenshot-fedbizopps.jpg)

>>8241082
Clower and Piven.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:43:53 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241111 >>8241145

File (hide): a61a62d08b2dd81⋯.png (1005.8 KB, 1098x869, 1098:869, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

>>8235131
Clicked this and clicker on one of the IG 
commenters and saw this. It's totally 
nothing goy  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:44:22 ID: 000000 No.8241117

>>8241036
Indeed. This is a cabal of rape, murder, money laundering, blackmail, and underground life extension research.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:44:49 ID: f04dc4 No.8241122 >>8241187

>>8241043
Time to go have more nightmares again tonight. Didn't realize it was getting that late.
Good luck anons.

Also, look into that transformer 'summer camp' thing that was supposed to be held in ping pong pizza. No place like that should have a fucking summer 
camp to brainwash kids in.

Can't let leads get buried under new finds and forgotten. Gotta pull every string just in case.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:45:52 ID: f04dc4 No.8241129

>>8241036
This.

If anything so many leads points towards a whole fuckton of fingers in a whole fuckton of really fucked up pies.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:47:07 ID: e6caba No.8241133 >>8241179

Ok, here's something I don't get. Why do people get involved with the occult? I understand religion, a reason for hope, a way to deal with unknowns, a 
"belief" system. along with the neurobiological aspect, in that humans have a part of the brain dedicated to "religion".

But these Masonic cults? Satanism? Child rape, sacrifice? What kind of screwed up neural circuitry do these fucks have?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:47:48 ID: 000000 No.8241139 >>8241158

>>8241105

The Luzzatto in the Podesta emails is Tamara Luzzatto. She is married to David Leiter.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:48:57 ID: 21a003 No.8241145

>>8241111
It looks like one of the many, many kids clothes brands to be honest anon.

I mean, I bet paedos treat kids clothes catalogues much in the same way Victoria's Secret catalogues are used, but that's on the paedos, not the clothing 
brands usually.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:50:04 ID: f30461 No.8241158 >>8241170 >>8241189

>>8241139
yeah but ben doesnt have the same hairline as the guy in the maeve pic. i dont think?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:51:30 ID: e6caba No.8241170

>>8241158
ben??  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:52:00 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241178

If anyone says they're just crazy, I would think it's foolish.
It can be an number of things:
Suppose you have player X. He has already reached the top, and, in order for you to reach the top, you must play by his game. Therefore, you get 
involved in occult thing Y.
Suppose you are someone who manages to get to the top on your own. Suppose you wish for a means to control those below you. Set up a system 
which allows for certain black mailing to occur, yet be covered by something so extreme (occult) that no normal person would believe it goes on.
Suppose you already have a religion, you manage to make it to the top. Therefore, you will worship your diety wholeheartedly in reverence.
Suppose you wish to indulge in something mysterous because,  truly, even for myself, occult and darkness is the most natural curiousity for man. Man 
seeks the unknown. Therefore, you get deeply involved in such a practice.
There are probably others, but my mind can't attempt to figure them out right now (because it would involve comparing it with the others and determining 
if these othere are unique "enough").  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:52:00 ID: 2651f5 No.8241179 >>8241195

>>8241133
It's an intergenerational thing. Called SRA, Satanic Ritual Abuse. People that haven't been abused don't just decide through rational thought to get into 
the bdsm or whatever kink/fetish/hardcore scene. People like this have been groomed since childhood, even infancy.  

File (hide): b1e9c2ded2391c1⋯.jpg (59.06 KB,
1000x437, 1000:437, sc.jpg)

File (hide): 33970ed270515e4⋯.jpg (211.28 KB,
870x750, 29:25, sc1.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:53:08 ID: 64a1e4 No.8241187

>>8241122
About that Summer Camp. Clearly gay logo (pic related). With an "intimately lit" party at Comet Ping Pong that promises to be "hypnotizing". Also, 
'Transformer DC' is it openly gay? Seems to have a gay agenda here.
www.transformerdc.org/exhibitions/overview/summer-camp

http://www.transformerdc.org/documents/Transformer-Summer.Camp.schedule.pdf  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:53:18 ID: 2651f5 No.8241189 >>8241208

>>8241158
Just stop it dude.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:54:24 ID: e6caba No.8241195 >>8241240

>>8241179
Now going to google SRA….. and stiffen my drink.

Sigh.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:54:45 ID: a674b4 No.8241200 >>8241211

File (hide): b0c66fc06f5ea0b⋯.jpg (8.62 MB, 5312x2988, 16:9, 1479113448132-78746272.jpg)

>>8241036

…Somehow the baby never makes it into the mothers arms I bet. The others midwives listed at 
MAMAS all work elsewjere, according to LinkedIn.

Yet the guy that said MAMAS BIG… hes a gay CHEF and SOLDIER named Livas Bogetto-Power. 

The place he works: Beau Gosse. Phrase of French origin, the literary translation being "good 
looking kid".  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:55:53 ID: f30461 No.8241208

>>8241189
shill pls. he has a receding hairline in the pic. her husband does not have that going on for him.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:56:16 ID: e14c72 No.8241210 >>8241264 >>8241316

>>8233209
The mention of Pizza Express in that vid is likely just coincidence, as that's a restaurant chain in UK

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PizzaExpress
https://www.pizzaexpress.com/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:56:36 ID: 47bdb2 No.8241211 >>8241258

>>8241200
if anyone says that their pets are their children you know they're fucked  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:57:26 ID: b339ce No.8241217 >>8241225

since a lot of this shit seemed to be taking place on connecticut ave i used that to search wiki leaks / 
i found this email that was early on in the pedestal dumps that i had seen before but now stood out because of the pizza revelations 
https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/43200

searched their names and got this result
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msVBxpMe-xY

anyone able to dig further???  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:57:38 ID: ab2f34 No.8241218 >>8241226 >>8241231

inb4 we all get v& for digging but they leave Podesta alone…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:58:30 ID: b339ce No.8241225

>>8241217  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:58:34 ID: f30461 No.8241226

>>8241218
kek  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 08:58:57 ID: e6caba No.8241231 >>8241273

>>8241218
2006
>FBI v& 4chan
2016
>4chan v& FBI/DOJ/DNC/(((them)))/Soros  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:00:35 ID: 2651f5 No.8241240

>>8241195
This site is very good for learning the basics about this stuff. http://www.wanttoknow.info/mindcontrolinformation  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:02:31 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241253 >>8241349

>skip to 1:19 

"We all have our 
preferences"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:02:41 ID: fb9f56 No.8241255 >>8241284

>>8233112
This is a smoking gun to be honest. Why would you donate money to a pizza store? To buy their silence?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:03:36 ID: a674b4 No.8241258

>>8241211
His profile USED to say he was a dad of 2 BOYS, and had pro hillary stuff. When that nigger blew up Jimmys IG messenger- he got off IG and redacted 
shit.

Curiois (social media noobosj) what kind of data is 735 posts, 5,669 followers, and 1584 for a P1C.online account?

P1C.online/mochef103  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:05:21 ID: f04dc4 No.8241263

How come this is just stuck on loading?

cuckchan and leddit claim archive has been compromised.

was it?

https://web.archive.org/web/20161107023005/https://www.instagram.com/jimmycomet/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:05:30 ID: a674b4 No.8241264

>>8241210
Dupont Underground has a Pizza Express. Creepy as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:06:11 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241272 >>8241279 >>8241288 >>8241289

File (hide): 666a7f08de86edc⋯.png (133.79 KB, 499x434, 499:434, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

lmao  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:06:16 ID: c7a1a6 No.8241273 >>8241283

>>8241231
What nazi scum is going to defend these satanist? Why are they censoring this instead of investigating.

Only thing that can be is that it is so enormous of scale everbody is somewhat connected.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:06:50 ID: f97a13 No.8241276 >>8241299

File (hide): 8d5ba19d711bd5a⋯.png (267.66 KB, 438x447, 146:149, f1c950568d519dde330daa1f7c….png)

>>8241050
Think I found a connection to him 
and Clintons. He was part of help 
haiti
https://www.bisnow.com/archives/ne
wsletter/scene/helping-haiti
Dudes flaming faggot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IwW0xeTx46U  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:07:34 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241279 >>8241298 >>8241352 >>8241374 >>8241386

File (hide): 5b36fb1334d1468⋯.png (210.1 KB, 502x780, 251:390, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

>>8241272
YOU RACIST GOYIM HAVE NO SHAME  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:07:35 ID: 3c8260 No.8241280

>>8241036
holistic would imply primarily home based, no official records, no independent witnesses, no need to smuggle a newborn or kidnap children.

Cuts down on a lot of the overhead.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:08:15 ID: ecc611 No.8241283

>>8241273
>nazi scum

get out  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:08:23 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241284 >>8241338

>>8241255
He probably donated it to the establishment to circumvent some tax laws with the purpose of giving it to Alefantis. That itself doesn't seem strange, 
money moving between powerful people (he is the 49th most powerful). The weird thing is how pizza man is 49th most powerful in the first place, and 
how he could be used by Soros.
It isn't necessarily about buying silence. He didn't buy Hillary's silence, he donated money to use her to have her accomplish a task. The same thing here, 
most likely. He probably wants Mr. 49th to do something for him now or later and thus is fine shuffling money around.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:08:56 ID: e6caba No.8241288 >>8241327

>>8241272
>to my knowledge
said no innocent person ever  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:09:00 ID: ff36f6 No.8241289 >>8241305

>>8241272
>666a7f08de86edc9bf5994a3e35b8421de5261157a953ef2915aba465cd4517e.png
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:09:58 ID: f04dc4 No.8241298

>>8241279
Oh well guys since they said they didn't do it we can all just pack up and go home huh?

Certainly that's enough to turn everyone away now…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:10:01 ID: e6caba No.8241299 >>8241325 >>8241364

>>8241276
Where's Mike "Dump the Mag in the Fag" Pence when you need him  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:10:57 ID: ecc611 No.8241305

>>8241289
Kek works in not so misterious ways.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:12:28 ID: 6af46d No.8241316 >>8241333

>>8241210
ur wrong m8 it's not that brand. 
https://www.google.com/search?q="Geary+Stephen+Simon"+"sbarro+pizza" 

still has nothing to do with the pedos. we've covered this before. the only connection would be if they used it for art performances like the hipsters do.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:13:39 ID: a674b4 No.8241325

>>8241299
Have mags. Will travel.
This is H U G E .  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:13:44 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241327 >>8241345

>>8241288
A normal person would just say, "There isn't one".
However, on the off chance that there is one, he doesn't want to be lumped in. It follows that by saying "to my knowledge" he can claim he didn't know. It 
sounds very much like something one would say during a court testimony in attempting to defend someone they are unsure if they have committed the 
crime.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:14:03 ID: a05e79 No.8241331 >>8241348 >>8241512

I ran StegExpose on 20151025_192120_resized.jpg. It did not report anything suspicious.

This doesn't mean that they didn't use steganography, just means that this particular program could not detect it.

Link to program:
https://github.com/b3dk7/StegExpose

Any other images I should run this on?

Would be great if someone had all the emails already scraped and could run through every attachment.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:14:09 ID: 6af46d No.8241333

>>8241316
https://www.google.com/search?q=Sbarro+Pizza+express  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:14:25 ID: 688c66 No.8241337 >>8241351 >>8241370

 HOLD THE FUCKING PHONE  
Didn't we during one of the emails get a PDF about identifying child molester symbols?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:14:27 ID: e6caba No.8241338 >>8241457

>>8241284
What do we know about this Alefantis faggot?

Does he have any family?
He's apparently a native raging DC faggot who stayed local, started assfucking David Brock (inb4 Mike "If you're into Sodomy You Get a Lobotomy" 
Pence) and opened a kids ping pong/Pizza restaurant, somehow became a multi-millionaire and associated with alleged pedophiles  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:15:39 ID: e6caba No.8241345 >>8241387

>>8241327
It's legalese. The balclava, sunglass, voice changing trans dyke faggot probably consulted with some lawyers first  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:15:55 ID: 3e2814 No.8241346 >>8241378 >>8241397

https://www.instagram.com/p/5ld6T8q_12/

anyone know what that is? james commented too  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:16:20 ID: e6caba No.8241348 >>8241367

>>8241331
did you try 48897? or 48879

4chan says the file has an embedded file and won't let you upload it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:16:20 ID: 626dc0 No.8241349

>>8241253
Speaking of heavy breathing, havent seen it mentioned regarding the bizarre paula poundstone reference @00:14 (convicted of sexually abusing adopted 
daughter under 14)

https://youtu.be/cTnxBwfZH0M .  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:16:38 ID: a674b4 No.8241351 >>8241362

File (hide): 2d3ca58a2cdee44⋯.png (1.24 MB, 1343x5992, 1343:5992, TcMOz6.png)

>>8241337  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:16:53 ID: 000000 No.8241352

>>8241279
I know it's not going to make anyone stop, but really, it would be better if anons didn't leave comments on their shit. It just gives them more fuel for 
gaslighting normies.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:16:58 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241353 >>8241383 >>8241471

File (hide): 22d8521211ac85f⋯.png (964.46 KB, 1002x641, 1002:641, Screen Shot 2016-11-13 at ….png)

Sasha Lord just doing normal things nothing to 
see here goyim nothing weird about this church.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:18:48 ID: 688c66 No.8241362 >>8241370

>>8241351
So why was that PDF in there? After we know now about possible child sexual abuse.  

File (hide): f4ff06201dc23af⋯.png (2.79 KB,
209x19, 11:1, yaJN3lC.png)

File (hide): 605f0921b9ce576⋯.png (14.78 KB,
346x112, 173:56, DnEM6Tq.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:18:59 ID: f97a13 No.8241364 >>8241396

>>8241299
maybe this is clue 
https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=http://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/5300/VariableListLinkedBirthCHARSfile.xlsx

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:19:26 ID: a05e79 No.8241367 >>8241404

>>8241348
Where can I find said file?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:20:02 ID: 6af46d No.8241370 >>8241381

>>8241337
>>8241362
no that was in the main wiki dump not the emails. tbh it was already public even before this. seen it posted years ago.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:20:43 ID: 3e2814 No.8241374 >>8241388

>>8241279
Can anyone confirm if the drummer of HB is the same jeff schmid who works for UNOS, the United Network for Organ Sharing?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:21:37 ID: 2aaf47 No.8241378

>>8241346
https://archive.is/LCFGr
archive  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:22:07 ID: 688c66 No.8241381

>>8241370
>no that was in the main wiki dump not the emails. tbh it was already public even before this. seen it posted years ago.
Yeah I thought for a second it was entangled with this email stuff.
wew.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:22:07 ID: e6caba No.8241383 >>8241541

File (hide): bcd12087f99e57a⋯.png (2.85 MB, 1936x1469, 1936:1469, mae2.PNG)

>>8241353
#wherewasgrandpajimmy

@jimmycomet was there!

Please don't tell me Grandma/Grandpa means something sinister in Pedo-slang…. Also 
why the FUCK would he be called a Grandpa?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:22:33 ID: 99df8c No.8241386 >>8241541

>>8241279
Amanda Kleinman has changed her name to Dusty Springfield on facebook and keeps changing her profile pic.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:22:46 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241387 >>8241434 >>8241442

>>8241345
At minimum, this gives probable cause to our investigation in a sense. After all, if he truly trusted Jimmy, there would be no need to go through lawyers or 
even think in regards to the post. He would have just posted something emotional (which in part it is because he thinks it's all about him and his band with 
that "it's like the 80's and we're being persecuted n' shit"), but he didn't in full. He thought about writing that sentence regarding the prime allegation. 
Therefore, in his mind he does not feel confident in saying Jimmy isn't doing something nefarious. But not even that, because he feels the necessity to 
speak in that manner in regards to these allegations means that he is not confident that Jimmy and co. have nothing to do with pedophilia (or, at 
minimum, things revolving children).
One thing I'd add however is that, my above deduction, I'm not sure if it's dependent on some familiarity between Jimmy and that band group. I.e., I feel 
as if they'd have to be sufficiently acquainted such that they engage in some degree of "normal" business together "often". But not so well-acquainted 
they know all of each others dark secrets. (For if he knew with certainty Jimmy did pedophilic things he would, again, merely state flat out that he didn't for 
that would be less suspicious then saying "to my knowledge").  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:22:48 ID: f30461 No.8241388 >>8241411

>>8241374
not same. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BGMmky7uhHe/
https://www.operationhope.org/hopeboardmember/sgc/10/c/7482  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:23:16 ID: e6caba No.8241396

>>8241364
what the fuck is this  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:23:19 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241397 >>8241411 >>8241463

File (hide): 4f0e5c1c650c355⋯.png (725.75 KB, 938x601, 938:601, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

>>8241346
someone commented on his IG 
and was talking about the 
island…

>white rabbit
>island  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:24:29 ID: e6caba No.8241404

>>8241367
https://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897

4chan can detect an embedded file… it's a 1.2MB entirely black ((("image"))))  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:25:15 ID: 3e2814 No.8241411 >>8241431

>>8241397
Yeah I saw that too.

>>8241388
are we positive? 
http://www.vampiweb.org/news/3342847
this says his hobbies are drumming  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:26:44 ID: 736aae No.8241426
File (hide): fd506e9593acfd8⋯.jpg (137.39 KB, 392x548, 98:137, kekcursereversed.jpg)

What has been discovered 
about Stephen A. Schwarzman?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:26:56 ID: f30461 No.8241431

>>8241411
could be same but the drummer looks much younger  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:27:01 ID: 3c8260 No.8241434

>>8241387
Well the thing is we aren't the FBI so we don't have to explain ourselves to the congressional oversight committee or get told to back off by the 
Department of Justice.

I mean if regular google searches can dig up all these connections which is related to the symbolism that the FBI/CIA themselves posted about years 
ago, then you have to know that the Justice organizations are looking the other way, because if this is what we found, then a government organzation 
with far more resources and far more ease at overcoming legal barriers to information should have 10 times the evidence.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:27:33 ID: c5f59d No.8241440

>>8233131
What did he mean by this?!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:27:39 ID: 01f317 No.8241441 >>8241445 >>8241496

>>8233112
The fact that hardly anyone outside of /pol/ is talking about this greatly disturbs me. You've all done tremendous work here, I wish I had helped in some 
way but I haven't.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:27:41 ID: e6caba No.8241442 >>8241447

>>8241387
Pedo rings typically operate on MAD, Mutually Assured Destruction. That's why pedos try to get non-pedos into fucking kids so they have dirt on them. 
Epstein did this by bugging all his residences; no coincidence his ex-wife/"friend" Ghysell Maxwell or whatever is a trained helicopter pilot/airplane 
pilot/deep sea diver/etc with mossad family (aka Mossad).

Find one of their videos online. They have subliminal pedophilia imagery. 

Who is this Majestic Ape faggot? Anyone dox him yet?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:28:28 ID: f30461 No.8241445 >>8241472

>>8241441
still need to connect all the dots.
still need to discover all the dots…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:28:56 ID: f30461 No.8241447 >>8241473

>>8241442
do you have any more info about the mossad connection? any links?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:29:42 ID: eba7f1 No.8241455

>>8233322

>I always envisioned pedophilia as being a primarily male fetish.

many have already given good replies but they've missed one major thing. The MSM, and unfortunately far 
too many members of the public, misuse the word paedophile and use it to label anyone (but especially 
men) who admits to attraction, let alone has sex with, people under a ridiculous government created age of 
consent. A paedophile is someone who is sexually attracted to PRE-PUBESCENT children. Once 
somebody starts puberty they start adulthood and as long as they're the opposite sex it's not only totally 
normal to be sexually attracted to them but we are biologically hardwired to to be attracted to them.

So once you take away from the list of "paedophiles" any men, or women, who haven't repressed their 
heterosexuality and who have had sex with or at least admitted attraction to people of the opposite sex who 
are under whatever draconian age limit your government has created, then I wouldn't be surprised if there 

were the same amount of female paedophiles as male paedophiles. Vid related.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:29:45 ID: 2651f5 No.8241457

>>8241338
I haven't seen much about his early life though he did mention in a vid that he grew up in DC. I get a Gosch/Gannon vibe from him.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:29:53 ID: 46e5f7 No.8241461

DON'T FORGET TO LOOK AT THE CLINTON FOUNDATION  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:30:05 ID: 688c66 No.8241463 >>8241541

File (hide): 1e4ff5eee4068da⋯.gif (6.31 KB, 234x255, 78:85, __(&%@)(%&@^(!&%_)!&)@!_.gif)

>>8241397  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:32:07 ID: 2651f5 No.8241471 >>8241541

>>8241353
>Grandma Lord's church?
WTF is she from a preacher's family?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:32:17 ID: 3c8260 No.8241472 >>8241535

>>8241445
It's everywhere.  

>May said she had personally met with young survivors and understood that their lives would be so much harder due to the “pain and distrust that had 
become a part of them.”

>May wrote: “In my discussions with older victims and survivors and their representatives, I began to realize how abuse is woven, covertly, into the fabric 
of our society.”

>She then relayed a meeting she had with one of the victims of past abuse, who told her: “Get this inquiry right and it will be like a stick of Blackpool rock. 
You will see abuse going through every level of society.”

>“I fear she is right. I have said before and I shall say again, that what we have seen so far is only the tip of the iceberg,” May said.

www.rt.com/uk/240777-uk-sex-children-may/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:32:22 ID: e6caba No.8241473 >>8241481 >>8241603

>>8241447
Ghislaine Maxwell daughter of British Jewish Politician Robert Maxwell

Maxwell is a qualified deep sea diver, submersible pilot, helicopter pilot, emergency medical technician (EMT), and is an advocate for the ocean regarding 
climate change, ocean acidification and overfishing.
>"Socialite"
more like
>(((Mossad Socialite)))
LOL

She married Epstein and allegedly sourced pussy for him and his crew.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:33:28 ID: f30461 No.8241481 >>8241498

>>8241473
thanks good info  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:33:51 ID: 736aae No.8241482
File (hide): 2b5e4a78eaf0b4d⋯.png (518.85 KB, 1024x755, 1024:755, 59035bdf0d6c9a8caaa9164ca6….png)

Who has a copy of the Soros leaks?
Has anyone dug around in those?

Also, where can one obtain the Paul 
Combetta hack?

Psyop? Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:34:09 ID: a674b4 No.8241483

Surely the LEOs monitoring 8ch are interested in this?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:35:12 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241496 >>8241547 >>8241551

>>8241441
Well, it makes sense. Regardless of how many connections, dots, symbols, et cetera that we have, it means nothing. One would need hardcore things:
E.g. image of X doing things with children. Document stating that X is doing things with children. Image that X is engaging in drug trafficking. Etc.
Anything less means nothing, and even then, depending on how big the players are (like Hillary) it still might mean nothing. Honestly, if you're on Hillary's 
level or higher, as evidence you would probably need a video of the person engaging in intercourse (or some other form of abuse) with a minor released 
to the public such that the public would force an investigation to proceed. Note the key part is that it is spread throughout the public because it just 
existing isn't enough. It'll just be hidden away into the "swamp".  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:35:21 ID: e6caba No.8241498 >>8241503

>>8241481

Also some stories out about how Mossad used her and Epstein to get famous people to fuck kids and use the tapes to blackmail them
*cough Bill Clinton cough*  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:35:52 ID: d283b0 No.8241499

>>8238095
Source : your ass  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:36:16 ID: f30461 No.8241503

>>8241498
will thoroughly research the mossad angle. could be missing piece  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:37:21 ID: a05e79 No.8241512 >>8241553

>>8241331
Just confirmed that StegExpose will not detect files stegged with steghide.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:41:26 ID: e6caba No.8241535

>>8241472
Child Sexual Abuse is so fucking horrific because these kids are literally destroyed mentally. Their psyche splits and many develop what was formerly 
called Multiple Personality Disorder, today referred to as Dissociative Identity Disorder. The brain literally develops multiple personalities to deal with the 
overwhelming trauma that would drive most people to kill themselves. In fact, the ones that survive typically are Multiple's/DIDs. The ones that commit 
suicide failed to develop the defense mechanism.

DID also has the highest suicide rate out of all mental disorders.

Other neat facts about DID:

- Different personalities have different visual acuities
- Different personalities have different handwriting styles
- Different personalities have different cardiovascular rhythms (different resting heart rates, breathing, etc)
- Allergies may be existent in one personality and not in another
- Memory amnesia is typically present between personalities, but sometimes they intermingle
- Some personalities may be fluent in a certain language while others are not
- Some personalities may be overly empathetic, while others can be completely psychopathic 
etc.  

File (hide): ee7d9036c38de92⋯.png (497.14 KB,
664x512, 83:64, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

File (hide): ca86b150cb6e3fa⋯.png (368 KB,
1044x412, 261:103, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:42:19 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241541 >>8241575

>>8241383
sorry but I don't understand the connection… he was at the church?
>>8241386
post link
>>8241463
I'm still conflicted on the rabbit thing, I still think it could be a false lead 
>>8241471
This is the next big lead we need to dig into. We need to find here family and see if her grandmother/father are running some type of weird newagey 
christian congregation cult thing. Why would someone comment saying "is this grandma lords church" 

remember, sasha was posting the Kim Noble DID mkultra SRA abuse art and she has a bunch of pics on her goybook holding a crystal ball while wearing 
a cloak 

How do we find this church…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:43:16 ID: 01f317 No.8241547

>>8241496
I'd hardly this is all nothing, circumstantial evidence, sure, but this is all really interesting stuff. 

George Soros donating 21k to a pizza place should make anyone suspicious. Not to mention all this over information people have found.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:44:28 ID: 3c8260 No.8241551 >>8241569 >>8241634

>>8241496
Hillary did commit fraud and treason, the FBI admitted it, and yet nothing happened.

Even if I had for example the entire clinton foundation in a "pizza party" video.  What are the odds any reputable media outlet will pick this up?  What are 
the odds the FBI would pick it up?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bC1Mc6-RDyQ  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:44:58 ID: 24d901 No.8241553 >>8241577 >>8241626

>>8241512

The most unfortunate–and now, seemingly, the most likely–scenario is that the sick fucks are using their own proprietary software, whether it's from Dr. 
Pong or elsewhere.

Kinda leaves us up shit creek on that front.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:47:36 ID: f30461 No.8241565 >>8241581

I simply can't go through life knowing babies are being born just to be raped and thrown away. Something has to be done about all of this.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:49:01 ID: 9f06b7 No.8241569

>>8241551
That is why I said you'd have to have something as grave as them abusing a child. That is one of the few things (at least in America) that is likely to have 
an impact on the psyche of the people (Even in Europe it probably would if it was a video).
I made the point that it would have to be spread to the masses because millions of angry people would make sure something is done.
There is a difference in condoning some "abstract" thing like treason versus "hey, you're condoning someone who did this to a kid in this video?".  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:50:11 ID: 01f317 No.8241575 >>8241587 >>8241644

>>8241541

Is this the church?  In Des Moines?

https://foursquare.com/v/grandma-and-grandpa-lords/4ece92286da162f1bc637d34

Because I'm looking at the area on google maps, and google maps wont allow you to do street view to get to the church. The streets are there, but they 
haven't been photographed.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:50:44 ID: fe7936 No.8241577

>>8241553
if this keeps accelerating and we gain enough traction, eventually we'll draw the attention of the cryptoanalysts and code breakers that would give us the 
big leads. it's all about the memes and the dig. worrying about anything else is irrelevant.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:51:06 ID: 24d901 No.8241581 >>8241591

>>8241565

I'm in the same mental state.

What I'm hoping for right now is that Trump will survive the pre-inauguration period, get in the white house, and immediately put a stop to this.

We already know he keeps an eye on this place, and so he knows what's going on.

Assuming that doesn't happen though…..I think I could go full RWDS. Just as long as you guys witness me.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:52:31 ID: 3e2814 No.8241587 >>8241598 >>8241604

>>8241575
I think the chick was referring to Sasha Lords grandma, as in grandma lord. I dont think thats the name of the church  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:53:11 ID: f30461 No.8241591
File (hide): 4147a59186ff987⋯.png (58.9 KB, 2238x2238, 1:1, rwds knot.png)

>>8241581
youd be 
witnessed  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:54:26 ID: e6caba No.8241598

>>8241587
No, it's a nickname dealing with them being "grandparents" to the kids.

Both "Jimmy" and "Sasha" 

Is it pedo-slang?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:55:15 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241603 >>8241633

>>8241473
Ghislaine Maxwell's father was an actual Mossad agent. 

>Robert Maxwell Israels superspy
http://www.wrmea.org/2003-september/book-review-robert-maxwell-israel-s-superspy.html

He also had huge mafia ties.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:55:17 ID: 01f317 No.8241604

>>8241587
Oh, I'm stupid. I just looked at the picture and I don't think that matches the roofs of any of the houses on google maps that I'm seeing from the satellite 
view.

Does anyone know what state that church is located in?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:58:41 ID: 91d95e No.8241626 >>8241650 >>8241652

>>8241553
Actually, if anything this supports the notion that they might be using steghide.

Considering they're dumb dumbs when it comes to computers, is there an iOS or Windows frontend available for steghide?

I doubt they're using their own proprietary software. Re-inventing the wheel so that it cannot be detected would be difficult.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:59:21 ID: e6caba No.8241633 >>8241655

>>8241603
>that trump/Jizzaline attempt  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 09:59:26 ID: 000000 No.8241634

>>8241551
More than likely they have dirt on Comey as well. Notice they put their friend Kadzik in charge of handling the investigation into Huma. 
Kadzik recently attended one of Tony's pizza parties. 
https://www.crowdrise.com/lucymeyer

They aren't all pedos, but most, if not all of them, are blackmailing each other in some way. And think about it this way, if you are sick fucks like James 
and his friends…how do you think they assure their survival? They create a web of blackmail entrapping everyone with any sort of power in D.C.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:01:17 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241644 >>8241647 >>8241669 >>8241702
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>>8241575
found it  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:01:48 ID: 01f317 No.8241647

>>8241644
Nice. Good job.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:02:03 ID: fe7936 No.8241650 >>8241718

>>8241626
i think you're downplaying the fact that the people we're dealing with are some of the richest and most powerful people on the planet. if anybody had the 
capability of making that kind of custom software, and would have widespread use for it, it would be the jews.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:02:23 ID: e6caba No.8241652

>>8241626
I used to fuck around with image compression. It's very easy to come up with new stenographic techniques  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:03:02 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241655 >>8241685

>>8241633
I didn't attempt anything you fucking faggot. I'm pro Trump but it's still suspect… some of us are just hyper vigilant and trust no one  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:03:54 ID: 6af46d No.8241661 >>8241679

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/search.php?q=pizza

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/98418259 (live)  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:04:53 ID: 01f317 No.8241669 >>8241674

>>8241644
Check out the staff for this church.

http://divinemercychurch. org/2015/06/directory/
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:06:50 ID: f30461 No.8241674

>>8241669
one of their ex-priests nearly raped a woman. the main pastor (matt mello) tried to cover it up.

http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2010-04-08/features/os-sex-church-settlement-20100408_1_diocese-officials-carol-brinati-orlando-diocese  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:07:55 ID: 6af46d No.8241679

>>8241661
and it hit 
the 
archive. 
here's 
another 
recent one:

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/98418259#p98430260  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:08:59 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241684 >>8241694 >>8241702

Holy fucking shit good job anon! 

i'm combing through their donors right now
>http://divinemercychurch.org/donors-sponsors/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:09:29 ID: e6caba No.8241685
File (hide): e810df7ed7a3900⋯.jpg (766.79 KB, 2000x1333, 2000:1333, motorcycle2.jpg)

>>8241655
>fucking faggot

Don't make me summon Mike "if you're 
in transition, say hello to the electrician" 
Pence  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:10:58 ID: 01f317 No.8241694

>>8241684
We should split up links from there so they don't see a bunch of traffic coming from 8chan.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:12:50 ID: fa75a4 No.8241699

Currently searching instagram with #pizzalove and #pizzasauce

There are several accounts that need more investigations. Kid pics w/ weird caption texts etc…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:13:17 ID: 28fd41 No.8241702 >>8241713

>>8241644
>the shape of that church
>>8241684
Please remember to cap the page. They like to remove donors if people get too suspicious.  
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File (hide): 17d46daa3a3cba2⋯.png (15.95 KB,
300x75, 4:1, JPD-sweep-logo-12inch-300d….png)

File (hide): 8c78aced0407e8d⋯.jpg (838.77 KB,
1682x1682, 1:1, IMG_3017.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:14:08 ID: 01f317 No.8241706 >>8241784

Is anyone familiar with J.P.Donovan, a construction company?

http://jpdonovan. com/

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:15:33 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241713 >>8241736

>>8241702
kk got it
https://archive.is/RHHoa  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:17:12 ID: 91d95e No.8241718

>>8241650
One of the rules with crypto is never roll your own.

They would pay - but they wouldn't know shit about it and the programmer would do a scrappy job. Think Combetta.

The fact that StegExpose doesn't work on the files means they've used something quality (if something is indeed hidden in them).  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:18:57 ID: 03fdde No.8241729 >>8241756

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!! PAY ATTENTION !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

podestas art related fundraiser of artist Anna Gaskell - https://archive.is/oemQA
jimmy commie was also present.

some creepy af art by anna glaskell on the themes of alice in wonderland- 
https://archive.is/ZwDzx   whaaatttttttttttttt

why the f art gallery is funded by an aids organization - https://archive.is/ZwDzx

this creepy af apparently liked by molestas- 
www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gaskell-untitled-45-l03798 

look for Washington post article in which the statue is mentioned another artist- 
Annee Olofsson in podest mail- 
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/39777

I have other plausible connections. 
Can someone provide the hilary after party pic?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:18:59 ID: f30461 No.8241730 >>8241741

im not sure what else we can do without accessing their actual devices for an evidence search.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:20:09 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241735 >>8241748 >>8241787

File (hide): ff0b9d15fa78a71⋯.jpg (209.83 KB, 751x426, 751:426, democratpedophilepizza.jpg)

>see this donor
>find their instagram
>more pizza 

could be nothing… could be 
something  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:20:15 ID: 01f317 No.8241736 >>8241740

File (hide): 57496183be53013⋯.jpg (429.78 KB, 683x1024, 683:1024, 114299329.jpg)

>>8241713
>Richard Kowalchik

This guy?

https://twitter.com/kowalchiknydn  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:20:30 ID: 01f317 No.8241740
File (hide): 03615ed450a0677⋯.jpg (10.81 KB, 452x99, 452:99, monetary contributions.jpg)

>>8241736
Forgot this.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:20:52 ID: 8eb6b7 No.8241741

>>8241730
Anyone lives near Washington DC?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:22:08 ID: 01f317 No.8241747 >>8241768 >>8241769 >>8241786 >>8241856

File (hide): 7044318bab72458⋯.jpg (168.85 KB, 1200x1905, 80:127, mob wives.jpg)

This Richard guy has ties to a lot of people it seems. Is 
Kowalchik a common name?  

File (hide): 16751767a8aa927⋯.png (54.4 KB,
429x286, 3:2, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

File (hide): c69fce957278ddb⋯.png (750.98 KB,
957x670, 957:670, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:22:16 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241748 >>8241757

>>8241735
forgot to post these 

first pic is donors of the weird sasha lord church
second pic is from their instagram
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File (hide): ac998260654e8bd⋯.png (242.21 KB,
341x325, 341:325, a3.png)

File (hide): 37c678e80d7ae70⋯.png (263.08 KB,
472x393, 472:393, a2.png)

File (hide): f12474723d73003⋯.png (246.85 KB,
460x387, 460:387, a1.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:23:10 ID: 03fdde No.8241756 >>8241779

>>8241729
wtf

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:23:13 ID: 01f317 No.8241757

>>8241748
Mother fucker. Pizza is starting to trigger me, tbh.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:24:41 ID: 01f317 No.8241768
File (hide): ae766ce29a913ae⋯.jpg (466.11 KB, 762x1024, 381:512, richard kowalchik in donal….jpg)

>>8241747
Here the faggot is dressing up as Trump.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:24:44 ID: e6caba No.8241769 >>8241778

>>8241747
usually a Ukranian Jewish name  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:25:38 ID: 01f317 No.8241778

>>8241769
Why would a Jew be donating to a Catholic Church?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:26:00 ID: 8eb6b7 No.8241779

>>8241756
It's all Alice related.
The rabbit hole, could it be the children's hole?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:26:51 ID: 6101a3 No.8241784

>>8241706
i thought the name rung a bell with the clintons but i guess i was mistaken

basic search shows they recently had a hand in constructing a launch pad for nasa  
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>>8241747
the space coast runners place 
that donates to the pyramid 
church is full of kikes  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:27:17 ID: 6af46d No.8241787
File (hide): 955f70fb5c95223⋯.png (289.53 KB, 1248x584, 156:73, wew.png)

>>8241735
confirmed 
with no 
google 
bubble.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:27:21 ID: f30461 No.8241789 >>8241798 >>8241848

File (hide): 2794ce66d142cc3⋯.png (230.18 KB, 689x966, 689:966, richard.PNG)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-
kowalchik-ab121452  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:28:11 ID: 6d9bcd No.8241798 >>8241802 >>8241812 >>8241834

>>8241789
idk if its him. That church is based in florida  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:28:41 ID: 01f317 No.8241802

>>8241798
Any other wealthy Richard Kowalchiks you can find?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:29:37 ID: f30461 No.8241812

>>8241798
compare the noses?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:30:49 ID: e6caba No.8241825

Kowalchik is a common last name

Ukranians and Poles use it, also Jews

http://www.sztetl.org.pl/en/article/kowal/3,local-history/

Has a long history  
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File (hide): ae766ce29a913ae⋯.jpg
(466.11 KB, 762x1024, 381:512, Richard
Kowalchik 1.jpg)

File (hide): f4d9149aa91ab6e⋯.jpg (115.28 KB,
594x501, 198:167, Richard Kowalchik 2.jpg)

File (hide): 0da5123720b46d4⋯.jpeg
(8.52 KB, 200x200, 1:1, Richard Kowalchik 3.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:31:47 ID: f30461 No.8241834 >>8241847

>>8241798
its same guy.
same noses, same dimple on chin, same eye color, same body type etc

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:33:19 ID: 01f317 No.8241847 >>8241856

>>8241834
We know those are all pictures of the same guy, we just don't know if he is the right Richard Kowalchik.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:33:20 ID: 6bb73e No.8241848 >>8241856

>>8241789
>>photo editor
Reminds me of this >>8239947 third picture  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:34:25 ID: f30461 No.8241856

>>8241847
see
>>8241747
same guy

>>8241848
could be. something about this guy feels "off"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:37:44 ID: f30461 No.8241882

so why is this Jew, who lives in NY and works for the NY Daily News, donating money to a Catholic church in Florida connected to the Comet Pizza pedo 
ring?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 10:38:52 ID: 6af46d No.8241891

https://vimeo.com/user58647824/videos

interesting videes.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:05:39 ID: 9f96af No.8241991 >>8241998

We had the wrong guy last thread. The kike isn't the donator.

http://floridaprofilepages.com/person/richard-thomas-kowalchik

Here's a Richard Kowalchik who lives in Merrit island Florida. This must be the actual guy. Can't find any pictures, though. 

http://www.whitepages.com/name/Richard-T-Kowalchik/Merritt-Island-FL/b8di7ng

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:05:39 ID: 13030c No.8241992

Caris is Scott Cummings daughter,  Carris Cummings.

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5csusq/identified_girls_from_jimmycomet_ig/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:06:56 ID: 23a345 No.8241998 >>8242003 >>8242047

>>8241991
>the kike isn't the donator
evidence?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:08:38 ID: 9f96af No.8242003 >>8242021

>>8241998
Do you have evidence that he has ever even been to Florida? I regret posting those pictures of him because I'm afraid I wasted our time.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:11:40 ID: 23a345 No.8242016 >>8242941 >>8245964

reposting from last thread because DOJ is a strong link.

The website mamasmidwives.com/maeve-chaim was designed by  "LaFianza Design" (bottom left)

However, this company does not exist.

LaFianza Design is also linked to these websites:

http://bringinghomebaby.biz (baby store offering infant massage)

http://guskurtz.com (some guy running for the House of Delegates)

abielstorage.blogspot.com/2015/06/where-to-get-narrow-chicken-coop-plans.html (how to build chicken coops?)

The man behind' LaFianza Design? '
Sean LaFianza.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lafianza

He's apparently the Web Content Manager at U.S. Department of Justice.

https://archive.is/iXHhR
https://archive.is/NvBGk
https://archive.is/qoOal
https://archive.is/XkLEy
https://archive.is/8DNvs  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:12:24 ID: 32489a No.8242020 >>8242217 >>8242325 >>8244365 >>8246615 >>8249425 >>8249446 >>8249549

File (hide): ac48d61017bddf4⋯.jpg (1.25 MB, 1080x9140, 54:457, vonspawn2.jpg)  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:12:55 ID: 23a345 No.8242021 >>8242038 >>8248767

>>8242003
i think you're shilling, but im giving you the benefit of the doubt. if you claim its not the same guy give evidence.

there is only one Richard Kowalchik when you search the name. So here's the real problem:

>why is a Jew in NY, who works for the NY Daily News, donating money to a Catholic Church in Florida?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:13:01 ID: 767e6c No.8242022

Guys beware of what seems to be disinformation on purpose
alot of shill pushing dis info always double check  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:15:54 ID: 66d8c4 No.8242034
File (hide): cdb667b7f6e5246⋯.jpg (171.03 KB, 1680x1120, 3:2, john-podesta-2016-election….jpg)

>>8241986 (OP)
Grab her by the pizza.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:16:44 ID: 9f96af No.8242038

>>8242021
How can I give evidence that it's not the same guy, when there is no evidence that it is the same guy?

>why is a Jew in NY, who works for the NY Daily News, donating money to a Catholic Church in Florida?

That's why I doubt it's him considering there are website pages for a Richard Thomas Kowalchik who lives in the same part of Florida as the church. 

http://floridaprofilepages.com/person/richard-thomas-kowalchik-merritt-island-fl  

File (hide): 7fded3416b6d65f⋯.png (876.46 KB,
1864x974, 932:487, richard twitter.PNG)

File (hide): f4d9149aa91ab6e⋯.jpg (115.28 KB,
594x501, 198:167, Richard Kowalchik 2.jpg)

File (hide): ae766ce29a913ae⋯.jpg
(466.11 KB, 762x1024, 381:512, Richard
Kowalchik 1.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:17:08 ID: 23a345 No.8242040 >>8242042 >>8242083 >>8242941

heres the richard who lives in NY (first pic).
now compare his nose and chin with the one who supposedly lives in Florida (second and third pics).

samefag is same.

https://twitter.com/kowalchiknydn
https://archive.is/gG650

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:18:09 ID: 9f96af No.8242042 >>8242050

>>8242040
We all know it's the same guy in the pictures, but there's no proof that that guy donated to the church or has ever even been to Florida!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:18:56 ID: 9f96af No.8242046 >>8242628

Btw, did anyone ever take pictures of that house near Venice Beach? The one with the rabbit on the door?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:19:00 ID: ad8976 No.8242047

>>8241998
> donator
Made-up millennial non-word #1488  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:19:47 ID: 23a345 No.8242050 >>8242053

>>8242042

then produce the other "Richard Kowalchik"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:20:32 ID: 9f96af No.8242053 >>8242059

>>8242050
I can't find any pictures of him.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:21:46 ID: ad8976 No.8242056

>>8241577
>tfw you realize Alan Turing was born 60 years too early and instead of genius autist faggot whistle-blowers that could crack this steg in minutes, we have 
Bradley Manning.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:22:26 ID: 23a345 No.8242059

>>8242053
maybe thats because they're the same Jew?
maybe Richard moved from New York to Florida?
maybe we need to find out what Richard does for a living exactly so we know where his donation money is coming from?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:26:46 ID: cea787 No.8242075

>>8240824
I received automatic confirmation, yes.  

File (hide): f41308188dd3d1e⋯.jpg (43.12 KB,
540x405, 4:3, 635865560929657370-JgZLS5J….jpg)

File (hide): 8929fef95f249e6⋯.jpg (118.41 KB,
297x400, 297:400, 9107f91c3d082e51ffff87c5ff….jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:28:14 ID: 9f96af No.8242081 >>8247797

The Church has an academy for children, btw. 

http://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2015/12/27/best-christmas-gift-divine-mercy-choir-sing-pope/77758748/
http://www.dmccs.org/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:29:32 ID: 8228d8 No.8242083

>>8242040
psyops. Jew in Media.

Ignore his relevance ever again. Shill spamming him.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:29:41 ID: a1da42 No.8242084 >>8242178 >>8242194 >>8246232

>>8241986 (OP)
!!!!!

James Alefantis: 1 visit ☚
⚲ Dec 16, 2010 6:00 pm White House POTUS

Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2015/03/27/want-to-know-who-has-visited-the-white-house-heres-how/  
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File (hide): 78821bf5eae89a7⋯.png (857.83 KB,
1636x977, 1636:977, 59e7f6d3f3d1b02d68cbae2419….png)

File (hide): 84ff8ad7ad52967⋯.png (462.77 KB,
1305x671, 1305:671, 1478850063672.png)

File (hide): 0b1bd5a123f4d9e⋯.jpg (535.03 KB,
1366x768, 683:384, 1478852004520.jpg)

File (hide): 3525cee0f1b4fd2⋯.jpg
(9.5 KB, 169x234, 13:18, arun-g-rao.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:31:03 ID: 8228d8 No.8242088 >>8246861 >>8252777

Arun G. Rao  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:37:27 ID: 9f96af No.8242102 >>8242118

File (hide): af3ce69a048387b⋯.mp4 (2.92 MB, 480x270, 16:9, Divine Mercy Catholic Acad….mp4) [play once] [loop]

Probably wont lead to anything, but here is a video of 
their church choir preparing to sing for the pope.

How did we start looking into this church anyways?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:42:23 ID: 2a002e No.8242118 >>8242128

>>8242102

see >>8241353  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:44:43 ID: 9f96af No.8242128

>>8242118
Do we think that this is just the church her grandmother goes to, or something else?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:57:01 ID: 12e149 No.8242176

Bump because this is more important than litterally 90% of the things on this board.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 11:57:27 ID: 12e149 No.8242178

>>8242084
Good catch !  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:02:04 ID: 9f96af No.8242194

>>8242084
Holy shit.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:02:50 ID: 9b9242 No.8242198 >>8242941

File (hide): 34b68400db509b4⋯.jpg (191.65 KB, 1600x1200, 4:3, GranTam and Luzzettes09.jpg)

>>8241139 found that Tamara Luzzatto was mentioned in the Podesta emails. Well, I found this old blog 
called Evie's Crib that featured her. (Definitely her as Maeve is mentioned and I recognise at least Ruby in 
pic related.) Not much but might be worth looking into more.

https://archive.is/Ij7zB  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:08:35 ID: 81bdfa No.8242217

>>8242020
>what i made the non-jews do at my wedding
I don't get it. What are they doing?
>all that shit art
Jews are mentally ill.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:24:00 ID: 699ffb No.8242277 >>8242308 >>8242329 >>8242711

Getting back to Abramovic, check this out from the Viennese circle who are also doing crazy artwork.
One of them was a convicted paedophile and moved then to Portugal….

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-austria-artist-muehl-idUSBRE94Q0CN20130527  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:26:27 ID: 8447a0 No.8242284 >>8242756

File (hide): 666310a4c406521⋯.gif (974.71 KB, 250x227, 250:227, wow.gif)

>#11

What did you guys find out in the last 5  
topics. Is there that much to dig into?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:31:16 ID: 9f96af No.8242308 >>8242324 >>8242347 >>8242404

File (hide): 2065a6ee96878ef⋯.jpg (488.02 KB, 2000x1333, 2000:1333, Otto Muehl.jpg)

>>8242277
Looking at this guys art makes fully understand Hitler's desire to destroy degenerate art. I still believe in 
freedom of speech and expression, but anyone who enjoys this garbage should be shamed.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:34:11 ID: 9f96af No.8242324 >>8242404 >>8242990 >>8242997

File (hide): 28f410447ca139a⋯.jpg (51.99 KB, 670x583, 670:583, OTTO Muehl photo.jpg)

>>8242308
Then I find this. I hate how kikes 
corrupt the mother/son relationship.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:34:35 ID: 446431 No.8242325
File (hide): b7baee91f6d5b70⋯.png (221.29 KB, 500x372, 125:93, 1476068657724.png)

>>8242020
>three dudes 
starring at the baby 
doll  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:35:43 ID: 9f96af No.8242329 >>8242990

File (hide): bd3675fcd11ddd9⋯.jpg (12.07 KB, 300x374, 150:187, muehl01.jpg)

>>8242277
>this is considered art  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:40:58 ID: 0460ec No.8242347 >>8242372

File (hide): 74f52eb6087c305⋯.jpg (1.51 MB, 1600x1030, 160:103, Romans-vs-Celts-battle-wal….jpg)

>>8242308
>draw degenerate minimalistic penises
>receive millions of money for them
>people who put effort in art receive shit, their art being used on book covers and toy boxes, and they 
never receive proper admiration in art galleries
This makes me really angry. I always wanted to become a professional painter, but never had skill, but i 
would not dare put shit art as true art.

Fucking kikes.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:46:23 ID: 9f96af No.8242372 >>8242412 >>8243328

>>8242347
It's insane isn't it? How the quality of the art isn't what matters, but instead how the art is marketed? 

A kike with friends in the right places can smear his shit on a canvas and charge a million dollars for it, while a painter of skill will have to work for free 
until people are willing to commission him for generic drawings of their favorite anime characters or super heroes. There is something horribly wrong with 
modern man.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:52:43 ID: 905bba No.8242404

>>8242308
>>8242324
>no goy, the nazis were the ones who were sick in the head  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 12:54:14 ID: ad8976 No.8242412 >>8242488 >>8242526 >>8245191 >>8245476

>>8242372
You racist, working-class thugs simply don't have the sophistication, education or intellect to appreciate or 
understand art.
You are the types who think that the closer to reality a picture is, the better the artist.
spoiler: most photorealism artists are women for a reason - it's as close to rote painting-by-numbers as fine 
art gets.

Look at this video, how can you not see the greatness, the magnitude of this? How can you not be inspired 
and feel fire filling your belly at the beauty and enormity of the statement it conveys?
No wonder the Jews and the left call us animals.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:10:02 ID: 8ff814 No.8242488 >>8242534

>>8242412
I don't know if this is sarcasm or poor troll.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:17:20 ID: df8336 No.8242526
File (hide): 0e8044f28d64e05⋯.jpeg (10.05 KB, 240x210, 8:7, gold star.jpeg)

>>8242412  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:18:19 ID: 6500e3 No.8242534

>>8242488 (checked)
You're even more bait than him.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:20:00 ID: 5c30b2 No.8242544 >>8242586 >>8244426 >>8245813 >>8249429

File (hide): 3775a735a9fcfa0⋯.jpg (116 KB, 753x502, 3:2, koons-balloon-venus.jpg)

An article on Jeff Koons being ungodly rich:
https://archive.is/LLT3q

>Koons became the most expensive living artist in 2013 when his Balloon Dog (Orange) sold for $58.4 
million at auction
>Pennsylvania native Koons, 59, has a personal net worth of $100 million

Lady Gaga is a big fan of Jeff Koons and practically worshiped him for a whole CD named "Artpop" she 
made. He gave her a giant naked statue of herself as a gift.

She's also worked directly under Abramovic too to "kick a marijuana habit", among other things like in the 
vimeo.

https://vimeo.com/71919803

Article that's very interesting talks about Lady Gaga's relationship with all three, mentions Jay Z as well:
https://archive.is/dLRDh  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:22:24 ID: bef0af No.8242551 >>8242637

my guess is that you're onto something. 

just seen a couple of this faggot's pics (jimmycomet)

https://archive.fo/YJJnJ

http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/11/huge-breakthrough-in-d-c-pedophilia-ring/

this shit looks shady AF

hidden doors, underground rooms, digging holes, jokes about children and sex….  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:29:22 ID: fe44eb No.8242586

>>8242544
>Koons

Also the rest of the kikes at ICMEC

http://resident.com/dt_gallery/58511/
https://archive.is/txmg0  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:39:09 ID: 754cb1 No.8242628

>>8242046
Yeah in an old thread the bunny wasn't there anymore even though it's still visible on street view  
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File (hide): 92678a87835f1c1⋯.jpg (334.44 KB,
1982x1371, 1982:1371, kHXqhi.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:41:52 ID: 6e0af2 No.8242637 >>8252155 >>8252291

>>8242551
Yeah, this looks shady as fuck. 

jimmycomet = alefantis  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 13:56:11 ID: ba19dc No.8242711

>>8242277
>An apology from Muehl to the victims was read out at the opening of an exhibition of his work in Vienna's Leopold Museum in 2010.

Where is the justice in this world?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:03:59 ID: 60387c No.8242756

>>8242284
Dig you mental weakling. I've waiting for a moment like this to spur on /pol/ for a long time.

Don't stop you NEET autists. I believe in you.
But I do believe it's gonna take some B&Es to uncover some things.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:39:29 ID: 754cb1 No.8242918 >>8242933 >>8242935 >>8242939 >>8245779 >>8246602 >>8246618 >>8248001 >>8249553

Snopes claimed the spirit cooking was false. What do  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:42:42 ID: 8e68c1 No.8242933

>>8242918
Snopes is jews, my man.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:43:17 ID: ab74ac No.8242935

>>8242918
Post it, nigger. Snopes claims the NDAA wasn't meant to arrest citizens without warrant either, but if you look at the article the only "opposition" they 
present is Obama appearing to judge it "ethically" (i.e. it doesn't prevent citizens from being arrested from a legal standpoint).  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:44:16 ID: 9b0efa No.8242939

>>8242918
Snope has been proven to be paid by fucking Dems you can't trust a thing that cucked jewed site says nigger.
We know spirit cooking is a fact. Post it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:44:45 ID: b6e2f7 No.8242940

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1146426/pg1  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:46:02 ID: b856cb No.8242941

>>8242016 either a front for the pervs or one of the 28 FBI Sites ot get them.  
>>8242040 Your IMG seems barely related
>>8242198 this woman and Amanda Kleiman are the most exposed.

Majestic Ape (Amanda Kleinman):
https://www.discogs.com/artist/906350-Amanda-Kleinman

http://www.theapes.com/babas1.html

Baba's Mountain (CD) Released on Birdman Records
http://theapes.com/audio/low/Apes_-_12_-_The_Minds_of_Mortis.mp3

OddEyeSee - Released on FrenchKiss Records
http://www.theapes.com/audio/low/modernprobs.mp3

Street Warz (CD) Released on Planaria Records
http://www.theapes.com/audio/The_Apes_-_Beyond_Beyond.mp3

Check the Comet sign: the shape looks like part of the unicursal hexagram (Thelema).  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:50:55 ID: a9ed03 No.8242966

I refuse to let jews ruin pizzas for me. its my favorite food.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:55:28 ID: 42b026 No.8242990
File (hide): f490b6205ab68da⋯.jpg (5.75 KB, 182x240, 91:120, index.jpg)

>>8242324
>>8242329
spoil that shit  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:57:20 ID: 8e68c1 No.8242997

>>8242
324  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 14:58:36 ID: 3ef878 No.8243009 >>8244432

>>8241986 (OP)
For anyone that thinks 'oh come 
on these apparent links are just 
coincidence'. 

See what parts of the machine 
do in plain sight,.

link related  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:03:12 ID: 05da0d No.8243031 >>8243051 >>8244122

>>8241499
No, I saw an interview with the woman that did the study independently. The study was done in 2007-2009. Women are the most likely to be pedophiles 
and not men. They have been pushing for men being pedophiles for decades to get fathers to stop protecting their children. 

>Muh womyn can do no wrong, goy!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:06:41 ID: 2dba43 No.8243051 >>8243243 >>8243267

>>8243031
You're still lacking a source buddy.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:36:30 ID: 05da0d No.8243243

>>8243051
Fuck it, I'm going to look if the interview is still out there.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:39:48 ID: 05da0d No.8243267 >>8243333

>>8243051
Here's one of the 
interviews on the 
subject.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:45:18 ID: f86998 No.8243310 >>8243320 >>8243483

Apologies for a slight derailment.

TuPond has still been continuously targeting me. I've found some corroboration online of attempted malware injections, certainly brute force. 

I have never triggered mrt in my life, but there were at least 3 infections during a scan today. It was clean yesterday. When it finished, however, it said it 
found nothing.

I'm not terribly concerned with losing data, I have backups, but this is ongoing and targeted. Without saying too much, I have taken many steps to reset, 
repath, and mask myself and changed up these steps and hardware. 

>TL;DR
Are we concerned about the PondTu aspect of this, especially with at least 3 seperate anons reporting issues and at least one reply decrying and 
dismissing the  concern. "nobody cares about your firewall"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:47:03 ID: 8a4b16 No.8243320

>>8243310
I am not worried about it. They need to know that we know and that we are not scared of them.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:48:15 ID: fe6bf6 No.8243328 >>8243334

>>8242372

well to be fair there is still a market for classical paintings, and sites like this cater to that, employing classically trained artists to paint old masterpieces, 
i've used it myself, they do a very decent job so long as you review the painting before they ship.

Im sure that company could always use another artist, just gotta do your own thing in your own time.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:48:49 ID: a9ed03 No.8243333 >>8243389

>>8243267
That video is weak. It contains basically 99% hearsay and personal anecdotes.

It was calm and pleasant, but its weak and probably only works on the weakminded.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:49:09 ID: fe6bf6 No.8243334
File (hide): cfd08a012400c61⋯.jpg (739.86 KB, 2545x1400, 509:280, Arnold Bocklin Island of t….jpg)

>>8243328
http://www.1st-art-
gallery.com/login.html

oops forgot the site.

I had them paint this. It was a 
very nice recreation.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:56:02 ID: 05da0d No.8243389 >>8243403 >>8243636 >>8243833

>>8243333
It's an interview with a woman that works with pedophilia cases with a specialty in female pedophiles.. 

I don't understand why so many around here are being white knights for women and claiming that women can't possibly be apart of a pedophile ring 
because a woman only wants to bake cookies and hug children but never anything more.. 
>Tfw you realizes people on /pol/ are retarded  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 15:59:07 ID: 52af08 No.8243403

>>8243389
>I don't understand why so many around here are being white knights for women and claiming that women can't possibly be apart of a pedophile ring 
because a woman only wants to bake cookies and hug children but never anything more.. 
Those are called Shills Donny. Filter them.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:12:02 ID: e32949 No.8243483

>>8243310
It does fire for me onwhen I open a new tab in browser.
I looked it up, and people are blaming either addons, malware, amazon etc. Gonna check on another machine tomorrow. Until then, I think (hope) it is 
supposed to work that way.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:12:43 ID: 32489a No.8243487
File (hide): 2906a22f448f1e8⋯.png (313.83 KB, 1310x416, 655:208, domino.png)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:13:27 ID: 32489a No.8243493
File (hide): 64c6d0dc85d67f7⋯.png (116.11 KB, 1019x568, 1019:568, pizzajosh.png)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:17:46 ID: c63ae2 No.8243521 >>8243776

Remember boys, never be discouraged.

"Pizza" is an obvious code-word. Either it's sex itself, or refers to Penises/Vaginas as a whole.

and all these people who refer to pizza as "sex" or "genitalia" have a deep fixation on children, and love to create/post images of children with pizza on 
social media

they are all democrats, and all homosexuals or trannies. Soros is involved, and at the very least, money laundering is involved. 

Do not let up men.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:31:07 ID: a9ed03 No.8243636

>>8243389
I wasn't white knighting. I was listening to her with an open mind and kept getting disappointed by her endless personal anecdotes. I was waiting for some 
numbers to come up, some percentages, some distributions, some graphs, anything. But she just kept referencing her opinions as if they would impress 
me. Weak.

She looks like she has the heart in the right place. But she needs more numbers.

Also calling people white knights for responding seriously to your post isn't gentlemanly. Say thank you next time instead.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:32:42 ID: 807072 No.8243643

Check the troy boner movie.from last thread There is a hand on the wall in the back. It's also a weird room. What is the context of that movie here. I 
missed that.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:54:03 ID: 8a4b16 No.8243776 >>8243784

>>8243521
This, just google (without quotes) "site:instagram.com pizza" and MANY are the shady kind of pizza  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:55:14 ID: 8a4b16 No.8243784

>>8243776
Please only archive.is the findings. Please do not leave comments chastising them because it will only cause more possible leads to go private.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:57:58 ID: 1e33fb No.8243799 >>8243809 >>8243816 >>8243818

Navy man here, should I tell my SAPR chief about this? He's the sexual assault somethingorother and I'm pretty sure he can send information up the 
roots pretty quick to get this all investigated by officials.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 16:59:55 ID: ba19dc No.8243809 >>8244044

>>8243799
If you plan on suiciding by 3 shots to the back of the head, sure.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:00:54 ID: e32949 No.8243816 >>8244044

>>8243799
As we don't know how deep the rabbit hole goes, I'd suggest anonymous tips, if any. Problem is, there is no waterproof evidence yet. I don't want Anons 
to get mass suicided.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:00:54 ID: 8a4b16 No.8243818 >>8244044

>>8243799
I think so. The more in the know the merrier. However, I've noticed a pattern wherein the people in charge of prosecuting child trafficking and helping 
victims are themselves a part of the child trafficking network.

This realization blew my mind to the level of corruption.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:03:44 ID: ba19dc No.8243833

>>8243389
It's probably harder for some to believe because of the whole "but they gave birth to them" mothering instinct stuff.

And they forget it's the fashion for lefty types to hate kids and see them as things, especially the women.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:33:27 ID: 8c029e No.8244044 >>8244075 >>8244103 >>8244140 >>8249932

>>8243809
>>8243816
>no waterproof evidence
I guess that's true, but a man with some pull in my command would be a big help when we get there. If you guys do get anything that would be proof 
enough, I'll be tracking these threads, but in case I miss it just red text NAVY ANON a ton and I'll inform my SAPR chief at the soonest possible moment.
>>8243818
>people in charge of prosecuting child trafficking and helping victims are part of it
The SAPR chief title is traded off within the command and is held by multiple people in multiple commands. It's doubtful that every single one of them is 
part of it, and in fact if it kept going on like this for so long it would probably be found out, because most of the guys here are shitbags, but they are very 
strong moralfags; some still believe that russia is still the USSR, bless their hearts.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:37:05 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244075

>>8244044
Overall I think you should let as many people know as possible. There are too many people waking up for them to use their normal intimidation and 
silencing techniques.

They need to know that we know and that they need to go.  
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File (hide): 8358a4c91608818⋯.png (470.9 KB,
877x573, 877:573, 8358a4c916088182c4c73a5fe2….png)

File (hide): 7bb50289dabb2b8⋯.jpg
(52.73 KB, 400x600, 2:3, Kirsten-Zeiss-
Christophe-Z….jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:40:30 ID: fe44eb No.8244103 >>8244113 >>8244141

>>8244044
NAVY ANON

The ICMEC is involved.

>Majo Humer 
at white house pizza party
>Jeff Koons
painted ilona pic, gave up first born
>Franz Humer
head of huge pharma company roche

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:40:44 ID: 700585 No.8244107 >>8245958

File (hide): 45f7e0215c7dd95⋯.jpg (249.22 KB, 1200x900, 4:3, milo-pigs-blood.jpg)

(((MILO))) Bathes 
In Blood At Pro-
Trump Art Exhibit

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?
v=7SRlK8bZvqk  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:41:22 ID: fe44eb No.8244113 >>8244120

File (hide): 92546e14e33a8ae⋯.png (2.33 MB, 877x573, 877:573, majo.png)

>>8244103  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:42:43 ID: fe44eb No.8244120 >>8244128

>>8244113
this pic i made corrupted itself
i didn't think it would upload

>it still won't load fullscreen???  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:42:56 ID: 340f93 No.8244122 >>8245381

File (hide): 1ccd7e675a2a1c7⋯.png (275.84 KB, 390x479, 390:479, sunday oregonian september….png)

>>8243031

Also there are nearly one thousand women serial killers covered in this blog. 

http://unknownmisandry.blogspot.ie/p/index-female-serial-killers.html

For example, a woman in Sweden who, along with her 'husband', opened up a 'Baby Farm' or orphanage and killed 
hundreds of babies.
The full article from the 'Sunday Oregonian'. September 16, 1906, page 12, says that a mass grave was found with 
60 bodies of murdered infants. Hundreds more were suspected of being thrown into the sea.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:44:19 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244128

>>8244120
doesn't work here either  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:45:49 ID: bb3d5b No.8244140 >>8244181

File (hide): 7afcda91f8cc5a8⋯.png (132.61 KB, 472x321, 472:321, bill cooper shiggy face.png)

>>8244044
Do not tell this to anyone. Bill Cooper was a Navel intelligence officer and he only got there by accident. he 
had to have facial reconstructive surgery because he had gotten beaten by 3 guys telling him to keep quit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:45:56 ID: 8c029e No.8244141 >>8244157 >>8244171 >>8244177 >>8244267 >>8244325 >>8250017

>>8244103
So should I just point him to this thread or what?
I'll do my best, I'm kinda scared, but I do want to get this out into the open. I just don't know what exactly to direct him to.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:48:11 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244157 >>8244251

>>8244141
Is there a phone number where one of us could leave an anonymous tip? They already know I know so I don't care.

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:50:27 ID: bb3d5b No.8244171

>>8244141
The navy does an occult ritual when crossing the equator. This is retarded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jthOautSFI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJm8KdipWl4

MICHAEL AQUINO

THAT IS ALL  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:51:19 ID: fe44eb No.8244177

>>8244141
a good write up online here http ://sgtreport.com/2016/11/dc-pizza-gate-a-pedo-ring-primer-update/

to use as an intro  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:52:00 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244181

>>8244140
>>8244140
Concern trolling is an intimidation technique. They have no power any more.  

hmm funk  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:54:50 ID: 1f7c2f No.8244201 >>8244211

http://www.openhouseperth.net/destination/46-comet-pizza

Comet pizza in AUS  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:56:12 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244211 >>8250000

>>8244201
https://archive.is/fXXsQ

ARCHIVE YOU MADMAN  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 17:59:25 ID: 42b24d No.8244244 >>8244359

Anna Gaskell and her handler Jim Cownie need more digging. These people have been known to stalk and harass investigators so please use good 
opsec when looking into these freaks. Theresa Duncan claimed Cownie was connected to the Gosch event and identified connections to a child 
trafficking ring. Deep shit began after that and she and her boyfirend Blake are now dead of dubious suicides. Her blog posts detailing the allegations 
have been wiped and everything you read about the Duncan/Blake saga is mostly false and damage control. personally not going here again, just wanted 
to pass along the Gaskell connection. 
>>8241729
>>8241756  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:00:20 ID: 8c029e No.8244251 >>8244325

>>8244157
There is a crisis support line, I'm pretty sure that's not what this is for, though. I'll find out from him if there is a number someone in the civilian world could 
use to contact him as a tip, but I don't know if there even is one. If it turns out that I need to be the one giving him the information, I'll tell him to come here 
and look at what you guys have dug up and point out critical information that I know.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:02:44 ID: ba19dc No.8244267

>>8244141
Don't do anything, anon. Not until there's something really concrete and you have an insurance against accidental suicide at least. 

If you think this guy is a good bet to inform, maybe get to know him better so you can be sure he won't brush you off, and so you can have a better idea of 
how to approach him with the info.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:07:50 ID: 6111d5 No.8244309

Navy Anon

There are others lurking here much higher on the food chain.
We are Patriots and they will come to justice.

Lay low. Submit tips anonymously.
The time for action will come soon.

And whoever says the shellback ceremony is an occult ritual it's not. It's a right of passage with been there done that bragging rights.

Stay focused and help with the investigation. Convince as many as possible that this may be reality.  

File (hide): 73423ec384959bc⋯.png (672.5 KB,
1914x1051, 1914:1051, CFmartinvarsavsky.png)

File (hide): 2db7c98db9fd7bf⋯.png (369.53 KB,
1390x894, 695:447, Govcharlesturnbull.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:09:21 ID: 3503b1 No.8244318

sorry for repost, but i wanted to point out the connection between virgin isles and epstein and how the government (specifically dept. of education) are 
probably in it together. also, the jew varsavsky is apparently part of Clinton Foundation but I looked up their site and he's not on its board of directors. both 
guys were in epstein's black book  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:10:11 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244325

>>8244141
>>8244251
Not sure if you already are aware of this site that has a lot of good info. 
https://steemit.com/personsofinterest/@ausbitbank/persons-of-interest-james-achilles-alefantis-aka-jimmycomet-at-comet-ping-pong  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:12:16 ID: 2453f3 No.8244338 >>8244368 >>8244391 >>8244393 >>8245281

ALL THESE PEOPLE NEED TO BE LOOKED AT. 
http://pastebin.com/VqyX0EWX

Dug out from a hidden customer spreadsheet found here.

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cwn79/why_is_this_spreadsheet_not_getting_attention/  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:14:48 ID: 42b24d No.8244359 >>8245281

>>8244244
adding that the deleted blog post by TD that coincided with the events that led to her death was called "The Trouble with Anna Gaskell" and the blog was 
Wit of the Staircase on typepad. If you can find it there will be good info but without the hyperlinks it would be a bit difficult to follow the leads.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:15:14 ID: 68fbc4 No.8244365

>>8242020
http://www.deptofsignsandsymbols.org/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:15:25 ID: 3503b1 No.8244368 >>8244391

>>8244338
on it, bucho  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:17:22 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244391 >>8244562

>>8244338
>>8244368
https://archive.is/fSE3y
Archived  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:17:33 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8244393 >>8244500 >>8244599 >>8245281

>>8244338
I could be wrong, but some of the amounts match the newsletter subscription amounts.
http://lp.stratfor.com/newlp-v7

Could the pizza project just be their online store?
https://store.stratfor.com/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:20:41 ID: 8f1089 No.8244426 >>8245987

>>8242544
>believing the healing herb is addictive

Yeah, that's enough for me, these people are fucking evil.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:20:53 ID: ad8976 No.8244432

>>8243009
>annoying millennial with non-threatening, testosterone starved squeak for a voice.
>doesn't realize this video is intended for teenage girls raised on feminism.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:22:42 ID: 91768e No.8244452

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897
has a weird attachements  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:24:44 ID: 455879 No.8244466 >>8244500 >>8244532

>>8120868
i dont know why nobody looked into this, but in that attached pic from this anon on the bottom left are the dave flintstone hacked mails and they talk about 
sleeppartners??in that mail there is a picture attached and its fuckin mr potato guy.
cud that be a cryptic picture can some anon decode that shit? it seems very important imo
does somebody even have the original pic from the hacked mail?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:26:05 ID: 0a04a8 No.8244486 >>8244500

Out of the loop. I know there is a pedo ring that is run out of some pizza shops that's about it. Anyone got a link where I can get caught up?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:27:38 ID: ab98a4 No.8244500 >>8244575

>>8244393
considering we have already established ties to stratfor with austin crytes, i think it's safe to assume that they have a bigger involvement in this than we 
realize. just another piece of the puzzle really.
>>8244466
we're still not /tech/ anon.
>>8244486
good introduction here that focuses on james and comet ping pong https://archive.is/onglH  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:31:02 ID: 42b24d No.8244532 >>8244555 >>8244600 >>8244617 >>8245561

>>8244466
Is there any link to this Hawaii wifi stuff other than that one mention of hot dogs stands in hawaii in the podesta email? I'd like to see it if there is. You 
really need more than the word "Hawaii" to link these tbh. The wifi thing is weird and worthy of digging but if it's a separate case then let's determine that 
pls.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:33:46 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244555 >>8244600 >>8244617 >>8244714

>>8244532
Can't recall where I saw it, but some anon was close to there (I think) said the place has its own power and seems like 20-30 wifi networks apparently 
under ground, and took pictures of holes in the ground (air holes?) and a bloody bucket. 
I may be confusing things here. Can anybody verify my recollection?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:34:18 ID: 3503b1 No.8244562 >>8244587 >>8244716

>>8244391

====
William Stanley Rubin
====
Born: August 11, 1927
Brooklyn, New York, United States
Died: January 22, 2006 (aged 78)
Pound Ridge, New York, United States

curator for MOMA (director of painting and sculpture)
Famous Exhibits: "'Primitivism ' in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern"

"played a key role in building the museum's collection of abstract-expressionism works and 
organized many exhibitions, including Dada, Surrealism, and Their Heritage (1968), 
Primitivism in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern (1984), and 
Picasso and Braque: Pioneering Cubism (1989)." [Wiki]

Wrote a book, available on Amazon: "A Curator's Quest, Hardcover – November 1, 2011"

====
Adam Rubin
====
Currently author, formerly in advertising, primarily kid-focused
"In my spare time, I help adults act like children by teaching improv classes at The Annoyance Theater in Brooklyn. I also curate and design puzzles for a 
great company called Art of Play."
Has website [https://archive.is/AET7O] that looks like a blog and an apparently well-known twitter
Wrote "Robo-Sauce," a kid's book  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:35:41 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8244575 >>8244632

>>8244500
Totally agree.  I'm sure they are Hillary's private mercenaries.  But just highlighting that the 'pizza' site they were creating might just be the Stratfor online 
store, as the spreadsheet amounts match their online product amounts.  There are plenty of other suspicious leads without getting sidetracked with 
something mundane.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:37:13 ID: 3503b1 No.8244587

>>8244562
http:   //archive. is/4szkg
Robo-Sauce site. I think the video is about cooking something (pizza?). Gotta look into his illustrator

I'll post the complete findings on pastebin later. Currently posting what I find.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:37:38 ID: 6fe75a No.8244593
File (hide): 8e2041655dd0118⋯.png (64.86 KB, 442x264, 221:132, Screenshot_2016-11-14_13-3….png)

Pizza is the pictorial slice 
pattern. 8 or 16 slices.
You will observe it is chaos.
The unification of chaos and 
order.
Blackmail depravity intentional 
hoodwinking of the masses. 

This is the dark awakening to 
these people  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:38:31 ID: ad8976 No.8244599

>>8244393
Nice hotlinks, shithead.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:38:32 ID: ba19dc No.8244600 >>8244617 >>8244714

>>8244532
>>8244555

I think the underground wifi in Hawaii was brought up more as an example of things to look out for. The guy who had been investigating suspected 
nefarious purposes to a whole load of wifi signals being underground.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:40:00 ID: ab98a4 No.8244617 >>8244774 >>8245085

>>8244532
>>8244555
>>8244600

there was also some pictures of hillary and obama floating around holding up the same mr potato head doll that the trafficker in hawaii used. and the 
same terminology of "grand poobah" that he used showed up somewhere else closer to the source but i'll need to be reminded where. the shit there is 
extremely sketchy, but is there a direct tie back to podesta? not yet, no, it's just circumstantial.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:41:19 ID: ad8976 No.8244632 >>8244696

>>8244575
You are suspicious as fuck but thanks for causing me to think of the following:

Buyers in the digital age want to see the product before the commit to buying.
There are hundreds of customers and thousands of children being shipped.
There must be a catalogue.
Stratfor knows the ins and outs of publishing.
Does Stratfor perhaps publish a catalog of children for sale?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:43:30 ID: 1107bd No.8244650 >>8244676 >>8248673

A DC anon still hasn't burned this motherfucker down? I'm disappointed boys.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:46:00 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244676 >>8244708

>>8244650
Fire destroys evidence. regular Alfred Einstein over here  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:47:57 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8244696 >>8244736 >>8244797

>>8244632
Sorry, my bad, here is the archive of the store -
https://archive.is/eWIno

Maybe the catalogs are those bad hard drives that Flintsone/Cheesybay sells?  

File (hide): 02110bea0867de0⋯.jpg
(125.77 KB, 990x1346, 495:673,
sinead_jew_face.jpg)

File (hide): a9b7682402d6c8f⋯.png (132.06 KB,
366x272, 183:136, anglin.png)

File (hide): 12a48ea37c2b77a⋯.jpg (178.79 KB,
1614x1190, 807:595, nu-right.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:49:25 ID: ad8976 No.8244708

>>8244676
Just an agent provocateur, typical alt-right hero.

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:49:58 ID: 42b24d No.8244714 >>8244733 >>8244734 >>8244897 >>8245248

>>8244555
>>8244600
Yes, but from the evidence collected I don't see any connection to the DC ring except that Podesta wrote the word "Hawaii" in an email. 
I'd like to know hoe the plebbitor connected this 6 month old post on /blackops/ to this dc ring. I have been looking but it is not being presented. Here is 
the summary https://sli.mg/a/hhe7CP and here reddit.com/r/BlackOps/comments/4fs7a8/question_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/ is the wifi 
post on /blackops/ that someone remembered or connected somehow to this. I'm asking what is that connection. If all it is is the mention of hot dog stand 
in Hawaii that is not sufficient and this might be misdirection. Certainly worthy of it's own thread but we're going to need more than intuition to connect 
these.

There is a lot of uncharacteristic whooping and hollering with many exclamation points pushing purious claims meant to distract. If you're not from around 
here and have good intentions, you need to stop this. Get two layers of evidence and direct connections before posting OMG!!!! And this wild goose 
chase to hunt down any pic including pizza is ridiculous. Focus on busting the DC/Podesta/Comet pedophile ring and practice discernment when an anon 
is a bit too excited about something but posts no source/analysis/evidence.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:50:04 ID: 68fbc4 No.8244716

>>8244562
https ://vimeo.com/190757971 - Same author - even sketchier book. pedo programming.
(user name is deceased childrens author Russel Hoban).
Also on page is other Comet Videos  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:51:27 ID: 42b24d No.8244733

>>8244714
*spurious  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:51:29 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244734 >>8244742

>>8244714
Oh yes, I believe it has to do with Big Cheese, LLC, which is advertised at the bottom of the trafficking front sites (comet, besta, buck's)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:51:36 ID: ad8976 No.8244736

>>8244696
>>8244696
Nah, doesn't make sense that you'd make customers bid hundreds on your catalogue, the HDs will be CP caches.
I believe that any catalogue would be hidden in plain sight, such as a professionally published children's clothing catalogue.
Remember how you used to beat it off to your mother's clothing catalogue as a kid? Well if you grew up in the 80s before the Internet you will have.
Point being, clothing catalogues are plenty useful as samplers of the "product."  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:52:14 ID: 3503b1 No.8244738 >>8244762

File (hide): 39ddbdf1c857ff4⋯.png (154.37 KB, 1244x927, 1244:927, annrosenbaum.png)

Found two Ann Rosenbaums who could be part of things

====
Ann Pharmakis Rosenbaum [1]
====
Works for Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC

[LinkIn profile] 
Ann Rosenbaum
Managing Director - THE ROSENBAUM GROUP of Wells Fargo Advisors
Deerfield, IllinoisFinancial Services
Current 
THE ROSENBAUM GROUP of Wells Fargo Advisors

Previous 
UBS Financial Services
Education 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Ann has managed investment portfolios for high-net worth individuals, families, and family owned businesses
for more than 25 years. Additional industry experience includes 10 years providing consulting and investment 
management advice to money managers, bank trust departments and mutual fund sponsors.

Prior to Wells Fargo Advisors, Ms. Rosenbaum held the position of Senior Vice President Investments and Senior 
Portfolio Manager at UBS Fnancial Services and was a member of the firm's Portfolio Management Advisory committee. 
Over her many years of industry practice, she has developed a risk analysis and security valuation model which she 
uses in managing her clients' portfolios.

Ann earned her MBA in finance and economics from the University of Chicago and holds a Ph.B. from Northwestern University. 
She is a member of the CFA Institute and the CFA Society of Chicago. 

Ann has served on the boards of directors and investment committees of several Chicago Area Charities, providing pro bono 
financial and investment advice as a way of giving back to her community. Some of these organizations have included the Chicagoland 
American Heart Association, the Eleanor Foundation, the Jewish Children's Bureau, the University of Chicago Women's Business Group, 
the Lincolnshire Rotary Club and the Lincolnshire Police Pension Board. 

This information is intended for use only by residents of IL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, DC, DE, FL, GA, MD, ME, MI, MN, NC, NJ, NV, NY, OH, PA, TX, VA, WI

Opinions and comments expressed by LinkedIn Members are those of the persons submitting them and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
creator of this profile or their firm.

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC

Managing Director - Investments
THE ROSENBAUM GROUP of Wells Fargo Advisors
2006 – Present (10 years)Deerfield, Illinois
The Rosenbaum Group manages Investments of high net worth families and family owned businesses. Emphasis is on equity and fixed income portfolios 
managed to help mitigate risk through quantitative techniques.
Senior Vice President - Investments

UBS Financial Services
February 1994 – May 2006 (12 years 4 months)Northbrook, Illinois
The Rosenbaum Group managed the investments of high net worth families and family owned businesses, utilizing quantitative techniques to mitigate 
risk.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Ph. B., Organizational Communication
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Ph. B., Organizational Communication
University of Chicago
M.B.A., Financial Economics

ann.rosenbaum@wellsfargoadvisors.com

847-572-4310

====
Ann Rosenbaum [2]
====
[LinkedIn profile]
Ann Rosenbaum
Teacher at Post Falls School District
Spokane, Washington AreaEducation Management
Previous 
United States Marine Corps
Education 
Concordia University Irvine

Specialties: Secondary Education; English Language Learner Certificate; Yearbook Advisor; Key Club Advisor

Teacher
Post Falls School District
August 2008 – Present (8 years 4 months)

Sergeant
United States Marine Corps
June 1997 – June 2005 (8 years 1 month)

Concordia University Irvine
Teaching Credential, Secondary English
2005 – 2007
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of California, Santa Barbara
BA, Major: Psychology, Minor: English
2005 – 2007

Part of Semper Fi Network  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:52:24 ID: 42b24d No.8244742 >>8244752

>>8244734
>I believe
That's not enough, post your evidence now faggot.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:53:11 ID: 8c029e No.8244752 >>8244825

File (hide): 88822be827f4e30⋯.webm (368.71 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, Desperate.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8244742
Desperate. Your turn.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:54:04 ID: 3503b1 No.8244762

>>8244738

Also archive dot is isn't saving linkin profiles, any way around it, or another archiver?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:55:22 ID: 42b24d No.8244774

>>8244617
>it's just circumstantial.
I see that and so does everyone else with a brain that reads the infographic going around titled "The Hawaii Connection" so just put it the fuck away until 
you can update it with a direct connection.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:55:32 ID: 35d30a No.8244780 >>8244965 >>8244969 >>8245008 >>8245261 >>8245901 >>8246295 >>8247506 >>8248072

File (hide): 621979d73b9f8b6⋯.png (4.62 MB, 3992x3140, 998:785, pizzafinal.png)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:56:03 ID: 000000 No.8244786

savethechildren org 
> 122 countries, almost a century old 

https://archive.fo/OnMPJ
>Open Society Foundations (Soros)

https://archive.fo/TQxl
>history incl. haiti, clinton, bush

https://archive.fo/cIto2
>board of trustees incl. goldman sachs, citi

https://archive.fo/5TBV
>management

https://archive.fo/uDlv
>global corporate sponsors

small scandal involving senior advisers to former Prime Minister Gordon Brow
https://archive.fo/Pp6iz

https://web.archive.org/web/20160122104159/http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/05/27/charity.aidworkers/index.html
dat last sentence  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:56:09 ID: 3ef878 No.8244788

>>8241986 (OP)
I think they had a house/building with a heavy sliding door. i looks like a garage but the door is on rollers and slides to the right rather than up. If you can 
find it you will find the core  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:56:53 ID: ad8976 No.8244797 >>8244925 >>8250915 >>8252454

>>8244696
Oh hey, I just went for a smoke (I know, smoking isn't WN and I'm trying to quit) and this thought struck me like a bolt from the dark night sky.
The hard drives aren't CP.
They are tokens.
For children.
For sale.
The bidders are bidding on children.
Represented by the HD.
Each HD is a different child, referenced somewhere, such as a list or catalogue.
The bids are real bids, add a couple of zeroes.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 18:58:46 ID: 42b24d No.8244825 >>8244871

>>8244752
It seems you're the desperate one. Desperate to get the eyes of the public turned to Hawaii and some stupid infographic TITLED "The Hawaii 
Connection" when the only connection is random circumstantial shit. The whole point of digging this is to expose these fuckers to the masses in the 
hopes of prosecuting them. When you push shit that's retarded people look away. Do you want that?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:02:42 ID: 8c029e No.8244871 >>8244959

>>8244825
I hope you're not underestimating the problem.
I'm sorry, I was just shitposting, that other guy is a big huge shill and I agree we need to get away from unsubstantiated claims.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:04:48 ID: 000000 No.8244894 >>8244917 >>8251095

Is there any place where up to date summaries of all new leads and evidence are being written? This should be a priority, as it's becoming really hard to 
investigate leads and read all of the new threads at the same time.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:05:03 ID: ad8976 No.8244897 >>8244959

>>8244714
>/question_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/
Oh hey, I wanted to comment on this but didn't have the opportunity yet.
Of course there aren't 30 wifi base stations under the paving slab (if the signals even exist), that doesn't make sense.
IIRC the guy said that the signals came in a cyclical pattern or alternated.  Well it's pretty obvious to me that someone has set up fake broadcasts using 
the aircrack toolkit.
It contains tools which can be used to spoof base stations, notably used during protests to fill wifi screens with lists of (non-existent) base stations with 
politically-themed names.
Also used as a form of DDoS, by flooding the air with scores or hundreds of duplicate stations, all with the name of the wifi network you wish to "jam", you 
make connection to the legitimate network almost impossible (needle-in-a-haystack).
Looking at it from the other side, the beacon flood can be used to hide your real station amongst a sea of fake ones, although this is just an obscuring 
tactic and not really secure, it serves to confound casual connections.
tl;dr there is probably only one wifi router down there (if the anon is telling the truth) but for some reason it is set up to spoof non-existent networks, using 
a tool such as aircrack.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:07:12 ID: 8a4b16 No.8244917 >>8251100

>>8244894
I heard tale of someone making a wiki, but not sure if anything has come of it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:07:55 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8244925 >>8244972 >>8251095

>>8244797
Perhaps.  I'm more apt to believe the HD trade is just pure CP.  Besides, that doesn't solve your catalog problem - where and how can they inspect the 
goods before purchase?  Plus I have a hard time believing billionaires go shopping for slaves on ebay sight unseen.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:11:12 ID: 42b24d No.8244959

>>8244871
Believe me, I am aware of how widespread this all is. But to get arrests and prosecutions we need to focus on our case. You can spend your whole life 
buried in the digs of long forgotten plebs going back to the days of Mae Brussell. There is that much. But will it get Podesta and his pedo ring busted? 

>>8244897
I suspect that because he mentioned in his posts that he suspected child trafficking that a plebbitor googled and found his post, went from there. I would 
like to know more about ehy he felt the need to flee from there but that could be anything. Hawaii is a weird place and many locals hate whites and fuck 
with them. It could be something common and mundane like that. Plus locals are heavy into meth and with that comes paranoia and tweaker behavior. 
Hawaii is not the paradise it's advertised. Tourists have fun but it's another thing altogether thinking a mainlander can just move there, especially in the 
bush, and have a good time. Dog Chapman episodes show the everyday reality accurately.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:11:47 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8244965 >>8244990

>>8244780
>deliberately quoting a completely different handkerchief email from the one people have actually been talking about
This is textbook disinfo.  Honestly, the way you shills scramble to explain away everything is more damning than any of the instagram activity.  Also, never 
forget Besta.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:12:10 ID: c59e08 No.8244969

>>8244780
I don't know… Accepting that our political enemies might actually just enjoy food seems too simple to me.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:12:41 ID: ad8976 No.8244972

>>8244925
> Plus I have a hard time believing billionaires go shopping for slaves on ebay sight unseen.
Sure, I'm just conjecturing outside the box.
Billionaires would have special service, I was thinking for middle-class who want to play at slave master, they could be put in a position of bidding against 
others for the kids who don't make the top grade.  In such a case, ebay would be an ideal forum. There is no incriminating information, no incriminating 
calls or messages to bid on the child, etc.  These people have shown that they are happy using hiding in plain sight (pedo signs in their business logos, 
pedo art on the establishment walls and social media.)
You might say that billionaires wouldn't retweet or instagram pictures of little kids taped up with comments like "gnnnn omg, I want one!" but truth is often 
stranger than fiction.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:13:27 ID: 35d30a No.8244990 >>8245047 >>8245899

>>8244965

It is? What other email is there.
The one people talk about is the black and white one, saying it's a code.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:15:21 ID: 8f6961 No.8245008

>>8244780
>talking about renting pizza for an hour is completely normal, goyim
get your CTR paycheck and fuck off asap before the dam bursts  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:15:33 ID: 789a7d No.8245010 >>8245126

ITT: Shills arrive at their shilling day job. Try to counter suspect info with flimsy infographics.
Podesta realizes how fucked he is once we mount proper case. 
They begin mounting pathetic defense to back up trash claims. Suddenly podesta is "into cooking" despite no evidence supporting that PREVIOUS to 
ingestigation, we all know that he's only into one type of cooking
#whitecheesepizzapartyinmyundergroundsoundproofcellarfor3hours
#degenerate cooking  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:16:36 ID: 3503b1 No.8245022 >>8245026

File (hide): f83706f4e5fd810⋯.png (546.3 KB, 1543x1139, 1543:1139, billronan.png)

====
Bill Ronan
====
[LinkIn profile]
CEO Owner at Applied Behavioral Health Care
Greater Minneapolis-St. Paul AreaMental Health Care
Current 
Applied Behavioral health Care
Education 
Gannon University

My company, Applied Behavioral Health Care, helps people achieve successful experiences 
related to challenges such as addictions, pain management, weight loss, stress, phobias, 

relationships, achieving goals, sexual dysfunctions, and more through medical hypnosis. 
I believe in what I do and do my best to help others.

CEO Owner
Applied Behavioral health Care
1974 – Present (42 years)527 2nd St NE, Hopkins, MN 55343
Providing out patient psychotherapy, hypnotherapy and counseling.
3 honors and awards

Publications:

The Psychological Autopsy of Elvis Presley: The Role of Suggestion in the Etiology of Psychosomatic Disorders
American College of Forensic Examiners, Inc, 2005
William J. Ronan, a licensed independent clinical social worker, examines the facts of Elvis Presley’s journey on Earth 
to reveal the truths of the legendary rocker’s life and the root causes of his death in Psychological Autopsy of Elvis Presley, 
subtitled The Elvis Analysis: The Role of Suggestion in the Etiology of Psychosomatic Disorders. No one can escape the legacy of 
Elvis’ celebrity, but…more

Many in the Journal of the American Academy of Medical Hypnoanalysis and other professional journals
The articles were on weight loss, smoking cessation, the treatment of ADHD, hypnosis for the EMT etc.
3 authors: Bill Ronan, CEO Owner at Applied Behavioral Health Care, Alexander A. Levitan

Gannon University
Master of Science (M.S.), Counseling Psychology
1977 – 1979

Call me at 952-933-3460

PTSD Board Certified Clinician
American Psychotherapy Association
January 2016
This is a recently earned an new endorsement from the American Psychotherapy Association 
by becoming a Board Certified PTSD Clinician® in January 2016. Obtaining this certification 
allows me to more actively pursue helping those in the military or suffering from deep traumatic 
events using hypnosis in combination with other traditional therapies to deal directly with the PTSD triggers.

Diplomat
American Psychotherapy Association
January 2005

Diplomat Candidate, Board & Clinical Member
American Academy of Medical Hypnoanalysts
June 1984

Member since 18984. Have been a Diplomat Candidate, Board and Clinical Member of the American Academy of Medical Hypnoanalysts since joining 
the organization.

Additional Honors & Awards
APA Fellow Status, Mensa, Certified: Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act Advocate, Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker (LICSW)

Causes Bill cares about:
Animal Welfare
Civil Rights and Social Action
Health
Human Rights
Politics

Part of the Mental Welfare Network  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:16:58 ID: 3503b1 No.8245026

>>8245022
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>>8245022
[Yelp] https://www.yelp.com/biz/bill-ronan-hopkins [https://archive.is/NbWVH]

Psychotherapy and Hypnoanalysis.
Established in 1974.
MN Hypnosis Bill Ronan is a State Licensed Psychotherapist, 
(LICSW) Practitioner of Medical Hypnoanalysis. Specializing in Minnesota Hypnotherapist, 
MN Psychotherapy, Minnesota Hypnosis and more!

1 review:

1 star
——
11/8/2016
My experience with Bill Ronan was disrespectful and unprofessional. His office is a small room at 
the front of his home, and my scheduled appointment seemed like an interruption to his day. He had the 
TV on in the background, and would not turn it off. He had his dog roaming around and said I must have a problem 
if I didn't like it. He took a "set it and forget it" approach to the so-called therapy of putting a blindfold and 
headphones on patients and playing an audio. He probably went about personal business during treatment time. He said 
I seemed hostile because I expressed concern with these issues. Seriously. This guy seems to have quite a racket going, 
billing patients and insurance companies over $100/hour for this "counseling."

[Psychology Today] https://therapists.psychologytoday.com/rms/name/Bill_Ronan_MS%2CLICSW%2CMedical%2CHypnoan_Hopkins_Minnesota_32196
[https://archive.is/9FwPS]

Bill Ronan
Clinical Social Work/Therapist,  MS,  LICSW, Medical, Hypnoan
(952) 856-3102

I have over 40 years experience as a psychotherapist/Medical Hypnoanalyst. I am accepting, understanding and 
directed in treating problems. I have taught for various colleges in the Twin Cities area. I have been featured 
on most of the news stations for hypnoanesthesia. I am results oriented. I have several articles in peer review 
journals and have recently published a book called The Psychological Autopsy. I treat a wide variety of problems.
After hearing from you why you are here I prefer getting to know the you through an extensive case history so that 
I begin to know you and your emotional background.

As a practitioner of Medical Hypnoanalysis I seek to uncover the cause of the problem and treat them their root level. 
I believe the client should leave most every session feeling better than when they came in.

Call or Email Bill Ronan for a free phone consultation now - (952) 856-3102

Qualifications:

Years in Practice: 30+ Years
School: Gannon University
Year Graduated: 1979
License No. and State: 00371 Minnesota
Finances

Avg Cost (per session): $150
Accepts Insurance: Yes
Accepted Payment Methods: American Express, Cash, Check, Discover, Mastercard, Visa

Accepted Insurance Plans
Aetna
American Behavioral
Cigna
Crime Victims Reparations Board
Gambling Treatment Provider MN Dept Human Svs
Humana
Medica
Medicaid
Medicare
PreferredOne
Out of Network

Specialties:

Anxiety
Depression
Anger Management
Issues
ADHD
Addiction
Alcohol Abuse
Behavioral Issues
Child or Adolescent
Chronic Impulsivity
Chronic Pain
Chronic Relapse
Coping Skills
Divorce
Domestic Abuse
Domestic Violence
Drug Abuse
Eating Disorders
Emotional Disturbance
Gambling

https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238245022
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://www.yelp.com/biz/bill-ronan-hopkins
https://archive.li/NbWVH
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://therapists.psychologytoday.com/rms/name/Bill_Ronan_MS%2CLICSW%2CMedical%2CHypnoan_Hopkins_Minnesota_32196
https://archive.li/9FwPS


Gambling
Grief
Infertility
Internet Addiction
Learning Disabilities
Life Coaching
Obesity
Obsessive-Compulsive (OCD)
Oppositional Defiance
Relationship Issues
School Issues
Self Esteem
Self-Harming
Sex Therapy
Sexual Abuse
Sexual Addiction
Sleep or Insomnia
Spirituality
Substance Abuse
Suicidal Ideation
Teen Violence
Trauma and PTSD
Video Game Addiction
Weight Loss
Mental Health
Dissociative Disorders
Elderly Persons Disorders
Impulse Control Disorders
Mood Disorders
Client Focus

Ethnicity: African-American, Hispanic and Latino
Age
Children (6 to 10)
Preteens / Tweens (11 to 13)
Adolescents / Teenagers (14 to 19)
Adults
Elders (65+)
Categories
Aviation Professionals
Bisexual Clients
Cancer
Gay Clients
HIV / AIDS Clients
Heterosexual Clients
Lesbian Clients
Transgender Clients
Treatment Approach

Treatment Orientation
Cognitive Behavioral (CBT)
Gestalt
Humanistic
Hypnotherapy
Medical Hypnoanalysis
Mindfulness-based (MBCT)
Psychoanalytic
Psychodynamic
Solution Focused Brief (SFBT)
Modality
Individuals
Couples
Family  

You're safe until you go public. Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:18:15 ID: 7f2025 No.8245043 >>8245134

Tread lightly, and prepare to be amazed.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:18:26 ID: ad8976 No.8245047 >>8245899

>>8244990
The guy is right.
You are literally trying to say that an educated woman uses the words "a map that seems pizza related" when she actually means "it is stained with pizza 
sauce"?
Or that she would bother a billionaire over a napkin?
Hahaha, seriously, gas yourself.
Just gas yourself.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:19:37 ID: 6fe75a No.8245064
File (hide): 925a6ad46251298⋯.jpg (17.85 KB, 380x285, 4:3, imagesizer.jpg)

Ping pong is really sick it is how the elite see children as wispy soft balls that could use a paddling. But it is 
more than that. We got a game where you wham the ball and it is more or less irrelevant to the efficiency. 
They feel like it is not like golf where you have to be relaxed you can be drunk or high and ping pong is their 
way of how they dominate children.

Also it folds into a rack of sorts. This is a discreet bondage machine the taping of hands is a joke from jimmy 
comet they would be sleeved to the table.

plus they shove ping pong balls in the pussies 
and asses.
MAP
Hankercheifs could have a layout of a hotel that is not the normal. Say a hotel has a certain amount of 
rooms they change often that you can go in and different treats would be in them. Like bound sex slaves 

and whatnot. A VIP hankie could to a cleaning lady be a mystery because she would wonder why she never cleans those rooms.  Or if it had secret 
elevator codes.Just a speculation.

Pizza is the controlled act of malice without repercussion cheese pizza could be necrophilia hurtcore you name it is not porno it is this vetting system of 
the elite. Like this is the line that they can not cross lest they break their death oaths if they reveal it. Orginized chaos.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:21:01 ID: ba19dc No.8245085

>>8244617
" Poobah" could be a pop-culture reference type thing: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Poobah  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:24:07 ID: 35d30a No.8245126 >>8245152 >>8245208

File (hide): 59463ef6cd27d64⋯.png (821.79 KB, 914x878, 457:439, podestacook.png)

>>8245010

http://www.politico.com/story/20
09/07/john-podesta-a-
seasoned-hand-024575  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:24:44 ID: 8f6961 No.8245134

>>8245043
The cat is out of the bag. You can't stop this. It is too late, kiddyfuckers. You will be found and retribution will be had. I hope to fuck there'll be a priest 
around just to baptize you fucks for shits and giggles so if hell actually exists you will go down there as sinners instead of servants.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:26:30 ID: 8f6961 No.8245152 >>8245168 >>8245174 >>8245337 >>8247046

>>8245126
>herp derp he's in kitchen attire he must be a cook, he definitely knows that his three month old christmas pasta can be eaten in fucking march
>using politico as a source
no, seriously, kill yourself  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:27:49 ID: ad8976 No.8245168

>>8245152
He is using "how to persuade a normalfag" tactics on /pol/.
This is amazing.
They sent someone with no briefing on the culture or the denizens.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:27:52 ID: 0f140a No.8245169
File (hide): d195188f16a6905⋯.jpg (3.27 MB, 2942x3010, 1471:1505, 1478213232434.jpg)

Source for "Bif 
Skipman" hacked e-
mails in pic related?

Anyone know if there's 
an archive or dump?

Not sure if this was 
someone larping or an 
actual lead.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:28:24 ID: 35d30a No.8245174 >>8245195 >>8245326

>>8245152

well, I just gave you a sneak peak into the truth.
Just remember I posted this in a few months time.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:29:53 ID: aade25 No.8245191

>>8242412

Hahaha, top KEK

Well done Anon, well done.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:30:03 ID: ad8976 No.8245195

>>8245174
Sounds familiar.
Oh yeah, I recognize the format.
"Trump is going to lose 'horribly', just remember I posted this in a few months time."
Oh, we will.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:30:35 ID: 789a7d No.8245208

>>8245126
First day back to work at your shill job hey? Guess they don't have you working overtime yet or you would've been here.. ohh I dont know, 4 days ago?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:33:36 ID: ba19dc No.8245248 >>8245460

>>8244714
>And this wild goose chase to hunt down any pic including pizza is ridiculous.

This

As I said, the impression I got when the Hawaii WiFi story was posted a few threads back, was the poster intended it more as a "jsyk" piece of 
information, not that there was any direct connection. 

People had been discussing the underground tunnels beneath where the pizza places are, and iirc the Hawaii thing was related to that in the sense that it 
was an example of something a neighbourhood anon could look for.

I don't know whether the Podesta Hawaii Hotdog info was brought up separately and then tied to the Hawaii WiFi as the threads moved on; or whether as 
we got into new threads people started mixing WiFi up as being related to this, so looked for Hawaii references in the e-mails.

Either way, it is my understanding that the Hawaii WiFi case is separate, but also creepy and worth keeping in mind as digging continues.

If any anon knows more, please confirm or correct me if I'm wrong.  

▶

▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:34:44 ID: 6fe75a No.8245259 >>8245290 >>8246434

File (hide): f113d0fdd248af7⋯.jpg (141.59 KB, 648x850, 324:425, 62e0c2afbc292e668b091f3fbf….jpg)

ok I do not know if you are aware that if you look at lucifer he is feeding on humans when stuck 
in the pit of hell. 

That is both the rabbit hole and the point of breeding. They are feeding on humans when dazed 
in the decadence of the slaughters  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:34:52 ID: 0a04a8 No.8245261
File (hide): 05a6bc92f05b41f⋯.jpg (161.47 KB, 640x541, 640:541, hillary_podesta_satanism_b….jpg)

>>8244780
Podesta is a real food nut but 
I don't think his favorite is 
Italian. 
That CTR money is going to 
run out soon & you will need 
to find a real job.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:36:16 ID: 2962b1 No.8245281 >>8245326

>>8244393
>>8244359
>>8244338
This is some funding shit. search pizza testing or pizza testing report

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1331139_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:36:42 ID: 901629 No.8245284

Haven't been here since thread #6. What do we know so far?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:37:10 ID: 6fe75a No.8245290 >>8245325 >>8245331 >>8245608

File (hide): 63fbbfbf53f6433⋯.jpg (99.91 KB, 960x720, 4:3, a7c4aca996583f242a3cfb1d55….jpg)

>>8245259
It is always the 3 headed version of 
satan.

Is their any other 3 headed demon 
you know of that is paraded under by 
the elite?  
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▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:40:14 ID: ad8976 No.8245325
File (hide): 8da6153e9f4b79e⋯.jpg (147.84 KB, 725x800, 29:32, demon_bael_F012-005_725px.jpg)

>>8245290
>Is their any other 3 headed demon you 
know of that is paraded under by the 
elite?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:40:19 ID: 8f6961 No.8245326 >>8245346 >>8245355 >>8245375 >>8245387

>>8245174
I'll give you a sneak peek into the truth, then:

When the lists go out, when there's a standing order to deliver you, you will be tortured for years, being kept alive through the best human-known 
medicine, just so you can suffer some more. In fact, you won't be physically tortured, you will be hooked up to electro-stimulation apparatus that will fry 
your nerve endings until you can feel no more over a period of years. Then, maybe, someone will have the mercy to use sandpaper to grind your flesh 
down, just so a little extra pain can be squeezed from your deeper nerves. Or maybe not. Maybe you will be allowed to recuperate a bit, just so the 
process can be repeated. You will not be granted the mercy of a swift death.

Just remember I posted this in a few months time.

>>8245281
>ordering international pizza
>special pizza ordering site that requires elevated privileges
yeah, no.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:40:54 ID: 3528eb No.8245331 >>8245365

File (hide): bd5d44d32043539⋯.jpeg (61.14 KB, 530x530, 1:1, jahbuhlon.jpeg)

>>8245290
Gee, I wonder…

I really don't 
know, anon.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:40:56 ID: 6fe75a No.8245333
File (hide): 57e497ab1424695⋯.jpg (248.01 KB, 762x572, 381:286, 9304349336fd3e9230be1f7578….jpg)

ADMIT IT!

ADMIT IT NOW!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:41:30 ID: ba19dc No.8245337

>>8245152
Anon, it's in the e-mails. It's obvious he's (also) a good cook. It's the perfect cover for a start.

I wonder if he spent any time as a chef before his political career…  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:41:58 ID: ad8976 No.8245346

>>8245326
Horror, the likes of which /pol/ has never encountered.
anyone got some chemo ready? looks like we need it for this normalfag  

File (hide): ee5e58becb706f7⋯.png (225.67 KB,
843x615, 281:205, pizs_2.png)

File (hide): a5b4b1cb6cd4ad7⋯.png (14.24 KB,
922x552, 461:276, pizs_1.png)

File (hide): 46ac93887a73868⋯.png (65.19 KB,
634x590, 317:295, pizza_strat.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:42:28 ID: 2962b1 No.8245355 >>8245371

>>8245326

yeah. you need to look better anon

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:43:15 ID: 4eb3a0 No.8245365 >>8245379

>>8245331
>freemason eternal darkness insignia
>juden star
fucking bael.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:43:24 ID: 8f6961 No.8245371 >>8245409

>>8245355
source, not screenshots  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:43:31 ID: 35d30a No.8245375

>>8245326
you sound like a healthy and not at all insane human being.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:43:49 ID: 2962b1 No.8245379

>>8245365
stop shilling go home  

File (hide): 6d41000d5f775f1⋯.jpg (54.75
KB, 408x500, 102:125, logo.jpg)

File (hide): d75df325ca1c513⋯.jpg (146.43 KB,
1200x630, 40:21, bloodymary.jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:44:03 ID: 700585 No.8245381 >>8246350 >>8246414 >>8246596 >>8246642 >>8247328

>>8244122
Here is the latest "Farm"(Toigo Orchards) which has been around since the 1700's and where comet ping pong gets all its fresh tomatoes.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:44:10 ID: 6fe75a No.8245382
File (hide): 08864acb060f229⋯.jpg (289.53 KB, 736x1098, 368:549, c534436201daf9f0e521eb4efa….jpg)

ADMIT IT!!!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:44:30 ID: ba19dc No.8245387 >>8245409 >>8245446 >>8245448

>>8245326
>>ordering international pizza
>>special pizza ordering site that requires elevated privileges
>yeah, no.

You would not believe how common it is for programmers and developers to give the things they work on goofy names before release.

Gonna need something a lot more substantial  than "they called it Pizza".  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:46:00 ID: 2962b1 No.8245409 >>8245448 >>8245490

>>8245371
>>8245387

you are fucking lazy lads

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1345661_revised-pizza-report-.html  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:47:24 ID: acaf66 No.8245423
File (hide): 3ae510196878fe1⋯.jpg (35.9 KB, 714x394, 357:197, threeseashells.jpg)

11.13.16 Archive of everything I have Pizza PAC related is included in either link below. Use a 
proxy server if you want to hide your IP address.

ZIP file: https://ufile.io/45f11

Extract then seed with this torrent file: https://ufile.io/e7815

Magnet link: http://pastebin.com/s9fid88Z
USE A PROXY SERVER IF YOU WANT TO DOWNLOAD OR HOST THESE FILES

Here is a list of free available torrent proxy servers that you can use to anonymize your torrent client software.

http://www.idcloak.com/proxylist/free-proxy-servers-list.html  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:49:08 ID: ad8976 No.8245446 >>8245560

>>8245387
>Gonna need something a lot more substantial than "they called it Pizza".
Funny thing is, no, we don't.
You seem to confuse what we are doing, with some kind of court of law proceeding which has to follow a set procedure or "rules".
We don't need to prove anything, the targets will crumple under the weight of circumstantial evidence.
Rumor spreads, and as it does, those with solid information become emboldened to release it.  The momentum grows until it becomes unstoppable, like a 
boulder rolling down a hill.
>b…but that's immoral.
Welcome to the new right. We have taken Alinsky and turned him against you.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:49:10 ID: 8f6961 No.8245448 >>8245484 >>8245493 >>8245529 >>8245531

>>8245387
oh I believe that. What I don't believe is the startling number of (((coincidences))). Take the shills trying to exploit the Podesta-cook angle, when there's 
emails on Wikileaks about fucking RENTING PIZZA. It's impossible to rent pizza.

>>8245409
Well, alright, but the report itself doesn't mention much w/regards to the content sold, just screenshots from their system. Still suspicious.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:50:25 ID: e32949 No.8245460

>>8245248
I don't know if this has been suggested or done, but did anon agents check for wifi while in the field? It might be a stretch, but better safe than sorry, no?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:52:15 ID: 576ca8 No.8245476 >>8245525

File (hide): 33730cf43aeb046⋯.png (231.77 KB, 499x741, 499:741, get the cross.png)

>>8242412
What really bugs me is the kids 
you hear in the background.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:52:56 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8245484

>>8245448
https://archive.is/eWIno

They sell newsletter subscriptions and books.

The amounts from the spreadsheet posted earlier match the costs of the subscriptions and books they sell.

I'm on your side, but I think the 'pizza' project at stratfor is just their public online store.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:53:34 ID: ba19dc No.8245490

>>8245409
I meant the other anon needed to show something more substantial to back up his suspicions, since he was arguing so much.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:53:52 ID: 35d30a No.8245493 >>8245523 >>8245531

File (hide): 5630af10246cec4⋯.png (7.53 KB, 896x123, 896:123, getpizz.png)

>>8245448

This is the email you're referring too? Unless there is another email that 
specifically mentions renting pizza I've forgot about.

This email is simply "do you wanna come round for an hour and eat a pizza?"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:55:10 ID: 6fe75a No.8245508 >>8246434

File (hide): 0669d77c116cafe⋯.jpg (135.16 KB, 1024x545, 1024:545, inferno dante.jpg)

I SAID ADMIT IT!!!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:55:52 ID: 6fe75a No.8245518 >>8246434

File (hide): 1ec2aedabfc7d88⋯.jpg (467.28 KB, 800x612, 200:153, f5a25bcc422cac63aab9fcaa1b….jpg)

ADMIT IT NOW!  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:56:09 ID: 8f6961 No.8245523 >>8245596 >>8245603

>>8245493
>get a pizza for an hour
>get a pizza
>for an hour
and then what, you fucking regurgitate it back? Eat shit kike, you're not shilling this away  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:56:17 ID: ad8976 No.8245525

>>8245476
There are kids in the background of Floodlight-HD.mp4, the night beach scene.
Coughing (being drowned?)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:56:26 ID: ba19dc No.8245529

>>8245448
I haven't seen the renting pizza e-mail. Lots about e-mails where it's bleeding obvious they're talking about food, and the oddly worder one about the 
handkerchief, or the one with the kids as entertainment and the pool. But the renting pizza one has escaped me.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:56:38 ID: 2962b1 No.8245531 >>8245569

>>8245448
>>8245493

That's the link for stratfor so far no clue about molestas "pizza".

stratfor and molestas "pizza" are 90% no related.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:57:02 ID: 3503b1 No.8245540
File (hide): 57664422b03bc08⋯.png (498.87 KB, 1315x1051, 1315:1051, gabinorochejr.png)

Gabino Roche, Jr., probably related to Stephen Roche?
Executive Director of Product | Lean & Agile Business / Product Consulting | CEO at Maag Studios - Mobile 
Technology
Greater New York City Area
Financial Services

Lemme tell you, this guy is connected to basically every rich company. won't post his resume because it'll 
take more than four long-ass posts. Just take a look at pic related. bankrolls start-ups
Gotta pay $3.33/min to talk with him  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:58:20 ID: ba19dc No.8245560 >>8245691

>>8245446
You seem to want this dig to be full of fluff and tinfoil to not be taken seriously.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:58:25 ID: 9ab45d No.8245561 >>8245642

>>8244532

hxxps:// www.reddit. com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bh957/breaking_pol_just_found_podetas_hotdog_joint/  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 19:58:52 ID: 35d30a No.8245569 >>8245592 >>8245619

>>8245531

Wow. Have you have zero social interacting your entire life? When you say, "Wanna have something to eat for an hour?"

It doesn't literally mean, you spend the entire hour eating. It means you spend an hour together, and eat DURING the hour.

Fuck me  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:00:50 ID: 2962b1 No.8245592 >>8245603

>>8245569
that's what i said anon. read before shitting.

"stratfor and molestas "pizza" are 90% not related."  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:01:01 ID: ba19dc No.8245596

>>8245523
He's talking about going out to get pizza, and hanging out for an hour. Or presumably order one and hang out at home.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:01:41 ID: 35d30a No.8245603

>>8245592
I replied to the wrong person. My bad

>>8245523 was intended for  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:02:22 ID: 6f3824 No.8245608
File (hide): bfec7d149c16def⋯.png (1.97 MB, 1152x1080, 16:15, 1449611152669.png)

>>8245290  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:03:10 ID: 8f6961 No.8245619 >>8245644

>>8245569
>c'mon goyim, it's just a turn of a phrase, surely it wouldn't be more comfortable to just say "wanna go out for an hour and eat pizza?"
Not buying it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:06:15 ID: 99b174 No.8245642
File (hide): 4c24e61280a7e52⋯.jpeg (105.5 KB, 1024x507, 1024:507, image.jpeg)

>>8245561
Hot dog resort  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:06:22 ID: 35d30a No.8245644 >>8245709 >>8246224

>>8245619

Saying "Would love to get a pizza for an hour?" is not even unusual wording.

That is how many many many people would ask someone if they wanted to hang out and eat pizza.

I'm sorry that your crappy theory that asking someone if they want pizza = raping a kid for an hour doesn't hold up to much scrutiny.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:10:51 ID: ad8976 No.8245691

>>8245560
You have already shown that you will contort the English language to derive an innocent meaning for otherwise suspicious statements, without any solid 
reason to do so.
So your concern trolling is very transparent.
Thanks for your concern over /pol/'s PR.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:12:32 ID: ad8976 No.8245709

>>8245644
Nothing you say is going to make this stop.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:13:47 ID: e08a85 No.8245724

Can someone give me a short summary about what this pedo bunny green house shit is all about? I thought this was just an /x/ shitpost topic.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:20:17 ID: 3503b1 No.8245776
File (hide): b6120af0db5850c⋯.png (39.23 KB, 552x302, 276:151, theodorearnoldaanstoos.png)

Caught 2 aanstoos, first one seems normal but took it just in case, 2nd work for government
====
Theodore Aanstoos [1]
====
[MyLife] https://www.mylife.com/theodore-aanstoos/e13351866

Austin, TX
Age 66, 12/31/1949
Married, Has Kids, Republican Party
AKA: Ted Aantstoos , Ted A Aanstoos , Ted A Aanstoos , Ted A Aanstoos , Theodore A Aanstoos , 

Theodore A Aanstoos , Theodore Arnold Aanstoos , Theodore Arnold Aanstoos
Relatives/Associates: 
MARY AANSTOOS, AMANDA AANSTOOS
11* ** Dr Austin, TX 78748

====
Theodore Arnold Aanstoos [2]
====
[ResearchGate]https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Theodore_Aanstoos/citations[https://archive.is/PTNtb]

U. S. Government
Mechanical Engineering
BS, MSE, MPAff

Research experience:
Feb 2012–present
Supervisory Project Manager
US Government · General Services Administration
United States · Austin, Texas

Sep 1999–Dec 2010
Senior Lecturer
University of Texas at Austin · Department of Mechanical Engineering
United States · Austin

Aug 1980–Jan 2002
Research Engineer
University of Texas at Austin · Center for Electromechanics · Center for Electromechanics
United States · Austin

Education:
Sep 2006–Dec 2012
University of Texas at Austin
Public Affairs · MPAff
United States · Austin

Sep 2002–Apr 2007
University of Texas at Austin
Public Affairs · PhD (ABD)
United States · Austin

Jan 1981–Dec 1987
University of Texas at Austin
Engineering · MS Engineering
United States · Austin

Jun 1978–Aug 1980
University of Texas at Austin
Mechanical Engineering · BS
United States · Austin

ARTICLES, JOURNALS, RESEARCH PAPERS:

Article: High voltage stator for a flywheel energy storage system
[Cited in 14 publications:]

Conference Paper: Continuous Outcomes Assessment in an Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Course
[Cited in 9 publications:]

Article: Optimization and Critical Design Issues of the Air Core Compulsator for the Cannon Caliber Electromagnetic Launcher System (CCEML)
[Cited in 23 publications:]
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Conference Paper: Using program outcomes as a curriculum theme for an introduction to engineering course
[Cited in 1 publication:]

Conference Paper: CRT disposition: An assessment of limitations and opportunities in reuse, refurbishment, and recycling in the US
[Cited in 20 publications:]

Article: The New Digital Engineering Design and Graphics Process
[Cited in 13 publications:]

Article: Energy model for end-of-life computer disposition
[Cited in 7 publications:]

Article: Assessing Student Outcomes in an Engineering Design and Graphics Course
[Cited in 1 publication:]

Article: Development and Testing of Experimental Materials and Designs for High-Current, High Slip Speed Generator Contacts
[Cited in 1 publication:]

Article: Assessing student outcomes in an engineering design and graphic course
[Cited in 1 publication:]

Article: Process, Promise, Problems: Developing WiMAX as an International Standard
[Cited in 1 publication:]

Article: A new high current laboratory and pulsed homopolar generator power supply at the University of Texas
[Cited in 3 publications:]

Article: Industry-Sponsored Design Projects for Freshmen Engineering Graphics Students
[Cited in 3 publications:]

Article: Design of a 500 MJ, 5 MA power supply
[Cited in 4 publications:]

Article: Design and fabrication of a tandem, five megampere initiate switch for the battery upgraded supply
[Cited in 3 publications:]

Article: HPG operating experience at CEM-UT
[Cited in 6 publications:]

Conference Paper: Optimization and design of the air core compulsator for the cannon caliber electromagnetic launcher
[Cited in 1 publication:]

Article: The proposed CEM-UT 50-MJ pulsed homopolar generator power supply
[Cited in 4 publications:]

Article: Curriculum Innovation:Professional Responsibility
[Cited in 1 publication:]

Article: Five-megajoule homopolar upgrade
[Cited in 1 publication:]  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:20:45 ID: 18c3cb No.8245779 >>8245966

>>8242918
>snopes said Marina dindu nuffin

Which jew owns snopes? Add them to the list  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:24:27 ID: 18c3cb No.8245813

>>8242544
What was the other big organization similar to ICMEC?? it was like "something else-MEC" it had mec in it forsure. 

Didnt Jeff get accused of pedophilia by an ex wife or someshit? We all know his depiction of michael jackson with the monkey was pretty fucking weird  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:27:15 ID: 3503b1 No.8245846

http://pastebin[dot]com/VqyX0EWX

can't get a clear bead on ibrahim abdalla, seems like a common muslim name.  too many sources to look through. but i;d start with the doc born in aleppo 
or the facebook one who hates trump. moving on to next guy  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:31:52 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8245899

>>8244990
>>8245047
Yeah, I was talking about the map comment, not the one on the top of the graphic.  It's obvious to anyone that pizza is code for something.  Reading the 
emails, alone, it code be prostitutes or cocaine or who knows what.  But, they're not talking about pizza.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:32:02 ID: 446431 No.8245901
File (hide): d40ae499cc38984⋯.jpg (79.43 KB, 480x368, 30:23, Alice facepalm.jpg)

>>8244780
delet yourself 
shill  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:34:23 ID: bed398 No.8245929 >>8245938 >>8245943 >>8245997

we havent had a good new lead in days. whats going on?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:35:13 ID: 3503b1 No.8245938 >>8245943

>>8245929
http://pastebin[dot]com/m7FYj73Z

start here  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:35:48 ID: 8f6961 No.8245943 >>8245964

>>8245929
well for one you came here to start concern shilling, faggot. Leads don't just fucking spring up, there's digging to be done. Listen to this man >>8245938  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:36:39 ID: b6f0cb No.8245958

>>8244107
What a fag  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:37:12 ID: bed398 No.8245964
File (hide): 92d125eb6ef40bf⋯.png (37.02 KB, 890x710, 89:71, mfw you are newfag.png)

>>8245943
this is me: >>8242016

^ THAT is the newest and only lead in the entire thread. 

so im asking: why have the leads dried up? next time consider the 
question before you act like oldfag. dumb little cunt.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:37:16 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8245966 >>8246089 >>8246482

>>8245779
It's not just coincidence that some of Hillary's most vocal shills have been long rumored pedophiles - Harry Reid, Bill Maher, Ted Turner to name a few.  

That isn't even counting all the shills linked with spirit cooking.

At this point I just put the most vocal public shills on the list by default.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:37:20 ID: 2962b1 No.8245967

a halfchan guy yesterday mentioned there might be a different angle to pizza - arms or drgs. he was too scared to post.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:37:59 ID: 6fe75a No.8245976

look at this 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twi6Lq8aYqQ
this is pedobear.

Its lucifer  
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File (hide): 3e3aee4363a31b9⋯.jpg
(138.16 KB, 640x960, 2:3, Carole
Greenwood.jpg)

File (hide): 8f5eb6c81b40e1f⋯.jpg
(435.13 KB, 1024x1433, 1024:1433, Carol
holding special sauc….jpg)

File (hide): 959f2df73ed8d9f⋯.jpg (529.18 KB,
1642x1816, 821:908, Toigo Vat.jpg)

File (hide): cb5917b1c2dd44f⋯.jpg (397.06 KB,
1617x892, 1617:892, Toigo something in the jar….jpg)

File (hide):
c30f46f8e713038⋯.jpg
(6.12 KB, 125x166, 125:166,
Special Vat.jpg)

Carole Greenwood Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:38:34 ID: 7f33a0 No.8245980 >>8245986 >>8248158

Carole Greenwood was co-owners with James Alefantis for Comet Ping Pong and Bucks Fishing and Camping and good friends with Mark Toigo of Toigo 
Farms.  Refers to him as "co-conspirator".

Carole Greenwood Pops Up: The Nomadic Dinner-Party Pioneer Is Itching to Get Back in a Real Kitchen 

http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/13128890/carole-greenwood-pops-up-the-nomadic-dinner-party-pioneer-is-itching-to-get-back-in-a-real-
kitchen

A Chat With Carole Greenwood 

http://www.donrockwell.com/index.php?/topic/8180-a-chat-with-carole-greenwood/  

File (hide): b4ce82691f1ec03⋯.jpg (247.53 KB,
1286x1124, 643:562, Special pizza sauce.jpg)

File (hide): cbaaf9740637735⋯.jpg (264.86 KB,
1233x784, 1233:784, Childballad Carol Greenwoo….jpg)

File (hide): a8e50efc8be26e6⋯.jpg (178.22 KB,
1224x837, 136:93, Childballad Carol Greenwoo….jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:39:14 ID: 7f33a0 No.8245986 >>8246126

>>8245980

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:39:17 ID: b6f0cb No.8245987

>>8244426
If you dont think it's addictive, you are an idiot.  
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664x512, 83:64, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:39:20 ID: 18c3cb No.8245989 >>8246156 >>8250399

Reminder that sasha lord goes to weird ass masonic churches that could potentially be run by here family members. Reminder that this same bitch is 
using Kim Nobles artwork to promote her shitty bands. Kim Noble is obviously an MKultra victim with DID due to trauma received through abuse.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:39:58 ID: 3503b1 No.8245997 >>8246007 >>8246089

>>8245929
for newfags and lurkers who want to help
start with the names of these two info dumps: http://pastebin[dot]com/m7FYj73Z    http://pastebin  .com/VqyX0EWX
if not that, then look through performance artists with bloody, pedophilic, or satanic arts: 
then check through DC businesses and prominent ppl
this isn't fucking rocket science, just throw a dart at any DC politicians, you'll find a pedo  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:40:55 ID: bed398 No.8246007
File (hide): b1ff116dc017e4b⋯.gif (805.37 KB, 320x240, 4:3, ABORTION SIGN.gif)

>>8245997
thanks on it  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:48:11 ID: 18c3cb No.8246089 >>8246134

>>8245966
>Bill Maher

really… fug. This web of pedos is so fucking big. This is overwhelming. I can't sleuth >>8245997
first link wont work  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:49:24 ID: 6fe75a No.8246105 >>8246118

File (hide): ff695ea06f39bba⋯.jpeg (152.83 KB, 960x576, 5:3, image18.jpeg)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:51:00 ID: bed398 No.8246118

>>8246105
fake  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:51:29 ID: 8228d8 No.8246126 >>8246251

>>8245986
lol
"MASON"

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:52:10 ID: 3503b1 No.8246134

>>8246089
http://pastebi   n.com/m7FYj73Z  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:53:50 ID: 0a04a8 No.8246156 >>8246195

>>8245989
>Divine Mercy
There is a funny thing behind the "catholic" divine mercy devotion that's known in sedevacantist catholic circles. Not sure if /pol/ cares about the 
connection tho but it's a thing in sedevacantist catholic circles.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:54:07 ID: 8228d8 No.8246159

how many kids went missing after Hurricane Katrina?

>>8240292  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:57:13 ID: 18c3cb No.8246195 >>8246213

>>8246156
>sedevacantist
what did he mean by this? 

Glad I posted this here tbh. Plz explain further  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:58:30 ID: 0a04a8 No.8246213 >>8246265

>>8246195
sede vacante is latin for seat is vacant. It's catholics that reject the modernized catholic church.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:58:53 ID: 3503b1 No.8246218
File (hide): 6181d19822ec64f⋯.png (2.49 MB, 1914x1051, 1914:1051, hermann nitsch rudolf schw….png)

rudolf schwarzkogler
hermann nitsch
carolee schneemann
martynka wawrzyniak (kids 
portraits)
regina josé galindo (body art)  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:59:37 ID: 04ead3 No.8246224
File (hide): 72de1693e3edaf1⋯.gif (1.94 MB, 230x175, 46:35, 1443997371968.gif)
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 20:59:59 ID: 08aa84 No.8246232 >>8246254

>>8242084
Wow a direct link to Obama and Michelle!
Missing some results though:

James A Alefantis: 4 visits ☚
⚲ Sep 26, 2012 9:00 pm White House Monica Lee
⚲ Sep 27, 2012 9:00 pm White House Monica Lee
⚲ Dec 11, 2012 2:00 pm White House POTUS/FLOTUS
⚲ Apr 9, 2014 6:45 pm Old Executive Office Building Jared Ostermiller

James Alefantis: 1 visit ☚
⚲ Dec 16, 2010 6:00 pm White House POTUS  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:01:54 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246251 >>8246269

>>8246126

Whatever helps you sleep better at night.

Dont want to spoil the surprise and let you in on the secret ingredients of the sauce.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:02:02 ID: 8228d8 No.8246254 >>8246260 >>8246293

>>8246232
his IG said his middle name was Achilles
>a weakness resulting in downfall
ie. i can't stop raping babies, i know i can get in deep shit but the baby rape is 11/10
>Also derives from chanos
>pain  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:02:32 ID: 8228d8 No.8246260

>>8246254
err achos  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:03:02 ID: 18c3cb No.8246265 >>8246276 >>8252650

>>8246213
makes sense that their church would be a masonic pyramid, capstone and all. I'm gunna do a tad bit more digging on the church  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:03:40 ID: 8228d8 No.8246269 >>8246306

>>8246251
>now we know who Jizzuz Christ sold his cum bottles to  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:03:41 ID: bed398 No.8246271
File (hide): e26afce52471902⋯.png (691.4 KB, 1210x946, 55:43, epstein clinton.PNG)

need to find the Epstein connection to Comet PingPong and rest. theres a reason no one is investigating the 
people in his Black Book

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3679023/Billionaire-sex-offender-Jeffrey-Epstein-claimed-helped-
Clinton-Foundation-touted-close-relationship-former-president-plea-bargain-negotiations.html
https://archive.is/sffLS  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:04:14 ID: 0a04a8 No.8246276

>>8246265
Start with the 1958 conclave if you wanna down the catholic rabbit hole  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:06:02 ID: 08aa84 No.8246293 >>8246397 >>8246752

>>8246254
Persons of Interest  James Achilles Alefantis aka jimmycomet at Comet Ping Pong
https://archive.is/onglH

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2015/03/27/want-to-know-who-has-visited-the-white-house-heres-how/

Finding: alefantis

James A Alefantis: 4 visits ☚

⚲ Sep 26, 2012 9:00 pm White House Monica Lee

⚲ Sep 27, 2012 9:00 pm White House Monica Lee

⚲ Dec 11, 2012 2:00 pm White House POTUS/FLOTUS

⚲ Apr 9, 2014 6:45 pm Old Executive Office Building Jared Ostermiller

James Alefantis: 1 visit ☚

⚲ Dec 16, 2010 6:00 pm White House POTUS  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:06:18 ID: 28da50 No.8246295

>>8244780
>John Podesta likes italian food, and ate a pizza with a black and white napkin. And forgot to take it back with him

WHY WOULD SOMEONE FUCKING EMAIL HIM ABOUT IT
WHY WOULD HE NEED A FUCKING NAPKIN SHIPPED T O HIM
WHY WOULDN'T THEY JUST PUT IT IN THE GARBAGE  

File (hide): fdea4d456c91e41⋯.jpeg (80.43 KB,
585x419, 585:419, image.jpeg)

File (hide): 8ba457003dc8953⋯.jpeg (29.43 KB,
640x411, 640:411, image.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:06:21 ID: 147873 No.8246297 >>8246319

What is the meaning of this performance art? Pic taken from above and Spirit cooking Marina doing same theme.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:06:33 ID: 8228d8 No.8246301

>emphasized his close relationship with Bill Clinton
aka
>threatening to leak secret tapes of Bill Clinton fucking underage girls at his properties

we already know Ghisaline Maxwell is a Mossad spy and bugged all of Epsteins properties and sourced the girls  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:06:59 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246306

>>8246269
Here…you like the band playing at Toigo Orchards?

https://www.facebook.com/ToigoOrchards/photos/a.437898391615.230582.354189181615/438524941615/?type=3&theater

They are called the CULT-tivators

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Cultivators/34605590309

Such a sweet band name to play at such an innocent Orchard Tomato Farm.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:08:15 ID: 8228d8 No.8246319 >>8248709

File (hide): efaa43fd683d46c⋯.jpg (162.06 KB, 820x768, 205:192, 1478920545509.jpg)

>>8246297
heres her haus  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:08:51 ID: 2da99a No.8246328 >>8246365 >>8252191

File (hide): 46e5f9a7da8b5e0⋯.jpg (448.75 KB, 1920x1435, 384:287, 15025185_1230614823665492_….jpg)

Apparently Ben Garrison's new cartoon has a pizza slice in it. Probably unrelated still thought it was funny 
after following these threads for the past couple days.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:11:14 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246350 >>8246548 >>8246639

File (hide): c0a60b6a7135992⋯.jpg (131.69 KB, 600x597, 200:199, 12004095_10153477518865310….jpg)

>>8245381

Toigo Orchards Favorite Band;

The Cult-tivators.

"In Terra Pax" = Rest in Peace  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:12:21 ID: ba14f0 No.8246365 >>8246381

>>8246328
Whos the guy with the pizza around his head?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:14:02 ID: e32949 No.8246381

>>8246365
Were you in hibernation that past year? K-Sic  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:14:39 ID: 08aa84 No.8246397 >>8246752

File (hide): 270844aa9b586e1⋯.png (32.91 KB, 627x760, 33:40, alefantis-white-house.png)

>>8246293
https://archive.is/onglH  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:16:28 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246414
File (hide): d2429303323a622⋯.jpg (99.21 KB, 502x795, 502:795, Harvested.jpg)

>>8245381

Comet Ping Pong Menu

So whos on the menu tonight?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:16:54 ID: 8228d8 No.8246420

marina had three abortions for the sake of her art
>not nurder at 39 weeks  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:17:50 ID: ed444e No.8246434

>>8245259
>>8245518
>>8245508
What are you sperging out about, what is there to admit? This is totally useless to the thread.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:22:08 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8246482

>>8245966
Funny - even Kurt Eichenwald has a pedo past.

http://www.counterpunch.org/2007/12/10/the-perils-of-journalism-and-child-porn/

Seriously, you just need to look a Hillary's public shills to guess who is being blackmailed to support her.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:26:08 ID: 0b7ac8 No.8246527 >>8246560 >>8246575 >>8247539 >>8247665 >>8252777 >>8252991

From someone who was around for pedowood investigation in a deep way, I am sorry but I cannot help you with this. I will though, give you anons the 
tools and intuition to improve your research. 

I can see from the beginning you have suffered from information overload, which is dangerous because:
1. You will process data irrelevant to the task at hand.
2. Data will be processed in an incorrect way. 
3. Data will be presented in an incorrect way.

So, First step (you can skip this part if you want, it will help in the long term though)—
Record the details of each relevant email into either excel, sql, or something similar. Specifically: name of sender, name of receiver, time, subject, 
attachment, note, location if you can find it, etc.
(If you want to do more work, include identifiers such as: duties that each individual has. This will help you answer questions such as: are the emails 
consistent with the line of power?)

Second step—
This is the important part-visualization. Using a program such as cytoscape, gephi, or treemap, either input your existing formatted data or do it straight in 
if you skipped the first step. Polinode also looks good but I don't know if they are friendly to this. This is where you can visually archive relationships and 
find ones you didn't see before. It will come together quickly.

This is where we find out if weaponized autism is really powerful or not. What you are about to find… when you do, you will wish you had data 
organization. Without organization and formatting every second you put into this is useless. God bless all of you, and please do not ignore my 
suggestions.  

File (hide): 09f4ee23de74c63⋯.png (860.26 KB,
2048x1165, 2048:1165, The Cultivators Triangle.png)

File (hide): edbc4553216f112⋯.jpg (65.72 KB,
942x378, 157:63, The Cultivators Spiral.jpg)

File (hide): e08d9f72e8b98a4⋯.jpg (326.64 KB,
2048x1164, 512:291, The Cultivators Double Hea….jpg)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:27:22 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246548

>>8246350

I think this is the same band…

They have a Triangle in the bands Name and in the back they have the spirals symbols at their concert.
And double heart symbol in lion logo.

https://www.facebook.com/The-Cultivators-220615601311709/

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:28:27 ID: bed398 No.8246560
File (hide): 25517283d3b9d53⋯.png (17.99 KB, 812x727, 812:727, jew love.png)

>>8246527
thanks  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:30:00 ID: 18c3cb No.8246575
File (hide): bf157923d248e77⋯.png (464.78 KB, 1887x524, 1887:524, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

>>8246527
>information overload 
this tbh
>This is the important part-visualization. Using a program such as cytoscape, gephi, or treemap, either input 
your existing formatted data or do it straight in if you skipped the first step. Polinode also looks good but I 

don't know if they are friendly to this. This is where you can visually archive relationships and find ones you didn't see before. It will come together quickly.

I suggest we use the Brain database. Gnostic media uses it for their research on mkultra and historic counterculture figures who were involved. Pic 
related  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:31:44 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246596 >>8246925 >>8247046 >>8247179 >>8248556 >>8250199

File (hide): 16b4af2e5cbf201⋯.jpg (422.84 KB, 2048x1638, 1024:819, Toigo Farms Goats head.jpg)

>>8245381
Toigo Farms lady holding Goat head.

It could be nothing of course…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:32:21 ID: 450a40 No.8246602

>>8242918
Well shit it's time to pack our stuff and go home then.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:33:47 ID: f17f40 No.8246615 >>8246760

>>8242020
>3 guys staring at baby sculpture

Anybody know what that sculpture is / its symbolism or significance? 

It looks like it's holding an orange/tangerine/piece of fruit like "Carisjames" and many other instagram photos. Could be a clue as to what that imagery 
means.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:33:55 ID: 0a04a8 No.8246618

>>8242918
Snopes claim Obama flaunting his erection was false even though the video snopes linked to clearly shows Obama with an erection in his pants flaunting 
it. Snopes isnt a fact checking site, it's a democrat defense site  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:35:33 ID: 3503b1 No.8246637 >>8246711 >>8246806 >>8246943 >>8247027

REEEEEEE GET IN HERE YOU FUCKS
http://paste    bin.com/m7FYj   73Z

Abousleiman, Joanna, Norwich, UK – JOANNA ABOU SLEIMAN CHEVALIER "Born in Lebanon, Joanna graduated in political science at the American 
University of Paris." http://archive    .is/jkOO3

Agag Alejandro, ask investments [dot] com – "Alejandro Tarik Agag Longo is a Spanish businessman and former politician, based in London as the 
Chairman of Addax Capital LLP."

Agnew, Marie Claire & John – J.G.W. AGNEW & CO. LIMITED

Aldridge, Saffron – "Saffron Aldridge is an English fashion model, freelance journalist and social activist. Discovered at the age of sixteen, she rose to 
prominence working for Ralph Lauren in the 1990s."

Algranti, Giacomo, London – GIACOMO ALGRANTI LIMITED

Allan, Paul, vulcan [dot] com – "Paul Gardner Allen (born January 21, 1953) is an American business magnate, investor and philanthropist. He is best 
known as the co-founder of Microsoft, alongside Bill Gates." https://archive.is/LJru

Althorp, Charlie – "Charles Edward Maurice Spencer, 9th Earl Spencer, DL (born 20 May 1964), styled Viscount Althorp between 1975 and 1992, is the 
younger brother of Diana, Princess…"

Alun-Jones, Jeremy – "Jeremy Alun-Jones is the Chief Operating Officer with oversight of Operations, Valuations and Risk Management. Prior to joining 
ADM Capital, Jeremy spent ten years evaluating hedge funds for investment as Group Managing Director of Stenham Asset Management and as a 
Member of Montier Partners LLP, which was acquired by Stenham in September 2010." https://archive.is/TMrg8  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:36:02 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246639

>>8246350

Small Spiral at the end of the banner beside the last letter "S".  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:36:31 ID: 18c3cb No.8246642 >>8246691

File (hide): 8b34c3286b3ba6a⋯.png (1.47 MB, 1100x815, 220:163, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

>>8245381
pretty big operation  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:41:11 ID: 7f33a0 No.8246691 >>8246792

>>8246642

Got any pics "below ground"?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:42:55 ID: 08aa84 No.8246711

>>8246637
pastebin archive
https://archive.is/RmCIi  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:46:47 ID: 08aa84 No.8246752 >>8246791 >>8247515

File (hide): d6eb4820cd77691⋯.png (24.8 KB, 528x551, 528:551, alefantis-white-house_2.png)

>>8246293
>>8246397
https://archive.is/onglH  

File (hide):
036393bdf92344c⋯.jpg (31.5 KB,
252x401, 252:401,
ac48d61017bddf418264ea09da….jpg)

File (hide): 22922b4df6f3b01⋯.png (573.19 KB,
661x659, 661:659, 123412351234521341234.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:47:47 ID: f17f40 No.8246760 >>8246821 >>8247005

>>8246615
HOLY FUCKING SHIT WHAT THE FUCK. 

Cropped out the baby sculpture to reverse image search see if anything might come up. What the fuck. 

What the fuck. What the fuck.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:50:28 ID: bed398 No.8246781

>be jew
>want to destroy white race
>use pedophilia as means of degrading the value of white children in the minds of world leaders
>eventually no emotional attachment to white children aside from sex

all of this is just one piece of the puzzle  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:51:44 ID: 08aa84 No.8246791 >>8246931 >>8247131 >>8247515

File (hide): c19dfb35056ddad⋯.png (27.05 KB, 430x495, 86:99, david-brock-white-house.png)

>>8246752
Finding: David Brock (James Alefantis' ex-
boyfriend)

David Brock: 11 visits ☚
⚲ Dec 14, 2009 3:00 pm White House 
POTUS
⚲ Mar 19, 2010 11:30 am White House 
VISITORS OFFICE
⚲ Jun 16, 2010 12:30 pm White House 
VALERIE JARRETT
⚲ Dec 16, 2010 6:00 pm White House 
POTUS
⚲ Dec 11, 2012 2:00 pm White House 
POTUS/FLOTUS
⚲ Jan 17, 2013 2:30 pm White House 
POTUS/FLOTUS

⚲ Jan 17, 2013 3:00 pm White House POTUS /
⚲ Jan 18, 2013 9:30 am White House POTUS/FLOTUS
⚲ Jan 19, 2013 12:00 am  
⚲ Dec 11, 2013 6:30 pm White House POTUS/FLOTUS
⚲ Dec 13, 2013 6:30 pm White House POTUS/FLOTUS  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:51:46 ID: 18c3cb No.8246792

>>8246691
nah I wasted time on that. Nothing that weird about the farms from like 15 mins of heavy lurking  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:53:43 ID: 3503b1 No.8246806 >>8246943 >>8247027

>>8246637

Alvarez, Senor Vincente – "Vicente Alberto Álvarez Areces (born August 4, 1947 in Gijón), also known as Tini Areces, is an Asturian politician. He served 
as the sixth President of the Principality of Asturias in Spain, and he is a member of the Spanish Socialist Workers' Party political party. He is also a 
member of the Committee of the Regions, working as a vice-president of the Party of European Socialists Group."

Amon, Philippe, Switzerland – "Amon is the billionaire head of the family-owned Sicpa Holding, a global leader in inks and security solutions for bank 
notes. He owns the Château de Bougy St-Martin. As of 2013, Swiss "Bilanz" magazine estimates his net worth at ~ $1.4 billion."

Appleby, Robert & Alex – "Robert Kazinsky (born 18 November 1983) is an English actor and model. He has appeared in Israeli television commercials.
[6] He made his acting debut in 2005 when he had a guest role in an episode of the CBBC children's show The Basil Brush Show, playing a character 
named Sven Garley."

Arango, Maite, Spain – "Producer of Katuwira, donde nacen y mueren los sueños"

Joaquin Fernandez, Spain – "Joaquín Fernández Corredor (born January 22, 1971 in Mataró, Catalonia) is a former medley and breaststroke swimmer 
from Spain. He competed at three consecutive Summer Olympics for his native country, starting in 1988 in Seoul, South Korea."

de Arion – "Duke of Arión is a Spanish noble title."  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:55:47 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8246821 >>8246866

>>8246760
>naked bodies are visually similar to a sculpture of a naked body
no shit  
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File (hide): 77d0ffd7603cc10⋯.png (16.59 KB,
684x120, 57:10, Screenshot from 2016-11-14….png)

File (hide): de728257ceac630⋯.png (36.27 KB,
660x630, 22:21, Screenshot from 2016-11-14….png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:59:25 ID: e023bb No.8246861 >>8246922 >>8252777

>>8242088
not sure if relevant but this video was posted by a Arun Rao and the account has been terminated  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 21:59:41 ID: f17f40 No.8246866

>>8246821
You've gas-lighted me effectively. I'm done looking. 

GL /pol/ I'm out  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:04:47 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8246922

>>8246861
https://archive.is/iHfFo
There are a lot of arun raos on youtube.  Didn't realize it was such a popular name.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:05:05 ID: 9ab45d No.8246925 >>8248556 >>8248767

>>8246596
>glass with blood in it next to them

c-coincidence, I'm sure.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:06:16 ID: 08aa84 No.8246931 >>8247515

>>8246791
> Jan 19, 2013 12:00 am 
This entry is suspicious. A midnight visit with no destination or POC logged.

Do we know David Brock's middle name?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:07:18 ID: f63cbf No.8246941

Just pointing out (incase someone didn't) today is the Supermoon. It will be big and red. You guys need to check out if any children has gone missing in 
the past few days.

I bet something is going down tonight.

http://www.space.com/34515-supermoon-guide.html  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:07:19 ID: 3503b1 No.8246943 >>8247027

>>8246637
>>8246806

Armstrong, Arthur & Cathy – "Arthur Armstrong (12 January 1924–1996) was a painter from Carrickfergus, County Antrim, Northern Ireland, who often 
worked in a Cubist style and produced landscape and still-life works."

Ash, Lorinda – "Lorinda Sam Ash, an art dealer, was married on Thursday evening to Peter Roy Ezersky, a financial executive. Rabbi Norman Kahan 
performed the ceremony at the Plaza in New York. Mrs. Ezersky, 36, specializes in 20th-century art at the Gagosian Gallery in New York." http://arc  
hive.is/tTzbL
"Our services are geared towards a select number of clients whose interests range in building, managing and maximizing fine art collections. We advise 
our clients on the acquisition and sale of modern and contemporary painting, photography, sculpture and prints." https://archive.is/vnq4r

Ashley, Nick & Ari, London – "A self-taught photographer, Ashley's career began shooting for catalogues and progressed to editorial work for Tatler, 
Harper's & Queen and House & Garden magazines." https://archive.is/zGyUQ

Assaf, Charlotte & Vittorio – "Charlotte and Vittorio Assaf: Serafina Power Couple" https://archive.is/WC696

Astaire, Simon – "Simon Jack Astaire is an author, screenwriter and producer. Astaire was recruited by the talent agency International Creative 
Management UK, where he became the youngest agent yet to be employed by the firm."  
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▶
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▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:10:32 ID: f63cbf No.8246972 >>8247163 >>8247268 >>8247330 >>8251620 >>8251762

File (hide): df87f7e086f2c78⋯.jpg (278.01 KB, 1920x632, 240:79, 1479100825943.jpg)

Pointing out interesting find.

Check out that pentagram. Look at the far stretched right side. Guess what's in 
the end of that? DC RAPE CRISIS CENTER!

And here's the kicker: The guy who originally designed the Washington grid 
pattern?  Pierre (Peter) Charles L'Enfant.

>FUCKING L'ENFANT
Which we already know is FRENCH and stands for CHILDREN.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:13:36 ID: 0a04a8 No.8247005 >>8247171

>>8246760
When perverse images like naked children start becoming "high minded art" then that's a sign society is on a severe decline. Keep in mind all the old 
cultures that frequently sculpted naked statues of men had pedastry deeply rooted in it's society and it always trickled down from the upper class to the 
plebs.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:15:23 ID: 3503b1 No.8247027

>>8246637
>>8246806
>>8246943

Astor, Viscount William – "The Astor family is a family known for its prominence in business, society, and politics in the United States and the United 
Kingdom during the 19th and 20th centuries. The Astor family is of German origin, appearing in North America during the eighteenth century with John 
Jacob Astor, one of the richest people in history." 
They run a program for children. https://archive.is/xScuI

Atkin, Mike & Ami, NJ – "Mike Atkins Entertainment is a premier entertainment management company.  Combining the talents of professionals with over 
80 years of experience, we serve and work towards growing the impact of creative individuals.  Mike Atkins Entertainment is partnered with Lucid Artist 
Management, and together we honorably represent singers, speakers, comedians, authors, illusionists and other communicators of hope." 
https://archive.is/Fjjnc

Aznar, Jose, NY – "José María Alfredo Aznar López served as the Prime Minister of Spain from 1996 to 2004. He is a director of News Corporation."

end of the As
RECAP: the people I could find from google are all high profile people with tons of money . they're in the arts. they're either  
new-rich or old money  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:17:04 ID: 42b24d No.8247046 >>8247150 >>8247889

>>8245152
Foodies are real, anon. 

>>8246596
>barbeque behind them
>stacks of paper plates
>cooked meat 
>wine glass

Looks like a party to me. A foodie party. Foodies with a farm that are into sustainabiltiy and slaughter their own meat.

Hey anon, did you know that BBQ chicken from Safeway came from a real live animal? No, seriously, not even joking.  

Australian 60 Minutes exposed the Worldwide Satanic Pedophile Network Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:21:09 ID: a55ced No.8247105
File (hide): 767856224d78b8b⋯.jpg (258.14 KB, 600x600, 1:1, Undocumented Felon.jpg)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfNeB6Hx7N0

Australian 60 Minutes published a story that 60 Minutes (America) would never dare touch. In America and 
the UK, the Pedophile Network controls high ranking Pedophile politicians, the Major Mass Media, FBI, the 
CIA and top Law Enforcement.
This has made it almost impossible to get the truth out to the populace about the presence and penetration 
of this worldwide Satanic Pedophile Network.

Those editors of the major mass media and elected or appointed officials that are not part of it or 
compromised by it realize that to try and expose it results in an immediate loss of their job, their retirement, 
and they will be blacklisted and perhaps even have their lives threatened.

Notwithstanding all these strong suppression forces in the past, not only was the CIA’s Franklin Credit Union 
pedophile scandal exposed by the Washington Times, but the finders scandal was exposed by US News 
and World Report.

And, despite those highly public exposures, the Major Mass Media failed to promote those important stories; 
and the stories died out, with no corrective actions by federal LE, which we now know is dirty to the core, because its own leaders are fully compromised 
by this Pedophile Network.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:23:41 ID: cc42ff No.8247131
File (hide): db0ba5d46f2d6cb⋯.jpg (543.88 KB, 1103x1655, 1103:1655, WHvisit.jpg)

>>8246791
Brock & Alefantis both meeting 
with POTUS
Dec 16 2010 6:00pm  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:24:39 ID: 0a04a8 No.8247150 >>8247170 >>8252777

File (hide): ae54e5c896ba5e7⋯.jpg (156.26 KB, 500x375, 4:3, Spirit-Cooking.jpg)

>>8247046

>Looks like a party to me. A foodie party. Foodies with a farm that are 
into sustainabiltiy and slaughter their own meat

You're right, that's exactly what it is, a food party. 

>Hey anon, did you know that BBQ chicken from Safeway came from a 
real live animal? No, seriously, not even joking.

Can I get some extra semen, blood and breast milk in my wing sauce?  

File (hide): 3b6ff1b559d9b90⋯.png (960.34 KB,
828x628, 207:157, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

File (hide): 661bec15b68cd57⋯.png (133.51 KB,
781x740, 781:740, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

File (hide): 1fae8effb659bfd⋯.png (98.03 KB, 824x566,
412:283, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:25:20 ID: 18c3cb No.8247163

>>8246972
really makes me thing

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:26:09 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8247170

>>8247150
>Can I get some extra semen, blood and breast milk in my wing sauce?
You'd probably prefer Tyson Chicken in that case.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:26:10 ID: e54ae9 No.8247171

>>8247005
There were naked children statues way back in greece and rome, mostly as angels though.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:26:47 ID: 48c827 No.8247179 >>8247237 >>8247328

>>8246596
Why would you pose for something as sick and gruesome as this? They just decapitated an animal and made sure to include the head.

Isn't there laws for how animals can be killed? Maybe we could get them on animal cruelty or health inspection.
>>>8247046
Shut up, you kike.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:29:37 ID: 26b802 No.8247213 >>8247216

Has anyone linked this all back to the FBIanon leaks yet? http://pastebin.com/Wxf6K5Mf

A thread on 4chan with an FBI insider confirms everyone’s worst suspicions.  The Hillary Clinton email server was merely a distraction from the Clinton 
Foundation and most of DC is in up to their necks in what could be the biggest scandal of all times. The smoking gun is about to arrive and there are “a 
lot of people involved”. 

I remember reading this back in July thinking this is insane, but it's all starting to make sense now…  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:29:54 ID: 26b802 No.8247216 >>8251837

>>8247213
The real point of interest is the Clinton Foundation, not the e-mail server. 
There is enough for her and the entire government to be brought down. People do not realize how enormous this whole situation actually is. Whether she 
will be or not depends on how much info about others involved gets out, and there are a lot of people involved.

Killing HRC would not cause this problem to go away.  The problem is with the Clinton Foundation as I mentioned, which you should just imagine as a 
massive spider web of connections and money laundering implicating hundreds of high-level people. Though I do not have a high opinion of Hillary, she is 
just a piece -albeit a big piece – of this massive shitstorm.

The DOJ is most likely looking to save itself. Find everyone involved in the Clinton Foundation, from its donors to its Board of Directors, and imagine they 
are all implicated. 

Q:  How do we fix this? and be we i mean you guys lmao
A:  We have our hands tied. My message to you and everyone on this board is do not get distracted by Clinton's e-mails. Focus on the Foundation. All of 
the nightmarish truth is there. The e-mails will pale in comparison.

If leaking data en mass destroys my country, we betray the country. If we do nothing, we betray the country. I am not disagreeing with you. I am saying 
the situation is more complicated when you are inside, and you do not have the breadth of info that I have that would make your eyes fall out of your skull 
if you know what all was going on.
 
The government is terrified to do anything out of fear of revolution.

Q: what would happen if all of this information ended up being released to the general public?
A: I said in the last thread, total chaos. The government would be exposed at every layer, who pays who, who buys what, and no one has yet asked about 
the human trafficking bits I have been laying out. 

Q:  Are the people leading the investigation blackmailed pedophiles? 
A:  No. The people under the magnifying glass do have an affinity for children.

Q: what fears would need to be resolved in order for the FBI to be willing to go nuclear on this bitch and the foundation?
A: This would be like launching a nuke at NYC. We would hit the target, but we would then be at war with the whole US. The FBI is facing the entire 
federal government in this case. 

Q:  You've said two things so far: human trafficking and looking into the Clinton Foundation… Is that a hint to the starting point of our own research?
A:  Everything I have said is a hint.

Q:  "I said in the last thread, total chaos. The government would be exposed at every layer, who pays who, who buys what, and no one has yet asked 
about the human trafficking bits I have been laying out."
    Okay. Do tell. What about the human trafficking? I assume that those who can be indicted are involved.
A:  Pedophiles are sex traffickers everywhere. Many polticians trade girls like cattle.

Q:  Oh I wanted to ask you if Bill Clinton is a pedophile that blows babies. You know anything about that?
A:  Bill Clinton is a confirmed pedophile.

Q:  Please, before you sleep, speak a little on the child prostitution ring.
A:  Sex rings are popular in all governments, but pedophilia is primary in British parliament and Saudia Arabia, and that's why Hillary and Bill love foreign 
donors so much. They get paid in children as well as money. Dig deep and you can find it. It will sicken you.

Q:  Do we have any real reason to believe this person guys? I've been lurking and I just want to believe so bad. But it would be so easy for this to be top 
tier trolling…right?
 A:  If you dig hard into the Clinton Foundation and make it the sole point of your focus, you will remember this thread when the truth is revealed.

tl:dr - he was right

http://pastebin.com/hgW5q5Kx  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:31:05 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8247237

>>8247179
Hate to be a wet blanket, but families that slaughter their own food do tend to become desensitized to this stuff and forget how jarring it can be for other 
people.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:31:44 ID: f63cbf No.8247248 >>8247260

PEER BLOCK USERS?!

I'm new to this software and just about everything here. What the fuck is E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co?!

Should I be worried?
Someone explain, thanks in advance.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:32:45 ID: bed398 No.8247260 >>8247490

>>8247248
this is the new shill tactic in these threads.
they make pointless posts about peerblock and who is connecting to them. its entirely irrelevant. 

filtered.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:33:14 ID: ba19dc No.8247268 >>8247335 >>8247539

>>8246972
Get off the glue anon.

It would be "the child" for a start. Peter the Child. Kinda like Billy the Kid.

Anyhow, here's some links to do with the surname and it's history:
>L'Enfant Family Name
https://archive.is/E7iDn

>Surname DB "Fant"
https://archive.is/OMdkS

I'm beginning to wonder if it's just a handful of anons here and the rest of the thread is just people coming to Pizza Pedo Gang's defence amd making fun 
by throwing out ridiculous shit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:36:04 ID: 892860 No.8247299 >>8247353 >>8247496

One thing in bringing down corruption is going have to make sure you don't get stuck in a local maxima. There's some connections between podesta and 
these people who look like pedophiles. There's secret code that's obvious secret code. Breaking it and exposing them is work and you can only do so 
much work per hour. What if there is something else that's a better result per work hour. There can't just be these people involved. There's gotta be stuff 
we haven't found that could blow this wide open  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:39:46 ID: 7f33a0 No.8247328 >>8247344

>>8247179

>>8245381

Not to mention the Logo of Toigo Orchards has a fucking young child in it.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:39:53 ID: 18c3cb No.8247330 >>8247377

>>8246972
how would one go about finding out which freemason designed these streets? How can we find the city planners from back in the day?  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:40:14 ID: 71ce51 No.8247335 >>8247376 >>8247427 >>8247490

>>8247268
>I'm beginning to wonder if it's just a handful of anons here and the rest of the thread is just people coming to Pizza Pedo Gang's defense and making fun 
by throwing out ridiculous shit.

Probably! It certainly feels like a lot of RP/LAPRing/Shilling - ___ (fill in the blank) going on for days now.

I know I personally have given up (for now) researching further until something more concrete is uncovered. It feels like 'round and round we go' every 
few threads with nothing much in the way of real leads. I thought infinity /pol/ was a little more isolated from the normie's to shill…

>thought wrong  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:41:13 ID: 18c3cb No.8247344

>>8247328
I wasted like an hour lurking through the toigo family and I didn't find anthing damning  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:41:40 ID: 892860 No.8247353

>>8247299

One thing I think is a great possibility is to exploit their technical abilities. Given that they have password protected content, with possibly clever way of 
distributing information, but they can't be that good. I mean, they are pedos. Probably once you penetrate that one layer you hit the payload, because if 
they think they're secure, then they are super exploitable.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:42:07 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8247359 >>8247392

Sanders = another shill probably being blackmailed by Hillary for something pedo related

http://www.rutlandherald.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060716/NEWS/607160309/1037/OPINION02  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:43:13 ID: 450a40 No.8247376 >>8247446

>>8247335
Maybe we have attracted the wrong (right) people.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:43:14 ID: 18c3cb No.8247377

>>8247330
discount this post I was too lazy to read  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:44:30 ID: bed398 No.8247392

>>8247359
pls archive all teh things

https://archive.is/JN6pz  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:46:51 ID: d93d02 No.8247427

>>8247335
I know what you mean but cut out the defeatism and start digging.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:49:42 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8247446 >>8247489

>>8247376
All we have is what these people have out in the open, unless we can manage to recruit a PI or something.  Alefantis is a rich man with a popular 
restaurant and so he has a lot of acquaintances. Your brain will turn to mush scrolling through all their instagrams and webpages.  Don't lose heart.  Just 
keep digging, making sure to take breaks.  And hope other anons will do the same.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:50:08 ID: 4ca8e5 No.8247454

https://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Protecting_Children_from_Internet_Pornographers_Act_of_2011#References

I'm gonna throw this out here in the interim as I go thru the rest of the black book – my gut says the politicians involved are involved with the rings, plus 
the reference articles don't lead anywhere or are deleted  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:52:48 ID: 450a40 No.8247489 >>8247503

>>8247446  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:52:42 ID: 67f991 No.8247490 >>8247665

>>8247335
>>8247260

Some people tracked this thread down to link JimmyComet to a midwives ring… then got scared about what they read.
Want help, or to jeep analyzing Hawaii pics and explaining how UN-NORMAL this shit is? Fuck your psyop.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:52:55 ID: a061a9 No.8247493

keep digging anons im getting ddossed as we speak  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:53:07 ID: 41f248 No.8247496

>>8247299
>>8247299
True. You could think of us as a distributed search algorithm. If each candidate solution is concentrated is exploring a single area, then the search is 
bound to get stuck in local optima.

Ideally, there would be some coordination where different groups focus on different areas. Some digging deeper into stuff we've already found, others 
looking for new clues.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:53:56 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8247503

>>8247489
That's a compelling rebuttal but I must disagree.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:54:12 ID: cfb147 No.8247506 >>8247530

>>8244780
you're obviously fucking right.  that's not to say there's nothing here, on the contrary-  I'd be surprised if there wasn't child trafficking wrapped up in all this.  

But the codes and the napkins and the endless pizza hunt is fucking retarded, and I'd bet most of it is red herrings planted by people trying to gain time to 
cover their tracks, or just assholes who like to watch pol spaz out.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:54:50 ID: 08aa84 No.8247515 >>8252865

File (hide): 22edcbff903e3ad⋯.png (33.95 KB, 491x842, 491:842, white-house-visit-logs-req….png)

>>8246931
>>8246791
>>8246752

White House visitor access logs

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/disclosures/visitor-records

"As detailed in our Voluntary Disclosure Policy on Visitor Access Records, for records between January 20 and 
September 15, 2009, White House Counsel will voluntarily respond to individual requests that are reasonable, narrow, and 
specific (e.g. requests that list possible visitors).  To request such visitor records, click here."

https://www.whitehouse.gov/requestvisitorrecords

Want to fill one out for Jan 19 to Jan 21, 2009. (Jan 20, 2012 is the date of the Comet Pizza party for Sasha Lord, and it's the 
same day/month these private entries begin)

Would it be something if it turns out James Alefantis, David Brock, Marina Abramovic, the Clintons, George Soros, and Bill Cosby all had a big White 
House pedo party on that night? Or am I way off? Who should we guess visited the White House during these months?

Does David Brock even have a middle name?  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:56:31 ID: d93d02 No.8247530

>>8247506
no one e-mails anyone about napkins m8 and pizza IS a code we all know this from years of imageboards but yeah some anons go too far with the pizza 
and hotdog shit instead of looking for real connections  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:57:03 ID: 48b979 No.8247539

>>8247268
we are here, digging. there's not going to be a new lead every five minutes. these kinds of investigations will always be, burst of information, 
compartmentalizing and getting everyone up to speed, start investigating new leads, then another burst. personally i've been taking the advice of this 
anon and been trying to develop a map of connections >>8246527  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 22:59:00 ID: 3ce327 No.8247550 >>8247566 >>8247572

Someone should make up an order using their code ring them up ask them and see what reaction you get.
Although it's likely they have a private number for that sort of shit.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:00:19 ID: 965692 No.8247566

>>8247550
this, do this
record on vocaroo and post  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:00:55 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8247572 >>8247588 >>8247662 >>8247678

>>8247550
Even weed dealers will play dumb if they weren't expecting a call first.  You don't just find a number and call it when you want to buy something like this.  
You have to know someone who will introduce you first.  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:01:58 ID: bed398 No.8247588

>>8247572
this. just keep digging  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:10:19 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8247662 >>8248185

>>8247572
Also, just to add to this from what i know about buying illegal things.  Jimmy Comet is probably not a dealer.  He's just laundering the money.  They 
probably have dealers who are absolute nobodies.  And these people probably use pagers.  They get a page, look at the number and only call if they 
recognize it.  Then, they'll never mention, by name, whatever it is they're selling.  They'll say something like, "what up."  Then you say something like, 
"can I stop by around 5?"  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:10:41 ID: 71ce51 No.8247665

>>8247490
>explaining how UN-NORMAL this shit is? Fuck your psyop.

Think what you will - I ain't shilling. I've been lurking since late last week - between infinity&half chan, the reditard threads I've gotten burnt out. I've been 
at it for the past 2 weeks

NONE of this is normal. I wouldn't have started investigating if I thought otherwise.

I'll cheer from the sidelines b/c this >>8246527
>I can see from the beginning you have suffered from information overload, which is dangerous because:

>1. You will process data irrelevant to the task at hand.

>2. Data will be processed in an incorrect way. 

>3. Data will be presented in an incorrect way.

I need to get relevant again!  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:12:19 ID: 3ce327 No.8247678 >>8247775 >>8247805

>>8247572
What about staking the place out and seeing who enters and leaves late at night.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:21:57 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8247775

>>8247678
Jeez people.  Don't you think they are at least smart enough to lay low for a bit until the attention dies down?   My bet is that they are busy burning, 
drilling, and microwaving every little bit of evidence that might exist.  

File (hide): 0e38e09ff785afc⋯.png (750.08 KB,
953x667, 953:667, st1.png)

File (hide): 18718508e7e770c⋯.png (436.56 KB,
1220x662, 610:331, st3.png)

File (hide): 317da894110d7a3⋯.png (936.3 KB,
1277x665, 1277:665, school.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:23:52 ID: 85a955 No.8247797 >>8247815 >>8247921 >>8248774

>>8241986 (OP)
>>8242081
So with this church connection, connected to comet ping pong, connected to podesta, who is connected to the clintons, who is connected to these dumb 
fucks and thier church.
Do I have this right?
WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON DEMOCRATIC CLUB OF QUEENS, INC. 
Company Number 2785711  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:24:13 ID: d93d02 No.8247805

>>8247678
frankly we should have done this in the beggining of the operation. they're probably on high alert now and we're bound to get nothing but lost time and 
effort for this.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:25:15 ID: 85a955 No.8247815

>>8247797
the address goes to the people who run this NY church/school.
https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_ny/2785711  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:25:16 ID: 13030c No.8247816

check local area stores for unusually large purchases of clothes,  or something  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:33:10 ID: 1fbceb No.8247889

>>8247046
Are you mad? Why would someone take the care to write that.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:36:24 ID: 854d3f No.8247921 >>8247987

>>8247797
hows the church connected  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:43:28 ID: 85a955 No.8247987 >>8247990 >>8249926

File (hide): 4505fffe8bb9877⋯.png (132.57 KB, 1001x393, 1001:393, dorsa.png)

>>8247921
the address to that corporation traces to this house,
https://www.google.com/maps/place/33-05+158th+St,+Flushing,+NY+11358/

and the address traces to these people 
http://www.411.com/search/FindNearby?utf8=%E2%9C%93&street=+33-
05+158TH+STREET&where=+NEW+YORK%2C+11358+

Who are involved here.
http://sanandresavelino.org/home/staff  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:44:11 ID: 85a955 No.8247990

>>8247987
archive
https://archive.is/hHqps  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:44:57 ID: 078394 No.8248001

>>8242918
Snopes is kikes. They use the people being accused as a source. It's like claiming Hitler did nothing wrong with Mein Kampf as proof.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:48:32 ID: f63cbf No.8248031 >>8248050

>Someone call to Comet Ping Pong
>They answer
>With absolute bokerface say
>"It's time. Do it"
>Wait for possible results  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:50:49 ID: 18c3cb No.8248050 >>8248083

>>8248031
whats the number and does *69 make me 100 percent untrackable? I'll do it  
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File (hide):
d3f7b7d03cd2cbd⋯.jpg (7.36 KB,
160x119, 160:119, BAJA_GRILL.web.jpg)

File (hide): 2e4984f4e639e36⋯.jpeg (83.22 KB,
586x359, 586:359, sandbar logo.jpeg)

File (hide): e193eb99ee54085⋯.png (135.41 KB,
403x184, 403:184, chocolate factory.png)

File (hide): 712a7a8ec5fed87⋯.png (109.22 KB,
653x244, 653:244, drew konop linkedin.png)

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:50:53 ID: 2453f3 No.8248052 >>8248068

"Drew Konop" was on pastebin list of people earlier. 

He is involved with restaurants in Wisconsin. One being 'Baja Grill' whose logo is questionable. It looks like the Sandbar took over where Baja Grill was 
and its logo is suspicious. Also cant confirm yet but hes linked to The Chocolate Factory whose logo is also questionable. 

http://archive.li/nLnPw   – baja twitter
http://archive.li/Akvmb – chocolate factory twitter

He owns another restaurant called Karma. All these restaurants are owned with partner Keith Klemowits. 

Online searches not turning else up much more.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:52:49 ID: 18c3cb No.8248068 >>8248119

>>8248052
dude is this connected to the masonic church thing? That was my lead and I even think that its a waste of time  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:53:11 ID: 078394 No.8248072 >>8248507

>>8244780
A map that seems pizza related? I have never seen something like that. Maybe if the pizza place made it as an advertisement for every place they own, 
but they always put those in napkins. So the only choice left is that someone got a custom-made white and black napkin that has an advertisement about 
pizzas. That's extremely common.Sure.  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:53:56 ID: f63cbf No.8248083 >>8248450 >>8249181 >>8251398

File (hide): 6de58e014152541⋯.png (273.51 KB, 893x654, 893:654, qrqw.png)

>>8248050
Here: +1 202-364-0404

BTW. Our whole progress is pretty much gone now: 
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/20840980/alt-right-conspiracy-theorists-obsess-over-comet-
ping-pong  

Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:56:30 ID: 2453f3 No.8248119 >>8248226

>>8248068
No. To the stratfor list here http://pastebin.com/VqyX0EWX  
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Anonymous  11/14/16 (Mon) 23:59:37 ID: 765437 No.8248158
File (hide): 6bf2439ea7a9089⋯.jpg (32.5 KB, 296x320, 37:40, freemasonry10.jpg)

>>8245980
mason jars are 
hermetically 
sealed. 
think about it.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:01:58 ID: 0b0e78 No.8248183 >>8251927

This was made by George Clanton, a young 20-something 
vaporwave artist who sports a Dylan Roof haircut  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:02:03 ID: 765437 No.8248185

>>8247662
Also this, I would bet the worst thing to go down at the pizza joint is faggotry. 
Look into "pizza guru" in Santa Barbara, they got busted for laundering dudeweedlmao money. 
This operation likely functions the same way  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:04:54 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8248226

>>8248119
OMG… stop the press… Jimmy Carter is on the list!

Seriously, this is more than likely just the list of people who signed up for their newsletter or bought books.  We've already established the 'pizza' project 
was related to an update of their online store.  I'm not saying you might not find someone involved in something else, just based on probability.  But 
please don't dox innocent people just because they are on this list.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:15:58 ID: a061a9 No.8248378 >>8248384 >>8252354

I know this is a little off topic but can someone get me a new hd wallpaper for my iphone 6plus

I used to have drake's owl/moloch  but now i want pepe  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:16:16 ID: a061a9 No.8248384 >>8252354

>>8248378

I mean kek lol  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:20:32 ID: 74287b No.8248450 >>8248728 >>8248774

>>8248083

Sure it may be, but there isn't a thing we can do about that. It is simply too hard to contain what we find.

Don't for a second think that they weren't onto us from the beginning or close to it. And yet we are still finding more and more connections and evidence. 

We just need to focus on the next step. Always the next step. There are links, there are other related parties. If we can get the fire to spread quicker than 
they can contain it, I think we may see some justice here.

One thing that FBIanon told us to do was to forget HRC and look into the Clinton Foundation. That establishment has got to have more loose threads 
than a frayed American flag.

Keep digging guys. Our Autism is Weapons Grade.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:23:40 ID: 35d30a No.8248507 >>8248579 >>8248624 >>8250985

>>8248072
The map thing is the only thing that stops me from dismissing it entirely.

I've had a few theories but nothing convincing enough for those in too deep.

I perhaps thought it was a typo. There's already one typo in that email, so I can't rule it out entirely.

map = mark (p is close to k, missed the letter r). It's a stretch. 

"I think it has a mark that seems pizza-related", which would make sense if he used it to eat pizza.

Another theory, again, a stretch but no more than the current accepted theory.

According to the American Heritage Dictionary.
Map is slang for face.

In the same dictionary, one definition for face:

9. The most significant or prominent surface of an object, especially: e. The right side, as of fabric.

When she said map, it could be slang for face. Meaning, the top of the napkin seemed pizza related. Perhaps a pizza design.

inb4 shill  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:27:02 ID: 28da50 No.8248556

>>8246596
>>8246925

The glass next to them looks like it has wine in it, not blood. If they were draining the goat of blood and that IS blood in the glass, this image would be a 
lot bloodier than it is. The residue on the cutting board and table doesn't look very bloody, it looks to me like they've just been cutting meat that they've 
already smoked. 

It is pretty odd with the goat head in the image, given the circumstances surrounding it that led to us finding it, but without any of the names of these 
people connecting in emails or anything, it's probably a dead lead. I wouldn't let it go completely though, there may be people within these companies that 
Comet Ping Pong does business with that are involved in something with them that we don't know about.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:28:13 ID: 789a7d No.8248579

>>8248507
Forget about it. there is more important stuff to look into.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:31:40 ID: 078394 No.8248624 >>8248838 >>8249265

>>8248507
Another thing that doesn't make sense is why the rich and powerful would worry themselves with such a thing as a handkerchief. They are barely above 
napkins in terms of value. Buying another is easy. And who brings their own handkerchiefs to other places? The only people I know that carry ones 
around use them to clean their nose. I have never heard of someone taking one to dinner in other places. It could be considered impolite.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:35:04 ID: d3c72d No.8248673

>>8244650
Seriously I've been trying to advocate this for the last 2 weeks.  "Muh evidence" Fuck that shit, everything is gone IF anything was even there before we 
started digging.  I'm gonna buy a fucking lotto ticket tonight and take a vacation to DC if I win.  Wish me luck fam.  They need to know we're serious.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:36:57 ID: 1e4690 No.8248709
File (hide): 2eb165c4b7eaf04⋯.jpg (225.55 KB, 820x768, 205:192, haus copy.JPG)

>>8246319
what a surprise  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:38:13 ID: 1fe6b8 No.8248728 >>8248817

>>8248450
Clinton Foundation, specifically initiatives involving women and kids.

A quick random search of their site showed their are involved in Iringa Tanzania, for instance.  
https://archive.is/7YhLM

Search Iringa Tanzania child trafficking and you quickly find reports of rising incidents.
https://archive.is/ZCZGe

I'm sure there is more… just coincidental?  Or highly correlated since they are often operating in very poor regions?  Or something else going on here???

A place to start looking deeper autists?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:40:17 ID: bec999 No.8248767 >>8248806

>>8246925

Has any progress been made on this pedo shit? This thread has gone completely
schizo.

>>8242021
Sums this up perfectly.
>calls the guy a shill
>i can make a claim based on a vague connection, but if you want to question it you need to bring evidence!!

Weeks ago I knew exactly how this would end up: going fucking nowhere. You killed the podesta threads with your stupid fucking confirmation bias, and 
you have literally nothing to show for it. I'm enjoying being right.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:40:47 ID: 85a955 No.8248774

>>8248450
see
>>8247797  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:42:40 ID: bed398 No.8248806

>>8248767
you still havent given any evidence its a different guy…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:43:21 ID: 4097ae No.8248817 >>8248831 >>8248839 >>8248852 >>8248980 >>8249387

>>8248728
From: pm932@law.georgetown.edu
To: Announcements@law.georgetown.edu
Date: 2015-07-30 14:09
Subject: Help!

Georgetown Law Faculty and Staff,

My parents are visiting this weekend, and I need to sell my enormous collection of beanie babies! I've approximately 480 little creatures of joy, and I'm 
selling each one for $20.00. You must buy all 480, though. It is a collection (not an auction)… They are very respectful and amicable with one another, 
and they are (for the most part) cat and dog friendly. Some are sassier than others, naturally.

Please let me know! My parents can't find out.

Peter Mattingly
x9599

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/26263

Georgetown Law Report on Sex Trafficking of Girls Offers Comprehensive Approach 

http://www.law.georgetown.edu/news/press-releases/sex-trafficking-report-offers-comprehensive-approach.cfm  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:45:00 ID: bed398 No.8248831
File (hide): 1cea2d33a8f45d8⋯.jpg (251.38 KB, 872x610, 436:305, jew pedos.jpg)

>>8248817
nice find  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:45:31 ID: 35d30a No.8248838

>>8248624

Well, an explanation for that. If you look at the emails in question, the first email asking about the handkerchief is Kathryn Tate.

Kathryn Tate works in real estate for Kendall & Kendall Real Estate.

She is the one who showed them around the properties for rent. (they are all temporary holiday locations).

It's her job, she was doing her job in contacting them about lost property. (no matter how small). She knows it's insignificant, but asks anyway:

She emails Susan & Herb first (meaning, if it was a code, she is not in on it). Susan most likely tells her it's not theirs, so she then emails the only 
remaining person (John Podesta)

"I know you’re busy, so feel free not to respond if it’s not yours or you don’t want it".

She knows it's nothing, he knows it's nothing and replies with:

"It's mine, but not worth worrying about".

So, why would the rich and powerful would worry themselves with such a thing as a handkerchief? They don't. They couldn't care less.

The person who is so concerned with the handkerchief is Kathryn Tate. Aka, the person who works for Kendall & Kendall Real Estate and showed them 
the properties.

Just doing a favour for them.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:45:33 ID: 8228d8 No.8248839

>>8248817
thats homemade cp hes selling. 10k for 480 pics  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:46:51 ID: 1e4690 No.8248852 >>8249414

>>8248817
>I'm selling inanimate objects
>they are very respectful and amicable with one another
>some are sassy

doesn't sound much like beanie babies to me  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:47:12 ID: 8228d8 No.8248858

or a kid.. 9600 is also below the 10k bank reporting requirements  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:54:04 ID: bed398 No.8248960

if it were a kid he could have just moved him/her to another location until the visit was over. seems more likely its a hard drive containing tons of fresh OC 
pizza  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:55:14 ID: 35d30a No.8248980

>>8248817
http://uproxx.com/webculture/beanie-babies-work-email/

interesting  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 00:59:14 ID: 7d876b No.8249036

Isnt the 'shweinpeg research' YT channel that links from one of dr pongs affiliate sites literally all tutorials on steganography? or is it all bullshit?
https://www.youtube.com/user/SchweinpegResearch  
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File (hide): c3957413750bfb0⋯.png (900.42 KB,
1236x857, 1236:857, andrewkline1.PNG)

File (hide): 765222a07537f06⋯.png (992.45 KB,
1235x850, 247:170, andrewkline2.PNG)

File (hide): 2e2766062e84856⋯.png (553.47 KB,
1249x853, 1249:853, andrewkline3.PNG)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:05:03 ID: 9de8ef No.8249111 >>8249134 >>8249228 >>8250070

>>8241986 (OP)
ANDREW KLINE IS A SICK FUCK.  NEW INFORMATION. HOT OFF THE PRESS.

Andrew Kline-Former DOJ prosecutor.  Owns Besta Pizza which had the pedophile logo.  He has two small girls named Logan and Lexi. Please see the 
pics and the archived links. 

1. photo of his girls one has a shirt on that says LOGAN— https://archive.is/o8xnF 
2.photo of “LOGANATOR”  notice the comment about the lexinator– https://archive.is/du0Zj 
3. here's another photo with comments detailing that the girls' names are Logan and Lexi –  3. https://archive.is/DgPci  
4. here are some photos of the girls with really creepy comments from various people–  https://archive.is/I3OVn   https://archive.is/zMz9F  
https://archive.is/SUoOQ   
5.  Here is the Kline family Blog–  https://archive.is/F3X84 

Two of the pictures i attached are of andrew kline's kids.  their names appear to be lexi and logan. the third picture appears to show a drink description, 
but the name of the item is reminiscent of one of andrew kline's daughters, Logan  Loganator.  one of the comments one that picture makes a joke about 
a "lexinator".  this leads me to believe the third picture is referring to andrew kline's daughter.  another one of the comments on the third picture asks if he 
knew he was being recorded.  Recorded diong what?  

What the fuck is going on?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:06:45 ID: 9de8ef No.8249134
File (hide): efe471bc47a10ad⋯.png (23.69 KB, 343x86, 343:86, lakewood.PNG)

>>8249111
also one of 
the pictures 
was taken 
near 

Lakewood, CO  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:10:08 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8249181

>>8248083
Saw that one coming.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:13:47 ID: e5518a No.8249228 >>8249256

>>8249111
Recored? There is a link she provided, no? Does that link to a video?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:13:47 ID: 48b979 No.8249230 >>8249386 >>8249752 >>8251298

File (hide): 7bf7b7cfd88a7c4⋯.png (161.45 KB, 940x1212, 235:303, leslie dach.png)

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37072

So this email that's clearly talking about a future pedophile meetup, lists some interesting people in the contacts. The 
one I've been studying is Leslie Dach.

https://archive.is/Mf3Jb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leslie-dach-aa868895

Currently the Senior Counselor as the US Department of Health and Human Services. Mysteriously, after I looked at 
the linkedin profile one time, it broke and started putting me behind a login screen. Might be nothing.

He also owns his own LLC, the Dach Strategy Group. Not a whole lot of information on this that I've seen yet, but I 
know another anon said that LLCs always have to file specific public paperwork. If anyone else could tell me how to 
view this, I'd appreciate it. https://archive.is/IDGqM

For some background, he worked at Walmart as the Vice President and primary strategist; during his time there he 
massively increased the lobbying expenditure of the company. He also has ties with the Democratic party going back 

to 2004.
https://archive.is/28ED6
http://nlpc.org/2013/04/30/leslie-dach-leaving-walmart-sustainable-all-wrong-ways/

This guy's a powerful man that lobbied using Walmart's cash to help his buddies in the Democratic party. Fingers in a lot of pies.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:15:53 ID: 9de8ef No.8249256

>>8249228
i couldn't get the link to work.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:16:34 ID: fd7754 No.8249265 >>8249310 >>8249417

>>8248624

There is a drawing from an artist that was abused and adults were raping a child and there was a "napkin" underneath the child.

To catch the blood.

Map = DNA mapping 

Podesta would want it for a "trophy".  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:16:53 ID: b0208d No.8249269

Out of general interest, check out this abused guys multi-part tour of where all the bad stuff used to 
happen… It's in Omaha, Nebraska, so I'd imagine New York, L.A., D.C.. etc., are the same, but on a larger 
scale.

What else besides Jews, Freemasons, homosexuals, pizza restaurants, child care, and gay bars are a 
recurring theme in all this?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:20:03 ID: 078394 No.8249310 >>8249435 >>8249554

File (hide): 1e2d40c8b2b1d42⋯.jpg (63.2 KB, 673x573, 673:573, 1478239510288.jpg)

>>8249265
Didn't map stand for semen and pizza for little girl? I was thinking it 
could mean it being covered in female eyaculation.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:27:13 ID: f3003a No.8249386

>>8249230

Wiki has a shit ton on Stratfor.

"The Global Intelligence Files, over five million e-mails from the Texas headquartered "global intelligence" company Stratfor. The e-mails date between 
July 2004 and late December 2011. They reveal the inner workings of a company that fronts as an intelligence publisher, but provides confidential 
intelligence services to large corporations, such as Bhopal's Dow Chemical Co., Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon and government 
agencies, including the US Department of Homeland Security, the US Marines and the US Defence Intelligence Agency. The emails show Stratfor's web 
of informers, pay-off structure, payment laundering techniques and psychological methods.

Use this page to search these files, by terms, subject, recipient and sender, by attached filename, or by using their ID in our database."

https://search.wikileaks.org/gifiles/  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:27:20 ID: 35d30a No.8249387 >>8249406 >>8249451 >>8249469 >>8249489

File (hide): 27147a038348265⋯.png (4.99 MB, 2048x1724, 512:431, beaniues.png)

>>8248817

I counted them, as best as I could. I got 498.
Matches with his email, "I've approximately 480 little creatures of joy"

Maybe he's a grown man with a bunch of beanies and wanted to sell them before his parents found out he's 
a weirdo.

This would explain why this image was posted on r/cringe/ a year  before these leaks, the staff must have 
found it funny. Which would likely mean there's no secret code behind it.

https://www.reddit.com/r/cringepics/comments/3f6gzl/actual_email_to_the_annoucements_all_employees/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:29:34 ID: bed398 No.8249406 >>8249489

>>8249387
nice work. dead lead is dead.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:30:21 ID: 078394 No.8249412

Are there any good searching points? I tried searching old info on spirit cooking and pizza places in other countries that may be related but it's a dead end 
so far.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:30:45 ID: 4097ae No.8249414

>>8248852
beanie babies cat and dog friendly?

Being part of a group which has a publicly stated purpose of combating sex trafficking is ideal cover for those who are actually involved in it, like Jerry 
Sandusky and the Second Mile Foundation.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:31:24 ID: 35d30a No.8249417

>>8249265
If he wanted it for a trophy. Why would he take it out, place it on the table of a rented property they were viewing, and leave it there?

And then upon finding it, would they chose email, the slowest and least urgent way to contact someone, to alert them key "pizza-related" evidence is left 
in a house on the market.

Doesn't add up.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:31:59 ID: 5fc2c0 No.8249425 >>8252620

>>8242020
The thing with the teddy bear actually freaks me out the most. It's symbolic of your own child and best friend that you made in your own childhood. 
It's really weird. Dismemberment and necrophilia are all just whatevs in my book, but something about inflicting symbolic pain or misery on teddy bears 
always gets me.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:32:16 ID: 172783 No.8249429 >>8249459

File (hide): b53989da61c098e⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 188.19 KB, 707x474, 707:474, casey-james-mega-post-pat-….jpg)

>>8242544
omg if you guys could drag lady gaga and jeff koons into that mess, it would be the best day of this whole 
sleuthing 
suddenly names people care about, suddenkly an excellent story to print, suddenly some spotlight on 
famous cunts, painted in blood
that would resonate big time  
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File (hide): ca061584b2919b3⋯.jpg
(27.15 KB, 372x480, 31:40, Nowheretorun.jpg)

File (hide): 6e65a0827178b8a⋯.jpg (22.93 KB,
500x375, 4:3, 347bd017d211041208587.jpg)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:32:58 ID: fd7754 No.8249435 >>8249646 >>8249660 >>8249665

>>8249310

Art by abuse victim Kim Noble 

There is a little "napkin" underneath the child.  It catching virgin blood would be of more interest to Podesta than his own semen.

And the other one depicts a Table that looks like a "ping pong table".  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:33:41 ID: 3a0c55 No.8249446

>>8242020

>Girl looks like 10
>Looks pregnant

Well  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:33:59 ID: 707f5c No.8249451 >>8249509

>>8249387
Thing is is that if you reverse image search that it goes to some guy on twitter that is not the same as the seller in the e-mail.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:34:47 ID: fd7754 No.8249459 >>8249627

File (hide): 627b89b59dc14aa⋯.jpg (23.04 KB, 400x300, 4:3, mt_18_gaga_perf_400x300.jpg)

>>8249429

Lady GaGa 'Left Bathtub Filled With 
Blood In Hotel'

http://www.mtv.co.uk/lady-
gaga/news/lady-gaga-left-bathtub-
filled-with-blood-in-hotel

Spirit Cooking in the hotel  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:35:46 ID: 4097ae No.8249469

>>8249387
Nothing at your link, wayback machine has only a single page with no content.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:38:02 ID: d0891c No.8249489 >>8249508

>>8249406
>>8249387
Isn't it still weird though? Specifically the valuation. For example they range in price from a few dollars to thousands of dollars. Still, it is possible the total 
value was ~9.6K.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:40:23 ID: bed398 No.8249508

>>8249489
yeah is odd. the email from reddit might be a cover-up, if the sender accidentally sent to students instead of the intended recipient. playing it off as just 
funny or whatever. still makes sense its a bunch of OC CP  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:40:28 ID: 35d30a No.8249509 >>8249738

>>8249451

as far as I can tell, the original sauce of the image getting online was from reddit.

Someone posted the email as well as the image. Since then it was posted on pinterests  (just the collection) and then it's been circulated.

The origin seems to be the original email though. Odd that it was leaked years before it was leaked again  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:43:39 ID: ce572c No.8249549

>>8242020
>random ass picture of the Capitoline Wolf in this abomination of a collage
0/10 go study your fucking history you idiot.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:43:48 ID: 172783 No.8249553
File (hide): 003496845c4aae8⋯.jpg (121.33 KB, 879x534, 293:178, chanty Sans tite.jpg)

>>8242918
1/ publicize the counter to snopes' page far and wide (like on the_donald to start with, then kikebook etc)
2/ dig on snopes, like taking many of their pages about this election and debunk them one by one. One 
could even make a subreddit about it or a general thread on full or half chan
they're not hard to take down a notch, there's just been a lack of motivation so far
they're quite cunning, their lies are harder to spot than other fact checking BS sites and most normies will 
fall for them
nastier way: implicate them in the trash, find dirt on em, at least financial ties and broadcast them 
relentlessly
even linking them to our glorious pedo ring investigation, after all isnt it how they function in their club, 
everyone tied together in satanism

i realized yesterday that this glorious swamp draining had started earlier, notably Gawker was taken down. We had little to no hardcore dirt on Denton but 
i'm sure there's tons.

finally, remember this place and other investigation social sites are under great risk of being shut down now that you are striking at the root of evil in high 
places. Please build contingency plans Now to survive after a general shut down of all your current sites  

File (hide): 749fba3c71be017⋯.jpg (42.56 KB,
1013x180, 1013:180, Israel Pasta.jpg)

File (hide): 64b7894ef6f658a⋯.jpg (22.5 KB, 1006x120,
503:60, Israel Pasta (2).jpg)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:43:51 ID: fd7754 No.8249554 >>8250391

>>8249310

Pasta = little boy?

Israel wants some pasta!

"The Israeli government reacted by imposing a blockade. Only limited quantities of goods approved by the occupation authorities were let in. An American 
senator raised hell when he found out that pasta was considered a security risk and not allowed in. Practically nothing was let out, which is 
incomprehensible from the "security" point of view of weapons "smuggling" but clear from the point of view of "strangling". Unemployment reached almost 
60%. "

"The Israeli side wants the blockade to remain in force, though in a more liberal form. Pasta and much more will be let into the Strip, but under strict 
supervision. No airport. No sea-port. Hamas must be prevented from re-arming."

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/14954  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:53:46 ID: 88bc82 No.8249627

>>8249459
I hate how the (((media))) reports this sick filth as if it was something funny or quirky when its just some sick shit.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:56:05 ID: 35d30a No.8249646 >>8249667 >>8249709 >>8252268

File (hide): c944d2a55f3d559⋯.jpg (398.3 KB, 2011x1595, 2011:1595, pratt2323.jpg)

>>8249435

These were painted before Comet 
Pizza even existed.

She painted this under Ria Pratt.
"Pratt was here 1971", probably when 
these events took place.

Could still be connected, but  it's 
nothing to do with Comet Ping Pong.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:57:42 ID: 88bc82 No.8249660 >>8249709 >>8253060

>>8249435
Those paintings are older than Comet Pizza, read a bit dude.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:58:40 ID: 5a1ed3 No.8249665

>>8249435
I don't know what disturbs me more.  The fact that powerful people will keep getting away with this or the fact that anyone would want to do this to begin 
with.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:58:50 ID: bed398 No.8249667 >>8249687 >>8249795

>>8249646
she started painting that stuff after getting involved 
with Tavistock. Tavistock is connected to clinton.  

File (hide): b355ec2606a6e45⋯.png (59.74 KB,
654x532, 327:266, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

File (hide): 1687ae19463e456⋯.png (1.67 MB,
1240x1016, 155:127, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

File (hide): 0f957da1eb371dc⋯.jpg
(82.58 KB, 768x1024, 3:4, ClVaSV_UkAAlupk.jpg)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 01:59:46 ID: 02dcca No.8249678

We need to fucking focus on the Clinton Foundation like FBI Anon told us to. Dig up as much as possible on board members. 

Have we established the following already?

This guy is 100% a kiddy cocksucker.
-Frank Giustra- 

President of Radcliff foundation. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Giustra

23% share holder in fucking shell company called 222 PIZZA EXPRESS
http://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/222-pizza-express-corp-completes-15-million-private-placement-and-debt-settlement-535933921.html

Shell company tied to Uranium One scandal.
http://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/osc-claims-put-one-woman-in-centre-of-insider-tipping-ring

Has an appetite for pizza  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:00:09 ID: bed398 No.8249687

>>8249667
http://clintonfoundationinvestigation.com/2016/08/12/tavistock-institute-2/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:02:39 ID: fd7754 No.8249709

>>8249646
>>8249660

Calm down guys…I never said she painted them about comet ping pong…
She is a ritual abuse victim…and it DOES look like a ping pong table.
So maybe they use these SIMILAR tables to abuse their victims and speak in code about "ping pong tables".  
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pay inequality in the Clinton Foundation:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/36077  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:06:01 ID: 02dcca No.8249736
File (hide): cd92661c8bb06af⋯.png (2.61 MB, 1632x1324, 408:331, Screen Shot 2016-11-14 at ….png)

Don't know about you fucks but Ive never heard of a BBQ 
AND PIZZA PARTY. What? How does that mix? 

ROLANDO GONZALEZ BUNSTER 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rolando_Gonzalez-Bunster

So many fucking pedo trigger words in this article I'm 
screaming on the inside. 
http://casadecampoliving.com/sugar-golf-tournament-
gonzalez-bunsters/
Im sure it was a feast alright…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:06:10 ID: 4097ae No.8249738

>>8249509
The beanie baby collection image is an attachment in the email from WikiLeaks.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/26263  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:07:32 ID: 48b979 No.8249752 >>8250015 >>8250322

File (hide): 3d1558e36542384⋯.png (31.74 KB, 608x556, 152:139, leslie dach 2.png)

>>8249230
Leslie Dach donated at least $100k in 2009 to Media Matters, a media watchdog group also founded by 
David Brock. He also made press releases backing Hillary while still working for Walmart. He's right on the 
list next to people from JP Morgan and Microsoft. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/13358

Remember that Hillary worked for Walmart as director for six years, furthering the connection between the 
two. https://archive.is/natub

It's starting to look like Walmart's been pumping all kinds of money into this network. Might be worth 
investigating but since Walmart's so huge, I wouldn't even know where to start honestly.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:12:52 ID: 35d30a No.8249795 >>8249841 >>8249969 >>8252059

>>8249667

Wrong.
Kim Noble was born in Britain, and lives in Britain.

She was seen at the Tavistock and Portman Clinics (this is ONE clinic, not two different ones)

https://tavistockandportman.nhs.uk/

Located in the UK, London (where she lives).
These events took place in the UK and has no connection to Clinton.

The Tavistock in that video is most likely referring to The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:16:41 ID: bed398 No.8249841 >>8249851

>>8249795
looks like a clinic owned by the Tavistock group to me?

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2508704/NHS-Tavistock-Clinic-treating-transgender-children-therapies-prepare-sex-change.html  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:18:02 ID: 35d30a No.8249851 >>8249913

>>8249841
I'm trying to find a link between that and Clinton, or America really.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:22:45 ID: bed398 No.8249913 >>8249957

>>8249851
with our powers combined..  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:24:10 ID: c7ca93 No.8249926

>>8247987
So I looked up Stephen Galizia,
his wife evidently (or sister) runs this site…what was that about butterflys being pedo code?
https://archive.is/8AsJ1

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:24:27 ID: 172783 No.8249932 >>8250193

>>8244044
> It's doubtful that every single one of them is part of it
dont make any such assumptions, please
why do you think these investigations lead to nothing every fucking 
time
a staple of them is that every authority you look for the help of ends 
up convering up for the pedocrime network
as for the Navy particularly, check Kay Griggs' testimony

do not assume you are gonna get help from anyone in position of 
authority
do not assume they wont give you to the vipers' nest to be devoured
do not assume they arent part of it
do not assume all the means you are using right now to communicate 

and dig this stuff up wont be shut down today  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:25:37 ID: 974f3e No.8249940

Just a thank you, didn't know exactly what this shit was about until recently trying to catch up but its a cluster fk although my first thoughts is this shit goes 
so deep to the core of these globalist scum across the world it is truly fucking sickening.I AM AR-15 ANGRY keep digging expose these shitfucks no 
matter how far the rabbit hole goes anons.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:27:37 ID: 35d30a No.8249957

>>8249913
"It owes its name to the fact that its original location was in Tavistock Square in central London."

I dunno man, pretty obvious Kim Noble was involved in some nasty stuff. There's no connection to Clintons, or anyone involved in the investigation.

"In 1995 she began therapy and was diagnosed with Dissociative Identity Disorder"

"In 1994 the Tavistock Clinic joined with the Portman Clinic to become the Tavistock and Portman NHS Trust."

It was owned by the NHS at that point. There isn't a 'Tavistock Group'.  
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>>8249795

Other officers in TAVISTOCK FINANCIAL CORPORATION Showing first 30 (see all)

 

CHARLES LEWIS, vice president

DOUG MCMAHON, vice president

JEFFERSON R VOSS, vice president

JEFFERSON R VOSS, treasurer

JOSEPH LEWIS, vice president

JOSEPH LEWIS, president

NRAI SERVICES, INC, agent

THAKKAR, RASESH, president

THAKKAR, RASESH, director

VIVIENNE C LEWIS, secretary

VIVIENNE C LEWIS, director

 

MORE ON ‘TAVISTOCK’

 

Some background (((coincidences))), maybe they mean something, maybe they mean

nothing.

 

>The Tavistock Institute in London was set up as a splinter organization from the Tavistock Clinic via funding from the Rockerfellers.

>It had original Frankfurt School leaders as founders

>It’s ostensible remit was psychoanalysis as it relates to ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR and GROUP BEHAVIOUR.

>The Tavistock Institute has been associated with conspiracy theories for decades. Chiefly, that the Institute promotes degeneracy to destroy society and 
control World culture (John Coleman – Aquarian Conspiracy)

>There are clear linkages to say that the Tavistock Institute set up the ADL 

http://clintonfoundationinvestigation.com/2016/07/10/tavistock-holdings-info/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:29:38 ID: bed398 No.8249975

>There's no connection to Clintons, or anyone involved in the investigation.

thats to be determined i think  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:29:52 ID: bed398 No.8249977

>>8249969
nice will start digging  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:32:13 ID: 172783 No.8250000
File (hide): a15066c71dd536c⋯.jpg (76.47 KB, 650x424, 325:212, begga lame hopse27.jpg)

>>8244211
you guys could use a meta thread dealing with opsec
you know archive sites are getting taken down very soon if you're not naive
this isnt hillary, this is the rulers of this earth
they will shut you down any way they can when they decide it's tghe best course of action
get archiving alternatives, get discussion spaces alternatives, possibly peer to peer i dont know, anything 
much more resilient than jim watshit's site or hikikomori 2ch owner's.
prepare your sec now because these venues you're using wont last long (and all your archived links can be 
considered lost if you dont keep them elsewhere)  
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>>8249752

Just a small fyi; on that list, Mr & Mrs. Eli Broad pay for ICMECs' (Jeff Koons is on the board, etc.) website. 

white rabbit on their own foundations' website.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:34:01 ID: 172783 No.8250017 >>8250171

>>8244141
do not count on authorities
we are the investigators, the publishers, the prosecutors and the punishers, if anything was taught to us by this election year  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:37:07 ID: 35d30a No.8250044 >>8250091 >>8250099 >>8250271

>>8249969

This is about the TAVISTOCK FINANCIAL CORPORATION. As stated on the page you sent me.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tavistock_Group

Founded by Joe Lewis. His fortune started as a kid working for Tavistock Banqueting.

The reason his business is called Tavistock Group is because he lived in the town of Tavistock.

Tavistock is a place with many businesses, it is an actual place. The only connection between 'Tavistock Group' and 'The Tavistock and Portman NHS 
Foundation Trust' is they both originated from the same town.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:40:16 ID: 6fb2c8 No.8250070

>>8249111
That first picture is odd.
>both of their hand placement
>not looking at the camera
Something else out of the picture is grabbing their attention.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:42:15 ID: fd7754 No.8250091

>>8250044
I like this one;

>The London School of Jewish Studies (Jews College) used to be headquartered in Tavistock Square.

No wonder they are all skilled in the art of mind fuckery.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:42:57 ID: bed398 No.8250099 >>8250229

>>8250044
>they both originated from the same town.
just cohencidence goy  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:50:17 ID: 974f3e No.8250171

>>8250017
Pit Bulls of the Internet, I see POL is.. 'Yoda'  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:53:19 ID: d0891c No.8250193

>>8249932
6-10 fucking hours? They spend the first bit talking about editing… Is there a final cut or is there just this raw? Interesting anyway. I just started watching 
this https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXpFm-kDFWk
Madeleine Mccann - The Truth of The Lie  
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File (hide): 982ba8108ea8026⋯.jpg (97.19 KB,
1078x649, 98:59, 1d7b906f5e990a62ae33b49a18….jpg)

File (hide): 09579897231646e⋯.png (1.68 MB,
1867x1196, 1867:1196, 09579897231646e8aab00bf8d7….png)

File (hide): 5adfb95e945cc9c⋯.jpg (143.06 KB,
589x609, 589:609, hillary-satan_large.jpg)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:53:46 ID: c7ca93 No.8250199 >>8250217

>>8246596
gee it's not like they need a goat head for spirit cooking or anything

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:55:13 ID: 674092 No.8250217
File (hide): b12de4b097d52fa⋯.jpg (17 KB, 387x395, 387:395, bill fucko clinton.jpg)

>>8250199
i hope we can 
bury these 
fuckers

godspeed fellas  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:56:09 ID: 35d30a No.8250229 >>8250241 >>8250536 >>8250609

>>8250099
Well, the only connection between the two is the town of origin.

There's no other link, so, yes, considering the UK is a tiny island, I'd put it down to coincidence.

Unless anyone can find a single link other than they partially share the same name.

But that's not the point, the point is that artist was strictly UK based. The events in the paintings were in the 70s. She didn't actually paint them till many 
years later whilst getting therapy. She was a grown woman by then.

So to suggest she painted them due to horrific events that happened to her at the clinic makes no sense.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 02:57:26 ID: bed398 No.8250241 >>8250496

>>8250229
>Unless anyone can find a single link other than they partially share the same name.
relax anon. we have to dig first. its not magic..  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:00:48 ID: c7ca93 No.8250271
File (hide): 83e885c520abdd7⋯.png (118.87 KB, 658x453, 658:453, screenshot-area-2016-11-14….png)

>>8250044
Well I don't have a link yet but I did find an inactive 
corporation in Joe Lewis's name…right next to a school.
https://opencorporates.com/companies/gb/05687430  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:07:52 ID: 48b979 No.8250322 >>8250368 >>8251298

File (hide): bb99aaaff098db5⋯.png (56.35 KB, 843x811, 843:811, leslie dach 3.png)

>>8249752
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/12530
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/9006

Lobbies, professors at prominent universities, progressive groups, HUGE list of people got together to 
petition for the Democratic party to use its connections and push Walmart to enact huge pay raises across 
the board. They even name the people in particular that they want to push their influence, including Dach. 
This is after he was no longer working for them on paper. This letter also reveals some other interesting 
details, like that H. Lee Scott, former Walmart CEO, has a personal connection to the Clintons and has been 
to their place for a private dinner, and that director Aida Alvarez has been tied into Bill Clinton's businesses 
before.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/38357
Now this email from 2014 talks about how doctors in Liberia have started contracting ebola. The group of 
doctors need the FDA to quickly approve ZMapp, an experimental drug to cure it. Apparently Dach has 
enough pull from his position that Podesta immediately forwards the email chain to him. This guy's powerful 
enough that when asked to try and push a drug into the market prematurely, Podesta's first reaction is to 

email it to Dach.

I don't know if I should be putting this in the Podesta leak thread or this one honestly, but this guy has been tied to the pizza codeword. Just goes to show 
how far this thing really goes. This is all from digging into one name on one email, we're nowhere close to out of leads.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:13:44 ID: bed398 No.8250368

>>8250322
checked and screencapped  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:14:15 ID: 2da99a No.8250371

I was investigating tavistock a few months back. They have a few institutions here in the USA. I stumbled upon the same university Trump graduated 
from, the Wharton school of finance regarding his roots in education. Link here: http://educate-yourself.org/nwo/nwotavistockbestkeptsecret.shtml  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:16:01 ID: c06b59 No.8250383 >>8250472

File (hide): 5d72de0abb317bb⋯.jpg (15.26 KB, 255x210, 17:14, 9840b0d3ca3d1a746f6fc2c733….jpg)

Look i haven't been following 
these threads (busy) can i get 
a summary?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:17:20 ID: a061a9 No.8250391

>>8249554
http://bennorton.com/40-percent-of-palestinian-children-detained-by-israel-are-sexually-abused-virtually-all-are-tortured/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:18:23 ID: da5c23 No.8250399

>>8245989
I always wondered what the deal was with that pyramid church thing.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:26:35 ID: 078394 No.8250472 >>8250499

>>8250383
A summary would be impossible to make. Look at the threads. What everyone agrees on is that this is likely a pedophile ring. Some believe cannibalism 
may be possible. Others that there is worship of several ancient gods. As to who is involved, there are tons of possibilities.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:29:24 ID: 35d30a No.8250496 >>8250536 >>8250539 >>8250568 >>8252831 >>8252956

>>8250241
Thinking about it, we've created somewhat of a illogicsl mess. I'll explain.

What initially linked Joe Lewis with the investigation? Because his company name Tavistock.

What linked Tavistock to the investigation? Kim Noble was sent to Tavistock Clinic in the 90s.

Tavistock Clinic is named that due to its origin town, but is now located in London. The two organisations are not related.

One is run by the NHS, the other is an American Business. So here's where it falls apart.

The sole reason Tavistock is linked to Clinton is due to some business related thing. Keep in mind 1000s and 1000s of businesses are linked to Clinton.

What link does Kim Noble have with this? Her case is interesting, but again, not a single link to this investigation.

So we have 2 people, with no connection to each other or the "pizzagate" theory. They are completely individual cases, trying to link them together or to 
"pizzagate" is illogical. 

If we accept Kim Noble has no relation to this case, then that means Joe has no connection to the case, which means Tavistock has no connection.

Meaning it's a complete waste of time and effort.
The only way any of this has any merit is it Kim has a connection to the Clintons.

Otherwise all the above can be dropped.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:29:41 ID: c06b59 No.8250499 >>8250526

>>8250472
So from what i gather
Clintons and the entire US gov possibly linked to a hole in the wall pedo ring that involves cannibalistic rituals and may involve old gods.

okay so nothing to new.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:32:33 ID: c7ca93 No.8250526

>>8250499
I just want to add this is just one tentacle we have stumbled on it is an international operation haiti/saudi arabia etc  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:34:02 ID: d0891c No.8250536

>>8250496
>>8250229
Please write paragraphs.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:34:23 ID: bed398 No.8250539 >>8252831

>>8250496
>Meaning it's a complete waste of time and effort.
thanks shill. ill defiantly look deeper into tavistock, both in the UK and the US .  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:38:00 ID: fd7754 No.8250568 >>8250633 >>8252831

>>8250496
So what Tavistock place where the Hampstead children sent to?

We'll assume it is the Tavistock NHS since they deal with child psychology and therapy but there WAS a coverup and the kids both mentioned "pizza 
express" with pedo stuff so it is connected.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:38:38 ID: 0b1dc0 No.8250576 >>8250585 >>8250591

File (hide): 8dd1907052953ce⋯.png (21.87 KB, 540x283, 540:283, wtf1.png)

Did anyone ever figure out what this peerblocker dupont shit is? Haven't been in last couple threads but it is 
pretty (((coincidental))) that when I open this one suddenly I get flooded.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:39:25 ID: bed398 No.8250585 >>8250590

>>8250576
i encourage anons digging to filter shills who bring up peerblock. its a new tactic to distract you. its literally nothing.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:40:17 ID: bed398 No.8250590

>>8250585
in fact, if you Google "peerblock results" youll find pages of random people asking "who is this? what does it mean they got blocked?!"  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:40:17 ID: d0891c No.8250591 >>8250609

>>8250576
>Haven't been in last couple threads
YOU'VE SHITTERED UP LIKE THE LAST THREE THREADS. FUCK OFF  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:41:45 ID: 0b1dc0 No.8250609 >>8250626

>>8250591
Because your posts are far more insightful.

">>8250496
>>8250229
Please write paragraphs."

"6-10 fucking hours? They spend the first bit talking about editing… Is there a final cut or is there just this raw? Interesting anyway. I just started watching 
this https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXpFm-kDFWk
Madeleine Mccann - The Truth of The Lie"  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:43:20 ID: d0891c No.8250626 >>8250648

>>8250609
"Dupont owns the blocist that peerblock uses, it connects to them."
What is OpSec?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:43:55 ID: fd7754 No.8250633 >>8250859 >>8253063

File (hide): 20a3f40c79a72bd⋯.jpg (13.41 KB, 200x150, 4:3, ! H.jpg)

>>8250568
The children were sent for counselling sessions at the Tavistock.

(The Tavistock clinic allegedly organises the mind control and sexual abuse of children -

Anonymous8 February 2015 at 13:52

Intresting angle that seems to be missing, is that next to Royal Free Hospital is the Tavistock and Portman, we all 
know about the tavistock, but not many know about the portman side….

The royal free was part of savile investigation, but the Tavistock somehow excluded, therapist Valerie Sinason worked at tavistock and has seen a few of 
saviles satanic abuse victims http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/370439/Jimmy-Savile-was-part-of-satanic-ring

Also Tavistock has been covered by yourself with the story of Carol Myers who was raped by a MP with a claw hammer, see was also a patient of the 
Tavistock: http://aangirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2011/12/mind-control-satanism-77-tavistock-carl.html?m=1

Also Tavistock cover up Child abuse such as this case where the child was put in foster care and then abused by the foster parents, strangely her diary 
had missing pages and was killed in a car crash http://camdensocialservices.blogspot.co.uk/?m=1

Andy Wiener a therapist mentioned in above link is, he also has made a career out of covering up and suggestive therapy of abuse victims 
http://antidepaware.co.uk/tallulah-aged-15/

Tavistock also work closely with Corum, who together have turn child snatching into a million pound industry: http://youtu.be/di-VuxAVBOg

And onto the portman which is the No1 NHS treating paedophiles, but you have to question what motives when you read stories like this… Children's unit 
to be moved to new location just metres away from paedophile therapy centre http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2362089/Childrens-unit-moved-
new-unit-just-metres-away-paedophile-therapy-centre.html

CEO matthew Patrick who is mentioned in above link is now leader of Mental Health in UK, and has colluded in child abuse cover up & now has close 
links with Nick Clegg

HAMPSTEAD CHILD ABUSE ALLEGATIONS 

http://aanirfan.blogspot.ca/2015/02/hampstead-child-abuse-allegations.html

COVER-UP OF SATANIC CHILD ABUSE IN HAMPSTEAD'; SECURITY SERVICES INVOLVED? 

http://aanirfan.blogspot.ca/2015/02/satanic-child-abuse-in-hampstead.html

MIND CONTROL, SATANISM, 7/7, TAVISTOCK, CAROL MYERS 

http://aangirfan.blogspot.ca/2011/12/mind-control-satanism-77-tavistock-carl.html  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:44:26 ID: 1c9041 No.8250641 >>8250677

Could you fucking spergs stop ruining this with all the stupid /x/-tier shit and stick to what we know? I'm starting to suspect we're being shilled considering 
you never see this rampant faggotry anywhere else  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:45:05 ID: 0b1dc0 No.8250648 >>8250681 >>8250731

>>8250626
The fucks the what is opsec comment meant to mean?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:47:43 ID: 078394 No.8250677 >>8250748

>>8250641
The problem is that we don't know shit. Where are they getting the kids? Is all this cultist shit real or just a cover? Just how many people are involved?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:48:01 ID: 9bda36 No.8250681

>>8250648
That I won't do much work or post many things from the same connection. So you can't look through threads for my posts.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:48:31 ID: bed398 No.8250691 >>8250720

honestly i think we need to focus on the Clinton Foundation. dont forget pedophile Jeffrey Epstein claimed to have helped the Clintons build it. 

the satanism stuff is interesting but should be considered icing on top of the cake. we do need the cake first tho…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:51:05 ID: 48b979 No.8250720

>>8250691
i agree. the problem is that we began this investigation on shaky ground, and the shills here are purposefully keeping us going over those same dumb, 
obvious leads that they know not to do again. we've put them in hiding and they're drawing us to look at things that aren't relevant. the foundation is the 
ticket. so many unexplored leads still.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:52:06 ID: 053f5a No.8250731 >>8250788 >>8250806 >>8251021

>>8250648
you go do digging into shit like this your op sec game better be 100% because the ppl that will be implicated are at a pay grade to have you killed …hope 
that clarifies anon.Be careful is what anon meant as this kinda shit can possibly get you clipped.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:53:34 ID: 1c9041 No.8250748 >>8250984

>>8250677
>Where are they getting the kids?
Substantial circumstantial evidence to believe it's via anti-trafficking (ironically) cover organisations and orphanages.
>Is all this cultist shit real or just a cover?
A lot of elites probably are into that shit, in large part because the type of "power at any cost" personality would naturally be attracted to woo woo 
involving power, control, hierarchy, secrecy and the like. I have nothing against using this stuff to generate leads but I get annoyed when it delves into 
insane shit about energy fields and whatnot.
>Just how many people are involved?
Very good question. Again, the best way to get to the bottom is to focus in on what we know and establish links of varying strength to other known 
players. The tree mapping software is perfect for this stuff.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:56:36 ID: 053f5a No.8250788

>>8250731
in other words grown folk shit.lol  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:58:06 ID: 078394 No.8250804 >>8250823 >>8250868 >>8250882

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897
Regardless of what your opinion on half chan is, they found a lead. This image has an embedded file. Anyone know anything about steganography?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 03:58:21 ID: 0b1dc0 No.8250806 >>8250857 >>8250984

>>8250731
Am aware, thought he was specifically referencing a lapse in mine.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:00:03 ID: bed398 No.8250823 >>8250849

>>8250804
link to halfchan thread?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:02:06 ID: 078394 No.8250849 >>8250876 >>8251158

>>8250823
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/98580255
There is something in that image. That's sure as shit. I'm trying out opening it with different stuff to see if I get something. So far it's nothing, but there is 
totally something here.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:02:55 ID: 053f5a No.8250857

>>8250806
paranoia is a good thing don't let anyone tell you otherwise.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:03:03 ID: a061a9 No.8250859 >>8250909

>>8250633
They talk about feeling stronger after drinking the blood of the babies. Reminds me of Alistar Crowley's vitality elixirs. Lol. Something like that a child can't 
learn so young unless they are taught it. The description of death of the baby is interesting. It's pretty specific and real also she described a machete 
without knowing it's name weird. I'm talking about other videos found On the YouTube and the interview video.  
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GroundWar  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:03:54 ID: e06c04 No.8250868 >>8250898

File (hide): 0bb801552e03d0d⋯.png (54.98 KB, 1458x539, 1458:539, OP ONTO SOMETHING.png)

>>8250804

This image really concerned me the other night. It 
was just too huge to not be hiding something.

This could be huge.

Plebbit thread:

/r/pizzagate/comments/5d0j1v/need_steganography_asap_hidden_file_detected_more/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:04:33 ID: bed398 No.8250876

>>8250849
thanks  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:05:26 ID: a061a9 No.8250882

>>8250804
Pdfs are a good way to hide viruses and root kits according to THE father of all hax0rs who works for private German cyber security now. He also said 
they are a good way in general to hide all sorts of files in his ted talks/interview  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:07:12 ID: bed398 No.8250898 >>8250914 >>8251130

File (hide): 1021ac4ea9dd8e0⋯.png (35.74 KB, 661x844, 661:844, embedded file.PNG)

>>8250868
im convinced. this could be YUGE. sadly im 
only now getting into itsec so I cant help  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:08:23 ID: 053f5a No.8250909

>>8250859
the thought that they are using unidentifiable children to carry out sick fantasies is really mind blowing if ever half of this is true these ppl need to be 
executed after 10 years of force torture meaning not allowed to die or kill themselves.  

GroundWar  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:08:43 ID: 229f23 No.8250914 >>8250925 >>8250944

>>8250898
>>>8250898

>What is itsec?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:08:45 ID: e285ad No.8250915

>>8244797
I thought this was a KNOWN  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:10:03 ID: bed398 No.8250925
File (hide): e498e8aa447c6e4⋯.png (28.05 KB, 804x219, 268:73, itsec.PNG)

>>8250914  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:10:16 ID: b56680 No.8250930 >>8250934 >>8250998 >>8251464

found 2 clinton foundation advisors that were on epstein's plane:
line 606. "Magaziner, Ira C.",,"617 (w), 617 (wf)","sjsadvisors.com","N/A",
line 677. "Mills, Cheryl",,"202 (p)","hotmail.com","N/A",  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:10:50 ID: bed398 No.8250934

>>8250930
nice work!  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:11:57 ID: bed398 No.8250944

>>8250914
https://itsec.training/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:16:33 ID: 9bda36 No.8250984 >>8251129

>>8250748
>Substantial circumstantial evidence to believe it's via anti-trafficking (ironically) cover organisations and orphanages.
I would imagine also organized crime/mafia. Marc Dutroux case etc.  
>>8250806
Your image tells me: you are using Windows, seemingly with out any proxy or VPN. Furthermore you are asking others to interpret what your firewall is 
showing you. I do urge you to use VPN/TOR/ProxyCap. Especially on Windows from inside a VM. 
For example if you have little *nux knowledge: on Windows install VirtualBox, install a ubuntu or mint VM with an encrytped drive and work from that. 
For me posting anywhere on /pol/ from my ISP public IP is not something I typically do.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:16:39 ID: f67290 No.8250985

>>8248507
It's a stain they left with DNA on it that would lead back to them dummy. X marks the SPOT.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:18:25 ID: b56680 No.8250998

>>8250930
also, found something interesting – jewish billionaire has a farm, 600 acres i think. might be worth it to check it out for clues

Pritzker, Thomas","Chicago, IL","312 (o), 312 (f), 078, 312 (p), 773 (h), 312 (hf), 847 (farm), 312 (h), 847 (hf), 312 (w), 312 (wf), 312 Emegency Contact, 
312 Main Office Number","interacess.com","Numero Uno",  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:20:59 ID: a061a9 No.8251021 >>8251062 >>8251085

>>8250731
Nothing makes me worker harder than the reward of death  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:27:24 ID: 053f5a No.8251062

>>8251021
True soldier Valhalla awaits.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:29:58 ID: 053f5a No.8251085

>>8251021
Arm up buttercup  

Podesta Investigation Wiki is Live! InvestigativeTripcode  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:30:24 ID: e4be43 No.8251095 >>8252788 >>8252991 >>8253045

>>8241986 (OP)
>>8244894
>>8244925

Alright /pol/lacks the wiki is live
http://podestaemailsinvestigation.wikispaces.com/

Theres very little there right now but anyone can edit. Make a request if you want to be a mod. I will check in regularly to unshill it if need be.

I envision this wiki having two purposes
1) helping us organize all these leads and previous research so that we can hopefully get better organized
and
2) providing a coherent introduction for people who are unfamiliar with the investigation.

Because of the second goal, I want to moderate the tinfoilhatness. I understand that the Masons might be coordinating with ayyylmoas to eat children in 
Hell and, if you can find a documented connection there, then it belongs on the wiki.
However, in general: the search for evidence happens on the chans; the compilation of the evidence happens on the wiki.

I want to thank everyone who contributes. This is going to aid our investigation greatly.  

InvestigativeTripcode  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:31:19 ID: e4be43 No.8251100

>>8244917
whoops this should have been the third link  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:35:09 ID: 0b1dc0 No.8251129

>>8250984
1- wrong about firewall, I installed the program purely because of the people talking about it last thread to see for myself the dupont shit.

2- Am at work, main setup is where I'd be doing digging.

3. Good advice, I use similar setups from home.

Should probably be using a proxy to browse these threads, but I'm not visiting any of the links from here , just keeping up as best I can  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:35:28 ID: 854d3f No.8251130 >>8251152

>>8250898
it is a digital fax  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:36:12 ID: fd7754 No.8251134 >>8251141

Go to this conspiracy site;

https://www.godlikeproductions.com/

 and type "Tavistock" and see what happens…

Tavistock is one of the biggest kept secrets of the 21rst century…I bet w/e came from that whole fucking town is pure evil.

Tavistock has been running psyops on the general public since its inception.  No wonder there are some here that say "nothing to see her move along".  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:37:07 ID: 854d3f No.8251141

>>8251134
tavistock and teneo both result in immediate shilling  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:38:33 ID: b0208d No.8251152 >>8251196

File (hide): 3cc93e572f57da3⋯.jpg (196.29 KB, 674x864, 337:432, bathroom gender neutral.jpg)

>>8251130

>aaaannnd thenn?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:39:40 ID: 078394 No.8251158 >>8251196 >>8251286

>>8250849
I have tried different image formats, sound, rar. Nothing. This is obvious, but whatever is there is well hidden. It may also be a corrupt file too.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:41:04 ID: b56680 No.8251175

line 1114. "Myers of Westwick",,"917, 212","N/A","N/A","Antoine Blech"
line 1508. "Myers of Westwick","New York, NY","212","N/A","N/A","Pork Pies, Pork Sausages"
i think i've been reading too deeply into the cannibal thread, but…http://archive. is/oA1cE
http://archive.i  s/e2OPG  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:44:36 ID: 854d3f No.8251196

>>8251158
>>8251152
its a fucking italian article you spergs. do you not know how efax works. open the png is photoshop  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:47:58 ID: b56680 No.8251224

line 74. […]212 Laura (Clinton's scheduler),[…]
is this laura silsby?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:56:37 ID: 10ba06 No.8251286 >>8251308 >>8251943

File (hide): 4a88cd32740efae⋯.jpg (177.5 KB, 1184x667, 1184:667, ENHANCETHATPHOTO.jpg)

>>8251158

Can you think of any instances on a mobile phone in which someone would try to save a screenshot but 
instead of just saving the .png of the screen itself it tries to save webdata as well?

It looks like the photo was being viewed in some sort of viewing program cause on the bottom right of the 
photo looks like a toggle to switch between page views.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:58:59 ID: 48b979 No.8251298 >>8251315

File (hide): 72dc2cfdae77984⋯.png (166.75 KB, 815x1380, 163:276, alan j kriegel.png)

>>8249230
>>8250322

Alan J Kriegel is a lawyer that's been in the business for nearly 40 years. He works for Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
LLP, and quote:

https://archive.is/wwRTj
>In 2014, Skadden was the fourth largest law firm in the U.S. by revenue;[22] in 2010 it was the second-largest in the world by 
revenue.[7][23] Skadden had about 1,886[2] attorneys in 23 offices in 2011.[24] The total number of employees at the firm is 
nearly 4,200. Measured by the number of attorneys, Skadden is the second-largest law firm in the state of New York, the sixth 
largest in the United States.[2] In 2010, the National Law Journal ranked Skadden 4th in its list of the 250 largest law firms in 
the United States.[citation needed] In 1995, Forbes's Largest Private Companies ranked Skadden as 335th[25] on the list of 
the largest private U.S. companies by revenue. By 2003 Skadden had risen to 194th[26] before falling back to 213th[27] in 
2010.
According to a branche-internal survey by Vault.com in 2015, Skadden is the third most prestigious law firm to work for in the 
United States,[28] and according to the advisory firm FTI Consulting, Skadden has been named as the America's best 
Corporate Law firm in 2013 (a position held since 2001).[9]

>According to the Center for Responsive Politics, Skadden was one of the top law firms contributing to federal candidates during the 2012 election cycle, 
donating $1.98 million, 76% to Democrats.[35] By comparison, during that same period Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld donated $2.56, 66% to 
Democrats,[35] while oil conglomerate ExxonMobil donated $2.66 million, 88% to Republicans.[36] Since 1990, Skadden has contributed $11.93 million 
to federal campaigns, and spent $2.2 million on lobbying since 2000.[37]

Other than that though, he's scrubbed most of his info from the internet. Dead lead most likely. Could barely tie him to SASMF at all.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:59:10 ID: b56680 No.8251301 >>8251464 >>8251499

CLINTON FOUNDATION'S CONNECT ION TO EPSTEIN

line 74. "Bands, Doug","New York, NY","202 p, 212 David Slade, 202 Mike Lee (w), 301 Mike Lee (h), 914 Mike Lee (car), 877 Mike Lee (b), 07 Sara 
Latham, 646 Denise Diorio, spking scheduler 212 Joe Cashion asst. director scheduler, 202 Uma, 914 Mark Gainsole, 202 Mike Lee (p), 212 Jim 
Morrison, 212 fax, 212 Hanna Richert, 212 Laura (Clinton's scheduler), 941 doug bands h, 917 Jim Kennedy (press), 212 (guy doug friend h), 914 no.42 
do not use","imcingular.com","Office of William J. Clinton",

Doug Bands – "Douglas Jay Band is an American businessman and lawyer. He is a founding partner and president of Teneo, a global consulting firm. 
Previously he was personal assistant and counselor to President Bill Clinton and he assisted in creating the Clinton Global Initiative. Band later worked 
for the William J. Clinton Foundation."

David Slade – "Personal finance columnist and metro reporter for South Carolina's largest newspaper, The Post and Courier." OR "David Aldrin Slade 
(born 26 September 1969) is a British film and television director and actor. His works include the films Hard Candy[…]"

Mike Lee – "Michael Shumway "Mike" Lee (born June 4, 1971) is an American politician and lawyer who is the junior United States Senator from Utah. A 
member of the Republican Party, Lee has served in the U.S. Senate since January 3, 2011."

Sara Latham – "In the email in question, released today by Wikileaks, Podesta’s chief of staff, Sara Latham, writes to another campaign staffer, Milia 
Fisher, asking her to send draft campaign materials specifically to Foxx’s personal account and not to his government email." [breitbart]

Denise Diorio – "Associate Director of Advance" http://archive.  is/MPqAL [Clinton trip to Brunei and Vietnam]

Joe Cashion – advisor for Clinton Foundation http://archive. is/zpjfn, https://archive.is/  UzgxB  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 04:59:52 ID: 10ba06 No.8251308 >>8251325 >>8251531

File (hide): 377967c4ecb195b⋯.png (12.66 KB, 551x488, 551:488, 15.png)

>>8251286
Also this is the checksum of 
the photo.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:00:17 ID: 48b979 No.8251315

>>8251298
forgot archive links besides wiki, oops
https://archive.is/UpmOJ
https://archive.is/vdfhm
https://archive.is/mHHU5  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:00:19 ID: 7826e8 No.8251316

Has anybody considered looking into the Allentown Diocese in Pennsylvania? It definitely seems connected to this and Sandusky.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:01:33 ID: bed398 No.8251325 >>8251371

>>8251308
>1MB image size
wew  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:02:58 ID: 078394 No.8251338 >>8251363 >>8251373 >>8251398

Here is another lead. Password-protected area.
http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected
Any autist feel like trying out keywords for a few hours?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:05:07 ID: bed398 No.8251363

>>8251338
could be a honeypot. 
didnt see that link before now.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:05:13 ID: 66c69e No.8251364 >>8251393 >>8251475 >>8251535

http://theapes.com/babas1.html

You have heard the lore of Baba's Mountain from your brothers and sisters.

You have spent countless hours listening to the APES' Baba's Mountain record, searching for answers.

You have seen the graffiti on the walls. Captain 20's Children. Mount of the Child Generals. APES. Imp Ahh.

You have heard rumors of those gone missing: Adolescents, leaving their homes, wandering into the night and never being seen again. The melting of 
children into feed for the woodland animals.

Please ignore these rumors - rumors created by your teachers, the local media, parental figures. Ignore the ignorant teens-in-heat "blogs". Spurred by 
myth, inspired by whispers, many have written us from all over the world, wanting to know more about our mountain retreat.

Why not come see for yourself?

WHEN AND WHERE?

An all night celebration will commence on the last Saturday of October. In the evening, when a warm breeze stirs the leaves, you will know it is time. 
Place the mark on your door and listen for the horn of the Green Bus. Do not hesitate, for the bus will wait but a moment, and then be gone. The APES 
extend their hand in invitation, but that invitation is not for the slow of mind or foot.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:05:19 ID: 9bda36 No.8251366

From the first thread
https://archive.is/VxQvD
Specifically: Post No.8120962
There is reference to "Schweinpeg"
https://archive.is/amyGn
Perhaps this tool was used? I am looking into it but like many others, I don't yet have ==Computer Science III== and stego is hard. ANYWAY just bringing 
this back up from thread 1 so people don't forget.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:05:43 ID: 10ba06 No.8251371

>>8251325
1,262,670 in actuality.

Thus why it's suspect.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:05:59 ID: 8ce586 No.8251372

Was traveling and couldn't follow the thread.  What happened to the four anons who went to rescue 34a66c?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:05:59 ID: 789a7d No.8251373

>>8251338
Hacker bait.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:08:11 ID: 10ba06 No.8251393

>>8251364

https://web.archive.org/web/*/http://theapes.com/babas1.html

Website as old as 2005. Wew.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:08:43 ID: 105071 No.8251398 >>8251449

>>8251338
It has been known for a while, I beleive one anon even managed to get in on first day. Haven't heard of him since.

But Since >>8248083 has been released, if anything even was there is now wiped. I'll concentrate on other leads  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:12:42 ID: a061a9 No.8251438

https://youtu.be/b98ch_Pyi-Y

MPD, Child Sacrifice, in full interview says some stuff about being raped by uncles and other female family members being pregnant at young age. I'm 
not sure if this was (((debunked))) or wat  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:13:46 ID: fd7754 No.8251449

>>8251398
Like;

http://www.john.com/

Anything there is long gone to.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:15:02 ID: b56680 No.8251464 >>8251499

>>8251301
>>8250930
Hanna Richert – works for Clinton Foundation http://archive. is/EJkDn, http://arc hive.is/sEBm2

Jim Kennedy (press) – "Jim Kennedy, a veteran communications aide to both Bill and Hillary Clinton, was appointed the chief communications officer of 
News Corp on Wednesday. Kennedy was a longtime adviser to Team Clinton, with stints working for President Bill Clinton, the White House Counsel's 
office, Vice President Al Gore, Sen. Hillary Clinton and later the Clinton Foundation." http://archi ve.is/RZcH2
writes for HuffPo: http://archive .is/cQqVU  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:16:23 ID: 10ba06 No.8251475

>>8251364
According to the website supposed to basically be a show they put on with dumbfuck spooky imagery which seems to be their forte.

in https://web.archive.org/web/20050514005545/http://www.theapes.com/audio.html

there's a lot of their shit as well as some zip files of music and art done by them.

it seems like it's old as dirt but still can grab it.

doubt there's much there but if anyone is still digging on them might be worth it just to get into the heads of these people.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:19:53 ID: b56680 No.8251499

>>8251301
>>8251464
can't find Uma (university?), Mark Gainsole, Jim Morrison, pretty sure there's more than one Mike Lee  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:25:11 ID: fd7754 No.8251531 >>8251549 >>8251556 >>8251984

>>8251308

So could the PNG be opened with this program?;…
Steghide is a tool dedicated to it.

http://steghide.sourceforge.net/

and if it could would it need a password?

Found this interesting;

"this is called Stenography, and there are many more complicated ways of hiding data. I can only describe this particular case:

The command in the cmd takes all of the information in a.png plus b.zip and puts it in a single file, c.png. In the same sense that 
"hello"+"world"="helloworld", this simply puts the two together, end to end.

The new file is a.png, so Windows knows that it's supposed to open Photo Viewer. It finds the PNG file header (89 50 4E 47 0D 0A 1A 0A), and reads the 
data until the PNG file trailer (49 45 4E 44), and it stops loading, so it never touches the zip.

If you force the file open with a Zip viewer, it ignores all of that PNG data and looks for the ZIP header (50 4B 03 04), then it reads until the ZIP trailer (50 
4B … 00 00 00). Everything between those two points is the stuff inside the Zip.

It doesn't need to be a zip file. It could be the .mp3, or any other data. However, the PNG header will get in the way of other programs, whereas winrar is 
ignoring it. In those cases, you need to use a hex editor to pry the files apart, granted you know which headers you're looking for."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_file_signatures

http://www.garykessler.net/library/file_sigs.html

http://mh-nexus.de/en/hxd/

https://www.reddit.com/r/howto/comments/2ehylt/how_to_hide_files_inside_a_png_image_windows/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:25:43 ID: a061a9 No.8251535

>>8251364
How many mountainous areas in DC? Or VA? 

Also first thing that comes up when you search Rent Green Bus DC might be related. I would call and pretend to be PD but it's a little too late. The bus 
they may have rented if they did wouldn't probably have a driver. Requesting a driver to honk ditch people is weird. Tfw all neighborhood dogs barking as 
I type this.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:27:37 ID: bed398 No.8251549

>>8251531
youd prbly have better luck asking /hax/  

Update! thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:28:20 ID: 7996b7 No.8251555 >>8251563 >>8251610 >>8251640 >>8251882

File (hide): 804c71b22825d1f⋯.jpg (61.74 KB, 292x310, 146:155, gunbaby.jpg)

I'm digging into a bunch of leads from old posts, and man oh man….I found TONS of new links to 
CONFIRMED pedo-peddling stations just like mamasmidwives and stuff, but with a different theme…Come 
next thread (#12) I will make a big dump. 

Guaranteed hours of more research, dozens of new names, and a whole new avenue to go down.

>Remember the Myspace days?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:28:22 ID: a061a9 No.8251556

>>8251531
4cuck was doing work with hex editors last few days on Pizza.jpg  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:29:45 ID: a061a9 No.8251563 >>8251576

>>8251555
Trips confirm it 

Kek slay MOLOCH  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251531
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251549
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251556
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251984
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251308
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/steghide.sourceforge.net/
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_file_signatures
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/www.garykessler.net/library/file_sigs.html
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/mh-nexus.de/en/hxd/
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://www.reddit.com/r/howto/comments/2ehylt/how_to_hide_files_inside_a_png_image_windows/
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251535
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251535
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251364
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251549
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251549
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251531
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251555
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251555
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251563
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251610
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251640
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251882
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/804c71b22825d1f78153535444621ba83acfd2846c99ffa4d6900cd0f0db88c8.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/804c71b22825d1f78153535444621ba83acfd2846c99ffa4d6900cd0f0db88c8.jpg
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https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251556
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251556
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251531
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251563
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251563
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251576
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251555
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23


Trips! thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:31:55 ID: 7996b7 No.8251576 >>8251603

File (hide): 6022952d5425acc⋯.jpg (68.43 KB, 464x329, 464:329, myspacepizza.jpg)

>>8251563

HOLY FUCK TRIPS!!!!

CONFIRMED I AM 
DOING GOD'S 
WORK!!!!

SKIPPING SCHOOL 
TOMORROW; 
STAYING UP ALL 
NIGHT!!!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:36:38 ID: a061a9 No.8251603

>>8251576
Just don't die before you post  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:38:24 ID: bed398 No.8251610

>>8251555
>Remember the Myspace days?
boy do I!  

ronnie!tVPTsN93d.  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:38:57 ID: 75f2c0 No.8251615 >>8252973

File (hide): f6cec4cbde14e5b⋯.jpg (294.41 KB, 1024x765, 1024:765, PYOF31mjtKzRIRKZiMjSQD6C98….jpg)

New Ben Garrison has a pizza 
reference.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:39:31 ID: ae496d No.8251620 >>8251644 >>8251652

File (hide): edd0d4c8e2f99d3⋯.jpeg (107.81 KB, 960x576, 5:3, ff695ea06f39bbaa2df872dbf….jpeg)

>>8246972
>cytoscape
>>8246972
>FUCKING L'ENFANT
>Which we already know is FRENCH and stands for CHILDREN.

Did you miss it??

James Alefantis
J'aime Les Enfants = I love children.

Either this is a ridiculous coincidence, He changed his name to some pedo shit as an inside joke, or, this is not his name but only a moniker…

Any record of a name being changed TO James Alefantis from something else?

Also, we should look into the blackstone ceo who had his nanny "pushed in front of a train"

In addition, links to Tavistock, Hampstead Cover-Up, or the congressional paigeboys should be considered heavily.
This is not new.
They've been doing this for decades.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:42:56 ID: 10ba06 No.8251640

>>8251555
inb4 they're using geocities too.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:43:02 ID: cce376 No.8251641 >>8251697

File (hide): 8f3d70489cce3f4⋯.png (427.53 KB, 1117x533, 1117:533, jCghMzB.png)

Posted earlier. Still watching videos for clues. 
Original
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/editors-pick/us-state-dept-official-
explains-clintons-involved-elite-pedophile-ring/ 
Archive:  https://archive.fo/9uFGU  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251576
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251576
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251603
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/6022952d5425acca2e7aa37fa92a8e93946c85f5d54d6a05b342035c4ef3d343.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/6022952d5425acca2e7aa37fa92a8e93946c85f5d54d6a05b342035c4ef3d343.jpg
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https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251576
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251610
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251610
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251555
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251615
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251615
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252973
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f6cec4cbde14e5bb27fdfb2fab0b6c63af902fe235bbe7f75a2840ba15c05fa7.jpg
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https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f6cec4cbde14e5bb27fdfb2fab0b6c63af902fe235bbe7f75a2840ba15c05fa7.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251620
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251620
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251644
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/edd0d4c8e2f99d3643f853cf39c496c656aa0bf580faf867e38ff2b90333c9a2.jpeg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/edd0d4c8e2f99d3643f853cf39c496c656aa0bf580faf867e38ff2b90333c9a2.jpeg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/edd0d4c8e2f99d3643f853cf39c496c656aa0bf580faf867e38ff2b90333c9a2.jpeg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238246972
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238246972
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251640
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251640
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251555
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251641
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251641
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/8f3d70489cce3f45b1d9eebbf99e60a5b1c4b9e883c427c6c2aab70ad0fdf142.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/8f3d70489cce3f45b1d9eebbf99e60a5b1c4b9e883c427c6c2aab70ad0fdf142.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/8f3d70489cce3f45b1d9eebbf99e60a5b1c4b9e883c427c6c2aab70ad0fdf142.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/www.theeventchronicle.com/editors-pick/us-state-dept-official-explains-clintons-involved-elite-pedophile-ring/
https://archive.li/9uFGU
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23


rick james!YDpnSyWAC2  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:43:24 ID: 75f2c0 No.8251644

>>8251620

Alefantis is a Greek surname I believe, misspelled from the original Greek.

In French, J'aime Les Enfants is pronounced as JEM LAYZAHNFAN.

I can't see it. Very strange.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:44:47 ID: fd7754 No.8251652 >>8251692

>>8251620

His whole family would have to be in on it and would have changed their names also;

Here we have Susan Alefantis, James Alefantis and LJ Alefantis 

https://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/2009-photos/Media-Matters-Party/i-rN7BwDm/A

Here we have Susan Alefantis, James Alefantis and LJ Alefantis  

Other Sites Too thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:48:07 ID: 7996b7 No.8251677
File (hide): d825665ba487bd5⋯.jpg (238.46 KB, 608x512, 19:16, Noos.jpg)

Check out this fucker from Miiverse; I bet there's many, many more on that site too… 
https://miiverse.nintendo.net/users/PKPizza/posts

Look out world, here comes Noos

MewTwo is Husbando
Dosent take hate
G8 B8 M8
Pizza Hopping-Hopping Pizza
ByeByeByeByeBye

https://miiverse.nintendo.net/posts/AYQHAAABAACXVHhmu5UR6Q
https://archive.is/BVuAT  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:49:44 ID: ae496d No.8251692 >>8251736 >>8251967

File (hide): e8716bc301ce80f⋯.jpg (93.29 KB, 750x477, 250:159, 1478645229767.jpg)

>>8251652

Good point. I'll look into the family and its history a 
bit more to see if theres a legacy connection.

Interesting coincidence if so, the "I love children" 
guy turning pedo…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:50:15 ID: cce376 No.8251697 >>8251719

>>8251641
Things I found from the Niigers video
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/04/11/hbos-bill-maher-dyncorp-pedophile-coverup-council-on-foreign-relations-tied-to-both-hbo-dyncorp/ 

http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/january2006/010106sexslavescandal.htm

http://wakeup-world.com/2015/07/03/organized-pedophilia-and-child-trafficking-implicates-governments-media-churches-and-charities/

http://www.outsidethebeltway.com/wikileaks-reveals-american-contractors-involvement-in-afghan-pedophile-ring/  
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▶
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https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251692
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251620
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://washingtonlife.smugmug.com/2009-photos/Media-Matters-Party/i-rN7BwDm/A
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https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251692
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251736
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251967
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/e8716bc301ce80fee30cd144307cc805bde65b4ade8d9057ea0b7c63307d508c.jpg
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https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8251697
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251719
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251641
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:53:16 ID: cce376 No.8251719
File (hide): 64dc77fc623ca8b⋯.jpg (344.66 KB, 649x602, 649:602, 82b1a334-7e66-43b3-84d9-f6….jpg)

>>8251697  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:55:03 ID: fd7754 No.8251736

>>8251692
The name is so RARE that it only shows up around 30 times in the world according to namespedia;

http://www.namespedia.com/details/Alefantis  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:57:36 ID: bed398 No.8251753 >>8251766 >>8251810

we need a new thread  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:59:17 ID: 74cef5 No.8251762 >>8251785 >>8251807

>>8246972
>>8246972

There is an entire book about the Masonic meanings behind the WashDC road layout.

"The Secrets of Masonic Washington" blurb (can buy on Amazon or wherever):

A fully illustrated guide to the Masonic origins and present-day Masonic sites of Washington, D.C.

• Provides a walking tour of the Masonic sites and symbols of the city

• Explores the critical role of Freemasonry in the founding of the United States

• By the author of The Templars and Assassins

In this guide to the Masonic underpinnings of America’s capital, James Wasserman reveals the esoteric symbols and the spiritual and visionary ideas that 
lie hidden in the buildings, monuments, and physical layout of Washington, D.C. His walking tour of these Masonic sites includes both the expected and 
unexpected–from the Lincoln Memorial and the Capitol Building to the Federal Reserve complex, National Academy of Sciences, and the Library of 
Congress. Each location includes descriptions, interpretations, and explanations of the Masonic symbols and ritualistic meanings hidden within its 
structure, all illustrated with contemporary color and historic black-and-white photographs.

Wasserman explains the purpose behind putting these symbols and Masonic designs into the capital and how all these monuments fit into the spiritual 
vision held by the founding fathers. He reveals the prominent role that Freemasonry played in the 18th-century Enlightenment movement and shows how 
in the New World of America, free of monarchy and aristocracy, the ideas of the Enlightenment were able to flourish. This illustrated guidebook to the 
Masonic secrets of Washington, D.C., provides valuable insights on the founding of America. It will be welcomed by students of esoteric art and 
symbolism, admirers of American history, and devotees of Dan Brown novels and National Treasure movies.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 05:59:58 ID: 4799e1 No.8251766 >>8251774 >>8251810

File (hide): 5a1d336b59427df⋯.jpeg (50.07 KB, 698x400, 349:200, biggerboat.jpeg)

>>8251753
We're gonna need a bigger 
thread  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:00:54 ID: bed398 No.8251774

>>8251766
keked and checked  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:02:46 ID: cce376 No.8251785

>>8251762
>The Secrets of Masonic Washington
http://www.download-genius.com/search/The%20Secrets%20of%20Masonic%20Washington.html?aff.id=8146&aff.subid=2  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:05:31 ID: fd7754 No.8251807

>>8251762
(English) Hidden Camera Masonic Ritual Satan Worship Exposed 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbRmRkZxYk0

Notice the (((language))) spoken by the 33rd degree masons as sacrifice the goat.  And this was in Turkey.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:06:04 ID: e32949 No.8251810

>>8251753
>>8251766
Don't forget to mention anti-shill-tactics. ITSec, OPSec. And "first archive all the things, then post". (And also, if anons checks out a location of interest 
they should check for wifi and/or weird patterns (like cycling ssid's and stuff).
Godspeed you beautiful turboautists, I'll check back later.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:07:54 ID: a412c4 No.8251828

Someone really needs to compile a spiderweb/chart type thing linking all the different people

You know how in movies there's a wall with photos and lines connecting them to show how they all relate?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:09:53 ID: 93a88e No.8251837

>>8247216
>http://pastebin.com/hgW5q5Kx
We all remember about the FOIA request thing right?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:11:44 ID: fd7754 No.8251854

>>>>8251828

https://i.sli.mg/dWZcdX.jpg  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:13:34 ID: bed398 No.8251864 >>8251880 >>8251975 >>8252038

i have an off topic question but its not worth a new thread so tolerate it please.

aside from cucktianity and degenerate paganism, we dont have a spiritual/religious system to unite under. but religion is one of the most unifying 
practices man has right now. 

would /pol/ accept a strictly Aryan religion - that isnt Paganism or Christianity?  
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Emmie's House thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:17:26 ID: 7996b7 No.8251879

Here's some small-timers for now. Big guys I post in thread #12. Why was Emmie's House being promoted on Myspace today?

https://myspace.com/emmieshouse
https://twitter.com/emmieshouse
http://babysallright.com/
https://archive.is/g2uTV
https://archive.is/rUjSQ
https://archive.is/sEfPb
https://archive.is/uqQMd

>My pic w Hill might b better than Kim's tho…I'm just a feisty 6 yr old w head lice and a thirst 4 politics 

Also, @LisaFrank too, wtf!?  

rick james!YDpnSyWAC2  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:17:44 ID: 75f2c0 No.8251880 >>8251906 >>8251975

File (hide): 2c80af83c0a3e43⋯.jpg (292.23 KB, 960x960, 1:1, 15095110_1171790756221662_….jpg)

>>8251864
Asatru is the only white man's religion. 
Fuck off.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:18:03 ID: 54ccfe No.8251882 >>8251895

>>8251555
New thread RIGHT NOW. I want to see what this anon has.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:18:57 ID: 4799e1 No.8251888 >>8252265

File (hide): 675015f235efcd7⋯.png (545 KB, 3000x3000, 1:1, pongPassArea.png)  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:19:36 ID: 7996b7 No.8251895 >>8251907

>>8251882

I just finished compiling all that Emmie's House bullshit. Got sidetracked for a sec…Gimme some time before making the new thread.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:21:26 ID: bed398 No.8251906 >>8251932 >>8251975 >>8252663

>>8251880
admit youre a pagan because you think monotheism is Jewish.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:21:34 ID: 4799e1 No.8251907 >>8251921 >>8252471

>>8251895
I'm gonna prep it, when do you want it to drop  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:23:33 ID: 7996b7 No.8251921

>>8251907

I would prefer this thread to max out (750 posts). I'm guessing we'll be there in the next 2 hours.

I need 30 minutes minimum; would like like an hour or two preferably so I can make it digestible and not just a raw dump…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:23:58 ID: d6989e No.8251927

>>8248183
one of my favs  
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rick james!YDpnSyWAC2  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:25:08 ID: 75f2c0 No.8251932 >>8251956 >>8251975

>>8251906
I'm Asatru because that was the religion of my folk for 40,000 years until christcucks invaded Rome.

PS monotheism is Jewish  

File (hide): 8a1b4632ae1cea0⋯.png (772.02 KB,
1920x1080, 16:9, D@.png)

File (hide): d495bacbca04e09⋯.png (444.42 KB,
1920x1055, 384:211, scr.png)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:26:44 ID: 8ce586 No.8251943

>>8251286

It's quite strange.  I'm not really sure what to make of it, and not willing to continue after getting burned trying to brute force through three clean photos.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:29:42 ID: bed398 No.8251956 >>8251975 >>8252056 >>8252669

>>8251932
the first and longest living monotheistic religion was created by the Aryans of ancient Persia, called Zoroastrianism. everything good about the Christian 
God (unity, peace and justice) comes from this Aryan faith. Everything bad came from Judaism.

Jews co-opted the idea of worshiping a single God. Now, Im not saying we should be strict monotheists, but I am saying its an error to discount the idea 
of one God simply because the Jews stole our concept and perverted it. If we abandoned everything the Jews stole we'd have nothing.

Why can't all Aryan deities, from all Aryan peoples - from Scandinavia to Persia - be represented as one ultimately good and just God? This would allow 
you to continue worshiping any Aryan deities you want, as they could be seen as individual and personable manifestations of the one God.

It doesnt matter if theres really one God or 6 gorzillion. What matters is what unites white people amidst all of this division.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:31:23 ID: fd7754 No.8251967 >>8251976 >>8251996 >>8252009

>>8251692
2005 Court Case involving Susan Alefantis and James Alefantis…It looks like he changed his name to James after 2005?

Court Case of Interest: Environmental Services v. Achilles Alefantis and Susan Alefantis

Jimmie D. Jenkins, Director, Fairfax County Department of Public Works and Environmental Services v. Achilles Alefantis and Susan Alefantis, In 
Chancery No. CH-2005-0002785 (Fx. Co. Cir. Ct.) (Dranesville District)

https://voat.co/v/webofslime/1410222

Hope someone knows how to find out what that case was about.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:32:37 ID: b0208d No.8251975 >>8251978

File (hide): 1366fc207b884da⋯.jpg (39.35 KB, 559x598, 43:46, 1392519536510.jpg)

>>8251864
>>8251880
>>8251906
>>8251932
>>8251956  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:32:42 ID: bed398 No.8251976
File (hide): 94ef83092ca927e⋯.jpg (39.97 KB, 400x600, 2:3, asian qt.jpg)

>>8251967
nice find  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:33:02 ID: bed398 No.8251978

>>8251975
yeah yeah. ill make a thread on it. sorry  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 383d04a0872ad19⋯.png (47.23 KB,
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File (hide): 70ea2746c65abeb⋯.jpg (211.34 KB,
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:33:48 ID: 10ba06 No.8251984 >>8252001

>>8251531
So steghide was a no go.

It only seems to use .jpg .

I tried changing it from png to jpg and running the program using the file.

It brought up a password prompt and wouldn't let me enter anything in.

I brought up a separate jpg and that just seems to be what the program does when there isn't a password.

Gave the error that it couldn't succeed in extracting anything.

I've also viewed it saved as a .rar file then viewing the .rar as data.

It backs up reddit guy's claim to it being a corrupted transferred file cause at the top of the data file you can clearly see HDR but there's no proper end to 
it.

So really there's no telling if there's a cause for this. 

tl;dr results = inconclusive  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:36:05 ID: fd7754 No.8251996 >>8252016 >>8252032 >>8252037

File (hide): b7a9b01e81ac140⋯.jpg (60.3 KB, 638x787, 638:787, Achilles Alefantis.jpg)

>>8251967
>Achilles Alefantis

This has to be his "real" first name…
Achilles…can someone find out the crimes??  

▶

▶
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Kablam "KaFun" thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:36:09 ID: 7996b7 No.8251997 >>8252081

Ok, one last thing before I work on the big dump (shills are getting ready already; notice the increase of shill posts since I posted that I was going to post 
more thread #12)…

Remember the kid show Kablam? Check this out…

http://www.markmarek.org/ SITE IS WEIRD AS FUCK!!!!

KaBlam! "KaFun!" (Found Episode of Animated Series; 1999)
KaFun!
The title card for the episode, the only proof of the episode's existence for a while.
The title card for the episode, the only proof of the episode's existence for a while.
Status Found
Date found 8 Dec 2015
Found by Mark Marek
Kablam! was an animated anthology series that ran on Nickelodeon from 1996 to 2000. Despite its cult following, it has not been treated kindly by 
Nickelodeon over the years. Due to the many separate copyrights involved with the show, episodes and spin-offs have been withheld from airing on 
Nicktoons, withheld from airing in general and withheld from airing more than once. Among the many lost tidbits of KaBlam!, the episode "KaFun!" is 
possibly the most obscure (though it has since been found, along with the rest of them).

Content
"KaFun!" centers around Henry and June discovering they have a Japanese knock-off of their show KaBlam! called "KaFun!" (カーファン！, Kāfan!) with 
characters called Henmi (ヘンミ) and Jun (ジュン) and proceeding to review it. Contrary to popular belief, this episode was NOT Japan exclusive, as 
stated by Mark Marek (Henry and June's creator). However, Marek did not give much information about the episode, so knowledge of what the episode 
actually consisted of was previously restricted to a Japanese review with the episode's title card, as well as a short review taken from a Nickelodeon 
program guide.[1]

Besides the Henry and June shorts, other segments from the episode included Action League Now! "And Justice For None", where the League is 
terminated by The High Commission for Super Heroes, Prometheus and Bob "Glue", where Prometheus tries to teach Bob about glue, Life With Loopy 
"Larry's Girl", in which Loopy tries to find Larry a date with a computer matching service, the *"PIZZA ROCKET"* music video, and the Untalkative Bunny 
pilot, where a telemarketer tries to sell Bunny a subscription to a local newspaper.

The episode was written by Will McRobb, Robert Mittenthal, Cote Zellers, Stephen Holman, Josephine T. Huang, Ben Nichols, Graham Falk, and one 
source lists it as having aired on November 22, 1998 (though said source has other incorrect information, and the copyright date at the end of the episode 
says 1999).[2]

Search & Release

Archive.org mirror of the episode.
Prior to 2015, a few segments of this episode had been uploaded to YouTube, but the episode had not surfaced in its entirety. As with the other formerly-
lost episodes, this led to many fans of the series setting out to track it down. During the search, YouTube user ofthe90s claimed to be in possession of 
copies of this episode as well as "Just Chillin' ", but nothing came of this. When questioned by a fan about this and "Just Chillin'," Mark Marek stated that 
he had all of the episodes on Beta tapes and planned to post them all in full length on his website. However, this too seemed like an empty promise, as 
he said nothing else on the matter for quite some time after the initial statement.

Due to the episode's obscurity, the search yielded very few results, and for a long time, the episode was thought to be stuck in KaBlam! limbo. However, 
in December of 2015, Marek finally followed through on his promise and gradually began posting the episodes to the KaBlam! Korner section of his 
website. As he was aware of the episode's rarity, Marek included "Kafun!" in the first batch of uploads, alongside "The Henry & June Show" and the actual 
29th episode of the series (which turned out to be "Your Logo Here"). The episode has since been mirrored to other sites, eliminating the chance of it ever 
becoming lost again.

http://lostmediawiki.com/KaBlam!_%22KaFun!%22_(Found_Episode_of_Animated_Series;_1999)

>Someone find and watch that episode while I finish up the dump for thread #12…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:37:10 ID: fd7754 No.8252001 >>8252011

>>8251984

What about Stegdetect?

https://github.com/abeluck/stegdetect  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:38:00 ID: 10ba06 No.8252009

>>8251967
Just a side note.

M.A.M.A.S. started in 2005 I believe.
So did that shitty band when they called themselves the apes, or rather their website did according to the way back machine.

If we start to see co-relations to the year 2005 then we might be able to assume this shit started back then.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:38:24 ID: bed398 No.8252010 >>8252034

https://www.missing-money-usa.com/record/ACHILLES+++ALEFANTIS/145+EAST+48TH+STREET+APT+21-D++MANHATTAN+NY+10017/6347172  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:38:28 ID: 10ba06 No.8252011 >>8252081

>>8252001
Didn't try that one, will do so now.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:39:36 ID: e9ffff No.8252016 >>8252037

>>8251996

So Achilles Alefantis CHOSE to be James Alefantis?

>French for "I love the children"
>J'aime les enfants
>James Alefantis  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:41:09 ID: bed398 No.8252022

one of his homes i think 

https://homemetry.com/block/5142-5199+MACARTHUR+TER,+Washington+DC  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:42:16 ID: fd7754 No.8252032

>>8251996
False Alarm…

Achilles might be his Father…

But why the HELL does it say David Brock is a relative???

And Darrin Bodner has the name David Brock????

https://www.intelius.com/people/James-Alefantis/Mc%20Lean-VA/0CT822NHKG0  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:42:30 ID: bed398 No.8252034

>>8252010
is it normal to have life unclaimed life insurance money in two states?

http://www.virginiafunds.org/alefantis-achilles  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:42:49 ID: 10ba06 No.8252037 >>8252054 >>8252929

>>8252016
>>8251996

Same guy?
https://www.myheritage.com/names/lee_alefantis  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:42:51 ID: 4c7f6a No.8252038 >>8252050

>>8251864

we have kek  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:42:52 ID: 2fc7fa No.8252039

Hillary Clinton regularly has exchanges with Strobe Talbott, President of Brookings Institute, a subsidiary of Tavistock.

The Hampstead victims were attending a Tavistock clinic for counseling after their mother had been beaten in front of them.

Hampstead victims claimed Satanic Ritual Abuse.

That is your connect the dots… from Hillary to Satanic Ritual Abuse.

https://voat.co/v/webofslime/1412491  
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▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:43:15 ID: 31e649 No.8252041

 videotaped them in high def raping kids from Boys Town. Hi def copies and victims may exist as blackmail, possibly in New York, tied to the best cameras 
military or CIA personnel had in the 80's. The Clinton Foundation is Globalization of the pedoring funded by blackmail. The wicked Jews and wicked 
Masons use wicked Middrash Kabbalah tricks to use the US to destabilize the middle east only to build the Third Temple in Jerusalem without a serious 
muslim threat. Plus, there's a gay pizza shop in DC ran by sick fucks. The evidence is already out. The world needs a real story to snap it out of its 
enabling slumber, like the whole 40 year Bush Dynasty on a platter.  

File (hide): 38bfc3ec44e8eed⋯.jpg (71.7 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, ds1.jpg)

File (hide): 3ff341ced86cc0f⋯.jpg (296.64 KB,
1145x899, 1145:899, ds2.jpg)

File (hide): 63ed5845e9459e6⋯.jpg (275.5 KB,
716x701, 716:701, ds3.jpg)

Dark & Stormy thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:43:48 ID: 7996b7 No.8252046

Dark & Stormy too

https://www.facebook.com/darkandstormydc/
https://archive.is/PCdZG
1811 14th Street NW
Washington, DC 20009

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:44:06 ID: bed398 No.8252050
File (hide): 553ac0b172ec691⋯.png (297.47 KB, 348x405, 116:135, rare pepe.png)

>>8252038
true  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:44:24 ID: e9ffff No.8252054 >>8252101 >>8252157

>>8252037

Doubt it.

>Achilles L Alefantis, born 1945

He ain't that old. Ain't him.  

rick james!YDpnSyWAC2  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:44:33 ID: 75f2c0 No.8252056 >>8252071 >>8252081

>>8251956
Well, you're not wrong. Zoroastrianism is monotheistic (sort of) and predates cuckstianity and mudslimes.

I know Stephen Flowers, former pagan, has jumped on the Ahura Mazda train, but I haven't read his book yet.

Pagans may be open to your idea, but you will never in million years get cuckstians to even consider it.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:44:46 ID: 18c3cb No.8252059

>>8249795
>Kim Noble
>connected to tavistock

Now this, this is juicy. Post sauce pls  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:45:44 ID: 2fc7fa No.8252068 >>8252081

Also, the religion you guys are looking for is the Process Church of the Final Judgment.

They worship, in a sense, Satan, Lucifer and Yahweh, believing that they all come together in Christ… and not in a pretty way.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:45:48 ID: bed398 No.8252071 >>8252081

>>8252056
>but you will never in million years get cuckstians to even consider it
yeah i know it would be hard. maybe should team up with video/media producers to make informational videos on "alt-right religion"  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:48:27 ID: e5b780 No.8252081 >>8252095 >>8252173

>>8252011
https://github.com/b3dk7/StegExpose
>>8251997
I'm sorry I'm tired as fuck, having a hard time following your post. 
Episode Henry and June is on youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABsVEPk6gDA
Also there are torrents on TPB

>>8252071
>>8252068
>>8252056

Please take it somewhere else.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:48:51 ID: 2fc7fa No.8252083

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cpx8q/huge_multilead_need_more_eyes_hundreds_of_names/

The Tavistock connections are all coming together.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:50:16 ID: 2fc7fa No.8252095 >>8252118 >>8252153

>>8252081

The Process Church came from Tavistock, went to California, then Mexico, then the Bahamas and ended up in New Orleans and is exactly the theology 
that fits the ritual abuse.

Fuck yourself for not understanding.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:51:38 ID: fd7754 No.8252101 >>8252157

File (hide): ee65aad6b867fc0⋯.jpg (36.21 KB, 801x364, 801:364, Lollis Alepantis.jpg)

>>8252054
Look at all the 
name;

Lollis 
Aepantis???

another pedo 
name  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:54:03 ID: bed398 No.8252118

>>8252095
will follow up on this lead thanks anon  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:57:00 ID: fd7754 No.8252144 >>8252179

File (hide): 2860e872003a3cb⋯.jpg (59.31 KB, 787x487, 787:487, David Brock Darrin Bodner.jpg)

Can someone view this linked in;

https://www.linkedin.com/in/darrinbodner

Greater New York City Area -  Executive Deputy Secretary at Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 
Protection -  Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
View Darrin Bodner's professional profile on LinkedIn. LinkedIn is the … Co-created the organization with 
the founder and CEO, David Brock.

Darrin Bodner has the SAME name as David Brock?…and is a relative of James Alefantis?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:58:01 ID: e5b780 No.8252153

>>8252095
Sorry nigger I got you mixed up with these fools spergin about Paganism n shiet  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:58:06 ID: 77c412 No.8252155 >>8252173

>>8242637
Something I haven't seen anyone mention in that #Killroom photo is that: Jimmycomet himself tags it with #Murder in the comments

tl;dr
>jimmycomet tags that photo #murder in the comments  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 06:58:24 ID: 10ba06 No.8252157

>>8252101
>>8252054

https://capitolfile-magazine.com/washington-dc-prominent-men

According to this he was 37 in 2013. So that'd make him 40 this year.

Presuming this shit is accurate or fluff. Sure as fuck reads like fluff.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:01:03 ID: 10ba06 No.8252173 >>8252205

>>8252081
Don't have anything that natively uses X86 do you?

To get this shit to run without a headache needs to be in linux. I'm windowsfag.

>>8252155
(1)

tl;dr on a 1 sentence post
Who are you quoting?

Either massive newfriend or worse. Lurk more please.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:02:00 ID: e9ffff No.8252179

>>8252144

https://about.me/darrinbodner

>He also co-created Media Matters for America and served in its senior management from its incorporation in 2003 through 2008. Before Media Matters, 
Bodner's experience included government, political campaigns, nonprofit and corporate experience.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:04:17 ID: a687a6 No.8252191

>>8246328
Kasich is known for obnoxiously eating while speaking to the press, having shit fall out of his gaping maw while talking  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:06:23 ID: e5b780 No.8252205 >>8252218

>>8252173
No sorry. However I did run that tool against IMG_4533 and got no output.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:07:49 ID: 10ba06 No.8252218 >>8252223

>>8252205
At this point i'll probably just wait for redditfag to find something. They've got a better handle on it than I apparently do.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:08:39 ID: e5b780 No.8252223

>>8252218
To do this kind of work you need a background in crypto/forensics/image forensics.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:09:11 ID: bed398 No.8252230

>>8252210
>http://ngg.la/TFZ2m
>http://www.zytpirwai.net/NeOg

fuck off skid  
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https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23


Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:10:25 ID: e5b780 No.8252237
File (hide): d52adbe3ac104dd⋯.jpg (8.76 KB, 250x250, 1:1, aintclickin.jpg)

>>825221
0  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:15:30 ID: 078394 No.8252265 >>8252278

>>8251888
This image was found in the protected part of the ping pong site, apparently. Does anyone know what the password was? Or what the site looked like?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:15:35 ID: e3e3ae No.8252268 >>8252285 >>8252291

File (hide): f91f79e020d094f⋯.jpg (399.36 KB, 808x825, 808:825, 1461890693968.jpg)

>>8249646
hol up
Wasn't there an instagram 
image about a "murder" 
freezer?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:16:03 ID: 64c989 No.8252273

DEVOYA ROBINSON AND STEVE/STEVEN BOAS/BOLAS

Devoya Robinson owner and operator of BOAS 5 STAR ELITE CLEANERS in DC

James Alefantis owner of Comet Ping Pong 

Steve/Steven Boas/Bolas co owner of B5SEC 

Devoya Robinson and Steve/Steven Boas/Bolas are co plaintiffs in a lawsuit against James Alefantis and specifically Comet Ping Pong for abuse of 
process that appears to pertain to a previous legal proceeding that is not public record. 

The lawsuit record was in a WestLaw dump that an anon had on both John and Tony Podesta as well as Alefantis.

If this was the clean up crew for Comet Ping Pong is it possible that they found something they shouldn't have? Or figured something out? And somehow 
Alefantis tried to use the legal system to get rid of them and that's why there's an abuse of process lawsuit? 

I've been trying to get someone to pick up on this for weeks with no luck. I also need help finding the WestLaw links if anyone remembers that thread on 
/pol/ 4ch.

Am I crazy or should someone at least interview Devoya about her experience with them  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:16:44 ID: 4799e1 No.8252278 >>8252296 >>8252313

File (hide): 35871959aa19fbb⋯.jpg (173.29 KB, 1436x800, 359:200, pongPassArea.jpg)

>>8252265
Password is a naynay but 
here is what it apparently 
looked like.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252237
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252237
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d52adbe3ac104dd6c48e8acac3c89888e63792bba77172c72859e44cb45041a7.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/d52adbe3ac104dd6c48e8acac3c89888e63792bba77172c72859e44cb45041a7.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/d52adbe3ac104dd6c48e8acac3c89888e63792bba77172c72859e44cb45041a7.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252265
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252265
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252278
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238251888
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252268
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252268
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252285
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252291
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f91f79e020d094f2a222b51f3a07d807bac5b883b6af14a9c5c0a0bd9dc94286.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/f91f79e020d094f2a222b51f3a07d807bac5b883b6af14a9c5c0a0bd9dc94286.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/f91f79e020d094f2a222b51f3a07d807bac5b883b6af14a9c5c0a0bd9dc94286.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238249646
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252273
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252273
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252278
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252278
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252296
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252313
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/35871959aa19fbb635ff9e9aa8073a778ccc9c942523b05bd747ea98d10adb28.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/35871959aa19fbb635ff9e9aa8073a778ccc9c942523b05bd747ea98d10adb28.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/35871959aa19fbb635ff9e9aa8073a778ccc9c942523b05bd747ea98d10adb28.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252265
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23


Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:17:57 ID: 078394 No.8252285 >>8252317

File (hide): efea791ea308f25⋯.png (635.75 KB, 1021x646, 1021:646, Freezer room.png)

>>8252268
This one. Fun Isn't 
how I would 
describe one of 
these.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:18:40 ID: 0203bc No.8252291 >>8252317

>>8252268
Oh, you mean the #killroom? That's up here.

>>8242637  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:19:44 ID: 7996b7 No.8252296 >>8252325

>>8252278

Fucking nice job!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:21:36 ID: 2d20e2 No.8252308 >>8252324 >>8252349

File (hide): 43c1d169af1cf40⋯.png (27.45 KB, 500x478, 250:239, 2daaf13f5cc59d5a6de44f3321….png)

Hey, so this >>8250040 thread 
just got bumplocked…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:22:09 ID: 078394 No.8252313 >>8252325

>>8252278
More passwords. Oh well. It's better than nothing.
Can't help but wonder what those are. Sure as shit doesn't look like the secret recipe.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:23:07 ID: e3e3ae No.8252317

>>8252285
>>8252291
Yeah that's the one.

>Fun Isn't how I would describe one of these.
It's a fact that doing "#killroom" related activities is fun for Jimmy, who runs a (((completely innocent family friendly business))).  

rick james!YDpnSyWAC2  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:24:14 ID: 75f2c0 No.8252324 >>8252349

>>8252308
Mods compromised.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:24:24 ID: 4799e1 No.8252325

>>8252296
I am not the anon who found it. Just reposting from 4/pol/  /  plebbit.
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5d0qm0/4chan_users_cracked_james_alefantis_restaurant/

https://imgur.com/a/kUCG7

>>8252313
Yeah exactly… It's not normal at all. A bunch of archive files that need DL keys, non of which have identifiable names.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252285
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252285
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252317
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/efea791ea308f25e9e1ba112f202110f253dc1dc4758377d8aea331f192b1039.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/efea791ea308f25e9e1ba112f202110f253dc1dc4758377d8aea331f192b1039.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/efea791ea308f25e9e1ba112f202110f253dc1dc4758377d8aea331f192b1039.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252268
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252291
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252291
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252317
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252268
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238242637
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252296
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252296
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252325
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252278
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252308
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252308
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252324
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252349
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/43c1d169af1cf40db51b9609847a92f570441f52968ef83ab1e75644a32457c2.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/43c1d169af1cf40db51b9609847a92f570441f52968ef83ab1e75644a32457c2.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/43c1d169af1cf40db51b9609847a92f570441f52968ef83ab1e75644a32457c2.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8250040.html%238250040
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252313
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252313
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252325
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252278
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252317
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252317
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252285
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252291
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252324
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252324
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252349
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252308
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252325
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252325
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252296
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252313
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23


Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:29:14 ID: e5b780 No.8252349

>>8252324
>>8252308
Archived.
https://archive.is/qhg6P
Include in next thread plz  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:31:03 ID: a687a6 No.8252354
File (hide): 60af7f502807639⋯.png (227.8 KB, 858x725, 858:725, reeeeeeeeeeeeeeee.png)

>>8248378
>>8248384
>drake
>iphone6plus  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:54:48 ID: 2a8c44 No.8252454 >>8252524

>>8244797
sorry for my ignorance anons, but what does HD stand for?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:56:30 ID: 19a9f4 No.8252464  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:57:14 ID: 7996b7 No.8252471 >>8252528

File (hide): b1dcd25b22ef918⋯.jpg (132.15 KB, 530x268, 265:134, mario.jpg)

>>8251907

Probably another hour at this rate…

While we're waiting for this thread to end, does anyone 
want to comment about what they're looking into?

Any new finds?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 07:57:15 ID: 76a97f No.8252472
File (hide): b101754d6c7a5c6⋯.png (77.19 KB, 400x400, 1:1, mikd33.png)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:06:39 ID: 64c989 No.8252522 >>8253201

I think I found Comet Ping Pongs former cleaner who is now suing Alefantis and Comet  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252349
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252349
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252324
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252308
https://archive.li/qhg6P
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252354
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252354
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/60af7f5028076397fd977d50b9444ea5f4a5b8b435f5655cdf5e525a808f09a2.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/60af7f5028076397fd977d50b9444ea5f4a5b8b435f5655cdf5e525a808f09a2.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/60af7f5028076397fd977d50b9444ea5f4a5b8b435f5655cdf5e525a808f09a2.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238248378
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252454
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252454
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252524
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238244797
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yi61QZPNzN0
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252464
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252464
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252471
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252471
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252528
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b1dcd25b22ef9184c61d819a980f680366ddc5860133135e8bde18c2774f82e8.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/b1dcd25b22ef9184c61d819a980f680366ddc5860133135e8bde18c2774f82e8.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b1dcd25b22ef9184c61d819a980f680366ddc5860133135e8bde18c2774f82e8.jpg
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252472
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252472
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b101754d6c7a5c68b32dc08ceeca79c89dba8bf30d65d73a2a464ec8a6028cdc.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://8ch.net/file_store/b101754d6c7a5c68b32dc08ceeca79c89dba8bf30d65d73a2a464ec8a6028cdc.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/https://media.8ch.net/file_store/b101754d6c7a5c68b32dc08ceeca79c89dba8bf30d65d73a2a464ec8a6028cdc.png
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252522
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252522
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238253201
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23


Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:07:00 ID: 35d163 No.8252524

>>8252454
hard drive faggot

wtf  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:07:40 ID: 64c989 No.8252528 >>8252561 >>8252626

>>8252471
DEVOYA ROBINSON AND STEVE/STEVEN BOAS/BOLAS

Devoya Robinson owner and operator of BOAS 5 STAR ELITE CLEANERS in DC

James Alefantis owner of Comet Ping Pong 

Steve/Steven Boas/Bolas co owner of B5SEC 

Devoya Robinson and Steve/Steven Boas/Bolas are co plaintiffs in a lawsuit against James Alefantis and specifically Comet Ping Pong for abuse of 
process that appears to pertain to a previous legal proceeding that is not public record. 

The lawsuit record was in a WestLaw dump that an anon had on both John and Tony Podesta as well as Alefantis.

If this was the clean up crew for Comet Ping Pong is it possible that they found something they shouldn't have? Or figured something out? And somehow 
Alefantis tried to use the legal system to get rid of them and that's why there's an abuse of process lawsuit? 

I've been trying to get someone to pick up on this for weeks with no luck. I also need help finding the WestLaw links if anyone remembers that thread on 
/pol/ 4ch.

Am I crazy or should someone at least interview Devoya about her experience with them  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:11:36 ID: b6e2f7 No.8252554 >>8252567 >>8252596 >>8252606

File (hide): f054dea8b4ce0de⋯.jpg (204.05 KB, 1280x1192, 160:149, 1387492538876.jpg)

>not mention of Transformer DC
you goyim are so blind.

> 
http://www.transformerdc.org/about/c
ouncil 

> https://www.google.com/search?
q=site%3Atransformerdc.org+ping+p
ong 

> https://www.google.com/search?
q=site%3Atransformerdc.org+podest
a 

> https://www.google.com/search?
q=site%3Atransformerdc.org+Alefantis

> https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atransformerdc.org+brock  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:12:45 ID: 7996b7 No.8252561

>>8252528

Solid.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:13:36 ID: 10ba06 No.8252567 >>8252596

>>8252554
Archives please. Peerblock goes apeshit on that site. Don't wanna click em.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252524
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252524
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252454
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252528
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%23q8252528
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252561
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252626
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252471
https://archive.li/o/xnVbG/8ch.net/pol/res/8241986.html%238252554
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:19:25 ID: b6e2f7 No.8252596 >>8252606

>>8252554
>>8252567
nobody cares about ur peerblock u autist. if you want a proxy use https://www.rabb.it/ it's literally a VM with firefox in the browser in le cloud. 

> text dump: https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:aT8ebNPdIJQJ:www.gq.com/gallery/50-most-powerful-people-in-washington-
dc&num=1&hl=en&gl=us&strip=1&vwsrc=0
> gallery: http://www.gq.com/gallery/50-most-powerful-people-in-washington-dc

> 23. Heather and Tony Podesta
>The ultimate Democratic power couple, with his-and-hers lobbying shops that have raked in a combined $90 million since Obama entered the White 
House. According to their critics, neither one knows a thing about policy. But they do know Democratic politicians—and they raise a ton of money for 
them. Which means that they can get their clients (including BP and Google for him; Eli Lilly and U.S. Steel for her) into the office of any important 
Democrat in town. Indeed, the Podestas might have just as much on the line this November as Obama and Harry Reid do.

>49. James Alefantis, Restaurateur and Bon Vivant
>Liberal twentysomethings in khakis drink beer and eat pizza at Alefantis-owned Comet Ping Pong. More established progressives wine and dine next 
door at Alefantis-owned Buck's Fishing Camping. Alefantis is also the board president of Transformer, the contemporary art gallery that shamed the 
Smithsonian for removing an installation offensive to right-wingers. When it comes to D.C. radical chic, Alefantis is unsurpassed. If you don't know him, 
you aren't wearing your scarf right.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:21:14 ID: 10ba06 No.8252606

>>8252596
> https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atransformerdc.org+brock
>>8252554
> https://www.google.com/search?q=site%3Atransformerdc.org+brock

ffs, here then.

https://web.archive.org/web/20161115081912/http://www.transformerdc.org/exhibitions/overview/summer-camp

https://web.archive.org/web/20161110114950/http://www.transformerdc.org/about/council  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:21:28 ID: dfd5ea No.8252607 >>8252673

http://www. bbc.com/news/uk-37982221
I'll just leave this here.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:25:05 ID: 807072 No.8252620

>>8249425
 In the Netherlands a important figure arrived by train with a teddy bear in his hand. Same night a boy vanished. He was found the next day in a rally 
small park. Supposedly hanged himself on a tree smaller then himself in a small park which had been searched by a bunch of people with dogs a few 
hours before he was found. Lot of fuzz about it, however never been investigated seriously by journalist. Someone suggested then that if important 
people arrive with a teddy bear they ask for a child  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:27:01 ID: fd7754 No.8252626 >>8252708 >>8252718 >>8252730

>>8252528
Enter his name here;

James Alefantis DC courts.

https://www.dccourts.gov/cco/maincase.jsf  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:27:05 ID: 9c78f9 No.8252627

test  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:28:15 ID: 499484 No.8252637 >>8252645 >>8252658

I am getting the new thread prepped, plan on sleeping before post cap is hit. Please link me things (archives) you think should be included in the new 
threads header post. I'm thinking a people/site's of interest section should be included.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:30:41 ID: 10ba06 No.8252645

>>8252637
M.A.M.A.S. for sure needs to be included in sites of interest due to the DoJ link for the web designer and the pic of James Childlover in it.

https://web.archive.org/web/20161004110031/http://mamasmidwives.com/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:32:15 ID: 2a8c44 No.8252650 >>8252667

>>8246265
The catholic church is well-known for child trafficking and satan worship. The pope literally rapes a child to death as part of his ritual to become pope. 
>a few years ago some nuns were chopping up babies in canada and throwing them in the sewer (it was all over /pol/ for a bit)
>check out ittcs .org. They have some good info.  
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thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:33:43 ID: 7996b7 No.8252658

>>8252637

Give it a title about "Magic"  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:36:08 ID: ae496d No.8252663 >>8252669 >>8252677

File (hide): a269a9ee944f8e2⋯.jpg (49.26 KB, 480x360, 4:3, 3a72651baecd7915005d5e455a….jpg)

>>8251906

I am a pagan because I think 
monotheism is a Jesuit idea.

Do you have a point of 
contention that it is not?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:37:23 ID: d676ad No.8252667

>>8252650
>ittcs
Don't you mean http://itccs.org ?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:37:45 ID: bed398 No.8252669

>>8252663
this is the wrong thread for the discussion, so ill only direct you to >>8251956  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:39:20 ID: b0208d No.8252673

>>8252607

>summaries and archive link would be appreciated

https://archive.fo/TGSxs

Trafficked children and unaccompanied child asylum seekers are going missing from UK care homes at "an alarmingly high rate", two charities have said.

Almost 600 children disappeared last year, with more than 200 still missing, ECPAT UK and Missing People said.

The charities called on the UK government and local authorities to reform the child protection system.

The Department for Education said it had commissioned "specialist training" for those caring for the children.

The two charities collected the latest annual figures provided to them by more than 200 local authorities across the UK.
'National disgrace'

The study, which will be presented in parliament later, found 167 children - more than a quarter of all trafficked children in the UK care system - went 
missing at least once in the 12 months to September 2015.

It found some 593 unaccompanied children in the UK - 13% of the total number - also disappeared at least once.

Of those, 207 trafficked and unaccompanied children have not been found.

Charities say the figures reveal a "deeply concerning" inconsistency in identifying and recording information on vulnerable children.

They say the figures suggest the UK's child protection response was "inadequate" and the system has left children vulnerable to being trafficked again 
and open to abuse.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:39:57 ID: f6f340 No.8252677
File (hide): fba1b7b595fec42⋯.jpg (90.01 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, lamb-9.jpg)

>>8252663
There's nothing more that jews hate than Jesus Christ. Since He has literally taken away their rights to 
be "God's Chosen", by giving it to pagans too. 

This is why they still wait for their own messiah.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:40:32 ID: e4be43 No.8252678

I noticed something in a Podesta email:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/34860
"Last day in MV. Missed you. Susan whipped Sherry and me at Dominos. Using the Podesta method, she made up the rules as we played."

That's from Herb Podesta. Apparently, he and his wife and some person (maybe a child) named Sherry engaged in some kind of domination play or 
something.

What/where is MV, though? After looking into these people for so long, maybe we're now able to start tying up a few loose ends from the emails.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:48:01 ID: dfcf39 No.8252708 >>8252737

File (hide): 6d5f6ba150fefa3⋯.jpg (572.78 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)

>>8252626
I found that lawsuit but couldn't 
understand what it was 
about.>>8252626  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:51:21 ID: 64c989 No.8252718

>>8252626

Thanks. This Has Moreno detail than original I had.

Looks like Devoya got heavily out lawyered and there is on event stricken from the record. Alefantis motioned for dismissal right away and then it looks 
like ignored his summons as long as possible? Not sure if I'm interpreting that right or not. Either way whatever it was got shot the fuck down real fast
https://www.dccourts.gov/cco/maincase.jsf  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:53:16 ID: fd7754 No.8252730 >>8252744 >>8252751

>>8252626

Search also "Bucks Fishing" he has an open case where he owes 25,000 to a cleaning company MaidPro Adams Morgan…and they go to court dec 16 
2016  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:54:23 ID: 64c989 No.8252737

>>8252708
My understanding is that Abuse of Process is a charge that only exists in Tort law so that's the direction at least  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:57:39 ID: 64c989 No.8252744 >>8252790

>>8252730
Weird this guy has a history of ripping off Cleaning companies?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 08:59:53 ID: 64c989 No.8252751

>>8252730
Appears James Vito sued in 2004 
Plumber AC guy out of DC 

http://www.vitoservices.com/

Anyone have any idea when Comet Ping Pong was started up? Maybe Vito helped with install of weird freezers/kiddie chambers at Comet?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:06:13 ID: 2fc7fa No.8252769

Godspeed, /pol/adins.

It's a sick fucking world.

https://voat.co/v/webofslime/1412624

#webofslime  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:07:09 ID: 2fc7fa No.8252774

Oh yeah…

keep an eye out for connections to funeral homes

a couple of peds have been caught before working simultaneously in pizza shops and funeral homes  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:08:28 ID: cf7941 No.8252777 >>8252786 >>8252799 >>8252845

>>8242088
>>8246861

You might actually be stumbling on someone in a child pornography unit looking into these people and posting honeypot bait

>>8246527
Everyone needs to read this post

>>8247150
To be frank, I used to work on a weird foodie farm. The owner used to groom highschool students to be his gay love boys  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:12:25 ID: e3e3ae No.8252786
File (hide): fc35465730be9c6⋯.png (44.29 KB, 263x263, 1:1, meme beyond.png)

>>8252777
Everybody 
needs to 
check those  
trips  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:13:03 ID: 3718d9 No.8252788 >>8252991

>>8251095
Thanks anon, this could be a great resource for organizing if any fucks decide to work together.  I'm in.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:13:05 ID: d0e89c No.8252789 >>8252792 >>8252806 >>8252830

File (hide): 4dc1f1ca08052d7⋯.png (28.15 KB, 200x200, 1:1, 10991406_912653458769434_6….png)

There's a lead on Boston Pizza from a Reddit thread linked below. They've got a pedo symbol in the logo and are 
involved in a few children's charities. 

Official Website: https:// bostonpizza.com

Archive: https://archive.fo/DDvYa

Reddit (in the comments): https:// 
www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5d1bsi/to_all_the_getting_no_attention_posts/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:13:15 ID: fd7754 No.8252790 >>8252816

>>8252744
Whats weird is he would trust this maid service to clean his company…what if they saw something they shouldnt have?…they must be "the cleaners".  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:13:45 ID: fd7754 No.8252792

>>8252789

Jesus christ.

You know it.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:15:37 ID: 13030c No.8252798 >>8252822

Read this thread it names lots

Huge Multilead need more eyes. hundreds of names and leads. transport used etc. Dig dig dig**

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cpx8q/huge_multilead_need_more_eyes_hundreds_of_names/

https://archive.is/CwQsi  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:15:38 ID: 8228d8 No.8252799

>>8252777
>You might actually be stumbling on someone in a child pornography unit looking into these people and posting honeypot bait

Checked. I was wondering that too… but why would he openly have DOJ on his LI? at least get a cover if you're going undercover pedo-ring work.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:16:12 ID: 0f60b3 No.8252802 >>8252823

So I don't know if this has been explored and I don't want to add information that you already have. I have much on Walt Disney and more about mind 
control  

File (hide): 9b847575c088f64⋯.png (126.83 KB,
1024x1024, 1:1, 1024px-Boston_Pizza.svg.png)

File (hide): 017b1eb680b817c⋯.jpg (626.89 KB,
2038x850, 1019:425, BostonPizzakids.jpg)

File (hide): 3be0b96d05f1edf⋯.jpg (39.94 KB, 869x208,
869:208, bpcorporate-header-image-2.jpg)

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:16:39 ID: 7996b7 No.8252806 >>8252835

>>8252789

>>8236110 https://8ch.net/pol/res/8233093.html#q8236110
I posted BP stuff earlier in thread #10

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:18:59 ID: 570bf7 No.8252816 >>8252980

>>8252790
It's pretty clear everyone involved in this is, at the very least, over-confident of their ability to hide things.

It seems more likely that they hired a maid service because "we're so rich and smart, those stupid Filipinos will never find out".  

File (hide): fcd9ce815ae2619⋯.png (252.92 KB,
1050x600, 7:4, BBS_UPKids_tr.png)

File (hide): c5b60f5402cbc44⋯.png (32.65 KB,
866x779, 866:779, BBBS Logo Final.png)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:19:21 ID: fd7754 No.8252819 >>8252861

Big Brothers Big Sisters

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:19:53 ID: 7996b7 No.8252822 >>8252846

>>8252798

I'm about to drop pictures and names (with proof) of 100% confirmed pedos connected to Washington DC. A whole new subsect of people to look 
through. We've already looked through pizza places, midwives, daycares, baby fashion, and more, but we haven't touched on this one particular niche 
with hundreds of pedos involved…and linked to the government.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:19:55 ID: e3e3ae No.8252823

>>8252802
If you think that it's relevant or linked in any way to CPP then post it.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:21:10 ID: 8228d8 No.8252830

>>8252789
Boston Pizza is a Canadian resto chain started by a Jim Treliving, a respected Canadian entrepreneur.

Not every place a kid can possibly eat at is a pedophile ring op lol. 

Comet Ping Pong, on the other hand… is creepy as fuck and lots of evidence points towards it. Plus J'ames L'efants acts like a giant kid  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:21:31 ID: 18c3cb No.8252831

>>8250496
>>8250539
>>8250568

Hey guys if you wanna delve deep into Tavistock/Mkultra I'd suggest this:
https://webbrain.com/brainpage/brain/6FBA86B0-0C57-9FCA-5CF9-D742DA541AAA#-4411

I think we should Use the Brain database to document our findings. Vid related is a tutorial. If you go 
through the mkultra brain database I linked I think you'll agree that this could be a very useful tool to 
document all the pizza happenings.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:21:59 ID: 499484 No.8252835 >>8252839 >>8253108

>>8252806
I find this connection questionable. Boston Pizza is a pretty huge franchise  (over 350 locations). I've eaten there plenty and it's very normal. Could be 
though, I guess.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:22:45 ID: 8228d8 No.8252839

>>8252835
BP is more like a bistro/sports bar. There isn't a "kids" area. The only "kids" thing about it is the Kids menu.

File (hide): e2bc5d56af6e2f9⋯.jpg (43.85 KB, 480x480,
1:1, Eat the Pain zoom.jpg)

File (hide): 685ab691840104e⋯.jpg (14.27 KB,
399x292, 399:292, HILLARY-CLINTON-SATAN-WIT….jpg)

File (hide): 1e3c08b127df44f⋯.jpg (73.1 KB, 630x400,
63:40, lady_gaga_hilary_clinton.jpg)

File (hide):
511887720c000ee⋯.png (2.27 MB,
1200x1826, 600:913, MarinaPedoFile.png)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:23:55 ID: b0208d No.8252845 >>8252891

>>8252777

bit more to it than that, i'd say.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:23:56 ID: 499484 No.8252846 >>8252858

>>8252822
Wait 20 minutes for new thread maybe.  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:26:53 ID: 7996b7 No.8252858

>>8252846

Most definitely. 

Still waiting. No rush.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:27:09 ID: fd7754 No.8252861

>>8252819
If this is real then it goes deep…

Bigs In Blue

Bigs in Blue

Bigs in Blue is an innovative initiative which grants paid time off to
St. Louis police officers to support area youth. This program is a joint effort involving the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department (SLMPD), Big Brothers 
Big Sisters of Eastern Missouri (BBBSEMO) and the St. Louis Public Schools. We know that this new program, focused on the city’s littlest citizens, will 
have a big impact on the entire community.
How the Program Came to Be

The idea for the program originated with St. Louis Police Chief Dan Isom who reached out to Big Brothers Big Sisters and the city schools with a proposal 
for a collaborative effort. Once the Board of Police Commissioners gave its stamp of approval, Bigs in Blue was officially born. “The police department has 
a longstanding partnership with BBBS and had been searching for a program that would enable us to reach even more children,” said Chief Isom. “The 
Bigs in Blue program is another great opportunity for officers to build meaningful relationships with area children.”

http://www.bbbsemo.org/initiatives/bigs-blue#.

Nothing will be done about it and why nothing has…they get the law enforcement involved.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:28:14 ID: 68fbc4 No.8252865 >>8252872

>>8247515
WHO is Hugh Mugus??? Search is not turning any hits up for that name.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:29:06 ID: 499484 No.8252872

>>8252865
My. Fucking. Sides.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:32:17 ID: cf7941 No.8252891

>>8252845
I completely understand that there is

just giving my thoughts on some of the minor details  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:40:56 ID: 18c3cb No.8252929 >>8253012
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>>8252037
found him on fb combing through his friends list right now. This person is forsure a relative of 
James Alefantis but Idk if its a dad or something  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:47:53 ID: 9733cd No.8252956 >>8252965

>>8250496
Hi guys. I'm the anon who first brought up Kim Noble (and her art) and Cathy O'Brien (and her testimony of being an mkultra presidential model who was 
raped by Hillary) in the earlier 'gate threads.

I only brought up these examples because Noble's art showing the dissociation of children during abuse mirrored the artwork by Sasha Lord Presents, 
and because I believe the SRA/Satanic/Occult angle ties directly back to MKUltra/Project Monarch. I have zero clue whether there is anything more to the 
occult angle than it being used as fearful symbology to imprint upon the abused children/worsen their trauma, or how it ties into Spirit Cooking (other than 
the obvious shared symbology/aspects).

The abuse of O'Brien and Noble happened a long time ago. I do not believe there are links between them and the current Comet investigation, I just 
wanted to make people more aware of the background of the elite pedophile circles and the topic of SRA inducing DID, in case it might help put new 
evidence into context. Furthermore, I also reminded people of the Dutroux Affair, Franklin case, Boystown, Presidio Day Care and Michael Aquino.

I do believe this is all related in terms of history/longevity/elites/techniques, but I do not hold any hope that digging into these older cases will reveal 
anything more than (possibly) links to more names who may still be active in those circles. I'm not saying it's a dead-end, but that my initial reason for 
bringing it up was only to provide context.

I do not personally know how Tavistock fits into all this, but if it's related to both Stratfor and the Hampstead cover-ups, then my gut says there's likely 
something there.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:51:31 ID: 18c3cb No.8252965

>>8252956
I thought Lord used one of Kims art pieces for her band promotion or whatever  

Walt Disney Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:51:38 ID: 0f60b3 No.8252966 >>8253043

Through Catherine O'Brien, who claims she was assaulted by Hillary Clinton, said that her torture had satanic rituals attached to it. I decided to dig into 
the rituals and found information about how Disney movies are used to help with MIND CONTROL (there is another blog going about this, but I have not 
read it, YET). 
So there is something called DREAM INVADERS and it is used to help understand the mind control process. There were many websites that included 
Walt Disney with this material, but the websites are now blocked.
I don't know how much more to give you, I am totally new to 8chan. It was this story that made me want to dig, I HAVE TO KNOW, for myself. And I want 
to help if I can.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:53:10 ID: b6e2f7 No.8252973

>>8251615
but that's gary 'cuck' johnson?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:54:11 ID: 8f6961 No.8252980

>>8252816
more like they think they have such a huge backup of corrupt fucks behind their backs they think nothing will happen to them even if this shit gets out. 
They're in for a rude awakening.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:54:23 ID: 0f60b3 No.8252981

Sorry should have read the recent stuff first. I was smoking (I know shame shame)  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:55:47 ID: e4be43 No.8252991 >>8253045

>>8251095
>>8246527
>>8252788

I added a list of suspicious Podesta emails with weird excerpts quoted to the wiki. A next step (in my mind) would be to document the link between 
Podesta and Alefantis, then Alefantis and Comet, then Alefantis/Comet and all sorts of weird shit…

Any and all help appreciated, anons. We will stop these people. Deus vult!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 09:57:13 ID: 0f60b3 No.8252999

My prediction is that Podesta and James (pizza guy) will end up taking the fall if this becomes too big to ignore.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:00:57 ID: 18c3cb No.8253012 >>8253039 >>8253110 >>8253112

>>8252929
Lee Alefantis is friends with James Alefantis on his facebook so he is related forsure, I think it's his father. Lee is also friends with this kike named  Donald 
Kohnstamm. I'm not certain but I think he's related to Max Kohnstamm who, according to wikipedia is a member of the Trilateral Commission. I think we 
should dig into this more  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:03:05 ID: 0f60b3 No.8253024

MK Ultra celebrity princesses: Angelina Jolie, Demi Lovato, Britney Spears(a little obvious right, she's was a shit show for a hot minute), Miley Cyrus, 
Nicole Kidman, Halle Berry, Madonna (they say to replace Marilyn Monroe), Catherine Zeta Jones, Julia Roberts, and Nicki Minaj. 
I'm sure there is more, but this was the top ten according to conspirazzi.com  
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Pizza Peel & Tap Room thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:05:36 ID: 7996b7 No.8253038 >>8253065

One last pizza place before this thread is over. Still waiting for thread #12.

http://tapandpeel.com/
https://www.instagram.com/thepizzapeel/
https://www.facebook.com/pizzapeelandtaproom
https://archive.is/5U9YO  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:05:44 ID: 18c3cb No.8253039 >>8253112

>>8253012
Lee alefantis friends list https://archive.is/l8LOP  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:06:44 ID: 48c827 No.8253043

>>8252966
If you are not familiar with 8ch, you can go to reddit to help some of the investigations there.

There needs to be a masterlist of other forums helping out with this.  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:06:51 ID: e4be43 No.8253045

>>8251095
>>8252991
Before anyone else works on the wiki, I should warn you: whatever IP you're using when you edit will be made publicly available in the revision history. 
Thus, if you're paranoid, like me, you should always use Tor or some sort of proxy when editing this wiki.  
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thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:07:09 ID: 7996b7 No.8253047

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:10:20 ID: a04abe No.8253060

>>8249660
>Those paintings are older than Comet Pizza, read a bit dude.

You can't seriously be this thick.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:10:57 ID: 9b2aef No.8253063

>>8250633
Ive mentioned it before but the clip from >>8240939 reminds me of the x-dossiers. Everyone is involved, police , royalty, gov ppl etc and they are being 
blackmailed by a network.
see >>8225576  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:11:08 ID: b6e2f7 No.8253065

>>8253038
>kids eat free
reminds me of those nightclubs that have ladies nights giving free drinks to sluts. cheap b8.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:18:12 ID: 64c989 No.8253089

Any research on how psycho or sociopaths respond to hypnosis brainwashing etc?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:23:17 ID: 54ccfe No.8253105 >>8253116

File (hide): 18281e412769b66⋯.png (767.69 KB, 1280x1172, 320:293, 1450494633841.png)

Guys you said 2 hours for a new thread, it's been 4 hours already. PLEASE 
make a new thread, I want thr0wpizza's dump.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:23:49 ID: 4cb1ab No.8253108 >>8253134 >>8253138 >>8253155

File (hide): 75c7eff14a22890⋯.jpg (33.53 KB, 575x175, 23:7, egyptiangods.jpg)

>>8252835

Most of you might not be ready to hear this but we might be dealing with non human entities that have 
specialty places to eat around the world and whats in their food(pizza) is made from human flesh and blood.

Everyone is looking to the skies for the aliens, but they are already here among us and have been for 
thousands of years and have been using advanced technology to keep us stupid and asleep to put it bluntly.

Now shills will attack this post because this is the next step in your understanding and your evolution.  The "Satanic" part of this is just a ruse to hide the 
fact that these creatures NEED and crave human flesh.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:23:51 ID: 18c3cb No.8253110 >>8253112

>>8253012
Donald Kohnstamm who may be the son of Max Kohnstamm is friends with Lee Alefantis on facebook. I 
didn't even read through my own screenshots from wikipedia I just fucking noticed that Max Kohnstamm 
wasn't just on the Trilateral Commission but he is also part of the Bildeberg group and THE CLUB OF 
ROME

Wikipedia:
>He was a member of the Club of Rome global think-tank, being one of the six member "inner group" at the 
time its influential work the Limits to Growth was published. 

You guys realize that all this Tavistock shit you talk about was documented by Dr. John Coleman. He wrote 
the Aquarian conspiracy, and he also has a whole book strictly about the CLUB OF ROME, and this dude 
was in the upper echelon of that shit!

like shit, I don't even like using the term "illuminati" because its fucking gay but this kike is literally an illuminati tier jew who's son is friends with Alefantis 
father…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:25:45 ID: 18c3cb No.8253112

>>8253012
>>8253039
>>8253110

GUYS THIS LOOKS PRETTY DAMNING CAN SOMEONE SAY SOMETHING???  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:26:32 ID: 7996b7 No.8253116 >>8253135 >>8253147

>>8253105
Almost there. Like 20 more replies. 

I'm still pumping out info too…Haven't stopped!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:34:02 ID: 570bf7 No.8253134

>>8253108
Interesting theory, you should keep digging into it and update us if you find any hard evidence to link it into the current discoveries.

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:35:09 ID: 499484 No.8253135 >>8253163

>>8253116
bro this is fucked I'm not gonna sleep tonight
Hey can I get some names of people that should be mentioned in the titlepost I have the most obvious: Arun, James and Susan Alefantis, Kev Reynolds, 
F Giustra  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:35:51 ID: cc42ff No.8253138
File (hide): 3344796af0e0b31⋯.jpg (182.14 KB, 1514x1053, 1514:1053, CT001.JPG)

>>8253108
Might tie in with 
this email which I 
dismissed as /x/ 
shit

https://wikileaks.c
om/podesta-
emails/emailid/12
743  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:39:39 ID: 54ccfe No.8253147

>>8253116
You're doing God's work, namefag.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:43:11 ID: 18c3cb No.8253155 >>8253162

>>8253108
I literally linked Alefantis father with arch-jews who run the fucking Trilateral Commission and shit and not even a single (you)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:44:45 ID: bed398 No.8253162

>>8253155
watching video m8. its over an hour long  

thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:44:46 ID: 7996b7 No.8253163 >>8253185 >>8253195

>>8253135

Nothing connected to any of those people in particular (just US Government), though it couldn't hurt to make those names more public. The people whom 
I have found are the people that those people deal with and hire. I'm sure as soon as I post what I found everyone is just going to shrug and move right 
along.

The right people will see it though, and it will lead to these people getting incriminated in some way or another.

I mean, I'm not looking for some ultra justice power boner or anything. I know very little is going to happen. We are in way over our heads. The powers 
that be are way too powerful for us to have the impact that we want, BUT we do have SOME KIND of impact, and that is all I am going for. 

If me posting one of these pedos names out there on the internet ruins his career or makes someone question him/her, I feel as if I have done my duty. Of 
course I would love it even more if these people were investigated and arrested, but we all know that is not going to happen, at least not on the scale we 
want.

Too many important people involved. Too many people turning a blind eye. It's how it's always worked and how it will continue to work.

We won't win, but we sure as hell are exposing something, even if for posterity's sake….  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:52:05 ID: 48c827 No.8253185 >>8253195

>>8253163
We'll win. It's the beginning of the end for them.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:53:52 ID: 499484 No.8253195

>>8253163
I agree with >>8253185
We'll win, but we have to play a longer game. This has been like a week and so much work has been done, so many anons and plebbit fags have been 
united under this banner.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:54:27 ID: 0f60b3 No.8253200

https://hollywoodsubliminals.wordpress.com/project-monarch/sex-kitten/

Hollywood Sex Slaves?
Project Monarch Beta (MK Ultra) seeks kids who have been abused by a family members at a young age. Dissociative Identity Disorder is needed for 
complete mind control. Sexual abuse at a young age and satanic rituals help create DID.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:54:37 ID: c8105e No.8253201

>>8252522
link?
(checked)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 10:55:50 ID: 13030c No.8253208

Any established links to SOS children's villages international?  

[  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / 1cc / anita / bmw / f / htg / imouto / polmeta / v9k ][ watchlist ]
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Before we even get started
(1): you need to know that they know => https://archive.is/7P1M0
Most of the people we are investigating have locked down their social media. There could be honeypots out 
there. If you aren't sure about your security posture you should read the OpSec section. 
(2): If you are new here read the sticky here: http://8ch.net/pol/res/993439.html
(3): Nobody Gives a Fuck About Your PeerBlock

 Archives 
 Original Threads  
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl

 PingPong and Beyond  
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: >>8217734 | https://archive.is/IURyL
Thread 9: >>8223306 | https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: >>8233093 | https://archive.is/mGs6L
Thread 11: >>8241986 | https://archive.is/xnVbG
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The purpose of all this digging is to uncover networks involved in the trafficking, sexual exploitation and ritual abuse of children.
A few days before the election Spirit Cooking dropped => https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893
Basically these idiots participate in creepy pseudo occult rituals. They do stuff ranging from dumping fake blood on efiggies of children, cut their hands open, mix 
blood and semen, probably drinking it, and engage in fake cannibalism. We speculate that they probably do these things for reals in other contexts.
John and Tony Podesta, the Molesta brothers look like the suspects in Maddy McCann's kidnapping (Murder)
In addition to exactly matching the description of the suspects John's emails which correspond to the time period relevant to the kidnapping were deleted, probably 
years before the Podesta leak occurred.
They have homes filled with creepy art, some of which is pedophilic in nature. Many of their leaked emails are cryptic and include pedophilic symbolism. Some are 
quite blatant, for example this email discussing swimming children as entertainment: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49435
The Clinton's, the Podesta's and the Democrats were tied to Comet Ping Pong a "family friendly" pizza joint in Washington D.C. Upon inspection it was discovered 
that CPP was creepy as fuck: much associated with them is cryptic, sexual and pedophilic. Branching out from CPP to other related businesses and individuals 
revealed more of the same. The associated businesses/individuals often use logos/imagery/speech associated with pedophilia.

Obama's 65k Pizza and Hot Dog dinner => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html
Obama channels his inner Biden => https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c0d8c96665e2a120a70ae4bb414a598725160c9f3ad51de2041cb2619e6debe1.png

Stratfor Pizza Connection => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html
Comet Ping Pong => Owned by James Alefantis. James' personal and business social media accounts were replete with creepy images and comments.
They host events frequently and they are all all-ages events. The artists that perform have similarly questionable art work/themes => https://archive.is/4190H
CPP also has hidden washrooms which may be used to facilitate child sexual abuse or trafficking. 

Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking

People of Interest
Everything ties back to the Clintons/The Foundation

James Alefantis: Owner of Comet Ping Pong => James' KikeBook Friendlist https://archive.is/08yME
Susan Alefantis: Sister of James, wrote letter of support for a pedo => https://archive.is/rHWxk
Arun G. Rao: DoJ, specializes in Child Pornography, liked creepy pictures on Jimmy Comet's Instagram.
Kevin Reynolds: Tied to Epstein and Clinton, specializes in massaging babies.
Frank Giustra: In bed with the Clintons (see: https://archive.is/DI2lQ)

Sites of Interest
Comet Ping Pong => https://archive.is/tRkrO (Alefantis aka Jimmy Comet)
Besta Pizza => https://archive.is/3OrGh (Boylove symbol, owned by Clinton associate Andrew Kline, a DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking cases)
M.A.M.A.S. => https://web.archive.org/web/20161004110031/http://mamasmidwives.com/
Baby Massage => https://archive.is/2J0wv (Reynolds)
Baby Babysitters => https://archive.is/uITIY (Reynolds)
Terasol => https://archive.is/tplgE
Bucks Fishing and Camping => https://archive.fo/VMGH5
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Advice from Based Anon
Suffering from information overload is dangerous because:

1. You will process data irrelevant to the task at hand.
2. Data will be processed in an incorrect way. 
3. Data will be presented in an incorrect way.

Step 1:
Record the details of each relevant email into either a spreadsheet or db file. Specifically: name of sender, name of receiver, time, subject, attachment, 
note, location if you can find it, etc.
Bonus: Identifiers such as: duties each individual has. This will help you answer questions such as: are the emails consistent with the line of power?

Step 2:
This is the important part: Visualization. Using a program such as cytoscape, gephi, or treemap: either input your existing formatted data or put it directly 
in if you skipped the first step. Polinode also looks good but I don't know if they are friendly to this. This is where you can visually archive relationships 
and find ones you didn't see before. It will come together quickly.

This is where we find out if weaponized autism is really powerful or not. What you are about to find… when you do, you will wish you had data 
organization. Without organization and formatting every second you put into this is useless. God bless all of you, and please do not ignore my 
suggestions.

Other
Colorcodes => https://archive.is/VROGr
plebbit thread => https://archive.is/B94K5 (They've learned to archive and slimgur, how cute)
CPP pedo symbolism => https://archive.is/AxI4M
The Hampstead Children => https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWQpTxM7qbY
Teal Swan - Satanic Ritual Abuse => https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVpsMBeTjHY

OpSec
On Windows: Create a Mint or Ubuntu VM, choose drive encryption when installing. Browse using VPN, TOR or at very least a webproxy. Use JavaScript 
whitelisting with an add-on such as noScript or uMatrix. Other notable add-ons: Ghostery, PrivacyBadger, HTTPSEverywhere.
Searching with StartPage is the most secure: you can view search results you find on StartPage with them acting as a proxy.
If you are running Linux: well, you know what you're doing, right? ;)
If you are trying to crack encrypted files use a VM with an encrypted disk/ run OS in main memory (live).

Crypto & Stego
Many files that anons have come across seem to employ steganographic techniques. Some have been found on wikileaks, while others have been found 
on various websites related to the investigation. If you don't have a background in digital forensics or strong knowledge of cryptography you should focus 
on something else. 
This email contains a file with stego => https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48897

Apparently an anon from cuckchan got into the password protected area on CPP's site and found this image => 
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/675015f235efcd761746f1a49d81cb10d4f9e3ecacf2bc8bfa46eee277ac9f00.png
Behind the password portal there were archives which required DL keys => https://imgur.com/a/kUCG7

Possibly related Mp3 files => https://archive.is/anoQ3

iSteg => https://archive.is/EyiFC
schweinpeg => http://www.goodandplenty.de  

File (hide): 10e5ce435bbd664⋯.jpg (1.25 MB,
4121x2351, 4121:2351, pizza gate 5.jpg)

File (hide): 6ef6603f721c709⋯.jpg (1.34 MB,
4121x2351, 4121:2351, pizza gate 4.jpg)

File (hide): b8336b3b714e91d⋯.jpg (1.38 MB,
4121x2351, 4121:2351, pizza gate 3.jpg)

File (hide): 9f16ea2c4429d3d⋯.jpg (1.17 MB,
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File (hide): 454ecfee2998177⋯.png (3.15 MB,
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MODS let's get this stickied pls  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:25:38 ID: bdfdb3 No.8253338 >>8254350

Could this have anything to do with Julian Assanges disappearance? Maybe he's involved with the pedophiles and 9/11…. SESPIT = u.s. Senior 
Executive Service pedophiles and IT specialists

"KSM also has evidence that Marcy's Crown Sisters used SESPIT and D2 Bankers' Onion relays to move pedophile assets through livery companies 
such as the Air Pilots and Air Navigators (Smacsonic gyroscope bomb); Firefighters (a 9/11 survivor doll!); Stationers and Newspapermakers (copyright 
JonBenet and Carlton Bartels snuff films); and Security Professionals (e-Passports for SESPIT associates of Robert Hanssen, Julian Assange and 
Angelina Jolie to use SOS Children's Villages in 130 countries, US Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System and the Conair/ALPA/GAPAN base 
in Abbotsford, B.C.)"  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:30:00 ID: 1dc1a1 No.8253369 >>8253414

Found this article from an Australian real estate site talking about Obama's new home. Apparently he lives two doors down from Tony Podesta and we 
have this juicy quote here:
"Tony Podesta, who lives two doors from the house the Obamas will rent, invites neighbours for pizza parties in his backyard, where he has a pizza 
oven."
I mean what is that fucking wording? It's just so odd. Anyway, Obama is gonna be joining the pizza parties with the pizza oven at the Podesta's.

Sorry if this has been posted before.
http://www.domain .com.au/news/obamas-next-home-9-bedrooms-in-a-wealthy-washington-neighborhood-20160527-gp53td/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:38:46 ID: d4ee06 No.8253413 >>8258936 >>8261899 >>8261982

File (hide): e35cbc50b965098⋯.jpg (228.95 KB, 1037x583, 1037:583, alexjones.jpg)

>Lee Alefantis pops up somewhere so I lurk him on kikebook
>notice that he is friends with this Jew named Donald Kohnstamm
>Kohnstamm is a special Jew who's part of all these big deal Jew groups 
>Find a guy named Max Kohnstamm who could be his father
>Max is part of bildeberg, trilateral commission and the Club of Rome

Because we were talking about Tavistock in the last thread I remembered that the dude who first broke the 
story about Tavistock, Dr John Coleman, also wrote a book about the Club of Rome (and other roundtable 
thinktank occult whatever the fuck you wanna call them groups) 

See these posts
>>8253012 
>>8253039 
>>8253110 

pic related is me while sleuthing with no sleep  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:38:46 ID: 15b1cd No.8253414 >>8254031

File (hide): 252b589b86e1977⋯.jpg (67.48 KB, 500x500, 1:1, PizzaOvenCO3000.jpg)

>>8253369
What is it you find weird about the wording?

It reads as is to me; he has parties in his garden where they eat pizza which he cooks in the oven outside.

Dodginess aside, these guys are obviously foodies, so not every food reference that seems odd is going to 
be euphemistic. Sometimes they're going to be talking just food.

If something trips your sensors, but it doesn't seem like much on its own or there is a normal explanation, 
file it away for future reference and let your brain process that info with all the rest you're taking in - in the 
background.  
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Ari Srabstein, nobody special, but who tipped me off to what I am about to show you.

https://www.facebook.com/ari.srabstein | https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCotn9auEMq_3d7KL7dGNQAQ | 
https://twitter.com/ari_jester

https://archive.is/xphDh https://archive.is/hA7b9 https://archive.is/lLLeV https://archive.is/oTKg0 https://archive.is/DNJu4 
https://archive.is/7BHXc https://archive.is/vTEhv https://archive.is/HmVo8 https://archive.is/flxT2 https://archive.is/bKAwS  
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>>8253308
I'm going to post this one more time:

IF YOU MAKE INFOGRAPHS THA T ARE TOO 
SMALL TO READ – THEY ARE USEL ESS!

SIDE NOTE:
IF YOU MAKE INFOGRAPHS TO COMPLEX/LONG, THEY 
CAN'T BE USED IN SOCIAL MEDIA  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:44:40 ID: 88124f No.8253447

>>8253437
i didnt make. it was in like the 3rd thread. used only for a bump. i take back my polite bump, however.  
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>>8253437
Fuck social media. I haven't had social media for 4+ years and life is fucking wonderful!

https://twitter.com/barrysmagicshop
https://twitter.com/insidemagic
https://twitter.com/ShazamMagic
https://twitter.com/timmannix
https://twitter.com/MagicShopLI
https://twitter.com/suptjim
https://twitter.com/tannensmagic
https://twitter.com/MarioMagician
https://twitter.com/JimsMagicShop
https://twitter.com/VanishingInc

http://shazammagic.com/
http://www.funamazingmagic.com/
https://willardsparlour.com/

http://www.mariothemagician.com/
http://www.jimsmagicshop.com/
http://www.insidemagic.com/
http://myemail.constantcontact.com/Happy-Thanksgiving---Special-Offers-from-The-Magic-Shop.html?soid=1102838631960&aid=iSSfXB_i1P4
https://web.archive.org/web/20090430112627/http://www.barrythemagician.com/?

So many more, these are just a couple.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:46:53 ID: d4ee06 No.8253456 >>8253629

>>8253279 (OP)
>John and Tony Podesta, the Molesta brothers look like the suspects in Maddy McCann's kidnapping (Murder)

I thought we all agreed that this one was bullshit, no?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:47:07 ID: 9bd0f5 No.8253457 >>8253460

>>8253450
Yeah, I have a fake Twitter that I use to spread info. You're not cool, hipster.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:48:14 ID: 88124f No.8253460 >>8253466

>>8253457
>contributes nothing
>insults everyone
you've been filtered shill  
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Barry Taylor thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:49:59 ID: 08be0c No.8253463 >>8253501 >>8260319 >>8260979

Pedo Mage #1: BARRY TAYLOR

https://www.facebook.com/barrysmagicshop
http://www.myspace.com/barrysmagicshop
http://barrythemagician.com/
http://barrysmagicshop.com/
http://barrytaylor.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20020601145203/http://www.barrysmagicshop.com/shop/shop_home.htm - 2002
https://web.archive.org/web/20090430112627/http://www.barrythemagician.com/? - 2009
https://web.archive.org/web/20100927073834/http://www.barrythemagician.com/ - 2010
https://web.archive.org/web/20110226103208/http://barrythemagician.com/ - 2011
https://web.archive.org/web/20120406051506/http://www.barrythemagician.com/ - 2012
https://web.archive.org/web/20130701211113/http://barrythemagician.com/ - 2013
https://web.archive.org/web/20141217000654/http://barrythemagician.com/ - 2014
https://web.archive.org/web/20150925220103/http://barrythemagician.com/ - 2015
https://web.archive.org/web/20090424030600/http://twitter.com/barrysmagicshop 
https://web.archive.org/web/20151026163715/http://barrytaylor.com/party_magic - Adult-Only Private Parties Ready to make your party unforgettable? 
"Contact Barry Immediately"
https://archive.is/yi82j

Barry’s Magic Shop, Ltd. | Info@BarrysMagicShop.com | 301.933.0373
5544A Nicholson Lane | Rockville, Maryland 20852
Store open Tuesday through Friday: 11am - 7pm | Saturday: 11am - 6pm | Closed Sundays and Mondays
(Private parties available Friday, Saturday & Sunday)

Telephone 301-933-0373 FAX 301-933-0412 Postal address 11234 Georgia Avenue Wheaton, MD  20902 Electronic mail General Information:  
barry@barrysmagicshop.com

>Exclusive Up-Close and/or Formal Magic Show at your home.

>For intimate, special gatherings requiring that added magic touch, Barry will provide your choice of up-close, personal interactive magic for both 
individuals and small groups, and/or a more formal magic show with doves, comedy, guest participation, unbelievable mind-reading, and so much more. 
This is first-rate, sophisticated magical entertainment that will leave your guests mystified, thoroughly entertained, and with memories of your party that 
will last a lifetime. (Our house party shows are designed to provide entertainment for adult functions and children's birthday parties.)

>Welcome! Barry’s supplies the finest magic products for everyone – from the budding beginner to the working professional.

>Barry Taylor and his wife Susan own and operate Barry's Magic Shop, a popular landmark for magicians in the Washington, D.C. metro area since 1974. 
As a professional magician, Barry is well known and has performed his magic both locally and internationally. He currently performs in his own critically 
acclaimed "Psychic Ghost Theatre" production, which has successfully entertained and mystified audiences for over four years.

>Barry’s Magic Shop is one of the largest magic emporiums in the Washington, D.C., Maryland , and Virginia area. Barry's maintains an impressive stock 
of magic-related books, videos, and props for the discriminating conjuror. Its congenial atmosphere and helpful personnel make any visit a very positive 
and rewarding experience. Both local and out-of-town customers consistently rate Barry's Magic Shop as the most helpful and accommodating magic 
store around.

>Our shop carries a full range of magical supplies, including everything from the conjuring classics through the latest cutting-edge tricks on the market. 
Richard Kaufman (owner and editor of Genii magazine) says he always finds out-of-print books and the hard-to-find tricks at Barry's.If you’re looking for 
anything in particular, please feel free to ask us. Barry’s is happy to supply you with whatever item(s) you need. If we don't have it, we'll try to tell you 
where you can get it. Contact Barry’s and we'll do our best to send your order out to you on the same day.

-From 2002  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:50:06 ID: 9bd0f5 No.8253466

>>8253460
I contributed a standard. And you talk like a hipster. Keep to the standard. So info can be dispersed outside of a fucking chan

Infographs must be legible
Memes must fit Twitter  
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Barry Taylor (cont...) thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:51:44 ID: 08be0c No.8253477

All party packages begin with a fantastic and exciting 50 minute colorful magic show by magician Barry Taylor, with plenty of audience participation, 
surprises, and laughter! With each trick, Barry enlists the help of volunteers from the audience, and is amazed when they are able to do the magic! Your 
guests will be treated to delightful illusions with live doves and a magical animal, silks, flowers, magic wands, mysterious boxes, balloon tricks, and lots of 
surprises.

After the show, children will take home a magic wand, as well as a special magic prize from Barry. The birthday child will be treated to a magical hat and 
trick, or consider upgrading to a package that includes a complete magic kit for your birthday boy or girl.

All performances are custom-tailored to your audience’s age, whether they be all kids, adults, or a family crowd. In addition to the magic show, consider 
upgrading to a package that includes magic lessons and give-aways!

His shows captivate audiences of all ages, creating a memorable experience for adults and children alike. Whether a large stage show or an intimate 
living room performance, your attendees are sure to enjoy Barry's laugh-filled show!

>Voted "Best Magician" by the Washingtonian Magazine, and called a "Washington Legend" by the Washington Post, magician Barry Taylor has been 
amazing audiences throughout Maryland, DC, and Virginia for over 30 years!

>Barry has traveled the world performing magic, and has performed for presidents, vice presidents, Andrea Bocelli, Quincy Jones, Sophia Loren, Sean 
Astin, The Princess of Thailand, and many others.  

▶
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Barry Taylor (cont...) thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:53:55 ID: 08be0c No.8253493

Barry's site was created by SALT SHAKER STUDIOS http://saltshakerstudios.com/home.php | https://twitter.com/saltstudios
https://archive.is/Z0nxO
https://archive.is/KNFfo

Notice the comment by PETER WOOD March 23, 2010 advertising Shazam Magic. Remember his name. Oh, look who owns Salt Shaker…

>Bringing a variety of creative solutions to Salt Shaker Studios, Peter Wood is the lead designer of corporate identities, print materials, and multimedia 
advertising. Whether creating a comprehensive marketing package, writing content for a website, or designing a memorable logo, Peter strives to provide 
clients with positive experiences, vibrant advertising, and marketing solutions that will get results. Peter has a degree from the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County in Technical Theatre, enjoys stage and theme park design, and moonlights as a professional magician.

>Crafting the interactive wizardry that make websites work, Christie Wood is the lead developer and programmer for Salt Shaker Studios. Combining 
academic training and professional experience, Christie creates dynamic interfaces, content management solutions, and ensures that a site functions like 
clockwork. She understands that a good design makes the site, and takes pride in online experiences that are simple and elegant in appearance, yet 
sophisticated and dynamic in functionality. A graduate of the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Christie has a degree in Imaging and Digital Arts, 
and enjoys birthday cake, yoga, and spending time with an ever-growing collection of ducks.

Salt Shaker Studios also designed http://www.ccteach.org/ | https://archive.is/OcBSJ
Welcome to the Center for Career Changers to the Classroom, an organization for career changers interested in teaching!  The Center works with 
corporations and individuals to assist prospective career changers as they make the decision to teach and choose the most appropriate teacher 
education program. Prospective career changers have the opportunity to work with a mentor teacher in the public school classrooms while making the 
decision to teach as an encore career. Prospective career changers receive advice and support while deciding on the most appropriate certification 
program, progressing through the program, and searching for a teaching position. Corporations, public school systems, and community colleges 
collaborate with the Center to place interested employees in schools and classrooms to determine whether teaching is a viable encore career upon 
retirement.

—————————————
Check out Barry's video from 1 year ago about him performing at Willard's.  
https://www.facebook.com/willardsparlour/videos/845625735531057/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE

…And look who commented! NHI BEASLEY, Associate Director Biomedical Informatics at FDA | Washington D.C. Metro Area | Government 
Administration

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nhi-beasley-2174822b  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:55:09 ID: 8e203b No.8253499
File (hide): 329b1ccfa80b802⋯.png (23.05 KB, 683x600, 683:600, 1443389142915.png)

HERE WE GO  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:55:20 ID: 3264ec No.8253501 >>8253517

>>8253463
What's with this post, it just looks like an advertisement for Barry Taylor. What are we looking at here?  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:56:01 ID: d4ee06 No.8253505 >>8253522 >>8259406

>Fuck social media. I haven't had social media for 4+ years and life is fucking wonderful!

How the fuck else are we supposed to disseminate information?

Fake accounts spreading our message= God's work. It's also fun  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:58:03 ID: 88124f No.8253517

>>8253501
its just spam  

Just Putting It Out There... thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:58:29 ID: 08be0c No.8253522 >>8253528

>>8253505
>How the fuck else are we supposed to disseminate information?

I am merely putting what I found out there. What is done with the information is not up to me. Those who want leads to research now have DAYS of more 
pages to sift through and read; and I haven't even posted Pedo Mage #2 yet…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 11:59:26 ID: d840e2 No.8253528

>>8253522
Keep going anon, not seeing relevant info yet.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 12:03:15 ID: 2d2a8d No.8253549

Archived the Web of Slime posted on Voat that links Hampstead/Tavistock to RSA, symbology and Clinton(ish).

https://archive.fo/jTVmf

Interesting read, nice cohesive flow.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 12:17:58 ID: 15b1cd No.8253629

>>8253456
Yes, it's total bollocks.

She wasn't kidnapped. She died in her parents (lack of) care. Either by accident or in relation to their nonce 
doctor pal. Descriptions given to police of the "kidnapper(s)" will be made up to keep up the charade.

Ask anyone who remembers when her "disappearance" first hit the news, and they'll most often tell you they 
suspected the parents and it's all a cover-up to avoid getting done for their neglect.

> heavy opposition to anyone criticising the family and friends for leaving their kids unsupervised.
> Portuguese lead investigator dropped from the case pretty sharpish when they named the parents as 
suspects.
> have tried to get said cop's book banned where he talks of what the police actually found (embed related, 
Eng subtitles).

> parents quite sue-happy despite having the public and rich lefties throwing money at them.

Then there's what this guy found as he dug into it all: 
https://youtu.be/TIa5cnji2ys (it's a long, long watch though).

her "disappearance" is shady as fuck, but with respect to Ping Pong Pizza, it's tenuously related in the sense government people are too cosy 
with the suspects. No sign so far that there's any overlap in which government people are involved.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 12:20:00 ID: 435f2b No.8253640

What have we learned since thread #10?  
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??? thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 12:38:10 ID: 08be0c No.8253762 >>8254017

Why does this thread keep on 404'ing, and why is it not appearing on 8ch /pol/ front page?  

Whit Haydn thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 12:45:38 ID: 08be0c No.8253815 >>8254035 >>8254087 >>8254346

File (hide): 5218aaa7c500575⋯.jpg (3.52 MB, 1280x4000, 8:25, hey.jpg)

Pedo Mage #2: Whit Haydn

http://www.pophaydn.com/
https://archive.is/Itwnw
https://pophaydn.wellattended.com/events/shindig
https://archive.is/z8ehY
https://twitter.com/pophaydn
https://www.facebook.com/PopHaydnGenius/
https://www.youtube.com/user/whithaydn
http://www.pophaydn.com/pops-true-story.html
http://www.pophaydn.com/pops-true-story.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whit_Haydn
https://web.archive.org/web/20081205073424/http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0370824/resume
https://web.archive.org/web/20081206071949/http://www.whithaydn.com/links.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030618121419/http://www.whithaydn.com/ - Client list, 2008
http://www.scoundrelsforum.com/
http://themagiccafe.com/forums/index.php - Bunch of members here, search search search

>Inside Magic Favorite Pop Haydn sent along word today that he and and his very talented friends have scheduled a true shindig this week.

>We have tired of the incessant faux shindigs foisted upon an unsuspecting public or the half-hearted shindigs with inadequate ratios of shins to digging 
and so we welcome any bona fide shindig but even more, one from our favorite magical performers and jugglers plus a shindig presented with a steam-
punk theme.

>Performing with Pop will be Inside Magic Favorite Juggler Lindsay Benner, Bonnie Gordon, Andrew Goldenhersh, Liberty Larsen. Kevin Story, John 
Eddings and Patrick Culliton.

>Pop advises that whilst “the entire family is welcome but some material may be over the heads of children under 12 years old.”

>The fete will kick off at 5:00 pm, this Thursday, August 18th in the Caldwell Hall, Faith Presbyterian Church
5000 Colfax Ave, North Hollywood, CA 91601.

>We have it on very good authority that there will be audience participation and involvement and that attendees of the shindig can dress in their favorite 
steam punk- inspired garb, if desired.

…The wordplay is astounding.  

▶

▶
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Whit Haydn (cont...) thr0wpizza  11/15/16 (Tue) 12:46:59 ID: 08be0c No.8253828

Pedo Mage #2: Whit Haydn

>Pop Haydn is not originally from this century, himself. He is a Victorian gentleman who was suddenly transported into the 21st Century by accident–not 
entirely his fault–along with a bunch of other maroons stranded here from that time. Pop is making his way through this brave new world the way he 
always has–as a professional entertainer, itinerant genius and inventor. 

>He charms and delights with his mind-bending magic and comedy, and of course, he tries to sell those little bottles of patent medicine or magnetic water 
whenever he can. 

>Pop does wonderful Close-Up, Stage and Cabaret magic, and has a full theatrical Steampunk-oriented Variety Show. 

>Here you can sell people water–by the bottle–for real money!
  
>Pop Haydn is not just a steampunk or Old West magician–Pop manages to fit in with any theme or atmosphere equally well, and his humor and good-
natured wit always wins over the crowd…laughter and amazement follow. 

>Pop is most of all, an entertainer. He will warm your heart, amaze your mind, and tickle your fancy. It'll make you feel better! 

Pop Haydn and his friends present a rollicking entertainment with comedy and variety acts with lots of audience participation and surprises. Featured acts 
include Bonnie Gordon, Andrew Goldenhersh, Lindsay Benner, and Liberty Larsen.

Also on hand will be Kevin Story, John Eddings and Patrick Culliton.

The entire family is welcome but some material may be over the heads of children under 12 years old.

Nancy Hadden | (323) 344-8793
 
——————————————————-

NEC Merrill-Lynch Mail Sort, Inc. Arthur Anderson, Inc. Price-Waterhouse Infonet Advanced Micro Devices Time Technologies, Inc. IBM Douglas Battery 
Mfg. Co. Gilbarco Sarah Lee, Inc. Anheuser Busch Polytech, Inc. Boren Brick Burlington Mills Heublein Hanes, Inc. Sharon Furniture O'Henry, Inc. 
Wesley Business Forms, Inc. Epson Hewlett-Packard General Hardware National Grocer's Association Flav-O-Rich Lea Industries Maben Mfg., Inc. Rex 
Plastics Halstead Industries Thomasville Furniture Mfg. Co. Sentry Watch Pinehurst Corporation Simmons Century Furniture Culp, Inc. Sears P.G. & E. 
Nissan Toshiba - Companies worked with, 2002

Luciano Pavarotti Merv Griffin Muhammed Ali Steve Martin William Shatner Ringo Starr Alan Alda Loretta Lynn Cary Grant Karl Malden Pernell Roberts 
Arnold Schwartzenegger Paul Michael Glasser Mel Blanc Peter Falk Jerry Seinfeld Michael Jackson Huntz Hall Bill Dana Tom Bradley Gloria Loring Lou 
Rawls Jerry Reed Isabelle Sanford Chevy Chase Max Baer, Jr. Sally Struthers Rod Carew Jane Seymour Ted Knight Don Rickles Dean Martin Michele 
Lee Wilt Chamberlain Herve Villechaize Claude Aikens Barbi Benton Richard Chamberlain Lou Ferrigno Robert Shields Adam West Orson Welles Bill 
Anderson Mason Reese Rachel Ward Richard Kline Mariette Hartley Ralph Edwards Jack Klugman Conway Twitty Tony Curtis Colonel Edwin "Buzz" 
Aldrin, Jr. Whoopie Goldberg Haley Joel Osment Gerard Depardieu Norman Jewison Marcus Allen Jack Parr The Smothers Brothers Connie Chung 
General William C. Westmoreland Bill Monroe Senator Edward M. Kennedy Crystal Gayle Dottie West - Celebreties worked with, 2002  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:24:09 ID: 15b1cd No.8254017

>>8253762
I've been having trouble with these last few threads not updating properly.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:26:40 ID: 426914 No.8254031 >>8254042 >>8254257

File (hide): b2be7f0d58a3e17⋯.png (368.32 KB, 895x738, 895:738, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

>>8253414
alright anon, i'll play your game. 

"FWD: Puttanesca Sauce. We'd 
like to taste it"
Sent to John Podesta
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/48897

pic
fucking
related

"Puttanesca" literally means 
prostitute.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:27:22 ID: e2ae67 No.8254035

>>8253815

WOW! Is Pop Haydn a pedo?

You people should be extremely sure about this. He is big name in the magic community. He is real big.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:28:00 ID: 15b1cd No.8254039 >>8254858

>>8253984

>So, we're left with the mystery of what does "I think it has a map that seems pizza-related. Is it yorus?" mean?

Is it remotely common for paper napkins to be referred to as handkerchiefs?

If so, it could literally have a map drawn on it for directions to a pizza place, or was used in a discussion to clarify plans for an event or outing.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:28:20 ID: d32965 No.8254042 >>8254099 >>8254771

>>8254031
It is also a legit sauce. The other anon has a point.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:34:23 ID: e2ae67 No.8254087

>>8253815

Those forum post are new, they could be pedos trying to gaslight us and this whole magic angle could be to drive us into false gooze chase.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:36:48 ID: 426914 No.8254099 >>8254185

File (hide): 29c9d96e8158cdb⋯.png (62 KB, 992x254, 496:127, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

>>8254042
The end of the attached article is funny. 

>"Meanwhile, his campaign strategist John Podesta has also inaugurated a new style with the press: 
preparing spaghetti puttanesca for journalists. Another "constituency" in the past has not had easy relations 

with the Clinton clan."  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:41:34 ID: 8f0003 No.8254135

Can anyone update me on the status of the CPPP password protected area of the website? Do we have access yet?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:46:35 ID: 6185b9 No.8254173 >>8254217

You guys have not heard of the darknet? They wont be sharing incriminating evidence on a public website.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:48:00 ID: 426914 No.8254185

>>8254099
I wonder if the specific mention of "spaghetti alla puttanesca" comes off as an obvious tongue-in-cheek pun to native Italian speakers? 

Everyone in Italy knows what "puttanesca" refers to. They're no stranger to sexual blackmail in their political system, just look up Berlusconi, Licio Gelli, 
and the P2 Lodge. 

Furthermore, this article is referring to John Podesta inviting AMERICAN journalists over for "spaghetti alla puttanesca" dinners in DC. 

So…he's not only been having "pizza" parties, but "puttanesca" parties as well - with journalists. I wonder if it's the same roster of journalists who just 
broke an all-time shilling record trying to ensure a Clinton victory? 

Can any Italian speakers confirm if Federico Rampini was winking at his readers?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:50:18 ID: d840e2 No.8254217

>>8254173
>what is Besta Pizza's old logo
>why do we have access to Hillary's "private" emails
gas yourself, kike

>>8254126
>>8254183
You know, i find it spiritually enhancing that you fags try to spin this in any other direction when we have your fucking lingo from legit pedos on /b/, both 
here and on cuckchan, confirming map is a handkerchief stained with semen and/or blood, thus containing DNA (and so it "leads to the perpetrator", like 
a map). I'm all for playing devil's advocate from time to time since it gives perspective, but no one here is going to believe you.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:55:37 ID: b12653 No.8254249 >>8254858

>>8252956
>Hi guys. I'm the anon who first brought up Kim Noble 
>I only brought up these examples because Noble's art showing the dissociation of children during abuse mirrored the artwork by Sasha Lord Presents
>I do not believe there are links between them and the current Comet investigation, I just wanted to make people more aware of the background of 

Thanks for finally showing up and explaining this. Please don't randomly drop stuff like that in these threads. After you did that someone made an OP with 
a Noble pic and Noble's art has been relentlessly posted by shills and retards in every thread so far despite me trying to explain that it had nothing to do 
with the case directly. 

You seem to know a lot about the history so I ask you then if you have empathy or whatever for these victims why the fuck would you drop their unrelated 
art into a dig thread on a chan? Don't respond pls anon, I don't care why you did it. I'm just making a point here and also to the diggers that latched onto 
that art and reposted it in every thread insisting it must have something to do with the case despite being unable to show any direct connection. Get it 
together folks. And if you don't know what a dig is or have never participated in one pls leave and go to /r/pizzagate.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 13:56:52 ID: 15b1cd No.8254257 >>8254771 >>8257796

File (hide): 6b2abd5648932f4⋯.jpg (148.39 KB, 1200x1032, 50:43, puttanesca.jpg)

>>8254031
For crying out loud anon!

It's an Italian pasta sauce: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spaghetti_alla_puttanesca

Named after grown-ass adult prostitutes. Not children, because last I checked, children don't make their own 
pasta sauces.

If you go to the supermarket, you will almost certainly find it on the shelves:
http://www.sainsburys.co.uk/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/gb/groceries/sainsburys-puttanesca-pasta-sauce--
taste-the-difference-340g

https://www.walmart.com/ip/Gia-Russa-Puttanesca-Pasta-Sauce-24-oz/10535533

They'll even tell you how to make your own:
http://m.tesco.com/mt/legacy.realfood.tesco.com/recipes/pasta-puttanesca.html

And sell you all the ingredients in a convenient pack:
https://www.lidl.de/de/deluxe-capunti-alla-puttanesca/p113081

You are reaching with this and it's getting difficult to see the forest for the trees with all this "they talked about food so it must be paedo ring stuff," and 
then arguing back and forth when others say "no, actually I think this time they are talking about food, anon. Maybe step back a bit and get some 
perspective."  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:02:27 ID: dc4ecd No.8254314 >>8254346

The fact that this is actually happening is making me feel sick.
God damn /pol/ bring the hammer down on these fucks.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:03:17 ID: d840e2 No.8254322 >>8254426

>>8254294
>Why would they describe it to her as white and black, and square. And not "dude…there as a hanky covered in blood and semen left in the house! Wtf?"
Are you fucking serious right now
>Why would people in power hide their illicit activities from normies through seemingly innocuous lingo
We know druggies do it, we know unconnected pedo fucks do it, fuck, imageboards and the Internet at large does it with memes and shit, you should an 
hero  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:05:39 ID: e2ae67 No.8254346

>>8254314
We need to be clear here. There are alot of poisoning the well going on here. For example this >>8253815

Clearly those forum post were new, just couple days old, and are use as a proof of some huge conspiracy. Of course magicians have white rabbits and 
doing shows for kids, but that doesn't mean they are pedos. Clearly the pedos are trying to muddy the waters.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:05:59 ID: bdbf26 No.8254350

>>8253338
ASSange - as a teenager - was in a cult called The Family. Julian is a MK-ULTRA Asset.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:07:32 ID: 15b1cd No.8254360 >>8254396

>>8254126
So "a mark that is pizza-related" most likely. Could also be an autocorrect issue or she typed "ma" and "map" was suggested alongside "mark" and she 
stupidly pressed that instead.

Perhaps someone who uses predictive text could have a quick look and see if this is a possibility before we spend more days on one sentence from one 
e-mail among tens of thousands.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:10:52 ID: d840e2 No.8254396

>>8254360
Yes, because I'm sure realtors bother their clients with every little fucking napkin stained with food.

In fact, it's not exactly that, it's one high-up person talking to another high-up person about
fucking
napkins
that were cleaned up
and whether the other guy wants it.

Nothing suspicious here, nope!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:13:46 ID: 15b1cd No.8254426

>>8254322
>Are you fucking serious right now

Are you?

The point anon is making is that the person who found the handkerchief is a third party outside of the suspects. A blood and semen stained hanky is 
getting put in the bin and the counter top scrubbed thoroughly because, ew - as far as normies are concerned.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:14:00 ID: d840e2 No.8254427 >>8254501

>>8254401
Then explain why the fuck she is bothering someone over A FUCKING DIRTY NAPKIN. ON A SECRET MAILING LIST OF THE ELITE. Explain that shit 
to me nigger, please  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:14:00 ID: bdbf26 No.8254428 >>8255267

File (hide): cdd74a4e0ace7d5⋯.jpg (530.31 KB, 2048x2048, 1:1, amandakleinman.jpg)

It's a PSYOP. It involves CIA, high-ranks in OTO (Thelema) and their assets. Alefantis is an asset, the pizza 
shops are fronts, M.A.M.A.S. and C.H.I.L.D. sites are fronts. The connections between 'Cake of Light' and 
'Spirit Cooking' are clear. John Podesta and his art items collection is typical of one who's into the occult. I 
am sure we had similar OP 4 years ago.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:18:40 ID: d840e2 No.8254469

>>8254457
If she bothered everyone over FUCKING HANKIES she'd never get the job done as a goddamn realtor, how many hankies are used every day in normal 
households? For fucks sake man, you've never worked a day in your life as a cleaner, jesus  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:20:20 ID: 1a2755 No.8254482

This magician stuff is interesting and I think should be pursued.

There's this guy named George P. Hansen who wrote a book called "The Trickster and the Paranormal", in which he gives theories on the nature of the 
paranormal, and more specifically, the situations in which paranormal events seem to manifest most often.

It's hard to explain, but I'll try to give the gist of it in bullet points:

-In Sociology, there are ideas called "anti-structure", and "liminality".  They are somewhat related to eachother.
-Anti-structure is what it sounds like, but since it's a sociological terms, think of it as it relates to people and society, and how the two interact.  People can 
be anti-structural.  So can organizations (groups of people).  So can physical environments. 

-Liminality refers to something that is "in-between" two clearly defined states.  It's not quite one, not quite the other, and therefore is undefined.

Hansen makes special note of magicians (illusions Michael!).  For whatever reason, a lot of them seem to be homosexual, and live generally very non-
conventional lives.  Homosexuality is anti-structural.  It's not "the norm".  James Randi (who interestingly enough has been accused of being a pedo) 
being one example.

And stage magic, is both anti-structural, and liminal.  The magician, through his illusions, brings about a state of mind in the viewer wherein the viewer, 
intellectually knowing that there must be a "trick" that he is not seeing, can't help but wonder if maybe the magician actually IS using "magic".  This is a 
very liminal and anti-structural situation.

tl;dr:  

1.  Magicians are often weirdos and pedos. 
2.  Legitimately weird things can happen when you merely PRETEND that you are doing something weird.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:22:04 ID: 15b1cd No.8254501 >>8254527

>>8254427
> secret mailing list of the elite
Where are you getting this from? The people in the e-mail chain will be those involved in viewing the properties. 
why they wanted to view them is interesting, but no, we're arguing over a fucking hanky instead
then again, maybe that is the point of all this

It is actually pretty fucking normal to want to return items you think someone left behind by mistake, no matter how insignificant they may seem because 
you never know what sentimental or real value those items have to the owner.

It's also good customer service. 
Ordinarily, it would go into Lost & Found incase the owner returned looking for it, but she actually knew the owner was likeliest in the group she'd shown 
around the property the day before, so she contacted them.

She's a realtor, trying to get a sale. Everything she does will be to help create a positive impression of her and the company she works for with the people 
she is trying to sell to or get a contract with.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:24:37 ID: d840e2 No.8254527

>>8254501
>>8254505
>left a fucking dirty napkin by mistake and maybe wants it back
>getting a dirty napkin to someone is a favour
I'm done with you niggers, you're fucking logic here way more than these fucks have been screwing kids.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:29:18 ID: b12653 No.8254569 >>8257891 >>8257923

File (hide): 88a2438f7d05e8a⋯.jpg (28.43 KB, 400x223, 400:223, the play within the play.jpg)

>>8254294
>But the person who found the handkerchief was some random realtor. It wasn't anyone involved nor had 
any connection to ANY of the people in the email. A third party.

Source? It's common knowledge that these rings have co-conspirators in professions that support their 
crime including realtors. There have been numerous arrests in the past of realtors for providing empty 
houses as safe spaces for their criminal friends to use.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:30:02 ID: bdbf26 No.8254578 >>8255092

CARISOPRODOL (Trade Name: Soma®) 2014 . Introduction: Carisoprodol is a prescription drug marketed since 1959. It is a centrally acting muscle 
relaxant. 

>Carisjames

jimmycomet posted a photo with drugs and  money talking about London. That was 210 weeks ago from the date of the post - circa 15 november - that's 
one year exactly.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:42:10 ID: d840e2 No.8254686

>>8254629
>The ONLY contact they have, are when viewing holiday homes.
In the emails leaked, you have no idea about other accounts/elsewhere.

>You know why no one gives a shit other than Kathryn Tate?
Because to them it's a daily occurence and they think they're so secure that they don't even have to account for the hanky since their realtor is loyal and 
will destroy it if no one wants it?

As an aside, i love that you two fags have been here for three threads, and it's always you two, but not the earlier ones - it's almost like some plebbit fags 
linked here from pizzagate or whatever and you came over. What a (((coincidence))), isn't it?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:50:26 ID: d840e2 No.8254751

>>8254743
>what is an automatic email signature  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:51:44 ID: 4f9632 No.8254763 >>8254777

Tfw people ignoring icecm and dyncorp  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:52:24 ID: 39e452 No.8254771

>>8254042
>>8254257
It's a classified email with a subject that says "puttanensca sauce, we'd like to try it" and no body.  That doesn't come off as strange to either of you?

>>8254183
Also, if this is all crazy conspiracy theorists grasping at nothing, then why not just sit back and laugh instead of investing all this time and effort to make 
graphics and then argue for the entire life of two threads now?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:53:07 ID: 4f9632 No.8254777 >>8254784 >>8254820 >>8254836 >>8254924 >>8254983 >>8255013

>>8254763
Tfw people ignoring child trafficking in Haiti and guinea 
Tfw people ignoring Clintons tie to military industrial complex  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:54:06 ID: 4f9632 No.8254784 >>8254800 >>8254836

>>8254777
Tfw people ignoring the one thing that ties them all together  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:56:29 ID: 4f9632 No.8254800 >>8254820 >>8254822 >>8254836 >>8254865

>>8254784
Tfw 4chan 8ch or Reddit can't identify any of these random children  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:58:41 ID: 6d391a No.8254820

>>8254777
>>8254800
kek has spoken  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 14:58:49 ID: 4f9632 No.8254822

>>8254800
Tfw keks protection is with me and I fear none but god  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:00:11 ID: 39e452 No.8254836 >>8254853 >>8256675

>>8254777
>>8254784
>>8254800
Honestly, the handkerchief and walnut sauce probably are dead-end leads.  That's probably why shills have been endlessly bringing up those arguments: 
to try and distract from the more damning clues that they have no explaination for, like the spirit cooking and the kid taped to a table in Jimmy's instagram 
and the fact that they were jackhammering down to the tunnels below their restaurant with a permit.

if any DC area anons are around here, consider applying for a job at Comet Pizza.  Then, you can see the basement and find out what the result of that 
project was.  Then we'll know if it was something innocuous or sinister.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:01:33 ID: bc9831 No.8254852

A bit off topic, but something that confuses me about all this. While it doesn't seem like anybody has produced a smoking gun yet, there's way too much 
circumstantial evidence to outright dismiss this. 

I don't believe Wikileaks could have published these emails without realizing they'd essentially be implying this theory that we managed to come up with. 
Makes me wonder why they would "tease" us this way. Either they want to keep this international pedo ring as insurance for future interactions with the 
US govt, or they plan on exposing it. I'm not sure why they would have given us the information that's so open ambiguous and open to interpretation. 

My best guess is that WL is very well aware of the pedo ring but doesn't have sufficient evidence to prove so, and they depend on groups like this to 
conduct independent, crowd-based research. I choose to believe this, because the alternative is that they've essentially sent on us a wild goose chase by 
purposely releasing emails that give these optics. Thoughts?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:01:35 ID: 39e452 No.8254853

>>8254836
*without a permit, I mean  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:02:06 ID: 2d2a8d No.8254858

>>8253984
I think you're overanalysing the use of sheets/kerchiefs in Noble's artwork, particularly as scale is not at all relevant or accurate in many of her pieces. 
The importance of the kerchief isn't in the artwork but in the testimony provided by another anon, that they use this to collect blood/semen as a trophy. I 
haven't read through Noble's stuff in many years so I cannot recall if this is something she attested to, or if the anon who explained it had a different 
source (such as it being common in pedophilia in general rather than something specific to DID/SRA).

Part of me regrets bringing up Noble/O'Brien because a lot of anons are diving into that rabbit hole (and it's a fucking huge hole) and it has little to no 
bearing on Comet Pizza and the associated actual, tangible, modern leads. I simply wished to make anon aware of background history and context. 
Please see what I wrote here:
>>8252956
>>8252956
>>8252956

I'm not convinced that the email from the realtor (white w/black, square, kitchen island) is what we should be looking at here. If read in context, the 
descriptive words and locations could simply be to determine ownership of the lost item, there's not necessarily code here. However, this does not take 
into consideration whether she is naive and helpful, or aware of the significance of the object (assuming there is one). She may know that it is evidence of 
some sort of illegal activity and is therefore motivated to either return or dispose of it once she knows which option the "bosses" would prefer.

The second email, Susan's, is what stands out. "I think it has a map that seems pizza-related." No one talks like that, it doesn't make sense. And more 
importantly, how would she know there is a map or anything pizza-related on it? The realtor didn't mention maps or pizza in her original email. So why 
does Susan make this assumption, unless there is some common usage of handkerchiefs within that social circle that also relates to whatever maps and 
pizza are actually codewords for. (For example, the blood/semen trophy theory, drugs theory, etc). If this is the case, Susan is giving Podesta a heads-up 
saying "hey you left some evidence, want it back or get rid?", she's signalling to him through the code words. The only way she would know that there 
was a "map that seems pizza-related" is if in their world pizza-related maps are regularly found on handkerchiefs, because the realtor did not mention 
anything that could be construed as related to maps or pizza.

>Tl;dr I don't think the black/white/square part is relevant, just the map/pizza code. Map equating to DNA/semen still seems like the most obvious answer, 
particularly in the context of pizza, which we know is definitely child rape.

>>8254039
I don't think anyone would call a paper napkin a handkerchief, and certainly wouldn't be emailing offering to return/mail it if it was just trash. And saying a 
map is "pizza-related" is a really fucking weird way to word it, you'd just call it a dirty pizza napkin or w/e.

>>8254126
>>8254183
>>8254294
>>8254401
>>8254457
>>8254505
>>8254629
Okay 9c9500 I gave you the benefit of the doubt with the first part of this response, but at this point I'm inclined to believe you're a shill.

>>8254249
I did explain this all when I originally posted it, I have not at any point dropped the art, names or info with no context. I even stuck a bunch of spoilers over 
the Aquino, Presidio, Dutroux, Savile etc stuff AND kindly requested that anons look into it only for reference or AFTER the current Comet investigation is 
over. The fact that I have empathy is the precise reason I brought it up with the fucking disclaimers. I'm not fucking responsible for the D&C/shilling/disinfo 
others have used it for.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:03:24 ID: 389026 No.8254865
File (hide): c08629601288089⋯.jpg (243.93 KB, 1224x1224, 1:1, Anne-Luzzatto-and-children.jpg)

>>8254800

>Tfw 4chan 8ch or Reddit can't identify any of these random children

I identified the 3 Luzzatto children and family days ago. Have a photo from (great?) aunty Anne Luzzatto. I 
don't know who the other 2 children are yet though.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:03:34 ID: 4f9632 No.8254867

Tfw HRC has represented pedophiles and laura sisbys' attorney was convicted pedophile  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:07:31 ID: 08fff0 No.8254900 >>8255018

They are tied together through Mamas Midwives, who delivered Maeven (JimmyCommet/GrandpaJimmy refer to her as Mae on IG, though the Podesta 
emails refer to her as Maeve. 
Shes Tammy Luzzatos daughter)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:11:49 ID: a504d0 No.8254924

>>8254777
https://8ch.net/file_store/de489ed817d6c6b7f3c19e20bd2227c4468cef90d81a0bc730a555c42edffaeb.webm
I don't fucking know how to do this right. "Couldn't make sense of the URL of the video you tried to embed."  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:13:42 ID: 08fff0 No.8254936 >>8254943

>>8253308

Posting in the killroom/freezer photo:

gordyspicklejar.com  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:14:42 ID: d840e2 No.8254943 >>8254968

>>8254936
nigga, i ain't clicking that shit. Repost here or gtfo  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:17:17 ID: a504d0 No.8254968

>>8254943
>gordyspicklejar.com
Copy link -> navigate to archive.is -> paste link
Ain't clicked shit nigger  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:18:41 ID: d840e2 No.8254982

>>8254959
>i-it's just a harmless little joke, goyim, no need to get upset over kids taped to tables and wall artwork full of fapping and disgusting shit in a FAMILY-
FRIENDLY pizzeria
Soros still paying, huh? Or are you actually James? Hello James!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:18:50 ID: a27c8f No.8254983

>>8254777
>Tfw people ignoring child trafficking in Haiti and guinea 
>
>Tfw people ignoring Clintons tie to military industrial complex
Checked

Any more info get dug up on beyond borders, located between comet and besta  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:19:20 ID: 39e452 No.8254989 >>8255013

>>8254959
hilarious.
Now explain the image of a toddler with bruises under her eyes holding a roll of duct tape that Jimmy Comet liked.  Something tells me he's taped kids to 
tables more than once.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:21:32 ID: bdbf26 No.8255013

>>8254777
>>8254989
That image tells alot. look at what she's wearing. Is something ritual, not about shitty swirles, but aboutjewish ritual.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:21:44 ID: 389026 No.8255018 >>8255032

>>8254900

No Alexandra Tydings Luzzetto is the children's mother. Tammy is the grandmother, Ben Luzzatto's mother.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:21:48 ID: a504d0 No.8255020

>>8254959
Funny if you rape children.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:23:39 ID: bdbf26 No.8255032 >>8255067

>>8255018

Tamera Luzzatto is the "correct" spelling. Origin seems italian, hapogroup (((Jewish))) in Italy she should be called Tamara Luzzato. They adapt anmes to 
local languages.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:26:12 ID: 389026 No.8255067

>>8255032

I'm saying she's not the mother, she's the grandmother.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:28:47 ID: bdbf26 No.8255091

>>8255050
this is not an autistic childs in deep needs helping thread. I f you can't find previous images you can only give ZERO contribution here.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:28:52 ID: b12653 No.8255092

>>8254578
Yes, we know. Maybe it's code or not. The child has been identified see  reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5csusq/identified_girls_from_jimmycomet_ig/?
ref=search_posts
>running several businesses and being a busy faggot socialite
>posting pics of friends child with #chickenlovers hashtag in your free time  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:29:50 ID: d840e2 No.8255101

>>8255050
How convenient, all this time reacting to all my posts with normalfag bullshit, but now focused completely on an incriminating picture. In fact, a picture he 
claims not to have any record of and asks for one. Need to redact one more from the Internet, eh?

J'accuse, James.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:32:25 ID: bdbf26 No.8255116

Carisoprodol: a marginally effective skeletal 
muscle relaxant with serious abuse potential. 
Boothby L, Doering P, Hatton R.
Hosp Pharmacy. 2003

Who can read this?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:33:29 ID: 39e452 No.8255128 >>8255152 >>8255176 >>8255289

File (hide): ce051698daddb16⋯.jpg (80.91 KB, 1024x576, 16:9, c71bff87179e03b335eaf7f69b….jpg)

>>8255050  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:36:17 ID: 39e452 No.8255152 >>8255176

>>8255128
Also, it was right around the time this first surfaced that they started nuking threads and ddos'ing 4chan.  So everyone save this picture.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:36:40 ID: e688d0 No.8255162 >>8255207 >>8258220

File (hide): 923c86f99d9260d⋯.png (1.46 MB, 3864x2428, 966:607, websiteanalysis.png)

I did this for 4chan a week ago, are you guys 
aware of this?

Kalorama is where podesta lives, obama moved 
there too

Kalorama Network Services is linked to comet 
pizza, and they host several other

it's owned my maureen gallagher, who is also 
"sunday manager" of bucks camping and fishing

https://www.linkedin.com/in/maureen-gallagher-18401a8  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:38:40 ID: d840e2 No.8255176

>>8255128
>>8255152
Yup, they started sperging out as soon as this sandnigger was mentioned. FBIanon said the pedos were all up in the DoJ and Clinton Foundation, telling 
us to focus on CF.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:40:34 ID: bdbf26 No.8255186 >>8255199 >>8255207

it's indian name you ignorant piece of utter american shit  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:41:11 ID: af6e52 No.8255199

>>8255186
POO IN THE LOO PAJEET  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:41:56 ID: d840e2 No.8255207

>>8255186
>designated
>shitting
>street

>>8255162
she works for Alefantis then, worth digging  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:42:07 ID: bdbf26 No.8255208

Murka Murka Jewish Holocaust Oy Vey Fat-Jew  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:47:05 ID: f9686a No.8255249

>>8254959
You do understand your picture is damning in it's own way. "A bunch of young-ish families who turn their kids loose", meaning there's plenty of unattended 
kids.  
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File (hide): 675c04f306e1caa⋯.jpg (1.23 MB,
1456x1688, 182:211, sam-taylor wood.jpg)

File (hide): aa7044b88685699⋯.jpg (105.54 KB,
420x337, 420:337, janaina schaipe.jpg)

File (hide): 736e39587993106⋯.jpg
(78.98 KB, 469x600, 469:600, patricia piccinici.jpg)

File (hide): b9b31636bf83db7⋯.jpg
(181.97 KB, 508x726, 254:363, gillan wearing
2.jpg)

File (hide): 57347b7bbc604c4⋯.jpg (8.06 KB,
236x176, 59:44, gillan wearing podestas fa….jpg)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:50:25 ID: dc65aa No.8255267

>>8254428
>podestas art
these are some of his favorite artists. Themes of abnormality, the grotesque, the bestial, sex, lust, decay, loss, trauma, fear, death.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:51:45 ID: bdbf26 No.8255272

Caris Drug Quick Fact Sheet:

- Discovered durin gMK-ULTRA Years.
- Has an half-life duration of less than 2Hours.
- Forensic presence obtainable only via chromathography.

It's literally the MK-ULTRA Programmer Tool of The Trade.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:53:22 ID: bdbf26 No.8255283

>>8255274
>Anyways, I'm gonna stop now.
don't leave! Baby don't hurt me... no more!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:53:48 ID: 4f9632 No.8255286

>>8255274
Carisjames causes sleepless nights too  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:54:07 ID: df574a No.8255289 >>8255460

File (hide): 07257173e52c656⋯.png (12.98 KB, 519x81, 173:27, lkTD6gb.png)

>>8255128
cool pizza  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:54:36 ID: d840e2 No.8255293

>>8255274
>parents post pics of their children taped to fucking tables
>parents let their babies be taken to a satanic fucking party with Lady Gaga where there's an effigy of a human being cut right fucking open as a cake or 
dish or whatever the fuck it was
sure sure, hope Soros pays you well, you're gonna need it when the names start leaking  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:56:04 ID: dc65aa No.8255306

>>8254959
Nah, even a commenter on the pic said it was creepy and he shouldn't have posted it, especially with the recent accusations, she said.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 15:59:21 ID: 39e452 No.8255330 >>8255363 >>8255480

>>8255274
When a child is so deprived of sleep that the dark bags under her eyes resemble ecchymosis, that alone is evidence of child-abuse.  But more likely, this 
kid suffers from malnourishment or physical trauma.

http://www.rightdiagnosis.com/symptom/ecchymosis-in-children.htm

Again, why have you been so dedicated to explaining everything away these past couple of threads?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:03:37 ID: e688d0 No.8255363 >>8255373 >>8255541 >>8256465 >>8263362

>>8255330

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:05:18 ID: e688d0 No.8255373

>>8255363
also look at the room they're in, it looks like a broom closet, they're playing with the stuff they found lying around there.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:09:30 ID: b12653 No.8255399

>>8255274
>#chickenlover  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:11:43 ID: d840e2 No.8255414

>>8255397
>completely unknown source of the photos
>no bags under eyes plainly fucking visible in the sickfuck photos
keep digging that hole for yourself i suppose  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:15:49 ID: 11eab1 No.8255443 >>8255601

my sister lives blocks away from this place, with my new born niece. how worried should i be?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:15:55 ID: d840e2 No.8255444

>>8255425
how do you know that, James? Based on one fucking item in the room, but not all the others?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:16:41 ID: ff0e48 No.8255450 >>8255480 >>8255522 >>8257234

File (hide): 7ee5ef7e814a2ed⋯.jpg (49.97 KB, 728x540, 182:135, nzpxPipg.jpg)

Guys, I may have just stumbled on 
something truly disturbing.

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/

Check out this tumblr from Rachel 
Chandler, longtime associate of the 
Clintons.  

WHO ARE THESE CHILDREN?

WHY ARE THEY POSING IN THIS 
MANNER?

WHO IS REBLOGGING AND LIKING THEM?

AND IS THAT A FUCKING WHIP IN THIS PICTURE?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:16:41 ID: d840e2 No.8255451

>>8255425
besides, I thought you were done discussing this with us and was about to recuse yourself. Still blindly defending James and his rapebuddies, eh?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:17:38 ID: 8c7928 No.8255460 >>8258220

File (hide): 3f322af8482b700⋯.png (1.03 MB, 1515x857, 1515:857, algiznipredpill.png)

This investigation needs to ramp shit up, you guys have been poking at red herrings and strings for weeks. 
What we should be looking at is convicted and indited pedophiles as well as rings in the Washington area. 
We need to bust doors down, make citizen arrests. 
>>8255308
>>8255289
>>8255289
Also reminder that pedos shitpost and congregate to anonymous locations on the internet just like intl does. 
Unlike us, and very much like intl their memes are shit, uninspiring and childish, because they never made it 
over the threshold of mental acuity that signifies becoming an adult. 

Cool Pizza is possibly an example of creating a product from which you can "cleverly" refer to when talking in code to each other. 

>Create a product
>When talking in code, if ever caught, refer to the product, then insult or ridicule any accusation of the code words meaning anything other than that 

The same is true of Comet Ping Pong and of Besta Pizza. These businesses are pedophile fronts, they are using them as a means to refer to them in 
case they ever ran the risk of being caught like they have been, talking in code. 

>I have such great fun with CP
>Lets share some CP experiences 
>Whaaat, we were talking about comet pizza experiences obviously, what are you crazy? 

They meet at these locations to enjoy the company of fellow degenerates, for they fear the thought of being alone. Few sociopaths can pull off their 
degeneracy entirely alone. 

It is rudimentary strategy, simple and childish, but they do it nonetheless, and always have. Masons have done it for hundreds of years, ever since they 
went from an adult organization to a childish one somewhere around the time when the Rothschild and associated parties infiltrated and co opted them, 
perhaps even before that particular insurrection. 

The reality, when taken out into the sun and drawn out for all to see, then explained logically, is that all of these memes of codes and secrecy are childish. 
They hate to be observed because its under observation that this childish cult is exposed for what it really is, fear based congregation of unhealthy, 
mentally deranged underdeveloped adults. They derailed from the human purpose, and are left bereft of any value, so all they can do is destroy rather 
than create, for to fix themselves they have to first admit to how fucking stupid and childish they are. 

Silence is their greatest fear, they must always laugh, makes jokes, torture, maim and pleasure themselves upon the destruction of hard work. Silence is 
what brings the daunting weight of reality down upon them. They surround themselves with sick and twisted art because shit, cancer and decay helps 
them avoid looking at the even more terrifying nature of their own reality. They are escapists, they flee constantly. 

Remind yourselves that you are the Sonnenrad, the fire of truth, the eternal Phoenix. 

These people, they hate nothing more than being laughed at, ridiculed when exposed completely. They dress up in fancy clothes, they go to fancy 
arrangements, with fancy people, they laugh behind their masks on fancy checkered floors, at children, teenagers, men and women stripped naked and 
reduced to cattle for their amusement and sacrifice. They feel so empowered in their secrecy. Remove the roof, expose them to the world, and they are 
no more powerful than rodents fleeing an exposed nest. 

These are our eternal foe, the carrion at the heart of corruption.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:17:44 ID: a504d0 No.8255465 >>8255586

>>8255397
Agreed. The plastic ties on the girl playing cards, podesta's band-aid, this black eye… people are using shitty monitors or something. Too much fantastic 
speculation, like the handkerchief map, you have too look at it in just a certain way for it to mean anything.

I feel like these are shill attempts at distraction.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:18:17 ID: d840e2 No.8255468

>>8255449
they're STILL NOT FUCKING BAGS VISIBLE IN THE PICTURES, EVEN IN LOW-LIGHT CONDITIONS, THEY LACK THE DEPTH VISIBLE you 
degenerate  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:20:04 ID: bdbf26 No.8255480

>>8255330
>>8255450

Now - Goym - it's 5777. 

Nothing wrong as whipping your ballerina once in a while.

C'mon.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:21:47 ID: d840e2 No.8255493

>>8255482
I was talking about your so-called "family pictures". So you fucking admit there's a difference then?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:26:25 ID: e688d0 No.8255522 >>8255527

>>8255450
looks like a bag with a red tassel on it, still the kid is dressed up and poses in a weird manner  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:27:14 ID: ff0e48 No.8255527

>>8255522
Aah that makes a little more sense.

Still some really disturbing pictures on her tumblr of children with no seeming explanation of where they came from.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:27:20 ID: 304414 No.8255530 >>8255537

>>8254959
>This is how silly you sound, goyim.
Kill yourself and your employers. Do something good for oncce.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:27:56 ID: 304414 No.8255537

>>8255530
I'm retarded. It was meant for this faggot >>8255517  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:28:16 ID: e688d0 No.8255541

>>8255517
>>8255363
there's no point in defending these guys, pics show that they've been photoshopped. why would someone photoshop the elbow of his daughter if he 
doesn't have something to hide?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:28:22 ID: d840e2 No.8255542

>>8255517
After weighing how much sick shit James is into, his whole fucking pizzeria and the amount of shit he's involved in, his instagram, his creepy fucking 
"jokes" AND how many confirmed pedos he's in contact with, with Hillary fucking Clinton visiting Comet?

Pizza theory. Every fucking time. You focus on small details while there's an ever-growing amount of (((coincidences))) that you're all too ready to ignore. 
So fuck off with your shilling, you're not getting away with this.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:31:53 ID: a504d0 No.8255586

>>8255465
To reiterate my point, these "maybe/maybe not" things can be used as clues and move on to the next thing (by investigating those accounts who like or 
comment on these images), but they aren't evidence by themselves and so should not be the center of conversation.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:33:08 ID: b12653 No.8255601 >>8255851

>>8255443
She should be a stay at home mom, no childcare. Homeschool.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:34:02 ID: ff0e48 No.8255608 >>8255626 >>8255772

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/

Someone help me I can't seem to view the notes to see who shared these pictures  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:36:11 ID: 304414 No.8255626 >>8255648

>>8255608
Neither can I. Maybe you need to follow her?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:37:51 ID: e688d0 No.8255639 >>8258913

>>8255607
so you're an expert on computer forensic graphic analysis?
for me the shadow looks weird even with my bare eye, now get lost.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:38:31 ID: ff0e48 No.8255648 >>8255677 >>8255693

>>8255626
I was able to do it via mobile earlier… weird if they disabled it via css or something.

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/128564304292

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/143182616437

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/146266516352

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/147079170662

WHO.  

ARE.

THESE.

PEOPLE.

WHAT ARE THESE PICTURES, ESPECIALLY THE ONE WITH THE HAIR?  WHAT IS SCRAWLED IN THE BACK.

WHAT ARE WE NOT SEEING?!?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:41:28 ID: e688d0 No.8255677 >>8255696 >>8255789

File (hide): 9b27c6fcb781b0b⋯.png (1.08 MB, 1108x696, 277:174, 12412.png)

>>8255648
i guess that's the same 
person  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:43:00 ID: 304414 No.8255693 >>8255711

>>8255648
These don't seem weird to me. Except the first one. The page implies she's a photographer, so she got the kid to pose like that on purpose.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:43:18 ID: a504d0 No.8255696 >>8255802

>>8255677
Go home. You're drunk.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:45:19 ID: ff0e48 No.8255711 >>8255802 >>8255839

>>8255693
In case you forgot who Rachel Chandler was…

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CwhYDVHVEAAIpe4.jpg

Also who photographs a young male, mostly shirtless, in snakeskin pants with ballerina shoes, on a bed, and then posts is on the internet?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:50:28 ID: 39e452 No.8255764 >>8255839

>>8255449
>>8255397

Come on.  Those are all bags under the eyes.  The toddler in the picture we posted has bruises, not bags.  The arks are far darker than bags, as anyone 
can see.

There is actually a more innocent explanation I deliberately neglected to suggest because I wanted to see what you'd say.  Parents concerned about 
bruises under their toddler's eyes usually go to a doctor to discover it's from nasal congestion.

A second of googleing could have shown you that, but you jump right on explaining away the bruises.  Maybe these parents were not concerned enough 
to bring this kid to a doctor because they already know how the bruises got there.  Bruises like that are also the result of a skull fracture.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:50:29 ID: ff0e48 No.8255765

http://kidsoknuit.tumblr.com/

This tumblr liked one of the photos.  Why?  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:51:12 ID: e688d0 No.8255772 >>8255820 >>8255848 >>8255888

>>8255608
http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/
is this also hers?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:54:06 ID: 536437 No.8255789 >>8255800

>>8255677
I'm convinced some of you faggots are face blind  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:55:15 ID: e688d0 No.8255800 >>8255849

>>8255789
what do you mean?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:55:24 ID: bdbf26 No.8255802 >>8255820 >>8259404

>>8255517
>So here we go, my theory:
>She's a toddler and doesn't sleep much. As toddlers do. She's in the arts and craft / play room.

Holy Shit, Sherlock.

>>8255696
What's the problem, GRANDMA?

>>8255711
http://41.media.tumblr.com/1beff105494d2eef85808d18428017d7/tumblr_nubdjwlDqM1qisyv1o1_1280.jpg

Curious Lancashire Walks: Forty Intriguing Country Rambles Paperback – 5 Aug 2006
by Graham K. Dugdale

- Missing Charlene Downes
- Allegations that two children were sexually exploited by taxi drivers in Lancashire.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:57:59 ID: ff0e48 No.8255820 >>8255839 >>8255842 >>8255855

>>8255772
Possibly.  Gonna need people to run down who all is in these pictures.

http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/post/59498316427 idk what this is but something is going on there

http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/post/59498316427

Seems very Podesta-y 

>>8255802
What are you driving at, help me see.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 16:59:41 ID: bdbf26 No.8255839 >>8255866

>>8255711 P-parents :^)

>>8255764 >>8255790
I strongly suggest you to get the fuck out with youre bags, too. 

>>8255820 Having a clinical eye, that's the book on the left.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:00:05 ID: e688d0 No.8255842 >>8255866

>>8255820
all pictures there are from august 26/27 2013, lots of hollywoodpeople  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:00:45 ID: a504d0 No.8255848 >>8255866 >>8255888

>>8255772
None of this is archived.
Archiving….  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:00:39 ID: 85962f No.8255849 >>8255870

>>8255800
That you are blind to faces…

MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:00:49 ID: 11eab1 No.8255851

>>8255601
unfortunately shes a libcuck.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:01:13 ID: bdbf26 No.8255855 >>8255866

>>8255820 Having a clinical eye, that's the book on the left.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:02:52 ID: ff0e48 No.8255866 >>8255900 >>8255918 >>8255931 >>8255949

>>8255839
Fuck, you're right.  So then we know they were in Lancaster sometime after 2006.

>>8255842

Anyone of note we should be seeing in there?  I recognized a few but not all.

>>8255848
Good on you anon.

>>8255855
I didn't catch that, yeah I see it now.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:03:54 ID: e688d0 No.8255870 >>8255927

>>8255849
you mean that's not the same person? to me they look very alike, not a grandmother, more like a grandfather  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:05:14 ID: ff0e48 No.8255879 >>8255944 >>8255949 >>8259388

BIG

http://a-ssad.tumblr.com/

This tumblr shared http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/144108848847 photo from rachelchandler's tumblr

What the fuck is this?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:05:23 ID: 457e58 No.8255882 >>8258913

>>8255607
That shadow doesn't dissipate like a normal shadow, shill man. That alone is reason enough to believe it was photoshopped
These people are sick. They want to display their horrible personalities but they want to do so in a way that they can skirt trouble from authorities. Normal 
crazy people like me hide the bodies and make sure no one knows about anything you've done, erasing all evidence or even hints of incrimination. These 
people are both crazy and they think they won't get caught no matter how much they show; they're fetishists, and this is their way of announcing their 
exhibitionism and voyeurism  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:06:31 ID: a504d0 No.8255888 >>8255914

>>8255772
>>8255848
https://archive.is/GuYaj
Goes to page 7  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:07:16 ID: b12653 No.8255900
File (hide): c1f562ea819b15a⋯.png (445.08 KB, 2007x961, 2007:961, screenshot-rachelchandlerp….png)

>>8255866
>Anyone of note we should be 
seeing in there? 
page3  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:08:01 ID: 9790d4 No.8255912

>>8253279 (OP)
>James Alefantis
Has anyone looked through these emails yet?

https://search.wikileaks.org/?
query=%22James+Alefantis%22&exact_phrase=&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_date_end=&released_date_start=&relea
sed_date_end=&include_external_sources=True&new_search=True&order_by=most_relevant#results  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:08:10 ID: ff0e48 No.8255914

>>8255888
http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/image/59437617602 

This?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:08:30 ID: e688d0 No.8255918 >>8256001

>>8255866
http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/post/59488357059
is also on the other blog
http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/86726508472

also this seems important

http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/image/59445614591  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:09:21 ID: 9790d4 No.8255922 >>8258220

File (hide): 6c0047d6009925b⋯.png (63.81 KB, 1136x377, 1136:377, results.png)

>>8253279 (OP)
Has anyone looked through these emails yet?
https://search.wikileaks.org/?
query=%22James+Alefantis%22&exact_phrase=&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&docu
ment_date_end=&released_date_start=&released_date_end=&include_external_sources=True&new_searc
h=True&order_by=most_relevant#results  

File (hide): 7c1784f9a62d20d⋯.jpg (50.91 KB,
992x520, 124:65, TL01.jpg)

File (hide): 1192816812a905c⋯.jpg (156.24 KB,
992x520, 124:65, TL02.jpg)

File (hide): a2c15b2ebb2277c⋯.jpg (441.5 KB,
1984x1040, 124:65, TL03.jpg)

File (hide): 7d3008130e2e204⋯.jpg (429.84 KB,
1984x1040, 124:65, TL04.jpg)

File (hide): c11f2669faa721c⋯.jpg (18.11 KB, 400x400,
1:1, Newtown-Action-Alliance-lo….jpg)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:09:20 ID: 389026 No.8255923 >>8256018 >>8256112 >>8259659

Tamera Luzzatto's Facebook - https://archive.is/0Lrlb

There are many photos of her grandchildren on her Facebook, most are of the children mentioned in the Podesta emails and a few have comments that 
may be worth looking into.

Tamera Luzzatto is Managing Director of Government Relations at The Pew Charitable Trusts, which was a conservative organisation years ago but has 
been taken over by the far-left and is now used for things like activism against "man-made climate change".

About Pew Charitable Trusts https://archive.is/XBGP0

I also noticed that she liked the Facebook page of Newtown Action Alliance, a Sandy Hook organisation with a paedophilic-looking logo.

https://archive.is/egvx0  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:10:09 ID: b12653 No.8255927

>>8255870
I agree. The thinning hair, you can see the little pieces at the top on the hose pic. Also baggy neck, same hairline and ear. Same age, I say same person.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:10:34 ID: 304414 No.8255931

>>8255866
I don't see anything odd in the pictures. It would be interesting to find out which party this is from. I can't find anything. Some images bring 0 results from 
search which is weird considering this is a party with famous people.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:11:31 ID: dc65aa No.8255944

>>8255879
I bet all the people photographed are part of the sex/child trafficking trade. Either former, current slaves, or handlers/workers.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:12:29 ID: bdbf26 No.8255949 >>8255991

Here's Johnny (?)
http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/image/59519074455

>>8255866
>Anyone of note we should be seeing in there?

Gaga, The fucking satanic Rolling Stones frontman… many, as posted before.

>>8255879
I'm diggin the previous-→ kids ok nuit
_____——————
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjwaZ_02Wvw

- Al Azif 's Awakening Ritual -

" The night opens on the brink of the abyss. The doors of hell are locked: Asking you try them. To your call something will be awaked to answer to you. 
This gift I leave to humanity: here the keys. Look for the locks; be satisfied. But listen what says Abdul Alhazred: for first I found them: and I am crazy. " 
(preface of the Necronomicon)
http://kidsoknuit.altervista.org/infos.html

MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:13:54 ID: ff0e48 No.8255965 >>8255985 >>8256013 >>8256118 >>8256162

http://a-ssad.tumblr.com/post/117726016316

Why is this man sharing this picture, and again using the CSS to hide who else is sharing it..

also, THIS tumblr account shared THAT picture http://pizzabirrayfaso.tumblr.com/  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:15:54 ID: dc65aa No.8255985 >>8256000

>>8255965
this is fucked up. How did the kid get that? He  abused the child in some way and he is sharing the photo to show off to others. Who is this?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:16:30 ID: b12653 No.8255991

>>8255949
pic not loading. hopefully anon got all archived. people, don't post until you archive.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:16:39 ID: d32965 No.8255999

>>8255969
shills shilling shills  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:16:49 ID: ff0e48 No.8256000 >>8256003 >>8256015

>>8255985
I don't know, but another account that also shared it posted their own: http://nqbs.tumblr.com/post/153152541233

Even if we don't do anything else guys we might be busting a tumblr pedo trading ring anyway…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:16:47 ID: e688d0 No.8256001
File (hide): 385e8b345ebb726⋯.jpg (284.91 KB, 1280x853, 1280:853, tumblr_ms60mxJT8R1sghtjmo1….jpg)

>>8255918
don't miss this  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:17:14 ID: ff0e48 No.8256003 >>8256011

>>8256000
http://nqbs.tumblr.com/post/152907213443

*sobs incoherently* I want to get off this wild ride  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:17:59 ID: ff0e48 No.8256011 >>8256104 >>8258071

>>8256003
http://nqbs.tumblr.com/archive

Everyone needs to make sure they're not eating anything then look at this fucking tumblr.  And they call US degenerates.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:17:59 ID: bdbf26 No.8256013

>>8255965
http://a-ssad.tumblr.com/
Gross. Can anyone post nudes on instagram?

…
+ Kidsok Nuit - Raba El Kaliyeh - (MP3)
http://www.archive.org/details/KidsokNuit-RadioFantasmal

MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:18:15 ID: e688d0 No.8256015 >>8256038 >>8256046 >>8256068 >>8256119

>>8256000
http://nqbs.tumblr.com/archive
that's some crazy shit on there  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:18:31 ID: 389026 No.8256018

>>8255790

How old is that photo? Could that be Evie, who is related to or known by the Luzzattos? >>8255923 (4th pic, top left photo.)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:18:31 ID: 457e58 No.8256019
File (hide): b26767e5405ed2d⋯.png (656.48 KB, 758x553, 758:553, (((you))).png)

>>8255969
>y-you weren't 
fooled? W-well 
you're all just 
butt brains!
heh  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:19:06 ID: 304414 No.8256023

>>8255969
Oy vey. Mr Goldstein. You are going to have to try harder than that.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:21:08 ID: ff0e48 No.8256038

>>8256015
Why is a tumblr posting pictures of children, being shared by accounts who are sharing "innocent" pictures of children being linked with this account 
posting questionable pornography and gore?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:21:51 ID: d32965 No.8256046 >>8256062 >>8259336

>>8256015
>white rabbits everywhere
>specifically white and not any other color

I think we're past the point were we can say it's just a coincidence. The thing is: is it worth it to investigate the rabbit matter further before we have more 
real connections? Can we spare the manpower?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:23:54 ID: ff0e48 No.8256062 >>8256063 >>8256112

>>8256046
http://nqbs.tumblr.com/post/147042393603

This is adults and a child in a bathtub.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:24:21 ID: ff0e48 No.8256063

>>8256062
https://www.instagram.com/juliapellizzer/

Another associated account… primarily posting children.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:25:07 ID: 304414 No.8256068 >>8256089

>>8256015
Interesting fact. nqbs stands for doing a blowjob then spitting the cum.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:26:57 ID: 5c9fe9 No.8256080 >>8256092 >>8256095 >>8256103 >>8258220

File (hide): dde7d23437eca0f⋯.png (335.43 KB, 983x736, 983:736, d8eb139485d5230ac4981aa7af….png)

Hey, I'm new to this thread, been off /pol/ for a week. 
What's the recap of all this? Thanks in advance.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:27:45 ID: ff0e48 No.8256089 >>8256114

>>8256068
I really do think we're seeing child abuse images just well cropped, a signal to pedos who would recognize snippets.  We need to get to fucking work and 
run down every single one of these pictures.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:28:20 ID: 5c9fe9 No.8256092

>>8256080

Fuck never mind, I didn't read the OP.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:28:52 ID: ff0e48 No.8256095

>>8256080
Run away now or prepare to be more disgusted then you've ever been in your life.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:29:34 ID: d32965 No.8256103

>>8256080
http://pastebin.com/0WkLeLkh

https://archive.is/qHVuu

https://sli.mg/a/hhe7CP  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:29:40 ID: b12653 No.8256104

>>8256011
I gotta take a break. These people are pure evil, no  question. A few of those look like they might be crime scene pics. FBI pls investigate.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:31:05 ID: bdbf26 No.8256112 >>8256139

>>8256062
it reposts various photos from different sources.

>>8255923
potatoguy… is it a trigger of some sort?
Vuvu playing the Doc…

MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:31:10 ID: d32965 No.8256114

>>8256089
yeah back in the day pedos would post cropped pics on /b/ to see how far they could go before being banned.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:31:42 ID: 39e452 No.8256117

>>8255790
Blocking the light with what?  No you've backed yourself in a corner because of all the time you spent showing us exactly where the light source is.  
Nothing is blocking between the light source and her face.

>>8255969
>thinly-veiled threats  

File (hide): 098d83834164901⋯.jpg (56.58 KB,
500x333, 500:333, tumblr_mjxnaeiBaf1qgcofjo1….jpg)

File (hide): 739dfe83bff595e⋯.jpg (203.22 KB,
640x640, 1:1, tumblr_nkmckmR29X1qdae4uo1….jpg)

File (hide): dd7e275ac7dffe8⋯.jpg (23.79 KB, 500x327,
500:327, tumblr_mf3zb5kHLI1r450kvo1….jpg)

File (hide): d8bedcb281b3358⋯.jpg
(93.25 KB, 640x884, 160:221,
tumblr_ngcnmkmepb1qzevkro1….jpg)

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:32:00 ID: a504d0 No.8256118 >>8256139 >>8257397

>>8255965
Here are some from WAYYY down on that page http://a-ssad.tumblr.com/
https://archive.is/GdE1c

I see our friend Marina Abramovic is included.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:32:02 ID: e688d0 No.8256119 >>8256139 >>8256143 >>8256155

>>8256015
Warning, disturbing images, these are pictures uploaded by the person himself
http://nqbs.tumblr.com/post/144492810748
http://nqbs.tumblr.com/post/144355701053

also weird blog he's following http://choking-club.tumblr.com/

i won't delve deeper into this, too much gore  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:34:08 ID: ff0e48 No.8256139 >>8256247

>>8256112
Yes, I am picking up on that now. Based on the volume I'd guess he's an aggregate source.

>>8256118
>>8256119

http://nqbs.tumblr.com/post/138445976253/sinisterdomain-mixedpale

The implied content of this photo is astounding.  But it wasn't posted by this tumblr, just reshared. So I figured I'd follow the link.

http://sinisterdomain.ml/archive

What the.. this is a site designed to look EXACTLY like tumblr… but is not tumblr. Also uses fucking Mali's internet domain.  

Someone help me figure out this mess, and can we find the webmaster of this site?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:34:16 ID: d32965 No.8256143 >>8256151

>>8256119
>too much gore

frankly you should be used by it at this point, newfag.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:34:46 ID: ff0e48 No.8256151 >>8256159

>>8256143
This investigation is going to call upon our collective numbness to the most disgusting parts of the internet.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:35:21 ID: 304414 No.8256155 >>8256247

>>8256119
Doesn't seeem like it would be useful anyway. The gore is creepy but wouldn't be out of place on any gore site.
I would keep looking since I don't give a shit but some of the images have saliva and that's disgusting.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:36:43 ID: d32965 No.8256159

>>8256151
what happened to the times when WE used to be the most disgusting part of the internet, before 8ch?

current year+1 is completely insane  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:36:51 ID: ff0e48 No.8256161

http://nqbs.tumblr.com/post/138254832848

ONE BLACK ONE WHITE LAMB IN A FUCKING BASKET  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:36:59 ID: b12653 No.8256162 >>8256174

>>8255965
The a-ssad umbly links to rachel chandler tumblr where?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:38:30 ID: ff0e48 No.8256174

>>8256162
http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/144108848847

He liked this photo.  Full disclosure I was only able to find it via mobile because they've disabled the notes page via CSS  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:38:58 ID: d32965 No.8256178 >>8256185 >>8256203 >>8256240

Okay we're getting a bit sidetracked here with this tumblr bullshit, let's go back on focusing on the money trail and the real connections, clinton foundation 
etc.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:40:22 ID: a27c8f No.8256185

>>8256178
and remember to archive everything  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:42:16 ID: ff0e48 No.8256203 >>8256211 >>8256231

>>8256178
I think we're actually about to find a pedo-sharing ring with connections to Rachel Chandler, Bill's sleeping partner from the Lolita express.

If we can find a single child in this web of depravity that links up to a child involved in this shit then that's a smoking gun.

http://avanguardia-newera.tumblr.com/post/78669572615/sad-eyes

Creepy tumblr that shared one of the older eye photos.  Note the tags.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:43:16 ID: ff0e48 No.8256211 >>8256298

>>8256203
http://fleshonyourheart.tumblr.com/archive

oh and this tumblr, also linked in.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:45:41 ID: 39e452 No.8256229 >>8256342

>>8256201
I don't think so.
Also, are you officially changing your story now from "they are bags from being tired" to "they are shadows?"
You'd only get shadows there if a light source was shining up from the bottom.  Also, bruises and shadows look different.
Again, why are you trying this hard after already saying goodbye twice?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:45:46 ID: d32965 No.8256231

>>8256203
oh well sometimes the pieces of the puzzle are found in the least likely places

continue digging then, anons  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:46:14 ID: 08fff0 No.8256240

>>8256178
Tumblr is a legit lead. SCHILL VERIFIED  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:46:26 ID: b12653 No.8256243
File (hide): 5eb8d3887388e00⋯.jpg (318.67 KB, 400x395, 80:79, 1443.jpg)

everyone, 
please 
archive 
before 
you post  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:46:55 ID: bdbf26 No.8256247 >>8256261

>>8256139

http://choking-club.tumblr.com/
Nihilist photos. And that jewish whore.

http://sinisterdomain.ml/post/153040838568/encash-instagram-imananya

https://www.instagram.com/imananya/
indian girl - mumbai
Karishma Sakhrani and The Pantry present - The Reality Bites Workshop

>>8256155
Tumblr
>GORE SITE
Oy Vey, are we minding your business?

MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:47:16 ID: 371eb9 No.8256251
File (hide): 553ed14ff222072⋯.png (197.32 KB, 324x234, 18:13, 1222222222222.PNG)

>>8255969
You have no power 
here.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:48:32 ID: 304414 No.8256261

>>8256247
Well, I'm not familiar with Tumblr. It's just that I have seen worse. Is gore allowed there?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:53:04 ID: a504d0 No.8256298 >>8256330 >>8256342

>>8256211
Holy shit
https://archive.is/h7nSR
https://archive.is/fqBIL  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:54:50 ID: a504d0 No.8256310

>>8256296
Don't you know not to feed the trolls? Stop with the lighting and photos discussion already.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:57:40 ID: d32965 No.8256330 >>8256373 >>8256414

>>8256298
if only we could get a glimpse at someone's face then we could try and compare it with missing children photos or something along that line  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:57:46 ID: 39e452 No.8256333 >>8256342

>>8256296
I know all about setting up light sources for a camera.  I know all about key and fill and how to avoid ugly shadows like that.  Don't just assume people are 
uneducated enough to take your word for these things.  Pick up a shooting and lighting textbook before you spout nonsense so you don't shoot yourself in 
the foot again.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:58:13 ID: bdbf26 No.8256342

>>8256298
http://fleshonyourheart.tumblr.com/post/152826309335/cupcake-svartgalla-u-u-im-ugly

>>8256201
>>8256229
>>8256296
>>8256333
MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 17:59:24 ID: ff0e48 No.8256350 >>8256400 >>8256610 >>8256935

Alright, so Rachel Chandler did a good job of hiding who shared and liked her posts to the casual observer, but their CSS doesn't work on mobile.  If 
anyone is familiar with the tumblr back end to see how we could disable it, that would make like easier.  Until then, here's a list of the tumblr accounts who 
shared or liked this photo: http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/144108848847

157-122
Lionandmoonlight
pauljulian
the-eight-legged
elixsys
boyzinpink
bouette
thiensee
yokosuke3
butimanegg
jasmine-t-e-a
hiswayofdying
neo-rama
neverending-finale
superamiga
jeremui
ucne
fkablakeislively
douglaswth
buzzkillbuzzkill
fagunt
inhalecloud9
newmoonwahoo
snake-ring
bloodfin
hayjie=haj
a-ssad
akafkng
chordchanges
pinnedbackartfringe
trancefem
heartbreakhotel9
stevnn
gabrielle-chalmers
sharp0bjekt
rachelalexandraw
no-protocol
colorsoutofreach
achabrosdiary
vistamortal
miscellanycrop
voulesvouse
kerisaaquarius
johannowen
harrisonkarabaccio
dying-is-an-art-im-doin-it-well
azucarloco
rockingbackninsidemyheart
killyourdadclub
boyboysleepover
pitofsnakes
desyderya
grainsofsandundermyfingernails
buttgirl
everyhumanever
pluraljoan
glyphs
lears

wrote this up really fast, if anyone else wants to do the same just check via mobile.  These are the tumblr pages who shared this picture of a nearly 
shirtless prebuscent child in skin-tight snakeskin pants posing on a bed with ballerina shoes.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:01:01 ID: a27c8f No.8256368 >>8256399 >>8256414 >>8261075

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ljalefantis?trk=prof-samename-name

is LJ Jimmy
He owns planes we know
Fuck this is big if these are the same guy.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:01:42 ID: ff0e48 No.8256373

>>8256330
I'm almost to the point of wondering if we should start a gofundme to hire a PI to sift through all this shit with their access to databases.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:05:33 ID: 304414 No.8256399

>>8256368
They aren't the same guy, but they may be related to each other.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:05:40 ID: d32965 No.8256400 >>8256427 >>8256489

>>8256350
I still think we are grasping at straws with the tumblr thing though

we may discover a cp sharing group which wouldn't even be noteworthy and I'm not sure how it implicates Rachel Chandler  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:07:13 ID: 08fff0 No.8256414 >>8257600

>>8256368
>>8256330
These kids are not missing. They were bought on the market, or RAISED IN CAPTIVITIY.
GOOGLE: Podesta+CIRM (stem cells)
GOOGLE: Mamas Midwives
TUMBLR: BREEDERS

then look ate the comments on the big "Walk in freezer" pic.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:08:37 ID: ff0e48 No.8256427 >>8256457 >>8256459 >>8256610

>>8256400
>I'm not sure how it implicates Rachel Chandler

Are you a shill or what?

This photo https://67.media.tumblr.com/9ec33555595aa90d4dbb770dc3ee57c5/tumblr_o6xclinkwr1qisyv1o1_1280.jpg was POSTED BY RACHEL 
CHANDLER.

Rachel Chandler was a frequent flier of the lolita express, where Billy and Epstein used to fuck underaged girls on the reg.  Rachel then operates a quiet 
tumblr post where she posts pictures of young children in less-than-acceptable clothing, which is then shared by some seriously fucking depraved tumblr 
accounts.

Explain to me how that is grasping at straws.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:11:51 ID: 32ec57 No.8256452 >>8258220

where did the Dox of Rachel Chandler come from?  An insider telling us?  Seems that pic with WJC on Twitter then her name as victim then her name as 
Madam Pimp all flowed in a few days.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:12:25 ID: d32965 No.8256457 >>8256467 >>8256489

>>8256427
Like I said, grasping at straws

Chandler is obviously implicated but the chance we'll find anything in her tumblr of all places is really small

>less-than-acceptable clothing

the kid (if you can even call it that) is fully clothed. using weird ass clothes != being naked  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:12:41 ID: 39e452 No.8256459 >>8256656

>>8256427
This picture is actually very similar to the amateur cp photos you see floating around image hosting sites like pimpandhost.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:13:28 ID: 6f937f No.8256465

>>8255363
>first pic
PEDOPHILE SYMBOL, IDENTICAL MA TCH

no…
You're trying to fit the "6" of the dress on the BL symbol.
It's comparisons like this that make people think this is stupid and turn away…

The "6's" on the dress may just be an ordinary feature. 
You've got better evidence than this, come on.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:13:36 ID: 304414 No.8256466

I found some stuff that seems interesting in the emails.
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37543
Why "Do not forward"? It's just a logo. This one couldn't have an embedded file like the others but it's weird. Some of these conversations seem 
incomplete. I'm sure they communicate by other means too. Also, have all the emails been leaked?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:13:37 ID: ff0e48 No.8256467 >>8256530 >>8256833

>>8256457
http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/143182616437

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post/128564304292

BTFO SHILL  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:15:26 ID: 64cee0 No.8256485 >>8256489 >>8256611 >>8256794 >>8258220

>>8253279 (OP)
>>8241986
>>8252991

Bumping wiki
http://podestaemailsinvestigation.wikispaces.com

Consolidating information in the form of a wiki is valuable for two reasons.
1) It allows investigators to easily see all the connections that are already known (and see how strong/weak those connections are, which an infographic 
can't communicate as well).
2) It provides a place for people whose curiosity has been piqued, either by an infographic or by word of mouth, to go and find more information.

I'm doing what I can but I'm a wageslave, so my time is limited right now. Any help is greatly appreciated.

Note that your IP is recorded whenever you make an edit, so you should use Tor if you're concerned about that. I'm trying to figure out how to change that 
setting but I'm new to wikispaces, so I haven't figured it out yet. 

I will drop in there regularly to contribute/unshill. Send a request if you want to be a mod.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:16:01 ID: bdbf26 No.8256489 >>8256530

>>8256485
Reposted.

>>8256400
most of them appear to be fashion gurls - rich and disillusioned - haven't looked that much into it.

>>8256457
MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:20:09 ID: 64cee0 No.8256527 >>8256560 >>8256586 >>8256621

>>8253279 (OP)
I'm a little curious about this:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/34860
"Last day in MV. Missed you. Susan whipped Sherry and me at Dominos. Using the Podesta method, she made up the rules as we played."

Anyone have an educated guess what MV means? Maybe it's nothing but, going back through these emails a second time, so much more stuff makes 
sense, so maybe someone has figured that out, too? It looks like it might be a place where their weird sex stuff goes on.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:20:16 ID: d32965 No.8256530 >>8256572

>>8256467
fuck off retard

>>8256489
>answers me straight  and then calls me a shill right after

did all the competent guys get burned out?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:21:50 ID: 3c70e7 No.8256543

Tumblr is the least likely to be legit because a lot of them are just edgy nu-goth types that want to show their edge by reblogging edgy shit.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:24:49 ID: 304414 No.8256560 >>8256569 >>8256611

>>8256527
There is an island named Martha's Vineyard south of Massachusetts. It has been visited by both Bill and Hillary.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:26:18 ID: 304414 No.8256569 >>8256611

>>8256560
And guess who else? Everyone favorite pedophile, Jeffrey Epstein. This looks interesting.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:26:47 ID: bdbf26 No.8256572

Vasilios Alefantis - he's owner of some airgreece corps. in CANADA.

Bill Alefantis Broken Plate Group, Founding Member.
http://www.curefa.org/pdf/research/fundraising-tools/FARAprofileForm.pdf

Vasilios'"Bill'" Alefantis
http://www.thebrokenplate.ca/
Broken Plate Group?

>>8256530
MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:28:42 ID: 32ec57 No.8256586 >>8256627

File (hide): efa014dcde2791c⋯.jpg (29.05 KB, 480x360, 4:3, image.jpg)

>>8256527
Mission Viejo is in Southern California, upscale in some areas.  
Herbert Sandler is from Northern California I think.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:31:54 ID: 3c70e7 No.8256610

>>8256427

You already got your answer from the Tumblr. Which is already hazy enough considering that Tumblr is filled with disillusioned teens that find "art" in edgy 
film photos of people in weird positions. The amount of content that's avant-garde and masochistic for the sake of art on Tumblr is ridiculous but people 
eat it up and reblog it because it makes their Tumblr look a certain way. Probably more than half the people that liked the photo that >>8256350 has listed 
are just disillusioned teens.

What you should be focusing on is if there's anything fishy with the backend of rachel chandler's tumblr or anything else.  

nvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:31:59 ID: 64cee0 No.8256611

>>8256560
duh. They talk about Martha's Vineyard in the Handkerchief email thread, too.

Many thanks, anon. I should have seen that myself.

>>8256569
Not to be rude but this is precisely why we need to consolidate everything in the wiki
>>8256485

It's been known since basically the beginning that these people visited Martha's Vineyard. (I just got tripped up by it being shortened to "MV".) If we had a 
fleshed out wiki, you'd be able to look at it and see exactly what anons had learned about it in the past. (If I remember correctly, people looked into the 
realtor in the handkerchief emails, didnt find anything, and that was basically it.)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:34:10 ID: 08fff0 No.8256621

>>8256527
Marthas Vinyard  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:35:05 ID: bdbf26 No.8256627

>>8256586
They are programming their kids.

MV &/or EPSTEIN VIRGIN ISLAND - THey take their own kids there - and some haitians - they teach them some Talmud pages, they kill the Haitian 
HEATEN and drink the blood.

MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:39:56 ID: 389026 No.8256656 >>8256735 >>8256784

>>8256459

>This picture is actually very similar to the amateur cp photos you see floating around image hosting sites like pimpandhost.

>Fully clothed.
>Can't tell how old they are.
>CP.

Retard.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:42:53 ID: 5c3622 No.8256675

>>8254836
>>8254836
>the fact that they were jackhammering down to the tunnels below their restaurant with a permit.

Someone should call call OSHA with an anonymous complaint about this. Say you worked at the restaurant and the jackhammering kicked up a lot of 
dust and now you've developed a cough. OSHA takes that shit seriously and might send someone to do a thorough inspection of the basement.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:48:40 ID: b14a27 No.8256717 >>8256762 >>8256794 >>8258220

Come on Anons, lets do some thinking here.

We need to step back and think here. What are we currently working on? What have we over looked? Are we asking the right questions?

Take a look back at this thread. If we were to gain significant insight into any of these topics, would it be likely to lead to a smoking gun?

Where do we think the easiest to find smoking gun would be?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:50:35 ID: bdbf26 No.8256735

https://www.change.org/p/international-air-transport-association-international-civil-air-international-civil-aviation-organization-iata-and-icao-ban-father-
nick-alexandris-from-the-travel-industry

>>8256656
MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:52:29 ID: 32ec57 No.8256762 >>8256794 >>8258220

>>8256717
I think some insiders are leaking things across many platforms for a reason.  A considerable effort I think.  Perhaps to compile in a logical progressive 
way the smoking guns.  To create across US and the world an awareness.  Hiding in the the volume of red-pilled keeps us safer.  So a reasonable 
rational Wiki makes sense.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:54:02 ID: e688d0 No.8256777 >>8256894 >>8257642 >>8261050

I stumbled upon this when reading an article on aquino
article: http://369news.net/colonel-michael-aquino-satanic-pedophile/

seems like they invented something called false memory syndrome to protect pedophiles

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_Memory_Syndrome_Foundation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_memory_syndrome  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:54:37 ID: 39e452 No.8256784 >>8256818

>>8256656
hebephiles are into that sort of thing.  Browse around image hosting sites if you don't believe me.  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 18:56:28 ID: 64cee0 No.8256794 >>8256894

>>8256717
>>8256762
see
>>8256485  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:00:13 ID: a901cc No.8256814

https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/794656877070217216

Did Breitbart know?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:01:28 ID: 389026 No.8256818 >>8256874

>>8256784

No such thing as hebephiles, it's a cultural marxist term to shame heterosexuals. And since the person in that photo is fully clothed it doesn't even fit the 
definition of what is legally called CP. It's just a photo of what I think is a girl (they look feminine, but can't tell 100% at that angle) twisted in an odd 
position that isn't even sexual.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:04:00 ID: 4eb94f No.8256833 >>8256852 >>8256876 >>8256993

File (hide): 84adbc823102738⋯.png (5.55 KB, 477x27, 53:3, screenshot-area-2016-11-15….png)

>>8256467
guys guys guys hey guys
http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/143182616437  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:07:11 ID: a504d0 No.8256852 >>8256910

>>8256833
What does it want?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:08:59 ID: 39e452 No.8256874 >>8256894

>>8256818
I'm telling you.  If you go to one of those image hosting sites like pimpandhost or imgsrc, amateur child porn is floating around.  It is all like that in 
suggestive positions on a bed, starting fully clothed like that.  That girl is clearly underaged.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:09:11 ID: 304414 No.8256876 >>8256910

>>8256833
Not all of us are leet haxxors anon. What's that supposed to be?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:09:31 ID: a02127 No.8256879 >>8256890 >>8256894 >>8258220

http://www.bucksfishingandcamping.com/
owned by the same folks as comet pizza.
anyone know where i can find an archive of the site.
website doesn't look anywhere near as pro as comet, may have changed recently.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:11:14 ID: a504d0 No.8256890

>>8256879
archive.is  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:11:44 ID: bdbf26 No.8256894 >>8256931

>>8256777
(((They))) use DID instead of MPD which tells alot about Psychology as a whole. Look at Ewen Cameron.

>>8256794
Who the fuck is the father of jimmycomet?

ACHILLES ALEFANTIS (Dad's name) who the fuck is he?

What makes Tony Podesta travel thousands of miles just for a gallery opening? 
 'It's a form of addiction'
Today, he reckons, he and his wife have the world's biggest collection of Anna Gaskell ("maybe second to Anna Gaskell"). Other contemporary favourites 
include Gillian Wearing, Marina Abramovic, Sam Taylor-Wood and Olafur Eliasson. also Wolfgang Tillman, Louise Bourgeois
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/apr/20/usa.world

>>8256879
on archive.org you'll see some private meetings happened there.

>>8256874
MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:12:48 ID: 4eb94f No.8256910 >>8256926 >>8256939

>>8256876
>>8256852
somebody hid data in it using steganography
the program jphide  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:14:51 ID: 4eb94f No.8256926
File (hide): 1184dc3cdc39398⋯.jpg (601.7 KB, 1280x1723, 1280:1723, tumblr_o6064c8Ax91qisyv1o1….jpg)

>>8256910
here is the file I scanned.
I'm not great at cracking weird files like this but I'll see what I can do, if an anon has a decent 
graphics card feel free to go ahead  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:15:13 ID: 39e452 No.8256931

>>8256894
He's not a shill.  He was posting leads earlier.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:15:40 ID: ad314b No.8256935
File (hide): fe68c2ba08d15b1⋯.jpg (113.24 KB, 500x719, 500:719, tumblr_nubdjwlDqM1qisyv1o1….jpg)

>>8256350

Don't forget archive.org .. pic attached is from this link:

https://web.archive.org/web/20151025102547/http://rachelchandler
.tumblr.com/post/128564304292

https://web.archive.org/web/*/http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/post
/*  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:15:58 ID: 304414 No.8256939 >>8256970 >>8256993

>>8256910
Won't we need a password then? Still, it's work checking out.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:18:59 ID: 4eb94f No.8256970 >>8256993

>>8256939
a password or somebody who knows more about cracking steg than I do, I can learn but it may take days to crack it while I learn on the job  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:21:44 ID: bdbf26 No.8256993 >>8257012

>>8256833
>>8256939
>>8256970

MANY SHILLS IN THIS THREAD DO NOT ENGAGE WITH THEM WHATSOEVER  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:23:23 ID: 304414 No.8257012 >>8257027

>>8256993
Anon, with your obsession with calling everyone shills someone might think you are one yourself. Are you trying to get everyone to filter you?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:25:20 ID: bdbf26 No.8257027 >>8257061

>>8257012
A shill posts half a link that supposedly is hidden in a Sax photo.

Another shill asks for password.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:26:58 ID: 0581ba No.8257045 >>8257089

Help me listen what he's saying at 15:40 ('whether you believe in ?? or not…') and 15:50 ('the only religion that my father feared was ??'), /pol/, I'm lost.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvGi6hcQdjo  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:28:46 ID: 304414 No.8257061

>>8257027
I'm the second shill. That's because files hidden with jphide usually have passwords. So to get the file we need the password. 
I don't get how any of those things is shilling. Unless you are implying that it may be hacker bait.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:32:20 ID: e688d0 No.8257089 >>8257149

>>8257045
godless religion i think  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:38:07 ID: bdbf26 No.8257131 >>8257149

Godless Theology

The Gods  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:40:29 ID: 0581ba No.8257149 >>8257169 >>8257227

>>8257089
>>8257131
Thanks
later on he talks about andras

I was hearing him say god artist theology, but it didnt reach nothing on google  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:43:04 ID: bdbf26 No.8257169

>>8257149

it's godless religion (MAYBE)

The Cults.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:46:39 ID: 4eb94f No.8257200 >>8257226 >>8257227

File (hide): c8c7adb4cd9e815⋯.png (182.67 KB, 833x562, 833:562, results-steg-detect.png)

So I used my image 
grabber to take some 
images from 
http://rachelchandler.tumblr 
.com/
https://archive.is/0ShYY
and I scanned them.
results.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:49:40 ID: 4eb94f No.8257226 >>8257258

File (hide): 21111e0cb247402⋯.png (146.38 KB, 842x569, 842:569, oh-snap.png)

>>8257200
I upped the 
sensitivity…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:49:41 ID: bdbf26 No.8257227 >>8257580

>>8257149

Godhead Theology.

The Cults.

>>8257200

Not a JPEG…  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:50:22 ID: d4ee06 No.8257234
File (hide): 5994ae68e5eacd7⋯.png (324.19 KB, 1012x581, 1012:581, Screen Shot 2016-11-10 at ….png)

>>8255450
Rachel chandler you say? Ivanka 
trump on her tumblr from 2011  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:53:23 ID: bdbf26 No.8257258 >>8257296

>>8257226
Oy Vey.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:57:02 ID: 75ca7e No.8257284 >>8257294

I'm gonna sound like a normalfag, but reading these threads led me to inform myself about Franklin, Dutroux and what not. I honestly have lost faith on 
mankind, give these degenerates hell, don't let 'em get away.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:58:36 ID: bdbf26 No.8257294

>>8257284

The Finders Cult Leader was a Navy.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:58:44 ID: 4eb94f No.8257296 >>8257302 >>8257309

File (hide): 3e066a99b245bbb⋯.png (88.56 KB, 877x303, 877:303, worried.png)

>>8257258
How should I proceed 
anons? 
I grabbed and scanned 
more.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 19:59:39 ID: bdbf26 No.8257302 >>8257340

>>8257296

And I say yeayeayea What's goin' on  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:00:28 ID: 304414 No.8257309 >>8257340

>>8257296
You could try and get the files. Do it disconnected from the internet and on a virtual machine.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:00:55 ID: 285d45 No.8257314
File (hide): e72c10ceacfdcbb⋯.png (120.56 KB, 454x800, 227:400, Lucifer_pedobrar_connectio….png)  
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File (hide): b8c477beed20f38⋯.gif (267.82 KB,
774x523, 774:523, Baby.gif)

File (hide): ad9bb64f400a66d⋯.gif (181.41 KB,
603x576, 67:64, logo2.gif)

File (hide): 8207c8fb7896fb2⋯.gif (232.07 KB,
765x573, 255:191, Together.gif)

File (hide): 1133b46e8999ab0⋯.gif (239.35 KB,
767x568, 767:568, Menu.gif)

File (hide): 67aa8962a1323de⋯.gif (142.49 KB,
757x424, 757:424, PizzaGate.gif)

Spread Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:03:13 ID: 2d18b3 No.8257328 >>8257352 >>8257444 >>8257814 >>8261145

These are some images that summarize it all to spread on SocialMedia…. the WORLD MUST KNOW… sonner than later… 

Lock them up !!!!!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:04:24 ID: 4eb94f No.8257340 >>8257367

>>8257302
>>8257309
The png files are abnormal as well according 
"PNG: This shows that PNG images should begin with hex value 0x89504E47 and end with 0xAE426082"
http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/steganalysis-x-ray-vision-hidden-data/

From my console:"error: Not a JPEG file: starts with 0x89 0x50"
I'll work on getting these cracked on an air gapped machine after I download all the images I can from these peoples sites.

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:05:52 ID: 304414 No.8257352 >>8257496

>>8257328
>to spread on SocialMedia
Bad idea. Don't let them know we are onto them. If you want people to know post the most basic stuff we have.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:08:15 ID: 4eb94f No.8257367

>>8257340
*to  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:11:04 ID: d4ee06 No.8257387

So are we not going to talk about Lee Alefantis being close friend with top-dawg jews connected to bildeberg, Trilateral Commission, and the club of 
rome…  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:11:54 ID: 04948b No.8257395 >>8257407 >>8257420

File (hide): d783b678e9ac281⋯.png (152.24 KB, 750x1334, 375:667, IMG_0999.PNG)

Just a heads up. Reddit is compromised completely. Keep archiving and digging, we are definitely on the right track. They 
banned me for trying to call out shills providing misinformation.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:12:08 ID: 4eb94f No.8257397 >>8257486 >>8260187

File (hide): 2bdf332e5647dce⋯.png (56.75 KB, 833x194, 833:194, steg.png)

>>8256118
holy shit the anons from threads 
ago were right they are using 
steg to hide shit.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:13:34 ID: 4eb94f No.8257407

>>8257395
>the mods name is pizza
holy hell nothing to see here  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:15:57 ID: 75ca7e No.8257420

>>8257395
Fuck reddit, use voat instead.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:19:32 ID: 39e452 No.8257444 >>8257465

File (hide): 6af31e9dd194bee⋯.jpg (10.82 KB, 407x343, 407:343, l.jpg)

>>8257328
>asian teryaki
These images 
are all pretty bad.  
They convey no 
information.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:20:57 ID: 2eee4a No.8257451
File (hide): ff43ee78b6ba708⋯.jpg (28.64 KB, 986x136, 29:4, MolochEmail.JPG)

Newfag to the investigation here so don't know if this was already covered.

From my understanding of this unclassified email, a little girl was sacrificed to the pagan god Moloch. I 
noticed it was sent on July 31, 2015.

According the Lesser Key of Solomon, there is a demon that is strongest in late July, so he may have summoned, too.

His name is Labolas. According to a demonology website I found, he is sometimes called the "author of bloodshed and manslaughter". He appears as a 
dog with wings like a griffin when in demon form.

Pic related. I'm sure you all have seen it.  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:21:13 ID: 285d45 No.8257453
File (hide): 69d67736eefd3a6⋯.mp4 (2.57 MB, 640x640, 1:1, anti trump rally.mp4) [play once] [loop]

@Jeanettehayes from 
thr0wpizza's dump 2 threads ago.
ANTI TRUMP LUCIFERIAN 
WORSHIP
"Out of darkness can only bring 
light"
LIGHT IN DARKNESS 
REFERENCE  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:22:51 ID: bdbf26 No.8257465 >>8257478 >>8257571

File (hide): 96d9f08a5d55aa3⋯.jpg (10.49 KB, 177x200, 177:200, jay-parker 2.jpg)

>>8257444 According to Jay Parker, 10% of the US population are Satanic child abusers, linked to CIA mind control. The 
Satanist ALEISTER CROWLEY, along with Ian Fleming and Roald Dahl, reportedly worked for the UK security services. 

Richard B. Spence writes in his 2008 book Secret Agent 666: Aleister Crowley, British Intelligence and the Occult that 
Crowley was apparently a lifelong agent of British Intelligence.

Satanism seems to be made use of by the security services.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:24:29 ID: 285d45 No.8257478

>>8257465
Jay parker is related to the dupont underground he spoke of being molested by the dupont cult  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:25:13 ID: 3cc49d No.8257486

>>8257397

Be careful anon.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:26:28 ID: dc65aa No.8257496

>>8257352
yea the quieter it is right now the better. All these faggots started shutting down their accounts when the story gained speed.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:30:40 ID: 12cc48 No.8257531
File (hide): 813109f1e871c8f⋯.jpg (150.88 KB, 734x760, 367:380, yourtears.jpg)

11.13.16 Archive of everything I have Pizza PAC related is included in either link below. Use a 
proxy server if you want to hide your IP address.

ZIP file: https://ufile.io/45f11

Extract then seed with this torrent file: https://ufile.io/e7815

Magnet link: http://pastebin.com/s9fid88Z
USE A PROXY SERVER IF YOU WANT TO DOWNLOAD OR HOST THESE FILES  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:36:06 ID: 75ca7e No.8257571 >>8257644

>>8257465
Ian Fleming, the James Bond guy right? I've seen >>8249516 satanists making JB references on YT. >>8257465 check the pics  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:37:21 ID: a02127 No.8257578

https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/37543

Why wouldnt you want someone to forward a flyer advertising a fundraiser.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:37:47 ID: b48e03 No.8257580

>>8257227
>Not a JPEG…
It's a png  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:40:18 ID: 2c11c9 No.8257600

>>8256414
Consideration: Perhaps instead of just kidnapping rando kids, "hunting humans", they decided that it'd be easier to find WILLING participants in their 
"human animal farm". Females that are willing to be incubators for human tissue, similar concept for surragate mothers for birthing. (reference "Serbian 
Movie"). But if they look at us like animals and treat us like we treat chickens and pigs, then is the "Raised in Captivity" idea such a stretch?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:43:12 ID: d4789b No.8257621 >>8257868

I've been researching for days without posting a lot (because a lot is two words)
This is not just about sexually abusing children. Sexual abuse is a tool to help split the mind. We need to dig more into 
Project Monarch Beta
MK Ultra
and Project Paperclip (to find out who the was in charge of the project and where they went)
Some of the mind control stuff includes that these victims are brainwashed to kill themselves if they were remembering "things".
But this about creating the perfect solider/slave…I read something about them wanting to learn to break people just the right amount so they wouldn't be 
completely broken but would be completely compliant.
Same with the Satan rituals they too are used to scare children and help fracture their mind. And this is where the pedo's and satanist's come in, they 
need these nasty fuckers to help make the perfect slave!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:43:13 ID: 285d45 No.8257622
File (hide): 4f528cbde16abe3⋯.mp4 (5.55 MB, 640x800, 4:5, bunnyposting.mp4) [play once] [loop]

@jeanettehayes
clearly a disturbed individual

This makes my cultradar go wild

kind of sounds like the cummies song  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:44:39 ID: 30965e No.8257636 >>8257666 >>8257758

File (hide): 0a3fdbfa2066143⋯.jpeg (83.51 KB, 579x464, 579:464, bucks_red_check.jpeg)

When have you ever seen a restaurant bother to 
mention the color of its tablecloths in the advert?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:46:03 ID: 2c11c9 No.8257642

>>8256777
Confirmation:Yes, and they'll use "alien abduction" as a scenario to further confound the subject. It's a combo of trauma, drugs, and electroshock. It's 
been referenced in numerous sources and has become a "joke" in hollywood. S.O.P.
Observation: It's become a full-fledged "alternative lifestyle" now. Just like the homos and trannies.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:46:17 ID: bdbf26 No.8257644 >>8257664

>>8257571

Have to look at. Seen WINDWARS.PDF ???  
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newfag lurkm0re  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:47:45 ID: 43285f No.8257657

>>8028375
    Could someone point me to the Opsec info that OP references in his post  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:48:23 ID: 75ca7e No.8257664 >>8257755

>>8257644
You mean mindwars? The book about mental warfare or whatevr that sickfuck wrote right.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:48:46 ID: 304414 No.8257666 >>8257686

>>8257636
Apparently red means fisting. It's the only mention of the color red or fisting I have seen so he could be just talking about the tablecloths.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:49:43 ID: 8d1f96 No.8257669

I hope we're getting closer to putting these creeps in the pizza oven.
At least this is putting fire under their asses so they'll stop ruining children's lives.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:52:00 ID: 30965e No.8257686 >>8257688

>>8257666
Checked satan.
Interesting that it means fisting and is followed immediately by "fried onion rings dunked in smoky mayonnaise".
Tenuous though. I'm checking the web archive old snapshots.
Someone got hella excited about taking snapshots of the site in May 2013.
The highligher marking is huge to represent the activity.
web.archive.org/web/20130101000000*/http://www.bucksfishingandcamping.com  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:52:24 ID: 30965e No.8257688

>>8257686
Whoops, don't click that  

WITH HUNT Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:52:36 ID: 08fff0 No.8257689 >>8257816 >>8259221

Operation Paperclip gave birth to MK Ultra. There is no point to these threads anymore… we have proven we are being controlled by Satanic Paedos 
with no guilt, shame, or financial or data mining limits.

You cant even torture these fycks for info, their minds break while infants (refremce pedo art- the faint outlines are put of body experiences)

Find their minions. Kill them. Repeat.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:56:00 ID: 2161ec No.8257724 >>8257748 >>8257756 >>8257768 >>8258061

I'm in the business of "redpilling" a huge amount of normies. What  information do you see as the most summarize to deliver?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:58:12 ID: 304414 No.8257748 >>8258087

>>8257724
This video seems pretty good to me. I think it covers the basic stuff.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lusSfBW44YU  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:59:19 ID: bdbf26 No.8257755

>>8257664

Does it smell of mind-control ??  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:59:21 ID: 2161ec No.8257756 >>8258061

>>8257724
>What  information do you see as the most summarize to deliver?

What  information do you see as the most important to deliver in a summarized way. In depth is will come later.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 20:59:24 ID: 45c05e No.8257758

>>8257636
Not unusual to see irrelevant things being mentioned to fill up a column of advertising bullshit.
Now if it were mentioned strangely out of context many times as if the writer was obsessed about things as trivial as tablecloths, napkins and pizza, or 
what's more likely, using said things as codewords for something else; that would be a jackpot. Keep looking.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:01:11 ID: b48e03 No.8257768 >>8257794

>>8257724
https://steemit.com/personsofinterest/@ausbitbank/persons-of-interest-james-achilles-alefantis-aka-jimmycomet-at-comet-ping-pong
It's put together pretty well with links archived, but is missing some good info like the fact that Sasha Lord works with girl scouts and troubled youth. 
Maybe it's there but I missed it.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:04:30 ID: 08fff0 No.8257794 >>8257870 >>8257923

>>8257768
Needs to also inclde the link to the Midwives, and the DOJ officers liking their photos, and setting upbtheir books.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:04:58 ID: d2a107 No.8257796

>>8254257
If you want a laugh, google Berlusconi Puttanesca to see exactly how Italians treat the phrase.

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:07:15 ID: 27ed59 No.8257807 >>8257887

File (hide): 2cea101a6da8c6c⋯.webm (225.27 KB, 640x640, 1:1, Here comes the boom ready….webm) [play once] [loop]

@jeanettehayes  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:08:06 ID: a901cc No.8257814

>>8257328
literally no information at all in those images  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:08:23 ID: 30965e No.8257816 >>8257892

File (hide): f6f5eab7bba0771⋯.jpeg (177.06 KB, 793x532, 793:532, hiding_in_plain_sight.jpeg)

Cloth folded to look like 
children's knickers.
Candle placed over the 
penis.
The red chequer, lots of 
red chequer.

>>8257689
>There is no point to 
these threads anymore…
Bye bye, godspeed.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:11:59 ID: 27ed59 No.8257848 >>8257875 >>8257887

File (hide): a0899c72f11fd8e⋯.webm (139.39 KB, 640x640, 1:1, Is that all you got.webm) [play once] [loop]

this woman is a cultist jeanette hayes  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:14:25 ID: 2c11c9 No.8257868

>>8257621
Addendum: Post-Hypnotic Triggers to reinforce established behavior/conditioning (i.e. artificially induced stockholm syndrom) which is then periodically 
activated as needed/on schedule. 
Damaging the physical organ (brain/hardware) to affect the psyche (mind/software) and "reprogram" to effect changes like psychopathy/sociopathy/etc 
and introduce yet another generation into a vicious cycle.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:14:36 ID: bdbf26 No.8257870

>>8257794
huffingtonpost has an old article on sasha lord.

amanda kleinman is listed on discogs.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:15:12 ID: 797828 No.8257875

>>8257848
nice mazionic arch.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:17:00 ID: d4ee06 No.8257887 >>8257941

>>8257807
>>8257848
how dis bitch b connected to pizza?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:17:17 ID: 7aa581 No.8257891 >>8257904

>>8254569
This.
They have lawyers to keep them out of prison why wouldn't they have realtors too?

How hard would it be to get a beach house the way they want it without some special realtors?

"Uhm, I'm looking for a beach house in a quiet area, with out a lot of foot traffic and an underground dungeon where I can butcher goats… er and a pizza 
oven."

The black and white handkerchief with a map was a BDSM utility they left that had dna on it that could be "mapped" back to them.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:17:18 ID: 27ed59 No.8257892
File (hide): dfe7c704ce762d5⋯.webm (4.68 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, blue house.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8257816
There is a re-occurring ingredient 
here  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:18:49 ID: 1d9846 No.8257904 >>8257922 >>8257923 >>8258058

>>8257891
>The black and white handkerchief with a map was a BDSM utility they left that had dna on it that could be "mapped" back to them.
Please explain this to me like I'm stupid, because I don't get it.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:20:36 ID: 0bf291 No.8257922

>>8257904
Not 100% sure, but I believe they would place them under the kids and let the fluids seep out or something like that. Like a subtle memento of the rape. I 
can't remember how it went, though.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:20:38 ID: bdbf26 No.8257923

>>8257794
there are two other artists - which horrible color choices and shitty ritual themes - linked to podesta and alefantis who HAPPEN to be in charge of an art 
location.
>>8254569
scott fazzini commented and followed jimmycomet is a realtor and seeminlgy rich.

>>8257904
seems retarded bullshit  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:22:58 ID: 27ed59 No.8257941 >>8257975 >>8258087

File (hide): 5a7283f7ceced28⋯.webm (10.89 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 5.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8257887
Artist named in thr0wpizza's 
dump >>8228923  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:25:26 ID: a2ddc4 No.8257959

we should start using things in video related as soon as they are available to 
secure actual proof of their involvement in cp. 

>inb4 robotic spy pepe frog.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:27:37 ID: 4a6f41 No.8257975 >>8257997 >>8258087

>>8257941
was this webm made by a shill? on second viewing it just shows spirit cooking/jimmycomet insta stuff that was public knowledge at that point, mixed with 
a bunch of irrelevant movie clips and the white rabbit which isn't even directly connected.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:29:53 ID: 27ed59 No.8257997
File (hide): cc77aebd23c6a7a⋯.jpeg (365.04 KB, 615x471, 205:157, Cultists Pretending to ac….jpeg)

>>8257975
You make one then.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:35:36 ID: 85e29b No.8258045 >>8258102 >>8258123 >>8258253 >>8258913

I have one question that I want an answer to. And this is not shill shit, I've been really thinking about this…

IF those kids from Jimmycomets IG were kidnapped or something other sinister… why were they on instagram in the first place? I mean, isn't there any 
danger that her real parents or a friend of theirs would have spotted them?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:37:23 ID: 27ed59 No.8258058 >>8259659

File (hide): 08303eea342b87a⋯.jpg (490.11 KB, 1836x2448, 3:4, yFx3iBJ.jpg)

>>8257904
Map is a term that implies direction. If one has left abuse paraphernalia it can be mapped back to them specifically with 
the chequed nature and when they tie hankies to the hands and tie them to furniture there is a lot of sweat and bodily 
fluids like saliva if they que the mouth etc.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:37:30 ID: 08fff0 No.8258061 >>8258083

>>8253308
>>8257756
>>8257724
Put the picture of the beat up kids from Rumblr… followed by tje JimmtCommet Commented photos, followed by posestas "inner biden" email, with pics of 
biden molesting the girls that are all over the net.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:38:52 ID: 13b40f No.8258071

>>8256011
This is one Jeffrey Dahmer level sick fucking pedo.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:39:43 ID: 32ec57 No.8258083

>>8258061
I missed the Biden info but an Israeli Twitter said it was coming yesterday.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:40:23 ID: 2c11c9 No.8258087 >>8258137

>>8257748
Confirmation: Thank you based anon. Yes THIS is the "cliff's notes" summary of basic talking points to get started.

>>8257975
Acknowledgement: Yes, inefficient use of resources. >>8257748 ←-Was relevant and of substantial redpill-tier quality.

More of This >>8257748 and NONE of this >>8257941 nonsense please.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:41:42 ID: 27ed59 No.8258102
File (hide): 66d01cac1844c05⋯.webm (342.25 KB, 640x640, 1:1, How you like me now.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8258045
What better place to hide in plain sight as some artist living like a bohemian.
Not only that with this jeanette hays they propped her up with MIND CONTROL 
MAKING HER THINK SHE IS SOME PRIESTESS

PRIESTESS MEANS SACRED PROSTITUTE

look at this 

this woman is in the elite  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:44:19 ID: 08fff0 No.8258123 >>8258159 >>8258259 >>8258913

>>8258045
Thats EXACTLY how you know they are not "missing".

MOMASMIDWIVES.COM has a pic of GRANDPA JIMMY there when Mae was born.

This kids are "off the books". Only their parents, or handlers, know who they WERE  or ARE. 

MK Ultra+midwives+underground lairs=
A whole new level of fucked up.

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:46:20 ID: 27ed59 No.8258137 >>8258489

File (hide): 7b0d85c3c6a91b3⋯.jpg (163.92 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, maxresdefault.jpg)

>>8258087
You do not have to point out the rabbit is not needed because we can not link it yet. However it is obvious 
you are just trying to direct the thread and I will not allow you to discourage people to provide basic shit like 
this channel here has more videos on the subject then I know what to do with 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVXvAPlTD1M&list=PLZMNsmcKrIViMHR7o7av3g85RfFLpFrA9

So i provided what you so not like and you have provided nothing. I am on a roll and I do not need you 
telling me something I am aware of I really suspect you are just a mason but lets carry on.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:48:46 ID: 2d0dd3 No.8258159 >>8258198 >>8258205 >>8258259 >>8258489

>>8258123
So basically, and excuse my lack of knowledge so far, I basically pop in and out of these threads from time to time to see new developments, but 
BASICALLY, these kids are born with the express intent of being sex slaves/sacrifices?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:49:40 ID: 27ed59 No.8258166
File (hide): b8ec56a9aba4471⋯.png (26.95 KB, 219x118, 219:118, store_logo.png)

I have linked this video several times over the last 6 months and this is 
the gist of it some introductory material
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=4GRa67BFrrU&list=PLZMNsmcKrIViMHR7o7av3g85RfFLpFrA9&index=53  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:51:44 ID: ff9dd1 No.8258185 >>8258259 >>8258349

The Web of Slime
https://voat.co/v/webofslime/1412624

Begins with Tavistock, where the victims of the Hampstead Satanic Ritual Abuse were getting counseling.

An arm of Tavistock is the Brookings Institute.

The President of the Brookings Institute, Strobe Talbott, is in regular communication with Hillary Clinton.

4 letter word fishing villages, anyone?

https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/?q=strobe+talbott

There is a fairly direct line from a victim of Satanic Ritual Abuse to Hillary Clinton.

The Process Church of the Final Judgment was one of several cults that was produced by Tavistock designed to infiltrate other cults by using a "next 
level" theology that combines Yahweh with Lucifer and then Jesus with Satan.

This is why you see all kinds of occult symbology involved with pizzagate. Cults inside of cults.

The Pace Memorandum describes how even the Mormon Church was infiltrated and there are allegations that sacrifice of children have even occurred 
underneath the west side of the Salt Lake Temple, where there is an altar.

Scientology was infiltrated early by the Process Church, after which they moved to Mexico to infiltrate the Santa Muerta cults. Later, the Process Church 
infiltrated Voodoo cults in the Carribean and in New Orleans.

They still operate today.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:51:59 ID: 2161ec No.8258187

The participants of this endevour are blessed . You are KEK's special people, he will remember you.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:53:20 ID: 15c142 No.8258198 >>8258259

File (hide): 7aa164d1f09330c⋯.jpg (19.21 KB, 698x324, 349:162, mrspy.jpg)

>>8258159
That's what it seems like, yes. Bred, 
born, brainwashed, and God knows 
what else.

Captcha - Gee, Mr. Spy
pic related  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:53:48 ID: 08fff0 No.8258205

>>8258159
Yes.
Ritual Satanic Abuse is often Generational.  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:54:58 ID: 1b04a7 No.8258220 >>8258262 >>8258269 >>8258303 >>8258332

>>8253279 (OP)
>>8256879
>>8256452
>>8256080
>>8255922
>>8255460
>>8256762
>>8256717
>>8256485

I know I'm bordering on spamming here but I just want to push the wiki again. I suspect that everyone thinks I'm a shill because the only replies I'm 
getting are from the guy with ID bdbf26 who I'm pretty sure is here only to derail the thread. Im not a shill though.
>inb4 prove it
Can't. But I'm not.

>>8255162
Argggghh this is so frustrating. I'm the one who first looked into Maureen Gallagher a billion threads ago. This shit needs to be organized in an easy-to-
navigate manner like, you know, on a wiki.
I did not know the connection to Bucks Camping and fishing. That's really interesting. Check out the "Comet Ping Pong Hand Behing the Throne" thread 
(I don't think the OPs have been linking to it) for more information on her. She's a real person and involved in a lot of santcimonious neighborhood-level 
activism. She even lives on Kalorama Rd.

I REALLY think we need to consolidate our knowledge into a wiki. Let me know if anyone has any questions. I'm going to start advertising it on 4chan, 
since there's not a lot of interest here, even though I expect to have to deal with a lot more shill editing once I do that.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:56:13 ID: 6b9bfb No.8258232

>>8255969
Oy vey, it's always satisfying when shills stick out like their head's on fire.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:57:57 ID: 2c11c9 No.8258253 >>8258305

>>8258045
Consideration: IF the kids are NOT kidnapped, but were actually bred by willing cultists/sickos for THIS purpose, THEN nothing to fear. Just exercising 
"right to pursuit of life,liberty, happiness" "freedom of religion" under banner of "alternative lifestyle choice".

Query: Why did/do we tolerate "gay PRIDE" flamboyant public displays on city streets from time to time?

Possible conclusion: They are "testing the waters" to gauge the response of the collective/hivemind. To see WHAT we will DO and HOW we will come to 
decide if/what action to take, if any.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:58:19 ID: 08fff0 No.8258259 >>8258280

>>8258198
>>8258185
>>8258159
>>8258123
 Go back to jimmys IG post about the freezer. Read the captions.
Look at the midwives angle.

The think about the Planned Parenthood videos- and all yhe money involved in dead babys.

These guys are breeding.  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:58:28 ID: 1b04a7 No.8258262

>>8258220
Incipient wiki link:
http://podestaemailsinvestigation.wikispaces.com  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 21:59:11 ID: 304414 No.8258269 >>8258284

>>8258220
I don't think that guy is a shill. Just fanatically stupid.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:00:30 ID: ff0e48 No.8258276

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlhBn_zSIro

Blatant.  As.  Fuck.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:01:40 ID: 08fff0 No.8258280 >>8258349

>>8258259
Boom:
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/41827  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:02:03 ID: 32ec57 No.8258284

>>8258269
Suspect comment:  that you are insulting him.  A professional PsyOps guy.  8Ch has the PsyOps for those with advanced degrees.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:03:20 ID: 7d372b No.8258303 >>8258396

>>8258220
It's going to be a double edged sword. Just to give this heads up to everyone who wants to make this work in any way shape or form well put together but 
public at the same time.

If any of the perpetrators can slash evidence based on what the wiki links to or start to create misinfo or change their story accordingly based on what we 
find then they'll work to discredit any charges or investigations brought up. You can already see it happening with articles and facebook posts that have 
been brought up before.

The plus side however is the more eyes of the public that see it the more scrutiny they're likely to suffer from. Especially if you can make it an easy to 
read and easy to follow narrative and show how big the web of filth really is.

I'm torn myself on exactly what the appropriate path to take is here. These people are very attuned to disinfo considering the position of power they hold 
over the public so we may just have to very well accept the fact that this is what we'll combat at literally any given point in time.

This is especially a problem when it comes to federal investigation if the DoJ is in their pocket entirely since they can simply stifle investigations in a 
bureaucratic manner. Some of the positives from our disorganization is that they have to weed through just as much BS as we do the only issue here 
being we don't know how much they know as a fact happens in the circles since it's most likely a web with different ringleaders and people the organize 
events occasionally for all of them to get their rocks off.

tl;dr It's just something to ponder. Public outcry for investigation may very well be our best bet to get it pushed through but that runs the risk of being 
beaten down with narratives spun.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:03:29 ID: 27ed59 No.8258305 >>8258774

File (hide): 02967ca35258a81⋯.jpg (48.07 KB, 496x331, 496:331, AustriaHumanMeat.jpg)

>>8258253
First of all aggressive sadism is baal worship it is transgenderism that is what is up with majesticape and 
why she talks like someone who should be beaten to the brink of death. Piz-za that gay inflection is literally 
demonic possession and homosexuality is in part a sexual trauma coping mechanism. The rainbow flag was 
grabbed from a store for the rainbowgirls a masonic side order related to the pulse nightclub shooting 
https://archive.is/Ud01Y
https://archive.is/1E7Us (orlando masons planned a rainbow event the day of the pulse attack)

I am answering your question do not attack me for derailing there is a direct tie to masonry and the gay 
agenda the rainbow arch is another word for the royal arch.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:05:46 ID: ff9dd1 No.8258332 >>8258352 >>8258369

>>8258220

I hoped to accomplish a place to organize in a subverse with a spreadsheet, but no one seemed interested in taking the time to organize all of the 
information.

Still, everyone should keep spamming twitter, facebook, etc with fake, realistic looking accounts to use the machine against the machine.

Get the hashtags out and in force.

This tactic literally won the populous a presidential election in the face of massive election fraud.

Keep digging. Keep sharing.

Blast that shit everywhere.

voat.co/v/webofslime  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:07:22 ID: bdbf26 No.8258349 >>8258442 >>8258599

>>8258185
>Tks for terrific event in the 4-letter-word fishinf village.
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3389

https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/9298
>OMF

what is this  

>>8258280
>Council of Learned Societies
>No Más Bebés
>California's history of sterilization
>Israeli Parents and "Cheap White Eggs  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:07:35 ID: 32ec57 No.8258352

>>8258332
I'm interested but I will need to organize my stuff.  I'm interested in tracking Herbert Sandler.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:09:08 ID: bdbf26 No.8258369

>>8258332

S P A M Jewitter

SPAM Kikebook

spam YT Comments  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:12:11 ID: 1b04a7 No.8258396 >>8258606

>>8258303
Yeah, you have a good point: shill editing will be a real problem, just as bad as shill posting is right now.

My plan was to have no restrictions on editing at first and then ban IPs/users as necessary until I can identify some trustworthy mods and go from there.

Ultimately, public outreach is indispensable. We will receive zero help from any mainstream media, probably because some small number of their big 
players are implicated and also because they simply hate the chans and anything produced here. The only way to force a federal investigation and/or 
legal action is going to be through grassroots, word-of-mouth communication and something like a wiki is going to be necessary for that.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:16:29 ID: 7d372b No.8258442

>>8258349
The acronym in the header refers to this:

http://www.geneticsandsociety.org/article.php?id=6527

Literally human genetic engineering using info from 3 people.

What in the actual fuck are these people up to?

That anon saying they most likely use aborted fetuses as well as miscarriages of illegals using fronts like M.A.M.A.S. was most likely correct.

In a sick way they're 'diversifying assets' by keeping it off the books if this is the sort of thing they're trying to push in the secret circles.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:22:32 ID: 2c11c9 No.8258489 >>8258544

>>8258137
Rebuttal: I made no mention of a rabbit nor it's connection to of lack thereof, I was confirming the quality of the produced videos. Nothing more. I am NOT 
trying to "direct the thread"; a question was asked, I evaluated quality of the substance of the videos and confirmed with my analysis, nothing more. My 
Sincere Apologies if I mistepped out of bounds.

>>8258159
Response: Yes that's likely a reasonable assumption based on the evidence collected so far, given its' public visibility. But not confirmed, just a 
hypothesis.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:27:36 ID: fd62c6 No.8258537 >>8258585 >>8258855

File (hide): cede90b91ba0ba3⋯.png (1.38 MB, 1860x1192, 465:298, SkinTones.png)

>>8255969
hey faggot, this is for you. If you know anything about how light effects 
something like skin then its pretty obvious it's wrong.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:28:27 ID: 27ed59 No.8258544 >>8258582 >>8258774

>>8258489
I should not have posted the webm again I shouldn't have replied. But the rabbit should be kept as a separate but related concern like with the breeding 
revelation. the wonderland Alice in wonderland cult from the pedophocracy which I think I linked early on.

here is another gem 
https://archive.is/ZDbQZ

someone mentioned monarch beta programming here you go  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:29:39 ID: c8068d No.8258557 >>8258774

Guys just a friendly reminder that /r/Pizzagate is getting compromised. Already a lot of "shilling" going on there with the popular threads and lots of down 
voting as well. The mods are censoring and locking threads which could be potentially useful information and also banning some accounts for no good 
reason.

If you're over there don't even bother to check the comments.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:30:43 ID: 2161ec No.8258569 >>8258585 >>8258835 >>8259133

File (hide): 58c8db910b4dd90⋯.jpg (2.4 MB, 3000x3000, 1:1, canthide223123.jpg)

Is this accurate?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:32:03 ID: 27ed59 No.8258582

>>8258544
http://whale.to/b/knox_h.html
More straightforward  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:32:16 ID: ff9dd1 No.8258583 >>8258596 >>8258691

Why do they need babies?

First, they set up a bunch of pretty sounding Foundations, Initiatives, a Funds that, in the language they use, is for the public benefit.

Then, they infiltrate the media, intelligence agencies and law enforcement.

Controlling people in this realm is relatively straight forward through blackmail, bribery, favors, etc. But, you can only go so far to control people, generally.

That is why, in the 40s, they started playing with hypnotism, where they learned that not everyone is suggestible. Some are very suggestible and some, 
not at all. Intelligence has little to do with suggestibility.

Think of a hypnotist show, they don't just pull anyone up on stage. They do a few tests to see who will respond the best.

In order to exploit the processes of the mind, that we all share, a dissociative break needs to occur and that is usually the result of severe trauma and 
abuse.

So, you weed out the non-suggestibles, sacrificing them off, creating dissociative breaks and finally getting the few people who are:

1. Highly suggestible.
2. Highly intelligent.
3. Can operate in society after a dissociative break.

You now have someone you can plant in government, or anywhere and will do whatever you say because you have an artificial satanic cult constantly 
making this person afraid for their own life and their families lives and pushing the carrot and the stick super hard.

These agents can do false flag operations to provide the media with the stories they need to influence the minds, thoughts and actions of the general 
populace.

Worst case scenario, the Tavistock strains have been behind every terrorist attack, serial killer and psychotic mass shooting in order to provide the media 
with the fuel to sway the public.

They have overextended their hand, though, with this election and the non-suggestibles, you fuckers, are catching on to it in large numbers.

Keep digging. Keep broadcasting.

When it is exposed, you can kill the web of slime with fire.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:32:26 ID: bdbf26 No.8258585 >>8258711

David McGowan - The Pedophocracy From Brussels to Washington
https://archive.is/wRfui

Dutroux's Organization Held Weekend Orgies
For Politicians And Police Officials

>>8258569
Y

>>8258537
IGNORE SAGE REPORT SHILLS  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:34:32 ID: 27ed59 No.8258596 >>8258643

>>8258583
Tavistock set up that investigation to promote themselves voat is tavistock the goat.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:34:58 ID: 7d372b No.8258599 >>8258621

File (hide): 7560807db55bde7⋯.png (400 KB, 1703x765, 1703:765, podestasignsupforgeneticen….png)

>>8258349
 
Clipped from articles mentioned in that email.

Email is from an organization newsletter but it's the contents that 
are really upsetting given what could be abused.

Also possible that this is just an interest of podesta's (still creepy, 
not illegal).

Still have to wonder why the hell this would be on an illegal private gov. server.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:35:44 ID: 2c11c9 No.8258606 >>8258644

>>8258396
Consideration: Why not just build what you can from the Relevent Data and then crossreference as needed. Keep the discussion here and then "archive" 
the actual relevent bits and excise the "comentary" parts for lack of relevence?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:36:08 ID: 099456 No.8258611 >>8258671 >>8258915

has anyone thought about catfishing/social engineering any of these people? 

setup a network of fake social media accounts using names of others they have been associated with, mutual friends, etc.

it would only need one or two to accept and start making inroads to their networks.

silently gather more evidence or send messages pretending to be worried, asking for help. one of them may just be stupid enough to fall for it!

another way is guessing password reset questions, dates of birth, family names, whats your favorite food - pizza!, etc.
we already know a lot of their email addresses and you can login to facebook now using phone numbers too. obviously cover your tracks, as all IP 
address would be logged  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:37:10 ID: 08fff0 No.8258621 >>8258690

>>8258599
Shill.
Podesta has a heavy hand in Biogenetics…google: Podesta CIRM  

A note on Satanists Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:38:57 ID: 08fff0 No.8258639

They dont kill you until you go public.
Yes. We are in a mind fucked pedo sayanistic cult…and were the black cats.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:39:05 ID: ff9dd1 No.8258643 >>8258691

>>8258596

27ed59

Not cool, man. I've been losing sleep over this shit.  

InvestigativeTripcode!!dSB0MDnim6  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:39:08 ID: 1b04a7 No.8258644 >>8259075

>>8258606
Yeah, that's exactly what I want to do with the wiki. And am doing, slowly.

My autism levels aren't high enough for me to get that done in a reasonable amount of time, though. I definitely need help.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:41:14 ID: 08fff0 No.8258671

>>8258611
Will only work on the NOT brainwashed handlers… anyone thats been used in this shit should be killed out if mercy.

Any handlers may be able to be harvested for info and funds… choose wisely  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:41:40 ID: 304414 No.8258674 >>8258687 >>8258688

Half chan found this.
http://lomstar.tumblr.com/
I'm told it's not CP but it sure as hell is close. Careful when opening.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:43:22 ID: ff0e48 No.8258687

>>8258674
Halfchan is going to town on that list above.

If there is 3 or less degrees of separation to Chandler that's 4 degrees of separation to Clinton and Podesta, meaning we can be fairly certain it's no 
coincidence.  That child in the snakeskin is the key to this, I can feel it.  We have to figure out who he is.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:43:34 ID: a1fc79 No.8258688 >>8258706 >>8258722

>>8258674
is that tumblr connected to podesta, clinton or comet pingpong in any way?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:43:43 ID: 7d372b No.8258690 >>8259019

>>8258621
Not going to bother responding to the shill claim.

Podesta having a hand in biogenetics and being linked to someone who may very well have several sources to give those firms assets may be why odd 
amounts of money get moved around to store fronts later on.

It's a leap in logic but not one to shrug off. It'd be especially handy for them if places with undocumented births, miscarriages, abortions, etc. end up 
funding the shell companies themselves.

They always say follow the money so I'd keep an eye on shit like this in terms of where cash flow goes.

This will sound gruesome and I hate to even type it… but what do you think happens to the children or 'spare parts' they have left over.

People say cannibalism but imo a more likely candidate would be grey area research that would make them $ off the books to fund this sort of stuff.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:43:54 ID: 27ed59 No.8258691 >>8259019

>>8258583
They need the babies for a few reasons. Virginity. Lack of blood or consumption based disease transfer. Cherub esque satanic offering destroying 
innocence. Depravity. can move a lot of infants in little space etc.

they drug the babies see the full hampstead allegations here
http://web.archive.org/web/20150801200757/https://archive.is/DV93i
tell me what do they do flash distraction lights and play the beatles? its secret societies doing this interlocking chains of cooperation bigger than anything 
like tavistock is connected to we are talking about jp morgan walmart etc.

>>8258643
They are a subversive mind control apparatus but they are by no means the illuminati. don't beleive the hype there are hundreds of cases of satanic ritual 
abuse only now we are seeing this bs council of 300 tavistock deception. They certainly exist but they are not in control.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:45:26 ID: ff0e48 No.8258706 >>8258717 >>8258749

>>8258688
The tumblr was found to be connected to the very small Rachel Chandler tumblr, a tumblr that hides who reshares their photos and is fairly well examined 
above.  http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/144108869692

This is the starting point of that investigation.  Rachel Chandler is, of course, the lolita Bill got with on the Lolita Express with Jeff, now apparently a 
photographer with odd tastes.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:45:48 ID: fd62c6 No.8258711

>>8258585
I wanted to make a version of the picture anyways without the autistic scribbles over it that made my eyes bleed.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:46:27 ID: a1fc79 No.8258717
File (hide): c04082e41f9402c⋯.jpg (122.57 KB, 401x500, 401:500, asianazi.jpg)

>>8258706
nice thanks anon  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:46:38 ID: 304414 No.8258722 >>8258726

>>8258688
It's connected to Rachel Chandler, who is connected to Clinton. So no, even if the tumblr had baby snuff porn it's worthless since there is no direct 
connection.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:46:50 ID: a1fc79 No.8258726

>>8258722
checked ty  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:49:24 ID: bdbf26 No.8258749

http://pastebin.com/qTiKTpRr

>>8258706
She's now an handler, she gets new young to the Canaanite Cabal.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:51:25 ID: 27ed59 No.8258771
File (hide): b2a20dded353d6f⋯.png (78.87 KB, 497x470, 497:470, Screenshot_2016-11-15_17-5….png)

full hampstead allegations here
http://web.archive.org/web/2015
0801200757/https://archive.is/D
V93i

could clue on how this works  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:51:31 ID: 2c11c9 No.8258774

>>8258305
Acknowledgement: Very based analysis anon. I should have stipulated *retorical in my query but for what it's worth you answer is satisfactory ( with 
references), no argument from "me".
IIRC, "FBIanon" stated that orlando was a flase flag event, so involvement iby the usual suspects is expected, but then again, so is anonymous. ;)

>>8258544
Acklowledgement: I concur.

>>8258557
Consideration: Extract all relevent data from sources (references documented, obviously) and collate in to wiki as anon suggested. Stip out non-relevent 
comentary and build/crossreference as necessary. Time consuming? Yes. Necessary to deal with bullshit? Obviously. 
Consensus?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:55:47 ID: 785e7d No.8258811 >>8258827 >>8258915 >>8259226 >>8259317

>>8253279 (OP)
anons - where now? I'm not saying stop digging, you guys are doing a terrific job and the whole world is watching, but the guilt of the Molestas has been 
established beyond question - enough at least to warrant a serious investigation by the FBI if this was you, I or anyone else not in the upper tier of the 
political establishment. I would wager investigations by the FBI are already underway and have been for some days at least - unless of course they are 
completely in on it themselves. Either…

1- They are gathering evidence - but I imagine what they really need to do is swoop in and question the kids of the close families and friends (even if they 
raided the premises and homes by now probably nothing would be found)
2 - They are afraid for their job or lives to prosecute
3 - They are waiting for the Trump administration to take over because Dem's still have the White House - If a huge chunk of the Obama administration is 
involved in this cult, including perhaps Obama himself, then how much freedom do the FBI actually have to go rounding them up, especially when the 
nation is quite violently divided following the recent election

I'm just saying, there is no way the FBI are ignorant of what we know and there is no way this hasn't got them spooked. They are not acting for one of the 
reasons above.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:57:41 ID: 08fff0 No.8258827

>>8258811
This.
Also- you can never get info from those that are controlled. The handlers may i
or may  not have been programmed.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 22:58:58 ID: 39e452 No.8258835

>>8258569
You need to explain those posters in the upper left.  You need to point out the resemblance between sasha lord's promotional poster and the pratt 
painting.  And you have to explain the pratt painting otherwise the significance will be lost.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:01:33 ID: 39e452 No.8258855 >>8258943

>>8258537
Is that a scar under the boy's mouth?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:05:18 ID: ff0e48 No.8258897 >>8258984 >>8259388 >>8259514

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/144108869692

Who is he.  This question must be answered.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:07:11 ID: 1c017a No.8258913 >>8259071

>>8255639
>>8255882
sigh, alright…
don't want to derail, would like to add my two cents about what we're so casually taking as "evidence" 
not a shill, just an artfag finding it difficult to watch non-art plebs struggle

i've been looking at the photo of the toddlers - i don't think it's photoshopped, please hear me out.
i believe it is a shadow, and not a photoshopped bruise, here is why - the more recent phenomenon of taking pictures with smartphones.

we don't hold smartphone cameras the same way we hold dlsr's or film cameras - there is no eyepiece and thus they are held within the range of arms 
length. when doing so, any light source behind the photographer will cast a shadow of the rectangular smartphone, as well as arms/shoulders, etc., onto 
the subject. 
personally i run into this problem all the time taking source photos for paintings/sculptures.
since most light meters on smartphones are proprietary/automatic, this effect usually balanced out, or so glaringly obvious that you have to find a different 
angle. sometimes, though, you can't see or don't notice the smartphone shadow until after it's been processed and stored on your phone or cpu. also, 
some people just don't give a fuck about this, or whether or not a shadow appears in the photo. 

this is what i think happened with the picture of the toddlers in the closet. the shadow looks 'unnatural' because it technically is, the same way the shadow 
cast by a photographer can also look 'unnatural' if it isn't intentional. also, the shadow itself is awkwardly shaped (rectangular), as well as on an uneven 
surface of the arm, making it seem completely out of place. if the light source behind the camera is far away/weak, i believe it could easily create 
conditions for a 'shadow' like in the picture. it's still damning, i just wish people would stop yelling PHOTOSHOP, or even calling it a bruise. it's distracting

been fuckin busy, haven't been able to play around in photoshop/with my own smartphone to see if the angles can match. 
my suggestion is that anons w/ any level of photoshop skill and a smartphone do some experiments, taking pictures with two light sources - one in front of 
the subject but behind you, and one behind the subject. play with the angles and make sure to get the shadow of the smart phone on the subject, you'll 
see what i'm talking about. anyway, godspeed and good luck, glad to see this shit stickied so often.

btw it pains me to say it, but Marina Abramovic is somewhat heralded in the liberal artfag realm as a minor diety. people who post her art might not 
necessarily be connected to her. 

>>8258045
this is an important perspective on which to focus. they keep it out in the open to avoid feeling shameful, but also because no one is looking there

>>8258123
this. any amount of research will reveal to even a layman that this might all actually be true, and that these kids are, in fact, groomed from birth to be 
slaves of one kind or another.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:07:08 ID: ff9dd1 No.8258915

>>8258611
>>8258811

Compile persons and organizations of interest.

If you see a crime, hunt down the code and the jurisidiction and make a report. Example, Chelsea Clintons money laundering is obvious.

The financial crimes are easier to trace from the Internet, as opposed to trying to prove these people are satanic pedophiles, which almost no one will 
listen to. They will listen, but a massive social media campaigned needs to put all of this on full blast.

There are plenty of arrested pedophiles who have worked at pizza stores. Pedophiles at funeral homes.

We already know some proven pedophiles, like Epstein, and a list of the people we KNOW are criminals allows you to explore more relationships.

The trick is connect people who have already been arrested with those who have not, to establish a credible reason why they should be investigated.

Aside from blasting this across social media, actual reports of crimes need to be made. One report will do nothing. Thousands are impossible to ignore.

If you suspect a child of being abused, you should report it to the appropriate agencies.

You can generally report as a'discretionary reporter', leaving your name off, and, again one report will get ignored. Thousands will move mountains.

More importantly, reporting crimes will create a massive, massive paper trail that actual journalists can use.

Background checks need to be run on all of the main players.

If you live in a jurisdiction of any of these people, go down to your local courthouse and search all of these names and organizations.

Lawsuits are great because both sides hate each other and are willing to spill all of the dirt.

Additionally, they are forced the lay out the information in a somewhat concise manner,  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:09:51 ID: 89560c No.8258936 >>8259055 >>8260248

>>8253413
never type tav 1 st0ck normally they have a search filter that basically summons shills to the thread.  When you see this happen it's shill or newfag.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:10:30 ID: fd62c6 No.8258943
File (hide): 4ea7e4b47f98863⋯.png (109.76 KB, 466x259, 466:259, possiblescar.png)

>>8258855
its possible, it was 
harder to see 
when it was small 
and dark.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:13:33 ID: bdbf26 No.8258984 >>8259048 >>8259153

>>8258897
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/42667e4d67cb5e9185486bf74116e5406e9013ecb336c78a170ad00844630d01.jpg  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:16:41 ID: fe6ffd No.8259012 >>8259024 >>8259226

Someone should try going undercover and infiltrating their ranks. Get to be friends with everyone that runs Ping Pong Pizza and Besta Pizza IRL.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:17:06 ID: 2c11c9 No.8259019 >>8259597

>>8258690
>They always say follow the money so I'd keep an eye on shit like this in terms of where cash flow goes.

>This will sound gruesome and I hate to even type it… but what do you think happens to the children or 'spare parts' they have left over.

>People say cannibalism but imo a more likely candidate would be grey area research that would make them $ off the books to fund this sort of stuff.

Acknowledgement: Very Based analysis anon. $$$'s from different sources, finders fee, club dues, meat, good timez, "the lulz" (cycnical cringe), and the 
big one=genetic material for transhumanism. They want to breed a literal 1 slave race and 1 master race, and then shoot for the stars and "colonize new 
worlds and conqure new civilizations, to boldly step where no man has gone" (read as: to exhalt the throne above the stars, GOD-tier circlejerking)

>>8258691
Consideration: If most of the "elite" are inbred,limited gene pool, self exchanging, family dynasties ( i.e. 13 bloodlines of the illuminati) then it likely that 
now they need fresh genetic material (i.e. your point exactly) to reproduce and not continue to create 3rd generation inbred deformaties. Rape babies 
could be causing an anomaly that interrupts this and you get the rebel's rebel problem. find a why to "loveingly" raise psychos to carry on your agenda 
(obvious contradiction, which is why this plan will eventually fail epically)and you can get back to business as usual. sic.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:17:38 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259024 >>8259034

>>8259012
Max Spiers died doing that.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:18:36 ID: fe6ffd No.8259034

>>8259024
>Max Spiers

Can't say I'm familiar.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:19:33 ID: ff0e48 No.8259048 >>8259071

>>8258984
That might be him.  Who is he?  Son of whoever owns Politics and Prose?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:20:50 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259055 >>8259139 >>8259141

>>8258936

If enough people share the term on enough platforms, there won't be enough shills to go around.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:22:11 ID: bdbf26 No.8259071 >>8259102

>>8259048
don't think so, I saw him called:
Eli Sizemore

>>8258913
IGNORE SAGE REPORT —  tav 1 st0ck — SHILLS  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:22:26 ID: b14a27 No.8259075

>>8258644

There are other tools that would suit us better. Anyone have any recommendations?

Something that could clip files and images, and then associate tags with them. I have been doing this myself, but if more people contributed we could 
then sort by tags and look at all the cross references. 

I'm sure there are programs that take data and cross reference it for you.. any anon's got a lead?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:24:22 ID: ff0e48 No.8259102 >>8259153

>>8259071
https://vimeo.com/user58647824/videos

THIS IS THE ACCOUNT THAT POSTED THE VIDEO  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:26:03 ID: fe6ffd No.8259133

>>8258569

Even if these people weren't pedos, the fact that they have gay shit mixed in with pics of kids on their instagrams is fucked up.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:26:15 ID: 32ec57 No.8259139

>>8259055
And we can Anon-Ize the shills. Maybe they hang and they might become sympathetic.  Maybe some CTR voted Trump.

I got a new laptop and a VPN service and need to get virtual box working.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:26:20 ID: bdbf26 No.8259141

>>8259055

Someone did a Heavenly Work on WickedPedia by posting early texts there.

You must croll down 2/3 of the page:

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Comet_Ping_Pong&diff=748702090&oldid=748686529

ALWAYS CLICK ON: VIEW HISTORY

SAME PSYOP IN FOUR YEARS  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:27:37 ID: bdbf26 No.8259153 >>8259222

>>8259102
I think that's a backup.
Look @ IMG:
>>8258984
(YT)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:28:50 ID: 271e38 No.8259170 >>8260699

File (hide): e21186f1b63d0d8⋯.png (1.17 MB, 1366x768, 683:384, pizza.png)

https://archive.is/u
XPUB
https://twitter.com/j
ohnpodesta/status
/75961494942554
9312

How can we 
entrap these 

creeps into incriminating themselves ?  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:33:11 ID: 670f4c No.8259221

>>8257689
We could waterboard them with holy water.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:33:11 ID: ff0e48 No.8259222 >>8259265

>>8259153
So who is this kid?  Why was he photographed by Rachel Chandler?  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:33:33 ID: 0d1d5d No.8259226 >>8259263 >>8259265 >>8259408 >>8259620

File (hide): 74c55a9fd161c2a⋯.png (242.72 KB, 490x276, 245:138, 1356563040-vlcsnap-2012-10….png)

>>8258811
>but the guilt of the Molestas has been established beyond question

WITH WHAT EVIDENCE?

There is some suspicious shit that sparked it all off. Though at this point I imagine the combined bumbling of 
larping detective faggots from all over the internet has scuppered any chance of getting our hands on 
sufficient evidence. 
Meanwhile, we've got /x/-tier faggotry shitting up every thread, 12 year olds thinking they've found the next 
piece of the puzzle and the predictable back and forth over shilling, real or imagined.

The one thing sticking out at me was the change in the restaurant logo. Although how can we tell if it wasn't some rogue element prick tampering with it, 
potentially falsifying evidence to keep us all going on this merry dance?

At this stage, what exactly have we got that DOESN'T look like pure speculation?

Every other thread I'm reading some goon like >>8259012 talking about kicking doors down, infiltrating or abducting. We're waiting on one person dumb 
enough to attempt anything like that and that's fucking it, it's over. It won't be articles on how we're a bunch of hateful, paranoid internet crazies. It'll be 
rounded up for being hateful, paranoid, DANGEROUS internet crazies.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:35:34 ID: ff0e48 No.8259243 >>8259265 >>8259432

https://vimeo.com/190547253

Eli's review of Comet Ping Pong.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:38:01 ID: 27ed59 No.8259257 >>8259301 >>8259388

File (hide): 160cf686a637d7f⋯.webm (384.74 KB, 640x798, 320:399, BOOM.webm) [play once] [loop]

@Jeanettehayes  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:38:49 ID: f73d34 No.8259263 >>8259312

>>8259226
This. What do we actually have so far that is solid, concrete evidence? This never should have left 8ch and normies are shitting it up now. Who knows 
how many leads have been destroyed.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:39:18 ID: bdbf26 No.8259265 >>8259297

>>8259243
You're right (Can't find on YT) 

>>8259222
Nice Questions
>>8259226
Gas Yourself, Angloscum  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:42:37 ID: ff0e48 No.8259297 >>8259312

>>8259265
https://vimeo.com/190495825

A very weird way to end the interview.

"The customers understand that I'm looking out for them… and they're looking out for us."  What a strange way to describe a pizza joint…  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:43:03 ID: 27ed59 No.8259301 >>8259312 >>8259339 >>8259350 >>8259441

File (hide): 187bbf0791fba36⋯.webm (491.64 KB, 640x640, 1:1, BOOM2.webm) [play once] [loop]

same woman from
>>8259257  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:44:01 ID: bdbf26 No.8259312 >>8260212

>>8259263
Same PSYOP in Four Years.

>>8259297
He's disturbed.
>>8259301
She's disturbed.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:44:20 ID: 7f22e6 No.8259317 >>8259447 >>8259451

>>8258811
All Anons with talents need to work on gaining access to and archiving both James and Marina's gmail accounts and possibly iCloud accounts (if 
applicable). 

I do not possess the skills necessary but I am good at research and analysis of things like this and numbers. It's a collective effort.

These reason these emails are so important is because:
1) we do not have any hard data on the main pedo suspect, James. Unless we obtain his private conversations, and potential other goodies, all we have 
is soft evidence. It's the only way to potentially nail this fuck.
2) We need Marina's to further the investigation on her cult practices with the kikes but also to see if she's involved with CPPP and to document all 
"sacrifices" (for further research on potential matches of missing persons/etc.).
3) Because fucking up their shit is fun. Either way, we win.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:45:50 ID: a7b460 No.8259336 >>8259405

>>8256046
>worth it to investigate the rabbit matter

Dodson (a.k.a. Lewis Carroll), who wrote Alice in Wonderland where 
the white rabbit comes from, was a child abuser.

Watch the Nabokov (author of Lolita) video for his explanation of the 
symbolism.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:46:03 ID: 27ed59 No.8259339
File (hide): b933e5323e7dd36⋯.webm (409.89 KB, 640x640, 1:1, BOOM3.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8259301
notice the obolisk and how she 
zooms in on the boy.
Jeanette hayes  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:47:07 ID: bdbf26 No.8259347

Rachel Chandler and Tom Guinness

http://www.vogue.com/873035/rachel-chandler-guinness-wedding-the-photographer-weds-tom-guinness-in-the-english-countryside/?submit=Submit

( had to submit a fake mail)  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:47:20 ID: ff0e48 No.8259350 >>8259515

>>8259301
Hey what's holding that toy infant's leg to it's body?

Oh right.

A PAPERCLIP

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Paperclip  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:51:48 ID: 4dc686 No.8259388 >>8259400 >>8259404 >>8259432 >>8259440

File (hide): f53f99931425ee2⋯.png (44.93 KB, 703x275, 703:275, exif1.png)

Hey guys,
guys
I was here earlier talking about steganography, I was 
looking at images from 
>>8258897
>>8255879
and while I was looking at the exif data of image related 

I found this
FDi V4.5 / FRONTIER355/375-1.8-0E-016
and cuck chan the other day (still archived by googles search -dead on site) that said the video related
>>8259257
HAD THE SAME FUCKING EXIF DATA!!
here is the paste bin of the exif data I have thus far.
http://pastebin.com/7uHxs0iC  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:53:35 ID: ff0e48 No.8259400 >>8259412 >>8259432

>>8259388
Ok so what does this tell us?  Actionable data!  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:53:39 ID: 09dee4 No.8259402 >>8259538 >>8259621 >>8259802 >>8260959 >>8260972 >>8260993 >>8261043 >>8261089 >>8261544
>>8261549

File (hide): 68f55820d7ae1e2⋯.jpg (57.1 KB, 1024x699, 1024:699, t3_5d43rx.jpg)

Supposedly this flag was recovered from a Podesta email via steganography. It came from a 4chan thread 
that has since been scrubbed. If anyone has a source or more information on this please post. If it really 
was from a file attached to a Podesta email it's a huge find. The cross is a Maltese cross, the sign of the 
Knights of Malta, an order forming part of the Knights Templar (who invented banking), an inner circle group 
among the Jesuits, and the oldest chivalric order in the world, now officially presented as a masonic 
organization. Many in the conspiracy world have theorized, and pointed to historical documents and 
testimony, claiming that the Jesuits, and specifically the knights Templar represent a Baphomet cult 
centered around sex and death, very high in the global power structure, and have played this role since their 
founding (Long but well worth it if you have time: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6bao5KTX_s ). John 
Podesta is a Jesuit and trained as a Jesuit priest before going into law ( https://archive.is/zXoSP ).  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:53:52 ID: 4dc686 No.8259404

>>8259388
one of the images that had the same exif data is found here
>>8255802  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:53:52 ID: 6f937f No.8259405
File (hide): dde24a2e2b3ecda⋯.gif (2.72 MB, 500x375, 4:3, enter corgi.gif)

>>82593
36
>mfw I 
read 
Alice in 
Wonderla
nd.  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:54:08 ID: 318781 No.8259406

>>8253505
The zombie apocalypse is real.
Been pretty confident of that for years; Surrounded by mindless hordes just waiting for a chance to react.
They don't think, debate, reason, articulate or learn.
The West is chock-full of zombies.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:54:48 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259408 >>8259441

>>8259226
The Podestas are guilty of money laundering and treason, per the Panama Papers  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:55:10 ID: 4dc686 No.8259412 >>8259431

>>8259400
the same person that took some of these fucked up photos on chandlers tumblr also recorded the comet pizza reviews  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:57:06 ID: ff0e48 No.8259431 >>8259514

>>8259412
Ok!  So let's find out who that person is, and how that photo ended up on Chandler's blog  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:57:11 ID: 4dc686 No.8259432 >>8259471

>>8259388
>>8259400
sorry wrong video I was typing fast
this video 
>>8259243  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:58:02 ID: 27ed59 No.8259440 >>8259895

File (hide): 16c6cdaf3bb9f47⋯.mp4 (1.7 MB, 640x798, 320:399, 1320345536318238511_168764….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8259388
@jeanettehayes on instagram I have no idea what page the video is from but this is the original video I have been 
changing them to webm because they do not post sometimes the way instagram encodes it  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:58:08 ID: 1c017a No.8259441 >>8259481

>>8259301
>bondage: check
>s&m: check
>dismembered baby: check
>Operation Paperclip/MK Ultra reference:check
:(
>>8259408
links? also i thought the panama papers were a soros release; personally i don't trust them  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:58:45 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259447 >>8259497

>>8259317

Also, reporting this people by the thousands will produce results. Know the jurisdiction, know the crime, make the report. Snail mail as a "discretionary 
reporter" so you don't have t provide your name.  

Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:58:58 ID: aa826d No.8259451 >>8259467

>>8259317

From Podesta emails:
marinaxabramovic@gmail.com 
Jamesacorp@gmail.com  
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Anonymous  11/15/16 (Tue) 23:59:24 ID: bdbf26 No.8259454

People use similar software!

Without any source that shitty flag can be thrown away.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:00:24 ID: aa826d No.8259467

>>8259451
marinaxabramovic@gmail

First post showed Marinaxabramovic gmail as "[email protected]"  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:00:38 ID: 27ed59 No.8259471

>>8259432
thanks for clarifying I was confused because I encoded that video from mp4 to webm lol  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:02:04 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259481 >>8259570

>>8259441
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panama_Papers
https://panamapapers.icij.org/
http://observer.com/2016/04/panama-papers-reveal-clintons-kremlin-connection/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:03:08 ID: aa826d No.8259497 >>8259533 >>8259728

>>8259447
This investigation may need to go to Tor and use pgp emails. Private IRC? Anyone can follow this site and I'm sure they are to determine what we know 
and where we're going to next.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:04:19 ID: 4dc686 No.8259514 >>8259533 >>8259550 >>8259713

>>8259431
most of them come back positive for steganography so I am still working on that
also the child in this photo
https://archive.is/RO7Sf
is the same in the video and the same as
>>8258897  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:04:19 ID: 2c11c9 No.8259515 >>8263808

>>8259350
Analysis: Astute observation, relevent, but not in THIS context. This is obvious signalling. "Flaunting and Taunting" nothing more. (read as flashing gang 
signs). Your reference is pertinent, but too historical a point to be of substance here.

Consideration: Go back to how this all started and ponder the possibility that this is either:
1) a "let's bait the chans and watch the shitposts FLY" FBI-op for "teh lulz".
(reference to FBIanon even said they're watching us and gauging our responses)

2) some kind of Cicadia part3 type experiment to test various groupthink responses and perhaps target this group for recruitment pool. (possible even if 
it's unlikely)

3) bait and let the hordes come knocking at the door to test defenses and draw out the enemy (us) weeding out whomsoever is the bigger threat and thus 
weakening our numbers.
(de-fanging the "weaponized autism" perhaps)

concur?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:05:46 ID: ff0e48 No.8259533 >>8259602 >>8259654

>>8259497
If you use TOR, you'll give them a warrant to investigate us as seditious traitors to the government of the United States, bringing the NSA/FBI on our 
heads.

We might seriously want to considering starting a crowdfunder and hire a PI firm to do some legwork for us.

>>8259514
Is it?  I'm not so sure, he seems shorter in the black and white photo.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:06:41 ID: 5e1e48 No.8259538

>>8259402

Nope, this was attached to a post on cuckchan. It said something about not eating frogs anymore and it hurts. It was weird. I've seen the screencaps 
floating around in other threads  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:07:35 ID: 4dc686 No.8259550

>>8259514
I should add some gps info might be in the exif I am checking it again.
https://archive.is/2ys3x  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:09:50 ID: 1c017a No.8259570

>>8259481
yes i know what the panama papers are. 
the last link is helpful, thank you. 

talk about a psyop…
i think YOU all deserve to know that the ICIJ, which "released" the Panama Papers, is funded at least indirectly by George Soros, via Open Society 
Foundations.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:12:24 ID: 4a6f41 No.8259597

>>8259019
>most of the "elite" are inbred,limited gene pool, self exchanging, family dynasties ( i.e. 13 bloodlines of the illuminati) then it likely that now they need 
fresh genetic material to reproduce

i think we're looking at this the wrong way, now that you bring this up. they're trying to breed pure babies that are fit for reproduction with the elites. it's 
artificial selection. what do you do with the ones that dont meet your standards? sell them into slavery for capital to keep your industry going. they 
probably see it as, well it's either that, or we kill them, and they cant resist the dollar signs.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:12:35 ID: 4dc686 No.8259602 >>8259610

>>8259533
he was younger?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:13:27 ID: ff0e48 No.8259610

>>8259602
Seems viable, we can date that photo based on SOME GROUP OR FAMILY's trip to England at after 2006, based on the paperback book on the table in 
that photo.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:13:58 ID: 785e7d No.8259620 >>8259681 >>8259686 >>8259717

>>8259226

I think he means to say their 'involvement' in a very blatant pedo ring (come on now, there is no confusing it for something else - yes the logo, but the 
emails, the code language (handkerchief pizza map lol), the girls in the hot tub for "entertainment", the Instagram pics and signalling, the very peculiar 
leaked video of the CPP party - the one with the woman wearing a balaclava talking about celebrating the birth of "our lord" who she insinuates is not 
Jesus before going on about some shit involving a baby) has been established beyond question… And it has. What has been unearthed already ought to 
be just cause for further professional investigation by the authorities - I'm not saying prosecution, I'm saying investigation.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:14:06 ID: 8965f2 No.8259621

>>8259402

[ http://www190.lunapic.com/editor/?action=glitch ]  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:18:21 ID: 1c017a No.8259654

>>8259533
the crowdfunded PI option is an interesting one. I could see myself throwing money behind it. but i know next to nothing about that process.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:18:52 ID: a7b460 No.8259659 >>8259668

>>8255923
>Newtown Action Alliance, a Sandy Hook organisation with a paedophilic-looking logo.

wew.

>>8258058

I've also heard map = minor attracted person, and then there's this smug douchebag freemason in the pic holding up a pizza map that was posted in an 
earlier ping pong thread…  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:20:27 ID: 27ed59 No.8259668

>>8259659
Yea I posted that photo it is because I learned they go out to eat after their meetings and perhaps pizza is code for some kind of afterparty  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:22:33 ID: bdbf26 No.8259681 >>8259731

>>8259620

Dude, She has a name and her (((Religion))) has a specific ritual aorund end of October. We have just entered 5777 JEWISH YEAR. And that bitch was 
provoking ten years ago:
www.theapes.com/babas1.html 

Read on bottom on the shitty page. They are JEWS.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:22:44 ID: 2c11c9 No.8259686

>>8259620
Analysis: Based, very based, but to what "Authorities" are "we" referring to? The ones who are watching this thread and "know" all this already?
Perhaps the ones that let scalia's corpse get cremated without a documented autopsy?
"muh Authorities" are aware of this, FBIanon confirmed it. 
(Even if FBI is pulling our legs, there's a breaking point, period. Enough is Enough already.)  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:22:45 ID: 3c5e23 No.8259687 >>8259706 >>8259731

Question: is the material on the nqbs tumblr even legal? Haven't clicked, would prefer to not get v&.

Observation: "nqbs." Incubus. A demon who has sex with the unconscious.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:25:32 ID: d4789b No.8259705

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon02.htm

Great explanation of how it WAS illuminati(but I think that was then, it passed that now), in the beginning, and that turned into MK Ultra
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:25:33 ID: ff0e48 No.8259706

>>8259687
Seems like it's all legal in a strict sense, although we can't seem to figure out where those pictures of the child eyes came from.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:25:56 ID: 27ed59 No.8259710
File (hide): 21a35152838c6e6⋯.png (378.38 KB, 607x567, 607:567, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-2….png)

@jeanettehayes
More cult behaviour implicating the cherub infant slaughter I alluded to.

If someone needs something to do you could look at the pages she describes and they post comments on 
these images/vdeos because I got all of her content from a program and do not see the pages that she 
post's them on.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:26:08 ID: ff0e48 No.8259713

>>8259514
Update anon?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:26:50 ID: 0d1d5d No.8259717
File (hide): 93521ca0a58de90⋯.jpg (33.1 KB, 344x326, 172:163, 1353545800769.jpg)

>>8259620
As long as that doesn't get lost in the 
dross that's been turned up in 
threads so far. 
Here's hoping the stenography nerds 
manage to crack something.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:28:23 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259728 >>8259762

>>8259497

There is value to running a secret investigation and there might be a reason a spreadsheet would be left empty. Imparting the idea is what is important.

Ultimately, though, everyone is safer and more secure if the tactic is to bring attention to all of this, en masse, the way the election was won.

"Pizzagate" is catchy and fairly obvious. It reaches people.

The people you want to reach are the "suggestibles." The machine just did you a favor by having all of the suggestibles reveal themselves by voting for 
Hillary. The type of people they are, the type of media they consume, all of the research to find these people has been done. It probably cost billions.

Target that demographic with fake social media account featuring an attractive, mixed race individual. Don't look like you. Look like a suggestible.

Utilize the same exact tactics they use from their own literature without spending all the money on the infrastructure. Preferably leave out the stage 1 
insults. Keep in mind, red-pilling a suggestible, to them, makes them feel like they are being gas lighted. That is the emotional process they will 
experience.

The Web of Slime is complex, so you have to reveal it in catchy, colorful infographs with terms like #pizzagate and #webofslime.

Start targeting the 65 "journalists" named in wikileaks. Make sure they see your little infographs, but, more importantly, their followers.

Keep digging. Keep getting it out there. To those of you who want to run a secret investigation, go big. Please.

Just keep in mind. We are an audience on a different level. We can participate in a different way that counteracts what, to us, is obviously a real, scary 
thing. But, to the suggestibles, is a crazy conspiracy theory.

File reports with law enforcement. Anonymously if you want. Make sure everyone knows what the hell pizzagate is and make sure everyone knows what 
Tavistock is.

These people should be publicly accountable. The courts won't work, at this stage.

Keep the pressure on.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:28:35 ID: bdbf26 No.8259731 >>8259755

>>8259687
first batch isn't to my eyes.

>>8259681
http://archive.li/NEPhB

MORE – JEWS — THESE KIKES ARE TRYING HARD FOR MORE THAN A DECADE BUT THEY SUCK:
http://www.munichrecords.be/Releases_info_&_press%20files/The%20Apes%20-%20baba%27s%20mountain.pdf  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:31:41 ID: ff0e48 No.8259755

>>8259731
http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/144108869692

This kid's story is the key to understanding the tumblr angle.

 #boyinthesnakeskinpants

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:32:29 ID: bdbf26 No.8259762

>>8259728
#dcpizzagate 
was a trending thing

pizzagate calls up uk football
(thinking about next year)  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:35:16 ID: 27ed59 No.8259785 >>8259856

File (hide): e35eac621c886f4⋯.png (404.52 KB, 579x612, 193:204, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-3….png)

@jeanettehayes
Has anyone seen this on an 
elevator before?
Secret torture floors?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:36:51 ID: f05ae3 No.8259802 >>8259847 >>8260156

>>8259402

The green / glitchy version is apparently a threat. The final version of the flag is some kind of serious symbol that calls for action. 

The real colors are: Purple-burgundy background, black cross with white borders, dark grey owl, white maltese cross  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:39:28 ID: 27ed59 No.8259820 >>8259847

File (hide): e7d6584e8023d0c⋯.png (572.57 KB, 614x618, 307:309, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-3….png)

@jeanettehayes
Very strange  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:43:29 ID: bdbf26 No.8259847

>>8259802 it's mere bullshit
>>8259820 COHENCIDENCES?
These people are too drugged or mind controlled.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:43:39 ID: 27ed59 No.8259851 >>8259935

File (hide): 23e0025c905cd12⋯.png (456.3 KB, 603x613, 603:613, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-4….png)

@jeanettehayes
Distinct masonic guesturing  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:44:03 ID: 92d4cd No.8259854 >>8259902

I will be really surprised if anything seriously concrete comes out of this whole thing. If you are looking for evidence, determined you will find them, your 
mind will find a way to make connections that aren't there. I was with you guys when it all began, but now I have come to the conclusion that it's a one in 
a billion chance any of this ever happened.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:44:21 ID: 4dc686 No.8259856 >>8259868 >>8260009

File (hide): 6cf4c719d5b81aa⋯.png (462.33 KB, 1082x626, 541:313, NOTHINGHERE.png)

>>8259785
>@jeanettehayes
NOTHING TO SEE HERE
https://www.instagram.com/
p/BMg_UhJhm80/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:45:10 ID: ff0e48 No.8259866

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/144108848847

Halfchan anon brings up the question: is that a whip in the bottom left?  And what is under his hand that's dangling down?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:45:23 ID: 4dc686 No.8259868

>>8259856
https://archive.is/AXWSz  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:45:54 ID: 27ed59 No.8259872 >>8259920 >>8259923 >>8259986

File (hide): d754bf854ad0fd2⋯.png (243.91 KB, 429x367, 429:367, 16.png)

You guys can't do shit. Get a fucking 
life.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:48:48 ID: 27ed59 No.8259894
File (hide): df280cebbb92d8f⋯.png (562.37 KB, 614x614, 1:1, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-4….png)

@jeanettehayes
severely disturbed artist  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:48:57 ID: 27ed59 No.8259895 >>8259913

>>8259440
got more?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:49:37 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259902

>>8259854

Inappropriate.

Already have solid evidence of financial crimes. The only reason to commit a financial crime is to hide money from a real crime.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:51:02 ID: 27ed59 No.8259913
File (hide): 74e777a686ba5ae⋯.png (623.77 KB, 616x609, 88:87, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-4….png)

>>8259895
Looking through photos now but she has hundreds of little clips when I get flowblade working again I 
could put them all in one video as a compelation  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:52:01 ID: ff9dd1 No.8259920

>>8259872
Take note, that their tactics are obvious and consistent. They are all reading from a playbook because they are suggestibles. 

They aren't creative and independent enough to go off script. 

This is exactly an example of why we can win against the suggestibles.

Go fuck yourself, you filthy suggestible. Spare the little kid.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:52:03 ID: ff0e48 No.8259921

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/101850215462

More from Rachel Chandler's blog  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:52:17 ID: 0c3bf7 No.8259923
File (hide): 91b9518a327c72a⋯.jpg (66.79 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, eeb79db0ce8b2f35a2a59cb6fe….jpg)

>>8259872
Getting a little uneasy, friend?  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:53:47 ID: 27ed59 No.8259933
File (hide): 5bb6aa776769ce9⋯.png (601.88 KB, 616x619, 616:619, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-5….png)

not a monarch beta maybe an 
alpha  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:53:47 ID: ff0e48 No.8259934

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/13168118858

This is also strange…  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:53:54 ID: 0d1d5d No.8259935 >>8259954 >>8259964

>>8259851
>Distinct masonic guesturing
You mean that thing with the hands that girls do?

The other photos are weird though. However, at what point do we cross the line from tasteless 'art' to substantive warning signs?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:55:29 ID: ff0e48 No.8259954

>>8259935
When there's a massive web of seemingly unrelated "art" pieces coming back to a pizza joint in DC.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:56:43 ID: 27ed59 No.8259964 >>8259989 >>8259993

File (hide): 04c1c6c4b8e3c9f⋯.png (287.65 KB, 1344x537, 448:179, Screenshot_2016-11-15_19-5….png)

>>8259935

Mason in lodge doing it  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:57:45 ID: ddfc2b No.8259980 >>8260000 >>8260023

File (hide): a7e7994f019a568⋯.jpg (41.81 KB, 720x479, 720:479, moschino-moschino-red-gree….jpg)

>Pizza Themed handkerchief 
with a map on it - by Moschino.

You guys are idiots.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:58:15 ID: 0949a6 No.8259986 >>8260022

>>8259872
>image as old as the internet
>8ch new naming convention

yeah you're a newfag alright  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:58:37 ID: 0949a6 No.8259989

>>8259964
disinfo  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:59:03 ID: 27ed59 No.8259993 >>8260005

File (hide): f019949736b063b⋯.jpg (150.49 KB, 1822x720, 911:360, dan hood monarch.jpg)

>>8259964  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 00:59:55 ID: 304414 No.8260000 >>8260062 >>8260077

>>8259980
It's not black and white faglord.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:00:26 ID: 0949a6 No.8260005 >>8260040

>>8259993
if we start to see everyone that eats pizza as pedo then this will get nowhere

who is this guy even?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:00:45 ID: 41aadd No.8260009 >>8260077

>>8259856
She (mxa) was mentioned on a regional "culture" radioshow earlier today, introducing her and her new book or something. Just a coincidence, but just her 
name being mentioned send down chills and also let me see that pic of her in my mind.
I considered transcribing it, but I don't think it is relevant to the ongoing investigation as it seemed rather shilling her book than anything else.  

anon  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:00:46 ID: 234147 No.8260010

In one of podestas e mail s he wrote that maddy was marc bittmans gf. Maddy beckwith liked one of alefantis pics. Go to her facebook. There are pictures 
of her with both podesta bros in high school. She has pedo logo earrings and a full nude red light shot from the hotel washington adjacent the white 
house. Works for farm fresh helping farma in the area of lovettesville…where the pool party was.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:02:42 ID: 27ed59 No.8260022

>>8259986
That's nothing to be ashamed of tbqh  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:02:43 ID: fd62c6 No.8260023

>>8259980
>look at this pizza handkerchief
>not even pizza themed.
No shekels for you.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:03:24 ID: d930f9 No.8260031 >>8260065 >>8260209 >>8260234 >>8260722

File (hide): 2e68c00c844aa80⋯.png (95 KB, 1979x1514, 1979:1514, megaphone.png)

A PIZZAGATE ARTICLE HAS JUST BEEN ADDED T O THE FRONT PAGE OF KNOW  
YOUR MEME

It is the first link at the top of every page. This means that every single person who visits that site will be 
recommended that article. Right now, it's very short on info though, which means people will dismiss it as 
low on evidence. It's going to be the first impression a lot of people will have of this and if they dismiss it 
now, they're unlikely to be convinced in future.

I know, the site is pure cancer, but it was useful in getting GamerGate started and the homos on there 
actually did some good digging back then and helped organise the exodus. Its image galleries are also a 
handy place to store infographs/evidence for future use. And ultimately, like it or not, we need to appeal to 
normies sometimes, especially when it comes to shit like this.

This is actually a decent chance to spread info around if you're so inclined, and as far as I can see it there's no point digging into this if no one ever hears 
about it. There's a pretty limited window though, as it will probably be taken off the front page by tomorrow.

I'd do it myself but I don't have an account there.

http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/pizzagate  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:04:28 ID: 27ed59 No.8260040

>>8260005
A mason That lead me to assume that is a masonic guesture which it would absolutely be if it was with one hand

not related same lodge of the goy with the pizza map I was looking at masons and pizza he is not related except that may be a low key guesture  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:06:48 ID: bdbf26 No.8260062

>>8260000
That shill had to search hours for the joke.

Terence Koh on a work by Marina Abramovic at a collector’s house, East Hampton. Photo Rachel Chandler:

http://purple.fr/diary/terence-kohon-a-work-by-marina-abramovic-at-a-collectors-house-east/

Dead or Alive ? Is this art ?

SAGE REPORT & HIDE PEDOSTAN POSTS ………………………………………………………..  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:07:07 ID: 0d1d5d No.8260065 >>8260121 >>8260140 >>8260209 >>8260722

File (hide): 0bd2a87d77dd5a8⋯.png (305.85 KB, 351x434, 351:434, 021158160651.png)

>>8260031
Lets not fuck this up.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:08:02 ID: 4dc686 No.8260077

>>8260000 (checked)
sequential point and digits
>>8260009
probably not relevant and shilling her book sounds right  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:12:27 ID: 27ed59 No.8260112 >>8260132 >>8260150 >>8261149 >>8261899

File (hide): 8be5a96ed05d647⋯.png (338.58 KB, 620x615, 124:123, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-1….png)

@jeanettehayes
Is this the spirit woman?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:13:47 ID: bdbf26 No.8260121 >>8260209

>>8260065
know your meme is utter american shit  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:15:00 ID: bdbf26 No.8260132

>>8260112
is this thing really alive?

Seems like a dead body that hosts some Canaanite demon.

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:15:35 ID: fd62c6 No.8260140 >>8260209

>>8260065
kym didnt even get gamergate right. fuck em but make your own thread if you want.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:16:33 ID: 32ec57 No.8260149 >>8261300 >>8263250

File (hide): ed94c57e3f4abdc⋯.jpeg (114.07 KB, 952x536, 119:67, image.jpeg)

By way of encouragement, assuming Herr 
Weiner turned states witness, he knows some 
shit.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:16:36 ID: fd62c6 No.8260150

>>8260112
yes looks like her  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:17:16 ID: 8965f2 No.8260156

>>8259802

It's a graphical effect.  

anon  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:19:41 ID: 234147 No.8260181

There was another e mail from podesta in reply to the map hankie one. It was a bunch of gamer language I do not inderstand. But he mentions that one 
of the other players was hillary. I thought that explained it. But then I googled salty milk and pizza. And a bunch of anime gamer sites came up that were 
obviously cover for child porn. I forget the exact slang I googled. Some of this is hidden in gamer sites.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:20:35 ID: 27ed59 No.8260187

>>8257397
any results yet?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:21:54 ID: 27ed59 No.8260195
File (hide): 0dfbb7f8b3f1846⋯.png (349.2 KB, 615x507, 205:169, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-1….png)

@jeanettehayes
Clinton  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:22:47 ID: bdbf26 No.8260202 >>8260220

how did abramovic666 get so much money?
she has an academy of some sort that really seems like a soviet palace in a kibbutz fashion.

SAGE HIDE REPORT SHILLS  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:23:43 ID: d930f9 No.8260209 >>8260303

>>8260031
>>8260065
Obviously if you're looking into something and you're worried that letting people know will lead to evidence being buried, hold back, but frankly, the 
Washington Post or some other newspaper ran a headline on internet people looking into the restaurants and one of the companies already changed 
their logo to remove a pedo symbol. They're in the process of burying it, and they're almost certainly monitoring these threads.

Our best bet at this point, in terms of ensuring this has an impact, is to throw everything we have at them, circumstantial or not. Bill being the one who set 
up the international agency to look for missing children, the 1000s of kids that disappear whenever the Clinton Foundation goes in to help after a disaster. 
If you have something that you've already posted on /pol/, they probably know about, so just tell the fucking world.

There's a subplebbit on it, sure, but who's going to stumble upon it accidentally? This genuinely represents a unique opportunity to  hit a lot normies, 
who will never stumble across this by any other means, full blast with what's happening.

>>8260121
>>8260140
Ideological purity is admirable, but the Jews didn't get where they are by only showing their propaganda to each other in the synagogues. They achieved 
their means by blasting goyim with propaganda from all angles.

If you're waiting for normies to find out about this on their own, you'll be waiting a looooong time, and if normies never find out about it nothing happens.

I'd frankly rather put the info on Know Your Meme anyway than have them come to /pol/ to find stuff out.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:24:27 ID: 48399b No.8260212

>>8259312
Be quiet.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:24:49 ID: 304414 No.8260220 >>8260303

>>8260202
There are no records online of how much her company earns or who the employees are. Strange.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:24:53 ID: 27ed59 No.8260221
File (hide): c9cca4afd6152dd⋯.png (343.19 KB, 521x615, 521:615, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-2….png)

@jeanettehayes
jimmy comet esque depravity  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:26:14 ID: fa64c1 No.8260229

>>8253984

>The emails show they were all together, and shared a car and looked at numerous properties (atleast 3, and drove past another 3).

No. Read the email chain again. The realtor addresses both Herbert and Susan Sandler and a  Patty and a Steve.  She says:

>House across from the VH Yacht Club, which I feel the ceilings are too low for you and Steve, but Patty asked me to send along.

The realtor, Kathryn Tate, never references John Podesta. She also specifically says 'car' and that they all piled in. So we have 5 seats.

>Driver - Tate
>FPass - Steve
>BDrive - H. Sandler
>BMidd - S. Sandler
>Bpass - Patty

This is of course all speculating. If they had a van, I don't think she would have used the phrase that they 'piled in'.

So where does John Podesta fit in all of this? I have no answer for this. It doesn't make sense. 

Unless the Sandlers went on this tour to find houses that weren't being rented at the time and relayed this info to their group. They snuck in at night, had 
their party, cleaned up and left.

It just seems bizarre that she never references that Podesta is there and it honestly seems pretty strange that Podesta would be there in the first place. 
He was a White House counselor at the time. None of this makes sense…  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:26:29 ID: fd752d No.8260230
File (hide): e6c2d363235aeea⋯.png (1.08 MB, 1879x3945, 1879:3945, 3LWNLXQ.png)

This is unrelated to Pizzagate but I'm dropping it here since every thread on PacketSled and Matt Harrigan's CIA connections are 
being slid. An anon that seems to be an insider dumped a shitload of information and no one is paying attention.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:26:50 ID: 0cf01f No.8260234 >>8260325

>>8260031
Likely it's done by the opposition. They want to dilute the topic. Or done by a fucking retard who might gain followers or whatever, i don't visit 
knowyourmeme idk what users get if their post becomes popular.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:27:46 ID: f05ae3 No.8260237 >>8260258

IS WIKILEAKS COMPROMISED? 

Latest wikileaks insurance files don't match the pre-commitment hashes they posted in october  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:29:05 ID: d4ee06 No.8260248

>>8258936
They used to come out more before. It's died down a little bit  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:29:09 ID: aa826d No.8260249

Friendly reminder that DC Leaks released more Podesta and gang emails:

John Podesta (427) [10/20/2013-09/03/2016]: http://dcleaks.com/index.php/john-podesta2/ 

Tony Podesta (298) [10/13/2013-09/07/2016]: http://dcleaks.com/index.php/tony-podesta2/ 

Other Notables:
Huma Abedin (317) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/huma-abedin2/ 
Andy Kerr (11561 emails) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/sen_and_krr_srtd/ 
Kathleen McGinty (8685 emails) http://dcleaks.com/index.php/ind_kt_a_mcgnt/ 
Leslie A. Dach this one is fragmented to the following subpages:
HHS (2981 emails): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/hhs2/ 
Jake Sullivan (461): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/jake-sullivan2/ 
Jesse Ferguson (1681): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/jesse-ferguson2/ 
Laura Rosenberger (558): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/laura-rosenberger2/ 
Yoo Jin Cheong (458): http://dcleaks.com/index.php/yoo-jin-cheong2/ 

There is also this inaccessible password protected page: http://dcleaks.com/index.php/exc_leslie-a-dach/ 

The files are searchable by keyword but can not be downloaded as a batch (to my knowledge).  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:29:10 ID: 27ed59 No.8260250 >>8260261

File (hide): 95ad09d7f7a7e47⋯.png (335.96 KB, 605x451, 55:41, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-2….png)

@jeanettehayes
like @vonspawn (pictured the 
spirit woman)
celebrating romulus and remus 
aka bestiality and or pedophilia  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:30:11 ID: 32ec57 No.8260258 >>8260286

File (hide): fc32e94791b4c8e⋯.jpg (137.13 KB, 898x536, 449:268, image.jpg)

>>8260237
No but you are  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:30:52 ID: 6f937f No.8260261 >>8260303

>>8260250
>celebrating romulus and remus aka bestiality and or pedophilia
lol you're trying to see "evidence" everywhere…  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:31:58 ID: 1be557 No.8260267

>>8253432

He was in BBYO as a teenager? Him and Adam Sandler. I hardly think that proves anything.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:33:06 ID: 27ed59 No.8260277 >>8260303

File (hide): fbe2755f5b2c592⋯.png (540.74 KB, 601x604, 601:604, jeff coons.png)

@jeanettehayes
with icmec 
boardman JEFF 
KOONS  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:33:12 ID: ff0e48 No.8260278 >>8260421

https://www.instagram.com/ray.chandler/?hl=en

Rachel Chandler's instagram feed, not private.  Let's start seeing who is following and interacting with her.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:33:48 ID: f05ae3 No.8260286

>>8260258
ASSANGE IS DEAD.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:34:41 ID: ff0e48 No.8260291

https://www.instagram.com/p/BCRd5yazf1k/?taken-by=ray.chandler&hl=en  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:35:59 ID: bdbf26 No.8260303 >>8260336 >>8260364

>>8260209 Retweeted :^)
>>8260220 OMA should be the name of the Asylum (seems like an enactment of Brave New World to me)

>>8260277 HANDLER jimmycomet reposted a photo of his dick pounding a young cicciolina (old "art" that made a lot of scandal back then) 

>>8260261 SAGE HIDE REPORT SHILLS  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:37:08 ID: 1be557 No.8260319

>>8253463
That likely means he had a topless assistant and also did children's shows. Not that he was fucking kids. Magicians cater to two audiences and that's 
them. They have topless acts in Vegas. That doesn't mean the magicians don't have family shows during the day. Are you going to claim that Penn 
Juliette is a pedo?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:37:39 ID: d930f9 No.8260325

>>8260234
It doesn't matter. This is the chance to form a first impression. If people see a shabbily made article with a lack of evidence, this could become another 
"jet fuel can't melt steel beams" or "flouride in the water" that normies just dismiss out of hand, in which case, all the digging will have been for nothing.

I'm on my phone, I can't easily sign up or add pictures to the gallery, but it looks really easy. 

Literally anyone in this thread, just use a burner e-mail, upload 5-10 infographics from this thread and a decent Y ouTube vid 
or two on the subject

Whatever the outcome, this will likely be a serious propaganda blow, for or against us.

This is never gonna be allowed trend on Twitter, YouTube vids about it will have their view counts suppressed, Google will never let it rise in its searches, 
Plebbit will probably block it from getting to the front page, but here, now, for a limited space of time, a website with tons of users on Facebook, a website 
middle age women who don't understand what Doge is use, a website that gets a very decent number of individual users, has this at the top of every 
page.

I'll really regret it if we don't take advantage.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:38:29 ID: 0949a6 No.8260336

>>8260303
>everyone who challenges the consensus or points out stupidity is shill

you fucking pooinloo turned this thread into your designated shitting street  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:42:37 ID: d930f9 No.8260364

>>8260303
We're in an information war. If you refuse to use certain means of broadcasting that information when they are put in front of you on a plate, because you 
think they're beneath you, then you are guaranteed to lose.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:45:13 ID: ff0e48 No.8260386 >>8260417

https://www.instagram.com/ray.chandler/?hl=en

Guys please help me go through this and find something actionable.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:46:05 ID: 5f5f4b No.8260397 >>8260473 >>8260546

ALEFANTIS RESPONDED WITH A BIG "DINDU NUFFIN". His allies/henchmen in Washington City Paper made their second article on this.

http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/article/20842321/the-consequences-of-pizza-gate-are-real-at-comet-ping-pong  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:47:16 ID: fa64c1 No.8260406 >>8260450

>>8254401

Go back to the email and read it again. Kethryn doesn't reference John Podesta being involved with their tour at all.

/podesta-emails/emailid/55433

Something deeper is going on in this email and we don't have the whole story. Hell the realtor is asking about pillows that Herbert and Susan Sandler left 
in one of the houses. 

It seems like the initial email is about the Sandlers and likely a Steve and a Patty are together with Kathryn looking at houses in Marthas Vineyard to rent 
soon. And yet the Sandlers purchased pillows and then left them in one of the houses.

>I also meant to inquire yesterday about the pillows you purchased. I can send them as well, if you let me know where they are in the house.

There is more to this story. Maybe the Sandlers stayed in one of the houses that night and invited Podesta et al over for the night. Got their fuck on and 
then left. Podesta forgot his hanky and the Sandlers forgot their pillows.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:48:05 ID: 27ed59 No.8260417 >>8260471

File (hide): 23706988b360a91⋯.png (530.81 KB, 610x483, 610:483, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-4….png)

@jeanettehayes
Louis ck portrait 

Louis ck directs his own show where the intro 
displays him eating pizza and going into a cellar.

>>8260386
Fetching content now  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:48:26 ID: 4dc686 No.8260421 >>8260499 >>8260562

>>8260278
this post 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BMnUk_Bjr6x/
had this guy
https://www.instagram.com/p/BMRrj_wAv2b/
and this guy 
https://www.instagram.com/253.232.5274/
was tagged 
and he posted this.
https://www.instagram.com/p/BLCfDc6gU3z/
but that is just an initial look  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:50:56 ID: f053ce No.8260441 >>8260481

the half chin thread got archived so I'm posting it here so that they will see it.

>https://www.instagram.com/aniek.klapwijk/
this is the "boy" that everyone keeps talking about over there. Was found on Ray C Handlers "other" insta acct.
>https://www.instagram.com/p/BGWrPEqTf80/?taken-by=ray.chandler&hl=en

I'm sure some of you already knew this… I just wanted the half chins to see it so they'll quote spamming this shit.

>fucking 12y/o  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:51:35 ID: 32ec57 No.8260450
File (hide): 7d961dae132ec8b⋯.jpg (43.19 KB, 408x500, 102:125, image.jpg)

>>8260406
Something about no one 
hearing the noise in one of the 
houses too.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:53:09 ID: 27ed59 No.8260471 >>8261449

File (hide): cc54db0a9f053a8⋯.webm (4.29 MB, 480x360, 4:3, Louie Opening-jAgoCe36DAY.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8260417
He comes from the subway to the pizza joint to the comedy cellar. They might be 
living underground or spending a lot of time there

"louis louis your gonna die"

Is he telling us something?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:53:14 ID: 41f452 No.8260473

>>8260397
He knows exactly what to do, buy i guess is too late. We need to focus more than ever, there's too much information to be absorbed.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:54:11 ID: ff0e48 No.8260481 >>8260485

>>8260441
He looks like a girl in transition in that insta.. wtf?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:54:40 ID: ff0e48 No.8260485 >>8260532 >>8261093

>>8260481
https://www.instagram.com/p/BIs6Ze6AHN-/?taken-by=aniek.klapwijk

OH MY FUCKING GOD HE'S BEEN TURNED INTO A GIRL.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:56:02 ID: d5554b No.8260499 >>8260532

>>8260421
https://www.instagram.com/p/p5J73-MFtl/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 01:59:30 ID: 4dc686 No.8260532

>>8260485
years of systematic abuse very sad
>>8260499
pretty creepy  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:00:28 ID: 6f937f No.8260546 >>8260563

>>8260397
Don't know if reporting on "pizzagate" even as a "conspiracy theory" is good for them. Any publicity is good (just look at Trump lel).  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:01:57 ID: 27ed59 No.8260561
File (hide): 79bf65a5e82383e⋯.png (441.39 KB, 569x563, 569:563, Screenshot_2016-11-15_21-0….png)

@jeanettehayes
did a art thing with the blood 
woman  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:01:59 ID: 4dc686 No.8260562 >>8260589

File (hide): 1bf36fe5f00ef18⋯.png (535.13 KB, 1004x557, 1004:557, weirdos.png)

>>8260421
https://www.instag
ram.com/p/BMiIO
PtDcT1/
these people 
tagged are really 
stand up people
https://www.instag
ram.com/walterpe
arce/

https://www.instagram.com/eneascapalbo/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:02:12 ID: 4a6f41 No.8260563 >>8260593

>>8260546
i think they're holding back on their initial instinct to slander us in the media full scale, like they did with gamergate, cuz that turned out awful. it's very 
quiet in comparison. the few articles being written, are probably just so google has something to put at the top of searches, to bury the results they dont 
want.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:04:47 ID: 27ed59 No.8260582
File (hide): 5db8d7ea110e50f⋯.png (456.17 KB, 608x594, 304:297, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-3….png)

@jeanettehayes
owl  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:05:54 ID: 4dc686 No.8260589
File (hide): bed7cbf46152de4⋯.png (400.06 KB, 944x580, 236:145, damn.png)

>>8260562
holy shit
https://www.i
nstagram.co
m/p/BLRE5
mDg1GQ/  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:06:27 ID: ff0e48 No.8260591 >>8260607

http://midland.agency/

Let's look into this business, shall we?

https://who.is/whois/midlandagency.com

Who is Matthew Fleming and why does he own this domain?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:06:35 ID: 32ec57 No.8260593
File (hide): 9fdde17cb807549⋯.jpeg (50.73 KB, 250x853, 250:853, image.jpeg)

>>8260563
The 640 K files and @ terabytes video is still in limbo.  Other leaks are threatened too from Twitter on "a 28th"  Must be hard for Team 
Black to figure out how to cut their losses or game the system with so much uncertainty.  There must be bones and bodies.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:07:52 ID: ff0e48 No.8260607

>>8260591
Ignore, different domain.  Can't find anything on midland.agency  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:10:19 ID: 27ed59 No.8260630 >>8260665

File (hide): ce2e5f89dde8cb5⋯.png (415.71 KB, 615x615, 1:1, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-2….png)

@jeanettehayes
bilikin esque morbid "art"  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:11:01 ID: 27ed59 No.8260637
File (hide): 13e7f48c2f9dcf4⋯.png (422.11 KB, 465x619, 465:619, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-1….png)

@jeanettehayes
paris hilton  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:11:48 ID: 27ed59 No.8260642
File (hide): 07beef05ef3c7c7⋯.png (662.27 KB, 619x620, 619:620, Screenshot_2016-11-15_21-0….png)

@jeanettehayes
le rabbit  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:12:42 ID: 27ed59 No.8260649
File (hide): 36ff36ce3a14355⋯.png (714.76 KB, 618x588, 103:98, Screenshot_2016-11-15_20-3….png)

@jeanettehayes
jeff koons baloon animal 
signaling  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:14:51 ID: 41f452 No.8260665

>>8260630
We need to think like a fucking modern art lover piece of shit hispter here. This is pretty obvious though. Domination, how tiny an infant could be in 
comparison with the adult. We also need to identify what attracts the female pedophile, i'm certain that's not about dominance but more like an incest 
vibe.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:15:03 ID: 27ed59 No.8260671 >>8260688

File (hide): e60c53df1c09be5⋯.png (450.74 KB, 616x611, 616:611, Screenshot_2016-11-15_21-1….png)

@jeanettehayes
clinton at art thing  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:16:55 ID: 41f452 No.8260688 >>8260825

>>8260671
Post an archive for this shit m8  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:17:47 ID: ade8c6 No.8260699

>>8259170
start acting like we found something solid and just be very vague and smug about it, only hint toward it and keep going until they lose their mind and start 
guessing what it is you found. works most of the time.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:18:28 ID: 034f61 No.8260707 >>8262508

thought I'd drop this 
here to reassure you 
guys that your fight is 
real.
don't let these sick 
fucks get away with 
this.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:20:14 ID: f522f0 No.8260722

>>8260031
>>8260065
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5d6nzx/guys_we_need_to_spread_the_word_of_pizzagate_to/
reddit thread w sources and pics, upvote and spread, comment, trend it among normie circles  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:31:23 ID: 27ed59 No.8260825

https://archive.is/6Exwy
https://archive.is/aPbzk
https://archive.is/XHNii
https://archive.is/uk1H9
most of the ones I posted
>>8260688  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:35:55 ID: ff0e48 No.8260859 >>8260862 >>8260881 >>8261209 >>8261721 >>8261847 >>8263436

Guys, I'm really kinda freaking out. Let me just give you the overview of my investigation into Rachel Chandler, former rider of the Lolita Express with Bill 
and Jeff.

This led me to investigate her tumblr page, http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/ and http://rachelchandlerparty.tumblr.com/

Check it out for yourself, the place is filled with weird pictures of children much like the other instagram feeds we've previously investigated.

Ok the story gets worse. http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/image/144108869692 this boy was a very peculiar target for the picture, considering the poses, 
ballerina shoes and snakeskin pants. The CSS prevented us from viewing who shared and liked, but it doesn't work in mobile so we found 63 associated 
accounts and began an investigation. The majority of these tumblr accounts were filled with obscene, usually borderline pictures of children, bdsm, 
hardcore porn and the occult. Truly some sick shit, with a special focus on eyes for whatever reason.

Some really really weird stuff turned up, disturbing pictures of children or drawn of children. Previous threads will show my discussion but I can't find the 
instagram links now, hopefully someone else saved them.

Eventually we found her instagram https://www.instagram.com/ray.chandler/?hl=en which has more of the same from her tumblr, except it allowed us to 
find who the boy in the snakeskin pants is: a young teenage girl! Apparently he transitioned into a girl https://www.instagram.com/p/BIs6Ze6AHN-/

Moving on. Rachel Chandler and some guy named Walter Pearce apparently own a company, http://midland.agency/ that does photography for what 
appears to be scantily clad models. 

That company was registered by REGISTERED AGENTS INC. http://imgur.com/TJnIhhI

which was a company in turn registered by 

http://imgur.com/FwlLGqV

Bill Havre. Who is Bill Havre and why is he incorporating a random modeling agency in Washington DC when he himself is from Wyoming?  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:36:05 ID: ff0e48 No.8260862 >>8260881

>>8260859
Continued from above.

So who is Walter J Pearce then?

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Walter+J+Pearce+Real+Estate/@31.5258198,-97.141807,12.75z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xb25356adc1e22a04!8m2
!3d31.545283!4d-97.169791

Apparently a real estate agent in………

WACO TEXAS.

Why… what… and why so little information? 

So just to recap everyone.

Rachel Chandler, rider of the Lolita Express with Jeff and Bill, owns a modeling company in New York, registered to a company registered to a random 
guy from Wyoming. That modeling company is co-owned by a small time real estate mogul from Waco Texas, scene of the famous Waco siege during 
Bill's presidency.

What are all these strings, and someone help me tie them together!  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:38:08 ID: a1fc79 No.8260881 >>8260921

>>8260859
>>8260862
wew

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:42:37 ID: ff0e48 No.8260921

>>8260881
http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/SearchResults?
InquiryType=OfficerRegisteredAgentName&inquiryDirectionType=ForwardList&searchNameOrder=HAVREBILL%20L150000903990&SearchTerm=Havre
%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20Bill&entityId=L15000090399&listNameOrder=HAVREBILL%20L140001055540

Full list of companies Bill Hauvre has created.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:46:52 ID: 3077c1 No.8260959
File (hide): 652a6bc726b6ae0⋯.png (118.37 KB, 1920x1155, 128:77, 1478890013445.png)

>>8259402
You mean this right?
>>8259402  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:48:25 ID: 3077c1 No.8260972
File (hide): 98b3db4f4f4168e⋯.png (832.29 KB, 1002x641, 1002:641, 22d8521211ac85fbbea47d3d10….png)

>>8259402
I mean there is a connection.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:48:44 ID: 0d85be No.8260979

>>8253463
He actually seems ok. We have to be careful to catch the guilty and spare the innocent.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:50:05 ID: 3077c1 No.8260993 >>8261001 >>8262592

File (hide): 1eb0662855d7e44⋯.jpg (101.99 KB, 640x640, 1:1, 2c63425a272f6e7e8e9465914d….jpg)

>>8259402
If there was some kind of 
secret Mason group that dress 
like yaks.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:51:05 ID: 3077c1 No.8261001
File (hide): 1ea071ec445b9c7⋯.png (1.54 MB, 1286x1260, 643:630, 1479009854325.png)

>>8260993  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:51:36 ID: 75ca7e No.8261007 >>8261026

File (hide): 28fdedf2daabf17⋯.png (57.71 KB, 990x427, 990:427, faggot homo.png)

I fucking hate this 
faggot  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:51:37 ID: ed53d8 No.8261008 >>8261547

so many fucking newfags here. 
plebbitors have contaminated 8chan. 
fucking fags  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:53:28 ID: a1fc79 No.8261026

>>8261007
he's a nobody. who cares.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:55:12 ID: a7b460 No.8261043 >>8261089

File (hide): d941b90372d726a⋯.gif (1020.74 KB, 225x261, 25:29, leafblowerTP.gif)

>>8259402

Is there anything 
accurate or true in this?  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:55:55 ID: 75ca7e No.8261050
File (hide): aac839038ec6987⋯.jpg (187.11 KB, 2048x1556, 512:389, 25cc4bd67810dacfed81d876c8….jpg)

>>8256777
If you are still here anon, check this PDF 
out. http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi it talks about 
that.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:58:21 ID: fa64c1 No.8261075

>>8256368

I'm 90% positive that the father of James Alefantis is a greek guy named Bill Alefantis. He flies planes.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 02:59:57 ID: 3077c1 No.8261089

>>8261043
>>8259402

Not sure about where it was found, but I know it wasn't public until then.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:00:10 ID: 0949a6 No.8261093 >>8261100

>>8260485
how do we know he was a boy before?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:00:44 ID: ff0e48 No.8261100

>>8261093
She refers to him as her nephew on instagram.  Name of Cecil I believe.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:02:10 ID: dbc1da No.8261117
File (hide): e32253b77f2ee55⋯.png (81.92 KB, 769x342, 769:342, 38017a70a8effbe472d761d350….png)

im not sure if people here are aware of this but James Alefantis sounds like J'aime enfants in french which 
means loves children, another strange thing is that a quick google search shows the surname Alefantis is 
unique to America, smells like a fake jew name  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:06:05 ID: fa64c1 No.8261145 >>8261151

>>8257328

fucking bullshit faggot shill

Anyone willing to share this shit on their kikebook or anywhere else is going to be instantly shunned. Not because these are fucking retard level bad, but 
because they are designed in such a way as to provide absolutely no information, no actual connection between the images and will inspire zero interest 
from anyone. 

The only result will be people tuning out. Just as this faggot planned.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:06:44 ID: 0d85be No.8261149

>>8260112
>@jeanettehayes
No the Twatter is a shitlib, but she isn't Abramovic herself.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:07:01 ID: ff0e48 No.8261151

>>8261145
Plus the whole "fake stories" bullshit is being pushed hard so it'll be easier to dismiss this sort of thing.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:15:43 ID: 5c3622 No.8261209 >>8261220 >>8261269

>>8260859
This is the first real lead we've had in a week. The fact that Chandler was one of the Lolita Express passengers is a giant glaring red flag. Chase down 
every single scrap of information you can find about her businesses and associates.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:17:13 ID: ff0e48 No.8261220 >>8261483

>>8261209
Bill Hauvre has opened hundreds if not thousands of companies.  The answer is in there, if a dollar is worth a dime.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:24:31 ID: fa64c1 No.8261269

>>8261209
No, theres been a lot of leads but theres also been a lot of bullshit faggot talk.

People saw this shit, got on instagram and started nutting their brains out following a path far away from the hard rooted content we had to begin with.

When was the last time someone talked anything about the Pizzapacket business? Probably a week or so…

'They've' been intentionally spreading our efforts thin to keep us away from the shit that has teeth.

We need a serious timeline of events for the core people if we want to actually progress this more than shitposting endlessly.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:29:01 ID: 1c1d08 No.8261300

>>8260149
shitty shop.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:31:47 ID: 32ec57 No.8261335

Oh how embarrassing.  I thought it was weird Weiner knew her as he isn't elite.  Thanks for pointing that out.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:43:08 ID: aecb1b No.8261424 >>8263362

File (hide): b91b1d77bb1c86b⋯.jpg (24.75 KB, 180x230, 18:23, Open-Society-Foundations.jpg)

>>8253279 (OP)
Our best ally's logo is openly pedo 
friendly  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:46:22 ID: 39e452 No.8261449

>>8260471
If you lived in new york you'd understand the opening of that show.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:52:29 ID: ff0e48 No.8261483 >>8261553 >>8261570

>>8261220
Website for one of the companies Bill opened:

https://www.z-sec.io/

What is at the bottom of that page there?  

anon  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:54:09 ID: 0983ef No.8261497

I followed ray chandlers instagram last week before peoe started hiding. She had tons of associates and many looked like pimps advertising wares too 
young. Really creepy.
   It is important to note that marinas rites are crowley moonchild demon summoning. An infant boy is needed for this. If you listen to majestic apes whole 
tape roasting sasha lord at comet ping pong she talks of sacrificing her forst born child. She was conducting a satanic ritual in that performance. Invoking 
the birth of the moonchild…gollum…rosemarys baby…homuculous. Notice everything in the black mass is red and black.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:58:10 ID: 93ba8a No.8261544 >>8261549

>>8259402
>>8259402

It was stenographed from .jpg attached to this email. No one was able to reproduce it thought so I'm pretty sure it was dubbed a shill.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:58:53 ID: 078ce8 No.8261547

>>8261008
Go look at half chin… reeeeee!
>normie/newfag central  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:59:07 ID: 93ba8a No.8261549

>>8261544
>>8259402

https://wikileaks.com/podesta-emails/emailid/8673  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 03:59:27 ID: c33ea1 No.8261553 >>8261568

>>8261483
https://www.z-sec.io/img/helloFriend.svg
Filename is "helloFriend" lol
And they are an infosec company, they claim.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:01:07 ID: ff0e48 No.8261568

>>8261553
What

Does

This

Mean?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:01:19 ID: c33ea1 No.8261570 >>8261589 >>8261602 >>8261629 >>8261656

File (hide): eb8221c37dde6a5⋯.png (7.1 KB, 959x41, 959:41, helloFriend.svg.png)

>>8261483  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:03:04 ID: ff0e48 No.8261589 >>8261652

>>8261570
https://www.z-sec.io/about.html

Check that about me page… just nonsense half the time.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:05:05 ID: 6f917f No.8261602 >>8261613

>>8261570
I've seen those symbols before.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:06:26 ID: 078ce8 No.8261613 >>8261647

>>8261602
In Egypt? WTF?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:08:00 ID: 27ed59 No.8261629

>>8261570
hahahhahahhaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
MASONIC CYPHER  

anon  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:09:32 ID: 0983ef No.8261646 >>8261715

I am an artist. Absolutelt EVERYONE in the art world knows that photographers who take arty photos of kids are FULL ON PEDO RAPISTS.  It is 
absolutely not a secret.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:09:35 ID: 6f917f No.8261647 >>8261652

>>8261613
I don't know. They just look familiar. Like a half-remembered dream.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:10:16 ID: c33ea1 No.8261652 >>8261690

>>8261589
Maybe… For me Jane sticks out as a reference to Jane Goodall.
>>8261647
I agree I've seen it before. Can't put my finger on it… Sci Fi flick maybe.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:10:26 ID: 27ed59 No.8261656 >>8261728

File (hide): 7e30850a8661631⋯.png (5.18 KB, 650x300, 13:6, masonic-writing-lower.png)

>>8261570
BOOM
HERE COMES THE  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:12:45 ID: 27ed59 No.8261679
File (hide): 621dddd00d92518⋯.png (20.3 KB, 281x279, 281:279, fma.png)

https://ww
w.youtube
.com/watc
h?
v=lhJfdWx
pI2Q  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:14:05 ID: 6f917f No.8261690 >>8261730

>>8261652
No. Not sci-fi. I could swear I spent time writing them out by hand…but why would I be writing masonic symbols as per>>8261656?

Weird.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:17:09 ID: a7b460 No.8261715

>>8261646

who pays for their work?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:17:45 ID: 1b04a7 No.8261721 >>8261740 >>8261847

>>8260859
 Both your imgur links show the same thing. Specifically, you're missing evidence linking midland.agency and Registered Agents, Inc.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:18:22 ID: ff9dd1 No.8261728 >>8261748 >>8261759

>>8261656

psexhre?fhoornssxxrgsqsh?scmh?qrysexre?rygbhg?xohnn  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:18:30 ID: 27ed59 No.8261730

>>8261690
This could be hard to decode they ROTATE THE ALPHABET in the cypher so it could be 26 different wrong applications before you decode it and they 
could modify some letters BUT IT IS NOTHING BUT MASONIC  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:19:01 ID: f45d07 No.8261733

Did anybody archive the D.C.forTeens video or the Amanda Kleinman videos?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:20:03 ID: ff0e48 No.8261740 >>8261799 >>8261847

>>8261721
Yeah I realized that I double linked it or double posted it… I'll go back and find it in a bit  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:21:08 ID: 27ed59 No.8261748

>>8261728
They rotate the letters in the cypher  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:22:46 ID: c33ea1 No.8261759 >>8261800

>>8261728
Haha.From their FAQ:  
>What's with the strange symbols at the bottom of the page?
>What strange symbols?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:26:30 ID: 1b04a7 No.8261799

>>8261740
No. Fucking fix it now.

(I really just want to eat up your time, shill.)  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:26:34 ID: 27ed59 No.8261800
File (hide): 19b5e6734366746⋯.png (7.78 KB, 474x459, 158:153, ob_cyphed.png)

>>8261759
I wrote OATHS 
VOIDED
on this oathbreaker I 
think I rotated it but it 
is the same fucking 
thing  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:31:26 ID: 1b04a7 No.8261847 >>8261913

>>8261721

So I'd say it's about 80% likely that 
>>8260859 and >>8261740

is a derailer. He's trying to get you to investigate every company ever started by this registered agent. That is the epitome of an investigative black hole – 
you won't find shit and it'll take you forever to do it. Registered agents are a standard part of opening up a corporation in a state you don't actually live in, 
which itself is a common business practice. 

Is anybody in this thread not a derailer at this point? Ffs. Really, the majority of the posts in this thread are either shill posts or newfags asking question of 
shills.

It is kind of entertaining to see shills putting so much effort into their posts now, though. There's either a lot of brainpower and/or a lot of money being put 
into shilling by someone who doesn't want this investigation to go anywhere. And that tells me one thing: THERE'S STILL SHIT WORTH LOOKING FOR.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:36:14 ID: d4ee06 No.8261899

>>8253413
>>8260112
>@jeanettehayes

who is this bitch? Is she friends with Rachel Chandler or what?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:37:19 ID: ff0e48 No.8261913 >>8261949 >>8262276

>>8261847
Not a derailer at all, I've been from the very beginning looking to better analyze the Chandler angle.  That is what led us to this point.  I didn't even bring 
up the IT company that got us here right now, someone else did.

But go ahead call me a derailer all you want buddy, doesn't matter to me.  

https://appext20.dos.ny.gov/corp_public/CORPSEARCH.ENTITY_INFORMATION?
p_token=250640D5C4053C8B8239DEAD2A6A350DFD87AB540C573AFA96C55C0E1FB6221567283BEAD6AE3172AA85F887992D11C6&p_nameid=
9A9558A85993A6F2&p_corpid=F39505A2A6AC6E05&p_captcha=14704&p_captcha_check=144D0ED2A92B3AE9&p_entity_name=MIDLAND&p_nam
e_type=A&p_search_type=BEGINS&p_srch_results_page=4

there's your business lookup proving that the modeling agency owned by Rachel Chandler was created by this Bill Hauvre, who also operates a branch in 
DC  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:43:25 ID: ff0e48 No.8261949 >>8261961 >>8262002 >>8262141

File (hide): cecbf38f315c014⋯.png (343.93 KB, 1920x968, 240:121, 1479271147194[1].png)

>>8261913
HALFCHAN DISCOVERY  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:45:08 ID: ff9dd1 No.8261961 >>8261970

>>8261949
Have any context for those unfamiliar?  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:46:16 ID: ff0e48 No.8261970 >>8261994

>>8261961
I'm unfamiliar myself, still trying to get the halfchanners to explain it.  They're losing their collective minds.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:46:24 ID: d4ee06 No.8261974 >>8262319

File (hide): c0971dc7890ce93⋯.png (477.41 KB, 941x603, 941:603, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

Looks like we found that ICMEC 
pedo connection after all  

File (hide): 68495a52c64713f⋯.png (97.8 KB,
1198x843, 1198:843, achillesalefantis.png)

File (hide):
66532520b42110b⋯.jpg (402.14
KB, 1831x3134, 1831:3134, record-
image_3QS7-L94P-6D9….jpg)

File (hide): 4e9ce551db36edc⋯.jpg (292.1 KB,
1200x781, 1200:781, 1aC9GxM.jpg)

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:47:08 ID: 7b42d0 No.8261982 >>8261999

>>8253413
>Lee Alefantis

HOLY FUCK. Digging on familysearch.org, check out who else is named Achilles (Lee/Louis) Alefantis. Born 1945, immigrated from ROME in 1954… at 
the age of 9?

Also found third image in google image search, "james alefantis" "father" 10th row, on rebrn.com. Image links to imgur, which links back to a reddit thread 

https://www.reddit.com/r/OldSchoolCool/comments/3h7qpr/my_father_was_in_the_navy_during_ww2_having_a/

No idea if it's some rando making shit up, or a sibling of James, or James himself.

Far left is LJ Alefantis (brother), I suspect far right is Lee/Achilles/Louis Alefantis (James says he's Greek), left of him is Susan Alefantis (English-
Norwegian).  

anon  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:47:20 ID: 68e97d No.8261984 >>8262258

Who pays for it? Replying this way because I am not really familiar with this format. The National Ensowment for the Arts.   I wonder who is appointed 
there? When I posted about Maddy Beckwith facebook she wiped her profile pick immediately. They are watching. Please go to her fb and capture it. 
Childhood e ast hampton friend of j and t podesta. RED nude pick at the w. Pedo logo earrings (perhaps). I do not know how to post those here.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:48:50 ID: ff9dd1 No.8261994

>>8261970
thread?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:49:07 ID: 7b42d0 No.8261999

>>8261982
archived reddit thread, forgot to add it https://archive.is/Cd4h9  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:49:29 ID: 1df8b1 No.8262002

>>8261949

I am genuinely curious as to what the fuck is going on with these kinds of things, because I see them continually and shit like Donald J. Trump=1488 
really forces me to believe Kek is real and loves us.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:49:45 ID: ecaae2 No.8262004 >>8262043 >>8262092

http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/article/20842321/the-consequences-of-pizza-gate-are-real-at-comet-ping-pong

The twat is feeling the heat.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:54:59 ID: c33ea1 No.8262043 >>8262109

>>8262004
>James Alefantis accuses conspiracy theorists of lifting photos of children from his Instagram feed. 
These fucking degenerate faggots post this shit online for everyone in the world to see. The images become public domain and then they accuse people 
of "lifting them" what the fuck. 

Lesson: Don't exploit children by posting their photos online for social gain you narcissistic faggot!  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:57:14 ID: 4fdd77 No.8262068 >>8262084 >>8262101

Capofittoforno.com

MORE USE OF PEDO CODES AND SATAN WORSHIP

St Lucifer spice 1
http://imgur.com/a/phGHm

St Lucifer spice 2
http://imgur.com/a/5v21i

St Lucifer spice 3
http://imgur.com/a/uLcwS

Glass
http://imgur.com/a/ecaBU

Receipt logo
http://imgur.com/a/IodrJ

Manager card 
http://imgur.com/a/I84mc

Advertisement card front
http://imgur.com/a/lP7rM

Advertisement card back
http://imgur.com/a/uAkAy

Stairwell downstairs where food prep is done
http://imgur.com/a/xXsfY  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:58:10 ID: 88a868 No.8262073 >>8262211

>>8253279 (OP)
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2112829-blood-from-human-teens-rejuvenates-body-and-brains-of-old-mice/

Why am I not surprised - how ironic this comes out NOW instead of ANY time in the last 6000 years lol.

Explains SO much.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 04:59:17 ID: 4fdd77 No.8262084 >>8262101

>>8262068
Look at the bottom of the page where the spiral is right below the socmed links. It seems eerily promoted/ displayed there.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:00:13 ID: ff9dd1 No.8262092

>>8262004
Heavy Breathing is, too.

They totally gave a reasonable explanation regarding their involvement (I still don't trust them) and it only incited the visitors the site.

If only a small journalistic organization would share their response to pizzagate to draw more attention to it.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:01:10 ID: c33ea1 No.8262101

>>8262068
>Capofittoforno.com
>>8262084
Interesting but how does this business tie into something we already know?  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:01:38 ID: ecaae2 No.8262109

>>8262043
No mention of why he's so obsessed with children in that article either. He does not clarify anything at all. 

Suddenly their reviews on fb are getting only 5/5s as well - over 200 new ones just today.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:02:07 ID: 89f263 No.8262112

Has anyone reverse image searched pedo symbols with key word pizza or day care or "children's"? Bed time for me. Good luck.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:05:14 ID: 603e71 No.8262141 >>8262148 >>8262201

>>8261949
www.z-sec.io
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disappearance_of_Madeleine_McCann  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:06:14 ID: ff0e48 No.8262148 >>8262172

>>8262141
YEP the halfchanners are losing their minds and magnetizing their drives.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:08:00 ID: 603e71 No.8262172

>>8262148
I know Im in the thread  

related github repo to fork Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:08:06 ID: 000000 No.8262175

>>8253279 (OP)

just happened to search github for "podesta" and came up with this:

https://github.com/tacitus-aedifex/podesta

looks like it's the full wikileaks dump, with some scripts for processing the files.  there's a folder titled hidden_attachments with files.

looks like somebody who knows what they are doing. fork and help.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:10:30 ID: 27ed59 No.8262201 >>8262209

>>8262141
SHOW THEM IT IS MASONIC DAMMIT  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:11:11 ID: 603e71 No.8262209 >>8262227 >>8262267

>>8262201
How exactly am I going to do that?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:11:21 ID: fcf58c No.8262211 >>8262236

File (hide): 052f13ec107ca13⋯.jpg (86.68 KB, 575x1024, 575:1024, 052f13ec107ca13c83a33246ed….jpg)

>>8262073
wew, there is literally a plasma donation center down 
the street from me.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:11:35 ID: ff9dd1 No.8262212 >>8262217

https://webbrain.com/brainpage/brain/6FBA86B0-0C57-9FCA-5CF9-D742DA541AAA#-163

WebBrain Tavistock Map  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:12:02 ID: ff0e48 No.8262217 >>8262245

>>8262212
Here come the shills again bro you don't say the word ever.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:13:28 ID: 27ed59 No.8262227 >>8262271

File (hide): 2fb313a98b5653a⋯.gif (128.87 KB, 676x594, 338:297, fam-code-1.gif)

>>8262209
THE ALPHABET 
PICS  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:14:24 ID: 88a868 No.8262236

>>8262211
I know, that article really brings all the "blood bathing" from history into a new light doesn't it…  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:15:26 ID: ff9dd1 No.8262245

>>8262217
Or, everyone says it, everywhere, and they run out of shills.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:16:36 ID: c33ea1 No.8262253 >>8262267 >>8262282

So I don't know much about it but gematria seems like bullshit. However, I think the z-sec cyper is interesting. It could, be as a cuckchan anon pointed 
out, a dead drop key. Probably a fake company too, judging by the website which seemed effortless.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:16:47 ID: a7b460 No.8262258
File (hide): 2de433eaeb81711⋯.png (198.9 KB, 489x322, 489:322, mad.png)

>>8261984

Click on the No.82619** on the post you want to reply to, and a 'quick reply' box will pop up. From there 
you can reply, post images, and embed videos.

Interesting. NEA is govt.

This Maddy?
https://archive.fo/H50SF  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:18:05 ID: 27ed59 No.8262267 >>8262274

File (hide): 65446b899cd87a2⋯.gif (23.33 KB, 338x166, 169:83, poundex-2.gif)

>>8262209
http://www.themasonictrowel.com/articles/general/other_files/masonic_cyphers_and_
symbols/masonic_cyphers_and_symbols.htm

>>8262253
FREEMASONS HAVE COPYRIGHTED THE FONT FAM CODE  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:18:44 ID: 603e71 No.8262271 >>8262288

>>8262227
Done  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:19:00 ID: 603e71 No.8262274 >>8262288

>>8262267
Ive sent all the info  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:19:12 ID: c33ea1 No.8262276 >>8262311

>>8261913
That is not a valid link.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:19:46 ID: bdfdb3 No.8262282

>>8262253
>>8262253
careful that website apparently had some malicious script on it.  use noscript or a vm  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:20:33 ID: 27ed59 No.8262288 >>8262299 >>8262304 >>8262368

File (hide): d316790014e44fc⋯.png (545.72 KB, 613x603, 613:603, Screenshot_2016-11-15_21-0….png)

>>8262271
>>8262274
Thanks they can not ignore that it is 
unarguably a masonic cypher  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:21:18 ID: 307d98 No.8262299 >>8262323 >>8262368

File (hide): 12abd21d017f253⋯.jpg (84.49 KB, 300x337, 300:337, 83942.jpg)

>>8262288

GOYIM NO  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:21:40 ID: 603e71 No.8262304 >>8262323

>>8262288
Yeah people are on it..Whats the significance of your pic?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:22:00 ID: ff0e48 No.8262311 >>8262320

>>8262276
Yeah session expired or something 

http://imgur.com/fzY3Jz3  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:22:41 ID: a7b460 No.8262319

>>8261974

archive or direct link, pls.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:22:44 ID: c33ea1 No.8262320

>>8262311
Cheers  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:22:59 ID: 27ed59 No.8262323 >>8262368

File (hide): 72f9b020cf18106⋯.jpg (17.44 KB, 600x420, 10:7, Fisher-Bilson.jpg)

>>8262299
They literally 
copyrighted the 
code
>>8262304
Just the 
@jeanettehayes 
niggerlovin  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:25:13 ID: 27ed59 No.8262344
File (hide): 1a4cad57c2835ba⋯.png (153.9 KB, 1246x329, 178:47, Screenshot_2016-11-16_00-2….png)

MIGHT be helpful
http://www.dcode.fr/pigpen-
cipher  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:27:59 ID: 307d98 No.8262368
File (hide): 3768d73abe7f879⋯.png (157.33 KB, 349x371, 349:371, 996435.png)

>>8262323
>>8262288
>>8262299

check 'em.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:30:16 ID: c33ea1 No.8262391 >>8262417 >>8262420

The retards on cuckchan still think McCann was kidnapped  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:32:45 ID: 91a64c No.8262410 >>8262440

https://panampost.com/julian-villabona/2016/11/15/the-dark-relationship-between-the-clinton-foundation-the-government-of-colombia-and-pacific-rubiales/

>The Fusion Network and the American Media Institute reported in October that it might have done political favors for private oil companies in Colombia 
in exchange for donations.

Read more: Getting to Know the Many Billionaires Behind Hillary Clinton’s Campaign
Read more: Poll: US Voters Think Trump Is More Honest, Trustworthy than Clinton
According to the report, the Clinton Foundation allegedly gave Frank Giustra — a close friend of Bill Clinton, and the largest donor to his foundation — the 
opportunity to buy land in eastern Colombia and to open Pacific Rubiales, one of the most important and recognized oil companies in the country.

Human Trafficking in Columbia:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_trafficking_in_Colombia

Clintons leave toxic shitsmear on columbia
http://fusion.net/story/357169/hillary-clinton-foundation-victims-colombia/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:33:17 ID: d4ee06 No.8262417 >>8262437

>>8262391
Yeah and the Gematria thing is the latest fucking psyop to discredit our good work.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:33:44 ID: 27ed59 No.8262420 >>8262438

alright so its  masonic + ceaser cypher 
>>8262391
She defiantly was is it related? absolutely the gemetria may have brute forced it  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:35:50 ID: 47e8ca No.8262434

Potential new lead in Wikileaks archive: https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5d7d7c/wikileaks_archive_how_did_we_not_see_this_yet_4/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:36:19 ID: 27ed59 No.8262437

>>8262417
Might be. for someone to use gematria is kind of leading me to think a mason did that to distract  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:36:49 ID: c33ea1 No.8262438 >>8262458

>>8262420
She definitely was what? Dead before she left the apartment?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:37:01 ID: 91a64c No.8262440

>>8262410
connection with frank giustra and epstein
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/feb/10/hillary-clinton-foundation-donors-hsbc-swiss-bank  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:38:31 ID: 27ed59 No.8262458 >>8262477 >>8262479

>>8262438
I do not trust these publicized missing persons cases. She was probibly kidnapped I am now thinking it would not be on a pentesting page but they do 
that they mix in truth where it is not.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:41:27 ID: 27ed59 No.8262477 >>8262495

>>8262458
They masons might have known that madaline was a tide factor something that would incite rapid fire shitposting but that is probibly not what the cypher 
reads.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:41:28 ID: c33ea1 No.8262479 >>8262497 >>8262514

>>8262458
Well the people who actually did the investigation are pretty sure that she died that night. They found DNA in the closet, behind the couch and in the 
parents rental vehicle. As soon as the investigation turned to look at the parents they fled, were totally uncooperative and the Prime Minister railroaded 
the investigation and had the lead investigator fired.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:43:48 ID: 603e71 No.8262495

>>8262477
>probibly
 you could probably be wrong..  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:43:55 ID: 27ed59 No.8262497 >>8262534

>>8262479
Either way there is fowl play there. A dead kid.
A missing kid. But that is not what a pentesting masonic cypher would have been thats lunacy  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:45:38 ID: cc3a86 No.8262508

>>8260707
We should get John DeCamp involved, he did the bulk of the Franklin investigation  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:46:22 ID: 5b1329 No.8262514

>>8262479
I'm willing to bet the Parents sold her to the Podesta satan worshipers.

Her eye is the "birth mark of cain"

The Madeleine foundation was used to funnel over a million dollars to the mother

The parents have appeared to be culpable from HOUR 1  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:48:30 ID: 1df8b1 No.8262534
File (hide): 35bf57e5e864032⋯.jpg (96.61 KB, 615x435, 41:29, A duck.jpg)

>>826249
7

>fowl play  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:50:47 ID: 59d5ef No.8262556 >>8262584 >>8262604

Searched z-sec on Wayback Machine, the only archive seems to be from today. Is there any evidence that this website isn't a shill created TODAY?

Did a whois search and NO DATA FOUND. Someone prove to me that the shills are getting creative, receiving funding, and preparing FAKE WEBSITES 
to fuck us over and derail us from the TRUE HINTS?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:51:52 ID: d4ee06 No.8262564 >>8262579 >>8262583

File (hide): 80fff1047ea694e⋯.png (93.02 KB, 710x404, 355:202, alert.png)

PREPARE FOR THE COMING ONSLAUGHT OF SHILLS PUSHING THE GEMATRIA PSYOP AND THE 
MADDY GIRL BEING ABDUCTED BY THE PODESTA BROTHERS  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:53:35 ID: 5b1329 No.8262579

>>8262564
Those two things are on opposite ends of the spectrum you shill

The podesta brothers fit a mountain of evidence related to the case, mean while gematria is SHIT  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:53:54 ID: 603e71 No.8262583

>>8262564
Well that spiderman shill is on cuckchan spamming our thread..  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:53:59 ID: ff0e48 No.8262584

>>8262556
https://who.is/whois/z-sec.io  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:54:00 ID: a7b460 No.8262586

new 
thread 
needed 
soon  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:54:36 ID: 04948b No.8262592

>>8260993

What's with the oldfag in drag next to that photo? He's even got a purse? Wtf…  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 05:55:50 ID: 1fa1b9 No.8262604 >>8263168 >>8263181 >>8263197

File (hide): f895d2fa0f77759⋯.png (117.53 KB, 1380x828, 5:3, Strange.png)

>>8262556  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:11:24 ID: 79c26a No.8263168

>>8262604

This red herring is obvious to the point being physically painful  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:13:26 ID: 8a678b No.8263181 >>8263239

File (hide): bcbd8775575f893⋯.jpg (14.76 KB, 300x344, 75:86, cypher.jpg)

>>8262604
recognized that as an old cypher 
thing I used to use as a kid. it 
translates as:
"picumqctlmggqoiiuuqdihimwibfmthq
vcuqczqvdjmdtugmoo"
Dunno if fake or another layer of 
encoding or something  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:15:40 ID: b3657c No.8263197
File (hide): 3be60a6653fbf31⋯.png (2.42 KB, 621x273, 207:91, Untitled.png)

>>8262604
Oh, I think I know what that type of "encoding" is. The problem is knowing the key. The < > v ^ is what 
confuses me though, could be something else…  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:20:14 ID: f73d34 No.8263239

>>8263181
Probably encoded with a caesar cypher or vignere. I don't think it's worth looking into though because it's obviously a bad lead.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:21:09 ID: 6973d6 No.8263250 >>8263279

>>8260149
THAT is where I remember her face from, it's been on the tip of my brain this whole time. It was a MoMa exhibition called Artist in Present. There are 
jewtube videos of all the people she involved.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:21:42 ID: 602049 No.8263255 >>8263298

This thread just get pruned? I guess I'm such a new fag I haven't see that yet. Halfchan is talking about the script still. I am currently trying to install thug 
to check it out.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:24:38 ID: 6973d6 No.8263279 >>8263394

>>8263250
Correction: The Artist is Present  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:26:56 ID: 6973d6 No.8263298

>>8263255
No, it's still at about 730 replies and pinned on the catalog.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:31:57 ID: ff9dd1 No.8263331 >>8263355

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/italy-child-sex-2008/

Who speaks Italian?

Phone conversations. Two women. Two files don't play.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:34:36 ID: 288fbd No.8263355

>>8263331
>italy child sex

wew  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:35:39 ID: 462bfc No.8263362 >>8263368 >>8263400

File (hide): 192e110b5d02bda⋯.png (20.22 KB, 303x400, 303:400, 59208142bk184024123.png)

>>8255363
>>8261424
Is /tech/ in on this, too?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:36:54 ID: 6bdb1a No.8263368

>>8263362
nah, loonix is for garden-variety freaks. these are advanced freaks.  
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:40:55 ID: 6973d6 No.8263394
File (hide): 7a1a630cb66dbbb⋯.jpg (42.88 KB, 384x476, 96:119, slovepoke.jpg)

>>8263279
Has this been brought up already? I noticed a jewtube comment brought up spirit cooking a week ago. There are a 
lot of celebrities that showed up for this thing. Perhaps just artfags but there could be connections.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:41:49 ID: 602049 No.8263400

>>8263362
No, go tell them. I don't know their ways. Also, /baphomet/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:42:05 ID: 288fbd No.8263404

kek

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/bsu-sex-trips-1999.txt  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:43:39 ID: 960124 No.8263412 >>8263440

folks someone over at reddit has made an interesting discovery.

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5d7yrj/red_alert_james_alefantis_of_comet_pizza_is_an/  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:44:58 ID: 027c15 No.8263419

shit-ton of tweets in Turkish with hashtag #pizzagate in last 3 hours… Young turds do a story on this or some shit?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:47:44 ID: b7b468 No.8263436

>>8260859

registered agents are usual when you are opening a company.

Significance of WY is secrecy laws and other advantages. Privacy is very strict, see http  ://wyoprivatetrust.com/about-us/why-wyoming for example.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:48:20 ID: 027c15 No.8263440

>>8263412
 5 days ago called,, they want their epiphany back  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 07:53:17 ID: 392c91 No.8263470
File (hide): 828ca19a0e2812b⋯.png (371.16 KB, 832x868, 208:217, 1479064096199.png)
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Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 08:11:11 ID: 91508e No.8263582 >>8263597

File (hide): 5d9dd64171cb54d⋯.jpg (53.29 KB, 826x129, 826:129, 2016-11-16 00_02_52-Tor Br….jpg)

Was reading about Sandy Hook conspiracies, specifically how the Sheriff 
who led the investigation was a –surprise– pedo.

https://web.archive.org/web/20140625150258/http://deusnexus.wordpress.com/2014/06/22/sandy-hook-satanic-town/

Ctrl+F "Incident"

Tried to click on that link, says IP address is blocked. Am I fucked?  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 08:13:02 ID: 288fbd No.8263597 >>8263606

>>8263582
nah lots of sites have tor ips blocked  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 08:15:32 ID: 91508e No.8263606 >>8263614

>>8263597

Thanks, I thought that might be it.

Time for bed I think. Godspeed gents.  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 08:17:33 ID: 288fbd No.8263614
File (hide): a4dd59712400a0e⋯.jpg (110.04 KB, 806x640, 403:320, election night.jpg)

>>8263606
night anon  

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 08:43:38 ID: a7b460 No.8263757
File (hide): 5fbd3b77299de67⋯.webm (1.16 MB, 320x240, 4:3, Pol.webm) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  11/16/16 (Wed) 08:53:12 ID: 369cb4 No.8263808

>>8259515
Can you stop LARPing as the robot from the last scifi you watched?  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): ef843088cb73332⋯.jpg (35.14 KB, 268x400, 67:100, deprogrammers.jpg)
PING PONG THREAD #13 Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 01:41:23 ID: de1cb6 No.8271316 >>8271681 >>8272722 >>8274783

>>8278726 >>8278808 >>8282121 >>8283741 [Watch Thread] [Show All Posts]

Just copypasted the last thread, only one that hasn't on the catalog is an outdated one.
STAY FOCUSED
(1): you need to know that they know =>
https://archive.is/7P1M0
Most of the people we are investigating have locked down their social media. There could be honeypots out there. If you aren't 
sure about your security posture you should read the OpSec section. 
(2): If you are new here read the sticky here: http://8ch.net/pol/res/993439.html
(3): Nobody Gives a Fuck About Your PeerBlock
Archives 
Original Threads 
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0
Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl

PingPong and Beyond 
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: >>8217734 | https://archive.is/IURyL
Thread 9: >>8223306 | https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: >>8233093 | https://archive.is/mGs6L
Thread 11: >>8241986 | https://archive.is/xnVbG
Thread 12: >>8253279 | https://archive.is/Rb8a1

Introductory must read(!) book to cult abuse and pedophocracy: http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi
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The purpose of all this digging is to uncover networks involved in the trafficking, sexual exploitation and ritual abuse of children.
A few days before the election Spirit Cooking dropped => https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893
Basically these idiots participate in creepy pseudo occult rituals. They do stuff ranging from dumping fake blood on efiggies of children, cut their hands open, mix 
blood and semen, probably drinking it, and engage in fake cannibalism. We speculate that they probably do these things for reals in other contexts.
John and Tony Podesta, the Molesta brothers look like the suspects in Maddy McCann's kidnapping (Murder)
In addition to exactly matching the description of the suspects John's emails which correspond to the time period relevant to the kidnapping were deleted, probably 
years before the Podesta leak occurred.
They have homes filled with creepy art, some of which is pedophilic in nature. Many of their leaked emails are cryptic and include pedophilic symbolism. Some are 
quite blatant, for example this email discussing swimming children as entertainment: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49435
The Clinton's, the Podesta's and the Democrats were tied to Comet Ping Pong a "family friendly" pizza joint in Washington D.C. Upon inspection it was discovered 
that CPP was creepy as fuck: much associated with them is cryptic, sexual and pedophilic. Branching out from CPP to other related businesses and individuals 
revealed more of the same. The associated businesses/individuals often use logos/imagery/speech associated with pedophilia.
Obama's 65k Pizza and Hot Dog dinner => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html
Obama channels his inner Biden => https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c0d8c96665e2a120a70ae4bb414a598725160c9f3ad51de2041cb2619e6debe1.png
Stratfor Pizza Connection => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html
Comet Ping Pong => Owned by James Alefantis. James' personal and business social media accounts were replete with creepy images and comments.
They host events frequently and they are all all-ages events. The artists that perform have similarly questionable art work/themes => https://archive.is/4190H
CPP also has hidden washrooms which may be used to facilitate child sexual abuse or trafficking. 
Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking
People of Interest
Everything ties back to the Clintons/The Foundation
James Alefantis: Owner of Comet Ping Pong => James' KikeBook Friendlist https://archive.is/08yME
Susan Alefantis: Sister of James, wrote letter of support for a pedo => https://archive.is/rHWxk
Arun G. Rao: DoJ, specializes in Child Pornography, liked creepy pictures on Jimmy Comet's Instagram.
Kevin Reynolds: Tied to Epstein and Clinton, specializes in massaging babies.
Frank Giustra: In bed with the Clintons (see: https://archive.is/DI2lQ)
Sites of Interest
Comet Ping Pong => https://archive.is/tRkrO (Alefantis aka Jimmy Comet)
Besta Pizza => https://archive.is/3OrGh (Boylove symbol, owned by Clinton associate Andrew Kline, a DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking cases)
M.A.M.A.S. => https://web.archive.org/web/20161004110031/http://mamasmidwives.com/
Baby Massage => https://archive.is/2J0wv (Reynolds)
Baby Babysitters => https://archive.is/uITIY (Reynolds)
Terasol => https://archive.is/tplgE
Bucks Fishing and Camping => https://archive.fo/VMGH5

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 01:42:56 ID: f2c295 No.8271339 >>8271458 >>8279673 >>8279747

So what happened, did we run out of leads?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 01:57:03 ID: f793e8 No.8271456 >>8271487

We got any word back from the stenography anons?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 01:57:09 ID: 46dfeb No.8271458 >>8271480 >>8271854

>>8271339
There were a bunch of tangents and shills kept shitting up the thread, we haven't run out of leads but we also don't know which ones should be pursued 
or where to start, it is a very complicated rabbit hole. Shills went into overdrive on the Arun G Rao connection so that is probably promising if any 
additional information can be uncovered. Correlating any travel logs of suspects with missing person reports will be helpful also, and nobody has 
investigated the nonprofit for Haitian child trafficking right across the street from Besta and CPP even though that is a serious lead.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 01:59:08 ID: 8c705e No.8271480 >>8271515 >>8274317

>>8271458

Do you remember we had the same Psyop in 2012?

Are you aware there will be another Psyop in 2020?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 01:59:40 ID: 46dfeb No.8271487 >>8271784

>>8271456
I honestly think the stenography thing is a red herring, either that or the encryption is mathematically impossible, a lot of weaponized autism and time was 
spent on it and there is nothing to show for it so far. inb4 shill  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:02:14 ID: de1cb6 No.8271512 >>8271784 >>8278585 >>8285116

HOLY SHIT GUYS. So you know why many  people are getting banned from Twitter for posting stuff relating to this? The owner of the degenerate 
cannibal site that was discussed on another thread is
>>8252996
>His name is (((Mark Pincus))) and he's the co-founder of Zynga, yes the maker of normie faceberg games like farmville.
>He's also a founding investor in Twitter. He bought Tribe back from Cisco Systems in 2008. I wonder if the CP and other horrors had something to do 
with it.
WHAT THE FUCK  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:02:35 ID: 46dfeb No.8271515

>>8271480
>Do you remember we had the same Psyop in 2012?

No, and although shills and misdirection is rife in pizzagate, writing the whole thing off as a psyop despite all the connections uncovered and Podestas 
near certain involvement (Kids as "entertainment") makes me think you are a shilling kike.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:04:21 ID: 8eb2f3 No.8271531 >>8271743 >>8276943 >>8286799

Did we ever figure out why Podesta was receiving email addressed to info@john.com?
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/21760

john.com is now down. Disappearing evidence?
Archived:
https://archive.is/GDEqP  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:11:30 ID: a036bc No.8271587 >>8271616 >>8271784

shills are derailing these threads by changing the topic to Satanism and Peerblock. Be aware of these tactics and stay focused.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:15:11 ID: e6e9c5 No.8271616

>>8271587
I don't want to affirm that, but something very weird is going on lately.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:22:01 ID: 6a6168 No.8271681

>>8271316 (OP)
Found this earlier while searching. It's a spreadsheet that was an attachment to a  Wikileaks email that has a lot of  financial/dox data for HRC and 
contributors. 

Epstein connections are included (direct download link): 

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails//fileid/20749/9434  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:27:04 ID: 6a6168 No.8271743 >>8276943 >>8286799

>>8271531
From the way back machine (john.com): https://web.archive.org/web/20161111235327/http://www.john.com/  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:30:00 ID: f793e8 No.8271784 >>8271898 >>8272554

>>8271487
Well, let's hope something comes of it yet. IIRC they were downloaded from a secure part of the websites, which must lend them some significance. 

>>8271512
>So you know why many  people are getting banned from Twitter for posting stuff relating to this?
I would figure it's because a business owner is the subject of a coordinated internet rumour campaign, facilitated by social media. I wouldn't want 
unfounded accusations left untended were it my business at the center of it. At least, that's the public-facing reasoning. 
After all, there's a horrifying chance that this is all some wild goose chase.
Having said all that, I'm not familiar with the cannibal site. How does that tie in to everything else? The link however is definitely one to be bearing in mind. 

>>8271587
If there is a correlation between masonic/satanic imagery and child trafficking rings, of which there appears to be with some historic cases, then we will 
need to suffer some posts on the subject. But we must have restraint and not let shit devolve in to some /x/ circlejerk. OP's link on cult abuse is relevant. 
There's even recent stuff like the Ponchatoula satanic child sex ring. (Yes it's VICE, but back before they gave up on anything resembling integrity: 
https://youtu.be/i5JkBs4lJak)  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:32:45 ID: 8c119e No.8271819 >>8276916 >>8276925 >>8287726

Just going to leave this here….

http ://musicandcommerce.com/  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:33:15 ID: 1dd412 No.8271825 >>8272030 >>8272599 >>8272616 >>8275654 >>8277077

Some guy on periscope just got kicked out of Comet and Besta

https://www.periscope.tv/JackPosobiec/1YpJkAVmlmXKj?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:34:41 ID: 16284a No.8271854

>>8271458
I know it turned out the guy who made the MAMAS site that had Jimmy CP and Maeve(sp?) was linked to DoJ.

Worked for a previous undoccumented creation corporation. MAMAS also doesn't have official listings anywhere as well.

My guess is that'd be a place to start digging on but so far all of my efforts into finding out the legitimacy of their businesses lead to dead ends.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:37:30 ID: de1cb6 No.8271898

>>8271784
The owner of the cannibal site, also donates to Haiti and had some polemic related to donations back when the earthquake happened. Not to mention 
that on his site, actual illegal content involving children is being shared and nothing is being done about it. It might not be directly linked but it certainly 
looks like degenerates coverijg each others asses.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:40:45 ID: 16284a No.8271950

An anon from the cannibalism thread on /pol/ atm also requested this photo be put on the pingpong thread.

The Tribe website is owned by a co-creator of Zynga.

Punching up from the people in that same thread and getting them to spill the beans on higher ups is another avenue we can pursue.

Thugs are always more willing to give up people in charge in order to save their ass.

Pic related are what the anon found so far.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 02:46:07 ID: 82def9 No.8272030

>>8271825
THISTHISTHISTHISTHIS
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:21:09 ID: 178a96 No.8272502 >>8276903 >>8277272 >>8288221  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:21:33 ID: 8c119e No.8272505

bump  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:24:31 ID: 801b7c No.8272554 >>8272573

>>8271784

>there's a horrifying chance that this is all some wild goose chase

That would be the least horrifying thing related to this shit by far. The elites are already all fucking disgusting kikes, so smearing them by it not being true 
is still totally cool by me. 

That would just mean no children are suffering the insane shit they almost certainly are. I'm afraid I have no hope that this is not really going on.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:26:24 ID: 16284a No.8272573

>>8272554
This is one of those things I'd be ok with being wrong on. It means our worst fears aren't true.

But I feel the same. Too much creepy shit posted by these guys for them to be clean.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:29:14 ID: c61482 No.8272599 >>8272619 >>8272639

>>8271825
It's telling me the stream has ended. How do I play the vid? I fucking hate periscope.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:30:44 ID: 16284a No.8272616

>>8271825
THE BALLS ON THIS GUY

BALLS OF STEEL  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:31:08 ID: 6a6168 No.8272619 >>8272686

>>8272599
Start by pressing the play button.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:32:26 ID: ef5b50 No.8272639 >>8272686

>>8272599
Click "jackposobiec" in the bottom left corner then click the third video from the top.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:34:13 ID: 92c87c No.8272652

lakewood.org

Looks like these sick fucks have whole towns in communist locales as hideouts. Towns like these are allowed to collect their own taxes under some 
retarded loophole, I'm guessing to keep the ping pong a secret. I can't wait until all of these bastards hang.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:37:07 ID: be1bff No.8272673

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5dbdz9/i_found_a_smoking_gun_monica_petersen_found_dead/

Don't know if it's anything new or a repost from chans.
>inb4 linking to plebit  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:38:40 ID: c61482 No.8272686

>>8272619
>>8272639
I just refreshed the page, heh.

If someone goes undercover deep in there. god bless them. This guy is likely going to get v&.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:43:19 ID: 47beb5 No.8272722 >>8274172

>>8271316 (OP)
In the last thread, people seemed interested in @jeanettehayes
https://archive.is/CPaS0
https://archive.is/3Wna2
https://archive.is/neq6W
https://archive.is/ilCAV
https://archive.is/XHNii
https://archive.is/VWZyb
https://archive.is/0qmFj
https://archive.is/tsDH0 - Jeff Koons
https://archive.is/JTGc5
https://archive.is/Z5R7R
https://archive.is/s79ay
https://archive.is/poHZL
https://archive.is/HRS7T
https://archive.is/91KqC
https://archive.is/oVJEG - Marina Abramovic
https://archive.is/ss95E
https://archive.is/9yL5x
https://archive.is/J3VtO
https://archive.is/I21Wd
https://archive.is/Z2lbF
https://archive.is/fYZqq - Hugh Hefner
https://archive.is/A8WIE
https://archive.is/28yKE
https://archive.is/HcT2Z  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:45:02 ID: 5aa909 No.8272730
File (hide): 84f6728a4cda755⋯.png (17.67 KB, 750x1022, 375:511, 2a4113896e1096a793989d9cd2….png)

Toasting in the pizzagate chronicles
Keep up the good work anons  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 03:49:34 ID: daeb7f No.8272781 >>8282370 >>8282419

Comet Ping Pong is owned by James Alefantis 

Comet Ping Pong is owned by Big Cheese, LLC

Big Cheese, LLC is owned by Jim Stevens of 630 Friendship Road, Marietta, GA

Big Cheese also owns PLP Peace Love Pizza

PLP owned by PLP Street, LLC 

PLP Street, LLC owned by Rich DesANTIS of Kennesaw, GA and Dallas, Tx

Rich DeSantis also owns D C Enclosures. (dead end?)

v
v
v
v

David DeSantis of Kennesaw, GA (same as Rich) owns The Jammin Pie (formerly a PLP location) (pizza!). Under fire for anti transgender post in 2015. 
Calls himself "Demon Dave" (like in the PLP)

——————————————————-

Nancy Pelosi owns shell company in panama and SF pizza place called Goat Hill Pizza 

——————————————————-

Betsa Pizza >>> ??? >>> Besta World Wide Inc (Panama) >>> Seaside LCC (GEORGIA AGAIN)

——————————————————

Zarkanaland (masonic code) >>> (Panama) >>>>> UBS! (Laundering)

                                               vv

                                               UBS >>> CLUB LE B >> STRATFOR >>> CIA  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 04:03:46 ID: a036bc No.8272899 >>8272922

marina abramovich's twitter has been suspended. this is likely something important, seeing as she doesnt troll or anything.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 04:05:44 ID: 801b7c No.8272922 >>8272942

>>8272899

>Doesn't even troll
>Just rapes and murders children in the name of Moloch

Well fuck, I wonder why she got banned.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 04:07:45 ID: a036bc No.8272942 >>8272953

>>8272922
none of that is against twitter ToS. she's been silenced as a warning..?  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 04:08:37 ID: 16284a No.8272953

>>8272942
Well that's even more suspicious. Sounds like they're trying to keep her silent.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 04:13:17 ID: 73ab2a No.8273008

Human Trafficking Center Worker Dies Suspiciously
reddit archive:
I FOUND A SMOKING GUN - Monica Petersen found dead in Haiti 3 days ago - family is kept in the dark - SHE WAS INVESTIGATING CLINTON
https://archive.is/OkpEu  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:12:38 ID: ad01ed No.8273701 >>8273876 >>8273889 >>8283556 >>8291444

File (hide): 4df3d4d375872b3⋯.jpg (17.19 KB, 215x325, 43:65, snake_83.jpg)

Before people start sperging about it again. Note to spiralfags. The spiral is not a pedo symbol. The upward triangle is 
for male energy (see fire sign). The heart is for lustful "love" female energy (see valentines origins). The big/small heart or 
triangle is obviously adult/child. The spiral (if anything) is alluding to the snake, a big favorite in the occult.

Carry on lads.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:25:12 ID: 64214e No.8273853 >>8274026

I am in the midst of a dark night of the soul, any travelers willing to offer aid to a very confused mind?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:27:41 ID: 138006 No.8273876 >>8273937 >>8274139 >>8277071 >>8277610 >>8281651 >>8282776 >>8282843

File (hide): 8608f60a594f5bd⋯.jpg (16.49 KB, 254x236, 127:118, ac8eaa0a45c8d1eef8c1953b67….jpg)

>>8273701
>The spiral is not a pedo symbol
Its a celt symbol. Celts usually taken very young children as their brides, and married young. And they had 
participated in global mason conspiracy, when rothchilds dominated Britain from within. Its all pagan pedo 
ring, and kek is part of it.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:28:47 ID: b62d2a No.8273889 >>8274058

>>8273701
Friendly reminder that the scribble spiral is a scribble because of the lack of motor skills by that age group as detailed in the FBI documents.

It has to be scribbled, not defined.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:32:27 ID: c26642 No.8273937

>>8273876

hardly a universal practice, the triskelion has been used by a wide variety of cultures for a wide variety of reasons, as naturally it's quite a simple symbol. 
potential correlations to consider, but hardly incriminating  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:41:06 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274026 >>8274065 >>8274097 >>8276959 >>8279085

>>8273853

Jesus Christ is the life, the truth, and the way. The traditional Catholic faith is the one true faith.

http://www.drbo.org/x/d?b=drb&bk=49&ch=6&l=48#x

[46] And why call you me, Lord, Lord; and do not the things which I say? [47] Every one that cometh to me, and heareth my words, and doth them, I will 
shew you to whom he is like. [48] He is like to a man building a house, who digged deep, and laid the foundation upon a rock. And when a flood came, 
the stream beat vehemently upon that house, and it could not shake it; for it was founded on a rock. [49] But he that heareth, and doth not, is like to a 
man building his house upon the earth without a foundation: against which the stream beat vehemently, and immediately it fell, and the ruin of that house 
was great.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:43:53 ID: ad01ed No.8274058

>>8273889
Yes it's meant to look like a child drew it, but it's not just "a spiral" it's also a shitty version of the male triangle. The triangles are popular in the jews and 
the occult. The merge of the two triangles of male and female tie into the hermaphrodite god of freemasons and kikes.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:44:32 ID: faf68d No.8274065 >>8274097 >>8274112 >>8274400

File (hide): da3cddf3db7b2a1⋯.gif (63.33 KB, 362x240, 181:120, RomeBURNING.gif)

>>8274026
I am still waiting when they nuke 
you, heretical idol worshiper.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:48:24 ID: 64214e No.8274097 >>8274143 >>8274190

>>8274026
>>8274065
I'm a protestant and worried the cross is an unneeded symbol or idol - falseness memed into truth over the centuries

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:50:36 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274112 >>8274190 >>8287076

>>8274065

You are badly deceived if you think true Catholics are heretical idol 
worshipers, or that Francis is anything but an anti-pope.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:53:34 ID: ec0aac No.8274139

>>8273876
>and kek is part of it.
Except Ancient Egypt had far less pedophilia and human sacrifice than pretty much any other ancient civilization. Ancient Egypt was a good boy he din du 
nuffin.

Also primordial chaos has nothing to do with anything sacrificial or sexual, so I don't see the connection at all.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:54:23 ID: ac06fa No.8274143

>>8274097
Well that's why we remind the faggots haranguing the electorate. We cover the fuck out of our bases and get these niggers some felony time. Lefty brow 
beating is one of the things that got us the election. Sounds like they're blowing out a fire with slow propane.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:57:26 ID: b97a9e No.8274172

>>8272722
noone explained the Jeanette hayes connection. I was digging into her Instajew and saw Abramovic and Jeff but I thought I heard someone say that she 
was connected to Rachel Chandler… is this BS?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 05:59:30 ID: 627061 No.8274190 >>8274215 >>8274237 >>8274626 >>8282977

File (hide): 97d6c1c333592d1⋯.jpg (589.3 KB, 2150x1401, 2150:1401, Animals__039770_.jpg)

>>8274097
Cross means understanding that Jesus died for your sins on that said roman cross, rather than a symbol 
which one bows to. And applying some magical identification to a cross as a "holy" symbol is heretical. So 
yeah, applying cross as an identification for Christians was pure witchery.

Also be just christian, not protestant, there are lots of heresies born out of theology, which Jesus and His 
apostles never preached, it was greek philosophical teaching that grew from roman church like cancer. I 
blame Luther for his heresies and allowing people who were separating from catholic babylon to preach 
theology and continue identifying as religion, a systematic slavery that keeps loyalty of people for the 
government.

>>8274112
Your popes and priests are all heretical degenerates since ancient times and dark ages. You literally washed with blood of saints on your clothes.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:02:04 ID: eebfdb No.8274211 >>8274914 >>8275017 >>8279450

Step 1: Identify your jurisdiction.

Step 2: Identify the appropriate agency.

Step 3. Identify the crime and the corresponding code.

Step 4: Write a letter to the agency explaining the crime and include any evidence, printed and attached.

Example: James Alefantis has bragged about large amounts of unreported income in foreign currency that was never declared.

Dear Immigrations Customs Enforcement,

As a discretionary reporter, I would like to report Mr. James Alefantis, owner of the Comet Ping Pong establishment, as having committed a crime.

Title 31 U.S.C. § 5332 (Bulk Cash Smuggling) makes it a crime to smuggle or attempt to smuggle more than $10,000 in currency or monetary instruments 
into or out of the United States, with the specific intent to evade the U.S. currency reporting requirements codified in Title 31 U.S.C. §§ 5316 and 5317.

Mr. James Alefantis has violated this code, as you can see from his pictures where he brags about it on social media.

I am reporting as a discretionary reporter because I fear retaliation from his political allies.

Thank you,

Discretionary Reporter

http://imgur.com/OivbOHg

http://imgur.com/kvtJxIQ

Chief Building Official Department of Consumer & Regulatory Affairs Inspections Division 1100 4th Street, SW 4th Floor Washington DC 20024

I would like to report illegal construction at Comet Ping Pong Pizza.

5037 Connecticut Ave NW, Washington, DC 20008

Please reference the attached pictures.

http://imgur.com/6803fLO

https://sli.mg/OjSvnT

Dear East Hampton Police,

I would like to report a crime.

Mr. Kevin Reynolds violated Virginia Code §18.2-387 by intentionally exposing his private parts in a public space in the presence of a minor or place 
where other people are present is considered to be indecent exposure in Virginia.

I am reporting as a discretionary reporter because I fear retaliation from his political allies.

Thank you,

Discretionary Reporter

http://sli.mg/user/i/edit/?i=YlUHy4

Dear United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York,

I would like to report the financial crime committed by Chelsea Clinton in which she used $3,000,000 of misappropriated money, violating laws regarding 
the laundering of monetary instruments (18 U.S.C. § 1956), and engaging in monetary transactions in property derived from specified unlawful activity (18 
U.S.C. § 1957).

I am reporting as a discretionary reporter because I fear retaliation from his political allies.

Thank you,

Discretionary Reporter

http://imgur.com/2hiIuZ1

Dear Metropolitan Police,

I have reason to believe that prostitution is taking place at the Comet Ping Pong Establishment.

§ 22–2701. Engaging in prostitution or soliciting for prostitution is crime that is occurring at the Comet Ping Pong establishment where there are, 
according to Comet Ping Pong's own website, secret rooms.

I would like to report as a discretionary reporter to avoid retaliation from Mr. James Alefantis' political allies.

Thank you,

Discretionary reporter

http://imgur.com/Th0mtsn  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:02:20 ID: 64214e No.8274215 >>8274262

>>8274190
How was Luther a heretic? Was translating the Bible into a common language wrong?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:04:30 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274237 >>8274294 >>8274350

>>8274190
>heretical degenerates since ancient times and dark ages.

You can't back that position up with anything truthful or honest, which is why you didn't. If you continue along those lines, provide some concrete proof 
and examples.

Deviation from the Catholic faith is what defines heresy to begin with!  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:06:57 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274262

>>8274215

There were other translations available.

Watch these videos to learn the truth about Luther:

What you don't know about Martin Luther
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kd66KXIbAjc

Martin Luther, the Devil and Denominations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xL2Hyve-kwg  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:11:04 ID: ad01ed No.8274294 >>8274350 >>8274361

File (hide): acee2338a7f2b08⋯.png (222.79 KB, 1024x451, 1024:451, SacredHeartsComparison3.png)

>>8274237
The sacred heart of Catholicism has a direct link to masonic symbolism. This is where St Valentines comes 
from, and why the pedo girl symbol is a heart of "love".  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:14:28 ID: 81ac2b No.8274317

>>8271480
the only "psyop" here is against podesta and the pedos. 

The pizza pedos have all one thing in common, intricate ties to the Democratic party, and in some cases, Obama's whitehouse.

Where the fuck does a Pizza Parlor suddenly get a donation from Soros? 

Perhaps we're being led on in an attempt to air out dirty laundry in a deep state leak warfare, but the pedos are real and they are well-hidden.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:17:30 ID: 81ac2b No.8274350

>>8274294
>>8274237
Get your D&C horse-shit out of here.

Quit aiding pedo filth CTR, freech, goons, whatever drain on society you might be.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:18:32 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274361 >>8274369 >>8274493 >>8275322

>>8274294
>sacred heart of Catholicism

Who made that stupid nonsense up, you?

Freemasons are totally condemned by the Church as heretics and apostates, and they were formed far more than 1,500 years after the Church, so what 
you're proposing is not only stupid, it's impossible.

here's a reference to back up what I've stated (unlike you).

Pope Leo XIII, Custodi Di Quella Fede (# 15), Dec. 8, 1892: “Everyone should avoid familiarity or friendship with anyone suspected of belonging to 
masonry or to affiliated groups.  Know them by their fruits and avoid them.  Every familiarity should be avoided, not only with those impious libertines who 
openly promote the character of the sect, but also with those who hide under the mask of universal tolerance, respect for all religions, and the craving to 
reconcile the maxims of the Gospel with those of the revolution.  These men seek to reconcile Christ and Belial, the Church of God and the state without 
God.”  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:19:25 ID: 81ac2b No.8274369 >>8274400

>>8274361
Take it to another thread (one of dozens of religious D&C bickering)  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:22:37 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274400 >>8274409

>>8274369

I kindly responded to a plea from someone confused. Tell it to the guy who attacked me with lies: >>8274065  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:24:00 ID: 81ac2b No.8274409 >>8274438

>>8274400
You should ignore and quit taking posting space for pedo investigations. Same with myself! Please knock it off.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:28:43 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274438
File (hide): ebeb697e90d9fee⋯.gif (1.34 MB, 273x272, 273:272, smiley.gif)

>>8274409

I respectfully reject your suggestion, and again say tell it to the bad 
willed liar who couldn't keep his mouth shut. 

Besides, there's lots of space left for this thread and #14, #15, etc..

This subject is very difficult for most people, and it's crucial to have 
a sound foundation lest they get 'swept away'.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:32:46 ID: c3b49b No.8274465

Marina Abramovic Still Doesn't Give a Fuck: VICE Meets
https://www.youtube dot com/watch?v=80QTY91WpQk

Police are solving more crimes thanks to pizza
https://nypost. dot com/2016/11/15/dumb-criminals-keep-getting-busted-thanks-to-pizza/

Make pizza great again!  

File (hide): 23dfe75eaf39a3f⋯.jpg (26.4 KB,
297x320, 297:320, Sacr_Coeur2.jpg)

File (hide): 97cf08fc681900b⋯.jpg (127.29
KB, 516x655, 516:655, SAcredHeart.Mary2_.jpg)

File (hide): 7ea0588818fe19a⋯.jpg
(26.59 KB, 240x365, 48:73,
ValentineCard.Vintage.jpg)

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:35:53 ID: ad01ed No.8274493 >>8274522

>>8274361
You're some kind of a retard if you're supposedly Catholic and don't know about sacred heart symbolism. Do some research on symbols. The heart with 
the thorns is representing Jesus, and the heart with the flowers is Mary. These are both "sacred hearts" in Catholic imagery and the fire at the top of each 
is referencing the fire of the kabbalah (jews). You just can't accept it's been co-opted by kikes.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:40:18 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274522 >>8274631

>>8274493
>fire at the top of each is referencing the fire of the kabbalah (jews). You just can't accept it's been co-opted by kikes.

Back that up with something other than your or someone elses' lies.

Why do you just make assertions and expect me to believe it? Don't mix Catholic with a modern day American Valentines Day holiday and expect to be 
take seriously.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:48:56 ID: b97a9e No.8274598 >>8274616 >>8275160

SMOKING GUN

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5de9g8/breaking_over_the_past_two_weeks_i_helped_bring/  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:50:22 ID: eebfdb No.8274612 >>8274635

My best lead in a while:

https://www.wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3765

Cable mentions 10 Americans from Idaho arrested for trafficking children. They claim they are headed to the Dominican Republic to establish an 
orphanage.

The only orphanage being established at that time was the DREAM Center.

Michel Zaleski gave money to Hillary.

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/21434

>Do you see Michel Zaleski's 20k anywhere? I'm nervous about that one.

Michel Zaleski Founded the DREAM Center Orphanage in Dominican Republic.
Should try to find out if is same orphanage in the cable.

Spencer Kimball Foundation also funded the construction.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56e068dc2eeb814053c52d43/t/573bb9cf8259b51109b5744a/1463531983671/donorlist0910.pdf

Spencer Kimball's sister Kathryn Kimball is married to Peter Mattis, who donated to Hillary Clinton.

https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Mattis

The Pace Memorandum ties the Mormon Church, at the time, to satanic child ritual sacrifice where children were being sacrificed at an altar under the 
west end of the temple. The sacrifices would have been occurring at the same time as Spencer Kimball was president.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pace_memorandum  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:51:07 ID: b7a2a3 No.8274616 >>8274668 >>8275160

>>8274598
Can't you simmarize or quote? My opinion of reddit is about as low as that of democrats.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:53:11 ID: 8c119e No.8274626

>>8274190
You're a fucking retard. The Cross is the Truth.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:53:43 ID: ad01ed No.8274631 >>8274668

>>8274522
So you would say it's a pure coincidence
You're obviously uninformed about every holiday's origins how they re-purposed paganism. Go do some research outside of your bubble. This thread isn't 
for me to spoonfeed you, I've been informing other /pol/acks of symbols in the occult (know your enemy) and the heart is one of them. While you're not 
helping anyone and just here to shitpost about Catholicism.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:54:44 ID: 8c119e No.8274635

>>8274612
fucking Mormons man  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 06:57:57 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274668 >>8274702 >>8275381

>>8274616

Since being arrested in Haiti for trying to steal 33 children and getting let off the hook with the help of the Clinton’s, Silsby has moved on to inappropriately 
continue to work in the anti-human trafficking sector. Silsby moved to Idaho and adoped the last name Gayler.

Silsby has moved on to work for a company called AlertSense which works with a number of US states on their alert systems, which include Amber 
Alerts.

>>8274631

I'd say you're a liar, spreading lies. America was founded in the 18th century. How can you not see how monumentally stupid your claims are? 

Notice you can't provide any actual references, and rely solely on your obviously stupid and illogical assertions.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:04:13 ID: d2cedd No.8274700

Fuck off with your religous shit, this is not the thread for it.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:04:19 ID: ad01ed No.8274702 >>8274738

>>8274668
>Subversion doesn't exist goy
Cuckchan get out.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:12:24 ID: 35fce4 No.8274737 >>8274778 >>8274784 >>8275378 >>8275873

I've said this multiple times and I will say this once more and hope that someone digs into this:

Mr. Alefantis looks hell of a lot like a french guy. He has to have european roots, propably infact french roots. James Alefantis has to be either an alias or 
a new name when he came to the US. That's why his name sounds like the sentence "I like kids" in french.

DIG INTO THIS.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:12:25 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274738 >>8274786

File (hide): 4dec08659160b18⋯.gif (846.04 KB, 240x212, 60:53, heretics.gif)

>>8274702

>notanargument.avi  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:22:13 ID: eebfdb No.8274778

>>8274737

FamilySearch has his whole family coming from Italy. With pictures and everything.

Do you even Google?

______

In 1978, Uruguay was visited by Spencer Kimball. The Church "apolitically" supported the leftist movement. Because of their interjection, the instability 
that occurred resulted in a purchase of cheap oil from Argentina by Israel.

Spencer Kimball met with two dictators. Aparicio Mendez (Uruguay) and Jorge Rafael Videla (Argentina).

Spencer Kimball in a lot of places at a lot of interesting times.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:23:58 ID: 35fce4 No.8274783

>>8271316 (OP)
These threads makes me wonder what kind of fucking sick secrets does the Pope know. I fucking wonder.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:24:19 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274784
File (hide): aafcac19087ee7e⋯.jpg (6.41 KB, 259x194, 259:194, youaresuspect.jpg)

>>8274737  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:24:50 ID: ad01ed No.8274786 >>8274802

>>8274738
>America was founded in the 18th century.
>George Washington being a FreeMason is common knowledge
>Masonic symbolism wasnt sneaked into everything.
You are an absolute useless fucking plebeian. Consider yourself filtered.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:28:28 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274802 >>8274846

File (hide): 344b61da9c8c703⋯.jpg (1.55 MB, 2016x1512, 4:3, Apotheosis_of_George_Washi….jpg)

>>8274786

Still no references, or argument. Just stupid 
unfounded assertions.

Has absolutely nothing to do with the Catholic 
Church, founded in 33 A.D..

I can only guess, but people like you have no love for 
the truth, which would explain your blindness.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:39:33 ID: f23aec No.8274846 >>8274878 >>8276667

>>8274802
care to explain all the pedo sht within the Catholic Church? I am Catholic raised so enlighten me to why so many fk with little kids at the top ? what is it a 
power thing to fk with little kids or are you just the lowest pieces of shit that deserve execution on a cross for your transgressions against young life.You 
better hope GOD gets to you first I won't be so forgiving you fucking shitstain rats.Torture is in order.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:47:11 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8274878 >>8276818

>>8274846
>I am Catholic 

Yeah? What's it mean to be Catholic? I think you're another no good liar.

Nothing in the Catholic faith allows for sexually abusing children. No sex outside of marriage between and 
man and a woman, remember, Mr. Self-Proclaimed-Catholic? 

Did you forget, or are you a liar? Which is it? Liar is my guess.

As for all the pedo stuff, the embedded video will explain it for anyone who is honest.

>protip: they're not Catholic  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 07:54:04 ID: 944fa6 No.8274914

>>8274211
These are the actions that need to be taken anon, great job laying this out  

File (hide): 939336748f3841f⋯.jpg
(691.35 KB, 1536x2048, 3:4, image.jpg)

File (hide):
7bccf31bb095549⋯.jpg (1.57
MB, 1652x2938, 826:1469, image.jpg)

File (hide): 9afe02aa28610d6⋯.jpg (70.99 KB,
398x400, 199:200, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:02:44 ID: bc3d48 No.8274955 >>8276616 >>8276762 >>8282683

Anon posted this in the last thread, which drew my attention to the 400 gallon tank. I work around tanks like that and I really don't think it has water in it. 
It's some sort of darker liquid.

Check out the one with water.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:13:48 ID: dd9ad2 No.8275017
File (hide): ca5e767f78fc97c⋯.jpg (67.97 KB, 458x227, 458:227, thank you supercool.jpg)

>>8274211
Anon, OUT-FUCKING-STANDING!!!!!!!!!

When this thread reaches the limit, please repost in the new thread.

Can some other anons please include the physical addresses, emails and 
phone numbers to contact appropriate authorities?  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:14:42 ID: e139a7 No.8275026 >>8275066 >>8275079 >>8275884 >>8276798 >>8278002

Guys, what's Sam Hyde trying to tell us…  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:20:44 ID: dd9ad2 No.8275062 >>8276723 >>8276733 >>8276742

File (hide): 62ab711cd7d2797⋯.jpg (51.59 KB, 499x624, 499:624, 1464722643080.jpg)

NEED A TIMELINE

When did Russia institute adoption ban on USA? 
2013?
When did Hillary begin using server as SOS?

Did the Russians find out about some of this kid 
fucking in Haiti and Washington DC?

http://www.csmonitor.com/The-
Culture/2014/0118/Russian-adoption-ban-One-
year-later  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:22:08 ID: fcf6a6 No.8275066
File (hide): 741e20a79ab585d⋯.png (521.47 KB, 588x472, 147:118, 7957985789579799.png)

>>8275026

Did someone threaten 
him?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:23:34 ID: 1b3cd4 No.8275079
File (hide): 562853b00a51dd4⋯.jpg (259.15 KB, 1600x1200, 4:3, when you are trying to eat….jpg)

>>8275026
Sam Hyde hasn't been a credible source since he ran over all 
those french people. Dudes a goddamned maniac  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:36:25 ID: 445456 No.8275160 >>8275391 >>8276269

>>8274598
>>8274616
This needs more attention! It connects Alefantis with the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). 

The NCMEC website says “In January 1984 NCMEC was incorporated by private individuals as a non profit corporation to serve as a national resource 
center and clearinghouse on issues related to missing and sexually exploited children.”

The term “private corporation” is key here. They do not have government oversight. This means they act as gate-keeper for the government to deal with 
child porn material without any oversight over what they’re doing, and law enforcement cannot get involved without them giving a go ahead.

THEY DEAL WITH ALL THE CP AND ARE ABOVE THE LAW  
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▶

▶

▶

▶
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 08:46:17 ID: e139a7 No.8275223

New story and video from the Super Male V itality Specialist concerning t he Pizza 
Plague Gang

http://www.infowars.com/wheres-hillary-creeping-around-children/

Makes reference to a lot of the information we've been digging up.

>What we do know is, there's a lot of law enforcement investigations going on concerning Wikileaks into 
these types of activities

Where were you when /pol/ became the stomping-grounds for law enforcement's last stand against the 
cabal of corrupt Jewish-Masonic pedophile serial killers that have been attempting to take over the planet?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 09:03:41 ID: 16284a No.8275322 >>8275492

>>8274361
By belial does he mean Ba'al, the Samarian false mountain god referenced in the old testament?

If so that would explain the ritualistic ties to masonry and the practices they hold since that is basically the same as what others conflate with Lucifer \ 
satan.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 09:13:15 ID: 16284a No.8275378

>>8274737
We already know his first name was actually Achilles due to court records last thrrad.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 09:13:42 ID: 6b24f7 No.8275381 >>8275492

>>8274668
This is how they'll know you're wrong. You call them a fool while you'd follow Men you'd call "your Father" dressed in silly robes, adorned in jewelry and 
silly tassels. If you want to believe Catholicism is the path, fine, at least read the book.
Matthew 23:9
"And do not call anyone on earth 'father,' for you have one Father, and he is in heaven."

There's a reason your church didn't let you read the book.

Now be quiet, this place is for saving the children.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 09:15:13 ID: 16284a No.8275391 >>8275861

>>8275160
Considering the hampstead twins video this really does need attention. They cited a thing called carfcas i believe which was an acronym for another 
children's home center.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 09:20:27 ID: c3b49b No.8275424 >>8278234

Have scientists discovered the REAL fountain of youth by injecting YOUNG BLOOD?
https://archive.fo/EPNHm  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 09:35:23 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8275492 >>8275969

>>8275322

Belial is synonymous with Satan (Lucifer, shot out of heaven like a bolt of lightening), the father of lies. 

All the gods of the heathens are devils.

Masons are no exception. 

>>8275381

No Catholic calls a priest God, you diabolical lying idiot.  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:06:54 ID: f2c295 No.8275654 >>8275664

File (hide): 5ad7fa84176cd14⋯.mp4 (7.88 MB, 320x568, 40:71, out.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8271825
Ripped video of the madman getting kicked 
out.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:08:32 ID: f2c295 No.8275664 >>8275671 >>8275694 >>8275893 >>8290061

File (hide): 1aa1c86817aefbd⋯.mp4 (8.69 MB, 320x568, 40:71, out.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8275654
Hm, sound broke for some reason.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:09:24 ID: f2c295 No.8275671

>>8275664
Oh it desynced. Whatever I tried.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:14:51 ID: c773d1 No.8275694

>>8275664
Thanks anon, I wasn't going to download periscope to watch that.

Those fuckers at Comet Ping Pong are SCARED. Death threats? Either Trump's America will root out these satanic fucks, or some anons will hit the 
marks themselves. But the child raping and killing will end soon, believe me.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:21:21 ID: 0b40b7 No.8275728 >>8275805 >>8278981

THESE ARE BASELESS CLAIMS AND I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT I'M TALKING ABOUT
Shit that seems related
>Planned parenthood, adoption etc (christian message though) - TLDW : Elites made the public sacrifice children so they don't have to
badselfeater.com 
>Planned Parenthood 
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/07/14/planned-parenthood-official-taped-discussing-use-of-aborted-baby-body-parts/ 
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/10/19/wikileaks-podesta-admits-planned-parenthood-video-scandal-hurt/
>15 Years Old Girl Survive Illuminati Satanic Rituals Abuse Pt 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72OznY9ByZo - 
>Uk government child stealing exposed by eu 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=di-VuxAVBOg - 
>Texas man hears people in his walls, possible underground tunnels and human trafficking - secret police coverup
https://youtu.be/UXybotgqxY8 
>missing children in Texas
http://m.mysanantonio.com/news/local/article/More-than-a-dozen-Texas-minors-have-gone-missing-6402150.php 
>Conspiracy of Silence - Before this could air it was bought up by a certain party and all copies destroyed
https://youtu.be/ttT6FrMosBk 
>Anon posted earlier in the thread, maybe they knew about it?
http://www.csmonitor.com/The-Culture/2014/0118/Russian-adoption-ban-One-year-later - 
>Columbine and Sandy Hook motivated by child rape / trafficking?
>EU president came out of nowhere and nobody voted him in. (unsourced, but it happened)
>Podesta brother gets a lot of money from some sort of investment in Planned Parenthood

Not sure what else I can remember that came to light this last week. There's lots of child sex / trafficking scandals and they could very well all be 
connected.
Apologies in advance for possible bullshittery. I haven't been able to distinguish bullshit from reality and actually posting mostly to see if others agree  or 
disagree they are connected.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:34:59 ID: 9a0142 No.8275805

>>8275728
No apology necessary.  It's important to keep bringing these cases up for the influx of new readers.  As I haven't found anything new or pertinent yet, I just 
want to leave this reminder for anyone who reads it:

- See a shill? filter them and all replies.  Do not engage, ever.

- Do not argue over petty shit like symbolism.  Noise on the optic nerve and millennia of evolution have left humans predisposed to certain 
kinds of pattern recognition¹.  One cavenig's harmless spiral can also be a pedo's sick dogwhistle.  There are only so many shapes and their 
meanings are subjective to the groups that use them.  Arguing about them is a pointless derail, all that matters is what the symbols mean to 
the people who use them.  In this instance we care about what these symbols mean to pedos and satanists, and the FBI guidelines are pretty 
clear.

- If you have a valuable tangent, make a new thread and link to it.  If it holds water, it can be absorbed into the next PING PONG thread, if it 
leads somewhere else, well it's already in its own thread, so great.

- Make your ideas and findings clear, make infographics and archives, basically show your work like you're educated enough to be using a 
computer

OBSERVE.  DISTILL.  ARTICULA TE.

¹ source: https://plus.maths.org/content/uncoiling-spiral-maths-and-hallucinations  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:39:06 ID: f9b0a4 No.8275826 >>8279120 >>8286789

There are a bunch of references to a town called truckee in the emails. Search for truckee and santa. There is an email to doug band about enjoying his 
movies. 
Any thoughts?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:47:28 ID: c7b7f0 No.8275861

>>8275391
Was it UK based? Because there is something calles CAFCASS that looks out for the children's welfare in family court cases (like when parents are 
separating and arguing over custody).  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:50:02 ID: 6b24f7 No.8275873

>>8274737
His family's name comes from the L'Enfantes. 
This is obvious. Is their some French bloodline known for raping children?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:52:02 ID: 5aa2a1 No.8275884 >>8276806

>>8275026
too much coincidences, sam knew this before we did.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 10:55:23 ID: c7b7f0 No.8275893 >>8285324

>>8275664
They do realise that letting someone like those guys spend time in their establishment and report back, actually might help them if they're not up to 
anything?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 11:14:34 ID: e2708c No.8275969 >>8276007

>>8275492
""But they do all their deeds to be noticed by men; for they broaden their phylacteries and lengthen the tassels of their garments. "They love the place of 
honor at banquets and the chief seats in the synagogues, and respectful greetings in the market places, and being called Rabbi by men."
Please don't call me diabolical neighbor, because we must focus on the hinderance of the children. Even in a false temple they will hear the Shepard call.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 11:22:49 ID: 4b0ee3 No.8276007 >>8276240

>>8275969

You're impugning motives without cause. 

You are most certainly diabolical, to hide yourself as righteous without evidence or proof of any 'hindrance of the children'.

Who is the "Shepard" that calls from a false temple, liar?  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 11:28:26 ID: f276b6 No.8276021 >>8276065 >>8276081 >>8276174 >>8276198 >>8276321 >>8276692 >>8280119 >>8280199 >>8285280
>>8289715 >>8292004

File (hide): 37fa909e01f6e91⋯.webm (7.12 MB, 320x240, 4:3, Ping Pong in Public Space….webm) [play once] [loop]

This may be known or a dead lead by now. The video is taken across the street from Comet Ping Pong. It 
was filmed in 2007 by some guy for unrelated insurance purposes. In the video you can hear children 
screaming for "Help me!" , "I am down here!". 

It is barely noticeable but still distinct and not to be confused with something else. The screams could not 
have come from the restaurant but more likely from the underground tunnel. In a video filmed in the tunnel 
you could clearly hear the traffic above.

Standing on sidewalk the noise from the cars would have blocked the screams out. But he held the camera 
close to the ground and it picked up the sound. I can't find any other reasonable explanation for what I am 
hearing. This is not just some kids whining, it sounds like fear. Remember it's from 2007.

Anyway I made an attempt to isolate voices and reduce noise. Take a look. http://vocaroo.com/i/s1PgXSsHIDVL

original youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo&feature=youtu.be  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 11:43:40 ID: 6849b6 No.8276065 >>8276081 >>8289715

>>8276021

HOLY SHIT - THE NORMIES WILL UNDERSTAND THIS ONE!  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 11:49:31 ID: e09594 No.8276081 >>8276194 >>8276198 >>8276369 >>8276692

>>8276021
Nope. What you've isolated could be anything.

If anything, this would destroy the credibility of this whole thing.

Hovered over report for suspected shilling. Don't fucking make me press it.

>>8276065
You're on warning too.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:10:26 ID: 351d65 No.8276174 >>8289715

>>8276021

definitely a child screaming "HELP ME!"  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:10:54 ID: bd0797 No.8276176

Anonymous file storage and backup for pizza-related evidence.
Just started building this after a suggestion from an anon.

https://pizzagate.herokuapp.com

Files cannot be deleted once they're uploaded
No email/password needed
Backed up to S3, Backblaze B2 and Azure
Public download page automatically checks each provider
View a list of all evidence
Search/filtering coming soon (started making this about 3 hours ago)
Uploads IP address is not stored
Filename changed, but metadata preserved
Up to 50MB per file  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:15:39 ID: 351d65 No.8276194 >>8276248 >>8276426

>>8276081

no shekels for you faggot  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:16:19 ID: 65e154 No.8276198 >>8276248

>>8276021
Definitely sounds like screams.

 >>8276081
Internet pedophile defense force out on patrol, pays better than ctr I suppose. It must suck to lack a soul.and be on the losing team. Filtered.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:27:19 ID: e2708c No.8276240

>>8276007
>>8276007
Why are Catholics always silly dressed pedos?
Go somewhere more quiet.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:30:02 ID: 7ef0bf No.8276248 >>8276369 >>8276426 >>8276692

>>8276194
>>8276198
He's got a point you faggots, you can't make out shit. You'd think if screams of help were audible from the fucking street where pedestrians could hear 
them someone would of fucking taken note by now. Stop muddying the waters.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:35:53 ID: 9f1e0b No.8276269 >>8276279

>>8244113
    
>>8275160
Weren't the Wikileaks dumps all created January 1984?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:37:02 ID: 4aea04 No.8276279 >>8276496

>>8276269
>dumps created in 1984 contain emails from $CURRENT_YEAR
No.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:43:45 ID: f793e8 No.8276321 >>8276692

>>8276021
Don't be retarded anon. How the fuck is audio going to travel up from an underground tunnel, through traffic and be picked up by a camera? More's to the 
point, why would a child who was in the tunnel, in danger, pick that time to call out if he cannot see the cameraman? 
That has to be coming from somewhere on the surface and if you ask me, it sounds at worst like a child whining over something.
Stop jumping at ghosts or we will kill all credibility for this.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 12:51:44 ID: 351d65 No.8276369

>>8276248
>>8276081

clean the shit out of your ears faggots  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:01:29 ID: e09594 No.8276426 >>8276670 >>8286095

>>8276194
I want these fuckers caught just as much as you do… but as >>8276248 pointed out:
>You'd think if screams of help were audible from the fucking street where pedestrians could hear them someone would of fucking taken note by now.

Stop being fucking retarded. Normies will not understand it. You'll end up with fringe conspiritards of Filterman caste.

The notion of elite pedo-rings is already lunacy so far as the normie is concerned. If you want to nail them, you need something solid.

If the files in the Pedesta emails are stegged, someone organize a fucking swarm to bruteforce them.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:12:27 ID: 9f1e0b No.8276496 >>8276520

>>8276279
https://file.wikileaks.org/file/

Probably nothing, but fuck you faggot  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:16:41 ID: 66a47c No.8276520

>>8276496
It's a reference, idiot. Wikileaks didn't exist in 1984.  
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File (hide): fa5787d8c9b321d⋯.png (235.55 KB,
1600x1200, 4:3, decrypted masonic runes.png)

File (hide):
ee48385985f8db3⋯.png
(785.09 KB, 1343x2431, 79:143,
shibboleet.png)

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:27:34 ID: 212e1f No.8276567 >>8278494

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:37:08 ID: 212e1f No.8276616

>>8274955
Algae

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:48:43 ID: 44820c No.8276667

>>8274846
Ah you were raised by idiots to be an idiot. Ok. I'll explain things to you.

It's a mixture of all the things you mention plus more; such as blackmail leverage (pretty powerful one too, as you may - or may not, imagine)

You see outputs in existence are never the result of a single input, rather, they are expression of a wave of events and factors interacting with one another 
plus natural laws.
To the output: "Pedophilia", therefore, you can easily assume there will be a vast range of "motives", "reinforcement", "traumas", "contextual 
factors/circumstances, etc etc etc - inputs.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:49:05 ID: 452d1b No.8276670 >>8276686 >>8276694

>>8276426
At this point I think we really need a focused effort to take a really close look at the files that allegedly have stganography stuff in them. The podesta email 
attachments and the tumblr pics of that women, forgot her name Chandler something.

If we wanna clarify this situation ( and I think we should) we need real crackers. Not script kiddies. I can't do it.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:52:52 ID: 452d1b No.8276686 >>8276707 >>8277708

File (hide): 76ea10318ba94f5⋯.png (277.92 KB, 3000x3000, 1:1, maybe_contains_steganograp….png)

>>8276670
and this one. This file is really fucking 
strange that I can tell you.. where did it 
come from?  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:54:04 ID: 65e154 No.8276692 >>8276698 >>8276766 >>8276829 >>8286253

>>8276248 (You)
>>8276081 (You)
So you changed IP. You're making a shit attempt at shilling. Why do you work for the pedophiles? Why did you sell your soul? 

If anyone has a problem hearing the screams, then it's something wrong with either your ears or your speakers. Nothing is wrong with the audio. I can 
hear it clearly enough as did the other anons. Some people can't pick up on certain frequencies due to hearing loss. There is nothing to suggest 
>>8276021 is insincere.

>>8276321
>it sounds at worst like a child whining over something
>At worst
it doesn't sound like whining at all. If I heard such screams I would take notice. Typical whining children never sound like that you disingenuous.faggot. 

>How the fuck is audio going to travel up from an..

Soundwaves, why do you make it sound impossible when it isn't. There's an abandoned tunnel under the road, from the tunnel you can hear the traffic 
above. It would make sense that screams from the tunnel could be heard from the street. The camera is held very low, close to the ground for some 
reason. You're not an audio engineer.

>Pick that time to call out if he cannot see the cameraman? That has to be coming from somewhere on the surface and if you ask me.

1.We don't know who he screams to, it's enough for him  to know there's a street with people above. Anyway it lasted for 30 seconds.
2 He screams "HELP ME! DOWN HERE" Probably not on the street level.

>Stop jumping at ghosts or we will kill all credibility for this.

Now one cares about your cocernfagging, who gives a fuck about muh pr. /pol/ has no credibility at all to normies wtf are you even on about? We are evil 
nazis to them. You don't belong here newfag go back to plebbit.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:54:08 ID: f4f629 No.8276694

>>8276670
I think we certainly need to take this down.

But why does it have to be with computers?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:54:54 ID: f4f629 No.8276698

>>8276692
>Why do you work for the pedophiles? Why did you sell your soul? 
They sold their soul for other reasons.
Now the devil has leverage :^)  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:55:59 ID: f4f629 No.8276707 >>8276732

>>8276686
Have you tried opening the file in 7zip?
We need to look for files within images.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 13:59:03 ID: f4f629 No.8276723 >>8276763

File (hide): dab168514f19ce2⋯.jpg (57.84 KB, 431x300, 431:300, TimTheEnchanter.jpg)

>>8275062
Beware the white 
rabbit. Step forth 
only if yee be men 
of valor.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:00:34 ID: 452d1b No.8276732 >>8276745

>>8276707
nope not a zip
To be honest I don't think those people are using something super complicated to hide their sick stuff. It's probably liek this:
"Heyyy Johnny, we use this software called "XYZ". You go to our website, download some files that look unremarkable, open them with this program and 
enter the passord. Then you'll be able to look at some sick shit bro"
you know what I mean? I'm saying that we would have to find out what stego software was being used for encoding, and probably a password. Pretty 
impossible without some serious blackhat neckbeard voodoo IMHO  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:00:34 ID: f4f629 No.8276733

>>8275062
>Did the Russians find out about some of this kid fucking in Haiti and Washington DC?
Also they probably knew thanks to the soviet union's bolshevik leaders.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:01:20 ID: abf0a2 No.8276742 >>8277009

>>8275062
when US approved gay marriage they banned adoption to US because russians dont want no homos raping their kids  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:01:52 ID: f4f629 No.8276745

>>8276732
>not a zip
You can find files in .jpg and .png using 7zip.
I think..  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:04:00 ID: f4f629 No.8276762

>>8274955
>I work around tanks like that and I really don't think it has water in it
One way to pull off a heist is to poison the well and make the people high, then taking the gold while they're high or distracted  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:04:05 ID: 0b40b7 No.8276763 >>8276974

>>8276723
Some Masonanon or FBIanon or SOMEONE mentioned "the white rabbit is their god"  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:04:10 ID: c7b7f0 No.8276766

>>8276692
>>How the fuck is audio going to travel up from an..
>Soundwaves, why do you make it sound impossible when it isn't. There's an abandoned tunnel under the road, from the tunnel you can hear the traffic 
above. It would make sense that screams from the tunnel could be heard from the street. The camera is held very low, close to the ground for some 
reason. You're not an audio engineer.

Not to mention, sound in tunnels echoes a lot usually. It might help to have the video of the tunnel if it's not been in this thread already.

I can't make out what is said after a couple of listens, but sometimes kids playing do sound like they're in trouble. The amount of times I've heard screams 
or shouting that sounded ominous, only to find it was the neighbourhood kids playing, well it's been often enough to know that could be a possibility in this 
instance. A possibility though, not a certainty.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:09:18 ID: f4f629 No.8276798

>>8275026
He needs to prepare for assassins.
Cause he will freak out jews big time.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:10:49 ID: f4f629 No.8276806

>>8275884
Mate most of us knew about this.
But we never had the flesh we're beginning to unravel.

People need to think about how leverage works.
Figure that out, you can destroy this ring.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:12:08 ID: f4f629 No.8276818

>>8274878
I think there are corruption issues in the church.
They have walls around the vatican for a reason.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:14:17 ID: f793e8 No.8276829 >>8276913 >>8286253 >>8287590

File (hide): 70f812fd74b81c6⋯.gif (1.22 MB, 353x234, 353:234, 1451906557076.gif)

>>8276692
Dude you've obviously not been around children when they want something. When they are in actual 
distress, they crank it up to 11, with tears, totally inarticulate. 
What you are hearing is a kid, from street level, or somewhere with an open window.
Is the tunnel accessible from street level? Because I can't see soundwaves penetrating through fucking 
asphalt and traffic, in to a mic from a commercial level, minidv camcorder FROM FUCKING 2007. 

>1.We don't know who he screams to, it's enough for him  to know there's a street with people above. 
Anyway it lasted for 30 seconds.
It lasted for the duration of the recording. You've got no idea how long it was going on for. It's background 
audio from a busy street. There's a fucking restaurant where there are kids within meters of the camera ffs.

>2 He screams "HELP ME! DOWN HERE" Probably not on the street level.
Mate, I've listened to this like 10 times now and it sounds like typical, inarticulate childspeak, most likely between kids. Remember what is in front of the 
camera. THE FUCKING RESTAURANT. WHERE KIDS PLAY PING PONG.

>who gives a fuck about muh pr. /pol/ has no credibility at all to normies wtf are you even on about? We are evil nazis to them.

Worst case scenario, this all gets brushed under the rug and forever after the fact, anybody who touches or even discusses this topic will have to contend 
with HURRDURR THATS ALT RIGHT CONSPIRACY. You're a fucking idiot that can't delineate between needing credibility for a case and muh sekrit ebul 
nazi kkklub. 

TL;DR stop fucking shit up with unverifiable shit.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:21:58 ID: f4f629 No.8276903 >>8277272 >>8284637

>>8272502
1st image: matrix bullshit, or """matrix bullshit"""
2nd image: Bob Dylan?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:23:07 ID: f4f629 No.8276913

>>8276829
>Worst case scenario, this all gets brushed under the rug and forever after the fact
I will make sure that will never happen :^)  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:23:33 ID: f4f629 No.8276916

>>8271819
What's this?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:24:30 ID: f4f629 No.8276925

>>8271819
>musicandcommerce.com/
tried with https
That's a trap.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:27:34 ID: f4f629 No.8276943 >>8285043

File (hide): 64d0679f9178a02⋯.jpg (96.38 KB, 845x640, 169:128, 1469191790676.jpg)

>>8271531
>>8271743
Anyone figured this 
out?
Looks super 
spooky.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:29:45 ID: f4f629 No.8276952 >>8278257

Oh btw, I have no doubt some jews are pushing this digging.
While others are being thrown under the bus.

I think the goal is to restore legitimacy to the system, while maintaining the REAL subversion.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:30:51 ID: f4f629 No.8276959

>>8274026
>The traditional Catholic faith is the one true faith.
Actually, I wonder why peter had himself crucified upside down  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:33:19 ID: f4f629 No.8276974

>>8276763
I want the FBI to release the "white genocide" emails assange had.
Or I will no longer trust them.

>leverage my ass.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:39:38 ID: ce0beb No.8277009 >>8277026

>>8276742
This and also some background info:
Regarding adoptions of Russian children:
http:// poundpuplegacy.org/node/14984  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:41:50 ID: f4f629 No.8277026 >>8277047

>>8277009
Post https or get the fuck out.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:42:40 ID: 4557bb No.8277031 >>8277072 >>8277078

File (hide): 84e86129d94c11f⋯.png (95.7 KB, 700x728, 25:26, 8chan shill on pizzagate t….png)

 THE SHILLING  
INTENSIFIES  

Seriously man at least 
change IDs.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:45:25 ID: ce0beb No.8277047 >>8277059

>>8277026
My bad. Sorry.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:46:48 ID: f793e8 No.8277059 >>8277066 >>8277078

>>8277047
Don't pay attention to that faggot. Anybody going to a non https link better have a VPN at least anyway if they're looking to dig.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:48:48 ID: ce0beb No.8277066

>>8277059
Definitely.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:49:30 ID: cf61c7 No.8277071

>>8273876
>Celts
OY BEGORRAH IT BE ANOTHER POTATO FAMINE

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:49:55 ID: f4f629 No.8277072 >>8277252

>>8277031
>shill

righto, looking into this ring = shilling now
Cause it's silly to not be skeptical about the whole setup right?
Go fuck yourself.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:50:46 ID: 3f4b32 No.8277077

>>8271825
Kind of hypocritical considering Comet once sent a washington post journalist to harass someone at home.  Guess they can dish it but not take it.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:50:50 ID: f4f629 No.8277078 >>8277120 >>8277252

>>8277059
>Don't pay attention to that faggot
>literally reinforces what I said

This >>8277031 is called conditioning anon.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 14:56:05 ID: f793e8 No.8277120 >>8277218 >>8277252

>>8277078
To be fair, I think you're just being silly. Either way, not helping.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:12:21 ID: f4f629 No.8277218 >>8277252

File (hide): d43cf4029871dbd⋯.jpg (23.14 KB, 490x480, 49:48, 1469942525376.jpg)

>>8277120
Was it the FBI 
statement?

Because I still 
want the white 
genocide emails 
to be released.
Leverage is not 
an excuse.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:17:41 ID: 452d1b No.8277252 >>8277261

>>8277218
>>8277120
>>8277078
>>8277072

Whow guys thanks for not shitting all over this nice clean pedopizza thread!
Can you like, you know, try to NOT hit bump cap before anything of value has been posted?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:19:05 ID: f4f629 No.8277261 >>8277299 >>8277302

>>8277252
>Whow guys thanks for not shitting all over this nice clean pedopizza thread!
Anon.. I'm trying to see if this is a trap or not.
If it is not and we can really trust the FBI - then they need to release those emails now  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:20:34 ID: 748d17 No.8277272 >>8277299 >>8281324 >>8294646

>>8272502
Why did you post these? The Goldfish Fanciers card was always a mystery to me.

>>8276903
>matrix bullshit
what are you referring to? I thought this card might have something to do with the forgetfulness of the general public towards certain high profile 
individuals ie. Obama, which is connected to the Nobel Peace Prize which the woman is also in.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:24:02 ID: f4f629 No.8277299 >>8277398

>>8277261
>If it is not and we can really trust the FBI - then they need to release those emails now
Just re-posting this so it's on the page one. I want all to see it.

>>8277272
> I thought this card might have something to do with the forgetfulness of the general public towards certain high profile individuals ie. Obama, which is 
connected to the Nobel Peace Prize which the woman is also in.
>looking at pets in a bowl
>Giving the prize to the bowl owner
Notice how /pol/ does little IRL? But gives so many answers online?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:24:23 ID: 66a47c No.8277302 >>8277317

>>8277261
I think I missed this part. When did we learn about these "white genocide e-mails"? Who has them?  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:27:23 ID: f4f629 No.8277317 >>8277333 >>8277350

>>8277302
>When did we learn about these "white genocide e-mails"? Who has them?
Assange did, that was the real smoking gun.
And the FBI took control of them.
But didn't release them.

Those insurance file hashkeys were incorrect for a reason - they were not the real files.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:28:47 ID: 66a47c No.8277333 >>8277350 >>8277352

>>8277317
When was this? Are you talking about the three files whose hashes didn't match?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:31:05 ID: 4aea04 No.8277350 >>8277401 >>8277407

>>8277317
>>8277333
You fags know that's not how pre-commitment works, right? en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precommitment
tl;dr the hashes given weren't for the insurance dumps but for files Kerry had. Wikileaks never gave hashes before with any insurance dumps, check their 
twitter  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:31:23 ID: f4f629 No.8277352

>>8277333
Yes.
I remember a few posters mentioning it.
Regardless - it's clear that that's the direction where the emails were heading.
There's a cult involved ffs. Why? To manipulate.
I have no doubt they tried the same here.. but we seem to use it more ironically and almost metaphorically.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:37:22 ID: 748d17 No.8277398 >>8277410

>>8277299
>looking at pets in a bowl
>Giving the prize to the bowl owner
>Notice how /pol/ does little IRL?
Sure

>But gives so many answers online?

Sorry, don't follow in this particular case.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:37:41 ID: 66a47c No.8277401 >>8277446 >>8281757

>>8277350
If that's true and wl is not actually compromised it would make me breath somewhat relieved. They're the spine of this whole thing.
Still, there are other "coincidences" which must be cleaned up before we can rest about this.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:38:43 ID: f4f629 No.8277407 >>8277446

>>8277350
>You fags know that's not how pre-commitment works, right?
Who said it was just pre-commitment?

Yes it made the FBI enact upon it. That's the fucking point. They realized the threat is credible.
Then they closed down assange.

I don't trust them.

>tl;dr the hashes given weren't for the insurance dumps but for files Kerry had
Kerry?
Besides the point - the fact the FBI started to move just when assange released the keys is highly suspicious.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:39:04 ID: f4f629 No.8277410

>>8277398
>Sorry, don't follow in this particular case.
/pol/ is like an open briefcase.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:42:30 ID: 0f4c35 No.8277430 >>8277443 >>8277446

It ALWAYS comes back to the JEWS and REPTILIANS. 

Why?

The JEWS are REPTILIAN.  Goy = non Reptilians/Humans.

Glass Eating Man Original

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRE63XOXmxI

Original video of the man eat GLASSES AND FIRE ! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AU8EI1qTDk

Reptilian Zähne shapeshifter teeth, Lee Rosenberg Reptilian shapeshifter 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVoHPYYqN-Q

Jews Are NOT Exactly Human…WHAT?!?!

“Everything about us is different,” Wiesel boasts. “Jews are ontologically exceptional.” 

“The body of a Jewish person,” Schneerson bragged, “is of a totally different quality from the body of members of all other nations of the world. "

“Jewish blood is not the same as the blood of a (Gentile) goy.”

http://www.subvertednation.net/jews-are-not-exactly-humanwhat/

Who Controls Donald Trump?

https://thezog.info/who-controls-donald-trump/  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:45:30 ID: f4f629 No.8277443
File (hide): 33666ece531c946⋯.gif (1.73 MB, 200x293, 200:293, 1463929115778.gif)
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:46:04 ID: 4aea04 No.8277446 >>8277453 >>8277461 >>8277466

>>8277401
Oh I don't trust them, I fear Assange is already dead or guantanamo'd, and his killswitch may be dismantled. It's just that single fact.

>>8277407
They said it in the fucking tweets with the hashes you dumbass shill. Yes, Kerry, because the FIRST FUCKING PRECOM WAS AIMED DIRECTLY AT 
HIM twitter.com/wikileaks/status/787777344740163584

>>8277430
kys  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:48:57 ID: f4f629 No.8277453 >>8277470

>>8277446
If the hashes were aimed at kerry, then we have even more issues.
Because that would mean Kerry tried to cover it up.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:50:17 ID: f4f629 No.8277461

>>8277446
> I fear Assange is already dead or guantanamo'd
I have heard absolutely nothing about him.
Either he is playing dead to bait us into helping.
Or he's dead or guantanamo'd like manning.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:50:50 ID: 0f4c35 No.8277466

>>8277446
Who Controls Donald Trump?

https://thezog.info/who-controls-donald-trump/

"The JEWS who Run Bush and the USA"

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/bushlist.htm

"The JEWS who Run Clinton and the USA"

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/clilist.htm

Secret…Trump isnt gonna save you.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 15:51:13 ID: 4aea04 No.8277470 >>8277525

File (hide): 05641fdb6596215⋯.jpg (27.47 KB, 600x655, 120:131, slowpoke_pokemon.jpg)

>>8277453
Welcome to a fucking month ago. Now stop doubleposting and sliding this thread to the 
bumplimit, preferably stop disinfo shilling.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:00:51 ID: f4f629 No.8277525 >>8277542 >>8277616

>>8277470
Anon.. you're flirting with death here.
I wanted to iterate that warning. Because I still think we're inadequately prepared for this.

I'm gonna try IRL alternative methods.
Remember that alt-right meme?
And the original "alt-nation"?
Now think - what if the subversion is subverted :^)  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:04:50 ID: 4aea04 No.8277542 >>8277646

File (hide): b2d5c70724f615d⋯.jpg (44.4 KB, 455x300, 91:60, 7proxies.jpg)

>>8277525
Thanks for the vague threat, shill. I hope your CIA buddies sperg the fuck out and start ghosting the general 
populace already posting on #pizzagate, then people will be forced to fucking notice. In fact, I hope the last 
thing Obama does is invade Turkey to stop their posters. And I hope your employment is noted somewhere 
in CTR offices, so the day of the rope doesn't skip you.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:15:10 ID: 58a654 No.8277610

>>8273876
This is disinfo. You are completely retarded. Pedofilia has never been accepted in any European culture that has ever existed. It has been a long practice 
in Semitic ones such as Jewish and Arabic, but not in European cultures.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:15:56 ID: 5ae11d No.8277616 >>8277635

>>8277525

>Implying death isn't preferable to life under demonic kikes  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:17:28 ID: f4f629 No.8277635

>>8277616
>implying I'm willing to accept either  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:18:37 ID: f4f629 No.8277646

>>8277542
Anon, you need to practice chess.
I have the stupidest, greatest plan of all time.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:27:22 ID: 0ed523 No.8277708 >>8277713

>>8276686
Heres different bit tiers of information. RGB bits 0 to 7. There might be hidden info in the seemingly patterned lines that run through it. Whatever data is in 
it, it is not a whole lot.  
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sage  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:27:59 ID: 0ed523 No.8277713 >>8277769 >>8277828

>>8277708
Continued.

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:30:44 ID: db4c51 No.8277737
File (hide): 8c5103a2e2038c5⋯.jpg (83.4 KB, 753x564, 251:188, tmp_30389-1476979017061856….jpg)

this thread sucks now, thanks!  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:34:54 ID: ee74aa No.8277769

>>8277713
thanks! someone mentioned chandler's tumblr account and a steg scanner that found lotsa suspicious stuff in those pics. did anyone reproduce this 
claim? what about the green flag that has allegedly been extracted from a stego jpg? methinks disinfo but maybe im a massive faggot…  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 16:40:25 ID: 0ed523 No.8277828

>>8277713
Also I feel that removing the 'Dr. Pong' watermark would be a good first step retrieving whatever data lies within. Judging by it not showing up in the black 
areas and shows up in all bit layers, I suspect it is a pattern subtracted from the underlying image.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:02:44 ID: 000000 No.8278002

>>8275026
I will not participate in your complete mockery of the very thing that has got you so frazzled. There you could also be on the front-lines of dismantling this 
column of deceit. We all are humbled by this I can not throw what you have done artistically away but at the same time it needs to change. There is no 
future in this Sam. reducing to this is admission of guilt and we are actually here for you that is why you could be so upset because that is your job Sam 
you have to come out of this for the world. And you know one guy that will still stick up for you if you do,  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:24:02 ID: f4f629 No.8278142 >>8278257
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:35:48 ID: f4f629 No.8278233 >>8278303 >>8278340 >>8278433 >>8284760

PROMISING LEAD ALERT.
THIS IS LEAF (NOT CANADIAN LEAF). CURRENTLY WRITING ARTICLE.

I was listening to the mp3 of the Commissionary Meetings of 2008, where the guy accused Comet Ping Pong of Murder and Rape. 

Then one guy VEHEMENTLY defended James Alefantis' new plan for permitting Comet Ping Pong to operate at midnight, and I spent an hour trying to 
discern who that guy was.

MP3 FOUND HERE. FILE NAME INCLUDES "COMET". TIME IS 31:30.
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/06/dc_official_outdoor_seats_at_p.html

He identified his name and address, which turned out to be Michael Maccoby from 4825 Linnean Avenue, which was the address of the Maccoby Group 
company. He's even appeared on Sky News recently.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Maccoby

This is supposedly a "government contracting" company, yet his primary hobby seems to be a "psychoanalyst" of Mexican peasants. He even has 
research articles published about it. 

THE HOLE GOES DEEPER. 

The guy who accused Comet Ping Pong of "rape and murder" in 2008 received a barrage of attacks in 2008 by Washington Post. Almost of these articles 
(more than 5) were written by the same guy, Marc Fisher. 

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/06/dc_official_outdoor_seats_at_p.html
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/09/anti-ping-pong_commissioner_to.html
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/05/the_menace_of_ping_pong_the_ho.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/05/07/AR2008050703433.html
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/city-desk/blog/13055232/confronting-frank-winstead
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/06/dc_official_outdoor_seats_at_p.html

Look at Marc Fisher's profile picture. IT'S FUCKING MICHAEL MACCOBY. WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON???

Marc Fisher even has his own separate Wikipedia page, he currently actively writes articles that attack Donald Trump. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Fisher  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:36:04 ID: 5d61e2 No.8278234 >>8278248 >>8278326

>>8275424
Fuck Me - THIS POST

Valid as anything
I know a 90 year old that had to have a blood transfusion - he said it made him feel years younger ;> he's now 98 and loving life - this may explain the 
killing of babies and drinking there blood..

WTF?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:37:56 ID: 1ec421 No.8278248 >>8278291 >>8278448 >>8279048

>>8278234
tl;dr vampirism is basically real.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:39:28 ID: 9b5512 No.8278257 >>8278273 >>8280642

File (hide): d5f96cf6be79854⋯.png (138.63 KB, 956x505, 956:505, protocols.pg34.png)

>>8278142
>test
>>8276952 You. I think I like you.
>I think the goal is to restore legitimacy to the system, while maintaining the REAL subversion.

Ding. Ding. Remember the protocols… Half y'all are newfags since the election hype happened, have you 
read the Protocols of The Learned Elders of Zion yet? It's the must read for all /pol/acks.

Anyways, I feel that we are at this point (pic related)
http://ddickerson.igc.org/The_Protocols_of_the_Learned_Elders_of_Zion.pdf Page 34  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:42:35 ID: f4f629 No.8278273

>>8278257
I did that post under the assumption that it wouldn't work because I was using a "secure browser" (it's never worked before, have no idea why it works 
now), then it surprisingly worked.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:44:31 ID: 5d61e2 No.8278291 >>8279048

>>8278248
That penny didn't drop - until now.
Been following this since the start of the podesta leaks, and over the last few days am having to go back over everything and make notes: 
Specially in light of England and certain cults: it's interesting as this broke yesterday - yet another  buried article.
http://www.bbc(dot)co.uk/news/uk-37982221  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:45:47 ID: f4f629 No.8278303

>>8278233
Oh, by the way, do ctrl+F "audio" on the first article to find the link to the audio files.

Otherwise here:
https://sites.google.com/site/mitalgandhi/anc3fmeeting  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:48:55 ID: 03ae9c No.8278326 >>8278395 >>8278448

>>8278234
This.  If you are a rich elite, the only thing you cannot otherwise buy is time.  They are literally greedy bloodsuckers.

It's interesting how we seem to uncover these 'satanic pedophile cannibalist' cults every 20-30 years, like the public seems to forget, and the cults are 
able to grow again until they overreach and get exposed again.  Has it been this way though out history?  An inner truth behind all the vampire 
mythology?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:51:37 ID: 66a47c No.8278340

>>8278233
holy fuck  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 17:52:04 ID: f4f629 No.8278346
File (hide): 4d0598630f9ffd0⋯.png (884.92 KB, 1000x1464, 125:183, F49Mkc.png)

AND… now that I'm for some 
reason able to post:

I'd like to post an image that 
proves that Reddit is shill-
haven.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:00:43 ID: 5d61e2 No.8278395

>>8278326
I think you may be right - i came across an article the other day to do with a child being found dead in the Windsor area. The records were sealed for 
roughly 72 years - probably to protect the people involved: only another 30 years to go till records get released (unless it gets extended)! I might go to 
sleep later with 2 bullets to the back of the head  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:05:46 ID: f4f629 No.8278433 >>8280413

File (hide): 74a84ace589bdc5⋯.jpeg (90.51 KB, 457x640, 457:640, maccoby.jpeg)

>>8278233  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:08:00 ID: 5d61e2 No.8278448 >>8278573 >>8279048 >>8285105

>>8278248
>>8278326
This makes loads more sense now. I know this has already been posted but: 
https://youtu(dot)be/Yi61QZPNzN0
Any anons know a decent way of copying youtube vids - inb4 to lazy to google:
There's a few of these and they are probably going to get taken down
"Hang them upside down and chop there heads off" "Theres a cup they drink out of" (or similar)  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:12:51 ID: b7beb7 No.8278494

>>8276567
the runes was an svg called 'helloFriend.svg'  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:14:17 ID: b3908f No.8278506

Has anyone looked into Honduras after the 2009 coup? Clinton had a prominent role in maintaining the military rule there. Sounds like what they did in 
Haiti but with less money for their friends (maybe). I took a quick look and came up with this article http://america.aljazeera.com/opinions/2014/6/violence-
in-hondurasunaccompaniedminorsimmigrationtous.html  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:15:45 ID: e3c19b No.8278516 >>8278598 >>8279640 >>8287925

File (hide): 4f50d5434a1796c⋯.png (355.24 KB, 615x653, 615:653, dctriangle.png)

anyone discovered any links to the church of scientology? these 
lizard jews are obsessed with symbolism…  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:23:19 ID: 463af8 No.8278573 >>8278600

>>8278448
>https://youtu(dot)be/Yi61QZPNzN0
They made her take back her statement and say it was false. But hearing her describe the baby's death… I don't think she's making that up and it makes 
me want to cry.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:23:58 ID: f774c9 No.8278585
File (hide): e55c275352a5ece⋯.jpg (55.06 KB, 640x754, 320:377, e55c275352a5ece9928aae4b4d….jpg)

>>8271512

>mfw when I was employed by the moving company to move this guy into his mansion on 
Queen Anne Hill in Seattle

>the house was done with an entire white them. White floors, white walls, white leather 
furniture, white everywhere.

>he was playing LA Noir while we worked in his game room. Same white everything theme, 
right down to his consoles and controllers  
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File (hide): b4416131589ac6f⋯.jpg (48.6
KB, 335x444, 335:444, Marjorie_Cameron.jpg)

File (hide):
81a38534ea0581d⋯.jpg (12.74
KB, 200x338, 100:169,
Inauguration_of_the_Pleasu….jpg)

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:25:29 ID: ff834f No.8278598 >>8279413 >>8279640

>>8278516
I found links to L Ron Hubbard, though technically not to scientology. That Abramovic whore is a "Scarlet woman" or representative of babylon, the whore. 
As in, she follows the same traditions as her predecessor Marjorie Cameron, who was the lover of Jak Parsons and part of a trio with hubbard, before he 
jewed the jew and retired to safety as a cult leader.

Look into this bitch, Marjorie Cameron, you should find answers when you find the links. (hint, colleges and film.)  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:25:58 ID: 5d61e2 No.8278600

>>8278573
look at part 2 - this shit ain't made up - they sent her to counseling at some place which alters the mind - after that - changes statement - the DOX is a 
good read
https://www.youtube(dot)com/watch?v=EzNFR7xcP80  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:39:40 ID: f6a8d8 No.8278726

>>8271316 (OP)
This an Independent article from 1998, it is not strictly speaking relevant to the investigation but I think it does add some contextual confirmation and give 
an interesting incite into the attitudes of the aristocracy to child abuse
http://www. independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/stop-blubbing-branson-1166824.html  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 18:50:11 ID: 3bb97f No.8278808 >>8285218

File (hide): 92922d17672dfc0⋯.png (1.32 MB, 1068x630, 178:105, go9ihyjk.png)

>>8271316 (OP)
Why is this 
allowed?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:10:24 ID: 017b7f No.8278981 >>8279312 >>8280609

>>8275728
That Texas guy has something definitely going on in and around his house. I watched some of his videos and it's clear someone is fucking with him. The 
fact that he has a Home Depot right behind his house is most likely related. It reminds me of the Walmarts that got shut down a while back. It would be 
nothing to install secret underground areas in places like this during construction. shit man..  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:17:15 ID: d2cedd No.8279048 >>8279144 >>8282900

>>8278248
>>8278291
>>8278448
Could there be something to the adrenochrome theory that they get high off the blood, maybe feel euphoria or some other feeling they become addicted 
to?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrenochrome#Effect_on_the_brain
>Several small-scale studies (involving 15 or fewer test subjects) conducted in the 1950s and 1960s reported that adrenochrome triggered psychotic 
reactions such as thought disorder, derealization, and euphoria.[2] Researchers Abram Hoffer and Humphry Osmond claimed that adrenochrome is a 
neurotoxic, psychotomimetic substance and may play a role in schizophrenia and other mental illnesses.[3] In what they called the "adrenochrome 
hypothesis",[4] they speculated that megadoses of vitamin C and niacin could cure schizophrenia by reducing brain adrenochrome.[5][6] However, these 
hypotheses have never been scientifically accepted; adrenochrome is not currently believed to have any psychedelic properties.[7]

I've read the torture elevates certain blood chemicals making the experience of drinking the blood like a drug trip, or something.
>Adrenochrome is a chemical compound with the molecular formula C9H9NO3 produced by the oxidation of adrenaline (epinephrine).  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:22:00 ID: 000000 No.8279085

>>8274026

Clearly not: http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/False%20Religions/Roman%20Catholicism/catholic_heresies-a_list.htm  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:25:31 ID: d2cedd No.8279120 >>8279216

>>8275826
In a past thread an anon found that Podesta had a home there, maybe a business too. I can't recall. Truckee is a small town near the Cali side of Lake 
Tahoe.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:27:37 ID: 5d61e2 No.8279144 >>8279297 >>8279413

>>8279048
I would like to comment about DMT - Gets released into your body when born, and when you die. taking the substance in between often opens doors, 
some which way the doors shouldn't be opened.
https://www(dot)youtube.com/watch?v=QPYFgo_QgjM

OP> Sorry for derailing thread: will have to disappear soon…. before the shots come to the back of the head

anyone know a decent / easiest way of ripping youtube vids - asked before :in before to lazy to Google  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:34:55 ID: 03ae9c No.8279216

>>8279120
Yes they have a cabin at Tahoe Donner

At one point in wikileaks I think he joked about being close to where the Donner party ate…

Can't make an archive…
http://laserfiche.townoftruckee.com/weblink/0/doc/59044346/Page1.aspx  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:43:23 ID: 212e1f No.8279297 >>8279569

>>8279144
clipconverter dot cc  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:45:07 ID: 5e0f5a No.8279312 >>8279418 >>8282869

>>8278981

its teh CIA running drugs/arms/huma-trafficking in underground tunnels  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:53:37 ID: d2cedd No.8279413 >>8279428 >>8279594 >>8279640

>>8278598
We touched on her in realy threads and vids were posted, there's a YT channel called the 
Cameron/Parsons Foundation that holds much. Notable is the occult friendship of these people from very 
different milleus in life culminating in  their occult ritual called The Babalon Working. The wiki article quotes 
below mentions Crowley but avoids mentioning how close he was to this group. 

>The Babalon Working was a series of magic ceremonies or rituals performed from January to March, 1946 
by author, pioneer rocket-fuel scientist, and occultist Jack Parsons and Scientology founder L. Ron 
Hubbard.[1] This ritual was essentially designed to manifest an individual incarnation of the archetypal 
divine feminine called Babalon. The project was based on the ideas of Aleister Crowley, and his description 
of a similar project in his 1917 novel Moonchild.[2]

>When Parsons declared that the first of the series of rituals was complete and successful, he almost 
immediately met Marjorie Cameron in his own home, and regarded her as the elemental that he and 

Hubbard had called through the ritual.[3] Soon Parsons began the next stage of the series, an attempt to conceive a child through sexual magick 
workings. Although no child was conceived, this did not affect the result of the ritual to that point. Parsons and Cameron, who Parsons now regarded as 
the Scarlet Woman - Babalon - called forth by the ritual, soon married.

>The rituals performed drew largely upon rituals and sex magic described by English author and occult teacher Aleister Crowley. Crowley was in 
correspondence with Parsons during the course of the Babalon Working, and warned Parsons of his potential overreactions to the magick he was 
performing, while simultaneously deriding Parsons' work to others.[4]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babalon_Working

There are other theories that say the purpose was to open a portal for demons/aliens. Note the date of the working. Will gather more later when I have 
time if I find something relevant. I made a scientology connection many threads ago but can't recall it atm, will find it too. Didn't want to derail the thread at 
the time. Vid related is a lecture on the Babalon Working, the lecturer is an occultist amazon.com/Paul-Weston/e/B0034PR0X8/ but I know I've read his 
name before in relation to another occult sect and some major occult personality drama, will find it later. 

>to conceive a child through sexual magick workings. 

Let's end this, fam.

>>8279144
>anyone know a decent / easiest way of ripping youtube vids - asked before :in before to lazy to Google

I'm no techie but have used several Firefox addons to do it. VideoDownloadHelper can convert to webm or mp4 while downloading easy peasy retard 
level >>>/webm/ has directions for more complex stuff  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:53:47 ID: 017b7f No.8279418 >>8280609

>>8279312
Its probably why there's a fucking home depot every 2 miles all over the damn place. How many ginormous hardware stores does one city/county need 
for fucks sake? No lie, I have 4 within a few minutes drive of me right now..  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:55:15 ID: d2cedd No.8279428

>>8279413
so many typos, will drink coffee before posting again.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:57:07 ID: 9dc32a No.8279450

>>8274211 (checked)
Excellent idea.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 19:58:59 ID: 24d028 No.8279467 >>8280286

File (hide): be57e7f50e89f81⋯.jpg (173.81 KB, 1280x842, 640:421, 1280px-Lovis_Corinth_Heimk….jpg)

I'd like to comment on some symbology that I haven't seen talked about in the threads yet (though I glossed 
over 4-10).  Apologies if this is old hat.  In Buck's 'Spring Dining Guide' wherein the red-checkered table 
cloth was scrutinized early on, there is also mention of a '20-foot-long communal Poplar table that runs 
down the center of the room.  It's the best seat in the house.'  That was the bit that gave me the heebs.  
Poplar, once known as Leuce, has certain mythological connections.  In particular, Poplar is connected to 
Dionysus and to Bacchanalian rites.  Very long story short, Dionysian cults and their rhetoric are nothing 
new.   Ecstasy, death and elitism are their dominant themes.  I don't want to derail… just… is no one else 
seeing this?  

Apologies for formatting and lack of linked posts.  I don't know your ways, yet.  

Pic related.  Recognize any mascots?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:12:02 ID: 5d61e2 No.8279569

>>8279297
Muchos gracia>

This is the one that saves me tonnes of research and getting very disappointed each time: - Peace out Anon and respect  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:15:02 ID: ff834f No.8279594 >>8280158

>>8279413
>>8279413
Thnk you anon, it is good to know that others are aware. Perhaps we should start a thread explicitly for doxing the left's occult groups. I have a lot of 
connections in the occult community, and can dig up a lot of groups. Shit,, even lucky mojo is in on some of this sick shit, so I'd like to see all of the 
enemy exposed, even if it starts a new satanic panic. Not like any good legitimate practioners got sucked up into that ess anyhow, though fuck opra for 
her part.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:18:11 ID: 66a47c No.8279632

http://ww w.nature.com/news/young-blood-anti-ageing-mechanism-called-into-question-1.17583  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:19:09 ID: 9dc32a No.8279640 >>8279660 >>8280158

>>8279413
>>8278598
>>8278516
The folks who join Scientology become so segregated and abused inside the cult that they could disappear without much questioning, and the cult has 
been actively trying to infiltrate the government.  There's also a large Scientology presence in L.A.; with those crazy actors inside the organization, they 
have plenty of wealth to participate in this tier of debauchery.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:20:51 ID: ff834f No.8279660 >>8280158

>>8279640
I am from Clearwater Florida. I know the evils of scientology.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:21:47 ID: ef5301 No.8279673 >>8279688

>>8271339
 PleadingTheYiff on reddit found some connections to Koons.  /r/pizzagate is humming  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:22:32 ID: bdeacc No.8279682 >>8279699 >>8279732 >>8280158

File (hide): 1f1bcc345911d57⋯.jpeg (489.63 KB, 1936x1936, 1:1, image.jpeg)

You guys… They've started the 
disinformation campaign on Twitter :/  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:23:01 ID: 66a47c No.8279688 >>8280158

>>8279673
this subreddit is moderated by shills  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:24:01 ID: 9dc32a No.8279699 >>8279737

>>8279682
They aren't the only ones capable of setting up bots to spam twitter.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:26:22 ID: ad01ed No.8279732

>>8279682
stuff like this only validates the hunt. it's just that normies don't know twatbots even exist.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:26:47 ID: 66a47c No.8279737 >>8280158

>>8279699
twitter protects them while actively chasing us away  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:27:56 ID: ef5301 No.8279747 >>8280158

>>8271339

The NCMEC

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dea0j/over_the_past_few_weeks_i_helped_bring_up_the/?st=ivmt4z97&sh=d137492f  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 20:50:23 ID: b7beb7 No.8279968  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:04:29 ID: 8df04e No.8280119 >>8289715

>>8276021

That is sickening. This is fucking huge anon  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:08:32 ID: d2cedd No.8280158 >>8280365 >>8280701 >>8280709

>>8279640
>>8279660
>>8279594
Best not to split the threads. There's already relevant material in the cannibalism thread that  should be here. better to ignore all shills and also not to get 
too off topic when it comes to the occult. I would look for connections between scilons and this group with companies and locations and then post if 
something is found. Hemet and Crestline would be the two most obvious scilon black sites that are both large and highly secured. I know we're very near 
those two places already with all these nutters and their many homes and travels but we need to be specific and post verifiable connections ITT. 

>>8279682
>>8279737

We've done this before, I'm ready for GG2.0

>>8279688
Yes, but good info still gets posted, sometimes even before here. The trick is to either get it before they delete and to use ceddit to see what triggers them 
into mass deletions

>>8279747
>There seems to be an organization central to all the finds that we have been uncovering over the past few weeks. One which links Laura Silsby, James 
Alefantis, David Brock, other individuals that I loosely refer to as the “DC Group” as well as others. 
>National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC)

This is KEY. Connecting these people and their companies to orgs that "help" kids. NGO's in Central and South America have been connected in 
previous threads. Then the occult spamming begins and circle poster shows up. We are on to them.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:09:34 ID: 4ca1bb No.8280172
File (hide): 4c3b09f980e82cf⋯.png (438.87 KB, 915x605, 183:121, Pedo Religion.png)

Notice Alefantis is wearing the red 
Kabballah bracelet?  Anyone know who 
is Rabbi is?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:11:50 ID: a73d62 No.8280199 >>8289715

>>8276021
well I didn't hear that until I read your transcript, so in my case it's confirmation bias. I'm an audio fag and those children seem to be behind the camera or 
something. I don't think they come from the restaurant and the underground tunnel hypothesis I've read seems a little far-fetched..?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:20:54 ID: d61fa5 No.8280286 >>8280341

File (hide): c83f54a00cddb09⋯.jpg (79.88 KB, 766x960, 383:480, 1464237150290.jpg)

>>8279467
they use ancient mythology, artwork, references to literature etc as memes the same way we do. it's like pic related. 
and just like on imageboards, when you call someone out for the source of their reaction picture rather than the 
content of their post then you're a tremendous faggot. obviously there's connotations underneath, but you're looking 
too deep. the people we're dealing with are intellectuals, and all this signaling is just so that others in their society 
with a classical education will get a chuckle. you could do a whole study of religion and how it ties into the struggle 
happening right now, and that's fine if you want to do so, but i don't think it'll help to accomplish anything tangible in 
the moment.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:27:15 ID: da1512 No.8280333
File (hide): 349214ce621b53e⋯.jpg (14.67 KB, 328x276, 82:69, hillary_hand.jpg)

Incision matches:

"With a sharp. knife cut deeply into the. middle finger of 
your. left hand. eat the pain." ~ Marina Abramovic

http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-
race/2016/09/09/hillary-clinton-bares-soul-baptist-
convention/  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:27:52 ID: ff834f No.8280341 >>8280372

>>8280286
Oh bullshit. I am an occultist. These people have practioners in their close circles who have as much clout as any other guru would. You fucking kikes are 
like the russian people saying "Oh no, rasputin isn't important."

The fuck you on?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:31:29 ID: ad01ed No.8280365

>>8280158
making an infographic. any screencaps of twitterbots like this is welcome.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:32:28 ID: d61fa5 No.8280372 >>8280490

>>8280341
if you're so enlightened, the please explain to me then how reading about greek mythology will uncover tangible connections that we could build off of, 
rather than digging into the emails, the property owners, business ties, etc? the time for the surface level imagery has passed, they know we started this 
with those connections, and they're being covered up. there's tangible leads to be found here when you're not stuck two millennia in the past.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:37:08 ID: cac63e No.8280413

>>8278433
yeah I don't see it
>the same person  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:39:00 ID: 1f2a95 No.8280436 >>8280535

Has anyone tried calling Comet Ping Pong yet? Their number is on their website. 202-364-0404

What should I say when I call them up? The guy who answers the phone is most likely not in deep but maybe he'll respond to a code word.  

cometpingpong dot com webserver details Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:43:36 ID: 298813 No.8280488

idk if this is helpful cometpingpong.com has a registrar in the netherlands and is hosted on an amazon aws instance in their ireland data center dns also 
indicates mail domain has spf set up. the nameserver itself seems to be in cali, but nothing else seems like its in north america

the ip address is easy to find, but doesn't seem like a normal set up, much too secure not sure if anyone's looked into this  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:44:01 ID: 1fc121 No.8280490 >>8281035

>>8280372
This is a criminal investigation. Anything to help us understand the perpetrator's frame of mind is extremely helpful.

Concrete leads are the priority right now, but just because someone else isn't working on them doesn't mean you should shut them down. If you want to 
see concrete leads then you should go dig them up yourself instead of complaining that someone else isn't doing it.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:48:43 ID: 8d0ac4 No.8280535

>>8280436
What anon's should do is start spying on their movements, seeing as they are rustled they're probably gonna start movilizing their operations elsewhere.

Also look up the ID's of the guards, they are the ones who are probably roughhousing the kiddies into the basements. They're casual enough to get 
tracked down, but involved enough to get intell off of.  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:55:08 ID: cac63e No.8280600

there are a couple of important threads over at /r/pizzagate that everyone should look at if they do not already know about them.

The Zanarkand guys surfaced and did a little AMA
>https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dgtcn/hi_reddit_were_the_zsecio_team/

Also - I think this is a pretty solid lead that has yet to be looked into
>in 2009 Richard Eric McFadden was arrested for a prostitution ring (with underage girls) in OH and was talked about in one of the leaked emails
>https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dfa2r/why_i_believe_theres_something_to_pizzagate_eric/
This might not lead to anything concrete, but McFadden used code words and cryto in his Craigslist ads. If there is a way to tie ANY of the code words 
McFadden used to some of the suspected code words in the Podesta emails….  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:55:51 ID: 8d0ac4 No.8280609

>>8278981
Operation JadeHelm 

It may be for what >>8279418 says but otherwise no ones sure what they're doing down there.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 21:58:57 ID: c8ad9c No.8280642 >>8281161

File (hide): 7e24bed271ce528⋯.jpg (729.23 KB, 1712x1338, 856:669, Who-Controls-Your-Mind.jpg)

>>8278257

Protocols one page summary.

The Zionist World Order or New World Order [ZWO / NWO] is the desired outcome. It will be accomplished 
by control of the money and the media.

Goyim are mentally inferior and can’t run their nations properly. For their sake and ours, we need to abolish 
their governments and replace them with a single government. This will take a long time and involve much 
bloodshed, but it’s for a good cause. Here’s what we’ll need to do:

0 Place our agents and helpers everywhere
1 Take control of the media and use it in propaganda for our plans
2 Start fights between different races, classes and religions

3 Use bribery, threats, blackmail, lies and deception to get our way
4 Use Freemasonic Lodges to attract potential public officials
5 Appeal to successful people’s egos
6 Appoint puppet leaders who can be controlled by blackmail
7 Replace royal rule with socialist rule, then communism, then despotism
8 Abolish all rights and freedoms, except the right of force by us
9 Sacrifice people (including Jews sometimes) when necessary
10 Eliminate religion; replace it with science and materialism
11 Control the education system to spread deception and destroy intellect
12 Rewrite history to our benefit
13 Use our media to create entertaining distractions
14 Corrupt minds with filth and perversion
15 Encourage people to spy on one another
16 Keep the masses in poverty and perpetual labor
17 Take possession of all wealth, property and [especially] gold
18 Use gold to manipulate the markets
19 Introduce a progressive tax on wealth
20 Replace sound investment with speculation
21 Make long-term interest-bearing loans to governments [FED, IMF, BIS, ECB]
22 Give bad advice to governments and everyone else
23 Blame the victim

Eventually the Goyim will be so angry with their governments (because we’ll blame them for the resulting mess) that they’ll gladly have us take over. We 
will then appoint a descendant of David to be king of the world, and the remaining Goyim will bow down and sing his praises. Everyone will live in peace 
and obedient order under his glorious rule.

The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia (Updated)

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:01:41 ID: 1fc121 No.8280671 >>8280816

File (hide): c0763f1f8628bf3⋯.jpg (88.42 KB, 856x750, 428:375, hole.jpg)

I don't know whether anyone has made this connection yet, but Jay Parker talked about being put into a 
hole in the ground during the mock burial ceremony.

The DuPont tunnel lead turned out to be a dead end, right? Maybe this is what the hole is really being used 
for.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:04:40 ID: 82ae29 No.8280701

>>8280158
>This is KEY. Connecting these people and their companies to orgs that "help" kids. NGO's in Central and South America have been connected in 
previous threads. Then the occult spamming begins and circle poster shows up. We are on to them.

This is big. This is important. Bump and BRAVO GUYS!

Also:

Summing it up for French alt-media

I'm a frog and I've been following this affair for some time now. The work you all have accomplished is really impressive, and I'd like to send a message to 
some important french alternative media outlet for making them aware of it.
Where can I find a quick summary/databases, etc. on this issue? I was guessing r/pizzagate, any other idea?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:05:01 ID: 03ea11 No.8280709 >>8281346

>>8280158
I'm a mod there, the only things that are being removed are personal information, due to spez threatening to ban the sub.  
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danny  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:05:56 ID: a442a4 No.8280721 >>8281391

A based chan anon pointed out that the Psychiatric Institute of Washington is only 5 minutes away from Comet. It’s 1 of 6 psychiatric institutions in 
America that treat ritual abuse and dissociative disorders.

http://psychinstitute.com/

It may currently be ran by Dr. Howard Hoffman whose “clinical interests include the treatment of couples with sexual dysfunctions”.

https://books.google.com.sg/books?
id=dl_tBwAAQBAJ&pg=PR9&lpg=PR9&dq=dr.+howard+hoffman+psychiatrist&source=bl&ots=QpQb9KqbdI&sig=1ItF2wYEMzrNeqK-
RlgVRBJKOls&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiJ2tGvpbDQAhUKi7wKHeooAgY4ChDoAQgeMAE#v=onepage&q=dr.%20howard%20hoffman%20psychiatri
st&f=false

Located within is The Center.

http://thecenteratpiw.com/about-the-center/

The heads are Joan Turkus, MD (an expert in dissociative disorders) and Christine Cortois, Phd, author of Healing the Incest Wound and Recollections of 
Sexual Abuse.”

From the site:

“OUR FOUNDERS

Joan A. Turkus, MD  Dr. Turkus has extensive clinical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of posttraumatic conditions and dissociative disorders in 
inpatient and outpatient settings, in both the private and public sectors. Dr. Turkus frequently provides supervision, consultation, and teaching for 
therapists locally and nationally. She maintains a private practice in general and forensic psychiatry in Falls Church, Virginia. Dr. Turkus has authored or 
co-authored several articles and book chapters on posttraumatic and dissociative disorders and has developed expertise in the psychopharmacological 
management of complex posttraumatic conditions.

Christine A.Courtois, Ph.D.  Dr. Courtois is also a psychologist in private practice in Washington, DC. Dr. Courtois has received numerous professional 
awards including the 1996 American Psychological Association Award for Distinguished Contributions to Psychology as a Professional Practice. She has 
authored three books, Recollections of Sexual Abuse: Treatment Principles and Guidelines (1999), Adult Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse: A Workshop 
Model (1993), and Healing the Incest Wound: Adult Survivors in Therapy (1988), in addition to numerous articles and chapters on related topics. Dr. 
Courtois conducts professional training locally, nationally, and internationally and is a member of the Board of Directors of the International Society for 
Traumatic Stress Studies. "

Turkus was John Hinckley Jr.’s psychiatrist at St. Elizabeths Hospital.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/local/1984/10/04/hinckleys-clinical-condition-improving-psychiatrists-say/fe13db9b-a836-4890-bc42-
66ae1c6db47b/

http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1986-03-25/news/8601220230_1_hinckley-st-elizabeths-hospital-mental-illness

Here is where conspiracies collide.

I quote:

“St. Elizabeth’s Mental Hospital had been a covert MK ULTRA institution for decades”

https://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/tag/office-of-strategic-services/  

▶
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:06:31 ID: a442a4 No.8280728 >>8281391

“The primary goals of the MKUltra experiments were to test the effects of drugs, namely hallucinogens, and other forms of psychotherapy – including 
electroshock therapy – on humans, and to research and perfect methods of torture which could best be used to create Manchurian candidates, or mind-
controlled persons, who could be programmed to carry out any number of harmful acts, up to and including assassinating presidents of the United 
States…”

http://www.infowars.com/new-dhs-headquarters-was-an-mkultra-test-facility/

It was one of 80 institutions. Georgetown University Hospital was another:

“The involvement with Georgetown University Hospital, which served many of Washington's most powerful figures and treated the son of the Senate 
Health subcommittee chairman, Edward M. Kennedy, for cancer, was the most illustrative of how the C.I.A. operated. The agency was seeking an 
institution where its own personnel could test a wide range of drugs including a “knockout pill.”

http://www.nytimes.com/1977/08/04/archives/80-institutions-used-in-cia-mind-studies-admiral-turner-tells.html

Dr. Turkus graduated from Georgetown University Hospital.

http://health.usnews.com/doctors/joan-turkus-47316

She was also there during the 60’s and apparently went by Joan Sheets after marrying Jim Sheets:

http://www.potomacvalleysams.com/Rememblog.html

More proof she is Joan Sheets:

http://www.ljubimci-forum.com/index.php?topic=37543.5;wap2

I made the connection after reading this post about Cathy O’brien: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5deqjr/firsthand_account_of_what_hillary_clinton_did_to/:

The book is MKULTRA and Trance Formation of America By Cathy O'Brien with Mark Phillips:

http://static.everdot.org/ebooks/english/Cathy_OBrien__Mark_Philips_-_Trance_Formation_of_America_MKULTRA_-_1995.pdf

Strange no?

To make it even stranger check out this address: 3920 W St., N.W Washington D.C.

It’s 10 minutes away from Comet and it’s also one of the supposed locations of the Finder’s cult.

“Upon contacting Detective Bradley, I learned that he had initiated an investigation on the two addresses provided by the Tallahassee Police Dept. during 
December of 1986. An informant had given him information regarding a cult, known as the "Finders" operating various businesses out of a warehouse 
located at 1307 4th St., N.E., and were supposed to be housing children at 3918/3920 W St., N.W.”

https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Document:Finders_Keepers

“The information was specific in describing "blood rituals" and sexual orgies involving children, and an as yet unsolved murder in which the Finders might 
be involved.”

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/ciadrugsabusemurder.shtml

It wouldn’t surprise me if after all of this we learn that Reptilians are behind 7th floor group, Big Foot is real, and Tupac is actually alive in Cuba.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:15:18 ID: d2cedd No.8280816 >>8281148 >>8283372 >>8283922 >>8285907

>>8280671
>The DuPont tunnel lead turned out to be a dead end, right? 

Nope, not at all. Still looking for sewer or other Dept. of Public Works maps. Utilizing underground spaces 
for transit and hiding crimes has a long and well documented history. Wishing a DCanon would go to one of 
those shows under DuPont and stealth film the space for us.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:39:28 ID: ff834f No.8281035

>>8280490
Exactly. The enemy uses symbolism from their culture (the gurus) to show their support and ties to one another, just like we use our culture to do the 
same. We have henry pollack, they have the whore. You get the picture.

Understand their codes, understand their mythos, understand their objectives and reasonings, and we will know every move they will ever fucking make, 
and every connection they have. 

Now, what I know for certain is that their gurus are Ceremonialists. Guess what fuckers, that means they have ritual requirements. They can't hold their 
meetings or do their rites without supplies, sometimes rare and expensive supplies. I've personally made a living for a while selling ritual supplies and 
tools. Now, if we can find out the exact practices (beyond the obvious thelema connections) then I can name off the materials and tools they use. Then we 
can find out who the suppliers are and where the money flows, and maybe expose the whole thing. We just need a few more leads.  
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>>8284019

ATTN EVERYONE IN HERE

Get scrambling through EVERYTHING on this site.  Highlight and click on all photos. Annon dumping this in other thread. 
https://archive.is/gLV5N  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:48:48 ID: a8d11a No.8281138

>>8281102
this site is way too scary, wow  

File (hide): da29624f4e068ce⋯.png (458.49 KB,
589x334, 589:334, DU1.png)

File (hide): 98393ee541b9bfd⋯.png (124.19 KB,
595x334, 595:334, DU2.png)

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:49:22 ID: d2cedd No.8281148 >>8281188

>>8280816
More on the DuPont tunnels. Pic related are screenshots of this vid which show the extent of the tunneling https://vimeo.com/116551250  
which is much more extensive than shills are admitting. Not just a station but part of a network? We already know that just down the road is the "secret" 
subway system of the capitol. 
2014 vid of capitol subway https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DYwkysVIHU
short clip of old movie which features same subway https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR6a4I9JJUQ
1953 newsreel which shows the subway https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boRCjXsh67I  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:51:29 ID: 901745 No.8281161 >>8282869

>>8280642
That picture is outdated as fuck, Lucasarts doesnt even exist anymore.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:53:21 ID: 23abfb No.8281180

>>8281102
>/pol/ actually found them

I….I'm gonna be sick…  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:53:57 ID: 0a09a7 No.8281188

>>8281148

The Elite love Big Tunnels. 

They love them so much they have Satanic Rituals on Opening Ceremonies;

WARNING - DISTURBING SATANIC TUNNEL RITUAL IN SWITZERLAND 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32QmyfMhxOg

These are your leaders…  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 22:58:33 ID: cac63e No.8281239 >>8281295

>>>8281102
>Annon dumping this in other thread.
what does this mean?
AND
I thought this site was agreed upon to be nothing but a 'webart' site?  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:03:56 ID: ad01ed No.8281290 >>8284019

>>8281102
another site that just looks fucked up. nothing incriminating that I've seen so far on it but it's bizarre non the less. I clicked links that led me to "Space girl 
on the farm" and possible spirit cooking themes were going on but it was some shitty movie with a girl covered in gold glitter.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:04:47 ID: 23abfb No.8281295
File (hide): a2ab7dcdafed1be⋯.jpg (22.18 KB, 512x279, 512:279, 59gz83.jpg)

>>8281239  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:06:22 ID: 717ea3 No.8281309 >>8281771

Where can I find a password?
http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:07:37 ID: d5bec0 No.8281324

>>8277272
podesta had a goldfish written on his hand, and 14 written on his other hand

that card has goldfish, and the numbers on it are 14  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:10:13 ID: fce2e7 No.8281346 >>8281377 >>8281550 >>8281646

>>8280709
www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5diq3u/are_we_compromised/
Yo, if' you're a mod, what's up with this?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:12:05 ID: a27637 No.8281355
File (hide): a20592ebd4fb0f5⋯.gif (369.15 KB, 400x330, 40:33, 1469381554278.gif)

>>8281102
The fuck… is 
this… fucking 
fuck  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:13:49 ID: 23abfb No.8281371
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>>8281102
Welp. The whole thing is 
fucked.  
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>>8281346
Reply incoming, I believe  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:15:38 ID: fce2e7 No.8281388

>>8281377
checked, thanks fam  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:15:58 ID: 66a47c No.8281391 >>8281507 >>8281550 >>8281646

>>8280721
>>8280728
Why are people ignoring this?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:27:27 ID: ff834f No.8281507 >>8281553

>>8281391
They could just be busy looking into the 30yo dead case as we speak.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:32:57 ID: d2cedd No.8281550 >>8281604 >>8281718 >>8281875
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>>8281346
>www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5diq3u/are_we_compromised/
>No account history. Full permission.
>No explanation.
>Added 2 hours ago, /pol/ alleges it's related to z-tec.io .
>Mods explain

Incoming? No explanation yet friendo. Mod from reddit you need to explain this shit. 

>>8281391
We're not ignoring it anon, there's so much to do already. We are keenly aware of MKU and thank you for the info. Kudos for going to that site 
mindcontrolblackassassins, it can get a little strange at times but it is the only site that has documented some weird shit that happened in my 
area. Will check it out more later. Meanwhile take a look at their yelp reviews pic related

Please remember to delete the http:// part of any web address you post here. We have enough shills, we don't need nosy whoever from those 
sites coming over to see us too.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:33:06 ID: 66a47c No.8281553

>>8281507
I got wary because as soon as the anon posted that the sliding began  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:33:55 ID: eebfdb No.8281558

2012 CA 000272 B Civil II COMET PING PONG Defendant Closed 01/12/2012
2012 CA 000272 B Civil II ROBINSON, DEVOYA Plaintiff Closed 01/12/2012
2012 CA 000266 B Civil II ROBINSON, DEVOYA Plaintiff Closed 01/12/2012
2012 CA 000272 B Civil II ALEFANTIS, JAMES Defendant Closed 01/12/2012
2011 CA 000695 B Civil II ALEFANTIS, JAMES Defendant Closed 01/28/2011
2010 LTB 011625 Landlord & Tenant Branch ALEFANTIS, JAMES Defendant Closed 05/11/2010
2008 PAF 002268 Post & Forfeit ALEFANTIS, JAMES A Defendant (Criminal) Closed 07/09/2008
2008 LTB 013976 Landlord & Tenant Branch ALEFANTIS, JAMES Defendant Closed 04/30/2008
2004 SCB 007703 Small Claims Branch ALEFANTIS, JAMES Defendant Closed 06/17/2004
2003 CA 009836 B Civil II ALEFANTIS, JAMES Defendant Closed 12/12/2003  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:38:42 ID: 717ea3 No.8281604 >>8281718 >>8281765

>>8281550
Mods have replied and locked the thread.  Sigma's account is just a throwaway, they cycle mods regularly  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:41:46 ID: eebfdb No.8281646 >>8282357 >>8282361

>>8281346

I'm superstitious of zsecio, but they came and gave a perfectly reasonable response unlike every other person or entity in this whole situation.

I guided Heavy Breathing into a reasonable response, just to see what that would sound like.

I don't talk with the other mods, at all, but if you keep saying Tavistock in every corner of the Internet, you will keep their shills busy.

>>8281391

Not ignoring it, you are just behind.

It is good info save it at interject at the right places.

Voat.Co/v/Webofslime maybe is closer to where you should tie in. At least read the sticky because it has parallels to what you are talking about.

And, again, make fake social media accounts that look like suggestibles and go spread the word and concern troll about Uranium One and pizzagate  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:42:18 ID: 613397 No.8281651
File (hide): 0c26b6e863bbe21⋯.jpg (54.68 KB, 420x420, 1:1, image.jpg)

>>8273876
FILTHY KIKE SHILL

KEK AND PAGANISM HAS NEVER BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH CHILD RAPE OR CANNIBALISM

ALL THOSE WHO ARE PARTICIPATING IN THIS ARE JEWS AND YOURE TRYING TO SHIFT BLAME TO 
PAGAN EUROPEANS TO COVER FOR YOUR OVBIOUSLY JEWISH CRIMES  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:42:58 ID: b8551e No.8281658

>>8281184  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:46:40 ID: eebfdb No.8281701

At this point, I would start digging into the donor lists of every orphanage in Haiti and the DR. There aren't that many and we are seeing a lot of interesting 
relationships already.

Human trafficking and mining, especially gold mining, go hand in hand.

Look for mining connections to Hillary and known instances of Satanic Ritual Abuse.

The Clinton Foundation is just a clone of the Bush Initiatives is just a clone if the American Security Council Foundation.

This beast has been around a long time.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:48:09 ID: cac63e No.8281718 >>8281765 >>8281988

>>8281604
why haven't mods figured out who it is?
Apparently that mod showed up right after the Ztec.io thread.

AND >>8281550
WTF is this >>8281102 all about
I thought it was agreed to be some autistic's web canvas?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:49:02 ID: b7beb7 No.8281732

https://youtu.be/suDHJDX90zE  
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Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:50:58 ID: eebfdb No.8281757

>>8277401

There are DC Leaks, GucciFer leaks (read his letter to Fox news), Panama Papers which has zero reporting on and the old wikileaks, which we are still 
learning from.

Plenty of material to be sifted through, yet, where we don't have to worry about new leaks as much as uncovering what is buried in the old ones.

Luzatto turns up in Wikileaks, Guccifer leaks, DC leaks and social media connections.No one else has that much exposure yet, across the whole thing.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:51:27 ID: d2cedd No.8281765 >>8281795 >>8281851

>>8281604
>An explanation has been sent to /u/IncreasinglyAlarmed. I'm going to lock this and welcome any other mods to remove if they find that to be wise. 
Anyone is welcome to message the mods about any concerns. We want to address them but without causing panic which will disrupt what organization 
we have managed to create.

Everyone, that is the mods reply. You're seriously fucked if you think that is a sufficient explanation. 

>>8281718
I didn't post that >>8281102 anon and I have no idea wtf it is about, can't find the thread they're supposedly dumping pics in since that anon didn't bother 
to hotlink it.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:51:54 ID: 73f401 No.8281771 >>8281786

>>8281309
An anon got in and it was a page of archives with garbled names protected by DLkeys.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:52:52 ID: 717ea3 No.8281786

>>8281771
I know that much, I'm curious to take a peek myself  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:53:25 ID: eebfdb No.8281795 >>8281809

>>8281765
I'm a mod  there. What would you like to see me do?  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:54:26 ID: bbc332 No.8281809 >>8281817

>>8281795
Give a public explanation for fuck's sake.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:55:16 ID: eebfdb No.8281817 >>8281838

>>8281809
Hold on, cause I barely check in. Gimme the short and skinny.  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:56:48 ID: bbc332 No.8281838 >>8281870

>>8281817
"New Moderator with Full Permissions Added shortly after Ztec.io says it's all a coincidence? MODS EXPLAIN TO EVERYONE!": 
www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dj5k6/new_moderator_with_full_permissions_added_shortly/  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:58:16 ID: 73f401 No.8281851 >>8281863

>>8281765
http://www.lhohq.info/  

Anonymous  11/17/16 (Thu) 23:59:31 ID: bbc332 No.8281863 >>8281882 >>8289622

>>8281851
I keep seeing people post that shit. I'm convinced it's a honeypot to gather IP address. Nobody has given an actual direct connection for why this website 
matters.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:00:27 ID: eebfdb No.8281870 >>8281905

 >>8281838

Ok, I'll go say something and check in.

If you get legitimately worried about a takeover, just go to voat.co/v/pizzagate or webofslime. I can promise no one will delete you at Web of slime which is 
basically just being used for a repository of information to build a database of all the relationships.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:01:07 ID: f8058f No.8281875 >>8281988

>>8281550
No idea if that place has been compromised, but it wouldn't surprise me now that wikileaks it probably compromised too.

Anyway, there is this website that shows deleted comments https://uneddit.com/ it doesn't work perfectly well but it is a start. I tested it myself, some of 
the deleted commends don't even show up again using that website.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:01:40 ID: cac63e No.8281882 >>8281895 >>8281988

File (hide): 93c28bea4a98196⋯.png (111.06 KB, 1102x277, 1102:277, IT GETS YOUR IP.png)

>>8281863
it does grab ip's
>pic related  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:03:09 ID: bbc332 No.8281895 >>8281914 >>8281929

>>8281882
I figured something was up with that. Everytime it's linked there's barely ever an explanation. Plebbit users are just clicking on everything. I believe a lot of 
them are fucked.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:04:02 ID: bbc332 No.8281905 >>8281996

>>8281870
Also, in case the other mods don't get it, locking threads just looks like you're trying to hide something.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:04:47 ID: 73f401 No.8281914 >>8281932

>>8281895
If you're doing this shit without a rubber, I have no words.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:06:15 ID: cac63e No.8281929 >>8281947

>>8281895
someone said it was because of that Luzatto ladies aol email address. the site showed up in a jewgle search  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:06:29 ID: bbc332 No.8281932

>>8281914
All I've done is chat on forums.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:07:37 ID: bbc332 No.8281947 >>8281995

>>8281929
That's the kind of shit we need to steer away from. That's like the shittiest link you could have. We need evidence. Not "Oh, look what I googled! LOL"  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:12:09 ID: d2cedd No.8281988 >>8282023

>>8281718
>>8281875
ceddit does the same thing. Was reading somewhere on pizzagate last night how uneddit may also be compromised as comments have gone missing 
there too. Might have been at /whereisassange/ can't remember but in one of those two subs several posters saw that happening.

Everyone, if you have an info dump maybe drop it at each of the sites for this subject. 

>>8281882
I'm glad I didn't go past the archive. The anon that posted it types like a shill plus there was no related thread being bumped with the pics everyone was 
supposedly posting.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:12:37 ID: cac63e No.8281995 >>8282032

>>8281947
that's why I asked again why it was posted by 84f9ab - no reply; dumb and run
>one comment by this anon
yeah I've thought it was a honeypot since looking at the html the first time it was posted. The cap I posted was from my normal IP just for confirmation 
sake.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:12:50 ID: eebfdb No.8281996 >>8282018

>>8281905
Yeah, you're right. It creates a weird perception. It is locked, so there isn't anything I can say without unlocking it.

If you need me to confirm in some way, situation normal somewhere, I will, but it doesn't look like anything to worry about. 

There are shills and concern trolls of every type. Just refer to them as 'friend' and ask for their help in finding the truth. It will signal to others you suspect 
they are a shill and it messes with their script, if you pretend like you think they are trying to be helpful.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:15:06 ID: d2cedd No.8282018 >>8282053

>>8281996
>There are shills and concern trolls of every type. Just refer to them as 'friend' and ask for their help in finding the truth. It will signal to others you suspect 
they are a shill and it messes with their script, if you pretend like you think they are trying to be helpful.

Thanks plebbit, we wouldn't know how to internet without you.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:15:18 ID: f8058f No.8282023

>>8281988
I don't think it's compromised, I think it is simply shitty. Or maybe it is shitty and compromised, who knows. I was using uneddit before pizzagate became 
big on other unimportant shit and I did notice it not working properly there.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:16:02 ID: eebfdb No.8282032 >>8282041 >>8282081

>>8281995
It was posted to bring attention to important names and locations in relation to satanic ritual abuse.

Think mining companies and trafficking, then think the people on that contact list and mining.

If everyone started putting together spreadsheets, at some point, posting those sheets will morph into something that can be analyzed in very interesting 
ways.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:16:52 ID: bbc332 No.8282041 >>8282060

>>8282032
Which is dumb and way off from where our digging should be.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:17:54 ID: eebfdb No.8282053 >>8296003

>>8282018
I just don't understand why everyone is worried. 

The anxiety is manufactured. Artifical. 

Just collect data and post it.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:18:44 ID: eebfdb No.8282060 >>8282108

>>8282041
The digging should be on the orphanages in Haiti, but not everyone is interested in the same stuff.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:20:15 ID: cac63e No.8282081 >>8282095 >>8282123 >>8282127 >>8282358

>>8282032
>It was posted to bring attention to…
It was posted by a one comment anon and it happens to record ip's

and how it was even discovered/brought to anyones attention is suspect too  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:21:42 ID: bbc332 No.8282095

>>8282081
Yes, this exactly.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:22:42 ID: bbc332 No.8282108 >>8282121 >>8282211

>>8282060
Yeah, everyone (or possibly shills pushing people) is quick to jump to insane connections. Fucking plebbit was talking about lizard people. Why can't we 
just stick to what we can prove for fuck's sake?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:24:42 ID: ff834f No.8282121 >>8282142

>>8271316 (OP)
>>8282108
And the holohoax doesn't fit under weird shit? What about every fucking thing we stand for?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:24:44 ID: eebfdb No.8282123

>>8282081

I did not link to that site. Someone else did. 

I just posted the info.

I wasn't trying to editorialize, at all.

How did I find the site? Because Tammy Luzatto keeps popping up fucking everywhere.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:24:59 ID: 73f401 No.8282127 >>8282160

>>8282081
It's because there is a thread on plebbit. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dg0dj/this_needs_attention_right_now_absolutely_bizare/

However 
>Op said he found the original site when loooking into Luzatto's email address on his search engine.

I'm currently downloading the site. I'm at ~1G  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:26:37 ID: bbc332 No.8282142

>>8282121
Holohoax is easy to disprove.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:27:20 ID: 498952 No.8282149

what are the odds of them knowing the identities of everybody posting here?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:27:24 ID: ff834f No.8282153 >>8282923

Anyone know if the Model Mayhem human trafficking cases might be related? Those were covered up pretty fast, there were clear saudi links though.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:28:14 ID: cac63e No.8282160

>>8282127
it was brought up yesterday, I think even before the plebbit thread. the shills are shilling here and in halfchin and plebbit. 

Good luck once you get it isolated. I looked through several of the html on different pages. Just seems like a lot of gibberish  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:32:57 ID: f793e8 No.8282211

>>8282108
Too boring. They'd prefer to think that they've found the answer without even doing half the legwork of the rest of the anons. 

Case in point, that guy who earlier in the thread posted that video from 2007 taken outside Comet Pizza. I can only assume he crossposted to 
/r/pizzagate. Anyway, the confirmation bias is so far off the fucking deep end that they would accept easier, narrative fitting answers and expect any 
critical thinking to be naysaying, demanding that you prove negatives. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dfn0q/ping_pong_pizza_2007_video_record_kid_screaming/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:35:36 ID: eebfdb No.8282238 >>8282467

https://www.visiontrust.org/financials  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:37:21 ID: eebfdb No.8282260 >>8282467

https://www.visiontrust.org/public/media/527030a919eb8.pdf

Anne Frymoyer Yes Yes 11/6/2009 3/1/2015
Betsy Mabry Yes Yes 11/6/2009 3/1/2015
Brent Danner Yes Yes 3/1/2009 3/1/2015
Chaiyun Ukosokul Yes Yes 9/9/2007 3/1/2014
Colin Strutz Vice Chairman Yes Yes 3/2/2007 3/1/2016
Daniel Rodriguez Yes Yes 4/1/2001 3/1/2016
David Smith Board Chairman Yes Yes 10/1/2001 3/1/2015
Edwin Kraft Secretary Yes Yes 3/1/2004 3/1/2014
Ernest Taylor Founder No Yes 11/1/2003 3/1/2016
Jeff Woda Yes Yes 2/13/2012 3/1/2015
Jeff Behan Treasurer Yes Yes 3/1/2005 3/1/2014
Manuel Haro Yes Yes 11/12/2010 3/1/2016
Matthew Storer President / CEO No Yes 3/1/2000 3/1/2016
Steve Smith Yes Yes 9/9/2007 3/1/2014  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:39:56 ID: eebfdb No.8282292 >>8282467 >>8295766

Haitian Orphanage

http://loveachild.com/orphanage/

12411 Commerce Lakes Drive
Fort Myers,  Florida 33913

Love A Child, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
Christian humanitarian organization,
serving the needs of children in Haiti.

Founders Bobby and Sherry Burnette live year-round in Haiti at the Love A Child Orphanage. They are full-time missionaries who minister to the poorest 
of the poor in Haiti and work to spread the Word of God, showing Christ’s love by example.

http://loveachild.com/love-a-child-board-of-directors/

Board Officers
Sherry Burnette, President – Founder, Love A Child
Bobby Burnette, Vice-President – Founder, Love A Child
Mark Ostrander, Treasurer – Pastor, The Mission Church
Evie Ostrander, Secretary – Pastor, The Mission Church
Board Members
John Boldt – Professional Engineer, ret.
Donna Bryce – Founder, Feed A Child
Gordon Douglas – Pastor, Christ View Church
David George – Pastor, David George World Ministries
Dr. Lonnie Langston – Founder, Tabernacle Bible College
Joe Ronsisvalle – Pastor, Rockledge Christian Center
Dr. Roy Smith – Pastor, Shrewsbury Gospel Temple
Norm Trebilcock – President, Trebilcock Consulting Solutions
Key Employees
Sandra Smith Hazelip – Executive Director, Love A Child
Rad Hazelip – Assistant Executive Director, Love A Child  
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http://www.glahaiti.org/

Haitian Baby Ministry

God's Littlest Angels is a 501(c)(3) non-profit Christian ministry incorporated in the State of Colorado. In 2000, GLA Canada was formed and is a 
registered Canadian Charity. In France, our association is registered as "Association aGLAé". All financial donations received in the United States and 
Canada will receive a tax-deductible receipt.

John S. Bickel - Co-Founder          
President of the Board
Thomassin, Haiti
Plant Operations Director - Founder
God's Littlest Angels
Dixie Bickel - Co-Founder 
Thomassin, Haiti
Director of GLA - Founder
God's Littlest Angels
Jill Wilkins
Vice-President of the Board
Portland, Oregon
Director, Channel Marketing
LSI Corporation
Jean Bell
Secretary/Treasurer of the Board
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Director of US Operations
God's Littlest Angels
Aaron S. Ramsay, CPA, CGMA
Colorado Springs, Colorado
CFO for a mid - size religious organization
Member of the AICPA nonprofit tax panel
16 years of tax, accounting, and advisory experience
Ryan Matthyse
Crown Point, Indiana
Director of Worship and Arts
Faith Church
Glenn Thamer
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Retired, former CEO of Lafrentz Road Services Ltd.
Wendy Kittlitz
Pitt Meadows, British Columbia, Canada
VP-Counseling & Care Ministries-
For a large religious organization
Mark Augustyn
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Senior Vice President
Mercantile Bank of Michigan

http://www.glahaiti.org/Websites/glahaiti/images/Documents/2011_990.pdf  
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>Talking with Untermenschen

One-Way Ticket To Auschwitz

for both of you , kikes.  
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>>8282081
If you pretentious anons would simply get out of this thread and look at the catalog on /pol/ you would see where that link comes from. The fact we are 
assuming everyone is a shill does not help what we are trying to accomplish. That link was posted because it is relevant to what we are investigating.  
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>>8272781
>Zarkanaland
Occult term

>Zanarkand
>pilgrimage
>farplane
>holy land 
>spirits 
>ruins
>residence of evil priestess 
Yunalesca whom is a worshipper of 

the cycle of death
>form 1 whore outfit/ form2 medusa head demon

Any relations by any chance?  
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>>8282317
http://www.drpong.net/

 oliver_miller@gmx.de  
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>>8282376
we've come full circle. i doubted the dr pong connection until now but it's right there in the q&a.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:50:23 ID: eebfdb No.8282419

>>8272781
Anyone search the Panama Papers, yet?

https://offshoreleaks.icij.org/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=Besta&e=&commit=Search  
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>>8282399

Born in the USA, but now a full time Berlin resident, Oliver has recently created a 'love letter' to both the city he calls home and his sport of choice. It's a 
short film, produced by Piers Morgan Postcard director Pete Woods which sees Oliver and fellow ping pong addict Leo Pleschinger, a 28-year-old semi-
professional footballer, traverse Berlin in search of the city's most inspiring bat and ball based experiences; from subway trains to techno nightclubs.

Alefantis - like Miller - are low key gay losers who get a lot of money and support (Media and Institutions)  
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>>8282416
Is this relevant, or is it just another FBI honeypot?
Mods?  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 00:54:12 ID: d2cedd No.8282467 >>8282485

>>8282238
>>8282260
>>8282292
>>8282342
Don't just spam links, we can search Haiti orphanages too anon. Post something specific and 
suspect/connected.

>>8282342
Vid related orphanage is run by The Church of Bible Understanding which has a branch in DC and is 
mentioned quite often as being a cult. A few YTers go into details, the Carpet Cleaning Cult from Seinfeld 
was based on this church.

The initial images in vid related are of the expensive NYC store that owns and funds the orphanage. 2.5 
million dollars does not go to the shithole you see later in the vid. Where does it go? I'm not good with 

financial detective work, can someone point me in the right direction pls.

don't want to reformat so copy/pasting this from vid description:

At the Olde Good Things antique store on Manhattan's Upper West Side, an Italian crystal chandelier can be sold for tens of thousands of dollars.
Wealthy shoppers often frequent the store, which has five chains in New York, two in Los Angeles and a warehouse in Scranton, Pennsylvania, searching 
for unusual items for home renovations, much of it salvaged from old buildings.
In return, the store's Christian missionary owners offer their customers a heart-warming story: Part of the proceeds pay for the group's orphanage in Haiti, 
one of the poorest countries in the world.
"The profits of Olde Good Things are used to fully support our mission in Haiti, where we've been for over 30 years. We have two orphanages that are 
fully supported through the profits of Olde Good Things," says store manager Jim Digiacoma, who worked in the group's orphanages in Haiti when they 
were first set up.
But what they don't tell customers is that even though they claim to be spending around 2.5 (m) million US dollars annually on the orphanage (according 
to a 2011 International Revenue Service filing), a recent inspection of the home for girls and boys was so dirty and overcrowded that the government said 
it shouldn't remain open.
In November, The Associated Press made an unannounced visit to the orphanage's two homes, currently holding a total of 120 children, and found 
conditions a world away from the opulent Manhattan apartments decorated with the store's antiques.
Bunk beds with faded and worn mattresses were crowded into dirty rooms.
Sour air wafted through the bathrooms and stairwells and rooms were dark and spartan, lacking comforts or decoration.
Justin Fair, a 32-year-old from New Jersey and the sole church member living on site, defended the orphanage.
"We try to make the life the best we can for the children, I think they have, compared to some orphanages we've visited, they have it very good," he said.
Other staff said they were trying to improve conditions at the orphanage.
The orphanage has two homes, with about 60 children in each.
They are located a few minutes apart in Kenscoff in the mountains above Port-au-Prince where steep, windy roads offer panoramic views of the sprawl 
and misery characterising much of the capital.
A report from the social welfare agency specifically faults only one of the homes, though both appeared similar during the recent visit.
While many other orphanages also failed Haiti's new national standards, the group's three-storey building on the hilly outskirts of Port-au-Prince stands 
out because it's run by an organisation with such an unusual, and successful fundraising operation.
The failure to meet the standards would seem to contradict their financial position.
According to Haiti's Institute of Social Welfare and Research (IBEASR) the sanitary conditions were "terrible," and there were too many kids for the 
amount of space.
They also found not all children were going to school and the staff lacked adequate training.
The result is that the orphanage was placed on a warning list. It's only allowed to remain open because Haiti lacks the resources to close the facility and 
find new homes for the children.
Arielle Jeanty Villedrouin, IBEASR general director said that of 700 orphanages around 75 percent have written permission to operate.
"There will be a lot working without written permission. Usually they have to be closed, but to close the centre you need to have the means to move them 
- you need a place to put children, you need to do research on (their) parents, to reunite them with their families," she explained.
That the orphanage, run by Olde Good Things' owner, US-based Church of Bible Understanding, struggles is a surprise, given that it has a seemingly 
well-funded operation.  
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>>8282467
I did. DREAM Center is tied in with the Mormons and the Clintons and is wrapped up in the trafficking arrest of Laura Silsby and 10 people from Idaho.  
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requires JS

(Not Entered there)  
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I wonder if someone who can read JS worth a fuck could figure out what said JS does without triggering anything.  
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>>8282358
Fuck off shill. Tell me how pic related is connected to this. 
>ATTN EVERYONE IN HERE

>Get scrambling through EVERYTHING on this site.  Highlight and click on all photos. Annon dumping 
this in other thread. 

>https://archive.is/gLV5N

>>8282457
We have no mods. Don't click it, it's a (1) poster. Unless you really need to look at porn right now and 
don't know how to find it then go right ahead.  
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>babycaris 
What does this mean?  
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https://archive.is/ncQJM
https://archive.is/eigk7  
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Maybe it's possible to run a VERY basic spectroscopy on the liquid, from the color data in the image?
Visually, it looks like diesel to me.
source: years of filling my offroader with stolen diesel supplied in White plastic barrels.  
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idk but look into the photographer 
> Bobby Bruderle
if you want to make urself useful. smdh babby right there next to ping pong. dr. pong, custom software. wew lads.  
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greek name meaning grace charm and favor.
 kids name could be grace. idk  
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File (hide): f7da189dddfb356⋯.jpg (160.35 KB,
500x550, 10:11, f7da189dddfb356793c22ec489….jpg)

File (hide): 5be864f7efe5f41⋯.jpg (71.69 KB, 700x700,
1:1, 5be864f7efe5f4192674e1d5f6….jpg)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:14:54 ID: 1703f2 No.8282715 >>8282911 >>8282922

>>8281102
>WELCOME ABOARD This publication marks the 25th anniversary of the Third World War, called the "Quiet War," being conducted using subjective 
biological warfare, fought with "silent weapons." This book contains an introductory description of this war, its strategies, and its weaponry.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:19:19 ID: 1a4d3e No.8282744

I'm not a fucking shill. Pedos sicken me and I have been following these threads since the beginning, excuse me for not wanting to fucking suicide myself 
and engaging actively. Click on it or not. It might be a honeypot I just don't fucking know. There was a thread that has been purged filled with VIP 
addresses and phone numbers. That thread was filled with names like Brock and luzzatto that might help us. If anything you are the shill for actively trying 
to discredit people contributing.  ANYTHING that can help throw these sick fucks in a cell I will bring to this thread so fuck you.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:24:09 ID: cf90f0 No.8282776 >>8282833

File (hide): e6f594e54df1dc1⋯.png (245.51 KB, 513x394, 513:394, pedopol.png)

>>8273876
>Its a celt symbol. Celts usually taken very young children as their brides, and married young. And they had 
participated in global mason conspiracy, when rothchilds dominated Britain from within. Its all pagan pedo 
ring, and kek is part of it.
Christcuck logic. Every culture took young brides, including your you fucking moron. Mother Marry was a 
14yr old slut.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:28:25 ID: 1a4d3e No.8282830 >>8283044

Pol read this fucking thread and let me know if I'm still a shill. I'm posting this to possibly draw links to what we've found. 

https://8ch.net/pol/res/8278810.html

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:28:35 ID: f5d4a5 No.8282833 >>8284868

>>8282776
Haven't you been watching TV?
Women 30+ are the best, haven't you seen Sex in the City?
Thousands of years of marrying women at the peak of their fertility (14-15) has come to an end and will never be seen again - for the best.
So what if birth defects are way more common with older women? Science will fix that.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:29:21 ID: b45317 No.8282843 >>8282867 >>8286025

>>8273876
>Its a celt symbol.
it's not exclusively celtic. You can find it a lot of cultures.
>Celts usually taken very young children as their brides, and married young.
source?..  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:31:12 ID: f5d4a5 No.8282867

>>8282843
>"very young" = the age that was considered normal and sensible for thousands of years.
Get with the language shitlord.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:31:21 ID: c89204 No.8282869 >>8283024

>>8279312 
Wake Up. It's all Satanism.

Nihlistic Satanism…

Normies:

http://infogalactic.com/info/Comet_Ping_Pong

Pol:

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Comet_Ping_Pong&diff=748702090&oldid=748686529#IN_BRIEF

Oy Vey >>8281161 (((Jew))))  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:33:56 ID: c89204 No.8282900

>>8279048

OTO

Abramovic666  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:34:26 ID: d2cedd No.8282911

>>8282715
Ok then, posts all those screenshots you took here or give us a link to where you or other anons have posted them.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:35:19 ID: a27637 No.8282922

>>8282715
Hasn't /pol/ been under the suspicion of the Zika virus, tool for the dumbification and genetic degradation of the commoners.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:35:25 ID: ff834f No.8282923 >>8282970 >>8283117 >>8284675 >>8284995

File (hide): eb15eb165042f45⋯.png (3.54 KB, 200x48, 25:6, Kohlberg_Kravis_Roberts_(l….png)

>>8282153
>>8282153
Found some ties between model Mayhem and podesta. The owners of Model Mayhem (modeling network bouht out 
by jews and turned into human trafficking network) are KKS, the founder being Jerome Kohlberg and his cousins. 

They are repeatedly mentioned across the board on wikileaks, and have been in private meetings wih podesta and dnc.

These Kikes have a lot of realestate. Do they own any of he suspected pedo locations?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:39:23 ID: ff834f No.8282970

>>8282923
Sorry, typo, . KKR 
Kohlberg was raised in a Jewish family[2] graduating from New Rochelle High School in New Rochelle, New York.[3] Kohlberg served in the United States 
Navy during World War II and went on to college and graduate school on the GI Bill.[4] He earned an undergraduate degree from Swarthmore College. 
He later received MBA degree from Harvard Business School and Bachelor of Laws in Columbia Law School.[5] In 1986, he founded the Philip Evans 
Scholarship Foundation at Swarthmore.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:40:17 ID: cf90f0 No.8282977 >>8286072

>>8274190
Pedophile 
Catholics all 
over this 
thread. 
hmmmm

>But it's just 
this one Pope 
this one time
Hell no…  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:42:30 ID: 000000 No.8283011

@beetlebungfarm
CANNIBAL ALERT  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:43:35 ID: cf90f0 No.8283024
File (hide): 0538c233cd8fec4⋯.jpg (65.35 KB, 1125x900, 5:4, robert dinero spirit cooki….jpg)

>>8282869
>Wake Up. It's all Satanism.
Actually it's all BLACKMAIL and your religious shit is just trying to 
muddy the waters like an infowars propagandist. 

Dont obsess on the symbolism alone /pol/ follow the  
blackmail potential.   

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:44:53 ID: d2cedd No.8283044

>>8282830
Someone is dumping a Guccifer leak but hasn't even mentioned iwtf it is in the thread yet? As if this is new or related to this? So find some links anon and 
give us some analysis shill or GTFO.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:45:43 ID: 7f9ca8 No.8283054 >>8283237

File (hide): d9d5d843e44dd37⋯.jpg (99.94 KB, 637x641, 637:641, McDonalds-crime-lords1.jpg)

Is this REAL!!??

BLOOD SACRIFICE FOR MCDONALD'S (DVD) feat Zionist Rabbi abe finkelstein & James Wickstrom (HQ)

<iframe width="640" height="360" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/XpRxzHmeQR8?
feature=player_detailpage" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpRxzHmeQR8  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:48:12 ID: 7fc42a No.8283099
File (hide): 30358c53d701343⋯.png (135.09 KB, 554x765, 554:765, DmWL0Jo.png)

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/05/world/americas/05or
phans.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0

Is there a connection here?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:48:59 ID: 498952 No.8283113 >>8283147 >>8283270 >>8283291 >>8284642

uhh guys?

http://phonograph.lhohq.info/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:49:09 ID: c89204 No.8283117 >>8283163 >>8283179 >>8283327

>>8282923

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co., New York, NY

Trilateral Commission Members:

Kravis is a founder of Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR), as well as past chairman of the CFR

I am sure I saw him listed as friend in a page of Achilles Alefantis, New York

FATHER of jimmycomet  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:51:24 ID: 7fc42a No.8283147

>>8283113
wft dude?! These people are fucking crazy!  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:52:50 ID: b97a9e No.8283163 >>8283202 >>8283285

File (hide): df403d610bd005d⋯.png (112.91 KB, 715x486, 715:486, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

>>8283117
I dug into this and couldn't find anyhting on Monica Peterson, just some clickbait sites that I don't really trust 
so if anyone find anything out about her post it here
>>8283117

you mean this dude? He was friends with Lee Alefantis and his father was Bildeberg, Trilateral Commission 
and Club of Rome  

File (hide): de3a25fc2dd9fc5⋯.png (101.96 KB,
920x561, 920:561, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

File (hide): 9aa5e66d4cb7ee5⋯.png (329.87 KB,
1725x537, 575:179, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

File (hide): c3c0842eee92c2d⋯.png (207.07 KB,
1034x610, 517:305, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

File (hide): cca4032053e908b⋯.png (155.76 KB,
1387x330, 1387:330, Screen Shot 2016-11-15 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:53:58 ID: b97a9e No.8283179 >>8283281

>>8283117  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:55:26 ID: 7f9ca8 No.8283202 >>8283346

>>8283163
Do you have evidence that his father was 
Max Kohnstamm?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 01:57:45 ID: b072b4 No.8283237 >>8287646

>>8283054
Holy fuck, that was one hell of a redpill, assuming it's real. Can any anon verify this interview?

>(((Rabbi Abe Finkelstein)))
>James Wickstrom (goy giving interview)

Who are these people?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:00:56 ID: b7beb7 No.8283270 >>8284642

>>8283113
https://www.google.com/search?q=site:lhohq.info&source=lnms&tbm=isch

these goy are on our side. the sites came be weird but just put 
> view-source:http:// 
on the front to see the text dump. it might have name / info dumps of people but it's not directly related imo.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:02:15 ID: 7f9ca8 No.8283281 >>8283378

File (hide): 9bb420afde0a8d4⋯.jpg (60.16 KB, 1275x327, 425:109, Donald M Kohnstamm.jpg)

>>8283179
Donald M Kohnstamm

I assume he took his 
fathers name Max for his 

middle name.
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:02:35 ID: c89204 No.8283285 >>8283610

>>8283163 Y

Marina Abramović - The building will be renovated according to a design by Rem Koolhaas and Shohei Shigematsu of OMA. 

THE JEWISH KIBBUTZ

Marina Abramovic Institute by OMA in Hudson, NY

The New York based OMA office has unveiled the
'Marina Abramovic Institute for the Preservation of Performance Art' 
ocated in Hudson, New York. 

the latest news and updates about the marina abramovic institute (MAI), a living archive for the artist and laboratory of ideas to be designed by OMA. 

A LITERAL REIFICATION OF BRAVE NEW WORLD - A JEWISH KIBBUTZ  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:02:54 ID: eebfdb No.8283291 >>8283315 >>8283336 >>8283353 >>8283448 >>8284642

>>8283113

>http://phonograph.lhohq.info/
&#65271;&#1 606;&#1607;& ;#1575; &#1583;&#15 93;&#1608;& #1577; &#1575;&#16 04;&#1606;& #1576;&#1610;&a mp;#1610;&#1606 ; 
&#1608;&#65 271;&#1606;& ;#1607; &#1591;&#15 85;&#1610;& #1602; &#1575;&#16 04;&#1580;& #1607;&#1575;&a mp;#1583; &#1575;&#16 
04;&#1584;& #1610; &#1582;&#15 76;&#1585;& #1606;&#1575;&a mp;#1607; &#1608;&#15 75;&#1587;& #1578;&#1593;&a mp;#1584;&#1576 
;&#1606;&#1 575;&#1607; &#1581;&#15 78;&#1609; &#1571;&#16 04;&#1616;& #1601;&#1606;&a mp;#1575; &#1575;&#16 04;&#1580;& 
#1585;&#1575;&a mp;#1581; &#1608;&#15 78;&#1593;& #1575;&#1610;&a mp;#1588;&#1606 ;&#1575; &#1605;&#15 93; &#1575;&#65 271;&#1584;& 
;#1609; &#1610;&#16 02;&#1608;& #1604; &#1575;&#16 04;&#1581;& #1602; &#1580;&#16 04; &#1608;&#15 93;&#1604;& #1575; { &#1604;&#16 
14;&#1606; &#1610;&#16 14;&#1590;& #1615;&#1585;&a mp;#1617;&#1615 ;&#1608;&#1 603;&#1615;& ;#1605;&#1618; &#1573;&#16 16;&#1604;& 
#1575;&#1617;&a mp;#1614; &#1571;&#16 14;&#1584;& #1611;&#1609; &#1608;&#16 14;&#1573;& #1616;&#1606; &#1610;&#16 15;&#1602;& 
#1614;&#1575;&a mp;#1578;&#1616 ;&#1604;&#1 615;&#1608;& ;#1603;&#1615;& amp;#1605;&#161 8; &#1610;&#16 15;&#1608;& #1614;&#1604;&a 
mp;#1617;&#1615 ;&#1608;&#1 603;&#1615;& ;#1605;&#1615; &#1575;&#16 04;&#1571;& #1614;&#1583;&a mp;#1618;&#1576 ;&#1614;&#1 
575;&#1585;& ;#1614; &#1579;&#16 15;&#1605;& #1617;&#1614; &#1604;&#15 75;&#1614; &#1610;&#16 15;&#1606;& #1589;&#1614;&a 
mp;#1585;&#1615 ;&#1608;&#1 606;&#1614; }&#1548; &#1601;&#16 03;&#1575;& #1606; &#1604;&#15 75; &#1576;&#15 83; &#1605;&#16 06; 
&#1571;&#16 06; &#1606;&#15 78;&#1608;& #1602;&#1593; &#1603;&#16 05;&#1575; &#1578;&#16 08;&#1602;& #1593; &#1571;&#15 88;&#1610;& 
#1575;&#1582;&a mp;#1606;&#1575 ; &#1608;&#16 02;&#1575;& #1583;&#1578;&a mp;#1606;&#1575 ; &#1571;&#16 06; &#1610;&#15 78;&#1593;& 
#1585;&#1590;&a mp;#1608;&#1575 ; &#1604;&#16 04;&#1571;& #1587;&#1585; &#1608;&#15 75;&#1604;& #1575;&#1593;&a mp;#1578;&#1602 
;&#1575;&#1 604; &#1603;&#16 10;&#1601; &#1604;&#15 75; &#1608;&#16 02;&#1583; &#1593;&#15 75;&#1583;& #1575;&#1607;&a mp;#1605; 
&#1571;&#15 81;&#1601;& #1575;&#1583; &#1571;&#15 74;&#1605;& #1577; &#1575;&#16 04;&#1590;& #1604;&#1575;&a mp;#1604; &#1608;&#15 
71;&#1585;& #1576;&#1575;&a mp;#1576; &#1575;&#16 04;&#1586;& #1610;&#1594; &#1608;&#15 75;&#1604;& #1607;&#1608;&a mp;#1609; 
&#1567;!  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:04:46 ID: b7beb7 No.8283315

>>8283291
how this helpful?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_sense  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:06:00 ID: ff834f No.8283327 >>8283360

File (hide): 38629fd67b2d108⋯.jpg (836.43 KB, 1024x931, 1024:931, 97264803.jpg)

>>8283117
Now we're in deep, and we found a easy fucking target. These guys have been using modelmayhem since 
2008 to cherrypick slaves to traffick out of North America. It might not be the pedolink, but you can bet your 
ass that they are related somewhere.

What kind of information do i need to look for to get these connections?  I'm used to field work, but this is 
getting juicy.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:06:35 ID: b7beb7 No.8283336

>>8283291
http://phonograph.lhohq.info/addentry.php

you nerds wew.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:07:22 ID: b97a9e No.8283346 >>8283378 >>8283517

>>8283202
Nope. But my screenshot shows Donald who I think is the son, to be part of a bunch of Jewish organizations, just like his dad. Can someone help me dig 
and find out if Max is Donald's father?  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:07:52 ID: 7f9ca8 No.8283353 >>8283504 >>8284642

>>8283291
Pretty sure that whole website is a just a maze and a waste of time.

I heard the link came from one of Clintons aids in her emails…any proof on that or just speculation?

It looks like a website that will hook a deer in the headlights.  I mean if people are having fun looking through it then great but post some kind of evidence 
if you are gonna post something connected to it…  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:08:23 ID: c89204 No.8283360

>>8283327

May the Lord bless us and keep us.
May the Lord show kindness to us.
May the Lord be merciful to us.
May the Lord be gracious to us.
May the Lord appoint peace to us.
May the Lord keep us in His hand.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:09:08 ID: b072b4 No.8283372 >>8283615

>>8280816
Why are faggots and hipsters doing all of the physical labor? Are they into the "ping pong" culture? I guarantee these nu-male twigs don't do construction 
for a living. I'll look for their names on Google…  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:09:54 ID: 7f9ca8 No.8283378

>>8283281
>>8283346

A screenshot was posted and he has "M" for a middle name.  1 in 26 odds i guess.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:16:57 ID: d2cedd No.8283448 >>8283513

>>8283291
>plebbit mod
Whose dick did you suck to get that job?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:19:50 ID: 507216 No.8283471

The Child Mind Institute is directly connected to the Clintons.

One of its founders is an authority on, and very influential proponent of, treating children (ADD/ADHD) with psychotropic substances.

The other founder is intimately connected to Brick Church School.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:22:36 ID: eebfdb No.8283504

>>8283353
The names and places are of greatest import. I downloaded the whole site. I agree it isn't top priority, but it has a lot of valid and useful information for 
people who want to know how bad the situation really is. At this point, I'd even be ready to believe the McDonald's sacrifices.

You are right, though, and the real priorities should be the orphanages and I think the Model Mayhem trafficking lead is solid.

I feel that Hillary is slowly but surely being tied to known cases of satanic ritual abuse and human trafficking. First, through Tavistock and Hampstead, 
then through the Mormon Church and in Haiti.

Keep making those ties, then ask yourself… how many ties could people find between YOU and human trafficking.

Probably not that many.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:23:43 ID: eebfdb No.8283513 >>8283573

>>8283448

I was raped into it and expect to be sacrificed later.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:24:28 ID: c89204 No.8283517 >>8283533

>>8283346
"
He is survived by Kathleen, two sons, three daughters and eight grandchildren.
"
As a teenager, Max Kohnstamm (1914-2010) chose the pseudonym 'D.E. Cipio' ('I'm disappointing').

The Kohnstamm family had Jewish roots - according to the Nazi ideology of racism, Max and his brothers and sisters were 'half-Aryans'.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:26:03 ID: b072b4 No.8283530 >>8283555 >>8283630 >>8286277

>>8281102
This site is fucking terrifying, what in god's name is this shit? It looks like the last one directs to overlapping walls of text, the large blue print is easiest to 
read and discusses surveillance.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:26:20 ID: b97a9e No.8283533

>>8283517
thats gotta be one of his sons  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:28:07 ID: b072b4 No.8283555

>>8283530
Sorry, quick note, it's too long to post in the body but select all and copy, then paste to notepad to get untucked version. Autists, please help comb 
through it.
http ://www.lhohq.info/libor-report/financial-security-and-national-security.html  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:28:10 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283556

>>8273701
apophis is the snake god 

Googling it with a spelling error I stumbled upon this website. It mention's Kek and Apopsi. 

http://www.apopsi.education/en-us/

There a heart symbol at the bottom of the page. I'm worried.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:29:21 ID: c89204 No.8283573

>>8283513 Did you enjoy it all, (((little satan's servant))) ??

Is this the new - degenerate - generation ?? http://www.thefullwiki.org/Thomas_Kohnstamm  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:30:10 ID: 7436a9 No.8283585

view source, scroll down maybe http://www.lhohq.info/container/sudanese-error-strike-africom/libor-swift-gchq-parliament-echelon-five-eyes-xkeyscore-
query.html  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:31:28 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283610

>>8283285
Hudson NY is very close to Poughkeepsie NY where the Church of Satan HQ relocated to in 2015.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:31:52 ID: d2cedd No.8283615 >>8283730 >>8284569

File (hide): 7059a20829d8cc3⋯.png (616.78 KB, 1338x1809, 446:603, DCtrolley1958 map.png)

Found a 1958 map of the DC trolley system pic related. There was an archive from 2013 here https://archive.fo/Q2uiN 
found that link here https://archive.fo/9Fkcn which  is an enthusiast page about DC trains and tracks with a blurb about 
DuPont station and some pics of the various entrances.

>>8283372
I noticed that too anon. Every workman has a gay lisp and limp wrist. Very weird. I've been on a bunch of construction 
sites and I've never encountered so many obvious fags. None, in fact. If they were no one would ever know, unlike 
these pansies. Plus every one says how therapeutic the destruction is.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:33:45 ID: 3e0245 No.8283629 >>8283665

http://www.arktimes.com/arkansas/its-not-childs-play/Content?oid=964515  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:34:06 ID: d2cedd No.8283630 >>8283652 >>8283675

>>8283530
It's a honeypot, it collects your IP. You're gonna get v& anon.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:36:00 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283642 >>8283658

http://www.npr.org/2012/10/15/162941770/floridas-dozier-school-for-boys-a-true-horror-story You really wanna know how deep this goes?  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:36:31 ID: 498952 No.8283652 >>8283687

>>8283630
there's nothing illegal about it. lel  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:37:05 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283658 >>8283674

>>8283642
http://www.salem-news.com/articles/december292012/boys-town-scandal-tk.php

THese are not separate instances  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:37:27 ID: c89204 No.8283665 >>8283699

>>8283629 ""Behavioral Health""

Be Wise as Serpents… Their words above sound like Correction Facility to us. They are trying hard to modify the society into a shithole of fags addicted 
to drugs too keep everyone bound to their bullshit. Wake up.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:38:10 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283674 >>8283690 >>8283838

>>8283658
http://globalnews.ca/news/2027587/deaths-at-canadas-indian-residential-schools-need-more-study-commission/

6,000 dead kids  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:38:14 ID: b072b4 No.8283675

>>8283630
If Kek wills it, then so be it. It is fucking weird though.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:39:00 ID: d2cedd No.8283687

>>8283652
I never said it was law enforcement that was gonna v& you.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:39:10 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283690 >>8283749 >>8283838 >>8284298

>>8283674
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2014/06/03/bodies-of-800-babies-long-dead-found-in-septic-tank-at-former-irish-home-for-unwed-
mothers/
800 dead babies  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:40:05 ID: 3e0245 No.8283699

>>8283665

check out all the lawsuits on the bottom. some of them recent  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:43:13 ID: b072b4 No.8283730 >>8283838 >>8283964 >>8284569

>>8283615
If we can connect any of these faggots to Alefantis and consequently Podesta, this would give a lot of credance to the underground peso dungeon 
hypothesis. I'll have to watch it again and look at names. Can someone try capturing their faces and doing a reverse image search?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:44:16 ID: 9a157f No.8283741

>>8271316 (OP)
Where is the OpSec section?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:45:06 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283749

>>8283690
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/06/22/jeb-bush-s-florida-lost-500-kids.html Jeb! "lost" 500 kids in fostercare system  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:52:13 ID: c89204 No.8283838 >>8283913 >>8283922 >>8283964

>>8283674
>>8283690
“From PSYOP to MindWar: The Psychology of Victory“, Michael Aquino

>>8283730 Are you referring to IG comments and jimmycomet followers?
There were 2 guys from the restaurant with avatars of themselves as trannies,
Septime Webre (which is intredasting, start by reading Wikipedia)
ScottFazzini (realtor, rich)
Cummins with the nick: werkinmahnightcheese

these were comenting a lot  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:53:00 ID: 000000 No.8283847 >>8283927 >>8284132

The Prophetic Judgment of Pedophiles and Perverts
Prophecies given through Brian Charles

“They must be judged. They are a reproach in My sight. They have fallen into Satan’s snare. Many will be destroyed. Great is the sin among My people. 
Many will be destroyed by My hand. They must be destroyed – they are a reproach in My sight. Many have fallen prey to Satan’s devices. They will be 
destroyed forever! Thus says the Living Lord of Hosts.” 
“Judged forever! By My hand. Many will perish. They must be destroyed forever! Tormented forever! All for sexual pleasure. You are in the snare. You 
must tell. The Lord has spoken.”
“Many will fall into the sea of unforgiveness - eternal damnation forever! They must be rescued by the blood of My Son Jesus Christ! Many will fall there 
unless you tell. REPENT! Thus says the Lord of Hosts, amen!” “You will go there unless you repent!” –Hell

“And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were cast 
into the sea.” Mark 9:42
But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were 
drowned in the depth of the sea. 
Matthew 18:6
And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have 
done it unto me. Matthew 25:40
Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, 
nor abusers of themselves with mankind, Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God. And 
such were some of you: but ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God. 1 
Corinthians 6:9-11
Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth 
for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire. How that they told you there should be mockers in the last time, who should walk after their own 
ungodly lusts. These be they who separate themselves, sensual, having not the Spirit. 
Jude 7, 18-19  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:58:40 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283913
File (hide): db14799f2e848ba⋯.jpg (14.85 KB, 300x204, 25:17, sammy1.jpg)

>>8283838  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 02:59:55 ID: d2cedd No.8283922

>>8283838
>b072
No, he's referring to the vid of workers destrying the food court below DuPont Circle see >>8280816  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:00:20 ID: c89204 No.8283927 >>8283946

Ordo Thelema Illuminati adalah Ordo atau Persaudaraan Pencerahan yang membahas Magick, Witchcraft, Sorcery, Kabbalah, Paganism, Satanism, 
Tarot, Free Thinker, Filosofi, Teosofi, Religion and Beliefs, New Age Movement termasuk Meditasi dan Spiritualitas.

Ordo  Thelema  Illuminati adalah Ordo yang bersifat spiritual yang didedikasikan juga kepada setiap umat manusia dari berbagai latar belakang agama, 
pendidikan, gender dan status sosial guna menyatukan persaudaraan Universal menuju Illuminasi.

Ordo  Thelema  Illuminati ini merupakan gabungan dari berbagai ordo seperti Thelemic Order of The Golden Dawn, Illuminati, Hermetic Order of the 
Golden Dawn, Rosicrucian, dan lain-lain. 

>>8283847 See: http://reigningone.org/fulfillment_of_today.htm  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:02:05 ID: 23a5b4 No.8283946 >>8284016

>>8283927
There's no public satanic Grottos or Temples in washington DC— but why?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:04:12 ID: d2cedd No.8283964 >>8284569

>>8283730
>>8283838
I thought one of them looked like one of the guys in the pics of them digging under Comet. Then there was a few pics of them in a workshop, in the 
middle in green was a guy from the restaurant j'aime l'enfants (sp?) who seemed to be involved in the construction.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:06:04 ID: 000000 No.8283984
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>mfw take a good 
break, come back to 
/pol/ just as pizzagate 
kicks off  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:09:43 ID: c89204 No.8284016

>>8283946
WASH DC IS A GROTTO IN ITSELF  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:10:00 ID: 47beb5 No.8284019 >>8284043

>>8281102
>>8281290
https://archive.is/4asv0
http://pastebin.com/CTrW311K (https://archive.is/X3Mit)  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:10:21 ID: 23a5b4 No.8284020 >>8284067 >>8288318 >>8289307

CPP is only two blocks from the Chevy Chase Pediatric Hospital. Jesus Christ.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:12:22 ID: c89204 No.8284043 >>8284071

>>8284019
That was discovered in 2012, in th previous psyop. The best is the page about the CIA planes but it's all old news really.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:15:41 ID: 23a5b4 No.8284067 >>8284569 >>8288318

>>8284020
>Chevy Chase Pediatric Hospital.
http://www.chevychasepediatrics.com/ Is there a connection. I really hope this is nothing.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:15:57 ID: eebfdb No.8284071 >>8284101

>>8284043
Names, niggers.

Connect the names.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:20:51 ID: c89204 No.8284101

>>8284071 Lady Blue was the name of the company.

Cocaine One. That was mainstream.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:25:01 ID: 64172c No.8284132 >>8284165 >>8284168

>>8283847
WTF with this ID 000000?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:28:28 ID: eebfdb No.8284161

Tavistock group chairman, joe lewis, fan of this art from

https://archive.is/PkOg8

http://www.atlantamagazine.com/dining-news/dinner-with-art-atlass-spectacular-dining-room-gallery/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:28:45 ID: ef5b50 No.8284165

>>8284132
Lurk more.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:29:10 ID: 000000 No.8284168 >>8284174
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:29:58 ID: ef5b50 No.8284174 >>8284204

>>8284168
Why would you spoon feed?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:31:19 ID: c89204 No.8284181

Louis G. Alefantis , 145 East 48th Street, New York
Louis G. Alefantis , beloved husband of Helen; father of George (Joanne) and Lee (Susan); grandfather of L.J., Timothy (Chris) and James.

Birth Date: 21 Jan 1915 Birth Place: Buffalo, New York Death Date: 4 Nov 2001
Father: George L Alefantis Mother: Zaharo D Rores Type of Claim: Original SSN. Notes: Dec 1936: Name listed as LOUIS GEORGE ALEFANTIS; 07 
Nov 2001: Name listed as LOUIS G ALEFANTIS
…
ALEFANTIS-Helen (Rappas) May 2, 2007, beloved wife of the late Louis G. Alefantis; dear mother of George (Joanne) and Achilles "Lee" (Susan) 
Alefantis; loving grandmother of Dr. Timothy (Chris), Louis John and James Alefantis; great-grandmother of Jonah, Logan and Evan; sister of the late 
James (late Naomie) Rappas, the late George (Marina) Rappas and the late John Rappas.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:34:25 ID: 000000 No.8284204

>>8284174

Because I get banned too much here.

PEDOPHILE NETWORK FILES ARCHIVE.zip 

https://www.mediafire.com/?bc58crbk4bif8a6  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:40:45 ID: c89204 No.8284257

Rapacz was a pioneer in developing a pig the perfect size and quality for research: a small pig that dies young of high cholesterol levels and clogged 
arteries. It is called the “Rapacz familial hypercholesterolemic pig,” or the RFH pig.

“Altered Fates: Gene Therapy and the Retooling of Human Life,” 
>jan-rapacz-uw-madison-mutant-pig-developer-and-researcher-dies  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:41:28 ID: d0361a No.8284260 >>8284285

Haven't been digging with you 
lads but have you seen this?

Both MSNBC and RT talking 
about Lolita Express and Bill 
and the britpedos  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:44:52 ID: c89204 No.8284285

>>8284260
Oy Vey better hide the missing Haitian Orphans.  

catholic bash anon  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:46:15 ID: e29138 No.8284298 >>8284333

>>8283690
Everybody knows that story is not true. There is no septic tank there and not one single baby skeleton. Not a single one  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:50:48 ID: c89204 No.8284333 >>8284352 >>8284576

demmink doofpot
>De Demmink Doofpot | Homepage
https://www.demminkdoofpot.nl/home.html
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>>8284298 (((YoU)))
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:51:58 ID: 000000 No.8284342 >>8284379

PEDOPHILE NETWORK FILES ARCHIVE.zip DOWNLOAD

https://archive.org/details/PEDOPHILENETWORKFILESARCHIVE

PEDOPHILE NETWORK FILES ARCHIVE.zip 

https://www.mediafire.com/?bc58crbk4bif8a6

1. /pol/ - CHEESEBAY ELITE PEDO RING GENERAL #1 - POSSIBLE PEDOSTA CONNECTION - Politically Incorrect - 4chan
2. /pol/ - Operation Lolita - Politically Incorrect - 4chan
3. /pol/ - PODESTA 28 - Politically Incorrect - 4chan
4. /pol/ - Podesta/Pizza PAC Investigation Thread 17: NEW BATCH OF E-MAILS EDITION - Politically Incorrect - 4chan

* AoA —> age of attraction
* AoC —> age of consent
* Amber alerts —> used to track down escaped child sex slaves
* BL —> boy lover (attracted to boys)
* BM —> boy moment (time spent with a boy; could be a passing glance or a length encounter)
* cheese —> little girl
* cheese pizza —> child pornography
* CL —> child lover (pedophile)
* domino(s) —> domination
* CP —> child pornography
* GL —> girl lover (attracted to girls)
* GM —> girl moment (same as boy moment)
* hot dog —> boy
* ice cream —> make prostitute
* LB —> little boy
* LG —> little girl
* MAC —> minor attracted adult
* map —> semen
* nuts —> person of color
* parents —> law enforcement
* pasta —> little boy
* pizza —> girl
* playing cards —> threesome sex act
* sauce —> orgy  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:53:08 ID: eebfdb No.8284352 >>8284360

>>8284333

Ik spreek en beetje nederlands, meer heeft je en engels?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:54:03 ID: c89204 No.8284360 >>8284403

>>8284352 Is there any international connection?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:56:51 ID: cbd05a No.8284379

>>8284342
>* map —> semen
This does not make sense in Podesta's e-mails. It is probably the handkerchief memento with the drawings and fluids from the act. So still related.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 03:59:31 ID: eebfdb No.8284403

>>8284360

The Dutch and Flemish royalty seem to have been involved at every level, including the Dutroux Affair.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:12:57 ID: e367f5 No.8284535 >>8285521
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:16:40 ID: b7beb7 No.8284569

>>8284011
nice pic. in the film they burn the pedos house and there's the bunny. the studio does some redpilled films too. 

>>8283615
>>8283730
>>8283964
street cars are at street level and run in the street, the type of digging done at comet is too small scale to go down very deep. 

 there is an opening in the wall between the back of bucks and comet. they have a huge back room look at the jewgle maps. comet is the largest building 
on that strip. 

>>8284067
i doubt it. they won't shit so close. american kids have papers, haitians don't.  

nice try. anon  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:17:41 ID: 354cf1 No.8284576

>>8284333
That has nothing to do with the bigots at wapo publishing a story they darn well knew had been retracted formally by the news wire. That was journalistic 
malpractice. Only non Catholics would trust a single word the wapo says about Catholics.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:25:58 ID: 178a96 No.8284637 >>8284686

>>8276903
Idk,
Re: podestas "14 and fish" pic on his hands sent to multiple people… Best i understand this is a reference to the myth of Osiris (killed by brother and cut 
into 14 pieces and threw into river, wife ISIS reassembled him but couldn't find the 14th piece which was his phallus because it was eaten by fish, so she 
made him one of gold and was able to revive him long enough to conceive a child , Horus…). Ok now,,i found this page ( 
https://concordiaabchao.wordpress.com/2016/11/08/john-podesta-goldfish-14-and-osiris/ ) discussing these current events and referencing these cards 
from illuminati card game thing, and found his thoughts interesting… Now that you see the Nobel Peace price apparent link, i thought it was interesting 
that the peace medal is also made of solid gold and has weird naked men dancing at on back of medal.. Then found the artist who created it has any of 
weird named/baby type art.. Can be seen here https://redice.tv/news/the-naked-nobel-brotherhood-and-vigelands-strange-art-in-oslo moral? Podesta is a 
sick fuck  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:26:23 ID: 635467 No.8284642

>>8283113
>>8283270
>>8283291
should stick to the other thread, this might be relevant, but the people who've been looking at it so far haven't found anything relevant or anything thats 
not public
>>8283353
this,it might be a waste of time as seen so far, but its still worth a look by some anons

this thread is full of connections being made and I don't want it ruined by a possible trap site  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:27:20 ID: 178a96 No.8284652

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:29:46 ID: febe2f No.8284669 >>8284690 >>8284813

I wanted to add this video. It is spoopy as shit. This Dutch lady was married to some guy who took her to satanic rituals where kids were killed. She said 
she recognized Soros. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbhMfZRhsXw&feature=youtu.be  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:30:02 ID: a3f961 No.8284675 >>8284740

>>8282923
https  ://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5ag4bv/hillarys_latest_hoax_debunked_secret_trump_server/  Yeah fuck reddit, BUT kkr-accell owns 
the real estate firm that had the server pinging russia registered to trump.  A shitty attempt at a hatchetjob and there was a thread here but it's doa. Dont 
think it was archived in whole. This shit is one big ball of blackmail and powerbroking.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:31:12 ID: cbd05a No.8284686 >>8284699

>>8284637
KVJ Version
Genesis 6:2
That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.

>These worm like things were the angels cast from Heaven that had sex with humans in antediluvian times.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:32:09 ID: febe2f No.8284690

>>8284669
She said they would get kids from detention homes or orphanages, and made sure they had no family to look for them.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:33:46 ID: 635467 No.8284699

>>8284686
also watch out, various religious posts have apparently been used to slide 4pol threads
STAY FOCUSED  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:39:09 ID: eebfdb No.8284740

>>8284675

Dyncorp was connected to the server, if I recall. The woman whose name was tied to it worked for some DynCorp subsidiary.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:41:04 ID: 178a96 No.8284760

>>8278233
Found this reference to rape at CPP, by a Kennedy in relation to some kind of neighborhood watch election…idk…  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:48:18 ID: 5bad50 No.8284813 >>8284878

>>8284669
Is this credible? It looks like shit.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:48:29 ID: c89204 No.8284817

https://www.autostraddle.com/queer-girl-city-guide-a-truly-epic-guide-to-washington-dc-132818/

http://www.meetup.com/DC-TransLadies-Community/

http://tgguide.com/transgender-resources/support-groups/us-states-t-w/washington-dc/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:51:05 ID: c89204 No.8284834 >>8284841

Pentagon Issues Handbook on Transgender Troops

http://www.defense.gov/Portals/1/features/2016/0616_policy/DoD-Instruction-1300.28.pdf  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:52:00 ID: c89204 No.8284841

>>8284834

“The military’s continued progress in integrating transgender service members is a tribute to core principles and values,” Aaron Belkin, director of the 
Palm Center, said in a written statement Monday. “It’s simple: encourage the most capable Americans to defend the nation; apply the same standards 
and expectations to all; and support every service member with medically necessary care.”  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:52:40 ID: 16284a No.8284846

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZSFGYrNo_k&feature=youtu.be

Looks like this is picking up views. Saw it pop up on twitter. Regarding the Monica Peterson investigation.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:54:52 ID: 16a8f0 No.8284868 >>8284885 >>8285988 >>8286012

>>8282833
women are most fertile in their 20s, women delivering babies at 14-15 are at massive risk of dying or being unable to bear children in the future. "babies 
born to mothers under 20 years of age face a 50% higher risk of being still born or dying in the first few weeks versus those born to mothers aged 20-29." 
WHO: http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs364/en/ 

puberty hasn't finished at age 14, for some girls it's barely even begun. sorry that reality doesn't line up to your kiddie-fucking fantasies.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:56:20 ID: febe2f No.8284878

>>8284813
Here's the same vid with better audio.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ee6PvGw_ne0

I am up in the air about credibility, but she was very detailed. Her accent is hard to understand, but the stuff she is talking about is creepy.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 04:57:24 ID: c89204 No.8284885

>>8284868

helter

>>8284868

skelter  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:10:11 ID: 06ac17 No.8284995

>>8282923
maybe old news but here's a loose link to KRR and the Clinton foundation.
Neil Brown works for KRR and there's an article that says he and Eric Braverman were married this summer. Eric Braverman was CEO for the Clinton 
foundation in 2013-2015 before quitting and is now missing, probably in FBI custody.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:17:32 ID: c0e7f6 No.8285043 >>8291541

File (hide): 5b99a671bf0539e⋯.png (13.7 KB, 385x82, 385:82, Screen Shot 2016-11-18 at ….png)

>>8276943

You might want to ask this 
user from reddit  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:24:35 ID: 087700 No.8285105

>>8278448
>Any anons know a decent way of copying youtube vids - inb4 to lazy to google:

youtube-dl
jdownloader
livestreamer with the -o arguem  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:26:46 ID: 7d56f0 No.8285116 >>8285128

File (hide): d1af28d8aed988f⋯.jpeg (62.14 KB, 600x600, 1:1, image.jpeg)

>>8271512  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:28:10 ID: 7d56f0 No.8285128

>>8285116
My son did internship Zynga but doesn't want to work there anymore. Cut throat money conscious business model.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:40:34 ID: 3accd5 No.8285218
File (hide): 90d7c8992ea55e3⋯.png (798.28 KB, 797x754, 797:754, Screen shot 2016-11-12 at ….png)

>>8278808  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:48:23 ID: 7d56f0 No.8285280 >>8289715

>>8276021
That recording made me cry.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 05:54:00 ID: bb85f8 No.8285324 >>8285398

>>8275893
Two words: confirmation bias. Someone looking for pedo stuff might see things as pedo when they're not. In any case, telling people to leave is probably 
the smart thing for them to do.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:08:19 ID: c0e7f6 No.8285398 >>8285458

File (hide): c9f1312c19a0626⋯.png (506.91 KB, 598x587, 598:587, Screen Shot 2016-11-17 at ….png)

>>8285324

You don't have to look for it when it 
is right in front of your goddamn 
fucking face.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:10:55 ID: 570dd4 No.8285420

i worked on an interview that relates to Haiti and human trafficking. the person interviewed mentioned that the UN's investigation into the matter was shut 
down, and I assumed that it was because the UN didn't want any negative attention, but now I think it may be related to all this pizza shit that's being 
uncovered recently

ill comb through the interview to see if there are any nuggets worth sharing  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:17:56 ID: 5bad50 No.8285458

>>8285398
What is that  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:30:26 ID: 12c493 No.8285521 >>8285577

File (hide): eac33d059f1e909⋯.jpg (238.33 KB, 1047x683, 1047:683, Pizzagate Mods.jpg)

>>8284535

It was a culling pen 
right from the start…

/r/Pizzagate 
(((MODS)))  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:39:26 ID: eebfdb No.8285577 >>8285619

>>8285521

Dude. We are trying. The shilling is out of hand and you might be one. Want to help create anxiety? Or just post good research to help the cause?

Are you a problem person or a solution person?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:46:37 ID: 12c493 No.8285619 >>8285635

>>8285577

Well are all the mods Jews or not for /r/pizzagate?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:48:12 ID: ad01ed No.8285629

anons, another lead needs looking at. >>8285096  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:49:09 ID: eebfdb No.8285635 >>8285647

>>8285619

Molochians. The lot of us.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 06:51:16 ID: 12c493 No.8285647

>>8285635

Perfect.

Hope we can live in peace.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 07:39:27 ID: 1fc121 No.8285907

>>8280816
Okay. Look at this.

http://planning.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/op/publication/attachments/2016%200401%20Connecticut%20Avenue%20GI%20Strategy_FINAL%20we
b.pdf

Take a stroll with Google Street View down Connecticut Avenue all the way to the Van Ness metro station.

This is a major traffic artery with storm drains running continuously under the sidewalks parallel to Connecticut Avenue and utility access gratings on 
every block.

From CPP to Van Ness I think it's most likely possible to walk right under Connecticut Avenue the whole way. Then it's definitely a straight shot through 
the metro tunnels all the way to DuPont Circle.

There's a lot of ground to cover here. Any DC-based anons able/willing to check this out in person?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 07:56:11 ID: a756c4 No.8285988

>>8284868

Cultural marxist shill. Many girls marry between 16 and 19 (or even younger in some countries) and start having children at those ages and have big 
families. I come from such a family for example, my mother was married (and still is) and had my eldest brother at 18.

We're actually biologically hardwired to be sexually attracted to the opposite sex from when they start puberty and also to start families, but most wait until 
after they finish secondary school. (High school.)  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 08:00:47 ID: a756c4 No.8286012

>>8284868

Also those death and illness numbers are massively skewed by girls in 3rd world shitholes who either die themselves or their children die due to lack of 
sanitation.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 08:02:57 ID: e2708c No.8286025

>>8282843
He's talking about the scotts. He's a grumpy shill.  

File (hide):
f39bb1c6c5e01d2⋯.png
(2.11 MB, 1338x3364,
669:1682, screenshot-
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Plebbit discovered something really weird and relevant. A video by that tranny ape with pics of kids/babies/torture in the beginning. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oicUO0sz08c
link with some stills but they didn't include pic related and a few more imgur.com/a/BYjvJ

Plebbit thread reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dkup9/a_chilling_video_with_sexual_torture_infants/  
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>>8282977
Checkin these fatherly dubs.  
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embed

I don't want this on my HD 
fam, sorry no webm, this 
is beyond  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 08:15:00 ID: bef6ea No.8286095

>>8276426
ARE YOU FUCKING DEAF????????

or are you a shill?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 08:50:32 ID: bef6ea No.8286253 >>8287316

>>8276829
fuck you, go suck moloch's dick faggot

>>8276692
this is obviously a lead, the shills are proving it

it's definitely a child, probably male 9 to 11 years old

the only question is, where are the screams coming from. it is audible over the very noisy traffic and the 2 fudgepackers playing ping pong dont seem to 
be bothered by it. on streetview, the only thing behind that spot is a petrol station. the child seems to be able to see the person he's calling for at one point 
he says "HEY!" as if to be addressing a specific person

anyone denying this shit is a baby eating degenerate faggot slave to the lizard jews  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 08:54:56 ID: 9278f5 No.8286277 >>8286481

>>8283530
that site is mkultra related. clicking it without protection wont harm anyone. it is probably meant to trigger certain people.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 09:36:42 ID: a756c4 No.8286455 >>8287182 >>8288243 >>8288250

Just a reminder that we actually know who the children are that were "entertainment" for the pool party, who would "be in that pool for sure". Ruby, 
Emerson and Maeve Luzzatto. - https://vimeo.com/67416938

And that Tamera Luzzatto, who sent Bonnie Levin to take the children to the pool party, is the grandmother. - https://archive.is/0Lrlb 

Plus Tamera is the Managing Director of Government Relations at The Pew Charitable Trusts which is funded by George Soros. - 
https://archive.is/guwBC

I don't know how Fritz MK (Ultra?) is connected to the family but he is and he seems to like playing with little girls, as you can see in the pic. - 
https://archive.is/xvfMj

So does grandad, but that could of course just be innocent. Here's a couple of pics though. - https://archive.is/8Kk6V
https://archive.is/ZNASF

And the parents, Ben Luzzatto and Alexandra Tydings Luzzatto, made "Aminal Dolls" (not a typo) and took them to the "BabyLove Carnival" to sell. The 
carnival's visitors included George Stephanopoulos (who rode the "Lolita Express") - https://archive.is/xA1ER

Now a little bit of new stuff. Here is the Aminal Dolls website via the Wayback Machine. - 
https://web.archive.org/web/20131103024546/http://aminaldolls.com/

If you click on the "Momey" doll link the description includes "Its OK if you clime into bed with me." (It's spelt like that.) - 
https://web.archive.org/web/20130724075447/http://aminaldolls.com/momey.html

If you click on the "Smal Bayr" doll the description says "Under beds are caves for rooms. NightLights are the Moon. When you wake up I will be right 
next to you." - https://web.archive.org/web/20130724075123/http://aminaldolls.com/smalbayr.html

This is the current AminalDolls.com website. As you can see it's very different and I don't want to risk clicking on any of the links on it! - 
https://archive.is/8X7jQ

So, anyone else looking into the Luzzattos? Since they're obviously a major lead!  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 09:43:00 ID: 452d1b No.8286481

>>8286277
Guys, we have a couple loose ends. What I meant is that websites like this are meant to make you think that this is MKultra conspiratory shit. It is meant 
to distract and divert. It is very important to verify if we have ANY image files or mp3s containing hidden data. It is not enough to say that this is unlikely, 
we need more than that. 

The whole Pizzagate topic is going exactly where it shouldn't be, the social media backlash is already extremely damaging to us. Everything here is going 
according to a script. 
This stego thing is very important, we need to KNOW if we can justify dismissing it completely (I'd rather we did)  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 10:17:42 ID: a756c4 No.8286631 >>8286639

File (hide): 00018cce1c0d26e⋯.mp4 (9.58 MB, 320x240, 4:3, WTF.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Also, if there are any experts here, is this behaviour from Emerson Luzzatto normal for a 5 or 6 year old or 
however young she is? It looks suspicious to me.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 10:20:09 ID: a756c4 No.8286639 >>8286801 >>8286835

>>8286631

That didn't work for some reason. It's a cropped version of this. - https://vimeo.com/80105227  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 10:59:59 ID: f7c660 No.8286789 >>8286819

>>8275826
John Podesta, Center for American Progress: “I am going to my condo in Truckee [Calif.], like I do every year — will sit on my porch and do conference 
calls 50 feet from where the Donner Party ate each other.” 
http://www.politico.com/story/2009/06/where-dcs-a-listers-go-for-vacation-023151  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 11:04:20 ID: 47d6f7 No.8286799

>>8271743
>>8271531

John.com was traced back to a guy named John Little in Silicon Valley. He set up one of the first ISPs in the San Francisco Bay Area in the mid-80s. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal_Software

John Little sold his company, PORTAL SOFTWARE, to ORACLE in 2006 for over $200 million. 

The founder/CEO of Oracle, LARRY ELLISON, shows up in Jeffrey Epstein's Lolita Express flight logs. 

I looked up all this info a few days ago and posted it on a different thread - now john.com is down. ruh oh 

btw, some plebbitors investigated john.com in 2014, hackers tried to get in past the protected pages - not sure if any made it but they concluded it was 
some kind of elite, high-end, super secret escort service..  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 11:04:31 ID: 843b11 No.8286801 >>8286835 >>8286857

>>8286639
She was four in this video, I think. 4 year olds are still pretty retarded. They all seem much weirder in the other video of them all singing where emerson 
flashes the camera.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 11:08:08 ID: 47d6f7 No.8286819

>>8286789

>John Podesta, Center for American Progress: >“I am going to my condo in Truckee [Calif.], like I do every year — will sit on my porch and do conference 
calls 50 feet from where the Donner Party ate each other.” 

Every native Californian learns this story in school. 

The Donner Party were a group of families who were traveling out west by wagon, got trapped in the Sierra Nevadas (where Truckee now is), and had to 
resort to cannibalism to survive the winter. 

I should've known when I first saw he had a vacation home in the Donner Pass…

Interesting sidenote: the Donner Pass is about 20-30 minutes from Reno, and maybe 1 hour from Black Rock Desert, where Burning Man is held every 
year. 

You think Johnny P has ever burned with the Google founders?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 11:14:27 ID: 843b11 No.8286835

>>8286639
>>8286801
Scratch that, I was thinking of maive. Emerson would have been 6ish, so it does seem a bit odd. Like I said, pretty standard 4 year old behavior.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 11:18:37 ID: a756c4 No.8286857

>>8286801

I know little kids act weird like rocking and making faces but her behaviour looks disburbingly sexual and she keeps lifting her skirt. I've never seen little 
girls act quite like she is, but I've heard about abused girls acting like that.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 11:22:17 ID: 04fe08 No.8286873

What do we know about the pedo symbols? 

The "fbi" document from 2007 is the only one mentioning them

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 12:21:46 ID: 0824fc No.8287076
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>>8274112
>anyone who contradicts Church teaching - 
even in the tiniest respect - is not a true 
Catholic
>also most church teaching is false and the 
Pope is a heretic  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 12:52:07 ID: 47d6f7 No.8287182 >>8288172

File (hide): fd71437598a2143⋯.png (866.01 KB, 704x778, 352:389, Screen Shot 2016-11-18 at ….png)

>>8286455
plebbit had a big Luzzatto thread going this 
morning:
reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dfiek/master_
thread_pizzagate_needs_to_delve_more/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 13:20:33 ID: f793e8 No.8287316 >>8287498

File (hide): 8c68936beb7c631⋯.png (433.38 KB, 795x293, 795:293, 0120652469.png)

>>8286253
>Screams
You mean the shouting? The little kid shouting that's walking past with the parents? Watch the video again 
you dumb nigger.
This is retard-tier bullshit from somebody that likes to think they found something when in reality they 
haven't got fuck all. Instead of carrying on with the investigation, you're wasting threadspace on patently 
absurd shit.

The shouts, not the 'screams' the shouts come from in front of the camera. That camera is from 2007 with a forward facing mic. 
The people spreading this shit around are literally the equivalent of anybody that brought in to the 'dustification' theory behind 9/11.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 13:56:52 ID: d6a952 No.8287498 >>8287564

>>8287316
Fuck off D&C shill.  Those are clearly screams coming from a rape dungeon.  All those pictures the pizza guy posts with pizza in them are clearly 
signalling that he's selling child sex slaves.  All his involvement with politics is clearly a cover for human trafficking.  Just look at all these pictures with 
WTF WTF WTF writtel all over.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 14:09:21 ID: f793e8 No.8287564

>>8287498
>Clearly
This is how I know that you're literally 12 and in way over your fucking head. Do you think calling everybody a shill is somehow going to make your total 
lack of any corroborative evidence magically gain credibility?
STOP PUSHING SHIT AND FIND SOME REAL EVIDENCE.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 14:12:35 ID: 08cf61 No.8287590

>>8276829
>he thinks 2007 was so long ago that the sound quality would suffer that much

hows that first year of college treating you? If anything, sound on average recording devices has gotten worse over the past decade, mics are smaller. 
>a video made 9 years ago is so poor quality, because it's like, ancient history.
not everyone here was in grade school like you back in 07. Yes, you could shoot HD video with good sound at the time.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 14:22:28 ID: 944410 No.8287646

>>8283237
That was a funny hoax  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 14:26:34 ID: 17163a No.8287660 >>8287921

File (hide): deb385742d8c274⋯.jpg (8.59 KB, 125x182, 125:182, Worry.jpg)

Redpill me

What will happen to podesta now? Any nuggets of info I can spread to the normies? How deep does this go 
concerning hillary and soros?  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 14:43:23 ID: 463af8 No.8287726

>>8271819
>http://musicandcommerce.com/html-site/overview.php
https://archive.is/fmYc8

Someone wrote a scathing review of musicandcommerce.com calling the owner a criminal and scammer back in 2013:
>http://www.ripoffreport.com/r/Music-and-Commerce-Marc-D-Hagins/New-York-New-York-100022/Music-and-Commerce-Marc-D-Hagins-and-John-
Aduna-website-wwwmusicandcommercecom-he-sti-1107319
https://archive.is/prkjw

Also found
>https://musicandcommercenyc.wordpress.com/tag/marc-hagins-marc-david-hagins-aka-marc-david/
https://archive.is/OzUUH

>>8271819 what does this have to do with anything though? "Just leaving this here" is clickbait shitpost from reddit  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 14:43:52 ID: 17eda8 No.8287729 >>8287872 >>8287905

indirectly related: Pedoartist Jeff Koons is one of Hillarys supporters, he foundet the organization Koons Family Institute
Koons Family Institute works with ICMEC, Jeff Koons is involved in this organization as well. 

Daniel Cardon de Lichtbuer is boardmember and former chairman of ICMEC, and chairman of Child Focus.

I googled "Lichtbuer Dutroux" and found a list with names of people who are supposedly involved in pedothings, also contains some famous names like 
Aquino and some royals.

https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?
depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.de&sl=fr&u=http://leschroniquesderorschach.blogspot.de/2012/04/enorme-scandale-en-belgique-
les.html&usg=ALkJrhiBjY-FP-YQYbzY5eEdjp9p9x3OGQ

The problem is, there's no legit sources for this letter, the only thing we know is it is from "anonymous", whoever that is.

Does anyone know anything about this?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:08:48 ID: 373205 No.8287872

>>8287729
The Dutroux Dossiers. Check ISGP. They have all the links there, Lichtbuer is referred to by a X witness.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:14:09 ID: 17eda8 No.8287905

>>8287729
:d

yeah I'm on that right now, thx, lots of stuff on that site. This is also interesting https://isgp-studies.com/elite-child-abuse-accusations-in-france#6

A list of 50 people, rumored to include several French 'notables' who had paid various rates to torture and abuse the women, was discovered by police.

"It would later go missing from a courtroom in Auxerre, and only Claude Dunand, a factory worker and his wife, Monique - who both lived in the house - 
were jailed."  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:16:24 ID: d2cedd No.8287921

>>8287660
complete summary here 

reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5cj3oo/11122016_update_please_see_subreddit_rules/
dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/?branch_used=true

pedocrats.com/?branch_used=true

youtu.be/9itWsqzFMVo

www.thedailysheeple.com/the-disturbing-disgusting-pedophile-code-hidden-in-the-john-podesta-emails_112016  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:17:00 ID: 23a5b4 No.8287925

>>8278516
Shill. That's also the location 33 degree freemason and scottish rite temple.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:24:03 ID: 23a5b4 No.8287972 >>8288318

Has there been connection made to to the Chevy Chase Pediatric center that's two blocks away from Comet Ping Pong. That website is creepy as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:33:13 ID: bc57f0 No.8288034 >>8288069

1rst political french site coverage : 

http://www.egaliteetreconciliation.fr/Pizzagate-les-internautes-ont-ils-decouvert-un-reseau-pedocriminel-d-elite-impliquant-le-clan-42647.html  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:37:19 ID: b315bd No.8288062 >>8288197

In a Monica Petersen's FB post she mentions some relationship between USAID and Clinton foundation. 

Has anyone tracked the USAID's "anti human trafficking" programs? those programs may be the key to put all of this together.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:37:59 ID: 463af8 No.8288069 >>8288614

>>8288034
https://archive.is/e9UPK  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:52:25 ID: a756c4 No.8288172

>>8287182

I don't use Reddit, other than reading things in a few links like yours, but there was some good info in that thread. Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:55:07 ID: 17eda8 No.8288197

>>8288062
It's most likely. That's how they work. Commit a crime and start a fund to fight that crime. Royals hunting elefants and lions while "fighting" for animals and 
the environment. That way they can commit crimes, have an alibi and earn money with it.

I'll keep looking into the old covered up cases, maybe i find something useful.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 15:57:47 ID: 537d67 No.8288221

>>827
2502  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:00:47 ID: 537d67 No.8288243 >>8288340

>>8286455
>Mr.Potato head
That's a thing right.
These pics sure look off.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:01:13 ID: 32e2fe No.8288250 >>8288277 >>8288340 >>8290151

File (hide): 8eca1c79a0f52c9⋯.jpg (94.53 KB, 685x513, 685:513, serveimage.jpg)

>>8286455
what are the odds that mr potatohead is some form of MKultra programming trigger for those kids 
since all the top politicunts are posing with one  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:04:04 ID: 537d67 No.8288277

>>8288250
Programming is about rearranging personalitys and thoughts right?
And thoughts about falling apart and breaking are common to trigger trauma during programming.

Could well be, but I think I saw something else about it.
I think it was connected to the Hawaii lead.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:09:04 ID: a756c4 No.8288318
File (hide): a0d9106ec3045f3⋯.mp4 (943.25 KB, 480x360, 4:3, Vicki-kiss-best-at-it.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8284020
>>8284067
>>8287972

>Chevy Chase

Sparky is in on this too??! What about 
Cousin Eddie?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:11:54 ID: a756c4 No.8288340

>>8288243
>>8288250

There sure are some strange coincidences!  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:37:02 ID: 620f97 No.8288546 >>8288616 >>8288719 >>8288758

Bump for justice  

File (hide): 1e1613aedbfe0d0⋯.png (76.07 KB,
1190x539, 170:77, henley-putnam_loading.png)

File (hide): 2ff5db300dbd355⋯.png (45.57 KB,
497x112, 71:16, henley-putnam_logo.png)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:45:28 ID: 463af8 No.8288614 >>8289726

>>8288069
archive.is is acting fucky. displays loading gif from http://www.henley-putnam.edu/

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:45:39 ID: 355718 No.8288616
File (hide): 53791ee4d43590d⋯.jpg (53.42 KB, 655x560, 131:112, 128614528711.jpg)

>>8288546
>bumping a sticky 
Anon, I…  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 16:58:42 ID: 17163a No.8288719
File (hide): befdb581686392b⋯.png (155.84 KB, 362x259, 362:259, 0$.png)

>>828854
6
>Newfag 
from 
4chan 
comes to 
8chan  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:03:05 ID: 09b8a7 No.8288758

>>8288546
>bumping a sticky
>>>/cuckchan/
>>>/plebbit/  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:17:45 ID: 17eda8 No.8288876 >>8289352

yesterday i had doubt if this whole thing is real, but after reading a good deal about the dutroux case and the first 20 pages of 120 days of sodom, i'm 
convinced that we're on the right track  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:18:51 ID: 5cc60c No.8288886 >>8288894 >>8288919

File (hide): a8feee8860b8615⋯.png (80.27 KB, 774x714, 129:119, drpongsurprise.png)

>>8282376
Strange text in the "Other 
Games" section of the 
"Manifest Page" there.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:19:43 ID: 5cc60c No.8288894 >>8288919

>>8288886
Err,
>We think people*

Sorry, not a native German speaker.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:23:50 ID: 17eda8 No.8288919

>>8288894
>>8288886
it was translated to german with google translate or some other tool, thus what the author intended to say is unclear  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:34:51 ID: 4ab8d1 No.8288980 >>8289021 >>8289028

sorry im new to this but why is the comet pizza place still open and why arent the podestas not in jail yet?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:43:20 ID: a756c4 No.8289021

>>8288980

Becaue Trump hasn't been sworn in as President yet.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:44:04 ID: 17163a No.8289028
File (hide): fdc2049a9e96cc0⋯.jpg (17.27 KB, 395x450, 79:90, Illuminati.jpg)

>>8288980
Because some people are too big to jail

Don't worry, their days are numbered. And if we report enough information to the normies, the 
authorities have to do something eventually

Hillary will go next, no way is trump letting her off the hook after the election  
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File (hide): f06f4620c8ddb20⋯.jpg (183.39 KB,
831x819, 277:273, Magestic Ape Band.jpg)

File (hide): e901ed350a77ff1⋯.jpg (94.28 KB, 833x719,
833:719, Amanda Kleinman 2.jpg)

File (hide): 22d4deed02db3a6⋯.jpg
(78.1 KB, 559x756, 559:756, Jeff.jpg)

File (hide): 4a8bc27df74a396⋯.jpg (112.83 KB,
822x769, 822:769, WTF.jpg)

File (hide): 9f540acbfc014f7⋯.jpg (141.75 KB,
830x756, 415:378, WTF2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 17:56:50 ID: f5f446 No.8289109 >>8289201 >>8290260 >>8291795 >>8291876 >>8291954 >>8292078 >>8292396 >>8292840 >>8293414

>>8286063

Grab the pics;

http://theapes.com/pics.html

Grab the videos;

http://theapes.com/video.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HXPijkv0Qw

Apes - Dr. Watcher 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HXPijkv0Qw

Video of Amanda Kleinman

http://theapes.com/video/The_Apes_-_yum.mpg  

▶
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File (hide): e6653ac7b66e142⋯.jpg (91.89 KB,
917x732, 917:732, WTF DOES THIS MEAN.jpg)

File (hide): 2f79a4f222f9375⋯.jpg
(79.08 KB, 512x745, 512:745, Weapons.jpg)

File (hide): 7d5395e858f3958⋯.jpg
(74.43 KB, 542x804, 271:402, WTF3.jpg)

File (hide): a77c2c96dea172a⋯.jpg (67.8 KB,
760x570, 4:3, amanda-head.jpg)

File (hide):
7953ff73da70549⋯.jpg (54.34 KB,
441x735, 3:5, heads.jpg)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 18:07:32 ID: f5f446 No.8289201 >>8289362

>>8289109

Apes Facebook;

https://www.facebook.com/Apes-14708453459  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 18:23:28 ID: 2db470 No.8289307

>>8284020
>>8284020
>CPP is only two blocks from the Chevy Chase Pediatric Hospital. Jesus Christ.
Wait a minute, wasn't there a mission in Fallout 3 where you go through subway and sewer tunnells to reach Chevy Chase hospital, something about a 
group of rangers stranded on a rooftop?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 18:28:07 ID: 2db470 No.8289352

>>8288876
>>8288876
>yesterday i had doubt if this whole thing is real, but after reading a good deal about the dutroux case and the first 20 pages of 120 days of sodom, i'm 
convinced that we're on the right track

The movie is far worse. It showcases the jewish mind in all it's horrors.
 https://m.youtube.com/#/watch?v=Kip9Ib9Qj0g  

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 764c41f8138636b⋯.jpg (81.3 KB, 521x481,
521:481, Pilot Waves Alex Vidales D….jpg)

File (hide): 477ba9308169f31⋯.jpg (38.57
KB, 554x701, 554:701, Alex Vidales Campaigner
fo….jpg)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 18:29:40 ID: f5f446 No.8289362 >>8289818

>>8289201

Amanda Kleinman Linkedin

Causes Amanda cares about:

    Arts and Culture
    Children
    Environment
    Health

https://www.linkedin.com/in/amanda-kleinman-9647a534

Freind of Heavy Breathing and Campaing backer of their Album

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexvidales

Alex Vidales facebook Pilot Waves;

https://www.facebook.com/pilotwaves/

**He is a facilities manager of "Silent Circle"**

This is how THEY communicate…over encrypted phones an communications;

https://player.vimeo.com/video/156277191?autoplay=1&title=0&byline=0&portrait=0

https://www.silentcircle.com/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 18:59:19 ID: 7193a0 No.8289622

>>8281863
On a whim went here and typed in:

"address posted"/login

got http://archive(dot)is/Vvg5g  Shillhole?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 19:05:25 ID: 2a47ab No.8289678

>2014
>pedowood
>nothing came out of it
>2016
>pizzagate
gee, i wonder what will be the outcome.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 19:09:43 ID: 754045 No.8289715 >>8290704

File (hide): 363549a0354ea16⋯.png (153.55 KB, 637x361, 637:361, hearsit.png)

>>8276021
>>8276065
>>8276174
>>8280119
>>8280199
>>8285280

This guy obviously hears it too. You have to slow the video down to see it, because of the traffic. The kid 
he's walking with hears it first, then the adult. They keep walking.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 19:10:47 ID: 463af8 No.8289726

>>8288614
the faculty links are fully archived from the sitemap here https://archive.is/p9wwA 
was relieved to see not very many mentions about them involved in helping children, trafficking, etc. like we're seeing with people associated with ping 
pong
https://archive.is/kmbfE is familiar  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 19:22:16 ID: 463af8 No.8289818

>>8289362
Looks like they had an ftp server
http://unither.theapes.com  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 19:59:23 ID: 3c1508 No.8290061

>>8275664
That guy is such a dumbshit. He's going in pretending to be stealthy to check shit out but he made so many dumbass mistakes. 
1. He wore a pink shirt with a black phone and kept it in his pocket to record. Wear a fucking black shirt dipshit
2. He paced back and forth in front of the restaurant with his camera recording things very obviously.
3. he asked about things and then didn't do any of it. Seriously if you want to investigate a place you have to act like a customer. If you ask where the 
foosball ball is, you better fucking play some foosball. 
4.He thinks him getting kick out is some sort of assumption that they're guilty.
No you dumb fuck, it's a reasonable business practice when someone calls in death threats, you get the cops on standby and kick anyone out who is in 
that party. It's a fucking safety issue it's nothing do it with this pedo shit.
5. He looked super fucking nervous and kinda guilty. I'd be super suspicious of that guy regardless of what he was obviously doing, which was digging. 

You want to investigate that place? Go in, order food, say yes to pong, eat your food, go play pong on the far table (Maybe even try to eat your food back 
there). get your friend to "accidentally" hit the ball behind that creepy black curtain, chase your ball into the room, get a look inside. Do that a few times, 
set president that you fucking suck at pong. Then one time when it goes back, explore the area quickly. 
and for fucks sakes DONT USE THE WORD COMET IN YOUR FUCKING LIVESTREAM NAME

it's guys like this that are fucking investigations up.

1/10 stealth  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:08:56 ID: de001d No.8290135 >>8290137 >>8290170 >>8295697  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:09:23 ID: de001d No.8290137

>>8290135
>Police Know Who Kidnapped Madeleine McCann, Can’t Arrest Them  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:11:16 ID: c1eb50 No.8290151

>>8288250
Show me some unelected officials with a Mr Potatohead and you'll have my attention.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:13:23 ID: b44e94 No.8290170

>>8290135
>aired january 2014 
http://insider.foxnews.com/2014/01/06/reports-police-know-who-kidnapped-madeleine-mccann-can%E2%80%99t-arrest-them 

KYS  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:17:50 ID: 1bc0f9 No.8290208

Guys, can you fill me in on this? What was the first find that lead to all of this? Because the first thread in the archives assumes that most of this was 
already known.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:24:19 ID: b44e94 No.8290260 >>8290267 >>8290545 >>8290713

File (hide): 059fd3135b7bfca⋯.png (1.13 MB, 1338x640, 669:320, screenshot-www.youtube.com….png)

>>8289109
I don't have time right now but I have examined very closely the mouth of Amanda while performing through 
the ski mask and that woman named Amanda is not the person performing as Amanda. Pic1Jonah's mouth 
looks to me like it belongs to the performing tranny. Also the shape and smallness of the chin matches 
Jonah. Dig on Jonah and see what they're trying to hide. Be back later.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:25:06 ID: b44e94 No.8290267

>>8290260
Maybe this is already know, if so apologies, I missed it.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:48:46 ID: 7d56f0 No.8290493
File (hide): eafbc85ab8e42d2⋯.jpg (383.87 KB, 1600x1125, 64:45, image.jpg)

Sorry to derail.  At half chan Anon5 is saying there is a Pedo Hub on the West Coast too.  That linking music 
and tv/film industry to pedophilia will do much to convince mainstream America of the truth.  Pic unrelated.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:54:13 ID: fc4903 No.8290545
File (hide): 69607b17a9e8bc6⋯.jpg (2.67 KB, 160x160, 1:1, Amanda Klienman.jpg)

>>8290260

Thats Amandas mouth.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:56:42 ID: de001d No.8290567

>Clinton regime just shut down the NYPD investigation, NYPD forced to hand over all evidence to FBI in Washington. Case is "terminated."

https://archive.is/qUn9c  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): a4f5ac32231355d⋯.jpg (257.5 KB,
760x570, 4:3, doll-proposal.jpg)

File (hide): 8cf743821abb8ac⋯.jpg
(121.97 KB, 420x560, 3:4, doll-family2.jpg)

File (hide): 382e683e8b5e4c8⋯.jpg (192.77 KB,
760x570, 4:3, doll-kiss.jpg)

File (hide): 2e7882e556faae9⋯.jpg (107.59 KB,
760x570, 4:3, wall blood.jpg)

File (hide): 95c264cf9da5101⋯.jpg (79.21 KB,
720x479, 720:479, Amanda Kleinman.jpg)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 20:59:27 ID: fc4903 No.8290599 >>8290651

More weird child doll shit.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:06:13 ID: fc4903 No.8290651 >>8290826

>>8290599

http://theapes.com/pics/

http://theapes.com/video/

http://theapes.com/amanda/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:11:57 ID: 7d56f0 No.8290704

>>8289715
Good pick up.  I didn't notice that until you pointed it out.  I twittered the audio and many folk were alarmed at the sound of the child's distress.  Not a 
proof for a court of law but the audio is a Symbol or Representation of the the suffering we know is occurring.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:12:45 ID: fc4903 No.8290713
File (hide): b5a56973387a4a2⋯.jpg (108.45 KB, 1323x633, 441:211, Amanda Klienman Heavy Brea….jpg)

>>8290260
She just uses a voice modulator.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:26:01 ID: e66e35 No.8290826 >>8290890

>>8290651
WHAT THE FUCK  

▶

▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:32:46 ID: 77e494 No.8290888 >>8291259

noticing lots of weird sites being posted here, is that what a honeypot does, these sites being linked i mean?  So if you visit them your ip is recorded…
what else happens?  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:32:53 ID: 7193a0 No.8290890 >>8291029

>>8290826

Honestly I don't think any of these bands or whatever are the way to break this shit open.

We need to come together and decide on one route to take in order to try and figure this out. What connection or area of this investigation seems closest 
to making a breakthrough?

Anons, point me in a direction.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:37:30 ID: 8e13c2 No.8290920 >>8291001

Here's the smoking gun.

https://np.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5dowzr/new_info_monica_petersen_died_mysteriously_in/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:41:13 ID: 437aef No.8290955

>>8286063
Baba Yaga huh

Odd how I have only heard about this once. 

John Wick - oddly enough, both directors are stuntmen.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:48:14 ID: b44e94 No.8291001

>>8290920
It's been stickied for several days here >>8281184 and plebbit has a few good digs going. The woman's boss made a video Her memorial service was 
streamed live and recording is available on FB, can we get a kikebook anon to post that vid here pls: 

https://www.facebook.com/humantraffickingcenter/videos/10154126938121395/

>Her boss/professor Claude d'Estree said (beginning 39:30 mark of the stream):

>"(She) decided to take on one of the demagogues in the field of human trafficking."
>"Produced a 110-page analysis of human trafficking in Haiti - 2 years of research."
>"We were looking for someone who was smart enough and maybe brave enough to publish her work"
>"I will continue to seek out and publish it for her"
>"We are in a state of shock. We may never know what exactly happened to her"

/The_Donald/comments/5dowzr/new_info_monica_petersen_died_mysteriously_in/  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 21:52:09 ID: ad01ed No.8291029

>>8290890
Don't forget that the FBI posted about how art is used as currency for these crimes when money is too hot. the bands and the artists around these pedos 
are still worth looking at. Remember Alefantis is big into "art" and friends who are the same.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:09:04 ID: de001d No.8291194 >>8291300 >>8291359

File (hide): 62ae520e524e4b6⋯.jpg (291.93 KB, 897x1850, 897:1850, YDbbC4f.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:17:12 ID: 47beb5 No.8291259

>>8290888
>>8290888
Let them record our ip's if it helps them realize we're past the tipping point.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:20:52 ID: 82ae29 No.8291300

>>8291194
>all those dead bodyguards

WTF, is that real? I mean, come on guys, WTF??  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:24:47 ID: 54364c No.8291335 >>8291356

>>8282554
http://www.gematrix.org/gematria.php

hqwvfkhlghw lp huvwhq dkojdqj glh 6fkdiixqj hlqhv nrqvlvwhqwhq ->

what happened to the days of common sense when mankind knew satan was evil, now they think he is the goodest person to have ever lived

angehÃ¶rigenintegration hefstyeps mujqlbmwucitxugpt hxh ->
fourteen thousand two hundred and ninety two days

dunno if this means anything but site has full of these gibberish letters, that make some sence with gematria  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:27:26 ID: 82ae29 No.8291356

>>8291335
GREAT FINDING  

anon  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:27:58 ID: aa01d0 No.8291359 >>8291948

>>8291194
Max Spiers is also odd. He was onto something. Also Michael Hastings And Seth Rich. >>8291194  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:29:00 ID: ad01ed No.8291361 >>8291471 >>8291697 >>8291925 >>8296386

File (hide): b579f5fdfff9fe7⋯.mp4 (3.8 MB, 640x410, 64:41, TheApes Creepyshit.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8286078
don't be a pussy anon. >>8286063
here's a mp4 of the beginning images, slowed down to 0.125 speed. Among the other pedo signaling there's 
the spider which I've seen Heavy Breathing used before on their site, could be another pedo sign but don't 
know what it stands for.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:37:55 ID: 5a4e8f No.8291444
File (hide): d203f022a25c92b⋯.jpg (38.66 KB, 420x420, 1:1, smokeityo.jpg)

>>827370
1

dis is 
psyops  
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File (hide): 3b6c40e76ffa07e⋯.jpg (35.18 KB, 300x225,
4:3, image.jpg)

File (hide): 7df8875e8eba390⋯.jpg (19.44 KB,
480x360, 4:3, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:40:14 ID: 7d56f0 No.8291471 >>8291561 >>8291620 >>8292876 >>8292954

>>8291361
Very creepy.  I've seen the sickest stuff here in these threads.  Mr Cati says the owls vs the spiders are two elite groups.  ……'no Dorothy Isreal didn't do 
it all…'  

GroundWar  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:47:24 ID: 4e0258 No.8291541

>>8285043
Link to thread/comment? 

I can't find it anywhere.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:49:21 ID: 7d56f0 No.8291555 >>8291925

File (hide): 4d7fdb137419f35⋯.jpeg (139.99 KB, 583x773, 583:773, image.jpeg)

>>8286078
Also very sick.  But the Mexican Cartel torture video is torturing me 
still.  Wish I hadn't clicked that one.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:50:00 ID: 854518 No.8291561 >>8291925

>>8291471
I'l tell you something i know personally, just remember it, even if you don't take my message seriously because of how vague it will be. 

There's a plan. Its called "Plan Spider". That particular "Plan Spider" is a plan, that is being put into action soon. When - nobody knows. But it will be put 
into action. This plan is real, but i can't tell you from which underground community it originated, because its related to i2p imageboards. 

>"entire owl is in feces"
>"all feces are in owl"
>"wash the owl"  

File (hide): 4b0f4eabc54b429⋯.jpg (133.18 KB,
350x309, 350:309, bohemianclub.jpg)

File (hide): 86115b9266a47c1⋯.png (140.22 KB,
1689x459, 563:153, Screenshot 2016-11-18 17.5….png)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 22:55:50 ID: ad01ed No.8291620

>>8291471
You're probably thinking of the Bohemian Club connection.
>Weaving spiders come not here.
Specifically mentions weaving and not a common type of spider spinning.
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anon  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:03:48 ID: aa01d0 No.8291697 >>8291784

>>8291361
I am pretty sure the austere looking woman with glasses..the vintage photo is BEULAH GEORGIA TAN. She stole babies from vulnerable families under 
the guise of running a childrens aid society. She sold them to pedophiles and was a pedophile. Thousands. Hundreds died. She is portrayed in MOMMIE 
DEAREST as she sold Christina Crawford and her brother to Joan Crawford. Lana Turner also. She is suspected of operating a pedo ring. I THINK THIS 
MATTERS .  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:05:50 ID: 7c2b28 No.8291716

owner of lhohq https://militantconsumerism.wordpress.com/

check the weird links on the right, they all lead to similar sites with the domain appliedchaosdynamicscontrolassociation.net , which also hosts 
http://lhohq.appliedchaosdynamicscontrolassociation.net (which is a blogger blog from 2008 when he likely didn't yet have a server).

found by googling the first block of "encrypted text" on http://lhohq.info/video_cassette_recorder/green_potatoe.html  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:11:44 ID: ad01ed No.8291767
File (hide): d05af27a5c3efb8⋯.mp4 (5.19 MB, 316x240, 79:60, The Apes - Black Tears-1.mp4) [play once] [loop]

theapes black tears is a deliberate song about 
abduction, its really shitty music and shitty quality.  

anon  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:13:56 ID: aa01d0 No.8291784

>>8291697
Georgia TANN.  She was elite and protected by politicians…supported by Eleanor Roosevelt and covered by corrupt judges in her memphis pedo ring.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:15:10 ID: c98856 No.8291795 >>8291804 >>8292747

File (hide): e20ffb24c096e3f⋯.png (260.15 KB, 676x581, 676:581, Screenshot at 2016-11-19 0….png)

>>8289109
>this 404 error drawing
Notice the dick face.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:16:07 ID: 7c2b28 No.8291804 >>8291812

>>8291795
dead kid  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:16:47 ID: c98856 No.8291812
File (hide): da49699d5293d5d⋯.png (67.56 KB, 321x174, 107:58, Screenshot at 2016-11-19 0….png)

>>8291804
Exactly.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:24:23 ID: 090607 No.8291876
File (hide): 6964e4920832dca⋯.jpg (44.35 KB, 458x650, 229:325, 8b.jpg)

>>8289109
>Terrace Club Feb 16 2002 
w/Les Savy Fav & Rye 
Coalition
Are they fashion setters for 
Pussy Riot?  

File (hide): b8e79f59de0dc11⋯.jpg (132.97 KB,
800x615, 160:123, 1b.jpg)

File (hide): 0f564c0e975c7fb⋯.jpg (69.45 KB, 800x615,
160:123, 10b.jpg)

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:26:36 ID: 090607 No.8291894

Fashion of those kikes is garbage since the beginning of the century.

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:29:57 ID: b44e94 No.8291925 >>8292440

>>8291361
Spiders are used for MK programming. If you ever meet a kid with an irrational phobia of spiders, I mean they have an epic meltdown that just escalates, 
might have been fear programmed with them. Triggers, the real meaning of the word not the sjw new meaning, this is what they love to do. Their vids are 
meant to trigger them into trance. FritzS  has written about this stuff in detail.

>>8291555
I have a genuine ISIS beheading vid that's the worst though. Same as the Mexican one but numerous vics hanging on meathooks alive and each one 
gets the neck sawed off, close-up too, none of this Rita Katz Productions shit. Blood pouring into a trough. 

>>8291561
Haha bring it faggot.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:31:57 ID: 090607 No.8291942
File (hide): 42dfc2271a8a1f0⋯.jpg (76.48 KB, 760x507, 760:507, amanda-wh.jpg)

Another 
Amanda's 
photo in 
Balaclava.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:32:23 ID: de001d No.8291948

>>8291359
It's not my list, I found it like that on reddit and it's 7 months old
https://archive.is/1KefG  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:32:50 ID: 090607 No.8291954

>>8289109
Also don't use pics navigator, its broken. To find other pictures type by hand pics5, pics6, etc… into your browser.  
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Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:34:10 ID: 090607 No.8291967
File (hide): b4a8cd26459dabe⋯.png (384.95 KB, 428x592, 107:148, Screenshot at 2016-11-19 0….png)  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:39:10 ID: 89c2ed No.8292004 >>8292595

File (hide): eacea5c13dfd383⋯.jpg (46.88 KB, 600x599, 600:599, 1361366518001.jpg)

>>8276021

Absolutely 
disgusting.

How the hell 
comes that this 
place haven't been 
raided yet?

America seems to 
be a frickin' 
banana republic.  

Anonymous  11/18/16 (Fri) 23:47:11 ID: 689181 No.8292078
File (hide): 4b50f00d16a7734⋯.png (61.53 KB, 494x532, 13:14, Screenshot at 2016-11-19 0….png)

>>8289109
Anon, you have missed  
their personal blog:

http://blog.theapes.com/  
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File (hide): c791d28951a6666⋯.jpg (56.96 KB, 400x297, 400:297, kleinylimo-760618.jpg)

>FRIDAY, MARCH 23, 2007
>The next day, both bands venture to the Denton town square for food and coffee before parting ways. Ami 
and I have a excellent bonding conversation over coffee. We discuss marriage, soccer, the state of America, 
the state of Israel, and finally we learn that we have something unique in common. We both love kids with 
mental retardation.
>Erick and I jet off to the health food store/café a few blocks away and it is there that we bid Monotonix 
farewell and good luck on their long tour ahead. We also run into a few of the show goers from the night 
before. I am shocked when I met one guy’s baby. I forget that young people can and do have children.

>Los Angeles, Cinespace, not a funny post (6/28)
>posted by Majestic Ape at 8:33 PM
>The first person I see is my friend Tim Eagan. I love this guy. He is hysterical and we shoot the shit for a 
while. He is a main writer for the Reality Show, Nanny 911, so we have lots to talk about. As a former nanny 

and a person who has formally studied the science of behavior change, I have lots to comment on child rearing.
FORMER NANNY

>forage for wild edibles continues
>posted by Majestic Ape at 5:03 PM
>My name is Amanda but everyone calls me either MajesticApe or Kleiny or AmandaApe.
>When I am at home in DC, I spend my days teaching children, making music, making art, and making highly nutritous food. I love brightly colored 
vegetables! I love brightly colored fruits! I think most American grocery store food is SHIT. Most fastfood is SHIT. That's the hardest part about being on 
the road for me. I don't have lots of money and I love to find food in the woods. This search for wild edibles often brings me in touch with other crazy 
characters because it happens at odd times of the day and evening hours.

So, yours Amanda is former nanny and spent a lot of time with children, according to the blog.

>Nov 3 and 4
>posted by Majestic Ape at 8:01 PM
>Later that afternoon Erick J. asked this question, “Do you think there are actually girls on this website?”
>Josh Ryan answered, “Yes, The internet is no longer just for old fat child molesters.”
Oh the irony.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:09:01 ID: 265f8e No.8292269 >>8293584

File (hide): 978fe472a891aa7⋯.jpg (18.35 KB, 355x210, 71:42, 11057893_867696316642617_7….jpg)

>>8292226

Absolute degeneracy.

Why hasn't the FBI rounded 
these fuckbags up?  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:10:30 ID: 6b3f75 No.8292285 >>8292326

File (hide): 026aad91c2845a0⋯.jpg (75.01 KB, 928x1119, 928:1119, smallNorwoodYoYoBoyclean10….jpg)

Found Amanda's art blog:
https://apewomanmakesart.blogspot.com/

Prepare to see some shit.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:12:35 ID: cac63e No.8292308 >>8292792 >>8293491

There's an audio folder also
theapes.com/audio

There's this file - and some of their music
http://vocaroo.com/i/s16mFnxlkVZs  
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File (hide): 2e22d34ab6a721a⋯.jpg (6.66 KB, 276x183, 92:61, images.jpg)

>>8292285

da fuq?  

File (hide): f9a0fe268eb7987⋯.jpg (41.53 KB,
546x560, 39:40, kleinywing.jpg)

File (hide): 62e9c35d13dc060⋯.jpg (56.67 KB,
760x620, 38:31, lauraemma.jpg)

File (hide): de3b1869e80e8b7⋯.jpg (36.12
KB, 458x560, 229:280, paulgrimes.jpg)

File (hide): e5dfff6160cda8b⋯.jpg (51.09 KB,
746x800, 373:400, smallBoywithbirdclean.jpg)

File (hide): d1c3ca363751bd5⋯.jpg (150.47 KB,
1600x1163, 1600:1163, ZBabyMimiclean2small.jpg)

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:15:22 ID: 6b3f75 No.8292331

>>8292326  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:18:19 ID: de001d No.8292367

>Hillary Clinton Rape Victim, Cathy O Brien - The Most Dangerous Game
https://archive.is/ZLqn4
>Cathy O'Brien claimed that politicians performed rituals on her, raped her, and sliced her vagina with razor 
blades when she was a child. A gynecologist checked her vagina to see if she was telling the truth. 
CONFIRMED: she was really sliced up in a ritualistic pattern.  
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>>8289109
OKAY, THIS IS LEGIT SOME CUL T DEGENERACY:
http://theapes.com/babas3.html

>Place this Mark upon your door at the proper time

http://theapes.com/babas2.html

>Up there, you can escape the Comas' transmissions
>Up there, we will provide a home for all those willing to learn and burn
>Up there, we will teach you to escape the trappings of The Mind
>Up there, the apples speak, worms are on foot, and there is love for all beasts
>Up there, youth is caught in time
>Up there, things smell and taste better

>They are your parents. Your neighbors. Your peers. All of those who are caught deep in a coma-like state, going 
through mechanical routines day after day after day. It is they who first created - and now serve - the Mind, the force 

that seeks to deaden us and chain us to the isolating habitual comforts of the past and the non-existent future. Seek shelter from these living dead before 
they infect you!

This shit was right before "The Apes" was discontinued as a band.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:24:26 ID: d61616 No.8292421 >>8292575

File (hide): 7ccf541d1e293ef⋯.jpg (107.7 KB, 2048x1896, 256:237, 5cf34a177facd0a5fff9fe2089….jpg)

Fuck you /pol/. You got me questioning 
whether or not it's ethical to eat fucking 
pizza.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:24:32 ID: cac63e No.8292422

>>8292396
yeah well see
>theapes.com/babas1.html  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:24:45 ID: b83459 No.8292423 >>8292507

File (hide): f102c48bb00bf47⋯.png (214.72 KB, 552x577, 552:577, Screenshot at 2016-11-19 0….png)

>You have seen the graffiti on the walls. Captain 20's Children. 
Mount of the Child Generals. APES. Imp Ahh.

Fuck, i shouldn't had missed the main one.
http://theapes.com/babas1.html  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:26:12 ID: ad01ed No.8292440
File (hide): be7b85e1045d7ad⋯.mp4 (3.09 MB, 320x240, 4:3, The Apes - The Walk-1.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8291925
Well they definitely seem to do some MK style videos. Like this one called "the walk" wearing some weird 
clothing that looks like it's symbolism for something. the words are jibberish though. The design on backside 
of the shirt looks like that movie scene with Moloch.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:32:21 ID: b83459 No.8292507

>>8292423
IMPAAH song itself sings about those "child generals":
http://tidido.com/a35184373621526/al55d60d2c13b521ef223f525e/t55d60d2d13b521ef223f528c  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:38:12 ID: b44e94 No.8292558 >>8292677

>>8292226
>I am shocked when I met one guy’s baby. I forget that young people can and do have children.

She thinks babies are only bred for pedophiles in underground torture and murder chambers.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:40:05 ID: 1f5f3b No.8292575

>>8292421
Oxygen is a codeword for pizza.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:41:36 ID: f969be No.8292595 >>8292636

>>8292004

>America seems to be a frickin' banana republic.

Its not just America. Its WORLDWIDE!

Please watch and spread this video Anons…It leads credence to the Hampstead Children's testimony to which everyone dismisses as a hoax…

The elite are raping babies!…and it runs to the highest echelons of power…

Pedophile Criminal Networks of the World Exposed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7csGNrry9M  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:44:18 ID: f4c9a1 No.8292623 >>8292808 >>8292934 >>8293082

File (hide): 1d17a87295b66b2⋯.jpg (56.98 KB, 800x610, 80:61, 5b.jpg)

>>8292396
Is this the symbol of "The Apes" in bottom right corner? Because its the same they used in 2002. Tricolored 
rainbow with two eyes on sides. I wonder what meaning they hold.  
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>>8292595
>https://www.yo
utube.com/watch
?
v=M7csGNrry9M  
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File (hide): 6c860da237188f5⋯.mp4 (11.59 MB, 480x360, 4:3, Theapes Dr Watcher-1.mp4) [play once] [loop]

another MK ultra style song. Hard to 
make out the words
>Set free from the inside out.
>Amanda falls into a trance at the end 
with angel statue bleeding from the eyes.
fucked up in the head in every way.  
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room.jpg)
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>>8292558

The artwork is by Biljana Djurdjevic who Tony Podesta which has same artist hanging in his house.  And he mentioned a "torture chamber" in on of his 
emails.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:49:39 ID: f4c9a1 No.8292681

So, this thing identifies as a tranny, i heard some people claiming its actually a woman.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:51:07 ID: 54b61e No.8292690

>>8292677
>torture chamber

omg  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 00:54:59 ID: 23a5b4 No.8292721

Barron is the first son in 55 years. There's a reason for that.  
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File (hide): 79882f586479e97⋯.png (103.26 KB, 1173x804, 391:268, wayback machine.PNG)  
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>>8291795
The eye is in anus. Anal sex was magical rite for Aleister Crowley and wherever he gleaned it from.  
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>>8292308
Here's older interview with "Majestic Ape". When 
he was using worse voice change.
http://vocaroo.com/i/s1L2JBZLhTn0  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 01:04:18 ID: f969be No.8292808 >>8292864 >>8293082

>>8292623
It might have something to do with their song "Children of Brainbow and Brainbro"

Its all fucked.

THis is all FUCKED.
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File (hide): 00b4c97080afd48⋯.png (298.14 KB, 357x485, 357:485, Screenshot at 2016-11-19 0….png)

>>8289109
>only now noticed WHITE RABBIT on main page 
when you highlight "baba's mountain"  
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>>8292808

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 01:12:01 ID: 073bbb No.8292876 >>8293531

>>8291471
As a Canadian that spide offends me. It's a supreme example of the government pissing money down the drain. 

>"The National Gallery of Canada acquired the sculpture in 2005 for 3.2 million dollars. At that time, the price was deemed excessive by some critics, as 
it took around a third of the annual budget of the gallery."  
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>>8292623
>Sethan is the stand of alessi, whose power is to turn people younger by dwelling within his shadow, the regression of 
their age being a result of how long they stay in his shadow. 
>If they are in his shadow for too long they can revert back to a single celled organism in fact.
>Alessi has child-oriented abusive tendencies, going as far as beating the shit out of a kid on a simple walk for sullying his 
clothes. 
might not be related, but this is interesting.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 01:19:11 ID: 178a96 No.8292939 >>8293822

bunch of deviant, demented, nihilistic, artists on heavy doses of hallucinogenics and hard drugs…..thats my diagnosis….need to look more into 
transformer prbly since it appears to be a nexus point…  
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>>8291471
I remember a long time ago reading an /x/ post about "rabbit people and horse people". I wish I could find the thread, might be worth a read to see if shit 
starts lining up.  
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>Now, I must go. There are a few more children who need my guidance to create 'finger pigs and squirrels'. 
Last note, this morning, Harrison, who is entering first grade, said to me "Amanda, if you don't play with 
Daffy Duck, WHO DO YOU PLAY WITH?"

http://blog.theapes.com/2005/07/world-of-normals.html

This piece of tranny is constantly around children.  
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A message to us from Jimmy Comet.
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/article/20842321/the-consequences-of-pizza-gate-are-real-at-comet-ping-pong
https://archive.is/om0M1

>"The most sickening part of this vicious attack has been the stealing of Instagram images, Facebook images of children, minors, aged 5, 7, and 8 years 
old that are then slapped across their chat boards as nothing but pawns," Alefantis says. "Yes, it’s scary to be attacked, it’s dangerous for business, but 
it's disgusting and filthy of these people to be posting photos on these websites. … Someone should be prosecuting these people."

>Alefantis says the photos have been lifted from his personal social media accounts, and those of his friends and employees—not from the restaurant. 
"Kids in the restaurant are completely safe, none of these people are going there, they're cowards," he says, emphasizing that this scandal only exists 
on the internet. Inside the restaurant it's business as usual. 

>Alefantis says he's even received intimidating direct messages on Facebook and so have others associated with the restaurant, including its purveyors. 
He calls the attackers "conspiracy theorist, white nationalists made up largely of racists, homophobic individuals who loosely tie together theories and do 
not attempt to find the truth, and when they do find truth that dispels their theories, they ignore it."

>While Alefantis says he can weather the storm, he's concerned about others who may not have as much community backing as he does. "I personally 
worry for the individuals who are being attacked and smeared and slandered and maligned and for other independent businesses or restaurants who are 
less established than Comet." 

>He says that now includes other places in the neighborhood as well as pizza joints across the country. "They’ve moved on to people in my block like 
Politics & Prose, TERASOL across the street," Alefantis says. "Apparently there are networks of satanic tunnels built under the entire block. Across the 
street is an office that contains an NGO that works to save Haitian orphans, so they’re implicated."

>The election may be over, but Pizza Gate is still churning.  
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>>8292970
sounds like community activist jimmycomet with the right approach, might possibly give public statements on individual questions the public may 
have….like, 'please explain these photos and these comments'  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 01:32:45 ID: ad01ed No.8293082 >>8296384

>>8292623
the rainbow arch is a masonic/occult symbol and seems to be what it's referencing it with Brainbow. >>8292808

The rainbow in the occult.
>Symbolic meaning of rainbows as a celestial bridge is in old Norse traditions too. This bridge was referred to as the Bifrost. This "rainbow bridge" 
spanned into the world of the gods - it was called the "Tremulous Way" to Asgard. Here we see another connection of the mundane (earthly) element 
being transported by channel (the rainbow) into a realm of enlightenment (heaven, or realm of the gods).

>This idea of a rainbow is quite common - a connection of this world with the next world or the astral.

>There's also the idea that if you find the end of a rainbow; you will find a pot of gold there that will last for eternity.

>This idea of bridges linked with cultural meaning of rainbows employs another important symbol: That of the arch, and archways in general. Arches are 
symbolic of gateways, openings, and portals. When in context of the supernatural occurrence of the rainbow, it's a reference to a portal into heavenly 
realms (godly, goddess elements, heightened awareness).

>When MK-Ultra victims speak of going over the rainbow they refer to travel outside the body. It's when they spirit body leaves the physical to enter the 
realm of the spiritual. This is often induced through trauma-or spiritual training.

>The rainbow itself also stands for spiritual perfection - it unites all the colours and therefore the whole spectrum of energy. Therefore it is considered a 
divine sign of good luck in occult circles.  
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>>8292970
>homophobic individuals
Nothing proves better that host is degenerate, when he starts protecting those degenerasies that are legal. 
If you are a Gomorrah, you might as well be Sodom too. Business of those satanists is going to get wrecked 
hard, including their personal lives. As long as enemy shows resistance, there is something to push on to.  
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>>8292954
Art is reflected in Comet Ping Pong Murals by artist Arrington De Dionyso.

Decapated heads is a recurring theme in his artwork.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 01:38:50 ID: e6e9c5 No.8293127

>>8293098
We know that this is a satanic cult, we don't need more proof of that. We need to stay focused.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 01:48:26 ID: 8ab8b4 No.8293213 >>8293351

File (hide): 6a9000ce1e12d57⋯.jpg (158.9 KB, 800x610, 80:61, 15.jpg)

http://blog.theapes.com/2006/11/things-to-do-in-van.html
>count vitamins
>swallow vitamins
I wonder what are those vitamins Amanda is consuming. Could it be hormones? I wonder why package is 
completely transparent. Also some incredibly dark comment on that page, probably spam.  
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>>8293108  
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>>8293108
>Arrington De Dionyso.

Very little focus has been on this artist because an anon dropped the KNoble art into threads and that 
became the focus despite not being on the walls at Comet and having no  other connection other than a 
normie wanting to educate us. Now Noble's art is on several infographics that are being spread everywhere 
yet the actual artist with murals on Comets walls is temporarily forgotten. Thanks for the reminder, anon. 

Murals mean the artist was there in person to paint, as opposed to Comet purchasing art from wherever.  
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>>8293254  
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ence? I do not think so  
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anon  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:01:29 ID: eb8d34 No.8293347

>>8293098
That falls into the area of satanusm. But…more specifically…the star and crescent moon signify witchcraft.

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:01:42 ID: ad01ed No.8293351 >>8293573

>>8293274
Kim's art is still relevant to podesta and helps tell the stories. the more people see reoccuring themes they will stop brushing it off.
>>8293254
>>8293108
These are seriously fucked up, looks highly dark ages ritualistic sacrifice. Apparently they are pagan furries.
>>8293213
no one sane takes this many meds.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:04:31 ID: 06a4f7 No.8293382 >>8293465

I was looking at all the disgusting filth on this page theapes.com/video.html and searching for "the apes beat of the double" got me an upload to this 
channel on kiketube: .youtube.com/user/lukeriot/

There is some seriously disturbing filth on here referencing child slavery and cannibalism.  This video in particular stood out to me youtube.com/watch?
v=0aGCCQ1VNN0

The really sick shit is about 6 minutes in.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:05:32 ID: a26f5d No.8293390
File (hide): 287b985865a58d0⋯.webm (1.11 MB, 426x240, 71:40, jacinto.webm) [play once] [loop]

You're doing God's work anons. 
Deus Vult!  

File (hide): 5c762662693b02c⋯.jpg
(92.63 KB, 420x560, 3:4, 17.jpg)

File (hide): 99712adde4328ea⋯.jpg (61.91 KB,
760x507, 760:507, majestic2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:07:42 ID: 37195f No.8293414 >>8294596

Found it.
>>8289109
>Nov 18 2006 Comet Pizza & Ping Pong - That's right, a bill consisting entirely of Apes (and DJs). Fun homecoming show with back-to-basics 
vocals-only sound system.

Apes have been participating in Pizza and Ping Pong concerts since 2006. Long before Amanda Kleinman alone managed that place.

http://www.theapes.com/pastshows2006.html (at the bottom of the page)

Second concert in Comet Pizza & Ping-Pong:
>Aug 8 2008 Comet Pizza & Ping-Pong Washington DC Fiasco  Double Dagger Really fun show. Everyone put on a great show and people seemed 
to dig it.

http://www.theapes.com/pastshows.html  

TIME's Person of the Year Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:12:09 ID: 3b3a74 No.8293455

http://time.com/4570597/person-of-the-year-readers-poll-results-2016/ GO HERE TO GET FORCED MEDIA COVERAGE FOR ASSANGE, VOTE FOR 
HIM AS THE PERSON OF THE YEAR AND VOTE NO ON EVERYONE ELSE! HE IS ALREADY AT SECOND PLACE, GET HIM UP PAST FIRST!!!  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:13:01 ID: 37195f No.8293465

>>8293382
Looks like satanists like vaporwave too.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:14:53 ID: 178a96 No.8293483 >>8293491 >>8293700 >>8293735

A-man-da  is built like a dude,,,i always noticed in the music vids that majestic ape seems to maybe sometimes switch performers, and generally is built 
like a dude and/or wearing so many layers its very hard to tell  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:15:47 ID: 37195f No.8293491

>>8293483
That thing himself proclaimed he's a transgender here: >>8292308  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:18:43 ID: 7d56f0 No.8293531

>>8292876
I thought those Spider Sculptures  were only in Europe.  I know there are large and medium ones. Learning a lot about pedophilia PIE NAMBLA the 60s, 
porn and the Internet.  Apparently The Clinton Foundation took a dirty little secret and took it global, to an industrial level.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:23:09 ID: b44e94 No.8293573

>>8293351
>Kim's art is still relevant to podesta

No it isn't, quit misdirecting. The anon that originally posted it here came into a recent thread and apologized because he saw wtf happened. It's as dumb 
a move as the MM shit. Stick with the facts and people that are directly connected. If you're just learning about MK stuff then go study a bit, we've had 
massive pedowood threads for years and already know so you're not educating us.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:23:42 ID: 5a0f46 No.8293584 >>8293787 >>8294028

File (hide): c465c217f411695⋯.jpg (49.6 KB, 316x421, 316:421, 918a81bbccbb7da5ba06ee990b….jpg)

>>8292269
The reasons I suspect the FBI is not doing anything is because they are:

a) involved themselves
b) being threatened
c) both

In one of the threads on halfchan I mentioned a well known pedophile among "boy lovers" named Clarence Osborne. 
Until this year, the only place you could find any information on this guy was on some NAMBLA/ Boylover wiki which 
basically idolized him as hero amongst gay pedophiles. For years I looked and looked for information on this guy and 
never found any info on him. I thought, "For somebody who has molested and taken photos of thousands of Australian 
boys, shouldn't there be more information on the web about this person? There's not even a photo of him on google 
images." 

This article basically explains why nothing was mentioned about him:

http://www.couriermail.com.au/news/queensland/paedophile-clarence-henry-howardosbornes-files-could-have-brought-
down-government/news-story/247c25b437c48ae08605d5953eda3ddf?nk=e6aa8312c3f6becc9a24fd4ca7980387-1479521335

>Osborne was taken by police to Eyre St. There, they discovered thousands of pictures of naked children, hundreds of hours of tape-recorded 
conversations with boys and a meticulously organised filing cabinet filled with index cards bearing the details of his victims, from their names, ages and 
addresses, to their physical measurements. It was later estimated that Osborne had been involved with more than 2500 under-aged males over a 20-year 
period.

>Police took Osborne back to headquarters in the city for questioning. They also confiscated three carloads of materials – a fraction of Osborne’s sordid 
trove of information. Investigators were initially bewildered by the magnitude of the case. Here was a short, stocky, 61-year-old man, recently retired, who, 
if his own documents were to be believed, might go down in history as one of the world’s worst serial paedophiles. And his playground was southeast 
Queensland.

>One former officer said the Osborne material was enough “to bring down the [then Queensland] government overnight”. The officer said when he 
suggested the Osborne case deserved a thorough investigation, despite the fact that Osborne himself was dead, he was warned off by a senior officer 
and told to leave the matter alone.

>By the early 1980s the Osborne case had been all but forgotten, and many of the diminutive stenographer’s secrets were presumed lost with him. 
Except a retired Queensland police officer with a conscience and a phenomenal memory, who wanted to pursue Osborne at the time – and was warned 
off by senior officers, and who received a death threat after he pushed the paedophile investigation too far – only to be drummed out of the force, never 
forgot the case. And in breaking his silence, he would link Osborne to an international paedophile ring, and the child abuse scandal currently rocking 
Westminster in the UK.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:24:52 ID: ad01ed No.8293596 >>8295901

>>8293254
>>8293108
There seems to be a strong repeating theme of sacrificing, and particularly to reptiles with nasty teeth. Pic4 looks like a crockodile head on a mans body 
and the major religion that did that was Egypt. Masons are always balls deep into deep Egyptian occult shit like there's no tomorrow.

>Ancient Egyptians worshipped the Nile Crocodile. They built temples and even a city, Crocodopolis, in its honour. The crocodile god was depicted 
with a human body and a crocodile's head. He was one of 438 Egyptian deities.  His name was Sobek and he was supposedly the son of Neith the 
oldest of goddesses.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:24:59 ID: 37195f No.8293599 >>8295225

File (hide): 3baa8980576393d⋯.png (102.26 KB, 241x228, 241:228, ailM8.png)

Look at their lyrics:
http://www.theapes
.com/misc/tour06-
lyrics.html

>Hey there lamby 
child
>Need a little cash
>To validate your 
stay?
>Well come on 
>Let's make a 
trade
>Just do me this 
one big favor
>Y'say the street 

ain't enough
>And your winters 
>Start to get rough
>Well how's about this
>Minimum hush
>It's given with a minimum touch  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:27:52 ID: dd97a5 No.8293617 >>8293635 >>8293641

File (hide): af43a06b6aa0fd4⋯.jpg (54.92 KB, 770x507, 770:507, human-meat.jpg)

This planet is fucked…

Sickening: Major food corporations use tissue from aborted babies to manufacture flavor additives in 
processed foods

"Every time you purchase mass-produced processed "food" from the likes of Kraft, PepsiCo, or Nestle, 
you're choosing, whether you realize it or not, to feed your family not only genetically engineered poisons 
and chemical additives, but also various flavoring agents manufactured using the tissue of aborted human 
babies."

Vaccines, "beauty products" loaded with chemicals made from unborn babies murdered via legalized 
genocide
Processed food isn't the only hidden source of additives made using aborted human fetal tissue – many so-called "beauty products" and vaccines are 
also loaded with aborted baby tissue-derived additives. According to EndAllDisease.com, Neocutis "beauty" products and anti-wrinkle creams are made 
from aborted male baby cells collected after a 14-week gestation period.

Many vaccines, including Merck & Co.'s MMR II vaccine for measles, mumps and rubella, as well as ProQuad (Merck), Varivax (Merck), Pentacel (Sanofi 
Pasteur) and Havrix (GlaxoSmithKline), also contain derivatives of aborted human babies.

The following list outlines processed "food" products, vaccines and "beauty products" known to contain ingredients derived from aborted human babies 
(and there are likely many more; your best bet is to avoid all processed foods in general):

PEPSI BEVERAGES:
• All Pepsi soft drinks
• Sierra Mist soft drinks
• Mountain Dew soft drinks
• Mug root beer and other soft drinks
• No Fear beverages
• Ocean Spray beverages
• Seattle's Best Coffee
• Tazo beverages
• AMP Energy beverages
• Aquafina water
• Aquafina flavored beverages
• DoubleShot energy beverages
• Frappuccino beverages
• Lipton tea and other beverages
• Propel beverages
• SoBe beverages
• Gatorade beverages
• Fiesta Miranda beverages
• Tropicana juices and beverages

NESTLE PRODUCTS:
• All coffee creamers
• Maggi Brand instant soups, bouillon cubes, ketchups, sauces, seasoning, instant noodles

KRAFT - CADBURY ADAMS PRODUCTS:
• Black Jack chewing gum
• Bubbaloo bubble gum
• Bubblicious bubble gum
• Chiclets
• Clorets
• Dentyne
• Freshen Up Gum
• Sour Cherry Gum (Limited)
• Sour Apple Gum (Limited)
• Stride
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• Stride
• Trident

CADBURY ADAMS CANDIES:
• Sour Cherry Blasters
• Fruit Mania
• Bassett's Liquorice All sorts
• Maynards Wine Gum
• Swedish Fish
• Swedish Berries
• Juicy Squirts
• Original Gummies
• Fuzzy Peach
• Sour Chillers
• Sour Patch Kids
• Mini Fruit Gums
• Certs breath mints
• Halls Cough Drops

http://www.naturalnews.com/049367_aborted_babies_flavor_chemicals_food_corporations.html

HUMAN MEAT FOUND AT MCDONALD'S MEAT FACTORY [WTF]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTvJcKTboZM  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:29:20 ID: e66e35 No.8293635 >>8296112

>>8293617
trying to slide thread - ignore & keep digging

STAY FOCUSED  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:30:00 ID: e6e9c5 No.8293641

>>8293617
ORA PORRA, A PEPSI USA FETOS ABORTADOS

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:36:24 ID: e0f0dd No.8293700 >>8293863

File (hide): 346a323cbce5363⋯.jpg (125.87 KB, 800x615, 160:123, 12b.jpg)

>>8293483
And Amanda Kleinman also confirmed jewish, it was obvious though, but now we have proof from his own 
words:
>We wander back to the club. There are a few staff members standing on the street. I ask the soundman if 
he has any ideas about good people we might be able to crash with. He turns to a tall fellow on his right, 
who has a closely shaven moehawk. He introduces me to Sean and tells me Sean has pretty good 
connections. Sean asks my last name. I instantly think, “Uh –oh, I wonder if he’ll know I’m Jewish.” He just 
tells me he’ll make some calls and to check with him after the show.
http://blog.theapes.com/home/blog/public_html/2005_06_01_archive.html

When a jewish transsexual faggot nurses kids and works as a nanny, its obvious that thing fucks them too.

Our enemies - Jewish Pedo Tranny Satanists! Best combo!  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:39:37 ID: b44e94 No.8293735

>>8293483
>majestic ape seems to maybe sometimes switch performers

Yes, thank you, I noticed that too and called attention to it ITT. I have watched quite a few of their vids and there is a large man that sometimes takes on 
that persona. I am certain.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:44:40 ID: 36279c No.8293787

>>8293584
> Clarence Osborne

WTF!?!?!

Why this doesn't have anons digging?
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File (hide): ddbbeec10cbac99⋯.jpg (83.53 KB,
1057x520, 1057:520, Comet Ping Pong Friends Pa….jpg)

File (hide): bd38d2d9d6e180c⋯.jpg (98.38 KB,
1302x632, 651:316, pizza pace maker party.jpg)

File (hide): 735a314028a04d6⋯.jpg (61.55 KB,
1289x613, 1289:613, Shout at the devil pandahe….jpg)

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:48:24 ID: c23abc No.8293822 >>8295444

>>8292939

————-100% CULT————–

Comet Ping Pong Friends are Pandahead Magazine

PandaHeadMagazine Videos on Vimeo

https://vimeo.com/user1622274

C V L T P A N D A : an Audio-Visual Exploration for Panda Head Magazine: Issue 7

https://vimeo.com/57994809

shout at the devil

https://vimeo.com/5187632

Pacemaker Pizza Party

https://vimeo.com/31688615

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:52:04 ID: e96921 No.8293858
File (hide): 1dea0ac51312378⋯.jpg (522.4 KB, 1398x1588, 699:794, hillary.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:52:46 ID: faf68d No.8293863
File (hide): dba2b064c3dcb2f⋯.jpg (76.84 KB, 760x564, 190:141, stillmans.jpg)

>>8293700
Found even worse photo of that degenerate, even before that thing started to 
use heavy hormones.

There's entire blog with photos from around 2005 and earlier/later. Its hidden 
under /misc/ category. Can dig something there.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 02:54:40 ID: faf68d No.8293886

Ah, forget, i got autistic, that's tour diary.  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 03:00:16 ID: dd68de No.8293938

>“I can make ya pizza but I don’t know what I’m gonna put on it.”
>Maybe some cheese?
>They make us a tiny pizza to share. Its actually pretty good. We ask for another. I’m full but eat a few more baby squares anyway.
>…
>We play. I suck. I have no energy. Its all gone to that pizza digestion process. I feel bad. There is no room to rock either as the stage is really cramped.
http://blog.theapes.com/home/blog/public_html/2005_06_01_archive.html  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 03:13:07 ID: ef5301 No.8294028 >>8294359

>>8293584

There's an FBI office right next door to this Haitian orphanage's office in Ft Myers 

http://loveachild.com/contact-us/
https://www.google.com/maps/@26.562392,-81.7529771,17z  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 03:21:41 ID: b44e94 No.8294105 >>8294369

>>8293108
>Comet Ping Pong Murals by artist Arrington De Dionyso.

He's also a performer, he's on some of those playbills. A few shitty vids on YT.  His YT channel 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArringtondeDionyso
More:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2deC1eELtw live performance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6bvrcHmbOI confirms it's him with his painting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX4EgXWFxvY in Indonesia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aDSNI1pxCo another in Indonesia

noise art and shitty Tuvan throat singing. 

vid related is an hour of his drawing, no music, from his channel  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 03:44:25 ID: e473ec No.8294333 >>8294635

Yo guys what's up with this site mentioned on lebbit saying 8chan created a website for collecting data on pizzagate. Is this legit?
>pizzagate.herokuapp.com  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 03:46:39 ID: 89c2ed No.8294359
File (hide): 51c1810e23ebc02⋯.gif (997.47 KB, 500x332, 125:83, 51c1810e23ebc02e083b04b637….gif)

>>8294028

What a coincidence.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 03:47:47 ID: 73ab2a No.8294369 >>8294418 >>8295327

>>8294105
>>Comet Ping Pong Murals by artist Arrington De Dionyso.
>He's also a performer, he's on some of those playbills. A few shitty vids on YT.  His YT channel https://www.youtube.com/user/ArringtondeDionyso
>More:
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2deC1eELtw live performance
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6bvrcHmbOI confirms it's him with his painting 
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX4EgXWFxvY in Indonesia.
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aDSNI1pxCo another in Indonesia
>noise art and shitty Tuvan throat singing. 
>vid related is an hour of his drawing, no music, from his channel

How to save this video? Tried using keepvid .com and clipconverter .cc and both show "blocked" clipconverter says blocked becasue of music.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 03:55:04 ID: 89c2ed No.8294418

>>8294369

>How to save this video? 

http://youtube.mygeodata.eu/

worked for me, but maybe it depends on your physical location (I'm from Germany).  
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File (hide): f6a6dba3211f1cf⋯.jpg (137.93 KB,
920x581, 920:581, Strathmore Mansion Undergr….jpg)

File (hide): 0a72eba195b9862⋯.jpg (98.36 KB,
700x467, 700:467, Strathmore Mansion.jpg)

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:19:12 ID: 79537b No.8294596 >>8294656 >>8294936

>>8293414

As a band they must get called into to do gigs for ritual sacrifices or something.

I mean why would a shit band do a private showing at The Strathmore Mansion??

In the pic it shows UNDERGROUND TUNNELS

That mansion needs looking into.

Bonus - Apes Music Download;

http://www.theapes.com/audio/

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:23:31 ID: bbc332 No.8294635

>>8294333
Smells like a honeypot to me. Nice trips though.

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:25:16 ID: 7ab7ff No.8294646 >>8294854

>>8277272

A virgin lesbian is referred to as goldstar. As in, never had dick. If fish referes to young girls, then goldfish could mean a young virgin girl. Maybe a 14 
year old in particular. Speculating, but I think that's a good guess.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:25:44 ID: 522ae8 No.8294653

Question, there was a talk about .pig files, where are they? were they extracted from some other file, or where they attached?  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:26:18 ID: 89c2ed No.8294656
File (hide): a73381412f88635⋯.jpg (113.47 KB, 816x816, 1:1, 1471655425602.jpg)

>>8294596

>Tunnels

>"popping its 
[…] hymen"

>All-Seeing Eye 
in window 
below triangular 
roof  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:27:32 ID: bbc332 No.8294664 >>8294686 >>8294732

Seeing all this shit I wouldn't be surprised if the current Syrian refugee crisis is another way for them to obtain children  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:30:20 ID: 89c2ed No.8294686 >>8294705

>>8294664

Hundreds, if not thousands, many of them children, already disappeared.

https://www.welt.de/politik/deutschland/article157889119/Fast-9000-Fluechtlingskinder-sind-spurlos-verschwunden.html  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:32:19 ID: bbc332 No.8294705 >>8294720

>>8294686
And of course look at who is pushing taking in the undocumented migrants, the global elite. Easy to steal children when they literally have no papers. I'm 
convinced.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:34:44 ID: 89c2ed No.8294720 >>8294760

>>8294705

Germany has become Babylon.

Be glad that you have been spared from being governed by an insane bitch.

We will, very likely, have another 4 years of Merkel.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:35:33 ID: 5a0f46 No.8294732 >>8294760

>>8294664

Not too long ago on the radio I heard in Australia Syrian refugee mothers and children were being sexually abused in a refugee camp somewhere in or 
near Australia.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:38:27 ID: bbc332 No.8294760

>>8294720
Dear God I hope Germany can get a national populist candidate, however unlikely it might be.

>>8294732
It's sad that this is just par for the course.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 04:51:05 ID: d2cedd No.8294854
File (hide): 36093e11f1b0c36⋯.jpg (53.31 KB, 615x405, 41:27, CwmCXfnUoAA3o1I.jpg)

>>8294646
Best to open 
previous thread 
archives and ctrlF 
for stuff.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 05:02:21 ID: 79537b No.8294936
File (hide): 54479a93315ed10⋯.jpg (362.54 KB, 800x911, 800:911, silver.jpg)

>>8294596
Looks like it DOES connect underground It looks like it connects right from Dupont Circle to the Strathmore 
Complex.

Strathmore (Maryland)

The Strathmore arts complex is connected to an upper floor of the parking garage at the Grosvenor-Strathmore 
Washington Metro station via an elevated pedestrian walkway, the Carlton R. Sickles Memorial Sky Bridge, 
named after late Congressman Carlton R. Sickles. The complex is thus accessible for patrons coming from 
Washington, D.C., as well as the northern part of Montgomery County, Maryland via the Metro rail system.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strathmore_%28Maryland%29

Grosvenor–Strathmore station

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grosvenor%E2%80%93Strathmore_station  

anon  11/19/16 (Sat) 05:23:57 ID: b46949 No.8295054 >>8296457

Amanda Kleinmans band name…heavy breathing…refers to her huffing. In some tapes she…in your face…huffs nail polish remover and whipped cream 
aerosol cannisters. I think the big ritual drug with these people is dmt…the spirit molecule…spirit cooking..
Orgy drug.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 05:46:35 ID: 0f58ea No.8295225
File (hide): 2fa91c0fe07707b⋯.png (460.1 KB, 786x726, 131:121, 2fa91c0fe07707b031f240812b….png)

>>8293599
what the fug  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 06:03:48 ID: 09744b No.8295327

>>8294369

>How to save this video? Tried using keepvid .com and clipconverter .cc and both show "blocked" clipconverter says blocked becasue of music.

http://www.youtubeinmp4.com/  

File (hide): 5cbd9a846b20868⋯.jpg (114.13 KB,
1333x684, 1333:684, Cult PandaHeadMagazine.jpg)

File (hide): a6df7b186f9ae01⋯.jpg (125.76 KB,
1292x729, 1292:729, Cult PandaHeadMagazine (2).jpg)

File (hide): 6ba4b21dfa61f03⋯.jpg (74.34 KB,
1171x757, 1171:757, Cult PandaHeadMagazine (3).jpg)

File (hide): 96a651e5dbde95b⋯.jpg (98.28 KB,
1326x744, 221:124, Cult PandaHeadMagazine (4).jpg)

File (hide): e54595fd64228de⋯.jpg (108.07 KB,
1298x752, 649:376, Cult PandaHeadMagazine (5).jpg)

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 06:22:47 ID: 09744b No.8295444 >>8295583

>>8293822  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 06:42:48 ID: 89c2ed No.8295583 >>8295627

File (hide): ffcc8f43cd531a7⋯.jpg (354.3 KB, 852x1096, 213:274, 05_concrete_aufsberg_2.jpg)

>>8295444

>full of Illuminati / Satanic 
symbolism

Another proof both are the same.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 06:51:51 ID: da1512 No.8295627

>>8295583
>Another proof both are the same.
The name of the Illuminati associates with Lucifer (son of the dawn) more than with Satanism. The distinction is important because Lucifer is another 
name for the King of Babylon, but Satan is a more general title relating to an adversarial role, eg "be the predator and not the prey".  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:01:14 ID: 84f4e1 No.8295681 >>8295726 >>8296174

I'm beginning to think wikileaks was compromised early October and this goose hunt is a red herring from tptb to distract from julians assassination and 
prevent all this man power from looking for the IMPORTANT shit….. LIKE THE EMAILS THEY WERE ABOUT TO RELEASE. 

I can guarantee all the proof we would need was already in WL hands.  THAT IS WHERE YOU'LL FIND THE SMOKING GUN  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:03:37 ID: ce0beb No.8295697

>>8290135
I was doing some digging recently and found some interesting coincidences. They are probably nothing but given the scale of the activities and who is 
involved, who knows?  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:06:58 ID: e09594 No.8295726

>>8295681
I think it's important that what we've found here doesn't cease (unless we're now hitting a dead end?)

Perhaps we should split our efforts? The two will probably compliment each other anyway.

There was a post in another thread somewhere about Wikileaks messages being hidden with Bitcoin. Anyone have it?  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:11:25 ID: db0263 No.8295746

>>8286063
Jesus Christ that imgur album.

That is a youngish-looking person in pajamas being bloodily sodomized.

Let's see them spin this as "performance art." PR and legalese can only get them so far. This is the sort of thing that will get the public outraged no matter 
what they say.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:14:29 ID: ef5301 No.8295766 >>8296011

>>8282292

Look who's next door !
https://www.google.com/maps/@26.562392,-81.7529771,17z  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:32:37 ID: 61eea1 No.8295901 >>8296024

File (hide): acbfcc68281d8f5⋯.jpg (321.51 KB, 705x1008, 235:336, Kek tarot.jpg)

>>8293596
Wasn't human sacrifice and pedophilia vastly less common in ancient Egypt than is pretty much 
every other ancient civilization?

From what I can tell the Egyptians were genuinely good guys for the most part.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:37:47 ID: 5f56f0 No.8295933 >>8296299

File (hide): b828a1b9e531730⋯.jpg (119.8 KB, 800x545, 160:109, joch.jpg)

>tfw i actually liked Apes music
>tfw you will never travel around the country with a music band of your 
friends
>you will never have to deal with all garbage that happens in between 
gigs
>you will never get acquaintances from other popular bands with who 
you perform concerts
>tfw you will never have a jewish tranny that always tries to subvert your 
band with her satanic pedo shit
>you just wanted to make music you like and perform for people and 
children
>you will never end up being part of massive political pedo ring that 

made second coming of Hitler win the US election
>eating pizza with your friends will never be the same again  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:42:04 ID: 8ede72 No.8295958 >>8296036 >>8296130

Not sure why no one seems to have noted this, but if you look at the angle of the Winstead video, then look at Google Street view, it's clear that the 
camera must be positioned by the pedestrian triangle.  There are two manholes and a storm sewer, lending a lot of credibility to the idea that the screams 
are coming from underground.  More importantly!  Winstead seemed to be aware that terrible things were happening.  Who knows how much video was 
taken?  Maybe he used this clip because of the screams.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:52:40 ID: ef5301 No.8296003

>>8282053

concern trolling is a art  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:54:16 ID: ef5301 No.8296011 >>8296539

>>8295766

DUBS IN THE HOUSE YO  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:57:03 ID: ce0beb No.8296024

>>8295901
It depends on what one considers 'pedophilia'. Today it is widely misused to mean any activity involving the 'sexual abuse' of people under 18. The proper 
meaning is someone who loves children, particularly denoting affection. As opposed to pedophobia, someone who fears children. 

If we only misuse the concept and use our current year filter to look at the past, we could say pedophilia was rampant; but that would be both simplistic 
and incorrect. There is certainly a difference between Lewis Carroll (a genuine pedophile), a Greek pederast, a genuinely abusive person of power (think 
Dickensian thrasher) and someone whose interest in children is exclusively sexual.

Ancient Egypt like other civilizations would have had exploitative adult-child relationships and definitely abuse of power over slave children. Perhaps it 
was less pervasive because compared to Greece and Rome, the society was not as complex?  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 07:59:35 ID: 5d61e2 No.8296036

>>8295958
Who / witch video are u responding to.

Ffs: for people with disliexia, captchas are a bitch to solve  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:14:29 ID: 629285 No.8296112 >>8296142

>>8293635
no actually i think he's on to something that connects with this. they are trafficking in humans of all ages. so far everyone's only on the kiddie stuff. 
different new thread material for sure.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:17:01 ID: 5d61e2 No.8296130

>>8295958
Come on brov if you've found something interesting, give us the links and if nessecary archive that shit. But obviously spoiler that shit when necessary.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:19:03 ID: 8fd98f No.8296142
File (hide): aa64cecb1a4bb97⋯.jpg (36.22 KB, 393x600, 131:200, 460b9b36a79a43491f6cd41343….jpg)

>>8296112
When you make new thread in 20 posts, don't forget to include ape's website and last 
things we were digging through.

The beasts will be punished. Human is not an ape.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:21:40 ID: 4bcce8 No.8296161

New Thread Needed

New Thread Needed

haven't lurked this one enough to OP
Don't lose momentum. remember that this place has a physical address 5037 Conn. Ave NW Washington DC 20008
Also look around the west side of Dupont circle, weird buildings there. Don't fall for "decrypt" distractions. 
Pedo files will most likely be .rar attached to .png. possibly in emails, perhaps early podesta ones he forgot about.

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:21:59 ID: 8fd98f No.8296166

Also only now noticed this. Apes actually made OST for 
a WW2 video game where you kill ebin nazis.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:23:36 ID: d90a4a No.8296174

>>8295681
http:// archive.is/http:// is.4chan.org/pol/1479517346673.gif  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:32:44 ID: 8fd98f No.8296220

Their music 
videos are 
the shitties 
music 
videos i've 
seen.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 08:49:08 ID: d2cedd No.8296299 >>8296357

>>8286063
After that plebbit thread a new user came in to passionatelt defend the tranny ape and its sick vid. I archived a full two pages for your entertainment. 
There's more though because they just do not stop. Behold /u/tardbuster: KEK https://archive.fo/w9GRt  https://archive.fo/E3L42  https://archive.fo/M3pmi

>>8295933
Anon, they're all in on it. You cannot hang with that gang unless your mind is like theirs. Watch more vids, every one has torture, babies, satanic shit, 
blood smears, cannibalism, murder and so on. Every account that comments on their shit positively or in a friendly manner is also another MK monster 
with fucked up vids and same themes. It's OK to fantasize about band life but these are not humans and their music is programming minfucker garbage. 
Stop listening to it pls, it might trigger you to do something stupid.  
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:02:56 ID: 7eb9c6 No.8296357 >>8296560

File (hide): 295239f2ba84317⋯.jpg (26.21 KB, 599x398, 599:398, 87f22b0576180eddd1fdf12b70….jpg)

>>8296299
Some of this guy's arguments are completely valid. Stop digging empty hole. Yes, they are satanists, 
homosexuals and corrupted liberal degenerates, who also corrupt their own children and make sexual jokes 
at child's public places. But i doubt they fuck them or hide stolen children in pizza joints right next to fbi, with 
all those parents going to such places.

You are projecting because your own president elect is corrupted, so you need something to feel 
redeemable, and attack Hillary's supporters. Hurting private business makes you feel like a hero?

(KIKE WAS INTRODUCED TO THE WORKING END OF THE BULLDOZER FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:11:14 ID: 90f793 No.8296384 >>8296426 >>8296437 >>8296549

>>8293082
Fuck, does this mean that Dio was into this shit too? I don't know if I can handle that, /pol/. Yesterday my head was spinning because I found out the 
Rothschilds started the War of 1812, and now this. How do those of you who have been into this shit for years live like this?  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:11:43 ID: 7143ba No.8296386 >>8296413 >>8296549

>>8291361
dude at 0:23 is Sathya Sai Baba
I had read and researched his cult 20 years ago
He used magic tricks and passed it off as legit to prove he was a guru. Was know for sex abuses and HT.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:18:14 ID: da6014 No.8296413
File (hide): 52005ed56799fe2⋯.jpg (13.47 KB, 352x468, 88:117, sathya-sai-baba.jpg)

>>8296386
>Sathya Sai Baba
So this is for what purpose "Baba's Mountain" exists. For 
occultists following messiah cult and shit.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:21:41 ID: 7143ba No.8296426

>>8296384
>Dio was into this shit too?
Not that I know of but the whole band had problems with a spirit named Baal and put this on their album credits:
https://trinkelbonker.wordpress.com/2012/08/20/ronnie-james-dio-interview-2001/
search for Baal

of the spiritual experience and seances Ronnie said:
– Well I suggest you don’t because as I say, once you open the door and allow it to come in then it never goes away, never. You can’t close the door 
again."  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:25:00 ID: 973111 No.8296437

>>8296384
David Bowie is more important than Dio. And he 
was into a lot more of fucked up degenerate shit.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:29:23 ID: b02c58 No.8296457

>>8295054
DMT is not an orgy drug.
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Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:52:16 ID: ef5301 No.8296539 >>8296551

>>8296011

DOUBLE + DUBS YO  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:53:58 ID: d2cedd No.8296549

>>8296386
This dude has been raping for many years. He is literally "untouchable" culteducation.com/group/1132-sathya-sai-baba.html

>>8296384
Yes, Dio is a satanist or occultist of some kind. He's done interviews about it before. Very open about it all. Not a huge fan so I can't find it for you but 
have a look.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:54:25 ID: ef5301 No.8296551

>>8296539

KEK IS ALL UP IN FBI – HAITI ORPHANAGE CONNECTION  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 09:55:53 ID: d2cedd No.8296560

>>8296357
(1) again. No way Jose, there's way too much here. These people are filth.  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 10:30:40 ID: bbc332 No.8296720

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM  

Anonymous  11/19/16 (Sat) 10:31:01 ID: bbc332 No.8296723
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): f42d2e4b8913664⋯.png (77.42 KB, 475x582, 475:582, 6aaf9fb8a15a552a891e36a187….png)
PING PONG THREAD #14 Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 14:32:47 ID: c359ef No.8308237  >>8308559 >>8308649 >>8309866

>>8318197 >>8327903 [Watch Thread] [Show All Posts]

Go to >>8281255 and grab a PDF of The Franklin Scandal by Nick Bryant.
(1): you need to know that they know =>
https://archive.is/7P1M0
Most of the people we are investigating have locked down their social media. There could be honeypots out there. If you 
aren't sure about your security posture you should read the OpSec section. 
(2): If you are new here read the sticky here: http://8ch.net/pol/res/993439.html
(3): Nobody Gives a Fuck About Your PeerBlock
Archives 
Original Threads 
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0
Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl
PingPong and Beyond 

Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: https://archive.is/IURyL
Thread 9: https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: https://archive.is/mGs6L
Thread 11: https://archive.is/xnVbG
Thread 12: https://archive.is/Rb8a1
Thread 13: >>8271316| https://archive.is/ChAWd
Introductory must read(!) book to cult abuse and pedophocracy: http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi
Brief ReCap
The purpose of all this digging is to uncover networks involved in the trafficking, sexual exploitation and ritual abuse of children.
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A few days before the election Spirit Cooking dropped => https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893
Basically these idiots participate in creepy pseudo occult rituals. They do stuff ranging from dumping fake blood on efiggies of children, cut their hands open, mix 
blood and semen, probably drinking it, and engage in fake cannibalism. We speculate that they probably do these things for reals in other contexts.
John and Tony Podesta, the Molesta brothers look like the suspects in Maddy McCann's kidnapping (Murder)
In addition to exactly matching the description of the suspects John's emails which correspond to the time period relevant to the kidnapping were deleted, probably 
years before the Podesta leak occurred.
They have homes filled with creepy art, some of which is pedophilic in nature. Many of their leaked emails are cryptic and include pedophilic symbolism. Some are 
quite blatant, for example this email discussing swimming children as entertainment: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49435
The Clinton's, the Podesta's and the Democrats were tied to Comet Ping Pong a "family friendly" pizza joint in Washington D.C. Upon inspection it was discovered 
that CPP was creepy as fuck: much associated with them is cryptic, sexual and pedophilic. Branching out from CPP to other related businesses and individuals 
revealed more of the same. The associated businesses/individuals often use logos/imagery/speech associated with pedophilia.
Obama's 65k Pizza and Hot Dog dinner => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html
Obama channels his inner Biden => https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c0d8c96665e2a120a70ae4bb414a598725160c9f3ad51de2041cb2619e6debe1.png
Stratfor Pizza Connection => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html
Comet Ping Pong => Owned by James Alefantis. James' personal and business social media accounts were replete with creepy images and comments.
They host events frequently and they are all all-ages events. The artists that perform have similarly questionable art work/themes => https://archive.is/4190H
CPP also has hidden washrooms which may be used to facilitate child sexual abuse or trafficking. 
Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking
People of Interest
Everything ties back to the Clintons/The Foundation
James Alefantis: Owner of Comet Ping Pong => James' KikeBook Friendlist https://archive.is/08yME
Susan Alefantis: Sister of James, wrote letter of support for a pedo => https://archive.is/rHWxk
Arun G. Rao: DoJ, specializes in Child Pornography, liked creepy pictures on Jimmy Comet's Instagram.
Kevin Reynolds: Tied to Epstein and Clinton, specializes in massaging babies.
Frank Giustra: In bed with the Clintons (see: https://archive.is/DI2lQ)
Sites of Interest
Comet Ping Pong => https://archive.is/tRkrO (Alefantis aka Jimmy Comet)
Besta Pizza => https://archive.is/3OrGh (Boylove symbol, owned by Clinton associate Andrew Kline, a DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking cases)
M.A.M.A.S. => https://web.archive.org/web/20161004110031/http://mamasmidwives.com/
Baby Massage => https://archive.is/2J0wv (Reynolds)
Baby Babysitters => https://archive.is/uITIY (Reynolds)
Terasol => https://archive.is/tplgE
Bucks Fishing and Camping => https://archive.fo/VMGH5

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:06:17 ID: f81b52 No.8308441 >>8308469

Does anybody have archives of the old pedowood threads? I found 1,2,3 but nothing more.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:10:14 ID: c18f16 No.8308469 >>8308472

>>8308441
Here lad >>8308231  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:11:08 ID: f81b52 No.8308472

>>8308469
thanks those are comet pizza though, I mean the 2015 threads  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:18:42 ID: 48b81c No.8308511 >>8317009

File (hide): a8681c67b930aa0⋯.jpg (16.14 KB, 344x401, 344:401, death.jpg)

Hillary's earring looks 
like a pizza pie with a 
slice taken out.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:28:00 ID: ea09d6 No.8308559 >>8308626 >>8308755 >>8308957 >>8309489 >>8310034 >>8312807 >>8313746 >>8316900 >>8319226
>>8319298 >>8319845

File (hide): 28b82a304894e59⋯.jpg (260.37 KB, 940x626, 470:313, 140106-pizza-underground-v….jpg)

>>8308237 (OP)
Speaking of Pedowood - have anons seen Macaulay Culkin's band?

They're called The Pizza Underground.
They're a Velvet Underground cover band but they change all the lyrics to be about pizza. Literally: 
youtube.com/watch?v=kmgq81Ww7K4

I saw this a couple years ago and thought "huh, that's a pretty weird non sequitur joke to build an entire 
band around"…but will all this pizza shit coming out now? 

Not tryna derail us down a Home Alone rabbit hole but Macaulay definitely seen some shit  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:41:01 ID: 06a30a No.8308616 >>8309274 >>8310371 >>8327476

Posted towards the end of the last thread regarding Frank Winstead Youtube video, but I want to post a more detailed explanation.  When you look at the 
Youtube video with the two guys playing ping pong and the kid screaming, it's clear that the camera is directly across the street from Comet Ping Pong.  If 
you pull up google street view, you  can see that the space across the street is a pedestrian triangle, due to the intersection.  If you look at that triangle, 
there is a storm drain, and two manholes.  I believe that this lends a great deal of credibility to the theory that the camera is picking up sounds from 
underground.  

Also, Frank Winstead seems to know something is up.  Did he not publicly accuse them in a public forum, where the guy who condemned him seems to 
be the guy who also wrote the articles in Washington City Paper (CP)?  If that's the case, then I think it's possible that Winstead spent a lot of time 
recording places, and it's then interesting that THIS snippet of "ping pong" is the recording he uses.  

Winstead has an extremely active Facebook account with a ton of political oriented posts where he makes clear his support of Trump and hatred of 
Clinton.  Is it seriously fucking possible that this guy hasn't heard of all this?  

Can someone with a throwaway Facebook account send the guy a message or something?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:43:37 ID: 59cd0a No.8308626 >>8318558 >>8319960

File (hide): c17dd9f92b3d7c8⋯.jpg (158.1 KB, 1278x720, 71:40, 1445180006136-0.jpg)

>>8308559
>tfw Culkin's downfall is 
really depressing now  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:46:11 ID: 06a30a No.8308647

Does anyone remember there being a link that was talked about very early on in pizzagate investigation to Bill Clinton's personal chef at the Chappaqua 
residence?  He was somehow connected to one of the social media freakshow networks.  He was also in pictures with another woman who had a 
distinctive silver streak in her otherwise very dark hair.  They are both spanish and i want to say they were both named Lopez or something.  

I believe that these two may be the people in the background of Alefantis' picture of Obama playing ping pong with a kid in the White House.  

I spent a lot of time trying to find that guy, and can't find it.  So I haven't been able to compare it… been bothering me for a week and a half now… maybe 
you guys could help  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:46:51 ID: 654967 No.8308649 >>8308818

>>8308237 (OP)
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/07/05/AR2007070501270.html

Read very closely.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:48:05 ID: 3c9db7 No.8308658 >>8308677 >>8308691 >>8311012 >>8311595 >>8314830

here's what i found out looking into older cases:

>royalty is involved
>there's broad networks in europe, in the last century rich people came to europe for sex parties
>they celebrate orgies with minors on castles
>they have doctors, psychologists to discredit victims (false memory syndrome)
>they actively induce did
>families are involved, they share their own kids (that's actually what de Sade described in 120 days of sodom)
>own kids are being introduced to the circles
>most brutal forms of rape, violence you could imagine takes place (raped pregnant girl has to kill her newborn, cut it open and eat its heart and that's not 
the worst I read)
>videos are being produced, in the 1990s videos could be ordered on demand, like: i want a video of a 13 year old girl being raped and decapitated.
>women are being impregnated and locked away for the time being pregnant -> undocumented child for sacrifice/rape
>i read on multiple sources about "human hunting parties", naked children are drugged and then hunted

I'm not through with my recherche, there's a lot of stuff to look into. This shit happened in the past and it's definitely still happening, probably even worse 
than in the past.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:51:38 ID: 59cd0a No.8308677
File (hide): 7bb85dbc0a48de9⋯.gif (2.54 MB, 485x300, 97:60, Jewery is afoot.gif)

>>8308658
Then more than likely the UK sex scandals between the mudslimes and the UK universities might have 
something connected to it.  Mudslimes are not very careful when covering their tracks.  I wonder if shillary 
and co. had their fingers in that pie as well.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 15:53:59 ID: c1e300 No.8308691
File (hide): 0ffd9bfe8e0b936⋯.png (1.01 MB, 1000x1215, 200:243, Blind_Girl.png)

>>8308658
>Trump makes anime 
real
>Kikes then make guro 
real  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:01:40 ID: 3c9db7 No.8308727 >>8318098

On freemasons:
There's official lodges and unofficial masonic lodges. Though official lodges say they have nothing to do with the unofficial lodges, in reality most people 
in unofficial lodges are also member of official lodges.
the unofficial - secret - lodges are involved in satanic rituals and pedophilia  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:06:55 ID: 94d84e No.8308755 >>8316900

File (hide): 3d554bfa9b7a67f⋯.jpg (121.48 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, same.jpg)

>>8308559
Never considered 
that connection 
before.   

Culkin had to 
have been 
exposed to 
something.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:15:09 ID: d2ce1d No.8308818

>>8308649
>Alefantis and Greenwood originally thought they'd devote a menu to roast chicken and call the place The Hen House. The idea of keeping some vestige 
of the long-running Thai restaurant intrigued them, too, and the business partners considered keeping part of its title – but offering pizza – at The Pie 
Room.

Jesus Fuck  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:28:38 ID: 45d9cf No.8308903
File (hide): aab57c05829e927⋯.png (143.02 KB, 576x324, 16:9, off the ride.png)  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:39:55 ID: e3eba1 No.8308957 >>8320157

File (hide): 890256bbc511cd0⋯.jpg (259.15 KB, 800x533, 800:533, DRYVERS-01.jpg)

>>8308559
>tfw Culkin's drug addiction and downfall caused by the fact that jews forcefully 
raped him and did lots of fucked up shit to him  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:42:26 ID: e3eba1 No.8308969  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:52:07 ID: 3c9db7 No.8309027

oh, something else which I found out is, that traffickers take pictures of kids to show them to their customers. 
Symbols that indicate the kids are "up for anything" are:

>gold ring on the finger
or
>shows tongue

also "doggy style"-poses indicate that they are ready for sex

that's info from a german documentary from 2003  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 16:55:58 ID: b70def No.8309049 >>8309127 >>8309192 >>8309206 >>8309827 >>8310055 >>8317108

Incoming LARP from reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dykv3/i_have_cracked_into_an_unidentified_pizza/

http://s000.tinyupload.com/?file_id=67459625315515328099   – CHEESE PIZZA DOWNLOAD AT OWN RISK  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:08:56 ID: 3c9db7 No.8309127

>>8309049
i want to believe, but it seems totally made up  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:19:42 ID: 039d48 No.8309192 >>8309206 >>8309247 >>8309289 >>8311183

File (hide): 015b72897a46677⋯.png (10.38 KB, 231x133, 33:19, pizzagate.png)

>>8309049
that's the worst thing i've ever seen  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:22:40 ID: 8ef033 No.8309206 >>8309238

>>8309192
>>8309049
What was in it?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:26:08 ID: 039d48 No.8309238 >>8309254 >>8309463

>>8309206
about 20 images of really disgusting shit with kids that i wish i had never seen. i can handle gore all day long, but i'm shaking right now with a combination 
of rage and just plain anxiety  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:27:33 ID: 23ccdc No.8309247

>>8309192
Totally_not_a_virus.exe  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:28:56 ID: 8ef033 No.8309254 >>8309472

>>8309238
Then what was that 2GB he was talking about?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:33:11 ID: fbe0e9 No.8309274 >>8309287 >>8309398

>>8308616
What was Winstead talking about when he mentioned "like Adams Morgan with the rapes and murders"?

What the hell is Adams Morgan?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:35:02 ID: 23ccdc No.8309287 >>8309309

>>8309274
>Adams Morgan is a culturally diverse neighborhood in Northwest Washington, D.C., centered at the intersection of 18th Street and Columbia Road. 
Adams Morgan is considered to be the center of Washington's Hispanic immigrant community and is a major night life area with many bars and 
restaurants, particularly along 18th Street (the primary commercial district) and Columbia Road. Much of the neighborhood is composed of 19th- and 
early 20th-century row houses and apartment buildings.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:35:23 ID: 6129f5 No.8309289 >>8309472

>>8309192
Post something that doesnt have CP in it, but damning so we know its all legit. Im dumb and dont know how to proxy.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:38:27 ID: 6129f5 No.8309308 >>8309421 >>8309463 >>8309541 >>8309552

http://wethepizza.com/  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:38:50 ID: fbe0e9 No.8309309

>>8309287
So is he just an old man whining about cultural enrichment, or is there some pedo cliques hidden at Adams Morgan?

"Hispanic immigrant community" sounds like a prime location for orphans/undocumented children.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:49:09 ID: 06a30a No.8309398 >>8310508

>>8309274

I'm not sure what you are talking about where he says that?  Link?  The Comet Pizza sign is not custom made btw, it comes from Comet Liquor which 
was in Adams Morgan.  Something to look into?  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:52:11 ID: b70def No.8309421 >>8309463 >>8309754

File (hide): 33f9595ca6d4d56⋯.jpg (30.56 KB, 600x400, 3:2, mendelsohn restaurants.jpg)

>>8309308
Time to start digging.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:58:13 ID: 3c9db7 No.8309463 >>8309542 >>8315133

>>8309421
>>8309238
>>8309308

so is this just larp or did this guy really find something?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 17:59:02 ID: 039d48 No.8309472

>>8309254
>>8309289
there is nothing damning in the zip file because it is just images. only a couple of them have an adult in the image and even then it's just their dick or part 
of their legs. this zip file is not a dump of the whole thing. since there isn't anything in the file but images, i'm guessing some larper is having laugh. btw, i 
put the zip file on an encrypted drive before looking at the contents, wiped the file off my drive immediately afterwords.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:00:47 ID: f796b0 No.8309489

>>8308559
HOLY SHIT I FORGOT ABOUT THIS SHIT HE SURE LOVES PIZZA! 

everything makes sense now.  

File (hide): db33814ac82edf6⋯.jpg (114.47 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, CvPOzNsWYAAg-cZ.jpg)

File (hide): 80cc7fcdfcf2d4c⋯.jpg (119.91 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, CvPMZ-jUEAAp6a6.jpg)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:04:22 ID: 06a30a No.8309520 >>8309746 >>8309765 >>8315311

I believe that one of the things that has been overlooked is the importance of Trump's speech at the Al Smith Dinner.  Along with the FBI Vault tweets and 
the wikileaks, these are undeniably from official sources verified to be real.  The Al Smith organization is involved with at risk kids and the incredible 
reaction from the crowd to Trump playing Gandalf to their Balrog strongly suggest involvement.  Time to start digging.  Seating chart attached.  

John Studzinsky (the one on Trump's left) seems like a great place to start.  Investment banker with the Blackstone Group, into philanthropy for kids, very 
active in art community.  He certainly fits the profile.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:06:51 ID: 3c9db7 No.8309537 >>8309696 >>8309725

https://twitter.com/chefspike/status/793255289197727744

his instagram  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:07:30 ID: 1033cc No.8309541

>>8309308
Ctr used to get shit from there apparently
http://www.realtruenews.org/single-post/2016/09/27/Inside-Correct-the-Record-Post-Debate-PLOT  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:07:38 ID: f796b0 No.8309542

>>8309463
Stop asking questions and dig dumbass.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:08:29 ID: 2e74d8 No.8309552 >>8309754

>>8309308
http://wethepizza.com/news

Some powerful people dine there  

File (hide): d3c41b48aaf4003⋯.png (312.47 KB,
592x482, 296:241, leaplogic.png)

File (hide): ed03a33a02e1825⋯.png (444.39 KB,
934x598, 467:299, leaplogic2.png)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:10:29 ID: b70def No.8309566 >>8309653

Wethepizza website made by Leaplogic.com

https://archive.is/WZ1yq -LL twitter media
https://archive.is/gOALB - LL IG partial

Leap logic is based in Alabama. Unsure how they found a DC client. Looking for connections between staff.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:17:49 ID: b70def No.8309614

Leap logic has donated to new website for Gateway – https://archive.is/PMlk0

"Gateway is the oldest social service agency in Birmingham with the city's longest track record of positive impact.  For 125 years, Gateway has partnered 
with thousands of families through innovative, synergistic solutions: family counseling, financial coaching, transitional living, crisis intervention and 
therapeutic foster care."

http://www.gway.org/about  

File (hide): df2d33fb19d1911⋯.jpg (96.44 KB,
1080x1080, 1:1, 12568719_1046288622080410_….jpg)

File (hide): 045b2a0cde3f465⋯.png (42.9 KB,
243x147, 81:49, Screenshot at 2016-11-20 2….png)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:24:36 ID: f8a5f5 No.8309653 >>8309715

>>8309566
I wanted to enhance that image.

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:30:42 ID: b70def No.8309696
File (hide): 1081a1b5be5090a⋯.png (710.6 KB, 932x601, 932:601, chef spike WH.png)

>>8309537
Directly connected 
to the WH. 
Bunch of fresh IG 
and twitters here. 
Lets get people to 
comb before they 
go private.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:32:37 ID: 59cd0a No.8309715 >>8309735

File (hide): fbc02a6164ccd31⋯.jpg (114.22 KB, 1079x948, 1079:948, JUST.jpg)

>>8309653
>it looks like its' 
the "LOL 
BUTTHURT!" guy

I refuse to believe 
the memes are 
that strong.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:34:00 ID: d1e321 No.8309725 >>8309754

File (hide): 4c6ba4f07813147⋯.jpg (941.28 KB, 1898x2676, 949:1338, 1479665898169.jpg)

>>8309537
>>8309537  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:36:03 ID: f56148 No.8309735
File (hide): 778d68bce829f3b⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 426.58 KB, 1456x799, 1456:799, capp3.png)

>>8309715
Depending on the age of the image it might be 
possible.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:36:54 ID: d1e321 No.8309746 >>8309818

>>8309520
where did you get these images? is this the list the plebbit poster claimed he had?  

Posh Client list  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:37:56 ID: 04a0c8 No.8309754 >>8313054

>>8309725
>>8309552
>>8309421

http://dc.eater(dot)com/2014/11/20/7255303/president-barack-hits-we-the-pizza-for-lunch

http://archive(dot)is/7U1VG  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:39:42 ID: d1e321 No.8309765 >>8310377 >>8311232

>>8309520

Wait wait wait, realization, if trump is aware of the pedo ring, implying he isnt involved as well, (maybe was offered and turned it down), this will be 
President Trumps magnum opus, the entire take down of the DC pedo ring?  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:44:10 ID: 89e3e5 No.8309807 >>8309826

File (hide): ff7c06f0d67abb2⋯.jpg (85.35 KB, 670x503, 670:503, 1451702480001.jpg)

I wish there were assassins, lone wolves, or just a good old spree killer, who eliminates at least 
some of this fucking vermin (and livestreams it).

Why can't the crazy fucks, who want to end their lives anyways, be used in death squads to get rid 
of these scumbags?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:45:17 ID: d1e321 No.8309818

>>8309746
oh god im an idiot this is the seating chart for the dinner, got it.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:46:59 ID: 8eb3ac No.8309826

>>8309807
i think its because those scumbags are the ones who would be in charge of the death squads  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:46:58 ID: 6f68a4 No.8309827 >>8309866 >>8309869 >>8310488 >>8311183 >>8317058 >>8318308

File (hide): 6facd449bfe987a⋯.jpg (54.74 KB, 751x262, 751:262, file.jpg)

>>8309049

Were the CP images unique or not? Most likely this troll just grabbed some random CP off the web 
and made up this story.

The link has been taken down. Anyone willing to reupload so we can try to put this to bed quickly 
and oust fags like this for muddying the waters?  

ceinse  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:51:48 ID: c83621 No.8309866 >>8309915 >>8309936 >>8310013 >>8311183 >>8317657

>>8308237 (OP)
>>8309827
my contact saw them and said it could be deep web stuff. Said alot of them were sick, some had chilren putting disgusting shit in other childrens mouths 
ect.

2 images had meta data.

in his words:
"straight up rapey shit
tied up kids
kids crying
putting 'things' inside the mouths of crying babies
etc.
disgusting
fucking hell
i deleted them
downloaded them directly to my usb so if i have to i can destroy it
i reported the file
apparently my report was enough to have it removed at least temporarily
and it'll stay removed no doubt

only two images had anything in them and it was dates taken
jan 16th 08 and march 25th 13"  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:52:03 ID: f796b0 No.8309869 >>8309893 >>8309936 >>8317075

>>8309827
Unfortunately we need a pedo with a lot "experience" to know if those are random cp. As far as i know random cp is really rare, there are few cp around 
the internet.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:55:03 ID: f796b0 No.8309893 >>8309936 >>8310013

>>8309869
>As far as i know random cp is really rare

My english is not very good, let me do it again. 
Every cp raid has the same pics. Pedofags say that is very rare to find new cp nowadays.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 18:58:22 ID: f81b52 No.8309915 >>8309945

>>8309866
> disgusting shit
actual shit or ?  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:00:24 ID: ab46c2 No.8309936

>>8309866
>>8309869
>>8309893
Well if anything, people need to understand that they're probably not gonna get prosecuted for possessing these files due to the nature of the situation, 
also yeah we need some oldfags/pedofags to check if these pics are indeed what we're speculating they are, because this whole case has been going on 
for far too long, and I doubt it's mere coincidence that it's the chans that once again crack the whole case wide open.  

ceinse  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:01:39 ID: c83621 No.8309945

>>8309915
No an adults dick.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:01:47 ID: 465577 No.8309948 >>8309969 >>8309972 >>8309981

Is it illegal to post the images with everything censored? If not, someone could censor them up and re-post them. Since this is not a real "investigation 
team" funded by the government, what we're allowed to do in terms of viewing this material is something I do not know. In particular, since we don't have 
access to a database to cross check, things are difficult. Also, I doubt one can go to a child "saving" website, submit the images and ask "is this someone 
in your database?"  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:03:11 ID: f81b52 No.8309963

Wish I had not asked  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:03:28 ID: 3c9db7 No.8309969

>>8309948
it's not illegal if it's censored, but i doubt anyone here actually kept the files and is willing to censor and post them  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:04:02 ID: ab46c2 No.8309972 >>8309991

>>8309948
Just post them on a dropbox or whatever, if you're charged with anything you have a strong case that you weren't doing this out of ill contempt and this 
whole 4/8chan pizzagate thing is proof.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:05:04 ID: 468bff No.8309981 >>8317086

>>8309948
It's still CP. Might as well add moustaches and claim they aren't kids.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:05:47 ID: 712da4 No.8309986 >>8310001

That reddit wethepizza post got mysteriously deleted 60 seconds ago… wtf?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:05:53 ID: ab46c2 No.8309987
File (hide): e467b831c0b81b8⋯.png (327.92 KB, 720x1280, 9:16, 1479663542501.png)

Deleted Leddit OP  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:06:20 ID: 771074 No.8309991 >>8310010

>>8309972
Are you trying to get that anon v&?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:07:20 ID: b45e56 No.8310001

>>8309986
still up for me

r/pizzagate/comments/5dykv3/i_have_cracked_into_an_unidentified_pizza/  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:08:07 ID: 465577 No.8310010

>>8309991
It's fine. I didn't even click the link. I browse Ping Pong threads, I don't contribute to them besides some logic that came to my mind that may be useful.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:08:16 ID: 6f68a4 No.8310013

>>8309893
>>8309866

I can tell you that myself and others have been looking into these types of crimes for a number of years. Millions of unique videos and pictures exist, and 
can be had without paying a dime. Most likely the OP downloaded these anonymously from one of the free onion sites, then made up a compelling story.

Would greatly appreciate someone taking the time to reupload, censored or not. FBI is extremely unlikely to go after anyone other than producers of this 
material. If you dont have any outstanding warrants, then you will be fine.  

ceinse  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:08:16 ID: c83621 No.8310014

http://www.clickhole.com/quiz/how-many-these-unofficial-ping-pong-rules-did-your-5153  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:10:01 ID: e52800 No.8310026 >>8310032 >>8310054 >>8310248

Seriously, be careful, digital forensics fag here. In some ways is still illegal to distribute CP. Also considering how almost all organizations setup to protect 
this stuff are in it is extremely alarming. Yeah you might have a case, that does not me an they can get you on a different charge.

In digital forensics when we come across CP our job is to stop what we are doing and report it to a higher authority. This shit is dangerous stuff to handle.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:11:06 ID: 6129f5 No.8310032 >>8310077 >>8310420

>>8310026
So what ever came of the investigation on the super sketchy stratfor website elkinsspace with wierd pics and suspucious mp3 files? Did someone ever 
get some steganography software on this shit? You can still download it all on that archive. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160402151206/http://elkinsspace.com/

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5b17hj/testing_the_pizza_pages_wtf_have_i_found/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:11:19 ID: e96603 No.8310034 >>8310196 >>8315245

>>8308559
How far does the rabbit hole go? This 
song has taken on a sinister new meaning 
for me.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:13:06 ID: 11ed4d No.8310046 >>8310062

Community page on the website has been removed weird  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:14:09 ID: 6f68a4 No.8310054 >>8312004

>>8310026

People are overly concerned of being v& with regards to material like this. FBI is mostly unconcerned about redistribution, unless money or producers are 
involved.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:14:19 ID: b70def No.8310055

>>8309049
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1423742

OP c&p to here now that it's deleted on reddit.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:14:37 ID: 89e3e5 No.8310062

>>8310046

on comet ping pong?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:15:45 ID: 11ed4d No.8310072 >>8310095

Nope the reddit linked website
Wethepizza.com  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:16:25 ID: e52800 No.8310077 >>8310470

>>8310032
Not sure, I never investigated it. I see other threads where other's did investigate it; however, did not progress that much.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:18:30 ID: b70def No.8310095 >>8310104 >>8310144 >>8310171

>>8310072
Holy shit everything on that site going down now  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:19:32 ID: 6129f5 No.8310104 >>8310120

>>8310095
Woah everything just changed to Coming Soon!  Ok. This isn't a good sign for them.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:22:06 ID: ab46c2 No.8310120 >>8310155

>>8310104
Dedicated staff must be monitoring the situation, this is really bad.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:23:36 ID: 78fb98 No.8310135 >>8310144 >>8310167 >>8310552

http://wethepizza.com/ website is down already. Wow they took that shit down fast.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:24:17 ID: cde3be No.8310144

>>8310095
>>8310135
wew lads I guess it might have been real. 
>inb4 we all commit mass suicide with our hands tied behind our back  

File (hide): 02f481fdff4db1b⋯.png (126.91 KB,
430x288, 215:144, 02f481fdff4db1b706ea183228….png)

File (hide): 3742cdd1365af4f⋯.png (218.16 KB,
752x529, 752:529, 0132e9f143b6b57baf1bf61701….png)

File (hide): fe8ef2d4acf5636⋯.jpg (25.7
KB, 278x387, 278:387,
fe8ef2d4acf563626b6b9e0ff8….jpg)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:24:46 ID: 78fb98 No.8310154 >>8318320

http://wethepizza.com/ website is down already. Wow they took that shit down fast.

SHUT IT DOWN

REDDIT OP WAS NOT A FAG

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:24:49 ID: 6129f5 No.8310155

>>8310120
Pretty much adds validity to original OP's claims. He needs to release that client list and price list.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:26:04 ID: 23ccdc No.8310167

>>8310135
OY VEY DA GOYIM KNOW!  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:26:31 ID: f796b0 No.8310171

>>8310095
SHUT IT DOWN 

We're onto something lads  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:27:32 ID: b70def No.8310178 >>8310189 >>8310200

File (hide): 9ba38ddb07bbc37⋯.jpg (102.95 KB, 427x153, 427:153, mendelsohn.jpg)

Their other sites are still 
up. They have more than 
just these three. Dig!  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:27:48 ID: 89e3e5 No.8310182
File (hide): 92244da18e8231c⋯.gif (1.4 MB, 276x210, 46:35, 1424323166001.gif)  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:28:59 ID: 89e3e5 No.8310189
File (hide): a1d1627954e157f⋯.gif (220.8 KB, 500x375, 4:3, 1384226177001.gif)

>>8310178

>Restaurants 
by the 
(((Mendelsoh
n))) family  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:29:32 ID: e7653e No.8310196

>>831003
4
>This 
song has 
taken on 
a sinister 
new 
meaning 
for me.
I can't eat 
Pizza 
anymore.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:30:12 ID: cde3be No.8310200 >>8310286

File (hide): 7742ff64e386bc5⋯.png (387.07 KB, 1402x617, 1402:617, WHAT THE FUCK.png)

>>8310178
>go to locations
>one of these things is 
not like the others
>not far from the farm
fug  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:30:31 ID: ab46c2 No.8310204 >>8310767

Taken from fastpol

POSSIBLE SIDE-LEAD
>POSSIBLE SIDE LEAD

"This, did a little digging on chef spike.

Curious…

May 22, 2009:

http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/13125503/spike-mendelsohn-evicted-from-his-capitol-hill-rental-house

"News of the eviction comes not long after Mendelsohn started talking publicly about his takeover of Zack's Taverna, next door to Good Stuff, and his 
plans to convert the joint to a pizzeria. He's also been talking about expanding the Good Stuff brand."

Zoom out. Financial troubles for the fifth place winner of Top Chef? Evicted before he starts his new business venture? A strange history for this man. He 
shoves one of his other cooks into the house and then gets away with $8700 in rent payments just prior to opening the new pizzeria in DC?

Who's been there? Pic Related."

>IN ADDITION

"Mendelsohn family owns We the Pizza, and I believe there is a connection between this family and Comet Ping Pong."

>FINALLY

Spike Mendelsohn - He's also an ambassador for CARE International  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:31:46 ID: cde3be No.8310216 >>8310227

File (hide): 34253987dd54398⋯.png (242.78 KB, 1483x525, 1483:525, WHAT THE FUCK.png)  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:32:01 ID: b45e56 No.8310219

guuuuy site is not down… they just covered it up with a coming soon deal

STILL WORKS
>http://wethepizza.com/admin/login  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:32:15 ID: ab46c2 No.8310224 >>8310262 >>8310767

File (hide): 742a7ae5604a270⋯.png (516.95 KB, 421x640, 421:640, 1479670106414.png)

Taken from fastpol

Boom.

If OP was just a LARPer, why would We, The Pizza bother to take down their site? I find it highly unlikely that any 
significant number of people started trolling it. Even Comet Ping Pong never took down its site.

It'd be different if it was a Facebook page or something, but their whole website?

Continuing from previous bread:

Alefantis and Mendelsohn are both mentioned in this article.

http://washingtonlife.com/2011/03/09/2011-the-young-and-the-guest-list/  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:32:31 ID: 89e3e5 No.8310227 >>8310239

File (hide): 4f42091e26bdfe7⋯.jpg (91.49 KB, 394x394, 1:1, 1416621396001.jpg)

>>8310216  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:33:22 ID: cde3be No.8310239

>>8310227
notice the background image, I really don't want to save that shit.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:34:48 ID: 8a631b No.8310248 >>8310295

>>8310026
If our suspicions that they were hiding CP in mp3 files with stenography were correct, can you get in trouble for encrypted CP files?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:36:24 ID: 59cd0a No.8310262
File (hide): e7aad4a5b965b08⋯.jpeg (124.72 KB, 600x584, 75:73, 1466259813417.jpeg)

>>8310224
>this spot is a playground for adults
I wonder who the fuck wrote this?  Was it just an unintentional faux pas?  Did 
Comet themselves submit this to food network?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:38:48 ID: 3c9db7 No.8310286
File (hide): 74e8b60fb410afc⋯.png (412.35 KB, 431x600, 431:600, mendelsohn.png)

>>8310200  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:40:36 ID: 468bff No.8310295 >>8310330

>>8310248
Not if you do it safely. Disconnecting from the internet is a must while doing it. Then take screencaps and delete the file like Hillary deleting emails, 
leaving no trace.  

ceinse  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:42:55 ID: c83621 No.8310324 >>8310343 >>8310353

What is the next step we take here?  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:43:23 ID: b45e56 No.8310330 >>8316900

>>8310295
do all your work off a thumbdrive

Then format the usb stick afterwards  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:44:40 ID: 468bff No.8310343 >>8310353

>>8310324
Investigate on everything related to wethepizza.
Nothing to do besides playing the waiting game and seeing if the guy posts the stuff in 24 hours.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:45:29 ID: ab46c2 No.8310353

>>8310324
>>8310343
Checkout the last few images posted and dig into the sites/organisations/people involved.
Some of the sponsors are top of the top echelon.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:45:53 ID: 78fb98 No.8310356 >>8310392

I made a new thread in r/pizzagate with wethepizza.com in the title. It got stuck in the spam filter, it looks like the mods are now censoring threads on this.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:48:15 ID: 8a631b No.8310371 >>8310392

>>8308616

>Also, Frank Winstead seems to know something is up.  Did he not publicly accuse them in a public forum, where the guy who condemned him seems to 
be the guy who also wrote the articles in Washington City Paper (CP)?  If that's the case, then I think it's possible that Winstead spent a lot of time 
recording places, and it's then interesting that THIS snippet of "ping pong" is the recording he uses.  

The hypothesis is that Winstead knew, but he also knew that too many powerful people were involved for there to be any direct prosecution attempted. 
He instead tried to get Comet shut down on a zoning technicality regarding outdoor ping pong and being open after hours and was mocked and 
gaslighted for being a lame rulefag, even though it was never specifically about ping pong.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:48:55 ID: 06a30a No.8310377

>>8309765
I think that when you watch that video knowing what we now know, it's obvious he's throwing down the hammer.  Interestingly, the MK ULTRA instructions 
guide's appendix 2 lists Trump as involved.  His long time lawyer Roy Cohn has ties I think to Epstein or someone else.  Trump suddenly disowned Cohn 
and wouldn't say why.  Remember that it is around this time Trump stopped flying commercial.  I think Trump was tangentially involved at some point and 
then got out.  Also, look at Trump's lifestyle, always in the public eye, staying visible.

I saw someone say Gen Flynn and/or his son tweeted about pizzagate.  

Giuliani would know because of NYPD.

Thiel would know through Palantir, and would explain a lot about his involvement with the campaign.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:50:55 ID: ab46c2 No.8310392
File (hide): c0b9153ccc9955e⋯.png (54.54 KB, 469x618, 469:618, childrensinn.png)

>>8310356
Really makes you think

>>8310371
It goes way, way deeper 
than just pizza places.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:54:00 ID: 3c2e36 No.8310420 >>8310470

>>8310032
i'm the anon that was on that dig and found "jpg" seventeen different times in one of the mp3s, opened it in a hex editor. after examining with binwalk and 
a few different open source steg apps,  was not able to find anything. likely a false positive. nobody else was able to extract anything through steg either.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:58:34 ID: 6129f5 No.8310470 >>8310534

>>8310077
>>8310420
Thanks for the follow up! Hopefully it was all nothing! Better safe than sorry. From my limited understanding its like finding a needle in a haystack if you 
don't no the procedure to find the files hidden that specific way.  This steg stuff is really starting to interest me.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 19:59:50 ID: 78fb98 No.8310483 >>8310501 >>8310503 >>8310506 >>8320322

Spike Mendelsohn is the "head chef" at We The Pizza.

Okay. I searched google for: mendelsohn filetype:pdf and this came up. 
http://abra.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/abra/publication/attachments/WethePizzaetal-682016.pdf

Kookoovaya, Inc. is listed as "we, the pizza" headquartered in DC.

Google Searching Kookoovaya yields surprisingly few results.

Image searching Kookoovaya yields WEIRD results, including jewelry with pedo symbols, and owls and shit. There are some photos of a small child with 
an owl that the 'child' named 'kookoovaya.'

I can't dig this rabbit hole up without help; the coincidences are building up too quickly to be written off as such.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:00:16 ID: 3c2e36 No.8310488 >>8310501 >>8310519 >>8310555 >>8310568 >>8311183 >>8312544

File (hide): 8223780b95d5aeb⋯.png (334.79 KB, 270x445, 54:89, nightmaare2.PNG)

>>8309827
i can describe some of the images.

two images with a guys dick in a baby's mouth, one of a baby girl with a needle through her clit area, one of a 5-6yr old girl 
tied up to a bed with words like "lick me" or "lick here" (don't remember) written on her stomach and a ball gag in her mouth, a 
baby with a butt plug laying on a diaper, two pictures of a young girl crying and then one of somebody fucking her, what looks 
like a little asian girl being fucked while laying on her back. that's all i can recall. deleted that shit quickly.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:01:49 ID: ab46c2 No.8310501 >>8310583 >>8320322

File (hide): fc22117073886e3⋯.png (2.42 MB, 923x968, 923:968, 1479671911043.png)

>>8310483

>>8310488
Checked and post on throwaway download service, this material needs to be at least 
in the hands of more people than it's in now.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:01:57 ID: 72d41a No.8310502

Coming in here to leave my plebby stink and ask if you guys have seen the news about We the Pizza over there?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:02:03 ID: 78fb98 No.8310503 >>8319884

File (hide): dc778d6fc0baaf9⋯.png (773.9 KB, 1117x693, 1117:693, FXC1Pvc.png)

>>8310483  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:02:20 ID: b45e56 No.8310506 >>8320322

File (hide): a73cc9f53b3086c⋯.png (1.3 MB, 1166x569, 1166:569, fuck.PNG)

>>8310483
>Kookoovaya  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:02:20 ID: fbe0e9 No.8310508

>>8309398
Apparently when he made his presentation to the local courts to shut down Comet Pizza or something, he mentioned Adams Morgan.

No link, I've been wary of clicking anything but youtube videos honestly.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:03:26 ID: ab46c2 No.8310519 >>8310556 >>8310581

>>8310488
>Deleted them quickly
Well rip me, you shouldn't have deleted them though, if you're on a windows machine there should be a way tor recover them.
One reason for this is so that we can get a pedofag to analyze the pics.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:05:27 ID: 3c2e36 No.8310534 >>8310581 >>8320356

>>8310470
interesting to me as well and i used to have a website up that explained the basics of creating your own steg software using c#. my own steg app, that 
was part of the website, encrypted text using aes256 inside of a png file. with my app it was possible to use base64 to encode an image and then hide 
that inside the png image, all encrypted and virtually undetectable when looking at the image. so yeah, it's like looking for a needle in a haystack. i took 
the site down because i was afraid some bad guys might use it for some shady shit.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:07:20 ID: fbe0e9 No.8310552 >>8310558

>>8310135
Of course they did, any pizza people with mysterious random pictures of themselves shaking hands with democratic congressman/senators/bigwigs are 
all suspect.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:07:32 ID: ab46c2 No.8310554 >>8310575 >>8310620 >>8310767 >>8320029

File (hide): 4990c49c561d2e9⋯.png (1.43 MB, 1915x1051, 1915:1051, 1479672095414.png)

From fastpol  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:07:33 ID: ca81be No.8310555
File (hide): 6bf8f8262b848c1⋯.png (585.84 KB, 1065x572, 1065:572, 1471114443404.png)

>>8310488  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:07:35 ID: 3c2e36 No.8310556

>>8310519
it was a luks encrypted drive for linux. hindsight 20/20 and all, wish i wouldn't have deleted, but it freaked me out. sorry guys/  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:07:50 ID: fbe0e9 No.8310558

>>8310552
btw, if Trump really know about all this, I think this explains his magic switch to republican after being a soft democrat for a while…  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:09:19 ID: 23ccdc No.8310568

>>8310488
I feel sick just by reading that, to think that the FBI actually hosts some of that stuff.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:09:31 ID: e281e2 No.8310575

>>8310554
http://archive(dot)is/7U1VG  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:10:08 ID: 6129f5 No.8310581 >>8310683 >>8310774

>>8310519
http://www.filedropper.com/rmfgetdatasecret
I just uploaded that.
Pretty decent data recovery software, I like it more than photorec. I am dumb so maybe people can recommend something better to me. 

>>8310534
Good thinking but golly that sounds useful. I am the IT guy that teaches old people how to print their emails and I remove virus's from macs for $12. I 
need to step up my game it sounds like.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:10:38 ID: 3c2e36 No.8310583 >>8310683

>>8310501
well maybe the descriptions can be of help if nobody has a copy of the zip file. not sure how regular those types of pics are.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:10:55 ID: 78fb98 No.8310584

cookoovaya = OWL in Greek  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:12:13 ID: 78fb98 No.8310594

https://www.bizapedia.com/dc/kookoovaya-llc.html

The Registered Agent on file for this company is Professional Registered Agents Inc. and is located at 2600 Virginia Avenue, N.W.,suite 1112 Nw, 
Washington, District Of Columbia 20037. The company's principal address is 600 Virginia Ave Nw Suite 1112, Washington, District Of Columbia 20037.

related companies ? https://www.bizapedia.com/addresses/2600-virginia-avenue-nwsuite-1112-nw-washington-district-of-columbia-20037.html (several 
pizza places)

https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_dc/EXTUID_2694738

Registered Address 305 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, WASHINGTON 20003 District of Columbia United States Alternative Names WE, THE PIZZA (trading 
name) We, the Pizza (trading name) Agent Name REGISTERED AGENT SOLUTIONS INC Agent Address 1090 Vermont Avenue NW, Suite 910, 
Washington, District of Columbia, 20005 Inactive Directors / Officers MENDELSON, HARVEY, governor Mendelsohn, Harvey, governor REGISTERED 
AGENT SOLUTIONS INC, agent  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:13:58 ID: fbe0e9 No.8310620 >>8310679

>>8310554
Democrats sure love their pizza  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:19:26 ID: b45e56 No.8310679
File (hide): d806020016d5028⋯.png (12.62 KB, 971x234, 971:234, kook.PNG)

>>8310620
and owls  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:19:45 ID: ab46c2 No.8310683 >>8310774

>>8310581
Thanks, maybe it could be of use to >>8310583
anon.

Most people don't know the nature of child pornography, if they did they wouldn't be the goyim they are now.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:19:47 ID: 78fb98 No.8310685 >>8310688

r/pizzagate added a new mod 45 minutes ago. Related to wethepizza?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:20:11 ID: ab46c2 No.8310688 >>8310887

>>8310685
Who's the mod?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:21:17 ID: b45e56 No.8310697 >>8310711

>web.archive.org/web/20121118070431/http://www.wethepizza.com/media/photos/photo_hortons_kids/  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:22:45 ID: 8eb3ac No.8310711 >>8310742

>>8310697
screenshot?  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:24:01 ID: b2e7b6 No.8310726
File (hide): 93807c5575a0280⋯.png (116.56 KB, 576x363, 192:121, juli-b-we-the-pizza.png)

This goes to the top.
Mrs. O's childhood 
obesity campaign is a 
front  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:24:59 ID: e281e2 No.8310737

Got the archive done just before site went down
Www.wethepizza.com

https://archive.is/7U1VG  

File (hide): fd778edc5db19e3⋯.png (1.05 MB,
1095x622, 1095:622, we.PNG)

File (hide): cadfd20a4ce7ca9⋯.png (929.89 KB,
868x603, 868:603, we2.PNG)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:25:37 ID: b45e56 No.8310742 >>8310756

>>8310711
>web.archive.org/web/20121118070431/http://www.wethepizza.com/media/photos/photo_hortons_kids/

pictures of a bunch of black kids  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:26:40 ID: ab46c2 No.8310756 >>8310777

File (hide): f1a74b68a7b2f48⋯.jpg (69.97 KB, 610x407, 610:407, 1479673335023.jpg)

>>8310742
Now I see why 
they didn't like 
going to We the 
pizza  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:27:06 ID: b70def No.8310760 >>8310880 >>8311094

"Hi, first off let me apologize for the first guy… I told him to not go public yet, but he disobeyed my wishes and wanted the government to know we have 1 
or more deadman switches currently operating (we DO have multiple). I was not ready to go public, so let me clear up some mis (or dis) information about 
the wethepizza.com. He was going to be our PR guy since he knows a lot about IT, but I really wanted him to explain things in layman's terms to the 
press. He isn't responding to any of my messages so I am worried about him, hopefully he is just very drunk and asleep.

There was no hacking involved, an anonymous friend who works for an anonymous 3 letter agency tipped me off and I obtained all pedo data from We 
The Pizza via old fashion social engineering. I made a fake phone call and 3 hours latter I walked out the door with over 2GB of sensitive pedo 
information on a USB drive.

I will be uploading the encrypted client list within 2 hours. After I verify it has nothing to phone home with and harm YOU.

I have determined with the timestamps and GPS locations (yes, I have the GPS locations in some the photos of the children being raped at home), that 
the 2GB of child rape porn was probably for pedos in high powered positions who were involved, were forced to upload their own images with GPS 
coordinates (for blackmailing, or to make sure they always shut the fuck up about what they were doing). I would say 70% are videos/photos of children 
being raped at a home, and the other 30% are some kind of professional sex slave brothel (everything is stainless steel, etc). Some are truly horrifying, at 
one of the brothels, I watched a child being amputated while alive and fully aware. Sickening.

We had not decided on how to go public yet and we were still planning, so his original thread contained some misinformation I told him to include to throw 
the feds off the scent, but he lost his fucking mind and revealed the goddamn site and posted the child rape evidence and my face is on the CCTV 
walking out the front door. I don't expect to live. If you believe in a god pray for me. I am in hiding. I will communicate until I am killed.

As 100% proof we are legit and not lying, go to wethepizza.com They already took down their website. GUILTY! We were investigating ties to Saudi 
Arabia and other intelligence agencies with my intelligence friend. They have locations in Saudi Arabia, close to CIA headquarters and Washington DC."

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dzwji/hi_i_am_the_guy_guy_2_that_hacked_wethepizzacom/  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:28:31 ID: be0d47 No.8310767 >>8310790

>>8310204
>>8310224
>>8310554
>fastpol
You have to go back.  

File (hide): b8a357ecfae4e4d⋯.png (33.9 KB,
638x359, 638:359, rmfgetdata.png)

File (hide): 430b01e049bf2f7⋯.png (98.82 KB,
567x153, 63:17, rmf2.png)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:29:11 ID: 3c2e36 No.8310774 >>8310790

>>8310581
>>8310683
>http://www.filedropper.com/rmfgetdatasecret

it won't work on a luks encrypted drive for linux. i use a kali live OS when doing crap like that, so probably no way to recover after the steps i took to 
"completely" remove it from my drive.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:29:18 ID: 89e3e5 No.8310777
File (hide): 2b9248fa634083c⋯.gif (49.89 KB, 500x250, 2:1, 1365114895001.gif)

>>8310756  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:30:38 ID: be0d47 No.8310785 >>8310829 >>8310837 >>8310847 >>8310904 >>8311089

File (hide): 09305480577c480⋯.png (177.68 KB, 1004x716, 251:179, bgo9ihyk.png)

https://archive.fo/MSafF  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:31:07 ID: ab46c2 No.8310790

>>8310767
Just keeping the line connected buddy, I'm only there for pizzagate threads.

>>8310774
It's alright anon, we're working with what god gives us right now anyways.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:35:21 ID: ab46c2 No.8310829

>>8310785
He needs to upload it to as many third world news sites as he can, including independent news outlets, otherwise his dead man switch won't work to the 
same effect.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:36:58 ID: 23ccdc No.8310837

>>8310785
Sounds like some degenerate LARPing.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:38:16 ID: d1e321 No.8310847

>>8310785
sounds like this is Damage Control psyop disinfo to discredit the original post  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:41:11 ID: 59cd1b No.8310880 >>8310933

>>8310760
How can one live knowing all this is probably true. I don't care if the police can do something about it. In these cases, local populations should just revolt 
and storm the houses and brothels of these monsters.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:42:13 ID: 78fb98 No.8310887 >>8310927 >>8310933 >>8310956

>>8310688
https://www.reddit.com/user/newfoundland_urth

Some faggot with a seven day account. Added around the same time they went on a censoring spree. r/pizzagate is compromised.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:44:00 ID: 3c9db7 No.8310904 >>8311043

>>8310785
I won't investigate the place until he delivers, if he's not larping, he'll deliver everything needed to take it down

if we don't hear from him again, it's also suspicious

time for a break  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:46:13 ID: 468bff No.8310927

>>8310887
I don't know. His posting history seems reasonable, even if I don't share his trust for the police.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:46:57 ID: ab46c2 No.8310933

>>8310880
Goyim are too distracted by their institutionalized slavery. They'll only care when this interrupts their television programming, as intended.

>>8310887
>We cannot have CP links posted on here
>CP related investigation
Political Correctness strikes again, this same thing happened on godlikeproductions a week ago.

Someone needs to message the OP and tell them to post on the chans, that way the information will be stored away forever.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:47:30 ID: f81b52 No.8310946
File (hide): 2bbdccbc0f443e1⋯.jpg (30.73 KB, 403x403, 1:1, f3cdc77e22d284d7904a7004b4….jpg)

>the FBI are literally 
shitposting in /pol/ threads 
and posting viruses
>they're pretty much trolls 
from old /b/

lol  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:48:30 ID: 23ccdc No.8310956

>>8310887
It was compromised since the beginning, reddit is constantly cracking down on the truth and only promotes degenerate free speech. Why haven't more 
ledditors moved to that Voat alternative is beyond me. The creator of /r/pizzagate is a jew, do i need to say more?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:54:16 ID: 3c2e36 No.8311002

in case anons want to learn a little about what the us advises in relation to computer forensics tools. how is this related? we may be dealing with some of 
the same people here in pizzagate and there methods might be the same.

http://www.cftt.nist.gov/

https://web.archive.org/web/20161017084411/http://www.cftt.nist.gov/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:54:59 ID: 38aa69 No.8311012 >>8319921

>>8308658
>videos are being produced, in the 1990s videos could be ordered on demand, like: i want a video of 
a 13 year old girl being raped and decapitated.

This video contains a description of a child sex snuff movie that will haunt your soul. Go to 16m 11s.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 20:58:38 ID: 41b619 No.8311043

>>8310904

>I won't investigate the place until he delivers

Wise men say forgiveness is divine, but never pay full price for late pizza.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:00:47 ID: b45e56 No.8311063

>As 100% proof we are legit and not lying, go to wethepizza.com They already took down their website. GUILTY!

Hahahahahahahahah this is a joke right?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:01:08 ID: ab46c2 No.8311065 >>8311094 >>8311131

Reminder that posting on pizzagate threads is enough to guarantee your innocence in a court of law, and if not I'll personally suicide bomb a Hillary rally 
of your choice (or a pizza parlor if you prefer :^)  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:03:18 ID: f796b0 No.8311089

>>8310785
I want to believe, but it sounds too good to be true.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:03:38 ID: 3c2e36 No.8311094

>>8311065
>>8310760
a 2gb collection on your drive might be a different story. be careful anons, this could be a trap or just psyops, or real. crazy shit  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:07:37 ID: 2989fb No.8311131
File (hide): 200e5c0b25dc506⋯.png (87.76 KB, 512x512, 1:1, fib.png)

>>831
1065
thx FIB  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:11:46 ID: 959ad0 No.8311183 >>8311206 >>8311251

>>8309192
>>8309827
>>8309866
>>8310488
No one is asking the more important question of WHY IS THIS NOT BEING REPRODUCED? If this is a legitimate investigation, the "file" uploaded in 
question is considered evidence, yet supposedly due to the nature of the content, it's not being mirrored/reuploaded? How the fuck can this be verified by 
the public or third parties?!

Way too fucking convenient that all t he witnesses to this alleged shit can't reproduce so we just have to take their word for  
it JUST BECAUSE CHEEZE PIZZA. Give me a fucking break.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:13:39 ID: f81b52 No.8311206 >>8311251 >>8311332

File (hide): feaed35b3f745e5⋯.jpg (97.48 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, This gave me a nice giggle….jpg)

>>8311183
>Mr FBI desperately tries 
to get people to dowload 
and run the virus  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:15:21 ID: 029a27 No.8311232 >>8313140

>>8309765
Remember the part during the Al Smith dinner when Trump said "Well Hillary once said 'it takes a village' and she would know because in Haiti she took 
several of them'" I thought that was a reference to just embezzlement of aid money but with the Laura Silsby connection it was probably a reference to 
Child Trafficking. I think he knows.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:15:50 ID: 59cd1b No.8311236 >>8317828

What hashtag are we using on twatter?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:16:46 ID: ab46c2 No.8311251 >>8311279 >>8311332

>>8311183
Reddit users have a mental illness where they will only do what the (((mods))) tell them to.
That being said, the mods and the users believe that posting child pornography online is illegal, regardless of if it will help save the lives of tens of 
thousands of children or not.

>>8311206
>He doesn't know how to tell the difference between normal files and viruses
Not our fault you're retarded  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:18:08 ID: 3a11cf No.8311272 >>8311290 >>8317136

halfchan post:

Spike Mendelsohn is the owner/chef at WtP. If you google enough, you'll stumble upon his DC alcohol permit. Lo and behold, Spike Mendelsohn's lawyer 
is none other than Andrew Kline - who has ties to Besta Pizza.

pdf here - http://abra.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/abra/publication/attachments/WethePizzaetal-682016.pdf  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:18:56 ID: f81b52 No.8311279

>>8311251
HHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:19:34 ID: 95d208 No.8311287 >>8311307

Anyone else thing the Child Trafficking is just about Sex Trafficking?

Mexican cartels have recently diversified into trafficking organs, a couple of years ago some gang was caught with a refrigerated truck full of kidnapped 
school kids. The organs get a good price in US.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:19:49 ID: ab46c2 No.8311290 >>8311311

>>8311272
>Owl .inc
>Washington D.C
That just there proves that this is a nationwide conspiracy, like holy shit.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:21:21 ID: 6129f5 No.8311305
File (hide): 57e4873baf5dcfe⋯.png (1.04 MB, 1758x1546, 879:773, all pedos should hang.png)  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:21:31 ID: ab46c2 No.8311307

>>8311287
Child trafficking has lots to do with organ trafficking as well, that's why Hillary has such a stake in Kosovo.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:21:45 ID: 59cd0a No.8311311
File (hide): ba00bdc5e4dd194⋯.jpg (497.4 KB, 777x518, 3:2, 1458084603053.jpg)

>>8311290
>shillary said that they 
will be hanging from 
nooses if Trump is 
elected
>tfw she wasn't talking 
about fixing an election  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:22:20 ID: 59cd1b No.8311319 >>8311329 >>8311336

File (hide): a7dcd08dbbf51ae⋯.jpg (10.41 KB, 240x320, 3:4, 1411599764052.jpg)

>tfw my dinner is going to be pizza  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:23:07 ID: d022f1 No.8311329

>>8311319
just make sure there isn't blood in the sauce.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:23:11 ID: 959ad0 No.8311332 >>8311364

File (hide): 440ca5414e9d31b⋯.jpg (89.7 KB, 1440x1080, 4:3, why am i even bothering to….jpg)

>>8311206
We don't even know what kind of file types/extensions ARE IN IT because there's no mirror ANYWHERE. 
WE DON'T EVEN KNOW IF IT'S A VIRUS THAT'S THE POINT.

>>8311251
Which from a plausible deniability standpoint is SUPER FUCKING CONVENIENT. That's the part that stinks 
about this whole thing.  
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File (hide): 957d743e0feaab0⋯.png
(3.94 MB, 2133x2885, 2133:2885, WE4bk0.png)

File (hide): ab1e02fcc4c4852⋯.png (328.5 KB,
811x590, 811:590, 2016-11-20-222044_811x590_….png)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:23:15 ID: 403e03 No.8311334 >>8311372 >>8311373 >>8321173 >>8323105

Remember this?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:23:28 ID: 029a27 No.8311336 >>8313140

>>8311319
I can't eat pizza anymore without remembering this shit and immediately losing appetite. Pedophiles ruin absolutely everything including my food, we 
need to kill them all.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:25:26 ID: ab46c2 No.8311364 >>8311385 >>8311406

File (hide): f596fe73da28844⋯.jpg (150.15 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, maxresdefault.jpg)

>>8311332
You clearly haven't been 
here for too long,  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:26:27 ID: 6778fe No.8311372 >>8311428 >>8311547

>>8311334
They're still a fucking threat? I thought they lost all credibility after it was revealed that their employers hate them.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:26:28 ID: f81b52 No.8311373 >>8311394 >>8311547

>>8311334
yeah this is a leak from "real true news" isn't it? I don't know why but the sites name just makes a bit skeptical….  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:27:38 ID: f796b0 No.8311385 >>8311735 >>8311968

File (hide): ebad91dda862e62⋯.png (2.77 MB, 1484x1500, 371:375, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8311364
There are too many 
coincidences.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:28:04 ID: ab46c2 No.8311394

>>8311373
Those images were all compiled on either fastpol or slugpol (fastpol probably)  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:29:04 ID: 959ad0 No.8311406 >>8311493

>>8311364
Nigger I've been lurking these Podesta/pizza threads since the beginning, but this is the FIRST time an investigation has purported to have actual 
EVIDENCE, not just drawn connections based on social media posts and whatever the shit we've been digging. So the first time there's actual "evidence" 
it can't be fucking reproduced?! Come the fuck on man.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:30:37 ID: 029a27 No.8311428 >>8311488 >>8313140 >>8313871

>>8311372
That CTR assassination thing was a hoax, posted on a socha faal-tier disinfo website which claims Hillary is died and is a cyborg. Also, in order to use 
the Quantum Insert exploit they were referring to, you need access to a robust network of servers all around the world since the attack relies on a foxacid 
server being geographically closer than the actual webserver. The chance that NSA gave them access to their foxacid servers that are top secret is zero, 
and the chance that they managed to set up thousands of such servers independently is also slim, as it would cost millions of dollars and take months. I 
call bullshit.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:34:25 ID: f81b52 No.8311488

>>8311428
just want to vouch for this explanation about foxacid and quantum insert, this is accurate as far as I can confirm from the snowden leaks.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:34:39 ID: b70def No.8311493 >>8311510 >>8311646

>>8311406
Youre a moron. The evidence is not CP itself, it is showing it comes from the WtP server. Or price lists, etc. Keep your dick in your pants fag and wait for 
something that counts.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:36:00 ID: f81b52 No.8311510 >>8311646

>>8311493
>>8311493
this is the very important point. There is literally nothing proving it's from any particular site.
It has no value… except to entrap people.

IMHO Mr FBI Man should just drop the act and shoot the shit with us. You're going to be stuck here til all day buddy, why not have some fun?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:36:56 ID: ab308c No.8311521 >>8311534

Could be they hacked the actual site, replaced it with "coming soon" to support their story.

Everything looks fishy to me. Why don't they just drop it  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:38:21 ID: 029a27 No.8311534 >>8311602 >>8311646 >>8313140

>>8311521
Even if the dumps do contain CP, they could have just gotten it from existing stuff on the deep web, we need to tie it directly to the people involved such 
as Brock, Alefantis, etc.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:39:29 ID: 403e03 No.8311547 >>8311561 >>8311602

>>8311372
>>8311373
I posted this because they mention We the Pizza in it. Until the WtP happenings I thought this CTR leak was fake because it didn't appear like the things 
in it came true.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:41:03 ID: f81b52 No.8311561 >>8311602

>>8311547
yeah I do admit that's surprising and lends crediblity but there's still too much about it that smells fishy.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:43:41 ID: 9ac94c No.8311591

So after 13 threads of pretty convincing circumstantial evidence you all are surprised that someone actually found CP?
I do remember the CTR stuff during the election involving Wtp, but there are instagram pics of wtp delivering pizzas on election day to some democrat 
workers

http://www.foxnews.com/world/2016/11/20/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-network-probe.html

yea nothing to see here.. it was probably all fake and planted… right…  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:43:56 ID: 23ccdc No.8311595 >>8311614

>>8308658
That's like something straight out of that horror movie, the serbian film or whatever. I don't want to believe that this is all real but it most likely is.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:45:05 ID: ab308c No.8311602 >>8311639

>>8311547
>>8311561

Could be they connected the dots early on, made this whole farce afterward.

>>8311534

"client list" to be dropped. lol fake  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:46:30 ID: ab46c2 No.8311614

>>8311595
My parents told me to watch that the first Taken film as a documentary, so idk.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:47:03 ID: 6f68a4 No.8311623

In b4 client list NOT dropped and people start claiming OP was killed.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:48:31 ID: 403e03 No.8311639 >>8311670

>>8311602
>Could be they connected the dots early on, made this whole farce afterward.

Could be, I agree.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:49:24 ID: 959ad0 No.8311646 >>8311670 >>8311677 >>8311713 >>8311715

File (hide): 9a2044d13a73a58⋯.png (105.42 KB, 639x480, 213:160, ctr2point0.png)

>>8311493
The fact that I have to explain this again makes me think I'm replying to a JTRIG/shill. Again.

==WHETHER OR NOT THE ZIP FILE IN QUESTION CONTAINS CP LINKED TO WTP, RANDOM CP 
PULLED FROM SOMEWHERE ELSE, FURFAG EROTIC FANFIC DOCS, OR ACTUAL NON-STEGO'D 
PICTURES OF PORCELAIN/STAINLESS STEEL/WHATEVERTHEFUCKTHEY'REMADEOF SINKS== The 
fact we can't even verify if that zip file exists IS THE FUCKING POINT AND WHY PEOPLE SHOULD 
START TO QUESTION THIS SHIT

>>8311510
OK it looks like this entire thread is a JTRIG OP if the counterargument to questioning the availabilty of 
purported nefarious evidence is being called an alphabet honeypotter.

>>8311534
This is part of the point. In effect it doesn't fucking matter what's inside it,  we can't even verify the existence of that zip file in the first place.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:51:05 ID: ab308c No.8311670 >>8311775

>>8311646
>>8311639

it's >>8285844  

ceinse  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:51:33 ID: c83621 No.8311677 >>8311702

>>8311646
I have seen it. Its real. Call me a niggershill i dont care. 

Just wait.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:52:30 ID: 6129f5 No.8311693 >>8311728 >>8311758

Maybe 8chan has been comprimised because of the unprecedented influx of normies thanks to neckbearddit . Maybe we should make a winmx chatroom 
to be safe.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:53:16 ID: 029a27 No.8311702 >>8311712 >>8313140

>>8311677
Wait for what niggershill?  

ceinse  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:53:49 ID: c83621 No.8311712 >>8311775

>>8311702

Saying the zip never existed  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:53:55 ID: 6f68a4 No.8311713 >>8311745 >>8311769

>>8311646

Mod of reddit pizzagate sub has confirmed it has CP content. He also says it is content that has been circulating via Tor for years  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:54:01 ID: 468bff No.8311715

>>8311646
Nigger it was CP in the surface web. That shit gets taken down faster than pictures of moot's mom.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:54:46 ID: ab46c2 No.8311728

>>8311693
Redditfags aren't the kind to introduce themselves with humility, they're too retarded to leave their identities behind so they make for easy identification. If 
you've checked the quickpol theads you'll see that they're being brutally bombarded by fags and shills.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:55:23 ID: 41b619 No.8311735 >>8311968

>>8311385

People have posted this before, including me, and it cannot be stressed enough. SPIRALS ARE IRRELEVANT! It's a small triangle inside a big triangle 
for fag paedos and small heart inside a big heart for hetero paedos. They're just joined in a spiral fashion. The whole point of the paedo logos is to signal 
to other paedos, so it would be pointless to use a simple fucking spiral as a logo as they're EVERYWHERE!  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:56:20 ID: ab46c2 No.8311745

>>8311713
He speculates that it's circulated CP, which he doesn't know if it is because he prevented the files from being shared and analysed.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:57:40 ID: ab308c No.8311758 >>8311773 >>8311810

>>8311693

ive been studying this, go check godlikeproductions or some schizo forum like it. whoever's behind this is slowly making chans into mindless hiveminds 
where we collectively reduce our rational thinking. call me schizo myself but i don't know it's really the best theory i could come up with at this point. we're 
becoming dogs chasing our own tails. all this is shit.

the question is why go this far to do this  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:58:39 ID: 029a27 No.8311769 >>8313140

>>8311713
At least one of the pizzagate mods is a mason, and reddit mods are almost invariably massive faggots and shills, hotpockets claiming something without 
proof suggests it is fake if anything.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:59:32 ID: ab46c2 No.8311773

>>8311758
I've been monitoring the GLP threads since day one, their policy is a complete clampdown on pizzagate threads with any links to incriminating evidence.

>Guys we should just stop researching this stuff.
>It's getting really deep and we may get arrested or something bad.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 21:59:36 ID: 959ad0 No.8311775 >>8311827

File (hide): 81c12af163517b5⋯.jpg (101.08 KB, 960x617, 960:617, newday.jpg)

>>8311670
Yes, I think you're right. The days of JIDF, CTR nerd-virgins and SJW's is officially over. We meme'd the 
fucking PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES in, so it makes sense they're bringing in the big guns now. 
We've proven we're not to be underestimated.

>>8311712
You're making the point even clearer that even I don't have to say shit. You realize how retarded the 
charade is by now right?  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:01:39 ID: ab46c2 No.8311796 >>8311814 >>8311929

Hi, first off let me apologize for the first guy… I told him to not go public yet, but he disobeyed my wishes and wanted the government to know we have 1 
or more deadman switches currently operating (we DO have multiple). I was not ready to go public, so let me clear up some mis (or dis) information about 
the wethepizza.com. He was going to be our PR guy since he knows a lot about IT, but I really wanted him to explain things in layman's terms to the 
press. He isn't responding to any of my messages so I am worried about him, hopefully he is just very drunk and asleep.
There was no hacking involved, an anonymous friend who works for an anonymous 3 letter agency tipped me off and I obtained all pedo data from We 
The Pizza via old fashion social engineering. I made a fake phone call and 3 hours latter I walked out the door with over 2GB of sensitive pedo 
information on a USB drive.
I will be uploading the encrypted client list within 2 hours. After I verify it has nothing to phone home with and harm YOU.
I have determined with the timestamps and GPS locations (yes, I have the GPS locations in some the photos of the children being raped at home), that 
the 2GB of child rape porn was probably for pedos in high powered positions who were involved, were forced to upload their own images with GPS 
coordinates (for blackmailing, or to make sure they always shut the fuck up about what they were doing). I would say 70% are videos/photos of children 
being raped at a home, and the other 30% are some kind of professional sex slave brothel (everything is stainless steel, etc). Some are truly horrifying, at 
one of the brothels, I watched a child being amputated while alive and fully aware. Sickening.
We had not decided on how to go public yet and we were still planning, so his original thread contained some misinformation I told him to include to throw 
the feds off the scent, but he lost his fucking mind and revealed the goddamn site and posted the child rape evidence and my face is on the CCTV 
walking out the front door. I don't expect to live. If you believe in a god pray for me. I am in hiding. I will communicate until I am killed.
As 100% proof we are legit and not lying, go to wethepizza.com They already took down their website. GUILTY! We were investigating ties to Saudi 
Arabia and other intelligence agencies with my intelligence friend. They have locations in Saudi Arabia, close to CIA headquarters and Washington DC.
After we run the odd program in virtualization, it generates the following PGP encrypted messages:
—–BEGIN PGP MESSAGE—–
Version: OpenPGP.js v.1.20140106
Comment: http://openpgpjs.org
wYwDBEs+Sjb8WNoBA/0Yo2kIjHZ+OufZZzXGzZNnFoUl/aYiwnfdHv2fXAhj 
6tbVUWUYgIUCvNEKySNpGLt385hJ5LpEL9UHsmbNKWlYHWpNc0e9lJJgebr3 
6ZlLmqf/FUcTQlM7uU5HdadgbaX2OtOiFF3bxSc0rt04/1qCPgLf5k1UuSk+ wd94/L5DidLApgFLz9nImLvia+oTM5tYoQ4oW8yiTVB/RwoBZlRCGdQtBEVm 
D/jQn0Ike26L76IcmwdQakfLr0zETOthkpXizPgAvmx0Zko6Dduiwj0YrCZk 
OrnopmhVNvK374wv7WJoECNhReCaAFG6prCNbWuHFmC+pAP0fqbMhxn2sCE5 
N9o4jHSI1JwycRJlDCZamuQSvkbsuyQGG8fz/YOEv4l24ZGgAsyoaORpOg7/ 
XlUotBUYsfeVJm+CeKO/RXl/X9xqLooQ/dopP9qXoTfeYxq5uOW0LI8LiQXf 
JapqTyMUwHSu4KyBMY1vtOqZZJTuULDmquSdgVyP5EttOXIRAd5ciQtCZDvF 
300m7lBKsegZIQQ9w583BQ7QKK/cKVt+qReyIQXUl68FfaYecYa9Z8ObaB7S 
C1jRq2xzaMzrB2kaM43gAmSuYsavFGAXLwMj41wrZIetc3V82yyJ0dWGCjsQ /jWN98JHVMA= =Xy+W
—–END PGP MESSAGE—–
I have had no luck finding the private key, does anybody have anything powerful enough to brute force it?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:02:49 ID: d1e321 No.8311808 >>8311896 >>8320625

File (hide): e43e31996dca6b4⋯.png (38.01 KB, 1184x828, 296:207, nm.PNG)

working on a new map, 
keep it coming boys  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:03:16 ID: 029a27 No.8311810 >>8311854 >>8313140

>>8311758
Shills have stepped up their game and are using Generative Shilling instead of low energy "its over drumpfcucks XD!" type shilling. see
>>8285844

Generative shilling is a major threat since it weaponizes our weaponized autism against us and can be extremely effective, because it will be increasingly 
difficult to distinguish legitimate leads with generative shilling. Other than a general practice of trust but verify, avoiding confirmation bias, and general 
skepticism I am not sure how to counter generative shilling, which is a shame since the minute 8chan stops BTFOing shills of any form is the minute it is 
dead and stops being useful.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:03:26 ID: f81b52 No.8311814 >>8311840

>>8311796
you forgot to cycle your proxy  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:04:27 ID: 029a27 No.8311827 >>8311854 >>8311866 >>8313140

>>8311775
How exactly should we counter generative shilling? It is of crucial importance we do so in a way that doesn't play into their hands…  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:05:54 ID: ab46c2 No.8311840

>>8311814
>Shilling this hard
Reported  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:06:04 ID: 59cd1b No.8311842

Degenerates in Weimar Germany were into some sick fetishes including pedophilia and gore. Makes me think that this is not a isolate case in time and 
space.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:07:23 ID: ab308c No.8311854 >>8311879 >>8312342

>>8311827
>>8311810

well for starters, we should get out of here before we fucking lose our brains haha. there are legit idiots lurking here and we best distance ourselves away 
from them

next, is how to get actual people talking again after a hiatus  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:09:31 ID: 959ad0 No.8311866

>>8311827
I think you have a good summary in your previous post. We can only use our heads at this point. They can muddle the waters all they want with all the 
shilling/disinfo/FUD but the anons that stop to actually think and ask questions no matter the circumstance will be able to break-through the bullshit. But 
as you said, it takes time and takes it away from endeavors that might actually have truth in them.

The only way to not play into their hands is to not give up at all costs. When we stop they win  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:10:11 ID: ab46c2 No.8311879 >>8311899

>>8311854
Or maybe we could wait until the reddit OP delivers and if he doesn't we can get back to buisness? How about that?

Also, regardless of if the ledditfag is legit or not, /pol/'s done more digging today than it did in the past week with the help of what minuscule leads the OP 
gave us, so this just proves that you're a complete fag.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:12:03 ID: 59cd1b No.8311896 >>8311929

>>8311808
Nice, these are always helpful.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:12:07 ID: 3c2e36 No.8311899 >>8311922 >>8311943

>>8311879
reddit OP has about an hour left to deliver in the time frame promised. meanwhile i'm trying to to recover the deleted pizzagate_evidence.zip file in case 
that can be of any help.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:13:44 ID: ab46c2 No.8311922

>>8311899
I've been trying to do the same, too bad everyone was really quick to jump the gun, and the retardo Reddit attitude is definitely NOT helping.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:14:53 ID: e58c64 No.8311929
File (hide): a43f007e2d1d7bc⋯.png (569.52 KB, 1025x892, 1025:892, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8311796
>>8311896  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:16:23 ID: ab46c2 No.8311943

>>8311899
Also, if you saved via SSD, it's probably not gonna work out. You've a better chance lurking and saving at the opportunity you get.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:18:54 ID: 2a7223 No.8311968 >>8311976 >>8311978 >>8318518

File (hide): 80bfd8f4ef8a405⋯.jpg (17.73 KB, 635x307, 635:307, debian-logo.jpg)

>>8311385
>>8311735
oh shit!  i just realize this  
spiral is the same as the  
debian spiral!

debian is pedo os?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:20:05 ID: f81b52 No.8311976 >>8312141 >>8318428

>>8311968
the creator of debian was recently murdered by police after he complained about being raped and abused by an officer on twitter  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:20:09 ID: ab46c2 No.8311978

>>8311968
It's gotta be Triangular spiral/Heart within a heart spiral.
Generic spirals may be occult in nature, but they aren't symbols used by pedophiles.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:20:25 ID: b45e56 No.8311982 >>8312030 >>8318813

new fappit:

Backstory, I stole 2GB of highly sensitive pedo data from a pizza restaurant called "We Are Pizza" with the help of a friend from a 3 letter agency (they 
took their website down 2 hours after my friend who is MIA action made his first post). The place is HIGHLY suspect, please go down the rabbit hole. 
Anyway, my friend posted as evidence because no one believed him, about 10 photos I stole from the place of children being brutally raped. Reddit 
deleted the photos.
More importantly, I stole their software they use for keeping track of their clients, it is a pretty shitty piece of software and I think it phones home to a 
website to do the actually encryption LMFAO, but I have no experience with PGP and here this week's list of people who are going to be raping and 
murdering children. Here is the message:
—–BEGIN PGP MESSAGE—–
Version: OpenPGP.js v.1.20140106
Comment: http://openpgpjs.org
wYwDBEs+Sjb8WNoBA/0Yo2kIjHZ+OufZZzXGzZNnFoUl/aYiwnfdHv2fXAhj 
6tbVUWUYgIUCvNEKySNpGLt385hJ5LpEL9UHsmbNKWlYHWpNc0e9lJJgebr3 
6ZlLmqf/FUcTQlM7uU5HdadgbaX2OtOiFF3bxSc0rt04/1qCPgLf5k1UuSk+ wd94/L5DidLApgFLz9nImLvia+oTM5tYoQ4oW8yiTVB/RwoBZlRCGdQtBEVm 
D/jQn0Ike26L76IcmwdQakfLr0zETOthkpXizPgAvmx0Zko6Dduiwj0YrCZk 
OrnopmhVNvK374wv7WJoECNhReCaAFG6prCNbWuHFmC+pAP0fqbMhxn2sCE5 
N9o4jHSI1JwycRJlDCZamuQSvkbsuyQGG8fz/YOEv4l24ZGgAsyoaORpOg7/ 
XlUotBUYsfeVJm+CeKO/RXl/X9xqLooQ/dopP9qXoTfeYxq5uOW0LI8LiQXf 
JapqTyMUwHSu4KyBMY1vtOqZZJTuULDmquSdgVyP5EttOXIRAd5ciQtCZDvF 
300m7lBKsegZIQQ9w583BQ7QKK/cKVt+qReyIQXUl68FfaYecYa9Z8ObaB7S 
C1jRq2xzaMzrB2kaM43gAmSuYsavFGAXLwMj41wrZIetc3V82yyJ0dWGCjsQ /jWN98JHVMA= =Xy+W
—–END PGP MESSAGE—–
I have had no luck finding the private key, does anybody have anything powerful enough to brute force it?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:21:06 ID: c79e15 No.8311987 >>8312211

IS THIS IT MOTHERFUCKERS??

DID WE WIN???  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:23:18 ID: 7822fc No.8312004 >>8312020

>>8310054
Not everyone is in the US, anon.

Some UK judges may be nonces, but they still put you on the sex offenders list even if they don't give you time.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:25:06 ID: ab46c2 No.8312020

>>8312004
Doesn't matter, pizzagate is a movement involving tens of thousands of induviduals, they will check your ISP history, and it'll be proof that you dindunuffin.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:26:23 ID: 468bff No.8312030 >>8318450

>>8311982
There's no way to open it without the key unless Kek himself intervenes. Blunder of the week.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:27:13 ID: bf8957 No.8312037

what the fucking fuck  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:27:50 ID: 11bb24 No.8312045 >>8312092 >>8312108 >>8312137

I faded away from this at probably thread #10. Anything new uncovered? Someone TL;DR recent findings?

>INB4 read thread. 
Already on it, but still.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:31:23 ID: bf8957 No.8312092 >>8312500

>>8312045
Someone supposedly cracked wearepizza.com backend and found a bunch of CHEESE PIZZA 
anon is mia and claimed to have deadman switch 
we are looking for the GigaBytes 
dump that shit anon  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:32:21 ID: b45e56 No.8312103

plebit dude:

wethepizza_the2ndGuy [S] 1 point 2 minutes ago 
I cloned their Hard drives. They are still using Windows XP (not joking). On the desktop is an .exe that reads "Monthly client list.exe".  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:32:57 ID: 468bff No.8312108 >>8312137

>>8312045
Redditor posts saying he found tons of stuff related to pizzagate linking people to pedo rings, most importantly a list of names. Posts CP that gets taken 
down fast. Says he will release everything in 24 hours.
A friend of his makes another post and shortens the time to two hours. Now the two hours have passed and he posted the list that turns out to be 
encryped but doesn't have the key. Brute forcing it open without the key is like tearing down a wall with your hands.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:33:07 ID: d1e321 No.8312110 >>8312183

File (hide): b24bfb3d2ba5f13⋯.png (737.56 KB, 436x669, 436:669, akli.PNG)

what in the FUCK  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:35:32 ID: ab46c2 No.8312137

>>8312045
This >>8312108 and also he's given us new leads and new names/locations by posting the name of that pizza site, which go shut down and btfo.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:36:06 ID: 59cd1b No.8312141 >>8312160

>>8311976
you can't just say things like that and provide no source for it. 

Source please.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:37:20 ID: 923fed No.8312150

remember if it is too good to be true it is probably bullshit. it's fucking reddit; it is probably some shill looking for attention.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:38:02 ID: ab46c2 No.8312157 >>8312165

>wethepizza_the2ndGuy[S] 1 point a minute ago 
>Tested your theory, and it's wrong. But I think I found where it's sending (unencrypted the private key!)  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:38:13 ID: f81b52 No.8312160

>>8312141
http://truthvoice.com/2015/12/the-bizarre-story-of-ian-murdocks-death/  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:38:30 ID: d1e321 No.8312165 >>8312172 >>8312176

>>8312157
where is this convo happening  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:39:25 ID: ab46c2 No.8312172

>>8312165
https://www.reddit.com/user/wethepizza_the2ndGuy  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:39:54 ID: ab46c2 No.8312176

>>8312165
Just click the second thread and set view to 'Q&A'  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:40:42 ID: 3e5601 No.8312183 >>8312190 >>8312193 >>8312269

>>8312110
This picture is really fucked up. Why is she lifting her dress and staring in such an obedient way? 

I want off this ride. We've uncovered the biggest clusterfuck of highly organized international paedophilia. 

DO NOT GET DISTRACTED BY SHILLS. WE ARE TOO CLOSE TO LET OURSELVES BE TRICKED ANYMORE.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:41:31 ID: f81b52 No.8312190 >>8312299

>>8312183
confirmation bias  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:41:44 ID: ab46c2 No.8312193

>>8312183
Lets hope the statue of liberty doesn't fall before then.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:43:51 ID: 9fdc04 No.8312211

>>8311987
Not even close  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:44:06 ID: 7df3d8 No.8312215
File (hide): 311981a7464c079⋯.jpeg (21.85 KB, 616x462, 4:3, COAT_Spike-Mendelsohn-01-….jpeg)

The head chef of WethePizza is that guy on Top Chef 
who always wears a fedora. Spike Mendelsohn.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:46:13 ID: 3c9db7 No.8312240 >>8312259

the guy could post that price list spreadsheet he was talking about, that would help giving him some credibility  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:46:21 ID: bf4547 No.8312241 >>8312258

File (hide): 291f962dcdd6ee5⋯.png (264.56 KB, 331x468, 331:468, 1409261280091.png)

>Murder/Suicide in my area few years back
>kids went missing
>guy who did it was in govt
>might have been on to something with some 
pedo ring
I really don't want to die just yet so i'll be doing 
some research from the shadows  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:47:48 ID: ab46c2 No.8312258

>"Monthly client list.exe" is leaking the private key somewhere online!!!!! (self.pizzagate)
submitted just now by wethepizza_the2ndGuy
>Backstory:
>https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5e0i3m/here_is_the_encrypted_client_list_for_we_the/
>Give me an hour and you bitches will have a private key!!!!!!!

>>8312241
You've got yourself a coverup anon, time to ready your funs.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:47:51 ID: f81b52 No.8312259

>>8312240
it's obviously a prank, he's faked it all. the reddit comments BTFO him  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:48:34 ID: b45e56 No.8312266

new reddit thread…

"Monthly client list.exe" is leaking the private key somewhere online!!!!! (self.pizzagate)
a minute ago/r/pizzagate

3 comments
Backstory:
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5e0i3m/here_is_the_encrypted_client_list_for_we_the/
Give me an hour and you bitches will have a private key!!!!!!!

Oblivious faker  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:48:54 ID: 59cd1b No.8312269 >>8312287 >>8312361

>>8312183
Calm down faggot. That image doesn't mean anything. If you were to see that same pic without knowing of all this pizzagate scandal or related scandals 
you wouldn't think anything of it.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:50:52 ID: 59cd1b No.8312287

>>8312269
in light of the current events it does look eerie  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:51:45 ID: 3e5601 No.8312299 >>8312331

>>8312190
That would only be applicable if I had a bias for it to be real. 

I DO NOT want any of this to be real. 

But from a neutral perspective, when I look at everything uncovered so far, it only led me to the realisation this is all happening as I type this. 

I am lucky enough not to have fallen into one of their various ways of trafficking children, so I'll do everything I can to stop any more kids being fucked by 
elitist scum. 

If that gives me confirmation bias, I have a 12'' schlong that gets wet every night.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:52:48 ID: ab46c2 No.8312308

>After I grab the key, I will post most of the find, but me and my friend who is MIA will probably keep some dirt on them for a continued deadman's switch.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:54:25 ID: ab46c2 No.8312326 >>8312353

>I am running this very strange executable in a virtual machine. The executable generates a public PGP message and attempts to send it to 7 different 
email address (all fail in the machine of course). But, it attempts to send via an unencrypted channel to an IP address in London. I believe it is literally 
sending it's own key unprotected.
>Strangest program I have EVER seen.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:54:48 ID: f81b52 No.8312331 >>8312446

>>8312299
look they would not take photos of themselves with their rape victims in the whitehouse.
that shes holding up her dress doesn't mean anything, you only think it means she's one of the victims because that's the topic we're researching.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:55:51 ID: 862502 No.8312342

>>8311854
Fuck off shill. Ain't gonna stop. 
You like your mind? Keep it to yourself.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:56:37 ID: bf4547 No.8312353

>>8312326
it sounds like a honey pot  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:56:47 ID: 3c9db7 No.8312356 >>8312376

I'm not expecting him to deliver anything, time for bed

you should look for people connected to michael aquino, he is 100% involved in satanism, ritual sacrifice and pedophelia and backed by officials, theres 
lots of info on him.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:57:08 ID: 3e5601 No.8312361 >>8312373 >>8312384

>>8312269
Not correct. Only blue pilled mongoloids are under the assumption that the highest echelons of government conduct in no shady shit whatsoever. 

Whether it's paedophilia, drug/sex trafficking, bribery, deception,  money laundering or whatever else, they all have their fingers in certain pies. 

This is only somewhat of an indicator to who has their finger in a certain pie…  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:58:40 ID: ab46c2 No.8312373 >>8312376

>>8312361
Michael Aquino can be a real dead end though, he's also too public of a figure to bring to the table (hundreds of accusations have been made against 
him, leading nowhere) but sentimentalcorp has a few good 'documentaries' on the lad.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:59:02 ID: ab46c2 No.8312376

>>8312373
Meant for >>8312356  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:59:34 ID: b45e56 No.8312382 >>8312391

>PGP FINALLY CRACKED

[spoiler]Never gonna give you up
Never gonna let you down
Never gonna run around and desert you
Never gonna make you cry
Never gonna say goodbye
Never gonna tell a lie and hurt you[/spoiler]  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 22:59:42 ID: 59cd1b No.8312384

>>8312361
>Only blue pilled mongoloids are under the assumption that the highest echelons of government conduct in no shady shit whatsoever. 
Yes, that pic alone doesn't say much, especially for the normies who are not aware of these issues.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:00:18 ID: 8ef033 No.8312391

>>8312382
Sauce now
Post responce!  

File (hide): a319319fbf97d83⋯.jpg (50.04 KB, 769x556,
769:556, The Matrix Has You - Wake ….jpg)

File (hide): cc5cec770a8b70c⋯.jpg (9.76 KB, 262x192,
131:96, Chakras.jpg)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:00:18 ID: e91c51 No.8312392 >>8312504 >>8317338 >>8317391 >>8318515

We really have moved passed fear at this point.

We have been controlled through fear and THEY are still trying to control you through fear of this and that.

I can tell you the Monitoring technologies THEY have surpass anything that Edward Snowden ever released.

It doesn't matter if you are behind 14 proxies THEY know exactly who and where you are it is time to know this and just let it go.

THEIR highly advanced technology monitors Consciousness to see how much you know and if you are "awake" or not.

IF you are beginning to awaken they will use advanced "fear" weapons to attack your lower energy centers where you feel fear in your belly.

Even if one human "awakens" to his true self they can bring the whole system crashing down.  Every human has the ability to evolve and become 
"godlike".

So its time to move beyond fear and let it all go.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:01:07 ID: b45e56 No.8312407

actual plebit response:

wethepizza_the2ndGuy [-1][S] 1 point 1 minute ago 
It's not leaking like I thought. I will post the hard drive clones via torrent as requested.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:01:14 ID: b2e7b6 No.8312412 >>8312532 >>8313021

File (hide): 17ae8f542a76676⋯.jpg (26.38 KB, 199x300, 199:300, Paul Alagero,-S.jpg)

Folks, look at
Paul J. Alagero & Rick B. Harding

Paul has worked for the DC Boys and Girls Club his entire life, and Richard was busted with the nastiest CP police had 
seen in years. Rick was a former child sex education lobbyist and advocate.

They gay live together about a half mile from Comet Ping Pong, and own a boat named "The Lure"  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:01:24 ID: ab46c2 No.8312413 >>8312434 >>8318617 >>8318635

>It's not leaking like I thought. I will post the hard drive clones via torrent as requested.

Download link soon.

If anyone sees any kind of link, don't hesitate to save it especially if involves CP, we're gonna have to brutaly expose everyone on the web to this shit.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:03:55 ID: 0e74e5 No.8312434 >>8312466 >>8312490 >>8318617

>>8312413
That's the worst safety advice I have ever seen. Downloading torrents that, at best, have CP isn't a very smart idea. Let reddit take the risk at turning their 
computers into extremely expensive paperweights.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:04:25 ID: 3e5601 No.8312446 >>8312482

>>8312331
We've all seen how nonchalant  these people can really be. Are you suggesting with ANY certainty that they WOULDNT bring a sex slave into the White 
House? Under what premise? As it's too blatant?

What has given this topic such tremendous force is the outright arrogance of how blatant these people have been. So don't tell me that it's out of the 
question that girl hasn't been abused. 

Kids are being programmed with trauma based mind control. Kim Noble is an exceptional example for this. 

KEEP DIGGING EVERYONE. KEK IS WITH US. CHAOS FOR EARTH 2016.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:06:02 ID: 0e74e5 No.8312466 >>8312490

>>8312434
And if you do choose to download it take all the safety measures you can. Scan it for viruses, open in a virtual machine, disconnect from the internet, etc.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:07:03 ID: b45e56 No.8312476

This shit is turning into the new McCarthyism.

Wanna fuck up someones shit? shut down their entire online presence? probably close down their business. Have them constantly  harassed by  anon?

>tell reddit they ate pizza once in their life  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:07:30 ID: f81b52 No.8312480 >>8312515

 DOWNLOADS FILES ARE PLANTED BY THE FBI  

 THE ARE A "RAT" VIRUS 
Read: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remote_administration_software

 THEY USE THE RA T TO CONTROL Y OUR COMPUTER AND LOCA TE YOU  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:07:47 ID: e58c64 No.8312482

>>8312446

Craig Spence, callboys in the white house.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craig_J._Spence  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:08:35 ID: ab46c2 No.8312490

>>8312466
>>8312434
That's all granted, but if this is genuine snuff cp, I don't care what it takes, I just want the normies to know about it.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:09:42 ID: 8eb3ac No.8312500 >>8312504 >>8318684

>>8312092

how to let go completely? for weeks ive been thinking and trying to get rid of fear, no success  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:10:43 ID: 8eb3ac No.8312504

>>8312500
meant for
>>8312392  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:11:15 ID: 0e74e5 No.8312514

wethepizza page is back to normal. I can't find any difference.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:11:21 ID: ab46c2 No.8312515 >>8312522 >>8312554

>>8312480
Fuck off shill, you'd be retarded to think that our efforts should come to a halt because of virus paranoia, either way, if this is CP, it's gonna be plastered all 
over the internet, completely unscrubbable.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:12:19 ID: f81b52 No.8312522 >>8312542 >>8318250

>>8312515
 EVERYONE CHECK THIS GUYS ID O UT 

 HE IS AN FBI AGENT DESPERA TELY TRYING TO GET PEOPLE T O DOWNLOAD THE VIRUS   

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:12:31 ID: 972a02 No.8312523 >>8312534

File (hide): 7d9a31739a7fb2d⋯.png (306.65 KB, 644x550, 322:275, gs8r0z72mtyx.png)

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:13:10 ID: 035f46 No.8312532 >>8312749

>>8312412
CHEVY CHASE - FBI agents raided a D.C. home Thursday morning and arrested a suspect on child pornography charges.

Richard Harding, a 46-year-old lobbyist, was discovered in an Internet crime sting. Sources say Harding began Internet conversations with someone he 
thought was an adult pedophile, but it was really an undercover officer. Those sources say Harding exposed himself to the officer via a Web cam before 
sending graphic images and videos of young boys, even infants, being sexually abused.

Nearby residents, like the Bromwells, couldn't believe the accusations against their neighbor.

But Thursday morning a host of officers and federal agents converged on Harding's home in the 3900 block of Legation Street in Chevy Chase.

Those close to the investigation say the pictures allegedly sent form the home were among some of the "most explicit" child porn images they've seen in 
years.

Law enforcement sources say copies of the images and videos will be turned over to the National Center for Missing and Exploited children while 
detectives work to determine the identities of the child victims, which could be anywhere.

https://archive.is/i3RZv

https://web.archive.org/web/20090423130541/http://www.wjla.com/news/stories/0409/614037.html  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:13:12 ID: bf4547 No.8312534
File (hide): 571d6ae287a49e9⋯.jpg (290.11 KB, 1021x1027, 1021:1027, OH SHIT IT'S OP.jpg)

>>8312523  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:13:29 ID: d1e321 No.8312539 >>8312592

apparently wethepizza.com is back up  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:14:04 ID: ab46c2 No.8312542

>>8312522
>Download the virus
How about you all check this faggot out? He's been desperately shilling not to download anything ever, truly the dumbest of the shills, it's almost as if he 
thinks we can't do anything on our own.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:14:07 ID: 094f45 No.8312544
File (hide): 5b523516d815b22⋯.png (2.08 MB, 2040x1262, 1020:631, 3723b6c627674be61f56b37d27….png)

>>8310488
you need to do what hillary did and use bleachbit just deleting pictures does not actually delete them just 
marks the space they were written on as empty but they are still there unless overwritten  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:14:52 ID: 0e74e5 No.8312554 >>8312582

>>8312515
He does make a good point. Getting a rat virus isn't pretty.
>if this is CP, it's gonna be plastered all over the internet, completely unscrubbable.
I want you to think back on what you just posted. Nothing gets deleted more completely than CP.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:17:38 ID: ab46c2 No.8312582

>>8312554
>I want you to think back on what you just posted. Nothing gets deleted more completely than CP.
This is a completely different paradigm , we're not wanking to this sick shit, we're desensitizing the normies to what their fuvked up moloch worshipping 
leaders are doing behind closed doors.
I only wish that I got shot or even worse to expose this disgusting filth to the normies, it's gotta happen now or never, the next false flag's coming sooner 
than you think.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:18:28 ID: 37177d No.8312592 >>8312626 >>8318784

>>8312539

the /login page is gone though. I wanna believe this guy is just a troll, but that wouldn't explain them taking their webpage down and removing the very 
section he supposedly hacked.

for reference:
https://web.archive.org/web/20131127172305/http://wethepizza.com/login  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:21:16 ID: 7ce8da No.8312615 >>8312648 >>8312668

File (hide): 9dc977a6542ba81⋯.gif (1.99 MB, 237x475, 237:475, diving.gif)

>downloads CP on purpose
>tells court they were just exposing secret moloch 
cult  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:22:09 ID: b45e56 No.8312626 >>8312635 >>8312654 >>8312706

>>8312592
If you were completely innocent, but the whole internet had you/your website pegged for something. I'm sure you would take down your website too. 
People were probably going hard on that login page trying to get in… Even if there isn't anything in there you don't want people fucking with your shit, 
defacing your site  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:23:12 ID: 0e74e5 No.8312635 >>8312646 >>8312654 >>8312673

>>8312626
I find it weird that it happened so fast. Is it normal for pizza places to keep an eye on their internet site 24/7?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:23:57 ID: da1b32 No.8312646

>>8312635
"pizza places"  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:24:10 ID: ab46c2 No.8312648

>>8312615
What did he mean by this  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:24:42 ID: 11bb24 No.8312654 >>8312995

>>8312635
This.

But also this >>8312626
Although why they just didn't just delete the content behind the login…  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:25:45 ID: 6129f5 No.8312668

>>8312615
Yeah I was pretty baked all day but even I know better than to click that link lol.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:27:09 ID: b45e56 No.8312673

>>8312635
reddit is pretty mainstream, easy enough for a buddy to call or send a text

>hey man you are getting dox on the internet
>might want to take you website down  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:28:19 ID: 972a02 No.8312687 >>8312698

We The Pizza's phone number: 202-544-4008

Someone call them and see if they answer.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:29:15 ID: 8eb3ac No.8312698 >>8312722

>>8312687
anon on halfch called them
post-
i just called WeThePizza and pretended to be ordering, then I mentioned that the site was down. The guy who answered the phone's tone changed 
dramatically when he discussed what happened and basically hung up on me after explaining that there were technical difficulties. don't lose hope guys  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:30:03 ID: 6631b5 No.8312706 >>8312730 >>8312747 >>8312750 >>8317402

I think the whole plebbit WtP hackers thing is bullshit. It's either trolling or generative shilling, doesn't really matter which at this point. I'm not discarding it 
entirely, but I am extremely suspicious of this whole angle. There are a number of signals that this is shills or trolls.

1. They claim to have hacked the info from WtP, and then subsequently claimed they used social engineering to walk away with mission critical 
information as to the operation of a pedo ring. Do you actually believe that? Do you think it's possible to walk in to WtP and have a conversation with 
them, and walk out a few hours later with data that would compromise the entire pedo ring and send everybody to prison?

2. They claimed WtP's site being down was proof they were legit, except they later claimed everything was socially engineered. How hard is it to take 
down a website via DDoS or even just straight up hacking itself, just to prove a point? Alternatively, what if both plebbit users are insiders of WtP and they 
took down their own site to further their cause? What if they are sending everybody here on the longest possible dead end so that we don't find anything 
legitimate elsewhere?

3. They claim to have data good enough to put in a dead man switch, and yet they haven't actually produced anything other than a .zip file of CP that 
could have easily been found on the deep web. Why believe them when they claim the client list is a fucking executable file? Why believe them when they 
say it drops a PGP message and they ask for it to be brute forced? I know not everybody is /tech/ here but there's no practical way anybody is decrypting 
a PGP message without having the original private key and passphrase.

4. They made all of their claims before they had any data to back them up. Even if you assume the whole thing is real, that is the most idiotic behavior 
possible if they really feel their lives are in danger. If you really think you'll be killed because you found critical information, then guess what, you're gonna 
get killed whether you release it or not. If anything the motivation to silence you would be greater if you haven't posted anything yet. It's not unreasonable 
to think if the data was out for all to see it would help obscure it's origin (because everybody is making copies of copies and re-posting it) and they'd be 
too busy trying to cover it up to go after the original source immediately.

5. They'll easily be able to stop posting anything and everybody will think "oh god they got caught" or "oh no the pedos killed them" - a real leaker should 
never leave themselves with those outcomes as options. They claim to have a dead man switch - how will anybody know if it was triggered or not? If 
nobody sees evidence it was triggered, does that mean it happened and everybody missed it, or it never happened?

>>8312626
What if the plebbit fags are part of WtP themselves and took their own site down to further prove their bullshit claims, as I mentioned above in point #2? Is 
that an inconceivable thought? If we assume WtP and all the other pizza places have some serious shit to hide, why wouldn't they see us coming and 
attempt to poison the well as much as possible with active disinfo?  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:31:10 ID: 0e74e5 No.8312722

>>8312698
I wouldn't take it seriously considering that the poster was canadian and wethepizza is in the US.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:31:45 ID: b45e56 No.8312730

>>8312706
I think you are probably right

Plebdude has disappeared seems..

wethepizza_the2ndGuy [-1][S] -5 points 36 minutes ago 
I am running this very strange executable in a virtual machine. The executable generates a public PGP message and attempts to send it to 7 different 
email address (all fail in the machine of course). But, it attempts to send it's private key via an unencrypted channel to an IP address in London. I believe 
it is literally sending it's own key unprotected.
Strangest program I have EVER seen.
I am waiting on the results, be back in 15!  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:33:32 ID: ab46c2 No.8312747 >>8312979

>>8312706
Earlier in the thread, definite leads were posted connecting the joint to comet pizza and the like, it's definitely something to further research, this whole 
business isn't just Bethesda, it's nation/worldwide.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:33:36 ID: b2e7b6 No.8312749 >>8313021

>>8312532
Good on you, anon.
The dudes are creepy as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:33:42 ID: f81b52 No.8312750

>>8312706
It's too stupid to be generative shilling. my bet is on it just being a prank.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:36:27 ID: 775ca9 No.8312780

reddit mod says he has fbi connection and someone believed him is bigger scandal than hillary child sex ring  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:38:44 ID: 094f45 No.8312807

>>830
8559  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:43:56 ID: b2e7b6 No.8312877 >>8312885

Did you guys see this?:
Marina Abramovic: the latest target in the rightwing culture wars
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2016/nov/07/marina-abramovic-john-podesta-latest-target-right-wing-culture-wars  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:44:37 ID: 0e74e5 No.8312885 >>8312954

>>8312877
>theguardian
Archive that shit.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:48:20 ID: b2e7b6 No.8312954 >>8313007

>>8312885
relax  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:50:11 ID: 6631b5 No.8312979

>>8312747
I'm not trying to imply that the investigation that has been going on is not hitting on paydirt sometimes. There is plenty of circumstantial evidence that ties 
a lot of it together, but I have also seen a ton of time be wasted on links that don't seem to yield anything productive. It's possible the people being 
investigated are behind the various attempts to misdirect the investigation. There have been remarkable changes in the way shills are acting on here and 
elsewhere over the past few weeks, mostly coincident with the ping pong investigation threads, and it's only going to get tougher to tell what is real when 
true-looking falsehoods are being generated just for us and served up on a silver platter.

That said, I am glad there has been an uptick in healthy skepticism around here over the past couple days. I cannot emphasize enough how important it 
is for anons to have standards of evidence and proof. I think that's the biggest weak point we have and is why active shills and disinfo sites can be so 
effective. I still see tons of posts citing the fake Real True News CTR planning chat, even some in this thread, but I also see more posts than ever calling 
it out as bullshit, and that's good.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:51:18 ID: b45e56 No.8312995 >>8314214

>>8312654
looks like the login is actually still there 
http://wethepizza.com/admin/login  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:51:40 ID: b2e7b6 No.8312998

kekekek
"Damn, I was looking for light relief. But this story about art, satanism and conspiracy theories is just another window on what has gone wrong with 
democracy. When you define those who disagree with you not just as political opponents but satanic acolytes of darkness, you are committed to a politics 
of unreason, intolerance and hate."  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:52:36 ID: fb7a77 No.8313007 >>8313091

File (hide): 9ff1a625d7ffa1d⋯.mp4 (245.15 KB, 352x288, 11:9, 1467420454180.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8312954
Break your links up. We have 
enough shills as it is.  
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Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:53:37 ID: 035f46 No.8313021 >>8313100

>>8312412
>>8312749
Looked into Paul J. Alagero and found this:
Cardinal Bank Community Fund Awards Grant to Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater Washington
https://archive.is/tW6TF

Is that the same Kevin Reynolds from these creepy baby sitting and massage sites (ft. Bill Clinton)?
https://archive.is/2J0wv
https://archive.is/uITIY

Seems like they're all connected to eachother and to children's foundations.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:56:00 ID: 163958 No.8313054

>>8309754
They are all "eaters" confirmed.  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:57:59 ID: 029a27 No.8313078 >>8313140

Anyone see the new Heavy Breathing vid posted? They are getting more and more blatant:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHg5SJYRHA0  

Anonymous  11/20/16 (Sun) 23:58:50 ID: b2e7b6 No.8313091
File (hide): 1c46fb53c186b07⋯.png (30.38 KB, 244x231, 244:231, wtp_logo.png)

>>8313007
No.
Stop trying to 
derail the tread.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 00:00:08 ID: b2e7b6 No.8313100

>>8313021
NOICE!
I had hit a wall with them.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 00:04:27 ID: 163958 No.8313140
File (hide): 83139ddbe4ec943⋯.jpg (91.02 KB, 500x500, 1:1, IMG_3596-500x500.JPG)

>>8313078
>>8311827
>>8311810
>>8311769
>>8311702
>>8311534
>>8311428
>>8311336
>>8311232
>talks about shills
>actively shilling  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:10:19 ID: c95290 No.8313746 >>8313874 >>8314111 >>8316903

>>8308559

speaking of Hollywood, what happened to that news story from September(?) about the well known actor considered a family man who was rumored to 
have been the one who raped Corey Haim? It was in Radar Online and they said they identified him after a two year investigation or something.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:21:55 ID: c95290 No.8313871

>>8311428
>That CTR assassination thing was a hoax, posted on a socha faal-tier disinfo website which claims Hillary is died and is a cyborg. 

It was probably that 'Real True News' guy again. He was fairly active with his hoaxes before the election. I remember at least 3 threads here with his fake 
insider documents.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:22:36 ID: b2e7b6 No.8313874 >>8313972

>>8313746
Robert Downey Jr. Making Directorial Debut With ‘Singularity’, Starring Anthony Michael Hall  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:27:11 ID: 5977fb No.8313916 >>8313957

File (hide): 8925b368329b3e0⋯.jpg (208.34 KB, 1842x965, 1842:965, not_creepy_at_all.jpg)

is we the pizza 
connected via tunnels 
to the white house ?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:30:26 ID: 59cd1b No.8313957

>>8313916
how did we get to wethepizza? Been away for a couple of days. This shit makes me sick.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:31:37 ID: c95290 No.8313972 >>8314085 >>8314111

>>8313874

Robert Downey Jr. doesn't fit the profile, he's not known for being a good family man, he used to do a lot of coke and other drugs and he ended up in jail 
for almost a year. It's not him.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:43:06 ID: b2e7b6 No.8314085 >>8314111 >>8314446

>>8313972
It's him.
He's been super duper family guy and a household family hero for years now.
Sheen doesn't fit.

Or it's C. Thomas Howell.
http://www.fast-rewind.com/making_lucas.htm  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:45:28 ID: 972a02 No.8314111 >>8314238

>>8313972
>>8313746
>>8314085
It's Richard Donner and Joel Schumacher.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:54:59 ID: 53f39e No.8314214

>>8312995
You can also try 'forgot password' and if it doesn't locate the email, then says it couldn't find it. Could use this to deduce valid emails in their system.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 01:57:59 ID: b2e7b6 No.8314238

>>8314111
I've heard that. But do they fit? I thought it was one of the older actors.
Haim lived with Downey and that horsey looking girl, and the situation was weird.
Sorry if off topic.
Back on track for me.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 02:21:44 ID: c95290 No.8314446 >>8314766

>>8314085

Downey Jr doesn't fit either he's probably younger than Sheen (or at least he looks younger so he can't be that much older than him) and in the article 
they described the guy as a 'ringleader'. It must be an older actor or producer.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 02:30:13 ID: 4f5646 No.8314526 >>8314549 >>8314968 >>8317769

File (hide): 79105cccdf5d8ac⋯.jpg (46.2 KB, 821x320, 821:320, image.jpg)

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5e1jmy/i_
am_dumping_everything_i_have_wethepizza/  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 02:33:09 ID: b45e56 No.8314549

>>8314526
10 hours later and this is the 'proof' he is 'dumping'?  

File (hide): 38813379f9e9388⋯.jpg (185.46 KB,
1319x881, 1319:881, August 2014 Little Red Fox.jpg)

File (hide): 22d4826f1859055⋯.jpg (73.94 KB,
1060x651, 1060:651, Oct 2014 Little Red Fox.jpg)

File (hide): c4f64741039172f⋯.jpg (193.72 KB,
1211x901, 1211:901, Feb 8 2015 Little Red Fox.jpg)

File (hide): ef75091d8fad9df⋯.jpg (267.38 KB,
1004x796, 251:199, Feb 2016 Little Red Fox.jpg)

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 02:46:14 ID: 20c305 No.8314642 >>8314687 >>8314837 >>8314856 >>8314957

Little Red Fox beside Comet Pizza and Bucks Fishing and Camping has a Spiral Logo.  It was was either changed from a Flower to a Spiral or the other 
way around between 2014 - 2016.

From looking at photos its hard to tell if its still there or has been removed.

From their own website it looks like its still up.

http://www.littleredfoxdc.com/team  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 02:51:20 ID: b45e56 No.8314687 >>8314727

>>8314642
spirals are everywhere
seems what we are looking for is..
>triangle inside a triangle -> boy pedo
>heart inside a heart -> girl pedo  
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 02:56:11 ID: 20c305 No.8314727 >>8314816

File (hide): e5adf43950d8184⋯.jpg (29.04 KB, 391x539, 391:539, Symbols.jpg)

>>8314687

Spiral = Little Boy Lover

you dont find it strange they would change the stone 
symbol from a Spiral to a Flower?

"Little red fox" could mean little girl or little.  And its 
suspiciously beside Alefantis HQ.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:00:31 ID: b2e7b6 No.8314766 >>8314788

File (hide): 40ee25c0a54baab⋯.png (158.12 KB, 646x220, 323:110, AAEAAQAAAAAAAAKhAAAAJGM0ZD….png)

>>8314446
I just don't know.
Hey, if you're interested, the Canadian children's TV production company( Nelvana, Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation (CBC), Disney Channel) that gave Haim his start, on "Edison Twins," is dirty as fuck.
The main guy is soo fucking degenerate.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:02:08 ID: b2e7b6 No.8314788
File (hide): 331f2b7d682d672⋯.jpg (41.49 KB, 640x360, 16:9, large_73aa85e8_6aca_0da6_6….jpg)

>>8314766
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Michael_Hirsh_(producer)  

File (hide): 087ea8a0a5facc2⋯.jpg (184.59 KB,
1080x1080, 1:1, ig1.jpg)

File (hide): 87830ad18bbfe55⋯.jpg (90.79
KB, 1080x1349, 1080:1349, ig2.jpg)

File (hide): ab42e2893ec664d⋯.jpg (93.42 KB,
1080x1080, 1:1, ig3.jpg)

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:04:32 ID: b45e56 No.8314816 >>8314887

>>8314727
I think it is a stretch
are you worried about these pics from their instagram? 
>instagram.com/littleredfoxdc

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:05:37 ID: 41f8d4 No.8314830 >>8322175

>>8308658
>Human hunting party. 

Details here. 

https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2015/11/30/my-story-fiona-barnett-hang-on-for-the-ride/  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:06:48 ID: 20c305 No.8314837 >>8314873

File (hide): 1809af091f2928a⋯.jpg (178.55 KB, 1080x1349, 1080:1349, 12729652_106935729700186_1….jpg)

>>8314642
Looks like it is a Flower now.

That place MIGHT have been a pedo underground before Matthew Carr took control of it in 
2013 and changed the logo to a Flower.

It might have been a different company with a different owner.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:09:19 ID: dd196a No.8314856
File (hide): 4014474ae13ab3e⋯.gif (19.58 KB, 464x600, 58:75, mark.gif)

>>8314642
that circle and sash above the sign look familiar to anyone else? why'd they have to raise up that part of the building 
just to display that specific decoration?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:10:30 ID: b45e56 No.8314870
File (hide): 3f222e4d62c54c8⋯.jpg (153.56 KB, 612x612, 1:1, ig4.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:10:46 ID: 20c305 No.8314873 >>8314951

File (hide): 34607b6e235f659⋯.jpg (212.31 KB, 1267x868, 181:124, Marvelos Market Spiral sym….jpg)

>>8314837

It used to be Marvelous Market which 
had the Spiral symbol beside Comet 
Ping Pong.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:13:09 ID: 5fd30c No.8314887
File (hide): 483e53911281019⋯.jpg (212.65 KB, 679x538, 679:538, Uzumaki-6.jpg)

>>8314816  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:13:24 ID: b45e56 No.8314891

every place on that damn street should be looked into  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:14:03 ID: 4f5646 No.8314895 >>8314920 >>8314931

File (hide): 6b3ae641f696b3c⋯.jpg (202.77 KB, 1137x938, 1137:938, image.jpg)

Look what someone posted on half Chan.  
I wondered where than Clinton pic came 
from  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:16:36 ID: b2e7b6 No.8314920 >>8314936

>>8314895
it's fake and old  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:17:41 ID: 23ccdc No.8314931

>>8314895
That Jerome guy is the same kind of idiot who ruined Gamergate.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:18:17 ID: 4f5646 No.8314936 >>8314958

>>8314920
You said that in such a kind loving knowing way.  What would that mean?  

File (hide): 6558adf565dc1f4⋯.jpg (464.59 KB,
1484x1093, 1484:1093, Mark
FURSTENBRG00214213579….jpg)

File (hide): 5466c9aa6ef09fa⋯.jpg (60.42 KB, 635x476,
635:476, 043014-BBB-MarvelousMarket….jpg)

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:19:38 ID: 20c305 No.8314951 >>8314963 >>8315136

>>8314873
Oh God…
Marvelous Market Owner Mark Furstenberg…

Furstenberg Name Meaning: German and Jewish (Ashkenazic)

Is that blood on the floor?

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:19:58 ID: f796b0 No.8314957

>>8314642
Already investigated, seems like a normal family though.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:20:01 ID: b2e7b6 No.8314958

>>8314936
Don't be retarded.
It's fake.
Spread your fake halfchan shit elsewhere.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:20:40 ID: f796b0 No.8314963

>>8314951
No, that's not blood stains.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:21:22 ID: f796b0 No.8314968 >>8314975 >>8315045 >>8315052

>>8314526
wew that's awesome so conclusive  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:21:55 ID: f796b0 No.8314975 >>8315045 >>8315052

>>8314968
He must be pretty bad at excel kek  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:29:19 ID: 23ccdc No.8315045 >>8315190

>>8314968
>>8314975
>samefag  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:30:03 ID: dd196a No.8315052

>>8314975
>>8314968

wow that hurt to watch  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:38:36 ID: c175c5 No.8315133 >>8317769

>>8309463
He really posted CP. Mods took it down but a bunch of people had already clicked on it said there was videos of children being raped and tortured. One 
girl had a needle in her at 1 point supposedly. There's no way to prove that the pics came from their website

His supposed partner posted later on claiming he was going to post encrypted client list. Also claims he got gps locations from metadata from some of the 
videos
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dzwji/hi_i_am_the_guy_guy_2_that_hacked_wethepizzacom/  
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File (hide): 21c8ff9635a775b⋯.jpg (42.71 KB, 600x600,
1:1, Politics and Prose.jpg)

File (hide): 2abe5fb5b292145⋯.jpg (72.17 KB,
972x342, 54:19, Kalorama.jpg)

File (hide): 19e3d6c07674d38⋯.jpg (145.01
KB, 710x861, 710:861, Kalorama Comet.jpg)

File (hide): ab5a2ab7bdeb1ca⋯.jpg
(86.76 KB, 670x937, 670:937, Maureen
Gallagher.jpg)

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:39:08 ID: 20c305 No.8315136 >>8315283 >>8315596 >>8318530 >>8321884 >>8323112

>>8314951
Frank Furstenberg siblings owner of Politics and Pros.

Frank Furstenberg was born in Baltimore, Maryland, into an established Jewish family. His father, Frank Furstenberg, Sr., was a prominent physician and 
advocate for national health care[8] and his mother, Edith Hollander Furstenberg was a social worker and family matriarch.[9] His siblings include the late 
founding owner of Politics and Prose, Carla Furstenberg Cohen,[10][11] the master baker, Mark Furstenberg,[12][13] Michael Furstenberg, Anne 
Furstenberg and Ellen Furstenberg.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Furstenberg

Maureen (Reenee) Gallagher is the registrar for the Site CometPinPong.com and BucksFishingandCamping.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/maureen-gallagher-18401a8

Comet Ping Pong also known as Kalorama Comet?

Maureen is also with the Kalorama Citizens Association.  Same design for Politics and Prose 

Maureen is also SUNDAY manager for Bucks Fishing and Camping.

Oldest website on the Internets Kalorama Website Design;

http://www.kaloramanetworks.com/design.html  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:40:52 ID: c175c5 No.8315150 >>8317769

Fucking kek someone reported the reddit troll to the fbi for posting CP  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:43:46 ID: f796b0 No.8315190

>>8315045
I knew Someone would say that. I should have added something to point out that i was just adding a setence to my useless reply. My id must have 
changed though since im on my phone now.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:49:38 ID: 9dbf0c No.8315245 >>8320756

>>8310034
this song is extra 
creepy now  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:54:07 ID: 20c305 No.8315283
File (hide): 0f8769fcf0327a3⋯.jpg (203.41 KB, 1188x553, 1188:553, Cohen Name.jpg)

>>8315136
>Frank Furstenberg siblings owner of Politics and Pros.
>
>Frank Furstenberg was born in Baltimore, Maryland, into an established Jewish family. His father, Frank 
Furstenberg, Sr., was a prominent physician and advocate for national health care[8] and his mother, Edith 
Hollander Furstenberg was a social worker and family matriarch.[9] His siblings include the late founding 
owner of Politics and Prose, Carla Furstenberg Cohen,[10][11] the master baker, Mark Furstenberg,[12][13] 
Michael Furstenberg, Anne Furstenberg and Ellen Furstenberg.

Carla Furstenberg Cohen

Cohen take note of that name…it comes from the word Priest and Cannibal…

Cannibal original came from "Spirit" cooking - cannibal, which comes from Cahan-Bal priest of Baal - Moloch again.

Spirit cooking was the ultimate meaning of the "food code".

As shown in an abundance of pictures going around from the spirit video, pictures of them eating a dead corpse, and even a painting on John Podesta's 
office wall of them eating a corpse, it's a satanic ritual murder cult.

The cookbook was a spell/ritual book, the "meteorite" you put in your mouth was the same as the picture of eating a corpse - also called "meat of rite". It 
was "spiritual" cooking, because "rites" are "spiritual".

After I researched this, I found that there are also many books that show that "cannibal" original came from "cana baal" or priest of baal, because the 
priests of baal used to eat their victims too - this is the molech stuff again. "Kohen or cohen (or kohain; Hebrew: ֹּכה, "priest", pl. ים  kohanim) is the ֹּכֲה
Hebrew word for priest used colloquially in reference to the Aaronic … " Answer (1 of 3): There is a lot of variations of the name Cohen, which means 
priest. * English: Cohen, Cowen, Cahn, Cahan, Carne, Cohn, Cone, Conn, Conway, Cohan … Thus we have the word, cannibal, which comes from 
Cahan-Bal priest of Baal. A number of emails mention Moloch. The one with sacrificing a "chicken" to Molech letter wise looks like "children" (chickens 
weren't sacrifice to Molech, it isn't even a common usage word, but keeps reappearing).

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dwnfw/cannibal_original_came_from_spirit_cooking/  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 03:56:30 ID: a5d16c No.8315311

>>8309520
>Trump's speech at the Al Smith Dinner
>Makes a not of many of the people on this list
"Hey cardinal, nice to see you again"
"invited me to your homes and introduced me to your children"  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 04:17:16 ID: 4f5646 No.8315529 >>8315584

#8313766  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 04:23:43 ID: a9a987 No.8315584

>>8315529
>>8313766  
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File (hide): 99158a310a7164f⋯.png (489.8 KB, 633x422, 3:2, P&P front.png)

>>8315136

Politics and Prose Spiral

Sprial of Politics and Prose accross from Comet Ping Pong.

THE DEN

http://www.politics-prose.com/the-den

this is the ownership of politics and prose:

Change of Ownership

Carla Cohen died in October 2010, and in June 2011, Politics & Prose was purchased by Bradley Graham and Lissa Muscatine. Brad was a longtime 
journalist with The Washington Post and author of two books. His wife, Lissa, also had worked as a Post journalist for a number of years, and then served 
as chief speechwriter and senior advisor to Hillary Clinton at the White House and the State Department. Click here to read a message from Brad and 
Lissa.

http://www.politics-prose.com/our-history

here are two posts i found about little red fox:

continuing with the BIG little theme, the sign is displayed as little RED FOX.

also, take note of the way politics and prose do their O’s. there’s two dots underneath the o’s and this continues if you google maps into the store and do 
a tour. all of their o’s are like this.

in podestas emails, james alfenatis asks john if he wants to do something big or small after john reads at politics and prose.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/19967

The previous owners need looking into because Prose and little red fox changed symbols.

Furstenberg

Fürst (German pronunciation: [ˈfʏʁst] ( listen), female form Fürstin, plural Fürsten; from Old High German furisto, "the first", a translation of the Latin 
princeps) is a German word for a ruler and is also a princely title.

Fürst = Lord  

File (hide): 3740a7c08977f40⋯.jpg (135.56 KB,
899x868, 29:28, Lissa.jpg)

File (hide): 47b2d78f4c16e15⋯.jpg (351.34 KB,
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File (hide): 17b6d9522fd1ae2⋯.jpg (46.27 KB,
780x520, 3:2, obdau2e_2x.jpg)

File (hide): cdbbe3814ba813e⋯.jpg (518.55 KB,
1024x669, 1024:669, first-lady-michelle-obama-….jpg)

File (hide): ece2ec889e11bef⋯.jpg (286.82 KB,
1238x794, 619:397, The Den.jpg)

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 05:16:57 ID: 20c305 No.8316015 >>8316048 >>8319167

>>8315596
Correction dont know if the spiral symbol has changed for Prose & Politics.

But everyone is friends with each other…

PIZZAGATE SMOKING GUN! LITTLE RED FOX CONNECTION TO CLINTONS! (#PIZZAGATE, WIKILEAKS)

LITTLE RED FOX (666) CONNECTION TO CLINTONS CLOSE FRIEND AND FORMER SPEECH WRITER LISSA MUSCATINE: 

Politics & Prose is bringing back its coffeehouse on April 14 after at 10-week renovation, and this time, it will be operated by Little Red Fox owner Matt 
Carr. The new space, dubbed The Den, will transform into a wine bar in the evenings.

▶

▶
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http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/20679031/little-red-fox-owner-will-operate-coffeehouse-and-wine-bar-at-politics-prose

LISSA MUSCATINE CONNECTION TO HILLARY: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/hillary-clinton-and-lissa-muscatine-from-first-lady-and-speechwriter-to-author-and-
bookseller/2014/06/15/c820ec18-f3ed-11e3-bf76-447a5df6411f_story.html

All connected

Bradley Graham and Lissa Muscatine, owners Politics & Prose, the legendary Washington, DC independent bookstore, discuss their reasons for 
purchasing the store and their optimism for bookselling in today's challenged physical book retail marketplace. The husband and wife team of Graham 
and Muscatine were selected over a number of other interested buyers by owner Barbara Meade and David Cohen, the husband of the late Politics & 
Prose co-owner, Carla Cohen.

Bill Clinton gave readings at the store.

Politics and Prose championed local authors and journalists and became a destination for writers coming to town, who often attracted long lines that 
stretched out onto Connecticut Avenue. President Bill Clinton, Katharine Graham, Julia Child, Tom Wolfe, Junot Díaz and Jhumpa Lahiri are just a few of 
the authors who gave readings at the store.

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/12/books/12cohen.html

Barak Obama also visted there.

"The store's cache attracts some of the most famous literary and political figures,"

"But the store also has hosted superstars: former President Bill Clinton, Sen. Barack Obama (D-Ill.) and J.K. Rowling of "Harry Potter" fame. "

http://www.politico.com/story/2007/02/the-politics-of-politics-and-prose-002948

Book TV: President Obama at Politics & Prose 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWfmzN8sB3M

President Clinton Coming To P&P To Sign New Book

Politics & Prose is delighted to announce that President Bill Clinton will be at the store from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Friday, December 2, to sign copies 
of his new book, Back to Work. Given the large number of people expected to attend, the following procedures have been set to ensure an enjoyable, 
safe and smooth event for all:

http://www.politics-prose.com/event/book/bill-clinton-back-to-work

I apologize if this info has been combed over but I didnt know Obama and Tranny Michelle Obama(who has a penis) and Bill Clinton visited Politics and 
Prose regularly and just wanted to put everything into context but I am sure they all visited THE DEN regularly.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 05:20:57 ID: cd4d10 No.8316048

>>8316015
what else is on that block?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 06:24:44 ID: 4ea02a No.8316519 >>8316631 >>8316673 >>8316675

File (hide): df6472fc53affe5⋯.jpg (221.81 KB, 1440x2560, 9:16, 9fxQrR.jpg)

>at a bar last night

>same bar I've been going to for years, never noticed anything weird about the place

>mfw I see this thing on the wall

These threads are fucking my brain up. Two weeks ago I would not have associated with this image with the all-seeing eye and 
secret pedo clubs. I can't even go to a bar now without seeing everything through pedo-tinted glasses.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 06:38:16 ID: 4f5646 No.8316631 >>8316675

>>8316519
Even at my church they were showing a slide show for holiday donations. 2 interlocking heart outlines with a cross over it.  Upside down cross could be 
satanic.  Pics of starving orphans in Africa to help.  I told the pastor And he said he was glad and they wouldn't want to be associated with that.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 06:43:43 ID: ad0103 No.8316673

>>8316519

Incidentally, this is both why symbols work so well and why symbols are also way past not enough to really seal the deal. Too many false positives, but 
too many true negatives as well. I fucking hate the kikes.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 06:43:58 ID: fbe0e9 No.8316675

>>8316519
>>8316631
They take advantage of common signs and symbols all the time, the way you tell is when they bandy about particular crap, the same way all these DC 
Pizza places do. 

That's general symbolism for elitists 101. Hide in plain sight.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:11:26 ID: 8655b5 No.8316900 >>8318716

File (hide): 824b522904310fa⋯.jpg (323.94 KB, 1550x742, 775:371, hollywoodpedo.jpg)

>>8308559
>>8308755
Reminds me of this, maybe there's some weight to it. I think I remember someone else expanding on his 
signs of abuse, not sure where it was.

>>8310330
Just formatting it still allows the data to be recovered. You have to overwrite it for it to be gone, and 
sometimes it can still be recovered by the likes of law enforcement. If you just smash it, make sure you 
actually destroy the chips and not just dent up the case.

Data stored in RAM is gone for good once it loses power. (i.e, you turn your computer off. If you want to go full tinhat, discharge the power supply by 
unplugging it and pressing the power button) You can make a virtual RAM drive, but you have to be careful not to accidentally store anything on your hard 
drive.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:12:25 ID: ea09d6 No.8316903 >>8316983

>>8313746
no idea

even SJWezebel picked up on it though:
jezebel.com/radar-online-says-it-has-identified-an-a-list-actor-inv-1786794917

>In a post published Monday, Radar Online wrote that it has identified an A-list actor who pretends to be a “family-man” while simultaneously presiding 
over a Hollywood pedophile sex ring. The actor, who is not named in the report, allegedly raped teen idol Corey Haim (who died of a drug overdose in 
2010), and his behavior was apparently an open secret in Hollywood.

>According to Radar, the “superstar sexual predator” is “one of the most recognizable faces in the industry” and a household name who is “revered by 
millions around the globe.” The closeted perv has never come out as gay — and even has children of his own. But in truth, the star behind the family-man 
facade is an evil monster who has led an extraordinarily twisted double-life.

Lest we forget, /pol/, that many SJW feminists despise rape culture above all else. They won't be an easy group to convince, but if enough of them can be 
redpilled about Pizzagate, it's game over for the Pedosta gang  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:24:21 ID: 76332b No.8316983 >>8317129 >>8318075

>>8316903
As long as it's not Kurt Russell or Mel Gibson, they are my heroes.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:26:20 ID: 1e464b No.8316997 >>8317014 >>8317036 >>8317101

Guys, check #TWITTERGATE, a user by the name of 0hour (banned a few minutes ago)
started exposing pedo's that used twitter as their platform.

got it from halfchan; pol/thread/99539512  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:28:26 ID: c42a95 No.8317009 >>8318276 >>8318562

>>8308511
or a you know, a lilypad.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:29:24 ID: f38237 No.8317014 >>8317038

>>8316997
Great more child porn available on a public website. Honeypot? Seems like the perfect way to incriminate those investigating.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:34:20 ID: 4f5646 No.8317036

>>8316997
I saw a bit of it and what I saw was just teens exposing themselves and masturbating but I didn't see more than 6-8 of them.  0Hour used a lot of 
hashtags to FBI and I think NSA.  That's a way to get banned.  Maybe some were hard porn.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:34:36 ID: f38237 No.8317038

>>8317014
But the implication is huge for twitter, they're literally hosting a whole wealth of childporn and banning the people informing authorities of it.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:38:21 ID: b6aea0 No.8317050 >>8317063 >>8317072 >>8317114 >>8317721

So uh
Anyone else noticing a pattern here?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:39:53 ID: dfc84e No.8317058

>>8309827
> Were the CP images unique or not? Most likely this troll just grabbed some random CP off the web and made up this story.
Anon. Regardless, the ip that uploaded is dirty.
He's a very brave troll if so. Because he'd get nicked if traced.
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:41:01 ID: b6aea0 No.8317063 >>8317114 >>8318075

>>8317050
Some of the symbols in the posters look sorta like the FBI list of known pedo symbols to me tbh.
Anyone else think so too?  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:41:41 ID: 59368f No.8317072

>>8317050
Jews and Asians both like pingpong.  It has to do with them having a high ratio of fast-twitch muscle fibers to other muscle fibers.

That probably wasn't what you were talking about.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:42:26 ID: dfc84e No.8317075 >>8317095

>>8309869
No chance anon.
Any pedo is gassable.
Even trolls posting cp are gassable.
No one should have those photos except investigators who need them to save the kids.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:44:47 ID: dfc84e No.8317086

>>8309981
Depends on the circumstances of the images.
Parents sometimes take photos when their kids do silly things in the nude.
Like sitting in eskies or pots.

Its risky, but allowable.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:47:18 ID: 465577 No.8317095 >>8317146

>>8317075
What are your thoughts in regards to this  case though? Since it would run deep into the governments across the world, it follows that investigators would 
not preform an investigation. Hence, who will look and search? It's simliar to the guns argument (in a fallacious, analogical reasoning type of way) i.e. only 
the government needs them, except when the government might misuse their authority in using them. Obviously fallacious analogical reasoning, 
however, the initial concept is understood.
Honestly, when one looks at how the FBI handle CP, it's pretty messed up. I believe it was posted here at some point. They watch it and have to 
document what goes on in the images and pictures.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:48:44 ID: 76332b No.8317101 >>8317109

>>8316997
WHY IS THERE NO THREAD ON THIS????  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:49:21 ID: d76d83 No.8317108
File (hide): ab3f0089a747720⋯.jpg (4.63 KB, 124x200, 31:50, 1437245208508.jpg)

>>8309049
>a link to actual CP is allowed on /pol/  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:49:26 ID: f81b52 No.8317109

>>8317101
there is  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:50:36 ID: 6631b5 No.8317114 >>8319313 >>8319323

>>8317050
>>8317063
It's uncanny how similar the whole thing is to Comet Ping Pong in terms of aesthetics, business operations, and how well connected the higher ups are. 
Even if we assume for one second that we're all full of shit and there's no pedo anything, what the fuck is with these hipster faggots liking ping pong and 
pizza so much?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:53:09 ID: 199aaa No.8317129

>>8316983
At this point i'd assume that any actor that supported Trump is safe. Remember that this shit also has the utilitarian use of blackmail.

If they can support Trump then they don't have blackmail on them.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:53:44 ID: dfc84e No.8317136 >>8317148

>>8311272
Ok, trump has to start becoming vocal. Clearly law enforcement is ignoring this.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:55:47 ID: dfc84e No.8317146

>>8317095
What are my thoughts?
I want to splat them over a wall.
We still need a coup to deal with this bullshit.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 07:56:01 ID: 199aaa No.8317148 >>8317313

>>8317136
Trump banned Epstein from Mar-A-lago a long long while ago.

He's most likely known for a long fucking time. I wouldn't at all be surprised if this shit was a major factor in him running.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 08:23:48 ID: dfc84e No.8317313

>>8317148
This started to get bad in the 80s. The same time trump started his major plan.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 08:27:26 ID: 403e03 No.8317331

I was on the /r/whereisassange Discord server and learned about a potential honeypot that happened on a /r/pizzagate Discord. 

Screenshots got out of a user of the /r/pizzagate Discord sharing information about obtaining CP to another user of the server. Apparently they theorise 
that an external entity has been looking for pedos on Omegle using CP interest keywords and telling them to go to the Discord to acquire CP/CP-related 
information. In the screenshots the seller gives the buyer info about Omegle pedo keywords and the buyer mentions seeing one and not knowing what it 
meant, so they hypothesise that the buyer got into the chatroom through Omegle and got told to join it.

The theory is that (((they))) want to frame the investigator hub as a CP-trading group and make its members guilty by association.

Look out for honeypots and stay safe.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 08:29:05 ID: b8b055 No.8317338 >>8317365

>>8312392
>eyes_wide_shut.jpg
>p-please stop these useless inquiries goyim, I don't want to go to prison
>I swear the satellites are gonna fry your brain if you look at this  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 08:34:40 ID: 207e0a No.8317365 >>8317376

File (hide): 81a38534ea0581d⋯.jpg (12.74 KB, 200x338, 100:169, Inauguration_of_the_Pleasu….jpg)

>>8317338
Don't forget to keep checking for links to marjorie 
cameron and hadassah.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 08:36:52 ID: b8b055 No.8317376

>>8317365
I also missed his little "ye shall be as gods if you just STFU and GTFO" at the end, fucking blatant shilling ITT.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 08:42:04 ID: f81b52 No.8317391

>>8312392
>don't be afraid guyz lol
>just download and install the virus I mean evidence!  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 08:43:39 ID: 207e0a No.8317402 >>8317452

>>8312706
I concur. We need to do our own investigations and stop being led around. We aren't sheep. Dig up data, share data, go back to digging. anyone 
expecting us to go on their chases is clearly a foreignor.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 09:00:19 ID: 8e75f6 No.8317452 >>8317509

File (hide): 3675c6ce60a5dcb⋯.jpg (1.01 MB, 1688x1916, 422:479, vkpHlPU.jpg)

>>8317402
The problem is that our investigations may be what is causing us to get led around. If our enemies (I use the term 
loosely) are making new content for us based on our findings. I'll give you an example to help illustrate.

Anon #1 is digging for info based on e-mail addresses found in the Podesta leaks and makes a thread about it. 
Let's say he finds some sketchy sounding e-mails and there are other recipients involved.

Shill #1 is watching the thread and wants to misdirect the investigation. The shill already has an existing website 
full of conspiracy jargon, Markov model generated text, leaked documents from Wikileaks, etc. The shill then 
intentionally puts references to the above "sketchy sounding e-mails" somewhere on their website. Then the shill 
either sits back and waits for Anon #2 to google search the e-mail address and find the reference to the shill 
website, or the shill just hops on the thread as an anon and presents it as findings.

As the thread continues to explore the other pages on the shill's site, they are lead down a variety of paths into 
other evidence, all of which seems related because of course the website is related since it has all the e-mail 
addresses right there. The problem is that the coincidence of original evidence is used as authenticity, when in 
reality there is no authenticity at all. The net effect is that our collective autism gets inflamed like crazy and we 

end up digging in to repeated dead ends.

Now, that example is still somewhat elaborate and would require a little bit of planning ahead of time. However, it's not hard at all to sit in a dig thread and 
see the general theme of what is being researched, and then perform intentionally bad research, drop it in the thread, and then "back it up" with multiple 
other IDs that all concur this "new lead" is really serious. Same thing happens there - the consensus creates a feeling of authenticity when the evidence 
has no relationship at all.

The best thing we can do is ask questions of the anons that are finding this stuff - how did they find it, what is the relevance to the investigation, what 
other evidence exists to substantiate it, and so forth. We also need to get better at classifying information - determining whether it's provably true, 
corroborated by immense other evidence, coincidentally or circumstantially connected, very loosely connected, or not connected at all. For any 
information that doesn't seem very "true" or well connected, the mission should be to specifically seek out information that will better substantiate the 
authenticity of the information, NOT to endlessly dig into lead after lead when perhaps the first link is completely unreliable anyway.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 09:14:40 ID: 207e0a No.8317509 >>8317892

>>8317452
Then I suggest we counterattack with scattershot propaganda tactics. Meme the darkest shit possible while staying vague, and keep each meme of 
propaganda tied to a different lead. Everything we say has to be outragious enough to question, but realistic enough to be looked into.

The purpose of this technique is not to spread anything too specific, or even convince anyone of anything. On the contrary, the purpose is to get random 
normies to question everything and dig jnto this shit for us. Pizzagate is trending, but it isn't going to bring us dirt. Does this make sense?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 09:33:57 ID: 28a385 No.8317576
File (hide): 10798d33efeb674⋯.jpg (51.7 KB, 570x569, 570:569, 10798d33efeb674878173f22a8….jpg)

Ok so I know fuck all about this, but i read in previous threads that there were pics with hidden data that 
couldn't be cracked due to method. I was playing fallout and disabled a mod and the extension was .jpg 
Maybe someone with a vidya modding program could give it a shot? IDK and quite frankly I feel this is 
dangerous waters. God speed anons  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 09:48:59 ID: b951fa No.8317657 >>8318276

>>8309866
>my contact saw them and said it could be deep web stuff. Said alot of them were sick, some had chilren putting disgusting shit in other childrens mouths 
ect.

When you studied previous and famous pedophilia cases, what you essentially understand underneath the facts themselves is this: people of power can 
only ever enjoy power. Thus, it is very normal that they choose the weakest preys possible: disabled, children, that they torture, etc…
I realized this after studying the Émile Louis and Dunand cases in France, 2 major and deeply linked paedophilia affairs, in relationship with a very large 
paedophilia network at the heart of French institutions regionally and maybe even nationally.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:01:48 ID: b2e7b6 No.8317721
File (hide): ba2f6064f05e9b3⋯.jpg (53.85 KB, 432x380, 108:95, henry_miller2[1].jpg)

>>8317050
"Do you see?"  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:03:44 ID: c93c47 No.8317729 >>8317736 >>8317891 >>8318048

My father was a member of a satanic cult,
I was his ritualistic rape baby.
My family has spent the last 27 years running from this shit.
We've had to change our names.
We've had to move many times far across the country.
These people exist, and they are very very fucking dangerous.
They have very deep pockets and they have friends in high places.
I've been lurking these threads on here, on reddit and on 4chan fucking shaking with anxiety.
What I have learned is that if you don't draw attention to yourself you don't get hurt, and the people you love don't get hurt.
You absolutely have no idea what you're dealing with.
If they find you they will kill you.
If you get caught up in their shit your entire life is spent running and hiding from a literal nightmare.
Please for the love of Chris think about what you're doing and be careful.
I'm not going to dare touch this shit but fucking God bless you if you can expose this.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:04:54 ID: c93c47 No.8317736

>>8317729
*Cbrist  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:12:35 ID: 14e489 No.8317769

>>8314526
>>8315133
>>8315150

I think reddit OP was probably a shill connected to the perpetrators of all of this. Anyone who knows enough about computers and the internet to 1) care 
to troll reddit, 2) know about pizzagate, 3) pretend at least semi-competently to be hacking, definitely knows that posting CP could have serious legal 
consequences. If they hadn't posted actual CP it would make sense as just some asshole doing it for lulz, but endangering yourself by posting actual CP 
into a context on the internet where tons of people are capable and willing to exert a major effort to dox you doesn't make sense for a troll. Makes me 
think they know they are safe from consequences. Why else take such a risk to make your LARP trolling slightly more convincing? I think this is 
generative shilling form people employed by the enemy.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:24:35 ID: b951fa No.8317828

>>8311236
#pizzagate #pedocrats  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:37:24 ID: b2e7b6 No.8317891

>>8317729
Post pics of anal scaring with today's date or GTFO  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:37:51 ID: 8e75f6 No.8317892

>>8317509
I think I get what you're proposing - effectively doing the same kind of misleading tricks to the shills that are watching us. I think that will just cause more 
confusion for anons that are trying to join the digging effort and actually help out. It's an inversely proportional relationship - the more obscure we are, the 
less shills can observe and actively generate disinfo, but the harder it is for other anons to figure out what we're doing and help. Consider that if other 
anons should be able to figure out where to help dig and what questions to ask, so could a shill.

That's why I'm proposing we devote serious effort to validating information and sources - because that avenue is much harder for shills to attack. If we're 
much better at determining whether a potential lead is worth following, and we have a means of prioritizing what leads are most promising, any targeted 
disinfo would fall to the middle or bottom of that list. We'd still look at it, but unless it could be validated there would be no need to dig deeply in to it. In 
short, I'm trying to help focus our autism where it can be used most effectively, and de-prioritize fake or useless content that will waste our unique skills.

In addition, if we can maintain better chains of information then newer anons can get up to speed faster, and we have a more coherent story when 
reaching out to normalfags. For example: "we discovered Comet Ping Pong from #SpiritCooking, and that lead us to this instagram account where we 
found all these images, and then we found Besta Pizza that is nearby…" Along that same line, I'd like to start putting together a narrative of all the dig 
threads so far that helps link all the information together. It would also be good to figure out how to address the persistence problem, since the context of 
the investigation and the ties between different aspects require reading through every thread archive, or personally remembering everything, and that 
gives us no ability to prioritize how we dig for more information or what leads to pursue. However, everything can be externally influenced, and since 
we're all anons there's no way to differentiate between us and anyone else, so things like a wiki wouldn't work at all.

sorry for the long winded effort posting, just trying to throw some ideas out for everybody to think about  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 10:52:40 ID: b2e7b6 No.8317939 >>8318019

Today I learned my state has the third highest number of missing persons.
We also have the strip club capitol of the nation, and have a pretty bad teen/adult trafficking reputation in one city…
We are also notorious for serial killers and cults.

My bro is pretty high level at CSD, and all its names. HHS now maybe? Been there for decades. He's told me about the bad situations he's had to pull 
kids out of, but never any mentions of ritualistic stuff, or organized trafficking. It's almost always in the home and by family.

But, our former gay mayor was busted for fucking his 17 YO intern, and they let him keep his job, no legal charges.

I have no point.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 11:18:59 ID: bd3011 No.8318019 >>8318028 >>8318164

>>8317939
>My bro is pretty high level at CSD, and all its names
Does he have access to flight records? Can he get Podesta's around the McCain disappearance?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 11:20:49 ID: 78ea6c No.8318027 >>8318058

Man, this pizza pedo shit has fried my nerves. What the fuck is going on. So I go over to check on the Jewish news sites like I do once a week, see what 
the kikes are pushing in their own media, and this is what I fucking see…

blogs.timesofisrael. com/pizza2give-small-acts-great-returns/
https://archive.is/0xXYb

It's probably fucking nothing, but man, I'm just seeing this shit everywhere now. I don't think I can eat pizza ever again.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 11:21:41 ID: b2e7b6 No.8318028

>>8318019
Children's Services/HHS or whatever, in another state.
No.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 11:30:53 ID: e4d584 No.8318048

>>8317729
Chris is love chris is life 

There's a bunch of newfags trying to troll at the moment  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 11:33:07 ID: e4d584 No.8318058

>>8318027
>i'm just seeing this shit everywhere now
Confirmation bias at its finest  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 11:39:01 ID: 36ccf9 No.8318075

>>8316983
That explains RDJ in those ads, you know he would be blackmailable

>>8317063
looks like their artist was a fag is all.  

4879706572416e 7468726f706f73  11/21/16 (Mon) 11:52:11 ID: 163958 No.8318098

>>8308727
All freemasons are depraved faggots  
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4879706572416e 7468726f706f73  11/21/16 (Mon) 12:12:08 ID: 163958 No.8318164

>>8318019
>Podesta flight records

For that you would need to get some portuguese anon pretty high up in LE, willing to do something illegal for the good of mankind

Being able to put the Podestas in the area of south Spain and south of Portugal at the time would be one of the final nails in the coffin.

the south of Spain and Algarve in Portugal are pedo safe havens, a bit like Belgium is one of the world trade centres of child trafficking.

doesn't jeffrey epstein live in Spain atm?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 12:24:40 ID: 6aeb94 No.8318197 >>8318319 >>8318336 >>8318702

File (hide): 304b0c45ff34321⋯.jpg (24.36 KB, 411x256, 411:256, download.jpg)

>>8308237 (OP)
Two blocks north of Comet Ping Pong/PP/Little Red Fox is Pediatricians with a very odd website. It does not 
feel right at all. There's no actual pictures of the doctor office just stock photos. 

http://www.chevychasepediatrics.com/

5225 Connecticut Ave NW #103, Washington, DC 20015  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 12:37:12 ID: 1cbbcc No.8318250

>>8312522
>ID: f81b52  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 12:43:01 ID: 113bec No.8318276

>>8317009
Try harder shill. =D
>>8317657
If you have any recommended reading on those cases I would appreciate it. Can be en francais.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 12:52:14 ID: f84270 No.8318308

>>8309827
Yeah I'm 99% sure that dude was just LARPing.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 12:56:17 ID: ea09d6 No.8318319 >>8318336

File (hide): 79c3d0f963f29b2⋯.png (717.89 KB, 1180x782, 590:391, Screen Shot 2016-11-21 at ….png)

>>8318197
On that website, I found the personal site of one of the pediatricians, Dr. Howard J Bennett, aka "Dr. B": 
https://howardjbennett.com/

>"…and an expert on everything gross!" :-/

Front page is a little creepy, but then again he's a pediatric doctor…

Check out the blog though: https://howardjbennett.com/blog

Scroll down a bit and you'll find…

howardjbennett.com/2016/09/26/how-to-clean-a-newborns-vagina/
>a close-up picture of an infant's infected vagina.

WTF DR. B

I know the shills will get all "muh strictly medical purposes" but is it really fucking necessary to post an extreme close-up of a child's vadge on a blog 
aimed at young parents?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 12:56:32 ID: f84270 No.8318320

>>8310154
Why would he just post images and nothing to link them to wethepizza then? Is he legit just that retarded?  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 13:00:32 ID: ea09d6 No.8318336 >>8318687

File (hide): 5cc5d0e5daea908⋯.png (213.5 KB, 780x781, 780:781, Screen Shot 2016-11-21 at ….png)

>>8318319
>>8318197

WTF

howardjbennett.com/2015/04/27/how-
does-a-circumcision-heal/

^ this blog post has an extreme 
closeup of a male infant's freshly 
circumcised penis. 

Isn't this technically fucking illegal??

(also, pic related)  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 13:32:44 ID: f84270 No.8318428 >>8318480

>>8311976
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ian_Murdock#Death
>suicide
holy fucking shit  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 13:37:57 ID: 0a3149 No.8318450 >>8318521

>>8312030
How many petaflops do we need ?
How much are we ?
Boinc ?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 13:47:00 ID: 0a3149 No.8318480
File (hide): 2cb751c7ad15861⋯.gif (924.76 KB, 425x318, 425:318, f158892112.gif)

>>8318428
Most of the IT community knows that Debian didn't suicide himself and even suspicion (of the motivations of 
the debian team) was already high before when they adopted systemD
Lots of people resigned from the deb team because of it.
>systemD
>D
Lennart Poettering confirmed for pedo  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 13:49:43 ID: 26e7d6 No.8318489
File (hide): d179c915e9e0ae2⋯.png (234.14 KB, 2576x1856, 161:116, belg.png)

I started making an infographic for the 
dutroux case, not finished yet, but maybe 
it helps

the connection tu USA is Jeff Koons, 
pedoartist and childactivist  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 13:58:15 ID: ab5daf No.8318515

>>8312392

if they have such monitoring technologies how come liber primus exist?

I am awake. I do not fear, and I will become "godlike" sooner or later  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 13:59:05 ID: e4d584 No.8318518

>>8311968
>tries to be a douche 
>ends up redpilled 
KEK  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:00:04 ID: ab5daf No.8318521

>>8318450
over 9000  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:03:37 ID: 84cb99 No.8318530

>>8315136
just realized the O's in the logo look like ping pong paddles.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:14:20 ID: 39f8bc No.8318558 >>8318643

>>8308626
>feelsbadman.jpg
it was always depressing. remember he was close friends with the notorious anti-Semite Michael Jackson. he stood by Michael when the Jews started 
accusing him of being a pedo like (((they))) all are. you could kinda see in his face that he knew what (((they))) did (the saddest part being from first hand 
experience), and that Michael Jackson NEVER did that to him or any other child.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:15:25 ID: 5640dc No.8318562

>>8317009
I've never seen a lilypad covered in pepperoni.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:31:18 ID: 45d0c1 No.8318617
File (hide): 2c6daaf6b720a00⋯.png (201 KB, 482x249, 482:249, cXUUC1t.png)

>>8312413
>>8312434
Possession of CP for the purposes of researching it or finding missing kids or anything else can still get you 
into an unbelievable amount of trouble. In the US it can get you in worse trouble than actually molesting 
kids.

It's been said before, but if you must examine illegal images do so on a computer that is never connected to 
the Internet, has never left your possession and never will, and in some kind of a sandbox that keeps it from 
using your OS's cache system and pagefile.

Pic unrelated, probably.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:36:08 ID: e4d584 No.8318635

>>8312413
Stop trolling, dipshit.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:38:26 ID: e4d584 No.8318643

>>8318558
It's really weird that every kid in hollywood becomes fucked up. It's a lot weirder that the majority ends up giving up the acting career.  

Easy way to attain Nirvana Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:52:52 ID: e8ade9 No.8318684

>>8312500
http://www.headless.org/experiments.htm

Just do all the experiments with an open mind.
It seems like some shitty new age bullshit, but it's an effective way of controlling your emotions/feeling peace.
You HAVE to physically do the experiments though, and read the text thoroughly.

Takes less than an hour.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:53:14 ID: 6aeb94 No.8318687

>>8318336
No one has used rectal temps since the advent of digital thermometers in the 1990s.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:55:58 ID: a4d080 No.8318696 >>8318769 >>8318798 >>8319074

So… Why is there nothing here about the, lol, literally over 9000 CP twitter accounts anon posted last night? 

I figured you guys would be all over it.

https://twitter.com/hashtag/twittergate?src=hash  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 14:57:35 ID: fbe0e9 No.8318702

>>8318197
The entire DC area is compromised with pedos?  
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File (hide): aad8797f692e948⋯.png (220.8 KB,
671x735, 671:735, 2016-11-21 09_42_56-George….png)

File (hide): e1c28994a27736d⋯.jpg (57.06 KB,
612x380, 153:95, lucas-disney_612x380_0.jpg)

File (hide): 0069fa58bc62902⋯.png (240.78
KB, 676x773, 676:773, 2016-11-21 09_50_01-
George….png)

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:01:30 ID: 45d0c1 No.8318716 >>8319201

>>8316900
>at first i was like
http://www.businessinsider.com/george-lucas-says-he-sold-star-wars-to-white-slavers-2015-12
https://archive.is/U8kmR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jWtbJxzGpQ

>but then
http://www.businessinsider.com/george-lucas-apologizes-for-calling-disney-white-slavers-2015-12
https://archive.is/JmkaS

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:12:44 ID: 26e7d6 No.8318769 >>8318798 >>8318808 >>8319074

>>8318696
where's that list of accounts?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:16:34 ID: 1e854e No.8318784 >>8318796

>>8312592
> I wanna believe this guy is just a troll
Think deeper.
What if he isn't a troll but is in control of the site.
Biggest honeypot thus far.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:19:55 ID: b65c86 No.8318796 >>8318819

>>8318784
login page is still there anons  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:20:04 ID: 091280 No.8318798 >>8318808

>>8318696
>>8318769
Just learning of this but all I see is people talking about it. What did I miss?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:22:35 ID: 091280 No.8318808 >>8318829

>>8318769
>>8318798
https://twitter.com/Eclipse_OW/status/800701058272161795
https://archive.is/9RIMl  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:23:27 ID: 1e854e No.8318813

>>8311982
You can't brute force PGP.
Forget it.
>inb4 weak password
Every client worth its salt (pun intended) FORCES you to use a difficult phrase.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:24:46 ID: 1e854e No.8318819

>>8318796
I'm constipated.
Don't want to get locked in police custody while constipated.
Would give them a real lever.
"We realize you're trained in interrogation resistance but just talk and we will get you a doctor with a laxative."  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:28:00 ID: e4d584 No.8318829 >>8318850 >>8318853

>>8318808
>dumbass dumps cp that has been around deep web for ages
>thinks he's helping the children  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:31:47 ID: b1cd81 No.8318850

>>8318829
Most importantly he's an overwatch player. All overwatch players are shady scumbags. Especially D.Va fags.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:32:16 ID: 091280 No.8318853

>>8318829
https://twitter.com/hashtag/twittergate?src=hash
https://archive.is/AEqwV  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:35:15 ID: 1e854e No.8318862 >>8319069

File (hide): ae2310498cccd04⋯.jpg (53.66 KB, 480x480, 1:1, thumb.jpg)

Anyone seen a 
marking like this 
before?
From their 
Facebook.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:39:41 ID: 26e7d6 No.8318885 >>8318910 >>8318961 >>8319056 >>8319074 >>8319365

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EdeSTcwKsEhLJ-3NgRKolFg-hP17kNYNX3ffm0YWJbE/htmlview?sle=true#
here's the list  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:40:27 ID: 6f2ec9 No.8318893

Any news from plebdude?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:42:23 ID: 26e7d6 No.8318910 >>8318933

>>8318885
disgusting shit, don't look at the accounts, legit

probably no fucks will be given  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:46:35 ID: e4d584 No.8318933 >>8318960

>>8318910
It's from the deep web, m8, this shit has been around there for ages.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:51:41 ID: 091280 No.8318960 >>8319545

>>8318933
You are confusing 2 different happenings.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:51:57 ID: 6f2ec9 No.8318961 >>8318980 >>8318989 >>8318993 >>8319053

>>8318885
Just to be clear, here on south america the age of consent is 14, but child porn is still child porn. 
It is still a crime to have videos of people below 18 having sexual intercourse.

Can't say for SEA, though.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:55:41 ID: 1e854e No.8318980 >>8318993 >>8319048 >>8319053

>>8318961
This is getting all mixed up very quickly, anons trying to connect it to paki pimps in the UK who abused young teenagers etc.
Naked pictures of 14 year olds aren't pedophilic.
Everyone should know the difference by now. Pedophiles are attracted by prepubescents, that's little kids who haven't yet entered puberty.
As much as you dislike it being legal in some places to fuck a 14-year-old, or that people like looking at pictures of young women in their prime, it isn't 
pedophilia.
Stick to the topic or suffer from mission creep and failure.
Back to the topic of the thread: Reddit OP has failed to post even a single piece of proof that the cache of CP he posted came from the pizza restaurant.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 15:58:52 ID: 1e854e No.8318989 >>8319078

>>8318961
Btw, Reddit anon is using the classic "my friend who is more knowledgeable about these things did the actual work."
This is a convenient "out" used by LARPers (a.k.a WALTs) to excuse their inability to answer any technical questions.
e.g "Describe the software and procedure you used to gain access"
>"Uh… my friend who is more knowledgeable about these things did it, I am only the messenger."
Larping, Walting, trash.

What is a WALT?

https://www.arrse.co.uk/wiki/Walt  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:00:04 ID: 0a3149 No.8318993 >>8319007 >>8319053

>>8318961
>>8318980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedophilia
<10 or 11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebephilia
11–14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ephebophilia
15 to 19  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:04:28 ID: 1e854e No.8319007 >>8319053 >>8319057

>>8318993
>wikipedia
>Pedophilia
>10 or 11
Arbitrary figures because puberty doesn't begin at a fixed age.
Pedos don't care about a girl's age, they care about her developmental status. If a girl is well into puberty then being attracted to her isn't pedophilia, 
regardless of her age.
>Hebephilia
>Ephebophilia
Aren't types of pedophilia, aren't pathologies and aren't diagnoses.
They are terms given to men who prefer women in their prime and are less attracted to older women - which is an attempt to pathologise normal male 
preferences.
>inb4 "pedo supporter" this conversation progresses in a very predictable way  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:12:27 ID: 44d1ec No.8319048
File (hide): 4be87cf49917a55⋯.png (29.66 KB, 240x143, 240:143, 1469030327544.png)

>>8318980
>Naked pictures of 14 year olds aren't pedophilic.
Most are unless there's good reason. (i.e. they're  being taken by parents and doing something far from 
sexual)
That said, that rarely occurs for children of that age.
So most pics of 14 yr olds are child pornography.

To be safe - either contact proper authorities and show them the link and the thread OR don't view the pics.
Alternatively, use a computer you can destroy. If SHTF destroy the hard drive.
Though I'm pretty sure the authorities wouldn't prosecute for vigilante investigation into this. I mean the reason 

whey there is vigilante investigation is because the organizations are not doing enough or cannot do enough for reasons unknown. (other than being part 
of the ring itself).

In fact that last point is the reason why you should assume authorities will prosecute.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:13:56 ID: 880e5f No.8319053

>>8319007
>>8318993
>>8318961
>>8318980
None of this matters, what matters is there are children being abused by cultist jews that are under the age of consent which makes this a crime, we don't 
need to name it  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:14:21 ID: 44d1ec No.8319056 >>8319067

>>8318885
>google docs
Anyone got caps?
Or is it non postable.

>by the way, by posting the links you're essentially posting "links to child pronography"  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:14:29 ID: 0a3149 No.8319057 >>8319634

>>8319007
>Anon you responded

I just wanted to show 6f2ec9 what can be considered and what isn't considered.

But the law is the law even if it's retarded.

In France for example it's illegal to draw lolis for personal use (no diffusion).

>Aren't types of pedophilia, aren't pathologies and aren't diagnoses.
Never said that I just posted the wiki and anyone can read that pedos is just this wiki entry

>Pedos don't care about a girl's age, they care about her developmental status.
Like said in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedophilia

>Pedophilia or paedophilia is a psychiatric disorder in which an adult or older adolescent experiences a primary or exclusive sexual attraction to 
prepubescent children

But justice needs to put ages everywhere.

But we are getting of topic other than pedos it's also about slavery/barbaric treatments and maybe more horrible things.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:15:17 ID: 0a3149 No.8319067

>>8319056
I tried it, too much javascript for my taste.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:15:27 ID: 44d1ec No.8319069 >>8319077 >>8319093

>>8318862
Odd nail polish?
Or a thumb nail that got jammed or jarred.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:16:57 ID: 091280 No.8319074 >>8319103 >>8319129 >>8319154 >>8319435

>>8318696
>>8318769
>>8318885
#TwitterGate happenings
@0hour exposes 1000's of CP twitter accounts and gets banned for it. CP accounts still up.

https://twitter.com/Eclipse_OW/

https://twitter.com/hashtag/TwitterGate?src=hash

Here is the list
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EdeSTcwKsEhLJ-3NgRKolFg-hP17kNYNX3ffm0YWJbE/edit#gid=707396571

#PedoLeaks
https://twitter.com/hashtag/PedoLeaks?src=hash  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:17:09 ID: 0a3149 No.8319077

>>8319069
>Odd nail polish?
nope to much precision
>Or a thumb nail that got jammed or jarred.
for me it's clearly ink or similar  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:17:43 ID: 44d1ec No.8319078

>>8318989
> LARPers (a.k.a WALTs) 
Don't use LARP as that meme is misleading - it conditions people to not take action.

WALTs is fine.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:20:52 ID: 1e854e No.8319093

>>8319069
It looks deliberate to me, plus it was allowed to pass into a photo for publication on the business site.
Normally a business owner would try to avoid such a "mistake" because it looks unprofessional.
It's not a blood blister, too shiny and too black.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:21:59 ID: 44d1ec No.8319103 >>8319118 >>8319128 >>8319138 >>8319149

File (hide): cdc3ecbac3e9213⋯.gif (840.92 KB, 450x450, 1:1, 1468918031104-2.gif)

>>8319074
>Twitter bans the wistleblower
>allows the CP

What the fucking fuck is wrong with this world?
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

>>8319083
Anything under the age of 18 is pedophilia. Don't fucking try to move the goal 
posts. All pics under the age of 18 is unacceptable.

Reported for faggotry.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:25:10 ID: 1e854e No.8319118 >>8319139 >>8319175 >>8319176 >>8319191

>>8319103
>Anything under the age of 18 is pedophilia.
It isn't though. 
>Don't fucking try to move the goal posts. 
Moving the goalposts is trying to connect the abuse of mid-teens to a pedophile network, it's also a pretty glaring attempt at misdirection.
>All pics under the age of 18 is unacceptable.
>Reported for faggotry.
S…shut it down.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:26:31 ID: 6f2ec9 No.8319128 >>8319149

>>8319103
Twitter staff members are confirmed for buttblasted left pedo scum. Nothing new here.

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:26:36 ID: ab5daf No.8319129 >>8319435

>>8319074
>@0hour banned for the 9999th time

i remember twit banning him 2 weeks ago right after he posted a pic of an indian guy with a sikh hat, his message was: this guy is the key to all of this

right after that they hammered him

i feel like killing twitter but its we need it because it reaches to normies  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:27:44 ID: 0a3149 No.8319138 >>8319191

>>8319103
>Anything under the age of 18 is pedophilia
nope it depends on the country and other factors don't be so obtuse and educate yourself.

>>8319083
>Yes but the law doesn't prescribe what is pedophilia and what isn't, it desribes what is CP and what isn't.As I wrote above, even if sexual photos of 
prepubescents was made lawful, it would still be pedophilia.etc...
agreed  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:27:45 ID: f9238d No.8319139 >>8319149 >>8319151 >>8319198

File (hide): 4b00a9080a20295⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 135.66 KB, 622x626, 311:313, 1382824226262.png)

>>8319118  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:28:50 ID: faea3b No.8319146

This twitter shit is disgusting. Stumbled across so much CP, I need a fucking drink.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:29:06 ID: 1e854e No.8319149 >>8319191

>>8319128
Or, you know, they banned him for breaking the rules and posting CP.
Also the links to the CP were taken down.
>>8319103
That image, that excessive profanity, that "REEEEEE" = typical Shill attempt at inciting emotion to cripple the intellect.
>>8319139
>(1)  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:29:31 ID: 091280 No.8319151

>>8319139
Stop being a pussy. Go get some bait.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:30:00 ID: 0a3149 No.8319154 >>8319435

>>8319074
>Here is the list
>too much demands
WTF?!
Is it true ? or pedo google is already censoring this ?  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:32:13 ID: 8d34f6 No.8319167

>>8316015
Bradley Graham recent Owner of Politics and Prose possible connection to Katherine Meyer/Graham who also worked at Washington Post and her 
mother was into Bohemian culture(*Bohemiman club-Molech child sacrifice)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katharine_Graham

When Benjamin Henry Blackwell opened the doors to Blackwell’s on 1st January 1879, books were firmly in his blood. His father, Benjamin Harris 
Blackwell was a librarian and had been heavily involved in the Temperance Society. The society promoted self-education and encouraged reading as well 
as religion. Originally, after he had spent some years being apprenticed to a local bookseller, he had hopes of becoming a librarian like his father, but after 
being turned down for the post of City Librarian for Cardiff he decided to open a shop of his own.

http://lithub.com/interview-with-a-bookstore-blackwells-bookshop/

Blackwell UK, also known as Blackwell's and Blackwell Group, is a British academic book retailer and library supply service originally founded in 1879 by 
Benjamin Henry Blackwell,[5] after whom the chain is named. Founded in Oxford on Broad Street, the firm now has a chain of 45 shops, as well as an 
accounts and library supply service, and employs around 1000 staff across all divisions.[3][4]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackwell_UK

British royalty dined on human flesh (but don't worry it was 300 years ago)

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1389142/British-royalty-dined-human-flesh-dont-worry-300-years-ago.html

So "books" would also be a codeword for things just like "pizza" and "chicken".

They own these busineses so they can communicate in code and it sounds legit.

Eg…how many "books" you have today or did you get all that "pizza".  They are just fonts so they can discuss this shit in public and its been going on for 
AT LEAST a few hundred years.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:33:27 ID: ee4dcf No.8319175 >>8319197

>>8319118
Okay let's be really fucking clear. Anyone that's postpubescent being into someone prepubescent should AT LEAST get chemically castrated. Beyond 
that, Half your age plus seven is a very good rule of thumb.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:33:27 ID: 44d1ec No.8319176 >>8319200 >>8319206

>>8319118
>It isn't though. 
But it is. Those are children in adults body. 
The definition says prepubescent, but the common interpretation is below the legal age.
Furthermore, I think it's better that the public acknowledge pedophilia as such, otherwise a slippery slope WILL occur.
People will suddenly think "oh it's not as bad" - leading to more people trying it without considering the immaturity of that CHILDs mind. Don't say it won't - 
it's that "decline" in moral standards that started this mess.
And that probably started with "oh she's nearly 18, there's nothing wrong"

Don't move goal posts anon. Or you'll be gassed too.
Pedophilia's definition needs to change to encompass all kids below the age of 18. The term is too commonly known to be only prepubescent children. 
Prepubescent attraction should use a different name. 

By the way, I think that definition changed in the past - I think due to subversion.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:36:55 ID: 44d1ec No.8319191

>>8319118
>>8319149
>posts twice
Who's the shill?

>>8319138
>nope it depends on the country
It doesn't, people under the age of 18 can be easily coerced. Those countries need to modify their laws. They are not thinking about the ease of coercion 
of children under 18.
Especially through blackmail or learned helplessness.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:38:36 ID: 1e854e No.8319197 >>8319430

>>8319175
>Anyone that's postpubescent being into someone prepubescent should AT LEAST get chemically castrated.
Great way to ensure that anyone with a problem avoids treatment. Child abusers should be locked up until cured, or executed. People who merely find 
children attractive should not be punished but encouraged to seek treatment because thoughts aren't crimes.
If I want to kill blacks and leftists, that doesn't make me a murderer.
> Beyond that, Half your age plus seven is a very good rule of thumb.
No it isn't, it's a silly rule pushed by teenage boys and women who wasted their prime years riding the cock carousel.
Objective: shame older men out of relationships with women who are the best match for their sexual market value.
The typical man's attractiveness peaks around 35, a combination of confidence, status, wealth and retained good looks.  A woman peaks in her mid to 
late teens and rapidly goes downhill afterwards.
Teenage boys like "the rule" because they can't compete with older men.
Blown-out old women (25+) like "the rule" because through shame they hope to force men into marrying them, when they already discarded scores of 
perfectly suitable husbands in their "party" years.  
You're not fooling anyone with your dysgenic "rule".  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:38:51 ID: 44d1ec No.8319198

>>8319139
>(1)
>but he's not a shill goys!

Pedos are the scum of the earth.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:39:01 ID: 0a3149 No.8319200

>>8319176
>Pedophilia's definition needs to change to encompass all kids below the age of 18.
>The term is too commonly known to be only prepubescent children
>too commonly
Did you question yourself on why it's that definition ?
Go ask biologists  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:39:07 ID: 8d34f6 No.8319201

>>8318716

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:39:36 ID: ac0c50 No.8319206 >>8319245

>>8319176
No it doesn't. We alread have a break down for under 18. From oldest to youngest: Ephe, hebe, and pedo. If people just knew there definitions there 
would be no issue.  

File (hide): 83140c6c0a96205⋯.png (8.33 KB,
1548x32, 387:8, 146464.png)

File (hide): b3c93a899574596⋯.gif (4.32 MB, 320x240,
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:41:54 ID: 0a3149 No.8319222 >>8319265

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:42:37 ID: fa4324 No.8319226

>>8308559
>first lyrics are "how much pizza must she eat at all the pizza parties"
>at the end of the song (2:33) they all start singing "jew jew jew jew jew jew jew jew"
what the fuck  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:46:09 ID: 44d1ec No.8319245 >>8319292 >>8320626 >>8320681

>>8319206
>(1)
>If people just knew there definitions there would be no issue.
The definitions ARE the issue.
Pedophilia is a well known term. And should encompass all illegal activity with minors under the age of 18.
By differentiating, you're subtly allowing or conditioning people into believing it is "less bad"
If you encompass activity with 18 yr olds with activity with toddlers - people won't consider the thought. People will think it's just as bad with a teen as it is 
with a toddler.
And it should be considered bad.

If you say otherwise, you've already got issues with it and you're trying to reinforce or justify your perception or opinion.
And the psychology suggests that that perception is dangerous.  
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File (hide): aad6aebaac0fbec⋯.jpg (76.48 KB, 484x461, 484:461, 1437044225796.jpg)

>>8319222
>adele  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:54:04 ID: ac0c50 No.8319292 >>8319306 >>8319309

>>8319245
It's a (1) since it's a proxy.
All you're really being a proponent for is modifying true definitions in order to align with social definitions (their common understanding). Having seen how 
words like racist and alike have their true definition currupted by means of the social definition, I can't fathom why you'd want to destroy more definitions. 
Just construct a new word that encompasses ages under 18 (we already do. Underaged, however, you'd have to come up with a word with a good sound 
such that it can become a common word which can become emotionally charged.)
>>People will think it's just as bad with a teen as it is with a toddler.
Well, I think that's dumb. In my mind doing something with a toddler is worse than doing something with a teenager because one is younger and can be 
damaged more (mentally and physically). In particular, teens have relationships and engage in sexual intercourse in the modern day. To equate such with 
a toddler getting molested/abused to me is disgusting.
Although the analog is fallacious, it reminds (only reminds, it is not an exact equivalence) of when someone who goes out to party, gets drunk, gets raped 
and they equate that to some poor kid who was raped dispite all their struggling. For those two to be considered equal is disgusting to me.

Yep, my perception of wanting to keep words whose prefixes and suffixes have definitions fixed (as opposed to allowing a language to run fluid) are 
dangerous. As I said, construct a new word with as much "trigger" power as pedophilia whose definition means under 18. Do not currupt existing words.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:55:36 ID: 4113a6 No.8319298

>>8308559
he clearly got lit fucked then fucked up in the head….

Always wondered how it could go so shit, when all is set for you in life. And god damnit I need beer… 

Not able to slip away from this one apparantly, as it might look like it even hit home. Posted in prev threads. 
>But be here yesterday
>Crack big pedo ring of 51 people
>2 politicians and 1 officer and rumors about lawyer(s) even

They set up an .onion, well kek they are useless but they got one guy here to do it. Also aided by the FBI since last x-mas. 

Now my concern here is how to obtain data for all children adopted out to the US and other transit country for Podesta and co… 

Last part is mere speculation Just need to find the names and numbers, I'm not sure where actually. 

>All the signs are here
No pizza places though that we are aware of  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 16:59:16 ID: 44d1ec No.8319306 >>8319329

>>8319269
>The healthiest age for a woman to bear children is around 14-15
Wrong.
18+ is the true healthy age because:
1. haven't reached the mental maturity yet
2. a 14-15 year old cannot possibly take care of their kid without difficulties in this modern age.
The body development doesn't come into it anon. The mental development is key to childbirth. That and their situation or environment - most kids are still 
at school at that age. There shouldn't be encouragement of childbirth for kids at that age.

I'm now suspecting you have images of children below the age of 18.
You sicken me for treating children like that for their bodies only. You are no different to the average pedo mentally. You need to grow up.

It's people like you that add to the this huge "goal post movement" that is going on.
You shouldn't consider the thought.

Filtered your ID because it's now ruining the thread

>>8319292
>All you're really being a proponent for is modifying true definitions in order to align with social definitions 
>social definitions
>spooks
Cause there's no mental element to it. Or environmental element. Also filtered.

I don't have time for people even considering the thought.
Because you are trapped in your own sick fetish. And you shouldn't be digging into this shit unless you get rid of it.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:00:47 ID: 44d1ec No.8319309

>>8319292
>Having seen how words like racist and alike have their true definition currupted by means of the social definition
Also that word means NOTHING.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:01:49 ID: 59cd0a No.8319313 >>8319323

File (hide): 6a5141c282bf232⋯.jpg (52.2 KB, 1161x367, 1161:367, 1331170847863.jpg)

>>8317114
It's just a trendy thing as far as the normalfags go.  It's what has been stated already, the kike and pedo 
higher ups will hide in plain sight since they can control what is and isn't "hip", at least in the Commieforina 
and DC areas.  Make your front acceptable to the point even the normalfags visit and you have a secure as 
fuck pedo farm.  I would not be shocked if this pedo project they have is also used to frame bad goyim like 
Micheal Jackson.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:04:02 ID: 091280 No.8319323

>>8317114
>>8319313
Once you can see their shitty jokes you can easily recognize their friends and network.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:04:58 ID: ac0c50 No.8319329

>>8319306
Yep, I automatically have a sick fetish for wanting words to stay the same. The only thing I would change is going from pedophilia, and alike to philiac 
since lover is the incorrect term. One would use an abnormal attraction. Same with things like homophobia. One is not afraid of them, the the suffix should 
be something pertaining to disgust or alike.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:09:55 ID: 4113a6 No.8319365 >>8319371

>>8318885
Here
https://ghostbin.com/paste/z3ecq
you need to grab treir user_id and not screen_name, they can just changeit

just name it twitterconverter.py +x 
./twitterconverter.py -n whoever  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:10:47 ID: 4113a6 No.8319371

>>8319365
forgot, no api calls so you are not rate limited  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:13:08 ID: fa4324 No.8319378 >>8319398

when u realise gurren lagann is an evil pedo series
>spiral power
omg  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:18:03 ID: 59cd0a No.8319398 >>8319421

>>8319378
>implying Gurren Lagann isn't just a story of anti spiral kikes vs the spirals that is called humanity  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:21:30 ID: 5ff06f No.8319410 >>8319421

`>>8319378
Gurren Lagann's spiral power was more swastika than underground pedo ring.  Not everything with a spiral is evil; the spirals are only evil when they 
come from L.A. or D.C..  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:23:31 ID: fa4324 No.8319421 >>8319547

>>8319398
>>8319410
actually wasn't leeron a literal pedo  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:25:16 ID: 787780 No.8319430

>>8319197
Half your age plus seven is the medieval European rule of thumb for an appropriate wife, you ignoramus.

Anyway, I think We the Pizza looks very relevant even if the original leak was a fake. There are just too many big connections to stuff like Obama and the 
Saudis. The logo may have been drawing on a pentagram, and in the name pizza takes the place of people, which children also are.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:25:42 ID: 091280 No.8319435 >>8319444 >>8319745

>>8319074
>>8319129
>>8319154
>@Eclipse_OW was carrying the torch after @0hour1 was suspended.
@Eclipse_OW is now suspended.
https://twitter.com/Eclipse_OW/ 

https://twitter.com/Eclipse_OW/

https://twitter.com/hashtag/TwitterGate?src=hash

Here is the list again:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EdeSTcwKsEhLJ-3NgRKolFg-hP17kNYNX3ffm0YWJbE/edit#gid=707396571

#PedoLeaks

https://twitter.com/hashtag/PedoLeaks?src=hash  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:27:50 ID: 4113a6 No.8319444 >>8319496 >>8319497

File (hide): a87c49907e0c3a7⋯.png (192.55 KB, 559x558, 559:558, 1457028940874.png)

>>8319435
Another account to was 
gassed earlier, that did the 
same.

Where do they get their 
food? The twitter staff I 
mean.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:32:12 ID: 26e7d6 No.8319472

working link: https://army.li/saoidjh/podesta_hidden.7z
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5e25gv/2107_hidden_podesta_emails_not_listed_in/  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:36:30 ID: 44d1ec No.8319496

>>8319444
God dammit.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:36:32 ID: c93c47 No.8319497 >>8319506

>>8319444
Well, think about it.
They're literally sharing links to child pornography, it would be strange if they didn't can those accounts.

However the fact that those accounts existed in the first place is the strange part.

Also I see a lot of people claiming Twitter of censoring the #pizzagate hashtags, has anybody verified that this is happening?  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:37:53 ID: 59cd0a No.8319506 >>8319534

File (hide): 0a18310b63d66d2⋯.png (326.95 KB, 476x444, 119:111, 0a18310b63d66d2a761b67657c….png)

>>8319497
I can, I have gotten two dummy accounts shadowbanned 
by heavily pushing the pizzagate normalfag tag.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:38:39 ID: 4113a6 No.8319511
File (hide): 8a2654d2fbe5709⋯.jpg (48.48 KB, 506x506, 1:1, 13 - 1.jpg)

>Jack Dorsey is on the Board of Directors for Disney

That explains a bit….. 
not shutting down cp sharing twitter accounts, shutting 
down the ones that points them out instead….

I doubt the intentions is for the feds to grab pedos 
here…. Disney now (((Disney)))  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:42:19 ID: 44d1ec No.8319534

>>8319506
That's expected for forcing a meme and using fake accounts. (keep trying though)
But I'm concerned there are pedo accounts being let loose on Twitter.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:43:56 ID: e4d584 No.8319545 >>8319830

>>8318960
Its the same shit.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:44:03 ID: 5ff06f No.8319547 >>8319557

>>8319421
Leeron is depicted as ambiguously gay/effeminate, and he is shown to be self-aware enough to know that his behavior is unsettling to others.  We see 
that he has enough self-awareness to know that he can flirt as a method of teasing/convincing them to leave him alone.  So, as far as the show is 
concerned, he's a harmless poof with a knack for engineering.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:45:02 ID: fa4324 No.8319557 >>8319630

>>8319547
I like Leeron, I just remember that at some point he hits on those two kids to make them uncomfortable, and also an underage Simon at the beginning.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:46:02 ID: ad4e26 No.8319562 >>8319572 >>8319580 >>8319584 >>8319610 >>8319812

Someone tell me that screencaps were taken of the relevant sicko Twitter accounts BEFORE Twitter shut everything down?

I think I'm about to get rather fucking pissed of at some glaring ineptitude soon….  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:48:01 ID: 091280 No.8319572 >>8319590

>>8319562
You mean you didn't save any???  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:48:26 ID: ad4e26 No.8319580 >>8319610

>>8319562

*drums fingers*

I'm waiting, you fucking retard faggot cunts….  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:49:02 ID: 8d6928 No.8319584 >>8319624

>>8319562
haven't seen one posted since this broke last night - and I just became aware of it this morning and have seen none. Saw one set of caps related to 
followers. But it's gone  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:49:36 ID: ad4e26 No.8319590 >>8319812

>>8319572

I just got here.

This Zero fucker that initially stumbled on this SURELY did some capping?? Is there any way we can contact him?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:52:44 ID: 091280 No.8319610 >>8319653

File (hide): baca98b77b3e6f1⋯.png (4.8 KB, 345x131, 345:131, Reported.png)

>>8319562
>>8319580
Reported for 
faggotry and 
filtered.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:54:03 ID: ad4e26 No.8319624 >>8319634

>>8319584

If the guy was clever enough to collate the info into a spreadsheet.. surely it follows that he knew Twitter would shut him and the accounts down pretty 
swiftly? Thus, before showing his hand he'd SURELY do some screencapping?

Can you do some kinda of 'way back' on Twitter accounts, anyone?

Theen we need to think legality of this shit too. *sigh* This is all so fucking fucked up. All of it.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:54:56 ID: 5ff06f No.8319630

>>8319557
That's the thing, though.  He's clearly making the exaggerated gestures for the purpose of making them uncomfortable.  Leeron's shenanigans aren't 
comparable with the ritual abuse being investigated.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:56:07 ID: e58c64 No.8319634 >>8319653

>>8319057
>>8319624

Try one of these - Topsy, Snap Bird, BackTweets, ReSearch.ly, Tweet Scan  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:59:49 ID: ad4e26 No.8319653

>>8319610

Go suck a dick and jump into your safespace, you cuck pussy dipshit.

Was I too harsh? Sorry, I'm just pissed right now. Even more so if caps weren't taken before the inevitable shutdown. 

>>8319634

Thanks, but I personally can't. I'm non vpn and it's a bit of a legal grey area, actively attempting to search back for evidence of pedo accounts when they 
could host illegal images. 
Twitter needs put over the fucking coals for this though.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 17:59:56 ID: 379a9b No.8319655 >>8319683

http://pastebin.com/iZd297vP updated archives guys  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:03:28 ID: 091280 No.8319683

>>8319655
https://archive.is/9RoYj archive of archive, just in case.  
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NOPE NOPE  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:16:10 ID: f8fc42 No.8319745
File (hide): 1ea39eab95a021a⋯.png (151.36 KB, 475x490, 95:98, nope.png)

>>8319435
I've dug 
enough.
Even my 
VPN can't 
put me at 
ease.
I'm outta 
here folks.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:18:19 ID: fbe0e9 No.8319753 >>8319776 >>8319777 >>8323698

Twitter is either a pedo hotspot or a fed honey-pot.

They ban alt-right and /pol/acks, but allow ISIS and CP run free, are they actively giving the feds IPs as a sort of piss-easy CP entrapment ring?

Or are they merely just child fuckers? (that just so happen to love hillary and vote democrat?)  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:23:06 ID: 4301c5 No.8319774

http://spartansec.net16.net/article1.html
thats the story so far, and what is going on. #opizza and news  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:23:28 ID: 6f2ec9 No.8319776 >>8319806

>>8319753
On a normal timeline that would be the case, but you know that this the fucking bizarro world we're living in.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:23:38 ID: e4d584 No.8319777 >>8319806 >>8319830

>>8319753
I think is the former alternative. It looks like a honeypot for me. Shit that's cp at the google server nigga  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:26:05 ID: 091280 No.8319799 >>8319821

I was having some trouble saving the google doc, so here is a plaintext paste of the excel doc Master List:

https://paste.ee/p/OGQOd  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:26:59 ID: fbe0e9 No.8319806 >>8319822

>>8319777
>>8319776
Boys, if twitter is doing this, what about FACEBOOK hidden CP rings? 

Does anyone else here remember Cuckerberg building a huge nuclear shelter in his house?

What if it isn't for nukes?  

anon  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:28:03 ID: 089422 No.8319812

>>8319590
>>8319562
There are captures at www.northcrane.net . they are not teens and not children. Safe to view because they are blurred out where they should be. But 
gives twitter account names.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:28:05 ID: e4d584 No.8319813 >>8319830

>>8319794
OLD 

Let's focus on more tangible things, we hit a dead-end on this shit.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:29:26 ID: 091280 No.8319821

>>8319799
https://archive.is/yKrTt  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:29:32 ID: 4113a6 No.8319822

>>8319806
Well no deatheater goyim here…

But I fucking bet it. Last ISIS swoop I did there, I grabbed like 3k or something just in the netherlands and belgium…. 

I don't even wanna think about, rather have ISIS next door than these fucks. Prolly protects them I bet, the pedos, since they are kikes.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:31:30 ID: e4d584 No.8319829 >>8319846

>>8319817
>uploads cp on google
>nothing happens
>uploads a nfl game on youtube
>down in seconds  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:31:38 ID: 091280 No.8319830 >>8319853

>>8319545
>>8319777
>>8319813
Disinfo shill reported and filtered.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:33:26 ID: 0d56e4 No.8319845 >>8319947

File (hide): 2a20b24bc33c51e⋯.jpg (27.82 KB, 480x360, 4:3, 1453141037581.jpg)

>>8308559
I keep drinking 
but sleeping 
doesn't get any 
easier  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:33:27 ID: 4113a6 No.8319846
File (hide): d52fdcbff967fec⋯.gif (1.59 MB, 256x192, 4:3, 1453201409578.gif)

>>8319829
It's a kike's world… atm…..
IT'S GONNA BLOW! 

nobody tolerates this kind of 
sick shit, except kikes and 
groups of mudshits  

anon  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:34:05 ID: 089422 No.8319847

I made a mistake. Blurred out captures of the twitters are at www.northcrane. com. I mistakenly wrote .net  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:35:16 ID: e4d584 No.8319853 >>8319854

>>8319830
>hur dur disinfo 
Not an argument, and you know that. 
I've been here since the first thread m8 
It virtually impossible to investigate something about this case, since it happened 10 years ago  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:35:33 ID: e4d584 No.8319854

>>8319853
>its
Fix'd  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:42:19 ID: 958977 No.8319884 >>8319946

File (hide): 7b22f563b7f74c6⋯.jpg (53.51 KB, 747x521, 747:521, podestafish.jpg)

>>8310503
>all the fish 
images also
remember pic 
related from 
podesta's emails  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:48:24 ID: 38208c No.8319921

>>8311012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyKXR2NfDaE

for the usa  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:49:19 ID: 7a8537 No.8319925 >>8319940

At the time of this post any OP on 4 c h a n about the deleted Eyes Wide Open threads gains You a Ban.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:51:59 ID: 10a676 No.8319940 >>8319975

>>8319925
noticed it was gone, is half c h a n fucked?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:52:28 ID: 4113a6 No.8319946 >>8319988

File (hide): bb9d439afabb546⋯.jpg (74.11 KB, 500x449, 500:449, 574431c10852ddb294f1599696….jpg)

>>8319884
Burp…. Do much

I genuinely want to do pic related on this kiddie 
fucker and worse.

>hmmmm
How can I get him pol? If it wuz here where you 
once came from, i would have him pretty fast. 
Harder over there…. I want to carve eagle on 
(((you))), John Pedosta  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:52:38 ID: 5ff06f No.8319947

>>8319845
It's because you know you need to do more.  Discard your fears and your apathy.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:55:15 ID: 58647e No.8319960 >>8320003 >>8320019

File (hide): df7f2ffc33c6a9b⋯.jpg (62.89 KB, 600x500, 6:5, deebly.jpg)

>>8308626
Unfortunately a lot of people who were sexually abused in childhood 
become child abusers themselves later in life.  
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#TwitterGate Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:55:32 ID: 091280 No.8319961 >>8319999

#TwitterGate

tsv paste of master list here
http://paste.ee/p/l0RLt

Original list: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EdeSTcwKsEhLJ-3NgRKolFg-hP17kNYNX3ffm0YWJbE/edit#gid=707396571

Mirror: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uus_axGF5b7zn3NE4aRJQ_BXrgDxi1xeP-LlnDe9mHk/edit#gid=707396571  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:57:26 ID: ad4e26 No.8319968 >>8320068

>>8319820

It's no longer TWO FUCKING WEEKS AGO son.

It's also beyond unlikely in the 1st place.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:57:48 ID: 4113a6 No.8319973

>Podesta
I must figure what firepower we got over there, and what we can do to get him over here  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 18:57:57 ID: 7a8537 No.8319975
File (hide): bd9b813202b2244⋯.jpeg (57.19 KB, 300x400, 3:4, Jimmy-Savile-book-childre….jpeg)

>>8319940
THE NEW WAVE OF CANAANITE BBQ
>>99316231 → let's keep diggin in washington dc
>>99313392 → Mapping the Network: The Occult - Kubrick's 
illuminati
>>99252403 →
>>99228853 → EVERYTHING IS NORMAL
>>99159021 → EYES WIDE OPEN 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/96883389/
https://twitter.com/irSize
>>99109379 → Eyes wide open, YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8YdSvyp89E [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hh8cEVOSZmM [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gi6ryNOg8z0 [Embed]
>>99082606 → REDPILLS FOR EVERYONE
>>99061819 → CRACKDOWN: 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/96883389/

>>99059817 → 'because faggots lied and said they'd make a new bread'
>>99031819 → 'ICMEC CONNECTION'
>>99031714 → WHY CAN'T WE BURN THEM ALL: Comet Ping Pong: Revision history
>>99011587 → "ELI SIZEMORE RAPED INTO ELI SIZEMORE"
>>98993200 → "WELCOME TO THE HIVE" EDITION
>>98969925 → "RIGHTEOUSNESS SHALL PREVAIL"
>>98931736 → GET THE WORD OUT EDITION
>>98931595 → SASHA LORD CHURCH FOUND Divine Mercy Catholic Church Merritt Island, Florida
>>98918105 → YOU'RE ALL READING IN TO THIS TOO MUCH  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:00:00 ID: 5ff06f No.8319988 >>8320010 >>8320023

>>8319946
>I genuinely want to do pic related on this kiddie fucker and worse.
Don't allow rage to blind you.  It's important that any action taken against these fiends be effective.  Don't underestimate the value of subtlety, or the 
importance of brevity.  

Locate the target.  Get in.  Complete the objective.  Get out.  Restrain yourself from engaging in bravado or spectacle.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:01:39 ID: ad4e26 No.8319999 >>8320032

>>8319961

Right. So.. what's the goal of this?

This was over before it started. Twitter is a retarded site. They can find #AltRight accounts easily enough and band them, via keyword searches etc. 
They'll just say they couldn't find pedo accounts because their shitty seach cap didn't know keywords. 

This is surely a dead end? Someone enlighten me? 
We really don't need many more distractions.. we've already got more than enough threads to pull at.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:02:08 ID: 4113a6 No.8320003
File (hide): 04a34915b5448fc⋯.jpg (175.47 KB, 600x600, 1:1, this.jpg)

>>8319960
>Unfortunately a lot of people who were sexually abused in childhood become child abusers themselves 
later in life.

THIS!
I have no medical background, but I do actually know two chicks that got molested as young. 

One freaks the shit out of me, and is into swingers clubs and all kinds of sick shit. Tried to pull me into a 
fucking 3 some, that shit is not normal up here….. Vibes of deeper concern too, once I just left, didn't say a 
word. Have no contact with here. I was concerned that.. she.. you know… 

>other I know 
Is "fine" but bisexual, she would never hurt her children and got two. 

Point is; Yes. What you say here is what I observere too. I am new to this, it came up due too pedoesta…. 
Always tried to away this, now I'm so mad that I just want to kill someone, pref those two brothers  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:03:07 ID: 40e134 No.8320010

>>8319988
now this is the Hitler you should listen to  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:04:48 ID: 40e134 No.8320019

>>8319960
time to cut the chain of generations then, if you know what I mean..  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:05:34 ID: 4113a6 No.8320023 >>8320073

File (hide): 009cd2f7a661f9e⋯.png (1.6 MB, 900x1120, 45:56, 1456470873686.png)

>>8319988
>Don't allow rage to blind you
Only the træll avenges him self in affection or hot blood. You cool down, let it go. Then you figure how to 
give your enemy the greatest wounds.

Also roiding here, and in the first weeks, so GaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
>KIIIIIIIIIIIIILING

Where are you our great leader?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:06:08 ID: 63b14c No.8320028
File (hide): aa99e31ee8bc016⋯.png (297.51 KB, 575x385, 115:77, Capture.PNG)

Let's draft a 
inquiry?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:06:29 ID: 0573a4 No.8320029

>>8310554

background image is Billy Preston, dead musician convicted of raping a 16 y o boy  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:06:35 ID: 091280 No.8320032 >>8320055 >>8320119

>>8319999
#TwitterGate

tsv paste of master list here
http://paste.ee/p/l0RLt

Original list: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EdeSTcwKsEhLJ-3NgRKolFg-hP17kNYNX3ffm0YWJbE/edit#gid=707396571

Mirror: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uus_axGF5b7zn3NE4aRJQ_BXrgDxi1xeP-LlnDe9mHk/edit#gid=707396571  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:11:09 ID: ad4e26 No.8320055

>>8320032

What's the point of the database when Twitter have probably suspended all accounts?

Find me some live accounts and we'll talk.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:12:48 ID: 091280 No.8320067

#TwitterGate

tsv paste of master list here
http://paste.ee/p/l0RLt

Original list: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EdeSTcwKsEhLJ-3NgRKolFg-hP17kNYNX3ffm0YWJbE/edit#gid=707396571

Mirror: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uus_axGF5b7zn3NE4aRJQ_BXrgDxi1xeP-LlnDe9mHk/edit#gid=707396571

Nobody wants to talk with you pedo scum  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:12:58 ID: 26e7d6 No.8320068

>>8319820
>>8319968
https://archive.is/P2gYG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8c3f26M8-Q

can't do shit for mccann  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:13:26 ID: 5ff06f No.8320073 >>8320103

>>8320023
>Where are you our great leader?
Inside your heart.  Great kings are great not because of the things they do themselves, but because of the things they inspire others to do.  Great leaders 
sow the seeds of courage and discipline, which sprout into the blooming flowers of civilization.  Caesar did not cross the Rubicon alone.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:17:04 ID: ad4e26 No.8320094

This thread has officially went full wank.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:17:04 ID: 958977 No.8320095 >>8320309 >>8320810 >>8320973 >>8320974

File (hide): 8bec9524ab6e11c⋯.jpg (65.86 KB, 1000x562, 500:281, salt-lake-city-daycare-whe….jpg)

>>8315596
again, the green and purple. just like comet, just 
like the slc daycare  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:18:49 ID: 4113a6 No.8320103
File (hide): deb8b88c5aec7a3⋯.jpg (80.67 KB, 941x529, 941:529, HåonBeforeSwedishinvasion2….jpg)

>>8320073
Here is my next one. 

>Adi… 
>You so right in almost 
everything
>You didn't want to gas the 
King either, but we didn't know 
that then  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:19:45 ID: 7a8537 No.8320109

>>8319820
>>8319794
You're a shill  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:19:50 ID: b3f93a No.8320111 >>8320136 >>8320142

>>8319820
>it appears that the Podesta brothers were in Portugal the day a little girl named Madeline McCann went missing 

There is zero evidence for that except an unnamed alphabet that apparently told someone they were there. If I'm wrong then post source pls. I would love 
for this to be true but it is being placed here to muddy the dig and to discredit anons. Those two pics and the other one that resembles Weiner are all of 
the SAME FUCKING PERSON and that person was THE ONE SUSPECT THEY CLAIM TO HAVE SEEN THAT NIGHT. I'm calling you out as a shill 
because we've covered this already.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:21:15 ID: b65c86 No.8320119

>>8320032
just picked 10 random accounts, all suspended  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:24:18 ID: 4113a6 No.8320136
File (hide): 5d52bcdb34953b0⋯.jpg (55.41 KB, 540x960, 9:16, 15181521_10154445462128387….jpg)

>>8320111
Hello John or Tony. 
I hope I will be your baneman.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:25:27 ID: 0a3149 No.8320142 >>8320147

File (hide): e86fc3cd0a86697⋯.gif (1.92 MB, 220x156, 55:39, 1467762042271.gif)

>>8320111
>at this point of proof 
and we can't "legally" do 
anything
If there is any good 
please just nuke them  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:25:42 ID: 4113a6 No.8320144

>>8320135
Protip: Here you can go to "felleskjøpet" and get this shit.

But you must not let them bleed out if you get this chance. You get this rubberband and put it real tight above the balls. Then snipp. Or they bleed to 
death  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:25:49 ID: 0a3149 No.8320147 >>8320193

>>8320142
typo: good>god  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:27:29 ID: 58647e No.8320157
File (hide): b98e2cda2a0b79e⋯.jpg (181.49 KB, 920x696, 115:87, Virgin of the Rocks (detai….jpg)

>>8308957
In the case of the Boys Town abuse scandal, the perpetrators invited kids to parties where they got them 
hooked on drugs, which the abusers used to take control over the children once they had gotten addicted. 
The children would return to the parties after getting addicted to get their fix and would then be abused.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:30:50 ID: ad4e26 No.8320189

>>8320135

MODS?

Ban this fucking retard please?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:31:11 ID: 0a3149 No.8320191 >>8320212 >>8320213 >>8320836

File (hide): 1b53bde20488cc6⋯.jpg (26.34 KB, 740x497, 740:497, 46879849.jpg)

>>8320106
>>8319976
>>8320135
>implying only men fuck underage 
children
>pic is Brianne Altice fucked 3 of her 
student a still fucked them after trial  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:31:13 ID: 7a8537 No.8320192

>>8320135
You're a shill

and you link twitter gate to pedostas in POR (Find me a proof they were there, Shill)  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:31:30 ID: 4113a6 No.8320193 >>8320202

>>8320147
typosis are just God in here. 
write weird here if you care about your anonymity, which you should even though you don't care. 

Spooky AIs, gonna find you any way, even if you write on another tongue  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:33:18 ID: 0a3149 No.8320202

>>8320193
> care about your anonymity
>saying that with a board who has IDs  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:34:48 ID: 40e134 No.8320212 >>8320298

File (hide): e476db8abb9c20b⋯.png (313.96 KB, 559x376, 559:376, noiccce.png)

>>8320191
>Brianne Altice 
fucked 3 of her 
student  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:34:55 ID: 4113a6 No.8320213 >>8320298

>>8320191
This

This is what devastated me the most about this whole thing. Like 2/3ds of these pedos are women!!! 

I picture creepy old men like pic related, but this is so far from the truth one could get. It's in most cases the mother….. Even when it's just a female not 
related, it destroys my heart. 

A woman shall care for children, just as a man protects the woman and the children. 

Creepy shit, I've been sticking my head in the soil on this one for years, but no fucking more man. We're taking them down now, we're the fucking FBI, 
police, judge and executioner.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:39:12 ID: 4113a6 No.8320255

PODES
TA 
BROTH
ERS IS 
FOR 
YOU  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:45:23 ID: 59cd0a No.8320298 >>8322223

>>8320213
But anon, south park said it's cool if it's women! :^)
>>8320212  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:46:42 ID: 679698 No.8320309

>>8320095
Anything ever come from that place.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:46:58 ID: a5f7e4 No.8320312

You know who else is on the board of Disney besides Dorsey?

Sheryl Sandberg.

In 2009 Sandberg was named to the board of The Walt Disney Company.[35] She also serves on the boards of Women for Women International, the 
Center for Global Development and V-Day.[29] She was previously a board member of Starbucks with a $280,000 annual salary,[36] Brookings Institution 
and Ad Council. (Tavistock)

She has also been COO for Google and Facebook…. Learning to brainwash from Tavistock I suppose. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women_for_Women_International

Headquartered in Washington, DC, WfWI has executive/fundraising offices in London and New York and programmatic offices in eight post-conflict 
countries: Afghanistan (program inception 2002); Bosnia and Herzegovina (1994); Democratic Republic of Congo (2002); Iraq (2003); Kosovo (1999); 
Nigeria (2000); Rwanda (1997); and South Sudan (2006).  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:48:00 ID: ad4e26 No.8320316

>>8320215

You're clearly 12. Also a normie straight from Twitter where you only recently heard of the Podesta/McCann "link".. Thus posting about it her now, as if it's 
still fresh.

Go do your school homework, you fucking dickwad kid.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:48:27 ID: 7a8537 No.8320322 >>8320325

>>8310483
http://search.usa.gov/search?query=Kookoovaya&affiliate=dc_abra&emb=1
>>8310501 >>8310503 >>8310506
Mendelsohn the jew got a lot of fines.

>>8320215
Kike, die in the oven.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:49:15 ID: 59cd0a No.8320325
File (hide): a6ce8f29323dd98⋯.jpg (32.15 KB, 200x200, 1:1, 1445718043359.jpg)

>>8320322
>kike
>implying if he was a 
kike he would leave the 
foreskin  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:54:23 ID: e1ddbf No.8320356 >>8320367 >>8320662

File (hide): 3b9943708f0f38b⋯.jpg (200.85 KB, 1600x1200, 4:3, pGmhN56.jpg)

>>8310534

Why on earth would you waste 1/4 of the space on converting it to Base64?

Basic undetectable stego:

1) take a photo
2) encrypt whatever you want to stego
3) open up the photo as a bitmap
4) use the last bit in RGBA (4 bits/pixel) and write your data there

Literally impossible to detect if you use a bad source image with noise. If you want to be sure, you can 
overwrite the last bit with random 0/1 before you encode your data.

You can use the same idea as MKV (basically binary XML) for "file structure". This stego is undetectable if you don't have access to the original image.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 19:56:39 ID: ad4e26 No.8320367
File (hide): 9f73640a6aa2590⋯.jpg (45.57 KB, 660x371, 660:371, _91930838_h_02605528.jpg)

>>8320356

I agree with whatever the 
fuck it was, this guy said.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:02:24 ID: 2016a0 No.8320402 >>8320435

>https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html

i'm sorry but who the fuck could possibly spend $65k on hotdogs… even if it is a party for the president  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:04:35 ID: ad4e26 No.8320419

ITT - retards literally from 2 weeks ago.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:07:48 ID: 4a92c6 No.8320435

>>8320402
yup. they are 100% talking about having sex with little boys in the first 2 emails, and the last guy hopes there will be litte girls there. why would DC elite 
choose hot dogs of all food at a private catered event? 65k worth of hot dogs??? sickening  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:09:56 ID: 10a676 No.8320456
File (hide): 03636db238b9aca⋯.jpg (14.96 KB, 464x301, 464:301, 12_08_26-going down slide ….jpg)

It's like a fucking play place in 
here with all the slides.

How do we re-org without 
tipping off all the shills.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:12:25 ID: 679698 No.8320470 >>8320480

>>8320389
>>8320311
What am I meant to do with his shit?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:14:13 ID: ad4e26 No.8320480

>>8320470

Ignore it.

This thread is done.  
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File (hide): 525beed99e17fb4⋯.png (25.19 KB,
691x187, 691:187, sandyhookmom3.png)

File (hide): 9dec015327a115d⋯.png (387.41 KB,
605x657, 605:657, sandyhookmom1.png)

File (hide): b5ec7a537988660⋯.png
(228.5 KB, 643x846, 643:846,
sandyhookmom2.png)

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:26:35 ID: 0cbfff No.8320572 >>8320610

Might not mean anything but Spike Mendelsohn retweeted tweet from Amanda Lynna saying 
Sandy Hook mom has sent pizzas from @wethepizza to @HouseDemocrats

https://archive.is/l8KQI

Don't know how to archive retweet because too far down page but archived tweet ^

Also archived her twitter but again she could know nothing or this could be nothing

https://archive.is/pf9Kn

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:31:17 ID: cd9815 No.8320610

>>8320572
It's not nothing. There's something here alright. The kids in the Sandy Hook shooting were all likely victims 
of the pedocult. The families were all fake. Would be worth looking into these people again.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:34:25 ID: d640f7 No.8320625
File (hide): 9b5b44f7c34f29d⋯.png (875.88 KB, 3186x4085, 3186:4085, CF_wikileaks_map.png)

>>8311808
here's a map someone else made of 
the CF pizza leaks  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:34:31 ID: 36ccf9 No.8320626

>>8319245
A 19 yo fucking a 17 yo should not be treated the same as a DC faggot raping babies, quit derailing shit  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:41:14 ID: 039d48 No.8320662
File (hide): c887b71aaf2a482⋯.png (76.38 KB, 1000x600, 5:3, AdolfHitlerDefenseFund.png)

>>8320356
The steg app was made to hide text inside an image, hence the workaround for using base64 to hide an 
image in an image. Wasn't saying that was the best/only way to do it.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:43:59 ID: 36ccf9 No.8320681

>>8319245
A 19 yo fucking a 17 yo should not be treated the same as a DC faggot raping babies, quit derailing shit  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 20:53:33 ID: c2c803 No.8320756
File (hide): 4b7f13e2e7bec6d⋯.gif (185.72 KB, 500x436, 125:109, ddad6eedbd5bba1552122c71d2….gif)

>>8315245
their other vids are creepy as well. I really think its like a pedo 
infomercial. hit up the producers to set up a pizza party  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:01:07 ID: 0d56e4 No.8320810

>>8320095
t-thanks doc  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:04:07 ID: 0d56e4 No.8320836 >>8320991

>>8320191
fucking a student is not quite the same as kidnapping, raping, mutilating and murdering hundreds, if not thousands of children across the world  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:12:51 ID: 63faed No.8320899 >>8320993

http://imgur.com/a/Tl67g

Probably nothing, but the lines/dots/circles enshrining the logo seem odd, and this place is right next to a shady massage parlor in the GR area.

File for the logo was called fbmess. 

Probably nothing/reading too much into this now that I'm freaked from the other stuff others have uncovered over the past couple weeks.  But the fact that 
this symbol appears nowhere other than the contact page and is sort of off center seems strange, almost like it's meant to communicate something to 
someone.  Figured I'd get it out there and see if anyone can make sense of it?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:25:07 ID: ca2479 No.8320973 >>8320974 >>8320980 >>8326262

>>8320095
Please leave this daycare center alone for gods sake. I've done my own investigation on it & it's very clean.

It's owned by a man who bought it for his mother. She is a lazy piece of shit & it costs him a ton of money. There is nothing crazy going on there except 
for a guy letting his mom run him into debt.

Leave the dumb woman alone  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:25:27 ID: ca2479 No.8320974

>>8320973
>>8320095
For the record I know you meant well  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:26:50 ID: ca2479 No.8320980 >>8321111

File (hide): 17bd803e5a06823⋯.png (104.02 KB, 722x132, 361:66, explorer_2016-11-21_16-26-….png)

>>8320973
ok well my id refreshed when 
someone said it wouldn't so my bad, 
but I'm eclipse.

Pics of my very dumb dog for very dumb proof  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:29:01 ID: 0a3149 No.8320991

>>8320836
>fucking a student is not quite the same as kidnapping, raping, mutilating and murdering hundreds, if not thousands of children across the world
indeed
but still if a man fucked a student he would be dead the next week in jail.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:29:01 ID: 5159b2 No.8320993 >>8321034 >>8321577

File (hide): 21a78384f72d65f⋯.png (216.59 KB, 631x379, 631:379, facebook-messenger-code-4.png)

>>8320899
Its a kikebook scan code. Pic 
related  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:34:12 ID: 63faed No.8321034

>>8320993
Fuck me. Of course it's some stupid shit like this. Thanks, anon.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:42:38 ID: 3e5601 No.8321095

Emails from leaks that weren't indexed so you had to input URL directly

Wanted to flag a d= inner I’m doing at my house tomorrow for Hillary. Doing a fundraiser= at my house with my brother John on October 6 at my house, 
John and I are = cooking along with guest chefs James Alefantis of Comet Ping Pong Pizza and Buck&#= 8217;s Camping and Fishing, Amy Brandwein 
of Centrolina and Massimo Fabbri = of Ristorante Posto.Would love if you = could go online and make your contribution here: 
https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/?raiser=3D49983) Hope you can make = it. Look forward to an= exciting year. Best, Tony

    podesta_hidden/58550.html
        Sent in March
        "So that's our ice encased wiper and taste of the traffic we are in. Suffice= to say we will not make it tonight, I am sad to say. Have to settle for t= he 
pasta john gave us at Christmas. Really sorry to miss."
        "We made it home. Going to make a tomato and olive sauce for your olive pasta"
        That's 2 month old pasta reference, but this one sounds legit?
    podesta_hidden/59229.html
        > We know you're a true master of cuisine and we have appreciated that for years …But walnut sauce for the pasta? Mary, plz tell us the straight 
story, was the sauce actually very tasty? > Love to all the Podestas from the Steyers! Cheers,

podesta_hidden/57735.html

    An ad from safeway for some cheese dish.

I'm a retard so can someone go thru the emails for any ads for anything pizza/hotdog related with images. Possibly have encoded CP so any super 
autismos please get on this.

We need direct evidence of this filthy fuck caught red handed, and a few "random" ads might help us out.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:44:32 ID: 3e5601 No.8321111 >>8321131 >>8324949

>>8320980
Emails from leaks that weren't indexed so you had to input URL directly

Wanted to flag a d= inner I’m doing at my house tomorrow for Hillary. Doing a fundraiser= at my house with my brother John on October 6 at my house, 
John and I are = cooking along with guest chefs James Alefantis of Comet Ping Pong Pizza and Buck&#= 8217;s Camping and Fishing, Amy Brandwein 
of Centrolina and Massimo Fabbri = of Ristorante Posto.Would love if you = could go online and make your contribution here: 
https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/?raiser=3D49983) Hope you can make = it. Look forward to an= exciting year. Best, Tony

    podesta_hidden/58550.html
        Sent in March
        "So that's our ice encased wiper and taste of the traffic we are in. Suffice= to say we will not make it tonight, I am sad to say. Have to settle for t= he 
pasta john gave us at Christmas. Really sorry to miss."
        "We made it home. Going to make a tomato and olive sauce for your olive pasta"
        That's 2 month old pasta reference, but this one sounds legit?
    podesta_hidden/59229.html
        > We know you're a true master of cuisine and we have appreciated that for years …But walnut sauce for the pasta? Mary, plz tell us the straight 
story, was the sauce actually very tasty? > Love to all the Podestas from the Steyers! Cheers,

podesta_hidden/57735.html

    An ad from safeway for some cheese dish.

I'm a retard so can someone go thru the emails for any ads for anything pizza/hotdog related with images. Possibly have encoded CP so any super 
autismos please get on this.

We need direct evidence of this filthy fuck caught red handed, and a few "random" ads might help us out.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:46:54 ID: bdc3b8 No.8321131 >>8321184

>>8321111
I'm pretty sure I've read these before therefor not truly hidden  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:51:08 ID: 5d24d6 No.8321173

>>8311
334
Good 
Lord.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 21:52:34 ID: 3e5601 No.8321184 >>8321385

>>8321131
I said they weren't indexed, i.e. they would not be found in a keyword search. Not once did I say hidden. What's your point? 

Go search the emails for inconspicuous ads for food, I don't care if you have read them or not. The former being all the more reason for you to look, 
everything I read in those emails makes me feel sick. 

>The pasta john gave us at Christmas

Look how blatant these dogs are.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:05:53 ID: d3203b No.8321298 >>8325522

Not sure if this connection was made, but this walter pearce degenerate looked familiar from an old thread
https://www.instagram.com/walterpearce/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BM2KWwihdX1/?taken-by=terryrichardson
https://archive.is/WeBxd  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:09:12 ID: fe506b No.8321329

I'm happy that this is trending on social media, although it makes me wonder how many of the people lableled "conspiracy theorists" were right all along, 
or rather how many times they were right.  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:16:49 ID: bdc3b8 No.8321385 >>8321463

>>8321184

>    podesta_hidden/58550.html
>        Sent in March
>        "So that's our ice encased wiper and taste of the traffic we are in. Suffice= to say we will not make it tonight, I am sad to say. Have to settle for t= he 
pasta john gave us at Christmas. Really sorry to miss."
>        "We made it home. Going to make a tomato and olive sauce for your olive pasta"
>        That's 2 month old pasta reference, but this one sounds legit?

I was just gong on the email ref: podesta hidden. Why would they hide an actually recipie that sounds legit? I think some one has been playing us…… 
Pasta can be kept for 2 years. Just sayin, but yeh keep digging.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:21:39 ID: 4113a6 No.8321413

Burp
40 new 
messag
es, 
humm  

anon  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:21:44 ID: eb8136 No.8321415

Strange e mails podesta to mary abrams. Strange deal she made with the doj for 17.5 million to buy a two million dollar home in 2006. In highlands 
park…Illinois. Neighbor of obama. Hoggle children missing. No bodies yet mother on hold in asylum with no outside contact being charged with murder . 
psychiatrist violating hippa laws? Wapo reports personal health info of mom? Very weird. Abrams global warming millionare buddy w podesta.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:22:49 ID: 4113a6 No.8321424
File (hide): 2dd5b4ee13360db⋯.jpg (23.54 KB, 600x600, 1:1, feda66a07af302776224274a4b….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:23:55 ID: 4113a6 No.8321433 >>8321440 >>8321448 >>8321458 >>8323216

>Hoggle children missing
what is this?
We're not used to pedos.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:25:21 ID: 4113a6 No.8321440

>>8321433
33
checkem

But seriously?  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:25:47 ID: 4113a6 No.8321448
File (hide): 61f7de0356da0d2⋯.jpg (13.62 KB, 197x255, 197:255, 61f7de0356da0d2b8d7750252a….jpg)

>>8321433  

anon  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:26:21 ID: eb8136 No.8321458

>>8321433
The name of the children who are missing in bethesda md. Last name. No bodies are found. No sighn they are deceased. But mom detained and 
charged with murder.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:26:53 ID: 3e5601 No.8321463 >>8321495

>>8321385
You must be fucking retarded if you can't smell a rat if someone says

>going to make a tomato and OLIVE sauce for your olive pasta" 

Already been discussed that pasta is toddlers/babies.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:30:09 ID: bdc3b8 No.8321495 >>8321527

>>8321463
I know the references to pasta - map, which actually means minor attracted person, and not seamen, and no I ain't a tard. Been following this since the 
start. And no I don't want an argument.  Just pointing out something that's all. Peace out.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:33:21 ID: 3e5601 No.8321527 >>8321593

>>8321495
You are nonsensical. Disengage now before I whistleblow to your boss about how shit of a job you're doing.

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:38:45 ID: 0a3149 No.8321577 >>8321720 >>8326996

>>8320993
The dots and lines around the nigger makes me think of Morse, one "short" one "long"  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:40:02 ID: bdc3b8 No.8321593

>>8321527
You're over paranoid. 
Non sensicle? I take it you haven't read through all the threads then. Whistleblow to my boss, who is? Your fkin mum? Or you dominos sister  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 22:53:16 ID: bdc3b8 No.8321720

>>8321577
Can u translate it? I know where you are coming from  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:05:50 ID: 59cd1b No.8321884 >>8323112 >>8327151

File (hide): c7b2c36cb72eeba⋯.jpg (31.16 KB, 600x524, 150:131, 1434843811193.jpg)

>>8315136
the font of the 2 first pics 
loooks like the American 
horror story font!!  
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Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:22:04 ID: b2e7b6 No.8322098
File (hide): 1eea989ee3cd2f9⋯.jpg (261.24 KB, 1052x932, 263:233, pizza.jpg)

So I looked for local occult shops on a pedo hunt.
This pic is the first thing that popped up.
I used to live about 200ft from the place, and it was always empty. I'm not sure how it got into the hands of 
satanists, as it's pretty prime real estate and really big(occult shop is using just a section).

I'm in such a target rich environment, and have some people at children's services. I might see what I can 
dig up, as this state has the 3rd largest percent of missing persons, a large sex industry, a long history of 
serial killers, it's weird CA transplant cult central, and famous for sub-human morals, in ways.

The former mayor of Portland was busted fucking his 17 YO intern. He kept his job(re-elected?) and criminal 
charges were never on the table.

Any Oregon anons want to join forces and do SOLID research and investigation?  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:27:30 ID: fbe0c7 No.8322175 >>8322256 >>8322325 >>8322874

>>8314830
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2014/09/nicole-kidmans-father-dies-amid-pedophile-child-murder-ring-allegations-video-2469854.html  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:30:02 ID: f796b0 No.8322223

>>8320298
They actually pointed out the double standards of our society.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:31:41 ID: b2e7b6 No.8322256
File (hide): d91648e2529791f⋯.jpg (265.22 KB, 1246x1340, 623:670, BMX-Bandits-2[1].jpg)

>>8322175
Thanks, anon. Bookmarked for later.
You know, I'm not surprised.
Seriously, watch BMX Bandits and tell me something wasn't 
wrong there, besides the forced Radness.  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:36:38 ID: b2e7b6 No.8322325

>>8322175
Creepy how they did her up with rosy Raggedy Ann cheeks, but her freestyle is awesome.
https://youtu.be/ZX0qF1YHQ4U  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:43:51 ID: fbe0c7 No.8322418

http://www.thecitizensaudit.com/2016/09/19/money-laundering-david-brock/  

Anonymous  11/21/16 (Mon) 23:49:02 ID: fbe0c7 No.8322485 >>8322890

Not Nicole Kidman… Dr. Antony Kidman, her father. Read the Fiona Barnet store linked above.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:00:11 ID: 4f9cc7 No.8322646

Can we put these sick fucks in a hole or at least send them pizzas or something? What the fuck is the point of hoarding all this data if we aren't going to 
act on it?  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:02:58 ID: fbe0c7 No.8322691 >>8323064

must watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__UQQEHuRws  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:19:48 ID: 0a3149 No.8322874

>>8322175
here's the archive, it was already saved but was changed and you can still look at the old one
http://archive.fo/ogmjZ  
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:20:30 ID: b2e7b6 No.8322890

>>8322485
>Not Nicole Kidman… Dr. Antony Kidman, her father.
Oh! Well that's different!

Do you have literal Autism and take Adderall for your infliction?

Jesus Christ.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:32:37 ID: 0a3149 No.8323064
File (hide): adb2f2aeaa37f71⋯.gif (7.35 MB, 600x444, 50:37, f81.gif)

>>8322
691
Michel 
jay fox 
is a 
know 
actor in 
Hollywo
od.
Michel 
jay fox 
has 
Parkins

on's disease.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:35:19 ID: c95290 No.8323105

>>8311334

>source: Real True News

It's a hoax. And the guy who is apparently behind 'Real True News' wrote an article for The Daily Beast bragging about his hoaxes >>8320824  
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File (hide): 50a3e28a8d467b4⋯.jpg
(137.53 KB, 600x900, 2:3, American-Horror-
Story-TV-S….jpg)

File (hide): a212c62e6a69e2d⋯.jpg (13.94 KB,
250x276, 125:138, renniefont3.jpg)

File (hide): ab8b02bce3cbdb8⋯.gif (14.8 KB, 588x294,
2:1, CRMFontCo-RennieMackintosh….gif)

File (hide): 40bb500c7674ab2⋯.jpg (76.46
KB, 564x714, 94:119, Rennie Mackintosh Art.jpg)

File (hide): 1f2ff13729c6a5f⋯.jpg (85.91 KB, 640x436,
160:109, spirals.jpg)

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:35:58 ID: afb1e3 No.8323112 >>8325814 >>8327404

>>8321884
>>8315136

Both are Charles Rennie Mackintosh Fonts.  Turns out he was into symbolism.

Alot of his art of "Roses" have triangles and they look like "eyes".

Charles Rennie Mackintosh (7 June 1868 – 10 December 1928) was a Scottish architect, designer, water colourist and artist. His artistic approach had 
much in common with European Symbolism. His work, alongside that of his wife Margaret Macdonald, was influential on European design movements 
such as Art Nouveau and Secessionism. He was born in Glasgow and died in London.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Rennie_Mackintosh

The first season, retroactively subtitled Murder House,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Horror_Story

Spirals are found in every ancient culture throughout the world. It remains a mystery why ancient cultures craved into stone the exact same symbol, but it 
is good proof of ancient universal knowledge. It is the oldest symbol known to be used in spiritual practices, reflects the universal pattern of growth and 
evolution. The spiral represents the goddess, the womb, fertility and life force energy. Reflected in the natural world, the Spiral is found in human 
physiology, plants, minerals, animals, energy patterns, weather, growth and death.

http://www.messagetoeagle.com/10-remarkable-similarities-between-ancient-civilizations-that-offer-proof-of-universal-prehistoric-knowledge/  
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:43:40 ID: 4113a6 No.8323216 >>8323346

File (hide): d0c159483766e24⋯.jpg (186.25 KB, 746x1080, 373:540, 1475492449679.jpg)

>>8321433
1933
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ctq0oDXelVM
Meine Volkgenosse… 
>It was a 14 year struggle, the 
most beautiful struggles.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 00:53:48 ID: 0ec705 No.8323346

>>8323216

Thanks for the link.

Awesome.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 01:21:32 ID: 60ede4 No.8323698

>>8319753
Twitter is owned by a Saudi Arabian prince. Nuff said, lol.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 01:37:32 ID: 1c1340 No.8323919

Just awesome… Lynch gave an award to the DC child exploitation force less than 2 weeks ago??

https://archive.is/vwSnT  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 01:42:29 ID: baf0ef No.8323986

I found a Blogger profile that may be connected. It includes LHOHQ as well as two other equally strange blogs.
Here's the link: https://www.blogger.com/profile/06438661277335697724
And here's the archive: https://archive.is/gupmc  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 01:59:37 ID: 28c9df No.8324196

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxmW-QMOslI  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:03:13 ID: bc4496 No.8324246
File (hide): 39a854c80a37bb3⋯.jpg (56.63 KB, 731x411, 731:411, digging-in-the-wrong-place.jpg)

Get back on track you dumb cunts.  The satanic pedo arm of the Clinton Mafia is just part of this, and it's 
mostly to do with blackmail.  Marc Rich's empire was a SMUGGLING RING that operated in the shadows 
cast by the long arm of the US's foreign policy.  The Clintons inherited the org in exchange for the pardon. 
Connect Marc Rich's old cronies to the pedo ring and we'll be in the right direction.  The real money makers 
for this empire is government action, secrets, arms, drugs, and commodities like oil, petroleum and nuclear 
materials.  These people control the entire world's black market.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:07:49 ID: 2cebdf No.8324318 >>8324563

Is this thread dying? The Daily sheeple just got taken down server level for posting pizzagate story  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:26:01 ID: 4f5646 No.8324563

>>8324318
I am waiting for Janurary. I am wondering still about the last few thousand Wikileaks and if they are really hidden.  I'm going to check that in a bit.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:42:04 ID: 78ea6c No.8324720 >>8324730 >>8324773 >>8324887

Hey goys, your favorite conspiracy debunking website is on the case.

www.snopes. com/pizzagate-conspiracy/
https://archive.is/FOE9l

Current status is research in progress. Want to bet what it's going to say by the end of the week?

Regardless, Kim LaCapria, the woman editing this, along with her bosses at Snopes are now potential leads. Follow the money.  
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:43:08 ID: a45f7a No.8324730

>>8324720
Something tells me they will conclude it is "overwhelmingly false"  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:47:09 ID: 47f7a4 No.8324773 >>8324822 >>8324848

>>8324720
Why is snopes still a thing.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:51:20 ID: a45f7a No.8324822

>>8324773
It's the only thing I have ever had leftists use to try to win debates with me. They literally can't think for themselves and they require some "authority" 
giving them the final word. In short it exists because sheep can't think.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:53:30 ID: 78ea6c No.8324848

>>8324773
Because liberals and leftists will fall back to snopes whenever they're challenged and don't know how to reply.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:57:26 ID: 78ea6c No.8324887 >>8324896

>>8324720
Apparently, other people are fed up with Kim LaCapria as well.

http://dailyheadlines.net/2016/06/snopes-fact-checker-is-exposed-as-a-fraud/  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 02:58:10 ID: 78ea6c No.8324896

>>8324887
Shit, forgot to put a space in there. My bad.

dailyheadlines. net/2016/06/snopes-fact-checker-is-exposed-as-a-fraud/
https://archive.is/CGGpo  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:03:29 ID: 8655b5 No.8324949 >>8326832

File (hide): 775397b84885f79⋯.jpg (29.99 KB, 320x240, 4:3, IMG_0016.JPG)

>>8321111
Nice digits.
>iPhone 6
>date is six months before it came out
>image is 320x240
Looks like the EXIF data was faked? The exif:MakerNote tag is a 
bunch of numbers, which I don't think is normal.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:05:28 ID: 035f46 No.8324969 >>8325139 >>8325182

File (hide): 5a2902759bcbcc0⋯.png (63.15 KB, 1099x386, 1099:386, MAGA.png)

MAGA  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:20:10 ID: 28a8c2 No.8325139 >>8325182

>>8324969
>tfw not qualified for any administrative or office position
>tfw I want to be on the RWDS or Great Wall Squad  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:22:22 ID: fbe0c7 No.8325165 >>8325177

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5yoHTtPpUM  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:23:46 ID: fbe0c7 No.8325177

>>8325165
@8:20 hillary'ous earrings from before  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:24:16 ID: 8ad1a3 No.8325182

>>8324
969
>>8325
139
Don't 
worry 
anon 
the 
hamme
r will 
fall 
soon.  

THREADS ALMOST OVER LADS Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:30:34 ID: 47f7a4 No.8325233

Threads almost over, is anyone willing to make a new OP?  

File (hide): aaf1fd7ea0be8b3⋯.jpg (142.29 KB,
1148x956, 287:239, Shut it All Down.jpg)

File (hide): 3e44304e331687a⋯.jpg (274.14 KB,
1338x1049, 1338:1049, Oy Vey.jpg)

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:58:30 ID: e0f44e No.8325515 >>8325601 >>8325644

They are shutting it all down!!!!

Reddit users + Twitter users + Website owners.

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 03:59:07 ID: 7749a6 No.8325522

>>8321298
http://www.walterpearce.info/
http://midland.agency/ Lists Rachel Chandler the girl from Epsteins Pedo Island as a contact.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:05:36 ID: b2e7b6 No.8325601

>>8325515
Holy shit.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:09:33 ID: 8ad1a3 No.8325644
File (hide): 3b91915cdbd55f8⋯.jpg (125.81 KB, 419x430, 419:430, 1468951893307.jpg)

>>8325515
Oh shit Streisand 
Effect here we come!  
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:17:20 ID: b3ff35 No.8325730 >>8325765 >>8325771

File (hide): 19a14f5676c5aa3⋯.png (354.62 KB, 540x960, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-11-21-21-5….png)

Is this article an attempt to take eyes off Podesta 
bro's alleged involvement?  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:20:40 ID: e0f44e No.8325765

>>8325730

Madeline McCann has a right eye anomaly that is impossible to miss and this girl does not.

Case closed on that one.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:21:06 ID: 78ea6c No.8325771

>>8325730
Yes. Madeline's right eye has a weird pattern to it.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:25:35 ID: 6aeb94 No.8325814
File (hide): 77e961ba31b4b68⋯.jpg (80.78 KB, 487x573, 487:573, hillary.jpg)

>>8323112
American Horror Story has doone season on child abduction, vampires, child sacrifice, hidden american history 
and paganism, and abortion doctors.

This season they parody a show on syfy channel called  paranormal witness. 

They did an episode called the Molech( SP) clearly about Moloch and politician who happens to move into house 
in PA that belonged to illegal abortionist who was also a practicing Moloch worshipers. 
http://www.syfy.com/paranormalwitness/episodes/season/4/episode/3/the-molech  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:27:56 ID: ad4e26 No.8325830 >>8327538

What's this about proof the Podestas were in Portugal during the McCann thing?

I'm getting pretty fed up with this as it's 99% probably a dead end and a waste of time.  

File (hide): 2184e64a54b86d2⋯.jpg (410.7 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

File (hide): 20f6c4030e0d14d⋯.jpg (757.23 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:28:26 ID: 4f5646 No.8325836

http://greatergreaterwashington.org/post/8364/fort-renos-cold-war-era-undisclosed-location/
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:40:33 ID: 5c88a6 No.8325925 >>8325990 >>8326359 >>8326469

File (hide): 90a581a67bfaba6⋯.png (1 MB, 1601x855, 1601:855, Sem título.png)

Hey guys…

https://archive.is/ofjGq  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 04:47:03 ID: 66529f No.8325990
File (hide): ea72e86e3ee9d64⋯.jpg (36.82 KB, 393x485, 393:485, the maid.jpg)

>>8325925
look at them squirm.

>tfw you are part of the meme vanguard fighting back the darkness that 
has enslaved mankind for far too long  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 05:15:23 ID: e7d3b7 No.8326262

>>8320973
that place is not very clean its sus as fuck
2 years back we had a group looking into it they where importing tons of plastic jewelry and had relations to bate shops of all things
i dont think its related to this but they are not clean
they also have a web catalogue for toys thats PW protected  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 05:19:26 ID: 8e831e No.8326295
File (hide): ca72874e227da61⋯.png (292.57 KB, 481x390, 37:30, Untitled.png)

>For instance, the Thai Room isn’t there anymore, but I love that Comet kept its sign up on the back of the 
building (above the secret neighborhood entrance I took the Bitches through).

http://bitcheswhobrunch.com/comet-ping-pong-brunch/  
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File (hide): 186cfd8e993fb25⋯.jpg (72.73 KB, 797x556,
797:556, David Seaman (3).jpg)

File (hide): acd4c81d6eb35ae⋯.jpg (66.48 KB,
1229x483, 1229:483, David Seaman (2).jpg)

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 05:19:33 ID: e0f44e No.8326296

Uh Oh…

(((Google))) and (((Youtube))) and Twitter Promoting (((David Seaman))) who got fired from (((Huffington Post))).

Seaman is your now your new leader folks, follow him to the edge of nowhere.

Turns ALL of them have secret meetings together and discuss what their next plan of action is…

Read Attachment to see all the partners in crime;

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/57546  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 05:26:57 ID: 035f46 No.8326359
File (hide): 4a02e95f2e7a20c⋯.jpg (262.2 KB, 2340x2164, 585:541, bee-gun.jpg)

>>8325925
>“It’s like trying to shoot a swarm of bees with one 
gun,” said Bryce Reh, Comet’s general manager  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 05:35:52 ID: ad4e26 No.8326469 >>8327068

>>8325925

There isn't a single post on Cecilia Kang's twitter under her link to the article that isn't extremely critical of her 'reporting', so that's something at least.

The normies are hopefully finally waking up…  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 06:03:51 ID: ae4ab3 No.8326729

julia gillard meeting with podesta on oct26

a warning to all aussies who think shes on our side

 Oct 26 dinner Julia Gillard Ex pm of Australia Can u come?  Sent from my iPhone  Begin forwarded message:  From: 
bruce.wolpe@gmail.com<mailto:bruce.wolpe@gmail.com> Date: September 16, 2014 at 9:27:27 AM GMT+10 To: Tony Podesta 
<podesta@podesta.com<mailto:podesta@podesta.com>> Subject: Re:  Julia says Yes for dinner Sunday Oct 26. Invite some good folks over. She really 
appreciates the offer very much  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 06:15:10 ID: bdc3b8 No.8326832

>>8324949
I this a sign then that wiki leaks has been comromised and fake data is now being fed?  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 06:36:56 ID: 29491b No.8326996

>>8321577
Its her new Kikebook Official Current Year goyim bar code, soon they will replace social security numbers.  
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 06:42:43 ID: 353937 No.8327048
File (hide): 2b9188bd8954f03⋯.png (323.76 KB, 416x739, 416:739, Comet Ping Pong Sleepover.png)

They have censor and tried remove the "sleepover" picture from the internet.  Its possible 
those girls might be missing.

Our Site Got SHUT DOWN for #Pizzagate Podesta Wikileaks Story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxmW-QMOslI  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 06:45:43 ID: 40c94f No.8327068

>>8326469
The only people who would even consider checking her twitter are those who are convinced that its a pedo ring. Not really that surprising.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 06:53:39 ID: a5beea No.8327145

Anyone figure out what #carisjames was all about?  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 06:54:01 ID: 29491b No.8327151

>>8321884
that cat looks like his name is Steven.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:12:44 ID: 51c741 No.8327297 >>8327564

how do I verify a degree from a university without contacting them?  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:23:51 ID: 469ad3 No.8327404

>>8323112
brings back memories of reading Junji Ito's Uzumaki  

File (hide):
76b8bfb96c3287d⋯.png
(118.78 KB, 640x1136, 40:71,
IMG_1158.PNG)

File (hide):
a3209fef94ee1f0⋯.png (130.48
KB, 640x1136, 40:71, IMG_1159.PNG)

File (hide):
7694bbe3573e5ba⋯.png
(131.95 KB, 640x1136, 40:71,
IMG_1160.PNG)

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:27:32 ID: a64fc3 No.8327444 >>8327546 >>8327575 >>8328881

 Hey guys I need help 

>comet pizza
> Australia 

 I've been chasing this lead for about a week they recently just went dark.  I purchased some of their business information  which was kept private by the 
Australian government.  I really don't know shit about business and trying to find information about this guy anybody want to help?  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:31:32 ID: 1bfc6a No.8327476

>>8308616
I tried twice already  
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:39:13 ID: 1bfc6a No.8327538

>>8325830
A lot of plebbit accounts with zero history of anything are pushing the Madeline portugal theory and getting stupid amounts of upboats. If you say that the 
madeline theory is a dead end of disinfo you get a shill brigade attacking you.

I was posting in these threads since day 1 for 3 weeks and the Madeline thing was obvious astroturfing disinfo. I first noticed the Podesta brothers faces 
juxtaposed next to the facial composites of the Madeline girls abductors, there was also a drawn facial composite of a dude with sunglasses who may or 
may not have been with the other 2 suspect drawings and the memes were saying that it was fucking Obama as one of the alleged abductors
 
It's equivalent to the "tony hack crisis actor" they used when anons were digging into sandy hook and Boston. Normies see that shit and just drop it as 
fringe ASAP.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:40:13 ID: a64fc3 No.8327546 >>8327560 >>8328887 >>8328890

>>8327444
 So basically I'm out about 20 something bucks because of this bullshit business info I bought.  I tried messaging them on Instagram and messaging 
some of their employees (store was planing on opening early December)  they completely ignored me.  So I have screen caps of their Instagram that was 
completely deleted. nothing too interesting except they were communicating with a children's group in Perth Australia  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:42:40 ID: a64fc3 No.8327560

>>8327546
 Basically I'm looking for any ideas or thoughts on this whole "comet pizza" in Australia.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:43:16 ID: aac8ec No.8327564

>>8327297

Cant.

Call from Payphone and pretend to be employer.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:45:49 ID: 06de44 No.8327575 >>8327627 >>8327631 >>8327645

>>8327444
Perthfag reporting in. What do you mean by "went dark"? I could take some pics of the place or something but it probably won't be much help.  
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Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:53:11 ID: a64fc3 No.8327627

>>8327575
 They deleted all of their Instagram today

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 07:53:47 ID: a64fc3 No.8327631

>>8327575
 Unfortunately for them I have all of it and all of their comments  
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>>8327575  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 08:38:30 ID: 8cc0f4 No.8327903

>>8308237 (OP)
Can someone who speaks English give a TLDR for this thread too? I descriptive writing dead?!  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 12:07:25 ID: fb92a2 No.8328881
File (hide): f5e746a8f94d296⋯.gif (2.33 MB, 300x332, 75:83, f5e746a8f94d296857ff9b38bd….gif)

>>8327444
>They're in Leederville
I think my sister might be involved now. That's where her and her 
friends hang out..
Jesus fucking christ I knew this shit would lead here soon. I've smelt 
something sinister in this city for a long time.  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 12:08:58 ID: fb92a2 No.8328887

>>8327546
WHICH GROUP?  

Anonymous  11/22/16 (Tue) 12:09:28 ID: fb92a2 No.8328890

>>8327546
POST THE CAPS.  
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Go to >>8281255 and grab a PDF of The Franklin Scandal by Nick Bryant.

(1): you need to know that they know =>

https://archive.is/7P1M0

Most of the people we are investigating have locked down their social media. There could be honeypots out 
there. If you aren't sure about your security posture you should read the OpSec section. 

(2): If you are new here read the sticky here: http://8ch.net/pol/res/993439.html

(3): Nobody Gives a Fuck About Your PeerBlock

Archives 

Original Threads 

#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles

https://archive.is/7cVwl

PingPong and Beyond 

Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)

▶

[Options][  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  ] [ dir / asatru / asmr / hypno / liberty / nofap / polmeta / sl / suicide ][ watchlist ]
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Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: https://archive.is/IURyL
Thread 9: https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: https://archive.is/mGs6L
Thread 11: https://archive.is/xnVbG
Thread 12: https://archive.is/Rb8a1
Thread 13: >>8271316| https://archive.is/ChAWd
Thread 14: >>8308237| https://archive.is/JrDD0
Introductory must read(!) book to cult abuse and pedophocracy: http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi

Brief ReCap

The purpose of all this digging is to uncover networks involved in the trafficking, sexual exploitation and ritual abuse of children.

A few days before the election Spirit Cooking dropped => https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893

Basically these idiots participate in creepy pseudo occult rituals. They do stuff ranging from dumping fake blood on efiggies of children, cut their hands open, mix 
blood and semen, probably drinking it, and engage in fake cannibalism. We speculate that they probably do these things for reals in other contexts.

John and Tony Podesta, the Molesta brothers look like the suspects in Maddy McCann's kidnapping (Murder)

In addition to exactly matching the description of the suspects John's emails which correspond to the time period relevant to the kidnapping were deleted, probably 
years before the Podesta leak occurred.

They have homes filled with creepy art, some of which is pedophilic in nature. Many of their leaked emails are cryptic and include pedophilic symbolism. Some are 
quite blatant, for example this email discussing swimming children as entertainment: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49435

The Clinton's, the Podesta's and the Democrats were tied to Comet Ping Pong a "family friendly" pizza joint in Washington D.C. Upon inspection it was discovered 
that CPP was creepy as fuck: much associated with them is cryptic, sexual and pedophilic. Branching out from CPP to other related businesses and individuals 
revealed more of the same. The associated businesses/individuals often use logos/imagery/speech associated with pedophilia.

Obama's 65k Pizza and Hot Dog dinner => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html

Obama channels his inner Biden => https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c0d8c96665e2a120a70ae4bb414a598725160c9f3ad51de2041cb2619e6debe1.png

Stratfor Pizza Connection => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html

Comet Ping Pong => Owned by James Alefantis. James' personal and business social media accounts were replete with creepy images and comments.

They host events frequently and they are all all-ages events. The artists that perform have similarly questionable art work/themes => https://archive.is/4190H

CPP also has hidden washrooms which may be used to facilitate child sexual abuse or trafficking. 

Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking

People of Interest

Everything ties back to the Clintons/The Foundation

James Alefantis: Owner of Comet Ping Pong => James' KikeBook Friendlist https://archive.is/08yME

Susan Alefantis: Sister of James, wrote letter of support for a pedo => https://archive.is/rHWxk

Arun G. Rao: DoJ, specializes in Child Pornography, liked creepy pictures on Jimmy Comet's Instagram.

Kevin Reynolds: Tied to Epstein and Clinton, specializes in massaging babies.

Frank Giustra: In bed with the Clintons (see: https://archive.is/DI2lQ)

Sites of Interest

Comet Ping Pong => https://archive.is/tRkrO (Alefantis aka Jimmy Comet)

Besta Pizza => https://archive.is/3OrGh (Boylove symbol, owned by Clinton associate Andrew Kline, a DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking cases)

M.A.M.A.S. => https://web.archive.org/web/20161004110031/http://mamasmidwives.com/

Baby Massage => https://archive.is/2J0wv (Reynolds)

Baby Babysitters => https://archive.is/uITIY (Reynolds)

Terasol => https://archive.is/tplgE

Bucks Fishing and Camping => https://archive.fo/VMGH5
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 01:59:52 ID: 31dcf7 No.8335336

First for hang all pedo scum.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:01:01 ID: ef9f80 No.8335351
File (hide): 31d23df5143602a⋯.jpg (21.09 KB, 472x472, 1:1, 31d23df5143602ae0339463ec7….jpg)

>>8335333 (OP)
Didn't see a #15 in catalog 
so here we go.
Also checked.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:04:47 ID: ef9f80 No.8335393 >>8335467 >>8335471

On a related note @jack ceo of twitter was just suspended.
>>8335370  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:11:05 ID: 106115 No.8335467

>>8335393
it's back
interesting times anon  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:11:22 ID: ef9f80 No.8335471

>>8335393
He is no longer suspended. I wonder what they'll claim the problem was. I'm certain it has nothing to do with pedos.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:20:38 ID: fc5857 No.8335554

Seen this thread 
stickied forever now.  
Just wanted y'all to 
know….  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:22:39 ID: a4174e No.8335576
File (hide): f2879f191a8b2f4⋯.jpg (39.54 KB, 576x386, 288:193, trump checkem.jpg)

>>8335333 (OP)  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:27:32 ID: f4e1dc No.8335623 >>8335681 >>8347227

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo

Has this video been posted or discovered?

Was filmed in 2007. Children screaming.  

▶
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▶
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▶
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:33:14 ID: ef9f80 No.8335681 >>8335918 >>8336402 >>8336935 >>8341491

File (hide): 1dabb87bd388d66⋯.webm (3.4 MB, 480x360, 4:3, Ping Pong in Public Space….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8335623
webm  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:41:42 ID: ef0beb No.8335752 >>8335804

File (hide): 4f6fa0de751020c⋯.jpg (1.14 MB, 614x8384, 307:4192, vonspawn8.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:46:36 ID: ef0beb No.8335804 >>8335833 >>8337280 >>8337932 >>8338502 >>8338682 >>8339599

File (hide): ee1f145dd9b36b8⋯.jpg (1.21 MB, 606x6788, 303:3394, vonspawn8_2.jpg)

>>8335752
I have not been able to solve the masonic cypher from the end of a few threads ago. a mason that monitors my threads on other chan will not say 
what it means because according to him
"it is just a final fantasy joke pentesting site"

It is something alarming enough to where he would not say what it said.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:49:34 ID: 4c2fcf No.8335833 >>8336325 >>8336487 >>8336522

File (hide): 9a026601d1e860d⋯.png (966.28 KB, 602x603, 602:603, Unbenannt.PNG)

>>8335804

What kind of fucking sick shit is this?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:51:10 ID: c079be No.8335851 >>8340919

ATTN: POSSIBLE LEAD!
Besta Pizza has another location in Bethesda, Maryland. Hoggle children dissapeared from Gaithersberg, Maryland in 2014. The 355 runs through both 
locations, being only 20 minutes apart.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:55:12 ID: c079be No.8335877

Map  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 02:59:26 ID: 31dcf7 No.8335918

>>8335681
It sounds like a child yelling "hey" "help" and "in here". The family that walks by looks back for a second but continues walking.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:00:44 ID: c079be No.8335934

Mapquest  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:08:24 ID: c079be No.8336000 >>8340919

File (hide): ce185e59937b9cf⋯.jpeg (1.76 MB, 2448x2448, 1:1, image.jpeg)

Gaithersburg, MD 
to Bethesda, MD. 
20 min.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:13:59 ID: 4ebfac No.8336044 >>8336111 >>8336185 >>8336336

The New York Times has spoken, goyim
d-drop it
https://archive.is/4qzmk  

File (hide): 96a4d73f4184511⋯.png (71.39 KB,
1546x626, 773:313, Donald Trump Pied Piper.png)

File (hide): 5db03eed2eca93f⋯.jpg (1.56 MB,
1365x1105, 21:17, Pied_Piper2.jpg)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:21:59 ID: dc2e9a No.8336111 >>8336228 >>8337536

>>8336044

>The New York Times has spoken

So has their President Elect Leader;

Donald Trump calls New York Times " A Great American Jewel"

Wrapping up hourlong session with the "failing @nytimes," @realDonaldTrump calls NYT "a great great American jewel - world jewel"

https://archive.is/RIl9N

He is still pipen his pipe.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:28:56 ID: 427858 No.8336185 >>8339339

>>8336044
>>This Pizzeria Is Not a Child-Trafficking Site
How so blatant of them.
>>By CECILIA KANG  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:34:07 ID: 427858 No.8336228

>>8336111 (somewhat checked)
We must stand by our leader until we know on every count that is proven he doesn't share our 
ideals and will not do what is required by blood.

Our leader proved traitor is no longer kin.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:46:23 ID: f4e1dc No.8336325 >>8336398 >>8336522

>>8335833
Looks photoshopped no?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:48:01 ID: f4e1dc No.8336336

>>8336044
You're just trying to be funny, right?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:57:46 ID: 4c2fcf No.8336398

>>8336325

Not really.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:58:02 ID: ef7f17 No.8336402

>>8335681
Why not ask locals if they've witness any odd happenings in the area. The problem is how we know which locals are not involved in the pedophilia 
network of town.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 03:58:24 ID: 000000 No.8336406 >>8336451 >>8336482 >>8336496 >>8336498

>and engage in fake cannibalism.

I guess Eyes Wide Shut really was a documentary.

Now if only we can decipher what Stanley meant when he said Hitler was right about everything.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:04:22 ID: f4e1dc No.8336451

>>8336406
Right on exterminating the Jews.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:07:17 ID: f32804 No.8336482

>>8336406
The real uncut version of "Eyes Wide Shut" was and probably never will be released to the public because it supposedly contained certain scenes that 
were too close to reality, as we all know Kubrick died mysteriously shortly before release.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:07:49 ID: 2d70e7 No.8336487 >>8336522 >>8337329

>>8335833
looks shooped  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:08:34 ID: ea6b8a No.8336496 >>8336558

>>8336406

We already know what he was talking about. 

Where do you think this ritual devil worship comes from? The Talmud already justifies child rape, even of jews. Boys younger than 9 cannot commit or be 
the object of sodomy, according to the Rabbis, so you can't rape them in a religious sense. It's apparently also legal to rape girls younger than 3 years old 
since their hymens will grow back, restoring their virginity (don't ask me how it works, it's some thoroughly jewish bullshit). 

And that's what they allow you to do to JEWISH kids, never mind us dirty goyim. There was a documentary about some Rabbi trying to expose 
widespread abuse of children in jewish communities, didn't get anywhere. Toss in the fact that the Talmud is filled to the brim with occult bullshit, 
animal/human sacrifice and a fuckton of anti-christian sentiments, it all adds up.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:08:54 ID: ef7f17 No.8336498

>>8336406
>when he said Hitler was right about everything.
he said "almost" everything.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:11:51 ID: ef7f17 No.8336522

>>8335833
>>8336325
>>8336487
it can be a really well made finger replica. Something like that. Who knows…  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:14:04 ID: ef7f17 No.8336551 >>8336680 >>8337782 >>8338532 >>8347412 >>8347478

Inside comet ping pong  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:14:36 ID: ea6b8a No.8336558 >>8337868 >>8339233 >>8345650

>>8336496

Oh and Anton Lavey (founder of church of satan) was jewish, that spirit cooking Abramovich woman is jewish, 90% of the people involved in the occult 
are jews just looking to slander goyim. 

And they're being protected by powerful elite - I hope that on /pol/ of all places I don't need to explain who THESE people are (or more accurately, what 
tribe they're from). One piece of a large hook-nosed puzzle.

Jews have a cultural idea that, if you can swindle someone without them figuring it out, it's OK what you did. That's why they shove all the symbolism and 
other shit in all the media they sanction - it absolves them of guilt. "Well you see goy, I made my pedophilia crimes so obvious and you never figured it 
out! That makes it YOUR fault goy!". This fact alone leads me to believe (or seriously consider) 100% of the pizzaparty links, the symbolism is for them to 
identify eachother and rub it in our faces. 

tl;dr - its jews fam pol was right pol is always right  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:18:34 ID: ef9f80 No.8336602

In school in germany 20 years ago I read a book, It was touted by the media at the time to be a true story of a satanist who got out of it.
It spoke of child rape etc. One of the indoctrinations was biting the head of a life hamster, self punishment that included covering his bed in shards of 
glass, etc. It also included many stories about how his behavior when he slipped was covered up by the police and politicians.
A story about how he was flown to an island (pedo island?) for rituals.
Like I said it's been 20 years, but after reading the threads I see many similarities. Does anyone know what book I'm talking about? Been trying to find it 
but I can't.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:24:27 ID: ef9f80 No.8336680 >>8337344 >>8344326

File (hide): defae2c3250e1c1⋯.webm (11.88 MB, 202x360, 101:180, Inside Comet Ping Pong 11….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8336551
webm in case of deletion.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:43:20 ID: dbdd76 No.8336935 >>8336992

>>8335681
It has been discussed in a previous thread and on /r/pizzagate (now on voat.co). The response has been mixed and it's considered a dead end. I don't 
think any further inquiry in to this lead will yield anything of value. But I'm not a detective, maybe go ahead.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:46:35 ID: ef9f80 No.8336992 >>8337175

>>8336935
Unless we got a camera or someone down into the sewer at that spot it won't yield anything.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:54:58 ID: 2f3fa8 No.8337144 >>8341212

>>8335333 (OP)
>OpSec section
Apologies for being an idiot, but where is this?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 04:56:47 ID: 838849 No.8337175 >>8337223

>>8336992
This is a stupid fucking thing to suggest but would it be possible to get a done/robot down there? What's the sewer setup like? Do we have plans (layout)?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:01:02 ID: ef9f80 No.8337223

>>8337175
Was actually hoping for someone to suggest that.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:01:34 ID: a5c831 No.8337230 >>8337344 >>8338635 >>8338670 >>8339119 >>8344326 >>8345347

Interview with James Alefantis
Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNNi5Q4K2MA
Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7h5Y3Pqq4TU
Part 3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXVMCv_3NI8  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:01:52 ID: 98008c No.8337233 >>8337356

>>8335333 (OP)
>franklin scandal with Nick Bryant

Is this book trust worthy because the John Decamp guy who wrote "The Franklin Cover-up: Child Abuse, Satanism, and Murder in Nebraska" and he was 
an Aide to a CIA director so that seems like a coverup of a coverup/limited hangout. Is the Bryant guy trustworthy or more halftruths?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:07:13 ID: dac5d0 No.8337280 >>8337407

>>8335804
Where is the Masonic cypher? In which image?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:13:41 ID: 4c2fcf No.8337329

>>8336487

It doesn't look shopped at all.

It's pale (and bruised) like dead bodyparts are.
The grainy distortions that are on the rest of the picture, are all over it as well.

If it really is a fake, it is a damn professional one.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:15:32 ID: 1b1934 No.8337344 >>8339662

>>8337230
>>8336680

This is nice and all, but why does reddit go to protest, make it public, all on fragmented evidence?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:17:06 ID: f8c9a6 No.8337356

>>8337233
Nigger, why don't you download it and find out? And yes, Bryant's book is newer than Decamp's so it has a lot of information that Cover-up didn't have. 
The author dedicated many years of his life to write that shit independently.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:19:02 ID: c7123a No.8337372 >>8337382 >>8337423

Is there actually any proof or is this just tinfoilers grasping at straws!  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:20:21 ID: f8c9a6 No.8337382

>>8337372
Don't yell at me and read the fucking OP.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:23:35 ID: dfa275 No.8337407 >>8337759 >>8337788 >>8338502 >>8342419

File (hide): 4eebc34ddd5012b⋯.png (306.81 KB, 1277x1821, 1277:1821, bottom.png)

>>8337280
from a few threads ago
bottom of this screenshot  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:25:57 ID: 3fee13 No.8337423 >>8337525

>>8337372
see
>>8336666
>>8337052  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:43:21 ID: 000000 No.8337525 >>8337661

>>8337423
/tugs/ on masterchan that shit is normal.

The sick stuff is when they Knife them. That's when they get all crazy.

One time there was a lout in a bib lobbing an ice-pick on the soft spot of an infant's head, He then grabbed another baby. Using a hack-saw to gut it and 
he ripped the baby apart like play dough. The most chilling part was that he was repeating "For the light causing fright". Very strange.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:45:40 ID: 98008c No.8337536 >>8337580

>>8336111
Man there is a plethora of information on this subject and it's pretty overwhelming. I was just wondering if anyone else has read it so I would know where 
to start. This specific subject is littered with disinfo and it's hard to navigate around it when even people like Ted Gunderson are considered to be 
cointelpro.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 05:52:10 ID: dfa275 No.8337580

>>8337536
Egyptian Satanic Masonic Connection by david carrico.
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/5895a33b5e64857d478d644098b9e8c6896e02388a222e2fedf2ef7da3314c0b.pdf
uploaded it to this chan

https://8ch.net/xpol/res/17.html#q236  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:03:49 ID: f8c9a6 No.8337661 >>8337677

>>8337525
Why were you watching that?

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:05:05 ID: 7316fe No.8337677

>>8337661
He wasn't. Oniony larper.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:13:57 ID: 08e440 No.8337759 >>8337788

>>8337407
Looks like gibberish when deciphered.

http://www.dcode.fr/pigpen-cipher  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:17:01 ID: 81e5bf No.8337782

>>8336551
This is not all of comet ping pong. For instance where is the cellar that keeps all the barrels of beer and wine. where is the kitchen, we need to see the 
other / hidden rooms. Any anon care to do more digging?  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:17:38 ID: 08e440 No.8337788 >>8337858 >>8341396 >>8342419 >>8344328 >>8345138

File (hide): 998d195c2a8421e⋯.png (67.1 KB, 794x350, 397:175, cipher.png)

>>8337759
>>8337407  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:25:26 ID: 565e86 No.8337858

>>8337788

I called shit was a colossal red herring  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:26:45 ID: 78a8fe No.8337868

>>8336558
>Jews have a cultural idea that, if you can swindle someone without them figuring it out, it's OK what you did. That's why they shove all the symbolism 
and other shit in all the media they sanction - it absolves them of guilt. "Well you see goy, I made my pedophilia crimes so obvious and you never figured 
it out!

Huh. I never thought of it this way, but that makes so much sense. So they know they're committing evil, but they think they've found some loophole that 
God has to give them a pass on. The Talmudic worldview is so twisted.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:30:14 ID: 369890 No.8337898

Song is 
appropri
ate in a 
way  

aweiner  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:31:15 ID: 3be4dd No.8337914 >>8339669

File (hide): e41f4f843ffe3c9⋯.jpg (4.13 MB, 4000x3000, 4:3, PRSLPG.jpg)

I believe this is all the evidence needed to link Prince Rama to this entire ordeal. Sasha Lord was a past 
member and frequently updated her personal website with tour info (venues including Comet Ping Pong) 
when she was playing in the band.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:34:23 ID: 0fbaaa No.8337932

>>8335804
>other chan
Onion?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:45:24 ID: f96253 No.8338002

Naked Ping Pong Tourney in England including Lolita Express passenger Kevin Spacey. Original place I saw this the article also said there was a pizza 
oven in the middle of the place…   http://www.codewit.com/weird/19455-the-world-s-first-naked-table-tennis-tournament-held-in-london-18-only  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:48:18 ID: b2db80 No.8338020

Using Google Street View, you will notice that the only camera (that we could find) on the traffic signal post, was not able to see into Comet Ping Pong.  
There is a large tree the bulk of which will block views from that camera. 

As well, for at least a block in both directions, it is the only place that has tall leafy trees in planter boxes.  This obscure street views of who is coming and 
going.  

If you wanted to be discreet all you would need is a taxi or other driver to drive right up to the curb - you'd only be visible for a moment as you stepped 
from the leafy trees/bushes into the car.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:49:18 ID: f6b07a No.8338032 >>8338154

>Influential gay rights advocate and top Obama donor, Terry Bean, and alleged former boyfriend arrested.

635521039345848886-Terrence-Patrick-Bean-66-1-
(Photo: Multnomah County Detention Center)
Conservatives complain that President Obama gets a free pass from the media, which acts as a de-facto public-relations shop for the Democrat in the 
White House. Never has that charge seemed truer than now as an ugly rape scandal unfolds on the West Coast.
On Wednesday, Portland, Ore. police arrested Terrence Patrick Bean, who has been charged with two felony counts of having sex with a minor last year. 
This man is not just any old guy accused of having sex with a 15-year-old – he's a big-money Democratic donor and liberal political activist with 
connections inside the Obama White House

#EvictKingNigger

http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/11/20/kiah-lawson-terry-bean-human-rights-campaign-gay-sex-obama-prison-column/70021560/

https://archive.fo/KRkYq  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:50:40 ID: 501060 No.8338048 >>8338096 >>8338186 >>8339685

File (hide): a05e3b41b536622⋯.png (539.27 KB, 1085x660, 217:132, pingpong.png)  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:56:37 ID: a6ef0c No.8338096 >>8338129

>>8338048
This art terrifies me to my core.

File (hide): 87420af8c9f052d⋯.jpg (89.72
KB, 656x838, 328:419, 1of.JPG)

File (hide): f20d32a30c7633f⋯.jpg
(102.01 KB, 657x855, 73:95, 2of.JPG)

File (hide): 43594dbb9296d3e⋯.jpg
(95.26 KB, 641x868, 641:868, 3of.JPG)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 06:59:11 ID: 1b4811 No.8338112

http://sli.mg/a/9hkObb

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:01:30 ID: 1488e8 No.8338129 >>8338158

>>8338096
I don't think I would have believed it without the art  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:04:26 ID: b2db80 No.8338154

>>8338032

Terry Bean:
Visited the White House at least twice; once in 2011 and again for the Inaugural Reception on 1/19/2103 (Obama's second term).

As Terrence Bean, met with Obama and/or Michelle over 7 times, entered the WH or OEOB (building across street but part of WH complex) 34 times 
total.

Also met with:

Jamison Citron
Ellie Shafer (many times)
VALERIE JARRETT 
David Simas
Brian Bond
Jeremy Bernard
Matthew Tranchin
Robert Hill  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:04:36 ID: a17249 No.8338158
File (hide): 8d9b36431249135⋯.png (8.87 KB, 904x542, 452:271, benis.png)

>>8338129  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:07:04 ID: 08e440 No.8338175 >>8338232 >>8338233 >>8338382 >>8341346

Remember the "We the Pizza" guy saying they had 2gb of evidence and a menu and custome list? They posted some new shit including the menu.

http://pastebin.com/s1c9kVHs

warning: this file has the menu that contains cp
http://s000.tinyupload.com/?file_id=03772842023626807483  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:07:12 ID: 3d3224 No.8338177 >>8338191 >>8338602

How many on this thread are real live innocent Anons and how many are not?  So much sick stuff and extra weirdness.  A new game on 8Ch it feels like.  
To freak us out.  But I'm getting hardened to this depravity.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:08:22 ID: c2dd60 No.8338186
File (hide): ad4a1bf45b1212f⋯.png (473.87 KB, 947x702, 947:702, jiminutron.png)

>>8338048
Oh jesus christ  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:08:33 ID: 08e440 No.8338191

>>8338177
real live normal anon that just wants to help here. it does seem like some kind of psyop but who knows at this point.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:11:27 ID: 1488e8 No.8338212 >>8348151

I had other things to do, but I guess I need to do some digging my ID wills it

I asked for it in other threads and never saw a response but am away for days at a time and lose track..  Does anyone have the CTR threads archives?  
Not the dox themselves.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:13:40 ID: 3d3224 No.8338232 >>8338283

>>8338175
What is in the menu?  Those prices by race and age etc?  Or pictures?  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:13:42 ID: 02c616 No.8338233

>>8338175
No proof data actually comes from them, no proof it's not fabricated, it's just some shit a fucking larper with access to Tor could throw up in an evening or 
two. The 2GB threads were so autistic and spergy, convinced this is larping until proven otherwise.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:20:06 ID: 08e440 No.8338283 >>8338664 >>8338745 >>8345996

>>8338232
i haven't looked, but here's a quote from someone else that did.

>I opened it – it cannot be opened or censored properly. It's literal children in sexual positions on a menu and seems legitimate (or legitimately made ie 
somebody fucking made it (obviously). I don't care to reopen it and go past the first 2 pages that I did.

Here's some text from the menu. I don't know what thread this was posted in.

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/8dcfa9407e468a9c8bb769f86aad78dd28889deceb12147bd1a3ff2c7a7a03df.png  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:23:16 ID: a17249 No.8338310 >>8338326

File (hide): 8fc4825f6b4f9ca⋯.jpg (22.9 KB, 250x250, 1:1, 1479724267737.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:25:12 ID: 3d3224 No.8338325 >>8338384 >>8338403

That text fits with the previous menu they published.  Even though it was claimed fake.  So I don't think the whole affair has been proved larding.  I'm sad 
someone died but if I could get out a video of Podesta raping a toddler maybe I'd give up my life for that.  One never knows.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:25:21 ID: 08e440 No.8338326

>>8338310
here
>>8338059  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:31:41 ID: a17249 No.8338382

>>8338175
CAUSE YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL

MY EMPIRE OF DIRT 

I WILL LET YOU DOWN

I WILL MAKE YOU…..

hurt
u
r
t 
.
.
.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:31:46 ID: 02c616 No.8338384 >>8338397

>>8338325
>no proof posted files actually were from a laptop
>no proof posted they were copied with their original timestamps instead of created recently
>I don't think the whole affair has been proven larping
your standards are pretty low for fact-checking

We already have proof there are loose actors larping the fuck out of things with the wikileaks Assange post, and with how the 2GB threads were going 
with the OPs unable to post any fucking verification, I'm calling this larping until proven otherwise.

Also, if you posted this on reddit and it was your fucking larping that got /r/pizzagate shutdown, you're actively working to support organized, institutional 
pedophilia and child murder. Congratulations.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:33:58 ID: 3d3224 No.8338397

>>8338384
Well la de da. You sound so logical and professional.  I'm sure all the Anons will follow your thought leadership.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:34:52 ID: b2db80 No.8338403 >>8338409

>>8338325
>>8338325

One part they say 2TB , another part, 2GB of porn.  Is that a typical mistake a person might make, even if they are "good with computers"?  

ceinse  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:35:48 ID: 28b038 No.8338409

>>8335333 (OP)
>>8338403
i think they said they would only release a sample. Fuck them. RELEASE IT ALLLL  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:43:06 ID: 5641f2 No.8338449 >>8338954

File (hide): 4d93d1f03161762⋯.jpg (336.11 KB, 1000x1100, 10:11, AG-2010-2017.jpg)

There's not much to say. Either these people can't be stopped, or the Trump administration will stop them.

In the meantime, they are obviously going undercover. Obongo is almost certainly implicated, and almost 
certainly protecting them. The best protection on the planet. Short of civil war, it's up to Trump now – and it's not 
certain even the Trump DoJ could do anything.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:49:17 ID: dac5d0 No.8338502 >>8338566 >>8341331

>>8337407
>>8337407
Yeah that's a dead end.

hellofriend.svg

>>8335804
Found out a bit more about the image pertaining to the cult of priape, which led to this site;

http://tracytwyman.com/the-goat-faced-wildman-excerpt-from-baphomet-the-temple-mystery-unveiled/

and coincidentally, she has an article on Kin Noble and Pizzagate if your interested;

http://tracytwyman.com/comet-ping-pong-artist-and-victim-embeds-pizza-cry-for-help-in-kaballistic-image/  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:54:48 ID: 5aa919 No.8338532

>>8336551
His voice got really high when he mentioned the ping pong room the first time. Then when he got panicky as they went through the party room. 
Suspicious.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 07:58:07 ID: 93fc58 No.8338556

We have an ongoing investigation channel on AnonOps if anybody is interested in joining. webchat.anonops.com #opPizza 

We can use all the help we can get, especially with the media cracking down on this as "fake news". Anything you can do to help spread awareness or 
join in the security audit of the related websites would help greatly.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:00:58 ID: 7a54f4 No.8338566 >>8339016

>>8338502
The cypher is not a dead end If you can fish out a word like pizza. There will be proportional symbols for the pattern that can be used to decipher the rest 
of it.

Considering there may be a mason that thinks it is a joke and does not want to say what it says. Even acting like its not there going "What cypher?" This 
could be some menu language.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:04:51 ID: 897248 No.8338602 >>8338654

>>8338177
I don't think it's psyop. I'm a normal anon and while it's disgusting, we have to accept this is the type of people is associated with the top. One thing it has 
done is sort of understand that even the Bible talks about this stuff related to cannablism, child sacrifice, and sex orgies for demons/gods.

I wish there was more stuff on the Jewish lineage being edomites who are canaanites who are basically moloch worshippers. It also involves the 
freemasons at the Tower of Babel with their ousting and secret societies. It's hard because it's really obscure history, but for me it's believable considering 
the situation present with this whole pizzaparty/podesta/alphabet involvement. Which then in turn is why degeneracy is being pushed on society and the 
silent genocide of the semites by the antisemites (Jews and other shit lineages).

Jews are even doing counter INTEL against geneticist tying them to the devil worshippers of the past. It's crazy  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:09:55 ID: 7a54f4 No.8338631

the menu is not to visit the children but to watch them tortured and tell the torturer what to do.

to finish the pizza is to have them killed live. That has to be what the menu is. They also sell prints of bloody asses for 1 thousand dollars a piece why 
would someone who is buying the kid want a photo of it too for 1k?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:10:56 ID: 17f8ca No.8338635

>>8337230
if i had an opportunity to ask questions, some would be:
tell me about your basement/s
tell about any construction projects
tell me about your white house visits
tell me about your last name
…. what else?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:16:46 ID: 7a54f4 No.8338654

>>8338602
Cowan does not mean cannibal priest. Cohen might. But cowan is a masonic word used to described the uninitiated. 
>Jews are even doing counter INTEL against geneticist tying them to the devil worshippers of the past. It's crazy
Exactly hence the cowan slip in.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:18:01 ID: 271408 No.8338664

>>8338283
Need source. I need that app. When you have to brick your device it shows its sending some logs to them… i need that!  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:18:26 ID: 896442 No.8338670 >>8338690

>>8337230
he is clearly innocent
he isn't worried at all  

File (hide): eaded26f3c84517⋯.png (1.44 MB,
903x833, 129:119, Screenshot_58.png)

File (hide): 1421fa7bb2d29b2⋯.png (1.12
MB, 605x775, 121:155, Screenshot_54.png)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:19:39 ID: dff619 No.8338682 >>8338850

>>8335804

I've never really dealt with a cypher -  maybe there is something interesting in here. Perhaps we can start picking this apart? Not sure if its worth while.
(First)
https://www.themonastery. org/ordination
(Second)

This exact image shows up on Tumblr a lot:

Erotic sculpture in the Glyptoteket museum in Copenhagen.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:21:04 ID: a17249 No.8338690 >>8338798 >>8341339

>>8338670
FUCKING BULLSHIT HE HAS HANDS IN POCKETS AND IS BACKING AWAY WANDERING NERVOUSLY 

ANOTHER VID OF INSIDE INTERVIEW, AT END OF VIDEO GUY QUESTIONS ART, THE ANSWER IS OH THE QUESTIONABLE ART? YEAH THAT'S 
BEEN TAKEN DOWN FOR HMM 5 OR 6 YEARS NOW. BULL FUCKING SHIT. IT'S SEEN IN THE PIZZAPARTY VIDEO FROM COMET PING PONG 

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

HES A FUCKING NASTY LIAR REEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:30:04 ID: 000000 No.8338745

>>8338283
Kid on the floor mouth bane on and tied up. metallic ball/fishing weight in front of genitals.

Kd on the bed with ducktape over mouth tied in the missionary position. Blue comforter maybe fish themed.

An image of the mouth bane and a close up of it.

Do not remember the rest there was the bloody ass/spanking compilation with a nude child frontal nudity. 

Pizza is related to the blood loss of being molested by a grown up. They bleed from the genitals.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:37:03 ID: 98008c No.8338798

>>8338690
This. I knew that it was taken down right after shit wen't viral. The artists name was Dynisio or something and these deer horned people were holding 
children's heads  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:41:18 ID: 7a54f4 No.8338816 >>8339264

File (hide): 0c321aaaac2b8e6⋯.jpg (22.14 KB, 324x324, 1:1, black_white_checks_checker….jpg)

So now that we have found a menu with children in bondage. And that is called pizza. Then 
the Podesta handkerchief really is pizza related.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 08:48:38 ID: 7a54f4 No.8338850

>>8338682
It defiantly is I thought the cypher could be an onion address. That would not be too likely because it does not appear to be alphanumeric.This gets into 
Caesar rotations. after they decode each letter they rotate the result. Either letter by letter or with one Caesar key.The Caesar cypher is supposedly one 
of the easiest to crack. Not if it is using multipal keys though.I looked into running scripts to crack the Caesar part of it but have been distracted.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:06:11 ID: 3d3224 No.8338921
File (hide): 37407a6763e7346⋯.jpg (41.86 KB, 335x232, 335:232, image.jpg)

so they may shill very hard the finding of the WeThePizza menu.  It's a sick thing with your traslation.  And 
down below, that Pizza is as in bleeding.  A bloody rape.  I'd heard they liked that but it never connected 
before about Pizza sauce and bleeding. I suppose manual trauma of other types counts for pizza sauce too.  

I'm mad at FBI and police for keeping silent.  But what about the ER and Pediatricians?  The teachers and 
social workers?  I mean how many people can live with this stuff?  And the cleaning people?  All that Child 
abuse on TV police shows makes it seem no or plastic and surreal so normies can live in la la land.  
Arghh……

Frustrated.  Have to be patient and have faith this is happening for a reason.  Choose good over evil. Try to 
be helpful.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:12:47 ID: f8c9a6 No.8338954

>>8338449
>only politicians can stop them
We are the 99%  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:14:03 ID: 4aab9e No.8338961 >>8339065

Does anyone have the menu?
Fucking weak-ass pussyfaggots made it impossible to find, literally reddit tier.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:26:24 ID: dac5d0 No.8339016 >>8339037

>>8338566
I pulled out words that like 'keep' 'sex' one that looked like 'illuminate' and 'egg', but nothing that was close to being the real answer if there even is one.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:28:57 ID: 7a54f4 No.8339030

>>8339010
Relative to Hiram Abiff of Tyre which points to the cabal Directly. It does not matter if it is Jabulon at that point the cabal is identified.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:28:59 ID: 5814b5 No.8339031 >>8339046 >>8339051 >>8339068

File (hide): c95c12af2994bae⋯.png (55.92 KB, 811x341, 811:341, inverted pentagram belly s….PNG)

I was reading through the Egyptian-Masonic-Satanic 
Connect.

Didn't Marina Abrahamovic have an artwork with a 
pentagram cut on her belly? There is a pic out there.

Apparently it's what satanist do in a scalping ritual, where 
the victim (sometimes babies) are scalped alive.

See pic.  

File (hide): 721b83b229babca⋯.jpeg (79.32 KB,
768x537, 256:179, image.jpeg)

File (hide):
77359a82558cb61⋯.jpeg
(207.53 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.jpeg)

File (hide): 07822be681f9d63⋯.jpg (10.41 KB,
255x112, 255:112, image.jpg)

File (hide): 3cee582ee83b4ca⋯.jpg
(9.19 KB, 179x255, 179:255, image.jpg)

File (hide): 25cf9956a5663ad⋯.jpg (179.16 KB,
1034x624, 517:312, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:29:49 ID: 3d3224 No.8339037 >>8340019 >>8342419

>>8339016
Drink your Ovaltine (from that Christmas movie with the kid and the code ring he got in the mail and it was an ad)  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:30:31 ID: 172455 No.8339040 >>8339143 >>8339577

File (hide): 66bd28b5a608b4d⋯.jpg (88.52 KB, 508x755, 508:755, jagten.jpg)

>be humble pizza store owner in DC
>autistic redditors and /pol/sters start harassing you and accusing you of not only being a pedophile, but being a member 
of a multi-national satanist child trafficking mass murdering cover up
>not treated as innocent until proven guilty, but actually considered by thousands of people to be an irredeemable monster 
who needs to be killed painfully and mercilessly
JUST  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:31:45 ID: 3d3224 No.8339046

>>8339031
It was a disturbing Ted talk I heard where she cut her belly.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:33:01 ID: 4aab9e No.8339051

>>8339031
They're all satanists.

How many of these joints are in eastern europe?
I could imagine that eastern Europeans don't take kindly to this sort of thing, neither do most third worlders.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:35:54 ID: 07e785 No.8339065

>>8338961
its just an excel spreadsheet with a couple of bullshit things on it. It's nothing.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:36:17 ID: 7a54f4 No.8339068 >>8339078

>>8339031
That is the most blatant sign in ritual murder. Usually they will carve a pentacle over the collarbone of the participant. To have an actual pentagram carved 
on the abdomen is nothing other than human sacrifice.

They do cut breeders and bred children as a way of tagging. But that is like a burn mark on the hip area not a pentagram on the tummy..  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:37:47 ID: 5814b5 No.8339078

>>8339068
These people are so sick. I hope we can get them in jail…  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:42:02 ID: dac5d0 No.8339099 >>8350173

File (hide): b326fb99a283fea⋯.jpg (1.33 MB, 2304x1728, 4:3, bottom.jpg)

I 'decoded' the numbers on the side of this box into hebrew letters and got 'That had been mangled Justice 
Barley St. forcing kid Bible'. working on the other letters now.  
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File (hide): 961a7e31c5a9b3a⋯.png (115.49 KB,
1855x1337, 265:191, lol reddit.PNG)

File (hide): d71bde17cb0f98e⋯.jpg (60.73 KB,
460x520, 23:26, 1479892621671.jpg)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:43:44 ID: 0201b3 No.8339112 >>8353231

Hahahaa REDDIT!

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:44:13 ID: 5a5351 No.8339119

>>8337230
smart move not to drink that coffee. They also did  not drink. J'aimes l'enfantis just made it look as if he drank.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 09:50:14 ID: e643a8 No.8339143

>>8339040
That movies really gets you in the feels  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:05:36 ID: 98008c No.8339227

>eastern europe

Another place where Jewish blood libel was a big thing. Marina's family were Jewish, and Red bourgeois (top tier commies) I wouldn't be surprised if the 
upper echelons of both the bolsheviks and mensheviks were tied to these cults just like how both Dems and Republicans are connected to bohemian 
grove  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:06:52 ID: bb4bd1 No.8339233

>>8336558
Abramovic is Serbian Orthodox. Her maternal uncle was a high-ranking bishop/whatever in Belgrade  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:13:35 ID: 516b89 No.8339264 >>8339328

>>8338816
someone mentioned in one of these pizzathreads that Hankerchief = mobile phone. And map = Image. I tought it made a lot of sense considering a used 
hankerchief would be kept as a trophy.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:15:49 ID: 17f8ca No.8339275 >>8339318 >>8339335 >>8339349 >>8346258

File (hide): ac6cb703fd272f4⋯.png (861.54 KB, 977x1499, 977:1499, tmp_6214-Screenshot_201611….png)

yes, is a communist star, not a pentagram,, sure, that's the ticket…
"In her piece The Lips of Thomas (1975), she carved a five-pointed communist star into her own abdomen, a monstrously 
sly up yours to the regime and appropriation of brutality for her own purposes."  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:21:37 ID: 9d1254 No.8339318
File (hide): fcb4cdc4cf22fe5⋯.png (66 KB, 230x201, 230:201, Screenshot at 2016-11-23 1….png)

>>8339275
>five-pointed communist star
Wut. That looks more like 
illuminati on slice of pizza 
rather than a star  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:23:34 ID: 7a54f4 No.8339328 >>8339335

>>8339264
accidently replied here
>>8339287
There is a pre-dating of that. The star is a symbol of the Mystic Shrine. It is a pentacle and from there either a pentalpha or a pentagram. That woman is 
reviling in what is comparable to a slaughter ritual. Except on herself that is the "art"  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:25:15 ID: 7a54f4 No.8339335

>>8339328
Last part meant for
>>8339275  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:27:20 ID: 6365ba No.8339339

>>8336185
WE  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:27:57 ID: 7af998 No.8339343

rt.com/usa/367890-fbi-playpen-hacking-warrant/
"The FBI hacked into more than 8,000 computers in 120 countries during an investigation into a child pornography website with just one warrant, a court 
hearing transcript has shown. It represents the largest known law enforcement hacking campaign to date."
malware datamine. With a network that global, I'm convinced the FBI has a world of evidence into our elite pedos.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:29:16 ID: bb4bd1 No.8339349

>>8339275
this is Soros anti-communist PSYOP 1.0
Yugoslavia was the most prosperous and free Socialist country
Abramovic was weaponized postmodern librulizm
look up CANVAS/otpor, same shit  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:34:14 ID: f4e1dc No.8339377 >>8339470 >>8339521 >>8339593 >>8339715 >>8346296 >>8348947 >>8351962

I think 8ch are the only ones still investigating now. 

Banned from Reddit and threads on 4ch /pol/ keep getting derailed, shilled with disinformation and skepticism or deleted by mods

I doubt alphabet investigations are even investigating it. 

MSM is making a joke of it covering it up with fake news. 

The whole thing has been eating away at me. I just wish there was more I could do. Ive even thought about going to D.C. Myself and living homeless just 
to investigate.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 10:51:14 ID: 509c36 No.8339470
File (hide): bc7f58a5e6a8082⋯.png (116.02 KB, 536x412, 134:103, deep politics.png)

>>8339377

The pattern is 
repeating itself.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:03:12 ID: e93eae No.8339521 >>8339593

>>8339377
reddit sub has migrated to voat.co>>8339377  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:13:22 ID: f4e1dc No.8339551 >>8339679 >>8346306

One thing that throws me off though. Is with how serious all of this is. Why would they be so careless with everything? I'm referring to the instagram posts, 
the restaurant symbols, the weird paintings that clearly show sexually charged subject matter inside the restaurant. 

I know they didn't count on the email leaks, but that brings me to something else. Why do they email each other so much? I mean don't most people use 
SMS texting or something? Why couldn't they just talk to each other on the phone if they wanted to be careful of anything leaking? It doesn't make any 
sense.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:13:23 ID: a670f7 No.8339552 >>8346313

where can a list of missing children from the dc area be found?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:23:09 ID: f4e1dc No.8339577

>>8339040
Except this isn't kids telling stories. These are elites being connected through official leaked emails.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:29:08 ID: fe2403 No.8339593

>>8339521
>voat.co
>>8339377  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:31:47 ID: 8181c9 No.8339599

>>8335804
>It is something alarming enough to where he would not say what it said.
Because it was gibberish. Why didn't you research it yourself, you lazy niglet?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:38:33 ID: d6c023 No.8339622

>>>>8339551
It does when you see that there is a fowl purpose for every institution we have.  the @ for twitter and the @ for email. Even the @ is a spiral. But sms is 
not as secure as email. emails are at least something you need to sit down and respond to. Sms can be traced to your geolocation and emails can be 
traced to your IP.

The rest is just how they love to hide in plain sight. look at the gay agenda the rainbow is more of a big distraction than a symbol of freedom of any kind.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:52:07 ID: fe2403 No.8339662

>>8337344
This.
Why the fuck did they have to make public so soon?
Anyway, it was kind of inevitable, but still.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:53:14 ID: b91975 No.8339667

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Pizzagate/125280147663666  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:53:30 ID: fe2403 No.8339669

>>8337914
Thanks for the great map.
Reading.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:55:19 ID: 02c616 No.8339679

>>8339551
Couple of reasons. When you're a sociopath, it gives you pleasure to hold what society considers fucked up over their heads so as they don't even notice. 
It could also be a sort of a rite of passage for pedos, like gang initiations - the more in-your-face with a lifestyle like that, the more respect from fellow 
pedos.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 11:55:57 ID: fb9a40 No.8339685 >>8339739 >>8339921

>>8338048

What was the link between pizzagate and this art again?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:03:07 ID: 1a0225 No.8339702 >>8339709

Voat is getting DDoSed hard. Kikes are bringing out the big guns.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:04:47 ID: 02c616 No.8339709 >>8339761

>>8339702
It's not DDoS'd, they just have shit servers, it's been like that for a longer while. If you're getting errors, wait a bit and refresh.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:05:36 ID: 1a0225 No.8339715 >>8339840

File (hide): 2931f651938f118⋯.jpg (76.75 KB, 914x473, 914:473, Rorschach.jpg)

>>8339377
> just wish there was more I could do. Ive even thought about going to D.C. 
Myself and living homeless just to investigate.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:13:01 ID: fb9a40 No.8339739 >>8339754 >>8339760 >>8339870 >>8339889 >>8339901 >>8339921 >>8352720

>>8339685

Bumping my own question because I REALLY need an answer.

Did Podesta have this art at home or something?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:17:13 ID: fe2403 No.8339754 >>8339760 >>8339921

>>8339739
>>8339739
>>8339739
bumping this question  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:18:59 ID: efa86c No.8339760 >>8339770 >>8339921

>>8339739
>>8339754
I don't believe there was any proven connection.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:19:11 ID: 0201b3 No.8339761 >>8339777

File (hide): 561fa0abcb9dddb⋯.jpg (98.63 KB, 634x504, 317:252, nah.jpg)

>>8339709

>kike
can I shove a sandpaper-wrapped 
dildo up your ass while I personally 
murder you?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:21:15 ID: fb9a40 No.8339770

>>8339760

I remember in an early thread that they said something about Podesta having this art in his house.
If someone could prove any connection between this art and pizzagate in general that would be nice.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:22:39 ID: 02c616 No.8339777

>>8339761
You sure can, as soon as you confirm Voat is actually under DDoS since I can access it with no lags and problems.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:36:35 ID: f4e1dc No.8339840 >>8340132

>>8339715
I don't get the reference or know where the screen cap is from

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:41:55 ID: f4e1dc No.8339870 >>8339876 >>8339921

>>8339739
Podesta had some art from the artist hanging in his office. It was also of cannibal subject matter.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:42:53 ID: f4e1dc No.8339876

>>8339870  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:45:44 ID: f4e1dc No.8339889 >>8339921

>>8339739
Dunno why it's not letting me upload pics..

https://www.google.com/search?q=podesta+cannibal+art+office&client=safari&hl=en-
us&prmd=inv&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiTpOyg877QAhUF7xQKHXvpDRsQ_AUIBygB&biw=320&bih=460&dpr=2#imgrc=SjA5BeJE
WcvJuM%3A  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:47:55 ID: 40d456 No.8339901 >>8339921

File (hide): f62d23f3fb6ed23⋯.jpg (1.67 MB, 1877x1601, 1877:1601, 2 - podestas kidnapped mad….jpg)

>>8339739
Kim Noble has no established relationship with our investigation other than we suspect she is a victim of an 
elite child abuse ring, the first connection we made was the handkerchiefs under the children being 
penetrated on some of her art.

On a tangentially unrelated note TONY Podesta has pedo art at his place. See article on the bottom right of 
the infographic.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 12:54:50 ID: e5fe8e No.8339921 >>8341047

>>8339685
>>8339739
>>8339754
>>8339760
>>8339870
>>8339889
>>8339901

For the millionth time regarding Kim Noble
Kim Noble is NOT directly connected to this investigation

I'm the OP who brought up Kim Noble (with a bunch of disclaimers stating all the necessary info, originally). She's a Monarch victim abused by elites way 
back. There is no current connection between Kim Noble and Comet/current investigation. I only brought her and her art up to show anons the similar 
themes of dissociation in the Sasha Lord presents art and to give people more background info on ritual abuse. Either shills or lazy anons then used the 
Noble angle for D&C/disinfo/muddying.

I don't know how many fucking times I have to make this statement because people are STILL harping on about this shit. Noble was ONLY brought up to 
EDUCATE on Monarch/Ritual abuse. She has NO connection to current investigations.

This is the fourth or fifth time I've had to state this in as many weeks. Read the god damn archived threads.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 13:05:21 ID: b232b4 No.8339964

Is there anything actually damning or at least substantial here, yet? It's starting to kind of irritate me how much energy is being poured into it when things 
like Rotherham get nothing but crickets.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 13:17:58 ID: 094aff No.8340019 >>8340037

>>8339037

where is that last image from?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 13:23:11 ID: 02c616 No.8340037

>>8340019
It's from the fake-ass menu the 2GB larper from plebbit left.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 13:23:19 ID: 7312e7 No.8340038
File (hide): e89adb5adcbcbe4⋯.jpg (180.6 KB, 576x2046, 96:341, Cx1ulHAVQAArroS.jpg)

This isn't the only time Twitter has covered for pedophiles. Crash Override Network, which is only listed as a Twitter Safety Resource, tried 
to cover for member Sarah Nyberg. Then when they couldn't really shout down all the accounts exposing Sarah's antics, suddenly Twitter 
steps in and bans swaths of accounts for even linking to evidence of Sarah's pedophilia.

Twitter has made a practice of systematically defending pedophiles.  

File (hide): c47820d1a4ed893⋯.jpg (24.78 KB,
376x257, 376:257, 31.jpg)

File (hide): 57df06e53564835⋯.png (70.19 KB,
427x229, 427:229, Screen Shot 2016-11-24 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 13:31:39 ID: 2681de No.8340083 >>8343098

Some friends of James' and some artwork from his old art gallery, Strand on Volta… 

Robert Safro, Jim Phillips, Peter Rosenstein, David Brock and James Alefantis at Peter's Birthday Party.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/06/09/AR2005060900651.html  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 13:43:10 ID: 8181c9 No.8340132 >>8340261

>>8339840
It's from Watchmen. Good movie and comic ("graphic novel").  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 13:56:25 ID: d9a463 No.8340204

Bump for MOST important work. Keep this at the top, boys. These crimes… this is what bonds the filthy. The kikes with their wasp servants. The whole 
thing is here.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 14:04:32 ID: e5fe8e No.8340261

>>8340132
Graphic Novel > Movie. An it's a work of art, just like V. Shame Moore is a nutter. </offtopic>  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 15:44:33 ID: a89e1b No.8340890

The Cypher says "mention shibboleet to receive a discount on your next bill"

this was established like an hour after it was first discovered  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 15:45:40 ID: 47af2e No.8340901 >>8340992

File (hide): 9735d790a438462⋯.jpg (22.32 KB, 375x196, 375:196, disappearing man.jpg)

Where the f did everyone go? We were 
crushing an entire thread in less than 24 
hours.

Now… snail's pace…  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 15:47:30 ID: 5eb681 No.8340919

>>8335851
>>8336000

can confirm bethesda is a major hub for government-related officials, lobbyists, etc

it's like the fort lee of DC  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 15:56:23 ID: 172455 No.8340992 >>8341028

>>8340901
Don't worry about it.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:01:52 ID: 47af2e No.8341028

>>8340992
LOL. Are you a shill?

It seems like a mass exodus of being people has occurred… what am I missing.. where did they go… I want to benefit from their continued work by 
reading it…  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:04:42 ID: fb9a40 No.8341047

>>8339921

The archived threads are becoming too many to read.
We need a synopsis/one solid archive of everything we have proven to have a decent connection.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:15:43 ID: 47af2e No.8341128

>>8341097
You are a jew though  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:16:27 ID: 47af2e No.8341135

>>8341119
Shill so hard gonna call you shell  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:27:42 ID: f2e1bd No.8341210 >>8346358

File (hide): 484c59a9c2de3d8⋯.png (377.92 KB, 614x890, 307:445, d0n.PNG)  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:28:15 ID: 2f3fa8 No.8341212 >>8341244

>>8337144
Found it
https://archive.is/Rb8a1
Whoever makes the next thread make a note that the OpSec info is only in thread 12.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:32:01 ID: 2f3fa8 No.8341244

>>8341212
Also it looks like an anon has made an OpSec thread
http://8ch.net/pol/res/8340123.html
Might prove useful  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:45:24 ID: ba4a05 No.8341331 >>8342608 >>8349800

>>8338502
Not sure if this has been covered, but was in the comments of her article.

Comet Ping Pong:
http://www.cometpingpong.com/
Comet Ping Pong Friends:
http://www.cometpingpong.com/friends-1/
Dr Pong?
http://www.drpong.net/
Strange Dr Pong "bilder" page:
http://www.drpong.net/bilder.php
Strange Don Rockwell site:
http://www.donrockwell.com/
The Moderator "DonRocks" titles himself "leviathan"
here is the staff page:
http://www.donrockwell.com/index.php?/staff/
Here is the link about a conversation "Don Rocks" had with James Alfantis "this morning" suggesting Don has the personal cell phone number of James 
Alfantis, and feels he can just ring him up to discuss pizzagate in the morning.
http://www.donrockwell.com/index.php…
Don also says this in the stream:
"Comet Ping Pong has my silence guaranteed. Mwa-ha-ha. Mwa-ha-hahahahahaha. "
Like · Reply · 5 mins>>8338502  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:47:08 ID: c55cb6 No.8341339

>>8338690
Does anyone have the links and original release dates of the pizza party videos?

This could be helpful to point out he's lying  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:48:48 ID: 3ffe2e No.8341346 >>8341372 >>8346382

>>8338175
>tinyupload
404

did anyone save it? reupload?

I want to believe  

File (hide): 5cebbdc0a7f7add⋯.png (91.08 KB,
1034x624, 517:312, FuktPizza.png)

File (hide): 4e25c130817fc20⋯.png (20.49 KB,
699x201, 233:67, PizzaMenu2.png)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:54:48 ID: dff619 No.8341372 >>8346391

>>8341346

I wasn't willing to click that shit, this is what some claim to have seen.

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 16:59:23 ID: f96977 No.8341396 >>8342419

>>8337788
The last word is "shibboleet", referring to this XKCD tech support comic:
https://www.xkcd.com/806/  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 17:12:52 ID: c3bb9f No.8341491

>>8335681
Why does the storefront look like a church entrance?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 17:35:20 ID: 93fc58 No.8341630 >>8341653

Does anybody have the information map images that had been posted on r/pizzagate? Or just infographics in general relating to pizzagate?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 17:36:11 ID: d95b3f No.8341637 >>8341686 >>8341688

What evidence do we got that pizza and related words are code for children and pedophilia? We need more than what we have at the moment.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 17:38:25 ID: d95b3f No.8341653

>>8341630
Imgur has them.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 17:43:38 ID: d95b3f No.8341686

>>8341637
The connection might be obvious to us but too weak for the skeptical normies.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 17:43:49 ID: dff619 No.8341688 >>8341756

>>8341637
They are commonly used pedo terms.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 17:53:18 ID: ef7f17 No.8341756 >>8341933

>>8341688 checked
yes, but how do we know that…  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:00:49 ID: c067c2 No.8341802 >>8341851 >>8342004 >>8342665

File (hide): 2a0944e3441916b⋯.png (749.52 KB, 834x2467, 834:2467, 2016_11_23_us_pedo_bust.png)

http://www.infowars.com/another-pedophile-ring-involving-politicians-
was-just-busted/  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:09:32 ID: 2a712e No.8341851 >>8341892 >>8341898

>>8341802
That was on national television here in european cuckountry  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:13:17 ID: 838849 No.8341871 >>8342328

>>8341466
His name doesn't mean "I love children in French" unless you squint your ears and transpose a few letters. It's nothing.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:16:43 ID: ef7f17 No.8341892 >>8341902 >>8342023 >>8342665

>>8341851
in Norway?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:17:20 ID: c067c2 No.8341898

>>8341851
Good!  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:18:23 ID: c067c2 No.8341902 >>8341909

>>8341892
likely not, this will spread as fuck
Maybe we start it  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:20:29 ID: ef7f17 No.8341909 >>8342223

>>8341902
so what country broadcasted those news about the pedo scandal?  
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File (hide): 94a5e4b0934b1ea⋯.png (78.48 KB,
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:21:53 ID: fae9d1 No.8341916 >>8342139 >>8342273

You can found this bathroom in some picture?

lf yes, Kiltons kabal are confirmed as inhumans.

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:24:39 ID: 9b7061 No.8341932

Alefantis is a Greek surname. Fairly common.

Norway pedo ring bust was in NYT and other MSM 3 days ago.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:24:48 ID: 172455 No.8341933 >>8341963

>>8341756
you wont get an answer kek  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:30:52 ID: 9b7061 No.8341963 >>8344318

>>8341933
Cheese pizza = cp = child porn.
Common enough usage that it's listed on Urban dictionary sites.
Handkerchief code is from bandana use in homosexuals… Common enough that it's on Wikipedia.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:37:08 ID: 29b9a7 No.8342004

>>8341802
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/08/24/vt-exclusive-largest-pedophile-ring-in-history-70000-members-heads-of-state-the-rats-scramble/  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:40:05 ID: 2a712e No.8342023 >>8342038 >>8342665

>>8341892

I was watching portuguese mason jew "news" and it appeared for like 1 minute  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:42:34 ID: ef7f17 No.8342038

>>8342023
>1 min
They decide what's important and what we should pay attention to. That's why news should be spread like they were in the past. Just pass the word, 
evidence and use reason.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:46:39 ID: ef7f17 No.8342064 >>8342118 >>8342235

>>8342010
that email about the 65 thousand dollares spent on hotdogs should be spread everywhere. It isn't getting as much attention as the comet pizza case.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:47:00 ID: 838849 No.8342066

>>8342010
wtf is that left picture and where it it come from  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:55:19 ID: 2a712e No.8342118

>>8342064
Cucks still think obummer was the best american president so they are in denial that sweet nigger obama could ever hurt a little child  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:55:31 ID: db156b No.8342120

>ruby, emer, and maeve
>11, 9, and 7

nice, they're fucking lolis while you cant even get a white girlfriend  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:56:47 ID: ef7f17 No.8342136

Do we have any archive for all the emails, instagram pics, etc.?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 18:57:02 ID: fae9d1 No.8342139

>>8341916
http://irishcrimereporter.blogspot.com.br/2009/02/there-is-no-hunting-like-hunting-of-man.html

https://gxamjbnu7uknahng.onion.cab/wiki/index.php/Babyhee  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:02:16 ID: b9517b No.8342166
File (hide): 3c4a506ba67baf0⋯.jpg (343.44 KB, 2000x1333, 2000:1333, Donald Trump with Hillary ….jpg)

>>8341119
here is the original to that photo.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:03:32 ID: ef7f17 No.8342178 >>8342193 >>8342200 >>8351949

So where do they hide all the bodies of the dead children? There must be mass graves somewhere. 
In other ritual pedophilia cases some of these graves were found.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:05:52 ID: 1584ff No.8342193 >>8342200 >>8342205

>>8342178
They wouldn't leave a body if they ate them like we think, and if they are burning them there's probably a ton of ashes to mix into dirt, which won't be 
found.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:07:23 ID: 4aab9e No.8342200 >>8342205

>>8342193
>>8342178
Or just acid vat them like a normal person.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:08:08 ID: ef7f17 No.8342205

>>8342193
>>8342200
these people are worse than their strawman hollywood-nazis they hate so much.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:10:01 ID: c067c2 No.8342223

>>8341909
I can only answer for the shitrock. 
Forget the papers, they are all in the hands of (((Goldman Sachs))). But they can't avoid this, this time.

National Television(NRK) is owned and controlled by the state. Kinda like PBS? Kikes can't buy shit  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:11:51 ID: 40d456 No.8342235 >>8342251

>>8342064
At least post the link if you think it should be spread.

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html
>If we get the same "waitresses," I'm all for it!!!
>I think Obama spent about $65,000 of the tax-payers money flying in
pizza/dogs from Chicago for a private party at the White House not long
ago, assume we are using the same channels? 
>To celebrate all you hot dogs out there. Aaric, you can participate as
well!  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:14:16 ID: ef7f17 No.8342251

>>8342235
I didn't have the link either.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:19:03 ID: 9913c0 No.8342273

>>8341916

Is this in any way related?

If this is a dead end people, please realize that this is yet another way that Anons could potentially implicate themselves with CP.

Be careful guys. Psyops are real, don't fuck yourself over.

There is a great thread on OpSec, go there.

https://8ch (dot) net/pol/res/8340123.html  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:27:22 ID: 17f8ca No.8342328
File (hide): 5dcbee1eb6df7f3⋯.png (2.79 MB, 1856x1242, 928:621, wGsp3j.png)

>>8341871
yes but he does frequent neighboring L'Enfant Cafe/La Boum Boum Room , whose owner wears shirts like 
this and they are a cafe and pansexual orgy club…great for kids  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:28:26 ID: c60e78 No.8342338 >>8342371 >>8342396 >>8342401 >>8342419 >>8342427 >>8342440 >>8342484 >>8344349

HAVE YOU GUYS FUCKING SEEN THIS SHIT?  A FEW DAYS AFTER WE FIGURE OUT THE PODESTA - MCCANN CONNECTION THEY 
MYSTERIOUSLY FIND HER LIVING IN ROME?

HMMMMM JUST A LITTLE FISHY

http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/734956/Madeleine-McCann-found-Rome-homeless-English-speaking-girl  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:32:06 ID: 9913c0 No.8342371 >>8342383 >>8342396 >>8342401

>>8342338

Not her, look at the eyes.

Old news.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:33:20 ID: c60e78 No.8342383 >>8342401

>>8342371
Nah I know it's not her.  That's the thing  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:34:18 ID: 404e5b No.8342391

>>8342010
I'd delete that left image.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:34:32 ID: ef7f17 No.8342396 >>8344357

>>8342338
>>8342371
>PUBLISHED: 09:30, Tue, Nov 22, 2016 | UPDATED: 13:18, Tue, Nov 22, 2016

It doesn't look anything like her. They are undoubtedly trying to misdirect.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:35:00 ID: fe2403 No.8342401 >>8342426

>>8342338
>>8342371
>>8342383
You just can't win with these people…
That's why we have to be fair, precise and efficient.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:36:53 ID: cd4aca No.8342419 >>8342438

>>8337407
what's this shit? half chan? it's a promo. it says you can have -10% on first buy. 
>>8337788
stop this now 
>>8341396
shill

>>8339037
Absolutely useless crap, a waste of digital space. Leave this thread ASAP

>>8342338
Another gullible goy  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:37:40 ID: 4aab9e No.8342426 >>8342508

>>8342401
>Fair
To some anime pedo yeah, to the people we're dealing with? no way.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:37:41 ID: 86baa9 No.8342427

>>8342338
Maybe (((they))) took Madeleine McCann because of her name so they could make McCann-Cheese?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:39:18 ID: c60e78 No.8342438 >>8342493

>>8342419

I think it's hilarious that you all think I believe the news article when it's clear from what I said that it's 100% suspicious bullshit  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:39:30 ID: 404e5b No.8342440

>>8342338
I think any mccann connections are farfetched.
But then again, this whole thing is changing the interpretation of "far-fetched"

This is gonna change our legal system big time. Judges will need to change their interpretation.
As disgusting as that is.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:43:50 ID: 3ffe2e No.8342484 >>8342496

File (hide): 1b83a0bcc8a6220⋯.jpg (42.76 KB, 306x385, 306:385, sweee.jpg)

>>8342338

It's a Swedish girl

http://  www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3964684/I-just-want-hold-Swedish-father-Rome-s-mystery-homeless-
woman-reveals-anguish-six-month-search-arrives-Italy-reunion.html  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:44:27 ID: cd4aca No.8342493 >>8342500 >>8343628

>>8342438 you posted a useless UPPERCASE. Anyone still discussing pizza and podesta-mccann involvements are losers and faggots. Look at 
wikileaks and see if the mails around the date of missing madeleine tell you something.

You Can't

The mails aren't there, deleted from wikileaks. So focus your "efforts" on other leads, if any.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:44:51 ID: c60e78 No.8342496

>>8342484
I have no doubt it's not her.  I'm just noticing they're bringing it back up.  Probably to divert some searches  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:45:17 ID: c60e78 No.8342500 >>8342608

>>8342493
kys  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:46:18 ID: fe2403 No.8342508

>>8342426
Fair in what we investigate on. E.g. everyone saying "pizza" is not a pedophile.  

File (hide): bb7ff7db1d9a96b⋯.png (1.73 MB,
1026x947, 1026:947, a1.png)

File (hide): 31258bad88535d3⋯.png
(773.49 KB, 499x702, 499:702, a2.png)

File (hide):
8b92b2726a3693a⋯.png (815.65 KB,
470x701, 470:701, a3.png)

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:46:23 ID: 1869eb No.8342510 >>8342521 >>8342536 >>8342554 >>8342561 >>8342605 >>8342608 >>8347062

I might have stumbled across something very interesting, an album from Kim Noble. It's full of the type of art that you would encounter at places like 
pingong. 

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2011/sep/30/kim-noble-woman-with-100-personalities

Eventually Kim re-emerged from hospital, and her story took another dramatic twist: somehow she found herself exposed to the activities of a paedophile 
ring. In the book we are told that when she reported it to the police, she received anonymous warnings to be quiet: "Threats of retaliation escalated until 
one day a man threw acid in her face and someone tried to set light to her bed with her in it." Kim got out, but the house was gutted.

The album art is very horrific, it is very similar to the crimes of Dutroux. For anyone who doesn't know anything about Dutroux, In the late 90s there was a 
huge case against Dutroux, who was kidnapping young girls, abusing them, not feeding them and using them for his own pleasure. For the 5 involved, 2 
girls died due to starvation since Dutroux didn't feed them when he locked them away. 

It was known that Dutroux was a pedophile and had commited the crimes, yet it took 14 months and a national protest for the police to finally arrest him 
and proceed to the court. The story of Dutroux is horrid. 

But Kim Noble has likely gotten used by the same pedophile network that Dutroux was part of. And in that network were reportedly very high profile 
people (hence the coverup). The 23 or so witnesses of the Dutroux have all deceased or died mysteriously. 

Link to album from Kim Noble: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/62206346@N08/sets/72157626474399453/detail/  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:48:11 ID: 1869eb No.8342521

>>8342510
ps I'm not really aware wheter or not I was allowed to post those images seeing as its art and just on the open web I don't think it actually classifies as 
something illegal.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:49:25 ID: 404e5b No.8342536 >>8342665

>>8342510
We've already seen them anon.
They might be related, but they're not THAT helpful right now.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:50:53 ID: cec4a2 No.8342554 >>8342590

File (hide): 0b2f1afefbd0be4⋯.jpg (45.39 KB, 750x566, 375:283, alg-resize-bethany-storro-….jpg)

>>8342510
>It's full of the type of art that you would encounter in the paintings of a schizophrenic.
>she is diagnosed as a schizo.

"Man set my bed on fire!"
next paragraph:
>The first she knew of the arson attack was standing outside watching flames engulf the house.
Um yeah.
Also her eyes were remarkably unscathed by her facial acid-bath, typical of women who self-harm 
for attention, they avoid doing serious damage.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:51:24 ID: 02c616 No.8342561 >>8342576 >>8342665

>>8342510
No connection to Podesta/Comet, another anon here found these ages ago a couple of threads back and made note of one specific painting where 
there's a handkerchief underneath a raped child, lending credence to the handkerchief map=semen/bloodstains theory.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:52:40 ID: cec4a2 No.8342576

>>8342561
They probably place the handkerchief under the girl's slit so that her love-juice and the semen drips onto it.
Then it can be carried innocuously and sniffed at will, to bring the offender back into "the moment."  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:53:54 ID: 02c616 No.8342590 >>8342635 >>8342683

>>8342554
>she's fucked up, of course nothing she says or does has any value
>what is artificially induced dissociative identity disorder
>what is MK Ultra/Project Monarch  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:54:55 ID: fe2403 No.8342605 >>8342665

>>8342510

You must always remember that people of power can only enjoy power, that's why they do this on little child, toddler, disabled people, etc. 
They must feel powerful to exist. It's their reason to live, and that's why they can't stop, and must be either detained or killed right away.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:54:59 ID: cd4aca No.8342608 >>8342665

>>8341331

DonRocks:

I talked with James Alefantis this morning - I mentioned this conversation, and he said, "Do they think we eat kids or not?" 

>>8342500
get gassed obnoxious kike

>>8342510
this shit is old as fuck. either you're retarded or a shill. There are many other artists, with shitty pieces af art, that are related to this OP.

Wanna discuss your old and sad story? Post another thread about it. THANK YOU  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:56:08 ID: 094aff No.8342621 >>8342637 >>8342671

File (hide): 3655ddbdcc6b104⋯.jpg (119.2 KB, 710x861, 710:861, 19e3d6c07674d38aacb95f03c6….jpg)

Possible police corruption with We the 
Pizza.
>papal visit  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:58:18 ID: cec4a2 No.8342635 >>8343985

>>8342590
What is more likely? she's one of the millions of schizophrenics or her stories are true?
Since there's no forensic evidence, there's no reason to believe the outlandish theory, that she was such a special snowflake that MKultra selected her for 
programming.
"Gang stalking" is the latest spin on this desperate grasp for attention.
Fading, beat up old women notice that men aren't paying them any heed, so they become "targeted individuals" and suddenly, "I'm special again!"  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 19:58:24 ID: 02c616 No.8342637 >>8342715

>>8342621
That's Comet, Alefantis' place, not We the Pizza. We the Pizza was discredited since the larping fag could not provide any proof for his shitty Tor-
downloaded cp and his hastily made spreadsheets.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:00:58 ID: 1869eb No.8342665 >>8351456

>>8342608
>>8342605
>>8342561
>>8342536
I didn't mean to derail, no clue these have been posted before. 

>>8341892
>>8341802
>>8342023
I think it's just basic cover for the police to show that they do arrest them. The thing is once high profile people get involved, such as with the Zandvoort 
case or the Dutroux case then the police seemingly ignores the case for a period of time and then decides to do something. Both with the Zandvoort and 
Dutroux case the ones involved could be arrested years before they actually got arrested. Which leads many to believe that the allegedly high profile 
people made the police cover up their crap.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:01:25 ID: 094aff No.8342671
File (hide): 87df9bc713e8077⋯.png (187.33 KB, 362x456, 181:228, Screenshot_2016-11-23_15-0….png)

>>8342621
Wrong pic  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:02:06 ID: 2a712e No.8342683 >>8342697

>>8342590
>what is MKUltra
>what is schizophrenia  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:03:19 ID: cec4a2 No.8342697

>>8342683
Occam's razor.
Dysfunctional childhoods often lead to dysfunctional adults.
From the same article:
>Kim was born in 1960. Her parents, stuck in an unhappy marriage, were factory workers, and the care of their daughter was farmed out to friends and 
local acquaintances.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:04:49 ID: 094aff No.8342715 >>8342817

File (hide): 34161cf70c0c79d⋯.jpg (64.44 KB, 500x750, 2:3, tumblr_nwswocTlGe1ubgnp1o6….jpg)

>>8342637
You keep saying the menu is fake that 
makes you a shill dude. 

Seriously how can that not be fucking 
stated?

That is not something you fake. It just is 
not.

No no you do not throw a fucking menu for 
children out the window.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:09:51 ID: 094aff No.8342789 >>8342823 >>8342849 >>8343277

File (hide): 4c60771aa737819⋯.png (114.13 KB, 273x267, 91:89, star crescent.png)

There are 2 logos for we the pizza. One with a red part on the bottom 
point. One without it. The red on was on the menu.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:11:38 ID: 02c616 No.8342817 >>8342834

>>8342715
What makes you say it's real, the contents? Then the wikileaks Assange larper was also real until he admitted he faked it.

The original 2GB threads were full of inconsistencies, with the OP claiming he took 2TB of incriminating shit on a pendrive. On a fucking pendrive.

He provided no proof of where he got it, not even a fucking account or even fucking screenshots of the purported "laptop" he got it from. The timestamps 
in his dump are recent as fuck, the menu would not have been created recently if the operation was going on for a while. And he posted it on fucking 
tinyupload of all places. TINY FUCKING UPLOAD. Nobody would lapse in opsec so fucking bad, endangering other searchers by luring them into a link 
that can be easily grepped for IPs later on.

The only thing that was dumped was that menu and a whole lot of CP that can be downloaded off Tor or elsewhere. The menu is easily faked.

It's minimal fucking verification for this shit dude. I'm not buying it.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:12:37 ID: cec4a2 No.8342823 >>8342857 >>8343277 >>8343377

File (hide): 1d8147b9331575d⋯.jpg (97.11 KB, 720x540, 4:3, pizza-box.jpg)

>>8342789
The logo on their boxes is 
monochromatic.
Why does it matter?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:13:19 ID: 094aff No.8342834

>>8342817
Maybe.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:14:04 ID: cd4aca No.8342843

James Huckenpahler
>James Huckenpahler
James Huckenpahler makes pictures on his laptop; his current work-in-progress, "Allegories," is an illustrated history of the federal city.

Education:

Corcoran School of Art, BFA, 1990
………………………………………….

>Amanda Kleinman.
Amanda Kleinman. Keyboardist in Heavy Breathing, counselor at the Corcoran College of Art and Design, and photographer for presence, peace, and 
joy.
>Corcoran College of Art and Design

Pedofantis is always pushed on media:
https://www.scribd.com/document/262048313/Metro-Weekly-04-16-15-James-Alefantis  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:14:51 ID: 4e3b44 No.8342849 >>8342887 >>8343003

>>8342789
Anyone else see the crescent moon in that logo?  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:15:12 ID: 094aff No.8342857 >>8342888 >>8342897 >>8343109

>>8342823
It is reminiscent of the Eastern Star logo and it is obviously a blood reference.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:17:43 ID: 392453 No.8342887

>>8342849
sheiiit  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:17:44 ID: cec4a2 No.8342888 >>8342928

File (hide): 7df1b5c45958f20⋯.jpg (82.31 KB, 612x765, 4:5, 781579a3fa7d621abc5895d047….jpg)

>>8342857
>it is obviously a blood reference.
Why is it obviously a blood 
reference?
It just looks like typical trash polka.
Trash polka is always red, white and 
black.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:18:56 ID: 094aff No.8342897 >>8342916 >>8342980 >>8346942 >>8355316

>>8342857
Also the way the red is on the star it has a line making it smaller then the other points. That means it is  a Mephistopheles invocation pentagram. 
Considering the dough face these people are dealing with demonic possession.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:19:20 ID: 23b8c4 No.8342904 >>8342918

File (hide): ed8da401b7efb10⋯.png (186.59 KB, 600x743, 600:743, 1472524813811.png)

>>8335333 (OP)
From half chan:

Possible Soros relation with lolita express.

"Wassong, David","New York, NY","001 212(h), 001 212(w), 001 917(p), 001 212, 001 212(f), 001 212(Mrs. Lisa 
Wassong), 00 917(Lisa's cell(Mcm))","@sfmny.com","N/A","Partner Soros Private Equity Partners"

http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Soros_Private_Equity_Partners
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Soros_Fund_Management
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=1501285

Info of relation guy:
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=120475&privcapId=1501285

He started to work for Soros after 1998.

Something very curious, he isn't a big guy for take a travel to an elite only island, but he take the travel anywhere.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:20:08 ID: cec4a2 No.8342916 >>8355316

File (hide): a3e6778a135c70e⋯.jpg (18.42 KB, 240x240, 1:1, orig.jpg)

>>8342897
Or like a slice of 
pizza.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:20:16 ID: 23b8c4 No.8342918

>>8342904
http://pastebin.com/m7FYj73Z  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:21:07 ID: 094aff No.8342928 >>8342968

>>8342888
Looks like a guillotine blade. That or the star looks like it was used to stab someone and one point is reddened because of it. Kind of stands out as a 
bloody point.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:23:26 ID: cec4a2 No.8342968 >>8343016

>>8342928
One edge shouldn't be clean if it was used to stab someone.
I can entertain that it's symbolic, the problem is that it's the exact shape of a pizza slice and the graphic is a sign for a pizza shop.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:24:18 ID: 4e3b44 No.8342980 >>8344565 >>8351554 >>8355316

File (hide): 9c9e06b3e2dd9d0⋯.gif (284.46 KB, 500x381, 500:381, fallingdown.gif)

>>8342897
At the very least, these guys are obsessed with the occult. Can't we get some anons to troll them, leave 
memes in their bathrooms, drive by with frog masks on, have guys in white robes cast exorcisms across the 
street from them etc. Doesn't matter if we believe it, they seem to believe it so it might make them go nuts.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:26:07 ID: 17f8ca No.8343003
File (hide): a640d1038738699⋯.png (1.56 MB, 1433x784, 1433:784, Screenshot (2).png)

>>8342849
good catch on the 
crescent moon/star  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:27:30 ID: 094aff No.8343016 >>8343040 >>8343078 >>8343089

File (hide): 7e90255f9ed203c⋯.jpg (53.26 KB, 640x480, 4:3, 520b0295c36e16f367a85df8aa….jpg)

>>8342968
Fair enough. that could be the edge of the blade too now.

Notice both the crescent and red point are present in OES symboligy. John todd stated this and the Tall 
ceders of Lebanon where used to commit human sacrifice.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:29:57 ID: cec4a2 No.8343040 >>8343068 >>8343143 >>8343217 >>8354430

File (hide): 6b6478a830a80c2⋯.jpg (793.05 KB, 2048x1536, 4:3, manifesto.jpg)

>>8343016
Their manifesto, reads like the oath of a fraternal 
brotherhood.
Masonic?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:31:59 ID: 094aff No.8343068 >>8343212

>>8343040
Not an oath but defiantly the depersonalization common with these groups. What is good for the group is better than what is good for the individual. Very 
good find.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:32:44 ID: cec4a2 No.8343078 >>8343143

File (hide): 01ba6bb608be7ba⋯.jpeg (173.29 KB, 1187x1187, 1:1, UljlZJnx.jpeg)

>>8343016
A closer look reveals that the red is overlaid.

“We” is powerful. “We” is strong. “We” is where “I” meets “you” and “us” meets “them” and change happens. 
“We” means togetherness, unity, peace and good will. “We” will never be alone. “We” is selfless, because 
there is no “self” in “we.”

“We” is community and family. “We” is belonging. “We” is no one place or thing or idea. “We” is an ideal. 
“We” is the promise of better days and brighter futures and the opportunity to finally be ourselves because 
together, “we” are one. “We” are all. There is no separation or exclusion with “we.”

Smells are richer. Sights are more beautiful. Sounds are clearer and tastes more glorious with “we.” “We” 
brings meaning to the mundane. When “we” joins together and puts another before “I” and “me,” the world 
becomes a better place.

And “we” are all in this together. Welcome to “We.”

WE, THE PIZZA.

https://archive.fo/0AtUU  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:33:49 ID: cd4aca No.8343089 >>8343110

>>8343016

Inside the center of the star, a pentagram (5-sided figure) with an altar is the logo's focal point.   

Each of the 5 points of the star are represented by a woman who represents that character within the lectures.  

    Electa (Red), the mother, Patience and submission under wrong

Electa accepted God's will in spite of persecution.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:34:34 ID: 5670c9 No.8343098 >>8347203

>>8340083

Rosenstein, that guy in the middle was shitting bricks on facebook after Trump won:

"Barack Obama has to give Hillary a complete pardon for any future issues with her email before he leaves office. We can't trust the crazies in Congress 
or Trump not to appoint a crazy like Rudy Giuliani to the AG's office not to try to continue to attack her. I know she did nothing wrong or illegal but 
Republicans will try to put her through the wringer and I wouldn't put it past them to try to forge documents against her."

Why so anxious Peter?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:35:57 ID: 435c3e No.8343109 >>8343136 >>8343969

>>8342857
>Eastern Star

I know a lady that belongs to that. Massively autistic dingbat. I used to laugh at her and call it a cult.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:36:04 ID: 094aff No.8343110
File (hide): a14a2efa705fb4f⋯.jpg (52.72 KB, 736x736, 1:1, 765b6e9268d2c3ecdd160d84c5….jpg)

>>8343089
It also says F.A.T.A.L  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:38:15 ID: 4e3b44 No.8343136

>>8343109
its basically a club for daughters of Freemasons. Women aren't allowed into Freemasonry so they just have a split off group. I don't know if its a cult, but it 
is filled with autistic dough faced losers, just like Freemasonry.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:38:49 ID: b11278 No.8343143

>>8343078
>>8343040
Just sounds like a shitty pizza joint trying to appeal to the types of college retards who live near it to me.

It's not surprising that cultural marxism is satanic, though.
Polite sage for (1)  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:43:55 ID: cec4a2 No.8343212 >>8343712

>>8343068
If you rotate the image by -3.33 degrees, the point of the nearest white point overlaps the red point.
I was wondering if the offset of the red point is a key on how to reveal a hidden message, such as the dots forming an image if overlapped with 
transparency when rotated correctly.
No image though.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:44:10 ID: c3c547 No.8343217 >>8343231

>>8343040
It's obviously just a pun on 'We, the People'. It's a communist propaganda joke.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:44:24 ID: 094aff No.8343218
File (hide): 83cdeeac33426ec⋯.png (776.87 KB, 1307x2749, 1307:2749, hotdogcrafts.png)

thought this was interesting considering the 
spiral
and it being made by "Hot-dog crafts"  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:45:37 ID: cec4a2 No.8343231

>>8343217
If you believe that everything is superficial with only one level of interpretation yes.
Also, when did communism:
>Smells are richer. Sights are more beautiful. Sounds are clearer and tastes more glorious with “we.”  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:49:34 ID: 9d73e0 No.8343277

>>8342789
>>8342823
The colors are definitely symbolic from Alchemy.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:52:52 ID: 094aff No.8343311
File (hide): a6f749b508b9c6c⋯.jpg (3.38 MB, 1366x3250, 683:1625, wew.jpg)

One more OES thing I made this and they do have insane symbolism in the surrounding 
areas of their temples  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 20:59:57 ID: 435c3e No.8343377 >>8343546

>>8342823
my first thought was they want to save on cost of printing on those boxes, but they do use a tiny bit of red.

Then I thought about how odd it is to use that much black ink for every pizza box. Normally pizza boxes have a lot of negative white/brown space to save 
on printing costs.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:17:19 ID: cd4aca No.8343546

>>8343377 yes, it's odd.

Spike Mendelsohn, better known as Spike from season four and eight of “Top Chef”, was born on December 15, 1980 in Montreal, Quebec, Canada as 
Evangelos Spiros Mendelsohn.

This kike is pushed by the media:
http://www.tmz.com/2009/08/06/michelle-malia-obama-hamburgers-video/  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:27:23 ID: 65f79d No.8343628

>>8342493
>The mails aren't there, deleted from wikileaks. So focus your "efforts" on other leads, if any.

Bullshit, MM is a solid lead to Podesta

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/9364
http://forum.clonehost.net/post/274  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:38:20 ID: 094aff No.8343712
File (hide): f82a1b681927cd6⋯.jpg (11.97 KB, 294x168, 7:4, DIANSTAR.JPG)

>>8343212
Well I thought the dots where the 
bezel but they do have a dot 
scheme here too.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:44:55 ID: 8666a1 No.8343759 >>8343794 >>8343827 >>8352507

File (hide): 9e3155c46df8ac0⋯.png (139.55 KB, 337x600, 337:600, nTIkdZw.png)

Saw this on a normalfag site a few minutes ago, I think the 
image speaks for itself  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:45:01 ID: f4e1dc No.8343760 >>8343794

For anyone wanting to catch up or have everything out on the table you can watch this video. He lays out pretty much everything that's been found and 
connected so far

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Gi6ryNOg8z0  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:49:50 ID: ef7f17 No.8343794 >>8343831 >>8345098

>>8343759
>image speaks for itself
I can't see anything wrong in that picture.

>>8343760
too much wild and overly sensationalist (even more, I know this matter is already 
sensationalist in nature) speculation in that video.

This video sticks to the evidence we've got.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:53:55 ID: 2a712e No.8343827

>>8343759
>Jew-jitsu: watching kids rub each other on the ground  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:54:47 ID: f4e1dc No.8343831

>>8343794
What's wild and sensationalist about it? Also in the karate picture there is a boy lovers triangle in the background  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:55:12 ID: 65ebef No.8343835 >>8343851 >>8343879 >>8344085

Could you fucking ping pong fags get the fuck out? This is /poo/ not /sp/ ffs  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 21:56:59 ID: 02c616 No.8343851
File (hide): 6303831b47f3eec⋯.jpg (11.17 KB, 294x200, 147:100, 6303831b47f3eec1a9ee8149d4….jpg)

>>8343835
You seem frustrated.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:00:23 ID: f4e1dc No.8343879 >>8343903

>>8343835
If don't want anything to do with it then don't come in the thread. Idiot.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:04:32 ID: 65ebef No.8343903 >>8343937

>>8343879
STOP DISCUSSING TABLE TENNIS  
ON A POLITICAL BOARD!!  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:09:08 ID: f4e1dc No.8343937 >>8343948

>>8343903
You sound like an upset pedophile.

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:10:28 ID: 65ebef No.8343948
File (hide): 6053cc71a8c3c57⋯.jpg (34.41 KB, 567x523, 567:523, 3bf57c53b0cbe1c19be87fd6ee….jpg)

>>8343937
no u  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:13:07 ID: b2db80 No.8343969

>>8343109

Doesn't Ron Paul's wife belong to Order of the Eastern Star?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:15:28 ID: 9b7061 No.8343985

>>8342635 she has MPD…caused by massive trauma, not schizophrenia which is genetic.
13 different personalities w. Different art styles but all are chock full of pedo/sacrifice/satanic.masonic symbolism 
http://www.kimnoble.com/virtual_galleries.him
She came up bc someone thought her art was in Comet Ping Pong… It is actually arrington dionyso art but has lots of same elements…. Which are also 
same as performance art and other creepy things at comet pizza.
Not tied to pizzagate/Podesta necessarily but definitely relevant to child trafficking, cp in general….and ultimately the same type of thing that the "elite" 
take kids for…like pedo island.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:18:28 ID: dac5d0 No.8344009 >>8344072 >>8351700 >>8351790

Prolly shoould look in archived threads for this, but what the heck…

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/17065

>From:john.podesta@gmail.com
>To: podesta@podesta.com
>Date: 2015-06-02 05:27
>Subject: Fwd: HOW WONDERFUL Re: Hellow!

(Hellow! is Yellow on the handerkerchief code; water sports/piss fetish)

>This traffic is really warm and really weird in light of Hastert. Boy that's sad.

"Traffic" is code for "child trafficking?". How else can traffic be "warm and weird.” Also Dennis Hastert;

http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2016/04/27/ex-speaker-dennis-hastert-faces-sentencing-chicago/83584440/

>Former House speaker Dennis Hastert, who less than a decade ago stood second in line to the presidency, was sentenced to 15 months in federal 
prison Wednesday for a bank fraud case linked to allegations he sexually abused teen boys more than 30 years ago.

That's right, he is a serial sex offender. Check out the dates of the article and the email; They match. Pedestal was sad that his friend was caught for child 
molestation, while seemingly involved in some kind of ‘weird’ trafficking related act himself.

http://yournewswire.com/wikileaks-podesta-support-pedophile/

Related article.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:27:10 ID: 9b358a No.8344068 >>8348285

Don't worry, guys. Snopes has busted this myth, apparently.

http://www. snopes.com/pizzagate-conspiracy/
https://archive.is/w0VLl

We can all go home now.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:27:46 ID: dac5d0 No.8344072 >>8344120 >>8344247

>>8344009
At the time of his arrest and investigation, Dennis Hestert worked for Dickstein Shapiro;

(((Dickstein))), (((Shapiro))), Morin & Oshinsky was a large U.S. law firm and lobbying group based in Washington, D.C.,

and is connected with; Blank Rome, who is affiliated with Safe Shores; www.safeshores.org

429 O St NW, Washington, DC 20001, USA

>dedicated to supporting and working directly with child victims of sexual and physical abuse in Washington, D.C.

Down the road from Ping Png Dim Sun chinese restaurant on 900 7th St NW ; probably not related.

Blank Rome’s Henry Cashen Appointed to the Board of Directors of Safe Shores November 17, 2016; quite recent

Other names of interest?
Rachel S. Kronowitz
Thomas M. Cicotello  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:28:22 ID: 8666a1 No.8344085

>>8343835
>This is /poo/
>>>/tech/ is over that way  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:33:03 ID: 21bd64 No.8344120 >>8344247

>>8344072
Good job, anon.

Come on, guys, keep digging.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:33:11 ID: 094aff No.8344125
File (hide): 72018c5c5015048⋯.png (193.96 KB, 1138x411, 1138:411, Screenshot_2016-11-23_17-3….png)

few things.
comet ping pong is as rectangular as Solomon temple. There is a porch a middle ping pong 
room and the lowered party room at the end. 

ALSO IT IS ON THE CROSSROADS AND IT IS FACING WEST TO EAST.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:34:32 ID: 094aff No.8344138
File (hide): ff8b1fc08965fb3⋯.webm (2.76 MB, 1280x536, 160:67, coffee signaling.webm) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:48:22 ID: dac5d0 No.8344247 >>8344281 >>8344322

File (hide): 66303be0940fd8e⋯.png (4.96 MB, 2857x1592, 2857:1592, Screen Shot 2016-11-23 at ….png)

>>8344120
>>8344072
You guys dig in here at all? Pic related. Ping Pong Dim Sun; down the road from White House and safe 
shores. Not sure if related. Building might be worth checking out though.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:52:41 ID: dac5d0 No.8344281 >>8344345

>>8344247
Um yeah check this out building is the IBEW; International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 502.
Website looks bizarro; http://www.ibew502.org/main.html
I think I may have stumbled upon the electric Jew. or possibly some kind of technocratic brotherhood linked to the Matrix. I'll keep you posted.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:57:00 ID: 556ebb No.8344318

>>8341963
> Cheese pizza = cp = child porn.
I always thought this was just a really old 4chan meme…  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:57:25 ID: 094aff No.8344321

Well comet ping pong is congruent with the masonic layout of dc. Connecticut avenue is longer than 16th street. 

it represents the lightning bolt of Lucifer to logans circle. The right eye. It is the antichrist symbology. Even ping pong balls are playing with the lost eye of 
the false prophet.  

it is 4 miles from the House of the temple which is directly north from the white house.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:57:28 ID: 21bd64 No.8344322

>>8344247
No i didn't. There's an NGO right in front of comet pizza. Everybody knows this, but it won't hurt to mention it again.

http://bey ondborders.net/  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:57:46 ID: 23fc41 No.8344326 >>8344414 >>8345311

>>8336680
>>8337230
Yes, this guy is a dipshit, he was offered a view of the kill room and didn't follow up, asked dumb questions. I mean they were protesting outside the 
place.
However, what is very curious, Alefantis lied. he fucking  lied about the art, that creepy satanic ritualistic shit?
He said it was removed like 5 weeks ago. False. If you go watch the parascope of that other idiot who went there maybe a week or so ago? You can see 
the art. 

IMO this protesting "investigator" was a plant to make it seem more off the wall. 
They didn't even let the man talk, let alefantis spew some shit. Stare him dead in the fucking eyes, glare, speak to his soul that you know he's a piece of 
shit who is going to hell and jail real soon. Watch him get nervous, when he's nervous… Step closer to him, don't blink. Don't. Ever. Blink. Ask him 
directly, What about the kill room? Ask him to his peevy little rat bastard face. What about Cum panda?

This was a plant to make them look more credible.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:58:16 ID: 005ce8 No.8344328 >>8344333 >>8344355 >>8344718 >>8345138

>>8337788
This is probably a red herring, but has anyone tried alphabets other than latin for the cypher? For example, hebrew?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:58:46 ID: 005ce8 No.8344333

>>8344328
sage was out of habit pls no bully  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 22:59:53 ID: dac5d0 No.8344345 >>8344432 >>8345191

File (hide): ad5a98f673935f0⋯.png (327.03 KB, 2464x1098, 1232:549, Screen Shot 2016-11-23 at ….png)

>>8344281
OK now this is getting weird. Hanging outside of Ping Pong Dim Sun and the 
IBEW is a banner that says 202.63.3000
A search for this number gives exactly 4 results on bing. Top search;
Tracking SSN from 202-63-3000 to 202-63-4000
Anyone know whose Social Security Number that is and what it is doing 
plastered outside of a building in Washington D.C.?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:00:15 ID: 556ebb No.8344349

>>8342338
She's dead anon. And homeless girl doesn't have the eye peculiarity that Madeleine had.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:01:32 ID: 094aff No.8344355

>>8344328
phenomenal idea anon I am loving this.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:01:44 ID: 556ebb No.8344357

>>8342396
Nah, The Express just reports on shit that tugs a the readers' heartstrings. They're the one paper that still mourns the loss of Princess Di.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:06:49 ID: 094aff No.8344414

>>8344326
I suspected that as well. 
I would have got in his little bilikin face and told him 
"the occult is not a joke.  kill rooms are the most dystopian satanic thing to mention."

"do you think your better?"

would have broke him down.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:08:04 ID: 891f55 No.8344432 >>8344479 >>8344520

>>8344345
Did you happen to get a picture of this banner?

202-63 (Pennsylvania) Social Security Numbers
http://publicrecordssn.com/ssnrecords/202-63-xxxx.php  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:12:53 ID: dac5d0 No.8344479
File (hide): e4fbdcb6fb6030e⋯.png (845.76 KB, 2880x1800, 8:5, Screen Shot 2016-11-23 at ….png)

>>8344432
I'll get that now. In the meantime anyone with any site knowledge want to check out this 
http://www.ibew502.org/main.html site. It's prolly just bad coding but there appears to be hidden and or dead 
areas here. Asides from this they are full on secret society, have technolodges, journey men, and 
apprentices. Oh yeah and they seem to be big on taking Social Insurance Numbers; might have something 
to do with the sign.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:14:15 ID: c2185e No.8344497 >>8344672

>>8335333 (OP)

Here is a compilation put together of the chit chat with FBIanon. https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1430910  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:16:16 ID: dac5d0 No.8344520 >>8344538 >>8345191

File (hide): 94fe8d4c3bd86bf⋯.png (5.26 MB, 2849x1560, 2849:1560, Screen Shot 2016-11-23 at ….png)

>>8344432
Here you go. It's behind this tree, 
dead centre; but you can see it 
well enough.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:17:34 ID: 300dca No.8344537 >>8345122

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate is under attack  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:17:41 ID: dac5d0 No.8344538 >>8345191

>>8344520
Eh, got the number wrong. It's just a telephone number.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:18:19 ID: 300dca No.8344551 >>8345122

nevermind, probably just be the traffic.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:19:44 ID: 5eb681 No.8344565
File (hide): fb59e20c7afd7be⋯.jpg (55.48 KB, 449x544, 449:544, pepe plague.jpg)

>>8342980
mail them frogs toys 
and pepes

post and mail pic 
related, frog masks, etc

not a bad idea tbqh 
famalam  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:24:43 ID: c8b50e No.8344613 >>8344662

FBIAnon AMAs allude to all of the following having connections to pizzagate:

1)  Search the e-mails for the following code words:  cards, favors, extras, officers
2)  “London Connection” to CF
3)  Saudi Arabia and Qatar connections to CF
4)  State Department officials who donated to the CF
5)  The Bonner Group
6)  Henry Paulson, TARP, major bank that went under as a result of TARP
7)  USAID
8)  CF investment deals in Africa, specifically countries that have poor records of births
9)  Accounting firm who did the books for Haiti's earthquake relief
10)  Majescor company
11)  Muhammad Yunus (FBIAnon implied this one was very dangerous)
12)  Scalia's murder, what he was looking into when he died, and it's relation to the CF.
13)  Mark Lamont Hill
14)  Barack Obama Foundation, and O'bummer's brother.
15)  Projects funded by the CF, where the receiver was small, in a failing industry, and who had people owning/working for it that donated to the CF
16)  A “certain Indian businessman” who has been “routinely accused of pedophilia”
17)  Cheryl Mills  (and where she worked before joining the CF)
18)  The Cohen Group
19)  Brookings Institute/2014 CHARGE projects
20)  The company that put together the advertisement for HRC with all Avenger celebrities.
21)  “What constitutes Mark Cuban's net worth?”
22)  ALL members of the GOP who lead the “coup” against Trump.
23)  Dirty money funneling to CF via 501(c)4, 527, and 4847(a)1 companies/trusts/foundations
24)  State Department officials who met in secret with foreign officials
25)  “Who is affiliated with the BoD for M Partners, and do they have ties to the CF?”

Bonus:  Was the TPP fast-tracked to aid in transporting children across the Pacific, and the reason why Trump said he would immediately end it?  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:29:26 ID: 21bd64 No.8344662

>>8344613
>Was the TPP fast-tracked to aid in transporting children across the Pacific, and the reason why Trump said he would immediately end it?
Nah, it was a pretty bad deal for the working class, that's it.  
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Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:30:20 ID: 094aff No.8344672
File (hide): 430c98fa3f6a8c5⋯.png (1.13 MB, 1307x4552, 1307:4552, nwo.png)

>>8344497
>Muhammad Yunus 
https://archive.is/sGpJw  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:35:55 ID: dac5d0 No.8344718 >>8344740 >>8344756 >>8344802 >>8345138

>>8344328
The pigpen cipher is designed for the English language with 26 characters. Hebrew has what 22? Might be a tricky ask.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:39:09 ID: 005ce8 No.8344740 >>8345138

>>8344718
And? I don't see why it wouldn't work, just ditch the last four. Then again, this whole thing is crapshoot since even a basic substitution cipher - i.e. shifting 
every character up or down a number of places in the code - would throw off the casual anon, and would require a custom program unless you want to do 
it all by hand.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:40:52 ID: 094aff No.8344756 >>8344802 >>8345138

>>8344718
no clue but this might answer the missing letters shit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebraization_of_English

Fuck there is a dilemma with the sh letters and vowl sounds.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:46:00 ID: 21bd64 No.8344792 >>8344808 >>8346576

Possible connections:
>third-world countries and refugees helpers organizations 
>south east asia, specially thailand, cambodia and vietnam 
>saudis 
>MIT lab 
>nicholas negroponte 
>joi ito 
>possible connection with MKULTRA, Ito was timothy's grandson 
>child protection organization and its founders

I didn't read about mkultra though, so it might be larping on my behalf.  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:46:54 ID: 005ce8 No.8344802 >>8344981 >>8344992 >>8345138

>>8344718
>>8344756
A basic substitution cipher like this can work with any alphabet. This one has 26 positions so it can work with any system that has 26 or less characters. 
The problem is really two-fold:
1) It doesn't matter if you use hebrew or latin, it's quite easy to crack, so it's unlikely to be used
2) Nevertheless, just by shifting the entire system forward or backward, you introduce another layer of substitution, which most people would overlook - 
but any serious investigator wouldn't. So it's still unlikely. Too bad in our case it means someone actually has to solve the problem, which would take 
many hours and thus is unlikely.
I don't think they'd store mission critical info behind a simple substitution. The most layers you could get is 3 - pigpen to non-latin alphabet, non-latin 
alphabet to latin shifted, latin shifted to latin plaintext. 
then again there probably aren't many people who could read hebrew and also rat out the kikes  

Anonymous  11/23/16 (Wed) 23:47:50 ID: 21bd64 No.8344808

>>8344792
>>8344792
>MIT media lab  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:07:22 ID: 094aff No.8344981 >>8345138

>>8344802
Absolute nightmare. never knowing if you are closer or further to something legible.

Then you would   decide if it is the rotations or the substitutions. Possibly both.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:08:07 ID: cec4a2 No.8344992 >>8345068 >>8345100 >>8345138 >>8345582

>>8344802

It's not a simple substitution cipher, a quick glance tells you that (too many doubles).

Treating it as polyalphabetic gets something which seems to be a message although it deteriorates mid-way.

ONTHERKINEATTONTEARANOTELEATENSTHTHISINASSHETHSESL

"On the rk in eatton tear a note" 

Spanish:

ESTANDETEMICANCIONPRODEUDIOCIADENAUDARCIOSVAPADEAM  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:09:58 ID: 3d3224 No.8345013 >>8345030 >>8346576

File (hide): 721b83b229babca⋯.jpeg (79.32 KB, 768x537, 256:179, image.jpeg)

Ping Pong is when they fuck a kid in the mouth and anus at the same time.  Pizza/Pasta refers to the 
bleeding making bloody sauce.  I'm very sad at the depravity of some humans.  I'm not afraid to name it and 
call it Satanism.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:12:25 ID: efa86c No.8345030

>>8345013
Do you have any proof or are you just a faggot LARPer muddying the waters?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:17:03 ID: 005ce8 No.8345068 >>8345086

>>8344992
>It's not a simple substitution cipher, a quick glance tells you that (too many doubles).
Assuming it's in English.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:19:44 ID: cec4a2 No.8345086 >>8345117 >>8345138

>>8345068
Not really, there's still too many doubles and consecutive doubles.
double vowels followed by double consonants?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:20:46 ID: 6c22c2 No.8345098

>>8343794
good video, would like to see 3million clicks on that!  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:20:54 ID: 094aff No.8345100 >>8345138 >>8345160

>>8344992
Whoa now we are getting somewhere.
Too many partial anagrams but "International Shrine" stuck out to me.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:21:37 ID: cd4aca No.8345109

>>8335333 (OP)
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/25700
>Let's get them out asap.
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/7188  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:22:36 ID: 005ce8 No.8345117 >>8345164

>>8345086
Well, if it was Estonian or Dutch it wouldn't be that surprising. I have no clue about Hebrew.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:23:05 ID: 3fee13 No.8345122

>>8344537
>>8344551
if you are talking about the downtime that is a known bug, sometimes the site goes down for 10 seconds. It started a few days before pizzagate and the 
site owners are looking into fixing it  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:24:33 ID: cd4aca No.8345138 >>8345164 >>8345195 >>8345327

>>8345100
>>8344992
>>8345086
>>8344802
>>8344981
>>8344756
>>8344718
>>8344740
>>8344328
>>8337788

It's fucking shills here. the masonic cypher is nothing than a promo for -10% on first buy. Stop shilling FAGS  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:26:26 ID: 094aff No.8345160 >>8345198

File (hide): 4213b7f14684e88⋯.png (4.2 KB, 313x21, 313:21, sentinel.png)

>>8345100
https://www.yout

ube.com/watch?v=54xZODIufY4
Sentinel is the name of this program. 
https://secure1.scottishrite.org  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:26:43 ID: cec4a2 No.8345164 >>8345198 >>8345284

>>8345117
Ok I will take your word on that.
The image is named "hello friend" by the way.
>>8345138
>the masonic cypher is nothing than a promo for -10% on first buy.
Prove it instead of raging. No one is going to stop discussing it because you call them a fag, nigger.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:29:00 ID: c3bb9f No.8345191
File (hide): bf1673fbf945eb8⋯.png (2.27 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, screenshot-lrg-22.png)

>>8344538
>>8344520
>>8344345
But what does it 
mean?!  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:29:31 ID: 005ce8 No.8345195 >>8345211

>>8345138
I did say it's probably a red herring. But since much of these threads is already not going anywhere, might as well look into something new. So how about 
you fucking relax, and log what relevant information you can?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:29:58 ID: cd4aca No.8345198 >>8345207 >>8345327

>>8345160
>>8345164

(((You))) are either shills or kikes. I was solved a week ago. Get all of (((You)) gassed.

Open your own silly jewish thread and get gassed inthe making.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:30:35 ID: 17f94c No.8345206
File (hide): 2c2f45282e7c5e7⋯.png (120.85 KB, 1843x1004, 1843:1004, BrentThompson.png)

Guys, Look into the BLM protester that killed those cops in Dallas. The cop Brent Thompson worked for 
DynCorp which had a scandal of human trafficking. He was also part of the freemasons.
>>8335333 (OP)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:30:40 ID: cec4a2 No.8345207

>>8345198
Can you status signal Renegade radio affiliation a bit harder please?
Prove it or go away.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:30:47 ID: cd4aca No.8345211 >>8345284

>>8345195 burn kike, it's in the previous thread(s)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:32:15 ID: 17f94c No.8345224 >>8345718

File (hide): 4744366a785dc76⋯.jpg (7.16 KB, 247x250, 247:250, 1479593523460s.jpg)

http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/january2006/010106sexslavescandal.htm
The Officer Brent Thompson that was killed was a freemason and also worked fr DynCorp which 
has numerous scandals of human trafficking.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:38:45 ID: 005ce8 No.8345284 >>8345414 >>8345449

>>8345211
fuck off, what we're doing is no worse than what the /x/fags are doing with their masonic/satanic imagery leads and whatnot - most likely bullshit but it 
might just turn out to produce some results.
>>8345164
You know, the whole thing about doubles made me find this:
http://ifdawn.com/esa/doubles.htm
Apparently, letters in the Hebrew alphabet can be used to represent more than one sound, so it might be a way to dot a letter without having access to 
dots. The thing about that image is, there is probably some info in the cipher but that info is unlikely to be of much value to the investigation.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:41:30 ID: 5a5351 No.8345311

>>8344326
Why don't you go there CTR?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:42:59 ID: 094aff No.8345327
File (hide): be02ac8f9832c39⋯.webm (5.8 MB, 854x480, 427:240, vou.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8345138
you think that your better?

shove off trick 

>>8345198
YOU DON"T EVEN KNOW 
WHAT STUPID IS  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:44:55 ID: ea2f4b No.8345347 >>8345449

>>8337230
Fucking. IDIOTS. What a botched "interview". I have to agree with anon they could be plants.

Interestingly, when quizzed about his "goddaughter" who is tied down with masking tape he says it was posted "126 weeks ago". Well unless Instagram 
would say that (idk don't use) he's obviously worked that out - I imagine rehearsing cover stories for each of his leaked posts in case he gets questioned.

Anyway. Fucking morons fucked that up bigly.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:49:27 ID: cd4aca No.8345414

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggvQdZXMGLw

>>8345284

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHl1JnQoIWQ  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:51:59 ID: cec4a2 No.8345449 >>8345582

>>8345284
Could be, a native would know what the word is without the need for full and proper punctuation, allowing fewer characters to be used.
>>8345347
>Well unless Instagram would say that 
It does actually.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:58:36 ID: 005ce8 No.8345582 >>8345615

>>8344992
>ONTHERKINEATTONTEARANOTELEATENSTHTHISINASSHETHSESL
>>8345449
Notice that there is no character past T in the string, so it might as well be a 20 character string. Don't know how much value this offers. I'm 3 pints in and 
it's 3am so I don't feel like solving math problems right now, but if anyone feels there might be something there, go ahead.
Inb4 "y'all shills, reported". Fuck you, this might lead to some results, if it don't, it will be quickly forgotten.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 00:59:24 ID: 435a69 No.8345588 >>8345615 >>8345638 >>8345663 >>8345756

File (hide): b722647dce6386a⋯.png (50.26 KB, 629x581, 629:581, 1479948802674.png)

Molly (@eclipse_ow), the chick responsible for pizzagate, has had her twitter account suspended today.

This was one of her last tweets.  Before that, she said she had a list of names/addresses/phone numbers for 
human traffickers in the USA.  She wanted to give that list to the authorities.  She spoke with the FBI, and 
they told her "they weren't interested."  She also said she was looking for a trustworthy source to give the 
information to.

Here is the hash/key/whatever she tweeted before she was banned.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:01:32 ID: cd4aca No.8345615 >>8345663

>>8345582
Another cypher, shills:
>>8345588  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:02:58 ID: 435a69 No.8345638

>>8345588
*twittergate, not pizzagate.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:03:35 ID: ea2f4b No.8345650

>>8336558
"Jews have a cultural idea that…" Interestingly heard that before but I can't remember where. Do you have sauce for that?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:04:44 ID: 005ce8 No.8345663 >>8345708

>>8345588
What bloody use is a hash without anything to reference it to?
>>8345615
Do you need some hemorrhoid medication, anon? We can keep squirting vitriol at each other, or we can keep looking for leads and logging information 
that proves relevant.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:04:56 ID: 17f94c No.8345667 >>8345718 >>8345828

https://decryptedmatrix.com/dyncorp-gets-72-8-million-contract-despite-history-of-child-trafficking/

DynCorp is a government contract Bolivia, Bosnia, Somalia, Angola, Haiti, Colombia, Kosovo and Kuwait\.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:05:30 ID: 17f94c No.8345673 >>8345828

DynCorp is a government contract that operates in Bolivia, Bosnia, Somalia, Angola, Haiti, Colombia, Kosovo and Kuwait. *  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:07:38 ID: d80473 No.8345695 >>8352116

File (hide): 2f2758903c1beea⋯.jpg (141.32 KB, 902x500, 451:250, 1epziu.jpg)

The more I look into this the more disgusted I become. To me it honestly looks like all the upper echelons of 
governments are comprised mostly of soul stealing pedophiles….  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:08:19 ID: cd4aca No.8345708 >>8345756

>>8345663
o8ArxTPbQRtkXbpLyXAb5Q

has far more sense that your assbait site discount!!!

-10% GoYm  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:09:11 ID: 094aff No.8345718 >>8345737 >>8346609

File (hide): 96397f94df86955⋯.png (658.32 KB, 1307x4240, 1307:4240, dyne.png)

>>8345667
>>8345224
Thank you. I love shit like this
https://archive.is/GMwyT Archived it  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:11:28 ID: 17f94c No.8345737

>>8345718
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2001/jul/29/unitednations
https://archive.is/Wyipw

Theres also this one.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:13:02 ID: cd4aca No.8345756

>>8345588
>>8345708
See:
https://8ch.pl/pol/res/25222+50.html#25313
>>25313  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:13:48 ID: bed73c No.8345764 >>8345840 >>8346441

File (hide): 6b1987b850d2173⋯.png (413.23 KB, 1129x527, 1129:527, jeff.png)

This faggot may be 
involved  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:20:15 ID: cd4aca No.8345828 >>8346080

File (hide): 1c54bf6c1e852c2⋯.png (597.68 KB, 2404x2280, 601:570, 1478432648508.png)

>>8345667
>>8345673  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:21:32 ID: 891f55 No.8345840 >>8345857

>>8345764
https://archive.is/3GkFN  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:22:38 ID: bed73c No.8345857
File (hide): 55369e03e1ecff3⋯.png (308.01 KB, 800x800, 1:1, jack3.png)

>>8345
840
eh 
thanks 
anon  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:27:50 ID: 6ef338 No.8345905 >>8345922 >>8346028

CUCK CHAN MODS ARE SPERGING OUT

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/99964418
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/99964418
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/99964418

SAVE THIS  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:29:08 ID: bed73c No.8345922 >>8345948

File (hide): 5916cce79ec0f02⋯.png (1.16 MB, 1077x771, 359:257, jack8.png)

>>8345905
yea I got a 2 week ban earlier 
this week. What more 
confirmation do we need?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:31:23 ID: 6ef338 No.8345948 >>8346248 >>8346652

>>8345922
they didn't even post the video, just mentioning it gets your 404, pretty pathetic.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:32:13 ID: cc5b33 No.8345957

The happening of happenings has just begun
Alex Jones just reported on this.

You motherfuckers will be the one that managed to do this.Keep digging.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:34:04 ID: 2353b2 No.8345981 >>8346229 >>8347164

https://np.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5ekdy9/the_admins_are_suffering_from_low_energy_have/dad5sf1/

THE ADMIN OF REDDIT JUST ADMITTED T O ABUSING HIS MOD POWER S BY EDITING USER'S POSTS, THIS MEANS THEY  
PROBABLY HAVE DONE THIS MUL TIPLE TIMES IN THE P AST, THEY ARE PART OF THE PEDOPHILE RING  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:34:48 ID: c067c2 No.8345991 >>8346033 >>8346153 >>8346154 >>8346224

File (hide): 8f705de5d4e88cb⋯.jpg (1.66 MB, 2739x1991, 249:181, 2016_11_24_IAmWaiting.jpg)

Fucking all this pedo shit, I can't handle it. 
Always stayed away from deatheaters.

FFS you start at ISIS, go back to cuckchan for sg, then CTR shows up…. fucks shit around, 
hack and dox them… thought we were done..

And now we are at DeathEaters, this one, I cannot stop. Like with those goyims I've helped 
them earlier, but it's always give em a finger…. 

So always said no… BURP… just helped. This one is home, now…. I need to find the ones 
not in arrest.

Also Shitlary if you are watching, pic related. 
I'm waiting. Send your best!  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:35:01 ID: 48a0c5 No.8345996

>>8338283
It was posted in twittergate pizzagate related?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:37:54 ID: ef7f17 No.8346028

>>8345905
ahha create a okcupid account with Majestic ape's pics.

>hobbies
>molesting children
>cross-dressing

ahha  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:38:25 ID: c067c2 No.8346033

>>8345991
kek dats what beer do, I forgot to stamp it 

Also do not combine alkihol with this shit  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:43:06 ID: cec4a2 No.8346080 >>8346176

>>8345828
Look at the dox of the "Molly", she's a camwhore, attentionwhore and typical millennial fake geek girl slut who uses sex to get stuff and attention.
This is just her latest attempt to fit in and get the attention of bro's.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:45:09 ID: 49c04d No.8346110

Now that I think about it, wouldn't a ping pong table be ideal for sexing kids?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:45:10 ID: f4e1dc No.8346111 >>8346207

Infowars just released a segment on #pizzagate

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ggvQdZXMGLw  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:45:40 ID: 3d3224 No.8346117
File (hide): 583bc9fa6f68cd8⋯.jpeg (34.84 KB, 577x328, 577:328, image.jpeg)

Is it possible the Wet The Pizza GPS monthly orders, photo orders, finishing orders were forced?  Perhaps 
no money changed hands' perhaps these people at home on personal laptops were forced to monthly order 
the menu items as a leveraged choice so to speak.  And that certain pizza places arranged the activity, 
storage and disposal.  Underground rivers, tunnels and or trenches would help if the pizza wasn't healthy.  
Blood as in sauce.  Ping pong so in oral anal simultaneous.  Think about it.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:48:11 ID: cec4a2 No.8346153 >>8347563

>>8345991

>Big and beefy works for the low level celebrity stuff, spry and deadly for the high level political jobs.

Too much mass is a detriment, it just makes those who don't know any better feel scared (unless you're a manlet, then it just makes you look insecure.)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:48:15 ID: ef7f17 No.8346154 >>8346167 >>8347563

>>8345991
you take testosterone injections?
You should always go natural. Change your diet and do exercice.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:49:39 ID: cec4a2 No.8346167 >>8346188

>>8346154
Guys with shite-for-genes always try to be what they aren't.
T injections are the male equivalent of silicone tits.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:50:55 ID: 5876a9 No.8346176 >>8346241

>>8346080
>Look at the dox of the "Molly", she's a camwhore, attentionwhore and typical millennial fake geek girl slut who uses sex to get stuff and attention.

>This is just her latest attempt to fit in and get the attention of bro's.

That is ad hominem. And unnecessary  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:52:34 ID: 3d3224 No.8346188 >>8346204 >>8346261

>>8346167
The pituitary won't make FSH LH if you take androgens.  Then your testicles shrink.  It won't recover until you stop.  Team Black dreamed this up.  My ex 
spouse shot up Dyanabol a veto art androgen.  I know first hand.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:53:30 ID: 3d3224 No.8346204

>>8346188
Vetinary androgen.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:53:43 ID: 5876a9 No.8346207 >>8346220 >>8346269

>>8346111

>Infowars just released a segment on #pizzagate

More newfags. Also we are under raid. And GLP is talking about reddit ban.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:55:34 ID: f4e1dc No.8346220 >>8347199

>>8346207
Are you calling me a newfag? The video was just released today.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:55:55 ID: ea2f4b No.8346224 >>8347563

>>8345991
>>8345991
>>8345991
I think this anon needs some help.

You should just take it easy tonight anon. Sit back, relax. Breathe. Don't stick any needles anywhere.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:56:21 ID: 5876a9 No.8346229

>>8345981
>THE ADMIN OF REDDIT JUST ADMITTED TO ABUSING HIS MOD POWERS BY EDITING USER'S POSTS, THIS MEANS THEY PROBABLY HAVE 
DONE THIS MULTIPLE TIMES IN THE PAST, THEY ARE PART OF THE PEDOPHILE RING

They did this multiple times. Mods can do that here also.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:57:23 ID: cec4a2 No.8346241 >>8346501

File (hide): c182000b50363a7⋯.jpg (129.18 KB, 1579x413, 1579:413, whore.jpg)

>>8346176
>white knighting, here. kek
It's totally relevant.
She has a long history of being an attentionwhore, both twitch accounts already banned for showing her tits.  
This is just another ploy to ingratiate herself with another male-dominated group (anon/scene/hackers).

>believing a female's account of anything.
The FBI told her to fuck off because she has nothing.
It's fucking obvious that she desperately wants to fit in and impress scene bro's.
Typical cunt. "my vag", "orgasm", "moist"
Obviously her ploy works as white knights are lining up to defend her.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 01:59:16 ID: 000000 No.8346248

>>8345948
which video? is there a new one or are we still talking about this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZiCH58NhLc  

File (hide): 0857599ddba4f2c⋯.png (41.1 KB,
640x305, 128:61, Pentagram.png)

File (hide): 899139bab0d22a9⋯.png (4.68 KB,
615x390, 41:26, sodsealofsolomon.png)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:00:21 ID: 5876a9 No.8346258

>>8339275
>yes, is a communist star, not a pentagram,, sure, that's the ticket…

pentagram and Seal of Solomon

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seal_of_Solomon
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:00:49 ID: cec4a2 No.8346261

>>8346188
Checked.
Jesus.
Well, some people just "need" the size at any cost I guess.
When women have very low self-esteem they go bulimic or gorge to 300lb, I wonder if the men who wreck their bodies by pump themselves with this 
shite are expressing the same underlying problem, just in a different way.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:01:34 ID: cbee4c No.8346269 >>8346418

>>8346207
Who cares about what GLP says? That's just a fringe controlled opposition site.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:04:57 ID: 5aa919 No.8346296

>>8339377
Can confirm. Some FB groups popping up but they have been warned to stay low or change to secret.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:06:12 ID: 5aa919 No.8346306

>>8339551
The answer is that people who go years without getting caught forget what a normal sense of humor looks like.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:06:44 ID: 5aa919 No.8346313

>>8339552
http://www.missingkids.com/Search/DC  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:08:25 ID: d80473 No.8346332 >>8346467 >>8346477

Wikileaks website came up with this.. has anyone ever seen it before? our.wikileaks.org/Podesta_Emails  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:11:30 ID: 5aa919 No.8346358

>>8341210
This could be a legitimate marketing outreach. The guy tapes for Diners Drive-ins and Dives.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:13:32 ID: 5aa919 No.8346382

>>8341346
There is no reason to post CP here. All you will do is get people arrested. If you need to show proof, please edit images to remove genitalia, and please 
include parts of the website like Url that can connect the edited images to the ring  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:13:42 ID: 413236 No.8346384

Anyone want to get tax returns, receipts and their profits vs how much food was actually sold. I think if we follow the money, we can nail these fuckers. 
IRS can be brought into this.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:14:27 ID: 5aa919 No.8346391 >>8346454

>>8341372
Where is this from? Need source. You could have written this yourself.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:16:50 ID: 5876a9 No.8346418 >>8346425

>>8346269
>Who cares about what GLP says? That's just a fringe controlled opposition site.

And this is what ?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:17:32 ID: cbee4c No.8346425

>>8346418
8chan  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:18:54 ID: 5aa919 No.8346441 >>8346627 >>8346652 >>8346682

>>8345764
>>8345764
He was active on Twitter until Sept 12.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:20:35 ID: cec4a2 No.8346454 >>8346475

>>8346391
>>8346391
> You could have written this yourself.
numerous typos - check
middle schooler grammar - check
From a pedo ring run by alumni of elite universities - ch… oh dear.

Of course it's fake.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:22:00 ID: 5aa919 No.8346467

>>8346332
There is a brand new Pizzagate page as well. I think this is due to the censorship on other boards.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:22:53 ID: 5aa919 No.8346475

>>8346454
realized that, kek. Just catching up.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:23:00 ID: cbee4c No.8346477 >>8346489

>>8346332
At least link it properly
https://our.wikileaks.org/Pizzagate  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:24:11 ID: d80473 No.8346489 >>8346561

>>8346477
I think its bad etiquette to link it properly,labels you as a newfag…  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:25:33 ID: 5876a9 No.8346501 >>8346515

File (hide): 19c156e68914642⋯.jpg (10.15 KB, 266x200, 133:100, tits.jpg)

>>8346241
>She has a long history of being an attentionwhore, both twitch accounts already banned for showing her 
tits. This is just another ploy to ingratiate herself with another male-dominated group (anon/scene/hackers).

She did show her tits

>It's fucking obvious that she desperately wants to fit in and impress scene bro's.

But, she did show her tits….

>Typical cunt. "my vag", "orgasm", "moist"

But, but..she did show her tits…

>Obviously her ploy works as white knights are lining up to defend her.

But,…..but…but she did show her tits. 

It is by the rules (34)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:26:50 ID: ef7f17 No.8346515

>>8346501
kek  

File (hide): 21fa1db3baa1d01⋯.png (24.57 KB,
821x320, 821:320, image.png)

File (hide): 5cebbdc0a7f7add⋯.png (91.08 KB,
1034x624, 517:312, image.png)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:28:31 ID: 3d3224 No.8346532 >>8346560 >>8347226

I am very worried they force the leveraged clients to view monthly vids at home via GPS verified personal computers.  And furthermore leveraged to order 
bloody pics of bums and order finishing events for sickly pizzas.  That it isn't a sick lust but a blackmailed forced participation.m look at the the menu and 
think.  The props at home are orderering a menu on the Internet and told to finish the sickly pizzas personally!  It's blackmail camp for the Rebels 
perhaps.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:29:22 ID: 21bd64 No.8346544 >>8346569

Those fucking faked evidences are fucking ruin it ffs. The first days of this "investigation" were a lot more productive tbh. We need to keep digging but i 
think it'll only get better when the dust settles.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:30:32 ID: 5aa919 No.8346560

>>8346532
There is no way in fuck this is legit. GTFO  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:30:34 ID: cbee4c No.8346561

>>8346489
It's just wikileaks mate, not some dodgy charity website.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:31:03 ID: 5aa919 No.8346569

>>8346544
agreed.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:31:31 ID: b2765f No.8346576 >>8346603

File (hide): 63f46c5f9a066de⋯.webm (11.44 MB, 640x360, 16:9, Inside Comet Ping Pong 11….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8344792
>implying you can accidentally larp
You're missing the point, LARPers are shitters that 
pretend to be important/have info for attention.

>>8345013
>Pizza/Pasta refers to the bleeding making bloody 
sauce
Isn't that the "map"? Pizza's already been Internet 

slang for CP for a long time.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:34:31 ID: 5aa919 No.8346603

>>8346576
Stahp. The code is not a "code" the way you are thinking anymore than "kek" is a code. It is a neologism of a subset group/culture. You will not 
understand it by trying to assign  1:1 value.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:35:05 ID: d1265f No.8346609

>>8345718
Interesting enough, Halliburton showed up on my peerblock while looking at this stuff one day. Along with the state of Utah and some other very strange 
ones.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:36:19 ID: 5aa919 No.8346627 >>8346652 >>8346675

>>8346441
>Sept
Also around the same time that @cometpingpong stopped posting  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:38:32 ID: bed73c No.8346652

>>8345948
>>8346441
>>8346627

that's false….. he must have deleted shit?? He blocked me today…. dafuq  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:39:04 ID: 5aa919 No.8346657

https://twitter.com/cody32323

Can someone with a clean Twitter try to follow her? Mine is not going to be accepted. She has  2 twitters and used to work at CPP as the "events 
coordinator/head analyst"

What the fuck kind of pizza place needs an analyst.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:40:31 ID: bed73c No.8346675

>>8346627
k no, this faggot has an active twitter
https://archive.is/3GkFN  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:41:22 ID: bed73c No.8346682 >>8346724

>>8346441
https://archive.is/3GkFN  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:45:00 ID: 5aa919 No.8346724 >>8346750

>>8346682
k. good thing this was archived. It deadlines in all tweets about him.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:48:19 ID: bed73c No.8346750

>>8346724
somebody on twatter requested I dump on him, he blocked me within 15 min. 

MAKES YA THINK  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:54:34 ID: c2cb31 No.8346811 >>8346994 >>8347009

File (hide): f6ff5989ce7791b⋯.mp4 (2.31 MB, 820x480, 41:24, I'll kill them all!.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Was going to post in pizzagate twittergate connection thread but hit bump limit, don't much about these 
accounts other than they are pedos but was posted there so may be connection i archived them

@malikejaz847
https://archive.is/knKfR
@Pasatie70049908
https://archive.is/K5hCh
@nikky18bb
https://archive.is/Fzfus

@albitadavila13
https://archive.is/xFagT
@soyun714
https://archive.is/3GWx2
@schoolteens100
https://archive.is/nOePz
@teen_selfshot
https://archive.is/oku8q
@andre_zahsya
https://archive.is/0cHvp
@si_yoga76
https://archive.is/T5deS
@gaysd6
https://archive.is/oNLVz
@Aliy0ga
https://archive.is/J5NZV
@subtleinnuendos
https://archive.is/Dw6Rp
@Take2Creeping
https://archive.is/Vy47y
@cimsit1985
https://archive.is/DenM3
@ronal_elplimo
https://archive.is/ivDmO
@ricardokids13
https://archive.is/oLBqY
@gajeljut
https://archive.is/EulrG
@justplaying4201
https://archive.is/9Y1C9
@blackman1xxx
https://archive.is/4sZvk
@Loli_Pizza
https://archive.is/kkdjF
@s51214849
https://archive.is/xYeS6
@loveyoutrain
https://archive.is/4hRD7

Couldn't archive these before they were deleted/banned

@SoopCute
@henning_pavel
@dianaki32070594
@sandrah41846646
@reyleon2421
@putamadre666666
@jh1934872
@dlanf4n
@hakim58756648  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 02:59:12 ID: 5aa919 No.8346865 >>8349894

Where is that picture of the taped girl?  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:05:39 ID: 57e7c9 No.8346920 >>8347004 >>8347032 >>8347041

https://archive.is/VN6wB
https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/3cxedn/i_am_steve_huffman_the_new_ceo_of_reddit_ama/cszv6yi/

You're welcome.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:08:00 ID: 92f85b No.8346942 >>8355316

File (hide): 3604591915823c8⋯.jpg (57.71 KB, 458x549, 458:549, image.jpg)

>>8342897

Could the red tell which 
way the star is meant to 
be oriented?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:14:50 ID: 5aa919 No.8346994

>>8346811
>@Loli_Pizza

https://twitter.com/JacobRawwr New twitter  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:16:50 ID: 5aa919 No.8347004 >>8347041

>>8346920
Don't be a shit. I just can't remember the comments because it is like auto filtered out in my head as of info.  

File (hide): 8f705de5d4e88cb⋯.jpg (1.66 MB,
2739x1991, 249:181, 2016_11_24_IAmWaiting.jpg)

File (hide): 835943376ed6bf7⋯.jpg (119.04 KB,
1000x686, 500:343, 15110238_222184624882161_5….jpg)

File (hide): 3cd135be571692f⋯.jpg
(510.21 KB, 800x1025, 32:41, 1476217945725.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:17:38 ID: c067c2 No.8347009 >>8347075 >>8347098 >>8347181

>>8346811
You can't use their handles… shit I promised to convert them

Have to wait til tomorrah goyims. sleepings

So much doings these days, I need to clone 10 of me and the same with the rest of our crew here

Damnit we also need to find the reigster of children adopted out of the country, track them down and ensure they are alive and not ended up with the 
Hillary Pedo Crew  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:20:52 ID: c5ffb1 No.8347032 >>8347041

File (hide): 2eaeb6906323598⋯.jpg (47.53 KB, 585x300, 39:20, 32f2d92751770720baf17008c1….jpg)

>>8346920

HOOOOOLY SHEEEET 

REDDIT IS DONE!

REDDIT IS OVER!

REDDIT IMPLODED ITSELF!

(((Reddit CEO))) Admits To Shadow Editing User Comments Amid PizzaGate Scandal

https://archive.is/p9WjN

The CEO of Reddit confessed to modifying posts from Trump supporters after they wouldn't stop sending him expletives

https://archive.is/iokTR  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:22:36 ID: 57e7c9 No.8347041 >>8347131

>>8346920
>>8347004
>>8347032
Forgot to say: ctrl+f "cannibal"  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:25:04 ID: f73dd8 No.8347062
File (hide): 47dafd22aedf069⋯.jpg (443.62 KB, 994x1280, 497:640, IMG_0340.JPG)

>>8342510
Those pictures… they 
frighten me.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:26:50 ID: 7c7669 No.8347075 >>8347098

>>8347009
Can't use their handles? What do you mean. Posted @handles instead of links because hit link limit, using new ip now  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:29:40 ID: 7c7669 No.8347098 >>8347206

>>8347009
>>8347075
These are the links if thats what you meant

https://twitter.com/malikejaz847

https://twitter.com/Pasatie70049908

https://twitter.com/nikky18bb

https://twitter.com/albitadavila13

https://twitter.com/soyun714

https://twitter.com/schoolteens100

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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https://twitter.com/teen_selfshot

https://twitter.com/andre_zahsya

https://twitter.com/si_yoga76

https://twitter.com/gaysd6

https://twitter.com/Aliy0ga

https://twitter.com/subtleinnuendos

https://twitter.com/Take2Creeping

https://twitter.com/cimsit1985

https://twitter.com/ronal_elplimo

https://twitter.com/ricardokids13

https://twitter.com/gajeljut

https://twitter.com/justplaying4201

https://twitter.com/blackman1xxx

https://twitter.com/Loli_Pizza

https://twitter.com/s51214849

https://twitter.com/loveyoutrain

Deleted/banned:

https://twitter.com/SoopCute

https://twitter.com/henning_pavel

https://twitter.com/dianaki32070594

https://twitter.com/sandrah41846646

https://twitter.com/reyleon2421

https://twitter.com/putamadre666666

https://twitter.com/jh1934872

https://twitter.com/dlanf4n

https://twitter.com/hakim58756648  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:30:09 ID: ef7f17 No.8347103

So what lead are we following now?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:33:51 ID: c5ffb1 No.8347131 >>8347188 >>8347190 >>8349224

File (hide): 406763164f580a1⋯.jpg (125.24 KB, 1151x807, 1151:807, Steven Huffman REDDIT CEO.jpg)

>>8347041

WTF!…

https://www.reddit.com/r/cannibals

Seriously….

WTF…THAT sub stays up because all the new and old media people 
meet up their to talk "recipes" and shit. JESUS.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:34:33 ID: cb2da4 No.8347136

Did you guys find any leads into Germany by accident?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:38:42 ID: 92f85b No.8347164

>>8345981

class action lawsuit when

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:41:06 ID: 7c7669 No.8347181

>>8347009
Oh wait do you mean I can archive their whole timelines? How do I do that?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:41:20 ID: 28dbb8 No.8347183 >>8347191 >>8347207 >>8347278 >>8349231 >>8349257 >>8349485

OK. What do we make of this?

http://interlude.20m.com/lhohq/busch_foto/soupcan.html

http://batchgeo.com/map/891cadb3dc9c2b3e5091c7a0c445840f

https://archive.fo/mtGxl  

File (hide): cdb196d11a2652f⋯.jpg (140.69 KB,
1000x872, 125:109, Jack Dorsey likes pasta.jpg)

File (hide): f9b1e4d698d91cc⋯.jpg (37.84 KB,
630x524, 315:262, Jack Dorsey Pizza.jpg)

File (hide):
d9d9fd34ea60ee0⋯.jpg
(115.73 KB, 526x1060, 263:530,
David Soloff Drones.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:41:47 ID: c5ffb1 No.8347188 >>8347198 >>8347245

>>8347131

Careful (((THEY))) admit to controlling all the drones and wont hesitate to send them to your homes….

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:42:14 ID: cbee4c No.8347190
File (hide): 21719be8b63df36⋯.jpg (12.55 KB, 250x250, 1:1, 652.jpg)

>>8347
131  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:42:14 ID: ef7f17 No.8347191

>>8347183
jesus you scared me.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:43:13 ID: 57e7c9 No.8347198

>>8347188
Molon labe.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:43:29 ID: 92f85b No.8347199

>>8346220

You're not to bright are you?

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:44:16 ID: 3d61c0 No.8347203 >>8347882

>>8343098
Source for that?  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:44:39 ID: c067c2 No.8347206

>>8347098
>malikejaz847 
>teen_selfshot
>Loli_Pizza
>loveyoutrain
changed sn, deactivated or suspended, check

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=768938987960537092

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=787145419859959809

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=444874431

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=788676867242860545

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=3148676785

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=759752899219951617

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=760921490023780352

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=789870785930199040

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=3260730032

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=797489877852061696

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=3044739323

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=1331015424

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=700503147848990720

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=795317639186939905

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=792566246839418880

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=785809499554586624

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=796559843251339264

https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=797930698023661568

Twitter prolly can't even fucking unroll tor nodes, I'm sure of it, those fucking useless coders. Prolly all poos.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:44:50 ID: faeac0 No.8347207 >>8347228

>>8347183
Don't click that shit. lhohq is a honeypot.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:47:49 ID: faeac0 No.8347226

>>8346532
This is that shit from the 2GB fag and his bullshit story. I don't buy it.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:47:50 ID: 79cb4b No.8347227

>>8335623
kids scream in normal restaurants, i don't think is particularly damning.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:48:03 ID: 998c17 No.8347228 >>8347242 >>8347278

>>8347207
is it really how so  
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File (hide): d4cb89e80aed3ca⋯.png (2.1 MB,
1500x999, 500:333, d4cb89e80aed3ca062a9d8bf28….png)

File (hide): c0daf980d4bfe6d⋯.png (484.33 KB,
720x506, 360:253, screen-shot-2012-09-12-at-….png)

File (hide): a7e76c6041c3160⋯.jpg (46.21 KB,
600x450, 4:3, troll.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:48:17 ID: c067c2 No.8347230

Also hack them, don't report. 

Off experience, twitter doesn't do shit.

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:49:29 ID: faeac0 No.8347242 >>8347252

>>8347228
Logs your IP. You know, it does what a honeypot does. It's also a huge load of bullshit that leads nowhere. Constantly see it spammed.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:49:53 ID: cbee4c No.8347245 >>8347608

>>8347188
How can he admit it so shamelessly? If anyone calls him out on it he will say "it was just a prank bruh" and cop out like that.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:50:55 ID: 998c17 No.8347252

>>8347242
how do you know this i mean  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:53:27 ID: 017882 No.8347278 >>8347307 >>8347313

>>8347183
>>8347228

What is lhohq? What do the coord mean? Some one on 4chan suggested it may be connected.

No coherent science of soup cans is unique… No coherent science of efficient internal communications mechanisms (an increase in its leadership and 
consequent system-wide cognitive secrecy tax) and Mouffe have used the article). Eyeballing the 1,804 US military communications facilities listed with 
degree-second precision coordinates in DISA Circular 310651, Chapter 33, out of 6,191 total listed in that document.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:58:12 ID: faeac0 No.8347307

>>8347278
It's a honeypot for the stupid. But go ahead and waste you time with it if you want.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 03:58:42 ID: cbee4c No.8347313

>>8347278
I have no idea what you just posted.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:04:30 ID: 7c7669 No.8347339 >>8347397 >>8347409

File (hide): 770ac7c497085cd⋯.jpg (91.19 KB, 600x535, 120:107, confusedwolf.jpg)

Does anyone know how I can archive an entire twitter feed? Or like hundreds, 
or thousands of tweets? Is that possible to do?  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:11:50 ID: c067c2 No.8347397

>>8347339
you have to make a crawler, the api is rate limited as fuck… 

First it was 60 calls each h. Now you need to check how many calls you got(Costs one call) and do them, or they will nerf your calls

No you need a crawler, you can make one fast in python ie. Use the browser and scroll to bottom and save. 

There are prolly utils for this.

Anyone?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:13:52 ID: c067c2 No.8347409

>>8347339
>entire

it stops doesn't it? you need to crack it and get the archive?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:14:42 ID: 9b358a No.8347412
File (hide): 315680fc89d5ecd⋯.jpg (5.69 KB, 217x219, 217:219, 12938126_261692300835499_5….jpg)

>>8336551

>Doesn't just film vertically, but films 
vertically sideways  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:23:22 ID: 85466d No.8347461 >>8347517 >>8348750 >>8348807

File (hide): 76a9f11d34ed1fc⋯.jpg (72.18 KB, 1200x1200, 1:1, images.duckduckgo.com.jpg)

> nov 20 - Norway slashes CF donations: http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-20/norway-slashes-
clinton-foundation-donations-87-clintons-political-clout-dried
> nov 21 - Norway arrests pedos: https://www.rt.com/news/367652-norway-pedophiles-arrested-
scandal/#.WDMCeu6AAOc

mfw I connect the dots  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:24:43 ID: 891f55 No.8347472 >>8347505

HOT 
PIZZAGATE 
RED PILL  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:25:46 ID: c5ffb1 No.8347478 >>8347568 >>8349146

>>8336551

James Alefantis answers questions about Pizzagate 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKTiUaloDDA  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:29:08 ID: 4f8121 No.8347505 >>8349336

>>8347472
I was just about to post this

is it happening? have we broken the conditioning?  

File (hide): 00fa59ac09c9db6⋯.jpg (559.16 KB,
1440x720, 2:1, erik-prince1-article-heade….jpg)

File (hide): 75c6e5ff877a7c9⋯.jpg (239.59 KB,
1195x797, 1195:797, General Fylnn.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:30:39 ID: 324711 No.8347517

>>8347461
Doesn't this imply that Don really intends to bring down the hammer? I mean IRL Big Boss and the next National Security adviser have already admitted 
publicly that they know that this shit is going on.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:36:23 ID: c067c2 No.8347563

>>8346153
not advocating this for anyone, because you need to know how to use it. Or you lose your mind and balls. 

Nomatter how hard you workout and bench, you will never be as strong and big as me. 

>>8346154
Natural is best ofc, and see above

>>8346224
only a six pack and the needles are already in my ass. 

Other than fucking police it's gone ok

>Don't do this guys, it's very different how people react and can limit them self on this shit
lost a couple of mates all spaced out. 
use roids 6 needles a week for 2 years
calls me
anon! I had this chick here, hot as fuck, and I didn't get boner, what's happening
>well you dumb fuck I've told you for 2 years now
>1 cure, then antidote, then break
pumping him self of hormones.. for so long time.. idiot

>>8346224  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:37:52 ID: cbee4c No.8347568

>>8347478
I'm not watching that, i don't want to get mad.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:43:27 ID: c5ffb1 No.8347608 >>8348018

File (hide): a295e92d32af9db⋯.jpg (104.11 KB, 610x904, 305:452, Jew World Order.jpg)

>>8347245

If you are talking about (((David Soloff))) then I guess they are getting arrogant and the 
ego is starting to seep through.

Pretty soon they will rub it in all your faces like…

"We control the world…Thats right…what you gonna do about it…fuck you"

https://twitter.com/Yair_Rosenberg/status/800899751029903360

https://archive.is/i3Hgr  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:43:36 ID: 93fc08 No.8347611 >>8347660 >>8347662

File (hide): 341433ab74486d1⋯.mp4 (875.77 KB, 640x360, 16:9, wtf.mp4) [play once] [loop]

am i insane or was this 
weird as shit

t. lurker  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:51:30 ID: faeac0 No.8347660

>>8347611
He doth protest too much. Suddenly doesn't understand the English language when presented with it.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 04:51:51 ID: 4f8121 No.8347662 >>8347760 >>8354467

>>8347611
this is weird

where I come from white pizza is pizza with ricotta and mozzarella, garlic and onions.
unless you're a pedo, caught off guard and don't know how to respond to it.

then again, he's a britfag and those people barely know what pizza is  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:05:36 ID: cc5b33 No.8347747

I really don't understand. What more is it needed in order for them to be prosecuted?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:06:22 ID: 3eb152 No.8347751

>scrolling through kikebook
>notice post about reddit removing the pizzagate subreddit
>lots of comments and shit
>nearly all of them calling people crazy "conspiracy theorists" and bemoaning the "real damage" that people have done to an innocent business and its 
employees
>Plenty of idiots parroting "fake news" rhetoric from King Nigger and his cronies and blaming breitbart and infowars

Fucking normalfags.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:07:36 ID: c5ffb1 No.8347760
File (hide): cb84ad624a56198⋯.jpg (12.06 KB, 183x185, 183:185, business_logo_1462282931-P….jpg)

>>8347662

He would know what a Pizza Express is 
because "They all do it"…

McDonalds, Starbucks, Pizza Express

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cAdHw0LfxvQ

Pizza Express Hampstead

https://www.pizzaexpress.com/hampstead  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:09:53 ID: 6ef338 No.8347778
File (hide): 400f01d0ee3f37d⋯.png (220.66 KB, 2056x1395, 2056:1395, 1479962828738.png)  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:16:47 ID: 7312e7 No.8347832 >>8347844 >>8347862

File (hide): 7f045f3442701af⋯.jpg (70.94 KB, 624x715, 48:55, Clipboard02.jpg)

https://twitter.com/srhbutts/status/8012
24339781664768

Sorry, folks, Sarah Nyberg of the 
#GamerGate fame just said it's fake. 
It's fake.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:17:51 ID: 3eb152 No.8347844 >>8347939

>>8347832
Sarah Nyburg the pedophile.. and the NY Times is parroting the "fake news" buzzword, no less.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:20:34 ID: c5ffb1 No.8347862 >>8348027

>>8347832

I know this whole thing is fake because Snopes says its fake.

Snopes is my internet bible for truth.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:25:49 ID: 5670c9 No.8347882

>>8347203
Sorry, yeah it's Rosenstein's facebook. peter.rosenstein.7 If you've got image editing skills make a picture of it with all the replies. Scroll down his posts to 
something like Nov 11 to find it.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:26:05 ID: 82d700 No.8347885

You are being distracted like crazy. We still haven't followed the Ritchie Palmer lead enough.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:35:40 ID: 9748ec No.8347939

>>8347844
It's pretty amazing, within a week the entire media has lost their shit trying to pass this off as nothing when we all found this through podesta emails

this world is corrupt  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:49:15 ID: c067c2 No.8348018

>>8347608
>forked tongue
serpent tongue
ormstunge 

I didn't know you had this one preserved, amazing. You don't know where it comes from, as with many of your sayings and rites

>common nick by the heathens back in the day
>poisonous tongue 
>don't make a deal with those
heathen jewing 

sliding nah keep it up lads, I'm bedding fucking morning. Got to fix this. After trump it was all workout then came this shit  
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File (hide): adb20b33de237b7⋯.jpg (147.27
KB, 798x919, 798:919, Comet Ping Pong Snopes.jpg)

File (hide): 4ed3e23462bd88e⋯.png
(2.25 MB, 1609x2196, 1609:2196,
Baphomet.png)

File (hide): 65ef931f37e8fb1⋯.jpg (119.23 KB,
715x716, 715:716, Kim Lacapria Snopes.jpg)

File (hide): 3a6375c022dd564⋯.jpg (52.02 KB,
705x410, 141:82, Spiral Satanic.jpg)

File (hide): 1101ec7ce1fff95⋯.jpg (133.55 KB,
793x813, 793:813, Triangle Satanic.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:50:44 ID: c5ffb1 No.8348027

>>8347862

Snopes "journalist" Kim Lacapria has a satanic crescent moon tattoo on her chest…

Please take a look at some other symbols that might be hiding in plain site;

Occult Signs and Symbols

http://www.traditioninaction.org/RevolutionPhotos/Snap/A084rcInvertdCross_4.html

https://archive.is/waorL  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 05:51:03 ID: 86d1ae No.8348029

Someone should look into the Soapstone Valley Trail.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 06:09:11 ID: 1488e8 No.8348151 >>8348218 >>8348318 >>8348999

File (hide): 01b79405bf0e70b⋯.jpg (162.96 KB, 842x1035, 842:1035, sadcommie.jpg)

>>8338212
one last time I'm making the same request, for the archives of the ctr threads for 
something that may be related to this  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 06:16:09 ID: 0c64bf No.8348218 >>8348265

>>8348151
>one last time I'm making the same request, for the archives of the ctr threads for something that may be related to this

This is the name of file CORRECT THE RECORD.zip

I do not have it.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 06:21:23 ID: 179b23 No.8348260
File (hide): fd178afa9ab715e⋯.png (189.71 KB, 1697x392, 1697:392, HMM.png)

>See a forced ad on Tumblr about obongo giving ellen 
a medal for some achievement she didn't earn
>Go to shitpost how it's actually Macauley Culkin 
winning the medal

>End up on his (((kikepedia))) page
>See this

We all know he was abused as a kid, any connection?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 06:21:55 ID: 1488e8 No.8348265 >>8349025

>>8348218
I just meant the archive.is links  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 06:24:42 ID: 92f63c No.8348285

>>8344068
Its so awful… they even joke about the author of the article fucking obongo to become a noteworthy blog poster. FUCK THAT  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 06:28:59 ID: c5ffb1 No.8348318 >>8348480 >>8349025

>>8348151
Alot of Correct the Record archive stuff is here;

http://hollaforums.com/thread/7020409/politics/correcting-correct-the-record-4.html

Here is the .zip 1 Gig if anyone wants it;

http://www.mediafire.com/file/o98v8rj31rc5fts/CORRECT+THE+RECORD.zip

https://mega.nz/#!aAEmUJZI!QXajKu3iSHLtibpUb1SAGf2zUibYKWAwa363X-CKkIU  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 06:52:24 ID: 1488e8 No.8348480

>>8348318
Thanks.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:21:38 ID: 7699eb No.8348687 >>8348734

Since when did eclipse _OW twitter get suspendid?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:26:52 ID: c067c2 No.8348734

>>8348687
yesterday I think?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:29:19 ID: c067c2 No.8348750

>>8347461  
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▶
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File (hide):
782b331eea670c0⋯.jpg (274.66
KB, 890x1400, 89:140, 1476169567139.jpg)

File (hide): d118edc8b97c202⋯.jpg (167.34 KB,
980x656, 245:164, 30120_980.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:35:40 ID: c067c2 No.8348807 >>8348838

>>8347461

Hehe yes! They did the right thing for once, the useless cunts. Let's say they got some severe pressure on em too for this. cough

But yes, read between the lines. 
We DO NOT ACCEPT FUCKING PEDOS, doesn't matter who you are.

Bedos gun get rekt. 

And yeah they know, so I'm actually a bit "proud" of this one. That they did this. It's actually typical. Also they have read, so they see what the kikes are 
doing. So a lot has changed.
>Somalis GTFO citizenship or not

vid limit here to short, I got a demo on tape here of commie idiots screaming
>muh somalis, such integrated, such smart, such much workings hard
IQ 60
Do NEVER work
Sit on their ass all day and chew khat
No edu…. 
Gibs tornado

How can a IQ 60 humanoid contribute to western society? They can't!  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:39:26 ID: c93ac9 No.8348838 >>8348852 >>8348887

File (hide): a15b6e4d9d88b06⋯.png (142.16 KB, 1084x522, 542:261, map pizza related pedo 1.png)

>>8348807  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:41:02 ID: 02c616 No.8348852 >>8348887 >>8351467

>>8348838
map=semen/bloodstains (as they "lead to the perpetrator"), it's already well-established and supported by Kim Noble's art.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:44:03 ID: c067c2 No.8348887
File (hide): 4574744f4b143c1⋯.jpg (21.81 KB, 460x276, 5:3, 1454366356251.jpg)

>>8348838
MAP is an 
SJW term for 
kiddie fiddlers! 
>>8348852
This  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:44:41 ID: 815d03 No.8348895 >>8348961

Jeff Koons a victim?

https://i.sli.mg/v5iZtJ

http://hauteliving.com/2016/06/jeff-koons-on-his-passion-helping-missing-and-exploited-children/613911/

Isn't this the guy with all the hardcore porn art? Yes, yes he is.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilona_Staller

Him and his wife separated and took their child. I'm not sure how that makes him a victim leading him to join the International Centre for Missing & 
Exploited Children  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:49:12 ID: c93ac9 No.8348947 >>8349025

>>8339377

unfortunately … operations like this have contingencies where as if they get found out… op sec destroys all evidence in a quick manner.

All the little girls and boys in the underground dungeons probably got offed within 24 hours of this going public on the web.  

File (hide): b816a38dcdbd430⋯.jpg (64.3 KB,
450x450, 1:1, dodgethis.jpg)

File (hide):
8ceb6ee9e6733d2⋯.png
(753.73 KB,
644x5291,
644:5291,
linked_JMarshallPearson.png)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:50:00 ID: c067c2 No.8348961 >>8349197

>>8348895
The always be "helping children"
Children with problems
Vulnerable children

Let's see if I find this one, Boyscout this idiot put on his Linkedin…. who THE HELL PUTS THAT YOU'VE BEEN IN THE BOY SCOUT THERE?!!

Ah there he was in the mess  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:53:32 ID: 758f49 No.8348999 >>8349489

>>8348151
HOW IS A NIGGRESS A CUCK? That is not a man. In reality it has tits and rasta.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:56:48 ID: 0c64bf No.8349025 >>8349042 >>8349081

>>8348265
>I just meant the archive.is links

What are we looking for in there ? Connections what with who ?

>>8348318
>Alot of Correct the Record archive stuff is here;

maybe there are some names in there ?

I need your help here. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedophilia

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pederasty

What is a difference ?

>>8348947
 >All the little girls and boys in the underground dungeons probably got offed within 24 hours of this going public on the web.

It would be pretty big loss of investment. I doubt it.

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:57:32 ID: f74329 No.8349030
File (hide): e301a8dec19bca3⋯.jpg (69.05 KB, 900x900, 1:1, photo.jpg)

I heard that on Black 
Friday at Comet Pizza, 
Black people eat for 
free.
Is that true? Should I tell 
all my friends on social 
media?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 07:59:04 ID: c93ac9 No.8349042 >>8349176

>>8349025

if it was tied into politicians i guarantee it, they would not let the operation be exposed

I would not be surprised if these "owners" end up nail gunning themselves in the back of the head 7 times by some government agent  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:03:20 ID: c93ac9 No.8349081 >>8349097

>>8349025

Holy shit I have 
not been 
following this for 
a few weeks.

You fags really 
been 
investigating this 
lol  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:05:28 ID: c93ac9 No.8349097 >>8349105

>>8349081

what if the pizza meat is really ground up little kids and that is how they get rid of the evidence???  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:06:31 ID: 02c616 No.8349105 >>8349127

>>8349097
A health inspection would slap them down faster than you could say oy vey. Too overt.  
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http://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/leserdiskussion-meinungsmanipulation-im-internet-brauchen-wir-neue-gesetze-1.3263065

pizzagate reaches Germany

Merkel wants to censor "fake news"  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:09:27 ID: c93ac9 No.8349127

>>8349105

the pedo control DC though, its all run through congress  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:12:23 ID: f74329 No.8349146 >>8349168

File (hide): 294d60961ccb3d7⋯.jpg (75.83 KB, 778x687, 778:687, 1479024451641.jpg)

>>8347478
Fuck. That's pretty flimsy stuff to be protesting 
about. The dots aren't close to being connected.
False flag shills?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:15:44 ID: c93ac9 No.8349168

>>8349
146  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:16:33 ID: 0c64bf No.8349176

>>8349042
>if it was tied into politicians i guarantee it, they would not let the operation be exposed

>I would not be surprised if these "owners" end up nail gunning themselves in the back of the head 7 times by some government agent

They certainly have insurance files ? That thought must have crossed their minds.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:17:40 ID: f74329 No.8349184
File (hide): 5eb4a185ec8e021⋯.jpg (21.58 KB, 825x464, 825:464, kids.jpg)

>James Alefantis 
answers questions 
about Pizzagate
I don't know. It is really 
strange that the guy 
would give them 
access.
And he seems really 
nervous.  
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File (hide): 8c83edeba89c895⋯.jpg (63.01 KB, 964x632, 241:158, 1452396189752.jpg)

>>8348961
So many connections, 
yet so few people 
crediting him for his 
"skills".

Sounds like a talented 
fella lol  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:20:53 ID: 815d03 No.8349206 >>8349326

File (hide): cac61cf0a21f6f5⋯.png (2.54 MB, 1866x1190, 933:595, hole.png)

We only need 
one to talk……  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:21:42 ID: a2b3ba No.8349211 >>8349282

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bhbk23rqKsY

anyone remember this classic?  

File (hide): 2a2ce431ee102cc⋯.png (731 KB,
1284x891, 428:297, 131d1071e94a3b4beb99e685d9….png)

File (hide): 39f48f42771bdc2⋯.jpg (165.26 KB,
1507x902, 137:82, 3e7cb678bb23131f8b65354cb1….jpg)

File (hide): 9268db79f69aee4⋯.jpg (6.09 KB,
212x99, 212:99,
a5368158c2dd710788a39c3e77….jpg)

File (hide): 85c23e56171ee84⋯.jpg (91.53
KB, 710x846, 355:423,
ed8396727cddcd1f7a97dc6c93….jpg)

File (hide): 3f31607a74be1e4⋯.jpg (13.57 KB,
634x119, 634:119, fb7bcb9b0c71dd3fe9b072046c….jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:25:03 ID: c5ffb1 No.8349224 >>8349376 >>8349471 >>8350550

>>8347131
Steve Huffman is Moderator over at 

/r/Cannibals

Says he's got "skeletons in his fridge"

https://archive.is/tSEbq  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:26:39 ID: 6b261b No.8349231

>>8347183
nope and nope…. a whole thread went down this rabbit hole a couple days ago.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:30:48 ID: c55cb6 No.8349257 >>8349289

>>8347183
We should ban these discussions, along with those about Kim Noble, waste of time, every thread.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:31:00 ID: c067c2 No.8349259 >>8349274

File (hide): 608de9033140e67⋯.jpg (126.04 KB, 960x540, 16:9, south-park-s04e13c11-a-who….jpg)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:33:14 ID: c067c2 No.8349274

>>8349259
wthred ffs bed  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:34:23 ID: a2b3ba No.8349282

>>8349211
>let's have a game a little lovely game 
of roman ping pong like two civilized 
senators  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:35:07 ID: 6b261b No.8349289 >>8349311

>>8349257
kim is not important but her artwork is. if you dig around for ritual abuse art… others have drawn very similar stuff. it's a way to find abuse victims and see 
if there are any particulars about their cases that may connect to what is habbening now. the bigger one can expand the picture the better. gropemon… 
gotta catch em all  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:37:55 ID: c55cb6 No.8349311

>>8349289
I know it's related to ritual abuse and this whole shit, but we have like 50 posts in every thread discussing who she is and if she's related to comet ping 
pong etc.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:42:04 ID: c93ac9 No.8349326
File (hide): b529da6b753cda4⋯.png (217.76 KB, 806x1328, 403:664, culkins band pizza.png)

>>8349206

The plot thickens  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:43:21 ID: 0fbaaa No.8349336 >>8349489

>>8347505
Be wary of info wars  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:49:10 ID: a26fed No.8349376 >>8349387 >>8349471

>>8349224
He is no longer a mod there and the sub went private recently, at least within the last 2 days?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:50:32 ID: c93ac9 No.8349387

>>8349376

>shutitdown.exe  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 08:59:24 ID: c93ac9 No.8349439 >>8349608

>>8335333 (OP)  

File (hide): 9e4853d9202429e⋯.jpg (208.41 KB,
1281x742, 183:106, Spez is FuzzyNavel.jpg)

File (hide): 52022201e256859⋯.jpg (221.41 KB,
1501x891, 1501:891, Google Cashe Spez Mod nov ….jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:03:43 ID: c5ffb1 No.8349471 >>8349523 >>8349574 >>8349758

>>8349376
>He is no longer a mod there
? He was a Mod as early as 4 days ago….check google cache…

FUZZYNAVEL was creator of /r/Cannibals  WHICH IS SPEZ CEO OF REDDIT 
He changed over to spez when he was CEO

WE EAT PEOPLE

https://archive.is/KRXqS

https://www.reddit.com/user/FuzzyNavel

>>8349224

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:05:29 ID: 3b34f0 No.8349485

>>8347183
>lhohq

FUCK OFF HONEYPOT F AGGOT

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:06:53 ID: 1488e8 No.8349489

>>8349336
ah fuck, that's the last thing we need. 

>>8348999
Checked, it was drawn before anyone noticed it was a negress  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 8c66e33aba0279e⋯.jpg (293.89 KB,
1090x1078, 545:539, July 11th Cannibals Spez F….jpg)

File (hide): ba032274b1aadf4⋯.jpg (138.36 KB,
1133x792, 103:72, imgur Cannibals Spez July ….jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:14:26 ID: c5ffb1 No.8349523 >>8349609

>>8349471
For Reference

July 11th 2015 archive same day as imgur put up;

The night I learned the truth and consumed human flesh. With BBQ sauce, of course. (i.imgur.com)

https://archive.is/KRXqS

Thread was deleted before July 14, 2015

https://archive.is/Ds2cy  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:24:05 ID: c5ffb1 No.8349574
File (hide): 79531c26a1bbfec⋯.jpg (92.82 KB, 1507x643, 1507:643, Spez 5 years Cannibal.jpg)

>>8349471
Spez/Steve Huffman 
Reddit CEO Cannibal for 
5 years.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:33:20 ID: c93ac9 No.8349608

>>8349
439  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:33:25 ID: c5ffb1 No.8349609
File (hide): 27cfd20a61bf8bc⋯.jpg (215.15 KB, 1080x838, 540:419, July 11th 2015 he becomes ….jpg)

>>8349523
The day he became CEO he(FuzzyNavel) posted 
that Image of himself saying he was a Cannibal.

https://archive.is/9PBFC  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 09:43:57 ID: ec5ba4 No.8349655
File (hide): 0fa73141edf4c62⋯.png (80.18 KB, 1658x871, 1658:871, Screenshot pizzagate banne….png)

reddit banned pizzagate…

also, here's a decent summary 
worth looking over:

http://civilianwarcollege.com/clint
on-child-sex-trafficking/

and a pedowood pastebin:

http://pastebin.com/Jn2LfXg4  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:06:47 ID: 000000 No.8349757 >>8349760

While researching this I thought that with all the .onion sites there may be some in-group discussion on this. I was figuring that eventually you might be 
able to find someone that is afraid they'll get outed. So far I have not found that. I have found an odd discussion thread on something called Boy's Chat 
that claims the slang is wrong. I think it might be more along the lines of how Reddit doesn't understand Chan slang and vice versa. Still may be relevant 
though.

Keep getting an error that the body is too long. Here's it in a tempsender. 

https://0x0.st/_Yd.txt

I'll try to actually post it in parts. One of the replies disagrees with OP in claiming that the terms are fake and even adds two new terms to our slang hunt. 
I'll keep looking after I post these  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:07:25 ID: c5ffb1 No.8349758
File (hide): 7341d06b7d1945f⋯.jpg (226.69 KB, 1285x746, 1285:746, THEY EAT PEOPLE.jpg)

>>8349471
Crossposting of Eating 
peeps.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:07:54 ID: 000000 No.8349760 >>8349768 >>8350146

>>8349757

              _________________________________________________ 

               [1]Threaded index     [2]Date index     [3]FAQ 
              _________________________________________________ 

                                 #PizzaGate 

         Posted by Fetishist on 2016-November-23 22:34:32, Wednesday 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

   Google pizzagate code, ignore the boring Snopes link, and you'll find a 
   festival of insanity. There are all sorts of coded messages that people 
   are discovering, and one of the key ones is that a pizza slice is 
   triangular, just like the BLogo. Connect the dots, sheeple! 
   The fact that this hasn't yet been mentioned here is just further proof 
   of how far the conspiracy goes. They've already blanked out the Reddit 
   pages mentioning PizzaGate, so you'll need to use Google's cached 
   copies of those. 
   Here are some of the special pizza parlor codes "used by pedophiles": 
   "hotdog" = boy 
   "pizza" = girl 
   "cheese" = little girl 
   "pasta" = little boy 
   "ice cream" = male prostitute 
   "walnut" = person of color 
   "map" = semen 
   "sauce" = orgy 
   It's been a while since I've heard any pedophile codes. Back then it 
   was: 
   "milk and cookies" = little boy lover 
   "bread and butter" = boy lover 
   "spaghetti and meatballs" = teen boy lover 
   The difference between the hallucinators' pedophile codes and the real 
   ones is that the real ones are funny. 
   We're going to have to put up with at least another four years of this 
   shit. I want to scream - but one of the idiots will interpret that as 
   me wanting a male prostitute. 
   Fetishist 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

▶

▶

▶

▶
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                                 Follow ups: 

     * [4]Re: #PizzaGate - hieronymousse 2016-November-24 01:38:25, 
       Thursday (0) 
     * [5]Spaghetti and meatballs? - Lightnin' 2016-November-23 22:40:31, 
       Wednesday (0) 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

                              Post a response: 

   Nickname: 
   ______________________________ 
   Password: 
   __________ 
   Email (optional): 
   _______________________________________________________ 
   Subject: 
   Re: #PizzaGate_________________________________________

                                  Message: 
[snip useless lines] 

     Link URL (optional): 
                         __________________________________________________ 
   Link Title (optional): 
                         __________________________________________________ 

                            Add your sigpic? [X] 

             Here are [6]Seven Rules for posting on this forum. 

   1. Do not post erotica or overly-detailed sexual discussions. 
   2. Do not request, offer, or post links to illegal material, including 
   pictures. 
   3. Don't annoy the cogs. 
   4. Do not reveal identifying details about yourself or other posters. 
   5. Do not advocate or counsel sex with minors.
   6. Do not post admissions of, or accuse others of, potentially illegal 
   activities. 
   7. Do not request meetings with posters who are under age 18. 

        Posts made to BoyChat are subject to inclusion in the monthly 
     [7]BoyChat Digest. If you do not want your posts archived in the BC 
   Digest, or want specific posts of yours removed after inclusion, please 
                           email [8]The BC Digest. 

                                Preview Post 
                               [copyright.gif] 

References 

   1. http://r2j4xiyckibnyd45.onion/ 
   2. http://r2j4xiyckibnyd45.onion/date.htm 
   3. http://r2j4xiyckibnyd45.onion/faq.html 
   4. http://r2j4xiyckibnyd45.onion/messages/1488724.htm 
   5. http://r2j4xiyckibnyd45.onion/messages/1488723.htm 
   6. http://r2j4xiyckibnyd45.onion/intent.html 
   7. http://r2j4xiyckibnyd45.onion/bcd/ 
   8. mailto:bcdigest@freespirits.org 
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:09:44 ID: 000000 No.8349768 >>8349772 >>8350146

>>8349760

               [1]Threaded index     [2]Date index     [3]FAQ 
              _________________________________________________ 

                               Re: #PizzaGate 

       Posted by hieronymousse on 2016-November-24 01:38:25, Thursday 
      In reply to [4]#PizzaGate posted by Fetishist on 2016-November-23 
                             22:34:32, Wednesday 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

           done right, cheese pasta is great! 
           btw, salt-shaker is an anti, and pepper-mill is a LEO. 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

                                 Follow ups: 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

                              Post a response: 

   Nickname: 
   ______________________________ 
   Password: 
   __________ 
   Email (optional): 
   _______________________________________________________ 
   Subject: 
   Re: #PizzaGate_________________________________________

                                  Message: 

[snip useless lines] 
     Link URL (optional): 
                         __________________________________________________ 
   Link Title (optional): 
                         __________________________________________________ 

                            Add your sigpic? [X] 

             Here are [5]Seven Rules for posting on this forum. 

   1. Do not post erotica or overly-detailed sexual discussions. 
   2. Do not request, offer, or post links to illegal material, including 
   pictures. 
   3. Don't annoy the cogs. 
   4. Do not reveal identifying details about yourself or other posters. 
   5. Do not advocate or counsel sex with minors.
   6. Do not post admissions of, or accuse others of, potentially illegal 
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:11:22 ID: 000000 No.8349772 >>8350146

>>8349768

              _________________________________________________ 

               [1]Threaded index     [2]Date index     [3]FAQ 
              _________________________________________________ 

                          Spaghetti and meatballs? 

         Posted by Lightnin' on 2016-November-23 22:40:31, Wednesday 
      In reply to [4]#PizzaGate posted by Fetishist on 2016-November-23 
                             22:34:32, Wednesday 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

                    Never heard that but I'm "guilty" ;-) 
                    Shazam 
                    Lightnin' 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

                                 Follow ups: 
        ____________________________________________________________ 

                              Post a response: 

   Nickname: 
   ______________________________ 
   Password: 
   __________ 
   Email (optional): 
   _______________________________________________________ 
   Subject: 
   Re: Spaghetti and meatballs?___________________________ 

                                  Message: 
[snip useless lines] 

     Link URL (optional): 
                         __________________________________________________ 
   Link Title (optional): 
                         __________________________________________________ 
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   5. Do not advocate or counsel sex with minors. 
   6. Do not post admissions of, or accuse others of, potentially illegal 
   activities. 
   7. Do not request meetings with posters who are under age 18. 

        Posts made to BoyChat are subject to inclusion in the monthly 
     [6]BoyChat Digest. If you do not want your posts archived in the BC 
   Digest, or want specific posts of yours removed after inclusion, please 
                           email [7]The BC Digest. 
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:12:01 ID: c93ac9 No.8349775 >>8349945 >>8350011

>>8335333 (OP)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:18:03 ID: 387481 No.8349800

>>8341331
bilderburgh?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:21:36 ID: 387481 No.8349814 >>8351667

File (hide): 484d4227c504276⋯.jpg (282.15 KB, 1500x1500, 1:1, CyBLASoVEAAOTyK.jpg)

Hiding in plain view really seems to be their 
forte.

We should have new eyes go over old 
threads and see if they spot anything like pic 
related.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:47:14 ID: ec5ba4 No.8349894

>>8346865

https://archive.fo/zv4ti

scroll down a bit  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 10:58:41 ID: 0201b3 No.8349933 >>8349982

>>8335333 (OP)

I'm just putting this out there before it gets deleted:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKTiUaloDDA&t=339s

You see the videographer goes into the secret "Kids Party Room", that's nowhere advertised, nowhere made public, etc.

The other videos that show the interview with Alefantis are suspiciously edited to run the same length as this "Kids Party Room" video (7:41). 

The kids likely held at gunpoint are desperately editing videos sans "Kids Party Room" to distract from the fact that the back of Comet now has a 
confirmed child "party" room"

Also, "James" refused to acknoweldge subterranean levels, in particular his "#killroom"

lol, "hey can i babysit your kids? #killroom #murder". I would kill that person on the spot  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 11:02:54 ID: c93ac9 No.8349945
File (hide): 5abd003a1379133⋯.jpg (1.12 MB, 1866x3256, 933:1628, podesta abramovic spirit c….jpg)

>>8349775  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 11:13:25 ID: 3d3224 No.8349982

>>8349933
Thank you.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 11:18:26 ID: c93ac9 No.8350011
File (hide): 317ec8cb7189ae8⋯.webm (10.23 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Ping Pong rotated 1.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8349775

fliped  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 11:51:35 ID: c55cb6 No.8350146 >>8350154

>>8349760
>>8349768
>>8349772
What's that all about?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 11:54:43 ID: c93ac9 No.8350154 >>8350169

>>8350146

looks like some .onion shit  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 11:57:35 ID: c55cb6 No.8350169

>>8350154
I got that, but they're talking about Pizzagate in what seems to be a boys lover chatroom  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 11:58:03 ID: bffb64 No.8350173 >>8350193 >>8350262 >>8354292

>>8339099
 
what the actual fuck is that?

The symbol in the middle is from Kabbalah, the nephilim…  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 12:04:35 ID: c55cb6 No.8350193 >>8353124

>>8350173
Kim Noble, survivor of ritual abuse. She paints what she experienced during her abuse.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 12:19:50 ID: 7b5cc9 No.8350262

>>8350173

no the symbol in the middle is the tree of life, depicting the emanations from the original source. 

Gnostic theory says that these were the first fragmentations of the original mind. The idea behind mk ultra/monarch mind programming is to further 
fracture the mind. 

I'm pretty sure this image was drawn by a victim, maybe kim noble or someone similar. I remember reading someone explaining that these series of 
drawings explained how peoples personalities were split. 

foudn more for you - https://www.flickr.com/photos/62206346@N08/sets/72157626581650486/detail/

she herself operates via multiple personalities that dont know eachother  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 12:21:14 ID: c8014a No.8350266

Isn't there a connection between the Arabs caught in the twittergate, and a link to one of them being connected with the Clinton Foundation? There we're 
ALOT of Arabs in the twittergate list  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 12:49:48 ID: 3d3224 No.8350388 >>8353662

I just realized another odd thing about the Hot Dog Friday Private party at the White House in 2012.  The Stratfor guys were talking about Hot Dogs and 
pizza that was flown in "not long ago".  That means not actually that day most likely.   So where do they keep that pizza and hot dogs and how long does 
"it" last?  Weird aspect besides the waitresses and channel language pointed out before. https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-
chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 12:52:43 ID: 896442 No.8350398

https://archive.org/details/ubu-abramovic_seven

doesn't seem to be a video of the original performance of lips of thomas but i found a re-performance  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 12:57:27 ID: 896442 No.8350427 >>8350439 >>8350485

File (hide): de2ddc1f41a6c2a⋯.png (224.06 KB, 936x617, 936:617, lol.png)

good art tbh  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 13:00:14 ID: 2e431a No.8350437

There is an Indian at the end of Free Birds who does exactly the pizza over their crotch thing.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 13:00:40 ID: c55cb6 No.8350439 >>8350485

>>8350427
I like the part where she whips herself and moans  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 13:11:45 ID: c93ac9 No.8350485

>>8350439
>>8350427

Its all thinly veiled ritual magic  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 13:26:05 ID: 12da80 No.8350550 >>8353487

>>8349224
Wait is this legit?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 13:38:11 ID: 53d832 No.8350638 >>8350812

I need some good infographics/collages to redpill normies on this. Fucking normies are eating up the "it's a conspiracy" narravite without spending one 
second with actually researching the matter.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 15:08:40 ID: c067c2 No.8351456

>>8342665
>I think it's just basic cover for the police to show that they do arrest them. 

it's not the first time, they love going after pols or famous persons here, because they are supposed to "set an example". 

I can give you tons more pic is a pedo mayor and a fucker who went for 16-17 yo or something.

A corrupt shit here gets nailed to the cross. 

>BUT 
That said, we're not DONE!  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 15:11:01 ID: e2bdea No.8351467

>>8348852
This is only speculation.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 15:32:08 ID: 516b89 No.8351554

>>8342980
That's actually a good idea!  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 15:53:26 ID: 1c7571 No.8351667

>>8349814

Holy fucking shit, we have them! Same logo, same colour, not a random spiral.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:00:42 ID: 516b89 No.8351700

>>8344009
nice catch!  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:04:39 ID: 888a38 No.8351722 >>8351740 >>8352190

Voat found something interesting…

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1432286

go read the yelp reviews.

I would give this company NO stars if that was an option. IF you care about your children, you will NEVER use this company. This is going to be lengthy, 
and for good reason, so I completely encourage you to READ EVERYTHING as it's imperative to the SAFETY of your children! 1. Arranging the 
babysitting appointment. That went well. She contacted me twice to set up the appointment and to make sure that we were all set up with our 
appointment. Which would be for over 9 hours while we attended a wedding. The babysitter, JACKIE R, would be in charge of my daughter: 13 months, 
and my friends son, 2.5 years old.
2. Jackie showed up at our hotel. All seemed fine. We went to the wedding ceremony, and an hour and a half later, I sent my husband up, as Jackie was 
not responding to my texts. My husband walked in and Jackie said, "oh your daughter bit him (pointing at the 2.5 year old), and I gave them a bath 
because she was swimming in the toilet." Needless to say, she could completely die if she was to fall in the toilet. Also, she has NEVER bit anyone. But 
okay, he gave her the benefit of the doubt; there's a first for everything. He left. Came back to the wedding and told us that things seemed "weird". My 
friends husband then went up 10 minutes later as he was uneasy. He found Jackie in bed watching Tv, and she said "this is great, I don't have TV at 
home…I am just catching up on Bravo." The 2.5 year old was on his iPad and my daughter was staring at the TV. He immediately came down to the 
wedding and said, "she's high. Something is up." My friend and I literally ran upstairs. 3. We immediately sent her home as she was co-sleeping with my 
daughter, under the covers, and almost asleep with her (there was a crib set up for her.) She was in and out of it, and seemed to be high, possibly on 
pills. After she left we inspected the 2.5 year old and he said he fell not that my daughter had bit him!!!!! Now, he could have made that up. However, none 
of the stories added up. I then went to wake up my daughter as she ODDLY didn't wake up with all the commotion. SHE WOULD NOT WAKE UP. She 
was extremely lethargic. I have transported my daughter several times from crib to home, etc and this is NOT her behavior. We had to throw water on her 
to wake her up after 2 minutes. We called Jackie at that point to ask her if anything strange happened. She denied anything strange. We called our 
pediatrician and she, of course without seeing our daughter, said it sounded like she had been given something. I then called Kirsten and told her to call 
me immediately. I received an email at 2am with her defending Jackie (Jackie had obviously called her and had heard NONE of the story from us.) 4. It 
has been 4 days and after several emails and phone calls with acute details of the incident, she has yet to get back to us. Both moms missed the 
wedding as we were monitoring our children. 5. We feel lucky that nothing worse happened to our precious children. This business should not be 
operational. And the COMPLETE lack of caring as to what actually happened to our children is UNFORGIVABLE.
6. CPS and BBB will be formally involved!

Reviews of this location are either 5 stars with the standard creepy pedo codes, or 1 star with stories of sever neglect or drugging.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:09:31 ID: 888a38 No.8351740 >>8352106 >>8356212

File (hide): b0a5dc6f3b54088⋯.gif (16.09 KB, 100x100, 1:1, catdrugs.gif)

>>8351722
.(Cont.)

Why is this important? 

"I would like to point out that the last paragraph of the first archived link mentions they provide babysitting services in the Sonoma 
County/Napa Valley Area. As a resident of the area I can tell you it is well known for sex trafficking.

The Sonoma County/Napa Valley is patrolled by the Coast Guard because the Russian River connects the inland area to the Pacific Ocean.

The Bohemian Grove camp property lies directly on the river about halfway between the two. Bohemian Grove has attracted powerful men (almost 
exclusively), for decades, including many US Presidents. Furthermore, the retreat has long been shrouded in secrecy despite leaks of "pseudo-pagan" 
rituals occurring there. Rituals not too dissimilar from those hosted by Marina Abramovic.

This is just a theory: But maybe this could connect a number of world leaders within the Pizzagate investigation"

If we can find businesses that have this massive dichotomy in reviews (5 stars and 1 stars), then comb through and see why people are reviewing the 
way they are we may be able to connect more dots. It's not a dirrect link to established links (Podesta, Comet, Besta, We the Pizza or the other DC 
businesses in this), but I have a hunch we can start connecting dots this way.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:18:55 ID: 3d3224 No.8351782 >>8351990

File (hide): 08098ff6a2b3b56⋯.jpg (419.51 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:20:16 ID: cf3f65 No.8351790

>>8344009

Hastert was compromised by investigations. This forced tentacles connected to him to shut down to preserve secrecy. This interrupted the flow of traffic.

"Warm" means the victim was freshly kidnapped.

"Weird" means the victim wasn't properly trained to be an obedient and enthusiastic sex slave yet. Raping them is an awkward experience.

These faggots love hiding things in plain sight with double entendres, so "Boy that's sad" might be a crypto-punchline meaning he was specifically raping 
a sad boy that day. Normally the male victims are trained to not react with sadness, but this one did, hence calling him "really weird". The lack of a comma 
after "Boy" also supports this possibility  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:47:37 ID: 888a38 No.8351934 >>8351959 >>8353311

Encrypted email from podesta

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/58704

To: john.podesta@gmail.com, oleitner@hillaryclinton.com, mfisher@hillaryclinton.com, jberg@hillaryclinton.com Date: 2015-12-09 05:09 Subject: Briefing 
memo on guests for tomorrow night

rest of the email is encryption mumbo jumbo  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:49:50 ID: de9cf0 No.8351949

>>8342178
They fucking eat them, dude  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:50:55 ID: 3c7928 No.8351959

>>8351934
>Content-Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document;

Its not encrypted. Its a word doc.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:51:10 ID: 416e72 No.8351962

>>8339377
>MSM is making a joke of it covering it up with fake news. 

They jammed the signal with the Robert Spencer shit.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 16:55:37 ID: f74329 No.8351990
File (hide): 8ca09aa40050686⋯.jpg (14.76 KB, 480x360, 4:3, hqdefault[2].jpg)

>>8351782
Hmm.
I was going to say that that's an old company, but they changed their logo to the pedo one in 
1989 when they were purchased by Unilever.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 17:14:09 ID: 516b89 No.8352106

>>8351740
No shit this is going to tie in with world leaders. The role of the devil-worship is the hard part to factor in. But yes. Corruption is rampant.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 17:15:26 ID: 1c7571 No.8352116

>>8345695

It's strange that there isn't a N.A.M.G.L.A…  
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File (hide): 2bfbb1360e998cd⋯.png (143.54 KB, 324x500, 81:125, 1479934516687.png)

How do you comprehensively explain this to your family

I'm being asked why i looked so spaced out recently and dont know how to tell them that it's because theres a massive 
pedophile cannibalistic at the heart of the united states government  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 17:22:09 ID: 2353b2 No.8352162

>>8352158
>cannibalistic ring*  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 17:26:49 ID: e31d43 No.8352190

>>8351722
fug :D

that's something  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 17:30:50 ID: e31d43 No.8352224 >>8352299

>>8352158
start slowly, tell them about the emails, tell them about covered up cases in the us (franklin), belgium (dutroux)
tell them about hollywood, jimmy saville
tell them about royals eating, abusing, enslaving people since 2000 years in secrecy (Elizabeth Bathory)
tell them about aquino and crowley

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 17:43:15 ID: 3d3224 No.8352299

>>8352224
My parents don't get it.  They think listening to CNN, OReilly, and Ellen Degeneris makes them well balanced from all sides.  They are in the 70s and 80s 
and I don't think they can understand.  But it's hard to be around them when they are watching the news on TV.  Absolutely horrifying and nothing good in 
it at all the brainwash of America.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 17:50:59 ID: 661115 No.8352367

And people wonder why the screws of justice and punishment aren't pulled a lot tighter to flush out pedophiles(and those with the tendencies). If the elite 
is comprised of them they'd only shoot themselves in the foot if they allowed anything other than a mock effort to excise them from society.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 18:09:32 ID: 48a0c5 No.8352494

>>8352158
Tell them about the bestmethod of security. One garunteed to never be broken. Mutual Blackmail. Expand on that.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 18:11:42 ID: bbd698 No.8352507
File (hide): b57ceb7c5b1ee6f⋯.jpg (41.83 KB, 461x615, 461:615, 1410039503538.jpg)

>>8343759
Nice psyops attempt, 2/10.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 18:21:43 ID: f74329 No.8352579
File (hide): 28f9a65ccafa709⋯.jpg (390.96 KB, 1600x1066, 800:533, Slide64b.jpg)

POC eat for 
free on 
Thanksgiving 
at Comet  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 18:26:45 ID: 413236 No.8352631

The cuckchan thread is being heavily attacked by shills. You guys are onto something. Keep digging.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 18:38:15 ID: 4a5c83 No.8352720

>>8339739

Yes, and occasionally he and Tony would act as middlemen or patrons to art exhibits and auctions where they could do business with clients. A big 
example is the Hirshhorn Annual Circle, where they donated Louise Bourgeois works for the exhibit. 

http://hirshhorn.si.edu/dynamic/podcasts/podcast_191.pdf

If you check this out, the Podestas and Alefantis are highly involved with some big players, including billionaires.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:19:44 ID: 413236 No.8353036 >>8353101 >>8353256

File (hide): 491dc31943c9fb3⋯.png (217.72 KB, 890x958, 445:479, 1480014493610.png)

This guy on twitter claims that he got into the restricted area of the 
Comet website. Anybody think this is legit?

https://twitter.com/phan_sye  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:27:33 ID: 3d3224 No.8353101 >>8353256

File (hide): 25cf9956a5663ad⋯.jpg (179.16 KB, 1034x624, 517:312, image.jpg)

>>8353036
No that was from We 
The Pizza.  Hamburgers 
in Saudi Arabia and all.  
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File (hide): 8c5fd68739bcb37⋯.jpg
(766.54 KB, 1493x2106, 1493:2106, image.jpg)

File (hide): cda047577ed12f6⋯.jpg
(517.22 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:28:57 ID: 3d3224 No.8353106

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:30:46 ID: 9adf88 No.8353124 >>8353154 >>8354121

>>8350193
So they ripped her chakras open to try and extract her soul while she was contained by dark energy barriers?
various spirits trying to penetrate barriers (particularly of fallen children that were not properly captured, existing only to try and protect the un-adultered 
souls) but are unable to, seem to be crying. 
Serpent lords consume trails of energy as her soul screams for salvation, devices set up to consume energy.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:34:31 ID: 95ca3d No.8353154 >>8353224

>>8353124
There are children being killed here and you are LARPing about magical shit.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:36:20 ID: f57b1a No.8353163
File (hide): 4affc80b35d54d8⋯.jpg (197.35 KB, 750x729, 250:243, 1478542960772.jpg)

>>8335333 (OP)
Praise KEK  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:41:52 ID: 9adf88 No.8353224

>>8353154
I'm just describing what I see in the picture she painted, ritualistic abuse for the purposes of consuming an innocents souls and likely creating 
Manchurians. You can call it LARPing but these people believe that.
By virtue of their belief in it has the possibility to generate that as a reality (see- quantum physics). 
I'm not making a joke out of this. I'm just interpreting her imagery.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:42:21 ID: f57b1a No.8353231
File (hide): 5275af147d3a4bc⋯.jpg (50.19 KB, 353x251, 353:251, 1448561245195.jpg)

>>8339112  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:45:11 ID: faeac0 No.8353256

>>8353101
>>8353036
It was that 2GB faggot who seems sketchy as fuck with his story. I don't believe anything from them.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:51:59 ID: 896442 No.8353311
File (hide): 190d00c395cac4d⋯.png (528.16 KB, 1671x957, 557:319, doc.png)

>>8351934
decoded it  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 19:55:42 ID: 3d3224 No.8353346

Must listen. Very substantial information.  Not junk.  Well substantiated.  Pope, Belgium, Argentina, Catholic Church, Belgium, Netherlands, Canada
Very hopeful too

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hSGWnkv2RRU  

File (hide): a6f240599cfc2fe⋯.jpg (92.71 KB, 600x400,
3:2, LHoggevite.jpg)

File (hide): 80ed565f3757e72⋯.png (867.43 KB,
850x635, 170:127, piza.PNG)

File (hide): e731ff1c4e1d251⋯.png (598.91 KB,
1038x643, 1038:643, WTF.PNG)

New Hillary connection to Alefaggis pizza? Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:01:58 ID: 47af2e No.8353384 >>8354287

"Alefantis co-owns DC’s Buck’s Fishing & Camping restaurant and the Strand on Volta, a Georgetown art gallery."

https://archive.is/6hGNk

Meat and you (faggots)

"ODDLY ENOUGH, amid all the images of flesh on view in Strand on Volta's latest group exhibition, shown along with examples of some less readily 
identifiable bodily tissue/fluid sculpted from molten glass – teeth? a jawbone? sperm? tears? – the word that springs to mind is not "meat" but "plastic."

Never been archived!!  This is from 2003. 

https://archive.is/YEza1

Mention of a James.

"somewhat esoteric show organized by artist James Huckenpahler."

But who is he? 

https://archive.is/iSzM5 (resume)

(it seems we are already onto him: https://archive.is/mzbZM

Graham Caldwell is part of the "Meat and You" exhibition at StrandVolta linked to Alefantis (who owned it).

This guy does metallic art.  Anyone find this peculiar?

"When Graham Caldwell’s furnace telephoned him at about 8:30 on a recent Sunday morning, it had bad news. Housed in the DC GlassWorks studio in 
Hyattsville, Md., the furnace was issuing a distress signal. “The electricity had gone out,” recalls Caldwell. “The oven’s safety system was set off.”

Having a friend with a furnace could be useful. 
https://archive.is/E98Xr

Here is the other WaPo article on "Meat and you"  https://archive.is/xf3JS

So I found the phone number for the Meat and you event on a WaPo link. Call 202-333-4663
(https://archive.is/JSIcJ) 

A google search for the active number took me here:

"Metro Interiors D.C."
https://archive.is/q6N0f (mapquest)
https://archive.is/AuK6u (main site)
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And what do we find in their site gallery? 

See the second and third image or visit the archive gallery below. 

https://archive.is/UaQv2

WOW MORE.  Here is some kind of weird family statue.. and the kid has a dick. 

https://archive.is/sKU9E

Whois query of the metro website:

https://archive.is/DsuRQ

"Registrant Name: PERFECT PRIVACY, LLC"

Guess what comes up first when I put this in google?

HOLY KEK

"EXCLUSIVE: Hillary Paid to Hide Identity of the People Running Her Email Server"

"Clintonemail.com is currently registered to a company called Perfect Privacy, LLC.

The company has a listed address of 12808 Gran Bay Parkway West in Jacksonville, Florida. But don’t try to get someone from “Perfect Privacy” on the 
phone. The company merely serves to mask its clients’ personal information by providing its own meaningless contact information on official databases."

https://archive.is/1AOvx

WHOA.

Yet another connection to Hillary and Alefantis.

So to recap:

Old Washington Post article gave me lead of StrandVolta, which Alefantis used to own. Read up "Meat and You" event.. very strange art, with stuff of 
sperm, meat, bodily fluids, etc. 

Fagidea- cross reference phone number.

Sister article gives phone number to contact for "Meat and You" event.

Google search phone number, now "Metro Interiors D.C." who have a Pizza Painting and a strange Pedo statue for sale in their gallery. 

A whois search of this site, reveals it is managed by "Perfect Privacy, LLC" the same unknown registrant manager that Hillary used on her private email 
server.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:12:43 ID: c3c547 No.8353461 >>8353562

File (hide): 4e10465f0a8e963⋯.png (2.47 MB, 1190x898, 595:449, 1480017983853.png)

Apparently this house is related to the Ping Pong 
investigation on halfchan but I'm not sure why.

The thread was deleted (presumably for doxing)  

▶
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File (hide): 71472fe4da773f4⋯.png (101.79 KB,
1857x461, 1857:461, mollyhousethread.png)

File (hide):
8172ab8e4612a56⋯.png
(1.02 MB, 1005x2722,
1005:2722,
socksite_hmmhouse.png)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:16:46 ID: c067c2 No.8353487 >>8353679 >>8353762

>>8350550
Hmm… a friend of molly popped in cuck chan
Dropping this here, I gtg

http://www.socketsite.com/archives/2012/06/the_secretive_buyer_who_swipped_830_el_camino_del_mar_f.html
https://archive.is/V86E2

I must admit I am not following here, the thread was ofc nuked before I could archive it….. 

>what's going on with this house?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:23:45 ID: 000000 No.8353549 >>8353762

Off-topic, this was just deleted on halfy:
https://archive.fo/HdlXS  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:24:59 ID: c067c2 No.8353562
File (hide): 85d031d492d52e8⋯.jpg (5.43 KB, 251x240, 251:240, 1444470949799.jpg)

>>8353461
You beat me to it, I lurked their shit and came across it too. While you posted I was trying to 
cut the pruned thread I still got open to pieces

Lets try again  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:26:37 ID: c067c2 No.8353575
File (hide): 4e98d7e2fc5f02d⋯.jpg (19.04 KB, 398x398, 1:1, JohanNewmanCTR.jpg)

damnit I shitposted there, 
(((you)))s there

I GTG fucking living in front 
of the puter, gonna end up 
looking like this shit  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 583bc9fa6f68cd8⋯.jpeg (34.84 KB,
577x328, 577:328, image.jpeg)

File (hide): 7d961dae132ec8b⋯.jpg (43.19
KB, 408x500, 102:125, image.jpg)

File (hide): efa014dcde2791c⋯.jpg (29.05 KB,
480x360, 4:3, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:27:30 ID: 3d3224 No.8353583

Herbert and Susan Sanders are from Northern California.  I hope someone gets them.  He is on the 2007 Podesta emails when Madeleine McCann went 
missing.  

Continued - Eff you no post shills Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:30:33 ID: 47af2e No.8353606 >>8354287 >>8354408

A search for this Perfect Privacy LLC phone 5707088780 number gives me this:

"Hip Hop Honeys"
https://archive.is/ilIXX

This is a porn/prostitute ring for sure. 
(review - https://archive.is/He7qY)

Not sure how deep this goes…:

Number also brings up an Endeavor Media Group. 

Wiki for group: https://archive.is/BoALH
(External link to blog about group.. gone..but wayback has it) (https://archive.is/OvY2J)

Endeavor media.. managers.. wait for it.. GOPUSA.com Fuck. 

Keep digging.. seems scandal in 2005 with these assholes.

They managed both Talon and GOPUSA both newssites. 

And Talon just happened to have a Prostitution scandal and had to close down. 

The sites hit the national radar when Talon's Washington bureau chief, going by the name Jeff Gannon, asked President Bush during a White House 
briefing last month about working with Democrats, whom he described as "divorced from reality."

Details emerge
That sparked the curiosity of Media Matters for America (mediamatters.org), a Web site that monitors conservative media. The group began scrutinizing 
Gannon, learning that his real name is James Guckert and saying that his stories were largely regurgitated White House press releases and his questions 
in White House briefings were softballs.

"The group began scrutinizing Gannon, learning that his real name is James Guckert and saying that his stories were largely regurgitated White House 
press releases and his questions in White House briefings were softballs.

Bloggers linked Gannon to gay porn Web sites and prostitution. Naked photos of him and his Web profile of sexual preferences are in wide e-mail 
circulation."

There it is. Perfect Privacy, LLC linked to Gannon gay prostitution scandal. 

HOLY FUCKING SHIT. GUESS OUTED GANNON? MEDIAMATTERS, DAVID BROCK. WTF? LOL

"Media Matters has dubbed the scandal Gannon-gate.
"How all this happened still hasn't been sufficiently answered," said David Brock, president of Media Matters and author of four political books.
Brock said his organization's analysis of Gannon's questions over the past two years shows that White House officials called on him to change the subject 
when they faced intense questioning from other reporters."

David Brock = the gay buttbuddy of Alefantis. Wtffff

https://archive.is/i6m2K (article)

I will keep searching for links to this 5707088780 and perfect privacy. It's loaded guys  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:37:35 ID: 4b3d23 No.8353662 >>8353701 >>8353711

>>8350388
>I think Obama spent about $65,000 of the tax-payers money flying in
pizza/dogs from Chicago for a private party at the White House not long
ago, assume we are using the same channels? 
>from Chicago
>Chicago

Google 'Chicago pedophilia'. ids hoblets  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:38:54 ID: 21bd64 No.8353679 >>8353704

File (hide): 86d237503651757⋯.png (212.99 KB, 600x349, 600:349, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8353487
>>8353487
>doesn't why he's 
doing it 
>"nigga dis is real"
>"i can't tell now but 
this is real"  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:41:03 ID: 47af2e No.8353701
File (hide): 242b5dd98caf1e8⋯.png (187.06 KB, 1316x647, 1316:647, another weirdo.PNG)

>>8353662

This post adds nothing 
but something we all 
know. Go away shill  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:41:25 ID: 47af2e No.8353704

>>8353679
/leave

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:42:40 ID: 3d3224 No.8353711 >>8353724 >>8353859

>>8353662
I work in Wisconsin, Milwaukee sometimes.  Jeffrey Dahmer was a fag who went to bathhouses in Chicago per witnesses.  It's not too far fetched where 
he learned his "skills".  A a whole other reason he might have been killed.  Just a possibility.  But Podesta has that skulls-true in ode to Dahmer.  Lots of 
Indian Reservations here in Wi.  Listen to vid I posted earlier Kevin Arnett very knowledgable. ITCS.org

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hSGWnkv2RRU  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:43:49 ID: 47af2e No.8353724 >>8353859

>>8353711
Are these bots? wtf  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:47:58 ID: 000000 No.8353762

>>8353487
didn't notice this, it's the deleted thread I was talking about: >>8353549  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:54:26 ID: e5035a No.8353830 >>8353842 >>8353878 >>8354356

from:

there is a possibility that podesta and the DC pedo ring are related to the temple of set, especially We, the pizza

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temple_of_Set

>The Temple was established in the United States in 1975 by Michael Aquino, an American political scientist, military officer, and a high-ranking member 
of Anton LaVey's Church of Satan. Dissatisfied with the direction in which LaVey was taking the Church, Aquino resigned and – according to his own 
claim – embarked on a ritual to invoke Satan, who revealed to him a sacred text called The Book of Coming Forth by Night. According to Aquino, in this 
work Satan revealed his true name to be Set, which had been the name used by his followers in ancient Egypt. Aquino was joined in establishing the 
Temple by a number of other dissatisfied members of LaVey's Church, and soon various Setian groups were established across the United States.

>Pylons typically meet in a member's home. Members usually join the Pylon located geographically closest to them. Correspondence- or Internet-based 
Pylons also exist, with Harvey noting that this online networking is more common than in-person interaction. A Pylon is led a by a second-degree (or 
higher) member who is called a Sentinel.

it has already been established that podesta has 14 and a fish tattoed on his hands, and the myth of osiris being cut into 14 pieces by set and having his 
dick eaten by a fish might be the reason why

also note the similarity of the temple of set's logo and we, the pizza's

> In 1987, during the Satanic ritual abuse hysteria, the three-year-old daughter of a Christian clergyman accused Aquino of sexually abusing her during 
Satanic rites held at his Presidio home. Responding to the allegations, police raided Aquino's home, however—after no evidence was found to 
substantiate the allegation and it was revealed that Aquino was living in Washington D.C. at the time of the alleged abuse—the police decided not to 
charge him with any felony.

well this lead isn't concrete but it is fucking fishy, and considering this cult meets at a member's house and aquino has a house in DC that means if this 
case is linked to the temple of set, so is aquino and vice versa

>It would also establish its own intranet, allowing for communication between Setians in different parts of the world.

this also sounds suspect  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:55:49 ID: ba31c2 No.8353842 >>8354356

>>8353830
Aquino has been investigated and accused of multiple times and has been proven innocent. He's a dead end or disinformation.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:56:20 ID: 47af2e No.8353849 >>8353893

I posted some really solid shit and you fags are oblivious. Have to be shills.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:57:05 ID: 3d3224 No.8353859
File (hide): 9eab95dcc30337f⋯.jpeg (63.58 KB, 640x480, 4:3, image.jpeg)

>>8353711
>>8353724
I'm not a bot.  Just a non conformist autistic  traveling between CA and WI.  Seems the address is related to 
Jack of Twitter.  I meant that Podestesta honored Jeffrey Dahmer with the sculpture in his home.  So my 
theory or supposition is that Dahmer, a witnessed fag in Chicago, was tied up in this.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 20:59:01 ID: 38a88e No.8353878

>>8353830
>knew about the egyptian gods
>likened these people to set and the downfall of humanity, as set represents, and then how we represent osiris's rebirth from his penis part; through dick, 
unity
>I memeed them into set worshipers accidentally
MOOOOOOOOODS  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:00:25 ID: 3d3224 No.8353893 >>8353913 >>8353928 >>8354137

File (hide): ab1d265542564eb⋯.jpg (232.07 KB, 1868x1196, 467:299, image.jpg)

>>8353849
I'm going to look into this.  I'm a real 
Anon.  But hard to know % of shills.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:02:17 ID: 47af2e No.8353913

>>8353893

Thank you. Has to be high. I post this and these assholes are talking about dahmer, old emails, and religion.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:03:43 ID: 47af2e No.8353928

>>8353893
Forgot to add, this place took over the phone number of Alefantis' former StrandVolta business, that's the connection.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:10:47 ID: 47af2e No.8353992
File (hide): 4f908a7a8f21893⋯.png (26.75 KB, 810x508, 405:254, home.PNG)

Have we seen this 
before?

Word document of 
Alefantis visiting 
Podesta's house?? From 
Wikileaks.
https://wikileaks.org/pode
sta-
emails//fileid/21136/5154

https://archive.is/LzjEL  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:24:58 ID: e31d43 No.8354121

>>8353124
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FUersarZuo

listen to this man, fag  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:27:30 ID: 47af2e No.8354137
File (hide): ded8abce9673cf0⋯.png (51.29 KB, 1215x655, 243:131, LOOK.PNG)

>>8353893
FOUND IT. 
BOOM.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:42:41 ID: e31d43 No.8354287
File (hide): dd9902dda43c47d⋯.gif (1.01 MB, 600x782, 300:391, ca4bf6875e54010263e191248e….gif)

>>8353384
>>8353606
kek blesses for you sir  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:42:58 ID: dac5d0 No.8354292

>>8350173
I tried to translate the Hebrew characters on the bottom of the box there and got "To Jack R. IMI'
I assume that (if this is correct) this is Jack the Ripper, but I sincerely doubt my translation skills since I don't know Hebrew and I suspect nigger  translate 
is much use either.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:43:06 ID: 3d3224 No.8354294 >>8354322 >>8354600 >>8354793

Im still looking up  ids hoblets which yields weird shit.  I don't do the dark/deep web yet.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:46:51 ID: 38a88e No.8354322

>>8354294
shill shill go away, suck a kike another day  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:51:00 ID: e31d43 No.8354356 >>8354391

>>8353830
and why is we the pizza linked?
temple of set is linked to ritual abuse/satanism, but your post makes no sense at all
>>8353842
he was covered 100 times, he's absolutely 100% pedo and freemason/satanic  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:56:08 ID: 3d3224 No.8354391 >>8354419 >>8354494

File (hide): cda047577ed12f6⋯.jpg (517.22 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)

>>8354356
Those Reddit guys fucked up the Internet at the restaurant near the Capitol, and with an alphabet "referral" came in 
next day and downloaded a laptop with sick RedRoom blackmail shit allegedly.  Heavily shilled in my opinion.  Vid of 
Podesta raping a 3 year old and Reddit Pizza gate shut down in short order.  Any way, back to:  ids hoblets.  Need TOR 
within a VPN I guess soon.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:57:55 ID: d62935 No.8354406
File (hide): 3a74e7987c17308⋯.jpg (82.21 KB, 592x538, 296:269, pizz.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:58:11 ID: e31d43 No.8354408

>>8353606
I think perfect privacy is a dead end, I guess there's lots of people who use this service

might be that some are connected, but can we say that for sure?

http://perfectprivacy.com/how-it-works.aspx

I can't really think that clear right now to connect the dots, just some thoughts on that  

File (hide): 25cf9956a5663ad⋯.jpg (179.16 KB,
1034x624, 517:312, image.jpg)

File (hide): 79105cccdf5d8ac⋯.jpg (46.2 KB, 821x320,
821:320, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:58:11 ID: 3d3224 No.8354409
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:58:55 ID: 86f12a No.8354414 >>8354483 >>8354500 >>8354840

File (hide): ca32d05f3cfd771⋯.jpg (303.29 KB, 1264x744, 158:93, 0aClJJ.jpg)

IMGUR account;

FuzzyNavel / Spez? images from "One Lounge;

http://fuzzynavel.imgur.com/all

ALL SATANIC POINTS HAVE TO BE INVESTIGATED AND DUPONT CIRCLE BUILDINGS!!! THEY 
ALSO LEAD RIGHT TO THE WHITEHOUSE!!!  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 21:59:31 ID: e31d43 No.8354419

>>8354391
that still doesn't connect temple of set and aquino to wethepizza
and the wethepizza story is probably LARP, you must be new here  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:00:30 ID: 115083 No.8354430
File (hide): 6bd83386be4fcd4⋯.png (90.73 KB, 1024x1024, 1:1, 1457978333724.png)

>>8343040
OATHBROKEN  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:05:33 ID: e5035a No.8354467

>>8347662
white pizza isn't something that's called as such very often over here, so I wouldn't jump the gun. most non-foodies here likely wouldn't know what it 
means

t. britfag  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:06:58 ID: 86f12a No.8354483
File (hide): 1d9d5a89c3eafa9⋯.jpg (128.82 KB, 800x533, 800:533, Pizza Express Dupont under….jpg)

>>8354414
Dupont Underground Tunnel 
also knows as "Pizza Express"  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:09:13 ID: 02c616 No.8354494

>>8354391
>fucked up the Internet at the restaurant
no proof from either OP or external
>came in next day
no proof from either OP or external
>downloaded a laptop
no proof, dumped data does not contain a trace of info it came from a laptop, just CP that could be downloaded from Tor/elsewhere and a fake-as-hell 
looking menu. And what, the owners just let them walk out with their shit?
>Vid of Podesta raping a 3yo
not in the dump (that was hosted on fucking tinyupload of all places, bait for non-opsec'd fags)

Diagnosis: LARP faggotry/rusecruise  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:09:48 ID: 3d3224 No.8354500
File (hide): f045163d33ba32e⋯.png (10.92 MB, 2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

>>8354414
Supposedly an 
underground bunker if it 
helps. Near Comet PPP 
et al.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:14:13 ID: f85b07 No.8354539 >>8354671 >>8354760

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1431715
> There seems to be an organization central to all the finds that we have been uncovering over the past few weeks. One which links Laura Silsby, James 
Alefantis, David Brock, other individuals that I loosely refer to as the “DC Group” as well as others.
> This organization is the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC).  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:24:04 ID: 4b3d23 No.8354600
File (hide): 22d8d635bea9ca0⋯.jpg (99.51 KB, 600x446, 300:223, hoblets.jpg)

>>8354294
You are 
hoblets. 
Sry got 
nothing to 
contribute 
but this 
picture 
belongs 
here.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:34:44 ID: e31d43 No.8354671 >>8354961

File (hide): 3abbf2ddf2e1e9c⋯.png (1003.09 KB, 600x800, 3:4, 1479120159263.png)

>>8354539
>voat.co/v/pizzagate/143171
5  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:43:57 ID: 896442 No.8354758 >>8354777 >>8354796 >>8354813

Anyone else feel like this whole thing is an ARG/constructed scandal that (((they))) are using as a tool to push the 'fake news' agenda?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:44:09 ID: 21bd64 No.8354760

>>8354539
Besides thorn we already knew that  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:45:47 ID: 21bd64 No.8354777 >>8354808

>>8354758
Nah, it was way before that, the starting point of the investigation was on podesta leaks.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:47:19 ID: 2a58c1 No.8354793 >>8354915

>>8354294
IDS HOBLETS = IT'S HOPELESS  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:47:43 ID: 4aab9e No.8354796

>>8354758
This shit's been know for years, it's meme magic that's at play here.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:49:24 ID: 896442 No.8354808 >>8354851 >>8354870

>>8354777
I think there is meat to the podesta stuff, but I feel like pizzagate is not only their way of distracting people but also provides them a good opportunity to 
push their fake news justification of censorship.

For example I'm seeing reports that kanye west, during his rant, outed pizzagate to thousands of people. Listened to the entire clip - he didn't.

I'm seeing claims of harassment due to the pizzagate subreddit. "harassment" is an easy to fake thing that SJWs love to use to justify censorship.

I could be wrong but it feels like it's falling into place for me. A lot of the pizzagate 'evidence' was extremely weak as well. And then we've had those 
freaky trolls/FBI agents trying to trick people into running strange .exe programs (viruses).  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:50:11 ID: 95ca3d No.8354813 >>8354834

>>8354758
This is how i know that you didn't read anything on the OP and you are not informed in the slightest regarding other cases such as the Franklin Scandal 
and Dutroux. Please leave idiot.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:52:10 ID: 896442 No.8354834 >>8355127

>>8354813
>something else is real therefore this is real
how does that make any sense at all even to a complete moron like yourself?  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:52:39 ID: dac5d0 No.8354840

>>8354414
If you look at the businesses that exist along the hidden line of the pentagram (assuming some kind of tunnel), we have Crepeaway (creep away) and 
The Shadow Room; an upmarket night spot. http://www.shadowroom.com/

Good job on Lounge One that's some weird creeyp shit.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:53:31 ID: 896442 No.8354846

https://twitter.com/search?vertical=default&q=pizzagate%20kanye&src=typd

check out all these shills claiming kanye said pizzagate, he didn't - I watched 17 mins of this blabbering retard

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:53:54 ID: 21bd64 No.8354851 >>8354864 >>8354874

>>8354808
Yep, there's a lot of disinfo right now. But there are really strong evidence as well, and the funny is that those evidences were found way before it hit the 
"mainstream', such as:
>jeff koons
>alefantis
>david brock 
>heavy breathing  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:55:40 ID: 21bd64 No.8354864

>>8354851
p.s We have made no improvement on the subject since it went viral.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:56:30 ID: 4aab9e No.8354870 >>8354874

>>8354808
You're retarded.
This whole investigation is interest driven, and it's not yet packaged for the normies.
If you're interested in distributing it to the normies, go and read the 4pol threads and make your own conclusions and info-graphics.
Also, thanks to this while effort. more unraveling  of the details has been done in a month than has been done in decades, so sincerely -fuck you.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:56:52 ID: 896442 No.8354874 >>8354890 >>8354921

>>8354851
alright, I just wanted to run this idea by you all. thank you for listening.

>>8354870
Kill yourself nigger, filtered.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 22:58:27 ID: 4aab9e No.8354890 >>8354921 >>8354924

>>8354874
You've been shilling up this entire thread with your sliding, reported.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:01:29 ID: 3d3224 No.8354915 >>8354957

>>8354793
Well then, I'm done with that one.  I can see the shilling when there is something to hide.  There are thousands or millions of us that know in our gut.  
Kevin Arnett Knows.  European shit is way ahead of us documenting.  So many of us know about the Pedo Canabal Satanism rings.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:01:53 ID: 21bd64 No.8354921 >>8355530

>>8354890
>>8354874
pls no bully 

Fuck i need to find something new. 
LADS we forgot about hawaii, shit. We also forgot about that chubby girl who contacted mr potato, fuck.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:02:17 ID: 896442 No.8354924 >>8354957

>>8354890
reported you back you fucking kike, kill yourself  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:06:59 ID: 4aab9e No.8354957 >>8355264

>>8354915
In the last thread I was doing some translations for darkanon in regards to the Ukrainian rings, I can tell you for a fact that Kiev and Moscow are complicit 
in all of this shit, and that's not even getting started on the old world european powers.

>>8354924
Go be a shill somewhere else.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:07:24 ID: 4b3d23 No.8354961 >>8354977

>>8354671
>voat.co/v/pizzagate/1431715

Should be included in the future OPs.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:08:52 ID: 21bd64 No.8354977

>>8354961
This shit is for normies, we already know that.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:25:10 ID: 95ca3d No.8355127

>>8354834
Wow you are not even trying shlomo  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:39:32 ID: 3d3224 No.8355264
File (hide): 7c634aa64f38310⋯.jpg (233.26 KB, 952x940, 238:235, image.jpg)

>>8354957
That thread 
about the 
house in San 
Fran was 
bizarro.  
https://archive.
4plebs.org/pol/t
hread/1000545
75/#10007045
4
Luckily I am 
bizarro myself.  
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Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:43:56 ID: fcbd5c No.8355316
File (hide): 4b4621756135f21⋯.jpg (247.26 KB, 2048x2020, 512:505, eastern_star_logo.jpg)

>>8342916
>>8342897
>>8342980
>>8346942
>The fifth point is Electa, the mother and the elect lady from the Second Epistle of John. She is associated 
with the full maturity of life, autumn and the color red. Electa’s cardinal virtue is patience.  This is symbolized 
through the cup representing charity.

normie degree info ofc.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:45:10 ID: 4aab9e No.8355329 >>8355355 >>8355477

File (hide): e4c7b25c3bc4713⋯.jpg (23.68 KB, 480x360, 4:3, pizza.jpg)

Guys, there's encrypted 
data in this image, HALP  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:46:36 ID: 4aab9e No.8355350
File (hide): 3a8954c76b5d552⋯.jpg (301.79 KB, 1200x675, 16:9, CyEGFzcUUAIe8Il.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:47:23 ID: 21bd64 No.8355355 >>8355360

>>8355329
>this shit 

If its encrypted its almost impossible do anything with it, believe it we already tried.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:48:24 ID: 4aab9e No.8355360 >>8355380

>>8355355
It's a zip archive apparently, I spoke too soon when I said encrypted.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:49:45 ID: ac7d95 No.8355374

There is nothing concealed that will not be disclosed, or hidden that not will be made known. What you have spoken in the dark will be heard in the 
daylight, and what you have whispered in the inner rooms will be proclaimed from the housetops.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:50:19 ID: 1ee9ad No.8355380 >>8355394

>>8355360
still.. we've known this for awhile, nobody has been able to do anything with it  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:51:52 ID: 4aab9e No.8355394

>>8355380
Rest in piece potential leads.  

Anonymous  11/24/16 (Thu) 23:54:03 ID: ac7d95 No.8355420

Have no fellowship with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather expose them. For it is shameful even to mention what the disobedient do in secret. But 
everything exposed by the light becomes visible, for everything that is illuminated becomes a light itself.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:00:41 ID: 1ee9ad No.8355477

>>8355329
you have the link to the email with the pic?  

File (hide): abc6f822a624cd6⋯.png (497.8
KB, 500x594, 250:297, 1480028248134.png)

File (hide): 1dba803e08a6574⋯.png (1.34 MB,
893x915, 893:915, 1480027448024.png)

File (hide): 1afc5a9d0078f88⋯.png (496.52 KB,
880x908, 220:227, 1480027162512.png)

File (hide): baf60d21a0e36b6⋯.png (438.65 KB,
917x867, 917:867, 1480027323509.png)

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:00:55 ID: 4aab9e No.8355479 >>8355525

>Merely a coincidence  

File (hide): 1634314a8f39cd9⋯.png (1.23 MB,
1047x659, 1047:659, 1480028387838.png)

File (hide): 8402e79fe38471f⋯.png (1.37 MB,
1071x691, 1071:691, 1480030081368.png)

File (hide): 1394ae09b0c0631⋯.png (699.78 KB,
975x864, 325:288, 1480029045501.png)

File (hide): 956cc87c1e92947⋯.png (1.02 MB,
987x686, 141:98, 1480028498680.png)

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:06:39 ID: 4aab9e No.8355525 >>8355693

>>8355479
>All the kids you've collected
>Fetus drawer
>Blatant cheese pizza references for those in the know
Yep, surely just a mere coincidence.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:07:25 ID: 21bd64 No.8355530

>>8354921
I've just remembered, her name is Sasha Lord. 

"Sasha Lord worked at Black Cat 2001-2005, graduated from George Mason University in 2005 in Therapeutic Recreation specializing in working with At-
Risk Populations. In 2003, Sasha Lord was a outdoor facilitator at Hemlock Overlook specializing in At-Risk Populations. In 2004, Sasha Lord 
volunteered in Salem Oregon with The Girl Scouts of Santiam Council helping facilitate "Girl Scout Beyond Bars". From 2007 to 2011, Sasha worked for 
The Girl Scouts of the Nation's Capital as a Field Director for Central Prince William County (VA) as well as running an outreach Girl Scout Troop at the 
Prince William County Juvenile Detention Center."  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:12:04 ID: 4b3d23 No.8355568

This might be absolutely nothing, but I was browsing through the first threads. 
I bet you guys remember this message?

"I will only post once.  You people are shaking the right trees.  Please keep digging, I implore you.  It is the only way to stop them.  Your inquiries are 
causing a lot of chatter and panic.  I would suggest if you have not done so already; create vanishing emails and congregate on a voice chat server.  Most 
IRC channels are compromised.

They are deleting and changing things as I type this.  You will be gaslit.  You will be hunted.  You will be accused.  Do not let yourself be taken by these 
disgusting people.

The white rabbit is their god.
They only know pain.
Sic iuvenis porta vitae. (= The gateway to young life?)"

The thread was archived so I never got to check out the links it provided. Manually copied the damn thing.

http://www.google.com/maps/@38.9896066,-77.0945796,3a,54.5y,346.24h,75.25t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sAR-
IxS7FjoE6SpgKNumrZw!2e0!7i13312!8i6656!6m1!1e1 

Did anyone run any background checks on Hope Floats..? Too lazy to type the other link, probably had something to do with The Child in the Shoe.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:17:02 ID: 21bd64 No.8355607 >>8355656 >>8355819 >>8355864

https://www.you tube.com/watch?v=CnKnMwbMUvE
>50:10
>brazilian girl says she wants to kill herself because she was raped when she was a child 
>she was born in a community called children of god 
>raped since she was 6 years old 
>she's 26 now
>probably happend in mid 90's 

I'm doing it myself, just giving the lead if someone its interested.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:22:12 ID: 4aab9e No.8355656

>>8355607
Will help there anon  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:22:54 ID: 21bd64 No.8355662 >>8355714 >>8355733

Has anyone seen this?

https://wikileaks.or g/podesta-emails/emailid/1488 

There's too much information i must have forgotten  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:27:15 ID: d93731 No.8355693 >>8355707 >>8355714

>>8355525

I'm the anon that posted the pics of Jack on halfchan. Think there is something there? Didn't really catch on. This guy is creeping me out.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:29:14 ID: d93731 No.8355705 >>8356006

File (hide): 15a0863dd685075⋯.png (1.33 MB, 1077x688, 1077:688, jack3.PNG)

These 
comments are 
also disturbing.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:29:22 ID: 21bd64 No.8355707 >>8355715

>>8355693
He reminds me of Alefantis.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:30:21 ID: 4aab9e No.8355714

>>8355662
>Email id
>1488
That email is fuel for an entire different set of scandals, what the fuck.

>>8355693
Clearly occult/satanic undertones, also masochistic symbols throughout the tumblr, you can be certain that these are the types to slaughter small animals 
in desolate buildings, but since we're certain they do more than that, we know that they're doing the sacrifices with humans.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:30:23 ID: d93731 No.8355715

>>8355707

Yep. He has a ton of followers too. He could be a link to Hollywood.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:34:53 ID: 21bd64 No.8355733 >>8355766 >>8355884

>>8355662
>https://wikileaks.or g/podesta-emails/emailid/14887 

Fix'd  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:40:48 ID: 4aab9e No.8355766 >>8355884

>>8355733
Searching the name, with all sorts of keywords brings back nothing.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:49:11 ID: 4aab9e No.8355819 >>8355907

File (hide): fbfb866bfb21761⋯.png (19.17 KB, 150x112, 75:56, 150.png)

>>8355607
http://childrenofthesun.org/pilgrima
ge-to-john-of-god-brazil/

Looks like some sort of new-age 
cult, it's still up and running.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:50:43 ID: d93731 No.8355829 >>8355848

File (hide): a0abaf2413d87ad⋯.png (1.32 MB, 1167x750, 389:250, culkin.PNG)

This comment 
mentions cheese 
pizza. There's no 
pizza in the pic…  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:53:16 ID: 95ca3d No.8355848 >>8355881 >>8355920

>>8355829
Why are these people obsessed with Macalay Culkin?  
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File (hide): 79d658ec13777f6⋯.jpg (41.8 KB, 620x405,
124:81, ae11758df87608eed54298cf25….jpg)

File (hide): 6d2de79089edd38⋯.png (287.75 KB,
450x354, 75:59, jog-copy.png)

File (hide): 7c43a55e52d9cc1⋯.jpg (2.84 MB,
3648x2736, 4:3, JohnAfterlrg.jpg)

File (hide): e08debb4528507b⋯.jpg (64.41 KB,
600x411, 200:137, 201206-omag-wikfs-600x411.jpg)

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:54:59 ID: 4aab9e No.8355864 >>8355907

>>8355607
Oprah Winfrey involved, you've unleashed a powerful force anon.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:57:14 ID: 4aab9e No.8355881 >>8356338

>>8355848
Culkin sings 
about pizza in 
her spare time 
now.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 00:58:17 ID: 21bd64 No.8355884 >>8356068

File (hide): a562efa17b2bf59⋯.png (21.1 KB, 659x411, 659:411, Sem título.png)

>>8355733
>>8355766

>Mrs. Naric Maksudova-
Mosherefi
Maksudova is a belgium 
surname
Moshrefi is iranian surname

http://www.alba 
waba.com/news/iran-

marraige-child-marriage-law-532580

http://www.alba waba.com/news/iran-marraige-child-marriage-law-532580

http://www.namestatis tics.com/firstname/male/naric

Weird…
So, he might not even be an US citizen.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:00:26 ID: 21bd64 No.8355907 >>8355926

>>8355864
Nah, i know this guy, he's just crazy.

>>8355819
I don't think that's the same community mentioned on the film.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:01:51 ID: d93731 No.8355920

>>8355848

It's suspected Culkin was a victim. There are a lot of references to pizza in his works including a clip that popped up on youtube of him just eating a slice 
of pizza.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:02:09 ID: 21bd64 No.8355926

>>8355907
>in the film 
Fix'd  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:11:01 ID: d93731 No.8356006 >>8356019

>>8355705

Just noticed he's wearing the Culkin shirt in this pic. Someone in an earlier thread also pointed out the baby has a pedo spiral on its outfit.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:13:06 ID: d93731 No.8356016
File (hide): b60243a17c0ead8⋯.png (961.97 KB, 1076x694, 538:347, jack8.PNG)

This is the 
same shirt. 
Look at the 
comments.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:13:14 ID: 4aab9e No.8356019

>>8356006
Regular spirals aren't pedo markers.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:13:22 ID: 7ffe77 No.8356022

q  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:20:01 ID: 21bd64 No.8356068

>>8355884
Why does he want a child from macedonia though?

>macedonia is a source, transit, and destination country for women and children subjected to trafficking in persons, specifically forced prostitution and 
forced labor

Interesting…

>The Government of Macedonia does not fully comply with the minimum standards for the elimination of trafficking; however, it is making significant 
efforts to do so. The government continued to strengthen its anti-trafficking framework and issued its first annual National Rapporteur’s report on 
trafficking. The government did not convict any trafficking offenders, identified fewer official trafficking victims, and did not provide funding to NGOs for the 
care and assistance of foreign and domestic trafficking victims in Macedonia. The government did not prosecute any officials for trafficking specific crimes

Fishy as fuck  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:23:10 ID: ef7f17 No.8356085 >>8356092
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:23:48 ID: ef7f17 No.8356092 >>8356138

>>8356085

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:29:15 ID: 8cbfef No.8356138 >>8356150 >>8356170

>>8356092
I didn't wanna stomach their "music" to see this shit, but fuck that's plain as day. Same color and everything.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:30:51 ID: ef7f17 No.8356150

>>8356138
This adds more evidence for the pedophile ring in comet pizza.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:32:30 ID: 21bd64 No.8356170 >>8356232

>>8356138
I liked it, kek.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:36:08 ID: 000000 No.8356199 >>8356214 >>8356232 >>8356334

I have been trying to post this for over an hour and now I'm almost out of time. 

Please see that this reaches the right people. We are counting on you, /pol/.

http://sli. mg/Y52S4m  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:37:44 ID: 387481 No.8356212

>>8351740
Best bet out of these would be to contact the people who have these stories and ask them to expound on them and if there were any follow up 
investigation files that we could see.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:37:47 ID: 21bd64 No.8356214 >>8356311

>>8356199
I ain't clicking that shit nigga  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:39:37 ID: 4aab9e No.8356232

>>8356170
>>8356199
I'm on it  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:48:15 ID: 1ee9ad No.8356311

>>8356214

>http://sli. mg/Y52S4m
its fine  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:50:34 ID: 387481 No.8356334
File (hide): c4606714b62bb6c⋯.jpg (512.2 KB, 2047x1253, 2047:1253, Y52S4m.jpg)

>>8356199
This is what's in 
the link.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 01:50:46 ID: 888a38 No.8356338

>>8355881
Fuck off with this. A shitty band that doesn't exist anymore isn't proof.

They are just shit pizza covers of velvet underground songs. My friend got to talk shit to McFaggot Cockin IRL and tell him his daddy should of beat him 
harder so his music wouldn't suck so much. Mega Lolz  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): c221e470afcf858⋯.jpeg (72.14 KB, 667x599, 667:599, thejewdefeated.jpeg)
PizzaPong #16 - "I guess it's my turn to be OP" Edition Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 17:53:45

ID: c98e2e No.8361501  >>8361940 >>8361986 >>8362855 >>8374863 [Watch Thread] [Show All Posts]

Update:  Reddit CEO Steve Huffman aka Spez aka FuzzyNavel, owner of /r/cannibals, deleted /r/pizzagate, 
implicated in modifying user posts on reddit, implicated in pizzapong scandal.
>>8345691

Twitter CEO similarly implicated.  8/pol/ and these threads in particular are heavily monitored.  Post only after 
archiving what you've found.

Go to >>8281255 and grab a PDF of The Franklin Scandal by Nick Bryant.

(1): you need to know that they know =>
https://archive.is/7P1M0

Most of the people we are investigating have locked down their social media. There could be honeypots out 
there. If you aren't sure about your security posture you should read the OpSec section. 

(2): If you are new here read the sticky here: http://8ch.net/pol/res/993439.html
(3): Nobody Gives a Fuck About Your PeerBlock

Archives
Original Threads 
#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles
https://archive.is/7cVwl

PingPong and Beyond 
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD (Dr. Pong)
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb (Comet Ping Pong)
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
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Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: https://archive.is/IURyL
Thread 9: https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: https://archive.is/mGs6L
Thread 11: https://archive.is/xnVbG
Thread 12: https://archive.is/Rb8a1
Thread 13: https://archive.is/ChAWd
Thread 14: >>8308237 https://archive.is/JrDD0
Thread 15: >>8335333 https://archive.is/dMXx5
Introductory must read(!) book to cult abuse and pedophocracy: http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi

Brief ReCap
The purpose of all this digging is to uncover networks involved in the trafficking, sexual exploitation and ritual abuse of children.
A few days before the election Spirit Cooking dropped => https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893
Basically these idiots participate in creepy pseudo occult rituals. They do stuff ranging from dumping fake blood on efiggies of children, cut their hands open, mix 
blood and semen, probably drinking it, and engage in fake cannibalism. We speculate that they probably do these things for reals in other contexts.
John and Tony Podesta, the Molesta brothers look like the suspects in Maddy McCann's kidnapping (Murder)
In addition to exactly matching the description of the suspects John's emails which correspond to the time period relevant to the kidnapping were deleted, probably 
years before the Podesta leak occurred.
They have homes filled with creepy art, some of which is pedophilic in nature. Many of their leaked emails are cryptic and include pedophilic symbolism. Some are 
quite blatant, for example this email discussing swimming children as entertainment: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49435
The Clinton's, the Podesta's and the Democrats were tied to Comet Ping Pong a "family friendly" pizza joint in Washington D.C. Upon inspection it was discovered 
that CPP was creepy as fuck: much associated with them is cryptic, sexual and pedophilic. Branching out from CPP to other related businesses and individuals 
revealed more of the same. The associated businesses/individuals often use logos/imagery/speech associated with pedophilia.

Obama's 65k Pizza and Hot Dog dinner => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html
Obama channels his inner Biden => https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c0d8c96665e2a120a70ae4bb414a598725160c9f3ad51de2041cb2619e6debe1.png
Stratfor Pizza Connection => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html

Comet Ping Pong => Owned by James Alefantis. James' personal and business social media accounts were replete with creepy images and comments.
They host events frequently and they are all all-ages events. The artists that perform have similarly questionable art work/themes => https://archive.is/4190H
CPP also has hidden washrooms which may be used to facilitate child sexual abuse or trafficking. 
Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking

People of Interest
Everything ties back to the Clintons/The Foundation
James Alefantis: Owner of Comet Ping Pong => James' KikeBook Friendlist https://archive.is/08yME
Susan Alefantis: Sister of James, wrote letter of support for a pedo => https://archive.is/rHWxk
Arun G. Rao: DoJ, specializes in Child Pornography, liked creepy pictures on Jimmy Comet's Instagram.
Kevin Reynolds: Tied to Epstein and Clinton, specializes in massaging babies.
Frank Giustra: In bed with the Clintons (see: https://archive.is/DI2lQ)

Sites of Interest
Comet Ping Pong => https://archive.is/tRkrO (Alefantis aka Jimmy Comet)
Besta Pizza => https://archive.is/3OrGh (Boylove symbol, owned by Clinton associate Andrew Kline, a DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking cases)
M.A.M.A.S. => https://web.archive.org/web/20161004110031/http://mamasmidwives.com/
Baby Massage => https://archive.is/2J0wv (Reynolds)
Baby Babysitters => https://archive.is/uITIY (Reynolds)
Terasol => https://archive.is/tplgE
Bucks Fishing and Camping => https://archive.fo/VMGH5

Post last edited at 11/25/16 (Fri) 18:05:40

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 17:56:08 ID: 262b80 No.8361518 >>8361537 >>8361557

where are the right wing kidnap and torture for intel squads?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 17:59:08 ID: f91f0f No.8361537 >>8367539

File (hide): 1a835993b4fb607⋯.png (123.26 KB, 846x888, 141:148, feeding the poor.png)

>>8361518
I'm working on a list for possible 
targets, next step will be 
observation of targets.

Just kidding, I have no friends to 
execute such plans.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:02:40 ID: c98e2e No.8361557 >>8365044

>>8361518
Never work outside of your competencies if you can help it.  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:11:52 ID: f91f0f No.8361615 >>8361690

This book was recommended in the canninabal thread, I'm almost through and it really is interesting and sheds some light on all the esoteric, satanic stuff 
involved.

This is what many of these freaks believe in, I guess we can use that knowledge in some way against them.

http://www.stopthecrime.net/The%20Egyptian-Masonic-Satanic%20Connection.pdf  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:17:24 ID: 865bee No.8361656

You guys see the WAPO cover piece for the Comet faggot? He's a poor victim and it's really about his employees. Just utterly disgusting.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:21:37 ID: f91f0f No.8361690

>>8361615
I'd recommend putting this in future OPs.

Also https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FUersarZuo

A psychologist speaks about the therapy of MK-Ultra/Ritual Abuse victims. It has a lot of info in it, he talks about the different kinds of programming and 
how its done.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:22:37 ID: 22f1cd No.8361705 >>8361803

Is this actually going anywhere substantial? I've asked before and I had no answer. Again, it bugs me that there's so much energy being poured into this 
while things like Rotherham just sit and rot.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:28:52 ID: 13a24d No.8361765 >>8363325

Point of inquiry, since it doesn't seem to have been adressed properly or succint enough:

What's the connection between Assange shutdown and Pedostagate?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:34:23 ID: 96c5d7 No.8361803 >>8361889

File (hide): 4727f26640e9ca6⋯.webm (11.42 MB, 320x180, 16:9, pizza gate social media.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8361705

Are you kidding me, white male? How do you not understand that uncovering this crap not only helps stop it, 
but also helps prevent it in the future? 

There's no way any good parent will allow these homosexual, sexual pervert jewish billionaire, spirit cooking 
satanist cannibal blood drinking, murdering pedos around their children anymore. Even though we can't 
prove it in a court of law, where there's smoke, there's fire, and we know some of who they are and at least 
some of the ways they operate.

Feel free to add in Rotherham details, as we know they operate internationally.

From the Australian thread 

>>8340383 

there's a Comet Pizza opening.

+ interview with guy who periscoped Comet Ping Pong, but got kicked out right away. protip: don't hire him as a private investigator until he gets more 
experience

better quality video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_zTaruGkHs  
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▶
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File (hide):
23b8c6faaebd542⋯.png
(126.06 KB, 640x1136, 40:71, Comet
Pizza Austraila (3).png)

File (hide): 4a8cbc6e17ca30c⋯.png (1.99 MB,
1634x1198, 817:599, more weird shit.png)

File (hide): 1ad99d7cbeb5eed⋯.png (1.97 MB,
1858x1174, 929:587, fsdbgdfs.png)

File (hide): 8c73aa0d69747af⋯.png (649.8 KB,
920x629, 920:629, fdfsd.png)

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:44:01 ID: f86c89 No.8361876 >>8362940 >>8374173

We dug so far we ended up in australia  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:45:19 ID: 22f1cd No.8361889 >>8361952

>>8361803
I have no problem with uncovering it, and to be honest I agree there's no smoke without a fire. But there's been way, way too much nutty /x/-type shit and 
not enough connecting the dots and following social leads.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:49:43 ID: 38cf46 No.8361919

Last thread had two mashup images including pics of a woman in a glass/plexiglass cage with another taking selfies in front of it. Looked like torture. 
Where did those come from? I had to skip the last couple threads and take a break so I'm not up on recent developments.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:51:56 ID: fe63ff No.8361940

>>8361501 (OP)

MARINA ABRAMOVIC SPIRIT COOKING  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9ys-Lfu4Sc

Marina Abramovic Human Cake - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_qA6n_w9i0

#Pizzagate Comet ping pong INSTAGRAM - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvdRPWL_tU8

MILEY CYRUS PIZZAGATE CELEBRITY - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5yoHTtPpUM

FBI Exposes Clinton Pedophile Satanic - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suDHJDX90zE

Wikileaks Exposes Clinton’s Satanic Network - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hmbArq1x6E

PIZZAGATE IS REAL - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggvQdZXMGLw

Alex Jones Nov 4th 2016 1st hour - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s1tOZZPfxg

Alex Jones Friday 11/4/16: Clinton’s Occult Rituals - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGoj69zD7lU

————————

Email - https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893

http://www.editionjs.com/img/abramovic/   - https://archive.is/15yMm  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:53:32 ID: 96c5d7 No.8361952

>>8361889
>way too much nutty /x/-type shit 

Maybe welcome to the interwebs, but satanism and SRA etc. is not exactly normie behavior, either.

Be the change you want to see.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:57:20 ID: 3f4b32 No.8361986 >>8362009 >>8364480

>>8361501 (OP)
Here is a embed for a Franklin Scandal documentary. Seems that most of the people mentioned in this are 
dead now and the ones that aren't are hard to dig up info on. kikepedia has very little on this

I can't make out the house number at 51:14 in this but it may be of interest since it was supposedly used for 
the "parties" of these sick fucks. even more so if it is close to the pizza places  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 18:59:22 ID: 7d3c47 No.8362009

>>8361986
Break your link  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:03:17 ID: 8102b2 No.8362043
File (hide): b84c73811503162⋯.png (137.97 KB, 322x266, 23:19, ClipboardImage.png)

You can found this 
bathroom in some 
picture?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:06:38 ID: 402432 No.8362082

They can't hide this for much longer.
Keep at it /pol/
SHADILAY  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:12:06 ID: ea8af9 No.8362149 >>8362194 >>8363847

EyEs WiDe OpEn ASSange EdItIoN

pastebin.com/UwEUyauy
pastebin.com/MakYmzzt
pastebin.com/HY9N3rc3
pastebin.com/stbJvs1J

dcpizzagate.wordpress.com

youtube.com/watch?v=D8YdSvyp89E
youtube.com/watch?v=hh8cEVOSZmM
youtube.com/watch?v=Gi6ryNOg8z0

wikileaks.org/podesta-email  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:16:34 ID: 22f1cd No.8362194 >>8362308

>>8362149
First Pastebin is a 404 anon  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:18:07 ID: 57c766 No.8362210

Has there been any attempt to connect this all to PEDOWOOD? Maybe some connections in the Sony leaks? These circles have to be connected, I think 
that's what kanye was referring to before he was blackbagged, all those jew producers with they're casting couches and hat at black mafia bullshit, 
Chapelle had to go to Africa to escape this shit. I'm sure Bryan Singer knows all about throwing a Jimmy Comet style 'pizza party'  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:19:15 ID: ea8af9 No.8362221 >>8362308

http://pastebin.com/search?q=dcpizzagate

it WAS the 2nd link… working minutes ago.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:29:07 ID: ea8af9 No.8362308

>>8362194

See:
>>8362221

…
http://pastebin.com/Jn2LfXg4
http://pastebin.com/id3TaWUc
http://pastebin.com/dAWBm9pL  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:41:14 ID: 7484d3 No.8362426 >>8362705 >>8362732

Bear with me on this:

The best crime to commit is one where you can't expose the evidence, right? And as we saw on that one episode of the Filter King Show, even if you're a 
detective working with the police, you still have to walk on eggshells when it comes to CP. Now, knowing this, do you think these sick fucks being in power 
and being so open with their perversions is why they (senators, congressmen, news talking heads, etc) made such a push about a year ago to tighten CP 
laws and porn in general? So that they could cover themselves better?

Does that make any sense, or am I being paranoid?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:42:56 ID: 866b0b No.8362439 >>8362477

Anyone remember where we saw Rachel Chandler liking or sharing Instagram photos from either CPP/Jimmy or joshuarvogelsong or vice versa??? I 
thought I had that archived but guess not… Sure is a lot to dig thru to find it again…. Found another interesting regarding her and trying to connect the 
dots  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 19:45:53 ID: ea8af9 No.8362477 >>8362612

>>8362439

Rachel Chandler has the tumblr with kids in "artistic" photos, probably taken in the uk.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:03:26 ID: 866b0b No.8362612 >>8362660

>>8362477
Right…. But that account either shared or liked one photo that was posted by comet ping pong or vice versa… There was a direct connection I'm sure I 
saw somewhere  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:03:41 ID: 1216c5 No.8362616 >>8362660 >>8365442 >>8375412

from last thread 

>>8354957
>In the last thread I was doing some translations for darkanon in regards to the Ukrainian rings, I can tell you for a fact that Kiev and Moscow are 
complicit in all of this shit, and that's not even getting started on the old world european powers.

Just 2 words. Kikes and odesa 

Sex trafficking trade forces women from Odessa to massage parlours in Britain 

https://archive.is/9u6VO

Odessa grew rich in the 19th century by exporting Russian grain. These days one of its main trades is in flesh. The city is a collecting hub for women from 
across the former Soviet Union who, unbeknown to them, have been snared by traffickers. From Odessa and elsewhere in Ukraine they are conveyed 
west to Europe and east to Russia, or south to Turkey and the Middle East. Twice a week ferries from Istanbul bring back those, often ill and pregnant, 
who have been deported by the Turks.

https://archive.is/E5GkY

Welcome to Odessa: the strategic southern Ukrainian port that has emerged as one of the principal hubs of the international sex trade. Blighted by police 
corruption and organised crime, the city has become a marketplace where women are bought, sold, deceived, abused, and in many cases trafficked to a 
hellish life abroad.

https://archive.is/JxhY0

Also, organs 

Israel is the organ harvesting and human trafficking global ringleader, with complicit help from US and Turkey

https://archive.is/uazdM

    Shocking information appeared on the social networks saying that the militia from Slavyansk found hundreds of corpses of National Guard soldiers 
during a night reconnaissance operation. The soldiers had had their stomachs ripped open and internal organs removed. In addition, the people living in 
the troubled territories, have seen well-equipped ambulance vehicles, armored cash collection vans and other special vehicles near hospitals of the 
Ukrainian army.

    Employees of international airports, for example, in Boryspil, said that there were many small aircraft chartered to transport special refrigerators that 
are used for transporting human organs.

https://archive.is/OAlLK

To my knowledge moscow is not complicit. Kiev is. Moscow should be investigated nevertheless. Kikes were running kiev at the time this was going on. 
Moscow provided us with some useful information (link above). There is large market in israel 

Thousands of women are being smuggled into Israel, creating a booming sex trade industry that rakes more than USD one billion a year, a parliamentary 
committee said on Wednesday.

https://archive.is/NvVhX

>>8355607

>I'm doing it myself, just giving the lead if someone its interested.

Look into family 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_International

assange had connections with them. He never talked about them publicly. There was talk they were into human (children) trafficking. 

https://archive.is/6QxWh  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:09:23 ID: 866b0b No.8362640
File (hide): 31d99fb7b43a3fb⋯.jpeg (51.83 KB, 454x440, 227:220, image.jpeg)

Just some interesting 
Hmmm connections

Rachel chandler of Bill 
Clinton fame, with 
actor Waris 
whatshisname  

▶

▶
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Pedogate / Pizzagate Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:09:36 ID: 000000 No.8362642 >>8363359 >>8363360

 Pedogate / Pizzagate archives  

Download quick and re-upload!

pizzagate-git-repo.zip (356.6 MB) (git repo)
uploadfiles.io/b5629
github.com/PedoHunter/pizzagate/archive/master.zip

dump_mht.zip (224.7 MB) (/r/pizzagate dump)
uploadfiles.io/98a18

rpizzagate.zip (59.6 MB) (/r/pizzagate dump)
uploadfiles.io/3f825

pizzagate.zip (14.6 MB) (/r/pizzagate dump)
uploadfiles.io/16b26  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:10:56 ID: 866b0b No.8362650 >>8363083

File (hide): a3c6b3094e0a675⋯.jpeg (29.79 KB, 331x373, 331:373, image.jpeg)

And Marina Spirit Cooker 
with Waris 

He was the guy who did a 
jewelery piece for the 
Clinton Foundation  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:13:31 ID: ea8af9 No.8362660 >>8362757 >>8362787 >>8363072 >>8363817

1. why these op aren't going well

after weeks many argue about pizza. it's either a codeword or a mean psyop (more later)

wikileaks was scouted, lead were found and then doubts arise about wikileaks itself, as: missing mails during time period of the Madeleine Mccann case.

some shill asks about podesta brothers and efits. no searches, just shitposting

a german troll creates the fake screenshot allegedly from /protected subfolder in cometpizza site. no proof posted

2. how to make OP great again

connect the dots… franklin scandal located in washington dc had a former navy officier as head of the cult

ignore the silly pizza comments, because it's a PSYOP. starting from july (Epstein, Hawaii) op searches are monitored. FBI Anon spills some beans and 
research starts anew. the lowest kikes in this organization - it's politics, business and blackmailing - are outed as james alefantis and amanda kleinman.

What is the biggest issue to focus on? it's
MONICA PETERSEN

Haiti and child organizations and money laundering and all these links to politics and flying jews in lolita express planes.

Tamera Luzzatto worked for HRC
alefantis, a random fag, connected to top politicians and deep into art scams.

>>8362612
Rachel Chandler, once a prostitute, is now photographer for many "very important people" and probably offers a book of assets to the biz-people.

Eli Sizemore, now Irene Sizemore 

>>8362616

great jewish place, some books say the black plague started there - from jewish boats - coming then into Europe.

PSYOP because - from july - high level ((j(ews))) came under attention. shilling arose but - unless someone force into alefantis home - no proof was 
made public yet.  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:16:57 ID: 1216c5 No.8362671 >>8362681

Regression (film)

The film takes place in Minnesota, in 1990. Detective Bruce Kenner (Ethan Hawke) investigates the case of John Gray (David Dencik) who admits to 
sexually abusing his 17-year-old daughter, Angela (Emma Watson), after she gives a written complaint on him, but he has no recollection of the abuse. 
They seek the help of Professor Kenneth Raines (David Thewlis) to use an experimental technique to regain memories on John Gray and come to 
suspect that their colleague Detective George Nesbitt (Aaron Ashmore) is involved. They detain him but fail to find evidence against him. Detectives 
suspect a satanic cult is involved, based on the testimony of Angela, who says that she was abused by people in masks and someone took pictures of it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_(film)

trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pBwIsVGaL4

Interesting choice of script by emma watson.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:18:13 ID: ea8af9 No.8362681

>>8362671

gus van sant is the most outed pedo in this (((Hollywood))) Charade  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:24:04 ID: 38cf46 No.8362705

>>8362426
>Does that make any sense, or am I being paranoid?

It makes sense anon.  

File (hide): 4919628ee1474de⋯.jpg (34.02 KB,
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File (hide): 7d2b794613031aa⋯.jpg (38.74 KB,
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:27:59 ID: 96c5d7 No.8362732 >>8362809

>>8362426

It's possible I suppose, and maybe they've done that, but it seems more likely and effective for them to go the other way, and try to loosen restrictions, like 
they've done with homosexuality. 

Don't ask, don't tell, to removing sodomy laws, to gay "marriage", and NAMBLA and the media push to legalize pedophilia.

www.salon.com/2015/09/21/im_a_pedophile_but_not_a_monster/

www.salon.com/2015/09/30/im_a_pedophile_youre_the_monsters_my_week_inside_the_vile_right_wing_hate_machine/

www.nytimes.com/2014/10/06/opinion/pedophilia-a-disorder-not-a-crime.html

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3244065/I-m-pedophile-not-monster-Man-writes-confronting-essay-asking-Americans-understand-different-pedophiles-
child-molesters.html  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:32:15 ID: f49852 No.8362757 >>8362858 >>8363002 >>8363046 >>8363977

File (hide): 598722279d87824⋯.png (2.13 MB, 1862x1190, 133:85, curlwtf.png)

>>8362660

Found a pedo connection to DC Military police. I found he commented on the guy from We The Pizza.

http://imgur. com/a/6BpWD

TBF, there's nothing wrong with referencing pizza, but when you make several references to 'killing pizza', 
something is definitely up. Not to mention his (((hearthstone))) mug.  
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>>8362660  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:41:34 ID: 38cf46 No.8362809 >>8362841 >>8362858

>>8362732
>It's possible I suppose, and maybe they've done that, but it seems more likely and effective for them to go the other way, and try to loosen restrictions, 
like they've done with homosexuality. 

They're doing both. Making it harder to prosecute pedos at the same time they're normalizing the behavior in the public.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:43:24 ID: 5598c0 No.8362821 >>8362840

What is /r/cannibals, anyone have a cap?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:45:47 ID: 38cf46 No.8362840

>>8362821
Go to the stickied reddit thread. Plenty there.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:45:56 ID: 7d3c47 No.8362841

>>8362809
So the people will turn against the goverment just like homesexuality. They wan't to thrive trough subrversion.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:49:43 ID: 52bcce No.8362855 >>8362911

>>8361501 (OP)
>Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking
This is not accurate.

The Andrew Kline that is referenced in the LLC filing related to Besta Pizza includes the address for the Veritas Law Firm. There's a photo of the Andrew 
Kline associated with that law firm on their website, and he looks nothing like the Andrew Kline that worked for the Department of Justice.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:50:12 ID: 96c5d7 No.8362858 >>8362902 >>8362916 >>8363002

>>8362757

more pics from that guy

>>8362809

Yeah, I can see that happening.

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:56:40 ID: 6e0ceb No.8362902

>>8362858

>Mention of eating young with pizza in a crib

Lol what a crazy series of total coincidences :^)  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:58:15 ID: 7d3c47 No.8362911 >>8362919

>>8362855
Thanks for the correction, m8, we need this kind of shit.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 20:59:45 ID: 32563d No.8362916

>>836
2858  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:00:47 ID: f49852 No.8362919 >>8362968 >>8366741

>>8362911

Abdel Rahman Hammad is the official owner of Capital Pizza inc, which owns (owned?) the property was Besta was situated. No one has been definitive 
about who exactly he is, but I suggested that it could be a Abdelrahman Hammad Al Attiyah, Qatari diplomat with close ties to art world (he was a 
member of the Qatar Museums Authority w/ the Rothschilds, Koons.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:03:54 ID: 7206fc No.8362940 >>8367373

>>8361876
Pizza restaurants as cover for CP. Is this some unintended consequences of meme magic? Memed cheese pizza into reality?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:04:45 ID: d0f3d5 No.8362946 >>8363010 >>8363637 >>8363977 >>8365936 >>8366833

Found a direct connection with the Jonestown massacre.

Alefantis' friend and elite children entertainer the Great Zucchini grew up across the hall from Jonestown 'survivor' Paula Adams and her kid, whom he 
knew well. 

When he was 13, they were all found shot, allegedly by estranged husband Mann who shot himself. 

He tells the reporter he doesn't remember the incident at all.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/01/18/AR2006011801434_5.html  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:07:44 ID: 96c5d7 No.8362968 >>8363009 >>8363030 >>8363033 >>8366741 >>8367321

File (hide): 08502796f433afd⋯.png (1.48 MB, 1600x1200, 4:3, 4FGbxA.png)

>>8362919

speaking of Besta  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:13:58 ID: cc8d29 No.8363002 >>8363046 >>8363107 >>8364127

>>8362858
>>8362757
is his instagram being archived?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:14:50 ID: 866b0b No.8363009 >>8363107

>>8362968
Any other ties besides the last name the same? 
I do think that these child help groups/orphanages will be a jackpot when we find the right key  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:15:13 ID: 38cf46 No.8363010 >>8364627

>>8362946
No you didn't. Living next to a survivor is not a connection to the massacre.
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:18:33 ID: 1173b3 No.8363030 >>8363047 >>8364627

>>8362968

goddamn is there some secret rule between conspiracy theorist that any leads have to put in an image that looks like it was made in paint, with random 
stuff highlighted and arrows everywhere?

Is it really that hard just to type it up in a coherent document? Or would that just expose how weak the links are?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:19:09 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363033 >>8363107

>>8362968
 I think we can conclude that this is their modus operandi. It happens around the whole world, let me give you another example: 
I present you Bernard Krisher
https://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/Bernard_Krisher

"Krisher launched the charity Sihanouk Hospital Center of HOPE which treats the poor for free. By 2013 he has built over 550 schools, many of them with 
matching funds from the  WORLD BANK and Asian Development Ban"

" Krisher is the publisher of the English-language Cambodia Daily, whose staff was hostile to our presence in Phnom Penh. Earlier, I had known of 
Krisher’s visits to North Korea, supposedly to provide food relief, when in fact he was visiting orphanages in the secretive dictatorship to select children 
for overseas “education”. In that same period, from the late 1980s throughout the 1990s, “Chinese” orphans were arriving at Boys Town in Nebraska, 
which became entangled in a scandal involving Senate pages supplied for underage sex services."  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:20:57 ID: c55573 No.8363043 >>8375170

File (hide): 7991b1710849990⋯.jpg (72.78 KB, 800x600, 4:3, me anon.jpg)

Leader of the hacker gang known simply as 
==Anonymous= here. Imma chargin muh 
lazers!  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:21:51 ID: f49852 No.8363046 >>8363078

>>8363002

Only managed to screencap the images featured in the imgur link here

>>8362757  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:22:05 ID: 866b0b No.8363047

>>8363030
Page 13 of the handbook..

Right below who to shitpost and above the Jews did it header  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:22:54 ID: 662eb7 No.8363048 >>8363057 >>8363143 >>8363236 >>8365546

Guys…

I REALLY am starting to think this is slightly less about pedophilia (Though that is still a huge part) but this whole thing is REALLY more about 
cannabilism. I think think the main focus of stealing all of these children from around the world is actually for consumption, and pedophilia is just a sick 
side for those that like to partake. Or perhaps they gain something else from sex. 

I think that James and other people involved in this scandal are actually turning children into ingredients that they legitimately add to food. 

For what motive? I think there is some black magic involved capturing the "Life Essence" or spirit or soul and add it to their own. For health or who knows.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:25:40 ID: 1173b3 No.8363057

>>8363048

I'm starting the think that a lot of pedophile groups were actually just secret meetups to eat pizza without their wives bitching at them

We got it all wrong…

(USER WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:29:39 ID: 3a9bea No.8363072 >>8363076 >>8366326 >>8373557

File (hide): 8d260876c7eac1d⋯.jpg (2.73 MB, 2238x3267, 746:1089, 1480062024251.jpg)

>>8362660
>Tamera Luzzatto worked for HRC
Anyone think about looking for more leads regarding the girls depicted in this photo? Try asking people on deepweb if any 
of these girls look familiar. You never know.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:31:11 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363076 >>8363162

>>8363072
That's awesome, anon, thanks for the reminding.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:31:43 ID: 38cf46 No.8363078

>>8363046
Always archive everything before you post here or anywhere. Lots of eyes on this investigation, many not friendly. You're just letting them know what to 
delete.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:32:21 ID: 7eceb1 No.8363083 >>8363087

>>8362650

he met bill clinton when he was secret service in college….  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:34:05 ID: 866b0b No.8363087 >>8363112

>>8363083
Interesting

Thanks for that…  

File (hide): 7f15d0783919ccd⋯.png (207.48
KB, 1242x1526, 621:763, shillsonfull.png)

File (hide):
6aaad3bf5e2ffa8⋯.png
(486.46 KB, 1280x3064,
160:383, shillsonfull2.png)
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:38:28 ID: 96c5d7 No.8363107 >>8363128 >>8363132

>>8363002

it's private now. I wonder if g ooglecache would work.

>>8363009

Hope of Guinea, United Nations, Clinton Foundation… Yes, they use child help groups/orphanages as a source.

>>8363033

Source for the last paragraph in your post is:

Was Aaron Swartz Killed By An
MIT Satanic Child Porn Ring?

By Yoichi Shimatsu
Exclusive to Rense.com
1-15-12

rense.com/general95/swartz.html  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:38:52 ID: 7eceb1 No.8363112 >>8363200

>>8363087

interesting transition to actor and fashion. Fashion is a huge nexus of this. See Jean Luc Brunel. He owned MC2 modeling (Jeffrey Epstein was an 
investor) and it was accused of being a front for trafficking underage women.

There appears to be a ton of it in the fashion world but I don't see anyone digging yet.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:41:29 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363128

>>8363107
Sorry i forgot to add the source.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:42:17 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363132 >>8363343

>>8363107
Don't forget IEMEC  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:42:51 ID: 8241a1 No.8363136

the twitter scandal, the twittergate that exposed all the people on there. maybe one of them is connected to Podesta, or the Saudi's? Definetely remember 
seeing a lot of Saudis on that masterlist from twittergate. FBI Anon also mentioned it I think  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:43:57 ID: 38cf46 No.8363143

>>8363048
>and pedophilia is just a sick side for those that like to partake. Or perhaps they gain something else from sex. 

It's an occult ritual, Crowley wrote about it. Terrifying them beforehand is important to them because of the occult energy, maybe adrenochrome in the 
blood also which is supposed to be a high when ingested. Fear raises the level of adrenochrome. Google "Crowley anal sex why". Links have been 
posted in past threads.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:44:33 ID: 27b178 No.8363146 >>8363149 >>8363165 >>8363182 >>8364898

>>8363093
I just read on torchan /pol/, that moot works for the establishment now and 4chan is compromised

didn't screenshot it because i t hought it's not important, but this proves that it's true  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:45:11 ID: 8241a1 No.8363148 >>8364890

everything's compromised, even this  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:45:19 ID: 7eceb1 No.8363149 >>8363528

>>8363146
we have to tell heat st  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:47:23 ID: 7eceb1 No.8363162

>>8363076

the girs have instagrams i bet

http://www.daily  mail.co.uk/news/article-3405407/The-busy-life-Jeffrey-Epstein-Group-gorgeous-Manhattan-girls-billionaire-pedophile-s-mansion-flies-
private-jet-attractive-brunette.html  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:48:10 ID: 1173b3 No.8363165

>>8363146

i also read on torchan that obama is a lizard

didn't screenshot because i thought its not important but its proves this is true

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:51:11 ID: 4dfbaa No.8363182

>>8363146
These shills are evidently new to chan culture and have visible posting patterns across threads, yet the mods aren't doing anything about them.
We certainly have attracted lots of attention with this investigation.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 21:55:06 ID: 866b0b No.8363200 >>8363232

>>8363112

Thanks for that tip!

Yeah most people are still hung up in the pizza shop  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:01:18 ID: 7eceb1 No.8363232 >>8363522 >>8364627 >>8375318

>>8363200

You seem active. Here are the leads I've found that seem promising.

1) Investigate Fashion, start with Jean Luc Brunel and Mc2 Modeling. Epstein associate Svetlana Pozhidaeva worked at BOTH Mc2 and Elite Model 
Management in Milan. This will give lots of leads - dees hoes sloppy with the grams.
2) Roy Black, lawyer for Jeffrey Epstein, hosted a fundraiser for Obama in 2007 and being considered later but DNC bailed because of Epstein 
connection. He also defended William Kennedy Smith in FL from rape charges earlier back. Seems to be a fixer/dem operative.

3) Finally, we have to establish the connections between the organized networks in Europe and the United States. Jeffrey Epstein was best buddies with 
Prince Andrew of the royal family. Andrew's brother Charles was best buddies with Jimmy Savile. Proving Podesta/Clinton connections to royal family will 
closer link the US unproven activity with proven UK activity, making it easier for the plebs to figure this out.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:01:50 ID: 277080 No.8363236

>>8363048
Basicly the plot from Amnesia: Dark Descent. To extract vitae you need to torture. They used vitae in amnesia to magick too.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:03:28 ID: 8bcd37 No.8363245 >>8363395

I have downloaded the front page of jimmy comets tumblr. I found it while going over all the old threads and webpages I grabbed during pizza gate. It has 
640x640 res pics of all his account. It's in HTML format. A folder that Firefox automated holds all the pictures. How can I upload/ archive this valuable 
evidence?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:03:45 ID: b2a32b No.8363248

Bump  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:05:32 ID: ed5bae No.8363260 >>8363651

I was wondering about this video :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTwJr4c0_TE

Do me know who posted the original one? Did he say something about it?
Because if it's really what it looks like, a kind of weird pedo show, why did he film it, and why did he share it if he was one of them  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:07:19 ID: 5cd8f6 No.8363272 >>8363292 >>8363333

There's a guy in the emails with the name johnson_lo@mail2000.com.tw . His emails appear to be in Chinese, although Google Translate deals with them 
almost perfectly. There's something interesting in one of them (haven't checked them all) :
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/33732
Then when you translate the message:

Subject: Around the World! Awesome!

you can watch the whole world from this website
This is a forwarded letter, if repeated please forgive me
Thanks to the original sender and forwarder for sharing
Please delete the sender's name and account number and use the secret
Copy a copy forward to protect your friends. Thank you!

The "GO" links to "h ttp://us.worldviewbank.com/tw/" according to a Reddit anon. You can go to an English version of the site by changing the end of the 
URL to en instead of tw. It's immediately shady in that it refers to itself as "sexy", wants you to dial down your web browser's security and use javascript, 
and advertises itself as worldviewbank when it doesn't even give you access to the whole world. That being said, I haven't tried it yet, don't want to load 
the app. Anyone want to try in a VM? This has been pretty overlooked, a lot of people brush him off as spam. Wonder how much more we missed…
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:10:06 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363292

>>8363272
Break your fucking link  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:14:44 ID: a6835b No.8363325 >>8363777

>>8361765
Assange may have had files that had more concrete evidence on the pizza and sauce.
We still haven't seen Assange or anything from the multiple deadman switches.
Soros gave more money to CTR even though the election is over.
I think that, looking at the bigger picture, (((they're))) scared of whatever is goin on.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:15:31 ID: 372326 No.8363329 >>8363355 >>8364207

File (hide): f06210d94abeac7⋯.jpg (12.01 KB, 1037x263, 1037:263, 8ir2x0j8nxxx.jpg)

naughty james  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:15:41 ID: ac9f05 No.8363330 >>8363735

how can i help lads, how can i help get these sick fucks hanging.
Like where the best place besides here to talk about this  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:16:04 ID: ae5ab0 No.8363333

>>8363272
I looked at it with everything (including 1st party) blocked in uMatrix. You can still browse it - it really contains some photos of places from around the 
world.
It does seem shady though. If there's anything, it has to be deeper down.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:18:30 ID: 96c5d7 No.8363343
File (hide): 8c3f3501a4fece1⋯.png (844.85 KB, 619x969, 619:969, Screenshot from 2016-11-13….png)

>>8363132

The ICMEC, you mean.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:21:07 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363355 >>8363364 >>8363373

>>8363329
This is not he's real name, isn't? 
He could be the worst pedophile ever kek  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:21:33 ID: 555b53 No.8363359

>>8362642
Thanks anon! Was attempting to archive /r/pizzagate as well but I was too late :(  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:21:53 ID: 000000 No.8363360

>>8362642
Thanks anon! Was attempting to archive /r/pizzagate as well but I was too late :(  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:22:11 ID: 372326 No.8363364 >>8363400

>>8363355

Well isn't it suspiciously close ?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:23:16 ID: 372326 No.8363373

>>8363355

Try listening to google's speech, the only thing missing is the "S" at the end of the first name.  
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File (hide): 3fbd99baf450eba⋯.jpg (78.77 KB, 612x612,
1:1, 11254442_869830246412119_1….jpg)

File (hide): 4a3e36007b09eba⋯.jpg (62.81 KB,
640x640, 1:1, 10483596_520593694708034_6….jpg)

File (hide): 11eae43549cb5c1⋯.jpg (82.17 KB,
640x640, 1:1, 12677624_964893686913293_2….jpg)

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:25:53 ID: 8bcd37 No.8363395 >>8363583

>>8363245
the kicker is that a bunch of pics in the folder aren't/were not actually on the tumblr page, yet my script seemed to be able to grab them.

I got 781 pics from j'aime l'enfants tumblr
>wat do?

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:26:29 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363400

>>8363364
Yep, it could be a huge concidence, but i'm pretty sure that this is not his real name. His first name is real though. I'm pretty sure I've seen his real 
surname somewhere.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:40:41 ID: 866b0b No.8363522

>>8363232

Good leads… I know what I will be doing most of the night now :)  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:41:17 ID: 38cf46 No.8363528
File (hide): 947f47732ff0139⋯.jpg (141.77 KB, 1200x863, 1200:863, CnhlCnqXEAAwtzm.jpg)

>>8363149  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:45:27 ID: fc0e16 No.8363579 >>8365546

File (hide): 436716afb1dccea⋯.jpg (1.18 MB, 2034x810, 113:45, qwerty.jpg)

Believe it.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:45:55 ID: 96c5d7 No.8363583
File (hide): 402dd5c26d046fa⋯.webm (1.68 MB, 640x361, 640:361, dbz.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8363395

imgur then archive.is?

mfw all this info  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:52:21 ID: c98e2e No.8363637

>>8362946
Nice job, anon.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:53:36 ID: 38cf46 No.8363651 >>8363668 >>8363679 >>8368301 >>8375126

>>8363260
Mirror this shit
I've been looking for the long version of that, thx. 

This is Amanda Kleinman aka Magnificent Ape MCing Sasha Lorde's birthday at CPP. They deleted the 
original soon after we found it a month ago. There's a tiny clip that is being used in most vids about 
pizzagate but 2:50 is even worse tbqh. Shit talking about the secret ingredient in the food at CPP. 

I want this Amanda cunt to go down as much as Pedosta and Alefantis. This bitch is pure evil. Endless 
jokes about child sex and cannibalism and years of music videos with the same including occult crap. And 
they say we're the ones with the problem.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:57:58 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363668 >>8363689 >>8375126

>>8363651
>this bitch
It's a trap, newfag.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 22:59:39 ID: ed5bae No.8363679 >>8363701 >>8363703 >>8363738

>>8363651

But where did you find it? Why did Comet Ping Pong or whoever shared it in the first place if it's really pedo-related?  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:00:22 ID: 38cf46 No.8363689 >>8363715 >>8375126

>>8363668
I'm not so sure of that anon. All I've seen is one shitty pic that may or may not be her from long ago. A month ago the story was that she's using a voice 
changer for the drag queen persona. Maybe you shouldn't project your fetishes on every freak with a wig.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:01:49 ID: 38cf46 No.8363701

>>8363679
They share everything pedo related. It's a cool hipster thing for them.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:02:00 ID: cc8d29 No.8363703 >>8364312

>>8363679
They are careless. Only CPP goers would probably watch that video. 
The video was on youtube before this scandal started.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:03:33 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363715 >>8363746 >>8375126

>>8363689
It is a trap lurk moar  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:05:20 ID: 38cf46 No.8363735 >>8363830 >>8363987 >>8369720 >>8371951

>>8363330
voat.com/v/pizzagate is best  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:05:37 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363738

>>8363679
>but where did you find it?
Oh, ffs, lurk moar faggot  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:06:39 ID: 38cf46 No.8363746 >>8363776 >>8375126

>>8363715
Prove it. Try not to use more than one exclamation point when you post the same shitty pic.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:10:28 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363776 >>8363783 >>8375126

>>8363746
She confessed somewhere, there are pics of her progression. I don't have any evidence unfortunately.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:10:36 ID: 38cf46 No.8363777 >>8364143

>>8363325
Given what we have, the HRC files must have been explosive.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:10:59 ID: 38cf46 No.8363783 >>8363805

>>8363776
Then kill yourself.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:12:19 ID: cc8d29 No.8363795 >>8363798

Don't forget Sex Stains, one of the bands that perform at CPP displays blatant pedophile symbolism in their videoclips.
This is important evidence of the pedoring operating in CPP!!

>>>8356092  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:12:33 ID: cc8d29 No.8363798

>>8363795

>>8356092  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:13:41 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363805

>>8363783
I'll find it, newfag.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:14:27 ID: 5da785 No.8363817 >>8363977

>>8362660
>missing mails during time period of the Madeleine Mccann case.

Okay, I think maybe there migt be something here afterall but it ain't pizza shit.
 http:// jillhavern.forumotion.net/t3471-would-this-account-for-the-unprecedented-high-level-of-political-support

It seems there were a number of UK gov related people staying at the same place. Link is a thread where they go into the guest lists and form 
connections trying to work out why those people were there, and why the UK gov was so quick to help with PR clean up.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:16:06 ID: 866b0b No.8363829 >>8364463 >>8364722

File (hide): a0664450eb5d081⋯.jpeg (226.46 KB, 1173x1097, 1173:1097, image.jpeg)

I know there has been a huge influx of shills and naysayers and the like… But keep digging, don't give up…
if we can prevent one kid from getting this treatment… It's all worth it  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:16:12 ID: cc8d29 No.8363830

>>8363735
not working  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:17:56 ID: 079f7c No.8363844 >>8365017

alright guys, I need your help. I've been trying to tell my friend group about PizzaGate and I think it would be really helpful if someone could point me to 
something (like an image or a post) that carefully lists all the major details we know and current unknowns. I'm certain I've seen such an image or post 
before, but I don't remember where it is.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:18:20 ID: fc0e16 No.8363847

>>8362149
As per pastebin.com/stbJvs1J "Nov 7: Various entities notice hundreds of Podesta and DNC emails are missing from recent leaks, accessed with direct 
entry." - Well they were only LIVE for how many weeks. Someone MUST have downloaded the entire batch. Have the missing emails been recovered and 
if not where the hell are they?!!  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:18:21 ID: cc8d29 No.8363848 >>8363855 >>8363903 >>8365399 >>8366958

Here's a good compilation of pizzagate.

https://aceloewgold.com/2016/11/20/pizzagate-clinton-podesta-what-is-it-and-is-it-credible/  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:19:54 ID: 079f7c No.8363855 >>8363903

>>8363848
thanks man, that is perfect  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:23:03 ID: 7d3c47 No.8363875

/r/ That heavy breathing blog, i can't find it  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:27:01 ID: cc8d29 No.8363903

>>8363855
>>8363848
It's the best one, I've come across. Should be included in the next OP.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:36:23 ID: ea8af9 No.8363977

>>8362757
>http://imgur. com/a/6BpWD
(((they))) appear as stupid psyop assets. are they being told to post such shit?

>>8362787 has trolling any sense on tor?

>>8362946
an "artist" pushed on local news and wikipedia? seems a legit scam.

>>8363817
Edmonds Oppenheimer… Rich (((People))) there.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:38:15 ID: 6e92ae No.8363987 >>8364056 >>8364076 >>8364117 >>8364149 >>8364464 >>8369720

>>8363735
>voat.com/v/pizzagate is best

Voat.co/v/pizzagate is compromised the fucking (((mods))) have an unlimited amount of alts to upvote bullshit and downvote real evidence.

Its all the same (((MODS))) as /r/pizzagate
AssuredlyAThrowAway  =  pizzathrowaway777
It was fun while it lasted.

User workwork243832148327 was a Jew who created /r/pizzagate then deleted his account but before he did he handed it off to "pizzathrowaway777" 
who would be another "Jew" or as they admitted before "Molochian".
pizzathrowaway777 added user WhiteHatRasta who calls himself "illuminati Prince" and his friend is an "actual illuminati 33".
pizzathrowaway777 then added AssuredlyAThrowAway with "full mod privileges".
AssuredlyAThrowAway is a mod here;
/r/DNCleaks
/r/Wikileaks
/r/Conspiracy
They have had problems at all those subs with moderation.
Now pizzathrowaway is now a mod at /v/pizzagate on voat with all his friends.
So the same crap will go on there with threads disappearing and what not.  What happens next or where people go after that sub is imploded I dont know

pizzathrowaway777 with 32+ upvotes from SAME COMPUTER

http://i.sli.mg/InQuNf.jpg

https://archive.is/netkl

pizzathrowaway777 removes +32 from image

https://i.sli.mg/y0D583.png

https://archive.is/gNe5I
.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:47:16 ID: 379752 No.8364056 >>8364099

>>8363987
I was just checking that site and noticed the shilling and concern trolling.  
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Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:50:08 ID: 6e92ae No.8364076 >>8364758 >>8370747

>>8363987

r/Wikileaks has deleted my comments questioning the legitimacy of the latest leaks and banned me from their subreddit

https://www.reddit.com/r/WhereIsAssange/comments/5euuoj/rwikileaks_has_deleted_my_comments_questioning/

This also proves "Where is Assange" is another bullshit psyop.

Assange is a Rothschilds creation and funds him.

Wikileaks Is A Rothschild Operation

pic-Wikileaks’ Julian Assange filming a video for The Economist (a Rothschild publication) which gave him its New Media Award.

http://www.nwo-news.com/2016/06/02/wikileaks-is-a-rothschild-operation/

They are a bunch of Molochians as (((they))) like to be called.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:53:33 ID: 6e92ae No.8364099 >>8364464

>>8364056

Thats all there was at the /r/pizzagate sub on reddit and ALL new threads were vetted before they were posted.

So now we know why peculiar upvotes and downvotes happened there.

Even if (((they))) were not modding they would be destroying the sub with alternate accounts.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:54:25 ID: 518dc4 No.8364106
File (hide): 0ab465ffd27c51d⋯.jpg (306.32 KB, 1503x725, 1503:725, manafort-podesta.jpg)

Podesta-Manafort 
connection  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:54:28 ID: 50af10 No.8364108 >>8364189 >>8364232 >>8365546 >>8365753 >>8365909 >>8365993

File (hide): 8b6774d7e6a90a3⋯.png (15.25 KB, 411x92, 411:92, freethekidslogo.png)

is this small hand within a big hand have any meaning or am i just 
spiraling down in confirmation bias madness  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:55:37 ID: 866b0b No.8364117 >>8364627

>>8363987
I have already given up there… Point out one shill and you have 5 more on ya…. Soon we will run out of places to go  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:57:26 ID: 8bcd37 No.8364127 >>8364149 >>8364179

>>8363002
I got it, well just pics. 781 at 640x640. Going to put it all somewhere then attach any archive of posts I can find too. It's my weekend project.  

Anonymous  11/25/16 (Fri) 23:59:31 ID: 8bcd37 No.8364143

>>8363777
checked

>Hillary "why can't we drone him?" Clinton  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:00:25 ID: ea8af9 No.8364149 >>8364464

>>8363987
>beware posters who attempt to turn pizzagate into an antisemetic witch hunt.
This is a common move to discredit a movement by turning them into jew blaming blood libel lunitics.

>>8364127
do you have the ass photo with a blood spot?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:04:45 ID: 866b0b No.8364179

>>8364127
Nothing over the top with the logo, but you should take a good look at the group… At this point any group dealing with importing kids  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:06:54 ID: 96c5d7 No.8364189 >>8364207 >>8365546

File (hide): 8bb2814abd504c6⋯.png (1.94 MB, 1856x1242, 928:621, workshop2.png)

>>8364108

Tough to say, especially with Haiti. It could be a variation on the heart within a heart 
symbol.

www.abc.net.au/news/2010-01-23/trafficking-fears-as-haiti-children-go-
missing/1219762

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1359152/Haiti-earthquake-children-sold-parents-80-
PENCE-traffickers.html

www.nydailynews.com/news/world/american-baptists-haitian-orphan-rescue-mission-
detained-haiti-child-trafficking-article-1.193724

email to Clinton: news report missing kids in haiti 

wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3836  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:06:58 ID: d5548b No.8364190 >>8370145

>>8362787
Slices=ages?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:08:24 ID: 96c5d7 No.8364207

>>8364189

uhh pic unrelated?

That was meant for >>8363329

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:11:32 ID: c98e2e No.8364232

>>8364108
triangle inside triangle, heart inside heart or hand inside hand is pedo, but they're supposed to be oriented the same way afaik

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:18:44 ID: aa5a80 No.8364290 >>8365546

This is based only on observation and even then very loosely, but does anyone else feel like diaper commercials are the Sears catalogue for pedophiles? 
Saw a diaper commercial, naturally it was a bunch of mostly naked infants, but it advertises a free trial and has a butterfly logo. Could just be paranoia but 
I feel like something is there.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:21:46 ID: 28ec1a No.8364312 >>8364336 >>8364337 >>8368950

>>8363703
>The video was on youtube b4 the scandal started.
Carelessness is how dark researcher anon got into Zambian Meat and Tribe.net. They counted on their own obscurity and clever codes and low cunning 
and "'stupidity of goyim'' far far too much. Eventually it all comes out in the wash.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:26:45 ID: 13da39 No.8364336 >>8368950

>>8364312

…What is Zambian meat and Tribe.net?

It does ring a bell however, could it be this cannibalism site on the hidden wiki?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:26:52 ID: b59e84 No.8364337 >>8368950

>>8364312
And he is a stronger person than I for sure..
But your exactly right  
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File (hide): 288f5db6f692608⋯.png (37.79 KB, 428x178, 214:89, Screen Shot 2016-11-25 at ….png)

Reposting 

Cecilia Kang, who wrote the NYT hit piece, is a member of FOSI, the Family Online Safety Institute, a group 
that includes Twitter, Google and Kikebook and seeks to prevent (((online harassment))) from trolls. 

https://www.fosi.org/people/cecilia-kang/

It turns out that FOSI is actually seeking to build a database that stores ALL instances of cp on the internet. 

http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Regional-Presence/ArabStates/Documents/events/2015/COP/Presentations/SessionVII/FamilyOnlineSafetyInstitute.pdf

They also seem to be a think tank pushing censorious legislation against online hatred, and their CEO has been railing on about "Fake News" on Twitter.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:39:16 ID: 518dc4 No.8364423 >>8364529 >>8365796 >>8371466

File (hide): a8e34a9084358b6⋯.mp4 (1.76 MB, 640x360, 16:9, molestating.mp4) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:43:39 ID: f482b8 No.8364440 >>8364736

South park going on about everybodys internet history, then this snoopers law thing coming out in the UK.. dafuu?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:45:41 ID: f482b8 No.8364450

>>8364386
South park, trolling link, internet history link(snoopers charter).. what if south park are flat out telling us the direct enemy is the danish and they are from 
mars?.. lol  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:46:19 ID: 518dc4 No.8364454
File (hide): f965ea72bdbb755⋯.jpg (80.41 KB, 1065x533, 1065:533, wp-ban.jpg)

https://archive.is/r5ei3

>Reddit does not generally ban conspiracy theories, or the boards dedicated to them, from their site just for 
existing. What crossed the line with Pizzagate was the repeated posting of private information on the boards 
from sleuths who believed they were identifying pedophiles or those working to help them. An r/The_Donald 
post from a moderator asked the board to immediately report any doxxing or personal information posted 
there in the wake of Pizzagate’s demise, to help spare their community from the same fate.
>Although Pizzagate began in a frenzy of wild accusations against Clinton in the days before the election, 
the conspiracy has only gained interest after Trump’s victory. As it does, it’s drawing more and more public 

and private citizens into the fray.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:48:34 ID: 10edff No.8364463

>>8363829
that pic
dear fucking god…  
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File (hide): 2065652f88c5d0b⋯.jpg (133.87 KB,
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:48:42 ID: f15e82 No.8364464 >>8364465 >>8369720

>>8363987
>>8364099

>>8364149

LOL…

Gee I wonder what Tribe voted that up and how many of (((their))) alternate accounts are defending that thread trying to control the narrative….  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:49:02 ID: f15e82 No.8364465
File (hide): d372b737584781e⋯.jpg (245.16 KB, 732x831, 244:277, mjxta8.jpg)

>>8364464  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:49:58 ID: 22495f No.8364469 >>8364653 >>8365546

Someone ask James Alefantis on camera, on the record, yes or no, did you post the picture of a toddler girl strapped down  
to your instagram account?   

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:51:27 ID: 96c5d7 No.8364473

>>8364386

Multi-pronged approach to their commie censorship plan.

Search for Kang on wikileaks and you get 133 results, appears to be tied to Podesta, and 
she'd never done investigative reporting before.

Mirrored video link. aint nobody got time to track down the original channel.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:52:42 ID: bcbc6f No.8364480

>>8361986
Larry king (the nigger not the jew) works at a car dealership in northern VA now. VA is gov country. Don't bother calling him, he refuses to acknowledge 
his past.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:58:43 ID: f482b8 No.8364518 >>8364523 >>8364542

What if they are using this pizza gate scandal thing and the unfolding of their organization/network as an inevitable and necessary part of a much larger 
evil plan?  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 00:59:37 ID: c98e2e No.8364523 >>8364557

>>8364518
What if nordic aliens finally come down and blast all the jews with plasma?  Work with what we know.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:02:14 ID: 1362c0 No.8364529 >>8364539

>>8364423
Who is that? Disgusting.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:04:35 ID: cc8d29 No.8364539

>>8364529
Vice president Joe Biden lol  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:05:00 ID: 528e2b No.8364542 >>8364564

>>8364518
What if this entire scandal is just the ploy of a local pizza business to destroy the competition? At this point its more believable  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:07:25 ID: f482b8 No.8364557 >>8364579 >>8366241 >>8367554 >>8373929

>>8364523
swim thinks that:

what we really need is more information.. some hacker fags need to get infiltrating n harvestin, spy fags need to get creepin. u guys should be workin to 
make these fuckers paranoid so they slip up, get in their heads more so. send spoofed emails / spoofed sms to social engineer moar info, cmon guys, put 
a big poster on the front of one of these places  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:08:57 ID: f482b8 No.8364564

>>8364542
in lots of disney films they hide a pizza planet truck thingy..  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:10:10 ID: e37a09 No.8364579 >>8364586 >>8364611 >>8364615 >>8366241

File (hide): 97f930541e960d6⋯.jpg (57.4 KB, 460x310, 46:31, 97f930541e960d6016a4b0d0c9….jpg)

>>8364557
I seriously think a team of /pol/acks should just kick in the doors and force their way down into the cellars 
and secret murder rooms. Let yourselves get arrested, it's fine, the police won't be able to ignore the 
evidence if confronted with it when they come down to haul you away. I know it's easy for me to say since I 
live on the entire other side of the country…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:10:38 ID: bfa19e No.8364584 >>8364601

This all reeks of honeypot, what the fuck happened to /pol/  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:11:02 ID: f482b8 No.8364586

jk dont assassinate me pls, idek why im here, hi popo :D

>>8364579
dudebro use a drone..  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:13:08 ID: 7d3c47 No.8364601

>>8364584
>shilling this hard 
We're getting close lads

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:14:40 ID: 528e2b No.8364611 >>8364631 >>8366241

>>8364579
If on the 1% chance this is real, do you really think there is anything like that around? They would have bleached the entire place the second people 
caught wind of what was going on. Its still a business in operation.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:15:05 ID: f482b8 No.8364615 >>8364640

>>8364579
swim thinks somebody should be ninja and plant bugs lol..what u guys need is 100% undeniable evidence that ties higher ups to bad shit. Ya need to get 
Sp00ky  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:16:11 ID: 1216c5 No.8364627 >>8364715

 >>8363010
>No you didn't. Living next to a survivor is not a connection to the massacre.
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>No you didn't. Living next to a survivor is not a connection to the massacre.

But it is connection of some kind. It is important to put everything out there. digers dig, analysers analyse. You can not analyse data if it is not out there. 

>>8363030
>goddamn is there some secret rule between conspiracy theorist that any leads have to put in an image that looks like it was made in paint, with random 
stuff highlighted and arrows everywhere?

yes.

>>8363030
>Is it really that hard just to type it up in a coherent document? Or would that just expose how weak the links are?

You do not like it ? make it better. do not complain. If you want nicely done sugar coated version go somewhere else. This is raw data. Help if you can. Do 
not complain.

>>8363232
>1) Investigate Fashion, start with Jean Luc Brunel and Mc2 Modeling. Epstein associate Svetlana Pozhidaeva worked at BOTH Mc2 and Elite Model 
Management in Milan. This will give lots of leads - dees hoes sloppy with the grams.

Elite modelling milan. 

The shamed chief of Elite modeling agency's European operations and
another top executive resigned yesterday after being featured in a
British undercover documentary that exposed pimping, sex and drugs in
the industry.

Gerald Marie, ex-husband of supermodel Linda Evangelista, stepped down
as president of Elite Europe after he was shown in the BBC expose saying
he hoped to seduce contestants in the Elite Model Look contest – where
the average age of the contestants is 15.

A hidden camera also caught Marie telling a woman reporter posing as an
aspiring model in Milan: "I'll give you one million lire ($525) if you
go to bed with me," the documentary says.

Elite, whose roster of top models includes Cindy Crawford and Naomi
Campbell, said it had accepted the resignations of Marie and of Xavier
Moreau, president of Elite Model Look.

"Although it is clear that nothing improper occurred involving any Elite
model or Elite Model Look contestant in the course of the BBC program, I
recognize that I engaged in conversations with others which were very
inappropriate," Marie said in a letter released by Elite.

Moreau had told the BBC that he and other executives had been engaging
in empty boasts, and said they "deeply apologize if we have offended
anyone by talking crudely."

The bombshell BBC report, which aired Tuesday in Britain, said hundreds
of young girls flock to Milan every year looking for work and wind up
victimized by unscrupulous agents and public relations agencies that
give them free drugs and encourage them to have sex with "clients."

The documentary created a furor in Milan, Paris and London.

In Italy, the prosecutor's office in Milan said it had started a
criminal inquiry to determine whether models were exploited by their
agents or others in the Milan fashion world.

On Thursday Elite's chairman, John Casablancas, issued an "unconditional
apology" to models and their families for the "shocking, unacceptable
and totally incorrect" behavior of some agency executives.

https://archive.is/YzYVh

Have you ever wondered how popular Instagram models can afford their lavish lifestyles? All of them post selfies in which they’re showing off expensive 
sports cars or vacationing in exotic locales, yet they all work low-paid jobs as bartenders or waitresses.

You probably figured some chump was paying for their Louis Vuitton purses and trips to Cabo, but you didn’t know the sheer*depths*these girls would 
sink to just for a few bucks.

The man behind the curtain has been revealed, and it’s not a pretty sight. Say hello to*Tag the Sponsor*a blog that exposes Instagram models for the 
craven whores that they are:

https://archive.is/PKMxa

tag the sponsor

https://archive.is/HgDL6

>>8364117
>I have already given up there… Point out one shill and you have 5 more on ya…. Soon we will run out of places to go

But at the same time (((they))) are running out of safe spaces.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:16:39 ID: e37a09 No.8364631 >>8364649

File (hide): 1a5305c014b2fde⋯.jpg (58.6 KB, 480x477, 160:159, 1471195956362.jpg)

>>8364611
Dunno, they're arrogant as all get-out; I mean they still probably have this shit on Instagram's servers, 
just set to private. These fruits are not like us.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:16:48 ID: 518dc4 No.8364632
File (hide): ec02eb5ec85f725⋯.jpg (43.66 KB, 500x375, 4:3, pam-anderson.jpg)

>Since Marina Abramović was picked to provide the entertainment for LA MOCA’s upcoming gala we’ve all 
been wondering what the performance art queen would conjure up to do her bidding. Now, we kind of know 
and it raises some serious questions, namely, is performance art ever an excuse for labor abuse?

>The Performance Club has published the letter of one potential performer who has written a letter to 
choreographer Yvonne Rainer explaining the cruel conditions they are expected to perform in for MOCA’s 
wealthy donors during the gala:

>    “They will be sitting on lazy susans under the table and slowly rotating and making eye contact with the 
donors/diners. Of course we were warned that we will not be able to leave to pee, etc. That the diners may 
try to feed us, give us drinks, fondle us under the table, etc but will be warned not to. Whatever happens, we 
are to remain in performance mode and unaffected. What the fuck?!”

>Everything for the donors? At a museum? Unheard of! </sarcasm> Rainer goes on to write [emphasis ours]:

>    “Abramovic is so wedded to her original vision that she – and by extension, the Museum director and curators — doesn’t see the egregious 
associations for the performers, who, though willing, will be exploited nonetheless.”

>This performance may indeed cross the line and raises questions, including if this was not done in the name of art would any of this be allowed? And 
what kind of conditions have we created in the art world that pressures volunteer performers into potentially abusive and inhumane conditions?

http://web.archive.org/web/20111113195411/http://hyperallergic.com/40242/yvonne-rainer-accuses-abramovic-moca-of-exploiting-performancers/  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:17:36 ID: 1216c5 No.8364640 >>8364669

>>8364615
>swim thinks somebody should be ninja and plant bugs lol..what u guys need is 100% undeniable evidence that ties higher ups to bad shit. Ya need to 
get Sp00ky

We are working with what we got. You are welcomed to show us a way…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:19:37 ID: 1216c5 No.8364649

>>8364631
>Dunno, they're arrogant as all get-out; I mean they still probably have this shit on Instagram's servers, just set to private. These fruits are not like us.

Not Such Agency definitely has that on their servers. Now, the question is if they know that… Also, same agency has phone records and sms records.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:20:05 ID: adc8b5 No.8364653

>>8364469
Why am I having so much trouble posting this https://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=hnJqFuKsXDY  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:22:07 ID: 1216c5 No.8364665

I have trouble posting on image hosting service sli . mg  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:22:52 ID: f482b8 No.8364669 >>8364998 >>8365026

>>8364640
some1 should play with this 
http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected

some1 should watch this
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXbV5UesmHs  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:25:09 ID: 84ebc5 No.8364687

More on the mucician Jack Barakat.  Some comments on Instagram suspicious.  Lots of private accounts. He flaunts his sexuality and Pedo.  Where 
does he come from?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:30:58 ID: f482b8 No.8364713 >>8364731

http://www.cometpingpong.com/mailing-list/

wtf is with that picture, i think its hiding something  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:31:24 ID: d0f3d5 No.8364715

>>8364627

And then there's Kering. Its owner connected to Podesta via Dogana.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:32:44 ID: b115d6 No.8364722 >>8364806 >>8364818

>>8363829
What the actual fuck? Where the fuck did you find a thread like that? Those fuckers need hunting.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:33:44 ID: 04b398 No.8364731

>>8364713
>direct linking  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:34:14 ID: 5da785 No.8364736

>>8364440
Snooper's charter has been in the works for years. The media used to report on its progress up until recently.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:38:09 ID: 82a7f1 No.8364758 >>8364806

>>8364076
are you fucking retarded? you literally just said you're pizzathrowaway77. you fucking shill prick  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:47:35 ID: 1216c5 No.8364806 >>8364834 >>8364882

>>8364722
>What the actual fuck? Where the fuck did you find a thread like that? Those fuckers need hunting.

Maybe it is LARping. This is the reason why we need proof. 

>>8364758
>are you fucking retarded? you literally just said you're pizzathrowaway77. you fucking shill prick

Assange has connections with roth..

https://archive.is/am3uE

We actually suspect he was working for them (and U.S. state department) in time of arab spring. Wikileaks document helped with that. And state 
department provided propaganda (C I A provided weapons ).

It is probable that this relationship has gone south at the time assange went to ecuador embassy. Also, there is connection with cult by the name family 
and assange.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_International

Assange never talked about it and avoided talk about it. Also, all children dyed their hair white..like assange is doing now. Operating theory was that they 
are doing for easy travelling. There was talk about children trafficking in the cult

Take some time and read it 

https://archive.is/6QxWh

It could be connected with this.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:48:48 ID: 1216c5 No.8364814 >>8364887

When Julian was 8-years-old, his mother, Christine, married a member of "The White Brotherhood" - aka "The Family" or San ti nike tan Park Asso ci a tion, a 
private psychiatric hospital on the outskirts of Melbourne Australia.

In the 1960's-1980's, the Santiniketan Park Association received CIA-Sandoz LSD-25. 

The psychiatric hospital was part of a New Age colony with about 200 members. They were all professionals:  psychiatrists, medical doctors - 25% were 
nurses - lawyers, and ranking civil servants and social workers.

The allegations were that these people used their authority to "collect" (kidnap) children. As many as twenty eight children had been 'collected' under the 
custody of the director, Anne Hamilton-Byrne, a theosophist.  Children were selected for their Aryan traits.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:48:57 ID: b59e84 No.8364818 >>8364934

>>8364722
Another thread here.. A anon dark researcher was digging and doxxing on the now shut down Tribes site… A site owned by a serious Twatter and HRC 
investor btw … And that's a mild one… There is worse  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:52:04 ID: b59e84 No.8364834 >>8364875

>>8364806
I assure you there is no laarping on my part… That and worse is very real… Go to archive . Is and look up archived pages from tribes site or find the 
thread here at 8ch that even provides photos if you can stand to look at em  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:57:39 ID: 1216c5 No.8364875

>>8364834

>I assure you there is no laarping on my part… That and worse is very real… Go to archive . Is and look up archived pages from tribes site or find the 
thread here at 8ch that even provides photos if you can stand to look at em

I was more thinking about larping on their part. Like, writing porn stories that are not true but are made for sexual excitement. 

Like fiction…. it does not mean it is fiction but we have to get some proof it is not a fiction. It should be investigated without doubt  (thank you for bringing 
it here) but it needs evidence if it is real or fiction.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 01:59:19 ID: b115d6 No.8364882 >>8364931 >>8365174

>>8364806
I've got a pretty twisted sense of imagination but that shit goes beyond an inocent LARP. Don't give a fuck. If you LARP  you do it to to get into that reality 
and these people are just one step away from really committing to that shit. They need to be watched closely  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:00:16 ID: 8bcd37 No.8364887 >>8364931

>>8364814
what are you talking about

source with archive pls  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:00:37 ID: c86f0e No.8364890 >>8364931

>>8363148
>everything's compromised, even this
Underrated post.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:01:37 ID: c86f0e No.8364898

>>8363146
4chan was compromised ages ago, proof was that he deleted /new/  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:07:08 ID: 1216c5 No.8364931 >>8364941

>>8364882
>I've got a pretty twisted sense of imagination but that shit goes beyond an inocent LARP. Don't give a fuck. If you LARP you do it to to get into that reality 
and these people are just one step away from really committing to that shit. They need to be watched closely

We are doing that ? lets see what we can find out. 

>>8364887
>what are you talking about

>source with archive pls

https://archive.is/6QxWh

Start there, keep us informed what you find out. I was investigating it at the time wikileaks started with publishing. All information about it was berried 
deep. Only on this type of sites was any info.

>>8364890
>>everything's compromised, even this

>Underrated post.

But it is fun….  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:07:21 ID: b115d6 No.8364934 >>8365050 >>8365186 >>8369092

File (hide): 180ce3eab74ab3b⋯.gif (2.05 KB, 267x70, 267:70, logo_lg.gif)

>>8364818
logo looks like a body with hands tied 
above the head  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:09:25 ID: cc8d29 No.8364941 >>8367265

>>8364931
Why does Assange matter at the moment? This is a pizzagate thread.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:17:18 ID: 0a9120 No.8364998 >>8370953

File (hide): f70a37396e95134⋯.jpg (52.2 KB, 640x356, 160:89, 71c433a7e9e78413835f20ca1f….jpg)

>>8364669
>http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected
Someone apparently made it in, but I'm not sure if the 
files were downloaded or if they're encrypted. 

Pic related. Source for pic: https://archive.is/16chK  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:20:18 ID: e499af No.8365017

>>8363844
Bad call guy they'll think you're crazy  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:21:09 ID: 0a9120 No.8365026 >>8365546

>>8364669
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXbV5UesmHs
Not sure how this is related. Pixar has tons of easter eggs in their movies and this one happens to be a "Pizza Planet" truck. No strange symbols or 
anything. Why link it?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:22:42 ID: 496423 No.8365037 >>8365056

I would like to add that the Franklin Scandal gives good insight into how the author sifted through finding contacts by searching related family members, 
party goers, and any legal information he could find on the subjects. I'm only at page 55, but I can see this being an immense help for learning what to 
look for when investigating/do_x_xing.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:23:56 ID: c4bbc4 No.8365044 >>8365061 >>8365427 >>8365720 >>8367539

>>8361557
>Never work outside of your competencies if you can help it.
>if you can help it.

>if you're too retarded to have any sense, by all means, please, just go stampeding, frothing at the mouth, straight after anything the "in-group" that 
you've desperately attached yourself to points you toward. They are intelligent people, they are aware of how things work in the wide world, meme magic 
is real, trust your feelings, you are a born hunter, your instincts will guide you to success (this time, not like all the other failures in your life).

Seriously you are all fucking retarded. You have absolutely no good case that any of this is real. 
There are like TWO compelling e-mails. That is literally all you have and all you will ever have unless it is real and some one inside it leaks some 
evidence.

Why don't you spend your energy researching something that actually matters, that might increase your personal strength, that might be actually 
profitable for you?
Oh yeah, because you're fucking retarded gerbils that prefer the walking wheel to the outdoors. You have no brain whatsoever. You want to die 
pretending you have the power to make a difference even though you've spent no time building your strength or doing any real work, let alone creating 
anything original.

The establishment is using you to prove their "fake news" construction to the masses at this point.

They are just winding you up to burn you out and turn you off to investigative research and to make you show off what retards you are and gain a 
reputation for being totally retarded before your tiny undeveloped brains have a chance to mature.

EVEN IF you are right, you will never find proof now. You think after all this noise there would be a single scrap of evidence left at that restaurant? You 
have absolutely no leads. NOTHING. But you utter pieces of retarded shit are so desperate for mainstream validation you will chase this for far too long. 
News flash: you are fucking ugly, stupid, and don't produce anything worth a shit let alone interesting. You are indolent swine. No one will ever like you. 
Unless by some miracle you actually wake up.

(KIKE SHILL GOT THE BULLDOZER BLADE FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:24:27 ID: 496423 No.8365050

>>8364934
It looks like a child chained to a post, the post being the non-filled circle. You could also say it's an eye.  

File (hide): 37407a6763e7346⋯.jpg (41.86 KB,
335x232, 335:232, image.jpg)

File (hide): 81f2fe74299ea24⋯.jpg (329.85 KB,
1600x1200, 4:3, image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:25:08 ID: 84ebc5 No.8365056 >>8365624

>>8365037
How come they didn't kill DeCamp? They killed Colby.

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:26:02 ID: e37a09 No.8365061 >>8365207 >>8365624

File (hide): 87f036fc88256e3⋯.gif (5.98 MB, 500x360, 25:18, Bloody_Anime_Animated_larg….gif)

>>8365044
Not your best effort, 
Shillinberg Shillstein.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:34:56 ID: 22495f No.8365121

Hymie shitstein weighs in  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:42:35 ID: cc8d29 No.8365167 >>8373980

File (hide): 2598c08f32cd750⋯.jpg (209.28 KB, 776x1199, 776:1199, CyJ0ZvKUcAEQBKU.jpg)

We need to investigate these kid's performers
Maybe we can find more proof that cpp invites pedos to 
perform in their establishment.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:44:21 ID: b59e84 No.8365174

>>8364882
Well sadly there have been enough photos along with this and such to make me think at least some of it is true… In my job I have seen some sick stuff 
but some of this is worse …and I notice that some of these folks say "I would like to rape a infant". While others say… I have HAD two kids under 3 or 
whatever  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:46:01 ID: b59e84 No.8365186 >>8365263

>>8364934
Yup
And some interesting connections if you follow the owner of that site… Leads to Twitter and the Clintons  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:50:30 ID: c4bbc4 No.8365207 >>8365229 >>8365250

>>8365061
>le jew shill meme
>anime picture
holy shit what are you supposed to be, the ultimate extreme of pure shittiness a person can reach before physically exploding?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:53:34 ID: e37a09 No.8365229 >>8365255

File (hide): 9bd514d5a75e5f6⋯.jpg (70.7 KB, 645x800, 129:160, 5c26fefe8c3d65b273007e131b….jpg)

>>8365207
THE GOON FEARS THE ANIME  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:57:12 ID: 50af10 No.8365250 >>8365265

>>8365207
kill yourself kike.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:57:54 ID: c4bbc4 No.8365255 >>8365267

>>8365229
>there are jew shills out to get me, hunting me in all my favorite haunts, anyone who disagrees with anything I believe is definitely a jew shill, probably 
stalking ME personally because I am such an insightful young man I am probably a major threat to the establishment; they want to take me out when I'm 
young so I don't become the leader of the revolution

>no way is it just some guy that has actually has rational thoughts

>who cares anyway I only have patience for what my favorite authority, the brainless mob of /pol/, says is cool  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:59:48 ID: b115d6 No.8365263 >>8365415

File (hide): c0bcde840968367⋯.png (111.66 KB, 1733x726, 1733:726, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8365186
Here is the HTTP 500 status
HTTP Status 500 -

type Exception report

message

description The server encountered an internal error () that prevented it from fulfilling this request.

exception

org.springframework.jdbc.CannotGetJdbcConnectionException: Could not get JDBC Connection; nested exception is java.sql.SQLException: The url 
cannot be null
 org.springframework.jdbc.datasource.DataSourceUtils.getConnection(DataSourceUtils.java:80)
 org.springframework.jdbc.core.JdbcTemplate.execute(JdbcTemplate.java:240)
 org.springframework.jdbc.core.JdbcTemplate.query(JdbcTemplate.java:326)
 org.springframework.jdbc.core.JdbcTemplate.query(JdbcTemplate.java:330)
 org.springframework.jdbc.core.JdbcTemplate.query(JdbcTemplate.java:334)
 com.tribe.om.RegionPeer.retrieveByRegionId(RegionPeer.java:171)
 com.tribe.util.RegionRewriteRule.execute(RegionRewriteRule.java:211)
 net.tribe.filters.HostnameRewriteFilter.doFilter(HostnameRewriteFilter.java:44)
 net.tribe.filters.HibernateSessionFilter.doFilter(HibernateSessionFilter.java:49)
 net.tribe.filters.LinkToolFilter.doFilter(LinkToolFilter.java:52)
 net.tribe.filters.ApiFamilyFilter.doFilter(ApiFamilyFilter.java:60)
 net.tribe.filters.UncleanURLFilter.doFilter(UncleanURLFilter.java:74)
note The full stack trace of the root cause is available in the Apache Tomcat/5.0 logs.

Apache Tomcat/5.0

and a screen shot  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 02:59:56 ID: c4bbc4 No.8365265 >>8370379

>>8365250
when you make comments like that, how are you displaying that you are a rational human being? Couldn't the job of making these comments be left to a 
bot? If you were smart you would study artificial intelligence and computer science in general and learn to automate the fight for your agenda like your 
enemies have, but no, you are doing god's work by hand, you are making a big difference in your echo box / coffin.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:00:38 ID: e37a09 No.8365267 >>8365287

File (hide): 5cb1658fc9db3ba⋯.gif (441.97 KB, 480x690, 16:23, c91f34b3129bc96fb6a1b053c6….gif)

>>8365255
Kiddo, I've been posting anime girls on imageboards before 4/pol/ even existed. You don't even have a cursory 
awareness of just how out of your element you are here.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:03:53 ID: b115d6 No.8365287

>>8365267
Oooo… A sassy men  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:08:45 ID: a5e307 No.8365314 >>8365383

File (hide): ff261134e15e680⋯.jpg (1.3 MB, 3264x2448, 4:3, IMG_2602.JPG)

I was just harassed there.  Some guy took my picture without my permission and said; "I'd better not do 
anything or there'd be consequences."  A weird guy. He came up behind us when we were reading 
something outside to the left of the door.  He held open the door and we said; "No thank you, go ahead."  He 
then went inside the door, turned around snapped the photo. Came out, said his piece and left.  My buddy 
and I think he may have been following us for a block starting at Politics and Prose.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:10:30 ID: c6611f No.8365320 >>8365328 >>8365626

http://capofittoforno.com/

Social Media Logo Placement
The spiral logo seems to be intentionally highlighted here. I've never seen a company do this is such an odd display. It seems unnecessary. 
http://imgur.com/a/FtBLP

St Lucifer spice 1
http://imgur.com/a/phGHm

St Lucifer spice 2
http://imgur.com/a/5v21i

St Lucifer spice 3
http://imgur.com/a/uLcwS

Glass
http://imgur.com/a/ecaBU

Receipt logo
http://imgur.com/a/IodrJ

Manager card 
http://imgur.com/a/I84mc

Advertisement card front
http://imgur.com/a/lP7rM

Advertisement card back
http://imgur.com/a/uAkAy

Stairwell downstairs where food prep is done
http://imgur.com/a/xXsfY  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:13:33 ID: 50af10 No.8365328

>>8365320
could you break your link(s) you filthy numbskull  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:18:34 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365352 >>8365369 >>8365390 >>8366043 >>8369038

File (hide): 322061eff9f517f⋯.jpg (990.83 KB, 3456x2304, 3:2, 1477948923968.jpg)

>tfw mild pedo
>tfw feel exactly the same as everybody else here

I feel awful going through all this stuff, sick to my stomach even, but regardless of that, I will help however I 
can. This is inhumane, pure and absolute evil that cannot be allowed to live.

I've been in and out of these threads since the beginning helping to a minor degree, but I'd like to do more. 
What are some of the bigger, more promising leads to investigate?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:21:34 ID: 496423 No.8365369 >>8365386

>>8365352
Dig up any news articles you can find about missing children, child abuse, etc. There's bound to be something out there, unless it's a total local media 
black out. If not that, then follow the money trail. Find who funds the events they host, whether or not they had legal trouble, etc.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:23:28 ID: e73916 No.8365383 >>8365617

>>8365314
They've probably got private investigators haunting the place watching for people watching.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:23:55 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365386 >>8365399

>>8365369
Ok. I've noticed a lot of focus on the local aspect of this stuff with CPP and DC, but I notice that investigation into ICMEC and NCMEC leads have been 
by and large neglected in comparison. If anybody has any current info regarding these two orgs, I'd like to see them and I'll continue digging as best I can.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:24:18 ID: cc8d29 No.8365390 >>8365407

>>8365352
You should try to erase completely your pedo sexual preferrences and desires. I don't know how it's like to be in your situation but don't tell me it's not 
possible. With time you'll be better.

btw do you watch anime?  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:25:54 ID: cc8d29 No.8365399

>>8365386
see
>>8363848  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:27:45 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365407 >>8365590 >>8366043

>>8365390
I don't let it control my life (hence the mild), but it's an undeniable part of me. My "more than normal" affection for little girls derives more from a desire to 
protect them and to make sure they're happy. That's what they deserve and I hate just as equally as everybody else here those who harm little children or 
otherwise use them for selfish or disgusting and perverse reasons. 

I suppose essentially a happy child is a happy me and a sad child is a sad me. Also I don't watch anime very much. Maybe occasionally like LotGH, but 
otherwise not really.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:28:43 ID: b59e84 No.8365415

>>8365263

Thank you for that  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:30:53 ID: 262b80 No.8365427

>>8365044
are you triggered at the thought of torture squads shlomo? we've got names now. thats the next step if the investigation goes cold.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:33:05 ID: a6835b No.8365442

>>8362616
There's an Odessa in Texas too. They've gotta hotel called the FUN Dome on what's considered the area's "prostitute row."
The Bush's in the next town over.  

File (hide):
a0ab4ae50ea288a⋯.png
(273.44 KB, 1267x3320,
1267:3320, ICMEC-
fullpage.png)

File (hide):
769e681c45daf5a⋯.png
(605.14 KB, 1267x2381, 1267:2381,
NCMEC-fullpage.png)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:47:03 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365526 >>8365573

So here are the boards of directors for both ICMEC and NCMEC. Hopefully we can see if any particular names stick out. I think we may have gone over 
this more towards the beginning of this whole pizzagate thing, but has since been neglected.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:50:40 ID: e33f46 No.8365546 >>8365571

File (hide): 97f63943a47ef01⋯.jpeg (35.59 KB, 622x350, 311:175, serveimage.jpeg)

>>8363048
>this whole thing is REALLY more about cannabilism
that would explain the "kill room" that was posted on comet pizza's twitter

*puts on tinfoil hat*
It's rumored that in order to capture the life force of a sacrifice you have to form a bond with them, and when 
they die, you have to make eye contact with them with "loving eyes". Source: David Icke's crazy nigger 
friend who claims to have done it (among other things)

>>8363579
pic related: futurama subconscious programming to blackwash him (still got the tinfoil hat on)

>>8364108
https://file.wikileaks.org/file/FBI-pedophile-symbols.pdf

>>8364189
funny how the shirtless guys have much larger pupils than clothed guy, might be drugged

>>8364290
>This is based only on observation and even then very loosely, but does anyone else feel like diaper commercials are the Sears catalogue for 
pedophiles?
I'd imagine it's pretty triggering for them, and I always found diaper commercials uncomfortable when I watched TV.

>>8364469
>Someone ask James Alefantis on camera, on the record, yes or no, did you post the picture of a toddler girl strapped down to your instagram account? 
https://archive.is/Q3LUW him or someone with access to his twitter did for sure.

>>8365026
>Pixar has tons of easter eggs in their movies and this one happens to be a "Pizza Planet" truck.
Pizza planet was featured in toy story, I think their first full length CGI movie  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:51:28 ID: 6952d6 No.8365554

Wanted to see if there was weird pizza places in my area and came across this. No evidence of pedo activity but an odd amount of satanic imagery for a 
pizza place. https://archive.is/oQc8p  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:55:29 ID: b59e84 No.8365571

>>8365546
That's the stuff that hellanddeath . Com is all about… Word is once upon a time you could get custom snuff films and live streaming from there… If you 
enjoy the human flesh type stuff that is  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:55:40 ID: c98e2e No.8365573 >>8365592

>>8365526
Go for the treasurers, they'll know what's happening with the money.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:58:59 ID: 66aeb6 No.8365590 >>8365633

>>8365407
affection != attraction

more importantly sexual attraction.

hell i know a few little girls that could be considered cute or pretty, little boys you would call handsome. that doesn't mean i find them attractive or think 
they're trying to seduce me when they look in my direction.

get ya head out yer ass.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 03:59:14 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365592 >>8365624 >>8365659 >>8365709

File (hide): d929dccfb9a04d7⋯.png (1.9 MB, 1267x3685, 1267:3685, Screen Shot 2016-11-25 at ….png)

>>8365573
Well well, looks like the Donald has us beat.

Somebody already did the digging for us on the ICMEC board.

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/duplicates/5eslai/you_are_responsible_for_whatever_co
mes_of_this_do/  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:04:58 ID: 52aba2 No.8365617

>>8365383
TOTALLY INNOCENT PIZZA PLACE THO YOU GUISE

4 SURE

NUTHIN TO SEE HERE  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:05:43 ID: e33f46 No.8365624 >>8365633 >>8365643 >>8365644 >>8367265

>>8365592
they're gonna delete that for 'witchhunting' which coincidentally was the excuse they gave for shutting down the mcmartin pre-school case in the 90s: 
>>8365056

>>8365061
anyone else starting to think that the whole 'jill stein recount' shit is a diversion to get people away from pizzagate?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:06:13 ID: 55252a No.8365626 >>8365641

>>8365320
>A business uses its logo

What's the point if it's not a triangle spiral?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:08:01 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365633 >>8365643 >>8365672 >>8365709

>>8365590
It goes a bit beyond that for me though. Call it a minor attraction (no pun). When I see a little girl I see her the same way everybody else would see a 
woman, like "wow, she's really pretty, I'd like to be with her and get to know her better" kind of way. It may be a little sexual, but it's mostly relational. I just 
see them as prettier than most people would normally say.

But perhaps I see them in such a light due to an internal desire myself to have a daughter to show me affection when no one else does. 

I don't know, I have problems inside. But I don't want to derail the thread further.

>>8365624
Here's the archive then.

https://archive.fo/b4Jj4  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:10:04 ID: e33f46 No.8365641 >>8365651 >>8366264

File (hide): dceb6bdd54e00b3⋯.jpeg (33.53 KB, 486x259, 486:259, serveimage.jpeg)

>>8365626
>What's the point if it's not 
a triangle spiral?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:10:19 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365643 >>8365690 >>8365709 >>8365845

File (hide): 71036540c91d4fb⋯.jpg (2.32 MB, 6048x4032, 3:2, acc44e.jpg)

>>8365633
>>8365624
Also here's a connection diagram 
they've put together as well.

This is pretty damn good.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:10:39 ID: b59e84 No.8365644

>>8365624
That and pad someone's pocket… After all no promise it will all go to the recount that doesn't matter lol  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:11:05 ID: 52c98b No.8365649

Looks like I was postin in the wrong thread.
>>8363733
>>8363803
>>8363837
>>8365464  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:12:03 ID: 9fd5a2 No.8365651

>>8365641
The shape of the logo on the right is meant to emulate lack of fine motor control exhibited by infantile children.

Fucking disgusting when you think about it.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:13:23 ID: 52aba2 No.8365659 >>8365690

>>8365592
You can take this how you want, however I can tell you that the united states established Novartis sites do use animal testing exclusively.

They've got tons of sites worldwide however and I can't account for those. I've personally seen the animals for the USA though. This I can guarantee as 
factual.

I won't explain what I worked as for the company as that may give up my identity however I worked for them for several years very recently and had 
knowledge of their innerworkings. They're frequently protested because of their animal testings as well. These stories tend to make the headlines in their 
domestic regions so searching those will confirm that.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:16:29 ID: e73916 No.8365672

>>8365633
Here's an idea, why don't you do the world a favor and go lay down in traffic?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:18:13 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365690 >>8365719 >>8365748

>>8365659
So what can you tell us about them? At least for the US divisions? Did you ever notice anything shady? Any "code's" they may refer to?

Why do you suppose that they would be donors to the Podesta group? Why would an animal testing group who apparently also does pharma stuff to, be 
interested in funneling money to the Podesta group, as per this chart ?

>>8365643  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:22:58 ID: 52aba2 No.8365709 >>8365728

>>8365633
Dude… that's your biological clock saying "I WANT TO BREED".

Men can have the desire to have kids as well. Especially the older they get. It's not exclusive to women.

So long as you don't want to fuck them then you're solid. Hell, if your innate response is "I want that child to be happy and to protect it" that just means 
you've got a protective nature. There are non-pedo big-brother / big-sister advocates out there that join those programs for a reason.

Anyhoot, do you know if 
>>8365643
>>8365592
have been archived yet?

If not someone should ASAP before they shut down that subreddit and probably save locally as well.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:24:40 ID: 84ebc5 No.8365719

>>8365690
Roche made Tamiflu and Rumsfeld was a major owner.  The govt bought up large amts of it to keep America safe in case of a major flu epidemic years 
ago. Total BS.  So likely kickbacks of sometype.  May not be strictly Pedo related.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:25:05 ID: b09ee9 No.8365720

>>8365044
you actually took time out of your day to post this garbage  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:25:51 ID: b59e84 No.8365724

Anyone want to explain and share with em what exactly is wrong lol

Comet Ping Pong Did Nothing Wrong - Stop the Lies and Hate  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:26:26 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365728 >>8365748 >>8367265

>>8365709
Yeah, archived in the same post you responded to. 

Digging a little into Novartis. Seems like it has Swiss origins.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:26:32 ID: b59e84 No.8365730

Oops sorry that was a FB page I meant to link to  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:27:45 ID: 52c98b No.8365739

>>8344613

The Bonner Group managed to raise an estimated 7 million in undisclosed funds for David Brock CTR.

http://www.thecitizensaudit.com/2016/09/17/correct-the-record-unregistered-solicitation/

Where did they get the money?

Plebbit had more info about someone called Axxxxxx Luca Txxxxxxx, suggested there was some legal issue in revealing the name, but it appears here 
plain as day;

http://www.thecitizensaudit.com/2016/09/22/david-brocks-double-dealings/

Her name is Allison Luca Thompson works for the Bonner Group (lawyers for CTR) and an apparent front called Luca LLC, which is really just her and 
listed to her home address. She managed to raise $6 million dollars for CTR since July 2015, perhaps this is the missing money, which they did not wish 
to disclose, or at least part of it.

If FBIAnon is to be taken serioursly then it would appear that someone is laundering children for gold with gold mining outfits, like Majescor. Currently 
Majescor is interested in Haiti, which has an estimated 20 billion dollar worth of minerals undergroung, while their starving populations sits above it eating 
mudcakes. 

Reading the interview with FBI Anon; it appears to be almost 100% leading questions to which the source is generally vague, content answering with 
questions most of the time. Most of this information comes from those asking the questions not the other way around, as far as I can see, which makes 
me question the source's legitmacy further.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:28:48 ID: 22495f No.8365746

https://archive.is/Q3LUW him

That ought to be enough to get James Alefantis investigated, that sick mother fucker – if it really is his account  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:29:00 ID: 52aba2 No.8365748 >>8365786

>>8365690
Novartis likes to buy up industry wide pharmaceutical companies and basically have their hand in every type of pharma company there is.

They didn't use weird code words and they have a company intranet that they communicate on entirely.

They're not an animal testing group but rather they have animal testing areas in their laboratory areas themselves.

As for Podesta, I would surmise that because he's interested in them due to their bio-tech divisions and vice-versa.

They own companies from all walks of the pharma industry from shit like eye drop makers to the people that make no-doz.

Recently they were going to work with google and make a sort of overlay contact lens I believe so that would explain biomedical.

>>8365728

Yes, they were founded in Switzerland. They've got a location in basically every major city on the planet and even those that aren't. Including one in 
Qatar. That's also likely a reason why they'd be tied up in that as well.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:29:35 ID: dab4d8 No.8365753 >>8365793 >>8365909 >>8365971 >>8365993

>>8364108
>>8364108
>>8364108

Free the Kids

NC based org, they operate Hope Village, or Villaj Espwa, in Les Cayes, Haiti. Looks like further investigation is warranted.

Haiti – Les Cayes : 12 YEAR OLD HAITIAN BOY SAID HE SLEPT IN PRIEST’S BED.
https://arc hive.is/gfIUH
https://arc hive.is/DwLHp

On several occasions in the early morning hours, a volunteer observed a young boy leaving the priest’s private residence, located on the grounds of a 
600 child orphanage in Les Cayes, Haiti. When the volunteer asked the boy where he stays at night, the boy said that he sleeps with Fr. Marc in Fr. 
Marc’s bed.

“Father Marc” is Rev. Marc Boisvert, O.M.I., Founder and Executive Director of Pwoje Espwa Sud in Les Cayes, Haiti.

The volunteer immediately telephoned and emailed Dr. Cynthia DeSoi, the orphanage’s volunteer medical director and board member, with the 
information he received from the boy.

Two days later, Father Boisvert held a “mock trial” with the frightened boy seated on a high stool in the middle of Fr. Boisvert’s living room. Surrounding 
the boy was Boisvert, three of his employees and the volunteer whose presence was requested by Boisvert.

Under questioning, the orphanage official pressured the boy to say that he had instead only “dreamed” about sleeping in Boisvert‘s bed.

https://istwanouay isyen.com/ ← LOOK HERE
https://arc hive.is/nSuY9
Haven't looked into these much yet, but it also appears there may be trouble with Hearts with Haiti, another NC based Haiti organization, and "multi 
accused child molester, Michael Geilenfeld sexually abusing children at St. Joseph's Home for Boys. Call for an Investigation"

https://arc hive.is/Ch5WT
Haiti: "One Table, Many Partners" Conference, Focus on the Protection of Children from Sexual Abuse

My confirmation bias is making me connect "One Table, Many Partners" to that podesta "art" with the kids on the table…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:31:08 ID: 52c98b No.8365760 >>8365798

An anon on another Pizzagate thread posted a about Danny Devito on the Late Show. If you skip to 2:00 there is a segment on him talking about eating 
babies and in particular about how they taste like Dim Sun ; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTu5BFgwe6g  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:35:13 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365786 >>8365822

>>8365748
Damn, so they're like one of those silent giants, Corporation conglomerates so large, yet nobody knows who they are.

Otherwise, I don't see them as being particularly guilty in anything, the most I can surmise is that perhaps they're merely an equipment supplier or drug 
supplier…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:35:43 ID: dab4d8 No.8365793 >>8365909 >>8365971

>>8365753
https://arc hive.is/tU2of
Free the Kids
About us
It all started with Father Marc, an ordained Catholic priest with the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, who served his church and then as chaplain 
in the Marines, Coast Guard, and the Navy. In the 1990s, while he was stationed in Florida, Haitians were leaving from their impoverished island by the 
thousands in an attempt to flee dreadful and desperate conditions. Father Marc watched the plight of these hundreds upon hundreds of frantic people 
who launched off Haitian shores on anything that would float. The U.S. Coast Guard routinely intercepted Haitian refugees and took them to the base at 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Station. Father Marc, fluent in French from which Haitian Creole is derived, was assigned to provide religious and sacramental 
comfort for these refugees.  
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>>8364423

is this the girl from threads 
3-6ish

>hands

around talk of secret pizza 
book  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:36:11 ID: 52c98b No.8365798 >>8365944 >>8368356

>>8365760
This reference to Dim Sun reminded me of Ping Pong Dim Sun Restaurant down the road from Safeshores and the Whitehouse;

So, I did a whois of the site and found it registered with;

Systems Manager, Ping Pong IP Ltd, 12 Michalakopoulou Street, Nicosia, CY.

This address is false and is actually comprised of two different addresses stuck together; the Nicosia part and the 12 Michalakopoulou Street, which is 
actually in Athina, Greece.

But this was all back in 2005, 12 Michalakopoulou has gone through a number of different incarnations since then including a business called 
Biodiagnostics SA and an upmarket hairdressers called Gino, with oddly the same font as the Ping Pong restaurant. All probably just coincidence. The 
place is derelict now.

Nicosia, Cyprus in particular is discussed as being a hub of human trafficking "from Belarus, Romania, Bulgaria, Russia, Ukraine, Estonia, India, 
Pakistan, Vietnam, the Philippines, and Cameroon. Sex trafficking occurs within commercial sex industry outlets in Cyprus, including bars, pubs, coffee 
shops, cabarets, and massage parlors."

>A 2011 report on labor trafficking in Cyprus found that migrant workers brought into the country under a legal work program are highly vulnerable to 
trafficking, particularly because of insufficient protections and oversight of these temporary workers; the report also noted that employers violate migrant 
worker contracts and rights, force them to live in inhuman conditions, and may abuse them. NGOs continue to report that Roma children, as well as 
children of migrants and asylum seekers, remain especially vulnerable to prostitution and other forms of trafficking.

https://cyprus.usembassy.gov/tip_2012_cyprus_en_jun12.html

Looking into the history of Nicosia reveals an old map of the city with eleven points. This may or may not relate back to the eleven pointed star associated 
with some occult worshipping groups, most notably the 9th Circle and Jimmy Saville himself. Above is a picture of his ceremonial wizard robes, as it 
somewhat unsurprisingly appears that he was a follower of Aleister Crowley and a Satan worshipper.

http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/546207/conspiracy-theory-paedophile-jimmy-savile-wizard-satanist-new-aleister-crowley  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:38:09 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365807 >>8365824

Regarding Jeff Koons, don't we have some stuff on his twitter or Instagram or whatever with some really creepy stuff?

Am I referring to the right guy or is this somebody else?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:40:32 ID: 52aba2 No.8365822 >>8365841

>>8365786
The issue is that they're broken up into divisions.

The division in Switzerland is the end all be all. They are the higher ups that basically set the example and pace for all other divisions to abide by.

So every major country has it's own division heads, areas of expertise that they operate in, and CEO's of that country's business practices.

They completely control every aspect of their business as well. They own all production, shipping, manufacturing, research, and everything inbetween 
that could possibly be connected to their operations. They're extremely internally based.

They're one of those corporations where everyone uses their products but nobody knows who they are, yes.

If you've ever used excedrin then you've used something they originally created. They're a patent mega conglomerate that makes most of their cash from 
original OTC stuff.  
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>>8365807
yes koons is very much tied 
up in this, and ICMEC  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:43:13 ID: 52aba2 No.8365841

>>8365822
However they also deal in surgical tools too btw. Just a side note but that's something as well.

Again, I can't speak for anything that's not domestic. But I can confirm beyond a shadow of a doubt that all testing done in the states are done on animals 
first then opt-in people that are willing to be parts of double-blind studies.

They're a very large mega-conglomerate but my time working there never rang any large bells that you wouldn't expect from working for a company of 
that size and structure in the first place.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:44:14 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365845 >>8365864 >>8365888 >>8373772

>>8365824
Ok, I'm seeing a very common link between Qatar as well, as per the chart here >>8365643

Now why is Qatar in particular so tied up in this, as opposed to Israel or Saudi Arabia? Everyone remembers that massive money transfer by Clinton to 
the Qatar central bank a couple months ago, right?

What other link might we be missing here regarding Qatar? Why are the Clinton's and those around them so seemingly associated with Qatar?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:48:49 ID: 52aba2 No.8365864

>>8365845
Qatar is a production and shipping hotspot for big pharma and likely as well as other places. They probably donated to clinton campaign so that clinton 
would keep trade open in the area since Qatar benefits from jobs and trade of products originally created outside of that country.

Clintons working directly with Qatar makes sense considering that's where mega conglomerates ship from when they export goods to the region and 
cheap as fuck labor as well. So it's within Qatar's best interest to put their money on that pony for their continued future support.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:52:06 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365888 >>8365892

>>8365845
I'm thinking this might be why.

They're the richest country in the world with large ties to oil and gas industries. They're also up to the neck in shit with funding terrorist and "rebel" groups, 
exactly the Clinton's modus operandi. It makes sense now that the Clintons and the Al Thani family would be buddy buddy with each other.

But why Koon and Abramovic?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:52:36 ID: b09ee9 No.8365891

Here's a good, short(ish) summary of Pizzagate so far (for the anons who are just now paying attention)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUGj5IhepMg

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 04:52:36 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365892 >>8365937
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>>8365888
Fucking forgot image.
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Free the Kids: 
Goat edition
https://arc 
hive.is/WPT0H  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:01:32 ID: b3d6ad No.8365933 >>8365957 >>8366130 >>8366799 >>8367701 >>8373623

Herb Sandler is the guy who asked whether he should play dominoes on cheese or pasta. 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613

Jewish billionaire, predatory mortgage tycoon, giving award to AIDS quilt faggot:

http://web.archive.org/web/20160417201455/http://www.toddfogel.com/biography.html

Podesta paid $7,000/mo by Sandler for doing nothing. Are Podesta and Herb Sandler fag-partners? 
https://www reddit com/r/DNCleaks/comments/58rgho/john_podesta_and_herbert_sandler_gay_affair/

Sander Honorary Chair San Francisco Human Rights Watch.

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:01:50 ID: b09ee9 No.8365936

>>8362946
interesting but i think this is actually just a coincidence.  a real one not a (((pure))) one  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:01:58 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365937 >>8365963

>>8365892
Does this sound like a prime money laundering operation to anybody else? Couple this in with the fact that apparently both Marina Abramovic (spirit 
cooking bitch), and Jeff Koons "headlined high profile events for "Qatar Art Museums".

So the connections I'm seeing here are, they're both "artists", they both have ties to Qatar and the royal Qatari family, and they both have connections to 
Clinton and Podesta directly and indirectly as per the Podesta group and the Clinton Campagn.

Who are these two people really, and why and how are they connected?  
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>>8365798  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:04:07 ID: fe9568 No.8365957

>>8365933
It's so disgustingly blatant. It's like they didn't even bother coming up with context sensitive terminology to make it easier to explain away. It's clear they 
expected non privy eyes to see this at some point since they felt the need to encode all the messages, but to do such a shit job of it is incredible.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:04:39 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8365963 >>8366030 >>8366038 >>8370506

>>8365937
Furthermore, does anybody have any information linking either of these two to Comet? Are any of the "artworks" either inside Comet or posted by people 
heavily involved with Comet in any way related to Abramovic and Koons?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:04:49 ID: 496423 No.8365964

>>8365796
On another note, In the Franklin book, a woman named Amanda Wright brought charges of lewdness and sexual harassment on Clarence Thomas. She 
was flown to DC but Biden and the Senate Judiciary court failed to call Wright to appear at court. Because of the absence, Biden and the Senate ruled in 
favor of Thomas and he was let go. This should be telling of the strange involvement of people in government.
>Franklin Scandal is well written btw, good read so far.  
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>>8365753
>>8365793
>>8365909

Hey guys I realized I didn't link where I found that org in the first place. 

See youtu.be/EItQDZxUsP4?t=2145
Rewind it a bit if you wanna see the full story to look for leads or people involved. 

They also speak about americares.org
apparently they've been involved with helping Haiti since the late 80s  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:08:43 ID: dab4d8 No.8365993

>>8364108
>>8365753
https://archive.is/o4IaR
Pwoje Espwa - Hope in Haiti - Are Children Safe From Abuse? 
On Tuesday, May 3, 2011, Brother Robert-Anthony Campbell, FSD, posted a story on his "Haiti's Littlest Angels" blog of how he put his hands on the 
naked body of an 11 year-old boy while Campbell showered the boy from "head to toe, scrubbed his hair and washed his shorts." When confronted about 
his behavior, Brother Robert immediately shut down his entire blog. Brother Robert has since been recalled from Pwoje Espwa Sud in Les Cayes, Haiti by 
his superior pending an investigation.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:16:09 ID: 52c98b No.8366020

>>8365944
That's crazy. There's an eleven pointed star fort just like this one under the statue of liberty too.

I also found this article on Satanism and the Satanic Panic in Cyprus.

http://barthsnotes.com/2004/06/28/satanic-panic-comes-to-cyprus/

Quite funny, one of the guys they are accusing of being an alarmist turns up in the comment section and calls them all Satanists.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:18:53 ID: dab4d8 No.8366030 >>8366060

>>8365963
Absolutely. The instagram account jimmycomet had a photo of a Jeff Koons "art" display that was a huge (security guard stands to the side for scale) of a 
close up of grown male genitalia penetrating what surely appears to be young female child lying on his stomach.
It is out there but I'm not going to post it.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:20:19 ID: b59e84 No.8366038 >>8366060

>>8365963
Comet is just a mere starting point to this, but yes… Spirit cooking lady is tied to Podesta who is tied to comet ping pong
Spirit cooking lady is tied to Rachel chandler who is tied to Bill/Hillary and to ping pong at some point as well 
Just for starters  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:21:18 ID: b09ee9 No.8366043
File (hide): 0151e66d98642da⋯.jpg (134.93 KB, 600x610, 60:61, ben garrison shotty.jpg)

>>8365407
>>8365352
>pedo here
>fishes for sympathy  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:24:22 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8366060 >>8366070 >>8370506

>>8366030
>>8366038
Right, I remember these now.

I don't know if this has already been seen/dug up, but Koons donated a pretty large sum to the Clinton presidential campaign, and has been a "clinton 
supporter" for over 20 years, so this article says. Also mentions ties and connections to CTR. Wow.

http://theartnewspaper.com/news/artists-raise-millions-for-hillary-clinton/

Wonder why so many "artists" support Hillary.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:25:45 ID: dab4d8 No.8366070

>>8366060
Modern art could be a great way to launder money. Here is a chair I pooped on for $250,000.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:30:15 ID: dab4d8 No.8366095

>>8365971
Try finding names of people in these orgs, and then google their name + "accused" or "dispute" "molest" or something along those lines to find the dirt.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:35:03 ID: 38cf46 No.8366130 >>8366193 >>8366392 >>8367701

File (hide): 3f788c6fb491149⋯.png (156.72 KB, 960x316, 240:79, screenshot-www.sfgate.com ….png)

>>8365933
The eyes on that woman are creepy as fuck.
This couple profited when their bank failed. Even SNL knew their names. People 
need to be reminded since it makes them angry.  
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File (hide): 957a96f4c05f1e2⋯.jpg (223.22 KB, 780x520, 3:2, 1438103102.jpg)

Carole Greenwood's other restaurant onwed by Alfantes:

http://web.archive.org/web/20050122233811/http://bucksfishingandcamping.com/
??

>Greenwood returned my call with a question for me:

>“Are you a man or a boy?”

http://web.archive.org/web/20161110173143/http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/article/13037971/ho
w-are-bucks-fishing-camping-and-comet-ping-pong-faring

She suddenly quit both 
>citing “urgent family matters,”  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:35:51 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8366135 >>8366309

Fuck, reddit has a really good summation and tie-in to NCMEC here, 8 days ago.

It looks like most of the leg work has been done. I think I'm just behind the curve here.

https://amp.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5de9g8/breaking_over_the_past_two_weeks_i_helped_bring/

https://archive.fo/oT7mh  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:38:43 ID: 38cf46 No.8366162 >>8366247

>>8366133
Allegedly she saw Alefantis fucking her underage son and didn't bother to call the police. >>8359034 her son >>8365088 
Maybe we can get her son to tell his story. Make him hate his Mom, if he already doesn't.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:41:41 ID: b3d6ad No.8366193
File (hide): 8c951bb515bf35e⋯.jpg (41.15 KB, 573x600, 191:200, todd-fogel-AIDS.jpg)

>>8366130
Herb Sandler 
>Do you think I'll do better 
playing dominos on 
cheese than on pasta?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:46:11 ID: 39e081 No.8366241

>>8364557
This shit is hilarious, haven't seen swim for years.  Welcome to /pol/ fellow cook.  Here we're all anonymous and behind 77 VPN's anyway so there is no 
need for the oldschool theatric flair, just say whatever the fuck you want.  
>>8364579
Yeah man, shit is definitely gone if it was ever there.  I've been saying this for weeks.  >>8364611 His dubs speak the truth.  I'm seriously starting to get a 
little pissed that no one has molotov'd this place yet.  Is Everclear not available in D.C.??  dafuq dcanons, time to step your game up.  These fucks need 
to know we're serious and not going anywhere soon.  They've responded with a piece in the MSM disavowing us…not realizing the streisand effect….and 
now we need to respond with fire.  Nothing is more primordial to humans then fire.  We let them know we're real.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:46:17 ID: b59e84 No.8366244 >>8366456 >>8366613 >>8369945

>>8366133

I have never figured out that man boy thing  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:47:04 ID: b59e84 No.8366247 >>8366349

>>8366162

Link?   Where is that story… I havnt seen that one  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:48:01 ID: 5aa371 No.8366262 >>8369850 >>8373186

File (hide): d195188f16a6905⋯.jpg (3.27 MB, 2942x3010, 1471:1505, 1478195672649.jpg)

Has this ever been investigated further? This is actually from 7 months ago and I stumbled on this somehow 
but I never heard of anything more than just a passing mention of a hawaii hot dog stand which this is clearly 
something about.

Interesting to note in the leddit thread 
>There are high voltage power lines that do not correspond to the city grid (meaning that they are totally 
disconnected from the power lines that feed the meters on all the nearby properties) that run behind the 
property. One of the neighbors is Perhaps the wealthiest man in the state, and coincidentally has a steel 
frame building behind his residence that these high voltage power lines go into.
>perhaps wealthiest man in the state
Which ties into a lot of this shit we're seeing.
https://www.reddit.com/r/BlackOps/comments/4fs7a8/question_why_would_there_be_30ish_wifi_networks/

no clue if the sleuthing is legit, just found this pic somewhere.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:48:26 ID: 55252a No.8366264

>>8365641
Yeah. Exactly. Those are triangles. It turns once, twice, three, four, five times. It's a counter-clockwise spiral. The logo they use is a clockwise circle. 
Come on, son.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:53:27 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8366309 >>8366430

>>8366135
So I'm thinking, just to consolidate it all, the people we know for absolute certain have some kind of direct relationship or very close indirect relationship 
are:

James Alefantis
David Brock
Jeff Koons
Marina Abramovic
Hillary Clinton

And some other people I can't recall at the present moment. If there are others, please mention.

 These are all people who we know undoubtedly now are interconnected in some way, some more obvious than others, but still visible enough to be 
obvious. And if there is anything /pol/ has taught me, it's that it always go deeper. These people are merely a dip below the surface.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:54:47 ID: 13a24d No.8366326

>>8363072
noice. lets get it fam  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 05:56:43 ID: 38cf46 No.8366349 >>8366411

>>8366247
see >>8359034  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:01:51 ID: dab4d8 No.8366392 >>8366480 >>8366571

File (hide): 94b8baee2714e6e⋯.jpg (155.78 KB, 1484x1271, 1484:1271, Obit_Marion_Sandler_08ce0.jpg)

>>8366130
Who, this fox?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:03:24 ID: b59e84 No.8366411

>>8366349
Ahh ok thank you  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:03:38 ID: b3d6ad No.8366414 >>8366435 >>8369139 >>8371331

File (hide): 9c3af6862d5af44⋯.jpg (9.38 KB, 231x218, 231:218, barney-frank-david-brock.jpg)

How many of the people involved are faggot Jews ?

Alefantis' "boyfriend" David Brock pictured with Congressman Barney Frank. 

>“Frank was reprimanded by the House for ethics violations in 1990 after a sex scandal in which a former lover 
ran a male-prostitution service out of Frank’s home. The ethics violations stemmed from Frank’s efforts to fix 
parking tickets and intervene with a parole officer on behalf of his friend.”

>In fact, this “friend,” Gobie, was a male prostitute whom Frank initially paid $80 for anal sex, a dangerous form 
of sexual activity linked to the spread of HIV/AIDs.

>Evidence showed that Frank found Gobie through a “hot bottom” ad in the Washington Blade, a homosexual 
paper. The ad for Gobie’s sexual services said, “Exceptionally good-looking, personable, muscular athlete is 
available. Hot bottom plus large endowment equals a good time.”

http://web.archive.org/web/20120110151026/http://www.aim.org/aim-column/media-whitewash-barney-frank%E2%80%99s-scandalous-legacy/

Matt Drudge (another fag Jew) took Brock out to gay bars and gave him yellow flowers.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:04:58 ID: b59e84 No.8366430 >>8366442

>>8366309

You left podestas out of your basic little list  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:05:24 ID: dab4d8 No.8366435

>>8366414
>faggot Jews
starting to look like an oxymoron  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:06:27 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8366442 >>8366470 >>8366472 >>8366779

>>8366430
Shit, yeah sorry. Mind is really scattered just trying to absorb the potential scope of all this shit.

So we got

James Alefantis
David Brock
Jeff Koons
Marina Abramovic
Hillary Clinton
John Podesta
Tony Podesta  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:08:10 ID: b3d6ad No.8366456 >>8366499 >>8366613

>>8366244
Maybe it means, "are you looking for ass or providing it?"

This is why a society can't tolerate faggots - they must be eradicated.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:09:25 ID: dab4d8 No.8366470 >>8366506

>>8366442
George Soros maybe?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:09:48 ID: b59e84 No.8366472 >>8366506 >>8366779

>>8366442
Depends how deep and wide you want your list to go…it goes to the top
Remember James A. Has visited the whitehouse
Obama ran a campaign phone bank out of CPP…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:10:23 ID: b3d6ad No.8366480

>>8366392
Satan in human form.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:12:04 ID: b59e84 No.8366499

>>8366456

Agreed…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:12:54 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8366506 >>8366723

>>8366472
>>8366470
Just for the scope of this specific investigation so far, George Soros is everywhere and not directly affiliated with or concerned with CPP.

Right now we're focused on those primarily associated and affiliated with CPP directly and indirectly by association (indirect like David Brock being 
Alefantis' fag lover).

I'd like to consolidate the names so it's easier to look at and allow us to grasp the type of people involved we're dealing with, so we're not thinking all 
scattered like.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:16:14 ID: 658f51 No.8366535 >>8366799

File (hide): c2e5929a21c2199⋯.png (35.68 KB, 684x387, 76:43, ss (2016-11-25 at 10.10.41….png)

So in an interview with snopes, James alefantis, owner of pedo ping pong claims to have no real political 
affiliations other than being a clinton supporter.

Well then explain why he's in the whitehouse guestbook so many times?  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:19:27 ID: 6952d6 No.8366571
File (hide): 8b526f409232db1⋯.jpg (53.97 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, yepitsademonalien.jpg)

>>8366392  

File (hide): 98b03afb9d1af60⋯.png (363.7 KB,
891x426, 297:142, screenshot-8ch.net 2016-11….png)

File (hide): 6d99ff075e806d1⋯.png (410.22 KB,
760x702, 380:351, screenshot-www.washingtonc….png)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:23:37 ID: 38cf46 No.8366613

>>8366133
>>8366244
>>8366456
The context of that statement is a reporter calls her after she decides to leave DC for family reasons, see pic1. He asks
>My first encounter with Carole Greenwood came not long after I started this job in early 2006. I had called Greenwood for an innocuous little column 
about what ingredients—fruit, vegetable, or protein—chefs would alter if they had the power to manipulate genetics. 
>chefs would alter if they had the power to manipulate genetics. 
>manipulate genetics

>Greenwood returned my call with a question for me:
>“Are you a man or a boy?”

https://web.archive.org/web/20161110173143/http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/article/13037971/how-are-bucks-fishing-camping-and-comet-
ping-pong-faring

Above link is quite a hit piece on her difficult personality, implying her troubles in DC were all about her. I suppose that's what you get when you yell at the 
49th most powerful person in DC when you catch him fucking your son. 

Any ideas on why she would ask that?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:27:49 ID: 9dc2a7 No.8366649 >>8369168

anyone have that screencap from his instagram where a cartoon penis is ejaculating pizza?

I feel like that should get used more against shills, how the fuck can anyone pretend that is normal  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:31:56 ID: f5d021 No.8366692
File (hide): 26322c65e21ac1c⋯.png (1.58 MB, 1247x727, 1247:727, deals from heaven.png)

what we would need are records from the 
orphanages that they are getting the children 
from.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:33:13 ID: 682183 No.8366704

>>8366133
Call me crazy, but is the cloth all the way to the left children's underpants or or a swimsuit bottom?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:35:49 ID: b59e84 No.8366723 >>8366744 >>8366955

>>8366506

You mean other than Soros giving money to Comet Ping Pong… In amounts up to 11k at a time  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:38:20 ID: 52bcce No.8366741 >>8366792 >>8366914

>>8362919
>>8362968
Okie Doke guys.

Here's all the public records I can find on Besta Pizza. Some of this was a real pain in the dick to dig up.

"Uptown Pizza LLC" is the entity used to file licensing paperwork for Besta Pizza in D.C.

The first commercial location for Besta Pizza was at a much much older address in Owings Mills. If you search for "Besta Pizza" through the tax 
assessment office of MD website you get this older address. That location was owned by a different individual and it went into forfeiture in 2007.

The newer address in Bethesda only appears if you search for "Pizza of Bethesda" which I only found as a registration through a different website. 
Without knowing that it was something to search, I never would have found out the following.

Besta Pizza in Bethesda Maryland is operating without a legitimate tax identity as a business. They haven't filed a full tax return since 2009 and as such 
forfeited their identity as a business. They will have to pay several years worth of fines in order to get that business license back.

I'm not sure if or how this impacts their health department license of inspections (if at all). If anyone visits that location you might want to take a photo of 
their business license or health inspection report card.

Other fun info. The owner of Besta Pizza lost his small house in McLean, VA to a bankruptcy in 2013. It was sold to someone else in 2014.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:38:28 ID: 5d4bf2 No.8366744 >>8366847 >>8367426

>>8366723
I actually did not know that. Source on that?

If this is the case, this is excellent opportunity for mass propaganda. George Soros is quickly becoming a house hold name regarding rich billionaires and 
such. If we associate Soros in the mind of the public with that of Comet Pizza, it may allow the public to demand investigation, untying the FBI's hands a 
bit.  
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>>8366741
Rest of the screen grabs  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:47:05 ID: 38cf46 No.8366799 >>8366806 >>8366811

>>8366535
pimpin'?

>>8365933
Demon banking couple founded ProPublica

>fter selling Golden West, the Sandlers focused on philanthropy, including founding ProPublica, a nonprofit that specializes in investigative reporting. The 
editors of ProPublica said on the group's website that Sandler played key roles in bringing the outfit into being, from interviewing staffers to selecting its 
name and logo. She brought "decades of rigorous and successful experience as a manager and financial analyst to the effective functioning of mission-
based organizations about which she cared," they wrote. "It is our great good fortune - and yours as readers, we think - that she cared about this one. We 
mourn her loss." Besides her husband, Sandler was survived by daughter Susan and son James. 

>ProPublica
>investigative reporting

Someone call them and ask if they'll investigate pizzagate. Record and post result.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:47:56 ID: 46c130 No.8366806

>>8366799
yeah probably pimping

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:48:39 ID: 46c130 No.8366811

>>8366799
actually NO. Don't call it pimping. That makes it sound more innocent than it actually is. It's outright child sex trafficking.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:52:04 ID: 496423 No.8366830
File (hide): 9a3f934330a1acc⋯.png (308.51 KB, 750x1000, 3:4, 1479303271978.png)

What we should do is compile a report of all of our findings and submit it to General Flynn and his associates. We 
should dedicate resources into this, I'll happily create a compilation with assistance via google groups next week. 

Link: h ttp://archive.is/a8OnJ
>Inquiring minds should note that none other than Donald Trump’s new National Security Adviser, Lt. Gen Mike Flynn, 
has revealed he has information about the child sex-ring story. On Nov.2 and 4, Flynn sent out two tweets concerning 
this. Notice that Flynn even uses the hashtag #spiritcooking. I have looked at General Flynn’s tweeter account and the 
messages are still there. In subsequent emails, Flynn continually refers to “protecting our children,” suggesting we 
haven’t heard the last of this from him.

We know there is shit involved, we need people investigating, conducting interviews, etc. But the reality is that this shit 
is dangerous and I don't think anons want to put themselves at the risk of receiving death threats. If Flynn and his 
colleagues catch word of what's happening there could be an investigation from concerned actors. Understand, that the 
reason shit isn't getting anywhere is because we don't have people actually infiltrating these facilities and I doubt that 
anons would because of the risk.That being said, it's most likely they are moving operations as we speak. It's just a 
hunch, but If I knew that a group was trying to find out as much information as possible, I would be on here looking for 
shit, this includes the FBI. They will expand operations elsewhere, but close to the vicinity where they need it. We won't 

know, but perhaps there are already established rings in towns surrounding DC, it would be worthwhile to dig on that.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:52:15 ID: fd1add No.8366833 >>8367043

>>8362946
>Found a direct connection with the Jonestown massacre.

Holy fuck guys, and Jonestown is linked to the Angolian civil war, which was the prototype for the Mujahadeen. This was the prototype itself for Al Qaeda 
and the Arab spring that followed.

We're uncovering MK Ultra's successor. This is why they're shitting their pants.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 06:53:58 ID: b59e84 No.8366847

>>8366744

Don't have it right in front of me but if I remember it was done thru American Bridge pac…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:01:07 ID: 496423 No.8366914

>>8366741
If you contact the police shouldn't they signal an audit? If they don't you know something is fishy.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:05:00 ID: 3a9bea No.8366955 >>8366993

>>8366723
$22 Gs easy to find with a searchs  
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>>8363848  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:07:33 ID: b59e84 No.8366982 >>8367293 >>8369943

I see that one of the people involved early has recently set his Instagram to private (not sure when, I just noticed).  So I want to get on record a few things 
in case it's been missed or been a while 
This name was on many of the instagrams
Joshuarvogelsong 
Joshua Vogelsong was a manager of comet ping pong
He/she is also the lead singer of the band Homosuperior … Which has played at Comet Ping Pong

He/she also does a drag show as "Donna Slash". 

The drag show is ran btw by the queen that is laying in the floor at comet ping ping all covered in blood/sauce/red liquid

Never in my life would I have ever guessed I would have so many photos of drag queens saved  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:08:48 ID: b59e84 No.8366993

>>8366955
Thanks, I was close… Doing it from memory lol  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:12:57 ID: 6de6bb No.8367043 >>8367118 >>8374540

>>8366833
im sorry for being a bit off topic here but why do kikes (israeli or elsewhere) always have the same sick degenerate interests in occult and cild killing art?
>>https://archive.is/0fUpf
>from hilaklein.com website
pics related
Milk is molek/molech/moloch they are obsessed with this shit  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:19:56 ID: f7957b No.8367113
File (hide): 192ec908f00d5cd⋯.jpg (153.22 KB, 1200x707, 1200:707, 56465454678.jpg)

It's everywhere, can anything 
be done about this? 

Maybe send the current 
information to Trump? 
He can't do anything until 
January but might help if he at 
least knows about it.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:20:16 ID: 6de6bb No.8367118

>>8367043
*child  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:25:53 ID: b3d6ad No.8367157 >>8369990

File (hide): eb38aca78bb725e⋯.jpg (22.12 KB, 210x280, 3:4, child-lover.jpg)

dragonfly vs butterfly ?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:40:34 ID: 7b0837 No.8367265

>>8364941
>Why does Assange matter at the moment? This is a pizzagate thread.

Assange was connected with cult that was (probably) included in human (children) trafficking. Also, drugs (LSD) and possible mind control. 

>>8365624
>anyone else starting to think that the whole 'jill stein recount' shit is a diversion to get people away from pizzagate?

Probably more of way to get HRC at the position as president. 

>>8365728
>Digging a little into Novartis. Seems like it has Swiss origins.

pharmaceutical company ? Swiss origins ?

Swiss origins is probably front for real owners. They were making LSD and DDT

discovered at the Sandoz laboratories in 1943 by Arthur Stoll and Albert Hofmann.[34][35] Sandoz began clinical trials and marketed the substance, from 
1947 through the mid-1960s, under the name Delysid as a psychiatric drug, thought useful for treating a wide variety of mental ailments, ranging from 
alcoholism to sexual deviancy. Sandoz suggested in its marketing literature that psychiatrists take LSD themselves,[36] to gain a better subjective 
understanding of the schizophrenic experience, and many did exactly that and so did other scientific researchers. The Sandoz product received mass 
publicity as early as 1954, in a Time Magazine feature.[37] Research on LSD peaked in the 1950s and early 1960s. Sandoz withdrew the drug from the 
market in the mid-1960s. The drug became a cultural novelty of the 1960s after psychologist Timothy Leary at Harvard University began to promulgate its 
use for recreational and spiritual experiences among the general public  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:43:57 ID: 0117c4 No.8367293

>>8366982
Check the footage of some one scoping in comet pizza, and the waitress explicitly says "I've only been working here 3 days" so no doubt they have 
already changed their entire structure, along with redesigning, and burning/burying/eating whatever evidence they had left. 

But anons that are saying we need to stop focusing just on CPP is right. We have enough evidence through only shilling (NYT, WP, etc) to prove what that 
place is.

This is clearly a deep, dark rabbit hole that connects many "VIPs" around the world. Someone post the FBIanons last message to us, it had some great 
leads we should be considering to further investigate.  
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Association of Ginneans in the DMV Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:47:16 ID: dab4d8 No.8367321

>>8362968
https://arc hive.is/6rjvP
Ibrahima Abe DIALLO
Chief of Staff
Association of Ginneans in the DMV

Organizations
Hope of Guinea: www.hope ofguinea.org
Miss Guinee North America Scholarship Pageant: www.miss guinee northamerica.com
Project2005 Inc: www.pro ject2005.org
Promo Guinee: www.promo guinee.org
AMC Guinea: www.amc guinea.org
Inter African Committee – USA: www.iac usa.org
Guinea Edugrade: www.guinea edugrade.com
Guinean Alliance for Education: www.ga ed-gn.org
Direct Impacts: www.direct impacts.org
Plume & Papyrus: www.plume papyrus.com  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:49:55 ID: 839469 No.8367343 >>8367346

from previous thread # 15
>>8355479
>>8355525
>>8355705
>>8355829
>>8356016
been occupied with turkey(not a code),, but see we are looking at this fuckface..whats his deal? (pic related)  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:50:33 ID: 839469 No.8367346
File (hide): 95111dde80eff9a⋯.png (1.4 MB, 1200x1920, 5:8, tmp_22291-Screenshot_20161….png)

>>8367343
forgot screenshot  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 07:54:39 ID: 84561f No.8367373
File (hide): 9aaf9f8d00d270c⋯.jpg (500.09 KB, 600x800, 3:4, tmp_27688-Itskaitiecali_mi….jpg)

>>8362940
Other way around, cheese pizza has been pedo slang for a lot longer than 4chan or digital child pornography, and it 
came to be used there because they used to and still are on there  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:05:17 ID: dab4d8 No.8367426 >>8374349

>>8366744
Mirror this video  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:09:23 ID: 615518 No.8367452 >>8374356

File (hide): af3594cdac76994⋯.jpg (7.93 KB, 237x173, 237:173, Rockford.jpg)

https://docs.google.c om/document/d/1vk5ru1s8U1k_kJwswh0lWVqIf9KxLalrRbrlA1LcdpU/edit

BE VERY CAREFUL ACCESSING TH E FILE

A list of contact information for media, Rothschild, and government shills includes this gem on the 104th page.

>c-o-m-e-t-p-i-n-g-p-o-n-g-@-g-m-a-i-l-

Figure out why this belongs on the list with all of these media and government people. Please get that 
information to the people who need it. For God's sake and for the many victims whose cries go unanswered we 
need to break this.

COMET PIZZA EMAIL ON LIST WITH GOVERNMENT AND MEDIA F AGS

I believe the list is a couple of years old because it has clinton . senate addresses as well as the contact information for at least 2 dead fags. 2009 at 
newest. Comet has been involved for at least 7 fucking years.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:21:55 ID: 9ec8e1 No.8367519 >>8367758

Has anyone bothered to check this super bad producer called "patrice wilson"? 
He seems like a legit pedo lover and his label is located in LA, possible ties to hollywood?

he literally lets parents pay fees, so he spents time with the children, writes their music and makes their videos.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:25:33 ID: 31ce17 No.8367539

>>8361537
I've been pondering this: how to actually do something instead of this "oh-look-how-bad-they-are" thing. Has any shed of concrete action been 
undertaken?
>>8365044
>EVEN IF you are right, you will never find proof now. You think after all this noise there would be a single scrap of evidence left at that restaurant? You 
have absolutely no leads. NOTHING. 
We have to consider this possibility.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:27:52 ID: 84561f No.8367554
File (hide): 98acab3d58cbc45⋯.jpg (189.05 KB, 1279x853, 1279:853, 1449365620519.jpg)

>>8364557
How about you lead 
the way

No one is stopping 
you  
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File (hide):
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File (hide):
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:29:14 ID: b59e84 No.8367564 >>8367621

Anyone know anything about this? Lol

Saw a support CPP site on FB and this was in the comment

Brute force it?? Really?  :).

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:37:24 ID: 87ae49 No.8367621 >>8367626

>>8367564
roleplay  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:38:50 ID: b59e84 No.8367626

>>8367621
What I thought  

File (hide):
d5857511a704892⋯.png (379.75
KB, 1200x1920, 5:8, tmp_22291-
Screenshot_20161….png)

File (hide):
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KB, 1200x1920, 5:8, tmp_22291-
Screenshot_20161….png)

File (hide):
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File (hide):
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KB, 1200x1920, 5:8, tmp_22291-
Screenshot_20161….png)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:54:02 ID: 839469 No.8367701 >>8367711 >>8367758 >>8367781 >>8368009

>>8365933
>>8366130
if you think her eyes are creepy, check out their daughters eyes…. funnily enough, Susan has also been emailing re dominos…..

also haven't really seen it mentioned that a "dominio" is also a weird for a cloak/cape ala eyes wide shut out whtevr

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:56:00 ID: 839469 No.8367711 >>8367723

>>8367701
*word not weird  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 08:58:45 ID: ef7f5c No.8367723 >>8367795

>>8367711
Nice dubs. Maybe you will listen. Nobody would listen, a month ago. The Spirit Cooking lady, Marina Abramovic, owns essentially a warehouse building. It 
used to be indoor tennis courts, and is supposedly to become a museum, but it's only used on occasion, according to her website.

Let that sink in.

The Spirit Cooking lady owns an abandoned warehouse.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:03:11 ID: 6de6bb No.8367758 >>8367781

File (hide): 05c58c00004b2ff⋯.jpg (178.44 KB, 620x438, 310:219, wtf biden connection to mk….jpg)

>>8367701
>>8367519
>>8367519
>weird eyes
child in pic's family has all 
got weird eyes
trying to find pic now  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:07:24 ID: 6de6bb No.8367781
File (hide): 44de5d074c48c79⋯.jpg (239.23 KB, 2000x1333, 2000:1333, 44de5d074c48c79d7a5f3f28cd….jpg)

>>8367701
>>8367758
they all have that ayy lmao aka 
missing chromosomes look  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:09:41 ID: aceeb6 No.8367795 >>8367837

>>8367723
Got proof?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:18:06 ID: ef7f5c No.8367837 >>8367984 >>8372802

File (hide): 4ca4ccedc7a9713⋯.jpg (263.81 KB, 864x2128, 54:133, Spirit Cooking hellhole.jpg)

>>8367795  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:19:06 ID: b59e84 No.8367845 >>8369765

File (hide): a81728263b68bf1⋯.jpeg (168.61 KB, 1242x996, 207:166, image.jpeg)

Anyone 
remember who is 
behind this 
Instagram 
account?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:25:09 ID: dd59a0 No.8367888 >>8367908

death to these pedos  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:27:05 ID: ef7f5c No.8367908

>>8367888
noice trips m8  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:28:27 ID: 84b524 No.8367918
File (hide): 1fa3ded2a0e7358⋯.png (583.74 KB, 800x600, 4:3, ClipboardImage.png)

One of the most solid facts you could give to normies is that Tony Pedosta is still good pals with Hastert, 
which the 'Hellow!' email was sent in June, which was in the middle of the 2015 indictment of Hastert. 
Everyone would have known of his deeds by then.

Bury em all  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:37:50 ID: 31ce17 No.8367984 >>8372802

>>8367837
That has temple properties. I understand the appeal  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:43:13 ID: 87ae49 No.8368009 >>8368249

>>8367701
thats just a lazy eye, nothing too weird about it.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 09:48:02 ID: 21de2c No.8368030

The ping-pong address was auto added.

It was not put in the contact list by the owner. I am still trying to work out who the owner of this list of people is. In theory it is the person whos name is not 
on it.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 10:23:47 ID: 839469 No.8368249

>>8368009
that's fine but she looks deranged.. and husband looks shady….and they are members of soros group democracy alliance which funded blacklivesmatter 
bullshit and also have had Obama in their house  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 10:30:57 ID: d43dbc No.8368301 >>8369792

>>8363651
I just want to remind everyone, that at ~ 06:00 Amanda Kleinman literally confesses that he killed his own kid, which Sasha Lord was pregnant with.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 10:37:22 ID: d43dbc No.8368356 >>8369236

>>8365798
>negroponte

wow

reminds me of https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_Negroponte

The guy who runs the child porn machinery in a MIT labs http://rense.com/general95/swartz.html  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 10:41:32 ID: f2320a No.8368390 >>8368408

Will be working on a video about this and try to have it done within the 
next week or so. Keep up the good work anons!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiZCxVprUl4  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 10:43:18 ID: 52dc01 No.8368408

>>8368390
Hey Leo, stay based.
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DARK RESEARCHER, OVERCHAN Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:08:59 ID: 02c8f8 No.8368950 >>8369130

File (hide): 91379346a1ab34e⋯.png (45.47 KB, 1000x1000, 1:1, dd1fa590ac6eb486752d0136ca….png)

>>8364312
>>8364336
>>8364337
I had to take a break from digging to destress and get more sleep. It's like Darkest Dungeon man. Digging in 
shitholes among inhuman creatures and battling horrors and that which normie was never meant to know.
By the way, could some talented anon make a post collage or infographic out of >>8341527 and the posts 
linked theirin? I and others found a link between #Pizzagate, Twittergate, Merkel's german government and 
the Ukraine war. A woman called BelXac died getting this info out, as it concerns a german political party 
smuggling Ukrainian  preteen girls to the Dominicans for sex work, and paying money to a powerful mob 
boss/milita-leader in Donetsk Peoples Republic that had a possible hand in Commander Motorola's 
assassination.
I don't want her death to be in vain. 
She deserves that much.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:27:01 ID: 3571f2 No.8369038 >>8369079

File (hide): 77b632a3580b2a7⋯.jpg (128.81 KB, 962x527, 962:527, punishment_for_pedos.jpg)

>>8365352
you can infiltrate them, that would be a critical hit if you were to expose their infrastructure from the insides.
You will have to go on DOTR of course, but you will get a quick, painless death instead of lynching + being 
burned alive like every other pedo.

Actually, I was thinking of brazen bull as an appropriate punishment for pedo/cannibals. Shit is cruel as fuck 
and made me sick the first time I read about it, but considering the crimes perpetrated by them…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:35:16 ID: 02c8f8 No.8369079 >>8369087

>>8369038
Seriously anon? Sacrificing to Moloch? Wtf else did you think that thing was created for?

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:37:22 ID: 3571f2 No.8369087

>>8369079
fuck didnt realize. How do i delet posts?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:38:54 ID: 98e077 No.8369092

>>8364934
I see a 5 pointed eye.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:41:50 ID: ff3d69 No.8369110 >>8369154 >>8370904

File (hide): 95e9bb5671c78c6⋯.jpg (1.96 MB, 2203x4535, 2203:4535, pizzasymbolism(ii).jpg)

another meaning for "pizza"  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:45:17 ID: d43dbc No.8369130 >>8369267

File (hide): a03888193dd1dc6⋯.png (1.63 MB, 1760x3816, 220:477, expert.png)

>>8368950
I just copied all the posts into one image, 
that's the best i could!  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:48:07 ID: 96c5d7 No.8369139

>>8366414

wew.

Allen, who covers Congress, previously co-authored a story accusing some Republicans of being “obsessed” with banning homosexual marriage. He was 
formerly a top staffer at Democratic Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz’s political action committee. His wife is Communications Director for Democratic 
Senator Kay Hagan.

“My wife and I made a small contribution to the reelection campaign of Sen. Blanche Lincoln (D-Ark.),” Allen wrote back in February of 2010, after 
deciding to go back to Politico, where he had already worked. He added, “Now, as I leave my job at Wasserman Schultz’s political action committee to 
make the transition back to journalism at Politico, there will be some who wonder whether I am a political operative just masquerading as a reporter.”  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:51:36 ID: d43dbc No.8369154 >>8369257

>>8369110
that doesn't say anything about pizza

nevertheless, pizzaslices could be part of the programming, that's why pizza symbolism is used everywhere  

File (hide): f8c2529475a4068⋯.png (982.68 KB,
1360x768, 85:48, f010f09868117763e99e510dda….png)

File (hide): 79a239b3e44e047⋯.jpg
(112.15 KB, 443x640, 443:640,
Handkerchief_code.jpg)

File (hide): 685ab691840104e⋯.jpg (14.27 KB,
399x292, 399:292, HILLARY-CLINTON-SATAN-WIT….jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 12:55:17 ID: 96c5d7 No.8369168

>>8366649
https://archive.fo/zv4ti 

It's in there somewhere

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:08:37 ID: d43dbc No.8369222 >>8369319

File (hide): 430d35146dcbaab⋯.png (49.8 KB, 1158x500, 579:250, grad.PNG)

For those who are wondering why all of them 
perform gay sex, even those who seem straight.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:11:08 ID: b41340 No.8369233 >>8374316 >>8374507

Would it actually be possible to get a look at the blueprints for Comet pizza by going to the correct government building, or is that only in movies?  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:11:28 ID: 52c98b No.8369236 >>8369380

File (hide): cb512fef3f73f68⋯.png (4.16 MB, 2880x1800, 8:5, Screen Shot 2016-11-26 at ….png)

>>8368356
That image appeared alongside the star fort of Nicosia because it was mislabelled. But I noticed Negroponte 
and therefore felt it might be significant, even as a reminder.

Negroponte means 'black bridge' is Greek. It might be a leap, but is it possible that Negroponte and others 
belong to dynasties (some Greek or Cypriot) going way back who are still involved in dark practices like 
child sacrifice and the occult?

Also check the image out; this is the current address to which a very upmarket Chinese restaurant chain 
called Ping Pong Dim Sun is registered at through 'whois'. They have restaurants in DC, nine in London, 
one in Saudi.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:15:47 ID: ff3d69 No.8369257 >>8369302 >>8369305

>>8369154
the cook (handler) prepares the pizza (child), it's then taken and thrown into the oven (a living hell) ,once (spirit) cooked, it's taken out and thinks it's being 
saved. That's when the cook takes out a big fucking knife and the pizza is spit into multiple personalities (slices).  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:16:44 ID: 02c8f8 No.8369267

>>8369130
That was far better than I could have done, anon. Thank you so much. Spread it far and wide.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:24:54 ID: 66aeb6 No.8369302

>>8369257
>slices (personalities)
ftfy  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:25:53 ID: 02c8f8 No.8369305

>>8369257
From there you brainwash each slice and have one be the mask, one the sexkitten, one the spy-recorder (exists to recall and report all interactions and 
new info learned to a constantly changing phone number) one the Overseer, and one the Failsafe to destroy itself via suicide if the apparatus is 
uncovered via therapy or hypnosis.
These freaks are methodical, subtle, and extremely dangerous.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:29:19 ID: 02c8f8 No.8369319 >>8369391

>>8369222
Crowley once said something about awakening some kind of spiritual eye in the prostate. It might be a chakra. Something to do with syncronicity, as all 
the major magicians have homosexual tendancies and some are autistic.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:42:41 ID: d43dbc No.8369380

>>8369236
so many coincidences

it could be possible, that negropontes family comes from a greek dynastie, freemasonry is a tradition, that's being carried on by the children  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:46:12 ID: 66aeb6 No.8369391
File (hide): 84f806a219ae74f⋯.png (136.44 KB, 300x450, 2:3, 1470048485071.png)

>>8369319
wheres my
>faggots can now throw fireballs and shoot lasers out of 
their dick, no immunity this turn

card…  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 13:58:54 ID: 5e4f2e No.8369452 >>8371399 >>8371570

Recent post from voat

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 14:07:10 ID: 38cf46 No.8369484 >>8369579 >>8369587 >>8369643 >>8373892

Possible update from plebbitor that made original post about multiple wifi in Hawaii. I found this link on /r/conspiracy does anyone have the halfchan link?
https://i.imgur.com/USjRJY0.png
reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5exjxu/update_from_the_user_who_found_30ish_wifi_signals/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 14:26:55 ID: 372326 No.8369556
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsX5Jc-jOU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsX5Jc-jOU4  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 14:35:41 ID: 96c5d7 No.8369579 >>8369643

File (hide): aa578246e19f5d3⋯.gif (1.15 MB, 200x207, 200:207, samjack.gif)

>>8369484  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 14:39:16 ID: 025ef0 No.8369587 >>8369615 >>8369643

>>8369484

Can someone describe me in a clear way about whats going on in the picture ? I dont understand shit about what he's talking about.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 14:49:39 ID: 96c5d7 No.8369615
File (hide): ad5c7ab3b14de6e⋯.gif (2.73 MB, 265x207, 265:207, ap3.gif)

>>8369
587

It's all 
lies…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 14:57:59 ID: 38cf46 No.8369643

>>8369579
>>8369484
>>8369587
link to large pic   //img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1478/38/1478381759392.jpg

Trying to screenshot the plebbit OP but can't for some reason. Go to the plebbit link here and read OP. Real or fiction I dunno, what do you think?
reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5exjxu/update_from_the_user_who_found_30ish_wifi_signals/?sort=new  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:14:49 ID: c7c887 No.8369712 >>8372134 >>8372422

File (hide): 3144de4a725690b⋯.png (251.17 KB, 1583x2059, 1583:2059, WikiLeaks Yemen Files.png)

wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/18/18817_re-
headcount-for-pizza-.html  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:16:56 ID: a3caf9 No.8369720 >>8369727 >>8369840 >>8370064 >>8372134 >>8372755

>>8363735
>>8363987
>>8364464

Hi all, 

I'm the sub owner of /v/pizzagate. I grabbed the subverse pretty early on for pizzagate just in case.. and then the ban happened. 

I've never modded anything, I didn't want to be a mod and I tried to find mods who had the right intentions. Ive been chatting to them and they seem really 
genuine, but you never know. I know a bit of background re: the images posted so I'm not as worried as you guys, but always remain skeptical. 

Right now we're stuck in a predicament whereby Voat is really adamant about 'no censorship', so we've been avoiding deleting things based on opinions, 
just deleting spam etc. 

I dont think the other mods are influencing upvotes/downvotes etc, I'm definitely not - maintaining the sticky is enough work. 

There has been a lot of anti-anti-semitism posting lately though, including a lot of spam that I have deleted - one user under multiple accounts. You can 
view that in the mod logs. 

Its weird though because I don't feel like there has been much overt antisemitism on the board anyway. 

Look also, since I'm new to modding I didn't really think about deleting stuff due to 'concern trolling'. Maybe we could put in a new set of rules to help 
focus the investigation - because right now it is a total mess, but our hands are tied since we've said we're going to moderate lightly. 

appreciate any thoughts, feedback etc.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:18:11 ID: a3caf9 No.8369727

>>8369720
also fyi the voat url is censored on 4chan under the pretext of spam  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:28:17 ID: 8da26a No.8369765

>>8367845
Original images from tumblr 
Rachel Chandler
I looked at all and some are creepy but most are just crappy photography…like someone trying to be "artistic".  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:33:04 ID: c7c887 No.8369783 >>8374540

File (hide): 6c617e4c1bbb73a⋯.png (228.41 KB, 1583x1883, 1583:1883, The Global Intelligence Fi….png)

wrong pic  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:36:38 ID: 96c5d7 No.8369792 >>8370189

File (hide): 72d391732ca0101⋯.webm (4.49 MB, 640x480, 4:3, familyfriendly.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8368301

>bring your kids to comet ping pong 
everythings fine  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:46:04 ID: 87ae49 No.8369840 >>8369871 >>8372755

>>8369720
> There has been a lot of anti-anti-semitism posting lately though, including a lot of spam that I have deleted - one user under multiple accounts. You can 
view that in the mod logs. 

they're pretending that the sub is full of anti-semitism so they can call it racist and get it shut down.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:48:12 ID: 8da26a No.8369850 >>8371270

>>8366262
When this was posted a few weeks back, it also said something about eBay acct cheesebay.  

I am on eBay a lot for business so I did some looking.

That eBay acct buys and sells a bunch of broken hard drives…thousands.  I traced a few buys and sells to other accounts withe equally stupid sales.  
Most sellers have nothing in stores so it looks like sales are arranged privately then listed only for that one deal.

All associated sales and accounts were outside US.  Mostly in UK.  A lot were registered in one warehouse which looked like a shell address….

I tried to link to human trafficking but even though none of it made sense and all looks sick, there were way too many transactions.  I checked back in a 
few times and most transactions went "private"…years worth of sales.

Not sure whether it was on voat or 4chan but someone said they were selling cp… That was day after twittergate and Reddit bans.

Maybe filming cp? W. Tonso signals to hide?  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:52:24 ID: 387141 No.8369871
File (hide): 77f0dd9e379c31b⋯.jpg (50.11 KB, 600x742, 300:371, fiMppl.jpg)

>>8369840
Good ole anti antisemitism card.  Has worked for thousands of years.  If you call a jew out on anything they are 
doing wrong they always fall back on that card…..getting old.  

FbiAnon AMA Jjbvvbbb  11/26/16 (Sat) 15:59:08 ID: 58492f No.8369898 >>8369976

ht tp://i.cubeupload.com/rQSksv.png  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:06:28 ID: 96c5d7 No.8369943 >>8370654

File (hide): 7c014e0fe5344b6⋯.png (639.89 KB, 992x629, 992:629, manager.png)

>>8366982
>The drag show is ran btw by the queen that is laying in the floor at comet 
ping ping all covered in blood/sauce/red liquid

mssummercamp works(ed) for comet ping pong as well?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:07:05 ID: 5da785 No.8369945

>>8366244
She may have been trying to deter boys from working or going there after what she saw.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:11:07 ID: 8da26a No.8369976

>>8369898
Do you have the others?  Supposedly there were three.  I was on when convos took place and screenshots posted here.

Voat has synopsis of questions but summary doesn't seem to have "nuance" of actual conversation.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:14:32 ID: 84ebc5 No.8369990 >>8370096

>>8367157
It's Susan Sandler in the Podesta emails with handkerchief and others.  So is the daughter involved?  Need to see name of wife.  I suppose Susan's 
email could be used by Herbert.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:22:30 ID: 0abf73 No.8370027 >>8370124 >>8370293

May be related.

>Photographer David Hamilton found dead in Paris
>Briton, who has died at the age of 83, lived for much of his life in France and was best known for pictures of teenage girls
>Hamilton had this month denied allegations by four of his former models that he had raped them.
>He threatened to sue his accusers, saying he had previously been cleared of abuse.
>The artist, whose whose work often raised questions about the dividing line between art and pornography, was at the centre of a raft of allegations after 
a French radio presenter accused him of raping her when she was 13.

https://archive.is/WRgsi

Google his photos, I'm not sure it can be posted here.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:28:37 ID: 320492 No.8370057
File (hide): c84aba99a1fca33⋯.jpg (5.01 MB, 10000x6112, 625:382, Pizzagate.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:31:04 ID: 320492 No.8370064
File (hide): 33536e52c3be733⋯.jpg (44.36 KB, 330x400, 33:40, spiral of freemasonry alch….jpg)

>>8369720
This is masonic. Just know that you will 
need to use that information one day.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:32:26 ID: 19c433 No.8370079

>>8365796
>using duckduckgoy
That site is owned by a Jew, faggot. Use ixquick or startpage.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:33:10 ID: 320492 No.8370085
File (hide): 22edeea13e3dd6e⋯.png (161.7 KB, 969x446, 969:446, Screenshot_2016-11-26_11-2….png)

im fucking droppin bombshells 
on you tricks  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:34:50 ID: 5da785 No.8370096

>>8369990
Herb's wife is dead, natural causes I think, given she was old.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:40:34 ID: 5da785 No.8370124

>>8370027
>"A police source told Reuters that Hamilton, best known for his pictures of teenage girls, killed himself in Paris." 

In what way did he commit suicide? Someone could have gone all Hard Candy on him.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:45:54 ID: 803e54 No.8370145

>>8362787
>>8364190
Sausage = penis?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:51:49 ID: d43dbc No.8370189

>>8369792
good work! thanks
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:53:21 ID: 84ebc5 No.8370199 >>8370235

File (hide): 7a1dd9a35592bbf⋯.jpg (102.4 KB, 500x380, 25:19, image.jpg)

Is Kevin Annett legit?  Seems so.  It's an hour update from 2016.  Info on Catholic Church.  Also that some 
American and Canadian Indian Reservations kids go missing.  States that Pope Francis is dirty.  That Large 
Catholic Churches sacrifice kids in underground sealed off rooms.  That Catholic Chrurch controllers get 
blackmail this way to control bishops and popes.  Wisconsin has a lot of American Indians and Paul Ryan 
connects with Hastert must be dirty. 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hSGWnkv2RRU  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 16:58:18 ID: d43dbc No.8370235 >>8370275

>>8370199
wtf is that place in the pic? reminds me of the movie the devils advocate  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:05:13 ID: 84ebc5 No.8370275 >>8370301

File (hide): ce10bf776165418⋯.jpg (395.81 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)

>>8370235
Vatican btw this thread is full of gems.  But I see disinformation too.  The CTR low levels are gone.  Now we got the 
professional PsyOps guys at times.  Jim Stones forum 5 years ago was full of it.  Twitter in pic states someone got 
deeper into Comet PPP member area and same document as on We at he Pizza alleged doc.  Also that 100 + 
members to encrypted files. Could be blackmail operation at least in part in my opinion.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:08:35 ID: 7c4e90 No.8370293

>>8370027
>David Hamilton
Says it all > saville connection
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/jimmy-savile-david-hamilton-former-88798  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:10:46 ID: d43dbc No.8370301

>>8370275
someone pointed him out as larper before, and the catholic church thing, they always refer to the "ITCCS", that's a one man operation, he states lots of 
weird things.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:21:59 ID: 78c915 No.8370372

Why doesn't someone make a pizza gate board? I can't because i haven't been following this very closely  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:23:42 ID: 150495 No.8370379 >>8370422

File (hide): c86e9d76902732f⋯.jpg (108.76 KB, 500x1012, 125:253, smug anime.jpg)

>>8365265
This  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:29:57 ID: 9ca16e No.8370422

>>8370379
Now that's sad. Can't you do better?

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:36:52 ID: a9864e No.8370466 >>8370505 >>8370507 >>8371691 >>8373647 >>8374217

Holy shit they're actually winning. People getting IP banned from 4chan for discussing pizzagate. d_seaman Twitter completely silenced. Been nice 
knowing you all.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:42:08 ID: e6a82b No.8370505 >>8370507 >>8370542 >>8374217

>>8370466
THIS

I just got banned from 4chan for participating in pizzagate threads. THERE IS COMPLETELY ZERO DISCUSSION OF PIZZAGATE ON CUCKCHAN 
ANYMORE. IT'S BEEN COMPLETELY SILENCED

WHAT THE FUCK DO WE DO? WE CANT LET THESE PEDOS GET AWAY WITH IT  

jimmycomet instagram Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:42:14 ID: 2eca13 No.8370506

>>8365963
>>8366060

Reposting from thread #1 https://archive.is/OLt7u (jeff koons pedo "art" is the last one, 'not safe for children')

collected jimmycomet pizza/pedo archives
Comet pizza video
https://vi meo.com/190144149
Bucks fishing and camping
https://archive.is/VMGH5
taped kid comet pizza instagram: https://archive.is/YJJnJ
This one really bugs me. wtf is going on here.
first pizza baby never the same: https://archive.is/atCyL
child keeps asking for the sword: https://archive.is/Sho1T
jimmy comet inside tony podestas house: https://archive.is/LIHTn
proof they know each other
jimmy comet esoteric gay: https://archive.is/mPjqm
Obama whitehouse christmas party ping pong kid jimmy comet: https://archive.is/4uB5R
like for real
panda cumhole: https://archive.is/YYzX2
why does daddy like butt: https://archive.is/2QuWs
beauty pizza: https://archive.is/1u6Rp
abramovic: https://archive.is/C2Vgn
jimmy commet hillary clinton: https://archive.fo/Jeh0X
proof they all know each other
baby selling: https://archive.is/lzWz8
storm outreach Terasola symbol, kid stealing: https://archive.is/xebN1
moloch kerchief: https://archive.fo/rDz6r
"moloch machine" is fromfritz lang's old scifi movie "metropolis"
gay loves kids: https://archive.is/J0qbI
his shirt means "i love kids" some anon pointed out that is the name of a restaurant which doesn't make it any less weird
boum boum room: https://archive.is/uNHTi
"chickenlovers" : https://archive.is/1ZbjH
that's slang for a pedo into young boys
more chicken: https://archive.is/p7dU8
not for children: https://archive.is/04A48
nsfw  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:42:56 ID: 96c5d7 No.8370507 >>8370513 >>8371951 >>8373647

File (hide): 65ec0c098be4b39⋯.png (16.77 KB, 400x300, 4:3, troll.png)

>>8370466
>>8370505

4chan bans and d_seaman twitter!!1 
guise!  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:44:39 ID: e6a82b No.8370513 >>8370555 >>8370569 >>8374540

>>8370507
>muh cuckchan website wars
Seriously, 4chan and twitter were the main way we spread the message.

No one fucking goes on 8chan. If they silence 4/pol/ and twitter, we're done.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:50:04 ID: 5e4f2e No.8370542
File (hide): 1ac55fd8e633afe⋯.png (462.19 KB, 787x537, 787:537, brock.png)

>>8370505
What about 
voat?  

File (hide): eb3676f9cf96521⋯.jpeg (48.69 KB,
1200x800, 3:2, chart(1).jpeg)

File (hide): 506307eca135060⋯.jpeg (53.15 KB,
1200x800, 3:2, chart.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:52:09 ID: 496423 No.8370555

>>8370513
We have an overall traffic of 71 thousand, 4chan has 170 million.

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 17:53:52 ID: 96c5d7 No.8370569 >>8370696

File (hide): 59d3121a5276199⋯.jpg (237.77 KB, 500x456, 125:114, troolz3.jpg)

>>8370513
twitter.com/search?
q=%23pizzagate&src=typd

and there's a pizzagate 
thread on 4chan right now.

Not true. And infowars has 
done at least 3 reports on it 
in the past 2 days.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:04:35 ID: 84ebc5 No.8370651 >>8370773 >>8371191 >>8373247

File (hide): e78995773d90269⋯.jpg (257.68 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)

The gut that had list of 100 + subscribers at comet PPP in encrypted area has 
gone dark according to this Twitter.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:05:00 ID: 681c8c No.8370654

>>8369943
Not sure if he/she worked there..I never did track down a real name  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:11:45 ID: a9864e No.8370696 >>8370760 >>8370773

>>8370569
they keep getting scrubbed
I actually was on /pol/ catalog a few minutes ago and ctrl+f + pizza yielded ZERO
then it went back up to 5
but 4chan is dead

Look at the reaction to this. This doesn't happen to Nazi threads, women hating threads, trans hating threads, and a million other fucked up things. Twitter 
allows CP but not this. We martyrs soon?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:18:32 ID: 6de6bb No.8370747
File (hide): 67243add1a636e8⋯.webm (5.95 MB, 490x360, 49:36, assangedancing.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8364076
>assange  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:19:57 ID: 96c5d7 No.8370760
File (hide): f1305ec99182864⋯.jpg (212.96 KB, 619x490, 619:490, nobrakes.jpg)

>>8370696

Go to youtube, twitter, search 
for pizzagate, go over to gab, 
voat, or cry more.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:21:12 ID: 2feebc No.8370773

>>8370651
F. Really liked that dude.

>>8370696
>we martyrs soon
does an anon still count as a martyr if they an hero from pizzagate-induced depression?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:22:13 ID: 681c8c No.8370783 >>8371039 >>8371103

The crowd we wanna reach is on kikebook, stay at home/soccer moms etc. they have no idea what 4chan/8chan is  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:29:05 ID: 1173b3 No.8370839 >>8370863

You guys realise that the website was build on a framework, and the /protected/ is just part of that framework…

http://www.jimdo.com/  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:32:38 ID: 898888 No.8370863 >>8370883 >>8370933

>>8370839
doesn't make it less suspicious.  
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File (hide): 19b61673713e7a7⋯.jpg (484.6 KB,
1024x1024, 1:1, PhotoGrid_1480131898616.jpg)

File (hide): f5e33e4fec17ff5⋯.jpg (422.46 KB,
1024x1024, 1:1, PhotoGrid_1480131805274.jpg)

File (hide): 2423b0be7066ed6⋯.jpg (617.66 KB,
1024x1024, 1:1, PhotoGrid_1480131438314.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:33:56 ID: cd48a8 No.8370877 >>8370903 >>8370905 >>8371549

Sex Stain's Land of La La music video features the boy lover symbol very prominently

https://youtu.be/IXZY4-V5OIo

I went to their page and found that they perform at pizza joints regularly. I went to one of their member's instagram pages (therealbabydonut) and looked 
for suspicious pictures.

A couple different ones with underage kids at taco joints, so I looked some more. 

I noticed a few weird ones. 

The matching handkerchief makes me think it's a literal identifier like what is talked about in the emails.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:34:56 ID: 1173b3 No.8370883 >>8370918

>>8370863

if you make your own website using there site, you also get a /protected/ page, but because we made it we know the password so we can see what it 
does.

protip: that page does nothing, even with a password. Its just used to hide other pages that can be configered in settings, but just accessing /protected/ 
with no other parameters will get you nowhere, even with the password..  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:38:42 ID: cd48a8 No.8370903

>>8370877
I did a lot of looking around and noticed that there are quite a few different bands who use similar symbology and go to a lot of the same places.

They are predominantly female empowerment with a lot of tranny fans.

I'm starting to think that this is all a part of something feminist or matriarchal cult kind of like what's going on in Korea.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:38:52 ID: cde7e9 No.8370904

>>8369110
Yeah, and what will happen to the population when pizzagate is in full media coverage?

The politicians who were trusted the most will simultaniously be the persons the population fears the most.

A setup for dissociation on global scale.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:38:54 ID: cc8d29 No.8370905 >>8370956

>>8370877
that middle pic looks like a session of MKultra  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:40:04 ID: 1173b3 No.8370918 >>8370931 >>8370953

>>8370883

A hidden page will look like this in the source code

<form action="http://www.cometpingpong.com/mysecretpage/" method="post" class="cc-protected-area">

The placeholder /protected/ page has this:

<form action="" method="post" class="cc-protected-area">

As you can see there is no form action, so the page literally does nothing..  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:41:18 ID: cde7e9 No.8370931 >>8370953

>>8370918
it could also post from javascript  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:41:33 ID: ae5ab0 No.8370933

>>8370863
>dat ID
Impressive. Very nice.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:43:58 ID: 1173b3 No.8370953

>>8370931

You can make your own free website at http://www.jimdo.com/ to see how it works. There is nothing tricky going on.

>>8370918

cont.

Thus if it wasn't already obvious
>>8364998
is fake, because there is nothing behind the /protected/ placeholder  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:44:24 ID: 6de6bb No.8370956
File (hide): 2646a03a5c3b256⋯.jpg (8.83 KB, 264x191, 264:191, MKULTRA.jpg)

>>8370905
>MKultra
indeed  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:45:52 ID: 07b79a No.8370965 >>8371013 >>8371015 >>8371160

voat owner weighing in again. Trying to get the sub a bit more relevant. Please have a look and contribute if you have any info. I think voat is still safe and 
not compromised… : <  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:51:35 ID: 87ae49 No.8371013

apparently halfcuck is banning pizza threads, expect a lot of retards from there joining and shitting the board up.

>>8370965
no one here cares, just ask things if you need help.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:51:40 ID: 7d3c47 No.8371015

>>8370965
It will prove worthy by it self stop merchandising it.

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:54:46 ID: 6de6bb No.8371037

>>https:// archive .is/64FOK
>if i make money off pedos its ok said this guy allegedly 

>>https:// archive .is/yVN27
>since deleted  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:54:51 ID: 387141 No.8371039 >>8371043 >>8371046

>>8370783
 I am red-pilling the shit out of them on gab.ai  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:55:30 ID: 387141 No.8371043

>>8371039
They want blood, keep asking me what they can do.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 18:55:52 ID: 87ae49 No.8371046 >>8371163

>>8371039
>gab.ai
> Done! You're #1296381 in the waiting list.

nigger wat  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:05:05 ID: 2e5062 No.8371103 >>8371143

>>8370783
Facebook is fucking great for this. I've shared this to friends who don't use imageboards, they freaked out and started sharing it to other groups.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:09:57 ID: 681c8c No.8371143

>>8371103
The only Issue we have is we are up against the Jill/Hillary recount ploy…. Depending how all that plays out this may not matter anyway

Chances are one or the other is a distraction for the other  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:11:17 ID: 0b89fc No.8371160

>>8370965
Keep it as a featured sub, and be on the lookout for subversion by kikes who are trying to get mod positions.  The shills are losing their fucking minds 
over this.
We kept the /pol/ mod team kike free and it is a continual source of asshurt for them.  If you have questions then if you're any sort of lurker you'll know 
where to find us.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:11:29 ID: 387141 No.8371163 >>8371191

File (hide): b14907c15e34d7e⋯.png (134.72 KB, 1100x1108, 275:277, 58369b3455c20.png)

>>8371046

Silicon Valley is DDOS'ing and has tons of bogus emails being sent to the site.  They hate competition.  
Gab.ai is huge right now and they hate the free speech we have there.  I can actually link your stuff here, 
unlike twitter who censors it and deletes accounts.  

This is a picture that the CEO showed of them sending thousands of bogus emails.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:14:15 ID: 0b89fc No.8371191 >>8371260

>>8370651
Why the fuck can't these cucks ever post shit immediately.  If we get any hard data on this shit I'll sticky it for a year.

>>8371163
>goon e-mail provider is being abused
Why don't they just block all the domains that vince cuckfield has registered?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:19:07 ID: 387141 No.8371260 >>8371627

File (hide): 55f969ecae8cfdb⋯.png (51.5 KB, 643x323, 643:323, jackwtf.png)

>>8371191
He is blocking them 
now.  The great twitter 
migration is happening 
lol.

Off topic here so I will 
quit talking about this.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:19:31 ID: 5aa371 No.8371270

>>8369850
This has to be related to pizzagate somehow. A hotdog stand in hawaii selling thousands of dollars of CP with a tangential relation to podesta from a 
single email. Did you take screen caps?  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:23:38 ID: 2ff2a7 No.8371331

>>8366414
Reposting this again. The guy on left is Peter Rosenstein. He went into full panic mode on facebook right after Trump won the election:

"Barack Obama has to give Hillary a complete pardon for any future issues with her email before he leaves office. We can't trust the crazies in Congress 
or Trump not to appoint a crazy like Rudy Giuliani to the AG's office not to try to continue to attack her. I know she did nothing wrong or illegal but 
Republicans will try to put her through the wringer and I wouldn't put it past them to try to forge documents against her."  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:27:58 ID: 0b89fc No.8371384

I'm just going to share a small tidbit I've learned, I don't have time to dig through all my saved information, but multiple jew-owned hosting providers are in 
on this.  They also have close ties with the pornography/camslut industry.  They provide a lot of address space for shills as well.  I wouldn't be surprised in 
the slightest if they didn't have pizzagate information.  Also, if any of you have that Nevada information dump saved, where Harry Reid was linked to the 
Nevada pedos, that may be another door into pizzapong.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:29:25 ID: 5aa371 No.8371399 >>8371453 >>8371462

>>8369452
Where did you find the bottom right pic?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:31:52 ID: fac0cb No.8371427 >>8371471 >>8371539

File (hide): 3c5afa1bd174441⋯.jpg (818.46 KB, 1536x2048, 3:4, pingpong.jpg)

https://archive.is/cd6oa

>"Sex workers wave a menu at you 
saying, 'You want Ping Pong'?"  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:33:57 ID: 1173b3 No.8371453

>>8371399

shitposting reached new levels, we now cook topical pizzas and then post images of them to /pol/ as proof  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:35:06 ID: 5e4f2e No.8371462 >>8373649

>>8371399
If you mean the pizza with the heart it's off their facebook
>facebook.com/pg/GustoPizzaCo/
If you mean Hilllary's food spending
>vocativ.com/246509/these-pizza-joints-are-powering-hillary-clintons-campaign/  

File (hide): 0ffb8fbf2fa2864⋯.mp4 (992.21 KB,
640x360, 16:9, 802326510547804160.mp4) [play once]
[loop]

File (hide): a1a960f247dd94a⋯.png (282.05 KB,
640x548, 160:137, 802326510547804160.png)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:35:33 ID: 8ca4ce No.8371466

>>8364423

Here's a different version of this video.

Cernovich tweeted this to his 170k followers.
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:36:36 ID: 1173b3 No.8371471

>>8371427

>"Sex workers wave a menu at you saying, 'I love my mom'?"

Moms give birth to children

2spooky4me  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:44:59 ID: 482c6a No.8371539
File (hide): eecef9fb7c71a66⋯.png (1 MB, 891x695, 891:695, 1467410320732.png)

>>8371427
>fuck my life
i'll take 20  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:46:31 ID: dd59a0 No.8371549

>>8370877
>baby donut
>tears caused by me
>referring to a child as "it"

This is some disgusting stuff anon. I think I am going to get rewatch Frailty and rename my axe Otis.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:50:12 ID: 482c6a No.8371570

>>8369452
>/leftypol/
stop using the swastika, its offensive!

>/pol/
stop using the heart and the triangle, its offensive!

this thread keeps getting more and more hilarious each day, keep going /pol/, you're definitely onto something funny  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 19:57:02 ID: 7769ab No.8371627 >>8371874 >>8371951

>>8371260

Everyone here knows that The Satanic Verses is a novel by Salman Rushdie that is critical if Islam, right?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:03:09 ID: f7e2f2 No.8371691

>>8370466
happened to me too. All PG threads are getting pushed to the bottom both through bans and bumping irrelevant threads  

File (hide): 45e556475e4a6e9⋯.jpg
(71.51 KB, 604x783, 604:783, 1316.jpg)

File (hide): 1d47455bee57ed5⋯.jpg
(91.91 KB, 632x811, 632:811, marinabar.jpg)

File (hide): 8b9bd97e9d8cf9a⋯.jpg
(170.61 KB, 604x783, 604:783, dasda.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:13:43 ID: 96c5d7 No.8371769

anyone know why AbramovicM666 twitter got suspended?
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:17:55 ID: 8341cf No.8371797 >>8372077

http ://sli. mg/tQ3jl8  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:29:41 ID: 0b89fc No.8371874 >>8371981

>>8371627
He's a newfag or disinfo.
>highlight random shit
>say it's part of the investigation
>shitflinging ensues
>red herring successful  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:39:58 ID: 38cf46 No.8371951 >>8373214

>>8370507
@ghostillion has the app pics, get them now before twitter deletes. that acct has taken over for phan_sye, hasn't tweeted in 4 hours

>>8363735
I screwed up up the voat url here the correct one is voat.co/v/pizzagate not voat.com

>>8371627
Have you ever read any Rushdie?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:44:43 ID: 1173b3 No.8371981
File (hide): c65b4185d8362c5⋯.png (620.55 KB, 1336x755, 1336:755, red herring.png)

>>8371874

>red herring

I did a search for red herring pizza and a found a 
restaurant in cape town, surrounded by orphanages

how deep does this rabbit hole go?

really makes you think  

File (hide): 98cca85fab4824b⋯.jpg (106.49 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, wr1.jpg)

File (hide): 7640da9973421bb⋯.jpg (104.3 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, wr2.jpg)

File (hide): 4f8eba5cbb3d894⋯.jpg (96.03 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, wr3.jpg)

File (hide): 6fd797349021dc9⋯.jpg (54.78 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, wr4.jpg)

File (hide):
ed49a983c33ff3f⋯.jpg (84.29
KB, 720x1280, 9:16, wr5.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:49:08 ID: 2bbcd0 No.8372022 >>8372057 >>8372067 >>8372134  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:53:24 ID: 9b5afa No.8372057 >>8372085

>>8372022
Excellent go to the beach and get some from the rear.  
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File (hide):
493ab2dc8905e29⋯.jpeg (868.78
KB, 1179x1984, 1179:1984, image.jpeg)

File (hide): c97e2852e2ab8dd⋯.jpeg (224.8 KB,
1242x1242, 1:1, image.jpeg)

File (hide): d81ef978cbd960e⋯.jpeg (340.52 KB,
1242x923, 1242:923, image.jpeg)

File (hide): d103b4052bdcc85⋯.jpeg (86.88 KB,
444x397, 444:397, image.jpeg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:53:48 ID: 681c8c No.8372065 >>8372147 >>8374218 >>8374540

Has anyone gotten any dirt/leads from Roberta's Pizza In NY?  It's in the emails, and online it's shown that it's one of HRC favorite places… Now given 
the looks of the dump, I can't imagine a high class broad like her going into the place but that's just me.
I notice this isn't just a normal pizza joint… They really like pentagrams, wizards and the like… And seems the owners have been fighting over the 5 
million it's worth?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:54:13 ID: 2bbcd0 No.8372067 >>8372082

>>8372022
I want to say in wr2 it says nena I think. Could simply be an artist signature, or a code word? Nena mean anythin?. Aside from that I haven't really 
gleamed much from the exteriors of the building.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:55:31 ID: 7a153b No.8372077
File (hide): f340be2ba7ce692⋯.png (1.82 MB, 1111x2047, 1111:2047, saville-thompson.png)

>>8371797
i didn't know this about mark thompson 
familiar with saville allegations though, and have been paying attention to the trajectory of 'pedo acceptance', so this 
all makes a lot of sense. 

posting this here for you because i do think it is relevant.
that said, please preface your links, considering the mountain of eggshells surrounding this whole thing. 

pic related is from posted sli.mg link 
accompanying pg-related archives:
http:// archive.is/dkfrF
https:// archive.fo/MrsGu
http:// archive.fo/bqJ44
http:// archive.fo/TYmTd
http:// sli.mg/pa0JCT
https:// sli.mg/Do0KNL
http:// imgur.com/a/zk8ud

http:// imgur.com/a/iXvoo  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:55:48 ID: 9b5afa No.8372082 >>8372104 >>8372385

>>8372067
Nema 
AMEN backwards

Its a breeders den. They wont open the door. Look around a bit  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:56:07 ID: 2bbcd0 No.8372085 >>8372107

>>8372057
I'm not on location, and I don't know anyone that is this is all I have.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:57:48 ID: 2bbcd0 No.8372104

>>8372082
this shit keeps getting sicker

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:58:15 ID: 9b5afa No.8372107

>>8372085
Good enough. There may be another one in CA I remember there IS a fun time kids care in cali  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 20:59:28 ID: 1173b3 No.8372120 >>8372385

File (hide): b0bdcaa2db6410a⋯.png (239.54 KB, 552x357, 184:119, motherload.png)

holy shit i just 
found the 
motherload  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:00:48 ID: 38cf46 No.8372134 >>8372385 >>8372422

>>8369720
Thanks for hanging in there man. 

>>8369712
Please screenshot it anon

>>8372022
Anyone in the LA area have a drone? If so get that thing going. Drones are still in that grey area and I see them all the time here in Cali. Fuckers fly in my 
neighborhood over peoples backyards, we complained and and police say it's legal so then take advantage of that.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:02:48 ID: 96c5d7 No.8372147
File (hide): 948c46dc3209d27⋯.webm (10.44 MB, 640x360, 16:9, clintonwitch.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8372065
>They really like pentagrams, 
wizards and the like  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:13:01 ID: 2feebc No.8372237 >>8372294

>>8372143
>from Assange himself
Where the fuck've you been since Oct 15th. 
Specifically, what sort of evidence would convince you that there is something here? I understand that your education in law leads you to think in terms of 
what flies in a courtroom, but that same education should also tell you that what flies in a courtroom is often far from factual truth. 

We've got evidence out the ass. Concern troll on reddit or halfchan with your own kind.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:18:41 ID: 38cf46 No.8372294

>>8372237
It's a pedophile and he"s scared shitless. Just enjoy the show. They love what they do so there's no purpose in arguing with them.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:25:27 ID: 4dfbaa No.8372348
File (hide): 739edbf48e43927⋯.png (495.34 KB, 818x840, 409:420, pizzaboylovlogo.png)

Begins at one minute.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7csGNrry9M

French connection, lest we not forget that James Alefantis in french is 
J'aime L'enfantis, translated to 'I love children'.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:29:21 ID: 00ee73 No.8372382
File (hide): 427180401a1748e⋯.jpg (114.31 KB, 736x1133, 736:1133, pynchon.jpg)

what does pynchon know?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:29:27 ID: 7a153b No.8372385 >>8372780

File (hide): 1a24a0ffe5a5a92⋯.jpg (82.09 KB, 620x1108, 155:277, they say.jpg)

>>8372082
source? about it being a breeders den that is
>in b4 so obvious, rabbits breed like wildfire
that white rabbit is too similar to the other one (in Utah, right?) but i just don't want to jump to any conclusions yet
>>8372120
where
>>8372134
this. drones have a lot of privileges that the human body does not, including plausible deniability. they are also relatively cheap.
> oh i'm sorry officer i was just getting beach footage and pictures of street art for my youtube channel
>>8372143
either you haven't been paying attention, you're lonely, or you need to do more homework. i don't care how much law you do, 
it's not hard to see that A) something very fucked up is happening here B) individuals connected through unlikely if not 
downright bizarre ways are doing their very best to obfuscate or delete any and all information related to this particular 
controversy 
and C) that actual "law" isn't going to be able help any of us unless we investigate the fine print. crying wolf or no, what you're 
missing is that people who are breaking the law aren't going to leave a breadcrumb trail just for you to follow. are you actually 
looking for textbook examples/evidence or can you think about this more creatively? as an artfag, i'm very familiar with how 

degenerate the art world can be, and politically subversive (in a bad way) as well. artists specialize in reading between the lines as well as operating 
outside the law - for lots of artists, the whole point is to figure out how to bend or break the rules as much as possible. strikingly, our 3-letter agencies tend 
to work the same way. there was no law, for example, that kept the CIA from influencing major art movements (i.e., Abstract Expressionism) and 
generating far reaching and numerous psyops/agents (Jerry Garcia, Grateful Dead, Merry Pranksters and all of their commie doings) to introduce LSD to 
the general population through art and music events. 

the same thing is happening RIGHT NOW with pedo/satanic shit, all the apologists all the high profile artists and members of the 'elite' who are not only 
connected to high profile government officials, but who also don't even try to hide the degeneracy. actually the opposite is true - they are trying to 
NORMALIZE it, and its actually working. give it enough time, and normies will not only accept but crave the pedo shit. we have to stop this somehow, and 
it's not by waiting for something "legitimate" to come up (like i'm going to trust whoever tells me i should do that anyway)

i just don't understand why you're complaining to us about us while all this shady shit is going on  
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File (hide):
6af8a19e1ab4ad1⋯.jpg (150.48
KB, 640x1136, 40:71, image.jpg)

File (hide):
b795a1e8755e281⋯.jpg
(107.12 KB, 640x1136, 40:71,
image.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:31:00 ID: ac5345 No.8372401 >>8372443 >>8372506 >>8375308

Am I going confirmation bias crazy or is this a bit suspect?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:32:56 ID: f7e2f2 No.8372422 >>8372506 >>8374540

File (hide): 9fdcb840678fb37⋯.png (21.36 KB, 747x695, 747:695, kta.png)

>>8372134
>>8369712
holy shit  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:34:57 ID: 9783ff No.8372443

>>8372401
>Picture of a kid with a mention of Pizza
>Outlined heart
Looks suspect…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:41:51 ID: 7a153b No.8372506 >>8372666

>>8372422
eh, honestly looks like a way-overextended, end of the workday joke to me.
the jim jones/kool-aid reference is a little weird tho
>>8372401
is definitely suspect, anon  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:50:33 ID: 87054f No.8372552 >>8372565

Can we keep trying to spread this in other languages and push it onto random message boards from other countries. I think this is hugely important.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 21:53:07 ID: 4dfbaa No.8372565

>>8372552
Each country typically has one scandal of their own that can be used as reference, Zandvoort case comes into mind (You'll find a lot of disturbing images 
online in relation to this case).  
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File (hide): 66a5b39bb7da03c⋯.jpg (80.53 KB,
600x568, 75:71, surferscolors.jpg)

File (hide): 537723746eb388f⋯.jpg (95.07
KB, 758x922, 379:461, kingcole.jpg)

File (hide): fe38c47c4f9b12d⋯.jpg
(185.47 KB, 612x861, 204:287,
hohohoboys2.jpg)

File (hide): cd943fd3cf9473c⋯.jpg
(50.02 KB, 582x807, 194:269, blue.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:00:23 ID: 4dfbaa No.8372617

>>8372582
ABDL detected.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:07:24 ID: f7e2f2 No.8372666 >>8372680

>>8372506
shill
>We only have one slice and we need to know how thinly to slice it…

>Simply send a single response, filed, color-coded, double-sided and appropriately labeled, signed in triplicate and set on fire

>color-coded in black and white
(keep in mind: handkerchief code. sharing one slice of pizza. like that makes sense.)  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:08:54 ID: 4dfbaa No.8372680
File (hide): 5ff6422fea6b907⋯.png (318.18 KB, 750x1334, 375:667, jVVUIzp.png)

>>8372666
Checked

The dude who got the menu out is 
dead.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:15:42 ID: 4dfbaa No.8372729

>>8372695
When I entered the German Labour Party I at once took charge of the propaganda, believing this branch to be far the most important for the time being. 
Just then it was not a matter of pressing necessity to cudgel one's brains over problems of organization. The first necessity was to spread our ideas 
among as many people as possible. Propaganda should go well ahead of organization and gather together the human material for the latter to work up. I 
have never been in favour of hasty and pedantic methods of organization, because in most cases the result is merely a piece of dead mechanism and 
only rarely a living organization. Organization is a thing that derives its existence from organic life, organic evolution. When the same set of ideas have 
found a lodgement in the minds of a certain number of people they tend of themselves to form a certain degree of order among those people and out of 
this inner formation something that is very valuable arises. Of course here, as everywhere else, one must take account of those human weaknesses 
which make men hesitate, especially at the beginning, to submit to the control of a superior mind. If an organization is imposed from above downwards in 
a mechanical fashion, there is always the danger that some individual may push himself forward who is not known for what he is and who, out of jealousy, 
will try to hinder abler persons from taking a leading place in the movement. The damage that results from that kind of thing may have fatal 
consequences, especially in a new movement. 
For this reason it is advisable first to propagate and publicly expound the ideas on which the movement is founded. This work of propaganda should 
continue for a certain time and should be directed from one centre. When the ideas have gradually won over a number of people this human material 
should be carefully sifted for the purpose of selecting those who have ability in leadership and putting that ability to the test. It will often be found that 
apparently insignificant persons will nevertheless turn out to be born leaders. 
Of course, it is quite a mistake to suppose that those who show a very intelligent grasp of the theory underlying a movement are for that reason qualified 
to fill responsible positions on the directorate. The contrary is very frequently the case. 

TL;DR You're retarded.  

File (hide): 5bad195fe6db8b1⋯.jpg (26.85 KB,
480x360, 4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

File (hide): fcd8e02dbcea446⋯.jpg (511.45 KB,
710x478, 355:239, AntiSemitismMemeSmoloko.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:18:01 ID: 5da79d No.8372755

>>8369720
>>8369840

Anti-semitic, Its a Trick, We Always Use it 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nex-oSKPX2w

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:19:55 ID: 4fbb55 No.8372780 >>8372794 >>8372963

>>8372385
That's right my friend. Kids are already posting themselves naked on youtube snapchat kik and twitter TODAY
PEDOS ARE PRACTICALLY LEGAL TODAY
THEY ARE PROTECTED

KEK has shown us this for a reason
We are to end all degeneracy once and for all  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:21:28 ID: 4dfbaa No.8372794

>>8372780
Don't forget Tumblr, there's lots of CP on tumblr and it's not kids thats posting it.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:22:40 ID: 52c98b No.8372802 >>8372913

>>8367837
>>8367984
Also Tennis itself has some reference to Satanism; the sets typically end in 6 games, with typically 3 sets per game. Love is equivalent to 'no score', it 
probably has a distinct etymology, but its more obvious meaning still persists.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:39:54 ID: 7a1373 No.8372913 >>8372921 >>8373175

>>8372802

Interesting. Temple of Set just came to mind.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:40:33 ID: 7a1373 No.8372921 >>8372936 >>8373175

>>8372913

Also claiming a 'Set'.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:42:29 ID: 4dfbaa No.8372936

>>8372921
>>8372921
>Michael Aquino comes to mind
And round the roundabout we go.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:43:11 ID: 07bc14 No.8372941 >>8373155 >>8374540

File (hide): fa0e31c275d5cbd⋯.jpeg (158.49 KB, 1065x1507, 1065:1507, image.jpeg)

I was reading a article about Podesta's Art … It mentioned his collection of art by artist Margi Geerlinks … What gets me 
is reporters and citizens have seen this crap and never thought anything of it….sick world we live in  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:44:28 ID: 07bc14 No.8372963

>>8372780
Modern world is a pedo paridise… And we allow it

File (hide): 6e58a53116cc3a2⋯.jpg (75.4
KB, 768x960, 4:5, Magickbat is Jourdan Betet….jpg)
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File (hide): c9f8208d60dff3e⋯.jpg (102.08 KB,
868x588, 31:21, Satinic Middle finger symb….jpg)

File (hide): 8409d24393a9190⋯.jpg (97.89 KB,
815x599, 815:599, Room11DC.jpg)

File (hide): e8935090c079e06⋯.jpg (136.54 KB,
909x593, 909:593, The Soap Factory.jpg)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:52:34 ID: 5da79d No.8373022 >>8373184 >>8373276 >>8373980 >>8374702

Artist of Comet Ping Pong

https://www.facebook.com/Magickbat/

Magickbat is Jourdan Betette, a DC area artist + designer.

EVERY band she designs for is "Satanic".

Room11 DC - Something is wrong about this place if Panadahead likes it.
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http://www.room11dc.com/

Morgan Hungerford West AKA PandaHeadMorgan friends with comet ping pong

https://www.instagram.com/pandaheadmorgan/

Most of her pics contain symbols and satanic shit

The Grey A Band Inside Comet Ping Pong Video;

Unusual As Usual 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-qaqce9pbE

Sex Stains - Land of La LA (Official Video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXZY4-V5OIo

They hire these bands because the loud music drowns out the screaming of tortured children in the back rooms.

And one theme that keeps repeating with all these Music bands and Cults is the "eye" symbol…it might mean 3rd eye and they try to activate it with all 
symbols and imagry and eating and drinking blood(?)

All Pandaheads freinds that comment in her instagram are fucked up Satanists.

The Soap Factory Fucked up place - pandahead likes it

https://www.instagram.com/thesoapfactory/?hl=en

They refere to us as "basics"…

666 = Beast

They might be part Beast/Animal and Part human(?) - down the rabbit hole…keep it in the back mind as your investigating cause thats what we might be 
dealing with…  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 22:58:01 ID: a9864e No.8373069 >>8373133 >>8373292 >>8374345 >>8374531

File (hide): 60ce0ad114c4d18⋯.png (728.25 KB, 618x584, 309:292, fgjsdaufhsdao;ui678.png)

ready for creepiest shoop and /x/ on the planet 
today? pic related

http://www.sacred-
texts.com/cla/proc/shp/shp15.htm

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunn
aki/reptiles/reptiles13.htm  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:00:08 ID: a9864e No.8373089

>>8373011
All that would do is turn white people more and more into Trump supporters. If they wanted the college degree holders to turn on the non-degree holders, 
they shouldn't have made their degrees so fucking useless that most grads hate their universities, see them as scams, and will never donate to them.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:01:55 ID: 7a1373 No.8373099

>>8373011

You do seem like a shill. I would also like to bring Jeffrey Epstein back in to the discourse because he is undoubtedly a high ranking of the pedo ring.

He's radioactive now and we should all exploit that. Bringing him back to the public consciousness would do wonders for this cause:

>Flight logs of Palm Beach billionaire sex offender Jeffrey Epstein’s private jet show attorney Alan Dershowitz flew on it at least four times.

>Those logs are contained in nearly 200 pages of documents filed in a defamation lawsuit against Dershowitz in Broward County Circuit Court, as 
reported in Friday’s Palm Beach 

>Attorneys Brad Edwards and Paul Cassell, who represent some of Epstein’s underage victims, filed the lawsuit in January following Dershowitz’s media 
campaign against them. 

>The Harvard law professor emeritus was fighting claims by their client — Virginia Roberts Giuffre — that she had sex with Dershowitz at the behest of 
Epstein when she was a minor.

How many more people does he have blackmail material on?

https://archive.fo/PqqX2  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:07:45 ID: a9864e No.8373133 >>8373292

>>8373069
See the shapeshifting reptilian shooped behind the pizza there?

anyone got a source on the original pic?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:09:59 ID: 2bbcd0 No.8373149 >>8373322

I am a survivor of Human Trafficking. I thought maybe my experience and information I have could potentially help. 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1439076
fresh thread  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:10:35 ID: 7d3c47 No.8373155 >>8373272

>>8372941
What the actual fuck. I couldn't find any "realiable" source about this.

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:14:02 ID: 1173b3 No.8373173

so to some up today

tennis = occult
reptiles society
we post cp in a thread against pedofiles

why doesn't anyone take us seriously ;_;  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:14:15 ID: 6b2ed9 No.8373175 >>8373240

>>8373011
>>8372921
>>8372913
>>8372695

1.) This is not how people here express themselves. You writing leaves the impression that you would like to work for NY Times or something (e.g. lots of 
big words in a big word salad, normal people get to the point.)

2.) Strawmanning our arguments. We want an investigation, not a trial by public opinion. Obviously we have no conclusive evidence and would never 
want to send random folks to jail without a fair trial. Anyone advocating a lynch mom is either a shill, underage or probably just a schizo. 

3.) Your use of hateful memes, the Hitler reference, and talking about the Temple of Set is a giveaway that you are either a tryhard trying to fit in or 
someone who thinks the Temple of Set is somehow illuminati (and therefore you're just as schizophrenic as the other goofballs on here)

I'm not positive but you seem like a disinfo agent / shill of some sort. If not, please do not waste your time trying to dissuade us from looking into publicly 
available information - it benefits no one. Pursue your own interests.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:15:21 ID: 38cf46 No.8373184 >>8373213 >>8374702

>>8373022
>And one theme that keeps repeating with all these Music bands and Cults is the "eye" symbol…it might mean 3rd eye and they try to activate it with all 
symbols and imagry and eating and drinking blood(?)

OTO and Crowley types also consider the anus the "eye" and the rape of the anus a spiritual ritual. This is very connected to everything here. The 
Crowley link has been posted, I don't have it but maybe someone else will post. Just google "anal sex Crowley" and some articles will show, there are a 
few out there.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:15:58 ID: 7b0837 No.8373186 >>8373892

>>8366262
>TL;DR You're retarded.

And you are scared…

>>8373146
> I'm a fucking agent of podesta and his child sex cult trying to throw you off the case. 

We know, no biggie.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:21:49 ID: 7b0837 No.8373213
File (hide): 5cc7f8bcf4bee2c⋯.jpg (116.61 KB, 600x821, 600:821, Peaches-Geldof-OTO.jpg)

>>8373184
>OTO and Crowley types also consider the anus the "eye" and the rape of the anus a spiritual ritual. This is very 
connected to everything here. The Crowley link has been posted, I don't have it but maybe someone else will post. Just 
google "anal sex Crowley" and some articles will show, there are a few out there.

From Scientology to libertine cult Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO): How Peaches was obsessed with the occult and spiritual 
study
https://archive.is/ZhO3W

Peaches Geldof was found dead at her home on 7 April 2014. The inquest found that she died of a heroin overdose.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:21:55 ID: 38cf46 No.8373214

>>8371951
ghostillion is on Gab  SpDuhGhost · @gabwithghost  but hasn't posted in 14 hours. He took over posting the app pics after phan_sye. I'll keep watch on 
that acct and report back if he's OK.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:23:32 ID: 38cf46 No.8373226

>>8373197
you are trying way too hard kike  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:25:37 ID: 5cfee4 No.8373234 >>8373250

heads up:

@creasy on gab just got his account deleted. the past hour he was talking about how he was uploading a bunch of zips (some he had already cracked) 
that contained personal information. He said the uploads would be done in 5 hours, IIRC. Doesn't seem like his account page was archived…

Anyone else saw this?  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:26:11 ID: 38cf46 No.8373240

>>8373175
I will put money on that being awm, he has sperged out exactly like that before while defending child rapist satanist friends of his  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:27:07 ID: 7d3c47 No.8373246 >>8373249

>>8373220
GO FUCK YOURSELF CUNT 
THERE'S A HOLE THREAD ABOUT THIS SHIT 
STOP PRETENDING THAT YOU ARE A SHILL YOU FUCKING RETARDED  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:27:16 ID: 1173b3 No.8373247

>>8370651

>enumerate SMTP servers

that is email, and commetpizza in on shared hosting. If those screenshots are real, its showing results from jimbo.com

stop believing things out of your league..  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:27:29 ID: 7d3c47 No.8373249

>>8373246
>WHOLE
FIX'D
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:27:34 ID: 5cfee4 No.8373250

>>8373234
never mind, I found him here:

>>8372728  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:27:39 ID: 38cf46 No.8373251 >>8373647

File (hide): 29d8da2bce42ba1⋯.png (90.2 KB, 664x409, 664:409, screenshot-gab.ai 2016-11-….png)

He's alive. d_seaman posted 
6 minutes ago  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:30:26 ID: a6e3d2 No.8373272 >>8373301

File (hide): 0d60563b9c6ee6c⋯.jpeg (99.55 KB, 1208x333, 1208:333, image.jpeg)

>>8373155
Well depends on 
your view of 
reliable

A now pulled article in Washington post
https://archive.fo/tRPmL  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:30:55 ID: f37576 No.8373276 >>8373298 >>8373778

>>8373022
>Sex Stains - Land of La LA (Official Video)
They've blocked comments and added description, check it out  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:34:04 ID: 52c98b No.8373292
File (hide): db7ea35d60a35d4⋯.png (631.38 KB, 618x584, 309:292, thing copy.png)

>>8373133
>>8373069
No shoop.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:34:49 ID: 38cf46 No.8373298 >>8373540 >>8373778

File (hide): b3157c121183553⋯.png (711.6 KB, 1338x640, 669:320, screenshot-www.youtube.com….png)

>>8373276
(1) next time copy paste the new info, we 
don't give clicks to shit pedo tranny bands 
m8.

pic related, webm pedo bands and be 
sure to downvote them on YT  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:35:08 ID: 7d3c47 No.8373301 >>8373582

>>8373272
Nah, i'll buy this shit. 
When it comes to "irrelevant" shit the MSM is pretty reliable there's where they build their credibility.  
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Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:39:10 ID: 38cf46 No.8373322 >>8373335 >>8373398 >>8373433

File (hide): 30e76fad0da8935⋯.png (475.88 KB, 1338x640, 669:320, screenshot-voat.co 2016-11….png)

>>8373149
Thank you for speaking up. Be careful with that bag of 
names and numbers. Copy and post all to be safe. 

pic related  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:41:29 ID: 2bbcd0 No.8373335 >>8373377

>>8373322
I'm just sharing the link
I didn't make that thread  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:49:25 ID: 38cf46 No.8373377

>>8373335
OK, cool.  

File (hide):
cdf7874c8b4f148⋯.png (743.47
KB, 750x1334, 375:667, image.png)

File (hide):
9531ab029cac7a8⋯.png
(384.88 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

File (hide):
cda5b1c87476e39⋯.png
(669.17 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

File (hide):
3def0c13a1aeddf⋯.png (1.01
MB, 750x1334, 375:667, image.png)

File (hide):
91cf42190ed61a1⋯.png
(660.96 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:50:33 ID: 02ab8b No.8373387 >>8373390

There are two Ping Pong establishments with a bit suspicious artwork, both have private parties, pictures of pizza, link to music industry. SPIN is 
promoted by Susan Sarandon .  Instagram might be good. Other one is Ace Bound. Spin links with save the children.  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:51:01 ID: 02ab8b No.8373390

>>8373387  

File (hide):
feb2a7466864678⋯.png
(816.74 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

File (hide):
9ba7ef30fbbc392⋯.png
(1018.94 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

File (hide):
0481d7af1689c65⋯.png
(660.71 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:51:21 ID: 02ab8b No.8373391
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>>8373322  

Anonymous  11/26/16 (Sat) 23:57:38 ID: 387141 No.8373416 >>8373617

>>8372582

You must suck at law and I certainly would not want you working at my law firm.  The evidence is more than enough to open an investigation with LE.

https://youtu.be/Z4OP--ZXOjc  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:01:45 ID: 38cf46 No.8373433 >>8373588

>>8373322
>>8373398
same person - gave her plebbit id said she posted whole story. archived here
https://archive.fo/9rJKz
https://archive.fo/XPYPj
https://archive.fo/3EJ1u  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:05:33 ID: 7b77cd No.8373453

In the "Papa Kills Babies" scandal the  kids Gabriel and Alisa described how they were abused as part of their father actor Ricky Dearman's sex cult that 
ran out of Christ Church Primary school in Hampstead, London, a Jewish area. 

The kids were traumatized by killing babies - the adults held the knives in their hands and forced them to cut the necks of infants - and they would brink 
the blood and eat the flesh. 

The kids said some parents were part of the sex cult and others weren't - and that some kids were more enthusiastic to "do sex" than others. The parents 
who were in the cult would be invited to parties that the other parents wouldn't know about - brining their own children. So the parents basically participate 
by bringing their children and the other parents all share the kids for sex. The kids are told they are guilty of murder so that they will keep quiet - and told 
they will be murdered if they say anything. The kids grew accustomed to the abuse and were fondling each other and the dog and that's how the mother 
found out that something wrong was happening. The girl said the cult used secret symbols and gestures to communicate messages. 

Those Hampstead videos are an education on how these pedophiles operate. 

Some people suspect that the Madeline Mccain abduction occurred while the parents were participating in a pedophile cult - somebody "cheated" and 
stole their daughter. 

If you belong to a sex-pedophile cult you obviously have to keep quiet about it - so there isn't much they can do. And these people make perfect role-
players for false flag events because they are already in a secretive clique of people who will never reveal what they are really doing.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:10:00 ID: cede50 No.8373473

;-; Im trying to find where to begin helping but im far too fucking autistic  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:21:39 ID: a26d36 No.8373540 >>8373608 >>8373778

>>8373298
Well that explains it… They just "accidently" made a pedo symbol and booked to play at a pedo place and such…. Well solved that, we can all give up 
now  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:24:21 ID: c13f7c No.8373557 >>8373608

>>8363072
WOAH I just realized that they keep mentioning Portuguese in there… and Madeline was abducted from PORTUGAL.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:25:14 ID: 682b88 No.8373563 >>8373616

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKTiUaloDDA
Alefantis questioned outside Ping Pong about Pizzagate

This was posted in another thread but I don't know how many people saw it considering it didn't have any responses.  
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>>8373301

Let me ask you… If you were that reporter doing that story… Would you have been so nice?   I would have been all over that freak bastard… No matter 
his stroke in DC  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:29:39 ID: 38cf46 No.8373588
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>>8373433
Her OP on plebbit doesn't show up in the archives I posted. pic 
related is it  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:32:31 ID: 7d3c47 No.8373600

>>8373582
I would do the same thing, anon.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:33:43 ID: 38cf46 No.8373608 >>8374296 >>8374540

>>8373557
Portugal is infamous for this shit anon. When I was researching the MM case long ago I found so many stories. One famous one about an orphanage that 
existed specifically for this reason. There are some good cops in Portugal and Amaral (sp?) of the MM is one of those. He wrote a book about that case 
which is banned in the UK because he implicates the parents. 

>>8373540
>dindu nuffin  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:35:07 ID: 38cf46 No.8373616

>>8373563
no need to spoil the url, just delete the http part of it. Easier for all.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:35:23 ID: 16b772 No.8373617

>>8373416

As someone with a past in that line of work… There is more than enough evidence to get started  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:35:48 ID: e33f46 No.8373623
File (hide): af6262faf4bcafd⋯.png (888.32 KB, 900x2100, 3:7, gayolepodesta.png)

>>8365933
not to mention the obviously gay relationship between 
sandler and podesta  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:39:12 ID: 38cf46 No.8373647 >>8374412

>>8370466
>>8370507
>>8373251
d_seaman 
posted a video 
why he nuked 
his twitter.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:39:20 ID: 654da1 No.8373649

>>8371462
obviously she doesn't pay/get paid for children with her campaign. That's what the foundation is for!  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:45:52 ID: 6b2ed9 No.8373688 >>8373750

>>8373220
>>8373146

You're still outing yourself. Anyone who clicks on your ID can see you're desperate and scared for some reason that we don't really understand.

This investigation isn't really about Clinton so I can tell you're strawmanning. If we find evidence of her involvement, great. But for now, it is mostly looking 
like James Alefantis is quite a suspicious character.

This goes beyond politics, and you're right: Trump won. So i'm not too worried about your concern trolling, or worrying about how this "affects your image" 
(Pro-tip: you don't even sound like a Trump supporter).

Hell, the fact you keep invoking "White Trash" is suspicious as hell. At this point anyone who supports Trump is "Deplorable white trash" in the eyes of the 
media - further investigations will not tarnish us. 

This board is also anonymous, so your attempts to invoke "respect" due to your profession and supposed work you've done for the Trump campaign hold 
no weight here. 

Also, cool it with the anti-semitic remarks.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:50:51 ID: 681c8c No.8373733

They are pulling out all stops on this one…
Now there is this dumbass (of course I mean expert) claiming the Instagram photo of the girl taped to a table is all photoshopped..who made a video on 
YouTube … Really?   That's the defense?  Huge scandal and this is what they are trying ?   
I need a drink  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:54:30 ID: 681c8c No.8373750 >>8373899

>>8373688
Who said Hillary wasn't involved?  She is neck deep in this crap.. Just look at Haiti… 

Anti- semantic ??? WTH??  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:57:09 ID: fd1add No.8373772 >>8375179

>>8365845
Qatar started the arab spring  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 00:58:11 ID: 839469 No.8373778 >>8373851 >>8373980

>>8373298
>>8373276
>>8373540
small world i guess or more random coincidence..of course sex stains lead has collaborated with abramovic the spiritcooker

the redheads with 'eye'glasses comparison photos was just a random remembering of the fake news outlet list author chick m.zimdars vs sex stains 
chick..similar looking  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:02:18 ID: 96c5d7 No.8373808 >>8373813

File (hide): 55ad92aa9af2ceb⋯.jpg (333.67 KB, 1269x1264, 1269:1264, one shilling.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:02:52 ID: 96c5d7 No.8373813 >>8373861 >>8373880 >>8375114 >>8375166 >>8375191

File (hide): d399516951212df⋯.png (239.94 KB, 787x713, 787:713, Screenshot breitbart.png)

>>8373808

wrong pic  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:09:21 ID: 839469 No.8373851

>>8373778
also the lame explanation of how the triangke pedo symbol made it into video props (along with all the eyeball masks )…yeah you and the gang made 
those just randomly to fill in the gaps of your "low budget no budget" video..suuure..things like that happen, just ask bestapizza  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:11:17 ID: fd1add No.8373861 >>8374169

>>8373813
fuck  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:14:14 ID: 7d3c47 No.8373880 >>8374169

>>8373813
He fucking knew about this.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:16:17 ID: 5aa371 No.8373892

>>8373186
:^)

>>8369484
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/100147271/#100161833  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:16:43 ID: 6b2ed9 No.8373899

>>8373750

Of course I believe she is involved in some ways, but I am biased from all the information I've seen.

I try not to move the goalposts too far beyond normies/LE can handle / what is appropriate. We aren't witch hunting, we're aggregating circumstantial 
evidence. I do not speak for others on this forum, but my PERSONAL GOAL (emphasis) is that at some point this evidence is brought to proper 
authorities and an investigation begins SPECIFICALLY into Comet Ping Pong and John Podesta. 

In theory, this course of action would serve to incriminate any wrongdoing on behalf of other parties associated, which probably does include Hillary.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:22:14 ID: 0c39d3 No.8373929

>>8364557
>>swim

You're aware it's pointless to use that, right.  

File (hide):
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File (hide): d2fbc97be0a1d2e⋯.png (230.4 KB,
588x640, 147:160, ss_01948.png)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:31:45 ID: 0d071e No.8373976 >>8374314

Can anyone confirm this?

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:32:54 ID: cc8d29 No.8373980

We  should investigate more of these guys.

>>8365167

>>8373778
Don Govanni Records

>>8373022  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:34:30 ID: 514a9b No.8373988

Hey, does anyone happen to have a list of symbols that keep popping up but we don't know why/what they mean? I have a theory I'm running with but am 
starting to think the owl, hare, etc are more like activity road signs rather than groups. Ala transient symbols.

Hare > energy of youth aka we got the kids for ya
Owl > passage of death and rejuvenation aka we do the ceremonies

I say this as I have, in the past, tried to track down an individual or 2 who were abusing some children. While it wasn't them, I ran across people claiming 
to be Ishtaran or something along those lines. They were seriously fucked in the head and all women into boys. If these people do mention the Moloch 
stuff often, Ishtar is the feminine aspect of Moloch.

In the end, these people seem obsessed with using youth as a means to rejuvenate themselves among other things. Has anyone looked into those 
funding the research groups regarding blood transfusions from young to old?  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:42:03 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374025

>>8374014
Why does it matter that much to you? Mind your own fucking business, cunt.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:50:09 ID: 62b9fd No.8374070
File (hide): f9c9f25db3c2b69⋯.png (218.44 KB, 710x415, 142:83, piezanos lincoln ne.png)

Omaha NE pizza 
place  - this one looks 
credible courtesy of 
Voat.
https://archive.is/L3C
5t  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 01:53:27 ID: 38cf46 No.8374086
File (hide): 8c5bd0fca8af5e4⋯.png (60.86 KB, 348x430, 174:215, 5839f4c3c25f5.png)

These things happen when you research this stuff. I've been digging on this crap for years and similar small 
incidents have also happened to me. I have a stealth recorder I will begin wearing again and if I'm approached I will 
post vid. 

Do not be afraid, these are low level operatives, sometimes meth addicts or other similar types they pay to do this. 

Remember before the election a doctor came out saying that at a methadone clinic where he worked the junkies 
waiting were approached by dnc 3rd or 4th party people offering them $1500 to be bussed to rallies to cause trouble. 
Proof in ProjectVeritas vids where they admit to hiring mentally ill etc. This is the norm. 

It is easy to freak them out. Stay calm, smile, pause before responding. Keep eye contact. Do not attempt to reason 
with them or get info. Fuck with their mind using short sentences and an attitude of quiet confidence. When 
responding do not answer their queries but make unrelated statements implying whatever, use your imagination. 
They will be triggered and flee. As they flee follow for 10 feet or so and demand they return, laugh, ask why they're 
so afraid. Pretend you are their handler and that whomever paid them are setting them up. Read FritzS for ideas. A 
lot of these people are MK victims so quietly singing an MK song while staring at them will make them leave fast. 
Post video. 

Sorry if you're freaked out by this but they play dirty and being informed gives you the upper hand. 

>inb4 gangstalking
nigger if you were one of them will all that money and involved in such things, would you do something like this to make a researcher afraid to look 
further?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:04:14 ID: 92a5e8 No.8374158

>>8374109
we already know bill is involved. and they are married.

that fact is enough to open up some doors.

we are digging anon, stop shit posting to look cool and just wait patiently if you're too scared to help.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:04:43 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374159 >>8374174 >>8374218

File (hide): 494958f84de57c0⋯.jpg (90.68 KB, 522x348, 3:2, pizzahut4and20.jpg)

eh just found a thing. Pizza 
plus Meat pies. 
Made by Pizza hut/four and 
twenty.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:06:06 ID: c36462 No.8374168 >>8374315 >>8374352 >>8374396

Has anyone else been redpilling anyone about talking about this shit in public or to their friends?
God damn, /pol/. It is so hard to redpill people. You can show some really fucked up shit to people and all they want to say is "yeah but we need more 
proof" despite them hardly being surprised by the fucking pedophile symbol.
I feel like I personally did good though. I got people to say "damn, that is weird. I don't know what to say to that"
Holy shit, I was literally surrounded by people who kept saying "that's not enough evidence, what kind of pizza place would do this? How do you know this 
is legit? This isn't enough proof".

Anons, go. Share the redpill.

God damn, the feeling of knowing this knowledge and knowing the reality of our world….I would shoot my own foot to unblind society.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:06:17 ID: 96c5d7 No.8374169
File (hide): 1940cb4f8fc15c4⋯.webm (5.56 MB, 640x360, 16:9, breitbart podesta.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8373861
>>8373880

I wonder if he ever expounded on the 
subject…  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:06:44 ID: f6976a No.8374173

>>8361876
There in my fucking city?

damn I've seen that building in real life, thats such a stange feeling.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:06:48 ID: 4e0454 No.8374174 >>8374190

>>8374159
What in the fuck is that? Supposed to be food?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:10:30 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374190

>>8374174
I just jewgled "crust pizza children"  and found it.
Resembles that child trafficking symbol.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:15:48 ID: 48dce5 No.8374217 >>8374294

>>8370505
>>8370466
Call it something completely unrelated.

Bring out spurdo if you have to.
>bing bong bizza X DDDDDD
 Talk about Safety Bear. USE pedobear. You have an arsenal of memes at your disposal. 
Don't sully our discussions like a damn refugee.

Call it a Secret Pizza Party or something, since that's more relevant. But more than 
anything else, remember to fuck off.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:15:48 ID: 38cf46 No.8374218

>>8374159
>pizzahut 4&20
>420
stoner food. Trying to be creative with pizza, they are all doing it now, I have seen some weird combos. Pizza Hut is a major corporation and the 
franchises are operated by independents but the menu is created by corporate. Best to focus on local weird places. This one >>8372065 has a 
connection to hrc. Visit if you're a local and stealth video record but do not be a sperg about it. Just observe, listen, record.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:20:16 ID: cc8d29 No.8374238

now that I think of it, youtube has got some weird videos of super heroes + disney princesses which a lot of kids watch. Don't know what's their deal.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipTJNNvW-Gw&t=3s  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:26:52 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374275 >>8374412

File (hide): 42f7eb3034ff52e⋯.png (121.08 KB, 512x512, 1:1, 42f7eb3034ff52eb85da7e5bea….png)

The vote recount is important no doubt. 
Pressure needs to be kept up on that front as well. However the pizza trail grows 
cold if everyone is too focused on the recount. 

Why I think we should put focus more on pizzagate: 

• Jill has possibly outed herself to be a mere swindler. 

•There's a civil war as an insurance if the election was outright stolen.

•We're still more familiar with the darker side of the internet than any alt-right 
normalfag. This pedo shit is it right up our alley. 

•We are indirectly attacking Hillary which can only hurt the recount attempt and 
further increase the possibility. 

•Trump and MAGA normies can most likely handle the situation no problem.

•Lastly, gotta save them kids obviously.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:31:18 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374294

>>8374217
agreed 
>pizzagate 
Cliché as fuck 

Secret pizza party is much better  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:32:59 ID: 4fbb55 No.8374296 >>8374362 >>8374411

>>8373608
>good cops
Gonçalo Amaral was the head of the investigation of that case, he was onto them and had the parents listed as suspects, they interrogated them for days.
His book details a lot of stuff but it was banned here, i read it a long time ago but I still remember a lot of stuff
They made him resign and he even received death threats and there was extreme gaslighting on the media
Also the mccanns charged him with defamation and won the case.  

File (hide): 13d019968e4e7b4⋯.png
(596.56 KB, 625x799, 625:799, wtfdijr.png)

File (hide):
ce328a5fd51a5ab⋯.png (422.08
KB, 418x677, 418:677, jack1.5.png)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:38:02 ID: 682b88 No.8374314 >>8374338 >>8374368 >>8374636

>>8373976
>This month we have 5 fresh pizzas for your enjoyment. We also have 4 surviving pizzas from last month's session
>they are in poor health and not expected to survive so a requirement is that you finish eating your pizza after your session

I don't even know what the fuck i'm reading, but I know it makes me want to visit extreme violence upon people.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:38:15 ID: 7a4b4c No.8374315

>>8374168
There has been tremendous revealings of the pedo rings in the last 30 years. Arm yourself with knowledge of franklin scandal / boystown, mcmartin, elm 
street, etc to show that there is historical precedence already tied into government.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:38:22 ID: 5d64ca No.8374316 >>8374328 >>8374507

>>8369233
Wouldn't matter since it seems the modifications they made to the place weren't approved by the city. But you could check the deed if you wanted to.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:41:05 ID: 682b88 No.8374328 >>8374355 >>8374507

File (hide): e0ca6e674d7e539⋯.gif (676.46 KB, 175x200, 7:8, mfw43.gif)

>>8374316
This could actually be something. If we have evidence they made modifications to the place and broke the law, it 
could open them up to investigation.

I know we have the image of them digging a hole in the basement, is that enough? Is there more?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:42:57 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374338

>>8374314
>believing in this fucking fake 
Don't sweat on it m8  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:44:17 ID: 592715 No.8374345
File (hide): 7c0e669f44c8b71⋯.png (341.42 KB, 600x566, 300:283, noshop.png)

>>8373069
there's no 
shop  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:45:59 ID: 2feebc No.8374349

>>8367426
Is there a full version anywhere at all? It's definitely a long shot, but there's clearly a lot of material edited out of this interview; he's cut off mid-sentence a 
dozen or more times. 

Thanks for sharing, regardless.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:46:19 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374352

>>8374168
To be honest, I feel very apathetic about this whole thing myself. The only thing forcing me to be here is my brain. Maybe it's the fluoride.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:46:43 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374355 >>8374412

>>8374328
Don't even try m8, they have Washington D.C. by the balls, just ask Frank Winstead  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:47:01 ID: 2feebc No.8374356

>>8367452
doc is down  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:48:10 ID: 38cf46 No.8374362

>>8374296
>Also the mccanns charged him with defamation and won the case.
That was recently reversed, thank God. 

>Madeleine McCann’s parents 'seething' as police chief wins libel appeal against them
>seething
good

> Madeleine McCann’s parents are “seething” after an ex-cop who led the bungled hunt for their daughter won a libel appeal against them.

>Goncalo Amaral was ordered to pay Kate and Gerry McCann £360,000 and £76,000 in interest last year after claiming in a book that they were 
responsible for her death and faked her abduction.

>The decision means Amaral’s book, ‘The Truth of the Lie’, which is banned in the UK, could potentially go on sale in Portugal again.

>Kate and Gerry originally sued over two defamatory allegations.

mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/madeleine-mccanns-parents-seething-police-7790094  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:48:44 ID: 2feebc No.8374368

>>8374314
First image is a larper, pretty sure. Even these cunts aren't that open in their language.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:53:13 ID: 682b88 No.8374396 >>8374417 >>8374570

>>8374168
Intellectual cowards, anon. Some people doubt, others understand perfectly well what you're saying, and may even believe it themselves, but know this 
would entail them having to do something about it so instead they retreat into denial.

What's important to remember is most people are the social equivalent of NPCs. They neither instigate nor participate in most actions that change a 
society. Remember, only 3% of Americans actually fought in the Revolutionary War. Most of the other 97, if Britain had won, would be just as happy 
drinking tea to the queen as they are now saluting old glory.

If you can't awaken someone and get them involved, it's ok. Chances are that person doesn't matter anyway. Not that there's even anything wrong with 
that, every ant colony needs its drones as well as its leaders.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:55:49 ID: cc8d29 No.8374411 >>8374418 >>8374461

>>8374296
>Did you send the infographic with the comparison of the podestas pic to the polcie sketches of Maccan's abductors to Portugal's tv stations? Maybe 
some investigative journalist can get his hands on this, even if they don't make a news piece about this.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:55:50 ID: 38cf46 No.8374412

>>8374355
>just ask Frank Winstead

Some anons were going to contact him. Did that ever happen? I would love to know his thought right now.

>>8374275
THIS
Do not fear. We were made for this war, born for it. All we have is this earth. All of humanity is at stake, it is that big. This is a very special moment in that 
we finally have the masses of normies listening and looking at the evidence. 

Watch d_seaman vid here. >>8373647 Watch it to the end. This is what happens when regular folk learn the truth of what is happening. There is no going 
back once you know, it changes you forever and there is no other path but to fight. We can do it together. Stay strong anons.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:56:16 ID: 496423 No.8374417 >>8374456

>>8374396
Educate those on the lower and higher end of the intelligence spectrum. Low end will see shit for what it is, for instance the creepy pics the pizza guy has 
with children. The intelligent will see the CIA pedo symbol and the businesses having those symbols and then switching them. As for those who reside in 
the middle, they are the hardest to persuade even with facts.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:56:28 ID: cc8d29 No.8374418

>>8374411
ignore the greentext format.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 02:57:07 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374424 >>8374459 >>8374481 >>8374575 >>8374584

File (hide): 5ed537af5e00132⋯.jpg (84.18 KB, 1900x1187, 1900:1187, 7Hku9aR.jpg)

So subtle, Melbourne. 

http://www.babypizza.com.au/about  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:00:38 ID: 2feebc No.8374454

>>8374014
>video of people interrogating the people behind a ring of sex slaves
>somehow invalidates uncovering another ring of sex slaves

If only the holocaust had been real  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:00:43 ID: 682b88 No.8374456

>>8374417
Oh yeah, not to make it sound like you shouldn't try. Spread the information, even an intellectual coward will pivot here and there, do things for the cause 
if he/she believes they can get away with it unscathed. Pretty sure plenty of them gave some misinformation to some British agents back in the day– "Oh, 
a thousand pardons your lordship, could have sworn the rebels went East and not West. God save the Queen."

There's also the 100th monkey theory, and the idea that once you make something well-known enough in society it becomes self-evident. So yea, 
definitely spread as many redpills as you can. Just don't get too burned out about it if you still can't get through to someone.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:01:04 ID: cc8d29 No.8374459 >>8374506

>>8374424
their logo looks like a butt, a cock and a vag lol  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:01:06 ID: 38cf46 No.8374461 >>8374570 >>8374949

>>8374411
It is Portugal's fight anon. I will focus on this here right now. Amaral and the other good people around him are doing their thing, I'll do mine. There is 
nothing I can show or tell him that he doesn't already know. He is very smart and has dealt with this crap many times before, see the orphanage I 
referenced in an earlier post. He shut that place down.  

podesta anon  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:02:55 ID: 468435 No.8374471 >>8374879

https://www.mapquest.com/...buffalo/ja-miyas-youth-center-352468368 

podesta and others commented on buffalo ja  while in spain  pls look at the above web addy  buffalo ja   a youth center in NY  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:04:22 ID: 682b88 No.8374481 >>8374491 >>8374506 >>8374584

File (hide): 0a357d27aecf7c0⋯.png (10.86 KB, 592x370, 8:5, 432423fsdfs.png)

>>8374424
Yeah, subtle as fuck.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:05:58 ID: 496423 No.8374491

>>8374481
Aussies taking the "hiding in plain sight" way too literally.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:08:30 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374506 >>8374584

File (hide): d795315ff339877⋯.jpg (40.8 KB, 689x515, 689:515, socks.jpg)

>>8374459
>>8374481
Good catch, 
didn't see this 
one.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:08:32 ID: 4e9254 No.8374507 >>8374531

>>8369233
>>8374316
>>8374328
>For instance, the Thai Room isn’t there anymore, but I love that Comet kept its sign up on the back of the building (above the secret neighborhood 
entrance I took the Bitches through). 
http://bitcheswhobrunch.com/comet-ping-pong-brunch/

What's this?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:11:57 ID: 496423 No.8374531 >>8374927

>>8373069
Couldn't it be just a weird statue? 
>>8374507
He calls everyone Bitch, with a capitalized B. As for the room no idea! On a side note, he uses a lot of eggs in his pizzas. Of which, is a sexual 
experience. I used to work at a 3 star michilin restaurant, the concept of poking and having something oozed out was deemed erotic.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:12:05 ID: a5e24a No.8374534 >>8374941 >>8375099

>>8366133

Look at the reverse IP info…2 sites are Japanese related, one to a children's music school which might be connected to a daycare by almost the same 
name in New York.

http://whois.webslookup.com/bucksfishingandcamping.com  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:13:05 ID: e33f46 No.8374540 >>8375278

File (hide): 17b76b8e9c90a25⋯.gif (1.79 MB, 500x355, 100:71, pedosta.gif)

>>8367043
I remember from another thread that those monsters with the circular teeth holes were 
significant, they showed up in comet ping pong art

>>8369783
>>8372422
Those stratfor guys are such pleb level intelligence agents. Using code so blatantly.

>>8370513
> If they silence 4/pol/ and twitter, we're done.
streisand effect, my good faggot

>>8372065
guccifer 2.0's letter to fox claimed that shillery is a satanic priestess

>>8372941
that's disgusting, spoiler that shit next time

>>8373608
pic related. Can a memelord make it so the gif loops continuously?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:18:29 ID: 4fbb55 No.8374570 >>8374949

File (hide): 4eebaaa8100ffa3⋯.png (430.03 KB, 772x514, 386:257, 4eebaaa8100ffa382f62e87f8a….png)

>>8374396
>send infographic
will do that soon, there's a slight problem it is that most media is jew owned, 
altough there are only 4000 of them here
best chance would be a national daily tabloid which would red pill most people 
at least until the TV comes and "debunks" that

>>8374461
anon could you elaborate on orphanage? where is it?  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:19:10 ID: 8bd51c No.8374575 >>8374602 >>8374619

>>8374424
the book that shows up is titled "CHIN CHIN" that is a vulgar way to say PENIS in Japanese…

The description:
>This is mostly a cookbook, but more a sum of its parts. It is the story behind the machine, documents of the concept, hindsight and the massive side-
steps that have brought Chin Chin to where it is today.

The Chin Chin Book will not only provide you with recipes by Benjamin Cooper and photography by Adrian Lander, but a grapically illustrated backstory 
by Sacha Bryning that will show you where it all began.  

File (hide): 17c362d3276f342⋯.png
(276.27 KB, 643x915, 643:915,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): fad692875f5d80b⋯.png (64.88 KB,
1000x1166, 500:583, what the fug.png)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:20:42 ID: a3c03a No.8374584 >>8374619 >>8374911 >>8374935

>>8374424
>>8374481
>>8374506

https://twitter.com/BabyPizza3121/status/560178465044180992

https://archive.is/gnrsZ  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:22:20 ID: 8bd51c No.8374602

>>8374575
ah I found that this is another related restaurant that seems to have a sexual theme of some sort? 
chinchinrestaurant.com.au

I'll work on translating the little comic thing and see if it's anything interesting…  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:25:13 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374619 >>8374646

File (hide): d4e5597961c4e20⋯.jpg (50.73 KB, 620x349, 620:349, chrislucas.jpg)

>>8374584
>>8374575
Oh dear. Anyhow 
this is the 
founder. Chris 
Lucas.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:28:40 ID: cc8d29 No.8374630

>>8374613
>leave fucking clues?
they put up symbols so they can signalize to each other. Why does the FBI use symbols to detect pedophiles then?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:30:03 ID: 02ab8b No.8374636

>>8374314
I think it's a required blackmail session the "subscribers" are watching.  Same menu found We The Pizza and Comet.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:32:02 ID: 8bd51c No.8374646

>>8374619
This guy has a chain of restaurants
thelucasgroup.com.au

and you know what's weird is every time you reload this page you get a weird set of three words always starting with TLC (The Lucas Group)
some of the phrases are as follows:

>Tonight Live Girls
>Total Legend Gang
>Thunder Library Gate  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:34:34 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374655 >>8374698

File (hide): 945314bca812911⋯.jpg (81.14 KB, 1032x720, 43:30, 945314bca8129117978dd9fef3….jpg)

NOTHING TO SEE HERE  
GOY

http:// 
www.chinchinrestaurant.com.au
/
https://archive.is/gAR73  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:34:51 ID: e33f46 No.8374657 >>8374742

File (hide): 66e04455a31ffa2⋯.jpg (27.87 KB, 439x313, 439:313, fellow whites.jpg)

>>8374613
>>8374632
this is (((you))). 20 cents have been 
withdrawn from your account for 
obvious shilling  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:39:55 ID: cc8d29 No.8374683

>>8374632
Do you think /pol/ already doesn't know about the white slave trade? ..  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:41:59 ID: eb0f46 No.8374698
File (hide): c66ba3a046f499e⋯.png (3.37 MB, 1902x675, 634:225, pedocannibaldingos.PNG)

>>8374655 (checked)
Fucking hell  
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File (hide): 5cbae94538273dc⋯.jpg (132.02 KB,
1321x757, 1321:757, Pandaheadmagazine cult.jpg)

File (hide): 65fbc835a1e0331⋯.jpg
(27.15 KB, 419x600, 419:600, Majestic Ape
Heavy Breathi….jpg)

File (hide): 6674eabcbbb1abe⋯.jpg (125.26 KB,
943x602, 943:602, the_real_pizza instagram.jpg)

File (hide): 587ca4990c5d132⋯.jpg (84.8 KB,
819x601, 819:601, Eye and Middle finger the_….jpg)

File (hide): 5ad6e17fa005363⋯.jpg (87.59 KB,
800x439, 800:439, Sausage Party.jpg)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:42:35 ID: 50170f No.8374702 >>8374735

>>8373022
>>8373184

From looking through all the evidence there is something definitely sexual about "the eye" Aleister Crowley thought he could harness the sexual energy.  
Also a side note that Aleister Crowley ate babies and all his wives and girlfriends ended up in the insane asylum.

the_real_pizza freinds with Satanist Pandaheadmag;

https://www.instagram.com/the_real_pizza/

Pandaheadmagazine satainc videos on vimeo

https://vimeo.com/57994809

Majestic Ape 404'd anus eye and 3 dead children as phalus and balls;

http://theapes.com/amanda/

++++Please check out this video.  It has eerily predicted everything up until this moment;++++

PIZZAGATE WAS IN SAUSAGE PARTY FILM ! PEDOPHILA CANNIBALISM SPIRIT-COOKING COMET PING-PONG PODESTA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvHsUnUob0Y

It was made by (((Seth Rogan))) and produced by (((Sony Studios USA)))  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:47:30 ID: 041533 No.8374735

>>8374702
Not to mention the title of the 404 page is "Nice Try, Genius" as if they're mocking investigators.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:49:15 ID: e1f551 No.8374742 >>8374788 >>8374826 >>8374870

File (hide): e8bc37504ff960e⋯.png (13.98 KB, 333x293, 333:293, 1461898782355.png)

>>8374657
 You're a greasy, retarded, fucking fucking reddit hook-nosed KIKE. You and your fellow (((reddit))) scum. 
The JEws are right out in the open, you walking bag of shit. And you trying to piece "codes" together from 
pictures and symbols? THERE'S A VIDEO ABOVE OF THE KIKE TRADE IN WHITE SLAVES, FROM 
THEIR OWN TV!

The Jews are right out in the open, and you are their dupe. Wow, is this place fucking changed.  

Besta Pizza Logo Change Dr. Goebbels  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:49:43 ID: 9a0792 No.8374744 >>8374773

File (hide): 259df28263f6478⋯.jpg (299.06 KB, 1400x1024, 175:128, Pizzagate-Besta-1.jpg)

Besta Pizza changed its logo as soon as the #pizzagate scandal hit the public eye. I found the original logo 
at archive.org, and used it in this comparison along with the FBI's list of known pedophile advertising 
symbols.

It's crappy, I know, but I don't usually make these things. Oy vey.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:55:41 ID: 50170f No.8374773 >>8374830 >>8374846 >>8374848

>>8374744

I think the fbi's symbols of the spiral and triangle are not just about pedophilia they are are about sacrificing children and are "satanic".

FBI would not tell anyone that since they are protecting everyone who perpetrates the crimes.

@1:00 in the child draws the triangle symbol on someone wearing a robe;

Pedophile Criminal Networks of the World Exposed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7csGNrry9M  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 03:58:30 ID: eb0f46 No.8374788 >>8374987

File (hide): cb55c70a64b821b⋯.jpg (145.52 KB, 476x507, 476:507, 1471933686300.jpg)

>>8374742
>D-d-don't dig 
anymore goy
>You're a kike!
>Wow just wow.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:05:10 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374826
File (hide): 00c16ad19bc7e10⋯.jpg (11.52 KB, 212x212, 1:1, 1456952500983.jpg)

>>8374742
>Wow, is this place 
fucking changed.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:05:58 ID: cc8d29 No.8374830 >>8374846

>>8374773
>@1:00 in the child draws the triangle symbol on someone wearing a robe;
it's not the triangle spiral though  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:09:41 ID: 50170f No.8374846 >>8374855 >>8374960

File (hide): 52500e17bf9c3df⋯.jpg (81.43 KB, 870x736, 435:368, Pedophile Criminal Network….jpg)

>>8374773
>>8374830

Its pretty close.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:09:59 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374848 >>8374851 >>8374866 >>8374960

File (hide): 45bf93b2d8ba4b8⋯.png (670.76 KB, 1360x768, 85:48, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8374773
Looks like a pizza slice tbh kek  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:10:29 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374851

>>8374848
on a plate, i should add  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:12:05 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374855

>>8374846
Yep, so the fbi is not fucking with us.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:13:37 ID: 0722d8 No.8374863 >>8374955

File (hide): a0d5b78e7823e6e⋯.jpg (82.93 KB, 940x545, 188:109, BarronTrumpEvilMorty.jpg)

>>8361501 (OP)
Most of you were little 
boys once.
These sick fucks go 
after little boys.
They're rapists. They're 
cannibals.
They're powerful. Little 
boys can't fight back.
Most little boys can't 

fight back.
Most little boys.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:14:27 ID: 50170f No.8374866 >>8374889 >>8374922

>>8374848

He draws 2 triangle symbols and they both look different.

There might be a hierarchy of people with different symbols on differnt robes like the military have different symbols.

If the FBI knows about the pedo symbols they would know about the satanic child sacrifices just like the ones going on in the video of the kids drawings.

If you watched the rest of the video they rape babies and cut their arms and legs and watch them suffer.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:14:55 ID: a3c03a No.8374870

>>8374742

8/pol/ has changed? Sorry, you must be in the wrong place. The synagogue is down the hall and to the left.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:16:18 ID: 38cf46 No.8374879

>>8374471
Have the comments been deleted? I'm not able to find them. 

People, please when you find this shit take a screenshot at the very least. They are watching.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:18:08 ID: 041533 No.8374889

>>8374866
digits confirm  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:23:00 ID: 682b88 No.8374911 >>8374929

File (hide): 7c4bf712383afe2⋯.gif (1.93 MB, 260x200, 13:10, mfw9.gif)

>>8374584
>that symbol again

What the actual even fuck is going on, 
anons? What the fuck have we stumbled 
upon?

Guys, scour this fucking page/site, get 
everything you can before they start 
deleting shit.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:24:38 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374922

>>8374866
Yep, i'm still watching.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:25:45 ID: 38cf46 No.8374927 >>8374942 >>8374949

>>8374531
>He calls everyone Bitch
>above the secret neighborhood entrance I took the Bitches through
NIGGER no one cares about bad words here. It's the secret entrance that is curious. Never heard about that one.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:25:51 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374929

>>8374911
Keep your mind sharp, don't fall into confirmation bias. You're not there yet but you will.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:26:22 ID: 682b88 No.8374935 >>8374952 >>8374982

File (hide): 8a3d2ef5ef66fb2⋯.png (632.92 KB, 787x639, 787:639, 42343221.png)

>>8374584
Th…This is satire, right? 
Also, the little icon looks like 
a dick and a heart.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:26:59 ID: 38cf46 No.8374941 >>8374949 >>8375022

>>8374534
pls post screencaps anon  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:27:02 ID: 7d3c47 No.8374942

>>8374927
Yep. but I have heard a lot about secret bathroom though  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:27:44 ID: 4fbb55 No.8374949 >>8375419

>>8374570
>>8374461
>>8374927
>>8374941
bumping for coordinates of mentioned child care  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:28:21 ID: 682b88 No.8374952 >>8374971 >>8374994

File (hide): f62fd12fcbd9b49⋯.png (306.89 KB, 633x537, 211:179, 42343221aaa.png)

>>8374935
I'm almost inclined to 
believe there's nothing 
here. It's too obvious.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:28:24 ID: 5f1d3e No.8374953 >>8374996 >>8375067 >>8375191 >>8375225

Snowden was protecting Pizzagate from the NSA for the CIA.

The NSA was shown to be tracking the online sexual activity of people they termed "radicalizers" in order to discredit them.[133] Following the revelation 
of "Black Pearl", a program targeting private networks, the NSA was accused of extending beyond its primary mission of national security. The agency's 
intelligence-gathering operations had targeted, among others, oil giant Petrobras, Brazil's largest company.[134] The NSA and the GCHQ were also 
shown to be surveilling charities including UNICEF and Médecins du Monde, as well as allies such as the EU chief and the Israeli Prime Minister.[135]  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:28:42 ID: a3738e No.8374955

>>8374863
fucking lol. capped  
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Gold….png)
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:29:50 ID: 50170f No.8374960 >>8374995 >>8375007

>>8374846
>>8374848

Image might be The Golden Dawn robes that Aleister Crowley was apart of then kicked out of.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:31:12 ID: 682b88 No.8374971 >>8374989

File (hide): 4d47df90ace17a2⋯.png (58.08 KB, 845x391, 845:391, 42343221aaaaa.png)

>>8374952
It's a dumb internet 
meme, yea, but a lot of 
truth is said in jest and 
all.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:32:29 ID: b6a2e5 No.8374982
File (hide): b802ff38365270a⋯.jpg (125.41 KB, 1164x751, 1164:751, blatant.jpg)

>>8374935
I think it's 
fairly 
intentional.  
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>>8374788  
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>>8374971
Hmm…  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:33:29 ID: 839469 No.8374991

just scoured baby cafe and pizzerias instagram…seems legit, just idiotic logo..i blame Australia  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:33:47 ID: 38cf46 No.8374994 >>8375017

>>8374952
Hiding in plain site is the way they do it. It's the subtle differences that out them. Sometime a pizza is just a pizza. Practice discernment and back that up 
with knowledge.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:33:51 ID: 50170f No.8374995 >>8375101

>>8374960
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn

The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn (Latin: Ordo Hermeticus Aurorae Aureae; or, more commonly, The Golden Dawn (Aurora Aurea)) was an 
organization devoted to the study and practice of the occult, metaphysics, and paranormal activities during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Known 
as a magical order, the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn was active in Great Britain and focused its practices on theurgy and spiritual development. 
Many present-day concepts of ritual and magic that are at the centre of contemporary traditions, such as Wicca[1][2] and Thelema, were inspired by the 
Golden Dawn, which became one of the largest single influences on 20th-century Western occultism.[3][4]

The three founders, William Robert Woodman, William Wynn Westcott, and Samuel Liddell MacGregor Mathers, were Freemasons and members of 
Societas Rosicruciana in Anglia (S.R.I.A.).[5] Westcott appears to have been the initial driving force behind the establishment of the Golden Dawn.

Movements

    Rosicrucianism

Orders

    Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn
    Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor
    Hermetic Brotherhood of Light
    Ordo Templi Orientis

Topics

    Hermetic Qabalah
    Influence and influences
    Occult and divinatory tarot

People

    John Dee Aleister Crowley Israel Regardie Thābit ibn Qurra Paracelsus Giordano Bruno Ahmad al-Būni Samuel MacGregor Mathers William Westcott 
Franz Bardon Jakob Böhme 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermetic_Order_of_the_Golden_Dawn  
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>>8374953
>>8374953
>>8374953
>>8374953
>>8374953  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:35:21 ID: 7d3c47 No.8375007

>>8374960
Yep, too much of a coincidence, spot on my friend.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:35:25 ID: 682b88 No.8375010

>>8374989
Not sure where any of this leads but this one, if no other, definitely deserves an archive:
https://archive.is/z51ba  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:36:47 ID: 38cf46 No.8375017

>>8374994
But that logo is fucking weird and UGLY. It does look like sexual organs. WHY would they choose that logo over anything, any other logo even one 
available from an amateur on fiverrr would be more attractive.  

Look into the people behind it all, see if there are any connections to pedos. Oz is full of them too.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:37:45 ID: 682b88 No.8375020 >>8375036

File (hide): b50fd08c03f97c9⋯.png (341.74 KB, 1067x635, 1067:635, 42343221aaaaa-2.png)

This could be a reach, 
but the wording struck 
me as odd.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:37:53 ID: a5e24a No.8375022
File (hide): ba91f7f683a6078⋯.png (20.02 KB, 712x512, 89:64, BF&C Whois.PNG)

>>8374941  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:39:44 ID: 682b88 No.8375036 >>8375074 >>8375093

File (hide): 2d17a846b7a4e18⋯.png (156.39 KB, 807x655, 807:655, 42343221aaaaa-3.png)

>>8375020
Thought so. Googled it and the wording pretty much circled back to 
something approximating the original phrase.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:42:14 ID: 041533 No.8375056

so I found this place…
yardsalepizza.com/about-us/

>Our launch party saw The Pizza Underground band, featuring Macaulay Culkin, playing an unannounced UK debut in our kitchen to an intimate 
audience of 25. 

>Quite a surreal experience with everyone singing along to the likes of ‘Take a Bite of the Wild Slice’!  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:45:16 ID: 02ab8b No.8375074 >>8375087

File (hide): 9531ab029cac7a8⋯.png (384.88 KB, 750x1334, 375:667, image.png)

>>8375036
I am a Christian which is the opposite of Satanism or Luciferianism.  
Do as you must does NOT fit with with Christianity.  Lucifer is given by name once in the King James and New King James but 
was not included in the translation of other versions of the Bible.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:47:13 ID: 02ab8b No.8375087

>>8375074
Spin Ping Pong chain.  Suspicious private events. See comment on pic above.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:48:35 ID: 682b88 No.8375093 >>8375128

File (hide): cd2fca758754e7c⋯.png (39.48 KB, 747x299, 747:299, 42343221aaaaa-4.png)

>>8375036
Definitely has that weird, fawning sort of deference to pizza that ping pong has, where it makes you 
uncomfortable and you wonder if they're still talking about food and not something else entirely.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:49:24 ID: a5e24a No.8375099

>>8374534

Meant New York.  StarChildMusicNYC.com is a Japanese children's music school and it looks like it could be connected to StarChildNY.com, although I'm 
not sure.  StarChildNY.com is a children's day care in Manhattan, the music school is in New York.

Also on the reverse IP info, there is a site called chrisdouros.com and this is for a Greek guy who lived in Japan but now models and does some limited 
showbiz stuff in the states.  He also writes a comic called Satanic Hell.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:50:06 ID: 000000 No.8375101 >>8375151 >>8375199

>>8374995
As a person who's read Liber AL vel Legis, and considers Thelema to be pretty laid back, the Hermetic Order and OTO creeps me out, gets a little too 
culty for my taste.

There's OTO lodges and dens spread all around the country, (oto-usa .org) but the idea that OTO and CPP are directly linked seems like a bit of a stretch 
to me. inb4shill.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:52:41 ID: d1a775 No.8375114

>>8373813
Welp. I'm pissed.  

   11/27/16 (Sun) 04:54:03 ID: ecc250 No.8375123

haha gays ex  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:54:36 ID: f0d195 No.8375126

>>8363651
>>8363668
>>8363689
>>8363715
>>8363746
>>8363776
It looks like a tranny forsure but if you listen closely around the 2:10 mark or so you can hear a distinctly female voice mirror matching the tranny baritone 
coming out of the mic. Looks like a reverse trap after all.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:54:45 ID: 682b88 No.8375128 >>8375144

File (hide): 0e47b2542688c03⋯.png (439.75 KB, 763x663, 763:663, 42343221aaaaa-5.png)

>>8375093
And the same weirdly 
questionable double 
entendres ping pong 
has.

>hot nutella injections 
every morning  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:57:07 ID: 4fbb55 No.8375144 >>8375175

>>8375128
they are sickening
must end them  

File (hide): afbeb93dbaabfbe⋯.png (275.33
KB, 415x508, 415:508, Hermetic Order of The
Gold….png)

File (hide): 5ae1e288512aaf0⋯.jpg
(45.83 KB, 263x390, 263:390,
Aleister_Crowley,_Golden_D….jpg)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 04:57:51 ID: 50170f No.8375151

>>8375101

I saw someone wearing that exact mask when I was looking around  here;

https://www.instagram.com/pandaheadmorgan/

Dont know if it was pandahead or one of her friends but it was the exact mask I am sure of it…cant find the pic now grrr…  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:00:22 ID: 5f1d3e No.8375166 >>8375445

>>8373813
Where they took Kanye.

On the night of February 29, 2012, Breitbart collapsed suddenly while walking in Brentwood. He was rushed to Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center, 
where he was pronounced dead just after midnight.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:00:32 ID: d2ef9e No.8375170
File (hide): 8a513a54c1906d6⋯.jpg (93.29 KB, 2048x820, 512:205, 8a513a54c1906d6e7aeae2656e….jpg)

>>8363043
Hey there Soros!
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:01:23 ID: 682b88 No.8375175
File (hide): 0e3998fe11105e8⋯.png (388.18 KB, 628x796, 157:199, 42343221aaaaa-6.png)

>>8375144
Check out this retweet. Now we know the 
resemblance to dicks isn't unintentional.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:02:08 ID: 98e077 No.8375179

>>8373772
I'm certain there were more involved in starting Arab Spring. The Obama administration brought over kids from Egypt to show them how to start a 
revolution using Twitter. Those kids ended up being the "inciters" of the Arab Spring in Egypt.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:04:57 ID: 5d64ca No.8375191

>>8374953

You are implying the leaks were supposed to nuke the NSA's insight capabilities vis a vis public outrage? They really overestimated the American public 
in that case. Or underestimated the NSA's cointel abilities.  

>>8373813

=F=  

pizzA TARGET Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:05:24 ID: cfbc3a No.8375192 >>8375306

Name: Taylor Scott Amarel
Main Email: taylor.amarel@yahoo.com
Main Email Password: Ta|sa|256!!!!!
Gmail: taylor.amarel@gmail.com
Gmail Password: Ta|sa|256!!!!!!!
SSN:617-76-7710
Address: 10420 Jitney Lane, Grass Valley, California, 95945, USA
Phone: 530-273-1942
CA DL: F4588543

Occupation: Involved as a "tech coordinator" for clinton members - primarily involved in black mail schemes.

Source: Info discovered on pastebin and 4chan but quickly removed.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:06:22 ID: 008f21 No.8375199 >>8375415

>>8375101
All occult groups basically converge at the top.

That said, lower-level OTO are likely not involved. The psychology of the people at the bottom is basically one of a loser attempting to gain tenure by 
belonging to a "super sekret club!"

Join their Facebook group. You'll see what I mean.

The OTO rituals are indeed sexual in nature though and the supreme (IX degree) secret is allegedly in Crowley's Book of Lies (some speculate Chapter 
69).  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:11:26 ID: 5f1d3e No.8375225 >>8375285

>>8374953

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/11/25/why-did-team-obama-try-to-take-down-its-nsa-chief.html  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:22:57 ID: 4fbb55 No.8375278 >>8375311

File (hide): 98dd3fd8598969d⋯.jpg (995.76 KB, 1514x1882, 757:941, papa-john_1website2.jpg)

>>8374540
>monsters with circular teeth
changelings. kikes are fucking obssessed with that. I bet if we waterboarded a known kike couple from 
jewtube we would gain some intel on that
from kikepedia:  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Changeling
>A changeling child was believed to be a fairy child that had been left in place of a human child stolen by 
the fairies

pic from hilaklein.com website  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:24:10 ID: b6a2e5 No.8375285

>>8375225
>NSA is now backfiring on the elite. 
I'm not sure next year can beat current year.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:25:36 ID: 4fbb55 No.8375293 >>8375299 >>8375302

also
>214 UIDs posting now
I remember threads where 100 was common, have magic power levels increased that much or is this an influx of more shills  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:27:15 ID: b6a2e5 No.8375299

>>8375293
both. things are getting super cereal.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:27:55 ID: 7d3c47 No.8375302 >>8375378

>>8375293
Yet we're making less progress than before 
I blame the jews  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:29:06 ID: 041533 No.8375306

>>8375192
hey faglord fix the formatting of the main email, I can't see it and gmail security is too annoying for me to bother with it.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:29:12 ID: 8da26a No.8375308

>>8372401
The first pic is a still from the movie "The Help"  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:30:20 ID: 6d9d17 No.8375311
File (hide): fc87781596b6e4f⋯.jpg (96.96 KB, 733x440, 733:440, DBox_250_082412.jpg)

>>8375278
we need to drop a dybbuk box on these kikes.  Kek protects.  if the enemy is so obsessed with hiding things 
in plain sight and using repeated imagery and symbols, maybe we can use their demons of old against 
them. everything helps, meme or otherwise.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:31:29 ID: 679640 No.8375318

>>8363232
dont forget neil bush and jimmy saville  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:37:45 ID: 7d3c47 No.8375340

Its fucking 4am where i live, i'm going to sleep 
Good night, stay safe and keep digging  
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>>8375302
maybe but evidence is still being collected

indirectly related
GAYLORD HOTELS
https://archive.is/hrTGB >pic
https://archive.is/VXrQV main
www.instagram.com/gaylordhotels/
www.instagram.com/gaylordpalmsresort/
www.instagram.com/GaylordTexan/
nothing incriminating on pics, dropping it here just in case it connects to something. found it through www.instagram.com/nappynappa/ who is a follower 
of www.instagram.com/pandaheadmorgan/ and  www.instagram.com/furcafe/

https://archive.is/CGNQg - 'new' pic of alefantis  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:53:37 ID: fd1add No.8375412 >>8375432

>>8362616
>Israel is the organ harvesting and human trafficking global ringleader, with complicit help from US and Turkey

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmIlqjVtqnU

Israel harvesting corneas in Haiti.

>Israel could be another country benefiting from the disaster in Haiti, believes one British politician. Her views, however, have cost her career in 
parliament. 

Evidence of Israel harvesting corneas in Haiti:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEfELgav1Qs
Skip to 1:20

History of organ harvesting
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/dec/21/israeli-pathologists-harvested-organs  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:53:58 ID: 000000 No.8375415 >>8375500

>>8375199
I own and have read Book of Lies too, guess I'll have to go back and look up chapter 69. I'll agree with you that lower level lodges are scrub wanna-bes, 
It's why I haven't joined the local chapter as they tend to put a christian spin on it to make conversion easier I guess? That's not Thelema to me since 
Crowley says all that religious bullshit is false. I'm well aware of the overt sexual behavior of the cult, but these activities were usually masturbation, 
orgies, ritualistic sodomy, and maybe blood magick at the most extreme. 

There's plenty of Aleister's work that's been posted online. I once read about the degree ascensions, and, while some involved drug usage, and sexual 
activity, I don't recall anything involving children. I'm not trying to de-rail this thread into a meta discussion about Thelema and Crowley though.

I don't doubt that there's some sick shit going on at the top, I do doubt that a pizza parlor is the very center of those activities. I can't deny what's been 
posted here, the girl with tape around her wrists is very troubling.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:54:55 ID: a5e24a No.8375419 >>8375482

>>8374949

Look at the websites, it's there.  
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some stuff…  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:55:30 ID: 51d96c No.8375426 >>8375495
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>>8375412
More,  can't make this shit up

>44 Charged by U.S. in New Jersey Corruption Sweep

>A two-year corruption and international money-laundering investigation stretching from the Jersey Shore to 
Brooklyn to Israel and Switzerland culminated in charges against 44 people on Thursday, including three 
New Jersey mayors, two state assemblymen and five rabbis, the authorities said.

>fives rabbis  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 05:57:24 ID: fd1add No.8375438
File (hide): 5add1e70017309f⋯.gif (94.14 KB, 725x435, 5:3, wtpage1small.gif)

Pic related: 
Old 
Pizzagate

>>8375432
Link 
https://archi
ve.is/oSQnj
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>>8375166
edgar allen poe  
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File (hide): 76be1d4e0e37556⋯.jpg (128.09 KB, 600x450, 4:3, raid.jpg)

so this guy Loren Copp, owned this place Dojo Pizza (the building used to be a church, check out that 
symbol at the top window) He was v& by the feds for production of CP

riverfronttimes.com/newsblog/2016/04/07/breaking-dojo-pizzas-loren-copp-arrested-on-child-pornography-
charges?showFullText=true  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:01:30 ID: fd1add No.8375472
File (hide): 63e10af85c5ad70⋯.png (85.17 KB, 291x344, 291:344, 1480009525494.png)

>>8375458
I think I understand why they all 
have pizza stores.

They have to get rid of the bodies 
somehow, so they feed them to 
people.

I'm really disturbed.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:02:45 ID: 041533 No.8375479

>>8375458
also check this other version of the story which includes much more juicy details on how this kinda of thing goes.

www.riverfronttimes.com/stlouis/the-curious-case-of-dojo-pizza/Content?oid=3046418&showFullText=true  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:03:42 ID: 1ebce4 No.8375482 >>8375530 >>8375546

>>8375419
you are talking about the casa pia orphanage, the case which had numerous cover ups since the 90's and only came public in the 2000's and they only 
arrested the driver basically, tv personalities involved too

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casa_Pia_child_sexual_abuse_scandal
https://archive.is/zrKVN
>Secretary of State for Labor and Training from 1999 to 2001, Paulo Pedroso, who was responsible for the Casa Pia homes, which care for some 4,600 
children at 10 centers around Portugal, was suspected of 15 cases of sexual violence against minors, which allegedly took place between 1999 and 
2000. His case was also subsequently dropped
>In September 2008, a Portuguese court ordered the state to pay 100,000 euros ($140,000) to the ex-minister Paulo Pedroso

you can't make this stuff up  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:03:53 ID: b6a2e5 No.8375484 >>8375496
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>>8375421
>Ok, lads we need a 
pedo network that 
spans across the 
globe. 
>pizza stores! cuz 
cheese pizza you 
know? 
>brilliant!

>This level of hubris 
and sexual 
deviancy(gotta drop 
them hints). 

Otherwise this would 
be completely buried and suffering continues.  
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Don't eat 
that 
sausage  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:06:03 ID: 041533 No.8375496

>>8375484
honestly I was thinking last night, I don't know what I want more, saving these innocent children or smashing these sick fucks' hubris down their throats 
with massive consequence.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:07:00 ID: 50170f No.8375500 >>8375532

>>8375415

>I don't doubt that there's some sick shit going on at the top, I do doubt that a pizza parlor is the very center of those activities. I can't deny what's been 
posted here, the girl with tape around her wrists is very troubling.

This post reeks of disinfo shill tactics.

Makes me think the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn IS involved whoever they are.

AND

the Ordo Templi Orientis is involved

Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.) ('Order of the Temple of the East' or 'Order of Oriental Templars') is an international fraternal and religious organization 
founded at the beginning of the 20th century. English author and occultist Aleister Crowley has become the best-known member of the order.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordo_Templi_Orientis

That would be one of the top fucked up cults in the world…I mean Crowley was so fucked up and wanted so much power he was kicked out of The 
Temple of the Dawn.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:09:52 ID: 839469 No.8375513 >>8375529 >>8375534
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wanted some pizza tonight , 
but couldnt feel good about it

watched revenant on netflix, 
got this img…  
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>tfw past 2 days I've eatin pizza while digging up info on this shit for hours straight.
>conflict.jpg  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:12:27 ID: a5e24a No.8375530
File (hide): b5b04b799fe8384⋯.png (13.39 KB, 656x204, 164:51, STM.PNG)

>>8375482

No, I'm talking about StarChildNYC.com, which might be related to StarChildMusic.com.  Search 
"StarChild music nyc" and these results pop up.

StarChildMusicNYC.com is on the reverse IP information as BucksFishingAndCamping.com, which is 
owned by Alefantis, who owns Comet Ping Pong.  
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>>8375500

Child Victim was Raped 1800 Times By Satanic Cult who Followed The Teachings of Aleister Crowley! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRZVMwc1OJc  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:13:07 ID: b6a2e5 No.8375534
File (hide): 0f7fbd0e631930c⋯.jpg (62.36 KB, 1484x897, 1484:897, leoandjohn.jpg)
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I wonder how 
they fugged  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:14:32 ID: 50170f No.8375541

>>8375532
Aleister Crowley, Father of Sex Magick, Prophet, and 60s Cult Icon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVpzyp5wONU  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 06:15:15 ID: 1ebce4 No.8375546

>>8375482
further dig - microsoft gave a little help to that case's judge Ana Peres
https://archive.is/mJjD
>article in portuguese  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

PizzaPong #17 - Eternal Disgust Edition Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 09:19:54 ID: c7a2de No.8376473  >>8376481 >>8376709 >>8377311 >>8380170 >>8380944
>>8382253 >>8382940 >>8383344 >>8384694 >>8385476 >>8387835 >>8387902 >>8389233 >>8389978 [Watch Thread] [Show All Posts]

BREITBART CONFIRMS PIZZAPONG FROM THE FUCKING GRA VE.  2011 TWEET.  THIS IS NOT A DRILL

https://twitter.com/AndrewBreitbart/status/33636278100561920
https://archive.is/bicvF

PIZZAPONG CONFIRMED.  I REPEA T, PIZZAPONG CONFIRMED

Reddit CEO Steve Huffman aka Spez aka FuzzyNavel, owner of /r/cannibals, deleted /r/pizzagate, implicated in modifying user posts on reddit, implicated in 
pizzapong scandal.
>>8345691

Twitter CEO similarly implicated.  8/pol/ and these threads in particular are heavily monitored.  Post only after archiving what you've found.
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Go to >>8281255 and grab a PDF of The Franklin Scandal by Nick Bryant.

(1): you need to know that they know =>
https://archive.is/7P1M0

Most of the people we are investigating have locked down their social media. There could be honeypots out there. If you aren't sure about your security posture you 
should read the OpSec section. 

(2): If you are new here read the sticky here: http://8ch.net/pol/res/993439.html
(3): Nobody Gives a Fuck About Your PeerBlock
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Thread 9: https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: https://archive.is/mGs6L
Thread 11: https://archive.is/xnVbG
Thread 12: https://archive.is/Rb8a1
Thread 13: https://archive.is/ChAWd
Thread 14: https://archive.is/JrDD0
Thread 15: https://archive.is/dMXx5
Thread 16: https://archive.is/JiJQL
Introductory must read(!) book to cult abuse and pedophocracy: http://docdro.id/rB4FcAi

Brief ReCap
The purpose of all this digging is to uncover networks involved in the trafficking, sexual exploitation and ritual abuse of children.
A few days before the election Spirit Cooking dropped => https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893
Basically these idiots participate in creepy pseudo occult rituals. They do stuff ranging from dumping fake blood on efiggies of children, cut their hands open, mix 
blood and semen, probably drinking it, and engage in fake cannibalism. We speculate that they probably do these things for reals in other contexts.
John and Tony Podesta, the Molesta brothers look like the suspects in Maddy McCann's kidnapping (Murder)
In addition to exactly matching the description of the suspects John's emails which correspond to the time period relevant to the kidnapping were deleted, probably 
years before the Podesta leak occurred.
They have homes filled with creepy art, some of which is pedophilic in nature. Many of their leaked emails are cryptic and include pedophilic symbolism. Some are 
quite blatant, for example this email discussing swimming children as entertainment: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/49435
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(cont.)

The Clinton's, the Podesta's and the Democrats were tied to Comet Ping Pong a "family friendly" pizza joint in Washington D.C. Upon inspection it was 
discovered that CPP was creepy as fuck: much associated with them is cryptic, sexual and pedophilic. Branching out from CPP to other related 
businesses and individuals revealed more of the same. The associated businesses/individuals often use logos/imagery/speech associated with 
pedophilia.

Obama's 65k Pizza and Hot Dog dinner => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html
Obama channels his inner Biden => https://media.8ch.net/file_store/c0d8c96665e2a120a70ae4bb414a598725160c9f3ad51de2041cb2619e6debe1.png
Stratfor Pizza Connection => https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1326067_testing-the-pizza-pages-your-list-.html

Comet Ping Pong => Owned by James Alefantis. James' personal and business social media accounts were replete with creepy images and comments.
They host events frequently and they are all all-ages events. The artists that perform have similarly questionable art work/themes => 
https://archive.is/4190H
CPP also has hidden washrooms which may be used to facilitate child sexual abuse or trafficking. 
Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking

People of Interest
Everything ties back to the Clintons/The Foundation
James Alefantis: Owner of Comet Ping Pong => James' KikeBook Friendlist https://archive.is/08yME
Susan Alefantis: Sister of James, wrote letter of support for a pedo => https://archive.is/rHWxk
Arun G. Rao: DoJ, specializes in Child Pornography, liked creepy pictures on Jimmy Comet's Instagram.
Kevin Reynolds: Tied to Epstein and Clinton, specializes in massaging babies.
Frank Giustra: In bed with the Clintons (see: https://archive.is/DI2lQ)

Sites of Interest
Comet Ping Pong => https://archive.is/tRkrO (Alefantis aka Jimmy Comet)
Besta Pizza => https://archive.is/3OrGh (Boylove symbol, owned by Clinton associate Andrew Kline, a DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking 
cases)
M.A.M.A.S. => https://web.archive.org/web/20161004110031/http://mamasmidwives.com/
Baby Massage => https://archive.is/2J0wv (Reynolds)
Baby Babysitters => https://archive.is/uITIY (Reynolds)
Terasol => https://archive.is/tplgE
Bucks Fishing and Camping => https://archive.fo/VMGH5  
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Thanks for making a new thread.  Keep on digging, anons  
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Mods pls sticky  
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I thought obamas 65k hotdog party was fucking nothing.  Reddit disproved it was cp related ffs. /Pol/ you can do better.  
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Wanted to mention this…. no one belived me Sandy Hook was connected to Satanic Pedos. My hypothesis was sandy hook was a Satanic Pedo 
grooming school, and their cover was blown, or they had to cover up the evidence of what really happened at the school. There was all kinda of satanic 
connection to the shooting. 

But pic related, check the associations to the Pizza gate stuff.  
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Check second image in this post >>8376709

Compare to pic related.  
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interesting but not wholly convincing…yet  
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Do you remember that disturbing e-rated game 
in cereal box ?

https://youtu.be/sH2AWNlGijE?t=10

https://youtu.be/sH2AWNlGijE?t=108  
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That game is good though. But fuck man that logo.  
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have a bump  
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REMINDER TO STAY VIGILANT

It's possible that (((they))) are exploiting pizzagate to further their 'fake news' agenda >>8358870

What this means for us is to VERIFY EVERYTHING. Double check. There is going to be misinformation and lies. Do not get let them derail your digging.  
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>>8376884
the FAKE NEWS meme should be:
1) turned around on them.  Call CNN (and the rest) fake news any chance you get. 
2) recognized for what it is.  They want to marginalize ANY media source that isn't mainstream media-approved.  

Fight. Fight. Fight.
Double Down.  NEVER Back Down!  
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File (hide): 5c11df5b7669db3⋯.jpg (218.61 KB, 1500x1000, 3:2, marina abramovic.jpg)

Just curious - what technical challenges have you faced, and which tools would you like 
an anon to develop to aid in this investigation?

I don't have time right now but I will eventually…  
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>implicated in modifying user posts on reddit
No, he fucking admitted to it. He's not implicated.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 13:40:13 ID: fb1ed6 No.8377382 >>8377538

File (hide): 930b5c4ab7de5a2⋯.jpg (93.04 KB, 514x720, 257:360, cb20adaff04d9ab9022e1f2257….jpg)

>>8376709  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 13:51:33 ID: d72990 No.8377431 >>8381178 >>8381188 >>8384296 >>8384694

File (hide): 8c6ab3e6acb5f77⋯.jpg (222.95 KB, 475x626, 475:626, jpg.jpg)

anons appealing for more information on Euna Lee and Laura Ling - They are the two Asian women in 'pizza.jpg' found 
in the Podesta emails [https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/10037].

They are both American journalists who were arrested and sentenced for "illegal entry" into North Korea in '09 where 
they were reporting on "trafficking of women". Their release was subsequently secured by Bill Clinton who flew to North 
Korea on August 4 on a publicly undisclosed trip to plead with Kim Jong-il. Following "an exhaustive conversation" Kim 
Jong-il issued a pardon to Lee and Ling the early hours of the following morning.

What I'm interested to know is what are their ties to the pizzagate community and what is Bill Clinton's explicit interest 
in these two women? Is it often that an ex-president flies across the globe to plead for the release of 2 American 
citizens?

What is striking is what we know of other humanitarian agents of human/child trafficking who end up themselves being 
convicted of human/child trafficking! They literally use their job as a front to traffic the world's most vulnerable.

Taken from https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1436662 (links to more info at source)

"A woman named Laura Silsby was caught trafficking children in Haiti - Hillary was sent emails regarding her updates. Laura Silsby was let off the hook 
by a Clinton appointed convicted sex trafficker (more info at source). She is now an associate to the amber alert system involved in finding missing 
children. A woman who was investigating these ties to the Clinton Foundation was just found dead recently."

BACKSTORY: In the chaotic aftermath of the 2010 Haiti earthquake a group of ten American missionaries attempted to cross the Haiti-Dominican 
Republic border with 33 Haitian children, most of whom were not even orphans and had families. The group, known as the New Life Children’s Refuge 
did not have proper authorization for transporting the children and were arrested on child trafficking charges. The missionaries denied any wrongdoing 
and claimed that they were rescuing orphans. Nine of the ten missionaries were later released but NLCR founder Laura Silsby remained incarcerated and 
on May 17 was found guilty and sentenced to the time served in jail prior to the trial.
-Full story: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Life_Children's_Refuge_case  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 13:52:21 ID: 912cbc No.8377434 >>8377496

So as it turns out all the shitzza places in my area are possibly owned by Pakis or Afghans or whatever. Has anyone found suspicious things in 
Cucknada?  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:05:55 ID: e3f1f3 No.8377490

>>8376709
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2250608/Adam-Lanzas-classmate-reveals-Sandy-Hook-gunman-online-devil-worshiping-page.html

    Curtis M. LeBlanc [zdervish@gnn.com]
   
   PO Box 3184 Newtown, CT 06470
>http://www.satanservice.org/theory/coscm.txt  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:07:01 ID: 278129 No.8377496 >>8377676

>>8377434
Pretty much the case in pozronto  

Frank Winstead Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:15:19 ID: c64b78 No.8377537 >>8377662

https://sites.google.com/site/mitalgandhi/ANC3FmtgPart1.mp3
https://sites.google.com/site/mitalgandhi/ANC3FmtgPart2-COMET.mp3
https://sites.google.com/site/mitalgandhi/ANC3FmtgPart3.mp3
https://sites.google.com/site/mitalgandhi/ANC3FmtgPart4.mp3

(sause: https://sites.google.com/site/mitalgandhi/anc3fmeeting ) 
( https://sites.google.com/site/mitalgandhi/ )  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:15:21 ID: 418a6b No.8377538 >>8377609

>>8377382
I actually participated in race 4 chase. Did not see any evidence of satanists but I could be wrong  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:27:43 ID: 6192e6 No.8377609 >>8377613

>>8377538
satanism isn't for public display, satanic rituals are being held in secret
satanic churches are also just for show
freemasonry has it's origins in mystery religions which is also where satanism comes from  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:28:45 ID: 442810 No.8377613 >>8377722

>>8377609
There is no such thing as "satan." These groups are all kike puppets.

Satya in sanskrit means truth, which is why they developed the idea in the first place.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:29:14 ID: a5dde9 No.8377617 >>8377647 >>8378046

File (hide): fe8265bea30906c⋯.png (24.98 KB, 693x390, 231:130, Screenshot (635).png)

>reddit

also found a lot of channels gaslighting people on 
youtube they are called martyr and are clearly fake
pic related  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:36:42 ID: 306f6c No.8377647 >>8377813

>>8377617
>há 3 horas
HUEHUEHUEHUEHUE  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:39:14 ID: c64b78 No.8377662 >>8377930 >>8386388

>>8377537
>comet pizza hearing: June 16, 2008

https://twitter.com/fwinstead
>Joined August 2008
first 2 tweets:
> Frank Winstead  @fwinstead  2 Aug 2008
> Trying to do more with less time.
> Frank Winstead  @fwinstead  10 Nov 2008
> Searching…
lastest tweet: Feb 28 , current year. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/fwinstead/featured <- YT with the now famous street footage of comet. 

https://voat.co/search?q=frank+winstead&sub=pizzagate&l=true

he's on our side. 

https://youtu.be/Ftrcg0nB93w ← harrased by cuck from city paper (who now works for huff paint)  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:41:21 ID: 912cbc No.8377676

>>8377496
I'm near there, and the infection definitely does surround not only the city but the whole of Southern Ontario.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:41:58 ID: c646d4 No.8377681

>>8377235
Twitter follower/follows scraper for seamless pattern reconnitering. Makes mapping out pedo rings easier.
Mass gallery ripper for places like tribe.net so the owners can't just nuke the site to cover it up.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 14:48:31 ID: 6192e6 No.8377722 >>8377836

>>8377613
there's no such thing as god either, but it's needed for reference. There's lots of people involved which actually believe in satan and god and think they 
have to do rituals to please satan etc.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 15:03:34 ID: a5dde9 No.8377813

>>8377647
kek
jewgle doesn't even grammar  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 15:07:47 ID: a5dde9 No.8377836

>>8377722
>believe in satan
the people involved in this have multiple beliefs we can see, they don't necessarily worship satan, they worship the jewish ancient lies which protestant 
christians call the devil
they're evil, we know that
we need focus on evidence collection, whatever is the belief involved  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 15:08:04 ID: d21adf No.8377841

Someone was making a connection with Mark Thompson being at BBC (Savile) and saying that ping pong is harassment (NYT)
I thought this might help some people. It would help get info. for others as well.
http://www.ceoemail.com/s.php?id=ceo-12880&k=583af604&c=New%20York%20Times%20CEO  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 15:08:45 ID: d21adf No.8377845

I know it is a lot to ask but can you make the captch easier. I struggle with this type anyway so it take me 10 attempts each time.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 15:23:33 ID: ef10bf No.8377910

I am sick, because I am beginning to believe this a continuance of the child sacrifice of Carthage, but they are taking innocence instead of mortal lives. 
We are the better people. We need to end all worship of Moloch/Ba'al Hammon be exposing them.

I teach children, and I am sick over this. I want to hurt someone because of what is happening. This isn't right, this isn't what we should be doing. 

I am seeing a pattern. A pattern going back years to cuckchan of them being afraid of us. Them trying to get us into this shit to shut of down. Dude….what 
they are doing is so wrong.

I was molested, and it fucks your mind up for years. It takes decades to get beyond that. These kids are getting raped, and the ones who make it out are 
going to politics. We have to stop this. PLEASE!  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 15:27:42 ID: c64b78 No.8377930
File (hide): a2e2bfe7c49a197⋯.jpg (50.42 KB, 512x800, 16:25, DSCN3395a1.jpg)

>>8377662
https://f.lewd.se/RqBNaB_ANC
3FmtgPart2-COMET.mp3 

listen to the shills and the 
corrupt officials.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 15:54:27 ID: 08673d No.8378046

>>8377617
Freaking disgusting, what the fuck is wrong with these people?  

File (hide): 929aeadfe24e54c⋯.png (835.93 KB,
864x491, 864:491, sex stains boy lover symbo….png)

File (hide): 045fdd2e69aae9b⋯.jpg (34.78 KB,
480x360, 4:3, sex stains.jpg)

File (hide): dcaa05975a78461⋯.png (228.17 KB,
611x478, 611:478, sex stains Comet Ping Pong.png)

File (hide): af270e3b11448cd⋯.png (141.28 KB,
785x146, 785:146, sex stains thumb.png)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 16:20:12 ID: 5b9a5e No.8378168 >>8380081 >>8389382

has anyone looked into CPP entertainment? I haven't seen anything in the threads but may have missed it if anything was posted on it. 

There is a band called sex stains who have performed there. In one of there videos the boy lover symbol can be clearly seen and when you search for 
their vid on youtube it can be seen prominently in the thumbnail. I've seen some vid of the banter during performances and it's quite nasty stuff, talking 
about loving kids etc.

Worth noting that others that have performed there include the snips and the coathangers which also have dubious connotations to their names. It's not a 
great deal on it's own and no real evidence for anything happening but it is some more fuel for the fire. It seems eveyone involved in or around this place 
is heavily into wordplay and symbology to display their enjoyment of peadophilia and sick stuff.  

File (hide):
feb2a7466864678⋯.png
(816.74 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

File (hide):
9531ab029cac7a8⋯.png
(384.88 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.png)

File (hide):
cdf7874c8b4f148⋯.png (743.47
KB, 750x1334, 375:667, image.png)
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Goat has a thread on WeAreSpin.  The Spin Ping Pong outlets have private after Parties.  Some of the Twitter is damning.  No Instagram but has 
Snapchat.  In NYC x 6 years.  Look at comment under pic.  Propaganda band suspicious too, pics pizza and hearts with open mouths. Look at Satanic 
tattoos.  Anyone with time look at Spin Ping Pong.  
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Fuck off vigilancefag.  
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If this has already been covered apologies:

://www.imdb.com/title/tt4169074/fullcredits?ref_=tt_cl_sm#cast

Produced by 
James Alefantis.  executive producer 

He has two other movies on Imdb
from plot summary:
 Gradually the idyllic natural beauty of the island gives way and Eve finds herself trapped in a state of surreality punctuated by bizarre visions, 
dimensional shifting and secret pizza.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:23:51 ID: abb956 No.8378558 >>8378588 >>8378591 >>8378837 >>8378921 >>8382214 >>8386540

Ok, faggots, convince me this is all true. Give me your best 5 pieces of evidence or 1 smoking gun.

>inb4 I don't have to spoonfeed you
Yes you do. At least if you want to convince me and others reading this. Also, I have already read quite a bit about it all and I've yet to come across 
anything convincing.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:27:24 ID: 75e51f No.8378588

>>8378558
>inb4 told to read the 15+ threads of 750 posts instead of just summarizing like a normal fucking human  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:27:31 ID: f36489 No.8378591 >>8378655

>>8378558
why the fuck would we need to convince anybody of anything on an estonian fingerpainting BBS, we're not here to open your eyes  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:27:35 ID: ed49b5 No.8378592 >>8380929 >>8381376 >>8390528

>For instance, the Thai Room isn’t there anymore, but I love that Comet kept its sign up on the back of the building (above the secret neighborhood 
entrance I took the Bitches through).

https://archive.is/6hOe9
http://bitcheswhobrunch.com/comet-ping-pong-brunch/  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:41:05 ID: 75e51f No.8378655 >>8378689

>>8378591
Isn't the whole purpose of this to source enough evidence that people can be quickly convinced?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:43:49 ID: 7b7cfd No.8378675

THIS 
NEED
S 
MORE 
VIEWS  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:45:43 ID: f36489 No.8378689 >>8378727

>>8378655
no, the purpose of this is to discover as many connections as possible with us limited to only what is publically available to make an investigative network 
so people with actual power who lurk these threads can fucking do something about it. It doesn't matter if you believe or not, the digging will continue. You 
can join in or fuck off.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:45:57 ID: 6e514f No.8378690 >>8379945

>>8378398
Good pick up.  Those mason aprons have something to do with the male penis and sexual ritual.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:50:15 ID: 606a0b No.8378714

>>8376819
the one with disturbing deaths….shit  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:52:46 ID: 75e51f No.8378727 >>8378757 >>8378763

>>8378689
But you don't honestly think that having something digestible for people to read could be a bad thing, right? Surely a source where solid information can 
be found will only bolster the cause. The more ammo we have to refute the MSM, the more credible we look, and the more likely it is that someone with 
the power to do something, actually does something.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:57:31 ID: 6e514f No.8378757 >>8378823 >>8382115 >>8384861 >>8385242 >>8388403 >>8390086

File (hide): b120310abdaed27⋯.jpeg (507.94 KB, 1536x2048, 3:4, image.jpeg)

>>8378727
More than once when I earnestly post something on 4Chan, it seems a leak comes on my post at 0300 hour times.  I 
don't go to 4Chan anymore.  Too many slide threads.  But it's easier to hide in noise there.  Someone can leak who has 
a conscience. 
Pic:  see Ping Pong for sale.  Mouth and anal.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 17:58:37 ID: f36489 No.8378763 >>8378778

>>8378727
So wait, first you announce you're not convinced after seemingly "reading through" then demand to be spoonfed, and now you say easily digested info 
might help the dig?

Tsk tsk, too easy. I guess you won't get your christmas bonus.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:00:05 ID: 75e51f No.8378778 >>8378788

>>8378763
No, I never said I wasn't convinced. Different anon. Try again  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:01:33 ID: f36489 No.8378788

>>8378778
Shit, true, wrong anon. Sperged out a little. Back to parsing emails i guess.  

Help cracking the wikileaks insurance keys Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:03:36 ID: e61290 No.8378802

check out this 'story', need help with the bit at the end. Not a programmer but have passed it on to a few. Seeing if there's anyone on hear who can help 
for the kek of it:

https://steemit.com/wikileaks/@ausbitbank/the-great-wizard-of-leaks-a-blockchain-fantasy-action-adventure-epic  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:03:37 ID: f9dffb No.8378803

reading reviews on restaurants in question surrounding CPP. 

fairly recent review tripadvsr for terasol
“Horrible dining experience”
1 of 5 bubblesReviewed April 17, 2016
Each time we visit this restaurant the food quality is lower. We took family for a dinner on a Sat. night and three of us ordered the steak frit: the meat is 
listed as Hangar, but it certainly was not. It was tough and tasted like something other than steak. The manager kindly removed the plates and did not 
charge us. However, this experience soured us so much that we will not return.

Visited April 2016
1 of 5 bubbles
Value  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:06:08 ID: c9760f No.8378823 >>8378837

>>8378757

That's in Thailand and probably referring to ping pong shows. Tourists tell vendors filthy phrases in English and they make these bracelets with them on. I 
dont think that has anything to do with pizzagate and  everything to do with cashing in on Lads On Tour with novelty items.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:08:54 ID: 07c981 No.8378837

>>8378558
>yet to come across anything convincing.

What type of evidence would a special snowflake like you find "convincing", exactly? If you want actual child porn, or snuff films, just go away.

>>8378823

I think you're right, that's another depraved act associated with ping pong, but not along pizzagate lines.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:21:03 ID: 7dbc33 No.8378898

>>8376713

Jeff Koonz starting to show up a bit. Apparently straight up porn is art if he and the others self appointed ones say so (pic of gallery usher sleeping next to 
giant porno pic on "i love children"'s i-gram acct.) 
He gave k. kardashian's kid, North West, an "art lesson" in one of her posts. He's, what 2 y.o.?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:25:07 ID: 7dbc33 No.8378921

>>8378558
piss the fuck off

posting pics of babies with comments like
"what what in the butt"
and 
"daddy will tell you when your older"
is suspect as fuck
something is wrong with YOU if you do not find this way beyond questionable.
yeah baby rape joke are FUNNY 
How about the dumb bitch abducting children from Haiti? What about Epstein?? 
FUCK YOU  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 18:38:21 ID: 7dbc33 No.8378997

>>8378440

and mo fo's yelling Where duh proof?!

EVERYWHERE
all up in your face with it…
Sad!  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:01:10 ID: c9f885 No.8379143 >>8379284 >>8379961 >>8381910 >>8390901

File (hide): 7eec0a20dd904f9⋯.png (238.72 KB, 677x377, 677:377, CHAPEL_PERILOUS.png)

>>8378555
First I've seen of this!

James Alefantis IMDB
imdb.com/name/nm5025616/
archive.is/grcjL

2016 Automatic at Sea (executive producer)
2013 Chapel Perilous (Short) (associate producer)
2012 Me at the Zoo (Documentary) (co-producer) 

Me at the Zoo (2012)
youtube.com/watch?v=ZU-AndjQiRw

From small town Tennessee to his infamous "Leave Britney Alone" video to appearances at Los Angeles strip clubs, Chris Crocker has made a name for 
himself beyond the confines of his bedroom to become one of the internet's most controversial personalities. A FilmBuff Presentation. MPAA Rating: Not 
Rated

Chapel Perilous (2013)
vimeo.com/89202310

Winner of the 2014 Sundance Film Festival Audience Award
Written and Directed by Matthew Lessner (montelomax.com)

SYNOPSIS: Levi Gold (David Henry Gerson) is paid an unexpected visit by Robin (Kris Park), a door-to-door salesman with nothing to sell. The ensuing 
encounter forces Levi to confront his true mystical calling, and the nature of reality itself. A metaphysical comedy trip-out with music and performance by 
Sun Araw.

Starring Kris Park, David Henry Gerson, and Bobby McGee - with Cameron Stallones and Alina Aliluykina
Featuring music and performance by Sun Araw (sunaraw.com)
Produced by David Henry Gerson and Vanessa Gazy
chapelperilousfilm.com

Automatic at Sea (2016)
teaser 002: vimeo.com/147264257
teaser 005: vimeo.com/147869188

On a whim, Eve, a young Swedish traveler, accepts an invitation from Peter to vacation on his family's private island off the coast of New England. As a 
series of unexpected delays prevent other guests from arriving, Eve discovers that she has little in common with the increasingly erratic Peter. Gradually 
the idyllic natural beauty of the island gives way and Eve finds herself trapped in a state of surreality punctuated by bizarre visions, dimensional shifting 
and secret pizza.
archive.is/f4Wjd

Matthew Lessner: imdb.com/name/nm2038227/

Certainly seems related to me.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:05:55 ID: 8f6785 No.8379168 >>8379176 >>8379284 >>8386865

File (hide): 816b47d1289697b⋯.jpg (995.09 KB, 1023x2999, 1023:2999, image.jpg)

>>8376709
More stuff reguarding sandy hoax  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:06:45 ID: 8f6785 No.8379176 >>8379181 >>8379284

File (hide): 74b875a5f12f8d5⋯.jpg (978 KB, 1752x2499, 584:833, image.jpg)

>>8379168  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:07:37 ID: 8f6785 No.8379181 >>8379184 >>8379284

>>8379176  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:08:19 ID: 8f6785 No.8379184 >>8379284

File (hide): bc27bf99d1ea334⋯.jpg (1.27 MB, 890x4000, 89:400, image.jpg)

>>8379181  

DOWNLOADS Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:16:27 ID: 000000 No.8379235 >>8379481

Pizzagate archives

Download quick and re-upload!

pizzagate-git-repo.zip (356.6 MB) (git repo)
uploadfiles.io/b5629
github.com/PedoHunter/pizzagate/archive/master.zip

dump_mht.zip (224.7 MB) (/r/pizzagate dump)
uploadfiles.io/98a18

rpizzagate.zip (59.6 MB) (/r/pizzagate dump)
uploadfiles.io/3f825

pizzagate.zip (14.6 MB) (/r/pizzagate dump)
uploadfiles.io/16b26  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:19:41 ID: 0500de No.8379256

Haven't seen this posted in any pizzagate threads yet. https://piotrbein.wordpress.com/2014/02/03/sisters-of-evil-pedophilia-extortion-of-vips-snuff-films-
assasinations/  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:20:23 ID: 606a0b No.8379259 >>8379965

>>8376819
Here's the thing I REMEMBER THIS from 4chan years ago, someone found and noted this on /x/. It was proto-pedowood stuff.

Anyone wanna investigate the heart of darkness devs for leads?

They've been using the boy lover symbol for decades, and this game has gratuitous hentai/vore-like deaths  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:24:23 ID: c9f885 No.8379284 >>8379409

>>8379168
>>8379176
>>8379181
>>8379184
Why so much sage after >>8379143 ?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:37:43 ID: da44de No.8379367

>>8376884
>Concern trolling  

sage  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:42:29 ID: 82d343 No.8379393

>>8376624
>reddit disproved

top kek  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:45:21 ID: 000000 No.8379409 >>8379961

>>8379284

Slide I think.  

File (hide):
4f31a1d56924858⋯.jpg (172.12
KB, 1000x1602, 500:801,
4f31a1d569248586b32b9ed07b….jpg)

File (hide): 2f868aaa3b49409⋯.jpg (23.63 KB,
396x385, 36:35, 2f868aaa3b494098791cc6e60a….jpg)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:56:09 ID: 3e6806 No.8379475 >>8379520 >>8379790 >>8380211

http ://www.npr.org/2016/11/27/503489400/fake-news-surge-pins-d-c-pizzeria-as-home-to-child-trafficking?sc=tw

JAMES ALEFAGGOT CRYING ON NPR
JAMES ALEFAGGOT CRYING ON NPR
JAMES ALEFAGGOT CRYING ON NPR

>muh small business
>this is just lies
>muh gamergate

You can hear the fucking panic in his voice.  They keep trying to say "this is political."  He even tries to focus attention others saying pictures of his kids 
friends are pictures CUSTOMERS TOOK.  This motherfucker totally ignores the fact that those pictures are PULLED from his friends INSTAGRAM.  

MORE DOWNLOADS Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:57:40 ID: 000000 No.8379481

>>8379235
More Pizzagate downloads

alefantis-instagram-and-comet-ping-pong-videos.zip (168.4 MB)
uploadfiles.io/29e19

pizzapac-archive.zip (791.3 MB)
uploadfiles.io/45f11  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 19:58:08 ID: 2dae6f No.8379487 >>8379518 >>8379526

File (hide): 92bc0548d8de0d8⋯.jpg (98.61 KB, 724x945, 724:945, the slippery slope.jpg)

>>8378412
how can anyone possibly justify that 
fourth pic???

Does that even pass the Dost test?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:01:53 ID: ef4621 No.8379518 >>8379607 >>8381092

File (hide): 95fa33c928cd312⋯.png (57.18 KB, 500x500, 1:1, implying1.png)

>>8379487
if that headline is (((true))), then it completely justifies the death penalty for pedophilia just as much as 
(((their))) proposition that immutability justifies degeneracy.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:02:00 ID: c7a2de No.8379520

>>8379475
>gamergate
GG is like the SJW equivalent of muh six million.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:03:30 ID: a7650f No.8379526 >>8379582 >>8379676

>>8379487
Pics of nude babies are not illegal unless they're sexual in nature. Chances are your parents took a pic of you nude as a baby (taking a bath for instance). 
It doesn't mean they wanted your cock.
If it isn't her kid though that's very weird.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:11:02 ID: 2dae6f No.8379582 >>8379676

>>8379526
>If it isn't her kid
Are you aware she's the spirit cooking jewess right?
Also even if it was her kid, would you take your daughter to a photo session, strip her nude, spread her bare, and point at her pussy to distribute the photo 
publicly later?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:14:36 ID: 2dae6f No.8379607
File (hide): 307588346099656⋯.jpg (120.65 KB, 927x787, 927:787, anti-masturbation.jpg)

>>8379518
>it completely justifies the death penalty for pedophilia
No it doesn't. Someone can be a pedo and not act upon it. I want to kill a journalist so bad you wouldn't 
believe it but I shouldn't be arrested for wanting to do it.

I bet you want to do a lot of stuff that you don't because you have morals and understand consequences.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:17:31 ID: 07c981 No.8379628 >>8379743 >>8379911 >>8380056 >>8382582

File (hide): b5a08c951d304eb⋯.png (79.86 KB, 852x518, 426:259, Screenshot breitbart podes….png)

Anyone know if Breibart published anything on 
the subject?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:20:02 ID: eec8e5 No.8379648

>>8378440
the left one is false, the guy isn't AQUINO.

the right one is weird… also AQUINO has no wikipedia page.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:22:26 ID: 420d69 No.8379663

While not pizza gate related, I am speaking to an australian mk ultra victim of a pedo ring. Her story is out there as fuck, but she ties things to something 
very tangible people might be able to dig up, A VR DEVICE used that had Disney logos slapped all over it. 

I am working to get her to give vivid descriptions of the VR she used. From that Hopefully we can find someone who worked on a scrapped Disney project 
that resembles what they are talking about or evern better find source code/data resembling what they are talking about. 

And if not, then I can discredit her story and move on.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:25:14 ID: c72533 No.8379676 >>8379964

>>8379526
>>8379582
It's not her kid. Marina had 3 abortions but no kids.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:32:35 ID: 2da5b6 No.8379723

Just shoot Le bongo, the Shill-thrill,  pedo-podesta and all others connected to this already. Wonder if Soros will still be recounting the votes after that…  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:34:59 ID: 78e27d No.8379737 >>8379771 >>8379810 >>8386775

File (hide): ffc3c19bdc5308c⋯.png (2.43 MB, 1267x917, 181:131, Chin Chin GoGo.png)

>>8378415
do bunnies mean anything because I was trying figure out if there was any related meaning for the 
bunny symbol on the chinchinrestaurant.com.au 
pic related  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:35:42 ID: c7a2de No.8379743 >>8379827 >>8379911

>>8379628
holy shit it's real
https:// twitter.com/AndrewBreitbart/status/33636278100561920  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:39:18 ID: ed49b5 No.8379771

>>8379737
>those baby dolls as "food"

(((pure coincidence)))  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:41:29 ID: 3893d3 No.8379790

>>8379475

Its funny how Washington Post, NYT, and NPR.. all liberal news …. 

If this were nothing, they would not be paying attention to it at all.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:44:41 ID: 07c981 No.8379810

>>8379737

Alice in Wonderland, where the white rabbit originates, was written by a pedo (Dodson, aka Carroll), according to Nabokov (who wrote Lolita).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL14UOuUiNA  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:46:34 ID: 07c981 No.8379827 >>8379911

>>8379743

Here's another:

>>8373813  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:58:07 ID: 2c1a0b No.8379911

>>8379628
>>8379743
>>8379827

Really spooky. Should put to rest any doubts one may have about this situation. He obviously wasn't afraid of being sued for slander.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 20:58:18 ID: 858a39 No.8379914 >>8379939

Aside from the e-mails, what proof do we have that any of this is happening?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:00:26 ID: c7a2de No.8379939 >>8379996

>>8379914
>spoonfeed me
lurk more  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:00:49 ID: d58c9e No.8379945

>>8378690
Is that full outer border plus tassel design really comparable to gmail's stylized letter "M" though? You might as well include photos of old-style air mail 
envelopes if you're going to stretch the lead that thin.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:02:53 ID: c9f885 No.8379961 >>8380204 >>8380983 >>8390901

>>8379409
so we should view the slide as a signal to further investigate a subject? If that's the case,

OK
>>8378555
>>8379143

James Alefantis (Producer)
imdb.com/name/nm5025616/

Matthew Lessner (Director)
imdb.com/name/nm2038227/
Director (5 credits)
 2016 Automatic at Sea

 2013 Chapel Perilous (Short)
 2011/I The Woods
 2006 By Modern Measure (Short)
 2005 Darling Darling (Short)
Hide Hide Writer (5 credits)
 2016 Automatic at Sea (writer)
 2013 Chapel Perilous (Short) (writer)
 2011/I The Woods (written by)
 2006 By Modern Measure (Short)
 2005 Darling Darling (Short) (written by)
Hide Hide Editor (3 credits)
 2011/I The Woods
 2006 By Modern Measure (Short)
 2005 Darling Darling (Short)
Hide Hide Producer (3 credits)
 2011/I The Woods (producer)
 2006 By Modern Measure (Short) (producer)
 2005 Darling Darling (Short) (producer)
Hide Hide Actor (2 credits)
 2011/I The Woods
Unnamed Figure
 2010 On Your Knees, Young Men (Short)
Tucker Thompson Talaveras

On Your Knees, Young Men
imdb.com/title/tt1588373
In 1994, three boys obsessed with video games are survivors of a global apocalypse. They wander through an irradiated wasteland plagued with 
nightmarish beasts and in search of Dr. Shock - a bicycle advertising mascot. 

DIG IN  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:03:03 ID: 858a39 No.8379964 >>8381197 >>8381315

>>8379676
>had 3 abortions
I expected no less from a kike witch. Those children's 'abortions' were likely ritual in nature. Remember kikes used to sacrifice their newborn to Moloch by 
throwing them in a fire.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:03:08 ID: e89240 No.8379965

>>8379259
What was the proto-pedowood stuff regarding Heart of Darkness? I wanna hear.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:06:13 ID: 858a39 No.8379996

>>8379939
>lurk more
I don't think so, you fucking faggot. I've been here since the First Exodus and how this isn't all a wild-goose-chase still escapes me. 17 threads and 
nothing other than some shitty art by autists on instagram has been even found.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:12:35 ID: 5afc71 No.8380056 >>8380113

>>8379628
So Andrew got silenced for what he knew huh.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:15:53 ID: be6d2e No.8380081 >>8382011

>>8378168
Man.  I really, really wanted to believe the Comet Ping Pong stuff was just anons reading into shit that wasn't there.

Goddamnit.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:19:49 ID: 07c981 No.8380113 >>8380207 >>8380221

>>8380056

Seems that way, but many say he didn't die/get poisoned until after he said he had compromising video of Obama.

Speech:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zS1CacgMWIs

Witness:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJAcu5TqbRQ

Coroner assigned to Breitbart case dies as well:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSsOzl3bmeg  

File (hide): 66e38d2391ee5ad⋯.gif (40.57 KB,
468x240, 39:20, 0007_13.gif)

File (hide): ed3a548cae62dca⋯.gif (23.95 KB,
450x231, 150:77, 0030_03.gif)

File (hide): 8467d238d279e04⋯.gif (36.3 KB, 468x240,
39:20, 0094_08.gif)

File (hide): 1719277a9571dd2⋯.gif (30.61 KB,
467x240, 467:240, 1118_06.gif)

File (hide): 030fd180de11dac⋯.jpg (56.81 KB,
634x451, 634:451, cassidy-stay.jpg)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:22:58 ID: 409f30 No.8380140 >>8380293  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:27:46 ID: 290502 No.8380170 >>8380194 >>8382439

>>8376473 (OP)
Be careful y'all, rumor has it the big boy's are watching right now.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:28:39 ID: 621831 No.8380177 >>8380884

File (hide): 8f7c23f08de38d9⋯.jpg (108.96 KB, 1100x734, 550:367, AFiv99.jpg)

Reddit also has /r/pedofriends and /r/shoplifting. They're literally more worried about 
conservatives than they are about those two subreddits.

https://www.reddit.com/r/pedofriends/  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:31:04 ID: c9f885 No.8380194

>>8380170
They ain't so big.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:32:23 ID: 1e9b6f No.8380198 >>8380278 >>8380349

Why are so many of the adults involved women???

Bill Schnoebelen said there were a lot more women involved than men in sexual vampirism.

Is there some matriarchal connection like I'm South Korea? 

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtMsl8RaxZYdRRTpQxOAnfqdDsVSmBqaD

Majestic Ape, the singer in the (band Heavy Breathing) who spoke at Comet Ping Pong Pizza talked about celebrating the birth of their lord Sasha. Sasha 
is also the alter ego of Beyonce. (She talks about this in interviews) Does anyone know any mythology or history about a demon or succubus named 
Sasha?  
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>>8379961
>On Your Knees, Young Men
this seems to be the place to DL this short film.
http:// primewire.proxyadder.com/watch-2623177-On-Your-Knees-Young-Men-online-free  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:33:52 ID: 5afc71 No.8380207 >>8380534

File (hide): b2ae8cb19236a73⋯.jpg (55.21 KB, 620x496, 5:4, 52290-Heart_of_Darkness_(E….jpg)

>>8380113
Interesting
>>8376819
Look at Amazing Studios 
logo

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:34:22 ID: a07f34 No.8380211

>>8379475
>In the case of Comet Ping Pong, we're a… hood institution. And so we're very strong… I think could be potentially devastating to some of these people.

Veiled threats at the end of his interview. Along with an innuedo filled beginning; it's been a 'hard 14 days or so.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:36:21 ID: 78e27d No.8380221

>>8380113
>Kikebart: if you're not with us, you're against us
why am i not surprised  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:46:44 ID: c9f885 No.8380278
File (hide): d176b965f3455a3⋯.png (516.64 KB, 985x921, 985:921, sasha-lord.png)

>>8380198
archive.is/IQXC1  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:49:13 ID: a07f34 No.8380293 >>8380310 >>8384446

>>8380140
What's /pol/'s take on the cassidy grill? Is she a crisis actor or something along those lines?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:51:07 ID: 8abb1f No.8380308

https://photos.smugmug.com/2010-Photos/Plant-a-Fish-Lunch-with-Fabien/i-zBmmCs3/0/XL/Sasha%20Lord%20Angela%20Valdez-XL.jpg

sasha lord? looks like a tweeker!  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:51:14 ID: 409f30 No.8380310 >>8380323

>>8380293
Would you be smiling from ear to ear the day after your entire family got murdered ??  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:54:16 ID: a07f34 No.8380323 >>8380361

File (hide): 7905a4c12e43776⋯.jpg (72.39 KB, 634x423, 634:423, article-2689936-1F98754300….jpg)

>>8380310
For real. This photo was taken of her a few hours after she was released from hospital. What I'm wondering 
is was she involved in the deaths of her family or did her family ever really die? The satanic handsign could 
suggest either.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:59:45 ID: 8e0a79 No.8380347 >>8380367

So, when one of us substantiates actual video of them doing what they do, what do? Obviously, can't post it on here, but surely would get (((silenced))) if 
turned over to thorties

Because it's coming  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 21:59:52 ID: a07f34 No.8380349 >>8381239

>>8380198
Sasha is a Russian nickname for Alexander; Xander; Zander; Zasha; Sasha. Clearly this could also be rendered; Zaza, or Zozo (vowels are 
interchangeable). Zaza or Zozo is part of Ouija board lore. 

http://www.paranormal-encounters.com/wp/warning-signs-of-zozo-the-ouija-board-demon/  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:01:54 ID: 409f30 No.8380361

>>8380323
Nobody died. They made a fake family and she pretends and she and her real family get a lot of money. I'm thinking they recruit these liars from out of the 
pedophile cults because that way their silence is assured.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:02:16 ID: 8abb1f No.8380363 >>8380527

Sasha worked at black cat whos floor is checkered black and white and in her BiO pic BLACK AND WHITE 

i love how all their twitters stop when this breaks and "after they ve had time to clean up "they post all this fake media bull shit lol can see right through ti  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:03:02 ID: a07f34 No.8380367

>>8380347
Live leak. Torrentz maybe. Post code in pastebin, with info about encoding; avi, mp4 etc.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:03:55 ID: 420d69 No.8380377 >>8380416 >>8380427 >>8384132

Some one on half chan posted where the underground tunnel is. If anyone is brave enough to risk being suicided you can find the answers. 

https://twitter.com/james_queef/status/802962402035650560

Lat/Long
30.910246: -77.042747  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:05:53 ID: 8abb1f No.8380398 >>8380527

Sasha lord goes from working with kids at summer camps(hemlocks overlook) and girl scout of americas to pimping shitty bands at a pedo club?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:08:16 ID: a07f34 No.8380416 >>8380533

>>8380377
Cords are the Sargasso Sea. Are you trying to tell us something L?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:09:26 ID: 420d69 No.8380427

>>8380377
Dug a little on jewtube. 
https://youtu.be/VFZo25ykmGM?t=3m24s

Why do underground tunnels in DC have so many ball pit balls? 

The grafiti shows spiral logos but goes by quick.

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:10:52 ID: 92e048 No.8380444 >>8380517 >>8380519 >>8382037

>>8376709
Nothing wrong with freemasonry, they are a charitable organization that gets a bad rep only because of crazy evangelical Christians being scared of 
knowledge not explicitly verified in their religion. Left Hand Path is bad (Satanism, both symbolic as inner power and theistic for example). Right Hand 
Path (Qaballah, Hermeticism, etc) is not immoral.  
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File (hide): 2fcc48bf74c2966⋯.jpg (230.68 KB,
462x436, 231:218, panel10.jpg)

File (hide): 17b09473d39ccab⋯.jpg (194.21 KB,
462x299, 462:299, panel12.jpg)

File (hide): a67142cfd1e0b35⋯.jpg (282.19 KB,
462x467, 462:467, panel27.jpg)

File (hide): 4c2f228ffaed7dc⋯.jpg (252.33 KB,
462x450, 77:75, panel45.jpg)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:13:00 ID: 409f30 No.8380468 >>8380594

This pizza-gate has exposed:
 "spirit cooking," witches, satanism, occultism, sex cults, pedophilia, child abuse and torture, molech, animal sacrifices, human sacrifices, canibalism - 

all connected to some of the richest and most powerful people in the United States. 

Anybody who is unsaved or backslidden and confronting this evil ought to first get right with Jesus before proceeding any further. 

" Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles 
of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against 
spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done 
all, to stand." Ephesians 6:10-13  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:15:53 ID: 77b52b No.8380499

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggvQdZXMGLw  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:17:33 ID: 912cbc No.8380517 >>8381266 >>8382037

File (hide): fe39fd307998deb⋯.jpeg (95.06 KB, 565x565, 1:1, OONA Symbol.jpeg)

>>8380444
>qabballah isn't bad
>qaballah
That's literally Jewish Mysticism. And if that's not enough to make a Christian hate it, it's 
literally borrowed from Mesopotamian Paganism.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:17:43 ID: 3d3345 No.8380519 >>8381266 >>8381276 >>8382037 >>8382464 >>8384398

File (hide): 8b432de375f1af9⋯.jpg (503.41 KB, 683x1024, 683:1024, let it burn.jpg)

>>8380444

Get the fuck out of here. Freemasonry == esoteric deism == gnosticism 
== luciferianism

GET OUT! REEEEEEE  

Comet Ping Pong Girl Scouts Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:18:11 ID: c9f885 No.8380527
File (hide): c32c5775658af5c⋯.png (622.44 KB, 841x937, 841:937, sasha-lord-comet.png)

>>8380363
>>8380398
Comet Ping Pong Girl Scouts connection?

Sasha Lord worked at Black Cat 2001-2005, graduated from George Mason University in 2005 in Therapeutic 
Recreation specializing in working with At-Risk Populations. In 2003, Sasha Lord was a outdoor facilitator 
at Hemlock Overlook specializing in At-Risk Populations. In 2004, Sasha Lord volunteered in Salem Oregon with 
The Girl Scouts of Santiam Council helping facilitate "Girl Scout Beyond Bars". From 2007 to 2011, Sasha 
worked for The Girl Scouts of the Nation's Capital as a Field Director for Central Prince William County (VA) 
as well as running an outreach Girl Scout Troop at the Prince William County Juvenile Detention Center. 
Sasha also has a Yoga Teacher 200 Hour Certification with Yoga District. 

archive.is/IQXC1
sashalordpresents.com/comet/  

Are you who I think you are? Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:18:33 ID: 420d69 No.8380533 >>8380681 >>8380722

>>8380416
I have no clue. I'm sharing a strange tweet with potential info. 

If you can finish what comes after L or post something that equally satisfies what I think you are referencing, I will follow through on what I promised I 
would do in private Mrs. a07f34  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:18:39 ID: d0c2c7 No.8380534
File (hide): 10e54c79dbb1760⋯.jpg (82.35 KB, 727x618, 727:618, Capture.JPG)

>>8380207
https://archive
.is/GZsvx  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:23:19 ID: 8abb1f No.8380570

We welcome concert goers of all ages. For more information on our all-ages  on black cats site give them excuse for kids running around  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:23:46 ID: 61e5d5 No.8380573 >>8380706

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4V50eWOgro  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:25:05 ID: 000000 No.8380580 >>8380596 >>8380976 >>8381012 >>8381338

/PizzaPong/,  as good as the work we do is, I feel like there is only so much we can find out through scouring the web. I feel like we need a source that 
can get in on the inside and talk to people in person. I've been thinking… I'm in a good position to become a long-term insider, and the more I think about 
it the more I feel like this job was made for me and my skill-set. If anyone has any thoughts about this or direction that you think is best I'd love to hear it.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:26:49 ID: c9f885 No.8380594 >>8380627

>>8380468
I remember these comics from long ago. Where can we find more?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:27:19 ID: 32e426 No.8380596 >>8380604

>>8380580
What's with that ID?!  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:28:45 ID: c72533 No.8380604

>>8380596
Tor user  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:29:46 ID: dcce85 No.8380611

https ://www.re ddit.com/user/Pizzachu1

Pizza and pedophilia once again. Someone manipulate this guy via PM and get him to indulge. Somethign with how wrong society is for condemning 
pedo.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:32:16 ID: 8abb1f No.8380627 >>8382109

>>8380594
theres a comic made by childern of the corn star 
where they take murdered people and put them in the pizza 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5504a35de4b0c33a9671d2f0/56ec764af699bb0ad8ef18d3/56ec98b38259b54cf1f3a4dc/1458346171908/vol2-
4.jpg?format=300w  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:34:51 ID: 420d69 No.8380646

More odd halfchan posts
https://imgur.com/USjRJY0  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:37:55 ID: a07f34 No.8380681 >>8380763

>>8380533
The Sargasso Sea has significance for Masonic groups, as it pertains to embedded worlds (a sea within a sea) where ships and people get lost or 
stranded. The cords were originally posted with the intent to strand this investigation and make us loose our way. They have now been rendered 
ineffectual as their purpose has been revealed.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:40:16 ID: c07de8 No.8380706
File (hide): 2164b8c06dfcc34⋯.jpg (30.75 KB, 500x271, 500:271, TheBigDiamondDogs.jpg)

>>8380573
Some say Breitbart 
was murdered. 
Perhaps this is why.  

Be not affraid, I go before you always Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:42:32 ID: 420d69 No.8380722 >>8380964 >>8384694

File (hide): f85d7da7bd1f685⋯.jpg (39 KB, 480x613, 480:613, L.jpg)

>>8380533
Ps. Not a threat. Exact opposite of threat. However I would be a retard to 
extrapulate information where there is none. 

If you aren't who I think you are, than no worries. Nothing changes. 

You should understand Mrs.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:44:29 ID: d126a9 No.8380747 >>8380761 >>8380813 >>8381302 >>8386650

File (hide): 79ac8a5aa5f44bd⋯.jpg (124.5 KB, 1024x576, 16:9, Maddow465.jpg)

Wow! Look at all of you stormderps circle jerking 
around in your paranoid hug box. How comical.

You are getting absolutely nothing done. Have fun 
wasting your life away, I guess?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:45:43 ID: c72533 No.8380761 >>8380795

>>8380747
don't bother responding to this bait  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:45:55 ID: 420d69 No.8380763 >>8380964

>>8380681
You are not who I believed you were. That is fine. I hope you continue to walk in the Light. 

Thank you for that bit of info. I had no clue wtf The Sargasso Sea had to do with anything in piizagate. Makes a little more sense now.

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:46:44 ID: d522a1 No.8380772 >>8389396

Could the underground DC tunnels connect to Comet? 

It seems like art/art-galleries are intertwined into this and Dupont Underground fits the mold.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:46:44 ID: c7a2de No.8380773

Filter d126a9
don't give him any (Y ou)s  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:48:51 ID: d126a9 No.8380795 >>8380813 >>8380833

File (hide): ed064439795ce31⋯.jpg (110.6 KB, 1536x1326, 256:221, Maddow461.jpg)

>>8380761
>don't bother responding to this bait

Well, you can wallow away in your sad little misogynist cesspool all you want, but it doesn't change a thing - 
You're wasting your life away doing basically nothing but being a paranoid psychopath.

(USER WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:51:02 ID: c9f885 No.8380813
File (hide): fedc6a19f29744e⋯.jpg (126.3 KB, 680x448, 85:56, trump-starship-troopers.jpg)

>>8380747
>>8380795  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:53:16 ID: 6c9a19 No.8380833 >>8380886

>>8380795

Hey! Roach is back!

Remember everyone, as sad as your life is, doing basically nothing but being a paranoid psychopath and all, Rach spends "it's" time trolling paranoid 
psychopaths…  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:54:06 ID: dddb12 No.8380843
File (hide): 99eed8576c1fe3a⋯.jpg (34.87 KB, 600x801, 200:267, Bw4S7rLIYAA2nfW.jpg)

>>8376709
Been away… 

Fuck are masons in on this now too? FFS 

I don't even wanna know this shit, but good job guys keep going. I'll help 
again too but I got some court shit soon

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:54:45 ID: 174232 No.8380850 >>8380889 >>8380895

File (hide): cd4fab2774a228d⋯.jpg (44.19 KB, 355x236, 355:236, Maddow433.jpg)

Twenty four hours a day, twenty four hours, A DAY. These paranoid misogynist stormderps "dig" finding 
absolutely nothing but some crude jokes made by people years ago and they try to dox them for petty 
insignificant shit, absolutely pitiful!

You're all wasting away, nobody loves you, nobody will attend your funereal, either. You could have had a 
normal life but instead you're wasting it here doing absolutely nothing.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:58:29 ID: dddb12 No.8380884 >>8380918

File (hide): d7c67277f7b4cb6⋯.gif (126.6 KB, 317x231, 317:231, 84533d03aecab45acad73871d2….gif)

>>8380177
>pedofriends  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:58:34 ID: 174232 No.8380886 >>8380927 >>8380983 >>8383669

File (hide): ee46c041a6dd013⋯.jpg (46 KB, 750x563, 750:563, Maddow456.jpg)

>>8380833

I've been wondering for a while: Do stormderps have autism? Well, I guess this confirms it. I've read this 
sentence not once but five times and I still can't understand any part of it.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:58:51 ID: 8abb1f No.8380888 >>8380979

Tony John and  Hastert' all attended a camp a camp "Nose" someone said maybe it was ostaka?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:58:52 ID: d522a1 No.8380889 >>8380909

>>8380850

>You could have had a normal life but instead you're wasting it here doing absolutely nothing.

You're right here with us.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 22:59:48 ID: c72533 No.8380895
File (hide): b674b57c5fb7645⋯.jpg (34.07 KB, 480x360, 4:3, maddow88.jpg)

>>8380850
>switches ID to get around filters
>to maddowpost and lob goon-tier insults 
to anons.

You're gonna have a really bad day 
sooner or later. Well, worse than your life 
in general.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:00:44 ID: 8abb1f No.8380903 >>8380919

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48488 heres the email bout the camp  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:00:55 ID: 174232 No.8380909 >>8380951 >>8381319 >>8383101

File (hide): ce2579de10338b5⋯.jpg (62.5 KB, 800x430, 80:43, Maddow581.jpg)

>>8380889

Oh, please, not this "argument" again. I spend little of my time on here reminding you stormderps of how 
significant your shitty little life, and movement is. Seriously this is just becoming macabre!

>DURRR HURRR PIZZA IS CODE NAME FOR KID RAPE

(USER WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:02:22 ID: 621831 No.8380918 >>8380958

>>8380884
Yep. More people need to know about that treat.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:02:23 ID: 32e426 No.8380919

>>8380903
In another email he says the baby was climbing on his nose or some shit….  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:03:22 ID: 6c9a19 No.8380927
File (hide): eeb98c75b49beff⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 272.27 KB, 600x417, 200:139, hitlerdidnthngwrong.png)

>>8380886
As much effort as you put into low level trolling and you're going 
to ask if I have autism?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:03:39 ID: ed49b5 No.8380929

>>8378592  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:05:49 ID: f81366 No.8380944

>>8376473 (OP)
Some more eyes and opinions on this would be good

h ttps://archive.fo/CwQsi

Alot of info in there and Alot of big names, has been posted in early threads but didn't see any discussion on it

Might be some leads if anyone is looking for something to dive into  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:06:56 ID: 6c9a19 No.8380951

>>8380909

Where did your faggot ass go during the elections? I'm totes surprised you weren't shitting up our boards.

Oh… How much was CTR paying you for subverting our memes?  

File (hide): 537316df285d222⋯.jpg (55.84 KB,
720x720, 1:1, 1456275617406.jpg)

File (hide):
180f80bdf582883⋯.jpg (5.07 KB,
149x149, 1:1, 1456034379556.jpg)

File (hide): db1ecea75c64def⋯.jpg (442.57 KB,
1600x763, 1600:763, same_og_sløye_kniv.jpg)

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:07:15 ID: dddb12 No.8380958 >>8380976 >>8381407 >>8381668

>>8380918
What should we do here seriously?

If we spread it over the media, social media, and the cannibal doesn't take it down more will now.

I don't even want into it, but yes. If we put pressure on it… I bet twitter still got those accounts? If they are as most likely honeypots, kids are being fucking 
raped and the whole story there… just so they can get more.. 

man ouch, so sick of this, they been taken down fucking physically  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:07:53 ID: a07f34 No.8380964 >>8381004 >>8381198

>>8380722
>>8380763
Lel. No problem. I figured if you were who I thought you were you would know exactly what I was talking about. But likewise it doesn't matter. No idea 
what Mrs. a07f34. I will admit to be being intrigued however. The sargasso sea bit is extremely old and esoteric, glad I could be of some assistance.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:08:55 ID: 78e27d No.8380976 >>8381012

>>8380958
see
>>8380580  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:09:14 ID: a07f34 No.8380979

>>8380888
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nose,_Osaka  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:10:11 ID: c9f885 No.8380983
File (hide): a682ec6a104018c⋯.png (376.17 KB, 485x937, 485:937, matthew-lessner.png)

>>8379961
>>8380886

archive.is/tOT1x

Interview with Matthew Lessner – Sundance 2014

Matthew Lessner (ML) connected to James Alefantis

ML: Whenever I have had past projects go onto YouTube, I’ve had to avoid reading the comments. But the responses to Chapel 
Perilous have actually been quite funny to read. A lot of people have associated us with the Illuminati, which is flattering in a way. 
I think we might go with that story to explain how my movies have played at Sundance three times: through Iluminati connections 
with Jay-Z and Beyonce *Laughs*.

SM: The title of the movie does refer to experiences with the occult, though, so I see where the commentators are coming from. 
Do you have any relationship with the occult, beneficial or otherwise?

ML: While I’m not a practitioner of anything occult, I am fascinated with various metaphysical concepts and ideas that many people do believe in. 
Recently this has come from what I was reading around the time I wrote the short, which takes a lot of ideas from the writing of Jeremy Narby. I liked that 
this film could engage with what are very serious ideas in a playful or lighthearted way, which is a thru-line in my work in general. Whether it’s political or 
social issues, like in The Woods, or something spiritual or metaphysical in Chapel Perilous, I like to be able to play around with those ideas without going 
too deeply, kind of like dipping my toe in the water. I also think with subjects this serious you need to engage with them in a real way, whether or not the 
ideas in play are totally ludicrous or substantial.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:12:31 ID: a07f34 No.8381004

>>8380964
Oh right a07f34 was my ID.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:13:29 ID: dddb12 No.8381012 >>8384694

File (hide): d4794b6ce2ec484⋯.png (269.18 KB, 500x514, 250:257, 1479408187839.png)

>>8380976
>>8380580
Make it happen!!! 
Combine it with pizza shit and cannibal shit. Fucking sick shit! What kind of public frequented site allows 
cannibals, pedos and the works and is like recognized even. 
>Welcome to the current year
Never been a redditor, but browsed there
I know they had darkweb shit there so I lurked those a bit while back. A bit stupid to put that shit in the open

BUT FFS  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:16:00 ID: 8abb1f No.8381026

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/48489

connection 

https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/education/2015/03/07/inside-the-knox-grammars-sexual-abuse-scandal/14256468001573  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:26:07 ID: dddb12 No.8381086

Damn I've had so much to do, but I seriously hope you got all the comet people? I promized you a 7z with mats. You prolly got all of it creepy people that 
chef yuck… anyways keep on. I haven't cross reffed our shit with yours yet at all.

Just let's get this court shit out of the way and I wil anonymize the data and organize it. You lol got a lot to do. They removed their SMs while we did it, 
some of us, so I know you got more. But maybe we have shit you dont  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:26:44 ID: 92e048 No.8381092 >>8381124 >>8381313

>>8379518
Why do people keep putting random (((words))) in parentheses? It does nothing to mitigate any kind of (((search))) index type thing, I can find posts like 
that just with CRTL+F  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:30:57 ID: 06480e No.8381124 >>8381167 >>8381181

>>8381092
How new are you? Search up coincidence detector  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:31:36 ID: d5947c No.8381125 >>8381167 >>8381181

>8381092

So new it hurts to look at.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:38:39 ID: 8c6d02 No.8381160 >>8381182 >>8381303 >>8381312 >>8381334

File (hide): 609963be8125277⋯.jpg (25.95 KB, 573x262, 573:262, CyS-dxHUUAEB3t3.jpg)

what date did he die?  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:40:09 ID: 92e048 No.8381167 >>8387434

>>8381124

>>8381125
 Not new, I first saw this early this year on 4 and 8ch with (((Soros))) but never saw an explanation. My guess was something to do with a program that 
automatically fired people that started with an E. I wanna say it was something like (((Ergo))) or (((Ergas))) but I was never sure.  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:42:25 ID: 0ac236 No.8381178 >>8381188 >>8384284 >>8384291

>>8377431
>What is striking is what we know of other humanitarian agents of human/child trafficking who end up themselves being convicted of human/child 
trafficking! They literally use their job as a front to traffic the world's most vulnerable.
>literally guise!
Why is this surprising to you? Why is this surprising to normalfags in general?
It's always the same story 
>"X can't be a pedo because X works to save da children! You are sick for even considering that!"
>"X can't be a pedo because X is a cop who specializes in arresting CP traders! You're probably a pedo yourself for even suggesting that!
>"X can't be a pedo because X is a woman! Women are the nurturing sex! You just hate women, you mgtow virgin!"
>"X can't be a drug addict because X is a DEA officer! Are you stupid?"
>"X can't be a child abuser because X is a primary school teacher! She obviously loves kids! Who but a sick fuck would even think about that?"

When you see a bear hanging around a bee hive, are you surprised? I hope not, because it's well known that bears love honey.  Animals, and people, 
seek out what they like.
As humans we can plan far ahead, planning can begin in the teenage years, subjects chosen to open access to jobs that will give access to the person's 
fetish material.
It's a sort of slave mentality/normalfag thinking to imagine that no one would go to the lengths required to have an unlimited supply of something which 
they love more than life itself.
Perversions/fetishes/addictions usually manifest after adolescence begins.
That an alcoholic would seek to work in an off-license surprises no one; but the aura of "respectability", the priest-like status granted to the new priest 
class - people with science degrees, helps to shut the normalfag mind off from certain thoughts and conclusions.
So, while a working-class person would be a readily suspected of choosing their job to match their deviancy, when it comes to people with graduate 
degrees, the normalfag's mind is paralyzed.
The medical profession, specifically doctors, have the top level of drug and alcohol addiction out of any profession.  An excuser will say that it's because 
of "stress" but what better profession for someone with a love of drugs? The trust vested in "professionals" means that it is relatively easy for a doctor to 
supply himself with drugs.
Likewise, a desire to take a job which involves daily exposure to pictures of naked and abused children, should raise an immediate red flag.  But it 
doesn't, because authoritarian submission ensures that police, politicians and doctors are considered as "higher than" the ordinary man, in terms of moral 
fiber.
The same myth which greases the wheels of society through encouraging blind obedience, allows monsters to operate in plain sight by shutting off certain 
areas of thought.
tl;dr you shouldn't be surprised when doctors turn out to be junkies, teachers turn out to be pedophiles, zoo workers turn out to be beasters, cops turn out 
to be power-crazed sadists/BDSM fetishists and politicians turn out to be murderous psychopaths who achieve a state of sexual ecstasy through wielding 
power against the helpless.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:42:34 ID: 92e048 No.8381181

>>8381125
>>8381124
I see now. I feel retarded  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:42:45 ID: 78e27d No.8381182 >>8381199

>>8381160
(((March 1st)))

rollingstone.com/politics/news/andrew-breitbart-death-of-a-douche-20120301  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:44:00 ID: 0ac236 No.8381188

>>8377431
>>8381178
And in my rant I missed the key profession - humanitarian workers.
They put themselves in position to regularly receive material, which to a normal man describes depravity, poverty and suffering, but to a certain class of 
persons, is virtually pornographic.
They put themselves in a position to access media of suffering children because it arouses them.
Don't be surprised any longer.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:44:41 ID: 6db4c3 No.8381197

>>8379964
Yeah my ex did that to me, ritual sacrifice abortions. I have a lot of evidence. My ex even looks like Abramovic. Hell even my ex's mothers ex husband, 
who I think is a handler, was supposedly working on the twin towers just before they fell on 9/11. I sent a report to the F.B.I, never heard anything back 
though…  
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Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:44:56 ID: 420d69 No.8381198
File (hide): 0716c2e6df73179⋯.jpg (17.91 KB, 600x600, 1:1, bait.jpg)

>>8380964
Sorry if my ID doesn't match on this post. Something ODD started happening once I had my dumb little 
secret code talk. (A lot of odd things have been happening to my electronics lately)

Check the ID (original if this one is not the same), you'll see an earlier non Pizzagate related post in this 
thread. 99% chance its a dead end. On the 1% chance it yeilds results, there is a 99% chance it won't be 
safe the find proof. However if found will prove beyond a reasonable doubt that either someone is faking 
their story, or someone isn't faking their story.

Either way, when I research this I will look into it in an abstract sense. Send out feelers, see if I can get info. 
It will prob go nowhere. 

It could also prover the victim noncredible. 

I'm no Digger, only looking for confirmation on a single non-disputable piece of evidence that would be 
impossible to hide. While interested in pizzagate I do not have the guts to dig. I am only a member of 
audience. I have too much to lose, I live to close to the belly of the beast and I only have 1 person on the 

inside willing to Seeing I Am safe (and only as a favor to a dead person). 

I am no body special. I am no body with skills. I assumed you were a threat to me. A VERY specific threat to me. I'm glad I was wrong.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:45:04 ID: 8c6d02 No.8381199

>>8381182

gee he wasn't far off. He's now haunting them from the grave!  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:51:17 ID: 92e048 No.8381239 >>8381690

>>8380349
This is the type of shit that makes people think we're all crazy. And no, in Russian A and O are not interchangeable. O may be pronounced as an A 
depending on it's placement and therefore stress in the specific word.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:57:00 ID: 92e048 No.8381266 >>8381279 >>8381286 >>8381297

>>8380517
>>8380519
Reminder that all abrahamic religions are bad. Qaballah in and of itself is not bad. Judaism, Christianity, and Islam as a whole however are. Certain pre 
Christian pagans were good. I have yet to see sufficient evidence for why Christianity is right and occult/paganism is wrong.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:58:24 ID: 92e048 No.8381276 >>8381286

>>8380519
Most of what is said about Freemasonry has nothing to back it up. Freemasonry are just a bunch of fags who think they're cool, but they do contribute 
signifigantly to charity.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:58:37 ID: 0ac236 No.8381279 >>8381647

>>8381266
>good
>bad
This is the way children think.  

Anonymous  11/27/16 (Sun) 23:59:20 ID: 92e048 No.8381286 >>8381290

>>8381276
>>8381266
Btw no shilling I promise. This discussion is somewhat off topic and I don't want to detract from the real shit being uncovered here so feel free to ignore 
me  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:00:18 ID: 78e27d No.8381290

>>8381286
so in other words, sage  
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>>8381266
You're just defending the inane Jewish bullshit you do in the name of "spirituality". All mysticism is of the Kike.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:02:53 ID: 92e048 No.8381302

>>8380747
>Gaslighting: Extreme Edition  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:03:02 ID: c9f885 No.8381303 >>8381312 >>8383258 >>8385527 >>8389585

File (hide): 09b2aa6fa80c25f⋯.png (258.07 KB, 665x929, 665:929, andrew-breitbart.png)

>>8381160

https://archive.is/BQKLE

Last Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013, on the Now the End Begins Internet radio program, Dr. Jim Garrow (email: 
drjgarrow@yahoo.com) made a bombshell of an announcement.

Garrow claims that up to a week ago he was a covert CIA agent, but was fired by none other than Obama himself 
because Garrow told the world (on Alex Jones’ radio, Glenn Beck, and several conservative internet mediums) that 
Obama’s U.S. military was purging top brass using a “litmus test” of sorts. High-ranking military officials were being 
asked “Would you fire on an American citizen?”. Garrow claims that if one answered no, you would be fired.

But that’s not the bombshell.

Garrow says that he knows Obama had ordered the hits that killed Tom Clancy and Andrew Breitbart!  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:04:28 ID: 92e048 No.8381311 >>8381348

>>8381297
How is nordic paganism Jewish? For a board of Nazis (Myself included) you are shockingly Christian.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:05:06 ID: c9f885 No.8381312

>>8381160
>>8381303
On the early morning hours of March 1, 2012, conservative media firebrand Andrew Breitbart collapsed on a street near his home in Brentwood, CA. 
Breitbart was only 43 years old.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:05:37 ID: 0ac236 No.8381313

>8381276
>8380444
>Nothing wrong with freemasonry, they are a charitable organization that gets a bad rep only because of crazy evangelical Christians being scared of 
knowledge not explicitly verified in their religion. 

Then:
>Freemasonry are just a bunch of fags who think they're cool, but they do contribute signifigantly to charity.
>>8381092
>Why do people keep putting random (((words))) in parentheses? 
You aren't ready.
And anons aren't going to spoon-feed you with information to make your article/thesis/blog post.
You're making it up as you go along in an attempt to fit in.
Lurk more.  
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>>8379964
>I expected no less from a kike witch. Those children's 'abortions' were likely ritual in nature. Remember kikes used to sacrifice their newborn to Moloch 
by throwing them in a fire.

She is orthodox christian 

Abramović was born in Belgrade, Serbia on November 30, 1946. Her great uncle was Serbian Patriarch Varnava of the Serbian Orthodox Church

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varnava,_Serbian_Patriarch

While we are at Freemasons 

https://i.sli.mg/uLwV2r.jpg

https://i.sli.mg/uH0WNa.png

https://i.sli.mg/Tv0YBe.jpg

https://i.sli.mg/BshzHg.jpg  

sage sage  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:07:26 ID: 92e048 No.8381319

>>8380909
>CTR?
>FBI?
Who pays you?
Sage  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:07:33 ID: 0ac236 No.8381321 >>8381586

>>8381315
>>8381315
>She is orthodox christian 

>Abramović was born in Belgrade, Serbia on November 30, 1946. Her great uncle was Serbian Patriarch Varnava of the Serbian Orthodox Church

What is matrilineality.
What is a crypto-Jew.

Of course she's a fucking Kike.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:09:44 ID: 07c981 No.8381334
File (hide): 2d2b09cba4617ee⋯.png (83.46 KB, 855x493, 855:493, Screenshot breitbart podes….png)

>>8381160

People are saying that one is 
fake, so you might want to 
verify it.

Here's another that includes 
Acorn and Eric Boehlert.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:10:09 ID: 333f87 No.8381338

>>8380580
> I feel like we need a source that can get in on the inside and talk to people in person. I've been thinking… I'm in a good position to become a long-term 
insider, and the more I think about it the more I feel like this job was made for me and my skill-set. If anyone has any thoughts about this or direction that 
you think is best I'd love to hear it.

Some one will talk. we do not need to infiltrate at this moment. They are already infiltrated. Everybody should be very careful and minimise risk.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:11:36 ID: 912cbc No.8381348 >>8382020

File (hide): 09d17a263f8d59f⋯.webm (3.69 MB, 640x352, 20:11, Kike Magic.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8381311
I'm not a Christian though, I just recognize how popular mysticism and "spirituality" are among Jews and the 
slaves of Jews. Hermeticism, Qabballah, the Western Hindu-Buddhist shit, and general New Age LARPery, 
they're all spread by Kikes. These schools all meet behind closed doors and we get the kind of shit that's 
being described in this thread.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:15:01 ID: ed49b5 No.8381376

>>8378592
Anyone? I bet there is none today, but still…  
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>>8380958
>What should we do here seriously?

>If we spread it over the media, social media, and the cannibal doesn't take it down more will now.

We continue with investigation. There has to be a reason why (((they))) are trying to stop us. And information is disseminate very quickly to general 
population by others. We are here focused on diiging. We are unique and best at this.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:32:05 ID: 0486d2 No.8381479
File (hide): 0fd0b918271b4c9⋯.png (112.2 KB, 1003x709, 1003:709, sex crimes.png)

such cases  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:38:13 ID: 14b2e4 No.8381522 >>8381864

>>8381315

Marina Abramovic is absolutely a Jew. Not just the nose, but the edited Wikipedia page, shows it.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:46:55 ID: 333f87 No.8381586 >>8381870 >>8381886
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>>8381321
>What is matrilineality.

Christian orthodox 

Varnava Rosić (Serbian Cyrillic: Ва ава Р ић) was the Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church 
between 1930 and 1937.[1] He was born Petar Rosić in Pljevlja, belonging at that time to the Ottoman 
Empire, on August 29, 1880.

>What is a crypto-Jew.

Crypto-Judaism is the secret adherence to Judaism while publicly professing to be of another faith; 
practitioners are referred to as "crypto-Jews" (origin from Greek kryptos - κ υπτό , 'hidden'). The term 
crypto-Jew is also used to describe descendants of Jews who maintain some Jewish traditions of their 
ancestors while publicly adhering to other faiths.

>Of course she's a fucking Kike.

You are telling me that  Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church between 1930 and 1937 was crypto-jew ?

But, he was maybe murdered ?

Varnava firmly resisted the introduction of legislation giving greater privileges to the Roman Catholic Church not in Yugoslavia in general, but in Serbia in 
particular (hence The Concordat Crisis). He maintained that these would certainly undermine positions of both the Serbian Orthodox church and those of 
other faiths in the country. He died unexpectedly during the night between July 23–24, 1937 when the Concordat legislation was carried into Parliament. 
The Holy Synod was also against government pro-Concordat policy, and the government was soon forced to withdraw this new legislation.

Many people believed that Patriarch Varnava was poisoned because of his struggle against Concordat, and his death is still unresolved.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varnava,_Serbian_Patriarch

Because of this ?

A concordat is convention between the Holy See and a sovereign state that defines the relationship between the Catholic Church and the state in matters 
that concern both,[1] i.e. the recognition and privileges of the Catholic Church in a particular country and with secular matters that impact on church 
interests.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concordat  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:54:58 ID: 636787 No.8381640 >>8381829

They were actually talking about this whole thing on Fox News today calling it "fake news."

Seems kind of funny that they even felt the need to address it seeing as how I've only seen it discussed here by a few dozen people.  
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>>8381279
black or white. 
The the or God
>Thet is the christian life view  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 00:58:54 ID: ed49b5 No.8381668

>>8380958
Just spread the word. We have like 9001^2 more people than they are. It basically comes down with masses.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:01:07 ID: a07f34 No.8381690

>>8381239
facepalm.jpg
I wasn't speaking about Russian, you dunce. If you are having trouble following the flow of info try lurking more or reading a book once in a while. Also 
who cares if we appear crazy or paranoid. We are right aren't we? Otherwise why are you here?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:12:45 ID: 03093f No.8381777 >>8382783

>>8380204
Dont click this shit anons  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:22:01 ID: 07c981 No.8381829
File (hide): aa1ae2212b9ce55⋯.jpg (9.71 KB, 223x226, 223:226, damage control.jpg)

>>8381640  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:28:09 ID: ed49b5 No.8381859

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7QXz6hDtxI  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:29:16 ID: 333f87 No.8381864 >>8386074

>>8381522
>Marina Abramovic is absolutely a Jew. Not just the nose, but the edited Wikipedia page, shows it.

Danica rosic (her mother) was daughter of  Varnava Rosić (Serbian Cyrillic: Ва ава Р ић) was the Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church between 
1930 and 1937.[1] He was born Petar Rosić in Pljevlja, belonging at that time to the Ottoman Empire, on August 29, 1880.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varnava,_Serbian_Patriarch

Patriarch - Today, the word has acquired specific ecclesiastical meanings. In particular, the highest-ranking bishops in Eastern Orthodoxy, Oriental 
Orthodoxy, the Catholic Church (above major archbishop and primate), and the Church of the East are termed patriarchs (and in certain cases also 
popes). The office and the ecclesiastical circumscription of such a patriarch is termed a patriarchate. Historically, a patriarch has often been the logical 
choice to act as ethnarch of the community identified with his religious confession within a state or empire of a different creed (such as Christians within 
the Ottoman Empire).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patriarch

I am not claiming she is not a jew. I am providing data from wikipedia. To my knowledge you can not be a jew and orthodox christian. On the other hand..I 
am not to familiar with this religions.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:29:55 ID: 0ac236 No.8381870 >>8382061

>>8381586
>You are telling me that Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church between 1930 and 1937 was crypto-jew ?
It's entirely possible but my point was, Judaism is MATRILINEAL, it passes through the mother.
Crypto-Jews are real, Jews take on the guise of host nation religions to avoid suspicion and as cover to go about their nefarious activities, or as they put it 
"to avoid persecution."

Public religious identification doesn't tell you anything reliably because of crypto-Judaism but as stated, it's the mother that is the determining factor.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:32:05 ID: ed49b5 No.8381881 >>8381891 >>8381950

Can you give me the link where the frenchman(?) talks about this please?  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:32:43 ID: 0ac236 No.8381886

>>8381586
>Many people believed that Patriarch Varnava was poisoned because of his struggle against Concordat, and his death is still unresolved.

Well, THIS sticks out.
>undermine positions of both the Serbian Orthodox church and those of other faiths in the country. 
Which "other faiths" could this be referring to? :^)  

File (hide): 9ac45a9367b82e5⋯.jpg (7.8 KB, 280x157,
280:157, My God.jpg)

File (hide): 16a3ced948dcb17⋯.png (78.4 KB,
572x340, 143:85, The Gun.png)

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:32:43 ID: 74225e No.8381887 >>8382710

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:34:13 ID: ed49b5 No.8381891 >>8381950

>>8381881
* also i'd like to have the link into the documentary where the little girl talks about her experiences  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:36:45 ID: 988304 No.8381910

>>8379143

chapel perilous is really good. one of my favorite short films floating around. very odd to find out alefantis is somehow involved.

dude had a bunch of very strange but interesting videos on his vimeo for a while, i'm bummed i didn't get to save them. i think they're showing up at an 
exhibit called "in anticipation of the unexpected".

can anyone track down a copy of automatic at sea? i'm pretty sure it's out now, and i'm willing to bet it all fits in somehow.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:37:46 ID: d5440b No.8381916 >>8381931 >>8382061

I've mentally checked out. They control the courts, the media, the military and the police while all of the child abuse organizations and it seems like most 
of the attorneys appointed to investigating it are in on it themselves.

Civil war or system collapse is inevitable. Bunker up, polish your guns, buy non perishable food.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:40:20 ID: ed49b5 No.8381931
File (hide): bbc3a260537421e⋯.jpg (45.72 KB, 451x500, 451:500, 2012-11-22-0679-500x500[1].jpg)

>>8381916
Don't give up bro. People are waking up. This 
is really trending and people are listening.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:43:28 ID: 07c981 No.8381950 >>8381982 >>8382007 >>8382065

>>8381881

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7csGNrry9M

This one?

>>8381891

Can you be more specific? There are more than a few.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:47:22 ID: d21adf No.8381972

The celeb list from Horses Arse

https://vid.me/c89G  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:48:56 ID: ed49b5 No.8381982 >>8382065

>>8381950
Oui merci, I'm not sure about the other one, but she drew a pizza-like triangle on one abusers chest.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:50:44 ID: 4362c3 No.8381989 >>8382031 >>8383253

File (hide): 572b23492aedaf7⋯.jpg (101.71 KB, 676x768, 169:192, kebab.jpg)  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:52:09 ID: 38496a No.8382003 >>8382013 >>8382071 >>8384694

I am having severe issues with trying to reply to other users. If I click on numbers nothing happens and until now I couldn't even normally reply  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:52:44 ID: ed49b5 No.8382007

>>8381950
It was in the same video, so never mind about the other. Merci bien.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:53:07 ID: da9a92 No.8382011

>>8380081
the definition of bluepilled  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:53:34 ID: ed49b5 No.8382013 >>8382034

>>8382003
Internet sometimes stuck up.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:53:43 ID: e5861b No.8382015

>>8378415
>That first image
Jesus fucking Christ, STOP POSTING THIS MISS-INFORMATION.

There was absolutely no fucking connection proven between the daycare, the California house with the rabbit mural, and comet ping pong. It's bullshit like 
this that muddies the well completely. Absolutely no one has provided any evidence that the rabbit on EITHER the daycare OR the californian house are 
symbols of pedophilia. It's all baseless speculation.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:54:33 ID: 38496a No.8382020 >>8382110

>>8381348
Sorry for the long time before reply. Was having tech issues, couldn't reply for some reason. LHP stuff is bad, but jews foster atheism and Christianity 
among the goyim as means to control. Occult is not inherently bad, it simply means hidden. It is hidden spiritual knowledge that is too complex for most 
people to comprehend or care about. Some is bad but some is good  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:55:32 ID: 0ac236 No.8382031 >>8382141 >>8388297

>>8381989
Totally different perpetrator demographics and target age group.
Paki gangs focus on teenagers and don't have elite connections.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:55:50 ID: 38496a No.8382034 >>8382060

>>8382013
It's working now. I could reply fine on other boards and on 4ch but not in this thread or on /pol/ at all. I even switched OS and the problem continued  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:56:27 ID: 9edeb4 No.8382037 >>8382062

>>8380444
>>8380519
>>8380517
also, dont forget that they worship Jahbulon which is literally Baal as depicted in the Lesser Key of Solomon  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:59:38 ID: ed49b5 No.8382060 >>8382074 >>8382080

>>8382034
Don't panic. I have the best internet in the world and still get occasional lags.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:59:41 ID: 333f87 No.8382061

>>8381870
>It's entirely possible but my point was, Judaism is MATRILINEAL, it passes through the mother.

I know. Her mother was christian orthodox. 

>Crypto-Jews are real, Jews take on the guise of host nation religions to avoid suspicion and as cover to go about their nefarious activities, or as they put 
it "to avoid persecution."

>Public religious identification doesn't tell you anything reliably because of crypto-Judaism but as stated, it's the mother that is the determining factor.

And mother was christian orthodox.

Which raises a question why is she involved in this ?

>>8381916
>Civil war or system collapse is inevitable. Bunker up, polish your guns, buy non perishable food.

This should have been done a long time ago.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 01:59:43 ID: 38496a No.8382062 >>8382081

>>8382037
Evidence to back up that claim? I'm legit just curious about this. I've so far seen nothing to point Freemasonry out as worse than any other practice. Same 
anon who those posts replied to  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:00:09 ID: c9f885 No.8382065 >>8382100

>>8381950
>>8381982
Hampstead Cover-Up
youtube.com/user/KaneSlater1/videos  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:00:51 ID: d5440b No.8382071

>>8382003
The time for instagram investigators is over so I don't know what to do other than wait for super 1337 400 pound 4chan hackers to get more details with 
their low orbit ion cannons  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:01:08 ID: 38496a No.8382074

>>8382060
It was a little worrying, I just find it weird that it was only this board, but I'm sure there are no steins or fucking with me

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:01:59 ID: 333f87 No.8382080

>>8382060
>on't panic. I have the best internet in the world and still get occasional lags.

This is not lags. I have similar problems. Also, no pictures. And sli.mg is having problems with uploading pictures  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:02:11 ID: 38496a No.8382081 >>8382108

>>8382062
Nvm found it myself  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:05:16 ID: c9f885 No.8382100 >>8382193 >>8382277

File (hide): 0d4e0f94a89ab68⋯.mp4 (11.34 MB, 480x360, 4:3, DanceWithSkulls.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8382065  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:07:13 ID: 38496a No.8382108 >>8382226 >>8382238

>>8382081
evidence is sketchy at best. Freemasonry claims to not worship any gods, anyone who believes in a higher power may join. Origin of Jahbulon is 
unknown. I'll check the lesser key of solomon.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:07:31 ID: 4362c3 No.8382109 >>8382131 >>8382161 >>8386104

File (hide): 6066de5b6d80609⋯.jpg (138.69 KB, 634x504, 317:252, comet-pizza.jpg)

>>8380627
>in the pizza
What are the odds the Comet Pizza 
Jews murder babies and put them in 
their pizzas ?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:08:01 ID: 912cbc No.8382110 >>8382148

>>8382020
All "spirituality" and "religion" is fostered by Jews. Faith in God, or Gods, is not inherently Jewish, but the ritualization or globalization of that faith makes it 
a "religion", and the fetishizing of that faith, that is "spirituality".  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:09:18 ID: 9779f2 No.8382115

>>8378757

We need a pedo lexicon.

Seriously.

Maybe 'ping pong' is another term that they use as a synonym for something else.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:12:44 ID: 333f87 No.8382131 >>8382299 >>8386104

>>8382109
>What are the odds the Comet Pizza Jews murder babies and put them in their pizzas ?

unlikely. This type of thing would be used for rituals.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:14:10 ID: 4362c3 No.8382141 >>8382227

>>8382031
Nobody to protect them.  

http://web.archive.org/web/20121007002120/http://www.sott.net/article/244380-Beyond-the-Dutroux-Affair-The-reality-of-protected-child-abuse-and-snuff-
networks-in-a-world-ruled-by-psychopaths

>Highest level cover in combination with the cooperation of the press is necessary to facilitate a cover up of this magnitude. And coincidentally, with 
names as Baron de Bonvoisin, Paul Vanden Boeynants, Etienne Davignon and Maurice Lippens we have alleged abusers with endless connections in 
intelligence and covert operations, the judiciary, law enforcement, regular politics and the globalist elite. Within Belgium several of the most senior judges, 
like Melchior Wathelet and Jean Depretre (not counting Van Espen), were named as abusers, and coincidentally they played crucial roles in earlier affairs 
where cover ups and manipulations had been going on, like the Pink Ballets and the Gang of Nijvel.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:16:42 ID: 38496a No.8382148

>>8382110
Not quite. Some religions, such as my own, are actually against globalization and jewish goals. Spirituality is simply being very in touch with your beliefs 
and seeking new knowledge. My religion encourages nationalism, and strength and is anti race mixing. THough it could be used by kikes to play the 
victim better  
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File (hide): abed27036b6543f⋯.png (773.15 KB,
1034x679, 1034:679, pizza-wut.png)

File (hide): 86fe9b6ce112377⋯.jpg (19.32 KB,
394x394, 1:1, spaghetti-wat.jpg)

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:20:37 ID: c9f885 No.8382161 >>8383357

>>8382109
googs translates "Hep bunu açken yapıyosun" as "Always doing it open" Is that an accurate translation?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:22:06 ID: 4362c3 No.8382169 >>8385603

>“As a child my next guest was also used in worshipping the devil, 
participated in human sacrifice rituals, and cannibalism.” 
>“Rachel said she witnessed the ritual sacrifice of children, as well as being 
abused herself.” 

> “I was born into a family that believes in this.” 
>“There’s other Jewish families across the country. It’s not just my own 
family.”  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:24:43 ID: e7980c No.8382176

>While in high school, Breitbart worked as a pizza delivery driver; he sometimes delivered to celebrities such as Judge Reinhold

the plot thickens  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:29:31 ID: 0ac236 No.8382193 >>8382258 >>8382277 >>8382279 >>8382294 >>8382681 >>8383005

File (hide): 520868e34bb3805⋯.webm (10.81 MB, 384x288, 4:3, fake_child_abuse.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8382100
>>8382100
This… seriously?
Ella Draper and her partner Abraham Christie coached the children with the intention of 
ruining her ex-husband's life.
Kudos to the anons who instantly recognized that the children were reading from a script.

Here is Gabriel Dearman (the little boy) explaining how "Abraham" (his mother's boyfriend) 
threatened and bullied him into telling the lies.
His father didn't beat him either, that's another thing "Abraham" made him say.

This would never have got as far as it did if it weren't for "listen and believe."  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:31:45 ID: 500782 No.8382207

What does Frank Winstead know and why is this Mark Fisher faggot gas lighting him so hard for reporting a simple violation?

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/09/anti-ping-pong_commissioner_to.html
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/05/the_menace_of_ping_pong_the_ho.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/05/07/AR2008050703433.html

Why is he so worried about an "anti-ping pong commissioner" running unopposed?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:33:40 ID: 3f3f06 No.8382214

>>8378558
>trying to get some OC CP by acting like an objective faggot
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:36:16 ID: 9edeb4 No.8382226 >>8382238 >>8382470 >>8386104

>>8382108
Found out about Jahbulon on a few pizzagate threads ago where some anon posted some images of a freemason thread, probably LARPer. He 
mentioned him saying that this was the biggest 33 degree secret. So I went online and found out this, you can do your own digging to find more

http:// grahamhancock com/phorum/read.php?2,378302,378748

also read a letter about some guy in the 1890s concerned that some of his mason friends didn't question anything about this deity.

>The Lesser Key of Solomon, also known as Clavicula Salomonis Regis[note 1] or Lemegeton, is an anonymous grimoire (or spell book) on demonology. 
It was compiled in the mid-17th century, mostly from materials a couple of centuries older.[1][2] It is divided into five books—the Ars Goetia, Ars Theurgia-
Goetia, Ars Paulina, Ars Almadel, and Ars Notoria

Apparently if you follow exactly the prayers and rituals in Ars Notoria you gain photographic memory 

>According to le Grand Grimoire, Baal (or Bael) is the head of the infernal powers. He is also the first demon listed in Wierus' Pseudomonarchia 
daemonum. According to Wierus, Bael is first king of Hell with estates in the east. He has three heads: a toad, a man, and a cat. He also speaks in a 
raucous, but well formed voice, and commands 66 legions. Bael teaches the art of invisibility, and may be the equivalent of Baal or Baalzebub, one of the 
Seven princes of Hell.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:36:46 ID: 0ac236 No.8382227

>>8382141
With a proper family structure it could never have happened in the first place.
These girls weren't snatched off the street, they formed relationships with the Pakis and graduated to staying out all night working as prostitutes.
In a healthy family that would have been snipped in the bud, there's no reason for a 13 or 14 year old girl to be roaming the streets, cavorting with sand 
niggers to all hours of the night.
>inb4 "victim blaming"
Middle-class girls weren't affected because middle-class parents care about what their children are doing and enforce limitations on their freedom.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:40:30 ID: 9edeb4 No.8382238 >>8382494 >>8382749

File (hide): 664a1c53ca52433⋯.png (8.23 KB, 220x220, 1:1, 220px-Seal_of_Solomon_(Sim….png)

>>8382226
>>8382108
Anyway, it always comes back to anything related to King Solomon or his temple

>The Masonic legend of Hiram Abiff. The tale of Hiram Abiff as passed down in Masonic Lodges underpins the 
third degree. It starts with his arrival in Jerusalem, and his appointment by Solomon as chief architect and master 
of works at the construction of his temple.

>The Seal of Solomon (or Ring of Solomon; Arabic: Khātam Sulaymān _) is the signet ring attributed to King 
Solomon in medieval Jewish tradition, later also in Islamic and Western occultism. It was often depicted in either a 
pentagram or hexagram shape; the latter also known as the Star of David in Jewish tradition.

Sorry to derail  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:43:24 ID: ad8dfe No.8382253
File (hide): 8961e098de1c741⋯.png (2.11 KB, 320x240, 4:3, gameover.png)

>>8376473 (OP)
Since our monthly books thread got bumplocked by corrupt mods, here's the 
link, this SHOULD BE UPDATED on the next OP
https://mega.nz/#F!B4dB2SzQ!h_pMC30v2a_y31iD0dy0sg
bookmark this page in case the archive ever gets shoahed:
http://polbooks.wordpress.com/  
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sage  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:44:23 ID: 82d343 No.8382258

>>8382193

They seem a lot more credible now, also that boy seems nervous about saying the wrong things. It's not natural like in the first video where both kids are 
really trying to make the adults understand.

The video you posted is also edited, and the kid says that babies are being murdered but 'not much'. Feels like they were spoon-fed exactly that so that 
the case could be dismissed.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:47:31 ID: ad8dfe No.8382277 >>8382302

>>8382193
Are you saying that this >>8382100 is fake?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:47:50 ID: c9f885 No.8382279 >>8382302 >>8382370

File (hide): 2a7a6328f713e32⋯.png (346.6 KB, 673x973, 673:973, hampstead-cover-up.png)

>>8382193

crimesofempire.com/2015/03/11/hampstead-leaked-medical-reports-end-all-doubt-about-sexual-abuse-claims/
https://archive.is/9YMy0

The counter narrative states that the children’s stories were coached and fed to them by their mother’s partner who was 
himself guilty of minor physical abuse of the children.

The police retraction interviews tried to construct a narrative that the children had been denying the actions of the 
mother’s partner whilst making the claims against the father and school, yet the Medical Reports show that the children 
made the claims concurrently and were concurrently examined for both the injuries related to the minor physical abuse at 
the hands of the mother’s partner and the extremely serious sexual abuse at the hands of the father and staff at the 
school.
The male has one scar on his anus consistent with blunt force trauma, the female has several and has actually been 
physically damaged by the abuse in ways that really do not bear mentioning suffice to say that she has multiple injuries 
“consistent with the application of a blunt instrument.”
They could not be clearer. Someone has been doing deeply unpleasant things to these children, the more lurid claims 

relating to this case may be exaggerated, but there is a very simple and unmistakeable truth expressed in those medical reports.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:50:27 ID: 4362c3 No.8382294 >>8382317 >>8382335

>>8382193
That retraction was forced and came after the kids had been kept in police custody for several weeks telling the stories of abuse - until they were taken to 
their father's city and put back into contact with him via skype. That's when they recanted. 

The kids gave detailed descriptions of the privates and tattoos on the naked bodies of their teachers which was never investigated.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:51:21 ID: 7245cb No.8382299 >>8383066 >>8386104

>>8382131

I think it is very likely. I think the cannibalism thing could be huge.

What if there could be something to be gained by feeding public human meat on the DL?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:52:09 ID: 0ac236 No.8382302 >>8382367

>>8382277
Since the whole thing is a hoax, obviously.

"Ms" Draper concocted the whole thing during a long-running custody dispute and with the help of her partner, terrorized the children into going along with 
the narrative.
Here's the blog of a barrister who gives a pretty good account of the whole case.
https://archive.fo/YB2Qr
>>8382279
>The male has one scar on his anus consistent with blunt force trauma, the female has several and has actually been physically damaged by the abuse 
in ways that really do not bear mentioning suffice to say that she has multiple injuries “consistent with the application of a blunt instrument.”

What do you think this proves? It's equally evidence for abuse by the mother and her partner.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:54:16 ID: 0ac236 No.8382317 >>8382331

>>8382294
>the kids had been kept in police custody for several weeks
No they weren't.
You want to believe but, as usual, the mundane explanation (batshit crazy feminist ex-wife) fits so much better than "an entire school, all the parents and 
every school in the district is raping children."
Women pull shit like this all the time during custody disputes, sex abuse is a divorcee's trump card.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:57:22 ID: 4362c3 No.8382331 >>8382335 >>8382356

>>8382317
>No they weren't.
You don't know anything and are shitting up the thread. Leave.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 02:58:05 ID: 0ac236 No.8382335

>>8382294
As for the medical reports:
>There are two Medical Reports, one dated September 15th, 2014, the other September 22nd. Written on the stationary of the University College of 
London in a way that leaves no doubt as to their authenticity. Background checks on the names of the people who signed the documents end any doubt . 
The author of this webpage can say "ends any doubt" till they are blue in the face, it doesn't change the fact that headed paper proves nothing.
>what are scanners
They write that the names of the doctors check out, as if Google hasn't been invented.
Obviously made for credulous normalfag audience.
Not convincing at all and even if it's genuine, this sort of evidence doesn't tell you who inflicted the harm, in the same way as finding sperm in a "rape 
victim" doesn't prove lack of consent.
>>8382331
Stay credulous.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:02:11 ID: 0ac236 No.8382356 >>8382390 >>8382400 >>8382647

File (hide): 81c9cb20fd95c06⋯.jpg (133.41 KB, 620x387, 620:387, ella-draper_3238722b.jpg)

>>8382331
>Children coerced to make “satanic cult” allegations through psychological and physical abuse

>A judge has detailed the horrific physical and psychological abuse of two young children, at the hands of 
their mother and her partner in the Hampstead area of North London.

Your personality type is among the most terrifying around.  The kind that believes anything accusation of 
sexual abuse flowing from a crazed woman's lips.  Innocent men and sometimes women are burned alive by 
crowds made up of people like you.

https://archive.fo/yP1mT

>inb4 "site is not up to my standards"
It has over 100 citations, including the Judge's report.
End of. Try to be less gullible.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:05:21 ID: ad8dfe No.8382367 >>8382375 >>8382400

>>8382302
Let me guess, Dutroux and Franklin are hoaxes toobaccording to you, jew-kun?.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:05:55 ID: 4362c3 No.8382370 >>8382379

>>8382279
Exactly. Those kids were abused - not coached - it's obvious to everyone they were factually describing the workings of a sex cult that their father had 
forced them into. 

Dearman's "poor me" interview on BBC was cringy and unconvincing. 

The family court judge made sweeping generalizations claiming the father was totally innocent and everything the kids said was a lie - even though the 
judge had no basis for making those assertions in a family court custody matter. It should have been criminally investigated and gone before a real judge 
to determine what happened. Just because a kid recants doesn't mean the kid wasn't telling the truth to begin with.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:06:31 ID: 20efee No.8382374

Make a separate thread about Hampstead if you want to argue about it and quite derailing. This is a dig thread for pizzagate.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:06:35 ID: ad8dfe No.8382375

>>8382367
Too according* 
fuck  

Anonynon  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:06:41 ID: 6a1def No.8382377 >>8383988

Not only did Andrew Breitbart's Coroner die of 'Arsenic Poisoning' 2 months after Breitbart's death, also remember Ted Gunderson, Director of the FBI 
ALSO happened to die of 'Arsenic Poisoning' when investigating the child satanism and pedophile ring in California, Colorado, Florida and Nebraska  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:07:17 ID: 0ac236 No.8382379
File (hide): 8a6f1e05f36a54e⋯.jpg (54.06 KB, 600x334, 300:167, ac.jpg)

>Abraham Christie with the support of Ms. Ella Draper “tortured” Draper’s 9 year old daughter and 8 year 
old son, over a period of several months last year. They were punched and kicked, shoved in to walls, 
drenched with cups of water, and hit in the head and other parts of the body with metal spoons. The 
presence of THC in the children’s hair might also indicate the content of their regular “hemp” drinks, may 
actually have been the juiced form of active cannabis.

>The deranged couple also concocted a series of fanciful tales about sexual abuse and murder in the local 
community by a satanic cult, and used it to smear the children’s estranged father, who they claimed was the 
ringleader. The children were encouraged to share these lies on camera under the threat of violence, but 

recanted them once they were placed in to care.

>Following their removal from the home, mother Draper and an unqualified legal adviser leaked the shocking footage online, which painted the picture of 
a desperate mother trying to get justice for her children. As a satanic panic erupted, little did the public know that the real abuse was happening off 
camera at the hands of Draper and Christie themselves. Not Satanists, but violent, neglectful and deluded.

The feminist's partner has that "pedo" look.  Milk bottle glasses, shit-colored ethnic skin and greasy, slicked back hair.

https://archive.fo/yP1mT
>>8382370
>b…but women never abuse.  Listen and believe.
Stay gullible.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:09:55 ID: 4362c3 No.8382390

>>8382356
>pathetic damage control attempt
Fuck off, Ricky.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:11:23 ID: ad8dfe No.8382400

>>8382356
You still haven't replied to my question
>>8382367  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:19:13 ID: 863a44 No.8382428 >>8382524 >>8382710 >>8382999 >>8383525

File (hide): 312d9474aaf6ec2⋯.jpg (554.8 KB, 2880x1966, 1440:983, C9U1nQ.jpg)
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:20:18 ID: d8d739 No.8382432

I attempted to make an easily digestible read for the suggestibles who consume information differently.

Constructive criticism welcome.

voat.co/v/webofslime/ 1441474

Also, so I don't shit up the thread…

The Hampstead Victims were getting counseling at a Tavistock facility. Strobe Talbott, president of the Tavistock arm in the US, regularly communicates 
with Hillary. Any good guesses at a '4 letter fishing village'?

American Psychology Association did a number of surveys and studies. A reasonable enough number of them are certain that ritual abuse occurs and 
some were even to go as far as saying it is part of 'mind control'.

Shills generate a false sense of anxiety and anger. It works great, as we have seen. Tavistock implements that on a larger scale. Conditions of Obedience 
to Authority, studies on preference to co-operate, research on mass persuasion, and creating united neighborhoods are the types of things they are 
publishing.

Because of that, if you try to convince a 'normie' of any of this, it triggers that anxiety and anger. Call it social engineering, clever persuasion, or mind 
control, the emotional impacts are real and you would do best to be 'zen' when engaging shill like behavior.

Food for thought.

Also, DeliverFund has a logo that is representative of the Final Judgment. Omega with a stripe of blood. See deliverfund.org

The Process Church of the Final Judgment was created by Tavistock to Infiltrate other cults and proliferated an ideology that Yawheh and Lucifer then 
Jesus and Satan will combine to instigate the Final Judgment. They infiltrated Scientology, then moved to Mexico to Infiltrate the Santa Muerta cults, 
before moving on to voodoo in the Caribbean. Eventually they ended up in New Orleans.

I mention it because at least one deliverfund director writes for the HuffsPaint and several claim to be CIA special agents.

Separately, someone seems to be onto ACORN and trafficking, but I haven't made any sense of it yet. ELInormie? 

Also, has anyone bothered to make a list of Haitian and Dominican orphanages? I'm fairly certain Silsby was headed to the DREAM Center, based on 
location and donors. I'd like to compare and contrast with others.

RIP Monica  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:21:01 ID: 20efee No.8382435 >>8382716

Here ya go derailers, the last word on Hampstead. Can we now get back to pizzagate? Or will you continue to fuck up the thread with Hampstead? 

https://archive.is/DV93i  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:21:33 ID: d21adf No.8382437
File (hide): 599ff1b1e958fd7⋯.jpg (2.28 MB, 3968x2976, 4:3, P6180121.JPG)

https://vid.me/woCK
https://vid.me/H3fa
https://vid.me/UEj0

Here are the guccifer lists in 
norm digest form. Let them 
connect the dots.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:22:39 ID: a59c1e No.8382439 >>8382448

>>8380170
For you.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:24:54 ID: d21adf No.8382448 >>8382460

>>8382439
That is good. That is what we want. They can take the leads and actually get involved in removing some of these people from freedom.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:27:45 ID: 20efee No.8382460 >>8382495

>>8382448
They'll never do that. They'll kill every one of us before they ever arrest a ringleader. Maybe they'll get a few low level pedos but they won't touch the ones 
at the top.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:29:46 ID: a59c1e No.8382464 >>8383638

>>8380519
Gnosticism isn't evil, fam. They were literally doing what we are doing now, just thousands of years ago.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:32:50 ID: 38496a No.8382470

>>8382226
Thank you anon, will look into this  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:32:57 ID: 1212f8 No.8382471

People worried about honeypots are stupid pussi  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:34:06 ID: 1212f8 No.8382480 >>8382490

On a more serious note. We are now literally uncovering the illuminati.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:35:43 ID: c185ac No.8382490 >>8382589

File (hide): 875add673d260ff⋯.gif (246.78 KB, 764x478, 382:239, 875add673d260ffd1e0bdc701e….gif)

>>8382480
We are the Illuminati. We're just coming for the 
pretenders who stole our thrones while we were resting.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:36:27 ID: 38496a No.8382494

>>8382238
Very interesting again, I'll be looking into this. I do not practice anything occult (unless you count Norse Paganism) but it interests me and is something I'd 
like to learn more about (more for realization of how it's used today, not for practice)  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:36:33 ID: d8d739 No.8382495

>>8382460
That type of talk isn't helpful or true.

This is how to affect change:

Take a break and write a letter to the FBI about one of these people who you KNOW has committed a crime. For example… Chelsea Clinton embezzled 
3 million from a charity to pay for her wedding.

Explain yourself and your evidence, preferably citing the criminal code, and snail mail the letter.

If you fill out the IRS whistle-blower former on any of these people, you can actually get money if they convict.

Send this letter to your local law enforcement, to the DOJ and to the FBI. Hell, even send it to the Oversight Committee and Trey Gowdy.

If enough of you do this, heads will start to roll.

So, spare us a hopeless attitude and be part of the solution, friend. It's going to be all right.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:41:54 ID: 07c981 No.8382524 >>8382551 >>8382616 >>8382781 >>8382923 >>8383525

File (hide): 34a504cde70c1e5⋯.png (270.05 KB, 767x828, 767:828, Screenshot AndrewBreitbart….png)

>>8382428

Can't find that last 02-28-2012 tweet. Probably fake.

But look what I did find. Comet Ping Pongs' ex 

Brock’s bitter legal battle with Grey, who is described in a Sept. 14, 2010, police report obtained by 
FoxNews.com as his domestic partner of more than 10 years, began after Brock began dating Washington, 
D.C., restaurant impresario James Alefantis about five years ago. For the next three years, Brock and Grey 
traded angry accusations, which were documented in the police report and were the foundation of a pitched 
legal battle replete with charges of blackmail, theft and financial malfeasance.
Read the police report detailing the lawsuit
Alefantis was also named as a defendant in Grey's lawsuit.

https://archive.fo/VIUoF  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:45:09 ID: c185ac No.8382551 >>8382616

File (hide): bceeb5eb50e3bc8⋯.png (94.91 KB, 280x414, 140:207, 0deffd83386454c5ec98201b60….png)

>>8382524
Fuuuuck. Did the big B die because he was on this case 5 years before the rest of us? This 
rabbit hole has no fucking bottom.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:48:27 ID: d5fc1f No.8382582

>>8379628
This is absolute proof. Breitbart was talking about it years ago. Ugh.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:48:59 ID: 1212f8 No.8382589

>>8382490
No we're not. Were the incoming human synchronizing mechanism.
It's odd. I'd thought we'd become more robotic of this happened. But chaos means there is no right way. Just the most correct way.
This means individuality is not only allowed, it's necessary for the mechanism to function.

That is heaven.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:53:49 ID: 39a5c3 No.8382616 >>8382662 >>8383992

File (hide): 414b53d719ba277⋯.jpg (131.68 KB, 480x480, 1:1, whatthefuck.jpg)

>>8382524
>>8382551
The Brock/Alefantis 
settlement info is not new.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 03:58:02 ID: 97e22b No.8382647

>>8382356
>Your personality type is among the most terrifying around
Scaring language. Nobody around here uses that, especially not as an argument. 

jidf pls go  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:01:00 ID: 07c981 No.8382662
File (hide): abff6ad40e5a940⋯.jpg (18.35 KB, 480x405, 32:27, indeed, suh.jpg)

>>8382616
>Did I say it was 
new?

Yeah, the tweet is 
from 2012, and the 
police report was 
from 2010.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:02:53 ID: d5fc1f No.8382681

>>8382193
>(((Abraham)))

Every single time  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:07:00 ID: a3ad6a No.8382710

>>8381887
>>8382428

archived tweet

https://archive.is/eWjxl  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:07:34 ID: 804808 No.8382716
File (hide): c3b7a3a6cf452d2⋯.jpg (34.55 KB, 512x181, 512:181, 9c556ead63a7554efc46c091b5….jpg)

>>8382435
The boy mentioned pizza express. There is a pizza 
express in the underground near comet ping pong.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
sage sage  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:12:04 ID: 63604a No.8382749

>>8382238
you'd be interested in this then., the jewish source of power was kept by the jews and 
not stolen from them… the ark. as told by a jew. 

polite sage for off-topic  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:18:40 ID: c64b78 No.8382781 >>8382824

File (hide): 45ca34c20adef88⋯.jpg (161.42 KB, 960x952, 120:119, 45ca34c20adef88dd511322a5f….jpg)

>>8382524
you goy need to remember 
TRANSFORMER DC
its has james, tony pedosta, brock, and 
much more. the pizza shop is small 
potatoes.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:19:15 ID: f81d52 No.8382783

>>8381777
nice digits  

an Open Secret Anonynon  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:22:59 ID: 6a1def No.8382801 >>8384830

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfWFjWnuCQE  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:24:37 ID: 7cb7ee No.8382810

connect the people from twittergate to pizzagate/the clinton inner circle. there were a lot of arabs on mollys masterlist  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 04:27:52 ID: c64b78 No.8382824

>>8382781
https://voat.co/search?q=transformer&sub=pizzagate&l=true  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:05:29 ID: ee1f4d No.8382890

bump  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:06:29 ID: 04d64a No.8382892

ping pong pizza pedos perish perpetually in purgatory  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:09:40 ID: e6c5b3 No.8382899 >>8382903

I was temporarily 404'd from the thread. (for about 10 minutes). Was this the same for anyone else?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:10:19 ID: 04d64a No.8382903 >>8382912

>>8382899
The site is being rebuilt due to the crash. Should be back to 100% soon.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:12:40 ID: e6c5b3 No.8382912 >>8382920 >>8382924 >>8382952

>>8382903
Any info on what caused the crash?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:14:28 ID: 6db4c3 No.8382920 >>8382952

>>8382912
must have been some leak in the plumbing  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:14:46 ID: 332e61 No.8382923
File (hide): ee509dae3f6489b⋯.jpg (550.49 KB, 2530x1786, 1265:893, 1479762409057.jpg)

>>8382524
Andrew Breitbart died 
on March 1st, 2012.
This post was only a 
few days before he 
died. 
Spooky stuff as usual.
Comfy winter stuff to 
counter creepy.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:15:03 ID: 04d64a No.8382924 >>8382930 >>8382952

>>8382912
Not enough pig food. Going to need someone to sacrifice. Any suggestions?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:16:36 ID: 1212f8 No.8382930 >>8382952

>>8382924
Start with islam and judaism.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:19:12 ID: 0b6800 No.8382940 >>8382949 >>8382951 >>8382955 >>8383256

File (hide): 5e56b1defaee105⋯.png (149.03 KB, 1143x731, 1143:731, sex-slave-cover-upperer.png)

>>8376473 (OP)
What did Breitbart mean by "prog-guru" ?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:22:28 ID: 0500de No.8382949 >>8383003

>>8382940
Maybe Brock moonlights in King Crimson or Genesis?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:23:07 ID: d522a1 No.8382951 >>8382954 >>8382971 >>8383003

>>8382940

Progressive Guru?  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:23:20 ID: 0760eb No.8382952

>>8382912
>>8382920
>>8382924
>>8382930
Site went down around the same time that the UFOs started popping up in Turkey and elsewhere. Lots of slide threads and shilling like this since. 
>site went down during a happening, goy? what an unfortunate cohencidence  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:24:10 ID: c7a2de No.8382954 >>8383003

>>8382951
yes  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:24:19 ID: 0b6800 No.8382955

>>8382940
>prog-guru
Answer myself, maybe it means a "programming expert" as in MK Ultra / Monarch ?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:27:22 ID: 9f8853 No.8382971 >>8383003

>>8382951
>Progressive Guru
Progressive (communist)
Guru (teacher, guide, master)

These are the people who are at the top and push the doctrine.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:32:49 ID: 74ec16 No.8382999 >>8383316

>>8382428

Just went through his Twitter feed. The first two tweets exist, but the third in the lower left does not. Pretty sure that would have been major news in 
conservative circles if he actually tweeted that less than a week before he died.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:33:43 ID: 0b6800 No.8383003 >>8383313

>>8382949
>>8382951
>>8382954
>>8382971

>How prog-guru [MONARCH MK-Ultra expert] John Podesta isn't household name as world class [Global operations] underage sex slave [child mind-
control victims] op [operations = CIA/etc] cover-upperer [job of hiding/logistics/fixer] defending [to who? when?] unspeakable dregs [the blackmail project] 
escapes me.

He seems to be saying John Podesta was known for advocating and protecting the CIA's use of child-sex slave blackmail operations world-wide. 

http://www.nytimes.com/1987/02/08/us/inquiry-spreads-on-6-children-and-cult.html  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:34:32 ID: f2363c No.8383005

>>8382193

Didn't know about that video, it's not part of Guccifer GDrive, more? Dump pls  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:44:43 ID: d522a1 No.8383047

https://archive.is/NJ7GT

Am I slowpoking here? The bottom of the menu says "sticky as a slow, long summer time fuck"  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:45:21 ID: 6d86ed No.8383050 >>8383129 >>8383159 >>8383244

File (hide): a689c1098269f22⋯.jpg (27.94 KB, 400x400, 1:1, 1480221720652.jpg)

>>8378398
why cant i find that jeffery d. polaroid anywhere else?

come the fuck on with this shit. this should could be on to something but its filled with so much fucking fake 
news/crazy old person theory level bullshit itll never be taken seriously  
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Creepy video ties w/ CPP. Ford  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:47:46 ID: d5bc89 No.8383061 >>8383337 >>8383869

File (hide): 7bbe83ed6e5a801⋯.jpg (303.52 KB, 500x700, 5:7, got-game-of-thrones-320616….jpg)

Here a creepy French music video that has connections with CPP in Washington DC. It starts 
getting really creepy at 2:15.
Note that the song name is called "Circé," a Goddess of Magic in Greek mythology. Look at the 
description for names and whatever.

The description:
"The video was shot in March of 2015 in Washington DC at Comet Ping Pong and in "Mages 
Studio"."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpU_rGg7d9U  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:48:49 ID: da0fef No.8383066

>>8382299
Checked.
Animals that are forced to eat each other suffer pretty damaging brain problems. Kuru, Madcow, Scapies.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:54:45 ID: 0b6800 No.8383088
File (hide): c7c7a90712d7c88⋯.jpg (41.73 KB, 421x405, 421:405, finders.jpg)

>3918/3920 W St., N.W.
>The information was specific in describing 'blood rituals' and sexual orgies involving children, and an as yet 
unsolved murder in which the Finders may be involved. 
>"One of the unresolved questions involves allegations that the Finders are somehow linked to the Central 
Intelligence Agency. Custom Service documents reveal that in 1987, when Customs agents sought to 
examine the evidence gathered by Washington, D.C. police, they were told that the Finders investigation 
'had become an internal matter.' The police report on the case had been classified secret. Even now, 
Tallahassee police complain about the handling of the Finders investigation by D.C. police. 'They dropped 
this case,' one Tallahassee investigator says, 'like a hot rock.' D.C. police will not comment on the matter. As 
for the CIA, ranking officials describe allegations about links between the intelligence agency and the 
Finders as 'hogwash,' perhaps the result of a simple mix up with D.C. police. The only connection, according 
to the CIA: A firm that provided computer training to CIA officers also employed several members of the 
Finders. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20120117064624/https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Document:Finders_Keepers  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 06:58:28 ID: e4954b No.8383101
File (hide): 22acf77e1e9a9fc⋯.png (89.65 KB, 636x195, 212:65, maddowfag when you've lost….png)

>>8380909
Kill yourself faggot.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:03:28 ID: c4ba54 No.8383129 >>8383159

>>8383050
First google result for me had it with a caption about Dahmer, you're not actually googling "polaroids" instead of "pictures" or "photographs" are you?
www.bestgore.com/murder/jeffrey-dahmer-biography-crime-scene-photos-video-documentary/  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:04:37 ID: c0ffd2 No.8383136 >>8383143 >>8383156

oh man you people are ridiculous

pizzagate is a psyop to discredit any future and real investigation into the Clinton Foundation's connections to human trafficking (especially in Haiti).

Podesta and the Foundation both have historical and current connections to human trafficking. Unfortunately, they have successfully distracted people 
from investigated that by spinning lies and misinformation about pizza stores and fake FBI documents.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:06:13 ID: 68ce4c No.8383143

>>8383136
You are the psyop. The FBI doc's are real, don't let the shills push this narrative  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:08:44 ID: 81e33d No.8383156

>>8383136
>you people
why do shills always say this giveaway phrase?  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:09:04 ID: 50a346 No.8383159

>>8383050
>>8383129
>(((fake news)))
>tumblr level picture of a neuter kid
>even if he was true, claiming one unsourced picture invalidates the entire dig

that guy's jidf. report/hide and move on.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:09:43 ID: f2363c No.8383167
File (hide): 7f05915fa426b0d⋯.png (505.63 KB, 975x650, 3:2, missile.png)

We have liftoff people, reinforcements have arrived!

Finally alex has had a deep look into this … holy shit, … 

Save these webms people, future thread maybe, ltos people sleep now someone repost tomorrow I need to 
take a break for a while get some exercise, no wonder why AJ is so exhausted, following this is not easy.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:11:50 ID: f2363c No.8383175 >>8383332

File (hide): 049ad54ea31c70b⋯.webm (10.49 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, CHAN_WEBM_AJShow_Pizzagat….webm) [play once] [loop]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQuCPI4FRP0

Here we go!  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:16:29 ID: f2363c No.8383203
File (hide): c5ecbf69cb70046⋯.webm (7.55 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, CHAN_WEBM_AJShow_Pizzagat….webm) [play once] [loop]

Now some additional ones, chronologically.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:18:33 ID: f2363c No.8383217 >>8386157

File (hide): 052e2bb6fb30e77⋯.webm (4.75 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, CHAN_WEBM_AJShow_Pizzagat….webm) [play once] [loop]

well i mixed, this one should be before the upper one  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:22:16 ID: f2363c No.8383234 >>8386157

File (hide): f8fbe986c1fae10⋯.webm (4.8 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, CHAN_WEBM_AJShow_Pizzagat….webm) [play once] [loop]

I posted the most key one first, it should be sandwitched here before this 
one now, if anyone's aring cabout chronology.
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:23:48 ID: 1b32ef No.8383244 >>8383255

File (hide): fd3a714e9ccddbc⋯.jpg (246.8 KB, 1026x1184, 513:592, craplek2.jpg)

>>8383050
yeah the name pizzagate is suspicious. If it were a real conspiracy, the masterminds would have come up with a 
more serious sounding name. Unless that was their plan; to discredit any future investigation through the 
appearance of absurdity. It goes on and on. All one can really do is follow the hard evidence. Pizza is not hard, it's 
gooey and cheesy. mmmm, time for a Dominos break.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:24:38 ID: f2363c No.8383247 >>8386157

File (hide): 5a88f7cfedd7401⋯.webm (2.94 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, CHAN_WEBM_AJShow_Pizzagat….webm) [play once] [loop]

This was being blasted to around +100 radio stations 
(not all 230 carry the sunday show)

Probably more on monday, they're getting nuked 
hahahaha.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:25:59 ID: da44de No.8383253

>>8381989
This is a precedent.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:26:15 ID: 8916e2 No.8383255 >>8383283 >>8383311

>>8383244
I always wondered about those people making the "GATE" education threads (which honestly to me seemed like one or two people sockpuppeting similar 
stories). 

Would they call it GATEgate?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:26:16 ID: d30b3f No.8383256 >>8384067

>>8382940
Reminder he was killed less than a year later.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:28:19 ID: c5e040 No.8383258

>>8381303
>Tom Clancy was actually (((silenced)))
These motherfuckers  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:33:10 ID: c64b78 No.8383283

>>8383
255
vid 
related.

http://th
erightst
uff.biz/2
016/11/
27/pizz
agate-2/
^ good 
coverag
e, long 

term outlook.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:35:41 ID: 92b6f0 No.8383295 >>8383335 >>8389999

File (hide): 72144bd1a784c93⋯.gif (122.48 KB, 670x510, 67:51, simpsons.gif)

Not sure if anyone mentioned this already, or if it even an actual lead, but in the stonecutters episode of the 
Simpsons, there was a symbol that looked like ping pong paddles.
It was very similar to an image directly off of the Comet Pizza website itself.
>pic related
Did we ever figure out what the symbolism of ping pong is in relation to this all?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:38:49 ID: dddb12 No.8383309
File (hide): 3ccd2b3714cbb65⋯.png (177.39 KB, 993x697, 993:697, RitaOttervikAPTrondhei.png)

This be her?

AP

She's the mayor, have no 
clue who the fuck it is tbqh.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:38:55 ID: 1b32ef No.8383311 >>8385576

File (hide): 55db81eb4457cce⋯.gif (5.02 KB, 390x396, 65:66, crapgif.gif)

>>8383255
Be suspicious of any GATE simply because the root of the term is Watergate, which the leftists have been 
exploiting for political benefit since the 1970's.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:39:11 ID: de78a3 No.8383313 >>8383316

>>8383003

Only 28 days in Feb.  So, that tweet means he died the very next day. Which makes it pretty unbelievable.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:39:43 ID: de78a3 No.8383316

>>8383313
Fuck, wrong post. That one.
>>8382999  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:40:06 ID: dddb12 No.8383318

damn it sorry guys wrong fucking place  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:42:03 ID: da0fef No.8383332

>>8383175
For somebody who tried to see the Bohemian Grove he seems disingenuous in his shock.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:42:40 ID: 50a346 No.8383335 >>8383361 >>8383860 >>8390151

>>8383295
as i understand it, ping pong refers to gang rape. you have the receiver in the middle, and then two men 
fuck the receiver in the mouth and the ass/pussy, and "ping pong" the receiver back and forth on their dicks.

Breck Omar Brunson from The Apes, the band Amanda Kleinman was a member of, has some interesting 
subscriptions on his youtube that eventually lead you to this video, which shows some imagery that's not 
too hard to decode if you know what you're looking at. child toys on an altar, representing adolescence. the 
child toys are replaced by a ping pong ball. the ping pong ball therefore references a child, and the adults 
are the ones with the paddles knocking it back and forth. just watch the video and see what i mean.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:42:53 ID: 14b2e4 No.8383337 >>8383438 >>8383565 >>8383757

File (hide): 3a410cad8bbc4c6⋯.png (82.3 KB, 949x502, 949:502, circe-elmapi-screenshot.PNG)

>>8383061
Interesting find.

Credits screenshot: note Sasha Lord, don't know any of the other names. 

Earlier in the video, the French words for "ouvrir la porte"  - "open the door" are spoken before the head on 
the table opens its eyes.  Clearly an occult reference.

I "think" the weird jewelry/mask the woman wears that covers her nose and mouth, are a reference to 
Crowley/OTO magick also.

I can't see why it would need to be filmed at Comet PingPong, though; there is nothing in the background in most of the shots.  Could one of the people in 
the credits, be a person who works at CPP?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:45:14 ID: 005d37 No.8383344 >>8383355 >>8383564 >>8383587

>>8376473 (OP)
A few weeks have passed and you guys still have no evidence. (A tweet is not evidence.) Keep digging by all means, but also keep in mind that a 
hypothesis should be discarded in the end if you fail to turn up any evidence.

Also keep in mind that IF you are true and there's a conspiracy cover this up and to discredit right wing news sources, in which Twitter is or may be 
involved, then there's a potential that they could have invented fake tweets from Breitbart to lead you astray.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:47:48 ID: cf100d No.8383355 >>8383466

>>8383344
How in the ever loving fuck is that an 'if" at this point?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:48:32 ID: ecc5af No.8383357

>>8382161
you always do this when you're hungry.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 07:51:12 ID: 92b6f0 No.8383361 >>8383416

>>8383335
Yeah, that's what I kind of guess. That video though… fuck.
Paddles are used to punish children for misbehaving.
Penis = paddle
Ball = boy or girl
And ping pong is known as a family friendly and child-like gang, so it's never weird to question the context of it all. God damn.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:01:57 ID: 50a346 No.8383416 >>8383464

>>8383361
as an aside, that youtube channel put up a new playlist the day i first leaked that video, with the name "dig", and just one vaporwave video. a signal to 
someone that they know i was digging the youtube channels, maybe to us.  
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Ford  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:06:21 ID: d5bc89 No.8383438 >>8383565

File (hide): 5c658eb9fd7ca1e⋯.jpg (258.24 KB, 690x759, 10:11, imgcomet.jpg)

>>8383337
Detailed "interview" with Lisa Larson and Sasha 
Lord. Also what kind of pizza they like, etc.

http://sadgirlsguide.com/spotlight-comet/  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:11:15 ID: e89815 No.8383464

>>8383416
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_Q0jXOF9Y0

Creepy reference to kids in the middle of a song named 'politics are sexy'…

Doesn't prove shit, just more on how fucked these people are.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:11:17 ID: 005d37 No.8383466 >>8383487 >>8383491 >>8383575 >>8383587

>>8383355
Because if you step out of your extremist mindset and open yourself up to the possibility that you're wrong, there's a plausible explanation for events that 
doesn't necessitate your conspiracy theory. (Podesta and crew were just eating pizza and going to lame hipster art events - nothing satanic; reddit 
banned the discussion because it was a multi-week old witch hunt that had uncovered no evidence and was just flailing around doxing people; twitter 
banned people for reporting pedophilia via the wrong channels; etc.)  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:15:34 ID: cf100d No.8383487 >>8383498

>>8383466
Your kid fucking handlers are going strait to hell, even if I have to take the form of a black dog and drag them by the heart via a strand of barbed wire 
through a corn field into a fire.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:16:35 ID: 606a0b No.8383491 >>8383507

>>8383466
at last I truly see

well guys looks like it was all a big misunderstanding!

who wants to play ping pong?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:17:42 ID: 005d37 No.8383498 >>8383508 >>8383587

>>8383487
>spewing ad hominem attacks in the face of an adversary
>strait to hell
Echo chambers are always full of morons. It's just too bad that /pol/ has become one.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:19:33 ID: 005d37 No.8383507 >>8383518 >>8383587

>>8383491
Well, that is the null hypothesis. Unless you can come up with substantial evidence to the contrary, you cannot reject the null hypothesis.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:19:53 ID: cf100d No.8383508 >>8383527

>>8383498
I mean it anon, they're all going to hell.
Actual no bullshit Event Horizon LIBERATE ME hell.
You probably don't want to get caught up in that.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:21:54 ID: 606a0b No.8383518 >>8383567

>>8383507
You're right, pizza is not a codeword and podesta is just into hipster art, I love hillary clinton and I hate donald trump - he could never win the election, and 
there's no way there are child molestors in the government 

i will now go to cnn.com for my daily news and leave this fake news site!  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:23:01 ID: d8d479 No.8383525
File (hide): 7c16dbe9099101d⋯.jpg (519.67 KB, 2880x1966, 1440:983, breitbart.jpg)

>>8382524
>>8382428
here's that same 
image without 
the false tweet in 
it.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:23:17 ID: 005d37 No.8383527 >>8383534 >>8383587

>>8383508
Hell = "If they're mean to us on Earth, some magical force will punish them in the future."

One can always hope, right? Without such hope, life would be unbearable for the lowly and downtrodden.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:24:13 ID: 38e999 No.8383531

Ah, now we know what was in the videos he was going to release before he and his coroner (((died)))  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:24:21 ID: cf100d No.8383534 >>8383593

>>8383527
So you'll be joining them, then?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:33:09 ID: 9e5f9a No.8383564 >>8383623

>>8383344
>but also keep in mind that a hypothesis should be discarded in the end if you fail to turn up any evidence
Couldn't agree more
t. flat earther  

Ford  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:33:13 ID: d5bc89 No.8383565
File (hide): e4cefcd0e78dff4⋯.jpg (368.69 KB, 882x929, 882:929, posterart.jpg)

>>8383438
>>8383337

Ticket sale for her "band":
http://myemail.constantcontact.com/This-weekend-at-Comet-Ping-Pong----TWENTY20--F35s---10-HOT-
SAUCE------NEW-SHOWS-.html?soid=1103508274147&aid=lEC6gXcHhz0

ART:
http://www.sashalordpresents.com/poster-art/
http://www.gracemacfarlane.com/

FACEBOOK:
https://www.facebook.com/CometPingPongLiveMusic/
https://www.facebook.com/SashaLordPresents/
https://www.facebook.com/sophiemcteardesign  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:33:51 ID: 005d37 No.8383567 >>8383587 >>8383627

File (hide): 9f076b31d1fd105⋯.jpg (43.15 KB, 480x360, 4:3, pizza.jpg)

>>8383518
Straw man. I was/am a huge Trump proponent and supporter and I have not claimed that there are no child 
molestors in the government.

I was active in the Podesta email thread where the first email about "pizza" was found. The attachment was 
not available yet as it came in a later dump. A bunch of anons like you were convinced that the image was 
going to be of child porn. I was correct in thinking that it was going to be literal pizza. (pic related)  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:35:16 ID: c80bed No.8383575 >>8383613 >>8383623

>>8383466
Cucks look for absolute evidence. If its seems so then it is so and then worthy of purge. If one isn't deserving of such scrutinization than they shouldn't 
have put themselves in that situation in the fist place. Prepare to defend thy self  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:38:15 ID: c7a2de No.8383587 >>8383598 >>8383623

>>8383344
>>8383466
>>8383507
>>8383567
>>8383498
>>8383527
>concern-trolling this fucking hard  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:39:27 ID: c7a2de No.8383593

>>8383534
why are you saging a sticky?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:40:43 ID: 606a0b No.8383598

>>8383587
lol didn't realize the dude had like 7 posts of the same shit  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:47:18 ID: 005d37 No.8383613

>>8383575
>cucks use reason, look for evidence, care about being intellectually honest
You're not much higher than a nigger, anon.  

wikileaks Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:47:58 ID: 202956 No.8383615 >>8383626

wikileaks just tweeted they will release new files at 5am est regarding the origins of islamic terror  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:49:12 ID: d42e89 No.8383623
File (hide): 695401c6757ac5c⋯.jpg (54.28 KB, 720x576, 5:4, aliceandthekeyhole.jpg)

>>8383575
>>8383564
>>8383587
Josh wrote a good article on how pedos operate, based on experience gained from moderating 
imageboards like 8chan. The shills in these threads reek of the same shit he wrote about. Keep this in mind, 
true pedos will always defend other pedos in any way possible. You have to understand, their whole lives 
revolve around this. They're hallow husks of people. Incomplete and they'll never be complete, ever.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:50:04 ID: 32e426 No.8383626 >>8383632 >>8383645 >>8383952

I've been in the half Chan and there is something really important but no one has verified it can you all check it out ?
bo
ards.4chan.org/pol/thread/100546457

>>8383615  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:50:05 ID: f36489 No.8383627 >>8388837

>>8383567
>ignoring there's a fucking child in the picture
>ignoring Podesta saying "it doesn't get any better than this"
low-energy tbqh  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:51:22 ID: 32e426 No.8383632 >>8383952

>>8383626
>>100546457 → #
Are there any torrents or places to get a download dump of all the wiki leaks data?
This guy claims wiki leaks image xliff data is different today than it was weeks ago.

We could confirm if we find an old dump of wiki leaks and compare the image in question to what you can get today.

Seriously this woikd mean that wiki leaks data has been changed .

I.e. it's compromised.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:52:29 ID: 1415b7 No.8383638 >>8390676

>>8382464
They believed in absolute evil. Do you agree with this? I think that's why they were persecuted, because their enemies disagreed with the doctrine of 
absolute evil and conceptualized it as absence of good instead.

I mean, it's kind of "Satanic" if you think about it. It puts Evil on par with God, thereby deifying it.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:53:54 ID: bef109 No.8383642 >>8383653

Can't escape this at all can we?

So I was playing some vidya I enjoy, 7 days to die (cool game btw, check it out) and hitting up the forums for some info.

Looking down the front page I come across this 

https://archive.is/Cqyoy

Random thread titled Alefantis with a random link (i'm not clicking that shit) to something unrelated to the forum

What in the actual fuck?

I don't know why but this creeps me the fuck out  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:54:22 ID: 202956 No.8383645 >>8383656 >>8383952

>>8383626
>bo
>ards.4chan.org/pol/thread/100546457

i saw his posts earlier, many were calling him a larp but i genuinely felt he wasnt larping.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:56:12 ID: 202956 No.8383653 >>8383674

>>8383642
its literally some rugby video  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 08:57:15 ID: 32e426 No.8383656 >>8383671 >>8383952

>>8383645
I know shit was being slid hard and that's right when 8ch went down.
Really it's an easily verifiable claim if anyone had the origonal pic on their HDD.
I don't have it and k haven't been able to find a download dump of all the wiki leaks.
Do you know of one?
Wouldn't a dump like that be super important and available? Im gkna go to bed but it's fuxkkng sad that wasn't resolved .  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:00:22 ID: cf9ec0 No.8383669
File (hide): 192f7f708b59646⋯.png (1.35 MB, 1087x1200, 1087:1200, just fuck my election up.png)

>>8380886
>thinks fascists are autistic
>has hundreds, if not over a thousand 
screenshots and images of Rachel 
Maddow

How pathetic.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:01:15 ID: 202956 No.8383671

>>8383656
I would imagine there is an archived dump somewhere. Unfortunately, i cant find one. im sure someone has the original picture backed up already, but its 
possible that person may not have heard about the file supposedly being changed yet  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:02:42 ID: bef109 No.8383674

>>8383653
okay but why was it posted with the thread titled Alefantis on the general game discussion forum for this game. It's not some off topic forum post, it's the 
main one for game related shit. Idk, just seemed really fucking odd to me so I decided to post it here.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:03:52 ID: 484e54 No.8383681

Sorry for 
direct link 
but don't tell 
me that this 
is not 
related:
-orphanage 
children
-ritual 
abuse
-children 
kept in the 
cage
-masked 

abusers  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:07:30 ID: 0c1560 No.8383692 >>8383714 >>8383716 >>8383883

The sad part is that, presuming you call these people (or perhaps they see themselves as such) Illuminati or the like, then there should be a natural 
opposite to them. However said natural opposites to them are non-interactive as well as highly reclusive not to mention single purposed on their paths. 

Makes you wish you could kick em in the ass to get em to give a damn.  = (  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:12:41 ID: 87f212 No.8383714 >>8383776

>>8383692
>  = (
There should be a 10th circle of hell exclusively for your kind.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:12:57 ID: 50a346 No.8383716
File (hide): ec4f01d94e55774⋯.jpeg (36.91 KB, 236x379, 236:379, ec4f01d94e55774cf7c27c1b5….jpeg)

>>8383692
>implying we arent the natural response to the 
illuminati  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:17:00 ID: cf9ec0 No.8383729 >>8383759

Not sure if anyone had archived that Breitbart guru tweet yet

https://archive.is/PPfOH

https://twitter.com/AndrewBreitbart/status/33636278100561920  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:25:38 ID: 1415b7 No.8383757 >>8384533

>>8383337

Don't know if this might lead somewhere. I found a Lily Schwartzman who is based in San Francisco Bay, but used to work for "World Bank's Children 
Center" 2004 - 2008.
Now, World Bank's Children Center is in Washington DC. Look at that website:

www.cohousingco.com/projects/world-bank-childrens-center/

> Children’s Center in Washington, D.C.
> Three new centers of 25,000 s.f. that can accommodate 200 children.
> This center serves children from multicultural and international families; the design aesthetic reflects these cultural traditions and children’s art (188 
nations all together).

Lily Schwartzman's LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/lily-schwartzman-9220a545  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:26:44 ID: c7a2de No.8383759 >>8383772

>>8383729
it's in the OP  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:31:07 ID: cf9ec0 No.8383772
File (hide): 80b42c7694bd312⋯.gif (1023.63 KB, 218x228, 109:114, retarded.gif)

>>8383759
fug I skipped right 
over that  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:31:40 ID: 0c1560 No.8383776

>>8383714
That legitimately made me laugh. Thank you for that. Only fair I return the favor somewhat.

http
s://web.archive.o
rg/web/20151113040006/http://www.g4s.us/en-US/Who%20we%20are/Our%20management/Jim%20Hill/  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:37:20 ID: cf9ec0 No.8383791 >>8383794 >>8389778

File (hide): 5403832a1064403⋯.mp4 (6.46 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Andrew Breitbart Fck. You.….mp4) [play once] [loop]

.mp4 for posterity  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:38:54 ID: d8ee42 No.8383794 >>8383893 >>8383995 >>8389778

>>8383791
>talks directly into the piece of paper
wat  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 

WIKI BOMBSHELL: CONVICTED CHILD ABDUCTOR WAS CAUGHT STEALING CHILDREN IN HAITI WITH THE CLINTONS Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon)
09:46:08 ID: c64b78 No.8383813

https://youtu.be/1TTOEclD5BA  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:46:42 ID: 36079e No.8383815 >>8383915

File (hide): fd6362fd64471ef⋯.jpg (1022.38 KB, 1355x1866, 1355:1866, nrsimha2 (1).jpg)

We have quite a network and pile of evidence, what we need is the ultimate smoking gun on all this.

All we have is circumstantial evidence, that while it seems incriminating still leaves me wondering if the weird sexual 
artworks and inuendo isn't just hipster-queers being their usual faggot selves, and if all the food talk in the emails is just 
due to the fact Podesta is Italian plus confirmation bias.   The Breitbart tweet establishes that there were at least rumors 
about Podesta and trafficking before wikileaks dropped, but it is not enough for me to silence my inner doubts or for me 
to show to normies.

So we have to ask ourselves while we dig, what could be the absolute smoking gun to blow this whole thing out of the 
water, prove beyond a shadow of a doubt Podesta and gang are involved in child sex slavery, something so undeniable 
not even a Hillary supporting normie could deny?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:50:24 ID: 50a346 No.8383822 >>8383868 >>8383937 >>8384419

https://archive.is/pNMAy an article stating that The Apes, Amanda Kleinman's old band before Heavy Breathing, had a reunion in 2013 with their original 
vocalist Paul Weil to produce another album. for all intents and purposes it reads like an advertisement or a glowing review, and includes quotes from the 
label that signed them, Windian Records:

>"I wanted The Apes to be the last band we signed before the planet exploded."

(in reference to 2012.) note that this is the same Washington City paper that wrote the gaslighting article on Frank Winstead https://archive.is/xWZdl and if 
you go directly to the site, the little icon that pops up in your browser tab is literally the letters CP. what a (((coincidence))).

if you want to dig into windian, note that their homepage ( http://www.windianrecords.com/store/ ) does some trickery to keep you from reading it, but i 
was able to archive it here using a proxy https://archive.is/x4XZl

lots of fucked up album art there, including a lot that looks like children's drawings or song names referencing kids and candy. and at the veeeery bottom, 
apparently the head of the label, Travis Windian, died in a car crash. knew too much?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 09:59:01 ID: 68ce4c No.8383860 >>8383961 >>8384103

>>8383335

New lead re:ping pong

Connects to comet pizza/comet ping pong

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBo3jJNNvA0&feature=youtu.be&t=379

weird video/hypnotic music

Also look at this site and the strange language used

http://www.pingpongengland.co.uk/10-social-benefits-of-playing-ping-pong/

I think ping pong is a pedo code word to refer to pedophilia in general  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:01:19 ID: 9133f7 No.8383868 >>8383937

File (hide): 81a38534ea0581d⋯.jpg (12.74 KB, 200x338, 100:169, Inauguration_of_the_Pleasu….jpg)

>>8383822

Dubs confirm, but strange 33 88… 
Anyhow, anyone know if these bands have any 
link to Marjorie Cameron?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:02:12 ID: 1415b7 No.8383869 >>8387112

>>8383061

Anyone speaking French care to translate the lyrics? Around 3:17 it sounds like "regard d'enfant" or is she saying something else? It means "a child's 
view", as in "through a child's eyes" or "from a child's perspective". I'd like to understand the full sentence.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:05:51 ID: cf100d No.8383883

>>8383692
>illuminati
Frankly, I find their use of the term to be offensive.
They don't have a fucking clue what it means to be illuminated.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:08:07 ID: 32e426 No.8383893

>>8383794
Cocaine a hell uva drugs  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:15:40 ID: d8d739 No.8383915 >>8385930

>>8383815
How many convicted serial child molesters do you know? Jeffrey Epstein, Clement Frend, Dennis Haster, that Kloman fellow, Kevin Reynolds, Laura 
Silsby… Point being, no normal person associates with so many known pedophiles and it defies reason that it is okay for politicians.

I have a joke…

How do you know if a Jewish girl, camping at Auschwitz, is on her Period? 

She is only wearing one sock.

Seriously, though, all roads lead to Rome on this whole shitstorm. If we had a leader with some balls, we'd glass the Vatican, Jerusalem and that little 
black box in Mecca and hit the reset button on political corruption.

The handkerchief email is the smoking gun for Podesta. You should report him to the authorities. Seriously. Make a paper trail.

That fag Bob Creamer and his little buddy Scott Foval and that Aaron Black, you've got smoking gun evidence on them, too. Report them. Make a paper 
trail.

Chelsea Clinton? Embezzled 3 million from a 'charity' to pay for her wedding.

Shove so any investigations up their assessment, they have to stop fucking little kids for, at least, a little while.

Whatever happened to that Facebook group? Ban the Ban Dead Baby Jokes?

Oh yeah, smoking gun on Jimmy Comet? Unreported income in foreign currency and bragging about it on social media. Report that shit. You know if it 
was any of you fucks, they'd take that money into evidence.

Financial crimes are what everyone needs to follow. Anyone got a donor list on all the Haiti orphanages yet? No? Until you do, you are just another 
fucking observer. Jafo's, we used to call them back in 'Nam.

Who else you need a smoking gun for? Report that shit and make a paper trail, then tweet fuckbook instagram tumble what ever the shit out of it.

Maybe a real journalist will finally cover it because I can't force myself to listen to that constipated anxiety on infowars.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:25:10 ID: 1415b7 No.8383937

>>8383822
His name was Travis Jackson and he died in 2014.
www.washingtoncitypaper.com/arts/music/blog/13080209/travis-jackson-points-drummer-and-windian-records-founder-killed-in-collision

>>8383868
It strikes me as though all those refrences to children could be referring to the Aeon of Horus.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:25:57 ID: 236c91 No.8383940

http://investmentwatchblog.com/missing-ceo-of-clinton-foundation-eric-braverman-appears-to-be-in-fbi-custody-missing-arms-dealer-mark-turi-who-was-
the-benghazi-fallguy-possibly-dead/

Eric Braverman is the ex ceo of Clinton Foundation and the rumour mill has him missing possibly tried to seek russian asylum or fbi. 

https://twitter.com/eric_braverman?lang=en  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:28:20 ID: 32e426 No.8383952

>>8383656
>>8383645
>>8383632
>>8383626
This was resolved by one other person. We could use a second to verify .
>>8383626

http://b oards.4chan.org/pol/thread/100546457#p100578934  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:31:53 ID: 50a346 No.8383961 >>8384103

>>8383860
very interesting video you have there… talking about ping pong activism like it's a way of life while showing clips in a bunch of basements with curtained 
off sections all around. the ending is the weirdest though, with people in all kinds of fucked up costumes hanging out in what looks like a carnival tent? 
usually when you go to a costume party there's more diversity in the costumes, every single one in the video is disturbing and weird, like the one chick 
with a fake pregnant stomach with a bloody arm reaching out holding a ping pong paddle.

and the site too, what the fuck am i reading?
>The variety and inclusivity of social ping pong helps to dispel some of the widely held negative perceptions of the game.
>The game leads to chance encounters that help to reveal shared aspirations and interests. These are fundamental to establishing the new networks that 
underpin friendships and sustainable urban communities.

i dont know how you found this but it's a good find. nice work.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:38:13 ID: 387823 No.8383988

>>8382377
dubs of truth

>(((arsenic poisoning)))  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:38:42 ID: 315abe No.8383989 >>8384043

File (hide): 7ab1f70ad864e09⋯.png (7.32 KB, 426x87, 142:29, pizzasuppression.png)

Guys, they are full 
into suppression  

sage  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:39:45 ID: 82d343 No.8383992 >>8384005

>>8382616

It's not Brock/Alefantis, I somewhere that Brock and Alefantis were together when that settlement was paid.

It was a third person  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:40:19 ID: 387823 No.8383995

>>8383794
babbys first covert ops  

sage  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:43:33 ID: 82d343 No.8384005 >>8384103

>>8383992
I read somewhere

Also, this is pretty fucking weird
https://archive.is/Vjydf  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:44:04 ID: cb48eb No.8384006 >>8384022

File (hide): ee6f0645caebb54⋯.png (462.77 KB, 760x628, 190:157, Donald Trump Zionist Dick.png)

Trumpniggers and their stupid fake Russian Govt. intel psy-op stories.  Meanwhile, in the real world…

"I love and respect Israel and its citizens. Israel and America share so many of the same values, 
such as freedom of speech, freedom of worship, and the importance of creating opportunities for all 
citizens to pursue their dreams. I look forward to strengthening the unbreakable bond between our 
great nations. I know very well that Israel is the one true democracy and defender of human rights in 
the Middle East and a beacon of hope to countless people. I believe that my administration can play 
a significant role in helping the parties to achieve a just, lasting peace - which must be negotiated 
between the parties themselves, and not imposed on them by others. Israel and the Jewish people 
deserve no less.

http://www.israelhayom.com/site/newsletter_article.php?id=37923  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:48:09 ID: 867994 No.8384022

>>8384006
Cool story bro, but this is a pizza thread.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:48:23 ID: 1bda79 No.8384025
File (hide): 94b757f0e9cd1ea⋯.jpg (53.2 KB, 600x450, 4:3, CWNWSBXVEAANyJw.jpg)  

File (hide): 8ff0b75a977b603⋯.jpg (20.64 KB,
252x300, 21:25, kafka1.jpg)

File (hide): f3de7e9ee662fec⋯.jpg (17.94 KB, 300x203,
300:203, kafka2.jpg)

File (hide): b7e5dbbb2e88dc1⋯.jpg (14.71 KB,
300x180, 5:3, kafka3.jpg)

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 10:53:44 ID: d8d479 No.8384043

>>8383989
Lel…people aren't going to fall for this shit forever.

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:01:49 ID: 610e3f No.8384067 >>8384073

>>8383256
Yeah, his fucking shitty Grinch heart gave out.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:03:06 ID: 315abe No.8384073

>>8384067
>(1)
heh  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:14:46 ID: 50a346 No.8384103 >>8385576 >>8387056

File (hide): a0011278481b9de⋯.png (160.99 KB, 654x769, 654:769, kings of ping.png)

>>8384005
so they dug up some sports bullshit from 12 years ago that happened to be called pizzagate to start covering this 
up? is this why there was such a push to call this whole thing pizzagate when most people from the beginning 
wanted to call it pedofiles or pizzapong, it was a plant way early so we could be buried?

>>8383860
>>8383961
heres the facebook for kings of ping, aka ping pong england https://archive.is/lzKGy

they shill for a palestine fundraiser, feminism, refugees, and have pic related with stars of david. this is starting to 
more firmly establish the link to the uk.  
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File (hide): ed5618c7be47128⋯.jpg (41.18 KB,
833x478, 833:478, a.JPG)

File (hide): f23b3bc858f3f97⋯.jpg (55.76 KB, 525x347,
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:21:59 ID: eddfa0 No.8384113 >>8384117

Is this something to you?

https://www.washingtonpost.com/express/wp/2015/10/14/with-la-boum-boum-room-d-c-just-got-a-lot-weirder/

The other ones are down.

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:24:29 ID: eddfa0 No.8384117

>>8384113
Also:
>“People will enter what feels like a dream, and the later you stay the deeper you will fall into the rabbit hole.”  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:25:46 ID: 0bedba No.8384123

Just a little info, in case it's useful
h ttps://m. reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/1cm0t3/original_research_the_mountain_of_evidence_for_a/?compact=true  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:30:40 ID: e2936a No.8384132

 >>8380377

Any locals want to get a group and take a video in the tunnels? Streaming probably won't work as you can't get signal underground.

You wouldn't need to break in to show that the buildings have tunnel access.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:40:40 ID: e8907e No.8384158 >>8387399

File (hide): 13e1d1837938ff0⋯.jpg (82.17 KB, 518x477, 518:477, what.jpg)

GUYS, WHEN SURFING RANDOM BOARDS I FOUND THIS

http://8ch.net/nawbla/index.html

Its first and only post is from 26/04/2016. It's before pizzagate but mentions some of the same codes. Are 
there any more boards like this? Can we find more trails like this on our "own" turfs?  
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CODE RED, NOT A DRILL

I was reverse-searching the 'white rabbit' image posted in an earlier thread (https://archive.is/OLt7u), and 
found the dump.fm where it was originally posted:
http://www.gif.dump.fm/lizzy/2015-03-20/13979489
https://archive.is/QtzxI

This blog is owned by some guy who was pretending to be a girl:
http://dump.fm/frakbuddy/log
https://archive.is/L8Ged

Both blogs contain really disgusting sexual shit - bestiality, scat, gay stuff etc. Searching 'FrakBuddy' on 
jewgle leads to an 8chan board:
>>>/elephants/
There was only one post, it's still there - very cryptic in nature. However, using the wayback machine, it turns 

out that around the time we started digging into this pedo shit in October, he deleted the entire content of the board. It used to look like this:
https://web.archive.org/web/20160302090849/http://8ch.net/elephants/index.html

Note - it's almost impossible to read unless you turn off CSS. Investigating the catalog of the board leads to me finding a post linking THIS article:
http://www.cracked.com/personal-experiences-1760-5-things-i-learned-infiltrating-deep-web-child-molesters.html
https://archive.is/sGOaK

The board also contains references to GETTING HOTDOGS…

WHAT THE FUCK
Why was this guy, obsessed with strange sexual images, posting on our investigation thread into child abuse? Why does he have his own, cryptic board 
with links about child molesters and 'hotdogs', which he deleted right when we started investigating?

I need help investigating into this board  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:49:18 ID: 603660 No.8384186 >>8384212 >>8384297 >>8387382 >>8389797 >>8390502

File (hide): 452c2b01acaa1d4⋯.png (326.39 KB, 860x853, 860:853, elephants thread 1.png)

>>8384164
UPDATE:
https://web.archive.org/web/20160303070707/http://8ch.net/elephants/res/3058.html

THERE'S A FUCKING THREAD ABOUT MACAULA Y CULKIN'S COCK ON THE  
BOARD ARCHIVE, WHA T THE FUCK

They're posting weird cryptic shit about 'stealing loosh' and asking for 'the good shit'  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 11:52:50 ID: 603660 No.8384197 >>8384217 >>8384244 >>8384297 >>8385405 >>8387382 >>8389797 >>8390502

File (hide): 14b0aee29b502b5⋯.png (381.74 KB, 1769x747, 1769:747, WHAT THE FUCK.png)

>>8384164
WHAT THE FUCK
WHAT THE FUCK

I NEED HELP DIGGING INTO THIS BOARD FUCKING ASAP
https://web.archive.org/web/20150401000000*/http://8ch.net/elephants

This is from the earliest archive of the board – seriously I think this could be something, they're posting 
about pedophiles WAY BACK IN MARCH 2015  
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ex CPP employee on that site now naming names  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:01:12 ID: af02ee No.8384212 >>8384218

>>8384186

>Stealing Loosh

Nothing really cryptic about that

According to fringe and other sources Loosh is life energy or essence that people produce.

T. Anon who left /fringe/  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:01:57 ID: e408c4 No.8384214

>>8384203
lol at him feeling the need to say he hated a jew to prove he aint racist…

releasing the bit of information they can use to track him down

racism is jew magic  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:02:06 ID: d8d479 No.8384216 >>8384225

File (hide): 7b55bc4cc4baeb5⋯.jpg (117.14 KB, 640x640, 1:1, a917c69f12910bc09bc2c614f1….jpg)

>>8384203
link?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:02:12 ID: 603660 No.8384217 >>8384219 >>8386749 >>8387565

>>8384197
More weird threads
https://web.archive.org/web/20150309103652/http://8ch.net/elephants/res/23.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20150309103742/http://8ch.net/elephants/res/49.html  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:02:15 ID: e408c4 No.8384218 >>8384234

>>8384212
they hve their own imageboard now  
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>>8384217
Image on the board from wayback machine, what the fuck  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:03:38 ID: 20efee No.8384221 >>8384239 >>8384279

File (hide): 171b77fedf7e806⋯.png (490.23 KB, 1338x640, 669:320, screenshot-www.godlikeprod….png)

>>8384203
last post from OP on pg2
anyone heard of this? Embarcadero is a large area, not one building. I used to work ground transportation 
for cruise ships on Embaradero. Massive buildings on the water, several stories of rooms. Ship salways 
arriving and leaving. I would like to know this lawyer's name.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:04:50 ID: 20efee No.8384225 >>8384243 >>8384249

>>8384216
godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message3366881/pg3

use a vpn while there pls anons, not a joke  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:05:23 ID: cb0640 No.8384227 >>8384235 >>8387582

>>8384203
Looks like a LARP. Who says I've said too much on their first post with actual info? That makes no sense.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:07:19 ID: af02ee No.8384234

>>8384218

Generally this batshit insanity and bizzare are supposed to cause confusion and feed them loosh so to speak. Just keep a clear head and filter fucking 
everything with cold logic.

This is what normies go through when they see our memes. Only solution is to lurk, read up and develop a immunity  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:07:27 ID: 20efee No.8384235 >>8384241

>>8384227
Someone who has been reading #pizzagate for 10 minutes. Previous threads by op being used to discredit. I have no idea if it's larp or not, neither do you 
anon. bump it if you like, looks like he's gone  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:08:35 ID: 603660 No.8384237

>>8384164
http://8ch.net/dump/index.html
Another weird board, contains the girl lover symbol.

Has anyone heard of dump.fm before? I'd never heard of it before this  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:09:23 ID: 67e38d No.8384239 >>8384245 >>8384253 >>8387582

>>8384221
>>8384203
WE'RE GOING T O MAKE IT

THE SWAMP WILL BE DRAINED

The guy being legit or not, he named names and places.

Places:
>SoHo Playhouse, NYC
>Israel
>Thailand
>gay bar in Lower East Side

People:
>Kathy Lee Gifford
>Edward Albee
>Alec Baldwin
>Joan Rivers
>Lance Bass
>Avi Adler
>Margaret Chardiet
>Alice Mottola
>Anderson Cooper  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:10:05 ID: 7b7c40 No.8384241 >>8384248 >>8384259

>>8384235
All we can do is follow the trails and hope for the best.

Interesting Joan Rivers was mentioned considering she was probably killed for revealing Obama is gay and his wife is a tranny.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:10:53 ID: d8d479 No.8384243 >>8384249

>>8384225
well he does supposedly name a few names

"As noted above, yes, there is massive amounts of foreign money involved. Everywhere from Israel to Thailand. Another name I'll add to the list: Avi 
Adler. Not a celebrity, per say, but a powerful pedophile involved. Also Margaret Chardiet, an occultist. And Alice Mottola, a literal practioner of witchcraft. 
I might just reveal it all. Take notes, patriots. This is not a joke."  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:11:05 ID: d5e658 No.8384244 >>8384301 >>8385405 >>8387382

File (hide): 734307377353a5b⋯.jpg (52.33 KB, 638x475, 638:475, 734307377353a5b6bfc487e2d4….jpg)

>>8384197
Have you checked out their chat 
room?
https://web.archive.org/web/20150308
040608/http://8ch.net/elephants/
https://web.archive.org/web/20150310
034327/http://dump.fm/  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:11:16 ID: 20efee No.8384245

>>8384239
>Avi Adler
>Margaret Chardiet
>Alice Mottola

Weird people for certain. Someone should stick a small camera across the street, see who comes and goes after hours  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:12:41 ID: 20efee No.8384248 >>8384258 >>8385930

>>8384241
Her daughter was seriously involved with the kike that runs vivid porn empire. What mother would want her kid dating a porno king, multi-millionaire or 
not. That always struck me as weird  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:13:17 ID: d8d479 No.8384249 >>8384279

>>8384225
>>8384243
moar supposed leads from that OP

"Directly linked to Comet Ping Pong is the child sex slave trade at Embarcadero, San Francisco. Perhaps the only moral lawyer I've ever met has been 
trying for years to bring this to light. I weep to think of how violently she was shut down for trying to save the innocent ones, their ties to Washington D.C. I 
cannot believe this evil has been exposed. Bear with me for a little bit, I want to be hesitant with more names. I do not want my IP tracked and to end up 
"Suicided." To questions above, I'll answer them as quickly as possible."  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:14:49 ID: 67e38d No.8384253 >>8384304

>>8384239
Forgot:
>Embarcadero, San Francisco

UPDATE

Places:
>Embarcadero, San Francisco
>SoHo Playhouse, NYC
>Israel
>Thailand
>gay bar in Lower East Side

People:
>Kathy Lee Gifford
>Edward Albee
>Alec Baldwin
>Joan Rivers
>Lance Bass
>Avi Adler
>Margaret Chardiet
>Alice Mottola
>Anderson Cooper  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:16:32 ID: 7b7c40 No.8384258 >>8385930

>>8384248
She was a jew herself, it comes with the territory. They run the porn industry  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:17:08 ID: 20efee No.8384259 >>8384304

>>8384241
Joan's husband committed suicide too, shot himslef in the head I believe. I never understood why rich fuckers do that shit. If they're so unhappy fucking 
leave and go to the place of your dreams, have fun.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:22:52 ID: 20efee No.8384279 >>8384281 >>8384288

>>8384249
see >>8384221 I would guess if it's happening it's connected to the ships that dock in Embarcadero. I worked for a 3rd party company that did cruise ship 
work, we got people on and off the ships, checked passports, customs, all that stuff. The company was run by a fat ugly dyke with huge personality 
issues. If she wanted to get someone through she could easily do it. So could the many workers down there, permanent union workers. I talked to an 
Asian chick that was in charge there, asked about jobs. It's very much nepotism. High paid union jobs, easy peasy, boring most of the time unless a ship 
was in. She wore skate and just skated the massive space all day if there was nothing to do. 6 figure income at 21, a typical Chinatown skank.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:23:35 ID: 20efee No.8384281

>>8384279
*roller skates  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:25:36 ID: d72990 No.8384284

>>8381178
Yes, you are quite right.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:28:40 ID: d8d479 No.8384288 >>8384291

>>8384279
We should probably look into then. I think Avi Adler and Occultist Margeret Chardiet and Witch Alice Mottola sounded promising.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:31:47 ID: 20efee No.8384291 >>8384302

>>8381178
Hardly anyone here is surprised anon. 

>>8384288
Yep, Chardiet is a noise musician. More crap art aligned with big money.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:34:05 ID: 20efee No.8384296

>>8377431
Ling confessed in an article to relying on a sugar daddy and living that lifesyle when she was younger and prettier. It's been posted here before, easy to 
find. Claims she's changed now. I don't believe she ever named her sugar daddies. I wonder who they were.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:34:59 ID: 50a346 No.8384297 >>8384438

>>8384164
>>8384186
>>8384197
there's a second board. work fast anons.
>>>/dump/
https://archive.is/c6HCU  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:36:41 ID: 1415b7 No.8384301

>>8384244
Seems kinda autistic tbqh  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:37:11 ID: d8d479 No.8384302 >>8384331 >>8386157

>>8384291
I feel like this isn't going to go anywhere unless we get a smoking gun of some sort. With the implied implications we've found so far in a good society that 
would already be enough for some form of Law Enforcement to be on the case. We need to break through somehow…I wish Alex Jones or someone else 
would actually get off their ass and do some investigative journalism. He should have done it weeks ago. He acts like he will now that the story is 
beginning to gain traction but we'll see. Hmmm. What more can be done? Just finding more creepy pics isn't going to do much…we've found tons of 
creepy and fairly pointed circumstantial, I feel like almost more then circumstantial, evidence already.  

File (hide): a38b11356bac453⋯.png (346.39 KB,
1013x825, 1013:825, 3.png)

File (hide): f974f572701d21a⋯.png (520.84 KB,
1026x764, 513:382, 4.png)

File (hide): 0313eb5d1fce81b⋯.png (198.3 KB,
963x438, 321:146, Untitled.png)

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:38:25 ID: 7b7c40 No.8384304 >>8384353

>>8384259
Lose ends more then anything. I wonder if she knew she was going to be dying soon anyway and said what she said to try and open Pandora box a bit 
before being sorted out in the next life.  Killing their own when they get loose lips is just a part of business. I expect its only a matter of time until Kayne 
West passes away due to some odd cause for his outburst. 

>>8384253
Not going to lie I'm getting some eyes wide shut vibes from this theater, even know for entertaining democrats. This could be interesting.  Embarcadero 
might be a key smuggling location but that location probably has anything and everything going through it, legal or not.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:41:13 ID: eddfa0 No.8384313 >>8384331 >>8384390

LOOK AT THIS

http://www.imdb.com/list/ls063925756?ref_=nm_rls_1

CTRL + F
ALEFANTIS  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:47:05 ID: 20efee No.8384331 >>8384390

>>8384302
I agree. The last month has taken a toll on me emotionally. Alefantis gets on npr and given free reign to spout his lies, never being questioned himself. 
Maybe we can attract whistleblowers with a bounty on wesearcher or something. Normies on twitter are pretty passionate and bretbarts unearthed tweets 
lit a fire under their feet. But they rely on anons for more than they care to admit. I would say pass on tips and info straight to the twitter women. Better 
than filling thread after thread with the same info. I'm tired of stuff from thread#1 showing up every day as if it's brand new. Fucking check the old threads 
newfags, they were the best, with few shills and massive amounts of info. But no, they come only to the sticky. I'm blackpilled today so maybe I should 
just fuck off for a while. 

>>8384313
We know you dipshit, we covered that ages ago.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:52:39 ID: 50a346 No.8384350 >>8384379 >>8384390 >>8385405 >>8388228

File (hide): 47b65592326703c⋯.jpg (27.98 KB, 476x323, 28:19, 5739475.jpg)

https://archive.is/98XRy
>basically for anybody that can't read between the lines here or hasn't been following the narrative: yes 
bowie died for our cause  but only so we could get the maximum effect out of what we are about to do. be 
excited and very afraid. maybe watch labrynth.
>and Robert all those things you were saying about grimes that i kept regurgitating on 8chan or on dump  
well…. eventually she took notice and she showed up.wondering who is this moda focka weiring weird nikes 
and speaking weird things and dressed funny.talking about me doing ballet&c. i don't know if you know who 
she is yet  but she thinks she's looking for me and doesn't realize she's probably looking for you and I 
haven't told her anything yet

then these articles are linked
https://archive.is/9QeNc
https://archive.is/IS2Ta

what the fuck am i looking at here? so now david bowie was part of this too?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:53:25 ID: 20efee No.8384353 >>8384368

>>8384304
>Embarcadero might be a key smuggling location but that location probably has anything and everything going through it, legal or not.

Almost certainly it is. But is it connected to Pedosta and pizzagate? No, it's another enticing tidbit dropped in out lap from an anon. 

Let's stick to stuff we know and expand on it. Drop it here but also send it on to normies like Pettibone (she has a team now) and Katia, Seaman. These 
people are new to this scandal and have more energy to put shit together. And if they disappear or get killed at least people will notice, unlike us. 
Pettibone tweeted that she has too much info atm, I winder how many fake leads or junk were sent to her to waste time and derail the true goal, CPP and 
Podesta. She hasn't been in numerous pedowood threads over the years to have enough background to distinguish good info from obviously bad.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:58:34 ID: 603660 No.8384368 >>8384413 >>8384495 >>8388228 >>8390502

File (hide): 198bcd7244b4993⋯.jpg (23.5 KB, 332x345, 332:345, okaywhat.JPG)

>>8384353
This was one of the first posts on 
http://dump.fm/elephants/log

What the fuck does this all mean?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 12:58:52 ID: 20efee No.8384370 >>8386554

I'm not /tech/ and don't know if this is reason to be alarmed but if you are, pls take a look. boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/100531158 
linked in that thread from ctr slack leak https://i.4cdn.org/pol/1480302048757.png
I'm pretty sure I recall reading from the Snowden leaks that it is possible for that to happen.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:01:19 ID: 603660 No.8384379 >>8384412

>>8384350
On that same thread they're talking about emailing incriminating evidence… what the fuck guys  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:03:23 ID: 20efee No.8384386

WE need to talk to W instead

Someone alert a normie with social media to contact him. He most certainly won't respond to an anon, but a pretty girl tweeting #pizzagate all day might 
get a response from him. Though I'm sure Alefantis has goons watching him, fucking piece of shit.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:03:44 ID: 7b7c40 No.8384390
File (hide): edc890957fd28bc⋯.png (608.23 KB, 1522x669, 1522:669, 45.png)

>>8384313
>>8384331

I only glanced at this before but I feel like I'm being fucked with on mutiple levels here, are these confirmed 
legitimate entries or someone fucking around? 

>>8384350
That rabbit hole is very deep on those subjects, runesoup is good info though, research and verify yourself. 

The more you know the more you can start recognizing what you're actually looking at with the symbolism in media. Pic related is good example, 
Ouroboros on the box art.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:06:03 ID: 0161ff No.8384398

>>8380519
"gnosticism == luciferianism"

LOL you have no idea what you're talking about.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:11:29 ID: 50a346 No.8384412

>>8384379
>>>/dump/182
https://archive.is/FHqfL
did this guy openly post a link to a cp dump and get scolded for it?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:11:45 ID: 603660 No.8384413 >>8384421

File (hide): 96d8c3b31d8dc89⋯.jpg (4.88 KB, 533x273, 41:21, BitchesYoutube.jpg)

>>8384368
Okay, I've found a 
link to this Lizzy 
bitch.

Here's her YouTube 
account she is using 
for god knows what.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaN8_bP3qS1T6dmSCpv1oiw  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:11:49 ID: f6dd5e No.8384414

From 2013
See familiarities?

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/other/nearly-400-children-rescued-348-adults-arrested-canadian-child-pornography-f2D11599561  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:12:46 ID: dafa20 No.8384419 >>8384426

>>8383822 (checked)

Fuck Frank where the fuck are you? We have too many precedents to support our claim.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:13:22 ID: 603660 No.8384421 >>8384453 >>8390502

File (hide): c23d43103aaf66c⋯.jpg (28.19 KB, 829x244, 829:244, sorry.JPG)

>>8384413
Sorry, the image cropped for some reason. And by Lizzy I mean FrakBuddy. I want to find out the real 
names of everyone involved. Lets get digging.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:15:39 ID: 20efee No.8384426

>>8384419
I imagine he has become a hermit after the CPP and all the neighbors ganged up on him. He was obviously on to something so we can assume they 
made sure he wouldn't talk, because that's what these fuckers do. Poor guy.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:16:11 ID: f9f797 No.8384429

Have something that might help.

Commonwealth vs William Gray 2012-P-1276

Allegedly, it's the same William Gray that was once a lover of David Brock. Unfortunately, the only place I can find with a copy wants money for it. I was 
hoping one of y'all would be able to dig it up.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:19:15 ID: 50a346 No.8384438 >>8388228

>>8384297
they actually have a third board
>>>/q/
https://archive.is/qNq1H
the posts here range from erotic roleplaying, to begging god for forgiveness because they "just want to love." disgusting place.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:21:16 ID: 1a017a No.8384446

>>8380293
I ha e never heard anything but she a qt  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:22:50 ID: 603660 No.8384453 >>8384622 >>8388228

>>8384421
They have some really fucked up videos. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVbIiBnXz3g

I don't know what to make of it all. I just want to find out who these people are and if they have anything to do with James Alefantis.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:28:04 ID: 88385c No.8384462 >>8387527 >>8388542

Redpilled older co-worker just mentioned that the local news is starting to cover the whole "pizzagate" thing and insisting it's all a scam. Their evidence 
seemingly only being that they insist that one of the pizza places doesn't have a basement.

The MSM is definitely locking arms with the Clintons and Podestas again. Given the amount of people I've seen on social media declaring this whole 
thing as another "conspiracy" theory just like Hillary's health, I think we need to push harder. Dig more quietly, but find the kind of shit that will get fewer 
and fewer normalfags scoffing at this "redchannit conspiracy theorist"  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:28:15 ID: 84fcd2 No.8384464
File (hide): dc11ffa166b263f⋯.gif (3.93 MB, 240x180, 4:3, GwroMHs.gif)

Bunch of 
duendes.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:38:08 ID: e5772a No.8384495 >>8384500 >>8384508

>>8384368
That board has one post and it looks like someone copied and pasted a wikipedia article and replaced most of the characters with an elephant emoji.

Can the mods give us an IP of the board creator? Is it related?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:40:51 ID: dafa20 No.8384500 >>8385576

>>8384495
>elephants 
>alefantis 

Too obvious to be true isn't?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:42:13 ID: 0b65f3 No.8384508

>>8384495
Only admins i.e. ron and jim can see IP's now. Even global vols only see ip hashes.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:43:28 ID: b9f574 No.8384513 >>8384525 >>8384833

>>8384164

Isnt the white rabbit just part of the other investigation into that pedo daycare center?

Im sure it was posted here many times during that whole chain. I personally think I remember it. 

Its probably just some anon who posted it in the first thread, however, it is weird that the earliest listing of the image dates back to actual pedos.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:46:49 ID: b9f574 No.8384525

>>8384164
>>8384513

Also, if the earliest result on google is march 2015, this is after the pedo daycare center threads i believe, which i think were back in 2014. 

I think google is just fucking with you  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 13:49:22 ID: 6e514f No.8384533 >>8384600

>>8383757
Harold Sanders was exec at World Bank  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 14:10:11 ID: 603660 No.8384600 >>8388228 >>8390502

File (hide): 910568b2509d5fc⋯.png (33 KB, 557x528, 557:528, torcircuits.png)

>>8384533
this was a spoilered image 
on the /elephant/ archive  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 14:16:09 ID: acf7ad No.8384622

>>8384453
I guess this video probably feels like schitzophrenia. I don't want to look for possible hidden images though.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 14:27:53 ID: 000000 No.8384665

>>8384
164

The hell 
is that ?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 14:34:31 ID: 5b8e0a No.8384694
File (hide): 2c4d540557d59dd⋯.png (267.79 KB, 500x601, 500:601, d4793.png)

>>8376473 (OP)
After we see this, do we now think he was killed for it?

>>8377431
Quick note: the US trained assassins in latin America under the guise of christian missionary schools, there's a 
definite link because missionaries are a known confirmed cover for black ops type stuff

>>8380722
we could use L's genius right now
Death Note was incredible by the way, those who haven't read it are really missing out

>>8382003
8chan sucks now, I have to write my reply, post it, nothing show up until I hit the back arrow and go to the original 
page and then manually refresh the page by hitting enter after highlighting the text on the address bar

>>8381012
Here, I fixed that for you  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 15:07:35 ID: ff4332 No.8384830

>>8382801
This video contains content from BR Music 
Copyrights. It is not available in your 
country. 

Is this the same video?  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 15:08:27 ID: 20efee No.8384833 >>8386601

I am seeing the McCann e-fits along with the Podesta pics being circulated non-stop on twitter. Whoever is pushing that angle needs to stop, think and 
refocus. Here are some facts and my theory as to why the Pedostas look like the pics:
>All 3 of those e-fits are different versions of ONE suspect that was seen that night, not two, not three
>There was no suspect seen, it was a lie. That child died in the apt.
>The detectives knew that
>The village knew Freud was a pedo and that his pedo friends rented his home and visited
>They were aware of the Pedosta's and knew they were guilty of other very bad things
>Detectives were being forced to play along with the media narrative that there was an abductor and sketches were to be made
>Someone decided to take that as an opportunity to ID the Pedosta's as a way of putting their faces out there for others in the village to be aware of and 
avoid/shun
>Knowing these pedos were powerful enough to evade justice and continue their crimes, having no way to ban them from the village or arrest them, their 
images were floated out there as a warning to the other residents to beware, an hopefully make the Pedosta's choose another place to spend their 
vacation

The e-fits were a message to the brothers that the village and LE were aware of their sick shit and to stay the fuck away. They probably drew them 
straight from the Pedosta's pics which is why they're so similar

I would do this if I were LE in that town. Sometimes when you're dealing with powerful scum you have to find creative ways to protect your citizens. 
Forced to make suspect sketches when there wasn't an abduction? Might as well draw some pedo creeps you want to stay away. 

Can someone on twitter please tell the Pettibones about the McCann case so they fucking quite spreading that shit. The MM case won't be solved by 
anons suddenlt coming across connections that have already been made by the millions of people familiar with the case. It's not even US jurisdiction. 
Amaral was fucking fired for telling the truth, what the fuck do these twitterers think is going to happen? It only serves to discredit what real info we do 
have. Yet every day they're being tweeted and retweeted when other FACTS can be spread. 

>>8384513
Yes, that person is an anon and got the image from our threads. This was covered quite thoroughly in an earlier thread.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 15:17:00 ID: 68c33b No.8384861

>>8378757
So I wonder what "I Love Cheese Cock" means  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 15:36:25 ID: a4bd77 No.8384948

>>8384219
Looks like that Abromovich's [sic] bitch's artwork.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 15:55:23 ID: 315abe No.8385049

>>8384219
this is some old image used for creepypastas. Though I would not be surprised if it is a lead…  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 16:03:08 ID: 3c7cd7 No.8385090

fucking plebbit

shills trying to create a narrative about "rome/the pope"

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5f90af/evidencebacked_allegations_all_pizza_leads_to/

I wonder what religion the leader of the "Hampstead" cult was? 

This woman is totally a pope follower: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7QXz6hDtxI  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 16:11:27 ID: c64b78 No.8385148 >>8385968

File (hide): 5f4bbd77a15e567⋯.png (3.54 MB, 2560x3463, 2560:3463, 5f4bbd77a15e567e1042a8ffcb….png)

>>8384164
>>8384164
>8ch board is connected
wow m8 ur chasing ur own tail now. we all know the ((deep web)) is full of pedos. can you find any relation to the rabbit 
meme and pizzacuck leaks. this rabbit shit has been shilled since the first threads. i know about the daycare shit, that's 
old tinfoil shit.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 16:23:12 ID: dd0049 No.8385242

>>8378757
>I am a cock
>I heart monkey
>Cunt Bucket
>I heart Elephant
>Vag Fage
>I have good aids
>Soggy Waffle
>I lick rape pussy
>Crusty Minge

I'd purchase all of these  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 16:45:32 ID: ff4332 No.8385405 >>8385915

File (hide): 578a4e68d97c02c⋯.jpg (253.54 KB, 498x500, 249:250, oh-look-its-satanic.jpg)

>>8384197
>>8384244
>>8384350

googs for site:dump.fm 

here's one for example: dump.fm/fuck

fuck's tumbler, testedtruant.tumblr.com no longer 
exists, but the wayback machine has it archived:

web.archive.org/web/20120711004453/http://testedt
ruant.tumblr.com/

Oh look, it's fucking satanic.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 16:51:22 ID: c64b78 No.8385447

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McMartin_preschool_trial  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 16:55:57 ID: 03093f No.8385472
File (hide): 8a7b7c24ba6a77e⋯.png (1.13 MB, 720x1280, 9:16, KEKS_STRENGTH.png)

BUMPONG WITH FRESH OC  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 16:56:30 ID: 6eb4f8 No.8385476
File (hide): 7e6aa30b57825d5⋯.png (141.91 KB, 466x257, 466:257, kosherfish.png)

>>8376473 (OP)
>

(((controledoppositionbart)))
>calling out fellow kikes in such scale
There's something fishy about this…  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:02:24 ID: b3663e No.8385513

Not trying to put the thread off the tracks, but maybe someone could dig into that https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNYtzI5Cy6E ?
Dunno if releated.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:03:44 ID: 22197f No.8385527

>>8381303
>Valerie Jarrett

First time I'm reading this name.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:04:32 ID: ca0ca7 No.8385536
File (hide): 9cebc6537c05177⋯.jpg (60.21 KB, 527x395, 527:395, if you only knew.jpg)

I got to thinking about the amount of money changing hands over all this.

Tens of thousands of kids bought and sold - at a very conservative estimate accounting for those not found 
suitable. We have about 80 million people in the world who are swimming in absurd amounts of money. If 
just a fraction of these people are sick fucks, and are willing to spend, on a semi-regular basis, what you 
would spend on a top quality escort - we could be talking about trillions of dollars. Conceivably close to half 
a trillion dollars a year.

Never mind the wanton destruction that would come about if all this came crashing down. This begins to 
look like the sort of thing decent people would help cover up for lack of a less bloody alternative.

And here we thought Kennedy was fussing about the money supply and the hydrogen bomb. Then again 
those 84 missing suitcase bombs never turned up either. Maybe John Podesta has one of them.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:08:36 ID: d58c9e No.8385563

>>8385191
>THIS PLACE IS OVER
says the nigger shilling for a site full of "R: 0" threads  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:10:28 ID: 9f48d0 No.8385576 >>8386261 >>8387876 >>8388228 >>8389756

First, I am a "grill". Actually too old to be a grill.  I have been observing for many months and was "lurking" the night of first FBI Anon posts so I stayed.  

Also following on voat (after Reddit), Twitter, gab, steemit, wikileaks itself, and "halfchan" which is now only a series of random spews…. 

I know you guys have "rules" so I have only commented a few times.  I am a researcher by occupation plus being older than your mom, I have seen a lot 
(including just about everything here) and sometimes have a different perspective which may help.

>>8383311
Ping pong Paddles often used as "beginner" S&M….but

Ping pong is also a description of two on one sex. Two males, 1 female or three males. One in middle on hands/knees penetrated from behind and in 
mouth from front in a back and forth, ping pong action…. Generally middle is submissive…rear is masochist dominant…front is…?
Even if consensual, it is violent "fucked from both ends"

>>8384103
Because everyone already knows that "gate" is a scandal.  
It all may have started with missing emails…moved onto Podesta and FBI Anon said story was with Clinton Foundation but even tho they are worst and 
most obvious offenders, it isn't a Liberal vs conservative, RW vs LW deal. This is worldwide.  Globalism not politics.

PizzaGATE serves purpose of 

recognition as scandal
Recognition that illegal activity is also on left
Pizza as fetish
GATE as entry
Pizza is gate to horror

>>8384500
Contrary to continuous misconceptions and "sudden, OMG" discoveries which have happened on nearly every stream…
Alephantis is not anagram for I love infants in French…
It is Greek surname which can also be spelled 
Alefantos, alefantus…alephantes
No genealogy sources link name to description. Word roots not helpful as al + fant = all, huge or all, talk, al + phant = all, referring to.
Greeks have several words for elephant, one of which is…. Elephant.
If you have to read something into Alefantis….Elephant seems more correct.

Elephants also universally loved by children…and elephants never forget.

As a side note 
Keep reminding youself, this is not about what is happening at a particular pizza place…or even a few pizza places…it only starts there.

Obviously, the Clintons are neck-deep and John Podesta is much more powerful than it would appear…but don't forget all the other "powers".

I first heard of this secret-society pedophilia, sacrifice, canabalism, satanic thing 10 plus years ago when my HB started listening to Alex Jones on what I 
called "paranoia radio."  I thought the whole thing was insane but the more I listened, the more sense it made.

I have an intense hatred for Hillary and have been a Trump supporter from the first day.  I also am disgusted with a lot of "progressive" developments 
which are impacting my children who are not quite old enough to be on this board.

I hadn't connected it but the Maria Abamovic research led me to remember my early teens when our town was filled with intense rumors of satanism, 
child sacrifice, devil worship and such…and our Sunday School teacher actually showed us a film about satanic rituals that discussed infanticide, orgies 
and other topics totally inappropriate for the age or setting.  It scared the crap out of us.  

I don't know of anyone who disappeared, participated or had first hand knowledge but I do remember some oddities that kind of click into place now.  I 
don't know why no one did anything about the film…I assume the adults all thought we were making shit up.

Incidentally….does anyone remember why Litvinenko was poisoned?  He accused Putin of….pedophilia.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:15:25 ID: 22197f No.8385603

>>8382169
So I'm guessing she's dead by now, right?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:23:10 ID: 9e86f1 No.8385653

you remember abramovics video in which cakes in the shape of people were served?

Kerth Barker said he was part of a satanic ring when he was a kid, a lot of stuff he writes sounds like fiction, but he also talked about cannibalism and 
what he calls "mock cannibalism", a sort of initiation ceremony.

he grew up with two personas, one christian, one satanic, when he was 13 he had to kill his christian self, they made a cake that looked like him and he 
had to eat that cake.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:55:09 ID: e08419 No.8385888 >>8385908 >>8385982 >>8386637

Normfag conservative here, waking up to this pizzagate coverup. I was at a relative's house for Thanksgiving this year and someone told me about this 
scandal and first I thought it was so sick I just couldn't believe it.

Well, I've been watching some videos about this on the internet and reading some articles online (with names and details and explicit pictures attached) 
and holy shit… this shit is real!

I just gotta say, keep up the good work anons. You are waking a whole lot of people up - even fucking liberals that I personally know are now looking into 
this shit, shaking their heads and saying "WTF!? This is fucking criminal as hell!"  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:57:50 ID: 93ed85 No.8385908 >>8385987

>>8385888
This is all what we've needed to hear/see. Thank you. Kek has blessed you. 

Discuss this with everyone you know that would be enraged by all of this, we need social media coverage from normies now. It's the only way.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 17:58:14 ID: 591551 No.8385915 >>8385931

File (hide): 7fcc1d7600b30fc⋯.jpg (57.31 KB, 675x1200, 9:16, asking for a friend.jpg)

>>8385405
sauce? Was this made before or after
South Park's "Woodland Critter 
Christmas"?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:00:53 ID: 07c981 No.8385930
File (hide): 3dcbbe5858ca170⋯.jpg (146.12 KB, 878x599, 878:599, al-goldstein-jews-in-porno.jpg)

>>8383915

from orphange.org:

Haitian Orphanage that Provides for and Educates
Answered Prayers - Haiti
Hope for the Children of Haiti, Inc. - Haiti
Family Circle - Haiti
HIS Home for Children - Haiti
Crèche De L enfant Jesus - Haiti
Ministries of Aide Orphanage - Haiti
Children of the Promise - Haiti

All Of God's Children Orphanage - Haiti
Haitian Children s Home
Rescue Children Orphanage - Haiti
God's Littlest Angels - Haiti
Voice of Christ in Haiti
Centre Children International Life Line of Haiti - Haiti
Hands and Feet Project - Haiti
Haiti Children's Home - Haiti
Reveil Matinal Orphanage Foundation - Haiti
Open Doorways Orphanage - Haiti
Remy Decatus Orphanage - Haiti
Grace Orphanage - Haiti
Maison de Lumiere (The Lighthouse) - Haiti
Operation Love the Children of Haiti - Haiti
Les Enfants Du Roi - Haiti
Wings of Refuge - Haiti
Lifed Christian Orphanage - Haiti
MESSEF Orphanage - Haiti
Lafana Institute of Hope - Haiti

nypost.com/2016/11/27/trump-administration-will-pressure-foreign-states-to-probe-clinton-foundation/

>>8384248
>>8384258
>pic  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:01:13 ID: ff4332 No.8385931

>>8385915
>20120711
When was your cartoon made?  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:01:24 ID: 151c96 No.8385932 >>8385947

>>8376884
>It's possible that (((they))) are exploiting pizzagate to further their 'fake news' agenda

if anything it's one of the reasons they are doing it.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:02:52 ID: ff4332 No.8385947

>>8376884
>>8385932
In other words, getting caught and scrambling to hide or delete evidence is part of (((their))) plan?
…  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:05:44 ID: c64b78 No.8385968

>>8385148
http://archive.fo/4iOTI  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:07:25 ID: dafa20 No.8385982

>>8385888
It's real. We have precedents that supports the "theory". We have actual cases that resemble a lot to pizzagate. We have names, connections and 
amazing coincidences.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:07:53 ID: e08419 No.8385987

>>8385908
I have been. Many of my relatives are very liberal but they actually seem relieved now that Hillary was not elected. This information is very damning, the 
minute this reaches the masses I think the jig is up for these child-molesting scumbags in Washington DC. I don't think our next president will be able to 
overlook this if more damning info keeps coming out. (If he does nothing about it, then I suspect he could be apart of all of it too - hopefully not).

If there are any hackers, I beg you folks to use your skills and slowly drip all this stuff out over the next year. This is how you can wake up the masses.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:19:58 ID: 8e9299 No.8386074 >>8387099

File (hide): 1adf649314cea5b⋯.png (493.02 KB, 1096x783, 1096:783, kikess.PNG)

>>8381864
Nah, shes a kike.
(((They))) just 
corrected the 
record.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:23:25 ID: 000000 No.8386104 >>8386228

>>8382299
>>8382131
>>8382109
Awful TV show iZombie is about eating brains to get magic powers (norsefags take note e.g. cf. Fafnir). One character runs a murder/graverobbing 
business to provide gourmet meals to politicians etc
http://www.imdb. com/character/ch0504749/bio hide in plain sight standard MO

>>8382226
Hebrew in third pic says BAL there, but with the wrong A (should be ע) not sure why. Masons were infiltrated in 1782 by Luciferians (see Pawns in the 
Game) 

This occult business is real folks; all false gods are demons (includes Norse and Egyptian you idiots). Polite reminder that Jesus is the way, and if you 
actually look into it you'll see that it's intellectually dishonest to group him with modern Jews, whom he condemned  
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File (hide): 510e3fae94357c6⋯.jpg (193.54 KB,
1713x772, 1713:772, HICKS JONES1.jpg)

File (hide): 6d5ca8b13d8c057⋯.png (226.84 KB,
557x347, 557:347, uk-hicks.png)

File (hide): fbddbb30fccbba3⋯.jpg (68.03 KB, 679x377,
679:377, amanda-AIDS-sheen-jones.jpg)

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:32:08 ID: b87946 No.8386157 >>8386312

>>8384302
>>8383217
>>8383234
>>8383247
>Jones
Reminder: the hooker Amanda Bruce  was introduced to Charlie Sheen by Alex Jones, who is really Bill Hicks. Hick's comic routine included the "goat 
boy" act where he  talks about sex with prepubescent little girls:
>"Why do you like young girls Goat Boy?" "Because there’s nothing between your legs. It’s like cotton candy framing a paper cut. I’m going to turn you 
over and spread your cheeks. It’s like a pink, quivering rabbit nostril."

Bill "Alex Jones" Hicks is a scam artist. His job is to take breaking news stories captive with his attention whoring, then suck all the air out of them by 
being obnoxious, and move quickly on to something else supposedly "more important."  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:44:23 ID: 6eb4f8 No.8386228
File (hide): 941c9c4907779e7⋯.jpg (51.43 KB, 720x757, 720:757, cuck.jpg)

>>8386104  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:46:30 ID: 75e51f No.8386244

Has this been discussed yet? Interview with a girl circa 1989 who claims to be 
involved with hardcore satanist rape/sacrifice shit  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:48:18 ID: ee750a No.8386261 >>8387083 >>8388705

>>8385576
Agree on your side note grill. It's not about a pizza place but the problem is breaking out of the Alefantes circle. Personally I think that Abramovic bitch 
hasn't got enough scrutiny and she's at the center of it all.  Where is she now? What's the most recent info we have on her? Does she have social media 
accounts email anything? 

The good thing about going around in circles with Alefantes is that it wakes more people up and keeps the story going but it's about to get stale without 
some new break.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 18:53:58 ID: f2363c No.8386312

>>8386157

Bill hicks family is pretty pissed about this they know all about it an have contacted alex jones, the feel sad this crap is still being so big on the net, alex 
had to apologize to the family.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:05:25 ID: 817672 No.8386388

>>8377662
Is there a way to archive his facebook?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:19:29 ID: 765939 No.8386497
File (hide): 7a1a630cb66dbbb⋯.jpg (42.88 KB, 384x476, 96:119, slovepoke.jpg)

You know what's annoying?
The longer it gets to uncover this shit, the 
more times they have to erase evidences.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:21:33 ID: 07c981 No.8386513 >>8386550

File (hide): 9b44f850872be4a⋯.png (406.94 KB, 815x809, 815:809, Screenshot norway.png)

www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/norway-
paedophile-ring-police-arrest-51-men-a7432441.html  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:25:14 ID: 80bc4b No.8386540
File (hide): 98c8f04c51a06d0⋯.jpg (411.37 KB, 960x1440, 2:3, p25039_p_v8_aa.jpg)

>>8378558
>Give me your best 5 pieces of 
evidence

Top five faggots in this thread: 
abb956 at number one…  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:25:27 ID: 326126 No.8386550 >>8386614

>>8386513
>Aamir Qureshi
Doesn't sound like a Norway name.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:25:49 ID: 32e426 No.8386554 >>8386636 >>8387598 >>8388690

>>8384370
When I click this it says my IP is blocked from 4chan? never seen that before  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:31:37 ID: 32e426 No.8386601 >>8387598

>>8384833
>Someone decided to take that as an opportunity to ID the Pedosta's as a way of putting their faces out there for others in the village to be aware of and 
avoid/shun
this is fucking brilliant great thinking anon  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:33:20 ID: 07c981 No.8386614
File (hide): d15f9d277a9fd40⋯.png (194.4 KB, 361x361, 1:1, 20yrs.png)

>>8386550

So? That's a stock file photo, "(file pic) AAMIR QURESHI/AFP/Getty 
Images)", not someone involved in the investigation.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:36:44 ID: 32e426 No.8386636 >>8388690

>>8386554
can others access this?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:36:50 ID: a4032a No.8386637
File (hide): 2eb3102dc21c7f4⋯.gif (77.17 KB, 774x690, 129:115, 1428302910572.gif)

>>8385888 (checked)
Those digits say Kek is 
waking up the normies. 
Praise be unto him and…
KEEP FUCKING  
DIGGING  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:38:26 ID: d2b7eb No.8386650

>>8380747
There will be no quarter for those who defend these sick people.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:49:20 ID: 0c1945 No.8386749
File (hide): 3eeafaa82d330fb⋯.png (206.1 KB, 1266x425, 1266:425, Screenshot_269.png)

>>8384219
>>8384217  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:52:02 ID: 91b2f1 No.8386775 >>8386879 >>8387334

File (hide): 1b770701254b53a⋯.png (60.1 KB, 1021x1021, 1:1, upsepe.png)

>>8379737

i've been to chinchin and 
know a waiter there, great 
food actually.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 19:52:33 ID: 817672 No.8386782
File (hide): 7580c709f6f1cfb⋯.png (208.55 KB, 756x310, 378:155, most.png)

Malik Obama 
earlier today
https://twitter.co
m/ObamaMalik/
status/8031843
24401098752
and now Sam 

Hyde $1000 tunnel bounty
https://twitter.com/Night_0f_Fire/status/803318511015751680  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:02:13 ID: a831b5 No.8386865

>>8379168

Craft International isn't a PMC.. it's a clothing brand for mallninjas  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:03:49 ID: 32e426 No.8386879 >>8388645

>>8386775
Great (((food))) haha  

sage  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:19:15 ID: 82d343 No.8387056

>>8384103
Yup.

And no, shlomo and his friends tried very hard to call it something else than pizzagate. They know that it's a memorable and dangerous name, and most 
people instantly connect it to Watergate or Gamergate, and they quickly subconsciously understands that it's a big scandal.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:21:28 ID: 9f48d0 No.8387083 >>8387876

>>8386261
FB page not manned by her says she was at Tate Modern on Nov 9 (London) for book signing of memoir Walk through Walls.  Tate website said same but 
no pics anywhere…..none.
Recent magazine article supposedly based on interview about book was extra generic.  
Keeps a very low profile but it looks like google scrubbed.
Normal search strings reveal nothing.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:22:17 ID: 7e6aca No.8387099
File (hide): 1821c56deaaf941⋯.jpg (85.36 KB, 960x720, 4:3, 15086835.png.jpg)

>>8386074
how can (((those))) newfags 
still not fucking understand 
how internet works  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:23:23 ID: a07f34 No.8387112

>>8383869
The first line of the chorus is "open the door". I mention this as "doors" have a relationship to pedophilia, in the sense that the abuser often comes through 
a door while the child is sleeping.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:32:23 ID: 7f13ce No.8387228 >>8387284 >>8387300 >>8387385 >>8387407 >>8387612 >>8388349 >>8388868

Fuck this bitch and all her ilk. I know its a little off topic but follow this bitch on twitter and she is brazen about her disdain for people. Sorry if it seems off 
topic but its good to remember just what kind of attitude these fucks have about people and the worth of their life.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:37:03 ID: 1e9754 No.8387284

>>8387228
I legitimately want to hurt that jewess.
Shoah when?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:38:36 ID: 061bdf No.8387300

>>8387228
>Disdain for plebs intensifies
Top kek  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:42:28 ID: a4032a No.8387334

>>8386775
Sorry to be the one to clue you in on this, but you ate little children, Anon.  

File (hide): f825240edbe2297⋯.png (205.29 KB,
2292x870, 382:145, Screen Shot 2016-11-28 at ….png)

File (hide): 44ade19dbe4bcca⋯.png (239.25 KB,
2480x1242, 1240:621, Screen Shot 2016-11-28 at ….png)

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:47:43 ID: fbdbd7 No.8387382

>>8384244
>>8384197
>>8384186

On their dump there are a series of broken images. These images correspond to "Frog Alphabet Gifs" by file name, so although we cannot see them, it's 
easy to decrypt.

I don't have time to go through all of them, just leaving this here. I did one and it literally just said "SISSYCUCKFAG" (lol) so perhaps just meaningless 
memery. Can't hurt to decrypt the rest though.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:48:19 ID: a62e96 No.8387385 >>8387458 >>8387466 >>8387505 >>8387619

>>8387228
why isn't her account verified?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:49:47 ID: 3bba85 No.8387399

>>8384158
Holy shit.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:50:47 ID: dbcedf No.8387407

>>8387228
Well somebodys going to die.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:53:39 ID: 304a1a No.8387434

>>8381167
Erratas

http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/events/the-erratas-mystery  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:56:09 ID: 9edeb4 No.8387458 >>8387505

>>8387385
don't know, another twitter account from another Rotschild that those guys that tried to frame Assange for pedophilia isn't verified as well. Can't tell if her 
account is fake or not  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:56:43 ID: a831b5 No.8387466 >>8387505 >>8387574

>>8387385

Because it's an edgy larper  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 20:59:48 ID: 061bdf No.8387505 >>8387541 >>8387574 >>8387660 >>8388310 >>8388322

File (hide): 6cabf2df799ff9a⋯.png (30.12 KB, 637x342, 637:342, ownage.png)

>>8387466
>>8387458
>>8387385
>A little blue meme tick determines who's real or not
Truly we have surpassed even what Orwell envisioned.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:01:15 ID: a62e96 No.8387527

>>8384462
The Fake News thing came first in the MSM, now they are pushing pizzagate and saying, see fake news goy!  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:02:16 ID: 9edeb4 No.8387541

>>8387505
but then you see shit like this  twitter .com/AnaDeRothschild/status/803338522002419713  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:03:23 ID: d522a1 No.8387565

>>8384217

>click your first link
>see Calera shirt
>Hey, I went there!
>Oh shit it's Preston Waid and Skylar Hendrix

I'm so confused.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:04:40 ID: a62e96 No.8387574
File (hide): 6467e38b5e723b2⋯.png (104.14 KB, 594x566, 297:283, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8387505
>he lacks self awareness 

we have surpassed what 
Orwell envisioned, and you are 
an example of why. 

>>8387466

^ yep  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:05:08 ID: 93ed85 No.8387582

>>8384227
He stated that he dated an orthodox jew from the place. It wouldn't take long for the owner & his associates to speak the staff, and find out who dated the 
good jew girl. SO yea, he did post too much.

>>8384239
Start with SoHO Playhouse. I'm digging now.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:06:19 ID: 20efee No.8387598
File (hide): 957d743e0feaab0⋯.png (3.94 MB, 2133x2885, 2133:2885, 1480302048757.png)

>>8386554
This is it, from a leak of ctr slack. Can you get to the archived 4/pol/ thread? I can so you should too. They don't block 
vpns from lurking.

>>8386601
The more I think about it the more I believe I'm correct. They tried to silence Amaral, who knew along with the entire 
village what really happened. Then they force them to release suspect sketches - of a person who did not exist. Also 
Praia de Luz is a very small village and very tight. Freud had many servants, as all rich do, that is how locals find out 
wtf they're up to. This was a feature in the case and the reason several locals were suspects, one arrested. They know 
damn well who the pedos in the village are. 

Of course it was common knowledge these brothers were there and up to no good. But they also knew how much 
power they hold. Slap their faces on phony wanted posters for a phony investigation. Nice little bit of revenge also for 
forcing Amaral out and hiding the truth.

But no one expected pizzagate. Also when those pics were initially floated here it was multiple threads at once, I 
counted 7, all identical. Not one of them had even a source for the pics, not one of them linked to the met e-fit video or 

the Guardian article that clearly explained the pics were all of one person. It was perfect bait and dummies are still running with it, people putting energy 
into a fruitless path.  

File (hide): fe96388ec05a83c⋯.png (23.99 KB,
594x198, 3:1, ADR1.png)

File (hide): 9f606804b37f6b0⋯.png (11.67 KB,
589x116, 589:116, ADR2.png)

File (hide): 463faaf072350ce⋯.png (35.25 KB,
591x197, 3:1, ADR3.png)

File (hide): 62de684249cf8de⋯.png (13.27 KB,
591x116, 591:116, ADR4.png)

File (hide): f45ef8f6a48e342⋯.png (25.38 KB,
591x195, 197:65, ADR6.png)

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:07:53 ID: cf68f0 No.8387612

>>8387228
wew
If that's her real account she sure has some interesting shit to say  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:08:37 ID: 7f13ce No.8387619 >>8387660

Fuck this bitch and all her ilk. I know its a little off topic but follow this bitch on twitter and she is brazen about her disdain for people. Sorry if it seems off 
topic but its good to remember just what kind of attitude these fucks have about people and the worth of their life.
>>8387385
Not sure could be a larp working to see if I can't link it to her in some other way. Even so I wouldn't put that type of thinking that far past them.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:11:46 ID: 061bdf No.8387660

>>8387619
Don't mind the delusional debunkers, this person is evidently real and it's pretty funny to read how brash they are in their statements >>8387505  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:18:14 ID: a4032a No.8387725 >>8387763

STOP SHITTING UP THE THREAD W ITH FAKE ROTHSCHILD TWITTER BULLSHIT YOU FUCKING NIGGERS LITTLE  
CHILDREN ARE BEING RAPED AND MURDERED  
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:19:24 ID: 835ab0 No.8387739 >>8387763 >>8389053

File (hide): 0f4a1b99d5f0c17⋯.jpg (687.96 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, Trump epstein.jpg)

I know this is all related so i might as well ask it here. Why was Trump's name on Epstein's list? Rememer 
that girl who accused Trump of certain charges and then she dropped them? Just like the Franklin victims.  
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>>8387725
Relax sperg, if it's fake in your mind it doesn't mean it isn't real. Maybe that's why you're unsure on why the child rape happens in the first place.

>>8387739
Because you don't make it to Washington without making it on the list :^)  
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>>8376473 (OP)
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The MSM is calling #pizzagate an alt-right conspiracy and fake news. We need to also proclaim just as loudly that 
these questions of pedophilia pertain as much to republicans as they do democrats.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:31:12 ID: ee750a No.8387876 >>8388705

>>8385576
>>8387083
Interesting how she poses with celebs but isnt seen in public other than that. She prolly does go out with a disguise. She should be so well know soon 
that maybe that wont work anymore. Maybe meme her ass so she cant hide anywhere. Im looking for Abramobitch  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 21:31:26 ID: 7f13ce No.8387879

>>8387858
Overview of the Franklin scandal 

 http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/02/08/lawrence-e-king-jr-overachiever/  
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>>8376473 (OP)

Just posting some stuff for any people new to this. May Justice for the children be served.
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>>8387763
Shut up you stupid fuck. If you can't tell by reading through that twitter timeline that is a satirical account you are hopeless and should jump off a bridge 
post haste.  
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>>8387923
>hurr durr look at me i see its satire just 
liek muh youtube melodramas XD
Gas yourself you inbred nigger autist.  
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>>8387953  
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PLEASE investigate some of these Dumps and Persons of Interest involved with 8ch.net/elephants

I'm finding some weird shit but i can't figure out how it relates so i mean honestly just fucking dig guys i have other obligations

They metioned Tavistock, got the HRC logo, i'm just very confused and about to rot my brain looking at this shit.

http://dump.fm/stration/2016-02-25/15549689

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKmKzRRnJIE

Hidden images in this video? i really don't know what the FUCK i'm looking at
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Also this guy's youtube - connected 
to LIzzy Elephant whatever-the-fuck's 
youtube.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:00:42 ID: 20efee No.8388099 >>8388228

>>8388010
>i can't figure out how it relates

Make a new thread faggot and quit derailing this one.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:04:50 ID: 0c1945 No.8388135

"mspaint movies"?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:06:53 ID: a4032a No.8388155 >>8388185

>>8387953
>>8387957
>attempting to gaslight me in a ham fisted fashion

That account was created this month. Why do you want so badly for us to believe it's legit? And why are you posting images that are old as fuck and 
contribute nothing new to the investigation? Could it be that you a piece of shit who works for the same people who are raping little kids, trying to derail? 
It's common knowledge that they are very fond of gaslighting as a tactic….  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:09:26 ID: 061bdf No.8388185 >>8388283

>>8388155
Why're you so desperate to prove it's fake exactly? Have you even read some of the tweets? Do you honestly believe that this isn't what they say and 
believe?
It just boggles my mind that someone can be this retarded.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:13:47 ID: fbdbd7 No.8388228

>>8388099
>>8388099

Sorry - just responding to earlier posts (>>8386749

>>8385576
>>8384600
>>8384453
>>8384438
>>8384368
>>8384350) 

And the images I linked were related to those. Did not mean to sound as if I were dropping entirely unrelated shill topics. As I said, they do mention 
Tavistock and HRC - Stration dump appears to have candid photos of pervs but that's just conjecture based on the odd content in contrast with the 
memes  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:16:29 ID: 6db4c3 No.8388258 >>8388311 >>8388373

https://archive.is/7xA32

Anyone?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:19:06 ID: 6db4c3 No.8388279 >>8388477 >>8388729

File (hide): f7334c027aa10ff⋯.png (65.54 KB, 425x276, 425:276, huh.png)  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:20:01 ID: a4032a No.8388283

>>8388185
>If I double down on the gaslighting, it's bound to work!

Whatever you say there pedoshill.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:21:21 ID: a8f4fd No.8388297

>>8382031
>>8382031
>Paki gangs focus on teenagers and don't have elite connections.
Would you be surprised if you found out otherwise?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:22:58 ID: ec2a78 No.8388310 >>8388322 >>8388363

>>8387505
Wow, I'm angry now.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:22:59 ID: d522a1 No.8388311 >>8388363

>>8388258

Not sure if slowpoking, but what happened to Andrew Breitbart's tweets about Podesta? I can't seem to find them anymore.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:24:08 ID: ec2a78 No.8388322 >>8388363

File (hide): 87f8d83501a761b⋯.png (265.16 KB, 845x475, 169:95, d9jRtIy - Imgur.png)

>>8387505
>>8388310
She's Mom IRL  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:29:36 ID: c7a2de No.8388349 >>8388373

>>8387228
this has got to be one of us roleplaying for lulz  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:31:26 ID: 93ed85 No.8388363 >>8388407

>>8388310
>>8388322
lmao go watch nwo videos on YT. we don't need this shit here. 

>>8388311
here: https://twitter.com/AndrewBreitbart/status/33636278100561920  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:32:33 ID: 061bdf No.8388373 >>8388389

>>8388258
Yeah, I'll say it again, you're the one derailing the thread by suggesting that all twitter accounts underneath someones name without the verification are 
fake, shows how much worth you have investigating actual pedo cases.

>>8388349
Do you honestly think they wouldn't say such a thing? It's not like you're gonna do anything.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:35:13 ID: c7a2de No.8388389

>>8388373
>Do you honestly think they wouldn't say such a thing? It's not like you're gonna do anything.
irrelevant.  it's obvious from reading that account that it's roleplaying.  i bet you also think the north korea pr account is real, as well.  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:36:39 ID: 89c851 No.8388403
File (hide): dd7ce017bcac38c⋯.png (403.34 KB, 540x801, 60:89, 1471109941450.png)

>>8378757
>Dr. Gay
>Cunt Shit
>Soggy Waffle
>One Cunt Wolf Pack  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:37:16 ID: d522a1 No.8388407

>>8388363

Thank you sir.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:45:33 ID: 32e426 No.8388477 >>8389166

>>8388279
really gets my neurons firing  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:50:39 ID: dcce85 No.8388517 >>8388532 >>8388594

>>8388493
where is this from?  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:52:00 ID: 094a6a No.8388532 >>8388594

>>8388517
his sick pedo hard drive  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:53:31 ID: 8916e2 No.8388542 >>8389540

>>8384462
I was just in the grocery store and the cover of National Enquirer at the checkout was of Hillary, and had one of the cover lines was heavily implying 
pizzagate and Hillary covering it up. I didn't read the article but I'm pretty sure that's what it was about  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 22:59:06 ID: 061bdf No.8388594 >>8388632

>>8388517
This is all freely available to you by searching into the Zandvoort case in France.

The source I used for these images was an investigation site, involved in much the same the we're doing now.
http://www.partiradicaldefrance.com/johndanger.htm

If you do not save incriminating pictures for reference later, you destroy your evidence and along with it, your case. This is why you should inquire into 
these cases in countries such as vietnam, thailand, russia, haiti, brazil etc, vigilantism is strong in these countries and traffickers are more likely to keep 
their guard down in terms of their nefarious harvesting activities.

>>8388532
Sincerely die in a fire, this was linked on a 4chan thread.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:01:39 ID: 6db4c3 No.8388614

>>8388468
Sad. Fucking bastards doing this to kids makes me rage. WHAT THE FUCK  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:03:38 ID: 32e426 No.8388632 >>8388673 >>8389106

>>8388594
maybe next time say what's under the spoilers asshole
you're the one posting vague CP and not saying anything
you're the one who shoudl die in a fire  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:04:28 ID: ee750a No.8388640 >>8388705

>>8388493
The guy in the kill.manacles travels in south asia obviously but I seen him when lurking on Tor in a pic in a room with like 20 asian kids. He had a towel 
over his face but its the same fat pedo. Disgusting  
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:05:41 ID: a8f4fd No.8388645

>>8386879
stop using the brackets for no good reason. You're  screwing e original meaning of them.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:09:18 ID: 061bdf No.8388673

My original posts were deleted.
Here is where I found the pictures
http://www.partiradicaldefrance.com/johndanger.htm
Do you have any more details on any of this?

>>8388632
You can't expose something you don't know exists.
You're also retarded for thinking that me exposing an inkling of what goes on with these sick bastards is wrong.
Commit sudoku, you don't even know what it means to investigate.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:11:25 ID: c64b78 No.8388690

>>8386554
>>8386636
4chan blocked hotlinking now. copy the URL and paste it in a new tab / private tab.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:12:19 ID: 6db4c3 No.8388698

>Yeah, I'll say it again, you're the one derailing the thread 

Yeah I definitely am not trying to shitpost and derail. Not my intention. I'm going to have to quit and lurk, this is beyond me. Honestly don't like lurking in 
this shit either.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:13:00 ID: 061bdf No.8388705 >>8389202

First part of my post is directed at
>>8386261
>>8387876
>>8388640

Also, I am sick and tired of retarded normies having no level of self awareness.
The only thing that will make the nation riot and do anything about this is when hardcore child snuff is broadcast world wide for a day straight.
People don't care about this because they don't even know the nature of this situation and what really goes on behind closed doors since they're too 
distracted by iPhone gadgets and Television boxes.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:15:37 ID: 6d0635 No.8388729 >>8389500

>>8388279
can someone politely tell me what this means  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:28:45 ID: 454dcb No.8388831

>>8384203
Only question I have; why he wants them to ASK questions? 

I mean if he really worked there and knows lots about it why don't he just state the names involved and other specifics?

Sounds like that OP is a shill trying to see what we don't know for certainity yet.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:29:12 ID: 38496a No.8388837

>>8383627
we need actual evidence to prove to normies  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:32:18 ID: a8f4fd No.8388868 >>8389073

>>8387228
If this is a real account. This Rothschild aristokike is one hell of a snob cunt.
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Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:51:55 ID: 9f48d0 No.8389053

>>8387739
Trump was on list bc he was known by Epstein….both movers and shakers. 

Was at at least one Epstein dinner party hosted by Conrad Black in 2000, but ate with staff in kitchen.

Epstein brother said Trump had been on plane at least once but Trump volunteered for extensive QA session w,FBI.  Nothing to see.

I read that "they" trap people by inviting them, drugging them…encouraging them to do "stuff" while under the influence then film it.  Then pics or video 
used to blackmail…the ones that "like" it come back.  The others do their bidding, don't tell for fear of exposure.

…trump doesn't drink or smoke… Harder to drug.  The Lolita was fake story, similar to real events that happen to others and may have happened to 
her…  but didn't happen between her and trump.  

She went out on her own to sue…hoping she'd get money to shut up but trump doesn't pay off.  Lisa Bloom, Gloria bloodsuckinglawyer allred's daughter 
just hates trump and wanted sensational story.

The original lawsuit filed w.no atty was for $75k.  She didn't even know how much to sue for…like $10m.

In this case…if there was any real fire, there would never have been any smoke to be seen.  Trump would either be "in" and girl deceased or out of sight 
and girl deceased….  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:54:46 ID: 9f48d0 No.8389073

>>8388868
No way family would let their own tweet like that, under that name.  

Anonymous  11/28/16 (Mon) 23:58:56 ID: d8d479 No.8389106

>>8388632
All the genitalia is censored. So at least in the United States its technically not CP. Plus yeah. He's obviously an actual investigator, i.e not a larper.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:05:07 ID: 000f1c No.8389166
File (hide): 13dc8f06d2dca16⋯.jpg (28.12 KB, 480x360, 4:3, 77.jpg)

>>838
8477  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:09:45 ID: ee750a No.8389202 >>8389242

>>8388705
Yeah I hear ya. Sad reality is most people won't wake up and choose to ignore it. I'm sad to say that I seen worse than what you posted. Sometimes I 
think there's no end to rabbit hole but focus on pizzagate for now and maybe we'll get a break  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:13:27 ID: 7f13ce No.8389233
File (hide): 4332fba9a515567⋯.png (2.27 MB, 1156x826, 578:413, Capture5.PNG)

>>8376473 (OP)
>>8384203
Weird Shit. Googled some of the names names given by 'ex ping-pong employee'

Gotta say I looked up some of those names mentioned and they are some pretty weird fucks. Bands name 
'Lust for Youth' weird 'art performances' etc…

Here are some pictures of Margaret Chardiet and friends from a blog called Jain Pain
https://janepain.wordpress.com/tag/margaret-chardiet/
A wierd ass 'art' preformance by her
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgZJ5iyJrgg

And Alice Mottola is a 'theater artist' 
http://www.alicemottola.com/  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:14:49 ID: 061bdf No.8389242 >>8389302

>>8389202
I was under the impression that the pics I posted were not considered CP since they were sensored and tied to an investigation but I was wrong.  
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File (hide): dde3066f5ca3944⋯.png (93.34 KB,
1674x873, 186:97, 1480290465094.png)

File (hide): 14e8211e0d782fd⋯.jpg (34.08 KB,
412x243, 412:243, 1480287530926.jpg)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:19:39 ID: 9bff4a No.8389274 >>8389493 >>8390551

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4V50eWOgro 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSEnurBApdM

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:23:03 ID: ee750a No.8389302 >>8389455

>>8389242
I can't lurk anymore on that shit bc it pisses me off and rots my brain. Thats why i'm looking more into Abramobitch something has to turn up. The emails 
have a list of art galleries they show her 'work' maybe she'll turn up at an event  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:23:27 ID: fa8259 No.8389304 >>8389387

File (hide): 310da69bf7c78a3⋯.png (760.24 KB, 1243x845, 1243:845, p-36.png)

is this the same 
girl who was 
taped to the ping 
pong table?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:26:05 ID: 7f13ce No.8389325 >>8389558

File (hide): 211277337233c3e⋯.png (2.83 MB, 1443x955, 1443:955, Capture6.PNG)

More magick from Margaret Chardiet's blog Jane Pain. According to details in this >>8384203 she has 
connections with ping-pong and this is her alter pic found on blog. 
https://janepain.wordpress.com/tag/margaret-chardiet/  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:32:52 ID: 08b53f No.8389382

>>8378168
so i checked out lala land video for these guys. comments are shutdown. ratings shut down on this video. every other video on this channel, comments 
shutdown. no "discussion" tab on the youtube profile page. here is copypaste from lalavideo.

Band statement regarding Pizzagate:

To Whom It may Concern,

Sex Stains.
A band name we decided on after 100 suggestions by random people on Facebook because every name we could think up was already taken.
We are just a punk rock band from L.A.
We are NOT pedophiles. Just the thought of that is sickening!

What the hell happened here?
A few months ago, we passed through DC on a week long mini tour. We booked a show at Comet. We were told it's an ok place for bands to play, so we 
did. That's about the extent of our involvement with or knowledge of this venue.

Before going on that tour, we made a video with Cassandra Hamilton, a L.A. artist that has made videos for a few bands in the local rock scene. We had 
no budget but she was willing
to help us make a video for our song Land Of La La (a common term used to refer to Los Angeles because of the sometimes flakey & aloof people that 
live here). There was no real concept for the video other than making it very colorful & exciting to watch.
The director invited (the band & a few friends) to create some props, suggesting boxes & paintings, anything we could put together cheaply & quickly to 
fill some space up in the shots of the band playing/dancing/goofing off. We bought party supplies, gags, glitter. Any cheap crap we could. This was an 
endeavor in fun. There was absolutely NO PLOT to purposefully use offensive symbols or to mess with peoples heads. There was/is ZERO interest in 
anything having to do with children. No one in the band had any knowledge of the triangle/spirals horrid symbolism. We're shocked & disgusted by the 
theory that we are somehow linked to Pedophelia rings or Satanic cults, and also by the hateful comments & accusations we've been receiving. WE ARE 
NOT pedophiles and do NOT support or promote it. Period. Again, we are just a punk rock band.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:33:04 ID: ee750a No.8389387 >>8389816

File (hide): 58dbdc4947872e0⋯.jpg (10.03 KB, 238x212, 119:106, cometpizzagirl.jpg)

>>8389304
looks similar but says its posted in 2012 I thought the taped girl was recently on instagram, unless its 
an old pic posted recently. looks very similar  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:33:39 ID: 20efee No.8389396 >>8389454

File (hide): 26bfcf00ef9f1cd⋯.png (424.13 KB, 1227x588, 409:196, screenshot-www.reddit.com ….png)

>>8380772
>Could the underground DC tunnels 
connect to Comet? 

https://www.wesearchr.com/bounties/pizzag
ate-urban-explorers-league-ultimate-
challenge

forum.skyscraperpage.com/showthread.php
?t=202931  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:39:31 ID: 817672 No.8389454
File (hide): 3362fff86d61c24⋯.jpg (3.81 KB, 150x200, 3:4, James Alefantis.jpg)

>>8389396
https://archive.is/9VFTB  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:39:35 ID: 20efee No.8389455 >>8389490 >>8389595

File (hide): c6a1862c9a53377⋯.png (231.63 KB, 891x417, 297:139, screenshot-www.civilianart….png)

>>8389302
Yep, all shitty modern artists connected to them should be dug. Carol Greenwood is also a shitty modern 
artist, shit on a board is art to her. No wonder she needed a fucking full page artists statement to rationalize 
her crap. She held major exhibitions that stopped around the time she left CCP.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:42:05 ID: 052800 No.8389482

>>8376481

>Besta Pizza => Owned by Andrew Kline Clinton-appointed DOJ attorney specializing in human trafficking

No, this hasn't been proven yet. Last time I checked I think there was four lawyers named Andrew Kline in DC and that 'conclusion' came from 4chan. We 
need to be careful and not jump to conclusions and if there's no conclusive evidence for X then you just say that this assertion still needs to be confirmed. 
It's not complicated.  

sage  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:43:06 ID: 82d343 No.8389488

>>8388010

DON'T CLICK THIS KIKE'S LINKS  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:43:13 ID: ec2a78 No.8389490
File (hide): 6e3ffc8cc203873⋯.jpg (55.97 KB, 452x499, 452:499, Piero-Manzoni-Artists-Shit….jpg)

>>8389455
>literally
It's not even novel  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:43:21 ID: 9bff4a No.8389493

>>8389274
this was 2010!! He knew!!!  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:44:07 ID: 20efee No.8389500

>>8388729
someone is derailing the thread. they found some garbage in long abandoned board, saw that it was weird and started pamming it here. No connection 
was found, ignore it or start another thread.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:50:47 ID: 20efee No.8389540

>>8388542
>I was just in the grocery store and the cover of National Enquirer at the checkout was of Hillary, and had one of the cover lines was heavily implying 
pizzagate and Hillary covering it up. I didn't read the article but I'm pretty sure that's what it was about

Is this the article or is it a newer one? This from 12 days ago

https://imgur.com/a/nLocl  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:52:57 ID: 20efee No.8389558 >>8389806 >>8389851 >>8389888

>>8389325
pls archive all those sites anon. Once she knows we're looking she will delete, they all do. I don't have time right now. Remember each page has to be 
archives separately. I say this trusting that she does indeed have connections to Alefantes/CPP.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:56:02 ID: e85fd0 No.8389585

>>8381303
Whaat? He killed Tom Clancy? This just ringed my bell. We're already thinking that they murdered Stanley Kubrick for Eyes Wide Shut, so this is a 
pattern. Could have they murdered Michael Krichton too, for denouncing the Climate Change hoax?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 00:56:43 ID: ee750a No.8389595

>>8389455
I found Abramobitch in wikileaks syria doc but its an advert for a website selling interviews
email says: Marina Abramobitch, performance artist, on her career, her success, whether art has replaced religion in the West and how her work can 
change your life
Yeah drink blood worship devils. Perfectly normal…wtf
https://wikileaks.org/syria-files/docs/695194_francis-ford-coppola-tinie-tempah-marina-abramovic-steve.html

 http://theinterviewpeople.com/  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:07:24 ID: 061bdf No.8389676 >>8389751 >>8389757 >>8389774 >>8390358

File (hide): 0870f5e5f34f2e4⋯.png (228.92 KB, 546x715, 42:55, 1480380679343.png)

From cuckchan, possible podesta connection.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:15:53 ID: 62f4a2 No.8389743

>>838
4164
Interes
ting 
video 
there.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:16:38 ID: 17aa52 No.8389751

>>8389676
It would explain the gold Dahmer victim statue….  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:17:16 ID: 390818 No.8389756

>>8385576
If being a grill is not directly relevant to your post don't mention it, nothing good comes of it. Also no one cares how old you are either.  

test  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:17:44 ID: 86612b No.8389757 >>8389796 >>8389799

>>8389676
Was Podesta involved in government at that time?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:20:32 ID: 052800 No.8389774 >>8389796

>>8389676

>From cuckchan, possible podesta connection.

Source? What book / article?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:20:53 ID: ee95b5 No.8389778

>>8383794
>>8383791
He's speaking into the mic in his jacket. He leans into his chest not the notepad because that's where his recording mic is.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:21:02 ID: 4b84ca No.8389779 >>8389841

File (hide): 9b26f14bd0f02b4⋯.png (350.46 KB, 1600x900, 16:9, Screenshot from 2016-11-28….png)

>>8384164
I followed links to various dump.fm 
profiles mentioned in the 8ch 
elephants archive. 

This is legit and these guys aren't as 
subtle as they think they are.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:23:14 ID: 061bdf No.8389796

>>8389774
>>8389757
I haven't a fecking clue, was wondering if someone here knew.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:23:31 ID: 77c4c4 No.8389797 >>8390335

>>8384164
>>8384186
>>8384197

8chan is compromised.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:23:37 ID: 17aa52 No.8389799

>>8389757
yes  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:24:14 ID: 7f13ce No.8389806

>>8389558

done  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:25:15 ID: 9f48d0 No.8389816

>>8389387
Archive of image shows it as 126wks…or 2.5 yrs…like early 2014. 
Still not sure it's same girl.  She is reportedly daughter of an employee I think.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:29:01 ID: 603660 No.8389841 >>8390009

>>8389779
That's fucking weird, good work. 
I noticed you have a document open, have you found anything else?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:30:14 ID: 7f13ce No.8389851

>>8389558
>Alefantes/CPP
I've archived the sites to wayback machine but not under that name. I will fix that now.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:35:15 ID: 7f13ce No.8389888 >>8390261

>>8389558
noob at this archiving thing. It is archived in the wayback machine but I am still working on trying to figure out how to tag it Alefantes/CPP

Any help anon? I'll be reading the help section  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:45:36 ID: 7d7fe1 No.8389978

>>8376473 (OP)
where is the OpSec section?  appreciate anyone that can post me a link.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:46:43 ID: 77c4c4 No.8389986
File (hide): e76a0c60f46db6b⋯.png (113.36 KB, 1173x116, 1173:116, Anderson Cooper.PNG)

>>8384203

According to Wikipedia he is gay.

Fits perfectly.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:48:22 ID: 820f25 No.8389999
File (hide): 4349ba714559c5c⋯.jpg (41.92 KB, 640x480, 4:3, 521320.jpg)

>>83832
95  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:48:57 ID: 7793c9 No.8390007 >>8390107

>>8384203
Godlikeproductions is Tavistock. Note the single mention of child abuse, but further description of nothing but Gay Nazi sex.

>>8384164
That original rabbit drawing was also posted/connected to the SLC daycare threads from years ago…  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:49:17 ID: 4b84ca No.8390009 >>8390031 >>8390136

File (hide): f35b1924748b598⋯.png (431.85 KB, 1600x900, 16:9, Screenshot from 2016-11-28….png)

>>8389841
Many suspicious things.  These 
people are gay and like boys, like 
the .. Podestas.

Center pic is .gif of kid licking his 
lips  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:51:35 ID: 9f48d0 No.8390031

>>8390009
It's Trumps 10 y.o. Son… Kind of a veiled threat.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:51:46 ID: 77c4c4 No.8390034

>Comet Ping Pong  

File (hide): 4ca4c9e8b2c49ce⋯.jpg (13.43
KB, 199x199, 1:1,
52761460cb666a7aaec469904c….jpg)

File (hide):
2b5d073747c4aff⋯.png
(419.05 KB, 241x702,
241:702, top kek.png)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 01:56:49 ID: bd5dec No.8390086

>>8378757
>up the bum no baby  

File (hide): 4332fba9a515567⋯.png (2.27 MB,
1156x826, 578:413, Capture5.PNG)

File (hide): 211277337233c3e⋯.png (2.83 MB,
1443x955, 1443:955, Capture6.PNG)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:00:09 ID: 7f13ce No.8390107

>>8390007
I googled a couple names mentioned and found a blog connected to margaret chardiet (occultist) with some odd shit on it. Post from the op/whistle 
blower stated she was an occultist.
https://janepain.wordpress.com/tag/margaret-chardiet/  
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File (hide): af6a4a8cbaafffe⋯.jpg (35.66 KB, 632x293,
632:293, chatr.JPG)

File (hide): f3f8e671ff5fb60⋯.jpg (296.94 KB,
1413x1015, 1413:1015, WARNING.JPG)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:04:20 ID: 603660 No.8390136 >>8390502

>>8390009
They had a chatroom on elephants.dump.fm 
You need to register for dump.fm to access it, 
As soon as I try to load the page it says there is an unresponsive script. I have never been able to load this chatroom successfully.

BUT in the source code of the page you can see some old messages, before the chatroom got closed???

WARNING to Lizzy/Frak/Blue/Callus/Other Elephant Users : DO NOT USE  ROOM OR IT WILL BE CLOSED AGAIN  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:06:58 ID: bbc728 No.8390151 >>8390823

>>8383335
https://archive.is/kew2r
Looking at the commenter's liked videos, there's a creepy channel agios elefantas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJBoSz1PhgA  

File (hide): e22d7d6f1e49742⋯.jpg (119.32 KB,
636x472, 159:118, IMG_4301.JPG)

File (hide): 6ce5532d73c4dc0⋯.jpg (122.57 KB,
636x425, 636:425, IMG_4302.JPG)

File (hide): 543d2e765f6f1e0⋯.jpg (117.32 KB,
636x435, 212:145, IMG_4303.JPG)

File (hide): 27e064b0bccf4fa⋯.jpg (286.93 KB,
1150x807, 1150:807, IMG_4304.JPG)

File (hide): 9b06ebe70202809⋯.jpg (252.87 KB,
900x778, 450:389, IMG_4305.JPG)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:23:56 ID: 8c6d02 No.8390254

Kevin Spacey has a taste for young models and has been to Epstein island with Bill Clinton and Chris Tucker. Must have been a big boys weekend away.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:24:41 ID: 20efee No.8390261 >>8390337 >>8390381 >>8390505

>>8389888
go to archive.is
copy/paste url from page you want to archive
paste it into page
press return
repeat for every page on the blog

I cannot find the voat post about the weird wherehouse/building Marina owns, bought for a dollar. Who has 
that info? 

vid related confronting frank winstead

NEWFAGS GO TO VOAT. I HAVE SEEN THEIR MOD LOGS AND YOU FUCKERS GOT  
YOUR SHIT POSTS REMOVED FOR BEING UNRELA TED TO THIS INVES TIGATION. GO 
AWAY, WE WANT TO FOCUS ON DIG GING, WE ALREADY KNOW ABOUT EVER YTHING 

YOU POST SO FUCK OFF  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:31:12 ID: 8bde86 No.8390297 >>8390324 >>8390334 >>8390361

Anyone else find it creepy how Maria Abamovic is literally almost 70 and never looks older than 45ish in any picture I've ever seen of her. How many 
babies has this freak eaten do ya reckon to sustain herself?

Seriously tho. Simply good genetics?  Sneaky makeup application?  Doesn't look like she wears any more makeup than your average older woman in the 
public eye, and doesn't particularly look like she has had Joan Rivers-tier crazy plastic surgery.  

heh… Just a thought.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:35:45 ID: d966f2 No.8390324

>>8390297
No, not really.  South Slav women can often look decent even up to their 70's.  It'll probably catch up to her soon though.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:37:39 ID: 14f7eb No.8390334

>>8390297
>good genetics
its a slavic yid, the effects of the black triangle of Soviet industry and kike blood dont mix well for good genes
its plastic surgery and drinking the blood of children fam  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:37:43 ID: 6f129a No.8390335

>>8389797
>260 UIDs
Checked.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:37:59 ID: 20efee No.8390337

>>8390261
It was a ware house in Buffalo, she bought it for a dollar a few years ago from Godman, fucking lokks creepy as shit, pillars and crumbling and perfect for 
rituals. It was on voat in the last few days and I cannot find it in deleted/removed submissions or through search. Does someone remember this?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:39:45 ID: 13325b No.8390358 >>8390588

>>8389676
>>8389676
dahmer's father said he was abused, but accused a neighborhood boy of doing it (later denied saying this). High school friends of dahmer's recall his 
family having a seance.

I never bought the 'Dahmer is a natural born killer' thing  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:40:22 ID: d4943d No.8390361 >>8390370

>>8390297
I don't remember but their was an old story/tale/legend about a woman in europe who had to bath in the blood of virgin girls to have eternal youth.
someone know what the name of that women ?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:41:43 ID: ee750a No.8390364

I found Marina Abramovic gmail she sent to Podesta on wikileaks 
 https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/16498
Bloomberg published article http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-02-27/marina-abramovic-tries-to-monetize-performance-art
IDK about a building she bought for a dollar but she's been into real estate for a while. 
Still looking into her  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:42:19 ID: 13325b No.8390370 >>8390384

>>8390361
Elizabeth Bathory  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:44:35 ID: b29123 No.8390381 >>8390401

>>8390261
>>8390261
She bought it for 95k. She transferred it to her LLC for $1. I can't find the voat thread either, but I remember it.

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:44:55 ID: d4943d No.8390384 >>8390412

>>8390370
Thanks, I just went on wikipedia

>She has been labelled by Guinness World Records as the most prolific female murderer,[3] though the precise number of her victims is debated. 
Báthory and four collaborators were accused of torturing and killing hundreds of young women between 1585 and 1609.[4] The highest number of victims 
cited during Báthory's trial was 650

>The stories of her serial murders and brutality are verified by the testimony of more than 300 witnesses and survivors as well as physical evidence and 
the presence of horribly mutilated dead, dying and imprisoned girls found at the time of her arrest.[6] Stories which ascribe to her vampire-like tendencies 
(most famously the tale that she bathed in the blood of virgins to retain her youth  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:48:10 ID: 20efee No.8390401 >>8390505 >>8390590

>>8390381
>She bought it for 95k.
I looked very closely at the attached docs and I didn't see that. Why the fuck would they delete that. Massively important if they did. 

Next thread can we focus on the artists connected to Podesta/Alefantis/HRC and go for the money laundering angle.

Voat is doing fine with more info than we have here, but they seem to want to shoo us away from this so let's fucking do it.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 02:49:31 ID: 14f7eb No.8390412

>>8390384
alot of the evidence of that case was circumstantial at best
theres a theory Elizabeth Bathory was tried for such gross crimes because she was a Calvinist  in a Catholic nation
while her husband, a catholic, was alive she was tolerated but after he died the church sought to get rid of her for promoting 'heresy' in her husbands 
lands  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:04:40 ID: 0161ff No.8390489
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:06:24 ID: 603660 No.8390502

>>8390136
>>8384600
>>8384421
>>8384368
>>8384219
>>8384197
>>8384186
>>8384164

Everything I've found while digging so far. 
This is driving me fucking crazy, it all seems like nonsense. It's been difficult to find the links.

I just keep wondering why in the early pizzagate thread an image of a white rabbit (When reverse image searched) leads ONLY to some weird dump fms 
linked to /elephants/

WHY WAS SOMEONE FROM /ELEPHANTS/ (A BOARD THA T DELETED EVER YTHING AT THE TIME OF THE PIZZAGA TE 
INVESTIGATION) POSTING DISINFO IN EARL Y INVESTIGATION THREADS

HELP ME DIG  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:06:32 ID: 20efee No.8390505 >>8390646

>>8390401
>>8390261
I have looked at my history and it isn't there. Please, if you saw that voat post about the warehouse owned by Abramovich in Buffalo along with real 
estate docs, pls post it. Look in your history.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:10:51 ID: ed49b5 No.8390528

>>8384219
Reference to this possibly? >>8378592  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:14:28 ID: 9bff4a No.8390551

>>8389274
https://www.rt.com/usa/coroner-arsenic-death-breitbart-456/#.WDtZ0Nd-Yto.twitter  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:21:24 ID: 6e514f No.8390588

>>8390358
I work sometimes in Milwaukee.  I am a physician.  Dahmer was reported by gates to frequent gay bars in Chicago in the day.  Maybe he learned 
something there.  Podesta perhaps celebrates Dahmer with the statue like the posed victims Dahmer photographed.  Also, as to Wisconsin.  Kevin Annett 
states American Indian Reservations are a source of missing children.  Wi has reservations, The Packers have a Masonic G as logo, Paul Ryan is linked 
with Hastert, Casino gambling etc.  it may be a link.  Milwaukee has a Spin Ping Pong business.  And maybe pedos are killed in prison to shut them up 
from making a a plea deal.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:21:58 ID: 9f48d0 No.8390590 >>8390666

>>8390401
I am looking for voat image but meanwhile….

If I don't see it and someone goes into money laundering please consider this Bitcoin discussion re. David Brock (Alefantis bf) and list of pedophiles…
including several associated with Hollywood pedo. 

https://bitcointalk 
DOT 
org/index.php?topic=610521.0  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:29:28 ID: d2eb26 No.8390646 >>8390687 >>8390694

>>8390505
I can't find it in my history or on voat. Is it possible that we saw it on halfchan? Is this the warehouse?

h ttp://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/news/marina-abramovic-hudson/  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:29:46 ID: 4d5fda No.8390648

An hour long but packed full of shit hot research. These guys have been on the case of the pedo/blackmail ring of Hillary's for years. This connects 9/11 
and even Waco with these people. We need to familiarize ourselves with this research guys.

https://youtu.be/Kij5dkJ8-4k  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:33:13 ID: 20efee No.8390666 >>8390914

>>8390590
It's not in my history, I'm a little freaked. 
Mods check my post history, I'm not a troll. 

If that Satanic cunt wants to hide  
info then I say we should focus on  
her

She's making a doc about James Franco 
https://archive.is/AZPTd

>vid related Kenneth Anger influences a new 
generation–Sean Lennon and James 
Franco.

I wasn't aware of Sean being into this shit.  
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>>8383638

While "the" Gnostics (as there were various sects at differing periods as well as more amalgamated forms of it rather 
than one homogeneous categorical blob) preached a rather chaotic and discordant narrative of reality (twofold by 
manner of the system of itself and logic thereof) in which the creation and creator (i.e., Demiurge/Demiurgos) are 
regarded as the ultimate progenitor and propagator of evil, as they regarded the unfolding of the chain of creation as 
being "flawed", and there are "Gnostics" that will and had gone so far as to try to collapse or 'uproot' creation by 
essentially destroying or reversing it (and it is interesting to note that Anton LaVey credits "the" Gnostics with the 
birthing of the new allure of what is dubbed as "the Left-Hand Path" in his book The Satanic Rituals).  

Of course, not all "Gnostics" are cut from the same cloth and one of the more notable "ideas" wholly ascribed as 
being derived from "the" Gnostics is that of the Archons and the directed impetus intertwined with how c/Creation and 
c/Creator "is", with some believing in the more Qlipoth-esque approach to "conquering" by striving to collapse 
creation by the tenets or pillars of supporting it through deeds of what each "Archon"(or higher and universal 
principles, i.e. gods and/or the planets with the former being 'behind' the latter) would representatively "control" or 
preside over; and thereupon "liberate" themselves by desolation.
 

On the other hand, other "Gnostics" do not subscribe to the notion of the universe being fundamentally "flawed" or "evil", but rather that *inside* it there is 
a distance from the God/Good in which Man is the microcosm of the macrocosm and the "Archons" that need to be "conquered" or, truly, set correctly 
(imitatio Dei) are within each individual who are a part of the collective creation and which, with each transmutation of the "bad" into good (and not in the 
relativistic sense), one climbs the echelons of the "Archons" as the endeavor is ascending with creation rather than "bringing the house down".  

Plotinus even went so far as to address "the Gnostics" in the only written work of his (The Enneads) concerning creation and creator being "evil" and 
"evil" somehow being outside of the Good rather than it and the word being a concision of the entire scope of action as "evil" and "bad" always has a 
kernel of the omnipresent and objective (rather than relative) supreme Good underlying it through the bedrock of intention in the effort to do what is 
beneficial or good; there is none beyond the reach of the Good as "it" doesn't have a "reach" since that implies there is an "outside" from "it".

https://plotinusarchive.wordpress.com/2-9-against-the-gnostics/

http://thriceholy.net/Texts/Plotinus5.html

http://www.citizenphilosophy.net/Plotinus.html

https://orthosphere.wordpress.com/2015/05/16/plotinus-and-augustine-on-gnosticism/

The force behind "Satanism" and the chaotic form of Gnosticism is a parasitic one: It cannot create from or by itself so it attempts to inverse, 
contort,infect, and distort to try to "generate" that way and attempt to turn creation on and against itself, like using purportedly worshiping Athena/Minerva, 
but rather use an associative part, the owl, and stripping it from its proper whole and have that "part" function as if it were a whole (with the bird 
symbolizing animalistic and predatory instinct in this manner).  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:35:43 ID: 77c4c4 No.8390684 >>8390730

File (hide): 30088b87e1421a0⋯.png (1.43 KB, 493x34, 29:2, deckname..PNG)

Daily reminder.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:36:04 ID: 20efee No.8390687

>>8390646
I rarely go there and only through links. Posted something yesterday about posts disappearing there, forgot where I found that link  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:36:51 ID: 0161ff No.8390693

How are we doing in Soho Playhouse, NYC so far?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:37:47 ID: 20efee No.8390694

>>8390646
If it's so innocent why did voat delete it? I though it was the most significant thing I saw there that day. Figured I could just go back and check it out again. 
It is very relevant  
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File (hide): 0a8f8bcb7494f4b⋯.png (530.45 KB,
1600x900, 16:9, Abromovich dump fm.png)

File (hide): 7372a0c8c474573⋯.png (180.28 KB,
1600x900, 16:9, JimmyComet instagram - Abr….png)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:42:07 ID: 4b84ca No.8390725 >>8390767

>>8384164
dump.fm appears to be a shitposting site for artists, many of whom are gay and like boys, judging by their posts.   They use the same pedo 
symbols/occult references (pizza, hotdog, etc) seen other places - I find this stuff all over the site on different profiles.  The site is invitation only and  
users tend to reference each other in posts.

How it links to pizzagate?  First, the site creator here shows image of Abromovich in online interview.  

Second, I dig around the site and find a user posts image of topless adolescent male also posted on JimmyComet instagram, somehow related to 
Abromovich I assume.

I am still digging.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:43:44 ID: a8f4fd No.8390730

>>8390684
>hurr james alefantis is similar to j'aime les enfants
It's too subjective and there's better evidence than that.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:46:11 ID: 14f7eb No.8390746 >>8390974

>>8390676
>, but rather use an associative part, the owl, and stripping it from its proper whole and have that "part" function as if it were a whole (with the bird 
symbolizing animalistic and predatory instinct in this manner).
the owl of Athena/Minerva is a sad tale though
it tells the tale of a princess/virgin maiden brutally raped real hard to the point she runs innawoods and never leaves the shadows of the trees for the 
shame
Athena takes pity on the girl and turns her into an immortal owl to serve her as her messenger
chose an owl because it is a bird that dwells in the forest and only flies at night where the eyes of men would rarely see her  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:49:04 ID: 8f6785 No.8390767

>>8390725
If the site is sign up by referral make two accounts and refer them, or have us get referred accounts.

If by a paid service DO NOT USE YOUR CREDIT CARDS. GET A PREPAID PAYPAL CASH AT A SAFEWAY ONE TOWN OVER . Use cash deposit or 
google wallet when possible.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:52:19 ID: ee750a No.8390790 >>8390829

Marina Abramovic has 4 twitters associated with her but didn't find anything interesting so far

https://twitter.com/AbramovicInst
https://twitter.com/ArtistisPresent
https://twitter.com/marinaudqn

This one has follows and no tweets
https://twitter.com/AbramovicMarina  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:54:01 ID: 0161ff No.8390803

I'm just random digging but lol:
https://www.facebook.com/hotdogemoji/

http://chicagoist.com/2016/07/26/girl_who_dressed_as_hot_dog_on_prin.php  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:57:01 ID: bbc728 No.8390823
File (hide): c844ffcdbeead4c⋯.jpg (82.94 KB, 500x750, 2:3, 12.jpg)

>>8390151  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:57:35 ID: d2eb26 No.8390829 >>8390906

>>8390790

Her main account was suspended:
h ttps://twitter.com/abramovicm666

Notice how it ends in 666, but she insists that's just a coincidence and she is not a Satanist  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 03:59:56 ID: 62f4a2 No.8390847

Wow, it's literally nothing.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:02:03 ID: 62f4a2 No.8390861 >>8390977

>Andrew Breitbart.
>old guy covered in grey hair, literally waiting to die.
>dies
>color_me_surprised.png
>mfw people over 21 think they have any place on the net.
Newsflash: once you hit 40 you can die any day.
This is LITERALLY NOTHING.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:04:04 ID: 829d9a No.8390880 >>8390900

File (hide): eac6f67c349d828⋯.png (67.58 KB, 671x540, 671:540, Screenshot_2016-11-28-20-4….png)

Heres something big.

A major clinton foundation connection to mass organ trafficking is israels former president SHIMON PERES 
and the ISRAEL TRANSPLANT CENTER (which has been removed from google search listings) look it up 
on duck duck go to prove it exists. 

I have visited countless 404'd news pages about bill clintons visit to peres funeral and the israel transplant 
center that have recently been taken down because of this

Please find as mich shit about this as you can before they take more down.I believe Most if not All of the 
CF's trafficking and haiti shit was peddled trough this transplant center

PROTECT ME FROM DRONE STRIKE LORD KEK  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:07:04 ID: 20efee No.8390900

>>8390880
A couple years ago we had a massive thread about israeli human organ trafficking, anyone got an archive? It's a huge problem.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:07:39 ID: 9394ed No.8390901
File (hide): 55c08cd97b12a48⋯.jpg (17.17 KB, 236x285, 236:285, 55c08cd97b12a48967b046e5e9….jpg)

>>8379143
>>8379961
HERE WE GO  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:08:33 ID: ee750a No.8390906 >>8390923 >>8390968

File (hide): adf5f37c1a07dc2⋯.jpg (4.74 KB, 225x225, 1:1, Thanos Argyropoulos.jpg)

>>8390829
maybe she doesn't use social media for personal bc she's old.
She has rich Greek guy helping her out at her institute Thanos Argyropoulos. I haven't found much on him yet but 
he's one her money connections. He produces films and we know what pedo shit they're into.

This from bloomberg: "a Greek financier who is producing one of Abramovic’s film projects, volunteered to come 
on as MAI’s managing director. His résumé includes a stint as adviser to Greece’s Ministry of Culture, where he 
says he helped slash the budget. “Wherever I show up, it means there’s trouble—something needs restructuring,” 
he says."  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:09:31 ID: 6ac420 No.8390914

>>8390666 (Check'd)

Demon ayys confirmed  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:10:08 ID: 62f4a2 No.8390923 >>8390983

>>8390906
>maybe she doesn't use social media for personal bc she's old.
Now see, this guy gets it.
People over 40 have no clue about tech like Facebook.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:15:02 ID: d2eb26 No.8390968 >>8390980

>>8390906
She was relatively active on twitter when this first started. She was even reponding to the poeple who were calling her a pedophile and a satanist. Then 
after a day or two her account was suspended for some reason. Hopefully some helpful anon archived it.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:16:10 ID: a32712 No.8390974
File (hide): de1d66e622a75e5⋯.jpg (307.52 KB, 1280x614, 640:307, Combat_de_Zeus_contre_Typh….jpg)

>>8390746

And with throwing Athena/Minerva out of the picture, the owl can be excised and draw upon in the 
aforementioned predatory way and become more of a Lilith (who was associated with the owl,more 
specifically a screech owl rather than the little owl of Athena) in a kind of twisted,chaotic sort of syncretic 
and Frankenstein type of amalgamation ("they" certainly have no problem using Lovecraftian basis for 
"creating" and invoking, see Kenneth Grant, Michael Aquino and the Order of Dagonn.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:16:18 ID: a8f4fd No.8390977

>>8390861
>Only two months after Breitbart’s passing, the coroner that investigated the cause of death may have succumbed to arsenic poisoning.

https:  //www.rt.com/usa/coroner-arsenic-death-breitbart-456/  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 04:16:23 ID: d2eb26 No.8390980

>>8390968
*responding
*people  
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>>8390923
>maybe she doesn't use social media for personal bc she's old.

>Now see, this guy gets it.

>People over 40 have no clue about tech like Facebook.

They either don't use it or they make mistakes putting out shit that they don't know its public 

She has a gmail she uses in this wikileaks email: 
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/16498  
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Hope they see this in time.  
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DAILY REMINDER THAT THE ELITES ARE IN LEAGUE WITH THE SYNAGOGUE OF SA TAN  
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how could they 
miss those 
dubs?  
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>>8392489
i reported the thread  
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>>8392489
go away evil dogger  
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>>8392558
you're doing kek's will lad

>>8392569
ooga booga!  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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yoel malik must have sure learned his lesson after the 2 month jail term. In the daily mail article, in the video they interview this 36yr old rabbi's mother in 
the first 5seconds. She thinks he's a good boy who dindu nothing an all that matters is shekels.
Why are stereotypes always right.  
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wew lads, media silence means some shit is going down. also reported for sticky  
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yeah. 2 fucking months. something needs to change with how the world views the 
Juden. they all pedophiles.  
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forgot to spoil sorry  
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Apology accepted Satan.

And I am fucking out!  I can't take any more of this pedo 
satan kike shit, it's affecting my health and sanity.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:09:41 ID: 8caa3e No.8392706 >>8393177 >>8394638
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>>8392477 (OP)
So do they use pizza as code for 
child?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:11:19 ID: 87fc06 No.8392709 >>8392730 >>8392747

>>8392657
delete this you kike scum. fuck this thread you piece of shit, we don't want to look at that. I'm out, thanks for killing the thread retard.  
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>>8392709  
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>>8392657
I appreciate a certain amount of candidness when discussing sex between adults, but these Jews throw in kiddie stuff, animals, shit, piss, 
faggotry/dykism… and that is the stuff they're candid about. It's a warped mindset, and I don't think it's curable.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:23:04 ID: 47f59b No.8392747 >>8392755 >>8392777 >>8393351 >>8393805 >>8395063 >>8396386

File (hide): e25ec516e850ec7⋯.png (185.91 KB, 600x600, 1:1, MarinaAbrovic_PedoFile.png)

>>8392657
FIXED. Safely spreadable
>>8392709
calm down, we have to endure some of it in order to dig.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:24:06 ID: 344f16 No.8392750

https://www.instagram.com/p/BI2-85nBo0t/

Check out Artichoke Pizzas instagram  
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File (hide): 947756cc94eab6b⋯.png (158.19 KB, 719x300, 719:300, lawson.transcript.png)

>Bean has visited the White House multiple times, most recently in May. On one of those White House trips, 
Bean was accompanied by Lawson, the companion he started dating in August 2013… for a number of 
months, the two were inseparable. Bean gave Lawson entre to a new world.Here's this kid from Junction 
City flying off to Milan, meeting the president and getting a private tour of the White House," said Dickey, 
Lawson's former lawyer. Bean allowed Lawson to live in a Portland condo, giving him a $1,600 monthly 
allowance. Lawson and Bean traveled in a world of sexually adventurous young men and digitally enabled 
trysts. They were enthusiasts of Grindr, a cell phone app that facilitates hook-ups with other gay men who 
were interested and nearby. Deveny said the duo used Grindr to find the Eugene 15-year-old. " 

https://archive.is/nVWpK

Transcript of 'boyfriend' Lawson's police interview https://archive.is/vgGvy  
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Artichoke Pizza  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:31:42 ID: a39191 No.8392776 >>8392778

>>8392477 (OP)

#PizzaGate: What We Know So Far 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4OP--ZXOjc

#PizzaGate New Update 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_IijMef6hs

#PizzaGate Is Real 3 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vB2y419rx20

Inside Comet Ping Pong PizzaGate 4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQ784E2-28A

Spirit Cooking With The Clintons 5 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xuThm6Vzxxc&list=PLNQmu3XWKIH_BbYm1qPvPA_yES4N5KDhn

The Pizza-Related Pedophile Ring 6 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JNRFTHILY6o&index=2&list=PLNQmu3XWKIH_BbYm1qPvPA_yES4N5KDhn

MARINA ABRAMOVIC SPIRIT COOKING  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9ys-Lfu4Sc

Marina Abramovic Human Cake - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_qA6n_w9i0

#Pizzagate Comet ping pong INSTAGRAM - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvdRPWL_tU8

MILEY CYRUS PIZZAGATE CELEBRITY - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5yoHTtPpUM

FBI Exposes Clinton Pedophile Satanic - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suDHJDX90zE

Wikileaks Exposes Clinton’s Satanic Network - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hmbArq1x6E

PIZZAGATE IS REAL - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggvQdZXMGLw

Alex Jones Nov 4th 2016 1st hour - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s1tOZZPfxg

Alex Jones Friday 11/4/16: Clinton’s Occult Rituals - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGoj69zD7lU

Spirit Cooking With The Clintons 7 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuThm6Vzxxc&list=PLNQmu3XWKIH_BbYm1qPvPA_yES4N5KDhn

The Podesta Brothers: Incriminating Evidence? 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RKAz2f7J6dE&list=PLNQmu3XWKIH_BbYm1qPvPA_yES4N5KDhn&index=3

The Podesta Brothers: Incriminating Evidence? 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7XjmsTgBtLA&index=4&list=PLNQmu3XWKIH_BbYm1qPvPA_yES4N5KDhn  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:32:33 ID: 47f59b No.8392777 >>8392780 >>8409290

File (hide): ec8441149822121⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 186.07 KB, 600x600, 1:1, MarinaAbrovic_PedoFile.png)

>>8392617
not going to lie, this was a good motivational speech from a christian. WERE 
COMING FOR YOU FUCKERS.
>>8392747
Godamnit I misspelled the kikes name, sorry anons but I'll spoil it this time  
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Andrew Breitbart: "F*ck. You. John. Podesta." - https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=_4V50eWOgro

Macaulay Culkin The Pizza Underground  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmgq81Ww7K4

————————

Email - https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893

http://www.editionjs.com/img/abramovic/   - https://archive.is/15yMm

————-

The Cremation of Care - Enhanced Footage - https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=r5dHhvpHIjM

Alex Jones confronts David Gergen  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-job9wwKPM

Boys For Sale - 1981 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWY8T3ujxNw

Was Jimmy Savile A Wizard? - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QUuCWNyvv8

The Franklin Cover-up - 1994 -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQHrbJPhus4

Ted Gunderson Satanic McMartin Preschool - https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=9YLpvKAR5fA

Streetwise - 1980's - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lTQgfXb87k

——————-

Satanism & The CIA -Ted Gunderson - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn1pNyFDT7Y

Ted Gunderson - MKULTRA Mind Control - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cb3KTQyP3zE  
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>>8392777

kek aproves  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:33:41 ID: 229f19 No.8392781

what ever became of Arun Rao ?  
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Let me fix those links. 

Andrew Breitbart: "F*ck. You. John. Podesta." - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4V50eWOgro

Macaulay Culkin The Pizza Underground  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmgq81Ww7K4

————————

Email - https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893

http://www.editionjs.com/img/abramovic/   - https://archive.is/15yMm

————-

The Cremation of Care - Enhanced Footage - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5dHhvpHIjM

Alex Jones confronts David Gergen  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-job9wwKPM

Boys For Sale - 1981 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWY8T3ujxNw

Was Jimmy Savile A Wizard? - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QUuCWNyvv8

The Franklin Cover-up - 1994 -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQHrbJPhus4

Ted Gunderson Satanic McMartin Preschool - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YLpvKAR5fA

Streetwise - 1980's - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lTQgfXb87k

——————-

Satanism & The CIA -Ted Gunderson - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn1pNyFDT7Y

Ted Gunderson - MKULTRA Mind Control - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cb3KTQyP3zE  
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>>8392477 (OP)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:43:17 ID: 67035b No.8392811 >>8392845

Holy shit I accidentally found this about 3 days ago while trying to BTFO some liberal on youtube, didn't post it because I thought it was old news.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:53:20 ID: 229f19 No.8392845 >>8393137

>>8392811
found what?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 10:55:19 ID: 4e045e No.8392851 >>8405060

File (hide): 6892d879c8795ba⋯.mp4 (10.24 MB, 640x360, 16:9, Top Obama Fundraiser Arres….mp4) [play once] [loop]
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Karina Ventrano 
and Vanessa 
Marcotte were 
killed by Pizzagate.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:03:15 ID: 47f59b No.8392881
File (hide): 53f5ff9d2e7c0ec⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 1.41 MB, 1596x1299, 532:433, TerasolSymbols_PedoFiles2.png)

off to bed, will make a new pedofile tomorrow for king nigger. 
god speed anons  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:06:50 ID: cd6d50 No.8392898 >>8392955 >>8396162 >>8396243 >>8400772

Obligatory.  
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>>8392641
Meanwhile /K/ommandos are being held on $500,000 bail and have been in prison on trumped up charges for a year.  
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https://www.instagram.com/h0tgirlseatingpizza/  
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Posted 7 years ago.  
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>>8392898
Oh fuck, not that 
guy with the pedo 
glasses.
He's probably 
one of the most 
hardcore 
examples of 
fucked up.  
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https://archive.fo/AePaG
archive this stuff before you post anon  
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File (hide): 05ada2b4157ef40⋯.png (1.02 MB, 1091x557, 1091:557, fly pepe.png)

Anyone got those pictures of Alefantis n' crew digging in to the concrete in the basement of Comet, and any 
other related pics or info regarding that angle?  Also, got a few quick questions I'm sure someone here can 
answer.

1) Was it ever confirmed that those pictures were 100% of them digging in the Comet basement, and not 
possibly another building? I know there was a ping pong table in one of the pictures, at least.

2) Has Alefaggot, or anyone else for that matter, offered any realistic explanation for said basement digging, 
in the past, or recently as for something legitimate? If not, has anyone referenced the basement 

construction in comet in any context outside of the instagram posts, that you guys know of?

Thx fam.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:42:37 ID: 4b32c0 No.8393002
File (hide): bfeb0ea086fa7d3⋯.jpg (223.58 KB, 569x391, 569:391, RAPIN BILL.jpg)

>>8374471
>>8374879

Also, anyone know if this mapquest link the guy said had comments from podesta ever went anywhere?  
This other anon and I both cannot see said comments.  Full of shit?  Maybe have to log in?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:44:46 ID: a39191 No.8393009 >>8393057 >>8393232 >>8394495 >>8398093

File (hide): cac61cf0a21f6f5⋯.png (2.54 MB, 1866x1190, 933:595, comet ping pong hole in gr….png)

>>8392994  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:48:07 ID: a741f3 No.8393023 >>8393769 >>8394175

File (hide): 5fc4ffdea97ee9c⋯.jpg (36.17 KB, 424x430, 212:215, 1479455852075.jpg)

>>8392951
well fuck,

7 years ago, knew about pizza parties, about clintons loving 
pizza and about pizza parties being a pedo term

this is a good find!  
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▶
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:51:32 ID: 975a19 No.8393034
File (hide): 8c3b549522d448b⋯.webm (795.55 KB, 640x360, 16:9, Air Conditioning is Sexis….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8392730  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:57:25 ID: 5dcd35 No.8393054 >>8405633

All of the links given in the opinion piece on Terry Bean has been deleted, archives are still up of the links though. Extremely shady that even the locals 
news are deleting their news stories.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:58:42 ID: f71c6d No.8393057 >>8393089 >>8394567 >>8398093 >>8402164

File (hide): 5ddbbf0dfcab0d5⋯.png (395.95 KB, 1227x588, 409:196, Dupont Complex entry route.png)

>>8393009

https://www.wesearchr.com/bounties/pizzagate-urban-explorers-league-ultimate-challenge

DC ANONS, HURR Y THE FUCK UP A ND INFILTRATE THE SUBTERRANEAN SYSTEM  
UNDERNEATH COMET PING PONG BEFORE THEY CLEAN HOUSE

SAM HYDE IS FUCKING LITERALL Y PAYING YOU WITH HIS ADUL T SWIM MONEY T O 
DO IT

pic related, possible entry route.

go armed, go with tools that may be needed to bypass locks  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 11:59:50 ID: 344f16 No.8393062

https://archive.fo/rfXVt

Another tunnel entrance?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 12:07:12 ID: 344f16 No.8393084

https://archive.fo/CeveV  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 12:08:51 ID: a39191 No.8393089 >>8393126 >>8400421

>>8393057

ya anything post 911 in DC .. they would charge you with Terrorism, 

I would not do it unless it was a media spectral … so they could charge you as a terrorist.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 12:19:50 ID: f71c6d No.8393126
File (hide): 2f99705fea6c7fb⋯.jpg (18.65 KB, 350x255, 70:51, 1427636963140.jpg)

>>8393089
this is only a problem if your too shit that you get caught.

suppose its the 90s and you won't get charged for Terrorism, you think Podesta wouldn't try to kill you after 
you stumble out of the tunnel while he's balls deep in a 2 year old? 

some things are worth the risk. When mala prohibitum laws are getting in the way of greater justice it is your 
duty to disobey them  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 12:22:33 ID: 67035b No.8393137

>>8392845
The article in the OP, obviously. Are you retarded?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 12:34:50 ID: 6ca542 No.8393177

>>8392706
In keeping with standards here, this is the emailid for that email. Consider including it the next time you share a leak:
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55930  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 12:45:59 ID: 344f16 No.8393221 >>8393621

File (hide): ad92308b257c04d⋯.png (1.18 MB, 1436x839, 1436:839, 314.png)

Artichoke Pizza 
talking in hanky 
code  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 12:48:16 ID: b92038 No.8393232 >>8398093

>>8392994
it's the basement of besta. there was an analysis of the basement and the items within and anon who worked at a pizza place said that they had 
machinery that only a delivery place would have, but i didnt save the infographic he did. it looks like they tried to dig a tunnel themselves in this picture 
>>8393009 but they couldnt do it, so there's another picture with a whole team of spics digging crawlable sized trenches in the basement. the fact it's a 
delivery place that has no service inside just furthers the question of WHY they're expanding the basement that seems empty anyways?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:00:12 ID: 08e331 No.8393288 >>8393589

Has anybody gotten past either of these pages yet?

http://www.bucksfishingandcamping.com/protected

http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:09:55 ID: d7ac3f No.8393351
File (hide): c334632d3d4b31d⋯.jpg (145.97 KB, 640x513, 640:513, Johanas Sadeler.jpg)

>>8392747  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:30:24 ID: 818b8d No.8393474 >>8393762 >>8393821

I think elephant is used by pedophiles to describe themselves.  Between Jamie and the elephants board that was posted here I think it might be another 
pedo slang term.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:32:32 ID: 3b126c No.8393489

REMINDER TO TELL ANYONE WHO DOESN'T BELIEVE IN PIZZAGA TE THAT THE CATHOLICS DID THE SAME THING.

Ask them if they think politicians are more moral than catholic priests.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:50:00 ID: 6ca542 No.8393589 >>8402771

>>8393288 (Heil)
Giving up weed, so nothing better to do that learn how to do this.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:55:32 ID: b20c74 No.8393617 >>8393634 >>8393636 >>8401615

Hey, /pol/, did you know that there’ s a pedophile in the Clinton Foundation?
boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/100726347
https://archive.is/fEeJ2

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brock_Pierce
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Entertainment_Network

pqasb.pqarchiver.com/nypost/doc/334009908.html?
FMT=ABS&FMTS=ABS:FT&type=current&date=Nov%2011,%202003&author=STEPHEN%20LYNCH&pub=New%20York%20Post&edition=&startpage=
037&desc=A%20DEN%20OF%20INIQUITY
https://archive.is/60dz8  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:56:12 ID: a3c656 No.8393621

>>8393221
Damn, they have really good pizza. Any other pedo codes theyve mentioned?  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:58:11 ID: a3c656 No.8393634

>>8393617
If anyone is unfamiliar they should watch 'An Open Secret' for a dive into Brock Pierce and Hollywood pedophilia.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 13:58:39 ID: b20c74 No.8393636

>>8393617
www.crowdfunder.com/user/64712
https://archive.is/AMqza

>Pierce is also an active supporter of non-profit and advocacy organizations and is a member of Clinton Global Initiative.  

sage  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:17:14 ID: 693b95 No.8393730

>>8392792
>posting random pictures of people eating pizza

kill yourself faggot  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:24:32 ID: decc67 No.8393762 >>8393821

>>8393474
The elephant in the room.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:25:38 ID: 2268d0 No.8393769 >>8393826 >>8394718 >>8396983

>>8393023
don't forget andrew breitbart's tweet fingering podesta for pedo mongering

the more we find in the past pointing to all this shit the more incriminating it gets

breitbart's tweet should be a perma part of the OP for these threads, it's earth shattering level evidence that this did not come out of nowhere  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:34:37 ID: b59538 No.8393805

>>8392747
Well done, haven't even wanted to save that for editing.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:37:57 ID: 693b95 No.8393821

>>8393474
>>8393762

The elephant is themselves, in relation to the children they're abusing. They don't forget, and in nature they are very caring of other's young if the parent 
should die. It's like a sick fucking joke to them  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:38:24 ID: 2268d0 No.8393826 >>8394718

>>8393769
Additionally, guys think of this.

If Andrew Breitbart knew about Podesta's pedo ops in 2011, this means Bannon knows.

Trump knows about the pedos through epstein.

Trump JR retweeted the doc. about the Epstein-Clinton pedo link.

Bannon knows, Trump knows, and his family probably knows about the pedos.

Why was the media trying to pass off Bannon as a white supremacist? They're afraid what he's gonna do in January. Or for the rest of his 4 year term.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:40:03 ID: adfb1c No.8393832 >>8394015 >>8397697

File (hide): 497e812a264822f⋯.jpg (14.27 KB, 456x144, 19:6, iifgbh3ek.jpg)

I've seen some anons disputing the real meaning of 
the pizza codeword. No, it does not mean cock.
Apart from the obvious triangle analogy, it's brain dead 
simple substitution, it's even visually similar.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:40:29 ID: 304a49 No.8393835 >>8393859 >>8393933 >>8394029

File (hide): 06bb5be4f6152c9⋯.jpg (56.82 KB, 736x413, 736:413, qblord.jpg)

>>8379143
>>8379961

Following a thread from the other… thread.

James Alefantis IMDB connections:
Executive Producer of Chapel Perilous by Matthew Lessner
Executive Producer of Automatic At Sea by Matthew Lessner 
Special thanks on "The Boomers" by Randall Blair (under typo'd named 'James Alesantis')

Chapel Perilous is a pretty interesting short film that's worth watching. There's an intro video for it in which the director tells a fictional and surreal story 
about the origination of the idea for the film which references pasta. 
https://  vimeo.com/116241602

Not sure where to find a copy of Automatic At Sea, but according to the synopsis one of the characters finds herself involved in "bizarre visions", 
"dimensional shifting" and "secret pizza".

The Boomers is free to watch on IMDB, really odd. Younger women being attracted to older men. Bill Clinton. A young girl excited about tennis lessons. 
Fairly uninteresting.

Matthew Lessner is the writer/director of Automatic At Sea, Chapel Perilous, The Woods, By Modern Measure, Darling Darling.
He also acted in "On Your Knees, Young Men" directed by Brian Davila (who has helped produced several of Matthew's films / short films).

The producer for "On Your Knees, Young Men" is someone named Jordan Livingston who wrote and directed a film called "Imaginary Girls" 
http://  www.imdb.com/title/tt0436420/

>Tara is a mature yet innocent fifteen year old who prefers poetry, art, and music to the typical drinking and sex that consume her peers. David, her 
twenty six year old teacher, is tired of the jaded and shallow relationships that dominate his "adult" world. As their friendship slowly tests the boundaries of 
romance, neither is prepared to face the ageist and arbitrary society waiting to destroy them. 

An executive producers for Matthew Lessner's film, The Woods:
http://  www.imdb.com/name/nm1118531
http://  www.jewishjournal.com/los_angeles/article/tragedy_strikes_with_death_of_infant_son_father

Unrelated to this, but interesting nonetheless:
https://  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Save_the_Children_Fund_Film
http://  www.bfi.org.uk/films-tv-people/4fc75e6379448  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:44:38 ID: 2268d0 No.8393859 >>8393929

>>8393835
Chapel Perilous is related to RAW, Robert Anton Wilson of Illuminatus! fame.

I was a big fan of RAW and liked discordianism for a time…until I researched Wilhelm Reich.

As someone like E. Michael Jones (of Libido dominadi, some of the nobodyTM vids dialogue) could tell you, Reich promoted underage sex as natural.

These guys are decadent discordians who love relative morality, no big surprise they shack up with pedos.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:53:23 ID: b59538 No.8393910

Are any of you capable of getting close to imgsrc without being v&? I took one look from an earlier thread and had to cleanse myself in fire water.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:55:40 ID: 304a49 No.8393929 >>8394049 >>8397444

>>8393859

What's RAW got to do with Wilhelm Reich? 

Glad to see someone mentioning NobodyTM here. I feel like most of the people here would get something from his/her work: nobodytm.com

Anyway, somehow I'm not surprised at all that digging into this has resulted in an entangled web of connections involving a film about secret pizza, 
another film about underage sexual relationships, and an article in the jewish journal about a mysterious death.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 14:56:04 ID: 93ef15 No.8393933 >>8393985 >>8394029 >>8394524

>>8393835
h ttps://www.kickstarter.com/projects/caesura/automatic-at-sea-a-feature-film-exploring-hidden-r

short abstract about the movie. what is interesting here is:

>"It was soon agreed that we would make a kind of horror film about the things that were terrifying me most at the time, which were not slashers or 
monsters, but the inner reaches of my own mind, the unanswerable questions that kept me up at night. Questions like, “Am I really me?” “Do I actually 
exist?” “Can you ever really know anyone?” “Why are Snickers so good?” “Do I really have free will?” “If so, why can’t I stop thinking about Crystal 
Pepsi?”

I can´t help myself to think this "Crystal Pepsi" is nothing other than again an acronym for our well known topic. 

Basically I have a feeling this movie is about the obsession to CP!  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:04:17 ID: b59538 No.8393985 >>8397539

>>8393933
>Crystal Pepsi
Seems on par with Captain Planet shit that /b/ used to pull. Perhaps this explains why /b/ dried up.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:11:00 ID: d36f9e No.8394015
File (hide): 88835cc97f85ad4⋯.gif (36.14 KB, 408x429, 136:143, snake_9[1].gif)

>>8393832
Keep going 
anon  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:11:08 ID: 5f507a No.8394016 >>8394079 >>8405633

>>8392477 (OP)

AWW SHEEEIT NIGGA

I bet Terry Bean has a lot of interesting political connections beyond merely Obongo.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:14:07 ID: 304a49 No.8394029 >>8394099

>>8393835
>>8393933

James Alefantis doesn't actually show up in the producer credits on the kickstarter page. Is he actually uninvolved in the film project? If so, why would 
someone add him to the credits for these films? If he is, why wasn't he included on the Kickstarter credits page? A peculiar discrepancy.

https://  www.kickstarter.com/projects/caesura/automatic-at-sea-a-feature-film-exploring-hidden-r/posts/1426770

Created by CAESURA MEDIA

https://  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caesura
>A caesura, also written cæsura and cesura, is a break in a verse where one phrase ends and the following phrase begins.

>We are THANKFUL for you!! (& quantum entanglement & Crystal Pepsi)

>Just a quick note to let you know how thankful we are for you and your support and cowboys and black holes and spooky action at a distance and 
unopened boxes and fireplaces and mysterious strangers and Snickers and friends and love and fear and the great unknown!!  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:20:24 ID: 313cd1 No.8394049 >>8394078

>>8393929
Check.
NobodyTM was what made me realise that it was in (((our greatest ally's))) interests to make us a total 
degenerate cuck, watch interracial porn and smoke crack.
First stage of the ultimate red pill

Vid Obongo related. The guy says he sucked off obama in a car while obama was smoking crack totally 
nigger style. I believe him. Upload is not even a week old and already has +2 million views
They killed this guy I believe  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:20:58 ID: b59538 No.8394055

I think a few may need to do some inward investigation. I was a proponent of keeping /hebe/ here for the chaos factor but it was a true den of 
degenerates. Me and a (((lost))) friend started into this in the early 2000s because he was buggered. I want to do right by him.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:26:19 ID: b59538 No.8394078 >>8403315

>>8394049
That sort of manner of speech, much like grown women with a child's manner of speech is a clear sign of molestation.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:26:35 ID: 00711e No.8394079

>>8394016
>>8394016
A quick Google search brings up an interesting article about (((Ellen Rosenblum))) returning donations from Bean. Rosenblum is the AG of Oregon.
Source is questionable since the WW is a shitlib rag so take it with a grain of salt.
http://www.wweek.com/news/2016/10/07/attorney-general-ellen-rosenblum-returns-1300-in-campaign-contributions-to-terry-bean/
PDX is notorious for sex trafficking too.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:29:52 ID: 93ef15 No.8394099

>>8394029

https:// www.kickstarter.com/projects/caesura/automatic-at-sea-a-feature-film-exploring-hidden-r/community

go through the backers. James Alefantis is listed there as one of the backers. Not sure if it´s im though.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:43:50 ID: b59538 No.8394154 >>8394184

To follow up, we mainly dealt in small time individuals on IRC and were a precursor to the Chris Hanson game but further than their usual entrapment 
ploy. This all skeletonized me. Whenever we got a hint of something bigger it was always shot down by authorities. I need you to go long on this. I don't 
know what happened to Ryan.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:44:14 ID: 87aa99 No.8394157
File (hide): 20206a7d5bad14c⋯.gif (480.39 KB, 500x377, 500:377, tumblr_llq9saCsc91qa0gcco1….gif)

>>8392951
archive.is/iAeL7

postmodernish:
    "I’m less than a minute in and the Macaulay Culkin episode of SNL is already the best thing that’s ever 
happened to me. I’ve even made this crappy gif to prove it."  

Archiving Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:45:50 ID: 00d7a1 No.8394162 >>8394195

File (hide): 69ad16bc6373c8e⋯.png (46.98 KB, 800x428, 200:107, archive.png)

>>8392477 (OP)
Alright anons, Anon from >>>/4chon/ here, I'm giving you a advice 
to archive threads, pic related.

javascript:document.location.href="https://web.archive.org/save/

 

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:48:08 ID: 693b95 No.8394175

>>8393023
>Geollary Soros

i lol'd  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:50:57 ID: 3324a3 No.8394184 >>8394206 >>8394209

>>8394154
>>cryptic post
Did you forget to reply to someone friend?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:52:44 ID: 87aa99 No.8394195
File (hide): 90a6ddbfc5988fa⋯.png (38.75 KB, 1012x477, 1012:477, archive.is.png)

>>8394162  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:54:44 ID: b59538 No.8394206 >>8394222

>>8394184
I made that post so I didn't muddy up the thread with (You)'s, you ridiculous faggot.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:55:31 ID: b59538 No.8394209 >>8394222

>>8394184
Another worthless (1) on schedule.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:58:30 ID: 54c882 No.8394222 >>8394226

>>8394206
>>8394209
>didn't muddy up the thread
>wastes two replies  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 15:59:38 ID: b59538 No.8394226

>>8394222
>another worthless (1)
Keep digging.  

File (hide): 6ec2c02338addc4⋯.png (717.02 KB,
1280x1024, 5:4, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 3184f848c95ce38⋯.png (560.54 KB,
1280x1024, 5:4, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 5a7f23bb8009fa4⋯.png (627.96 KB,
1280x1024, 5:4, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 16:15:51 ID: 58d8ad No.8394303 >>8397747

PIZZAGATE & HIS LUST FOR HOTDOGS! #PIZZAGATE, WIKILEAKS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnqC2ciioU4

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 16:37:50 ID: b46180 No.8394410 >>8394477

What can a guy who has little time available do to help?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 16:54:22 ID: 693b95 No.8394477 >>8394482

>>8394410

redpill normies using some of the infographics from here or voat. Stickers, flyers etc  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 16:55:06 ID: 693b95 No.8394482

>>8394477
This is where the real battle is.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 16:59:39 ID: 14c0fa No.8394495

>>8393009

You should also have posted the archived link. A screencap + link is always better than a screencap without a link.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:06:06 ID: 475da2 No.8394524 >>8394565 >>8394624

>>8393933
Interesting things.
The Woods premiered at Sundance in 2011
Crystal Pepsi was made in mid 90s and reintroduced for 2015, 2016

Probably nothing since this fundraising campaign started after Crystal Pepsi came back but still, who thinks about Crystal Pepsi….at all?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:07:21 ID: dc4377 No.8394530

>>8392535
P much this  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:08:43 ID: 14c0fa No.8394535 >>8394591 >>8405633

>>8392477 (OP)

>Terry Bean

According to Wikipedia the judge dismissed the charges:

https://en.wiki*pedia.org/wiki/Terry_Bean

Judge drops case against prominent gay-rights activist

http://big*story.ap.org/article/34b0e3788d5148feabeac04687148c21/judge-drops-case-against-prominent-gay-rights-activist/

" EUGENE, Ore. (AP) — A judge on Tuesday dismissed sex-crimes charges against prominent gay rights activist Terry Bean after the alleged teenage 
victim refused to testify against him.

Lane County Circuit Court Judge Jay McAlpin gave prosecutors the option to refile charges if circumstances change, The Register-Guard reported ( ).

Bean released a statement saying he's relieved that the charges have been dropped, but "this nightmare never should have even begun."

"I take some measure of comfort that the world now knows what I have always known — that I was falsely accused and completely innocent of every 
accusation that was made," Bean's statement said.

Bean, 66, is a Portland real-estate developer who co-founded two national gay rights groups and is a large donor to Democratic candidates. Prosecutors 
alleged that Bean and his then-boyfriend, Kiah Lawson, met a 15-year-old boy for sex in a Eugene hotel room in 2013. Charges against Lawson, 25, also 
were dropped Tuesday.

Bean's lawyer, Derek Ashton, said Bean was not in the hotel room with the boy, and he said a witness would support the claim, the Oregonian reported ( 
).

Bean maintains that he was the victim of an extortion plot cooked up by Lawson.

"I look forward to being able to tell the story of this conspiracy of lies, deceit, blackmail, malicious prosecution and homophobia now that this case has 
ended," Bean said.

Prosecutor Erik Hasselman said Bean rented the room and witnesses put him there during the alleged sexual encounter. Hasselman said the boy never 
wavered in his description of a three-way sexual encounter with Bean and Lawson.

"The prospect of testifying about very intimate details of a one-night relationship that he had with these men in front of a group of strangers, in front of the 
media … was extremely detrimental to his mental health," Hasselman said.

Bean and the boy proposed a civil compromise, an option under Oregon law that allows the case to be resolved without a criminal conviction. A judge 
rejected their proposal. Prosecutors revealed Tuesday that the deal involved Bean paying the boy more than $200,000, the Register-Guard reported.

Bean and his lawyers have fought to keep details the proposed settlement secret and are fighting a motion by The Oregonian to make them public. […] "  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:12:02 ID: 1ff4c5 No.8394552 >>8394580 >>8394582 >>8407945 >>8408041

File (hide): 508d16e191fa371⋯.jpg (58.08 KB, 612x396, 17:11, Flynn.jpg)

So it's confirmed that General Flynn, our next national security adviser is fully aware of this shit. How likely 
do you think the Trump administration is going to do anything about this? Where the fuck did those 650,000 
emails go and why haven't we heard a peep about them since the election? Are the emails being held as 
leverage so that the establishment doesn't fuck with the transition?

Also if I remember right Trump banned Epstein from Mar-A-Lago for perving on an underage girl. Do I 
remember right?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:13:36 ID: 7cf16a No.8394561

>>8392477 (OP)
Why did you remove all the information from the previous OPs? Fag.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:14:22 ID: 05b12d No.8394565
File (hide): e7c5520127a13ee⋯.jpg (52.65 KB, 500x447, 500:447, well-aged classic games.jpg)

>>8394524
Probably someone out 
there.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:14:39 ID: 2b13c0 No.8394567 >>8402039

>>8393057
I don't know what the original use of the tunnels was, but I am assuming that they are there to link different businesses. Therefore the easiest way to gain 
access would be to know someone who owns a business above the tunnel network system or to work for one of them. If a DC anon could get hired at one 
of these businesses scope around for a way in.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:16:44 ID: 13331f No.8394580

>>8394552
Wise men do not make threats before they're ready to act.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:17:01 ID: 475da2 No.8394582

>>8394552
Yes, Epstein put the moves on another member's daughter.  At same time, palm Beach police investigators found out about accusations in NY.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:19:28 ID: 13331f No.8394591

>>8394535
You know, if we all pam the oregonin with demands about this, they might release something. Just have to pse as sjws and trannies as we do it. Works 
best if we claim to be gay sjw trannies who were lso raped in hotels.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:24:26 ID: 304a49 No.8394624

>>8394524
as far as long forgotten pepsi products goes, i prefer pepsi twist  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:26:15 ID: 3f0d42 No.8394638

>>8392706
I think it means pussy/prostitute most of the time… 

pedo codes got to be way more secretive/careful…  special occasion shit..  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:38:42 ID: 2e74f1 No.8394718 >>8394742

>>8393826
>>8393769
The thing is we have organisations such as interpol who are actively searching for individuals that are involved in pedo rings. Often these individuals 
involved get watched and observed to catch as many in the network as possible and to map out the entire network (through intercepting phone calls or 
messages). 

So if there was some kind of pedo connection to Podesta why hasn't interpol acted? These guys have far better methods of researching these claims 
than we do.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:43:01 ID: 56d71e No.8394742

>>8394718
Obviously they are also pozzed/have their hands tied.  
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File (hide): bddd4a92b5cc327⋯.jpg (74.72 KB,
875x341, 875:341, chicago-pizza-hotdogs.jpg)

File (hide):
d2e2fe7425f0292⋯.jpg
(18.38 KB, 241x540, 241:540,
hotdog-pizza.jpg)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:43:51 ID: 1bfc4c No.8394748 >>8394780 >>8394822 >>8394901 >>8399088

>>8392477 (OP)
This email needs to go viral. 
Focus on this because it can gain traction. To debunk it they have to show that it was real pizza/hot dogs - but that would prove Obama wasted taxpayer's 
money. There is FOIA potential here, Congressional inquiry, based on wasted funds - giving cover/excuse for the inquiry into "what where these $65,000 
pizzas really?" It goes straight to the top, Obama, and an answer can be demanded since it is taxpayer funds. It's criminal to waste taxpayer money and 
so if they cover up where it was spent they dig themselves into a hole. Look for a $65,000 expenditure - ask who got the $65,000 - there's going to be a 
record if it was taxpayer money. They will ignore questions about all the other pizza emails - but they can't ignore this one. 

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:48:13 ID: fb9ca6 No.8394780 >>8396769

>>8394748
> Obama flew in hotdogs and pizza to the white house.

> The white house doesn't allow outside food.

Hmmm….  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:54:14 ID: a571e1 No.8394822

>>8394748

It reminds me of a statistic I read in Ed Klein's (inb4 Jew) book "Blood Feud" about the off-stage animosity between the Clintons and the Obamas. Plush 
events, travel arrangements, etc for the Obamas, their extended family, their friends, their donors, cost the US taxpayer something like 1.4 billion (yes, 
seriously, billion). He put it in perspective by pointing out how British Royals cost a fraction of the amount to the UK, even adjusting for the smaller 
population. Struck me as totally fucking insane.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:57:17 ID: 035e4a No.8394840 >>8395078

>>8390588

Sherrif Clarke/bell ambulance/fox news  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 17:59:19 ID: 6efed3 No.8394858

>>8392792
>Jim and Hotwheels look happy
>Josh looks like a serial killer  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:04:35 ID: 2e74f1 No.8394901 >>8394910 >>8394928 >>8394943 >>8395113 >>8395223 >>8395491

>>8394748
What are pizza / dogs? 

What kind of channels are they talking about? Obama is a married dude I don't really think he would fly in hookers or would diddle little children especially 
not in such a massively important function that he has (because it would directly make US also vulnerable to foreign nations). 

I can barely believe that Obongo would spend 65.000 to touch little kids at a private party at the white house. But I also have no other clue what else it 
could be besides hookers or little kids. 

Is there anything noteworthy from Chicago that Obama might have flown in besides hookers and little kids? 

I think  waitresses  part of that mail has a high hint towards prostitutes.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:05:25 ID: 2e74f1 No.8394910 >>8394928 >>8394940

>>8394901
I know you guys say pizza / dogs = CP, but is that really the case? 

Because if that would be that would directly mean that Obama would've been involved in CP.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:07:28 ID: 54c882 No.8394928

>>8394901
>>8394910
>obabo is a normal guy he'd never do such a thing
>what is the Dutreaux case  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:08:29 ID: 87aa99 No.8394940
File (hide): 37c23cfb008e26b⋯.jpg (18.33 KB, 400x300, 4:3, obama-point.jpg)

>>8394910  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:09:05 ID: 3f0d42 No.8394943 >>8394981

>>8394901

Pizza slice is a triangle.. vajayjay
hotdog is a little floppy wiener  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:13:42 ID: bd79cc No.8394981 >>8395026 >>8395648

File (hide): 46147c8afa11d6b⋯.jpg (83.06 KB, 426x507, 142:169, image.jpg)

>>8394943
Don't forget the sauce now.  Pasta needs sauce.  
Pizza needs sauce. The good 'ole red stuff.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:20:11 ID: 13331f No.8395026

>>8394981
The church of satan is a red herring. Anton was a redpilled associate of crowley who was trying to play his part (the fun part) to free the world from kikery. 
The entire religion is a redpill designed to capture at-risk individuals BEFORE they fall into a degenerate cult, and teach them to be able to stand tall on 
their own, without attachments or burdens. 

You're looking for the Temple of Set. Those are the actual satanic evildoers wh like to do heroine with toddlers and have a babyarm jabbed up their 
asshole as a dildo, then get shitfaced and brag about how their anus broke the baby's hand.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:24:52 ID: b378e6 No.8395063 >>8395397 >>8396021 >>8396232 >>8396316 >>8396452 >>8396622 >>8396826 >>8398380 >>8407874

File (hide): b1bc012fe16b5a9⋯.jpg (40.36 KB, 317x378, 317:378, crowleypyrhat.jpg)

>>8392747
>Aleister Crowley

What's the connection between the Thermite Crowley and the satanist pedo kikes  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:26:05 ID: 13331f No.8395073

>>8395037
Which claims? The Anton stuff is all canon, just reach their book, it's just a list of self help, don't be degenerate, the degenerates will bring you down, 
have no mercy type shit.

The Temple of Set, I fucking hope I exaggerated the baby arm thing, but I know these people. I am the fucking source, these are who you are looking for, 
and show no mercy. Praise Kek, may he bring back our great host to defeat the evils in this world.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:26:32 ID: bd79cc No.8395078
File (hide): 7ca0577a94e4240⋯.jpg (212.86 KB, 1080x1080, 1:1, image.jpg)

>>8394840
Thanks for noticing.  Sometimes it seems no one acknowledges posts, as if the thread is all controlled op 
shills.  I am real I assure you. I hope this Jack isn't prolific like Bowie was alleged to be.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:30:10 ID: 693b95 No.8395113

>>8394901
>Obama is a married dude

Michelle is a man, Joan Rivers was killed for saying that. Obviously they're both fucking children  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:38:06 ID: 304a49 No.8395172 >>8395322

>>8395103

>Helen Blavatsky, Adam Weishaupt, Manly P. Hall, Alice Bailey, etc.

>They are all occultists that think Satan/Lucifer is the good guy.

sounds like you might be flattening out hundreds of years of life, knowledge and experience into a gaggle of 2bit hollywood villains. 

i'd ask you if you have anything to back up such claims, but by the looks of it you so thoroughly misunderstand the complexities of what you're talking 
about that it's probably not even worth the curiosity. : /  
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cannibal myspace post Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:38:41 ID: cf7932 No.8395176
File (hide): b929796dec2eb95⋯.png (1.04 MB, 1366x728, 683:364, photo.png)

Pic related was found on one of the usual suspect's myspace. 

Sure looks like a woman to me, even though you can't tell what she looks like when she wears the skimask, 
in this video https://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=GhbFiOHy0zQ

The picture caption reads: "Designer babies from Nottingham not only rock, they feed Apes."
she is the one to the right in the captioned picture, the caption shows up when you highlight the picture.

feed Apes

So there she is making a joke about cannibalism on her own Myspace!

https://myspace. com/majesticape/photos

add this to the pile of evidence, because although she is trying to be ironic and veiling the caption as a joke about band names, she is still making a 
cannibal joke, which is not surprising and also disturbing considering all the other info. 

This could be a good addition to an infographic  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:45:56 ID: 6dad92 No.8395223

>>8394901
>Obama is a married dude I don't really think he would fly in hookers or would diddle little children especially not in such a massively important function 
that he has
Are you retarded?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 18:55:19 ID: 304a49 No.8395283

>>8395202

you'd need to write a thesis to coherently back the claims you're casually tossing around. instead you're citing a couple of unverifiable shit-tier conspiracy 
theories.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:00:43 ID: 13331f No.8395322 >>8395343 >>8395371 >>8395412 >>8399854

>>8395172
This type of shit is why I hesitate to leak. Too many fucking morons who think they understand shit they've never actually researched. I'm a fucking 
occultist, I've been IN these groups and around the members for over a decade. I used to get hammered with the bastards (literal ) of some of the people 
pictured in this thread. But every fucking time I think I can point people the right way to the right targets… "Oh you don't know shit anon, it's all evil!" Well 
fuck you christfags, how the fuck is the enemy of the jews naturally evil? fuck man, the jews have NOTHING original. The entire lucifer story is just a 
partial retelling of the pheonix story mixed up with kikery to create a boogieman to scare the peasantry into worshipping a kike on a stick.

If I make a thread with real leaks, real leads, real fucking people to target, doxed and with enough dirt to start digging… Will it go anywhere, or will it just 
be flooded with this satanic panic bullshit? I could lift the carpet out from under people from NYC to Seattle and make a few phone calls, gather the lists 
from my old associates who went too deep and got out ( a lot of autist types honestly, skilled people, completely naive, and too nice… still don't know how 
they do not get eaten.) but I digress. What the fuck is the point, if this is what we deal with, fellow anon?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:03:39 ID: 13331f No.8395343

>>8395322
Btw, the pheonix represents the natural cycles of life, death, rebirth and the cycles of time. The jew denies all of those. So why the fuck do uou think 
Satan is the evil one of the story?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:07:03 ID: 3f0d42 No.8395371

>>8395322

Leak or LARP somewhere else  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:09:41 ID: 879995 No.8395391 >>8399343

File (hide): e8055af4b1d9aba⋯.jpg (141.48 KB, 803x688, 803:688, 1469868896004-0.jpg)

>>8392477 (OP)
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:10:39 ID: 502298 No.8395397 >>8395407 >>8400393

>>8395063

Thelemite is not thermite.

Crowley was a criminal who enjoyed fraud, brainwashing, sadism, and rape.  Some of his victims were underage.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:12:25 ID: 13331f No.8395407 >>8395487

>>8395397
So sayeth the jew.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:12:57 ID: 304a49 No.8395412 >>8395458

File (hide): 0cb5006d299c154⋯.jpg (22.9 KB, 688x432, 43:27, serveimage.jpg)

>>8395363
thanks! that diagram you linked explains it all. consider me enlightened from here on out.

>>8395322
i'm pretty sure they're lurking. those who will follow what appear to be substantive leads and critically 
evaluate both yours and their own findings and push this investigation further. 
for everyone dealing in ontological cartoons, the only thing to do is attempt to gently guide them out of the 
cell they've perhaps unwittingly fashioned for themselves.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:21:10 ID: 13331f No.8395458 >>8395566 >>8395640 >>8396125 >>8397773

>>8395412
So, can you give me advice? How do I present this info and have something come of it? What info should I prioritize? I won't lie, I'm nervous as fuck, 
might accidentally out myself (not afraid of magic, but these guys use shotguns.) and I don't want to dig myself a grave without filling it with the enemy. 

What types of info are people ready for? Should I try to drop all I can at once and spend time filing and formatting, or should I dox, name, and incriminate 
a few at a time? This is going to take a bit of time to get things doublechecked and call people in on this, but if there are real anons here who will do 
something with this dirt and find out what they're really doing, I'll do it.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:25:51 ID: 502298 No.8395487

>>8395407

Do you want to dispute the claims that I call facts?

Would you like to argue that Crowley was not a convicted criminal?

Would you like to argue that Crowley was not a sadist?

Is there anything you are willing to expose to factual inquiry?

Or would you like to sneer and smear like a Crowley-worshiper?  
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▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): fa07f17c73c1379⋯.jpg (301.49 KB,
620x413, 620:413, Obama and Sohale Siddiqi.jpg)

File (hide): 4b516375ee38710⋯.jpg (40.74
KB, 544x642, 272:321, obama-photoshop-fraud.jpg)

File (hide): 31c07722e91ac57⋯.png
(227.59 KB, 392x570, 196:285, obama.png)

File (hide): 5d02c0de977ea9b⋯.jpg (72.21 KB,
400x277, 400:277, murder-scandal1.jpg)

File (hide): befcf3c12b0da97⋯.png (151 KB, 563x332,
563:332, mans-country.png)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:26:47 ID: 244768 No.8395491

>>8394901
>Obama is a married dude
Michael is his beard. 

Google: Larry Sinclair, Kal Penn, Reggie Love, Man's Country, Choom Gang, "Sex Rebel Black", Jeremiah Wright’s "Down Low Club"; etc etc.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:27:51 ID: 502298 No.8395497

>>8395103

>There is way more connections than you think.
>Helen Blavatsky, Adam Weishaupt, Manly P. Hall, Alice Bailey, etc.
>They are all occultists that think Satan/Lucifer is the good guy.

There's a bit of difference between saying "Lucifer is a myth of the light-bringer" and "Lucifer is a real entity that I worship."  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:39:37 ID: 304a49 No.8395566 >>8395703

>>8395458
follow the pizzapong threads, check the opsec threads if you haven't already, make substantial & well formatted posts, etc.

the veracity of the information should speak for itself, but ultimately be safe and avoid putting yourself in any danger.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:42:51 ID: 502298 No.8395592

>>8395522

>The Bible is literally true.

Unfortunately you don't have the Hebrew and Greek translation skills to understand it.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:46:08 ID: 244768 No.8395612
File (hide): 4782bbd41311064⋯.jpg (149.64 KB, 886x768, 443:384, pizza-shop.jpg)

> “I think Obama could take him,” Van Duzer said, laughing. “Obama looked pretty fast and pretty quick on 
his feet.”

>So is Van Duzer. For a guy who biked 1,148 miles in 31 days from Florida to Washington D.C., lifting 
Obama was a piece of cake — err, a slice of pizza. And Van Duzer says he wasn’t even warmed up.

>“I don’t work out that much, man. Usually, it’s about two days per week. The bike ride was my big thing,” 
Van Duzer said. “I’m starting to go back to the gym right now. I need to start maintaining.”

>Van Duzer’s June bike-trek was part of his Van Duzer Foundation, and helped raise awareness for blood 
donation shortages. Founded in 2008 to support a local firefighter whose house burned down, the 
foundation has since raised more than $600,000, Van Duzer said. Van Duzer said he rode with a few kids 
from the Boys and Girls Club and met with U.S. Surgeon General Regina M. Benjamin to discuss blood 
shortages.

>Obama told The New York Times that Van Duzer’s effort in promoting blood donations was part of the reason the campaign decided to visit his pizza 
shop.

>“One of the reasons that we wanted to stop by is that Scott has been doing unbelievable work out of this pizza shop in promoting the importance of 
donating blood,” Obama told the Times. “And so he has set some records here in Florida. He has received commendations from the White House, the 
surgeon general, he has galvanized and mobilized the local community and he’s educating kids and folks all across the country on this issue.” 

https://web.archive.org/web/20150922224154/http://www.politico.com/story/2012/09/obama-hugger-shop-facing-boycott-080998

http://www.vanduzerfoundation.org/current-events/

Blood, Pizza, Kids, Money , Charitable Foundation, Politics, Media, Man-H ugging Obama  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:49:48 ID: 304a49 No.8395640

>>8395458
it all seems to be entering a bit of a lull. this place is turning into an echo chamber of rapidly deteriorating thoughts. maybe the attendees have been 
jumbled up a bit due to /r/pizzagate getting shut down. or maybe it's just the lack of substantial information being brought to light. more leads could 
breathe life back into the actual investigation, but i'm not exactly sure how to approach the dissemination of said leads. 

either way, prioritize your own safety.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:51:07 ID: 969530 No.8395648

>>8394981
that looks fake as fuck, shill.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 19:52:21 ID: 3c717a No.8395658
File (hide): 35de1a255dd17dd⋯.png (48.27 KB, 149x149, 1:1, hug-witness.png)

somebody keeps hammering me on twatter about www.virped.org…

wikipedia:

Virtuous Pedophiles is an Internet-based mutual support group for pedophiles who acknowledge having a sexual interest in 
children and do not act on their desires.[1][2] Members support each other in trying to lead normal lives without committing 
child sexual abuse. Members share the belief that sexual activity between adults and children is wrong and always will be.[3] 
They also work against the stigma attached to pedophiles. The two founders of the group use the pseudonyms Ethan Edwards 
and Nick Devin. They do not reveal their true identity because they have to fear ostracism and hatred against their stigmatized 
sexual preference.[1] There are over 1800 users registered,[4] including parents of children, parents of pedophiles, a few sex 

researchers and many pedophiles of both genders.

I can't tell if there is anything to it, could be something… just throwing it out there  
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Fucking lügenpresse

'German Madeleine McCann' case cracked as DNA linked to neo-Nazi killer 15 years on
Yahoo news 
https://archive.is/2OXE7

Just saw this. No fucking way this is a coincidence. They are throwing Madeleine's name out there and associating it 
with "nazi" to deflect from the Podesta connection. 

THIS
Is narrative manipulation in the works.  
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>>8395566
I should really work on my opsec. I'm years behind anymore. I've just relied on being nomadic for the past five or six years. As for he information, what 
sort of auth do people need? Will information from insiders who had enough, be enough? Names, addresses, affiliations, rituals, and dirty laundry I can 
produce, even facebook pages in some cases (ah, current year.) and maybe even some lexicon lessons?

Kek, I need some digits.  
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Holy fucking shit you are right, this is fucking insane.  
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Epstein again:

www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pTCS8M8kCk

>Soros and Herb Sandler  
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File (hide): 16de39a8c491388⋯.jpg (9.84 KB, 480x360, 4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

https://www.instagram.co
m/p/BMjY5awjt-r/?taken-
by=h0tgirlseatingpizza

EBINN xXdXdXdXd  
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>>8395063
Crowley is infamous for his cakes of (((light))) made from blood/breast milk and semen. 
Does that sound like a familiar recipe to you?  
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If you do decide to go ahead with your leak for the love of kek please archive all links prior to posting.
Be safe, anon.  
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>>8395458
drop everything here in a zip

>run over to halfchan 
>make them roll dubs for little bits 
>trips for big pieces
>keep interest in the post  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 20:56:46 ID: 2c61ca No.8396127

>>8395888

I just remembered that PressTV, maker of that video, is Iranian. They might be using scandal to raise insurgency in Britain/the west…

Bill and Hillary Clinton dine at trendy Brooklyn pizzeria Roberta’s at party for Democratic donor

https://archive.fo/AMVUG  
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>>8392898
that's heart breaking and horrifying  
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>>8395063
Pedophile Criminal Networks of the World Exposed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7csGNrry9M 

Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn

The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn (Latin: Ordo Hermeticus Aurorae Aureae; or, more commonly, The Golden Dawn (Aurora Aurea)) was an 
organization devoted to the study and practice of the occult, metaphysics, and paranormal activities during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Known 
as a magical order, the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn was active in Great Britain and focused its practices on theurgy and spiritual development. 
Many present-day concepts of ritual and magic that are at the centre of contemporary traditions, such as Wicca[1][2] and Thelema, were inspired by the 
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Many present-day concepts of ritual and magic that are at the centre of contemporary traditions, such as Wicca[1][2] and Thelema, were inspired by the 
Golden Dawn, which became one of the largest single influences on 20th-century Western occultism.[3][4]
The three founders, William Robert Woodman, William Wynn Westcott, and Samuel Liddell MacGregor Mathers, were Freemasons and members of 
Societas Rosicruciana in Anglia (S.R.I.A.).[5] Westcott appears to have been the initial driving force behind the establishment of the Golden Dawn.

Movements
Rosicrucianism

Orders
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn
Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor
Hermetic Brotherhood of Light
Ordo Templi Orientis

Topics
Hermetic Qabalah
Influence and influences
Occult and divinatory tarot

People

    John Dee Aleister Crowley Israel Regardie Thābit ibn Qurra Paracelsus Giordano Bruno Ahmad al-Būni Samuel MacGregor Mathers William Westcott 
Franz Bardon Jakob Böhme 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermetic_Order_of_the_Golden_Dawn

Ordo Templi Orientis 

Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.) ('Order of the Temple of the East' or 'Order of Oriental Templars') is an international fraternal and religious organization 
founded at the beginning of the 20th century. English author and occultist Aleister Crowley has become the best-known member of the order.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordo_Templi_Orientis

https://www.facebook.com/HermeticOrderOfTheGoldenDawn/

http://www.golden-dawn.com/eu/displaycontent.aspx?pageid=154-biography-aleister-crowley  
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I was having trouble posting here earlier. I deleted cache and cookies (ctrl+shift+del on firefox), reloaded the 
page, did a new captcha on a reply, and it worked.  
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>>8392898
What you have to understand here is that these people only enjoy power.

People of power only ever enjoy exercising power.
You have this pedo guy, but imagine if you were someone really important politically, with a lot of power.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:20:52 ID: 9457d4 No.8396316 >>8396461 >>8400393

>>8396021
This was the only semi- alid connection made in answer to 
>>8395063
the "cakes of light" (probably never really made) were to contain cum, though. none of the rest of those bodily fluids.

t. someone who started their redpill investigating occult shit seriously, not jack chick style.  
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>>8392747

MarinaAbrovic born in 1946

70 years old. No cancer.  
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>>8395699
No fucking way this is a 
coincidence
No fucking way this is a 
coincidence
No fucking way this is a 
coincidence
No fucking way this is a 
coincidence
No fucking way this is a 
coincidence
No fucking way this is a 
coincidence
No fucking way this is a 
coincidence
They can't do this

They can't do this
I'm so angry  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:33:30 ID: de470d No.8396423 >>8396483

Just think about how frequent these pedos are sneaking their underground "pizza" scheme within their manipulated childrens' media.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9W_pWQkADKI
Note this for example, very interesting.
Especially note 1:30 and 1:40
Do they do this to indoctrinate children, signal to other parties in this scheme, or both?
No wonder Cartoon Network dons the masonic checkerboard as their brand emblem.  
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>>8395699
THEY CANT FUCKIKEING DO THIS
THEY CANT FUCKIKEING DO THIS
YOU CANT LET THEM KEEP GETTING A WAY WITH THIS
(YOU) TELL ME YOU WONT GIVE UP?
I NEED TO HEAR (YOU) SAY IT
TELL ME YOUR GOING T O PUSH THIS TO THE FUCKING  
LIMIT UNTIL THE CHILDREN ARE SA VED
THEY CANT FUCKIKEING DO THIS  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:37:31 ID: 0d04ea No.8396452 >>8396622 >>8396826 >>8397641 >>8400393

>>8395063
>>8396232

Look at this Occultic Shit…This is for public view…now imagine what happens in secret and that would probably be a child on the table with the triangle…

Hermetiska Orden av Den Gryende Morgonrodnaden®: a. Qabalistic Roots of the Golden Dawn. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klywhFN1vig

The Order of the Hermetic Dawn requires everyone to learn (((Hebrew)))…Aliester Crowley didnt want to learn Herbrew or something so he left.

I assume sacrifices are goin on at the Church in Rome also.

"Three City States" District of Columbia, London and Rome are all separate countries and have thier own laws.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:38:29 ID: 47f59b No.8396461 >>8396511

>>8396316
 There was most likely different versions of it but the cakes of light was definitely made in the OTO, it's their own warped version of the eucharist.  One 
such version contains menstrual blood which has been cooked into a small cookie, considered the blood of Babylon.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:40:40 ID: de470d No.8396483
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Sorry, 
forgot 
to 
embed.  
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File (hide): a5e239dd25c9396⋯.jpg (64.22 KB, 799x478, 799:478, IMAG00892-2.JPG)  
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>>8395699
>inb4 Podesta all that time was a neo-nazi /pol/ user 
who is also /hebe/ and /b/tard.
No, seriously. All the terminology fits he was a chan 
user at some point.

Reminder that (((neo)))-nazis aren't our friends just like 
the (((alt)))-right. Plain nationalism pride!  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:44:08 ID: 9457d4 No.8396511

>>8396461
I'm not too deep on pre-Crowley OTO, (or OTO Antigua) but I remember the Crowley version had sperm as the secret sauce. Plus some bullshit about 
letting them fester until beetles came out, which you would give the names of your enemies before stabbing them.
Basically, a big troll (a la microwave your iPhone to recharge it) for all the retards who want a "potion cookbook" version of occultism instead of putting in 
the work.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:47:43 ID: eebb4e No.8396548

>>8396391
Stay the course, it's a lazy lie done out of desperation  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:48:37 ID: 8c68f2 No.8396560 >>8396655 >>8396734

>>8392477 (OP)
They will take this video down pretty quickly. I have no idea how to archive an entire pootube video. But 
watch it and tell me there is nothing very very creepy going on. Can someone Webm the important bits 
please.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 21:56:32 ID: 0d04ea No.8396622 >>8396826 >>8400393

>>8395063
>>8396232
>>8396452
Order of the Hermetic Golden Dawn;

Hermetic Qabalah (from the Hebrew קּבלה "reception" or "accounting") is a Western esoteric tradition involving mysticism and the occult. It is the 
underlying philosophy and framework for magical societies such as the Golden Dawn, Thelemic orders, mystical-religious societies such as the Builders 
of the Adytum and the Fellowship of the Rosy Cross, and is a precursor to the Neopagan, Wiccan and New Age movements.[1][need quotation to verify] 
The Hermetic Qabalah is the basis for Qliphothic Qabala as studied by left hand path orders, such as the Typhonian Order.

Occult Hermetic Qabalah arose alongside and united with the Christian Cabalistic involvement in the European Renaissance, becoming variously 
Esoteric Christian, non-Christian, or anti-Christian across its different schools in the modern era. It draws on a great many influences, most notably: 
Jewish Kabbalah, Western astrology, Alchemy, pagan religions, especially Egyptian and Greco-Roman (the latter being from which the term "Hermetic" is 
derived), neoplatonism, gnosticism, the Enochian system of angelic magic of John Dee and Edward Kelley, hermeticism, tantra and the symbolism of the 
tarot. Hermetic Qabalah differs from the Jewish form in being a more admittedly syncretic system, (((however it shares many concepts with Jewish 
Kabbalah)))

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermetic_Qabalah

TO EMBRACE HEBREW ROOTS: Chapter Five

According to the Introduction to The Kabbalah Unveiled by McGregor Mathers, who co-founded the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn in 1888, this 
secret oral tradition of the sages was believed to have been taught by God to angels, who then taught it to fallen humans. Abraham is viewed as a mystic 
who taught the Egyptians some of their occult doctrine.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:00:35 ID: bc28df No.8396648
File (hide): d07d9eb7fa07820⋯.jpg (26.72 KB, 431x329, 431:329, 1429430887800.jpg)

>>8396500
>All the terminology fits he was a chan user at some point.

Not really. I don't see anywhere in the emails where they used the term "cheese pizza" as a codeword for 
child porn. All of the other terms they used are just common in the deepweb and aren't necessarily tied to 
imageboards.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:01:41 ID: 5b9096 No.8396655 >>8396689 >>8396737

>>8396560

 youtube-dl https://youtu.be/74c3hb5r2mk 
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>>8396655
Unable to download webpage: <urlopen error [Errno 8] _ssl.c:510: EOF occurred in violation of protocol>  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:10:07 ID: 7aae93 No.8396734 >>8396810

>>8396560
I downloaded the entire thing. I can mirror it somewhere if you want. Just let me know where you want it.  
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>>8396655
Yep, it's like they paid a pizza survivor to be a surrogate. Then she finally got rid of some of the brain washing and took her kids to safety but these men 
used obscure and unnatural laws to get the kids back. The fatter one of the 2 men is a fucking weirdo. He now has unrestricted access to that poor kid. 
The other one is a girl/boy and that's what the father paid for. Hollywood is not a good place. 
 The fact that they teamed up to get those kids back away from the only person that would actually protect them is disturbing.
 She might have been a whore, but.. her innocence was raped out of her from an early age probably, she just breeds moe victims for them. 
 What now?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:14:02 ID: 475da2 No.8396769 >>8396792

>>8394780
No…the White House doesn't allow visitors to bring food. 

 All vendors must be approved

You think W never got BBQ sent from Texas?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:16:58 ID: 9457d4 No.8396792 >>8397013

>>8396769
If he wasn't a faggot he'd have done up the BBQ himself. It's not like Texas is magic dirt or something.  
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>>8396734
Thank you, keep it for now. I'm trying to find out what happened to the kids and mother. Because the 'dads' don;t want her in the picture and the kids 
could become hot property and might just disappear at some point. I just hope it's a lot more innocent than it seems.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:18:24 ID: 18cbad No.8396813 >>8397370

Hansjörg Wyss needs to be investigated. Wyss is a reclusive Swiss billionaire whose company, Synthes, conducted illegal human experiments that 
resulted in the deaths of three elderly patients. Wyss and other Synthes executives decided to enter the highly profitable field of spinal surgery in 2000 
with Norian XR, a cement-like mixture of calcium phosphate with barium sulfate. Company managers claimed the compound could act like bone when 
injected in the spine in a procedure called "vertebrosplasty." CAP received $4.1 million from Wyss during Podesta's tenure as the liberal nonprofit's 
founding president and chief executive officer. The HJW Foundation, which is Wyss's private foundation, hired Podesta in 2013 as a paid consultant, for 
which he was paid $87,000 that year, according to the presidential counselor's financial disclosure statement. Wyss has a seat on CAP's 10-member 
board of directors, which also includes former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright; former Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.; and Carol 
Browner, Obama's first energy czar and administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Wyss, who now lives in Wyoming, is a major donor to 
scores of liberal groups in this country, with his contributions estimated to total more than $110 million, according to the HJW Foundation's tax filings with 
the IRS since 2008. The Swiss Broadcasting Corp. reported last year that Wyss was the second-richest person in Switzerland. He is the 112th wealthiest 
man in the world, with a net worth estimated at $11.2 billion by Forbes magazine. In December 2014, Wyss contributed $5 million to The Clinton 
Foundation’s feminist “No Ceilings” project. Wyss told a Swiss newspaper in a rare interview in 2011 that "nobody knows me, and I hope that it stays like 
this," according to Fortune. he original June 8 story highlighted Long’s case. She was a former employee at a Wyss foundation and at a California 
vineyard he owns. She described a lengthy intimate relationship with Wyss that allegedly turned violent and abusive. The 2013 settlement agreement 
provided a $1.5 million payment to Long and a provision in which both parties agreed to keep details of the agreement secret. Long enjoys wide support 
among Colorado’s law enforcement community, especially for her work in helping to form the Innocence Lost Project in that state. The program was 
started by the FBI in 2003 to help young girls who are captive in the sex trafficking trade. “The sexual behavior that Mr. Wyss required Ms. Long to 
participate in ran the full gamut of rather perverse sex acts,” DiMaria wrote, graphically outlining eight sex acts Wyss allegedly forced Long to endure. 
Jackie Long and Hansjorg Wyss have been supporters of Attention Homes(out of Boulder, CO) through the Runaway & Homeless Youth program 
development and opening of the teen shelter in December 2010.  
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37235  
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>>8396622

Child Victim was Raped 1800 Times By Satanic Cult who Followed The Teachings of Aleister Crowley! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRZVMwc1OJc

Satanist CANNIBAL’S house filled with Aleister Crowley worship

We have this man from North Carolina that boasted about killing and eating humans (and animals), and his own mother named him after the demon from 
the Exorcist film: Pazuzu. His mother was a Satanist, as was the son, if you couldn’t guess.

     William Ramsey joins us for a discussion of the life and times of Aleister Crowley. What turned him to the dark side and how is his pandemic influence 
affecting our 21st century world? Could this singular man be at the heart of the New World Order? Learn of his connections with the Illuminati and the 
Satanic ritual sacrifices of Scarlet woman including his wife. How did a channeled book from the ’40s create a new religion based on “Do what thou wilt”? 

You’ll notice the theme of ‘Do what thou wilt’ played out in this man’s life. He must’ve thought the universe wanted to support his Will to murder and eat 
others.

http://illuminatiwatcher.com/satanist-cannibals-house-filled-aleister-crowley-worship/

 Aleister Crowley summarized the importance of Qabalah in "The Temple of Solomon", Liber LVII:

    Fortunately, there is one science that can aid us, a science that, properly understood by the initiated mind, is as absolute as mathematics, more self-
supporting than philosophy, a science of the spirit itself, whose teacher is God, whose method is simple as the divine Light, and subtle as the divine Fire, 
whose results are limpid as the divine Water, all-embracing as the divine Air, and solid as the divine Earth. Truth is the source, and Economy the course, 
of that marvellous stream that pours its living waters into the Ocean of apodeictic certainty, the Truth that is infinite in its infinity as the primal Truth which 
which it is identical is infinite in its Unity. 

    Need we say that we speak of the holy Qabalah? O science secret, subtle, and sublime, who shall name thee without veneration, without prostration of 
soul, spirit, and body before thy divine Author, without exaltation of soul, spirit, and body as by His favour they bathe in His lustral and illimitable Light? 

http://www.thelemapedia.org/index.php/Qabalah

http://www.blessedquietness.com/journal/housechu/embrace-Hebrew-roots-chapter-5.htm

Crowley started his own cult "Thelemic Order of the Golden Dawn" before Ordo Templi Orientis 

His motto…"Do what Thou Wilt"…  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:26:08 ID: 9457d4 No.8396879

>>8396826
>Crowley started his own cult "Thelemic Order of the Golden Dawn" before Ordo Templi Orientis 
Bullshit, Crowley didn't found the TOGD or the OTO.
He joined the OTO at the bottom and later managed to get control of it, and the TOGD is a DIY system started after his death.
You may be thinking of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, which he also joined at the bottom. It was founded by Mathers and Wescott.  
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>>8396826
the reason why "do what thou wilt" is considered satanic evil is because we want to do what is right and 
opposite of wanting to do the right thing is doing nothing and that is what the powers that be want us to do, 
nothing. to not resist them. to not resist evil  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:31:46 ID: 21cc73 No.8396918 >>8396990

>>8396826
>Crowley started his own cult "Thelemic Order of the Golden Dawn" before Ordo Templi Orientis

Along with pretty much everything else in this post, you got it wrong. If you can't even differentiate between the A.'.A.'. and some modern joke order that's 
trying to throw two disparate philosophies together because reasons, why would you think you deserve to express an opinion on the man?

Crowley was an OG troll. He never ate people. He never killed children. A cursory perusal of his literature shows the philosophy of Thelema is all about 
true will, or following the path you were incarnated to follow. It's not do what you want, faggot.

The worst Crowley can be accused of is inspiring the hippies and the creators of rock music, and the OTO is now just a sex club for SJWs.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:32:47 ID: 475da2 No.8396923

>>8395888
Yes.

Only the compromised can play.  Bill and Hill were nobodies who wouldn't have been chosen if they weren't so based. Same with Obama.

Bushes can be traced back several generations of sicko but look at other powers…
Nancy Pelosi and Dingy Harry. Creepy Uncle Joe. The crying Catholic scotch drinker Boehner….
Tim Kaine, the John Wayne Gacy clown…Mitch McConnell, one of the creepiest wax museum pieces ever seen…  
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>>8396826
>illuminatiwatche
r.com  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:39:39 ID: 8c68f2 No.8396964

>>8396826
Crowley was an attention seeking drunk, aspie, degenerate cunt that forced one of his girlfriends to be fucked by a goat. He gained no money, power or 
influence from this, seems all of it was for his own perverse pleasure. He stood for nothing other than his own narcissistic need for attention and 
satisfaction. 

Apart from his silly hats and gowns, he's no better than Gary Glitter, Ian Watkins and Jimmy Saville. (All of whom wore silly cloths, sought attention and 
adoration from stranger & peer group, and were child rapists)  
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>>8393769

Andrew Breitbart tweet before death adds fuel to online speculation of D.C. sex-trafficking ring

http://www.washington*times.com/news/2016/nov/28/andrew-breitbart-tweet-before-death-adds-fuel-to-o/

" […] Explosive claims by Internet sleuths, which were prompted after reading stolen documents belonging to Mr. Podesta, have been derided as 
“viciously phony” by Fox News’ Howard Kurtz. A tweet by Mr. Breitbart shortly before his March 1, 2012, death is now being cited by online researchers 
as proof that they are onto something big.

“How prog-guru John Podesta isn’t household name as world class underage sex slave op cover-upperer defending unspeakable dregs escapes me,” Mr. 
Breitbart wrote Feb. 4, 2011.

The conservative icon’s death at age 43 was attributed to “heart failure.” Knowledge of the late conservative’s tweet sent Google searches for “Andrew 
Breitbart” skyrocketing Sunday night as news spread to members of Twitter, Reddit, GAB, Voat and other social media platforms.

“One of America’s best an most respected independent journalists at the time; he is making a very bold claim about John Podesta — back then — based 
on his own research,” former Huffington Post contributor David Seaman wrote on GAB Sunday night. “This is years before WikiLeaks came out.” […] "

by the way Gab.ai better fix their stupid website soon if they want to become bigger because they're asking me to log in just to be able to see David 
Seaman's posts  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:42:53 ID: 9457d4 No.8396990

>>8396918
>>8396826
Besides the legend of the A.·.A.·., Crowley also founded the "Lamp of Invisible Light" with some mexican guy, as I remember.
Golden Dawn, OTO, these were both pre-existing orders that he joined and eventually wound up as the (heavily contested) head of.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:44:37 ID: 5b9096 No.8396999

>>8396689

 youtube-dl -U 
 

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:45:00 ID: ca5770 No.8397002

>>8392477 (OP)
>>8396021
there is also something called the 'occult law of reversal' a reason she writes this stuff backwards

http://www.ih2000.net/chembio/occult.htm  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:45:45 ID: 1034f0 No.8397007 >>8397017 >>8397018

HOX HOX!!

Can someone verify are those pedofilia slangs same in all languages? Or do they use "pizza" and "cheese" just in the US?

THIS IS IMPORTANT  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:46:54 ID: 475da2 No.8397013 >>8397027

>>8396792
Not the point. 
The White House does allow outside food…from approved vendors.  
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File (hide): c2372e78506c71f⋯.jpg (331.04 KB,
2000x1000, 2:1, http-i.huffpost.comgen1559….jpg)

File (hide): 33d46ae930070c7⋯.jpg
(167.29 KB, 789x1199, 789:1199,
Cwo9ZCxUcAAc809.jpg)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:47:35 ID: 8c68f2 No.8397016 >>8397728 >>8397744

Reminder. Don't let any of this distract from where it all started. Maddie is still missing and the two photofit men (Podesta) are still the main link.

Suddenly when this started the whole 'fake news must be banned' started. 

Look at the facts.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:47:32 ID: 752317 No.8397017
File (hide): 1981910acf82a94⋯.jpg (25.76 KB, 233x267, 233:267, 1476402968068.jpg)

>>8397007
yes ,its on the fbi's guide 
for recognizing 
pedobears.

use some brains and 
find it urself .  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:47:36 ID: bc28df No.8397018 >>8397122

File (hide): 9c278911e7c2f16⋯.webm (814.68 KB, 720x404, 180:101, teh darkweb.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8397007
it's international deepweb speak

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:48:32 ID: 9457d4 No.8397027 >>8397047

>>8397013
Ah, ok.
Still, ordering BBQ from Texas to DC would be a fucking waste of resources and he should be gelded for such bullshit.
Just fucking grill, you fucking mangina.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:51:13 ID: 8c68f2 No.8397047 >>8397056

>>8397027
>ordering BBQ from Texas to DC would be a fucking waste of resources 

for you

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:52:21 ID: 9457d4 No.8397056 >>8397192

>>8397047
Well, I guess he felt in charge.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:53:42 ID: 0d04ea No.8397068 >>8397087

File (hide): 6d2e76f52882b3e⋯.jpg (429.01 KB, 1200x1200, 1:1, 679188-de2bf3b40e028749251….jpg)

>>8396826

The Aleister Crowley apologists have arrived….

They have to make it look like Aleister was a good guy because this "good guy" is 
connected to The Order of the Hermetic Golden Dawn.

Don't worry Crowly is a nice guy just like James Alifantis!

Don't worry Comet Ping Pong is a fun and friendly place…Just like The Order of the 
Hermetic Golden Dawn.

LOL  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:56:26 ID: 9457d4 No.8397087 >>8397805

>>8397068
>They have to make it look like Aleister was a good guy 
No, he was a complete asshole. So was Mathers.
But that doesn't change the fact that there's 1001 bullshit stories being told.
If anything, you lot are bigging him up to the level of eternal boogieman.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 22:56:29 ID: 8c68f2 No.8397088

'Unknown error.'

Getting this in red type on most youtube videos I try and comment on now. Second or Third attempt works fine. Think I'm compromised. Thankyou for all 
you strength, if I survive I'll come back and help. 

Over and out for now. 

(will be back in 15mins with a new VPN)  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:00:12 ID: 1034f0 No.8397122 >>8397669

>>8397018
So for example in germany they would use "cheese" also? I don't see that likely  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:00:29 ID: 47f59b No.8397124
File (hide): 3243298fb74f95a⋯.png (1.38 MB, 940x1084, 235:271, ObamaBean_PedoFiles.png)

new pedofile for king nigger  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:01:40 ID: f03da2 No.8397129 >>8397166 >>8397213

File (hide): 4b50c695ac9ef40⋯.jpg (138.15 KB, 900x900, 1:1, original_personalised-map-….jpg)

Hey /pol/, I think I have a clue about what a «handkerchief with a pizza related map» might be.
Literally a handkerchief with a custom map of pizza-related places. That faggot might have had an 
audacity to keep such a map in his front pocket.  

File (hide): ca32d05f3cfd771⋯.jpg (303.29 KB,
1264x744, 158:93, Washington Pentagram.jpg)

File (hide): 1b1622e52dfdd9d⋯.jpg (210.09 KB,
1401x804, 467:268, Washington DC underground ….jpg)

File (hide): 8951da389d85c1e⋯.jpg (39.32 KB,
307x241, 307:241, Washington DC underground ….jpg)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:02:45 ID: 0d04ea No.8397138 >>8398093

Washington Underground tunnels from the History Channel

http://webeatonboatsagainstthecurrent.blogspot.ca/2012/04/underground-cities-returning-to-ground.html

Sacrifices are probably goin on at all the points in the pentagram and symbols around the circle area.

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:04:40 ID: d0aae7 No.8397160 >>8397223 >>8397272 >>8397313 >>8397340 >>8397474 >>8408504

File (hide): 0fc05a1a1dad00d⋯.png (110.38 KB, 720x1280, 9:16, 15311497_205912539864661_7….png)

Already covered?
All pics looks veeeery weird.
http://www.walterpearce.info/  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:05:29 ID: 47f59b No.8397166 >>8397209 >>8397213

>>8397129
(1)
No nigger you shills already tried this angle. In both cases your handkerchief is not white and black so your defense is shit.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:08:17 ID: 475da2 No.8397192

>>8397056
Nah…it was the nacho cheese fountains that blew the budget.

…joke courtesy of LBJ broadcasting in Austin TX  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:10:03 ID: f03da2 No.8397209 >>8397284

>>8397166
>you shills already tried this angle
wut?
You don't get it. He could have had a handkerchief map (of any color he wants) with locations of pedo places, or maybe Haiti. There are adoption-related 
shirts with Haiti map on Etsy.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:10:43 ID: 2c61ca No.8397213 >>8397309 >>8397704

File (hide): 610d6f5017e4659⋯.jpg (56.92 KB, 720x960, 3:4, what now 2 faced.jpg)

>>8397129

>>8397166

the color code indicates whatever the homos' perverted preferences are, though, right? 
what difference does that make…  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:11:33 ID: 1034f0 No.8397223 >>8397272

>>8397160
I don't know why but those images are fucking disturbing. Maybe because they are all staring at me.

All the people look troubesome. And why the fuck ther's a plastic background? It's like a scene from Dexter.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:15:50 ID: ca5770 No.8397264 >>8401955

File (hide): d90a6f631d6e131⋯.png (2.83 MB, 1494x966, 249:161, Capture7.PNG)

I think pizza may have some occlut meaning as well. I found a t-shirt designer on threadless.com that goes 
by 'the occult.' I've looked through all the designs and they are all occult/esoteric designs except one. Now 
why would this designer who obviously knows about occult symbolism have a shirt like that?

https://www.threadless.com/designs/archive?scored=&challenge=occult&page=6

https://www.threadless.com/designs/pizza-is-the-answer

What is the exact occult meaning of pizza? Is there more to the word than CP?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:17:02 ID: d0aae7 No.8397272 >>8397298 >>8397474 >>8407831

>>8397160
>>8397223
Photos from http://midland.agency/ are taken both "BY WALTER PEARCE
AND RACHEL CHANDLER".
This is Chandler's tumblr and there are some children stuff: http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:18:10 ID: 47f59b No.8397284

>>8397209
my mistake for jumping on you. Some threads ago some faggot came along with pizza designs on a handkerchief. it's possible what you're saying that 
they would carry around something like that, they already proved how incompetent they are. but if that were the case I dont think podesta would have 
replied that it was nothing to worry about.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:19:53 ID: d0aae7 No.8397298

>>8397272
Whoops - some of the photos are pretty hardcore but i've seen them before. This was already covered. My bad.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:20:13 ID: 1bcffe No.8397300

>>8392477 (OP)
Checked. Michelle looks very much like the trap he is in that image, showing true colors.  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:20:36 ID: bc28df No.8397309 >>8397704 >>8398673

File (hide): 1e16d384f21492b⋯.jpg (62.15 KB, 720x960, 3:4, oy vey.jpg)

>>8397213  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:20:51 ID: 855cd1 No.8397313 >>8397370 >>8397548

>>8397160

An extremely high number of the "models" shown appear to have rather extreme skull deformities. Some faces seem clear cases of FAS, but then there 
are many other head shapes that don't fit that. This leads me to believe that skull deformities are being induced, probably through the use of subdermal 
implants but also possibly through intensive pressure being exerted on the skull for a long period of time beginning in childhood. It almost seems like a 
Western spin on bound feet.

To be honest, this seems a perfectly Satanic practice. It's a permanent violation of the body. It wouldn't be beyond belief to suspect there may be a link 
between "artsy" types like Abramovic and extreme body modification subcultures.  

File (hide): 92e599c2091cff0⋯.jpg (114.21 KB,
640x640, 1:1, pipizza.jpg)

File (hide): 29483aba5915175⋯.jpg (114.09 KB,
640x640, 1:1, pipizza1.jpg)

File (hide): 1543928f276da23⋯.jpg (109.54 KB,
640x640, 1:1, pipizza2.jpg)

File (hide): 2214a72e42055cc⋯.jpg (126.44 KB,
640x640, 1:1, PiPizzasSpiritTotem.jpg)

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:21:32 ID: 18cbad No.8397321 >>8400513

Yea I don't know what is up with pizza and occult symbols. These pictures are from Pi Pizza in houston.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:23:13 ID: d0aae7 No.8397338 >>8397361

Guys, please, take a quick look here: http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/
From page 2 on there are some pretty explicit child photos. Confirm to me that THESE photos on THIS tumblr had already been covered, please?  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:23:18 ID: 8f646a No.8397340

>>8397160
That site is weird as fuck. Some of them might be underage, but most look like adults. He also has an IG account linked to his site, but it's conveniently 
set to private. I wonder if he did that after hes connection to Rachel Chandler was exposed.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:25:21 ID: d0aae7 No.8397361

>>8397338
Nevermind! I'm sure it was now.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:25:55 ID: 47f59b No.8397363
File (hide): 87fbf1749f51a33⋯.png (2.07 MB, 1090x1806, 545:903, Screen Shot 2016-11-29 at ….png)

Got over here from the Clinton Loves Pizza tumblr. Most likely 
Sexualized pizza and politician names.
h ttps://www.instagram.com/vinniesbrooklyn/  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:27:09 ID: 1034f0 No.8397369 >>8397380 >>8397426

File (hide): 7fd0c92c1d067cc⋯.png (511.86 KB, 849x478, 849:478, 5124125.png)

This probably has no use or is totally irrelevant but is this painting in FULL SIZE in this 
video?

If is, count the VISIBLE number of fingers on those children. You get 33. Isn't that a 
meaningful number in freemasonry? Just a thuoght.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:27:25 ID: 18cbad No.8397370 >>8397422 >>8397582

>>8396813
>>8397313
This is why I want to investigate Hansjorg Wyss. His company Synthes has product offering spans six divisions, of which four produce implants and 
related instruments for the treatment of physical trauma, spinal injuries and CMF (craniomaxillofacial) trauma, as well as for osteotomy in animals such as 
horses and dogs. Synthes' other business segments are the production of surgical power tools and biomaterials used to fill bone defects.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:29:12 ID: d0aae7 No.8397380 >>8397426

>>8397369
That's the most meaningful number in all esoteric sphere; "good" or "bad".
inb4 all spirituality is satanism

It starts by being the age Jesus died…  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:29:26 ID: 9e44a6 No.8397385

Soros attacking bolivias economy?

http://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5flud5/the_bolivar_is_currently_experiencing_an/dal7pr2  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:34:27 ID: bc28df No.8397422

>>8397370
He was also involved with illegally funding the DNC, which shouldn't be a surprise to anyone.

>$100 Million dollars in foreign money to assist in voter registration. Swiss billionaire Hansjörg Wyss feels that it is his patriotic duty to assist voter 
registration. A hacker has exposed this plan that was on the Democrat National Committee computers. This whole plan is to help the liberal progressive 
socialist Democrat party. This money cannot be legal for a number of reasons. Wyss does not even have a green card to hide behind to make it plausible. 
Where is the DOJ or the Federal Elections Commission? Missing in inaction, as usual.

https://archive.is/73J7t  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:34:42 ID: 1034f0 No.8397426

>>8397380
>>8397369

These remind me. Remember the "girl lover" symbol with 2 hearts? Turn it around 90 degrees and again you get, you guessed it, the number 33.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:36:22 ID: 2268d0 No.8397444 >>8397483

>>8393929
A lot of things, RAW pushed Reich heavily as a misunderstood genius. I'm not accusing RAW of being a pedo, but the man wasn't stupid, he knew exactly 
what Reich advocated.

Seeing as RAW was basically entry-level new age occult for a time, the Reich link is very relevant. No surprise a pedo like Alefantis has ties with 
discordians.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:39:04 ID: d0aae7 No.8397474
File (hide): 8cc5294dbd46baf⋯.jpg (85.91 KB, 720x1196, 180:299, 15194513_1336994942991040_….jpg)

>>8397160
>>8397272  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:40:24 ID: af6884 No.8397483 >>8397503

>>8397444
I don't support Reichs views on sexuality but he was correct in his many scientific theories, particularly cosmic superimposition.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:42:40 ID: 2268d0 No.8397503

>>8397483
Unfortunately, the people we're dealing with care less about his science, and look more at his sexual theories as justification for harming children.  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:42:51 ID: 4ec639 No.8397506

voat post on connections between facebook, twitter, and a shady forum called tribes. net

https://archive.is/lJKGJ  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:44:56 ID: d0aae7 No.8397533

What we got on this Cathy Obrien?  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:45:15 ID: 2c61ca No.8397539
File (hide): be1be3ca6cf419f⋯.jpg (64.64 KB, 611x637, 47:49, finders.jpg)

>>8393985

Wasn't there some controversy over Pepsi using aborted baby parts for 
flavoring tests or something along those lines?  
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Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:46:33 ID: 475da2 No.8397548 >>8397750

>>8397313
This guy Walter Pearce is a 20 yr old who looks for ugly people…on purpose. 
Millennial Multicultural bullshit.

http://www.papermag.com/Walter-Pearce-1793642321.html  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:47:51 ID: 00f875 No.8397559 >>8398116

Came across this.
https://imgur dot com/gallery/nUfBy
which is mentioned in this video.
https://youtu dot be/pM4I5cK4qf4  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:48:31 ID: 47f59b No.8397563
File (hide): 6df633a0ba089c7⋯.png (774.35 KB, 941x450, 941:450, vinniespizza_nirvana.PNG)

exact same pedo pizza 
parody as found on jimmy 
commets  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:50:34 ID: aa2bf9 No.8397580
File (hide): 814fe8d6404697c⋯.png (439.47 KB, 915x1230, 61:82, ClipboardImage.png)

hey y'all checkout http://www.pingpongengland.co.uk/10-social-benefits-of-
playing-ping-pong/ 

It's associated with comet via "pongress" https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kBo3jJNNvA0&feature=youtu.be&t=379

Tell me that language aint shady AF  

Anonymous  11/29/16 (Tue) 23:50:50 ID: 855cd1 No.8397582 >>8397648 >>8397750 >>8397756 >>8407328

>>8397370

Oh shit anon I had overlooked that connection. I'm willing to bet this guy is all into fucked up shit. I'm reminded of a character from L. Ron Hubbard's 
Mission Earth series (10 volumes, read it when I was 15 - don't ask), based on Mengele. This Mengele-type would perform diabolical surgeries on stolen 
and kidnapped children from barbaric races, such as causing three children to be surgically fused at the wrists (cutting of their hands) so that they always 
form a circle. Fucked up shit like that.

We need to investigate the connections Wyss might have with "philanthropic" foundations meant to support children and the elderly. Where do these 
people come from? What happens to them?

Possibly OT, but I wonder whether L. Ron Hubbard was involved. His Mission Earth series is some pretty fantastic (as in out there) scifi pulp, but it's 
obviously motivated by the agendas of exposing how psychiatry, advertising, and intelligence agencies getting political elites hooked on drugs. The last 
volume was released in 1987, he died in 1986 at the age of 74. During the last years he secluded himself on his property, apparently doing a lot of 
"writing and research." There is undoubtedly some Scientology connection, there's simply too many elites and celebrities involved.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:00:24 ID: 13331f No.8397641 >>8397671 >>8397710

>>8396452
>>8396452
You are a fucking idiot. If you want to understand hermetics and the goden dawn, FUCKING READ, nothing is hidden except what you hide from your 
fucking self.

You're worse than a shill. Misinformation. Fucking christcuck.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:01:27 ID: 13331f No.8397648 >>8397671 >>8397750

>>8397582
Way to repeat kike propaganda. Fucking shill, that shit was made up.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:03:15 ID: 475da2 No.8397669

>>8397122
This is an international deal.  The most common language used internationally is…..English.
It was French…then USA came along.
In the future…it may be a. Chinese b. Spanish or c. Some middle eastern crap….depending on how things go.

For now, English is the most common second language…  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:03:27 ID: 2268d0 No.8397671 >>8397682

>>8397641
>>8397648

>christcuck

???

God is the one who has always forbid the sacrifice of children.

Your false idols do you no good  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:03:30 ID: 25c7fa No.8397673 >>8397679 >>8397688

Lads….. 

Important questions
are the jews involved? are the jews in kahoots?**I don't know.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:04:24 ID: 2268d0 No.8397679

>>8397673
Jews, Relative morality pushers, satanists, so yes  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:04:53 ID: 094f1b No.8397682 >>8397687

>>8397671

Only after he tells you to do it in the first place.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:05:55 ID: 2268d0 No.8397687 >>8404901

>>8397682
The only time he has ever sacrificed a son, was His own.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:05:56 ID: 13331f No.8397688 >>8397704 >>8397718

>>8397673 "One must further remark that each sign governs two main types … the active and the passive. Thus Aries: the high brows, long face, 
aquiline nose, tall thin muscular figure, shows the fiery and martial qualities of the sign. But there is an evil and averse counterpart corresponding to the 
ovine nature. We have the gross, hooked, pendulous proboscis; the thick, flabby, moist lips; the patient stupid eyes, and timid, hunted gait of the bad type 
of Jew. "

Crowley  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:06:58 ID: 72a46b No.8397697 >>8397819 >>8397825 >>8397939

File (hide): ac185000c92bf28⋯.jpg (133.29 KB, 702x811, 702:811, maybe_pizza_origin.jpg)

>>8393832

This MAY have something to do with terms 
origin:
Pueros-Zelamir Archive = PZA
mind control, sex slave, rape etc. erotic 
stories with minors.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:08:08 ID: 2268d0 No.8397704 >>8397818 >>8398673

>>8397688
I'd respect Crowley more if his fiction didn't suck ass. Oh, and if he didn't sodomize children.

No big surprise you see Thelemites hanging out with the Pizza pedos.

>>8397213
>>8397309
see ring for thelemism  
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Thoughts?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:09:04 ID: d0aae7 No.8397710 >>8398116

>>8397641
You're totally right but you can't expect people to be comprehensive about occultism just now. Youtubers are calling Crowley a satanist, it's obtuse. 
Thelema is like what christianism would be like may it never been corrupted by TRUE satanists control groups. The masses today follows the religion of 
Satan, which is common sense, the Legion, the opposit of the narrow path that almost nobody follow as mentioned in the bible.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:09:52 ID: 13331f No.8397718 >>8397790

>>8397688
FURTHER!
>Human sacrifices are to-day still practised by the Jews of Eastern Europe, 
-Crowley!
Don't fucking dare state that this man and gis organization, that works for the ogdoad of which our lord kek represents and manifests, is in league wih the 
kikes, you worthless pieces of niggershit.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:10:59 ID: b0f392 No.8397728

>>8397016
No. She is dead. Her parents knew this when they raised the "alarm". Photofit is fucking deflection.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:11:46 ID: 13331f No.8397734 >>8397839

 Crowley's published expressions of antisemitism were disturbing enough to later editors of his works that one of them, Israel Regardie, attempted to 
suppress them. In 777 and Other Qabalistic Writings of Aleister Crowley (Samuel Weiser, 1975), Regardie, a Jew, explained his complete excision of 
Crowley's antisemitic commentary on the Kabbalah in the 6th unnumbered page of his editorial introduction: "I am … omitting Crowley's Preface to the 
book. It is a nasty, malicious piece of writing, and does not do justice to the system with which he is dealing."[78]

What Regardie had removed was Crowley's "Preface to Sepher Sephiroth", originally published in Equinox 1:8. Written in 1911,[79] at the same time that 
Menahem Mendel Beilis was accused of "ritual cannibalism" in Kiev, Ukraine, it contained a clear statement of Crowley's belief in the blood libel against 
the Jews:[80]

"Human sacrifices are today still practised by the Jews of Eastern Europe, as is set forth at length by the late Sir Richard Burton in the MS. which the 
wealthy Jews of England have compassed heaven and earth to suppress,[81] and evidenced by the ever-recurring Pogroms against which so senseless 
an outcry is made by those who live among those degenerate Jews who are at least not cannibals."  
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>>8397016

The maddie mcmann story is disinfo… no proof, no evidence. Pizzagate is probably real, but there is no proof that the podestas were in portugal at that 
time.

It also doesn't reflect what we do know about how these insider pedo orgs operate. They're probably not going to be snatching western kids who will be 
missed; thus Haiti and Laura Silsby.

It's hard to even remember how this started, but it started seeming real to me when we dug into Epstein's island. Forget about Maddie until you can prove 
the Podestas were in portugal at that time, and even then, there's no evidence. I do agree that the Efits look a lot like the podestas, but that literally 
proves nothing.  
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>>8394303
Anthony Bourdain's "Parts Unknown" just happened to be scheduled programming on CNN during the supposed "30 minutes of hardcore porn" fake news 
pysop they tried to pull last week

this happened, also on CNN, almost exactly two months (61 days) after the "hotdog conversation" was aired. the hoax was reported the next day to make 
it 2 months

> inb4 stop derailing nigger
i don't mean to - i just noticed this and started thinking about it…
based on researching other false flags, it's my understanding that the coding news networks use occurs in pairs, like a conversation. it's actually 
somewhat characteristically masonic in that way - mirror images become important identifiers. 
sometimes they're color coded, or feature palindromic number sets accompanied by a theme or cipher phrase. at any rate, (((they))) are able to hide 
certain messages through "time" - by referencing a cipher at a later date, a message is completed without anyone noticing. in this case the cipher would 
be "Anthony Bourdain's Parts Unknown", or any part of that phrase. 

not sure if this is anything, it just seems to fit. the phrase "parts unknown" itself is apt enough, it's a food show (read: "exotic flavors") and there are at 
least two "Anthony"s aside from Mr. Bourdain who are directly involved with #pizzagate - i'm going to keep digging, but has anyone else seen these  
reference anywhere else?  
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>>8397582

Wyss was a huge donor to the Clinton Foundation. Probably was crucial for helping him to get off the hook, even though all the other executives that 
agreed to the illegal medical trial were locked up.

Wyss has also founded (and given $250 million to) the "Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering." Sounds like a nascent transhumanist and 
almost certainly the person who would be funding further immoral research. I wouldn't put it past him to be experimenting on stolen children, elderly, and 
prisoners. He's also given large sums of money to the "Wyss Center for Bio- and Neuro-Engineering." Wyss would appear to form the crucial bio-
engineering and medicine angle to this whole thing.

He has also been quoted as saying to the effect "They can't convict me, they don't have enough of my emails." Does Wyss show up in any Wikileaks 
emails?

source: 5 minutes google

>>8397648
What are you even talking about?

>>8397548

A preference for the strange and unusual is a feature of degeneracy. These people are exhausting all sources of hedonic pleasure, forcing them to go 
further and worse to get the same thrill. There's probably some convergence here.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:13:59 ID: cf51ee No.8397756

>>8397582
well i don't know about that scientology stuff. The important facts about Wyss pertaining to this investigation are 1) He donated $5 million to Clinton's No 
Ceiling's 2) He had a sexually abusive & controlling relationship with Jackie Long who helped form Innocence Lost in Colorado. The program was started 
by the FBI in 2003 to help young girls who are captive in the sex trafficking trade. 3) He also funds Attention Homes through the Runaway & Homeless 
Youth program development and opening of the teen shelter in December 2010.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:14:53 ID: 5db799 No.8397758

>>8397747
and just to be clear, i'm not saying #pizzagate is a false flag
 i'm saying fake news is, to cover up #pizzagate  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:16:42 ID: b0f392 No.8397773 >>8398010 >>8406827

>>8395458
>What types of info are people ready for? 
A better understanding of how the occult really is and was would be a start, given there is argument in this thread on it. Any books you can recommend?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:18:34 ID: 47f59b No.8397790

>>8397718
>our
Reported. Fuck off with your idolizing a sick bastard.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:19:52 ID: 7cf16a No.8397805 >>8397884

>>8397087
Sure thing rabbi

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:20:52 ID: 9457d4 No.8397818

>>8397704
>Oh, and if he didn't sodomize children.
He only sodomized his grown-ass jewboy Neuberg, you lying faggot.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:20:58 ID: 5db799 No.8397819

>>8397697
holy shit this makes way too much sense for comfort
do you have an archive of wherever that came from  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:22:26 ID: d0aae7 No.8397825

>>8397697
This seems good. I've fapped a lot to asstr's content. Lots of sick stuff. I'm only into cfnm tho.  
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Obamas' New Home in DC Is only 2 Doors Down from Tony podesta's! Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:22:52 ID: 585cd3 No.8397828 >>8397903

Obamas’ Next Home: 9 Bedrooms in a Wealthy Washington Neighborhood

The 8,200-square-foot, nine-bedroom home in Washington’s Kalorama neighborhood where President Obama and his family will live after he leaves 
office next year. Credit Gabriella Demczuk for The New York Times
WASHINGTON — President Obama and his family plan to move to a mansion in the upscale Kalorama neighborhood of Washington, a mere two miles 
from the White House, when he leaves office in January, according to people familiar with his plans.

Mr. Obama, who has said his family will remain in the capital until his daughter Sasha completes high school in 2018, will rent the 8,200-square-foot, 
nine-bedroom home, the people said, speaking on the condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to reveal his plans.

The house — valued around $6 million, according to several real estate websites, with an estimated monthly rent of $22,000 on Zillow — is owned by Joe 
Lockhart, a former press secretary and senior adviser to Bill Clinton. Mr. Lockhart was until this year the managing director of a communications and 
political consulting practice he founded, the Glover Park Group, but has moved to Manhattan to become executive vice president for communications for 
the National Football League.

https://archive.is/IBGyz  
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>>8397734
>What Regardie had removed was Crowley's "Preface to Sepher Sephiroth"
I've posted that like 50 times in various threads over the years. Fucking love that bit, he was a hypertroll effortposter.

''CAN any good thing come out of Palestine? is the broader anti-Semetic retort to the sneer cast by the Jews themselves against the harmless and 
natural Nazarene; one more example of the poetic justice of History. And no doubt such opponents of the modern Jew will acclaim this volume as an 
admirable disproof of that thesis which it purports to uphold.

The dissimilarities, amounting in some cases to sheer contradiction, which mark many numbers, will appear proof positive that there is nothing in the 
numerical Qabalah, especially as we may presume that by filling up this dictionary from the ordinary Hebrew Lexicon one would arrive at a mere hotch-
pot.

Apart from this, there is a deeper-lying objection to the Qabalah; viz., that the theory is an example of the fallacy Post hoc propter hoc.

Are we to believe, asks the sceptic, that a number of learned men deliberately sat down and chose words for the sake of their numerical value? Language 
is a living thing, with many sources and diverse; can it be moulded in any such arbitrary fashion?

The only reply seems to be a mere assertion that to some extent it certainly is so. Examples of a word being spelt deliberately wrong do occur; and such 
a jugglery as the changing of the names of Abram and Sarai to Abraham and Sarah can hardly be purposeless. Once admit the end of such a wedge, 
and it is difficult to say whether it may not be driven home so far as to split asunder the Tree of Knowledge, if not the Tree of Life.

Another line of argument is the historical. We do not here refer to the alleged forgery of the Qabalah by Rabbi Moses ben Leon — was it not? — but to 
the general position of the ethnologist that the Jews were an entirely barbarous race, incapable of any spiritual pursuit. That they were polytheists is clear 
from the very first verse of Genesis; that Adonai Melekh is identical with "Moloch" is known to every Hebraist. The "Old Testament" is mainly the history of 
the struggle of the phallic Jehovah against the rest of the Elohim, and that his sacrifices were of blood, and human blood at that, is indisputable.

Human sacrifices are to-day still practised by the Jews of Eastern Europe, as is set forth at length by the late Sir Richard Burton in the MS. which the 
wealthy Jews of England have compassed heaven and earth to suppress, and evidenced by the ever-recurring Pogroms against which so senseless an 
outcry is made by those who live among those degenerate Jews who are at least not cannibals.<<WEH NOTE: Crowley's irony at times has led to his 
detriment. Elsewhere, and much later, he denies the validity of the "Blood Libel". Here he writes in somewhat dubious humor an anti-Semitic seeming 
introduction to a book on Jewish mysticism!>>

Is it to such people, indeed, that we are to look for the highest and subtlest spiritual knowledge?

To this criticism there are but two answers. The first, that an esoteric tradition of great purity may co-exist with the most crass exoteric practice. Witness 
the Upanishads in the land of Jagganath, hook-swinging, and the stupidest forms of Hatha-Yoga.

Witness the Tipitaka (with such perfections as the Dhammapada) in the midst of peoples whose science of torture would seem to have sprung from no 
merely human imagination. The descriptions in the Tipitaka itself of the Buddhist Hells are merely descriptions of the actual tortures inflicted by the 
Buddhists on their enemies.

The second, that after all is said, I find it work very well. I do not care whether Sq.Rt. -1 is an impossible, an unimaginable thing, or whether de Moivre 
really invented it, and if so, whether de Moivre was an immortal man, and wore whiskers. It helps me to make certain calculations; and so longas that is 
so, it is useful, and I stick to it.

Other criticisms of the methods of the Qabalah itself have been made and disposed of in the article on the subject in "The Temple of Solomon the King" 
(Equinox V) and no further reference need be made to them in this place. It is only necessary to say that the article should be studied most thoroughly, 
and also the article "A Note on Genesis" in the second number of The Equinox.

With these two weapons, and the Sword of the Spirit, the Practicus, fully armed, may adventure himself in the great battle wherein victory is Truth. ''  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:26:00 ID: d0aae7 No.8397855 >>8397873

Oh my God, you guys are just normie sheeple talking about occultism now.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:27:53 ID: d0aae7 No.8397873

>>8397855

>>8397839
Except for you.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:28:53 ID: 9457d4 No.8397884

>>8397805
Not an argument.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:30:21 ID: 47f59b No.8397892

holy shit crowley faggirls fuck off with your derailment.  

File (hide): cab4dd397f30e50⋯.png (61.84 KB,
558x186, 3:1, obongo's new landlord.png)

File (hide): 991d1a6a8b2a95f⋯.png (111.19 KB,
564x437, 564:437, stuff writes itself.png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:31:38 ID: 5db799 No.8397903

>>8397828
>oh fuck, they're gonna have pizza parties and sleep overs, aren't they
^typed before i finished reading the article…

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:31:58 ID: d0aae7 No.8397907 >>8397945

Both Crowley's fanboys and mindless bashers should quit posting. This is far from the point.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:35:39 ID: adfb1c No.8397939

>>8397697
Too obscure.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:36:10 ID: 9457d4 No.8397945

>>8397907
It's light-years from the point. I think the bashing was probably derail bait (sorry for biting). If it's not "the wickedest /x/fag in the world", it's random spirals 
and every pic of pizza ever taken.
Then again, what news do we have from the digging?
Maybe we could talk about the incredibly similar styles and "sense of humor" between these sickos and goons?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:40:57 ID: 47f59b No.8397992 >>8398048

on the subject of leads, at least can scratch off Vinnies Pizza followed from ClintonLovesPizza tumblr. Going through tons of Vinnies their instagram 
doesn't show anything overtly pedophillic like Comet and seems to be mostly topical and innocent posts or drawn up pictures.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:42:31 ID: 13331f No.8398010 >>8398039 >>8398044 >>8398438 >>8402971

File (hide): 14ba5e4dd46dbfd⋯.jpg (7.37 KB, 236x347, 236:347, 48bddd37b8dbb6c38126044bfb….jpg)

>>8397773
For this stuff? the Kybalion. It's the foundation of everything from Tesla to Crowley. The knowledge in it is what has been 
preserved (if rewritten a few times) from the times before the fall of history, and these fucking christcucks in their dogmati  
fervour are too fucking ibecilic to see heir own ancestor's legacy as anything but satan. Fucking jewish pawns, all of them.

The answer to every single trick out there is in that book.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:45:34 ID: 13331f No.8398037

>>8397839
Thank you, anon. It is reassuring to know there are others who do not fall for the lies of the kikes.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:45:53 ID: d0aae7 No.8398039

>>8398010
That's true but the laws appears to be just a set of mysticism arbitrariness for the outsider's eyes. The image of Baphomet is actually a synthesis of the 
seven hermetic principles. Start with the hands, "as above so below". 
BUT PLEASE LET THIS STOP THE OCCULT TALK. I'm sure there's a /x/ board for this.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:46:54 ID: 587c13 No.8398044 >>8398063 >>8398078 >>8398157 >>8398978

>>8398010
Any particular version (as in publisher) you recommend?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:47:18 ID: d0aae7 No.8398048 >>8398070

>>8397992
But are the owners somehow linked? How did we get to Vinnies again? Sorry, i lost that part…  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:49:30 ID: d0aae7 No.8398063

>>8398044
I'm sure they are pretty much all the same unless you encounter some commented edition by a third party author. The book has no authorship btw, 
whoever rewritten it in modern ages used the alias of "the three initiated".  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:50:18 ID: 47f59b No.8398070 >>8398082

>>8398048
ClintonLovesPizza reblogged one of their posts, I clicked on it to see if it's another case of friending/following pedo circles but not in the case with Vinnies.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:51:20 ID: 9457d4 No.8398078 >>8398100

>>8398044
Bro, just ebook. Shit's public domain.
You'll find multiple HTML , EPUB and PDF versions online for free.
Just [search engine of your choice] it.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:51:59 ID: d0aae7 No.8398082 >>8398101

>>8398070
Oh. So i guess ClintonLovesPizza is just reblogging any pizza related imagery they find by now…  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:53:25 ID: 2b13c0 No.8398093 >>8398253 >>8402039

File (hide): 9d8f6ea7bc9ff2f⋯.jpg (48.65 KB, 564x442, 282:221, railnet.jpg)

>>8393009
>>8393057
>>8393232
>>8397138
Found some info on the tunnel systems, some of it weird some of it interesting. To begin with I followed 
leads about the Freemasons and the House of the Temple where Albert Pikes remains are interred 
underground.

>Such was the case of Guisseppi Mazzini, who was a Jesuit-Mason, and a satanist-witch to boot, and was 
second-in-command to the Masonic "Pontiff" Albert Pike - whose rotting remains now lie beneath the 
"House of the Temple" in Washington D.C. (see Dr. Coleman's tapes: CONSPIRACY CULTS AND THE 
ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT, and FREEMASONRY AND THE ONE WORLD CONSPIRACY).

The next part reveals a book by Rev. Shaw who spoke of underground tunnels in DC.

>Other works that may be very revealing along this line, as we indicated earlier, are the writings of former 33rd degree Mason and former Past Master of 
all Scottish-Rite Masonic bodies, the Rev. Jim Shaw. This is especially true with his book THE DEADLY DECEPTION (P.O. Box 884., Silver Springs, FL 
32688). In this work Mr. Shaw exposes the blatant SERPENT worship secretly taking place within the Masonic HOUSE OF THE TEMPLE in Washington 
D.C.

Further research revealed something called the NOD complex. Some of this info seems good other parts are dubious.

>According to former 33rd degree Mason James Shaw, author of "THE DEADLY DECEPTION", the U.S. headquarters of the Scottish Rite is located in 
the "House of the Temple" in Washington D.C. and, according to some, it sits directly over an antediluvian system of 'Atlantean' tunnels and ancient 
underground chambers called the 'NOD' complex, which serves as a major NSA-Sirian-Grey center of collaboration.

http://www. theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/omegafile32.htm

Research into that led to this very well researched treatise;

http://dcsymbols.com/

which specifically talks about an underground city near the Pentagon called the Crystal City;

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_City,_Arlington,_Virginia

Perhaps they are all connected? If so, this would likely be a good point of entry.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:54:09 ID: 587c13 No.8398100 >>8398130

>>8398078
I hate reading ebooks unless forced to. I will always prefer hard cover over electronic if it can be helped. It's also much easier for me to read, easier on 
the eyes.

I also feel like there's just a certain, feeling or aspect, from reading from physical mediums. Plus I feel it's always good to have a physical copy in case I 
don't have access to a computer or other electronic device, or even if SHTF and the nation or world is without power for a while.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:54:17 ID: 47f59b No.8398101

>>8398082
h ttp://clintonlovespizza.tumblr.com/
The turkey being stuffed by the pizza is the one from Vinnies.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:57:18 ID: 6ee67e No.8398116

>>8397710

>>8397559
>>8397559
>>8397559

wow. that is so damning. if we could get into that site, this whole thing would blow up.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 00:58:32 ID: 9457d4 No.8398130 >>8398159 >>8399901

>>8398100
Reading ebook on a screen is terrible (did it for years), but I got a cheap e-ink reader (40 euro) and that stuff's the shit.
Can hold a couple libraries of congress on its own without SD, double if you get one. Battery charge lasts for like 1200 pages worth of reading.
Avoid the ones with touchscreen and internet connection and it's just like reading paper. Also, free fucking books from the internet. Free. Fucking. Books.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:01:11 ID: 13331f No.8398157 >>8399645

>>8397839
Thank you, anon. It is reassuring to know there are others who do not fall for the lies of the kikes.
>>8398044
 Find an ebook of the original. If anything sems uspicious or looks edited, just copypasta and ask. I have an original edition and can check.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:01:15 ID: 587c13 No.8398159

>>8398130
Yeah man, I'll get ebooks for like textbooks for classes that I know I won't read (or read barely), but for books I actually will read and place a sentimental 
knowledge value on, I always opt for physical copy.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:09:27 ID: d29afb No.8398216

Liberal 
Revolut
ion 
prank 
called 
them 
Comet 
Pizza  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:14:57 ID: 2b13c0 No.8398253 >>8398392 >>8398452

File (hide): 43cef39c8b680d8⋯.jpg (117.53 KB, 1001x254, 1001:254, cats.jpg)

>>8398093
Anyone with a pinterest acoount and interest in 
(armchair) tunnel exploration might want to dig here;

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/534732155736962812/

These people seem like they might be the ones to talk to on this subject; 

http://www.fairfaxunderground.com/forum/read/2/1949502/1949732.html

More pics of Crystal City Shopping mall;

http://baltika4.livejournal.com/2846.html  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:16:06 ID: 475da2 No.8398262

>>8397706
I don't get it Big Dan…
Those are different guys with same name.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:18:00 ID: d0aae7 No.8398277 >>8398406 >>8398632

https://imgur.com/gallery/nUfBy
Excuse me, where did we find this? And why it isn't the main focus? Was the intel from the deleted instagram? We MUST get inside Comet's protected 
section and run this app.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:18:02 ID: cf7932 No.8398278 >>8398311

https://www.youtube.com /watch?v=A6u079tIrvY

you might want to watch that, pertinent to this investigation in that he brings up codes first not the caller  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:21:40 ID: d0aae7 No.8398311

>>8398278
The caller mentioned the codes first and only. Reciever wasn't understanding.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:25:01 ID: 1f2539 No.8398338 >>8398367 >>8398388

>this video
If he were innocent, he'd be at least a little bit angry or upset people were spreading lies about his business 
and defaming him by calling him a pedo and child trafficker.

But he's soooo open in the video, like someone who really wants to be open and transparent and prove to 
the world that he doesn't actually fuck kids and how much of a good and wholesome guy he is. Like how he 
laughes off the Kids Party Room quip like it's nothing, really fucking weird. There is nothing natural about 
the way he reacts here. He's lying his ass off.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:28:49 ID: d0aae7 No.8398367

>>8398338
That's because he was hired by the government to be bullied by the internet until a eventual suicide so the media can talk about what a good guy he 
really was and how his mischievous ex wife posted the instagram pictures to incriminate him and ban - internet censorship to prevent witch hunts.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:30:15 ID: 1a09c0 No.8398380 >>8400393

>>8395063
Because it all goes back to Babylonian mystery religions.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:30:49 ID: 475da2 No.8398388

>>8398338
No shit. That is interrogation 101. Innocent people get pissed when accused of something heinous.

He should have watched more TV.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:31:14 ID: 969530 No.8398392

>>8398253
why does it say my IP has been blocked?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:33:09 ID: 8f646a No.8398406 >>8398468 >>8398693 >>8398806 >>8402188

>>8398277
The dude was putting this stuff out on twitter 3 days ago. Then his account was suspended. He went to voat and claimed that his last 29 tweets never got 
published and that a based rep from twitter called him to tell him that the NSA was on its way. Seems like a larper, but obviously if this was true it would 
blow the whole thing wide open. He also refused to tell anyone how to get into the site and claimed that he tried to put out an email list on twitter that he 
found on the site. I can't find his post on voat now because there search function is garbage.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:37:54 ID: 2c61ca No.8398438 >>8398460 >>8398560

>>8398010
>Kybalion
>anonymously published in 1908

delete your 8ch account immediately. 

Are they the ones doing the human sacrificing and being cannibals or is it 
Satanists, Freemasons, B'nai Brith, Shriners, Kabbahlists and other bahomet slaves?

Does anyone know if that guy, in a thread on friday or saturday, who had all of Alefantis' pics (400+ of them), uploaded them yet? he said it was going to 
be his weekend project.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:38:34 ID: 752317 No.8398444 >>8398450 >>8398463

File (hide): 3e5f9943d306f0f⋯.jpg (35.2 KB, 480x458, 240:229, 1476931119588.jpg)

HOLLY SHIT halfchan/pol/ 
mod team is infiltrated.

The new thread about 
pizzagate got deleted when 
shit was found.

toplel.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:39:11 ID: 8f646a No.8398450 >>8398548

>>8398444
what shit was found?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:39:25 ID: 475da2 No.8398452

>>8398253
OMW to Pinterest  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:40:20 ID: 8f646a No.8398460 >>8398471

>>8398438
we have 8chan accounts now?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:40:25 ID: 969530 No.8398463

>>8398444
checked. You talking about the one deleted a half hour ago for no reason or another one?

Some idiot was shitposting Andy Kaufman pics. I assumed that's why it got deleted.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:40:58 ID: 475da2 No.8398468

>>8398406
Voat search is complete garbage.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:41:27 ID: 2c61ca No.8398471
File (hide): f102235245e6aa6⋯.webm (91.32 KB, 480x360, 4:3, simpsonsdatsdejoke.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8398460  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:52:29 ID: 752317 No.8398548
File (hide): 72aad8acebe2b4c⋯.jpg (38.07 KB, 400x388, 100:97, 1476928475645.jpg)

>>8398450
kinda spooped after thread got deleted.

Someone post the archive.

Also its not because of the guy spamming about Kaufman. Thats the same british shill that spams 
@pizzagate thread for like a week or two now.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 01:53:54 ID: 13331f No.8398560 >>8398652

>>8398438
The Kybalion is the explanation of the basics of hermeticism. It is a book of natural laws, EVERY one of them, a redpill. Gender, love, hate, physics, 
polarity, meme magic. It's there. Everything is meant precisely as it is stated, so have a dictionary of the time ready. Literalism is the code of the kybalion.

Do not confuse this with the kaballa. The jews steal and pervert all that is within their grasp. Hermeticism, was created to preserve the knowledge of our 
ancestors through the fall of the last age of mankind. This knowledge is what the jews fear, as truth always destroys a lie on contact. 
As above, so below, and as below, so above. If you want to understand a forest, study a tree. If you want to see the circulation of the galaxy, look down at 
the swirling in your cup of  offee. Scale does not change the properties of the world.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:02:47 ID: d9b3e7 No.8398632 >>8398641

>>8398277
um, what the fuck? this is huge.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:03:27 ID: aa2bf9 No.8398635 >>8398987

File (hide): 4c4ff88c61010d0⋯.png (647.52 KB, 583x558, 583:558, ClipboardImage.png)

https://web.archive.org/web/20050213084758/http://www.urban
dictionary.com/define.php?term=ping+pong !!!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:04:33 ID: 3f0d42 No.8398641 >>8398682 >>8402195

>>8398632
That wasn't from Comet Ping Pong… 

>We The Pizza  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:06:08 ID: 2c61ca No.8398652 >>8398983 >>8399051 >>8399239 >>8400260

>>8398560
>Hermeticists believe in a prisca theologia, the doctrine that a single, true theology exists, that it exists in all religions, and that it was given by God to 
man in antiquity.

>that it exists in all religions

This is wrong. This is Satanism; the whole religious tolerance, coexist, Christians, Jews, Muslims all worship the same God, soul destroying, contradictory 
nonsense.

Pius IX, Qui Pluribus, On Faith and Religion, November 9, 1846:

Also perverse is the shocking theory that it makes no difference to which religion one belongs, a theory which is greatly at variance even with reason. By 
means of this theory, those crafty men remove all distinction between virtue and vice, truth and error, honorable and vile action. They pretend that men 
can gain eternal salvation by the practice of any religion, as if there could ever be any sharing between justice and iniquity, any collaboration between 
light and darkness, or any agreement between Christ and Belial.

Jesus Christ is the life, the truth and the way. The one true faith is the traditional Catholic faith. The Satanists know this, which is why they actively try to 
destroy the Church, Gods' Church.

Pope Eugene IV, Council of Florence, “Cantate Domino,” 1441, ex cathedra: “The Holy Roman Church firmly believes, professes and preaches that all 
those who are outside the Catholic Church, not only pagans but also Jews or heretics and schismatics, cannot share in eternal life and will go into the 
everlasting fire which was prepared for the devil and his angels, unless they are joined to the Church before the end of their lives; that the unity of this 
ecclesiastical body is of such importance that only for those who abide in it do the Church’s sacraments contribute to salvation and do fasts, almsgiving 
and other works of piety and practices of the Christian militia produce eternal rewards; and that nobody can be saved, no matter how much he has given 
away in alms and even if he has shed blood in the name of Christ, unless he has persevered in the bosom and unity of the Catholic Church.”  

File (hide): 21430611eccf607⋯.jpg (994.05 KB,
900x600, 3:2, alex-jones-externalization….jpg)

File (hide): 0e9fae74d5fefbd⋯.jpg (293.19 KB,
580x682, 290:341, The-Master-Therion-666-Cro….jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:09:15 ID: bd4f46 No.8398673 >>8398717 >>8399309

>>8392477 (OP)
>>8397309
>thelemis
>>8397704

Same symbol on (((Alex Jones))) microphone.

And his CIA company statfor was talkin about how to slice up a child/pizza;

headcount for pizza 

> Who all is in the Austin office today who is going to want pizza? We
> only have one slice and we need to know how thinly to slice it…

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/18/18589_re-headcount-for-pizza-.html

Radio Stormer Narrations: The Jewish Roots of The Ordo Templi Orientis

Aleister Crowley, drug-crazed super-mason who followed the Talmud and the Kabbalah.

The Ordo Templi Orientis is a secret society based upon the teachings of Aleister Crowley, one of the most evil men of the 20th century.

The OTO claims to be at the top of every other Freemasonic organisation in the world and since none of those organisations ever questioned this 
statement, it is probably true.

Just like the other Masonic groups, the leadership of the OTO was riddled with Jews from the start.

Its teachings are based on the Kaballah and its initiatory system is admitted to be a Jewish adaptation of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry.

This narration is taken from a book about the OTO called ‘Blood Upon The Altar’ by Craig Heimbechner, which exposes it as being  a thoroughly kosher 
organisation.

http://www.dailystormer.com/radio-stormer-narrations-the-jewish-roots-of-the-ordo-templi-orientis/  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:10:13 ID: 8f646a No.8398682 >>8398736 >>8398774

>>8398641
sye_phan claimed it was from Comet. Those other guys on reddit claimed that the price list was from we the pizza, but they didn't have the letter. It's 
possible that two local pizza chains working together would have the same pricing list. Or all these people could be larpers. We need the passwords they 
used to get into the protected area  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:11:42 ID: d0aae7 No.8398693

>>8398406
Humm… This looks like it was a attwhore… But there is for a fact a private section on comet's site, right? We should /baphometh/ that…  

sage  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:13:36 ID: c1c60e No.8398708 >>8398722

File (hide): 9bc5b5388484695⋯.jpeg (45.31 KB, 660x350, 66:35, mary-kate-ashley-olsen-tw….jpeg)  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:14:30 ID: bd4f46 No.8398717 >>8398732

>>8398673
ALEX JONES EXPOSED

ALEX JONES AND HIS JEWISH SPONSERS;

http://alexjonesexposed.info/alex-jones-and-jewish-sponsors/

Alex Jones Infowars C.I.A Stratfor Connections Revealed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1LtreavTdU  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:14:47 ID: d0aae7 No.8398722 >>8398819

>>8398708
That dam pizza song from their old show.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:16:00 ID: d0aae7 No.8398732 >>8398878

>>8398717
Did he ever refer to that?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:16:19 ID: 3f0d42 No.8398736 >>8398747

>>8398682
original posts were all from plebbit…

3 accounts, claiming to be 2 different people.

Claimed got physical access to We The Pizza computer. Cloned hard drive

>POSTED ACTUAL CP ON REDDIT AS PROOF

>We The Pizza shuts down their website, just displays 'Coming Soon' for about 4 hours  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:16:56 ID: d5bebf No.8398741

Really gives that old Mary Kate and Ashley song a new meaning.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:18:09 ID: d0aae7 No.8398747 >>8398786

>>8398736
WTF are you just making this up? This would be fucking evidence. All that is needed to force the authorities on.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:20:37 ID: aa2bf9 No.8398774 >>8398859

>>8398682

Web developer here

stop derailing, anyone with half a brain realizes whatever was in that protected area is gone by now. They were all ready redirecting it to a menu file if you 
didn't have the password to the individual file, I checked myself when you could access it via direct link to php file handler  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:22:17 ID: 3f0d42 No.8398786

>>8398747

Lot of people claiming LARP

Could have gotten the CP somewhere else. deep web cp

no dump of the harddrive, only a zip of 10 pics.

Claimed the exe was trying to dial out and connect to some other servers using pgp  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:24:58 ID: 5b199f No.8398806

>>8398406
phan_sye post is fucking gone from voat…deleted this is all I got
https://i.sli.mg/CoVKxY.png  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:26:32 ID: 752317 No.8398819 >>8398841

>>8398722
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJEoASUMZbI

mindblown.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:29:11 ID: 094f1b No.8398837 >>8398843 >>8398864 >>8398910 >>8398934 >>8399596 >>8399633

File (hide): 942e0ab09c62fe1⋯.jpg (44.61 KB, 960x960, 1:1, Elpida Factory.jpg)

https://archive.fo/1u6sB  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:29:35 ID: d0aae7 No.8398841 >>8399156

>>8398819
>How many pizza do you think we can chow?
>Many more than our parents would allow  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:30:19 ID: d0aae7 No.8398843 >>8398858 >>8398864

>>8398837
>living conditions for refugees fleeing war
Shit. Fuck.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:31:55 ID: 094f1b No.8398858

>>8398843

Here's the tweet where I got it from. I think they're claiming a Clinton Foundation connection. Didn't have enough time to look into it yet.

https://twitter.com/MoRxN/status/803785623140237312  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:32:01 ID: 8f646a No.8398859 >>8398974

>>8398774
>>8398774
I'm not derailing. I was trying to explain to the anon who posted the imgur site what sye_phan claimed. He said he got it from the comet site. He was 
probably larping just like the reddit guys, but I don't know enough to say for sure  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:32:55 ID: 2c61ca No.8398864 >>8398883

>>8398837
>>8398843

>coolLogobro

The Radcliffe Foundation is collaborating with the Greek Ministry of Migration to rehabilitate a 6000 sq. meter abandoned fabric factory in Thessaloniki 
and create suitable living conditions to house 800 refugees – many women and children.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:34:07 ID: bd4f46 No.8398878
File (hide): ad90884c9dbf2a5⋯.jpg (874.79 KB, 500x426, 250:213, illuminati-agents-alex-jon….jpg)

>>8398732

Yeah

Alex Jones Says Stratfor 
Questioners Suffer From 
"Mental Illness" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPecL7XyRZU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjQ_7IBYcyg  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:35:32 ID: 094f1b No.8398883 >>8398906 >>8398960

>>8398864

Greeks do have a history of pederasty. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pederasty_in_ancient_Greece  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:38:54 ID: 2c61ca No.8398906 >>8398936

>>8398883

The modern day problem is child abductors taking advantage of a refugee crises, caused by war or natural disaster, to snatch up victims.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:39:02 ID: bd4f46 No.8398910

>>8398837

You know what…fuck this planet…  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:42:30 ID: bd4f46 No.8398934 >>8398940 >>8399706 >>8400698

>>8398837

If you can find the investors in Amed Khans company Paradigm Global Investments, LTD then you will find out who the fuck is funding this child snatching 
program.

The investors list should be public somewhere because I think the laws changed after 2008 financial crisis where they have to be made public.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:42:33 ID: d0aae7 No.8398936

>>8398906
Caused by war or "natural" disasters caused by themselves.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:43:54 ID: d0aae7 No.8398940 >>8398945

>>8398934
We can always search Rockefeller, MacArthur, Rothschild's etc Foundations grands which are public on all their sites.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:44:12 ID: d0aae7 No.8398945

>>8398940
>grants
Fix'd.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:45:47 ID: 5b199f No.8398960

>>8398883
Thanos Argyropoulos is managing director of Marina Abramovic's art institute and has some connections in the Greek government  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:48:07 ID: aa2bf9 No.8398974

>>8398859

The menu you're referring to originated as far as I can tell with the we the pizza people who were probably larping, but I'm starting to suspect were 
possibly limited hangout/coordinated disinfo. They maybe gave them some file that was actually leaked earlier when the password protected section was 
initially discovered, threw a bunch of other CP in with it and a crazy story about going into the restaurant and cloning the HDD, then shutdown the website 
themselves to make it look suspicious even tho we the pizza is essentially a red herring they are trying to create. Accomplishes 2 goals at once - gives 
them pretense if this leak ever does surface and creates a false lead. If this is the case then this twitter user is probably larping/an agent to further drive 
the misinfo, because he is posting the edited menu which came about from someone editing the wethepizza leak, whereas if he had stolen it from comet 
it would be the original pornographic one  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:48:39 ID: b45b60 No.8398978 >>8400366

>>8398044
/fringe/ has a reading list with links to this book and the 12 others that you are supposed to read after it iirc  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:49:21 ID: 2268d0 No.8398983 >>8399273

>>8398652

God bless you!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 02:50:10 ID: 2e74f1 No.8398987

>>8398635
What did he mean with cutafille though? 

Almost no search results at all if I google that word. So I guess he meant pedo?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:00:28 ID: d0aae7 No.8399051 >>8399063 >>8399083 >>8399124

>>8398652
You're so very ignorant and Jesus would - well, being Jesus would laugh sympathetically at you. All religions in essence are the same and if you were 
truly initiated in any of them, then you would know the true heart of every single one. There is only ore Religião that has been hidden from us through its 
fragmentation and the corruption of its separated parts.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:03:06 ID: d0aae7 No.8399063

>>8399051
>only one Religion
Fix'd. Damn corrector.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:04:58 ID: 2268d0 No.8399083

>>8399051

Wind and confusion.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:05:54 ID: bf5371 No.8399088

>>8394748

Precisely what I've been thinking. Everyone in the US government, even the most peon of peons, gets annual training about not wasting government 
resources and ethics and all that stuff.

Even if you assume for the sake of the normies that pizza and hot dogs are ONLY pizza and hot dogs, you can't just spend all that money on some stupid 
shit. It shouldn't take that much money for pizza and hot dogs for even a really large party. It's also incredibly wasteful for them to fly in pizza and hot dogs 
instead of getting some kind of catering service from the area.

If you bring up this angle to normies, remember that they're more likely to believe wasted money than pedo ring. We gotta pull at the basic loose threads 
first and go from there.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:09:40 ID: 8f646a No.8399124 >>8399150

>>8399051
This isn't a religious debate. This is about exposing powerful people that abuse children. This whole semantic argument about flavors of satanism is a 
distraction. We need to focus on the Podesta, the CF, and the money trail.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:13:12 ID: b45b60 No.8399150

>>8399124
This. Take your religious bullshit elsewhere.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:13:48 ID: 752317 No.8399156 >>8399463 >>8400137 >>8401284

File (hide): 510cc71e8e5aaaa⋯.jpg (97.28 KB, 695x800, 139:160, 1476966939677.jpg)

>>8398841

>Pizza, P-I-Z-Z-A. Gimme pizza.
>Uh, did I happen to say, I want pizza.
>P-I-Z-Z-A. I want pizza.
>Hey, are you ready to play?
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>Hey, are you ready to play?

Why the fuck do they say, are you ready to play instead "eat"? You don't play with pizza, you fucking eat it.

>Now set down the pizza and bring me some chicken.
>Throw it on top and make it finger lickin'
>bring me some chicken
>chicken

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=chicken

"TOP DEFINITION   
chicken 
A kilogram of cocain. Dealers started calling kilos "birds" which then evolved into "chicken."
Person 1) How much you got left? 

Person 2) A quarter chicken.
by DEKE April 11, 2005
2433805"

>Here's a lot of ice cream to hit the spot.
>Toss the fish, let it fly, fly, fly, pizza pie.
>Ice cream

Ice cream is a slang term for crystal meth.

>Toss the fish, let it fly, fly, fly, pizza pie.
Fish=freshman( newcommer)/prisoner/a victum
also,why they say let it fly,when the fish obviously swims?
When someone is "flying" in slang usually means that he is under the influence of some kind of a drug.

Pizza pie is self explainatory.

>I want pizza. You think we should stop?
no way!

>egg for young, chicken tongue.
>Hold the eyeballs. I'm gonna scream.

 chicken tongue is probably refference to http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=gay+chicken

" One 'player' moves in for a sensual kiss until one of the 'players' backs off. I've seen this lead to tongues but someone will always pull away."

>Pasta…Put it in the pizza.
>Fist sticks…Put it in the pizza.
>Ketchup…Put it in the pizza.
>Meatloaf…awww Put it in the pizza

>fish sticks

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Fishsticks&page=2
"7   
Fish Stick
When you have sex with a girl, pull out, cum on her chest, dip your dick in it and shove it in her mouth.
She wanted dinner, so I shoved a fish stick in her mouth!
#cum #fish #dipping #dick #seafood
by filthy pirate hooker June 21, 2009
8455"
or maybe
"12   
fishstick
complement from gay men to drag queens or transgender women who are gorgeous and extremely feminine in appearance, as in too pretty to possibly 
be men.
"Hey fishstick, kisses! How are you? You look fabulous!"
by agentorange April 19, 2004
5347"

Pasta = slang for sex

Meatloaf:
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Meat+Loaf
 "5   
Meatloaf
Slang term used for a woman's vagina. Pronounced with heavy emphasis on the word meat." Is that why they they write "…" after each first word? To put 
bigger emphasis on the words?

Ketchup= slang for menstrual blood

>I want pizza. P-I-Z-Z-A. Gimme pizza.
>How much does it weigh? I want pizza.

Why the fuck you need to know how much your pizza weights if you are a damn kid. Even grown ups dont care how much their pizza weights.

there might be more refferences, but im tired now.

so sad.  
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so sad.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:24:18 ID: 13331f No.8399239 >>8401425

>>8398652
Fuck off ith your disinfo. fucking christfags EVERYTHING IS SATAN! BEWARE DND! Read a real fucking book.

I fucking know this shit from first hand experience. I have been to the OTO meetings, to the lodges. They are not involved. They're fucking stoned and like 
to be cool. In fact, they are meming right here with the rest of us, and have been here for YEARS. Theyre also on 4 2 0 chan when not banned. 

The people you are looking for with your satanic mumbo jumbo is the Temple of Set.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:28:12 ID: ca5770 No.8399273

>>8392477 (OP)
>>8398983
You really believe that rot about Catholicism?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:32:46 ID: 969530 No.8399309

>>8398673
>symbol on microphone

you dink that's a shock mount to hold it in place without causing distortion  
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>>8395391
>>8396232

Public once again psyop'd into performing magic on itself with the meme "frog/kek"

Just like "Isis" is mentioned repeatedly in the media.

Annual Isis Invocation
Isis Temple Ritual

Grand Temple Of Isis, invokes the Great Feminine Force and Patron of the Temple, the ancient Egyptian goddess Isis.

http://esotericgoldendawn.com/annual-isis-invocation/

You have all been played by the "gods" of egypt.

The Order of the Hermetic Golden Dawn Damage Control;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1ePnH8Fnx8

EXPOSED: Illuminati Conspiracy & the Golden Dawn  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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>>8399343
You will die for that one, shill. Kek wills.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:49:59 ID: bd4f46 No.8399463 >>8399487

>>8399156

@2:05  Tounge and eyeballs.

Cannibalism…they are eating children.

Eating people and drinking blood makes them feel stronger.

Someone mentioned their grandfather had a blood transfusion and they felt years younger.

Drinking blood makes them feel younger…plus they are sick fuks.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:52:28 ID: bd4f46 No.8399485
File (hide): 63cddd8298ada73⋯.jpg (39.24 KB, 575x175, 23:7, egyptiangods.jpg)

>>8399451

You sound like a 
Jew or useful idiot 
jew tool.

you and all your gods can go fuck themselves you child murderes.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:52:31 ID: 752317 No.8399487 >>8399519

>>8399463
tought of the same phrase just like you, but I tought im getting crazy  
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>>8399487

Well its not technically cannibalism if they are not "people".

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 03:58:15 ID: 4fb90f No.8399532 >>8399614

>>8395699
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/734956/Madeleine-McCann-found-Rome-homeless-English-speaking-girl  
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i think I found "workinonmahnightcheese"

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:05:44 ID: aa2bf9 No.8399596
File (hide): 7dd8bd1ae3b0cb5⋯.png (3.07 MB, 2252x1060, 563:265, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8398837

From a medium 
article about them  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:06:07 ID: bd4f46 No.8399598 >>8399670 >>8399773 >>8400038

>>8399451
>>8399552

>DRAIN THE SWAMP

Not gonna happen under trump…he is sponserd by (((George Soros))) and (((Sheldon Adelson))) who BOTH want open borders.
Here is who controls your leader you tools;

Jews who control Donald Trump

https://thezog.info/who-controls-donald-trump/

Notice Donald Trump does "magic" with his hand gestures just like David Icke and his wife Pamela Leigh Richards who is apart of the Aleister Crowleys 
OTO.

Satanic Hand Signs

https://thetalkingpot.wordpress.com/2013/08/05/satanic-hand-signs/

Same with David Griffens hand Gestures in the first minute;

The Order of the Hermetic Golden Dawn Damage Control;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1ePnH8Fnx8
EXPOSED: Illuminati Conspiracy & the Golden Dawn  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:08:39 ID: bf5371 No.8399614 >>8399628

>>8399532
If that is her, then I have many questions. How did she end up in Rome? If she had been there for some amount of time, she would have picked up at 
least a bit of Italian. 

Hell, if she had been in prolonged contact with any non-English-speaking area, she should have picked up some of a foreign language by association and 
repetition.  
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>>8399614

Its not her.

All you have to do is look at her eye ball "deformity"….

I mean really?

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:10:41 ID: 2b13c0 No.8399633

>>8398837
Good find. Notice how many Greek, or Greek immigrants appear to be involved with this; Alefantis, Negorponte, Abramovic's assistant and the 
Greek/Cypriot trafficking connection.

This actually makes sense because Thessalonic is a major Jewish neighbourhood and its where the Donmeh/Sabbateans originate. I sort of forgot about 
the Sabbateans in all of this, but it seems like they are at the root of all this stuff.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:11:55 ID: 587c13 No.8399645 >>8399662 >>8399678

>>8398157
I want to get an original hard cover edition, but they're like $59+ on Amazon. 

Seemingly enough, I checked my /pol/ books of which I downloaded here and apparently I had it without knowing. Still would like a physical copy and I 
don't know which publisher to trust, lest they maybe change a word here and reinterpret a little meaning there and so on.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:13:53 ID: 13331f No.8399662 >>8399705

>>8399645
If you can get the original for that price, get it. I wouldn't sell mine if I were offered 200.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:14:44 ID: 2268d0 No.8399670 >>8399773

>>8399598
disinfo quit shitting up thread  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:15:56 ID: 13331f No.8399678 >>8399689

>>8399645
If there is ANYTHING written in it that does not make sense, or seems to be more, or is just being shouted at you, look up EVERY WORD in a dictionary 
of the period. Everything is exactly how it is stated. Anyone pushing an interpretation on you is a false prophet.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:17:15 ID: 2268d0 No.8399689

>>8399678
The Kybalion is a false prophet you mongoloid heathen  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:18:30 ID: 587c13 No.8399705 >>8400108

>>8399662
https://www.amazon.com/Kybalion-Hermetic-Philosophy-Three-Initiates/dp/B003L24AIM/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1480479267&sr=1-
1&keywords=the+kybalion+yogi

This is the one I refer to. This is the original published by Yogi, correct? I'm just hesitant to buy a <300 pg book for that much. But if you say it's worth it…

I mean, lately and by lately I mean kinda since January when /pol/ discovered Kek and "meme magic", I've discovered that my spiritual desires lie more in 
the quest for knowledge and truth more so than Faith as Christianity would teach. I tried being a Christian for a while, but it just didn't seem to resonate 
with me (maybe one day it will). I discovered that I desire the knowledge of truth more than anything, to learn what has been hidden and lied about by the 
kikes. 

I figured that Hermeticism and/or Gnosticism was more in line to that.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:18:46 ID: 2b13c0 No.8399706 >>8400164 >>8400211

>>8398934
It seems like the Radcliffe Foundation put in a lot of money for the refugee centre;

The Radcliffe Foundation was established in 1997 by Canadian businessman and philanthropist Frank Giustra. The Radcliffe Foundation supports a wide 
variety of international and local causes, focusing on women, children, education, and jobs.

Since 2005, the Radcliffe Foundation has been an active supporter of the International Crisis Group… In 2007, Mr. Giustra and former U.S. President Bill 
Clinton launched the Clinton Giustra Enterprise Partnership…

Mr. Giustra is a founding patron of the Boys Club Network (let that sink in)  
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>>8399598
>>8399670

Whats dis info?…

This?;

Adelson pours $25 million into White House race, more may be coming

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/10/31/adelson-pours-25-million-into-white-house-race-more-may-be-coming.html

 Let’s Deal With Reality and Pass Immigration Reform

By Sheldon G. Adelson

June 19, 2014 

http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2014/06/lets-deal-with-reality-and-pass-immigration-reform-108065

This?;

Donald Trump Took Liberal Icon George Soros’s Money

=over 300 million

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/08/16/donald-trump-took-liberal-icon-george-soros-s-money.html

Or this?;

Jews who control Donald Trump
https://thezog.info/who-controls-donald-trump/

Trump isnt gonna save anyone from #pizzagate

Or that David Icke and his wife were members of the Order of the Hermitic Dawn or Aleister Crowleys Ordo Templi Orientis.

saying of Golden Dawn/OTO;

"Magick is the science and art of causing change to occur in conformity with will"

Pamela Leigh Richards  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:40:35 ID: cb0182 No.8399854 >>8399927

>>8395322

So who are these elite paedophile Jews actually worshipping? Moloch? Lucifer? Who is Satan? Where the fuck do I go to sift through this shit.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:47:30 ID: ae8bea No.8399893

>>8392477 (OP)
THE PLOT SICKENS!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:48:02 ID: cd7244 No.8399900

Looks like Besta was shut down for critical food violations last October.

http://dc.healthinspections.us/webadmin/DHD_431/lib/mod/inspection/paper/_paper_food_inspection_report.cfm?
inspectionID=813894&wguid=1367&wgunm=sysact&wgdmn=431  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 04:48:05 ID: cb0182 No.8399901

>>8398130

Whats a good cheap ereader that can handle PDF files well? 

>inb4 I dump entire /pdfs/ library on it.  
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>>8399
854
>moloch  
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>>8399598
Trump is also connected to Roy Cohn who was working alongside Craig j. Spence. They ran a gay call boy 
ring to blackmail politicians. Roy Cohn was Trumps "mentor". 

Trump is surrounded with hardcore neocons like Rudy Guliani and he is literally quoted saying that he was 
good friends with Larry Silverstein. I understand supporting Trump and all but there is a plethora of 
information out there that you have to ignore and be intellectually dishonest if you actually have faith in the 
man. This board doesn't really allow anti-trump speak, I got banned just by bringing up Trumps connection 
to Roy Cohn. 

Now, I mentioned the rape allegation against Trump that got dropped (she could have been threatened or it could have been bullshit too) apparently there 
was some Jew lawyer connected to Jerry springer who was representing the girl so who knows. Regardless, I should be allowed to be critical of trump 
without getting banned though, that was pretty gay.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:09:40 ID: 86a82b No.8400078 >>8400121

File (hide): 9ca0123b4f1c982⋯.jpg (261.52 KB, 1600x1067, 1600:1067, cohnnetwork (1).jpg)

>>8400038
funny how Roger Stone is basically running shit at infowars nowadays. Really fires up my jimmy neutrons. 

LIMITED. HANGOUT. 

lol Trump is a hardcore zionist, even moreso then Hillary, thats why Lukid kikes prefer Trump over Hillary. 
They were also close friends for a very long time and both Bill Clinton and Trump were close with Epstein 
soo… yeah, shits fucked.

I understand why people like Anglin fully got behind Trump, it was a good way to hijack the narrative and 
fash it up. This political game of charades turned more goyim into hardcore antisemites and I guess thats 
the best thing that can happen. So strategically, it does make sense  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:11:32 ID: 8ac314 No.8400091 >>8400122

File (hide): a9563019b884f88⋯.png (70.44 KB, 1366x531, 1366:531, unnamed.png)

Spirit Cooking is 
"taking questions" 
on tumblr  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:13:46 ID: 13331f No.8400108 >>8400130

>>8399705
I'd rather have a single page of truth, than a thousand of nonsense. Though yes, the one published by yogi with the interesting seal that all their books of 
the time have.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:15:04 ID: cd7244 No.8400121 >>8400218 >>8400817

>>8400078
I thought this was about Pizzagate and stopping child trafficking. I'm all for negative Trump threads, but not here. Remember what this is all about saving 
children's lives.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:15:19 ID: 244768 No.8400122

>>8400091
Ask her if she is Jewish.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:16:18 ID: 587c13 No.8400130 >>8400246

>>8400108
Ok. I'm trusting you on this anon. I really hope this is $60 well spent, cause I'm already poorfag enough as is right now.  
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Besta Pizza was shut down last 
October for massive violations. Let's 
keep focused.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:17:24 ID: 094f1b No.8400137

>>8399156

A chicken hawk is also a term for a gay pedo:

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Chicken+Hawk  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:17:57 ID: be2db0 No.8400144 >>8400152

Greek page with additional elpida contacts:
https://archive.is/T45Hk  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:19:31 ID: 094f1b No.8400152

>>8400144

Checked and nice work.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:19:57 ID: fee2fd No.8400154 >>8400232 >>8400284 >>8400366

LARPing faggots are using disinfo about Crowley to derail the thread about actual theistic worship of Cannanite deities.

Focus on the theistic side of the occult. Metaphorical self help societies (Thelema) are a dead end.

Jews lied about Hitler, they'll lie about Crowley.

I'm in the OTO. Ask me anything. 
>In b4 my dad works at Nintendo.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:20:52 ID: 094f1b No.8400164

>>8399706  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:21:51 ID: ee5f86 No.8400175

>>8400133
This is a little disconcerting that they've changed the logo even after being shut down. I mean if the place is cold after october but they're still monitoring 
the site enough to want to change that then is it possible besta pizza is only 'closed' for business in the sense of pizza but not in the sense of kiddy 
diddling?

In that tour video from Alefantis it showed the back-room 'kid's party room' had a rear entry into the establishment. Usually that means that an alleyway in 
the back is available and all the buildings connected to the infrastructure that the businesses are in are connected by that alleyway in the back as well.

If this isn't open to the viewing public then it's entirely feasible that the comet ping pong place is a front to lure the kids in and besta pizza right down the 
alley is where the dirty deeds take place still. Especially if there are ties between the two owners.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:22:32 ID: 244768 No.8400183 >>8400220

Fedora moron Scott Adams says Pizzagate 95% unbelievable. 

>If you aren’t following the dark corners of social media you might not know of something called Pizzagate. Snopes.com calls it a “detailed conspiracy 
theory.”

>The basic idea is that a pizza parlor in Washington DC is alleged to be the center of a major child sex ring that involves top Democrats close to Hillary 
Clinton. I have labelled this story “not credible,” and that opinion is confusing people because there is a mountain of evidence supporting the allegations.

>So let me tell you what a mountain of evidence is worth.

>Mountain of Evidence Value = zero.

http://blog.dilbert.com/post/153821538056/about-pizzagate  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:24:17 ID: 153fdb No.8400202
File (hide): 28c0ba981f6f445⋯.png (22.86 KB, 901x173, 901:173, pingpong.png)

https://web.archive.org/web/20050213084758/http://www.urb
andictionary.com/define.php?term=ping+pong  

File (hide): bdf397f18c96f8b⋯.png (1.32 MB, 736x618,
368:309, Goys Club.png)

File (hide): 2f554e2d1ed0ef3⋯.png (49.05 KB,
2000x1632, 125:102, 2000px-New_Israeli_Sheqel_….png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:25:17 ID: 094f1b No.8400211 >>8400640 >>8400698 >>8402249

>>8399706

The hand position always looked weird and uncomfortable to me.

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:26:02 ID: 13331f No.8400218 >>8400277 >>8400894 >>8406825

>>8400121
Good point, though, there are many forces sidetracking this thread… admittedly my own sidetracks should just get their own thread too… Still, I repeat, 
the OTO is a red herring (they…are pretty obvious, and far less sober. The OTO is essentially crowley's fraternity with lots of weed.) the IOT have not 
been cleared (they did support cp a bit for shock value if you count hakim bey's degenerate bullshit, but that was more of a "fuck you sociey, kids jack off! 
i jacked off when i was ten! Here is he picture, on a poster, on your wall bitch" kind of insanity) bu the Temple of Set is the most likely link.

The Temple of Set is a organization of degenerate magicians that tends to attract the pieces of shit of the occult community, and then funnel them off 
elsewhere. Elsewhere, is the main question… where do they get recruited to when they get accepted by the ToS? They se at le properly  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:26:17 ID: cd7244 No.8400220

>>8400183
I believe they opened back up for food. It looked like from the report the food was not a priority.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:28:06 ID: 244768 No.8400232

>>8400154
>Ask me anything.
Will you please shut up?  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:29:45 ID: dd36da No.8400243

https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/10620

>Out of the 12 children listed who are at the Embassy now, we only have ever heard of 2 of them before.

>The other 10 were not on any previous list of children given to us by BRESMA, nor are they in the database in any way.

Brebis de Saint-Michel de L'Attalaye

>Cheryl

>Update on the 12/twelve "new" children

>Essentially they are really "new"  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:30:02 ID: 13331f No.8400246 >>8400270

>>8400130
If you can grasp the lessons of that book, you'll understand reality.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
THE DOORS OF MERCY HAVE CLOSED Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:31:08 ID: b0f25e No.8400260

>>8398652

Anyone wondering why Pope Francis forgave abortions and acts of homosexuality need know something I 
have come to you to bring ye a message. 

For you with eyes let ye hear. I cometh with but a little power. My message is one of forgiving of the 
conditions wrought upon the Church.

Since the end of WW2 a defense of the Church was rapid (taken down upon thee).

Though the doors of Mercy hast closed. Ye I did pray to him. For knowing the trespass against thee. Ye I 
see what was wrought. Ye I see.

Worry not that you carry it, for it hast been wrought upon you. Ye. I know. 

Pray for Francis salvation. Ye I have but a little power, but I have the keys from the straight gate upon thee. 

Video Citation notes: Watch the actions of the manner. Lest ye become tempted. Understand the deeper meaning. Ask why the concessions were made 
within? For whom would that protect? 

THE DOORS OF MERCY HA VE CLOSED  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:32:13 ID: 587c13 No.8400270 >>8400312

>>8400246
I'm definitely interested in it. I really appreciate this kind of stuff, this stuff being knowledge that would never be taught in school or even mentioned.

Do I have to stop masturbating to understand it?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:33:25 ID: df3f9c No.8400277

>>8400218
By IOT, I assume you're referring to Illuminati of Thanateros?

I doubt their connection to this is that deep. If anything, they seem like outcasts to the more traditional occult groups - aiming for synthesis between 
physics and the occult, but tending to favor the principles of the former while acknowleding the existence of the latter.

One of the founding members (Peter J Carroll) has since left. Other members include Robert Anton Wilson and Timothy Leary.

They are more experimental so far as technique as concerned and I, personally, don't think these people have the heart for some of the disgusting shit 
we're seeing here.

But… even though Clinton/Obama are veritable pieces of shit, I didn't think they took it this far either.

RAW dropped little bombs of truth disguised as humor frequently.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:34:03 ID: 13331f No.8400284 >>8400322 >>8400673

>>8400154
Ok, i have your question mr OTO (kek, watch us know each other.), why the fuck has the OTO sat on the knowledge of eastern european jews fucking 
sacrificing and eating humans for about a hundre fucking years, yet this is not common knowledge? where is the calling out of regardie for edhiding this 
nd censoring crowley, and why is nothing being done to out them for this? Crowley named the jew and said in plain english, that they fucking eat people.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:37:20 ID: 13331f No.8400312

>>8400270
Get a wife :p  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:38:26 ID: df3f9c No.8400322 >>8400673

>>8400284
>I'm in the OTO. Ask me anything. 
Most of the lower-level people in your organization are jokes. I have no idea how it is at the top though. Care to disclose your grade?

Bill Breeze retracted Regardie's IXth. I heard this caused quite a splintering. Know anything about this?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:41:14 ID: b91993 No.8400341 >>8400343

>>8400133
Wait, if they've been shutdown since last year, why did they change their logo recently on their website?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:41:39 ID: cd7244 No.8400343

>>8400341
They reopened, but were shut down for a time.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:44:21 ID: 8062e3 No.8400366

>>8398978
>>8400154
do you always try to derail and slide threads? Or is there something in this one you're specifically trying to hide?  GTFO FAGGOT. 
> re read this thread to find what the shill is trying to slide  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:47:49 ID: cd7244 No.8400387

Is there a master document with all the information yet?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:48:31 ID: b378e6 No.8400393 >>8400533

File (hide): 6f94e9bca48dd81⋯.jpg (51.24 KB, 696x604, 174:151, leadspiritcooking-696x604.jpg)

>>8395397
>>8396021
>>8396232
>>8396316
>>8396452
>>8396622
>>8396826
>>8398380
So basically this simple kike; 
>Had some "spiritual experience" with his wife on Egypt
>created a neo pagan religion
>Wrote some fucked up homoerotic literature because he also liked taking wands up his fat ass
>Held numerous satanic rituals that involved child rape, blood ceremonies, child sacrifices
>brainwashed people
>committed fraud

>murdered people
>Main figure of the (((cake of light))), that contains semen, breast milk, blood (and dog bless what else was used :DDDDdd)
>precursor of spirit cooking
>Heavily involved with the (((Qabbalah Golden Dawn)))
>participated in ww2 as a spy and proclaimed himself to be behind the "V for victory"
>A century later his fucked up legacy is still being carried and actively pushed by (((those)) above that are ruling and using, and pushing for Crowley's 
NWO wasn't only his idea though but he was behind it
>this man was allowed to walk free after doing all this
>yfw

I knew it was always the kikes, but i didn't knew that THIS kike played a big part in the game

One could say he did as he wilt :^)

At this point I wouldn't be surprised if him and another handful of Jews were behind WWI, the balfour declaration, (((Fed Reserve))),the great depression, 
(((Marxism))), (((Churchill))), (((FDR))), Weimar republic, WW2, etc…

Keep digging lads  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 05:53:50 ID: 7154f6 No.8400421

>>8393089

Anons should talk to graf writers in DC. Experts at getting into anywhere. Srsly  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:11:48 ID: b0f25e No.8400513

>>8397321
>These pictures are from Pi Pizza in houston
Houston you are the problem  
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File (hide): b23c84e6b8dc412⋯.png (235.06 KB,
654x681, 218:227, pike's world wars.png)

File (hide): 38b6e880a9990b0⋯.png (476.1 KB,
657x654, 219:218, slide.png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:15:26 ID: 5db799 No.8400533 >>8400636 >>8400646 >>8401475 >>8401647

>>8400393
>/pol/ finally learns about crowley
>ignores most other major historical factors and concerted developments which gave modern day degeneracy the potential to thrive for years before 
crowley even knew about it
>http: //libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm

crowley could have had something to do with WWI, but the ideas were all there WELL before. in addition to pic related, look into the creation of the 
Hegelian Dialectic and tell me all this crowley shit isn't a slide attempt

there is so much more to this, let's not get distracted m8  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:34:03 ID: 4b7be5 No.8400636 >>8400646

>>8400533
that first picture, holy shit  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:35:36 ID: 2b13c0 No.8400640 >>8400672 >>8400688

>>8400211
Logo looks like a masonic handshake.

I wouldn't be surprised if the International Crisis Group doesn't coordinate all of the chaos and then allows organisations like the Radcliffe Foundation and 
the pedo Clintons to hoover up all of the vulnerable children and the drugs or whatever.

So I did a little digging. Not sure if this has already been looked into but this is an interesting article on the subject;

https:// mediachecker.wordpress.com/2012/12/02/the-international-crisis-group-george-soros-mohammad-elbaradei-morton-abramowiz-mark-malloch-
brown/

wiki questions the reliability of this source, must be more of that """"fake news""""" they were warning us about.

List of foundations that give money to the ICG. Soros appears once or twice;

    Carnegie Corporation of New York; Morton Abramwitz is a member of ICG and President of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace;
    Hunt Alternatives Fund – Swanee Hunt is a member of ICG (she’s the daughter of oil tycoon H.L. Hunt);
    Open Society Institute – (George Soros) ICG member ((Soros) was one of the original founders of ICG). (Soros) founded the Open Society Institute.
    Rockefeller Brothers Fund –
    (Soros) Fund Management LLC: (Soros) is a member of – ICG
    Ploughshares:
    McKinsey & Company
    Shell
    Brookings Institute
    Adessium Foundation
    Elders Foundation
    William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
    Humanity United
    Henry Luce Foundation
    John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
    Oak Foundation
    Radcliffe Foundation
    The Stanley Foundation
    The Charitable Foundation
    Tinker Foundation, Inc.
    http://www.brookings.edu –

Are you guise familiar with Muckety here? Seems like it could be a useful site to establish connections and ties between various groups etc.

http://www.muckety.com/Morton-I-Abramowitz/15565.muckety  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:36:54 ID: d36a8e No.8400646 >>8400655 >>8400685

>>8400636
>>8400533
>itt people who believe anything  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:38:23 ID: 4b7be5 No.8400655 >>8400689 >>8400769

>>8400646
Its not wrong, fracturing christianity and enabling jewish made atheism, fucked over society at large.

also kikes constantly brag about being the source of atheism.  

File (hide): 24be37e2bb46078⋯.jpg (250.34 KB,
700x526, 350:263, dap.jpg)

File (hide):
0ba87603d855add⋯.jpg
(262.26 KB, 648x1545,
216:515, Symbols-
masonic_handshake.jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:43:08 ID: 094f1b No.8400672 >>8400856

>>8400640
>Logo looks like a masonic handshake.

Is that what daps were about this whole time? Not to say that two unrelated groups couldn't have to unrelated secret handshakes.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:43:29 ID: fee2fd No.8400673

>>8400284
This is one of the reasons I haven't been as involved. Uncle bearheart, syxhexenhammer666 and Robert Sepher are the REALEST occultists I've ever 
researched on and they've shown Crowley's entry level understanding of the religions he wrote about. The guy was a great poet, but did it all for publicity 
and being a provacetour of offensive ideas of the time. Contrast that with an archologist who specializes in the occult. 
>>8400322
Most of the new focus from the top down has been on the artsy side of reenacting the Egyptian creation story and discussing feminism. Ever since 
(((hollywood))) got (lookup the cast for Lucifer Rising) involved the "head priests" and higher ups are kinda nerdy old dudes who look down on smoking 
pot, even though Crowley regularly consumed. I smoked outside the mass before going in for meditation and got scolded and questioned. Posers for 
sure.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:46:45 ID: 5db799 No.8400685
File (hide): f84566c3ffc7338⋯.gif (1.01 MB, 400x170, 40:17, itsworking.gif)

>>84006
46
>ITT: 
shills 
shilling
>(1)
prove 
me 

wrong, fucker. 
>protip: you can't  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:47:11 ID: 825a9c No.8400688
File (hide): a2354b146fa17ec⋯.png (45.42 KB, 641x731, 641:731, aipac.png)

>>8400640
>randomly 
search AIPAC on 
muckety

Nice site.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:47:24 ID: a6129c No.8400689 >>8400758 >>8400769 >>8400840

File (hide): 29a0f506b3024da⋯.jpg (28.25 KB, 439x480, 439:480, 3.jpg)

>>8400655
Don't kid yourself. The (((christian religion))) is under strict control of lucifer since resurrection of Christ. Never 
they were true to the Word, its exist to preserve heretics of all kind, even the born again ones, and keep loyalty 
of people to the government, that's why they were constantly changing to meet new standards of government, 
and gain income from it.

Satanists are just black PR marketers of government brainwashing facilities called churches, they spread fear 
they need to fend off the sheep back into pillage. Politicians we deal with know that, that's why most of them 
both (((christians))) and satan cult worshipers, including Abramovic herself. Because religion is a cult by itself.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:49:15 ID: 2b13c0 No.8400698
File (hide): 9d6f09be301df1e⋯.png (148.87 KB, 1346x1534, 673:767, Screen Shot 2016-11-30 at ….png)

>>8400211
>>8398934
James Biden and R. Hunter Biden (brother and son of Joe Biden respectively) were the principal and chairman of 
Paradigm Global Advisors. So it leads back to the Clintons, Obama and the usual suspects.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 06:53:39 ID: ae8bea No.8400715

>>8392861
Please elaborate.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:03:56 ID: 094f1b No.8400758

>>8400689

Kind of makes sense seeing as Jesus said if you had enough faith you'd get super powers as well and most of them don't have super powers, and some 
of them even say the super powers don't exist/were just a metaphor.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:05:45 ID: 5db799 No.8400769 >>8401276

File (hide): 858ef8949a5fd11⋯.jpg (367.78 KB, 739x1500, 739:1500, comfy-in-tinfoil1.jpg)

>>8400655
it's just the tip of the iceberg
i don't want to derail further, i just want to make the point that there are some serious patterns  that range pretty far back into 
history. we can learn from this shit and it probably deserves its own thread, but off the top of my head: Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 
Hegel, Marx, Adam Weishaupt, Albert Pike, and Giuseppe Mazzini, and Aliester Crowley all maintained similar attitudes towards 
overthrowing governments and leading revolutions using faith as a tool against people

from there, the vatican took over and the rest is well, history.

this tradition was then continued contemporarily via the Church of Satan by the likes of psyops artists Anton LaVey and Michael 
Aquino. it was made worse by CIA controlled "art" movements in the 50's and 60's.
now it's fucking out of control. 

It is no surprise to me, at all, that Crowley, the Vatican, LaVey, and Aquino have some involvement in pedophilic or child trafficking 
activities. it's also no surprise that we have figures in our government(s) exhibiting the same behaviors. it follows. 
honestly i'm more surprised that we haven't sued anyone yet, like ITCCS sued Pope Francis in 2014.
more info on that if you're interested

> http: //itccs.org/2014/04/10/adjudication-in-the-the-case-of-the-pope-global-child-trafficking-and-murder/

>>8400689
ooh, i hit a nerve  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:05:49 ID: 86bf79 No.8400770

>>8400133
They had zero intention of functioning truly as a restaurant.  They were cited on shit that's absolutely standard for any establishment.  All of these places 
are blatant fronts.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:05:59 ID: f31965 No.8400772

>>8392898
what the fuck is this video?
who made this man.

This is like some high concept shit I see in the MoMA, JESUS this is seriously depressing.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:15:25 ID: 86a82b No.8400817

>>8400121
I know, I know. I just get rustled when I see Trump fanboys start talking about how Donald is going to save everyone from the elite when he is part of that 
whole eyes wide shut scene himself.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:25:25 ID: 1a09c0 No.8400840

>>8400689
Christian religion has been defiled as they do with whatever (((they))) get their hands on. 
Go unto the Lord's river, don't drink from stagnant ponds or poisoned wells.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:29:57 ID: 2b13c0 No.8400856

>>8400672
Possibly. I never thought about it like that before. But I was always suspicious of how certain gang members would roll up one trouser leg just as the 
Masons do. Then again there exist  Memphis Rite style Masons in the black community so I guess I really shouldn't be.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 07:44:45 ID: ae8bea No.8400894 >>8401078 >>8402804

>>8400218
Temple of Set is Micheal Aquino's creation correct? Hakim Bey the Moorish Orthodox Church, and "radical fairy" how does the latter connect please?  
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File (hide): e72d045769462ef⋯.png (20.66
KB, 273x342, 91:114, Untitled.png)

File (hide): 1b81b4f46f20056⋯.jpg
(123.31 KB, 720x960, 3:4, gory.jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 08:33:18 ID: 44f93f No.8401039 >>8401093 >>8401412 >>8401683 >>8401721

ATTENTION ANYONE FOLLOWING THE /ELEPHANTS/ LEAD(?), WE HA VE AN UPDATE

Through archives of the elephants board we found one of the posters' facebook's 'Greg Elwood'. I messaged him on an alt, and he instantly replied:
"R U A COP?"

I then pretended to be a member of the board which he seemed to believe, he told me 'Welcome Back' and then sent me pic related over facebook 
messenger. What the FUCK DO I DO  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 08:45:29 ID: 13331f No.8401078 >>8406848

>>8400894
The church of the subgenius is where these two meet. Where does that lead us?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 08:50:37 ID: 44f93f No.8401093 >>8401100

>>8401039
I think he wanted me to add him on the 3DS chat app or something to continue the conversation but I don't have one, any brave anons want to take one 
for the team?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 08:52:06 ID: f31965 No.8401100 >>8401147

>>8401093
would an emulator not work

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 09:07:54 ID: 44f93f No.8401147

>>8401100
It seems like you can't use emulators for the chat app, but I'm still looking  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 09:18:38 ID: 3c78b7 No.8401191 >>8401808 >>8403551

File (hide): 141d2af151abb03⋯.png (147.67 KB, 1418x471, 1418:471, abramovictumblr.png)

Marina Abramovic is doing 
an AMA on tumblr right now
https://www.tumblr.com/expl
ore/answertime  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 09:33:44 ID: 28f61f No.8401235 >>8401264 >>8401400

NEW INFO ON DAVID BROCK, FOUNDER OF MEDIA MATTERS.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=610521.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=610521.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=610521.0

ARCHIVE OF CPP'S INSTAGRAM POSTS (JIMMYCOMMET & STAFF): https://sli.mg/a/gaffhM
https://sli.mg/a/gaffhM

REQUEST TO ORCHESTRATE OUR RETURN TO PLEBBIT. ONLY MOD ON THIS SUB IS VERY INACTIVE, IS PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO 
STRIKE BACK AT PLEBBIT 

https://reddit.com/r/pingpong
https://reddit.com/r/pingpong  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 09:42:35 ID: b92038 No.8401264 >>8401287

File (hide): 97eb164c2a5f777⋯.png (19.72 KB, 455x548, 455:548, 97eb164c2a5f77705c9036b3b2….png)

>>8401235
>(1)
>plebbit just shown to edit posts and 
collude with these fucks
>want to "orchestrate our return" implying 
i ever fucking posted in that shithole

1/10 effort, schlomo.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 09:46:42 ID: bbd5b6 No.8401276

>>8400769
>>8400769
Catholic church doctrine rejects alot of those people's thought.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 09:48:21 ID: d0aae7 No.8401284

>>8399156
In my country "chicken" is totally a slang for cocaine.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 09:48:56 ID: 28f61f No.8401287

>>8401264
It was the most popular congregation for this investigation. I fucking hate that place, but it has mass visibility.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:13:30 ID: d5bebf No.8401356

I wonder if this is going to be what topples it. I wonder if this is going to be the final nail in the coffin– the swift puff of air to the base of the house of cards- 
which sends the whole rotten thing tumbling down. So much has been laid bare for the world to see. Everyone knows that Washington is corrupt, and that 
greasing the palms of smiley gladhands, like delivering Charon's Obol to cross the Styx, is par for the course. They know how the media lie and distort 
and cover up, they know how the government wheels and deals and sells us down the river. They just don't do anything. You can hear it from the 
mustachioed mouth of a Portland hipster sucking down organic fair-trade sumatran coffee, the broken and destitute families of the hollow, frozen shell of 
what was once the greatest manufacturing city in the world, or from the the chapped lips of an Appalachian pensioner, whose lament is mixed with the din 
of cicadas falling downward from the poplar trees. People could look the other way when the proof of shady arms deals came out. People could 
conveniently neglect to remember the events as scandal after scandal breaks while the hoi polloi exchanges a concerned glance with the pundit on TV 
before returning to their coffee and reading their emails. People can blame nebulous foreign governments for uncovering mountains of evidence 
indicating lascivious back room deals and stolen elections. It's here you find the differences– Everyone realizes that the system is rotten, but different can 
choose to ignore certain things, for whatever reasons. But this? This indescribable horror and wickedness that taints the souls of numerous kahunas and 
potentates the world over? No. When this breaks- when we crack this, it's over. No one, I mean NO ONE can turn a blind eye to this ineffable evil once 
they've seen it. The masses will be so utterly dumbfounded that their stupefaction will lead to nihilism and suicide if we don't step in. And that's when we 
do. When this drops, I mean when this gets out in the public eye, people will demand the public executions of those responsible. The amount of anger 
and total distrust that the populace will succumb to will be petrifying. And that's where we step in. Now that the entire world sees with naked eyes the 
repugnance and abomination of what goes on behind closed doors, we'll kick them down. We'll tear down the whole fucking thing. When this shit hits the 
fan, we need to be ready to hit the masses hard with all the shit that's been hidden from them. We have to rain a deluge of redpills down on people after 
this gut-wrenching shit hits them. 

This is our moment. This is our chance to cast these monsters into the lake of fire and finally, FINALLY bring people back into the light.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:18:57 ID: 1284f1 No.8401379 >>8401388 >>8401397 >>8401828

>>8392477 (OP)
Good going, guys. You literally ruined multiple innocent people's lives and businesses, all while making everyone from Alex Jones to David Seaman look 
like complete schizos.

Well played, gentlemen, well played indeed  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:22:25 ID: 16acae No.8401388

>>8401379
Goodbye Jew.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:26:30 ID: 54c882 No.8401397 >>8401433 >>8401454

>>8401379
Ah, a shill. Well then, explain these things:

Why would Podesta's entourage invite people for a pool party with children and refer to them by their ages and as entertainment? 
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/46736

What does it mean to play dominoes on cheese rather than on pasta? https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613

Why would Obama fly in 65k$ worth of hot-dogs to the whitehouse when there is a strict no-outside-food policy and hotdogs don't cost that much so he'd 
need a legion of people to eat them before they go bad? https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html

Why would John Podesta be so anxious to meet with James Alefantis at Comet? https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/58301

Why would a realtor care so much about a handkerchief that has a "map" that seems "pizza-related" that she'd inform her client about it - and then that 
client inform Podesta to whom that handkerchief seemingly belongs? https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/32795

If you can provide any explanation that holds up to scrutiny and doesn't imply child sex trafficking, congratulations.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:27:19 ID: 9c3e7f No.8401400 >>8401542

File (hide): 47abf61f132702f⋯.png (129.08 KB, 431x425, 431:425, u_spez banning TD.png)

>>8401235
fuck off reddit  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:28:58 ID: f9822a No.8401410

>>8397744
Looking through the guest logs that the Portuguese police released, they weren't staying there.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:31:01 ID: 8062e3 No.8401412

>>8401039

suggesting censoring names to prevent lurking pedofuckers from blowing ur lead… sounds like they use 3ds to avoid detection… Anyone know if the chat 
is encrypted

captcha lysn ju  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:34:56 ID: 31a6cf No.8401425 >>8401440

>>8399239
>They are not involved

They are. The rituals are in languages they don't understand for purposes they don't understand.

But you're right that most don't have a clue about the bad stuff. It's like onion layers.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:38:34 ID: f9822a No.8401433 >>8401445 >>8401461

>>8401397

>What does it mean to play dominoes on cheese rather than on pasta? 
Sub cheese for "weed" and pasta for "crack".

>Why would Obama fly in 65k$ worth of hot-dogs to the whitehouse when there is a strict no-outside-food policy and hotdogs don't cost that much so he'd 
need a legion of people to eat them before they go bad? 
How do you think they get food to the Whitehouse in the first place anon? They have secure procurement channels for obtaining food (it's mentioned on 
the website people keep linking where this knowledge of no personal food comes from).

Questions that should be asked here:
- Was Obama spending $65k on food a justifiable expense and was this really the taxpayers' money?
- Was this actually food?
- Why would Stratfor be looking to use the same secure procurement channels for a staff pizza party?
- What is meant by "waitress" (or whatever the term was) that the one staff member was hopeful about?
- Are there any e-mails after this that give any more information about this pizza party?

The misunderstanding about the food procurement process is distracting from the actual issues with that whole e-mail.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:41:09 ID: d0aae7 No.8401440

>>8401425
There are in total 12 orders like the freemansons and OTO, plus one that is hidden. All of them are built above a different mystery. All of them were truly 
religious. Some were corrupted, some remains. If you wanna know of one that remains pure, look up the Rosae Crux; Rose&Cross etc. 

NOW 'NUFF WITH RELIGIOUS BULLSHIT PLS.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:44:43 ID: 54c882 No.8401445 >>8401463 >>8402756

>>8401433
>Sub cheese for "weed" and pasta for "crack".
and what about the dominoes then?

>How do you think they get food to the Whitehouse in the first place anon?
It's not flown in from Chicago on an airplane, that's for sure  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:46:44 ID: f9822a No.8401454

>>8401397

>Why would a realtor care so much about a handkerchief that has a "map" that seems "pizza-related" that she'd inform her client about it - and then that 
client inform Podesta to whom that handkerchief seemingly belongs? 

How about this:

The realtor doesn't know if this handkerchief has any value (monetary or sentimental) to the person she's trying to get a sale from. She's doing the good 
customer service thing by trying to return it to the owner rather than dumping it in a lost property box somewhere. 

The lady she contacts is the one who says "map" istr, and she obviously is aware the hanky isn't likely to be a big deal, but since the realtor went out of 
her way to get it to its rightful owner, she also does what she can to find out, rather than throwing it away. "map" could easily be a typo/predictive text 
issue where she actually meant to say "mark".

Some of these e-mails would be easier to understand if people looked at them initially as if the people in them are regular people speaking like the rest of 
us do. That way, instead of forgetting how people talk and searching for alternative meaning in everything, the actual code words and phrases that don't 
fit stand will out more.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:48:37 ID: d0aae7 No.8401458 >>8401561

Is pizza gate already dying?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:50:51 ID: e8a10b No.8401461 >>8401482 >>8401654

>>8401433
private party at the white house: assuming max. 300 guests, they won't be stuffing their bellies with hotdogs, so 3 dogs per person is 999 hotdogs total, 
65 $ a hotdog
whats a reasonable price for a good hotdog? max. 1 $ I'd say
that's 1000 dollar for the product and 64.000 for security?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:51:04 ID: f9822a No.8401463 >>8401496

File (hide): 84634f19dad103e⋯.jpg (57.12 KB, 595x335, 119:67, 20120324_SRP006.jpg)

>>8401445
>and what about the dominoes then?
Pic related

>It's not flown in from Chicago on an airplane, that's for sure
Describe in detail what the secure procurement process is for Whitehouse food please anon. 
You appear to be speculating at the moment.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:54:59 ID: e6978f No.8401475
File (hide): 1e5fd63a887b2b2⋯.jpg (95.45 KB, 756x939, 252:313, Bernard_of_Clairfeel.jpg)

>>8400533
>finally
/pol/ has known about Crowley and Co. 
for a great while, but 8/pol/ is nu/pol/.
Also, interesting mason dubs.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:56:48 ID: f9822a No.8401482 >>8401491

>>8401461
Okay so that's something good to work with. How much exactly did the food cost, how much would the transport cost, what else costs as part of the 
process, how many guests were expected exactly. If something doesn't add up, like you've pointed out in your example, then this might not have been 
some swanky hot dog party. Next will be to find out when it happened, if there's any public documents that can give any more detail about it (thinking 
government transparency when spending public funds here) etc.

I'll try and create a timeline, look at publicly available info to see what was happening at the time, see what else pops up  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:58:47 ID: 9c3e7f No.8401491 >>8401577

File (hide): e8152dfebecab16⋯.png (244.78 KB, 442x312, 17:12, brock-vs-geert.png)

>>8401482
earlier today I heard people talking about laws prohibiting outside food, seems flimsy, 
but maybe keep that in mind as you dig for info  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 10:59:22 ID: d0aae7 No.8401496

>>8401463
>clearly abused boy wearing shades on background  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:19:25 ID: 28f61f No.8401542 >>8401579

>>8401400
fuck off shill. we will be banned in no time at all, but that faggot spez had the last laugh on pizzagate. 

fuck plebbit and fuck spez. shitposting all over plebbit is the only way to teach this fuck not to interfere in the dismantling of elite pedophilia/child 
trafficking.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:25:25 ID: 752317 No.8401561 >>8401581 >>8401592

>>8401458

the amount of shills on both chans is bigger than during the elections.

Also mod team on 4chan is compromised by shills as well. They delete pizza gate related threads all the time.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:29:28 ID: e8a10b No.8401577

>>8401491
we just have to find out, if the price of 65k is reasonable for "hot dogs" for a private party, taking in account the high security measurments taken in 
producing, shipping and preparing the hot dogs.

I'd suggest: no

but I have no idea of how this actually works, how much costs a regular meal served in the white house?
if we get that price, we can calculate if the 65k for hot dogs are reasonable or if it indicates that it cannot have been hot dogs he had for his party  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:30:44 ID: 9c3e7f No.8401579 >>8401620

>>8401542
fuck off faggot it plays into this. Normally it is prohibited to a President to ship in ANY food 

>You can't bring in outside food
With a strictness rivaled only by movie theaters, you're not allowed to take outside food into the White House. When visiting chefs cook there, they can't 
bring pre-prepared sauces, as all ingredients must be obtained by the kitchen staff through secret and secure sources.

https://www.thrillist.com/eat/nation/white-house-food-presidential-eating

fucking kike  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:31:17 ID: d0aae7 No.8401581

>>8401561
We must unite in one definitive place.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:33:26 ID: e8a10b No.8401592 >>8401620 >>8401622

>>8401561
I received a 1 month ban on 4chan for opening a pizzagate thread (that was 3-4 weeks ago), i guess this happened to others as well  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:36:30 ID: d0aae7 No.8401611 >>8401644 >>8408018

Normally there is so many anonymous geniuses appearing here and there when it's about cicada or /x/ stuff… WHERE ARE THESE PEOPLE?!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:37:36 ID: 8be148 No.8401615
File (hide): fbc17589c585dea⋯.png (287.97 KB, 331x477, 331:477, Screen Shot 2016-11-30 at ….png)

>>8393617

ohhh yeah.

more on Bitcoin Brock:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?
topic=590970
http://pastebin.com/7yJB6nmt  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:38:04 ID: 28f61f No.8401620 >>8401642 >>8402079

>>8401592
a few of the threads I've made have been shut down, some posts I've made in the EWO threads got them deleted. whenever we post gold, it gets shut 
down. use this as a way to see what we need to dig into. 

i.e. this: https://ghostsofdc.com/2015/01/26/video-abandoned-dupont-underground-station/

IT HAS NOW BEEN REMOVED. THEY ARE SHUTTING THIS DOWN FULL SCALE DAMAGE CONTROL MODE. FIRE UP THE AUTISM.

>>8401579
what do you mean? we all know he flew in 65k worth of "pizza/dogs" to the white house from chicago for a private party. how does that have any relation 
to shitposting on reddit?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:38:18 ID: 9c3e7f No.8401622
File (hide): 74f9d4629f1a4de⋯.jpg (155.55 KB, 1500x1000, 3:2, marina.jpg)

>>8401592
I got a ban for "4chan is not a place to organise hashtag campaigns"

and then also a 1 month ban for being in a twittergate/pizzagate thread…. but schlomos injected stock 
manipulation into the thread.. I should have known better but it was probably enough posting in there once

fuck cuck chan  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:39:27 ID: d0aae7 No.8401626

Fuck 4chan. It's sooooo compromissed it's dead.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:44:50 ID: 9c3e7f No.8401642

>>8401620
too many tabs open, I thought he was referring to my post about outside food not being allowed in the WH….

anyways

>Another cost is private parties, such as the 50th birthday bash Obama threw earlier this year for first lady Michelle Obama. For private events, 
presidents pay for food and beverages, use of waiters and servers and setup and cleanup crews. Taxpayers are only supposed to pay for official 
government functions.

https://archive.is/T1iqK

So taxpayer money should not be used for $600 worth of hotdogs at a private party, let alone 65k?  
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File (hide): 27b89d2d2dac5c7⋯.jpg (164.04 KB,
1035x814, 1035:814, Screenshot (631-2).jpg)

File (hide): 00345334237f043⋯.jpg
(237.89 KB, 655x1001, 655:1001,
Screenshot (632-2).jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:45:38 ID: c774bd No.8401644 >>8408018

>>8401611

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:46:11 ID: 6ca542 No.8401647

>>8400533
How do we know this wasn't written in the past few years?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:49:57 ID: 6ca542 No.8401654 >>8401667

>>8401461
Meh "gourmet" hot dogs can go for like $10 I'm sure in some places. I mean I spent $6 on one hot dog with a pizza crust bun and maple sauce and 
played dominos on it. It was Hawaii shaped.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 11:56:02 ID: e8a10b No.8401667 >>8401724

>>8401654
well, that's if you buy them in a restaurant

just found this https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fake_news_websites
was created on nov 18th  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 12:02:03 ID: 93ef15 No.8401683 >>8401721

File (hide): f5035bd19e115e6⋯.jpg (355.04 KB, 1945x1887, 1945:1887, jg6KfI.jpg)

>>8401039

well, this is actually quite interesting. Might be one way of them communicating. 

Remember ISIS communicated over PlayStation Network?

it seems quite clear to me that those guys are using "non public, encrypted" channels. Games. Simply put, 
any game is likely to held a hub for terrorists and pedofiles and nothing you can do about it. You might have 
found a smoking gun or a gun to be loaded!

back to on topic: Dig further! also check out the new find from voat again: Frank Giustra connected company 
has CP Logo + is related to children!

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1448013  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 12:15:15 ID: 1d236d No.8401721

>>8401039
>>8401683

Yep, looks like they possibly use Nintendo's servers to communicate, as weird as that might sound…
OP are you able to contact him on there?  
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File (hide): 6bd92c8818fc69f⋯.png (118.45 KB,
300x300, 1:1, symbol2.png)

File (hide): f4e73085c688b13⋯.png (402.24 KB,
1201x645, 1201:645, TrueDetectiveS1E7T8:48.png)

File (hide): 1ba9924f9b17cdd⋯.png (77.09
KB, 404x511, 404:511, symbol.png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 12:16:09 ID: 1dc205 No.8401723 >>8401887 >>8402393

So, I was watching True Detective show that's basically about cops looking into pizzagate, and I noticed that in episode seven of the first season they 
featured that spiral triangle. It's shown at 8 minutes 48 seconds when they're showing the storage room where the investigation was pieced together. It 
was aired before all of this shit came out, and I'm thinking there might be a jewish producer who was in on pizzagate and wanted to flash this symbol to 
ignorant goyim. 
could also be pure coincidence  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 12:17:11 ID: 6ca542 No.8401724

>>8401667
Just playing devil's advocate, if the WH ordered a hot dog party and it was actually food and not little boy cocks, they probably would have been gourmet 
hot dogs at restaurant prices and not 56 packs from Sam's Club.

This whole "fake news" thing has really taken off quickly. It's pre-planned, I'm sure; if you search for pizzagate on Google some of the top hits for me at 
least are saying "fake news."  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 12:48:24 ID: d7ac3f No.8401808
File (hide): 9d37aee677eef75⋯.jpg (44.67 KB, 477x338, 477:338, Burned_at_Stake.jpg)

>>8401191
>On Wednesday November 30th at 1PM EST / 10AM PST, I will be answering your questions on Tumblr. 
That is a very special day for me, because it is also my 70th birthday. I am excited to spend it with this 
community. 

There's still time to load your troll accounts and sharpen your autism goys.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 12:58:35 ID: 6ca542 No.8401828

>>8401379
>innocent people  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:19:20 ID: 2ed4ee No.8401882
File (hide): 4f6c440854ce596⋯.webm (1 MB, 480x360, 4:3, 1.webm) [play once] [loop]

They are raiding the 
bunkers.

I have substantiated the 
most controversial lead. 
(Real Introduction)
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?
v=6qd2ynpdfzg

No sound for 4chan too. 
This is dark/corrupted Freemasonry.  
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File (hide): b316c7659bf11d0⋯.jpg (76.58 KB,
500x281, 500:281, true21.jpg)

File (hide): 89acdebf32301cc⋯.png (1.61 MB,
1240x840, 31:21, True-Detective-19374603852….png)

File (hide): 4378cb559e91e28⋯.jpg (26.56 KB,
650x366, 325:183, spiral.jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:20:41 ID: 99e00b No.8401887

>>8401723

Watch it from the start again man - it's in there from the very start. The victim in the very first episode has it drawn on her back, and both Reggie Ledoux 
and Errol have it carved in their back.
IIIRC, the entire series (or it could've been the 2nd series, which would explain its relatively lacklustre plot/execution in comparison to the 1st) had to be 
rewritten at least 2 times. What's the bet that the story originally went even deeper and linked to the elites, and they were told to rewrite it or face the 
consequences?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:25:19 ID: 2ed4ee No.8401907
File (hide): 7b5e34a5e129e7d⋯.jpg (1.28 MB, 640x10000, 8:125, checkster.jpg)

>>.8401887
You slice yourself when deviating from the ritual memorization.
 or If you refer to yourself as an individual. 

Crowley taught this. Back cuts are signs of being caned or whipped. Possibly 
both.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:36:14 ID: 2ed4ee No.8401955 >>8401978

File (hide): 7d4c004db34a767⋯.jpg (16.73 KB, 320x240, 4:3, mpv-shot0004.jpg)

>>8397264
Human rag-doll. Dough boy. Ritual sacrifice and 
concentrated domination to a lethal end.

This is executioner foreshadowing. Oh that is not a 
chef!

'''These commercials from pizza hut show you that 
pizza is a feeder person or a human sacrifice."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Agok_TVaDms

This is the meaning of pizza. Pizza head.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:40:59 ID: 2ed4ee No.8401978
File (hide): 4e9e918f40fb360⋯.png (221.71 KB, 877x530, 877:530, You bet.png)

>>8401955  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:43:42 ID: 2ed4ee No.8401988 >>8402038

File (hide): cd788a9f037cdd6⋯.jpg (271.32 KB, 1500x1000, 3:2, 20140219-emmetts-pizza-sli….jpg)

Notice the trowel. Often used in 
commercials. Why do they lift the slice with 
a TROWEL?  

File (hide): db3171344ff3431⋯.jpg (13.56 KB, 480x360,
4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

File (hide): 41c8a575c70c1fd⋯.jpg (9.25 KB, 313x230,
313:230, Antichrist.jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:47:18 ID: 5c3af7 No.8402003

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:56:35 ID: 8062e3 No.8402038 >>8402092

>>8401988
lol because it's not a trowel? it's a pie/pizza lifter…. you ever had pizza hut buffet??  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 13:56:58 ID: 9144a7 No.8402039

>>8394567
>>8398093
I guess the tunnels in DC are almost 4km away from the Comet  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:04:39 ID: df3f9c No.8402079

>>8401620
If you have a video/file you need uploaded, do it to glop.me (IPFS).

Very difficult to (((shutdown))).

If /tech/ is reading this, spin up some IPFS gateways, you fucks.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:05:49 ID: 2ed4ee No.8402092 >>8402110

File (hide): 91e80f65460d956⋯.jpg (69.94 KB, 940x613, 940:613, 4965678668_9420a56480_o.jpg)

>>8402038
Well they do call it a trowel. 
I thought it was relevant. Because In freemasonry. The trowel CEMENTS THE BROTHERLY LOVE. That is 
the most suspicious thing I have ever heard of.

 All of these D.U.M.B.S are Deep underground masonic breeding facilities. Pizza is the little people they 
grow under ground. They meet secretly and circle around a child and slice its flesh. There is always more 
pizza. 
 the masonic arte. 
The trowel cements the brotherly love. So you saying it is not a trowel is impractical.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:10:13 ID: 3f0d42 No.8402110 >>8402142

>>8402092
It's literally just the easiest way to serve a slice of pizza without getting your hands on it  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:14:11 ID: c39830 No.8402129

https://twitter.com/patrick_siado

Interesting interview.
I heard he had already said he had a basement though, and he keeps 10 tons of tomatoes down there
But I can't find the link  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:17:39 ID: 2ed4ee No.8402142
File (hide): 07c7cc356045d2a⋯.jpg (71.8 KB, 620x470, 62:47, pi33a hand outers.jpg)

>>8402110
Nice non-
brigading mindset 
you got there.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:24:12 ID: e38a0f No.8402164 >>8403003

>>8393057
>Dupont circle
Holly shit
In fallout 3 their was some weird shit in those sewers maybe related to pizza
Bethesda devs knows something  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:29:11 ID: 8f7050 No.8402188 >>8402287 >>8402298

>>8398406

I would like to focus on this, as I too believe that this is a key to blowing things up. If you could provide any more details on those posts that you saw, I 
would happily continue to search for them on voat (or wherever).  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:30:06 ID: 8f7050 No.8402195 >>8402215 >>8402227

>>8398641

where is it from? this could lead to a lot though, and if it is somewhat related, why wouldn't we pursue it?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:33:42 ID: 3f0d42 No.8402215

>>8402195
reddit

unfortunately I don't have anything saved

second guy was u/pizzagate2ndguy but all his account activity is deleted now  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:36:29 ID: 3f0d42 No.8402227

>>8402195

http://pastebin.com/s1c9kVHs  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:40:51 ID: af6884 No.8402249 >>8403542

File (hide): 3e53cc26fcfa456⋯.png (17.85 KB, 341x448, 341:448, federal-pizza-section01.png)

>>8400211  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:47:31 ID: 2ed4ee No.8402286
File (hide): 7799ac22344ca30⋯.png (2.65 MB, 707x4000, 707:4000, Legitimate leads.png)  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:47:37 ID: 8f646a No.8402287

>>8402188
Here's an archive of his twitter page. I thought he said that he got into the site from something like cometpingp ong.com/ghost.txt but that doesn't seem to 
work now.

h ttp://archive.is/tEKOR  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:50:50 ID: 8f646a No.8402298

I found the voat post too
>>8402188
h ttp://archive.is/DCghs  

File (hide): 2d506f349bbb63b⋯.png (460.27 KB,
1280x800, 8:5, Funguy.png)

File (hide): 4828f8221367825⋯.png (249.14 KB,
1280x800, 8:5, eywat.png)

File (hide): 24c3b1f42dc34eb⋯.png (473.34 KB,
1280x800, 8:5, newphonewhodat.png)

File (hide): e9c96743a6ae500⋯.png (398.21 KB,
1280x800, 8:5, admin.png)

File (hide): 4b1052390220a7f⋯.png (449.94 KB,
1280x800, 8:5, yawat.png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:54:37 ID: 0c39db No.8402312

Frame by frame the first 18 secs in this video.
https://www.you$tube.com/watch?v=oicUO0sz08c  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 14:56:47 ID: 64530c No.8402325 >>8402370 >>8402936

I've been out of date

Is there any link to Google or Facebook? Tech companies in general?

When you use Google's censor engine to search pizza gate, all the top articles are 'Fake News harms small business owner' by middling news sites.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 15:06:34 ID: 2ed4ee No.8402359 >>8402370

File (hide): eaba809910f684c⋯.jpg (48.58 KB, 467x408, 467:408, 5298903671_fdccd8789c_o.jpg)

Tech companies have had masonic cyphers saying you can receive a discount. That was in the chain of 
ownership here. It may have been just a cypher saying how to receive a fraternal discount. However Steve 
Wozniak is a Mason. The facebook kike is a mason and he traffics children for tubalcain. Google is mason.

They are cementing over this with brotherly love. We can not judge these people. These ancient and 
accepted people,

 

This means its up to us independent people.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 15:07:51 ID: f3d469 No.8402365

>>8392657
I'm about to make a video on Scottish jews and from the few videos I've found your claim seems to be true. They keep talking about child services.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 15:09:27 ID: 2ed4ee No.8402370
File (hide): c6a2c68812dddad⋯.jpg (574.74 KB, 1350x1450, 27:29, 4343095976_e524befef1_o.jpg)

>>8402359
Meant for
>>8402325  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 15:13:30 ID: 812cbd No.8402393

>>8401723
actually the whole series (s01, didn't watch s02) is about pizzagate, watch it to the end and you'll find yourself in it  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 15:31:42 ID: 812cbd No.8402465

cucknews: Abramovic declared holy

http://www.sueddeutsche.de/kultur/marina-abramovi-wird-von-der-schmerzensfrau-zum-weiblichen-dalai-lama-1.3271850-2

>Auf ihre Art wollte uns Marina Abramović immer davon überzeugen, dass sie auch für uns leidet, dass sie das Leiden aller Menschen kennt. 
In her own way, Marina Abramovic wanted to convince us, that she's also suffering for us, that she knows the suffering of all humans.
>Aber sie musste erst ihren eigenen Passionsweg bis zum Ende gehen, um den Heiligenstatus zu erlangen, den sie heute, mit 70 Jahren, inne hat.
But she first had to walk her own way to passion to the end, to receive the holy status, which she earned today with her 70 years.

http://www.stuttgarter-zeitung.de/inhalt.marina-abramovic-russisch-roulette-im-museum.c6647bd4-2791-495d-a470-27a161111306.html

>opera diva, martial artist and high priest

thank you jesus abramovic  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 15:35:44 ID: ffaa3f No.8402482 >>8402656

File (hide): fddd0ce058e4545⋯.jpg (494 KB, 712x727, 712:727, obongo-loves-pizza-web.jpg)

here is something I 
made
expose the pizza!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 16:10:40 ID: 3c717a No.8402656

>>8402482
he needs a turban and ISIS flag :D  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 16:27:16 ID: f58685 No.8402719

>"pizzagate" fake news bullshit from Kike Russian Govt. intelligence psy-op trolls

MEANWHILE, IN THE REAL WORLD…

"I love and respect Israel and its citizens. Israel and America share so many of the same values, 
such as freedom of speech, freedom of worship, and the importance of creating opportunities for all 
citizens to pursue their dreams. I look forward to strengthening the unbreakable bond between our 
great nations. I know very well that Israel is the one true democracy and defender of human rights in 
the Middle East and a beacon of hope to countless people. I believe that my administration can play 
a significant role in helping the parties to achieve a just, lasting peace - which must be negotiated 
between the parties themselves, and not imposed on them by others. Israel and the Jewish people 
deserve no less.
http://www.israelhayom.com/site/newsletter_article.php?id=37923  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 16:39:47 ID: 861325 No.8402756

>>8401445
>dominos = dominatrix  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 16:44:38 ID: bdb0c4 No.8402771

>>8393589
If you figure it out I have a task for you. Much lower level and should be simple. Also sympathies goin out. Quitting the devil's lettuce is harder than the 
Seth Rogan media tends to make out  
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File (hide): 6b7b9d1732df67e⋯.png (78.72 KB, 885x873, 295:291, index.png)

REEEEEEEEEEEe
I’ve been trying to connect Besta Pizza to Besta World Group, Inc:

https://offshoreleaks.icij.org/nodes/221081

Besta World Group Inc. Is a intermediary of Sealight Incorporations Limited

So I looked up Sealight incorporations limited, which took me here.

http://www.degeneratestate.org/posts/2016/Jun/30/exploring-the-panama-papers-network/

scroll down to this Image.

https://i.sli.mg/2rBeDx.pngPNG

I looked around for develcan ventures, ltd.

This takes you here:

https://offshoreleaks.icij.org/nodes/24692?e=true

Ms. Elisana Marie-Antoinette Labonte:

http://thewhistleblowers.info/elisana-marie-antoinette-labonte-2014-conspired-to-lainder-money-via-account-at-deutsche-bank/

LAUNDERING 240,000,000 MOTHER FUCKING EUROS

http://www.bizdb.co.uk/company/mayson-development-financial-ltd-06338326/

I found this by Google Imaging this and the thumbnail was for

https://www.google.com/search?
q=mayson+development+financial+ltd&client=ubuntu&hs=otS&channel=fs&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiPgZmw19DQAhXCj1QKHSG
wBx4Q_AUICigD&biw=1351&bih=918

https://www.google.com/search?client=ubuntu&channel=fs&q=bounce+ping+pong+bar+and+restaurant&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-
8#channel=fs&q=bounce%20ping%20pong%20bar%20and%20restaurant&tbs=lf_msr:-1,lf:1,lf_ui:9,lf_pqs:EAE&rflfq=1&rlha=0&rllag=51522288,-96254,9
57&tbm=lcl&rldimm=4506635829646467258

BOUNCE PING PONG BAR RESTAURANT: FARRINGDON

described as “1950s'-style cocktail bar and pizza restaurant with red leather booths and 17 ping pong tables.”

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

https://archive.is/g1q5Q

lots of weird shit on here.

Okay so lets move on to our next lead on the web. The biggest shareholder of develclan ventures

Priscila Lustre Taylor

https://archive.is/Ne36z

“Then, late last month, documents emerged in London concerning Russia's largest tax fraud, an alleged $US230 million heist that led to the untimely 
deaths of four people and threatens to damage the Russian government.”

Would you like to add stature and credibility to your company by appointing someone with both an English title and substantial qualifications to your 
board? Lord Stubbington is available, reads a letter circulated by Taylor's wife, Priscila Lustre Taylor.

“The global arms-smuggling network feeds on this frailty, just as it feeds on the cast-off planes and pilots of the former Soviet Union. Adding to the intrigue 
over the seized flight 4L-AWA in Bangkok was that the Ilyushin-76 transport plane once belonged to a number of notorious international weapons dealers, 
including Viktor Bout - the so-called merchant of death and inspiration for the 2005 Hollywood movie Lord of War. The plane's current owner was an entity 
with headquarters in the United Arab Emirates but operated by Air West Ltd, based in Georgia. Air West had leased the aircraft to a New Zealand firm 
called SP Trading through a series of bank accounts in Estonia and New York.”

O LAWD

mossofan subscribers ltd.

[https://archive.is/EF9Ol](https://archive.is/EF9Ol)

EDIT: GRAYSON MANAGEMENT CORP IS REGISTERED IN MOSCOW RUSSIA

EDIT 2: http://i.4cdn.org/pol/1480522028208.jpgJPG

MOSSAC FONSECCA IS A MAJOR DONOR TO THE CLINTON FOUNDATION  

▶
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(14.85 KB, 333x499, 333:499, Mindwar 2.jpg)

File (hide): d048fe4170ddf40⋯.jpg (14.45 KB, 480x360,
4:3, Mindwar 1.jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 16:54:31 ID: 094f1b No.8402804

>>8400894

Anyone checked this out?

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01IABGXDI/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.wanttoknow.info/mk/mindwar-michael-aquino.pdf

In 1980 an obscure internal U.S. Army concept paper, “From PSYOP to MindWar”, accidentally became public. Though only a brief, theoretical 
speculation, it exploded into the focus of alarmist rumors and debates for the next three decades. Is the government involved in invasion of the mind 
beyond the blundering, haphazard legacy of the infamous MKULTRA experiments? Even more unsettling, do such efforts extend beyond conventional 
scientific research to dark and arcane arts whose very existence is the stuff of legend?

The answers are here, in this book by one of that 1980 paper’s co-authors, Lt. Colonel Michael Aquino. Originally intended for the eyes of government 
policymakers alone, it is now openly available. Ironically MindWar is unclassified only because a level high enough to embrace it has never been 
anticipated or even conceptualized. What it is capable of setting in motion is simply beyond all previous human interactive experience.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 16:59:39 ID: 8f646a No.8402831
File (hide): f731c76db36a447⋯.jpg (90.62 KB, 1080x1080, 1:1, 14709561_1853528368263820_….jpg)

>>8402802
Pic related is from the Bounce 
instagram  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 17:27:01 ID: ffaa3f No.8402936

>>8402325
first result of my goygle search for "pizzagate" is this link: 
http://www.deathandtaxesmag.com/311037/pizzagate-podesta-pedophiles/
it states that (and I paraphrase) "pizzagate is just another meme by angry racist anons"

>(Potentially relevant: Alefantis used to date David Brock, the founder of Media Matters for America, a progressive media watchdog organization that 
combats fake news.)
VERY RELEVANT  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 17:35:35 ID: a3f680 No.8402971

>>8398010
This is not related to the thread like at all  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 17:41:29 ID: 11ba25 No.8403003

>>8402164
>Bethesda devs knows something
Unlikely. It's just the memes leaking into reality through creative work  
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▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:01:51 ID: 077b9b No.8403106 >>8403162 >>8403203

john.podesta@yahoo.com is a valid email, not sure if it's his tho. The security questions ask:

What is the nickname of your youngest child? (Podesta has three)
What is the last name of your maid of honor at your wedding? (wife Mary Podesta)

These definitely seem possible to figure out.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:12:17 ID: 3f0d42 No.8403162

>>8403106
important  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:17:52 ID: 2c61ca No.8403187 >>8403402

File (hide): 3cb7d9afa9aebcf⋯.webm (10.23 MB, 640x512, 5:4, pingpong.webm) [play once] [loop]

>Witchcraft again

www.podcat.com/podcasts/upNgEs-freemantv-
com/episodes/rvamOU-satanic-pedophile-rings

direct link to podcast:
media.blubrry.com/freemantv/freeman.theanomalieschann
el.com/satanic-pedophile-rings-jay-parker.mp3

The victims are such basket-cases, it makes investigation 
a bit tricky.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:19:40 ID: 077b9b No.8403203

>>8403106
I tried Maddy and Maddie for the first question (Madeline McCann) and neither seemed to work  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:37:45 ID: 900d13 No.8403315

>>8394078
He's a convicted con artist and has lived his life by scamming.  As a witness he's worthless. I'm sorry.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:42:51 ID: 74f265 No.8403343

Does anyone have a dump of info regarding the physical location of the tunnels? I got some old transit maps at the NYPL and wanna see if they overlay 
to old service/sewer/phone cable
tunnels.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:48:32 ID: b0f25e No.8403381

FUCKING MASONIC SCUM  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 18:53:20 ID: 13331f No.8403402 >>8403466

File (hide): c4956a4935d4beb⋯.jpg (37.19 KB, 659x517, 659:517, 1471719174261.jpg)

>>8403187
Kill yourself kike. Eleven posts of 
slide nd disinfo. I curse you 
myself. Praise kek.  
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File (hide): e7687c82c1a9883⋯.png (890.75 KB,
1221x724, 1221:724, Screenshot goathill pelosi.png)

File (hide): a1cdde2c77880d1⋯.png (911.14 KB,
942x550, 471:275, Screen-Shot clinton pelosi.png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:04:43 ID: 2c61ca No.8403466 >>8403515

magafeed.com/guccifer-2-0-nancy-pelosis-goat-hill-pizza-may-be-a-front-company/

>>8403402

Aren't you late for an OTO meeting, Baphomet slave?

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:15:35 ID: 3324a3 No.8403515

>>8403466 (checked)

In your first picture haven't we seen that girl before somewhere? I can't place it, exactly if someone has a larger folder they should go through it if they 
can find a match.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:20:25 ID: 6fed76 No.8403542
File (hide): 8620087183922d9⋯.jpg (18.26 KB, 247x228, 13:12, neko stare.jpg)

>>8402249
This is a bullshit lead. I've eaten there before. The quality of the food is appropriate to the price (about on par 
with Oregano's, if anyone from AZ is reading this thread). It was pretty good and well staffed, and there were 
no private rooms as far as I saw. I highly doubt it's related to pedo shit in any way.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:21:50 ID: 96cd62 No.8403551 >>8403590 >>8403603

File (hide): fd74d7201b6fa21⋯.png (43.56 KB, 913x389, 913:389, Untitled.png)

>>8401191
one of many questions I am 
sure the witch will not 
answer  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:30:25 ID: 3f0d42 No.8403590 >>8403603

>>8403551

is she answering anything?

page looks all fucked up for me  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:33:38 ID: 3f0d42 No.8403603 >>8403613 >>8403653 >>8403780 >>8403784

>>8403590
>>8403551

ogbigmac asked:
How was your spirit cooking with the Podestas?

In 2013, I ran a Kickstarter campaign for MAI. One of the rewards was an invitation to a dinner at my house named Spirit Cooking Dinner. This has 
nothing to do with the work from the 90’s. It was just a regular dinner at my apartment which I wanted to call the Spirit Cooking. We ate watermelon 
gazpacho, potato salad, and baked dorade. Tony Podesta, who donated and collected my work since the 90s, attended, but his brother, who I’ve never 
met, did not make it.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:36:48 ID: 077b9b No.8403613 >>8403972

>>8403603
is there any chance that her and Hillary are part of the "Eight Goddesses" from the South Korean president scandal?  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 19:44:48 ID: 8062e3 No.8403653

>>8403603
sounds like an awful meal. Maybe worse than originally implied even  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:07:08 ID: 5b199f No.8403780

>>8403603
She's lying
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/16498>>8403603  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:07:56 ID: 5b199f No.8403784

>>8403603

She's lying

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/16498  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:38:03 ID: 8f646a No.8403972 >>8404028 >>8404046 >>8405244

File (hide): e465f5a74646f7f⋯.jpg (185.29 KB, 1050x591, 350:197, ct-rally-in-seoul-against-….jpg)

>>8403613
South Korea's government is literally run by a cult. I wonder if that cult is into child abuse and sacrifice?

h ttps://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/south-koreas-presidency-on-the-brink-of-collapse-as-
scandal-grows/2016/10/28/7639a2cc-1700-4ef7-a3a4-661b3ff989c4_story.html?utm_term=.325029be6e8c  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:46:20 ID: 693b95 No.8404028 >>8404046

>>8403972

I'd say so since the media wont mention pedophilia in South Korea's government. Just loosely referring to it as 'a whiff of sex'.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:48:48 ID: 693b95 No.8404046 >>8404070 >>8405244

>>8403972
>>8404028

wait nvm, I dunno where I read that their protests were pedo-related. I can't find any sources for it so scratch that.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:52:05 ID: 8f646a No.8404070

>>8404046
Not yet anyway. But this South Korea thing is a super weird scandal with new info coming out every day.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:52:53 ID: 35c8f7 No.8404077 >>8404643

Has anyone made a recently updated infographic or mind map they can share with me? I'm making a wall  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 20:55:29 ID: f5da13 No.8404091

EU official pedophile disturbing interview. Daniel Cohn Bendit 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqATkCXxIXI

Cohn-Bendit published a number of provocative statements regarding "sex with children" in the 1970s and early 1980s, notably in his 1975 book The 
Great Bazaar (Der grosse Basar) where he describes erotic encounters with five-year-olds in his time as a teacher in an anti-authoritarian kindergarten.
[12]

Since at least 2001, Cohn-Bendit has been accused of defending paedophilia during the 1970s. This controversy re-surfaced in 2013: as Cohn-Bendit 
received the Theodor Heuss Prize, there was a rally by anti-paedophilia activists. The president of Germany's Federal Constitutional Court cited the book 
as grounds for his refusal to give the speech at the awards ceremony.[12] The affair triggered wider research into the pro-pedophilia activism which 
prevailed in the German Green Party (without direct involvement on the part of Cohn-Bendit) well into the 1980s.[12]

An article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung uncovered several "repulsive" passages (abstoßende Texte) in Pflasterstrand, a leftist magazine 
for which Cohn-Bendit was, under press law, responsible. It cited a 1978 defence of Cohn-Bendit's of this editorial practice, as well as an appearance of 
Cohn-Bendit in a French television talk-show in 1982 where he described a five-year-old undressing herself as an "erotic game". Cohn-Bendit reacted to 
these allegations by claiming that his descriptions of erotic encounters with pre-pubescent girls were not based on true events but were merely intended 
as what he today calls "obnoxious provocation" aimed at questioning sexual morals at the time that "shouldn't have been written that way."[13][14][15]  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 21:06:45 ID: ee5f86 No.8404170 >>8404496 >>8404564

Twitter is abuzz with people who claimed to hack we the pizza and found some document that basically blatantly says everything we've considered.

There any truth to this or is it BS. Cause it's so blatant that it doesn't fit how they behave so far.  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 21:45:23 ID: bf5371 No.8404496 >>8404763

>>8404170

Remember, the normie media trying to push the "fake news" narrative on the normies. We need to make sure we don't fall for obvious bait. 

It sounds like a load of bullshit. Unless people can verify it, don't spread it around.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 21:47:37 ID: bfde97 No.8404510 >>8404616

I need someone to post the white rabbit picture from the SLC day care. Please and thank you.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 21:56:40 ID: 861325 No.8404564
File (hide): 5cebbdc0a7f7add⋯.png (91.08 KB, 1034x624, 517:312, image.png)

>>8404170
Don't know if you've seen this as pizza gate got banned

https://archive.is/cILKA

Swim >after I was posting in the 8ch thread I got hacked to fuck, so went quiet for a while. Tell you 
something, the foxacid tools ain't far from the truth, most likely to be from the hacking  team hack / equation 
group. 

There was also a price guide: people calling BS, but the dump got verified and was meant to contain gps 
coords within exif data of where the abuse was taking place. Most anons were that disturbed, they deleted 

this files after download. 

the website, did display a different landing page a few hours after this got announced, so effectively ether web site was down. 

They still havnt rectified the members login page
http://wethepizza(dot)com/member/register  

File (hide): 5dbd7427b587922⋯.png (1.15 MB,
1454x686, 727:343, Screenshot rabbit.png)

File (hide): 8fc289e06b7bdc6⋯.png
(557.32 KB, 708x887, 708:887, Screenshot jon
pizza.png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:06:09 ID: 2c61ca No.8404616 >>8404625

www.cc.com/video-clips/5plvsu/the-daily-show-with-jon-stewart-sexy-halloween-costumes

>>8404510

this one?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:08:39 ID: bfde97 No.8404625 >>8404658

>>8404616
Indeed. Post the rest of the pictures if you have them, thanks.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:12:13 ID: 693b95 No.8404643

>>8404077

check previous threads, there's lots.

also a bunch on voat  
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Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:16:28 ID: 2c61ca No.8404658 >>8404743

File (hide): 66be78f4e9c8452⋯.webm (10.41 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, daycare rabbit.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8404625

I don't have any more of the rabbit, but I do of the outside of the daycare, with 
children coming and going. Do you want those?

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:30:33 ID: 75ac9a No.8404743 >>8404753 >>8404756

>>8404658
Please post more if you got it!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:30:44 ID: 2c61ca No.8404744 >>8404936 >>8404948 >>8405010

File (hide): ba6a30174d16c35⋯.jpeg (121.93 KB, 716x960, 179:240, symbol found pizza place.jpeg)

Girl Lover symbol at pizza shop found blocks away from site of 
Madeline McCann disappearance.

archive.fo/nOmWq  

File (hide): 7f48a2220249f11⋯.jpg (1.07 MB,
2592x1944, 4:3, green day care.jpg)

File (hide): f55c0ee145a1c49⋯.jpg (1.4 MB,
2592x1944, 4:3, green day care2.jpg)

File (hide): 25296efca221223⋯.jpg (1.46 MB,
2592x1944, 4:3, green day care3.jpg)

File (hide): 76f9b78eae8adb8⋯.jpg (1.25 MB,
2592x1944, 4:3, green day care4.jpg)

File (hide): 205874ad2fcf11c⋯.jpg (1.28 MB,
2592x1944, 4:3, green day care5.jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:32:29 ID: 2c61ca No.8404753 >>8404756 >>8406884

>>8404743  
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▶
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File (hide): 7c119730c699b4a⋯.jpg (1.14 MB,
2592x1944, 4:3, green day care6.jpg)

File (hide):
7212e1eb3105f82⋯.jpg (425.64
KB, 1836x3264, 9:16, green day
care7.jpg)

File (hide):
bb09926f6276ba0⋯.jpg (500.21
KB, 1836x3264, 9:16, green day
care8.jpg)

File (hide): a8acc70225d47af⋯.png (370.55 KB,
1903x1077, 1903:1077, green day care desc.png)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:33:07 ID: 2c61ca No.8404756

>>8404743
>>8404753  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:34:11 ID: 52a9ff No.8404763

>>8404496
this.. 
that screenshot is way too "on the those"
it's getting pushed on twitter and I think it's going to be used to discredit this whole thing.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:50:52 ID: afee17 No.8404884
File (hide): df2571ff8d42dc2⋯.jpg (86.54 KB, 952x536, 119:67, image.jpg)

A 
different 
Wet The 
Pizza 
doc  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:52:49 ID: a2a5c9 No.8404901

>>8397687
I thought (((God))) told Abraham to sacrifice his son to him… 

Another point: (((They))) don't consider goy kids as "people" like (((them))). So you sacrifice a goy; its like a calf to (((them))).  
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▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): a9a3e5528be346e⋯.png (570.07 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

File (hide): 40120e14d39e3a2⋯.png (769.93 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

File (hide): 868eaefa21b5b13⋯.png (533.98 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

File (hide): 11dcc9760fa251e⋯.png (607.74 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

Set 1 LprZ3jG Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:54:31 ID: afee17 No.8404913

Larper? From half Chan. See set #2 also
LprZ3jG  

File (hide): 7a69ee62c95e680⋯.png (615.57 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

File (hide): 4a9b8715b4c4e6b⋯.png (688.11 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

File (hide): 527d9e23e83476d⋯.png (571.65 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

Set 2 LprZ3jG Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:55:33 ID: afee17 No.8404919

Set 2 from ? larger Half chan  LprZ3jG

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 22:58:35 ID: 693b95 No.8404936 >>8404948

>>8404744

Could be related to Sweden, Sweden's biggest ice-cream distributer has that as it's logo. But I wouldn't recommend going into it too much, besides 
investigating the owners and such.
They're called GB Glace.

SWEDEN YES!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:00:03 ID: 693b95 No.8404948 >>8404978 >>8407348

File (hide): 4adcf6deee44e31⋯.png (14.34 KB, 197x255, 197:255, hfd827849394897.png)

>>8404744
>>8404936

pic related  
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File (hide): dc023807e4b11aa⋯.jpg (68.72 KB,
500x500, 1:1, 18da1f0f0cd5ca5a5f1b6dbffb….jpg)

File (hide): b631ae61c9a09d4⋯.jpg
(275.27 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, good humor
symbol.jpg)

File (hide): 3bad85ab21fb79e⋯.jpg (167.79 KB,
1494x991, 1494:991, breyers.jpg)

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:05:01 ID: 2c61ca No.8404978 >>8405286 >>8406775 >>8407348

>>8404948

It's a symbol used by pedos, as per the leaked FBI document.

Someone else had posted more of the suggestive ice cream ads, but I didn't save them. Quite a few more..

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:10:49 ID: 2c61ca No.8405010 >>8405043 >>8405065

File (hide): 2ce1b5ca6e575c2⋯.png (103.5 KB, 760x584, 95:73, Screenshot madeline mccann.png)

>>8404744
>forgot to give source  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:16:24 ID: 693b95 No.8405043 >>8405065

>>8405010
That pizza shop is interesting as fuck, address?

Portuanon?  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:19:34 ID: 568a04 No.8405060

>>8392851
Not Mr Bean!  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:20:46 ID: 693b95 No.8405065
File (hide): 7ba57a3e75ff8b7⋯.jpg (83.1 KB, 1357x588, 1357:588, Capture.JPG)

>>8405010
>>8405043  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:56:27 ID: 2b13c0 No.8405244 >>8405246

>>8403972
>>8404046
Sinking an entire ferry full of child as a sacrifice, not pedo related. OK then.  

Anonymous  11/30/16 (Wed) 23:57:04 ID: 2b13c0 No.8405246

>>8405244
*children  
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File (hide): 11dc2bf704b932b⋯.png
(84.93 KB, 509x766, 509:766,
MasLodge1&2.png)

File (hide): e2779e727e8e7b2⋯.png (52.01 KB,
638x216, 319:108, MasLodge3.png)

File (hide): a52a99932faade0⋯.png (39.07 KB,
656x229, 656:229, MasLodge4.png)

File (hide): 2efc8998992778f⋯.png (117.75 KB,
828x308, 207:77, MasLodge5.png)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:00:29 ID: 3edddd No.8405263 >>8405272

Hey, here's a fun game! Go on a google maps and type in "masonic lodge." Choose whatever state you want, then zoom in. See how far away they are 
from a place for kids. So far I got like 5 out of a dozen. (pics related)

Also what's the Fraternal Order of Eagles? They keep cropping up next to the lodges.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:01:34 ID: 3edddd No.8405272

>>8405263
Sorry, last pic is NJ  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:05:12 ID: 2b13c0 No.8405286 >>8406425

>>8404978
>Lickable
fuckin Loled.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:07:11 ID: 7cd000 No.8405302

tbh, the more and more I think I about this I think back to Chinatown (1974). "Forget it Jake, It's Chinatown…"
I feel sickened and saddened by this shit, knowing that we might not be able to do anything.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjSshSvQWQA  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:20:41 ID: cee791 No.8405381

No idea if this is useful or redundant, but posting anyway.

http://pastebin.com/BH7ZmzC4  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:24:04 ID: 52a9ff No.8405403

does anyone remember when this first broke and heavy breathing was discovered, they found another "band" that was commenting on their videos?

the band was even creepier, was russian or something, and had actual footage of children being tortured in their youtube "music videos"

i'm sure they aren't on youtube anymore, but did anything come of this lead?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:29:30 ID: 6875dd No.8405428 >>8405439 >>8405464 >>8405514 >>8405747 >>8406258 >>8406661

File (hide): 68bb0b72a0f9015⋯.png (794.15 KB, 1003x639, 1003:639, OYrExq0.png)

new lead

man on right is convicted pedophile Michael Quinn

http://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/crime/melbourne-paedophile-and-rugby-player-michael-quinns-us-
sentencing-delayed/news-story/bb3501bf59f34f5190f86de628638be9  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:31:58 ID: 6875dd No.8405439

>>8405428
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3652335/US-federal-grand-jury-indicted-Australian-rugby-player-Michael-Quinn-charges-attempted-child-sex-
trafficking.html  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:36:55 ID: 8f646a No.8405464 >>8405481

>>8405428
It looks exactly like him, but do we have confirmation that the guy in the pic is Quinn?  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:39:58 ID: 6875dd No.8405481

>>8405464
voat is working on placing him there.

notice the #rugby in pic comments  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:42:49 ID: afee17 No.8405501 >>8405523

do we have address of La Enfant cafe La BB room?  A have pics of a poster and ad for them.  Creepy pics got here.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:43:43 ID: 52a9ff No.8405514 >>8405554 >>8405879

>>8405428
can anyone examine the logo on their shorts? 

someone with knowledge of rugby teams?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:44:20 ID: 8f646a No.8405523

>>8405501
2000 18th St., N.W.

This is huge. I'm actually starting to believe that we can expose these monsters.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:48:57 ID: e16cde No.8405554 >>8406258

File (hide): e2514440dc2ac02⋯.jpg (82.93 KB, 500x500, 1:1, webb ellis.jpg)

>>8405514
Webb Ellis is a 
UK brand. That 
may help.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 00:58:50 ID: ee2c1a No.8405633 >>8405840 >>8406733

>>8394535
>>8392477 (OP)
>>8393054
>>8394016

I have some insider information about terry bean, because I know the attorney who initially represented his victim, whose name is jeffery dickey a portland 
attorney. I also know some other people who know terry in the oregon democratic party because I was once a member of the party running for office in 
state legislatre.

Basically Terry Bean has a very sexually adventurous life, he and other gays love to enjoy intoxicants, drugs, and sex. He has a thing for younger men, 
and in this case he gave this young man drugs and a place to live, in exchange for being a live in fuck boy essentially.  The fuck boy was 17 if I remember 
correctly, and had a best friend who also had some problems with drugs.

The fuck boy found an Ipad that was connected to a synology server, which itself was connected to a home surveilance system. The boy discovered that 
Terry has a camera in his room that records everything, and that includes all the different dudes that he fucks. 

Fuck boy then goes and looks and sees that terry has had sex with lots of other guys, 3 other guys who were supposedly underage according to the 
attorney, including the fuck boys best friend who also had a drug problem. 

This doesn't mean to say that any of the sex was non consentual, but it is still illegal and pretty fucked up, so he saves the videos to his own personal 
computer. He then goes and seeks out my attorney friend about what to do, attorney issues a demand letter for payment and deletion of the footage, for 
invasion of privacy which is a crime of recording a person having sex unknown to them. Otherwise they are going to take the video to the police, then 
terry tries to get the attorney disbarred and has boy arrested for possession (of his own) CP, then no charges are filed and the issue is dropped. 

Then there is a whole big court case, terry bean just pulls out all the guns, and tries his best to intimidate and bribe the witnesess. He offers a civil 
comprimise, which the courts refuse to allow in the case, but the fuck boy takes any ways and refuses to testify. 

The court does in fact have the ability to compel the witness to testify, but of course does not do so in this case, because the named victim goes missing 
and goes underground, but no material witness warrant is placed for his arrest. 

The day after the dismissal, terry bean throws a big party for DNC donors at his house, and all the big whigs show up in support, being that justice has 
been served and he is no longer in trouble.  
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>>8405428
*GAY pedo #rugby player 
http://theothermccain.com/2016/05/26/gay-australian-rugby-player-arrested-by-fbi-sought-sex-with-6-year-old-boy/comment-page-1/  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 01:27:35 ID: 2c61ca No.8405840
File (hide): c07a88d8af76dcb⋯.png (749.06 KB, 969x726, 323:242, Screenshot bean pelosi oba….png)

>>8405633

wew. 

>how many STDs are in his 
mustache alone, I wonder  

File (hide): d75933474b688a2⋯.png (1.74 MB,
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 01:30:52 ID: 2b13c0 No.8405867 >>8405971 >>8406049 >>8406073

>>8402802
IT'S HAPPENING!!! OK I had a look through the Bounce Ping Pong pictures and one of the earliest ones on the instagram appears to show Cassidy Stay, 
you know the girl famous for throwing up Satanic handsigns for reporters hours after her entirely family had been supposedly murdered by her uncle, and 
the picture at the Ping Pong place also has the same handsigns in the background. At first I questioned if it was her as a lot of girls have that sort of look, 
but now I am convinced. It is her.

Also Cassidy Stay recieved a letter from JK Rowling supposedly written by the character Dumbledore. The content of the letter appear to be private, but 
one way or another I think that Rowling is intricately linked to all of this and she may even be a ringleader, as weird as that sounds.

>>8402802
Btw, that's some good sleuthing anon. But how did you get from Labonte to Mayson development?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 01:31:59 ID: 6875dd No.8405879

>>8405514
the logo is for The Washington Irish

http://www.washingtonirishrfc.org/  
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I'm starting to see this symbol alot  
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time to move  
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>>8405867
Some other weirdness from Bounce Ping Pong #whokilledlucy? Who is the guy on the right of Rio Ferdinand? I would have thought that Rio was the most 
famous person in the pic, but he seems star struck. Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lampard and Kieron Dyer were all involved in a sex scandal back in 2000 in 
Cyprus (a recurring location linked heavily with Satanism and child trafficking); can't seem to find much about it now, as if all mention of it has been 
scrubbed from the web, but I wouldn't be surprised if they were involved in something shady considering how stupid rich they are.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 01:53:00 ID: afee17 No.8406042 >>8406100
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>>8405971
Rio Ferdinand, Frank 
Lampard and Kieron Dyer 
,Cyprus search  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 01:54:25 ID: 9c8c8a No.8406049

>>8405867
>dumbledore

fucking dropped.

just reject eveything coming from jews and their acolytes.  
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>>8405894

Every time I go outside I am seeing symbols everywhere and questioning my sanity.

This investigation is ruining me.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 01:58:12 ID: 9c8c8a No.8406066

None ever looked at Septime Webre.

Septime Webre is:

gay

scary (as in a photo with classical ballerinas)

dancing theatre genius

his wikipedia is like reading barbie life as it's fake from a to z

Septime was commenting some of the jimmycomet instagrams

check Webre, *he has a video calling for some LGBT bullshit  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 01:59:15 ID: 3b6b5d No.8406073 >>8406096 >>8408007

>>8405867
writer of that book is not even a real person
http://m
ileswmathis.com/potter.pdf
it was written by T/\\/I$T0K  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:03:04 ID: 9c8c8a No.8406096

>>8406073 miles's a genius

anons can be still following mainstream jewish media. that person has a shady name, no background, has impressive notoriety and jewish-backed 
success.

it's an asset in the grand jewish scheme that with her books and movies is another step for religious changes.  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:20:41 ID: 229f19 No.8406258

>>8405428
>>8405554
logo looks to be IRFU (irish rugby football union) prbly because guy on left plays w

the guy on left looks alot like this guy(attached pic) who has ties to Melbourne Chargers(convicted pedo Quinns team), played in the Gay Rugby Bingham 
Cup (link) in australia a few months before the jimmycomet pic at boomboom
http://www.starobserver.com.au/news/sport/bingham-cup/are-these-the-most-romantic-players-at-the-gay-rugby-bingham-cup/127171  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:23:57 ID: 6875dd No.8406275 >>8406353 >>8406375 >>8406429 >>8406516 >>8406922

nothing shady on the surface here

https://www.instagram.com/mickeqc/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Pizza Underground Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:27:44 ID: 34d1b3 No.8406307 >>8406322

Macaulay Culkin's band, Pizza Underground, recently announced 
that it's twitter is still active for some reason.

https://archive.is/ZUQ7g
twitter.com/cheesedayz 

Donald Trump was in Home Alone 2 and helped Kevin find the 
lobby. I hope that was some kind of foreshadowing.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:29:00 ID: 34d1b3 No.8406322
File (hide): c8e6bc61b0d044c⋯.png (1.38 MB, 1233x935, 1233:935, pizza-underground.png)

>>8406307
Image failed to upload.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:29:54 ID: 227799 No.8406326 >>8406346

>>8405971
Hmmmmm, coincidence?  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:31:42 ID: 227799 No.8406346

>>8406326

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:32:32 ID: 227799 No.8406353
File (hide): a53c1fc4bd0a8d9⋯.png (1.38 MB, 1906x1080, 953:540, why_kids.png)

>>8406275
Yeah.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:34:26 ID: 227799 No.8406375
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>>8406275  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:37:31 ID: fb78c1 No.8406411

>https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/6448https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/6448 any thoughts on this string? Cards being spoken about 
in a strange manner.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:39:18 ID: 96297a No.8406425

>>8405286
Lolied?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:39:39 ID: 227799 No.8406429
File (hide): cf421e516d55cf2⋯.png (499.81 KB, 944x643, 944:643, baby.png)
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What!  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:48:26 ID: 227799 No.8406516
File (hide): 0dd5fa9f3f18ef5⋯.png (3.07 MB, 1874x1714, 937:857, they_love_kids.png)

>>8406275
What's up with that guy and his creepy comments on the kids photos? Why does he always tag the same 
people over and over in the kids pics? Nothing weird here, huh?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 02:57:06 ID: 5618bc No.8406583

>>8392657
Is it really a crime when the victims are filthy goyisch cattle? They were placed on earth to serve the chosen  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:07:29 ID: 6875dd No.8406661 >>8406700

>>8405428
likely false alarm
man on right appears to be a rugby player named Ian Pope  

File (hide): 492aee4a5c25577⋯.jpg (798.33 KB,
1213x852, 1213:852, Screenshot (7)_LI.jpg)

File (hide): da4ebad0fa96835⋯.png (1.05 MB,
1293x826, 1293:826, Screenshot (8).png)

File (hide): 8aaceb7f77669a2⋯.png (1.34 MB,
1305x880, 261:176, Screenshot (9).png)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:13:29 ID: 229f19 No.8406700

>>8406661
agree different guy, not quinn

think thats a good ID on the shorts logo IRFU and id on the guy on left…who did visit AUS and play in gay rugby tournament with quinn just prior to 
jimmycomet IG photo(97wks) and also frequents DC (got gay married there)… not sure any of this is worth a shit but who knew gay rugby was such a 
huge thing?  and in quinns case gay/pedo rugby?  cant eat pizza, cant play ping pong or rugby now…whats next  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:16:08 ID: 1c49b6 No.8406721 >>8406821

>>8402802

http://www.acebounce.com/celebrations

https://archive.is/VSGR7

http://www.acebounce.com/private-room

https://archive.is/zc6d7

http://www.acebounce.com/exclusive-area

https://archive.is/29ytS

http://acebounce.com/contact

https://archive.is/aToqI

http://acebounce.com/frequently-asked-questions

https://archive.is/bZePK

here are a bunch of links from bounce's website. they have a private room, and an exclusive area in all 3 venues. also their policies on kids, from their 
FAQ: 

Are kids allowed in the venue?

AceBounce welcomes kids in the venue during our off-peak hours: before 9pm Monday-Saturday and all day Sunday. Good old kids. After 9pm Monday-
Saturday, AceBounce is a strictly over 21's venue. also some strange images from bounce's social media  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:16:45 ID: 227799 No.8406725 >>8406731

>>8392792
Kill yourself.  
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>>8392792
>>8406725  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:17:54 ID: c14d0d No.8406733

>>8405633
>the named victim goes missing and goes underground

Did he ever emerge from underground?  

File (hide): 0ccf0b6838dafe1⋯.jpg (82.2 KB, 350x358,
175:179, Ice-cream4.jpg)

File (hide): 205390ccb240930⋯.jpg (48.9 KB,
650x366, 325:183, calippo_streets.jpg)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:26:32 ID: cf9f73 No.8406775

>>8404978
Holy shit that is solero, I recognize this symbol as part of the Solero brand of icecreams I used to eat as a kid, way way back since elementary school … 
but ofcourse, i don't have much of a reaction, i'm not surprised since I'm long way into this, I am disgusted overall and really quite couldn't put myself 
together for the last few days, this pizzagate stuff is horrible stomach ache and feeling of disgust even for me.

>>8406100
what about it ?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:31:19 ID: 44f203 No.8406803 >>8406984 >>8407673 >>8407728 >>8408318

okay guys.. this is a weird one

but I found this thread on voat - its weird enough in itself, and worth a read FOR SURE.

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1446541

It links through to these youtube channels:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwCWc0UzGxOHi7GPFfNbCIw

(look at view count, and weird suggested videos and comments) - almost like some softcore pedo ring on youtube potentially…

I clicked through some comments and found these:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6sSkkemzPjmrzS0Y0V_2zw

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRM-BEZe524DPrvbXJMZp9g/videos

Okay.. now that last one.. seems really really fucking weird and suspect to me, no way someone is doing that for no reason - I started watching some, and 
noticed that they all have weird glitchy audio, that sounds like random data spikes playing as audio..(im not super technical sorry) - and I think it might be 
images encoded as audio..

some of the weird comments say shit like "Videoeffects always delivers ;)"

and "round 4 was great, waiting for round5"

i have such a strange feeling about this, and feel compelled to share it and get people to look at it.. please someone more knowledgable look into this and 
report back  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:32:49 ID: fb78c1 No.8406809
File (hide): 0310e32f5d76198⋯.png (591.32 KB, 647x476, 647:476, Screen Shot 2016-12-01 at ….png)

 Paperless post emails come with a custom card that you view the source file to see. I just started looking 
already found this, perhaps what fbianon meant about "cards"  
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File (hide):
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(205.66 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.jpeg)

File (hide):
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(203.41 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.jpeg)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:35:04 ID: afee17 No.8406821 >>8407329

>>8406721
The WeSpin Spin Ping Pong has a lot too.  I've posted it a few times.  I'm convinced the Ping Pong chains are involved perhaps with private and after 
parties.  
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>>8400218
Really, that "Bob" nonsense? They were both members? Last time I heard anything about them was Boyd 
Rice and Post Left Anarchist Bob Black slagging the shit out of them for being pretentious knob mongglers.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:35:55 ID: 7c9a7f No.8406827

>>8397773
Manly P. Hall  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:39:20 ID: ae8bea No.8406848

>>8401078
sorry last response for above-anon replies are acting hinckey.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:46:49 ID: ae8bea No.8406884

>>8404753
RAPE-SHACK  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 03:54:14 ID: 1c49b6 No.8406922
File (hide): 314306001c2ec10⋯.png (815.33 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, mickeqc.png)

>>8406275
I hope this 
isn't referring 
to what I think 
it is  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:02:43 ID: 8f646a No.8406984

>>8406803
The view count and the comments on these is really suspect. Maybe it's some sort of soft-core porn for pedos. It could be advertisement for something 
more sinister, but you would think that they would remove the videos after a little while because the high view count attracts attention.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:06:17 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407009
File (hide): e65aa9878c011f5⋯.webm (3.96 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, meme.webm) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:13:11 ID: 50dc62 No.8407058 >>8407161

>>8392477 (OP)
Guys…I know it's not the time to grammar nazi…but please…stop using the word suspect instead of suspicious…you basement educated tater tots…
Anyways great job with everything you do.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:22:44 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407148

A big thing here that is being overlooked is that the OTO uses freemasonry to operate  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:23:36 ID: cf9f73 No.8407155 >>8407224

File (hide): 98be3f34f7327da⋯.jpg (231.63 KB, 637x792, 637:792, Sheeple-PREDICTION.jpg)

Speaking about obama …  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:24:23 ID: 8f646a No.8407161 >>8407429

>>8407058
Language evolves. Merriam-Webster and I both think you're a cuck.

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/suspect  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:32:14 ID: 34d1b3 No.8407224

>>8407155
Good motivator to keep red pilling.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:46:27 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407328
File (hide): 013085523a79d80⋯.jpg (43.22 KB, 450x487, 450:487, SnakeSpiralMaze.jpg)

>>8397582
Now im pissed.
Scientology was masonic. L ron hubbard is a freemason. You fucking retards or masons trying to push this 
away from masonry are the shills in the thread.. Fuck off with the oto. its masonic. fuck off with Scientology. its 
masonic. You are not gonna drive this away from masonry especially when you raided endchan to the point is 
unusable with captchas.

Masons are digging their own grave

pic related. The spiral of freemasonry  
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File (hide): 4faaede8b89a374⋯.jpg (170.92 KB,
1024x576, 16:9, SINK-digital_poster-1-1024….jpg)

File (hide): ea1cd2537ce7da1⋯.jpg (81.81 KB,
899x600, 899:600, 1933385_654734117999158_25….jpg)

File (hide): 2dfe6763f50e388⋯.jpg (61.81 KB,
1200x800, 3:2, serveimage.jpg)

File (hide): 956a6155d121e0e⋯.jpg (88.36 KB,
855x600, 57:40, 12828307_654734151332488_7….jpg)

File (hide): d29c4df2c5b25c0⋯.jpg (109.67 KB,
961x720, 961:720, 11312982_654734184665818_4….jpg)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:46:40 ID: 1c49b6 No.8407329

>>8406821
I think that theory becomes more credible with each passing day.

sink is another ping pong bar in London near bounce's London venues.

details on some of sink's rooms and contact info:

http://sinkpong.com/bookings

https://archive.is/8p4Fv

http://sinkpong.com/contact

https://archive.is/QdQ8D

sink also confirms on its christmas
poster that it is firstly connected to blueberry, a nearby ping pong bar and by extension it is likely all the nearby ping pong bars are in cahoots.secondly, it 
confirms that it has 3 private rooms for hire.

Also is it just me or does this redhead women from Sink's website look like Chelsea Clinton!?

source:

http://sinkpong.com/gallery

https://archive.is/hCmzM  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:49:30 ID: 0a5a7c No.8407348

>>8404948
>>8404978
This is the Unilever Ice cream logo  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:54:06 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407389

I mentioned a few times how I was conducting my own investigation on freemasonry on endchan.

They completely spammed the site and it is somehow /polmeta/ related.  I have been  studying masonry even on this chan for years now. Why would they 
spam the site? They are bragging about it on freech too. Do not mean to derail but its a serious problem. They are acting guilty by raiding my 
investigation.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 04:59:09 ID: 50dc62 No.8407419

>>8392477 (OP) See this is what I meant by basement educated tater tot, suspect is a form of the word but that's not the correct use of it even though it 
appears to be accepted in public. Also you're the cuck jewboi.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:01:07 ID: 50dc62 No.8407429 >>8407455

>>8407161 See this is what I meant by basement educated tater tot, suspect is a form of the word but that's not the correct use of it even though it 
appears to be accepted in public. Also you're the cuck jewboi.  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:05:34 ID: 8f646a No.8407455 >>8407634

>>8407429
I'm pretty sure I have more degrees than you, and from better schools. Just look at the example in second definition from the link. Your grammar skills are 
suspect.

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/suspect  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:15:29 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407506
File (hide): 2f36a2acb9aa5a0⋯.png (295.4 KB, 614x605, 614:605, Screenshot_2016-12-01_00-1….png)

acute masonic/thelemic gestures 
@bouncepingpong  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:20:33 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407542 >>8407587

File (hide): 415150811161de0⋯.png (392.45 KB, 610x612, 305:306, Screenshot_2016-12-01_00-1….png)

2 things here
1) celebration of death
2) rituals in the occult specifically the higher levels of the AASR call to be hugged by a man dressed as a 
skellington. Also the shrine ritual calls for a skeleton mask(It also repeatedly calls for use of domino masks)  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:28:04 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407587 >>8407613

File (hide): cb22eadee7b789f⋯.png (469.33 KB, 610x605, 122:121, Screenshot_2016-12-01_00-2….png)

>>8407542
@bouncepingpong
Acute wizard garb. Satanic involvement of at least this man 
and possible ritual behavior @bouncepingpong.  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:32:10 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407613
File (hide): 34262f6b2656e70⋯.png (453.33 KB, 608x616, 76:77, Screenshot_2016-12-01_00-2….png)

>>8407587
@bouncepingpong
Grievous head wound symbolism. Skeleton symbolism. Celebration of death. Glow in the 
dark fraternity glow painting.(Dayglow frat party)  

File (hide): 22f57fa7fca3d16⋯.jpg (173.73 KB,
1024x683, 1024:683, Blueberry-bar-Blueberry-pi….jpg)

File (hide): 53cad04fb508360⋯.jpg
(28.99 KB, 285x401, 285:401,
AtQM8AYCAAADQ-Q.jpg)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:33:42 ID: 1c49b6 No.8407621 >>8407643

the only things that I could find that are suspect about blueberry are its weird wall murals and maybe an image for a tournament that resembles a pedo 
symbol

http://www.blueberrybar.co.uk/ping-pong

https://archive.is/HCFPd  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:35:42 ID: 721856 No.8407629 >>8407728

>>8392535
 DAILY REMINDER THE ELITES ARE THE SYNAGOGUE OF SA TAN  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:36:29 ID: 50dc62 No.8407634

>>8407455

I guess they teach people how to not properly use the word suspect at Harvard. Anyways, enough of this, it's not what the thread is for.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:38:13 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407643
File (hide): 39407810efe54ca⋯.jpg (318.25 KB, 1280x640, 2:1, avatar.jpg)

>>8407621
Bio-luminescence. These deep underground masonic breeding facilities are not lit mainly with bulbs rather 
natural fungi that glows in the dark. Like those fish that glow in the dark really deep in the ocean. Hard to 
catch the glow in the the dark except it is light in darkness. Luciferianism.  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:41:44 ID: 2b13c0 No.8407673 >>8407752 >>8407786

>>8406803
I think that the ball pit videos is part of a scam. A lot of the accounts that comment on it have no picture content or subscribers, but when they do they all 
link back into these same accounts. It is in my opinion therefore a network of bots intended to drive up viewership and gain add rev.

As for the Klasky Csupso it appears to be based off of short clips from famous cartoons like the Simspons rugrats etc. run through a load of filters. This 
may be connected to the Vaporwave movement, with all of its nostalgia. I suspect this is all organised somewhere else and is either an ironic emergent 
subculture of retards or trolls, or these people are taking far too many drugs and we should start initiating revelations on the world.

The sound is all digital information from various (and most likely irrelevant) sources.

This is my attempt to explain it all rationally.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klasky_Csupo  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:49:43 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407728

>>8407629
That is not saying anything. That does not define the jewish masonic faction
>>8406803
Going to remix the videos showing how a child saying "come and catch me" is fucked up  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:53:22 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407752 >>8407816

>>8407673
sounds like a sterograph  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 05:58:26 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407786 >>8407942

>>8407673
Those videos are strange. But not as strange as the ball pit videos. You see the glitchy effects are like a satanic meta-meditation. They want compounded 
evil. Cusipo made rugrats.

I would be cautious downloading the glitchy videos until they decode the sterograph 
It also sounds like a sterograph. You make images out of the sound. Nothing high quality but you could print words or website addresses out of it.
see this https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quyXS4a0JGQ it sounds just like it.
That was a sterograph  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:00:34 ID: a41f91 No.8407804
File (hide): 2296843d43f93b5⋯.jpeg (90.42 KB, 500x332, 125:83, 35205803748.jpeg)

Terry Richardson is basically the 
CP merchant to the stars. Very 
well connected. 

Look into him.  
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(26.19 KB, 391x539, 391:539, butterfly.jpg)

File (hide): d1272d8fb1bf0f0⋯.jpg (13.61
KB, 320x400, 4:5, tabletennis.jpg)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:02:28 ID: 2b13c0 No.8407816 >>8407829

I always thought the Comet Ping Pong logo butterfly connection was a bit tenuous, until I saw this Butterfly logo. It belongs to this group; 
http://butterflyonline.com/

owned by these people;

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamasu_(corporation)

I'm not saying that Tamasu or anyone connected with them are involved, merely that the president for the pedophile logo being the same as the Ping 
Pong one is completely overt.

I predict that the next time a public official makes a speech in the US they will get repeatedly pelted with pepperoni pizza, and I hope that they do.

>>8407752
We could have a go at decoding it, but I think it would be a waste of time. It would be images of Spongebob or something far more innane. These people 
are possible the lowest of the low. Maybe if I met one of them in real life I'd change my mind, but right now I deem them to be beyond saving. Unless they 
are somehow afflicted by some bizarre strain of autism, in which case I will leave them in peace.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:04:42 ID: 8062e3 No.8407827 >>8407851

Why would info wars even air that obviously fake menu it looks written by a child larper  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:04:46 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407829

>>8407816
This. I think it is a distraction from this shit. It is easy to overlay videos and it smells like a rpg tangent.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:04:55 ID: 3b6b5d No.8407831

>>8397272
what is rachel chandlers original name that dumb cunt obviously changed it based on friends  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:05:51 ID: 35d04e No.8407837

>>8392617

Is this nasty cunt a US citizen?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:07:41 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407851 >>8407886

>>8407827
It was made by a larper. Spike the chef cryptokike extraordinaire. The abuse is real. The trafficking is real. The torture IS REAL.

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:11:41 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407874

>>8395063
long term infiltration of freemasonry corrupting it to allow this to be done in secret.  
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File (hide): 5c7d36e45c867e5⋯.jpg (22.12 KB,
320x320, 1:1, 1448720573446.jpg)

File (hide): db14799f2e848ba⋯.jpg (14.85 KB,
300x204, 25:17, sammy1.jpg)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:12:30 ID: a41f91 No.8407875 >>8407892

http://exposinginfragard.blogspot.com/2014/02/the-case-against-michael-aquino-satanic.html

http://www.whale.to/b/aq2.html

Aquino is at the center of mass child rape scandal. Leader of the Temple of Set. His wife Lillith (named herself after a demon who is said to murder 
newborns) is the leader of a Vampyre cult. 

“Well, then there was a man by the name of Michael Aquino. He was in the military. He had top Pentagon clearances. He was a pedophile. He was a 
Satanist. He's founded the Temple of Set. And he was a close friend of Anton LaVey. The two of them were very active in ritualistic sexual abuse. And 
they deferred funding from this government program to use [in] this experimentation on children.
Where they deliberately split off the personalities of these children into multiples, so that when they're questioned or put under oath or questioned under 
lie detector, that unless the operator knows how to question a multiple-personality disorder, they turn up with no evidence.
They used these kids to sexually compromise politicians or anyone else they wish to have control of. This sounds so far out and so bizarre I had trouble 
accepting it in the beginning myself until I was presented with the data. We have the proof. In black and white."-Noreen Gorsch  

File (hide): df2571ff8d42dc2⋯.jpg (86.54 KB, 952x536,
119:67, image.jpg)

File (hide): 7bb7991c378b2c7⋯.png (1.08 MB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:14:08 ID: afee17 No.8407886 >>8407901

>>8407851
Does this virtual bloc 1/7 pages look fake?  I think this thread is filled with concern trolls, higher level PsyOps guys and gals.  I think the menu is a 
blackmail op.  Forced at home to watch and order pizzas finished. The names here are forced to watch at home and follow instructions to order the pizza 
finished.  There is no other way to explain.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:15:56 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407892

>>8407875
Yes see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJm8KdipWl4  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:17:08 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407901 >>8408067

>>8407886
Yea it is a tourture feed. it is a sophisticated "Red room"  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:21:17 ID: 741c10 No.8407928

://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1450672

https://archive.is/8Z6SY#selection-305.8-305.21  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:22:28 ID: 59354c No.8407935 >>8407965 >>8408930

File (hide): 98c90f14f4a8535⋯.png (211.77 KB, 279x306, 31:34, voodoo.PNG)

Someone needs to check out this place in Oregon. It's called VooDoo Donut. Check the symbol in the pic. On 
the site's homepage is an occult star too. Very suspicious…  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:23:43 ID: 2b13c0 No.8407942 >>8407951

>>8407786
I'm not denying your theory. There could be images in the sounds or sounds in the images. But it seems like some of the info is cartoons reversed flipped 
and filtered until it is unrecognizable. The reason why I think they are cartoons is because some of the other people who made this stuff exclusively work 
with cartoon material and because of the nostalgia they speak of in reference to Klasky Csupso connection. One of the comments also listed a possible 
list of proceedural effects in order to produce the videos.

Nevertheless there is a distinctly negative vibe that comes from all of this because time and effort has been put into something which is essentially 
contentless and not merely unwillingly to provide content but almost unable to do so despite all that has been given to them to work with. It is like the 
blank state that comes from upper drug abuse or possibly other kinds of abuse as well and therefore hints at the same kind of degeneracy and evil.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:24:14 ID: ccc370 No.8407945

>>8394552
Well shit, this should be right up there with the Breitbart tweet.

Flynn is one of the most well informed people there is.

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:25:07 ID: 2ed4ee No.8407951

>>8407942
They are cursing the cartoons  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:27:21 ID: 59354c No.8407965 >>8408011

>>8407935
This is a cash-only donut shop that is open 24-hrs. VERY suspicious…  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:27:57 ID: 42f506 No.8407968

So what happened with the restaurant's website that got hacked into?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:29:29 ID: 741c10 No.8407979

://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1450672
://archive.is/8Z6SY#selection-305.8-305.21  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:33:46 ID: bbd5b6 No.8408007 >>8408067 >>8408332

>>8406073

website is down  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:34:28 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408011 >>8408033 >>8408067 >>8408072

File (hide): 108157c11791e41⋯.png (3.62 MB, 1331x5660, 1331:5660, oculous.png)

Here is a satanic cult in Oregon connected to the oto lodge I posted in thread 1 or 2. I did not bring up the oto in this thread but this is an 
example of oto infiltration.
http://archive.li/nULin
>>8407965
That donut shop is the same thing as pizza head. A dough boy.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:35:08 ID: 59354c No.8408016 >>8408059 >>8408067

I'm telling you…this site is strange. Links are broken, the shop sells boy and girl cigars, and you can order a coffin full of donuts. Why would somebody 
need a coffin…

http://voodoodoughnut.com/voodoo-doughnut-special-orders.php  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:35:35 ID: 2b13c0 No.8408018 >>8408067

>>8401611
This is a fair point.

>>8401644
Where did you find this? In relation to what?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:38:20 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408033 >>8408050 >>8408067

File (hide): 26240fad0837e9e⋯.png (49.19 KB, 692x283, 692:283, Screenshot_2016-12-01_01-3….png)

>>8408011  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:39:13 ID: a41f91 No.8408041 >>8408067

>>8394552
My theory is that Trump was a very high level FBI informant. 

Trump because of his business dealings in various mob connected industries- gambling, construction, finance, etc. 

He may have ratted Epstein out. 
http://nypost.com/2016/10/09/the-sex-slave-scandal-that-exposed-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-epstein/

Reagan was one too.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:41:28 ID: a41f91 No.8408050

>>8408033
Mt. Olympus Washington was connected to some occult activities if memory serves  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:42:18 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408059
File (hide): 54cf0d048637e95⋯.png (5.38 MB, 1330x3595, 266:719, yep.png)

>>8408016
Casket symbology. Cannibalism.  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:44:09 ID: afee17 No.8408067 >>8408086 >>8408101

>>8407901
>>8408041
>>8408033
>>8408018
>>8408016
Just how many concern trolls are in this thread?  Am I the only real Anon?  Do you PsyOps guys save up a "find" to slide a thread if something real is 
posted?  I see two things being slid lately.
1.  The November menu from We The Pizza and Comet PPP
2.  The tunnels and the GPS related.
>>8408011
>>8408007  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:45:06 ID: a41f91 No.8408072

>>8408011
How the fuck is that website still up after almost 20 years?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:45:49 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408081
File (hide): ab17250401977c6⋯.png (501.86 KB, 618x614, 309:307, Screenshot_2016-12-01_01-4….png)

@voodoodoughnut  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:47:25 ID: bbd5b6 No.8408086

>>8408067
There is a bounty on the tunnels rn, they are considered important to the pizzagate investigation, maybe not to tthe CF money laundering investigation; 
but its been said they may be closed up within the next few days  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:48:49 ID: bbd5b6 No.8408101 >>8408127 >>8408153

>>8408067

Youre right. We it's best to focus on the laundering of the Clinton Foundation  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:49:59 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408112
File (hide): 37f4867fc347cf4⋯.png (531.3 KB, 496x617, 496:617, Screenshot_2016-12-01_01-4….png)

https://www.instagram.com/voodoodoug
hnut/  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:52:30 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408127
File (hide): cdc1ed007c93bb8⋯.png (619.3 KB, 491x619, 491:619, Screenshot_2016-12-01_01-5….png)

>>8408101
You can do that trick. I have made leads out of 
leads to a global pedophile satanic cult.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:55:26 ID: 8062e3 No.8408150 >>8408166

that stupid fucking menu is so poorly made why would they have a plaintext unprotected pdf menu? how do you order? how do you view? obviously if 
theres some fucking "app" which I doubt there is it would just include those 2 paragraphs of menu text. 
> they send out a new unsecured pdf menu written by a child every month… dont forget to delete your old one
fuck off.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:55:55 ID: a41f91 No.8408153 >>8408181 >>8408310

File (hide): 819ef408ea557c1⋯.jpg (14.28 KB, 220x185, 44:37, Raising_malawi_logo.jpg)

>>8408101
Agreed.

Note the big little symbology in the logo. 

Though noted sick fuck Madonna who is connected to the Clintons and their foundation has her own private 
charity called Raising Malawi.

She's teaching occult judaic magic to 3rd worlders?  

https://books.google.com/books?
id=3mVevn3NWYAC&pg=PA153&lpg=PA153&dq=raising+malawi+occult&source=bl&ots=pELeKazMdb&sig=pb1t
KSkmrhB1qtN5Dtyl7odxYCo&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjQr4yltNLQAhXMRyYKHYSmCokQ6AEIOjAF#v=onep

age&q=raising%20malawi%20occult&f=false  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:57:08 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408166 >>8408199

>>8408150
Hey biff the twitter guy explained there is a program inside the pdf.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 06:58:38 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408181
File (hide): ba9e456d23c0bed⋯.jpg (5.24 KB, 87x222, 29:74, download.jpg)

>>8408153
You do not agree if you posted that  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:01:25 ID: 8062e3 No.8408199 >>8408214

>>8408166
that is retarded…. they would hide the app in something inconspicuous and include the menu in the app.  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:01:24 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408200 >>8408213

File (hide): b0c828015e72af4⋯.png (764.85 KB, 823x617, 823:617, Screenshot_2016-12-01_02-0….png)

@voodoodoughnut  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:02:52 ID: 8062e3 No.8408213 >>8408220

>>8408200
how is voodoo doughnut connected to this?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:02:56 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408214

>>8408199
The connection program is inside the pdf. The pdf is the menu.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:03:52 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408220

>>8408213
Fuck off cultist  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:14:57 ID: bbd5b6 No.8408310

>>8408153

YO.

>Raising Malawi Partners:

>CLINTON FOUNDATION

http://donate.raisingmalawi.org/index.php/pages/partners  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:16:16 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408318
File (hide): 9504b8628559111⋯.webm (163.09 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, creepy.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8406803  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:18:23 ID: 3b6b5d No.8408332

>>8408007
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/37ace4e869b0b982d35e74eacd5c8e0484fce1aefa9659788dcf3b4803302472.pdf  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:23:26 ID: 2ed4ee No.8408368
File (hide): 47112425f50a93b⋯.webm (2.78 MB, 352x288, 11:9, kuru.webm) [play once] [loop]
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>COURT DOCUMENTS
this guy has posted a bunch of court documents and is able to get more on request.  anything you are interested in? 
h ttps://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1450672  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:34:43 ID: 00bccd No.8408450 >>8408500

So this David Seaman guy thinks he's going to go on The Daily Show. And that they will show anything other than him saying something out of context 
thus appearing foolish.
Is he a dumbshit or e-celeb attention-whore?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:41:58 ID: afee17 No.8408500 >>8408578

>>8408450
There is a difference between good and evil, right and wrong.  There is. A God.  Seaman is part of Gods plan.  Slum like. You can't see that yet.  Please 
try and feel the light.  
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>>8397160
mfw this thread  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:47:56 ID: bbd5b6 No.8408537

Info on Berg's version of Kabbalism and it's ties to Madonna/ Malawi Initiative: https://archive.is/6nXMh

Ties of Malawi initiative to Clinton FOundation, as partner (ctrl F): https://archive.is/i39bk (When you click on the CLinton FOundation link it led to a 
http://www.buildon.org/ link which had stuff about msnbc)

"Raising Malawi Academy For Girls | Clinton Foundation" : https://archive.is/fiWxr

Raising Malawi Controversies https://archive.is/YKP9Y  https://archive.is/dNjbF

Raising Malawi associated with "Ray of Light Foundation" http://www.rayoflight.org/raising-malawi/

Ray of Light sponsors the AFghan institute of Learning Education and Health program which take a guess which other foundation is connected to…. 
https://archive.is/761M7

about buildOn which I mentioned earlier, I found this job profile https://archive.is/zFqW8
while looking at this article https://archive.is/g10yh CLinton FOundation sponsors a foundation with a very similar name  https://archive.is/TVc2i

Under Ray of Light Foundation I found Detroit Achievement Academy which led me to this list: 
https://archive.is/dq3a7  look at "Clinton GLobal Initiative" and then "Detroit Achievement Academy"  
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>>8408500
God isn't the editor for The fucking Daily Show though.
Deceptive edits are their only skill and they will not let a single piece of info slip though.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 07:57:12 ID: 8cf812 No.8408603

>>8395699
The hydra is squealing in the form of psy op headlines.  Can you imagine how much REEEE there's gonna be in 2017?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 08:46:32 ID: 820cda No.8408781

We're approaching 751 posts.  Who's gonna make Thread #19?  
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voat  
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>>8407935

If the mouth is very round and has sharp teeth it means "changeling". 

Is there a pretzel stick stuck into the "heart" of the figure?

cash-only usually means money laundering, at a minimum.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 09:41:47 ID: 86bf79 No.8408958

>>8408573
No.  God damn.  Way.  I dug into this SLC shit a couple years back and still have all my files.  
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File (hide): 6f12115c6987012⋯.jpg (136.76 KB, 612x792, 17:22, Comet.jpg)  
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This is a psyop to pull you from reality, fixate your mind on baby fucking, and whenever you eat pizza you'll be thinking of baby fucking.

HOW. RETARDED. CAN. YOU. BE.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 10:05:28 ID: 1f492d No.8409033

>>8408998
Fuck off, Chaim.  
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comet artist has got jokes  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 10:47:29 ID: b92038 No.8409156

Stratfor thought the Clinton Global Initiative was a money laundering scheme or shakedown:

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/40/400434_questions-for-gore-and-clinton-.html

>CGI and the Clinton Foundation are suspected of being shakedown operations for the Clintons, and especially for Hillary Clinton from 2001 to 2008. If a 
corporation wanted to be on the Clintons' good side, it had to show up at CGI or give money to the Foundation. The money from CGI or the foundation 
would go to non-profits that promoted issues of importance to Hillary Clinton's political calculus. In other words, if she needed something to be an 
important national issue, he would pressure a corporation or billionaire to fund activists who would promote the issue that she needed. CGI has been a 
good way to read the tea leaves on Hillary Clinton, and it may still be. Either way, the future priorities of CGI are important to understand.

Bill Clinton was friends with Turki bin Faisal al Asad, a member of the Saudi Arabia royal bloodline, since college.

https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/19/1960003_ksa-us-un-prince-turki-al-faisal-participates-in-a-meeting.html

>A large number of world prominent personalities in various fields took part in the meetings, including Prince Turki Al-Faisal, the Chairman of Board of 
Directors of King Faisal Center for Islamic Research and Studies. Addressing the meetings, former President Clinton pointed to the
participation of Prince Turki Al-Faisal in the meetings, describing him as his friend since university academic studies forty years ago. He said that 
participants in the activities of the Initiative aim at finding appropriate solutions to the pressing challenges facing the world.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 11:04:59 ID: a421ed No.8409229

>>8395699
>>8395883
>>8396391
>>8396500
It's nothing, they used the same equipment they used in another case linked to Uwe Boenhardt, that's why they found traces of his DNA. No idea why this 
shows up as news now, it was already debunked in MSM in Germany  
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>WERE  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 22:55:37 ID: f5b679 No.8413644

https://youtu.be/iUePI0GC5Z8  
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>>8413638 (OP)  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 23:42:46 ID: 3a79d9 No.8414000 >>8416764

>>8413649
Really?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 23:43:00 ID: b08df7 No.8414004 >>8414169

>>8413638 (OP)
Whaaa…. is this your first post here dude?  
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>TOP OBAMA FUNDRAISER ARRESTED 
FOR CHILD RAPE

Is this it? When Trump is sworn in is he 
going to put Obama away for good? This is 
unreal.  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 23:47:03 ID: 76468d No.8414046 >>8414051 >>8438757

>>8414034
There is a tradition among presidents to ignore the transgressions of the previous administration.
WE NEED TO HANG THE FUCKING N IGGER ON THE WHITE HOUSE LA WN  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 23:47:47 ID: f3ef56 No.8414051 >>8414075

>>8414046
>There is a tradition among presidents to ignore the transgressions of the previous administration.

Any examples of when this wasn't the case?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 23:50:02 ID: 76468d No.8414075

>>8414051
I’m thinking it may have started with Ford/Nixon, but my knowledge of the transition period of past US presidents is woefully inadequate. I couldn’t say. I 
know that it wasn’t the case in the 1830s, at least.  
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is that pic real
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>>8414078
>>8412950  
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>>8413638 (OP)
What the fuck are you on, anon

Back on topic, can anyone tell me the latest with Pizzagate? Has any thing else been tied to that Arun Rao 
character? What about ball of these (((articles))) defending Jimmycomet?  
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>>8414090
Geez, who cares.  
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>>8413638 (OP)
CP became known as pizza here for a reason.  
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Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 23:53:00 ID: 76468d No.8414110

>>8413638 (OP)
HEY COCKSUCKING MODS, WHY W AS THIS STICKIED WITHOUT ANY EDITING DONE T O THE POST’S SHITTY COPYING?  

Anonymous  12/01/16 (Thu) 23:59:51 ID: d30c74 No.8414166

Reposting this from the previous thread.

john.podesta@yahoo.com is a valid email, not sure if it's his tho. The security questions ask:

What is the nickname of your youngest child? (Podesta has three)

What is the last name of your maid of honor at your wedding? (wife Mary Podesta)

These definitely seem possible to figure out.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:00:06 ID: f5b679 No.8414169 >>8414195

>>8414004
fuck you ok… mods stickied it so SMD!!!  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:02:32 ID: b08df7 No.8414195
File (hide): f6edcaa7d26e2b1⋯.jpeg (50.29 KB, 640x638, 320:319, 05de8e6b780321515a8846737….jpeg)

>>8414169
>SMD  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:04:09 ID: 39fe1d No.8414213 >>8414633 >>8417086 >>8418577

>>8413638 (OP)
So I was researching the Clinton Foundation and Correct the Record and saw that one of their last payments went to the Dewey Square Group. I have 
sources (who I won't reveal, but who are generally very reliable) who state that this group is basically the NWO Illuminati and to take a look at their 
resume, I don't see how you could come to any other conclusion. (Also note the Illuminati/Freemason eye symbolism above). Their list of activities 
include;

Multiculturalism
Gay Marriage
Poverty is Sexist, a feminist campaign
Ran the '96 Bill Clinton, the Al Gore, and 2016 Clinton election campaigns
Affirmative action, safe spaces, the lot (Horton's Kids)

They are basically they are everything /pol/ hates.

I think it is significant that they are one of the last groups that CTR 'squared up with.

Here is their page on 'Multiculturalism';
http://www.deweysquare.com/advocacy/

Note how they say;
>You can gain the support of opinion leaders. Opinion leaders whose voices and keystrokes matter on the airwaves, in op-eds, online, in social media, 
and in the minds of policymakers – will join in. Your message will be amplified. And it will carry the conversation in every meaningful public forum.

Some of these opinion leaders are; Bono, Bill and Melinda Gates, McFly, Dr. Phil, Samantha Bee and companies like Glamour, One etc.

According to Muckety; Dewey Square Group (DSG) link to Coca Cola Enterprises; who turned up in the Wikileaks IIRC. The co-founder of DSG is 
Charles Baker III, who is cofound of Priority USA Action (SuperPac). Not sure if this is evidence of corruption, perhaps someone who knows about this 
can weigh in.

DSG also had a role in getting the first blind Justic into power;
http://www.theoaklandpress.com/general-news/20141107/bernstein-ready-to-take-on-role-as-nations-first-blind-justice  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:04:33 ID: f5b679 No.8414221

CAN I GET INFO ON THIS POST

there was a screenshot of this "newcummers" 

>did it come from comet pizza?
>where was this advert/post found?

https://youtu.be/iUePI0GC5Z8  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:05:39 ID: 8160d3 No.8414243 >>8414274 >>8414360 >>8416162 >>8416270 >>8435020

>>8414101
Stop trying to frame Jim, you pedo fuck  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:07:39 ID: b08df7 No.8414274

>>8414243
Jim is a (((freemason)))  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:08:02 ID: 114ec8 No.8414275

>>8413638 (OP)
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:12:32 ID: 0e9ebc No.8414360 >>8414500

>>8414243
Go fuck yourself jim, you never got rid of the pedophiles, you just used them as scapegoats to ban people talking about softserve and racequeen and 
your data collection as well as how you stole this site from fred. The pedos just took over /b/ they are still here.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:13:01 ID: 4c9e81 No.8414370 >>8414526 >>8414694 >>8428071 >>8440064

is this anything?
saw it posted on half chan

>https://archive .org/details/JulianAssangeHasBeenTakenWikileaksCompromisedByTheCIA

https://archive .org/details/PizzagateWashingtonDCChildSexTrafficking

https://archive .org/details/STRATFORHACKFILES

I do not know what's in them. Only that he leaked the epstein Blackbook. Last time he leaked it was wiped quick  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:24:10 ID: 8160d3 No.8414500 >>8414629

>>8414360
>pedos just took over /b/ they are still here.
Bullshit. The only pedo-related thing on /b/ right now is a thread trying to catch a pedo.
Kill yourself you sick child hungry fuck.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:26:50 ID: 4c9e81 No.8414526 >>8414574

>>8414370
can someone please respond to this and just say stfu even… i feel like im being shaddow banned because no one has said anything on here or half chan 
about this. anyone out ther?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:30:42 ID: 09bed4 No.8414574

>>8414526
calm down fagot you're not shadowbanned  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:32:35 ID: 000000 No.8414601 >>8414655

Found this while searching the UnderDir directory in the dark web for "pizza". It's a website with the title "CP - Cheese Pizza".

The front -and only- page reads:

CHEESE PIZZA

-Baked for 11-16 minutes

-For GIRLS and BOYS

-SUBSCRIPTION = 0.0301 Bitcoin

Linked to exclusive site for videos and photos, new since P-Empire was taken down.

The link below points to the UnderDir profile page of the "Cheese Pizza" website, not to the "cheese pizza" website itself:

http://underdj5ziov3ic7.onion/link/NxFwrH4TK3ql2oE9Ax  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:35:27 ID: b08df7 No.8414629

>>8414500
Why are you gaslighting that anon?  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:35:42 ID: 39fe1d No.8414633

>>8414213
Pictures from the DSG Hallowe'en Party. The theme of the party was The Wizard of Oz, no doubt in honour of Political Analyst Michael J. Whouley who is 
known as 'The Wizard'. In the first image can see his name on the wall along with that of COO John Geisser. They are all supposedly "caught in the PR 
web". Next we see a number of women in bat costumes (bat relates back to Ping Pong of course, but that's another story). Above their heads, on the web 
we see "Welcome to the Spin Zone". This accurately portrays what these people do. They are propangandists and indeed the word propaganda appears 
to be written on one of the other posters, although it is too far away to fully resolve.

http://www.deweysquare.com/team/john-giesser/

Michael J. Whouley's name is curiously absent from this list of employees. What happened to him? Was he fired? Did he quit? Is he dead? I would go 
with the last one, although it may be difficult to prove one way or the other, because as it states on his Wiki page;

>Whouley is regarded as one of the Democratic Party's best field strategists and as a result has earned the nickname "The Wizard". Despite this, he is 
fairly reclusive and very rarely does media interviews. He avoids reporters as much as possible.

Most of DSG's staff appear to be comprised of some minorities (obviously) shiksa girls and """Jewish""" men, like Zack Greenberg, and others like Cohen 
etc. I'm sure they just love waking up to work with these goyim, but then again if it furthers the demise of the White race they will take a bullet for the team 
so to speak.  
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Will I go to jail if I click that link?

Too late.  
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This is from the first and third. Not taking chances on the second one.
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https://archive.is/GEKot

>TAMPA, Fla. (WFLA) – Nicole O’Kelly couldn’t believe it when she heard the stuffed toy she bought for her daughter at Monster Jam may have a symbol 
meant for pedophiles.

>“I’m absolutely sick. I bought this for my 2-year-old little girl. This toy was made for little girls. I wanted answers,” O’Kelly said.

>When she got the answers as to why there was a strange heart symbol on her daughter’s stuffed toy truck she nearly threw up. The souvenir recently 
purchased at a Monster Jam event held a sick secret; a disgusting calling card for creeps. The heart on the toy was a symbol for pedophiles.

>“This is pink,” O’Kelly said. “This is for little girls, especially at a predominately male event.”  
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File (hide): 23e5d72c744acef⋯.png (173.33 KB, 614x605, 614:605, 2f36a2acb9aa5a0d91510a2af9….png)

http://pastebin.com/yvxa9Lrs

here's my research I've been doing connecting Besta World Inc. through a variety of shell companies, to 
Bounce Ping Pong in London, and eventually to Mark Rich friend and Clinton pal Billy Rautenbach in 
Zimbabwe - complete with international gun running and 240,000,000 euros of money laundering.

My own little smoking gun.  
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>>8414703
They cant get away with this, was there any information on the seller of the toy or who was making it?  
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No you won't. It's a link to a directory website with a screenshot of the webpage in question.  
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Holy shit read 
the comments!!! 
Its filled with 
shills  
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From Julian.  
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What did he mean by this?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 00:50:54 ID: 965101 No.8414853

You all deserve at least a one minute break.
>"This morning I was a single drop. A drop that became a river."
https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=vRGXV5wO5lg

Remember why we fight. It's not just for the kids… it's for every person. Not some. Not many. All.  
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Might as well ask this while the thread is young - How much of a disinfo cuck is this guy? I appreciate the 
Filter Man's coverage of the whole thing (MANY normies are now taking it seriously, and it's getting harder 
and harder to sweep it under the rug), but this guy tries to sneakily plant disbelief around the concept of the 
Podestas and the Clintons being involved whenever he talks about it. It's like an advanced version of 
concern trolling, you could call it "let's not jump the gun guise :^)" trolling. In one video he used "let's not get 
sidetracked" THRICE, and it was whenever the subject was close to Comet Ping Pong and Washington 
pedo shittery. His constant calls for "let's focus on taking the fact that pedo rings DO EXIST seriously!" ticks 
me off to no end - Way to miss the forest for the trees. Most people with a IQ above 70 suspect that heinous 
shit like that exists, but we're talking about a specific one here - the one for which there is an avalanche of 
fishy coincidences and evidence  
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Here it is, /pol/'s own numbers station.  
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faggot larper  
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I'm not saying all fags are pedos. I just started looking into Jim Alden who had a bomb left at his door. The "person of interest" looks pretty young. Think 
he was one of Jim's puppies literally butt hurt over his experience with him? I ain't jumping to any conclusions however his Facebook is open to public 
view, there's a crowd fund set up for him and no clues as to why? He's a caterer that's why I dropped him in the Pizza thread. Gonna keep digging to see 
if has any coincidental affiliations with people we now know. Butt (kek) he's just a fag for now who got blowed (kek) up  
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CENTER CITY (WPVI) – Jim Alden says he is resting at home and is feeling a little bit better, but knows he 
has a long road ahead.

Alden, 60, was severely injured after opening an envelope in his Center City Philadelphia apartment last 
Tuesday.

A week later, Alden has released a statement to Action News on his recovery.

"The "shrapnel" damage to my face, chest and arms is slowly healing, and a blister on my ear drum is 
affecting my hearing, but is supposed to heal. At this point, I only know that I have a long road ahead of me, 
and I will likely be unable to work for quite some time," Alden wrote.

This image contains graphic content
REVEAL IMAGE

The ATF, FBI, Postal Inspector and the Philadelphia Police Department are working together to try to find the person or persons who either sent or placed 
the envelope.

Alden says he does not want to interfere with their investigation, so he's unable to provide any updates on that front.

He is stunned, though, at the support he's receiving from those closest to him.

"What I want to say at this point is how overwhelmed I have been at the outpouring of love and support that I've received from my partner, family, friends, 
and coworkers," Alden wrote.

His friends have set up a YouCaring.com page to help with medical and living expenses during his recovery.

"As I go forward in my recovery I know I will continue to rely on the loving care of my partner and my friends, and I appreciate everyone's concern and 
compassion," Alden wrote.

Philadelphia police responded to the 1800 block of Pine Street around 4 a.m. on November 22, where they found Alden lying injured in his first floor 
apartment.

It was clear there had been some type of explosion that happened when Alden opened a large padded envelope that he believed contained medication 
he receives through the mail.

Investigators say the envelope was addressed to Alden and they believe it was intended for him, although they don't know why.

Alden's partner was also home at the time, but was not injured.

Alden works in the banquet department of the Warwick Rittenhouse Hotel. Police say he had been out of town and had just returned back to the city.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:21:58 ID: ed11bb No.8415404 >>8415935 >>8419670

>>8415146
>>8415166
That's either a little Filipino boy or a small woman with quite the masculine jaw. 
>that he believed contained medication he receives through the mail.
Any bets on what he is medicating by mail order?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:27:49 ID: b0412e No.8415477

Here's a thought I had while on the shitter: pizza is Italian, Italians are Catholic, the Catholic Priesthood has a disproportionate amount of pedophiles.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:29:12 ID: f5b679 No.8415499 >>8415679

>>8415146
>Jim Alden
what does he have to do with PG?  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:32:22 ID: b019af No.8415564

>“Go get the best pizza in New York,” Chloe told her Instagram followers, tagging Emmett’s in the pic of three cheesy pizzas.
>Emmett's was opened by native Chicagoan Emmett Burke in Fall of 2013.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:36:29 ID: ce68c3 No.8415636 >>8415678 >>8415731 >>8416144 >>8416914 >>8418577 >>8426234

File (hide): 69a3dc9a8978f38⋯.jpg (181.2 KB, 1856x1242, 928:621, 15252470_1137214996361232_….jpg)

Anyone look into lenfantcafe.com yet.

Its about a mile about m away from DuPont circle and is called "The Child Cafe" in French, the same as the 
Comet Ping Pong guy's name (See Picture).  Ot also has some sort of sexualized parties in their Boom 
Boom Room.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:39:07 ID: 5bef19 No.8415678

>>8415636
Yeah that is worth looking into.  I haven't seen anything about it besides your post though.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:39:07 ID: bd963e No.8415679

>>8415499
Just name dropping him is all. In case he shows up in the network that's unraveling (you know all this shit is going to have 6 degrees of separation) 
However for now he's the poor fag that got blowed up.  
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>>8415636
Something have been found, 
like this. Don't hurt to have a 
look though.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:42:19 ID: 8844e9 No.8415737 >>8415792 >>8415846

did we get a translation or any new info on the german npd ukraine thing?

why is no one talking about this?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:44:23 ID: f28e53 No.8415757

>>8414871
If you saw his videos before, he played a clip which included that (fake?) menu offering sex torture.

That video was removed, uploaded with a new clip without that segment in it.

I think they're just getting under pressure legally.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:50:24 ID: 0cdd70 No.8415792 >>8415837

>>8415737
I don't know what you're talking about so link please.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:51:42 ID: 980818 No.8415810 >>8415897

File (hide): 28a4390ec04d29e⋯.jpg (121.77 KB, 1000x709, 1000:709, thelover_preview_50-51_gra….jpg)

lol  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:52:13 ID: b24e96 No.8415811 >>8417424 >>8432168

>>8414871
Infowars is controlled opposition. So yes he is a disinfo cuck. So many of there fans are aware of the pizzagate so they're being forced to cover it to 
maintain credibility. They stayed silent for a long time on it, then Alex does some "I'm not gonna cover it cause diddling kids gets me so mad guys!" 
bullshit, and also said there's more important things to cover, (the fake news drama is all they seem to be covering extensively atm). So the lesser 
reporters are pretty much just repeating what you said there "W-we don't want to gets sued guys don't jump the gun h-heh.." and redirection.

They probably won't report anything damning on this, but maybe if their fans force them.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:56:25 ID: 8844e9 No.8415837

>>8415792

this 

>>8369058
>>8288026

they are talking  about these guys having fucked a child that he says was sold to "the albanians"  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:57:08 ID: 980818 No.8415846 >>8415883 >>8415910

>>8415737
I am the anon who did the Ukrainian translations.
Currently, there is simply too much info and leads to get through, that and we simply cannot do anything in regards to it without actually going to Ukraine 
and forming our own militias specifically designed to 'prosecute' organised pedophilia ring masters.  
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File (hide): a89d8701f6fbcfe⋯.png (2.82 MB,
1403x1403, 1:1, 1480624971039.png)

File (hide): fda47d2476632c8⋯.png (1.17 MB,
812x715, 812:715, father - fma brotherhood.png)

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 01:57:49 ID: 48d522 No.8415851 >>8415887 >>8416109

>there's a giant fucking sacrificial pentagram built into the country's capital city
>sacrifices have already been made
>key people of power live at some of the key spots
If anime has gone too real then I wonder if there's one specific man at the top of this damned structure of evil (bar Satan)  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:02:34 ID: 8844e9 No.8415883 >>8415897

>>8415846
can you link themn  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:03:10 ID: b944cd No.8415887 >>8415895 >>8415924 >>8415952

>>8415851
We need to really consider building temples the lord Kek, and the goddess Ammit if they're trying to use set as there ancient reborn god  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:04:29 ID: b944cd No.8415895

>>8415887
Damn one off still

Praise kek 
Praise Ammit
>>8415888  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:04:47 ID: cce5e9 No.8415897 >>8415903 >>8415926

>>8415810
https://archive.is/nOfuy

>>8415883
http://imgur.com/a/MNDHX  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:05:59 ID: 8844e9 No.8415903

>>8415897
im talking abou the translation and all the info

where has it been posted
i couldnt find anyhting in the last thread  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:06:36 ID: 8844e9 No.8415910 >>8416001

>>8415846
>Currently, there is simply too much info and leads to get through

where?
theres nothing here and on halfchan
where are the posts and leads  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:07:59 ID: 4d3233 No.8415924 >>8417200

File (hide): 67f713f4c4f392d⋯.webm (3.6 MB, 352x288, 11:9, temple.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8415887
>We need to start building 
temples.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:08:07 ID: 96ef2d No.8415926 >>8416001

>>8415897

Gonna need some sources there m8  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:08:23 ID: f5b679 No.8415930

>>>>8415851
would be a lot better if in that first pic they added each of the addresses so that you could enter them on google street view and see for yourself  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:09:03 ID: bd963e No.8415935

>>8415404
Cops say it's male boyish looking I think they revealed the meds that were supposed to be in the bag but don't feel like digging anymore tonite. Anyhow if 
I do dig any PG stuff out I'll repost him in the future or if he's a non PG pedo than I will put up a thread on him, however till that time he's a poor fag (lives 
in Phillys rich gayborhood) that got blowed up  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:10:45 ID: ed11bb No.8415952 >>8415998

>>8415887
Shrines seem to have made him more effective, I don't see why temples wouldn't further amplify Kek.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:12:02 ID: 30bea1 No.8415962 >>8416001 >>8416004 >>8416270

8415897

Wtf are we looking at beside CP?!  Please describe source and what thse docs say. Does this have to do with German hack?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:14:46 ID: 7c7c02 No.8415986 >>8416001 >>8416004 >>8422008 >>8422075

@8415962
Wow, rude.  Why would you talk shit about Hotwheels like that?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:16:15 ID: 4d3233 No.8415998 >>8416023

File (hide): 6f87ec3961281da⋯.jpg (252 KB, 817x918, 817:918, 5298902689_c3acf39d21_o.jpg)

>>8415952
Stop dealing the thread cultist.Shrines where used by various Druid cults to perform human and animal 
sacrifices. This is blatant and trying to slip in occultism in the name of Pepe. I won't have it take that shit to 
another thread  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:16:57 ID: cce5e9 No.8416001 >>8416142 >>8416152 >>8418907

>>8415910
Translation:

"Honza,
I already find 5-6 girls under 14, for work in dominican [republic].
Germans are paying: fly both there and back, residence, transportation, healthcare, cosmetologist services.
Timeperiod: 3 monthes with opportunity to extend if all parties agree.
Payment: $5000 per month and more, transfering money to families here, in Ukraine, by western [union?]
Parents/guardian are all lowlife[on bottom of livelihood] and don't care
There wouldn't be any problems on Rava
Point out to Frontz, that we work only with elite of dominician 
capital. Call outs are always accompanied by bodyguard.
There are pair of preview sets in attachment, I will upload archive to super and send pass by sms.
We need to film 2 presentaion disks."

>>8415926
https://archive.cyberguerrilla.org/a/2012/?p=6736

>>8415962
>>8415986
Cybercommand?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:17:11 ID: ed11bb No.8416004

>>8415962
lurk more faggot
>>8415986
Ironic shitposting is still shitposting  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:19:15 ID: ed11bb No.8416023

>>8415998
Sorry it was off topic and this thread is quite literally a matter of life and death for at least some kids out there. that said shrines have been used by all 
theologies so blow it out your ass  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:28:02 ID: 2c9725 No.8416097

>>8414770
>>8414828

Thanks Julian!  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:30:05 ID: 1c1825 No.8416109 >>8416143 >>8416782

File (hide): 897c41df3bdd1e5⋯.jpg (98.04 KB, 900x676, 225:169, cafb4748914f6e43393852aa6b….jpg)

>>8415851
Hey Anon! I got you a lead on the temple of set! The guy goes by the alias of Balanon Get digging! insider 
leaks coming soon, help me find where to dig from here.  
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859x859, 1:1, Screenshot Antinous 4.png)
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From voat.co/v/pizzagate/1453155

More about Alefantis' instagram

Full pic here:
i.sli.mg/OiuAN1.png  
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860x862, 430:431, Screenshot Antinous 6.png)

File (hide): e16356df6499640⋯.png (483.39 KB,
857x578, 857:578, Screenshot Antinous 7.png)
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>>8416117

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:33:11 ID: cce5e9 No.8416137

>>8416117
Greek themes allude to pederasty  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:33:51 ID: 8844e9 No.8416142 >>8416231

>>8416001

holy fuck
why dominicans?  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:34:00 ID: 1c1825 No.8416143

>>8416109
Forgot to mention, dude is directly tied to Aquino. Balanon  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:34:01 ID: 600e5b No.8416144 >>8416914

>>8415636
there is a L'Enfant plaza and L'Enfant metro stop in DC b/c that was the name of the city planner.

Could be a double meaning though  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:35:06 ID: 8844e9 No.8416152 >>8416231

>>8416001
os if this goes on on this level with "elites" in the fucking dominican republic
what to american or european "elites" have access to  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:36:18 ID: 0e9ebc No.8416162

>>8414243
How am I lying? Prove it.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:36:27 ID: 600e5b No.8416163
File (hide): 496cfe973da421d⋯.jpg (58.32 KB, 1200x675, 16:9, breitbart_tweet.jpg)

>>8413638 (OP)
BREITBART 
KNEW  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:36:34 ID: 4d3233 No.8416167 >>8416187

File (hide): 6cd975dba7dc0bc⋯.png (510.64 KB, 800x486, 400:243, signs of recognition mudra….png)  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:36:43 ID: 5ac1c7 No.8416171

Please watch this anons. A lot of work has already been done on this for years.
FBI whistleblower and guests go deeply into the Hastert pedo scandal. Includes John Mark Karr, the embassy pedo ring in Thailand and the cover-up. 
Best to acknowledge what has been done and build upon it. Strength in numbers.

>Today on the BFP Roundtable James Corbett talks to Sibel Edmonds, Peter B. Collins and Wayne Madsen about the Hastert scandal and cover up, the 
history and context of this story, and the remarkable lack of public interest in the case.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yP1MtaSIePk

www.boilingfrogspost.com/2015/10/19/the-peoples-campaign-the-real-hastert-case-all-in-one-place/  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:39:01 ID: cce5e9 No.8416175 >>8416208 >>8416227 >>8416270 >>8418580 >>8426138 >>8432742 >>8437073

File (hide): 3356c778d7b96f4⋯.png (342.17 KB, 868x738, 434:369, logo.png)  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:40:06 ID: 600e5b No.8416187

>>8416167
that's judah friedlander the comedian on the right.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:42:00 ID: 4d3233 No.8416206 >>8416317

File (hide): 9266cbe52d7b245⋯.jpg (626.03 KB, 1560x2185, 312:437, PHALIS OF OSIRIS.jpg)

>>8416123
Don't you dare forget that the washington monument and the masonic layout of dc are directly related to this, MASONIC 
INITIATION IS THE ALLEGORICAL DEATH AND RESURRECTION WITH HORUS ISIS AND OSIRIS.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:42:12 ID: 1c1825 No.8416208 >>8416231

>>8416175
Go fuck yourself. The valknot is an oath to self, odin, and the white race. Hence the three.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:43:45 ID: ed11bb No.8416227

>>8416175
Now this is some advanced disinfo and D&C.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:44:45 ID: cce5e9 No.8416231

>>8416142
Every country has buyers.

>>8416208
Read the text you illiterate pagan, pedophiles appropriate symbols from others, regardless of if they mean something else or not.

>>8416152
:^)  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:45:57 ID: 8407b3 No.8416246 >>8416270 >>8416293 >>8416320 >>8416437 >>8416627 >>8417453

It appears that pizzagate threads are being targeted. The good news it means they are getting worried. The bad news it means the threads are 
increasingly being filled with junk and child porn.

I advise ignoring new leads and stick to the ones we have.

I advise video links to be done elsewhere than youtube.

Ignore Spirit Cooking, Ignore the London based Ping Pong, Ignore Masonic and Illuminati connections.

Stick to Podesta, Clinton, Clinton Foundations and following the money.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:50:32 ID: ed11bb No.8416270 >>8416293

>>8416246
It's pretty clear there is a raid going on. It's a miracle they send retards to do this shit. 
>>8416175
>>8415962
>>8414828
>>8414770
>>8414243  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:53:05 ID: cce5e9 No.8416293 >>8416314

>>8416246
Ignore this reddit shill.
This is a worldwide network and coverup.
These people genuinely believe in the occult so therefore they practice its teachings (black mass/child rape/spirit cooking).
Do not ignore international Comet Ping Pong affiliates; after all pizzagate is an inquiry into this entire organisation.

>>8416270
>linking my post
U're a retarded faggot  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:55:38 ID: ed11bb No.8416314

>>8416293
You're the one pushing disinfo when we have concrete shit to work with.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:55:45 ID: 114ec8 No.8416317 >>8416418

File (hide): 344b61da9c8c703⋯.jpg (1.55 MB, 2016x1512, 4:3, Apotheosis_of_George_Washi….jpg)

>>8416206

Haven't forgotten.

Check out the ceiling of the 
c(r)apitol  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 02:56:02 ID: 4d3233 No.8416320
File (hide): 33536e52c3be733⋯.jpg (44.36 KB, 330x400, 33:40, spiral of freemasonry alch….jpg)

>>8416246
>ignore masonic connections  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:00:56 ID: 8407b3 No.8416366 >>8416428 >>8416541

I am off to something more productive today.

If anyone wants to see masonic symbols they can easily walk around London and see them. Pub just along from Baker Street station was previously a 
masonic hall. 55 Broadway had a masonic lodge. The whole building is full of them. The list is endless. 

None of this will get Hillary in the dock. It will help her as it can so easily be dismissed as conspiracy nonsense. 

Those people who want real justice stick to finding facts that will help a case not ones that can be spun in court as nonsense. Does not matter if there is a 
connection or not if in court a lawyer can fuck you over.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:07:26 ID: 4d3233 No.8416418
File (hide): 7585ed5dee11443⋯.jpg (1.48 MB, 2592x1936, 162:121, 4985173422_6f26c235d9_o.jpg)

The author of the Egyptian satanic masonic connection weighs 
in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qd2ynpdfzg

>>8416317
Yes Apotheosis. Saying no to evil. These people want out it is 
just so big they feel they can't leave.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:08:16 ID: a5a48a No.8416428

>>8416366

KEK VULT  
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>>8416246
Ignore 8407b3  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:11:13 ID: 114ec8 No.8416452
File (hide): baa3ce5a789cc96⋯.mp4 (3.11 MB, 320x180, 16:9, MXYKY6WRJvzAeYJq.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Found this on twitter #pizzagate earlier. Really no surprise that it's ten times better reporting than anything 
BBC, NPR, FOX etc.. have released even though it's incomplete.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:21:13 ID: d32e27 No.8416525 >>8416563

File (hide): 1bf1f08a244e2e8⋯.png (722.77 KB, 1986x2296, 993:1148, Screen Shot 2016-12-01 at ….png)

What should the title of this article really 
be?  
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File (hide): 164336280db3ec4⋯.png (9.01 MB, 1331x7124, 1331:7124, ukmasons.png)

>>8416366
cucked. 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/revealed-how-gangs-used-the-freemasons-to-corrupt-police-
9054670.html

https://www.youtube.com/embed/apnH0FTe81w

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/hillsborough-freemason-cops-banned-working-2366200  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:27:16 ID: 4aeac6 No.8416562

Has anyone attempeted to scope out Planet Pingpong in the last few months?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:27:17 ID: 2c9725 No.8416563

>>8416525
"Mr. Bean Rides Again"  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:36:15 ID: e13ada No.8416627

>>8416246
Extremely wise advice.  
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File (hide): f6f27578eae2f3e⋯.png (3.83 MB, 1331x7756, 1331:7756, pizzawatkins.png)

What the fuck jim?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:41:47 ID: b2edca No.8416667

>>8416117

It's too much at this point ffs  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:42:22 ID: 39fe1d No.8416672 >>8416765

File (hide): 9c0c3dd82d6c6fc⋯.jpg (4.86 MB, 9096x3058, 4548:1529, dsginfo.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:50:02 ID: 4482e7 No.8416729 >>8416816 >>8420578

File (hide): 31f873e9ad9deec⋯.jpg (757.14 KB, 1520x2688, 95:168, streets icecream.jpg)

>Australian based company: 
https://en.wikipedia    
.org/wiki/Streets_(ice_cream)
>Owned by British-Dutch Company: 
https://en.wikipedia    .org/wiki/Unilever

Might need looking into.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:56:14 ID: 2a5d8f No.8416764

>>8414000
these digits please me  
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>>8416672
https://www.ericbarger.com/articles/fmoccult.htm  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 03:58:04 ID: c4a3cc No.8416782

>>8416109
https://xeper.org/maquino/nm/AquinoVitae.pdf

Michael Aquino's CV is nucking futs. 

He's in the Rosicrucians now? 

http://www.whale.to/b/aq2.html
This link will tell you everything about Set.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:03:50 ID: 114ec8 No.8416816 >>8416951

>>8416729

CEO gave $10 million to a Clinton org.

www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2015/15-02-10-10-million-Clinton-Global-Initiative-Commitment-to-support-smallholder-farmers.html

https://web.archive.org/web/20150705074856/http://www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2015/15-02-10-10-million-Clinton-Global-Initiative-
Commitment-to-support-smallholder-farmers.html?

>Times out on archive.is  

File (hide): d448bb9f4dcd361⋯.jpg (385.49 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

File (hide): ebdc6e032e9f7c2⋯.jpg (358.02 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

File (hide): e134c49d85bf6fe⋯.jpg (246.77 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:09:57 ID: 19e07b No.8416867 >>8416897 >>8417081 >>8420802

Amazing video, but graphic. 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=cYgG0etAh-
k&oref=https%3A%2F%2Fvoat.co%2Fv%2Fpizzagate%2Fnew&has_verified=1&client=mv-google&layout=tablet  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:14:42 ID: 2c9725 No.8416897 >>8417081

>>8416867
Is this mirrored somewhere that doesn't require logging in?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:15:06 ID: ffbced No.8416898

>>8416774
That all sounds pretty fucking gay.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:17:15 ID: 000000 No.8416914

>>8415636
>>8415731 
>>8416144

It is said that the person on the right is a convicted pedo who played Australian Rugby. There was a Dailymail article with his picture. Notice the rugby 
theme and also @danroberge who is commenting on the photo is also from Australia. His instagram thing is still public.

https://www.instagram.com/danroberge/

DIG 
Can not find anything on the @ccwoolman  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:23:11 ID: 4482e7 No.8416951

>>8416816
More evidence this is a global issue then I suppose.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:41:28 ID: 19e07b No.8417081
File (hide): 3f87b2d04f23ef6⋯.jpg (705.3 KB, 2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

>>8416867
A different 
link to 
excellent 
video

>>8416897

https://yout
u.be/cYgG0
etAh-k  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:41:54 ID: 258531 No.8417086

>>8414213
good find, i'll give their sacramento office a few calls later and waste some of their time.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:42:10 ID: 661783 No.8417090 >>8421187

File (hide): 9b5b44f7c34f29d⋯.png (875.88 KB, 3186x4085, 3186:4085, lr45aa.png)

http://endchan.net/.media/804150ef88f0
4b7d1aa6f3700c03aea0-videowebm  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:45:20 ID: 4d3233 No.8417113 >>8417121

File (hide): 982fe1e591644b8⋯.png (111.65 KB, 800x664, 100:83, Top-Hat-PortNetGraph.png)

>>8417079

Masterchan is another example of that.Masonic most worshipful master top-hat 
And their chum in the shark tank analogy/meme.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:46:25 ID: 4d3233 No.8417121

>>8417113
Fuck wrong thread  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:57:15 ID: 258531 No.8417200 >>8417297

>>8415924
My grandfather was a freemason, and i don't think he committed any child sex black magic  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:57:47 ID: 451892 No.8417208 >>8427491

>>8414096
offtoppic but  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 04:58:20 ID: d71c61 No.8417214 >>8417771 >>8419748 >>8420391

File (hide): 7869a819e9f170b⋯.png (3.3 MB, 1242x2208, 9:16, IMG_0765.PNG)

On Wikileaks Podesta's emails start the day after Madeline was abducted in 2007, common theory I see online is that he 
deleted the emails prior to this. 

But what if it wasn't because he deleted them. What if Assange was saving the bombshell emails that placed him in Portugal as 
best for last? 

Would explain why Assange was so swiftly silenced and has gone missing. Podesta caught red handed as a child abductor 
would have brought all of the democrats down with him.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:03:27 ID: ff66ce No.8417257
File (hide): f2fbab0fb028b75⋯.png (79.76 KB, 406x414, 203:207, 18078123.png)

>>8416117
>it's this 
fucking 
obvious  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:08:32 ID: 4d3233 No.8417297 >>8417397 >>8417472

File (hide): 060706dac2a4a0e⋯.png (303.67 KB, 705x610, 141:122, Screenshot_2016-12-02_00-0….png)

>>8417200
I can not trust individual posts like this because they did the same thing with sandy hook. People 
saying how they knew kids that died and so on.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:22:45 ID: 76468d No.8417397

>>8417297
>not a word about the jews
Gee.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:26:32 ID: 2f95d6 No.8417424

>>8415811
you know in hindsight a lot of the "quotes" that alex went over re: pedofiles were just wrong. they were close enough that someone in the know would be 
like, well ok he got the idea, but wrong enough that if you tried to search them on wikileaks you'd get no results, and someone could come later and say 
"well no, really it says this!"

it's sad because i kinda liked the show too for what it was. now that you point this out though he does act pretty fucking dumb, and i doubt that he's 
actually that stupid about the situation. as i understand it many /pol/acks have been tipping them stuff from these threads and they probably have been 
linked here a few times, so it's not like they don't know what we know. really, tbh anyone still stuck in the comet/besta/terasol narrative is working against 
the greater good. it's why you see those "hey POL can i get le summary??" shill posts all the time, the idea is to get us to cover the same ground ad 
nauseum. comet's been scrubbed to sparkle at this point. james is definitely a lead because he's the connection all these sick fucks in washington went 
through at one point, but you have to assume that as much as outwardly they're damage controlling and spinning him to be in a positive light, behind the 
scenes he's probably been whipped pretty bad for posting all this dumb suspicious shit to his instagram. he doesnt have a life in the limelight, or in the 
underground anymore. if it wasnt for us constantly bringing him back up, he'd probably be black bagged by now.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:31:44 ID: 081b53 No.8417452
File (hide): 59222b8b8c93827⋯.jpg (200.74 KB, 1049x750, 1049:750, 1480652967818.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:31:53 ID: 258531 No.8417453

>>8416246
Best advice. Those railing against this are shills.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:34:57 ID: 258531 No.8417472 >>8417639

>>8417297
Get fucked with that shit. Anyone with any knowledge about the Freemasons should know your infographic is bullshit.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:42:49 ID: 1acc82 No.8417526

Sorry for the off topic but does anyone have the Ramzpaul niggerwalk meme? I need it.

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:45:42 ID: 1c1825 No.8417547

Temple of set lead Belanon linked to aquino case.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:45:51 ID: 39fe1d No.8417548
File (hide): d9fe2de7df8c250⋯.jpg (4.62 MB, 5189x7154, 5189:7154, cassidypsyop.jpg)

>>8414721
Good work anon. Really like the paste bin. I used some of the information you collected to make this infographic and 
credited you as Gifted Anon. The connections will never be the same.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:47:13 ID: 3dcfff No.8417552

Barely been following… Just saw some shit on this now im beyond interested. WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON HERE.

Tell me one thing.. Why are they doing this? Does this serve there plan in making some sort of NWO? Or are they larping faggots gone to far?  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 05:59:55 ID: 4d3233 No.8417639 >>8417697 >>8417749 >>8419291

File (hide): 16b1fe1c85459d0⋯.png (328.94 KB, 1320x2641, 1320:2641, 4809197a6978b38359f0cc65dc….png)

>>8417472
1/2
You people have no right to speak. Filth  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 06:07:42 ID: 76468d No.8417697

>>8417639
And he’s still right. Your first image is shit. This one is much better.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 06:15:27 ID: 258531 No.8417749

>>8417639
i thought the song 4 degrees by tool was just a song about sex  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 06:19:27 ID: 738e84 No.8417771

>>8417214
This makes a lot of sense considering the current state of Wikileaks.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 06:23:34 ID: 4d3233 No.8417796 >>8419291 >>8421187

File (hide): 684223d83d07da1⋯.png (244.67 KB, 1334x2712, 667:1356, readit.png)

2/2  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 06:23:37 ID: c13a80 No.8417798 >>8418492 >>8424693 >>8432630

File (hide): bce119e748f92c5⋯.jpg (741.12 KB, 1778x2228, 889:1114, Untitled.jpg)

https://www.saatchiart.com/Pratt

I came for the conspiracy theory
but I stayed for the disturbing artwork. 

Ria Pratt and Biljana Djurdjevic paintings for some reason are really fucking powerful 
when you know what they are depicting.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 06:53:03 ID: 5694c8 No.8417970 >>8418027 >>8432248

File (hide): 269827a97c02c1c⋯.jpg (23.63 KB, 640x400, 8:5, Lizzie20141022121312.jpg)

What reason does 4chan 
have to suppress 
PizzaGate?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:00:10 ID: a073ab No.8418022

this faggot is connected to the entire system
https://www.facebook.com/JDubChicago  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:00:37 ID: c47908 No.8418027 >>8418059 >>8432387

>>8417970
What part don't you understand about compromised mods? That's the entire reason we left.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:03:52 ID: 5694c8 No.8418059 >>8418111 >>8418112 >>8432248

File (hide): 92b95dda85b8fc1⋯.jpg (46.81 KB, 640x480, 4:3, Lizzie20151225101516.jpg)

>>8418027
I knew 4chan mods were faggots, but I never 
knew they were actually compromised.  By whom?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:12:37 ID: 1108f2 No.8418111 >>8418180

>>8418059
How fucking new can you possibly be?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:12:39 ID: 1546ef No.8418112 >>8418180 >>8418286 >>8418448 >>8422226

>>8418059
Moot, owner of 4chan is linked with Google
Even the owner of this board, Jim, is a freemason  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:22:30 ID: 5694c8 No.8418180 >>8421232 >>8432248

File (hide): d9335a773eb7ab7⋯.jpg (23.91 KB, 640x400, 8:5, Lizzie20141022120217.jpg)

>>8418111
I'm not that new.  I've been 
away for a long time.

>>8418112
Moot is gone.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:36:50 ID: f410ff No.8418286 >>8418455

>>8418112
Concerning the freemason bit, can't figure out why he lets these threads stand. I thought freemasons were down with this pedo crap.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:56:11 ID: 4e2b56 No.8418448

>>8418112
>Moot, owner of 4chan
Show me the bomb shelter you've been hiding in  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 07:57:11 ID: 0743c6 No.8418455 >>8418520 >>8422226

>>8418286
Maybe he's still in just the cocksucking level. That what there silly aprons are for, so God can't see them sucking cock right?  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 08:04:02 ID: 4e2b56 No.8418492 >>8419212 >>8419685

>>8417798
This is a series of paintings all depicting children being tortured and raped. I know Djurdjevic is one of Podesta's favorites, is there a similar tie to Ria 
Pratt? 
Also, who/what is "Ted" in the titles of many of the pieces?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 08:09:17 ID: 8b5c46 No.8418520
File (hide): d84a0770cf5c6bd⋯.jpg (97.1 KB, 851x1280, 851:1280, just a boys club.jpg)

>>8418455
No it is the badge of innocence. Rabbinical Talmudism based on the myth of the Egyptian trinity of Isis Osiris and Horus the 
crowned and conquering child..
Freemasonry is the controlled act of violence without repercussion.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 08:20:06 ID: a843a7 No.8418577

>>8415636
The cafe is named after the architect for that area. L'Enfant is a surname.

>>8414213
In what way are CAP linked to DSG, is it a strong link or circumstantial? 'cause iirc CAP is Podesta’s organisation.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 08:20:39 ID: f48d6a No.8418580 >>8418780 >>8420106

File (hide): dcb440a83cc6e99⋯.jpg (3.3 KB, 218x231, 218:231, viking kek.jpg)

>>8416175
>>8416175

>i know of too GLs who use the Roxy surfer girl heart logo and BLS who use the pagan valkknot

>5b6a2167a9e2e4a255ddd21bf4815075

>BE PAGAN AND BE FURIOUS WITH WRA TH AND FURYT THAT THIS FULTHY FUCKING  
PEDOPHILE IS WEARING OUR SACRED SYMBOL HANDED DOWN THROUGH THE  
GENRRATIONS OF CHRISTIAN AND JEWISH PERCECUTION

ALL I FEEL IS FUCKING BURNING WRA TH AND RAGE. I SWEAR IF I SEE A F AGGOT 
WEARING THESE WHO DOESNT KNOW A THING ABOUT THE SAGAS OR HOW T O DO A 

BLOAT IM KILLING HIM WITH NO QUESTIONS FUCKING ASKED

==RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE==>>8416175
>>8416175  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 08:58:40 ID: 61ff2e No.8418763 >>8418845

PizzaGate and Podestas were mentioned on a show called Redeye on Fox News.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 09:01:49 ID: c00c95 No.8418780 >>8420106

File (hide): a310cc12ae826de⋯.gif (981.52 KB, 500x200, 5:2, lain5.gif)

>>8418580
I've started to notice shit like this ever since these threads started, especially on bumper stickers. The other 
day I saw a piece of shit car with an LGBT equal sign, panda sticker (made me think of those panda masks), 
and a roxy surfer girl bumper sticker. I don't believe in coincidences, something is up with these symbols. 
Keep an eye out in the meat space and look for synchronicity with other symbols. The All Father loves it 
when you crush pedo's skulls in, use them as your guide.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 09:15:40 ID: 74c10b No.8418834
File (hide): dd3e8e4f2cd7736⋯.jpg (46.12 KB, 552x720, 23:30, jared_obama.jpg)

>>8413638 (OP)  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 09:16:55 ID: 61ff2e No.8418845
File (hide): 5447fd9453bb840⋯.jpg (37.21 KB, 400x300, 4:3, krampus[1].jpg)

>>8418763
The host 
compared 
Podestas 
to 
Krampus.

https://en.w
ikipedia.org
/wiki/Kram
pus  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 09:23:36 ID: ad3bfd No.8418874 >>8433274

File (hide): d6219a3ddd6e292⋯.jpg (197.44 KB, 886x843, 886:843, babyPizzaSubtle.jpg)

Don't the look into 
the Lucas Group as 
well, Ausfags.  

File (hide): f3173f535e2b8fa⋯.png (166.22 KB,
1571x739, 1571:739, res.PNG)

File (hide): 3ce1e977c79d63d⋯.png (31.53 KB,
1578x237, 526:79, res2.PNG)

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 09:30:02 ID: 7eccdd No.8418907 >>8420106

>>8416001
http://pastebin.com/Scwnsyvv

this is what i gathered, not much, just some names, I don't speak russian/hoholspeak and in germany i didn't find any more leads  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 09:53:37 ID: 7eccdd No.8419008 >>8419054 >>8422190 >>8424124

File (hide): 2e006fafa332a5e⋯.jpg (404.88 KB, 1436x1336, 359:334, fag.jpg)

oc  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 10:05:03 ID: 53d723 No.8419054 >>8419154

>>8419008
>natural light coming in from the left of the photo with the hole
>light coming in at a ~45 degree angle to show his legs on the shadow
>somehow manages to get into the three meter wide basement room
you fucked up there mate.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 10:25:55 ID: 7eccdd No.8419154

>>8419054
where's the "natural light"? I don't see a window in any of the pictures.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 10:41:38 ID: 30a18d No.8419212

>>8418492
I believe Ted is the Teddy bear. Apparently, when they're trying to traumatise you into splitting your mind into different personalities, it's useful to allow you 
to get emotionally attached to something like a teddy bear so later on, when they destroy it, the experience is even more traumatic and likely to induce 
dissociation/fragmentation.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 11:01:08 ID: 7eccdd No.8419291

>>8417639
>>8417796
lol, can someone meme jah-bul-on into a cocksucking demon, the holy masonic trinity, sucking three cocks at once  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 11:26:51 ID: 76e34d No.8419413 >>8419440 >>8419500 >>8419752

>>8416123

What dies a picture of a fish and the number 14 mean?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 11:31:29 ID: a57ab8 No.8419428
File (hide): 0b8c9767040011c⋯.png (110.04 KB, 345x304, 345:304, 1461826778578.png)

>>8413638 (OP)
Think I found something interesting. Check out this Lanny Davis guy.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lanny_Davis
Seems to know a lot of politicians, not just the Clintons. Also likes to help international children with 
philanthropy.
He likes to invite a lot of the DC folk over to his PR firm right next to this Rumors restaurant
http://www.rumorsrestaurant.com/
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/24747
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/7984
Both emails related
>Lanny Breuer revved up for his Roast.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_M._Morgenthau#Notable_Assistant_District_Attorneys_under_Morgent
hau

Interesting both Lannys were special counsel to wild Bill at the same time during his presidency.

His wife is the legislative affairs director for the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, and he had the honor of having the office of the 
president of penn state as a client. Get's the noodles boiling, hmm.
>A new Penn State website made the financial information related to the case public. It was launched as an initiative of university President Rod Erikson 
and board of trustees members to prompt more open communications for students and faculty pertaining to the investigation, said Lanny Davis, legal 
counsel to the university. 
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/penn-state-sandusky-case-costing-millions/

Tell me what you fine folks make of this.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 11:36:36 ID: 5f36e5 No.8419440 >>8419459 >>8419752

File (hide): 0506e0bf3542c31⋯.png (467.26 KB, 816x684, 68:57, kkk[fixed].png)

>>8419413
It refers to how Osiris was cut up into 14 pieces and scattered across Egypt.  His wife set out on a quest 
retrieve the pieces and reassemble him.  The one piece that she couldn't retrieve was his penis as it was 
tossed into the Nile River and eaten by a fish, so she manufactured a golden phallus as a replacement.  
Look at some of the pictures in this thread detailing origin of James Alefantis' avatar.  

>>8416117
>>8416123

It's a statue of pederast Emperor Hadrian's favourite boy lover, Artinous, who was later deified and had an 
Egyptian city named after him.  The city harbored a cult that worshipped a hybrid deity of him and Osiris.
https://infogalactic.com/info/Antinous#Antinopolis

The shear audacity of these motherfuckers is astounding.  All of this shit was hiding in plain sight.  I can't 
fucking wait until the day of the rope.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 11:41:33 ID: 7eccdd No.8419459 >>8419476 >>8421443

>>8419440
this

I saw a video some weeks ago about someone explaining the math behind the number 14 and why it is so magical.

14 is the number of segments on your fingers 4*3 1*2 = 14
and then there was something about 3x14=42, which is the number given by the big computer in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 11:49:47 ID: a57ab8 No.8419476

>>8419459
3 hands is my guess: the left, right, and divine.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 11:57:28 ID: 3bab32 No.8419500

>>8419413
fishing for teens  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 12:05:20 ID: d787f8 No.8419521 >>8419726

"Evidence-backed Allegations: All Pizza leads to Rome. Many witness testimonies and evidence for child rape and murder in the Catholic Church."

This was actually a good read. I've always wondered wtf goes on in the Vatican. What kind of secrets do they have.

My bet is that the Vatican is the fucking head of this all.

Take a read; OP seems a bit light headed but the articles are worth to check: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5f90af/evidencebacked_allegations_all_pizza_leads_to/  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 12:53:09 ID: 49569e No.8419670

>>8415404
Some fat 60yo? Fuck, could be nothing more than insulin. Although, you might suspect he'd know the address on the package. In which case, an 
unfamiliar address could expect something more illicit. However, he could be a fucking idiot who didn't pay a lick of attention and enjoyed a load to his 
face.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 12:57:25 ID: 49569e No.8419685 >>8419726

>>8418492
>Pratt
That's Kim Noble's alter, according to the body text on that linked site. Her shit appears in Ping Pong, right?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 13:09:32 ID: 7eccdd No.8419726

>>8419521
all the articles are in connection with the Brussels Common Law Court of Justice aren't they?
http://itccs.org/
I think it's not worth looking into it, if you have any trustworthy sauce you are welcome to deliver.

>>8419685
yes and no  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 13:17:20 ID: db90fc No.8419748 >>8441184

>>8417214
>still pushing this bullshit  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 13:18:05 ID: 928c26 No.8419752 >>8419953

>>8419413
>>8419440

or a sane explanation is that he was supporting http://www.globalgoals.org/global-goals/life-below-water/

he mentions gg14 in one of his released emails  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 13:29:31 ID: d787f8 No.8419784 >>8419840

Who remembers the KONY 2012 hoax that every fucking normie fell into and donated a great number of cash? Invisible Children foundation made some 
31.94 million dollars out of it. Their website however says they used some 16 million dollars.

>The Invisible Children charity has focused on obtaining the support of a select group of individuals in order to "help bring awareness to the abuse and 
killing of children in the East and Central African countrie

>Founders:
>Jason Russell
>Bobby Bailey
>Laren Poole

Wanna fucking bet that the KONY operation and IC is somehow related to this whole thing?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 13:45:53 ID: 1f97d9 No.8419840

>>8419784
Could be, but only speculation at present. It's easy to build a foundation and raise money around children [easy method to scam as a result]. 

People pour their wallets out for kids, but, unless we discover anything further linking it, it's just good to keep your post's details and names in mind, even 
if it ultimately doesn't head anywhere.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 14:16:40 ID: 7eccdd No.8419953

>>8419752
that could actually be the case

doesn't have much to do with sanity, I guess no one knew about that website 
if you have a link to the e-mail we can verify that.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 14:28:02 ID: 2f95d6 No.8419997 >>8420128

More Clinton Global Initiative ties >>8409156

Future President of Argentina was a member of the CGI. Just next year she won the presidency, after this meeting and meeting with "banking reps."

https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07BUENOSAIRES1519_a.html
"Cristina is planning to visit Germany in September and will have a short meeting with the Chancellor, according to the German Ambassador. The U.S. 
Ambassador noted her plans to visit New York City with her husband during the UNGA and to meet with business and banking sector reps as well as to 
attend the Clinton Global Initiative meeting."

The now current President of Turkey was also a member of CGI. He attended a CGI meeting on "Building a Multi-ethnic Global Society."

https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07ANKARA2388_a.html
"All papers report on Thursday, Prime Minister Erdogan told a news conference at Ankara's Esenboga Airport before flying to the US for the annual 
gathering of the UN General Assembly (UNGA) that he would address UNGA September 28 and hold a series of bilateral talks with his counterparts from 
25 countries. "I will participate in a meeting at the Council on Foreign Relations and a panel discussion to be held under the Clinton Global Initiative on 
'Building a Multi-ethnic Global Society.' I will meet executives of the leading US companies over a dinner to be hosted by Coca-Cola. Our talks with 
business circles will continue at the New York Stock Exchange. I will also meet representatives of Turkish associations and Turkish citizens in New York," 
Erdogan said. In his contacts in the US, Erdogan will be accompanied by Deputy Prime Minister Nazim Ekren, Foreign Minister Ali Babacan and State 
Minister Mehmet Simsek as well as AKP deputy chairwoman Edibe Sozen. Erdogan is expected to return to Turkey on September 29."  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 14:56:59 ID: cce5e9 No.8420106

>>8418580
>>8418780
Thanks for actually reading the thing and not calling me a disinfo agent.

>>8418907
Thanks anon, I'll be looking a little more into it today.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 15:03:02 ID: 2f95d6 No.8420128

>>8419997
Spain donates into this thing too. 

https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07MADRID2183_a.html
"It is not likely that Clinton directly influenced the PSOE climate change electoral program, although Clinton and Zapatero have had several meetings and 
Spain is a donor to the Clinton Global Initiative."

And of course, Obama, the Bushes, McCain are part of it, but I didn't need to tell you that.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/57861
"I know BO is seeing Clinton on Thurs. Are you aware that Clinton Global Initiative extended invites to both Obama and McCain to attend the NY fete? 
McCain said yes. In the past he has had Laura Bush, Condi etc., but this isn't the past. Let me know if you want to discuss."

As a sidenote, Obama's such a little bitch he refused to show when he caught wind McCain was coming. Called in with a satellite phone.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/1918
"*Obama, McCain to Speak to Clinton Global Initiative (The Page 9/15/08)* The two presidential candidates will participate with the likes of Queen Rania, 
Gordon Brown, Hamid Karzai, Al Gore, Michael Bloomberg, Lance Armstrong, Bono and more in addressing the fourth annual meeting. Obama by 
satellite. The conference takes place in New York City from September 23-26"

Attachments to this email mention CGI in relation to Obama's transition. Interestingly, the strategies mentioned here remind me a lot of Trump's strategy 
so far, though I guess good technique is good technique no matter who does it.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/38677
"During the transition, Obama could announce commitments by private sector players, non-profits/NGOs, and/or foundations to serve the public, similar to 
the commitments made in connection with the Clinton Global Initiative.  This could be around jobs, energy, service, etc.  It would show that Obama can 
get things done even in a time of budget deficits and economic challenge. It could be the first of a recurring public (Rose Garden) event to occur 
throughout the administration."  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 16:04:12 ID: a843a7 No.8420391

>>8417214
>But what if it wasn't because he deleted them. What if Assange was saving the bombshell emails that placed him in Portugal as best for last? 
That's conceivable but not because he abducted her:
http:// jillhavern.forumotion.net/t3471-would-this-account-for-the-unprecedented-high-level-of-political-support

These people ^^^ looked through the guest lists released by the Portuguese police and noticed some interesting figures were there or got the hell out of 
there sharpish when shit went down. Some interesting ideas in that thread.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 16:39:15 ID: 7af4de No.8420578

>>8416729
Unilever =?= UniLOVER? Loves everyone ie all the little children?

Also, we need action plans. We've got the circumstantial evidence, the shits all but confirmed by God himself, but what the fuck are we going to do about 
it?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 16:44:29 ID: a7d367 No.8420613 >>8421906

File (hide): b535de95d1f3ce3⋯.png (157.59 KB, 1366x728, 683:364, HOTARDGATE.png)

https://archive.is/zUk
k6

archived this video 
for future reference

shame to see an 
american hero be 
harassed
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ftrcg0nB93w  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 17:15:48 ID: f0daba No.8420802

>>8416867
>(((hacktivists)))

lmao  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 18:05:01 ID: ca8440 No.8421131

This article shows how many gov pedos have been arrested in the last few years. This shit has been going on for a long time and no one was paying 
attention.

State Dept Dan Rosen’s Arrest: Cheat Sheet for Journos
https://medium.com/@LoriHandrahan2/daniel-rosen-s-arrest-1f7befb1762c#.lcvzpxcld  
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File (hide): 06113d4d28ba30d⋯.jpg (156 KB, 1000x602, 500:301, Untitled-741.jpg)

>>8417090
>>8417796

about Lady 
Gaga and 
Jahbulon  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 18:22:54 ID: f977c0 No.8421232

>>8418180
>Moot is gone.
that's a moot point

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 18:55:41 ID: b1dcd3 No.8421443

>>8419459
I thought 42 was what happened when you added up the numbers that correspond to the letters in M-A-T-H.

Not a shill I believe all this stuff, I just doubt Hitchhikers Guide is somehow involved. Never actually read it though.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 19:08:05 ID: bd56db No.8421543
File (hide): 30ef1ba1970937a⋯.jpg (85.55 KB, 750x607, 750:607, Pepe frog statue.jpg)

>>8421187
>that frog

==WEW–  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 19:14:12 ID: f0daba No.8421579

yes, what does the frog have to do with kek?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 19:54:27 ID: 858d00 No.8421906
File (hide): 854ba0e93c92da3⋯.jpg (112.58 KB, 389x251, 389:251, 1430445802684.jpg)

>>8420613
>having over 10 
jewtube tabs open 
>reddit
>4chan
>google
>BBC  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:04:29 ID: 5abaf2 No.8422008

>>8415986
learn how to use the board no one is gonna go through the fucking numbers link directly faggot.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:12:44 ID: aa2dfe No.8422075

>>8415986
What the fuck is @8415962
What is this, your first time ever on a chan?
Go back to Twitter, fucking normalfag, we dont want you here

>You have to go back  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:26:50 ID: cf67c9 No.8422190 >>8431839 >>8432043

>>8419008

Alefantis talks about their basement in an earlier interview. 

Pics related. James Alefantis = confirmed liar

File (hide): 9e05ef5cf873494⋯.jpg (81.6 KB, 932x604,
233:151, farm map.jpg)

File (hide): 1d25428898f8737⋯.jpg (127.63 KB,
976x738, 488:369, wut i dern to ya.jpg)

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:26:58 ID: 54421b No.8422192 >>8422242 >>8423894 >>8426649 >>8441253

>>8413638 (OP)
I found the pig farm that Alefantis had a map of in his Instagram.

Whitmore Farm
10720 Dern Road
Emmitsburg, Maryland 21727

The upside of the drawn map is oriented SouthEast-East.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:32:02 ID: fb3758 No.8422226

>>8418455
>>8418112

Maybe this board is so well compromised that anything truthful is deleted within seconds. then we are funneled to these massive sticky goose chase 
threads which are carefully monitored / fed false information.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:34:19 ID: 54421b No.8422242 >>8423619 >>8441253

File (hide): 7a978e631d04911⋯.jpg (149.41 KB, 1668x588, 139:49, sidebyside.jpg)

>>8422192
Side by side comparison  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:46:20 ID: 114ec8 No.8422327
File (hide): fe75a9183e3fc1a⋯.jpg (32.99 KB, 720x489, 240:163, comet ping pong.jpg)  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 20:50:22 ID: 114ec8 No.8422347 >>8423003

File (hide): 46d4ec2d552105f⋯.png (97.81 KB, 765x561, 15:11, Screenshot cannibal.png)

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encyclopedia_Fuck
me_and_the_Case_of_the_Vanishing_E
ntree  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 21:10:03 ID: 9c3efd No.8422493 >>8422632 >>8422983 >>8425209 >>8425547

http://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com 

anything you cucks want me to add?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 21:26:10 ID: 19e07b No.8422632
File (hide): 30282647040fb94⋯.jpg (137.93 KB, 952x954, 476:477, image.jpg)

>>8422493
Kill room 
stainless 
steele 
appears 
stained. 
Alefantis 
owns 2 
restaurants 
and an art 
gallery.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:05:11 ID: 19e07b No.8422983 >>8423132

>>8422493
http://pastebin.com/HY9N3rc3  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:07:17 ID: 961344 No.8423003
File (hide): 564cc513ec9589f⋯.jpg (100.4 KB, 400x400, 1:1, cuck wotd.jpg)

>>8422347
the guy who created a wikipedia page about the place where we think pedos buy pizza but it's n ot really 
pizza even though it does sell pizza also made a different wiki page about a game where someone eats 
someone  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:15:53 ID: 6cef28 No.8423068

http://www.washingtonblade.com/2010/08/17/efn-lounge-closes-abruptly/

http://www.washingtonblade.com/2010/08/26/queery-bill-gray/

nightclub closes abruplty managed by the Ex lover of Brock Billy Grey the one he sued for 1 mill  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:22:38 ID: 9c3efd No.8423132

>>8422983

Added as number one under "Other points of interest". Thanks.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:24:55 ID: 97c920 No.8423150 >>8423183 >>8423187 >>8423245

I'm driving through DC tonight.
Should I stop by Comet and ask if they have any surviving pizza's?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:29:10 ID: 9c3efd No.8423183

>>8423150

Ask for the Podesta brothers' special

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:30:04 ID: 114ec8 No.8423187
File (hide): f55c1b3874d87da⋯.jpg (78.48 KB, 840x622, 420:311, chickenlovers.jpg)

>>8423150

Or you could ask him 
about using pedo 
Antinous as his 
instagram pic.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:38:29 ID: 081b53 No.8423245

>>8423150
ask them if youd be better off playing dominoes on cheese than on pasta.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:52:10 ID: 9c3efd No.8423338 >>8423360 >>8423371 >>8423376 >>8423400 >>8423405 >>8424084 >>8424108 >>8424413 >>8425055 >>8432842
>>8432960 >>8435091

Guys.. A couple of days ago I was contacted by a producer at The Daily Show asking if I'd agree to interview about my dcpizzagate.wordpress.com blog. 
I'd genuinely like to hear what y'all think.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:55:52 ID: 5abaf2 No.8423360 >>8423371 >>8423387 >>8426979

>>8423338
they are going to make you look like an alt-right crazy person.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:56:35 ID: 4b0d76 No.8423365

According to a well researched article by Media Matters, of all places, Giustra's ties to gold mining in Kazakhstan go way back.

2008.01.31 After Mining Deal, Financier Donated to Clinton https://archive.is/cvAH0

2008.01.31 NY Times failed to note Giustra reportedly involved in Kazakhstan mining deals more than a decade ago https://archive.is/0Z3ef

I think the smoking gun for Pizzagate will be found when Frank Giustra get's tied to human trafficking. I have reason to believe the Kazakh mining 
interests owned by Giustra rely on forced labor from trafficked Mongolians. Considering how involved Giustra is in mining, all over the world, and the fact 
there is a "nexus of gold mining and human trafficking," it seems clear that he is brushing up against trafficking regularly in order to make money. Forced 
labor is just another cog in the wheel.

"The Nexus of Illegal Gold Mining and Human Trafficking in Global Supply Chains"

http://cdn.thinkprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/28145358/Verite-Illegal-Gold-Mining-Report-FINAL.pdf

2016 Trafficking in Persons Report (State Department)

https://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/countries/2016/258824.htm

>Mongolian men, women, and children are subjected to forced labor in Turkey, Kazakhstan

/v/webofslime  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:57:26 ID: 114ec8 No.8423371 >>8426979 >>8435091

File (hide): 8fc289e06b7bdc6⋯.png (557.32 KB, 708x887, 708:887, Screenshot jon pizza.png)

>>8423338

this >>8423360

Most likely a hit piece.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:58:19 ID: 7e03ca No.8423376 >>8424535

>>8423338

Some points:

- You had to publish that because in the afterlife it will make your heart lighter, you'll get a bonus for heavens.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 22:59:37 ID: 9c3efd No.8423387 >>8423426 >>8424175 >>8426941 >>8431748 >>8431764

>>8423360

But I voted for Bernie and I graduated magna cum laude with a B.Sc. and I'm also a female who has worked for years as a promotional model for brands 
like Cadillac and Cooper Tires. I feel like it would actually go AGAINST their narrative to air an interview with me lol, I don't represent alt-right 4chan at all  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:00:57 ID: 7e03ca No.8423400

>>8423338

Tell that you know nothing will happen, no trials, no investigations, as even https://archive.is/CNmIP ended in absolutely nothing.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:01:41 ID: 4b0d76 No.8423405
File (hide): f2456a8aa350095⋯.png (31.7 KB, 256x256, 1:1, 256256greenspider.png)

>>8423338

Raise Awareness. Do it. Doesn't matter what they make you look like. Be calm. Be collected. And, when 
they make fun of you, you say…

>"I don't think rape is something to make light of and I apologize to any victims. There are millions of people 
who believe you and want to take action to put an end to politicians preying on children as part of a circle of 
bribery and blackmail."  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:04:12 ID: 114ec8 No.8423426

>>8423387

They'll probably edit it to make you look like a moron. Have you never seen their show or interviews before?  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:06:24 ID: 7e03ca No.8423439 >>8423472

File (hide): 69d00640416ab03⋯.jpg (66.16 KB, 800x504, 100:63, Pol_cultural_Marxism_consp….jpg)

wordpress guy: what's your background
are you wise on some specific topic?

spin the interview to waht you know about, you can go MK ULTRA or th fact that panama papers 
and recent wikileaks started zero investigations.

a goood approach to critise (((open society))) with IMG related.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:10:48 ID: 9c3efd No.8423472 >>8423508 >>8423535 >>8423548 >>8423618 >>8424129 >>8426944

>>8423439

i'm a girl. and my background is neuroscience training and promotional modeling. lol i have no reporting background.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:15:53 ID: 7e03ca No.8423508
File (hide): 41854d091eb8ebc⋯.jpg (61.26 KB, 640x640, 1:1, do-a-line-bitch-640x640.jpg)

>>8423472
modeling? roleplay that. tell that without whoring you can't go up the ladder. 

IMG related is a model that was called by one of the d-squared brothers with the warning: "do a line bitch" 
because she was barely keeping wandering during the milan week.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:18:07 ID: 114ec8 No.8423526
File (hide): 7ad9c13a8193dc6⋯.png (569.03 KB, 768x791, 768:791, Screenshot big cheese.png)

aaaaand communism, 
again.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:19:18 ID: 7e03ca No.8423535

>>8423472
 you must agree and get the interview. prepare a script. redpill them all. put points in the script up to mk ultra, nicole-smith and marylin. they must stop 
your from talking there. you have to spoop everyone DO IT  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:21:49 ID: 7e03ca No.8423548 >>8423566

>>8423472
neuroscience? Go full MKULTRA. tell them that many nazis escaped to south america and some went into the USA. Von Braun is known for missile 
research, but Mengele isn't. Tell them about Ewen Cameron. Tell them MKULTRA is real and any US citizen can ask official documents through FOIA 
request.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:22:23 ID: cf439e No.8423553 >>8423610 >>8430105 >>8441253

How is this farm linked to Alefantis? (apart from the instagram pic)

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:22:32 ID: 617d13 No.8423554
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>>8413638 (OP)
http://www.gnosticmedi
a.com/UnSpun047-
PizzagateEssentialUpd
ate  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:23:36 ID: 617d13 No.8423566

>>8423548
Except when you look into it, most of the MK ultra names where jewish and not the official nazi story.
Check out Jan Irvins work.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:28:36 ID: 7e03ca No.8423610

>>8423553
they feed crime evidence to the pigs.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:29:21 ID: 4b0d76 No.8423618 >>8423634

>>8423472

Prep Questions:

>Do you have any evidence, at all, about Pizzagate?

We downloaded a number of websites of the parties involved and discovered pictures of older men with naked younger girls.

Kevin Reynolds, in particular, has a picture of himself masturbating into a lake public, on Facebook.

https://sli.mg/YlUHy4

Dennis Hastert, Jeffrey Epstein, Laura Silsby, Christopher Kloman, Richard Harding (who lives next door to Comet Ping Pong) and others are convicted 
pedophiles or child traffickers that surround this circle who are all connected either financially, through personal relationship or social media.

Even Austyn Crites owns a daycare.

And let's face it, it isn't the first time these types of allegations have surfaced. The Franklin Scandal, The Dutroux Affair, the Pace Memorandum.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:29:44 ID: 19e07b No.8423619 >>8423650 >>8423780

>>8422242
I read a disgusting theory on Voat.  A pig farm could be handy for eating remains.  

Abel Danger spoke of a disgusting pig farm in Canada as well.

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:31:30 ID: 7e03ca No.8423634 >>8423656 >>8423769

>>8423618
jimmycomet himself posted the image of the butt of a girl with a re spot on the underwear (on the anus).

with bad comments.

ASK THEM, IS NORMAL TO MAKE JOKES AT THESE KIND OF IMAGES  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:33:39 ID: 7e03ca No.8423650 >>8423739

>>8423619

theory? is well known in any rural zone. by keeping them without feed for some days you can them dump anything to them. the hunger plus the euphoria 
of a big group of pigs let them erase anything substantial in minutes.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:34:33 ID: 7e03ca No.8423656

>>8423634

*red spot  
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these pizza jokes 
happened 4 years ago.

biden had some strange 
interview on pizzaday - 4 
years ago - is a psyop.

no one remebers it? in 4 
years same psyop will 
happen again.

IMG was saved 4 years 
ago. same people, same 
bullshit.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:45:26 ID: 19e07b No.8423739 >>8430631

File (hide): 770f95ca426e149⋯.jpg (338.1 KB, 1878x1218, 313:203, image.jpg)

>>8423650
How do they keep workers from talking re
: pig feeding?  The tunnels even if long could be used by low level workers.  WE the Pizza Redditt porn up 
load :  viewers said some on it was filmed in stainless steel areas.  Could that be the kill room?

Anyone here see the horrific porn that was posted on REDDIT as to what manner of stainless sreele?  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:51:01 ID: 4b0d76 No.8423769

>>8423634

Yeah, I suppose one of the stronger arguments, at this point, is that these assholes have yet to provide any kind of explanation for the pictures and the 
pizza code in the emails.  

Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:52:15 ID: 8d4653 No.8423780 >>8423831

>>8423619
Where did this we the pizza menu come from? I haven't been able to read every thread to completion since around thread 7 or 8, so I've been trying to 
follow along in sporadically since then. This menu looks far too obvious to be real.  
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Anonymous  12/02/16 (Fri) 23:58:33 ID: cf439e No.8423831 >>8423893

>>8423780
Most likely fake. People claimed it came from Comet Ping Pong but I saw it ages ago already from some guy who claimed it was from "We The Pizza"  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:04:04 ID: a7d367 No.8423863 >>8423903 >>8423913

30 Things We Know About PizzaGate #JohnPodesta #CometPingPong

this video is a good introduction, done in creepypasta youtube format

https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=ekejhDu-biQ  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:07:12 ID: 7e03ca No.8423893

>>8423831
i remember the logo on the left. it was discussed on halfchan. never seen the pdf though  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:07:08 ID: c83da8 No.8423894
File (hide): c7d5cdde810e151⋯.jpg (5.22 KB, 210x230, 21:23, 1308990982417s.jpg)

>>8422192
>>8422192

robert pickton had a pig 
farm too…  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:08:06 ID: 617d13 No.8423903

>>8423863
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92lPCv1LaDs  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:08:51 ID: 617d13 No.8423913

>>8423863
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lz0o7t2Cf2o  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:17:15 ID: 19e07b No.8423974 >>8428206

todd and Clare.  There was another David Soloff in about 1930.  Abel Dangers sidekick David the English guy refers to him with some banking 
shenanigans about 1/3 way thru this video:

htt ps://youtu.be/Kij5dkJ8-4k

Yeah the same guy grossed me out re: wood chipper at a pig farm in Canada.  I've grown to respect Abel Danger after that video.  His web site has good 
information.  Kind of crazy like Stew Webb.  But I'm getting crazy reading about all this evil.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:35:59 ID: 6a48c6 No.8424084 >>8425469

>>8423338
>I'd genuinely like to hear what y'all think.
More like you want a lick of attention here to whet the appetite before the main dish of your 15 minutes of MSM fame, which you coasted to on digging 
and leaking entirely done by men just like you did with your blog. You already know what you're going to decide to do, I already know what you're going to 
decide to do, and anyone else here with a clue knows what you're going to decide to do. Acting coy is not endearing.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:39:13 ID: 23cdd6 No.8424108

>>8423338
prepare to be dubbed the "Leader of #Pizzagate" led by 4chanit's /Pol/ board  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:41:48 ID: 4fce5d No.8424124 >>8426726

>>8419008
Yep. thanks anon I had been thinking the same thing but couldn't find the photos.
One thing to consider when looking at the photo with the hole in the floor: the white paint on the floor. It looks like an outline for something that will be built 
there. (a room?) and the whole is positioned inside.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:42:22 ID: b2edca No.8424129

>>8423472

Tits or gtfo  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 00:52:12 ID: 4fce5d No.8424175

>>8423387
If this is true then you should definitely go on their show because you can always accuse them of being sexist if they make fun of you. And take along 
some new info that's NOT on your page that you can show them… something really damaging. And show that pic with John Stewart Liebowitz with the 
pizza just for a laugh.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 01:27:29 ID: a2de7c No.8424341 >>8424384 >>8424431 >>8425394

File (hide): e2a2ccb931658e8⋯.jpg (30 KB, 320x222, 160:111, blairnsaville-320x222.jpg)

Anybody have a working link to the Australian 60 Minutes 
special from 2015 about the satanic pedophile ring? 

Since people started drawing the connection, all links to the 
video I find are removed/deleted.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 01:34:44 ID: 617d13 No.8424384 >>8432879

>>8424341
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRObgttIyeg

download and save with videograbby.com
reupload if removed  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 01:39:14 ID: 40fe60 No.8424413
File (hide): 552ca2789684fe4⋯.jpg (71.43 KB, 513x635, 513:635, 47068e01340569919f410bf237….jpg)

>>8423338
>>8423338
IF YOU GO ON TELEVISION…..

MAKE SURE to address the camera directly and BEG for any VICTIMS or WITNESSES to COME FORWARD. 
publicly would be best,  even if anonymously. That pdf menu is bullshit don't even mention it. Stick to indisputable 
facts and solid evidence, mention his conflicting statements about basements.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 01:41:15 ID: 617d13 No.8424431 >>8424446

>>8424341
To find a removed clip, just copy paste the title of the removed video into youtube and you probably get a working link.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 01:41:51 ID: 40fe60 No.8424438

and don't mention best chan let halfchan have the newfags  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 01:42:41 ID: 617d13 No.8424446

>>8424431
And then save it with videograbby.com
I cannot stress this enough, the above working link will probably be removed aswell.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 01:59:39 ID: e8bb45 No.8424535

>>8423376
make sure to mention 72 virgins somewhere and that your kid brother was kidnapped in syria and probably sold on the black market  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:01:07 ID: 40fe60 No.8424543 >>8424688

File (hide): f2935b38876d1b9⋯.png (1.19 MB, 1436x1336, 359:334, 2TXOhU.png)  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:28:47 ID: 2fcb6d No.8424688 >>8424788

>>8424543

I don't understand what this means, are you implying there is some sort of trap door…?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:30:14 ID: 21e9fa No.8424693

>>8417798

This picture fills me with such dread

how could people be so fucking evil I want to destroy these sick fucks  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:38:47 ID: 19e07b No.8424737 >>8426873

Tunnel video

htt ps://youtu.be/CNbhDyLhuVU  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:45:15 ID: 4b98f3 No.8424788

>>8424688
we don't know, but it looks like it might be the same place.

if anyone knows how big one of the AC units in the walls is exactly, it would be possible to estimate the dimensions of the "kill room". but you would have 
to know the exact model of the AC units, and its dimensions.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:46:47 ID: 30cfd6 No.8424800

Any evidence of censorship on the chans could be used to great effect. "they are censoring this on 4chan normies(muggles), let that sink in"  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:47:35 ID: 114ec8 No.8424809 >>8424920

File (hide): 91872f77b87a716⋯.jpg (43.33 KB, 512x512, 1:1, picard tg.jpg)

Current NYTimes CEO Mark Thompson has been linked to the BBC pedophile scandal.

Thompson was the Director-General of the BBC from 2004-2012, during which time BBC DJ and host of 
The Top Of The Pops Jimmy Savile was on air and his reign of horror on children was still ongoing. 
Thompson also canceled the documentary on Savile that was set to air on News Night.

wearechange.org/pizzagate-nyt-boss-mark-thompson-covered-up-bbc-pedo-jimmy-savile-scandal/  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 02:57:28 ID: f0577f No.8424879 >>8424898

https://archive.is/jiH2p
Noticed this game company's logo from a Critikal video.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:01:05 ID: 4b98f3 No.8424898 >>8424919 >>8425002

>>8424879
too far fetched  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:03:16 ID: f0577f No.8424919 >>8424955

>>8424898
From what? I'm just pointing out what I saw. Shilling instantly, huh?  

File (hide): 4074330d80d685d⋯.png (383.24 KB,
763x756, 109:108, Screenshot nytimes.png)

File (hide): 174a3fd754dfab3⋯.png
(488.53 KB, 638x855, 638:855, Screenshot bbc is
rotten.png)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:03:50 ID: 114ec8 No.8424920

>>8424809

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:08:42 ID: 4b98f3 No.8424955 >>8424970

>>8424919
it's a fucking indie video game company from sweden, you imbecile.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:10:41 ID: f0577f No.8424970

>>8424955
You're the faggot acting like I'm claiming I've got the smoking gun. All I said was look what I just saw. Calm your fucking tits. Goddamn.  

File (hide):
c2014751b76ae6d⋯.png (39.5 KB,
160x120, 4:3, landfall.png)

File (hide): 4279c0044ad2f1c⋯.jpg
(822.81 KB, 1275x1650, 17:22, pedoIDsymbols.jpg)

File (hide): 600794b161a34d1⋯.jpeg
(9.03 KB, 236x305, 236:305, good humor.jpeg)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:15:04 ID: d99ab8 No.8425002 >>8425042

>>8424898
> pic related has a mirror image of the boy lover symbol
> pic related reminds me of the besta pizza logo
> too far fetched
wew. i suppose the ice cream man doesn't have anything to do with it either…

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:20:43 ID: f0577f No.8425042 >>8425165 >>8425279

>>8425002
https://archive.is/WUaVZ
In their forums if you post enough you become a "Level X Pizza Eater"  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:22:06 ID: adc98b No.8425055 >>8426984

>>8423338
-Do it. It will bring a ton of publicity to PizzaGate.
-Understand that no matter what, you will look like a fool and PizzaGate will look like a joke.
-Go to a make-up artist beforehand and make sure you look your best (camera ready).
-Make a secret audio recording of the interview even though your appearance release will say that you aren't allowed to do that. If somebody tries to pat 
you down, then walk away. If they persist, call the police to report them for assault.
-Know that they will be recording you at all times that you are interacting with them. There is no "off the record".
-During the interview, when you feel like you're being trapped as a strawman ("you say you believe in satanic illuminati jews, etc."), always respond calmly 
with "I don't know" or "I don't know about that". Never repeat their strawman statements or acknowledge them.
-Know that Daily Show producers are watching this thread. (hi guys, most of you will be fired when Trevor Noah's contract expires)
-Good luck!  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:37:24 ID: d99ab8 No.8425165 >>8425279

File (hide): c39af8f40b07fdd⋯.png (14.73 KB, 150x56, 75:28, level x pizza eater.png)

>>8425042
>level x pizza eater
>wtf does that even mean
i remember a post talking about how pedos might be communicating through videogames/forums - i can't find it right now, but 

some creep asked an anon if he was a cop and then invited him to talk through a 3DS server…not sure what came of that, but i wouldn't be surprised if 
there was a pocket of these perverts communicating amongst a bunch of ignorant gamers who think "pizza" is just food. even if its just an inside cp joke, 
of we include the game company's logo, it's still a good find imo  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:45:27 ID: 4f6e65 No.8425209

>>8422493
Maybe add the Breitbart tweet calling out Podesta as a pedo a month before he died?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 03:59:15 ID: d99ab8 No.8425279
File (hide): 1ad3949b53770ff⋯.jpg (427.62 KB, 961x823, 961:823, nintendoservers.jpg)

>>8425042
>>8425165
ah, found it
was in last thread
>https:// 
archive.is/MSVGs  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:04:52 ID: 081b53 No.8425306 >>8425394

amanda kleinmans myspace

https://myspace.com/majesticape  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:10:43 ID: 081b53 No.8425333

https://myspace.com/majesticape/connections/out  
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File (hide): d399516951212df⋯.png (239.94 KB,
787x713, 787:713, Screenshot breitbart.png)

File (hide): b5a08c951d304eb⋯.png (79.86 KB,
852x518, 426:259, Screenshot breitbart podes….png)

File (hide): 67431963a6315b0⋯.gif (2.93 MB, 400x244,
100:61, Murica.gif)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:25:15 ID: 114ec8 No.8425394

>>8425306
https://archive.fo/aXNGd
https://archive.fo/AL9WE

Make sure to archive any evidence to lesson the chance they delete it before we can see it.

>>8424341

>mfw i found the one from 1989

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADGQyOqkUac

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:35:51 ID: 287235 No.8425448 >>8425470

someone on /x/ claims to hear screams coming from under dupont in DC >>>/x/28090  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:41:48 ID: 9c3efd No.8425469 >>8425503 >>8425551 >>8431691

>>8424084

uh no, i don't know what i'm going to do about the daily show. i communicate much better through writing. i don't believe i'm poised enough to coherently 
argue even when they try to fluster me, which they undoubtedly will. and lol fuck off fgt, i'm the one who found jimmycomet's instagram so eat shit. you 
really think some autist 4channer was just surfing the gram? get real. you cucks would only post pictures of raspberry pies and tendies, get 0 likes  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:42:01 ID: 114ec8 No.8425470 >>8437302

File (hide): bdabef4704907a0⋯.mp4 (5.26 MB, 480x360, 4:3, Ping Pong in Public Space-….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8425448  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:51:20 ID: 6a48c6 No.8425503 >>8425580

File (hide): 80ed8f58c141713⋯.png (180.24 KB, 680x1483, 680:1483, 1444963556506.png)

>>8425469
>i'm the one who found jimmycomet's 
instagram
Yeah, on here.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:53:16 ID: d99ab8 No.8425514 >>8425538 >>8425551 >>8426317

File (hide): d5304711ddb4ffd⋯.jpg (1.12 MB, 1500x1500, 1:1, pedoIDlogo-phenomena1.jpg)

my autism has requested to see all of 
these present in one image  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:58:27 ID: 8b5c46 No.8425538 >>8425618

File (hide): c84aba99a1fca33⋯.jpg (5.01 MB, 10000x6112, 625:382, Pizzagate.jpg)

>>8425514
My interpretation 
so far. Not at all 
done  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:59:25 ID: 2c9725 No.8425547

>>8422493
Here's a pastebin of links to Jeffery Epstein's flight logs, if those are any use to you.
pastebin.com/08rStCvn  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 04:59:49 ID: 114ec8 No.8425551 >>8425618

File (hide): 948c46dc3209d27⋯.webm (10.44 MB, 640x360, 16:9, clintonwitch.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8425469
> i don't know what i'm going to do about the daily show

skip it, dummy.

>>8425514

speaking of True Detective, it was inspired by real Satanists crimes.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2580388/EXCLUSIVE-Babies-abused-laying-Pentagram-Satanic-writings-church-walls-devouring-cats-blood-The-
twisted-confessions-pedophile-church-pastor-Louisiana-inspired-True-Detective.html  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:05:15 ID: 9c3efd No.8425580 >>8425616 >>8430924

>>8425503

lol no. nov. 5th around 11pm. find anything that predates that on the chans and ill concede. i have the original screenshots on my phone. i'm the one who 
uses military time.  but it doesn't matter. i don't even claim that in my blog because it's not about that… but i don't take kindly to being told that all i've 
done is mooch off people. whatever, fuck it im outttt bai fgt cucks  
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▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:11:33 ID: 8b5c46 No.8425616 >>8433508

File (hide): e3dfbc6b457f4c3⋯.png (145.02 KB, 499x499, 1:1, 16.png)

>>8425580
Here is some advice. These news articles take the most sensational stuff. Say it is not that sensational, it is 
just a result of checks and balances being in the realm of fraternal secrecy and not the public domain. There 
is an elite network of deviants who prey on not only children, But the community at large. The myth of Osiris 
is tied to they mystery religions that today take shape in things like the trilateral commission and 
freemasonry. This isn't a witch hunt. Its more than that.

You say that you are a star overnight.  

File (hide): ce338f8a81512f3⋯.jpg (755.06 KB,
1824x1460, 456:365, Mark-Lombardi-1999-Oliver-….jpg)

File (hide): 26f2be471b05c7a⋯.png (336.89 KB,
956x668, 239:167, TD ritual abuse.png)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:11:55 ID: d99ab8 No.8425618 >>8425859

>>8425538
nice, very lombardi-esque
defintely has potential, i hope you don't mind i saved it for posterity.
this is gods work anon, keep going!
>>8425551
yeah i know. it's weird, i was doing a lot of research into the validity of related claims when that show came out - watching a lot of interviews with ex-
members of satanic cults, SRA and MK Ultra survivors and such. i never thought it was this culturally pervasive until the past few months… nightmarish 
dystopian undercurrent is real. 2nd pic from thread #18  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:13:58 ID: 02960e No.8425629 >>8425728 >>8425799

Anons
I don't have the op sec knowledge to go into this

u $ e n e t

search pi$$a  search p1ng p0ng search commie p1ng p0ng  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:30:57 ID: 62e2a6 No.8425728 >>8425799 >>8426040

>>8425629

FUCK ME. Shit tons of .zip's. 

Not touching that shit.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:44:22 ID: 114ec8 No.8425799 >>8425831 >>8425877 >>8428500

File (hide): 2a1552f4fb4c4c8⋯.webm (7.99 MB, 666x420, 111:70, Blood_mouth.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8425629
>>8425728
>i didn't find this on usenet in a .zip

FBI will open a box with a severed head in 
it. you won't open a zip file on your 
computer.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:49:57 ID: 2c9725 No.8425831

>>8425799
fuck  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:54:36 ID: 8b5c46 No.8425859 >>8425878

does anyone else find this strange?
https://www.flickr.com/photos/chefcult/
>>8425618
I did not make that. the thick sloppy lines is just what I could easily connect to masonry  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:58:29 ID: d99ab8 No.8425877 >>8425901 >>8425927

File (hide): b9fbb488271b53c⋯.jpg (4.92 KB, 275x183, 275:183, what'sinthebox.jpg)

>>8425799
>FBI
it's their job to 'open the box'. by that, i mean they get fucking paid probably a nice pension too
whole teams with equipment dedicated to IRL analysis of this horrible shit. their bravery stems not only from 
a hardened sense of justice, but also from the fact that they are working, and that they will be ridiculed by 
their coworkers/demoralized by their superiors if they fail to do their jobs. idunno, i get it man, you got the 
edge, but "we" generally possess mediocre technology with accompanying skill level compared to that 
particular agency. and while we have no one to answer to, no one cares or will help if we open the wrong 
box. 
that video is pretty crazy, but we are not the fucking FBI.

you open it  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 05:58:31 ID: 8b5c46 No.8425878
File (hide): a6911ee010a68da⋯.png (968.47 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, scr.png)

>>84258
59
https://ar
chive.is/
4bpPq  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:02:46 ID: 114ec8 No.8425901
File (hide): b893cf832009736⋯.gif (964.67 KB, 500x254, 250:127, willwait.gif)

>>8425877

I 
understand, 
and sorry 
about the 
shock. 

Give a link, 
then, someone else will do it.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:06:36 ID: 3dcfff No.8425927

>>8425877
Cant we doing something? Anything? im not even going anywhere CLOSE to that shit.

What if the zips have logs, pics that could lead us to a path we need to see?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:21:32 ID: 8b5c46 No.8426012 >>8426062

File (hide): 231638fbb67ca3c⋯.jpg (208.73 KB, 900x1200, 3:4, CsWcaqUXgAQ398C.jpg)

I know I am seeing what I want to see. But shriners have a long history of this stuff. 
https://archive.is/yOg5k
https://archive.is/kvJZY
A fucking mason made a documentary about how the jesters are dragging them down
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VtgBdUtw26c
And this is the double heart. Plus the child in the color coding is naked. Look at the adult he is wearing a fez 
and a shirt.he is holding a naked child  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:25:37 ID: 8407b3 No.8426040 >>8426048

>>8425728
If someone gives me instructions how to find the zip`s I am happy to look at them and report back.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:26:37 ID: 3dcfff No.8426048 >>8426053

>>8426040
You are a fucking soldier.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:27:30 ID: 8407b3 No.8426053 >>8426069 >>8427107

>>8426048
I am not very savvy about u$enet so I need some instructions.  

File (hide): 85669bd39d1640f⋯.mp4 (3.64 MB,
320x240, 4:3, What the Freemasonic Shrin….mp4)
[play once] [loop]

File (hide): 28e52577f267e24⋯.mp4 (4.53 MB,
320x240, 4:3, A Shriner Freemason admits….mp4)
[play once] [loop]

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:29:11 ID: 114ec8 No.8426062 >>8426153

>>8426012

Shriners are diabolical.

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:30:20 ID: 3dcfff No.8426069

>>8426053
Either am i. Someone here fucking tell him how to do it.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:31:58 ID: 8b5c46 No.8426080

Might check out some links I do not know how to use usenet but if you provide links I might check it out.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:36:59 ID: 4c1d18 No.8426108  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:38:14 ID: 8407b3 No.8426116

So basically there are shit-tons of stuff which none of us can see because there are no real links to the stuff. It just means another shit-poster trying to 
keep the child molesters from Jail. 

Sad that people are happy to fuck up threads at the cost of children suffering.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:40:42 ID: 8407b3 No.8426130

On a more productive note. I have noticed that Jonathan Dimbleby is connected with many known paedophiles. It could be just that he is a news anchor 
journalist or it could be that the BBC have another Savile in their closet.

Those people who are still following their own investigations make note of the name just in case it comes up elsewhere.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:41:13 ID: 045c1c No.8426138
File (hide): 95758ddad69beca⋯.jpg (1 MB, 3264x2448, 4:3, Picture 15.jpg)

>>8416175
This shit pisses me off beyond belief. I'm wearing a 
valknot on my shoulder everyday. >pic related
First the swastika, now this.
These pedos and pederasts are looking to get their 
mongoloid skulls pureed.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:41:42 ID: ad0942 No.8426143

It was all of the talk about how long this has been going on that made me think to look.
u$enet was out along with ftp servers before there were really many websites. it was around before torrents or shit like that.
you have to dl a reader and configure it with a u$enet server.  Imagine splitting up binary files into size limited plaintext emails … uploading the plaintext 
emails to a server 

other people reading the same newsgroup could download all of the plaintext articles then combine them back into a binary file.  

Its looks much more streamlined now. Now it looks like you just download the header into the reader and the reader will pull everything in and assemble 
the file.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:42:36 ID: 8b5c46 No.8426153 >>8426224

File (hide): ebb3e61705de50f⋯.png (628.66 KB, 273x1430, 21:110, star crescent.png)

>>8426062
Sure.
Not only is there symbolical proof. The domino masks are repeatedly(7 times) mentioned in the 
shrine initiation.
https://archive.is/upQPD  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:44:02 ID: 19e07b No.8426163 >>8426324

Interesting Twitter.  James Alefantis thinks he is Pan.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:55:35 ID: 114ec8 No.8426224

>>8426153

>Each candidate is stripped to shirt, drawers and slippers, blindfolded and led around the room several times when he is halted.
Oriental Gulde to candidate: This is the place where our brethren stop to sprinkle the devil’s pass with urine. You will contribute a few drops of urine to 
commemorate the time and place where all who pass this way, here renounce the wiles and evils of the world and promise to ever worship at the Shrine 
of Islam. 

>Another member, preferably a slender, fragile. smooth-faced young man, is selected to be robed as a woman or Arab girl, in flowing robes, gathered 
tightly at the waist, bare arms and neck, female wig or striped silk handkerchief about the head and otherwise disguised as much as possible. He is 
covered with a domino and masked to enter the Temple, and seated with a lightweight or spare member:  one not too prominent or well-known. This 
member has on a domino beneath which he has his coat, vest and white shirt; under the shirt is buckled a wide, soft-padded belt, f astoned around under 
the arm-pits with two straps passing over the back from front of shoulders, and two from the shoulder blades; behind all four, unite in a ring or swivel at 
tlfe back of the neck, ready for harmless execution by hanging at the proper time.
These disguised members, being all prepared, sit around in dominoes and masked, in some obscure corner to await the ceremonies. Officers and 
members all robed and masked.

Bunch of demonic homos.

What's a domino in this context, though? 

>sit around in dominoes
>member has on a domino beneath
>covered with a domino

etc.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 06:56:58 ID: 045c1c No.8426234 >>8426284

File (hide): 4b983f43d396a33⋯.jpg (15.18 KB, 379x245, 379:245, disapprove-kermit.jpg)

>>8415636
>>8415731
Thing is, guy in the 
middle isn't Alefantis. 
That's Christopher 
Lynch.
He's the owner of 
L'Enfant. Christopher 
Lynch you fucking 
morons.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:02:58 ID: d90d2f No.8426277 >>8426291 >>8426328 >>8426343

Now where the f-ck is Interpol or Europol in this story. We are digging and open up the story without any legal tools.

Who are these guys and what are they even doing? 

Are interpol and europol child sex trafficers themselves?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:04:46 ID: 045c1c No.8426284
File (hide): 65d70f37464799b⋯.png (604.43 KB, 1096x742, 548:371, Untitled.png)

>>8426234
http://www.washingtonblade.com/2014/02/18/boom-time-lenfant/
^Lynch on right^
L'Enfant is a den of degenerate faggotry and sexual scum. "Boum boum" is their "pansexual paradise" 
event. Tickets sold out. Look at their website to learn a little bit about the place then look elsewhere.
P.S. Learn your shit before you start trying potential leads.
>pic related  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:05:44 ID: 3dcfff No.8426291 >>8426301 >>8426324

>>8426277
I think they are coming to our thread here anon?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:07:26 ID: d90d2f No.8426301 >>8426343 >>8426362

>>8426291
I don't know man. The fact that all governments and media keep it away from the masses is very very disturbing.

It's like: we (the people) against all elements of the beast system without any official support.

WTF is going on.  

File (hide): 8bca50fe5ebdae0⋯.jpg (1.18 MB,
1500x1500, 1:1, pedoIDlogo-phenomena2.jpg)

File (hide): 16ece972e31dc7b⋯.jpeg (44.11 KB,
470x232, 235:116, ULF_WALLS_with-name_SAVE-….jpeg)

File (hide): 067d647c0fe99e9⋯.gif (35.54 KB, 574x230,
287:115, good-humor-heartbrands-sm.gif)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:08:32 ID: d99ab8 No.8426317

>>8425514
updated
also found out the Wall's ice cream brand (subsidiary of Heartbrand, like Good Humor) partnered with unilever on their 'save the children' campaign. 
unilever's global-conglomerate orientation doesn't help.
>http:// www.savethechildren.org/site/c.8rKLIXMGIpI4E/b.9254365/k.DDD6/Unilever.htm#product
the irony in 2nd pic is taking years off my life  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:09:45 ID: 5abaf2 No.8426324 >>8426343 >>8426362 >>8426396

>>8426163
>>8426291
sure someone is watching. But for what reason we can only guess. If we've learned anything about the 'police' or other agencies in these matters, its that 
they are usually passive observers at best or actively helping to cover it up at worst.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:09:57 ID: d99ab8 No.8426326 >>8426601

File (hide): 76322d309ab15a1⋯.png (735.32 KB, 1045x499, 1045:499, they can't be serious.png)

omfg
> https:// 
www.unilever.com/brands/o
ur-brands/heartbrand.html  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:10:51 ID: 114ec8 No.8426328
File (hide): 13d046fb60b85f3⋯.webm (1.89 MB, 640x360, 16:9, barrel.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8426277
>Are interpol and europol child sex 
trafficers themselves?

Some of them. It'd be weird if their 
houses and cars suddenly caught fire for 
no reason.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:13:45 ID: cd6c0a No.8426343
File (hide): cd022288ec0ceff⋯.jpg (42.98 KB, 320x813, 320:813, 320px-AntinousAsOsiris-Bri….jpg)

The Pizza Ping Pong owner's profile picture of a statue of Antinous, the Antinous-Osiris hybrid historic cult, and the Osiris references in 
Podesta's emails. The elites appear to take part in so many cults. Is there a list of other less-known elite cults that have been dug up?

>>8426277
>>8426301
>>8426324
Check out google trends, 'pizzagate' is a more popular search than 'pepe the frog'. I wouldn't have guessed it reached so many people.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:16:18 ID: 3dcfff No.8426362 >>8426396 >>8426601

>>8426301
I was just thinking about this too. You remember how FUCKING BIG gamergate was? That was just vidya. WE ARE TALKING ABOUT KIDS. HUMANS. 
And now? Just silence. We need to start recruiting/convincing people to starting passing this shit around. We need a more mainstream output. What are 
we doing wrong? What are we doing right?

>>8426324
These people who are watching us. What are they waiting for? Are all of them against us?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:17:14 ID: e50411 No.8426369

here is a reader client and instructions to configure a u$enet server
s://github.com/nzbget/nzbget/wiki

here is where to search for headers. download the header file and dump it into the reader client.
p://nzbsearch.net/search.aspx?q=ping+pong&st=5&page=1  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:22:44 ID: d90d2f No.8426396

>>8426324
>>8426362
There is something to win in this situation but we need to be smart.

We need to make a list of people and what side they are on. Right now they are showing their true face. 

Like the democrats they are disqualified for Team Good. Trump has the benefit of the doubt imho. But we can use this situation to make politicians and 
agencies show their true face.

But right now it's not that difficult. If we make a list what officials support us we can keep the file at 0KB.  
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PSYCHOPATHS, NARCICISTS AND OTHER CLUSTER B CRIMINALLY MENTALLY ILL LOVE PING PONG Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:24:28
ID: f48d6a No.8426403 >>8426488

File (hide): f47571414c687bd⋯.png (39.59 KB, 300x250, 6:5, cqbG7EWzjQ-10.png)

https://luckyottershaven.com/2015/04/13/eight-fun-games-narcissists-like-to-play-and-one-they-cant-play/

>Here are eight games that are lots of fun for one of the players: the narcissist who initiates them. And like 
the overgrown babies they are, if you refuse to play or appear to be winning their game, they will pout, 
whine or throw a tantrum until you concede or let them win. This is a humorous yet serious look at the many 
games narcissists like to play, from the website The Narcissistic Life. Don’t play these games. Let them sulk 
and whine all by their widdle selves. Take the ball and go home.

Games Narcissists Play
Written by Alexander Burgemeester

>Narcissists are masters at playing mind games. They play to win and take no prisoners. They are poor 
losers and if they don’t win they will often react in a fit of rage and stomp away like a little child. The only 
way for the other person to win is to not play. You really have to be “on top of your game” to avoid them 
though. Here are some of the more common games that narcissists play:

#1 IS PING PONG

When a person begins to understand how a narcissist works, he or she realizes that it’s a bit like playing ping-pong. Anytime a narcissist has 
to self-reflect about anything, they will immediately throw the ball back to the person they consider their opponent. Narcissists will always 
throw the ball back to the other person. They do this in the expectation that they won’t have to take responsibility for their behavior. 
Narcissists hope that by not taking responsibility for their own actions (by using blaming, shaming, projection, denial, etc.) their partner will 
do what they have always done-forgive the narcissist, make excuses for the narcissist’s behavior, claim the narcissist couldn’t help himself 
because he was having a bad day, and so on.

>The narcissist is a moving target and you are always on the firing line. To get away from them (or expose them), you always have to keep an eye on the 
ball i.e., their actions and motives for playing their games with you. You have to stop wanting to play.

>You can stop catching the ball and put it back in the narcissist’s court by setting boundaries and making him aware of his actions. He then realizes he 
has no one to play with anymore. He will either drop the person like a hot potato, try to punish the person, or run away.  

can somebody make any sense of this ? Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:34:03 ID: 60462b No.8426449 >>8426525

DEADMANS KEY

https://i.sli.mg/oeugye.jpg

COMET MEMBER LOGIN; ZIP FOLDER DATE MATCHES PODESTA PASTA DINNER WITH ALA  FANTIS 

https://i.sli.mg/OklSe6.jpg

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/53200

Woman said Frank Giu  stra (billionaire Clintonite) is running a pedo   trafficking ring – she said this back in 2015 https://i.sli.mg/sQdmpZ.png

And she DOES name names of the rapists or "handlers" (as she calls them) who tortured and raped her. Here are others besides Frank Giu    stra. I have 
not looked into these but someone might want to:

"I was also , tortured , raped and mind controlled by Barry Gordon , Eddie Gay aka Bla  ire Under  wood , How  ard She  ctor ,Tina Arn  ing Bra  zel , Peter Bec-  
ket , Stephanie Prit  chard Wild , Frank Har  ris, Den  ne Mont  ague King , Randy Law  rence , John Hovercraft , Martin Lan  dau , Nor  by Walters ,
Maurice St  ein"  

Psychopathy: Theory, Research and Implications for Society Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:40:51 ID: f48d6a No.8426488 >>8426525

>>8426403
https://books.google.com/books?id=lqMZzZ7p3jIC&pg=PA1&lpg=PA1&dq=psychopath+ping+pong&source=bl&ots=mD11-
2_wsb&sig=3qq5EZpCOhdw_gGBJ7hYA57CEK8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwip9MnTu9fQAhVO4GMKHXzDA4wQ6AEIOjAF#v=onepage&q=psychopa
th%20ping%20pong&f=false

Psychopaths seem to have some kind of link to ping pong as a memetic, that it carries with it a subconcious idea that a small object is in their great 
control and gives them power over an enemy. IT seems that they are attracted to it based on subconcious power dynamic principles  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:50:10 ID: 8407b3 No.8426525 >>8426640

>>8426449
>>8426488
Just you shit-posting non leads. Hope you are happy helping child molesters remain free.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 07:55:42 ID: f48d6a No.8426561 >>8426584 >>8426617

EA KOETTING; BLOOD SACRIFICE T O EVOKE DEMONS

Somewhere in his interviews he talks about a satanist group getting involved in pedophilia. He himself was 
a victim of a psychopathic pedophile that uses satanism to condition and control him. IT would be very 
useful if we could find both the part in his interviews where he mentions that pedophiles do use satanism as 
a form of trauma based mind control. 

He in this video talks deeply on what blood sacrifice means to occultists and satanists in general. It appears 
to 'amplify' the ritual that they are doing. It also at 32:15 he talks about blood sacrifice of a child. 

Even avaowed satanists will admit that they do blood sacrifice, and that their more psychopathic side does 
engage in pedophilia.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:01:29 ID: 8407b3 No.8426584 >>8426640

>>8426561
More shit. I wonder if you lots class as ELVIS with such continuous bowel movements.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:05:26 ID: b3ab98 No.8426601 >>8426616

>>8426326
>filename
They very much are: one can easily imagine those ice creams into phallic shapes. Isn't there this picture floating around with "don't worry, you've been 
training for this your whole life" concerning oral sex?

>>8426362
>And now? Just silence.
The truth is too gruesome for many to accept or even consider.
I am experiencing much doubt: I want to share this with my peers, but I am very uncertain on how to introduce this to them. I expect to be met with a lot of 
ridicule and resistance.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:09:13 ID: 3dcfff No.8426616 >>8426627

>>8426601
I feel the same way. We need more focus. If we keeping digging we will win.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:09:40 ID: d90d2f No.8426617 >>8426633 >>8426640 >>8431595 >>8431630 >>8431704 >>8432979 >>8438950

>>8426561
So I guess it must be working right? How can they get so much power otherwise?

And if there is satanism which is capable of summoning demons in people. Shouldn't there also be a good side at the same time?

Like if you can summon demons and conquer the world by selling your soul.

Isn't there any white magic we can use to counter this shit?

I'm starting to believe magic is real because of this PizzaGate shit.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:14:07 ID: b3ab98 No.8426627 >>8426631

>>8426616
Nothing will happen if no action is undertaken. So far, it's pointy fingers on the internet. Do you think that will stop these people?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:15:13 ID: 3dcfff No.8426631

>>8426627
True. Completely true.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:15:25 ID: b3ab98 No.8426633 >>8426648 >>8426788

>>8426617
Magic is real: it's mostly based on your willpower. If you are able to sacrifice a baby, the leap to getting into places of power is a walk in the park.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:16:27 ID: f48d6a No.8426640 >>8426997

>>8426525
>>8426584
>posting non leads and "helping real child molesters run free"
>anal fixation 

Oh you Cluster B Anti-Social Personality Disorder shill, I struck a nerve. You must actually think you have 
any power, or can win. You are like the kikes who pay your shitty bill, completely fucking dead.  You are 
fucking powerless. Anonymous is more powerful than the CIA.

EA KOETTING MY ESCAPE FROM HELLISH CHILD ABUSE BY A SA TANIST FULL  
STORY

In this story he talks about his whole story of his adoption and major abuse following his whole childhood 
being adopted by a Satanist pedophile child pornographer. He talks about his early life, the horrific abuse 

the American foster system did as giving him to the worst home anyone can imagine. From being beaten and severe neglect and starvation at the hands 
of his adoptive parents prior to the child pornographer, his life only got worse. When adopted by a psychopath, he was quickly raped and abused and 
attacked daily by a satanist who made child pornography by raping him. 

Later on he talks about his whole life as a massive cycle of abuse perpetuated by a pedophile psychopath who adopted children for the express purpose 
of raping them and making pornography of it. One adopted family named him a special name so the "father" could find him if he ever went to prison and 
was released. Others would neglect him and starve him. His story as much a story of the failure of the orphanages as it is the horror and evil of 
pedophiles and the sick things they get into in order to control the children they rape. 

>>8426617
Magic isnt real. Anything is real when you believe hard enough.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:17:34 ID: d90d2f No.8426648 >>8426660 >>8426788

>>8426633
Any thoughts about the opposite, the good magic?

How do we do it? We showed willpower with the elections but is there some way to channel it for the good?

Is there any name of it? Is it the Wicca shit or what is it called?  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:17:38 ID: 92a98a No.8426649 >>8426685 >>8430105

File (hide): 82b7a0490d43e8b⋯.png (32.34 KB, 909x955, 909:955, Untitled.png)

>>8422192
Might be old news but

Owner Name:  OZKUM KENT Z &
WILLIAM J MORROW  Use:
Principal Residence:  AGRICULTURAL
YES
Mailing Address:  10720 DERN RD
EMMITSBURG MD 21727-7903  Deed Reference:  /04298/ 00561
Location & Structure Information
Premises Address:  10720 DERN RD
EMMITSBURG 21727-0000
 Legal Description:
 28.2473 ACRES
N/S SIXES BRIDGE ROAD
Map:  Grid:  Parcel:  Sub District:  Subdivision:  Section:  Block:  
Lot:  Assessment Year:  Plat No:  0

0015  0015  0079   0000     2015  Plat Ref:  0083/ 0089
Special Tax Areas:  Town:  NONE
Ad Valorem:  600
Tax Class:  
Primary Structure Built  Above Grade Enclosed Area  Finished Basement Area  Property Land Area  County Use
1890  2,568 SF   28.2400 AC  
Stories  Basement  Type  Exterior  Full/Half Bath  Garage  Last Major Renovation
2  YES  STANDARD UNIT  LOG  2 full   
Value Information
 Base Value  Value  Phase-in Assessments
  As of
01/01/2015  As of
07/01/2016  As of
07/01/2017
Land:  81,400  77,400
Improvements  234,800  346,300
Total:  316,200  423,700  387,867  423,700
Preferential Land:  5,400    5,400
Transfer Information
Seller: DRAVO, ANDREA N.  Date: 12/16/2003  Price: $365,000
Type: ARMS LENGTH IMPROVED  Deed1: /04298/ 00561  Deed2:
Seller: HEINTZ, GEORGEANNA  Date: 04/05/2002  Price: $220,000
Type: ARMS LENGTH IMPROVED  Deed1: /03116/ 00993  Deed2:
Seller: CARLSON, JAMES H.  Date: 09/29/1987  Price: $45,000
Type: NON-ARMS LENGTH OTHER  Deed1: /01448/ 00436  Deed2:
Exemption Information
Partial Exempt Assessments:  Class  07/01/2016  07/01/2017
County:  000  0.00  
State:  000  0.00  
Municipal:  000  0.00|0.00  0.00|0.00
Tax Exempt:  Special Tax Recapture:
Exempt Class:  AGRICULTURAL TRANSFER TAX
Homestead Application Information
Homestead Application Status: No Application  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:20:14 ID: 876792 No.8426660 >>8426668 >>8426680

>>8426648
This thread is getting so retarded  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:21:43 ID: 3dcfff No.8426668 >>8426788

>>8426660
This is what i keep saying. STAY FOCUSED YOU AUTISTS. PEDOS. We need to get these criminals behind bars. Fuck the larping satanists god damnit.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:22:34 ID: 9cd19a No.8426671

this is just a rabbit hole now  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:26:03 ID: b3ab98 No.8426680 >>8426698 >>8426713

>>8426660
>Bad humans practice, what they believe is magic to further their means.
>Propose opposite, since all things are dual.
>Proceed to get mocked.

I am entertaining the thought that you are a paid disinformant
 (seeing as this is your first post in the thread)  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:26:54 ID: 92a98a No.8426685 >>8430105 >>8434668

>>8426649
http://www.medicarelist.com/doctor/kent-z-ozkum-md-washington-dc/

Kent Z Ozkum, MD is a medicare enrolled "Anesthesiology" physician in Washington, District Of Columbia. He went to State University Of New York 
Health Science Center Of Syracuse and graduated in 1989 and has 27 years of diverse experience with area of expertise as Anesthesiology.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:28:33 ID: 8407b3 No.8426695

All the recent pizza gate stuff is Hillary shills. Give the ELVIS people this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCywGhHQMEw&feature=youtu.be

I suggest a weeks rest and people work on fun memes for the norms. We can launch an all out attack on Hillary on 20th Jan. The day Trump takes over.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:29:08 ID: 876792 No.8426698

>>8426680
Probably who knows  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:31:39 ID: d90d2f No.8426713 >>8426722 >>8426724 >>8426729

>>8426680
When an idea is actively silenced it's worth investigating.

That is what I learned the past years.

White Magic here I come.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:33:50 ID: 92a98a No.8426722 >>8426742

>>8426713
No one is actively silencing it you fucking retard. Magic if it works requires massive scale (meme magick) or degenerate shit (spirit cooking). Jerking off to 
a bush alone isn't going to do shit. 

Go to /x/ and read a book before you fucking whine like a retard.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:34:25 ID: 8407b3 No.8426724 >>8426741

>>8426713
That is true. However when the point is to get Hillary and Podesta in jail. Masonic and devil worship leads will fail. The only lady mason I know of is 
Queen Elizabeth.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:34:30 ID: 7eccdd No.8426726
File (hide): f9a15420ec0bc52⋯.jpg (451.65 KB, 1456x1468, 364:367, fag.jpg)

>>8424124
I think it's no line, I think it's either a reflection or they dragged 
something along the line which removed the dust.

updated version  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:35:10 ID: 876792 No.8426729

>>8426713
Don't you dare investigate white magic don't you do it anon  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:38:16 ID: d90d2f No.8426741 >>8426766

>>8426724
Imho it's not about Hillary or Pedostra alone. If we want to do it right we need to uncover the complete power structure of the whatever-they-are-doing 
shit.

Hillary and Pedostra are just heads of the Hydra.

And fuck bush jerking anon. Your mindset is what stalls innovation you moron.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:38:34 ID: d90d2f No.8426742 >>8426764

>>8426722
Yes you.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:41:56 ID: 92a98a No.8426764 >>8426777 >>8426782

>>8426742
I don't know. For some reason we're talking about this retard magic cosplaying instead of the fact that the person who owns the farm that was linked 
earlier in the thread is an anesthesiologist. To me you're just wasting everyone's time talking about unrelated shit. LOL IS MAGIC REAL GUISSSS???? 
Fuck off you piece of subhuman shit.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:42:17 ID: 8407b3 No.8426766 >>8426772

>>8426741
NO Pizzagates purpose was to investigate links of Ping Pong and Podesta and then to Hillary. If you want to do anything else maybe try giving a new 
name a new set of threads.
My mindset is how I want it. I do not want a bunch of low level perverts take the fall for the higher ups. It happens every time. Many, many examples of 
similar investigations fail to catch the leaders. With the new internet tech we have it is our one and only chance to do something. You want to fuck around 
and get low level rewards. I want to cut the heads off.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:44:04 ID: d90d2f No.8426772

>>8426766
Yes that's what i also want. But I think it's way larger then just the Podesta and Hillary group.

Imho it leads to Israel and world wide satanic networks. 

But we might get somewhere if we chop the H&P heads. But it's still cutting off two heads of a 1000 headed Hydra.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:44:43 ID: d90d2f No.8426777

>>8426764
Yeah alright you're right. I'll search somewhere else for this magic shit. Lets focus on the pingpong case. Sorry for derailing.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:45:36 ID: 876792 No.8426782 >>8426993 >>8427047

>>8426764
The investigation is filled with so much paranoia that everyone is going to just fight each other and call each other shills, while the paid ones watching this 
thread laugh their asses off  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:46:41 ID: 9725e6 No.8426788

>>8426633
>Magic is real: it's mostly based on your willpower.
>>8426648
>good magic?
>>8426668
>This thread is getting so retarded
>>>8426660
>This is what i keep saying. STAY FOCUSED YOU AUTISTS. PEDOS. We need to get these criminals behind bars. Fuck the larping satanists god 
damnit.

Yes, please. I'll take "Reality Check" for $500 Alex.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:49:10 ID: d63e4a No.8426804

I'm a newfag that only lurked but this whole #PizzaGate shit is legitimately frightening, shadilay to my brothers working on this.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 08:55:57 ID: b9f157 No.8426828 >>8426997

I did a google image search for "blue triangle spiral" and this came up.

http://errm-public.sharepoint.com/

Look the top left of their page.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:05:02 ID: dc7764 No.8426855

I FOUND SOME WEIRD SHIT

1.) Searched "8ch.net/elephants" on DDG
2.) Linked to this DUMP.FM - mostly normal, saw a pic of him eating pizza and let the confirmation bias keep me moving - found "CUMDUMPSTER with a 
baby on the side" and said OhFugg
3.) Broken pic next to it links to Familylobby.com WEIRD FUCKING WEBSITE FOR MAKING… FAMILY WEBSITES? idk maybe some weird ass people 
do this 
4.) Familylobby.com/common has STRANGE PICTURE THING W/ BROWSE BUTTON

Now i'm not going to enable plug ins and i lack the opsec to dig deeper but if anyone is rabbit holing this is strange…
That being said, I may need to start my own thread as Dump.FM is not *entirely* related to Comet Ping Pong  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:05:05 ID: f48d6a No.8426856 >>8426905

http://www.psychforums.com/antisocial-personality/topic159886.html
Psychopaths in sports

https://forums.studentdoctor.net/threads/antisocial-personality-disorder-and-professional-sports-football.550425/
anti social personality disorder and sports

So far Ive only found that psychopaths do enjoy tennis. There is some kind of connection between Narcicists and ping pong though. No idea why.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:09:50 ID: 39fe1d No.8426873 >>8439770

File (hide): f7d8b893c3f25f0⋯.png (4.33 MB, 3517x4493, 3517:4493, hastertpod2.png)

>>8424737
New take on the Podesta email about traffic being "warm and weird in light of Hastert". I think it may be a haiku, which 
would make sense because he is writing to his Jap friend. Only it lacks the correct number of syllables 5-7-5.  
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WITH JEWS "PIZZA" IS CODE WORD FOR SEX Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:17:50 ID: f48d6a No.8426904 >>8426912

https://www.ted.com/talks/al_vernacchio_sex_needs_a_new_metaphor_here_s_one

For some reason, says educator Al Vernacchio, the metaphors for talking about sex in the US all come from baseball — scoring, getting to first base, etc. 
The problem is, this frames sex as a competition, with a winner and a loser. Instead, he suggests a new metaphor, one that's more about shared 
pleasure, discussion and agreement, fulfillment and enjoyment. Let's talk about … pizza. 

http://groupthink.kinja.com/sex-as-pizza-1635501784
==sex 

>The gist of it is this: In the U.S., the metaphor for sex that we tend to use is baseball (think "first/second/third base," "scoring," "batting for the other 
team," and so on), and it's deeply flawed for a number of reasons. It encourages us to think about sex as an externally-focused, rote, sexist and 
heterosexist competitive endeavor. Vernacchio suggests that we should instead use pizza as a metaphor for sex. Unlike baseball, pizza is not a 
competition. You eat pizza when you desire it, and not when the coach says you should (and you can stop whenever you're full, instead of at a 
preordained end point). You eat pizza for pleasure and satisfaction, not to win. You can eat pizza with anyone, or by yourself (or not at all). There are no 
rules in pizza—you can order whatever toppings you want, and there's no wrong way to eat it. And—here's a crucial point—you always talk with your 
dining companions about what kind of pizza you're going to eat together.

>I love this. And I'm especially into the fact that it's a metaphor that provides a way to think about consent and communication as natural parts of sexual 
intimacy. Despite the prevalence of campus sexual assault and abstinence-only sex ed, this kind of thing actually gives me hope that we can change the 
toxic culture we've developed around sex.

>And now I'm hungry for pizza.

http://www.oprah.com/relationships/How-Sex-Is-Like-Pizza
oprah how sex is like pizza

jew states sex is like pizza
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/thinking-sexual-intimacy-terms-pizza/

http://www.sexedcenter.org/pizza-and-pleasure/
pizza as sex and pleasure  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:17:52 ID: 5d78ae No.8426905 >>8426966 >>8427047

>>8426856
I like ping pong and I'm kinda narcissistic.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
PIZZA WELL KNOWN CODE WORD FOR SEX Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:21:13 ID: f48d6a No.8426912

>>8426904
https://www.collegenet.com/elect/app/app?service=external/Forum&sp=56905

>hello afuentes!
(pizza) pie…has always been associated to sex.
>and pizza pie…well…it's um…
>sliced…like a..
>?well ok.

>one of the first musical references I know of, of sex as "pie" is actually in the song Penny Lane by the 
Beatles. 
>Written in 1967..the writers lennon and McCartney used clever Liverpool slang in the lyrics ("for a fish and 
finger pie"). which actually the BBC allowed. the blues, however, has perhaps the most metaphors for sex, 
hands down. (or is that hands up?)

>..I think I just broke the man-code of elusive sexual metaphors…
>and I am thinking of a scene from the movie Tom Jones..and the food sequence…
>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tezjznL9NzM
>….and that was released in 1963!!!!
>ladies: ask your male friends if they want a slice of pizza..if they say no…offer them a hot dog instead! (and that's as raunchy as the bear will get..) 
seconds anyone?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:29:04 ID: 90a9f9 No.8426941

>>8423387
Only do it if you arent an autistic retard like the rest of us. Stewart is a pro at getting people to rage, so take care not to look the fool.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:29:33 ID: 90a9f9 No.8426944

>>8423472
>i'm a girl
Tits or get the fuck out. Its the rule.  
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URBAN DICTIONARY PIZZA REFERENCES TO SEX Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:35:32 ID: f48d6a No.8426966
File (hide): 96f2ca1a7b52c9f⋯.jpg (9.63 KB, 299x168, 299:168, pizza.jpg)

>>8426905
Low energy. Try harder. 

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=pizza&page=3

 >pizza
>Codeword for pussy
>Matt loves to eat pizza 

>27
>Pizza
>A code name for rough sex, commonly used by bored couples at a formal affair. No one knows what pizza means, so it can be used around anyone.

>(This term has been coined by Harvard University students in the summer of 2011)
While at dinner with the family:

>Husband: Hey honey, after this do you want to go have some pizza? I'm still hungry

>Wife: Yeah, I could go for some pizza myself… 

65
>Pizza
>The sexiest food
>Pizza is so sexy 

71
>pizza
>Pizza is the sexiest food ever made!
>Mmmm pizza! <3
>#pizza #cheesey #pizza hut #se

73
pizza
>codename for sex. yeah thats pretty much it but it said there has to be 20 letters so i'm using up letters.
>Dude, I heard they had pizza the other night!
>#pizza #sex #fuck #uh #yo 
>RRAACCHHEELL 

82
>pizza
>like sex,
>when its good, its GREAT!
>&&& when its bad, its still pretty good.
>omg, omg, omg, oh yes yes yes yes yes yes your so hot. you mlet in my mouth. oh god, YES YES YES YES >YES. damn that was some good pizza. i 
think was orgasmic.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:37:35 ID: e07474 No.8426979

>>8423371
>>>8423338
>
>this >>8423360
>
>Most likely a hit piece.

Don't waste your fucking time.

Even when that blonde was on there spanking Trevor's goofy ass recently, they still did their best to derail and claim dodge every shucking and jiving step 
of the way.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:38:37 ID: 90a9f9 No.8426984

>>8425055
legit info  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:40:47 ID: f48d6a No.8426993

>>8426782
The only ones shilling are the ones claiming everyone is getting paranoid and attacking eachother.

When they are the ones attacking others, damning their evidence and mocking them under multiple IDs.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:41:27 ID: 5abaf2 No.8426997 >>8427018 >>8427030 >>8427047

>>8426828
>>8426640
why are you trying to derail this thread? The occultist here that want to defend, deny, or discuss the theology and practice of the search please look for 
another thread. I do not think most of us think that those who follow or look to the 'esoteric' are the cause. Or even that this search is mostly connected.

Bottom line their are people who stand directly across from the Christians in their faith. Both observe a 'dogma' and there truth in both.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:46:29 ID: f48d6a No.8427018 >>8427020

>>8426997

Pol has always been esoteric and had a great understanding of both. We aren't a christian board there is one already >>/christian/ you can discuss 
christan things there.

Here meme magic, Nazi Esotericism, politics, mass psychology, memetics and occult and 'conspiracy' subjects are commonplace. We discuss and 
debate them. But /pol/ is not a christian holy war board fighting the satanist menace.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:47:12 ID: bd56db No.8427020 >>8427041 >>8427047

>>8427018
>Pol has always been esoteric and had a great understanding of both

No  
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119:67, image.jpg)

File (hide): afa71c426b7e944⋯.jpg (76.98 KB,
1200x675, 16:9, image.jpg)

File (hide): 72f067d7e2cf209⋯.jpg (52.8 KB, 952x536,
119:67, image.jpg)

File (hide): d384d8b9cdcd223⋯.jpg (66.76 KB,
1200x675, 16:9, image.jpg)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:47:29 ID: 19e07b No.8427024 >>8427039 >>8427044  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:48:25 ID: e07474 No.8427030
File (hide): 4cbb5b0460fea94⋯.gif (499.08 KB, 408x214, 204:107, indeed.gif)

>>8426997
>Look for 
another 
thread  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:50:38 ID: 5abaf2 No.8427039 >>8427047

>>8427024
quit it with the fucking larp.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:51:12 ID: f48d6a No.8427041 >>8427893

>>8427020
Since when has pol not been esoteric? We meme magicked Trumps win, and 

Since you are trying to derail the discussion and counter accuse me of doing so, as well as deny that pol has always been esoteric and worshiped kek.

The "Deus Vult" board where Christians battle the forces of evil on a taiwanese rice processing board has already been made. It's >>/chrsitian/  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:52:30 ID: bd56db No.8427044

>>8427024
>disinfo  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:53:55 ID: f48d6a No.8427047 >>8427085

>>8427039
>>8427020
>>8426997
>>8426905
>>8426782

samefag, low energy and shitty at shilling. When we first began we had much better. Back over the wall with you.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 09:56:23 ID: 653e73 No.8427061
File (hide): 8facf60edd1dc5e⋯.jpg (127.29 KB, 600x600, 1:1, FB_20161109_13_41_02_Saved….jpg)

Hey fellas. 

I stumbled upon some odd symbolism In the watchmen movie. 

The character mulloch is interrogated by rorschach, and the message in his 
fridge is written on a pizza box that says "pizzeria" 

Can any super autists look into that?

https://youtu.be/EuZbGUsP0lI  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:01:55 ID: 5abaf2 No.8427085

>>8427047
no man I'm just want to get away from this whis weird defense and derail people have when this thread devolves into defending the studied of the occult 
and I am only trying to say. lets talk about the dogmas after we catch the people harming children.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:07:06 ID: 44aaf6 No.8427107 >>8427206

>>8426053
I'm savvy and have been into it for about 20 years…..BBS before that. I have seen shit you don't want to know about (had a programming friend that 
literally use to just grab everything in there when it was smaller).

I'll go look into it. I'm seared, yet I still have a heart. I have access to some really ancient servers. I'll see what I can find (btw the "dark web" has nothing 
on the u$enet).  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:16:13 ID: 51402f No.8427140 >>8427190

Have you dipshits found any laws being broken yet or is still mindless witch hunts?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:30:05 ID: ae7782 No.8427190

>>8427140
Still under ops, nigger. Look through what's available, but the big stuff's not done yet.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:33:32 ID: 44aaf6 No.8427206 >>8427450 >>8429387

>>8427107
Short search…what I found so far (sorry anons, never thought of looking there):

p1ng p0ng just regular porn videos
p1zza on the other hand was a disgusting realm of gay porn and boy rape. it seems everywhere I check p1zza is the code for boys or gay porn.
now the name c0met PP when you abbreviate to CPP you get some interesting results…most of it is user names for posting, but there is child porn (girls) 
linked to CPP posts and requests. So CPP and p1zza would mean boys and girls.

I'll continue to dig, but I am going offline for awhile so I will be back later, but if the user who said he found all the zips could drop a hint where he saw 
them I would like to know (like a.b.p.t.t.s for group names)

….also one last thing: In the last two months there have been many zip posts using p1ng p0ng and p1zza that appear to be FBI postings. It looks like 
they are trying to bait the curious in who search these terms. Why? I don't know, but Mr. FBI it is about time you went after the elites or this will never end.  
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File (hide): 5e8730b92a3bfa6⋯.jpg
(26.14 KB, 391x539, 391:539, whatonearth.jpg)

File (hide): d72ba930cc190ae⋯.jpeg (44.9 KB,
693x541, 693:541, this might be one of the ….jpeg)

File (hide): c839d786225c680⋯.png (166 KB,
635x410, 127:82, Screenshot from 2016-12-03….png)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:40:49 ID: 379363 No.8427233 >>8427262 >>8427265 >>8430505

>>8413638 (OP)
I'm not sure if the picture of two hearts intersected can have either the same or a similar meeting to the pedo symbols. The symbols in the first image list 
the known symbols, and some wear it with slight alterations so they can recognize eachother. The crossed heart might be a substitute for the weird pink 
heart symbol since it might count has minor alterations. unsure. found the symbol when searching for heart symbols on google. When I searched all sizes 
of a similar image, it led me to a twitter account, though this account seems innocent. He could've flipped the genders for the symbol to confuse people. 
Am I on a dead lead, or another pandoras box?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:49:54 ID: 497879 No.8427262 >>8427274

File (hide): 9283f9f9a5fbdd0⋯.jpg (12.38 KB, 400x400, 1:1, small-big-hands-23336077.jpg)

>>8427233
I don't think it's the same. It's gotta be a smaller one inside a bigger one.
Think big-small, not necessarily hearts of triangles. There was another logo with a small hand 
inside a big hand which was suspicious as well.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:50:37 ID: ae7782 No.8427265 >>8430505

>>8427233
Keep an eye on the account, or the person's related accounts, if you like. If you can find large businesses or VIP owners using anything like this, please 
do share, though. That would be preferable, since we don't have anything else pointing this way. And keep in mind that sometimes a silly logo's just a silly 
logo.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 10:53:06 ID: ae7782 No.8427274

>>8427262
^This seems a bit more like what we're needing^
I would have added this to my reply if I had seen what you said. Top marks.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 11:35:04 ID: bd56db No.8427450 >>8427463

File (hide): cda6f8f3d5a2830⋯.png (13.38 KB, 217x255, 217:255, Smug FBI police pepe.png)

>>8427206

I hope you're behind a lot of 
protection, looking at that stuff  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 11:41:19 ID: ae7782 No.8427463

>>8427450
I was thinking that but didn't say anything.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 11:50:41 ID: 7da377 No.8427491
File (hide): 47dc5aed5449816⋯.webm (5.68 MB, 320x240, 4:3, spidersoncrack.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8417208  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 13:09:15 ID: 497879 No.8427853

>>841
3638 
(OP)
Nunner
ies? 
Jesuits
? 
Witchcr
aft?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 13:16:58 ID: b3ab98 No.8427893 >>8427935

File (hide): 500cc081d76374f⋯.jpeg (83.64 KB, 482x800, 241:400, 1473204615630.jpeg)

>>8427041
Here's an idea: create an entity with the 
focus and willpower to battle.

Similar to Kek.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 13:26:28 ID: 7eccdd No.8427935 >>8428007 >>8429584

File (hide): f39279d1a0f3704⋯.jpg (490.95 KB, 600x600, 1:1, 1479119787462.jpg)

>>8427893
I do that every day, meditating 45-60 minutes on kek.

The good thing is, kek is the natural enemy of all of ((their)) gods and ((them)), but he's invulnerable to their 
power.

When meditating I focus on kek, after 15-20 minutes I can feel his presence. I'm pretty sure he's supporting 
everyone who knows about pizzagate and every now and then he intervenes and gives someone a hint to a 
new lead.

Well, I can't say for sure that it's kek, but it's a benevolent being, which is most likely linked to kek.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 13:45:38 ID: 2c7bb8 No.8428007

>>8427935

Shadilay.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:08:31 ID: 337cfa No.8428071

>>8414370
God fucking dammit just delete the http:// part of the url and post that shit. When the fuck did this spoilering and breaking urls start. JFC 
https://archive.org/stream/JulianAssangeHasBeenTakenWikileaksCompromisedByTheCIA/CIA%20EMPLOYEE%20DIRECTORY#page/n5/mode/2up

And that link had two lines in it, the same lines in the url. No source, nothing. But there was a nice CIA directory there, over 400 pages, looking through it 
now. Don't v& me bro.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:09:04 ID: b9f900 No.8428074

https: //medium.com/@LoriHandrahan2/maine-s-shameful-secret-child-rape-7162fa89a5b#.tfnbgc577

info about government cover-up in maine  

File (hide): 79d48e27f03f1d6⋯.png (533.14 KB,
1906x1336, 953:668, Denny Hastert email and se….png)

File (hide): 911e6263f17e470⋯.png
(51.53 KB, 1015x1431, 1015:1431, podesta and
japanese guy e….png)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:16:42 ID: f64da7 No.8428100 >>8428110

In case it helps, Podesta has Japanese ties, which also connect to Hastert (convicted pedo)  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:21:04 ID: 337cfa No.8428110 >>8428116

>>8428100
voat said halfchan had an insider post saying Podesta was on Nose Island in Japan.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:22:02 ID: f64da7 No.8428116
File (hide): 3da01d39ccb4882⋯.png (198.57 KB, 640x1136, 40:71, 1480732086365.png)

>>8428110
You mean this?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:39:16 ID: 5282cc No.8428201 >>8428228 >>8428250 >>8432280 >>8432590

File (hide): 1807ea09d0d1f0b⋯.jpg (133.29 KB, 599x900, 599:900, 1807ea09d0d1f0b455b10fd3af….jpg)

Who is the faggot who attached Roxy to all of this?

I can assure you 100% that Quiksilver/Roxy is NOT a pedo ring. Does anything with a heart in it become pedo? You guys 
are fucking retarded niggers. I know the CEO. I know people who work there at corporate. You guys are on a faggot libel 
goose chase. I've seen this shit on instagram and you faggots are getting close to being sued.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:39:55 ID: 337cfa No.8428206

>>8423974
Yeah, Piggy Palace is insane. And most of them are still free. 
Abel Danger guy used to scoff at paragraphs which made him seem crazier than he really is. Someone convinced him otherwise or something, I think he 
uses them now.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:45:12 ID: cb7b91 No.8428228 >>8431957 >>8432331

>>8428201
Disinfo/shillfags trying to derail the investigation. Only true spastics would believe every logo relating to the FBI guide to identifying paedophiles is an 
actual nonce group.

Who would they sue anyway, dipshit mcfuckstain???? 

>HURRR DURRR I NO DA SEE EE OH UR GUNNA GET SOOOD  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 14:49:25 ID: 7eccdd No.8428250

>>8428201
faggot, no one said that these brands are pedo rings, gtfo  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 15:05:13 ID: 8407b3 No.8428316

People should not waster too much time on this but I found this link. It has a podesta email address and some of his friends addresses. Absolute random 
stuff but the link names do not always correspond with the content. A mind fuck of odd information. As I said worth having a 15 minute browse but nothing 
more.

http://aldast.easterndns.com/4Mjyil.html

http://verked.easterndns.com/4Mxekm.html  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 15:32:56 ID: f64da7 No.8428427 >>8428445 >>8428650 >>8431488 >>8431794 >>8431822 >>8431988 >>8433010

File (hide): 8c193c4adf3bd1b⋯.jpg (2.7 MB, 4784x2476, 1196:619, Possible route.jpg)

 I need help. I've been thinking on how they could dispose of bodies and stuff in case it was true. After all, 
that palce wouldn't be a good choice if they can't get rid of evidence easily.
 Many people talked about pig farms. And while it's a good theory, I thought it would be hard to keep trucks 
and cars coming in and out, and going to pig farms, without leaving any traces.
 So I looked up the area and found something interesting: right behind Comet Ping Pong and Besta Pizza, 
there is a river. It's a small one that goes around the city, mostly covered by trees, which then connects to 
Rock Creek, which then leads to Potomac River, that ends on Chesapeake Bay, and from there, the ocean.
 It's a 311km/211mile route, but I believe it's mostly unguarded, and a small boat carrying corpses could 
easily pass through it by night/morning and come back without worrying about some random cop on the 

road.
 Also, disposing of bodies in the ocean is a very common method, and it's almost impossible that anyone would find it.

 It's a perfectly secure route, that leads to a perfect way to dispose of evidence, which starts right behind the center of the whole possible scheme. A little 
suspicious, right?

 So, what do you guys say? Am I on the right track or is it impossible? I'm not very familiar with the place, so this is a very wild guess on my part. 

>pic explains the route in detail, plus I added some satelite image showing everything.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 15:37:36 ID: 600e5b No.8428445 >>8428470

>>8428427

Alefantis has a pig farm, try to keep up

or stop shilling.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 15:43:51 ID: f64da7 No.8428470

>>8428445
As I said, trucks coming in and out would leave traces. Thought it's just an idea, and I don't think we should overlook such huge coincidence just on the 
basis that there is other methdo they could use.
 Also, someone on 4chan pointed out it could be used as a route to snuck kids in, instead of taking them out. Which makes sense, considering the route 
likely not guarded at all and leads right to where the shit is happening.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 15:47:55 ID: b9461e No.8428490 >>8431560 >>8432220 >>8436506

>My fucking face when I've been reading the 6 latest threads

This is getting fucking riddiculous. Shills everywhere, newfags falling for everyone of them. If you want to actually accomplish something fucking read this 
and act accordingly:

>Timeline

Get everything into a timeline. Every event, every discovery.

>The money

This is the most important. Follow the fucking money.

>James Alefantis, Hawai'i wifi base, Clinton Foundation, Podestas

Concentrate ONLY for these. Everythin else is possibly waste of time and dead ends. These are the game fishes here.

>Think

Think why X is relevant and why Y is not. Use your fucking brains. In the end truth is weirder than fiction.

Otherwise this whole thing is pointless. Good luck anons.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 15:50:42 ID: 600e5b No.8428500

>>8425799
this seems fake  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 16:25:32 ID: a464d4 No.8428650

>>8428427
Pigs eat anything. Someone needs to go there and get some pig shit to find out if there is any human DNA in it.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 16:35:02 ID: 018225 No.8428710
File (hide): 405425e636d27ee⋯.jpg (209.34 KB, 1400x700, 2:1, which is better.jpg)

Which is better?
Playing dominos 
on cheese, or 
on pasta?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 16:46:56 ID: 26674e No.8428779 >>8429270 >>8430645 >>8431876

File (hide): 7e3a55adb0a986a⋯.jpg (21.28 KB, 500x278, 250:139, CyqdtgcXUAActB8.jpg)

>>8413638 (OP)
Hey guys,

Adult male here. 

I was raped by people dressed like cartoon characters as a child. 

I remember the two biggest things in my life at that point was pizza and church. Not 
sure why I was obsessed with pizza as a child.

This was in Louisiana.

My dad was an abject failure at everything, but he was way into all the "Alister Crowley" shit. I'm pretty sure he was facilitating it.

The reason why they like to rape kids under 4-5 is because we can't remember shit when we get older. 

Not sure what I can contribute here.

AMA I guess  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 77d56420270e58a⋯.jpg
(978.78 KB, 1915x2560, 383:512,
Burney_Relief_Babylon_-180….JPG)

File (hide): 438a8c3aa758d50⋯.jpg
(116.11 KB, 756x1008, 3:4,
Cwafkd2UcAE56dk.jpg)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 17:24:08 ID: 56d2bd No.8429042 >>8429107 >>8431938

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilith

A while back I remember researching into Old demons and reading about the demoness Lilith. She would take children away in the night.
What is a small similarity to the child trafficking, but a lot of what I keep finding points to a matriarchy within this Secret group of traffickers.

While browsing through Instagram I noticed that 800 of these people doing suspicious post with children were predominantly female. (Singers in 
satanic/readfem bands, etc). If they weren't female, then they had a higher propensity towards dressing like females. And lots of a cult practice is also 
emulate the worship of Saturn or Isis as well so this wasn't the first time I had seen matriarchal tendencies in the occult.

What really activated my almonds was hearing about the eight goddesses Colt that was running South Korea.

After this it became a pretty reasonable assumption that there were other matriarchal Cults. 

This is pretty easy to find on the Wikipedia page. 

Reference to Owl:

>In Hebrew-language texts, the term lilith or lilit(translated as "night creatures", "night monster", "night hag", or "screech owl")

>Suggested translations for the Tablet XII spirit in the tree include ki-sikil as "sacred place", lil as "spirit", andlil-la-ke as "water spirit".[16] but also simply 
"owl", given that the lil is building a home in the trunk of the tree.[17]

Isaiah 34:14-15

>There shall the Lilith repose, and find for herself a place to rest. (15) There the hoot owl shall nest and lay eggs, hatch them out and gather them in her 
shadow;

This refers to her as an owl as well. 

I believe that Minerva/Athena are inspired by Lilith. Athena/Minerva are representative of wisdom, which the owl itself is a symbol for. Wisdom in the old 
testament was what caused the downfall of Eden, and Lilith was the first wife of Adam. 

Any other mythological connections would be appreciated.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 17:30:28 ID: bd56db No.8429107 >>8429215

>>8429042

But this Paedo ring is obviously run by faggots  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 17:41:48 ID: 56d2bd No.8429215 >>8429404

>>8429107
Do faggots not emulate and worship femininity?

There are women involved as well.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 17:49:22 ID: a464d4 No.8429270 >>8429404 >>8430645

>>8428779
Dressed like cartoon characters - Please expand?

AmA > sounds like reddit, so does your Arse still hurt?
What is your earliest memory?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 17:51:39 ID: 4a09af No.8429288 >>8429305 >>8432238

I'm going to be in DC on Monday, might stop by ping pong. I don't believe in pizzagate. Anything y'all recommend I do while there?  
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▶
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 17:53:18 ID: a464d4 No.8429305 >>8429349

>>8429288
Record everything and try n visit the tunnels.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 17:58:27 ID: 4a09af No.8429349 >>8429391 >>8429395

>>8429305
Will they kick me out for recording? They ramped up security at their shows from what I read, and a week or two ago I watched someone on periscope go 
in and the cops kicked him out in like 10 minutes just bc he was recording

I don't have a camera that I can hide or anything, just a phone  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:03:26 ID: 080e87 No.8429387 >>8430369 >>8430782

>>8427206
Look here:
s://www.binsearch.info/?q=commie+ping+pong&max=100&adv_age=1100&server=

the headers are super old, but go to that newsgroup a.b.misc
s://www.binsearch.info/browse.php?bg=alt.binaries.misc&server=0

what are these files? ive never seen anything like this.

this place needs to decide what it is going to do once someone finds a smoking gun. its going to happen its just a matter of time now. whats the plan? 
authorities? seems like fbanon says they already know.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:04:00 ID: 7c7c02 No.8429391
File (hide): f18a93ac3a31127⋯.webm (1.05 MB, 448x324, 112:81, Comet Pizza Bust.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8429349
You know what you must do.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:04:33 ID: a464d4 No.8429395 >>8429543

>>8429349
I'm sure a anon can supply a hidden cam? To many things have been fked up by not doing stuff correctly. Ie shit interviews with ping pong owner etc…. 
Underground and undercover is the way forward. Anonymity is the key here….  
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▶
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:05:18 ID: 26674e No.8429404 >>8429460 >>8430645

File (hide): bfef24d4b459544⋯.jpg (173.53 KB, 450x361, 450:361, jem-and-the-holograms1__14….jpg)

>>8429215
>>8429270

>Dressed like cartoon characters - Please expand?
They liked to dress up. I remember as a teen I had some fucked up memories about being kidnapped and 
raped by Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and some Crab character. 

I realized later in life that while it might be normal for a 3-5 year old to have had nightmares about being 
attacked, or even kidnapped if they had watched the right TV show.

No one has a nightmare about being raped unless they know what rape is, and probably wether or not it has 
happened to them. It's also weird I was remembering some silly dream all the way into my teens and so on.

When I realized I didn't have a dream about actual cartoons fucking me and grabbing my junk, I started to 
remember the costumes, the rooms I was in, shit like that.

>sounds like reddit, so does your Arse still hurt?
No more than yours does, playing internet detective on some no-name form.                   

>What is your earliest memory?
There is not real order to the memories. However there is kind of an order to how dirty they are.

The most "real" of them was this sort of "stage show" dream.

One of them was at a very public location. I was supposed to get on stage and dance. 

Before the stage I was in a weird room, in some old bathtub with a pull cord light above it. The bathtub was not in a bathroom, it was just sitting in some 
room. 

They had put a wig on me, painted my body ( I particularly remember how cold the paint was on my balls ) then I was instructed to get up on stage and 
dance for the crowd. 

There were other kids dancing with body makeup on. I remember I was the "smallest" one on stage, and while I did get up and dance and have a good 
time… and was rewarded with pizza and candy, I got very upset when anyone would touch my genitals which upset everyone there.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:13:44 ID: a464d4 No.8429460 >>8429549

>>8429404
Thanks.
Keep following the threads, have you read the previous threads from the start IE the podesta emails?  If not please do and if necessary comment you 
may have valuable info to add , even though you may not realise. 
My earliest memory is from ? Fk knows - I see your reasoning about ages below 4 years.  Thanks anon.. Hope your now ok…  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:24:40 ID: 4a09af No.8429543 >>8429588

>>8429395
if not now (idk if I'd trust meeting an anon from here, even though I don't believe it I'm still hedging by bets a bit and would rather not be suicided) then I'll 
see about getting/borrowing a hidden cam for when I'm in DC the weekend of the inauguration  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:25:33 ID: 26674e No.8429549 >>8429739

File (hide): 2e5f515c3d2a21b⋯.jpg (916.98 KB, 1512x2016, 3:4, 111111.jpg)

>>8429460
I have here and there, but it's pretty hard to read and follow if you know the lingo.

Also, it's just very hard to "come forward", when it's like… what the fuck am I even coming forward with.

Some old fucked up memories?

No names of locations, no names of people except my dad, who I don't really want to throw up here due to like.. 
obvious reasons. 

>why come forward?

I feel like there is this weird "why are no victims coming forward" feeling to the whole "PizzaGate" thing. I wanted to say, 
yes pedos use candy and pizza to lure kids in and reward them for sex acts.

The reason why they like them so insanely young is probably because we can't remember shit.

>Thanks anon.. Hope your now ok…
I'm not great. I'm financially successful "right now", however I loose my shit on a regular basis, take tons of meds, and just am not right. 

I don't know if it was the molestations that fucked me up "that badly", or if it was just the fact that I grew up in a very nasty environment in terms of parents 
fighting, bad school, a little bit of ADHD, a little bit faggy.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:30:44 ID: f48d6a No.8429584 >>8429624 >>8432986

File (hide): 9f561e5f5887979⋯.jpg (206.62 KB, 968x909, 968:909, image.jpg)

>>8427935
>>8427935
To keep the memetheme of egypt going, how 
about anubis or sobek? 

The god of death and the god of war? Maybe 
meme a military or warrior god into fighting them.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:31:23 ID: a464d4 No.8429588 >>8429723 >>8440115

>>8429543
>>8429543
There is a crowd funding page for a anon to investigate the tunnels / underground.  I sort of remember it was about $1000? Probably in the last thread - if 
u have the balls, we could do with the evidence.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:35:30 ID: 26674e No.8429624 >>8429657

File (hide): 3efdbe473bc2759⋯.jpg (51.31 KB, 564x597, 188:199, f5cf4d340159e0028363b75a42….jpg)

>>8429584
Anubis is a popular character for violent Pedos to dress 
up as. 

I like the little focus on "kek" or "kekui", it's fun. I don't 
think getting into the death gods is a good idea.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:40:54 ID: 08b487 No.8429657

>>8429624
That pic looks like facepalming.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:48:55 ID: 4a09af No.8429723

>>8429588
nah I would but I don't have the balls to risk getting caught by the cops trespassing, i have too much to lose. it's not like they could lock me up for filming 
in a pizzeria so I could do stuff there and if I get caught they'll probably just ask me to leave, but getting caught underground is way more trouble.

I wish there was a party (w/ bands) there; that might be good. There's one tonight I think but I'm only in DC for one day on Monday and maybe Tuesday 
morning  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 18:51:58 ID: a464d4 No.8429739 >>8429817

>>8429549
Listen up,
Waiting for the amerifags  to wake and continue..
If u need an anon to discuss with, fuck knows send throw away but be careful  there are some powerful hacks tools being used. They call it fox acid, I call 
it the equation group, the hacking team, powerful shit

Yes fuckers u know who u r…..  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:01:32 ID: 26674e No.8429817 >>8429863 >>8429895 >>8429953

File (hide): 4c40cfbe34ca80b⋯.jpg (61.9 KB, 500x378, 250:189, large.jpg)

>>8429739
Thank you for your concern. 
Keep in mind even people using x keyscore are "script kiddies".

I operate on a different level.

The biggest problem right now that most people don't know about is 
"browser fingerprinting". 

Anyone who uses the same browser to go to their facebook and a 
chan, that is just as much on record as your IP.

Create a virtual box, only use that box for browsing sites like this.

Use your main system's stuff for browsing really lame shit.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:06:08 ID: 4a09af No.8429863

>>8429817
just install TAILS. obv you're not 100% protected with it but it's really simple to install, no reason not to  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:09:33 ID: a464d4 No.8429895

>>8429817
Respect, hope all anons take note. This is the last post from this ID > time to change machines again….
Peace to all >respect.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:15:14 ID: 78f8d9 No.8429953 >>8429978 >>8430030 >>8430342 >>8431120 >>8431525

>>8429817

Okay, let me lay out something really simple here: when the day comes that everyone who reads about this conspiracy theory is rounded up/cut off from 
internet access/whatever, your OPSEC will have meant nothing. They will know who you are. They will know how to get to you. To a certain extent, taking 
"precautions" is masturbatory. If we're genuinely dealing with a worldwide ring of powerful people that commit the most heinous crimes imaginable, using 
TAILS, VPNs, virtual boxes, etc…isn't going to make a damn bit of difference.

Not trying to discourage people from using these things, but if they want us, they'll get to us. Let's not pretend that a good firewall is going to protect us.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:18:37 ID: 7c7c02 No.8429978 >>8430022

File (hide): 9a58c75a5d8d13c⋯.png (747.92 KB, 600x600, 1:1, shiggy.png)

>>8429953
>mfw kike 
billionaires wasted 
money on an anime 
shitposting neet
That alone would 
make my existence 
mean more than it 
ever has.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:23:20 ID: 78f8d9 No.8430022
File (hide): f8a7d7978e4ac91⋯.gif (918.01 KB, 488x366, 4:3, 18551-shitposting-intensif….gif)

>>8429978  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:24:18 ID: 1be7f2 No.8430030

 >>8429953
>fox acid
completely agree. Studying network security I've realized if they want to find you they will and about the only thing you can do is use a device once and 
then toss it.  

File (hide): 307ff9fba72ef49⋯.jpg (228.31
KB, 900x1200, 3:4,
^5C9DF5640E11143D343AB05D0….jpg)

File (hide): 59f6e1940c78db0⋯.jpg
(244.31 KB, 900x1200, 3:4,
^4ED9063B105B19D1AE00FE53F….jpg)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:24:56 ID: d0f888 No.8430038 >>8430336

Hey 8chan this isn't directly relevant to the ping pong scandal (or maybe it is).
But anyways, some friends of mine went to this thing happening in Santa Rosa, i think it was at the junior college. People were in line and my friends 
were about to leave but then some lady said "hey you guys are gonna wanna stay there are giving free food out here!" and so my friends thought oh cool 
free food, we'll just come back for that". They asked people in line what they were there for and they didn't even know, nor did they know about the free 
food. So they got this weird vibe from the whole thing but decided to return for the food. When they got back the line was longer and at the entrance they 
had you enter in your student I.D. and the whole gist of what was going on was.. basically there were these booths that were for people who needed help, 
from past drug abuses, rehab sort of things. They were told they had to get 4 signatures from the booths in order to go get free food. My friends said the 
whole thing felt like a prison, they gave some shitty soup and maybe cornbread I can't remember exactly what they served them. ANYWAYS the first 
booth they went to was for children who grew up in foster care, and at first all seems cool n dandy to the naked eye. But then the flyers caught their 
attention.
What do you guys think, looks like the girl lover symbol doesn't it? That was our immediate thought, and then it looked even stranger when my friend 
pointed out that the heart was uneven, the left side shows a bigger adult, the right said obviously is a younger person graduating. And their lower halves 
are joined together. I'm not sure what to make of this but i felt it necessary to share with you all. 
Plus if nobody is aware, there is military presence very close to the Santa Rosa Junior College, they have some vehicles in a yard, and it looks like more 
were delivered this year.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:32:42 ID: 92a98a No.8430105 >>8434668

>>8426685
So just to remind everyone. The owner of the pig farm that was featured here >>8423553 is an anesthesiologist working in DC. Not sure who the other 
guy is >>8426649
If someone could talk about this on twitter I'd be grateful. Most people are posting that the comet pizza guy owns the farm which is not true.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:38:20 ID: 92a98a No.8430151

Andrea N Dravo seems to have been part of something called the dittus group
https://books.google.com/books?
id=VDxaNHLBlRgC&pg=PA202&lpg=PA202&dq=%22andrea+n.+dravo%22&source=bl&ots=P_n5WdjhrK&sig=O15aJ9H0otw5tpNwVah9ztFp1QM&hl=en
&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwih3MCd4tjQAhVN9mMKHRp6DIsQ6AEIJjAC#v=onepage&q=%22andrea%20n.%20dravo%22&f=false
which is a PR firm
http://www.manta.com/c/mm3skb5/dittus-group  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:41:40 ID: 9fa4c9 No.8430175 >>8440960

Is this really going to happen? Even if that monkey manages to make them look 
bad it would still get the message out to normies.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:56:50 ID: 114ec8 No.8430336

>>8430038

Yeah, unfortunately, foster kids are high risk for abuse.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:57:14 ID: a464d4 No.8430342

>>8429953
There is no such thing as a good  firewall. 
/disable logon 
Access granted. 

Shit forgot to change device. >>goodbye all peace  

File (hide): c5eac1fa7dd762d⋯.jpg (885.15 KB,
5246x4481, 5246:4481, prelim copy.jpg)

File (hide): d6dcdabaa3228fb⋯.jpg
(1.37 MB, 5189x7154, 5189:7154,
cassidypsyop.jpg)

File (hide): ad1c19f586a98b8⋯.jpg (1.35 MB,
9096x3058, 4548:1529, dsginfo.jpg)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 19:59:10 ID: 39fe1d No.8430356 >>8430996

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 20:01:24 ID: 44aaf6 No.8430369

>>8429387
thanks  

File (hide): 41586e36b1ed6c9⋯.jpg (40.55 KB,
396x216, 11:6, hhf.jpg)

File (hide): 3f8fdbdb4b9a59f⋯.png (88.11 KB,
279x326, 279:326, hhf2.png)

File (hide):
eab3e65e66d90e1⋯.jpg (283.04
KB, 1200x1943, 1200:1943, petra.jpg)

File (hide): 474d87dbd62d430⋯.jpg (69.53 KB,
749x499, 749:499, clinto.jpg)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 20:15:25 ID: 39fe1d No.8430505 >>8430843

>>8427233
>>8427265
Oh look what I found…  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 20:30:40 ID: a061a9 No.8430631

>>8423739
I witnessed the horrors of the Twitter feeds. Nothing specific to a killroom. Rather an assortment of different types of HEAVY child pornography…  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 20:32:14 ID: 337cfa No.8430645 >>8435221 >>8441023

>>8429270
>>8428779
>>8429404
I have heard many times in survivor stories that the perps dress in weird costumes while they do their thing. It fucks with the victims mind while it 
disguises them but most importantly it makes the victim seem crzy if they remember/report it. 
>Yes officer, it was a large grey alien that did it. 
There was a massive bust up years ago in some UFO forum when through whatever means a survivor remembered enough details about her rapists to 
know they were wearing an alien costume and wasn't a real alien. This caused a massive shitstorm. They're really stuck on the alien love thing and 
wanting it to be some kind of thing where the alien chooses you above all those other lower humans. That turd Whitley Streiber was involved in these 
forums and the whole thing blew up even worse. People who spent years in the UFO community were kicked out and banned, no more friends at all even 
irl at the new age convention scene. Ostracized. But they went on to remember more and then FritzS backed them up. 

It wasn't my community I just heard the story then slogged through 100 pages of the drama and it was pretty incredible. Whitley is seen now by the 2nd 
group as being an abc handler and his true-life alien books like Communion as propaganda to support the false memories of the other victims and 
continue the mind control. I'm inclined to agree.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 20:48:53 ID: 000000 No.8430782 >>8432621

>>8429387
ok checked it out:
"Commie" is a posting group that does subtitles for Japanese anime.
This anime is actually called P1ng P0ng and is a good anime (one of the few) made by Masaaki Yuasa (his greatest work is The Tatami Galaxy which, if 
you can follow it, is the best anime I have ever seen if not one of the greatest works I have ever seen…..but enough of that.

The posts in "misc" are all virus posts. People name them the same as other posts (like the show p.p.) so that people download them and think they are 
getting a movie. Instead they get infected. If you look at poster history you can see they target everything from games to books.

I think the usenet is not going to do much for us, but I will continue digging. I usually browse non-listed groups to see what is going on and most time it's 
cp that has been in circulation for a long time. The elites do not post what they have in the usenet, only the people who get caught do. There is also a lot 
of passwords/encryption on posts and from what I have seen most of it is old stuff. There are various levels of pedos and what they are turned on by.

BBSs in the past ran on the "give us something we haven't seen before and we'll let you in" join policy. So people would abuse children just to get access 
to more cp. When the usenet came along it was a dumping grounds for bragging only. There were 10,000:1 lurkers vs poster ratio. People would 
collection, archive, and re-up with encryption. When TOR arrived the BBS mentality came back with dark forums requiring "proof" for membership, thus 
creating a new massive wave of pedophile rings and easier to catch pervs because of digital technology. The window trick you used here with the statue 
was used by the FBI once to find a father who was ubusing his daughter.

Usually the stuff on the usenet is from those places and there were some TOR connections where people could pay for private videos/pictures, but those 
were sold per user so that if they were ever leaked they could be traced back and the members would be cut off. In all my research I have seen maybe 3 
rare images and nothing from these elite….but then I wasn't looking for them. I was looking for videos of a friend who was abused in her childhood. Her 
and all her siblings were abused for years and it took me a long time to convince them to go to the police. They did and a massive investigation was 
launched, but when the abusers were found they were under RCMP jurisdiction and the RCMP killed it immediately (don't tell me there isn't pedo rings 
protected in Canada, because I know better). I use heavy encryption and any viewing is done on a deep encrypted drive where nothing is saved. I have 
seen a lot of dark stuff and it some of it still breaks me down. I had moved away from research in this area, but I will check a few ideas I have. I do not 
expect the elite to use the u$enet, but maybe some of their lackeys do and if they did it's still out there.

The work done here is amazing so don't give up and don't ignore anything no matter how "useless" you may believe it is.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 20:56:18 ID: adcf08 No.8430843 >>8430996

>>8430505

->Operating inside shit countries.

->Met Willie

Keep looking through those faggots.
Do those countries use birth certificates?
This still could be dead-in-the-water CB, but it's at least looking more interesting.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:03:59 ID: 1571f4 No.8430924

>>8425580
Can you check one of the photos for me? It's the one with the girl taped to the table. I took a screenshot on Nov 7, and it contains 6 user comments. 
Every compilation I've seen since then only has the top two. How many names are on the Nov 5 photo?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:10:31 ID: 8f03c0 No.8430975

>>8413638 (OP)
Not sure if my words are worth anything, but anyone else kinda just disappointed in it all? When growing up I imagined there would be all kinds of cool 
and spooky conspiracies and hidden things in the ruling elite's closets. But now that we are actually learning things about them, its just all the same 
boring satanic pedo crap.

Why is our existence so boring? Learn about the jews, learn about the satanic garbage, and BAM, you now can understand 90% of the world. Great, what 
now?  
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File (hide): 83e81d183ab43df⋯.jpg (74.94 KB,
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File (hide): 98330e86831cb3b⋯.png (328.93 KB,
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:12:21 ID: 527e24 No.8430992 >>8431259

>>8413638 (OP)
JUSTICE FOR THE CHILDREN!

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:13:01 ID: 39fe1d No.8430996 >>8431426

>>8430843
Their cover story is that the blonde model Petra Nemcova was distraught over the Thailand tsunami and started that charity. They work to build schools 
and such after natural and possibly man made disasters. They're small fry compared to who I'm focusing on at present, but are involved with the Radcliffe 
Foundation the ICG and others, see info graphics here >>8430356  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:17:18 ID: 82fa70 No.8431042 >>8431758 >>8432837

Has anyone done any research on Kosovo yet. Hillary is the lobbyist who convinced President Clinton to bomb yugoslavia. Then, the Clintons friend, 
Hashim Thaci, was put into power.

Several interests in Kosovo. Drug trafficking, Transbalkan Pipeline, human organ trafficking, sex trafficking, weapons trafficking. Crims is rampant in 
kosovo. Why did fni anon say to look there?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:23:01 ID: f64da7 No.8431101

A guy on 4chan cracked the Comet Ping Pong website, and he found some archives there. Mostly common stuff, but apparently there were also some 
more intriguing pics (I haven't seen any).
 Also, there is a big zip file named "aleister" (Maybe as in Aleister Crowley?). The guy didn't went with it so we don't know whats inside.
 It would be good if one of you could get into it and look closely to said files. I have 0 knowledge on that kind of stuff so I'm useless on this matter.

 The few files and screenshots the guy shared were deleted.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:26:48 ID: a464d4 No.8431120

>>8429953
>>8429953
There is no such thing as a good  firewall. 
/disable logon 
Access granted. 

Shit forgot to change device. >>goodbye all peace  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:38:40 ID: 1be7f2 No.8431193 >>8431287 >>8432924

A lot of this stuff reminds me of movies like Videodrome and seeing as Hollywood is full of pedos and other rapist perverts it would make since they 
include some of these truths in movies they make. I wonder if going back through movies like Videodrome and EWS would glean any themes that could 
point to real life perps or orginizations?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:48:01 ID: bc81d8 No.8431259 >>8431374

File (hide): 5d46b7f9581b826⋯.png (286.31 KB, 1024x731, 1024:731, Epstein_ChildsWay.png)

>>8430992  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 21:51:49 ID: c00c95 No.8431287

>>8431193
The director of 120 Days of Sodom supposedly based it on actual events he saw. He also was murdered, very brutally.  
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750x500, 3:2, (((Blood Libel))).jpg)
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:03:58 ID: 527e24 No.8431374

>>8431259
>pedo jew has a business next to orphan goyim transport company

Probably a pure (((cohencidence))) that a convicted serial pedophile kike, has a business across the road from a "children's transportation services" 
company. He will give them a good home on " Orgy Island " such a benevolent and caring jew he is.
We could use some modern day Ted Gundersons on our side in the FBI instead of enablers for the pedos.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:05:41 ID: ebd0d0 No.8431381

Shouldnt we focus more on Podesta and less on some pizzeria? Thats where we got the freaky shit from. He's the one with creepy art and spirit cooking.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:12:32 ID: adcf08 No.8431426 >>8432297

>>8430996
Yeah, I see what you mean. No reason not to keep them in mind for anything extra, but the RadFound is potentially a huge lead at the moment. Do we 
have any financial documentation on ClintFound links to Rad, and/or strong implications about Rad's dealings?

I'd honestly like to distance ourselves from many more dealings with Comet (Their stupidity wrapped in hubris has been useful in getting us started, and 
it's easier for normies to digest, but I'm not sure how much more is there at present) only if to expand and find something closer to the heart of the web, 
preferably links to the family of spiders that maintain it, if we're able to, rather than merely a connecting thread.

If we do go back to Comet, and we have to play a waiting game with these faggots, we, as another anon mentioned, take a brief breather and pick our 
pickaxes and shovels back up around 2nd week of January.

Ultimately, it would have been wonderful if we had had the wherewithal to have people make fewer phone calls to these freaks, which may have just 
alerted them and given them a chance to try and clean things up while we're still in ops. Besta'd still have its pedofag logo [Aren't they the only ones who 
changed, though?], J'aime L'Enfant would not be any the wiser, shitting his hubris all over social media, like a fucking idiot. But, we have what we have for 
now, and I think currently Comet's links are closing, and I hope we can get to our spiders in the grand scheme. We may even get our final solution for 
them in the next five weeks.

Going forward, I'm gonna need a can of Raid and a big bag of Funyuns.

Also, thanks for that info.

>TL;DR: Top work to the progress made so far. I hope it doesn't fall by the wayside, and more can be accomplished in getting something solid done here, 
so long as we can keep true to the goal before us.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:24:03 ID: e085ed No.8431488

>>8428427
>dispose of bodies and stuff

A lot of this is happening underground (literally).  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:30:32 ID: ecada9 No.8431525 >>8432312 >>8432568

>>8429953
According to Google trends pizzagate is global and has 10+ million searches. Cats out of the bag, no way they are going to kill millions of people globally. 
It is easy enough to tie up loose ends by whacking whistleblowers and associates but that isn't an option for them anymore.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:36:01 ID: 6da675 No.8431559 >>8431678

FBI Agent Confirms Child Trafficking Cover Up: Talks 
about secret tunnels around 9:40 in a pre-school  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:36:03 ID: e085ed No.8431560

>>8428490
>Everythin else is possibly waste of time and dead ends

Not your call. Anons going in the "wrong" direction is not a problem - as long as they're going in *all* directions.

That's how it works.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:42:16 ID: a7741f No.8431595 >>8431630

>>8426617
It's called holiness. Not even kidding.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:48:49 ID: 6da675 No.8431630

>>8431595
holy = "Set-apart"
You make things "Holy" by setting them apart as special, same as "sacred".

Thus, "Holier than thou" is a person pretending to be set-apart from you or above.

>>8426617
> if there is satanism which is capable of summoning demons in people. 
You give credence to this psycho behavior by believing the voices or personalities in people's fucked up 
heads is realer than their fucked up heads.

There's an old saying in Voo Doo, that if the victim doesn't believe in it then it doesn't effect them. This is 
why Voo Doo priests do their monkey blood dances and act like clowns because it's a staged trick to spread 
the gossip so others will fear them. They also poison their victims with REAL material.

Stop acting like a fucking nigger  

File (hide): 90ea77db7af5a0e⋯.png (491.43 KB,
810x485, 162:97, 1469138074923.png)

File (hide): 1e3bd1f7fe43587⋯.png (360.36 KB,
843x488, 843:488, Nikolai.png)

File (hide): 9a7e4fc858a734d⋯.png (469.15 KB,
843x483, 281:161, 1470184634450.png)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:57:02 ID: 5b71fd No.8431678

>>8431559
Just found this one my self.

Fug… this has lit been going on for decades.
Same patterns, I'd like to get more into their unholy bloting rituals. It's kinda there in the open, but I wonder if they do it like the extremist kikes do, or 
differently

The kike bloting is consistent since one started reporting them in the 1200ds in England I do believe it was

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bm34sj65MkA
It's a bit stormfagging in there, see past that and look at the evidences here. They are consistent all the way.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 22:59:08 ID: ecada9 No.8431691 >>8432343

>>8425469
The daily show is infamous for editing its interviews to the point of outright fabrication, even splicing sentences together out of context to make da ebil 
republicans xD sooo stoopid. Whatever you say, no matter how articulate and reasonable you are, you will be made to look very stupid and fringe. Daily 
show exposure might make some people look into pizzagate but it will condition millions to dismiss it as well. They would not be willing to interview you if 
they did not have a plan to suppress and marginalize it in place. Ask them for a live unedited  interview, or try to smuggle in a wire so you can spread the 
actual interview after the fact, if you can't pull that off, cancel any interview or appearances.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:00:34 ID: 5b71fd No.8431704

>>8426617
>I'm starting to believe magic is real because of this PizzaGate shit.
They curse them selves with these unholy blots. 

Håvamål, 145
>Betra er óbeðit 
>en sé ofblótit 
>ey sér til gildis gjöf 
>betra er ósent 
>en sé ofsóit 
>svá Þundr um reist 
>fyr þjóða rök 
>þar hann upp um reis
>er hann aptr of kom

Don't into if you not know what you do, it's better not to blot than to blot to much  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:05:31 ID: ecada9 No.8431748 >>8440960

>>8423387
Tits or gtfo, and you are incredibly naive about media manipulation, they will edit the interview completely out of context and if somehow that fails they will 
simply not air it. If they want to make you look stupid, they will, period. The fact that you expect any modicum of honesty from the (((daily show))) means 
you are entirely unprepared and it will be a disaster, with millions of normies now conditioned to dismiss pizzagate offhand.  Post tits or vag w/timestamp 
instead.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:07:24 ID: 5b71fd No.8431758

>>8431042
Well there is no secret that the Albanians are involved in human trafficking of regular prostitute slaves….. 

It's a mess down there, don't remember 80 or 90% unemployment. It would prolly be a good lead, we know Epstein was in the Balkans and bought kid 
sex slaves there  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:08:16 ID: 5b71fd No.8431764

>>8423387
TITS OR GTFO  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:11:15 ID: 5b71fd No.8431794

>>8428427
They have their Moloch… ugh..

I could bet like when we dispose of weapons here, we burn them in ovens that have high enough temp to melt the steal. 

One option if they are holocausting them on top on bloting them. I think it's most likely just bloting, it's separate. Two different rites. But who knows!  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:16:23 ID: e1345e No.8431822 >>8431857 >>8432233 >>8433676 >>8434668

File (hide): f746b4ff94714c1⋯.png (506.69 KB, 932x604, 233:151, Rounds Include.png)

>>8428427
Keep in mind–it is believed Jimmy boy has a pig farm (another 
convenient way to dispose of bodies, live or dead).  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:18:37 ID: ecada9 No.8431839 >>8432005

>>8422190
If he were innocent, he would not lie about the basement, but say something like "yeah, of course we have a basement like a lot of restaurants and it is 
used to store supplies, whats the big deal?" The fact that he is in full deny deny deny mode means he is spooked, probably cleaning up evidence also.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:21:26 ID: ecada9 No.8431857 >>8432024 >>8432233 >>8433676 >>8436007

>>8431822
Pigs would be good to cover things up superficially but any forensic analysis would find human remains in the pigstys or pigshit. Dumping bodies in the 
Ocean, especially over a deep sea current, is the perfect crime since the bodies will drift thousands of miles away and never be seen again.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:24:39 ID: b2edca No.8431876

>>8428779

Go to bed Rust. 

Remember to filter and report Rust posts.  
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Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:31:50 ID: 000000 No.8431937 >>8432087 >>8432091

@beetlebungfarms

Look at their videos

Cannibal Breeders!  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:31:52 ID: 2ac416 No.8431938
File (hide): 482daed51dfea0b⋯.jpg (120.47 KB, 848x942, 424:471, Aryan Ammit.jpg)

>>8429042
You know that JRPG cliche where the woman with the main villain turns out to be the "real" main villain?  That's 
what Lilith is to Moloch.  Thankfully Kek has a counter to this cliche in the form of Ammit, meaning the final battle 
will be Ammit vs. Lilith.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:33:26 ID: a7741f No.8431957

>>8428228
Those logos look like hands moving mountains.
Don't think that's a pedo symbol though. The foxy heart would need another simple heart.

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:36:43 ID: 000000 No.8431988

>>8428427
They remains are eaten.
They didst scatter them cross the 4 winds of the compass.
They didst set the remains where the tide ebbeth and floweth.
They didst soak detergent on the remains to wash away forensic evidence.
They didst pay csi so much to oversee the works of darkness. Yea… they didst oversee the works of darkness.

They didst scatter them to the beasts of the feild the fowls of the air and the seven seas. 

They didst it they do it. They all float.
They all float so mote they float.

They float in the 7 seas so mote it be.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:38:20 ID: e1345e No.8432005

>>8431839
Is there a way to get blueprints filed with the County Assessor?

That would show whether there is a basement (despite his denial). What if the article that shows he admitted to using a basement was really one at 
Buck's (though he didn't  specifically state where the basement was in the article, it would have been inferred he was talking about CPP)?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:40:52 ID: e1345e No.8432024 >>8432186

>>8431857
True. That would require regular use of transport though and I would assume would raise suspicion (not that he would do this himself). There must be 
dozens and dozens of bodies which they regularly would need to dump  
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File (hide): 00e102824a3dcb3⋯.jpg (163.88 KB,
1042x687, 1042:687, James' Kill Room.jpg)

File (hide): f010f0986811776⋯.png (1.13 MB,
1360x768, 85:48, Jimmy Comet, Comet Ping Po….png)

File (hide): 684e0d50c8831f7⋯.png (1.23 MB,
936x1010, 468:505, (((hotdogs and pizza))).png)

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:43:27 ID: 527e24 No.8432043 >>8432201 >>8432595

>>8422190
>Hi my name is James, and this is my kill room. >Pic related
>cohencidence surely, no bdsm pedophilia or judeo-satanism here goy.

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:51:43 ID: 5b71fd No.8432087 >>8432091

>>8431937
Chris (((Fischer)))

who be this?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:52:12 ID: 5b71fd No.8432091

>>8432087
>>8431937
is it the comet guys farm?  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:57:08 ID: cbac3a No.8432133
File (hide): a879c4af2f91d1a⋯.jpg (46.11 KB, 431x517, 431:517, pedo.jpg)

>>8414871
Need to do your own investigating before criticizing those that 
actually putting their necks on the line.  

Anonymous  12/03/16 (Sat) 23:59:26 ID: bd56db No.8432143

>>8414871

I think AJ has been scared of covering specifics because he's scared of getting sued  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:03:07 ID: cbac3a No.8432168

>>8415811
You have proof they are disinfo?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:05:46 ID: cbac3a No.8432186 >>8432233

>>8432024
The owner of Comet has a pig farm. Problem solved.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:09:41 ID: e1345e No.8432201

>>8432043
That's the weirdest comment and never saw that one before "the little girl is a princess" and then Jimmy wants to told? Obviously not about the dogs due 
to her response.  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:11:14 ID: a7741f No.8432220 >>8432257 >>8432297

File (hide): 6fd10581aa3ea83⋯.png (739.66 KB, 926x598, 463:299, image.png)

>>8428490
We don't focus on just one aspect, then there isn't a bigger picture.
>>Hawaii is a way point for human trafficking from Asia.
>>The Clinton Foundation is a front and laundering source for arms deals, backroom treason, and the 
abduction and trafficking of children and people.
>>Podesta has been molested since he was at least 17 back in Japan with Hastert. Supposedly he even got 
peed on. Now he teaches other people the sick shit he's learned.
>>Allefantis (fake name) "Child Lover" is the owner of a fairly open (((pizza))) place that is obviously 
involved in satanic & Masonic pedophilia. He's got friends in very high places for a restaurant owner and a 
horrifying Instagram.
>>Then you left out Epstein and his island temple to Semiramis.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:13:15 ID: e1345e No.8432233

>>8432186

I'm aware of that; see my post here >>8431822

But I was responding to this >>8431857  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:13:31 ID: cbac3a No.8432238

>>8429288
See if they'll let you in the back room.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:14:49 ID: 87ecc7 No.8432248 >>8432450

File (hide): fd2bd48ac425b96⋯.jpg (157.51 KB, 1200x793, 1200:793, 1480790601770.jpg)

>>8417970
>>8418059
>>8418180  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:16:03 ID: e1345e No.8432257
File (hide): 02bb9ae0631e43a⋯.png (58.05 KB, 236x197, 236:197, AlefantisDUI.PNG)

>>8432220

Alefantis could be a fake name, but he was using it in his teens (if this is the 
same guy and I believe it is due to the location)

4/28/1994
Student James A. Alefantis, 19, of McLean, 
charged with possession of a fake ID and
drunk in public on Oct. 24, 1993,was found 
guilty of both offenses on April 14. For 
the first offense, he was fined $50 and 
charged $26 in court costs. For the DIP,
he was fined $15 and charged $26 in court 
costs. His case is being appealed.

http://commons.lib.jmu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1494&context=i19901999  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:20:00 ID: cbac3a No.8432280

>>8428201
>>8428201
I don't believe you with your racist and homophobic strewn flailing. I don't see anyone suing. Do you?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:22:39 ID: 0a119e No.8432297

>>8431426
>^Mine
>>8432220

When I made MY earlier comment, I wanted to edit and include what you just mentioned, as well. I want us to be as spread as far as we can, but primarily 
a separation from voodoo and magic shit. That stuff, even if completely valid, will only work against credibility. If we do use it, use it to find additional links 
rather than a focal point of why we're looking into new leads. 

I did also ask if there's anything else to find directly from Comet (not including potentiality of the farm, that is, linked to my next point), or if we can start 
stepping away from it and start looking into the logistics of the trafficking and with whom he is connected on the grander scale.

I'm not trying to be opposition. I just hope we can keep credibility with tangible evidence instead of speculation and being victims of confirmation bias. I 
suppose, if anything, I want more aspects entertained, so long as we can substantiate them.  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:24:10 ID: 87ecc7 No.8432312

>>8431525

this, you can't kill the hundreds of thousands of investigators and the millions of people reading and learning about this. they have past the point of no 
return. murdering people isn't going to help their cause and will be a waste of time and money. their only hope is to spend the remaining time they have in 
office to destroy evidence.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:27:06 ID: 0a119e No.8432331

>>8428228

Yeah, I said something about not looking at every heart logo in existence as part of some grand conspiracy. I don't even know what the point of that would 
be. Dilute our branching-out efforts to where it ends up meaning nothing? I just suspected disinfo faggotry.

And yes, who exactly do we see in the court room? "Roxy vs. /pol/?" G-fucking-L  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:28:57 ID: 87ecc7 No.8432343 >>8432350

>>8431691

i've heard they are backing down from covering the story. rumor is they are getting cold feet and don't want to fucking touch the story.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:30:15 ID: 0a119e No.8432350

>>8432343

We shouldn't take the bait just yet, anyway.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:36:03 ID: e1345e No.8432387

>>8418027
It's obviously compromised. 
It's also become shill/CTR central.

Last night a leaf posted, all caps, 'go back' and 'rape her again' (something like that) repeatedly in same post line after line on at least a dozen posts.  He 
obviously wanted to get the thread shut down.

There was some good info on that thread (can't find the link right now). The CTR troll seemed to get out of control around the time when info was posted 
about Klineman (the creepy singer in the video for CPP birthday Sasha Lord)  

File (hide): 8e3bdf6b321901b⋯.png (973.13 KB,
1200x800, 3:2, b37bbe53c8547c0d772cb474f5….png)

File (hide): 314306001c2ec10⋯.png (815.33 KB,
1280x1024, 5:4, mickeqc.png)

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:36:47 ID: 4256ab No.8432393 >>8433553 >>8437592

last thread another anon found a suspect instagram account under the name mickeqc. that same instagram account has this photo with a number on ( I 
think ) the guy's left hand. podesta has a tattoo on his left hand. I wonder if that number/marking of the left hand has a hidden meaning  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:43:00 ID: cbac3a No.8432430

Epic #PizzaGate Continues, Calls https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HjXE0deJOU  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 00:45:23 ID: 0a119e No.8432450

>>8432248
Where the fuck is this from?

Also, they're full of shit about no good jobs. hahaha
Oh well. Not like they'd actually know. Faggots.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:07:02 ID: 78f8d9 No.8432568

>>8431525

Which is why I think a lot of the paranoid talk about covering people's tracks is pointless. It's caught fire, and it only gets worse the quicker they try to 
stamp it out. I don't think anyone reading about it is in danger. People posting information that can provide evidence, on the other hand…yeah, they need 
to burn down Belize and move to their house.  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:10:04 ID: 78f8d9 No.8432590 >>8432710 >>8433478

>>8428201

What the fuck did you just fucking say about me, you little bitch? I’ll have you know I graduated top of my class in the Navy Seals, and I’ve been involved 
in numerous secret raids on Al-Quaeda, and I have over 300 confirmed kills. I am trained in gorilla warfare and I’m the top sniper in the entire US armed 
forces. You are nothing to me but just another target. I will wipe you the fuck out with precision the likes of which has never been seen before on this 
Earth, mark my fucking words. You think you can get away with saying that shit to me over the Internet? Think again, fucker. As we speak I am contacting 
my secret network of spies across the USA and your IP is being traced right now so you better prepare for the storm, maggot. The storm that wipes out 
the pathetic little thing you call your life. You’re fucking dead, kid. I can be anywhere, anytime, and I can kill you in over seven hundred ways, and that’s 
just with my bare hands. Not only am I extensively trained in unarmed combat, but I have access to the entire arsenal of the United States Marine Corps 
and I will use it to its full extent to wipe your miserable ass off the face of the continent, you little shit. If only you could have known what unholy retribution 
your little “clever” comment was about to bring down upon you, maybe you would have held your fucking tongue. But you couldn’t, you didn’t, and now 
you’re paying the price, you goddamn idiot. I will shit fury all over you and you will drown in it. You’re fucking dead, kiddo.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:10:14 ID: d90d2f No.8432595 >>8436601 >>8439610

>>8432043
What the fuck is on that pizza. That must be childmeat isn't it? Or organs?

Even if it were a normal pizza, which it most definatly isn't, it would be absolutely disgusting to have such a piece of meat on a pizza.

Gross  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:14:39 ID: c49e45 No.8432621

>>8430782

Thanks for helping look. Sorry it was a nothing.

My theory is that these fuckers have been around a long time. They may have left some of their footprints on parts of the internet less traveled. I'm tired of 
the circumstantial shit. We need some kill shots at this point. I want to see some handcuffs on some elites.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:16:02 ID: 164a10 No.8432630

>>8417798
holy fuck time for a book burning  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:28:36 ID: cbac3a No.8432710

>>8432590
ha ha haha a ha ha ha  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:34:11 ID: 8cb335 No.8432742

>>8416175

I can see the left most one, but the other two mean completely different things  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:34:52 ID: 057da8 No.8432748 >>8432851

File (hide): 19927f12cf5469f⋯.jpeg (78.68 KB, 573x764, 3:4, test.jpeg)

TESTING  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:44:41 ID: e085ed No.8432837

>>8431042
>Has anyone done any research on Kosovo yet

Nothing AFAIK. Both Kosovo and Albania are muslim failed states whose sole function seems to be the poisoning of Europe - import-export of sex slaves 
and flooding Europe with drugs and invaders.

Soros seems to be running the show there. Wikileaks shoved him giving orders to Clinton in that area:

https://archive.is/ymagT  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:44:53 ID: 8cb335 No.8432842

>>8423338

Do it and make them look like fools  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:46:14 ID: 4c48b8 No.8432851

>>8432748
wtf is this nigga?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:49:06 ID: 8cb335 No.8432879

>>8424384

shit nice find  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:52:55 ID: e085ed No.8432924 >>8433036

File (hide): c44aa28cbfc9d0f⋯.jpg (61.77 KB, 475x371, 475:371, 0001.jpg)

>>8431193

Roman Polanski's (lel) "Ninth Gate" - the "elite" gathering in a château to 
worship lucifer since they believe he made them rich.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:57:46 ID: cbac3a No.8432960

>>8423338
Ignore them.  

File (hide): c92ffc4059c9f28⋯.png (542.94 KB,
636x407, 636:407, Leonardo DiCaprio Red Stri….png)

File (hide):
9dace8339aba859⋯.png
(821.89 KB, 1104x2014, 552:1007,
Russian Putin Red String R….png)

File (hide): d34ba8b3ee368da⋯.png (809.09 KB,
1075x603, 1075:603, Russia Putin Right Hand Re….png)

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 01:59:38 ID: 8cb335 No.8432979 >>8436128 >>8436762

>>8426617

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 02:00:48 ID: e04930 No.8432986

>>8429584
Fuck off with false idols.
Let's follow the money trail that connects the CF and Haiti with others.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 02:03:24 ID: 8cb335 No.8433010

>>8428427

they could have just used their oven or served body parts on the pizza  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 02:05:38 ID: c63f24 No.8433029
File (hide): 31320730d280b47⋯.jpg (481.94 KB, 4496x3000, 562:375, kibon.jpg)

>>8413638 (OP) Brazilian ice 
cream giant Kibon, owned by 
Unilever, and its logo  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 02:06:20 ID: 8cb335 No.8433036

>>8432924

that was a good movie, Polanski is no doubt involved in the occult, and just look at his Pedo background and the Manson shit.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 02:37:52 ID: 53435a No.8433274

>>8418874
I've been there for dinner a couple of times, I'll go have another look & snoop around  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 02:46:28 ID: 19e13e No.8433347 >>8434108 >>8434272

GUYS GUYS HAVENT YOU SEEN IT? THE KIDS IN ALEFANTIS IG ALL HAVE COLOBOMA!!!!! COLOBOMA!!!! SOROS HAS IT!!! GET THEM!!!  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 03:04:08 ID: 8407b3 No.8433478

>>8432590
copy/paste shit poster. seen many times before.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 03:08:28 ID: e06089 No.8433508

>>8425616
o shit fam my oaths  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 03:14:16 ID: 53435a No.8433553 >>8433820

>>8432393
>mickeqc
http://www.lornesurfclub.com.au/Content/piertopub  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 03:26:59 ID: 4256ab No.8433676

>>8431857
>>8431822

what about if he was to dump pigshit/bodyparts into the creek on the edge of the farm?  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 03:30:21 ID: 19e07b No.8433695 >>8434222 >>8434526 >>8436128 >>8437527

Interesting idea from half chan that the two construction rooms and the refrigerated room are all photos from the same time and space.  We had 
Refrigerator Anon helping out.  
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More from Refrigerator Engineer Anon.
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 03:34:58 ID: 19e07b No.8433741 >>8434222 >>8437527
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>>8433713
One more.  This is the first 
pic.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 03:46:17 ID: 4256ab No.8433820

>>8433553
ok so that explains it then, but it might also explain why he says it could be his lucky number and that it adds to thirteen.

http://www.lornesurfclub.com.au/Content/Nippers/ParentInformation

on this page they explain that they have a nippers program for kids aged 6-13 and that under 13's are taught resusitation training. they also wear an age 
level cap depending on their ages  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 04:23:12 ID: 19e13e No.8434108 >>8434272

>>8433347
whichpictures would that be?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 04:39:40 ID: 4256ab No.8434222 >>8434249 >>8434362

>>8433695
>>8433713
>>8433741

compelling stuff anon. maybe we could get them done for building a outside locking cooler as according to what this guy says that's illegal  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 04:43:12 ID: 19e07b No.8434249

>>8434222
Fascinating this anon noticed what I hadn't.  Hiding in plain sight.  

My new goal is to help camaflague the leakers and researchers in my noise.  We can all copy the info and help hide everyone else that way.  Sometimes I 
realize things too.  Like there IS a ping pong table in the trench construction pic.  That makes it likely near CPPP or even Bucks underneath.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 04:46:28 ID: 4256ab No.8434272
File (hide): 67ece2f415cc121⋯.jpeg (56.41 KB, 500x309, 500:309, 1461883827565.jpeg)

>>8433347
>>8434108

this is some of the shittiest, 
samfagging shilling I've 
seen for quite a while  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 04:57:14 ID: 19e07b No.8434362 >>8434551 >>8434699

>>8434222
I think more likely the doors are by the side of the photographer.  Wouldn't be much room to swing doors open if you put it all in 3 D.  A river runs under 
Buckers apparently, so the draining may work with that.  To me it is a breakthrough.  Construction and Refrigerator Anons at 4 Chan.  It's all of us working 
together.  I needed a bit of a lift today.  I'm listening to Able Danger on You Tube.  Jon Benet Ramsey theory et al that her dad was going to be a 
whistleblower on HRC blackmail schemes so her death was a snuff film sent to the Pentagon when WJC bonking interns.   Interesting to get fresh ideas.  
HRC is evil.  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:05:33 ID: e7c99d No.8434421
File (hide): 6a33e5d8011d547⋯.jpg (97.74 KB, 564x845, 564:845, IMG_0035.JPG)

Future Ellen Pao  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:16:38 ID: 000000 No.8434501

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1459779

Looks pretty damning, by far the biggest thing I've seen yet.  

BUMP  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:20:13 ID: ba0cb7 No.8434526 >>8434547 >>8434692

File (hide): d6cca66cfea1b05⋯.png (957.07 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, pop-up.png)

>>8433695
>>8433713
room11dc Can we do a 
pop-up in there?
jimmycomet Please this 
hole needs a pop-up! Line 
up now. @room11dc

wtf is a pop-up?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:23:56 ID: 8b5c46 No.8434547

>>8434526
looks like they're trying to fix a collapsed sewer line, maybe broken waterline.

you start at the foundation wall because you need to try and trace the pipe back from the street outside, usually a good place to measure.

as for the discussion in context, I have no fucking clue.  
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1280x1024, 5:4, Pingpongpartyroom.png)

File (hide): c90cb588987dbec⋯.jpg (194.37 KB,
975x978, 325:326, c90cb588987dbec558752b4b4b….jpg)

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:24:22 ID: 4256ab No.8434551

>>8434362

I think I just found evidence that the building work happened at comet. the red roof post in the images, as well as the general roof design and the exposed 
brickwork all match comet's "kid's party room" in the video of the tour of comet pizza  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:42:48 ID: 92a98a No.8434668

>>8430105
like I said 
>>8431822 >>8426649 >>8426685
he doesn't own it. An anesthesiologist owns that pig farm.  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:47:40 ID: 19e07b No.8434692

>>8434526
I was told a pop up is a restaurant that comes for only a week or other brief period.  Hmm.  Maybe that the construction was expensive for Alefantis.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:49:55 ID: 4256ab No.8434699 >>8436128

File (hide): 26f0ce79f0a5eae⋯.png (578.77 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, Pingpongpartyroom2.png)

>>8434362
also in the video the outside door leads to the "kids party room" and the right wall is made of breeze blocks 
yet the left wall is brick. why? maybe the freezer is to the right of the "kids party room" as that would also 
explain why the door in the building photos is in a different position and also maybe why there is a 
unexplained hole in the wall in the building photos as this may be where the freezer doors were put.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 05:59:58 ID: 82fa70 No.8434756

Hashim Thaci, President of kosovo who was investigated and accused of human organ and heroin trafficking, was put into power by the clintons as part 
of a CIA coup. Thaci attended the CGI conclave in 2011 2012 and 2013.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:02:52 ID: 82fa70 No.8434773

In 1998 and 99 many people accused the US of trying to access oil by destroying former yugoslavia. The US denied these allegations, and even made 
fun of their accusers by stating, "there isnt even any oil in kosovo."

today there is a pipeline from the caspian sea through kosovo, to europe and american oil refineries.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:09:12 ID: 19e07b No.8434808 >>8434857

I read some You Tube Videos of the tour edited out the Party Room.  So if you are right then the R wall in the party room will be indented c/w other areas.  
And that employees or a tour could show this.  And that upward staircase that is seen on the trench construction pic may be another entrance to the party 
room ?  I need to cogitate.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:15:56 ID: 4256ab No.8434857

>>8434808
the wall will be indented c/w? I don't understand. also the tour vid is low quality and it's hard to make out details because of that and motion blur  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:21:43 ID: 40fe60 No.8434886

DIRECT LINK BETWEEN HRC, SASHA LORD, DAVE FLINSTONE/CHEESYBAY, HAWAII CONNECTION

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1459779

> MORE NAMES + COMPANIES LINKED  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:22:36 ID: fb358d No.8434892

Alright before the Pizzagate shit I had never really paid any attention to the whole Freemasons Illuminate bullshit. I'll say that Illuminate seems farfetched 
but Freemasons definitely exists so I'd like to ask some questions about them.

From my knowledge, it's basically a fraternity bro joke that has gone too far. Just a bunch of old dudes with a secret handshake who will give each other 
job promotions if they're aware as to a brother's presence in the company. As far as any occultism (and I don't mean summoning demons, I mean occult 
as in the "uncommon knowledge" sense of the word) all that I know of is the image of the sexton and rulers in that diamond shape, and the phrase "So 
below as above".

So can someone inform me on the Freemasons please?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:22:50 ID: dc7764 No.8434893

>>8433713
>>8433713

JESUS christ if this is true then I will literally believe any conspiracy theory that's ever told to me from here on out.

Not even saying it's all that crazy, as a guy who worked at many a restaurant I would NEVER fucking look for secret dungeons in the freezer. James 
alefantis is the hide and seek king  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:30:30 ID: 53218a No.8434943 >>8435067 >>8436043

I'll say this. The religion angle is very important. It also helps explain the various international branches. I started this thinking that it was just a subset, but 
in truth, after digging, the religion side of this is extremely important.

I don't think the kids are the only part to this. I think it's just a small part. It also helps explain the seasonal spikes in abductions.

This will sound crazy but I don't think we're dealing with a religion minority group. I think this is a majority faction. All the symbols are there and explains 
why so many academics looking at the various religious texts have issues with continuity (even in a fictional sense, most feel they are heavily edited).

So put your hat on and follow this. According to the Romans, the druids were terrible people. And many historians see a strong similarity between the 
practices of the druids, Egyptian religious sect, and many South American indigenous cultures. There are also mentions in the Talmud about 
confirmations between pharisees and the religious sect. Now look at when the roman empire became the holy roman empire, suddenly they adopt many 
druid customs. All of the major religions share a large number of symbols. 

Whatever this base religions name is (going with druidism as it's the closest to a name other than polytheism) they are historically paranoid about not 
leaving information behind (true in all previous cases) or publicly pursuing their rituals. So look at the meaning behind the symbols, not the symbols 
themselves and they do connect even in situations where they shouldn't (owl and bull for example and the etymology of the word ate).

I think we're uncovering a religion, not a crime circuit per say. And its a religion that has always freaked people out when it shows it face. All survivor 
accounts talk about ceremony the world over. The lady that wound up dead in Haiti is dead because she trusted the stories of survivor accounts. 
Personally, this is where it lead me as well. Which is horrifying, not from a religious aspect, but think about the scale of resources available if true.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:43:01 ID: e33a12 No.8435020

>>8414243
Did you watch the Q&A he did with wheels?  
The guy is a fucking pedo, no ifs ands or buts.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:51:08 ID: 0f857a No.8435067

>>8434943
Understanding the structure of cults and their usefulness is the real key to unraveling whatever is on top of us. Their recruitment methods, their breeding 
strategies, their side effects on society at large… it's all cults and overcults.

I remember something from years ago about this cult that operated like an intelligence agency, where 1 person gave orders to 7 underlings who each had 
7 underlings, etc. I forgot the name or the sauce on that one but it's been around for a while.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:53:51 ID: 40fe60 No.8435082
File (hide): e7632dcf4a53648⋯.png (303.31 KB, 1080x1920, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-12-04-00-4….png)

>WHOLE BLOCK OF CONNECTICUT OWNED BY OWNER OF BESTA PIZZA!

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1457512

> LINK TYING HRC, DAVE FLINSTONE/CHEESYBAY, COMET PIZZA,  SASHA LORD. HAWAII CONNECTION.  Alefantis 
previously lived in Hawaii. 
https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1459779

filter the fucking shills trying to slide with the 20 paragraph freemason posts  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 06:55:35 ID: 5b1f5a No.8435091

>>8423338
This
>>8423371  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 07:21:59 ID: 0ff18b No.8435221

>>8430645
This is interesting, anon, do you remember what forum? I've never considered the sex ring angle in regards to UFO abductions, but it makes sense. The 
people in those stories always sound like they were heavily drugged, and they remember their captors as looking vaguely human. However, I've never 
heard reports of little kids being abducted. It seems to be exclusively adults and teenagers.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 07:47:45 ID: 081b53 No.8435341

>Satanic Temple slams new Texas fetus burial rule

https://www.rt.com/usa/369111-satanic-temple-texas-fetal/  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 10:38:36 ID: 815a19 No.8436007

>>8431857
The best way to dispose of bodies is cremation and dissolving in highly corrosive chemicals.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 10:47:19 ID: 000000 No.8436043

''James Elephant-is in the kiill room
waking up the dopes dizzy from the fumes. 
mutilations written on the ancient tombs
they call me jimmy comet because of the craters
That lie in the pelvises of all the 3rd graders/
Will the baby stop bleeding? I can't honestly tell?
Making the pizza is a slice of heaven slice of hell 
I be in the mag-lev trains straight globe trekking.
Fake newscasters  online secretary fact checking.
They think they found a connection
that is a fake misconception.
But I am real. And so is the Manlet torture the children always feel"
-@jimmycomet freestyle rap

>>8434943
Try "The Curse of Canaan" by Eustace Mullins  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 11:09:15 ID: 7eccdd No.8436128 >>8436147 >>8438169

>>8434699
>>8433695
Yes, the room is next to the kids party room, compare doors, walls. It's lower level than the rest of the restaurant and it doesn't seem to have a door on 
the side of the party room.
There has to be a hidden passage behind the ping pong tables, bathrooms, which connects the room to the kitchen.

It could be a legit freezing room, but why is it so big and why does he deny it's existence?

>>8432979

he's our man?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 11:13:55 ID: 7eccdd No.8436147

>>8436128
forgot to mention this: if you have any useful information and decide to post it in these threads, you should keep in mind, that this information is useless 
without a source. 

we can't differentiate between useful information and shill/spam if you don't deliver a source. there's tons of people just posting stuff, pictures, names of 
people, etc. without saying why this is important, what's the connection to pizzagate and where they acquired said information/pictures  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 12:31:55 ID: b385fc No.8436506 >>8436631

>>8428490
What's the best way to follow the money, I'm not familiar with fiscal forensics.  Should we be following money flows in-out of Comet or Clinton Foundation 
(or both)?  Also How is Comey doing lately? I'm glad we can work together for once :3  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 12:52:23 ID: 0743c6 No.8436601

>>8432595
They say its shad roe, I dunno who puts fish on a pizza though.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 12:58:17 ID: e085ed No.8436631 >>8436762 >>8436919

File (hide): aac313f4e8ab00b⋯.jpg (8.4 KB, 200x201, 200:201, rabbi.jpg)

>>8436506

Who's got the working link to:

Australian 60 Minutes exposed the Worldwide Satanic Pedophile Network

This link was killed: https://youtu.be/JfNeB6Hx7N0

>Australian 60 Minutes published a story that 60 Minutes (America) would never dare touch. In America and the UK, 
the Pedophile Network controls high ranking Pedophile politicians, the Major Mass Media, FBI, the CIA and top Law 
Enforcement.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 13:25:21 ID: d90d2f No.8436762

>>8436631
>>8432979
You are getting somewhere. 

Personally I prefer the impossible middle path.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 14:01:36 ID: a464d4 No.8436919 >>8437009

>>8436631
https://m(dot)youtube.com/watch?v=KRObgttIyeg  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 14:19:28 ID: e085ed No.8437009

>>8436919

Thanks anon but I've seen that one. The articles, from two weeks ago, described something bigger:

http://freedomoutpost.com/60-minutes-australia-exposes-worldwide-pedophile-network/

>If you thought the story of Bill Clinton engaging in sex with underage girls was bad, the wait till you see the report that 60 Minutes Australia put out! 
Apparently, there is a pedophile network that pulls all the strings of many top pedophile politicians, agencies like the CIA and FBI, and the mainstream 
media, including Hollywood.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 14:30:31 ID: 9a5bf6 No.8437073

>>8414703
every time I see that symbol I reminds me of Roxy brand clothing.
>>8416175
the second is a celtic runes. The second one is protection from evil spirits by linking the three elements of faith family and folk into one interconnected 
knot. The third is the Germanic variant of basically the same theme called the Valknut. Its also not unlike the Catholic Father/Son/Holy Ghost trinity or 
Julius Evola idea of three denominational race being ethnicity being biological, cultural and spiritual. However you are probably on to something with the 
Heart and Roxy symbol.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 14:49:26 ID: ba0cb7 No.8437153 >>8437424

File (hide): a3d243f82637a45⋯.png (145.3 KB, 951x837, 317:279, archive-jimmycomet.png)

If anybody wants to browse James Alefantis' aka jimmycomet's instagram posts, they're up 
on archive is. search *jimmycomet or use this:
(remove space)
arc hive.is/search/?q=*jimmycomet  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:08:50 ID: 9c73e3 No.8437228

We are being bombarded by disinfo shills claiming pizzagate is fake.  

"THE ROCK" Anon  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:12:24 ID: 4a71f4 No.8437244

http://heavybreathing.net/d.html
"IF YOU KNOW THE ROCK"
There are references all over yhis satanic thing to "The Rock". Are there any places around the world called The Rock? Maybe Pizza related 
places?????????  

Michael Quinn, just given 12 years in LA for trying to have sex with a 6 year old boy. Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:12:30
ID: 1fa30d No.8437245 >>8437297

File (hide): 7da36fa8f10a186⋯.png (225.77 KB, 500x334, 250:167, comet.png)

PizzaGate Pedophile Gets 12 Years
Amazing and disgusting NYT and FOX tried to say Pizzagate is all conspiracy slander.

Here is a Comet Pizza Twitter or Instagram (I can't tell) from owner James Alefantis

Even his name is French sounding for pedo "I love the children" (like on the shirt).

The man with the beard is Michael Quinn, just given 12 years in LA for trying to have sex with a 6 year old 
boy.

Utterly disgusting, and goes all the way up to Obama, who's teenage mentor, Frank Marshall Davis, a 
communist, bisexual swinger, bragged about having sex with a 13-year-old white girl named Ann. Why did 

the media never ask how that would affect Fraudbama's thinking? Now they are all guilty.

Also, check for yourself: Alefantis had 5 registered White House meetings, and was on the GQ top 50 most powerful people in DC list.

>http://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/crime/melbourne-paedophile-and-rugby-player-michael-quinns-us-sentencing-delayed/news-
story/bb3501bf59f34f5190f86de628638be9

>http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=8b9_1480852825  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:20:36 ID: b7defb No.8437278 >>8437309

File (hide): d607fb296c0fb6f⋯.jpg (134.42 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 606138815.jpg)

wtf is this?
https:// 
vimeo.com/1942
31341  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:25:52 ID: 7eccdd No.8437297

>>8437245
new shill disinfo tactic?

presents well known information and adds disinformation: anon proved in the last thread that it's not michael quinn.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:26:46 ID: 23aa01 No.8437302

>>8425470
He was trying to drum up business.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:28:34 ID: 767338 No.8437309

>>8437278
an edgy music video you just made  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:30:12 ID: 617d13 No.8437321 >>8437409 >>8437437 >>8437530

>>8413638 (OP)
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1449130

I FOUND A REAL SMOKING GUN: 240,000,000 MONEY LAUNDERING CONNECTED TO PIZZA  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:34:37 ID: 617d13 No.8437350
File (hide): ce30f11a4074a09⋯.jpg (16.27 KB, 196x110, 98:55, hqdefault.jpg)

>>8413638 (OP)

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=V8SXUdSUR4A

Bump  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:44:34 ID: ba0cb7 No.8437409

>>8437321
Its-Happening.gif  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:47:03 ID: d404a1 No.8437424 >>8437530 >>8437844

File (hide): 31326638b438906⋯.png (838 KB, 950x597, 950:597, Is-that-my-baby.PNG)

>>8437153
Nice find ANON - totally 
underestimated post:

Wild card - name

Jimmycomet #wantthat is 
that my baby!???  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 15:49:09 ID: d81a6e No.8437437

>>8437321
This is fucking huge  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 16:04:27 ID: 5ddc28 No.8437527
File (hide): 599b2b1723efbe6⋯.gif (1.43 MB, 480x270, 16:9, inspection time.gif)

>>8433695
>>8433713
>>8433741
TIME FOR 
THE OL' 
INSPECTA
ROO  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 16:04:43 ID: ba0cb7 No.8437530 >>8437695

>>8437321
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>>8437321
YYYUGE
not to detract from this bombshell, but

>>8437424
Searching *jimmycomet also led to this seemingly well researched post from pizzagate subleddit that i'm not sure has received much attention:
https://archive.is/OGnSX
the post had only 2 comments and the op account is now suspended.
like i said, unsure if it's received attention or not. my head is swimming at this point.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 16:10:30 ID: 5ddc28 No.8437592

>>8432393
That guy has some fucked up fingers…  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 16:20:36 ID: 617d13 No.8437695 >>8437828

>>8437530

Make sure you imagedump all the findings and posts and store locally. So they dont fall into the internet memoryhole.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 16:32:01 ID: ba0cb7 No.8437828

>>8437695
imgur dump of 34 jimmycomet posts
im gur.com/a/qxiIp  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 16:33:19 ID: 9a5bf6 No.8437844 >>8439083
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>>8437424
kek is that Peter Coffin?  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 17:05:46 ID: 4055d1 No.8438169
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>>8436128
Could be big
See the slides
Yes.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 17:59:14 ID: 731f3b No.8438757
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>>8414046
>There is a tradition among presidents to ignore the 
transgressions of the previous administration.

Traditions are, like, just a social construct maaaaaaan :^)  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 18:18:02 ID: 439dc2 No.8438950

>>8426617
Demons impose their will on a host body and are mostly bestial creatures wishing for the destruction of humanity, or just an upset.
Memes are ideas spread that can not impose anything on another other than the working of their own will to believe or disbelieve it. Meme magic is truely 
the anti-devil  

Possible Interview Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 18:24:11 ID: b737e4 No.8439029 >>8439077 >>8439176 >>8439633

I would bring up the documentary "conspiracy of silence", and then I would talk about how we were duped into believing that there wasn't a prolific group 
of priests pedophiles, only to learn that there at least 3000 (that we know of).
And then mostly I would take the opportunity to talk about SHAME.
SHAME ON YOU, ON ALL OF YOU who are not willing to investigate and be OBJECTIVE before you decide. Shame on those who are aware and don't 
band together (safety in numbers) to do the right thing (SAY SOMETHING).
These are children. Would you do something if it was happening to a child that YOU know. If not us, then who?, and When? How many times do we have 
to hear these stories before we listen (Bill Cosby). It took over 20 women to come forward with the same story before the masses would consider that 
maybe he DID DO IT. How many more children have to be victimized before we decide that maybe they are telling the truth? 

Same for introducing this topic to family and friends who believe mainstream media. Start with "conspiracy of silence" and then the church, and then bill 
cosby. Then plead with them to at least review the information before they decide. After that it really is up to them, if they want to take the red pill. It is 
hard to swallow that we are being lied to and manipulated. I've been sick to my stomach for days, but also know that I can never go back after all the 
research I've conducted myself. 
If this wasn't powerful people this wouldn't even be a conversation…..  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 18:27:59 ID: 439dc2 No.8439077

>>8439029
>falling for bill cosby jewish media corruption
had me until then, redpill harder faggot.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 18:28:34 ID: 2e962b No.8439083
File (hide): 5c12c52a5ec4770⋯.png (1 MB, 994x595, 142:85, whitehouse_cristmas_party.PNG)

>>8437844
No, It's cboutlier - who was also commenting on this pic:

I will now say goodbye with 2 bullets to the back of my 
head - that's kindof funny, as I don't own a gun >  
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8439077 Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 18:32:53 ID: b737e4 No.8439158

Not going to lie I am new to all of this.
But I am talking about the "regular" people and how long it took them to accept the Bill Cosby was a rapist.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 18:34:49 ID: 39fe1d No.8439176 >>8440862

File (hide): 6cc6ad54790d9ba⋯.jpg (161.25 KB, 652x1000, 163:250, MV5BMTgwMTM0MzgyNF5BMl5Ban….jpg)

>>8439029
Danny Devito appeared on Colbert Show recently and started 'joking' about eating babies.

https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTu5BFgwe6g

This happens after he references "Strangers with Candy" a show made by Colbert. I knew Colbert was an asshole, but I 
had no idea how bad he was until I watched the trailer for this movie. It is, in my opinion, completely Satanic in aspect.

"Strangers with Candy is a direct reference to child abduction and if you look at the different coloured type-face it appears to 
associate certain letters to produce words like SAG, SHAG, RNR. Any brave anon want to watch the movie and see if the 
sicko Colbert put anything particularly incriminating in there. I'd do it myself, but y'know…  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:06:03 ID: 3a20d5 No.8439610

>>8432595
Have you never seen roe before?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:08:08 ID: 00a905 No.8439633

>>8439029
>Same for introducing this topic to family and friends who believe mainstream media. Start with "conspiracy 
of silence"
No, you start with "Who Took Johnny?" on Netflix or Torrents, then go to "Conspiracy of Silence" and the 
various related interviews on Jewtube: Paul Bonacci, Rusty Nelson, John DeCamp.

>and then the church
The Catholic Church pedophilia scandal was highly exaggerated by the jews as a way to attack the Church 
for opposing the Iraq war. If you want to focus on religious pedophilia, you got for the Talmud-sanctioned 
epidemic in the Orthodox community.  

File (hide): afa907604ae17f1⋯.jpg (105.6 KB,
1200x631, 1200:631, image.jpg)

File (hide): 216e0eef207496d⋯.jpg (568.02
KB, 1621x1940, 1621:1940, image.jpg)

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:10:39 ID: 4055d1 No.8439665

>>8414694
All those files seem gone.  May have been legit.  Too late.
Pic unrelated but impt.

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:19:38 ID: 5ddc28 No.8439770

>>8426873
>Hellow is code for yellow which must be some other code!
>Traffic is code for child trafficking when he clearly just means the traffic
>Hastert means some serial sex offender, DEFINITELY NOT THE TOWN HE'S IN
Stop spreading this disinfo bullshit.  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:35:52 ID: faf5aa No.8439970 >>8440399

I think I have something, Goblinko its the owner of the PORK zine, it has pizza parafernalia out the ass. I always thought that was some pot head shit.

Goblinko was friends whit bands that played at Comet Ping Pong.

Now, if you search in google "Goblinko" + "Planet Ping Pong" you will get to a facebook of a man whit another weird child picture as the profile.

Can you do some searching? My skills at this are really weak.  

File (hide): 1c933e9012d3a68⋯.png (797.2 KB,
998x609, 998:609, boss_lady_eats.PNG)

File (hide): 9000a4cff7d4c55⋯.png (703.74 KB,
985x609, 985:609, Capture.PNG)

File (hide): 197b1e6e2b4615a⋯.png (16.02 KB,
256x192, 4:3, hard work.png)

File (hide): aa7dbdb40636b27⋯.png (1.04 MB,
1007x613, 1007:613, mi.PNG)

File (hide): deb1588d76d1d0c⋯.png (1.13 MB,
995x609, 995:609, queer david lawrence.PNG)

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:36:27 ID: 3eb71d No.8439979 >>8439999

*Goodnight Beautiful people* and *keep up the good work*
This is probably nothing, but - I've been through most archive instagram leads as much as I can :  There are plenty of others, but those were posted 
before:

These are some weird pics which I can't get my head around, which Most of them I don't remember them being posted from before: This is not a disinfo 
post or a shill post - disregard if you wish  

File (hide): b925536e56f3266⋯.png (1008.55 KB,
896x616, 16:11, weird.PNG)

File (hide): 75bf1f66da28cfb⋯.png (964.44 KB,
992x613, 992:613, the moar u dig.PNG)

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:38:08 ID: 3eb71d No.8439999

>>8439979
peace out and respect

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:43:17 ID: 049231 No.8440064 >>8440129

>>8414370
Can anyone explain these…? I see them being mentioned but no word on them. I'm not knowledgeable on the contents as I'm a newfag.  

Sam Hyde Bounty for Investigating Tunnels Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:46:52 ID: 7b0da9 No.8440115

>>8429588
It's at $2500+ now, started by Sam Hyde.
https://www.wesearchr.com/bounties/pizzagate-urban-explorers-league-ultimate-challenge  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:47:44 ID: a464d4 No.8440129

>>8440064
Lurk moar, Assange is kill  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:52:12 ID: 7da161 No.8440197 >>8440274

Can someone fill me in on who 34a66c was and what thread he posted in? I've been going through the archives and I can't open any of the images in 
thread no. 2. If anyone has the 34a66c image saved and handy I would greatly appreciate a reupload

Thank you  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:58:12 ID: 2f95d6 No.8440274 >>8440294 >>8441152

File (hide): 3f2544ab4b0c77c⋯.png (4.73 MB, 1239x6713, 177:959, we miss you 34a66c.png)

>>8440197
i made it. here you go.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 19:59:51 ID: 7da161 No.8440294 >>8441207

>>8440274
kek bless you sir  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:08:04 ID: faf5aa No.8440399 >>8440643

File (hide): eec62708dba33b0⋯.jpg (339.17 KB, 1725x651, 575:217, pork23.jpg)

>>8439970

Shit, I think im 
getting paranoid 
right here. This is 
from Pork 23.  

File (hide): 1f9dd10bd1d4418⋯.jpg (2.59 MB,
4096x2902, 2048:1451, ca000117.jpg)

File (hide): 72581212e33c6c9⋯.png (473.05 KB,
1404x804, 117:67, Capture.PNG)

river/creek under Buck's? Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:20:35 ID: 4648f4 No.8440530 >>8440877

Someone posted this on voat a little while ago and it didn't get much attention.

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1458012
https://archive.is/U1RSb

Maybe a more skilled anon can overlay the 1913 map and the current map to get a better idea of what is over the creek now. The one she posted got 
deleted off of imgur  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:29:37 ID: 731f3b No.8440643 >>8440713

File (hide): 097cb0f03bd8e34⋯.png (70.34 KB, 212x194, 106:97, CANT WAKE UP.png)

>>8440399
>Sizzle Pie

Please dear god no. I used 
to eat there all the time.  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:36:12 ID: faf5aa No.8440713 >>8440834

File (hide): 82c318efefd2958⋯.jpg (205.75 KB, 1373x775, 1373:775, wat.jpg)

>>8440643
Im sorry, google 
for yourself.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:37:48 ID: 6fe60f No.8440731

https://twitter.com/alanhenney/status/805503165865009152  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:49:13 ID: 731f3b No.8440834 >>8440868

File (hide): 3ec403de3f07502⋯.jpg (635.29 KB, 3334x2787, 3334:2787, paying attention.jpg)

>>8440713
The podesta and the sizzle pie articles are separate topics.

https://archive.is/S3MWM
https://archive.is/KHX5M

Tbh honest, Sizzle Pie has always had 2edgy  meme names for their pies. I'm not going to pretend it's not 
suspicious as fuck in light of current events, but I don't see a direct connection here.

Still probably gonna stop eating there just in case.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:52:04 ID: 39b505 No.8440862

>>8439176
If Danny Devito ate babies he wouldn't look like he's 900 years old  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:52:42 ID: faf5aa No.8440868

>>8440834
Oh, thanks. I didnt even cheked those google links because I was afraid.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:53:19 ID: a145b4 No.8440877
File (hide): 7cb30a5f5658af5⋯.gif (10.05 MB, 1864x1332, 466:333, map.gif)

>>844053
0
I learned 
how to do 
something 
today, 
here's my 
attempt  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:58:24 ID: 6cdf25 No.8440925 >>8440939 >>8440949 >>8441041

You guys know about the armed man who just stormed into comet ping pong and held the place hostage for all of 20 minutes, yes?

https://twitter.com/DCPoliceDept  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 20:59:43 ID: 6cdf25 No.8440939

>>8440925
the gunman has been confirmed to be a Sam Hyde  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:00:44 ID: 39b505 No.8440949 >>8440980

>>8440925
lol wut  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:01:22 ID: ba0cb7 No.8440960

>>8430175
This is awesome. David Seaman seems like he'll do well. Looking at you, Daily Show.
GOOD LUCK

>>8431748
If they do edit it to make him look stupid, then they will be exposed.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:03:49 ID: 6cdf25 No.8440980 >>8441058

File (hide): 4426ff60960c749⋯.gif (383.88 KB, 960x720, 4:3, 1458089048390.gif)

>>8440949
http ://www.fox5dc.com/news/221479396-story

>A suspect armed with an assault rifle inside Comet Ping Pong on Sunday afternoon caused a 
closure of Connecticut Avenue
>DC Police say the suspect was quickly apprehended and that no shots were fired
>the hashtag #PizzaGate claimed the pizza shop along with Hillary Clinton and her campaign were 
involved in child trafficking and satanic rituals. 
>all of the claims against the popular Northwest D.C. pizzeria are false and unfounded  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:09:24 ID: 7380bd No.8441023 >>8441074 >>8441263

File (hide): da5e7b8560d8428⋯.jpg (80.28 KB, 500x669, 500:669, 3Uglnvz.jpg)

>>8430645
A little late to the party but yeah, my attacker ended up dressing as an alien. 

My bio mom would 'sell' me out to her drug dealers who were supplying her with prescription pills and a bunch of 
hardcore drugs. She could never afford them on her own.

They tried dressing as Barney first but stopped because they found out I'm terrified of mascots and started to scream 
super loud. They started questioning me more after that and I would always answer truthfully about my likes and 
dislikes. They eventually realized I was in love with aliens. ET, aliens in cartoons, even star trek aliens. I just loved them 
all, and they used that…

She would make me down a TON of cough medicine, I still can't even think about 'grape flavor' without gagging. I took 
so much Dynatap. and in my drugged, sleepy haze I remember some guy wearing a shitty alien head coming into the 
room and touching me.   

When I told her about it and insisted that I knew it was a man and not a real alien she got super pissed at me and 
would say "you'll scare him away, don't you care about the alien's feelings?! If you say he is not real again you aren't 

getting christmas this year!"  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:11:11 ID: 221b9b No.8441041
File (hide): 70b8db1dcd0ec83⋯.jpg (20.27 KB, 228x221, 228:221, Merchant Pepe.jpg)

>>8440925

You better ban that fake news that's  
inspiring hate crimes right away , goyim  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:13:04 ID: 4aa13e No.8441058 >>8441095 >>8441152 >>8441207

>>8440980
FALSE FLAG?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:14:22 ID: faf5aa No.8441074 >>8441244

>>8441023

Might I ask where are you from?  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:15:21 ID: e1345e No.8441095

>>8441058
Moving stuff out…  
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Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:21:10 ID: e1345e No.8441152

>>8441058
>>8440274

Marina Del Rey is part of Los Angeles County. Did an LA County assessor search and found the following

Assessor's ID No 4294-005-002
Address: 4811 OCEAN FRONT WALK 
LOS ANGELES CA 90292

http://maps.assessor.lacounty.gov  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:23:54 ID: 2394a4 No.8441184

>>8419748
Hi Tony.  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:26:33 ID: e1345e No.8441207

Didn't mean to address you >>8441058
with the assessor info; 

that was meant for >>8440294

Sorry–my computer is acting up  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:30:22 ID: 6cdf25 No.8441243

Comet Ping Pong has already inspired a robotic love story: The Guide to Handkerchief Pizza by John P. and James A.
http ://www.amazon.com/dp/B01MTRUQI3  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:30:28 ID: 7380bd No.8441244

>>8441074
I'm from the south east. Doesn't make much of a difference though, the classic alien look was pretty universal, even in 94'  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:31:32 ID: 099da5 No.8441253

>>8422
192
>>8422
242
>>8423
553  

Anonymous  12/04/16 (Sun) 21:32:36 ID: 1be7f2 No.8441263
File (hide): 02af22fe98e0f18⋯.jpg (53.34 KB, 700x497, 100:71, metero.jpg)

>>8441023
>comet ping pong 
Well fuck… I'm sorry that 
happened to you. How are 
you doing these days?  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:43:40 ID: 9539f8 No.8445826 >>8448488 >>8449034

original report was that no shots were fired. what happened?

https://archive.is/pQ8Tp  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:47:40 ID: ac71cc No.8445844

No shots fired, but shots fired? No temple of set, but Sons of Aether?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:49:08 ID: fdd413 No.8445846 >>8447478

File (hide): b7b1fdd3179d83f⋯.jpeg (109.52 KB, 1252x1252, 1:1, bricktop66.jpeg)

>>8422192  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:50:23 ID: f83523 No.8445855 >>8445870 >>8445883

Been out of the loop for 3-5 days, what's new PizzaGaters?  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:50:42 ID: ead16e No.8445858 >>8445945 >>8448488

File (hide): df065916bb93437⋯.jpg (414.48 KB, 1807x1297, 1807:1297, blair-kutrow.jpg)

>>8392171
>>8445814  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:50:58 ID: fb5a06 No.8445859 >>8446063 >>8455207 >>8456111

File (hide): 5c11df5b7669db3⋯.jpg (218.61 KB, 1500x1000, 3:2, marina abramovic.jpg)

I really want to kill these people at 
this point.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:52:34 ID: ac71cc No.8445870 >>8445880 >>8446320 >>8452702

>>8445855
We're now split between figuring out how a not-shooting has been construed as a shooting, and investigating the Temple of Set, Sons od Aether and 
apparently the OTO though I'm telling you guys, the OTO is just high as shit.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:54:07 ID: f83523 No.8445880

>>8445870
Wait there was a shooting?
Please tell me they took out a Podesta.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:54:33 ID: fb5a06 No.8445883 >>8446259 >>8446896

>>8445855
Check the entire youtube channel of Reality Calls.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9vwJXx7DR-
3zSub4mwQNFg/videos

She has an almost ASMR voice and details a lot of what goes 
on with pizzagate. Her work is commendable.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:54:43 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8445884

How do we get this shit stickied?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:55:34 ID: 6287fe No.8445889 >>8447055 >>8448465 >>8448488

Pizzagate is fake. It is staged. Real 
News hurts fake People.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:56:44 ID: f050c4 No.8445893 >>8446787

Thread theme  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 06:58:36 ID: 7eda16 No.8445903 >>8447093

Buddy Webb (a man shot in his own home by Midland, Texas Secret Police) has released his own short pizzagate video worth checking out. If you 
haven't heard his story yet check out his old videos they are insane and involve George bush. 

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kCuYFiP8Ank

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kCuYFiP8Ank

>https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kCuYFiP8Ank  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:08:48 ID: 663dba No.8445931 >>8446154 >>8446353

File (hide): ca0c7044ddd304e⋯.jpg (90.02 KB, 478x360, 239:180, 1470139857021.jpg)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pA65Upo_AEM

Uploaded just a few minutes ago, Filter Man with a weird mea culpa about not covering it as much as 
people want him to. His explanation is kinda weird - Mass media covering "pizzagate" heavily could be a 
false flag? I'm absolutely NOT seeing this well-covered by the MSM  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:13:11 ID: ead16e No.8445945 >>8447377

>>8445810 (OP)
Shooter Maddison Welch graduated from Cape Fear Community College - same Blair Kutrow in pic with Alfantis and Hillary Clinton's queer press 
secretary Neel Lattimore (both screwed by David Brock, media matters) …
>>8445858
Kutrow is from Cape Fear area 
http://cfliteracy.org/about/staff-board/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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>>8446732 >>8447372 >>8447377 >>8448478 >>8453202 >>8453260 >>8456623 >>8456687

Holy shit. Pack it up goys nothing to see here.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:26:11 ID: a174b5 No.8445981 >>8446013 >>8450544

>>8445975
>globe in the background 
He's going all out  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:28:20 ID: 795e47 No.8445992 >>8446013

>>8445975
>globe in the background 
He's going all out  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:32:35 ID: 9539f8 No.8446005 >>8446013

>>8445975
>globe in the background 
He's going all out  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:34:06 ID: 14aaa6 No.8446013 >>8446027 >>8448554

>>8445981
>>8445992
>>8446005
Bot or just triple poster?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:38:01 ID: 64cddc No.8446024

>>8445975
Is he in some sort of protective custody? Been sending in audio form or videos from strange locations.

I think people with guns have been after him.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:38:54 ID: c52c32 No.8446027 >>8446108

>>8446013
Keeps saying posted then freezing, making me recapcha too. First 2 are mine.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:41:03 ID: 986a7b No.8446034

>>8445975
As if we needed anymore proof that this idiot is controlled opposition.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:47:33 ID: 3e6418 No.8446048
File (hide): 2ac58c15f5b05ee⋯.gif (2.26 MB, 377x404, 377:404, 1469011989003.gif)

>>8445975
Stop digging you filthy 
antisemites!!!

Also buy my fucking water 
filters it's the only way to defeat 
the loominaty!!!  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:52:00 ID: 991385 No.8446063 >>8451840

>>8445859
literally the best shop ive ever seen  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:52:22 ID: ead16e No.8446066

>>8445975
>Bill Hicks earning his CIA paycheck  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 07:55:47 ID: e46b57 No.8446082 >>8446100 >>8446732

Msm outlets fighting each other.

https://archive.is/ydLGJ
http://www.rollingstone. com/politics/features/washington-post-blacklist-story-is-shameful-disgusting-w452543
https://archive.is/o5tTM
http://www.newyorker. com/news/news-desk/the-propaganda-about-russian-propaganda
https://archive.is/DBT3C
https://theintercept.com/2016/11/26/washington-post-disgracefully-promotes-a-mccarthyite-blacklist-from-a-new-hidden-and-very-shady-group/  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:03:06 ID: 9539f8 No.8446100 >>8446103

File (hide): 9dd6bec579ca523⋯.png (293.75 KB, 546x470, 273:235, nazi tip.png)

>>8446082
excellent  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:03:45 ID: e46b57 No.8446103

>>8446100
(Checked for glorious eternal Reich)  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:04:15 ID: 14aaa6 No.8446107

>>8432748
Yeah what is this, who is Erika?

Who did she confront?
Why was it done with anger and hatred?
What reason does she have for asking for asking for foregivness?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:05:36 ID: 14aaa6 No.8446108 >>8446127

>>8446027
Oh ok it was a different ID, I guess you use TOR then.
Your honesty will buy you a great many things.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:08:51 ID: 5be3d5 No.8446119 >>8450006 >>8450146

File (hide): 0c3d877e8874cb7⋯.jpg (1.15 MB, 1807x1297, 1807:1297, link.jpg)

This is pretty much a summary of the 
white rabbit and how it is linked to 
ping pong.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:12:33 ID: 9b7044 No.8446127

>>8446108
vpn actually. Lately does it almost everytime I post here.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:28:32 ID: 806425 No.8446154 >>8446175 >>8446205

>>8445931

Holy shit, he actually says people should stop investigating pizzagate and "leave it to the police".

He said "pizza, that's a super common word", and says you can't just point the finger at Comet Pizza.

Holy fuck.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:34:48 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446175 >>8446205

>>8446154
He is in on it!
Or alternatively, he's a faggot.
Considering the amount of tinfoil he's shit out, he really is fucking controlled opposition.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:48:14 ID: 3b9e3c No.8446205 >>8446220

>>8446154
>>8446175
He completely flipped on 9/11 and sandyhoax about a year ago, figured then somebody either got to him or he was just a con man the whole time.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:48:43 ID: 36d56b No.8446208 >>8446211 >>8446219 >>8447094 >>8453260

File (hide): 2c6c80674fea729⋯.jpg (28.91 KB, 588x277, 588:277, nastynuzzi.jpg)

>>8445975
top fucking kek

He knows what's coming.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:49:50 ID: e85f20 No.8446211

>>8446208
Are we starting the fire?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:50:33 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446219

>>8446208
>Tfw Trump joins us
He could be the deathblow we need.
WE NEED TRUMP's HELP  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:50:55 ID: 806425 No.8446220

>>8446205

Well he is a known CIA plant and his real name is Bill Hicks.

I was just surprised he was stupid enough to actually give himself away like that, I haven't seen that asshole talk about anything pertinent in a while.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:51:08 ID: cacdef No.8446222 >>8446228 >>8447130

File (hide): 1b48f573c2646c9⋯.jpg (331.76 KB, 978x979, 978:979, IMG_1425.JPG)

this absolutely  
screams hoax, how  
do I hold all these  
reees

>typical white sounding 
three part name 'Edgar 
Maddison Welch' 
>Sam Hyde assault rifle 
pose pic related
It's like we're living in a 
computer program

INGSOC party vans for 
every anon lurking post Jan 
2016 when  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:52:39 ID: 28a958 No.8446226

just contributed 10 $ to https://www.wesearchr.com/bounties/pizzagate-urban-explorers-league-ultimate-challenge am i doin it right?

>>8445975
>I've been doing this for 22 years, trust me

22 years and accomplished nothing, sure we trust you  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:54:30 ID: ead16e No.8446228 >>8449500 >>8449726

>>8446222
Apparently the shooting story articles were being released on the web before the ff event even happened. 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1461923  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:55:58 ID: ead16e No.8446232 >>8446237 >>8446495

File (hide): 6c2c6d6abac744f⋯.jpg (164.18 KB, 1200x611, 1200:611, basement.jpg)  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:56:13 ID: 28a958 No.8446234 >>8446338

o vey, just remembered something, anon was asking in the last thread what "the rock" is, which the apes refer to, could it be little rock? 
little rock came up often in the last weeks of research  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:57:36 ID: 3b9e3c No.8446237 >>8446243 >>8446257

>>8446232
What's the sauce on this? No pun intended.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 08:59:26 ID: 80f367 No.8446243 >>8446275 >>8446495

>>8446237
https://archive.is/psI4f  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:02:52 ID: ead16e No.8446257 >>8446495

File (hide): 613cd38d405fbcc⋯.png (572.7 KB, 602x929, 602:929, zjPpLO.png)

>>8446237
Metro weekly - compare his 
denial.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:03:38 ID: 33bc14 No.8446259 >>8446273 >>8446896 >>8450954 >>8455410

>>8445883
My gut feeling about this youtuber is that she is a shill. I just have that feeling and can not back up with anything substantial. Be careful following her 
narrative.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:07:33 ID: 80f367 No.8446273 >>8450954

>>8446259
i've been subbed to her for about a year or so.  No major redflags so far, except for the time when she deleted all of her videos out of fucking nowhere.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:08:09 ID: cacdef No.8446275 >>8446292

>>8446243
>I wanted a place that was really inclusive, where people would feel you could just jump in and play. You don’t have to be super-skilled. It’s for everyone. 
And it has the nostalgia. It reminds people of where they came from, or their childhood. I’ve seen kids born and now they’re starting to play ping-pong. 
They’re someday going to be like, “Oh, this is the place I went every Friday night with my dad, and it was so cool. I could run around, I could play ping-
pong, and it had the best food — best sundaes, best pizza, whatever.”
Christ  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:09:13 ID: 1ef347 No.8446278 >>8446317 >>8446372

Looks like someone did some decent scouting for a change *before* this incident. Key notes…
Many men going to the back, never emerging, and not there when the investigator went back.
Underage girls coming from the back and being escorted into the back by adults.
When the investigator went back there, what appears to be a "fake" back room that was empty was all they found and they were turned away by an 
employee.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJrkbgiETzs  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:15:10 ID: 80f367 No.8446292

>>8446275
the pedo angle aside, i don't know anyone who would let a buttfucking faggot prepare their food for them.  i guess my part of the country isn't pozzed 
enough.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:22:39 ID: abb7fe No.8446317 >>8446336 >>8446340 >>8446348 >>8446372

>>8446278

They took pictures, yet no pictures of the group of men and all the underage girls going in the back. Decent scouting?  

Nahhhh Bullshit larper.  This is why pedofiles or pizzagate will never go anywhere. It was already bad enough dealing with the horrible "evidence" on the 
image boards. Going to reddit and beyond destroyed any chance for this to go anywhere.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:24:00 ID: 9cb985 No.8446320

>>8445870
All of those fit into the global masonic apperatus as manifestations. Public manifestations of the dark lodge. This is not twin peaks. It is what Lynch would 
be Lynched if he made it anymore obvious. We are dealing with absolute corruption using the standard of how buisnessmen are taught to behave. 
Masons teach like dinner  manners and ediquite for gentlemen. Gentlemans clubs are called strip clubs but they go further back. Into the burlesque scene 
of the silent film era. Beyond that is a shroud of what only the pedophacracy mentions Lewis Carrolls photography sessions and whatnot.

So we are looking at many groups under an umbrella held by the kikes. That umbrella is the global masonic apperatus. Now like I said masons teach 
buisnessmen how to shake hands and shit. So its not all masons. Not most masons. But these have to be masons because it is hitting all of the 
checkpoints. We are basically waiting for Podesta to whisper moloch in our ear for the 5 points of fellowship to be complete.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:29:47 ID: 806425 No.8446336 >>8446376

>>8446317

So what would have been your game plan, shitstack?

Do you really believe that because the public is interested in a huge crime scandal that the crime can now no longer be investigated by the authorities?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:31:37 ID: 9cb985 No.8446338 >>8446515

>>8446234
"The rock"
Dwayne Johnson. Could be the stone the builders rejected. The capstone. The philosophers stone. The terrorist rock in mecca. The moon. Be more 
specific.

Humans are like statues chiseled away with in these ceremonies. It could be the flesh of the mutilated too.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:31:57 ID: 8e30f3 No.8446340 >>8446349 >>8446353 >>8446376

>>8446317

Anyone who uses the term "LARP" is intellectually deficient.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:34:39 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446348

>>8446317
Out of curiosity, if I went outside and shot a black person, would I be LARPING?
Not going to do that probably, if they step on my property I legally can under my states castle law but would you consider that a "LARP?"  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:35:05 ID: cc5661 No.8446349 >>8446359

>>8446340
Larper  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:35:36 ID: 986c0a No.8446353 >>8446359

>>8445931
Give the coward the 'climate change' spiel of, so what if it's wrong? That would be a good thing. But if not, you want to let children die because of how you 
might look?

You can own all these fuckers so easily.

>>8446340
Anyone who needs to use bold… So if someone choses to use… "poser", they're on fucking track to run Harvard? Larp is current and well understood by 
little cocksuckers like you, faggot. Faggot whose no doubt, financially deficient. What a fucking worthless contribute to the thread.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:36:57 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446359 >>8446379 >>8446382

>>8446349
>>8446353
Again, a question. If I shoot a black trespasser, am I LARPING?
And don't you dare dodge the question.
Answer me.
Would it be LARPING?  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:38:47 ID: 28a958 No.8446372 >>8446397 >>8446404 >>8446410

File (hide): 5106f89b20583c8⋯.png (390.53 KB, 3304x6040, 413:755, 12412.png)

>>8446317
>>8446278

I will try to do a better scaled more detailed version later, this is just a quick sketch

it's sure weird why they didn't take pictures of those men, but then again, they probably didn't expect them to go to the back and 
then disappear, or didn't have their camera ready  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:40:27 ID: abb7fe No.8446376 >>8455614

>>8446336
First off I wasn't offering any kind of alternative game plan you fucking moron. I was calling out that bullshit youtube video. 

It's basic knowledge that the more people that latch onto any form of investigation that involves connecting dots and fact finding will inevitably suffer from 
recurring bad evidence. Futhermore the more popular it gets the more people intertwine themselves as an imagined participator in the investigation and 
as a restult you get videos like the one you linked.

Some idiot that pretends to be a participating factor in taking down the greatest pedo ring of all time and is so dumb they take pictures of what they are 
doing, but then add facts that never happened to their account and don't have any supporting pictures. The smart thing to do would have been to have a 
better case of the pedofiles and far more research done under the radar before trying to spread any of it to other sites or people.  It was already bad 
enough with most of the idiots on this board showing their "evidence" and making shit up that never happened.

>>8446340
Sure.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:40:44 ID: 806425 No.8446379 >>8446400

File (hide): cd6616af6b9256a⋯.jpg (19.06 KB, 367x332, 367:332, pc_load_letter.jpg)

>>8446359

>Look at me. I'm 
the LARPer now.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:40:51 ID: cc5661 No.8446382 >>8446400

>>8446359
You are not pretending to be someone you are not so it wouldn't be LARPing.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:42:48 ID: 8e30f3 No.8446390

Spreading a fake news meme through the MSM informs normies that fake news really exists, and will inevitably get them to  
question the validity of the MSM as part of judging what is and isn't "fake news". They're desperate.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:43:39 ID: 000000 No.8446393 >>8446407 >>8448554

I can't understand why so much time is wasted on this false flag operation when there is a REAL pedo 
ring cover up that has still never been resolved.

http://www franklinscandal.com/  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:44:36 ID: 1ef347 No.8446397

>>8446372
Considering how sensitive everyone knows the Comets are and the guy being a dolt and periscoping live and getting kicked out they were certainly trying 
to avoid looking like they were scoping out the place.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:45:22 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446400 >>8446428

>>8446379
Fuck you.
Your cowardice and lack of shame are legendary.
You have disgraced us by your mere presence and should fucking anhero immediately.
>>>/Bog/

>>8446382
At least you have the moral fortitude to put forth a real answer.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:45:52 ID: abb7fe No.8446404 >>8446423

>>8446372
Consider this…

We knew about that room within the first few days of the pedoemails.  It's the same room they had that tranny creature talking about the secret sauce.  

You don't need to try defending that persons account of their scouting mission because it's fucking fake.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:46:45 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446407 >>8446420

>>8446393
>(1)
>Torposter 
Do I even have to say it?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:47:15 ID: 1ef347 No.8446410 >>8446433

>>8446372
Taking photos of alone teenagers and a mom and little girl is risky enough. Capturing people as they went behind the curtain would have been tougher… 
and still wouldn't prove anything additional. They have a photo of the empty room and someone back there. Perhaps on Tuesday someone else can do a 
better job but this may be the last peek behind that curtain we get unless the LEO folk do it.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:49:17 ID: 000000 No.8446420 >>8446427 >>8446431 >>8446471

>>8446407
>le torposter maymay
>let jim datamine you, goy
>le ad hominem attack
you worried, pedo?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:50:10 ID: 28a958 No.8446423 >>8446433

>>8446404
its not about the party room, its about the secret room, it's about the party room in the back being empty, people going in there disappearing, the third 
courtain leading to the kill room and the camera  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:51:18 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446427 >>8446431 >>8446438

>>8446420
Panic much?
We see through your shit.
We continue to dig.
We continue to influence and inform.

The future belongs to national socialists and there is nothing you worthless Jews can do about it.
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:51:47 ID: 806425 No.8446428 >>8446435

File (hide): c14a1284fb6612b⋯.jpg (170.15 KB, 661x716, 661:716, this.jpg)

>>8446400

>hurf hurr
>durrrrrrr  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:53:31 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8446431

>>8446427
>>8446420

How about both you cumguzzling cuck bitches for big black cock choke on them and shut the fuck up and stop wasting posts here with your shitsteen 
slapfight and focus on posting fucking information?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:53:38 ID: abb7fe No.8446433 >>8446446 >>8446449

>>8446410

Actually taking a photo of a group of people would have been much easier than a photo of a mom and her kid. The same goes for a large group of 
underage girls. you obviously have no experience in this kind of shit so let me just stop you right there.

>>8446423
There is no evidence people went back there and never came back because the person taking the pictures conveniently decided not to take pictures of 
the most important part, not once, but twice. The story is bullshit and we knew about that room over a month ago.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:53:42 ID: ead16e No.8446434

Ignore shill banter itt - don't respond - filter by ID.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:53:53 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446435

>>8446428
Totally.
Your post is out of context.
Also;
>Niggers 
Really man?

We continue to dig  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:55:22 ID: 000000 No.8446438 >>8446442 >>8446471

>>8446427
panicking about you not finding anything in your "investigation" because pizza gate is actually a goon operation from the start because /pol/ has already 
been subverted? nah. we're just riding your wave of useful idiocy to promote a re-investigation into a real pedo ring and you are unintentionally helping us 
to do that, so thanks and get ready for the day of the rope, pedo bitch  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:55:47 ID: cacdef No.8446440

franklinscandalfags should go watch the anime 'monster', or at least check it out

Dr. Tenma is /pol/  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:56:16 ID: 9cb985 No.8446441 >>8453260

Speaking of fake news. They know its not fake. It just is not vetted for by the powers that be. We have essentially clandestine news meaning the people 
are saying what is going on and that can not be true because it does not have the all seeing eye cbs logo on it. It has no peacock this poppycock pizza 
shit. Where is the fox? Where is the fox? Milo gave a pathetic overview on this like every other half rate shill but that should tell you there is more to this. 
So it is not fake news. Just clandestine. Milo is our little voice he will tell them what they want to hear. He is painting this in a way that could help 
legitimize this to the other outlets but that in itself is compromise coming from a gay traveling jew.

Alex jones is trying to tell his audience the globalists are doing this. So what better symbol than a globe? He should have set it on a column and really 
identified the enemy but that would be labeling himself as the badguy. So this is the sum of all cultists fears. A whodunit with nothing but a mirror as a 
possible response. That is why they chose masonry to do this every well respected pillar of society and every pariah share dinner together in secret. 
What is more of a disgrace unchecked pedophilia or blatant ignoring of the fact for fake titles and petty emblems. George carlin spoke of symbol minded 
people these people are going down with the ship. Too late to get out of dodge. Too early to explain what needs to be explained now. That a boys club 
can get out of hand. Boys will be boys but this is more than that. And it implicated all of our notables with this chain of union to the illuminati.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:56:50 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446442 >>8446454

>>8446438
>Stop what you are doing goy!
If you had spent any time at all here you would know how impossible it is to stop something like this once it gets started.
Unless you have some ulterior motive.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:58:38 ID: 1ef347 No.8446446

>>8446433
It's ambiguous but I don't think she was saying 20 men went in all at once. It was over time. And if there was a picture of a person walking through the 
curtain the demand would be "maybe they just didn't take a photo or notice them leaving" etc.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:59:11 ID: 28a958 No.8446449

>>8446433
well, for me it's new information, that there's another courtiain on the right side after entering the party room. it wasn't shown before. I really want to know 
what's behind the curtain and if anyone would dare to sneek in there by accident saying he was searching for the bathrooms would be great.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 09:59:47 ID: 000000 No.8446454 >>8446461 >>8446471 >>8446473 >>8446475 >>8446495

>>8446442
relax, it doesn't really matter, useful idiot
like i said, we will just ride your false flag operation as you spin your wheels while we reignite a real investigation into a real washington dc pedo ring, so 
thanks again, pedo, and please do carry on  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:03:00 ID: 806425 No.8446461
File (hide): d70214284af8303⋯.jpg (80.11 KB, 960x960, 1:1, 1480840349541.jpg)

>>8446454

Are you talking 
about the 
Pizza Hut pedo 
ring?

I thought that 
was fully 
debunked.  

File (hide): 7169f166d88b684⋯.jpg (557.69 KB,
2368x2384, 148:149, Pizza gunman actor.jpg)

File
(hide):
1c4b436194d4767⋯.png
(119 B,
1x1,
1:1,
Pixel.png)

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:07:56 ID: 573518 No.8446471

>>8446420
>>8446454
>>8446438
>le
>typical pedo using tor
>anyone doing any digging is a useful idiot
>please stop digging, this whole thing is just a false flag goy
>this whole thing is a goon operation
>projecting and changing stances this much
Fuck off back to plebbit, and friendly reminder to all anons to filter TORfags. They contribute nothing, keep digging.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:09:41 ID: 8e30f3 No.8446473

>>8446454

TOR shill who can't write worth a damn  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:10:23 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446475

>>8446454
Explain heavy 
breathing's 
comments at 
comet ping 
pong then.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:16:15 ID: 90210e No.8446495 >>8446514

File (hide): c04f618b85cfc09⋯.png (84.62 KB, 640x608, 20:19, IMG_8574.PNG)

>>8446454
>your false flag operation 
Hmm, so ignoring the mountains of evidence and sticking just to this thread how do you explain this
>>8446232
>>8446243
>>8446257
Just a funny coincidence he lied about having a basement, huh? And somehow by giving this guy a pass 
that's going to help uncover the REAL pedo ring, right?  

File (hide): 0d64285af368aad⋯.jpg (18.24 KB,
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File (hide): 981934f7870f100⋯.png (586.39 KB,
900x900, 1:1, Sam Hyde kawaii.png)

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:21:48 ID: 8e30f3 No.8446508

How much further down the rabbit hole does this go? Pizzagate is hardly the worst thing they're doing to kids. We know about things like MKultra and 
Project Monarch. I'm really suffering from my rage at all this  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:23:46 ID: dbe7a0 No.8446514

>>8446495
>Meanwhile at shill HQ
>Shill number 9001 sits at his desk thinking what to lost next
>A red phone  at his desk rings
>"Oh no." 9001 Says as he soils himself in his adult diaper
>With great fear he slowly reaches out and grasps the blood-stained phone
>"Y-yes?" Squeaks 9001 as terror shudders through his emaciated form
>"You have failed us."
>9001's eyes go wide as a single gunshot echos from behind him
>Blood splatters from the exit wound in his forhead onto the phone
>Meanwhile upstairs 
>A Wizened figure turns to his comrades 
>Sickly, skeletal lichs, parodies of men and women stare at each other
>"Curse those Nazi's and their Cartoon Frog!!!  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 10:25:51 ID: bd0221 No.8446515

>>8446338
>The terrorist rock in mecca
topkek  
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File (hide): 23315a3b5d94b60⋯.png (160.15 KB, 344x459, 344:459, michaelaqscottish.png)

aether is a pictorial representation of the 11th atu of the tarot. Strength. In the Thoth deck we see it has jabulon esque 
imagery with a battle of controlling ones passions or lusts. This fits in well with keeping your torture chamber a sekrit.

So here we have the oto masonry and the sons of aether.

And in that search I found a very interesting thing. Michael aquino is at least a 33rd degree mason.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 11:22:40 ID: 9cb985 No.8446688 >>8446782 >>8447636 >>8449173 >>8450006 >>8451152 >>8457512

File (hide): cfe9e9b4ee6b600⋯.jpg (66.61 KB, 634x421, 634:421, 1469689779973.jpg)

>>8446600
Just wrote out a long winded but worthwhile summary to this next person michael prince aka James 
Casbolt. The post did not go through. This will have to do for now.
He  defends aquino here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cj7xbHZ6mSo
 saying the pedophilia and ritual child murder are part of some tinfoil shit he never is specific about. 

He is the only person to speak about the underground tunnels extensively. he is in prison because his wife 
ratted him out.
http://www.whale.to/b/casbolt_h.html
WARNING TINFOIL POSSIBLE DISINFO

HAVE TO MENTION THIS GUY BECAUSE THIS IS RELATED TO ALL OF THIS ABEIT TINFOILY  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 11:34:03 ID: 4825e0 No.8446732 >>8447632 >>8455858 >>8456026
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>>8445975
>>8445810 (OP)
>>8446082
You know what the funniest part of this whole #pizzagate debacle is?

They can't stop it anymore.

As early as last year, the kind of /x/-ish, paranoia fueled investigatory autism would have been nipped in the 
bud and squashed flat by the media. One article comparing the whole thing to a satanic panic or dismissing 
it outright would have been enough to take the steam out of it. In fact, to begin with it never would have 
picked up steam in the first place.

But, oh Karma!
After a full year of the media turning the propaganda dial up to 11, after a full years of denials and labelling people as conspiracy theorists only to have 
their conspiracies (Hillary's health, DNC/Media collusion/etc) proven as solid fact time and again, after the media spins hysterical stories of their own 
(RUSSIANS!/Trump == Nazi pol-pol/ etc), suddenly, suddenly, imageboard threads full of autistic anons on the scent of an international child trafficking 
rings not only gains steam, but actually gets harder and harder to derail or defuse the longer it goes on.

They were warned. There are consequences for turning journalism into propaganda, politics into a PR project, public debate into an orgy of hysteria and 
lies. Now suddenly a few dozen jobless NEETs in their bedrooms can spin up a Category 4 shitstorm all by themselves and neither the media nor the 
political class as a whole have any authority left to calm the situation. Gigabytes of weaponised autism to deal with, and every bit of it just as credible as 
anything the NYT has put on its frontpage over the last six months.

In a world on fire, people see smoke everywhere, and how to you stop them trying to beat it out? Especially when you're fond of lighting them yourself.

Pizzagate is first little consequence of the big, big problem of letting the truth die. Because who knows what the truth is anymore? Who's to say? What 
authority is reliable anymore? It is as plausible to me that this Cheeze Pizza shit is correct as it is plausible that the US Government is solvent, or that 
Assad gassed his own civilians, or that Russia is attacking Hillary with "fake news". How does authority tell truth from lies in an age of disinformation that 
they themselves created?

And the funniest part?
This is just going to keep happening.
Even if they arrest every anon in these threads, deny and discredit everything, prove Pizzagate 100% wrong…
…some Leaker or LARPer will arrive in some thread somewhere and start up some new theory and people will be back on the scent of something fresh 
all over again. Rinse and repeat.

The Pizzagates will continue until the media improves.  
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>>8446688
Those digits… holy fuck, you must be onto something. 
If any of you are ballsy enough, if you call up the temple of set, ask for Balanon, and say you want the details on Aquino. 
Some more info on the sons of aethter, they think of themselves as old testament angels. The kind that fell from heaven to walk on fhe earth and lord over 
everybody. They also like to control data and tech companies, and recruit more nerds than average. I wouldn't be surprised if the RPG stuff out there is 
these guys trying to meme themselves automatically and not just convenient distractions. they talk a lot about a lorenzo guy in whitewold, while the only 
literary link I've confimed to the SoAether has a lot of passages about a lorenzo. Edward_Young/ 

Shit, just realized, that poet is pretty fucking obscure. Has ANYONE involved in pizagate or anything else quoted, posted, or spoke about this guy ever?  
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theme

vimeo.com/194231341  
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File (hide): 5cc80ecc640fb32⋯.webm (400.18 KB, 480x360, 4:3, day of the rope is coming.webm) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 12:08:15 ID: 27e325 No.8446833 >>8446869 >>8446875

top of the hour AM radio news (ABC affiliate) just touched on guman in comet pizza. reported OPENING FIRE. i thought no  
shots were fired.

red fucking flag  
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File (hide): 3b8593595d2d15d⋯.png (80.76 KB, 946x759, 86:69, comet.png)

new one  
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>>8446833
related
http:/ /abcnewsradioonline.com/national-news/man-fires-assault-rifle-in-pizzeria-named-in-fake-news-consp.html#entry35821573  
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>>8446833
>>8446869
archive
http:/ /archive.is/ewnje  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 12:26:57 ID: ac71cc No.8446889

>>8446875
RT is doing it too!
>Man with assault rifle opens fire in DC pizzeria to ‘investigate’ Hillary Clinton conspiracy
https://archive.is/MuCws  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 12:28:38 ID: 0d2e9c No.8446896 >>8451840

File (hide): af9b2b121351018⋯.png (14.26 KB, 844x88, 211:22, required_feature.png)

>>8445883
>ASMR

>she
>her
H…hey guise, listen to this shill because her voice turns me on.
Die in a fire.
>>8446259
Guarantee that with a little digging you will find links to Evalion or other TRS femme fatales.
The template is so worn out that every product stamped with it carries identifying marks.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 12:35:54 ID: 28a958 No.8446912

>>8446782
I was reading a lot about occult, satanism, gnosticism, hermeticism in the last few days.

I don't know who's the puppet master and who's the puppet, but what those of them, who believe into the occult most likely believe, I think it's a very good 
explanation too, is that the essence of the universe is spirit, or however you want to call it. you can call it god, or the collective contiousness.

so every person, animal, thing has a part of this spirit in it. animals have more than plants, humans more than animals. this is what crowley meant when 
talking about sacrifices, he breathes the spirit in, which is released in the ritual sacrifice. So they accumulate the spirit. 

let's say they also believe, that conciousness or experience can be passed on to descendants, that's why they interbreed and are so cautious about who 
they have kids with, they want their gathered knowledge to be passed on to their descendents, who shall rule the earth.

William Guy Carr said, that one of the plans of the illuminati is to spread atheism, which means, that people are living a materialistic life, instead of a 
spiritualistic one, so humanity might lose spirit with each generation, and ((they)) harvest that spirit, which is, what they might believe, what can make 
them godlike.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:08:12 ID: 9cb985 No.8447019 >>8449554

File (hide): 537073f5634101c⋯.png (17.6 KB, 1226x125, 1226:125, Screenshot_2016-12-05_07-3….png)

>>8446782
There is so much with Edward young alone it is difficult to go in one direction with it. He has a manuscript 

called "The brothers" That the Rothschild own. Nowhere online they own it. Night thoughts is a particularly elitist diabolical view of the world. "Affliction is 
a good mans shining moment", That is torture talk.  

I think this was in the midst of the royal society and the Rosicrucian enlightenment. He probably rubbed elbows with William Blake and so on. This was 
when torture was called medical research before they fled to make America.
https://archive.is/wkzms

That is just Edward Young This SOaether is an elitist aristocratic sect.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:19:31 ID: 0eb983 No.8447055 >>8447067

>>8445889
Couldn't watch the whole thing. Did he nasal whine anything other than "I predicted this" over and over?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:23:14 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447067

>>8447055
Basically he doesn't understand the meaning of the term "false flag."  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:29:25 ID: 118899 No.8447087 >>8448097

File (hide): 85c3962547c2538⋯.jpg (217.75 KB, 1200x869, 1200:869, htJb0CQ.jpg)

>comet ping pong gunman arrested; media blames “conspiracy theories”
https://archive.is/nyms8
>Obama To Sign Bill Making ‘Alternative Media’ Illegal
>A new ‘anti-Russian propaganda’ bill is to be signed into law which will make it illegal to run an 
alternative media website in the United States. 
https://archive.is/UUOFM
These guys are doing some shady bullshit and internet freedom will suffer.  
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File (hide): 8cdf20cb5a63834⋯.jpg (144.53 KB,
1290x1278, 215:213, b33e2db21ff2de14f1fe88ddfd….jpg)

File (hide): f3383840006e05c⋯.png (134.51 KB,
1837x253, 167:23, f3383840006e05cf944c922537….png)

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:29:57 ID: 118899 No.8447091

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:30:59 ID: 4c110a No.8447093

>>8445903

yikes  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:31:04 ID: de8ff2 No.8447094 >>8447105

>>8446208
>globe in background
subliminal globalists warning to viewers
>it's not real guise
covering against the ensuing shitstorm

IT BEGINS  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:32:19 ID: 96bfe2 No.8447100 >>8447193

Damn it Ive been out for a while. There is already 20 fucking threads on pizzagate. Is there a TL;DR??  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:33:29 ID: 0eb983 No.8447105
File (hide): 0366b18ac04179e⋯.jpg (24.1 KB, 300x300, 1:1, npr_tib_image.jpg)

>>8447094
I believe this.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:38:51 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447130 >>8447260

>>8446222
Why would it be so surprising?
FBI shills have been urging violence for weeks, typical post has the "zoom blur" red background, angry frog and "REEEEE" in caps.
Payload looks like "I am literally so angry now.  I'm shaking. I can hardly breathe.  Someone needs to go down there and kill everyone.  Shoot the place 
up.  Our people need to start fighting back against the Kike. REEEEEEEE"

So if one man of weak mind, perhaps mentally ill, is pushed over the line by encouragement like that, would you really be surprised?  
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DONGOLA  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:47:37 ID: f6e1af No.8447159
File (hide): a18ba8aff1d7e5b⋯.jpg (136.65 KB, 768x768, 1:1, FullPinochet4.jpg)

Your Tip-
Toppest KEK 
to boost 
FROG 
MORALE 

https://www.y
outube.com/
watch?
v=90XmYV4
eghM  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:47:45 ID: be1156 No.8447161
File (hide): 4a514d551678adc⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 112.19 KB, 480x480, 1:1, 8YrKIAy.jpg)

it's almost like presenting yourself as a leftist gives you a disguise to be a degenerate pedo in plain sight and gives you the right to 
call your accusers racist. 

I mean I don't know how that could possibly work. 
Who would come up with such a stupid idea?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:53:27 ID: 423535 No.8447189

>the two topics are finally merged as they should be

Doing kek's work PBUH.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:53:55 ID: 1eeccb No.8447193 >>8447225 >>8454643

>>8447100
voat is compromised. there will never be any new leads or real information on the front page of /v/pizzagate.

TL;DR - The whole "pizzagate shooter" thing is a false flag operation perpetrated by the pedo ring. Its purpose is to (1) paint anyone supporting pizzagate 
as a dangerous AR-toting conspiracy nut and (2) derail online investigations into the ring.

keep digging into connections from past two or three threads - stop talking about this, they want us to waste time talking about this  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 13:59:54 ID: 118899 No.8447218 >>8447234

File (hide): 01e5fe01419e6d9⋯.png (223.19 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, scr.png)

>Comet Pizza 
"Gunman" Edgar 
Maddison Welch 
is an actor.
https://archive.is/c
HFlf  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:01:52 ID: 423535 No.8447225 >>8447238

>>8447193
Pseudo copypasta from the Jonestein thread, but still relevant.

Their goal is to create a fracture point while dissuading those who don't want a Partyvan visit. Normalfags are not going to dig more into this anymore as 
the false narratives come pouring in. And as I said in one of the threads, I have a feeling this might not be the first staged attack.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:03:44 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447234 >>8447244

>>8447218
>Welch is an actor.
No he isn't.
He's production staff.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:04:02 ID: 423535 No.8447238

>>8447225
>the last staged attack

Fix'd, fucking typos.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:05:01 ID: 1eeccb No.8447244 >>8447249

>>8447234
it literally says "actor" below his name.

his brother someone welch III is the production staff you're thinking of.  

File (hide): d87c03322f4e205⋯.png (3.91 KB, 359x43,
359:43, wlech_prod.png)

File (hide): eddb1afe5c8f50b⋯.png (16.39 KB,
523x273, 523:273, welch_write.png)

File (hide): 801593de68023b1⋯.png (8.85 KB,
383x135, 383:135, wel_art.png)

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:07:40 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447249 >>8448554 >>8448982 >>8449057

>>8447244
He is not credited with any acting roles anywhere on IMDB.
Stop with the disinfo.

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:12:47 ID: e980ad No.8447260

>>8447130
Spot on

FBI and its counterpart agencies the world over keep getting caught stirring the pot in every part of our culture. RCMP recently got busted trying to 
radicalize "moderate" muslims into domestic terrorists all across western Canada. It's very distressing.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:15:03 ID: 28a958 No.8447268 >>8447282

What did the guy actually do when i went into CPP? Did he wave around his gun and shout I'll kill you pedos?

If he was investigating he would've gone to the secret rooms and look behind the curtain.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:17:51 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447282 >>8447291 >>8447307 >>8456941

>>8447268
I'll use your post as the basis to point out a new term I've noticed, but which seems to have slipped by anons unnoticed.

"self-investigation"

They are pushing "self-investigation", which presumably means investigation other than that conducted by an official authority, as somehow 
crazy/improper/unhinged/paranoid.

Why do they say he was conducting "self-investigation" and not just "investigation"?
Because they want to demonize amateur investigators.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:20:43 ID: 28a958 No.8447291 >>8447304

>>8447282
true, but please someone tell me if any article actually says what he did when he entered CPP, I don't want to read all the other garbage they say.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:24:40 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447304 >>8447318

>>8447291
The current version is that he shot into the floor.
To begin with there was no gun.
Then there was a gun.
Then there was a gun plus shooting.
https://archive.fo/LX7fb  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:24:59 ID: 1eeccb No.8447307 >>8447363

>>8447282
oh yeah, dude. just analyze the diction in literally any one of these 'articles'. Keywords fake news, phony, bizarre, self-investigation, conspiracy theory… 
It's painfully obvious.

We are witnessing a MASSIVE psyop, bigger than any we have seen in a long time, meant to paint pizzagate as an absurd theory and anyone curious 
about it as an AR-toting "self-investigating" conspiracy nut.

Pizzagate is real and they are confirming it with every move. Keep digging.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:29:09 ID: 28a958 No.8447318 >>8447327 >>8447337

>>8447304
yeah so their current version is, he went in there, shot in the floor with a shotgun or an assault rifle and then waited for the cops to take him away?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:31:42 ID: 28a958 No.8447327 >>8447337 >>8451713

>>8447318
okay nvm, they say he searched cpp for 45 minutes and then shot into the floor. they also claimed that the conspiracy involves hillary clinton raping kids 
at comet ping pong.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:35:13 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447337 >>8447644

>>8447318
>According to eyewitnesses, Welch spent 45 minutes inside the pizzeria where he was said to be looking for the secret tunnels identified in the false 
news stories.

>>8447327
Looks more like they're claiming he shot near the beginning.

>Police said he pointed a gun at an employee and threatened them before they were able to escape and notify police. Several customers and employees 
took shelter in nearby businesses. 

>Police said the lone gunman then fired one or more shots into the floor, but no one was injured

>lone gunman.
All the trigger-words are being shoe horned in.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:37:15 ID: 692f34 No.8447343 >>8447354 >>8447359 >>8447373 >>8447395 >>8448512 >>8451087

File (hide): 7dee10a75612bf6⋯.png (160.27 KB, 426x426, 1:1, besta prof.png)

Are the pedo symbols even legit?

Is there anything to back that up apart the fbi file?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:42:21 ID: 1eeccb No.8447354 >>8447395

>>8447343
spend a week or two clicking around the darknet… those symbols pop up way way too often to be coincidence

the FBI doc was leaked much earlier than all this and it's their job to investigate pedos. i don't see why it would be untrue/falsified or why you would need 
more evidence  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:43:47 ID: 6b0e66 No.8447359

>>8447343
That's not just a pedo symbol, but a cannibal one. Invert the colors yellow and red. That isn't cheese but blood pouring down from the flesh of the children 
they are cutting up and feeding their customers.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:45:35 ID: 6b0e66 No.8447363 >>8447376

>>8447307
>We are witnessing a MASSIVE psyop, bigger than any we have seen in a long time, meant to paint pizzagate as an absurd theory and anyone curious 
about it as an AR-toting "self-investigating" conspiracy nut.

This actually confirms PizzaGate for me to be honest and comet ping pong as being the central point around it.

Trump needs to round these people up and dig up what they're hiding before they manage to bury all the evidence. They need to be on 24/7 monitoring.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:47:45 ID: d81484 No.8447372

>>8445975

Filter man is like that uncle with the gruff voice of reason who smells like cardboard and clothes that just came out of storage.

And you're not sure HOW he's your uncle, but you recall some sort of blurry memory that involves him snapping his fingers in your face, and he's saying 
something like "Hey! HEY! Focus!" And he's very rough when he wants you to focus, grabbing your face by the chin even.

But after every time he visits I feel good. He's a very caring uncle who stops me from doing my (crazy?). Thank god he hasn't disowned me. And its good 
that someone like him takes such a keen interest in me.. and what Im interested in.

I don't know where he is now. But I remember him pointing at the sink and saying "and make sure it doesn't come off again!" as he left. Strangely enough 
he wasn't talking to me. He seemed really annoyed but I think its because Im ungrateful for the things he gave me.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:48:32 ID: 509fd8 No.8447373 >>8447395 >>8453260

File (hide): 47fe999659442ff⋯.jpg (205.67 KB, 1200x885, 80:59, True_Detective_dead_body_R….jpg)

>>8447343
>Is there anything to back that 
up apart the fbi file?
I don't know. Is there?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:49:16 ID: 0d2e9c No.8447376 >>8447980

>>8447363
The size of the cover-up could explain why after decades of silence, this exact time was chosen to launch a massive campaign in the UK, investigating 
historical (and current) cases of sexual abuse against boys in the football industry.
It's top news every day and has been pretty much since Pizzagate started picking up speed.
While it is running, no one cares about Pizzagate or Hillary Clinton.
Immaculate timing.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:49:36 ID: 6b0e66 No.8447377 >>8448191

>>8445945
>Shooter Maddison Welch graduated from Cape Fear Community College - same Blair Kutrow in pic with Alfantis and Hillary Clinton's queer press 
secretary Neel Lattimore (both screwed by David Brock, media matters) …

You can be sure the "shooter" is in on it and will be let off after the fake news has done its job.

>>8445975
>Mr. Filter does damage control
Holy shit we're hitting the motherload.

The government is run by people who RAPE, KILL AND THEN EAT CHILDREN. Then they false flag by getting one of their friends to show up with a gun, 
the media does an instant hit piece on everyone investigating the crime.

You can't fucking make this up.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 14:54:34 ID: 28a958 No.8447395 >>8457776

>>8447343
>>8447373
you gotta investigate yourself

>>8447354
says it's used on the darknet, so look for yourself, and bring some screenshots  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:14:39 ID: 8ac5cd No.8447478

>>8445846
Fug I wanna watch dat movie fucking 10/10
Bongs made tons of those back then. 

Do you know who I am?
y-y-yes Sir
I didn't catch that!
YES SIR  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:21:22 ID: c52eae No.8447514 >>8447552

So. Media? Who cares about the fucking Kikeria?? It is (((THEM))) who smear everything which isn't ((KOSHER))).

NO WAY IN HELL do working people have time to follow this crap every day,  can we get a  RECAP OF EVENTS BESIDES THAT TV SHOW 
(((INCIDENT))) and move on to ACTUAL INVESTIGATION AGAIN? Circlejerking over fakeJjews News is Kike Aids, and what we DONT NEED is more of 
their AIDS
thankyou!  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:27:25 ID: c52eae No.8447552 >>8447588 >>8447609

>>8447514
Last time I looked the CIA used these Podesta clowns as bait to lure you fools away from the Clinton Foundation and the actual Pedo Empire!
Might as well get the jerkoffs themselves!
Screw the small fish, this is Political Dynamite and if we can blow this open, their entire Satanist Garbage is going to take this entire Kike infested 
fuckclub straight to hell where it belongs. THAT'S where you have to start, and not buttfuck around in circles like them!  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:33:49 ID: 8ac5cd No.8447588
File (hide): bb9d439afabb546⋯.jpg (74.11 KB, 500x449, 500:449, 574431c10852ddb294f1599696….jpg)

>>8447552
Pedos think we only can  
do one thing at a time

This is your future  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:39:03 ID: 8ac5cd No.8447609

>>8447552
actually wrong thread, but point still valid  

Comet Ping Pong facebook page  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:42:57 ID: f831a7 No.8447627

https://www.facebook .com/CometPingPongLiveMusic/

Down those fuckers ratings  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:44:13 ID: e8c198 No.8447632

>>8446732
Good post anon.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:45:06 ID: 9cb985 No.8447636 >>8447660 >>8448340

File (hide): 00d62e33a1b2206⋯.webm (4.51 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Aquino_The_Decider.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8446688
Tried to cut it all down to 2 minutes.
This is basically his point. Maybe he  said some 
things that slipped past me but this is the gist of it.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:46:57 ID: bb99ce No.8447644 >>8447713

>>8447337
>>Police said the lone gunman then fired one or more shots into the floor, but no one was injured
And I just realised why he might have done that. To see if there was an underneath? Like with Hawaii WiFi guy, who found out there was something 
underneath the spot with all the WiFi signals. Istr he made holes in the ground and checked with water or something, to get an idea if there was space 
beneath.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 15:50:52 ID: 1808d5 No.8447660

>>8447636
The editing is extremely heavy-handed and makes it appear disingenuous, but it does compel me to watch the whole thing that I had previously glossed 
over  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:04:32 ID: 28a958 No.8447713 >>8447789

>>8447644
that's stupid, that would imply it's a wooden or paper-floor, and why should someone investigating them shoot in the floor, when there might be kids 
underneath it
he "shot in the floor" (in quotes because it might not have happened) because it makes the story bigger  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:16:20 ID: 4ceca4 No.8447785
File (hide): 95cbedcca26ed7d⋯.png (620.37 KB, 900x600, 3:2, AkaIXgM.png)

Stand With Comet - Dec 9 Kikebook Event 

https://archive.is/wWKkH
https://www. facebook.com/events/1142895149161513/

>Comet Ping Pong Pizza is a family-friendly neighborhood pizzeria that has come under attack in the age of 
fake news. On Sunday, December 4, the attack became literal when an unidentified man entered the 
establishment with an assault rifle.

>So go eat at Comet Ping Pong this Friday, December 9th (open 11:30 AM - 10:45 PM). Thank the staff for 
being a part of our community. Tell them you have their back. Tip well. Post your support on social media 
with the hashtag #StandWithComet. And please promote this event beforehand far and wide – share it on 

Facebook, post about it on Twitter, tell your friends about it, post it on your neighborhood listserv, or write a story about it, because it all helps.

It doesn't look like this event is officially sponsored by CPP, but it has gotten pretty big traction on Faceberg in the DC area. Might be worth digging into 
who is organizing the event as well as people who are interested and or attending

It is publicly hosted by Erick Sanchez: https://www. facebook.com/therealericksanchez/, a PR guy for Frontier Solutions http://www. frsdc.com/who-we-
are-/

But based on comments in the discussion, it looks like the guy on the ground organizing it is a Nevin Martell: https://www. facebook.com/nevinmartell?
fref=ufi
Who also gives out his email in the comments: nevinmartell@gmail.com  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:16:54 ID: 28a958 No.8447789 >>8448084

>>8447713
just want to make this clear, it makes absolutely no sense to shoot in the floor, every detective knows, that the floor is solid, one wouldnt go in there in 
broad daylight, while there's people with their families eating, armed with two guns and one other gun in the car, shoot in the floor and do crazy stuff. if he 
had at least killed someone of the staff, that would justify his whole appearence, but this, as it is, is just ridiculous.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:25:27 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8447839 >>8447852

Shit's hardcore this morning. All the major media outlets are talking about how Michael Flynn should "apologize" for even talking about the "fake news" 
story. I have never seen so much active effort from outfits like CNN and MSNBC to quash a conspiracy theory before. It's chilling.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:26:55 ID: 2745a9 No.8447852 >>8453260

>>8447839
It's because of Bannon.

Andrew Breitbart commented on Podesta being a child slaver op runner in 2011.

Bannon knows, and he's in the White House.

Now you got Flynn giving them the spin, they're mortally scared.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:27:32 ID: 25eaa4 No.8447854 >>8455104

>>8446865
Yeah I had a look at that video again and you're right. There is a hidden room. The map I made just didn't make sense in so many ways. Secret 
doorways, secret rooms. This is huge.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:37:05 ID: a2b82f No.8447903

This is on CNN again. Lol.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:42:03 ID: 4f97ba No.8447936 >>8448017 >>8453580 >>8456411

File (hide): 1832ae11ecbffff⋯.jpg (62.14 KB, 468x425, 468:425, 1458593886140.jpg)

>been too busy to keep up with pizzagate
>wake up to my girlfriend telling me the news is talking about it
>guy with a gun didn't even shoot anyone but they're acting like he committed a major act of terrorism
>"lone gunman inspired by FAKE NEWS"
>"this is all the fault of FAKE NEWS websites"
>"Trump needs to apologize for retweeting FAKE NEWS"
>owner gives an obviously scripted speech about how FAKE NEWS is bad
>"FAKE NEWS"
>"FAKE NEWS"
>"FAKE NEWS"

Holy shit.  This is the most obvious false flag that I've ever seen.  I wasn't completely convinced about all the 
pizzagate stuff, but you anons must be on the right track if they're trying this hard to discredit you.  MSM is 
performing a coordinated attack on "fake news" today.  This is unreal.

This is seriously making me rethink whether or not Sandy Hook was faked like some /pol/acks claim.  I 
never believed that before but now…  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:47:45 ID: 0318b3 No.8447980

>>8447376

Limited hangout.
Just like Rotherham. Everytime some new information would come out, like a conviction or
shocking details in court, the UK media would
have a blitz about Jimmy Savile and allegations about various named and unnamed pop stars, DJs, and other celebrities including the Queen.
The celebrity obsessed public lapped it up.
Rotherham kept getting buried.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:55:17 ID: f8d0e5 No.8448017 >>8448041 >>8449228

>>8447936
Don't forget that an anon in California was most likely killed then tortured or eaten by these fucks.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 16:58:52 ID: 2d526d No.8448041 >>8448076

>>8448017
Sauce?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:00:33 ID: 7584e8 No.8448060 >>8448210

JIMMYCOMET INST AGRAM POSTS

http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:03:27 ID: f8d0e5 No.8448076 >>8448090 >>8448140 >>8449228 >>8449365 >>8452772 >>8452784 >>8452811 >>8452862 >>8453260

File (hide): 1d9b45254359802⋯.png (229.39 KB, 640x306, 320:153, whiterabbit4811.png)

>>8448041
It's in the early threads. Some anon went to go investigate the Marina Del Ray Speedway house with the 
white rabbit symbol on its door. He never came back, then when anons started asking about him a bunch of 
shills showed up telling them that he was a larper and he never existed.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:04:43 ID: bb99ce No.8448084

>>8447789
True. Shooters would go for the ceiling if they shoot to make a point indoors wouldn't they? Ceilings tending to be softer whereas hard/solid floors would 
risk ricochet.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:06:10 ID: 2d526d No.8448090 >>8448115

>>8448076
oh shit, I remember that. I also remember other anons telling him to not go alone. He must not have listened. Stupid fucker…  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:07:26 ID: 4f16f0 No.8448097

>>8447087
To anyone slightly initiated it's obvious they pull this when they try to push anything controversial past the people. Don't forget them letting the chain off 
law enforcement on very subjective grounds based on use of anonymity. They will not be taking the last shreds of freedom we have.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:09:52 ID: f8d0e5 No.8448115

>>8448090
I didn't think it was real until some genuine shills came who didn't understand how IDs worked. Hopefully the guy died relatively painlessly. 

I just want people here to remember that these people are willingly to kill you, and if they're willing to kill you, then they're willing to do anything to you.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:11:40 ID: 025941 No.8448126 >>8448438 >>8451152

I think James Alefantis visited the DESTE Foundation for Contemporary Art or the DESTE Project Space Slaughterhouse (on the island of Hydra) and the 
The Breeder Gallery in Greece before going to Turkey.

James' friend also seems close to Marina Abramovic, too.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:13:52 ID: bb99ce No.8448140

>>8448076
RIP 34a66c :'(  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:16:10 ID: 25eaa4 No.8448158 >>8448203 >>8448328 >>8453260
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:18:52 ID: 025941 No.8448172 >>8451152

File (hide): e390695c01b617b⋯.png (516.02 KB, 1366x728, 683:364, Untitled-08.png)  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:21:02 ID: 18ba8d No.8448191

>>8447377 (Checked)
Its fun to watch filth scramble in pants-soiling fear, isn't it?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:22:20 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8448203 >>8448244 >>8448261

>>8448158

Oh for god's sake, don't start going after comedians for jokes they've made. That's as disinfo as it gets.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:23:14 ID: f8d0e5 No.8448210 >>8448648 >>8450006

>>8448060
How can people look at all this creepy shit then not be concerned when the guy has been in the same room as Barack Obama before?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:28:17 ID: 18ba8d No.8448244

>>8448203
>(5)
Damn, you're working overtime today. Does ctr have enough wall space in that closet you call an office for employee of the month photos?  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:28:49 ID: 383d88 No.8448248 >>8454032

They've made their bed, now they can die in it.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:30:42 ID: 25eaa4 No.8448261 >>8448270

>>8448203
I didn't technically go after him, I left it open. But I don't see why he couldn't be involved, just because he is a 'comedian' (and a not very funny one) 
doesn't make him exempt from criticism. Joking about eating babies isn't very funny. He is part of Hollywood (or Paedowood) after all.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:31:58 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8448270 >>8448274 >>8448282

>>8448261

I understand that but shock humor is nothing new and if you're going to go after one comedian on that basis, you're going to have a hell of a lot of work on 
your hands.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:32:26 ID: a2b82f No.8448274

>>8448270
And now they are claiming a shot was fired.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:33:14 ID: f8d0e5 No.8448282 >>8448323 >>8448339

>>8448270
Did you even read the full infograh he posted, it's more than just a comedian making a joke.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:33:26 ID: 025941 No.8448284 >>8448299 >>8448359

Is it James behind the little girl and not the person who took the picture?

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:35:51 ID: f8d0e5 No.8448299

>>8448284
Looks like his pants and gay stature. But what difference would it make? Either way he was there and ended up posting it on his instagram.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:36:52 ID: 025941 No.8448305 >>8448338 >>8450345

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:39:28 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8448323 >>8448438

>>8448282

Yeah, it's pointing out a 15-year-old Comedy Central show that made no jokes about pedophilia considering I watched the thing. This is more bullshit 
distraction disinformation to spread our attention thin. If we start looking for suspects based on minor clues and their presence in the public eye, we'll be 
naming names forever and never making any solid connection.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:39:53 ID: 3b5c0f No.8448328 >>8448438

>>8448158
someone pointed out that exact same place in negroponte in an earlier thread, don't know how, was that you?

That place surely is the perfect place for sex magick.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:40:44 ID: f8d0e5 No.8448338

>>8448305
It's nice that in the 21st century these people extensively document themselves and their travels.

They must have known this would come eventually, I guess they;re just that arrogant.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:40:48 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8448339

>>8448282

Not to mention "he looked uncomfortable". Did you ever see him on the View when he was tanked? He didn't make any kid jokes then. He's a fucking 
alcoholic washed-up hack. We don't need to waste time looking at how everyone in Hollywood is fucked up. That's already public knowledge.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:41:23 ID: 0fa5ab No.8448340

>>8447636
link to whole video  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:45:19 ID: fdb86c No.8448359 >>8448568

>>8448284
https://archive.fo/gXY4Z
https://archive.fo/FG8hh
https://archive.fo/WGrwJ
https://archive.fo/41JCh

how am i the first person to archive these????

ARCHIVE EVERYTHING OR IT CAN B E DISCREDITED  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 17:58:50 ID: 25eaa4 No.8448438 >>8448454

>>8448328
Yeah, it was me. The whole Greek connection here >>8448126 with Abramovic is interesting. Also the Greek ties to Cyprus. I suspect that they use 
Cyprus for traficking kids because they can break both ways; into Europe through Greece or via Turkey. Might make it harder to track.

>>8448323
Never watched 'Strangers with Candy', but the basic premise I got from the trailer is of a washed up 30 something year old attempting to have sex with 
teens barely out of high school. It does bring to mind paedophila, especially with the name 'Strangers with Candy'. And more specifically it casts a 
shadow over the character of Colbert, which is a bonus considering what a figure of leftist propagandaist he is.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCWSgdKwlfU  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:02:10 ID: 4dc8c8 No.8448454 >>8448481 >>8448712

>>8448438

So you're actually discussing something you never watched. Next let's hear someone discuss the "Conspiracy of Silence" documentary they never 
watched and tell us how dumb it is.

If you're going to talk about things without even viewing them past a trailer, you don't belong here. Learn to research or GTFO.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:03:52 ID: b05f59 No.8448465

>>8445889

Barry Soetoro - known shill, look at his video content, its agreeing with mainstream narratives and many videos used to distract from more conspiracy 
minded people investigating  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:05:58 ID: b05f59 No.8448478

>>8445975

Alex Jones the man used to discredit conspiracies world wide, obnoxious and loud, he would make any normie mainstream viewer turn away which is 
exactly why he behaves like this.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:06:03 ID: 3b5c0f No.8448481

>>8448454
everythings connected, though we don't have any solid leads to that place in greece, it's still suspicous, human trafficking is a thing there and the place is 
like sex magick mekka, just keep it in mind, maybe we need it someday.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:07:10 ID: a2ebdf No.8448488 >>8448562

>>8445826
good goy, media ar a jewish front.
>>8445858
C'mon now it's (((5777))) can't we all have some fun? Or you still believe the blood libel?
>>8445889
goym have too many rifles. that's a problem for all the jewish citizens  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:11:40 ID: 999651 No.8448512

>>8447343
yeah the pedo symbols have been a known thing for years now  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:16:39 ID: a2ebdf No.8448554 >>8453030

>>8446013
it's a shill… they post some sensitive bullshit (Alex Jewnes) and provoke with utterly jewish slides.

>>8446393 the finders cult - a cia group, lead by a former navy, was located in washington dc.

>>8447249
>im' totally honest, goym — I mean guys !!  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:17:20 ID: 3b5c0f No.8448562

>>8448488
Oh look, it's a Dibbuk, hidden in Dubs.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:18:05 ID: 7584e8 No.8448568 >>8448574

>>8448359
You think someone would, but you shouldn't trust that. Some threads all I do is just archive links.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:19:02 ID: 7584e8 No.8448574

>>8448568
Sage 1 comment and it stays with you every post?  

File (hide): 5f21e96c52ceeb9⋯.jpg (133.62 KB,
935x935, 1:1, EWO-Abramovic_Marina.jpg)

File (hide): 0ef8e2467f98c75⋯.jpg (70.17 KB, 804x504,
67:42, 03-Skeleton_Abramovic.jpg)

File (hide): 7a01905264c0ab8⋯.jpg (46.24 KB,
998x1000, 499:500, marina_abramovic_02_bomb_0….jpg)

File (hide): 93e06b0b4390cdf⋯.jpeg (638.28 KB,
2000x1803, 2000:1803, 44cfefa4-e375-471c-ba87-f….Jpeg)
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File (hide): 776af353c94e35e⋯.jpg (350.57 KB,
1334x807, 1334:807, washington-dc-inverse-pent….JPG)
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:25:14 ID: a2ebdf No.8448609

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:25:29 ID: 1cfc76 No.8448610 >>8448627 >>8453260

ok guys in my country in the 80s and 90s, child trafficking was pretty common. a few years. Stopped for the past decade not completely,. But not how it 
used to be. a few years ago, child trafficking has gone up. i stopped once i pedo ring here reported to your US embassy ,also to local authorities. Local 
put him in jail where he was going to get murder for that shit. US embassy came took him out. he went back to the US. its Latin America were I’m from. 
Your government has a tendency to release this fucker and gets them out of harm’s way. it’s not the only time this has happened here.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:28:53 ID: a2ebdf No.8448627

>>8448610
world wide problem. either they are criminal masons - so they get released - or satanist killers, so they get a little jail with tv and all the commodities killers 
shouldn't have.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:32:42 ID: 1cfc76 No.8448644

dint want to give my location away, nut fuck it
http://www.laprensa.hn/sucesos/790836-410/estadounidense-se-cas%C3%B3-con-20-ni%C3%B1as-hondure%C3%B1as  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:33:23 ID: 302ea7 No.8448648 >>8448666

>>8448210
Is that second pic really real?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:34:53 ID: 1cfc76 No.8448659 >>8451152

http://www.laprensa.com.ni/2014/05/13/nacionales/194221-william-vahey-abuso-de-hijos-de-diplomaticos  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:35:26 ID: a2ebdf No.8448666 >>8448687

>>8448648
it's jeff koons art with koons and cicciolina, allegedly.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:39:48 ID: a40265 No.8448687 >>8448726

>>8448666
unholy trips  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:41:46 ID: 3f1f25 No.8448702

This is funny: https://www.instagram.com/p/BJTSTIwAoJq/?taken-by=jamesfrancotv&hl=es  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:44:01 ID: 25eaa4 No.8448712

>>8448454
Most trailers nowadays reveal enough of the movie without having to actually watch it. This one is no exception.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:45:52 ID: a2ebdf No.8448726 >>8448754

>>8448687
koons has clearly been a victim of pedophilia himself. many of the untermenschen pushed by liberal media are always gay, disturbed and strangely 
successful. He handled some porn stars.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 18:51:54 ID: 3b5c0f No.8448754

>>8448726
pedophilia is often passed on the kids, kids who have been victims are likely to rape become pedophiles when they are older. dont know where i cought 
that up recently  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:04:33 ID: a2ebdf No.8448857

In a 2015 interview with Metro Weekly, Alefantis claimed the restaurant had a basement for storing excess ingredients, but retracted this claim in an 
interview to the BBC in a late 2016 interview regarding the 'Fake News' conspiracy of Pizzagate, proclaiming that 'we don't even have a basement'.

>Can them all, store them in the basement, have like a harvest party when it gets loaded in.

www.metroweekly.com/2015/04/from-scratch-james-alefantis  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:16:00 ID: 3ed33f No.8448964 >>8449405

One anon requested translation from Ukrainian about some pedostuff, I'll copy it here so he might find it later.

>>8448498
Man'ko Volodymyr Yuriyovich - member of Presidium of Ukrainian Nationalists Congress (UNC), Head of Secretariat of UNC.

Not sure what Г л в й Пр в д means, Uks invent new words on purpose like Croats. Feels like Central Committee (of CPSU, like). High Party 
member, anyway.

Born 1972 in Kiev, Ukrainian. Father is professor in BioTech Uni, mother is working if Institute of Agricultural Economics (Institute like college+think tank). 
First highest education in Odessa Maritime School, "majored" in Seamanship… I dunno how to say it in English. Blue water trade navy captain, alright.
Second remote highest education in Economics and Entrepreneurship in Kiev Academy of Sea Transport (some businessman, trading in Slavic slave 
girls - proud Khazar Jews traditions).

1992-2004 - Captain's Assistant in Ukrainian and German sea transportation companies.
2005-2007 - head specialist in state company Agency for Sea Security of Ministry of Transportation of Ukraine.
2008 - Finance Manager in Capital Shipments Company.
2009-2010 - writer for "Natsiya i Derzhava" (Nation and State)

Member of Ukrainian Nationalists Congress from April 2005. Since year 2007 - vice leader of Kiev section of UNC.

Has a son.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:17:38 ID: 8345f5 No.8448982 >>8449057 >>8453310

File (hide): aba6eebb5bb99ce⋯.png (5 KB, 587x70, 587:70, edgar victim.png)

>>8447249
then it was scrubbed since 

last night.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:21:21 ID: e5c35e No.8449034

>>8445826
>original report was that no shots were fired. what happened?
look what their main witness sharif esquire said
https://archive.is/L36Kb  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:23:21 ID: 8345f5 No.8449057 >>8451152

File (hide): 13eff956ef87725⋯.png (121.89 KB, 804x458, 402:229, edgar-imbd.png)

>>8447249
>>8448982

you can fuck right 
off, it's still there 
too  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:29:53 ID: b6e7e6 No.8449136

Did anyone honestly not see a false flag coming & not more to come?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:34:17 ID: 66399b No.8449173

>>8446688
fucking hell I don't want to believe this shit but all this is coming out, we've got this Antartica thing, clearly something going on there is there another 
"demon" there?
anonymous released a vid saying Clinton harvests organs and takes them there wtf is going on  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:38:59 ID: d5d380 No.8449228
File (hide): 2c14665a4bc3670⋯.jpg (21.32 KB, 242x206, 121:103, 1431974157839.jpg)

>>8448017
>>8448076
yeah honestly that 
shit is kinda fucked.
i think he's actually 
dead.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:51:58 ID: 06b403 No.8449331 >>8449553

File (hide): d1695d5f5240415⋯.png (24.76 KB, 1227x131, 1227:131, ClipboardImage.png)

Don't know if this is a 
CTR shill or a troll.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 19:55:45 ID: 89fa7c No.8449365 >>8449404 >>8449471

>>8448076
He fucked up not only by announcing he would investigate but posting about how it was hard to find parking in the area and he actually identified his 
location. Identifying time+location ahead of time when you are dealing with these people is pure stupidity, no wonder he got killed. Any anons doing IRL 
investigation need to bring a friend, bring a gun, and only report ITT after the fact, don't announce any IRL ops.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:00:39 ID: 8345f5 No.8449404

>>8449365
sounds like nature took it's course on this one  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:00:40 ID: ac71cc No.8449405

>>8448964
Can you chexk ukranian internets for Sons of Aether? Crowley said that the cannibal jews who committed human sacrifices to molach, had HQ in 
Ukraine. the SoAether may be jnvolved.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:08:23 ID: be4b37 No.8449471 >>8449531 >>8450006 >>8451546 >>8453260

File (hide): f4f12cfc0775c76⋯.png (234.96 KB, 357x279, 119:93, Capture9.PNG)

>>8445810 (OP)
>>8449365
I don't think he ever did anything just talk. But it would be interesting to know if there is 
anything there. Whats the white rabbit mean anyway?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:11:16 ID: 188ee5 No.8449500 >>8449708 >>8449711 >>8449726 >>8449781

>>8446228
No, I looked into that, you can search for if the google news shows an incorrect time and you'll find a ton of support threads of news articles complaining 
about having that problem. 

They still probably set the whole thing up, but we need to be honest and not fall into traps like this claim. What is needed to prove this claim was an 
archive taken between 11 and 3pm, which didn't happen.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:14:24 ID: d0117c No.8449531
File (hide): 1af31d6381f763e⋯.jpeg (24.01 KB, 649x350, 649:350, videodrome.jpeg)

>>8449471
Classic  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:18:01 ID: cc9a12 No.8449553
File (hide): 828d1adcddfa6d8⋯.png (463.8 KB, 610x488, 5:4, 1448583361047.png)

>>8449331
>>8449485
why not both?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:18:04 ID: ac71cc No.8449554

>>8447019
Please keep digging. This is getting juicy. I heard a rumor that tesla might had been fucked over hard by them for getting in on their turf, and that edison 
was one of them or on their bankroll.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:40:12 ID: 04acf2 No.8449708

>>8449500  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:40:34 ID: 04acf2 No.8449711

>>8449500
why did it happen on yahoo too?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:42:00 ID: bb99ce No.8449726

>>8446228
>>8449500 (checked)
You can also check the source for auto-generate meta properties. The article published time will be in local time followed either by a Z for UTC or +/-
hh:mm to show how much offset from UTC the time is. The Washingtonian and Gateway Pundit articles have a "article published" local time set after 
events occured. I checked out one of the links from a search that didn't have a time for before the incident, and the meta properties for that one matched 
both the article and the rough time google gave for it.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 20:47:19 ID: e5c35e No.8449781

>>8449500
not to mention, why are people getting blocked by washpo reporters for asking about it?  

File (hide): 036a7cd106f5748⋯.jpg (31.75 KB,
780x439, 780:439, 2j5yt0m.jpg)

File (hide): 5fab01a167ee3a5⋯.jpg
(80.07 KB, 500x681, 500:681,
e8fcd3e106990449db737f723c….jpg)

File (hide): 8879a75e55ac43f⋯.jpg (81.82 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, maxresdefault.jpg)

File (hide): 223b9b333cb9058⋯.gif (830.64 KB,
500x281, 500:281, tumblr_my0pracOQd1sbiwl0o1….gif)

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:16:39 ID: 3e6418 No.8450006 >>8451225

>>8446119
>>8449471
>>8448210
>>8446688
MFW both the "White Glove Society'' and bioshock splicers are a direct reference to the high class occult worshipping pedo cannibals.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:19:09 ID: 3e6418 No.8450023
File (hide): 12c12508a10c5d4⋯.jpg (107.61 KB, 630x460, 63:46, 4d87b16599193b29b1bfbc1664….jpg)

Forgot to put this one.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:34:49 ID: 804c8d No.8450146

>>8446119
oh my god we're over the fucking bunny  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:35:22 ID: e5c35e No.8450152

sharif silmi was just on cnn going with the narrative despite claiming he was one of the last to leave and didn't see nor hear any shots  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:37:36 ID: 33eb2f No.8450166 >>8450198

why haven't you guys nailed podesta yet? it's been like two months dudes fuck  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:41:35 ID: a4310f No.8450198

>>8450166
Same reason Hillary isn't in prison right now, fuckstick.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:43:51 ID: 04acf2 No.8450229 >>8450248

what's the chance of a glitch causing google to show the news was posted early (washingtonian) AND a glitch causing yahoo news to show it was posted 
early on a different site (nbc washington)  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:43:58 ID: 01d38c No.8450231 >>8451027 >>8451043 >>8452588

File (hide): a0dffd9d7f05265⋯.jpg (26.57 KB, 546x342, 91:57, Mcann kidnappers Podesta.jpg)

Scotland Yard pursue new leads in Mcann case

https://archive.is/miJiw

As you probably know, Scotland Yard is compromised like the rest. This is 
surely a plot to cover the Podesta connection.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:46:19 ID: 04acf2 No.8450246

posted before the gun thing https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1459306 the camera got moved back now  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:46:17 ID: e5c35e No.8450248
File (hide): ee72d2ffe5febb6⋯.jpg (28.37 KB, 600x455, 120:91, serveimage44.jpg)

>>8450229
don't question 
it!!  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:51:21 ID: 349313 No.8450284 >>8450293 >>8450416

Daily Show anon, are you still here? I know it's scary but the world needs to see a sane, collected representation of this sooner rather than later. If you're 
scared for your safety, give us a sign.  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:53:50 ID: 756efa No.8450293 >>8450354 >>8450416

>>8450284
Who's he? I've been off of the whole investigation for days, just came back.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:54:09 ID: 01d38c No.8450295

Any news on the Oslo-connection?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 21:59:08 ID: 7e5616 No.8450319 >>8453260

File (hide): 4673ef18cc3001b⋯.png (912.89 KB, 2030x1174, 1015:587, Screen Shot 2016-12-05 at ….png)

THE FUCKING CCTV CAMERA 
ISN'T STARING AT A WALL 
ANYMORE

THEY MOVED IT FOR ONE DAY 
AND MOVED IT BACK

WOW WHAT A COHENCIDENCE  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:00:01 ID: 756efa No.8450324 >>8450347 >>8450356 >>8450370 >>8454651

>MFW pizzagate has reached Finland.

Here's what our biggest fakenews corporation says:

>28 year North-Carolinan male starts shooting aggressively
>Pizzagate has ties to Donald Trump
>On the Comet Ping Pong wall there's a huge testimonylist from customers that say they will do whatever it takes to fight off the fake news about Comet 
Ping Pong

This is getting out of hands guys.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:03:26 ID: 2f10fa No.8450345

>>8448305
>>8448305
pic 3 looks like 
>Table of 12 she's breads
is the message pasted within an innocent message. The response from JA was confirmation of her needing a table for 12. Baking that bread at CPP. 
>>8448305  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:03:36 ID: e5c35e No.8450347 >>8450355

>>8450324
links? 

also heres the thread from last night (second one) 
https://archive.is/OGIl1
has some good info  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:04:23 ID: 349313 No.8450354 >>8452614

>>8450293
The only people calling chan activity an investigation are kikes.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:04:27 ID: 756efa No.8450355 >>8450413

>>8450347
If it makes any sence to you, here's the link to the article: http://yle.fi/uutiset/3-9336724  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:04:36 ID: 302ea7 No.8450356

>>8450324
>Pizzagate has ties to Donald Trump

Wow, they're intensifying their shilling.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:06:39 ID: 33eb2f No.8450370 >>8450439 >>8450711

>>8450324
They're saying the conspiracy is that Trump's the pedo or something?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:13:12 ID: 756efa No.8450405

The pic taken in the news article is by one Jim Lo Scalzo. Anything on that?  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:14:12 ID: e5c35e No.8450413

>>8450355
https://ghostbin.com/paste/86h4z  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:14:38 ID: 8345f5 No.8450416

>>8450293
>>8450284
I believe it was a fem anon with a pizzagate blog who was contacted by daily show for an interview  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:17:52 ID: 1b21eb No.8450439 >>8450552 >>8450711

>>8450370
They said that Michael Flynn tweeted about pizzagate and that his son did as well as a way of blaming Trump for the "fake news".  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:26:05 ID: 756efa No.8450506 >>8451119 >>8454524 >>8454545

File (hide): d7b961fe92fc13c⋯.jpg (169.3 KB, 978x979, 978:979, edgar-maddison-welch-51.jpg)

This. This image is fabricated. Throw it into 
FotoForensics and you'll learn it's a composite 
photo.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:26:14 ID: 04acf2 No.8450508

is this website compromised or can i post here freely without being Monica Petersen'd?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:30:58 ID: 2b56a7 No.8450544

>>8445981
fuck globalists  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:31:59 ID: 33eb2f No.8450552 >>8451138

>>8450439
Hmm, did they even mention Podesta? Or any of what this is actually about?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:47:17 ID: b55458 No.8450647
File (hide): e65499d079c0588⋯.jpg (89.39 KB, 599x331, 599:331, ASFA.jpg)

Do you think madeleine albright eats babies? She looks like 
someone who does. Need to be investigated.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:51:10 ID: 25eaa4 No.8450684 >>8450723 >>8450929 >>8450972

File (hide): 6503efbe1f039c5⋯.jpg (273.25 KB, 2880x1800, 8:5, alefantispsych.jpg)  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:54:41 ID: 3e6418 No.8450711 >>8450733

File (hide): 3228c2fc4c0aa7d⋯.jpg (38.1 KB, 582x326, 291:163, 3228c2fc4c0aa7d348c4c8bd6f….jpg)

>>8450439
>>8450370

>Trying to throw Trump under 
the bus.
>Forcing the most powerful 
man in the world to take action  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:56:00 ID: 8345f5 No.8450723 >>8450736

>>8450684
SPELLING FAGGOT REEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:58:17 ID: 33eb2f No.8450733 >>8451080

>>8450711
Trumps need to stop reading and watching only New York based shit and get someone to collect news related to him from all over the country and the 
world.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 22:58:56 ID: 25eaa4 No.8450736 >>8450956 >>8451103

File (hide): 413ee338ed421db⋯.jpg (273.46 KB, 2880x1800, 8:5, alefantispsych.jpg)

>>8450723
Sorry, my bad.  

File (hide): 9bb7e0a662f2b1f⋯.png
(287.46 KB, 491x707, 491:707,
IMG_0172.PNG)

File (hide): 82568cd54933735⋯.gif (132.75 KB,
497x501, 497:501, IMG_0176.GIF)

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:00:34 ID: f9213e No.8450745 >>8451110 >>8451123

>pizzagate hitting the mainstream
>FAKE NEWS FAKE NEWS
>pizzagaters are raping women and shooting up pizza places
Did I step into a time machine and is Gamergate happening again? 

Have we started the fire?

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:24:55 ID: ccbe6c No.8450929 >>8450956

File (hide): d99891c0975b76f⋯.jpg (222.67 KB, 1204x671, 1204:671, pics.jpg)

>>8450684

Whoa. Isn't that a 
strange color for a 
cleaning solution.. 
Slimer Green  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:26:46 ID: ca6b76 No.8450949

I may be slowpoke but Milo's talking about this now. Which means that everybody will know.
The coverup failed. Now lets see if they can bury it.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:28:05 ID: 088908 No.8450954 >>8451086 >>8451124

>>8446259
>>8446273

She is legit, UK girl who is 1/8 Indian and 1/8 Jew. She deleted the video where she admits that, but if you listen to what she has got she is pretty much 
full 14/88 but does not believe in violence.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:28:21 ID: be4b37 No.8450956 >>8451425

>>8450929
>>8450736
You are both idiots  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:28:27 ID: 62b59d No.8450958 >>8451126

>>8445810 (OP)
poor old mankind
had not seen their lies on the ocean floor
obscured by a mascara of bullshit and pride
that multiple water-gates may flood the newest
and the newsmen may lie

Woe to men
thick and thin
who are the targets
of feminist shit

Woe to gamers
inclusive peeps
who enjoyed gaming
those poor old sheep

Woe to children
the latest hit
who are being sexualised
and these secrets being withheld

But my greatest woe
to the /pol/acks of /pol/
who tried their heardest
to reveal unloved truth

"justice is blind" said wisemen of old
yet Justice today sees better than panthers
and with twice the cruelty in 'er eyes
the doom that man had beset before him
forever more, multiplies

r8 if u 1t.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:30:11 ID: e5c35e No.8450972 >>8451425

>>8450684
what the fuck is "Physcological" ?
It's like people are intentionally trying to make us look stupid
imagine that! :^)  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:30:40 ID: 80bbcd No.8450975 >>8451137

Not sure if this 
has been posted 
yet  
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Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:37:45 ID: bb99ce No.8451027 >>8451063 >>8455117

>>8450231
>This is surely a plot to cover the Podesta connection.
No it's just that time of year. The McCann's funds are drying up and they just lost Goncalo's appeal to their suing him or some shit, so they're going to 
need more money to pay their lawyers to try and get him again. The public ain't buying it on the few sites that allow for comments though. In the UK we've 
known what was really up with her "disappearance" since the first time it was reported. 

I mean, the amount of help and money and coverage that couple have had is dodgy as fuck, and obviously covering up more than their neglect, but they 
know exactly where they hid her body . Just read their statements to the police, vs the press, vs their book, vs tv interviews… So many contradictions that 
are obvious under the slightest scrutiny. Then there's the cadaver dog evidence. And the statement analyst who has highlighted an "embedded 
confession" in one of their interviews.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:40:27 ID: bb99ce No.8451043

>>8450231
Oh, but since this is the Fake News Edition: every story put out by the papers that the McCann's PR guy has had a hand in is the perfect example of fake 
news in the MSM. He used to work for Blair's gov until they let the McCann's have him to run interference in the media.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:42:48 ID: e08b6c No.8451063 >>8455117

>>8451027
>we've known what was really up with her "disappearance" since the first time it was reported

Her parents neglected her, she died, and then they covered it up by shouting 'child abduction' afterwards?  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:44:56 ID: 3e6418 No.8451080
File (hide): 68d33ef0daac79b⋯.jpg (15.96 KB, 500x283, 500:283, 848f9f2ba4778d0e1f11096c39….jpg)

>>8450733
He does use Twatter, at any rate it can only help our cause if leftypol retards and the MSM start falsely 
accusing trump of being involved. They are easily debunked with the mountains of evidence that prove to 
the contrary, and the people are fucking sick of the lies and distrust the MSM.   

If Trump does as much as deny the accusations, they are fucking done for, they put all their eggs in name 
calling attempting to ruin the common man's reputation and the outrage will be monumental if found out. 
Americans are more obsessed with children than the pedos, especially mothers.

I sincerely hope these fucks get the moussolini treatment, on video.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:45:26 ID: 2f10fa No.8451086 >>8451124

>>8450954
I've been watching her vids the past few days and she's doing exactly what we need, summing up important points and putting it out there in shorter vids. 
Urging her followers to get involved.

She has over 20,000 subs and used to do make-up and fashion, which is the exact audience who can send this out to their massive networks of normies. 
The commenters are shocked but they trust her and are getting in to it and searching out info. Sounds good to me.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:45:44 ID: 088908 No.8451087

>>8447343

>fbi is not a legit source

get the fuck out fagoot  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:47:38 ID: ca6b76 No.8451103

>>8450736
fuck  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:48:25 ID: 088908 No.8451110

>>8450745

the Jews don't switch tactics very often  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:49:37 ID: 088908 No.8451119

>>8450506

why don't you show us  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:49:49 ID: ca6b76 No.8451123

>>8450745
Gamergate never ended.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:50:07 ID: 2f10fa No.8451124 >>8451134 >>8451235 >>8451262 >>8451389 >>8451488 >>8451840

>>8450954
I've been watching her vids the past few days and she's doing exactly what we need, summing up important 
points and putting it out there in shorter vids. Urging her followers to get involved.

She has over 20,000 subs and used to do make-up and fashion, which is the exact audience who can send 
this out to their massive networks of normies. The commenters are shocked but they trust her and are 
getting in to it and searching out info. Sounds good to me.

>>8450954
>>8451086
forgot vid. Her friend went there with a hidden camera and got pics of inside the curtained off room. People 
went in without ordering food, never came out. Little girl didn't want to go in but older woman made her. 
They all played fusball afterward and she  thinks it's suspicious. Could be a signal or a trigger.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:50:10 ID: e08b6c No.8451126 >>8451289

>>8450958

It's a bit all over the place tbqh lad. Try picking up one image and metaphor and running with it for a few lines/a paragraph.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:51:16 ID: ca6b76 No.8451134 >>8451389

>>8451124
This is perfect. Thanks for spreading  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:51:47 ID: 3e6418 No.8451137

>>8450975
It keeps getting shoah'd from jewtube.  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:51:52 ID: 1b21eb No.8451138

>>8450552
They say that this fake news is related to the wikileaks release of Podesta's emails but don't elaborate any further. Another thing they do is they just say 
"These lies.." not "these allegations/speculations".  

Anonymous  12/05/16 (Mon) 23:52:53 ID: fdb86c No.8451152

>>8448126
https://archive.fo/VHlb3
https://archive.fo/pvjEb
https://archive.fo/EpiSf
>>8448172
https://archive.fo/8dhkn
>>8449057
https://archive.fo/cHFlf
>>8446688
https://archive.fo/SUrOT
>>8448659
https://archive.fo/ZHJX6  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:00:35 ID: e2f1c7 No.8451225

>>8450006
>White Glove Society are cannibals

Nah they were cannibals when they were still tribals but House made them stop eating people when they became the White Glove Society. Unless you 
side with Mortimer, the white glove society doesnt eat people anymore. That 4th pic is brahmin not people.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:02:05 ID: 088908 No.8451235

>>8451124

It would have been nice if they got that all on video lol  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:05:14 ID: e5c35e No.8451262

>>8451124
so when's this broad giong to be on teh daily shitshow?  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:07:08 ID: 62b59d No.8451278 >>8451300 >>8451325 >>8451349 >>8451365 >>8451389 >>8451390 >>8451394 >>8451548 >>8452953

I went through the whole thread and tbqh, i am disgusted.

This is what plan my sociopathic mind has concocted in revolution to the lying media and such-forth:
>Meet up as a group at 1 of these locations, all armed with weaponry (preferably non-lethal so media cannot put dirt on us. maybe we could take 
prisoners for interrogation?).
>Don some masks.
>Raid that rabbit location
>gather all proof and info
>dox the shit out of that info online on every facet of media
>Bring prisoners to a rented location like a barn and get information out of them
>get video confessions
>get 8chan /baphomet/ and /pol/ to spam the shit out of all gathered info online on every facet of social media available.
>keep doing this, slowly progressing to their HQ while showing more and more info online (but keeping our location fixed). Thus scaring them shitless and 
putting pressure for them to reveal what they have done
>if they don't reveal it, we start doxing their names, threatening them, etc.
>If it comes down to it, we stream our last raid into their HQ and go down in glorious flames, taking them with us to the depths of hell where they belong.

How does the plan sound (+/- the last part)?

please suggest better methods to stop these sick fucks if you can  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:07:39 ID: f9f3f0 No.8451286

>>8446865
good job bringing everything together about comet's layout. maybe the space behind the toilets is a passage from the kitchen to the killroom. in theory 
there should always be somebody in the kitchen, mainly alefantis, so anyone poking around there would be spotted  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:08:16 ID: 62b59d No.8451289 >>8451588

>>8451126
>It's a bit all over the place tbqh lad
can you name a specific part so that i can better learn from it?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:09:43 ID: 80bbcd No.8451298
File (hide): f5e1ac11757dea2⋯.jpg (202.64 KB, 618x450, 103:75, downloadfile-1.jpg)

I think this man 
may have some 
insight to all this  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:09:55 ID: 756efa No.8451300 >>8451385

>>8451278
Well your plan doesn't sound retarded at all.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:13:07 ID: e5c35e No.8451325 >>8451385

>>8451278
that surely won't land you in prison! 
:^)  ^_^

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:16:13 ID: 52843f No.8451349 >>8451385

>>8451278
Your plan is fucking retarded. We need to keep a low profile and gather more intel.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:18:11 ID: be4b37 No.8451365 >>8451385 >>8451393

>>8451278
Great plan! We are going to need energy so someone needs to bring the meth to sustain our campaign.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:20:08 ID: 62b59d No.8451385

>>8451300
>>8451325
>>8451349
>>8451365
Glad to see we are on the same page.
:^)  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:20:10 ID: ca6b76 No.8451389 >>8451469

>>8451124
>>8451134
>>8451278
If anybody has the balls it will be fucking great.

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:20:30 ID: 74c33d No.8451390 >>8451474

>>8451278
Stop watching so many movies

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:20:42 ID: e5c35e No.8451393

>>8451365
and krokodil for the nights  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:20:55 ID: f1aef7 No.8451394 >>8451416

>>8451278

Mods should do their fucking jobs and delete these retarded shill posts before the media gets here and screencaps it to make us look like Le Crazy 
Altright Nazi White Trumpers :^)

Seriously though do your fucking jobs  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:22:00 ID: 52843f No.8451408

I've been gone for a few days. Is there any new crypto that needs to be worked on? It's one of the few things I can actually help with desu  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:23:10 ID: 62b59d No.8451416

>>8451394
>before the media gets here and screen-caps it to make us look like Le Crazy Altright Nazi White Trumpers
Media lready did that you dunce.
i found the shill  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:24:51 ID: 25eaa4 No.8451425

>>8450972
Just a typo. Relax.
>>8450972
>>8450956
Actually you'd be surprised how much that you can gleam from a person's words and actions. Particularly, when they are in a potentially stressful situation 
like that. Here is a video using similar psychoanalysis techniques to the ones I employed, but instead focusing on an interview of the parents of Madeliene 
McMann.

https://w ww.youtube.com/watch?v=qyB29g6nbDo  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:29:35 ID: 2f10fa No.8451469
File (hide): 7f597366d47035d⋯.jpg (42.45 KB, 482x429, 482:429, 1451564372745.jpg)

>>8451389
I got a rare you 
wanna trade?  
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File (hide): 4802814990e3432⋯.jpg (106.03 KB,
1024x872, 128:109, French_Frog.jpg)

File (hide): eb381376e34bfd3⋯.gif
(229.13 KB, 250x327, 250:327, 1424353223036-
1.gif)

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:29:47 ID: 056183 No.8451472

www.leparisien.fr/faits-divers/washington-il-croit-a-la-theorie-du-complot-et-va-tirer-au-fusil-dans-une-pizzeria-05-12-2016-6417402.php

>mfw watching the news this morning.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:30:07 ID: 62b59d No.8451474 >>8451484

>>8451390
also. what part of sociopathic do you guys not get?
Socipathy makes me more prone to resolve problems through violent force. It also means i dont have great forward planning and tend to be VERY 
spontaneous in my actions, little though is put into what i do.

Do what you can gleam from this is: sociopaths are not good strategists.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:31:42 ID: be4b37 No.8451484 >>8451522 >>8451542

>>8451474
you seem to self aware to truly be a sociopath.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:32:08 ID: 210963 No.8451488 >>8451501 >>8451518

>>8451124
It would make more sense if CPP cleaned up and shut down the pedo biz until pizzagate blows over but this video suggests its still going on? If they keep 
it up and the evidence keeps building but LE doesn't do anything about it…isn't that already the situation. Those fed assholes have know for years. This is 
fucked up…  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:33:51 ID: 2f10fa No.8451501

>>8451488
Heiled  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:35:46 ID: e5c35e No.8451518 >>8451607

>>8451488
>1488
those lovely digits
I still think that this "shooting" was just an excuse to close down shop and clean up / gut / cement over the place  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:36:35 ID: 62b59d No.8451522 >>8451542 >>8451561 >>8452932

>>8451484
im just well studied in what i am.

>aspergers
>socipathic tendancies
>essential tremmors

I know myself well enough to know the lengths i would go to end this shit.
On further thinking, it seems like the media could just use it to their advantage.

Better plan:
>we set up bugs, and other secret surveillance devices in their locations
>use normies to spread the meme

sound good?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:38:56 ID: 62b59d No.8451542

>>8451484
>>8451522
Also. Self awareness is not exclusive of sociopathy. Sociopathy, to summarize, is a tendency for spontaneous acts of violence.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:39:13 ID: 246528 No.8451546 >>8451580

>>8449471
>rabbit
You keep screwing up on the animal. Everyone does. And its a VERY FUCKING IMPORTANT difference. It's not a rabbit. It's a hare. Symbolically, they 
represent both the night and fire. The symbol is not unlike the phoenix according to Hindu tradition. They also represent both the male and female. So 
anything means a joining of the two, be it sex or the equinox. Egyptians used to hare to represent 'to be' or 'being', so enlightenment. 

Basically, the reason people keep screwing these leads up is because they don't understand subtle but important differences in animals or languages. 
Hare symbols are occult as fuck. Rabbits not so much. So when you google rabbit, you get nothing. Google hare and it lights a fire under the topic. So if 
something looks like an animal, be sure you have the correct species. It matters.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:39:49 ID: 210963 No.8451548

>>8451278
That is obviously a horrible plan. This whole pizzagate investigation with maps of complicated connections doesn't make a dent bc its been done before 
with Hastert in early 2000's.  The only way to nail this is to literally have video of identifiable people…which also difficult because its illegal to post cp. To 
make it even worse giving the video to LE will just cover it up.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:41:17 ID: e5c35e No.8451561 >>8451599 >>8451609

>>8451522 (checked)
my qualifications are
>aspergers (mild autism they call it these days)
>psychopathic tendencies
>control freak that panics out when shit don't work out

I agree surveillance is a better option, watch every entrance and see who comes in and out from the safety of public spaces
also i don't like being locked up  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:43:53 ID: 220970 No.8451577 >>8451591 >>8451594 >>8451719 >>8452348 >>8453263 >>8454046 >>8454402

File (hide): cf472eb1f05c597⋯.jpg (2.01 MB, 3264x2448, 4:3, IMG_0474.JPG)

what do you guys think, spotted this myself  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:44:06 ID: be4b37 No.8451580

>>8451546
Thanks for explaining that I had no idea. I just figured rabbit because they fuck a lot and fertility; but, the hare makes much more sense.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:44:49 ID: e08b6c No.8451588 >>8451621

>>8451289
>had not seen their lies on the ocean floor

I'm not sure what the relevance of 'ocean floor' is here

>obscured by a mascara of bullshit and pride

"bullshit" doesn't suit the tone of the rest. and mascara itself seems out of place here, I don't primarily think of it as concealing

>that multiple water-gates may flood the newest

"multiple", "water-gates" and "newest" are all clunky, awkard words, especially on the same line together. And the meaning of the metaphor here is very, 
very unclear

My general advice though would be to stick with developing a single image/metaphor rather than trying to cram so many disparate ones in  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:45:03 ID: ca6b76 No.8451591

>>8451577
Dude that just means regular pizza.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:45:46 ID: 7418a8 No.8451594

>>8451577
I think we might be gewtting a little too tinfoil-y. That is a totally innocent poster anon.
>inb4 Jew  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:46:35 ID: be4b37 No.8451599

>>8451561
yeah surveillance seems like a more appropriate and useful tool.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:48:10 ID: 210963 No.8451607

>>8451518
MSM put us in a spot where we cant believe anything we're told. It doesn't make sense that a guy would drive from NC to DC just to wave a rifle around 
in a restaurant in broad daylight. He didn't spend any time in CPP without a gun to confirm anything. Its all bullshit. He's a paid actor, pizzagate gets more 
attention  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:48:14 ID: 62b59d No.8451609 >>8451653

>>8451561
>sociopath
>psychopath
pick one
Know The Difference

>control freak that panics out when shit don't work out
essential tremors has nothing to do with that. essential tremors is unstable muscles due to hyperthyroidism or a bacterial infection in the epididimus. I 
have epididymitis so i know that it is the latter.

>I agree surveillance is a better option
glad to see we (mostly) see eye to eye.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:49:26 ID: 62b59d No.8451621

>>8451588
thanks for the advice anon.
I will do so in future.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:51:01 ID: f8bbe5 No.8451633 >>8451653

This shit was all over (((NPR))) today, they are blaming it on )))"fake news sites"(((  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 00:53:36 ID: e5c35e No.8451653 >>8451695

>>8451609
uhh i did pick one?
was talking abuot myself not the other anon..

>>8451633 (checked)
i heard it while sitting in waiting rooms today.. they're also trying to make everything sound ridiculous with the 
>they think hillary clinton was running a child sex ring
narrative

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:00:21 ID: 62b59d No.8451695 >>8451745

>>8451653
oh…

*sorry about that, the butt-hurt was strong**  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:02:01 ID: f9f3f0 No.8451713

>>8447327
notice how they waited till the guy was arrested and the police had finished in the area. I recon the guy was there as an excuse for the police to clear out 
the area and fabricate the evidence themselves by shooting the floor. they also spent a long time at the crime scene. considering the cops knew about 
comet ping pong being dicey for years and did nothing, I'm willing to bet the police chief or someone else high ranking is corrupt  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:03:03 ID: 1249d0 No.8451719 >>8452375 >>8452930 >>8452979

>>8451577
Shills like this are attempting a psyop; involving themselves adding garbage so the media can report the garbage.  Really what needs to happen is a 
formal investigation.  Honestly, I don't know if it will get done or not.  I hope it does, but I'm not hopeful.  So much psyop information has been weaved into 
this that public outrage + normalcy bias will always make those researching it look like "conspiracy theorists".  Thus breaching the topic officially will be 
more difficult.  Seems to be the way the juden play this kind of thing every time it comes up.  

How does everyone see this playing out?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:07:40 ID: e5c35e No.8451745

>>8451695
it's ok friend.. we both triggered each other's autism hard  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:16:01 ID: 188ee5 No.8451784 >>8452080 >>8452190 >>8452496 >>8452563 >>8453419

File (hide): f651b2fcbfe8e09⋯.webm (7.89 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, milopizza.webm) [play once] [loop]

Milo baits everyone into talking about Pizzagate, starts 
speech 43 minutes late only to change topics

Claims he got calls from DC
"SHUT IT DOWN" or "We're about to arrest everyone, 
stfu"?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:16:34 ID: f15c1d No.8451785 >>8452159 >>8453038

File (hide): 2a10fa2d26c7a18⋯.jpg (144.9 KB, 1346x674, 673:337, Meme wars.jpg)

What's this I hear about Alex Jones Disavowing Pizzagate & taking down videos? I don't think I can trust 
anyone else with this kind of question. Nobody wants to give me a straight answer.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:23:40 ID: 1a7ef3 No.8451840 >>8451904

>>8446063
thanks

>>8446896
>H…hey guise, listen to this shill because her voice turns me on.
What's the problem if her news coverage is sincere and her voice is silk smooth? In 10 years it's going to be a lot better than reading through chan 
archives.

>>8451124
>used to do make-up and fashion
I'm curious what Reality Calls looks like. Do you have a link?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:33:33 ID: e08b6c No.8451904

>>8451
840  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:37:46 ID: 76dd1d No.8451932 >>8451961 >>8452019

from voat

>WTF? How was this missed? Cached result shows Monica was listed on AlertSense's executive team page? Whatt…..

http://sli.mg/DI4hUi

https://archive.fo/aQa0q

Guys - DIG DIG DIG, we need to find more before they erase all traces!

Background info on Monica's death: https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1428193  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:42:57 ID: 1249d0 No.8451961 >>8452013

>>8451932
It wasn't missed.  In fact, it was a sticky here for like a week.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:49:57 ID: 76dd1d No.8452013 >>8452080

>>8451961

So they missed it, okay.  anything interesting come out of it?  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:51:00 ID: 10f715 No.8452019 >>8452091 >>8452579 >>8454643

>>8451932
>voat

couldn't help but notice that money laundering sticky disappeared  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:57:58 ID: abb7fe No.8452080 >>8452130

>>8451784

No. Getting calls from washington area codes telling him "not yet, stop it" is not even close to  "SHUT IT DOWN WE ARE ABOUT TO ARREST 
EVERYONE STFU."

>>8452013
Nothing was missed It's been known for a while now. No nothing came from it because people only pretend to have contacted close friends etc. when in 
reality they are all just larping with each other. Her friends and family aren't talking to anyone and people that claim differently are just lying.  Unless 
someone goes to haiti and actually starts looking into the investigation it will go nowhere.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 01:59:16 ID: 76dd1d No.8452091 >>8452579

>>8452019
yeah just, checked.  It has been buried.  why would they remove the most trafficked lead from the front page? interesting…  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:03:35 ID: 188ee5 No.8452130 >>8452157 >>8452194

>>8452080
One or the other. Not both. Why do you think they told him not yet?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:07:40 ID: 312b88 No.8452157

>>8452130
maybe Bannon called him  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:07:50 ID: 1249d0 No.8452159

>>8451785
He's always been on the fence about it, but explaining how pedophilia is all over the place with "the elites".  Corporate media is pouncing on him for being 
the one that is driving pizzagate, which is total bullshit since the main complaint from the chans was that he wouldn't touch it.  He was just driving home 
his relatively "on the fence" standpoint in response to being called the driving force around the pizzagate issue.  Also saying it needs to be formally 
investigated while bringing up the cut and dry real pedo ring cases, like in the UK.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:09:05 ID: 66669f No.8452172 >>8455104

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/53745

Not sure if any had posted this one yet.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:11:25 ID: 1249d0 No.8452190

>>8451784
Basically, pizzagate will blow up officially via the Trump administration.  It is a checkmate on the MSM being the actual fake news in their fighting against 
anyone talking about it.  It's 42D underwater korean starcraft chess happening as we speak.  Milo basically found out is all.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:11:52 ID: e5c35e No.8452194

>>8452130
it's called a joke  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:18:24 ID: 075171 No.8452258 >>8452346

Has any one looked into Austin's Pizza.  Get a lot hits on wikileaks. 
>hey faggots stop being shills and do some digging.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:22:12 ID: 846034 No.8452291 >>8452300

PIZZAGATE BEING COVERED ON ANDERSON COOPER NOW  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:22:54 ID: 846034 No.8452300 >>8452420

>>8452291
PANEL CALLING FOR TRUMP ADMINISTRA TION TO DISMISS CLAIMS  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:25:21 ID: 075171 No.8452325 >>8452346 >>8452544

Registrant Contact Information:
Name
Registration Private
Organization
Domains By Proxy, LLC
Address
DomainsByProxy.com
Address
14747 N Northsight Blvd Suite 111, PMB 309
City
Scottsdale
State / Province
Arizona
Postal Code
85260
Country
US
Phone
+1.4806242599
Fax
+1.4806242598
Email

Administrative Contact Information:
Name
Registration Private
Organization
Domains By Proxy, LLC
Address
DomainsByProxy.com
Address
14747 N Northsight Blvd Suite 111, PMB 309
City
Scottsdale
State / Province
Arizona
Postal Code
85260
Country
US
Phone
+1.4806242599
not sure if it relavent or not  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:27:02 ID: 075171 No.8452346

>>8452258
This
>>8452325  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:27:16 ID: c815b8 No.8452348

>>8451577
I think you're jumping at shadows here.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:29:38 ID: 220970 No.8452375 >>8452462

>>8451719
Just figured It was worth sharing  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:31:13 ID: 49bcb7 No.8452388

https://archive.is/XkCyD

first link to earlier iteration of WaPo article - no reports of shots fired by suspect at Comet ping pong

https://archive.is/EHzrs  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:35:25 ID: 1249d0 No.8452420

>>8452300
>PANEL CALLING FOR TRUMP ADMINISTRATION TO DISMISS CLAIMS
hilarious.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:36:03 ID: 000000 No.8452427

Keep following the white rabbit anons: https://web.archive.org/web/20131113052228/http://alicelovers-magazine.net/  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:40:46 ID: 846034 No.8452462

>>8452375
Yea, that was the only thing really 'new'. They just covered the fake news story that was forced memed. Though, when the talked about the gunman they 
made no specifics about the gun, only a second source claiming he had a "big gun", and no mentions of shots fired.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:41:49 ID: 10f715 No.8452468 >>8452528 >>8453146

File (hide): 9cf10225ed3fc61⋯.jpeg (196.64 KB, 960x959, 960:959, dd44ab2be29facfe7e80419e4….jpeg)

Never noticed the hammer and red stain and weird beads and 
how creepy those busts were in this JimmyA pic  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:45:49 ID: 89e0b6 No.8452484

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/27029
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/44140

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/23494

this puts podesta, Clinton and the dnc together  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:47:10 ID: ca6b76 No.8452496

>>8451784
Well fuck. Hope the "alt right" sees this.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:50:37 ID: 89e0b6 No.8452528

>>8452468
The red is the glow from the red glass with the candle. But doesn't make it any less creepy. 
Are we compromised? 
8 keeps trying to droop my fire wall. I'm bouncing it from ten servers  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:53:50 ID: e5c35e No.8452544 >>8452640

>>8452325
>links godaddy private domain information
>is this something?
lel

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:55:15 ID: 951a5a No.8452552

https:// assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3232579/Edgar-Welch-Criminal-Complaint-Comet-Ping-Pong.pdf  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:57:31 ID: 4f16f0 No.8452563
File (hide): 8db43ab246b2bd3⋯.jpg (45.96 KB, 508x590, 254:295, lk.jpg)

>>8451784
Do you think 
he was 
molested?  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:58:32 ID: e46b57 No.8452570 >>8452586 >>8452763

We need Trump badly on this.
If Trump speaks in our favor this shit will explode like a nuke.

And our power will be cemented.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 02:59:13 ID: 1eeccb No.8452579 >>8454643

>>8452091
>>8452019

because the /v/pizzagate board has been compromised since day one. mods actively removing important leads and sliding things they can't remove. the 
/r/pizzagate mod team (compromised af) created and mod the voat board.

 there will never be any relevant leads there  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:00:02 ID: 28ec74 No.8452582

It is VERY important the MSM keep up with the #Pizzagate is a huge fake news conspiracy cover up… because soon there will be enough evidence to 
bring the circles down and prove the "conspiracy theorists" correct and that will be enough to bring MSM and their credibility, viewership down for a very 
long time, due to the gravity of the lies they blatantly force fed the unknowing public.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:00:22 ID: 62b59d No.8452586

>>8452570
This
This
This
This
this
this  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:00:56 ID: 0273c1 No.8452588 >>8456768

>>8450231
Does any anon has any contact with Scotland Yard?
It's very likely that the case reopening is related to Pizzagate (or the parents seeking money) but they know nothing about the Podestas.
If we can just show them the picture comparisons and ask them to see their flight records, somenthing might come up.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:04:38 ID: 49bcb7 No.8452614 >>8452658

>>8450354
it is an investigation, since law enforcement won't touch the topic. until they do, the chans are going to have to do the research  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:05:42 ID: e46b57 No.8452623

Please KEK, oh great Froschkönig of chaos and bringing in of light, please let your avatar Trump speak in our favor, we need your help great one in this 
hour to ensure victory.

Please, even if repeating digits are not granted to this lowly servant, please help us deliver the deathblow to your enemies and their corrupt narrative.

I ask this on your divine name, Shadilay.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:05:56 ID: 8ad64f No.8452625 >>8452638 >>8452658 >>8452712

File (hide): 8b77fa8c1487fc9⋯.gif (1.1 MB, 500x300, 5:3, 1480924316238.gif)

>>8445810 (OP)
>>8445810 (OP)
Anyone been to voat?  That clusterfuck of faggots is derailing any semblance of an investigation by 
consistently flooding the pizzagate subverse with horseshit.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:08:18 ID: dbead7 No.8452638 >>8452669

>>8452625
Then go make good posts.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:08:30 ID: 89e0b6 No.8452640 >>8452657

>>8452544
Checked and also faggot, for a pizza place to be so secretive and have over 3000 emails to politicians. 
Registrant Contact Information:
Name
DOMAIN ADMINISTRATOR
Organization
NAME ADMINISTRATION INC. (BVI)
Address
BOX 10518 APO
City
GRAND CAYMAN
State / Province
GRAND CAYMAN
Postal Code
KY1-1105
Country
KY
Phone
+1.3459496263

>I don't see you posting Shit shill  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:09:11 ID: e5c35e No.8452643

>people don't realize that the investigation of the shooting is derailing the real investigation  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:10:09 ID: 32f0d4 No.8452650 >>8452659

As any good investigation we should look at all sides. I just found this video. Thoughts? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OrX0U4qwTM&feature=youtu.be  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:11:48 ID: e5c35e No.8452657

>>8452640
at the very least click my id and look at my posts before saying such things  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:12:00 ID: 1eeccb No.8452658 >>8452697 >>8454643

>>8452625
that is the most active / normie place to discuss pizzagate since /r/pizzagate got shutdown and 4pol is heavily compromised. CTR efforts are focused 
there to ensure that there will never be anything useful on voat.

as if that was not enough, the whole mod team is most likely compromised.

>>8452614
shutting down *ch discussion is one of the big goals of the whole AR false flag news story. The MSM is villifying "self-investigators", stressing to normies 
that only government agencies can carry out investigations.

be prepared to switch to an alternate channel of communication when this board succumbs to the same fate as reddit, voat, and 4pol. if they scatter us 
before we can regroup, they win.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:12:03 ID: e46b57 No.8452659 >>8452699

>>8452650
>Pizzagate debunked 
>35 mins long
And this is why you are losing.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:13:23 ID: 8ad64f No.8452669
File (hide): 82b1b372b8bb295⋯.webm (2.96 MB, 526x360, 263:180, lipdisk.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8452638
There's no point.  They have a reddit cancer mod who deletes relevant posts for minor rule infractions.  
They have at least ten bullshit posts for every relevant one.  It seems their whole purpose is to obfuscate the 
matter.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:13:50 ID: e46b57 No.8452672 >>8452704

>be prepared to switch to an alternate channel of communication when this board succumbs to the same fate as reddit, voat, and 4pol. if they scatter us 
before we can regroup, they win.

That won't work here because our mods despite being degenerate, non-white, idiots aren't actually compromised.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:15:36 ID: 28ec74 No.8452681 >>8452687

STOP focusing on the shooter at comet pizza, everyone spend your time digging deeper into the circles - this much resistance from the MSM clearly 
means we are close to finding concrete evidence (which we need right now, not just codewords in emails)!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:16:45 ID: e46b57 No.8452687

>>8452681
What we really need is the God Emperor.
He can deliver air superiority.
But we need him now more than ever.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:18:47 ID: 8ad64f No.8452697
File (hide): 123a6935883e578⋯.gif (1.93 MB, 340x332, 85:83, pol.gif)

>>8452658
It's causing normies to think it's bullshit though.  They constantly post the stupidest shit as if it's some major 
revelation and circle jerk about it.  Lots of "this person knows this person!"  "It all makes sense now!"

They're mainly useful idiots with a couple hardcore shill operators steering people off topic to shit that 
doesn't matter.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:18:50 ID: 32f0d4 No.8452699 >>8452705

>>8452659
Don't be as bad as they are, be open to any possibility. This is about children, not a political agenda.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:19:43 ID: 35e4c8 No.8452702 >>8457035

>>8445870
OTO was connected to NAMBLA in the 60-70's

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:20:10 ID: 1eeccb No.8452704 >>8452726 >>8452770

>>8452672

true! but what happens when a mod gets a knock on the door and four men in shiny black shoes start flashing badges around? what happens when 
/v/pizzagate gets banned and 100% of CTR efforts attempts are redirected here? what happens when the next false flag "self-investigator" kills someone 
and then mentions 8pol? what happens when the international pedo ring pulls its strings and puts pressure in places we didn't know pressure could be 
applied? 

all i'm saying is have alternate channels of communication ready.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:20:34 ID: e46b57 No.8452705

>>8452699
>/Pol/ is right wing sjw 
>Implying I give a shit about mostly non-white children 

This is entirely political.
This is about getting power to eventually eradicate all the Jews.
You dun fucked up.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:21:49 ID: c94310 No.8452712

>>8452625
Purple Pilled but we can change that.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:24:17 ID: e46b57 No.8452726 >>8452767

>>8452704
We have the bunkers.
Also the answer to 90% of the rest of that is violence.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:28:15 ID: dbead7 No.8452747 >>8456796 >>8456950
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http://skepdic. com/refuge/funk49.html  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:31:23 ID: b18843 No.8452763 >>8452783 >>8452857 >>8452996

File (hide): c7b958c448b1fc5⋯.webm (5.96 MB, 480x360, 4:3, gloryglory.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8452570
>We need Trump badly on this.

If he exposes it, history will hail Trump as one of the greatest presidents in US history.

There is no question. He'd be compared to Washington, Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt, Jackson etc.

He might be apprehensive to expose pizzagate because he may have been keeping his mouth shut about it 
during his career. That's why we need to meme how loved he'd become. His posterity is his single greatest 
motivator. 

>mfw he won
>mfw he blows the lid off pizzagate  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:31:58 ID: 1eeccb No.8452767 >>8452794 >>8452810

>>8452726
you're gonna try and out-violence a police state that spent 600 billion on violence last year? alone?

word, good luck

the only way to win is numbers - we need to find hard evidence, redpill normies, and fight the government as a nation. we can't unite if they disrupt 
communication channels (internet).

totalitarian governments in second and third world countries will cut and disrupt internet access in order to prevent protesters from organizing. what's to 
say the same wouldn't happen if pizzagate got to that point?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:31:57 ID: dbead7 No.8452768
File (hide): 5ce6d3b1ede1994⋯.jpg (1.13 MB, 2550x5100, 1:2, goatrock.jpg)

http://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/2538742-181/couple-
slain-in-jenner-remembered  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:32:06 ID: 8ad64f No.8452770
File (hide): 97badfea4fee4a8⋯.jpg (54.53 KB, 589x539, 589:539, 9d283f372fc8bd063f311ec72a….jpg)

>>8452704
No one is going to ban /v/pizzagate on voat.  It's too easy to point to them and claim that this is why 
pizzagate is nonsense.  It's a much lower traffic site than reddit.  They flood the sub with pointless nonsense 
so anyone who visits thinking that it's the place to learn about it dismisses it all out of hand.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:32:25 ID: c27fa1 No.8452772 >>8452811 >>8452838

>>8448076
The mind numbing coincidence was when his ID was put into a search engine the images returned bizarre rabbit sculptures.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:34:08 ID: e46b57 No.8452783 >>8452813 >>8452857 >>8452996

>>8452763
Can you imagine? The great defeater of the pedo cartels?
Trully he would be hailed as the actual God Emperor of mankind.
No joke at all.
He would be unassailable and his next term would be ensured.
He would be a true hero, written about for all time.

I dare say he would be bigger than Hitler.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:34:20 ID: 6841d3 No.8452784 >>8452793 >>8452817 >>8452853

File (hide): 16f5ab5938633e7⋯.png (1.28 MB, 1917x800, 1917:800, 16f5ab5938633e73fa5212588e….png)

>>8448076
Oh god…..
What if that Anon was the guy was 
MKultrad into this most recent false 
flag?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:35:43 ID: 35e4c8 No.8452793 >>8452853

>>8452784
OHSHIT YOU'RE RIGHT

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:35:50 ID: e46b57 No.8452794 >>8452871 >>8456420

>>8452767
Is this nigga serious? 
If hillshit had won we where going to go full civil war . Don't even try that arguing here. W e already KNOW that we would  
have won a civil war .  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:39:06 ID: de98f0 No.8452810 >>8452871

>>8452767
>totalitarian governments in second and third world countries will cut and disrupt internet access in order to prevent protesters from organizing. what's to 
say the same wouldn't happen if pizzagate got to that point?

They tried that in Egypt and it backfired, hard. Protesting only intensified to the point that they could no longer contain it. CIA niggers had a lot of practice 
with the Arab Spring and know that outright censorship will backfire, so they need to resort to psyops, shadowbanning, and other methods to suppress 
information. This false flag is one of them.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:39:17 ID: c27fa1 No.8452811 >>8452853

File (hide): 845e702837b21fa⋯.png (539.46 KB, 1566x247, 1566:247, Untitled.png)

>>8448076
>>8452772

Found it.  His ID was 34a66c.  The image search returned different results the first time I tried it.  But here is a sample.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:39:31 ID: b1b201 No.8452813 >>8452835 >>8452840 >>8452857 >>8452996

>>8452783
So then lets use the law of six degress of connection
>we get connected to a normie, 
>who is connected to someone, 
>who knows someone, 
>who knows someone famous, 
>who knows someone world-renowned
>who knows the god-emperor

better yet. we just create some proxy accounts and contact him directly  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:39:50 ID: 35e4c8 No.8452817 >>8452835 >>8452853

>>8452784
>inb4 we took hold of his computer and looked through it, we found out he frequently visited a site called 8ch.net and that's were he got radicalized  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:41:56 ID: dbead7 No.8452834

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/goats-chickens-pigeons-found-with-throats-slashed-in-rock-creek-park/2014/03/26/c49fed2c-b4e7-11e3-
8020-b2d790b3c9e1_story.html?utm_term=.dee734b092aa  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:41:56 ID: e46b57 No.8452835 >>8452853 >>8452855 >>8452864

>>8452813
I'm already tweeting. But one person isn't enough no matter the number of sockpuppets.

We need support and lots of it to make him see it.

>>8452817
It will just spread our memes further.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:42:21 ID: b1b201 No.8452838

>>8452772
what?

Look into i deeper. Lets see how deep this rabbit-hole mind the pun goes…  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:42:27 ID: 1eeccb No.8452840 >>8452845

>>8452813
yeah dude, because anyone can directly contact the US president as long as they have "some proxy accounts"

nigga what  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:42:49 ID: 10f715 No.8452842
File (hide): 888ddcf26bf7226⋯.jpg (490.14 KB, 1280x1707, 1280:1707, 1478502306162.jpg)

Anyone remember where this notebook pic came from? I've had it saved for a few weeks now and 
decided to take a look at what's written.

Reads like 10th grade emo shit but it does mention something about the cops and a lot of the other 
occult shit I've read here.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:43:26 ID: e46b57 No.8452845 >>8452854

>>8452840
Shill, he has a Twitter that he uses religiously.
Your narrative is slipping.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:45:01 ID: 6841d3 No.8452853
File (hide): 669d4a8086ab015⋯.png (149.54 KB, 500x200, 5:2, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8452835
>>8452817
>>8452811
>>8452793
>>8452784  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:45:41 ID: e46b57 No.8452854

>>8452845
As well as this;
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/contact

Checkmate shills!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:45:46 ID: b1b201 No.8452855

>>8452835
start a /pol/ thread. Get support. etc.

If you have irl friends, slowly slip them the pizza-gate kool-aid and get them to share the same info with larger people that they know.

If you do these right, then the chances of trump discovering this will increase.  
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File (hide): c1e41f24542c49f⋯.mp4 (Spoiler Image, 4.88 MB, 640x360, 16:9, manOfSteel.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8452783
>>8452813
>>8452763
>Can you imagine? The great defeater of the pedo cartels?
>Truely he would be hailed as the actual God Emperor of mankind.

There is no historical precedent. 
Trump would send scores of pedophile elites to be marched off in handcuffs under the vociferous roars of throngs of people 

worldwide. There's nothing he could do that would so quickly capture the adoration of hundreds of millions of normal people.
It would be earthshaking.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:46:42 ID: 6841d3 No.8452862 >>8452925

>>8448076
We need to find more information about this. Was anyone aprehended by police in that area durring this timeframe?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:46:57 ID: dbead7 No.8452864

>>8452835

>lrn2

ifttt  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:47:40 ID: 1eeccb No.8452871 >>8452891 >>8453157

>>8452810
good to hear, hopefully we will either redpill enough people or follow in Egypt's tracks when they try to disrupt us. i'm just nervous that the shills will dilute 
and misdirect for a couple more weeks and then everyone will slowly forget about all this

>>8452794
how the fuck can you be certain that you'd win a civil war with the united states government? what kind of technology do you and your buddies have that 
the DoD doesn't?

(sorry i'm done don't want to get too offtopic. keep digging on music camp, white hare, 11-pointed star, anything. these fucks need to burn)  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:49:02 ID: b1b201 No.8452880 >>8452884

>>8452857
we should act quickly, lets the media adjust the western world to being okay with pedophilia shit.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:49:52 ID: b1b201 No.8452884

>>8452880
>lets
was supposed to be:
*lest  
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>>845285
7
>that vid
I cry 
evertiem  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:50:17 ID: e46b57 No.8452891

>>8452871
Fuck you. We aready discussed the topic to death.
We would have won.
And with what is about to be done we will win here as well.

https://www.donaldjtrump.com/contact  
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>>8452862
It was election day and he said he lived in Los Angeles. We could check for missing persons who were last seen in that time frame. He would obviously 
be a white male so that narrows it down.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:54:47 ID: 14aaa6 No.8452930 >>8452961

File (hide): d76fbf51d6534f1⋯.jpg (99.06 KB, 500x380, 25:19, The_Untouchables.jpg)

>>8451719
Well it's doubtful that sign has any implication but the reason a formal investigation will be difficult, even if 
Jeff Sessions gets on the case is because how deep this may all go. Almost everyone whose been in 
government may have been pressured into kiddie fucking or letting their kids be fucked. As a way for the 
power structure to keep everybody in line. We all know about that one ploy back in the 80's where all the 
other Senators would fuck your wife and you'd have to do the same.

We somewhat can guess this whole underground child sex ring has been going on for a long time without 
the public knowing, although rumors do get out but go nowhere, only laughed at.

Even right now we if we were to gather all the hard evidence, the most damning are weird pictures.
>>inb4 shill
How would someone even implicated into any part of this come forward?

We need a group of untouchable investigators who are willing to bring down the entire underground empire. Obama down to a regular FBI agent could be 
caught up in this. Trump does have the ability and resources now if he continues to make the right moves. Of course Trump isn't going to say anything 
until he gets elected, its not like he has legal authority right now to tell the FBI to such an investigation.

Aw shucks it'd be really grand to see the SS leading out many of the higher ups during Trump's presidency, it'd be like our very own "Night of the Long 
Knives" and Trump said torture is still on the table.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:55:27 ID: de98f0 No.8452932

>>8451522
Yeah, these niggers are terrible at opsec, I don't know shit about 1337 hax but some anon posted screencaps where he was asking Alefaggot about the 
kill room and he was denying it. It couldn't be that hard to get a spyware injection on his phone and listen for anything incriminating.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:57:34 ID: 35e4c8 No.8452947 >>8453251 >>8453604

File (hide): 83236b656ab1a7a⋯.png (163.52 KB, 887x901, 887:901, 4 am.png)

Have we checked out NAMBLA yet and looked for connections there? If we could connect any of the 
suspects to that it would make the whole thing extremely obvious  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:57:46 ID: e46b57 No.8452951

https://www.donaldjtrump.com/contact

Remember to appeal to his ego.
Offer him adoration and fame as the great pedo slayer. 
Remind him that all he needs to do for now is speak in our favor, and hammer out all the details later.

Remind him that it would completely secure his next term.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:57:56 ID: de98f0 No.8452953 >>8452991

>>8451278
Sounds terrible, it would only play into their agenda, a better idea would be to hack any of their communications and listen for something incriminating.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 03:59:37 ID: b1b201 No.8452961

>>8452930
maybe we can use psyop against them?
beat them at their own game?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:00:53 ID: dbead7 No.8452972

>Consider your pizza options while indulging in guilt-ridden starters like “friends of the devil,”

http://lumapetaluma.com/luma/reviews-and-news/  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:02:35 ID: 2ab199 No.8452977 >>8453022 >>8453050 >>8453053

File (hide): 77cd62e9450aec9⋯.jpg (102.92 KB, 625x352, 625:352, alexander-jordan.jpg)

Was Election day November 9th? Does anyone know how old the missing anon was? Because this kid was 
last seen that morning. He fits that bill in everything except age?

http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2016/11/09/altadena-missing-teenager/

>According to the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, Alexander Jordan was last seen around 10 
a.m. Tuesday near Lincoln Avenue and Harriet Street.
>Detectives described Jordan as a Caucasian boy who has brown eyes, brown hair, stands 5-foot-7 tall and 
weighs 140 pounds.
>Authorities said Jordan did not take his medication prior to his disappearance.

If Anon was just a kid it would explain his stupidity.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:03:10 ID: d6d968 No.8452979

>>8451719

Why are you even bothering to try and shill this away ? Fuck your existence is a joke.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:04:19 ID: b1b201 No.8452991
File (hide): d967e635a7a1afa⋯.jpg (43.18 KB, 500x500, 1:1, d9.jpg)

>>8452
953  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:05:08 ID: 846034 No.8452996 >>8453008 >>8453575

>>8452783
>>8452763
>>8452857
MEME IT

>>8452813
Michael Flynn’s son!

>Michael Flynn’s tweet wasn’t actually about #PizzaGate, but his son is now defending the baseless conspiracy theory

https://archive.is/C67Vm

https://twitter.com/mflynnJR/status/805647828806696960  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:06:23 ID: dbead7 No.8453001 >>8456879 >>8456970

The best psyop against the government is just to tell the truth.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:07:16 ID: e46b57 No.8453008 >>8453018

>>8452996
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/contact
Remember to appeal to his ego.
Offer him adoration and fame as the great pedo slayer .
Remind him that all he needs to do for now is speak in our favor , and hammer out all the details later .
Remind him that it would completely secure his next term.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:07:53 ID: dbead7 No.8453018 >>8453035

>>8453008
No. wait til jan21  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:08:31 ID: 2ab199 No.8453022 >>8453050 >>8453053

>>8452977
He went missing the morning of November 8th. That fits up with missing anon. Is anyone else getting weird vibes from this? Am I just crazy?  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:09:17 ID: e0c041 No.8453030
File (hide): 4ac9d26443015a1⋯.jpeg (54.36 KB, 665x375, 133:75, sliders.jpeg)

>>8448554
>provoke 
with utterly 
jewish slides  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:09:48 ID: e46b57 No.8453035 >>8453049 >>8453084

>>8453018
Fuck you.
Is that the best you have?
Wait?
No.
Now.
While the iron is hot.

https://www.donaldjtrump.com/contact
Remember to appeal to his ego.
Offer him adoration and fame as the great pedo slayer. 
Remind him that all he needs to do for now is speak in our favor, and hammer out all the details later.
Remind him that it would completely secure his next term.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:09:58 ID: d6d968 No.8453038 >>8453045

>>8451785

Heaven forbid there is ever an actual thread to pull on that might actually achieve the government having to answer for systemic fraud.

I wonder when Jones looks out over his desk how many liaisons from government departments is he's looking at ?

Just look at Sandy Hook, that should have been a gift horse for someone like him to get stuck into. How much time does the guy spend bignoting himself 
about how he's all-in, isn't afraid, won't serve the system… suddenly it's too dangerous and suddenly he's worried about the truth having too much fallout 
for the country.

The guy doesn't even really try to show he isn't sold out, there's just an army of trolls that smash anyone that ever talk about what a joke he is.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:10:39 ID: e46b57 No.8453045

>>8453038
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/contact
Remember to appeal to his ego.
Offer him adoration and fame as the great pedo slayer. 
Remind him that all he needs to do for now is speak in our favor, and hammer out all the details later.
Remind him that it would completely secure his next term.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:11:18 ID: dbead7 No.8453049

>>8453035
start with uranium one, then

if indictment comes shilry will get prdnd  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:11:25 ID: 2ab199 No.8453050

>>8453022
>>8452977
Dude, I got dubs twice. Kek has gotta be telling us that this was 34a66c  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:12:19 ID: fdb86c No.8453053 >>8453067 >>8453072 >>8453091 >>8453154

>>8452977
>>8453022
https://archive.fo/oW4DD
the double dubs make me worried… the place the kid was last seen was about 45 minutes away from the white rabbit. the timing is spot-on. 

www.google.com/maps/dir/First+Presbyterian+Church,+2775+Lincoln+Avenue,+Altadena,+CA+91001/4811+Speedway,+Marina+del+Rey,+CA/@34.0311
972,-118.3760977,11z/data=!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x80c2c26020e937b9:0x4ee1f3ccec385957!2m2!1d-
118.159182!2d34.1930144!1m5!1m1!1s0x80c2b07446159df7:0x45ab205bd1454cb4!2m2!1d-118.4589353!2d33.9698415

"I hope to accomplish this before noon"
>According to the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, Alexander Jordan was last seen around 10 a.m. Tuesday near Lincoln Avenue and Harriet 
Street.

should we contact the parents or something? is it the right thing to do?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:14:18 ID: 075171 No.8453067 >>8453072

>>8453053
I believe we should anon, I don't believe in coincidence.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:15:58 ID: 2ab199 No.8453072 >>8453081 >>8453088 >>8453154

>>8453067
>>8453053
Maybe I jumped the gun, this article says he was found and returned to his "care givers"

http://www.dailynews.com/general-news/20161110/missing-altadena-teen-with-diabetes-is-found  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:17:17 ID: b1b201 No.8453081

>>8453072
>daily-news
maybe not the same kid, or coverup?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:17:35 ID: de98f0 No.8453084 >>8453100

>>8453035
You keep spamming this shit idea every 10 seconds faggot, maybe you should stop shilling and trying to tie this further to Trump for the media to spin 
nigger. The main narrative now is "Trump administration promotes bizzare russian conspiracies that make fucking white males shoot up innocent pizza 
salesmen". The best action would be to wait until inauguration and send information directly to Sessions or DOJ who would actually be in charge of 
things.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:18:07 ID: b1b201 No.8453088

>>8453072
"daily-news"?
more like shady-news!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:18:39 ID: b6c579 No.8453091 >>8453114

>>8453053
It's probably the only lead they'll ever get. If they're truly responsible. His death(I hope his till alive, but unlikely.) won't be inbane.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:18:40 ID: 1ef347 No.8453092

Ping Pong in Bud Light superbowl commercial. In this commercial a naive guy is secretly filmed being taken around town to visiting all sorts of celebrities, 
women, etc. Given new clothes and ends with a "Sudden Death Ping Pong" game with The Terminator.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz4M-Pb1j8E
https://archive.fo/APM99

However, regardless of what you think of the guy… his analysis is really really interesting of this commercial as it relates to the Garden of Eden (but more 
the esoteric symbolism the thing is rife with).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TsU020oAoY
https://archive.fo/g9HKB  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:19:52 ID: e46b57 No.8453100

>>8453084
No. You mistake his level of influence.
He is as high a level of endorsement as you can get.
If we can get him to speak on our favor he would also become untouchable.

If they came after him for endorsing it, the shitstorm would be biblical.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:21:41 ID: 2ab199 No.8453114

>>8453091
I'll try to see if there are any of other missing persons in the Los Angeles area that could be him.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:25:25 ID: 8bb29f No.8453146

>>8452468
That's a domino mask 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domino_mask

>The name in use to describe this partial mask derives from the Latin for dominus, for "lord" or "master", combined with the word mask (itself deriving 
from medieval Latin masca, for "specter" or "nightmare"). Masks of this type became known as domini because they resembled French priests' winter 
hoods, which were white on the inside and black on the outside.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613

>Ps. Do you think I’ll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:26:30 ID: de98f0 No.8453154 >>8453255

>>8453053
the double dubs make me worried… the place the kid was last seen was about 45 minutes away from the white rabbit. the timing is spot-on. 

>45 minutes away

>>8453072

Looks like a false lead, 45 minutes of driving in LA is a yuge radius with millions of people included, so a disappearance being "45 minutes away" is not a 
strong connection at all, if anything it would make the kid a less likely candidate for disappearance, 45 minutes away is not a strong location correlation. 
Timing is a bit suspicious but there are 12 million people in LA and ~9118 missing persons cases every year, or 28+ per day so statistically the connection 
even with similar timing to the anon disappearance is insignificant IMO. 
https://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/pdfs/missing/adults/adult-2015-status-by-county.pdf?
Also this
>>8453072  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:27:15 ID: 8d5293 No.8453157

>>8452871
>What is the last 15 years?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:27:33 ID: 40e68e No.8453161 >>8453199 >>8453263

File (hide): cf1e8177773b57c⋯.png (229.21 KB, 640x306, 320:153, 1d9b45254359802c2e5dc68e9f….png)

So what is the story behind this 
house and what was anon looking 
into?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:31:41 ID: de98f0 No.8453199

>>8453161
Anon found the white rabbit symbol which was connected to masons/pedos in the SLC Daycare digging and decided to investigate, with the contingency 
that if he didn't report back he was dead. He stupidly announced ahead of time the investigation and bitched about parking in the area, giving them hints 
on not only his time but his location. He never reported back, and most had written him off as a larping fag but shills who didn't know how IDs work tried to 
shill that he was a larper and that was pushed really hard so chances are it was legit and he died.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:31:56 ID: 3a7e00 No.8453202 >>8453235

File (hide): d44fc6cd3755a8a⋯.png (27.39 KB, 750x182, 375:91, Untitled.png)

>>8445975
I tried to do my part but I feel the Jones bots won't 
wake up just found out my dad is one of them  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:34:42 ID: 2b953e No.8453216 >>8453983

File (hide): 11e4ed297bde25d⋯.png (216.83 KB, 463x263, 463:263, gord3.png)

mfw kitchen 
nightmares 
exposes 
pizzagate  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:38:00 ID: dbead7 No.8453235 >>8453265

>>8453202

The constipated anxiety is shill like behavior, but, shill or not, it is enough to keep me from listening to him.

Zen. Deal with shills by being zen.  
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:39:47 ID: dbead7 No.8453245  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:40:19 ID: 846034 No.8453247

GAY NIGGER LEMON T ALKING ABOUT PIZZA  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:40:36 ID: 8d5293 No.8453251

>>8452947
Okay so I found this. What do we Know about Kevin Jennings? Says hear he was a NAMBLA supporter.
stateofthenation2012.com/?p=57337

Looking into Kevin Jennings we find Harry Hay
www.gaypatriot.net/2009/10/15/kevin-jennings-knew-of-harry-hays-nambla-connections/  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:41:09 ID: fdb86c No.8453255 >>8453284

File (hide): 6f6c1ffaa84a3b2⋯.png (14.31 KB, 693x258, 231:86, 34a66c is dead.png)

>>8453154
yes it's a long drive, but it matches the time tables. imagine you were the only anon in that hellhole california 
and you thought you had to do this to save your country, you'd make the drive too. of course i didnt see the 
other link before i made that post, and that changes things. if the (((news))) is to be believed on that then 
that's probably not the kid, but i wouldn't be surprised either way.

blog post i don't know what to believe about 34a66c. i've read the thread over and over and thought about it 
a great deal. i was one of the posters he replied to and the person who brought it up and made his story into a thing, and in a way i regret doing so 
because it's turned his life into a diversionary tactic for the shills, or a symbol of fear. my intent was to make his sacrifice into a rallying cry for everyone, a 
motivational piece, but i don't think it's worked out that way. the very obvious shill in pic related almost makes me believe that it was intentional, a 
multilayered psyop to instill fear in anons. and you have to consider on top of that that he seemed very prepared and knowledgeable about scdc when tor 
anon dropped the address, which is a bit unusual and suspicious, and when people told him to shut the fuck up about his plans he replied directly back 
with "ok here's my plan." i've tread very lightly around the subject though and i mean no disrespect if he's really dead.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:41:38 ID: f6e1af No.8453260

>>8445975
>they deserve their day in court . . . they'll take 1 needle out of the haystack and focus in on that
. . . the NYPD is seriously mad, that's why HRC had to stand down . . .
Not that controversial, given shit like:
>>8446208

>>8446441
>what better symbol than a globe
An Assangey wink into the camera would've been nice. 

Between this, Frank Booth, the Red Room in Twin Peaks, and the Rabbits film, I'm convinced David Lynch's films are largely coded commentary on this 
shit going on in Hollywood
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJrkbgiETzs

>>8447373
Watched True Detective recently, the first season is amazing - like a darker, longform Into The Electric Mist. Good for morale. 

>>8447852
>because Bannon knowns
God I hope so

>>8448076
Combine that with POI anon, and fuckers need to exercise opsec, come one people

>>8448158
>Danny Devito, foetal dim sum
Fuck, no more It's Always Sunny… 

>>8448610
>Your government has a tendency to release this fucker and gets them out of harm’s way. it’s not the only time this has happened here.

>>8449471
>white rabbit meaning
Alice in Wonderland (Lewis Carrol - fiddler)
Also, look up the RED SHOE group photo with Tony next to the 'musical chairs' creep painting where the subjects are bound, wearing RED shoes 
(Wizard of Oz, presumably 

David Lynch's RABBITS is actually discernable in light of this, especially with the line "Did you get the little girl actress part." – or something close to that 
effect. 

>>8450319
>camera not staring 1/2 into wall anymore a day later
What a (((cohencidence))  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:41:52 ID: cc8634 No.8453263
File (hide): 7bfca6e393242a1⋯.png (8.07 KB, 268x98, 134:49, bk mjac.png)

>>8451577
No, that's just cringe.

>>8453161
It has the white hare associated with pedos, and has been government undertaken property for an unsual 
amount of time iirc. It's in threads 2 and 3 of the OP.
4811 Speedway Marina del Rey California

>captcha is black magic  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:42:23 ID: d6d968 No.8453265

>>8453235

i've wondered about it all, the sad part is this guy probably wants nothing more than to just ride off into the sunset after having been a fraud for all these 
years and brining him down might actually be doing him a favor, maybe the best punishment for a fraud is to have to sit at a desk and be a fraud all day 6 
days a week  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:44:46 ID: dbead7 No.8453281 >>8453337 >>8453357  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:44:57 ID: cc8634 No.8453284

>>8453255
>or a symbol of fear
I remember seeing a lot of posts trying to scare us away, but I assumed they were larpers.
REMEMBER WHAT I SAID IN THREE MONTHS TIME GOY  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:47:48 ID: 4427b1 No.8453310

>>8448982
Strange it says raver/victim, when in the news lately there was that supposed fire where '33' ravers died.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:50:07 ID: 004eb4 No.8453328 >>8453417

Voat has yet another theory about the abductees. Some might even be Soros' offspring.
http  s://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1458452
https://archive.is/iIwuI
Anyone want to hunt through their instagram pics for more eye shots? The condition is called colomboma, and is linked to the pineal gland.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:51:22 ID: e8c54c No.8453337

>>8453281
>pedophiles
>coincidentally happen to be jews

Kek.  
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Saw this post on 4pol and assumed it was a larp, but then the thread 404'd. So maybe a larp, but the censorship rang alarms.

>You all are correct, the building is squeaky clean by now. Has been for at least a week. Other interchanges are already picking up the slack. These 
people are incredibly thorough.

>But, they're so widespread that they can't keep everything 100% clean all the time. In the past, this wasn't a problem. Because they control the media, 
there was no way for the public to find out that a family suddenly called off the search for their daughter just as it looked like they had found a lead, or that 
the head of a local trucking company killed himself just a few months after business suddenly spiked. But that was before every phone had a camera and 
an internet feed on it. Now, despite what they'd like you to believe, they can't expend the resources to shut down all the attention without generating more 
attention themselves.

>My people have known for years, they can't/won't do anything about it of course. It really is up to you guys. They're in the process of winding the 
operation down into a much smaller, more manageable iteration, and if they succeed before they're finally exposed, they'll probably be able to continue 
undetected forever. This is a critical moment. Don't slow down now.

>Because of my situation, I can't give you much of anything concrete to go on. But here's a start:
>38.578361, -123.127556

The coordinates' location is between Goat Rock and Truth Home by Bearpen Creek in Cazadero, CA, west of Sacramento. I noticed a Camp Cazadero is 
nearby. Does anybody know anything about this?

Original post
https://arch ive.is/inEFA

images
4pol post
Truth Home/Goat Rock
Camp Cazadero proximity
4pol related
Recreation - Ping-Pong tables (from arc hive.is/yBgvB)

pastebin of the post text
http://paste bin.com/Nvdjc9Nz
https://arch ive.is/T41fz

Camp Cazadero nearby
http://www.camp cazadero.org/
https://arc hive.is/xyBuU

Recreation - Ping-Pong tables
http://www.uc cr.org/camp/camp-cazadero
https://arc hive.is/yBgvB

Please nobody show up with a gun  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 04:54:43 ID: 06176d No.8453357
File (hide): 167fd608886a6b7⋯.png (508.25 KB, 1073x774, 1073:774, 1480996544631.png)

>>8453281  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:00:41 ID: c0076a No.8453395 >>8453416

Could we get westboro baptist to protest Comet Pizza?

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:00:58 ID: b1b201 No.8453397

what if fnaf was onto something?
-hiding child bodies
-pedophilia ring in pizzeria
could there be a connection?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:01:05 ID: 0eb983 No.8453398
File (hide): 511ab32892a87df⋯.png (50.56 KB, 974x980, 487:490, 4chan404_2.png)

>>8453355
end of post as i saw it before 404, after the 
archive. of note, the mention of madeleine 
mccann.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:03:42 ID: b1b201 No.8453416

>>8453395
Probably.

Would be better to get concrete proof and turn to entire protestant church.
The media wont dare turn on the largest faith in the world, otherwise the back-lash will be grand.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:04:02 ID: 2ab199 No.8453417

>>8453328
What does it mean?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:04:04 ID: 52f5a6 No.8453419 >>8453617 >>8454027

File (hide): 9b7cb47028f1dd2⋯.jpg (363.15 KB, 907x1200, 907:1200, 1468647376978.jpg)

>>8451784
His saying he got phone calls from unnamed (to us, not him) people telling him "not yet" is even fucking crazier than if 
he had started to simply discuss the conspiracy.

He had mentioned pizzagate and the Podesta emails a few weeks ago when he received that courage award.  It's 
obvious that media people are talking about this behind the scenes.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:06:48 ID: b1b201 No.8453435 >>8453455 >>8453464

FBI is likely watching:
hello FBI, please be on our side and work to end the Pedo crime ring.
~You know who

And if Anonymous are watching:
Dearest Anonymous
please put an end to the Pedo crime ring, you aren't doing much else anyway.
~Anon.  
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It is happening right now!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:09:41 ID: e8c54c No.8453455

>>8453435
The FBI headed by Comey is nothing else but Clinton cronies. They'd need an internal revolt first before being able to do anything about this.  

File (hide): 0e99a959572caf3⋯.jpg (236.66 KB,
1465x1183, 1465:1183, 2e53537.jpg)

File (hide): 16c8d4690a68d98⋯.jpg (28.83 KB,
800x460, 40:23, d_fig15.jpg)

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:10:55 ID: 2ab199 No.8453464 >>8454021

>>8453435
>FBI on our side

 Hahahahahaha  

Kill yourself.

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:15:11 ID: e46b57 No.8453493

Well that didn't work.
By now Trump already knows.
All we can do now is hope I guess.
And dig.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:19:06 ID: 04acf2 No.8453524

remember dont talk about besta this is about comet and jews  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:19:39 ID: dbead7 No.8453528 >>8454076

File (hide): 053d6af17c28a86⋯.jpg (407.04 KB, 1376x1629, 1376:1629, criminalspodestas.jpg)  
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Use this to spread the fire if 
you're a competent chaos 
sorcerer.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:24:54 ID: c72943 No.8453561

>>8453559

Place your sigil at the center and fire away  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:27:17 ID: 2f10fa No.8453575 >>8453611

>>8452996
CNN is going after FlynnJr now.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:27:54 ID: 075171 No.8453579 >>8453627 >>8453691 >>8453745 >>8454907 >>8456021 >>8456277

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/25724

>read anons this Shit is gold
I think I hit the jackpot  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:28:41 ID: 1ffc81 No.8453580

>>8447936
Don't forget that the New York Times covered up the Holodomor and gaslighted its victims for 50 years!

http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2010/07/crimes_of_the_ny_times.html  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:33:15 ID: 1ffc81 No.8453604

>>8452947
Someone established that Nambla literature had been distributed at that bookstore near Comet Ping Pong  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:34:33 ID: 1ffc81 No.8453611 >>8455848

>>8453575
Lol @ Jake Tapper asking for evidence about Satanism. How about Alefantis posting on Instagram the bathroom wall of his supposed family restaurant 
and there's a naked dude ejaculating while wearing an upside-down cross. Or Alefantis connected to the Brightest Young Things group whose "about us" 
page says "hail satan". Or his love of Abromavic who cut a pentagram into herself and arranged kids into a black pentagram. Or that he posted a picture 
of himself, at Comet, covered in (fake?) blood? Or the fact that Heavy Breathing did an "all ages" "concert" at Comet where it was implied Alefantis was a 
pedophile and that Heavy Breathing uses a creepy voice modulator that sounds like a movie version of Satan.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:35:05 ID: abb7fe No.8453617 >>8453620 >>8453669

>>8453419

All he said was there were calls from people with washington area codes. Probably delusional anon fans that think they are going to make breaks in 
pizzagate to arrest everyone and telling him not to talk about it yet cause they are SOOOO close.

If he had named sources that where important he would have mentioned as much simply for the attention. He didn't which means he knows the calls were 
random autists.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:36:26 ID: e46b57 No.8453620

>>8453617
That's what I got when I made a thread actually.
I got told not yet and too soon/Trump already knows.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:37:21 ID: 289254 No.8453627 >>8453646 >>8454907

>>8453579
This is part of the email 
>The agenda-driven hidden influence comes from the stupendously wealthy and secretive private foundations whose dark money feeds Podesta?s 
Center for American  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:41:48 ID: e46b57 No.8453646

>>8453627
Center for American progress?  
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File (hide): 6f25d79948e7537⋯.png (945.77 KB, 897x944, 897:944, Clownpiece.png)

>>8453617
Pretty sure if important people told him not to talk about an important investigation, be it law enforcement or 
journalist, it would be clear not to give details as to who was looking into the matter or if the matter was even 
being officially looked into.

Not saying that's the case here, but I wouldn't write off that particular theory.  Milo is usually happy to run his 
mouth about anything.  
The other possibility is that if he did get a call from someone to tell him to drop it, the only person he would 
have listened to aside from law enforcement would be his bosses at Breitbart who would be worried about 
being associated with the story after the gunman (did he actually point his gun at anyone or even shoot it? 
Some anon said his gun jammed, and another said he had a shotgun that wasn't even fired) went into the 
pizza place.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:45:30 ID: 289254 No.8453670 >>8453691

Anons why the fuck are you so lazy read the last email I posted
>its Action Fund, a strategic pair “bridging the cultural and the electoral spheres to bring about lasting social change.” This dark money goes out CAP's 
back door to a shadowy band of zealous left-wing activist groups eager to dismantle America's productive power. We can now cast some light upon 
Podesta's dangerous dark networks, thanks to the *Washington Examiner*'s  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:48:13 ID: 289254 No.8453691 >>8454907

>>8453579
>>8453670
read the goddam thing it has way more info than what I've posted  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:50:20 ID: c72943 No.8453703

CNN is a fucking joke. The black people talk like Bill Cosby on crack and the Trump supporters sound like Larry the Cable Guy.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:56:49 ID: a0a150 No.8453745 >>8453749

>>8453579

what a great find, thx  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:57:40 ID: e46b57 No.8453749

>>8453745
>Saging a sticky  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 05:59:03 ID: a0a150 No.8453761 >>8453789 >>8454284 >>8454907

File (hide): 1ceb231b6a4b786⋯.png (116.13 KB, 619x610, 619:610, image.png)

it rly looks like a data gold mine for following the money, still need to check it longer, the 
names are hilarious - the attachment is gold as well

pic is the attachment  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:02:57 ID: 1d84cf No.8453789

>>8453761
>>8453761
Center for American progress?
So these are the globalist ass-holes who are sporting pedophile sex-trafficking and homosexuality as moral things?
Should we attack them on all fronts?  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:04:38 ID: a0a150 No.8453803

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Center_for_American_Progress

"Founder  John Podesta
Type  Public policy think tank"  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:10:03 ID: abb7fe No.8453838

>>8453669
He states "A number of phone calls with washington area codes." 

Milo wants attention if he had important sources telling him not to mention anything he would say the sources were important. He doesn't which means its 
random autists investigating pizzagate and fans of his, hence why they contacted him when he mentioned he would be talking about pizzagate.  There is 
literally no reason to suggest anything more about it. 

What is the point in reading into something that simply isn't the case. Milo is an attention whore and if he had reason to believe the "random callers" had 
any credibility beyond a civilian investigator he would have stated so. No law enforcement or journalist whistelblower has ever worked with the 
understanding that if you state them as an unnamed but credible or important source it would ruin an investigation… because it doesn't.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:10:49 ID: 289254 No.8453845

OK Anons I'm out for today, gave you a lead to follow the money. Let's hope, we find something. Mostly been seeing shills in this threads. Don't get 
distracted.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:17:43 ID: 2f10fa No.8453895

www.scribd.com/document/333348331/Edgar-Welch-Criminal-Complaint-Comet-Ping-Pong#from_embed  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:25:56 ID: 000000 No.8453940 >>8454907

I see a few posts about a secret room in back of Comet Ping Pong, if you look at google maps (3d angled and from sidestreet) it looks like door is at far 
edge as in tour video, so I don't think there can be secret room.  Does anyone know the source where the Illuminati flag (owl and cross) originally came 
from?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:33:24 ID: cda7c2 No.8453974
File (hide): 762e9e912892d25⋯.png (150.96 KB, 931x590, 931:590, IMG_9091.PNG)

Reminder James Alefantis 
= J'aime les enfants = I love 
children in french.  

File (hide): 488bdf277e77bd4⋯.png (91.16 KB,
1092x531, 364:177, 182740186012748186491.png)

File (hide): 61883b3d00cd9aa⋯.png (122.71 KB,
1085x665, 31:19, 1o31724986497163987120.png)

File (hide): 2474f60f7fef804⋯.png (94.27 KB, 928x433,
928:433, 1541549126486962187010.png)

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:34:12 ID: 846034 No.8453978

Just some entertainment for you guys.

Keep the pressure on.

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:35:07 ID: 3e6418 No.8453983
File (hide): bc6b9fb174be4fa⋯.gif (1.14 MB, 500x250, 2:1, RHEAGTy.gif)

>>8453216
Those toddlers are so fucking raw that they gave Hillary Kuru and her slimy tongue's rotting off, put em back 
in the fucking oven you bloody jew sodomite pedocunt!!!  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:42:27 ID: 2745a9 No.8454021

>>8453464
Who gives a shit about Waco?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:43:25 ID: 2745a9 No.8454027 >>8454037

>>8453419
It's Trump. Bannon knew from Andrew Breitbart.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:44:20 ID: 4cfe5a No.8454032
File (hide): 7e5e90ae483e571⋯.png (101.77 KB, 280x246, 140:123, ooo.png)

>>8448248
>that bed. 
10/10 would 
sleep in  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:45:38 ID: 2745a9 No.8454037

>>8454027
To expand on this post, the SAME Media faggots that kvetched about Bannon being a white nationalist are THE SAME PEOPLE whining about "fake 
news".

They know Bannon knows, and they are afraid.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:47:19 ID: c46d2a No.8454046

>>8451577
There was a random temporary tattoo of a green frog in some ear plugs i bought a few weeks back and i sperged out on my mom when she tried 
throwing it out and thought I was being retarded

Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 06:54:09 ID: f6e1af No.8454076

>>8453528
Comorbidity of psychological maladjustment is first degree relatives with one, and then acquaintances. Add echoes into the mix and this infographic is 
extremely suggestive to normies – recommend adding a study to that effect front and center, between the brothers  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 07:01:39 ID: 8ad64f No.8454120 >>8454125 >>8454643

File (hide): 94950424ce333d9⋯.webm (2.42 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, swedishTelevision.webm) [play once] [loop]

This is the shit I'm talking about regarding voat.  They 
delete legitimate posts and leave shit like this up.

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1464129https://voat.co/v/pizza
gate/1464129

>"Pizzagate reporters mudered by MKultra assassin"  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 07:02:40 ID: 8ad64f No.8454125

>>8454120
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1464129

pasted url twice  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 07:47:21 ID: d2da00 No.8454284 >>8454424

File (hide): 127ac99d3d87e86⋯.jpg (70.36 KB, 836x766, 418:383, Visualizing 100 Million.JPG)

>>8453761
this is the 1st time i have seen 
an infinite amount of money 
with my own eyes  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:17:32 ID: e1660b No.8454398 >>8454408 >>8454424

File (hide): 83e56294e80d854⋯.png (139.67 KB, 499x903, 499:903, urururure.png)  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:18:06 ID: fe7991 No.8454402
File (hide): a4f070a8132f61d⋯.jpg (8.98 KB, 236x234, 118:117, 1460691821490.jpg)

>>8451577
Are they fucking 
dogs too?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:20:58 ID: 3e9294 No.8454408
File (hide): 766e0bd5616b3e6⋯.png (1.38 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, Screenshot_2016-12-05-23-2….png)

>>8454398
>tip well
Every fucking time.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:25:14 ID: 95f526 No.8454422

Can anyone webm me that shady ass 'performance' at the pizza joint that is just too creepy for words? I've been looking for it since I first saw it but 
haven't seen it since.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:26:00 ID: 14aaa6 No.8454424

>>8454284
Of course its an infinite amount of money.
Even the founders of the United States understood if you create a (((Central Bank))) you just give the Jews power to abuse the printing press and use 
funny money to get real wealth, only for them of course.

>>8454398
>>SEE YOU OVER SLICES ON FRIDAY
These sick fucks!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:51:44 ID: f19af6 No.8454519

>>8452857
>Trump would send scores of pedophile elites to be marched off in handcuffs under the vociferous roars of throngs of people worldwide
inb4 they are all jews
oy vey it's a shoah!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:52:56 ID: 29c451 No.8454524

>>8450506
Seems fine. Both in ff and ps. 
Why are you trying to waste my time? Show what you have if you have it.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 08:59:58 ID: 3188bd No.8454545
File (hide): 0334079792f3b93⋯.png (1.04 MB, 978x979, 978:979, 656a41e1f765569cb8746ed6ba….png)

>>8450506

uh  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:13:52 ID: acf764 No.8454599 >>8455426 >>8455434

>>8453355
>the head of a local trucking company killed himself just a few months after business suddenly spiked

Can you give a name of company or person pls?  

File (hide): 91c4daaa3bab828⋯.png (806.11 KB,
1502x728, 751:364, Screen Shot 2016-12-06 at ….png)

File (hide): cc67801bc9a97cd⋯.jpg (158.88 KB,
700x700, 1:1, a4036100356_16.jpg)

wtf satanists Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:15:49 ID: 701022 No.8454609

It might be worth checking out some of the weird shit people are finding on bandcamp 
http://8ch.net/pol/res/8454468.html#8454600

not sure if we can connect it to high-level but there are definitely some low-level pedos on this site.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:26:57 ID: 000000 No.8454643 >>8454712 >>8454780 >>8454927 >>8456415 >>8456426

>>8447193
>voat is compromised. there will never be any new leads or real information on the front page of /v/pizzagate.

>>8452579
>because the /v/pizzagate board has been compromised since day one. mods actively removing important leads and sliding things they can't remove. the 
/r/pizzagate mod team (compromised af) created and mod the voat board.
>there will never be any relevant leads there

>>8452658
>as if that was not enough, the whole mod team is most likely compromised.

can you faggots pls stop spouting shit-tier statements like this. 

I'm the owner of /v/pizzagate subverse and I specifically purged all the ex-reddit mods and picked people from the community to take over, a mix of new 
and oldfags and moderators of /v/protectvoat

There's now a sub here https://voat.co/v/pizzagatemods/ for transparent moderation discussions

you can also view the sub deletion log here https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/modlog/submission in case you have any reservations

Here is the modlist with their roles - https://voat.co/v/pizzagatemods/1465205

Claiming 'hur dur voat is compromised' is literal well poisoning by retards (or shills, cant tell) so people don't go to voat and don't cross pollinate info. The 
best strat in this investigation is decentralization - its probable that every place we set up will get compromised at some point, so fucking cross pollinate 
and don't rely on this fucking place to hold up for you any more than the last. 

>>8452019
>couldn't help but notice that money laundering sticky disappeared

People were asking for the summary to be put up as sticky instead. I am not deep into the investigation, I rely on the community to tell me whats 
important. Do you think the laundering sticky is still important to have as our only single sticky? Please tell me why.

>>8454120

Can you please let me know which posts you think were legitimate and got deleted.

We are doing our fucking best, we're not gods and we cant presume to know what's legit and what's not.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:28:33 ID: 4a0bf5 No.8454651

>>8450324
Why contain it?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:36:43 ID: 7d9d43 No.8454681 >>8454716

what would anonymously calling the cops about bodies to that location do?
good or bad?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:45:13 ID: dbead7 No.8454712 >>8454767 >>8454780 >>8454894

>>8454643

You're doing great, man.

They intentionally want you to feel anxious, angry and feel negative. That is the goal.

Just know that shit is fake and you rise right above it, know you are winning, know you can be zen.

Outwardly, you should be treating them like you are the zen master and they are on your turf.

Hillary is being tied to the Finnish sex trafficking, btw, everyone. Politician and two journalists dead.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:47:57 ID: 846034 No.8454716 >>8454743

>>8454681
You'd be put in a van.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 09:58:43 ID: 8a42ea No.8454743 >>8454782

>>8454716

I think you are doing great on Voat as well. I checked the mod logs, everything looked good.

I have been kind of reporting off topic threads and dupe/shill comments on voat to try to help you guys as well.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:00:14 ID: 8a42ea No.8454747

Fuck I misquoted voat owner anon  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:04:44 ID: 000000 No.8454767

>>8454712
*cries*

Thanks anon. much love <3  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:07:41 ID: 454b76 No.8454780 >>8454804

>>8454712
This. It's exactly what happened to the the WhereIsAssange mod, shills constantly complained about anything and everything until the mod thought the 
community was against him and he chose to step down.
>>8454643
You're doing God's work anon, hang in there man.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:08:06 ID: 000000 No.8454782

>>8454743

thanks. we absolutely rely on the community to be lucid and help us  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:13:24 ID: 000000 No.8454804 >>8454862

>>8454780

I actually thought about giving up, in the middle of the biggest shitstorm id ever experienced. I cried a lot. 

But with the help of a few voaters I made it through. @crensch is one of the main ones. 

I HAD to purge the old reddit mods - I added them and they were literally doing NOTHING, except deleting comments which kept getting me in trouble 
with the voat community. 

They and their group now say they don't trust voat and refuse to participate. Don't know how to read that. 

I think I've set up a mod team that's now reliable, accountable and helpful. I'm going to slowly phase out my involvement, but stay as a redundancy owner 
(as part of a group of 3) as an emergency fallback, and canary.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:31:09 ID: 454b76 No.8454862

>>8454804
The first week pizzagate came to voat it was a cesspool, not a single productive discussion to be found. Now it seems like the most productive forum of 
them all. No matter what happens you should take solace knowing your contribution made a difference.
The coming weeks before the inauguration will be the most difficult by far.  Stay strong friend.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:41:05 ID: ba25b3 No.8454894 >>8454897 >>8454906

>>8454712
Rumours in the Northern English city of Stoke-on-Trent push this way.

During the Westminster/Eddy Heath shit, there was someone who was raped under police watch by our former PM, very closeby in a relatively rural part 
of the county. 

Anything I should look out for? Symbols, names, companies, etc, which would operate on British soil?

Stoke is a transport hub and pretty much, alongside Crewe, the center of the UK.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:41:50 ID: ba25b3 No.8454897

>>8454894
If you ask any of the older people, they will say thousands of people are smuggled through here on a weekly basis - going anywhere in the UK means 
you'll probably end up passing through Stoke.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:44:12 ID: dbead7 No.8454906 >>8454908

>>8454894

Security Guards for Transportation (port/trains/etc) that have been arrested for trafficking/sex crimes.  
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File (hide): 92c52fedfa0b34c⋯.png (1.13 MB,
1042x813, 1042:813, alice.PNG)
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:45:27 ID: 67f68a No.8454907 >>8454920

>>8453940
yes, there's a door in the back and there is a secret room, I roughly reconstructed CPPs layout  from photos of alefantis instagram and a video of the 
interior as seen in posts above.

This site was posted above, but received no attention : https://alicelovers.net/
a girl lover site, pic related, even includes the symbolism

>>8453579

>>8453691
>>8453627
>>8453761
reposting the other image from before, i think this deserves attention as well
>This dark money goes out CAP's back door to a shadowy band of zealous left-wing activist groups eager to dismantle America's productive power
>It’s all performance art, like the Wizard of Oz or stage magic, dazzling by the misdirection of attention: Listen to our wails of outrage over here while we 
wreck America’s industrial strength over there  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:45:47 ID: ba25b3 No.8454908 >>8454949 >>8454978

>>8454906
Gonna be pretty hard to see that.

Then again I've seen plenty of transportation and not a single guard. 

If I see a security guard looking suspicious, I'll try to get a photo.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:46:37 ID: f8bbe5 No.8454914

So this "shooter" had deep connections with a film studio "Forever young" they seem to be all mixed up with 
liberal causes.  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3204782/

>Taglines: Church doors open at eleven and everyone that passes through them is white. Two hundred 
yards away, another church is opening to an all black congregation. Why are Martin Luther King Jr.'s words 
about eleven o'clock on Sunday being the most segregated hour in America still valid?

He also has a history of drug abuse and has children, lots of leverage someone could have put on him.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:48:31 ID: 67f68a No.8454920 >>8455472

>>8454907
https://alicelovers.net/links.htm

FBI smybols confirmed

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:50:28 ID: 000000 No.8454927

>>8454643

Yeah you are doing a fantastic job.

I applied for a mod post, first got a tentative ok, then I guess i was knocked back later… in hindsight looking at your posts here I see why.. Not to worry, I 
have deleted my account anyway.

The shills are pretty sophisticated. A lot of the regulars who make postings that end up in "hot", are reframing other peoples rising posts with better click-
bait titles. And I think deliberately framing it the way they want to leave out certain details or go in a certain direction. You can tell the posts from lack of 
sources and sensationalism. But it's not easy for a mod to prevent this.

Don't back down, you are doing great.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 10:56:54 ID: dbead7 No.8454949

>>8454908

Criminal records. It's been a while since I lived in London. 

I bring up security guard specifically because of a social media rabbit hole I ended up on as a result of laughing horse.

I kept coming across security guards with arrests.

If you can find evidence of dirty security guards involved in freight/cargo, then you are usually onto something bigger.

I'll have a gander at Stokes on Trent's news and whatnots.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 11:05:24 ID: dbead7 No.8454978 >>8456235

>>8454908

stokesentinel.co.uk/group-launched-tackle-human-trafficking-stoke/story-25936819-detail/story.html

staffordshire.gov.uk/yourcouncil/decisionmakingcouncil/roleofscrutiny/scrutinylibrary/scrutinyreports2012/childsexualexploitationandinternaltraffickingscruti
nyreview.pdf

safeguardingchildren.stoke.gov.uk/ccm/content/safeguarding-children/adults-folder/abuse/child-sexual-exploitation.en

I mean… it's happening in your area. Liverpool has some accusations of satanism running around.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 11:31:52 ID: 743631 No.8455049

>>8455016
>listen just because someone uses that symbol does not mean they are related to an international child trafficing network
It does mean they're pedos, though.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 11:33:00 ID: 67f68a No.8455054

>>8455016
pedo?

I said that this confirms the symbols, which was being questioned before because the only sauce we had for them was the FBI image

the site also has some links to forums which I'm checking for infos which might be related to our case  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 11:46:01 ID: 90ba7b No.8455104 >>8455121 >>8455593 >>8455780 >>8456460

>>8447854
>>8446865
>>8452172

I know too.  Very chilling when it all sinks in.  
Lately I think John Podesta runs a "leverage" operation, human blackmail for HRC.  Alefantis is one arm of it.  His "Skippy" So CPPP and Podesta are 
essential for the CF.
Todd And Clare dumps suggested Premise and Flashpoint were part of a surveillance system as well separate from the NSA.  So it all makes sense to 
me.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 11:49:29 ID: 8047ec No.8455117 >>8457133

>>8451027
This.
Even without forensic 
evidence, the guilt is written all 
over the parents' faces.
Gerry especially, finds it very 
difficult to hold in his duping 
delight.
>>8451063
It's not clear how or why they 
killed her.
>then they covered it up by 
shouting 'child abduction' 
afterwards?

Yes.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 11:50:53 ID: 14aaa6 No.8455121 >>8455151 >>8455161

>>8455104
Hey do you think they got a permit to do this?
Even though its on private property, I doubt you can just start messing with water and gas pipes going through your old buildings which may be linked in 
many inconceivable ways.

If they did get a permit there would be a public record of someone who came out to the place and inspected it and or mapped it out.

It would be interesting to see if this inspector has given a lot of permits to Comet Pizza. If he's one of them?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:00:15 ID: ed443e No.8455151 >>8455188

>>8455121
In bongland proper procedure is to notify building control and the gasboard/waterboard if you are beginning a large construction project. These rules are 
for domestic properties too so I would imagine being a commercial building it would have to comply since the incoming gas main to a property that size 
would be considerably larger than any domestic house.
I don't profess to know the regulations for burgers however I would be surprised if they were drastically different.

t. Plumber  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:04:08 ID: 8047ec No.8455161 >>8455188

>>8455121
Maintenance, refubishment and construction happens all the time in dense urban areas.
You contact the equipment owners and they check their P+IDs. You also take care when digging.  This isn't specific policy, no idea how burgers do it by 
the book, but this is basic procedure everywhere.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:11:29 ID: 14aaa6 No.8455188 >>8455203

>>8455151
>>8455161
Yeah from the .gov website for New York City someone did come out. It would be interesting to know the bios of that person and whether or not they have 
worked with Comet Pizza many times before.

>>some minor projects aren't subject to the permit requirement. Simple repairs or replacing existing faucets, toilets and sinks are considered cosmetic; 
someone without a license may do this without a permit.

This doesn't look like a small job not requiring a permit, what if the NYC works department looked into this?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:15:34 ID: 8047ec No.8455203 >>8455212 >>8455226

>>8455188
What's the penalty for not obtaining planning permission/permits?
IMO someone intending to install a hidden room would just take the risk instead of leaving documentation about its existence.
These guys don't seem like they'd be phased by a fine.  

White Collar Crimes Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:16:15 ID: 7a20b5 No.8455207
File (hide): 273ceb9ee9855bd⋯.jpg (19.68 KB, 354x400, 177:200, preview.jpg)

>>8445859

ARYEH GREENES
Bank Fraud; False Statements to a Federally Insured Financial Institution; Aiding and  
Abetting and Causing an Act to be Done

Aryeh Greenes, along with his co-defendant, Aviv Mizrahi (aka Aviv Shoham Schwartz), are wanted for their 
alleged involvement in defrauding financial institutions of $33 million in California, and elsewhere, from February 
2004 to June 2008.

Greenes was the Chief Financial Officer of several of Mizrahi's electronic wholesaling businesses, in which he 
allegedly held millions in receivables and assets. Financial institutions entered into loan agreements with these 
companies because the companies granted a security interest in their inventory and accounts receivables. 
Greenes and Mizrahi allegedly submitted fraudulent documents to lending institutions to obtain or increase loans 
- including accounts receivable summaries, tax returns, borrowing base certificates and financial statements. 
Greenes allegedly made false statements to obtain loans or increase existing loans for the companies, including 
displaying inflated company assets, sales, and accounts receivable information which he knew were significantly 

less than the amounts represented on documents submitted to the financial institutions. Most of the purported inventory and accounts receivables of 
Mizrahi's companies did not exist and some of the accounts payable were non-existent. The companies' inventory was auctioned off, but the proceeds 
only resolved or repaid a small amount of the loans.

 

A federal arrest warrant was issued for Greenes in the United States District Court, Central District of California, on January 30, 2014, after he was 
charged with bank fraud, false statements to a federally insured financial institution, aiding and abetting, and causing an act to be done.

Submit a Tip:

If you have any information concerning this person, please contact your local FBI office or the nearest American Embassy or Consulate.

https://www.fbi.gov/wanted/wcc/aryeh-greenes

https://www.fbi.gov/wanted/wcc  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:19:02 ID: 14aaa6 No.8455212

>>8455203
They might be when an inspection is levied against them. Unless they have a man or men in the appropriate places to do inspection for them or prevent it 
from happening.

Such a person would be a public person and might have a public past such as previous contract they have signed off on and the like.

On another note forgot Comet Pizza is in DC not NYC, so using that site instead.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:21:58 ID: 442e95 No.8455222

>>8445810 (OP)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTvnCim612Q

Glenn Becks a faggot alright? But before he went off the deep end he made several references to pizzagate, Andrew did before dying and now Milo 
announced he is being told he can't speak on the subject, Infowars is stepping back and even directly said they can't speak on the subject without legal 
repercussions, several other media outlets are also backing off.

Gag orders happening? Can we uncuck one of these faggots to bring some attention to this? I think Glenn Beck could easily be pressured into speaking 
about it, even though he's a bi-polar faggot now he's still quite cordial and typically open with radio callers.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:23:05 ID: 14aaa6 No.8455226 >>8455252

>>8455203
So of course there are no permits online.
I'd have to call the department and have them pull the history. With this recent shooting that might guess my motive when I say the address though or 
want me to come in.

idk this could be an attack vector they hadn't thought of  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 12:30:52 ID: 8047ec No.8455252

>>8455226
It's worth looking in to of course, mistakes happen.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 13:21:28 ID: 90ba7b No.8455410 >>8455418

File (hide): f1e1328ebcf4153⋯.jpg (14.33 KB, 255x191, 255:191, image.jpg)

>>8446259
I have that same feeling.  I stopped following her on Twitter.  All the large Twitter feeds are suspect although 
I like Seaman so far.  

This videographer Saving Grace made a video claiming the CPPP hack was fake went over the top.  Face 
it, no one really knows for sure.  Yet she went all out on it.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 13:22:30 ID: 90ba7b No.8455418

>>8455410
And Seaman quit Twitter.  Yes all the big twitters are still suspect.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 13:25:23 ID: 0eb983 No.8455426

>>8454599
No I can't as I didn't write it. It's a 4pol post that was quickly removed.

See >>8453355  

File (hide): 349668bc0b21ca9⋯.png (164.99 KB,
1009x939, 1009:939, 4pol404.png)

File (hide): d3847d5c74917f2⋯.jpg (49.91 KB,
750x400, 15:8, Trumpfingersxlarge2-750x40….jpg)

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 13:26:25 ID: 0eb983 No.8455434

>(images failed to post)
>>8454599
No I can't as I didn't write it. It's a 4pol post that was quickly removed.

See >>8453355

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 13:31:32 ID: c225ca No.8455445

Off topic but anyone else feel like stickies kill the thread? Not always but sometimes it seems theres lack of replies to a hot topic because its not going 
anywhere and less motivation to keep it bumped  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 13:40:01 ID: 25eaa4 No.8455472 >>8455513 >>8455657 >>8455664 >>8457188

>>8454920
Based on the Girl Lover Forum image I did a search of logos that include hopscotch as their theme and came across an interesting trail of sorts. I don't 
really suspect anyone here of any wrong doing, but the coincidences are intriguing and on going…

First place I landed was this music festival:

http://hopscotchmusicfest.com/

If you scroll down you see this video;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIQZs4iwOpE

zpizza at 0:40 (coincidence 1)

The video was put together by Runaway Clothing run by Gabriel Eng-Goetz. 

Runaway logos feature; rabbits, children leaving home etc. (coincidence 2)
https://runawayclothes.com/t/categories/all

This short video shows Goetz to be an ordinary looking guy who adapts childrens art with some darkly ironic themes;
http://www.prshnth.com/durm/
Runaway Clothing and Hopscotch Music Festival are both based in Durham, North Carolina. in an area called the Research Triangle or simply the 
Triangle (coincidence 3);
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_Triangle

Then later on I found this site that promotes Hopscotch festival. Their logo looks interesting, maybe someone with a knowledge of chaos magick can 
enlighten us as to any deeper meaning. Clicking around the site, I found a mention of Krampus (coincidence 4)
http://www.paradiseofbachelors.com/annual-krampus-day-sale-20-off-through-dec-11/
http://www.paradiseofbachelors.com/hopscotch/

Hopscotch is a fairly big design company based in France. http://www.hopscotchgroupe.com/en/ according to the wiki page of its owner; 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frédéric_Bedin

"Listed since 1998 in the C segment of NYSE Euronext Paris, Hopscotch Groupe posted a gross margin of 53.5 million euros and a 2014 turnover of 141 
million euros and 545 employees."

And is co-owned by Lionel Couchan; http://www.zimbio.com/Lionel+Chouchan
who seems to have connections with Brazil, Japan, (Michael Bay), Renault and Cannes Film Festival.

Why are Hopscotch Group promoting this festival in North Carolina and why are thy teaming up with this Runaway group? Something seems off about it.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 13:48:44 ID: 25eaa4 No.8455513 >>8455664 >>8457188

File (hide): 7b2f3168e452027⋯.jpeg (16.91 KB, 300x177, 100:59, MOPS-Australia-logo-2013-….jpeg)

http://www.eathopscotch.com/our-story/

A green conscious restaurant with an interest in community and children;

"Hopscotch is committed to working with local schools in every community we’re a part of. Our first step is 
donating our opening day proceeds from each of our new restaurants to schools in our community. We 
follow that up with education about food and sustainability, and helping kids get access to better food. Kids 
are our future and we’re working to help them live healthier and more balanced lives. Check back soon for 
more details."

http://www.newhopekellyville.org.au/hopscotch-3/

Mothers of Pre-Schoolers (MOPS) logo has a paedo-quality to it.

I don't really suspect any of these people, just following the trail of bread crumbs…

>>8455472
Also notice how the letter 'R' is important to the Runaway logo and the Paradise of Bachelors logo.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:12:13 ID: 25eaa4 No.8455593 >>8455655

>>8455104
The new map is great and all, but one thing still bugs me about it. If you look there at the first image you posted of the building work, we have the door, 
and the area where the sump hole is, but to the right of this we have a second opening, where the trench is going. According to the new floor plan that 
opening should lead directly into the carpark and yet it doesn't. How to explain this?  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:18:21 ID: 643b01 No.8455614

>>8446376
>MUH PR

No,nigger. Bad and fake leads would have happened anyway. We need to spread this everywhere and crowd-source the shit out of it.

Even the non-believers will shift their perception a little. Start noticing stuff.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:31:02 ID: 90ba7b No.8455655 >>8455879

>>8455593
Thinking.  Need to look at vids of tours.

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:32:06 ID: 25eaa4 No.8455657

>>8455472
Lionel Chouchan seems like an interesting and well connected fellow.

He is responsible for the creation of the Deauville American Film Festival http://www.festival-deauville.com/DEV/index.php?pid=1

>Deauville… and the surrounding Côte Fleurie are still a high-profile seaside resort, haven for the rich and famous as well as for the more discreet 
families of French high society such as the Rothschilds who own some Norman manor nearby Deauville."

>From 26–27 May 2011, Deauville hosted the 37th G8 summit.

held at the Lucien Barriere Hotel 

http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Groupe_Lucien_Barri%C3%A8re  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:33:09 ID: e6c9f7 No.8455661 >>8455716 >>8455731 >>8455736

File (hide): b0bea02631baada⋯.png (1.24 MB, 794x1123, 794:1123, Ushiromiya_Hitora.png)

>tfw I can't tell if this thread is full of idiots who honestly believe pizzagate isn't a false flag, post-CTR fags who are trying 
to discredit /pol/ by shilling this false flag, or people pretending to believe it to troll or thinking that they will meme a pedo-
ring into reality.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:33:46 ID: 67f68a No.8455664

>>8455472
>>8455513
far-fetched, but keep going if you think your onto something  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:45:13 ID: 7584e8 No.8455716

>>8455661
reported for being a pedo-ring denier  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:48:21 ID: e5c35e No.8455731 >>8455740

>>8455661
>yes goyim..nothing to see here!
>you guys are idiots for investigating things
>didn't you see thi

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:49:14 ID: e5c35e No.8455736

>>8455661
>didn't you see this was fake on the news?
>are you trying to cause more shootings?
>you're doing nothing but making yourselves look stupid

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:50:28 ID: e6c9f7 No.8455740

>>8455731
>l-look goy, he said he doesn't have a basement once, but in another interview he said he keeps cans of tomatoes in his basement, isn't that suspicious, 
you filthy fucking goyim?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:55:49 ID: 9e0247 No.8455770

>>8446600
He's apparently in the fuggin Rosicrucians too at least according to his CV on his website.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:56:33 ID: fdb86c No.8455780 >>8455879 >>8456460

>>8455104
reminder that they're using the "comet doesnt have a basement" narrative as a distraction. the basement with the hole then trenches is under besta. so in 
that sense it's true comet doesnt have a basement. they will use anything in their power to discredit you and this is one example.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 14:59:55 ID: 9e0247 No.8455794 >>8456460

Next door to CPPP is a dentist. Look into it.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 15:14:01 ID: fbc045 No.8455848

>>8453611
To be true to everyone, I don't belive one second the whole Satan Worship angle, As far as I can see its mostly a distraction to go search about the 
bohemian groove.
The only thing I can see about Alefantis (Other than him being an alleged paedo) its that he is decadent and empty, His life is so empty he does edgy stuff 
like the inverted cross.
Nothing of what you are saying is what a satan worshipper does and you seem to be trapped in the 90's, 
Well actually everyone is going back to the 90's only that now we are the Pedo hysterians and Satan pushing idiots, I wish we had actual concrete proof 
instead of several possible connections. everything points to pedo but there is nothing that could actually says that he commited the crime other than the 
reactions of the MSM and the way they talk.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 15:17:06 ID: 7f2d35 No.8455858
File (hide): 651fb5dc783f068⋯.png (200.78 KB, 1789x560, 1789:560, Kill_the_truth_truth_kills….png)

>>8446732
underrated post
capped  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 15:22:50 ID: 67f68a No.8455879 >>8455915 >>8456000

File (hide): 1b78f0cc65404da⋯.png (709.57 KB, 960x540, 16:9, curt.png)

>>8455780
interesting idea, someone should check out the shops next to besta, which are in the same building.

when I made this map
>>8446865
I didn't think about it being in another bulding. It would work the way I drew it, but now that I see the pictures 
again I see that the height of the ceiling doesn't match with the kids party room.
>>8455655
I suppose they didn't build a new roof, so this has to be another bulding.

What's behind the third curtain on the right side after entering the party room? Is there actually a 3rd curtain or was the youtube girl just stupid? Maybe 
this 3rd curtain is the 2nd curtain which leads from the ping pong to the party room.

He posted the pictures of the construction and the picture of the finished room on his instagram, so it definitely isn't "some place he was looking at". Is it 
at Besta? Someone brave go there and check out the back of the buildings and the space in the Besta bulding.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 15:34:26 ID: e5c35e No.8455915 >>8455931

>>8455879
youtube girls anecdotal evidence of what happened to her friend is just too hard for me to take seriously
am i the only one thinking it's kinda shady?  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 15:38:39 ID: 67f68a No.8455931

>>8455915
well, it's not very helpful. what she described implies a lot, but it's nothing solid. maybe those people just parked their car in the back and thats why they 
didn't return, maybe that woman with a kid was just a bad mother.
maybe they all went to besta and had sex with little kids, we don't know.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 15:59:51 ID: 90ba7b No.8456000 >>8456186 >>8456211

>>8455879

I think I discovered an anomaly with the bathroom which I know was remodeled and could have a secret passage !

Yes I've looked at the tour video a few times.  

The refrigerator room may or may not be here at CPPP.  The width of the party room is not different from rest of restaurant. 
If they built a "Hallway" or a sequestered area all along the R perimeter it would fit the "refrigerated room".  There is a red beam on ceiling that crosses 
and fits in the party room and the trough picture. 

The bathroom is strange and along the R side of seen space.  The entryway to the BR with the wood is longer than the bathroom with the commode by 
double.  The left wall there now may have been 'sealed'. Why would they waste space?  
Look at view of bathroom area from rear view as the tour is ending.  It sticks out more than that entryway with the woodstacks.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:04:12 ID: 519a61 No.8456021 >>8456040 >>8456071 >>8456211

>>8453579
so is anyone looking into this, don’t know why this is getting overlooked. this is as close as will get to a trail of  
breadcrumbs  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:05:41 ID: b43eac No.8456026
File (hide): bafcddb6c2d20a7⋯.jpg (122.81 KB, 601x600, 601:600, 10441019_733833676653528_2….jpg)

>>8446732
yes, the fire rises  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:09:01 ID: 90ba7b No.8456040 >>8456071

>>8456021
Yes that is very important.  I made a post about it.  It's John Podesta managing a blackmail leverage operation.  Twisting people's arms.  There is another 
email where Podesta says Bernie Sanders is going rouge and tells them "don't we have leverage on him?" Or something similar.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:11:41 ID: 2b953e No.8456055 >>8456234 >>8456263 >>8456305 >>8456962 >>8457188

File (hide): be422be228fcf7f⋯.png (1.43 MB, 1017x605, 1017:605, g1.png)

Does anyone else find it strange that Comet Ping Pong's hours are 5-9, yet the false flag took place at 4:10 
PM?

That's not surprising, considering that it would be easier to stage a false event before the place normally 
opens, to cut down on the number of customers who are not in on it, since they know it doesn't open till 5 
and wouldn't go for pizza there that early? I guess they will just say, "we opened early that day, earlier than 
our usual time by just an hour". This seems to be another glitch in the official story. 

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/ 1461923  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:13:52 ID: 7584e8 No.8456071 >>8456122

>>8456021
>>8456040
This is the article she sent him
https://archive.is/7iPMV  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:21:47 ID: 775480 No.8456111

>>8445859
>I really want to kill these people
Please try it so you can get the death penalty like you deserve.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:23:23 ID: 55ec6e No.8456122
File (hide): 16f270da1f214db⋯.png (56.04 KB, 737x253, 67:23, ClipboardImage.png)

>>8456071

Out of context, sounds like JP over there has a 
friend that is a dark and foreboding presence. 

Either way, this Skippy nickname could have 
significance.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:35:34 ID: 1dcc83 No.8456182

The number is 303-713-8255, if anyone that knows a lot about this is willing, please call!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:35:52 ID: 519a61 No.8456184

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lvJBD25kDM  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:36:40 ID: 90ba7b No.8456186

>>8456000

Some Anon needs to see if Right perimeter of CPPP that we see lines up with left side perimeter of business to right of CPPP.  If there is an 8 foot gap 
wall to wall then there could be the refrigerator room or other passage.  

Also, the backside of bathroom in CPPP need to verify its not an employee bathroom.  From tour video it looks all blocked off.  There is 6 x 6 foot 
unexplained contained space to rear of commode room.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:39:19 ID: 1dcc83 No.8456206 >>8456262

I tried to record the audio. Wondering what is the best way to upload it, would be good to hear what we are up against for the disbelievers. Recorded it on 
my iphone, audio is decent.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:39:33 ID: 4f16f0 No.8456208

I AM MAD. MAD ABOUT FALSE FLAGS.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:39:43 ID: 67f68a No.8456211 >>8456316

>>8456021
i took a look at it, but I'm too tired for real work, i would appreciate if someone would research it.

>>8456000
what do you think about the height of the ceiling? -> compare the pictures of the construction work with the videos of the party room, does it match? 
maybe my perception deceived me  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:45:12 ID: 680bbb No.8456234 >>8456248

>>8456055
You ever worked in a restaurant? Chefs and dishwashers are usually there way before serving hours. That is a good point about the customers though.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:45:24 ID: ba25b3 No.8456235

>>8454978
Thanks pal - like I said, Stoke has rumours especially among the older folk.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:48:10 ID: ba25b3 No.8456248 >>8456305

>>8456234
Way before?

One - it's hardly a restaurant. It's a pizza joint - chefs would be there, max, an hour before. Dishwashers easily on time. 

10 minutes to attack the one or two chefs who would be on at that time?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:50:12 ID: 25eaa4 No.8456262

>>8456206
Try vocaroo  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:50:10 ID: df4397 No.8456263 >>8456305

>>8456055
As someone who work in a restaurant I can explain that away as winter hours. The reason employees would be there is they are setting up for when they 
open at 5. However you are correct opening early is something you generally don't do because it can fuck up the cooks and you would only open early for 
special customers or customers you know personally. This actually makes it seem EVEN more like a false flag going by that logic. Also if it was someone 
from here they would have forced them to show them the basement instead of shooting the ceiling like a retard maybe take a few hostages or it would 
have been covert.

It always amazes me and probably neutral parties, alphabet soups and our enemies how influential we actually are.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:53:14 ID: c70bf7 No.8456277

>>8453579
Bump  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:53:18 ID: 04acf2 No.8456279 >>8456304 >>8457216

does anyone else know/care that when searching on yahoo news an article by nbc washington was also cached before it happened

google and washingtonian
yahoo and nbc washington  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:57:22 ID: df4397 No.8456304 >>8456337

>>8456279
Provide evidence and then go to town with it. People already distrust the media let's hammer it in further.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:57:31 ID: 67f68a No.8456305 >>8456962

>>8456055
>>8456248
>>8456263
it was sunday, right? they open at 11.30 on weekends.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 16:58:57 ID: 90ba7b No.8456316 >>8456396 >>8456416

>>8456211
The Red Cross beam and height seem ok to me.  Alefantis on tour almost is overly proud to show commode room of BR.  All newly remodeled.  I'm pretty 
sure something is up with the bathroom.  Here are some more pics.  Need software to make infographic.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:02:14 ID: 04acf2 No.8456337 >>8456351 >>8456476

File (hide): 8912b36881b94f0⋯.png (521.43 KB, 2532x808, 633:202, y.png)

>>8456304
The archive link for the google search is 
https://archive.fo/vvhxb
regarding yahoo, i personally took this screenshot so i 
know it's real but did anyone get an archive of it?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:04:44 ID: df4397 No.8456351 >>8456369 >>8456370

>>8456337
When did the alleged attack happen?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:06:37 ID: 04acf2 No.8456369 >>8456476

>>8456351 trolling? do a google search 3pm  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:06:43 ID: e5c35e No.8456370

>>8456351
3pm est  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:10:54 ID: 67f68a No.8456396

>>8456316
maybe it's because alefantis is a manlet that the ceiling looks so much higher in the video than on the photos
heres a better version video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVg6qWdDg1k turned by 90°
if that tard wasn't such a bad cameraman it would be much easier.  
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File (hide): c2f7efca8260694⋯.png (71.06 KB,
708x818, 354:409, fakenews.png)

File (hide):
7b38f7b3d94e407⋯.png
(161.91 KB, 1036x2024, 259:506,
fakenews2.png)

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:12:53 ID: 03a540 No.8456411 >>8456476

>>8447936
All I searched for was "pizzagate"

First pic was made before the "fake" gunman.

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:13:04 ID: 643b01 No.8456415 >>8456426

>>8454643

You're doing fine. Stop worrying and teach your own normalfags to ignore D&C. It's not going to stop.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:13:27 ID: 90ba7b No.8456416

>>8456316
I made a mistake.  There is a second bathroom Alefantis alludes to but we don't see it inside it.  Sorry there isn't unexplained space.  All I posted on BR is 
wrong.  Possible secret passage but I have no proof of that.  Sorry..  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:14:17 ID: ca1e2e No.8456420 >>8456476

File (hide): 72a3110ee8a34cf⋯.jpg (26.14 KB, 590x284, 295:142, pay_no_attention_to_that_m….jpg)

>>8452794

WHEN WILL THEY LEARN?

Courage is all it takes. If we go 100%, we will surely discover 
that it was always just a human behind a curtain.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:15:45 ID: 04acf2 No.8456426 >>8456476

>>8454643
>>8456415

No shills you're trying to make Pizzagate about Comet Ping Pong which it's not and manipulating the sub with downvotes/upvotes when people talk about 
important things 

It's not about deletion it's about alt accounts and vote manipulation  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:17:05 ID: b43eac No.8456435

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/  1465396
disisgoot.jpg  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:20:33 ID: 90ba7b No.8456460

>>8455780
>>8455104
>>8455794

It isn't a basements because the trench construction pic shows sunlight in the two entrances, one with steps and one with direct.  I will look into the dentist 
shop. 

I'd still like to see if the is extra space beyond the second bathroom. 9more rear one) and if that could have extra space or passage.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:23:16 ID: df4397 No.8456476 >>8456513 >>8456533 >>8456556

>>8456420
This and even if they killed us all we would make it as Pyrrhic of a victory as possible.

>>8456369
No I was being a bit lazy and it is hard to keep up with everything happening right now.

>>8456411
>>8456337
Find more evidence and start making some nice red pills to drop about this.

>>8456426
>go to first thread
>it's about investigating comet ping pong
Yeah whatever you say.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:27:31 ID: ca1e2e No.8456513 >>8456571

>>8456476

Let them kill us all then! That's the big problem with all of this. Everyone here is afraid. Everyone is safe behind their keyboard and internet investigation. 
It's human fear that ensures we don't all organize and do something about this in the physical world. 

>Muh I'll get arrested
>Muh I'll lose my friends
>Muh what if I'm wrong?

How about MUH Kids are being abducted and ritually abused and sacrificed.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:30:52 ID: 03a540 No.8456533

>>8456476
Well in terms of evidence, I'm not sure how much my search is related to my browser. I'm not logged in. All I noticed is that none of the so-called "fake 
news" website are included in the top hits for "pizzagate" when I search it in google, whereas a few days ago, they were the majority of hits (infowars etc.)

It seems the algorithms that remove "fake news" from results are now in full implementation. One question for the controllers is that, if the "fake news" is 
being censored so hard how will they be able to blame the spread of information on "fake news" in the future?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:31:35 ID: 383d88 No.8456536
File (hide): 76f0f12e639d251⋯.webm (645.26 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, peetza gaite.webm) [play once] [loop]

 

File (hide): 99c481aa83bf526⋯.png (1.25 MB,
1262x1398, 631:699, a.png)

File (hide): b35fa07cecdf135⋯.png (822.05 KB,
1272x660, 106:55, b.png)

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:35:00 ID: 04acf2 No.8456556 >>8456565

>>8456476
Yeah keep concentrating on comet ping pong. it's totally not a fake distraction despite two news articles being cached on two difference search engines 
before the incident occurred (an incident which makes pizzagate look stupid overall) and the traffic camera (http://app.ddot.dc.gov/) being temporarily 
pointed away during the incident.  keep focusing on comet like the MSM wants you to and don't worry about what i'm attaching here (oc)  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:36:23 ID: 04acf2 No.8456565

>>8456556

(after all is said and done, besta will quietly close and comet will remain open. it's dec 6 i'm calling this now)  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:36:49 ID: df4397 No.8456571

>>8456513
The first two most of us are not really worried about I am sure. The issue is you need to get in and get out with hard evidence without them finding out 
then spread it as fast as possible to a level the public could not ignore it.  Finally you could burn the building down today it wouldn't actually stop anything. 
The people in charge would set up shop again only with better security and it would ruin everything.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:42:34 ID: 62ca34 No.8456623 >>8457188 >>8457286

File (hide): 7779abf395a5916⋯.png (940.2 KB, 1108x630, 554:315, IW_NewHireWeirdSuspiciousP….png)

>>8445975

This doesn't sound good …

I think i've had enough with his milktoast middle-of-the-road crap, this guy is going to jeopardize being 
infiltrated, the format of the show is affecting him, the popularity as well, he's getting lazy, it's sad.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrf7qYRdKRw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrf7qYRdKRw
(someone posted already)

LOOK AT ALL THE COMMENTS THEY ARE ALL WORRIED THAT HE'S SO EMOTIONAL HE'S TOTALLY BEING TRICKED INTO JUST HIRING A 
RANDOM GUY THAT SUPPOSABLY EXPERTLY CHECKED OUT THE PIZZA PLACE BY GOING THERE ONE TIME WITH KIDS OMFFFFFG

But I still don't think AJ is an agent, he's just influenced and he's also full of his middle-of-the-road crap that's gonna destroy him one day, he's always 
doing this.

I was already going to move on anyway, I'm to hardcore for his high-school level show, and many people have already moved on, he's stil lfocusing on the 
beginners. But he still peddles the "front line" idea, he's not the front line anymore, maybe only in politics, but come on, there's so many front lines he has 
little coverage on.

Look guys, it's well known AJ is very exhausted, he had some big family issue which he won't talk about going on for 2 years, 2014 was a disaster, rants 
were crap, the show barely listenable but he still does a lot of good waking up the sheeple and the ordinary people, I wouldn't be here if it wasn't for him, 
unfortunately just as slavery never ended it just got more sophisitcated so will the NWO, it'll just get more sophisticated and we'll think it's been defeated, 
but here's the catch, it can only go so far, one day we'll reach the point where they won't be able to go any further, I just hope infowars won't be destroyed 
in the process, without credit and lame ducks because they kept the milktoast act.

And by destroyed I don't mean burned down, I mean that 6 months may pass, AJ may under intense pressure or some revelation figure out he was 
infiltrated by actual pedos and flip out and who knows where and who the pedos could be and fire half most of the staff and the whole operation 
downsizes, I can imagine such scenarios ,,,, similar stuff happened before, on 9/11, he wouldn't stop talking it was all fake, well he was right, but the 
downsizing part, he didn't care, he lost most of the radio stations, so BELIEVE ME (trump-stlye) he's not afraid of big changes and has no problem of just 
one flipping the switch and reporting with a walkie talkie out of a closet. 

But, don't be cocky and celebrate the fall of AJ, he was involved in 100 fights as a teenager, those brains took a beating, he's acted like that since forever, 
always thinking out loud, over thinking, flipping back and forth, it's real-time analysis, sometimes benefitial, sometimes not, but the media is all targeting 
everybody, they just attack him because he's the front face either way, he's the one taking financials alway from them, ofcourse the'll rather attack him 
with every opportunity, 

The primary reason why alex jones is producing a milktoast opinion is that they can't use the excuse of blaming him as an extremist in order to raid him, 
that's all there is to it, he hinted it, the way he explains stuff, when you listen you realize this, it's not a secret really, he's trying to take middle-of-the-road 
position on purpose every time, this is his public opinion, he keeps his real opinions private. sorry it's all a show for the sheeple, I don't totally agree with 
the methodology because it's hurting with the hardcore people, it has downsides that it hurst the relationship of the people who are very experienced, and 
other drawbacks, that's why he's being accused as "acting", which is debatable, he's not faking it on purpose, but he's trying to do the show to appeal to a 
certain demographic and he has to make compromises which I as an experienced guy, don't agree with.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:51:47 ID: 519a61 No.8456683 >>8456698

this guy isnt half bad.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MViY26-eL1I  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:52:21 ID: 06eae4 No.8456687 >>8457043

>>8445975

He's got a point. Nail down the stuff where the hard evidence is most prominent before it becomes irrelevant. 

Pizzagate is still in its infancy or something, ~20 threads/15,000 posts here alone and I still can't point to a big smoking gun (I've only had a casual 
interest), it's too weird, confusing and disorganised for normal people to even consider.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:54:42 ID: 519a61 No.8456698 >>8456722

>>8456683
check this guy out he make good points  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:54:44 ID: 7584e8 No.8456699 >>8457188

File (hide): fcf1c3c45dddafb⋯.png (27.59 KB, 723x642, 241:214, leftypol-banned.png)

You have been banned from /leftypol/ for the following reason:

off topic shitposting

Your ban was filed on Tuesday 6 December, 2016 and expires 19 hours from 
now, which is on Wednesday 7 December, 2016

You were banned for the following post on /leftypol/:
——————————————————-
Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:34:44 No.1121477

HAHAHHAHAHA

http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp
——————————————————–

ITT: we laugh
leftypol/res/1120253.html

Maybe it got through to some of them…  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:58:39 ID: 395b99 No.8456719 >>8456751 >>8456792 >>8457120

>>8445810 (OP)
You people need to stop with this nonsense, this entire site will become a laughing stock. Specially with the arrogant and self-aggrandizing attitude some 
of you have while at the same time having no smoking gun evidence that any of this is true. None of the things you have found are good enough to prove 
that there is anything meaningful here. This is all confirmation bias.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 17:58:59 ID: 9cb985 No.8456722 >>8456790

>>8456698
I dl all youtube links in these threads no need to samefag.

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:00:47 ID: a44047 No.8456730
File (hide): f949edd55927525⋯.jpeg (4.91 MB, 4032x3024, 4:3, image.jpeg)

>>8453559  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:04:01 ID: 9cb985 No.8456751 >>8456808

File (hide): 8a1a34e3103b286⋯.jpg (2.01 MB, 1461x1938, 487:646, 710c80af7b7fc36a03c986abb0….jpg)

>>8456719
Hey son you need to understand the beacon of the public availability of knowledge has been moved. Before this we 
where cut off knowing 2 million children a day go missing and we knew of the underground access but this like I said it 
moves the abyss from something deep to something tangible. I am laughing at you trick.

You think I give a damn what some turtleneck  gallaria cuck thinks you need to think again.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:05:30 ID: 04acf2 No.8456759
File (hide): 99c481aa83bf526⋯.png (1.25 MB, 1262x1398, 631:699, a.png)

can one person just explain what the handwritten 
messages could possibly mean so i can sleep?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:06:11 ID: d5c0b9 No.8456764

https://archive.is/7vUT8
https://archive.is/1fWPY
https://archive.is/mIDcy
https://archive.is/3DZVI
https://archive.is/ASGuh
https://archive.is/B5ALH
https://archive.is/a6Shi/image
https://archive.is/07s2l
https://archive.is/MXpKC
https://archive.is/ITt2n
https://archive.is/u19O0
https://archive.is/4maoX
https://archive.is/7EoHL
https://archive.is/FVKg1
https://archive.is/b7LOT

no code nopasta.

These hipster apparently have cash to travel worldwide to sample pizza and build trade relations  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:06:38 ID: 5180e8 No.8456768

>>8452588
>Does any anon has any contact with Scotland Yard?
They're too busy pissing taxpayer's money up the wall covering for the McCann's appalling lack of parenting skills.

for real though, still don't know why the gov is so deep in with this cover-up

Oh, another thing too about the new appeal. These vids came out recently:
Part 1: https:// youtu.be/slziMpXYjJo
Part 2: https:// youtu.be/qyB29g6nbDo
Part 3: https:// youtu.be/VWWjkL-joS4

Could be that they're trying ro deflect from what's contained in them.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:08:47 ID: 4140d0 No.8456784 >>8456976 >>8457015 >>8457114 >>8457188 >>8457503

Two finnish journalists investigating ties between the Supranational Pedo Rape Ring, Hillary and the Finnish Prime Minister assassinated while they were 
on their way of questioning a crucial suspect, who was also assassinated

https://theinternationalreporter.org/2016/12/06/assassination-of-finnish-reporters-investigating-bizarre-pizzagate-plot-puzzles-russia/  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:10:21 ID: 519a61 No.8456790 >>8456802

>>8456722
not same fagging just stating a point. 
>if i was same fagging i would change my ip so my id would appear different  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:10:45 ID: df4397 No.8456792 >>8456828

>>8456719
This makes me wonder is there a place where we can find all the evidence so far or is it spread through out the archives?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:11:07 ID: 5180e8 No.8456796

>>8452747
What's this anon? Looks like a creepy mound or building out in the woods…  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:11:23 ID: 9cb985 No.8456802 >>8456817

>>8456790
You replied to your post in red text its hard to distinguish the 2.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:12:27 ID: 395b99 No.8456808 >>8456828 >>8456841 >>8456966 >>8457120

>>8456751
>Hey son you need to understand the beacon of the public availability of knowledge has been moved. 

No, we've had the internet for more than 30 years now, and I have been around for long enough to have lived through several major conspiracy theories. 
This is "9/11 was a inside job" all over again. You are wasting your life pursuing this.  Why don't you instead try to figure out how this claim of an underage 
sex trafficking ring can be  either proven or disproved conclusively?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:13:33 ID: 519a61 No.8456817

>>8456802
made a reference to my post  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:14:54 ID: df4397 No.8456828 >>8456977

>>8456808
Any idea on how to prove it? r do we need to comb through all of the evidence and piece it together?

>>8456792
Also I am fucking retarded and need to kill myself for making this post.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:15:40 ID: d1a750 No.8456838

bump  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:16:13 ID: 7584e8 No.8456841 >>8456977

>>8456808
Looks like I dragged some leftypol back with me.
http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp
Take this back to your people for an explanation.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:17:09 ID: 04acf2 No.8456850 >>8456890 >>8456977

File (hide): 3a8fa8c8e5e9f02⋯.png (1.03 MB, 834x1336, 417:668, c.png)

confirmation bias guys disregard FBI  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:18:18 ID: 04acf2 No.8456854 >>8456890 >>8456977

File (hide): b35fa07cecdf135⋯.png (822.05 KB, 1272x660, 106:55, b.png)

symbol means nothing, 
pizzagate is all 
confirmation bias  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:22:16 ID: 5180e8 No.8456879 >>8457016

>>8453001
>The best psyop against the government is just to tell the truth.
This.

Maybe we can have just pure info to dish out, without our suspicions and opinions on it? People are getting tired of agenda-driven reports and stuff. For 
example, the pictures on Comet's instagram: presented as is with little comment, what's your average normie going to think? 
What would they think if those pics were shared under the guise of "yeah I mean, look at his instagram, dude just really loves pizza. Nbd amirite?" 
And what are they going to think if those pics are shared in a way that signals to everyone you're one of those "crazy pizzagate investigators"?

We can't fight the PR war the media are trying to wage against us, but we can mitigate the damage it can do.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:23:28 ID: 7584e8 No.8456890 >>8456897 >>8456903 >>8456977

>>8456850
>>8456854
You and your pedo ring are going down.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:24:37 ID: 04acf2 No.8456897

>>8456890

interesting, i make this research to pursue pedo rings and now i'm the pedo  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:25:10 ID: 04acf2 No.8456903 >>8456914

>>8456890
my comments were sarcastic if you couldn't tell

(ironic shitposting is still shitposting)  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:26:19 ID: 7584e8 No.8456914

>>8456903
nope, took you seriously. carry on then.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:30:49 ID: 630e98 No.8456941 >>8457016

>>8447282
Because the BBC lied about there being no investigation. self-investigation implies that he's not part of a larger group.

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:32:02 ID: 9cb985 No.8456950 >>8457098

File (hide): 933df24f7489f22⋯.png (1.74 MB, 771x1400, 771:1400, GOATROCK.png)

>>8452747
Strange little Vally we got here  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:33:11 ID: 7b040e No.8456962

>>8456055
>>8456305
Didn't Alex Jones interview a customer who was there when Welch came in? So they would have been open.
Sharif Silmi     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1Ht9UpNIDk
This guy was weird and kept trying to talk about Muslims and defend Comet, so not sure how much to trust him. He said he didn't see or hear a shot fired, 
but did see that Welch was concealing a weapon.
He also said he heard about the whole Pizzagate scandal before going to CPPP, but decided to try it out with his family anyway.  
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>>8456808
:^)  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:34:52 ID: 630e98 No.8456970

>>8453001

>The best psyop against the government is just to tell the truth.

+1

This goes to the heart of the matter, the role of making oath at common law.

https://infogalactic.com/info/Talk:Common_law  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:35:29 ID: 4140d0 No.8456976

>>8456784
Somebody read this. Jesus.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:35:34 ID: 395b99 No.8456977 >>8457016 >>8457120

>>8456828
> r do we need to comb through all of the evidence and piece it together?

"Piecing it together" is just apophenia, you think there is a pattern, but it's just noise. 

>>8456841
>le lefty cuck, le j00!!!

Just because I disagree with your nonsense doesn't mean that I'm a kike or a leftie. Also, I got the .rar, no need for the link. 

>>8456850
>>8456854

Omg, you are right, look, they are everywhere!

>>8456890
retard  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:37:02 ID: 5180e8 No.8456990 >>8457001

>>8453669
>aside from law enforcement would be his bosses at Breitbart who would be worried about being associated with the story after the gunman…
Or after Andrew Breitbart ended up dead somehow not long after he tweeted about Podesta being up to shady shit.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:38:07 ID: 7584e8 No.8457001 >>8457407

>>8456990
https://archive.is/8Uunw
Assassination Of Finnish Reporters Investigating Bizarre “Pizzagate” Plot Puzzles Russia  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:39:58 ID: 3308d6 No.8457015 >>8457057

>>8456784
Wow. This needs to be fully investigated.  The CIA is involved.  There is a known link between these organized pedo groups and the CIA (for example, 
The Finders).  This leads straight back to the CIA.  /pol/ needs to investigate and expose the CIA.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:40:04 ID: df4397 No.8457016 >>8457063

>>8456879
Just remind normies about the Catholic priests and Penn State and how easy it would be for the government to cover something like this up.  Red pilling 
normies is not hard if you know how to do it right.  It's all about manipulating their emotions and providing the truth in an easy to digest form.

>>8456941
This remember it is a citizens right to stop and prevent someone from breaking the law up to forming a militia. In most states anyway places like California 
probably made it illegal at a state level.  However vigilantism aka being judge, jury and executioner is illegal.

>>8456977
Except none of those symbols actually match. Constructive skepticism is not bad but you are just being an idiot.  
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:41:34 ID: bf928f No.8457027 >>8457076 >>8457301

>>8453355
Camp Cadzero is next to the Truth Center
>38.578361, -123.127556
http:// truthforwomencenter.org/

>that logo
>for victims of sex-trafficking

Didn't someone say that the therapy was part of silencing the victims?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:42:42 ID: 9cb985 No.8457035

>>8452702
http://archive.li/aWhsI  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:43:48 ID: 630e98 No.8457043 >>8457063

>>8456687
>>I still can't point to a big smoking gun

High numbers of children missing in Virginia, especially around Halloween.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJlvC6a-ces  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:45:17 ID: df4397 No.8457057 >>8457119

>>8457015
You'll never expose the CIA they've probably burned anything damning related to this event just like MK Ultra. The worst we'd be able to do is implicate 
them and force them to blow the lid off it and arrest some low level nobodyies or risk being removed by Trump.  
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>>8457016
Denial at it's finest. Have you noticed that the besta pizza triangle is incomplete and tilted on its side? But I 
suppose this one does match, fucking dick head. 

>>8457043
What a fucking joke.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satanic_ritual_abuse  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:48:17 ID: dbead7 No.8457076 >>8457188

>>8457027

Yeah. It's systemic and really sad. I've been witness to people who go through DHHS group therapy and private therapy and the overarching message is 
accept, forgive and move on.

If you go talk to a lawyer, they say fuck that. Go after them and make them understand what it is to be a victim. Getting dragged through court is less 
preferable than rape. Get angry. Get justice. 

There is power in standing up against your abusers and the system really doesn't want you to do that.

_____

https://sli.mg/GacLVZ Richard Harding, Criminal Complaint and Affidavit
https://sli.mg/AG3T4h Richard Harding, Statement of the Offense
https://sli.mg/Fbtvhy Richard Harding, Full Docket (mostly unsealed!)

Richard Harding, pedophile who lived next to Comet Ping Pong.

https://sli.mg/bdqedH Dennis Hastert Indictment

____

Listen, tell me any other court cases that you think should be dug into where you think the pleadings will reveal evidence we need.

Send me suggestions to /v/webofslime and I will try to get the pleadings and post them.

_____

Also, that Goat Rock location from halfchan?

pressdemocrat.com/news/6040355-181/healdsburg-mans-goat-rock-death Healdsburg man’s Goat Rock death ruled suicide; suspect in Texas child 
molestation case

pressdemocrat.com/news/2538742-181/couple-slain-in-jenner-remembered Couple slain in Jenner remembered — 10 years later  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:50:14 ID: 7b040e No.8457098
File (hide): 604a65a7b85da92⋯.png (1.46 MB, 1044x588, 87:49, TH_CampCazadero2.png)

>>8456950
>poolparty  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:52:22 ID: 305c22 No.8457114 >>8457126

>>8456784
FUCK FUCK FUCK WHY IS THE WORLD LIKE THIS  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:52:48 ID: 4140d0 No.8457119

>>8457057
If nothing happens by the authorities that should fight this kind of behaviour, a civil war is justified against these authorities. I don't see any other way to it.  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:52:48 ID: 6bce71 No.8457120

>>8456719
>>8456808
>>8456977
>>8457063
You're more of a dullard than the Baron of Rachane when it comes to shilling lol  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:53:37 ID: 9cb985 No.8457126 >>8457156

>>8457114
masons

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:54:36 ID: 5180e8 No.8457133

>>8455117
>It's not clear how or why they killed her.
Maddie investigators tend to lean towards accidental death. There's something about them drugging the kids to make sure they stayed asleep while the 
parents were out (cough syrup or something)? Being doctors, if that had happened and ever came out, they'd be done for.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:57:17 ID: 4140d0 No.8457156 >>8457169 >>8457172

>>8457126
No, it's not as simple as one group. This conspiracy over arches a singular group & consists of masons & non-masons alike.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 18:59:32 ID: 9cb985 No.8457169 >>8457181

>>8457156
Nope. I like the enthusiasm but this is only masons. I do not care if I am wrong. The non masons are being pressured by masons. The oto is masons. 
They are all masons. Killing people IS WHAT THEY DO.

Its not a conspiracy its fucking masons.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:00:08 ID: dbead7 No.8457172 >>8457217

>>8457156

What you are dealing with is a culture of infiltration.

The groups that are the best at infiltration maintain power in government.

So, are there pedophiles? Satanists? Maybe all of the above and this is just the new organized crime… take over every criminal enterprise and use the 
current system to take down competition.

Fingers in everything. Everything infiltrated. Even the infiltrators are infiltrated.

Culture of infiltration.

The only way to combat it is to expose it. Even then, a lot of people just don't get it.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:01:43 ID: 9cb985 No.8457181 >>8457358

>>8457169
That is just the anger talking. Obviously it involves many factions.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:02:39 ID: fdb86c No.8457188 >>8457256 >>8457286

>>8456784
https://archive.fo/8Uunw

>>8456699
https://archive.fo/ENAGh

>>8456623
https://archive.fo/hkJkv

>>8457076
https://archive.fo/xhnzg
https://archive.fo/oDmpm
https://archive.fo/dT1d4
https://archive.fo/3aF2M

>>8456055
https://archive.fo/iAGi9

>>8455472

https://archive.fo/a4nYF
https://archive.fo/MjQAX
https://archive.fo/CDaqm
https://archive.fo/FK9sr
https://archive.fo/jfN5a
https://archive.fo/qyq91
https://archive.fo/Fsqn5
https://archive.fo/uI5cN
https://archive.fo/NNItD
https://archive.fo/qfH5F

>>8455513
https://archive.fo/diy5m
https://archive.fo/1wyTn  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:03:37 ID: 7584e8 No.8457195 >>8457301

File (hide): 9012ec7ba390eee⋯.png (42.66 KB, 229x249, 229:249, report-trafficking.png)

NATIONAL HOTLINE:
1-888-373-7888

https://archive.is/8yemY  

File (hide): ec21f51d4a4e2d7⋯.jpg (442.17 KB,
1200x382, 600:191, gatewaypundit_meta.jpg)

File (hide): 7cf0991d8f6b880⋯.jpg (449.89 KB,
1200x382, 600:191, washingtonian_meta.jpg)

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:06:20 ID: 5180e8 No.8457216

>>8456279
>does anyone else know/care that when searching on yahoo news an article by nbc washington was also cached before it happened
>google and washingtonian
I looked into the google results yesterday, Washingtonian and Gateway Pundit articles show as being posted before the incident according to search 
results, but the meta properties generated by their publishing system shows that they were both first published after the incident.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:06:26 ID: 4140d0 No.8457217

>>8457172
Before this, I was slumbering, vaguely aware of the atrocities that go on in the world. Now I am awake. It took me many years, but I am awake. 
>Even then, a lot of people just don't get it.
I think that most people don't WANT to get it. The mind perceives what it believes, and many will reject this (initially)  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:12:03 ID: 4140d0 No.8457256

>>8457188
Great work  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:12:48 ID: 630e98 No.8457261

>>8457063
>What a fucking joke.

Wikipedia was always a cognitive infiltration operation.

Repeated stories of ritual abuse, murder etc:
https://youtu.be/_DwWScSMtGg  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:17:18 ID: 62ca34 No.8457286

>>8456623
>>8457188

Actually, nevermind, It's a weird title, I'm confused, is that guy hired or as a guest only …. i admit i kinda wrote that without watching the video first, 
dammit.

I looks like they're arguing and not agreeing so, I guess the people who upload to youtube are a bit inaccurate.

Meh …  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:19:03 ID: 03a540 No.8457301
File (hide): b206e5246c75fa9⋯.png (43.8 KB, 1159x313, 1159:313, butterflyconcentricheart.png)

>>8457027
>>8457195  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:21:17 ID: 6bce71 No.8457318 >>8457359

>“What happened today demonstrates that promoting false and reckless conspiracy theories comes with consequences. I hope that those involved in 
fanning these flames will take a moment to contemplate what happened here today, and stop promoting these falsehoods right away,” owner James 
Alefantis said in a statement today.
>The retired general selected by US President-elect Donald Trump as his National Security ?>Advisor, Michael Flynn, was one of several senior 
Republicans who circulated the story on social media.
>The FBI and police have since instructed the completely unsubstantiated story be removed from sites such as Facebook and Reddit.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:25:04 ID: 9cb985 No.8457358 >>8457411

File (hide): 63b3b648e4e45ae⋯.jpg (237.32 KB, 1520x1024, 95:64, red.jpg)

>>8457181
Instead of raving like a lunatic perhaps I should elaborate. We know or have heard of the black market. The 
white market is interlocking chains of corporations, wall street, etc. There is also a term in clean business 
called "in the black" where you are not losing money and making a profit. 
      So on one hand we see these pizza places on the white market. And on the black market there is a 
connection to child trafficking. It is still part of the mosaic of the "elite". I believe many groups play different 
roles. The oto would best be described by looking at the bands that play at comet ping pong. The Jesuits 
hold many pulpits and are arbitrators of faith. The Freemasons coordinate the implementation and the 
coverup of all of this. From the dupe with the shotgun to the dupe with the badge. Even the dupe that moved 
the traffic cameras acts as a hidden hand.
     Assassins creed is openly a masonic franchise and this is still happening today. So when someone is 
assassinated it makes me angry. Its not just a video game. Booth was a mason. JFK that was in a masonic 

plaza. Warren of the Warren commission was a mason. Deely of deely plaza was a 33rd degree mason. The hashish cults of isis are hundreds of years 
old and believe killing was a mystical experience. The knights Templar created modern banking. These  people are in all walks of life and everyone is fine 
with it. The Muslim brotherhood was created in the 1920's as a result of Egypt trying to stray away from the Napolean era of masonic domination.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:25:15 ID: 4140d0 No.8457359

>>8457318
!!  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:31:34 ID: 246528 No.8457407

>>8457001
The investigation of this seems very similar to the Max Spiers death when you talk to other people aware of his obsession with some child trafficking and 
US connections therein. Might be worth looking into who he was talking to and see if similar links exist.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:31:58 ID: 37e640 No.8457411

>>8457358
"in the black" is the euphemism because negative numbers are written in red for ease of calculation. The normal colour for writing is black ink and 
denotes positive numbers. It really has nothing to do with the black market just book keeping.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:36:42 ID: 25eaa4 No.8457442 >>8457455 >>8457510

>FBIanon called to have people look into the Kosovo incident
Here's the aerial photographs that were used the primary evidence for the ethnic cleansing in Kosovo, which was the means of leverage for the invasion 
of Serbia. Given what we know about Iraq and the missing wmds does anyone want analyse this to see if its legit? One of them looks a bit suspect to me. 
The rest I don't know.

source;
http://www.globalsecurity.org/intell/library/imint/kosovo-imint.htm
Will archive;

trail that led me here started with a tip off about [construction] contracts, just a guess and a company called TIS, which is old as fuck.

Still you might find this info and resource useful, or it it could give you ideas on where to look for contracts with mining groups, NGOs, Hawaiian firms etc.

https://www.fpds.gov/ezsearch/search.do?indexName=awardfull&templateName=1.4.4&s=FPDSNG.COM&q=Federal+Reserve

https://www.fpds.gov/ezsearch/search.do?indexName=awardfull&templateName=1.4.4&s=FPDSNG.COM&q=T+I+S

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trusted_Information_Systems  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:38:27 ID: 03a540 No.8457455 >>8457517

>>8457442
Is this meant to be a different thread?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:44:20 ID: 5180e8 No.8457503

>>8456784
>2.)    Why were numerous underage girl and boy children given “training/instruction” at the Vuoksenvahti Restaurant in Imatra on preparing food (pizzas, 
sandwiches, salads, etc.) and then provided with United States temporary hospitality worker E2 Visas and then flown to America?

Flown to where in America? I'm thinking of that stratfor e-mail  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:45:22 ID: 6bce71 No.8457510

>>8457442
Everyone knows that the Kosovo evidence is fabricated and blown out of proportion.
FBI anon wasn't referring to that though, child and organ trafficking is common knowledge over there so it wouldn't be too bad of an idea investigating 
what the locals have to say about it.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:45:28 ID: 080388 No.8457512

>>8446688
What I've heard from Multiple Personality Disorder/MKULTRA stories is that the perpetrators make their victims believe they are demons, aliens, 
vampires or other supernatural beings. It's to make them so afraid they have ultimate power over them. I think that's what happened to this guy, he 
probably doesn't know the difference between things that really happened, and stories that they have brainwashed him to believe.  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:46:05 ID: 25eaa4 No.8457517 >>8457743

>>8457455
>FBIanon
>Serbia
>Hawaii
These are supposed to be legitmate leads.

The photos are real, so ignore those. I seem to remember that the refugee crisis was stirred by the allied bombs dropping on the region and the media 
spun to look like something else. At least that is the unofficial David Ikean explanation.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:51:24 ID: 21004c No.8457548 >>8457554 >>8457594

>>8452857
>Hitler lover

Into the trash you go  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:52:25 ID: 6bce71 No.8457554 >>8457743

>>8457548
>(1)
You have to go back

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 19:57:57 ID: e5c35e No.8457594

>>8457548
>Doesn't admire one of the greatest leaders in history
Please leave  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:02:53 ID: 12c806 No.8457624 >>8457766

Does anybody know if this weird Jimmy guy is the founder of Comet? I'd also like to know who are the bosses, and especially why they keep tweeting and 
instagramming overly creepy stuff. How old are his publications?
This place seems like a false-flag to being with.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:12:59 ID: 000000 No.8457682 >>8457745 >>8457793

mods have autosaged this thread >>8453550 because they /pol/ has been subverted by goons and they don't want they're psyops campaign being outed

same reason mods stickied the oyyman thread; it's just one more discordian troll  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:17:29 ID: 504eab No.8457712
File (hide): b019d377afc756b⋯.jpg (1010.21 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, owlman.jpg)

I had a dream as a child. Probably the funniest dream I've ever had. I was in a dress, running through a 
maze. Chasing me was a man in a rabbit costume. He had a shotgun. He wanted to rape me, kill me, then 
eat me. I thought this is all quite absurd, but the funniest thing of all was the Owl Man. Owl Man clad in 
black, purple and gold. 

The man in the rabbit suit didn't notice Owl Man. The rabbit man thought my parents brought me to his 
party. They didn't, Owl Man did. The man in the rabbit suit was trying his hardest to scare me, so hard he 
didn't notice Owl Man behind him. Owl Man grabbed the man in the rabbit suit, the man in the rabbit suit 
starts screaming. Now he's scared. I start laughing. Wannabe Easter bunny thought Owl Man was his friend. 
He's not.  

"So you want to meet God? I'll show you God" Owl man said to the man in the rabbit suit. Owl man then dragged the man in the rabbit suit to his lodge, a 
beautiful lodge with 8 golden pillars holding up a stained glass ceiling. Owl Man gave the man in the rabbit suit to God. The man in the rabbit suit burned 
and the whole time he screamed, even when he had no lungs, no mouth, no body to scream with.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:21:31 ID: 7a4d5a No.8457743 >>8457763 >>8457785 >>8457817 >>8457837

File (hide): 30a1e00b736ea8f⋯.webm (1.7 MB, 640x360, 16:9, cohencidence.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8457554
Checked.
>>8457517
>legitimate leads
What about this?
https://archive.is/HTWn1 Washington Post in 
2014, mentioned in leaked PODESTAAA emails
>Three people died in illegal human 
experiments carried out by John Podesta 

backer's firm
Is anyone really even investigating anything anymore? 
>237 UIDs = shills working overtime  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:21:40 ID: 6bce71 No.8457745

>>8457682
>Implying the documents I translated weren't real
>Implying this isn't common knowledge outside of the western hemisphere
Delet ur account  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:25:40 ID: f33ab4 No.8457763 >>8457784

>>8457743
The problem is, many people do not consider the emails a valid source.
Even though they have been confirmed multimedia times as real  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:25:53 ID: 0eb983 No.8457766

>>8457624
>>8457624
>>8457624
Welcome
JimmyComet is the personal instagram account of James Alefantis, owner of Comet Ping-Pong. The account was set to private a few days after it was 
discovered. The posts themselves are between a few weeks and 4 years old.

Many but not all of his instagram posts can be found here:
http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp 
These were recently saved from archive.is, found by searching *jimmycomet
https://archive.is/search/?q=*jimmycomet

the images are creepy, the comments are creepy, the friends' accounts are creepy  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:27:29 ID: 97728a No.8457776 >>8457785

>>8447395
in the darknet it very easy to encounter pedo sites.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:28:20 ID: e5c35e No.8457784

>>8457763
STAWP SPREADING RUSSIAN PROPAGANDA 
:^)  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:28:41 ID: 6bce71 No.8457785 >>8457802

>>8457743
Everything in this investigation is real including the leaked menu which some faggots decided to label as fake for no fucking reason whatsoever (even 
though it had actual identifiable children in it).

>>8457776
You can find plenty of pedos on the clearweb if you know how to look, the other day I had a conversation about the occult and trafficking networks with a 
mason pedo.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:31:03 ID: f33ab4 No.8457793 >>8457994

File (hide): 705bbce12e95a85⋯.jpg (2.61 MB, 2400x3200, 3:4, 14810562204522031303840.jpg)

>>8457682
>>8457682
>>8457682
No. Fuck you. I am op of that thread.
Kek revealed to me my hubris and heresy in thinking I knew 
better than the God Emperor himself!

He already knows by now.
Explain to me HERETIC shill, why is it that torposters are 
always a shit!

Also!
>This camera makes my skin look like a nigger.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:32:27 ID: 97728a No.8457802 >>8457842

>>8457785
i know, i just dont go looking. In the darknet you dont need to look to find a pedo site.

what he said about trafficking and the ocult?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:34:01 ID: 5180e8 No.8457817 >>8457837

>>8457743
Two of the e-mails for reference:
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37235
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15162  
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Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:37:54 ID: 5180e8 No.8457837

>>8457817
>>8457743
Oh boy, 32 e-mails across various leaks regarding the company:
https://search.wikileaks.org/?query=Synthes
There's a mention of Haiti in one  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:38:43 ID: 6bce71 No.8457842 >>8457860

>>8457802
We talked about the cannibal farms and sex parties.
Also mentioned that scandi social services love trafficking russian kids.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:41:43 ID: 97728a No.8457860 >>8457889

>>8457842
do you know what he thinks about pizzagate?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 20:44:52 ID: 6bce71 No.8457889

>>8457860
I didn't ask him.
I will though, he's a man of advanced age and he uses words like 'lol' so I'm sure he keeps up with he news.  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 21:00:19 ID: df4397 No.8457994

>>8457793
Because a large portion are evading bans.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 21:04:18 ID: 0b97fe No.8458024

Okay anoyne else here noticed that this might be 
related? It's Disney shit so it wouldn't surprise me.  
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IF YOU HAVE OAN, WATCH THE DAILY LEDGER TONIGHT 12/6/16.  GRA HAM LEDGER IS GOING T O COVER IT AND HE IS PRO-
TRUMP ALL DAY LONG

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 22:33:39 ID: 93962b No.8458671 >>8459648

MODS PLEASE STICKY  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 23:28:09 ID: d84f4a No.8459012

Was following along and digging from the start, tried to contact the FBI again while on thread 16 then have been unable to connect to the web for some 
reason for 12 days then come back to see thread 21 and MSM in a full court fake news press…. Well done all!  I have a lot of reading to do  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 23:35:46 ID: 4cb827 No.8459067 >>8459500 >>8459626

File (hide): 00ab1bccf563590⋯.jpg (112.47 KB, 720x480, 3:2, 01110011 01100001 01100100.jpg)

Has anyone gone back and looked up articles in magazines that these elites are into like GQ 
featuring known pedophiles like Jimmy Saville.
Looking for key phrases we know now or suspect and symbolism?  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 23:53:02 ID: 000000 No.8459263 >>8459297

>>8457793
you are not op of that thread and your post is just more goon misdirection.
op cannot autosage their own threads unless you are a mod, which in that case only reinforces my original argument
also,
>muh torposter strawman  

Anonymous  12/06/16 (Tue) 23:54:00 ID: 66603f No.8459273 >>8459297 >>8460501 >>8463065

this fake news has got to stop..
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>666
>ID
Satan?

>>8459263
Looks like you're new here.  
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http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0808473/fullcredits?ref_=login

Gunman who acted at Comet Pizza also played a role called "The Gunman" in a 2005 short film called "Somethint about Pizza."  
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daily reminder that pizzagate is goon/pedo psyops and that /pol/ has been subverted by /int*/ goons, pedos, kikes and other discordian degeneracy

mods keep sticking this meme because they know it will ultimately turn up nothing and then future investigations into actual pedo rings like the one 
discovered during the franklin scandal will be discredited and laughed off as a "pizzagate-style" false flag. they are literally "crying wolf"

pedos are using the fake news narrative to trojan horse this false flag conspiracy into the public domain because they know it will ultimately benefit them 
after the ruse plays itself out; and /pol/ is helping them do that because moderation of the board has already been completely subverted by pedos and 
goons with jim's full knowledge and blessing. it's a clever way for pedos to "hide in plain sight" by acting as controlled opposition of their own "purge" on 
this site. even the main mod of /b/ is an admitted pedo who faps to cartoon infants

also, never forget that the main pedo protectors in the franklin case were the justice department and the fbi

https://youtu.be/ttT6FrMosBk  
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No one should be surprised by the incident at CPP. If there was  a person who wanted to storm the building, evidence would be long gone by now. That 
would be a new form of idiocy, and although these people are Flamboyant with their lifestyle, they are not that stupid.  
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As heard in the previous thread. The pizzagate "shooting" falseflag is being used to promote the fake news psyop. What they don't realize is that this is 
also the perfect moment to be spreading info about it. Flynn Jr. being targeted by the msm is of no consequence. 

>>8459067
I have some screenshots of the UK pedo and Saville stories, just the most popular reposted ones. I'll try to get you the links with them too. 
1. Daily Beast (I know it's hillshit territory but they at least ran the story last year) http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/05/20/250-u-k-celebs-
accused-of-child-sex-abuse.html | https://archive.is/ycLI8
2. Mirror.co.uk (403 Forbidden, appears to have been shoah'd but the archive is alive) http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/vip-paedophile-ring-abused-
teenage-4721479 | https://archive.is/cGZTy
3. Daily Mail | http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2523526/How-Labour-Deputy-Harriet-Harman-shadow-minister-husband-Health-Secretary-Patricia-
Hewitt-linked-group-lobbying-right-sex-children.html https://archive.is/bEdSF
4. ibtimes | I can't find the story. Pic related, the screenshot of the missing article and ibtimes search now. I did separate searches and even went to their 
main site and the top result was Overwatch. 
>Did you mean another british hemophilia scandal?
If someone has the archive, that would help. The original article was from 2012.

I'll post more in a few minutes.
>>8458597 (OP)
Fix the spacing on that smh  
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I didnt mean british pedophiles in particular. 
I meant looking up older 2005-2016 published articles, maybe ads but who the fuck has time for that, in popular higher class oriented magazines like GQ 
etc.

Like my point is that these people fucking loved social media. They WANTED to talk to people, they wanted to flaunt it out in the open "we cant be 
tauched, look at this piece of pizza sitting on top of a mans naked crotch, haha arent we clever!"

And it goes to reason that if we look at publications these people would naturally read, look search for key phrases we know or we think they are using to 
communicate, search up specifically articles with people we heavily suspect of being involved or figureheads.We might find out more about them, who 
else is involved how. 

The more information we have, the more likely it is that someone, somewhere, somehow fucked up big and it hasnt been found yet. Though it is obviously 
very likely they are purging the records already.  
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>PIZZA GATE IS NOW A MEME - YOU AREN'T GOING TO FIND OUT ANYTHING MORE THAN WHAT YOU ALREADY KNOW NOW.
.PIZZA GATE IS NOW A MEME - YOU AREN'T GOING TO FIND OUT ANYTHING MORE THAN WHAT YOU ALREADY KNOW NOW.
>>PIZZA GATE IS NOW A MEME - YOU AREN'T GOING TO FIND OUT ANYTHING MORE THAN WHAT YOU ALREADY KNOW NOW.
.>PIZZA GATE IS NOW A MEME - YOU AREN'T GOING TO FIND OUT ANYTHING MORE THAN WHAT YOU ALREADY KNOW NOW.

>EVERYONE THAT HAD SERIOUS INVOLVEMENT IN ANYWAY WITH PIZZA GATE- IF IT WAS EVEN REAL HAS GONE TO FUCKING 
GROUNNNNDDD

>EVERYONE THAT HAD SERIOUS INVOLVEMENT IN ANYWAY WITH PIZZA GATE- IF IT WAS EVEN REAL HAS GONE TO FUCKING 
GROUNNNNDDD

YOU SHOULD BE CONCENTRATING ON HEAVY SHIT POSTING AND OTHER MIND CONTROLLER "OPERATIONS"

YOU NEED TO CONTINUE YOUR MANIPULATIONS OF OTHERS ON THE WEB AND SOCIAL PLATFORMS.

YOU NEED TO CONTINUE HEAVY REDPILL CAMPAIGNS

THEY ARE ABOUT TO MAKE WHAT YOU DO HERE ILLEGAL SO YOU NEED TO GET THE FUCK OUT OF THE PIZZAGATE THING
AND SEE THE TANK THATS POINTING ITS MAIN PRIMARY WEAPON AT YOUR TANK  
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>>8459067
>>8459500
5. Mirror.co.uk (Another 403 Forbidden) | I can't find the exact article but a general search turns up a similar article that was shoah'd which has a link to an 
article about the missing dossier: https://archive.is/w3o1Y 
If you search on the page for "dossier" it will take you to another dead article link which may be screencap related. 
6. Dailymail.co.uk | http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2550486/Beloved-pop-star-abused-10-year-old-boy-Alleged-victim-witness-spoken-Savile-
police-officers.html | https://archive.is/5p0hA

>>8459557
I got what you meant before but there are always new people to the UK pedo happening. And now that I'm seeing that articles are disappearing, that 
could be interesting timing. Also the fact that a heavily orchestrated pedophile ring was conducted in another first world country within the upper echelon 
of its government is enough to convince people of at least the possibility of it happening here.  
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>MODS PLEASE STICKY
Mods have had enough of this /x/-tier bullshit.  
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>>8459648
lol  
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Would've added more about his fathers ties to Protect-A-Child but I got lazy.  
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I just recalled this. I was working at a fish processing place in Alaska and a new coworker had a trifold tattoo 
on his hand like pic related. I assumed he was 1488 but now idk if he was because he always wore a shirt 
that said "Thanks Berkeley for the pizza" he was a nomad type, lived out of a backpack like a lot of those on 
the slime line tend to. I confronted him because I wanted a fellow red pilled pal. When I asked about his tat 
he shut it down with a go away attitude. He also had Thors hammer on his forearm but the handle of the 
hammer was a goat type thing. Almost looked like baphomet.  Another tattoo was the Alternative Tentacles 
logo. The fellow was from AR just like our good pal Bill Clinton. Not sure if I worked with a pedo or what but 
might be something.  
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>>8459791  
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>>8459802
wayback machine the various pages,,this is a gaslight  
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>>8459827

Thanks anon, thought I didn't see this movie on IMDB when I looked yesterday.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 01:05:11 ID: 70a997 No.8459893

>>8459827
It goes without saying that the tactic they're going for now is trying to poison the well on this. This is going to backfire on them horribly because the story 
itself made the news. The fact they would stoop to a falseflag shooting where no one got hurt shows that they're not content with radio silence on the 
MSM front and have to get the story there first. To make it worse for them, they paired it with the fake news psyop which isn't working either because the 
overwhelming silent majority of people already don't believe the mainstream media.  
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i'm not new, but you certainly are triggered
j. edgar hoover was a literal homosexual degenerate and he staffed the fbi with a pedo clique that survives to this day.
the vast majority of pedos are homosexual men. they marry unsuspecting women, have kids, usually rape their sons and make them faggots too, and 
climb the career ladder while they practice their vices in the closet.
they slowly infiltrate the organs of power: justice department, law enforcement, congress, media, even if it takes generations and then they use nepotism 
via their sex cults to maintain loyalty and control.
why do you think that even the most powerful among them who get outed like serial boy rapist dennis hastert get hand-slap sentences while unprotected, 
unconnected garden-variety pedos get sentences spanning decades or centuries of prison time? it's a symbolic blood sacrifice to give the veneer of a rule 
of law legitimacy and appearing harsh on deviants, whilst protecting their own corrupted and vile inner core. they have already used the media and court 
system to legitimize their degeneracy of lgbtq-what-the-fuck-ever. pedos and incest acceptance are all that's left on their agenda
by now, everyone knows that the vatican itself was a hive of pedo sex cult boy fuckers, but in an internet age, they can't hide it as well, so they need to 
appear to be purging themselves with a few token sacrifices of 90 year old, soon-to-be-dead pedo priests.
all the organs of world power have already been infiltrated by pedo sex cults over many generations.
this pizzagate false flag operation is only a smoke screen to benefit them while they hide their true meeting places for rape orgies deeper underground.
this "campaign" is the most pathetic form of hactivism i've ever seen. you know that even the people who are being sincerely duped aren't fully committed 
since we've seen no large-scale anonymous protesters at this restaurant wearing their cringe-worthy guy fawkes masks
truly sad that this generation of anons are so easily duped by pedos  
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Weird Abramovic cannibal event  
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bump  
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>>8459794
>>8459794
>>8459794

you stupid nigger faggot

for the last time, i dont know which one of you retarded ass fucks turned Quiksilver into a pedophile symbol, 
but if you want to get sued by a multi million dollar stoner who started a company out of his van selling t 
shirts and libel him into a kid fucker, then fuck you, you stupid neckbeard faggot. 

useless idiot ruining this  
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>>8445975
Seen this?

>Defense for Spiritual Warfare, a Free Online Course The Invocation of Solomon, Part 1
https://gnosticteachings.org/courses/defense-for-spiritual-warfare/3361-the-invocation-of-solomon-part-1.html
https://archive.is/YEwyO
>Defense for Spiritual Warfare, a Free Online Course The Invocation of Solomon, Part 2
https://gnosticteachings.org/courses/defense-for-spiritual-warfare/3366-the-invocation-of-solomon-part-2.html
https://archive.is/jVcbz
https://gnosticteachings.org/courses/defense-for-spiritual-warfare/839-the-pentagram-the-microcosmic-star.html
https://archive.is/gbK0M

>The Conjuration of the Seven Explained
https://gnosticteachings.org/courses/defense-for-spiritual-warfare/3376-the-conjuration-of-the-seven-explained.html
https://archive.is/z0kdX

You can get going from there.

I'm not Christian, kike or mudshit so this is weird and alien to me. We had christianity in school but we never paid attention, cuz we hate it. 

But what is on top of Epstein's Synagogue of Satan?
It's not this thing? So much fucked up shit on this site  
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>>8447087
I saw a typo in this, but wound up doing a lot more than correcting it.

I believe mocking the lugenpresse while demonstrating their stupidity & ineptitude is essential. These 
byproducts of marxist education should be laughed at & ridiculed at every opportunity. For all the paid 
demoralization shilling here there seems to be very little aimed in the other direction. Beyond that, I've 
simplified, condensed, enlarged & highlighted crucial information.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:06:56 ID: 6e655d No.8460501

>>8459273
Yes, Fake news by alt right news sources like /pol/ needs to be censored and shut down.  Establishment fake news like Sandy Hook, on the other hand, 
needs to be propagated everywhere.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:08:54 ID: 3fcc1a No.8460514

I'm new to pizzagate, but I was redpilled by a youtube video that mentioned Alefantis could be a psuedonym for "J'aime les enfants". That struck home to 
me so I zabasearched that last name. In all 50 states, there are only 11 matches to that last name. What kind of fake ass last name has only 11 results in 
all of the US?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:09:12 ID: 138ba6 No.8460520 >>8460615 >>8460662

>>8460377
I feel like a ton of people have not actually watched the Alex Jones video he never said stop investigating, he never said there is nothing to see here, all 
he said was we might be losing focus and being diverted. Though we're /pol/ we can dig hundreds of different happenings at once.  
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>>8460288
that is Roxy you dumb cunt  
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>>8460520
>Though we're /pol/ we can dig hundreds of different happenings at once.
Indeed

I don't trust none of these so called "Alt righters", watson, gayboy…. even not ramzpaul. And that last guy I basically just watched for the rants, he's funny. 

I've actually spoke to Alex, he's a bit of a nutjob, but that just gives character here. 

I dunno mate, I didn't bother watching the whole shit. I've just seen the whole bunch of them, these "Alt Right" people, just go and well really attack us, 
after leeching info from us since forever. 

Take watson for example
What would he be without our intel?
>NADA, NOTHING

When people start to lie… hard to explain, we don't got no small lies, white lies, big lies. 
A liar is a liar. And if you lie to me you are my enemy
>To reward gifts with gifts, and cash out lies with lies

They are up to something..
Alex is a Freemason or is this just rumors?

I just see controlled OP
Doesn't matter, keep on digging as fug

oh yeah
>Alchemy and the Tetragram (1)
https://gnosticteachings.org/courses/defense-for-spiritual-warfare/835-alchemy-and-the-tetragram-1.html
https://archive.is/53wql
Last one, I thought it was 6 million of them

Weird ass shit, stay the fuck away from my runes!  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:25:39 ID: c59dc1 No.8460656

I spent a lot of time looking at vids of CPPP tour.  Is there a DCAnon that can check out the second bathroom? (Two BR are side by side, one more 
towards rear).  Need to find out if rear wall as seen in Ping Pong room matches wall as seen inside commode area, or could there be extra space there?
2.  The right wall as one enters CPPP and compare with business on right of CPPP.  Are the walls fairly close together?  Or is there an 8 foot gap?  
3.  Besta Pizza.  How long is building compared with rear parking/alley area?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:26:11 ID: 000000 No.8460662 >>8460709 >>8462883

>>8460520
>digging everywhere except where it counts
the tentacles reach everywhere you aren't digging: the media, alphabet agencies, justice department, pentagon, congress, but like every other larping 
neet, you fear fighting a real war with an actual enemy who has the power to fight back.
doesn't matter, there is a lurker, a future edward snowden who is on the inside who will out the real pedo ring that pizzagate fags are trying to hide
we will out you all eventually. anonymous always wins  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:32:22 ID: 138ba6 No.8460709

>>8460662
>quoting something I didn't even say
Was gonna be mad but after reading your post I hope you are successful.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:44:06 ID: a8d9ec No.8460791 >>8460913 >>8461484

>>8460113
that made me a bit sick. I ve seen a lot of messed up shit but i have no idea why this make me gag.  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:44:57 ID: 9ad778 No.8460800

>>8458597 (OP)
yesterday, Milo said he was contacted by washington area codes and they told him "not yet"
>"not yet"

Please oh please tell me that the trump team has evidence of them being involved in it, and that they are going to expose it after they have become 
president.
or the other possibility is that they're using it as blackmail to ensure their presidency. lets be honest here, there is still the chance that the electorals could 
vote against Trump (although unlikely)  

File (hide): ef9ff74fbaf1d70⋯.jpg (177.6 KB,
564x591, 188:197, WP_20140913_011.jpg)

File (hide): a0e9258f85cbc71⋯.jpg (88.17 KB,
640x567, 640:567, 1453141189437.jpg)

File (hide): c66f4d297720e59⋯.jpg (100.82 KB,
440x489, 440:489, 440px-Olav_Tryggvasons_sag….jpg)

File (hide): 5c407385d923345⋯.jpg (14.53 KB,
236x188, 59:47, 34022386fde49e8352f5e92a7f….jpg)

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 02:53:02 ID: 5abf64 No.8460859

>>8459794
>trifold tattoo on his hand like pic related

That's OK and normal, at least here.
That's only the valsknute
Óðinn, Vilji and Ve
Urð, Verdandi, Skuld
…
It is the symbol of ásatrú, but we never wear that as a jewel like that. We have the hammer

However, for protection, you carve it on your doorframe. 

I need to sleep to little of that these months… 

I also see these gimmicks in these teenager stores with all types of crap. 
this be the real deal to carry with you if you are a heathen, Mjölnir , that is our cross or beads if your want

zzzzz, keep digging guys  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:02:12 ID: 70a997 No.8460913

>>8460791
Probably because the thought in the back of everyone's mind is that they're doing this to real people and these recorded spirit cooking things are glorified 
rehearsals  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:06:51 ID: 4cf130 No.8460943
File (hide): 9d4287097b952f6⋯.webm (522.7 KB, 880x720, 11:9, Fake_news_fake_screaming_….webm) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:12:25 ID: 4040db No.8460974 >>8460982

>>8458597 (OP)
This thread https://8ch.net/pol/res/8453671.html#8459945 needs more attention  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:13:12 ID: 4cf130 No.8460982

>>8460974
Tavistock is disinfo  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:22:17 ID: bdb5ca No.8461034 >>8461073 >>8461148 >>8461150 >>8461904 >>8464788

File (hide): 11f33882b4ed9cf⋯.jpg (137.93 KB, 1334x750, 667:375, Cy75vmSUAAAQzzC.jpg large.jpg)

>Pizzagate fags will defend this degeneracy because it's 
okay when Mommy Trump does it

Wow really makes you think  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:26:40 ID: 4cf130 No.8461060

>>8460113
they skin people until they die when they do this. Not eat dead bodies. The hormones that the body secrets is what they are cultivating. So they will skin 
the people alive as they are bound. that hurts and they are dead before they finish skinning them. Also I am not so sure that they eat the raw meat. They 
very well may put the flesh into something like pizza dough. But this is pretty telling either way. You can not really chew skin that is why this is not real. 
Also it looks like cake. Jk I know it is an "art" event but that is not step for step how they eat people.

The head at the end is very telling. Very very telling. Especially the skull. A skull is a decapitated head. It is not a symbol of death but the symbol of the 
cultivation of death and for decapitation. There is a high level masonic ritual where the canidate is shown a couple of skulls. They are told to choose 
which one was the king and which one was the beggar and which one was the pope. The candidate can not distinguish the 3 because all bodies are 
skulls in the end. The teaching is "Fuck heaven be evil now because your skeleton is the same"  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:28:15 ID: 4cf130 No.8461073 >>8461896

>>8461034
Trump might be involved in this. I do not trust that rich cunt or you for that matter  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:31:32 ID: d84f4a No.8461092 >>8461120 >>8461557 >>8463284

So I am working on a project to share and trying to find all the CPP Instagram photos… Any idea where I can grab them?   I clicked on the archive links at 
the top of these posts but when you try to look at the pics they are 404d  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:32:16 ID: 1f4233 No.8461097
File (hide): f098128e380dbf1⋯.jpg (22.14 KB, 450x371, 450:371, Logo.jpg)

>>84597
91  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:36:25 ID: 70a997 No.8461120 >>8461158 >>8461557

>>8461092
>I clicked on the archive links at the top of these posts but when you try to look at the pics they are 404d
Are you saying the archives are 404 or the originals are? Because one means that archive.is is removing them and the other means that CPP is purging 
them from instagram.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:36:27 ID: 1f4233 No.8461121 >>8461154

File (hide): 822c4bc19571c2a⋯.png (89.91 KB, 894x894, 1:1, fuckingbronies.png)

>>8459794
>the mlp threads on /b/ are 
encrypted cp conspiracy might 
have some weight.

and remember mlp=hasbro. and 
hasbro killed miley cyrus.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:36:59 ID: 4cf130 No.8461125
File (hide): 955b5ea02957989⋯.webm (6.87 MB, 720x480, 3:2, BTFO.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8459791
>gun handsign

HAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHA
HAHHAHAHAAAAAAAHAAAAAHAAAAAAAA  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:40:33 ID: 6b781a No.8461145

Good 
summar
y video 
(long - 
put on 
1.5 
speed)  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:40:58 ID: 2fbe63 No.8461148 >>8461896

>>8461034
this is concerning. Any more evidence?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:41:24 ID: b6fc49 No.8461150

>>8461034
wtf i hate trump now  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:41:42 ID: 492208 No.8461154
File (hide): 3d98f6246c91100⋯.png (228.72 KB, 640x360, 16:9, 3d98f6246c9110079379d6c470….png)

>>8461121
Pony threads on /b/ were always about shitposting and making 
everyone else on the board upset, just so you know.
t. ex-pony /b/read poster  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:41:59 ID: d84f4a No.8461158 >>8461223 >>8461267

>>8461120
I'm thinking the archives of them are 404d 
I know he shut down the Instagram account pretty fast so I was looking in the archives of the first threads here… Photos are 404d  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:42:55 ID: 6b781a No.8461163

Another good summary:
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1467064  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:42:57 ID: b6fc49 No.8461164 >>8467509 >>8471126

First 50 replies are pure schizo/CTR bombs of random /fringe/ shit and CTR bitch-tears, shape up men.

Floyd Jr got the shit-can from Trump himself. This was the guy that retweeted a pizzagate vid.

Why?

IMO, Trump is trying to calm down DC until he becomes president, then he strikes  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:44:09 ID: 4cf130 No.8461177
File (hide): fd487a9cc85b551⋯.jpg (196.4 KB, 1482x777, 494:259, 10669142_10152757603141667….jpg)

>>8459791
THE 47th PROBLEM OF EUCLID
BOOM  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:48:00 ID: 5ea159 No.8461200

>>8461185
>Replying to your 4 hour old TORpost that nobody acknowledged so far
wew  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:50:37 ID: 51ebbd No.8461223 >>8461267 >>8461280 >>8461947

File (hide): e7acfe2412b4e28⋯.jpg (172.21 KB, 2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

>>8461158
Seeing the actual unedited child-porn JimmyComet Instagram opened my mind more to the raw evil.  We 
have to save things locally.  The cloud will erase the.  IT PROVES how damaging those are.  Also at least 
two twitters including yours truly, had to delete tweets about Andew Klein.  I wonder if he must be a big 
player from way back.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:56:02 ID: 6b781a No.8461248 >>8461401 >>8466760

fyi images here
>>8458593
artist's page calls
>David Brock and Tony Podesta … among several other DC area illuminati.
illuminati

http://www.danaellyn.com/press/transformer08/transformer.html  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:58:05 ID: 7f6328 No.8461265 >>8464427

>>8460477
Post an archive. I want this on as much social niggetry as possible.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:58:07 ID: 8a5228 No.8461267 >>8461291 >>8461530 >>8463152 >>8463284

>>8461158
>>8461223
JIMMYCOMET INST AGRAM
http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp
*not a complete collection  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:59:03 ID: 8a5228 No.8461274 >>8463152 >>8463284

>>8458597 (OP)
JIMMYCOMET INST AGRAM
http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 03:59:17 ID: 5ae29c No.8461280 >>8469249 >>8489035

File (hide): 72e1bf35821ceb2⋯.jpg (43.94 KB, 624x504, 26:21, 12111857_trump_vs_prince_t….jpg)

>>8461223
When people were blowing the lid off of the child porn images being spread through Twitter, the company 
responded by banning the people reporting it while the shit stayed up.  Most of the accounts posting it 
displayed posts in Arabic and it seemed like most of the authors were Saudi Arabian.  What an astounding 
coincidence that Saudi dopey prince Alaweed owns a major stake in Twitter as a shareholder.  I would have 
loved to see this cocksucker's face when Trump got elected.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:00:47 ID: d84f4a No.8461291

>>8461267
Thank you for that!!  Going to save locally now too  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:04:25 ID: 4cf130 No.8461319 >>8461401 >>8461453 >>8465152

File (hide): d21eb8fba220521⋯.jpg (1.17 MB, 1224x991, 1224:991, drunk.jpg)

I FOUND A SHITLOAD OF THE ART
http://www.danaellyn.com/portfolio151
.html
CHANGE the number to 1
http://www.danaellyn.com/portfolio1.ht
ml

OVER 150 PAGES OF CULTIST ART  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:17:30 ID: 4cf130 No.8461401 >>8461453

File (hide): 774393229a9e3da⋯.png (25.05 KB, 241x207, 241:207, Screenshot_2016-12-06_23-1….png)

>>8461319
>>8461248
This cunt had a painting in 2003 
called "PAY TO PLAY"

This pay to play shit has been going 
on since 2003 at least.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:24:37 ID: 6e655d No.8461446 >>8462220

>>8460477
Exactly as they did with Sandy Hook.  I hope you guys are all red-pilled on that. After you mentally get what they did it Sandy Hook, a lot of things fall into 
place and you realize the U.S. Government is the real terrorist, not just inside the U.S. but in instigating terrorism and war overseas.  We are the country 
that makes world peace impossible and we are the only country who now have the opportunity to make world peace honestly under Trump.  
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File (hide): 1e33562653e63df⋯.jpg (156.19 KB,
1002x362, 501:181, illuminati.jpg)

File (hide): dab5f6b82a62a15⋯.jpg (86.73
KB, 570x720, 19:24, ping-pong.jpg)

File (hide): 309136f72ca8141⋯.jpg (338.53 KB,
1079x1128, 1079:1128, ribs.jpg)

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:26:18 ID: 6b781a No.8461453 >>8462154 >>8466760 >>8467218

>>8461401
>>8461319
Artist id's Podesta and Brock as members of the (freemasonic) Illuminati.

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:30:23 ID: 661502 No.8461484

>>8460113
>>8460791

Probably because she spiked the cake with real human blood or something.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:32:50 ID: 833ff4 No.8461498
File (hide): e3085577a76824b⋯.png (166.93 KB, 1789x560, 1789:560, Pizzagate and The Truth.png)

https://web.archive.org/web/20
161207042727/http://im gur.co 
m/a/qxiIp  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:36:43 ID: ae78f2 No.8461518 >>8470920

>>8460113
at :50 there's your reason for Majestic Apes red dress and wig. Emulating the coven leader.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:37:55 ID: 6b781a No.8461530 >>8462489

File (hide): 190ef6e1c4884a0⋯.png (689.24 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, BTn6tfs.png)

>>8461267
Michelle (Michael) 
Obama  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:42:06 ID: af3752 No.8461555

>>8461185
Exact same coloboma. Where is the older pic from again?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:42:11 ID: 8a5228 No.8461557 >>8462938

>>8461092
>>8461120
jimmycomet instagram
http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 04:53:29 ID: 7b374f No.8461640 >>8468643 >>8469768

>>8460377
I live on St Thomas and i see that shit on the way to st john all the time. Its 100% a religious thing. I've mt some of the goundskeepers and the guy who 
drove all the little girls out to the island was well known around here. some of the rumors about this place are very strange. 

I dated a girl who said she had been inside the temple (hopefully nothing happened, epstein prefers younger girls) and she said that it was full of shrines 
to different religions, cults, superstitions around the world. Seriously disturbing stuff.  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:04:33 ID: 1f181f No.8461714

I have faith in the Emperor and his plans.
But where do we go from here?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:04:57 ID: 5fbfac No.8461717

>>8459791
This is so stupid, it just boggles the mind.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:07:35 ID: 1f181f No.8461737

>>8460028
Also, I really was op of that thread.
But I have faith in the Emperor and his will.
Kek and the emperor himself say not yet, both in word and action.
So for now all we can do is trust.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:15:00 ID: 75a16c No.8461786

>>8459606
Go away you dirty nonce  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:15:16 ID: 735f40 No.8461790 >>8461884

File (hide): a333b20fdc29401⋯.png (26.87 KB, 602x778, 301:389, c764ee5e6d9ea53c45cbf99898….png)

>>8458597 (OP)
https://archive.fo/vy5RB
^ front page of national poz radio. 

http://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?
storyId=504590375 

audio: https://ondemand.npr.org/anon.npr-
mp3/npr/atc/2016/12/20161206_atc_alex_jones_info_wars.mp3  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:30:59 ID: 000000 No.8461884 >>8461916 >>8461928 >>8462087 >>8469755 >>8472302

>>8461790
>(((Southern Poverty Law Center)))
all the naked IPs and your real identitiesthat you faggots post under which jim harvests and sells to third-parties are now a part of their database.
the organization is also filled with well-connected pedo scum, so nice job making yourselves into government targets, newfags, but "omg he's a torposter, 
it's disinfo everyone, don't protect yourselves, goyim!"
pls kys  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:32:38 ID: 505cdc No.8461896

>>8461073
>>8461148
>Totally doesn't sound like a really sneaky concern-troll with those posts of yours, nope not at all :^)  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:33:38 ID: 7d4af8 No.8461904

>>8461034
If you're going to pass off a shoop, I sugest applying gaussian blur to the edges of your cropjob, numbnuts.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:35:05 ID: 51ebbd No.8461916
File (hide): f838caf3a270098⋯.jpg (103.36 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, image.jpg)

>>84618
84
Instead 
of a 
concern 
troll I 
dub you 
fear troll 
#9.
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:36:37 ID: 4cf130 No.8461928
File (hide): 4a97e1083a33349⋯.jpg (88.55 KB, 563x720, 563:720, devil (1).jpg)

>>8461884
I do not agree with the stigma against torposters but that is only a problem if you do not configure 
about:config and allow scripts/not using a vpn  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:39:10 ID: 7d4af8 No.8461947 >>8463865

File (hide): 8e4ec26aee93baa⋯.jpg (26.48 KB, 352x707, 352:707, RLYqFex.jpg)

>>8461223
>saving literal CP to local storage
Yeah, no I like NOT having the FBI 
knocking at my door, thanks.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:49:52 ID: 5d97a5 No.8461996

Just passing this on about spirit cooking, resulting from the oakland fire.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4006300/Filth-chaos-weird-religious-symbols-Pictures-appalling-conditions-inside-Oakland-warehouse-36-
died.html

>Disturbingly Mack also complains about a fellow tenant called Lisa – a woman she says is operator Derick Almena's right hand woman.
>'Lisa is complaining about the tv but I'm not coming to you complaining when she is dripping blood in the sitting room after coming back from one of her 
rituals?'  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 05:52:38 ID: 357923 No.8462014

Ignore the shills. Read the e-mails for yourself. Evil wins if you do nothing…  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 06:04:25 ID: 75a16c No.8462087

>>8461884
Fuck off cunt. Come get me

Rest of you, good work and keep digging.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 06:09:39 ID: fda787 No.8462118

>>8459606
>>8459412
just stop talking about it goy - the posts  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 06:14:17 ID: ab4709 No.8462154

>>8461453
holy shit is that third painting done by someone connected to pizzagate? they had a blueprint with a pig farm in the restaurant and people were talking 
about how theyd use them to dispose of bodies  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 06:24:07 ID: 3b792c No.8462220 >>8467012

File (hide): f9bedcbf7ac553f⋯.mp4 (10.13 MB, 480x360, 4:3, i dont want my pizza burni….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8461446
You spelled jews wrong.

mp4 unrelated but related to this phenomenon, 
from www.youtube.com/user/Casina777/videos  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 06:41:13 ID: d257c6 No.8462326

>>8458597 (OP)
roxy and quiksilver are the same brand. Roxy, happens to be their female line of equipment and clothes.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 06:46:53 ID: fe4b51 No.8462355 >>8462375

>>8459362
They just can't stop memeing can they? I guess they'd even drive their car in a mason symbol pattern if the police were chasing them.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 06:50:01 ID: d257c6 No.8462375

>>8462355
the Pizza movie was added to his imdb after he went into CPP  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 07:05:23 ID: 5ae29c No.8462489

>>8461530
Imagine being the poor little bastard who gets fucked by a transgendered baboon.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 07:17:04 ID: 7bc366 No.8462565 >>8462650 >>8462659 >>8462678

File (hide): 74ba38abe133be7⋯.png (429.74 KB, 1230x713, 1230:713, 3zcsioqvq12y.png)

another plebbit sub was shut-down 
today.
Anyone have info about pic related?
Especially the connections made at 
the bottom.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 07:31:05 ID: 3ca7ee No.8462650 >>8462659

>>8462565
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1467665
Suggestion is to start leaning on pizza places to side with the investigation. It would only take a couple to start a ball rolling. There are certainly some 
smaller places that might be willing to take the risk for the increased exposure.

>"PizzaCompanyName supports the peaceful citizen investigation broadly labeled "PizzaGate" into publicly available information which indicates an 
unfortunate connection between the term "Pizza" and an ongoing child abuse and trafficking situation affecting people from many walks of life."  
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That shouldn't have been in reply to you. Not relevant to your question but do hope some answers do arrive to your question.  
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Images linked.  
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we're winning  
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It's time we started aggressively turning their own words against them. We memed Clinton out of existence using the exact same playbook. We should 
have been copying our old methods and reusing them here.

Get on social media, use their hashtags like #standwithcomet and blow this new fake news bullshit they're pushing out of the water.  
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The fire fucking rises

>>8462815
Those amuse me for reasons. Part of the reason ritual abuse is ritualized is acknowledgement of the superspectrum.  
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>>8458597 (OP)
bump  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:07:10 ID: 674d82 No.8462848

without going into too much, could someone please post the aussie stuff that was found about trafficking? I might have stumbled into something weird but 
I need names/possible handles to link to it. Sooner the better.  
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>edward snowden
snowden is a shill, complete psy ops  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:16:13 ID: 09be76 No.8462886

someone posted a weird link somewhere that might my a cp front page, do i post it here,i think its pgate related  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:18:32 ID: 09be76 No.8462898

ive archived it, i dont know if its the good guys or bad guys that left it  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:27:11 ID: 2c6002 No.8462938

>>8461557
>Haitian special with extra cheese
Even if not counting the other bizarre shit, this is the most obvious so far. Also another firewood picture.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:29:57 ID: 09be76 No.8462952

this was posted on voat, ive clicked it and saved it on archive http://serv082.wixsite.com/serv0

dunno if its a trap  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:30:02 ID: 09aacb No.8462953

IMPORTANT: Roberta 's pizza NYC

"We are in an industrial area with a lot of empty warehouses and abandoned factory buildings.
It used to be a center for the Sicilian Mafia and there are tunnels under buildings."

http://www.synchromysticismforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=453&start=230
 

"After this story "Pizzagate" broke, there were massive cars out front the place, pulling in / going out et cetera. There was some huge pow - wow.
It could be I never watched them before, and they were always that busy. But I never saw it that busy. Ever.

http://synchromysticismforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=9921&start=220

Her twitter - pegchandler  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:36:33 ID: a1b0ff No.8462986

>>8460288
Living in a van, is not really a stereotype vastly unrelated to kid fuckers.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:41:29 ID: bdb5ca No.8463009 >>8463090 >>8470907

Why is /pol/ ignoring Bannon's very clear connection to Marc Collins-Rector and Jeffrey Epstein? 

Could it be that Pizzagate is a Bannon psyop?

Nah, never…  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:41:52 ID: 4cf130 No.8463013 >>8463045 >>8466331

File (hide): 5991f3651d1149a⋯.webm (10.31 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, blue house.webm) [play once] [loop]

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/5895a33b5e64857d478d644098b9e
8c6896e02388a222e2fedf2ef7da3314c0b.pdf
>>8462678
>blue house
Holy crap that is a masonic lodge  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:51:30 ID: 0de325 No.8463045 >>8463073 >>8463099

>>8463013
Do you have a version of that audio that isn't just sentences constructed through editing? Whoever did it didn't even do a good job.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:54:17 ID: dd8210 No.8463065

>>8459273

Streisand Effect  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:55:12 ID: 4cf130 No.8463073 >>8463091

>>8463045
Sure I rushed that anyways (not sure which one it is they all talk about the blue house case)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xshve-LcbEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axe7fZkO0f0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZxKL1FU6OQ  
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File (hide): 2442d3d02fe1d80⋯.jpg (381.81 KB,
960x540, 16:9, JFK.jpg)

File (hide): 8431d95ef8a4cb3⋯.jpg (94.05 KB,
960x960, 1:1, 1481087209733.jpg)

File (hide): 365cd9570474ebe⋯.jpg
(92.13 KB, 610x829, 610:829,
1481097806287.jpg)

File (hide): 8b3b419d4a78baa⋯.jpg
(192.59 KB, 720x960, 3:4, 1481097772019.jpg)

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:58:20 ID: 05e5a2 No.8463090 >>8463538

>>8463009
shill moar  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:58:24 ID: 4cf130 No.8463091

>>8463073
Pretty sure it is the 2nd one  

File (hide): 9f3caf981e096f7⋯.jpg (536.34 KB,
2400x1452, 200:121, p_Jill_natl_press_club_wid….jpg)

File (hide): 61e37ea4cf8d695⋯.png (406.12 KB,
718x374, 359:187, dupontcircle.png)

File (hide): 8a3a3d04d4c398e⋯.png (240.57 KB,
960x580, 48:29, saturn-26618_960_720.png)

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 08:59:34 ID: dd8210 No.8463095 >>8463369 >>8465669

Jill Stein Worships Saturn/Satan?

Jill Stein Campaign Logo features Dupont Underground Tunnel.

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:00:51 ID: 4cf130 No.8463099 >>8463115

>>8463045
He says those sentences. I will listen and quote the time in the video. I actually cut the space between words too close.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:05:38 ID: 4cf130 No.8463115

>>8463099
10:39  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axe7fZkO0f0  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:14:47 ID: dd8210 No.8463152 >>8463254 >>8463558

File (hide): e34471c3a938fa2⋯.png (62.96 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, WQgftUx.png)

>>8461267
>http://imgur.com/a/qxiIp
>>8461274

Why is this pic blank???  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:21:07 ID: 5b78e1 No.8463166 >>8463199 >>8463214 >>8463233

>>8459791
this is fake shit. imdb was edited recently.
probably hoping to dilute us with disinfo. not bad, but we already check each individual post for truthness as the point of 4chan is 90% of it is bullshit, so 
sliding under the radar like that isnt likely.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:28:32 ID: 78049b No.8463199 >>8463233

>>8463166
Was wondering this. Archive.org has a snapshot from 2008 and he's not in the credits on the front page:
https://web.archive.org/web/20081227183720/http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0808473/  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:32:17 ID: dd8210 No.8463214
File (hide): e6dd416ce0d8f06⋯.jpg (36.9 KB, 296x438, 148:219, Thebleedingfront.jpg)

>>8459791
>>8463166

He was in this movie;

The Bleeding (2009) 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1206881/reference

The Bleeding Trailer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgxM7l9o6Zo

Synopsis;

An ex-Army Ranger searching for the killer of his parents discovers a family of vampires in a former chemical 
weapons factory-turned-nightclub.[1]

Describes Comet Ping Pong perfectly…bunch a fucking vamps.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:35:57 ID: 78049b No.8463233

>>8463166
>>8463199
Someone is definitely dicking around.

Compare the archives from his actor page that doesnt have referral fluff in the URL, with the one archive that does:
> no Something About Pizza credit
https://web.archive.org/web/20161205030412/http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2625901/
> Something About Pizza credit
https://web.archive.org/web/20161206210243/http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2625901/?ref_=ttfc_fc_cl_t4  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:40:24 ID: dd8210 No.8463254 >>8463582 >>8465017 >>8467218

>>8463152
What the hell…there is much more that is missing…from picbear google cache…  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 09:49:06 ID: dd8210 No.8463284 >>8463321

>>8461267
>>8461274
>>8461092
Here we go…750mb download of JimmyComet and Friends;

Someone asked me for the source of the Baby & whatwhatinyourButt instagram post so I went hunting for the whole archive.

This is an archive of the most striking posts. It was saved by the Reddit people. https://sli.mg/a/gaffhM

Archive of ALL the posts saved by Reddit /4chan researchers (750mb) Archived 11.13.16: https://ufile.io/45f11

The Entire Jimmy Comet Instagram archive + their friends

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@gizmosia/the-jimmy-comet-comet-ping-pong-instagram-archive  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 10:03:07 ID: dd8210 No.8463321 >>8463325

>>8463284
havent seen these ones before…

-Killroom

-"yum baby"  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 10:05:54 ID: 4cf130 No.8463325
File (hide): 66e67ffb13d47f9⋯.png (711.26 KB, 750x916, 375:458, mason.png)

>>8463321  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 10:16:42 ID: 007b1e No.8463363 >>8464676 >>8469458

On my phone but saw the Onion did a fucking "pizzagate is fake" video with barely any attempt at humor

When's the last time the onion took an actual clear stance on something besides being obviously pro Hillary for the paycheck? Even the comments on 
goybook were full of people saying "if this is so fake why is the onion wasting time saying it's fake" etc  
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>>8463095
See, the problem here is that Stein might have never been in on the symbolism rather than being handed a design to use by the true insider. There is a 
theory advanced in a somewhat silly book called "Cipher of the Ufonauts" or somesuch, but the concept was that the names of entities and locations at 
which they were encountered were the actual reason for encounters to occur to "random" people at all. Their reporting of the information would then 
disseminate the coded message, explaining why you see so many Ufo contactees in the records whose supposedly alien contacts use names from 
ancient mythologies or simply obscure words in other languages, as well as references which only seem apparent when viewing multiple cases in 
conjunction. The book devolves into the sort of Gemetria horseshit which allows one to find whatever code one wishes given enough wit, but the concept 
behind that sort of code is interesting. It's proven that coded but plainly displayed messages are used by these types of clandestine groups, but the most 
important questions are then who are the ones placing the messages and who are the ones meant to receive them. Someone such as a political 
candidate or business administrator can easily be handed a seemingly innocuous design to serve as an unknowing carrier. In this instance, the 
providence of that campaign logo must be uncovered. Perhaps Stein would be at the end of the rope, but this could be a game where she's only a pawn. 

Although supposedly another author of ufo books followed the cipher and found an alien with whom to converse. An interesting twist to the story would be 
if the accounts of such individuals were the breadcrumbs of those who found the rabbit holes and were trauma'ed into oblivion. One theory which has 
gained some traction in recent years is that the concept of screen memories are a sort of double-layered tactic which provides a red herring explanation. 
Certainly some of the things which occur in abduction accounts align with ritual abuses, but my personal theory is that the reason for this is probably in 
fact that the rituals are patterned after that very phenomenon.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 10:21:07 ID: 10be0f No.8463375

>>8459791
family ties to protect-a-child would be important.  So important, don't put any of that other shit on there, because that was just retarded  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 10:48:00 ID: f03868 No.8463441

My musical rendition of Epsteins contact book. With the odd mistake soz.

People should note a couple of things. JAMES RANDI was a friend. It would be interesting if the Randi corporation got money from him. There is also 
many connections with Formula One. Young men, money, big oil companies all seem the right places to find leads.

https://vid.me/vvu1  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 10:56:20 ID: 55306d No.8463465 >>8463470

After all the shit those faggot liberals online have said about Gatlinburg burning Commie central declared a state of emergency over some faggots 
burning.

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/Family-of-Victims-Visit-Oakland-Warehouse-in-Deadly-Fire-405109115.html

Massive swath of beautiful countryside burned is ok but 1 hippy shanty town filled with poz zombies burns down and thats a serious problem.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 10:57:39 ID: 55306d No.8463470

>>8463465
fuck wrong thread sorry op.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 11:12:39 ID: 71aa67 No.8463519 >>8463528 >>8464808
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 11:21:14 ID: dd8210 No.8463538 >>8463539

>>8462804
>>8462809
>>8462815
>>8463090

JIDF bullshit…

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 11:21:45 ID: dd8210 No.8463539

>>8463538

PROOF of JIDF and Shills cordinating against pizzagate on reddit! 

https://sli.mg/NeRb49

https://www.reddit.com/r/TopMindsOfReddit/comments/5fvocj/from_voat_if_pizzagate_is_not_real_then_we_have/  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 11:29:23 ID: 773da2 No.8463558 >>8463582

>>8463152
this was taken right after the attempted Gülen coup in July. 

Gulen and Erdogan have both been accused of child sex trafficking. Gulen has a global network of charter schools, is linked to CIA and Graham Fuller, 
who's linked to Ruslan Tsarnaev, the uncle of the Boston Bombers…

I've also heard rumors that the Clinton gang were behind the July coup attempt. 

WAT DO??

is that pic stenography?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 11:36:06 ID: dd8210 No.8463582
File (hide): 4cedb6107ed5168⋯.jpg (42.85 KB, 356x519, 356:519, Jimmycomet istanbull.jpg)

The second pic here;
>>8463254

>>8463558

I think the pic is missing because its a video…but still it should have 
had a screenshot of the vid pic??  
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>>8463528
Hm? that? That's related to the fact that due to how most yids are inbred they've a wonderful blood type that allows them to accept any given donor. 

You know how yids always have a doctor in the family and Israel has those nasty little Trafficking operations going on?

Jew bodies are so removed from human DNA they can take just about any sort of organ transplant from any kind of Shbbos goyim.

Soros has had like that? 5 fucking heart transplants in the past? Jews are literally horrible stitched up blood libel iron maidens truly no different from 
parasitical organisms.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:01:01 ID: 0a68ec No.8463812 >>8463839

>>8459794

So a common symbol representing the Celts and one representing a Germanic tribe are code.

Shlomo that's beyond retarded.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:09:55 ID: 942aa0 No.8463839 >>8463845 >>8464309

>>8463812
Faggot, Pedos took the symbols and appropriated it for their own perverted reasons, don't you faggots even know how to read?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:11:19 ID: 0a68ec No.8463845 >>8463858

>>8463839

But isn't it ridiculously easy for confusion to happen?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:14:36 ID: 942aa0 No.8463858

>>8463845
No, why would it be? Only if you're an autist that shouldn't be let around people would it confuse you, otherwise other hints and clues in conversations or 
otherwise will lead to an understanding between the fuckers, who know what symbols to look out for.

Also what even is this autism, this isn't the pol I remember.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:15:51 ID: 8a5228 No.8463865

>>8461947
This person is controlled by fear.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:33:12 ID: 06d7f7 No.8463935 >>8463960 >>8463967

So Pizzagate is at thread 21 Already time sure flies, doesn't it? It was a distraction from more important matters like election at the time, so I waited to 
hear anything particularly hard hitting and easily provable, usually anything important spreads like wildfire and spill over on to other threads. I'm here for 
the brave work of Shills, disinfo agents and cancerous MSM with one question in mind: Does anyone have anything concrete and provable and backed 
up infodumps/infographs to spread around?

The sheer amount of D&C, shills and MSM sperging over this made me curious. Anything real good so far? This 'fake news' narrative and the usual 
'conspiracy loon' narrative caused the opposite effect they expected  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:36:42 ID: 7f625b No.8463944 >>8463951 >>8463965

>The sheer amount of D&C, shills and MSM sperging over this 

Should be proof enough tbh fam.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:39:50 ID: 06d7f7 No.8463951 >>8463960

>>8463944

It raises few flags for me personally, I'm the type who redpills normies and trigger leftists just for shits and giggles and I have to back up the shit, I'm going 
to spout in order to sound beliveable.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:42:34 ID: 942aa0 No.8463960

>>8463935
>>8463951
Investigations like this have happened before both in America and Europe, but in third world and eastern european countries this is well known about and 
is pretty much common knowledge (if you're not a retarded western idealist that is).  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:43:30 ID: 000000 No.8463965 >>8463971 >>8464380

>>8463944
but after all your weeks of digging come to absolutely nothing, you'll all move on to other dramas and the real pedo ring that created the pizzagate 
misdirection will have accomplished exactly what they aimed for  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:44:21 ID: a7b4bd No.8463967 >>8464069

File (hide): c6c38ae3b42f8f9⋯.jpg (4.3 MB, 10000x6112, 625:382, c84aba99a1fca33fc8a0bc3342….jpg)

>>8463935
just a whole lot of implications and signs.

the ties of involved main suspects to former child molesters, pedophiles, rapists, 
occultists, satanists

we have the usage of code in the e-mails, we have caught alefantis caught lying

we have the weird art collections depicting child abduction/torture, we have the 
weird instagram posts and the epstein connection

then there's all the previous covered up cases of child trafficking

It should be hard to find any real proof, I don't think they are that stupid, stupidest it gets is alefantis instagram I guess

and then there's this weird incident from sunday, which implies false flag

this was also interesting https://archive.fo/D76Gq it connects hillary to a trafficking ring in finland  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:45:28 ID: 942aa0 No.8463971 >>8463978

>>8463965
Ignore this shill, thanks to pizzagate we know that everyone in washington is involved in this shit, and that the whole placed needs to be nuked ASAP.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:47:31 ID: 000000 No.8463978 >>8463982

>>8463971
>ignore this shill
>everyone in washington dc is a child raping satanist
goon, are you even trying?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 13:48:37 ID: 942aa0 No.8463982

>>8463978
>everyone in washington dc isn't a child raping satanist
Delet urself  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 14:09:34 ID: 06d7f7 No.8464069

>>8463967

I spent time redpilling Normies and Christcuck beanerburgers as suggested by /pol/ because cries of horrified beaners make hard, it helps someone out 
is entertaining. However I'm not a shit spewing libshit that indoctrinates those fucks on daily basis. Only way to deprogram a strong appeal to whatever 
NEEDS a red pill so large it might cause a stroke in the smallest 'patients'. SpiritCooking was a sure-fire way to deprogram catholic beaners.

When you spout barely feasible bullshit most indoctrinated run to their shitlib masters, which is a huge waste of time.

T. Amateur social engineer with decade of practical experience  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 14:13:10 ID: 6a6f62 No.8464088 >>8464127 >>8464335 >>8472341

I`m sorry if this was already covered (I could not find it, and have not been following this too closely) but the Mccann investigation has been opened up 
again.
"PORTUGUESE cops say they are ‘working closely with British detectives’ after a tip that Madeleine McCann was snatched by a gang of European 
traffickers."
https://archive.is/ysYSJ
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2336206/portuguese-cops-working-closely-with-british-detectives-after-tip-madeleine-mccann-was-snatched-by-
traffickers/

Great timing right? This will prove that the Podesta`s had nothing to do with it.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 14:22:19 ID: 06d7f7 No.8464127 >>8464148

>>8464088

People can dismiss The Sun as a rumor mongering tabloid magazine. People have been shitting on it before days of Robert Maxwell.  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 14:27:25 ID: 6a6f62 No.8464148 >>8464174

>>8464127
Here is the very respectable Huffpo
https://archive.is/8NS0h

>Sara C Nelson
Senior Editor, The Huffington Post UK
New leads in the Madeleine McCann case have united British and Portuguese detectives as they probe fresh tips she was spirited away by human 
traffickers.

It comes amid reports that Scotland Yard detectives have been given more resources to investigate the new lead.

A senior Policia Judiciaria source told The Sun: “There is still work to do. Not all possibilities have been dismissed.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 14:35:30 ID: 06d7f7 No.8464174

>>8464148

>HuffPost

Perfect, /pol/ fucking hate that whore but bluepilled normies believe the word of MUH VAGINA. Respectable indeed.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 14:57:05 ID: 56f883 No.8464237

shes fucking dead or the parents sold her. Either way they don't ever expect her to be found  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 15:17:57 ID: 78049b No.8464309

>>8463839
Even the Roxy/Quicksilver logo? The popular "surfer" fashion brand that a shit-ton of non-paedos wear, and that a load of brand whore non-paedos will 
have wardrobes full of? I totally get paedos will use innocent looking logos and symbols that are close enough to their own as a means of identifying 
themselves, but they won't be identifying themselves if using logos and symbols that are really, really fucking common to the normal non-paedo 
population.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 15:28:24 ID: 78049b No.8464335

>>8464088
>Great timing right? This will prove that the Podesta`s had nothing to do with it.
Again, it's just that time of year. Ask any brit older than say 15 or so who'll remember day 1 and all the media coverage and appeals that have followed. 
They do this every time the funds are running out and they need to pay the lawyers they hire to sue dissenters. And every year or so the police make an 
appeal for government funding to investigate some "new and promising lead" that goes nowhere. Here's hoping they're really finally investigating the 
parents and the Tapas 7, and not deliberately frustrating the Portuguese police's investigation yet again. This whole farce is a relatively easy cash-cow to 
keep, for everyone involved.

Just read any number of blogs and forums from citizen investigators that have been trawling through their police statements and public interviews and 
postings.  It'll quickly become clear that Maddie died in her parents' care and the whole bloody lot of them have been trying (incredibly badly) to cover it 
up.  Oh, but be careful who and where you say that to. Else you may get a threatening letter from their lawyers at best, and the pants sued off you at 
worst.

Why they've had such influential and wealthy people - and the establishment - helping them though, is truly a puzzle.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 15:31:11 ID: 9cda71 No.8464349

>>8459794

maybe he took you for a blue pilled faggot and just didn't feel like arguing, expecting a "you know that's a gnatzeee symbol rite?"  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 15:40:01 ID: 78049b No.8464380

>>8463965
>and the real pedo ring that created the pizzagate misdirection will have accomplished exactly what they aimed for
Instead of being a defeatist twat, how about sharing with us your ideas and investigation into this real paedo ring, anon? Or do you have nothing to show 
and are just sniping at the rest of us because we're not doing what you want us to do? Manipulation only gets you so far with anons. So either put up what 
you've got, or shut up.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 15:49:22 ID: 78049b No.8464427 >>8470996

>>8460477
That image should say "7 hours after the incident yes?

>>8461265
Here's an archive of a google search: 
https://archive.is/u4Pey
Two of the results are shown as existing before the incident according to google and allegedly yahoo too. However, the meta properties for those articles 
show they were first published after the incident. An anon said in another thread that incorrect time in search results is a known bug: 
https://archive.is/6Za2i

It must be an intermittent bug though, as another of the results from that search also uses the same standard for the "published" meta property, and that 
had the correct time shown in the search results.  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 16:07:10 ID: f3810e No.8464501 >>8464512 >>8464945 >>8471242 >>8471879

File (hide): 90784c8164907f9⋯.png (163.15 KB, 1594x843, 1594:843, imbd.PNG)

so, according to voat, they have now moved the trafic camera 
back to its original position, facing cpp.

http://sli.mg/Rds0n7

And, the gunman from sunday played "the gunman" in a movie 
called "something about pizza". pic related.

/pol/ are they fucking with us? or making it so fucking obvious 
that the normies have to start paying attention?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 16:08:58 ID: 797069 No.8464512 >>8464612

>>8464501
Search the web-archive, "the gunman" was added recently.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 16:22:05 ID: 000000 No.8464575

>8chan kikeflare captcha
>please identify images with pizza
… not sure about this  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 16:29:52 ID: f3810e No.8464612 >>8464868

>>8464512
meaning he was added to the cast after the movie was posted on IMBD but before sunday? sorry not familiar with the web-archive yet.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 16:42:30 ID: 0c6f4c No.8464676 >>8469458

>>8463363
>reading the Haim Saban Onion

How do people still do this? As soon as he bought The Onion to use its brand's goodwill as a meme weapon #forher all of the magic disappeared. The 
difference in quality was quickly as noticeable as if a five-star restaurant changed ownership, kept the sign, and started serving McDonald's.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 16:53:33 ID: 4e51a8 No.8464726 >>8464963

Now this is very stupid but important question and I hope someone could deliver an answer.

We know that "cheese" is a pedo slang word. But is there any knowledge of "cheese slicer" being a slang/code word too? This is really important, will tell 
you later if it matches.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 17:01:31 ID: 0b667c No.8464788

>>8461034

right, because Melania is fucking and ritually sacrificing Barron in this pic. Shut the Fuck Up.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 17:04:05 ID: 38fe83 No.8464808 >>8468066 >>8473075

>>8463519
>>8463528

Very interesting post and I think you may of found some incredible lead: The photo''s currently are to blurry for me to say either way…

I don't want to add to much to this - but read your article and I thought very interesting:- I'm from the UK and have followed the mccann thing from day 1:- 
always been interested on how things in the media changed etc.

This one caught my eye as I thought why would they change the appearance of Madeline's eye by photo shopping out a distinctive mark, one that would 
allow the child to be recognized - surely pointless? or to hide something….

I vaguely remember Jerry Mcann being questioned about this, as the data and time stamps on the photo had obviously also changed,

http://jillhavern.forumotion(DOT)net/t984-the-changing-coloboma-of-madeleine
https://archive.is/3GBbD
If some anon could enhance the original pics or obtain others that would be appreciated

NB: have also done quite a lot of research  into DMT (Di-Methyl Tryptamine) -I pretty sure it gets released into you brain, once when your born and once 
when you die: taking it in between opens doors and you meet the little people. I've actually been trying to get hold of some for a while now -  but that's a 
different story.  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 17:09:58 ID: 78049b No.8464868 >>8465493 >>8468775 >>8469385

File (hide): 619c3f88a6576ce⋯.jpg (315.27 KB, 1500x1125, 4:3, MuralLA.jpg)

In trying to find out what happened to 34a66c, found out at least who did the mural and when for the building 
anon was supposed to investigate.
http:// hellbentart.com/photographs/ and mural photos can be seen if you scroll down to "Collector's House 
in Venice, CA". "012" appears to be the year the mural was done, as other pieces are dated and have the 
artist's signature ("hellbent") and a number like 012 or 013 as part of the artwork.

The artist who did the mural doesn't appear to have done the white rabbit on the door though. That must 
have come later. Also, no sign of anyone that could be 34a66c in LAPD news. Several missing persons but 
none around the time he posted.

>>8464612
See: https://web.archive.org/web/20081227183720/http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0808473
And:

https://web.archive.org/web/20161206073247/http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2625901/
Someone's being a dick and trying to fuck with us.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 17:20:31 ID: b73776 No.8464925

This is it /pol/. And it is such a familiar dance, isn't it? How many pedos did we expose on /b/? How long have we been  
doing this?

Forever. The Inquisition never sleeps. Keep digging.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 17:24:01 ID: 470de6 No.8464945

>>8464501
Nah, bullshit.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 17:25:57 ID: 4e51a8 No.8464963 >>8465313

>>8464726
>>8464726
>>8464726
>>8464726
>>8464726

I need answer to this fast. I haven't been able to find anything on my own, so I need some kind of a confirmation.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 17:38:09 ID: 0bb92b No.8465017

>>8463254
for a guy who's 'totally not a sick fuck satanist' he sure makes a lot of serial killer -esque jokes.

Especially weird given how batshit hipster libs are about animal cruelty.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 18:02:28 ID: c206ff No.8465152

>>8461319
>personal opinion don’t go after the artist there are windows to this sick fuck. Mostly they paint write etc., of what they see and lived not saying all artist 
fags don’t participate. But let go after the big fish .better yet who owns there paintings.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 18:39:25 ID: 7bc366 No.8465313

>>8464963
I've never heard that. I have seen slang where "slices" of pizza were code for the age. i.e. 12-16 slices.
There's also that weird email in wikileaks that talks about having only one slice and not knowing how to thin to cut it.
But I haven't seen "cheese slicer" specifically.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 19:00:20 ID: 115ce8 No.8465392 >>8465514

>>8463369
Could you further elaborate your theory, anon?  
Someone in the earlier threads (#19) mentioned how there was a huge shitstorm in some UFO forum over an incident where a woman claimed to 
remember she was raped by someone wearing an ayy-costume, resulting in a split group which came to believe Whitley Strieber might be involved in 
mind control stuff. 

John Podesta has a weird obsession with ayys and disclosure. Just some examples:

https://archive.is/y0cZx
https://archive.is/5Drpo
https://archive.is/zzTE9
https://archive.is/Pb3ms
https://archive.is/Nfc8H
https://archive.is/RJ0a4
https://archive.is/zqYPY

>Skippy – Podesta's quick-tempered, edgy and sarcastic alter ego
https://archive.is/ywS6B  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 19:22:19 ID: 1675b1 No.8465493 >>8465609 >>8478987

>>8464868
Not shilling, but has anyone even entertained the thought of 34a66c being a person involved in the thing..? Actually going to cover up the mess, leaving 
us thinking that some brave anon is going to investigate the place.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 19:26:40 ID: a21444 No.8465514

>>8465392
Well my theory is more or less that ayys are an extent phenomenon representative of archetypal manifestations of sub-conscious and meta-conscious 
energy, and those who engage in ritual abuse at the highest levels are in on the gig that imitation is a form of power. Monsters of some form do exist, 
which means it is all the more possible to achieve monstrous deeds by emulation. At the lower levels the trauma conditioning and blackmail entrapment 
supersede any understanding of the eventual purpose of sacrifice rites, beyond whatever cultural vestigial image remains.

A lot of the UFO contactees simply cannot be taken at face value. The government alone has documented cases of long term actors spreading disinfo, 
but the more existential problem is that the nature of the superspectrum is such that a genuine experiencer is more or less being mindraped by higher 
dimensional consciousness. Some people come out pretty much the same, other people become more far gone than the most chemically imbalanced. At 
the level of being able to simulate brain activity with 100% accuracy, no subsequent activity can be verified as honest rather than influenced. 

If that sounds familiar, trauma conditioning is a brutal application of the pattern. Enact monstrous things to become monstrous.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 19:46:52 ID: 78049b No.8465609

>>8465493
Idk anon. There's a number of possibilities ranging from mostly harmless to the "suicided by shots to the back of the head". Even if he wasn't legit, or was 
a cover-up, the tale of 34a66c will serve as a reminder for the rest of us to be careful when investigating both online and in real life.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 19:49:46 ID: 6c5b25 No.8465625 >>8465654 >>8467012

File (hide): 4b6950b7266bc02⋯.png (289.48 KB, 800x600, 4:3, 3096cae5298e31b7ac25b096f4….png)

Why are people talking about aliens in a pizza thread? The coordinate fakenews false flag attack probably 
means something out there was right on the money, and you guys are debating the ayys

> Do not pass go, do not collect 200 shekels

If the aliens arent diddling kids, go back to shillandia with that crap.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 19:55:28 ID: 115ce8 No.8465654 >>8465746 >>8466659

>>8465625
Hit a nerve, shill?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 19:57:46 ID: d485e3 No.8465669

>>8463095
I think the logo REPRESENTS
THE SSSSUUUNNNN  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:03:13 ID: c8c78f No.8465702

The alien shit is going to be pushed later as our problem, and world government is going to be offered as the solution.

It will really just be (((humans))) in alien technology. And the technology is just alien to us, it could be human made.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:05:19 ID: c8c78f No.8465716

First they just have to fill our countries with easy-to-control shitskins, mainly muslims as they don't believe in borders but a global khalifate.

Nationalism is still too strong for this event that is coming up.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:08:28 ID: 6c5b25 No.8465746 >>8465823 >>8467012

File (hide): e90d7769c356d22⋯.jpg (5.92 KB, 256x192, 4:3, download (7).jpg)

>>8465654

Ok, investigate the aliens more. In fact, focus on that entirely.

Ayyys are a good lead with many connections leading back to Podesta and 
Jimmy ifuckkidsalot and isn't a distraction at all.  
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"FULL VIDEO Inside The Comet Pizza Party - CREEPY" Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:10:02 ID: 396f71 No.8465753

For your investigation:
"FULL VIDEO Inside The Comet Pizza Party - CREEPY"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhbFiOHy0zQ  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:19:17 ID: 115ce8 No.8465823 >>8466122

>>8465746
If you're not a shill, why are telling us to end the convo? Either you can't fucking read or you're shilling. 
The context is ritual abuse and mind control - topics which are constalty brought up in pizza threads. Podesta's obsession with UFOs is worth mentioning 
when there are theories linking ritual abuse to "alien abductions". 

> In fact, focus on that entirely.
Why you're sperging out over this?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:35:07 ID: 09aacb No.8465954 >>8466865 >>8467209

Were these pictures of mccann ever debunked?

https://imgur.com/gallery/Cd1lU  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:35:08 ID: cc8ad5 No.8465955
File (hide): be82cd071699ff5⋯.png (382.95 KB, 638x432, 319:216, 2016-12-04.png)

Were any connections actually made between the gunman and anyone involved with CPP? The only thing I 
can see is that he may have possibly made contacts in Haiti but that may as well just been a mission trip 
due to his christian background.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:56:22 ID: f3810e No.8466119 >>8466158 >>8466202 >>8466269

Is Trey Gowdy settting the stage?
Are they gearing up for the massive shitstorm we all hope is coming?

https://gowdy.house.gov/media-center/newsletters/endtrafficking  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 20:56:51 ID: 6c5b25 No.8466122 >>8466155 >>8468976

>>
    
>>8465823
Because it looks and smells like a slide

I haven't seen anything yet indicating it's a real lead that could go somewhere. Did I miss a crucial post somewhere? I only lots of theory talk about aliens 
whenever it is brought up.

Are people actually digging and looking for alien references? Because until we can tie it back to the rest of their creepy shit in some solid way, it looks 
like:

>Podesta likes aliens
>Alien abduction
>Abductions
>MotherofGod.gif  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 21:01:02 ID: 4e51a8 No.8466155 >>8466158

>>8466122
>>8466122
>>8466122
>>8466122
Oh boy I can already see the news: "Trey Gowdy found deaded".

RIP.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 21:01:27 ID: 4e51a8 No.8466158

>>8466155
FFS meant to link on this post:

>>8466119
>>8466119
>>8466119
>>8466119
>>8466119  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 21:07:23 ID: f3810e No.8466202

>>8466119
We should note anyone that votes against the act.  I have skimmed through it and as far as I can see it seems legit.  Nothing jumped out at me as a 
reason to vote against it.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 21:17:04 ID: 4e51a8 No.8466269
File (hide): a2f7bfc86e41352⋯.jpg (31.87 KB, 253x103, 253:103, 1251.jpg)

>>8466119
Got curious about that barcode on the page, so I inverted colors of it if someone likes 
to check it out, just incase there's a hint for us.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 21:20:04 ID: eda816 No.8466293
File (hide): 3791585e9890e09⋯.png (755.36 KB, 654x624, 109:104, asdf.png)

"We deliver 
to the whole 
world!"  

File (hide): f75a74eeaa4c1b7⋯.png (587.67 KB,
612x612, 1:1, b875f8315326f5ad053e0df929….png)

File (hide): c1f6d23791dd671⋯.png (11.99 KB,
255x191, 255:191, 02e742923a7996e3307cd94fa1….png)

File (hide): 2c1459d438b5457⋯.png (11.23 KB,
255x190, 51:38, 336ef8020d1a1c2210426536c0….png)

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 21:26:06 ID: 4040db No.8466331

>>8458597 (OP)
>>8463013
This talks about a blue house. I wonder if this OP is from that area.

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 21:49:35 ID: 206d58 No.8466516 >>8466626

File (hide): fa7bb963bca4993⋯.jpg (34.41 KB, 601x601, 1:1, Kony 2012 fail http rtcom ….jpg)

Mr. False Flag, was most likely was to be used in an election related media psyop that failed in NC. That 
psyop was his failed attempt to run over a black kid(failed according to those who put him up to it, since it 
did not result in a fatality) in Salisbury back in October. He failed in that operation, making the psyop lose it's 
potency, and thus no BLM riots sprang out of it in Salisbury. His first psyop attempt was set up because, his 
handlers were hoping to continue the race war trend in NC, started with the pre-election Charlotte BLM 
Chimpouts. Since his operation failed in NC, once pizzagate was a thing, his handlers then recycled him for 
the DC psyop, his life already being majorly diminished by the last failed psyop, yet no so that much he 
wasn't free to be used again in DC. Just my theory…  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:03:57 ID: b5cd73 No.8466626
File (hide): 5b4a83c0f1d4974⋯.png (425.49 KB, 709x379, 709:379, I seriously hope you samur….png)

>>8466516
>His first psyop attempt was set up because, his handlers were hoping to continue the race war trend in NC, 
started with the pre-election Charlotte BLM Chimpouts
Fun fact, NC nogs rarely ever chimp out unless the whites give them go ahead.  Charlotte was more than 
likely picked over Raleigh due to the fact that Charlotte is even a bigger liberal shithole than the capitol and 
even then only the bused in people nigged out to the fullest.

>mfw seeing the local libshits slowly back away to the point the majority left when the Soros backed nigs 
started to get too intense  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:06:59 ID: 000000 No.8466659 >>8466859

>>8465654
>>8465654
Not everyone is a shill.
Some people actually want a focused effort on areas that will actually provide evidence.  

File (hide): 3aaa857d5a3ccef⋯.jpg (90.24 KB,
594x488, 297:244, LA MOCA gala Abramovic cak….jpg)

File (hide): c95cafd2add3219⋯.jpg (50.93 KB,
620x352, 155:88, LA MOCA gala.jpg)

File (hide): faf04fefe28f153⋯.jpg (101.38 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, GStefani in front of Debbi….jpg)

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:11:04 ID: 910623 No.8466688

>>8460113
That's at the LA MOCA gala, that Abramovic was "the creative director" for and there was some controversy over it, but not because it was fucking creepy 
and sick but over artists being "exploited" and the guests were all made to wear white lab coats- they didn't like that.

There were two cakes - one of Debbie Harry (blonde in red with the huge knife) and the brunette was the witch Abramovic.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:13:00 ID: 651bb0 No.8466707 >>8466787 >>8466951 >>8467137

File (hide): 2de19b96de00b17⋯.jpg (23.84 KB, 370x374, 185:187, preferences.jpg)

>we all have our preferences
Who was this guy? Alefantis?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:20:41 ID: 145dee No.8466760 >>8466775

>>8461453
the link in your picture is wrong, but you had it right here >>8461248

are you trying to memory hole or are you retarded? also archives
https://web.archive.org/web/20151026042745/http://www.danaellyn.com/press/transformer08/transformer.html
https://archive.fo/wQZIo  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:21:47 ID: 145dee No.8466775 >>8466888 >>8471099

>>8466760
>still clickable through the spoiler
i fucking hate archive.org  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:24:11 ID: d06a03 No.8466787 >>8466869

>>8466707
That guy was a woman with a voice changing device. I watched one full video and at points when she gets closer to the camera you can hear her voice 
as well as the modulated voice coming out of the speakers.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:36:46 ID: 115ce8 No.8466859

>>8466659
So you know in advance which areas will actually provide evidence? The focused effort on the same shit eventually leads to a point of saturation - 
alternative leads, on the other hand, might crowdsource something interesting and new which could prove itself relevant.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:37:29 ID: f55ccd No.8466865

>>8465954
what pictures?
either the URL is wrong, or the images have been nuked already!  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:37:51 ID: c8c78f No.8466869 >>8466916

>>8466787
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZiCH58NhLc

You're right, you can hear the female voice under the emulator.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:39:09 ID: 8040b1 No.8466881
File (hide): c6acb88bddd74e0⋯.gif (498.8 KB, 387x305, 387:305, c6acb88bddd74e0ba1f6d558e5….gif)

Anyone have updates on the 
temple of Set or Sons of Aether 
connections?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:40:53 ID: 000000 No.8466888 >>8466951

>>8466775
me too
stick with (((cloud flare))) enhanced archive.is, goy  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:45:04 ID: d06a03 No.8466916 >>8466951

File (hide): 3168388fd436187⋯.jpg (46.32 KB, 300x463, 300:463, static1.squarespace.com.jpg)

>>8466869
Emulator, that's the word I was looking for. I believe it 
is heavy breathing performing.  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 22:50:56 ID: 145dee No.8466951 >>8467015

File (hide): ccff6e9b71eec26⋯.png (33.28 KB, 801x569, 801:569, apes.png)

>>8466888
>stick with (((cloud flare))) enhanced archive.is, goy
>he says posting on 8chan
never change, tor shitposter.

>>8466707
>>8466916
yes that person is amanda kleinman, member of the current band heavy breathing and the former band the 
apes. most info on them has been covered up since amanda kleinman knows she was targetted, she even 
made a "fuck hate" style public statement for her band on the heavy breathing facebook page.

pic related is where i got with digging the apes. not very far but it's something to work with.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:02:40 ID: 5b6534 No.8467012 >>8467618

File (hide): ee127616f3bfb17⋯.mp4 (11.91 MB, 720x480, 3:2, CHICKEN FRIED (WARNING - C….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8462220
Somebody posted the video in another thread but I never knew the source. What the fuck is 
that channel, do we know anything else about it?

>>8465625
>>8465746
>huh, john podesta is obsessed with ayys for some reason
>omg guys why are you talking about ayys stop it  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:04:07 ID: 000000 No.8467015 >>8467123

>>8466951
difference being that at least on 8ch you can both lurk and post using tor
with (((cloudflare))) enhanced archive.is you can't even open the link without solving the cloudflare (((captcha)))
stay cucked  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:15:11 ID: 910623 No.8467079 >>8469468

File (hide): cdd5f7975c042f1⋯.png (2.8 MB, 5393x7897, 5393:7897, image.png)

There had been a mention of connection of Clinton Foundation to human trafficking in Haiti. Here's some info on Laura 
Silsby (now Silsby-Gayer), her fake charity and her jew non-lawyer who was also convicted of human trafficking.

There are other tie-ins to the Clinton Foundation and Haiti as well, but those will have to be separate maps.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:16:42 ID: d6e5f4 No.8467088 >>8467212

>normalfag coworker like to stay on top of politcs, believes himself to be aware
>voted trump but only because "hillary is pure evil, this is just a vote against her"
>first thing he says to me today is to ask if i've heard about pizzagate and how crazy it is that people would make up fake pedophilia ring conspiracies.
We've got to stop these goddamn kikes.  
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:18:23 ID: a829a1 No.8467103
File (hide): 5952700f0a5076a⋯.jpg (34.82 KB, 480x480, 1:1, NixonVsClinton.jpg)

https://voat.co/v/pizz
agate/1466416

Voaters found a 
pretty good lead 
here. anyone want 
to dig further?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:21:15 ID: c8c78f No.8467123

>>8467015
what is the current archive site, anon?  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:24:46 ID: efcdf7 No.8467137

>>8466707
>>8466707
amanda kleinman, you can link her to huckenpahler who knows alefantis.

we're dealing with low life fronts here, they are provoking for tens of years:
http://theapes.com/babas1.html  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:25:43 ID: 556aeb No.8467145

Here is a big article going over a bunch of what /pol/ has found, it has a lot of the instagram pictures as well.

>#PIZZAGATE, CLINTON, & PODESTA: WHAT IS IT, AND IS IT CREDIBLE?

aceloewgold.com/2016/11/20/pizzagate-clinton-podesta-what-is-it-and-is-it-credible/  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:26:28 ID: 910623 No.8467150 >>8470744

File (hide): 8d218ba8aea7d7b⋯.png (257.84 KB, 1310x954, 655:477, image.png)

Here's a little map based on one article about people in the US government convicted of 
possession, distribution or production of "cheese pizza"  

File (hide): 1c54bf6c1e852c2⋯.png (597.68 KB,
2404x2280, 601:570, 1478432648508.png)

File (hide):
4e3467d6471abe1⋯.png (3.89
MB, 1242x2208, 9:16,
1478833284987.png)

File (hide): 89af82e8bf6dcc8⋯.jpg (70.28 KB,
700x764, 175:191, 124153_web-1.jpg)
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Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:35:36 ID: 3d73d3 No.8467209

>>8465954
They're from an MM movie  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:35:56 ID: 5a54c0 No.8467212
File (hide): 01ebfdcdb72d4b8⋯.jpg (842.23 KB, 2444x2336, 611:584, 01ebfdcdb72d4b83e819153749….jpg)

>>8467088
Had a supervisor say to me "It's because of YOU PEOPLE who have to overthink everything a man was 
nearly killed!"  When just trying to discuss Pizzagate.

I called off sick today and will be submitting my 2 weeks notice tomorrow or Friday. I'm not even sold on the 
pedo ring itself (there is something to pizzagate or their wouldn't be this level of hysteria for a niche 
conspiracy theory, even after the hold up of Comet with the guy looking for sex slaves), but the fact he is 
buying the whole media narrative hook, line, and sinker; down to shaming me for "overthinking" makes me 
want to give up on humanity in total.  This whole election season has just shown how stupid , unthinking, 
easily gaslit, people actually are, even supposed smart white collar workers.

 NO SYMPATHY FOR THE NORMIES   

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:36:41 ID: 651bb0 No.8467218 >>8467289 >>8467644 >>8470433 >>8470699

File (hide): 6e7d8c662f9a076⋯.jpg (72.41 KB, 836x594, 38:27, pizza-pope.jpg)

>>8463254
third pic "transformersdc"
links back to artist above 
>>8461453
who said Brock and Podesta were "illuminati" 

Drudge report has been silent on pizzagate - he tried to "date" Brock. 

And latest on the Pope - says reporting "fake news" is a sin just like 
eating shit. 
https: //www. theguardian.com/world/2016/dec/07/pope-compares-fake-

news-consumption-to-eating-faeces-coprophilia  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:40:17 ID: 3a34f9 No.8467237 >>8467268

i made a poopie pie in my pants :3  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:46:00 ID: 5b6534 No.8467268

>>8467237
>>>/b/  

File (hide): b4834468117fea7⋯.jpg (298.24 KB,
1110x692, 555:346, image.jpg)

File (hide): 0be6a5397e355b8⋯.jpg (332.16 KB,
1104x762, 184:127, image.jpg)

File (hide): f2613e6023a0863⋯.jpg (316.02 KB,
1107x742, 1107:742, image.jpg)

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:48:40 ID: 51ebbd No.8467289

>>8467218

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:51:03 ID: 51ebbd No.8467304 >>8469827

David Seaman and others have hired attorneys and can sue for slander / libel or other damages.  

Anonymous  12/07/16 (Wed) 23:53:53 ID: 6d8fef No.8467323

https://neoreactionary.blogspot.com/2016/12/the-demons-of-pizzagate.html  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:03:11 ID: 930167 No.8467382

i made a poopie pie in my panties :3  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:10:27 ID: 933507 No.8467446 >>8467480

>>8462804

best approach, this one  

File (hide):
0c5ae7ba96a9c88⋯.jpeg
(125.71 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,
image.jpeg)

File (hide): dd4b1e8a8a25732⋯.jpg (237.05 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

File (hide): 1f215a3726aaba8⋯.jpg (185.71 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

File (hide): 4cb6f44e230ef59⋯.jpg
(291.65 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, image.jpg)

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:14:54 ID: 51ebbd No.8467480

>>8467446
Normies don't know some of these faces. 

Btw on half chan a poster said:  the best we can do with open source is circumstantial evidence but that is GOOD to do.  It is shilling and disinformation to 
act like it is unimportant. 

Hope there isn't a 10 foot gap between CPPP and the next door coffee shop.  Trees obscure the view now.  The bathroom enclosed are looks too big.  
Poss hidden passageway to right.  

Finnish reporters investigating high level child sex trafficking assassinated Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:17:50 ID: a53ee9 No.8467506 >>8468986
>>8469138 >>8470832 >>8475132

Get all over this
>>8467331

Two Finnish reporters assassinated as
they attempt to confront politician over child sex trafficking.

After informing Finnish journalists Katri Ikävalko and Anne Vihavainen about all of these “matters/concerns” relating to this Stubb-Clinton linked sex 
smuggling ring, this report says, FSB investigators note that they left Svetogorsk (Russia) to return to Imatra (Finland) at 13:00hr on 3 December.

Less than 12 hours later, this report grimly states, Katri Ikävalko and Anne Vihavainen were assassinated in front of the Vuoksenvahti Restaurant in 
Imatra where they went to “confront/question” council leader Tiina Wilén-Jäppinen (who was also killed) about this international smuggling sex ring and its 
links to her, Minister Stubb and, most importantly, Hillary Clinton.

Investigators said the suspect arrived outside the restaurant in his car and shot the three women as they stepped out of the restaurant. He then waited in 
the car until police arrived, and accompanied officers silently and peacefully

https://archive.is/KS29k

https://archive.is/j2raS  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:18:09 ID: a829a1 No.8467509

>>8461164
You're right, anon. January 21st is gonna be crazy.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:20:28 ID: a300d3 No.8467535

>>8460552
quiksilver & roxy are the same company, faggot  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:29:14 ID: 2cf5ed No.8467618 >>8473489

>>8467012
>What the fuck is that channel, do we know anything else about it?

Those videos were posted to reddit like 7 or 8 years ago. Apparently, it's just some woman who was teaching herself to use some type of animation 
software and she decided to make some short, fun little videos along the way and post them to youtube. There's no existential meaning, just some 
woman having fun.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:29:49 ID: f7d5b6 No.8467622

"The Age Of Pamparius"
Turbonegro
http:// www.pamparius.no/

From the ashes of this golden age of confusion,
the denim recruits came to be
known as the apocalypse dudes.

So you think you had an Opera
Well not like this
So you think you had a Napoli
Well not like this
So you think you had a decent pizza
Well not like this
So you think you had a real good pizza
Well not like this

You got nothing to lose at Pamparius
gonna wear them happy shoes tonight
You got nothing to lose at Pamparius
gonna bake a motherfucking pizza tonight

So you think you had a pepperoni
Well not like this
So you think you had a calzone
Well not like this
So you thought you could make your own
Well not like this
So you thought you could take it home
Well not like this

You got nothing to lose at Pamparius
gonna wear them happy shoes tonight
You got nothing to lose at Pamparius
Gonna bake a motherfucking pizza tonight
Apocalypse dudes got nothing to lose
Gonna stomp some teenage ass tonight
Apocalypse dudes got nothing to lose
Gonna bake some motherfucking magic
tonight  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:31:44 ID: a829a1 No.8467644 >>8467670

File (hide): c83ab286abaa8a9⋯.jpg (77.52 KB, 514x599, 514:599, Adolfo_Nicolas_Pachon.jpg)

>>8467218
What a surprise, a Jesuit is 
telling us to not investigate child 
trafficking. 

Pic related, francis' boss.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:34:15 ID: 51ebbd No.8467670 >>8467700

File (hide): 16a53faaa5f6008⋯.jpeg (232.29 KB, 1613x809, 1613:809, image.jpeg)

>>8467644  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:39:01 ID: a829a1 No.8467700 >>8467786

File (hide): 2ce9bb7c7870280⋯.jpg (286.3 KB, 800x800, 1:1, realdolls50.jpg)

>>8467670
Thanks for the image, anon. 

Everyone should look into the ITCSS. They brought up Benedict XVI on human trafficking charges, and 
many believe it's the reason he stepped down as pope.  The front page of their website has a metric ton of 
leads to follow:

http://itccs.org/

Just remember they're considered "Fringe", so try to cite sources that aren't them.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:47:50 ID: 51ebbd No.8467786

>>8467700  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:49:19 ID: 11b52b No.8467801 >>8468029

File (hide): 81f5416f6612492⋯.png (9.53 KB, 400x400, 1:1, irc.png)

irc.rizon.net 
#pizzagate  

File (hide): 425b64c95126e6a⋯.png (5.19 MB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

File (hide): 5e3ce1bcc9009c0⋯.png (4.09 MB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 00:51:07 ID: 51ebbd No.8467829

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 01:16:36 ID: a829a1 No.8468029
File (hide): 39f944fc7f59354⋯.jpg (131 KB, 1080x1080, 1:1, DontSnitchEver.jpg)

>>8467801
Fuck you and 
your 
FOXACID-
baiting.

The only safe 
IRC is not on 
clearnet.
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 01:18:07 ID: 6e288d No.8468046 >>8471381

J&T or JIT Packing

Brd Drctrs: Giustra, Clinton, Dave Stone etc

Tied to Hawaii Property burned planes  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 01:21:06 ID: 75a16c No.8468066 >>8473130

>>8464808
>DMT  -I pretty sure it gets released into you brain, once when your born and once when you die

DMT floods your brain upon death, yes

>taking it in between opens doors and you meet the little people. 
Not quite. Opens doors but no little people.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 02:32:31 ID: a4de06 No.8468596 >>8469000

Youtube has been censoring pizzagate videos. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oA2BocJLGb8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHSVBp4ePfc&t=0s  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 02:38:31 ID: d8ee7f No.8468643

>>8461640

>some of the rumors about this place are very strange

Care to share any more?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 02:52:11 ID: 7892fd No.8468775 >>8469385 >>8470812

File (hide): 7640da9973421bb⋯.jpg (104.3 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, wr2.jpg)

>>8464868
When was the photo 
taken?
Where the white rabbit?
Also someone I know has 
been down there, and he's 
alive  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:11:17 ID: 680530 No.8468976 >>8469199 >>8469234 >>8470937

>>8466122

every time there is a slide it is a hint, there is something there.
I think aliens are related to pizzagate. It is just that there are no aliens.

this book is the most relevant thing to what is going on. download it and search alien. 
If you are not convinced read pp. 685, then realize that this book was written in the 70s then updated in the mid 90s. Good luck autists.

https://archive.org/stream/OperationMindControlResearchersEdition/Operation%20Mind%20Control%20-
%20Researcher%27s%20Edition#page/n5/mode/2up  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:12:03 ID: 73b2ec No.8468986

>>8467506
Finn here, whole text is bs. These three woman were visiting theatre in Helsinki earlier and went back to their hometown. Then got shotted by mentally ill 
guy, he allready stabbed someone random 2013. Journalists write for local newspaper with 5,5k prints daily. They write about local stuff and most of 
readers are elderly people.
Vittu missään imatralla mitään seksirinkejä ole.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:13:22 ID: 685db2 No.8469000
File (hide): b65241b5ed0b55d⋯.gif (406.64 KB, 200x120, 5:3, 1412621091732.gif)

>>8468596
Where can I find ALL of the information about this? PizzaGate and all, is there 
a MEGA? Jesus christ, I'm shaking  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:26:09 ID: 910623 No.8469138

>>8467506
FYI - Your second link is from a jewish disinfo agent. What Does It Mean is run by "Sorcha Faal" which is some jew named David.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:35:23 ID: 6e288d No.8469199 >>8469395

File (hide): cfa03dbc33b6814⋯.jpg (129.73 KB, 725x483, 725:483, ciamedia.jpg)

>>8468976

If you are going to abduct people, and don't want anyone to believe 
them, you pretend to be aliens or a satanic cult.

Social dreaming, anyone? It happens in many contexts, like spirit 
cooking.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:40:18 ID: 95e60d No.8469234 >>8469415

>>8468976
Well, look at this.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/3289  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:43:00 ID: b6fc49 No.8469249 >>8469287

>>8461280
I'm more disgusted that none of the fucking journalists apparently LURKING HERE RIGHT NOW AND READING THIS…NEVER

-FUCKING NEVER-

The link of comet ping pong to the fucking CHILD PORNOGRAPHY TWITTER RING

basic fucking journalism and you pieces of shit do nothing

burn in hell  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 03:48:41 ID: 75a16c No.8469287

>>8469249
Journos are weak. 
I worked for Daily Mail and Sun in London… journos publish anti-drugs stories all the time and I was selling the cunts coke. They write what they're told to 
write then do everything they criticise. 

Grow a pair you weak cunts, pick this story up  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 04:03:14 ID: 5b6534 No.8469385 >>8469390

>>8464868
>>8468775
ENHANCE
Is that a signature on the hare? NENA all in caps?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 04:03:42 ID: 5b6534 No.8469390 >>8469410

File (hide): b7741310b1b58a8⋯.png (849.59 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, white hare sginature?.png)

>>8469385
Meant to post this with it  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 04:04:11 ID: 6e655d No.8469395 >>8471672 >>8472667

>>8469199
So if this is true, the CIA pulled out all the stops in this election to use all their powers of lies and manipulation to effect the public.  It didn't work.  Even 
with all their evil manipulations, Trump still got elected.  And as we know, the CIA is deeply involved in pedo stuff itself.  I believe the CIA's interest in 
children sexually is to use them to blackmail people with.  I think the CIA has a very long history of using pedophilia to blackmail politicians and control 
them.  Ever wonder why your government is so bad?  Its because these people control it behind the scenes.  If you have evidence of a politician with a 
child sexually, he could be ruined forever with that.  We need to investigate and expose what is going on inside of the CIA concerning these matters.  
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Neina. That's what I can make out.
If not, then NEHA.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 04:06:41 ID: 000000 No.8469415

>>8469234
Imagine Madam President won.
>Yes, we want disclosure. Aliens are real.
>They are going to kill us all. We need a NWO
>Only if we join forces under one gubment can the UN save us.

http://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/obama-campaigns-at-west-point-to-be-united-nations-secretary-general/  
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File (hide): bfbf96e23cb5c7a⋯.png (341.76 KB, 860x697, 860:697, gama_review6.PNG)

Found a few strange things the other day. 
A suspicious account on Instagram led to this website: http://www.gamafarms.com/index.php.

Gama Farms is in California. If you look at the reviews, people claim that the eggs they sell are shipped in 
from somewhere else even though the farmers claim there are over 2000 chickens kept there. When the 
website first appeared there were no pics of chickens on the site and phone numbers listed were out-of-
service.

In addition, if you view the source code there are a ton of hidden links to other websites. Follow these and 
there are hundreds of more links. The website of Colorado senator Angela Williams is part of this network. 
There is also a page linked to a video of Marina Abramovic.

Lots of the links are dead but there are some still functioning.  
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File (hide): 99ef70c57f4a0f4⋯.png (69.02 KB, 793x386, 793:386, Hadassah_logo(2).png)

>>8467079
Hadassah had people on the ground in haiti. They're kikes with the skills and connections fo both human 
and organ trafficking, AND HAVE BEEN CAUGHT BEFORE! They steal babies and sell organs damn it.  
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Breaking Cambodian pizza scandal
Needs some attention

>>8465044

Dutch CEO Stefan Struik's Vietnamese boyfriend, Nguyen Tangdung, used Struik's phone to upload videos 
of the physical abuse of a naked toddler, including torture with an electric prod, to Struik's facebook 
account.

Suspect in child torture case caught in Vietnam
https://archive.is/pPmKk

Child Torture Videos Lead to Three Arrests
https://archive.is/QT4JJ
>James McCabe, head of the Child Protection Unit, a policing charity working on the case, said the child 
was in the organization’s care. 

Convicted Police Officer Now NGO Worker (James McCabe)
https://archive.is/j7Fqx
>In June 2008, Mr. McCabe stood trial in Sydney District Court on armed robbery and drug charges related to a 2002 drug deal that he and his police 
partner set up and then busted, making away with a reported $120,000 worth of methamphetamine, the Sydney Morning Herald reported at the time.
>Mr. McCabe later pleaded guilty to stealing methamphetamine from a drug trafficker during the fake police operation and spent roughly two years in jail 
in Australia.

Even though the main suspect, Nguyen Tangdung, is Stefan Struik's boyfriend, and the abuse was filmed with Struik's phone, and posted to Struik's 
facebook, and then Struik helped Tangdung flee by driving him to Vietnam, they're only charging Struik with failing to report the abuse when he first 
discovered it

>Deputy police chief Chansothy said that Struik will be punished for failing to report the abuse when he first discovered it.

Struik's online accounts are being removed quickly. Here is his jtube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFN1ScRoi0e0NlCBWYUrBkQ/videos

vid related is Struik and his boyfriend Tangdung  
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>>8469530
related voat thread: 
https://voat.co/v/pizza
gate/1469006  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 04:37:43 ID: 8040b1 No.8469584 >>8469628

I found podesta's guru. Rabbi michael lerner. Works some weird cultish jew magazine full of weird spiritism. Tikkun Mafazine. Here is the source, he's on 
their mailing list, signed himself up. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/1681  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 04:43:27 ID: 5b6534 No.8469612
File (hide): 45e765ec4c0dde7⋯.png (948.16 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, 40 - vLhJ3EQ.png)

Anyone else notice this? the bottom part shows 
"deserves a big dick" written on the side of the canvas.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 04:46:32 ID: 8040b1 No.8469628

>>8469584
Example of tikkun's articles.
>Shaming White men has backfired!
https://archive.is/7YmAr  
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I dare you.

Making me a target would only ensure that everyone dies.

Ashes and Echoes  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:11:56 ID: bd4587 No.8469768

>>8461640

Liar Liar.

Filtered.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:14:54 ID: 2be45b No.8469788 >>8469813

>>8469530
Pizzagate should be called homogate because screwing little boys is typical faggot behaviour. The media-political Homomafia is closing ranks to protect 
their own.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:18:42 ID: bd4587 No.8469813

>>8469788

[Heil'd]

Too bad that wouldn't take off as much as this already has. Y ou cannot split the Meme, once it's been cast, it is eternally  
cast. You cannot return a loosed arrow to the quiver .  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:20:08 ID: 2be45b No.8469827 >>8469841 >>8469845 >>8469915 >>8472623

>>8467304
>David Seaman  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:22:12 ID: bd4587 No.8469841 >>8469853

>>8469827

He's a cuck  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:22:21 ID: 2be45b No.8469845

>>8469827
oops I meant to link this one but youtube autoplayed 
https:// www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHSVBp4ePfc
He's pissed google/youtube has deleted his video.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:23:14 ID: 2be45b No.8469853

>>8469841
He's worse than a cuck. But it's funny when the left eats their own.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:32:07 ID: 7f00ee No.8469915 >>8470246

>>8469827
This guy is awesome for getting the word out. At least he's not sitting here calling strangers cucks while probably rubbing your hands together, sweating 
nervously. Not too late to turn back…  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 05:48:54 ID: ec332e No.8470012 >>8470246

>>8462678
Here's some more ritual abuse by powerful people in NoCal perpetrated by a MKUltra connected doctor:

h ttps://skepdic.com/refuge/funk49.html

tl;dr: There may be MKUltra scientists ritualistically fucking kids near Goat Rock Beach CA 38.4466° N, 123.1264° W

Summary:

Richard Hamlin and his wife Susan are both successful lawyers. He's making 700k a year but quits allegedly to help his wife deal with her recovered 
memories of being serially molested by her dad and his friends. The couple spends the next few years spreading the word that her dad, Dr. Sidney 
Siemer, was a member of a Satanist group that passed around a lot of little kids. Eventually they go to the police with this bizarre story that her dad's 
group was about to kill Richard. She later recants, and says that her husband forced her to say these things. Richard, her husband, eventually goes to 
prison for a life sentence for torture. The wife blames the years she spent accusing her father of molesting her on Stockholm Syndrome and false memory 
syndrome. The husband still maintains his innocence now. The kicker is that according to this website the father, Dr. Sidney Siemer, was a pretty big 
player in MK Ultra.

h ttps://forwardamerica.blogspot.com/2007/05/mkultra-government-mind-control_08.html  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 06:07:06 ID: 958396 No.8470114 >>8470246 >>8472690

>>8459412
>Discordian
Heute die Welt, Morgens das Sonnensystem
Make America Gruad Again  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 06:27:04 ID: be463e No.8470206 >>8470245

GOD I HATE YOU PEDO JEWS

I AM GOING TO CLEAN YOUR FUCKING TEMPLES OF SIN

PRAISE KEK!  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 06:35:57 ID: b937b6 No.8470245

>>8470206
PRAISE KEK

FINAL SOLUTION IS ONL Y SOLUTION  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 06:36:23 ID: 195080 No.8470246

http://www.dai2ntv.jp/news/sora/

>>8470012
>>8469915
>>8470114
what do we know on this link?

I've seen this one a few times posted around.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 06:40:02 ID: b937b6 No.8470257
File (hide): 23862483127478f⋯.jpg (42.23 KB, 378x600, 63:100, image.jpg)

>>8459412
>this whole thing is intl
>claims its all fake
>everything we have dug 
is a lie
>the fbi protect us! I meam 
the pedophiles!  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 06:44:23 ID: b6fc49 No.8470269

>>8459412
>discordian degeneracy

?

Good tell for when discordians shill, they shove themselves into the spot-light.

piss off  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 07:34:59 ID: d77dc2 No.8470433
File (hide): bc761c2da5bf6e6⋯.jpg (64.24 KB, 634x422, 317:211, (((Pope Francis))) Fucks K….jpg)

>>8467218
>Breaking News Jewish Pope Fucks Children, Demands Europeans 
accept more Diversity because Nazis and racism.

Never trust kikes or cucks.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 08:54:01 ID: d17787 No.8470699

>>8467218
>(((popery))) is satanic 
who could have guessed  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 09:12:12 ID: a7b4bd No.8470744 >>8472063

>>8467150
can we have this in higher resolution? can't read shit  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 09:37:31 ID: 674d82 No.8470806 >>8472504

you folks REALLY need to find a way into fetlife and dig the fuck out of it. There are OTO, golden dawn groups, pizza groups, etc. I suggest you get there 
fast. Remember to break your search terms there  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 09:40:46 ID: 78049b No.8470812

>>8468775
Photo without rabbit I'm guessing is in 2012 when the artist had finished the mural. One of the pictures on hellbent's site shows signature in one of the 
panels doesn't have the "012". Pictures with rabbit are taken from street view I think, so whenever those were put up or updated.

Is your friend 34a66c?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 09:41:35 ID: 74b1b7 No.8470815 >>8470824

>>8459791
I make gun and horn signs all the time in photographs and I sometimes cover my face with whatever shirt/ scarf I have. Usually grey or black but I'm not 
into bondage or S&M and I'm not a satanist or a pedo

Grabbing at the wrong straws here I think. We're looking at silly things and trying to squeeze them into places that suit us.

Focus on real leads, the CF.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 09:42:05 ID: f7d5b6 No.8470816 >>8471464

File (hide): f2b5f32b0b405fa⋯.mp4 (9.55 MB, 640x360, 16:9, YouTube Is Deleting My #Pi….mp4) [play once] [loop]

Well shit, Jewtube is deleted one of David 
Seaman's videos.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 09:44:24 ID: 78049b No.8470824

>>8470815
>I make gun and horn signs all the time in photographs 
Rock and metal concerts you'll see plenty of people throwing the horns too.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 09:49:52 ID: 78049b No.8470832

>>8467506
I've got a ton of archives for this and none mention the child trafficking apart from some blog which doesn't actually provide links to the parts it says are 
related to it. An anon linked to this incident in the last thread.

That second link is the same content as the blog post I mention. I got a strong feeling of "the russians are behind pizzagate fake conspiracy" from that 
article. Fortunately no other news article has so much as hinted at it.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:10:04 ID: 37b427 No.8470876 >>8470898

Pizzagate is getting censored.  The only people aware of this are pizzagaters.

Solution:  Co-Opt #Jesus with pizzagate info. and religion memes.

This creates the double bind:  Do they censor #Jesus before Christmas or do they let their dirty laundry air?

If red cups piss off Christians, what would blocking #Jesus do?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:15:55 ID: 674d82 No.8470891

Does anyone know if someone, somewhere dug up info on the church/francis by chance? The vatican seems to be a last minute type group in terms of 
response time.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:18:54 ID: 292e50 No.8470898

>>8470876
I think it should be a quick-witted anon like you who starts the next thread ;)  

File (hide):
ab69b71c7bf61aa⋯.png (296.56
KB, 750x1207, 750:1207, IMG_5934.PNG)

File (hide):
0921d5f57ad429c⋯.png (276.04 KB,
749x1153, 749:1153, IMG_5935.PNG)

File (hide):
bc3537674477bd5⋯.png (298.79
KB, 740x1198, 370:599, IMG_5936.PNG)

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:20:16 ID: d03032 No.8470905 >>8471544 >>8471894

G-guys? This Dr. Pong joint mentioned in the alefantis article sure looks sketchy as fuck.

What's with the background? Random parts are misaligned.

http://www.drpong.net/index.php

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:21:29 ID: 773da2 No.8470907

>>8463009
now THAT is some trill shit right there

Bannon became involved in IGE, Brock Pierce's World of Warcraft digital gold company, after Marc Collins-Rector and Brock Pierce were arrested in 
Marbella in 2003 with a mountain of CHEESE PIZZA at their villa.

WAT FUCKING DO /POL/???  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:28:47 ID: e5beed No.8470920

>>8461518
well fuck.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:29:53 ID: 674d82 No.8470925

Anyone check out the resignation of the NZ pm?

That and Buzz Aldrin make a weird as fuck tweet about Antarctica.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:34:55 ID: d7643d No.8470937 >>8470968

>>8468976
I'm pretty sure it was implied in an earlier thread that there's a subset of abusers that like to dress up in costumes while raping their victims.

Part of this kink would be dressing up as ayys then abducting people. Think of the abduction stories with the anal probing and so on. If the victim is 
drugged, are they going to realize these are not real ayy lmaos? It's the perfect cover story straight from the victim's own mouth.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:48:43 ID: 674d82 No.8470968

>>8470937
Also, in the gatekeeper threads that slid and were archived, after reading through a lot of them, there seemed to be a mention to some restaurants which 
given those dead reporters might actually be important.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 10:59:49 ID: 773da2 No.8470996 >>8471103 >>8471104 >>8471157 >>8472097

File (hide): 962566be2570508⋯.png (142.44 KB, 555x692, 555:692, Screen Shot 2016-12-08 at ….png)

>>8464427
>>8460477

>>8459606

**CTR BLUE ALERT**

check out this dude, @brianpcurry. he's been systematically CTRing Pizzagaters on Twitter all night
https://twitter.com/brianpcurry/with_replies
https://archive.is/bSNBj

I've seen a lotta CTR shills in my day but this motherfucker is DEDICATED. Funny thing is he lives in Bethesda, MD 
and works as a neurosurgery resident at WALTER REED MEDICAL HOSPITAL (this is a military hospital, but also a 
test site for MKULTRA shit in past decades)
https://www.doximity.com/pub/brian-curry-md/1

why the fuck is a brain surgeon so pressed about #PizzaGate?

is he a Mengele /pol/?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 11:42:35 ID: d3b53e No.8471099

>>8466775
because you spoiled the whole link maybe?
you don't have to spoil if you just remove the protocol: www.danaellyn.com/press/transformer08/transformer.html  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 11:46:19 ID: 78049b No.8471103 >>8471157

>>8470996
>works as a neurosurgery resident at WALTER REED MEDICAL HOSPITAL
And yet he has all that free time to shitpost on twitter. Hmm…  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 11:46:32 ID: 199930 No.8471104 >>8471157

>>8470996
He is the dude that zaps the memories from the victims.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 11:53:10 ID: 199930 No.8471120

I know thee is a lot to go through but this is what (along with the Egyptian satanic masonic connection) David Carrico is known for. His phenomenal video 
Satanic Ritual Abuse & secret societies. It is even mentioned in the first couple of pages of the egyptian satanic masonic connection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYB5rNsujN8  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 11:55:42 ID: a6617b No.8471126 >>8471127

>>8461164
"Calm them down" no.

He has them trapped.

If he talks about it - what happens?

"Trump believes Fake News! Wants Stalinist purge!"

Obama: "Well well, I can't let this happen while I'm PM! Pardons for all!"

CNN: "yayyyyyyyyyy"

Trump's silence on this matter is telling.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 11:56:06 ID: a6617b No.8471127

>>8471126
*President.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 12:09:36 ID: 773da2 No.8471157
File (hide): f2daf8fc093e17b⋯.png (69.88 KB, 549x355, 549:355, mengele the more we do to ….png)

>>8470996
>>8471103
>>8471104

if you look through his reply history, he hardly ever used his Twitter in 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015. 

His activity picked up in October though (a bunch of snotty pro-Hillary tweets), then Nov 9, then Nov 28….

But in the last 5 days (since the shooter event), he's been on an absolute tear. Pizzagate is the ONLY thing 
he's talking about on twitter, and all his comments are jumping into other people's threads and saying 
incredibly dumb snarky shit. He's not even making clever CTR shill points, just "muh fake news" over and 

over

y so triggered, Herr Doktor?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 12:16:09 ID: 23133c No.8471174 >>8471449 >>8472004 >>8472711

File (hide): 2386c7c90ab0814⋯.jpg (21.08 KB, 367x550, 367:550, 512QgLFS7QL._SY550_.jpg)

If you are red pilling normies, wouldn't the best approach be with a good poster with professional looking graphics?

People love beautiful posters. Me for myself have read some serious bullshit posters just because they were good looking. 
Chances are most people do this too. A poster is easy to spread via whatsapp/telegram/signal/facebook/twitter/instagram - 
you name it. Hell you can palce them on cafeterias, restaurants and light poles. You can easily skim it through and get the 
comprehention of what it's about.

It should summarize everything you know BUT in a such light that's not too much for normies. You shouldn't talk about 
Moloch and other satanic stuff - that's too much. You shouldn't present the information as an absolute truth since evidence 
is only circumstantial. What you should do is to get the normies THINK. Think, that MAYBE there's some truth behind it. 
Think, that MAYBE I should look into this stuff. Think, that MAYBE something that has happened throghout the history is 
happening again on a larger scale. The biggest argument and denial for all the normies is "Nooo… those are honorable 
people, there is no way they could do such thing. Besides they are fighting against this so why in the world would they be 
involved".

You shouldn't write: 
>"These fucking pedos are eating our children and we know it".

You should write: 
>"There are allegations that these X people might be involved in a child sex trafficking ring. These are only allegations but there is a variety of 
circumstantial evidence discovered that might not be a coincidence. See for yourself (place some evidence here)".

There should NOT be any backlink to 8chan, halfchan nor (and especially not) plebbit or any other site that normies consider "fake news" like. It should 
simply spark them to think. When you tink, you research. When you research you will find.

The poster should cover all the basics: 
>Timeline when pizzagate saw the light
>Timeline when fake news saw the light
>How information was discovered (again, don't use 8ch/4ch. Tell them we found it on Wikileaks, Instagram and by making connections through searching 
on Google and that we are journalists - basically that's what we are but not in the light of the mainstream media).
>Who are involved
>Who have got killed already

And as the last part give them search terms. If a normie goes onto google for shits and giggles to see wether or not there's any ground in this they will use 
search terms such as "pizzagate", "is pizzagate true?", "is pizzagate fake news?", "pizzagate conspiracy" etc. And we all know what those search terms 
will give them. I really think this is one of the best approaches to mass redpill normies.

In addition we need to make them THINK again but about the fake news. What exactly is fake news? USA says Russian media is just bunch of trolls and 
the Russians say that the US media is just a bunch of trolls, who's the fake news here? In the eyes and the interest of whom?

God speed.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 12:23:30 ID: 199930 No.8471193 >>8471211 >>8472525 >>8477641

File (hide): 5222ab8857066ac⋯.jpg (1.17 MB, 640x6000, 8:75, VOODOO_DONUT.jpg)

Someone was concerned with voodoo donut in portland a few threads ago. Finally got around to making a little graphic of their 
"donut art"  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 12:29:47 ID: 2ce919 No.8471211

>>8471193
>liberals in faggot liberal town USA are doing faggot liberal things

Oh gees anon who would have guessed?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 12:37:09 ID: 85851f No.8471242

>>8464501
Has anyone seen this film?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 12:39:19 ID: d8ee7f No.8471247 >>8471316

>>8460113

those idiots don't realize Abramovic put shit and children's body parts in the "cake"  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 13:08:25 ID: 2eed99 No.8471316

>>8471247
Speaking of which, you know Abramovic recently had a Q&A on Tumblr?

They're going out of their way to indoctrinate the youth  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 13:12:55 ID: 0545be No.8471328

Someone needs to tell these normie journalists that cheese pizza means child porn not girl.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 13:22:18 ID: e4d3c1 No.8471381

>>8468046
Dave Stone or Flintstone is not among the Directors. The connection to him was made via Lisa Jackson, who is listed as Director. But we already knew 
she was tied to CF, so I don't see how it's related to Pizzagate. I'm also not sure how he discovered JIT Packaging and what it has to do with the rest. You 
say it's tied to Hawaii property burned planes?
It's still worth looking into. The Bethlehem Steel Plant Fire definitely looks strange (insurance scam or maybe some evidence was destroyed due to timing 
with election), but the link between David Franjoine (owner) to CF has not been established 100 %. 
As someone in the comments of that thread suggested - specialities might congregate in high-density urban areas, so they happen to reside nearby. 
Here are the threads on Voat for those who haven't seen them yet:

>Bethlehem Steel Fire, David Franjoine etc. 
https://archive.is/g4hH2 

>J & T Packaging
https://archive.fo/e6hTq  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 13:39:33 ID: 23133c No.8471449

>>8471174
>>8471174
>>8471174
>>8471174

People get into this.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 13:41:46 ID: 7de7f6 No.8471464

>>8470816
Reality Calls got a deletion threat too.  And her's are even more weird, 
because she can't get into the form to appeal.  

YouTube is run by Pedos I guess.  Tons of little girl videos on there.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 13:57:29 ID: 6b1115 No.8471544

>>8470905
>G-guys?

Are you a retard or do you just type like one?  
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Hilary Clinton and Assad Gregory  12/08/16 (Thu) 14:00:14 ID: ca809e No.8471566 >>8471626

File (hide): 0d826224cd372f2⋯.jpg (47.22 KB, 700x544, 175:136, assad-musi-odejsc-kto-musi….jpg)

That`s always make me laugh of that 
picture 

source: 
http://www.blasty.pl/12238/assad-musi-
odejsc-kto-musi-odejsc  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 14:10:01 ID: 884ef4 No.8471626
File (hide): 81fbdc9c4800276⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 90.66 KB, 407x405, 407:405, oldmeme.png)

>>8471566

Newfaggot. Don't put a name and header in a 
post. 

It's sauce, not source. Post less and lurk moar.

Maybe then people will check your dubs.

t. Oldfag  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 14:20:03 ID: 138ba6 No.8471672

>>8469395
If you want to dig into that look up every major pedophile bust and then look at what those people were saying and doing before the bust occurred.  
Obviously there will be actual pedophiles being busted to make everything seem on the level but any politicians speaking out against certain policies or 
groups and then suddenly getting hit with a sex scandal should confirm you are right.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 14:24:10 ID: 37b427 No.8471697

Proof of pizzagate in the bible
Jude 14:88
Particularly the last part.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 14:56:23 ID: 3ead4f No.8471842 >>8471894

For anyone who believes that Pizzagate isnt a huge topic, my little normie sister who is in high school who takes a "conspiracy theory" class was being 
convinced that pizzagate is all fake and there is nothing to look at. 

I honestly cant believe that pizzagate is so big that even teachers are trying to convince kids that there is nothing there. She told me that a lot of the kids 
think its real though!  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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>>8469530
>>8469530
VIDEO WAS 
REMOVED
It's been 
reuploaded by 
another 
account 
though.
DON'T LET 
THEM BURY 
THIS

It won't let me 
post the webm 
for some 
reason…  
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File (hide): fd3f03d915b459b⋯.png (244.99 KB, 720x1280, 9:16, Screenshot_2016-12-08-16-0….png)

>>8464501
Fake I think.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:09:31 ID: 37b427 No.8471882

Kids should get red pilled more. The ones who would be curious are likely tech savvy and can get around censorship. They are also the most at risk 
group in all of this. 

Imagine a bunch of kids asking their parents of satanic senators are going to eat them. Try calming that one down.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:11:39 ID: a44790 No.8471894 >>8471974 >>8472237

>>8470905

woah woah woah… we have known about this website for a while, but yeah look closer at the background "Dr. Pong" text… why are parts of it darker / 
lighter than others? easier to see in the thumbnails. different on every page…

>>8471842
one of the biggest confirmations that all of this is real is the crazy amount of shilling going on. 

no other halfchan/8ch investigation has EVER been so vehemently or unanimously opposed. All MSM outlets are desperately denying it, kids are being 
taught to ignore it in schools, google searches being censored, youtube videos getting taken down, reddit and voat heavily compromised, extremely 
heavy (proven) shilling on websites they can't compromise. trying to demonize self-investigators, "fake news" and "conspiracy theory" buzzwords… 

it's SO OBVIOUS that we hit on something huge, I just fear that they're winning this game. these threads keep slowing down, having more arguments 
than investigations, and  moving farther and farther away from heavy breathing / comet ping pong / the podestas / satanism topics.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:14:53 ID: a44790 No.8471914 >>8471960

>>8471879

so that's proof of a multi-layered psyop? we are supposed to find the connection, find the "pizza" keyword, find the "gunman actor" thing, and then freak 
out and say it's all fabricated to support pizzagate.

but aren't they trying to suppress pizzagate? what do they gain by making us think they planted the shooter? because that is what they want us to think.

does this mean that pizzagate is covering up the true pedo ring? is it meant as something for us to freak out over while they destroy more evidence? can't 
figure it out  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:20:09 ID: 49ee21 No.8471935 >>8471982 >>8471996

Alefantis seems to be a heroin addict judging from his 2008 posts on his ApesDC blog.  Any anon in the DC area should check out Methadone Clinics 
near Comet Ping Pong.  They are probably luring in teens and kids who show up for the regular ping pong and family activities with drugs.

Maybe one easy goal would be to try to get the Liquor License people to go after Comet Ping Pong for failure to properly ID people and prevent underage 
drinking at their events?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:26:17 ID: 49ee21 No.8471960 >>8472310

>>8471914
The IMDB gunman role is a new add red herring.  The fact that the guy is an actor is the big news. They're just muddying the water a little bit by planting 
some fake juicy tidbits so they can reject the enitre "crisis actor" angle as being fake.

The "lone gunman showing up to self-investigate" is the PSYOP.  They're fucking freaked out over pizzagate because we have caught them red-handed 
engaging in stuff that they can't possibly explain away to the normies.  Child rape, murder, satanism.  This is all stuff that normies will want to see them fry 
in the electric chair for.  That's why they're freaked out!

Nobody really cares about campaign finance violations or charity fraud or any of more mundane crimes they are guilty of.  Everybody knows Bill Clinton is 
a womanizer who pays for sex.  Big deal. 

Pizzagate is huge because the Public won't forgive them for satanic rituals and murder of little children!  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:28:42 ID: 5d260f No.8471974 >>8489049

>>8471894

>>8465044
This thread is getting shilled hard so you know it's legit.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:30:38 ID: 56f883 No.8471982 >>8472359

>>8471935
what posts are you referring to re: junk head?  Maybe guy was asking if he'd play Domino's better on coke or heroin

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:31:26 ID: 910623 No.8471985 >>8479233 >>8480242

>>8469468
Yeah, they have tentacles everywhere and heavily involved in organ harvesting and selling. Also white sex-trafficking almost always goes through israel. I 
don't know where black & brown sex-slaves/human trafficking goes through, but human trafficking was legal in Israel until a few years ago. They were 
forced to make a law about it when seriously threatened by the US over a loss of shekels. So it's now illegal but the law isn't enforced.

If you can collect the info on the Israeli/jewish organizations there in Haiti after the earthquake, I'll use that.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:34:08 ID: 8d2f26 No.8471996 >>8472290

>>8471935
interesting theory. he definitely has drug problems, there are multiple bottles of xanax in one of the baby caris euro pictures and he's definitely waaaaaaay 
too relaxed in one interview when civilians confront him with posters (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKTiUaloDDA)

is anyone familiar with "The Finders"? satanic pedo cult from DC, two higherups were caught red handed, police made tons of progress in the case 
before it was taken over by the CIA. then investigation suddenly stopped and all charges dropped against the two pedos disappeared. the satanic rituals, 
brainwashing practices, and ties to dozens of foreign countries make me think it's connected

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/ciadrugsabusemurder.shtml  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:36:24 ID: 23133c No.8472004

>>8471174
DON'T LET THIS SLIDE AWAY!!  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:49:09 ID: 910623 No.8472063 >>8478886

File (hide): e02c755afe15d36⋯.png (1.45 MB, 5191x3799, 179:131, us govt.png)

>>8470744
Sure here you go. I want to be clear - this map isn't alleging that these people listed are all together or 
involved in a ring. It's just a way to visualize how many were caught and prosecuted in one decade that 
were listed in that one article.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:49:13 ID: 125d5b No.8472064

just  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:54:32 ID: b6fc49 No.8472097 >>8472116

>>8470996
Pedo spotted

they always protect their own  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 15:58:04 ID: 5d260f No.8472116

>>8472097
It's like they all act the same. Ignore the obvious point you're making, and either a) ask some stupid inflammatory question/comment, or b) make fun of a 
typo or other small detail to ignore the point  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:22:15 ID: 910623 No.8472237 >>8472286

File (hide): 944303baa0743d2⋯.png (5.54 MB, 5657x6542, 5657:6542, jpodesta.png)

>>8471894
>the podestas
This is one reason they desperately want to shut it down. Look at John's connections in DC (on the right). He was 
on a "high-level panel for eminent persons" to help with their post-2015 agenda.

This shit is big, and we're nibbling away at it from the edges, and trying to find the connections between people, 
places, things and statements. It's also a huge business and these bastards stand to lose a LOT of shekels, which 
is why there are interlocking networks:

-parents who GIVE their kids into it/rent them out
-procurers (snatchers/kidnappers, people who lure kids into it)
-logistics - people who hold/contain and feed them
-transporters - people who move kids around from place to place through safe routes (think of Larry King in the 
Franklin Scandal)
-treasurers - people who collect shekels, people who launder shekels
-producers - those who produce "cheese pizza", those who distribute it
-renters - those who rent the kid(s) for a while

-users - those who are 'gifted' use of the kid(s) for a while for blackmail/control purposes obviously
-buyers - pretty self explanatory. they aren't going to be checked up on later; may even kill child or just keep them as a slave.

Each small network has these and will overlap in some small way to another or several others through a few layers of people. So if one gets busted & 
shuts down, the rest can continue on.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:33:28 ID: a44790 No.8472286 >>8472529

>>8472237
i know. it's fucking sickening. there was an anon claiming to be FBI on halfchan a while ago who gave the coordinates of a music camp we hadn't 
discovered that was 100% part of one of the networks you named. after that, he said that the global pedo ring is "winding down into something much 
smaller and more manageable."

at the scale they were operating previously (fucking massive) they went undetected for decades. if they "wind down into something small" it will be 
virtually impossible to stop them. we have to bust this wide open in the next 2-3 weeks or it's game over  

File (hide): 0bf619bb1e524ec⋯.png (338.66 KB,
568x573, 568:573, Michael Alig - J Alefantis.png)

File (hide):
b1586325ac353fa⋯.jpg
(1.93 MB, 1276x3412,
319:853, finders.jpg)

File (hide): cc65d37115bbb33⋯.png (1.01 MB,
876x852, 73:71, WaTimes 1989 Bush WH scan….png)

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:33:52 ID: 910623 No.8472290

>>8471996
Alefantis is/was friends with this freak who snapped out and killed some other faggot with an axe or something over drugs. Apparently it's pretty common 
for faggots to be into drugs, it's just another form of degeneracy and probably (they think) helps them to numb their crazy minds due to the nasty stuff they 
do.

And yes, the Finders and also Franklin Scandal are very pertinent, as well as the Doutroux case. See

Beyond the Dutroux Affair: The reality of protected child abuse and snuff networks
https://archive.is/6P2yI  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:36:36 ID: b5cd73 No.8472302
File (hide): 74f1b97dc186f4e⋯.jpg (95.95 KB, 512x512, 1:1, 1445537464245.jpg)

>>8461884
>kike pedos with reaches all over the world and billions of dollars waste their time and effort on an 
anonymous anime shitposter because they are this upset that their kiddy fucking is going public

GOOD, THEN MY LIFE WILL HA VE MEANING!  LET THEM W ASTE MONEY ON T AKING 
OUT A NEET LOSER WITH MORE TIME THAN SENSE!  

File (hide): 3b40d53eaaadc6f⋯.jpg (769.72 KB,
3517x3930, 3517:3930, hastertpod2.jpg)

File (hide): 254e9e3cf040711⋯.jpg (166.09 KB,
1199x836, 109:76, kalergi.jpg)

File (hide): 29ff8b226c0d745⋯.jpg (891.8 KB,
5246x4481, 5246:4481, prelim copy.jpg)

File (hide): d6dcdabaa3228fb⋯.jpg
(1.37 MB, 5189x7154, 5189:7154,
cassidypsyop.jpg)

File (hide): 413ee338ed421db⋯.jpg (273.46 KB,
2880x1800, 8:5, alefantispsych.jpg)

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:38:05 ID: 21099e No.8472310 >>8472339 >>8472529

>>8471960
I know that helping to meme Donald Trump into office was a great victory for the chans and the internet memelords in general, but I can't help thinking 
that maybe forcing the evil reptilian elite to stage a false flag attack on their own pedo-pizzeria to stave off public inquiry is not an even bigger coup. It 
shows how scared they are. That is why you should keep digging, keep meming and never give up until you have enough evidence to put all these 
people behind bars. Merry Christmas /pol/  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:42:45 ID: b5cd73 No.8472339 >>8488711

File (hide): a5149c574d8960e⋯.jpg (55.54 KB, 720x540, 4:3, 1442752137324.jpg)

>>8472310
To me, it seems like they are seeing the lines being drawn and are retreating. The real question is will they 
be able to retreat fast enough to garner a foothold in another nation or are they scrambling so hard they are 
just trying to cover their tracks at this point.  Are there signs of them getting ready to retreat?  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:43:02 ID: 6d7b3a No.8472341

>>8464088
>Great timing right? This will prove that the Podesta`s had nothing to do with it.

Checked and quoted for truth. Pederastas will be off the hook when they find the "real" evildoers.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:45:28 ID: a02e78 No.8472359 >>8474390

>>8471982

This is from blog dot theapes dot com

Amanda Kleinman is the official front man for the band but I think Alefantis is the one in the mask in some of the videos.  They're all in the same circle 
anyway.  

MONDAY, APRIL 21, 2008
How to Have Fun with Your Favorite Junkie
posted by Majestic Ape at 8:24 AM

How to Have Fun With The Family Junkie

1. Steal his shit first

2. Hide the spoons

3. Switch his brown chewy lump with clustered snake turds

4. Rat on his dealer

5. Write on his face with a sharpie when he's nodding

6. Dip his needles in pee- pee

7. Put tacks on the bathroom floor just before he vomits

8. Tell him his poetry sucks

9. Change the locks and bar the windows, this time for real!

10. Put him in a straightjacket to induce withdrawl and pump and pump a Tammy Faye Baker sermon through the speakers at full blast.
Labels: addiction, Apes, drugs, heroin, Paris Hilton, the apes

0 COMMENTS  >>8471982
>>8471982  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:53:06 ID: 30d138 No.8472403 >>8472418

File (hide): 52a79e2d0c306ff⋯.jpg (58.84 KB, 559x456, 559:456, 52a79e2d0c306ffece4fa29e86….jpg)

So is this just GG tards larping 
since their last crusade died?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 16:56:56 ID: b5cd73 No.8472418

>>8472403
Yup, you should just ignore it and watch the news to see if anything comes from it. :^)  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:14:56 ID: d4ddee No.8472504
File (hide): edf221e77185426⋯.png (37.45 KB, 817x631, 817:631, Tacoma.png)

>>8470806
I have a fetlife account from a few years back when somebody I know was posting nudes. I searched for 
Pizza and found this, there are a ton of pizza related groups but it's hard to separate the meetup groups 
from the satanists. There's a few Golden Dawn groups but they are small. Anything more to go on, anon?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:16:03 ID: dcf06b No.8472510 >>8472630

>>8469530

https://youtu.be/YenCqvIBLHI?t=500

From one of the channels Struik was recently watching.

This "Father Roderick" has that tell-tale pedo smile. No idea who the people are at the end, but they look pretty shady.

And then of course, there's 2 young girls there for no apparent reason.

He's got a lot of weird videos about food and a bunch of videos covering "World Youth Day"

I don't know if I'm trying to see red flags too much or if there's something fishy here.

Anyone got a second opinion and/or willing to look into this channel and the ones that Struik has recently visited/subscribed to?

Here's a list of his YT subscriptions: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFN1ScRoi0e0NlCBWYUrBkQ/channels?view=56&shelf_id=0

Archived for posterity: https://archive.is/hgKW0

He's already deleted his Facebook and Twitter, he'll probably do the same to his YT.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:16:55 ID: 5d260f No.8472516 >>8472542

>>8472412

I couln't watch but 10 seconds of that video before my blood began to boil and I wanted to cry. Saved the video, but can't watch it.

THE CHILD IS FUCKING HELPLESS.

These fucking monsters. ==NO MERCY==  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:19:18 ID: b6fc49 No.8472525

>>8471193
we need definite pedo symology or a direct link to Alefantis/Podesta to proceed on any random store links

the hit n miss strategy is being used against us in the media  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:19:37 ID: 910623 No.8472529

>>8472286
>an anon claiming to be FBI on halfchan a while ago
Do you have a link (or image) of that? I saw other ones but I don't remember that comment.

>>8472310
That's not Cassidy. If you look at the top photo and then the top left photo and compare her teeth you can see they're not the same. The woman in the 
Bounce Ping Pong photo has front teeth that are all the same length. The top right photo of Cassidy shows her two front teeth are longer than the ones 
next to them.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:21:32 ID: b5cd73 No.8472542
File (hide): 67d2ed14b7123a2⋯.jpg (220.41 KB, 1280x957, 1280:957, tfw metizo trump supporter.jpg)

>>8472516
>that crushing feel when this is the reason you still involve yourself in this shit

For some reason, child suffering is the only thing that gets my blood boiling anymore, everything before was 
just a slight irritation about the circumstances we are in.  I hate this realty sometimes.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:23:05 ID: 5d260f No.8472554 >>8472575

>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412

THIS IS WHAT THE SHILLS AND MAINSTREAM MEDIA AND YOUTUBE AND TWITTER ARE DEFENDING.

YOU SICK FUCKS  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:25:53 ID: b5cd73 No.8472575 >>8472593

File (hide): ed818e63fef4358⋯.jpg (41.28 KB, 600x482, 300:241, Literal Trash.jpg)

>>8472554
What breaks my heart the most is that you could use that as D&C on /pol/ by just going, "lol, look at the 
nigger baby!", not realizing the bigger issue that this has brought up.  The shills seem to be using this as a 
strong crack against /pol/, so be weary about race bating here, especially low tier b8.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:29:18 ID: 5d260f No.8472593 >>8472611

>>8472575
I am 100% certain anybody using hate of any kind is a shill.

The shills at >>8465044 are going the "race mixer" route because this fine anon has a Vietnamese wife.

If it's hate, it's demons.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:33:07 ID: 6e288d No.8472610 >>8473732 >>8473741 >>8473761 >>8476952

File (hide): 9b14d275ba18b9c⋯.jpg (407.77 KB, 1376x1629, 1376:1629, criminalspodestas.jpg)

>>8459606

More is being learned. 

Also clintonfoundationinvestigation.com.

Also, bizapedia.

Not everyone has gone to ground. Keep digging. Marathon style, not sprint. Start pushing MainStreamManipulation 
articles about the Pentagon Pedophiles and anything that brings awareness to pedophile politicians.

Tavistock has researched power dynamics in a variety of forms. The main lesson you can take from their studies 
and papers is, "Matrix of Power" vs simple, hierarchical structures.

By plugging people in across the board is more powerful that plugging people in at the top.

Establish a #politicalpedophilia matrix of power, where every platform is being hammered with the best graphics.

Go to every comment forum of every news article on pizzagate and spread the news. Seriously, one little copy pasta o respond to every single accusation 
of fake news on the Internet.

(Also, some of the new graphics rock. Keep up the good work.)
"Pizzagate keeps uncovering pedophiles and traffickers tied to Clinton, Podesta and Alefantis. Dennis Hastert. Christopher Kloman. Laura Silsby. Terry 
Bean. Richard Harding (who lives next to Comet Ping Pong). The list keeps growing.

https://sli.mg/gXAAjW

No one has offered an alternative explanation for the pizza code, like "pizza related map" "dominos with cheese or pasta" or shipping pizza internationally.

https://sli.mg/QJOkeH

https://sli.mg/BuvN7X

https://sli.mg/yBtCXl

Why does Alefantis seem to incorporate pizza, occult and pedophilic symbols in art?

https://sli.mg/a/gaffhM

Why would Alefantis lie about having a basement?

https://sli.mg/luQdln

Why won't the news report on the smoking, radioactive gun that is Uranium One, now that there is proof from Panama Papers and the leaked emails?

It's not fake news."  

File (hide): 74174450dc4bb4b⋯.png (223.26 KB,
448x486, 224:243, e8f96cef99217fe78ec47d5073….png)

File (hide): 6f193b9e0e670b6⋯.png (78.21 KB,
325x323, 325:323, 1468708817676.png)

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:33:12 ID: b5cd73 No.8472611

>>8472593
Let's not get ahead of ourselves, there is a time and place for race hate.  The trick is to see the bigger issue at hand.  It's one thing to laugh at the cholos 
that have to go back but it's another thing when you have people calling for Dorner and Zimmerman's blood because they are guilty of essentially original 
sin.  It's a sticky situation.

Also, keep your reddit spacing back in reddit m80, you don't need to break your fucking lines like that.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:36:18 ID: 7d90af No.8472623

>>8469827

They Started flagging Reality Calls videos https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oA2BocJLGb8

&

David Seamans now to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHSVBp4ePfc  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:37:09 ID: dcf06b No.8472630 >>8472653

>>8472510
>>8469530

Well Struik is a furry if that says anything.

He's subscribed to this furry channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRyalsRIyFiPHWaTvH3gt_A  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:44:12 ID: 5d260f No.8472653 >>8472663

>>8472630
Here is his furry 
festival.
http://www.elfia.c
om/events/elfia-
haarzuilens-
2017-nl-nl-en-
gb/  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:47:16 ID: 5f9a87 No.8472663
File (hide): bab1d8925a56e33⋯.png (188.95 KB, 1060x996, 265:249, f5c04286de779ebddd815af0a3….png)

>>8472653
>Furries are now involved in this
>Fursecution may finally become 
real

Gassing owl furries when?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:47:52 ID: 85a9ac No.8472667

>>8469395
The Dutroux case is something you most likely can link towards all this eventually. It had a lot of high level politicians names and other officials.

Our former minister of justice, Joris Demmink, is pretty much a confirmed pedo but obviously it's being worked away out of attention; quick dutch 
summary https://www.demminkdoofpot.nl/home.html  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:52:44 ID: 6b21fa No.8472690 >>8480883

File (hide): 396c42c89ee445e⋯.jpg (57.3 KB, 570x640, 57:64, 396c42c89ee445ecc442713bab….jpg)

>>8470114
EWIGE BLUMENKRAFT
EWIGE SCHLANGEKRAFT  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:53:13 ID: 6bf354 No.8472692
File (hide): d4a34c36f934af4⋯.jpg (47.74 KB, 600x598, 300:299, d4a34c36f934af4c291b41bc90….jpg)

>>8458597 (OP)
Shoutout to the dedicated people keeping this alive. I wish I could join in on a more serious level, but I've 
been working far too much to get into anything. Keep up the good fight and don't let the cooze queens stop 
you.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:57:16 ID: d0eaa1 No.8472711 >>8474171

>>8471174
>i agree
LETS LAUNCH AN A TTACK ON SOCIAL MEDIA
>were losing the normie crowd, rember there easly distracted. 
>post memes, attack shills with logic. 
==dont let them forget=  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 17:58:00 ID: a91fa9 No.8472717

Leaving this here for posterity
https://archive.fo/3H9NZ  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:17:42 ID: 5b90fc No.8472807
File (hide): 1df83badb79d279⋯.jpg (121.51 KB, 500x334, 250:167, wild-buffalo-looking-stupi….jpg)

>>8471877
>thinks he can delete 
something from the internet  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:19:41 ID: d45146 No.8472824 >>8472846

File (hide): 957a96f4c05f1e2⋯.jpg (223.22 KB, 780x520, 3:2, 1445806889-1.jpg)

>poster from Alefantis' 
bucksfishingandcamping 
website
>some guy's candle dick 
going up through a big 
donut and a small donut
what did he mean by this?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:24:12 ID: a44790 No.8472846

>>8472824
i'd infer from the candle going through the small donut and the machete in the steak (that's what you use to dismember people, not what you use to cut 
steak) there was child rape and mutilation at said party  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:34:22 ID: fd8ed0 No.8472904 >>8472954 >>8472977 >>8473165

Some random on youtube explored the basement https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMGGSY0A8r8  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:43:24 ID: b5cd73 No.8472954
File (hide): e1673a6e468a51e⋯.png (125.06 KB, 384x313, 384:313, Shrug .png)

>>8472904
Looks like just a guy looking for his 5 minutes of fame.  That said, was that a door in the back of Comet or 
just a piece of junk left by the highway?  At most the tunnels should be looked at a bit more closely, see if 
there are any tunnels that match the same exterior as the ones near the pizza places.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:47:52 ID: 7d90af No.8472977 >>8472998

>>8472904

No basement explored, they just hung out at the back of the stores ….  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:52:46 ID: 5d260f No.8472998 >>8473032 >>8473039

>>8472977
…and then they went into the basement. Right there on the video. Did you watch it?  

sage  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:53:32 ID: 46bd82 No.8473000
File (hide): e9fe1fb7bc67b8b⋯.jpeg (152.82 KB, 937x606, 937:606, 583b7a080fc1b.jpeg)

>>8460552

roxy is owned by quiksilver 
fuck face their logo is two 
QUICKSILVER logos.

kill yourself. youre literally too 
stupid  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:58:50 ID: 7d90af No.8473032

>>8472998

That's the underground part of DC other videos have shown, lots of homeless people there, they had a message popup before they went that said its not 
illegal.  That's not under Comet Pizza or Besta  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 18:59:55 ID: 7d90af No.8473039

>>8472998
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYAewjRwdEQ  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:07:30 ID: ca878c No.8473075 >>8473107 >>8473123

>>8464808
>NB: have also done quite a lot of research into DMT (Di-Methyl Tryptamine) -I pretty sure it gets released into you brain, once when your born and once 
when you die: taking it in between opens doors and you meet the little people. I've actually been trying to get hold of some for a while now - but that's a 
different story.

Psychedelics are cancer. Source: non drug using druggie. I dont have the longest list as far as different psychedelics go, but you may ask away anyway.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:15:01 ID: 708167 No.8473107 >>8473169 >>8473178

>>8473075

Can DMT really be classified as just another "dude lmaoo" drug? Seems entirely unique, and it's something most people only do once or twice in their 
entire lives and that's enough. 

It's the only thing I'd like to try. 

It's broken down by the body in 15 minutes but people who go under say they lost all sense of time, and felt like they were there for years. 

Produced by the pineal gland, is potentially responsible for dreaming and is released en masse by the body right after death…

Seems like it has an esoteric significance worth looking into.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:18:48 ID: b5cd73 No.8473123 >>8473178

>>8473075
Can marijuana be considered just as harmful as tobacco or alcohol?  I'm a fence sitter on this shit since if we are going to ban dude wee lmao then why 
create such an arbitrary line in the sand when we allow tobacco and alcohol?

Too bad this has nothing to do with the discussion at hand.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:19:42 ID: 708167 No.8473130 >>8473178

>>8468066

Most people who take it report conversations with other beings, as well as the presence of gnomes, elves, dwarves or children…etc. Small humanoid 
creatures. 

This is consistent and has been documented since the 50's.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N,N-Dimethyltryptamine

>Hallucinations of strange creatures had been reported by Szara in the Journal of Mental Science (now the British Journal of Psychiatry) (1958) 
"Dimethyltryptamine Experiments with Psychotics", Stephen Szara described how one of his subjects under the influence of DMT had experienced 
"strange creatures, dwarves or something" at the beginning of a DMT trip.[18][19]  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:22:26 ID: 5d260f No.8473149

>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
WARNING: 2 year old toddler shock torture. Makes me sick, but should not be hidden. Brave men needed.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:24:31 ID: 7d90af No.8473165

>>8472904

Just checked voat pizzagate and that video is the top post, fucking trolls, seeing more of that stuff pop up on voat pizzagate, misdirection that was not 
under comet pizza  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:25:23 ID: 8040b1 No.8473169 >>8473213

File (hide): 9c421c17f412037⋯.jpg (44.25 KB, 630x630, 1:1, 576098_2.jpg)

>>8473107
dmt in the right setting, like most /psy/ are redpills. I've deconditioned a lot of people while they are on lsd. 
DMT does it on it's own, if the subject has already been preloaded with redpills, but you have to hit them 
right before their dose, as they tend to be oblivious to the world around them for about 10minutes due to 
intensity when smoked. Orally, as ayahueasca, it is more effective, as you can actually interact with the 
fucks.

next july I will be at the national rainbow gathering in oregon. If anyone wants to show up, I'll teach you how 
to redpill hippies. My specialty over the past few years has become teaching hippies how to hate, and be 
proud of their culture. I've redpilled hippies from degenerate psuedo-nativism to full viking 88 in a single 
night. As anyone who understands the principles of polarity could tell you, they flip HARD! Expect a lot of 
hippies going RWDS by the end of july, and they will be heading to every state in the union to carry on the 
message we give them.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:26:07 ID: ca878c No.8473178 >>8473196

>>8473107
I've done fairly short hallucinogenics. Shortest one being 2C-B something like 4-6 hours or so, although fairly weak. Its not like you are completely sober 
after 15 minutes. You'll have a long aftermath, its with every hallucinogenic drug. 

> Seems like it has an esoteric significance worth looking into.

Just enforced leftist thoughts. A chemically enforced empathic feeling (allthough not as enforced as MDMA or 4-FA) , derailed thought process. It made 
me realize strange things (allthough not remember it) and ghave me a lot of creativity and inspiration but in the end it was all bullshit.

>>8473123
I dont like tobacco either. Im Dutch so weed smoking comes naturally. but it is also as shit. You are still smoking plant matter so its still bad for you. 
Maybe except vaping. Mentally its cancerous too. Fuck it.

I would allow alcohol because it has been such an important and long lasting part of cultures all troughout Europe. Funny how its actually one of the 
hardest drugs out there.

>>8473130
I never met any creatures, the most hardcore things Ive done are some weird combinations and if we are talking about solo drugs, 300 ug LSD. Looking 
back I still think its just poision, especially mentally.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:29:07 ID: b5cd73 No.8473196 >>8473248

File (hide): d7257b008e6faff⋯.jpg (57.91 KB, 259x274, 259:274, 1451200321189.jpg)

>>8473178
>Funny how its actually one of the hardest drugs out there.
And there lies the problem for me.  Why do certain harmful substances get a pass due to "prestige"?  If it 
harms the nation then it would make sense to ban it but if the leaders believe that the citizens can imbibe in 
moderation then that is an alternative but a very precarious path in which all citizens should be vigilant as not 
to let a few bad apples ruin it for the bunch.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:29:41 ID: 720d93 No.8473200
File (hide): c912cf8f8da32ba⋯.png (133.19 KB, 300x300, 1:1, psyops.png)

God all these E-LOOM-ME-NAUGHT-EEEEEE faggots are killing the steam of thing. For once I'd like to look 
at a pizzagate video that wasn't talking about MKULTRA and the all seeing eye Symbolism.

These faggots are in place to subvert any progress of this breaking story and dump it into the memory hole 
where it will never escape the dis-info and FAKE NEWS meme. Because when anyone goes to look into to it 
and hears the X-Files theme play with pictures of the free masons eating pizza they'll immediately tune it out 
and accept CNN's word for it that its bullshit.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:31:24 ID: 3fed34 No.8473208
File (hide): 68e226e747314e8⋯.png (259.95 KB, 500x521, 500:521, aaaaaaadf'.png)

Redditor triggered over pizza gate and posts a rant on how pizzagate ruined his favorite pizza joint.
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207182510/https://www.reddit.com/r/EnoughTrumpSpam/comments/5h1h5
y/fuck_everyone_who_wants_to_take_my_pizza_place/
>Comet is great because it threads the needle– families can go as well as middle aged peeps looking to just 
have a beer.
> middle aged peeps looking to just have a beer.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:31:32 ID: ca878c No.8473213 >>8473326 >>8473543

>>8473169

I would not recommend taking psychedelics or much of any drugs at all if you have never done any. Better too not to.

But this is actually great. Im not surrounded with those people anymore, or go to festivals or parties or anything like that. But psychedelics open you up 
and make your vulnerable. 

The only thing is that it would not be genuine. Ie. I was fairly centrist, but I dropped every leftist bullshit part after I realised the drugs made me realise it. 
Why would that not happen when you redpill and hippy?  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:36:37 ID: ca878c No.8473248

>>8473196
As I said, alcohol has a long history. Alcoholism is a different thing.

In low doses, it makes you couragious, more social, stronger (as in, better ignoring limits of your body) etc.

I have yet to encounter a drug that is so forgiving and has such effects in low doses. Alcohol punishes you when you overdo it. Most drugs leave you 
dead. The only drug I like more than alcohol in that aspect is GHB. But Ive had some serious issues with cramps (probably to GABAergic tolerance and 
stimulation of the GHB receptor).

But thats personal. A drug like alcohol, with almost no hangover, same effects but better. But dying if you take too much. That would not work out. 

But ill stop, im derailing the thread. Create a thread if you like to continue, I have a lot of experience to share. 

Back to #pizzagate  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:46:46 ID: 9b05ba No.8473314 >>8473424

WHAT THE FUCK WHAT THE FUCK
Someone linked this on another thread
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:49:05 ID: 8040b1 No.8473326 >>8473367 >>8473396 >>8473543

>>8473213
The fuck are you talking about? I'm on heroic doses of lsd while I'm redpilling the hippies. If you have genuine pride and a strong ego, lsd amplifies your 
being. If you have nothing but false pride (arrogance) and a weak ego, lsd will wipe away your lies to yourself and leave you with the nothing that 
you(they) are. If you know anyone who talks about experiencing "ego death" theyre full of shit, they never had an ego to begin with. I've seen this a 
thousand times.  

Twitter Account Suspended Just Now Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:52:21 ID: 7d27c2 No.8473358 >>8489150

File (hide): 2b224d0ba3f49ab⋯.png (376.43 KB, 1920x1200, 8:5, Screenshot from 2016-12-08….png)

Presumably was suspended for pizzagate memetic 
warfare.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:53:32 ID: ca878c No.8473367

>>8473326
That might be true, at the time I was red pilled but didnt swallow the pill completely. 

I've had ego death, its not bullshit. I means that your brain is so full of cancerous poision you cant think of the basic who/what/where/when. 

I have yet to met the first person who took 300ug LSD or more and remembered lessons from it. All I could do was figure out how to adjust my belt.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:55:06 ID: a9a919 No.8473377 >>8473403

I just thought of something. Did any of you who went to public school in the US remember the trend of those jelly bracelets that were used as code for sex 
things?

archive links are for a couple news articles discussing the topic and the UD definition

https://archive.is/4OI2y
https://archive.is/xz2tZ
https://archive.is/i2v8a  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:57:58 ID: bc679c No.8473396 >>8473410 >>8473424 >>8473474 >>8473543

>>8473326

what are YOU talking about. I was fairly self assured and I was fairly active in my community and ended up taking a Q of shrooms and smoked a blunt 
after a period of ramp up. I had vivid 5th plateau hallucinations consisting of extreme synesthesia where I could manipulate mental models that I 
perceived to be physically in front of me. I had horrific time dilation and felt like I lived 1000 years of racial history through various cultural touchstones 
(Roland, of the Round Table, through Roland of Warren Zevon fame), dying hundreds of deaths, some good and some bad. I haven't done any drugs in 
almost 12m and couldn't have tea or coffee for close to three months because it so completely deconstructed my ego. Overall net positive and I am very 
healthy and well adjusted now, but I wouldn't wish that hell on anyone in the entire world, but to say that ego death isn't real is unbelievably naive.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 19:58:57 ID: a9a919 No.8473403

>>8473377 (self checked)
Also of note a popular show for 
teens at the time discussed the 
sex bracelets.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:00:07 ID: ca878c No.8473410 >>8473440 >>8473448

>>8473396
Thats says enough about psychedelics though….

stay away  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:02:42 ID: 9b05ba No.8473424 >>8473440

>>8473396
Dude shut up about drugs, you are derailing the thread.
Look at this shit >>8473314 , this is what we are fighting against, get a hold of yourself ffs.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:06:19 ID: bc679c No.8473440 >>8473543

>>8473410
>>8473424
Correct, I have a hold of myself. I realized the profound danger inherent in their use. I was 100% mentally stable before taking them and 100% mentally 
stable afterwards, but very rattled. I knew exactly what I was doing in the physical/mental sense. It is relevant to PG because if you search backwards 
through history you see the desire of the esoteric movements is to elevate the consciousness to that of a god through self aggrandizement and rituals 
meant to evoke specific mental states. Psychedelics are a dirty shortcut. Many people use them without consequence, but they make one malleable, and 
if there is any kind of higher consciousness it opens you up to their influence. Whether or not they exist is not really important. This is why these groups 
perpetuate ritual abuse (DID inducement), this is why the Psy movement is toxic to our culture (Grateful dead, et. all). It is important to stay away from 
psychedelics even if their acute effects can be used for good.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:07:51 ID: 2717f8 No.8473446 >>8473871

File (hide): 9b189d28e3fbdf7⋯.jpg (25.15 KB, 670x379, 670:379, 2016-12-08T14-17-56.793Z--….jpg)

>>8459412

>Pizzagate is a goon psyop  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:08:07 ID: b5cd73 No.8473448
File (hide): 9a5a732e966253c⋯.jpg (119.74 KB, 640x480, 4:3, 1443272217259.jpg)

>>8473410
>ego death
>look it up
>it was considered a positive thing in which a person reevaluates their current self and find it wanting to 
the point they have a need to better themselves
>it was suddenly considered a bad thing after 1964
>by (((Leary, Metzer & Alpert)))

I sense kikery in this mess.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:11:51 ID: 199930 No.8473474 >>8473543 >>8473573

>>8473396
>plateau 
That is a dxm term but that sounds horrible. I know occultists will take these drugs. Timothy leary called psychedelics one of the elements that can be 
used to control people. He also had connections to the golden dawn. Aldous huxley Is said to have been part of le tavistock. all sorts of things going on 
with these psychedelics. I would not put it past these cults to use that is an intimidation thing. Imagine everyone pretending that you are going crazy. Or 
that they gave you drugs and are telling you that this is the power of the cult. The power of magic. Dip a toddlers hand in some lsd and start indoctrinating 
him. that is probably one of the ways they fuck with the victims minds.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:14:05 ID: ffca2f No.8473489 >>8473543

>>8467618

She probably makes adult swim commercials now.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:22:53 ID: 7f00ee No.8473543 >>8473549 >>8473573 >>8478263

>>8473213
>>8473326
>>8473396
>>8473440
>>8473474
>>8473489
GET BACK ON TRACK

>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412

THIS IS WHAT THE SHILLS AND MAINSTREAM MEDIA AND YOUTUBE AND FACEBOOK AND TWITTER ARE DEFENDING.

YOU SICK FUCKS  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:24:07 ID: 942aa0 No.8473549

>>8473543
Thanks for this anon.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:27:36 ID: bc679c No.8473573

>>8473474
Yes, The eastern mystery cults were the fusion of ritualistic sacrifice with drugs, and other in-group behavior meant to induce the state of 'merging' with 
the larger universe. They desire higher states of existence, and they believe that the pain of others (Huxley and Crowley talked about this as well) gave 
them greater spiritual power. You see some of these beliefs persist in modern Buddhism (Satori Enlightenment). They believe their magical power is 
directly proportional to the total amount of spiritual energy in the world. That is why they move to keep the public spiritually disinterested, while they 
perform their rituals. They have turned Luciferianism and Vampirism into their own memes, while they continue to practice the rituals. At some point the 
objective reality of their practices ceases to matter in light of the consequences to everyday individuals. Mild psychedelic use was personally useful 
because it allowed profound introspection and led to a lot of positive changes, but the Psy culture is toxic and was largely pushed in conjunction with the 
Intel community. The most prominent example of this is The Grateful Dead, who were basically the house band for Tavistock (Alan Trist's father was the 
director).

>>8473543
This is important to PG because there is a D&C movement to push personal enlightenment through the  use of psychedelics, but it's a false culture, 
because these movements often use the same substances and mental states to perpetuate and justify their ritual abuse. Tavistock is the one pushing the 
unified religion meme that corrupted Mormonism (lol) with Luciferianism.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:33:55 ID: 9b05ba No.8473603
File (hide): 54935e0fd6e4a5a⋯.jpg (25.71 KB, 278x387, 278:387, fe8ef2d4acf563626b6b9e0ff8….jpg)

There is someone (201bef) gaslighting the 
OP of this thread >>8465044  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:36:00 ID: 007919 No.8473632 >>8473666

The tunnels by doctorpopo is a d&c video, downvote and hide it.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:40:49 ID: b5cd73 No.8473666
File (hide): 10cf1eb3351065d⋯.webm (87.17 KB, 640x360, 16:9, Facts please.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8473632  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:46:22 ID: 70e638 No.8473706 >>8473724 >>8473748 >>8473763

Who is donating? 

https://www.gofundme.com/financial-support-for-comet-staff  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:48:48 ID: 942aa0 No.8473724 >>8473748

>>8473706
Top fucking kek
So basically they just give us a list of names of pizza supporters?!  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:49:43 ID: 910623 No.8473732 >>8478886

>>8472610
>Keep digging. Marathon style, not sprint.
that's right - that's how we make progress and there are all sorts of resources right at our autistic fingertips, and they are free

By State - this one is really good as it will show you all sorts of available records for any state you input
http://recordspedia.com/

UK ONLY
http://opencharities.org

Legal Entity Identifier system
http://openleis.com/

OFFSHORE LEAKS DATABASE -Tax haven secrecy revealed
https://offshoreleaks.icij.org/

http://www.sourcewatch.org/
http://corp-research.org/dddresearchguide
http://publicrecords.searchsystems.net/

GUIDESTAR NON-PROFIT SEARCH
https://www.guidestar.org/search
(some good info, create free account w/throwaway email to see more)

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
Information for donors about charities
www.ftc.gov

US Chamber of Commerce
https://www.chamberofcommerce.com

EDGAR corporate database
http://www.edgarcompany.sec.gov/servlet/CompanyDBSearch?page=main

Directory of Corporate Affiliations
most complete data on corporate family trees (parent/subsidiary)
http://www.corporateaffiliations.com/
http://croctail.corpwatch.org/#cw_391,cw_391,2015

Little Sis
incredible amount of information, all open source and shows you all sorts of connections between people and institutions
https://littlesis.org

IRS Exempt Organization Select Check
non-profits search
https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/

Secretary of State Corporate Search
http://search-sos.org/

Open Corporates - search companies or directors
https://opencorporates.com/

Corporation Wiki
https://www.corporationwiki.com

It's unbelievable how much info on people, organizations and institutions is out there. All we have to do is look, and that's not including stuff people 
intentionally put out there themselves, like LinkedIn.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:50:22 ID: ff886e No.8473737 >>8473739 >>8482433

>Colbert says Pizzagate is a conspiracy theory
>while claiming Russia hacked the US government and gave the emails to Russia
I fucking hate the Lugenpreese.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:50:39 ID: ff886e No.8473739

>>8473737
>*Lugenpresse  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:51:04 ID: 78049b No.8473741 >>8476920 >>8476952

File (hide): 612d31e84454c4b⋯.jpg (57.21 KB, 595x335, 119:67, 20120324_SRP006.jpg)

>>8472610
>No one has offered an alternative explanation for the pizza code, like "pizza related map" "dominos with 
cheese or pasta" or shipping pizza internationally.
Several of us have anon. Across the many threads, every time it gets brought up. Example:
"pizza related mark" - a typo or predictive text error. Was the e-mailer using a smartphone or blackberry to 
write the e-mail?

Will he be better at playing "dominioes on shrooms than on acid" - it's a variant on the type of phrase 
where one implies they or someone else is on drugs. In the dominoes instance the implication is, to him, 
cheese may be performance enhancing compared to the usual pasta.

Shipping pizza internationally? This was a website for their subscriptions or donors or something yes? A nin physical product being sold online iirc, but do 
correct me if I've missed something here. It really is common for devs to put in injokes or silly references when working on a piece of software or a site 
before it's fully finished. Or for dev projects to have themed codenames prior to release. 
However, Stratfor are fucking dodgy for that """"waitress""" comment in the secure hotdog procurement e-mail chain. So although the behaviour itself wrt 
naming their work in progress something goofy like the pizza pages, we don't yet know how or why "pizza" is an injoke for the Stratfor people. That would 
be something to look into, and see if the injoke is what we suspect it might be…  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:53:06 ID: 7f00ee No.8473748

>>8473706
>>8473724
https://archive.is/BpQrs

>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412
>>8472412  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:54:51 ID: db8c67 No.8473758 >>8473778

what the fuck is this

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1471543  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:55:09 ID: 78049b No.8473761 >>8473918

>>8472610
>Why would Alefantis lie about having a basement?
There was a comment from someone last thread suggesting that the basement pics were from Besta rather than CPP, but it was literally a comment with 
no source for the info. In that case it wouldn't be a lie, but he could say the truth, that "these people mistook photos of Besta's basement work for our 
establishment". But he didn't, which means if it were Besta's basement, he didn't want to make them a target because they're either innocent, or guilty - in 
either case he wouldn't want to draw attention to them.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:55:14 ID: e4d3c1 No.8473763

>>8473706
kek someone by the name McCann just donated $50  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 20:57:48 ID: 942aa0 No.8473778 >>8473999 >>8474702 >>8475575 >>8476979 >>8478271

>>8473758  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 21:11:00 ID: 78049b No.8473871 >>8473887

>>8473446
>>8459412
>>Pizzagate is a goon psyop
If that was the case, wouldn't the threads be spammed with cp? Like the "We the Pizza" guys debacle had a whiff of goon about it, trying to insist people 
were okay saving the stuff because they're investigating so won't get v&.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 21:13:04 ID: 942aa0 No.8473887 >>8475590

>>8473871
You are ok saving the shit if it's tied with the investigation and/or some other investigation.
If you're a retarded fag that doesn't know how to handle the stuff then you shouldn't be let near it in the first place, since you aren't investigating for shit.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 21:17:21 ID: 70a997 No.8473918

>>8473761
Alefantis opened Bucks first which is next door and has a basement. The video showing the curtained off bar in the back. It's possible there is a doorway 
between the two businesses behind the curtain in the dusty bar room. It depends on where the curtain in the video is in relation to the map of CPP floor 
plan.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 21:30:33 ID: 199930 No.8473999

>>8473778
Good work guys. You could see the kill room with the white walls behind comet. You could also clearly see besta has an underground. The back is the 
way to go for any investigators.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 21:33:15 ID: 0b667c No.8474023

Huff Post doing damage control in 2011
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/edward-wasserman/satanic-child-abuse_b_1162854.html  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 21:54:09 ID: f47c7b No.8474171 >>8474287

>>8472711
I'm down with this. A massive spam attack with memes. Let show this fucks who truly runs the Internet.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:04:57 ID: 70e638 No.8474287 >>8474346

>>8474171
Franklin Cover Up seems to stop people in their tracks. And the name Larry King confuses normies.

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:10:50 ID: 199930 No.8474346 >>8474363 >>8474377

>>8474287
Fuck off with the boystown shit. 
This is bigger than boystown.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:12:13 ID: 70e638 No.8474363

>>8474346
It's all interconnected. No one went to jail besides king for money fraud. Know your fucking history.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:14:13 ID: f47c7b No.8474377 >>8474858

>>8474346
I saw that video, I've seen some fucked up Shit on the dark web. But this fucks are so arrogant, they actually posted on jew tube. Like taunting us. Like 
we can't do anything. Fuck that this is search and destroy anybody involved should have there life completely ruined.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:16:09 ID: 3d73d3 No.8474390 >>8489702

>>8472359
>>8472359
>Amanda Kleinman is the official front man for the band but I think Alefantis is the one in the mask in some of the videos.  They're all in the same circle 
anyway.  

I believe you're right and I have said this from the beginning. There is a poster on voat who said the same and included a close-up pic of the masked ape 
showing the mouth resembling Alefantis more so than Kleinman. But the pushback fron shill posters to this pretty obvious clue was huge so this might be 
something Alefantis wants to hide. In a ritual abuse situation anyone can don the red mask/wig and take on that persona eliciting the same effect in 
triggering victims.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:16:12 ID: f47c7b No.8474391

I still think we should keep normies in the loop. Nothing complex just the basics what there minds can digest.  
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Tavistock and defaming Gays Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:17:29 ID: eaf169 No.8474403 >>8474424

So I know most likely a lot of you will have hateful things to say to me but….
I am a lefty normie, until very recently (right before the election). However I have been against the two party system for about ten years, and against 
organized religion. I am very much into questioning and finding answers for myself. And if you want to get through to them, you need to consider that 
most of us don't like ANY derogatory comments about others. I have no problem with a consenting adult living their life however they see fit, with any 
other consenting adult. Keeping us divided is the goal (republicans vs. democrats) (Christians vs atheists) (rich vs. poor) (white collar vs. blue collar) 
DON"T BELIEVE THE HYPE, they just don't want us to have REAL conversations about what THEY are doing. You can make your points without being 
hateful, keep it classy.
I have to say I do not like the way that people talk about the gay people (who existed for a lot longer than MK Ultra). Just because there are gay people 
doing hateful/hurtful shit to children doesn't mean that all gay people are bad (neither are all the jews). And as for those that keep talking about God 
saving us and these Satanists are evil, these are all just tools.
TAVISTOCK is not disinformation, this is a real business learning real things about the brain and what it is capable of. Controlling the masses as well as 
certain groups of people with mind control is very real check out the mk ultra alter egos video, at least it gives you pause to say What? Oh and the NSA 
was started the same year as Tavistock. And if you watch old interviews with Michael Aquino you have to ask yourself how did this crazy mother fucker 
get so high up the chain? It's rumored that at one point he was the true head of the NSA
And I know that there are some powerful people who believe in the Satanist shit the way that most of the masses believe in God, however it is all for 
control.
Are there a group of people who really believe what they are doing sure, and they honestly believe that there special due to their heritage….but it was 
proven that rape at a young age and Satan rituals are great tools to help split a young child's mind. Not mention a great way to blackmail people when 
you get them on video doing this stuff.
Oh and based on studies of mind control Marijuana really goes against that and opens the mind for reflection and critical thought, which is why they don't 
want a plant legalized (do you like basil or parsley?). While a lot of liberals need to question their whole political belief system and the trust they place in 
these people, the conservatives needs to question whether or not they've been controlled through their religious beliefs….  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:17:51 ID: 199930 No.8474406
File (hide): d1e145673217227⋯.png (9.23 KB, 468x105, 156:35, Screenshot_2016-12-08_17-1….png)

this just goes to show that the system is so rigged. So rigged by the fake people that the american dream is 
dead. I do not want to be an entrepreneur if this is the kind of riff raff you have to put up with.
https://www.gofundme.com/financial-support-for-comet-staff#

Anyone who donated should be arrested. Seriously this pisses me off more than most of this shit. What the hell who makes a gofundme? What is this site 
used for?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:19:50 ID: 199930 No.8474424 >>8475274

>>8474403
Because of these posts. I automatically disregard tavistock. IT IS A MEDIATING HUMAN RELATIONS OUTFIT NOT THE TOP OF THE FOOD CHAIN.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:22:15 ID: 291a68 No.8474446 >>8474469

So do we organize and spam social media?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:24:00 ID: 70e638 No.8474469

>>8474446
We need memes the quality of Draft our Daughters. Wish I wasn't a dumb fuck and could contribute.  

Tavistock Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:34:16 ID: eaf169 No.8474564

All I can say is you should research it yourself, and you have to dig deep. For myself I found it helpful to start at the beginning. And I'm not going to lie, it 
is conjecture at this point, without a FORMAL/HONEST investigation we won't know for sure.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:34:45 ID: 7f00ee No.8474569 >>8474582

REQUESTING STICKY FOR >>8461591
>>8461591
>>8461591
>>8461591  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:35:59 ID: 7f00ee No.8474582 >>8474702

>>8474569
FUCK ME THAT'S THE WRONG POST

REQUESTING STICKY FOR >>8465044
>>8465044
>>8465044
>>8465044  

Tavistock Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:37:38 ID: eaf169 No.8474606 >>8474686 >>8474702

And I didn't say it was the top of anything.
You know what they are a "spoke in the wheel, and so are you." Al Pacino, Donnie Brasco  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:43:21 ID: 199930 No.8474686

>>8474606
Clearly there is something going on there. But when I see people type T@v1$t0Ck I fucking cringe.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:44:45 ID: 3d73d3 No.8474702 >>8475440

>>8473778
Great work, we need more of this. Regular customers just happen to video everything and wtf something weird happens again. Much like this 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJrkbgiETzs

>>8474582
What is the connection with CPP/Podesta/HRC? You've been spamming threads for two days now dude, I've read the posts and articles and it seems like 
the usual pedo in asia story, of which there are many. But how is it connected? I'm not seeing that at all. 

Stop trying to derail this thread with random pedo stories and T@v1stuck shit, we know everything already. At least act like you've participated here for 
more than a few hours.

>>8474606
Get out now.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:46:34 ID: eaf169 No.8474720

Fair. When I see anything about God/Religion (as the answer) I cringe.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 22:58:08 ID: 0b667c No.8474858 >>8474939

>>8474377

I agree. We need people who aren't afraid to give up their physical bodies for this cause. This is the only cause worth fighting and dying for right now.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:04:18 ID: 62a2da No.8474939 >>8475144 >>8480612

>>8474858
>This is the only cause worth fighting and dying for right now.

Imagine being this out of touch.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:23:17 ID: 7d27c2 No.8475090

There will be many as soon as the other shoe drops and we get smoking gun type evidence. Who l33t enough to get some for us?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:31:30 ID: c14c52 No.8475132

>>8467506
>SOURCE: Sorcha Faal article

Nigger stop posting links to that disinfo artist. "Sekret Kremlin sources told me" my ass.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:32:20 ID: c14c52 No.8475139

by the way, about that Andrew Breitbart tweet, it wasn't about John Podesta's connection to Alefantis it was the O'Keefe video:

About that Podesta ‘underage sex-slaves’ Tweet from Andrew Breitbart

https://archive.is/jJ9VG
http://hotair.com/archives/2016/12/05/about-that-andrew-breitbart-tweet-about-podesta-and-underage-sex-slaves/

" In July and August 2009, Giles and O’Keefe visited ACORN offices in Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Brooklyn, San Bernardino, San Diego, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles, and Miami. Giles dressed as a prostitute, while O’Keefe wore white khakis with a blue dress shirt and/or tie and claimed to be her boyfriend. 
Giles and O’Keefe recorded the encounters using hidden cameras and pretended to be seeking advice on how to run an illegal business that included the 
use of underage girls in the sex trade. "

As far as I know neither O'Keefe or Breitbart looked into Tony Podesta's possible connections to pedos in D.C.  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:32:43 ID: 0b667c No.8475144 >>8475177

>>8474939

Name another. White boy power? Black lives matter? National pride (aka border sheep)? Save the whales? 

Seriously… what else is there to fight for these days? You want to join the military and fight someone else's proxy war?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:37:46 ID: cdfac0 No.8475177 >>8478633

>>8475144
cheked and yes anon.dont listen to the shills  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:54:56 ID: 9b05ba No.8475274 >>8475387

>>8474424
What is tavistock?  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:57:03 ID: 9edcad No.8475288 >>8475292 >>8475297

Pizzagate is false.  
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Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:57:44 ID: cdfac0 No.8475292

>>8475288
prove it shill  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:58:25 ID: cdfac0 No.8475297 >>8475301

>>8475288
your just another sick faggot that dosent want to get caugth  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:59:21 ID: 9edcad No.8475301 >>8475310

>>8475297
you people are fucking stupid  

Anonymous  12/08/16 (Thu) 23:59:26 ID: cdfac0 No.8475303

4chan.org/b/thread/714567576
we need to send them back to hell.
8 half cuck is filled with pedos
4chan.org/b/thread/714567576  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:00:12 ID: cdfac0 No.8475310 >>8475317

>>8475301
leave faggot, theres no room for your kind here  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:00:54 ID: 9edcad No.8475317 >>8475363

>>8475310
kind? what kind? people who disagree with you?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:01:17 ID: cdfac0 No.8475318

GAS CHAMBER T O GOOD FOR YOU  FAGGOTS
>CHOP YOU UP,CARTEL STYLE THATS WHAT YOU NEED  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:01:45 ID: cdfac0 No.8475321 >>8475354

PEDOS ,JEWS AND FAGGOTS LIKE YOU  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:06:20 ID: 9edcad No.8475354 >>8475404

>>8475321
I'm not a jew, pedo or homo. I just think you guys are dumb as fuck.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:07:29 ID: b89412 No.8475363 >>8475397

>>8475317
Since the mainstream real news debunking sites won't bother to explain it

I'd like to hear your explanation of these emails https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/32795 
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56492

and I'd like your interpretation of the instagram pics https://sli.mg/a/gaffhM  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:08:42 ID: a97219 No.8475368 >>8475371

COMET PING PONG CUSTOMER MAKES MONEY OFF PEDOS

http://sli.mg/Xeu3ur  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:09:20 ID: b89412 No.8475371

>>8475368

Dutchsinse is a moron, that guy was being sarcastic  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:11:22 ID: 9b05ba No.8475387

>>8475274
Anyone?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:12:48 ID: 9edcad No.8475397

>>8475363
oh… that's fucked up.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:14:10 ID: cdfac0 No.8475404

>>8475354
shill this is my last reply, im answering cause i need you niggers to dance. you think your wasting my time. im running keywords through various 
programs. You THINK foxacid can get me. You’ll probably get some third world ip.
>LULZ KEEP WASTING TIME AN MONEY YOUR DONE FOR  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:20:46 ID: 7f00ee No.8475440 >>8475445 >>8475796 >>8476294

>>8474702
Well, maybe someone can help us connect Stefan Struik, who organizes the Elfia festival held at a 
Rothschild castle, to James Alefantis, ex-boyfriend of David Brock, friend of the Rothschilds?

http://elfia.com/events/elfia-haarzuilens-2017-nl-nl-en-gb/

http://www.palaces-of-europe.com/Kasteel-de-Haar.html  

File (hide): 62aed526cf1ac8d⋯.jpg (370.11 KB,
1600x900, 16:9, Elfia-castle.JPG)

File (hide): 2cbb0b071744708⋯.png (2.4 MB,
1866x1192, 933:596, David-Brock-Lady-Rothschil….png)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:21:57 ID: 7f00ee No.8475445 >>8475796 >>8476294

>>8475440

Liberal perspective Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:26:02 ID: 7da813 No.8475474 >>8475534 >>8475796 >>8482693

File (hide): 427e616ac96d5d2⋯.png (185.86 KB, 476x438, 238:219, zz.png)

I'm very liberal but also 100% believe in what pizzagate is uncovering.

Critique:
- Too much focus on devil worshipping. Stick to the pedo angle. This intense scrutiny of "liberal art making" 
makes it easy for people to laugh and brush off the investigation.

- The Marina Abramović conspiracy theories are both hilarious to me and muddying the investigation. 

- The Voodoo Donuts connection is BS, just because they use satanic symbols in their designs? Total 
witchhunt.

- Roberta's pizza is an overpriced hipster pizza restaurant. I doubt it's connected. It makes pizzagate seem 
amateur. I could be wrong.

- Don't get caught in trying to find patterns where none exist. It's very common in humans. Don't give in to 
apophenia and cognitive dissonance. 

- Keep going, it's getting interesting.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:32:23 ID: b8ad29 No.8475534 >>8475654

>>8475474
>I'm very liberal

For now. I said the same thing when I first started visiting /pol/ in 2012.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:36:42 ID: b9cd70 No.8475575 >>8480541

>>8473778
>Kids jogging away with adult
Holy shit, why do normies need any more reason to believe the kid-fucking theories are legitimate.

This footage with some information on the betsa pizza logo in a video and it's done. 
Meme it as hard as we did with Gates Wide Open.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:38:02 ID: cdfac0 No.8475589 >>8475830

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/33096
>Would love to get a pizza for an hour? Or come over
EXPLAIN
HOW DO YOU GET A PIZZA FOR AN HOUR  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:38:08 ID: 78049b No.8475590

>>8473887
You're an idiot. That stuff gets you on a register at best, regardless of intent. Fuck off with this bollocks.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:44:21 ID: 7da813 No.8475654 >>8475718 >>8482718

>>8475534
Not trying to troll but I'm a jewish transgender / genderqueer with a non-white immigrant partner so it's in my best interest to be liberal.

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:47:38 ID: 431906 No.8475690 >>8475836

I'll never eat pizza again  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:50:26 ID: 145dee No.8475718 >>8475739

File (hide): ec4daf19a840ec0⋯.gif (1.04 MB, 400x287, 400:287, 1413062757594.gif)

>>8475654
>not trying to troll but i'm a kike 
with brain damage and a 
miscegenation fetish
get out.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:51:53 ID: 7da813 No.8475739 >>8475796

>>8475718
thought you'd say that :) thanks!

i'm here to see the autists dismantle the global power elite paedo network, i'll stay.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:53:05 ID: 3ac63e No.8475750

asdfewereteetwetw  

Jew Transgender Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:58:45 ID: eaf169 No.8475791

Stay, we're not all going to agree on the who's of this situation, but we do ALL agree that kids cannot be tortured like this why we do nothing. 
This Atheist still doesn't believe in God but does believe in the evil of power hungry people (especially if they've been raised to believe it)  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 00:59:06 ID: 3d73d3 No.8475796

>>8475440
>>8475445
You do it and post a concise summary of your findings. But you won't because you look like a retard who thinks if he uses all caps and red text he can get 
a personal army, at best. Keep your Cambodian story to the other thread dipshit.

>>8475739
This is an anonymous board and flaunting your degenerate shit as in >>8475474 when this thread is not about you will probably get you banned. So 
decide why you're here and carry on, or not.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:02:31 ID: 78049b No.8475830

>>8475589
>HOW DO YOU GET A PIZZA FOR AN HOUR
They go out to a pizza place and dine in instead of order to takeaway  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:04:00 ID: 3dabd7 No.8475836 >>8475901

>>8475690
Just ate cheese and pepperoni pizza for dinner tonight. This whole pizzagate thing reminded me that I love actual pizza. No pedo. Seriously tho can 
someone dump a file of all relevant suspicious emails regarding this thing.  

Degenarate Shit Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:05:47 ID: eaf169 No.8475851 >>8475901 >>8475918

We are trying to give you some perspective on talking to "normies" and trying to get through to them. And bashing people you don't personally agree with 
isn't the way. So either adapt to spread the word, or help in making it fail. You're already convinced, now do you want to convince others or just be 
hateful….  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:10:53 ID: c647f6 No.8475896 >>8475911

https://www.google.ca/search?q=freemasonry%2C+ritual+and+sexual+abuse&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en&btnG=Google+Search&meta=

https://archive.is/hNSMq  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:11:31 ID: 145dee No.8475901 >>8475925 >>8475947

>>8475851
>muh pr

>>8475836
here's some older thread archives, the epstein flight logs, and the pizza emails http://pastebin.com/09xDTReM  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:13:33 ID: 0b667c No.8475911 >>8475989 >>8476075

>>8475896

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBAIdK-irLA  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:14:21 ID: 3d73d3 No.8475918

>>8475851
Kill yourself  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:15:45 ID: 3dabd7 No.8475925 >>8475947

>>8475901
Thanks fam!  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:18:25 ID: 145dee No.8475947

>>8475901
>>8475925

oh do note, that was from my personal crossreference, im sure i missed something relevant since i skipped the ctr memos. someone can probably 
expand on that more comparing with their own list.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:21:48 ID: c647f6 No.8475989
File (hide): 1b2ff92765380c0⋯.webm (9.13 MB, 777x420, 37:20, Biden2.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8475911
Oh yea. He went over that again 
recently.  

File (hide): 65b7cef172a84f3⋯.png (88.28 KB,
1271x140, 1271:140, Screen Shot 2016-12-08 at ….png)

File (hide): efd33522ea4f411⋯.jpg (46.52 KB, 480x358,
240:179, Merovingianmythos4.jpg)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:32:11 ID: 0b667c No.8476075

>>8475911

http://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Typhon

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 01:59:01 ID: 7f00ee No.8476294 >>8476347

>>8475440
>>8475445
How many friends of the Rothschilds need to be baby torturing rapists before it starts looking odd?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:05:06 ID: 7f00ee No.8476347

>>8476294
Also they receive global media cover-up when they are found.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:06:45 ID: c647f6 No.8476362

Finally black child comes through with more evidence corroborating the masonic connection
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wLJ3PAVxmw  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:07:58 ID: 49ee21 No.8476374 >>8476401 >>8476669

ZIONISTS CREATED FREEMASONRY TO ENSLAVE THE POLITICAL ELITE OF EUROPE WITH SATANISM, PEDOPHILIA AND BLACKMAIL.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:12:34 ID: c647f6 No.8476401 >>8476669

File (hide): 6911a75323be6bb⋯.png (181.29 KB, 883x571, 883:571, Screenshot_2016-12-08_21-1….png)

>>8476374
Spot on  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:25:59 ID: eb7259 No.8476487 >>8476669 >>8476885 >>8476897

File (hide): a6865191319dabb⋯.png (762.42 KB, 840x472, 105:59, 85228fecba4742a5e96ff53d32….png)

Alex Jones deleted his #PizzaGate video with almost 400,000 views. Milo has said 
he's not going to talk about Pizza Gate anymore

Reuploaded here. Please download and archive and share: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sh2qZBFJsqA  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:31:32 ID: eb7259 No.8476521

saw this also

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMGGSY0A8r8  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:38:44 ID: b6f384 No.8476563
File (hide): c2ca4314db761ab⋯.jpg (53.87 KB, 640x480, 4:3, pizzagate.jpg)

News 
(((media))) 
on 
pizzagate 
has been 
pathetic.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:56:46 ID: 910623 No.8476669 >>8478737

File (hide): cd5f8c12ad3cbce⋯.jpg (36.17 KB, 632x472, 79:59, masonry judaism.jpg)

>>8476374
Just say jews. That whole "it's the zionists, goyim, not us" bullshit has to go. But >>8476401 yes, 
freemasonry without jewish symbols and meanings is nothing whatsoever.

>>8476487
And that's another way you know it's a real issue. Don't know if you saw the maps for Alefantis or Podesta, 
but if you did, you would know how much pull they do have (Podesta brothers more directly) behind the 
scenes, not limited to the US either. There are threats being made to people and that's why it's getting 
pulled or swept back under the rug.  
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File (hide): 52e27073b510ea0⋯.png (107.67
KB, 647x763, 647:763, dojo-pizza-raided.png)

File (hide): d1d0c93360195c6⋯.png
(613.23 KB, 619x921, 619:921, dojo-pizza-
loren-copp-arre….png)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 02:59:17 ID: 7f00ee No.8476686

For any doubters out there.
https://archive.is/uFpzu
https://archive.is/JsXz4

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:19:49 ID: b6f384 No.8476829
File (hide): 024230795af0362⋯.jpg (109.99 KB, 1224x986, 36:29, spirit-cooking.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:28:36 ID: 7c59c3 No.8476885

>>8476487
>Milo has said he's not going to talk about Pizza Gate anymore

Source? All I remember him saying was "not yet".  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:30:43 ID: 398913 No.8476897

>>8476487

Gives this all the legitimacy it needs then.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:34:19 ID: 7c59c3 No.8476920 >>8476952 >>8477054 >>8478750

>>8473741
>"pizza related mark"

Nigger what the fuck is a pizza related mark? A picture of a slice of pizza? Then why not just say that? It still sounds unnatural.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:38:42 ID: b89412 No.8476944 >>8476949 >>8477206

File (hide): 5cdc9a53f4f5085⋯.jpg (73.99 KB, 638x540, 319:270, CzKNOtnXUAA2kDC.jpg)

Reality Calls who's been making some great youtube videos about pizzagate had a threatening email sent 
to her https://twitter.com/RealityCallsV/status/806862666836873216/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc^tfw  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:39:37 ID: b89412 No.8476949 >>8477007

>>8476944
correct url https://twitter.com/RealityCallsV/status/806862666836873216/

can someone help her out with security or find out who's doing this to her?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:39:58 ID: b6f384 No.8476952 >>8477054

>>8476920
>>8472610
>>8473741
>pizza related map
"Minor Attracted Person"  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:44:58 ID: 5abf64 No.8476979 >>8477002

>>8473778

Awesome job, that was creepy as hell. 
That hatch!!! 
The guy coming out the door and running away with the kids..

That cellar, which supposedly didn't exist. They have cleared it. But there got to be evidence there in form of dna and blood and whatnot  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:48:54 ID: b89412 No.8477002

>>8476979

Serious? Check the rest of that youtube channel, they make trolling videos, why would they show their faces then say they are doing some illegal 
activities  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:48:59 ID: eda816 No.8477003

why are they raising money for comet which is already rich, meanwhile the besta guy has broken fingers, shouldnt they be raising money for the broken 
fingers guy?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:49:26 ID: b6f384 No.8477007 >>8479959

File (hide): 34c1a498adf38f6⋯.png (537.98 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, zhh.png)

>>8476949
https://twitter.com
/ImperatorTruth/s
tatus/806850808
079908864  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 03:57:32 ID: 5b6534 No.8477054 >>8477115 >>8478995

>>8476920
>>8476952
Doesn't it refer to the handkerchief they put under a kid to collect the blood and semen? There was also an email where somebody asked specifically 
about a handkerchief.  

File (hide):
f0ec8bebebdbb23⋯.png (1 MB,
1242x2208, 9:16, image.png)

File (hide):
2f65c43adaed100⋯.png
(308.73 KB, 1242x2208, 9:16,
image.png)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:00:24 ID: 0224eb No.8477074

Updated dcpizzagate blog 12/01 about farm in Lovettsville, VA named Quarter Branch and five days later they announce on fb they are "closing 
permanently". Watchu think infinity  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:06:58 ID: b6f384 No.8477115 >>8481874

>>8477054
Real estate agent worried about black/white handkerchief w/pizza related map - 

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55433  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:07:30 ID: ab4709 No.8477121
File (hide): 4ffe9297c2f95f5⋯.webm (6.97 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, dreamondonald.webm) [play once] [loop]

>The latest 'paranoid fever dream' of 
the alt-right  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:15:56 ID: 6e288d No.8477179

jitpackaginginc.com/product-gallery/
kimdotcom say "what if you could turn pizza into weapons?"
stratfor intelligence leak ships pizza internationally

what are the odds that this company

with giustra and clinton on board of directors, possibly tied to hawaii and burned planes in bethlehem

are shipping weapons internationally?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:19:56 ID: d6bbac No.8477206 >>8477394

>>8476944
Its a bluff scare tactic if they were real deal then no need for that shitty copy paste email. FCK them >>8476944  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:21:05 ID: 7f00ee No.8477218 >>8477365

Pope Francis compares fake news consumption to eating faeces
The pope excused himself for using terminology that some might find repellent. “I think the media have to be very clear, very transparent, and not fall into 
– no offence intended – the sickness of coprophilia, that is, always wanting to cover scandals, covering nasty things, even if they are true,” he said.
https://archive.is/iUOCL

Holy shit, the balls on this guy, right?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:33:31 ID: ec332e No.8477351 >>8477431

Monica Petersen's mother says that she does not believe that her daughter committed suicide.

h ttps://vid.me/gcj6

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:35:33 ID: fee6b9 No.8477365

>>8477218
Only that's not what he's doing at all. He's calling out MSM for reporting on the inane shit they've been digging up on anyone who opposes them. They're 
just taking his statement and turning it on its head to make it look like it's about muh fake news, yet again the eternal media kike is twisting the truth to 
match his objectives. No surprises there.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:38:27 ID: b89412 No.8477394

>>8477206
Hacking is apparently real, KJ being hacked, some youtubers talking about it now https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJPqu0m8XBY  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:42:17 ID: ec332e No.8477431

>>8477351
Start at the 10:00 mark.

ht tps://vid.me/gcj6  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 04:52:40 ID: 51ebbd No.8477521

Enjoy
https://mobile.twitter.com/MisterMetokur/status/796486735374917632/video/1  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 05:03:57 ID: 0b7db2 No.8477641

>>8471193
>bunch of Halloween, pleb-tier horror movie, and heavy metal donuts

Can we please get rid of the Christcucks who mistake libtard faggotry for satanism?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 05:37:32 ID: 53c7e9 No.8477939 >>8478058

File (hide): 34bd89c3b02a58d⋯.png (171.87 KB, 904x380, 226:95, 1481260415845.png)

ANYONE WHO  
DENIES PIZZAGATE 
IS A CTR SHILL
David Brock and James 
Alefantis were literally 
fucking each other.
http://washi  
ngtonlife.com/2010/05/14/p

ower-list-2010-dc-power-couples/
https://archive.is/MyIe6  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 05:39:06 ID: 633bd8 No.8477946

Can't wait till Obama's pizza related farewell party in the white house.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 05:54:27 ID: ce8972 No.8478033 >>8478235 >>8487420

File (hide): 4e6d214d3b40e18⋯.jpg (94.33 KB, 1200x630, 40:21, 5OBaWM9.jpg)

>>8458597 (OP)
Evil Cuntess Kilary with a shout out.
http://  www. reuters.com/video/2016/12/09/clinton-calls-fake-news-a-threat-to-
us-d?videoId=370669502&videoChannel=1003

https://archive.fo/xis0u  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 06:00:33 ID: b6f384 No.8478058
File (hide): 40031dedfd94582⋯.jpg (151.19 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, alefantis-Neel-Lattimore.jpg)

>>8477939
Alefantis' "boyfriend" Brock was converted to the left by fornicating with Hillary Clinton's queer press 
secretary Neel Lattimore (pic both w/ Coastal Childcare owner Blair Kutrow). Brock also outed Matt Drudge 
as a queer after a bad "date" together:

>David Brock, the former right-wing writer, wrote in his memoir Blinded by the Right about a "scary" date in 
which Drudge, after bringing Brock flowers and navigating the Santa Monica gay strip "like a pro," stepped 
on a competing suitor's foot "really hard" (in Drudge's purported words) in a nightclub to scare him away 
from Brock. He also reproduced an overly blunt email in which Drudge wrote, "Laura [Ingraham] spreading 
stuff about you and me being fuck buddies. I should be so lucky."

http://gawker.com/5200009/drudge-i-do-not-love-sex-with-men  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 06:12:11 ID: b6f384 No.8478119

Q: Who involved with #pizzagate isn't a Jew or a Catholic?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 06:17:27 ID: ce8972 No.8478142

Think once we get into office, daily hangings of gang niggers, hadji's, faggots, and pedo's will set the course for a much brighter america  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 06:34:53 ID: 8898a0 No.8478235

>>8478033
No dubs may go unchecked.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 06:41:06 ID: a6bf9c No.8478263
File (hide): f2576f3cd25ecb6⋯.gif (933.58 KB, 400x300, 4:3, cxVKAzD.gif)

>>847354
3
>>>8472
412

Awe, fuck 
man. 
Fuck fuck 
fuck cuf 
kcfu cfk 
cufck fu fk 
c.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 06:43:00 ID: a6bf9c No.8478271

>>8473778
Did Sam pay that man his money?

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:08:46 ID: 6e288d No.8478380

Someone share twittergate database.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:35:41 ID: 5abf64 No.8478502 >>8478534

File (hide): 67103b91aa9a0bf⋯.png (2.44 MB, 1856x1242, 928:621, RugbyPedosMiniPedo.png)

That's a child's bitemark!  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:43:01 ID: 5abf64 No.8478534 >>8478553 >>8478659

>>8478502
I love infants
that's what his shirt says, you are aware but the pedo on the right is a convicted pedophile from Australia if I am not mixing here(late)

But you see this?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:46:35 ID: 2379aa No.8478549

>>8459606
>Stop talking about it goyim!!!!!!!!!  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:47:22 ID: 8898a0 No.8478553 >>8478806

>>8478534
Kind of. It certainly is suspicious, placement is a bit weird. Don't know why you seem so surprised.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:48:12 ID: 517218 No.8478556 >>8478565 >>8478572 >>8478586 >>8478851 >>8481874

We must fucking go and kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish 
children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill 
jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! 
Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish 
children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! Kill jewish children! so that the kikes know for the rest of their lives that OUR children 
are not for them to touch.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:49:59 ID: 674d82 No.8478565

>>8478556
inb4 field op for cover. Don't post shit like that. It can and will backfire horribly.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:50:54 ID: 2379aa No.8478572

>>8478556
Nah dawwwg, we just need to like, bitch about it and do nuthin.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 07:54:17 ID: 6e288d No.8478586

>>8478556
Don't worry. He is just LARPing as CTR IRL.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:05:15 ID: cc1add No.8478633 >>8478645

>>8475177 (Checked)
RWDS will be reality by will of kek. The purge will come and we will find out about the whole truth, about the pyramid spaceships, everyone will know their 
true history, nogs will go back to africa or work in farming. 
=Shills will be put down along with all faggots, obummer first=  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:07:09 ID: cc1add No.8478645

>>8478633
>what a fail at red text  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:09:16 ID: 910623 No.8478659 >>8478806

>>8478534
It is named for Pierre L'Enfant who laid out the District of Columbia. There's a metro station called L'Enfant Plaza and even a L'Enfant Circle. The guy in 
the middle is the owner of L'Enfant Cafe, named for Pierre. It's a cesspit of degeneracy to be sure but that's what it is referencing.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:11:00 ID: bcdb87 No.8478667 >>8478669

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RMQksXpQSk

>In the first 30sec ping pong and pizza
>2:44 a fucking kek through the sun glasses jumps off the screen
>They live

Oh Katy Perry  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:11:41 ID: bcdb87 No.8478669 >>8479952

>>8478667
Wow, didn't 
even fucking 
embed. Sorry, 
too tired 
already.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:31:09 ID: c0e530 No.8478737 >>8478886

>>8476669
>believing the kikes when they say that  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:33:46 ID: edb776 No.8478750 >>8478864

>>8476920
You never use a napkin when you eat? 

Mind you, what would an actual pizza related mark look like on a napkin?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:47:50 ID: 5abf64 No.8478806 >>8478886

File (hide): f9765ed16ad9cf2⋯.jpg (7.7 KB, 259x194, 259:194, f9765ed16ad9cf21cf1789bd6f….jpg)

>>8478553
I'm not this is old, I tried to spread it at another forum to get them working, we need everyone on this. 
Well not everyone, but as many as possible. 
Nononon that is not bite marks, that's a club stamb

>>8478659
Yes I know, but it also has another meaning in french

Fuck I am so angry these days, I think I am going to do something really bad…  
again  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:49:52 ID: 5abf64 No.8478819

I need a break from this, before I seriously, no larping, no roid talk

I'll end up killing someone
break

Keep it up guys, I'll pop buy and see if I can find something to drain, but I won't look at it  
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File (hide): fcffcd50451e45a⋯.png (19.26
KB, 204x204, 1:1, 1455944585551.png)

File (hide): 4df04717fb00933⋯.jpg (58.8 KB, 1130x678,
5:3, 1444334875550.jpg)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 08:58:13 ID: 5abf64 No.8478851

>>8478556
GTFO JIDF

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 09:01:16 ID: cc1add No.8478864 >>8479000

>>8478750
leave  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 09:06:37 ID: 910623 No.8478886 >>8479972

>>8478737
I only believe kikes when they are talking to each other - then they are honest about us anyway.  Like they think it's super cool to find out they had an 
ancestor who had black slaves, but we're required to feel guilty and owe reparations. They admit all kinds of shit when they are talking to each other.

>>8478806
I know what it means in French, but that was a family name of the man who designed the layout of DC. It's not some super-duper clever faggot anagram. 
And again, that cafe is a den of vile debauchery but the name of Pierre L'Enfant in this case is incidental, not causative.

And most of us are mad as hell about this shit. Instead of doing something "bad… again" use that rage and let it fuel you while you do what's productive.  
For example, doing rather boring research. One anon on half chan found the connection in the Podesta emails between a woman on the Board of 
Directors of Beyond Borders (a charity that supposedly helps Haitian people (after the earthquake), the Clinton Foundation and then another help-
Haitians org called Fonkoze. That in turn led to looking into that org and its 2 sister orgs using these >>8473732 and put together these >>8472063 and 
>>8472237(free program that's easy to use). That will help you, it will help these kids, and almost as importantly, it will hurt these motherfuckers in the 
most terrifying way: exposure. Not kidding - this is what they fear.

They can only operate in the dark.

See where this is going?

Violence only reinforces their power and hands them more. Making the connections and revealing their activities takes that feeling of security and 
ignorance of the public away from them by shining a huge spotlight on who-what-where-when in their networks. THIS IS WHY DOXXING IS BANNED 
elsewhere. Even boring corporate info is "doxxing" which makes no sense at all does it?

But it does if you think about it correctly. They are filthy roaches that have to have dark corners and crevices to flee to when the light gets turned on. It's 
very, very threatening. It is in and of itself violent.

So be that high powered halogen and get busy.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 09:35:19 ID: c27e44 No.8478987 >>8479840

>>8465493
Why would he announce his plans to go if he was involved? 

If it were me, I'd just go clean it up and not broadcast it  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 09:36:43 ID: c27e44 No.8478995

>>8477054
Read this someplace else, too. Handkerchief is placed under the victim to collect blood and bodily fluids.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 09:37:29 ID: edb776 No.8479000 >>8479036 >>8479242 >>8479378 >>8479439

>>8478864
Oh do fuck off, anon. It's a serious question. People use napkins to wipe their mouths after eating. Napkins end up with food marks on them. What is it 
that makes that not a plausible explanation? Rhetorical question, because:

On the face of it "I think it has a map that seems pizza-related. Is it yorus?" map could be a typo (or auto-correct) for "mark", and if they had eaten actual 
pizza Susaner could be making the assumption that the mark is from Podesta using his hanky to wipe his mouth.

But a several words later she typos "yours" as "yorus", which at least reduces the chance that "map" is an auto-correct for "mark". Could it still be a typo, 
since she has made another in that same e-mail? 
That would mean she would have to not press 'r' enough so it's missed out, then miss 'k' by quite a bit to mistakenly press 'p' instead. 
It's looking unlikely that "map" is a typo for "mark" - and that's on top of the consideration that at best a food mark from mouth wiping wouldn't be 
obviously identifiable as coming from eating pizza in the event Susaner hasn't seen him eating pizza.

So is "map" actually a drawn map? How common is it for people to refer to cloth or paper napkins as handkerchiefs? And if it is a handerkerchief as 
opposed to a napkin, who on earth draws maps or makes notes on a cloth hanky?

Do you see where I'm going with this anon? A lot of these e-mails and conversations have reasonable explanations for them on the surface. Your average 
person is going to accept those reasonable explanations over the explanations people come up with here. Shit, I thought typo for "mark" was a 
reasonable explanation until I started going through it just now.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 09:49:06 ID: 3bfb83 No.8479036

>>8479000
Yes, the purpose of coded language is to throw off   the un-initiated. But coded language looks bizarre and telling to anyone who listens to it for multiple 
conversations. Coded language doesn't really hold up under intense scrutiny of the  clever cynic who knows a god deal about what he's looking for. That's 
what we are seeing with the pizzagate stuff. Scores of conversations using not only bizarre pedo carni-language, but imagery, elite connections. To take it 
all in is to know that our elites are dangerous scum.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 10:21:55 ID: 1e7291 No.8479158
File (hide): 3b70d8d89d2bfc1⋯.jpeg (3.24 MB, 2336x4160, 73:130, IMG-2016.jpeg)

Rivarol is a weekly paper, that is considered very far right in France. Actually, it is so far right that it criticises a lot Marine Le 
Pen, for being too weak (and for having thrown out Jean-Marie Le Pen of the Front National party, or also having let a lot of fags 
get important positions in the party, like Florian Philippot).

Anyway, here is an article of this week's Rivarol about Pizzagate.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 10:46:41 ID: 56f883 No.8479223

has anyone considered ja might be a drug dealer and all the code talk is drugs? gays are notorious degenerates re: drugs and people look WIRED in a 
bunch of pictures. Would make sense for someone to date their dealer  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 10:50:14 ID: 886b61 No.8479233 >>8481281

>>8471985
Israeli NGOs in Haiti:

IsraAID - privately funded by individual Israeli and North American donors

ZAKA - voluntary organisation.

Magan David Adom - Israel's national aid organisation

Natan - large organisation chaired by ex senior gvt member

Here's a list of all NGOs in Haiti. I'm picking through it NGO by NGO but it'll take some time
https://   haiti.ngoaidmap.org/

This is an interesting read about foreign organisations being paid huge amounts for doing fuck all in Haiti. 
http://  fpif.org/are-foreign-ngos-rebuilding-haiti-or-just-cashing-in/  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 10:54:25 ID: 21dde1 No.8479242 >>8479361

>>8479000
>who on earth draws maps or makes notes on a cloth hanky?

Innit. Map can be used to refer to a puddle of spunk, too
"paint a map of Hawaii on your stomach" Smut Peddlers lyric.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 11:53:41 ID: ab4709 No.8479361 >>8479382 >>8481281

>>8479242
I'm sick of this retarded fucking shit. Stop using that FUCKING 4CHAN POST AS A SOURCE. IT'S BASED ON ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. THE WALNUT 
= X BULLSHIT. IT'S FUCKING EMBARRASSING AND AUTISTIC.

A realtor did not go into John Podesta's house, see a puddle of his cum on the floor and call up his agent to tell him pizza-related cum was on the floor, 
for podesta to then say 'leave it'

It's about a fucking map okay. Yes they're talking in code about something, but a post on 4chan is not a top secret list of what means what you fucking 
autists.  

File (hide): cd6db25c30f7e5a⋯.webm (1.97 MB,
1280x720, 16:9, evilmerchant.webm) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): 94d72ab2c0576ac⋯.jpg
(93.15 KB, 358x473, 358:473, 1454711034578.jpg)

File (hide): 282d408566eb661⋯.jpg (104.39 KB,
960x960, 1:1, 1454726025862.jpg)

File (hide): 882a335e61dc62e⋯.jpg (286.7 KB,
2197x1505, 2197:1505, Auschwitz-I-Zyklon-B-Foto-….jpg)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 12:00:29 ID: 5abf64 No.8479378

>>8479000  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 12:02:29 ID: 5abf64 No.8479382 >>8479391

File (hide): e02a1fd8e7e867b⋯.jpg (728.06 KB, 2478x2525, 2478:2525, e02a1fd8e7e867b02a3b22929e….jpg)

>>8479361  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 12:08:53 ID: ab4709 No.8479391 >>8479452

>>8479382
Use your fucking brain. Read the example I gave of what people in this thread are actually saying and think to yourself "Is this retarded?"  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 12:35:01 ID: ab4709 No.8479439 >>8479440 >>8479452 >>8479490

File (hide): eb1a5998ca3c837⋯.png (51.73 KB, 640x245, 128:49, 61354316516517.png)

>>8479000
This is bullshit. The email said 'A 
pizza-related map drawn on it.

You're broke brained or CTR to be 
avoiding occam's razor this hard  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 12:35:59 ID: ab4709 No.8479440 >>8479452

>>8479439
Ignore that pic, didn't mean to post. It's the retarded unsourced shit that get given to much oxygen here I was talking about previously  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 12:41:53 ID: c8c78f No.8479452

>>8479391
>>8479439
>>8479440

Map in this case means just that, map.

You use the coloring of the handkerchief to find your way during these orgies. Therefor it has a map on it.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:00:11 ID: ab4709 No.8479490 >>8479528

File (hide): 63549ec27330f5e⋯.png (116.77 KB, 351x411, 117:137, 653653635.png)

I have to rant some more, autistically this time.

I'm so fucking pissed off that for years, abo-tier intelligence weed-brainraped cunts have been effectively acting as 
COINTELPRO when it comes to conspiracy theories. They latch onto shit about chemtrails which is just contrails 
that form above 22k feet. They believe people are secretly lizards because someone's eye glitches out in a video. 
Because of these ADHD, insane clown posse-listening cunts, people actually ignore genuine reveals like the 
british parliament pedophilia ring and how MI5/deep state used it to blackmail the politicians into doing god knows 
what. They've made the public instantly dismiss anything with a whiff of conspiracy even if it's proven now.

Finally a real high-level conspiracy theory comes about not through government disclosure and its a big one. We 
know that a bunch of faggots running a children's pizza restaurant and making all these hints on social media is 
exactly what it looks like. Only leftist retards kid themselves if they think homosexuality is an analogue of hetero 
and they aren't perverts who engage in pedophilia far more than straight people. The owners being all homos with 
a fixation on children is a red flag end of story. 

The fact that they're using code words, which obviously is plausible deniability for something illegal "playing 
dominos on cheese rather than pasta" etc and them actually laughing about how people don't know it's code - it's 

plain as day.

But then genuine autists, david icke tards who require 0 proof to believe anything come in and start adding arms and legs on and linking the 50th 
definition of a word on urban dictionary and act like that's a source of what the words mean - that's dragging this whole thing down because they want to 
feel like a detective and get a pat on the back for a eureka moment when the fact is they have the intelligence of a nigger and could never figure out 
anything.

>>8479439 this is a lie, can people just fucking accept that. It's code but no one has a source or proof for what it is. Why the fuck would they use a 
known, translatable code for something as sensitive as a government level pedophile ring - the purpose of which would most definitely be for blackmail 
collateral by a deep state.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:15:26 ID: 4cf130 No.8479527

MAP
M——
ABUSE
PARAPHERNALIA

File (hide): 94556913de31563⋯.png (42.21 KB,
481x114, 481:114, shadow government.png)

File (hide): a4ffca2b6cb7dba⋯.jpg (55.52 KB, 530x510,
53:51, mfw reeeee.jpg)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:15:33 ID: b8bce5 No.8479528 >>8479536

>>8479490
Fucking this, I'm sick to death of schizos and LARPers fucking up genuine information. Well poisoning is our worst enemy. Even if you legitimately believe 
in stupid shit like chemtrails or whatever, keep it out of digs and find someplace else.

Same retarded crap happens every time time and it has to be at least egged on by people that aren't happy with digging for whatever reason. Every damn 
time, real investigation get tainted by retards wanting popularity on the internet or fucking Icke types.

It becomes less of an arena for finding real leads or data into having to defend actual findings from hordes of well-poisoners (whether they do it 
intentionally or unintentionally). Actual, provable information like pic related isn't making anyone mad because of wild speculation that they believe goes 
along with it, alternative methods of information gathering aren't going to grow faster unless we can shed our egos and focus on truth.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:18:18 ID: 4cf130 No.8479536 >>8479579 >>8479985

>>8479528
What is some of this schizo shit you are thinking of? Because I sincerely believe freemasonry is what ties all of this together and I have been very mature 
about that.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:24:12 ID: 06d7f7 No.8479560 >>8479579

The amount of shills, Plebbit getting shut down, Alex Jones was cuck'd and this deep seated feeling of disgust that I have once I look into this makes me 
suspicious as all hell.

OY VEY NOTHING IS WRONG BELIEVE ME GOY

No Mr Shekelstein I'm not going to buy your shit.

I've seen enough pedo rings, lingo and double speak to believe that something is going on. I was filled with rage when I saw the pizza.jpg email and knew 
something like this is going to happen.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:30:55 ID: ab4709 No.8479579 >>8479586 >>8479666 >>8479985

>>8479536
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MTMEIUwPcA

People doing this shit instead of focusing on concrete info.

>>8479560
The walnut/ice cream/pizza stuff - some of that is most certainly a code. When I smoked weed I used to call weed tomatoes in texts/emails. It's a code for 
something illegal.

But the posts claiming walnut means brown girl or whatever - that's bullshit. That's someone making stuff up to get (you)s. They never provide proof. It's 
code, but you don't know what it's code for, just fucking accept it.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:33:30 ID: 4cf130 No.8479586 >>8479743

>>8479579
Ok yea that is fucking whack. The same with the Kanye West speculations.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 13:53:07 ID: 06d7f7 No.8479666

>>8479579

>Plausible deniability

That's all there is to it all of it is what it seems.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 14:10:53 ID: c8c78f No.8479743 >>8479985

>>8479586
Exactly like the Kanye shit, he was just way too influential to start talking real shit about Facebook and Google. However it's completely unrelated to 
Pizzagate, just good timing.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 14:35:34 ID: 0c43a9 No.8479840

>>8478987
Well no other anon went there as far as we know. 

But this is just speculation, can't confirm anything.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 15:05:06 ID: 4da8c8 No.8479952

>>8478669
>this maybe me, but it kind of put things in perspective.it may be nothing but it may you think.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 15:06:52 ID: 0b667c No.8479959

>>8477007

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z67uSpo_m8M&list=PLZjasN3iP9k2S1IWvzsf5Qgw-v35eO7LX

so this guy is sending out threatening messages AND really pushing pizzagate as a hoax.

GUYS time to find out who this guy is working for.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 15:10:07 ID: 4da8c8 No.8479972

>>8478886
100% agree anon.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 15:12:33 ID: b8bce5 No.8479985
File (hide): c30097e32ad463a⋯.png (399.02 KB, 1000x500, 2:1, be proud of who you are.png)

>>8479536
I mean LARPers in reference to some of the tavi s tock threads, shills and the like flock to that to derail 
threads, a bit of a tangent. The more anons actually want to do some irl recon the better, as long as it's not 
illegal or whatever, don't worry feds. LARPing is just pretending at a computer.

Freemasonry is super fucked, considering a lot of information posted here and generally floating around 
keeping info available is helpful and any angles relating should be pursued as long as the connection is 
believable. I'm not saying the normie version of schizo of "lol dude you believe a bunch of people belonging 
to a secret club unavailable to outsiders could possibly have ulterior motives, yeah right" I mean: "The 

nephilim have contacted me and said to attack all the dentists" types drawing in unrelated and weird shit or the types that draw from too broad of a pool of 
info. Just because one pizza parlor and probably more are involved and part of the code, that doesn't mean your local papa johns is a pedo hangout. 
Analysis, meticulous reason, and open mind are all necessary is my point.

>>8479579
>>8479743
That's exactly what I mean, yeah.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 15:59:26 ID: afb2de No.8480187 >>8480221

Another pedo pizza place with brain control video promotion in a former church:

Promo video for Dojos Pizza (clearly hypnotic, brain control video) (Especially the lyrics after 2:20) (Uploaded before they were busted)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YL5eGsRMBI
>"Gonna do everything you say, shut my eyes and look the other way as you BLATANTLY, TAKE MY LIFE AWAY FROM ME."
>"Gonna follow the rules you make for me."
>"Gonna like the music you play for me."
>"Gonna eat the food you give me."
>"Dont worry about me, IM UNDER CONTROL"
>"Dont try to fight"
>"I better get back in line because if I don't, there will be hell to pay!"
-"DONT TRY TO FIGHT"

And video of news files after the place was busted:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajk_xvLBcS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUeyMuXHBN4  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 15:59:44 ID: 69ebe3 No.8480189 >>8480361 >>8480621

File (hide): 1dabb87bd388d66⋯.webm (3.4 MB, 480x360, 4:3, Ping Pong in Public Space.webm) [play once] [loop]

Totally can hear kids screaming. Sounds like 
its in the sewer system or something.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 16:06:19 ID: 69ebe3 No.8480221 >>8480246 >>8480331

File (hide): 4762b1d5c77f5b2⋯.jpg (151.49 KB, 735x628, 735:628, 1477099302846.jpg)

>>8480187
Those lyrics are fucked. What the hell. I wonder if the artist 
of that song is connected to ellis and epstein.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 16:12:43 ID: 56f883 No.8480242

>>8471985

Israeli NGOs in Haiti:

IsraAID - privately funded by individual Israeli and North American donors

ZAKA - voluntary organisation.

Magan David Adom - Israel's national aid organisation

Natan - large organisation chaired by ex senior gvt member

Here's a list of all NGOs in Haiti. I'm picking through it NGO by NGO but it'll take some time

https://   haiti.ngoaidmap.org/

This is an interesting read about foreign organisations being paid huge amounts for doing fuck all in Haiti. 

http://  fpif.org/are-foreign-ngos-rebuilding-haiti-or-just-cashing-in/

re posting for importance  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 16:13:08 ID: afb2de No.8480246

>>8480221

Dont think so, it seems like just any other song but when used in that context with the videos, its clearly fucked up  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 16:26:42 ID: 9a509e No.8480331

>>8480221

A massive difference in circumference. Hmm…  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 16:32:51 ID: c8c78f No.8480361

>>8480189

Honestly it sounds like the screams are coming from out in the open, perhaps it's coming from behind the building. There's a big parking lot behind the 
building and an L-shaped alley.

Sure doesn't sound like it's from inside of Comet, and there's not really an echo to it either so I'd probably rule out a sewer or tunnel.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 16:52:58 ID: 7e0624 No.8480475 >>8480786

The Moloch reference in that one email seems like a joke to me tbqh  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:06:22 ID: f83b40 No.8480541

>>8475575
>Meme it as hard as we did with Gates Wide Open.

Pretty much this, we have enough circumstantial evidence and it seems anons are finding new connections every day despite some red herrings, if we 
have another professional video made in the same caliber of With Gates Wide Open connecting the most essential evidence it would be damning for 
them all, even disregarding all the moloch and MKULTRA stuff and just looking at it as a pedo-ring with powerful connections, they are going to hang, 
someone somewhere will slip up, people on the inside will rat if this is as widespread as it seems to be, just keep being the real journalists, keep digging.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:13:45 ID: 206d58 No.8480590 >>8480640

File (hide): 7b578015645c95b⋯.png (871.32 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, w.png)

the bro looks 
like one sick 
puppy if you ask 
me
video explains 
the connection 

https://www.you 
tube.com/watch
?

v=WHTsMWUGVeE  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:16:27 ID: d3f73a No.8480612
File (hide): bbf5497d92d2bac⋯.jpg (35.19 KB, 600x600, 1:1, 13095777_10209597816007322….jpg)

>>8474939
You're going to hang too, 
Pedophile Defense Force  

File (hide): 1c68a9a329c3cc2⋯.jpg (62.57 KB,
960x540, 16:9, mid_1.jpg)

File (hide): a0e9258f85cbc71⋯.jpg (88.17 KB,
640x567, 640:567, 1453141189437.jpg)

File (hide): c5d12b87fed1e81⋯.jpg (40.01 KB,
836x376, 209:94, PedoChopper.jpg)

File (hide):
b61f3b259752431⋯.jpg (55.02
KB, 540x960, 9:16, 1800.jpg)

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:17:39 ID: 5abf64 No.8480621 >>8481400

>>8480189
KILL

Ráðumk þér, Loddfáfnir,
en þú ráð nemir , -
njóta mundu, ef þú nemr ,
þér munu góð, ef þú getr -:
hvars þú böl kannt,
kveð þú þér bölvi at
ok gef-at þínum fjándum frið.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:20:13 ID: 5abf64 No.8480640

>>8480590
>pls embeddings into  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:24:46 ID: afb2de No.8480667
File (hide): 467d2586a25c363⋯.png (483.76 KB, 643x562, 643:562, 1481304099521.png)  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:29:28 ID: afb2de No.8480693

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCOF2WmNHOk  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:36:15 ID: 4da8c8 No.8480745 >>8481408

>comet ping pong info
Registrant Contact Information:
Name
Maureen Gallagher
Organization
Kalorama Network Services
Address
PO Box 21734
City
Washington
State / Province
DC
Postal Code
20009
Country
US
Phone
+1.2023474731
Fax
+1.2023478607
Email

Administrative Contact Information:
Name
Maureen Gallagher
Organization
Kalorama Network Services
Address
PO Box 21734
City
Washington
State / Province
DC
Postal Code
20009
Country
US
Phone
+1.2023474731
Fax
+1.2023478607
Email

Technical Contact Information:
Name
Maureen Gallagher
Organization
Kalorama Network Services
Address
PO Box 21734
City
Washington
State / Province
DC
Postal Code
20009
Country
US
Phone
+1.2023474731
Fax
+1.2023478607
Email  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:43:57 ID: 9a509e No.8480786
File (hide): 59b14e0de185f7f⋯.jpg (261.37 KB, 600x800, 3:4, 0897346.jpg)

>>8480475

A joke that your superior wouldn't understand. 
Unless… you're already on the same page.

Same as "killroom" comments. They knew the nature of 
the insider joke.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 17:56:44 ID: 9948c7 No.8480883

>>8472690
>Tetrahedron  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 18:02:22 ID: aa6dac No.8480920 >>8481230

/r/ing that picture of what looks like an older Madeleine McCann with zipties on her wrists. Also, anons, I'm conducting a presentation for my college 
English class about PizzaGate. I was allowed to do this, would you believe. 

What should I include?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 18:07:05 ID: b89412 No.8480953 >>8481602

Why so many hot women covering Pizzagate?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VRg-ROWmPQw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vp9LfxJnVpQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swNITRUmweE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUGj5IhepMg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYAewjRwdEQ  

funk  12/09/16 (Fri) 18:42:45 ID: a38c7c No.8481172 >>8481178

Let's start from the beginning…

Her mother was Danica Rosić and her father was Vojin Abramović. (https://archive.is/wpDtj#selection-1351.212-1351.275))
So I do some digging and I find this…

29.08. 1880. Rođen u Pljevljima Petar Đ. Rosić Varnava
Google translated:
UROŠ (1885 - 1937) he was a trader with his brother Alex. He was married with Milica Vojinovic from Uzice with whom he had four children: Danica Day 
Abramovic graduate. history.
(https://archive.is/C39LC#selection-963.0-965.171))
So Danica Rosić, Marina Abramovic's mother was his daughter…

Don't believe me? Check out what it says on Wikipedia…

Varnava, Serbian Patriarch
He was the great-uncle of performance artist Marina Abramović.
Varnava Rosić (Serbian Cyrillic: Ва ава Р ић) was the Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church between 1930 and 1937.[1] He was born Petar Rosić 
in Pljevlja, belonging at that time to the Ottoman Empire, on August 29, 1880.
(https://archive.is/YPzcy#selection-681.0-685.1))
So they I do some more searches and I find his mention in 'Rasputin: The Biography'…

Slight and short with a high-pitched voice, Varnava, it was rumoured, liked to wear women's clothing,throw wild parties in the monastery, and take boys to 
his bed. Father Georgy Shavelsky, the last protopresbyter of the Imperial Russian army and navy, characterized Varnava in a letter to Father Vostokov as 
a cunning and nasty figure of unhealthy ambition. He said Varnava was the confessor to "that Mason Count Witte, and is himself an atheist -Mason." 
Shavelsky even claimed Varnava had sexually abused and then murdered a beautiful young altar boy at Kolomna, his body discovered lodged under a 
mill wheel.
Here is the kicker though…

Varnava and Rasputin met in one of the capital's salons, and if they did not become friends, the two men of similar backgrounds apparently realized they 
could be of use to each other: Rasputin could help advance Varnava's career, Varnava could defend Rasputin against attacks from within the ranks of the 
church.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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funk  12/09/16 (Fri) 18:43:43 ID: a38c7c No.8481178

>>8481172

(https://books.google.com/books?id=npKqDAAAQBAJ&pg=PP208&lpg=PP208&dq=Varnava+mason&source=bl&ots=OVSuRnrREm&sig=4xq-
jUE8eAf131wUfKpEFIkjZlM&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwivpdDSu-fQAhXFWxoKHYISBygQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepage&q=Varnava%20mason&f=false))
If you haven't heard of Rigori Yefimovich Rasputin check this documentary:

Most Evil Men In History - Rasputin (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Y-CL7msZDk)YouTube)
More info though not personally verified through other sources. Maybe someone can help with that…

Her maternal uncle was the powerful Varnava Rosić– Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church between 1930 and 1937. His body is interned at the 
Temple of Saint Sava in Belgrade. He believed that Hitler’s policy toward Jews and lesser races served all mankind. His last act was to oppose a Vatican 
Concordat to control the Orthodox Church. Knights assassinated him with poison before the final vote.
The (Orthodox) Temple of Saint Sava in Belgrade, Serbia is the largest Orthodox Church currently in use. The church is dedicated to St. Sava, founder of 
the Serbian church and an important figure in medieval Serbia. From its location, the temple dominates Belgrade’s skyline and is perhaps the most 
monumental building in the city.
Saint Sava (1174 – 1236), was known as The [Luciferian] Enlightener. He was a Serbian prince and Orthodox monk, the first Archbishop of the 
autocephalous Serbian Church. He was a prince of the House of Nemanjić descended from a Cabet Vukanovic Dynasty (1106- 1166) line of Hugh Cabet. 
I believe that this is Marina’s secret maternal East European Merovingian BLOODLINE, the House of Nemanjić.
(https://archive.is/ZWPwP))

Though I haven't found a direct link I believe that the name Rosić links to the Rosicrucianism secret socitey…

Rosicrucianism is a philosophical secret society said to have been founded in late medieval Germany by Christian Rosenkreuz. It holds a doctrine or 
theology "built on esoteric truths of the ancient past", which, "concealed from the average man, provide insight into nature, the physical universe and the 
spiritual realm." Rosicrucianism is symbolized by the Rosy Cross or Rose Cross. (https://archive.is/5XW0G#selection-1289.0-1289.383))  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 18:46:51 ID: 15b89c No.8481205

https://www.buzzfeed.com/patrickstrudwick/this-is-what-happens-when-you-report-historical-sexual-abuse

https://archive.fo/hys7C  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 18:50:42 ID: 000000 No.8481230

>>8480920
https://i.sli.mg/Woxe1R.jpg

Start with a grabber: "do you think I'll do better playing dominos on cheese rather than pasta?"

Ask anyone to try and explain to you what this means.

Go from there…

Maybe try out the stratfor email that indicates that Obama flew pizza and hotdogs from Chicago for a party for $65,000 …because, yeah, everyone loves 
old dried out hotdogs and re-heated pizza after a couple-hour flight.

Go from there…

Always gotta use a grabber…start from confusion and lead to the light.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 18:58:48 ID: 910623 No.8481281 >>8481754

>>8479233 Very helpful thanks man.

>>8479361 Have to agree with you on the "map." It just doesn't make sense for a realtor to see a cum-stained napkin or actual handkerchief and contact 
the Sandlers over it. One anon suggested it was either:  
>actual map to a physical location
>a web (deep web?) address
Either of those 2 would be very embarrassing if it were on a monogrammed handkerchief, for example. 
>DNA - how would the realtor or anyone know that by looking at it?

No way to know for sure but that seems more likely than it was DNA or a handkerchief to collect bodily fluids (and why would Mrs. Sandler say "pizza 
related"?)

And "mark" in that context just doesn't make sense either. If were simply a dirty handkerchief, why would Mrs. Sandler say it might be "pizza-related"? 
Who the fuck would care what food was on it? And if it was simply a dirty regular napkin, why would the realtor contact Mrs. Sandler in the first place?  

funk  12/09/16 (Fri) 19:03:13 ID: a38c7c No.8481319

Yesterday I found a weird house that is linked to Mr. Comet Ping Pong: https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1472614

Look who left a review for the house next door!

https://www.google.com/?
gfe_rd=cr&ei=Cf5KWI_DPKeCtga084nQAg#q=PEGASUS+Washington,+DC+20010,+USA&ludocid=16250157378270719677&lrd=0x89b7c81972c23775
:0xe1842809dc04eebd,1,  
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▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 19:12:15 ID: 69ebe3 No.8481400
File (hide): df002ca2a6879fa⋯.jpg (260.1 KB, 827x1024, 827:1024, lickrebelmullet.jpg)

>>8480621
Never heard of Havamal, 
thanks for reference.
All pedo's should hang.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 19:12:46 ID: e066ac No.8481405 >>8481430

File (hide): 16c57d7dcf338a8⋯.jpg (44.35 KB, 330x250, 33:25, pizza.jpg)

A pizza looks a bit like this guy. 
Or did we already find out why it's 
called pizza?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 19:13:16 ID: 910623 No.8481408 >>8481588

File (hide): a63a3bfcd48a1fc⋯.png (231.1 KB, 549x768, 183:256, ip hosts a lot of pizza pl….png)

>>8480745
What's really weird is the large amount of pizza sites that share the same IP address. It could be something like dentists 
do - there is a company that specializes in making websites for dentists and hosts them. But I'm not sure here…

And the guy Kevin Reynolds is really weird, too.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 19:16:23 ID: e066ac No.8481430 >>8482283

File (hide): 6abbbc2fea80104⋯.jpg (12.31 KB, 315x315, 1:1, pizza2.jpg)

>>8481405
I think this dude is in the middle of the earth and needs feeding. The earthquake epedimic right now is 
caused because of pizzagate and a halt on the foodchain.

If we run out of kids, this dude is going upstairs.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 19:39:34 ID: 5abf64 No.8481588 >>8482169 >>8483622

>>8481408
have all these been drained?

Also came a cross this goy, never seen him 
before. Dunno if relevant or not, but here 
goes

BTW anyone exp searching for a yt  
vid at it comes with random  
timings?
Is to profile and find your lol bogus google 
account lel

Fucking useless idiots  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 19:41:23 ID: 5abf64 No.8481602

>>8480953
it's their nature, babies kids!

Look at the deatheathers people tons of chicks there, I'm not into this, I want to avoid it tbqh  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 20:03:58 ID: edb776 No.8481754 >>8482169

>>8481281
>And "mark" in that context just doesn't make sense either. If were simply a dirty handkerchief, why would Mrs. Sandler say it might be "pizza-related"?
Good question. Only thought that comes to mind is if she's providing extra information to determine whether it really is Podesta’s. Otoh, she already 
doubts it's of any significance to him if it is his.
> And if it was simply a dirty regular napkin, why would the realtor contact Mrs. Sandler in the first place?
If it was a napkin with an actual map or directions written on it, she may have thought it could have had information that her clients/potential customers 
needed. Otherwise, dirty paper napkin goes in the bin.

Another possibility (albeit pretty out there) is Podesta is super paranoid about leaving items which could have his DNA on. If he used the hanky to wipe 
his mouth after eating pizza, skin flakes from his face and mouth would be in it as well as possibly saliva. We need the e-mails surrounding that one to get 
a better idea of what was going on there in the first place. You don't go viewing properties and stuff your face with pizza while you doing it.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 20:04:26 ID: cc9026 No.8481758
File (hide): d9f3995fbda6a3b⋯.png (1.01 MB, 1439x2458, 1439:2458, 20161209_135935.png)

 OK boys it's time to pick up arms
>We got some traction with the normies 
lets not lose it. 
let's hit social media hard and fast  

Toy Story Pizza Planet Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 20:05:58 ID: cb9e62 No.8481767 >>8481874

File (hide): 618ae504dd73a6a⋯.jpg (329.37 KB, 1000x563, 1000:563, Pizza_Planet2.jpg)

Really sizzles the synapses….  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 20:22:17 ID: 5b6534 No.8481874

>>8477115
Yeah, that's the one.

>>8478556
>spam retarded shit like this
>pan over the thread on cnn and show what evul white supremacists we all are

>>8481767
>(1)
see above  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 20:33:44 ID: 11b52b No.8481982 >>8482138

File (hide): 5bc4cc0616e95ff⋯.jpg (34.9 KB, 403x403, 1:1, parasite.jpg)

irc.rizon.net 
#pizzagate

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 20:56:26 ID: 18037d No.8482138 >>8482147

>>8481982
t. FBI  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 20:57:34 ID: 5b6534 No.8482147

>>8482138
Isn't posting here actually worse?  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 21:00:27 ID: 910623 No.8482169

>>8481588
I haven't done any digging into them in particular, but the Kevin Reynolds guy has a babysitting service and massage service in the Hamptons.

>>8481754
My understanding from that email exchange was that the realtor helped the Sanders find a suitable rental home for the weekend for a party. After that 
when she went back there was the dirty handkerchief, so contacted Mrs. Sanders. She, in turn, contacted J Podesta about it. 

>regular dirty paper napkin (foodstuffs on it) goes in the bin
So realtor wouldn't bother anyone
>regular dirty paper napkin with writing
May be important so contact Mrs. S.
>cloth handkerchief with foodstuffs on it
Person might like it back, contact Mrs. S.
>cloth handkerchief with writing on it
Probably even more important, contact Mrs. S.

I sincerely doubt that bit about Podesta leaving his DNA after wiping his mouth with a napkin. That's not likely since at the party they held there would be 
a number of people there who left DNA in various places around the house and I don't think it was a big secret Podesta attended.

I could be thinking about this all wrong though. That's always a possibility.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 21:03:49 ID: a9a919 No.8482201
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 21:12:20 ID: 5abf64 No.8482283
File (hide): f00da6d6a829445⋯.png (72.41 KB, 648x669, 216:223, 1464539566238.png)

>>8481430
Well kinda

It's the landsvættir, they whom shape and mold the lands. They are angry as fuck, due too these unholy rites. 

this is our belief actually

it's also why they have 5 blots i suspect in Iceland þorrablot and additional one to the 4 season changes. 

I don't remember actually the reason behind that extra blot. But on iceland you got really powerful  
landsvættir, even surt lives in a volcano there, volcanos earthquakes all that stuff. Powerful

When Olav Tryggvason came there, to try and christen them, he saw iceland, and he turned. 

The first bishop was either swallowed by the ground or almost was. This is their doing, they are MAD AS 
FUCK  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 21:33:48 ID: 6bf354 No.8482433

>>8473737
 That really pissed me off late last night, seriously fuck that guy. They fail to mention that global pedo rings among high profile individuals and groups exist 
at all. "FEVER DREAM OF THE ALT RIGHT" - COLBERT.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 21:46:01 ID: 9b6cd8 No.8482507
File (hide): 10633f04d6ee806⋯.jpg (150.36 KB, 1125x916, 1125:916, lyrics ends.JPG)

Lyrics from "The Ends - Travis Scott ft Andre 3000"
"I came up in the town, they were murderin' kids/And dumped them in the creek up from where I live/Bodies, 
bodies, bodies sprinkled around/We runnin' through the sprinkler lookin' around/Killer would show up with 
boxes of pizza"

Or am i jumping at shadows?  

Reddit Killed my PG Sub GroundWar  12/09/16 (Fri) 21:55:38 ID: 757ab5 No.8482597 >>8482719

File (hide): 14225ea784f9345⋯.png (49.19 KB, 885x701, 885:701, Banned.png)

Well anons,

Reddit just killed my /r/OperationPizzagate sub. 

Somehow, the Archives of the page got disappeared, too.

They claimed they banned it for "recreating a banned community" but I created it simultaneously with 
/r/Pizzagate. I didn't recreate the community. 

There are other communities on Reddit, but they're private, and I won't mention them here for fear of them 
getting killed off. If you are a member of those subs - WARN THEIR MODS! 

I would warn them myself, but now I'm banned from Reddit for 7 days. 

Will someone please post this pic on /r/TheDonald so they can raise hell about it?

Post something like: "/r/OperationPizzagate Censored by Reddit Admins. Mod /u/ThisMeansGroundWar suspended from Reddit."

The level of opposition this discussion is having is absurd.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 22:07:07 ID: 7c30c0 No.8482693

>>8475474
>Too much focus on devil worshipping
Deuteronomy 13

God is going to destroy America because of people like YOU who think demon worship is nothing to be concerned about, he is going to give you more 
and more and more and only when you understand how evil it is will he burn this place.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 22:10:32 ID: 4040db No.8482718

>>8475654
I think you mean progressive. There are no classical liberals anymore.  
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Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 22:10:46 ID: 2005b1 No.8482719

>>8482597
Only reason it lasted as long as it did was because it went by unnoticed. No Pizzagate sub is allowed to exist if they catch wind of it. They'd remove 
conspiracy if they could get away with it without a legitimate shitstorm happening that would even piss off people who think everything is hunkeydory in 
the world.  

Anonymous  12/09/16 (Fri) 22:17:48 ID: 6e288d No.8482757

>As the environment is experienced as becoming more uncertain - and there is reality to this - the management of institutions become more anxious 
(stressed, if you will) as they interpret their experiences of the events and happenings of the institutions relating to its environment. This evokes and 
activates dormant psychotic anxieties because their phantasy world comes more to the fore than the conscious, ratiocinating qualities of their minds. So 
there is a pressure on managers of institutions to bring into being organisational forms and structures which offer themselves and other role-holders a 
feeling of certainty which in fantasy will withstand the environmental uncertainty and banish the psychotic anxieties. In this social arrangement the 
majority of the role holders mutually collude. Consequently, they collectively bring into being consciously and unconsciously, authoritarian organisations 
which generate a totalitarian, possibly fascist state-of-mind in the participants in the institution.  

2nd twitter account in 48 hours shut down MP  12/09/16 (Fri) 23:44:18 ID: 7d27c2 No.8483394

2nd twitter account in 48 hours shut down.

I started asking people questions about scopolamine and was shut right the fuck down. 

Thought it might be interesting to you all. 

good thing ive got 47 sock puppets XD  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 00:01:14 ID: a1f34a No.8483503

http://www.counter-currents.com/2016/12/another-slice-of-pizzagate/  

Colbert Report Propaganda Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 00:17:26 ID: c8b004 No.8483593

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/46703

"John, I hope you got a chance to see the The Colbert Report's two special episodes i had them do about CGI U that we taped in St. Louis this weekend. 
This is the link to last nights with a sketch about commitments and the monologue and WJC interview aired Monday. Hope you enjoy and looking forward 
to your feedback. Next will be your Colbert appearance! -Craig "  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 00:20:52 ID: 0b667c No.8483622 >>8486575

>>8481588

this 'goy' is David Icke. One of the few guys who has been prominent in the conspiracy theory world for decades. He's the main proponent behind the 
'reptilian' stuff. The crazy part is that the more the pedo stuff grows, the more right David Icke is starting to sound. He's written a shit ton of books.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 00:34:51 ID: 3b1552 No.8483712
File (hide): c54acff43b1655b⋯.jpg (43.76 KB, 138x190, 69:95, tonypodestaarchofhysteria.jpg)

#PizzaGate – What Internet Investigators Have Uncovered On Comet Ping Pong And/Or 
Associates
http://ambitjournal.com/2016/12/09/pizzagate-internet-investigators-uncovered-comet-
ping-pong-andor-associates/  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 00:43:24 ID: df28ff No.8483769 >>8484395 >>8487076

File (hide): 605ad4375dcc8a3⋯.jpg (65.57 KB, 298x433, 298:433, Police_Chief_Pepe.jpg)

Did you guys know there was an italian movie Policeman Pepe about a tolerant and democratic cop who investigates sex 
crimes and discovers the elites in his city are fucking kids. He keeps investigating until his boss tells him to stop because 
of the election. 

meme magic?  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 00:45:50 ID: c8b004 No.8483795

good 
listen 
https://

youtu.be/z9aUpFA9Kb4  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 00:52:05 ID: 910623 No.8483882
File (hide): 039ac6d5c1a9226⋯.png (999.58 KB, 5736x3381, 1912:1127, image.png)

Just want remind that what we're looking at is far, far bigger than a few deranged faggots in a DC 
pizzeria. There is a reason there are terms like 
>child-trafficking, 
>sex-trafficking, and
>child-laundering 

There have been numerous cases of this laundering through fraudulent adoption agencies.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 01:35:46 ID: 7d27c2 No.8484395 >>8484436 >>8484445

>>8483769
No fucking way. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_Chief_Pepe

No mention of kids in the wiki article

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 01:38:46 ID: 7d27c2 No.8484436

>>8484395

The italian wikipedia entry is better

https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&js=y&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF-
8&u=https%3A%2F%2Fit.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FIl_commissario_Pepe&edit-text=&act=url  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 01:39:22 ID: df28ff No.8484445

>>8484395

>Pepe is a democratic police commissioner and tolerant , which tries to solve problems with common sense , without ever abusing his authority. One day 
he received a commission to investigate sexual crimes in the territory under its control in short turns out that the city is not as respectable as it seemed; 
under a veil of hypocrisy are committed offenses ranging from aiding and exploitation of the prostitution of minors to pederasty . He also discovers that 
they are not committed by a single social class, but they are transversal, involving peasants and rich, noble and religious notables of the province and 
even people close to the cops. Determined to get to the bottom, it undergoes first an attempt to intimidate and then he was invited by the chief to give up 
the big fish, pulling the network only those small for electoral reasons. It turns out, also, that his lover has a double life as a model in an agency in Milan 
where he has portrayed herself in a risque photos. Deeply saddened, Pepe asked to be transferred.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 02:25:18 ID: d45146 No.8484975 >>8486365 >>8486736 >>8486941 >>8488186

WHAT THE ACTUAL FUCK?
no one came across this yet?
at first I thought it was a /pol/ fake.
but it's not.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqpGPc4NSxMIJRPP9fmXm1Q  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 05:40:43 ID: 145dee No.8486365 >>8488354

>>8484975
>>8484975
someone archived it all almost a year ago apparently, and then another person a month ago, and then another a week ago. so it's been gone over 
already. but nobody's posted about it in these threads that i've seen which is odd.

https://archive.fo/FsOx7
https://archive.fo/64S3l
https://archive.fo/nKeq4

probably a honeypot if i had to guess, would explain the archives.  
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:25:27 ID: d19414 No.8486575

>>8483622
yet there are some that say reptilian is a code word for jew

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:37:33 ID: 7a6ebb No.8486711

More people getting death threats 
looking into this, being told to tell others 
its a psyop  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:38:50 ID: 6565f5 No.8486732 >>8486749 >>8488228

1 day ago and already 841,000 views … tons of downvotes. 

Panic mode. Transparently inadequate presentation and refutation of the pizzagate allegations. This is 
will back-fire with anybody who is half-awake.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:39:19 ID: 86bb8a No.8486736 >>8488177

>>8484975
I have followed all 21 of these threads. The hankerchief, map, pizza thing has remained a puzzle in my mind as I have not resolved it for myself. These 
youtube vids you dug up just gave me an idea. These vids are designed to make pedo activity seem normal. It is conditioning. 

MAP equal Minor Attracted Person
Hankerchief Code
Pizza (pedo activity)

From what I remember Podesta was meeting a real a "real estate" person when he left his hanky. I wonder, I just wonder, if he left a child there, at this 
house or building, and his "real estate agent" was asking him if he still wanted this child or if it could be disposed of through normal channels? Which 
would be whatever? Sold, used, or whatever?  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:40:19 ID: 7a6ebb No.8486749

>>8486732
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/46703  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:44:27 ID: 77721e No.8486801 >>8486842

https://8ch.net/b/res/6493042.html#6493239

Needs Spider-Man  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:48:03 ID: 7a6ebb No.8486842 >>8486899 >>8486984

>>8486801

asshole, link is pics of a young girl  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:54:07 ID: 77721e No.8486899

>>8486842 
That's why they need Spider-Man  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 06:59:51 ID: 674d82 No.8486941 >>8489796

>>8484975
since you've finally reaching a goalpost, heres another present. Surprise surprise.

https://w
ww.ope nsocietyfoundations.o rg/about/programs/us-progra ms/grantees/judith-levine-and-erica-meiners

https://archive.is/b7Ffs  
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 07:04:33 ID: 6565f5 No.8486984

>>8486842
>He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, 
let him be holy still.
Vengeance hastens.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 07:26:54 ID: a806cb No.8487076

>>8483769
The composer for that film, Armando Trovajoli, also composed the music for a film called "The Pizza Triangle."

Goddamn meme magic.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 07:28:59 ID: c8d27c No.8487114 >>8488043

File (hide): b82c9f0127448db⋯.jpg (395.65 KB, 1892x1396, 473:349, found somethin.jpg)

Found something.. finished headline in 
Alefantis' instagram post with German baby 
for sale.

He was at "Salamander Resort" in 
washington D.C.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 07:32:31 ID: c8d27c No.8487189 >>8488043 >>8488158

File (hide): d09d23755aef4c5⋯.jpg (313.29 KB, 1126x676, 563:338, notice anything.jpg)

(Samefag as 1st 
Salamander post)  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 07:37:29 ID: 70e638 No.8487273

:https://medium.com/@michaelmhughes/refuting-pizzagate-the-conspiracy-that-wasnt-6ae01001aa5e#.punqkssu3

I've been in dialogue with the author we are on opposite sides. He dedicates a lot of time to Franklin and talks about MK Ultra in the article. It's worth us 
going back at him.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 08:26:52 ID: 86bb8a No.8487402 >>8487470 >>8488043

salamander

http://www.occultopedia.com/s/salamander.htm  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 08:33:28 ID: 49bfad No.8487420
File (hide): 8d30a234a3a4990⋯.png (334.86 KB, 341x453, 341:453, IMAGE-09.PNG)

>>8478033
God preserve the Cuntess.  She gives us so much free news coverage I wonder if we shouldn't throw a few shekels 
her way?  And I am positively tickled by her publicly documenting her own physical decline.  I'm somewhat persuaded 
by the alcoholism charges, look how puffy she is around her eyes.  Maybe she has raccoon eyes because she's tired, 
you say.  Why would she still be losing sleep if she is rich, has nothing really to do nowadays?  Drinking (or some kind 
of drug use) is the better explanation.  
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1309x618, 1309:618, ummm.PNG)
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 08:48:03 ID: c8d27c No.8487470 >>8487563 >>8488043 >>8489004

>>8487402
I have been digging and digging man. 

In this small town of middleton there is some FUCKED UP STUFF.

There is a winery that looks like it would be a satanic place to sacrifice kids.

There is also accountants that have a definite pedo symbol. 

Middleton, VA.

The owner of the Salamander Resort, is the first black billionaire, co-owner of BET, and her name comes up in Wikileaks - Sheila Johnson.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 08:49:17 ID: c8d27c No.8487478 >>8488043

Just to repeat, this all connects up to Alefantis as in his Instagram he headlined the German Baby for sale photo with "The Salamander Re—-" Which is 
the Salamander Resort (if you look up above at my post)  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 08:52:24 ID: c8d27c No.8487493 >>8488043

File (hide): ad7362181b227b0⋯.jpg (106.6 KB, 1328x544, 83:34, NEW AND HUGE.jpg)

This is new.

https://archive.is/vC
9Qq

https://archive.is/kT
OE8.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 09:06:20 ID: c8d27c No.8487545 >>8487569 >>8488043

Where the F is everyone?  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 09:10:41 ID: 86bb8a No.8487563 >>8488043

>>8487470
>>8487470

See my above post. It is the fire symbol. 

http://www.occultopedia.com/s/salamander.htm

http://www.occultopedia.com/images_/salamander-lives-in-fire.jpg

http://www.occultopedia.com/images_/white_eye.jpg  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 09:12:25 ID: c8d27c No.8487569 >>8488043

>>8487545
Do you see the accountants? Not a coincidence.  
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▶
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File (hide): ef9535739c1d3bb⋯.png (322.49 KB,
1011x558, 337:186, uber distance.PNG)

File (hide): fbd6734518874b9⋯.png (310.29 KB,
1016x628, 254:157, eh.PNG)

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 09:33:53 ID: c8d27c No.8487656 >>8488043 >>8489004

uber distance to farm and town promotion… for get it- missing and exploited children.

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 11:28:37 ID: 292e50 No.8488043

>>8487114
>>8487189
>>8487402
>>8487470
>>8487478
>>8487493
>>8487563
>>8487656

>>8487545
>>8487569
Hello friend, nice of you to show yourself.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 12:04:23 ID: 022235 No.8488099 >>8488105

>>8458597 (OP)

Not too friendly here either.  
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▶
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File (hide):
5ed91c75af59cd6⋯.png
(1.01 MB, 685x1920,
137:384, bad mods.png)

File (hide): 9dc291aac588541⋯.jpg (168.61 KB,
807x597, 269:199, comet ping pong artist (3).jpg)

File (hide): fafc8f3c9f9cf73⋯.jpg (166.12 KB, 927x593,
927:593, comet ping pong artist.jpg)

File (hide): 5ad4fe96565121d⋯.jpg (157 KB, 925x590,
185:118, comet ping pong artist (2).jpg)

File (hide): c585ec52bf48254⋯.jpg
(108.71 KB, 548x713, 548:713, Spirit Dinner.jpg)

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 12:05:36 ID: 022235 No.8488105 >>8488122

>>8488099

So is it normal for the (((Mods))) of 8chan.net to threaten to BEHEAD users?

https://i.sli.mg/67IS7C.png

Of course its normal if they do it all the time and frequent places like Comet Ping Pong as the artwork on their walls depics this Ancient Egyptian 
tradition…

Or they like having Spirit Dinners with Marina Abromovic…  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 12:24:21 ID: d4def0 No.8488122
File (hide): 6fbf19cfa8d191a⋯.jpg (7.48 KB, 236x221, 236:221, Olmec Frog.jpg)

>>8488105
What are you going on about?

Do you think the mods of 8ch frequent Comet Ping Pong? Or any of them know Abromovic on a 
first name basis?

Where is the walls depicting this Ancient Egyptian tradition, and there are many traditions in any 
culture, a cultures doesn't have a single one?

Also you think the mods of /pol/ were serious in stating that they would behead you, why do you 
think yourself that important?

You leave many questions.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 12:44:32 ID: 675eda No.8488158
File (hide): 8f8b84889d3cb49⋯.png (66.8 KB, 564x156, 47:13, sal.png)

>>8487189
almost

stop seeing stuff where there's none, that's no evidence, 
you can see symbols in everything if you want to  
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▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 12:55:06 ID: c8c78f No.8488177

>>8486736

Really? It would make sense to you that they leave a kid lying around, and the fucking realtor finds the kid and asks whether to dispose of it? But first let's 
ask Podesta.

It's fucking obvious what they are talking about, a handkerchief with different colors on it to signal what kind of kids you like to fuck.

And no, he left it at a house that they USED at one point. This house was likely for sale and so the realtor was responsible for that said house.

I can't believe how fucking stupid some people are with this, trying to find code and secret meanings everywhere.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 12:59:55 ID: b890d3 No.8488186 >>8488187

>>8484975
it was last archived 11 months ago
https://archive.is/8SABa

This pedo-friendly video was posted 9 months ago and has both boy-lover and girl-lover logos. When were the FBI pedo symbol docs released? 
https://vimeo.com/156075480  

File (hide): f65bad33121d7bb⋯.png (103.91 KB,
958x538, 479:269, bl.png)

File (hide): 86ef0fc3de4a346⋯.png (1.02 MB, 960x538,
480:269, gl.png)

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 13:00:48 ID: b890d3 No.8488187

>>8488186
images failed to post

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 13:13:50 ID: 833ff4 No.8488214 >>8488284

FRENCH BLACK  
COMEDIAN NAMES THE  
ELITE PEDO IN 2005

PERSECUTED FOR  
NAMING THE JEW  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 13:20:08 ID: 833ff4 No.8488228
File (hide): aa9c794ba42ce03⋯.png (235.82 KB, 755x746, 755:746, Pizzagate Questions.png)

>>8486732
Best comment I found.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 13:46:07 ID: c8c78f No.8488284

>>8488214

That mudslime is based as fuck. 

But he needs to go back.  
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 13:52:03 ID: fe4b51 No.8488299

Did you notice this. The Vigilant Citizen is now back from 'maintenance'. Seems to me two things are gone: the Pizzagate article and the forum.

https://vigilantcitizen.com/  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 14:07:51 ID: b890d3 No.8488354
File (hide): 66a13496a4152b7⋯.png (103.58 KB, 285x400, 57:80, Winniethepooh.png)

>>8486365
WE LOVE HONEY

https://vimeo.com/156075480

About minor attracted teenagers:
fightback385.tumblr.com/post/66184702539/its-time-to-fight-back-help-make-
these-go

Studies about stigmatization of pedophiles:
link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10508-014-0312-4
k13-
online.krumme13.org/downloads/k13online%20redaktion/Masterarbeit_Pfirrman
n_Uni_Amsterdam_2015.pdf
tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/19317611.2013.795921

Electric shock "therapy" used on minor attracted men and boys:
fightback385.tumblr.com/post/95943945733/i-was-sexually-abused

Interview with Lindsay Ashford:
youtube.com/watch?v=9ryCkk8387U

"Pedophile - Not One" by Richard Kramer:
youtube.com/watch?v=LqZ3b10KjBc

"A Child is Listening" Speech:
youtube.com/watch?v=mOEnjQY_jCk

Cart O'Graph:
youtube.com/channel/UCKjntJ7dHxUY7B61QEsB1Dw

The Juice Box:
youtube.com/channel/UCRxJlAvET9KvHfFb__h6Esw  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 14:13:41 ID: 64e92d No.8488370 >>8488561

Ok so Colbert has pushed me over the edge. Anyway I can quickly catch up?  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 14:33:56 ID: 6e655d No.8488463

>>8462804
Although unrelated to Pizzagate, we also need to use Sandy Hook to fight the fake news bullshit they are pushing out of the water.  They condemn our 
"fake news".  We need to condemn their fake news.  Use their own fake news against them now to prove them as hypocritical liars who only care about 
controlling popular opinion.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 14:54:59 ID: fe5fe5 No.8488541
File (hide): dd0d51a75136d7f⋯.gif (18.54 KB, 235x199, 235:199, IMG_1444.GIF)

Check em  
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 15:00:47 ID: aa56e9 No.8488561

>>8488370
Read the previous threads mentioned by OP.

THREAD #
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: https://archive.is/IURyL
Thread 9: https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: https://archive.is/mGs6L
Thread 11: https://archive.is/xnVbG
Thread 12: https://archive.is/Rb8a1
Thread 13: https://archive.is/ChAWd
Thread 14: https://archive.is/JrDD0
Thread 15: https://archive.is/dMXx5
Thread 16: https://archive.is/JiJQL
Thread 17: https://archive.is/YtymP
Thread 18: https://archive.is/MSVGs
Thread 19: https://archive.is/ONjJg
Thread 20: https://archive.fo/zjxV8  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 15:18:24 ID: 6a8d09 No.8488615 >>8488650

just got ban dating from 10th Nov on halfchan for cp. Are there any updates, has the clampdown started?  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 15:27:57 ID: c8c78f No.8488650 >>8488663

>>8488615
I've gotten that when using certain VPNs  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 15:31:46 ID: 6a8d09 No.8488663 >>8488676

>>8488650
wasn't using vpns then  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 15:35:14 ID: c8c78f No.8488676

>>8488663
Then I'd say that you answered your own question.

This thread is being slided into the end of times. https://8ch.net/pol/res/8174628.html
I really don't believe that it's one autistic fuck. Not with this timing  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 15:47:19 ID: 6e655d No.8488711 >>8488733

>>8472339
I doubt they are retreating.  These people have been in power for decades at least and they absolutely do not want to lose that power now.  I think they 
will do everything they can to keep power.  They are desperate.  Be ready for anything from these fucks.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 15:53:20 ID: 6a8d09 No.8488733

>>8488711
I know this might be derailing the thread, but I got someone to ask anon5 some questions and he had no idea.

so if anyone might have some clue? 
>what knowledge have you got on the Ark of Gabriel and Patriarch Kiril visiting it?

>Has the clampown started on pizzagate posts online, scrubbing off info?

>Your opinions on Hollow earth theory?

Also, maybe if there is an Antarctica thread, you could point me in the direction  
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 17:09:44 ID: 910623 No.8489004 >>8489434

>>8487470
>>8487656
Middleburg is old money, horse people and super snobby. It's a very tight group of very old money (and a lot of it), then there are the concentric rings 
outwards of those who have a lot of money (Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton had a horse farm there, as does Stallone and many others) and are 
snobby, and the ones who want to hang out with them.

Warrenton (Fauquier County) is similar but not as wealthy but there is a lot of witchcraft and witches there.

And by Middleburg and Warrenton, I don't mean the towns themselves, this shit is done on the estates or in the woods/farms away from the eyes of 
everyone else obviously. The outer rings of hangers-on and peripheral people don't know anything about it, it's kept from them. And they will never ever 
break into or be accepted into that tight group. That's how old money works. Same in Charlottesville (Albermarle County).  A lot of these old money 
families have been there since colonial times and their land (estates) were granted by the King. 

Not all of them are into witchcraft. Not all of the old money people know, nor the other rings of people surrounding them. But not all the people who 
practice it are in that small tight inner old money group, especially in Warrenton - some of them are just what would seem like totally normal, upper middle 
class people. Some of these are the "pagans" and "wiccans" who are open about that. This of course provides a bit of cover for those who are into the 
dark shit. And I guarantee you no bodies will ever be found there and no actual evidence of connection(s) to missing people or murders will be found 
there either. Not only because it's country (and the estates are fucking huge) but because no law enforcement is going to mess with old money - they are 
protected just like royalty in Europe. So they, at least, are totally safe and secure. But this area  is the most likely spot for children trafficked into the DC 
area to be taken to and have whatever done with/to them, especially if they aren't meant to be trafficked to elsewhere in the country. [kept as 
slaves/murdered]

You can see from the map that both Middleburg and Warrenton are  located such that they are on major arteries to DC. Warrenton (to 66) and Middleburg 
(Rte 50 to 66). DC people and politicians frequently go to parties and events there.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 17:16:25 ID: c3e4b5 No.8489035
File (hide): 1279205a44353b2⋯.jpg (56.83 KB, 960x579, 320:193, saudi support for clinton ….jpg)

>>8461280  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 17:17:23 ID: 6e288d No.8489038

http://www.newnationalist.net/2016/12/10/150-terabytes-norway-busts-largest-dark-web-child-porn-networks-in-history-us-uk-media-ignore-story/

New York Times removed article about latest Norway bust.

Mainstream media machine full steam behind discrediting pizzagate

Operation Deep Six purports to have decrypted the files from Comet Ping Pong. Purports to have Kleinman and Alefantis on video. Red Shoes. SpIral. 
What does the Morse code say?

https://youtu.be/QCdprP2IyV8

https://youtu.be/QCdprP2IyV8  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 17:20:12 ID: 807d6f No.8489049

>>8471974
Yup.  We've hit some fucking raw nerves, and they're beginning to feel the heat.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 17:38:05 ID: 807d6f No.8489150

>>8473358
Really squirming, aren't they?  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 18:30:59 ID: 910623 No.8489365

I want to thank whoever it is that is cross posting the network/maps of people over on halfchan - they use a lot of good info from over there so the 
people who gathered it and such like to see it used that way, and I can't post them. 
>They are being made partially to show visually how this is connected, and partially as a way to avoid the b& hammer for "doxxing."  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 18:46:34 ID: c8d27c No.8489434

>>8489004
YES! Great analysis  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 18:54:39 ID: 7c59c3 No.8489469

New post up: https://8ch.net/pol/res/8489463.html  
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 18:55:39 ID: 7c59c3 No.8489478

New York Times, WaPo, and ABC News have all removed their articles regarding the Norway pedophile ring bust. The AP story is still up on AP websites.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 19:25:06 ID: c8c78f No.8489702

>>8474390

Fucking this.

They are using the ape when they are conditioning kids, and so they are able to rotate the mask and emulator in order to have somewhat normal public-
lives themselves. While still having the ape available to condition children every day.

You can call it whatever you want, but calling it MK Ultra or Mind Control makes you sound like a loonie to normies. MK-U is an old fucking project, it's 
kind of like the retards that are trying to convince everybody that THE ILLUMINATI is behind everything, and that Jay-Z is the leader of it.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 19:38:11 ID: 145dee No.8489796

>>8486941
of course it always ties back to soros. i mean you really can't get much more blatant than that.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 19:48:45 ID: b890d3 No.8489863
File (hide): d08e87fd7bac0af⋯.png (480.35 KB, 730x463, 730:463, neegan-pizza.png)

Thanks, Pizzagate  
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PIZZA GATE #22: EXPOSED MEDIA COVERUP EDITION NOW FEATURING LESS NIGGER NUMBERING
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WAPO DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161121114717/https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/norwegian-police-
arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-network-probe/2016/11/20/5a6f10d8-af3d-11e6-bc2d-19b3d759cfe7_story.html

NYT DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20161120230530/http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe-43670565

ABC NEWS DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: https://archive.is/http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/11/20/world/europe/ap-eu-
norway-pedophile-network.html

ORIGINAL AP STORY STILL UP: http://bigstory.ap.org/article/3f53996696a24d0da8c1d8fb117beca0/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe

BACKUP IN CASE IT GOES TOO: https://archive.is/DLmOL

STAGED CRIMES AND MEDIA NARRATIVES: https://archive.is/VttLF

TOP OBAMA FUNDRAISER ARRESTED FOR CHILD RAPE: MAINSTREAM MEDIA SILENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VsBAtq1dLc

https://archive.is/sl3dc

http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/11/20/kiah-lawson-terry-bean-human-rights-campaign-gay-sex-obama-prison-column/70021560/
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 19:59:33 ID: ca1ea5 No.8489932

Mods plz sticky u fagz.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 20:06:45 ID: ca1ea5 No.8489968 >>8490938

Looks like the Guardian wiped their Norway coverage too.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 20:21:05 ID: ca1ea5 No.8490071 >>8492491

What's a niggerfag gotta do to get a sticky round here?  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 20:32:39 ID: ca1ea5 No.8490189

>>8490135

Who said I was a nihilist? Existentialism has more flexibility, you Jew fuck.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 20:41:42 ID: b2bc8e No.8490314 >>8493047 >>8497395 >>8514250

Is there anyone who can properly translate the original article in Nowegian?
http://www.tk.no/nyheter/krim/bergen/over-50-personer-involvert-i-grove-overgrep-mot-barn/s/5-51-248909  
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>>8489922 (OP)

Source: Washington Post, NYTimes, ABCNews *ALL* post hoc removed the articles on Norway's dark room pedophile ring.
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1476789

It could be a license thing with the AP, I don't know. I don't think they're stupid enough to think removing these articles from their websites is going to have 
an impact since hundreds of other news websites have covered this.

still on Foxnews.com:

Lawyers, politicians among 20 men arrested in Norwegian pedophile network probe
http://www.fox*news.com/world/2016/11/20/lawyers-politicians-among-20-men-arrested-in-norwegian-pedophile-network-probe.html

still on NYDailyNews, the libtard tabloid:

http://www.nydaily*news.com/news/world/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-investigation-article-1.2881571

still on Associated Press' website, the original source:

Norwegian police arrest 20 men in pedophile network probe
http://big*story.ap.org/article/3f53996696a24d0da8c1d8fb117beca0/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe

still here:
http://www.star*tribune.com/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-network-probe/402139175/

still here:
http://www.ch*ron.com/news/crime/article/Norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-10626347.php

By the way, can someone explain why I get better results with Bing than with Google? I got a lot more local / regional news articles with Bing when I 
searched the net with "Norway pedophile". I used to think Google was the top search engine even if I personally try to boycott Google except for Google 
Translate but it looks like Bing is the best now.

——————-
other articles:

Police crack down on Norway's largest pedophile abuse network
http://www.d*w.com/en/police-crack-down-on-norways-largest-pedophile-abuse-network/a-36458980

Police break up massive Norwegian paedophilia ring
http://www.the*local.no/20161121/police-break-up-massive-norwegian-paedophilia-ring

Norway pedophile scandal: Politicians, police reportedly among 20 arrested suspects 
https://www.r*t.com/news/367652-norway-pedophiles-arrested-scandal/

Massive paedophile ring uncovered by police in Norway after arrest of 51 men
http://www.inde*pendent.co.uk/news/world/europe/norway-paedophile-ring-police-arrest-51-men-a7432441.html

Norwegian police arrest 20 men in pedophile network probe
http://www.daily*mail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-3954676/Norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe.html

Pedophile Abuse Network Operation "Darkroom" Shakes Norway
http://www.t*np.no/norway/panorama/5403-pedophile-abuse-network-operation-darkroom-shakes-norway

First Conviction in Pedophile Network Case in Norway
http://www.t*np.no/norway/panorama/5407-first-conviction-in-pedophile-network-case-in-norway

Norway Hands Elderly Man Eight-Year Sentence Amid Wave of Pedophilia Cases
https://sputnik*news.com/europe/201612091048354611-norway-pedophilia-sentence/  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 21:35:58 ID: 83e171 No.8490938 >>8494767

>>8489968

the AP article is still on Yahoo News UK

https://uk.news.ya*hoo.com/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe-161853052.html  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 21:41:44 ID: 83e171 No.8490999 >>8491028 >>8492286

>>8490875
>>8490917
>>8490924

>bots posting nonsense

I thought the bots problems was fixed  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 21:45:03 ID: 9e5647 No.8491028 >>8492907

>>8490999
And stealing precious dubs while they're at it. The other pizzagate thread isn't quite full yet though.  
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Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 22:13:51 ID: 9e5647 No.8491402 >>8498450

>>8491333
>>8490222
>>8490977
Does this work for or against us? The spam bot getting dubs and trips…  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 22:15:04 ID: 11a489 No.8491415

>>8491333
Cocksucking trip stealing street shitting poos….
>maybe we just green text everything nao? Spam seems to not be in gt  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 22:22:56 ID: 0939fa No.8491500 >>8492857

why isn't this thread showing up on /pol - had to click link in previous thread to see it  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 22:36:58 ID: 83e171 No.8491672 >>8492264

Interesting article, isn't it? Good timing too. 

Foes of Russia Say Child Pornography Is Planted to Ruin Them
https://web.archive.org/web/20161210113634/http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/09/world/europe/vladimir-putin-russia-fake-news-hacking-
cybersecurity.html

" CAMBRIDGE, England — His indomitable will steeled by a dozen years in the Soviet gulag, decades of sparring with the K.G.B. and a bout of near fatal 
heart disease, Vladimir K. Bukovsky, a tireless opponent of Soviet leaders and President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia, is not a man easily put off his stride.

But he got knocked sideways when British police officers banged on the front door of his home on a sedate suburban street here early one morning 
while he lay sick in bed and informed him that they had “received information about forbidden images” in his possession.

“It was all very bizarre and disturbing,” Mr. Bukovsky said. “This is not normally the language of a free society,” [Wake up idiot: you live in Airstrip One, 
you don't live in a free society.] he added, recalling how his old K.G.B. tormentors used to hound him and his friends over texts and photographs declared 
forbidden by the Soviet authorities. 

[…]

“The whole affair is Kafkaesque,” Mr. Bukovsky said in an interview. “You not only have to prove you are not guilty but that you are innocent.” He insisted 
that he was the victim of a new and particularly noxious form of an old K.G.B. dirty trick known as kompromat, the fabrication and planting of 
compromising or illegal material. 

Old-style kompromat featured doctored photographs, planted drugs, grainy videos of liaisons with prostitutes hired by the K.G.B., and a wide range of 
other primitive entrapment techniques. […] "

I got news for you Vlad: every intelligence or national police agency can use that trick. The FBI, the NSA, they can both try to hack into your computer to 
plant child pornography. As for cops planting drugs on people it's a fairly common problem in a lot of countries. As if the KGB was the only agency doing 
things like that. And undercover prostitutes to entrap clients? That's not a particularly soviet trick, it's done in every major city. 

And of course the NYT article repeats the unproven fact-free allegation that russian hackers stole the DNC e-mails and gave them to Wikileaks.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 22:41:59 ID: 419245 No.8491728

>>8490135
lol - as entertaining as this is, it's not really conducive to proper level of intellectual discourse. I'm off to dinner anyway. Believe what you want to believe - 
it ultimately doesn't affect me. 

Have a wonderful night.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:13:49 ID: f836a3 No.8492128 >>8492253 >>8493793

I'd like to see the sickly jews without a media shield now that no one listens to the MSM try to take on the part of the population with almost all of the 
testosterone and guns.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:21:10 ID: bf20da No.8492253 >>8492352

>>8492128
The hard ones are extortionists and slippery gangsters, they'll be blackmailing themselves a new shield well before the MSM spirals away.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:22:23 ID: dd51e2 No.8492264 >>8494682 >>8496719

>>8491672
>new and particularly noxious form of an old K.G.B. dirty trick known as kompromat,

Fucking LOL.  Canadian intelligence was doing this 15 years ago.  
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>>8490999
Well, it looks like the evil Jews have unleashed their 
doomsday weapon on this place. What now?  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:28:47 ID: 3f9b6e No.8492331 >>8492387 >>8492476 >>8493007 >>8494457 >>8494629 >>8498605
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>>8490222
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>>8491783
>>8491808
>>8492255

What sucks the most about these bots is they're hard to tell apart from a regular /pol/ster at first glance. Maybe genuine 
posters should make a genuine point to post images to let others know they're legit.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:30:51 ID: 6319a2 No.8492352

>>8492253
Homogenous white society.  
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Have they unleashed a version of Tay on us?  
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File (hide): 4ffcddbdbf31700⋯.jpg (328.48 KB, 1600x1092, 400:273, Breitbart killed.jpg)  
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>>8492286
The only effective weapon they can use against whites is guilt and we as a race are all slowly building a tolerance to it. 
A bunch of low energy AI's cannot change our destiny.

Our blade must be getting closer to the heart now.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:34:53 ID: 3f9b6e No.8492400 >>8492484
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>>8492286
Personally I think someone should /baph/ the living (and nonliving) shit out of whatever is running these 
bots. Who knows? It could be the lead we're looking for.  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:40:20 ID: 26c1bf No.8492476 >>8492576

>>8492331
There's an easy way to prove a post is legit when writing it. Just use 8chan-specific formatting in your post, all this spam comes from cuckchan.

.  
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>>8492400 (checked)
>>8492396
On the bright side, this is hitting /leftypol/ just as hard. Maybe this will finally be their wake-up call to the 
unsleeping perfidy of the Jew.

We should keep an eye on this news story; we might be able to roll this all out as a "Literally Blood Lieibel!" 
[sic] to go along with PizzaGate as more information comes out. Establish an international pattern, as it 
were. Then there was that (Jew?) Peter Theil praising infusing himself with childrens' blood, the Palestinian 
organ thefts - Israelis can't seem to stop getting themselves arrested for that stuff. 
http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/blake-leibel-the-canadian-heir-accused-in-gruesome-hollywood-
killing-refuses-to-leave-jail-cell-to-go-to-court  

Anonymous  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:40:56 ID: 1a6ead No.8492491 >>8494894

>>8490071
They get off by hiding in plain site and laughing at the whole world by remaining hidden don't they?  
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>>8492476

Are they spamming cuckchan as well?  

.  12/10/16 (Sat) 23:49:41 ID: 26c1bf No.8492590 >>8492725 >>8496776

>>8492576
dunno, but that's where they're stealing all the content from  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:02:13 ID: 1e1941 No.8492725 >>8493793 >>8496776

>>8492590

I checked their catalog and didn't see any mention of spam bots. Like you say, though, all these posts are coming from there, and their threads are 
usually incoherent garbage anyway, so it's hard to tell if they're being spammed as well since it all looks alike.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:10:33 ID: 34f691 No.8492856 >>8493086

File (hide): 3362fff86d61c24⋯.jpg (3.81 KB, 150x200, 3:4, James Alefantis.jpg)

>>8492576
Yes, even worse than here. It is very suspicious that the threads there that turn out to 
be false leads are shill free.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:10:35 ID: 8c9cf4 No.8492857

>>8491500
he has around 8 billion of his own money in spacex, which is more than 50%.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:13:19 ID: adf832 No.8492887 >>8493266

>>8492387
It's an oppressive system of laws.

Even nations that follow that shit are financial messes because of the lending parts.

Also the constant rape of little boys, murdering of others, the Arab Supremacy shit, the fact that literally nothing good has ever happened in an Islamic 
state ever, shitty submission to a retarded god, animal sacrifice, and antifreedom ways.

It's an infection on humanity, even worse than Communism somehow.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:14:49 ID: 4338ac No.8492907

>>8491028
>And stealing precious dubs
>dubs
Lurk more  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:15:04 ID: b5944e No.8492913

>Surging violent crime 
>Let's surrender our only defense against violent crime 

How do you see this playing out?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:19:24 ID: 983ac6 No.8492988

you're posting on it.

it's a known fact RIDF hacks 8chan to influence posts in favor of the Kremlin.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:20:22 ID: 83e171 No.8493007

>>8492331
>What sucks the most about these bots is they're hard to tell apart from a regular /pol/ster at first glance. 

I think they're doing copy-paste of real comments posted here (or on 4chan) so that's why some of them looks like real people at first glance.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:23:23 ID: b46cd4 No.8493047

>>8490314
wtf i hate 8chan now  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:25:21 ID: 83e171 No.8493075 >>8493587

>>8492392
>Breitbart killed.jpg

copy-paste, from the other thread:

——————————————–

by the way, about that Andrew Breitbart tweet, it wasn't about John Podesta's connection to Alefantis it was the O'Keefe video:

About that Podesta ‘underage sex-slaves’ Tweet from Andrew Breitbart
https://archive.is/jJ9VG
http://hot*air.com/archives/2016/12/05/about-that-andrew-breitbart-tweet-about-podesta-and-underage-sex-slaves/

" In July and August 2009, Giles and O’Keefe visited ACORN offices in Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Brooklyn, San Bernardino, San Diego, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles, and Miami. Giles dressed as a prostitute, while O’Keefe wore white khakis with a blue dress shirt and/or tie and claimed to be her boyfriend. 
Giles and O’Keefe recorded the encounters using hidden cameras and pretended to be seeking advice on how to run an illegal business that included the 
use of underage girls in the sex trade. "

As far as I know neither O'Keefe or Breitbart looked into Tony Podesta's possible connections to pedos in D.C.

——————————————–  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:26:22 ID: d9d424 No.8493086

>>8492856
UK needs to be on god tier  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:28:52 ID: ff4390 No.8493128

>>8490092
Jews are a middleman distraction, "the Jews" is a euphemism for the elite, the general Jew on your street probably hates Muslims more than we do.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:34:18 ID: e20082 No.8493266

>>8492887
What was the aftermath of todays bombing in Istanbul?
Any more information about it?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:34:45 ID: f78704 No.8493272 >>8493342

The Haven Institute on Gabriola Island has links to Esalen Institute and Tavistock. Look at their website they offer a bunch of new age "retreat-style" 
courses, standing out are the ones about trauma and sexuality as well as the many "teens alive" courses. Tantric assplay, mind kontrol and kids. Lotta 
coincidence. Look at the faculty list and look at all the bizarre connections and people:

www.haven.ca/about-the-haven/our-people/faculty

This dude seems strange:
Gary Reiss
Gary has a private practice in Eugene and Portland, Oregon, has been Director of Rivers Way Community Clinic in Portland for 20 years, and 
teachesProcess oriented Psychology worldwide, now actively teaching in 17 countries. He is asenior faculty member at the Process Work Institute, and 
brings 40 plus years’ experienceto his work. His specialties include family therapy, sex therapy, working with comapatients, Worldwork in hot spots in the 
world, organizational development, andintegrating Process Work with different spiritual traditions.

A video on his website talks about his "vision" from a Jewish Kabbalistic Rabbi as a formative experience as a young man.
garyreiss.com

There's also a Miriam Dror Jewish youth camp on Gabriola Isl.

This lady operates the 'kids in the spotlight' program:
haven.ca/about-the-haven/our-people/faculty/denise-goldbeck

This guy reads like a meme:
Gary Dillon-Shaw
Gary DillonMA has studied psychology, theology, and movement therapy, with an emphasis on Esalen massage, Hawaiian shamanic bodywork, and 
Taoist and Western esoteric transformations of Eros.Heco-leadsFor Playand teaches internationally with his wife Elfi Dillon-Shaw.

Geoffrey CarrPhD, R.Psych, CPT-S completed his training in clinical psychology and neuroscience at McGill University in 1985. He has been a professor 
of psychology both at UBC and SFU, receiving high ratings from students and supervising clinical psychology students. He has been a Registered 
Psychologist in BC for 25 years, has been recognized as an expert in the assessment and treatment of children and adults at all levels of court in British 
Columbia, and has both published research and taught on psychological assessment. He is also a Certified Play Therapist.

McGill University was where MKUltra trauma based conditioning was developed by Dr. Ewan Cameron and is where this guy got his Ph.D

And don't forget hollyhock on cortes isl, favorite spot of Vancouver Mayor Gregor Robertson and pacific marxist elites. Created by us expat billionaire Joel 
Solomon, a leading 'visionary' with massive influence in BC. Who the fuck knows what goes on there but a famous Italian artist on cortes was murdered a 
few years back when he started talking too much.

hollyhock.ca  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:38:02 ID: 3158ab No.8493342
File (hide): c35ba6f1a16e5de⋯.jpg (102.88 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, x1 Kagome.jpg)

>>8493272
Heh. That's some pretty flowery language to describe 
raping kids in order to summon diabolical energies.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:47:18 ID: 49a24b No.8493442

>>8491783
I wish he had children

a shame to see his gene pool end  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:49:33 ID: a8f17d No.8493470 >>8494198

I can't follow fuck all in this thread all this nonsense jibberish doesn't make sense god damn shills fucking jews  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 00:56:41 ID: 0939fa No.8493587

>>8493075

Twist and turn this post is trying to cover up like his death  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:00:51 ID: 5c6b51 No.8493666

>>8493024
>Why aren't you feminists /pol/?
Feminism is Jewish

Feminists by Ethnicity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Feminists_by_ethnicity

Feminists by Religion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Feminists_by_religion

List of Jewish Feminists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Jewish_feminists

>>8493208
>>White people, countries, and inventions are NOT for POC consumption
Absolutely correct.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:08:15 ID: 3df136 No.8493793

>>8492128
>AN ACTUAL CONSPIRACY

according to who? The media that a month ago said the US election could never be rigged or hacked?

http://www.cnn.com/2016/10/19/politics/election-day-russia-hacking-explained/index.html

>>8491056
>>8492725
>CIA

you mean the same guys who claimed that Saddam had WMDs?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:15:26 ID: dfbb92 No.8493901 >>8494201

>>8491783

CTR was paid to influence voters not destabilize a mongolian pottery board of weebs and neets.

If you weren't replying to someone on facebook, plebbit, or (this is where 90% of them were) a local news comment section, you weren't fighting CTR

Their job was to sway undecided voters, luckily the smart anons went where they were instead of LARPing that they were fighting an ebin battle for their 
board  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:17:03 ID: e34dbd No.8493923

>>8492387
>decades on the US is finally feeling the full effects of Marxist infiltration
>hasn't let go of the "if you criticise America you're a commie" mentality
>man attempts to remove Marxism
>is labelled a commie
Pottery.  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:19:03 ID: 55c979 No.8493959

Missionary  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:19:34 ID: 18fdf9 No.8493965

Yes it's true. Because the man is not a whining overgrown baby.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:24:48 ID: 69c983 No.8494046

Is anybody else enraged by this? We've been spending our time humbly digging and for it we now them trying to shut us down. They're openly coming to 
the defence of people using paedophilia codewords and trying to discredit and censor us.

These people need to be put to death.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:33:44 ID: 5ce0ba No.8494156

I hope this is all a ruse to get Romney's hopes up and then Trump Dumps him be electing someone else.

Seriously, I knew Mccain and Pailin where shit but, I think he would be worse then president Sarah P. 
I voted for Obama over him. Seriously fuck this guy.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:36:16 ID: 3f9b6e No.8494198 >>8495743

>>8493470
next thread needs to be named differently so bots don't catch on.

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:36:39 ID: 0939fa No.8494201

>>8493901

Why stop there? 

Movements start here, why not continue to disrupt progress from being made here or reddit pizzagate shutdown.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:41:21 ID: d234cb No.8494266

>>8492484
That's the point.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:56:02 ID: 59d0fa No.8494457
File (hide): f8dd1b09e660dc5⋯.png (16.52 KB, 581x403, 581:403, botposters.png)

>>8492331
>implying  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 01:56:58 ID: 01ef43 No.8494463

Says 
"pizza" 
stands 
for an 
arm 
deal. 
Disinfo
?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:00:53 ID: 78fbd9 No.8494479 >>8494488 >>8494519 >>8539571

They do realize that by trying to cover it up and defend it, they'll give us a weapon to bludgeon them to death with for decades right? If they ever try to pull 
this shit again the whole world will say "oh, are you trying to defend pedos like you did in pizzagate?"

They're total fucking retards these kikes.  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:02:35 ID: 81c34c No.8494488 >>8494669 >>8496818

File (hide): 5c73e2bfb852503⋯.png (56.91 KB, 1260x555, 84:37, How the Jew thinks.png)

>>8494479
>Implying jews think ahead
Jews are niggers whose 
snap decisions usually turn 
out better matey.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:08:11 ID: e1d3c2 No.8494519

>>8494479
You'd better figure out a way to educate people and change some minds if that's the future you envision, because right now the media is winning the 
narrative spin for pizzagate being labeled as "conspiracy/clickbait/fakenews". The masses are inundated with the establishment media's spin, and at this 
rate that's all they're gonna come away with.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:28:58 ID: 409ee7 No.8494620

My thinking is that there is no rush to find the evidence and things are very strange at the moment. People need to slow down, gather and make fun items 
for the mass population and then we can go full storm after Jan 20th once/if Trump takes power.
The tipping point should be 1st Feb. Storm the Embassy in London. Get proof of life/death of Assange and then all out media war alt vs lame.
Time to timetable events in our own way and not get played as we are at the moment. Set it up like the old operations of the anon past and Jacob Marley 
the fuckers.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:30:11 ID: 328dbd No.8494629 >>8495521

>>8492331
>>8492331
The bot simply scrapes content from both /pol/s and then reposts it wholesale and in reply to itself. It'll sockpuppet nonsense to itself all day if we let it, 
that and there was talk from /fur/ and /baph/ about this jap horsefucker paying poo-in-loos via mechanical turk to manually flood this board with spam. 
They can easily solve the CAPTCHA. What a peepeepoopooclapyse.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:36:11 ID: 8eae8d No.8494669
File (hide): d9f43cba834518e⋯.jpg (109.5 KB, 960x960, 1:1, Zesty-1.jpg)

>>8489922 (OP)
>>8489922 (OP)
>>8494488
who the fuck is that twat? Of course Jews have a long term plan… ITS TO BRING 
ABOUT THEIR MESSIAH! aka the anti-Christ  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:37:16 ID: 8eae8d No.8494675

pizzagate is a dying thread… me thinks  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:38:34 ID: 409ee7 No.8494680 >>8494698

Plus remember. If you hear a gun. RUN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jxOXbpTmnk  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:38:42 ID: 5f4824 No.8494682

>>8492264

Of course not.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:42:45 ID: 409ee7 No.8494698

>>8494680
Plus what is not said is to be in a crowd and use others as a shield but remember bullets can go right through people so consider your angles.
Reminds of the Tube driver who had his train blown up and the next thing he knows is a armed police officer has a gun to his head. Never recovered and 
had to find another job with fuck all help for TfhelL  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:44:41 ID: b2bc8e No.8494708 >>8495725 >>8495775 >>8500280

File (hide): bb9701a1c5558d2⋯.png (417.48 KB, 2130x1927, 2130:1927, trafficking network.png)

Not enough digging in this thread, too much weird random comments and stream of consciousness bullshit. 
IGNORE THAT and get back to it.

This is what a child trafficking network looks like. Not all are huge (most are not that big), not all are invested 
in large scale children or over a large geographic area. Think of Venn Diagrams, there is overlap between 
networks but still some layers between them, enough so that when one gets shut down, the others can keep 
operating.

And that's what we're after. A faggot who runs a pizzeria that caters to politicians is just a window. We start 
from both ends, as it were - the high ups, researching them, their companies (and what boards of directors 
they're on) and their associates. Also from the other end - sketchy aid/welfare/adoption/relief organizations, 
since these are used to raise money, transport people and look respectable. 

These people are connected. We will find them, we will out them, we will ensure they pay.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:54:17 ID: e3b2c3 No.8494756 >>8523520

>>8492484
>Then there was that (Jew?) Peter Theil praising infusing himself with childrens' blood
[citation needed]  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 02:57:13 ID: f32c26 No.8494767 >>8495238

>>8490938
You do know the bodies were cremated?

Here is what you are asking for:

http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.co.at/2009/03/photographic-documentation-of-nazi.html  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:05:25 ID: ca1ea5 No.8494810

Wow I haven't seen this many shitposts in any of these threads yet. Opposition must want them filled up with as much garbage as possible to drown out 
the juicy slices of cheese pizza info.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:05:32 ID: 9ceb22 No.8494811

>>8490832
So its true that all the corrupt media collude with each other and decide what they are going to tell the people. We get a massive amount of propaganda 
from the MSM and very little actual truth.  I hate it that it has gone to this level, but we can no longer deny that we are at war with these people and they 
are at war with us. If we are going to beat them, it will be through forcibly exposing them to all the normies as we are doing in all these Pizzagate threads.  
We need to be exposing things besides Pizzagate too.  The Establishment is in danger of unraveling and it knows it.  It is scared and it is desperate. We 
can win this war if we keep working to expose the truth about what these people are doing in secret.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:06:02 ID: 5592dd No.8494815

>>8491783
Link?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:10:46 ID: 9ceb22 No.8494839 >>8497349 >>8526067

>>8490832
As for Google, it is just another part of the propaganda machine, along with the MSM.  You get your information from Google and Google very carefully 
controls what information you get, like the MSM.  I've always hated Bing for some reason (because I generally hate Microsoft, even though I use their 
software all the time) but apparently Bing is less controlled than Google, so you get more actual hits than the sites Google decides you get to see for your 
search.  Google is manipulated search results.  I've seen completely fake links come up in searches that I know are fake, and Google is feeding them to 
me, sometimes dozens or hundreds of them.  Nobody should be using Google.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:15:12 ID: 9ceb22 No.8494864

>>8492286
Its probably the U.S. Government doing it, upset about our influence on the election that led to the shocking defeat of their selected next President of the 
United States.  If Trump doesn't do it himself, then we have to clean up the government ourselves by exposing its members.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:24:12 ID: 9ceb22 No.8494894

>>8492491
I like the way you put that.  I've been trying to put that together in my head but I've never seen in stated so eloquently.  That is exactly what they are 
doing, and not just about the Pizzagate stuff either.  The people doing the Pizzagate stuff run the entire country, so they have their rotten fingers in 
everything.  Imagine what you could get away with in that position.  Sandy Hook, 9-11, Oklahoma City Bombing, San Bernardino, the Pulse nightclub in 
Florida… how many more?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:24:16 ID: cfddf4 No.8494895 >>8494920 >>8495775

Is there a tl;dr version of this or do i just have to start reading links?  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:32:49 ID: 37428e No.8494920 >>8494983 >>8496004

File (hide): afb766f9a8f561f⋯.png (741.43 KB, 1280x1280, 1:1, Burb.png)

>>8494895
Here you go brother, this is 
the starter kit.
There is WAY more 
information, that's all in the 
OP. Spread the love.
This is bigger than we can 
all imagine.
https://youtu.be/7_Jo_NkG
Sgs  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:36:28 ID: 70ca94 No.8494930 >>8495770

File (hide): 7c16dbe9099101d⋯.jpg (519.67 KB, 2880x1966, 1440:983, 7c16dbe9099101dff0aff5f440….jpg)

>>8492392
the third post down on the left does 
not exist. please post the fixed 
infographic.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:45:46 ID: e4e339 No.8494964

I'm getting through the spam, it's either Bui or some kike falseflagging as Bui.  Just report it when you see it.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:50:34 ID: 9ceb22 No.8494983 >>8496004 >>8498351

>>8494920
I have to confess that I have been questioning of you guys were on the right track with the Comet Ping Pong thing. I thought that you were making false 
connections and false claims that you did not know for sure.  I did not understand until I listened to the first part of this video, and then I suddenly got it.  
You guys were right all along, but you are not doing a good enough job in making your accusations convincing enough to make people notice.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 03:59:02 ID: 9ceb22 No.8495016 >>8495034 >>8495127 >>8495148 >>8496461

Here is the information that convinced me.  You need to make sure everybody sees this particular information, because it proves they are not talking 
about pizza at all but are talking about something quite different.  If this is true and not trolling, then this is the smoking gun that blows it all wide open. It 
PROVES everything you guys have been saying but I refused to accept.

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message3378910/pg1?disclaimer=1  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:01:55 ID: 9ceb22 No.8495034

>>8495016
Someone who knows how should archive that site before it gets taken down.  This needs to be seen by everyone.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:03:29 ID: 16b51c No.8495045 >>8495788

>>8492387
Who is this semen demon?
judging from the photo, I'm guessing she's been dead for over half a century  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:19:38 ID: c301bb No.8495127 >>8495143 >>8495260

>>8495016

https://archive.is/ic7Iv  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:24:43 ID: 9ceb22 No.8495143

>>8495127
How do we know this is not a hoax?  I need to know this is genuine before I spread it.  I don't want to spread disinformation or trolling.  Can someone 
authenticate this?  Because, if authenticated, it really is the smoking gun that blows Pizzagate wide open and proves it.  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:25:47 ID: b2bc8e No.8495148 >>8495310

>>8495016

That seemed to be a reference to the We the Pizza psyop. That's what I got from reading the entire thread and not just the top few replies.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:49:06 ID: 825885 No.8495238

>>8494767
A steel foundry would also make an excellent crematorium. Too bad one burnt down the day after the election. It was even owned by people with the right 
connections.

https://archive.is/dnuAP  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:54:01 ID: 825885 No.8495260

>>8495127
Could this be from the group who supposedly social engineered access to one of the pizza place computers and stole/copied their hard drive? I haven't 
heard anything further about that.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:56:11 ID: bfc36e No.8495273 >>8495282 >>8495397 >>8498512

pizza gate information doesn't matter…and here is why.

BECAUSE FUCKING RETARDS RELEASE THIS SHIT ON 8 CHAN AND IT DOESN'T MEAN DOG SHIT BECAUSE OF ALL THE OTHER 
BACKGROUND NOISE AND THE 100000 OTHER THREADS ON IT.

HI FUCKTARDS MAKING THREADS..YOU HAVE MADE THIS TOPIC IRRELEVANT AND
USELESS..AND YOU YOURSELVES ARE NOW USELESS.

BUILD A SITE..LAY IT OUT…. AND SHUT THE MOTHER FUCKING UP  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 04:58:25 ID: bff01e No.8495282

>>8495273
Not sure if this assblasted or a shill, either way we're laughing at you. Hide the fucking sticky you knuckle-dragging inbred retard.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:03:58 ID: fe8fbb No.8495310 >>8495331

>>8495148
yeah…  it is not worth going down.  The original post with the two fellows who got access to data and were in the process of turning over that data had 
red flags all over it.  The dude would not release anything, and any technical questions asked he would say i dont know my friend is the tech savy one…  
Most probably trolling/psyop  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:09:33 ID: 9ceb22 No.8495331

>>8495310
That would be unfortunate.  I so want to believe this, especially all those instructions about the App.  I work in IT, and all of those things is exactly what 
someone would need to do to ensure very high security that nobody else would be able to access.  Some of those things I had never thought of before.  
Its ingenious in fact when someone wants absolute security.  If Trolling, its pretty smart trolling because this sounds 100% legit.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:26:54 ID: 9ceb22 No.8495395

>>8495368
I don't understand what you are trying to say with this.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:27:30 ID: ca1ea5 No.8495397 >>8495407

>>8495273

Sup. You're protecting child molesters and people who supply them with children. You will have to live with that fact.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:28:28 ID: bfc36e No.8495401 >>8495410

No damnit I want…a mother fucking briefing format.
I see all these fucking threads about this fucking pizza gate…and the topic is COMPLETELY LOST IN THE MINUTIAE.

Something as important as every autist reports this to be should be LAYED out. No - its completely fucking shit.

And you accept the shit. I however will not. If this is that REAL and as REAL as everyone on here claims it to be…then 
THE FUCKING PEOPLE THAT CLAIM THAT THEY ARE "DIGGING" CAN TAKE THE TIME TO MAKE A MOTHER FUCKING OUTLINE.
An info graph a spread sheet a doodle on a napkin.

The whole story just smells like pure bullshit.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:29:53 ID: bfc36e No.8495407 >>8495416 >>8498522

>>8495397

And asshats that believe pure political bullshit stories are morons.  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:30:09 ID: e989b3 No.8495410 >>8495423

>>8495401
>I discovered this place yerterday and you have to do what pleases me

fuck off back to reddit, this is not for normalfags to see until every puzzle piece is in place  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:31:12 ID: ca1ea5 No.8495416 >>8495423

>>8495407

Media and politicians are adopting new narratives specifically to combat this particular conspiracy theory. Which means the theory has legs. Siddown, 
boy. It started here and now it's a global topic and a major media talking point. You don't know shit about shit.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:33:44 ID: bfc36e No.8495423 >>8495477 >>8508960

>>8495410

i'm your father. I have been shit posting since 98.

>>8495416
You are right I don't know shit about shit..because I can't get a MOTHER FUCKING cohesive thought out of the Fuck-teenth threads that are on here.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:35:45 ID: bfc36e No.8495428

ooohhh gall darnit I don't have enough time to research pizza gate…yeahh… thats right …cause I have been to buisy infiltrating the power structure daily 
for the last 13 years.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:35:54 ID: 9ceb22 No.8495430

Its obvious that some posters come on here with no other intention than disrupting this thread and the information contained in it.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:36:38 ID: 95ad38 No.8495434 >>8495452

Is the NYT and ABC webarchive fucked for anyone else?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:40:49 ID: b2bc8e No.8495452 >>8495458

>>8495434
No, what are you seeing?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:42:20 ID: 95ad38 No.8495458

>>8495452
Try a different browser with a clean cache.

http://web.archive.org/web/20161120230530/http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe-
43670565 won't even load

https://web.archive.org/web/20161121114717/https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-network-
probe/2016/11/20/5a6f10d8-af3d-11e6-bc2d-19b3d759cfe7_story.html was a bitch to keep it from throwing an error and actually stay on the story.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 05:47:49 ID: 81c34c No.8495477

>>8495423
Practice a little agency like a white male and look through the threads posted instead of acting like a nigger.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 06:01:17 ID: 34b5a7 No.8495521

>>8494629

It was/is bui doing the spamming. He did it on operate before. Admitted as much on the role-playing board, massive faggot he is.  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 06:12:18 ID: 98ec4a No.8495563

>>8489922 (OP)

Spiritual programming will also include: being forced to memorize rituals, THE BOOK OF ILLUMINATION, and other books which contain cult beliefs. The 
person will be saturated from infancy on, in classes and training sessions, with cult beliefs. They will go to rituals where the adults participate in spiritual 
worship, wearing robes, and giving obeisance to the group’s particular guardian deity. Moloch, Ashtaroth, Baal, Enokkim are demons who are commonly 
worshiped. The child may see a sacrifice, either real or a set-up, to these deities; animal sacrifices are common. The child will be forced to participate in 
the sacrifices, and will have to go through blood baptism.

They will be forced to take the heart, or other internal organs, out of an animal that has been sacrificed, and eat them. The adults, and leaders of the 
group, will place their hands on the child’s head, while it is drugged, and invoke demonic entities.

One ritual which is actually programming is the resuscitation ritual. In this ritual, the child may be heavily drugged, and shocked or tortured, to the point 
that his heart may stop. The head priest will then resuscitate  the child, using drugs, CPR, and incantations. When the child comes back, and is awake, 
he or she will be told that they were brought back to life by the demonic entity that the particular group worships, and that now the child owes it their life. 
They are told that if they ever tell, or try to get the demon to leave, they will return to the lifeless state they were in prior to resuscitation.

http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/chapter_14.htm  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 06:41:30 ID: a8f17d No.8495668 >>8495749

That menu is fucking bull shit and if you work in it and think it looks legit you must be the janitor  

File (hide): 9b5b44f7c34f29d⋯.png
(875.88 KB, 3186x4085, 3186:4085,
9b5b44f7c34f29d608d2b9b8d5….png)

File (hide): aea75f7c95920ee⋯.png (28.63 KB,
869x409, 869:409, 1478816398573.png)

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 07:08:26 ID: a1fd1d No.8495725 >>8495952 >>8495972 >>8500065

>>8494708
>diagrams
you mean a network like first pic?
also, screencap is from before the ==FAKE NEWS== thing went into the stratosphere, it doesn't look like he was role playing. The number of shills is 
directly related to the fact that this is real.
What can we do about it? Keep researching and archiving.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 07:13:10 ID: 0d5fdd No.8495743
File (hide): e6e4ae3d5764467⋯.png (122.68 KB, 352x436, 88:109, 1480858839533.png)

>>8494198
its not bots.those guys are real ppl paid to 
shitpost.dont kid urself its a known fact.  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 07:14:30 ID: a1fd1d No.8495749 >>8495939 >>8495981

File (hide): 8b061aa6bfa44dc⋯.jpg (76.8 KB, 900x516, 75:43, jew.jpg)

>>8495668
Debunk the menu then, 
instead of keeping 
spamming the thread 
faggot.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 07:21:37 ID: 9ab587 No.8495770 >>8495786

>>8494930
https://www.rt.com/usa/coroner-arsenic-death-breitbart-456/

 What a coincidence! Breitbart's coroner dead from arsenic poisoning?
Published time: 2 May, 2012 20:41
Edited time: 3 May, 2012 00:41  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 07:23:04 ID: a1fd1d No.8495775 >>8495952 >>8495972 >>8515394

File (hide): 76cc2b1370b6ed0⋯.jpg (1.37 MB, 3800x4078, 1900:2039, cc0b7ac47f0467428e3347275a….jpg)

>>8494708
>>8494895
another old draft of people connected to this, might be useful for 
people who want to start investigating now  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 07:25:44 ID: 9ab587 No.8495786

>>8495
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 07:26:02 ID: 7e8fe0 No.8495788 >>8496048 >>8501657 >>8516515 >>8519433 >>8526782

>>8495045
Princess Victoria Louise of Prussia

Died  11 December 1980 (aged 88)
Hanover, West Germany  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 08:22:41 ID: 5f24bd No.8495939 >>8496183

>>8495749

It's from those two faggots on the Pizzagate subreddit before it got shut down.  They were so full of shit.   Shitty explanation for obtaining the materials 
they claim to have, and as 'proof' they posted some actual toddler and baby rape and torture.  But no proof it was connected to anything in Pizzagate.  It 
wasn't even believable enough to be a psyop.  It was just two dumbasses who couldn't come up with a believable story.

The rest of this shit has legs but I really, really think anything that came from those two is faggotry.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 08:26:43 ID: b2bc8e No.8495952 >>8495972 >>8500280

>>8495725
Yes. That was the diagram that got me started making them. and this one >>8495775 too. So far, these have been made:

John Podesta  >>8472237

US govt members convicted for possession/distribution/production of "cheese pizza"  >>8472063 
(illustration purposes only, I'm not alleging these are in a ring directly or involved with Podestas/pizza faggot)

and there are more…  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 08:30:50 ID: b2bc8e No.8495972 >>8500280

>>8495725
>>8495775
>>8495952
Child "help" orgs (incomplete) including Fonkoze, Clinton-Bush Haiti Fund, weird charities  >>8489765
(look at the people on the boards of directors - we can cross-reference them in Wikileaks, Panama Papers and on littlesis.org to see more of their 
connections to each other & in politics)

International adoption scandals >>8483882
(to illustrate that adoption scams are often used in trafficking, and also can result in abuse/death)

And Laura Silsby her Haiti smuggling operation
https://media.8ch.net/file_store/cdd5f7975c042f140bbf8b0405c8548885b147d2f9eb3c7b1cdacd1ae2c83c6d.png
(newfaggot here who forgot to note the post number)

These are the tools (free) used to find this stuff out: >>8489975 and of course your maps were really helpful, too.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 08:33:54 ID: 9ab587 No.8495981 >>8498239 >>8498396 >>8502580

>>8495749
she debunks it here  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 08:44:00 ID: adec1d No.8496004 >>8498351

>>8494920
>>8494983
Wasn't that first thing he reads the We The Pizza "menu" that's widely believed, even in here, to be fake?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 08:49:11 ID: d3fa58 No.8496013 >>8502719

File (hide): 1bf4009e6f7bcd2⋯.gif (54.86 KB, 497x263, 497:263, 1436920749546.gif)

>>8487080
>mfw I live in China
>mfw I see a blatant girl lover logo (exactly the same as the one in the FBI image) as some 
guy's bumper sticker with the name "901 Club" 

Just kill me now, fam. This stuff can't be unseen and it is motherfucking everywhere. 

Not sure if this will double post.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 09:08:23 ID: 946215 No.8496048 >>8496161

>>8495788
God, I think i'm in love!  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 09:52:57 ID: 8eae8d No.8496161
File (hide): 0db08871eb49457⋯.jpg (434.23 KB, 1140x641, 1140:641, Zesty-Life.jpg)

>>8489922 (OP)
>>8496048
sahsanks  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 10:01:53 ID: 809814 No.8496183

>>8495939
>The rest of this shit has legs but I really, really think anything that came from those two is faggotry.
It was pretty suspicious how they seemed to really want people to download and access the stuff they "took" from the place. And the thread here was full 
of people saying "it'll be fine, you won't get v& because you're investigating". Except, that only works for old rock stars.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 11:07:20 ID: 9a5ff5 No.8496364 >>8496513

you know, there was a big twitter blowout with hella CP accounts found, tons were from fucking saudi arabia. you guys have literally dicked around, talked 
about useless horseshit, and have found BARELY anything of use. you could of probably linked one of those saudi fuckers to the Clinton foundation, 
instead this thread will forever go down the rabbit hole. GG ya fucking nards  

File (hide): cda924503df2f62⋯.jpg (84.15 KB,
1024x682, 512:341, podesta.jpg)

File (hide): 6cd4a2f29d848fc⋯.gif (76.78 KB, 360x300,
6:5, podesta1.gif)

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 11:09:49 ID: b4d6e3 No.8496369 >>8496537 >>8536601

https://xeper.org/maquino/

https://xeper.org/maquino/nm/AquinoVitae.pdf

We have to try to further link Podesta to Temple of Set founder Michael Aquino. I do not believe it's simply a coincidence that he has drawings on his 
hands relating to the story of Osiris/Set.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 11:19:47 ID: cf256e No.8496396 >>8496537 >>8497588

serious question, italian here, why are pedophiles getting more and more visible now?

and i'm referring specifically to several cases uncovered here in italy.

are they getting bolder? or is it just the police doing its work?  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 11:46:47 ID: e847e6 No.8496461

>>8495016
You idiots realize that glp is run by Tst0ck, right? The first think that site does when you visit it is scan all of your ports for vulnerabilities.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 12:06:52 ID: b2bc8e No.8496513

>>8496364
Then man the fuck up and do it instead of bitching at other people like a lazy nigger.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 12:18:32 ID: 4cabee No.8496537 >>8500624

>>8496396
don't worry, people are working hard to cover it all up, it will disappear from the media in some weeks.

>>8496369
someone said in an earlier thread that the 14 and fish refer to some stupid save the environment campaign in which people wrote the number on their 
hands and photographed it. Forgot what it was called, could have been 5 threads ago

But one question, don't the american people care about what aquino did? the raped kids, which were infected with STDs could describe the interior of his 
home and recognized him and his wife. Shouldn't there be a outrage and people wanting to lynch him?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 12:38:07 ID: c74c40 No.8496577 >>8497141 >>8502719

File (hide): abd06552de9c6dc⋯.png (247.32 KB, 553x285, 553:285, newsclip.PNG)

https://www(dot)youtube.co
m/watch?v=zY_j4Fj5IkY

at 0:50

A news Anchor asks:

its hard to play ping pong 
when you don't have any 

opposition

Breitbarts reply:
why did you change the subject to the sport of ping pong

Does any one know the name of this news anchor?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:05:47 ID: 564863 No.8496653 >>8496657 >>8497742 >>8498119

We're already on 22 fucking threads… when are we going to get solid evidence for anything?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:07:55 ID: c6eeff No.8496657 >>8496674

>>8496653

What sort of hard evidence are you expecting to find about this well kept secret of an international conspiracy, Chaim?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:13:46 ID: 8dce6b No.8496674 >>8496702

>>8496657
Well, for example, what is inside the password protected Alefantis thing?, Victims? disappearances that can be tracked to Comet ping pong? Dunno, at 
this point anything of substance is enough.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:23:22 ID: b2bc8e No.8496702 >>8496788 >>8497742

>>8496674
"Circumstantial evidence is generally admissible in court unless the connection between the fact and the inference is too weak to be of help in deciding 
the case. Many convictions for various crimes have rested largely on circumstantial evidence." http://www.lectlaw.com/def/c342.htm  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:24:45 ID: a8f17d No.8496709

who knows operation deep six claimed to have decrypt the files but have provided no proof of anything. Best bet is tying clintons/podestas to known 
trafficking rings I.e. norway, australia, SK, haiti etc  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:29:15 ID: c7f3ff No.8496719 >>8497229

>>8492264

Come on, people! Do you really think the United States interferes with other countries' elections? Do you really think the U.S. would go so low as to frame 
people? And do you really believe that our government would attempt to deceive the media, or even collude with them?

Listen to yourselves! You sound like lunatics! How could you believe such bizarre, tin foil hat theories? You've truly fallen prey to the Russian propaganda. 
And mind you - only a country like Russia would do something so devious.

As an insider, I can tell you that America has practically forgotten how to perform espionage. Not because we're incompetent. Because we're that gosh 
darn honest! And here you are, besmirching innocent people at pizza restaurants. Who - really - is the villain? You or the RED, WHITE AND BLUE? My 
petrodollar is on you, comrade.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:49:51 ID: ca783f No.8496776

>>8492590
>>8492725
As if there was any way to tell the average cuck/pol/ post from botspam  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 13:53:28 ID: da20eb No.8496788 >>8498098

File (hide): 8a4e2a1e2a43c79⋯.jpg (139.79 KB, 395x549, 395:549, roths.jpg)

>>8496702
More importantly, circumstantial evidence opens the door to a proper investigation. That's how you 
get "to the bottom of it".

It's telling that no official "authority" is investigating while the establishment is spending all its energy 
running interference. Dark times.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 14:00:40 ID: 2c107c No.8496815

test  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 14:01:10 ID: ca783f No.8496818

>>8494488
>jews can't think ahead
Bullshit. Just read the protocols, or some of the shit the cultural marxists spout. Yes, they have high time preference as individuals, but there is a core of 
highly dangerous kikes. Do not underestimate your enemy. Collapsing the market isn't a problem for them, they are just milking the fuck out of it either 
way. It doesn't harm the tribe. The more opportunistic of the lot will often overplay their hand, true, but that does not mean the tribe as a whole will not 
push its genetic interest.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 14:40:32 ID: 1dfc27 No.8496928
File (hide): 105af23a0e5aae4⋯.jpg (68.35 KB, 500x589, 500:589, a425c0a8c7227f55e5c6e01fe7….jpg)

http://8ch.net/newsplus/res/45875.html
#q46063  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 15:47:25 ID: f129a1 No.8497141
File (hide): 74a420d3e13341b⋯.jpg (243.42 KB, 768x558, 128:93, Gutfeld-Greg.jpg)

>>8496577
Greg Gutfeld  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 16:10:46 ID: 0d5fdd No.8497229 >>8497368

>>8496719
>1 post  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 16:34:30 ID: 497d00 No.8497315
File (hide): 843f58b9fdae3d0⋯.png (1.7 MB, 1060x836, 265:209, sealbear.png)

>>8489922 (OP)
What the fuck did you just fucking say about me, you little bitch? I’ll have you know I graduated top of my 
class in the global pedo trafficking school, and I’ve been involved in numerous secret raids on small 
children, and I have over 9000 confirmed kills. I am trained in spirit cooking and I’m the best human 
trafficker in the entire undergroud pizzapedo ring. You are nothing to me but just another hole for my 
incredibly small jewish penis. I will wipe you the fuck out with a pizza party likes of which has never been 
seen before on this Earth, mark my fucking words. You think you can get away with saying that shit to me 
over the Internet? Think again, fucker. As we speak I am contacting my secret network of pedospies across 
the USA and your IP is being traced right now so you better prepare for the storm, maggot. The storm that 
wipes out the pathetic little thing you call your life. You’re fucking dead, kid. I can be anywhere, anytime, and 
I can eat you in over seven hundred pizza recipes, and that’s just with walnut sauce and hot dogs. Not only 
am I extensively trained in short order spirit cooking, but I have access to the entire arsenal of the CIA and 
Mossad and I will use it to its full extent to wipe your miserable ass off the face of the continent, you little 
shit. If only you could have known what kind of Moloch's retribution your little “clever” comment was about to 

bring down upon you, maybe you would have held your fucking tongue. But you couldn’t, you didn’t, and now you’re paying the price, you goddamn idiot. 
I will shit kuru infected shit all over you and you will drown in it. You’re fucking dead, kiddo.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 16:43:18 ID: 83e171 No.8497349 >>8526067

>>8494839
>Google is manipulated search results.

Probably because Google's revenues are mostly from online advertising whereas for Bing/Microsoft online ads don't seem to be a priority at the moment 
so the search results in Bing are more likely to be what you're actually looking for instead of what Bing wants you to find. 

But it's still surprising, I didn't expect to see a significant difference between Google and Bing. I just assumed Google was the top search engine because 
it has the reputation of being the top search engine.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 16:47:01 ID: c7f3ff No.8497368 >>8497402 >>8497680 >>8506964 >>8516020 >>8516025

>>8497229
When you're in as high level ops as me, you're not going to keep the same IP address for long. Who do you think I am? Some 8chan loser that draws red 
lines connecting random documents, calling it an investigation? 

Or wait. Maybe you use Tor. Very *ahem* secure. Good thing they've got their fingerprints on every exit node.

Nobody is watching you. The media could care less about your investigations. I just come here for the lols, to enjoy a spectacle only the world's most 
paranoid, delusional minds can produce.

Wikileaks has no more e-mails for you. It's over. Do you think you're going to find the "truth" (which doesn't even exist, BTW) on Instagram? That's 
hilarious. Yes, the world's biggest pedophile ring is in hiding in plain sight on Instagram comments. Why didn't the FBI think of that?

COME ON PEOPLE! This whole pizzagate nonsense was a ruse to influence the election. Now that the election is over so is pizzagate. Why can't you 
move on?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 16:53:28 ID: c315f1 No.8497395

>>8490314
Google translate does a good job. You just need a minimum of 100 IQ to understand it.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 16:55:40 ID: 4cabee No.8497402 >>8497466

>>8497368
what do you say about quicksilver and roxy? i know the ceo of quicksilver, he will sue the shit out of you!  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 16:58:49 ID: e9793c No.8497416 >>8497532 >>8497563

Dont know if this is important but this link was uploaded in an image on cuckchan in an image posted by an OP. Said big leak on Clinton Foundation 
coming up. Thread now deleted. Have no idea what is this is as I cant get on tor at the moment. Someone with good opsec please check this out and 
report back.

http://tt3j2x4k5ycaa5zt.onion/uploads/09-2016/adapt.mp3

He posted other links I'll post shortly. Sorry if I'm jumping onto a larper but thread deleted pretty quick for no apparent reason.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 17:09:19 ID: c7f3ff No.8497466 >>8498141 >>8498426

>>8497402
No matter how secure your connection is, odds are high that you'll personally incriminate yourself one way or another if you go down the same avenues 
for too long. They don't have to know where you're connecting from. It's what you write. The only way to stay completely hidden is to act with the 
efficiency of a well-programmed robot. And I mean extremely well-programmed. Almost everyone gets sloppy at some point.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 17:22:57 ID: e9793c No.8497532 >>8497575

>>8497416
http://31415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751.mobi/adapt.png

https://mega.nz/#!hgZnjbhK!JjAW3m0VGYK9kHCPV-Vg0nz9YHM-JYbddeojhuIMBMA  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 17:30:32 ID: 53ae12 No.8497563

>>8497416
Some meaningless MP3 >
http://tt3j2x4k5ycaa5zt.onion/uploads/09-2016/

change date as  required

has some files in there, some of which are porn pictures, others are of bud / weed + other drugs - Doods name is Daniel

Poor Russian fags site> one thing within there is a customers-2016-09-20.csv which contains numerous customer details and currier information with 
there email addresses most of them are @tnt.com & tntexpress.nl

A bit of a sloppy site if you ask me  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 17:33:00 ID: 382774 No.8497575

>>8497532
Are these just dumps or new info?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 17:34:56 ID: 83e171 No.8497588

>>8496396
>and i'm referring specifically to several cases uncovered here in italy.

What were these cases? Are you talking about pedo networks?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 17:51:36 ID: 7de5a7 No.8497680 >>8516004

>>8497368
If your just here for the lols as you put it. Why encourage us "8chan losers" to move on from the very thing you derive pleasure from? your a walking 
contradiction. Considering the amount of mind numbing shit that people can research on the internet these days, i would have thought that at least using 
our collective mindset towards the noble cause of reducing pain or suffering for anyone, but especially kids is about as worthwhile a cause as any. We are 
the purveyors of coincidence, we sift through the shit and let the important parts gain more traction in the hope that someone with the power to do 
something actually will. Furthermore, although this whole thing is bigger than ping pong pizza and certainly involves big names, I would say that our 
chance of catching someone slipping up is more likely within the brazen, brash, cocky circles of this new age trend of pedophiles with all their obvious 
symbols and creepy friends. The old school lot run a much tighter ship. Its the new age twats like Alefantis that get off on teetering close to the edge of 
making it obvious. I dont derive any pleasure from this at all. Ive cried countless times reading into this shit and i carry a sinking feeling in my stomach 
every day that just wont go away. I want you to be right more than ive ever wanted anything, but im not going to ignore when my heart tells me something 
is wrong. I would give my life just to protect just one kid thats suffered from abuse even if it was yours so dont dismiss the intentions of what we are doing 
here.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 18:00:21 ID: ad349d No.8497725 >>8497758 >>8498352

150 terabytes of child porn in Norway
https://archive.fo/LWOE5  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 18:05:13 ID: 83e171 No.8497742 >>8498162

>>8496653
>We're already on 22 fucking threads… when are we going to get solid evidence for anything?

You got a point.

>>8496702

I don't think the kind of circumstancial evidence people have gathered on 'pizzagate' would be enough to send a few of them in prison or to the gas 
chamber. 

My main worry is that this whole thing became too big too fast and some of the investigators at the FBI or the DHS who wanted to look into this aren't 
happy right now because the autists who LARP as police investigators on various public forums might have ruined one of their potential investigations by 
alerting all the suspects and now all the evidence has been destroyed. You can't convict anyone of serious crimes with e-mails alone.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 18:07:13 ID: 9ceb22 No.8497758 >>8498091

>>8497725
So let me get this straight.  American MSM is refusing to cover this story because it hurts their campaign of discrediting Pizzagate as fake news?  Does 
that about sum it up?  

We are at war with the liberal MSM.  I've already completely boycotted them on a personal level, but we as a group need to expose and destroy them.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:11:47 ID: 7cba77 No.8498091 >>8498405

>>8497758
If we want to destroy the MSM, at this point, our best bet is to get specific individuals prosecuted. start from the bottom, and remember that the charges 
don't have to be big, they just have to stick. People are rarely guilty of only one crime, and they usually know somebody worse. White collar criminals are 
prone to taking plea deals, as they die in real prison. zThey also tend to get off, due to expensive legal teams. The MSM is now primarily making money 
through donors (ngo's) and advertisements. As such, legal expenses can cause more damage now than before when they had real income from selling 
news. Further, litigation hurts their advertisement values. 

So, my proposition is that we dig into low level associates and employees of the msm. Local anchormen are my suggestioned top targets, due to high 
visibility and low security and screening standards. It's one of the easiest ways to get on tv to be on the news team, and the people who seek that route 
tend to make a lot of mistakes.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:12:43 ID: b2bc8e No.8498098

>>8496788
True. And it's about finding patterns in association and behavior.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:15:31 ID: 70ca94 No.8498119 >>8498164 >>8498176 >>8504873

>>8496653
https://archive.fo/b7Ffs

anon in the last thread literally connected Soros' own foundation to supporting a pedophilia activist (and blatantly referring to her as such) and nobody 
commented on it. there's hard evidence in these threads it just gets skimmed over.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:19:22 ID: 7cba77 No.8498141 >>8498426 >>8500065

>>8497466
Dubs confirm. Praise Kek!

It's not too hard to write differently either. Analyze your own posts, see what you do very often, and remove those. Then add some weird grammar 
changes like punctuation and maybe make a few consistent errors for 2-3 posts at a time. Also, switch between american and brittish spellings from post 
to post to really fuck things up. Lastly, use popular affirmations from the boards that you post on. Praise Kek, Shadilay my fellow anons. Our own linguistic 
evolutions make us harder to distinguish from one another.

If you can spot the reddit, you already have the skills to spot your own identifiers. If you can spot them, you can change, control, and manipulate them to 
your own advantage.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:23:22 ID: b2bc8e No.8498162

>>8497742
I'm not sure anyone is claiming (seriously) that data gathered thus far is enough to put any of them in prison. And as far as your point about idiots getting 
mouthy on social media or showing up places is completely valid. That pisses me off to no end because, as you said, it pretty much ensures that anything 
that was there is gone, and anyone being watched now knows. It's just basic logic and common sense to use discretion, but there are some very 
immature people who have little to no impulse control and are ruled by their emotions, or who want to grab their 5 minutes of attention with their little 
youtube subscribers or blog without thinking of the larger picture. And on that note, half of the shit put out there by these people is sloppy and lazy - not 
even valid research, so it's poisoning the well also. Dumbfucks take
>James Alefantis is a super clever anagram from Greek to English to French for I love children
and just run with it, no matter how many times it's corrected.

I'd like to see a lot more quiet research on people and their associations, companies and organizations than the ooh-oooh-look-at-me fuckery going on. 
Just had to vent there for a moment…  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:23:49 ID: 7cba77 No.8498164

>>8498119
Meme it anon. If the hive seems to have missed something, remember, it has not, for you spotted it. You are an eye just like I am. Keep motivated, 
evolve, share your information. It may take several tries, but the more often you try and the more ferver, the more important the information must be. This 
is how things are done, do not falter, we need you to show us all whatever you find. When it is memed, it will be spread.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:27:08 ID: b2bc8e No.8498176

>>8498119
That was a good catch. Some anon also posted about Hillary's fav homo/lesbo adoption people and I somehow missed and can't find it again.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 19:38:05 ID: 3c1888 No.8498239 >>8498396

>>8495981
>debunks
WTF she could have taken the fucking list and shared it. She didn't. An anon prob died for that list, so this cunt could make a video 'debunking' it.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:01:57 ID: 8c70d5 No.8498350 >>8498385 >>8498418 >>8499152 >>8499784 >>8502230

Jesus Christ this is turning into gamergate 2.
I think it was a very bad move to call this pizzagate aswell. Everyone is tired of hearing about SomethingGate every other day. Be creative, have the 
power of memes taught you nothing ?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:02:26 ID: 382774 No.8498351

>>8496004
yes. There are a shit ton of shills like
>>8494983  
who are trying to seed the idea that this "menu" is the cornerstone of the investigation somehow when its been disinfo from the beginning. Then MSM 
sweeps in and proves it fake, normies think investigation is even more ludicrous.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:02:53 ID: da20eb No.8498352 >>8498411

>>8497725
Just imagine how much evidence is there. Hundreds of places, perps & victims could be identified.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:08:48 ID: b1d294 No.8498385 >>8531913

>>8498350
#PedoFiles  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:11:45 ID: 111da2 No.8498396

>>8495981
Bitch, debunk my ass. 
>>8498239
Sye Phan is kill. Twitter account also no longer. 
https://mobile.twitter.com/phan_sye/
Even though at present its still indexed in Google
Edit: now been removed from google search just as I was about to get a screen shot.

https://archive.is/Gw74E  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:12:54 ID: 000000 No.8498405 >>8498459

>>8498091

Say you find something, and you're sure it's criminal.  What then?  Are any of the anons in this thread cops or DAs?  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:13:53 ID: 111da2 No.8498411

>>8498352
I'd like to see if there is any exif data or meta tags or whatever to give locations of were stuff was made. Wethepizza anon advised it held gps coordinates 
of the images they found  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:14:54 ID: 000000 No.8498418

>>8498350
Actually, it's about ethics in videogame journalism.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:16:54 ID: 000000 No.8498426

>>8497466

There are tools out there that can hide from stylometric analysis automatically.  But, in reality doing what >>8498141 works just as well.  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:20:55 ID: e5a2ae No.8498450 >>8498481

>>8491402
it's keks way of laughing at us and promoting real convo, not niggers yelling 'chekum'
I haven't lurked these threads since #4, anything I should know about that's not in OP? yeah I know, t. spoonfed nigger, but not going to scour 15 threads  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:22:26 ID: 7cba77 No.8498459

>>8498405
Report it to the proper channels, and get the reference number for the report. Most agencies give you a number so you can see if anything was done, or 
collect a reward even.
Then post it on here, like this  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:26:46 ID: 7cba77 No.8498481 >>8501563

>>8498450
The Temple of Set, and their parents, the Sons of Aether are suspect in pizzagate, and Hadassah (israeli zog doctors) are running support for the 
trafficking operations, and selling off the organs when they're done with the kids.
Hadassah was on the ground in haiti when the investigator was killed, and they have been caught in this type of shit before. Fuck, they were caught 
selling yemeni babies to fund the formation of israel!  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:31:43 ID: 3c1888 No.8498512

>>8495273

You need to go back to plebbit. Now.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:32:46 ID: 3c1888 No.8498522

>>8495407
$0.10 have been added to your account. Thanks for correcting the record!  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:39:11 ID: 29d919 No.8498564 >>8499218 >>8499867

why is WaPO syaing Abdel Hammad owns Besta pizza?

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/were-going-to-put-a-bullet-in-your-head-pizzagate-threats-terrorize-dc-shop-owners/2016/12/05/39469a82-bb2e-
11e6-94ac-3d324840106c_story.html  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:43:41 ID: d88f93 No.8498593

ht  tp://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/politics/ct-russian-election-tampering-cia-fbi-20161210-story.html

ithappening.jpg  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 20:45:22 ID: 602e2e No.8498605
File (hide): 920347c46001285⋯.jpg (17.29 KB, 320x320, 1:1, 1468379769997.jpg)

>>8492331
wow that's a 
rare Pepemon 
you have there.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 22:05:27 ID: ebe415 No.8499152 >>8499784

File (hide): 1ff9ad5ca57efa6⋯.jpg (166.5 KB, 1176x600, 49:25, 5bfc082db50963b39119c8e7b9….jpg)

>>8498350
>podesta and hillary go to the 
un like anita sarkeesian and 
zoe quinn
fuck  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 22:15:35 ID: be637a No.8499218 >>8499867

>>8498564
>why is WaPO syaing Abdel Hammad owns Besta pizza?

because the evidence that 'Andrew Kline' owns Besta Pizza was just a picture posted on 4chan and it seems like nobody bothered to verify if it was true 
and if he was indeed the same 'Andrew Kline' at the DOJ? there's 4 or 5 lawyers named 'Andrew Kline' in D.C. I remember the last time I checked the 
website was registered to a man with an african sounding name.

People need to be smarter. Anything posted on 4chan needs to be verified twice. Or anything posted here for that matter.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 22:43:01 ID: 16a559 No.8499417 >>8499490 >>8500834

File (hide): 80d386df7a2f4e7⋯.jpg (106.47 KB, 827x407, 827:407, IMG_1376.JPG)

Inevitably this walnut is 
going to crack I can feel it  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 22:55:55 ID: 3158ab No.8499490 >>8499535

File (hide): 4e9bc5da8ddd4af⋯.jpg (21.86 KB, 320x240, 4:3, markfoley.jpg)

>>8499417
Mark Foley. Actually we should just start listing the ones we already know for a fact. The sheer number of 
them collected all in one place should BTFO any further talk of mere paranoia - there's obviously a culture of 
pedophilia in the halls of power that we damn well should investigate without allowing ourselves to fall victim 
to confirmation bias.  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 23:05:59 ID: 16a559 No.8499535

>>8499490
Yeah Weiner, Sandusky, Jared Fogler there's only 6 degrees of separation between the pols, the celebs and lower profile professionals , a missing piece 
of the puzzle. Macully Culkin and Corey Feldman are waiting for a few more victims they don't want to make the first push  

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 23:43:30 ID: 5b5e37 No.8499726 >>8499867

One thing I have noticed is that all of these people are hubristic and self aggrandizing, while also being very unoriginal.  For example, the Clintons seem 
to always name their shell companies things like WJC, Inc or HTC, Inc.   

In this vein, I'd like to point out that J & T Packing is almost guaranteed to be a reference to John & Tony Podesta.  Circumstantial, but as others are 
pointing out, the standard of evidence is very different in deciding to investigate, and prosecuting in criminal Court.  

File (hide): 329ec6bed37d13c⋯.gif (500.86 KB,
500x262, 250:131, I thought what I'd do was ….gif)

File (hide): 6adccbc72699310⋯.jpg (1.18 MB,
2560x1600, 8:5, Ghost-in-the-Shell-Stand-A….jpg)

Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 23:55:58 ID: 849c61 No.8499784

>>8499152
>>8498350
>Gamergate exposes people to SJW culture priming the populous for a Trump Presidency
>PizzaGate exposes people to pedo symbols and culture 
>This subconsciously readies them for the idea that Pedos are the global elite
>The Standalone Complex manifests as a bunch of separate pedo-exposing vigilante murders
WE SECTION 9 NOW  
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Anonymous  12/11/16 (Sun) 23:59:13 ID: da20eb No.8499802
File (hide): 9b5d4824eb6af15⋯.jpg (33.3 KB, 495x600, 33:40, 73057a894398.jpg)

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-11/former-uk-ambassador-blasts-cias-blatant-lies-shows-little-simple-
logic-destroys-the

>As Julian Assange has made crystal clear, the leaks did not come from the Russians. As I have explained 
countless times, they are not hacks, they are insider leaks – there is a major difference between the two. And it 
should be said again and again, that if Hillary Clinton had not connived with the DNC to fix the primary schedule to 
disadvantage Bernie, if she had not received advance notice of live debate questions to use against Bernie, if she 
had not accepted massive donations to the Clinton foundation and family members in return for foreign policy 
influence, if she had not failed to distance herself from some very weird and troubling people, then none of this 
would have happened.

>from some very weird and troubling people  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:05:51 ID: ca68e2 No.8499835

I ran James Alefantis through anagram creator  - just for shits n' giggles - and got Fajita Salesmen. That's a perfect memename for our James.

Also got:

>Fajita La Semens

>Alias Jetsam Fen

>Teases Final Jam

>Feast Aliens Jam

Just top kek. http://wordsmith.org/anagram/anagram.cgi?anagram=james+alefantis&t=1000&a=n  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:07:31 ID: ca68e2 No.8499844 >>8499928 >>8500475

THE 2012 WASHINTON DC UNDERGROUND IDEAS DONOR SOROS OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATION

SCROLL DOWN TO THE "THANKS" SECTION PAGE 85

http://www.academia.edu/5739435/Parks_and_Passages

>FUNDERS AND SUPPORTERS

George Mason University School of ArtAndy Warhol Foundation Nathan Cummings Foundation (((Open Society Foundation))) (((Comet Ping Pong))) 
BeBerlinGerman Historical Institute

In the original research paper page 314: https://archive.is/JoY0a

>Thanks to:
>Oliver Miller, AKA Dr. Pong for hosptality in Berlin,
>and, James Alefantis for patronage above and beyond..

CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:12:04 ID: 3cd995 No.8499858 >>8499878

testing post capability as im unable to post in my own thread somehow

https://8ch.net/pol/res/8319373.html  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:14:12 ID: b2bc8e No.8499867 >>8500050

>>8499726
>J & T Packing is almost guaranteed to be a reference to John & Tony Podesta.
Have you looked it up to verify? Speculation or assertion is not enough, and it is very easy and quick to check

You can look up any company, organization, registered agent and sometimes officers of companies for FREE. It's quick and revealing. In fact everyone 
should be doing this every time you have a question about it

These tools are your friend, use them!
>>8489975 

>>8498564
why is WaPO syaing Abdel Hammad owns Besta pizza?
Because he DOES. You can see for yourself here:
https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_dc/EXTUID_2684358

>>8499218
>People need to be smarter. Anything posted on 4chan needs to be verified twice. Or anything posted here for that matter.
Absolutely. There is no excuse for laziness or sloppiness when we have all the information at our autistic fingertips. The tools above are free and very 
quick and easy to use. Everyone should be looking this up themselves and verifying what others say/write especially if they don't provide sources and 
direct links.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:15:20 ID: 3cd995 No.8499878

>>8499858

forget it, somehow works again  now  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:26:55 ID: b2bc8e No.8499928 >>8499933

>>8499844
The Andy Warhol Foundation and DC Commission on Arts & Humanities also fund Alefantis'  Transformer Gallery. And Micheline Klagsbrun, president of 
the CrossCurrents Foundation also funds the Underground Project. So there are some common relations between the two. Also, note that the DuPont 
Underground is part of the Parks & Passages program of Provisions Library, which describes itself as
>An art and social change research center initiated in 2001.
That sounds an awful lot like The Institute for Social Research located in Frankfurt in the interwar period, also known as The Frankfurt School, also known 
as CULTURAL MARXISTS.
>Pure coincidence, goyim!  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:28:01 ID: b2bc8e No.8499933 >>8499948

>>8499928
>Micheline Klagsbrun, president of the CrossCurrents Foundation
She is one the board of directors of Transformer Gallery…  

File (hide): 2b17b4bb9da2282⋯.png (93.8 KB,
277x191, 277:191, cowgate.png)

File (hide):
c9eea559dba5653⋯.jpg (31.09 KB,
307x479, 307:479, cxowgate2.jpg)

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:30:23 ID: f53bb9 No.8499947

Oki-doke another one.

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:30:25 ID: da20eb No.8499948 >>8500280

>>8499933
Great catch. Great digits.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:44:55 ID: 5b5e37 No.8500050 >>8500290

>>8499867

I guess I just assumed people were familiar with J & T Packing as the Arkansas company with the same principles as Clinton Foundation that was found 
a few days ago.  The info on bizpedia is about all there is.  General searches reveal nothing.  Also, apparently unique in all 50 states, Arkansas SoS 
doesn't allow you to request more detailed information.  So almost anything is speculation at this point.  But I still think it's worth mentioning so it's on 
people's radar in case something new emerges.  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 00:47:49 ID: 012812 No.8500065 >>8500224 >>8500290 >>8500659

>>8495725
>>8498141
https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~dawnsong/papers/2012%20On%20the%20Feasibility%20of%20Internet-Scale%20Author%20Identification.pdf

linguistic stylometry 
>im sure they're using it right now
>fug fug fug eat a dick 
>maybe that will trip up the algorithm

>>8495725
I've wanted to take this seriously as it keeps getting brought up. Anons spent quite some time digging up white rabbit references in Del Mar. With the one 
anon supposedly going missing. I see the rabbit as a rabbit hole until it connects to something relevant that we already have networked out. This has 
served as nothing but a distraction and has derailed the thread quite a few times.

1. if you feel yourself getting burnt out take a break.
2. if you are new here unless you have info directly related to the investigation just lurk. 
3. if you want to help either post summaries/links to social media - or try to tie in legitimate links to the network that is already drawn up.  Finding a 
triangle symbol on a website is not relevant without some deeper level connections. Going on about the satanic shit brings context but it doesn't help link 
anything together. I personally like the idea of focusing on Norway or Saudi connections.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 01:20:52 ID: 5b5e37 No.8500224
File (hide): aa28c57bc377843⋯.png (3.85 KB, 222x60, 37:10, Anglo_American_logo.png)

>>8500065

How about this triangle?  
Don't think anyone has 

pointed this out.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 01:33:37 ID: b2bc8e No.8500280

>>8499948
Been gathering and verifying as much data in threads here and elsewhere as I can be managed reasonably and trying to put it in a coherent format that 
shows the relationships between people, companies and activities. I have one for Alefantis but it's corrupted and I just realized the one I had for Comet 
(showing a lot of ties) I deleted by accident.
>I know what I'll be doing tonite…

In the meantime, you can see some here
>>8495952  and here >>8495972 and one on the moving parts of a trafficking operation here >>8494708

Anyone can do this.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 01:35:20 ID: b2bc8e No.8500290 >>8500312

>>8500050
I'm not sure most here are familiar with Arkansas companies, but sure it's worth mentioning and worth digging into. When companies go out of their way 
to be skimpy with info there is usually a reason. Do you have a direct link to their info on any of those sites? Corporationwiki and OpenCorporates also 
allow you to search by officer/registered agent name, so those names can yield info if searched on their own sometimes. That's where and how I found 
most of my info on these people and connections. Many times people on a board of directors in one place are also on a board somewhere else locally (or 
within the industry), or a trustee  or steering committee for the local whoop de du club. And most companies have a client list so you can look into that, 
too. Front companies usually have bogus clients, or some legit clients and one really dodgy one.  That's what we're looking for. 

In states without huge populations like Arkansas there will be some overlaps and associations you can find between people/companies/orgs/fan 
clubs/hunting groups &c.

>>8500065
Good advice.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 01:40:42 ID: 5b5e37 No.8500312 >>8500420

>>8500290

ht tps://www.bizapedia.com/ar/j-t-packing-company-inc.html  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 01:57:05 ID: 9ceb22 No.8500392

Seems Relevent to pizzagate and shows the type of people we are trying to expose:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWngNsOShx4  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:03:59 ID: b2bc8e No.8500420 >>8500431

>>8500312
Okay start there using the criteria and directions already noted. You might find something significant and save children's lives and innocence, anon.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:05:43 ID: 5b5e37 No.8500431 >>8501103 >>8501187

>>8500420

I couldn't find anything more, searched Panama Papers, nothing.  I'd like to think it's not all up to me, that's why I'm sharing.  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:07:18 ID: 9d2f36 No.8500439 >>8502190

abc just redirects to their main page
so i didn't do one for them

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:16:06 ID: fb43f5 No.8500475

>>8499844
Where is the link to Soros? I can't seem to find it.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:24:27 ID: 9ceb22 No.8500529 >>8500628

What do you guys know about Max Spiers and what he was investigating when he died.  It seems like the same people behind Pizzagare killed him 
because of what he was investigating and whom.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:28:13 ID: 9ceb22 No.8500548

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JukclW5_IGU&t=243s  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:45:11 ID: e4e0ad No.8500624

>>8496537
It's magick with sigils and memes help use the energy of idiots abroad en masse by fueling their intent (will) and their focus into it.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:46:02 ID: 16a559 No.8500628
File (hide): e77cca90738c7de⋯.jpg (129.96 KB, 1393x500, 1393:500, IMG_1385.JPG)

>>8500529
Might of ended up 
at a Spirit Cookout  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 02:51:08 ID: 8eae8d No.8500659
File (hide): 02af22fe98e0f18⋯.jpg (53.34 KB, 700x497, 100:71, metero.jpg)

>>8489922 (OP)
>>8500065
I believe these cases are good to look at as well. I'm looking for a list of names and charges filed in these 
cases.

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/42108748/ns/us_news-crime_and_courts/t/massive-online-pedophile-ring-
busted-cops/#.WE4PZrIrIkI

http://www.starshipearththebigpicture.com/2016/11/30/nearly-400-children-rescued-and-348-adults-
arrested-in-canadian-child-pornography-bust-video/

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/other/nearly-400-children-rescued-348-adults-arrested-canadian-child-
pornography-f2D11599561  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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Has everyone seen this?  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 03:14:27 ID: 57b502 No.8500754 >>8502719 >>8508636

>>8500684 
Bravo is cool but Callen is a fucking cuck and i've heard that he's either a abc asset or shill which is easy to believe  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 03:31:48 ID: 8b81e9 No.8500834 >>8500840 >>8505117

File (hide): 19a7f04c49211df⋯.jpg (1.84 KB, 501x501, 1:1, photo[1].jpg)

>>8499417
We really need to take a closer look at the Terry Bean situation. This guy being arrested is a big deal, he 
helped found the Human Rights Campaign which distributes those annoying equal signs you see plastered 
everywhere on people's cars. I guarantee we'd find new links to pedos if we did a careful dig into gay rights 
lobbying organizations. The whole gay rights institution is stacked with pedos to bottom (remember, they 
openly tolerated NAMBLA until the mid-90s when it finally got them some bad PR). 

The topic is not directly connected to the Podestas/Comet Ping Pong/the rest of the pizzagate research, so 
maybe it needs its own thread, but there's just a trove of information waiting to be discovered there.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 03:32:45 ID: 8b81e9 No.8500840

>>8500834
>stacked with pedos to bottom
kek, I meant "top to bottom"  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 03:56:08 ID: c03aaf No.8500925

have the people in this attachment been ran down and linked?

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/fileid/21136/5154  

File (hide): 76ab2766af34fa1⋯.jpg
(85.67 KB, 1000x1333, 1000:1333,
1475537069209.jpg)

File (hide): f0c765c32f57701⋯.webm (3.37 MB,
852x480, 71:40, webmshare_zWPmm.webm) [play once]
[loop]

File (hide): e40703af4d09632⋯.jpg (950.49 KB,
2127x1814, 2127:1814, 1481333334494.jpg)
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 04:42:08 ID: b2bc8e No.8501103 >>8501187

>>8500431
Apparently the Bizapedia entry is all fucked up - it doesn't jive with the AR secretary of state website or anywhere else… really weird. It's totally bizarre.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 04:44:34 ID: c01450 No.8501111

>>8501102
fucking disgusting  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 05:15:06 ID: b2bc8e No.8501187 >>8501859

File (hide): 441bec3c346e988⋯.jpg (40.17 KB, 620x465, 4:3, swaaastikartwheel.jpg)

>>8500431
>>8501103
Learned some interesting things about Bizapedia. It uses software from Agilecraft LLC, a company whose 
main sales guy is LJ Alefantis
linkedin.com/in/ljalefantis
https://archive.is/8XtiY
LJ just happened to celebrate his wedding at Buck's Fishing & Camping and Comet Pizza & Ping Pong. The 
photos are up on smugmug
alefantiswedding.smugmug.com/Party/i-qWJTGxp
https://archive.is/lGNYG

old guy with pizza crust at a ping pong table
alefantiswedding.smugmug.com/Party/i-qWJTGxp

https://archive.is/wCb1t

can see the BU of Buck's in the window
alefantiswedding.smugmug.com/Party/i-zHL68cs
https://archive.is/oxRxb

and this is the outside front shown in the bottom half of pics in the album. Whether brother, cousin or other relation to James, Bizapedia is truly 
suspicious. And there are other people angry at it, too
bizapedia.pissedconsumer.com

SEE HOW EASY IT IS TO RESEARCH THIS SHIT?  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 05:34:16 ID: 0394d9 No.8501232 >>8501270 >>8501284

tbh I think we should put more focus on the pedo symbols, as far as lending credence to the normies

Besta, Terasol, Comet etc.

So many pedo symbols in such a small location is unreasonable to assume as just a coincidence  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 05:50:48 ID: 277dd9 No.8501270

>>8501232
comet doesn't have any pedo symbols, does it?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 05:56:26 ID: 498d55 No.8501284 >>8502675

>>8501232

previous post going in right direction and you're saying we should go back and look 
for random symbol matching…hahahahahsahha  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 06:34:51 ID: 111da2 No.8501399

>>8500684
Interesting. 
Operation mocking bird:
Has that been legalised so they can impersonate the media?   That's probably why there is so much fake news being reported by the media and other 
shit getting censored  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 06:56:47 ID: 5b5e37 No.8501473 >>8501542 >>8501859

Here's an archive of J & T Packing on bizapedia… https://archive.is/RF4dn

For those new to this, the listed principles on the site are Andrew Kessel, Bruce Lindsey, Chelsea Clinton, Cheryl Mills, Cheryl Saban, Donna Shalala, 
Eric Goosby, Frank Giustra, Hadeel Ibrahim, Kevin Thurm, Lisa Jackson, Ricardo Castro, Rolando Gonzalez-Bunster, Stephanie Streett, and William 
Clinton.  

A little research will show that most of these people are the same people who are listed as principles in the Clinton Foundation.  Simply going to the CF 
website will show you a bio of all these people.   

Here's where it gets interesting… according to the reviews linked above, a lot of the complaints about bizapedia is that they frequently list out of date 
information.  Apparently, they cull their information from various sources, and they are impossible to get a hold of.  So it many cases, it acts as a de facto 
archive site, where old information remains.  

Now, the information on the Arkansas Secretary of State site is totally different.  Except in one notable respect, which is that the incorporation date is 
October 23, 1997, so they match.  https://archive.is/L6Wix 

Notice at the top of the SoS page it says, "LLC Member information is now confidential per Act 865 of 2007." 

Did the "scumbags" at bizapedia just do us a huge solid, by not changing/removing out of date information that the Arkansas legislature ensured would 
otherwise never be found right before Hillary made her first presidential run?  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 07:03:44 ID: 5b5e37 No.8501499 >>8501859

Sorry, also the same filing number 100152178  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 07:13:51 ID: 5b5e37 No.8501526 >>8501859

Bizapedia listing for "Jarts of Arkansas" with same principles David Butler and James Teriwilliger, https://archive.is/NWhuJ created same day as J & T 
Packing, which is also the same date for the creation of the Clinton Foundation in Arkansas.  https://archive.is/NWhuJ  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 07:20:07 ID: f62409 No.8501542 >>8501859

>>8501473

The name listed as officer on the Arkansas SoS site, James Alan Teriwilliger, is a misspelling of an old Dutch name.

The name is Terwilliger. There is a James Alan Terwilliger, formerly registered nurse in Arkansas.

Remarkable that what looks like an official document has such an obvious misspelling.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 07:28:45 ID: e5a2ae No.8501563

>>8498481
holy fuck this shit is weird. any word on loli express/Clinton's plane archives?
last question, don't want to derail  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 07:31:35 ID: 5b5e37 No.8501571 >>8501859

https://archive.is/M2xqQ archive for David F. Butler, the lawyer that is the Registered Agent.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 07:35:41 ID: 85cb19 No.8501587 >>8516181 >>8517826

This is real. http://now8news.com/mcdonalds-contains-human-flesh/  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 07:58:27 ID: 4d0b67 No.8501657

>>8495788
>>8492387
>tfw no early 20th century qt3.14 gf
why even fucking live  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 08:01:45 ID: 4d0b67 No.8501671 >>8501684

>>8501102
>black girls love white guys
it's true.  black girls love me.  i wouldn't knock one up, though.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 08:04:49 ID: 28295d No.8501684 >>8501846

>>8501671

You wouldn't knock one up? Why not?

Don't you know what's it's like seeing a white girl get knocked up by a black person?

It's the opposite for them.

If white guys knock up their women, they'll get really sad. =3  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 09:19:37 ID: 2af0f9 No.8501844
File (hide): 5b4416d96716b63⋯.gif (1.91 MB, 200x150, 4:3, 657960945.gif)

Aussie Luke, I know you're going to read this: A word of advice, dial your insufferable autism down if you intend on 
having a conversation with someone on a podcast. I understand this stuff triggers the fuck out of you, it triggers 
anyone who's been involved in digging into these subjects. It's unimaginably horrendous shit. That's not an excuse to 
go on a show and spill your fucking spaghetti the entire time. Have a shred self-discipline when engaging. It will serve 
you in the long run, and enable you to spread your message further instead of just making people wish you would 
shut your goddamn mouth already. I know you are pure of heart and passionate about fighting the kikes and pedos, 
but for fuck's sake man please control the obnoxious ranting. WWS deserves a medal for being so patient with you. I 
would have hung up after the 2nd time you interrupted.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 09:19:50 ID: dfd4b6 No.8501846

>>8501684

>You wouldn't knock one up? Why not?

Maybe because he doesn't want to create a bastard child with his DNA mixed with a subhuman.

And then be forced by the state to pay half their salary to raising a future thug.

Durrr…

Do you really want to create children from your own DNA who are going to be pieces of shit kike???.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 09:27:48 ID: b2bc8e No.8501859

>>8501473
>>8501499
>>8501526
>>8501542
>>8501571
It seems like the messed up coding by AgileCraft LLC (see here and WHO >>8501187 and apparently this isn't the first fuck up of Bizapedia in this way) 
crossed Clinton Foundation address and officers/principals with this packing company. there is nothing else anywhere, in any archive or database that 
jives with Bizapedia's entry. 

There are only 3 (we're the 4th) place on the entire internet discussing this and it all centers around that, and the long and winding roads people went 
down to make this conclusion.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 11:04:32 ID: 9cc983 No.8501996

plenty shills on twitter insisting pizzagate is fake
i wonder if they are CTR, trolls or just fucking stupid  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 11:07:41 ID: 409ee7 No.8502000

Times they are not-a-changing

https://vid.me/itCS  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 11:23:30 ID: a02a57 No.8502021 >>8510787 >>8511432 >>8512444 >>8515481 >>8516417

File (hide): a9cb674ae5d0cbe⋯.jpg (884.68 KB, 2500x7091, 2500:7091, satanistagenda.jpg)

Posted in the last thread, but it got shoah'd from the archive.

It attempts to show the broader agenda of the Satanist's plan and encompasses cannibalism, illegal human testing, genetics, ritual child 
abuse and fastfood restaurants.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 11:56:12 ID: 00d1fe No.8502065 >>8516971

>>8500684
Man, I haven't listened to Rogan in a long time but this reminds me that we should all start sending him all this evidence, there are so many fucking 
articles with recent pedo busts, those terabytes of CP found on Norwegian politicians computers, Franklin cover up, pizzagate, etc.

Does Joe Rogan even know David Seaman is talking about pizzagate? He had him on his podcast years ago multiple times, and there are so many 
people who don't give a fuck about conspiracy theories that are hardcore into figuring out all this pizzagate shit, and Rogans podcast is a platform that 
reaches millions, we need to redpill Rogan on this shit.  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 11:57:00 ID: 0d9758 No.8502067 >>8502090

File (hide): d974a71e48f225e⋯.png (657.13 KB, 428x953, 428:953, 1481513057242.png)  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 12:05:45 ID: 0076c4 No.8502090 >>8516322

>>8502067
What does it mean?  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 12:50:21 ID: ea0c1a No.8502190

>>8500439
Sometimes they rename the article or re-write it. Did you search for the same story under different titles on Washington Post? Just curious if they totally 
deleted it, or it just moved to a different url.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 12:57:45 ID: a00e45 No.8502213 >>8502243 >>8504068 >>8504101 >>8506730 >>8506822 >>8509020 >>8516251 >>8520188

File (hide): 2a7706e30084d22⋯.jpg (220.8 KB, 1600x1200, 4:3, hi, hello.jpg)

Hello /pol/ 

I have a question to those who believe things like Pizzagate and the likes.

If I would actually believe these things, I would constantly be angry, frustrated and pessimistic, because 
of how fucked up 'the system' is.
So is that what you guys are all the time?

Or are you somehow positive and optimistic that with your combined efforts you are close to 'awakening' 
the public and exposing the governments etc?  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 13:04:47 ID: 8fb9a4 No.8502230

>>8498350
Actually, it's about ethics in Italian cuisine.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 13:11:49 ID: 7c5767 No.8502243 >>8502282

File (hide): 7315739af0cbbfa⋯.jpg (33.19 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, bayne.jpg)

>>8502213
It doesn't matter 
who we are
What matters is 
our plan  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 13:27:05 ID: a00e45 No.8502282 >>8502385

>>8502243
I don't care who you are.
I just wonder how your 'knowledge' affects you emotionally.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 14:11:47 ID: e23df3 No.8502385 >>8502421

>>8502282
Ignorance is not bliss. It's just… ignorance.  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 14:21:55 ID: a00e45 No.8502421 >>8502470 >>8502475 >>8502550 >>8502792 >>8503110 >>8504068 >>8507918 >>8508000 >>8512888

File (hide): 860e473dbf4ece4⋯.gif (1.47 MB, 499x341, 499:341, 1379072868166.gif)

>>8502385
You're still not answering the question.

How do you feel about the idea that most people are ignorant, blind to the reality that you see?
Does it frustrate you? Anger you? Do you feel superior?

As I said, if I believed for example that 9/11 was an inside job by the government, I would be fucking 
furious and paranoid.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 14:38:40 ID: e23df3 No.8502470 >>8503756 >>8504068

>>8502421
>Does it frustrate you? Anger you?
No. Finding and spreading truth is its own reward.
Do you feel superior?
No. I don't posses the ultimate truth. We're all learning from each-other.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 14:39:41 ID: 7cc513 No.8502475

>>8502421
Don't place your faith in man and you won't feel as disappointed when they fail you.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 15:01:19 ID: b2bc8e No.8502550

>>8502421
Emotions are not the majority of living or experience, though that is what we're all taught and encouraged to perceive.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 15:10:39 ID: 4db125 No.8502580

>>8495981
nigger loving bitch ill dox her my self. not taking the info. wants to play re`porter on jewtube and dosent have the ball to take the evidence. 
>anon , should of uploaded here  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 15:32:15 ID: 0394d9 No.8502675

>>8501284

i mean in the sense of lending credibility to this whole thing

visual stimuli works very well  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 15:42:01 ID: 3dce07 No.8502719 >>8533131

>>8500754
Callen listens to too many audio books.

>>8496577
Greg Gutfeld is red pilled as fuck doe. There is nothing here. 

>>8496013
Why is everyone here so freaked out about pedos? This website is basically pedo central.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 15:57:26 ID: 93cba1 No.8502792

>>8502421
Literally everyone I know who has expressed outright dismissal of this issue is either really stupid, or has been involved in questionable 'projects'.  
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>>8502421

I'm a different poster than the one you were previously speaking/debating/arguing with so I'll give answering 
your questions a go. 

>How do you feel about the idea that most people are ignorant, blind to the reality that you see?

I really don't believe thats the case…ok maybe faggot millenials ARE ignorant to the Jew controlled 
government's evil and lies ie not acknowledging the clear extraterrestrial presence in our world, poisoning of the Tuskegee niggers with syphillis, 
MKULTRA, Gulf of Tonkin incident, no WMD's in Iraq, the Jew government's murder of Kennedy and the Jew government's committing of the 9/11 false 
flag to get oil and wars for Israel's benefit etc, etc if I were to try and list all the JewSA government's crimes I'd probably be here for years not days. 

However that said I don't believe the rest of the populace IS ignorant to all of this. 

I'm sure they know whats going on but pretend otherwise out of the same kind of fear and cowardice that has kept white nationalism/race realism a fringe 
type of movement all these years the last moderately successful boots on the ground variant of which was headed up by the late Dr. William Pierce. 

So yeah I feel people of the generations before the rise of MOST millenials know whats REALLY going on and what the Jews/government have done but 
they don't want to "rock the boat" or "upset the apple cart" as it were ie they naturally don't want war and revolution and to go without electricity and 
running water and have to fight in the freezing cold and risk starving and lose all their toys and creature comforts ie flat screen HDTV's, luxurious queen 
and king size beds, magnificent couches and refrigerators and fast food and all that good stuff. 

So they grumble and groan and go along with the Jew's bullshit and lie to themselves and pretend that voting for yet another one of the Jew's puppets 
this time the fucking bozo the clown Donald Trump will actually change things for the better or at least "do some good" and then people just try and forget 
about all this shit ie the evil this Jew'd government has done and continues to do and quietly hope it won't ever effect them or the ones that they love and 
care about…but with each act of cowardice and dereliction of duty ie American's refusal to stand up and confront this monstrous Jewish evil openly the 
average American (white) whether they like it or not continues to gradually up the tally of the proverbial bill we're going to end up owing ie this bill for our 
collective cowardice is going to have to be paid for eventually in one manner or another. 

Either we rise up SOMEHOW and SOMEWAY and FIGHT these Jews and pay the bill that way or the bill will be paid the other way and that is by our 
racial annihilation and Jews eventually destroying all life on this planet including themselves since as Hitler pointed out they are not fit to rule (others 
much less themselves) and any intelligent person knows that when a sociopath/psychopath (which the Jews are) runs out of prey all they then have left to 
prey upon will be eachother and that will eventually lead to them killing eachother off as well which is probably where Hitler got the idea that should 
Bolshevism ie Jewry triumph this planet "will go on as it has for ages past floating in the ether devoid of all life" or however the exact Hitler quote went.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 16:56:50 ID: 6eb2c5 No.8503111 >>8503228

Part 2

I think even the most deluded dumb fuck 13 year old Andrew Anglin (shabbos goyim agent) fan and raging /pol/ tard here knows that Donald Trump is just 
another Jew controlled sack of shit but in the meantime its simply more comfortable to believe in the illusion of HOPE that he represents and that he'll 
somehow prove to be different and "sneak up on those Jews" and defeat them all for us by himself along with his yarmulke wearing buddy Rabbi Putin. 

Its a nice thought but its never going to happen.

The bill has to be paid and the longer we put it off as a race the greater cost that proverbial bill will be for us. 

>Does it frustrate you? Anger you? Do you feel superior?

All of the above at times but its utterly unproductive to engage in too much of that edgelord teen angsty type of feeling of superiority. If one is at all an 
individual of conscience the only thing one really wants is to wake others up to the Jewish threat or get them to abandon their cowardice, band together 
and confront the Jews openly with a brand new race based all white political party that excludes Jews 100% no exceptions which will keep agents like 
Milo out and help to keep the new party from becoming subverted. 

We must ultimately polarize the masses between being on the side of the white race or the Jewish race and make it clear that control of the world rests in 
the hands of either group and that the issue is not at all as complex and confusing as the Jews continually try to make it seem so as to confuse the goyim. 

>As I said, if I believed for example that 9/11 was an inside job by the government, I would be fucking furious and paranoid.

I suppose this is a highly understandable reaction for the average person to have.

It means you're not truly safe anywhere on American soil since your own government is willing to cynically dispose of you at any time for political or other 
nefarious ends. 

I suppose at times I myself have been the "furious" part of this equation in relation to Jewish + shabbos goyim false flags on our soil but not so much the 
paranoid part of the spectrum. 

Reason being is I fully believe the false flags they carry out are almost all going to be surrounding high value targets or mostly in major cities/city centers 
and since I live out in the sticks well I just don't see the Jew government getting much mileage out of false flagging the sticks…but I suppose if they ever 
do go with a planned nuclear false flag then someone like me could in theory become a casualty/victim of the direct nuclear fire false flagging should it 
come to pass or at the very least the radioactive fallout but I just don't see ZOG poisoning their own livingspace…at least not until the civil war/race war is 
already well under way and they have jumped on over to China their new "chosen" base of parasitic operations when they finally feel they have sucked 
America's lifeblood as dry as they can.  
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clinton cameron  12/12/16 (Mon) 17:15:24 ID: d87760 No.8503217 >>8503269 >>8503277

File (hide): f846d6aa2334f3a⋯.jpg (57.83 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, WIN_20161212_09_15_12_Pro.jpg)

Clinton is the best and Trump is bad DDos me if you dare you're memes are stank. 
cameron.afzal@hotmail.com is my email if you want to discuss things with me  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 17:17:00 ID: e22bf2 No.8503228 >>8503271

>>8503111
Trips for dumbfuckery. If everyone was complicit we'd be already living a nightmare NWO version you couldn't even imagine.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 17:25:34 ID: 111da2 No.8503269

>>8503217
Ok proffesor Cameron, u think we are that fuckin stupid?

Fk off out of here u disgruntled colleague kid  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 17:26:14 ID: 6eb2c5 No.8503271 >>8509002

>>8503228

We're under complete Jewish control and domination right at this moment. 

You /pol/ cucks and Daily Stormer morons want to pretend otherwise because you can't face the harsh reality that the Jew has got his boot on our necks 
and this will be the case until we actually resist instead of continuing to "masturbate" by "voting" and pretending one of their tools/puppets like Trump is 
actually going to accomplish something for us. 

Continue being a delusional faggot if you like. 

I can't stop you or any other moron here but I will tell you sorry assholes the truth at every opportunity I am able.  

File (hide): b936d692258bae9⋯.png (280.25 KB,
1035x731, 1035:731, cameron-afzal.png)

File (hide): a276499c0d74f1d⋯.png (84.17 KB,
973x179, 973:179, cameron-afzal2.png)

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 17:27:18 ID: d51fff No.8503277 >>8504504

>>8503217
>oy vey professor rabbi
https://archive.is/EuAZp
>>8481597
What's your game? Did rabbi professor steal your foreskin?

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 17:46:07 ID: 8c2ec0 No.8503343 >>8516336

Did you guys ever find out who the retard "shooter" was?  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 17:50:21 ID: 3f87d8 No.8503362 >>8503642 >>8504095 >>8515857 >>8531913

File (hide): 1f18f74d40c4cf5⋯.jpg (558.2 KB, 1700x2200, 17:22, liar.jpg)

James Alefantis caught lying again.
@7:22 in this video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKTiUaloDDA he claims the 
murals were removed "5-6 years ago".
This makes no sense cause pic related.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 18:39:41 ID: 92ba2c No.8503642

>>8503362
Degenerate "art" never ceases to disturb me.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 18:48:44 ID: aad594 No.8503708

They're 
afraid  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 18:54:58 ID: 0d9758 No.8503756

>>8502470
this.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 19:49:45 ID: c6131c No.8504068

>>8502213
>>8502421
What exactly do you mean? You're saying that you don't want to be "redpilled" because you'd be depressed and angry all the time? Then no, not really. 
You can think the world is fucked up and still have a happy personal life. It sounds like you're trying not to believe these things because it makes you 
upset that they're happening, but it doesn't work that way. If you're actually convinced by something and but insist on saying it isn't true, then you're just 
lying to yourself. You can't choose what's true and what isn't.

>How do you feel about the idea that most people are ignorant, blind to the reality that you see?
>Does it frustrate you? Anger you? Do you feel superior?
It's mostly just frustrating when people keep falling for bullshit. I don't feel superior to other people for not believing certain things unless they act like a 
total retard/asshole over it.

>>8502470
Also this.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 19:57:07 ID: 499b54 No.8504095
File (hide): 11d80fc686a6ccb⋯.jpg (159.53 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 1458661425872-0.jpg)

>>8503362
>those antlers
so the pizzaman 
was right after - oh 
fuck it's even in his 
name  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 19:57:44 ID: aad594 No.8504101

>>8502213
>"Hello /pol/, I don't want to dig because my feelings might get hurt. So it's probably all a conspiracy theory" 

kys and go watch SNL  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 20:08:39 ID: 659b1f No.8504158

anyone got the twittergate archive?  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 20:45:02 ID: 7cec82 No.8504422

>>8489922 (OP)

nice dubdubs 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/jul/06/norman-tebbit-theresa-may-cover-up-child-abuse-dossier

>Lord Tebbit has said he believes there may have been a political cover-up of child abuse allegations against politicians in the 1980s as Theresa May 
came under pressure to explain how the Home Office lost or destroyed more than 100 files related to accusations of organised paedophilia.

But, you know, this kind of thing is just a right-wing conspiracy started by the Russians a few weeks ago. You people are going down, big time.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 20:55:20 ID: 4cdd7a No.8504481 >>8504736

new podesta tweet
https://twitter.com/johnpodesta/status/808398457140609024  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 20:58:25 ID: 014ae0 No.8504504

>>8503277
Hes doing a personal army request  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 21:38:20 ID: f3622a No.8504736

>>8504481
>Those comments about his tweet
Oh I love how people have opened they're eyes *grabs more popcorn*  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 22:00:05 ID: 0ee904 No.8504873 >>8504879 >>8504977

>>8498119
I tried to post and hit the Posting 100% bug, so I'm going to split this into separate little sections.

some more info on Judith Levine, author of Harmful to Minors: The Perils of Protecting Children From Sex associated with the Soros' Open Society 
Foundation.

this is her bio from her Associated Professor position at Temple University College of Liberal Arts. mysteriously no mention of her book Harmful to Minors, 
just (((gender studies))) shit, wonder why?

https://archive.fo/m1ZAQ
http://www.cla.temple.edu/sociology/levine/

here's her wikipedia page showing some more depth about her background. gives a bit more flavor about subjects in her book.
https://archive.fo/4Higl
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judith_Levine
>Levine is best known for her 2002 book Harmful to Minors: The Perils of Protecting Children From Sex, in which she suggests liberalization of age-of-
consent laws in the United States and the conception of minors as sexual beings, which Levine argues is extant in Western Europe. Levine argues for 
weakening most United States laws governing possession of child pornography, the access of abortions to minors, and conduct classified as statutory 
rape.  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 22:00:49 ID: 0ee904 No.8504879 >>8504970

>>8504873
here's the wikipedia for her book. more interesting tidbits here.
https://archive.fo/6uOwK
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmful_to_Minors
>The foreword was written by former United States Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders, who resigned after suggesting that masturbation be destigmatized 
as a means of preventing young people from engaging in riskier forms of sexual activity.
>The book also examines the terms "harmful to minors" and "indecency," which Levine considers to be umbrella terms for censorship, as well as the 
Dylan v. Heather case, and the little-known SPARK-Support Program for Abusive Reactive Kids and STEP-Sexual Treatment Education Program and 
Services, both of which she claims do far more harm than the child sex offenders did themselves.

one of the organizations she has ties to is the Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States, based in Washington, DC and founded 
by the medical director of Planned Parenthood in the '60s. heres its wikipedia.
https://archive.fo/jJLh2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexuality_Information_and_Education_Council_of_the_United_States
>The Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States (SIECUS) is a national, nonprofit organization dedicated to affirming that sexuality 
is a natural and healthy part of life.
>The organization was founded in 1964 by Mary Calderone, medical director at Planned Parenthood, to challenge the American Social Hygiene 
Association's sex education program.

another one of her ties is with the National Center for Reason and Justice, heres the wikipedia page for that.
https://archive.fo/I4mC2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Center_for_Reason_and_Justice
>The National Center for Reason and Justice is a United States national non-profit organization disseminating information to the public about claims of 
injustice in the current criminal justice system and facilitating financial and legal assistance for people the organization considers likely to have been 
falsely accused or wrongfully convicted.
>Most NCRJ-sponsored cases involve accusations of sex offenses against children and adolescents, where the accusations are given wide media 
coverage.
>NCRJ President Michael Snedeker is a criminal-defense lawyer who has successfully handled the appeals of ritual abuse cases in California.[citation 
needed] He is author of the California State Prisoners Handbook and co-author with Debbie Nathan of Satan's Silence: Ritual Abuse and the Making of a 
Modern American Witch Hunt.[1]  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 22:15:30 ID: 0ee904 No.8504970 >>8504977 >>8506436

File (hide): ff01a61f1d3f865⋯.png (218.16 KB, 593x568, 593:568, judithlevine2.png)

>>8504879
this is Judith Levine's twitter account where she posts about "end[ing] the sex offender registry", marxist 
trash, and NotMyPresident and that lame safety pin meme.
https://archive.fo/Fhov3
https://twitter.com/judithlevine?lang=en  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 22:16:25 ID: 0ee904 No.8504977 >>8505048

>>8504970
>>8504873
her author page on The Boston Review
https://archive.fo/baGZz
http://bostonreview.net/author/judith-levine
>Judith Levine is author of four books, most recently Not Buying It. Her column, “Poli Psy,” appears in the Vermont weekly Seven Days. For Judith A. 
Levine, sociologist at Temple University, see here.

PLEASE NOTE that this clarifies that the first link I posted in this dig about temple university is a separate woman, along with the pictures that I've now 
seen. so ignore that one link. it's unrelated.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 22:27:44 ID: da20eb No.8505048

>>8504977
Checked. She's definitely pushing all the suspect agendas.  

Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 22:37:07 ID: a27193 No.8505117 >>8508974 >>8512051

>>8500834
The bean thing was TWO YEARS AGO.

Fucks next news, acting like it's new shit to get clicks based on pizzagate.

Sad that the dumb fucks among us get swindled ALMOST as easily as the dumb fucks on the left.  
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Anonymous  12/12/16 (Mon) 22:41:45 ID: 825885 No.8505158 >>8505857

Has anyone else seen this old article on how the CIA gets the kids for worldwide distribution? It almost feels like it reached out of the depths of history.
https://archive.is/fHUQV

>This is the story of how the CIA uses "war zones" to garner kids for the sex slave business. You may have heard how the two companies, DynCorp and 
Halliburton, were caught trafficking in women during the war in Yugoslavia.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 00:06:55 ID: a5c574 No.8505663 >>8505682

Ok, someone tell me what this Pizzagate is. I assume its just a continuation of the pedo accusations from the election?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 00:11:15 ID: 37e464 No.8505682 >>8505766 >>8505845

>>8505663
It's a collection of accusations, some legit, some not legit, most somwhere inb between. There's not much of a link between the different allegations.

It's been pinned nonstop since before the election and has largely served to benefit people asking for a crackdown on "fake news" and also toughen libel 
laws (which, tbh, is something Trump always wanted done)  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 00:18:08 ID: f999fd No.8505718 >>8508954

File (hide): 370e977d83c576e⋯.jpg (307.85 KB, 962x1200, 481:600, 1hEZzA.jpg)

just some ammo  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 00:25:04 ID: dc1e97 No.8505766 >>8505825 >>8505845

>>8505682
>and has largely served to benefit people asking for a crackdown on "fake news"
 
GTFO, chimp. It has served to open people's eyes to another "elite" homicidal, pedo network. The "fake news" crackdown is their response.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 00:34:50 ID: 37e464 No.8505825

>>8505766
Hey, I have my own beliefs about the whole thing. If you think organizing/digging fully in the open, with no restriction as to who gets to read or write is 
useful. Then enjoy what is to come  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 00:38:09 ID: bbe58e No.8505845
File (hide): 4be452d0b6927b5⋯.gif (1.33 MB, 453x301, 453:301, 1469597391718.gif)

>>8505766
>checked
This. Breaking this news isn't fitting the MSM narrative, so they openly attack it, bring more people to 
actually look at the evidence, which is enough to convince and outrage any rational person.

>>8505682
PIDF pls go  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 00:41:12 ID: 7cba77 No.8505857

>>8505158
That is some crazy shit. Worth looking into, though the article seems a bit speculative.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 01:15:39 ID: f2071f No.8506022 >>8506892 >>8508816

IA here, holy shit  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 01:28:48 ID: 498d55 No.8506069 >>8506661

Cynthia McKinney, in 2006 hearing recorded by 
C-Span Dyncorp major Defense contractor for
SEX TRADE practices,  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 01:29:46 ID: 6aeae6 No.8506073 >>8506262 >>8514386

File (hide): 6b8ff4ff86065d3⋯.jpeg (99.98 KB, 1334x750, 667:375, image.jpeg)

This
https://youtu.be/cYgG0etAh
-k  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 02:04:54 ID: b2c88b No.8506262

>>8506073
Sign me up for the "cleaning" squad  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 02:37:11 ID: 037362 No.8506436 >>8506547

>>8504970
Well I mean in some states you have to get registered for urinating in public, regardless of anyone actually seeing your genitals sooo it kind of does need 
updated at least.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 02:59:51 ID: 0ee904 No.8506547

>>8506436
yes but that's not what she's saying at all, especially in the context of her books and the rest of her history. urinating in public is pretty degenerate too but 
that's neither here nor there.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:15:08 ID: 079ea8 No.8506626 >>8506656 >>8506669 >>8531913

File (hide): 58822a08a6a9a79⋯.jpg (331.46 KB, 1280x960, 4:3, pong (Custom).jpg)  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:20:19 ID: 209d35 No.8506656
File (hide): 4451638aaaac8c2⋯.jpg (18.25 KB, 400x411, 400:411, b0d04d0db703fb6750bc80af3f….jpg)

>>8506626  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:20:37 ID: b1d294 No.8506661 >>8506668

>>8506069
Cynthia McKinney seems to be fairly red pilled and doesn't afraid to blame israel. 
https://archive.is/cbCgZ
https://archive.is/R42OZ  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:21:09 ID: b1d294 No.8506668 >>8531913

File (hide): fbb796e76b8204c⋯.png (73.77 KB, 617x447, 617:447, cynthia-mckinney.png)

>>8506661
tweet image  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:21:18 ID: 2bcc13 No.8506669 >>8506713 >>8506848

>>8506626
lol is this quoted from anywhere?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:27:12 ID: b1d294 No.8506713 >>8531913

File (hide): 53b1a4f3e10a27e⋯.jpg (102.11 KB, 784x1019, 784:1019, a_warning_from_a_wyatt_man….jpg)

>>8506669
found this
https://archive.is/gvsWV  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:29:25 ID: 4bb6ee No.8506730

>>8502213
Ignorance is bliss faggot

Now! This is it! Now is the time to choose! Die and be free of pain or live and fight your sorrow! Now is the time to shape your stories! Your fate is in your 
hands!  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:43:11 ID: 9ceb22 No.8506822

>>8502213
No. Believe it or not, its actually refreshing to learn what the truth is, even a bad truth like this. Seeking the truth and seeking Justice is its own reward that 
you have to experience to understand.  As for awakening the public, we are closer than ever before but still many miles away from where we should be.  
Its one reason I am on /pol/ trying to help with this investigation.  We are already threatening the establishment and its only going to get worse for them 
from here as we find out and expose more and more.  I am optimistic that we are on the side of right and that good things will come of this.  Good things 
have already come from this: Trump won.  Now we need to #DraintheSwamp.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:47:19 ID: 079ea8 No.8506848 >>8506958

>>8506669
Nah, the caption isn't a real quote …I just figured I'd rework a decades old 'toon of mine to make it apply to our latest headline snatching scandal with a 
kiddie diddling theme.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 03:53:40 ID: 9ceb22 No.8506892 >>8508000 >>8516645

>>8506022
I knew about this for a long time. I just shows you that we are not talking about just a few corrupt apples in an otherwise honest, non-corrupt barrel.  This 
proves the corruption is system-wide.  The Sandy Hook Elementary fake shooting should have alerted everyone who was fully red-pilled just how corrupt 
the system is from top to bottom.  They are in the Police Departments, the FBI, the CIA, the Courts, State Government, Federal Government, in the 
military.  It goes on and on.  The deeper you look the more you realize that the entire system is corrupt.  I am not saying they are all pedos but they 
certainly cover up for pedos, if they themselves are not pedos.  This is the struggle we face trying to expose something like this. This is much bigger than 
most people here realize.  You are talking about outing some very powerful people.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 04:09:12 ID: b1d294 No.8506958

>>8506848
Nice work!  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 04:10:16 ID: 0fb8a6 No.8506964 >>8506978

File (hide): b8e0a2e344c9f9b⋯.jpg (258.87 KB, 1212x665, 1212:665, my little rabbi.jpg)

>>8497368
Sure is a fishy 
poast  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 04:13:09 ID: fee3ac No.8506978 >>8515269

>>8506964
I want to cum inside rabbi-dash  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 04:40:58 ID: 55b683 No.8507113 >>8508939

What's going to happen in Norway will be similar to what has happened in Belgium and Netherlands in the past. In the Zandvoort Netherlands case only 1 
guy who had tons of pedo CD's got arrested. The group that was investigating (it was a citizen group) claimed many more were involved besides just a 
very old man named Ulrich who had all the CDs but also stumbled upon connections to politicians and even the Dutch royal family. Of course nothing 
really was done to further research those connections by interpol or the Dutch police. 

In the Dutroux case only Dutroux got arrested and 2 of his henchmen of which both are free. This man was actively torturing kids and making torture 
pron, sometimes this was fatal. It took 2 years before he even got arrested and there were many connections from him to politicians and police teams that 
were covering up. This means that he was actively destroying evidence during the time he didn't get arrested between him and politicians. 

In all of these cases when there are people from higher societal positions involved (politicians, rich businessmen, higher ups in church) there seems to be 
a cover up taking place so that these people don't get arrested. Only the guy mass spreading the pron or making it himself. 

The spreading of internet and tor made these people insanely hard to catch as well. Often rich people pay people who are residing in poor countries to 
make vids involved with kids (like how you would commission an artist). Skully, the guy who made daisy's destruction is an example of such a person. 
Though usually vids like this remain in the hands of very few people and never see public eye.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 06:00:18 ID: a55f41 No.8507571

Btw start using shit other than (or in addition to) archive.is since they've already deleted 8chan posts in the past so we know they will censor shit  
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File (hide): 96ffc062c7f2365⋯.png (291.21 KB, 663x412, 663:412, Pedo Island.png)

Some enterprising anon with a boat has got to go snoop around Little St. James Island and do some 
snooping around. Any PizzaGate investigators from Puerto Rico?

Better take a gun with you in case things turn ugly. Worst case scenario, it's not enough and you get 
Arkancided. Best case scenario, you don't run into anyone at all, and someone just left some smoking gun 
documents lying around.

One person can definitely investigate the entirety of Little St. James Island in a day. It's less than a thousand 
paces across in its widest direction.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 06:32:38 ID: 000000 No.8507750

Now is the time to point out the cults. We have had the Temple of set. There is a Sons of aether, The golden Dawn. We have seen this with the OTO. 
With Jewish people going back to the beginning of recorded history. There obviously is a bias with this Jesuit pope making a shit eating pun with this 
extravaganza of darkness,. The Mormons are breeding kids. That daycare was in Salt lake for a reason. There is that mormon church in Missouri that has 
666 on the top of it. That has a tunnel underneath in which magneto leviton rail-cars travel near mach speed into a subterranean  child sorting facility in 
Canada. I remember Donald Marshal the lunatic that railed on about the cloning centers. He said the place they tortured him in his dreams was out in the 
woods in Canada no less.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 06:34:16 ID: 000000 No.8507764

https://sites.google.com/site/memphismizraimbg/recognitions
Could be connected to the Royal Family;s the Bloodlines My god The Queen! They like to taze feral children in split second random jolts  incessantly like 
a satanist. I understand in like a 2nd amendment kind of way that you at least electrocute the nip. Let the fucking bloated disgrace convulse a bit to get 
some immediate gratification. Smother the chink and get back to stripping sugar cane. No they chip away at the nip. Nippin away until there is nothing 
left. They will even get on of their gook buddies to taunt the person showcasing this pathetic display, My god those people exist as.Cambodian oto 
predators festering in Asia  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 06:38:38 ID: 000000 No.8507800

A constant satanic theming with culture. They dictate fashion and have our young ladies wearing ski tight yoga pants for no reason but to spicify our 
society. No its not all culo. Stop letting these fucking freemasons see no evil and aggrivate the public with the constant fake race war they are baiting with 
the fraternally kanged blacks in society like black lives matters. The prince hall niggers have an elitist religion. They are fed the kangs lie and are shown 
the dress express out of the projects.  you want to know just how much masonry seperates the people from consenting on anything or agreement of any 
kind.The entire pollitical realm is more or less a verification that there is nothing you can do directly. No option to stop the luciferian umbrella organization 
that is freemasonry and the Jewish masonic faction. Niggers kill each other while both running gangs that act as foot soldiers in every city. These 
satanists literally have corrupted the black man to the point its no longer Super fly. Its kanfz or die. Be a fam nigga or be imprisoned or murdered. I would 
think of white folks the same way I look at jews. Even black culture is a joke. They alll have this facade of being real but when it comes down to it they will 
just let the house nigger mason them into submission. The inner city is weakened to strengthen the black markets that peddle the drugs they pass around 
like basketballs.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 06:39:21 ID: 000000 No.8507808 >>8516261

We need to take out the legitimacy of anyone who intimidates people based on resorting to defiling children. Resorting to allowing these satanist serial 
killers that masquerade as homosexual thespians. They slit throats and throw the knives in your lawn.
No Freemason can go to their windowless buildings that are in every single township they are now reminders of the filth and its placement. They are not 
gonna feel safe being a mason in this fucking country. They are not gonna kill people left and right and call it suicide in a way that makes you feel like you 
are gonna be murdered just for knowing the cultist in some mutual way. These are already the dangerous people. The stern police man that guards the 
rituals. They dont tell you about that. The Fraternal order of police makes sure they keep that out of the awareness even online. We all know suicided is a 
word but this people think killing someone is an increase of some occult energy feild shit they where brainwashed into thinking like a caveman. You know. 
Death-torture is big with these people. That is when you bring a child or a lhimanbeing of any age  to the brink of death and medically revive them for up 
to a week or 2 nonstop in the filthy underbelly. Pagers going off and people rotate into these dungeons on shifts. all the time.They have people that wipe 
up the blood from their hands and always have lots of duplicate outfits on hand. Thou they bled a baby to death with a scalpel.they have a lambskin apron 
that is masonically defined as the badge of the freemason. The little woman apron they wear, IT is the badge of innocence. That is an oxymoron because 
a badge should be a standard you hold yourself to in the protection  of others. Not some stipulation where  you hurt the integrity of the systems of trust 
that the world depends on to mutilate people like a fucking  moody child. That is saying there is no reprecussion to be had because whatever they do 
against you or the millions of souls they sent to heaven  they are innocent as that is their badge.  They did not reveal the secrets of some satanic cult that 
is using masonry. You did not reveal the secrets of a mason and are nobel and free from sin. They need to be afraid to go to the fucking kill rooms. 
Because its no longer something everyone has to pretend they do not see, The media does not have to lose the hope of the millions of lay people for the 
threats of cult people. No more cult people.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 06:59:28 ID: 882de2 No.8507918

>>8502421

Introspection is not what we need right now.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 07:17:07 ID: f2071f No.8508000 >>8508093

>>8506892
Yup. NDAA amendment HR-5736 expanded Mockingbird and made spreading fake news legal, just in time 
for sandyhoax. Trump needs to hit a reset button, at least back to 2011, though I doubt he will.

>>8507820
No shit sherlock. Stop spamming this in every thread.

>>8502421
>do you feel superior 
How can you not? When people argue on the basis of evidence and then suddenly switch to appeals to 
emotion and authority when their "facts" are debunked, how can any intellectually honest person not feel 
superior to them?
>if I believed for example that 9/11 was an inside job by the government, I would be fucking furious and 
paranoid

So is that why you ignore the overwhelming evidence that it was indeed an inside job?  

pedo symbols Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 07:33:41 ID: fab000 No.8508088 >>8508109

File (hide): 98f3af9b556711f⋯.png (2.71 MB, 1509x884, 1509:884, pedo symbol.png)

anyone know who owns this 
truck/logo? pic related  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 07:34:51 ID: 3e485a No.8508093

>>8508000
Wow kek speaks. Fuggin chickedy checked my fellow anon.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 07:39:32 ID: ca1ea5 No.8508109 >>8508258

>>8508088

Unilever.

https://www.unilever.com/brands/our-brands/heartbrand.html

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 08:32:52 ID: fab000 No.8508258 >>8508698

>>8508109
thanks anon

>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unilever
>Unilever was founded in 1930 by the merger of the Dutch margarine producer Margarine Unie and the British soapmaker Lever Brothers.

>Lever Brothers was a British manufacturing company founded in 1885 by brothers William Hesketh Lever (1851–1925) and James Darcy Lever (1854–
1916)

>Leverhulme was involved with freemasonry and by 1902 was the first initiate of a lodge bearing his name, William Hesketh Lever Lodge No. 2916.
>He was appointed Senior Grand Warden of the Grand Lodge of Mark Master Masons of England in 1919 and co-founded a number of lodges.

i guess the freemasons are pedos meme is true  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 08:41:49 ID: a55f41 No.8508287 >>8508381 >>8508434

btw /pol/ freemason here. i won't tell you of our secrets and shit like how we are the ones behind the holohoax but it's not like you can't infiltrate us, we 
allow literally anyone fitting our easily achievable conditions  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 09:02:57 ID: f0be2f No.8508343
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 09:14:52 ID: 863d43 No.8508375 >>8508381

File (hide): e784ed56ae73cd9⋯.png (1.07 MB, 1268x1886, 634:943, mask.png)

>>25381
So easy that old money could have set up a protection racket and literally all masons do is try and manipulate the 
community and dedicate people as human sacrifices,.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 09:17:34 ID: 863d43 No.8508381 >>8516959

File (hide): 0cb597c21dc81dc⋯.png (2.11 MB, 1380x944, 345:236, killroom.png)

>>8508375
Meant for
>>8508287  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 09:35:43 ID: 35d129 No.8508434 >>8536909

>>8508287
Which is why all of the real masons come out of the highly exclusive and aristocratic Greek system these days. Free and accepted masons are just good 
goy cover. Congrats on being a useful idiot. How does it feel knowing they'll let you hang first, even before the Mormon pederasts? 

My evidence: Ron Paul is a Mason, but he isn't a "Freemason". He can say that with a straight face since he was initiated through the Greek system. His 
wife is OES.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 09:57:50 ID: e27444 No.8508494 >>8508574 >>8531913

File (hide): 8d260876c7eac1d⋯.jpg (2.73 MB, 2238x3267, 746:1089, 1480062024251.jpg)

The girls in this pic need to be researched, find people on deepweb and ask if any of them they are familiar looking. Ask in 
req sections, this could be a smoking gun.  

File (hide): 93c380c2dfe73bf⋯.png (2.73 MB,
2872x1594, 1436:797, Screen Shot 2016-12-10 at ….png)

File (hide): 525f6f55059856f⋯.png (3.5 MB,
2873x1574, 2873:1574, Screen Shot 2016-12-10 at ….png)

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 10:30:22 ID: a02a57 No.8508574 >>8508696 >>8508853 >>8508987 >>8511250 >>8511278 >>8531913

>>8508494
Someone was looking into the Salamander Resort in the last thread. I had a look myself and saw some strange things. The circular wine tasting place 
has a very pagan/ritual feel to it. Pictures with child and their mouths open.  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 11:09:07 ID: 6847de No.8508636

>>8500754

Bryan Callens dad is CFR.

https://archive.is/AB7Co  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 11:43:03 ID: dd1b54 No.8508696 >>8508860

>>8508574
That person was a shill who got caught mixing up their proxies and replying to themselves with the same ID  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 11:44:40 ID: 553fa9 No.8508698

>>8508258
>i guess the freemasons are pedos meme is true

Yes. Most of the lower ranks don't know but they're still indoctrinated to cover up evil. And that logo is not accidental. Symbols are important for them.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 12:13:34 ID: 66a8f8 No.8508766 >>8508788 >>8531913

File (hide): 89701aa4051ead5⋯.jpg (24.38 KB, 479x354, 479:354, evilspirals.jpg)

These pedo spirals are six six six spiraling inward.  The first six in the center.  The second six 
between the lines. The last six on the outside.

Feels evil man.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 12:22:19 ID: 93402c No.8508788

>>8508766
It does more than just "feel" evil. After all, what could be more evil than fucking little kids?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 12:31:47 ID: 38649d No.8508816 >>8512134

File (hide): 4304153ab5a476d⋯.jpg (34.52 KB, 344x512, 43:64, IMG_6679.JPG)

>>8506022
I GOT BANNED FOR THIS 
POST FOR "ECELEB 
WHORING"
HOTPOCKET  
CONFIRMED FULL  
RETARD  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 12:45:14 ID: 64a7d9 No.8508853 >>8508860

>>8508574
YES! Anonfag here.. looks like it could be used as some kind of weird sacrificial place. Keep going, I am burnt out at the moment  
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File (hide): f9da40a9f2e72d0⋯.jpg (223.77 KB,
2803x1665, 2803:1665, grainsilo.jpg)

File (hide): aa418b1dee9c0f2⋯.jpg (225.96 KB,
2880x1616, 180:101, steamedboy.jpg)

File (hide): 4b10d93eb6da75d⋯.jpg (268.4 KB,
2802x1592, 1401:796, foodface.jpg)

File (hide): 8c7d07a8287531e⋯.jpg (233.47 KB,
2880x1602, 160:89, europe.jpg)

File (hide): ec38c759fb3256d⋯.jpg (215.59 KB,
2880x1602, 160:89, crippled.jpg)

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 12:47:49 ID: a02a57 No.8508860 >>8508941 >>8508987

>>8508696
Here's something creepy I found. This is a piece of public art that appears down by the docks on Sir John Rogerson's Quay Co. Dublin. At first glance it 
looks like some kind of storage depot, possibly used for grain long ago, or something like that. But as you look more closely you see references to child 
abuse and cannibalism. The first image is taken off of Google maps and is a composite image of two differently timestamped images; upper and lower. 
Parts of the image have unfortunately been obscured by Google's automatic face recognition software, but enough remains to inferr context.

1) In the first enlarged section we see a grown man hold a boy over clouds of hot steam; evidentally he is trying to cook him. The clouds of steam  are 
coming from a steam driven motorised vehicle, which is blurred out. We can inferr this because of the other modes of transport like the steam driven boat, 
which buck the scale used in the image and the horse drawn carts with grain sacks. If you notice in the carts there are grain sacks and if you look closely 
at these (difficult in this image I know) you will see that they all look like human cadavers with their arms and legs chopped off.

2) In the next enlargement we see frying pans with food arranged in the shape of human faces, also a reference to cannablism. This is similar to what we 
see occurring in the spirit cooking cakes and elsewhere and might be something to look into in future.

3) Next to this we have a woman in a bathrobe looking into a mirror. The steam from the bathtub shows the map of Europe. What is the significance of 
this from a geopolitical point of view? I will offer my own opinions later on.

4) Below this we also have a bizarre reference to crippled old people and a clock. Why crippled old people specifically. It doesn't seem to fit in with the 
rest of the narrative, have they been injured by the steam as well and partially cannabalised? Perhaps it is suggesting that old people are strickly off the 
menu.

The implication here might be that docklands are used to transport children for cannibalistic rituals or it might be a nod to high society people who 
frequent this area and may dabble in this sort of thing. Or it may simply be an artist's interpretation of Irish History and Culture; cannabalism was 
rumoured to have taken place during the famine in Ireland and their is a scene in James Joyce in which Bloom refers to his breakfast in cannabalistic 
terms (IIRC) and he is also in a bathtub later on.

>>8508820
>bathtub
>bubblebath
What are the odds that this post just randomly pops up while I'm writing this?

>>8508853
Notice the three people in the centre of the circle? This is also Masonic/Pagan in nature.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 12:51:05 ID: 294082 No.8508877

Did you check out these?

http://midnightkids.com/

found it on this blog: http://ww3radar.tumblr.com/page/2  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:08:27 ID: d8bba0 No.8508927 >>8510034

What if Alefantis has the goods on not just his ex bf, David Brock, but others high up. And that's why you have such a massive coverup and lack of 
investigation?

Another tangential thought, what would (mass-culturally-speaking) happen if Pizzagate were proven legit? What would be the consequences of such a 
happening?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:14:20 ID: be637a No.8508939

>>8507113
>What's going to happen in Norway

If you speak Norwegian keep us updated  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:14:37 ID: a02a57 No.8508941 >>8508987

File (hide): cf8f61d98c524c0⋯.jpg (44.16 KB, 550x367, 550:367, gaswork-by-belfast-artist.jpg)

>>8508860
If you look on this website you will be able to see what I mean about the sacks of grain looking like human 
cadavers with their limbs chopped off. I was wrong about the steam engine however. looks more like a coal 
fire or something of the sort.
 
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g186605-d10326630-i190372111-Gaswork-
Dublin_County_Dublin.html

Trip Advisor has an owl logo symbolising Minerva, or possibly Moloch and therefore linked to human 
sacrifice. I wonder what this box contains?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:18:33 ID: be637a No.8508954 >>8518137 >>8518535

>>8505718

>HARD EVIDENCE

but that's the problem with 'pizzagate' there's no hard evidence and so far no victims either, nothing that could lead to a trial  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:21:28 ID: 37cdf5 No.8508960
File (hide): a0ae20d7cb4cfff⋯.jpg (300.77 KB, 1280x1280, 1:1, Day Of The Rope Desktop.jpg)

>>8495423
That's because your side's bots are shilling the page. Your faggot kike bots are shilling the page because 
PizzaGate is obviously real. If it weren't real, they wouldn't be sending so many bots and shills here. You 
faggots can't and won't stop us. You might try for a while because you're butthurt, but it would be easier if 
you just an heroed instead. Not all of us are little softy civs that you can put a hit on or whatever, and there 
are plenty of us without any dirt you can use, and there are plenty of us that are so paranoid you have no 
real hope of entrapping.
We are the kryptonite to your faggot kike bullshit, and we cannot be stopped. You can try though. I have all 
kinds of info on the types of intelligence groups that try to shill here. You faggots aren't as fucking smart as 
you think you are. Your spies get caught all the time. Your plans fail all the time. You're losers. Get the fuck 
off my board.
>pic related, shills' and censors' future, and proof that this post is made by a non-bot.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:22:37 ID: f400b3 No.8508966 >>8509112 >>8510157

File (hide): 4348f0c62036d8c⋯.png (324.01 KB, 480x800, 3:5, p-74.png)

https://medium.com/@NopeNeighborsDC/an-invitation-to-vice-president-elect-
pence-89836c4c8e0c#.vt1g6myci  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:25:35 ID: be637a No.8508974

>>8505117
>The bean thing was TWO YEARS AGO.

and it's more complicated than you think:

http://www.wweek.com/news/2015/11/04/previously-unreleased-police-interview-transcripts-suggest-terry-bean-knew-his-alleged-sex-partner-was-under-
18/

and technically this isn't pedophilia because we're talking about teenagers, not pre-pubescent children.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:28:50 ID: dd1b54 No.8508987 >>8509233

>>8508574
>>8508860
>>8508941
Nothing you've posted is worth a fuck. Either you have critical thinking problems or it takes you longer to come up with false leads than you have.  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:32:09 ID: be637a No.8509002

>>8503271
>but I will tell you sorry assholes the truth at every opportunity I am able.

go back to Ropeculture  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:37:38 ID: 37cdf5 No.8509020 >>8515539

>>8502213
This shill is trying to establish a psych profile on users so you can be shilled more effectively. Don't give it accurate info. Don't forget to post from different 
viewpoints/attitudes, etc. Keep ourselves unstoppable.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 13:48:24 ID: a02a57 No.8509047 >>8511199

test  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 14:17:46 ID: 314686 No.8509112
File (hide): 9ba9b3c0524c8e3⋯.jpg (30.22 KB, 220x272, 55:68, 220px-JumpingRabbit.JPG)

>>8508966
Lets hope he will investigate 
their degeneracy.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 14:57:34 ID: a02a57 No.8509233

>>8508987
I think it is simply the case that as an investigation nears the end, new leads are more difficult to come by. I am interested in drawing out the context into 
wider geographical areas of research is all. If you have any more leads re comet ping pong post them, if not stfu. Also fuck you mods, you giant 
cocksucking cockflaps.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 16:28:12 ID: 441050 No.8509791
File (hide): 2e2e8b0c42fae39⋯.jpg (33.82 KB, 359x343, 359:343, question cute girl.jpg)

Wait Megyn Kelly 
interviewing Alefantis. 
Just what the fuck is 
going on?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 16:54:49 ID: b2bc8e No.8509960

>>8507617
>Some enterprising anon with a boat has got to go snoop around Little St. James Island and do some snooping around.

No you massive faggot, they shouldn't. This kind of idiocy ruins actual investigations, is illegal and is fucking retarded bullshit.

Only kikes and provocateurs encourage others to go on the deepweb to find photo proof or go scout locations in meatspace.
>Yeah, goyim, you'll be safe, just tell the feds you were investigating CP, it'll be okay!
>Hey goyim, go prowl around on private property while armed, you'll be fine!

Fuck off.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 17:05:33 ID: 640e57 No.8510033 >>8519210

All homos are 
pedos  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 17:05:42 ID: b2bc8e No.8510034

>>8508927
What makes you think there is no investigation? What better way to investigate him than by pretending to work with him, patronizing his victimhood 
complex?

Anons need to start thinking things through from multiple viewpoints of multiple players. There's so much more that goes on that we don't see. The only 
times an investigation is publicly noted is when either a) there's enough evidence to get the subject of the investigation or b) it's a signal to others.

Did Norway and Interpol announce they were investigating a cheese pizza ring either in advance or during the investigation?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 17:22:07 ID: b2bc8e No.8510157

>>8508966
He will be characteristically nice, polite and gracious. He will also be creeped the fuck out, but he's too nice, and now he's in the position of VP-elect, it 
would be totally inappropriate for him to either decline the invitation or to discuss how disgusted he is with them once he's been there and seen it.

Just the fact that they invited him is really telling tho  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:05:04 ID: 640e57 No.8510787

>>8502021
Disinfo, been seeing that alot in this pizzagate stuff.

REMEMBER

There is some truth in everything you'll find online related to Pizzagate. However, the online shill army of spammers has been dispatched and they are 
injecting bullshit into truth then spreading it as a package deal. So you see the true part and want to believe the rest, which is a mistake. 

>Only believe half of what you see and nothing that you hear

Good advice from my dad One of the smartest and hardest working white men ever to live  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:22:43 ID: b147a9 No.8510935 >>8511159 >>8511695

this investigation needs a reboot.

the first 10 threads were good. since then, there has been disinfo after disinfo posted, with retards lapping it up

protip: if it focuses more on satanism than the actual evidence, its fucking disinfo you retards  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:24:37 ID: f3832d No.8510953 >>8511150 >>8538751

Hey go- guys, I mean fellow skinheads.

You, I mean we should go down to this hive of Satanism with guns and bombs fellow neo-nazis, I will supply you if you contact my email. Trust me, I'm a 
fellow racist alt-righter.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:46:29 ID: 1352d4 No.8511150

>>8510953

causing violence is stupid and "they" control the media so the perpetrators of violence against the controllers of the media always get demonized 

look at how fake news narrative was pushed with pizzagate "shooter" and guy running pizza place was made to look like victim, thats what will happen 
but far worse but you know that because you're a fucking troll  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:47:19 ID: b8145b No.8511159
File (hide): d268ec45472b101⋯.jpg (35.08 KB, 680x632, 85:79, 453.jpg)

>>8510935
word up! Also the memes was strong. Helped people keep morale up!! Onward faggots and autists! Down 
with these faggots!

And to anyone disregarding this shit. You must live under a rock. There are bad people in this world capable 
of doing pretty much every vile act imaginable. And they are also not afraid to do it in groups.

What got me personally was #twittergate. I witnessed the most vile form of child pornography. ON 
TWITTER. All of this had much more momentum a couple weeks ago. But we mustn't lose track of that!  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:50:50 ID: 64a7d9 No.8511199

>>8509047
Did you get temp banned for posting about Salamander before? I did.. I kept getting this weird  Nard% instead of 100% for a while after I mentioned it.. 
first and only time that has ever happened to me  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:56:07 ID: 64a7d9 No.8511250 >>8511389

File (hide): f17703973b6e262⋯.png (43.67 KB, 692x301, 692:301, looki.PNG)

>>8508574

lookie here  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 19:58:59 ID: 64a7d9 No.8511278 >>8515870

>>8508574

https://archive.is/5UecO

google finishes the title. ;)  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 20:14:45 ID: 0d5fdd No.8511389

>>8511250  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 20:20:45 ID: 53cd9d No.8511432 >>8513132

>>8502021
The entity they worship is Moloch, not Satan
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/30489
Ctrl+F "Moloch"  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 20:24:26 ID: 8f2159 No.8511461 >>8531913

File (hide): 993d7c9721a403a⋯.png (1.73 MB, 1280x927, 1280:927, eureschuld.png)

← Newspaper 
from 2030

Please rub in 
deniers nose  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 20:50:04 ID: 32b8da No.8511659

>start researching into other child sex rings
>find this
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kimnoble/albums/72157626474399453

I cannot be more disgusted than I have been today.

I could entertain Pizzagate. Sure, maybe it's not true. Maybe this is just a pizza place. Maybe these codes aren't about kids.

But that doesn't mean it's not happening elsewhere.

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2016/05/13/flight-logs-show-bill-clinton-flew-on-sex-offenders-jet-much-more-than-previously-known.html

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3589628/Report-Bill-Clinton-jumped-aboard-disgraced-sex-offender-Jeffrey-Epstein-s-Lolita-Express-plane-
junkets-26-TIMES-just-three-years.html

>Bill Clinton making TWENTY FUCKING SIX flights on a sex offenders private jet nicknamed the "Lolita Express"

How does he keep getting away with it?

How do they keep getting away with it?

How the fuck haven't they been found and had their trials delayed for death by firing squad to be legally brought back?  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 20:52:59 ID: c7f3ff No.8511695 >>8511803

>>8510935

There are no new e-mails. The e-mails provided like 95% of the substance to this so-called investigation. Now there's literally nothing but Instagram and 
Twitter stalking left. What do you expect?

IMO all the e-mails even "revealed" is that some important people in the Democratic party may be irreligious sex freaks (and no, not pedophiles… that 
takes a few logical jumps). And that's why the Democrats don't want to address the e-mails to "disprove" the claims here on the chans. Because getting 
outed as not really Christian (such as participating in BDSM and artsy occult performances) would destroy their party in the eyes of religious voters. It's 
better for them to just let you guys look like paranoid freaks that are completely missing the plot.

I really think you folks got played. Which isn't hard to believe, because trolling this place is as easy as pie.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 21:03:16 ID: 8f2159 No.8511803

>>8511695
Yeah right mister fucking pizza. Fuck you, we know what we've seen. Go do your fucking research if you don't see it yet.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 21:27:31 ID: 3f130f No.8511990 >>8531913

We're going 
live  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 21:32:23 ID: 64a7d9 No.8512014 >>8512791 >>8531913

File (hide): 29ba5677ffcd64f⋯.jpg (367.26 KB, 1334x1122, 667:561, huhh.jpg)

Well, the creepy Alefantis German baby photo makes perfect sense now… 

Linda Tripp literally has a German Christmas shop in Middleburg, VA where Alefantis was… He seriously 
just took a photo of a creep baby Linda Tripp was selling out of her German Christmas store.  Why has no 
one else figured this out? F***  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 21:33:24 ID: 64a7d9 No.8512021 >>8531913

https://www.yelp.com/biz/the-christmas-sleigh-middleburg  
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Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 21:36:04 ID: 64a7d9 No.8512033

At least we know now mhollamby was with him that day..  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 21:38:19 ID: 91ca10 No.8512051

>>8505117
>>8505117
Yeah I was looking for when he got arrested, thinking it was just this week or something. Next news is just click bait jonestown-tier bullshit most of the 
time.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 21:47:46 ID: 91ca10 No.8512134 >>8512414

File (hide): 77c421de2ae8575⋯.jpg (18.73 KB, 267x323, 267:323, 1384123645609.jpg)

>>8508816
>banned for posting that video
What the fuck is happening to this board? Thanks for the 
video though I never heard about this.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 22:09:32 ID: 64a7d9 No.8512327
File (hide): 430b9f3d115324c⋯.jpg (246.95 KB, 1360x586, 680:293, done.jpg)

I'm done fags. I don't trust this crap anymore. Couldn't 
have been more wrong about the "creepy baby"  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 22:18:27 ID: 8da970 No.8512414

>>8512134
It's obvious Jim wants this place turned into /newsplus/, there's no other explanation for letting a lefty goon like imkikefy ban anons for posting like 
/pol/acks. Hoped it would get better after the election but it's only getting worse.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 22:21:46 ID: be637a No.8512444 >>8516406

>>8502021
>satanistagenda.jpg

WTF is that? Low quality information combined pasted on a low quality JPEG.

Symbolic sage for a crappy picture.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 22:38:11 ID: 3f130f No.8512544

REMOVE SHILLS
PUSH THE TRUTH  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 23:26:29 ID: 9688ea No.8512791

>>8512014
>I'm a pizzamissile now
He has a creepy interest in little babies which the pic confirms, along with all the other pics.  

Anonymous  12/13/16 (Tue) 23:41:07 ID: f37c08 No.8512888 >>8531913

>>8502421
It is frustrating, of course. I also feel anger.  I don't feel superior.  I try to wake others up whenever I can.  How can I wake you up?  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 00:01:28 ID: 3c5b18 No.8513016 >>8531913

The most significant issue with the #Pizzagate investigation and scandal is not the lack of evidence, (because there is already enough grounds for a 
thorough investigation) but instead it is the huge problem of finding an agency/organisation that will conduct an official investigation without any bias or 
censorship. #Pizzagate is actually a huge international syndicate which is nothing new in the elite circles and so you will find governments across the 
globe having some affilation/involvemtn. So now, how can one expect justice to be brought? There is no one  (officially) who can bring justice because the 
overwhelmeing majority have huge stakes in the scandal and any investigative/justice body will be somehow connected to the scandal. No one 
investigates themselves.  

P.S Please prove me wrong. Anyone know any agencies that can actually be put to the task of actually properly investigating pizzagate.. i read here 
someone mentioned there was a civil investigation group in Norway which led to the arrest of 1 man (apparently many linked politicians got away - 
proving what i have mentioned above).  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 00:04:12 ID: 79f61a No.8513036 >>8515269

Anybody seen 
this?  

File (hide): 8b9669b3e7159af⋯.jpg
(42.15 KB, 335x458, 335:458, BLOOD LIBEL.jpg)

File (hide): b730a615c0a9380⋯.jpg (83.72 KB,
850x400, 17:8, This kikes FAMILY HELPED F….jpg)

File (hide): 111abe70a038ee4⋯.jpg (347.79 KB,
2048x1223, 2048:1223, dRAIN THE GOYIM child.jpg)

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 00:18:54 ID: 5c0851 No.8513132

>>8511432
>Moloch translates into king, like Baal means=lord, Satan=adversary. 
I think its name is Remphan, Chuin, or Saturn, or at least not a title like Lucifer, Satan, Baal, Moloch. Only the goddamn jews could make a living off of 
usury, propaganda, slavery, organ harvesting, abortion, genociding people ,and raping and eating human children.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 00:47:34 ID: 64a7d9 No.8513293 >>8523178 >>8523202

No doubt the Podestas are into really dark stuff, no way of exonerating that.

If it wasn't for the camera turning before the shooter at Comet, I might have totally switched my opinion right now on whether this is all real or not with 
James.. but honestly, I am just over it after putting that together with the german baby thing.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 01:17:13 ID: 2c2aa7 No.8513500 >>8513939 >>8514263

File (hide): 1a33ed500b537b7⋯.png (2.55 MB, 1216x883, 1216:883, Hunter.png)

Found a quote from Hunter 
Thompson, 2000.  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 02:01:34 ID: 682542 No.8513925 >>8513929

http://www.eraofwisdom.org/ny-times-ceo-was-same-bbc-exec-who-defended-pedo-jimmy-savile-currently-belittling-pizza-gate/

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/jimmy-savile/10512203/Former-BBC-boss-Mark-Thompson-lied-over-Savile-evidence-Nick-Pollard-
claims.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/06/opinion/pedophilia-a-disorder-not-a-crime.html?_r=0  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 02:02:02 ID: 682542 No.8513929
File (hide): 0e0bbcead8b3497⋯.png (291.38 KB, 1227x293, 1227:293, Screen Shot 2016-12-13 at ….png)

>>8513925
hm, photo didn't attach  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 02:03:16 ID: 7f6f52 No.8513939

>>8513500

Damn, that shit cuts deep. I wonder how much Hunter knew, and if he was in the know, why he wouldn't have exposed the shit out of it. It's possible he 
liked it, or that they threatened people he cared about. 

At this point it's obvious these sick fucks have no lines they won't cross. I just hope there are still people in positions of power who will not stop until 
justice is achieved. Not for fame, or more power, but simply for those who suffered at the hands of these people.

I'm more than certain that history books will view this time period in a dark shade of shame, though it will be recognized nonetheless. After all it's the 
victors who write the history books, and I have faith we will be victorious.  
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File (hide):
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Angry Norwegian Fisherman  12/14/16 (Wed) 02:39:13 ID: 04f249 No.8514250 >>8514300 >>8514427

>>8490314
tk wtf kind of paper is that?
It's to late now, you can pick out most by jewglee translate, even though it sucks dick. 

That this shit isn't proper ML by now is beyond ridiculous and just shows how incompetent and lazy the kikes are. Old outdated tech and code. 

Here anyways, also some other, I haven't followed up on recent busts but there is at least 100 now

I'm to sleepy to go check up on em, if the assholes aren't stepping up, we're gonna put some real pressure on them. 

The cucks found some creepy ass comet almost style weirdo shit in the middle of oslonistan earlier today got 404 damn fast… none of the pedo symbols 
but this creepy ass art 

maksitaksi.no
(maxi taxi is/was a big cab for many people, dunno if they still exist never take cab)

Had to take a break from this sick shit, I get to angry.. things can seriously go wrong, but that place also got a facebook and insta full of creepy ass shit, 
dunno if pedo or just degenerate shit, creeps the fuck out of me and should be firebombed just to be sure, gonna stalk it and look for the surroundings 
there, should be cameras in the area to hijack  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 02:42:03 ID: ca1ea5 No.8514263

>>8513500

Jesus fucking Christ. He would know, wouldn't he? And here I got Fear and Loathing in 72 sitting on my bookshelf. Fucking hell. No wonder he offed 
himself. Pretty sure I'll be an heroing on my way out, too.

But not for another 15-20 years or so, so if you do hear of me offing myself anytime soon, go battle stations. Pizzagate fucking confirmed.  
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Angry Norwegian Fisherman  12/14/16 (Wed) 02:47:48 ID: 04f249 No.8514300

>>8514250
5500 it says there, in case you wondered…….

Not all, but most of the users are here…

FAKE NEWS
hehe nice try kikes we got you, and we're gonna get you all. 

They police are in a rush on this, because we will start acting on it  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 02:50:47 ID: 04f249 No.8514317

>Ran with HA
yeah, if those guys found up what he was up to….  
not stating anything more  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 03:05:08 ID: 04f249 No.8514386 >>8514420

>>8506073
I don't dare to watch this now
I will kill my neighbor

Go on guys! just popped in, I'll try checking out
BUT NOT FUCKING GOING IN
this creepy place in oslo that was reported

their fb and shit is so fucking creepy, started in 2013 unknown fagplace at least but it reeks of just this shit, same kind of art - these symbols as far I could 
tell, downloaded it all and haven't harvested and doxed them all  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 03:12:01 ID: 75a193 No.8514415 >>8515110 >>8515271 >>8518927 >>8531913

File (hide): b5f43c3987e4c16⋯.png (9.85 KB, 975x70, 195:14, pizza.PNG)

>be me
>wish could cyber like baron trump

>try hand at digging for pizza
>realize am fucking retard
>scared of v8
>stop before get v8

Before I do, I want to share this small bit I found tonight.

Cross-referenced the myspace dump with a few pizzagate suspects and found three potential leads: emails and hashed passwords for Marina 
Abramovic's account, comet ping pong pizza's account, and another account that may or may not be related to comet ping pong pizza.

Cracked the SHA1 hashes for Marina and Official CPP. 

Not sure what you should do with this information. This is as far as I'm willing to go. 

>pic related  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 03:12:42 ID: b2bc8e No.8514420

>>8514386
Stay frosty my friend.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 03:13:55 ID: 04f249 No.8514427 >>8531913

File (hide): 005dab134870366⋯.png (99.34 KB, 985x140, 197:28, pedocannibal001.png)

>>8514250
JESUS… LOOK AT 
THAT FROM TK!

It's just like fucking this one here….  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 03:22:04 ID: 04f249 No.8514474 >>8527642

File (hide): bb9d439afabb546⋯.jpg (74.11 KB, 500x449, 500:449, 574431c10852ddb294f1599696….jpg)

"only me" my ass also

Quite oposite of what we see here, it's something that have devestated me the most. That article up there is 
speaking against it self. 

It's many women in on this, I dunno why they do this. If it is to like not completely destroy "morale" of people. 
A woman should care and take care of kids, it's so fucking disgusting, during the doxing of comet and so 
there were so many women, cheering for all of this shit in on it, in fact mostly women in many case like with 
that creepy chef. 

They aren't being honest the police there
That's it! If you are watching and I bet you are. Y ou better straighten up! And get these  
assholes or we will, and we won't be nice
Protected the police, and yeah… I won't type more…  

This was the last one, I got a big network ready to handle this. I must go now before things get out of hand  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 03:49:56 ID: 676b0b No.8514590 >>8514624

File (hide): b61dcae46405072⋯.gif (2 MB, 403x234, 31:18, w.gif)

Holy shit, is this some cruel 
fever dream?
>Mike Pence Is Invited to 
Dine at Pizzeria at Center of 
Fake News Barrage
https://archive.is/gVSPK  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 03:57:29 ID: da76a8 No.8514624 >>8514652

File (hide): efe9c727d88289e⋯.gif (Spoiler Image, 959.76 KB, 400x222, 200:111, giphy (2).gif)

>>8514590
I hope he brings the bread…
And the Lightning  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 04:02:18 ID: 676b0b No.8514652
File (hide): e2e89cef1f77755⋯.jpg (80.48 KB, 716x1000, 179:250, ol sparky.jpg)

>>8514624
KEK

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 04:52:36 ID: 0498f1 No.8514878 >>8515081 >>8519509 >>8531913

File (hide): 6269ebe862f210d⋯.jpg (21.52 KB, 248x187, 248:187, 1465846520684.jpg)

http://www.politico.com/story/2016/12/david-brock-trump-clinton-media-232562

GO TO 51:30 HOLY SHIT! DAVID BROCK BREAKS DOWN IN TEARS OVER PIZZAGATE AND SAYS HE 
HOPES THE GENERALS LAUNCH A COUP AGAINST TRUMP

LMFAO IVE HEARD OF CROCODILE TEARS BUT NOT PEDOPHILE TEARS!!!

CTR BTFO YA GOT EM BOYS  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:28:08 ID: d37a85 No.8515081

>>8514878
This whole interview is ridiculous. Apparently it's everyone's fault except David Brock That Clinton lost. Now he thinks they need funding to continue to 
make sure that Trump is hated.
Also, Brock claims that "Michael Flynn's son was involved in Pizzagate." I would argue that Brock is involved in Pizzagate, and Flynn is involved in 
exposing it.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:31:00 ID: 000000 No.8515097 >>8515110 >>8515123 >>8515271

http://s6424n4x4bsmqs27.onion/pol/preview/25427.html
Got abramovich's email and comet ping pongs email  hacked.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:31:43 ID: 52ce19 No.8515102 >>8515179 >>8519551

http://findingassange.com/moreinfo.php

15,000 new podesta emails.

Credible? You decide.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:33:06 ID: 000000 No.8515110 >>8515271

>>8515097
nvm its here too.
>>8514415  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:35:29 ID: 52ce19 No.8515123 >>8515143 >>8515271

>>8515097
>http://s6424n4x4bsmqs27.onion/pol/preview/25427.html

You want someone else to release it?  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:40:03 ID: 000000 No.8515143 >>8515151 >>8515271

>>8515123
I thought it was only on there that is why I linked it here. Did not see it was already in this thread.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:41:04 ID: 52ce19 No.8515151 >>8515160 >>8515271

>>8515143
Passwords didn't work for me.

email.it seemed to think that account name was available  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:42:36 ID: 000000 No.8515160 >>8515271

>>8515151
I am sure it will lead to something. Maybe the @jimmycommet instagram  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:47:12 ID: 3cd995 No.8515179 >>8515186 >>8518510 >>8522087

File (hide): d52b67f914ef405⋯.jpg (16.04 KB, 500x250, 2:1, chao.jpg)

>>8515102

as i stated before there are 59258 valid mail ids on wikileaks.org with 59099 unique ones as given by FSlint

downloadable via

curl https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails//get/\[1-59258\] -o "#1.eml"

officialy there should be 58660 mails after batch 36.

the single mails on file.wikileaks.org are missing:

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/podesta-emails/Maildir/cur/

an interesting bit i just stumbled upon is that the server file.wikileaks.org is hosted by dynadot, a US firm that complies with US law, while wikileaks.org is 
hosted by "mir telematiki" that seems to be residing in the kreml but has no official page as it is part of hostkey:

https://www.dynadot.com

http://www.datacentermap.com/company/mir-telematiki.html

u can look up the hosters at any whois service  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:49:08 ID: 000000 No.8515186 >>8515198 >>8515625

>>8515179
Why the discordan image and the jewy filename?  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:51:30 ID: 3cd995 No.8515198 >>8515234

>>8515186

the pic: cause im discordian. no one is like the other

pls explain what a jewy filename is, lol  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:58:47 ID: 3cd995 No.8515233 >>8517422

File (hide): 68df0abd746a92d⋯.png (1.13 MB, 1361x885, 1361:885, maga.png)

on a related note u can view the single mails on wikileaks.org with higher ids 
by just changing the mailid in the browser bar  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 05:58:49 ID: 000000 No.8515234 >>8515239

>>8515198
Only kikes say chaos like chao. It is their kike order ab chao. Order out of chaos. You stupid fucking kike.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:00:18 ID: 3cd995 No.8515239 >>8515264

>>8515234

if i shall explain to u what discordianism is as far as i understand it, open a new thread and ill answer ur questions there, dont derail here pls  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:07:08 ID: ca1ea5 No.8515264

>>8515239

You forgot to type "niggerfag". Don't let it happen again. Sage.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:07:59 ID: c6131c No.8515269 >>8517437

File (hide): 272005a913c887b⋯.png (1.52 MB, 1024x768, 4:3, Key Jewrewnes.png)

Think there's anything more we can learn from Kim Noble's stuff? There's Hebrew on some of the works she 
made as "Key". I tried entering some of it into Jewgle Translate with 
http://www.lexilogos.com/keyboard/hebrew.htm Anyone have experience with Hebrew? Note that there was 
a picture on Alefantis' Instagram of somebody holding one of her paintings that had sharpie on the side 
saying "DESERVES A BIG DICK"

>>8513036
>observing children's films from the 1990's is how i keep myself forever young
Reminds me of masons trying to steal the youth of children, but it could just be a joke about him reminiscing 
about his acting career.

>>8506978
stop it applebaum, that tickles!  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:08:42 ID: 75a193 No.8515271 >>8515293 >>8515302 >>8518927

>>8515160
>>8515151
>>8515123
>>8515143
>>8515097
>>8515110
>>8514415

last sha1 hash has been cracked… "4greenwood"

Ok now I'm rly done  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:12:53 ID: 75a193 No.8515293

>>8515271

Just realized that the password itself is fucking confirmation that myspace account is linked to CPP. 

>Carole Fucking Greenwood  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:15:01 ID: 3cd995 No.8515302 >>8515319

>>8515271
>4greenwood

"Invalid password. Please try again."  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:20:26 ID: 75a193 No.8515319

>>8515302

I know. It looks like they've all changed passwords since the myspace breach.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:37:45 ID: 9b49e4 No.8515394
File (hide): f71424a3361e040⋯.jpg (251.16 KB, 616x693, 8:9, kkk.jpg)

>>8495775
dat jpeg…  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:56:42 ID: 3cd995 No.8515468

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/59229

im sure ull like that example of what im talking about

"> Hey John, > > We know you're a true master of cuisine and we have appreciated that for years … > > But walnut sauce for the pasta? Mary, plz tell us 
the straight story, was the sauce actually very tasty?"  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 06:59:23 ID: c5e38f No.8515481 >>8517602 >>8518607

File (hide): 39a0e0d379d1da0⋯.png (220.75 KB, 552x530, 276:265, angry robotnik.png)

>>8502021
wait a fucking second doeskin israel have a large kidnapping ring that works with the saudi's? tons of 
women from the Baltic areas get scammed and are forced into prostitution in israel.

Jesus christ just nuke the fucking place already.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 07:04:43 ID: 3cd995 No.8515498 >>8517668

">>> I have to be at cap at 3 though for that crazy Lade De Rothschild person 
>>> Does 2 to 2:45 make sense? or better to skip? 
>>> >>> Also, I talked to deblasio. We should talk so I can download. I did 
>>> say I thought it would be good for you two to connect. He jumped at that 
>>> chance.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/59221  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 07:07:49 ID: 3cd995 No.8515507

>> +========================================================================+ >> This email is confidential and may be privileged. 
If you have received it >> in error, please notify us immediately and then delete it. Please do not >> copy it, disclose its contents or use it for any purpose. 
>> +========================================================================+

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/59217  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 07:21:08 ID: 436e21 No.8515539

>>8509020
THIS, REMAIN ANONYMOUS.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 07:47:49 ID: a05202 No.8515625 >>8515703

>>8515186
>jewy filename
It's the "sacred chao". Get the joke?  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 08:10:41 ID: 3cd995 No.8515703
File (hide): fa46f7fb1ac10b6⋯.jpg (89.67 KB, 640x402, 320:201, windows.jpg)

>>8515625

im neither responsible for 
others opinions nor im obliged 
to care about them  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 08:28:25 ID: ca1ea5 No.8515771 >>8515827 >>8518389

https://i.sli.mg/b6gSbA.pngPNG

https://i.sli.mg/h0SIBn.pngPNG

Here's a protest our friend Jimmy led. Appears he was/is the Transformer Board President (some weird art club it looks like) protesting the Smithsonian 
over a satanic video back in 2010. Scroll down to December 2nd for video. Maybe some more leads via that angle. Souls Grown Deep foundation seems 
to be based out of American South.

http://newsgrist.typepad.com/visualaids/politics/index.html archive: https://archive.is/gEWYj

http://www.soulsgrowndeep.org/

Dunno if this leads anywhere or not but figured I'd would add it here.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 08:51:18 ID: dd1b54 No.8515827
File (hide): 370a8474048ff33⋯.jpg (112.91 KB, 652x489, 4:3, David Wojnarowicz, Water 1….jpg)

>>8515771
The artist, David Wojnarowicz, was a prostitute from a young age and died of AIDS. You can tell from art 
such as this that he came from a damaged background.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 08:56:45 ID: ba59de No.8515857

>>8503362
Yeah 3 criminal complaints this year indicate ejaculation pic recently in the bathroom at CPPP.  Alefantis lies easily like a narcicist sociopath.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 08:59:36 ID: ba59de No.8515870

>>8511278
I can't believe that's a doll with misshapen eyes and open mouth.  Unless it's a Pedo ping pong doll.  

(((Marina Abramović))) Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 09:01:43 ID: 9ff14b No.8515878

Marina Abramović in Brazil: The Space in Between

The witch has a new "movie" coming out.

Was the whole spirit cooking thing a ruse for promotions???? 

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/thespaceinbetween  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 09:23:45 ID: bcd485 No.8515961 >>8515990 >>8521689

File (hide): 9d33574edc7234c⋯.jpg (90.61 KB, 940x545, 188:109, PizzaGate-Update.jpg)

Can we have a thread for pizzagate skeptics and refutation? I don't really think it's false but (there are too 
many weird connections - like the haiti child trafficing woman who did 0 times in jail) but I'm not really 
convinced it's literally true, many of the connections are extremely tenuous (just a picture of sameone eating 
pizza, weird symbols being circled in 7 different diagrams. Some is very good some is very weak) - and the 
whole thing feels kind of forced. Like they want us, voat etc. to go wild over it to distance us further from 
normies and encourage more censorship. I'm not saying they are suceeding but I believe this is their plan.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 09:34:17 ID: ea3f66 No.8515990

>>8515961
Someone who just read 6 threads in a row here, you guys gotta do away with the symbolism save for the besta pizza place and even then people will just 
say "maybe they changed it because you guys made them look suspicious!" or something like that. Don't touch the moloch connections either since fringe 
shit is cooky territory.

I'll be honest I was looking at most of the connections with a grant of salt but I was really imrpessed at the Arun Rao dirt. THAT is solid. The bit about that 
infant massage therapist too. 

By the way when reading about that Boum Boum Bath room thing I was reminded to a documentation I saw years ago on TV, where they were asking 
child prostitution victims what Boom Boom means and they said it's code for sex. Just a two cent.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 09:41:19 ID: ba59de No.8516004 >>8519494

>>8497680
Yes.  Many of us are carrying the burden now.  We know.  We accept.  I saw the 13 minute 'torture' of the Cambodian 2 year old.  I listened to the audio.  
Someone has to care.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 09:42:06 ID: 1352d4 No.8516005 >>8531913

File (hide): 72d5cdf92466fa4⋯.jpg (197.49 KB, 1193x817, 1193:817, Untitled.jpg)

With the amount of shills posting here and Voat it shows there is something involved with this investigation 
or they wouldn't bother, never seen this level of discussion tampering.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 09:48:28 ID: 6457f4 No.8516020

>>8497368
Holy shit why won't you faggots learn the proper use of language on a board before shilling it? You insult our intelligence. Have some fucking respect.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 09:49:14 ID: d9ba61 No.8516025

>>8497368
>COME ON PEOPLE!
It's 2015+1?  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 10:10:21 ID: 2d8d4a No.8516078 >>8516096

>>8492484
This is what we need to work on. 

Hollywood Sex Clubs.  It's all the same ring. 

Clubs like this.
http://www.papermag.com/sex-club-hollywood-snctm-new-york-city-1946489140.html

It has a graphic video preview if you like nice tits and a guy delivering the goods in minotaur mask.

AUTISTS NEED TO LOOK AT HOLLYWOOD SWINGER CLUBS  
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File (hide): b4834468117fea7⋯.jpg (298.24 KB,
1110x692, 555:346, image.jpg)

File (hide): 0be6a5397e355b8⋯.jpg (332.16 KB,
1104x762, 184:127, image.jpg)

File (hide): 4d0c76c0530d243⋯.png (381.96 KB,
2732x2048, 683:512, image.png)

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 10:23:14 ID: ba59de No.8516096 >>8516105 >>8518514

>>8516078
I just googled Snctm comma Pedo  Snctm,Pedo and got overt Satanism links in Latin or whatever language.

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 10:25:25 ID: ba59de No.8516105 >>8516118

>>8516096
Very strange my other files included with this post.  3 files from CPPP but couldn't  seem to publish the 3rd one earlier.  

File (hide): f2613e6023a0863⋯.jpg (316.02 KB,
1107x742, 1107:742, image.jpg)

File (hide): ec2738c5e457ee4⋯.jpg (733.27 KB,
2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 10:30:33 ID: ba59de No.8516118

>>8516105

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 10:44:21 ID: ba59de No.8516143 >>8526532

File (hide): f7c2675a76a3a30⋯.jpg (440.38 KB, 2049x1536, 683:512, image.jpg)

Som>>8516096
Someone or some bot took part of this post and put it on half 
chan.  Proof of the trolls cut and paste or a bot.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 11:06:11 ID: 8cdc84 No.8516181

>>8501587

wow  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 11:37:55 ID: e26afe No.8516251

>>8502213
Discovering this shit and self-confirming that it's legitimate has instilled in me a sense of duty and pride for my people. 

I've seen horrible things in my life and I'll always be emotionally burdened by those things, this is something I'm surprised by but I can take this in stride. 

I'm happier now that I have a motive, something to work toward other than making a living and having children.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 11:40:52 ID: b30dd6 No.8516261 >>8516275

>>8507808
I've noticed that some of the masonic aprons I've seen look nearly identical to the g mail logo. Quite spooky.  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 11:46:16 ID: ba59de No.8516275 >>8516959 >>8519534

File (hide): 2fc082b7bc7c897⋯.jpg (133.53 KB, 600x639, 200:213, image.jpg)

>>8516261
Weird how I had that pic.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 12:13:26 ID: 903cab No.8516322 >>8518389

>>8502090
From a voat thread:

>I'm not terribly academic, but I stumbled onto another aspect of the relationship between children posing with Alefantis, and anomalies in the children's 
eye's irises. It's called "Coloboma, (OTX2 gene), is also involved in the early development of the Pineal Gland, which produces Melatonin. One of the 
effects of Melatonin, besides sleep regulation, is to inhibit puberty in children. Pinealomas, (tumors on the Pineal Gland), have been linked with 
Precocious Puberty, (the onset of puberty at an abnormally young age, (before 8 in girls, and before 9 in boys). One can see how such children would be 
sought out by pedophiles.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 12:24:43 ID: e261c0 No.8516336

>>8503343
Edgar Maddison Welch is an F list actor lol  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 12:53:30 ID: a02a57 No.8516406 >>8516417 >>8516959 >>8517301

File (hide): 833ae8e091e208e⋯.jpg (1.87 MB, 2500x7091, 2500:7091, satanistagenda2.jpg)

>>8512444
>it'safraid.jpg
Cleaner version here. I included more guides to help you follow the gist of the graphic. Protip this one requires actual thought and 
some lateral thinking.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 12:58:35 ID: 55c1c2 No.8516417
File (hide): 3cde9418452572b⋯.jpg (63.49 KB, 782x960, 391:480, catgirls.jpg)

>>8516406
>>8502021
I have complete support for any kind of research that gets us nearer to the goal of genetically 
engineered catgirls for domestic ownership.  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 13:25:46 ID: 89c229 No.8516515
File (hide): 0117068705d85f9⋯.mp4 (233.86 KB, 640x360, 16:9, plz.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8495788
>11 December 1980 (aged 
88)  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 14:20:11 ID: b801fc No.8516645

>>8506892
>Yup. NDAA amendment HR-5736 expanded Mockingbird and made spreading fake news legal, just in time for sandyhoax. Trump needs to hit a reset 
button, at least back to 2011, though I doubt he will.

He will if you make a stink and spread the stink.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 14:26:18 ID: 4cdd7a No.8516679

https://www.rt.com/usa/370238-pizzagate-gunman-welch-raid/
>‘Pizzagate’ gunman tried to recruit friends for Clinton child-sex conspiracy raid  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 15:19:17 ID: d51fff No.8516941

>>8472412  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 15:21:57 ID: 97eb60 No.8516959 >>8518999

>>8508381
>>8516275
>>8516406

This has to be a piece of the puzzle, right? Much symbolism.. Black/white checkers, spiritcoo king, baby/pig, drugs to lure/trap, etc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0JvF9vpqx8
I used to enjoy Tom Petty's music..  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 15:24:44 ID: d51fff No.8516971 >>8516978

>>8502065
There is also this child torture rape cover-up in the Netherlands from Cambodia:
>>8465044
They are covering up Stefan Struik's involvement with the baby torturer, Nguyen Thanh Dung. The 2 are obviously lovers, the video was shot with 
Struik's phone, uploaded to his facebook, and the stun gun that was used on the toddler was found in Struik's bedroom.
Dutch media is covering all this up. Stefan Struik hosts a furry rennesance festival called Elfia at a Rothschild mansion there, and runs a cacao farm in 
Cambodia.
One of the torture videos is still up on youtube. Warning: It is graphic. I could only watch 10 seconds of it before blood boiling, seeing red etc:
>>8472412

DISREGARD SHILLS WHO SAY PIZZAGATE IS FAKE  

File (hide): da7d3816367937b⋯.png (551.42 KB,
610x416, 305:208, Dung-Struik-others.png)

File (hide): d21b79286233f38⋯.png (497.55 KB,
600x400, 3:2, Stefan-Struik-and-Dung.png)

File (hide): 26a9f034ea763a4⋯.png (915.9 KB,
797x587, 797:587, Elfia.png)

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 15:25:07 ID: d51fff No.8516978

>>8516971

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 16:15:53 ID: c26cac No.8517301

>>8516406
>mfw their using fast food to get people used to cannibalism

Ill never eat another big mac again.  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 16:41:47 ID: b2bc8e No.8517422 >>8518691

>>8515233
So whose golem do they think he is?  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 16:44:40 ID: b2bc8e No.8517437

>>8515269
The takeaway from Kim Noble's artwork by "Key" is that they used the Kabala to program her, and with the concentric rectangles and what is on each 
level, outer to inner, you can see their process  of breaking her and programming her.

Good explanation of Kim's artwork from a general occult perspective, emphasis on networks, mental programming for use inside the network(s)
http://www.pseudoccultmedia.net/2009/12/art-of-dissociation.html  

File (hide): 9031b9969b8d70f⋯.gif (9.08 KB, 357x357,
1:1, nih.gif)

File (hide): d24a947b5f45495⋯.png (143.87 KB,
1569x469, 1569:469, Screen Shot 2016-12-14 at ….png)

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 16:58:29 ID: a02a57 No.8517505 >>8517785

>The Knights who say Nih

Came across this logo for NIH while I was researching Erratus. It definitely has similarities to the pedo logo. According to the Traditional Values Coalition, 
the NIH gave nearly 18 million to Chinese Universities and researchers to investigate STDs in child prostitutes in China. Clearly not all of this went to 
research. The question is what did it go on?

http://tvceli.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Summary-of-NIH-Grants_02_CHINA_FINAL.pdf

Liberals (Marxists/parasites) would flip if they saw this kind of waste in a Conservative (Host) Government. But they justify similar abuses of office with the 
lame excuse that it is 'for the children'.

http://tvceli.org/projects/national-institutes-of-health/  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 17:13:13 ID: b2bc8e No.8517602

>>8515481
Almost all white human trafficking goes thru Isreal. Eastern Europe -> Israel < Middle East -Elsewhere
They didn't even have a law against human trafficking until recent

Also organ harvesting - Israel is at the center with tentacles everywhere for it. They use disasters as cover to get people for organs, trafficking.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 17:35:00 ID: b2bc8e No.8517668
File (hide): bbd2f83a38e9bc4⋯.png (3.28 MB, 1864x1312, 233:164, D Brock with Lynn Forester….png)

>>8515498
This is likely what Neera 
Tanden was referencing  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 17:51:03 ID: 8ee038 No.8517733

>>8489922 (OP)
test  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 17:59:51 ID: f37c08 No.8517785 >>8518526 >>8518605 >>8518646

>>8517505
Saying that a logo that isn't even marginally close to the pedo logo is similar to it does not help our cause.  I have seen many posts here that say the 
same thing.  If we want to have any credibility to others, we cannot be saying things like this.  We need to focus on facts and connections, not vague BS 
like this.  Things like this discredit the entire Pizzagate movement, so be careful what you say.  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 18:07:58 ID: ca1ea5 No.8517826 >>8527153

>>8501587

No, it isn't. A news site with a gmail address and a phone number, nothing more? The "Now 8 News" makes it sound like it's attached to some broadcast 
channel 8, and if it was, there'd be location information for the main studio and office. There aren't, so that site is bullshit.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 18:57:14 ID: ec2148 No.8518137

>>8508954
there is. 
3 minutes at a time, slipping in and out of children

if someone could be caught red-handed and then extorted of everyone they know involved, all this networking would be easily solvable.

DO YOUR MOVE SPECIAL FORCES ANONS  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 19:35:39 ID: b2bc8e No.8518389

>>8515771
Requested content not found.  on both i.sli.mg pics.

>>8516322
>One can see how such children would be sought out by pedophiles.
It would actually be the opposite since they aren't interested in pubescent or postpubescent kids.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 19:53:27 ID: b057bc No.8518510

>>8515179
Fnord  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 19:53:50 ID: 2d8d4a No.8518514

>>8516096
Right, and those links address the Catholic church.

Priests<>Pedowood<>Norway bust<>Comet pizza<>Air Fuck One, Epstein, Saudis<>Haiti, Silsby, Clinton Foundation<>Bush Foundation<>Buddy 
Webb, Midland<>the resort where they killed Scalia<>all in the same circle  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 19:55:31 ID: b2bc8e No.8518526

>>8517785
>We need to focus on facts and connections, not vague BS like this.
It's good to recognize symbols, but you're right. The next step is to actually research the business/facility/org and the people involved. If they have ties, 
great, if not, drop it and move on. Accuracy is important.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 19:56:17 ID: 2d8d4a No.8518535

>>8508954
No hard evidence in the public domain, if you discount the gruesome videos posted on Reddit allegedly depicting pizza, snuff and dismemberment  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:05:44 ID: a02a57 No.8518605

>>8517785
>not even marginally close
As some who has seen the logo, I can tell you that it does share many similarities in shape and aspect.

If international pedo rings use their logo on pizza joints (Besta pizza) and as logos for multinationals like Unilever then I don't see why a liberal infested 
group like NIH couldn't betray itself like this also.

I see lots of you fucks who just gossip and make judgements without contributing anything. You are effectively saging continuously, which leads me to 
suspect your all shills. Either contribute or gtfo, your advice and time is nowhere near as valuable as you think it is.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:06:06 ID: 2d8d4a No.8518607

>>8515481
Impossible.

More likely/"Possible":
(((ISIS))) rings (((in the US and Europe))) instigate nuclear war with the Saudis, mutual devastation ensues and Israel is left untouched.

But this is unlikely in the present, with the US and EU taking the Saudi money, operating tools of Saudia Arabia and the Jew Empire.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:11:50 ID: 2d8d4a No.8518646 >>8518665

>>8517785
The hyperfocus on the besta logo is an effort to throw out all the other evidence  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:14:23 ID: 2d8d4a No.8518665

>>8518646
from the court of public opinion (the only court that can have an effect on this. Without public opinion, every institution of the establishment will continue to 
ignore this and defend themselves.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:16:38 ID: 3cd995 No.8518691 >>8522148

>>8517422

imho clintons golem as there is evidence of hillary pushing trump to make the other republicans look bad. plan was other republicans would have to be 
more left to be different to trump and hitlary would be like "vote for the original". then trump won. will be fun watching the golem no matter who took part 
creating it  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:32:19 ID: 795fb2 No.8518848 >>8518925

File (hide): 4b2cfcec4d7be8c⋯.jpg (45.16 KB, 770x577, 770:577, 380860-7.jpg)

I made a stupid thread because I thought it 
was a good idea and got flamed for a 
reason.

So I'll try here, which is the right place, I 
agree,
—
Why don't we "spam" a simple question: 
"Where are all the missing kids"?  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:41:44 ID: 3cd995 No.8518925

>>8518848

cause its suggesting without any evidence and leads to nowhere  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:41:52 ID: 760340 No.8518927

>>8514415
>>8515271

I understand the myspace and email accounts have changed passwords since the MySpace dump in 2012. 

However, this is still valuable as we know what passwords these fuckers we're using at this time. Let's find some old accounts that they forgot to change 
and go from there. 

Is anyone working on this?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:52:38 ID: 97eb60 No.8518999

>>8516
959  

Marina Abramović in Brazil: The Space in Between Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 20:53:53 ID: 0cbd9c No.8519004

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/thespaceinbetween

Found this by accident, may be useful?  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 21:00:02 ID: d8684c No.8519045 >>8519150 >>8522159

File (hide): bdb021687c1fce4⋯.jpeg (201.13 KB, 1242x1999, 1242:1999, image.jpeg)

Has anyone dug into many of the CPP followers on Instagram ?  Some 
pretty sick folks if ya ask me  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 21:13:22 ID: 93402c No.8519150 >>8519339

>>8519045
Man, they hide in plain sight by being so outrageous you can't even believe it's real.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 21:20:51 ID: 6df502 No.8519210

>>8510033 (checked)
pastor anderson Christ dubs  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 21:42:44 ID: d8684c No.8519339 >>8520511 >>8529888 >>8533046

File (hide): b3d7c2ddeaa76af⋯.jpeg (276.74 KB, 1223x1904, 1223:1904, image.jpeg)

>>8519150

Yeah, and you really don't want to think about some of 
it  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:03:30 ID: 6247ed No.8519433 >>8521437

>>8495788
>aged 88
>88 dubs
Kek approves  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:15:53 ID: 1e9e7f No.8519494

>>8516004

It is very sad that there are people who will rape and murder and torture little kids for their own sick pleasure.  

Our keeping the pressure on these sick fucks makes it more difficult for them to get away with their unspeakable crimes.  We're at least making them look 
over their shoulder more often and think twice before they try to get away with it again.  Cry some more pedo tears, David Brock!

I believe we will help catch some of them, especially when Trump appoints new people into the FBI.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:18:07 ID: be637a No.8519509

>>8514878

can someone make a clip?  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:23:16 ID: 7afee1 No.8519534

>>8516275
>Gmail logo
it's an a5 envelope  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:26:44 ID: 6e667d No.8519548

not sure if this has been mentioned but there's a basement under Buck's Camping and Fishing, the youtuber "Lift the veil" did a video on it. Not sure if this 
is relevant, but thought i'd mention it.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:27:01 ID: be637a No.8519551

>>8515102
>Credible? You decide.

Relevant? You post that link in another thread.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:41:32 ID: d8684c No.8519624 >>8519731 >>8519768

File (hide): 28146a663e41d9c⋯.jpeg (376.27 KB, 1231x1986, 1231:1986, image.jpeg)

Anyone familiar with any of these titles?
I'm about half afraid to look em up  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 22:56:34 ID: ced0e2 No.8519731 >>8519990

>>8519624
Isn't the top left a Green Day album?  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:00:11 ID: c932f5 No.8519768 >>8519860

>>8519624

A quick Google search showed that Wayward Girls is just one of those weird non-sequitur webcomics.  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:12:00 ID: d8684c No.8519860

>>8519768

Thanks… At least one is self explanatory of sorts  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:31:44 ID: d8684c No.8519990

>>8519731
 I looked and saw nothing like that one  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:32:18 ID: 69500e No.8519996 >>8522641

GET  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:32:36 ID: 69500e No.8519999 >>8522641

>off by 3 ;-;
GETball failure tbh  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:44:21 ID: f7df9f No.8520091 >>8520171

CometPingPong Instagram Follower RomusGobson

https://sli.mg/a/wCKjFl

Please archive the rest.  Looks like more Child Cannibalism Art, some even pizza themed.

Lots of young children, meat, worms, and suspicious burial places.  
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Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:53:47 ID: d8684c No.8520171 >>8520287 >>8520511 >>8521560 >>8529966 >>8531913

File (hide): bd65b3ccce046bc⋯.jpeg (290.77 KB, 1242x1986, 207:331, image.jpeg)

>>8520091

Makes me want to hurt someone  

Anonymous  12/14/16 (Wed) 23:56:41 ID: 46b595 No.8520188

>>8502213
I'm not pessimistic nor optimistic. I just feel more educated and equipped to handle many potential things you refuse to believe could even be real.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 00:12:55 ID: 054c6d No.8520287 >>8520435 >>8520448

>>8520171

These themes seem to be recurring… 

Naked kids again.  I guess we need to keep going through these accounts and grabbing everything.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 00:38:11 ID: d8684c No.8520435

>>8520287
Yeah, there are several that don't amount to much, but some are gold  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 00:39:59 ID: d8684c No.8520448 >>8520511 >>8535335 >>8537215

File (hide): 51372396718319e⋯.png (2.43 MB, 1242x2208, 9:16, image.png)

>>8520287
Like this  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 00:49:40 ID: 46b595 No.8520511

>>8520448
>>8520171
>>8519339
This type of stuff makes me livid. There is no excuse. This isn't art. This is disgusting.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 01:47:06 ID: c7eaae No.8520966

drop here http://findingassange.com/?i=1  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 02:47:57 ID: 25e1a7 No.8521437

>>8519433
checked  
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Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 02:49:16 ID: d8684c No.8521451 >>8533192

File (hide): 0ae309b27356d58⋯.jpeg (316.46 KB, 1217x2002, 1217:2002, image.jpeg)

If ya had to guess how old would 
you think this guy would be?  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 03:08:11 ID: 8b2faa No.8521560 >>8521593 >>8521619

>>8520171
He would have a god damn tumblr page
http://romusgobson.tumblr.com/  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 03:14:46 ID: d8684c No.8521593 >>8521668

>>8521560
Of course…. Seems they all do.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 03:19:52 ID: d8684c No.8521619 >>8521668

File (hide): 9de16c84ee6005d⋯.jpeg (555.07 KB, 1242x1634, 621:817, image.jpeg)

>>8521560

And they call that crap art?  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 03:22:34 ID: f683ba No.8521629

Has anyone made any further links or investigations into /elephant/ and the use of encrypted Nintendo DS messages?

I felt this was a lead that got buried.  

File (hide): 2604eeacd2468c5⋯.png (22.48 KB,
642x404, 321:202, woifojvev9.png)

File (hide): 0d2aded64aea6a9⋯.png (880.02 KB,
882x661, 882:661, nyan11.png)

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 03:28:45 ID: 8b2faa No.8521668 >>8531913

>>8521593
>>8521619
>Be looking through his tumblr page
>Notice Alternate email listed 
>"massageghost at gmail"
>Try searching for that email and nothing
>Try searching for massageghost + "Romus Gibson"
And here we are…. Lots of 9/11 references I notice.
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Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 03:32:32 ID: c914ad No.8521689 >>8522068

>>8515961

I'm out of this rabbit hole.

Here's my conclusion: We stumbled upon a community of perverted homosexuals and pedophiles. They aren't trafficking children, they're just simply 
pedophiles who share the same interests and most likely exchange child porn with each other, and occasionally make perverted jokes about getting 
turned on by each other's children. I doubt they actually take action.

Meme magic is too powerful. Trump is probably the luckiest man on the planet.  

ASK ME ABOUT PIZZAGATE Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 04:04:14 ID: 000000 No.8521871

+48 600 878 878  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 04:39:13 ID: e3b2c3 No.8522068 >>8522112

>>8521689
Hello, Sarah Nyberg. Trolling other boards now that #Gamergate dumped you, I see.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 04:43:51 ID: 52ce19 No.8522087
File (hide): 25690c866ee583a⋯.jpg (100.06 KB, 427x767, 427:767, O0ZXXE.jpg)

>>8515179
Here's the thing. We'll know tomorrow. Not worried.

You know the people to tweet pizzagate me message to. Normalize their 
world with daily reminders.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 04:48:25 ID: 52ce19 No.8522112

>>8522068
Dis prsn?
Twitter.com/srhbutts
breitbart.com/big-journalism/2015/09/15/sarah-nyberg-in-shock-admission-yes-i-claimed-to-be-a-pedophile-but-i-was-just-trolling/  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 04:56:25 ID: b2bc8e No.8522148

>>8518691
I saw that, but it didn't work out that way did it? There were a lot of things (((they))) didn't take into consideration, and had no idea that they had fallen into 
many traps set for them.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 04:59:31 ID: 7cec82 No.8522159 >>8523986 >>8524371 >>8532458

>>8519045

FUCKING SICK PEOPLE
https://www.instagram.com/p/BKOP1L7AQkF/?taken-by=romusgobson  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 05:14:27 ID: 98683e No.8522232 >>8524374

is there a way of seeing which instagram/twitter accounts unfollowed the pizzerias after pizzagate blew up?  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 05:27:13 ID: c64c3b No.8522304 >>8522899

File (hide): 4edaa2a426dfc26⋯.png (38.75 KB, 893x667, 893:667, purecohencidence.png)  
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Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 06:27:49 ID: dd1b54 No.8522641

>>8519996
>>8519999
Metaphor for this thread.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 07:28:57 ID: 3cd995 No.8522899

>>8522304

https://www.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%203-m&q=fake%20news,pizzagate

why india has regional interest for fake news but not pizzagate?  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 07:31:21 ID: f6e30d No.8522909

thread is ded.

long live lel  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 08:07:27 ID: 0898db No.8523035 >>8540201

File (hide): 0309b6081e44491⋯.jpg (28.34 KB, 321x320, 321:320, Get the stick boy!(2).JPG)

>satanists and 
christians in one pic  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 08:39:08 ID: f400b3 No.8523178

>>8513293

You're not fooling anyone.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 08:45:31 ID: 0898db No.8523202

>>8513293
>No doubt the Podestas are into really dark stuff
Or are god tier Machiavellians.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 10:14:06 ID: 8a73c0 No.8523520
File (hide): bb418432da8d577⋯.png (218.55 KB, 359x318, 359:318, sparky.PNG)

>>8494756
https://archive.f
o/qIgJg
https://archive.f
o/yoxAj

Citation 
provided.  
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Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 10:29:45 ID: ca1ea5 No.8523563 >>8523594

File (hide): 8530234e5e38711⋯.jpeg (13.23 KB, 240x240, 1:1, stash-1-244250d58073b0ed1.jpeg)

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=sCzgogEQMQs

```Glencore.```  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 10:41:45 ID: 8a73c0 No.8523594

>>8523563
Whoa wait a second, wasn't Glencore the company that nearly imploded but was saved by a (((mysterious))) sudden appearance of an enormous amount 
of circulated currency back in September, 2015?  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 13:22:02 ID: b8145b No.8523986

>>8522159

https://archive.is/loem9

In the future, archive and link to archived version!  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 14:58:27 ID: d8684c No.8524371

>>8522159

Yeah, if that's not a clue nothing is  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 14:59:55 ID: d8684c No.8524374

>>8522232

Not that I know of … That would be pretty interesting  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 15:46:46 ID: 19ce60 No.8524554

They devour my people as though eating bread;
    they never call on the Lord.
But there they are, overwhelmed with dread,
    for God is present in the company of the righteous.  

File (hide): c3f3c37ea4deb17⋯.jpg (41.03 KB,
750x518, 375:259, 01-vr-affidavit-final-sign….jpg)

File (hide): cd74444a9d94df4⋯.jpg (75.72 KB,
870x430, 87:43, virginiarob.jpg)

File (hide): f7e26200bd60fe9⋯.jpeg (32.89 KB,
700x385, 20:11, crb.jpeg)

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 18:44:33 ID: 605d6e No.8525416 >>8527645 >>8532968

here's what i perceive the biggest hole in satanic baby fuckers narrative of pizza gate

Virginia Roberts, pictured here with Prince Andrew, and Epstein, testified in court that she had been raped in multiple orgies with numerous members of 
the establishment on Jeffrey Epstein's private Island.

Presumably she was in the heart of the beast but she never mentioned satanic ritual baby sacrificing or killing? Why is that? You think she would have 
witnessed the worst of the worst?

Maybe Epstein is comparatively mild compared to the Podestas? Idk.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 19:31:07 ID: 374065 No.8525646

>>8489922 (OP)
Did nobody archive the deleted washington post article?  
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Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 20:43:56 ID: 5df1e7 No.8526067 >>8526074

>>8490832
>>8494839
>>8497349
Don't use bing either you fucking retards, use qwant, startpage, ixquick, duckduckgo, even fucking ecosia, but don't subject yourself to (((international 
corporations)))  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 20:45:01 ID: ca1ea5 No.8526074

>>8526067

So all of those other search engines are free of international corporate fingerprints? Fucking doubt it.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 21:31:25 ID: ad8f72 No.8526448

lol'd at the title  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 21:39:01 ID: 9f850b No.8526532 >>8526707

>>8516143
>mfw niggers could help us
I'd be happy to call them Honorary Blacks and maybe make them the kings of a new African continent.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 21:58:56 ID: 7cba77 No.8526707 >>8526820

>>8526532
How about we find a historically redpilled african society that we could use for culture war against the jew-nig culture currently prevalent in the usa today. 
It may be a tough find, but they have to have at east one society in the history of african black societies, that would be acceptable to exist. 
The idea I am proposing is to subvert judeo-islamic nignog society with some kind of jolly tribal fascist puppets who will take their people back to africa, 
and clean up the place for us. This would solve the problems at home, and in africa at least enough to stop the invasions.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 22:08:41 ID: 419573 No.8526782
File (hide): d946e0a81d0b19f⋯.gif (213.28 KB, 250x263, 250:263, kekpepe.gif)

>>8495788
HEIL KEK  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 22:13:45 ID: 9f850b No.8526820

>>8526707
Once I read there were ruins of "castles" in the sub-Saharan jungle to show them black-washing Egypt should be below their dignity. It turns out they had 
a state of sorts in the woods which exceptionally wasn't made with Muslim advisors or admixture of Whites.

Although, I forgot the name.  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 23:01:27 ID: 8cdc84 No.8527153 >>8527412

>>8517826

Does that refute the youtube vid?  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 23:12:23 ID: dca677 No.8527243 >>8530260 >>8541920

File (hide): 43ae06ddb380cdc⋯.jpg (25.1 KB, 500x375, 4:3, tumblr_kqoed4guaw1qz9qooo1….jpg)

Lel grow up you basement dwelling 4 channers we debunk you with cherrypicked articles and if you keep 
digging we're throwing your president under the bus with cherrypicked lines from a private conversation! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfXWXNItF_Y  
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Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 23:35:00 ID: 8cdc84 No.8527412

>>8527153

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FP3dCT8b7es

The clip comes from here. Who else thinks the Rabbi is just being pro-troll?  

Anonymous  12/15/16 (Thu) 23:58:51 ID: 41de8b No.8527593 >>8533012 >>8536398 >>8538697

File (hide): 45571683226bc2f⋯.jpg (58.03 KB, 423x951, 141:317, 59684e9e1edcc5eaf00c43bd12….jpg)

Child trafficking for sex is very believable if you understand the elite mindset.
Monetary bribes can only get you so far. Imagine someone like Soros or Bill Gates; they have more money than they can possibly 
spend in an entire lifetime.
When you have that sheer amount of money, it begins to lose its value.
You can have literally anything in the world, that is, almost anything.
When monetary bribes become meaningless to people who already have all the money they need, a child sex slave becomes the 
next level of currency. Since the risk of getting caught and getting your reputation ruined is so high, the value of a child sex slave is 
extremely high as well.

The solutions: 
>eradicate the restrictions on having sex with children = the value of human sex slaves go down since the risk involving human 
trafficking goes down. (obviously this is unthinkable and very shitty to even consider.)

>limit people from amassing stupidly colossal amounts of wealth, hence preventing them from reaching the point where money 
becomes meaningless

>somehow eradicate the desire in these people to have sex with children 

Just thinking out loud here. Tell me what you think.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 00:04:20 ID: c5f4ea No.8527642

>>8514474
>It's many women in on this, I dunno why they do this.
Wake the fuck up.  Some people are evil.  Women are statistically more violent to children than men.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 00:04:23 ID: 581733 No.8527645 >>8532968

>>8525416
Personally I think there is a pretty big difference between being attracted to teenage girls and raping and murdering cannibalizing little kids.  The Anthony 
Weiner stuff like sexting a 16 year old just shows poor impulse control, but the pizzagate stuff is a whole new level of sickness and depravity.  It could also 
be a matter of what kind of stuff the people are into.  So yes, on the surface, it seems to be a different sort of thing.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 02:27:38 ID: a8f17d No.8528973

There's a documentary "chickenhawk - men who love boys 1994" and they call pedos "bucks" and one pedophile talks about taking kids camping to have 
sex with them. BUCKS FISHING AND CAMPING

skip to 52min
youtube.com/watch?v=46nw1t7hCnU  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 04:30:23 ID: 1d6106 No.8529888 >>8529980 >>8533046

>>8519339

Are those teeth filed down?  If so, because of dental records?  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 04:40:50 ID: 7e8fe0 No.8529966

>>8520171
this is why we have bullets  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 04:42:34 ID: d8684c No.8529980 >>8533046

>>8529888
 You know I was wondering about the teeth… At first considered just a bunch of baby teeth from maybe having many kids around… Then I thought just 
like you.. Dental records … But these teeth didn't just fall out, they were pulled roots and all… So that removes the baby teeth thing… So that leaves 
dental records …or…. What would you do if you had a younger unwilling partner and was worried about biting during oral sex?   Pull them suckers?

Then think about the complete dental chair set up found on epstiens pedo island….perhaps???

I don't know, but it's sure not normal to have that many pulled teeth laying around  
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Well imagine that  
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Just a quick reminder of what these people do.
I assume you've all seen these paintings before, it was drawn by a woman who was actually raped as a child and held in a dungeon, she's kind of 
dissociated from reality and apparently doesn't even remember what happened most of the time, but some of her personalities painted these.
Take note of the writing on the walls, it's almost always backwards and usually says "help me" or "kill us"  
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And finally, here's the woman herself.
Not all of her paintings are of the rapes, most of them are just abstract. I think only her more dissociated personalities paint the truly horrifying things.  
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I will second that.. 

Podesta's bedroom wall art  
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Actually, I'll have this be 
the last one.
The personality that 
draws the really fucked 
shit's name is Ria Pratt 
I recommend taking this 
image and flipping it to 
read what the text says.  
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Hey shill look at this https://www.change.org/p/united-states-department-of-justice-audit-david-brock-s-media-matters-conglomerate  
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Where is that image from anon?  
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http://fineartamerica.com/featured/what-have-we-got-here-
michael-podesta-.html

some guy named named Michael Podesta from australia 
likes to take creepy pictures and pawn it off as art  
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2nd page of a article in the Washington post (article was scrubbed but archived) gives the artist name and description of it… Simple search of the name 
found it

https://archive.fo/tRPmL  
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Damn, there is some really odd photos even with a simple jewgle search, your right. Not defending the artist but gotta say that censored image is pretty 
misleading though anon, considering it is a fake tit and all. Still fucked up though. The pictures with boys are pretty telling of the shit he is up to.  
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File (hide): 066f697333b44f2⋯.jpg (184.77 KB, 656x505, 656:505, hmmm.jpg)

Look, I think we may be onto something Epic huge.

The Hill School

Google streetview in middleburg will not go near this street that 
runs past the accountants and the police station.

Behind it is this massive and I mean massive school area called 
"The Hill School."

I just found this. Look into it.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 11:56:52 ID: 8b1fd1 No.8531984 >>8532091

Well I don't see anything strange about the school. I hope there is nothing.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 12:05:21 ID: 9dee4e No.8532017

>>8530179
SAD REACTS ONLY  
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File (hide): 97af1fedc0f5d8b⋯.jpg (223.33 KB, 1300x609, 1300:609, false positive.jpg)

>>8531984
Well.. I found something odd on the donor list.

Me too. 

How could I not check out "African temptations."

Check out the symbol on the bottom. 

Could be a false positive.. but how many damn logos are almost exact spirals just like the original… I don't think very many.  
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Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 12:48:46 ID: 3da249 No.8532164 >>8533163

So far my recap is:

Alefantis sighting next to an elite school, 4 minute walk from Accountant office with spot on Pedo symbol, which street is not google street viewed.

Look @ Hill School, Donor list "African Temptations," can't resist googling.

Website also has Dead spot on pedo symbol just like accountant, same one except flipped upside down. 

One on site looks much more innocent than event banner with owner… Dead on pedo symbol doesn't even look right.

Anyways, keep googling, these guys run fundraisers for African adoption… wow

Lots here. 

Even now while writing this.. zooming out on the symbol gives a pedo symbol and the illuminati eye… the guys torso is the eye and he is under an 
eyebrow..  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 12:58:51 ID: 3da249 No.8532198 >>8533163

File (hide): db89219e75c9e42⋯.png (1.1 MB, 1131x644, 1131:644, uh].PNG)

fine dining.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 13:06:07 ID: 3da249 No.8532219
File (hide): 65909990f20816b⋯.png (176.47 KB, 742x368, 371:184, germanshit.PNG)

Some weird ass connections to 
German.. and cannibalistic tendencies.. 
inside jokes. 

Who signs anonymously for a school 
fundraiser as Hansel and Gretel.. 

look at this auction list, the amount of 
crazy expensive things on it… 125 

entires wow  
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Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 13:30:42 ID: 185de3 No.8532300

from /news/

https://archive.fo/IFGbm

A 12-year-old gymnast molested by an Olympic coach during therapy sessions.

Children as young as 6 secretly photographed nude by coaches.

Coaches who slipped a finger inside girls leotards.

A coach having almost daily sex with a 14-year-old at one of the countrys most prestigious gyms.

No one knows exactly how many children have been sexually exploited in Americas gyms over the past 20 years. But an IndyStar-USA TODAY Network 
review of hundreds of police files and court cases across the country provides for the first time a measure of just how pervasive the problem is.

At least 368 gymnasts have alleged some form of sexual abuse at the hands of their coaches gym owners and other adults working in gymnastics. Thats 
a rate of one every 20 days. And its likely an undercount.

 A nine-month investigation found that predatory coaches were allowed to move from gym to gym undetected by a lax system of oversight or dangerously 
passed on by USA Gymnastics-certified gyms.

Some coaches are fired at gym after gym without being tracked or flagged by USA Gymnastics or losing their membership with the organization. USA 
Gymnastics often has no idea when a coach is fired by a gym and no systematic way to keep track. Ray Adams was fired or forced to resign from six 
gyms in four states. Yet some gym owners hired Adams believing his record was clean.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 13:37:47 ID: d8684c No.8532326

>>8531205

I just didn't want to have anything close so I censored it  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 13:45:38 ID: 3da249 No.8532353
File (hide): 5b85f3443750dcd⋯.jpg (79.67 KB, 813x618, 271:206, lookie.jpg)

Look who else is on the donation list.. Linda Tripp's 
store where Alefantis went.. Christmas Sleigh  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 14:29:11 ID: d51fff No.8532458 >>8532573

File (hide): 05ea3d47b39c038⋯.png (775.71 KB, 987x669, 329:223, helno666-diaper.png)
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Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 15:03:49 ID: 8b1fd1 No.8532573 >>8532806

>>8532458
diaper? people are seriously retarded it's a paper towel, open the dam image  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 16:08:23 ID: a8f17d No.8532784 >>8532844

>>8531205
where are you getting fake tit from? She's circling her nipple with the string in her hand. Not fake….

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 16:15:05 ID: 4f9dd0 No.8532806

>>8532573
>probaply with blood and cum faggot.  
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Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 16:23:30 ID: a8f17d No.8532844

>>8532784
nvm I see what u mean but still iffy  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 16:55:45 ID: b2bc8e No.8532968

>>8527645
There is a difference. Despite age of consent laws and our cultural mores, it is biologically natural for adult men to be attracted to post-pubescent females 
because they are fertile. We are attracted to beauty because it is a biological signal to us that healthy offspring would result from a union with that person. 
I'm not saying it's okay for 45 year old men to grab a 15 year old or excusing the activities of these pedo rings or Epstein. But the reality is that adult men 
have to consciously think for a moment whether that smoking hot chick is jailbait or 19.

Ephebophilia is the primary or exclusive adult sexual interest in mid-to-late adolescents, generally ages 15 to 19.

This is different than pedophilia which is exclusive attraction to prepubescent children.

>>8525416
Epstein's entire operation was a Mossad honeypot. Not every honeypot operation includes occult sacrifices and so on. Most don't. Most trafficking rings 
and even people involved in it don't encounter that aspect. If you think about it - the percentage of times that occult stuff is relatively small. And the people 
who see it/experience/participate in it is far smaller. So the fact that Epstein's op didn't feature that doesn't change the fact that it does happen.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 17:06:29 ID: b2bc8e No.8533012 >>8539331

>>8527593
>eradicate the restrictions on having sex with children
NO

>limit people from amassing stupidly colossal amounts of wealth
Too much like communism

>somehow eradicate the desire in these people to have sex with children
Castration, or if that fails, execution. PUBLIC execution.

The most obvious solution to a lot of this is to force all Jews in the world to Israel and ZERO traffic out. Everything going in is inspected.

Also, public executions for those who play or who have played a part in trafficking, pimping or sexually abusing children.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 17:13:45 ID: b2bc8e No.8533046 >>8534811

>>8519339
>>8529888
>>8529980
Let's employ some logic here.

>Look at the length of the roots 
>Consider just how thick the mandible would have to be. 
>It would have to be over 1" thick. 
>There's not a human being that has ever had a  jawbone that thick. 

They aren't human teeth.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 17:24:12 ID: d44f82 No.8533106

>>8530260
Dude I'm paraphrasing Colbert, the MSM is in maximum damage control, I believe he also said that the generals son was fired from a job for being 
politically incorrect, and that he should also be fired for "fake news". Theres a whole thread on tv on this just wanted you guys to watch it.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 17:30:57 ID: cda96c No.8533131

>>8502719
>This website is basically pedo central.

You're thinking of masterchan which looks like a honeypot.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 17:38:27 ID: a02a57 No.8533163

>>8532164
>>8532198
Joyce Koons (no relation to Jeff it appears) Honda Buick are on that list of auction donors. Here is an ad for their company with a lot of (pedo) bears. 
Probably not related I just find all the coincidences amusing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qITPrUekZQE

How to embed video? No clue.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 17:44:09 ID: cda96c No.8533192

>>8521451
>chest hair
>decently wide shoulders

Could be an adult tbh. Definitely a teen.  
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Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 19:36:52 ID: a02a57 No.8534082 >>8534108

I made a fake news info graphic  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 19:38:08 ID: a02a57 No.8534108
File (hide): 6c120ea2fe54f7c⋯.jpg (3.7 MB, 5645x6365, 1129:1273, fakenews.jpg)

>>8534082
And forgot to attach 
it  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 20:07:30 ID: d8684c No.8534811

>>8533046

That was my bad, tho scale is hard to tell, I am so used to all the sick stuff these folks are into that I never considered that… Lesson learned  

File (hide): 91bd9cea05f894e⋯.jpg (143.16 KB,
662x670, 331:335, my rage corrupted the imag….jpg)

File (hide): 80f351706f55df5⋯.png (937.07 KB,
900x900, 1:1, infinite RREEEEEEEEEEEEEEE….png)

File (hide): 8aaf2cc008fa01a⋯.jpg (112.24
KB, 640x814, 320:407,
2543fa26a859af2b8a964a64ba….jpg)

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 20:32:09 ID: 41de8b No.8535335 >>8535662

>>8520448
WHAT THE FUCK
>No context, no "my babby is sick :"("

BUT NO A FUCKING 
>lastweekend

A PICTURE OF A 
BLOODY DIAPER
FUCKING HELL

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 20:46:26 ID: 06f172 No.8535662

>>8535335
At least when we kill them, we can say it's to curb pretentious hipster bullshit if not worse.  
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File (hide): db60548e30f15e3⋯.jpg (16.62 KB,
450x290, 45:29, DC-Thermonuclear.jpg)

File (hide): ce941d0b16d0080⋯.jpg (15.23 KB,
480x360, 4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 21:50:03 ID: 07f79c No.8536398

>>8527593
>The solutions

This is the only solution.

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 22:25:09 ID: f6de6b No.8536601 >>8541947

>>8496369
My theory is Podesta Brothers might be part of a boylover cult of Osiris/Antinous. Set is probably a cover/obfuscation for much darker vampiric activities 
by his wife Lillith. Which is probably the cult/coven that Mira Abramovic, Lady Gaga, and Hillary are likely a part of.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 22:31:34 ID: a02a57 No.8536629
File (hide): 036157c0d19e4a6⋯.jpg (1.79 MB, 2536x4065, 2536:4065, fidelity.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 23:24:49 ID: 5eef33 No.8536909 >>8536987

>>8508434
>"greek system" of Masonry
>OES is elite women's Masonry the plebs can't join

You know, for the most part I love /pol/, but when /pol/ anons start raving about Masons it's just fucking sad.  

Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 23:37:44 ID: 114ea4 No.8536987

>>8536909
Indeed.  It's the kikes, stupid.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/16/16 (Fri) 23:54:30 ID: dc8692 No.8537087

I was just watching Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives and Comet Ping Pong was featured on there. Embed 
related. The episode was shot in 2010, but still it's a weird coincidence that it was replaying the episode just 
now.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 00:12:40 ID: 3e3b11 No.8537215 >>8537386

>>8520448
That doesn't look like a diaper. It looks like a paper towel that he blew his coke nose into. 

I hope it's not some kind of hippie diaper  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 00:34:25 ID: ba59de No.8537386

>>8537215
It's a pizza related map like the realtor found  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 00:50:57 ID: 298194 No.8537527

testing  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 00:53:40 ID: 298194 No.8537554 >>8538364

File (hide): 2cbafebb4cf2f47⋯.png (126.78 KB, 890x580, 89:58, Please Post.png)

>>8489922 (OP)
I can't seem to post the text in pic related for some 
reason. Delete this post if what I found is just bs.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 00:58:05 ID: 8b1fd1 No.8537586 >>8537839 >>8538458 >>8542031

File (hide): c97c55868121559⋯.jpg (428.43 KB, 2424x784, 303:98, HOLY SHIT.jpg)

FUCK THE SHILLS. WE BRING IT SON.

https://archive.is/ehBl8

2012

abdoulaye diallo - PIZZA CHEF 28 years old RAPIST AND STALKER TERRORIZED STREETS OF ENGLAND.

GUESS WHERE HE FUCKIN APPEARS in 2014?! ON A HEALTH REPORT BITCH AS A FUCKIN PIZZA MANAGER??

BESTA PIZZA in D.C. 

GOOD GAME GET THIS SHIT OUT KEK BITCH. 

FIND ME AND KILL ME SON. 

https://archive.is/lUIYr

IT'S ON  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 01:00:19 ID: b8145b No.8537604

>>8537586o
100 BUCKS MOTHAFUCKA. nice work anon. Lets jizz these satanic whores in their mouths.

Keep on keking untill the break of dawn.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 01:06:37 ID: 8b1fd1 No.8537657 >>8537839

"My terror at hands of Northern Quarter sex beast: Brave victim speaks out as attacker is jailed."

ARTICLE REFERS TO HIM AS A BEAST = REMEMbER BESTA = BEAST IN PORTUGUESE TOO. 

"Abdoulaye Diallo brought terror to the streets of the Northern Quarter over Christmas and the New Year in a series of violent attacks targeting lone 
women.
The 28-year-old pizza chef badly beat and threatened to kill his screaming victims after following them in darkness and dragging them to the ground."

28 YEAR OLD PIZZA CHEF MFER.

From health report:

nspector Comments: 
NO OBJECTION TO RENEWAL OF LICENSE
FOR QUESTIONS CALL MR TAYLOR AT 202-442-9037
CFPM ABDOULAYE DIALLO 49004 EXP 8/20/14
   ABDOULAYE DIALLO 01/09/2014
 Person-in-Charge (Signature) (Print) Date  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 01:31:08 ID: 37e464 No.8537839 >>8537853

>>8537586
>>8537657
This is pretty crazy. Where's the article that describes him as a pizza chef? That would erase any chance of it just being somebody with the same name.

How would he be jailed for violent sexual assault/rape in 2012 in the UK and already be out and allowed into the US by 2014? Isn't that fucked?  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 01:32:44 ID: 37e464 No.8537853

>>8537839
here it is

https://archive.is/zkQjP
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/my-terror-at-hands-of-northern-quarter-sex-689550  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 02:00:10 ID: 2fe9ca No.8538065
File (hide): e417fd3cb8014a8⋯.png (11.52 KB, 318x100, 159:50, npbis_vectorlogo_horizonta….png)

Hopefully someone sees this. 
Just gonna leave this here.

https://npbis.org/docs/npbis_
brochure.pdf  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 02:10:44 ID: 19ce60 No.8538136

>>8530206
Aww, that's a bummer, her other personalities' art is actually pretty neat. The fact that somebody would fuck somebody up like that is so disturbingly awful 
and wicked. It's certainly why it's so hard to convince the normies.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 02:52:59 ID: ca1ea5 No.8538364

>>8537554

I…ahem…enjoyed the work of Colonel Kink vis-a-vis Disney bitches for a number of years awhile back. That's…disturbing, if true.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 03:12:00 ID: 65201e No.8538458 >>8539217

>>8537586
Holy shit good find  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 03:48:45 ID: c913f5 No.8538697

>>8527593
The solutions:
>Gas all molochcunts and CIA niggers involved, crash their blackmail power structure with no survivors, and confiscate their wealth to donate to 
legitimate charities fighting child abuse. 
FTFY  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 04:05:42 ID: 85cc9d No.8538751

>>8510953
au revoir, copper  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 04:18:04 ID: 7cf757 No.8538800

>>8500684
Jesus Christ, how is it possible to be this basic and still breathe unassisted? "If I just talk incredulously and long enough, it means I'm right!" Shut the fuck 
UP.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 04:59:35 ID: 52ce19 No.8538922

Voat.co/v/webofslime/1493449

Pizzgate: A Window Into a Darker World  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 05:36:22 ID: 52ce19 No.8539041

Clinton’s State Department Cover-up of Pedophilia in Belgium revealed by FOIA Clinton emails posted yesterday.

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1495796  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 05:37:15 ID: 52ce19 No.8539043

Suspicious website found that is possibly involved in selling children

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1495685  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 05:44:11 ID: af5b06 No.8539066 >>8539091

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEB4PUqTTq4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yuErf6wQVw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCQIjhDlRLU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg4ysbOchHU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKDvPPy6HYc  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 05:51:23 ID: 65201e No.8539091

>>8539066
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKDvPPy6HYc  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 05:58:21 ID: fd0fe4 No.8539119

>>8500684

Oh my fucking god, Callan is such a fucking cuck. Can Bravo please fucking choke slam that cocksucker? Please!  

File (hide):
caf4aef531d9195⋯.png (38.47 KB,
406x639, 406:639, DOUBLE.PNG)

File (hide): 05bbbc991cb8b52⋯.jpg (232.31 KB,
1584x622, 792:311, sli2.jpg)

File (hide): e6959583bca45b6⋯.png (36.18 KB,
932x650, 466:325, which is it.PNG)

File (hide): c2855b2336dcab8⋯.png (28.89 KB,
916x430, 458:215, diallo.PNG)

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 06:16:57 ID: 64a7d9 No.8539217 >>8539344

>>8538458
So he may not be the same guy or he may be, the question here is this:

Voat shills are saying he isnt the same guy.

1. His facebook says D.C. Besta Pizza 2001. Manta says opened in 2010.

2. The account that links up to the facebook gave comet ping pong 5 stars years ago.

3. Someone found a d.c. court case, where he was arrested for sex solicitation in D.C. of 2015. Abdoulaye k. Diallo.  (K is in the last image)  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 06:19:12 ID: 64a7d9 No.8539228
File (hide): 7d2e279e66953ae⋯.png (106.79 KB, 1243x453, 1243:453, case head.PNG)

Fuck sorry I gave you the wrong 
case, I am damn tired. This is the 
case heading.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 06:39:10 ID: ca1ea5 No.8539331 >>8549384

>>8533012

The anti-Jew shit is fucking dumb. Trump got the highest Jewish voting percentage of any Republican since the 80s. If you're pro-Trump, respect those 
who helped elect him.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 06:42:18 ID: 37e464 No.8539344 >>8539396

>>8539217
It would be quite some odds for it to be different people considering the article from the UK even mentions he makes pizza for a living.

How common is the first and last names in western nations? I've never encountered either name before  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 06:43:57 ID: ca1ea5 No.8539348 >>8539464

Somebody make a new one of these. We're gonna need it. Actual breakthrough:

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1495796  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 06:58:33 ID: 64a7d9 No.8539396 >>8539837

File (hide): a8d29f58498fb9d⋯.jpg (301.9 KB, 1876x1116, 469:279, well now in country confir….jpg)

>>8539344

Common but I am not done digging.

Here he is out of prison in less than 2 years, after raping 3 women 
and smashing their heads into the pavement?

here he is in the USA in Georgia in 2014… getting arrested.

Debunked huh? Funny he was in Georgia in 2014.. you'd think he 
was in jail in Britain.

[Georgia Mugshot](http://sli.mg/B1A6ek)

So now we know he made it over here.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 07:07:10 ID: 64a7d9 No.8539430

.. mugshot isn't him fuck. I am going to bed too tired.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 07:17:47 ID: 9ceb22 No.8539464

>>8539348
My question is is every high ranking U.S. official and diplomat a sexual pervert?  Because that is the picture one gets when stepping back and looking at 
the totality of the information being exposed.  Two themes are evident, actually three:

Corruption.
Perversion
Cover Up.

That is the M.O. of these people no matter where they are at.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 07:57:33 ID: 3da249 No.8539554 >>8539846 >>8541682

Abdoulaye evidence doesn't all line up.

If someone can prove he is no longer in prison and has come over here, please follow up. Otherwise just assume that this guy is not the one from besta 
pizza. thanks  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 08:07:28 ID: 9f217c No.8539571

>>8494479
They already did that with Rotherham.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 08:27:20 ID: a2aaab No.8539641 >>8539828

4chan is complicit in the coverup, but I'm sure you all knew this

They censor pizzagate urls. Banned text.
They permabanned people for posting fire safety threads
and hit anyone posting resources with a 15 day ban.

Ben Fischbain was censored
When we discovered CTR, the information was suppressed, and widespread bans were passed out.

Just what is the nature of this fight and how do we win? We don't even have a home any more. Is this it? It's slow…  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 09:14:57 ID: 37e464 No.8539828 >>8540028

>>8539641
If every other place has gone to shit, and this place has kept pizzagate pinned since before the election, non-stop, what do you think? Better figure out 
how to get the others here, right?  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 09:16:58 ID: 37e464 No.8539837 >>8540347 >>8540399

>>8539396
Even outside of pizzagate in general, and pedo stuff, I want answers as to how this guy ended up in the US after his conviction. That shouldn't happen 
unless he's a US citizen or something  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 09:18:07 ID: 37e464 No.8539846 >>8540347 >>8540399

>>8539554
That's quite a coincidence that the one in the UK is cited as a pizza baker. It needs more investigation for sure, but cmon now  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 09:57:23 ID: a2aaab No.8540028 >>8540039

>>8539828
No. How long until they do the same to 8chan? I won't stand meekly by as I'm forced to escape from a labyrinth of control.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 10:00:43 ID: 37e464 No.8540039 >>8540051

>>8540028
I don't know what to say, you were saying there aren't places to organize. 

Frankly from my experiences digging on other stories, it's not even a good idea to organize in the open. Five people operating on a closed secured site 
can get a lot more done. No people popping in to drop bad leads, the enemy isn't following your every move as you try to work on a good lead. Etc etc  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 10:04:51 ID: a2aaab No.8540051

>>8540039
The entire zeitgeist operates in the shadows! Why can't we have channels of our own? We are losing a war on our minds. Radio is lost. Television is lost. 
Have you ever thought about starting a Television station? You can't!

I'm not going to correct the record any more. Thousands of bots on proxies spreading lies on the internet for us to clean up. It's a cruel joke!

I'm going to end it.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 10:42:37 ID: 7cf757 No.8540201

>>8523035
Two sides of the same Semitic shekel.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 10:49:59 ID: 185de3 No.8540239

http://www.allkpop.com/buzz/2016/11/1040-buried-corpses-are-uncovered-in-land-owned-by-a-cult
1040 corpses found on land owned by cult  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 11:42:39 ID: 64a7d9 No.8540347 >>8540399 >>8545063

>>8539837
>>8539846

I am with you guys. We just have to be extra vigilant to make sure we only research individuals guilty of these things. keep looking, all this research is 
fucking me up. I haven't slept in a week and spent 40 hours on it.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 12:04:26 ID: 64a7d9 No.8540399 >>8545063

File (hide): f8b2bebeaf2d509⋯.png (526.47 KB, 1213x632, 1213:632, huhhh.PNG)

>>8540347
>>8539837
>>8539846

Dec. 16th 2016… odd timing that 
this place was just cleared of 
squatters today..

Apparently this location closed 
down.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 12:09:26 ID: 64a7d9 No.8540411 >>8545063

File (hide): 7d35f1de5ebf1f3⋯.png (361.1 KB, 705x646, 705:646, ii.PNG)

Someone notes that in an old documentary there is an abandoned "Pizza Express" under the D.C. tunnels 
where it is thought that could connect up with Besta. Kind of interesting.  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 12:14:59 ID: 64a7d9 No.8540424 >>8545063

File (hide): caf4aef531d9195⋯.png (38.47 KB, 406x639, 406:639, DOUBLE.PNG)

Not sure if I left this here… but kind of 
odd he 5 stared competitors…  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 12:19:36 ID: 64a7d9 No.8540438 >>8545063

File (hide): 2e880fb538c5bce⋯.png (696.43 KB, 1229x664, 1229:664, ua.PNG)

And yes I looked into square form.. no longer exists.. but when you trace the phone number.. you find 
another business that no longer exists…See image.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 13:22:54 ID: 64a7d9 No.8540624 >>8545063

File (hide): d1ee6267514e75f⋯.jpg (1022.23 KB, 1800x1800, 1:1, ui.jpg)

help if you can  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 14:09:41 ID: a02a57 No.8540754 >>8540815 >>8545063

File (hide): 89e55de49f5f013⋯.jpg (2.43 MB, 1902x7756, 951:3878, fidelity3.jpg)

I hope the quality is good. This might be helpful in identifying the beliefs and motives of this group. Protip; it is not paedophilia, these people 
don't really care about that. They care about ritual murder and stopping the degenerative diseases that are decimating their kind.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 14:29:40 ID: 44713f No.8540815 >>8541132

>>8540754

So it seems I was right that pizzagate is a government psyop to make us into tinfoil nutters again.  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 14:45:30 ID: 0f63b0 No.8540871 >>8541132

Stop making giant charts with 3 million arrows, dumbasses

Make something that makes sense sequentially  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 15:20:46 ID: e21e03 No.8541013 >>8541132

Why does this shit get a constant sticky while worthwhile threads get bumplocked.  
Sad.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 15:53:06 ID: a02a57 No.8541132 >>8545063 >>8545099

>>8540815
One post by this person

>>8540871
One post by this person

>>8541013
One post by this person

Why don't you contribute or fuck off?  

Dave Meltzer  12/17/16 (Sat) 16:54:37 ID: 4d8d41 No.8541375

>>8541299

>Stop investigating Pizzagate.

You'd like that, wouldn't you?  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 18:00:09 ID: eceb9c No.8541682 >>8543011 >>8543041

>>8539554
Concern troll promoting Illuminati Eye

The proper assumption is that the Besta Pizza pizza man is the same guy until proven false.  Same name, same occupation, same approximate age etc.

International pedo ring with Hatian trafficking ties, it's not surprising that he turns up in capital cities like London and DC with same "Pizza" day job.

After all this is Pizzagate.

Don't discard the clues prematurely, operating assumption should be that they're connected until we find out for sure that they are unrelated.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 18:18:55 ID: 7cec82 No.8541783

>>8531913

did they scrub their logo? I don't see it anywhere  
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 18:35:06 ID: 000000 No.8541875

So this is about to get freaky…

David Brock and James Alefantis sold a house to Scott & Luz Driscoll for 2.25 million back in 2013: http://www.pressreader.com/usa/the-washington-
post/20130613/282741994358283 (link dead already, anyone got an archive please) - further proof: https://image.isu.pub/130920155905-
670c3c030807fd29e0eb188eb277ecb3/jpg/page_106.jpgJPG (full original article: https://issuu.com/washingtonlife/docs/0913_digital/106))

Through a google search, we find Luz and Scott Driscoll are linked to this address: blockshopper.com/dc/washington-county-dc/washington-
kalorama/property/25190282/2310-california-street-nw (page doesn't load for me)

Which is the same address David Brock and James Alefantis purchased back in 2007: http://washingtonlife.com/issues/march-2007/real-estate-
news/index.php - "In Kalorama, 2310 California Street, N.W, now belongs to bestselling author David Brock and his partner, restaurateur James 
Alefantis."

With database searches of James Alefantis, it confirms this property as his as well as other properties listed under that name:

1. 6513 Brawner ST Mc Lean, VA 22101

2. 2310 California ST NW Washington, DC 20008-1637

3. 1536 Swann ST NW Washington, DC 20009

4. 1352 Bradley DR Harrisonburg, VA 22801

5. 5037 Connecticut AVE NW Washington, DC 20008

6. PO Box 7703 Mc Lean, VA 22106-7703

7. Dearborn ST Mc Lean, VA 22106

8. 148 W Wolfe ST Harrisonburg, VA 22802-3815

9. 1404 P ST NW WASHINGTON DC Washington, DC 20005

10. 1117 Randolph RD Mc Lean, VA 22101-2930

11. 3334 N ST NW Washington, DC 20007-2807

12. 455 Massachusetts AVE NW Washington, DC 20001

13. 749 Chain Bridge RD Mc Lean, VA 22101-1813

14. 2022 Columbia RD NW #602 Washington, DC 20009-1303

15. 145 E 48th ST #29F New York, NY 10017-1255

UPDATED WITH ALL 15 LISTED PROPERTIES & LISTED COMPANY: PING PONG PRODUCTIONS <<<<<< LOOK INTO THIS IF WE HAVENT 
ALREADY

Lets keep digging boys, I spent my last bit of money to get this info so make it count!

Anyone from VA know the low down on McLean? Why would he have so many property ties there?

LAST EDIT: MAJOR DISCOVERY /////////

SEARCHING GOOGLE MAPS WITH THE PROPERTY LIST

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/1404+P+ST+NW+WASHINGTON+DC+Washington,+DC+20005/@38.9096765,-77.0324148,3a,75y,179.21h,88.82t
/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sahPgVbmwYSKUhKU5PUvREA!2e0!7i13312!8i6656!4m2!3m1!1s0x0:0x4e2a8da390efb0be!6m1!1e1

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/749+Chain+Bridge+Rd,+McLean,+VA+22101,+USA/@38.937849,-77.132461,96m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m13!1m7!3m6!
1s0x89b7ca761db2fa7b:0x3921c7d35a0f6c4e!2s749+Chain+Bridge+Rd,+McLean,+VA+22101,+USA!3b1!8m2!3d38.937755!4d-
77.132211!3m4!1s0x89b7ca761db2fa7b:0x3921c7d35a0f6c4e!8m2!3d38.937755!4d-77.132211

two places that just looked sus to me ^^^

THEN I SEARCHED NO.14……………………

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/2022+Columbia+RD+NW+602+Washington,+DC+20009-
1303/@38.9172438,-77.0459304,3a,75y,101.9h,90t/data=!3m4!1e1!3m2!1sequoFtYvgYjnr0KCqRZaeg!2e0!4m2!3m1!1s0x0:0xd97ed9b50f8a6769?
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi5y8jLv_LQAhVbd1AKHZb9CWwQxB0IGjAA

"2022 Columbia Road, NW #602, Washington, DC 20009 - AppFolio https://chatelproperties.appfolio.com/.../c298a8eb-5582-46e8-b518-66b63474a997 
Two bedroom, two bath and a den near DuPont Circle, Adams Morgan and the U street corridor. Unit has a washer and dryer, wine fridge, parking space 
…"""

THE DUPONT FUCKING CIRCLE.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 18:42:15 ID: 7cec82 No.8541920

>>8527243

Have fun. We're less interested in Trump and more interested in creating a better reality and getting rid of these sick fucks in the child rape/trafficking 
trade. You really think you are going to save yourselves by threatening Trump? That's only gonna excite some losers on cuckchan and plebbit.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 18:46:53 ID: 7cec82 No.8541947

>>8536601

too much too soon, anon. Lillith is one of the keys. So is astrology in general, but not that 12 sign bullshit.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 18:59:37 ID: 7cec82 No.8542031 >>8543011

>>8537586

We don't die until we win, Anon. Kek makes sure of this. Amazing find. You may have found one of the most convincing pieces connecting rape to DC 
pizza. What are the fucking chances?  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 21:35:50 ID: 64a7d9 No.8543011

>>8541682
Look I broke this info.. there are inconsistencies with the facebook like the fact that it says he has been working at Besta in D.C. since 2001, but Manta 
says they opened in 2010.  From what I see though this is a family guy >>8542031
I am with you, Kek wills it. It feels great and terrifying  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 21:39:36 ID: 42e941 No.8543041

>>8541682
.. the other thing is that the guy who looks like he works at Besta, he looks like a guy who would never be caught soliciting for sex.  

So are there 3 Abdoulaye K Diallo? That just seems like too much of a stretch.

Someone please contact interpol who is in UK or in the EU and find out if this guy is still in prison.  

Anonymous  12/17/16 (Sat) 23:06:33 ID: 000000 No.8543517 >>8543816

pizza is blood splatter. If you did not have a dupe to wipe you clean you say you where eating pizza. That or say you had spaghetti.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 00:02:37 ID: e976e1 No.8543816
File (hide): 40b8e0da13f6963⋯.webm (9.6 MB, 960x540, 16:9, THINK DIFFERENT - GENIUS.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8543517
look guys a real expert here  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 00:02:45 ID: 59e08f No.8543817

>>8492286
shills are pushing the anti-jew hard in order for the next news headline to contain something about anti-semitism and this is the new force against the 
jews.  Dirty Tricks

http://imgur.com/a/iTLd8
three shill bots that forgot to change their names each with their own wording for the same evil-jews post.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 01:00:11 ID: 52ce19 No.8544074 >>8546853

Where do I find a copy of the original of this before it was deleted?

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5i9y4a/the_delta_project_boys_for_sale_rings_of_sex_and/  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 03:05:53 ID: 358415 No.8544743

itccs.org/2014/11/04/ottawa-false-flag-killings-covered-huge-scandal-itccs-breaking-news-november-4/  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 04:25:09 ID: dd1b54 No.8545063 >>8545117

>>8540347
>>8540399
>>8540411
>>8540424
>>8540438
>>8540624
>>8540754
>>8541132
How have these worthless well-poisoners not been permabanned yet? Notice how the thread makes a lot more sense and isn't total fucking tin foil without 
their "contributions"?  
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Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 04:31:16 ID: c03aaf No.8545099

>>8541132

>8540754
is also a big nothing shill post. This has everything to do with child sacrifice and pedophilia.  They are interested in biotech because they want to 
automate the process. They believe it gives them powers and longer life. 

Why is there controversy over stem cell research?
The excitement was due to the huge potential these cells have in curing human disease. The controversy centered on the moral implications of 
destroying human embryos. Political leaders began to debate over how to regulate and fund research involving human embryonic stem (hES) cells.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 04:33:49 ID: 64a7d9 No.8545117 >>8545165

>>8545063
You're talking to me?  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 04:41:43 ID: dd1b54 No.8545165

>>8545117
Fuck, not you, I got the IDs mixed up pretty much immediately. Just a02a57. You should start the next thread.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 06:53:58 ID: 64a7d9 No.8545920 >>8549487

File (hide): 5361c7e79d2c728⋯.jpg (5.28 MB, 5760x6840, 16:19, comet.jpg)

Alefantis on Instagram you have NOT SEEN.

HIS BUILDER, WHO MADE STEEL VAULT NEXT DOOR FOR RED FOX…. 
ALSO MAKES COFFINS in PORTLAND. 

KEK  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 06:55:16 ID: 64a7d9 No.8545933

Also 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 fuck you 10  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 07:17:28 ID: 64a7d9 No.8546093 >>8546414

File (hide): b592ef173d811bd⋯.jpg (1.03 MB, 3280x2608, 205:163, hmmmcomet.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 08:09:24 ID: 5a8074 No.8546414 >>8546481

>>8546093
I am stupid. can someone explain this for me?  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 08:19:33 ID: 3f87d8 No.8546468
File (hide): 38593c7dfd187b5⋯.jpg (374.37 KB, 849x486, 283:162, topkek.jpg)

These pedo 
fucks 
deserve to 
burn.  
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Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 08:21:03 ID: 9b68ac No.8546481 >>8546875 >>8547762

>>8546414
Alefantis ties to Vault Maker / "Home Funeral" coffin manufacturer. #Creepy #Sick

The child coffin #Killroom guy Cummings seems to have been working with Alefantis to design the secret rooms for Comet Ping Pong.

So he's friends with a Pig Farm where they starve the pigs to dispose of child bodies, a child coffin "eco funeral" guy who makes kill rooms, etc.

The case is firming up with more solid leads.

Also ties to the UK sex criminal Hatian trafficking ring Besta Pizza man.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 09:53:03 ID: 185364 No.8546853

>>8544074
There you go anon, Link to said article

https://archive.is/sRAhI  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 09:56:39 ID: 5a8074 No.8546875

>>8546481
Is this recent stuff?  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 10:23:40 ID: 97aba3 No.8546995

>>8530243
Seals the deal for me. She was a victim herself.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 10:45:29 ID: 64a7d9 No.8547068 >>8547176 >>8547347 >>8547599 >>8548071 >>8548463

File (hide): d69f6df21b894d2⋯.jpg (878.31 KB, 2160x1856, 135:116, tats.jpg)

I'm a fuckin machine today.

Here's another Unexplored weird as SHIT thing.

Each pizza place ties to this Squareform.

&and Pizza and Little Fox.. next to comet.

Both places tattoo their employees.. more than 50 at &pizza. It's really weird and my guess is this is how 
they let the bad people know they are on the inside at the restaurants. 

Check it out.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 11:15:09 ID: 5a8074 No.8547176

>>8547068
This is pretty spooky. it should be on /x/  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 12:09:26 ID: 4aedae No.8547347 >>8547934

File (hide): e0bd13dcc8236d8⋯.png (924.47 KB, 830x958, 415:479, 2347622.png)

>>8547068
Every time I think "this shit can't get any weirder", shit gets weirder. Notice the location of the &-tattoo. Easy to 
conceal and easy to "accidentally" show. Btw, is that cum on the black gloves?  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 16:43:37 ID: 160d30 No.8547599 >>8547877

>>8547068

Who in their right fucking mind gets a fucking tattoo for a job at fucking pizza place? Surely normalfags can't think this isn't strange?  
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Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 17:21:35 ID: b8145b No.8547762

>>8546481
Nice!!  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 17:49:10 ID: 1d1b5f No.8547877 >>8548439

File (hide): 5f3661e9cb859c8⋯.jpg (212.27 KB, 1242x2208, 9:16, image.jpg)

>>8547599
Mark of the beast.
Pic is a pizza related map.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 18:01:04 ID: 450212 No.8547934 >>8548030

>>8547347
Fucking hell, I think you're right about the cum on the glove.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 18:17:56 ID: 8bba8b No.8548030 >>8548071

>>8547934
he must have been doing some gay shit right before he got the tattoo  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 18:27:26 ID: 88552f No.8548071

>>8548030
>>8547068

initiation cums to mind

Why the fuck are the adverts over the captchas pain in the Arse to post  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 19:52:58 ID: 448a66 No.8548439
File (hide): b5050dc00884ac8⋯.jpg (45.61 KB, 375x592, 375:592, 1480208256181.jpg)

>>8547877
DUBS CONFIRM  
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Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 19:53:21 ID: a03687 No.8548441
File (hide): 0595eba592450d3⋯.png (6.78 MB, 1000x5000, 1:5, Rabbit hole.png)  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 19:56:21 ID: 583ef4 No.8548463 >>8548498

>>8547068
Does this mean if one of us gets this tattoo, we'll be allowed in back room at Comet Ping Pong where the adults "eat their pizza" in private?  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 20:01:23 ID: a03687 No.8548498
File (hide): cb5917b1c2dd44f⋯.jpg (397.06 KB, 1617x892, 1617:892, post-3148-1202585872 (1).jpg)

>>8548463
No. It is kind of a looked down upon thing actually. Unless 
they get it on their ass or somewhere private.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 20:18:59 ID: a03687 No.8548596

Might be a good idea to save these threads with 

web.archive.org/save/

 as well as with archive.is. If you click on the images it saves them too.
http://web.archive.org/web/20161218201420/https://8ch.net/pol/res/8489922.html  

File (hide): 83e81d183ab43df⋯.jpg (74.94 KB,
650x480, 65:48, DAVID BROCK.jpg)

File (hide): 2e21bd6da530c4c⋯.jpg (33.59 KB,
850x400, 17:8, (((gods chosen))).jpg)

File (hide): 05cd24851d478bc⋯.jpg (15.78 KB,
636x348, 53:29, blood thirsty pedophile je….jpg)

File (hide): 0261f1b2146d3b4⋯.jpg (96.01 KB,
650x504, 325:252, PEDOsta.jpg)

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 20:37:54 ID: 129c6e No.8548680 >>8548742 >>8548761

>>8489922(checked)
>PIZZAGATE=BLOOD LIBEL
jews and their shabbos goyim minions have been doing this thing for thousands of years. This is one major reason besides Usury that they have 
historically been hated by all people.  
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Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 20:44:36 ID: a03687 No.8548742
File (hide): 85fd09202b2c28c⋯.jpg (97.49 KB, 566x838, 283:419, Recognition APRMM Israel.jpg)

>>8548680
And they use freemasonry as a blackmail factory to not only get away with this. But make it a prerequisite to be allowed a 
life of luxury.

Jews are doing this through freemasonry and also through the bnai brith.The highest degree of the elysian mysteries was 
literally called jew. The highest echelons of masonry are completely dominated by jews and it is a jewish organization.

You have got to hit these kikes where it hurts. Their minion cult freemasonry. give them both barrels destroy the problem  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 20:46:36 ID: 583ef4 No.8548761 >>8548938

>>8548680
I think people are starting to get the message that this is happening, but they have not yet identified the people behind it as Jews/Zionists/whatever you 
want to call them.  We need evidence that proves conclusively that these people are behind it and then spread it everywhere. I hate these people much 
as anyone for what they are doing.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 20:52:34 ID: 69dbff No.8548799

>>8489922 (OP)

Strange. In Norway, the newspapers wrote about it just about every day, then all of a sudden everything went silent.

Likely, they outed a bunch of little people to take the heat while more important people, like those involved higher up in government gets out free.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 21:15:52 ID: 64a7d9 No.8548938 >>8549385 >>8549403

>>8548761
Here's my problem with the whole "it's the jews" argument. Obama went against the Jews, campaigned against their prime minister, and did everything he 
could to strengthen the Arabs in the region. 

Arguing for or against, splits our base up, and is a divisive issue.  

I am not going to say yes or no, only let's focus on the details here and not get so lost in the forest.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 22:49:02 ID: b2bc8e No.8549384
File (hide): e3bf47a18761c6d⋯.jpg (81.82 KB, 677x995, 677:995, goyim i.jpg)

>>8539331  
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Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 22:49:03 ID: 4aedae No.8549385
File (hide): 32b11a58dc6c826⋯.png (95.31 KB, 431x551, 431:551, 32b11a58dc6c8263babfd96b81….png)

>>8548938
>Obama went against the Jews
by giving them $40bn of tax payer money as 
"military aid". That's fucking interesting.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 22:51:40 ID: 583ef4 No.8549403

>>8548938
I agree.  We need to be unified if we are to be successful. We are in a war with the MSM right now, and we should focus on that, even though we know 
that behind the MSM, ultimately, are JEWS, but it is enough for me now if we successfully attack their organizations instead of them directly.  They will be 
exposed as their organizations are exposed, so I am not worried about that.  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 23:05:00 ID: 2047be No.8549487

>>8545920
What the fuck.
Didn't that one cunt with the baby travel to portland recently as well?  

Anonymous  12/18/16 (Sun) 23:09:43 ID: 64a7d9 No.8549522
File (hide): 07e4ab0e75f53ec⋯.jpg (97.08 KB, 450x360, 5:4, trump.jpg)

Ok, I am making the new thread now. I don't want to run the risk that someone else will try to frame 
#23 in a way that gets us away from REVIVAL. 

Can we lock this?

Need to step away from this bot shilled post,  let's get some revival going.  
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WAPO DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161121114717/https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/norwegian-police-
arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-network-probe/2016/11/20/5a6f10d8-af3d-11e6-bc2d-19b3d759cfe7_story.html

NYT DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20161120230530/http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/norwegian-police-
arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe-43670565

ABC NEWS DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: https://archive.is/http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/11/20/world/europe/ap-eu-
norway-pedophile-network.html

ORIGINAL AP STORY STILL UP: http://bigstory.ap.org/article/3f53996696a24d0da8c1d8fb117beca0/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe

BACKUP IN CASE IT GOES TOO: https://archive.is/DLmOL

STAGED CRIMES AND MEDIA NARRATIVES: https://archive.is/VttLF

TOP OBAMA FUNDRAISER ARRESTED FOR CHILD RAPE: MAINSTREAM MEDIA SILENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VsBAtq1dLc
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/11/20/kiah-lawson-terry-bean-human-rights-campaign-gay-sex-obama-prison-column/70021560/
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 00:52:59 ID: 7e3731 No.8550175 >>8563029

First for no fucking D&C  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 00:54:08 ID: 7e3731 No.8550180

Attempt at a D&C thread: https://archive.is/KHjdt  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:07:02 ID: 24e211 No.8550248

To re-iterate: this has nothing to do with religion. Those who want to inject religion into this investigation, please an hero like Vince Foster didn't.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:41:20 ID: df3196 No.8550432 >>8550485 >>8554534 >>8563029
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:46:21 ID: 602194 No.8550451 >>8552447 >>8552892 >>8553039 >>8563029

FROM WIKIPEDIA
Pizzagate is a debunked[1] conspiracy theory that emerged during the 2016 United States presidential election cycle

[1]
Ruth, Daniel (December 6, 2016). "The lunacy of fake news". The Seattle Times. Retrieved December 7, 2016. "the dangerous and damaging fake 
allegations against a businessman and his employees simply trying to make a living have been repeatedly debunked, disproved and dismissed."
http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/the-lunacy-of-fake-news/

Douglas, William; Washburn, Mark (December 6, 2016). "Religious zeal drives N.C. man in 'Pizzagate'". The Courier-Tribune. The Charlotte Observer. 
Retrieved December 7, 2016. "Though debunked by sources as diverse as The New York Times, Fox News Channel and the web hoax investigator 
Snopes, more than a million messages have traversed Twitter since November about #Pizzagate."
http://www.courier-tribune.com/news/20161206/religious-zeal-drives-nc-man-in-8216pizzagate8217

Alam, Hannah (December 5, 2016). "Conspiracy peddlers continue pushing debunked 'pizzagate' tale". Miami Herald. Retrieved December 7, 2016. "One 
might think that police calling the motive a 'fictitious conspiracy theory' would put an end to the claim that inspired a gunman from North Carolina to attack 
a family pizzeria in Washington over the weekend"
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article119065843.html

someone archive.is the links  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:46:45 ID: ecc170 No.8550455 >>8550895 >>8551012

Could we go back to the /elephants/ topic? I felt we had a lead here but it got shilled out.  
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File (hide): f5ad4f44090a5a8⋯.jpg (87.29 KB, 896x582,
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File (hide): 8358a4c91608818⋯.png (470.9 KB,
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:56:04 ID: bf63fe No.8550478 >>8552866 >>8559139

What does fake news mean? His instagram was fake? The logos were fake? His name is fake? Buck camping is fake? Dupont baby rapist is fake? Jeff 
Koontz connection is fake? Obongos hot dog party is fake? The wikileaks emails are fake?

>Just saying it's fake doesn't prove anything, what has been debunked?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:58:22 ID: 278c0c No.8550485
File (hide): 75ef0752b097414⋯.jpg (17.29 KB, 255x180, 17:12, 1470367575181.jpg)

>>8550432
Too slow, 
paedo!  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:59:53 ID: 368e90 No.8550492 >>8550870 >>8563029

The GamerGate thread is harboring a known pedophile.  Rumored to be a shitskin as well.  Would you people be interested in looking into that or is it too 
off-topic?  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:01:13 ID: c4f9e5 No.8550496

Here's an archive of the pizza gate #23 thread that got locked.
https://archive.is/KHjdt  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:02:25 ID: c4f9e5 No.8550500 >>8550554

jimmycomet instagram
https://imgur.com/a/BEY2B  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:15:21 ID: 74358f No.8550554 >>8550705

>>8550500
That's not proof of anything though.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:47:48 ID: 278c0c No.8550705 >>8550737 >>8559139

File (hide): 1385f0f56a47fb5⋯.jpg (13.22 KB, 620x387, 620:387, 1461553623664.jpg)

>>8550554
.50 has been deposited  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:54:39 ID: 74358f No.8550737 >>8550809

>>8550705
It's not proof though.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:57:14 ID: c08e6d No.8550747

we should start a #BurnBif campaign to expose Bif Skipman's link to Comet Ping Pong, Cheesybay, and his internet security related history. there is 
plenty to go off  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:12:52 ID: c33dfc No.8550809 >>8551969

>>8550737
Well it CERTAINLY isn't 'debunking' anything either now is it? Take your concern trolling elsewhere it's obvious as fuck.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:13:54 ID: efbbc0 No.8550813 >>8551124 >>8563029

Just discovered this shit. Any good, updated videos I can watch?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:29:02 ID: 550d04 No.8550870 >>8551172

>>8550492
Post info and find out  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:34:47 ID: 6f842b No.8550895 >>8551012

>>8550455
I agree. I would like to know what happened to the original anon who made contact with 3ds pedo on Facebook.  but of course elephants sounds near like 
alefantis and so many coincidences. it's obviously the fucking jews… just like Berlin was degeneracy central before mein fuhrer.  

sage Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:55:51 ID: d4116a No.8550963

sage  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:07:11 ID: 39656f No.8551012 >>8563296

>>8550455
>>8550895

that place is weird and the people there have strange hobbies but i can't say anything ive found is actually inciminating. 

take this for example. weird post about hotdogs which caught my interest because hot dogs were a code used before in the podesta emails. no replies to 
the thread.
https://web-beta.archive.org/web/20160302163946/http://8ch.net/elephants/res/3562.html

that links to two pages, one of which is this facebook https://archive.fo/p8ufV

which then twice in one month links to an article showcasing a bunch of little girls, because apparently some girl showed up dressed up as a hotdog to a 
school event or something? and she got flown out to (((chicago))) for it and crowned the "Chicago Hot Dog Queen". very strange. https://archive.fo/Rb9BL

also i'm gunna save you guys some time. there's two huge pastebins posted in this thread. https://web-
beta.archive.org/web/20160302163931/http://8ch.net/elephants/res/3301.html#3520

i can tell you the first one is total bullshit because i read the entire thing beginning to end. it's just some dude on cough syrup trying to type out coherent 
sentences to pick up a girl on google+, who was actually a person from dump catfishing. not even an interesting read, just horrible. https://web-
beta.archive.org/web/20160218123422/http://pastebin.com:80/RaUcZThu

didn't read the second pastebin though, which i think is actual conversations between the members of dump. after the first one i burned out.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:31:09 ID: efbbc0 No.8551124 >>8551162

>>8550813
pls respond  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:34:52 ID: bf1b65 No.8551138 >>8551208 >>8551907 >>8563029

new podesta interview with meet the 
press (12/18/2016)  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:40:11 ID: 278c0c No.8551162

>>8551124
Chill.  Start flipping through archives until you can't take it anymore if you're new.  There were some missed opportunities in the short term, now it's about 
endurance.  
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File (hide): 9f807618f1b815d⋯.png (384.06 KB,
1825x642, 1825:642, val.png)

File (hide): 5fec1c3e49430fb⋯.png (120.86 KB,
993x669, 331:223, val corbis 1.png)

File (hide): 5e84ed4959c4a9d⋯.png (72.65 KB,
980x714, 70:51, val corbis 4.png)

File (hide): 1c85ae141c36c1d⋯.png (91.54 KB,
983x605, 983:605, val corbis 2.png)

File (hide): d71ee0d26f8f7fe⋯.png (16.97 KB,
1211x200, 1211:200, Val is a Creep 2.png)

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:41:53 ID: 368e90 No.8551172 >>8551520 >>8553631 >>8560544 >>8573597

>>8550870

It's a namefag named Val that appears to post exclusively in the GamerGate thread on /v/ and in different /co/ threads.  He used to post in more /v/ 
threads but got ran out of them due to ruining multiple /v/ projects.  I noticed him in GamerGate because he was always talking about being a lolicon and 
trying to push GG in a more leftist direction.  He was against GG being associated with conservatives like Breitbart, Milo, etc.  He also had a meltdown 
when Brexit happened because he was for Remain.  I thought being a "lolicon" referred only to anime and vidoegames, but then someone who worked on 
a video game project with him ratted him out on a thread that he liked real kids.  Image attached.  Here is an archive of the thread it's from:
https://archive.is/d1usW#selection-20757.0-20793.0

He also was found trying to hit on Lt. Corbis, who is an 11 year old eceleb from YouTube who plays vidya, on Twitter.  Images also attached.  She became 
famous for a while for being the irl Vivian James, and Val is always making pervy comments about Vivian James being his daughter (I know that's a 
meme for /v/ overall, but he's really annoying about it).

There is more discussion about him in this /cow/ thread:

>>>/cow/227015

Unlike srhbutts, who GG went after rightfully so I think for similar stuff, people in the GG thread seem to protect Val and deflect all accusations as shilling.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:47:13 ID: 022795 No.8551208 >>8551260

>>8551138
>>de..de…de…
>>ma…ma…Russians
>>got…got…
>>I…I…
>>ah…ah…
They should be careful about telling the public there is a secret group of people who are always against them, because the people might find out its not 
the Russians but Israel and the Hebrews.

He is literally saying the Russians now own the US but then goes on say oh we just want to learn more about what really happened. If he really believed 
Russia was running the US I doubt he'd use that language.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:57:48 ID: 814a30 No.8551260 >>8551304

>>8551208
Also, when a person says "uh…" or stutters frequently, then you know they're lying.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:07:51 ID: 96b72a No.8551304

>>8551260
Especially when they are usually eloquent or well spoken. There are so many tells. But like typical liberals, they will lie to your face even when caught 
outright lying to you. I used to not believe that liberalism is a mental disorder, but if it isn't then it's pretty damn close beyond the 'ends justify the means' 
stuff.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:14:55 ID: 545d38 No.8551349
File (hide): 16719677d63aac7⋯.png (210.72 KB, 1919x591, 1919:591, Capture.PNG)
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authorities for fake 
news  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:24:35 ID: 96b72a No.8551438 >>8551454

File (hide): 27837994c5b500e⋯.png (191.34 KB, 1919x591, 1919:591, sad jew.png)

You are panicked 
right now and it's 
hilarious. 
JIDF sent the F 
team in today  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:28:12 ID: 322391 No.8551454

>>8551438
bro he's one 'gay sex WITH HATS ON' tab from being the most blatant jokemaker  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:39:21 ID: 550d04 No.8551520

>>8551172
holy shit, he needs to die. Any info on his real identity?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 06:53:16 ID: bf6018 No.8551879
File (hide): b24caf519806bf4⋯.png (856.55 KB, 960x720, 4:3, 3c66681375224f642d243fb62b….png)

These threads are losing 
momentum. Keep up the 
pressure faggots.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 06:57:35 ID: 18890a No.8551907
File (hide): e39af540808de6b⋯.jpg (276.44 KB, 1080x1178, 540:589, e39af540808de6b9145c516aa7….jpg)

>>8551138
>Vladimir Tootin  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 07:01:29 ID: aee40a No.8551928 >>8552830 >>8576688

File (hide): 050c1ecfc8c3585⋯.jpg (151.33 KB, 1056x896, 33:28, jjjjjjj.JPG)

baby  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 07:09:00 ID: 74358f No.8551969

>>8550809
>Well it CERTAINLY isn't 'debunking' anything either now is it?
If you can't have either then what's the point? Has anyone come up with anything beyond fucking instagram posts?  
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Rudy Tweets about Pedo Bust ac  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:17:41 ID: 09a9e7 No.8552316 >>8552402 >>8571063

Rudy Giuliani just tweeted about this here:

https://twitter.com/RudolphGiuliani/status/810759957050228736  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:36:10 ID: 259fe2 No.8552402 >>8552818

>>8552316
Break your links.  Don't want more referrers tracing back here, especially from a publicly exposed source like Giuliani.
Good on him for tweeting it though.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:48:47 ID: aee40a No.8552437

"Former FBI Chief Ted Gunderson said they're 4 million practicing Satanists in America today and 83 children go missing each hr.  That's shocking and no 
ones doing anything about it.  Also 10 thousand or more are Sacrificed each yr.  Ted Gunderson was murdered because he looked into this.  Don't focus 
on one place like Comet Pizza.  That was a front, nothing more. "  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:50:40 ID: 966fa0 No.8552447
File (hide): ed0aa7fb2304af7⋯.jpg (14.97 KB, 200x200, 1:1, thoughtful.jpg)

>>8550451

>mfw the (((mainstream media))) 
keeps pushing its Fake News™ 
narrative

Also archived, thanks anon!  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:51:51 ID: bd215c No.8552453 >>8552478 >>8552633 >>8552811 >>8573981

File (hide): cdd0b85eed43c88⋯.png (1 MB, 701x2344, 701:2344, ripdb.png)

Just gonna leave this here anons.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:59:58 ID: b4137c No.8552478

>>8552453
If he was suicided he deserved it for posting something like that in such a public venue. This is why anyone digging need to learn about OpSec  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 10:10:36 ID: b3314b No.8552633
File (hide): 5a82b75d557be5c⋯.jpeg (8.11 KB, 284x177, 284:177, respect.jpeg)

>>8552453

WE. MUST. 
PUSH. 
FORWARD.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 10:32:57 ID: e4ffef No.8552678 >>8552748

i just buy it for the articles i swear
docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16gnEcvPVN3Hxf0pOwpJxQrmWzAhaNSks44H91WweQmA/edit#gid=0  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:09:38 ID: 49ad08 No.8552748 >>8571880

File (hide): 92e871c7a2f0ab5⋯.png (197.38 KB, 294x256, 147:128, 1469839461045.png)

>>8552678
>implying I'm going 
to click that shit  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:24:20 ID: 4c18de No.8552788

>>8550166 (OP)
>kiah-lawson-terry-bean-human-rights-campaign-gay-sex-obama-prison-column/70021560/

Terry Bean wasn't convicted and it wasn't pedophilia, he was having sex with a 17 years old guy, not a 7 years old child. Yes, there's probably a higher % 
of pedos among homosexual men than heterosexual men but unless you have evidence linking Terry Bean with possible pedos this trail is probably a 
dead end. I'm not sure why you're clinging to this.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:35:55 ID: 4c18de No.8552811 >>8552898 >>8575016

>>8552453
>Destin Blevins

He lives in Colorado Springs, CO and his wife doesn't give details about his death. Where and how did he die? Unless you can clearly link his interest in 
'pizzagate' with his death I don't see the point of posting this, it's just useless speculation. 

The only interesting thing in that picture is the date on the first screencap: June 2008. Who is Frank Winstead?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:39:17 ID: 4c18de No.8552818 >>8554573

>>8552402
>Break your links. Don't want more referrers tracing back here

can Twitter users clearly see the referring URLs? I don't have a Twitter account  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:43:47 ID: 4c18de No.8552830 >>8576688

>>8551928
>jjjjjjj.JPG

Why did you post this? What's the point? It says the grandfather of the baby is a member of Virginia's Electoral College. So what? Control your autism. 
Stop posting useless pictures to spread your useless speculations.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:51:15 ID: a63549 No.8552851

Have there any names been revealed in the norwegian case yet?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:56:28 ID: 4c18de No.8552866

>>8550478
>Obongos hot dog party is fake?

Some people should go back to the Stratfor e-mail and try to find out when exactly this 'hot dog'/'pizza' party with ""waitresses"" took place and what kind 
of 'channels' they used. I thought that was the best lead in the beginning because it really looks like they're talking about prostitution, not food. Or perhaps 
it's drugs. I don't know.  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 12:06:49 ID: 4c18de No.8552892 >>8577062

File (hide): a22ef7cf607aa2d⋯.png (311.65 KB, 615x554, 615:554, Jimmy with Clock Boy.png)

>>8550451
>FROM WIKIPEDIA

The second hand 
encyclopedia controlled 
by the San Francisco 
clique  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 12:08:20 ID: 5af015 No.8552898 >>8552966 >>8561748 >>8563036

>>8552811
frank winstead was on the city council for dc, and uploaded to his youtube a clip that he recorded of him confronting some guys playing ping pong out 
front of comet for being a traffic hazard. however in the background you can hear a kid screaming what sounds like "help me! down here!" over and over. 
the camera was actually held across the street and the kid screaming has a louder voice in the video than the people out front of comet. 

promptly after posting this he was hit with a coordinated gaslighting tactic that wouldnt be seen until years later with the sjw movement. these were 
trained instigators or involved parties trying everything they could to make people think frank was crazy. even washington city paper got involved and 
basically bragged about harassing the man at his house.

later that same year i believe, frank winstead was kicked off of the city council for screaming about how comet was a gateway to "murder and rapes" in 
dc. at the time everyone started to believe the gaslighting apparently and thought he was crazy. but now things sure do look pretty suspicious, huh?

relevant archives
2008 article of him getting cucked out of office
https://archive.is/ezdQE
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/rawfisher/2008/06/dc_official_outdoor_seats_at_p.html

washington city paper's harassment article
https://archive.is/xWZdl
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/city-desk/blog/13055232/confronting-frank-winstead

the video getting hit by a coordinated gaslighting atttack
https://archive.is/rULCh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 12:32:00 ID: 4c18de No.8552966 >>8553059 >>8554626 >>8556356 >>8559818 >>8561748 >>8577432

>>8552898
>Frank Winstead was on the city council for DC

Wait, how come that stuff didn't come out in the beginning of the "investigation"? In which thread did the name of Frank Winstead first appeared? I didn't 
read every single one of them, I think I stopped at #10 or 11.

(I remember the big distraction in early November when someone tried to link the Podestas to the disappearance of Madeleine McCann and how I was 
called a CTR shill for telling autistic people that instead of just looking at the pictures and jumping to conclusions – OMG! LOOK AT THE PICTURES! IT'S 
ALL TRUE! IT'S CONFIRMED! – that they should first try to find out if the Podestas were in Portugal at the time. That's when I stopped following 
'pizzagate' on a regular basis and only checked the threads from time to time. Too much emotional autism is a turn off.)  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 13:04:12 ID: 4a5637 No.8553039

>>8550451
>has source
>source is just unsourced statement by someone with an obvious stake in the argument
Wew  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 13:11:03 ID: b4137c No.8553059

>>8552966
It was pretty early on. Maybe in the first few threads. Someone posted the video but I don't think it gained that much attention until a thread or two later.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 15:49:00 ID: 578848 No.8553509 >>8554534

So, has anyone found any actual indications of criminal activity, or are we still just seeing creepy art and legal pictures of kids (the kind that obnoxious 
parents take and spread all over social media)?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 16:15:12 ID: a6bffb No.8553631 >>8556207 >>8564156

>>8551172
>they protect him
This is bullshit, nearly everyone has filtered him by this point, and those who don't usually just mock him. 
I assume you went full autismo/sperg about him in the thread and people mocked you for it, and you took that as some convoluted defense of him.
Either way he's hated or ignored by the vast majority of threadgoers  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:22:13 ID: 8d884b No.8554138 >>8554384

>>8554018
Fucking kill yourself shill. We need a new rule to ban anyone who tries to derail topics with bullshit reliious d&c. It's fucking obvious who they are and 
what they're doing, and they keep doing it, because they don't get banned.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:40:05 ID: 96b72a No.8554384

>>8554138
Not sure about the banning but at least just ignore and carry on. There are plenty of places and threads for them to proselytize and discuss their chosen 
religions and ideas, but I agree with the weird litmus-test religious sperging (don't want to be religious with us=pedo/pedo-lover/pedo-protector!!111!!!!!). 

Smells awfully jewish to me, and is clearly intended to politically-correct us on the fucking politically incorrect board. It does seem like D&C and 
specifically to drive away people who are good researchers but just don't want to touch that tar baby.

Not sure if anyone actually cares if they are genuinely religious or not, but it's an established method of polluting the atmosphere and poisoning the well 
for those who remain. And those who claim very loudly that they are leaving for good and… don't, well. Too obvious.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:47:41 ID: 91edd0 No.8554461 >>8556009 >>8559804 >>8559823

>>8554444
Holy quads of truth  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:52:55 ID: 467e40 No.8554534 >>8554578 >>8559023

>>8550432
>Do you think I'll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta
>The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems pizza-related.)
>perfectly normal

>>8554352
>system 32 folder
Reminder to never use Windows past 7 and make sure telemetry is removed if you're using 7.

>>8553509
Comet Ping Pong has a shitton of health and safety violations and one of the Instagram posts showed actual CP framed on a wall.

>>8554444
observed  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:55:58 ID: 259fe2 No.8554573

>>8552818
No, but Twitter admins/devs can, and we already know which way they lean.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:56:20 ID: 96b72a No.8554578 >>8554992 >>8555628 >>8556022

>>8554534
>one of the Instagram posts showed actual CP framed on a wall.
Was like a photo of nekkid child or a weird painting by that arty freak Arrington "I paint lots of severed heads" de Dionyso?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:59:59 ID: 259fe2 No.8554626 >>8554788

File (hide): a796047c14a871e⋯.png (2.31 MB, 1918x912, 959:456, speedway_holy_fuck.PNG)

>>8552966
It was thread 2 or 3 I think, I've been going through 
these threads since that white rabbit shit came up.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:10:47 ID: 96b72a No.8554788 >>8554885 >>8559139 >>8562469

File (hide): 7c014e0fe5344b6⋯.png (639.89 KB, 992x629, 992:629, joola.png)

>>8554626
He's been discussed sporadically. Missed the entire thing with the stripey mural and white rabbit but did 
notice that Joola ping pong tables puts a white rabbit on the side of the tables. It leapt right out at me in this 
one  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:16:43 ID: 72b261 No.8554885 >>8554927

>>8554788
Jesus fucking fuck, he just finished killing a kid didn't he?  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:19:43 ID: 96b72a No.8554927 >>8560286

Don't know if anyone here is familiar with or reads Dave Martin (dc dave) but he's a very good researcher and writer who has written extensively on Vince 
Foster. He just published something tying Vince Foster to the larger DC  pedo ring that's worth reading.
dcdave.com/article5/161213.htm

>>8554885
I think it's fake blood but even though the entire image is incredibly disturbing, the fact that Alefantis' response to it was "sex" is what brings it to an 
entirely new level of creepy disgustingness. It's just sick and wrong in every way, and it's not just le edgy artist bullshit either.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:23:37 ID: 467e40 No.8554992 >>8555628 >>8556022 >>8576003

>>8554578
Worse. It was a little girl in a tutu getting the tip of a guy's dick.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:00:18 ID: 96407d No.8555514

WW3 begin  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:04:44 ID: 6f842b No.8555628

>>8554992
>>8554578

I'm pretty sure it was Jeff Koons fucking his wife  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:32:43 ID: 83488e No.8556009 >>8561123 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8554461
>>8554444
Did mods delete the post? What was the truth?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:33:14 ID: 6f842b No.8556022 >>8556414 >>8557380

File (hide): 9ee1e691558dacc⋯.jpeg (99.32 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, tmp_3512-serveimage(2)845….jpeg)

>>8554992
>>8554578

correction.  His porn star ex wife ciccolina from his "made in 
heaven" series of pictures/statues. pic related.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:45:03 ID: 368e90 No.8556207 >>8556356

File (hide): 862034e89cbd921⋯.png (32.73 KB, 814x414, 407:207, val b.png)

>>8553631
>This is bullshit, nearly everyone has filtered him by this point, and those who don't usually just mock him. 
>
>I assume you went full autismo/sperg about him in the thread and people mocked you for it, and you took 
that as some convoluted defense of him.
>
>Either way he's hated or ignored by the vast majority of threadgoers

Oh look, the Val pedo defense force is here.

That's not true.  He posts in the thread every day, and people respond back to him every day.  Sometimes he has like 10 or 12 posts in a thread.  If they 
really wanted him gone, they would have forced him out, but they didn't.  Anons there are always talking to him like normal, and anyone that says other 
wise is called a "shill" and is accused of derailing.  Notice how he doesn't post in other /v/ threads.  The thread shields him.  He's protected there.  You 
allow a pedo to be in that thread.  Also notice how you're not arguing that he isn't a pedo.  The absurd hypocrisy with this guy vs. srhbutts is insane.  
People went to extreme lengths to get the srhbutts chat logs, but the Val chatlogs where he says the same damning things will probably never be found 
because of the double standard. I also know he was and is involved in stuff beyond the general thread.  GG should be better than that.

Here's another tweet.  Notice how this is very similar to the logic other pedophiles use to condone their actions.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:54:13 ID: 278c0c No.8556356 >>8556415 >>8556783

>>8552966
I did the same, and I think it was deliberately done.  Whoever first reported it is one of those attention whores who don't care what they're actually talking 
about.  Don't recall if she was from freethoughtproject or what. 

>>8556207
Shit or get off the pot.  That has nothing to do with rich/powerful/politically connected pedos or pedorings.

>>8556313
reported for D&C  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:57:01 ID: 3d4569 No.8556414 >>8556437

File (hide): bc0dbb2a45c7a4e⋯.jpg (19.07 KB, 320x240, 4:3, 1420412119.93994.jpg)

>>8556022
Ilona Staller. 
Here's an article on the porn series her and Jeff Coons did 
in 1990:
http://www.widewalls.ch/jeff-koons-made-in-heaven-most-
expensive-pieces/
It's a series of pictures of (((Jeff Koons))) fucking her, get 
sucked off by her etc etc.

It appears the woman did several pornos.(NSFW Photo)

Pornos here: 
http://justporno.tv/1/272765/cicciolina__ilona_staller_and_

john_holmes

http://xxxbunker.com/amori_particolari_ilona_staller

http://www.driveprontube.com/35845/Ilona_Staller_Cicciolina_-_Ho_scopato_unaliena#.WFg6P_mLTIU 

I doubt there was any hidden messages though?

>>8550166 (OP)  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:57:02 ID: 3302c2 No.8556415

>>8556313
With that out of the way it is fairly clear that this investigation has slowed down. This is mostly in part to do with the same D&C tactics the shills are trying 
to push now. Be under no illusions they are attacking this investigation and are extremely good at what they do, simply because they are so toxic 
mentally. 

>>8556356
Fuck off.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:58:23 ID: 3d4569 No.8556437
File (hide): 91e27eb0c304d09⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 64.62 KB, 403x500, 403:500, kek enough.jpg)

>>8556414
Flicking through with the images, fucked a nigger. 

OVEN  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:03:19 ID: 3d4569 No.8556527 >>8566139

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilona_Staller

"Ilona Staller (born 26 November 1951), widely known by her stage name, Cicciolina, is a Hungarian-Italian porn star, politician, and singer."  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:06:35 ID: 3d4569 No.8556592
File (hide): 4c1fb92b42ed31b⋯.jpg (53.98 KB, 450x600, 3:4, Cicciolini.jpg)

"Personal life[edit]
Staller married American artist Jeff Koons in 1991. Koons produced a series of sculptures and photographs of them 
having sex in many positions, settings and costumes, which were exhibited under the title "Made In Heaven."[15]

Their marriage ended in 1994, as she wanted to continue to perform as a porn actress and Koons wanted them to be 
monogamous. In violation of a US court order, Staller left the US for Italy, taking their then-two-year-old son, Ludwig.
[16][17][18] A lengthy custody battle ensued. Koons won custody in 1998 but Ludwig remains with Staller in Italy. In 
2008, Staller filed suit against Koons for failing to pay child support.[4][19]

In 2015 she declared to be a practicing Catholic and to be ready for an "artistic pornographic film", the last of her 
career, a gift for all her fans.[1]"

Liberals . . .  
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1280x1280, 1:1, codeword.png)

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:06:53 ID: 3302c2 No.8556595 >>8556668

Found another pizza place that has some dodgy aspects. DNA Pizza has the same business model as Comet Pizza, hosting bands but with more of an 
emphasis on getting totally wasted and eating pizza. The pictures of food on their website looks grim; I mean would you eat that? Terrible reveiws as well.

Looking through their blog and their facebook page I noticed reference to ROT 13 and a nightclub called Codeword (see map). Sure enough there's a 
second DNA Pizza next door to Codeword and a dodgy looking Hotel above it.

The basic premise is that 'Codeword' indicated the 'pizza' in DNA Pizza is codeword for children and the Hotel is used as a place that clients can avail of 
this service. Absolutely no evidence for this, mind you. Just going of the known MO.

The codeword symbol simply decodes to CODEWORD, but I'm sure there must be other codes on offer there that might produce more interesting 
results?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:11:55 ID: 278c0c No.8556668 >>8556776

>>8556595
Sorry for the reporting.  It may be nothing but that's exactly the kind of thing to look for.  Please don't D&C in the future.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:20:16 ID: 3302c2 No.8556776 >>8557694 >>8558969 >>8560138

>>8556668
np we all need to chill and stay focused.

This is interesting. The owner of DNA Pizza is Jamie Zawinski, sounds like he might be worth investigating. He opened up the nightclub in Folsom (a 
notorious gay area apparently) and called it Codeword in honour of the CW Hotel above.

http://sf.eater.com/2015/5/6/8560841/dna-pizza-codeword-soma-qi-ultra-lounge

The first image search result of for "codeword folsom street" beings up an image board with keywords "folsom sex, folsom street fair children", which 
gives you an idea of the possible environment these children are mixing in.

http://www.usmessageboard.com/threads/gay-propoganda.340386/page-6  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:20:51 ID: 368e90 No.8556783 >>8559638

>>8556356
>Shit or get off the pot. That has nothing to do with rich/powerful/politically connected pedos or pedorings.

Seems like you're saying some pedos should be left alone.  Why is that?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:58:45 ID: 467e40 No.8557380 >>8557530

>>8556022
The one here? https://imgur.com/a/BEY2B  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 21:08:40 ID: 6f842b No.8557530

>>8557380
the one with the sleeping monkey in it  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 21:21:26 ID: 259fe2 No.8557694

>>8556776
>folsom street fair
Fuck's sake, wasn't that where that one video of that boy twerking in that crowd of onlookers was from?
Positively fucking degenerate.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 21:50:57 ID: d07a91 No.8558073

>>8557724
Not white enough!  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 22:41:33 ID: 578848 No.8558969

>>8556776
The Folsom Street Fair is a regular event in that neighborhood in San Francisco. It's a public event held in the street with BDSM demonstrations. Lots of 
people attend (un)dressed in fetish gear. And yes, the worst perverts bring their children.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 22:45:08 ID: 578848 No.8559023 >>8561123

>>8554534
>one of the Instagram posts showed actual CP framed on a wall.
No, it didn't. Bullshit claims like that wreck investigations like this. It's crying wolf.  

File (hide): ce38060c0a284ef⋯.png
(1.74 MB, 1536x2048, 3:4, Where the fk is pizza
gate….PNG)

File (hide): a4122dac40671f9⋯.png (429.01 KB,
1316x505, 1316:505, pizza thread here.PNG)

PC's V Apple devices  12/19/16 (Mon) 22:54:09 ID: 6b7791 No.8559139 >>8559574 >>8559638 >>8559758 >>8560529 >>8562750 >>8564132

>>8550166 (OP)
>>8554788
>>8550705
>>8550478

No I ain't a BOT

Right - this is a BIT fked up:Has hate chan been comprised in some weird way????

I've been following since before pizzagate and i'm the anon who managed to gain over 3.5k (gbp) for backing trump.
I change Ip's all the time, and unfortunately the "Fox Acid got me" >

Yeh, had to get rid of VM's & physicals - now have change ISP (probably to late)

> the missus's phone even got hacked which she doesn't know anything about any of this shit which I have been looking into. (She always questions the 
fact that I do * at work and then come home and am constantly on keyb)

I've been following assange, the strange co-incidences which happened ie: the cs gas spay which closed down the airport:

NOW Listen to this:

Only my laptop, I can view the Pizza gate thread:
ON MY IPAD the THREAD Isn't there:

1,2,3,4 Skip 5 - pizza gate > 5 replaced with King Nigger thread:

Is this why we are loosing traction???? > This has got me a bit - the amount of shills in the threads etc…> but why are apple devices omitting the ping 
pong 23 thread?

THIS ISN'T ME photo shopping shit

Sorry if spelling a bit lame - it's been yet another long day> Screen grabs of the apple device and PC attached:
It's almost like someone is censoring the Apple devices?

You views?

I hope i don't get suicide with two shots to the back of the head!

Some one please prove me wrong?> for me it's been a long month: and am getting very tired… ~( work and gate)

Peace out Anons> and respect carry on hunting  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:22:34 ID: 0dcffd No.8559401

just as a heads up there's a new pedo board on 8ch called /cunny/ I know there's probably not alot of crossover, but it is fucking ironic.  
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PC's V Apple devices  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:41:40 ID: 6b7791 No.8559574

>>8559139
Some one knows, thread re-appeared on apple device for about 5 seconds, then disappeared  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:49:52 ID: 278c0c No.8559638 >>8559663 >>8559914 >>8560380 >>8574058

>>8556783
I'm saying take care of him yourself, or don't.  More important fish to fry than some creeper on another board.

>>8559139
gibberish from a tripfag, this is still stickied
filtered  

PC's V Apple devices  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:52:36 ID: 6b7791 No.8559663

>>8559638
Not from an apple device it's not:
.0005  bit coins to your account>

u need to work harder  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:52:44 ID: 7c773c No.8559666

TERRORIST CONFIRMED TO BE MUSLIM RAPEFUGEE  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:04:57 ID: 694279 No.8559758 >>8559914

>>8559139
>I change Ip's all the time, and unfortunately the "Fox Acid got me"

Who what when where why which? Are you saying CTR is still in play?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:10:46 ID: 83488e No.8559804 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8554461
Baby-raping mods removed the quads of truth!  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:12:32 ID: 694279 No.8559818

>>8552966

The whole Frank Winstead topic was pretty fishy since it seemed to be the shills exclusively bringing him up. So people didn't pay much attention for 
awhile. Apparently, he became more relevant later on.

I still wanna know more about the DIY-Church shit, but the leads end at the white rabbit houses. Assuming 34a66c wasn't a hoax, we already lost 
someone just by looking into it physically. So the whole thing is a gray area.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:13:13 ID: 694279 No.8559823 >>8564589 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8554461

What the fuck was that?  

PC's V Apple devices  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:26:08 ID: 6b7791 No.8559914 >>8560027 >>8562750

>>8559638
>>8559758
About a week and a half ago:

Very Strange, felt it throughout the cabling in the house…..
You may I think I'm mad, but it was there: very powerful tools:

>>8559758
http://hackingteam.it/index.html
I don't know if you are aware, but these are effectively the tools the use: 
the hack and tools have been removed from there website, but - they are available from wiki leaks etc..

good fun using them: not good for the unsuspecting public.

They have taken down the risk page: but good reading all the same:

peace out and respect….  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:40:42 ID: 46e297 No.8560027 >>8560133

>>8559914

>http
>no s
>hackingteam.it/index.html

Anon's if you click on that link you deserve everything coming to you.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:53:03 ID: 83488e No.8560133

>>8560027
https://archive.fo/d0k0G  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:53:40 ID: a9433c No.8560138 >>8560561

>>8556776
>The owner of DNA Pizza is Jamie Zawinski, sounds like he might be worth investigating.

Jamie Zawinski wrote the first versions of the Netscape browser. When he cashed out, he opened the DNA Lounge nightclub. Bit further south by Rankin 
St iirc.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:12:06 ID: ff2d76 No.8560286

>>8554927
Archived
https://archive.is/XPUy0  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:28:34 ID: 368e90 No.8560380

>>8559638
>I'm saying take care of him yourself, or don't. More important fish to fry than some creeper on another board.

Okay so how many real pedophiles have you ensnared so far that are "important" versus the one pointed out?  Do corporate logos and very cryptic 
circumstantial evidence have to be involved some how?  Like blatant evidence isn't good?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:47:44 ID: 259fe2 No.8560529

>>8559139
You sound disorganized as fuck, but that is a bit odd.  I doubt many anons here use apple devices for their main usage though, enough of /tech/ bleeds 
over to warrant that and /pol/ is wise enough not to buy into their overpriced sparkly garbage.  
Also would be odd if Safari was set up specifically to block that, would be an enormous amount of effort for little gained, compared to the gains they could 
make by shitting on it in the MSM with the same resources.
Still, good to keep an eye on things.  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:48:46 ID: 3f0758 No.8560544 >>8560571

>>8551172
Christ on a fucking cracker, they're not defending me.
They just filter me and ignore me for the most part. But keep on with your D&C tactics. It's definitely work, just like every single one of /pol/'s "operations".  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:52:06 ID: 259fe2 No.8560561

>>8560138
Found some info
https://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki/Jamie_Zawinski
https://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki/DNA_Lounge
Strange that DNA has a dedicated Wiki page.
>inb4 wikiJew
It can be a good starting point.
After all, they list the members of the Frankfurt school as jewish.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:53:55 ID: 259fe2 No.8560571 >>8560860 >>8561292

>>8560544
>just like every single one of /pol/'s "operations"
Then why are you even browsing it in the first place, if not to whinge like an attention whore?  Had to have been at least lurking to see that post, 
especially when it's roughly halfway through the thread.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:59:13 ID: fbed5e No.8560600 >>8560625 >>8560663 >>8561183

Hey /pol/ I've uncovered what basically constitutes a cp network in Canada that gets away with anything by calling it art and just claiming they're old 
enough while from context in the conversations they simply are not.

Can /pol/ dig into this or is it irrelevant because it's Canada and not America?

It's just teenage girls anyways, haven't seen any prepubescent kids so far.

They have their shit up online btw, on youtube and deviantart.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:02:23 ID: 83488e No.8560625 >>8560649

>>8560600
has it been around a while or did it just pop up around pizzagate time?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:05:07 ID: fbed5e No.8560649 >>8568347

>>8560625
Uhhh seems that it's been around for awhile but like it's been shutdown before just to resurface again this November.

https://www.youtube.com/user/sweetxxxification

Here is one of the girls.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:06:59 ID: 278c0c No.8560663

>>8560600
Read infosec thread, make informed decision.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:09:33 ID: fbed5e No.8560683

Reports of gunshots from the U.S. Embassy in #Ankara, across from the building where the #Russian ambassador was killed.

https://twitter.com/aykan_erdemir/status/811017873103736832

https://twitter.com/DailySabah/status/811021456586969088

suspect neutralized and brought into custody  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:16:24 ID: fbed5e No.8560742 >>8560905

http://rancidcheeto.deviantart.com/

http://joelmcdonald.deviantart.com/art/Astrid-Marauder-0260-DA-619560649

http://sweetxxxification.deviantart.com/

http://joelmcdonald.deviantart.com/art/Astrid-Marauder-0192-DA-619560552?q=JoelMcDonald%2F39897194&qo=164

Some of this shit might be 18+ year olds, some of it most likely is not.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:18:32 ID: fbed5e No.8560761

http://rancidcheeto.deviantart.com/art/Wet-and-Dripping-36268538  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:33:00 ID: 3f0758 No.8560860 >>8560874 >>8564197

>>8560571
Someone crosslinked this thread in our GG thread.
>>>/v/11513662  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:35:22 ID: 6f842b No.8560874 >>8560997

>>8560860
that lt corbis girl is a fucking child if someone said shit like that to my daughter I'd kill them. You're fucked up bud  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:38:53 ID: 6f842b No.8560905

>>8560742
> Here's some clear net cp goys
sure brt officer  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:50:57 ID: 3f0758 No.8560997 >>8561292 >>8564197

>>8560874
>she talks about taking cocks and that's ok
>I make a few jokes and you want to kill me
Your doublethink is astounding.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:06:11 ID: 467e40 No.8561123

>>8559023
It was this one. https://i.imgur.com/SXEvvJ7.png
Maybe it was simulated/photoshopped but she looks very underage to me. If I just need my eyes checked, then my bad.

>>8556009
Some faggot vaguely defended pedos (also deleted I think) and he told him it wasn't too late for Jesus to forgive him. Not sure why either were deleted.  
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>>8560600
Legally it depends on the content of the pictures. Generally naked pictures of minors aren't considered child pornography. If they were then parents who 
take pictures of their kids in the bathtub would be hauled off to prison. To become illegal the pictures need to have a sexual element that moves them into 
the pornography category. So if it's a picture of a naked girl just standing or posing on a set, that would be considered art. But if there was a sexual 
element like, she was sitting with her legs spread prominently displaying her vagina or the placement of her hands were to suggest masturbation then that 
would constitute pornography.

If it looks like pornography or if it's in enough of a grey area that you're not sure if it's pornography, then report it.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:29:01 ID: 368e90 No.8561292 >>8561348 >>8561423

>>8560571
>Then why are you even browsing it in the first place, if not to whinge like an attention whore? Had to have been at least lurking to see that post, 
especially when it's roughly halfway through the thread.

Val is fucking guilty that's why.  Why else would he come in the thread to damage control?  If it was made up, he'd just blow it off.  But there's evidence, 
and he's trying to cover it up.

>>8560997
>>she talks about taking cocks and that's ok
>>I make a few jokes and you want to kill me

You don't make sex jokes and pedo jokes to a child, you sick fuck.  That is not something normal people do.  Holy fucking shit.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:30:37 ID: 6f842b No.8561306

https:  //sli.mg/a/fkoWd3  
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>>8561292
normal little kids don't go on youtube and say sexual things, her and her parents and this other guy should all be gassed  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:47:08 ID: 3f0758 No.8561423 >>8561462 >>8564197 >>8572296

>>8561292
I'm guilty of what? Having a sense of humor? When did you nazis start having morals?
You talk all this shit about gassing kikes and killing dindus, but making sexual jokes to a child who openly talks about sexual topics is counted as crossing 
the line? You're unbelievable.  
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When the fuck did Rudy become /ourguy/?

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:48:41 ID: 368e90 No.8561431

>>8561348
>normal little kids don't go on youtube and say sexual things, her and her parents and this other guy should all be gassed

She made one meme-ish joke on a youtube video about receiving dragon dildos in the mail, probably written by someone else.  Regardless, that's no 
excuse to think it's suddenly cool to say sexual things to a child.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:53:00 ID: 368e90 No.8561462

>>8561423
>I'm guilty of what? Having a sense of humor? When did you nazis start having morals?
>
>You talk all this shit about gassing kikes and killing dindus, but making sexual jokes to a child who openly talks about sexual topics is counted as 
crossing the line? You're unbelievable.

It's never okay to make sexual comments to a child.  That's the point.  Stop making excuses for your behavior.  You can attack /pol/ all you want, that 
doesn't change that fact.  
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proper reaction would be discourage inappropriate behaviors in children not get sexual.  anyway this fucking faggot pedo is sliding the thread I hope you 
never have kids.  
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>>8561426
Is this his real twitter?  
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>>8561426
unverified, created in 2016, 10k followers. 

>seems legit  
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you 
can 
easily 
find it in 
jewtube
.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:59:18 ID: dff6ed No.8561886

You guys still don't get it. The reason Pizzagate is largely ignored is because no one makes any cohesive material ready to be shared around. Don't make 
people dig for information themselves, we all know normies won't do that, it's your task to bundle it up nicely ready for normie consumption to get this stuff 
to spread.

A bunch of archives won't do. This will never reach the public eye and will instead only keep circulating on places like this, where everyone already knows 
shady shit is going on, thus have little to no impact whatsoever.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 06:27:20 ID: 01e8f6 No.8562469 >>8562604 >>8565440

>>8554788
What is all of this autism over the white rabbit about? What is its meaning?  
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>>8562469
It has multiple meanings as a symbol and it shows up on creepy buildings.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:14:10 ID: 3b77bd No.8562750 >>8574058

>>8559914
>>8559139

Bro just yesterday I was literally banned for starting pizzagate 23.

they changed the name not to avoid bots, but to break the momentum. 

I had 50 hours of research at the start of the thread, that has been wildly successful.

I have now been banned permanently for commenting yesterday. My comments in this thread were deleted. I didn't even think that was something that 
was allowed.. isn't this infinitychan?

That tells me a lot. 

The mod also pushed his pizza thread to #1, and kept it there ever since. 

Glad you see what is going on, but 98% of what is being said here is intentional to kill off discussion. 

The amount of talk going on here, which seems quite nonsensical, is nothing compared to the amount of people frequenting through this bullshit, noticing 
it for what it is, and then moving with no place to discuss this pedo crap.. because these not idiots, but strategic sell outs would rather work for this dark 
cabal, then help us actually break it apart.

You can't ban me asshats lol.  
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File (hide): c7926003ff1d835⋯.jpg (70.56 KB, 728x546,
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:37:52 ID: 3b77bd No.8562864 >>8563089 >>8565956

Here is the research I was working on b4 I was banned if anyone is curious.

Last one I did not speak of before… this guy came out as the owner of Jake's American Grille through my research… and wow he is a super rabbit hole.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:42:42 ID: 515872 No.8562882 >>8562894 >>8562911

If this keeps becoming an issue with the mods, /v/ and #GG have a #Pizzagate repository on GGHQ still.

>>>/gamergatehq/328848

Acidman said a while back that anything related to pizzagate is fine on their board because of overlap or something.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:44:44 ID: 783ffa No.8562893 >>8562937 >>8569553

File (hide): a220f8767217d50⋯.jpg (334.06 KB, 622x1209, 622:1209, rudy.jpg)

Anybody notice Rudy Giuliani is going HAM on 
twitter?

Is it real or is he hacked?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:44:58 ID: 3b77bd No.8562894

>>8562882
that's what I've been looking for. I've been on infinity only a few years but stuck to here. I had no idea where to migrate to.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:47:23 ID: 368e90 No.8562911 >>8562936

>>8562882

Why would anyone trust Acid Man's board after everything he's pulled?  Are you fucking kidding me?  You realize that is the guy who made a sticky 
thread about reporting the people trolling him to the FBI right?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:52:29 ID: 515872 No.8562936 >>8562972

>>8562911

I don't know all the details, but something about swatting him or going after his job with the feds prompted that.  I used to use that board when GG was 
big and never saw anyone who wasn't a supreme autist have trouble with him.  He talks to people directly, not like a lot of BOs.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:52:36 ID: e211da No.8562937 >>8569215

>>8562893
That account looks to be a fake. The real one has more followers https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:02:37 ID: 368e90 No.8562972 >>8563017

>>8562936
>I don't know all the details, but something about swatting him or going after his job with the feds prompted that. I used to use that board when GG was 
big and never saw anyone who wasn't a supreme autist have trouble with him. He talks to people directly, not like a lot of BOs.

Acid Man tracks the people that post on his board.  There was evidence of that.  Whether or not the swatting happened is questionable imo, and 
regardless, he claimed to have reported a lot more personalities to the FBI than the ones that may have messed with him.  Acid Man's bad leaderfagging 
is why GG stopped as an operation.  I was on his side originally, but the guy is an autist and probably a liar and fumbled being a leaderfag so bad that it 
never recovered.

You are bluepilled on what went wrong with GG I think.  Look at this very thread.  /v/ can't even purge their own pedo, Val, and he came in here and was 
basically taunting everyone about being a pedo.  If you want to hand it off from /pol/ to the people who keep a pedo in their clique, good luck.  At least find 
people who have a better track record.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:12:48 ID: 84de4e No.8563007

>>8562604
I remember the thread where picture 4 was posted. Was he just a shill posting a clever but false lead, since picture 3 distinguishes very specifically 
between rabbit and hare?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:16:23 ID: 515872 No.8563017

>>8562972

I'm not going to sit here and whiteknight for the guy because I don't know him.  We had many factions of people screwing with the board back in those 
days and I couldn't keep up.  I'm just pointing out there's a place to go that welcomes #Pizzagate if something bad happens here.  Make your own 
decisions.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:20:40 ID: f19dc0 No.8563029

>>8550175
>>8550451
>>8550432
>>8550492
>>8550813
>>8551138
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bhbk23rqKsY  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:24:00 ID: f19dc0 No.8563036

>>8552898
wew lad  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:26:19 ID: f19dc0 No.8563044 >>8563049 >>8563077

>>8550166 (OP)
Potential lead over in this thread: http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/103680297  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:27:31 ID: 3b77bd No.8563049

>>8563044
I broke the hill school  
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File (hide): d251ffb925c1f53⋯.jpg (523.14 KB,
1536x956, 384:239, wow3.jpg)

File (hide): 066f697333b44f2⋯.jpg (184.77 KB,
656x505, 656:505, hmmm.jpg)

File (hide): a81b4378a78b303⋯.png (20.52 KB,
826x306, 413:153, adopt.PNG)

File (hide): 5b85f3443750dcd⋯.jpg (79.67 KB,
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:29:14 ID: 3b77bd No.8563054

I am fuckin 10 for 10 from the free throw line and you fuckin had me banned idiot  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:35:44 ID: 3b77bd No.8563077

>>8563044
buddy they dont care. They're not here to catch anyone, that was me posting over there… lol  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:39:23 ID: 259fe2 No.8563089 >>8563513 >>8563516

>>8562864
Any more info already available on Hellerman, or is that something that I should pursue on my own and then post findings here?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:14:42 ID: 6e2868 No.8563270 >>8570354

File (hide): 66be78f4e9c8452⋯.webm (10.41 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, 66be78f4e9c8452788a74dfd5….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8562604

They were also allegedly connected to this. I think people were dead-ended though 
because of the stegnography encryption issue.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:18:59 ID: 162af7 No.8563296 >>8563491 >>8567290

File (hide): 63e9e28ccce2f3b⋯.png (2.23 MB, 1846x1223, 1846:1223, Elephants4.png)

>>8551012
I've compiled a few of the more eyebrow raising posts from 
/elephant/. Check out this twitter account from there.
https://archive.is/tMqaG  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:50:07 ID: 54b7e4 No.8563481

testing something  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:51:00 ID: 467e40 No.8563491

>>8563296
There's also some YouTube accounts connected to /elephants/, if you didn't see them yet. "Charismagic Enigmatic Lizzy Elephants" is probably the same 
person as the Twitter: https://archive.is/OUBZO It has a handful of uploads and some playlists with odd assortments of music and weird videos.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:55:14 ID: 3b77bd No.8563513

>>8563089
So look.

When I found abdoulaye diallo as a pizza chef rapist in Manchester, who got only 4 years (less) on a health report in 2014 in .d.c for betsa pizza, he 
became my watershed to everything else.. the coffins, &pizza..

I am working on a screen vid  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:55:54 ID: 3b77bd No.8563516

>>8563089
Hellerman is it man, the way it clicked for me… Alefantis is basically Hellerman's errand boy. The boss doesn't do the shit Alefantis does out in the open 
he's careless.  

File (hide): 6a1e630438e4bf0⋯.webm (70.76 KB,
640x360, 16:9, Oy vey SHUT IT DOWN.webm) [play once]
[loop]

File (hide): a4101b98ccf5818⋯.jpg (169.86
KB, 366x464, 183:232, 1453483371333.jpg)

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:19:26 ID: 3150fc No.8564082

>delete, delete, delete

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:32:48 ID: 4c18de No.8564132 >>8564158

>>8559139

>browsing the internet with a "smart" phone

come on nigger

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:38:50 ID: 577c40 No.8564156

>>8553631
It's ironic because Val was one of the people who pushed you towards isolating ggrevolt and ggrevolt pushed the anti-pedo line HARD, especially going 
after sarah butts and the alison rapp.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:39:35 ID: d4a8ea No.8564158 >>8564201 >>8566351

>>8564132
Do you carry your laptop around or do you just not leave your house at all?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:47:08 ID: 577c40 No.8564197

>>8561423
>>8560997
>>8560860
You're a pedophile and we know it.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:47:50 ID: 91edd0 No.8564201

>>8564158
>using the Internet outside
you're the reason people can't fucking talk to each other anymore  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 13:30:59 ID: c1c1fe No.8564369

You guys are heroes and I wish I could do more. Have some motivation. This is what you're potentially preventing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yi61QZPNzN0  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 14:25:11 ID: 3f5b60 No.8564589 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8559823
yesterday mods deleted several posts with good info naming blood libel crimes as being inherent to the jew  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 15:06:54 ID: 91edd0 No.8564825 >>8572571

>>8559823
>>8564589
>>8556009
>>8559804
Just a discussion between a christfag and a fedoratipper about morality, quads said religion at its most basic function imparts morality which fedora said 
was bullshit  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 15:08:29 ID: b7e8d3 No.8564831 >>8565118 >>8565125 >>8566384

File (hide): 71f6295c2b14b1b⋯.jpg (32.65 KB, 480x512, 15:16, qWt8Wf9.jpg)

Quick question: I'm gonna have some spare time over the holidays and thought about making a pizzagate 
"debunking" video. Basically presenting all the evidence and leads in a normie friendly format while 
"debunking" them in an unsubstantial and condescending way. I looked around and didn't really find anything 
like this. Has this been done already? You think it's worth the effort?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:20:47 ID: 467e40 No.8565118 >>8565499

>>8564831
>You think it's worth the effort?
I'm not sure. It could be counter productive if you aren't really obvious about it.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:21:49 ID: 50df39 No.8565125 >>8565433 >>8565499 >>8566455

>>8564831
It would work if it was explicitly sarcastic, for example "Its completely normal to refer to children as "entertainment" in the context of sending them to a 
strangers party, goy" or "No, the police sketch from the McCann abduction looks nothing like him" Normies are dense as fuck and wouldn't recognize the 
weak debunking as an implicit confirmation without sarcasm IMO. If you could trick libshits and idiots who use snopes as the word of god to spread the 
"debunking" video which actually confirms it it would be ideal. I dunno, it could be a really good idea or it could backfire hard, it depends entirely on how 
good you are at making the video, I would make a rough draft and get feedback ITT before you spread anything, and I suggest overt sarcasm and 
framing the most damning parts of the investigation (not le spooky spirals mean pedo and other weak links in the chain) as a "debunking" while being 
sarcastic and you could have a hit.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:35:59 ID: f6b034 No.8565211 >>8565288

>mfw still no conclusive evidence  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:52:18 ID: 84de4e No.8565288

>>8565211
They're definitely pedophiles. But yes, I doubt evidence will ever surface of somebody being caught explicitly in the act.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:54:40 ID: fbed5e No.8565306

>>8561183
What if the pictures are fine but the girl is clearly doing private underage camshows?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:09:33 ID: c91e61 No.8565368 >>8565398 >>8565433

You guys need to take your schizophrenia meds  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:16:12 ID: cbaf4f No.8565398

>>8565368
Goys you must all be crazy for not following our narrative  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:21:45 ID: 467e40 No.8565433

>>8565125
>goy
Also restrain yourself from sounding rayciss if you're trying to be normie friendly.

>>8565368
Are you asking us to spoonfeed you? Just look at the thread archives and the emails on Wikileaks.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:23:00 ID: 96b72a No.8565440

>>8562469
The white rabbit has several different historical meanings - they were extremely rare (not the snow rabbit after they shed brown fur and grow in white for 
the winter) so therefore considered very, very lucky, the obvious fact that little children like bunnies and rabbits, the obvious Easter reference for 
fertility/fecundity and renewal, and of course the Alice in Wonderland 'follow the white rabbit'. Then also in pop culture it has been used as a lure to people 
as a coded reference in a dystopian society to get in touch with 'resistance' type people (movie name/s escape me right now).

So, a white rabbit showing up could be a reference to any of them, some of them, all or none of them. A white rabbit showing up on a childcare/child "aid" 
place may be significant, it may not be.

I'm not sure it's totally relevant or proves anything in the case of Podesta-pizzeria. It just leapt out at me when I saw the reference since the dichotomy is 
so striking.

Then again, it may be a hare, like was quoted here >>8562604  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:32:10 ID: b7e8d3 No.8565499

>>8565118
>>8565125
>It would work if it was explicitly sarcastic

That's exactly what I don't want. Imho it has to be very subtle to work. I haven't really created a concept yet but the goal would be, not to debunk the 
evidence but actually subtly confirm and reinforce it and then "debunk" the conclusion.  

For example with the Podesta brothers / Mccann sketches the narrative would be something like: (btw, format would be a Youtube slideshow video with 
narrator in background)

"The tinfoil hats (trump supporters, alt-right, other negative term) claim the Podestas were involved in the Mc Cann abduction. Are you kidding me? That's 
ridiculous. (Making statement without any argument). Their "evidence" is a couple of police sketches. I mean yeah, there is definitely some resemblance 
in the pictures (confirm and reinforce) but that could be anyone! ("debunking" the conclusion with weak argument). I mean everybody knows someone 
who looks like those two guys, right? (Question to engage the viewer to think about it.) They are making connections where there are non. (Contradiction 
of the visual evidence) It's nothing. Debunked! (statement without argument)."

I want the viewer to agree with the visual evidence but disagree with the spoken conclusion of the narrator. (It has been proven that visual > audio. Btw, 
good example for this is advertisement for drugs. You don't hear the 25 seconds of horrible side effects but focus on the story of the patient.)

Especially the spirit cooking pictures or the art with the children etc. can be used to alienate the viewer by claiming that this is "totally normal" and that it's 
"art" and "not creepy at all". "Hey, I'd take even my wifes son to these dinners. Those people are just eccentric." (Like Jimmy Saville)

Maybe even use some of the debunk articles from other media to get some shots in like the NYT article. Quoting a meaningless passage and then add 
something like "and I know what the tinfoil hats are going to say. Isn't NYT CEO Mark Thompson the same guy who covered up the Jimmy Saville abuse 
in the BBC? That's ridicilous. This was never proven. (acquittal for lack of evidence, very weak). All the rumors about him covering for Saville turned out 
to be some disgruntled employees. (standard corporate cover up answer) It's nothing!" 

I don't know, this is just off the top of my head how I would structure the whole thing. I know a lot of normies are dumb as bread but even they must start 
to become suspicious.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:20:00 ID: e4ffef No.8565827 >>8566638 >>8567178  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:20:36 ID: 4c18de No.8565834 >>8567860

>>8561426

Don't just post a screencap. Fake screencaps have been posted here before – at the height of the Podesta e-mails for example – so you need to post a 
link too, preferably an Archived link. Screencap + link = the standard. You can paste the link in the picture and that's OK. But a screencap without a link 
should be considered unconfirmed until someone posts a link to the source. And we also need to know if it's a real account or not.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:36:35 ID: afafb3 No.8565956

>>8562864

do you have any links to squareform's social media accounts, I want trawl through them  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:59:01 ID: e84577 No.8566139

>>8556527
She did horse porn too for those wondering how degenerate these fucking wastes can get  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:31:02 ID: 4c18de No.8566351

>>8564158
>Do you carry your laptop around or do you just not leave your house at all?

I browse the internet from my home computer 99% of the time. I don't have a 'smart' phone, I have a small box of used ordinary cell phones and a couple 
of spare SIM cards just in case I need another number or a new number.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:35:12 ID: 4c18de No.8566384

>>8564831

So you want to add even more confusion? You want that to be your contribution to the 'investigation' ? We need a video explaining where X, Y, Z comes 
from and separate the facts from the speculations.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:45:48 ID: 4c18de No.8566455

>>8565125
>"No, the police sketch from the McCann abduction looks nothing like him"

It doesn't matter if there's a resemblance between the Podestas and the police sketches if nobody can find solid evidence they were at least near the 
crime scene at the time of McCann's disappearance. The police sketches aren't enough to come to a conclusion. How many times do I have to repeat 
something that's just fucking obvious? If you can't place them at the scene of the crime then the sketches are irrelevant.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:57:55 ID: 3b8953 No.8566544 >>8566595 >>8566604

so after going on a tangent after squareform's intagram turned up nothing I checked one of the people who commented on their photos and it turns out 
they are a chef that works at buck's fishing and camping. 

link to his instagram : https://www.instagram.com/bathingoptional/

archive : https://archive.is/RBrDy

he has some really questionable photos on there, like references to satanism, lots of pictures of kids and a picture of a pedo van which he calls his new 
ride. 1/2  
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>>8566544
that's a meme van my dude
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 20:06:05 ID: 3b8953 No.8566604 >>8566896 >>8569015

>>8566544

other images include a reference to canabalism, a message scribbled on a toilet roll, and a reference to a unicorn which if memory serves is some form of 
codeword amongst these pedos 2/2  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 20:09:31 ID: 4c18de No.8566638 >>8567211

>>8565827
>criminalspodestas.jpg

>convicted pedophiles

Laura Silsby's actions in Haiti are suspicious but she's not a convicted pedophile. Terry Bean wasn't convicted of anything and his case involved a 17 
years old teenager, not a child, so it's not pedophilia. I don't know who Kevin Reynolds is and the resolution of the picture is too low to be able to read the 
comments. I don't know who the Mahbubanis are and what their link to a possible pedo network is. This picture is a mess. Scrap it and make a new one. 
Stick to the facts and don't try to cram everything in a single picture. It's complicated enough as it is, we don't want to add any additional confusion. 

but speaking of Clement Freud, that's interesting:

Sir Clement Freud exposed as a paedophile as police urged to probe Madeleine McCann links
15 June 2016 
http://www.tele*graph.co.uk/news/2016/06/14/sir-clement-freud-exposed-as-a-paedophile-as-police-urged-to-pro/

" Sir Clement Freud, the former broadcaster and politician, was exposed on Tuesday night as a paedophile who sexually abused girls as young as 10 for 
decades. Freud, who died in 2009, spent years abusing a girl who he brought up as a daughter, and violently raped a teenager while he was an MP. His 
widow, Lady Freud, has apologised to his victims, saying she is “shocked, deeply saddened and profoundly sorry” for what her husband of 58 years did to 
them.

Detectives investigating the disappearance of Madeleine McCann have been alerted to the fact that Freud had a villa in Praia da Luz, Portugal, the resort 
where the three-year-old went missing in 2007. He befriended the McCanns in the weeks after their daughter went missing, entertaining them at his 
house on two occasions and keeping in contact by phone and email. The McCanns are said to be “horrified” by the discovery that Freud was a 
paedophile. His family, who include the PR executive Matthew Freud, have said that Freud was not in Portugal at the time of Madeleine’s disappearance 
and that they have not been contacted by police. 

However, officers from Operation Grange, the ongoing Metropolitan Police investigation into Madeleine’s disappearance, are expected to assess the new 
information before deciding if it may be relevant to the inquiry.

Freud was unmasked as a child sex abuser after one of his victims contacted ITV’s Exposure documentary team, who also broke the story of Jimmy 
Savile’s paedophilia four years ago.

[…]

Another woman told ITV that Freud started abusing her in the 1970s, when she was 11, and eventually raped her when she was 18, by which time he 
was a Liberal MP sharing an office with Cyril Smith, who was also unmasked as a paedophile after his death. 

[…]

Freud, who was knighted in 1987, was best known as a popular panellist on the Radio 4 show Just a Minute from 1967 until his death in 2009. The 
grandson of the psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud and the brother of the painter Lucian Freud, he worked his way into the heart of British society, and when 
he died the then Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, was among the mourners at his funeral. "  
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>>8566595
 yes i know it is, doesn't change the fact that joking about owning that van while working for a pedophile is suspicious  
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>>8566604

oh and last but not least, evidence of dirct involvement with hillary clinton's campaign. specifically with the pizza for the party event  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 21:13:04 ID: 578848 No.8567178 >>8567211

>>8565827
That last infograph is the only worthwhile pic, but it's very worthwhile.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 21:15:47 ID: 578848 No.8567211

>>8567178
Never mind, just saw this >>8566638  
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>>8563296
So, WTF is this all 
about? Really?

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 21:43:59 ID: 1f4f35 No.8567441
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>>8550166 (OP)

http://www.gnosticmedia.com/UnSpun0
49-PizzaGate-ToDate-TitusFrost

http://www.gnosticmedia.com/unspun-
048-dark-side-pizzagate-sofia-
smallstorm/

http://www.gnosticmedia.com/UnSpun0
47-PizzagateEssentialUpdate  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 22:37:35 ID: 1ffab2 No.8567858

>>8550166 (OP)
from 4 chan whats the deal with rudy and his twitter post?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 22:37:47 ID: f83111 No.8567860

>>8565834
https://archive.is/IDBh5

4/pol/ got purged of all pizzagate references not long ago.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 23:47:34 ID: 660d34 No.8568347

>>8560649
This girl has a Deviant Art account with nudes up for all to see. DA moderator seems convinced she's at least 16, which makes it OK by DA rules 
apparently.  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:30:21 ID: ad8271 No.8568617 >>8568826 >>8568920 >>8569182

what the fuck is this?

https://archive.is/IDBh5

fake? hack?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:32:24 ID: ad8271 No.8568625 >>8568652 >>8568769 >>8568826 >>8568945 >>8569182

a post about it doesn't last 30 secondes on cuckchan
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:36:06 ID: f18045 No.8568652

>>8568625

Damn you guys are fast. Just read a thread about this over there, full of damage control and shilling, and then the thread was deleted.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:53:00 ID: b50f3e No.8568769 >>8568818

>>8568625
this can't be real. did Rudolph relly post this?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:01:32 ID: f83111 No.8568818 >>8568826

>>8568769
His twitter is suspended now, go see for yourself.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:03:11 ID: 657596 No.8568826 >>8568839

>>8568617
>>8568625
>>8568818
its got to be real. no way the kikes would be shilling so hard against it on cuckchan, if it wasnt real. based rudy.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:05:28 ID: ad8271 No.8568839 >>8568844 >>8568848

>>8568826
the account seems fake, but still, it had 10k followers. can you technically change a twitter account's name and url before exploding it djihadi style?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:05:47 ID: e4ffef No.8568842 >>8568885 >>8569325 >>8569517

File (hide): 9917eff3bdb14f5⋯.jpg (4.98 MB, 7000x5893, 7000:5893, pizzagateinfo.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:06:23 ID: f83111 No.8568844 >>8568853

>>8568839
His Facebook got wiped too.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:06:41 ID: e4ffef No.8568848 >>8568866

>>8568839
Yes you can switch your 'real' name and @ name so long as it isn't being used.  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:07:13 ID: ad8271 No.8568853 >>8568869

>>8568844
did it ever exist in the first place?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:09:08 ID: ad8271 No.8568866

>>8568848
then that's what happened (bad fake), until i have further information (like "rudy giuliani just died of a heart attack")  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:09:19 ID: f83111 No.8568869 >>8568893 >>8568897

>>8568853
I'm looking at it now. 40k likes, 40k followers, no posts.

I don't even know what to say. I guess Rudy found God, and decided he couldn't keep it in anymore.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:12:15 ID: 8589bf No.8568885
File (hide): 9b5b44f7c34f29d⋯.png (875.88 KB, 3186x4085, 3186:4085, lr45aa.png)

>>8568842  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:13:22 ID: 657596 No.8568893

>>8568869
one would assume rudy is close to the NYPD, could explain why the NYPD raided wiener and was openly challenging the FBI/feds over this shit.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:14:03 ID: ad8271 No.8568897

>>8568869
i guess you're talking about the automated wikipedia page/article on fb, not an actual account.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:18:37 ID: 83488e No.8568920 >>8568996

>>8568617
i think his official account is @RudyGiuliani
https://twitter.com/rudygiuliani  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:23:01 ID: 83488e No.8568945 >>8568957 >>8568966 >>8568980 >>8569009

>>8568625
There's a snopes on it already.
https://archive.is/x5Dey  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:24:46 ID: ad8271 No.8568957

>>8568945
now THAT's weird, since about 100 people on earth must know about it yet.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:26:45 ID: bac297 No.8568966

>>8568945
We know (((who))) runs Snopes, so this confirms it doesnt it?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:27:59 ID: ad8271 No.8568977

cuckchan thread
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/103797879  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:28:58 ID: f83111 No.8568980

>>8568945
Yeah, that happened awfully fast…  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:32:06 ID: ad8271 No.8568996

>>8568920
according to (((snopes))) it's a fake too.
there is no official one  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:34:32 ID: 657596 No.8569009

>>8568945
the (((lady))) doth protest too much, methinks.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:35:09 ID: 5f6e71 No.8569015

>>8566896
>>8566604
Plot is thickening. Good work anon!  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:57:17 ID: 4c18de No.8569182

>>8568625
>>8568617

It's very likely a fake Twitter account. Use your head. Here's another one that hasn't been taken down yet:

https://twitter.com/bizarrogiulani
Nov 22 – I, the real Rudy Giuliani, am a Nazi.

This looks like the legit Twitter account although it doesn't say 'Verified' because Twitter is a mess:

https://twitter.com/rudygiuliani

This is what happens when you're not a big celebrity on Twitter: nobody remembers your Twitter account and many people end up being fooled by fake 
accounts.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:00:06 ID: 6189e6 No.8569212 >>8569244

STOP FALLING FOR THESE FUCKIN G RUSES YOU FUCKING CUCKCHAN MIGRANTS

@RudolphGiuliani is not his handle, it's @RudyGiuliani.  I'm just about done with you fucking moronic pizzagate fags getting led by the nose every single 
fucking time.  

==VERIFY YOUR INFORMATION OR KYS=  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:00:25 ID: bead0e No.8569215 >>8569272

>>8562937
>not verified
>46 tweets
>joined August 2016
That account seems as fake as the other tbh  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:02:38 ID: f83111 No.8569244 >>8569253 >>8569261

File (hide): 74bbb8f075568c8⋯.jpg (29.06 KB, 252x291, 84:97, 74b.jpg)

>>8569212
>(1)
>'NOTHING TO SEE HERE, 
GOY!'  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:03:24 ID: 6189e6 No.8569253 >>8569262 >>8569272

>>8569244

ITS FAKE YOU FUCKING MORON, YET YOU F ALL FOR IT EVER Y SINGLE TIME  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:04:18 ID: 6189e6 No.8569261 >>8569326

>>8569244

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/807545243608420352

HERE'S PROOF YOU FUCKING CUCKCHAN MIGRANT

KILL YOURSELF  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:04:18 ID: f83111 No.8569262

>>8569253
>'OY VEY, WHY WON'T THESE BAD GOYIM READ MY #FAKENEWS HASHTAGS!? WHY DO THEY INSIST ON DIGGING AND BEING 
SUSPICIOUS!??!'  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:05:00 ID: bead0e No.8569272 >>8569296

>>8569253
Both @RudolphGiuliani and @RudyGiuliani seem fake actually, see >>8569215  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:07:43 ID: 6189e6 No.8569296 >>8569326

>>8569272

Rudy was out of the game until Trump revived him.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:10:26 ID: 87e688 No.8569322 >>8570651 >>8572694

>A massive number of child abductions take place in Virginia but not any other states around DC
>Maryland has a few cases each year, but most come from Newport News, Richmond, etc.

The cities in Virginia where the kidnappings are taking place are all near waterways: the Appomattox river, the James river, or just the coastline itself. I'm 
guessing it's too risky to transport victims by road when the police are on the lookout. Cities without river or coastal access in Virginia are much more 
quiet. Presumably kidnapped children are taken downriver and out to sea from Virginia or Baltimore, then taken up the Potomac river into DC. Does this 
sound plausible?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:10:40 ID: 4c18de No.8569325 >>8574108

>>8568842

Breitbart's tweet was about the O'Keefe video, not Ping Pong Pizza. Copy-paste, from the other thread:

——————————————–

by the way, about that Andrew Breitbart tweet, it wasn't about John Podesta's connection to Alefantis it was the O'Keefe video:

About that Podesta ‘underage sex-slaves’ Tweet from Andrew Breitbart

https://archive.is/jJ9VG

http://hot*air.com/archives/2016/12/05/about-that-andrew-breitbart-tweet-about-podesta-and-underage-sex-slaves/

" In July and August 2009, Giles and O’Keefe visited ACORN offices in Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Brooklyn, San Bernardino, San Diego, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles, and Miami. Giles dressed as a prostitute, while O’Keefe wore white khakis with a blue dress shirt and/or tie and claimed to be her boyfriend. 
Giles and O’Keefe recorded the encounters using hidden cameras and pretended to be seeking advice on how to run an illegal business that 
included the use of underage girls in the sex trade. "

As far as I know neither O'Keefe or Breitbart looked into Tony Podesta's possible connections to pedos in D.C.

——————————————–  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:10:40 ID: 657596 No.8569326 >>8569358

>>8569296
sure thing shlomo. 
>>8569261
doesnt prove anything. trump wouldnt bother to verify it himself  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:13:49 ID: 6189e6 No.8569358 >>8569373 >>8569422

>>8569326

This is why pizzagate needs to go, people like you.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:15:37 ID: f83111 No.8569373 >>8569397

>>8569358
>'DIS IS WHY THESE RACIST GOYIM NEED TO STOP INVESTIGATING PEDOPHILIA! OOOOOOOOOOOOYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY 
VEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY!!!!'  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:17:34 ID: 6189e6 No.8569397

>>8569373

good contribution, you're officially gamergoobs now  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:19:30 ID: 657596 No.8569422

>>8569358
it must be inconvenient for (((you))) having 1000s of years worth of blood libel being proven true… its anuddah shoah.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:20:21 ID: 6f842b No.8569430

idk I figure that DA girl is at least 18. The accounts 6 years old who makes a deviant at 10?? She is probably a heroin addict from Vancouver  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:32:00 ID: 4c18de No.8569517 >>8569777

>>8568842
>pizzagateinfo.jpg

This is precisely the type of picture you shouldn't do: it's way too big to begin with and you're trying to cram everything in a single picture and you're trying 
to connect everyone to everyone in a grand conspiracy. Why the fuck did you include Vince Foster ? And Jared Fogle, the former Subway restaurants 
celebrity? WTF? This picture is a big mess of conspiratardism, it's worthless. 0/10.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:36:32 ID: 6184d6 No.8569553

>>8562893
God bless you Rudy.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 03:04:09 ID: 467e40 No.8569777 >>8570166

>>8569517
>And Jared Fogle, the former Subway restaurants celebrity? WTF?
It says right there in the image, "Convicted pedophile". He's in prison right now for CP and trying to pay for sex with minors. He was also recorded saying 
that he actually had it. I don't know the source for him frequenting Comet Ping Pong, but if that's true then I'd say it's relevant.  

File (hide): 10a2ecd5b867e0b⋯.png (259.34 KB,
1600x1600, 1:1, Pepe Waffen SS HD.png)

File (hide): d99a3b8bf876f29⋯.png (734.53 KB,
800x800, 1:1, not really 8k final.png)

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 03:08:05 ID: f7267a No.8569824

>>8550166 (OP)
Keep up the good fight lads. Here's some fresh OC to keep you going.

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 03:44:59 ID: 4c18de No.8570166

>>8569777
>I don't know the source for him frequenting Comet Ping Pong, but if that's true then I'd say it's relevant.

>but if that's true

That's one of the big problem with this picture.  

Val  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:14:20 ID: 3f0758 No.8570354

>>8563270
what the fuck is this  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:15:19 ID: 17e6b2 No.8570360 >>8570408

kek google maps truth home.
anyone else see the same?  
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File (hide): 9b87574fa107340⋯.png (477.73 KB,
693x313, 693:313, ppm.png)

File (hide): 349668bc0b21ca9⋯.png (164.99 KB,
1009x939, 1009:939, 4pol404.png)

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:22:15 ID: 83488e No.8570408

>>8570360
lol Podesta Pizza Mansion

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:55:31 ID: 0d9701 No.8570635 >>8572587

http://yournewswire.com/fbi-evidence-clinton-child-sex-scandal/

?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:57:41 ID: 96b72a No.8570651

>>8569322
>Does this sound plausible?
Could be, it depends on the amount of water traffic there usually is on those waterways tho. Railways are also a good transport location, especially if 
kids/other trafficked people are put on freight trains inside of the metal containers.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 05:08:37 ID: 4ad2b2 No.8570734 >>8571442

File (hide): 688a69c35ed3ee2⋯.jpeg (63.1 KB, 960x886, 480:443, pedofaith.jpeg)

Pedo-religion 
identified on Goat 
thread
https://archive.is/r
DiSI  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 05:41:22 ID: 7ba31c No.8570905
File (hide): f654b4bc3c2537e⋯.png (727.55 KB, 1723x7013, 1723:7013, The Good Goy Agency.png)  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 06:08:20 ID: 0f47c4 No.8571063 >>8571116 >>8571613

>>8552316

Anyone Archive this? Account has been suspended.  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 06:18:14 ID: 2de6e0 No.8571116 >>8571613

>>8571063
>https ://archive.is/IDBh5  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 07:29:54 ID: 657596 No.8571442

>>8570734
took them long enough to figure it out. good though.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 08:09:55 ID: 322989 No.8571613

>>8571116
>>8571063

It's a fake account. An article from over a year ago quotes him saying he has at least 4 impersonators. Don't just spread this like memes you have to use 
it to find more info. Otherwise you get Colbert broadcasting all of these amateur mistakes to millions of people.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 09:34:15 ID: fdab0c No.8571880

>>8552748
>>8552748
Its actually ok. Just archived articles in a spreadsheet. Very nice.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 11:56:38 ID: 42e2d7 No.8572296

>>8561423
>When did Nazis start having morals

Mate, Paedos were the first ones into camps. Then the other perverts. Drug addicts, thieves, everyone like yourself.

Then came the eugenics.

Anybody who is a threat to our nation, must be exterminated.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:20:39 ID: 74414e No.8572520 >>8572558 >>8572587

File (hide): fa317c8243e9390⋯.png (723.61 KB, 1036x1074, 518:537, mayor.PNG)

Rudolph Giuliani spilling the 
beans.

archive:
https://archive.fo/IDBh5  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:25:02 ID: fcacb6 No.8572535

GOSH!
I was looking at some leaked information regarding some CP websites and noticed this.

dadsandgirls.org   
The site name with young girls on it is registered in the UK at this address:
27 Old Gloucester Street
WC1N 3AX

Check the google map and you will notice that the most famous children's hospital in the UK is just next door.

I personally hate GOSH as it is a sucking charity that deprives so many other worthwhile charities of money and can well believe it would be connected to 
CP and probably a grocery for the baby eaters as well.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:30:31 ID: bbd9d8 No.8572558

>>8572520
>unverified account
>joined April 2016
>misattributed Voltaire quote
Low energy; 1/10 for making me reply  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:34:05 ID: 41c932 No.8572571

>>8559823
>>8564589
>>8556009
>>8559804
>>8564825

>>8554444
>It's not too late to change your ways, child-lover.

is what was posted and then deleted for some reason  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:40:35 ID: 4c18de No.8572587 >>8577906

>>8570635

>yournewswire.com/

Posting links to bullshit click bait websites like this should result in an automatic ban. You didn't even break the link. I bet these clickbait websites 
specifically target 4chan and it laters spills over here.

>>8572520
>Rudolph Giuliani spilling the beans.

FAKE. STOP SPAMMING THE WHOLE BOARD WITH THAT HOAX.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 14:09:51 ID: d9a9ff No.8572694
File (hide): 6cfd59fe1fe049c⋯.jpg (93.87 KB, 810x1080, 3:4, 971d0fb767af893c4c9cd19600….jpg)

>>8569322
This and checked. I have lived in both towns for over 10 years. Both have massive milliliters ties. They build all of the 
aircraft carriers in Newport news. So it's not outlandish to assume that they have the message resources for a 
kidnapping and transporting by water. Once they get to the sea, the victim is as good as dead. They could even meet 
with another vessel out to sea that can cross oceans.

Unlike the other anon, I don't think railways are a practical means. I can understand utilizing it but I think the marine 
route makes more "sense.

Purge all pedos and praise Ouniverse  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 14:43:09 ID: 000000 No.8572834

accidently put in wrong sticky

pizza is masonic aka the controlled act of violence without repercussion. Blood splatter

Here are some never before known links

http://tofo.me/thepizzamonster1

https://www.instagram.com/pizzatowels/

https://www.instagram.com/allthispizza/

https://www.instagram.com/pza_314/

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pieordie/

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pizzalover/

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pizzagram/

http://www.pizzaluminati.com/blog-spot.html

https://archive.is/p5Xxu

https://archive.is/WvLih

https://archive.is/GWMZj

https://archive.is/eLvLl

https://archive.is/X2Ozi

https://archive.is/hmZv9

https://archive.is/dZsN3

https://archive.is/hrWnA

https://archive.is/BYF30

https://archive.is/jYtgX

https://archive.is/ljRl0

https://archive.is/BQcgn

https://archive.is/SINbi

https://archive.is/SwMrt
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pieinthesky/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/incrustwetrust/

https://www.instagram.com/gutgerard  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 15:35:18 ID: 000000 No.8573073

http://pizzaawareness.bigcartel.com/
https://archive.is/v4gUG
https://www.instagram.com/pizzatattoos/
https://archive.is/BKyje
https://archive.is/ZC3eE
https://archive.is/wJfZA
https://archive.is/Mbaqa
https://archive.is/eFwgl
https://archive.is/OJsMD
https://archive.is/kj2bN
https://archive.is/P6CkM
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/mmmpizza/  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 17:45:18 ID: 5f4f85 No.8573597 >>8578064

>>8551172
If gg wants to go after him, its their ball. There's enough on him apparently. Pizzagate needs to focus on the big fishes that are getting media support.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 18:49:45 ID: 43103e No.8573981

>>8552453
natural selection  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 19:02:12 ID: 24038c No.8574058

>>8559638
U obviously are a new cunt eager fag. If you read the post>>8559139 and researched all previous threads which are now archive u would know what they 
were on about. >>not heard of fox acid calling it jiberish…..
Over eager mother fucker. Fuck off. 

Research, don't fuckin shill until u have read the threads and u understand. R u 12 r u just a basement dweller virgin, that has just been given some 
power..

Copying you in for info >>8562750  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 19:08:25 ID: b3314b No.8574108 >>8577282

>>8569325

Sure thing, Benjamin.  

!6EQXcUBp5.  12/21/16 (Wed) 20:33:50 ID: 8d884b No.8574740

Did anyone ever find more links to the temple of set?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 20:47:09 ID: 74414e No.8574819
File (hide): 20b7c76824da1fb⋯.jpg (22.9 KB, 244x249, 244:249, 1482353068181.jpg)

What did he do?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 20:53:34 ID: e4ffef No.8574859 >>8575057

File (hide): 553481e7af4b833⋯.jpg (76.95 KB, 1092x430, 546:215, abdallahabdullah.jpg)

get the wikileaks insurance files
get command line to check hash
get command line to try keys
if you know nothing about this
drive.google.com/file/d/0ByJWA7QbqQpkZ0NEV1JIdzBHWDg/view?usp=sharing its just a png file, open it 
in 7zip, safe just endchan pages

On a pizzagate related note, this image is of a real live slaver who trades in young women.

I reported him to a verity of authorities, but his country considers this to be in keeping with Islam.

The people at the top of pizzagate are slavers and the media machine tricked everyone into believing we fought a war against slavery and won which was 
the biggest lie in history.

The slavers have bought off the ruling portion of the US and they see all of you as nothing but slaves. 

either way try to tie this mofo or any like him to the alefantis circle and you will have a smoking gun  

File (hide): efa96b2026a695c⋯.jpeg (44.05 KB,
750x269, 750:269, image.jpeg)

File (hide): 4f84c54ba0f3ee1⋯.jpeg (55.55 KB,
750x326, 375:163, image.jpeg)

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 21:24:16 ID: fdab0c No.8575016

>>8552811
Statement from buddy

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 21:30:01 ID: 8d884b No.8575057 >>8575163

>>8574859
If I name someon that I know tries to prostitute young art students to saudis, will you destroy them please?  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 21:47:10 ID: c494e9 No.8575163

>>8575057
no

proof for the lulz  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 23:51:05 ID: b1c7cb No.8576003

>>8554992
Can you post the pic please?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 01:23:04 ID: c071ad No.8576688
File (hide): 8d7dabc9a79ee32⋯.jpg (106.56 KB, 427x640, 427:640, a3ea98ffaa33041decfb0b2720….jpg)

>>8551928
>>8552830
It's a big "ha ha haha, you can't catch me, 
nanana" from Queerbama.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 02:25:44 ID: af042d No.8577062 >>8577311

>>8552892
So Jimbo is sucking any cock they give to him? Not surprising tbh.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:01:21 ID: 4c18de No.8577282

>>8574108

>Hey guyz I like to spread false information. Please clap.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:06:31 ID: 4c18de No.8577311

>>8577062

and how much of a faggot beta male do you have to be to make Ahmed the Clockboy look like and alpha male compared to you?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:26:41 ID: 69be77 No.8577432 >>8577443

>>8552966
A guy even went to his home and was banging on the door to get info out of Frank over comet ping pong and try to make him look crazy on film.

The guy that did that later went on to be a 'reporter' for Huff Po. The video was on youtube. A link to it should be in earlier threads.

I commented in that thread that the amount of attention he got was inordinate for what he was originally investigating. Comments on his video he 
uploaded and someone going to his home is pretty weird behavior and suspect as fuck.

This was all when pizzagate was fresh and everyone was following their own leads so it got lost in the jumble of info. It's probably still relevant and worth 
following up. Even more so if we can get in contact with Frank himself and get some anecdotal evidence from his point of view. Not sure how to go about 
that though.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:28:56 ID: 69be77 No.8577443

>>8577432
Turns out putting his name into google the video I mentioned is the first thing that pops up.

https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ftrcg0nB93w  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 04:37:12 ID: 7e3731 No.8577906

>>8572587
The disinfo spam is half shills, half retards.  Calm your tits.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 04:47:58 ID: 988131 No.8577964

ht tp://www.reuters.com/article/us-israel-president-idUSKBN14A1MT?feedType=RSS&feedName=topNews&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=Social

"Former Israeli president Katsav, convicted rapist, freed early from jail"

dunno if related, but at least interesting  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 05:03:57 ID: 3a1714 No.8578064

>>8573597
>If gg wants to go after him, its their ball. There's enough on him apparently. Pizzagate needs to focus on the big fishes that are getting media support.

He's pro-GamerGate.  They don't go after him because he's been a fixture in the GG thread in /v/ and involved in other stuff beyond that.  A lot of people 
there knew he was a pedophile but tolerate him anyways.  He's also a huge European leftist and was involved in efforts to push GG to the left.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 07:47:00 ID: 91d834 No.8578912

>Kek traveled to the past and left us clues about this in the historical record

"In 2001, a new generation of experiments, including the BaBar Experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the Belle Experiment at 
the High Energy Accelerator Research Organisation (KEK) in Japan, observed direct CP violation in a different system, namely in decays of the B 
mesons."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CP_violation#Direct_CP_violation  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 07:52:44 ID: 988131 No.8578936 >>8579049

File (hide): 1ceb231b6a4b786⋯.png (116.13 KB, 619x610, 619:610, image.png)

https://www.justice.go
v/pardon/obama-
commutations##DEC
192016  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 08:31:14 ID: 658d2a No.8579049 >>8579435

>>8578936
It's really convenient to have a list like this that can be printed out and distributed the day before the Day of the Rope. Nice to have the globalists right 
there on paper. Makes everything go smoother.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 09:43:27 ID: 12b554 No.8579217 >>8579291 >>8579309 >>8581376 >>8582924

File (hide): 3fa9101ee0a1ed0⋯.png (344.19 KB, 566x478, 283:239, Capture.PNG)

do these signs mean anything to anyone? Moon and other 
one? I think is similar to a charity. Also the #s  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:07:58 ID: 74414e No.8579291 >>8579391 >>8581533

>>8579217
Yes it symbolises the ring around Saturn when there happened something (can't really recall must be on the web, was a gas cloud or something. Looked 
like bull horns around the planet)

It's all Saturn worship. Satan worship. But you people don't believe me.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:11:03 ID: 74414e No.8579300

David Icke about Saturn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKS2e3-z2js  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:13:54 ID: 74414e No.8579309

>>8579217
At minute 2.00 of the movie I just posted ^^  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:43:21 ID: 74414e No.8579389 >>8579877

btw this thread is not visible on iOS devices. Did Apple hardblock the word PizzaPong?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:43:42 ID: 92fc68 No.8579391

>>8579291

Ring around Saturn was formed during the great flood when the Annunaki blew up a planet to fix/fuck earths alignment. Descendants with Alpha 
Centurian blood in them started shamanistic tribes around the world and got the plebs to build Pyramids to further tune the rotation.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:05:44 ID: 988131 No.8579435 >>8579443 >>8579846

File (hide): f25c07a4ae7ac9d⋯.png (416.7 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, russiainlove.png)

>>8579049

pic is one of the interesting attachments of the podesta mails ( read: genuine ), the founder is john podesta. i 
gather events and name ( lists ) for when i have the time to connect some dots as im busy atm  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:08:15 ID: 988131 No.8579443 >>8579846

File (hide): cdfc242c523fb42⋯.jpg (78.54 KB, 638x479, 638:479, peter.jpg)

>>8579435

i meant the pic of the center for american progress, not the mir-telematiki pic. mir-telematiki is just the hoster 
of wikileaks.org, opposing to dynadot that hosts file.wikileaks.org  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:42:20 ID: 74414e No.8579521 >>8579568 >>8579947 >>8579950

btw this thread is not visible on iOS devices. Did Apple hardblock the word PizzaPong?>>8550451
Someone note the names of the journalists. They need to hang  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:59:17 ID: 43103e No.8579568 >>8579950 >>8580154

>>8579521
What the fuck? Apple can block you for doing things on the internet they don't like?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 13:37:16 ID: 4c18de No.8579846

>>8579435
>pic is one of the interesting attachments of the podesta mails
>>8579443
>i meant the pic of the center for american progress

Which e-mail? Find it and post the link. There's no excuse for not posting a link to the Wikileaks website when you're talking about a specific e-mail in the 
Podesta e-mails.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 13:43:24 ID: 09d3a7 No.8579877

>>8579389
Incorrect.  I have been seeing posts just fine on iOS and PC.  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:00:19 ID: 4c18de No.8579947 >>8579950 >>8580063

File (hide): cfeb8d8f878a802⋯.png (10.41 KB, 480x300, 8:5, appleshit.png)

>>8579521
>btw this thread is not 
visible on iOS devices

Have you tried more than 
one device?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:01:15 ID: b03030 No.8579950 >>8580063

>>8579568
>>8579521
>>8579947
It works fine.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:38:10 ID: 74414e No.8580063 >>8580143

>>8579950
>>8579947
Nup, might be the network operator.

There was another anon here yesterday or the day before y that noticed his iPad not displaying this thread.

This morning I was on mobile jewnet and this thread wasn't there. I did reply to it while using a desktop computer so 2 min before it was there.

I was shitting while I searched, so time enough to really do a good search through the catalog. It wasn't there.

Could be apple, could be network operator but somebody is blocking this thread.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:52:08 ID: b03030 No.8580143 >>8580171

>>8580063
That's not possible. If you can load anything from 8chan then they can't block individual pages on 8chan on the network, because 8chan uses SSL. 
Unless it's the NSA doing it, of course, using some new type of Heartbleed-like attack.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:54:39 ID: 988131 No.8580154

>>8579568

u could go the extra mile and screen cap or photoshop some kind of evidence of ur claim  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:58:29 ID: 74414e No.8580171 >>8580189

File (hide): ef8f5920eae7e63⋯.png (288.34 KB, 750x1334, 375:667, IMG_2074.PNG)

>>8580143
8ch is not ssl at least not on my side, right now

would mean deep packet injection indeed. Just looked 
again but it's not fucking there.

Could be 8ch and useragent? I don't know. 

Pic == screencap of thread not being there  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:01:43 ID: 74414e No.8580189 >>8580211 >>8580536

>>8580171
screw me, was using .pl domain

does that matter?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:09:13 ID: 988131 No.8580211

>>8580189
>does that matter?

lol, in short: yes, like a lot. see, peer review helps a lot in validating stuff  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:15:16 ID: 181f0f No.8580238 >>8580306

File (hide): a94ad04e4805fa4⋯.jpg (168.11 KB, 545x726, 545:726, pedos.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:30:59 ID: a063b1 No.8580306 >>8580750

>>8580238
BRIANNA WU RUNNING FOR CONGRESS 2018
THIS MUST BE MEMED  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:50:35 ID: d6d089 No.8580430

(((SNOPES))) writer who "debunked" pizzagate admits she's addicted to pedophile erotica

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1509834  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 16:08:45 ID: 43103e No.8580536

>>8580189
>was using the .pl domain
it's a completely unrelated imageboard that runs 8chan's software newfriend  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 16:36:30 ID: 43103e No.8580750

>>8580306
>larry flynt running for congress 2018
wut?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:00:40 ID: 96b72a No.8581376 >>8581380 >>8581530 >>8581533

>>8579217
The Red Crescent is the Middle East version of the Red Cross, is that what you are thinking of? It would be the one on the left, but mirrored.

The crescent on the bottom is what appears on the tops of minarets of mosques. It's the sun rising and Venus (the morning star) setting. Remember their 
call to prayer is at like 4:30 or something, basically the ass-crack of dawn.

And the thing with Saturn is not irrelevant. The black cube at Mecca is for Saturn, as are the black cube jews wear on their head attached to that long 
leather strap on their arms when praying, and their "star of David" is really the star of Saturn. All  3 Abrahamic religions are Saturn religions. 

The very religious Christians will dispute this, but most American Christians are woefully ignorant on the origin and history of Christianity. This is not to be 
offensive or rude, but the ones who read the KJV exclusively and believe in every word literally "from God" are the ones I'm referring to. [Don't mean to 
derail the thread with this little aside but it seems relevant to the question asked]  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:01:32 ID: 96b72a No.8581380

>>8581376
>The crescent on the bottom 
meant to say "the crescent on the right"  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:22:10 ID: 74414e No.8581530
File (hide): a3c1de377897dbf⋯.jpg (329.88 KB, 1883x1024, 1883:1024, W00077250-234_coul_hi_web.jpg)

>>8581376
The crescent also is Saturn

In this video at 2:00 mark: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKS2e3-z2js

That's what the crescent is. Saturn is the Black Sun. Indeed the Kaaba (Cube). 

It's because of the pole of Saturn is a hexagon. (pic related) It's the same as 
Metatron's cube, which is a 3d figure of the hexagon.

The Jewish flag also has the hexagon or Metatron's cube in their flag. (hidden in white)

When you roll out the cube you get the Christian cross.

Everything is connected to Saturn  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:22:57 ID: 657596 No.8581533

>>8579291
this exactly.
>>8581376
>All  3 Abrahamic religions are Saturn religions. 
this. the cross is just the deconstructed cube, if you fold the cross up it makes the saturn cube. saturn worshipers are subhumans  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:51:18 ID: 64f3f4 No.8581742

Fuckers can 
do whatever 
they like. The 
cat is out of 
the bag.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 19:47:20 ID: d2d6b6 No.8582072  

"Fake News" Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 19:58:52 ID: 78a520 No.8582130

I apologize in advance if this information has already been shared…..
I started looking into the media (mostly to make my partner, SHUT UP) and this is what I have found so far. I know many people know this info and it isn't 
new to them but for those like me….
The media is dictated by the Council of Foreign Relations, and it's European counterpart which is ?The Trilateral Commission?
I started with Fox News and what I learned was the fourth biggest shareholder is Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal, he has a 7% stake (from a vanity fair article), 
but in turn Rupert Murdoch owns 19% of the Prince's media empire called Rotana.
Another interesting note is that the prince has a huge amount (number not disclosed) in Twitter, and Apple. In all this is a massive amount of information 
and I cannot research it all alone. Maybe it's time to switch gears a bit and find out who it is that is trying to suppress the truth. And all major media outlets 
and the players need to be researched……  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 22:16:33 ID: a08021 No.8582924

>>8579217

https://archive.is/kRnfT  
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First for no fucking D&C  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 00:54:08 ID: 7e3731 No.8550180

Attempt at a D&C thread: https://archive.is/KHjdt  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:07:02 ID: 24e211 No.8550248

To re-iterate: this has nothing to do with religion. Those who want to inject religion into this investigation, please an hero like Vince Foster didn't.  
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FROM WIKIPEDIA
Pizzagate is a debunked[1] conspiracy theory that emerged during the 2016 United States presidential election cycle

[1]
Ruth, Daniel (December 6, 2016). "The lunacy of fake news". The Seattle Times. Retrieved December 7, 2016. "the dangerous and damaging fake 
allegations against a businessman and his employees simply trying to make a living have been repeatedly debunked, disproved and dismissed."
http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/the-lunacy-of-fake-news/

Douglas, William; Washburn, Mark (December 6, 2016). "Religious zeal drives N.C. man in 'Pizzagate'". The Courier-Tribune. The Charlotte Observer. 
Retrieved December 7, 2016. "Though debunked by sources as diverse as The New York Times, Fox News Channel and the web hoax investigator Snopes, 
more than a million messages have traversed Twitter since November about #Pizzagate."
http://www.courier-tribune.com/news/20161206/religious-zeal-drives-nc-man-in-8216pizzagate8217

Alam, Hannah (December 5, 2016). "Conspiracy peddlers continue pushing debunked 'pizzagate' tale". Miami Herald. Retrieved December 7, 2016. "One 
might think that police calling the motive a ' ctitious conspiracy theory' would put an end to the claim that inspired a gunman from North Carolina to 
attack a family pizzeria in Washington over the weekend"
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article119065843.html

someone archive.is the links  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:46:45 ID: ecc170 No.8550455 >>8550895 >>8551012

Could we go back to the /elephants/ topic? I felt we had a lead here but it got shilled out.  
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File (hide): 8aaa56007bafa48⋯.png (436.57 KB,
1172x757, 1172:757, 0c92043d5f89f50a770bba5d7d….png)

File (hide): db81dfedf7cbe8f⋯.png (563.99 KB,
921x593, 921:593, 2c929925762557d20e906f7058….png)

File (hide): f5ad4f44090a5a8⋯.jpg (87.29 KB, 896x582,
448:291, 2f82bf23badb5c681beee9e81d….jpg)

File (hide): 8358a4c91608818⋯.png (470.9 KB,
877x573, 877:573, 8e200a3a2f76935a4326f4d258….png)

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:56:04 ID: bf63fe No.8550478 >>8552866 >>8559139

What does fake news mean? His instagram was fake? The logos were fake? His name is fake? Buck camping is fake? Dupont baby rapist is fake? Jeff 
Koontz connection is fake? Obongos hot dog party is fake? The wikileaks emails are fake?

>Just saying it's fake doesn't prove anything, what has been debunked?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:58:22 ID: 278c0c No.8550485
File (hide): 75ef0752b097414⋯.jpg (17.29 KB, 255x180, 17:12, 1470367575181.jpg)

>>8550432
Too slow, 
paedo!  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 01:59:53 ID: 368e90 No.8550492 >>8550870 >>8563029

The GamerGate thread is harboring a known pedophile.  Rumored to be a shitskin as well.  Would you people be interested in looking into that or is it too 
off-topic?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:01:13 ID: c4f9e5 No.8550496

Here's an archive of the pizza gate #23 thread that got locked.
https://archive.is/KHjdt  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:02:25 ID: c4f9e5 No.8550500 >>8550554

jimmycomet instagr am
https://imgur.com/a/BEY2B  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:15:21 ID: 74358f No.8550554 >>8550705

>>8550500
That's not proof of anything though.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:47:48 ID: 278c0c No.8550705 >>8550737 >>8559139

File (hide): 1385f0f56a47fb5⋯.jpg (13.22 KB, 620x387, 620:387, 1461553623664.jpg)

>>8550554
.50 has been deposited  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:54:39 ID: 74358f No.8550737 >>8550809

>>8550705
It's not proof though.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 02:57:14 ID: c08e6d No.8550747

we should start a #BurnBif campaign to expose Bif Skipman's link to Comet Ping Pong, Cheesybay, and his internet security related history. there is plenty 
to go off  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:12:52 ID: c33dfc No.8550809 >>8551969

>>8550737
Well it CERTAINLY isn't 'debunking' anything either now is it? Take your concern trolling elsewhere it's obvious as fuck.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:13:54 ID: efbbc0 No.8550813 >>8551124 >>8563029

Just discovered this shit. Any good, updated videos I can watch?  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:29:02 ID: 550d04 No.8550870 >>8551172

>>8550492
Post info and nd out  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:34:47 ID: 6f842b No.8550895 >>8551012

>>8550455
I agree. I would like to know what happened to the original anon who made contact with 3ds pedo on Facebook.  but of course elephants sounds near like 
alefantis and so many coincidences. it's obviously the fucking jews… just like Berlin was degeneracy central before mein fuhrer.  

sage Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 03:55:51 ID: d4116a No.8550963

sage  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:07:11 ID: 39656f No.8551012 >>8563296

>>8550455
>>8550895

that place is weird and the people there have strange hobbies but i can't say anything ive found is actually inciminating. 

take this for example. weird post about hotdogs which caught my interest because hot dogs were a code used before in the podesta emails. no replies to 
the thread.
https://web-beta.archive.org/web/20160302163946/http://8ch.net/elephants/res/3562.html

that links to two pages, one of which is this facebook https://archive.fo/p8ufV

which then twice in one month links to an article showcasing a bunch of little girls, because apparently some girl showed up dressed up as a hotdog to a 
school event or something? and she got own out to (((chicago))) for it and crowned the "Chicago Hot Dog Queen". very strange. https://archive.fo/Rb9BL

also i'm gunna save you guys some time. there's two huge pastebins posted in this thread. https://web-
beta.archive.org/web/20160302163931/http://8ch.net/elephants/res/3301.html#3520

i can tell you the rst one is total bullshit because i read the entire thing beginning to end. it's just some dude on cough syrup trying to type out coherent 
sentences to pick up a girl on google+, who was actually a person from dump cat shing. not even an interesting read, just horrible. https://web-
beta.archive.org/web/20160218123422/http://pastebin.com:80/RaUcZThu

didn't read the second pastebin though, which i think is actual conversations between the members of dump. after the rst one i burned out.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:31:09 ID: efbbc0 No.8551124 >>8551162

>>8550813
pls respond  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:34:52 ID: bf1b65 No.8551138 >>8551208 >>8551907 >>8563029

new podesta interview with meet the 
press (12/18/2016)  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:40:11 ID: 278c0c No.8551162

>>8551124
Chill.  Start ipping through archives until you can't take it anymore if you're new.  There were some missed opportunities in the short term, now it's about 
endurance.  
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File (hide): 9f807618f1b815d⋯.png (384.06 KB,
1825x642, 1825:642, val.png)

File (hide): 5fec1c3e49430fb⋯.png (120.86 KB,
993x669, 331:223, val corbis 1.png)

File (hide): 5e84ed4959c4a9d⋯.png (72.65 KB,
980x714, 70:51, val corbis 4.png)

File (hide): 1c85ae141c36c1d⋯.png (91.54 KB,
983x605, 983:605, val corbis 2.png)

File (hide): d71ee0d26f8f7fe⋯.png (16.97 KB,
1211x200, 1211:200, Val is a Creep 2.png)

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:41:53 ID: 368e90 No.8551172 >>8551520 >>8553631 >>8560544 >>8573597 >>8614471

>>8550870

It's a namefag named Val that appears to post exclusively in the GamerGate thread on /v/ and in different /co/ threads.  He used to post in more /v/ 
threads but got ran out of them due to ruining multiple /v/ projects.  I noticed him in GamerGate because he was always talking about being a lolicon and 
trying to push GG in a more leftist direction.  He was against GG being associated with conservatives like Breitbart, Milo, etc.  He also had a meltdown 
when Brexit happened because he was for Remain.  I thought being a "lolicon" referred only to anime and vidoegames, but then someone who worked on 
a video game project with him ratted him out on a thread that he liked real kids.  Image attached.  Here is an archive of the thread it's from:
https://archive.is/d1usW#selection-20757.0-20793.0

He also was found trying to hit on Lt. Corbis, who is an 11 year old eceleb from YouTube who plays vidya, on Twitter.  Images also attached.  She became 
famous for a while for being the irl Vivian James, and Val is always making pervy comments about Vivian James being his daughter (I know that's a 
meme for /v/ overall, but he's really annoying about it).

There is more discussion about him in this /cow/ thread:

>>>/cow/227015

Unlike srhbutts, who GG went after rightfully so I think for similar stuff, people in the GG thread seem to protect Val and de ect all accusations as shilling.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:47:13 ID: 022795 No.8551208 >>8551260

>>8551138
>>de..de…de…
>>ma…ma…Russians
>>got…got…
>>I…I…
>>ah…ah…
They should be careful about telling the public there is a secret group of people who are always against them, because the people might nd out its not 
the Russians but Israel and the Hebrews.

He is literally saying the Russians now own the US but then goes on say oh we just want to learn more about what really happened. If he really believed 
Russia was running the US I doubt he'd use that language.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 04:57:48 ID: 814a30 No.8551260 >>8551304

>>8551208
Also, when a person says "uh…" or stutters frequently, then you know they're lying.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:07:51 ID: 96b72a No.8551304

>>8551260
Especially when they are usually eloquent or well spoken. There are so many tells. But like typical liberals, they will lie to your face even when caught 
outright lying to you. I used to not believe that liberalism is a mental disorder, but if it isn't then it's pretty damn close beyond the 'ends justify the means' 
stuff.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:14:55 ID: 545d38 No.8551349
File (hide): 16719677d63aac7⋯.png (210.72 KB, 1919x591, 1919:591, Capture.PNG)

Reported to the 
authorities for 
fake news  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:24:35 ID: 96b72a No.8551438 >>8551454

File (hide): 27837994c5b500e⋯.png (191.34 KB, 1919x591, 1919:591, sad jew.png)

You are panicked 
right now and it's 
hilarious. 
JIDF sent the F 
team in today  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:28:12 ID: 322391 No.8551454

>>8551438
bro he's one 'gay sex WITH HATS ON' tab from being the most blatant jokemaker  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 05:39:21 ID: 550d04 No.8551520

>>8551172
holy shit, he needs to die. Any info on his real identity?  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 06:53:16 ID: bf6018 No.8551879
File (hide): b24caf519806bf4⋯.png (856.55 KB, 960x720, 4:3, 3c66681375224f642d243fb62b….png)

These threads are losing 
momentum. Keep up the 
pressure faggots.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 06:57:35 ID: 18890a No.8551907
File (hide): e39af540808de6b⋯.jpg (276.44 KB, 1080x1178, 540:589, e39af540808de6b9145c516aa7….jpg)

>>8551138
>Vladimir Tootin  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 07:01:29 ID: aee40a No.8551928 >>8552830 >>8576688

File (hide): 050c1ecfc8c3585⋯.jpg (151.33 KB, 1056x896, 33:28, jjjjjjj.JPG)

baby  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 07:09:00 ID: 74358f No.8551969

>>8550809
>Well it CERTAINLY isn't 'debunking' anything either now is it?
If you can't have either then what's the point? Has anyone come up with anything beyond fucking instagram posts?  

Rudy Tweets about Pedo Bust ac  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:17:41 ID: 09a9e7 No.8552316 >>8552402 >>8571063

Rudy Giuliani just tweeted about this here:

https://twitter.com/RudolphGiuliani/status/810759957050228736  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:36:10 ID: 259fe2 No.8552402 >>8552818

>>8552316
Break your links.  Don't want more referrers tracing back here, especially from a publicly exposed source like Giuliani.
Good on him for tweeting it though.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:48:47 ID: aee40a No.8552437

"Former FBI Chief Ted Gunderson said they're 4 million practicing Satanists in America today and 83 children go missing each hr.  That's shocking and no 
ones doing anything about it.  Also 10 thousand or more are Sacri ced each yr.  Ted Gunderson was murdered because he looked into this.  Don't focus 
on one place like Comet Pizza.  That was a front, nothing more. "  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:50:40 ID: 966fa0 No.8552447
File (hide): ed0aa7fb2304af7⋯.jpg (14.97 KB, 200x200, 1:1, thoughtful.jpg)

>>8550451

>mfw the (((mainstream media))) 
keeps pushing its Fake News™ 
narrative

Also archived, thanks anon!  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:51:51 ID: bd215c No.8552453 >>8552478 >>8552633 >>8552811 >>8573981

File (hide): cdd0b85eed43c88⋯.png (1 MB, 701x2344, 701:2344, ripdb.png)

Just gonna leave this here anons.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 08:59:58 ID: b4137c No.8552478

>>8552453
If he was suicided he deserved it for posting something like that in such a public venue. This is why anyone digging need to learn about OpSec  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 10:10:36 ID: b3314b No.8552633
File (hide): 5a82b75d557be5c⋯.jpeg (8.11 KB, 284x177, 284:177, respect.jpeg)

>>8552453

WE. MUST. 
PUSH. 
FORWARD.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 10:32:57 ID: e4ffef No.8552678 >>8552748

i just buy it for the articles i swear
docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16gnEcvPVN3Hxf0pOwpJxQrmWzAhaNSks44H91WweQmA/edit#gid=0  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:09:38 ID: 49ad08 No.8552748 >>8571880

File (hide): 92e871c7a2f0ab5⋯.png (197.38 KB, 294x256, 147:128, 1469839461045.png)

>>8552678
>implying I'm going 
to click that shit  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:24:20 ID: 4c18de No.8552788

>>8550166 (OP)
>kiah-lawson-terry-bean-human-rights-campaign-gay-sex-obama-prison-column/70021560/

Terry Bean wasn't convicted and it wasn't pedophilia, he was having sex with a 17 years old guy, not a 7 years old child. Yes, there's probably a higher % of 
pedos among homosexual men than heterosexual men but unless you have evidence linking Terry Bean with possible pedos this trail is probably a dead 
end. I'm not sure why you're clinging to this.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:35:55 ID: 4c18de No.8552811 >>8552898 >>8575016

>>8552453
>Destin Blevins

He lives in Colorado Springs, CO and his wife doesn't give details about his death. Where and how did he die? Unless you can clearly link his interest in 
'pizzagate' with his death I don't see the point of posting this, it's just useless speculation. 

The only interesting thing in that picture is the date on the rst screencap: June 2008. Who is Frank Winstead?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:39:17 ID: 4c18de No.8552818 >>8554573

>>8552402
>Break your links. Don't want more referrers tracing back here

can Twitter users clearly see the referring URLs? I don't have a Twitter account  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:43:47 ID: 4c18de No.8552830 >>8576688

>>8551928
>jjjjjjj.JPG

Why did you post this? What's the point? It says the grandfather of the baby is a member of Virginia's Electoral College. So what? Control your autism. 
Stop posting useless pictures to spread your useless speculations.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:51:15 ID: a63549 No.8552851

Have there any names been revealed in the norwegian case yet?  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 11:56:28 ID: 4c18de No.8552866

>>8550478
>Obongos hot dog party is fake?

Some people should go back to the Stratfor e-mail and try to nd out when exactly this 'hot dog'/'pizza' party with ""waitresses"" took place and what kind 
of 'channels' they used. I thought that was the best lead in the beginning because it really looks like they're talking about prostitution, not food. Or perhaps 
it's drugs. I don't know.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 12:06:49 ID: 4c18de No.8552892 >>8577062

File (hide): a22ef7cf607aa2d⋯.png (311.65 KB, 615x554, 615:554, Jimmy with Clock Boy.png)

>>8550451
>FROM WIKIPEDIA

The second hand 
encyclopedia controlled 
by the San Francisco 
clique  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 12:08:20 ID: 5af015 No.8552898 >>8552966 >>8561748 >>8563036 >>8605597

>>8552811
frank winstead was on the city council for dc, and uploaded to his youtube a clip that he recorded of him confronting some guys playing ping pong out 
front of comet for being a traf c hazard. however in the background you can hear a kid screaming what sounds like "help me! down here!" over and over. 
the camera was actually held across the street and the kid screaming has a louder voice in the video than the people out front of comet. 

promptly after posting this he was hit with a coordinated gaslighting tactic that wouldnt be seen until years later with the sjw movement. these were 
trained instigators or involved parties trying everything they could to make people think frank was crazy. even washington city paper got involved and 
basically bragged about harassing the man at his house.

later that same year i believe, frank winstead was kicked off of the city council for screaming about how comet was a gateway to "murder and rapes" in 
dc. at the time everyone started to believe the gaslighting apparently and thought he was crazy. but now things sure do look pretty suspicious, huh?

relevant archives
2008 article of him getting cucked out of of ce
https://archive.is/ezdQE
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/raw sher/2008/06/dc_of cial_outdoor_seats_at_p.html

washington city paper's harassment article
https://archive.is/xWZdl
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/news/city-desk/blog/13055232/confronting-frank-winstead

the video getting hit by a coordinated gaslighting atttack
https://archive.is/rULCh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHXBrEXmowo  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 12:32:00 ID: 4c18de No.8552966 >>8553059 >>8554626 >>8556356 >>8559818 >>8561748 >>8577432

>>8552898
>Frank Winstead was on the city council for DC

Wait, how come that stuff didn't come out in the beginning of the "investigation"? In which thread did the name of Frank Winstead rst appeared? I didn't 
read every single one of them, I think I stopped at #10 or 11.

(I remember the big distraction in early November when someone tried to link the Podestas to the disappearance of Madeleine McCann and how I was 
called a CTR shill for telling autistic people that instead of just looking at the pictures and jumping to conclusions  OMG! LOOK AT THE PICTURES! IT'S 
ALL TRUE! IT'S CONFIRMED!  that they should rst try to nd out if the Podestas were in Portugal at the time. That's when I stopped following 'pizzagate' 
on a regular basis and only checked the threads from time to time. Too much emotional autism is a turn off.)  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 13:04:12 ID: 4a5637 No.8553039

>>8550451
>has source
>source is just unsourced statement by someone with an obvious stake in the argument
Wew  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 13:11:03 ID: b4137c No.8553059

>>8552966
It was pretty early on. Maybe in the rst few threads. Someone posted the video but I don't think it gained that much attention until a thread or two later.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 15:49:00 ID: 578848 No.8553509 >>8554534

So, has anyone found any actual indications of criminal activity, or are we still just seeing creepy art and legal pictures of kids (the kind that obnoxious 
parents take and spread all over social media)?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 16:15:12 ID: a6bffb No.8553631 >>8556207 >>8564156

>>8551172
>they protect him
This is bullshit, nearly everyone has ltered him by this point, and those who don't usually just mock him. 
I assume you went full autismo/sperg about him in the thread and people mocked you for it, and you took that as some convoluted defense of him.
Either way he's hated or ignored by the vast majority of threadgoers  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:22:13 ID: 8d884b No.8554138 >>8554384

>>8554018
Fucking kill yourself shill. We need a new rule to ban anyone who tries to derail topics with bullshit reliious d&c. It's fucking obvious who they are and what 
they're doing, and they keep doing it, because they don't get banned.  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:40:05 ID: 96b72a No.8554384

>>8554138
Not sure about the banning but at least just ignore and carry on. There are plenty of places and threads for them to proselytize and discuss their chosen 
religions and ideas, but I agree with the weird litmus-test religious sperging (don't want to be religious with us=pedo/pedo-lover/pedo-protector!!111!!!!!). 

Smells awfully jewish to me, and is clearly intended to politically-correct us on the fucking politically incorrect board. It does seem like D&C and 
speci cally to drive away people who are good researchers but just don't want to touch that tar baby.

Not sure if anyone actually cares if they are genuinely religious or not, but it's an established method of polluting the atmosphere and poisoning the well 
for those who remain. And those who claim very loudly that they are leaving for good and… don't, well. Too obvious.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:47:41 ID: 91edd0 No.8554461 >>8556009 >>8559804 >>8559823

>>8554444
Holy quads of truth  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:52:55 ID: 467e40 No.8554534 >>8554578 >>8559023

>>8550432
>Do you think I'll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta
>The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems pizza-related.)
>perfectly normal

>>8554352
>system 32 folder
Reminder to never use Windows past 7 and make sure telemetry is removed if you're using 7.

>>8553509
Comet Ping Pong has a shitton of health and safety violations and one of the Instagram posts showed actual CP framed on a wall.

>>8554444
observed  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:55:58 ID: 259fe2 No.8554573

>>8552818
No, but Twitter admins/devs can, and we already know which way they lean.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:56:20 ID: 96b72a No.8554578 >>8554992 >>8555628 >>8556022

>>8554534
>one of the Instagram posts showed actual CP framed on a wall.
Was like a photo of nekkid child or a weird painting by that arty freak Arrington "I paint lots of severed heads" de Dionyso?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 17:59:59 ID: 259fe2 No.8554626 >>8554788

File (hide): a796047c14a871e⋯.png (2.31 MB, 1918x912, 959:456, speedway_holy_fuck.PNG)

>>8552966
It was thread 2 or 3 I think, I've been going through 
these threads since that white rabbit shit came up.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:10:47 ID: 96b72a No.8554788 >>8554885 >>8559139 >>8562469 >>8612561

File (hide): 7c014e0fe5344b6⋯.png (639.89 KB, 992x629, 992:629, joola.png)

>>8554626
He's been discussed sporadically. Missed the entire thing with the stripey mural and white rabbit but did 
notice that Joola ping pong tables puts a white rabbit on the side of the tables. It leapt right out at me in this 
one  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:16:43 ID: 72b261 No.8554885 >>8554927

>>8554788
Jesus fucking fuck, he just nished killing a kid didn't he?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:19:43 ID: 96b72a No.8554927 >>8560286

Don't know if anyone here is familiar with or reads Dave Martin (dc dave) but he's a very good researcher and writer who has written extensively on Vince 
Foster. He just published something tying Vince Foster to the larger DC  pedo ring that's worth reading.
dcdave.com/article5/161213.htm

>>8554885
I think it's fake blood but even though the entire image is incredibly disturbing, the fact that Alefantis' response to it was "sex" is what brings it to an 
entirely new level of creepy disgustingness. It's just sick and wrong in every way, and it's not just le edgy artist bullshit either.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 18:23:37 ID: 467e40 No.8554992 >>8555628 >>8556022 >>8576003

>>8554578
Worse. It was a little girl in a tutu getting the tip of a guy's dick.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:00:18 ID: 96407d No.8555514

WW3 begin  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:04:44 ID: 6f842b No.8555628

>>8554992
>>8554578

I'm pretty sure it was Jeff Koons fucking his wife  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:32:43 ID: 83488e No.8556009 >>8561123 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8554461
>>8554444
Did mods delete the post? What was the truth?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:33:14 ID: 6f842b No.8556022 >>8556414 >>8557380

File (hide): 9ee1e691558dacc⋯.jpeg (99.32 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, tmp_3512-serveimage(2)845….jpeg)

>>8554992
>>8554578

correction.  His porn star ex wife ciccolina from his "made in 
heaven" series of pictures/statues. pic related.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:45:03 ID: 368e90 No.8556207 >>8556356

File (hide): 862034e89cbd921⋯.png (32.73 KB, 814x414, 407:207, val b.png)

>>8553631
>This is bullshit, nearly everyone has ltered him by this point, and those who don't usually just mock him. 
>
>I assume you went full autismo/sperg about him in the thread and people mocked you for it, and you took 
that as some convoluted defense of him.
>
>Either way he's hated or ignored by the vast majority of threadgoers

Oh look, the Val pedo defense force is here.

That's not true.  He posts in the thread every day, and people respond back to him every day.  Sometimes he has like 10 or 12 posts in a thread.  If they 
really wanted him gone, they would have forced him out, but they didn't.  Anons there are always talking to him like normal, and anyone that says other 
wise is called a "shill" and is accused of derailing.  Notice how he doesn't post in other /v/ threads.  The thread shields him.  He's protected there.  You 
allow a pedo to be in that thread.  Also notice how you're not arguing that he isn't a pedo.  The absurd hypocrisy with this guy vs. srhbutts is insane.  
People went to extreme lengths to get the srhbutts chat logs, but the Val chatlogs where he says the same damning things will probably never be found 
because of the double standard. I also know he was and is involved in stuff beyond the general thread.  GG should be better than that.

Here's another tweet.  Notice how this is very similar to the logic other pedophiles use to condone their actions.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:54:13 ID: 278c0c No.8556356 >>8556415 >>8556783

>>8552966
I did the same, and I think it was deliberately done.  Whoever rst reported it is one of those attention whores who don't care what they're actually talking 
about.  Don't recall if she was from freethoughtproject or what. 

>>8556207
Shit or get off the pot.  That has nothing to do with rich/powerful/politically connected pedos or pedorings.

>>8556313
reported for D&C  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:57:01 ID: 3d4569 No.8556414 >>8556437

File (hide): bc0dbb2a45c7a4e⋯.jpg (19.07 KB, 320x240, 4:3, 1420412119.93994.jpg)

>>8556022
Ilona Staller. 
Here's an article on the porn series her and Jeff Coons 
did in 1990:
http://www.widewalls.ch/jeff-koons-made-in-heaven-
most-expensive-pieces/
It's a series of pictures of (((Jeff Koons))) fucking her, get 
sucked off by her etc etc.

It appears the woman did several pornos.(NSFW Photo)

Pornos here: 
http://justporno.tv/1/272765/cicciolina__ilona_staller_an

d_john_holmes

http://xxxbunker.com/amori_particolari_ilona_staller

http://www.driveprontube.com/35845/Ilona_Staller_Cicciolina_-_Ho_scopato_unaliena#.WFg6P_mLTIU 

I doubt there was any hidden messages though?

>>8550166 (OP)  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:57:02 ID: 3302c2 No.8556415

>>8556313
With that out of the way it is fairly clear that this investigation has slowed down. This is mostly in part to do with the same D&C tactics the shills are trying 
to push now. Be under no illusions they are attacking this investigation and are extremely good at what they do, simply because they are so toxic 
mentally. 

>>8556356
Fuck off.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 19:58:23 ID: 3d4569 No.8556437
File (hide): 91e27eb0c304d09⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 64.62 KB, 403x500, 403:500, kek enough.jpg)

>>8556414
Flicking through with the images, fucked a 
nigger. 
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:03:19 ID: 3d4569 No.8556527 >>8566139

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilona_Staller

"Ilona Staller (born 26 November 1951), widely known by her stage name, Cicciolina, is a Hungarian-Italian porn star, politician, and singer."  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:06:35 ID: 3d4569 No.8556592
File (hide): 4c1fb92b42ed31b⋯.jpg (53.98 KB, 450x600, 3:4, Cicciolini.jpg)

"Personal life[edit]
Staller married American artist Jeff Koons in 1991. Koons produced a series of sculptures and photographs of them 
having sex in many positions, settings and costumes, which were exhibited under the title "Made In Heaven."[15]

Their marriage ended in 1994, as she wanted to continue to perform as a porn actress and Koons wanted them to be 
monogamous. In violation of a US court order, Staller left the US for Italy, taking their then-two-year-old son, Ludwig.[16]
[17][18] A lengthy custody battle ensued. Koons won custody in 1998 but Ludwig remains with Staller in Italy. In 2008, 
Staller led suit against Koons for failing to pay child support.[4][19]

In 2015 she declared to be a practicing Catholic and to be ready for an "artistic pornographic lm", the last of her career, 
a gift for all her fans.[1]"

Liberals . . .  

File (hide): 19a032b328dfca7⋯.png (1.42 MB,
1818x1474, 909:737, Screen Shot 2016-12-19 at ….png)

File (hide): 22e9162a156ddc2⋯.png (4.14 MB,
2867x1566, 2867:1566, Screen Shot 2016-12-19 at ….png)

File (hide): 042aeb76cc6394b⋯.png (50.42 KB,
1280x1280, 1:1, codeword.png)

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:06:53 ID: 3302c2 No.8556595 >>8556668 >>8594359 >>8672465

Found another pizza place that has some dodgy aspects. DNA Pizza has the same business model as Comet Pizza, hosting bands but with more of an 
emphasis on getting totally wasted and eating pizza. The pictures of food on their website looks grim; I mean would you eat that? Terrible reveiws as well.

Looking through their blog and their facebook page I noticed reference to ROT 13 and a nightclub called Codeword (see map). Sure enough there's a 
second DNA Pizza next door to Codeword and a dodgy looking Hotel above it.

The basic premise is that 'Codeword' indicated the 'pizza' in DNA Pizza is codeword for children and the Hotel is used as a place that clients can avail of 
this service. Absolutely no evidence for this, mind you. Just going of the known MO.

The codeword symbol simply decodes to CODEWORD, but I'm sure there must be other codes on offer there that might produce more interesting results?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:11:55 ID: 278c0c No.8556668 >>8556776

>>8556595
Sorry for the reporting.  It may be nothing but that's exactly the kind of thing to look for.  Please don't D&C in the future.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:20:16 ID: 3302c2 No.8556776 >>8557694 >>8558969 >>8560138 >>8672465

>>8556668
np we all need to chill and stay focused.

This is interesting. The owner of DNA Pizza is Jamie Zawinski, sounds like he might be worth investigating. He opened up the nightclub in Folsom (a 
notorious gay area apparently) and called it Codeword in honour of the CW Hotel above.

http://sf.eater.com/2015/5/6/8560841/dna-pizza-codeword-soma-qi-ultra-lounge

The rst image search result of for "codeword folsom street" beings up an image board with keywords "folsom sex, folsom street fair children", which 
gives you an idea of the possible environment these children are mixing in.

http://www.usmessageboard.com/threads/gay-propoganda.340386/page-6  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:20:51 ID: 368e90 No.8556783 >>8559638

>>8556356
>Shit or get off the pot. That has nothing to do with rich/powerful/politically connected pedos or pedorings.

Seems like you're saying some pedos should be left alone.  Why is that?  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 20:58:45 ID: 467e40 No.8557380 >>8557530

>>8556022
The one here? https://imgur.com/a/BEY2B  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 21:08:40 ID: 6f842b No.8557530

>>8557380
the one with the sleeping monkey in it  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 21:21:26 ID: 259fe2 No.8557694

>>8556776
>folsom street fair
Fuck's sake, wasn't that where that one video of that boy twerking in that crowd of onlookers was from?
Positively fucking degenerate.  
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Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 21:50:57 ID: d07a91 No.8558073

>>8557724
Not white enough!  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 22:41:33 ID: 578848 No.8558969

>>8556776
The Folsom Street Fair is a regular event in that neighborhood in San Francisco. It's a public event held in the street with BDSM demonstrations. Lots of 
people attend (un)dressed in fetish gear. And yes, the worst perverts bring their children.  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 22:45:08 ID: 578848 No.8559023 >>8561123

>>8554534
>one of the Instagram posts showed actual CP framed on a wall.
No, it didn't. Bullshit claims like that wreck investigations like this. It's crying wolf.  

File (hide): ce38060c0a284ef⋯.png
(1.74 MB, 1536x2048, 3:4, Where the fk is pizza
gate….PNG)

File (hide): a4122dac40671f9⋯.png (429.01 KB,
1316x505, 1316:505, pizza thread here.PNG)

PC's V Apple devices  12/19/16 (Mon) 22:54:09 ID: 6b7791 No.8559139 >>8559574 >>8559638 >>8559758 >>8560529 >>8562750 >>8564132 >>8596663

>>8550166 (OP)
>>8554788
>>8550705
>>8550478

No I ain't a BOT

Right - this is a BIT fked up:Has hate chan been comprised in some weird way????

I've been following since before pizzagate and i'm the anon who managed to gain over 3.5k (gbp) for backing trump.
I change Ip's all the time, and unfortunately the "Fox Acid got me" >

Yeh, had to get rid of VM's & physicals - now have change ISP (probably to late)

> the missus's phone even got hacked which she doesn't know anything about any of this shit which I have been looking into. (She always questions the 
fact that I do * at work and then come home and am constantly on keyb)

I've been following assange, the strange co-incidences which happened ie: the cs gas spay which closed down the airport:

NOW Listen to this:

Only my laptop, I can view the Pizza gate thread:
ON MY IPAD the THREAD Isn't there:

1,2,3,4 Skip 5 - pizza gate > 5 replaced with King Nigger thread:

Is this why we are loosing traction???? > This has got me a bit - the amount of shills in the threads etc…> but why are apple devices omitting the ping pong 
23 thread?

THIS ISN'T ME photo shopping shit

Sorry if spelling a bit lame - it's been yet another long day> Screen grabs of the apple device and PC attached:
It's almost like someone is censoring the Apple devices?

You views?

I hope i don't get suicide with two shots to the back of the head!

Some one please prove me wrong?> for me it's been a long month: and am getting very tired… ~( work and gate)

Peace out Anons> and respect carry on hunting  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:22:34 ID: 0dcffd No.8559401

just as a heads up there's a new pedo board on 8ch called /cunny/ I know there's probably not alot of crossover, but it is fucking ironic.  

PC's V Apple devices  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:41:40 ID: 6b7791 No.8559574

>>8559139
Some one knows, thread re-appeared on apple device for about 5 seconds, then disappeared  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:49:52 ID: 278c0c No.8559638 >>8559663 >>8559914 >>8560380 >>8574058

>>8556783
I'm saying take care of him yourself, or don't.  More important sh to fry than some creeper on another board.

>>8559139
gibberish from a tripfag, this is still stickied

ltered  
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PC's V Apple devices  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:52:36 ID: 6b7791 No.8559663

>>8559638
Not from an apple device it's not:
.0005  bit coins to your account>

u need to work harder  

Anonymous  12/19/16 (Mon) 23:52:44 ID: 7c773c No.8559666

TERRORIST CONFIRMED TO BE MUSLIM RAPEFUGEE  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:04:57 ID: 694279 No.8559758 >>8559914 >>8596663

>>8559139
>I change Ip's all the time, and unfortunately the "Fox Acid got me"

Who what when where why which? Are you saying CTR is still in play?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:10:46 ID: 83488e No.8559804 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8554461
Baby-raping mods removed the quads of truth!  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:12:32 ID: 694279 No.8559818

>>8552966

The whole Frank Winstead topic was pretty shy since it seemed to be the shills exclusively bringing him up. So people didn't pay much attention for 
awhile. Apparently, he became more relevant later on.

I still wanna know more about the DIY-Church shit, but the leads end at the white rabbit houses. Assuming 34a66c wasn't a hoax, we already lost 
someone just by looking into it physically. So the whole thing is a gray area.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:13:13 ID: 694279 No.8559823 >>8564589 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8554461

What the fuck was that?  

PC's V Apple devices  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:26:08 ID: 6b7791 No.8559914 >>8560027 >>8562750 >>8596663

>>8559638
>>8559758
About a week and a half ago:

Very Strange, felt it throughout the cabling in the house…..
You may I think I'm mad, but it was there: very powerful tools:

>>8559758
http://hackingteam.it/index.html
I don't know if you are aware, but these are effectively the tools the use: 
the hack and tools have been removed from there website, but - they are available from wiki leaks etc..

good fun using them: not good for the unsuspecting public.

They have taken down the risk page: but good reading all the same:

peace out and respect….  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:40:42 ID: 46e297 No.8560027 >>8560133 >>8594631 >>8596663

>>8559914

>http
>no s
>hackingteam.it/index.html

Anon's if you click on that link you deserve everything coming to you.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:53:03 ID: 83488e No.8560133

>>8560027
https://archive.fo/d0k0G  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 00:53:40 ID: a9433c No.8560138 >>8560561

>>8556776
>The owner of DNA Pizza is Jamie Zawinski, sounds like he might be worth investigating.

Jamie Zawinski wrote the rst versions of the Netscape browser. When he cashed out, he opened the DNA Lounge nightclub. Bit further south by Rankin 
St iirc.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:12:06 ID: ff2d76 No.8560286

>>8554927
Archived
https://archive.is/XPUy0  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:28:34 ID: 368e90 No.8560380

>>8559638
>I'm saying take care of him yourself, or don't. More important sh to fry than some creeper on another board.

Okay so how many real pedophiles have you ensnared so far that are "important" versus the one pointed out?  Do corporate logos and very cryptic 
circumstantial evidence have to be involved some how?  Like blatant evidence isn't good?  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:47:44 ID: 259fe2 No.8560529

>>8559139
You sound disorganized as fuck, but that is a bit odd.  I doubt many anons here use apple devices for their main usage though, enough of /tech/ bleeds 
over to warrant that and /pol/ is wise enough not to buy into their overpriced sparkly garbage.  
Also would be odd if Safari was set up speci cally to block that, would be an enormous amount of effort for little gained, compared to the gains they 
could make by shitting on it in the MSM with the same resources.
Still, good to keep an eye on things.  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:48:46 ID: 3f0758 No.8560544 >>8560571

>>8551172
Christ on a fucking cracker, they're not defending me.
They just lter me and ignore me for the most part. But keep on with your D&C tactics. It's de nitely work, just like every single one of /pol/'s "operations".  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:52:06 ID: 259fe2 No.8560561

>>8560138
Found some info
https://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki/Jamie_Zawinski
https://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki/DNA_Lounge
Strange that DNA has a dedicated Wiki page.
>inb4 wikiJew
It can be a good starting point.
After all, they list the members of the Frankfurt school as jewish.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:53:55 ID: 259fe2 No.8560571 >>8560860 >>8561292

>>8560544
>just like every single one of /pol/'s "operations"
Then why are you even browsing it in the rst place, if not to whinge like an attention whore?  Had to have been at least lurking to see that post, especially 
when it's roughly halfway through the thread.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 01:59:13 ID: fbed5e No.8560600 >>8560625 >>8560663 >>8561183

Hey /pol/ I've uncovered what basically constitutes a cp network in Canada that gets away with anything by calling it art and just claiming they're old 
enough while from context in the conversations they simply are not.

Can /pol/ dig into this or is it irrelevant because it's Canada and not America?

It's just teenage girls anyways, haven't seen any prepubescent kids so far.

They have their shit up online btw, on youtube and deviantart.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:02:23 ID: 83488e No.8560625 >>8560649

>>8560600
has it been around a while or did it just pop up around pizzagate time?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:05:07 ID: fbed5e No.8560649 >>8568347

>>8560625
Uhhh seems that it's been around for awhile but like it's been shutdown before just to resurface again this November.

https://www.youtube.com/user/sweetxxxi cation

Here is one of the girls.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:06:59 ID: 278c0c No.8560663

>>8560600
Read infosec thread, make informed decision.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:09:33 ID: fbed5e No.8560683

Reports of gunshots from the U.S. Embassy in #Ankara, across from the building where the #Russian ambassador was killed.

https://twitter.com/aykan_erdemir/status/811017873103736832

https://twitter.com/DailySabah/status/811021456586969088

suspect neutralized and brought into custody  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:16:24 ID: fbed5e No.8560742 >>8560905

http://rancidcheeto.deviantart.com/

http://joelmcdonald.deviantart.com/art/Astrid-Marauder-0260-DA-619560649

http://sweetxxxi cation.deviantart.com/

http://joelmcdonald.deviantart.com/art/Astrid-Marauder-0192-DA-619560552?q=JoelMcDonald%2F39897194&qo=164

Some of this shit might be 18+ year olds, some of it most likely is not.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:18:32 ID: fbed5e No.8560761

http://rancidcheeto.deviantart.com/art/Wet-and-Dripping-36268538  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:33:00 ID: 3f0758 No.8560860 >>8560874 >>8564197

>>8560571
Someone crosslinked this thread in our GG thread.
>>>/v/11513662  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:35:22 ID: 6f842b No.8560874 >>8560997

>>8560860
that lt corbis girl is a fucking child if someone said shit like that to my daughter I'd kill them. You're fucked up bud  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:38:53 ID: 6f842b No.8560905

>>8560742
> Here's some clear net cp goys
sure brt of cer  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 02:50:57 ID: 3f0758 No.8560997 >>8561292 >>8564197

>>8560874
>she talks about taking cocks and that's ok
>I make a few jokes and you want to kill me
Your doublethink is astounding.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:06:11 ID: 467e40 No.8561123 >>8615813

>>8559023
It was this one. https://i.imgur.com/SXEvvJ7.png
Maybe it was simulated/photoshopped but she looks very underage to me. If I just need my eyes checked, then my bad.

>>8556009
Some faggot vaguely defended pedos (also deleted I think) and he told him it wasn't too late for Jesus to forgive him. Not sure why either were deleted.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:14:23 ID: e36146 No.8561183 >>8565306

>>8560600
Legally it depends on the content of the pictures. Generally naked pictures of minors aren't considered child pornography. If they were then parents who 
take pictures of their kids in the bathtub would be hauled off to prison. To become illegal the pictures need to have a sexual element that moves them into 
the pornography category. So if it's a picture of a naked girl just standing or posing on a set, that would be considered art. But if there was a sexual 
element like, she was sitting with her legs spread prominently displaying her vagina or the placement of her hands were to suggest masturbation then 
that would constitute pornography.

If it looks like pornography or if it's in enough of a grey area that you're not sure if it's pornography, then report it.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:29:01 ID: 368e90 No.8561292 >>8561348 >>8561423

>>8560571
>Then why are you even browsing it in the rst place, if not to whinge like an attention whore? Had to have been at least lurking to see that post, especially 
when it's roughly halfway through the thread.

Val is fucking guilty that's why.  Why else would he come in the thread to damage control?  If it was made up, he'd just blow it off.  But there's evidence, 
and he's trying to cover it up.

>>8560997
>>she talks about taking cocks and that's ok
>>I make a few jokes and you want to kill me

You don't make sex jokes and pedo jokes to a child, you sick fuck.  That is not something normal people do.  Holy fucking shit.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:30:37 ID: 6f842b No.8561306

https:  //sli.mg/a/fkoWd3  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:36:18 ID: 278c0c No.8561348 >>8561431

>>8561292
normal little kids don't go on youtube and say sexual things, her and her parents and this other guy should all be gassed  

Val  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:47:08 ID: 3f0758 No.8561423 >>8561462 >>8564197 >>8572296

>>8561292
I'm guilty of what? Having a sense of humor? When did you nazis start having morals?
You talk all this shit about gassing kikes and killing dindus, but making sexual jokes to a child who openly talks about sexual topics is counted as crossing 
the line? You're unbelievable.  

File (hide): ca0b9f0e4003477⋯.png (235.62 KB,
641x630, 641:630, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 364dd9b43210006⋯.png (298.69 KB,
1064x625, 1064:625, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:47:17 ID: ce0300 No.8561426 >>8561521 >>8561525 >>8565834

When the fuck did Rudy become /ourguy/?

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:48:41 ID: 368e90 No.8561431

>>8561348
>normal little kids don't go on youtube and say sexual things, her and her parents and this other guy should all be gassed

She made one meme-ish joke on a youtube video about receiving dragon dildos in the mail, probably written by someone else.  Regardless, that's no 
excuse to think it's suddenly cool to say sexual things to a child.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 03:53:00 ID: 368e90 No.8561462

>>8561423
>I'm guilty of what? Having a sense of humor? When did you nazis start having morals?
>
>You talk all this shit about gassing kikes and killing dindus, but making sexual jokes to a child who openly talks about sexual topics is counted as 
crossing the line? You're unbelievable.

It's never okay to make sexual comments to a child.  That's the point.  Stop making excuses for your behavior.  You can attack /pol/ all you want, that 
doesn't change that fact.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:03:33 ID: 6f842b No.8561519

proper reaction would be discourage inappropriate behaviors in children not get sexual.  anyway this fucking faggot pedo is sliding the thread I hope you 
never have kids.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:04:00 ID: 2de6e0 No.8561521

>>8561426
Is this his real twitter?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:04:05 ID: 6cce32 No.8561525

>>8561426
unveri ed, created in 2016, 10k followers. 

>seems legit  

File (hide): ce8c34f70ddcdbf⋯.png
(330.88 KB, 368x480, 23:30, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide):
3401526526b568c⋯.png (38.61
KB, 185x294, 185:294, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:18:45 ID: d088f2 No.8561631 >>8594545

File (hide): cb7269554665b11⋯.png (352.71 KB,
490x480, 49:48, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 3caa98a676c6a4e⋯.png
(69.19 KB, 220x293, 220:293, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:19:34 ID: d088f2 No.8561635 >>8594545

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:24:37 ID: d088f2 No.8561660
File (hide): 22ed9a4aca5b0e0⋯.png (829.54 KB, 1000x563, 1000:563, ClipboardImage.png)  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:35:37 ID: 6c10e9 No.8561748

>>855
2966
>>855
2898
you 
can 
easily 

nd it 
in 
jewtub
e.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 04:59:18 ID: dff6ed No.8561886

You guys still don't get it. The reason Pizzagate is largely ignored is because no one makes any cohesive material ready to be shared around. Don't make 
people dig for information themselves, we all know normies won't do that, it's your task to bundle it up nicely ready for normie consumption to get this 
stuff to spread.

A bunch of archives won't do. This will never reach the public eye and will instead only keep circulating on places like this, where everyone already knows 
shady shit is going on, thus have little to no impact whatsoever.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 06:27:20 ID: 01e8f6 No.8562469 >>8562604 >>8565440

>>8554788
What is all of this autism over the white rabbit about? What is its meaning?  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 06:46:39 ID: 467e40 No.8562604 >>8563007 >>8563270 >>8565440 >>8594367 >>8594596

>>8562469
It has multiple meanings as a symbol and it shows up on creepy buildings.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:14:10 ID: 3b77bd No.8562750 >>8574058

>>8559914
>>8559139

Bro just yesterday I was literally banned for starting pizzagate 23.

they changed the name not to avoid bots, but to break the momentum. 

I had 50 hours of research at the start of the thread, that has been wildly successful.

I have now been banned permanently for commenting yesterday. My comments in this thread were deleted. I didn't even think that was something that 
was allowed.. isn't this in nitychan?

That tells me a lot. 

The mod also pushed his pizza thread to #1, and kept it there ever since. 

Glad you see what is going on, but 98% of what is being said here is intentional to kill off discussion. 

The amount of talk going on here, which seems quite nonsensical, is nothing compared to the amount of people frequenting through this bullshit, noticing 
it for what it is, and then moving with no place to discuss this pedo crap.. because these not idiots, but strategic sell outs would rather work for this dark 
cabal, then help us actually break it apart.

You can't ban me asshats lol.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:37:52 ID: 3b77bd No.8562864 >>8563089 >>8565956

Here is the research I was working on b4 I was banned if anyone is curious.

Last one I did not speak of before… this guy came out as the owner of Jake's American Grille through my research… and wow he is a super rabbit hole.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:42:42 ID: 515872 No.8562882 >>8562894 >>8562911

If this keeps becoming an issue with the mods, /v/ and #GG have a #Pizzagate repository on GGHQ still.

>>>/gamergatehq/328848

Acidman said a while back that anything related to pizzagate is ne on their board because of overlap or something.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:44:44 ID: 783ffa No.8562893 >>8562937 >>8569553

File (hide): a220f8767217d50⋯.jpg (334.06 KB, 622x1209, 622:1209, rudy.jpg)

Anybody notice Rudy Giuliani is going HAM on 
twitter?

Is it real or is he hacked?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:44:58 ID: 3b77bd No.8562894

>>8562882
that's what I've been looking for. I've been on in nity only a few years but stuck to here. I had no idea where to migrate to.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:47:23 ID: 368e90 No.8562911 >>8562936

>>8562882

Why would anyone trust Acid Man's board after everything he's pulled?  Are you fucking kidding me?  You realize that is the guy who made a sticky thread 
about reporting the people trolling him to the FBI right?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:52:29 ID: 515872 No.8562936 >>8562972

>>8562911

I don't know all the details, but something about swatting him or going after his job with the feds prompted that.  I used to use that board when GG was 
big and never saw anyone who wasn't a supreme autist have trouble with him.  He talks to people directly, not like a lot of BOs.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 07:52:36 ID: e211da No.8562937 >>8569215

>>8562893
That account looks to be a fake. The real one has more followers https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:02:37 ID: 368e90 No.8562972 >>8563017

>>8562936
>I don't know all the details, but something about swatting him or going after his job with the feds prompted that. I used to use that board when GG was 
big and never saw anyone who wasn't a supreme autist have trouble with him. He talks to people directly, not like a lot of BOs.

Acid Man tracks the people that post on his board.  There was evidence of that.  Whether or not the swatting happened is questionable imo, and 
regardless, he claimed to have reported a lot more personalities to the FBI than the ones that may have messed with him.  Acid Man's bad leaderfagging 
is why GG stopped as an operation.  I was on his side originally, but the guy is an autist and probably a liar and fumbled being a leaderfag so bad that it 
never recovered.

You are bluepilled on what went wrong with GG I think.  Look at this very thread.  /v/ can't even purge their own pedo, Val, and he came in here and was 
basically taunting everyone about being a pedo.  If you want to hand it off from /pol/ to the people who keep a pedo in their clique, good luck.  At least 

nd people who have a better track record.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:12:48 ID: 84de4e No.8563007 >>8672634

>>8562604
I remember the thread where picture 4 was posted. Was he just a shill posting a clever but false lead, since picture 3 distinguishes very speci cally 
between rabbit and hare?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:16:23 ID: 515872 No.8563017

>>8562972

I'm not going to sit here and whiteknight for the guy because I don't know him.  We had many factions of people screwing with the board back in those 
days and I couldn't keep up.  I'm just pointing out there's a place to go that welcomes #Pizzagate if something bad happens here.  Make your own 
decisions.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:20:40 ID: f19dc0 No.8563029

>>8550175
>>8550451
>>8550432
>>8550492
>>8550813
>>8551138
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bhbk23rqKsY  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:24:00 ID: f19dc0 No.8563036

>>8552898
wew lad  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:26:19 ID: f19dc0 No.8563044 >>8563049 >>8563077

>>8550166 (OP)
Potential lead over in this thread: http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/103680297  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:27:31 ID: 3b77bd No.8563049

>>8563044
I broke the hill school  
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826x306, 413:153, adopt.PNG)

File (hide): 5b85f3443750dcd⋯.jpg (79.67 KB,
813x618, 271:206, lookie.jpg)

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:29:14 ID: 3b77bd No.8563054

I am fuckin 10 for 10 from the free throw line and you fuckin had me banned idiot  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:35:44 ID: 3b77bd No.8563077

>>8563044
buddy they dont care. They're not here to catch anyone, that was me posting over there… lol  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 08:39:23 ID: 259fe2 No.8563089 >>8563513 >>8563516

>>8562864
Any more info already available on Hellerman, or is that something that I should pursue on my own and then post ndings here?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:14:42 ID: 6e2868 No.8563270 >>8570354

File (hide): 66be78f4e9c8452⋯.webm (10.41 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, 66be78f4e9c8452788a74dfd5….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8562604

They were also allegedly connected to this. I think people were dead-ended though 
because of the stegnography encryption issue.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:18:59 ID: 162af7 No.8563296 >>8563491 >>8567290

File (hide): 63e9e28ccce2f3b⋯.png (2.23 MB, 1846x1223, 1846:1223, Elephants4.png)

>>8551012
I've compiled a few of the more eyebrow raising posts from 
/elephant/. Check out this twitter account from there.
https://archive.is/tMqaG  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:50:07 ID: 54b7e4 No.8563481

testing something  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:51:00 ID: 467e40 No.8563491

>>8563296
There's also some YouTube accounts connected to /elephants/, if you didn't see them yet. "Charismagic Enigmatic Lizzy Elephants" is probably the same 
person as the Twitter: https://archive.is/OUBZO It has a handful of uploads and some playlists with odd assortments of music and weird videos.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:55:14 ID: 3b77bd No.8563513

>>8563089
So look.

When I found abdoulaye diallo as a pizza chef rapist in Manchester, who got only 4 years (less) on a health report in 2014 in .d.c for betsa pizza, he 
became my watershed to everything else.. the cof ns, &pizza..

I am working on a screen vid  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 09:55:54 ID: 3b77bd No.8563516

>>8563089
Hellerman is it man, the way it clicked for me… Alefantis is basically Hellerman's errand boy. The boss doesn't do the shit Alefantis does out in the open 
he's careless.  
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File (hide): 6a1e630438e4bf0⋯.webm (70.76 KB,
640x360, 16:9, Oy vey SHUT IT DOWN.webm) [play once]
[loop]

File (hide): a4101b98ccf5818⋯.jpg (169.86
KB, 366x464, 183:232, 1453483371333.jpg)

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:19:26 ID: 3150fc No.8564082

>delete, delete, delete

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:32:48 ID: 4c18de No.8564132 >>8564158

>>8559139

>browsing the internet with a "smart" phone

come on nigger  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:38:50 ID: 577c40 No.8564156

>>8553631
It's ironic because Val was one of the people who pushed you towards isolating ggrevolt and ggrevolt pushed the anti-pedo line HARD, especially going 
after sarah butts and the alison rapp.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:39:35 ID: d4a8ea No.8564158 >>8564201 >>8566351

>>8564132
Do you carry your laptop around or do you just not leave your house at all?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:47:08 ID: 577c40 No.8564197

>>8561423
>>8560997
>>8560860
You're a pedophile and we know it.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 12:47:50 ID: 91edd0 No.8564201

>>8564158
>using the Internet outside
you're the reason people can't fucking talk to each other anymore  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 13:30:59 ID: c1c1fe No.8564369

You guys are heroes and I wish I could do more. Have some motivation. This is what you're potentially preventing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yi61QZPNzN0  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 14:25:11 ID: 3f5b60 No.8564589 >>8564825 >>8572571

>>8559823
yesterday mods deleted several posts with good info naming blood libel crimes as being inherent to the jew  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 15:06:54 ID: 91edd0 No.8564825 >>8572571

>>8559823
>>8564589
>>8556009
>>8559804
Just a discussion between a christfag and a fedoratipper about morality, quads said religion at its most basic function imparts morality which fedora said 
was bullshit  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 15:08:29 ID: b7e8d3 No.8564831 >>8565118 >>8565125 >>8566384 >>8604575

File (hide): 71f6295c2b14b1b⋯.jpg (32.65 KB, 480x512, 15:16, qWt8Wf9.jpg)

Quick question: I'm gonna have some spare time over the holidays and thought about making a pizzagate 
"debunking" video. Basically presenting all the evidence and leads in a normie friendly format while "debunking" 
them in an unsubstantial and condescending way. I looked around and didn't really nd anything like this. Has 
this been done already? You think it's worth the effort?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:20:47 ID: 467e40 No.8565118 >>8565499

>>8564831
>You think it's worth the effort?
I'm not sure. It could be counter productive if you aren't really obvious about it.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:21:49 ID: 50df39 No.8565125 >>8565433 >>8565499 >>8566455

>>8564831
It would work if it was explicitly sarcastic, for example "Its completely normal to refer to children as "entertainment" in the context of sending them to a 
strangers party, goy" or "No, the police sketch from the McCann abduction looks nothing like him" Normies are dense as fuck and wouldn't recognize the 
weak debunking as an implicit con rmation without sarcasm IMO. If you could trick libshits and idiots who use snopes as the word of god to spread the 
"debunking" video which actually con rms it it would be ideal. I dunno, it could be a really good idea or it could back re hard, it depends entirely on how 
good you are at making the video, I would make a rough draft and get feedback ITT before you spread anything, and I suggest overt sarcasm and framing 
the most damning parts of the investigation (not le spooky spirals mean pedo and other weak links in the chain) as a "debunking" while being sarcastic 
and you could have a hit.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:35:59 ID: f6b034 No.8565211 >>8565288

>mfw still no conclusive evidence  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:52:18 ID: 84de4e No.8565288 >>8614471

>>8565211
They're de nitely pedophiles. But yes, I doubt evidence will ever surface of somebody being caught explicitly in the act.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 16:54:40 ID: fbed5e No.8565306

>>8561183
What if the pictures are ne but the girl is clearly doing private underage camshows?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:09:33 ID: c91e61 No.8565368 >>8565398 >>8565433

You guys need to take your schizophrenia meds  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:16:12 ID: cbaf4f No.8565398

>>8565368
Goys you must all be crazy for not following our narrative  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:21:45 ID: 467e40 No.8565433

>>8565125
>goy
Also restrain yourself from sounding rayciss if you're trying to be normie friendly.

>>8565368
Are you asking us to spoonfeed you? Just look at the thread archives and the emails on Wikileaks.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:23:00 ID: 96b72a No.8565440

>>8562469
The white rabbit has several different historical meanings - they were extremely rare (not the snow rabbit after they shed brown fur and grow in white for 
the winter) so therefore considered very, very lucky, the obvious fact that little children like bunnies and rabbits, the obvious Easter reference for 
fertility/fecundity and renewal, and of course the Alice in Wonderland 'follow the white rabbit'. Then also in pop culture it has been used as a lure to 
people as a coded reference in a dystopian society to get in touch with 'resistance' type people (movie name/s escape me right now).

So, a white rabbit showing up could be a reference to any of them, some of them, all or none of them. A white rabbit showing up on a childcare/child "aid" 
place may be signi cant, it may not be.

I'm not sure it's totally relevant or proves anything in the case of Podesta-pizzeria. It just leapt out at me when I saw the reference since the dichotomy is 
so striking.

Then again, it may be a hare, like was quoted here >>8562604  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 17:32:10 ID: b7e8d3 No.8565499

>>8565118
>>8565125
>It would work if it was explicitly sarcastic

That's exactly what I don't want. Imho it has to be very subtle to work. I haven't really created a concept yet but the goal would be, not to debunk the 
evidence but actually subtly con rm and reinforce it and then "debunk" the conclusion.  

For example with the Podesta brothers / Mccann sketches the narrative would be something like: (btw, format would be a Youtube slideshow video with 
narrator in background)

"The tinfoil hats (trump supporters, alt-right, other negative term) claim the Podestas were involved in the Mc Cann abduction. Are you kidding me? That's 
ridiculous. (Making statement without any argument). Their "evidence" is a couple of police sketches. I mean yeah, there is de nitely some resemblance 
in the pictures (con rm and reinforce) but that could be anyone! ("debunking" the conclusion with weak argument). I mean everybody knows someone 
who looks like those two guys, right? (Question to engage the viewer to think about it.) They are making connections where there are non. (Contradiction 
of the visual evidence) It's nothing. Debunked! (statement without argument)."

I want the viewer to agree with the visual evidence but disagree with the spoken conclusion of the narrator. (It has been proven that visual > audio. Btw, 
good example for this is advertisement for drugs. You don't hear the 25 seconds of horrible side effects but focus on the story of the patient.)

Especially the spirit cooking pictures or the art with the children etc. can be used to alienate the viewer by claiming that this is "totally normal" and that it's 
"art" and "not creepy at all". "Hey, I'd take even my wifes son to these dinners. Those people are just eccentric." (Like Jimmy Saville)

Maybe even use some of the debunk articles from other media to get some shots in like the NYT article. Quoting a meaningless passage and then add 
something like "and I know what the tinfoil hats are going to say. Isn't NYT CEO Mark Thompson the same guy who covered up the Jimmy Saville abuse in 
the BBC? That's ridicilous. This was never proven. (acquittal for lack of evidence, very weak). All the rumors about him covering for Saville turned out to be 
some disgruntled employees. (standard corporate cover up answer) It's nothing!" 

I don't know, this is just off the top of my head how I would structure the whole thing. I know a lot of normies are dumb as bread but even they must start 
to become suspicious.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:20:00 ID: e4ffef No.8565827 >>8566638 >>8567178  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:20:36 ID: 4c18de No.8565834 >>8567860

>>8561426

Don't just post a screencap. Fake screencaps have been posted here before  at the height of the Podesta e-mails for example  so you need to post a 
link too, preferably an Archived link. Screencap + link = the standard. You can paste the link in the picture and that's OK. But a screencap without a link 
should be considered uncon rmed until someone posts a link to the source. And we also need to know if it's a real account or not.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:36:35 ID: afafb3 No.8565956

>>8562864

do you have any links to squareform's social media accounts, I want trawl through them  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 18:59:01 ID: e84577 No.8566139

>>8556527
She did horse porn too for those wondering how degenerate these fucking wastes can get  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:31:02 ID: 4c18de No.8566351

>>8564158
>Do you carry your laptop around or do you just not leave your house at all?

I browse the internet from my home computer 99% of the time. I don't have a 'smart' phone, I have a small box of used ordinary cell phones and a couple 
of spare SIM cards just in case I need another number or a new number.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:35:12 ID: 4c18de No.8566384

>>8564831

So you want to add even more confusion? You want that to be your contribution to the 'investigation' ? We need a video explaining where X, Y, Z comes 
from and separate the facts from the speculations.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:45:48 ID: 4c18de No.8566455

>>8565125
>"No, the police sketch from the McCann abduction looks nothing like him"

It doesn't matter if there's a resemblance between the Podestas and the police sketches if nobody can nd solid evidence they were at least near the 
crime scene at the time of McCann's disappearance. The police sketches aren't enough to come to a conclusion. How many times do I have to repeat 
something that's just fucking obvious? If you can't place them at the scene of the crime then the sketches are irrelevant.  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 19:57:55 ID: 3b8953 No.8566544 >>8566595 >>8566604

so after going on a tangent after squareform's intagram turned up nothing I checked one of the people who commented on their photos and it turns out 
they are a chef that works at buck's shing and camping. 

link to his instagram : https://www.instagram.com/bathingoptional/

archive : https://archive.is/RBrDy

he has some really questionable photos on there, like references to satanism, lots of pictures of kids and a picture of a pedo van which he calls his new 
ride. 1/2  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 20:04:52 ID: ba06ca No.8566595 >>8566646 >>8649023

>>8566544
that's a meme van my dude
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 20:06:05 ID: 3b8953 No.8566604 >>8566896 >>8569015

>>8566544

other images include a reference to canabalism, a message scribbled on a toilet roll, and a reference to a unicorn which if memory serves is some form of 
codeword amongst these pedos 2/2  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 20:09:31 ID: 4c18de No.8566638 >>8567211

>>8565827
>criminalspodestas.jpg

>convicted pedophiles

Laura Silsby's actions in Haiti are suspicious but she's not a convicted pedophile. Terry Bean wasn't convicted of anything and his case involved a 17 
years old teenager, not a child, so it's not pedophilia. I don't know who Kevin Reynolds is and the resolution of the picture is too low to be able to read the 
comments. I don't know who the Mahbubanis are and what their link to a possible pedo network is. This picture is a mess. Scrap it and make a new one. 
Stick to the facts and don't try to cram everything in a single picture. It's complicated enough as it is, we don't want to add any additional confusion. 

but speaking of Clement Freud, that's interesting:

Sir Clement Freud exposed as a paedophile as police urged to probe Madeleine McCann links
15 June 2016 
http://www.tele*graph.co.uk/news/2016/06/14/sir-clement-freud-exposed-as-a-paedophile-as-police-urged-to-pro/

" Sir Clement Freud, the former broadcaster and politician, was exposed on Tuesday night as a paedophile who sexually abused girls as young as 10 for 
decades. Freud, who died in 2009, spent years abusing a girl who he brought up as a daughter, and violently raped a teenager while he was an MP. His 
widow, Lady Freud, has apologised to his victims, saying she is shocked, deeply saddened and profoundly sorry  for what her husband of 58 years did to 
them.

Detectives investigating the disappearance of Madeleine McCann have been alerted to the fact that Freud had a villa in Praia da Luz, Portugal, the resort 
where the three-year-old went missing in 2007. He befriended the McCanns in the weeks after their daughter went missing, entertaining them at his 
house on two occasions and keeping in contact by phone and email. The McCanns are said to be horri ed  by the discovery that Freud was a paedophile. 
His family, who include the PR executive Matthew Freud, have said that Freud was not in Portugal at the time of Madeleines disappearance and that they 
have not been contacted by police. 

However, of cers from Operation Grange, the ongoing Metropolitan Police investigation into Madeleines disappearance, are expected to assess the new 
information before deciding if it may be relevant to the inquiry.

Freud was unmasked as a child sex abuser after one of his victims contacted ITV s Exposure documentary team, who also broke the story of Jimmy 
Saviles paedophilia four years ago.

[…]

Another woman told ITV that Freud started abusing her in the 1970s, when she was 11, and eventually raped her when she was 18, by which time he was 
a Liberal MP sharing an office with Cyril Smith, who was also unmasked as a paedophile after his death. 

[…]

Freud, who was knighted in 1987, was best known as a popular panellist on the Radio 4 show Just a Minute from 1967 until his death in 2009. The 
grandson of the psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud and the brother of the painter Lucian Freud, he worked his way into the heart of British society, and when 
he died the then Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, was among the mourners at his funeral. "  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 20:10:39 ID: 3b8953 No.8566646

>>8566595
 yes i know it is, doesn't change the fact that joking about owning that van while working for a pedophile is suspicious  

File (hide): b3582023a49c59a⋯.png (815.76 KB,
1280x1024, 5:4, bathingoptional11.png)

File (hide): 7e0bb649a46e375⋯.png (90.37 KB,
1700x1100, 17:11, serveimage.png)

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 20:41:50 ID: 3b8953 No.8566896 >>8569015

>>8566604

oh and last but not least, evidence of dirct involvement with hillary clinton's campaign. speci cally with the pizza for the party event  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 21:13:04 ID: 578848 No.8567178 >>8567211

>>8565827
That last infograph is the only worthwhile pic, but it's very worthwhile.  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 21:15:47 ID: 578848 No.8567211

>>8567178
Never mind, just saw this >>8566638  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 21:24:14 ID: ba5d5c No.8567290
File (hide): fbbd244b1d2e495⋯.jpg (143.75 KB, 753x278, 753:278, Chicken4Moloch.jpg)

>>8563296
So, WTF is this all 
about? Really?  
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Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 21:43:59 ID: 1f4f35 No.8567441
File (hide): 0f34b709e7b433c⋯.jpg (9.56 KB, 225x225, 1:1, url.jpg)

>>8550166 (OP)

http://www.gnosticmedia.com/UnSpun04
9-PizzaGate-ToDate-TitusFrost

http://www.gnosticmedia.com/unspun-
048-dark-side-pizzagate-so a-
smallstorm/

http://www.gnosticmedia.com/UnSpun04
7-PizzagateEssentialUpdate  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 22:37:35 ID: 1ffab2 No.8567858

>>8550166 (OP)
from 4 chan whats the deal with rudy and his twitter post?  

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 22:37:47 ID: f83111 No.8567860

>>8565834
https://archive.is/IDBh5

4/pol/ got purged of all pizzagate references not long ago.

Anonymous  12/20/16 (Tue) 23:47:34 ID: 660d34 No.8568347

>>8560649
This girl has a Deviant Art account with nudes up for all to see. DA moderator seems convinced she's at least 16, which makes it OK by DA rules 
apparently.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:30:21 ID: ad8271 No.8568617 >>8568826 >>8568920 >>8569182

what the fuck is this?

https://archive.is/IDBh5

fake? hack?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:32:24 ID: ad8271 No.8568625 >>8568652 >>8568769 >>8568826 >>8568945 >>8569182

a post about it doesn't last 30 secondes on cuckchan
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:36:06 ID: f18045 No.8568652

>>8568625

Damn you guys are fast. Just read a thread about this over there, full of damage control and shilling, and then the thread was deleted.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 00:53:00 ID: b50f3e No.8568769 >>8568818

>>8568625
this can't be real. did Rudolph relly post this?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:01:32 ID: f83111 No.8568818 >>8568826

>>8568769
His twitter is suspended now, go see for yourself.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:03:11 ID: 657596 No.8568826 >>8568839

>>8568617
>>8568625
>>8568818
its got to be real. no way the kikes would be shilling so hard against it on cuckchan, if it wasnt real. based rudy.

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:05:28 ID: ad8271 No.8568839 >>8568844 >>8568848

>>8568826
the account seems fake, but still, it had 10k followers. can you technically change a twitter account's name and url before exploding it djihadi style?  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:05:47 ID: e4ffef No.8568842 >>8568885 >>8569325 >>8569517

File (hide): 9917eff3bdb14f5⋯.jpg (4.98 MB, 7000x5893, 7000:5893, pizzagateinfo.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:06:23 ID: f83111 No.8568844 >>8568853

>>8568839
His Facebook got wiped too.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:06:41 ID: e4ffef No.8568848 >>8568866

>>8568839
Yes you can switch your 'real' name and @ name so long as it isn't being used.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:07:13 ID: ad8271 No.8568853 >>8568869

>>8568844
did it ever exist in the rst place?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:09:08 ID: ad8271 No.8568866

>>8568848
then that's what happened (bad fake), until i have further information (like "rudy giuliani just died of a heart attack")  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:09:19 ID: f83111 No.8568869 >>8568893 >>8568897

>>8568853
I'm looking at it now. 40k likes, 40k followers, no posts.

I don't even know what to say. I guess Rudy found God, and decided he couldn't keep it in anymore.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:12:15 ID: 8589bf No.8568885
File (hide): 9b5b44f7c34f29d⋯.png (875.88 KB, 3186x4085, 3186:4085, lr45aa.png)

>>8568842  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:13:22 ID: 657596 No.8568893

>>8568869
one would assume rudy is close to the NYPD, could explain why the NYPD raided wiener and was openly challenging the FBI/feds over this shit.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:14:03 ID: ad8271 No.8568897

>>8568869
i guess you're talking about the automated wikipedia page/article on fb, not an actual account.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:18:37 ID: 83488e No.8568920 >>8568996

>>8568617
i think his of cial account is @RudyGiuliani
https://twitter.com/rudygiuliani  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:23:01 ID: 83488e No.8568945 >>8568957 >>8568966 >>8568980 >>8569009

>>8568625
There's a snopes on it already.
https://archive.is/x5Dey  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:24:46 ID: ad8271 No.8568957

>>8568945
now THAT's weird, since about 100 people on earth must know about it yet.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:26:45 ID: bac297 No.8568966

>>8568945
We know (((who))) runs Snopes, so this con rms it doesnt it?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:27:59 ID: ad8271 No.8568977

cuckchan thread
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/103797879  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:28:58 ID: f83111 No.8568980

>>8568945
Yeah, that happened awfully fast…  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:32:06 ID: ad8271 No.8568996

>>8568920
according to (((snopes))) it's a fake too.
there is no of cial one  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:34:32 ID: 657596 No.8569009

>>8568945
the (((lady))) doth protest too much, methinks.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:35:09 ID: 5f6e71 No.8569015

>>8566896
>>8566604
Plot is thickening. Good work anon!  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 01:57:17 ID: 4c18de No.8569182

>>8568625
>>8568617

It's very likely a fake Twitter account. Use your head. Here's another one that hasn't been taken down yet:

https://twitter.com/bizarrogiulani
Nov 22  I, the real Rudy Giuliani, am a Nazi.

This looks like the legit Twitter account although it doesn't say 'Veri ed' because Twitter is a mess:

https://twitter.com/rudygiuliani

This is what happens when you're not a big celebrity on Twitter: nobody remembers your Twitter account and many people end up being fooled by fake 
accounts.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:00:06 ID: 6189e6 No.8569212 >>8569244

STOP FALLING FOR THESE FUCKING RUSES Y OU FUCKING CUCKCH AN MIGRANTS

@RudolphGiuliani is not his handle, it's @RudyGiuliani.  I'm just about done with you fucking moronic pizzagate fags getting led by the nose every single 
fucking time.  

==VERIFY YOUR INFORMATION OR KYS=  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:00:25 ID: bead0e No.8569215 >>8569272

>>8562937
>not veri ed
>46 tweets
>joined August 2016
That account seems as fake as the other tbh  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:02:38 ID: f83111 No.8569244 >>8569253 >>8569261

File (hide): 74bbb8f075568c8⋯.jpg (29.06 KB, 252x291, 84:97, 74b.jpg)

>>8569212
>(1)
>'NOTHING TO SEE HERE, GOY!'  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:03:24 ID: 6189e6 No.8569253 >>8569262 >>8569272

>>8569244

ITS FAKE YOU FUCKING MORON, YE T YOU FALL FOR IT EVER Y SINGLE TIME  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:04:18 ID: 6189e6 No.8569261 >>8569326

>>8569244

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/807545243608420352

HERE'S PROOF Y OU FUCKING CUCKCH AN MIGRANT

KILL YOURSELF  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:04:18 ID: f83111 No.8569262

>>8569253
>'OY VEY, WHY WON'T THESE BAD GOYIM READ MY #FAKENEWS HASHTAGS!? WHY DO THEY INSIST ON DIGGING AND BEING SUSPICIOUS!??!'

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:05:00 ID: bead0e No.8569272 >>8569296

>>8569253
Both @RudolphGiuliani and @RudyGiuliani seem fake actually, see >>8569215
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:07:43 ID: 6189e6 No.8569296 >>8569326

>>8569272

Rudy was out of the game until Trump revived him.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:10:26 ID: 87e688 No.8569322 >>8570651 >>8572694

>A massive number of child abductions take place in Virginia but not any other states around DC
>Maryland has a few cases each year, but most come from Newport News, Richmond, etc.

The cities in Virginia where the kidnappings are taking place are all near waterways: the Appomattox river, the James river, or just the coastline itself. I'm 
guessing it's too risky to transport victims by road when the police are on the lookout. Cities without river or coastal access in Virginia are much more 
quiet. Presumably kidnapped children are taken downriver and out to sea from Virginia or Baltimore, then taken up the Potomac river into DC. Does this 
sound plausible?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:10:40 ID: 4c18de No.8569325 >>8574108

>>8568842

Breitbart's tweet was about the O'Keefe video, not Ping Pong Pizza. Copy-paste, from the other thread:

by the way, about that Andrew Breitbart tweet, it wasn't about John Podesta's connection to Alefantis it was the O'Keefe video:

About that Podesta underage sex-slaves  Tweet from Andrew Breitbart

https://archive.is/jJ9VG

http://hot*air.com/archives/2016/12/05/about-that-andrew-breitbart-tweet-about-podesta-and-underage-sex-slaves/

" In July and August 2009, Giles and O Keefe visited ACORN of ces in Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Brooklyn, San Bernardino, San Diego, Philadelphia, Los 
Angeles, and Miami. Giles dressed as a prostitute, while O Keefe wore white khakis with a blue dress shirt and/or tie and claimed to be her boyfriend. 
Giles and O Keefe recorded the encounters using hidden cameras and pretended to be seeking advice on how to run an illegal business that included the 
use of underage girls in the sex trade. "

As far as I know neither O'Keefe or Breitbart looked into Tony Podesta's possible connections to pedos in D.C.

 

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:10:40 ID: 657596 No.8569326 >>8569358

>>8569296
sure thing shlomo. 
>>8569261
doesnt prove anything. trump wouldnt bother to verify it himself  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:13:49 ID: 6189e6 No.8569358 >>8569373 >>8569422

>>8569326

This is why pizzagate needs to go, people like you.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:15:37 ID: f83111 No.8569373 >>8569397

>>8569358
>'DIS IS WHY THESE RACIST GOYIM NEED TO STOP INVESTIGATING PEDOPHILIA! OOOOOOOOOOOOYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY 
VEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY!!!!'  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:17:34 ID: 6189e6 No.8569397

>>8569373

good contribution, you're of cially gamergoobs now  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:19:30 ID: 657596 No.8569422

>>8569358
it must be inconvenient for (((you))) having 1000s of years worth of blood libel being proven true… its anuddah shoah.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:20:21 ID: 6f842b No.8569430

idk I gure that DA girl is at least 18. The accounts 6 years old who makes a deviant at 10?? She is probably a heroin addict from Vancouver  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:32:00 ID: 4c18de No.8569517 >>8569777

>>8568842
>pizzagateinfo.jpg

This is precisely the type of picture you shouldn't do: it's way too big to begin with and you're trying to cram everything in a single picture and you're trying 
to connect everyone to everyone in a grand conspiracy. Why the fuck did you include Vince Foster ? And Jared Fogle, the former Subway restaurants 
celebrity? WTF? This picture is a big mess of conspiratardism, it's worthless. 0/10.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 02:36:32 ID: 6184d6 No.8569553

>>8562893
God bless you Rudy.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 03:04:09 ID: 467e40 No.8569777 >>8570166

>>8569517
>And Jared Fogle, the former Subway restaurants celebrity? WTF?
It says right there in the image, "Convicted pedophile". He's in prison right now for CP and trying to pay for sex with minors. He was also recorded saying 
that he actually had it. I don't know the source for him frequenting Comet Ping Pong, but if that's true then I'd say it's relevant.  
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File (hide): 10a2ecd5b867e0b⋯.png (259.34 KB,
1600x1600, 1:1, Pepe Waffen SS HD.png)

File (hide): d99a3b8bf876f29⋯.png (734.53 KB,
800x800, 1:1, not really 8k nal.png)

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 03:08:05 ID: f7267a No.8569824

>>8550166 (OP)
Keep up the good ght lads. Here's some fresh OC to keep you going.

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 03:44:59 ID: 4c18de No.8570166

>>8569777
>I don't know the source for him frequenting Comet Ping Pong, but if that's true then I'd say it's relevant.

>but if that's true

That's one of the big problem with this picture.  

Val  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:14:20 ID: 3f0758 No.8570354

>>8563270
what the fuck is this  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:15:19 ID: 17e6b2 No.8570360 >>8570408

kek google maps truth home.
anyone else see the same?  

File (hide): 9b87574fa107340⋯.png (477.73 KB,
693x313, 693:313, ppm.png)

File (hide): 349668bc0b21ca9⋯.png (164.99 KB,
1009x939, 1009:939, 4pol404.png)

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:22:15 ID: 83488e No.8570408

>>8570360
lol Podesta Pizza Mansion

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:55:31 ID: 0d9701 No.8570635 >>8572587

http://yournewswire.com/fbi-evidence-clinton-child-sex-scandal/

?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 04:57:41 ID: 96b72a No.8570651

>>8569322
>Does this sound plausible?
Could be, it depends on the amount of water traf c there usually is on those waterways tho. Railways are also a good transport location, especially if 
kids/other traf cked people are put on freight trains inside of the metal containers.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 05:08:37 ID: 4ad2b2 No.8570734 >>8571442

File (hide): 688a69c35ed3ee2⋯.jpeg (63.1 KB, 960x886, 480:443, pedofaith.jpeg)

Pedo-religion 
identi ed on 
Goat thread
https://archive.is
/rDiSI  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 05:41:22 ID: 7ba31c No.8570905
File (hide): f654b4bc3c2537e⋯.png (727.55 KB, 1723x7013, 1723:7013, The Good Goy Agency.png)  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 06:08:20 ID: 0f47c4 No.8571063 >>8571116 >>8571613

>>8552316

Anyone Archive this? Account has been suspended.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 06:18:14 ID: 2de6e0 No.8571116 >>8571613

>>8571063
>https ://archive.is/IDBh5  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 07:29:54 ID: 657596 No.8571442

>>8570734
took them long enough to gure it out. good though.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 08:09:55 ID: 322989 No.8571613

>>8571116
>>8571063

It's a fake account. An article from over a year ago quotes him saying he has at least 4 impersonators. Don't just spread this like memes you have to use it 
to nd more info. Otherwise you get Colbert broadcasting all of these amateur mistakes to millions of people.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 09:34:15 ID: fdab0c No.8571880

>>8552748
>>8552748
Its actually ok. Just archived articles in a spreadsheet. Very nice.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 11:56:38 ID: 42e2d7 No.8572296

>>8561423
>When did Nazis start having morals

Mate, Paedos were the rst ones into camps. Then the other perverts. Drug addicts, thieves, everyone like yourself.

Then came the eugenics.

Anybody who is a threat to our nation, must be exterminated.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:20:39 ID: 74414e No.8572520 >>8572558 >>8572587

File (hide): fa317c8243e9390⋯.png (723.61 KB, 1036x1074, 518:537, mayor.PNG)

Rudolph Giuliani spilling the 
beans.

archive:
https://archive.fo/IDBh5  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:25:02 ID: fcacb6 No.8572535

GOSH!
I was looking at some leaked information regarding some CP websites and noticed this.

dadsandgirls.org   
The site name with young girls on it is registered in the UK at this address:
27 Old Gloucester Street
WC1N 3AX

Check the google map and you will notice that the most famous children's hospital in the UK is just next door.

I personally hate GOSH as it is a sucking charity that deprives so many other worthwhile charities of money and can well believe it would be connected to 
CP and probably a grocery for the baby eaters as well.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:30:31 ID: bbd9d8 No.8572558

>>8572520
>unveri ed account
>joined April 2016
>misattributed Voltaire quote
Low energy; 1/10 for making me reply  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:34:05 ID: 41c932 No.8572571

>>8559823
>>8564589
>>8556009
>>8559804
>>8564825

>>8554444
>It's not too late to change your ways, child-lover.

is what was posted and then deleted for some reason  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 13:40:35 ID: 4c18de No.8572587 >>8577906

>>8570635

>yournewswire.com/

Posting links to bullshit click bait websites like this should result in an automatic ban. You didn't even break the link. I bet these clickbait websites 
speci cally target 4chan and it laters spills over here.

>>8572520
>Rudolph Giuliani spilling the beans.

FAKE. STOP SPAMMING THE WHOLE BOARD WITH THAT HOAX.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 14:09:51 ID: d9a9ff No.8572694
File (hide): 6cfd59fe1fe049c⋯.jpg (93.87 KB, 810x1080, 3:4, 971d0fb767af893c4c9cd19600….jpg)

>>8569322
This and checked. I have lived in both towns for over 10 years. Both have massive milliliters ties. They build all of the 
aircraft carriers in Newport news. So it's not outlandish to assume that they have the message resources for a 
kidnapping and transporting by water. Once they get to the sea, the victim is as good as dead. They could even meet 
with another vessel out to sea that can cross oceans.

Unlike the other anon, I don't think railways are a practical means. I can understand utilizing it but I think the marine 
route makes more "sense.

Purge all pedos and praise Ouniverse  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 14:43:09 ID: 000000 No.8572834

accidently put in wrong sticky

pizza is masonic aka the controlled act of violence without repercussion. Blood splatter

Here are some never before known links

http://tofo.me/thepizzamonster1

https://www.instagram.com/pizzatowels/

https://www.instagram.com/allthispizza/

https://www.instagram.com/pza_314/

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pieordie/

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pizzalover/

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pizzagram/

http://www.pizzaluminati.com/blog-spot.html

https://archive.is/p5Xxu

https://archive.is/WvLih

https://archive.is/GWMZj

https://archive.is/eLvLl

https://archive.is/X2Ozi

https://archive.is/hmZv9

https://archive.is/dZsN3

https://archive.is/hrWnA

https://archive.is/BYF30

https://archive.is/jYtgX

https://archive.is/ljRl0

https://archive.is/BQcgn

https://archive.is/SINbi

https://archive.is/SwMrt
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/pieinthesky/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/incrustwetrust/

https://www.instagram.com/gutgerard  
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 15:35:18 ID: 000000 No.8573073

http://pizzaawareness.bigcartel.com/
https://archive.is/v4gUG
https://www.instagram.com/pizzatattoos/
https://archive.is/BKyje
https://archive.is/ZC3eE
https://archive.is/wJfZA
https://archive.is/Mbaqa
https://archive.is/eFwgl
https://archive.is/OJsMD
https://archive.is/kj2bN
https://archive.is/P6CkM
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/mmmpizza/  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 17:45:18 ID: 5f4f85 No.8573597 >>8578064

>>8551172
If gg wants to go after him, its their ball. There's enough on him apparently. Pizzagate needs to focus on the big shes that are getting media support.  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 18:49:45 ID: 43103e No.8573981

>>8552453
natural selection  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 19:02:12 ID: 24038c No.8574058

>>8559638
U obviously are a new cunt eager fag. If you read the post>>8559139 and researched all previous threads which are now archive u would know what they 
were on about. >>not heard of fox acid calling it jiberish…..
Over eager mother fucker. Fuck off. 

Research, don't fuckin shill until u have read the threads and u understand. R u 12 r u just a basement dweller virgin, that has just been given some power..

Copying you in for info >>8562750  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 19:08:25 ID: b3314b No.8574108 >>8577282

>>8569325

Sure thing, Benjamin.  

!6EQXcUBp5.  12/21/16 (Wed) 20:33:50 ID: 8d884b No.8574740

Did anyone ever nd more links to the temple of set?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 20:47:09 ID: 74414e No.8574819
File (hide): 20b7c76824da1fb⋯.jpg (22.9 KB, 244x249, 244:249, 1482353068181.jpg)

What did he do?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 20:53:34 ID: e4ffef No.8574859 >>8575057

File (hide): 553481e7af4b833⋯.jpg (76.95 KB, 1092x430, 546:215, abdallahabdullah.jpg)

get the wikileaks insurance les
get command line to check hash
get command line to try keys
if you know nothing about this
drive.google.com/ le/d/0ByJWA7QbqQpkZ0NEV1JIdzBHWDg/view?usp=sharing its just a png le, open it 
in 7zip, safe just endchan pages

On a pizzagate related note, this image is of a real live slaver who trades in young women.

I reported him to a verity of authorities, but his country considers this to be in keeping with Islam.

The people at the top of pizzagate are slavers and the media machine tricked everyone into believing we fought a war against slavery and won which was 
the biggest lie in history.

The slavers have bought off the ruling portion of the US and they see all of you as nothing but slaves. 

either way try to tie this mofo or any like him to the alefantis circle and you will have a smoking gun  

File (hide): efa96b2026a695c⋯.jpeg (44.05 KB,
750x269, 750:269, image.jpeg)

File (hide): 4f84c54ba0f3ee1⋯.jpeg (55.55 KB,
750x326, 375:163, image.jpeg)

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 21:24:16 ID: fdab0c No.8575016

>>8552811
Statement from buddy
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Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 21:30:01 ID: 8d884b No.8575057 >>8575163

>>8574859
If I name someon that I know tries to prostitute young art students to saudis, will you destroy them please?  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 21:47:10 ID: c494e9 No.8575163

>>8575057
no

proof for the lulz  

Anonymous  12/21/16 (Wed) 23:51:05 ID: b1c7cb No.8576003

>>8554992
Can you post the pic please?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 01:23:04 ID: c071ad No.8576688
File (hide): 8d7dabc9a79ee32⋯.jpg (106.56 KB, 427x640, 427:640, a3ea98ffaa33041decfb0b2720….jpg)

>>8551928
>>8552830
It's a big "ha ha haha, you can't catch me, 
nanana" from Queerbama.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 02:25:44 ID: af042d No.8577062 >>8577311 >>8626194

>>8552892
So Jimbo is sucking any cock they give to him? Not surprising tbh.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:01:21 ID: 4c18de No.8577282

>>8574108

>Hey guyz I like to spread false information. Please clap.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:06:31 ID: 4c18de No.8577311 >>8626194

>>8577062

and how much of a faggot beta male do you have to be to make Ahmed the Clockboy look like and alpha male compared to you?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:26:41 ID: 69be77 No.8577432 >>8577443

>>8552966
A guy even went to his home and was banging on the door to get info out of Frank over comet ping pong and try to make him look crazy on lm.

The guy that did that later went on to be a 'reporter' for Huff Po. The video was on youtube. A link to it should be in earlier threads.

I commented in that thread that the amount of attention he got was inordinate for what he was originally investigating. Comments on his video he 
uploaded and someone going to his home is pretty weird behavior and suspect as fuck.

This was all when pizzagate was fresh and everyone was following their own leads so it got lost in the jumble of info. It's probably still relevant and worth 
following up. Even more so if we can get in contact with Frank himself and get some anecdotal evidence from his point of view. Not sure how to go about 
that though.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 03:28:56 ID: 69be77 No.8577443

>>8577432
Turns out putting his name into google the video I mentioned is the rst thing that pops up.

https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ftrcg0nB93w  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 04:37:12 ID: 7e3731 No.8577906

>>8572587
The disinfo spam is half shills, half retards.  Calm your tits.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 04:47:58 ID: 988131 No.8577964

ht tp://www.reuters.com/article/us-israel-president-idUSKBN14A1MT?feedType=RSS&feedName=topNews&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=Social

"Former Israeli president Katsav, convicted rapist, freed early from jail"

dunno if related, but at least interesting  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 05:03:57 ID: 3a1714 No.8578064

>>8573597
>If gg wants to go after him, its their ball. There's enough on him apparently. Pizzagate needs to focus on the big shes that are getting media support.

He's pro-GamerGate.  They don't go after him because he's been a xture in the GG thread in /v/ and involved in other stuff beyond that.  A lot of people 
there knew he was a pedophile but tolerate him anyways.  He's also a huge European leftist and was involved in efforts to push GG to the left.  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 07:47:00 ID: 91d834 No.8578912

>Kek traveled to the past and left us clues about this in the historical record

"In 2001, a new generation of experiments, including the BaBar Experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the Belle Experiment at 
the High Energy Accelerator Research Organisation (KEK) in Japan, observed direct CP violation in a different system, namely in decays of the B mesons."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CP_violation#Direct_CP_violation  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 07:52:44 ID: 988131 No.8578936 >>8579049

File (hide): 1ceb231b6a4b786⋯.png (116.13 KB, 619x610, 619:610, image.png)

https://www.justice.gov
/pardon/obama-
commutations##DEC1
92016  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 08:31:14 ID: 658d2a No.8579049 >>8579435

>>8578936
It's really convenient to have a list like this that can be printed out and distributed the day before the Day of the Rope. Nice to have the globalists right 
there on paper. Makes everything go smoother.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 09:43:27 ID: 12b554 No.8579217 >>8579291 >>8579309 >>8581376 >>8582924

File (hide): 3fa9101ee0a1ed0⋯.png (344.19 KB, 566x478, 283:239, Capture.PNG)

do these signs mean anything to anyone? Moon and other 
one? I think is similar to a charity. Also the #s  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:07:58 ID: 74414e No.8579291 >>8579391 >>8581533 >>8595057

>>8579217
Yes it symbolises the ring around Saturn when there happened something (can't really recall must be on the web, was a gas cloud or something. Looked 
like bull horns around the planet)

It's all Saturn worship. Satan worship. But you people don't believe me.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:11:03 ID: 74414e No.8579300

David Icke about Saturn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKS2e3-z2js  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:13:54 ID: 74414e No.8579309

>>8579217
At minute 2.00 of the movie I just posted ^^  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:43:21 ID: 74414e No.8579389 >>8579877

btw this thread is not visible on iOS devices. Did Apple hardblock the word PizzaPong?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 10:43:42 ID: 92fc68 No.8579391

>>8579291

Ring around Saturn was formed during the great ood when the Annunaki blew up a planet to x/fuck earths alignment. Descendants with Alpha 
Centurian blood in them started shamanistic tribes around the world and got the plebs to build Pyramids to further tune the rotation.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:05:44 ID: 988131 No.8579435 >>8579443 >>8579846 >>8593607

File (hide): f25c07a4ae7ac9d⋯.png (416.7 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, russiainlove.png)

>>8579049

pic is one of the interesting attachments of the podesta mails ( read: genuine ), the founder is john podesta. 
i gather events and name ( lists ) for when i have the time to connect some dots as im busy atm  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:08:15 ID: 988131 No.8579443 >>8579846

File (hide): cdfc242c523fb42⋯.jpg (78.54 KB, 638x479, 638:479, peter.jpg)

>>8579435

i meant the pic of the center for american progress, not the mir-telematiki pic. mir-telematiki is just the 
hoster of wikileaks.org, opposing to dynadot that hosts le.wikileaks.org  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:42:20 ID: 74414e No.8579521 >>8579568 >>8579947

btw this thread is not visible on iOS devices. Did Apple hardblock the word PizzaPong?>>8550451
Someone note the names of the journalists. They need to hang  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 11:59:17 ID: 43103e No.8579568 >>8580154

>>8579521
What the fuck? Apple can block you for doing things on the internet they don't like?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 13:37:16 ID: 4c18de No.8579846

>>8579435
>pic is one of the interesting attachments of the podesta mails
>>8579443
>i meant the pic of the center for american progress

Which e-mail? Find it and post the link. There's no excuse for not posting a link to the Wikileaks website when you're talking about a speci c e-mail in the 
Podesta e-mails.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 13:43:24 ID: 09d3a7 No.8579877

>>8579389
Incorrect.  I have been seeing posts just ne on iOS and PC.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:00:19 ID: 4c18de No.8579947 >>8580063

File (hide): cfeb8d8f878a802⋯.png (10.41 KB, 480x300, 8:5, appleshit.png)

>>8579521
>btw this thread 
is not visible on 
iOS devices

Have you tried 
more than one 
device?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:38:10 ID: 74414e No.8580063

>>8579950
>>8579947
Nup, might be the network operator.

There was another anon here yesterday or the day before y that noticed his iPad not displaying this thread.

This morning I was on mobile jewnet and this thread wasn't there. I did reply to it while using a desktop computer so 2 min before it was there.

I was shitting while I searched, so time enough to really do a good search through the catalog. It wasn't there.

Could be apple, could be network operator but somebody is blocking this thread.  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:54:39 ID: 988131 No.8580154

>>8579568

u could go the extra mile and screen cap or photoshop some kind of evidence of ur claim  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 14:58:29 ID: 74414e No.8580171 >>8580189

File (hide): ef8f5920eae7e63⋯.png (288.34 KB, 750x1334, 375:667, IMG_2074.PNG)

>>8580143
8ch is not ssl at least not on my side, right now

would mean deep packet injection indeed. Just looked 
again but it's not fucking there.

Could be 8ch and useragent? I don't know. 

Pic == screencap of thread not being there  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:01:43 ID: 74414e No.8580189 >>8580211 >>8580536

>>8580171
screw me, was using .pl domain

does that matter?  
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Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:09:13 ID: 988131 No.8580211

>>8580189
>does that matter?

lol, in short: yes, like a lot. see, peer review helps a lot in validating stuff  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:15:16 ID: 181f0f No.8580238 >>8580306 >>8588841

File (hide): a94ad04e4805fa4⋯.jpg (168.11 KB, 545x726, 545:726, pedos.jpg)  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:30:59 ID: a063b1 No.8580306 >>8580750

>>8580238
BRIANNA WU RUNNING FOR CONGRESS 2018
THIS MUST BE MEMED  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 15:50:35 ID: d6d089 No.8580430

(((SNOPES))) writer who "debunked" pizzagate admits she's addicted to pedophile erotica

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1509834  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 16:08:45 ID: 43103e No.8580536

>>8580189
>was using the .pl domain
it's a completely unrelated imageboard that runs 8chan's software newfriend  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 16:36:30 ID: 43103e No.8580750

>>8580306
>larry ynt running for congress 2018
wut?  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:00:40 ID: 96b72a No.8581376 >>8581380 >>8581530 >>8581533

>>8579217
The Red Crescent is the Middle East version of the Red Cross, is that what you are thinking of? It would be the one on the left, but mirrored.

The crescent on the bottom is what appears on the tops of minarets of mosques. It's the sun rising and Venus (the morning star) setting. Remember their 
call to prayer is at like 4:30 or something, basically the ass-crack of dawn.

And the thing with Saturn is not irrelevant. The black cube at Mecca is for Saturn, as are the black cube jews wear on their head attached to that long 
leather strap on their arms when praying, and their "star of David" is really the star of Saturn. All  3 Abrahamic religions are Saturn religions. 

The very religious Christians will dispute this, but most American Christians are woefully ignorant on the origin and history of Christianity. This is not to be 
offensive or rude, but the ones who read the KJV exclusively and believe in every word literally "from God" are the ones I'm referring to. [Don't mean to 
derail the thread with this little aside but it seems relevant to the question asked]  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:01:32 ID: 96b72a No.8581380

>>8581376
>The crescent on the bottom 
meant to say "the crescent on the right"  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:22:10 ID: 74414e No.8581530
File (hide): a3c1de377897dbf⋯.jpg (329.88 KB, 1883x1024, 1883:1024, W00077250-234_coul_hi_web.jpg)

>>8581376
The crescent also is Saturn

In this video at 2:00 mark: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKS2e3-z2js

That's what the crescent is. Saturn is the Black Sun. Indeed the Kaaba (Cube). 

It's because of the pole of Saturn is a hexagon. (pic related) It's the same as 
Metatron's cube, which is a 3d gure of the hexagon.

The Jewish ag also has the hexagon or Metatron's cube in their ag. (hidden in white)

When you roll out the cube you get the Christian cross.

Everything is connected to Saturn  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:22:57 ID: 657596 No.8581533

>>8579291
this exactly.
>>8581376
>All  3 Abrahamic religions are Saturn religions. 
this. the cross is just the deconstructed cube, if you fold the cross up it makes the saturn cube. saturn worshipers are subhumans  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 18:51:18 ID: 64f3f4 No.8581742

Fuckers can 
do whatever 
they like. The 
cat is out of 
the bag.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 19:47:20 ID: d2d6b6 No.8582072  

"Fake News" Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 19:58:52 ID: 78a520 No.8582130

I apologize in advance if this information has already been shared…..
I started looking into the media (mostly to make my partner, SHUT UP) and this is what I have found so far. I know many people know this info and it isn't 
new to them but for those like me….
The media is dictated by the Council of Foreign Relations, and it's European counterpart which is ?The Trilateral Commission?
I started with Fox News and what I learned was the fourth biggest shareholder is Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal, he has a 7% stake (from a vanity fair article), 
but in turn Rupert Murdoch owns 19% of the Prince's media empire called Rotana.
Another interesting note is that the prince has a huge amount (number not disclosed) in Twitter, and Apple. In all this is a massive amount of information 
and I cannot research it all alone. Maybe it's time to switch gears a bit and nd out who it is that is trying to suppress the truth. And all major media 
outlets and the players need to be researched……  

Anonymous  12/22/16 (Thu) 22:16:33 ID: a08021 No.8582924

>>8579217

https://archive.is/kRnfT  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 06:08:57 ID: fdab0c No.8586012

Forgive me if this was covered in prior threads but did MILO ever address his "Pizzagate" bailout?  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 17:22:10 ID: acbbcd No.8588841
File (hide): 3a9299c768c094d⋯.jpeg (88.75 KB, 637x462, 91:66, Unknown.jpeg)

>>8580238  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 19:13:00 ID: fdab0c No.8589403

brace yourselves lads: http://boards.4chan. org/pol/thread/104146918#p104166680  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 19:17:09 ID: 73d930 No.8589433 >>8589474 >>8589678

File (hide): 3804ea47ac8f1b6⋯.png (1.19 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 54647981.png)

IS YOUTUBE ALLOWING THIS SHIT OUT IN THE OPEN? Pic shows what happens if you search for 
"Webcam." Archives show the results. DO NOT ACTUALLY CLICK THE VIDEOS.

https://archive.is/UXv0B
https://archive.is/JU7WV  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 19:21:37 ID: 022a3a No.8589474 >>8594374

>>8589433
this makes me feel sick to my stomach. i just tried it, de nitely DO NOT click the videos.  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 19:48:20 ID: fdab0c No.8589678 >>8589695 >>8589727

>>8589433

Already found on Vote and within 24 hrs mods tagged as debunked. Fishy shit going down over there. This is the last safe space.  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 19:50:02 ID: fdab0c No.8589695 >>8589727

>>8589678
https://voat.co/ v/pizzagate/1512252  
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Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 19:55:01 ID: 73d930 No.8589727 >>8589824

>>8589678

I saw that. I can see them trying to be incredibly cautious. The thread linked in >>8589695 is saying that it may be "kids playing with a default webcam 
program," but that sure doesn't seem right to me. At a MINIMUM, Google is making good money off of… this. Fucking disgusting.  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 20:03:43 ID: 2de6e0 No.8589824 >>8589849

>>8589727

Bait or paranoia? I ain't clicking that shit  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 20:07:14 ID: 73d930 No.8589849 >>8589976 >>8589980

>>8589824

Don't blame you. You can copypaste the archive links if you want, but the summary is every YouTube thumbnail is of kids in suggestive poses :(  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 20:26:17 ID: fdab0c No.8589976

>>8589849
I'm fairly certain Youtube would be safe considering the terms of use are intended to prevent this from happening. It's why Twitter was totally protected 
from the CP accounts. Technically, it is the community's duty to report such posts. Youtube can feign ignorance unless you do.  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 20:26:52 ID: fdab0c No.8589980

>>8589849
Unless you mean safe for mental health. Then, I agree.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 20:41:42 ID: bba1f0 No.8590093 >>8590966

WAPO DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161121114717/https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/norwegian
-police-arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-network-probe/2016/11/20/5a6f10d8-af3d-11e6-bc2d-
19b3d759cfe7_story.html
NYT DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20161120230530/http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/norwegian-
police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe-43670565
ABC NEWS DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
https://archive.is/http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/11/20/world/europe/ap-eu-norway-pedophile-
network.html

SHOULD NOT WE EXPOSE OUR POWER LEVEL TO THE NORMALFAG PUBLIC AND ST ART 
RATIONING RED PILLS A T THIS POINT?!

>THINK ABOUT THE CHILDRUM!  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 21:04:15 ID: aca1ea No.8590231 >>8591013

Haven't looked into this in a couple weeks. Is all the evidence compiled into one place somewhere?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 21:15:54 ID: 74358f No.8590284  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 23:05:12 ID: 52bfbe No.8590870

Did anyone post the pedowood pastebin yet? If not;
http://pastebin.com/ZAFi8xZa  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 23:24:21 ID: 4411e0 No.8590966 >>8593684

>>8590093
Likely they caught some assholes in that pedophile network and then later on some higher ups realized other people in very high places also had 
involvement. Then of course they had to coverup. 

It's the same shit that happened in Dutroux case, Zandvoort case, catholic child abuse cases. Whenever people from vey high up get involved the police 
gets forced to turn a blind eye or they willingly do so. 

Just now on social media I read people who genuinely think that Russians hacked John Podesta his email and released all the emails themselves. 
Podesta is based on his emails one of the most shady people involved in politics. And he could've had a position of great in uence had Hillary won. It's 
absurd that people don't demand justice for these kind of gures. 

Alex Jones is an idiot, he just leeches over whatever is thrown at him and once it gets serious he backs off because it could mean potential legal 
problems which would harm his business of selling people supplements or survival kits.  

Anonymous  12/23/16 (Fri) 23:33:48 ID: 7807b6 No.8591013 >>8666158

>>8590231
Yes, in 8chan.  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 00:25:21 ID: a27427 No.8591320

Sorry for unrelated in a sticky, but you MODNIGGERS want to do your fucking jobs and take care of the (((1)))s bumping week-old threads to slide the 
board?  
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Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 00:27:56 ID: ac4253 No.8591339 >>8591403 >>8592227 >>8592916 >>8593328 >>8593549

File (hide): ea42a0c9b9a377f⋯.jpg (196.76 KB, 1200x785, 240:157, C0Zj-MbUoAA02lc.jpg)

Is this normal language? 

>threesome  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 00:35:59 ID: 61dab2 No.8591403 >>8591439

File (hide): a825024415a81b5⋯.jpg (27.47 KB, 307x352, 307:352, 1428021129029.jpg)

>>8591339
Yes.  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 00:40:24 ID: ac4253 No.8591439 >>8591448 >>8593328

>>8591403
>how many strokes is Kai gonna give to tigerwoods and grandpa donaldtrump  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 00:41:20 ID: ac4253 No.8591448
File (hide): 51eeb38139f3993⋯.jpg (21.51 KB, 218x265, 218:265, 1437746793108.jpg)

>>8591439  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 03:04:36 ID: 2de6e0 No.8592227

>>8591339
Yes you idiot. GOLFTALK  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 04:49:11 ID: ebd4c2 No.8592916 >>8593328

>>8591339

Completing a threesome, with three people in the picture? Weird wording. Threesome is sexually loaded in any case. And here's a kid. 
Btw where's Tiger's club leaning on?

Then there's the Don's thumb. Not pointing upwards but diagonally - to the symbol on Tiger's cap? - in a rather elaborate pose for someone who's posed 
for pictures in many millions of snapshots.

You'd have to at least entertain the possibility that he's one of Them. 

This message would be one of reassurance.  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 06:33:01 ID: 10c917 No.8593328
File (hide): 312d0bf004d6a40⋯.jpg (12.15 KB, 195x243, 65:81, 1466032949354.jpg)

>>8591339
remember, that ain't the fucking don saying that
>>8591439
golf talk, you also have to remember sometimes people make crude jokes and shit if 
we entertain the worst of possibilities
>>8592916
see the two above,
club is on his leg,
thumb thing is reading too deep into it

we're used to the shills at this point by the way, but in the event you're not disinfo I think 
we're clear on this one  
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Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 07:28:07 ID: 457edb No.8593549 >>8593688

>>8591339
fuck off sinead you ugly whore  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 07:40:04 ID: 9db328 No.8593607 >>8615249

>>8579435
Is this TAILS?  

File (hide):
45f83a323aa7e41⋯.jpg
(546.34 KB, 742x1382, 371:691,
AJBH.jpg)

File (hide): 43ae06ddb380cdc⋯.jpg (25.1 KB, 500x375,
4:3, tumblr_kqoed4guaw1qz9qooo1….jpg)

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 07:57:07 ID: f1eff2 No.8593684 >>8593707 >>8598783 >>8626232

>>8590966
Alex Jones = Bill Hicks
Suspected Counter Intel CIA agent, He's shilled against pizzagate saying its a "diversionary tactic" from the "real loominaty", made by "conspiracy 
theorist". Look it up.  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 07:58:24 ID: d0edaa No.8593688

>>8593549
wtf was that lol  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 08:03:19 ID: 7af4ef No.8593707 >>8626232

>>8593684
I had no idea. If you hear Bill Hicks rants from the 90s.. its 1:1 Alex Jones. Its that not only does he look like him but he sounds like him too.

The Redpill tastes gud!  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 11:25:52 ID: d37c0b No.8594359

>>8556595
the codeword picture reminds me of Galifreyan circle language..  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 11:29:18 ID: d37c0b No.8594367

>>8562604
whit rabbit connection to Alice and wonderland and MKultra (connection) ?  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 11:30:35 ID: b4137c No.8594374

>>8589474
>innocent videos making you feel sick to your stomach

You're de nitely either a normie and/or someone with latent pedophilic desires. Get the fuck out of here.  

sage sage  12/24/16 (Sat) 11:39:27 ID: 000000 No.8594397

Jews did 9/11. Ne ver forget.  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 12:25:00 ID: 7ad8ee No.8594545

>>8561631
>>8561635
Is this our new code names for the Podesta brothers? Woody and Buzz?  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 12:43:35 ID: 9df59e No.8594596 >>8606556

>>8562604
what does sic iuvenis porta vitae mean?  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 12:55:40 ID: 7ad8ee No.8594631 >>8596663

>>8560027
Explain pls.
Will the gubmint have my info or something?  
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File (hide): 313ea494023a18c⋯.png (1.96 MB, 966x3956, 21:86, screenshot-archive.is 2016….png)

>Blair Murphy: You re an artist and a musician, and it seems that many of the people who have been targeted by the right wing extremist trolls 
and paranoid conspiracy theorists who latched onto Pizzagate are artists. Does it seem like that s an accident?

>Arrington de Dionyso: I think it s a very deliberate assault, which will eventually be a coordinated assault on all forms of free expression. But I 
think they re starting with artists who might be exploring themes of queerness or resisting dominant paradigms in their work or artists who, 
there may be aspects of their work that might already be inviting a certain kind of controversy. And they re de nitely running that really hard 
through this very ctitious link to these occult themes and reading quite a lot into it.
https://archive.is/GxEIt

Somebody needs to investigate this Arrington de Dionyso fellow.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 13:26:02 ID: d44128 No.8594732

>>8594653
Also here's some of Arrington's music, he records under his own name as well as his group "Old Time 
Relijun", note the artwork and the lyrics of the vid posted and draw your own conclusions.  
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>>8579291
i believe ya
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Cube_The_Movie_Poster_Art.jpg)
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Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 15:06:06 ID: 004f29 No.8595138 >>8595299 >>8595414

>>8595057
Think deeper.  
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Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 15:37:05 ID: 7dd85a No.8595299 >>8601121

>>8595138
>Think deeper.
about what, that cube symbolism is everywhere, especially in this particular scandal? 
i know that already, it's no surprise to me.
from what i understand, the 'time cube' is a prison or matrix for our consciousness, in which we (the good goys) are kept, like cattle. it's propaganda, a 
psychological cue for people who practice occult rituals, or who are victims to ritual abuse themselves. the unaware don't suspect a thing. 

the time cube itself is controlled by saturn, aka 'Father Time', 'Horus', 'Cronus', 'Lucifer", 'Satan', and 'The Lord of this World' (not God, who is the master of 
Heaven)
occult practice is focused on breaking out of the time cube, thus defying and eventually killing God, usurping His throne and becoming the master of time 
itself (hence no 'death')

idunno how much of a lead the cube symbolism is (has Cubes Pizza been dug/ is it worth looking into?) but it is a good identi er of the agenda, imo. it 
makes sense to me that the artists we've found who are also victims of ritual abuse would include cubes/cages/traps in their work (as shown in your last 
pic) along with other 'occult' symbols and images representing gnostic thought  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 15:56:57 ID: 6a6fbe No.8595400 >>8598089

OK, a lot of weird evidence has been dug up until now, but's like 1 item out of 999 hardcore retard heroic fantasy speculations. With 9/11, 3000 people and 
then millions of others were killed, yet what was done regarding the absolute inconsistencies of the of cial narrative? absolutely fucking nothing. 
what do you think will happen with pizzagate?  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 16:00:00 ID: eb1325 No.8595414

>>8595138
Does anyone else remember a movie where this guy nds a cube and messes with it in the bathroom, and he gets chased down the hallway by two 
demon hookers? No matter what he does he can't kill himself either. He try's shooting himself in the head at work (I think he's a police of cer) even. I 
thought it was cube or hell razors but I don't think it is. Polite sage for off topic.  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 16:22:37 ID: bf63fe No.8595504

>>8595435
Step one. Forget geometrical stuff it's all 2d misdirection.
Step two. Acknowledge that pi equals 4 in kinematic motion around circles.
Step three. Lurk moar.  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 17:26:21 ID: 466b18 No.8595761

>>8595435
>>8595539
>>8595594
>>8595647
>>8595675
>>8595711
>>8595741
Stop shitting up the thread with your newfaggotry and nonsensical ramblings
LURK MOAR
Or better yet consider suicide. Then regardless of your consideration, commit it  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 18:13:18 ID: bf63fe No.8595955

>>8595647
this isn't the place to promote violence directly
>i like you
but direct call to arms is illegal in america breaking the only rule.
>implying implications are better in public

>>8595741
if you are a vet, calm down, we are not ZOG, 
>patience we have
>taking our time on the right :)  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 19:42:05 ID: 05f32f No.8596376
File (hide): 7261b0856032398⋯.jpg (52.89 KB, 949x520, 73:40, con rmed pedo.jpg)

Is he a nonce, 
boys?  
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Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 20:45:03 ID: 24038c No.8596663 >>8596677

>>8559139
>>8560027
>>8559914
>>>8560133
>>8594631
>>8559758

This is the FoxAcid equivalent - Spying tools being used

I don't usually spoon feed, but as the season of goodwill and possibly internet outages: Like I said previous, very useful software and fun to use….

But like Anon said NO Http(s) oh how very dare they.
>>8559758

**Keep on digging Pizzagate people:
Peace out and don't forget the protests in Korea>**

Edit - the apple not showing pizzagate was my bad: showing up all ne now  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 20:46:54 ID: 24038c No.8596677
File (hide): 3571367efc6425e⋯.mp4 (9.67 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Remote Control promo.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8596663
MP4 Version as webm didn't work?  

Anonymous  12/24/16 (Sat) 21:07:10 ID: cf2981 No.8596767

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xon1546ZwDs

Hey.
Look at this.  
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>>8595400
Mainstream media deleting their own articles is more than incriminating.  
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I FOUND IT! The esoteric connection! The temple of Set was a cover. The sons of aether are a manifestation. 
The kike of the kike's, the Lurianic Kaballists! These are the jewmages who invented "Tikkun Olam" 
https://archive.is/rUjhD which is the founding motto of every single SJW out there.

Podesta is part of it. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56022
>The repair,  that is needed, therefore, is two-fold: the gathering of light and of souls, to be achieved by 
human beings through the contemplative performance of religious acts. The goal of such repair, which can 
only be effected by humans, is to separate what is holy from the created world, thus depriving the physical 
world of its very existence and causing all things return to a world before disaster within the Godhead and 

before human sin, thus ending history.

Ever wonder why Dominionists work with kikes? Te dominionist expects jesus to save them if they destroy the world. The kike actually wants to destroy 
the world, and knows they made up jesus.  
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http://visupview.blogspot.ca/2016/04/belgium-into-heart-of-darkness-part-ix.html
https://pedopolis.com/category/les-personnes/dominique-kindermans/
http://www.heresie.com/docs2.htm
http://www.irishtimes.com/news/police-raid-centre-of-satanic-sect-1.118865
https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2014/03/14/the-eurocrats-and-marc-dutroux-iii-satanic-
signs/
http://luc-sectes.blogspot.ca/2016/05/abrasax-la- liere-sectaire-sataniste.html
https://sli.mg/DApfZv
https://sli.mg/WB1OnK
https://sli.mg/ZQufjG
https://sli.mg/9xJVo1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTGOw3yeP5U
https://isgp-
studies.com/miscellaneous/dutroux/Dutroux_affair_leaked_1996_1997_X_Dossier_summary.r
ar  
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>>8598124
This is the rst I am hearing of Tikkun Olam and Dominionists. Can you explain further? Any more info out there? How did you come about this 
connection? Thank you.  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 02:23:37 ID: 2de6e0 No.8598492

>>8598124
Good job. Thank you.  
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← - a poorly translated bit from Dutroux les
massive belgium pedo scandal

https://isgp-
studies.com/miscellaneous/dutroux/Dutroux_affair_leaked_1996
_1997_X_Dossier_summary.rar  
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>>8594653
Souls grown deep foundation
Art of Elysium Foundation
Orange Show for Visionary Arts
MTV RE:De ne

All of these orgs host "Eyes Wide Shut" parties. Open your eyes and contact the police. I have.  
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>>8598586

Not just 
Belgium 
anon.  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 03:15:51 ID: d23ffc No.8598783 >>8604082

>>8593684
looks nothing liek bill hicks, retard  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 03:25:57 ID: b1c7cb No.8598840

Yes, and you know what, the fucked up abuse art is like that on purpose. Think about it, these pedo circles still need to tell people what they're selling. The 
fucked up art is advertising for the services these art galleries offer in the boiler rooms of pizzerias.

And this isn't ridiculous either. Think about what art provides for human traf ckers. Plausible deniability, exclusive shipping, etc.

And here's the other part of it. Many of these artists are disabled and paint because of (((trauma))). They literally get abused and psychiatrists monitor 
and control them. Look at alefantis' gallery. It's controlled by the S&R foundation, a Japanese blood doctor organization That deals with trauma patients. 
Merry Christmas and thnx for keeping these threads alive, here are more leads.

Henry Boxer Gallery (London)
Yellowart (Brussels)
Bourbon Lally Gallery (Haiti)
Rizomi (Parma)
American Visionary Arts Museum (Baltimore)
Gugging art (Vienna)
Rehoboth art gallery (Delaware)
Beverly Kaye Gallery (Connecticut, possibly supplied (((children's art))) for sandy hook photo ops.  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 03:28:58 ID: 3179d0 No.8598851

>>8598586
A few years ago I read Beyond Dutroux.  Marc Dutroux was reported to say he abducted children for a global ring.  Now that statement is missing.  I am 
stunned by the penetration and expanse of global "evil" in the world today.  Look up WikiLeaks BlockChain BitCoin les and South Korea if you are 
interested.  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 03:37:50 ID: 779913 No.8598899

So what about subtle memes that only these people would realize are complete blasphemy to their "religion".  

escape the cube Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 05:12:35 ID: 3e49bf No.8599427

http://acim.org  
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https://youtu.be/KNTbQommsDs
What do we do about this, /pol/?
For real?  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 05:50:03 ID: 8914c5 No.8599642 >>8599676

>>8599541

who dat  

File (hide): 4436422b2ca91e9⋯.jpg (161.2 KB,
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File (hide):
570fcdee2614d6e⋯.jpg
(1.3 MB, 3000x8688,
125:362,
1482642631824[1].jpg)

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 05:53:48 ID: b1c7cb No.8599672 >>8599731 >>8599851 >>8604917 >>8610962 >>8615249

Also, who has latest info on blockchain???  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 05:54:23 ID: b1c7cb No.8599676 >>8599781

>>8599642
Supposedly Madeline Mccann  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 06:03:44 ID: 240b83 No.8599727

Creepy semite Ayatollah Khamenei Kissing a Little Girl
http://www.liv eleak.com/view?i=7a1_1482601341  
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Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 06:04:03 ID: b1c7cb No.8599731

>>8599672
Got one.
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5jl93z/summary_of_the_endchan_wikileaks_insurance_key/dbh0sdj/  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 06:18:19 ID: 8914c5 No.8599781

>>8599676
>>8599541

hair is for sure darker but de nitely similar facial features. wide bridge of the nose is the most obvious similarity to the shit picture. has anyone checked 
to see if she's in any other photos/related to any of the diddlers around the table to rule that out?  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 06:36:09 ID: 8914c5 No.8599851 >>8615249

>>8599672

wait what the fuck. LGL means little girl lover, yeah?  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 07:04:17 ID: 8d884b No.8599973 >>8600479

>>8598350
Dominionists are the fundamentalist christians that are the native support base in the usa for the state of israel. They want to create the circumstances 
for a crazy-babble story (all pics related) version of Armageddon. The jews take anyone's money, and use them.

The Lurians are a group of would-be mystics who use a devious version of kaballa that preaches the destruction of the world, because they view it as 
"god's mistake", and expect him to do it better next time. They have been around in this incarnation since at least the 1600s, though represent an evil 
force that has always been within judaism. The creed of the lurians, is Takkun Olam, and it is the creed of the sjw and the commie. It is also the name of 
Podestas favorite media sourcs, Tikkun.org, which has articles like "how shaming white men, has failed"

Lastly, they openly are willing to work with satan and are likely the owners of looking for large downtown properties in seattle that sold within the last 
three years, some of these that had large event rooms hosted out, has secret tunnels modi ed in that are there for theatrics in the rituals. If you nd it, 
you've found where the blood ows up.  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 07:06:10 ID: b1c7cb No.8599997

>>8598033
>>8598035
All that looks like a pizza related map except john's was black and white  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 09:13:40 ID: 278c0c No.8600479

>>8599973
I've been wondering about dominionists for a while now, thanks  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 14:16:33 ID: eadcd4 No.8601121 >>8601135 >>8601151

>>8595299

re: cube symbolism
i don't have a source for this, but "cubing" was a code word used on the early internet for murder. there was a forum who's url circled the weird part of the 
internet early mid 2000's about "cubing" but it was largely believed to be a hoax or some nerd's social experiment at the time.
I wish I could nd it for you. I know there have been blog mentions of this community in the past and that it was posted on cuckchan a decent bit in 
proto-/x/ threads. Maybe someone remembers it.  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 14:20:29 ID: eadcd4 No.8601135 >>8601151

>>8601121
i should expand, what captured peoples' interest with this "cubing" forum back then was the userbases' focus on things like, mundane details of whatever 
"cubing" was supposed to be. 
i tried to in ltrate back then, but they were incredibly insular and seemed to use code/symbolism to identify insiders. 

prof: 2005 dated urban dictionary reference to this "cubing" forum
http://www.urbandictionary.com/de ne.php?term=cubing  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 14:26:32 ID: eadcd4 No.8601151

>>8601121
>>8601135
found it http://thehappycube.proboards.com/  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 15:21:18 ID: b87015 No.8601301 >>8601305 >>8601326 >>8615651

File (hide): 9ccf31f9208ecc1⋯.jpg (51.01 KB, 563x850, 563:850, biljana djurdevic.jpg)

hey pizzagaters, I recently got a permanent ban from 4chan after posting pizzaget stuff on /x/, charge was posting CP but I 
only posted a Biljana Djurdjevic photos

is there a way out of it? any VPN service to recommend?  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 15:22:52 ID: b4b9b3 No.8601305 >>8601311 >>8614039

>>8601301
just buy a 4chan pass and go back to cuckchan you faggot.  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 15:24:40 ID: b87015 No.8601311

>>8601305
>just buy a 4chan pass

dude I got a permanent ban  
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Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 15:30:22 ID: d6d089 No.8601326 >>8614039

>>8601301

man 4chan must be run by David Brock these days  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 15:37:35 ID: 08957f No.8601355

Pedop
hilia in 
the uk  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 15:53:43 ID: 87fac5 No.8601407

>>8600000
just checkin'  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 18:51:20 ID: cf3b15 No.8602146 >>8602170 >>8615249

File (hide): 10295cc7c3bd233⋯.jpg (1.24 MB, 2160x2160, 1:1, 20161206_152322.jpg)

>City manager makes 
400k a year 
>its a shitty city
>pic related located by Art 
Institute, city hall AND a 
masonic lounge
>swirl and crescent moon
Am I onto something 
here?  

File (hide): 965af6e2ee02c3b⋯.jpg (1.06 MB,
2160x2160, 1:1, 20161206_145547.jpg)

File (hide): e6eb2f19a9b1172⋯.jpg (2.59 MB,
2160x2160, 1:1, 20161206_150615.jpg)

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 18:56:59 ID: cf3b15 No.8602170 >>8615249

>>8602146
>>8602146
Also this is across the street 

There is an aqueduct that runs across the city, and the  art center, city hall, children's museum, boys and girls club and 3 elementary schools are RIGHT 
next to it  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 19:00:52 ID: 2de6e0 No.8602190
File (hide): 6e66304e496e370⋯.png (39.04 KB, 495x517, 45:47, FRANKWINSTEAD.png)  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 19:38:36 ID: acbbcd No.8602332

Stupid question:

Does Xkeyscore work on RTTY or packet or SSTV?

How hard is it to build a Channel 6 NTSC transmitter and put it in NYC or pull a Captain Midnight?  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 19:57:34 ID: 2de6e0 No.8602392  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 20:13:14 ID: d6d089 No.8602459

why won't the voat pizzagate group accept new subscribers?  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 21:23:26 ID: 74414e No.8602742 >>8604084

>>8598194
Good work. Everything goes back to Saturn

The owl in the bottom is called Minerva. I see it referenced much as Moloch but what I found it that Moloch is the bull.

I would like to try to nd a con rmation and consensus on what the owl is. Is it Minerva, Moloch or some sort of fused version of both?  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 21:43:05 ID: a03a18 No.8602862 >>8602890 >>8602895
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>>8550166 (OP)

Christmas post-dinner thoughts…

https://www.reddit.com/r/WhereIsAssange/comments/5jt8cl/has_there_been_any_solid_result_from_the/

>Pure speculation on my part (but it's how I would do this); If there were instructions within a document, it 
would make sense to send those opening the le to a speci c web site to discuss release dates collectively. 

This can be done without agging xkeyscore if the discussion was done using allegory (as I used in another post, "we plan to destroy the death star on 
Lukes birthday" for example). The conversation could be banal enough that it would seem like bullshit thread talk to all of those except anyone who is 
aware of the insurance le instructions.

What if Baneposting is a clue  

File (hide): 0cc059a0dff3671⋯.mp4 (9.96 MB,
640x360, 16:9, Hitler Explains The Intern….mp4) [play once]
[loop]
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==WHAT THE FLYING FUCK!!! GIVE US B  12/25/16 (Sun) 21:45:05 ID: cdacb2 No.8602872

WHAT THE FLYING FUCK!!! GIVE US BACK OUR CHILDREN RIGH T NOW
WHAT THE FLYING FUCK!!! GIVE US BACK OUR CHILDREN RIGH T NOW
WHAT THE FLYING FUCK!!! GIVE US BACK OUR CHILDREN RIGH T NOW

I will not post anymore than this…. atm… did not spot thread… 

FUCKING GIVE THEM BACK RIGH T NOW YOU SICK ASSHOLES  
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Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 21:49:47 ID: a03a18 No.8602895

>>8602862
>>8602890
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941x529, 941:529, HMS_Håkon_Magnus Haraldson.jpg)
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Angry Norwegian Fisherman  12/25/16 (Sun) 21:54:55 ID: cdacb2 No.8602925 >>8603212

Yes I am very angry right now
Hence that  name up there and a pinch of moonshine

This is fucking it

These are con rmed arrests and they are bloody fucking comming or the
personal information of all nor wegian police officers, and linked shit will be dr opped

Not because of this, they just better step up. They can't trigger us like this here, and the Norwegian police have no part in this disgusting behavior and 
cover up, so they will not be punished. 

FUCK THE (((US MSM)))

>Cool down
>Only the thrall avgenes him self in affection or hot blood, cool down
>cool down
> nd out how you can strike your enemy and give him the most possibly greatest of wounds
>his… cutting

This was to fucking much!!!

But you of cers I am sure you are watching, you better fucking step the fuck up your game  

Angry Norwegian Fisherman  12/25/16 (Sun) 21:59:10 ID: cdacb2 No.8602955

Have another bump, I cannot see this right now. Later. Keep it up!  

Anonymous  12/25/16 (Sun) 22:49:43 ID: 1571a2 No.8603212

>>8602925

28th.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 00:04:39 ID: 4c18de No.8603587 >>8603912

>>8598089
>Mainstream media deleting their own articles is more than incriminating.

I don't think so, if you check thread #22 at post #8490832 (the 6th reply) I posted a few links to mainstream news websites that still have AP's article on 
the arrests in Norway:

https://archive.is/ShAZi

It's not like all the mainstream media decided to delete the AP article, that's not what happened, so far as far as we know only ABC, the NYT and the 
Washington comPost removed it. It's still on FoxNews.com and other mainstream newspapers' websites.  
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Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 00:38:43 ID: 8d884b No.8603786

>>8550166 (OP)
Lurian is the enemy? Lurian is behind it all! Praise Kek! 

>1) The condition of disarray in which the cosmos nds itself, according to Lurianic Kabbalah, is a result of two different catastrophic falls,  one of an 
intra-divine nature, prior to and independent of human behavior, the other a consequence of human sin.

2) The material world as we know it, as was the case with the gnostic myths of late antiquity, is deemed repugnant, evil, inhospitable, opposed in every 
way to that which is immaterial, divine light and the soul.

3) The project of human life is to separate the holy from the material world, and thus divest that world of all existence. All existence will return to its 
original spiritual condition, a state synonymous with the messianic age. Lurianism is thus, again, like the gnostic myths of an earlier time, a complete 
rejection of the world as we know it, and of the historical process. The vision of redemption is a fundamentally spiritual one in which all things return to 
olam ha-tikkun [literally the world of repair,  that is, a world restored to its perfect status before intra-divine catastrophe and before human sin]. Thus, the 
tikkun of which Lurianic Kabbalah speaks is not that of this world, but of worlds  beyond it.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 01:03:09 ID: 017ee9 No.8603912

>>8603587
Also the Las Vegas Sun deleted it.

http://lasvegassun.com/news/2016/nov/20/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-networ/
https://archive.is/Y6nqI  
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600x329, 600:329, joneshicks1.jpg)
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Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 01:47:44 ID: b9a4d1 No.8604082 >>8604958 >>8610190

>>8598783
No need to get so ustered Billy-chan.

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 01:49:03 ID: 017ee9 No.8604084 >>8606897

>>8602742
The Hebrew word ּכֹוס translates as owl and as cup. Jeremiah 51:7
The fusion of concepts is only meaningful for the elites of Babylon.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 02:34:45 ID: 0aff73 No.8604270 >>8604906

File (hide): 65a7e2b05f7a6fe⋯.gif (1.37 MB, 500x516, 125:129, 1457996954141.gif)

I might be slow to this but my wife just told me about a couple that got their kid taken after they started 
looking into DHS corruption this month. Anyone else heard about this?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 02:48:22 ID: 99127a No.8604334 >>8606595 >>8606648 >>8607425 >>8665902

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV0wecx49do&t=627s

Picasso, Chagall, Dali, and DiVinci all were painting about cannibalism, satanism and ritual murder. 

Further videos in "rosetta les" show that Joan Baez, Allen Ginsberg, American Beauty, Departed, Children of the Corn, Soylent Green, William Blake all 
were revealing truth about marquis de sade like pizzagate eyes wide shut happenings a century ago and 500 years ago in the case of diVinci. VOAT shill 
moderators are trying to sweep it under the carpet. Here is the comment section of my post :  https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1517154

Thre shills have it at minus 2 because rosetta les is the truth that they do not want to get out. The pizza is the rose. WB Yeats wrote about "The rose 
upon the rood of time". That's what he was talking about. Gertrude Stein, a rose is a rose is a rose. This is so big, and they are all trying to cover it up. My 
videos are not the best quality, but evidence, cultural evidence in the arts is undeniable.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 03:32:48 ID: 85aa9b No.8604575 >>8604581

>>8564831
I think it would be more productive to just lay out the evicende, pointing to the fact that one ought to believe the most likely of p or not-p, while also being 
calm and seeming trustworthy and serious.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 03:33:23 ID: 85aa9b No.8604581

>>8604575
evidence*  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 04:40:02 ID: f18045 No.8604906

>>8604270

I haven't anon. Care to share and post some links?  
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Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 04:42:37 ID: 2d2b9c No.8604917 >>8606005 >>8606557

>>8599672
am i missing something? what's the signi cance of the fucked-up iris?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 04:51:03 ID: 1edfeb No.8604958

>>8604082
Are you suggesting that they would go to the lengths of giving him plastic surgery to alter his facial features, but not even bother to do anything with his 
teeth? And then after doing all of this stuff to keep him hidden, they would foist him back into popularity by giving him his own show?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 07:29:20 ID: 72b726 No.8605597

>>8552898
>you can hear a kid screaming what sounds like "help me! down here!" 
I cant take any more of this. I live in a different country, and i feel that i cant do anything about it.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 08:45:21 ID: d06467 No.8605810 >>8606120 >>8606554 >>8606787

>Comet Ping Pong
>pizza joint with table tennis and underage boy bands linked to 'Bathhouse Barry' Obama
>picture of Bathhouse Barry playing table tennis with a little white boy
>obscene "shut up and fuck" wall painting in hidden bathroom of an adult playing table tennis with an underage alien

Why table tennis? Urban dictionary gives the answer, entry from 2009:

http://www.urbandictionary.com/de ne.php?term=Table%20Tennis

>Table Tennis: A euphemism for sexual intercourse. Generally refers to gay sex, but is occasionally used to refer to heterosexual sex as well. Oh, John? 
Yeah, I've played table tennis with him a few times, if you know what I mean.  

File (hide): 6a4d6b07d8a8a43⋯.jpg (335.59 KB,
1424x767, 1424:767, iridology-chart.jpg)

File (hide):
4ea3fd081f2b58b⋯.jpg
(1.2 MB, 3000x8688,
125:362,
570fcdee2614d6e6958afa815f….jpg)

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 09:44:22 ID: 8ff367 No.8606005 >>8606798

>>8604917
a possible theory is it leads to iridology. in which "iris pigmentation" occurs when there is an issue in the body

>reup pics for reference

the pigmentation would indicate issues in the pelvic region; vagina, kidneys, abdominal wall, IF iridology is true and some people swear by it  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 10:21:14 ID: 4e87f2 No.8606120

>>8605810
To be fair, this could be just an amusing coincidence. Though when the owner of the joint is gay…  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 13:11:55 ID: 2922ca No.8606498 >>8606549

Is there anything in the yuge pizzagate archive that can get someone v&?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 13:42:47 ID: c1c1fe No.8606549 >>8606558

>>8606498
Yes, it has information that is actively being suppressed by some of the most powerful people in the world. But because they want to suppress that, 
they're unlikely to act on it.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 13:44:24 ID: c1c1fe No.8606554

>>8605810
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bhbk23rqKsY  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 13:46:27 ID: 2922ca No.8606556

>>8594596
word for word translation is
thus/so youth/young man guardian/gate life

So something like young men are the guardians of life. Idk, I don't know shit about latin, just used an online dictionary.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 13:46:47 ID: c1c1fe No.8606557 >>8606581 >>8606758

>>8604917
it's a rare genetic trait. People think that it is an indication that soros might be the dad.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 13:47:00 ID: 2922ca No.8606558

>>8606549
I mean does it have anything that is illegal to have on your computer?  
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Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 13:59:15 ID: 74414e No.8606581 >>8606734

>>8606557

This needs to be researched. I think it's way too simple to think it is because Soros is the dad.

The coloboma could be caused by the ritual abuse (google it)

But there can be more to it, maybe they are breeding these types of people because there is *something* about the condition which they can use.

It might also be some sort of crossbreed genetic failure or a cloning-failure.

I would not recommend accepting the simple narrative of Soros being the dad. There is more to it.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 14:06:07 ID: d1bf2a No.8606595

>>8604334

The presentation sucks which is why you're downvoated.  Don't expect me to sit through 30+ mins of your clicking through images.  I suggest hone your 
message, provide context, and keep it about 5 min in length.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 14:25:07 ID: 645aac No.8606636

>Tfw you try to explain to family members that the criminal elite are part of nefarious secret societies that blackmail their members into subordination 
and will just out right disbelieve everything without wanting to research themselves.
>why you waste your time with this stuff?
>Why indeed, I should live under a rock and not attempt to research anything.

God forbid I show them any wikileaks. Dont be so quick to dismiss something you know nothing about bro..these people are criminal, isnt that obvious?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 14:31:26 ID: 1571a2 No.8606648

>>8604334

So the War of the Roses was really about pizza?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 15:06:16 ID: c1c1fe No.8606734

>>8606581
I think it's a dead end because regardless of any of those hypothesis', there's no way to check those and it's better to focus on things where you can nd 
results, ie alefantis/podesta /foundation stuff.

I mean they wouldn't do the kelly interview unless they needed their narritive to get out stronger.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBS3SE220Rs  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 15:27:06 ID: 616347 No.8606758

>>8606557
>[citation needed]
If anything her kidnapping was related to a covert eye transplant for George. Eyes are their full size or near it at birth so the donor being a little girl would 
have been no trouble for George.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 15:40:18 ID: 1571a2 No.8606787
File (hide): cdec41e122184e9⋯.jpg (48.95 KB, 484x484, 1:1, ZEIPoqhTJDiDdUCoP5Xw_Obama….jpg)

>>8605810

So Forrest Gump is a huge 
faggot?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 15:44:53 ID: 624a12 No.8606798 >>8606893 >>8609163

File (hide): 9757c85bb3b90a4⋯.gif (919.55 KB, 245x150, 49:30, 64b161e9ae7192929da14fcd57….gif)

>>8606005
This is fascinating, where can I 

nd non-kosher sources for more 
information?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 16:11:49 ID: b4fd29 No.8606893

>>8606798
There's a book called "Iridology Simpli ed" by a one Bernard Jensen from the early 80's that gives a straitforward overview.
I can't vouch for the accuracy of the information, but it might be a place to start.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 16:13:03 ID: 624a12 No.8606897

>>8604084
So, it isn't the aping of Minerva's symbol for their own purposes?  
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File (hide):
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(3.15 MB,
750x3520, 75:352,
unity.png)
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Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 17:02:13 ID: d84c82 No.8607048 >>8607124 >>8609762

this look weird to anyone? local t-shirt place with a bunch of pedo spirals, images of white rabbits, focus on children, fragmented / dissociated style 
artwork, "domains by proxy" wiped WHOIS, password protected areas in bottom right of website

the artist claims to "love children" and has a special section of the website for administrators to schedule school visits. she also looks very man-like in the 
face and arms (reminds me of majestic ape)

sign outside the store says "shop SMALL and LOCAL!!". the word "SMALL" is much bigger than the other words.

notice the three-lined rainbow between the owl's ears. that doesn't exist in nature and is a known illuminati symbol… and a little girl is modeling it??

other images pulled from the apes website, friends of comet ping pong and con rmed cultists

http://www.shopuni-t.com/about/
https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=shopuni-t.com  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 17:18:58 ID: 624a12 No.8607124
File (hide): 24e68a5c9dd2e29⋯.gif (9.65 KB, 479x415, 479:415, 5467467095647.gif)

>>8607048
I believe the white rabbit refers to the rabbit of Alice in Wonderland. The character is strongly associated 
with time and luring little girls into precarious situations, which makes him a handy, SFW code word for 
saturn/satan/moloch.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 18:30:31 ID: 55bfa5 No.8607414

>>8607379
>>8607379
>>8607379
>>8607379  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 18:33:10 ID: 4c18de No.8607425 >>8608682

>>8604334
>Picasso, Chagall, Dali, and DiVinci all were painting about cannibalism, satanism and ritual murder. 

I think Da Vinci was a pedo. I'm pretty sure Dali wasn't one and I don't see the connection with Da Vinci. Picasso was a commie and Chagall was a jew. 
Why are you trying to lump them all together as if they're all somehow connected? 

>Further videos in "rosetta les" show that Joan Baez, Allen Ginsberg, American Beauty, Departed, Children of the Corn, Soylent Green, William Blake all 
were revealing truth about marquis de sade like 

Stop being a conspiratard, it's embarassing. What the fuck does the movie The Departed  an american adaptation of a chinese/Hong Kong police thriller 
 has to do with Marquis de Sade?? Children of the Corn is just a horror movie based on a Stephen King story. Soylent Green is a movie adaptation of a 

sci-  novel. WTF

>This is so big, and they are all trying to cover it up. 

>I gured out EVERYTHING and They are all against me!

That's the problem with conspiratards: they can't control their autism and they think everything is connected and it goes back hundreds of years and those 
who don't agree with their conclusions or their "reasoning" process must also be part of the conspiracy. We don't need conspiratards here.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 18:55:05 ID: 8e270c No.8607524

>>8550166 (OP)

Can someone real quick catch me up to speed on the gunman/false ag dealio? Who was he and what do we know about the incident?  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 20:50:34 ID: fde717 No.8608141

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKgEo63-BaQ  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 21:57:55 ID: 74414e No.8608682

>>8607425
Maybe you should try and ask him how he got to those connections instead of calling him a conspiratard you fucking cunt.

Respect the team or gtfo.  
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Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 23:01:28 ID: 1cd7af No.8609163

>>8606798
My mother has works with a fellow RN who swears by iridology, she saved her husband from cancer if I recall. I thought it was fucking stupid at rst, but 
eye bres re ecting the health of organs is actually very plausible, we know so little about the body still… I had been looked at once and everything 
matched up and chills went down my spine when she told me everything. Jensen was onto something, there is something here man. This is no 
coincidence all these kids and Soros have fucked up eyes.  

Anonymous  12/26/16 (Mon) 23:27:47 ID: f731f7 No.8609315
File (hide): 6a74eae7f523694⋯.png (276.36 KB, 796x934, 398:467, mulder.png)

Everything O.K in 
here?  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 00:24:08 ID: 74414e No.8609720 >>8618489

File (hide): 297a30b623d3b92⋯.jpg (1004.91 KB, 4500x2998, 2250:1499, 1044444036.jpg)

What do we think 
about Rothschilds 
pupils /pol/?  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 00:31:10 ID: cdacb2 No.8609762

>>8607048
Just dropping by I can stand this stuff, moloch there yes. That 2nd imgage…

nothing heard
nothing seen
nothing said
That is a common drug reference, but applies to this shit…… wouldn't be surprised…. nothing surprises me anymore.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 01:57:22 ID: 2c4154 No.8610190 >>8610390 >>8613812 >>8632855

>>8604082

Went to high school with Jones. Was pretty conspiracy-driven even then. This is a silly theory for anyone who grew up knowing him.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 02:52:42 ID: 1fdf86 No.8610390

>>8610190
No offense but after Sandy Hook (where for two years ANY TIME you talked that theory somebody would show up saying they were totally from 
Newtown/SH and know it's true) I don't take random comments on the internet that random person has personal knowledge proving something, to mean 
anything at all.

I don't think the Hicks/Jones theory is right but it's a hell of an entertaining theory. Still just saying, your comment type should always be responded to 
with "proof or GTFO"  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 03:43:45 ID: ce4b17 No.8610630 >>8612931 >>8614930

File (hide): da6e045612106a9⋯.gif (923.47 KB, 500x280, 25:14, normies be like.gif)

I lurk some of these threads and I'm totally convinced at this point, but how can you convince a normie?

Is there a link, image, or video I can show them that is 100% skeptic-friendly? i.e., not "hey look at this 
triangle in their logo!", something condensed, truthful and that doesn't rely solely on circumstantial evidence.  

File (hide): de371c36d540a2f⋯.jpg (934.24 KB,
1600x1200, 4:3, 0002.jpg)

File (hide): f7427c9cf3ca96c⋯.jpg (462.86 KB,
1600x1200, 4:3, 0004.jpg)

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 04:42:25 ID: af042d No.8610962 >>8612650 >>8612656

>>8599541
>>8599672
Someone posted a zoomed-in segment from a supposedly higher-res source. It (kinda) does look like she's got the Madeleine's mark 

Who can check if it's shopped and maybe enhance it?  
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Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 04:51:11 ID: ce81e2 No.8610997

duquesne club
ed burkowski
rob schupansky
joseph james
possible pedo stuff in pittsburgh?  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 07:59:12 ID: 3fb2f7 No.8611789 >>8611850

File (hide): ee2f1a5b3a0e88e⋯.jpg (10.02 KB, 200x200, 1:1, 7b9308babadf6eb2ed0b4527f8….jpg)

Live bout a hundred miles outside of chicago. We got problems here with pedophiles in our court system here 
connected to the Shriners of North America which basically works for many children's hospitals in America. I have 
some names I'd like to get doxxed but where is the best place to dump these I wonder? The Shriner's could possibly 
be connected with this pizzagate stuff.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 08:21:39 ID: 8ff367 No.8611850 >>8611956

>>8611789
they're all connected my dude, anyone who gets busted and receives a serious punishment for it was competition  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 08:47:54 ID: 3fb2f7 No.8611956 >>8612128

>>8611850
Well here are the names if someone would like to do some digging on them. From what I could nd Brian here. The Potentate Attorney is Brian Larkin. He 
does most of his business representing adoptions of Chinese children to Americans. He is a shriner. https://archive.is/g6rkf
 
Brian K. Larkin Attorney at Law
One Court Place, Suite 301
Rockford, Illinois 61101
Phone(815) 964-4601 

brain worked with a judge Ron Pirrello who had to resign in 2010 after he was confronted with having sex with a minor in his bedroom. Picture is in link.
https://archive.is/DUvLS  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 09:19:39 ID: 8ff367 No.8612128 >>8612239

>>8611956
its better if you look into him. also keep in mind it's common for people to be framed as pedos to move them out of positions.

did a quick search of brian larkin on https://www.bizapedia.com (good tool) and found some business with him listed. you can con rm if its him or not 
but it does look like he's listed a treasurer at a lodge in orida to con rm your suspicions of illuminati

it is also possible that his middle initial is intentionally wrong for some of these businesses  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 09:39:14 ID: dbaa08 No.8612228 >>8612239

is this even a thing anymore?  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 09:42:15 ID: 3fb2f7 No.8612239

>>8612128
>Brian K. Larkin
Yea thats him alright, thanks for the tools.

>>8612228
It is if your still investigating leads.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 11:17:12 ID: 72f56f No.8612561

>>8554788
I recognize that location.

That's the last easily-accessible room in comet pizza before you encounter the door with the curtains hanging in it …

There's a foosball table and a couple of ping pong tables, and some weird metal cage thing in the corner.

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 12:06:44 ID: 6f842b No.8612650
File (hide): 8a0b8c9e88b430e⋯.png (369.1 KB, 600x450, 4:3, tmp_23137-b3918674aa9fd627….png)

>>8610962
looks legit  
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Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 12:11:50 ID: 74358f No.8612656
File (hide): 8111d3c0f3ba876⋯.jpg (37.03 KB, 650x488, 325:244, 6e8dcb3e4134576e279c99e5aa….jpg)

>>8610962  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 14:08:13 ID: 5f6e71 No.8612931

>>8610630
+1  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 16:37:55 ID: 6ecbf9 No.8613470 >>8613710 >>8615651

File (hide): 823cf05dcc57c18⋯.png (103.07 KB, 758x263, 758:263, Leak Seek Greeting Screen.png)

For those of you who are still downloading and searching through Wikileaks dumps, I've written a simple 
program I hope will be helpful.

leakseek.wordpress.com

It extracts names from text les and searches for those names through whatever emails you throw at it

i got the idea to make it back when /cfg/ was going but i was doing other stuff leading up to the election. now that we've got a little breathing room i think 
it's a good time to develop some tools to help out in the future  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 17:29:43 ID: e47f26 No.8613710 >>8613783

>>8613470
won't download some shitty executable… put sources on github.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 17:42:23 ID: 6ecbf9 No.8613783

>>8613710
wouldn't the user ultimately download an exe anyway? or do you just want to see the source les to make sure nothing sneaky is going on  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 17:49:41 ID: acbbcd No.8613812

>>8610190

Ever meet his CIA dentist father?  Was he a Chad?  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 18:46:07 ID: 3cff3b No.8614039 >>8614116 >>8614125 >>8614144

File (hide): 3cbeb0c1c73528e⋯.jpg (647.41 KB, 1608x1920, 67:80, CTR SHILLS 9243.jpg)

>>8601326
>>8601305
I just got unbanned from 4chain, it was a 
permanent ban, not its OK, David Brock BTFO  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 19:07:35 ID: 74414e No.8614116

>>8614039
Why is the image not showing all rows?

Store this image and make these peoples lives as miserable as possible please.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 19:09:07 ID: 74414e No.8614125 >>8618805

>>8614039
ah there are some gmail accounts in it, do they have a secret question?  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 19:15:06 ID: 24e211 No.8614144

>>8614039

Still waiting for my 8ch ban to end for responding to something a troll posted. Mods truly r fagz.  
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Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 20:18:56 ID: c1226b No.8614471 >>8614531 >>8614767

>>8551172
>>8565288
Do you guys really believe you are hunting for pedophiles?

What we've seen over the course of this investigation is that people are abusing children in a ritualized setting. What they are getting off on is in icting 
pain and (in their minds) corrupting something "pure", as well as being in a position of complete control over a human life. I don't believe for one second 
that more than a fraction of the people involved in this are pedophiles. The ritualized abuse merely serves as the basis for these peoples fucked up sense 
of cult-like community.
It's a way of making sure that the people who are part of the ingroup stay in line. That's the obvious reason satanism is involved in it in the rst place: To 
make it as abhorrent to society as possible, so noone who gets caught could possible expect any mercy from us for becoming a whistleblower, and is 
better off keeping their mouth shut. 

Wanting to push all of that onto some kind of mental illness is a natural reaction of course: You are trying to disassociate yourselves from the things that 
are happening around you, to convince yourself that "you couldn't possibly be part of that group because you aren't a pedo", but sooner or later you'll need 
to acknowledge that "normal" people are prefectly capable of doing terrible things, not in the name of some stanistic religion or to be able to satisfy their 
primal urges, but for equally crazy but much more mundane reasons like wanting control, over eachother as much as over everyone else.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 20:32:20 ID: 3fb2f7 No.8614531 >>8618615

>>8614471
The strange part of this pizzagate thing is it's opened new doors to old investigations prior to the internet becoming a thing to people who gave up on 
them long ago. Now is the time to reach out to those old minds who may have given up by giving them leads into people you've found connections with in 
the digital universe. It doesn't just involve pedophiles but cocaine traf cking to. I've been helping out a journalist with some leads and this has been a 
great source. Keep it up lads.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 21:24:19 ID: c2b6b6 No.8614767
File (hide): 7fa6a5522c755cf⋯.png (429.96 KB, 484x687, 484:687, 43960856.png)

>>8614471
It's de nitely part of a much bigger picture. The massive protection and cover-up these crimes enjoy by the "authorities" 
are proof enough. In the just world, the rape and murder of children would have been prosecuted with utmost dedication.

"Satanists & Pedophiles Run The World" - David Icke (from 1h 13min he talks more about their need for young): 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgP88z6h-Zk  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 21:33:22 ID: 9d40d2 No.8614816

>>>/trs/
>>>/trs/
>>>/trs/  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 21:59:58 ID: ac4253 No.8614930

>>8610630
https:  //aceloewgold.com/2016/11/20/pizzagate-clinton-podesta-what-is-it-and-is-it-credible/

yes read this  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 22:52:07 ID: 467e40 No.8615249

>>8602146
>>8602170
Those pics have EXIF data, if you didn't realize. The easiest way to strip it is by saving the pic as PNG. Where is that place? Something does look up. Any 
info about the owners and who put the cresent sign there? What the fuck is that scribbling in the third pic, dunerunes?

>>8599672
>>8599851
What about MK? MK Ultra?

>>8593607
No, probably not. He has a bunch of stuff Tails doesn't come with that would be a waste of time to install.  

Anonymous  12/27/16 (Tue) 23:13:41 ID: 000000 No.8615364

Fuck I thought this stopped being a sticky. 
Anyways I made 2 boards on another chan. 
1 /horror/ For tangential occult discussion and info dumps.
https://endchan.xyz/horror/
http://s6424n4x4bsmqs27.onion/horror/
2./pizzagate/ 
https://endchan.xyz/pizzagate/
http://s6424n4x4bsmqs27.onion/pizzagate/

Also merged all of the threads into a single pdf le.(~3000 pages. Searchable)
https://endchan.xyz/.media/5c1fc8d14b4f2ab39689b4e4c10bf51d-applicationpdf.pdf  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 00:11:54 ID: 2aea1a No.8615651

>>8613470
>>8601301
>any VPN service to recommend?

i second this question. are there any free ones or is it worth shelling out some money for a good one?  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 00:42:22 ID: 494a01 No.8615813

>>8561123
it's ambiguous. still odd to have artwork like that though.  
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File (hide): 7f63f6b12c69942⋯.png (608.99 KB,
999x955, 999:955, 1482886485627[1].png)

File (hide): 77733958ec7c981⋯.png (514.17 KB,
994x937, 994:937, 1482886504786[1].png)

File (hide):
c26c2f3e3f62067⋯.jpg
(2.54 KB, 124x119, 124:119,
1482886549795s[1].jpg)

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 01:00:16 ID: b1c7cb No.8615918 >>8619739 >>8632855

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 01:16:11 ID: 4853c7 No.8616019

Does anyone know anything about their most recent event?http://www.wh erevent.com/detail/Amanda-Queen-Pizza-Pool-Party-with-extra-cheese-and-
walnut-sauce  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 01:29:54 ID: b1c7cb No.8616099 >>8616137 >>8617074

File (hide): 08e0c49c475d3fc⋯.jpg (123.26 KB, 948x642, 158:107, 1482888044905[1].jpg)  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 01:38:20 ID: de3fd3 No.8616137 >>8616177 >>8616321

>>8616099

Where did this come from, must dig deeper  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 01:44:08 ID: b1c7cb No.8616177 >>8616321 >>8617074

File (hide): d96e88cee3d7c10⋯.jpg (202.76 KB, 1436x800, 359:200, 1482887968975[1].jpg)

>>8616137
It was the only le obtained 
from this site in pic.  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 01:48:38 ID: ff91fb No.8616199 >>8616231

File (hide): 7cd4b7884a1ce00⋯.jpg (88.16 KB, 810x1215, 2:3, PIZZAHOODIE_green_front.jpg)

BILLIONAIRE BOYS CLUB.
Pharells clothing line has a "Human made pizza hoodie"
http://web.archive.org/web/20161228014547/https://shop.bbcicecream.com/products/pizz
a-hoodie?variant=25718798593  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 01:55:40 ID: ff91fb No.8616231 >>8616290 >>8617040

File (hide): a651feb116aa65b⋯.jpg (59.59 KB, 810x1215, 2:3, PIZZATEE_white_front.jpg)

>>8616199
http://web.archive.org/web/20161228015355/https://shop.bbcicecre
am.com/products/pizza-t-shirt  
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Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 02:05:11 ID: ff91fb No.8616290 >>8616485 >>8617040

File (hide): 64aa543c7af577d⋯.png (198.56 KB, 1127x505, 1127:505, Screenshot_2016-12-27_21-0….png)

>>8616231
Same brand same season fall/winter 2016 clothing line. They have this domino 
t-shirt
http://web.archive.org/web/20161228020041/http://www.endclothing.com/us/
human-made-domino-tee-hm11te014-wh.html

Also notice it is 100$ for a damn white t-shirt  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 02:12:29 ID: 44e746 No.8616321 >>8617074

>>8616177
>>8616137
that le DID NOT come from Comet website,  there is zero evidence of that,  it originally came from two (or one) larpers claiming it came from We The 
Pizza. They released that menu and a bunch of dark net cp. pure bullshit disinfo to poison the well.  clearly created by 12 y/o larpers feeble minds.  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 02:54:50 ID: ff91fb No.8616485 >>8617040

File (hide): b68353a3f2ea089⋯.webm (6.93 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Bathing apes II.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8616290
>Same mogul that made A bathing 
ape

Ohh yeaah  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 04:59:19 ID: 86d30d No.8617040 >>8618195

File (hide): 8e6c9e307492f9f⋯.png (272.15 KB, 620x342, 310:171, 8e6c9e307492f9fb95dac1bb05….png)

>>8616231
>>8616290
>>8616485
Oh fuck right off with this. I am buddies with Sk8thing and they are decent guys that bought into the 
niggerwear meme. 
I don't know if their real names have been revealed yet but they work on BAPE, CavEmpt, and Human Made 
respectively - the latter two being more japanese inspired whereas BAPE heavily panders to niggers and city 
dwellers, CE is more technology inspired where HM is more organic. 
They are all overpriced as fuck because they actually manufacture in Japan and it doesn't cost a dime per 
hour to make. 

However BILLIONAIRE BOYS CLUB (BBC - should raise red ags right off the bat) should be looked into I know a decent lot of guys in the /fa/shit industry 
and BBC are really elusive and sketchy even for /fa/ggots. Just don't rope some genuinely innocent nips in on this. They likely copied the pizza shit 
because others did it - not because they are in on the pizzapong traf cking shit. 

other /fa/ggots to look into
>Rick Owens - obviously gay but married to a yeb's wife tier subhuman and has a lot of "psychiatric" inspired clothing.
>Kanye West 
>The head designers of Acne Denim and A.P.C 
>Hedi Silmane
>Gianni Mora  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 05:07:18 ID: 5dc881 No.8617074

>>8616099
>>8616177

see

>>8616321

also see my breakdown on the video and where i rst ran into this "document"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2neZmpkx3Y&t=186s
>>8616321
>>8616321  
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1:1, IMG_1368.JPG)
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Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 05:37:40 ID: 5dc881 No.8617245 >>8617441 >>8621848

guess who's back?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
!caG84MXea2  12/28/16 (Wed) 06:30:23 ID: 814a30 No.8617441 >>8617808

>>8617245
/v/ideogamer here.
Let me guess, James Alefantis?
Also, to all the investigators here, you have someone 
who believes you that is a abuse survivor.
She recently came out (embed related) saying that 
she was a child abuse and that Pizzagate is real.
DEUS VULT!  

sage sage  12/28/16 (Wed) 08:08:16 ID: fce0e3 No.8617808 >>8617881

>>8617441
>/v/ideogamer
sage  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 08:20:01 ID: 91edd0 No.8617881

>>8617808
>saging a sticky
>sage in all elds
you have to go back  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 09:13:14 ID: d073a3 No.8618195
File (hide): 527ba70984b579f⋯.webm (8.52 MB, 420x360, 7:6, William_schnebolen_defend….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8617040
Kind of reminds me of the quicksilver guy getting pissed about the roxy 
logo. But i agree BBC is the most strange line.
Kanye and his yeezy clothing line is about the breeders.

@jeanettehayes was at their art thing.  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 10:14:00 ID: 1cb751 No.8618489

>>8609720
I think that high resolution pictures of jews are even more disgusting than low res. That spit on the side of his kike faggot mouth.
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 10:41:51 ID: 49c677 No.8618615 >>8624081

>>8614531
>>8614531
>Now is the time to reach out to those old minds who may have given up

I think you are correct. We need to interview people such as this and publish their words verbatim. Can we work on creating a list of such people, with 
citations to past statements that would lead us to believe there worldview is compatible with ours?

What do you think?  
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▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 11:26:01 ID: b4137c No.8618805

>>8614125
Google got rid of secret questions as an easy-in to accounts years ago. Yahoo and aol are probably the only two providers that still make it possible.

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 12:38:35 ID: f404ac No.8619068

Hi Roseanne Barr
I know you're in here
keep spreading truth to the normies
pls be careful and stay public AF
you are a based woman <3  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 14:46:34 ID: 62e594 No.8619453

I remember an anon at cuckchan found an email sent to or by a woman and if you googled her name you would nd a video where she recites a poem on 
a elite party and in that video, they show the hand of a man, and he is wearing a ring with the boy lover symbol (the one that looks like a small kid's 
scribbling).
I can't nd that shit anywhere.  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 16:22:44 ID: 244e04 No.8619739

>>8615918
Third pic is a thumbnail. Repost?  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 19:06:54 ID: 9707dd No.8620774

Not entirely related to pizza but still involved with pedo case.

https://twitter.com/BillMoranWrites/status/813821300326199297

https://medium.com/@BillMoranWrites/fools-conspiracy-did-kurt-eichenwald-use-journalism-to-shield-himself-after-viewing-child-porn-22-
23fdf589ba4#.x4szeby0e  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 21:45:30 ID: ebcffc No.8621848

>>8617245
>Gumby  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 22:27:56 ID: 08957f No.8622101 >>8626719

Has the fact that the elites and halfchan b both use the same 
slang come up yet? If so point me to it please. 

I know /b/ was infested with pedo cliques and worse at some 
points.  

voat pizzagate thread Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 23:08:21 ID: ee15bc No.8622306 >>8622361

I can't post on voat, but wondering why all the pages that were there yesterday, are gone? There was at least 6 pages of info and now there is only one 
page. And it's all the older information  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 23:18:25 ID: a79704 No.8622361

>>8622306
What pages? Looks ne to me. You can check the mod-logs.  

voat Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 23:29:45 ID: ee15bc No.8622424 >>8622459

the subs under pizzagate, I only have one page there is no next  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 23:39:02 ID: 8ff367 No.8622459

>>8622424
clear your cache, try a different browser, try a different computer, try bleachbit (or a cloth) to delete history

hopefully one of those help  

Anonymous  12/28/16 (Wed) 23:46:14 ID: ee15bc No.8622489

Thank you I will. I never had something like that happen before, interesting.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:04:30 ID: 56386c No.8622583 >>8622722 >>8622904 >>8623713 >>8623938

Question for all you autists who see pedophilia in any random pattern, symbol, photograph:

Were you molested as children and still carry around a suppressed rage because of it?  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:20:24 ID: c26c42 No.8622722 >>8622830 >>8622955

>>8622583
What's it like being a hook-nosed shekel?  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:33:08 ID: 56386c No.8622830 >>8622904

>>8622722
Answer my question rst. 

Did you secretly like being molested by your dad? Does that con ict haunt you? Is that why you're so obsessed?  
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Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:43:44 ID: 466b18 No.8622904 >>8622955 >>8622995

>>8622583
>>8622830
>random pattern
>of cial pedo symbols according to the FBI
>ignoring the evidence gathered
>hating pedos means you were molested as a kid
Fellate a shotgun  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:48:25 ID: a79704 No.8622955

>>8622722
>>8622904
Quit feeding the troll. How new are you?  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:52:57 ID: 56386c No.8622995

>>8622904
The symbols aren't identical. Just how fucking different do they have to be before you admit you're seeing nothing? 

If you were molested as a child your brain is permanently damaged, therefore, everything you perceive is suspect.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:53:46 ID: 56386c No.8623003 >>8623069 >>8623086

Oh, does Troll = someone who isn't a complete moron and can use logic, reason, and evidence?  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 00:59:41 ID: 70737e No.8623069 >>8623132

File (hide): 583b8e69504840f⋯.png (5.9 KB, 255x85, 3:1, 6790a177ef6f88a5211efe21e7….png)

>>8623003
bye, yid.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 01:01:33 ID: c26c42 No.8623086 >>8623132

>>8623003
It's time to go back to reddit where you can troll more ef ciently.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 01:07:17 ID: 56386c No.8623132

>>8623069
>>8623086

Actually, it's time for you brain damaged idiots to present some hard evidence.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 02:11:28 ID: acbbcd No.8623713

>>8622583

Why not just tell us what's it like taking mason cock on a checkerboard oor.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 02:32:15 ID: 2546d6 No.8623894 >>8623944 >>8627397

File (hide): 121d5ac7e3950c5⋯.png (111 KB, 761x395, 761:395, Trump Pizzagate.png)

https://twitter.com/realDo
naldTrump/status/255294
883680632833
Do you guys know about 
this?  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 02:38:38 ID: 603278 No.8623938

>>8622583

Choke on a bagel you greasy little goblin. If you were here right now I'd ip a penny over your head just to watch you break your own neck.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 02:39:23 ID: 967152 No.8623944

>>8623894
Just how many layers is emperor trump playing on?

Praise Kek!  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 03:02:58 ID: dd6e35 No.8624057

Probably not pizza related but who knows. 
Israel makes public 200,000 documents on missing Yemenite children
https://archive.is/wpliq  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 03:07:30 ID: 3fb2f7 No.8624081

>>8618615
It's hard to garner a list. You'd spend so much time tracking them down. You really have to dig into local politics and nd journalists who are working on 
local corruption in your city. Old court cases involving individuals who were let off for crimes that include traf cking while working for the city at the time 
of the charges are easy to follow up on due to the technology on business directories that have lists of their employee's names on them to hint to you how 
it's helped me out.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 03:29:59 ID: e78996 No.8624232

all you need is here, other videos are crucial too!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECJhrDoA6Ms
please archive as his earlier vids are getting deleted.  
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Dick Cheney 
eats here on 

shing trips.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 07:58:39 ID: 24038c No.8626109

>>8624434
Clever name, pizza, followed by cheese pizza  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 08:20:03 ID: d3a77e No.8626194

>>8577062
>>8577311
The sad thing is Jimmy used to be disliked by Libs for being a successful entrepreneur who published men's magazine fare online.

Now he's a fucking cuck.  Wikipedia doesn't even belong to him.  He gave away it to a nonpro t he can't control.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 08:33:03 ID: d3a77e No.8626232 >>8628298

>>8593684
>>8593707
I think Jones actually studied Hicks and deliberately incorporated Bill's verbal style and and mannerisms into his own public persona. This is why he gets 
weird and evasive when people confront him with the Hicks question.  His insecurities revolve around how original he is.  This is also why so many of his 
assertions are so outlandish.  He's trying to come up with ideas you won't see on other conspiracy websites.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 11:00:51 ID: 08957f No.8626719 >>8626723

>>8622101

Also this vid is good was going to be aired by discovery channel in 94 but got pulled. About pedo rings in highest level of gov in the uk.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 11:02:12 ID: 08957f No.8626723 >>8626980

>>8626719

Oops, its 
something else.

Here's the vid.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 12:42:05 ID: 08957f No.8626980

>>862
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Nope, 
this is 
the 
vid:  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 14:29:41 ID: 66d610 No.8627397 >>8634457

File (hide): a4e33a6713638c4⋯.png (54.24 KB, 632x374, 316:187, 2016-12-29 12_27_45-Gavin ….png)

>>8623894
yes, and this reply is weird, even if it's a joke, it's a veri ed account, which is weird 
because people like this usually receive backlash;
https://twitter.com/iambornintothis/status/255332532344745984  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 16:24:34 ID: d6d089 No.8627989 >>8629011

This is pretty big.

We have connected James Alefantis w ith child-trafficker Laura Silsby

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1523591  
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I like 
BFK 
as 
Filter 
Man 
as 
Hicks.  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 18:59:32 ID: 84d738 No.8628799 >>8628969

File (hide): 19ed9a5751139c9⋯.jpg (349 KB, 751x773, 751:773, umm_joe.jpg)

WHAT DID HE 
MEAN BY 
THIS?

http*s*://twitter.c
om/JoeNBC/stat
us/81447319501
7342976

https://archive.is/
Y6vVq  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 19:25:15 ID: e542b2 No.8628969
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>>8628799
I love that you guys are doing these 
threads but every time I come in here 
pic related  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 19:30:57 ID: 5dead8 No.8629011 >>8630620
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>>8627989
I showed this to a normalfag friend living in DC
>lol ok? Ofc high roller DC people gonna be into weird shit. I'm still gonna go eat at Comet Pizza this 
weekend with my family. Phat ping pong tables yo!  

Anonymous  12/29/16 (Thu) 23:09:30 ID: b801ea No.8630620

>>8629011

Yeah, sounds like the Penn State fan who just ignores Sandusky.  

Anonymous  12/30/16 (Fri) 04:50:23 ID: 1d0c86 No.8632855
File (hide): 24d194b16c979e5⋯.jpg (37.02 KB, 382x600, 191:300, 1467780021209.jpg)

>>8615918
In case anons dunno, this is Larry King's pedo ring case from an unreleased documentary, banned off Jewtube naturally. 
Long story short all child victims that were gonna testify in court were either killed by the CIA/FBI or blackmailed into 
dropping the charges and jailed then for life. 

It is also implied that the satanic rituals have been taking place in the White House at the time.

>>8610190
>Went to highschool with Alex Jones 
Fuck off shill  

Anonymous  12/30/16 (Fri) 10:25:58 ID: b4137c No.8634457

>>8627397
Literally who? He may not even have been veri ed in 2012. I don't even think veri ed accounts existed until later.  
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JEWS ARE ANGRY! Netanyahu Threatens To Release Evidence Of Washington DC Pedophile Ring! Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 00:03:37
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File (hide): ffea338fe4805b7⋯.jpg (33.46 KB, 700x350, 2:1, netanyahu-washington-pedo-….jpg)

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu just declassi ed 400,000 documents that expose child 
traf cking and a child sex ring in Washington.

Following Obamas decision to abstain at the U.N. Security Council earlier in the week, Netanyahu has 
warned him that he is willing to release information that will potentially damage powerful people in 
Washington.

From now on,  Netanyahu said, with one touch of the keyboard everyone will have access to the 
documents and can trace what happened to the children.

Jpost.com reports

Israel on Wednesday made public for the rst time some 400,000 pages of documents related to the fate of the missing Yemenite children of the 1950s, 
something Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said was meant to correct the historical injustice  of hiding the fate of the children.

It is dif cult to believe that for almost 70 years, people did not know what happened to their children,  Netanyahu said. And as dif cult as the reality may 
be, we are not willing for this to continue.

Netanyahu s comments came at a ceremony in the Prime Minister s Of ce, where a website was launched with the documentation about the children.

The documents are those that three inquiry committees had at their disposal over the years in investigating the case of the missing children  in 1967, 
1988, and 1995.

From now on, Netanyahu said, with one touch of the keyboard,  everyone will have access to the documents and can trace what happened to the 
children.

https://archive.is/OvOYH
http://yournewswire.com/netanyahu-evidence-washington-pedophile-ring/  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 00:34:04 ID: c8b162 No.8638550

>>8638396
Year of the Fire Cock is gonna be great.  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 01:10:40 ID: c8afed No.8638740 >>8639132

>>8638396
>go to your news article
>no proof
Where's the link with the documents like it says? i'm not seeing it
>Netanyahu s comments came at a ceremony in the Prime Minister s Of ce, where a website was launched with the documentation about the children.  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 02:11:44 ID: 4af2aa No.8639132

>>8638740

found it. it's in heeb

http://www.archives.gov.il/yco/

it looks like the scandal is about Yemeni children, i haven't seen references to sex abuse yet. will keep looking  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 02:21:08 ID: ac4253 No.8639178 >>8639448

Not sure if this was posted before but the photos of the basement and constructions are not in comet ping pong. It in another place. They fabricate soap 
out of human bodies. These guys are doing what the National Socialists didn't do (but the jews claimed they did). Holy fuck. Adipocere soap!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RykGBp4MDxg  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 03:04:48 ID: acbbcd No.8639448
File (hide): 42865aebcbc3a1e⋯.jpg (89.73 KB, 640x640, 1:1, 11324405_1699619003591567_….jpg)

>>8639178  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 04:30:07 ID: c1c1fe No.8640007

I wasn't sure about this before, but I'm sure about this now.

The podesta e-mail leaks. There was a moment in time where the oldest mail was dated 4-may-2007, one day after the disappearance of madeleine 
mccann.

After the alleged disappearance of Assange, who there still isn't video proof of life from, more older e-mails were added.

Was this to aid the coverup?

Half of these new messages are spam messages. Looks like they're intentionally trashing up the leaks.

Or were there a lot of spam messages before assange was possibly compromised?  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 06:48:43 ID: 59c591 No.8640922 >>8641219 >>8641281

4pol ciajidf posts from israel, asking how many believe in pizzagate, spends ~60 replies ghting the red pill onslaught before the thread was shut down.
https://archive.is/w2R2h  
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Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 07:35:33 ID: c1c1fe No.8641219 >>8641281 >>8642417

>>8640922
shekelstein jidf is not done.

https://archive.is/JKtmz  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 07:46:42 ID: 4411e0 No.8641281

>>8640922
>>8641219
Shekelstein his arguments are not even good. He could just say the following:

 There may be correlations, but the correlations are insignificant because this way every mention of pizza can be drawn to link with pedophilia. However 
many pizza restaurants have pictures with children as promotion, to seem as a friendly welcoming place for a family to have dinner. The correlation might 
indicate pedophilia but there is nothing to suggest that it pedophilia is really the case. 

How would you actually counter the following point though?  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 14:02:17 ID: 74414e No.8642417 >>8642446

File (hide): ab7c7ee974a2635⋯.png (27.06 KB, 665x414, 665:414, poll.PNG)

>>8641219  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 14:11:22 ID: 74414e No.8642446
File (hide): 765636dfa1e81d2⋯.jpg (102.66 KB, 600x800, 3:4, 765636dfa1e81d23df308b353b….jpg)

>>8642417
Why is the gaming community so 
cucked /pol/?

We need to drop some pizzagate 
redpills in gamingchannels. 

How come these social generals are 
not discussing pizzagate as we do?  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 14:36:45 ID: 0c025a No.8642540 >>8642570

File (hide): a0e606f3fb01a27⋯.png (117.32 KB, 429x298, 429:298, liars.png)

Can we begin keeping a list of shills that are defending California's SB-1322 as anything other than child 
prostitution fully legalized? They're trying so hard to defend this because they're apart of it. I think if we look 
into the politicians and people pushing this, we're going to nd a large ring in California.

Article that sums it up well for those not in the know:
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/california-democrats-legalize-child-prostitution-2/

> Governor Brown signs SB 1322 declaring "There is no such thing as a child prostitute"
http://sd30.senate.ca.gov/news/press-releases/2016-09-26-press-release-governor-brown-signs-sb-1322-
declaring-there-no-such  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 14:46:13 ID: aa396b No.8642570

>>8642540
Anyone compared some of the symbols to this bitches necklace >>8613978 (another thread)
The upside down illuminati symbol seems to be related to many SJWs. They were also found at that New York pizzeria Clinton visited.

Remember that "fanatic group" Illuminati card?  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 14:47:50 ID: aa396b No.8642578 >>8642641 >>8651389

>>8638396
>Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu just declassi ed 400,000 documents that expose child traf cking and a child sex ring in Washington.
So they are throwing washington under the bus? Hah.

(assuming a reliable source)  

Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 15:10:38 ID: 531375 No.8642641

>>8642578
obongo probably wants to bring down netanyahu before he leaves of ce, thats why they released a few vids and proof of netanyahui receiving money 
suitcases. netanyahu is now counter attacking  
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Anonymous  12/31/16 (Sat) 15:11:40 ID: 8e40a7 No.8642645
File (hide): 411f8934cb49c22⋯.png (681.58 KB, 1272x713, 1272:713, 1432008540168.png)

Being as no-one's mentioned it yet, here's a (broken) link to the newly-founded Pizzagate Wiki
http://pizzagate .wiki/

For the most part, it's a pretty good source of information regarding everything we currently know about the 
situation. It must be working, as already the DynCorp page has been receiving numerous DDOS from an IP 
suspiciously near the company's headquarters.

Unfortunately, in the midst of everything that is good on the site there's this faggotry:
http://pizzagate .wiki/The_Gawker_Shutdown

I don't give a fuck whether or not Gawker were in the right here, this article paints them in a far too positive light. I will not stand for this shit, and I hope at 
least one of you will go on there and start dropping redpills about Jewker before the Voatards and everyone else that isn't from here start worshipping 
them and help them to snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. Fuck 'em. Thiel and Hogan raped them hard, and I'm not having that taken away by some e-
shabbos who insist they're doing the right thing.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 01:52:16 ID: 4a05be No.8646751 >>8646854 >>8646858

>>8550166 (OP)
AS of 8:05 pm EST 12/31/2016 I cannot connect to Voat.co through USA ip address. At rst I thought the site was just down. But after verifying with other 
websites that it is still up I got curious. I went on through TOR and wow the page loaded just ne. 

I believe voat.co is under attack/restricting IP's from USA and I believe it is Pizzagate related! I believe its this thread they may be trying to get rid of, the 
authors account has been deleted not even 30 minutes ago.

h ttps://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1527919/7433447

>As of 8:05 pm EST my connection died to voat
>At 8:15 pm isitdownornot.com reported that voat.co was down for 2 minutes.
>as of 8:51 pm est I am still receiving html error 500.

My usa IP cannot connect BUT Tor can from overseas? Something stinks here.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:08:25 ID: 07dfd5 No.8646854 >>8646877

>>8646751

Cant connect to Voat.co from a german IP adress anymore either. Got banhammered for the rst time in my 10+ years on 4shit for posting in a pizzagate 
thread start of december, one month ban.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:08:47 ID: 74414e No.8646858 >>8686703

File (hide): f4901cd3460adb5⋯.jpg (289.44 KB, 1930x965, 2:1, CoP.jpg)

>>8646751
Voat working perfectly ne 
over here, can you still to 
the ip?

ping voat.co
ping 104.20.82.63

Does one of those work?

Btw check out this website, it has pizza artwork hidden in it. (pic relevant)

http://www.lewiscarnegie.com/  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:10:05 ID: 4a05be No.8646866

Actually the website JUST came back up literally 1 minute ago, perhaps it was just voat being shitty. Or maybe it was another DDOS attempt. But for now 
it seems everything is ne, perhaps false alarm.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:13:22 ID: c1ee9a No.8646877 >>8646897

>>8646854
>>8646854

>canada

archive.is
voat.co

HTTP 500  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:17:20 ID: 4a05be No.8646897 >>8646958

Are you guys still having problems with Voat outside of USA? That would be highly fucking strange if at rst USA cannot connect to voat while others can, 
and vice versa! 

>>8646877
U serious bro? Is it still happening?

>Checked  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:30:24 ID: c1ee9a No.8646958 >>8647001

>>8646897
>>8646897
still

looks like DDOS from here  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:37:41 ID: 4a05be No.8647001

>>8646958

Do you know the website that tells if major ISPS have gone down at all? It was referenced a lot in the wikileaks block chain threads and outer heaven.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:40:52 ID: 4a05be No.8647014 >>8647060

I think this could be them attacking certain ISP's traf c to voat and maybe not users themselves. Still its weird that world wide people are getting this 
unexplained connection loss and then just a hanging connection with nothing going on but query.  
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Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 02:52:27 ID: c1ee9a No.8647060

>>8647014
could be… still not working  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 09:13:45 ID: a6d4f9 No.8648381 >>8648406

I used to hang out here all the time.  Lately I've been at a WikiLeaks Blockchain discord.  All of this is relevant.  I'm glad this thread is still here.  I obsessed 
about Pedo for so long and it was dark. PGP and Bitcoin block chains are boring in comparison.  I hope all of it is exposed.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 09:21:49 ID: 24038c No.8648406 >>8648461

>>8648381
>WikiLeaks Blockchain discord.
Any pointers? Url?  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 09:30:12 ID: 24038c No.8648424
File (hide): bfa2a28c280925a⋯.png (3.29 MB, 1536x2048, 3:4, image.png)

I'll just leave this her, 
talk about hiding in 
plain site,.

https://archive.is/6
HqDk  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 09:42:55 ID: a6d4f9 No.8648461 >>8648540

>>8648406
https://endchan.xyz/POLAK/res/1075.html#bottom

https://endchan.xyz/POLAK/res/15.html#bottom

https://2hu-ch.org/thread-5b30554cf29073d3aee1a74c298234c8e36a7bad.html#5b30554cf29073d3aee1a74c298234c8e36a7bad  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 10:07:35 ID: 24038c No.8648540 >>8648562

>>8648461
Endchan down  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 10:17:31 ID: ea39b7 No.8648562 >>8648567

>>8648540
not for me ?  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 10:18:59 ID: 24038c No.8648567

>>8648562
Backup, thanks bury this for now.

Hope things get decoded soon…..  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 12:49:12 ID: dfb059 No.8649023

>>8566595
he didn't literally think it was his van  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 16:49:09 ID: f6f7bc No.8649830

A new account on /r/conspiracy claims to be /v/pizzagate "rogue mod" numbchuck who deleted a page full of submissions 
https://np.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5lftst/ama_i_am_numbchuck_of_voat_the_rogue_mod_who/
using the name "wage peace" 
claims to be on the run
sounds like roleplay 

one other comment says that Eric Braverman is not missing and taught a uni course this fall  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 21:06:21 ID: 789804 No.8651389

>>8642578
It's more of a threat then an attack.

So far anyways.  
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Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 22:21:15 ID: 000000 No.8651981

Time for some good ole' instagram sleuthing!
 (these where/are still public and not set to private)
@alexnoschese
@bigbudpress
@donnaslash
@vonspawn
@calebs.ark
@ray.chandler
@mybarbarian
@samanthapleet
@davidhgerson
@hellabros
@vancouverclub
@walterpearce
@sashalordpresents
@beetlebungfarm
@253.232.5274
@aniek.klapwijk
@therisingstates
@jeanettehayes
@jackalltimelow
@ebradyrobinson  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 22:32:25 ID: 4dbb72 No.8652075 >>8652240 >>8674902

File (hide): 4c1b714ca9100be⋯.png (8.35 KB, 434x121, 434:121, pizza.PNG)

I got some shit almost 10 years old for you with pizza all the fuck over it.

Randall Hinton, a confessed and convicted child kidnapper and abuser (read: brainwashing, he was and 
worked for Mormons, too, no less) had some very interesting language to use to describe what exactly he 
did:

Restraints could be used - mechanical devices could be used - pepper-spray could be used to gain control of your child. It s just a job that, that helps 
people. Instead of the pizza coming to you we ll come and pick the pizza up and take it and let it get cook for a while, in a sense. Until it s ready to come 
home and then you get a brand new hot pizza.

Given the age of all of this shit, and the fact that (((google))) buries this shit, I was only able to nd some old ass self made blogspots talking about it. 
Here's one:

ht tp://archive.is/gYW4o

There's a whole industry of kidnapping and brainwashing kids under the guise of 'therapy', and this asshole was dropping the pizza bomb ten fucking 
years ago. I can post much more if anyone wants.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 22:54:04 ID: 000000 No.8652240 >>8652287

>>8652075
more. I think pizza is a bloody child in this instance  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 22:58:54 ID: 000000 No.8652287 >>8652390

>>8652240
actually pizza is some kind of child delivery reference. They are replacing children and bringing new "hot fresh" kids.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:09:27 ID: 4dbb72 No.8652390
File (hide): 77653895a50ce4c⋯.png (349.09 KB, 969x263, 969:263, escort1.PNG)

>>8652287
Yeah, brainwashed kids. 

More to the point, these programs will use "escorts" to kidnap a kid from their own home, school, or street to 
take them to such places.

ht tp://archive.is/aefb3

Also, Mitt Romney owns some of these places through Bain Capital - it acquired CRC Health Group, which owns/operates similar places. WWASPS was 
independent and just ran by mormons out of SLC.

I want off this fucking train.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:14:19 ID: 2183db No.8652438 >>8675724

File (hide): cd8eb5518a880b6⋯.jpg (462.35 KB, 4032x2272, 126:71, maxresdefault.jpg)

Very freeky videos with millions of views, sometimes includes father with his children, who pretend to be 
babies, and sometimes father does transgender degenerate shit like this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Cs5C015yXU

What caught my eyes, is that there are lots of videos related to cheese pizza with those kids:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJu8vqYnLg0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPZgsXpzHcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAMS6zbyRj4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5GSX_IY8Zk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Melw5vp7i8

This is somehow related to same shit creators who admin girl games and spiderman and elza.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:16:17 ID: 7ac7db No.8652452 >>8652486 >>8653668

Can anyone give a brief update on how it's going?  Are y'all losing momentum in here?  I've seen thread 23 stickied for weeks now.  I'd like to see these 
guys taken down.  Ant realistic shot?  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:20:32 ID: 4dbb72 No.8652486
File (hide): a67b779dae5f03c⋯.png (8.1 KB, 614x109, 614:109, rape cuddle WTF CEDU.PNG)

>>8652452
Fucking monsters compare kidnapping 
brainwashing and returning kids to pizza 

delivery.

ht tp://archive.is/2sDL7
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Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:20:36 ID: 1f69aa No.8652488 >>8652534 >>8652567 >>8659136

You're being Psyopsed. Pizzagate is cointelpro.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:26:54 ID: 4dbb72 No.8652534

>>8652488
I must have struck a nerve if you showed up that fast. Fuck off, shill. Trump won't cover for your masters like prior presidents.  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:31:13 ID: 85df45 No.8652567

>>8652488

you overestimate them  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:38:11 ID: 4dbb72 No.8652643

ht tps://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL297D337E7C1CB12E&v=1pJnj4m5IIU

Don't know how to webm shit yet, I'll do that shit later. Broke up the URL for you.

"Raps" (or whatever the fuck they call it) are how they brainwash and make the kids do it to each other. It's largely extreme psychological stress and social 
pressuring in concert with milieu control. Look up how communists brainwash and you'll see the same shit.

Notice how the interviewed woman still uses the terminology "took care of their feelings" with regards to burst blood vessels for their performance in the 
"Rap".  

Anonymous  01/01/17 (Sun) 23:43:12 ID: 4dbb72 No.8652691
File (hide): 038ba2ab3361ec9⋯.png (223.46 KB, 563x897, 563:897, we lost the game.png)

I'm fucking out for a while, I've been tracking this shit and shot down because it happens to white kids so nobody cares for 
over a fucking decade, I can only handle so much of this at a time anymore.

Elites on all sides have their hands in this, dig if you dare.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 00:18:39 ID: f312a0 No.8652953 >>8652962 >>8659559

I'm doing a long term investigative story on this subject as it fades from mainstream attention and the elites shift operations, but I won't dare release this 
story until there is undeniable solid evidence some I plan on obtaining personally.  Also will not release until I ensure the story will not be buried and I not 
suicided like Brietbart and others. There is a lot of speculation and jumping to conclusions among current topic and I'd appreciate pointing me in the 
direction in the most convincing evidence you've all compiled such as the email code words and the pedo logo that sparked all of this in the beginning. I 
know you guys work very hard and I appreciate it a lot, keep it up anons.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 00:20:14 ID: 24038c No.8652962

>>8652953  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 00:28:46 ID: 38bc36 No.8653017

https://archive.is/0sgCa  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 01:08:01 ID: 38bc36 No.8653324

cucks,
you are in the conspiracy news again

http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2016/12/u-s-state-department-tied-to-child-traf cking-operation-with-billionaire-epstein-video-2872042.html

quack  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 01:45:19 ID: b38740 No.8653668 >>8654469 >>8655063

>>8652452
It got so dark.  I was getting a bit morose.  I was a bit discouraged to see how encompassing it is. George Webb and the billions of dollars involved.  The 
judges.  Tzipi Mzuz cancelled her reveal.  I read a comment on Abel Danger You Tube, an opinion mind you.  That winces the judges are all leveraged this 
can't be brought down in the way of proof.  The insiders just have to kill them one by one.  I mean Carlos Slim isn't likely to take well to a subpoena.  I'm 
glad people are interested.  I know quite a bit of material on all this.  I am convinced the bathrooms at CPPP are enclosed in space too large.  It's hard to 
stay motivated when it's ripping my heart out every time I hear about more torture.  I'm into downloading WL insurance les lately.  Please any insiders tell 
us what we should be doing.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 03:20:55 ID: 000000 No.8654469

>>8653668

It is the controlled act of violence without repercussion. To  take this as they do it- at face value. That is setting yourself up to be manipulated. It is very 
simple. This is the work of the judeo masonic faction. An umbrela of obligation. Hear no evil. See no evil. These people have each others backs. That is 
why this is not getting the real support it should. For one. those who know what this is know enough than to say what it is. And that is because it is under 
the umbrella of freemasonry.  
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Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 03:31:47 ID: 588d3d No.8654538 >>8655630 >>8658928

File (hide): ab8ef9832e03be0⋯.png (1 MB, 1024x768, 4:3, pizza.png)  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 03:45:23 ID: 588d3d No.8654608
File (hide): f54742dbf1ab830⋯.webm (1.3 MB, 320x174, 160:87, Trump_culkin.webm) [play once] [loop]

Roy cohn was pimping kids out of 
room 233 of the plaza hotel.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 04:37:31 ID: 4dbb72 No.8655063 >>8655607 >>8655736

>>8653668
hey faggot,

Any links to the stuff I'm talking about?  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 06:17:42 ID: 3179d0 No.8655607 >>8656012

>>8655063
I've got a lot of pics and links but can't follow what U mean fellow faggot.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 06:23:13 ID: 3179d0 No.8655630

>>8654538
That's quite an Instagram.  Who is it?  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 06:45:22 ID: 3179d0 No.8655736 >>8655772

>>8655063
Plus I got most of it here.  8Ch really out did itself more than once.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 06:51:55 ID: 3179d0 No.8655772

>>8655736
Unfortunately some of it was deleted lol.  But I agree cp is illegal and that is what I saw deleted.

Many of us are waiting what to do (in the face of such evil)  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 07:27:51 ID: 4dbb72 No.8656012

>>8655607
I meant the whole "we'll ' x your kids' starting with kidnappers, marching them in the woods, then programming them in a creepy school" industry. 

Yanno, how they make the money to do this shit.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 12:10:43 ID: 6184d6 No.8657386 >>8657465

>>8550166 (OP)
Watch the episode " nger lenting good" of American dad. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2608078/ written by Seth "9/11 dodger" McFarlane. 

CIA Director Bullock says he smuggles babies to underground dining clubs. Then chops off ngers as an almost satanic form of forgiveness of sins.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 12:40:26 ID: 6184d6 No.8657465

>>8657386
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m90QQpTy-AM&ab_channel=JamesMcMillan  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 17:02:42 ID: a2ee83 No.8658928

>>8654538
He's signing "Vagina" in ASL and BSL 

Fucking strange  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 17:24:58 ID: 74414e No.8659136

>>8652488
First learn to wipe your own ass before you are allowed on the internet, moron  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 18:15:47 ID: 02be08 No.8659559

>>8652953
This article summarizes a lot of the ndings so far about #pizzagate: https://aceloewgold.com/2016/11/20/pizzagate-clinton-podesta-what-is-it-and-is-it-
credible/

There's lots more, but this should get you started.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 19:26:16 ID: 104854 No.8660160 >>8661747

So what are the best, most up to date documentaries/sum-up videos about PizzaGate now? Preferably ones 
that are an hourish or less.

This one's alright, but in my opinion it spends too long on trivial stuff (Beyonce wore a ring~ spooky~), 
makes a few false claims (FBI never said 'cheese' meant 'little girl'), and in general is pretty slow and dull. 
Some background music would have helped immensely.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 21:54:45 ID: e65fbc No.8661468 >>8661504

Why the fuck any of your fuckers care about this anyway, most of you are pedos anyway.

If anyone wanted to bust the pedos, you'd simply shut down all the number chans starting with 8ch, then going to 4chan and 7chan.

lets face it, 90% of you are pedos anyway.

%90 of you are conservative because the socialists won't let you fuck kids or some other form of degeneracy to crazy for even them.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 21:58:47 ID: e90018 No.8661504

>>8661468
Why? 1488.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 22:02:38 ID: c3308f No.8661535

Voat pizzagate thread uncovered attempts to subvert them from multiple IPs but one caught my attention: Waltham, MA.
On the surface, it just appears to be nothing as the other addresses as for Delaware (shell corporation dead end), Germany and Netherlands (likely Tor 
relays). But Waltham IPs were linked back to DynCorp addresses which prompted further digging.
For those unfamiliar with how internet backbones work, there's a thin spinal column of server racks up the eastern seaboard in New England. Waltham is 
one exit node, there's another near Falls River, MA, and another one Bedford, NH.
Here's a picture of ColoSpace's backbone.
If you own a server rack in any of their spaces, you can have an exit node in Bedford, Waltham, or any of their other data centers.
NOW, two points of additional interest:
https://archive.is/8NgDv
Matthew J. Sullivan was indicted on four counts of violent sexual assault against minors back in 2015. In September, 2016, he was due to appear in court. 
Instead, he (((allegedly jumped off a bridge and his body was never recovered))).
https://archive.is/UGKhY
He was also the Junior Warden of Major General John Sullivan No. 2 (Free & Accepted Masons) in Epping, NH. Along the 101 corridor that goes from 
Portsmouth to Manchester. Bedford, NH, is located on the other side.
He was indicted based upon evidence that he had in his possession (on his computer) video and images depicting the acts.
He was abusing boys, recording it, and selling it to someone in Bedford who remains off the evidence le… Assumably because he turned state's evidence 
and turned over on Sullivan.
https://archive.is/L2I74
So, WHO exists with an exit node in Bedford or Waltham, MA, with a background in penetration testing and security who would be willing to launch an all 
out attack on the voaties?
Hmmm…
Well, Spartan 3 comes to mind.
https://archive.is/dsEus
And their president is located in… Bedford, NH. And they have rack space with… You guessed it… ColoSpace in Bedford, NH.
Now, in a different thread, we posited IF NOT DynCorp perpetrating the attack, who would? Well, DynCorp would never want to be associated with such an 
action and as this isn't a federally-sponsored contract (that we know), it means it's privately funded.
If it's privately funded, then we're looking at a subcontractor-level of work. Whoever did the attacks wasn't sophisticated enough to hide their origin points 
until LATER in the attack runs.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 22:23:20 ID: d6d089 No.8661747 >>8661783 >>8662648 >>8666384

>>8660160

That video is full of disinfo.  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 22:27:03 ID: 104854 No.8661783

>>8661747
Is there a better one?  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 22:28:19 ID: 5bdfb3 No.8661796 >>8662042

>was thinking about Tony Podesta's email about still being in the torture chamber

ttps://www.wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56492

If you look at the source data it originated from IP 10.140.18.140
search the emails for that IP and you get 
ttps://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/45973

Does this mean he sent the torture chamber email from his of ce. Is there any way to geolocate where this email was sent from based on the IP routing in 
the header?  

Anonymous  01/02/17 (Mon) 22:59:54 ID: 08957f No.8662042 >>8666089

>>8661796

Got ip not found or invalid on most sites. Not surprising.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 00:17:53 ID: c1c1fe No.8662648 >>8663097 >>8671897

>>8661747
What is disinfo in that vid?

I've been going through it and fact checking stuff. So far it checks out.  
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Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 01:10:50 ID: 011fe8 No.8663097 >>8663148 >>8664825 >>8666384 >>8683186

>>8662648
4:50
"hotdog" = boy
"pizza" = girl
"cheese" = little girl
"pasta" = little boy

Where did this secret code dictionary come from? It's not from the FBI pedo symbols doc.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 01:16:48 ID: 5a010e No.8663148 >>8663361 >>8664957

File (hide): 60cebeb9ce6e052⋯.png (1.08 MB, 1220x1280, 61:64, 14716744910.png)

>>8663097
>It's not from the FBI pedo 
symbols doc.
That thing is a useless 
pamphlet, not an encyclopedia 
of pedophilia codes,  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 01:39:46 ID: 512950 No.8663361

>>8663148
>shilling this hard in the pizzagate thread
KIIIIILLLL YOURRRRSEEEEEELLLLLFFFFFF  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 04:06:58 ID: c1c1fe No.8664825

>>8663097
I have not been able to nd a source for this. Will spend some time on researching that.

Anything else?  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 04:23:32 ID: da82d8 No.8664957 >>8665447 >>8665891 >>8666280

>>8663148

My ultra-rich friends met Bill & Hillary at a funeral (and they are HORRIBLE in person). My grandma is a Boston Brahmin Debutante and shook Trump's 
hand at Mar-a-lago a few months ago. My uncle held extremely high ranking positions in NORAD and the Pentagon. He spent a couple years socializing 
with King Juan Carlos and the spanish royal family on a daily basis.

No one in my family is involved in the pedo crap. In fact we've turned multiple people into the FBI just for posessing cheese pizza.

Not everyone in the elite is a blood-drinking child-raping & sacri cing sodomite satanist. Donald Trump is a huge wildcard and there is a good possibility 
that he is on our side. The world is far more complicated than you think.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 05:36:15 ID: 4dbb72 No.8665447 >>8668849

>>8664957
What about in the industry of owning the cheese pizza bakeries ran by people like Randal Hinton?

Fucking Romney owns some of them. 

The infection is deep.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 06:44:39 ID: c3308f No.8665891

>>8664957
>getting nervous.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 06:46:19 ID: 6ab7ee No.8665902

>>8604334

Allen Ginsberg was a pedo. I know because he tried to pick me up as a young man and I had dinner with him and talked about MK Ultra stuff in his hotel 
room alone with him.  He and William Burroughs were privy to a lot of MK Ultra stuff and tried to expose it.  The books Acid Dreams and Storming Heaving 
about CIA and LSD relied heavily on source material from Ginsberg.

Joan Baez is daughter of Stanford Prof, also MK Ultra possibly?

A lot of the Patty Hearst, Charles Manson, Sirhan Sirhan stuff probably does tie in to Pizzagate.  CIA is interested in terror and drugs and murder and 
blackmail, for obvious reasons.  So things like the Finders are probably related to Pizzagate as well.  Pedo politicians are easy to control through drugs 
and blackmail.  This spiritcooking occult modern art nonsense is just to provide cover and excuses for the blackmail rings.

Saudi Princes are notorious for their heroin habits and hedonistic ways.  So drugs and child sex are easy ways to keep them under control as well.

Just like the "Conspiracy of Silence" Franklin cover-up, we've stumbled on the the sick underbelly of DC politics.  They want weak, easily controlled 
politicians who will do the bidding of Israel and the Military Industrial Complex / Deep State.  Unfortunately "they" fucked it all up by picking politicians 
that were TOO weak, like that idiot Anthony Weiner.  So where they went wrong was choosing puppets that are easily blackmailed but too stupid to follow 
simple instructions. Can you imagine the stupidity of people who would put John Podesta or Debbie Wasserman Schultz or  David Brock in charge of 
anything?

The trouble of relying on easily blackmailed druggies and pedos is that they're unreliable scum.  And now the unreliable scum fucked it all up and we're 
shedding light into some little corners of their sleazy underworld of child traf cking and pedo sex parties and getting away with murder for fun.  
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Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 07:02:31 ID: 09b2b7 No.8665984 >>8665994

File (hide): 33eb69c8d4bfacd⋯.jpg (221.73 KB, 2048x1356, 512:339, IMG_1550.JPG)

>>8550166 (OP)  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 07:03:46 ID: 09b2b7 No.8665994
File (hide): a868302a8e265a3⋯.jpg (186.63 KB, 1325x1208, 1325:1208, IMG_1550.JPG)

>>8665984
fuq  

File (hide): f3e45bbd1181068⋯.png (170.32 KB,
1192x497, 1192:497, Podesta's Public IP.PNG)

File (hide): 9d5d3c3002d4a39⋯.png (28.45 KB,
640x723, 640:723, Podesta ISP.PNG)

File (hide): eb98e73688bdbd9⋯.png (85.72 KB,
788x837, 788:837, Podesta ISP Extras.PNG)

File (hide): 6b2bf1ec9072d76⋯.png (47.61 KB,
1017x722, 1017:722, Podesta iPad.PNG)

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 07:24:45 ID: b1c7cb No.8666089 >>8666916

>>8662042
Cause it's a private IP address. The only way u can do anything with private ip's is to nd the external (public) ip address and see what organization 
provides that ip, then contact the organization about the private ip and you'll get all the info you need.
Besides the private ip, there were 3 different ip's, 2 are from mountain view california, which is google's hq. The other one i believe to be his public ip from 
DC.
Refer to link and pics.
https://geoiptool.com/en/?ip=70.33.176.69  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 07:43:25 ID: fdb136 No.8666158

>>8591013
Imageboards are great for many reasons but they are by their very nature bad for the purpose of compiling information. 
It's very hard to go over months worth of threads if I wasn't following them at the time they were being created. 
Not to mention it's very inef cient for showing to normalfags.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 07:59:14 ID: 0d0f6b No.8666234
File (hide): 5b9ff04f3d33515⋯.jpg (186.74 KB, 612x612, 1:1, IMG_1376.JPG)

800 
pizzagate 
images
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Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 08:09:04 ID: 0d0f6b No.8666280 >>8668797

File (hide): 37a0d4bbc10d545⋯.jpg (140.08 KB, 750x1068, 125:178, 1483430474127.jpg)

>>8664957

>The world is far more 
complicated than you think.

it's a small world anon. did you 
miss that lesson in 2nd grade?  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 08:41:05 ID: fdb136 No.8666384

>>8661747
>>8663097
So that's it? Just the code words are wrong?  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 09:42:30 ID: a88099 No.8666581 >>8666689

Good morning and a happy new year, investigators.

Fresh pervert meat to have a look into.

Let's start with everyone's favourite creepy uncle Joe Biden  a self professed "devout Roman Catholic". Wouldn't it be a strange coincidence if his 
diocese just happened to be infamous for rampant child sex abuse?

Guess what? It is! This creepy diocese had to pay out so many compensations to victims of pedo rape by their priests that it had to declare bankruptcy! 
Joe Biden's own diocese.

130 victims came forward. Doesn't seem to bother creepy Joe Biden though.

https://archive.is/KhW7M

Just to keep the creepiness going, the diocese he was raised in  also multiple pedo rape cases against their priests. As we know it is common for abuse 
victims to become abusers themselves. Could this be what happened with Joe Biden? Wouldn't be surprising.

https://archive.is/GyvWZ

But hey… why stop there?

Obama's appointment for SAFE SCHOOLS was a homosexual who strongly advocated homosexual propaganda in schools, advised a 15 year old who was 
sexually abused by some old creep at a bus stop "just use a condom", rather than reporting his statutory rape. He also said his major inspiration was 
prominent Pedophile Harry Hay

http://nation.foxnews.com/president-obama/2012/04/17/real-obama-his-inner-circle

While we're at it … one more Democrat pedophile. Democratic Senate Aid, Mike McHaney, who worked on John Kerry's campaign, was also arrested for 
attempted child sexual exploitation in 2007

http://www.thesmokinggun.com/ le/senate-aide-kiddie-sex-bust?page=1

Finally, yet another Democrat senator who has a propensity for underage children. While perhaps not as heinous as the pre teens favoured, it seems, by 
Podesta/Alefantis and co., de nitely pretty creepy.

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2013/01/25/fbi-mum-on-claim-sen-menendez-saw-prostitutes-in-dominican-republic.html

And, nally. When Barack Obama was in Hawaii, he inexplicably loved spending time at the USMC Marine Base in Honolulu, visiting it 12 times in one 
vacation alone, and again two years before.

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2010/12/29/marine-base-serves-as-president-obama-hawaiian-hideout.html

http://blogs.reuters.com/talesfromthetrail/2008/12/26/the- rst-draft-friday-dec-26/

Guess who happened to be in charge of the base at that time? Any guesses? Nope? Just another convicted Pedophile, Col. Robert Rice  the guy pictured 
laughing with Obama in the second article. Just a coincidence, no doubt. Keep on digging, friends, we're getting closer and closer.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 10:19:28 ID: 6f82c6 No.8666689

>>8666581
Now this, this is a good post
Do you happen to save your posts in a txt le you can pastebin?  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 11:18:09 ID: 81ee02 No.8666889 >>8672664

File (hide): d22d87165c55706⋯.jpg (532.28 KB, 1080x1920, 9:16, e6f19bd0-94ba-4ef8-b518-93….jpg)

look what I found, while working on my truck. there's another one with the same design, too.

they're replacement bolts on a replacement part. so I guess some bolt manufacturing company out there is 
involved as well somehow?  
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Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 11:26:44 ID: b1c7cb No.8666916
File (hide): 4795a3167299a28⋯.png (988.16 KB, 1600x900, 16:9, 1483442094044[1].png)

>>8666089
I'm guessing this to 
be the torture 
chamber email 
location.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 11:34:32 ID: 81ee02 No.8666935 >>8669207 >>8669540

also, the family of one my parents (parents are separated) is friends with the Biden family. I've never personally met them (I don't want to give out too 
much personal info, but I wasn't around that half of the family much growing up, before Joe became VP etc) but now that he's leaving of ce, who knows, 
maybe they'll start hanging out again.

I still don't live with the Delaware side of my family, but if the opportunity does arise and I run into him, anything I should try to take note of? obviously I 
don't want to say anything to out myself.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 16:29:54 ID: 24e211 No.8667994 >>8668067

So voat is now a shitshow with nutjobs claiming that everyone in STRATFOR is in NAMBLA because of two obvious jokes made eighteen months apart in 
two emails.

So…step up your game, niggerfags. Let's see some more crazy Satanic shit to even things out.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 16:46:42 ID: c1ee9a No.8668067 >>8679309

>>8667994
kinda like Alex Jones is working for the Mossad because he married a jewess and also works for stratfor because he's on the list of contacts…

Jones has woke more people than all of the /pol/s put together… think about that maybe a sec…  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 18:42:43 ID: da82d8 No.8668797

>>8666280

No, we're just the kind of people that would outright murder people like that as fast as possible. We're rich enough to have rearms, security systems, 
exotic weaponry, and other layers of protection. But not rich enough to outlawer the kikes. That's why we have a policy of total kamikaze revenge. Fuck 
with us and you set off a cobalt 60 coated nuclear tripmine.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 18:49:20 ID: da82d8 No.8668849

>>8665447

There are de nitely cheese pizza bakeries all over the country and the planet. However, these bakeries are covered by so many layers that to even the 
most skilled investigators, everything looks legit.

This has been a well known fact to many upper class "elites" and many in the conspiracy community for decades now. But if you try to do anything about 
it, you either look totally insane to everyone. End up getting committed. Or you die in a weird car crash or accident.

With wikileaks, we have been able to force enough information out into the public to get people to start putting the pieces together.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 19:39:38 ID: fdb136 No.8669207
File (hide): c3615a6179d713b⋯.jpg (18.6 KB, 421x315, 421:315, handshake.jpg)

>>8666935
shake his 
hand  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 20:30:48 ID: e2ce9b No.8669540
File (hide): ab2a1811efc4eea⋯.jpg (57.34 KB, 445x585, 89:117, i saved this because it's ….jpg)

>>8666935
>anything I should try to take note 
of?
See how he reacts when you call 
him a faggot.  
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Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 21:21:31 ID: 70f901 No.8669982 >>8679337

By chance I watched a swedish series, called "Wallander" (2008), it's about a detective that solves crimes basically.

On the rst episode he discovers a network of human traf cking. He also discovers a wealthy man that was sexually abusing his own daughter.

In two of the pics I provide you can see a painting that was displayed in the abuser's mansion. Immediately it struck me as being very similar to those of 
Tony Podesta's house. Just look at it, the eyes, the exspression of vulnerability. It's so similar.

Then on the third episode (last one of the season) I noticed the symbol of the popular ice cream brand we've seen in previous threads, with the "girl-love" 
logo. I thought "it's just a brand", but then I thought that this was the only brand I've noticed in the whole series.

Is this a mere coincidence? Or is this series trying to tell us something? It reminds me of "predicive programming". I've been thinking about that. But I think 
it's at least curious that they'd depict a pedophile as a person with similar artisitic taste as Podesta.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 21:49:21 ID: 33b6ff No.8670179 >>8671035

Mayor de Blasio reads Secret Pizza Party  to Queens kids

 The poorly chosen yarn follows the exploits of a wily raincoat-clad raccoon who is overly enthusiastic about keeping secrets and stealing pizza. When 
you make something secret, you make it special,  the immoral masked mammal says. Regular handshake: Boring. Secret handshake: Booyah!

Check out the reviews for Secret Pizza Party by Adam Rubin on Amazon

https://archive.is/3JB82  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 23:39:10 ID: 60f0c7 No.8671035
File (hide): 63060917cb13556⋯.jpg (423.37 KB, 1500x1500, 1:1, 8ed81c5c868944dfbce7c99fa4….jpg)

>>8670179
Reset.

Why won't we start asking 
"WHERE DO ALL THE 
CHILDREN DISAPPEAR TO"?  

suspicious craigslist add Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 23:44:56 ID: 6da455 No.8671072 >>8671112

File (hide): 7a1826744bf18c9⋯.jpg (65.71 KB, 645x341, 645:341, Untitled.jpg)

https://archive.is/8tZay
suspicious craigslist add i found today
>Lost in the system is a nonpro t group 
home for young boys and teens

3rd picture. look at the blue dress
Im either already going crazy, or this could 
be something  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 23:50:19 ID: 60f0c7 No.8671112
File (hide): 523215d6bfc8e43⋯.jpg (62.06 KB, 464x420, 116:105, G9yEyt96gvtraT9FBfDAZYqN.jpg)

>>8671072
I wish I could lure one.  

Anonymous  01/03/17 (Tue) 23:54:10 ID: 60f0c7 No.8671130

http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/explainer/2007/01/800000_missing_kids_really.html  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 01:21:04 ID: d6d089 No.8671897 >>8672834

>>8662648

"James Alefantis" does not translate to "I love children".

The alleged pedo codewords are not documented by the FBI.

Both those claims were made within the rst few minutes, then I turned it off.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 02:14:32 ID: 6013fb No.8672465

>>8556595
>>8556776

I'm very interested in the Codeword place.
That's a standard mnemonic circle that is used in a modern Solomon Seal. You can also see the exact same behavior in various shows and movies to 
conduct something mysterious and mystical especially when that sort of mysticism is mixed with technology.  

File (hide): 5eb6d995dc3a7f7⋯.jpg (93.64 KB, 800x800,
1:1, 5eb6d995dc3a7f7071d7e05758….jpg)

File (hide): 5eb6d995dc3a7f7⋯.jpg (93.64 KB, 800x800,
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Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 02:19:55 ID: d7b944 No.8672520

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/theres-no-good-way-to-deal-with-trolls-so-you-might-as-well-tattle-to-their-
moms/2017/01/02/90472a24-c7d4-11e6-8bee-54e800ef2a63_story.html?tid=pm_lifestyle_pop
https://archive.is/MTch1
>She scrolled through hundreds of aggressive messages, searching for the one that troubled her the most. Her online accounts had been inundated since 
Pizzagate,  the viral fake-news conspiracy theory that linked Hillary Clinton to a nonexistent child sex traf cking ring. Because Kleinmans band had 

performed at the Washington restaurant at the center of the bogus claims, she, too, was being called a pedophile. Conspiracy theorists had publicized her 
address, sent messages to her employer and threatened her with words so vile that there is no printable euphemism to describe them.
Apparently the Washington Post is still assblasted about Pizzagate.  

File (hide): 275cb57e7c4e6f7⋯.jpg (81.6 KB, 1615x338,
1615:338, 275cb57e7c4e6f7ba74f64701d….jpg)

File (hide): d5e39d44b6d4f0c⋯.png (834.24 KB,
1260x1390, 126:139, pizza artist - full.png)

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 02:30:41 ID: 6013fb No.8672634

>>8563007
No, he was legitimate. Rabbit and hare are correlated. 

This is a post I made in correlation to that cryptic message. I'm currently investigating in Texas and I found something hot. I'll be reporting in later, sorry 
for being cryptic but I can't reveal my ndings without tipping these assholes off.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 02:32:44 ID: c43a82 No.8672664 >>8675094

>>8666889
>so I guess some bolt manufacturing company out there is involved as well somehow?

Who owns that "bolt company"?>>8666889  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 02:47:47 ID: c43a82 No.8672834 >>8679561 >>8679658

>>8671897
>Both those claims were made within the rst few minutes, then I turned it off.

Well, unlike you, I actually speak and write both English and French.  James Alefantis is very, very close to the French translation for I love children" which 
is "j'aimes les enfants"

James Alefantis  -  J'aimes les enfants

Let's do some anagram work.

James Alefantis.  What letters do we have?

Do we have the letters that make up thw french word "J'aimes" ?  Yes

Do we have the letters that make up "Enfants"?   Yes.  (except we only have one of the letter n's.  Close enough.)

Also, on James Alefantis' own Instagram he posted a photo of a man wearing a shirt that says "J'(heart) L'Enfant"  which means "I love the child"  Why 
would he do that?

In re to the "pedo codewords", it is the symbols that have been found all over the place are in question.  (And some of those companies have changed 
their logos now that the information was publicized)

https://wikileaks.org/wiki/FBI_pedophile_symbols  
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Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 06:11:20 ID: b1c7cb No.8674561 >>8679698

File (hide): c4e04b370d22057⋯.jpg (54.26 KB, 346x509, 346:509, 1483510081070[1].jpg)

Codebreakers get in here:

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1536160

>I've found hidden data in one of the Podesta email images, but I 
dont know the password! HELP!!!  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 06:50:54 ID: 60f0c7 No.8674800 >>8674815

https://archive.is/6hOe9#selection-1419.0-1419.184

>For instance, the Thai Room isn t there anymore, but I love that Comet kept its sign up on the back of the building (above the secret neighborhood 
entrance I took the Bitches through).  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 06:55:08 ID: 60f0c7 No.8674815

>>8674800  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 06:58:39 ID: 60f0c7 No.8674839 >>8685948

File (hide): 4da4668aa4df0e0⋯.jpg (367.09 KB, 640x480, 4:3, shddhdh.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 07:13:38 ID: b3314b No.8674902

>>8652075

shit…. this without a doubt con rms the word 'pizza' for me. moar please  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 07:49:13 ID: b1c7cb No.8675094

>>8672664

Also about the bolts, they apparently come from an Australian company known as Brighton Manufacturing.

Still digging, but going off of a potential lead, they had some of their hands in a Pedophile scandal in Australia.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 10:32:25 ID: fdb136 No.8675724

>>8652438
>pizza
>no need to ask why
>just open your mouth and close your eyes  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 10:48:58 ID: 4a05be No.8675796 >>8679103

Guys does anyone have that long poem about splitting mountains and leaping oceans to slay pedophiles? It's very inspiring at times and I need it.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 14:03:11 ID: 426f21 No.8676477 >>8676564

If this is all legit… I know a fair number of you guys are just doing it for the lulz and the political shit inging but it's good work you're doing.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 14:33:34 ID: 6eb4c6 No.8676564

>>8676477
Of course it's all real. When you have a corrupt monkey like Obama in of ce all that garbage bubbles straight to the top in a hell-hole dominated in 8 years.

Bush was bad, but Obama enabled pedophiles and faggots to run Washington. Well, Bush did too - but he wasn't that obvious about it.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 18:48:42 ID: fdab0c No.8678009 >>8678026

On a related note, my FB group just got in ltrated. 10,000+ members and now I'm booted from the group I was running. Any helpers? I was trying to use 
some meme warfare but it needs a good deletion or hack to get good leadership in at this point. Any takers?  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 18:51:25 ID: fdab0c No.8678026

>>8678009
>>8678009
It's #Pizzagate and the guy Steve needs to be taken out. I didn't realize he was undercover when he asked to help mod but apparently a RL friend of his 
says he covert likely CIA. Now he's running the group with 2 lackies spreading just pure garbage and it may destroy credibility for good.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 21:23:15 ID: c8dafb No.8679103 >>8679123

>>8675796
>  to slay pedophiles?
Visit /loli/ or /cuteboys/ boards and slay yourself.  
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Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 21:28:06 ID: 4a05be No.8679123 >>8682857

>>8679103
 Look here faggot It's a poem that starts off like 

>I will split mountains and leap oceans to put my sword to your neck pedophile, No dark corner can hide you from my justice. etc etc.

You obviously have never seen what I'm talking about you pedo lover. I'm trying to motivate people to hate pedophiles. So go fuck yourself.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 22:00:59 ID: 29de69 No.8679309

>>8668067

Alex Jones is Bill Hicks a disinfo shill as documented rather well earlier on this very thread.  Nice try!  Clearly you are here with nothing pizzagate related 
and sliding the thread.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 22:05:48 ID: 29de69 No.8679337

>>8669982

The writer or producer is trying to do a show with pedo themes, based on whatever pedo stuff they know about, so they're trying to include the pedo cues 
they're aware of in the show.  Nothing is going into the frame by chance.  There's a reason they're putting it there.  It may not be that the writer or producer 
is a bad guy at all, but just that they're trying to make their pedo themed show more realistic.  

Has anyone watched Donnie Darko recently? Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 22:29:00 ID: ba5d5c No.8679498 >>8679535

File (hide): 08793d9017e1a03⋯.jpg (1018.25 KB, 845x6720, 169:1344, DonnieDarko.jpg)

Not meaning to derail investigation anons but I'm sure Drew knows something.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 22:35:05 ID: 7ac7db No.8679535

>>8679498
Get the Fuck out of here!

Reported for being a dumbass

Moloch = Owl

Reeeeeeeeee  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 22:39:06 ID: 96b72a No.8679561

>>8672834
Alefantis is not some clever anagram, and yes, I speak French, too. Alefantis is a Greek surname, and there are many Alefantises in the US. No they all 
didn't adopt some stupid anagram just as a cover for one sick faggot pizzeria owner FFS.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 22:52:17 ID: a2ee83 No.8679658

>>8672834
>Close enough
that's the kind of shit that makes us sound like lunatics. Cut it out, faggot.  

Anonymous  01/04/17 (Wed) 22:57:43 ID: 11f504 No.8679698

>>8674561
Something like this happened a few threads ago, but with a different image. There should be scripts in that thread for brute-forcing the password; they'll 
have to be modi ed to work with the stenography program mentioned in that thread's OP, however. Unfortunately, I don't think anyone found anything 
before, so I'm a bit skeptical about this one. It wouldn't hurt to try, though.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 04:19:37 ID: fdb136 No.8682857 >>8684277

File (hide): 0824de2c1602896⋯.jpg (3.31 KB, 150x171, 50:57, smiling eric.jpg)

>>8679123
>nothin personnel kid

I hate pedos as much as the next guy 
but that sounds really cheesy  
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File (hide): 3969fd415f908ca⋯.jpg (33.47 KB, 491x385,
491:385, 1483519781396 (1).jpg)

File (hide): 28510262db52e0e⋯.jpg (115.74 KB,
1024x683, 1024:683, 1483522294000m.jpg)

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 04:49:30 ID: c1c1fe No.8683186 >>8683374

>>8663097

Numerous sources from invectas to david seaman have claimed that law enforcement and ex-law enforcement individuals have con rmed the codes 
being presented.

Since that was the only thing mentioned of being disinfo, it's pretty that pizzagate primer is quite an accurate video and worth spreading as it is a decent 
entry video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6vvx2rHid0

I've just sent it to my friends that are into politics now that the video has been vetted.

Meanwhile (((hollywood))) is trying to normalize this shit. The kid is also trans.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 05:10:56 ID: 0a5f7a No.8683374
File (hide): 06d90ba0c6a0e41⋯.jpg (80.51 KB, 367x500, 367:500, Don't Mind Grandpa.JPG)

>>8683186
Jews: Bringing parody to reality!  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 05:51:30 ID: 84d993 No.8683666 >>8684194 >>8689620

Someone found the location of the "Kill Room"
https://vid.me/txMG  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 07:16:49 ID: fdb136 No.8684194

>>8683666
Can someone webm it?  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 07:36:55 ID: 4a05be No.8684277

>>8682857 AHhh I nally found it. Here you go bros

>I will drink oceans, split mountains, and level cities to put a sword to your neck, pedophile. There will be no body of water deep enough, no mountain high 
enough, nor city dark enough to hide you from the coming storm. Once the secrets of your degenerate cult have been revealed a hot, righteous wind will 
come that will sear away your sin. You and your kin will become vermin, and we hunting hounds. Our howls will echo in your nightmares like the war horns 
of templars. Our gnashing teeth haunting your waking hours like swords valiantly barred. 
You have hidden in the dark for too long, preying upon the purity of the young and the innocent. No longer, creature. Soon your pit will be lit with the 

ames of judgement, your carcass set upon a pyre of your own making.
Now is the time for all people to come together as one, setting aside any ideas of identity or politics, nation or clan. We must band together to protect our 
young and our innocent, so we can cast this evil back into the Pit, wreathed in cleasning re.
Bring forth the torch.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 07:49:20 ID: 4a05be No.8684338 >>8684656

http://ccasurvivors.com/mitt-romneys-deep-connections-to-the-troubled-teen-industry/

This has evidence of people calling children "pizza" since at least 2012. Discovered on voat.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 08:49:13 ID: cb8ab7 No.8684656 >>8685484

>>8684338
>Bain Capital
https://archive.is/GjWKU  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 11:42:31 ID: 4a05be No.8685484

>>8684656
Hmm, his son died, then later that year he dies with his daughter in a mysterious plane crash.

But why? Is it because his son went to a school where sex abuse allegations happened? Covering that up?

> I'm dense anon just one more hint.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 13:35:23 ID: 067f61 No.8685948

>>8674839
looks like RIT tunnels  
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Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 15:58:05 ID: a1b5d6 No.8686703

>>8646858
"For strength and vitality" in the upper left corner must be refferencing to the supposed bene ts of using childrens blood to stop aging.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 18:30:42 ID: 000000 No.8687812 >>8688782

Having sex with Marina Abromovich is probably like that scene from the shining. At rst its a lovely woman in the tub, Next thing you know she is gonna 
suck you off and her tongue is all green because of kuru.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 19:53:32 ID: 40c19d No.8688782

>>8687812
 I imagine that was bill's reaction to meeting hillary. Personally I think hillary is the dominant one in the relationship and she corrupted bill into the piece of 
shit pedo satanist he is today.  

File (hide):
2d746278d515a8d⋯.png
(559.52 KB, 1075x1842, 1075:1842,
IMG_20170105_214355.png)

File (hide): de940a033e7a30e⋯.png (73.76 KB,
1080x381, 360:127, IMG_20170105_214426.png)

File (hide): d2cc2cc9b708cd0⋯.png (90.46 KB,
1080x413, 1080:413, IMG_20170105_214453.png)

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 20:49:39 ID: 77d1db No.8689211 >>8690107 >>8690234

Red fox, that message
Producer: epstein

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 21:45:46 ID: 70f901 No.8689620
File (hide): 01e3cc8117adba0⋯.webm (11.45 MB, 854x480, 427:240, killroom.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8683666

Dem digits man.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 21:49:47 ID: 000000 No.8689644

Pegasus museum is the kill room.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:17:40 ID: 74414e No.8689889 >>8689944

File (hide): 07daea79be4e541⋯.png (1.09 MB, 1035x586, 1035:586, pegasus.png)

Look what's in the garden of the 
Pegasus Museum

A ball (toy) and some sort of blue 
collar on the fence. Could be a signal 
of some sort.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:20:14 ID: 74414e No.8689917 >>8689944

File (hide): fd88d9d6eeefb5c⋯.png (3.45 MB, 1871x945, 1871:945, pegasus2.png)

and at the 
bottom of the 
fence on the 
right it has the 
words:

KIDS
6
6

6

or something written  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:25:37 ID: 067f61 No.8689944 >>8689958

>>8689889
a soccer ball?

>>8689917
>hey guys let's choose a location for our secret kill room
>good idea let me just write KIDS 666 outside right quick  
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Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:25:38 ID: 74414e No.8689945
File (hide): b72be7edf13b43e⋯.png (3.52 MB, 1657x886, 1657:886, pegasus_adopts.png)

The block the Pegasus Museum is located is adopted. I found a 
roadsign with the name of who adopted the block:

NCHA
Safety First

http://ww - w.acha-ncha.org/overview.html

These guys. Anybody knows anything about them?  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:26:38 ID: 74414e No.8689958 >>8690011

>>8689944
These guys are putting that stuff everywhere moron. Their killroom was posted on their fucking instagram ffs.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:31:09 ID: 74414e No.8689994
File (hide): 26d4083fcb20382⋯.png (3.72 MB, 1625x1039, 1625:1039, killroom_pegasus.png)

And a side entrance 
with a camera guarding 
it.

Might be the entrance 
to the killroom.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:33:27 ID: 067f61 No.8690011

>>8689958
s-sorry m8, I haven't been following pizzagate too closely. I overestimated these people I guess, or maybe underestimated their hubris  

Dunno if it was posted somewhere Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:43:25 ID: 05c86c No.8690097

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=d9d_1483554410
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/true-crime/wp/2017/01/04/a-teacher-and-his-husband-were-found-dead-in-august-police-say-theyd-sexually-
abused-8-teens/?utm_term=.17fa9845d707&wpisrc=nl_most-draw5&wpmm=1
http://www.irishtimes.com/news/police-raid-centre-of-satanic-sect-1.118865
https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2014/03/14/the-eurocrats-and-marc-dutroux-iii-satanic-signs/
http://luc-sectes.blogspot.ca/2016/05/abrasax-la- liere-sectaire-sataniste.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTGOw3yeP5U
http://www.vice.com/en_ca/read/the-child-rape-assembly-line-0000141-v20n11
http://unknownmisandry.blogspot.ca/2011/11/swedish-child-care-providers-murdered.html  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:44:28 ID: 77d1db No.8690107 >>8690138

>>8689211
Look at this, it might be something.  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 22:49:33 ID: 040ef7 No.8690138 >>8690229 >>8690234

File (hide): 1fd3a1f9cecf43e⋯.jpg (29.27 KB, 1000x600, 5:3, 1473256789985.jpg)

>>8690107
went to cuckchan to see what the deal was 

all are music videos one is with ape a group that performs at comet pizza.

the ape ghost games video they start with some ashing of pictures that the human eye cant see 
everything. a youtube made a good video about the pictures, and shows them one at a time  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 23:06:36 ID: 77d1db No.8690229 >>8690258

>>8690138
No, its not about the apes, the rst video connects to epstein and red fox, the others i dont nnow. Disturbing Pizza and hotdog related music videos  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 23:07:03 ID: 040ef7 No.8690234
File (hide): d3cf82c2146b2c5⋯.jpg (34.2 KB, 500x380, 25:19, 7820cf8e4c2abc0f9cc2ddf68a….jpg)

>>8689211
>>8690138

Just went and checked for the thread again, and appears to 404'ed so 
the screen caps for the video links is all we got. 

the OP noko was saying he had something big but wouldn't say it till "X" 
said it rst (x being someone and not /x/)  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 23:11:05 ID: 040ef7 No.8690258 >>8693754

>>8690229
Going off of that. 

here is the summary video for the apes.
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3v3RGbS_UQ

also yes you are correct. in the video with red fox people where taking writing on a chalk board about kids left alone will get free espresso and a puppy. it 
can be see around 2:30 in the rst video  

Anonymous  01/05/17 (Thu) 23:33:05 ID: 0318da No.8690397 >>8690765 >>8691135 >>8691564 >>8692153

wtf happened to pizzagate?
these threads so fucking low-energy now.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 00:29:03 ID: 87e592 No.8690765

>>8690397
Loss of momentum, lack of breakthrough and conscious attempts by the criminals themselves to bury the truth.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 01:25:31 ID: 70f901 No.8691135

>>8690397
There's only so much we can do.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 02:18:56 ID: 40c19d No.8691564

>>8690397
Don't get discouaged the clinton foundation FBI investigation is still ongoing as we speak. They have at least found evidence of money laundering tied to 
clinton foundation lets see how far they go.

Also voat is a great place where good research is being done. A lot of leads are coming out of there, that could also be why pizzagate threads are slowing 
down if they are starting to focus investigations on that website. But chan is always useful for location based sensitive investigation.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 02:52:37 ID: 863a17 No.8691867 >>8691953 >>8691996 >>8692153 >>8692206

Alefantis threatening Pegasus video makers family. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZQxYQ49p0U  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 03:02:15 ID: 040ef7 No.8691953 >>8691996

>>8691867
Damn all i can say. You can hear the fear in this guy  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 03:06:26 ID: 13121a No.8691996 >>8692035

>>8691867
>>8691953

Dude is seriously scared. Seriously wish we could swap him out for a /pol/ack or a /k/ommando. He's ill suited for this. Some of us would have told 
Alfentis to shove his fucking limp wristed threats up his faggot ass until he feels the pain his many victims have.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 03:11:57 ID: 040ef7 No.8692035
File (hide): 471c37c2adaf9ce⋯.jpg (25.17 KB, 255x236, 255:236, 6141dc53d0f7f8ba17995d6810….jpg)

>>8691996
Without him having the chat logs it would have been seen in the way Alefantis wanted 
it. 

Alefantis is at out getting cucked at his own game with the Voat comment. 

Alefantis is getting all eager to spread his speed more, and didnt wait for the … of the 
text to nish before he shot his next message.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 03:12:31 ID: 863a17 No.8692042

Shill mod Investigate1999 deleted the thread on voat!  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 03:23:12 ID: 040ef7 No.8692153

>>8690397
>>8691867
Here is some of that Fear NRG you are looking for  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 03:28:59 ID: 70f901 No.8692206

>>8691867
Holy fucking shit. Can we convince him to go to the police?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 04:46:21 ID: 655a1d No.8693076 >>8694248

https://sli.mg/7Mn5Ya  CALL LOG WITH ALEFANTIS AND POLICE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQRM7XckuvAYouTube  CALLER ID # CONFIRMATION

https://sli.mg/tfmmJz  POLICE REPORT NUMBER  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 05:34:52 ID: 60f0c7 No.8693633 >>8693690

File (hide): 13d25ed87a1acbe⋯.png (2.02 MB, 1878x1218, 313:203, 86mWlT.png)

I just made this thread (07:04:07) "suddenly" two very similar answers:

>fuck donald drumpf and fuck white people (07:05:04)
>fuck tronald drumpf and fuck white ppl  (07:05:10)

Concerning this:

http://bitcheswhobrunch.com/comet-ping-pong-brunch/
>For instance, the Thai Room isn t there anymore, but I love that Comet kept its sign up on the back of the 
building (above the secret neighborhood entrance I took the Bitches through).  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 05:39:53 ID: 60f0c7 No.8693690

>>8693633
Also please no confuse it with the real "kill room".  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 05:42:54 ID: 60f0c7 No.8693727
File (hide): 90146f4a3a2a74a⋯.jpg (164.6 KB, 1072x829, 1072:829, 1483679047599[1].jpg)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 05:45:16 ID: 96b72a No.8693754

>>8690258
>kids left alone will get free espresso and a puppy
That's actually a pretty common joke in retail. Also that unattended children will be sold as slaves, which is funny only if you don't know about (or are far 
enough away from) human traf cking and sex slavery. It's sort of like how you can joke about being addicted to Mountain Dew and it's funny if you aren't 
and don't know any real drug addicts, then it's not funny. With that said, the apes and heavy breathing are freaks and highly suspicious, especially with 
their Imp Aaah and secret mountain shit.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 06:29:36 ID: 0292ab No.8694248
File (hide): dd582b37be12e8f⋯.jpg (120.94 KB, 1239x699, 413:233, James Alefantis Facebook c….jpg)

>>8693076

Proof That Its Alefantis 
(Facebook Screen capture)

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=RqMMm52CWxE  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 06:48:37 ID: 645388 No.8694384 >>8694407

Alefantis sent a pic of nails to Ryan in that video. I have seen multiple instagrams accounts that seem like they are selling the kids focus on their nails. 
ngernails are a code for something but I don't know exactly what.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 06:52:25 ID: 13121a No.8694407

>>8694384
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mcgensurveyofdidpatients7nov0.shtml

Once dissociated, torture can be used to cement the training or programming.  For example, a dissociated personality can be trained to self-abuse by 
having needles inserted under the ngernails and told that the pain will stop when she slices her arm with a knife.  The relief of the rst pain is the 
reinforcement for the cutting.  With practice, whenever this personality begins to feel any kind of emotional pain, she will dissociate from that pain by 
cutting on her arm, and experiencing relief, just as she did  during the training.  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:03:01 ID: 1f683e No.8695466 >>8695533 >>8712493 >>8712827 >>8729509

Google Maps images of the Pegasus Museam having child references (signs and symbols)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:10:31 ID: 1f683e No.8695510 >>8714744 >>8729509

Since the Google pedo's removed the reference from their search engine (yesterday I found it under "Pegasus Museum Washington" and got to Google 
Maps here is the address:

3505 11th St NW
Washington D.C., District of Colombia  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:14:30 ID: 0cbfa5 No.8695531

I recently came over to this shit when I saw that bastard alfentis threatening some youtube guy. What the fuck is going on?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:15:11 ID: 0cbfa5 No.8695533

>>8695466
These motherfuckers are blatant enough to write KIDS on their fucking creepy museums. That doesn't look like a very legit museum either.  

File (hide): 75cab912f8280cc⋯.mp4 (11.3 MB,
1280x720, 16:9, Pegasus Video Removed Beca….mp4)
[play once] [loop]
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JAMES ALEFANTIS THREATENS PIZZAGATER (made small enough to post here in case youtube takes down original)  

File (hide): 6a1a773df514812⋯.mp4 (10.65 MB,
1920x1080, 16:9, Caller ID veri cation for….mp4) [play once]
[loop]

File
(hide):
487184970d54609⋯.png
(146 B,
1x1,
1:1,
111.png)

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:22:48 ID: 90fe48 No.8695558 >>8696001 >>8696838 >>8719475

>>8695547
And the caller ID veri cation related video.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:23:34 ID: 1c7e57 No.8695561 >>8695576

>>8695547
Don't compromise the quality of the video, just upload it in several parts instead.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:26:51 ID: 90fe48 No.8695576 >>8695592

>>8695561
It's originally 111 megabytes or so. Considering I shrank it to 1/10th size it's not even that noticeable. Audio is still clear, all text is readable, even the text 
messages with photo thumbnails in them are clear enough. I think I did pretty good considering the limitations here, it didn't really lose anything.

Either way, I'm not uploading it in 10 parts. I do have the original mp4 from youtube though and could upload elsewhere it if it becomes necessary for 
some reason.

If anybody downloaded the original museum video in question, the one that was taken down, they should share it somewhere  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:29:54 ID: 1f683e No.8695592 >>8695600

>>8695576
Maybe contact the maker of the vid? Make him give us the vid without uploading it to jewtube again and gettings his family in the killroom.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:31:10 ID: 9b5bba No.8695600 >>8695632

>>8695592
Here is his voat account, don't have one myself and I doubt he'd reply to a fresh account asking him for it.
https://voat.co/user/IsThisGameOfThrones  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:33:26 ID: 6af099 No.8695605 >>8695631

i thought this was just a bunch of wild con rmation bias to begin with. i knew it could be possible but i tuned out after the trump victory.

but that phone exchange is extremely shy, all this new stuff is making a believer out of me again.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:39:00 ID: 27f764 No.8695624

>>8695547

>Im going to kill you
>no wait, im going to sue you
>First Ill sue you, then Ill kill you!  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:43:33 ID: 90fe48 No.8695631

>>8695605
There is a bunch of wild con rmation bias stuff that gets posted, and stuff that isn't related in any way to the core locations or people, but it sure does 
seem like there's something fucky with Alefantis and the people and businesses around him.

I also kind of agree with the people that say that this has been used as bait to further the censorship push around "fake news". Whether or not pizzagate 
was planned originally for the purpose, or they just spun it that way doesn't really matter.

Anyways people are going to keep digging it certainly just got more interesting again. I haven't really followed much in a long time either because of all of 
the unrelated crap people post, and nothing stops a shill from coming here and purposefully posting garbage.

Fucking crazy that the "museum" has that "kids" graf ti outside of it. I wonder when the street view imagery was taken? Does the mei 2014 mean it was in 
2014?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:44:29 ID: 1f683e No.8695632 >>8695644 >>8695658

>>8695600
Somebody already uploaded it and posted it to voat:

http://dropcanvas.com/81w48kQXCJr1Ui

Please backup  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:48:18 ID: 9b5bba No.8695644

>>8695632
>limit reached
fug  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:53:01 ID: 90fe48 No.8695658 >>8695664 >>8695709 >>8695745 >>8695826 >>8696001 >>8723592 >>8833919 >>8834722

>>8695632
Isn't this the video in question? Why is it still up?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:56:00 ID: 9b5bba No.8695664 >>8695667

>>8695658
Looks like he reupped, read the description.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:57:24 ID: 90fe48 No.8695667 >>8695673

>>8695664
Yeah I caught that after my reply. Has me a bit worried we could be on a cruise, but whatever  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:58:50 ID: 9b5bba No.8695673
File (hide): a8ee3896498fa4b⋯.gif (2.29 MB, 695x392, 695:392, a8ee3896498fa4b44d1a318d08….gif)

>>8695667
Only one way to nd out.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:07:23 ID: e71482 No.8695702 >>8695709

File (hide): 9eafc0e4e02a960⋯.jpg (110.95 KB, 820x1024, 205:256, 1481697626269.jpg)

So who has the mirror for the 
deleted video?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:08:22 ID: 9b5bba No.8695709

>>8695702
He reupped it.
>>8695658  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:23:35 ID: 7d8c4c No.8695745

>>8695658
What a retard, I checked his other videos and there is one where he shows his face. That's a very stupid way to act if you ght child molesting (((elites))).  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:25:55 ID: 0dd741 No.8695755 >>8695761 >>8695926

God dammit. I wish this would just all fucking go away. That norwegian/viet fuckboi vid really did a number on me. Keep fucking digging anons. God 
fucking bless you.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:27:13 ID: 7d8c4c No.8695761 >>8695764

>>8695755
I didn't watch it, how messed up was it ?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:28:45 ID: 0dd741 No.8695764 >>8695822

>>8695761
I stopped participating. Now I can't stomach even opening these threads and I've seen some shit. But that…. fuck these freaks.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:37:17 ID: 876e1d No.8695786 >>8695792 >>8695799 >>8695800 >>8696038 >>8696075 >>8696092 >>8696108 >>8696136 >>8696663 >>8696781
>>8696849 >>8696854 >>8697096 >>8697602 >>8698231 >>8698280 >>8699033 >>8700408 >>8700981 >>8703356 >>8706005 >>8706017 >>8793154 >>8820234

But you yourself pedophiles. You yourself want to fuck and kill little girls and boys. Why are you so concerned about this pizzagate? What, jealous, right?

(PROJECTING KIKE WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:39:55 ID: 1f683e No.8695792

>>8695786
We don't let this happen to us or our children you fucking pedophile. You are all going to burn, this life and the next.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:42:51 ID: fb7a35 No.8695799 >>8695993

File (hide): 9b3610fb8c3bba8⋯.png (2 MB, 1000x1000, 1:1, image.png)

>>8695786
Your masters are going to be dragged screaming into the 
light this year, faggot. Hope you enjoy the show.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:43:05 ID: 0dd741 No.8695800

>>8695786
Fuck you nigger. You will be drug from your bed into the fucking streets and fed your own fucking innards.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:50:18 ID: 313b65 No.8695822 >>8695831

>>8695764
I've been watching pizzagate since it started. I also can't stomach this. The Norwegian bust also included people in Sweden that no one will talk about. 
And I know one of them. The worst part was I knew something was off about him ever since I rst met him. He had that fucking pedo face. HE HAD THE 
FUCKING PEDO FACE, AND I THOUGHT I JUST BEING PARANOID  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:51:09 ID: 9f8318 No.8695826

>>8695658
What makes him think that's a kill room? The trenches could also be for a variety of uses.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:52:31 ID: 0dd741 No.8695831 >>8695869

>>8695822
Kill them. If I knew them and had access to them I'd fucking kill them myself.
>nice try fbi
Fuck you. Another kid just got tortured, sodomized and killed.  
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sage Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:53:37 ID: 0dd741 No.8695839

fuck this shit I'm out.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:01:26 ID: 827b90 No.8695863 >>8696615 >>8809361

File (hide): e4b09ddad350280⋯.png (1.57 MB, 1083x756, 361:252, 1483697428574.png)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:02:48 ID: 313b65 No.8695869

>>8695831
>Kill them. If I knew them and had access to them I'd fucking kill them myself.
>Another kid just got tortured, sodomized and killed.
You think I wouldn't if I saw him again? His arrest happened more than a year ago. He's been gone since you fucking sperg. 
>Fuck you.
No, fuck you.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:07:54 ID: b10def No.8695886 >>8701483 >>8729509

File (hide): c2d4f0482ca4531⋯.png (2.62 MB, 1500x763, 1500:763, IMG_1394.PNG)

So this is where the kids would play, yeah? Doesn't seem much like a park to me, especially the location 
looking just off I guess. Like it's just awkward to place a playground. But maybe that was the intention all 
along.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:23:16 ID: f32976 No.8695926

>>8695755
what video is that?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:43:44 ID: b99211 No.8695993

>>8695799
Checked.
Lets make this happen  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:46:07 ID: 3adca7 No.8696001 >>8696342

File (hide): bdc8a5f0e6c4894⋯.jpg (353.92 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, HELL ON PEPE.jpg)

>>8695547
>>8695558
If this is true, Alefantis seems awfully assblasted.
>>8695658
>takes it down
>makes a stink over a threatening call he didn't record
Even if I had no recording software on my phone I would put it on speaker & use my PC microphone. There 
are plenty of methods that can be set up quickly
>after all that he re-uploads
Y'know he could just be attention whoring & muddying the waters.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:57:15 ID: 1b63e1 No.8696038

>>8695786
>But you yourself pedophiles
I don't masturbate, I don't do drugs, I am becoming more christian without realising it.

Try again.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:06:08 ID: 61c216 No.8696073 >>8698667

File (hide): 4940dd3b951d59c⋯.png (1.73 MB, 2244x1892, 51:43, Untitled.png)

i looked a little into the music video youtube links that were posted 
on halfchan yesterday evening, this is what i got  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:06:27 ID: 4b981a No.8696075

>>8695786

I think this is James A himself, the way he is speaking here is extremely similar to how James spoke to the voatfag he was threatening. Welcome to 8ch, 
man, you reaaaaaaally fucked up.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:13:28 ID: 1b8932 No.8696092

>>8695786
You should be afraid, James. You cannot escape the retribution that the universe is about to force onto you and you know it. Stop ghting and accept it. 
You are only making it worse.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:16:59 ID: 56433b No.8696108

>>8695786
>this delusion
What are you doing?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:23:42 ID: 30ee0e No.8696136

>>8695786
pedophiles generally are despised on /pol/ you tremendous faggot kiddie diddler  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:29:06 ID: 2e477c No.8696168

catch and kill no release /those faggots in DC deserve to be fucking tortured and hung on times square while we all watch them piss and shit themselves 
in death throes ….Just my take ;)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:50:13 ID: c2ca1c No.8696271 >>8696276

I need some help here, who the fuck is Alefantis in reality, I'm pretty sure that's an alias, is his real name Robert A Harris?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:51:08 ID: 1f683e No.8696276 >>8696346 >>8701926 >>8712598

File (hide): 7246bc823c6357a⋯.jpg (100.3 KB, 600x903, 200:301, James-Alefantis-DOFL-TF022….jpg)

>>8696271
It's this motherfucker  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 14:03:44 ID: 1b115e No.8696342

>>8696001
I bet he recorded everything except the rst call but is holding on to it or gave it to a friend in case something happens to him. That's what I would do at 
least.
The fact that he intentionally tried to keep some parts of the conversation going just to get more replies was a good move as well.

I believe we might see the recording later, but it does not make sense to release it now. It would only turn up the heat around one individual to the point 
where
>they eventually give up Alefantis
>he admits to some of it
>case closed  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 14:04:36 ID: e0bf01 No.8696346

>>8696318
Must be mixed with kike.
I know that sneering face anywhere. >>8696276  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:01:36 ID: 645ac6 No.8696595

You are all reported to the cyber police

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hn2MQ1Q2m9I  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:07:13 ID: d76ae9 No.8696615
File (hide): 153a461e753aa7d⋯.jpg (22.13 KB, 319x282, 319:282, c78d0954e98e188c117337cb01….jpg)

>>8695863

Context?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:09:32 ID: 429b55 No.8696632

>>8695455 (OP)
Always remember to archivate entries multiple times. We don't want them gone.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:14:07 ID: 017908 No.8696663 >>8696820

>>8695786
Why do degenerates like the "Tu Quoque" fallacy so much? Every time I make a valid criticism to libs I debate, one they can 100% not refute, without 
batting an eye they'll start claiming "Well you do it to/did it rst/do even worse, so don't criticize me!" They'll do this with shit that doesn't even make 
sense, like this pedoshill here. He just assumes all of /pol/ wants to diddle kids as much as his sick mind does, it's like they're incapable of 
conceptualizing that there are people actually want more than just "muh cummies" in life, and can indeed be disgusted and repelled by their degenerate 
decadence.

Perhaps it's because it's already dif cult to believe that the asshole of the internet has become the defenders and champions of the lives of the most 
vulnerable and innocent people in our society. You better start believing it, pedo scum.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:32:09 ID: 2c85ef No.8696781

>>8695786
Remember how long it took Dahmer to get his nal solution in prison, James. Every day you will be looking behind your back every time you hear a single 
footstep. Every night you will go to sleep wondering if the guards "accidentally" unlock your cell one night. Every morning you will curse your demonic Baal 
faggot god for "gifting" you yet another day on this Earth.

And then, one day, you'll nd you've been left alone with another special prisoner. He will beat you to death very slowly, being sure to break every bone in 
your face on the edge of the toilet. After that, your eyeballs will be gouged out of your head and smashed apon the concrete oor. 

Have fun James… And think of all the kids' pain when your time nally comes, ok?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:36:26 ID: 9bd786 No.8696820

>>8696663

All the evil they do is justi ed by it only being a response to some other evil. Thus, to criticize them is to suggest that all the evil they do is simply their 
own and has no real justi cation, and that makes them panic.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:40:30 ID: 6f7795 No.8696838

>>8695547
>>8695558
>couldn't record the call
>easily bullied by an impotent psycho
>is a yuge pussy in general
too much reddit on voat

>>8695917
>>8696821
1/10  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:41:57 ID: 29f96f No.8696849

>>8695786
Not really.  I'd rather continue browsing exhentai.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:42:53 ID: 5eb7da No.8696854
File (hide): 20e87fecdcbee42⋯.jpg (44.27 KB, 432x301, 432:301, 20e87fecdcbee42d9e8374ccd7….jpg)

>>8695786
Hi James  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:04:06 ID: af2061 No.8696982 >>8697025 >>8703034

Is there anything other than pictures to substantiate the claim that Pegasus has a kill room? There's no links in this thread.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:10:54 ID: 70bc2e No.8697025

>>8696982
it's from the instagram photo of a steel walled cellar with a comment calling it a 'kill room'.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:14:52 ID: f2240c No.8697050

>>8695547
he shouldve fucking recorded it and taken immediate legal action against that pedo kike faggot.

he probably still can take legal action against him.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:15:52 ID: 0f8dae No.8697054 >>8697073

>>8695547
Glad to see some wannabe Yoshikage Kira is in on this. "Delete it so I can sleep easily". This idiot knows by doing all of that, he is ONLY con rming every 
single fucking thing we have dug up and suspected about them.

Everyone keep your eyes on the dude who made this. I have a bad feeling he will be v& and suicided by three shots to the back of the head, stabbed, and 
strangled.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:18:13 ID: f2240c No.8697073

>>8697054
he should reupload both videos. since its public record now that faggot cant touch him without blowback.

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:20:44 ID: af40a9 No.8697091 >>8697100 >>8697170 >>8697207 >>8702392 >>8722743

File (hide): 5a505b4ef4ed9ef⋯.jpg (544.03 KB, 1600x1200, 4:3, 322.jpg)

Nothing will ever come of this, fools, don't delude 
yourselfs.

(SHILL WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:21:52 ID: 2e3e2e No.8697096

>>8695786

I will nd where you sleep, wherever it is, and cut your throat kike.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:22:17 ID: 70bc2e No.8697100 >>8697222 >>8697384 >>8718794 >>8735193

File (hide): 4bca115f768522e⋯.png (1.17 MB, 1080x1080, 1:1, 1482640720138.png)

>>8697091
oh, I wouldn't be so sure of that  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:31:08 ID: f59e3c No.8697170 >>8697222

File (hide): c6f96a6963a8f45⋯.png (8.86 KB, 338x339, 338:339, 0043 - XGL7Ex6.png)

>>8697091
Rope awaits.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:35:48 ID: 6f7795 No.8697207 >>8699387 >>8699614 >>8738742

File (hide): c5173e0bfaf0909⋯.jpg (67.68 KB, 476x421, 476:421, 1457491806698.jpg)

>>8697091
>implying normie tactics work here 

You thought your goon IRC was edgy, I get it, it was 2004, atscreens became affordable while christcucks 
were off screaming in the wrong direction and were easy to troll. This is a new internet generation built upon 
everything you held close to your heart (and considers it all either quaint or downright cringeworthy) so you 
lash out with what you think carries an edge to this day, but it doesn't intimidate anons who have literally 
nothing to live for except to see gen X faggots cry. 

I might actually be giving you too much credit, alefantis didn't even know what a mod was in his text 
messages.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:37:31 ID: df8715 No.8697222 >>8697328 >>8697378 >>8697384 >>8697520 >>8697587

File (hide): 3fc1d1c55e9ad5f⋯.png (1017.76 KB, 1220x1280, 61:64, 14716744910.png)

>>8697100
>>8697170
We have to take things into our own hands because the "justice department" will block, delay and ignore 
anything that is pedophilia related as they have done for 150 years.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:49:30 ID: 5540bb No.8697328
File (hide): 0e00043ce0807c0⋯.png (26.7 KB, 637x241, 637:241, kill pedos.png)

>>8697222
Trump is anti 
pedo  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:54:50 ID: 2bd422 No.8697378 >>8697917

>>8697222
>goes aboard loli express
>sees how fucked shit is
>inspires him to kill all pedos

alternative
>trump goes aboard loli express
>sexes girls about 12
literally nothing wrong with that  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:55:44 ID: 29f96f No.8697384

>>8697100 (witnessed)
>>8697222 (witnessed)
Praise Kek.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:12:09 ID: f59e3c No.8697520 >>8697543 >>8709852

File (hide): 6a57bd6e77a0bf6⋯.png (140.74 KB, 193x356, 193:356, 8a23f7f8ef5c8d75577c585f5a….png)

>>8697222
>power stance  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:15:05 ID: f2240c No.8697543 >>8697601 >>8697633

File (hide): 159541f220a2767⋯.jpg (77.08 KB, 750x1000, 3:4, CIA stance.jpg)

>>8697520
what did trump meme by this?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:20:17 ID: 395f05 No.8697587 >>8697689

>>8697222
sauce on trump quote you don't have one,  sinead  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:21:19 ID: f59e3c No.8697601

>>8697543
he is going to crash kali yuga, with no survivors  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:21:33 ID: b47648 No.8697602

>>8695786
You'll be served a Sindona coffee one day, faggot  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:24:16 ID: 659343 No.8697633

>>8697543
This post could be a /tv/ thread. Make trump the rst pic, CIA the second.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:29:45 ID: cb86f2 No.8697689 >>8697835

File (hide): c39adcd98478aaa⋯.png (14.91 KB, 510x136, 15:4, ClintonTrump.png)

>>8697587
Learn how to use the internet.

Epstein likes to tell people that he's a loner, a man who's never touched alcohol or drugs, and one whose 
nightlife is far from energetic. And yet if you talk to Donald Trump, a different Epstein emerges. "I've known 

Jeff for fifteen years. Terrific guy, Trump booms from a speakerphone. "He's a lot of fun to be with. It is even said that he likes beautiful women as much 
as I do, and many of them are on the younger side. No doubt about it  Jeffrey enjoys his social life."''
http://nymag.com/nymetro/news/people/n_7912/  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:45:23 ID: 395f05 No.8697835
File (hide): b4a004583d1af77⋯.jpg (100.52 KB, 1032x1437, 344:479, jb1.jpg)

>>8697689
>Trump booms from a 
speakerphone.
strong evidence  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:53:35 ID: 4726cf No.8697917 >>8698168 >>8729509

File (hide): b3b5a51b02edeef⋯.png (180.03 KB, 404x404, 1:1, is this nigger syeerious.png)

>>8697378
>literally nothing wrong 
with that  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:13:12 ID: afb85f No.8698119
File (hide): c8cb3103d8eb038⋯.jpg (27.85 KB, 350x350, 1:1, 139787272547.jpg)

>>8698073
>Where are 
the mods?
http://8ch.net
/log.php?
page=1&boar
d=pol  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:17:09 ID: 515f5b No.8698168

>>8697917
Hey, thats my face !  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:20:29 ID: bae719 No.8698207 >>8736618

Think about how fucked up this is: the world is run by child-murdering Satanists.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:23:07 ID: 483fa1 No.8698231

>>8695786
You're a sick fuck. You will die  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:28:03 ID: bae719 No.8698280

>>8695786
Good job, lth: you've actually convinced yourself that it is normal to want to rape and murder children. If you don't suffer in this life, you will in the next.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:59:43 ID: 762b84 No.8698667

>>8696073
Screaming females are a dead end. The lead singer is a lesbo and the song is about parents pressing her to date somebody.
I guess this is redundant to point out since you're a (1) and they're just bands man. Too mature to be playing at comet pizza, but they're just bands.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 19:31:27 ID: 2565e0 No.8699033 >>8703416

File (hide): ca09b91fdbfefe1⋯.jpg (320.11 KB, 1024x1463, 1024:1463, latest.jpg)

>>8695786
It must take HUGE guts for 
that level of projection

RIP AND TEAR
RIP AND TEAR Y OUR 
GUTS
THIS YEAR YOU WILL 
BE EXPOSED
HACKED TO PIECES BY 
ANGRY MOBS
BLOOD FOR THE BL OOD 
GOD  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 19:45:41 ID: bae719 No.8699267

>>8699219
What are you talking about?  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 19:51:49 ID: 2f451e No.8699387
File (hide): 71e971c5dfb12aa⋯.jpg (385.4 KB, 800x640, 5:4, 1444241251289.jpg)

>>8697207
>that cushy feel when this will be bigger than Meow Meow ever could be
>tfw we have moved from bullying leftist collage cucks to leftist pedos that left their leftist 
collage to peruse a life of kikery and pedophilia  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:05:01 ID: 2565e0 No.8699614 >>8699720

>>8697207
>furfaggotry
Kill yourself.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:10:36 ID: 2f451e No.8699720 >>8700085

File (hide): e3ffbc05e4bb502⋯.jpg (27.04 KB, 320x240, 4:3, 1299112831632.jpg)

>>8699614
>not glutting the enemy's propaganda 
machine with furshit and other leftist 
garbage
It's like you don't even into 
physiological warfare.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:24:21 ID: 2d4e18 No.8699930

guys this is prbly nothing ok?

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:35:09 ID: 3c4782 No.8700085

>>8699720
Blues is right, the best way to disarm the libtard propaganda is to associate it with the crigniest lth that can be found. Even the slowest tv watcher still 
pulls back in repulsion when shown furries, and will subconsciously pick up on the association, and bonus points for the in- ghting it will create among 
the left due some claiming furries don't represent them while others say they should embrace their otherkin brethren.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:55:59 ID: 7fdbb4 No.8700408
File (hide): 71f4b31b137336e⋯.jpg (68.32 KB, 1266x1760, 633:880, reapwhatyousewkikes.jpg)

>>8695786
==BURN, KIKE! NO LONGER WILL OUR CHILDREN BE YOURS TO PREY ON! YOU WILL BE HOUNDED AND HUNTED ALL 
THE WAY TO THE FURTHEST EDGES OF THE ABYSS AND BEYOND! YOU WILL BE EXPOSED AS ANATHEMA TO ALL! 
YOU WILL BE BROUGHT TO THE LOWEST, MOST MISERABLE DEPTHS OF AGONY BEFORE THE END! MAY THE GODS 
STRIKE YOU DOWN WITH ALL OF THE FURY OF THE BLACK SUN! SO MOTE IT BE!  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 21:14:25 ID: a7a218 No.8700675

>>8695547
Is he gonna die now?  
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File (hide): 9785330b7e33a7b⋯.png
(687.16 KB, 600x766, 300:383, 1469589741465.png)

File (hide): 42490d319731b2d⋯.png (3.59 MB,
5344x3776, 167:118, history of the world 1.png)

File (hide): 1b781ca99d9cbe2⋯.jpg (22.2 KB, 512x512,
1:1, Michael Aquino.jpg)

File (hide):
4c05482906ac5c2⋯.jpg (847.73
KB, 1246x2081, 1246:2081, Sandy
Hook.jpg)

File (hide): 0b822d37dadf341⋯.jpg (187.78 KB,
1280x892, 320:223, 1469891704254.jpg)

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 21:36:58 ID: 90776c No.8700981 >>8764041

>>8695786
>You Internet perverts are just like me because you have the basic willpower and decency required to behave like actual humans in real life and just jerk 
off to naughty things on the internet. This is exactly ethically the same as a 75 year old, international, government sponsored rape/kidnapping/breeding 
program used to systematically blackmail and condition elected leaders around the world into conforming with the psychopathic machinations of their 
oligarchical masters and completely subvert basic human freedom. You're just jealous because instead of being an economic wage slave held back from 
exploring space you could be raping kids with us.

Sure James. Whatever you say.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 21:56:57 ID: d14b15 No.8701265

http://www.usaimages.net/main/index.php/contact-us-2/

SQL injections anyone?

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:09:34 ID: f68640 No.8701483

>>8695886
market  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:36:25 ID: c91f9f No.8701836 >>8701974 >>8713797 >>8713978

File (hide): 9a188da6e41c34d⋯.png (27.56 KB, 1084x712, 271:178, purely cohencidence, goyim.png)

Hey, did we ever establish if 
James Alefantis was his birth 
name or not?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:45:19 ID: be79ce No.8701926

>>8696276
the heatmeiser?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:49:41 ID: be79ce No.8701974

>>8701836
>Alefantis was his birth name or not?
his birth name is James Fuckinkidsowitz  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:52:33 ID: c0eaf0 No.8702006

>>8695547
What a pussy.
>Delete video
>Keep video le
>Sockpuppet "Hey, this was taken down for unknown reason. They are trying to SHUT US DOWN! SPREAD THIS EVERYWHERE!"

>I told you to take it down
>Wasn't me. You can download vids off of Youtube easy. Let me explain it to you, gramps.

Honestly, he should do this now to create the most waves after this video.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:56:26 ID: c0eaf0 No.8702041

>>8695547
Also, anyone can get those photos off Facebook or wherever. If it was candid photos, it would have been another story, but that was shit intimidation.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 23:28:50 ID: 063d1e No.8702392

>>8697091
Reported.

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:14:20 ID: 22341e No.8702948 >>8710825

>>8695547
what a beta faggot.
>not recording the phone call

yeah, what a faggot.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:21:33 ID: 9caa68 No.8703034

>>8696982
https://sli.mg/a/s9hoRx  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:24:49 ID: 22341e No.8703071 >>8710825

>>8695547
>please don't forget to buy my shirts
Did I forget to mention what a beta faggot he is?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:24:51 ID: 76eaf5 No.8703072 >>8703275 >>8703292 >>8710933 >>8712456 >>8712541 >>8829879 >>8871343

File (hide): f471e7c5b45cb5a⋯.png (61.41 KB, 1222x504, 611:252, pizza poing.png)  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:31:11 ID: d4c465 No.8703156 >>8703752 >>8714056

File (hide): 4ffcddbdbf31700⋯.jpg (328.48 KB, 1600x1092, 400:273, Breitbart killed.jpg)

Voat moderation called into question a week back, few of the posts deleted, some involving Dyncorp 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1529040

Noticed similar on Voat when i brought into question the traf c camera in the vicinity of Comet Pizza being 
moved a day before the shooting hoax.  Mods said it had been discussed enough and mod said one of the 
posters in that thread was known to be using vote bots to tamper with that speci c thread but still reasoned 
it was discussed enough…  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:35:21 ID: 483fa1 No.8703206

Where the martyrs @?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:40:51 ID: 599111 No.8703275
File (hide): cba79d93be8dcff⋯.png (215.81 KB, 370x320, 37:32, aaaa334e23.PNG)

>>8703072
Oh, cute little gas lighting image. Did you 
make that yourself? How many hours in 
MSPaint?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:42:17 ID: 90776c No.8703292

>>8703072
That Illuminati lizard Jew is still inexperienced with human food since it is clearly eating a pepperoni and olive pizza and doesn't know any better. That or 
it's lying smugly to mock its victims.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:47:20 ID: 92594a No.8703356

>>8695786

You are so outrageously boned ahahahahahahahahahaha  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:54:26 ID: a83713 No.8703416 >>8703650 >>8736676

File (hide): f68f82148282b9c⋯.gif (1.92 MB, 444x250, 222:125, IMG_8731.GIF)

>>8699033
Nah. These evil cunts have 
no guts. We can check for 
ourselves on the day.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:12:40 ID: be79ce No.8703650 >>8703836

>>8703416
every time I see Negan I think of Ray's brother from Errbody Loves Rayray  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:23:09 ID: 209fbe No.8703752

>>8703156
This is starting to read like the plot to a bad movie.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:29:22 ID: a83713 No.8703836

>>8703650
Damn, That's some resemblence alright  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:41:45 ID: bc5ffa No.8703993

i call bullshit  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 02:57:16 ID: 89008b No.8704897

>>8704792
sure thing. do you eat away the pain of being brown?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 03:10:55 ID: 90776c No.8705047 >>8705097

James if you want to larp being a brown loli with Daddy issues getting gangraped by hordes of Nazi frogs you should just say so. It's unhealthy to deny 
the truth.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 03:15:51 ID: 9b5bba No.8705097
File (hide): 2b3f63877ce4e24⋯.jpg (712.97 KB, 800x800, 1:1, 2b3f63877ce4e24f5548092f34….jpg)

>>8705047
I don't know what the fuck 
to think about that post.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 03:52:26 ID: ae0bd1 No.8705459
File (hide): 38afe82d532be3c⋯.png (538.03 KB, 771x771, 1:1, 6c2ac9d959b10b31ec786c516b….png)

I feel that these threads are 
really slowing down and we're 
getting distracted. 

WE CANT FORGE T THIS
WE CANT GIVE UP  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:08:43 ID: 3e8877 No.8705677 >>8705767 >>8707302 >>8707450 >>8707553 >>8708121 >>8712055 >>8713734

do you guys honestly believe this pizzagoober crap?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:14:43 ID: 6cb574 No.8705767
File (hide): c87567e6d6f6ae2⋯.jpg (259.15 KB, 960x1656, 40:69, anime girls up my ass.jpg)

>>8705592
>>8705663
>>8705677
Kill yourself, James Alefantis.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:31:40 ID: ed7fc5 No.8706005
File (hide): 5b6e82a7c1e55f7⋯.png (107.99 KB, 680x679, 680:679, aa4.png)

>>869578
6  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:32:32 ID: 7a5405 No.8706017 >>8714954

File (hide): eb358e4e9ef8dc0⋯.jpg (311.24 KB, 634x538, 317:269, 2D6CB92F00000578-0-image-a….jpg)

>>8695786

Your reckoning will come. I'm not talking prison. I'm talking about real reckoning We will torture you and your 
family then, when it is done you will be ashes, then you have my permission to die.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:26:42 ID: 36fc45 No.8707129 >>8707157

The Beanie Baby Email /pol/.
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1544143  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:27:51 ID: 1223c3 No.8707142

>>8706888
That looks like a salami roll with mozzarella cheese in it.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:28:48 ID: 36fc45 No.8707157

>>8707129
Also this.
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1543972  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:40:39 ID: 08096e No.8707302

>>8705677
>do you guys honestly believe this pizzagoober crap? 
no-oo, I believe (((they))) have perfectly healthy, and innocent massive interest to play with kids all day long, like every normal healthy man never ever 
does  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:54:43 ID: 84954a No.8707450 >>8707471

>>8705677
BLOOD LIBEL
It is a code name for Jewish Blood Sacri ce, They use the six pointed star. The hexagram is the Star of 
Saturn (Star of Solomon,Chuin,Remphan) I believe other names/titles are Moloch(king)and Baal (lord), it is 
the Rothschild's and Israel's symbol, the emblem of modern Judaism. They are an ancient slaver, cannibal, 
pedophile race/religion, they have many shabbos cucks involved now as well. All we are witnessing is 
Judaism, this is a main reason they were expelled 109 times, not just usury and subversion. 

Think about it lad they got caught doing this shit so much they had to develop a name to shut down any 
discussion of there 3,000+ year practices.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:56:05 ID: 84954a No.8707471

>>8707450
*their 

fug  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:03:19 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707553 >>8707605

>>8705677

If there's nothing here

Why shut down the pizzagate subbreddit when it had nearly 20,000 subs and was growing by 2000 or more subs a day.  Why did mainstream news start 
running "Fake News" headlines the same time to dispell it….the shooting hoax, David Seaman on youtube and other youtubers getting harassed and 
having their videos agged.  The amount of shills showing up here and on voat, the moderation deleting posts on voat.  Washington post and new yorks 
times before the shooting hoax covering this.  Why did Washington Post, New YOrk time and a few other mainstream sites take down their news article 
about the Elite Political pedophile ring in Noway https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1475488

Why go to all that trouble if there's nothing here.

The shooting is really the only thing you can pinpoint and say they are covering it because of that and danger to the public but the shooting didn't help the 
people investigating this it only helped to demonize this subject around the time it was growing expressionlessly.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:08:18 ID: 84954a No.8707605

>>8707553
>This Norway pedophile story is THE CENTER of something huge. In addition to NYT, ABC, WAPO, I now see the Guardian (UK) took it down

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1476934  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:12:42 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707652

you see similar tactics used by Police to dispell large protests, they will actually incite violence so the media 
can start running stories to say the protestors are violent, so it needs to be shut down which works as the 
bad publicity gets the public to lose interest in support  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:15:21 ID: 24a046 No.8707681 >>8707739 >>8707775 >>8712705 >>8714876 >>8884876

how many kids go missing every year in the US? like vanished never to be seen again. its easier for me to believe (((elites))) would travel to shithole 2nd 
world countries to kill children. no doubt they have plenty children to diddle here (through pedo foster families, corrupt day care, pedo parents pimping, 
etc) but id think most of the killing is done outside of the US where missing children isnt a big deal. only top tier (((elites))) would be able to murder 
american children because from what little i know it seems like only a few hundred go missing every year and more than half of those are probably lone 
serial degenerates with no zog ties.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:19:33 ID: 84954a No.8707739 >>8707776 >>8825022

>>8707681
>According to the FBI, in 2015 there were 460,699 NCIC entries for missing children. >Similarly, in 2014, the total number of missing children entries into 
NCIC was 466,949
http://www. missingkids.com/KeyFacts

This is only the lucky reported missing kids, many more just vanish into some yid like Pedosta or Epsteins dungeon  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:23:14 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707775

>>8707681

if any of the satanic ritual abuse is to be believed it would appear the white kids are used for sex while the 
2nd/3rd world country kids are used for sacri cial purposes  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:23:20 ID: 6d416d No.8707776 >>8708044

>>8707739
Roughly 460,000 kids missing two years in a row is quite a (((coincidence))), know anywhere to look up the total for other years?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:27:29 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707830

https:/
/yout
u.be/
UIKgV
nvQQI
s  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:44:52 ID: 84954a No.8708044 >>8708055 >>8708107

>>8707776
I just used searx.me and asked "How many children go missing each year?" 

here is something interesting, look at all the jew names of the people working for the government groups tasked with the below statistics. No wonder they 
never get caught.

>The rst National Incidence Studies of Missing, Abducted, Runaway, and Thrownaway Children (NISMART-1) was released in 1990, and the second, 
known as NISMART-2, was released in October 2002. 
>According to NISMART-2 research, which studied the year 1999, an estimated 797,500 children were reported missing; 58,200 children were abducted by 
nonfamily members; 115 children were the victims of the most serious, long-term nonfamily abductions called stereotypical kidnappings ; and 203,900 
children were the victims of family abductions.

[Andrea J. SEDLAK, David FINKELHOR, Heather Hammer, and Dana J. SCHULTZ. U.S. Department of Justice. 
National Estimates of Missing Children: An Overview  in National Incidence Studies of Missing, Abducted, Runaway, and Thrownaway Children. 

Washington, DC: Of ce of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Of ce of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice, October 2002, page 5.]  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:45:57 ID: 84954a No.8708055

>>8708044
https:// missingchild.wordpress.com/about/how-many-missing-children-are-there/  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:53:38 ID: 6d416d No.8708107

>>8708044
Doesn't surprise me, their nepotism isn't used just gain money and power  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:54:55 ID: 22341e No.8708121

>>8705677
yep  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:58:05 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8708159 >>8708180

I should have posted this video instead, didn't watch the other, basically this Cathy O'Brien has a book where 
she claims she was a sex slave and Hillary Clinton performed oral sex on her and she had a mutilated 
vagina, at least in this video near the end there seems to be a medical doctor examining Cathy to con rm 
her mutilated vagina  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:00:26 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8708180

>>8708159

okay they actually show here vagina at the end of this on youtube lol  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:03:49 ID: 000000 No.8708221 >>8708758

When /hebe/ was here and all the pedos before they where kicked out.There would always be those child models. When the pedos post they often post 
these pictures of little girls. Often in gymnastics leotards. Not really a fashion model thing. This is what I would imagine the soft-core is of the kiddy porn. 
You know those pictures of the child models holding onto a little table. Or a kids dressed as little french maids. It is illegal to even stumble upon as far as I 
am aware but for the sake of clarity I think most old-fags understand what that is.

 If you go to masterchan.org there will  be a few examples of this on the front page.But there was de antly these pictures in sets under the title of "Silver 
Starletts." Now where this gets occult is when you look at the O.T.O. They have this relation to astron argon or the A.A. Astron Argon is latin it translates to 
Astron (star) Argon (silver) or the silver star. There is almost certainly a connection with the child porn silver starletts and the OTO. I do not feel 
comfortable searching to see what exactly "Silver Starletts" is. But if it is basically the same thing as "Candydoll" then we have a soft-core child 
pornography ring within the AA or whatever that relates to in the illuminati structure.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:10:14 ID: 5da9fe No.8708305 >>8708758

>>8695917

>Those MKULTRA eyes  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:56:22 ID: 1223c3 No.8708758 >>8709912 >>8712000

>>8708305
Or a lifetime of sexual trauma. Indistinguishable really. 

>>8708221
I looked it up and found nothing on it.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 12:00:41 ID: 7c9380 No.8709852
File (hide): 7240100b6152370⋯.webm (3.69 MB, 640x360, 16:9, BLACK BETTY RIDER.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8697520
>black and white hankerchief  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 12:08:25 ID: 7c9380 No.8709912

>>8708758
>i looked it up
yeah googling nude pics of kids is a good idea
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=pthc  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 15:09:14 ID: b8f2e4 No.8710809 >>8711671

>>8710787
go back to the cuckshed, TRS  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 15:11:49 ID: 1b0bea No.8710825

>>8702948
>>8703071
Relax pedo, your days are over.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 15:29:46 ID: bf2f5d No.8710933

>>8703072
So this is the power of shill memes.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:08:39 ID: 1223c3 No.8711650

test  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:12:06 ID: d3cb56 No.8711671 >>8711901

>>8710809
gays are as bad as paedophiles  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:37:02 ID: 5cf137 No.8711861 >>8711870

File (hide): 81d2b355e486837⋯.jpg (1.06 MB, 1881x2981, 171:271, PicsArt_01-07-12.30.10.jpg)

FOIA bro here, there's good and bad news. I got a response to the letter sent back in November in regards to the request for 
the FBI to make available information pertinent to Epstein podesta Hillary elefantis and the Clinton foundation in regards to 
potential pedophilic activities. All of the other types of evidence I asked for got dismissed as being non-speci c. I may write 
a repeal but I feel I am being directed towards an important option. If we could put together a case for buying speci c sets of 
crimes to the ight records of certain individuals that may be collected by the FBI or otherwise evidenced in their emails, we 
could get them to make such information public. I need help putting together the case that it is in the public interest that the 
FBI respond to an FOIA  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:37:52 ID: 5cf137 No.8711870
File (hide): fed7c48c1183eeb⋯.jpg (1.25 MB, 2172x2896, 3:4, PicsArt_01-07-12.31.49.jpg)

>>8711861  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:41:09 ID: 1223c3 No.8711901 >>8714519 >>8726859

>>8711671
Gays and pedos have a big crossover contingency. Some real research really needs to be done into the phenomenon.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:52:24 ID: 5da9fe No.8712000 >>8713496 >>8764747

>>8708758
>Or a lifetime of sexual trauma

Thats one of the key ingredients for an MK slave  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:58:43 ID: 429b55 No.8712055

>>8705677
Nu-ropeans, we're Muricans. We believe in higher powers and act according to evidence. We don't believe that this is real. We know it is.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:40:16 ID: 120ad5 No.8712456

>>8703072
>brand new ms paint memes
whew lad  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:44:18 ID: cd8436 No.8712493

>>8695466
thats not adoption, thats adopt-a-block by sobriety rst, common thing for businesses and charity to adopt a stretch of highway or a block to keep it 
clean.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:51:35 ID: 5cd896 No.8712541
File (hide): 450ef5a3ec358de⋯.gif (50.07 KB, 550x400, 11:8, trash.gif)

>>8703072
They literally paid somebody 
with a Wacom and an art 
degree to make this.

They even put gradient on the 
paint can lmfao  
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File (hide): 3044c872261fcb9⋯.jpg (136.49 KB,
1200x799, 1200:799, 1448947066254.jpg)

File (hide): cdd866dec9fd4b4⋯.jpg (27.92 KB,
290x334, 145:167, 1449252757217.jpg)

File (hide): 9db80e1179b55f5⋯.jpg (62.04 KB,
924x519, 308:173, mantle of anger.jpg)

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:58:38 ID: 502c8c No.8712598 >>8714147 >>8723844 >>8860439

>>8696276
Jaime Les Enfants is a fake name and means I love children in French.

We need this motherfuckers real name, now

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 19:11:43 ID: 502c8c No.8712705 >>8712863 >>8825022

>>8707681
>american children because from what little i know it seems like only a few hundred go missing every year

Are you serious?  

>According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, roughly 800,000 children are reported missing each year in the United States  
that's roughly 2,000 per day. Of those, there are 115 child "stranger abduction" cases each year, which means the child was taken by an unknown 
person.May 8, 2013

http://abcnews.go.com/US/missing-children-america-unsolved-cases/story?id=19126967

And thats just whats reported, as we know these abuse cases are frequently done by a family member or friend and is often covered up  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 19:22:06 ID: ca6643 No.8712827

>>8695466
the NCHA is presumably the North Columbia Heights Association, an HOA. 

the site for it us down, updated in aug, and proxied through japan

https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=www.northcolumbiaheights.org  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 19:26:09 ID: 9ad71d No.8712863

>>8712705
reuters report reckons 115 per year by strangers, compared to 58000(!) by non family members

99% return though
http://www.reuters. com/article/us-usa-missing-children-idUSBRE83P14020120426  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:08:35 ID: 8b8902 No.8713411
File (hide): 0ff57cbf5aadaf8⋯.jpg (39.15 KB, 400x400, 1:1, 0ff57cbf5aadaf8a7ba24b7d39….jpg)

>>8695547
>reddit cuck with no sack

I'd like to see Alefantis try this shit on one of our 
hyperneets with no family and nothing to lose.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:15:57 ID: de1f87 No.8713496

>>8712000
trips of truth about MK Ultra  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:20:26 ID: 8b8902 No.8713551
File (hide): 046f203c71bac28⋯.jpg (61.4 KB, 644x362, 322:181, 9cf528a1d06896ec101b40f9d4….jpg)

>>8695917
holy fuck lurk the fuck moar  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:29:20 ID: f8c217 No.8713654 >>8713713
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:34:28 ID: 8b8902 No.8713713
File (hide): 4058f40b435989f⋯.jpg (17.02 KB, 309x344, 309:344, broken_shill.jpg)

>>8713654
Hi James.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:36:34 ID: bae719 No.8713734

>>8705677
Kill yourself.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:36:56 ID: 90776c No.8713735
File (hide): 3e2ddb7beb34206⋯.jpg (105.79 KB, 727x1000, 727:1000, 10th level Wizard 10th lev….jpg)

>>8713652
James, James, it's time to surrender.
Start naming names before we throw you 
in the blender.
You've lost our game you've lost their 
dreams.
You cannot subvert justice: We will always 
defend her.

Face fate with grace or anticipate the 
render 
By an auspicious, anonymous, vrillic 
victory vendor
Of your legacy and name into immortality 
in memes.
We'll gobble you up like chicken tenders.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:42:05 ID: 37228c No.8713797
File (hide): f5ad4f44090a5a8⋯.jpg (87.29 KB, 896x582, 448:291, f5ad4f44090a5a80e28403ff3a….jpg)

>>8701836
YOU BE THE JUDGE  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:01:58 ID: b8b885 No.8713978 >>8714179 >>8715883

>>8701836
>purely cohencidence, goyim.png

That's a retarded picture. Do you have evidence Alefantis changed his name?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:10:30 ID: b8b885 No.8714056 >>8714179 >>8717003

>>8703156
>Breitbart killed.jpg

Breitbart's tweet wasn't about the Podesta brothers' possible connection with pedos in D.C., it was a reference to the O'keefe video on ACORN in which he 
asks about underage prostitutes:

https://web.archive.org/web/20161220200453/http://hotair.com/archives/2016/12/05/about-that-andrew-breitbart-tweet-about-podesta-and-underage-
sex-slaves/

"In July and August 2009, Giles and O Keefe visited ACORN of ces in Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Brooklyn, San Bernardino, San Diego, Philadelphia, Los 
Angeles, and Miami. Giles dressed as a prostitute, while O Keefe wore white khakis with a blue dress shirt and/or tie and claimed to be her boyfriend. 
Giles and O Keefe recorded the encounters using hidden cameras and pretended to be seeking advice on how to run an illegal business that included the 
use of underage girls in the sex trade."  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:19:19 ID: b8b885 No.8714147 >>8714179

>>8712598
>Jaime Les Enfants is a fake name and means I love children in French.

Alefantis is a greek name. Do a quick search you'll nd more people named Alefantis in Greece for example. Christos Alefantis, Constantinos Caropoulos-
Alefantis, Vasilis Alefantis. Stop being retarded and try to nd real evidence.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:22:01 ID: bae719 No.8714179 >>8714530

>>8713978
>>8714056
>>8714147
Get the fuck out of here  
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SUN ARAW - From "Chapel Perilous" (Alefantis Production) Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:42:07 ID: 69c11a No.8714406 >>8726539 >>8729140 >>8779748

"SUN ARAW" ashes three times at about 2:00 in the video titled "Chapel Perilous". 
A simple search of the mysterious phrase led to a suspicious website. The website has a web store which has even more weird imagery. 
The main page and the associated web store have been archived. 
Please consider this for investigation and aid in archiving the rest of the website if anything signi cant is missing.
I also suggest looking for hidden links like this in other videos produced by or associated with Alefantis.

"Chapel Perilous": 
https://youtu. be/rfwj_SLsG5Q?t=116

"Sun Araw": 
http://www.sunaraw .com/                             http://archive .is/t1oRQ
http://www.sunaraw .com/main.html               http://archive .is/9LCMG
http://www.sunaraw .com/sunarkshop.html     http://archive .is/eYVP9  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:52:19 ID: 6d416d No.8714519

>>8711901
From the research that has been done it seems pretty apparent that gays and pedos are often one and the same because children molested/raped by 
gay-pedo, grow up all fucked up in the head, now they're gay, now they're also attracted to children.
That's probably a poor summarization but you get the idea.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:53:02 ID: b8b885 No.8714530 >>8714686 >>8738996

>>8714179

Shut up nigger. False information is false information, dumb speculations are dumb speculations. Why would you want to include falsehoods and dumb 
speculations?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:05:01 ID: bae719 No.8714686 >>8720658 >>8738996

>>8714530
>Breitbart's tweet about a guy who just happens to have clear connections to elite pedophilia was actually about something else

Yeah, and if your aunt had balls, she'd be your uncle  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:08:17 ID: 6b1a1d No.8714744 >>8714843

>>8695510
HOL' UP
Did they actually remove the reference? The censorship of this shit is a lot weirder than the mountain of circumstantial evidence.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:16:07 ID: bae719 No.8714843

>>8714744
I once read an estimate that around 1 out of 300 people are involved in this shit (and when you consider that around 800,000 children go missing each 
year in the US, it doesn't seem that far-fetched)  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:18:23 ID: 6b1a1d No.8714876

>>8707681
Fucktons of people go missing in the US all the time. The entire system is totally corrupt all the way to the top, which is why.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:24:43 ID: 9e641f No.8714954

>>8706017
I call dibs on force-feeding him his ngers and toes, severing one joint at a time.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:46:02 ID: adb1aa No.8715163 >>8715352 >>8715715 >>8720646 >>8742211

So I found this instagram from some other pedo instagram accounts I am following. (https // www instagram com tematruelove) The guy runs a child 
modeling site and he had a really odd hotdog picture. His site is (http // president-kids ru) Which if you look at the children he models at (http // president-
kids.ru/actors)  every single kid is throwing up masonic signs, one eye, as above so below, 666 hand sign, a couple have the heart in a heart variation in 
them. So that site leads to many other sites if you click around. The youtube channel that stuck out to me was a French(?) child fashion magazine (https 
www youtube com channel UC59KljeYBbLs5L6mFp0BEnQ).
They have videos of children doing masonic hand signs, some videos have the girls always wearing some kind of leopard print which signal MK Ultra sex 
kitten mind control victims. Perhaps here it is meant to signal they will be trained for that.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:49:06 ID: 936f90 No.8715198
File (hide): f062da759599a44⋯.jpg (1.58 MB, 648x8994, 108:1499, cuder.jpg)

@justcuder
Somewhere I saw that name on one of the @jimmycomet screenshots. He either liked or commented on @jimmycomet or 
@workinonmahnightcheese. He is somehow related mutually in the instagram that is why I had fetched all his pictures to begin with. There is 
something off here. The very last image is not from his instagram. It is an example of the double peace sign (which is for the photo above that) used 
in a masonic context.

Also his name sounds and reads like cooter. This could be a call boy.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:04:36 ID: 936f90 No.8715352 >>8715991

File (hide): 9e5dc48db4a0218⋯.jpg (134.29 KB, 700x1050, 2:3, going down.jpg)

>>8715163
I am ecstatic! This is absolutely suspicious.
web.archive.org/save/ those pages and try to archive I will fetch all of the instagram photos. This is huge because these 
are not sexual child model photos yet they still use the masonic cult shit. Also they are not illegal images so we can really 
use this as evidence.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:09:15 ID: d4c465 No.8715399 >>8715437

>>8711174
sounds like bullshit and more shills trying to push investigation into shit territories which just shows 
Pizzagate is real with the type of shillery going on for this topic  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:12:04 ID: 0d09e0 No.8715437 >>8716154

>>8715399
it's real, the police report is on the police website  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:24:22 ID: 936f90 No.8715589 >>8715715

File (hide): 0ab7523078aab0b⋯.jpg (78.39 KB, 1150x765, 230:153, picolli-2016-07-13-005.jpg)

president-kids.ru is political because its a Russian website with an English domain name. And it is called 
president kids. It is trying to stir the Russia vs USA narrative. but this is why it is masonic. Divide and rule. 
Along with the glaringly obvious usage of motif and gesture.

This corroborates an international masonic pedophile blackmail operation.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:33:35 ID: 936f90 No.8715715 >>8715853

File (hide): 8fc6ee3e1aa9735⋯.jpg (401.35 KB, 1600x1067, 1600:1067, cavalli-2016-07-22-001.jpg)

>>8715589
we need more eyes on this.
>>8715163
>>8715163
 Clearly this is an abuse of the 
dreams of children. This reminds 
me of pedowood.
>>8715163
>>8715163  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:41:04 ID: 936f90 No.8715829 >>8727541

File (hide): 1c6ff13f97eec67⋯.jpg (345.21 KB, 1400x808, 175:101, Silver-Spoon-2016-06-10-00….jpg)

Entered apprentice
Fellowcraft
Master mason
That is the 3 steps. That is why Master masons stand heel to heel with their feet at a 90 degree angle. It 
corresponds to the way they climb these steps while blindfolded in initiation.
The hand and the feet meet at a 90 degree angle. I believe they are lowered in the lodge and the stance has 
to do with the whole underground access thing. These are most likely photographed underground. Russia 
has an expansive substructure like the USA.Also they have to stand like that for hours at a time.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:42:19 ID: adb1aa No.8715853 >>8716022

>>8715715
Just so you know this is one of the smaller sites/people I have found. I have found numerous english sites that are using masonic signs and are selling 
children through multiple websites that are hidden as a different kind of store. I only dropped that because the amount of shit I have found and need to 
sort is fucking unbelievable and I cannot follow that lead especially since I can't read it.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:44:19 ID: 2fba33 No.8715883 >>8716314 >>8721028 >>8721148

File (hide): 01673eba28a4d79⋯.png (841.46 KB, 1240x1896, 155:237, purely cohencidence, goyim….png)

>>8713978
Never let it be said i'm not one for constructive criticism. Is it 
more convincing now, faggot?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:54:03 ID: adb1aa No.8715991 >>8716107

>>8715352
archive.is only let me back up the main page. When I try to backup anything else is goes to a not yet submitted page.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:57:47 ID: 936f90 No.8716022 >>8716082

File (hide): df3376fc20f92ba⋯.jpg (2.29 MB, 5196x6733, 5196:6733, vogue-2016-05-08-001.jpg)

>>8715853
Kind of the same here. I dropped a list last thread of instagrams that are still public and that is what I have been 
dealing with. Also I have plenty of meta-leads aswell. This is not slowing down the oodgates are open and I think a 
bottle-necking is what is taking place. This shit is everywhere. Already that site has shout outs to fellow pedo 
instagrams so now I am grabbing @tematruelove and @ketione @bibiona. Its pedo overload.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:03:56 ID: adb1aa No.8716082 >>8716330

>>8716022
Here's the really hard part. I know there are tons of signs that we don't know but through pattern recognition I know they have hidden meanings. We only 
know for sure about the butter y, triangle, and heart symbols. I have recognized that different kinds of fruit, dinosaurs, colored beads, face masks which 
can be superhero masks, and nail polish are just some of the signs they post to signify something but I don't know exactly what.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:06:22 ID: 936f90 No.8716107
File (hide): 8e9ad24baac1b89⋯.webm (557.39 KB, 352x288, 11:9, Andrew Breitbart makes tu….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8715991
I suggested having https://web.archive.org/save/ before the url you want to archive like 
https://web.archive.org/save/http://president-kids.ru/actors/ 
I felt like I should have to archive shit before I dump the instagram usernames and I just fetch the photos 
with 4kstogram as a backup. there is so much to go through.that site is giving web.archive.org/save/ errors 
for some pages too.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:11:59 ID: d4c465 No.8716154

>>8715437

Link?  And whats the report say exactly? i can call the police to and make a report, whether or not they investigate (they are busy) and if my claims area 
real is another question.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:26:35 ID: 2fba33 No.8716314 >>8716326 >>8721028

File (hide): d658d91e2110c02⋯.png (841.87 KB, 1240x1896, 155:237, purely cohencidence, goyim….png)

>>8715883
Ok, nal draft.  
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>>8716314
Posted wrong one.  
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>>8716082
The masks are a rabbit hole in and of themselves. I agree totally about the blinding aspect of this. However if it 
looks masonic, it almost always is. There has been literally no exception to this for me.That has caused me to have 
quite a bit of con rmation bias. The beads are for sra. They make the kids hold a glass bead as they are molesting 
them. They then take it away from them. Its like little pedo dragon balls. They charge these beads like crystals. and 
make jewlery with it. the fruit is the sex traf cking. Like produce its an in and out high velocity market with a 
demanding time frame. The dinasaurs are the reptilian part of the brain. The rex mundi pedo sadist moniker. 
Imagine rush limbaugh ripping a baby's legs apart.that is the reptilian lower primordial urges. The urge to molest 
children is demonic they call it reptilian. that is their way of trying to say they can't help it the sinister urges. Most 
reptillian disinfo and reptoid tinfoil shit is promulgated as an inside joke by freemasons. The same with the at 
earth it is the layout of the lodge. the masks are how they get away with it. They will molest a kid in a Micky mouse 
mask and then the kid says Micky mouse raped them in a satanic ritual.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:34:50 ID: adb1aa No.8716391 >>8716490

>>8716330
Damn. So is David Icke in on it? He pushed the reptilian conspiracy and they say the only reason they let him live is because he makes it look ridiculous 
but I'm wondering if he is part of a disinfo campaign? Also at earth was hinted at in the Illuminati card game before there was even a movement so at 
earth is just more disinfo?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:41:01 ID: 9caa68 No.8716456 >>8721946

>>8716326
Get your fkin spelling correct

coincidence  
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>>8716391
They both could be true for all I know. That is another issue the worrying of what is disinfo. Icke clearly says 
some things like alex jones that really resonates with people. He may believe it I dont know. I have seen 
some convincing reptilian shit there is even supposedly a reptilian in this photo. Icke has published like 5 
books on masonry so there along with his talks stuff to be gleaned from him.The at earth also ultimately 
could be a reality. I can not say it is disinfo but it is a suspiciously deceptive conspiracy in its own right.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:46:23 ID: adb1aa No.8716503 >>8716820

>>8716490
Also I just found a victim saying exactly what you described. This is terrible, we arrest victims and we adore the abusers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LcEbX2bY_E  
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>>8716503
when she told the  cop "You already took me there" at the police station. That was chilling. I am not real con dent she 
went to a mental hospital either.  the vehicle they crammed her in had no windows. She was taken to a place to be 
tortured and not able to say where it is. Like an underground entrance.

pic related was on the president-kids.ru website.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:20:04 ID: 9caa68 No.8716835

>>8716774
His number is shown in one of the vidyas  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:24:57 ID: 36fc45 No.8716892

>>8716774
Any anons brave enough to call him?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:29:33 ID: 936f90 No.8716949 >>8733862

>>8716820
That statue is also an alter by the way. Notice it is 2 cubes stacked vertically. That js from solomonic magical texts. A double cubed alter is also used by 
the Golden Dawn and the oto.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:33:47 ID: d4c465 No.8717003 >>8720979

>>8714056

https://archive.is/iRVbX

ACORN was involved with underage sex slaves…. 2009 article and FUCK YOU for spreading disinfo, that 
article tries to smear and move the conversation away from what happened and say no Breitbart didn't 
know, he fucking knew almost a decade ago.
 
"Plus, unlike Mr. Clintons war-room blame-the-messenger excuse  it s just about the sex   this year s 
ACORN scandal won t be pushed aside, because this time it includes 13-year-old sex slaves from El 
Salvador."  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 02:20:19 ID: adb1aa No.8717462 >>8717741 >>8718860

Here's an mk ultra victim. Just look at her artwork.
The kids in costumes reminds me of the elite hunting parties I read about where they hunt down and rape and murder the kids.

https://www.instagram.com/dessiejackson/  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 02:35:25 ID: b5a34c No.8717629 >>8718135
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>>8717462
yea that is called fox chasing. The sad part of that is the fact that they think they are being set free. That is 
why Teddy Roosevelt did so much "African Exploring". I think there is even a thing called the royal huntsmen. 
These are done at castles. the police and other security personnel are at various ranges guarding the hunts. 
This is also what happens in rituals they have the police or some security at varying perimeters just 
guarding pedophila and violence. The controlled act of violence without repercussion. Children are bred for 
these things that have become incorporated and franchised.  That is pagentry, Where there is pagentry there 
is the outlet for more violence, That is why the really try hard cultists choose to engage in mechanical 
torture. Like a dentist of death. The kill room is more brutal than a fox chase. They get out the power drill. 
They stitch genitalia on the victims and humiliate them mortally. They also have medics. These people will 
bring you to the edge of death and revive you. Non stop. They feel if you lose your will to live you give your 

soul to lucifer. They will make them beg to lucifer for their life. Then when they do this they kill them. Or they make  them beg to be murdured. That is what 
pic related is in reference to. That is why the child would beg for the sword.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 02:49:42 ID: adb1aa No.8717754 >>8717997

>>8717741
Where did you learn this?  
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>>8717754
you pick these things up in some of the shit that is out there. Its hard to nd. But I mean there is music about 
these things. I also am a former satanist. I learned that in order to become a satanist that was taken seriously I 
had to join freemasonry. That is when I stopped thinking satanism was any kind of liberation or path of choice. I 
got out. I was basically into shamanism and never a part of any occult order. So some of this is received 
memetically. I believe in the meme magic more than I do the structure of freemasonry and and I learned about 
masonry. Satanism is professional through freemasonry. I had been in rituals that I do not want to describe. I 
have had repetidly recounted blacked out memories. All from early childhood. I remember a man with big gloves 
pouring what looked like our on a mans face that was writhing in pain and choking on blood. I have been 
underground. This shit is huge. but its all fun and games until you realize its a disgusting masonic cheating at 
life by doing things that make you dead inside.

you listen to some of the shit that is accounted in this playlist. There is so much and its coming from the victims 
own mouths
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GRa67BFrrU&list=PLZMNsmcKrIViMHR7o7av3g85RfFLpFrA9  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:24:06 ID: 53e9eb No.8718104 >>8718191 >>8766118

>>8717997
Do you think the being Lucifer or Moloch, whatever they worship, do you believe it to be real or just an egregore made by yid/masonic memetics? By 
understanding our enemies "god" we may better deal with them.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:27:21 ID: b5a34c No.8718135
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>>8717629

CORRECTED 
VERSION

quote accurate  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:32:22 ID: 936f90 No.8718191 >>8718306 >>8718328

>>8718104
They exist as fallen angels. demons without form. Eyes without a face. when god kicked them out of heaven or they left they can not have their angelic 
form.They can posses someone. Most of the best "Minds" of the ages are the same beings possessing people. I have seen bestial apperations and I 
believe they can manifest as any pokemon so to speak, But they are profoundly evil. And that is almost a veri cation your stomach sinks when they 
summon these things. And if anyone acts scared you are to be murdered. It could just be this thing they hype up. But there is a very real interference with 
demonic entities. There is something that keeps the violence going. spirits are being fed by these heinous acts.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:44:45 ID: 53e9eb No.8718306 >>8718329 >>8718592

>>8718191
Assuming that to be true how can we ght something formless and spiritual besides trying to thwart their emissaries in the esh? Any good places to 
learn about these things? We would also probably need a counter power, in addition to our dank memes and truths. 

Also you say demons,angels and heaven, can you elaborate? Thanks.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:46:42 ID: adb1aa No.8718320 >>8718592

>>8717997
I have recently come to believe in meme magic. I understand how it works, how energy and memes affect us mentally and unite our will into a singular 
goal but I am so new I do not know where to begin. I have been completely absorbed by wanting to learn what I have been missing out on all my life. I 
really feel like I swallowed a real red pill and I can't go back.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:47:42 ID: 53e9eb No.8718328 >>8718387 >>8718592

>>8718191
Also Anon they do seem to be creating all this suffering to feed energy to something more than their perverted desires, it is as you say guided self 
perpetuating cycle  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:47:48 ID: 89405a No.8718329 >>8718431

File (hide): c9422e35c87780e⋯.jpg (265.66 KB, 625x465, 125:93, 625x465_17073954_9984921_1….jpg)

>>8718306
Study the Kybalion, learn the runes that were suffered for by our ancester the allfather, and Praise Kek our 
smug champion. Also, do not forget to learn the signs of the enemy, such as the phrase Tikkun Olam, which 
is their phrase from lurianic kaballah that is the name of their plan to "destroy everything holy" in an attempt 
to literally destroy the world.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:54:36 ID: 89405a No.8718387

>>8718328
See >>8651150 
Podesta is on the fucking mailing list for lurianic agenda, as in the mailing list of tikkun.org and constantly spouts lurianic bullshit. They are the creed 
behind all this jewery.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:59:44 ID: 53e9eb No.8718431 >>8718440 >>8718591

>>8718329

Thanks, I know about that faggot jew Sabbatai Zevi. The original kabbalah was stolen from our Aryan ancestors by kikes and masons. I just feel that by 
their use of Minerva's Owl, and Moloch and "Lucifer" this is much older than the 1600's, even predating the Talmud. The Kybalion is one of the books I 
currently derive my understanding of the Eternal from as well, damn ne boo It would, be even better to get an old uncensored version than the modern 
shortened version.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:00:08 ID: 1c7c96 No.8718436 >>8718465

There's too much information in these threads for me to understand but I'd like to personally thank you for spending so much time on this? 

Are you actually getting anywhere?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:00:25 ID: 53e9eb No.8718440

>>8718431
*book  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:03:50 ID: 53e9eb No.8718465 >>8718505

>>8718436
check out voat.co as well lad they have done excellent work on Pizzagate surprisingly

>Pizzagate Wiki being hacked from our DynCorp page by an IP in Waltham, MA, home of Raytheon/DynCorp - Round 2

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1528966  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:09:11 ID: 1c7c96 No.8718505 >>8718526

>>8718465
Is it safe for me to do so without internet concealment?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:13:31 ID: 53e9eb No.8718526 >>8719824

>>8718505
If you are here without Proxies or a VPN you are already on a list probably. Go to /tech/ and ask them about VPNs and proxies, get one at the least, this 
world is only getting worse.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:22:17 ID: 89405a No.8718591 >>8718760

>>8718431
Of course luria got everything from his predecessors, but still his group is the identi able surviving legacy of the old enemy, and must be eradicated to the 
last! We cannot allow these worthless fucks to prance around in the open with their skin aps wailing about social justice. These are the zogs responsible 
for the entire sjw bullshit! If they go, it all fucking crumbles for them!

PRAISE KEK! Zap the kikes Mage War Now!  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:22:24 ID: 936f90 No.8718592 >>8718644 >>8718760

File (hide): 730605af35ea118⋯.png (22.7 KB, 464x391, 464:391, oblation-dictionary-de ni….png)

>>8718306
spiritual warfare. I would suggest using the power of the cross and the power of prayer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTkYkknnGmQ
The demons and angels are essentially the spirits and beings associated with the spiritual warfare on other 
planes.
>>8718320
Mimetic magic by packwood is great. 
https://endchan.xyz/.media/51717866da8e57aff67355aeba49c8ca-applicationpdf.pdf
/horror/ is a board I made on endchan  to explore the occult deception and I link a lot of shit there. Also 
anyone can dump leads and shit there about the occult deception. 

in my experience the creation of oc is an act of memetic divination.
>>8718328
Yes it is a lunar cyclical offering. A chain of union.
http://www.zersetzung.org/masonic-architecture/88-freemasonry-301  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:27:47 ID: f2240c No.8718644 >>8718692 >>8718708 >>8718716 >>8718750 >>8718760

>>8718592
>spiritual warfare.
yes
>I would suggest using the power of the cross
the cross is a saturnic symbol directly related to the demonic shit these saturnic kikes worship, as it is just a variant of the cube/lesser key of solomon 
which is all just representative of the storm on saturn, which is linked to this demon worship. wearing a (((cross))) and praying to any god that represents 
saturn (such a yahweh) would be a critical mistake. 

the only organized religion that is currently large and widespread that can ght this (((saturn))) cult would be buddhism.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:33:45 ID: 029a19 No.8718692 >>8718721

>>8718644

Intl again… here we go…  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:35:37 ID: 936f90 No.8718708 >>8718771

>>8718644
Jesus died on the cross so we do not have to. If the satanism is real so is the Christianity.  Also it is not a critical mistake. The power of the cross is not 
tied to its symbolical form. The spirit of the cross is the power of the cross. The power of jesus christ compels these demons to stray. Do not observe 
times or read the stars. that is a critical mistake. Yea I talk about meme magick that is hypocritical. Not if it is for the glory of god. The satanic monopoly 
on culture makes memetic Christianity a reality. Its how we can spread the gospel in dark times. god pulled me out of this shit and I will never doubt the 
power of the lord. The bowls of wrath are lling in heaven. The line is being drawn in the sand.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:36:30 ID: 91347e No.8718716 >>8718771

>>8718644
not disputing your claim, 

just questioning why Christianity is such a thorn in the sides of the kikes, given what they say about Jesus in 
the Torah/Protocals. the fact that they created modern Porn movement to destabilize WASP upbringing, not 
to mention their wholesale attack on Christianity in Mainstream media; attached somewhat related. given 
that the outcome of what they are attacking is wholesome Christian upbringing (believer or as tradition) is 
irrelevant this still springs from Christianity. 

lets just say this post is playing devils advocate; don't want to derail or cause dnc etc.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:36:58 ID: f2240c No.8718721 >>8718888 >>8721228

>>8718692
>redditspacing
>1 post
nervous im telling them how to beat you, james? meditation, buddhism, gnosticism. kekism seems ne, but for the most part just throw deities out, most 
(((deities))) were planted by these saturnic kikes if you dig deep enough. its their way of tricking the dumb goyim into inadvertently worshiping (((their))) 
saturnic "gods".

why do you think the church is so deeply connected to pedophilia?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:40:46 ID: bae719 No.8718750 >>8718821 >>8719053 >>8719096

>>8718644
>the only organized religion that is currently large and widespread that can ght this (((saturn))) cult would be buddhism.
Modern Buddhism is corrupted. Miguel Serrano's Esoteric Hitlerism is the way.

"Jehovah needs a new World War, where the
Aryan blood of goyim is  massively  spilled.  Instead  he  is  running the  risk  of disappearing
as Satan, Saturn, the Archon imprisoned by 
the Demiurge."

- Miguel Serrano in his book Son of the Widower  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:41:38 ID: 53e9eb No.8718760 >>8718886

>>8718591
MageWarNow

>>8718592
Thanks man, I will watch them now. So many questions and the answers are so obscured. I could believe in a man like Jesus who came to enlighten 
folks(Aryan means Noble afterall so we are pre-disposed to good deeds) but not a vicious blood thirsty demon like Yahweh, Jehovah, or 
El(Elohim/Saturn). The dude in the video: https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=NTkYkknnGmQ
 is talking about praising Yahweh? 

>>8718644

Yeah man the kikes even use the Star of Saturn as their rothschild(german for Red Shield) they stole it from ancient Satrurn Cults. The hexagram or Key of 
Solomon is the Rothschilds(Bauer) and Israel's emblem. The blood sacri ce and cannibalism were being done by Saturn faggots thousands of years ago 
as well.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:43:22 ID: f2240c No.8718771 >>8718801 >>8718888 >>8721273 >>8788876 >>8810190 >>8914691

>>8718708
>Jesus died on the cross so we do not have to
stop worshiping a 2000 year old saturnic kike psyop.
>>8718716
>just questioning why Christianity is such a thorn in the sides of the kikes
its not, they fucking control it and have controlled (the catholic church) since its inception. christianity is just their old psyop, they are phasing it out since 
they can more ef ciently trick goyim into worshiping saturn now. for example, 1500 years ago (((they))) wouldve had a hard time convincing goyim to 
abort their children en masse and get transgender surgeries. 

christianity and islam are both 2 sides of the same coin, the kikes created both to feed the same saturnic 'demon', through manufacturing massive bloody 
con icts between them. thats why the symbol of islam is a fucking cube/the star over the horns, while the symbol of christianity is a perversion of a cube 
(the cross is a deconstructed cube), and a human sacri ce. its always why christianity cannibalizing on ef gies of jesus every weekend. its basically just 
spritingcooking for goyim.

gnostcism, buddhism, kekism. meditation. are the keys to beating them.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:45:50 ID: d8ce63 No.8718794 >>8719518

>>8697100
WE HAVE A GOD ON OUR SIDE  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:46:43 ID: 53e9eb No.8718801 >>8718811 >>8718909 >>8788876

>>8718771
Thats my logic on the Bible as well man it seems to be a Psyop or Proto-Communism made by jews to neuter Aryan man. I could be wrong.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:47:51 ID: f2240c No.8718811 >>8718821 >>8788876 >>8914691

>>8718801
i agree with you, and so did himmler. read himmlers speech to the SS about homosexuality, its available online, himmler dives deeply into the subject of 
the (((church))) being a homosexual kike psyop. he was dead right.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:48:34 ID: bae719 No.8718821 >>8718845

>>8718811
see
>>8718750  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:51:58 ID: f2240c No.8718845 >>8718877

>>8718821
oh i agree with you. its clear that was hitlers end goal and is the right one, the swastika was a pretty blatant move on his part in that regard.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:53:51 ID: 4b2ce0 No.8718860 >>8718978

File (hide): f63f54640e54b88⋯.jpg (365.08 KB, 879x476, 879:476, screenshot-www.instagram.c….jpg)

>>8717462
Fuck, there's the weird pupil 
thing again!  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:55:13 ID: bae719 No.8718877

>>8718845
Yes and studying Hitler's life without any of the Jew/Allied propaganda will show you that he was no ordinary man. Carl Jung's (while he had his faults, 
he's worth studying) essay "Wotan", 1936, is fascinating.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:56:09 ID: 936f90 No.8718886 >>8719053

File (hide): 007022cb45e4045⋯.webm (7.3 MB, 320x240, 4:3, 007022cb45e4045300c31c5c2….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8718760
There is a perversion of Christianity to the point it tests my own faith. however yaweh means orgasm as a 
satanic perversion. But I call it jesus and christ means anointed. Anointed by oils. this of course is Yahweh 
or cum in the satanic perversions. Do not mistake the worldly Christianity and the living church which is the 
body of believers. Look at the pope he is literally talking shit and making shit eating jokes. There is a humility 
that comes with this. A real humility and god protects you. Bill schnebolen is a good man. I do cringe when 
he calls god yahweh though and jesus yeshua  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:56:18 ID: 91347e No.8718888 >>8718923 >>8718958

>>8718721
> church is the Christian movement and not new age Pharisees.
>>8718771
if this is the case then ignoring it and allowing atheism to prosper would be a smarter moved then whole 
sale attack that just digs believers in deeper trenches. I can see a renewal in Christianity happening, 
however it would seem to be "churchless"  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:57:55 ID: ef9556 No.8718909

>>8718801
The way christianity is taught today neuters people, I agree, but the way it's taught today intentionally glosses over half the bible, especially anything with 
strong language or anything unpleasant.
That sort of cherry-picking is what has lead to the christcucks of today.

Time and time again in the bible, Jesus called people out on their shit when they fucked up, but christcucks today think that "turning the other cheek" 
means to not criticize anyone for anything and let anyone do whatever they like to you.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:59:56 ID: 91347e No.8718923

>>8718888
fucking got the wrong vid.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSrhJGGDqx0  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:03:44 ID: f2240c No.8718958 >>8718980 >>8719015

>>8718888
>if this is the case then ignoring it and allowing atheism to prosper would be a smarter moved then whole sale attack that just digs believers in deeper 
trenches.
1st thing, they want D&C, so if they can keep the christcucks and gaythiests ghting each other, nobody will call out the saturn worshipping kikes who are 
pulling the strings. you need to remember these subhuman saturn (((cultists))) have been running this shit since fucking babylon. theyve been doing 
psyops since before recorded history, they have a high understanding of what they are doing.

>I can see a renewal in Christianity happening
i cant, considering their number of 'true believers' is dropping like a rock and they cant even contain their (((chruch))) pizza-related pedo scandals. i mean 
they just had to have pope bentdick resign since his brother got busted eating pizza. 

this is the time of the illuminatti goy, we will redpill everyone. they cannot contain the truth any longer. the demiurge will be BTFO.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:05:53 ID: adb1aa No.8718978

>>8718860
Just noticed the spade symbol. That's a pedo symbol too.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:06:04 ID: f2240c No.8718980

>>8718958
> illuminatti goy
*illuminated. kek but same difference. all of (((their))) age old secrets are coming out, its over for them.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:09:32 ID: adb1aa No.8719015 >>8719047 >>8719052

>>8718958
so does this mean they are the enlightened if they have all this understanding and have enslaved us this far? This is very disheartening.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:12:27 ID: f2240c No.8719047 >>8719140

>>8719015
the subhuman saturn (((cultists))) are 'enlightened' which is why they mockingly call themselves 'illuminatti', they are just evil by their subhuman nature. 
they saw the truth, and instead of ghting against the evil in front of them, they were seduced by it. all of this clearly goes back before recorded history.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:13:10 ID: bae719 No.8719052

>>8719015
No, they serve the Demiurge and therefore by de nition have nothing beyond the material world.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:13:16 ID: 53e9eb No.8719053

>>8718886
I do nd the Gnostic texts about Christos to be fascinating (Apocrypha, Nag Hammadi texts,etc.) they have a hermetic quality about them. Even though I 
am not a Christian anymore, I will pursue truth to its conclusion. I know without doubt these good and evil spirits, entities, consciousnesses exist. I feel a 
deep need to understand their TRUE nature so as to better my peoples lot in life and free us from yid shackles permanently. All the kikery seems to tie in 
to Saturn, and that is without doubt.

>>8718750
>"Saturn, the Archon imprisoned by 
the Demiurge."

There it is again fucking El/Saturn. Much to be learned from true Gnosticism and the pursuit of Logos as the highest motive of our lives. Zoroastrianism 
and Gnosticism talk about the Demiurge quite abit. Fuck masons and kikes.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:15:29 ID: 53e9eb No.8719071

> John Podesta is behind Scalia murder plot

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1545981  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:18:47 ID: 53e9eb No.8719096 >>8719236

>>8718750
Forgot to add I thought the Demiurge was Saturn, as it is described as corrupted and insane.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:23:27 ID: bae719 No.8719140 >>8719280

File (hide): 0b082c430723ae0⋯.jpg (4.47 MB, 3888x2592, 3:2, Big_green_ ash.JPG)

>>8719047
Serrano claims that what he calls the "Green Thunderbolt" is the Aryan world outside the Demiurge's realm 
and that "avatars" such as Hitler come from there to do battle.

The green ash phenomenon is related to this; pic related.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:34:16 ID: bae719 No.8719236 >>8719349

>>8719096
I've concluded that Saturn is in fact possessed by the Demiurge in the Kali Yuga, and that's what Serrano meant by "imprisoned by the Demiurge". This is 
why Saturn (or equivalent) is spoken of highly by ancient Aryans (such as Rome and India) and yet is clearly of a Demiurgic nature now.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:39:07 ID: f2240c No.8719280 >>8719334 >>8719349
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>>8719140
seems likely. the aryan has been the enemy of these subhumans since at least the wars between the aryan 
indian peoples and the subhuman (((cultists))) of babylon/persia dating all the way back beyond written 
history. would explain why the roots of the swastika go back beyond history.

we are clearly ghting in a proxy war between 'otherworldy/interdimentional/ET/whatever' entities. and we 
/pol/acks are on clearly the pure and good side of it. we will win, redpill everyone, and destroy the monsters 
on ALL levels of existence. (((they))) grew complacent, now they WILL pay for it.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:39:16 ID: bae719 No.8719282

>>8719244
What's your ID there? Mine is 0d50d0  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:45:52 ID: bae719 No.8719334 >>8719365 >>8719369

>>8719280
Serrano and others like him believed that Hitler, as Kalki, will return and wipe out most of the population. Given how incredibly degenerate post-1945 
humanity is, it doesn't seem unreasonable.

>>8719296
Ok, I'm on that thread  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:50:47 ID: 53e9eb No.8719349

>>8719280

That begs the question as to what Saturn really is? What is (((Saturn))) and why are these jews offering so much blood and suffering to it? These jews and 
masons are all up its ass for sure. The Key of Solomon/Hexagram is used to summon Goetic demons/inhuman entities and other cocksuckers.

If jews realy wanted Tikkun Olam they would lose their greatest power in the world, money, and their priVILEged status as slavers right, if everything was 
destroyed they would have no "goyim" to lord over? At this point I would not be surprised if there was a real Yiddish S.E.E.L.E. 

>>8719236
I will have to check out Serrano's works

>>8719280

We are indeed the anti thesis of the jew. Truth , honor, family, love, knowledge. We have probably been ghting these fuckers since caveman days. As you 
say we are the proxy of creation and light and the jew is the proxy of entropy,death, and degeneration. Like that fat cuck mason faggot Albert Pike said, 
"Lucifer what a strange name for the spirit of darkness" or something along those lines.

>>8719244

dubs con rm, didn't mean to slide the thread but its a multi faceted battle against these pedo Neanderkikes, moving this to the thread you linked  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:54:34 ID: 53e9eb No.8719365

>>8719334
78fd50  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:55:48 ID: f2240c No.8719369

>>8719334
9658af obviously.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 06:13:22 ID: 7a2025 No.8719469 >>8719620 >>8723946

>>8695547

Operation Pegasus is a neutralization campaign utilized by CIA to gain control over political up-and-comers, as well as other possibly in uential members 
in politics and media.

This "James Alefantis'" operational security as well as his actions on social media were horrible. He probably thinks himself to be untouchable, which he 
may have been. However, if his cover is blown, which it seems to be, that makes him a security concern, since the SVR, FSB and Chinese MSS likely have 
Alefantis under surveillance. 

The amount of resources to conduct full scale counterintelligence to protect Alefantis, both through technical and teams of rms operatives, which have 
to be extremely large teams that can leapfrog each potential SVR or MSS asset/agent is likely not worth it. 

The fact that "Alefantis" (has to be a fake name) was so sloppy in leaving texts with the guy who allegedly was threatened by Alefantis means Alefantis is 
scared that he fucked up in concealing the Comet Pizza operation. If the guy is telling the truth and not lying, Alefantis is probably in fear of his own life, 
since he has become a liability for his protectors. Seems like Alefantis is very stressed out because he sees poor sense in running the sick Comet Pizza 
operation. If he isn't already, Alefantis will likely end up "missing" or have a "heart attack" if Pizzagate doesn't blow over.

This idiot had the audacity to name his "museum" after the actual neutralization operation: Pegasus. 

Excerpt from Nexus Magazine: http://www.whale.to/b/guyatt.html

https://archive.is/LO8Ru

>OPERATION PEGASUS: NEUTRALISATION

>Mr X was a leader of one of the largest CIA-backed Contra groups. He recently testi ed before the US Senate Intelligence Committee. Formerly, X was a 
senior executive in a South American subsidiary of a leading US soft drinks corporation.

>In 1990, when Nicaraguan leader Daniel Ortega announced there would be "free elections", X was ecstatic. He began jostling for position and asked 
President Bush to ensure he be given a prominent position in the new government - in return for his years of toil at the behest of the CIA and the 
Enterprise. The pressure came in a form that Bush could not ignore. Failure to help his friend would result in X's intimate knowledge of Bush's involvement 
in the dope trade being made public. His threat left Bush with a sour taste. A Pegasus team was assigned to "neutralise" him in early 1990.

>They chose to use the drug Scopolamine, which also went by the nickname "Burundanga" or "the Voodoo drug". The drug is extracted from the pods of a 
owering shrub that grows in remote regions of South America. In its processed, powdered form, Scopolamine is "void of smell, void of taste". When 

properly administered "it causes absolute obedience" without this being "observable by others". Importantly, the target will not recall any of the events 
that occurred during the period they were under the spell of the drug.

>Tatum states that X was invited to spend a relaxing weekend at a luxury hotel as a guest of his friend George Bush. His host for the weekend was a 
trusted 18-year veteran eld-intelligence of cer. The evening started with cocktails and was followed by a ne meal. "'Nothing but the best' were the 
orders."

>Following the meal, he was ushered into the suite of a "blonde bombshell" supplied by the CIA. Mr X had already ingested a dose of Burundanga during 
pre-dinner cocktails. X was gallant with the blonde as they both moved into the bedroom where video cameras were already set up in one corner. In short 
order, the blonde had X standing naked in front of her and began to indulge his desires. All the while, the video cameras whirred. Slowly stripping off, the 
"blonde" revealed his manhood in all its glory. Mr X was instructed to reciprocate the favour and perform fellatio. He obliged, his intimate activities 
recorded at 24 frames a second on videotape.

>Tatum says the male prostitute was hired from a bar in New York and killed that same evening.

>Two weeks later, X - wholly unaware of the events of that evening - was visited in Nicaragua. He was presented with a copy of the video footage, along 
with instructions. Tatum says that X can never allow that video to be seen: "Not only does it reveal his homosexuality, but it also reveals his bestiality and 
satanic worship rituals." As frame after frame icked by, X reportedly wept, forced to watch himself kill his homosexual "lover" and then engage in the 
most grisly cannabalistic ritual imaginable.

>Neutralised, Mr X became a leading member of the Nicaraguan government a few short weeks later  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 06:14:21 ID: 56ff53 No.8719475

>>8695558
>>8695547
Welp, we're getting close to breaking these freakshow homosexual paedophile murderous necrophiliac psyhcopaths  
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>>8718794
We have MANY gods on our side! Kek, Odin, Ugallu, those horned lion things, and Uncle Adolf, of course. Also these weird 
dudes in pic. We already meme them.

Praise Kek!  
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Scopolamine_Wizard  01/08/17 (Sun) 06:41:26 ID: 89405a No.8719620 >>8719722

>>8719469
>>8719469
>They chose to use the drug Scopolamine, which also went by the nickname "Burundanga" or "the Voodoo drug". The drug is extracted from the pods of a 

owering shrub that grows in remote regions of South America. In its processed, powdered form, Scopolamine is "void of smell, void of taste". When 
properly administered "it causes absolute obedience" without this being "observable by others". Importantly, the target will not recall any of the events 
that occurred during the period they were under the spell of the drug.

Scopolamine is my specialty, I will add more detail. The plant they mention is called Brugmansia, aka the Angel Trumpet. It is a cousin to the datura of 
europe, though grows on average 6-8feet tall at maturity. It's use is prefered, as it has the highest scopolamine levels vs other alkaloids.

The effects of scopolamine are not quite as described, although it's understandable why they'd simply explain it as such to their boss. Note I have 
personally ingested large quantities of scopolamine in the manner described in this post, I am proud to state that I have learned to entirely see through it's 
effects. In reality, the closest I could come to stating it's effects would be to simply fade into a dreamstate. The edgesof your perceptions fade out and 
the object of your focus shifts slowly into the object of your expectations. Whatever uou expect to see, is what you will see.  If you are free of 
expectations, you will have no hallucinations. Now, this does NOT make people easier to control, but it does make them completely confused beyond 
belief. I'll give an example of dealing with a person on scopolamine. You drug them and wait hours for it to kick in, convince them to hallucinate you are 
their landlord and demand rent. They turn to the fridge, type on the door and insert theirdrivers liscense into the ice dispenser, and then hand you some 
ice cubes if you're lucky, air if you're not, BUT, not after anally counting the icecubes or invisible money, while squinting to read the nonexistent letters. Ah, 
I love you Brugmansia.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 07:08:27 ID: 936f90 No.8719722 >>8719759 >>8719917 >>8728118
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>>8719620

Yes as a shaman I took this from the datura plant. There is a total loss of willpower and you are in a trance. I 
can barely remember any of these trances. Which unlike dmt which you can recall the most sensational 
visuals and moments.

This is also why in the oto and memphis and mitzream they give the initiate absynth they take oaths of 
death only a hoodwinked retard would take. They are also suppose to act as an initiate a judge in the trial of 
your uninitiated self. when you slam the gavel blndfolded it is actually a ballpine hammer and you hear a 
child screaming. Then you are allowed to  take off the blindfold.in fact gloved hands do it for you and you. 
You are illuminated and the gavel hoodwink has made it where there is a screaming problem in front of you. 
They make you murder the child. That is the initiation into the sanctum mundi. This could be in a museum 
easily. And these inner orders pop up out of nowhere. There is a whole blackmail thing out of these things. 
They record you blindfolded hammering a kids skull in. That is not necessarily a kill room scenario. A kill 
room is like they will give them a drug like rophonol or roofy them and give them a stimulant  and then they 
are shown what they did in the kill room. Works every time they get duped by the initial oaths on absinth. 
And then they are dragged further and further into evil.

I believe the rituals are scenically layed out to correspond to these dream-states. You know follow the candle and so on.  

Scopolamine_Wizard  01/08/17 (Sun) 07:16:14 ID: 89405a No.8719759
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>>8719722
Apparently some people don't handle this as well as I do… Glad I'm a Man and not some autistic 
oathbreaking shaman. Grow a pair and take another dip, and this time, hold onto your ego. Truth does not 
die.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 07:33:25 ID: 6f7795 No.8719824 >>8720071

>>8718526
I hate to break it to you, but VPN users aren't fed-anonymous anymore at all, it can hide you from website admins, though.  
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>>8719722

CIA synthesized scopolamine speci cally for the purpose of trance induction of the target. It is used extensively in Colombia to rob people, etc.

(((VICE))) did a documentary on it: https://youtu.be/ToQ8PWYnu04  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:04:28 ID: 89405a No.8719947 >>8722371

>>8719917
Vice is full of shit and ran by bernouts, why the fuck would you cite them. AND
>cia synthesis
There is no motherfucking synthesis you fucking dimwit. They dropped plant material in a jar of solvent, shook it up, and dried the shit out. It's as 
mysterious as making a cup of tea.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:19:07 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8720011

https:/
/youtu
.be/Xp
8N4Ga
ybgM  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:40:09 ID: 53e9eb No.8720071

>>8719824
I know, no one is truly anonymous anymore thanks to the NSA, PRISM, etc. I was just helping the newfag get some security.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:41:10 ID: 53e9eb No.8720078 >>8722104

>>8719917
>that last pic
>welcome to Silent Hill  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 11:21:01 ID: b8b885 No.8720646

>>8715163

>president-kids ru
>child modeling agency

It certainly wouldn't be surprising to nd a pedo running a child modeling agency. This one was running a child actor agency:

https://web.archive.org/web/20161203125929/http://deadline.com/2012/06/youth-talent-manager-martin-weiss-pleads-no-contest-sentenced-in-
molestation-case-280828/

other websites:

http://pk(dot)management/about

http://vk(dot)com/prkids

http://www.face*book.com/presidentkids.ru/

Everything is in russian and I can't read russian. I'm not sure what kind of forum massovki.net is but it looks like there's a 5 pages long thread about the 
President Kids agency:

http://mass*ovki.net/viewtopic.php?t=92172  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 11:23:17 ID: b8b885 No.8720658

>>8714686
>Breitbart's tweet about a guy who just happens to have clear connections to elite pedophilia

Was it also clear 5 years ago? Do you have evidence Andrew Breitbart actually investigated pedos in D.C.? I posted a link, go read it.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 12:40:47 ID: b8b885 No.8720979

>>8717003

>ACORN was involved with underage sex slaves…. 2009 article 

here

http://www.washington*times.com/news/2009/sep/28/breitbart-podesta-spends-soros-money-stupidly/

the reference to "13-year-old sex slaves from El Salvador" is a reference to the O'Keefe videos, not a reference to evidence that ACORN was itself  as an 
organization  involved with underage prostitution. Project Veritas asked about bringing very young girls from El Salvador to later use the pro ts to fund 
political campaigns and some ACORN employees weren't bothered and gave them advice:

http://project*veritas.com/acorn/

My guess is that they were probably instructed not to turn away anyone and that included pimps and drug dealers who could later send money to the 
Democratic Party, either local or national. Something like that. 

>and FUCK YOU for spreading disinfo, 
>he fucking knew almost a decade ago.

Unless you can show evidence that Andrew Breitbart actually investigated the possible connection between the Podesta brothers and some kind of pedo 
network in D.C. then you're the one spreading disinformation. Until then his famous tweet about Podesta and underage prostitution that has recently 
resurfaced is a reference to the O'Keefe / Project Veritas videos on ACORN and it has nothing to do with this 'pizzagate' stuff and and you should stop 
pretending that it does because when you do that you're just giving ammo to those who say this whole thing is just a conspiracy theory without evidence. 
You should try to raise the bar not lower it.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 12:49:23 ID: b8b885 No.8721028 >>8721973

>>8715883
>>8716314
>>8716326

Autistic conspiratards like you are lowering the bar for no good reason. I don't speak greek very much but I speak french and I can tell you greek and 
french are two very different languages. If there's a connection between his english rst name combined with his greek last name and the visual 
resemblance between that name and the sentence "I love children" in french  J'aime les enfants  it's some kind of irony. Do you believe the gay bar 
L'Enfant was founded when Alefantis was born for the sole purpose of being visually connected to his name and accusations of pedo activities 40+ years 
later by an autistic guy on a philippino image board? You think everything is written in advance down to the very little details? Hello?? That's not how 
reality works. Try to use your head or go do something else elsewhere.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 12:50:39 ID: b8b885 No.8721036

>>8716490
>The at earth also ultimately could be a reality.
>The at earth also ultimately could be a reality.

not that shit again  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:12:34 ID: ca7f51 No.8721148 >>8721153 >>8721418

>>8715883
>greek name
>DOESN'T sound like "j'aime les enfants" (I'm french
kys, burger retard
the pizzagate thing is fo full of counter-productive retarded claims like this (seems like 90%) that the whole thing will soon fade into obscurity
maybe it's shilling, as well (that's how you bury a story, by overwhelming it with stupid crap)  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:13:50 ID: cd07e3 No.8721153 >>8721168

>>8721148
it's not far fetched that it's a fake name

alefantis is one weird ass surname, basically doesn't exist anywhere in the world  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:16:59 ID: ca7f51 No.8721168 >>8721182

>>8721153
greek alphabet :
ΑΛΕΦΑΝΤΗΣ
try typing that in google.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:21:01 ID: cd07e3 No.8721182 >>8721225

>>8721168
7,640 results? Is that supposed to be a lot?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:31:18 ID: ca7f51 No.8721225 >>8721303

>>8721182
7,640 proofs that it's a greek name are not enough?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:32:02 ID: b8b885 No.8721228

>>8718721
>redditspacing

Forced meme. Be suspicious of anyone who jumps on any occasion to say HaHa! Reddit spacing! when it's not even Reddit spacing to begin with because 
it's just too short  one line only  to be able to say whether it's Reddit-like spacing or not.

This

is

Reddit

spacing  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:44:50 ID: ca7f51 No.8721273 >>8721382

>>8718771
don't know anything about this saturn/cube bullcrap but i agree with your last sentence, always was instinctively attracted to / helped by those. 
LARPaganism is cute but is not a spiritual practice - if anything it is the worship of once alive / now dead and corrupted forces according to René Guénon.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:50:28 ID: cd07e3 No.8721303 >>8721386 >>8722041

>>8721225
should be millions

7640 is insanely low, considering after the 2nd or 3rd pages the results are usually similar words no the exact words  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:08:14 ID: 1f683e No.8721382

>>8721273
Then please do some studying because the Saturn/Cube connection is basic knowledge right now.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:08:53 ID: b8b885 No.8721386 >>8721783 >>8826250

>>8721303
>should be millions

Shut up you fucking retard. You can nd other people named Alefantis in Greece, whether you use the english alphabet or the greek alphabet. That's 
enough to conclude Alefantis is a greek name and that the visual resemblance "discovered" by some autistic american guy on a philippino image board 
between that guy's name and the sentence ''I love children" in french is meaningless and irrelevant.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:10:56 ID: bf2f39 No.8721401 >>8722884

>>8719518
 gondola?  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:12:48 ID: b8b885 No.8721418 >>8721659

>>8721148
>maybe it's shilling, as well (that's how you bury a story, by overwhelming it with stupid crap)

That's the biggest problem with this whole thing, too many autistic speculations but very little evidence that could be used in court. Whether it's deliberate 
or not it doesn't matter at this point because it has attracted too many autistic loners who don't have much of a life outside of the internet. They do it for 
free and they don't even do it on purpose. 

I said it before: it became too big too fast and the attention brought to these places in D.C. means pedos in that area are on alert and they probably 
destroyed most of the evidence and what's left is just pictures and photos that can't be used as evidence to convict anyone. There's a fucking good 
reason why police investigations are not done in public on the internet.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:20:35 ID: 5fe2ef No.8721659 >>8721713

File (hide): 590cdf074d39248⋯.jpg (24.55 KB, 384x397, 384:397, 087943.jpg)

>>8721418
>That's the biggest problem with this whole thing, too many autistic speculations but very little evidence that 
could be used in court.

>in court
Sorry Shlomo, you obviously don't know how this works.

>Whether it's deliberate or not it doesn't matter at this point because it has attracted too many autistic loners 
who don't have much of a life outside of the internet. They do it for free and they don't even do it on purpose. 
Yup, baby's rst shilling. Lel.

Breitbart also knew much more. They wouldn't kill him otherwise. ACORN was already water under the bridge. 
Look: 
>In 2010, Andrew Breitbart recognized Clinton campaign chair John Podesta as one of the biggest, most 
corrupt gures in Washington, D.C. 
> Fuck you, John Podesta,  he told journalist Dave Weigel, who then wrote for Slate. What s in your closet, 
John Podesta? Big Podesta? Big Soros? Do you want us to play these games? Because we re playing to win.  

>What’s in your closet
https://archive.is/s3gEc  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:38:31 ID: b8b885 No.8721713 >>8721839

>>8721659

>What’s in your closet

Oh wait… What’s in your closet  in bold  OMG! …that that can only mean * one * thing: Breitbart knew everything about Podesta! E-V-E-R-Y-T-H-I-N-G! He 
probably knew the Podesta brothers kidnapped Madeleine McCann in Portugal too! Here's a tip moron: if you don't want to be considered a low IQ 
conspiratard who's more interested in shitposting than investigating then just stop acting like one.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:51:50 ID: a61a97 No.8721783

>>8721386
> That's enough to conclude Alefantis is a greek name and that the visual resemblance "discovered" by some autistic american guy on a philippino image 
board between that guy's name and the sentence ''I love children" in french is meaningless and irrelevant.
All it means is that James Alefantis decided to express himself with a message in French as a way to make himself known with and identify his kind and 
maybe even to stylize it, Greek does not need to come into the picture just because his name is of Greek origin although the resemblance between the 
two is uncanny, it could be intentional.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:57:54 ID: 9a6491 No.8721825 >>8722014 >>8722154

File (hide): 13018adcb24312e⋯.png (42.21 KB, 671x604, 671:604, ClipboardImage.png)

pic related:
https://archive.fo/Dz0gj  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:00:51 ID: 5fe2ef No.8721839
File (hide): b5d45e24a43bc08⋯.jpg (17.17 KB, 552x365, 552:365, nope.jpg)

>>8721713
Let me explain, brand new Shlomo: "your closet" means a personal closet - with its own personal skeletons. 
You don't say that to the guy who's merely running public interference for the real culprits. ACORN happening 
was over and Breitbart was digging up much juicier stuff. Then he died.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:17:04 ID: 2fba33 No.8721946

>>8716456
lurk moar.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:20:57 ID: 2fba33 No.8721973 >>8722069

>>8721028
Listen, fucker. I'm not saying it's proof of anything, i'm saying we need to look into whether or not Alefantis is his real name. If it is then ok, it's just a weird 
coincidence. If there's a public record available somewhere showing he changed it, next we gure out why. It could very well be he was trying to be a cute 
lil faggot and wear his degeneracy on his sleeve as a funny secret code to all the other sickos. 

Him posting someone wearing a shirt with the exact same damn phrase strongly suggests there may be some re behind this smoke.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:27:53 ID: 9a6491 No.8722014

>>8721825
>Multidimensional Child Sex Rings

>These cases involved and continue to involve
unsubstantiated allegations of bizarre activity that
are dif cult either to prove or disprove.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:31:45 ID: 01f285 No.8722041

>>8721303
> Alefantis

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/buffalonews/obituary.aspx?pid=87763024

There's a handful right there. Took me literally 20 seconds to nd.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:37:38 ID: 01f285 No.8722069

>>8721973
http://www.lenfantcafe.com/#menu-item-476
It's a famous DC hipster cafe.

Stop trying to get caught up in esoteric conspiracies on cover identities. How about we focus back on hard evidence on child sex rings?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:44:13 ID: 2fba33 No.8722104 >>8727045 >>8796267

>>8719917
>>8720078
So there was a post I read on cuckchan that stuck with me. Supposedly some doctor on the dark web was selling "perfect" sex slaves to ultrawealthy 
clients. He removed their arms and legs so they couldn't escape, blinded them and destroyed their hearing so they could never identify you, so all you'd 
have to do was feed them, clean them and fuck them.

It seemed like disturbing fan c bullshit but now this….  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:51:51 ID: 9a6491 No.8722154

>>8721825
>In 1983 and 1984, when I rst began to hear stories of what sounded like satanic or occult activity in connection with allegations of child sex rings 
(allegations that have since come to be referred to most often as "ritual" child abuse), I tended to believe them. I had been dealing with bizarre, deviant 
behavior for many years and had long since realized that almost anything is possible. Just when you think that you have heard it all, along comes another 
strange case. 

>The idea that there are a few cunning, secretive individuals in positions of power somewhere in this country regularly killing a few people as part of 
some satanic ritual or ceremony and getting away with it is certainly within the realm of possibility. 

>But the number of alleged cases began to grow and grow. We now have hundreds of victims alleging that thousands of offenders are abusing and even 
murdering tens of thousands of people as part of organized satanic cults, and there is little or no corroborative evidence. The very reason many "experts" 
cite for believing these allegations (i.e., many victims, who never met each other, reporting the same events), is the primary reason I began to question at 
least some aspects of these allegations.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:37:47 ID: f20759 No.8722371 >>8722393 >>8722420 >>8724115 >>8724141

>>8719947
You sound green, anon. The active portion  inducing the hypnotic effect of scopolamine was isolated and  synthesized by CIA long time ago, to enable 
predictable results, since targets acted erratically or died. If the target dies, they are of no use anymore. The medical industry isolated other parts of 
scopolamine to use in therapeutic drugs, pic related… 

Also, your lack of knowledge regarding the administration of a poison or drug, which can be administered in two parts, one in a punch bowl at a party, and 
no effects felt, then the accelerant is administered when the target is in a completely different operational environment, like dosing a bottle of vodka with 
the accelerant a week later. No one except the target feels the impact of the poison or drug, because only the target ingested both portions of the drug 
within the given time limit between initial benign dose and the accelerant. 

Also, funny how you happened to show up on this thread when I spoke the truth. 

"Alefantis" was not disciplined and professional about his responsibility running the Comet Pizza operation. Now, he is likely a liability because of his poor 
operational security and tactical discipline. 

With SVR, MSS, DGI and other intelligence services likely surveiling him, one has to ask if he is useful to Pegasus? He fucked up in his duty to serve the 
strategic interests of his protectors.

You also have never had the joy of killing a man. Seeing their eyes gloss over as you take a photo to con rm your kill. Innocents don't count, but standing 
over a scum warlord in Afghanistan, watching him sleeping in his bed, and nishing the job with a suppressed FN SCAR is a real rush. 

Everyone is expendable. Even me. The human ego is a great enemy, anon. Alefantis had the audacity to bring attention to himself. 

Also, it is sick what politicians do. Don't even imply that there aren't the live human amputee "fuckdolls" fed through tubes. Disgusting human beings the 
lot of them, all blackmailed scum who can not exhibit self-discipline for their depravity and harm they do to innocents.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:41:07 ID: 39ec19 No.8722393 >>8722445

>>8722371
You posting porn on /pol/ bro?
Your not some kind of degenerate are (you)?  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:45:42 ID: a7c768 No.8722420 >>8722519 >>8780267

File (hide): 7bc2171ffe1bb55⋯.png (188.92 KB, 254x337, 254:337, 1393806000271.png)

>>8722371

It's always nice for anons like this to bring me back down to reality and remind me that there are 
legit crazies posting in these threads.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:50:01 ID: f20759 No.8722445
File (hide): b03c82dc36e474b⋯.jpg (49.34 KB, 564x453, 188:151, 3ae8379b45b97cb7d1db67576d….jpg)

>>8722393
I couldn't nd a suitable way to show the sickness of the child sex ring operations. It is not porn, since I 
believed the photo hid the vagina and nipples. 

Sickening as the photo is, it is close to what a sick pedophile ring like the purported Alefantis and his 
minions likely did to children. It's disgusting man, and don't change the subject to porn to turn away from the 
real message.

Alefantis is likely very scared that the operation was found out. Especially Pegasus.

My apologies to the mods, but that sickening picture is not porn, it's who you are ghting to free. These are 
the helpless you are ghting to escape. Honestly, they are expendable, but the more you shine a light on 
blackmail operations using innocents, likely the better.

Keep doing God's work, anon.  

File (hide): d3685ec5f2524c4⋯.jpg (170.73 KB,
1024x493, 1024:493, Team-Six-SEALs-1024x493.jpg)

File (hide): 6003094bb62a015⋯.png (232.78 KB,
627x350, 627:350, podesta sh14.png)

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:02:57 ID: f20759 No.8722519 >>8722548

>>8722420
Don't change the subject or smear me. See my post above as an explanation, it is at http://8ch.net/pol/res/8695455.html#q8722445

There are sick people who keep people alive like this for years. You are ghting evil with these folks, but they see it as operationally necessary to 
blackmail people under the auspices of operation Pegasus. Read the entirety of my posts to understand how scopolamine, sex slaves and video 
recordings meant for blackmail come together in a very well devised neutralization operation.

The world is cold. It's a sick place when it comes to people who consider themselves above the law, like Alefantis, Podesta, etc.

I'll see you guys later. Believe what you want to believe. It is Pizzagate exposed an intelligence operation. Wake up.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:08:02 ID: a7c768 No.8722548 >>8890445

>>8722519

Here's an honest question, anon.

I want to know if a certain thought has ever entered your mind. It's a very simple thought that most critical people learn to love, and live by - to really test 
with a skeptical eye the words of other people and the information they've accrued. "Okay, but what are the chances that I'm wrong?" 

I want to know if you ever have actually asked yourself that question.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:40:19 ID: b817aa No.8722743 >>8722809

File (hide): cb04185824b4393⋯.png (107.43 KB, 663x559, 51:43, 1437540700862.png)

>>8697091
Are you ready for medieval torture, 
shill? We're bringing it back just for 
the pedos.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:49:57 ID: 2fc3bb No.8722809 >>8735369

>>8722743
Suzuka-Sama's Servant | Suzuka-Sama No Geboku is the source before someone asks  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:00:47 ID: 89405a No.8722884

>>8721401
Yes! Gondola is an ancient saxon meme!

More on topic, found a known nigger rapist who may be connected to dnc in wa state. Candylane modeling, nig specializes in raping white women and 
doing cocaine. Has connections with seattle real estate and police department, I think the niggers parents are the political link though.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:02:15 ID: b817aa No.8722891 >>8722905 >>8722916 >>8722953 >>8723108 >>8776152

>>8719518
Do you know what this things are? They're in some Native American cultures in their woodlands. They've been caught on camera on more than one 
occasion and it's super weird every time, gifs related.

Natives claim they're an alien species from a swamp-like planet (hence their weird long legs to move through swamps) that are here to help raise the 
vibrations of Earth.

They're kind of cute little guys. Praise Kek. I am glad they're considered on our side.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:06:18 ID: be79ce No.8722905

>>8722891
it's the PATRIARCHY!
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
>ree  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:08:17 ID: 13f990 No.8722916

>>8722891
>Literal gondolayys  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:14:55 ID: 89405a No.8722953 >>8723711

>>8722891
There aren't any "native americans" they're called fucking INJUNS, and the gondolas were brought to north america by our ancestors, europeans, along 
with the swastika. The gondolas are ancient spirits who walk tall among us, manifestations of the great Irminsril, the world pillar.  

File (hide): c1fb048f3c6973f⋯.mp4 (995.42 KB,
700x500, 7:5, 1451620165664.mp4) [play once] [loop]

File (hide):
f4b22196b2c1fa9⋯.jpg
(385.59 KB,
704x2936, 88:367,
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:38:31 ID: 9b5bba No.8723108

>>8722891

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 20:54:30 ID: 8a0c22 No.8723592 >>8723797 >>8897294

>>8695658
I've always been highly skeptical of Pizzagate. It de nitely relies heavily on con rmation bias and blind dot-connecting. But then there's always those few 
extremely bizarre synchronicities, like that graf ti "kids" tag. So fucking weird and perfectly conducive to a pedophile ring conspiracy theory.
Now Alefantis is losing his shit and making threats. You could easily interpret that as an innocent man who's at his wit's end because he's facing extreme 
and baseless allegations. You could also easily interpret it as a monster afraid of being exposed.
I just don't know.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:10:39 ID: b817aa No.8723711 >>8724162

>>8722953
Yes, this too. Everything comes from a much older source. The more recent sightings were just by injun tribes and around Fresno California.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:24:06 ID: 1b115e No.8723797

>>8723592
To anyone that's skeptical I usually advice them to look up how it all started and draw their own conclusions. I watched some of the videos released early 
and everyone talks about Comet Ping Pong and the connections but it all comes off poorly (like explaining a big infographic all at once). I suggest you go 
look up cheesybay and make up your own mind about what the outcome would have been had there been emails sent to hollywood or other places 
instead. We could have ended up with a goldmine or we could have reached a dead end at that point. But we got Comet Ping Pong and are doing what we 
can with the information available (dot-connections because they have been sloppy but perhaps nothing alarming (I am not fully up to date) on its own 
had we not been redirected here).  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:30:02 ID: f04b35 No.8723844

>>8712598
Find it yourself you lazy fuck. The charges will stick no matter what his name is.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:44:13 ID: 588d49 No.8723946

>>8719469
>They chose to use the drug Scopolamine, which also went by the nickname "Burundanga" or "the Voodoo drug". The drug is extracted from the pods of a 

owering shrub that grows in remote regions of South America. In its processed, powdered form, Scopolamine is "void of smell, void of taste". When 
properly administered "it causes absolute obedience" without this being "observable by others". Importantly, the target will not recall any of the events 
that occurred during the period they were under the spell of the drug.

Having done delirious drugs, this is complete and utter bullshot. I have fought with shadow dragons for gods sake. Its not like you wouldnt notice that.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:06:13 ID: 588d49 No.8724078

>>8719917
>Synthesized

It is formed in plants naturally you idiot.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:11:49 ID: 588d49 No.8724115

>>8722371
Show me the fucking in vivo synthesis of scopolamine by 2 precursors catalyzed in the human body. Show me the fucking reaction. Dont talk about 
anything you dont have knowledge about,  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:12:48 ID: b5a34c No.8724122 >>8724152

File (hide): 50cdbd6b10315b3⋯.jpg (137.72 KB, 576x315, 64:35, p-Follow-The-Money.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:16:21 ID: 89405a No.8724141 >>8787161

>>8722371
Fucking fag, I have done every step of scopolamine extracts. I've grown and harvested brugmansia from the wild, I can identify the fucking alkaloid 
contents and the levels within 5% margin by motherfucking scent, and I have learned to be completely impervious to the dark lady's distractions through 
personal trials on myself and others. Everything you say is bullshit, kill yourself shill.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:18:34 ID: 89008b No.8724152 >>8724178 >>8745949

>>8724122
David brock always looks high as FUCK. gays are super degenerates and love crystal meth. I imagine rich gays prefer crack or cocaine. I bet it's drugs.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:20:50 ID: 89405a No.8724162

>>8723711
The sightings of our ancient familiars, the gondolas, the tall walking kinfolk of the pillarmen of the saxons to those who serve the pillars of jupiter, have 
been angered by the redman's INSOLENCE! These horn-nosed fucks who can't even grow a chest hair have been desecrating and hiding the burial sites of 
ancient aryans. Our tall kin though have been set to protect our ancestral heritage since the times before even the allfather walked this earth, and are the 
earth manifesting to aid us, the only kind with the baring to keep a damned oath to it.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:24:57 ID: b5a34c No.8724178

>>8724152

Brock is notorious for both his drug abuse AND mental illness.  
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File (hide): 2cddffefc47b8b7⋯.png (844.63 KB,
1600x900, 16:9, Podesta IP Geolocation.png)

File (hide): 6b2bf1ec9072d76⋯.png (47.61 KB,
1017x722, 1017:722, Podesta iPad.PNG)

File (hide): eb98e73688bdbd9⋯.png (85.72 KB,
788x837, 788:837, Podesta ISP Extras.PNG)

File (hide): 9d5d3c3002d4a39⋯.png (28.45 KB,
640x723, 640:723, Podesta ISP.PNG)

File (hide): f3e45bbd1181068⋯.png (170.32 KB,
1192x497, 1192:497, Podesta's Public IP.PNG)

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 00:24:10 ID: 36fc45 No.8724807

Podesta's Public IP  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 00:35:08 ID: 299cf6 No.8724883

Y'all should watch the new episode of Sherlock. The main baddie of the episode is a thinly veiled Jimmy Savile mirror. It kind of implies that Jimmy Savile 
may have been murdering people, not just diddling kids. The guys who write the show are very involved with the BBC so its very possible they know 
details about Savile that the general public does not. The show hinted at a bad guy being involved in kids TV in 2012 a full 8 months before the Savile 
sexual abuse news broke.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 02:08:51 ID: 863bfd No.8725528

>>8725275
saged and reported  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 02:38:14 ID: b5a34c No.8725749 >>8726561 >>8909133

File (hide): 3be1f39f0cbfe5d⋯.jpg (97.84 KB, 600x546, 100:91, p-Through-The-Ages-1.jpg)  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:30:41 ID: 7d8c4c No.8726539 >>8726543 >>8730748

>>8714406
Sun Araw, like the guy 
whose song was used in 
Hotline Miami ?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:31:00 ID: 7d8c4c No.8726543

>>8726
539  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:33:45 ID: 53e9eb No.8726561 >>8742460 >>8909133

>>8725749
yup

PIZZAGATE=BLOOD LIBEL  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:56:28 ID: 3e635f No.8726762

This thread is getting sidetracked on purpose  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:03:34 ID: 3e635f No.8726830 >>8727257 >>8783965

File (hide): acb7035992a6a7b⋯.png (923.81 KB, 994x693, 142:99, Yyv2lu.png)

I suspect that this kid may be a missing children

>lives in a farm in the year 2017
>that hair yet new clothes (buying clothes is easy, 
taking him for a professional haircut? no way)
>looks like he was beaten (lips / nose)
>they make him hold a chicken (you know that's 
codeword for boy)

I also suspect this farm is Alefantis' farm  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:07:16 ID: e66fb0 No.8726859

>>8711901
Someone should start looking into potential organizational crossovers between homosexuals and pedophiles. there is a group called Mass Resistance 
which is trying to combat the homosexual agenda. I bring them up because they are fairly comprehensive in documenting deviant behavior in homosexual 
groups. It might be helpful to reach out to them for help particularly in generating new leads.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:13:53 ID: 5228ef No.8726911
File (hide): ac123821d2c9e91⋯.png (94.6 KB, 600x500, 6:5, 718aa77c3b6c592b6b7589c487….png)

Whole lotta (1)'s in this 
thread. Be careful with shills, 
comrades.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:28:24 ID: e478a4 No.8727045 >>8727100

>>8722104
I remember that post as well. After reading it, I popped over to jewgle and looked up eastern European orphanages, speci cally in the area speci ed, the 
border of Hungary. The post talked about all the teeth being removed and only feeding them liquids, right?

Couldn't nd anything via computer.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:34:19 ID: e478a4 No.8727100

>>8727045
Sorry, off-topic  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:59:36 ID: 36fc45 No.8727257 >>8727866

>>8726830
>Alefantis' Farm
Any geolocation here?  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 06:45:32 ID: b5a34c No.8727501
File (hide): d45b25b11c788dd⋯.jpg (143.61 KB, 453x260, 453:260, p-Everything-They-Say.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 06:54:44 ID: 5e95a9 No.8727541

>>8715829
The girl on the left is such an eyesore.  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 07:25:33 ID: 53e9eb No.8727659

>>8695455 (OP)

Holy shit these fucks even have pictures of them with Pedo Joe Biden. 
https:// archive.is/2Fc6W

>PizzaFuckingParty-"Pizza party every day no regrets party hardy pizza sacri ce slice and dice party USA."
https:// archive.is/RPA2q

>Photo of children on the oor picking up condoms and little liquor bottles.
>PFP-"That piñata was lled with condoms and alcohol." 
https:// archive.is/8Gquf

>PFP"Child strangulation to wrap up family dinner."
https:// archive.is/zFezY

I know Alefantis was gay grids pals with Brock, and Brock is Soros' puppet who runs MediaMatters. All these humble pizza merchants are acquainted 
with these politicians. Also many of them make sexual comments with pictures of kids, this shit is hiding in plain sight.

>Strange coincidences between @jimmycomet @pizzafuckingparty and @werkingonmahnightcheese

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1549220  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 08:36:42 ID: 3e635f No.8727866

>>8727257
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/10720+Dern+Rd,+Emmitsburg,+MD+21727/Grimes+Charles+F,+15202+Grimes+Rd,+Emmitsburg,+MD+21727/@39.6
429528,-77.2809774,1299m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c9b683fe1ae849:0x662ce29c804e0e3d!2m2!1d-
77.291925!2d39.655105!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c9b42980da76d5:0xb875ee72990c18a!2m2!1d-77.283928!2d39.654318

this is Alefantis farm

anyone can con rm if it's close to Luzatto's farm?  

sage  01/09/17 (Mon) 09:53:25 ID: 17b9d7 No.8728118

>>8719722
>that pic

What exactly am I looking at? >>8719722  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 10:42:25 ID: 3e635f No.8728272 >>8728320 >>8730922 >>8730985 >>8731156 >>8737759

File (hide): a8e79fd8125946d⋯.png (232.27 KB, 611x316, 611:316, CAR 001.png)

This is Alefantis car

Can anyone decipher the license plate number? What 
state? D.C.? Virginia? Maryland?  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 11:09:28 ID: 39ec19 No.8728320

>>8728272
It is a Volvo car though idk much about the makes and models of them.

I can only see the rst 5 numbers it doesn't look like the last letter has enough information but it is a skinny letter judging by the distances.
0 0 4 9 4

It also looks like the name of the State is on the bottom of the license plate.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 11:58:08 ID: 09e427 No.8728462 >>8728490

>>8716490
what the actual fuck is that on Podestas left  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 12:10:06 ID: 3e635f No.8728490 >>8728543

>>8728462
a statue, look it up, it's on the washington life article

it's a man made of circles  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 12:26:40 ID: 09e427 No.8728543

>>8728490
trippy shit  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 13:52:38 ID: bcc742 No.8728832 >>8728948 >>8730777

File (hide): 269527f6578b77f⋯.jpg (497.72 KB, 1200x1780, 60:89, lass_.jpg)  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 14:19:50 ID: 9b5bba No.8728948
File (hide): 08e4275764d6bd2⋯.gif (739.36 KB, 161x120, 161:120, 1453374448435.gif)

>>8728832
This shit is only serving to convince me we are on to something. You don't come out to shill against something 
that isn't true. Good job James.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 15:00:41 ID: 1b0bea No.8729140

>>8714406
Sun Araw a musician, some random ass hippie.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 15:02:34 ID: 1fee5b No.8729149

>>8717741
>sword

Simply the gold standard metaphor for an erect penis. Only a sick mind would equate it with murder.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 16:23:33 ID: 523d89 No.8729509

>>8697917
>someone nally reposts some of my OC, and its (one of) the most retarded screens i've ever created.

>>8695455 (OP)
so this thread has … changed.

I want to know more about this museum/killroom
can somebody post or link me to the comments on the killroom and its links? i'll happily make an infographic putting all the info together.
so far all i have to go off of is
>>8695466
>>8695510
>>8695886

but this leaves some pretty big holes for me. if it was discussed elsewhere please direct me.  i mean, i cant even nd how we found out about this place.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 17:08:38 ID: 89008b No.8729766 >>8729945 >>8730234

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1499872
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1539070

check those  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 17:36:23 ID: 89405a No.8729945 >>8730234

>>8729766
Kill yourself nigger. Break  links, dont spoil, fucking dumbass.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 18:17:50 ID: 523d89 No.8730234 >>8797727

>>8729766
holy fuck. that brick is an exact match. and its in the basement of a sketchy museum in a residential neighborhood with no posted visitation hours and no 
publicity?

>>8729945
while i agree, its important to mention why. alot of anons on here, though helpful, have no idea why theyre not supposed to post links.  just like many 
anons dont know theyre not supposed to click links.
we dont want websites getting traf c from us. it makes us and our posts known. this especially goes for youtube and links of (((enemy))) websites. its 
important they dont know where the traf c comes from. breaking up the links forces users to copy/paste the text thus removing all referers. but even if 
you see a link, do the same.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:32:27 ID: cee6d5 No.8730748

>>8726539

Sure looks like it.
Check out his Wikipedia page:

https://en.wikipedia .org/wiki/Sun_Araw

From the "In popular culture:" section:

"The tracks "Horse Steppin" and "Deep Cover" were featured in the 2012 video game Hotline Miami.
Sun Araw stars in the 2013 short lm Chapel Perilous, which won the Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival."  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:36:29 ID: b8b885 No.8730777 >>8778258

>>8728832
>that retarded shit again

Can you count to three? How many times do you see the letter A in "James Alefantis"? How many times in "J'aime les enfants"? Are you going to say the 
extra A is some kind of clue?  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:48:03 ID: e75436 No.8730866 >>8735330

39.2749277,-77.5972824,147
the rules can be bent

you were on the right track long ago. comet ping pong is just a piece, nd the others  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:55:03 ID: 5228ef No.8730922

>>8728272
004541  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:03:22 ID: 0b8793 No.8730985

>>8728272

A pic of the back would be better. It looks like a Connecticut plate to me.  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:17:50 ID: 7d8eab No.8731156
File (hide): 0391bdea122af75⋯.gif (27.81 KB, 293x151, 293:151, baynew.gif)

>>872827
2
Those are 
Maryland 
"Treasure 
the 
Chesapea
ke" plates.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:31:51 ID: 89008b No.8731271 >>8731499

soяяч guys I thot spoiling might make unclick lesson learnt  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:54:13 ID: c1bdfc No.8731499

>>8731271
spoil (or italics, bold or whatever) part of the https

example:
https://www.niggers
https://www.niggers  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 23:52:35 ID: 0cced9 No.8733353 >>8733648

>>8695547
Fucking cuck should have recorded it god damn  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 23:53:46 ID: 5f95da No.8733367

Pedo coded message at the trolley park. https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1550573  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:24:37 ID: c91096 No.8733648 >>8733782

>>8733353

He didn't record it because it was fake. People like myself have been requesting proof and he hasn't responded, other than with a video showing Facebook 
chat which has been shown to be easily fakeable by numerous people.

The guy is nothing but a grifter looking to sell shirts and wants exposure. Fuck him.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:30:30 ID: 0cced9 No.8733721 >>8734087 >>8734239

Has anyone made a dedicated website to properly discuss and organize all this information? If not, I'll go ahead and do so.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:37:26 ID: 0cced9 No.8733782

>>8733648
Yeah until he posts proof I think it's safe to assume that's the case. So many lying opportunists right now. Don't trust anyone.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:46:36 ID: dd17cd No.8733862
File (hide): bb4a48d9d151071⋯.jpg (673.6 KB, 3000x2400, 5:4, 0042.jpg)

>>8716949
>>8716820

that statue is of a diablo 
cojuelo (limping devil), 
from dominican folklore

in fact the kid is probably 
at a resort or something

here's a mask, worn at 
carnivals, usually made  
from paper mache  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:12:05 ID: 62b2ab No.8734087

>>8733721
Lol have you been following it all? It's too damn much man! But if you think you've got all the info, then hell yeah! But new info keeps popping up!  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:18:32 ID: 88643d No.8734143 >>8734412

File (hide): bd84b6eec165997⋯.jpg (310.68 KB, 1200x1169, 1200:1169, C1wY4bVUcAADKyR.jpg)

Saw this in Twatter.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:30:29 ID: bc3117 No.8734239

>>8733721
check the sidebar at voat.co/v/pizzagate  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:50:44 ID: 68e46c No.8734412

>>8734143

Even without pointing out occult symbolism, that is one fucked up picture to celebrate a 10 year old's birthday.  
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Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 02:41:04 ID: d14fd7 No.8734742

http://whiterabbitpizza.co.uk/  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 03:42:58 ID: e31006 No.8735193
File (hide): a7e126f1cdd45a8⋯.jpg (34.38 KB, 540x589, 540:589, menacinglyrare.jpg)

>>8697100
We're getting 
stronger  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 04:08:35 ID: 7c8187 No.8735330

>>8730866
"Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) so you ll have some further entertainment, and they will 
be in that pool for sure."  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 04:18:19 ID: 000000 No.8735369

>>8722809
Oh look someone who isn't an absolute faggot by revealing the source. Thank you and godspeed.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 09:23:16 ID: 5985c9 No.8736618

>>8698207
at least the fucked up world makes sense now.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 09:40:35 ID: 6a1f49 No.8736676
File (hide): 3bf1dd062d612f0⋯.jpg (161.88 KB, 750x960, 25:32, C1ypMBLVQAAgae8.jpg)

>>8703416
Delicious.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 13:38:20 ID: 7464a6 No.8737759

>>8728272
Looks like GD4541 to me  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 16:30:49 ID: 029a19 No.8738742

>>8697207

Hi intl!  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 16:40:26 ID: 918a37 No.8738825 >>8738830 >>8742562 >>8758964 >>8759268

File (hide): 0b08fa64b52f9e3⋯.png (490.99 KB, 476x492, 119:123, 0b08fa64b52f9e3b8b61e2ad18….png)

>sister moved back into parents place
>she's always been the stupid one
>there's a fake cows skull, drawing of a skull, a 
dream catcher and all this other weird bullshit
>mfw women must think meme magic is literal 
ritual magic

Why are women so stupid and gullible?  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 16:41:01 ID: 918a37 No.8738830

>>8738825
forgot to mention that stuff was in her bedroom.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 17:06:20 ID: 491fa7 No.8738996

>>8714530
Because he really really liked them when he rst heard them.

>>8714686
Ideas won't clean your house, raise your kids, or suck your dick in the shower. Don't marry them.  
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Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 22:47:36 ID: 63d4c4 No.8742211 >>8743726

File (hide): 9a34b141f078c51⋯.png (564.46 KB, 1440x994, 720:497, Screenshot_2017-01-10-16-4….png)

>>8715163
Uhhh, guys?
What did the Russians mean by 
this?  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:15:43 ID: b5a34c No.8742460 >>8797426 >>8909133

>>8726561

"blood libel" is the original "fake news"  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:26:59 ID: 0cced9 No.8742562

>>8738825
Like all women, they're not actually interested in it. They just want to look a certain way.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:35:20 ID: d172e4 No.8742644 >>8742647

Guys VOAT.CO made a huge breakthrough and linked an underground tunnel to alefantis's properties.

The Wokening is happening.. slowly but surely.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:35:38 ID: d172e4 No.8742647

>>8742644
woops

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1551878  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 00:55:58 ID: e6bae5 No.8743425
File (hide): e659af491e88a37⋯.png (16.77 KB, 828x152, 207:38, Screenshot_2017-01-10_19-5….png)

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1
551878  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 01:24:37 ID: b92b31 No.8743726
File (hide): dbdca8f7c86dc32⋯.png (415.04 KB, 526x362, 263:181, dbdca8f7c86dc325f3498155cf….png)

>>8742211

Checked.  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 01:39:12 ID: e6bae5 No.8743877 >>8745098

File (hide): 4f143769a25f5de⋯.webm (5.24 MB, 352x288, 11:9, UndergoundDC.webm) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 01:54:47 ID: e6bae5 No.8744066
File (hide): 4999ac3a52340f4⋯.png (11.75 KB, 528x127, 528:127, Screenshot_2017-01-10_20-5….png)

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/goats-chickens-pigeons-found-with-throats-slashed-in-rock-
creek-park/2014/03/26/c49fed2c-b4e7-11e3-8020-b2d790b3c9e1_story.html  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 03:04:28 ID: de1f87 No.8745098

>>8743877 
Checked.  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 04:24:33 ID: 369fd0 No.8745899 >>8753573

File (hide): d47c17575db01f5⋯.png (487.86 KB, 748x367, 748:367, 0y5io9yh0a3f5fhj72g08kb53d….png)

This company might be worth 
checking out and its CEO. 
Notice the logos.  
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Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 04:30:34 ID: d47717 No.8745949 >>8745953

File (hide): 98d45d1479c492d⋯.jpg (13.25 KB, 400x225, 16:9, Nightbreed 1990 movie pic9….jpg)

>>8724152
He reminds me of the 
psychiatrist from 
nightbreed  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 04:30:49 ID: d47717 No.8745953
File (hide): b1fa1e7123503cb⋯.jpg (43.25 KB, 1074x483, 358:161, nightbreed-main.jpg)

>>8745949  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 06:55:06 ID: afa5ea No.8746864
File (hide): 76ca4230c0464f9⋯.png (525.05 KB, 500x480, 25:24, IMG_1458.PNG)

Possible feminist jew 
kiddy ddlers featured 
in this thread 
>>8746484  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 11:19:01 ID: 2f9faa No.8747891

https://youtu.be/ktqVuR_Dixs?t=140

Swirls around the word a coincidence?

Notice the main guy upfront on the stage 'handles' 2 different kids - I assume neither of these are probably not his.

1:17 & 1:32  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 11:22:14 ID: 2f9faa No.8747903

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1555573

YT bringing up a lot for this place  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 14:05:30 ID: 6d952b No.8748357 >>8773239

Is there any brie ng document with what has been found so far?  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 14:25:24 ID: bf52a8 No.8748434

Listen to words and facial expressions of this woman.

sleep tight anons :)

https://youtu.be/OhsHmFYJJQE?list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=41  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 15:56:41 ID: 6c648e No.8749036

Listen guys, we need to be organized, scienti c, and methodical about this.
Somebody needs to compile all of the information and evidence collected so far and put it together along with explanations of each bit and how they're 
connected.
>WHO
>WHAT
>WHERE
>WHEN
>WHY
And
>HOW

Ignore memeing. Call out shills, bait, and distractions. Don't devolve into tinfoil conspiracy shit. We need to gure out a way to market/present nal info 
into a compelling argument to the general public, maybe a ad/video or something. If we make a really compelling video about cracking down on missing 
children in relation to human traf cking, pedophilia, and organized crime and purchase video placement or whatever, we can get a lot of attention and 
support.

If 800,000 children a year go missing, sure some of it is Dayquan borrowing little Jamar from Laqueesha fo dat child support or just retarded parents not 
being able to nd their children, but there's a whole hell of a lot of potential for organized crime in that number.  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 18:43:44 ID: 8e7468 No.8750948 >>8752426 >>8797360 >>8824637

>>8695547
don t know why you guys trust this faggot.it may be true but i don t believe him.
he supposedly is afraid, takes down video then uploads this one.
>also i don t think the pedo faggot is dumb enough to contact him directly. dont think he would expose himself. he probably has grunts for that.
what i believe is this faggot giving disi nformation to pro t from his shit t-shir ts. obvious con  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 21:33:33 ID: e56a3a No.8752426 >>8759631

>>8750948
Did you happen to miss when Mr.Alefantis himself graced us with his presence?  
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Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:15:46 ID: 851721 No.8753397

https://youtu.be/7h4abVWnBUE?list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=63

Is there some deeper meaning to what this guy is saying?  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:18:46 ID: 851721 No.8753419

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7h4abVWnBUE&feature=youtu.be&list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=53  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:21:51 ID: 851721 No.8753449

First time I've seen a 5 year old kid say he feels "bars are prejudice against kids"

https://youtu.be/6uhuGA0HEss?list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=42  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:38:12 ID: b8b885 No.8753573

>>8745899
>Abbott

>trying to poison the well by injecting nonsense

go away retard  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 08:35:34 ID: 3a8cfb No.8756962 >>8756974 >>8794348

subliminal message in music video Sia - The Greatest
(those damn art directors dunno if they're redpilling 
subconsciously or they're MKUltra'd illuminati cocksuckers)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKSRyLdjsPA

Around 4:00 the video turns from grey to red.
Red room / Jail bars and thick cement wall - looks like killroom 
and all of them are children.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 08:41:29 ID: 3a8cfb No.8756974

>>8756962
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWZGAExj-es

Sia - Elastic Heart feat. Shia LaBeouf & Maddie Ziegler (Of cial Video)  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 15:18:33 ID: 10192a No.8758176 >>8758608 >>8773239

File (hide): 645a9d508d6c1ec⋯.png (154.5 KB, 680x470, 68:47, Debate Forum.png)

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1559449

OYYYYYYY VEYYYYYY

We already established the fucktard mod calling himself "Millennial_Falcon" is a Jewish shill through his 
actions in https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1557190, which was completely wiped from the frontpage of the 
board late last night and is now only accessible through searching. This faggot thinks he owns the place 
deleting threads left right and centre, all the while his loyal plebbiturd army from r/td keep trying to aut-right 
the place up accusing us of being shills for some random kike named Amalek whenever we bring up the JQ. 

I'm not PA requesting or anything, but all I'm saying is 10 anons are all that's required to sacri ce some time 
of their week to help steer control of the narrative. Once you get 100 CCP (easily accomplished within 2 

weeks max if you circlejerk each other's posts), you can epically downvote posts and threads, and help redpill the masses away from the compromised 
JIDF moderation team.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:40:17 ID: 92cd01 No.8758608

>>8758176
God dammit they must all be connected to this shit.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:44:23 ID: 8ebb13 No.8758633 >>8758648

>>8758176t
fun fact: anything who resists jews is automagically an amalek  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:47:23 ID: 92cd01 No.8758648

>>8758633
>amalek
I read that as Dalek.

Also fuck them, they don't seem to understand that their memes made them what they are today.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:53:56 ID: 92cd01 No.8758691

Btw there was this thread here that mentioned IPs connected to an email. >>875806

Not sure if relevant.
Archive is here. https://archive.is/YB8qO

Domains claim to be connected:
        pedophile-pizza.cometpingpong.com
        pedophile-pizza.kaloramanetworks.com
        pedophile-pizza.reedcooke.org.

However an anon checked and discovered they probably weren't there. So it could be false OR it could be deleted.  
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Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 17:35:42 ID: aaecac No.8758964

>>8738825
Go on youtube right now, if there's a video with just someone saying witch, you have all these ugly fugly obese white women in the comments going, 
"IMMA WEAL WITCH HUNNEAY!!!" talking like dumb fucking niggers and then hordes of them ock the comments circle jerking about how their 'magic' is 
real and how they're 'goo boys' and then you get the autistic tumblr whore lite kiddies ocking to them going haha my mommy a witch too!!!

Like seriously, can we get rid of those fucking retards next?  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:09:58 ID: 065653 No.8759268 >>8765527

>>8738825
>women must think meme magic is literal ritual magic
Anon…  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:27:52 ID: aaecac No.8759420

>>8759361
>>8759390
CUCKOLD TRS SHILL TR YING TO SLIP AND SHILL A STICKY

This bull isn't going to go easy on your kind buddy, nor will my friends. 

BULLS ONLY  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:41:01 ID: aaecac No.8759529

>>8759461
And you have the vernacular of a cuckold and a shitskin playing pretend in a fucking sticky thread.

How old are you kid? 10? You enjoy being a little fucking night crawler thinking you pretending to be like your groid mother is going to make you white?  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:56:09 ID: d60fe6 No.8759610
File (hide): 23e27e9f0d40457⋯.jpg (79.14 KB, 319x319, 1:1, 14695600_1268142623225550_….jpg)

>>8759361
>>8759390
>>8759461  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:59:58 ID: 541047 No.8759631

>>8752426
When???  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 19:03:35 ID: 541047 No.8759657 >>8759705 >>8773052 >>8824637

>>8695547
I call bullshit on this dude. The convo is anything but convincing. He's just adding shit to the story that no one needs, he's adding to the problem if you ask 
me. Trying to divert us  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 19:11:04 ID: d60fe6 No.8759705

>>8759657
yes, I agree anon. We must not fall prey to these distractions.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 23:26:09 ID: c54b73 No.8761004

>>8759361
(((white)))  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 00:36:13 ID: bc5ffa No.8761407
File (hide): 309e30e0102c02e⋯.png (772.19 KB, 900x1034, 450:517, SHITMYPANTS.png)

OVER 1000 PIZZAGATE 
PICTURES

https://m. ickr.com/#/pho
tos/146343979@N02/

https://alanowhere.imgur.c
om/  
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Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 01:08:32 ID: 36fc45 No.8761613 >>8762366

File (hide): f47259aec87fe91⋯.png (619.42 KB, 2662x1831, 2662:1831, Here Ya Go.png)

Hmm very 
interesting. Worth 
taking a look at 
/pol/.  

Take Me to Flavor Town! Guy Fieri  01/13/17 (Fri) 02:33:16 ID: 18d353 No.8762366
File (hide): eddcd7bb967c30b⋯.png (621.84 KB, 956x540, 239:135, Screen Shot 2016-12-18 at ….png)

>>8761613
Anybody who looks even a little bit into Pizzagate can clearly see what has been going on there. People 
need to be executed or locked up for a very long time. This goes even beyond a political issue. This directly 
concerns justice for the countless children that were preyed upon. Most disturbing is the people with "inside 
connections," such as actors, politicians, and the MEDIA who rush to the defense of the accused despite 
mounting evidence. That should give you a good indication of exactly how deep this mess goes.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 03:24:12 ID: 0b1349 No.8762830 >>8763485 >>8772212

File (hide): 2f526ce6c515066⋯.jpg (126.14 KB, 500x750, 2:3, 1hk8xq.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 05:22:30 ID: 0c91cb No.8763485

>>8762830
what could that mean  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 06:06:53 ID: 0b8ff4 No.8763668 >>8763700 >>8772212

So I was wondering if anyone had thought about seeing if James was his real name. You can have your name changed for legal reasons and his name 
just seemed to odd to me.

James Alefantis
J'aime les enfants
I love Children in French. It just seems like another "Unfortunate Circumstance", but what do I know, I'm just a shop rat.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 06:14:23 ID: d14b15 No.8763700

>>8763668
It is his real name. Familysearch.org

http://citizeninvestigators.org/
just launched  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 07:17:14 ID: cffa4d No.8764041

>>8700981
>held back from exploring space
feels bad man  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 10:14:34 ID: 57a5d6 No.8764747 >>8765444 >>8772212

File (hide): 00bac8e61470bf9⋯.png (152.46 KB, 591x717, 197:239, shikky.png)

>>8712000
>you will never sexually break katy 
perry into your willful mindbroken 
slave  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:36:37 ID: da9d1b No.8765444 >>8765447 >>8772212

>>8764747
I scrolled past that image about 20 times and only just realized what it was.  
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Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:37:33 ID: 1e1ecf No.8765447 >>8765451 >>8772212

>>8765444
what is it  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:38:11 ID: da9d1b No.8765451 >>8765459

>>8765447
An AK-47  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:40:37 ID: 1e1ecf No.8765459 >>8765496

>>8765451
how is that  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:48:48 ID: da9d1b No.8765496 >>8765514

>>8765459
The parts are AK parts, someone has just denatured it.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:53:08 ID: 1e1ecf No.8765514 >>8765533

>>8765496
>F2000
>AK part
>2 stocks
>AK part  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:54:30 ID: d12bed No.8765527

>>8759268
Probs new tor
I know I know, the ritual can in effect create meme magic.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:55:38 ID: da9d1b No.8765533 >>8765544

>>8765514
It's an advanced joke, you might be too new.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:57:39 ID: d12bed No.8765544

>>8765533
No idea when it comes to weapons, pls explain  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 15:37:52 ID: 29f96f No.8766118

>>8718104
First there was the meme, and then there was the mind, and the meme became the mind and they were one.
They have perverted the memes behind Minerva and the like for their own bene t, giving rise to perverse new minds. Demons wearing masks so that they 
may appear as gods.  Given that they have a special fondness for Saturn, and how closely they mimic Saturn's decent into cruelty and madness, appeals 
should be made to Zeus and his equivalents.  After all, who better to help us with this task than the magus who castrated Saturn?  

IS MIKE PENCE WEARING A PIZZA LAPEL PIN? Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 19:23:35 ID: a39dcd No.8767785 >>8767807 >>8768008

File (hide): 14f3835ed1cbe5b⋯.jpg (2.12 MB, 2592x1944, 4:3, 20170113_111907.jpg)

Just saw on Fox news  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 19:25:44 ID: a39dcd No.8767807

>>8767785
Mike Flynn, on mobile  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 19:44:21 ID: 6a9094 No.8768008

>>8767785
>mike pence
doesn't even look like him you faggot. Go false ag elsewhere.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 23:54:24 ID: b0e701 No.8769740
File (hide): 87b4497d772b1e8⋯.jpg (132.42 KB, 1200x800, 3:2, Volcano.jpg)

Deal with 
this perv, 
life ruin 
tactics, 
the whole 
9 yards:

James A 
Alefantis
2310 
California 
ST NW

Washington, DC 20008
(202) 364-0404
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Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 23:58:21 ID: b0e701 No.8769765

James Alefantis Instagram

https://justpaste.it/12e1h

sick perv needs severe punishment.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 00:51:38 ID: 717242 No.8770194 >>8770249 >>8771096 >>8792327 >>8832826

File (hide): ee20f4174d9112b⋯.png (462.14 KB, 528x795, 176:265, pizzagait.png)

They certainly like their pizza.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 00:57:07 ID: ef836a No.8770249
File (hide): 91b5cfc0fb47455⋯.png (10.57 KB, 376x260, 94:65, 1418398731553.png)

>>8770194
>woman carries 
3 pizzas
>man carries 4 
pizzas
>they get paid 
the same
FEMINISM IN  
ACTION  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 01:25:19 ID: 2d4120 No.8770465 >>8771462 >>8772426

Guys, don't let the threads slow down and die, keep digging and show the kikes we won't stop.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 02:49:39 ID: e8126d No.8771096

>>8770194
one thing i noticed was how much bad food all these elites 'allegedly' ate. Pizza, hotdogs, pasta. LOTS of the shit. They should be dead by now.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 03:41:36 ID: 89405a No.8771462 >>8772426

>>8770465
We need to reorganize and compile the various leads. We have exposed too many angles for any one person and I am a fucking polymath saying this. 
and we need to form specialized divisions to each focus on a speci c aspect of the operation.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 05:54:42 ID: 063d1e No.8772212 >>8772410 >>8776091

File (hide): d6d295392cd9fdb⋯.jpg (19.15 KB, 280x289, 280:289, 1411973401350.jpg)

>>8762830
>>8763668
stop fucking up the thread with old, archived shit you fucking shill
or better yet, gtfo and hang yourself. fucking niggers
>>8764747
>>8765444
>>8765447
these fucking niggers need to GET THE FUCK OUT!!!
STOP DERAILING THE FUCKING THRE AD!!!!
MODS NEED T O BAN ANY AND ALL WH O DERAIL THESE PIZZ APONG THREADS I'M  
STARTING TO GET FUCKING PISSED O FF  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 06:36:04 ID: 58ec8a No.8772410 >>8772631

>>8772212
DELETE THIS  
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Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 06:39:47 ID: 000000 No.8772426 >>8772694

>>8770465
Now that the witchhunt has run out of steam, we can re ect upon it and improve for the future. The rst and biggest question we must answer: was this a 
naturally-occurring witchhunt (Alefaggot certainly looked like a witch/pedo with his Instagram pictures) or did (((someone))) throw Alefaggot to the 
Internet Hate Machine as a distraction? If the latter, distraction from what? And does it still matter or was this an attempt to reduce our effectiveness just 
before the election?

>>8771462
>form specialized divisions to each focus on a speci c aspect of the operation
The rst step to that is to make a list of speci c aspects and how they are related. I suggest organizing each lead with the evidence that led to that lead, 
starting from the rst hint of something strange. (I think that was a Podesta email with an attachment "pizza.jpg". Do other anons know of other starting 
points?)

Start with chronological order and make sure that every step has known evidence with firm citations. (examples: Wikileaks email numbers for Podesta 
emails, archives of Web pages) We may nd that some of the less fruitful paths the investigation took actually had no evidence supporting them at all but 
were heavily shilled. Insist on cited evidence for every link in the chain.

Witchhunt aside, if there was a pedophile ring that we were chasing, we've probably scattered them badly by now. I've read the rumors that the operation 
had to be scaled back. This means that some (most?) clients will no longer be served. There are two possibilities: the loose ends will either be "tied up" or 
left to twist in the breeze. Either way works for us: a sudden rash of powerful people (and/or lesser blackmailed lackeys) turning up dead will be 
noticeable while this kind of shit is supposedly addictive and we will see a rash of powerful people and/or lackeys busted for continued pedophilia. In the 
latter case, odds are good that they will start ipping.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 07:34:14 ID: 063d1e No.8772631

>>8772410
NO
GTFO YOU FUCKING JEW SHILL  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 07:47:32 ID: 375c4b No.8772694 >>8772789 >>8774672

>>8772426
We need separate threads for different leads. One thread for the white rabbit thing which hasn't been expanded on since that guy went missing. Another 
thread for analyzing hidden messages/data within les(can't remember what it's called), another for analyzing the emails, etc. If anyone has any other 
suggestions that would be great.

TL;DR: We need separate threads for different leads as there is too much info to condense in one thread  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 08:09:48 ID: 000000 No.8772789

>>8772694
>separate threads
No. Separate threads will fall (or be slid) off of the board, allowing shills to selectively get rid of inconvenient leads. Multiple conversations can held in one 
thread, if care is taken to use replies correctly.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 08:50:13 ID: 7378b4 No.8772938 >>8772981

File (hide): 4a421aed61da733⋯.jpg (152.35 KB, 528x800, 33:50, paula dailey 1.jpg)

i've found some renewed interest in these threads after a break, so here we are, back to the search for the recipients of this 
email https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37072

i've already done Leslie Dach (former Walmart exec still with connections to the company),  and Alan J Kriegel (lawyer with 
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP). if you'd like a recap i can do some copy/paste if you'd like. but let's keep going, 
shall we?

>Paula Dailey, paulapix at starpower dot net

not a particularly big name it seems as there arent immediate results upon searching her name. though interestingly, look 
what i found in the washington post, an obituary:

>After a brave ght against cancer, Paula Ballo Dailey passed away on November 30, 2016. An artist and compassionate 
soul, she opened her heart and her homes in Arlington and Woodstock, Virginia to make others feel genuinely welcomed.
>Paula began her art career in Los Angeles in the 1970's, where she participated in the vibrant artistic community of the 
period.
>Upon moving to Washington, DC in 1988, she became a picture editor for the Smithsonian Institute Press and later for 

National Geographic Society. She continued her versatile artistic practice and maintained a studio in Woodstock, Virginia. Friends are invited to pay 
tribute to her and the deeply personal works at an exhibition of her newest series, "Innocence and Truth," opening at Monroe Street Market Art Walk on 
December 10.

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/washingtonpost/obituary.aspx?pid=183004941
https://archive.fo/YaIH5

so what is this "Innocence and Truth" exhibit about? well i found a reference to what it was about, quoted below:

>The works of Paula Ballo Dailey, a great artist whose creative expression and inquisitive mind are matched by her generosity and philanthropic work to 
bene t other artists and institutions will be shown in DC for the rst time. This exhibition will feature Paula's newest series, "Innocence and Truth". 
Consisting of both sculptural and wall based assemblage, this pioneering series focuses on contemporary geopolitical humanitarian issues and re ective 
introspection. Her work brings an impassioned look at the social and political issues of our time. From the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis and its dramatic 
effect on children to introspective works on life and "being," Ballo Dailey brings a deeply personal and Jungian sensibility to her art.

attached is one of her pieces of art they chose to show. notice the masonic tiling, the child crying glass tears, the bird cage. creepy shit right?

http://www.blackartinamerica.com/pro les/blogs/upcoming-shows-in-nation-s-capital-innocence-and-truth-cultural-a
https://archive.fo/6dhJh  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:01:38 ID: 7378b4 No.8772981 >>8773025

File (hide): 964630401ac82a2⋯.png (54.54 KB, 819x523, 819:523, Brian Dailey.png)

>>8772938

Paula Ballo Dailey's husband was a man named Brian Dailey, from which she took her last name. this guy 
has a wikipedia page, and oh would you look at that, he's connected to intelligence agencies and 
international security.

>Brian Dailey (born August 12, 1951) is an American artist noted for his careers in both art and international 
relations. His work in a variety of mediums including photography, lm, installations, and painting
engages with the social, political, and cultural issues of our times and is not easily categorized. Dailey's art 
re ects his unconventional evolution as an artist and multifaceted life experiences, which include national 
level involvement in arms control, space policy, intelligence systems, and international security.[1] He is 

based in the Washington DC metropolitan area and maintains studios in the District and Woodstock, Virginia.[2]

pic very much related. this man has worked at the pentagon, helping to direct chemical warfare relations, taught courses on modern warfare and 
terrorism, deception, etc. with a keen interest in the cold war. what a (((coincidence))).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Dailey
https://archive.fo/bglv1  
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Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:15:34 ID: 7378b4 No.8773025 >>8773150

>>8772981

the Podestas have a close connection with the Daileys and have been to their house before.

>Tony, Brian Dailey gave me your email. We have met at Brian and Paula's at least once.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/26290

there's some debate about it in this exchange, but apparently Brian Dailey is in fact a lobbyist, and was working for the Department of Defense as recently 
as 2008

>Under Secretary of Defense - Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics
>* Dennis Bovin
>* Greg Dahlberg
>* Ash Carter
>* Brian Daley
>* Gen Speedy Martin (USAF, Ret) 
>* Phebe Novakovic 
>* Bob Soule 
>* Diane Wiley

>a few Qs from Podesta do you mean Greg or Ken Dahlberg in the above? is Daley a lobbyist?

>He IS a lobbyist. His name is spelled Dailey.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/3314  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:22:07 ID: 26f908 No.8773052

>>8759657
New vid by Ryan the t-shirt dude that allegedly spoke to JA. He says it's all true and sorry for the t-shirt 
website which is now removed. He got in too far and is now pulling out.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:44:15 ID: 7378b4 No.8773150

>>8773025

on to the next name, then.

>Tom Cunningham, Tom.Cunningham at uatp dot com

right off the bat, whats uatp.com about? let's see their own about page and nd out:

>UATP is the low cost payment network privately owned by the world's airlines.  A modern payment system with connectivity to over 95% of all ASK's, 
UATP is the preferred form of payment for corporate travel in large international companies and small local companies worldwide.

(ASK = Available Seat Kilometers. translation: they are middleman for 95% of all airline traf c roughly, though this includes empty seats.)

>UATP's value model provides a true low-cost alternative to expensive credit card and merchant service fees while still allowing airlines to keep and build 
their customers' loyalty.  This value helped UATP surpass USD 14 billion in sales worldwide for 2014 in the corporate travel space and produce millions of 
dollars in both savings and revenue for its shareholders.

in essence, UATP is a company created jointly by virtually all the players in the airline industry which functions to avoid the normal fees imposed by going 
through banks.

http://www.uatp.com/about-us/index.html
https://archive.fo/xgW47

so what's Tom Cunningham's connection to this? well he's a vice president of the company, and manager of business development.

>As vice president of Business Development, Tom Cunningham manages the research and development of new business opportunities as well as 
industry risk analysis for UATP member airlines.  These projects require the Business Development team to work and coordinate closely with all UATP 
departments, member airlines and outside vendor parties.  Cunningham received a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (Banking and Finance) 
and a Juris Doctor degree, both from the University of Arkansas. He has held previous positions as a Legislative Assistant to a United States 
Representative, an associate attorney and as a vice president of an internet-based sales company.

http://www.uatp.com/about-us/leadership.html
https://archive.fo/Vgak4

so according to this, he's functioned as a "legislative assistant" to an unnamed congressman. which congressman is this? i can't nd anything relevant on 
wikileaks or with a jewgle search, so i'll leave that as an open ended question. but, once again, we have a huge corporate name, with political power, being 
buddies with the Podestas and invited to their "pizza extravaganza".  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 10:00:16 ID: 26f908 No.8773239 >>8809547

>>8748357
Check the sticky on voat/v/pizzagate. Also some wiki sites are being created, check the right sidebar.

>>8758176
I'll help a bit over there. I took a break for a few weeks, been here since thread 1. I only have one voat acct but quite a few points. Seems like I'm the only 
one downvoting crap popping up in 'new' sometimes. 

Dunno what's going on with those mods, too many good threads getting deleted. Vote brigades upvoting stupid shit and wtf they think Amalek is one guy 
stalking the sub. Report weird mod behavior and shills to /v/protectvoat and maybe something will be done. Some shit mods were canned but as usual 
there's the untouchables.

SRS is on voat too, they took over /v/niggers a few days ago, repeat of BPH. Voat got rid of them though so at least there is an option rather than suck it 
up.

Despite all that there have been some threads dense with good digging but alas they fall off the page in a day or so.  
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Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 11:27:17 ID: 26f908 No.8773816 >>8777342 >>8780293

File (hide): fec53946f8dbaac⋯.png (551.71 KB, 1291x651, 1291:651, 20 Repentant CIA Mole ….png)

A blast from the past.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 14:26:43 ID: 68e46c No.8774672 >>8805021

>>8772694
>One thread for the white rabbit thing

What white rabbit thing? Is this the same thing from the daycare center in SLC?  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 16:15:05 ID: 3a060c No.8775130 >>8777342

why arent you pizza autists posting about George Webb's videos?  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 18:42:47 ID: d14b15 No.8776008

So where are the children James Alefantis deals with likely kept/housed?

It's highly likely they are kept in neighbouring homes around New Hope Academy along Varnum Street, Hyattsville. Open this link and scroll down to see 
the number of residents listed in each of the single residential family homes that make up Varnum Street. Some of the homes are listed as having one 
bathroom ie. 7111 Varnum Street and happen to service 25 residents. http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Hyattsville/7009-Varnum-St

Children are also most likely kept in homes neighbouring 7292 Finns Lane, Lanham, MD 20706 which is listed as the residential address of one Joseph T 
Scheve, Business Manager of the New Hope Educational Institute Inc and Nellie Hubbard (wife/divorced).

Note how 40 residents are listed at neighbouring property, 7308 Finns Lane. Next door, 28 residents and so on…Again, these are single family residences. 
http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Lanham/7292-Finns-Ln7292 Finns Lane, Lanham, MD 20706 http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Lanham/7292-Finns-
Ln#expanded_map

Behind Scheve/Hubbard s address and at 7309 Riverdale Rd Lanham MD 20706, is a complex listed on Google as a Baptist Church which has a large 
carpark area and plenty of bush secluding it  interesting in that it s very similar in environ to the academy location/setup in Hyattsville. 
http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Lanham/7309-Riverdale-Rd#expanded_map

Connection to Pegasus Museum and James Alefantis. The Estate of Joseph T Scheve  and Nellie T Hubbard  are both listed as parties on publicly 
available court documents involved in the transfer of the property known as Pegasus Museum , at 3518 11 St NW Washington DC, to James Alefantis.

Castellum Alefantis LLC (James Alefantis) borrowed to purchase the property at 3518 11St, NW Washington DC (otherwise now known as Pegasus 
Museum ) from the Estate of Joseph T Scheve. Nellie T Hubbard is listed as Trustee of the Estate. Death http://analysed.com shows a Joseph T Scheve 
was born on July 08, 1944 and died November 05, 2008, approximately 64.4 years of age.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 18:59:19 ID: 0b8ff4 No.8776091 >>8777339

>>8772212

Calm your tits, I don't spend all day/everyday here. Just thought it was an odd coincidence. Btw, quit whining like a weak bitch. Have a good day.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 19:08:25 ID: d81ac1 No.8776152 >>8805026

File (hide): d5b693b951c651e⋯.jpg (114.81 KB, 634x422, 317:211, 2855770200000578-3068508-S….jpg)

>>8722891
Here´s some Nazca Gondolas  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 21:42:30 ID: 063d1e No.8777339 >>8783908

>>8776091
>pls g-goyim no need to fuss about derailed th-threads
jew shill detected  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 21:42:38 ID: 26f908 No.8777342 >>8780178 >>8782690

File (hide): 50127256c6a1c9e⋯.jpeg (82.53 KB, 750x987, 250:329, C2Bm-DwUcAEjsB4.jpeg)

>>8775130
Because he's CIA. see >>8773816
It all came out overnight on voat, many suspected him. This morning he deleted the latest vid where he downplayed the 
MK/satanism angle and called it a psyop. This morning he uploads another shitty vid with no mention of the deleted 
vid or the many calling him out in the comments.

Oh yeah, turns out he's a kike. What a night anons. 

Fuck off with your limited hangouts George you demoralizing kike shill. https://archive.fo/LlmpH

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1564229  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 23:16:52 ID: d8ce63 No.8778258 >>8778295

>>8730777
ah fuck it's got one extra letter looks like it's time to pack it up boys pizzagate has been debunked  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 23:20:09 ID: d8ce63 No.8778295

>>8778258
James A. Alefantis by the way dipshit  
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:31:30 ID: afa5ea No.8779660 >>8782775 >>8840385 >>8840414

In 2009 some university students discovered a huge chamber in the West Bank, about 10m below two ancient 'temples' (synagogues). It was 100m long 
40m wide 4m high and was held up by 22 massive columns covered in 'ancient Christian' symbols. It was believed to be a Byzantine quarry 'Gilgal' or a 
biblical site of the '12 stones'. If I recall correctly, Eustace Mullins claimed that there was a hell on earth, and it was located in a valley east of Jerusalem. 
This cthonic chamber was some kind of strange meme cave (one of many) used by the jewish agency to operative covertly in the levant. Judas was 
actually an initiate of the Sicarii, a covenant of (((assassins))) that hid beneath the earth.

Tl;dr jews/canaanites are under you right now doing shit  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:40:54 ID: b505fa No.8779748 >>8779802

>>8714406
Sun Araw backwards….. is…… War Anus……………………………………………  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:46:45 ID: afa5ea No.8779802

>>8779748
also 'raw anus'  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:56:58 ID: b0dc5b No.8779888 >>8780179

Guyz (((Colbert))) told me this is 
all an alt right conspiracy we can 
go home now.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:27:36 ID: 3a060c No.8780178 >>8782690

>>8777342
he deleted it because of retards like you who poison the well by dismissing all the work someone has put forward because they disagree with a single 
thing said, also because "Da JooZe"
he said if satanic stuff was going on it was most likely used as a tool to ease people in, he changed his twitter name to cia mole once…. CONFESSION 
MUCH? WOW
retards like you and that inquiringminds idiot in the voat thread ruin everything, you are the shills/disrupters in this whole thing. Whether or not you do it 
willingly or not

george webbs videos have introduced a lot more people into this and I look back at the 3 previous archived threads and he's mentioned once  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:27:37 ID: 29f96f No.8780179

>>8779888
>[current year] + X
Is Colbert really still relevant?  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:35:49 ID: afa5ea No.8780267

>>8722420
>legit crazies
>I'm a huge fagit pls rape my face: the post  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:40:10 ID: 89e2e8 No.8780293 >>8781307 >>8782690

>>8773816
The one I'm looking forward to the most is when the FBI will have no choice but to unseal the MLK Jr 
investigation les, the les his widow had sealed because she knew it would undo everything his commie 
myth stands for. I can't wait for everyone to know how much of a commie faggot he was and for his faux-
sainthood like status to be undone.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:15:43 ID: 27f764 No.8781307

>>8780293

Pretty sure WLP or Rockwell or something put together a series of MLK quotes that demonstrated him as obviously communist, cant recall where.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:20:10 ID: bee1e6 No.8781368 >>8781379

>>8695455 (OP)
i don't give a shit about pizza gate, just testing addons here  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:21:02 ID: bb1b21 No.8781379

>>8781368
oi m8 pizzagate  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:47:03 ID: 3844e1 No.8781739 >>8781947 >>8781991 >>8790265 >>8790518 >>8791694

File (hide): a5934b6bdb2ea4d⋯.mp4 (8.86 MB, 320x240, 4:3, ota-pizza.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Clip from Adult Swim's Off The Air  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 05:01:49 ID: 3844e1 No.8781947 >>8783627 >>8806838

File (hide): 8057c34d5faf96b⋯.mp4 (10.25 MB, 540x360, 3:2, ota-pizza.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8781739
Better version  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 05:05:30 ID: c6e3bc No.8781991 >>8782007 >>8793302 >>8805840 >>8841336

>>8781739
Sometimes I think people like sam hyde and james watkins simply virtue signal to the right. Have you noticed all the FAR left insanity is being pushed by 
the likes of soros? Soros (a hungarian jew) was raised a nazi and con scated wealth and possessions from fellow jews. During an interview (vid related) 
he goes on to say his world view and personality were formed during this time. Think about it. He funds shit like BLM. On the surface they say they are for 
black peace and thats what they think. In reality BLM is a destabilization tool. A provocation to compel the masses to drift further to the right. What I'm 
getting at is, Soros doesn't really believe in a far left agenda, he just propagates it to the extreme to make the masses hate it. What if were being played to 
literally help usher in a true police state? We all agree with decency, no regular drug use, education, etc but do we believe in reeducation? restriction of the 
internet? Illegality of medically bene cial drugs but legality of pharma derivatives that are worse? I want a community where I can walk outside and not be 
harassed by people seeking a special place in society. A place where people can be what they want but others don't have to participate in the delusion.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 05:07:14 ID: c6e3bc No.8782007

>>8781991
>Vid related

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg2P4kcIrZ0
Wont let me embed because the le already exists I guess.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 06:05:52 ID: 694e56 No.8782690 >>8782716

>>8780293
Not that. He had ex-CIA on his pro le for 2 years before changing it right before putting out pizzagate vids. see  >>8777342

>>8780178
He's been outed so fuck off. You can still suck his dick in the comments section of his YT channel along with his socks.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 06:07:46 ID: 694e56 No.8782716

>>8782690
He used that pro le IDing himself as CIA when he used to comment on GG, which is why I remember him. He didn't bother looking into the facts of GG 
just repeated some lame shit.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 06:13:35 ID: 40f909 No.8782775 >>8783438

>>8779660
>ancient subterranean jew rat people

I'd believe it, it would explain their good looks.  
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 07:38:08 ID: 2d4501 No.8783438 >>8783473 >>8783507

>>8782775

Come on, you can't really believe that can you? They might be ancient, they might be subterranean, they might even be Jew rats - but they are not people.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 07:42:50 ID: 40f909 No.8783473

>>8783438
True they are not human, they are Neanderthal. They were gnawing on the bones of our children in caves long ago, not much has changed.

>Jew cave rat Heritage Month coming soon  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 07:46:46 ID: 40f909 No.8783507

>>8783438
see
>>8654173
>>8654231
>>8654493  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 08:06:47 ID: bb1b21 No.8783627
File (hide): 41f5918c76b6615⋯.gif (3.66 MB, 480x480, 1:1, 1473292182979.gif)

>>8781947
fugg  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 08:53:31 ID: 0b8ff4 No.8783908

>>8777339
 How the fuck am I the one derailing  the thread? Your crypto Kike cut cock loving ass just bitches and moans. Go hit the weights and man the fuck up or 
something.

>whaaa you asked a question that some one else answered. 
>that's bullshit. 
>REEEEEEEEEE

Go run up on a kiddie ddler and do your duty coward.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 09:05:07 ID: 5da9fe No.8783965 >>8785372 >>8800087

>>8726830
>lives in a farm in the year 2017

Believe it or not, in the year of 2017, humans still use farms to make food. I even have a chicken and rabbits in my own backyard.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 14:39:39 ID: 1c4d5c No.8785372

>>8783965
how to convince the (((commercial farmers))) to stop selling to city folk and help save the world.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 19:09:02 ID: fb7f6d No.8787161

>>8724141
>dark lady
Sylvanas?  

File (hide): 5daa2e44a1d702c⋯.png
(1.85 MB, 1024x1481, 1024:1481, 1.png)

File (hide): 6c8268f3c277846⋯.png
(10.05 KB, 169x255, 169:255, _1_.png)

File (hide): 5f1f6d05d8244e5⋯.png (2.27 MB,
1761x820, 1761:820, 1.png)

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 19:14:14 ID: 4e7ebf No.8787185

>>8695547

>1:21

>top left corner

>1.Png

what has the kraut/pol/ summoned into this dimension?!
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 19:41:05 ID: a9e384 No.8787381
File (hide): 5df6bf6513b8dca⋯.jpg (2.87 KB, 134x160, 67:80, oND5lpQ.jpg)  

File (hide): be353b61ce09b7b⋯.jpg (63.54 KB,
612x612, 1:1, pingponglovesobama.jpg)

File (hide): 2b478909dc8051d⋯.jpg (93.46 KB,
640x640, 1:1, pizzaparty.jpg)

File (hide): 23fc27765cbba87⋯.jpg (84.47 KB, 640x640,
1:1, lenfantcafedc.jpg)

File (hide):
b1ae9e440032e52⋯.jpg (6.46
KB, 150x150, 1:1, cppatronagain.jpg)

File (hide): 58f3a3faead8a73⋯.jpg (139.65 KB,
612x612, 1:1, egyptscene.jpg)

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 21:12:47 ID: 85723c No.8788272 >>8792560

just some funny / interesting pics from chris zee's ickr

aside from that the photos collected / put there ( not sure who made them ) are heavy /w symbolism. someone able to put last pic in its context?  

File (hide): feba99514930c4f⋯.jpg (165.48 KB,
612x612, 1:1, longdonpingpong.jpg)

File (hide): 520621423f77cc0⋯.jpg (87.12 KB, 640x640,
1:1, whatsthesecret.jpg)

File (hide): c397df5af56b595⋯.jpg (82.24 KB, 612x612,
1:1, goldensacri ce.jpg)

File (hide): f8f45f71854f1c6⋯.jpg (98.03 KB, 612x612,
1:1, 3childrenapes.jpg)
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 22:03:29 ID: 3c79bc No.8788876 >>8790302 >>8914691

>>8718771
>>8718801
>>8718811
I never fully bought into this powerful elite are religious jewish worshipers, but it's starting to make sense.

As someone who's been learning stoicism, i can tell you it's a near perfect ideology, empowering as fuck and got it killed by christianity. Nietzsche called 
christianity herd mentality and while halfchan almost made me think christianity was something better than islam/progressivism i just could not nd 
excuses for it having killed stoicism. stoicism is similar to buddhism and is and will always be  superior to christianity.  
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640x640, 1:1, lenfantcafedc.png)

File (hide): 0bcb07925ca044f⋯.png (145.46 KB,
1280x976, 80:61, pierre.png)

File (hide): 7ca0cbf7ff431cf⋯.jpg (215.92 KB,
1280x702, 640:351, 1280px-GraveofLenfant.jpg)

File (hide): 5d5479cc81c886d⋯.jpg (19.16 KB,
450x279, 50:31, L'enfant_plan_of_Washingto….jpg)

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 22:28:48 ID: 85723c No.8789160

i tried to link lenfantdc ( pic related ) to pizzapong and noticed this is where u might got the boumboum room thing from:

http://www.lenfantcafe .com/

still found something probably interesting:

u know the guy from pic 2? he is referenced here:

http://www.lenfantcafe. com/pierre-lenfant-2/

>L'Enfant took only the rst of three degrees offered by the Lodge and did not progress further in Freemasonry ( from wiki )

wiki thinks the same as:

https://scottishrite. org/about/media-publications/journal/article/the-masonic-career-of-major-pierre-charles-lenfant/

he built several stuff and even he died poor hes now buried at pic 3

pic 4 is his plan for dc that wasnt approved  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 22:35:42 ID: 85723c No.8789238
File (hide): 1ec9b91a8728fdd⋯.jpg (158.42 KB, 640x640, 1:1, lefant.jpg)

just saying pic could also be a world play into the direction of pierre and its possible the locations pierre 
built might be interesting regarding pizzapong  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 00:06:20 ID: 2ad50d No.8790265
File (hide): 92252bbf2fdf6a8⋯.jpg (140.36 KB, 463x564, 463:564, 1433560191913.jpg)

>>8781739
wtf is this shit fuck  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 00:09:15 ID: 2ad50d No.8790302 >>8797825

>>8788876
stoicism isn't a religion you fuck  
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File (hide): 70736dfe90292b6⋯.png (363.69 KB, 508x405, 508:405, chuck berry look.png)

>>8781739
>meh, doesn't seem 
related
>in nity symbol at 
the end  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 02:16:03 ID: 8b8902 No.8791694
File (hide): b6201613fe5bd12⋯.png (509.44 KB, 694x542, 347:271, is this nigger serious.png)

>>8781739
wtf  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 02:59:34 ID: ea4cb7 No.8792117
File (hide): fdab5e953ce0166⋯.jpg (166.88 KB, 745x1120, 149:224, NtSAJ5n.jpg)

new bread WHEN  

File (hide): b25540270d09588⋯.jpeg (44.21 KB,
640x405, 128:81, b25540270d095887a8eb329c4….jpeg)

File (hide): ade420b853a3b1f⋯.png
(199.93 KB, 450x608, 225:304,
B_cJ3IKU8AAIC23.png.png)

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 03:25:06 ID: a0390e No.8792327

>>8770194
>we the pizza
it had to be we the pizza didn't it

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 03:49:43 ID: 6a6629 No.8792560

>>8788272
Last image is painting by Yiannis Koutsis who is a contemporary Greek artist…oil, pastel, sculpture.  His art is decent in terms of skill but not particularly 
interesting or valuable.  Most common pieces are actually prints on dishes which sell for up to $1000/ set of 12 or as low as $20 for one plate depending 
on series.  Last exhibition was 1999 so not sure if he is dead.

Most common subjects…church, water, and Greek scenes and sculptures.  Female gures not nudes done in pastel, portraits in oil both men and women, 
male nude sculptures and busts in marble like Italian Renaissance style.

I can't nd anything particularly creepy.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 04:36:59 ID: 84de92 No.8793154
File (hide): 093226542d10023⋯.jpg (58.57 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, joseph weed.jpg)

>>8695786
When they 
stay stop, the 
answer is to 
keep going.

WE'RE ON 
THE TRAIL,  
BOYS!  
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Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 04:51:03 ID: 84de92 No.8793302 >>8793324

File (hide): ed9da4689bf7f10⋯.jpg (4.9 KB, 208x156, 4:3, gendo.jpg)

>>8781991
responding, what this crazy shit has been happening, this is no longer what the Left was to me, I know that this is 
obviously enforced for some retarded purpose, and I hope that the left regains it's sanity.

I don't like how it is, but people like Soros will be outed and imprisoned/driven to hiding/killed.

There's not much I can do to stop it, but there's information I can share.  Because the rich own estates, their homes 
are easy to nd on estate browsing sites, by cross checking on google maps.

George Soros lives near Cantitoe Street, next to Bedford Riding Lanes Associates east which lies the Rosen House 
and southwest of the Rosen House lies the Venetian Theater.  His lavish estate is very close to Two Ponds Farm.

My, what wonderful surroundings.  He even lives in the forest.  Oh, being rich has so many caveats to it, but I suppose being rich is a blessing to most.  I 
hope he likes his caviar with crackers and wine.  Maybe someone should ask him about his favorite wine year?  I heard that 1984 was a bad year for wine.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 04:53:25 ID: 84de92 No.8793324

>>8793302
Oops, got my southeast and southwest mixed up.

The Venetian Theater is southeast of the Rosen House.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 06:48:57 ID: 51fbd8 No.8794348 >>8794946

>>8756962
Those art directors know that a video with "Illuminati and mk ultra symbolism" will go viral because you'll post it on sites like this one and talk about it.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 08:00:37 ID: 982c89 No.8794946

>>8794348
Most likely but they're playing with re  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 12:18:45 ID: 7c6e74 No.8796267

>>8722104
I remember reading something like this a decade ago or more on half I thought someone was just being edgy but god  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 15:43:14 ID: 89008b No.8797360 >>8797588

>>8750948
hi James you are the grunt you queer. And the fall guy  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 15:54:51 ID: d16e52 No.8797426 >>8915829

>>8742460
>"blood libel" is the original "fake news"
What did he mean by this?  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 16:18:45 ID: e715c7 No.8797588 >>8802900

>>8797360
no you faggot. i dont think the guy in the video is telling the truth. read some books on marketing then youll get it fag.  
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Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 16:29:58 ID: 27313c No.8797672
File (hide): a79503614ef366b⋯.png (431.59 KB, 583x349, 583:349, Donald Trump Drain the Swa….png)

DRAIN THE SW AMP
http://thezog.info/who-controls-donald-trump

Bankers Celebrate Dawn of Trump Era
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/donald-trump-wall-street-bankers-231524

Why Wall Street is Suddenly in Love with Trump
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/11/wall-street-donald-trump-2016-214452

Wall Street Wins Again as Trump Picks Bankers, Billionaires
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-30/wall-street-wins-again-as-trump-chooses-bankers-and-billionaires

Trump's Economic Cabinet Picks Signal Embrace of Wall St. Elite
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/30/business/dealbook/trumps-economic-cabinet-picks-signal-embrace-of-wall-st-elite.html

Bankers Ridiculed by Trump are Already Embracing his Future Regime
http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2016-11-22/bankers-trump-ridiculed-are-already-embracing-his-future-regime

Ivanka Trump Turns to Goldman Sachs Partner for Advice
http://www.politico.com/story/2017/01/ivanka-trump-goldman-sachs-233234

Goldman Sachs to Extend its Reach in Trump Administration
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/09/business/dealbook/goldman-sachs-no-2-seen-as-a-top-economic-adviser-to-trump.html?rref=business

Goldman Sachs Poised for Return to Power in Trump White House
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/goldman-sachs-power-white-house-231998

Donald Trump Reverses Campaign Message with Goldman Sachs Adviser Picks
http://forward.com/news/national/355735/is-donald-trump-backtracking-on-campaign-pledge-by-hiring-goldman-sachs-alu/

Trump meets with Henry Kissinger
http://thehill.com/policy/defense/280402-trump-meets-with-former-nixon-adviser-henry-kissinger

Trump, Kissinger meet in New York
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/306604-trump-meets-with-henry-kissinger

Henry Kissinger on meeting with Donald Trump
http://edition.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/11/19/exp-gps-kissinger-on-trump-foreign-policy.cnn

Kissinger, a Longtime Putin Con dant, sidles up to Trump
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/12/trump-kissinger-russia-putin-232925

Trump seeks Kissinger's Advice on Relations with China, Russia, Iran
http://www.rferl.org/a/trump-seeks-kissinger-advice-relations-china-russia-iran-europe/28125432.html

Donald Trump held Brie ng with Richard Haass, President of Council on Foreign Relations
http://www.nytimes.com/politics/ rst-draft/2016/03/03/donald-trump-held-brie ng-with-richard-haass-head-of-council-on-foreign-relations/

Wilbur Ross and Rothschild Incorporated
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilbur_Ross#Rothschild_Investments
In the late seventies, Ross began twenty-four years at the New York office of Rothschild Inc., where he ran the bankruptcy-restructuring advisory practice. In 
the eighties, after quickly expanding the reach of Resorts International to Atlantic City, Donald Trump found himself in financial trouble as the real estate 
market in New York City bottomed-out. His three casinos in Atlantic City were under threat from lenders. It was with the assistance and assurance of Ross, 
then senior managing director of Rothschild Inc., that Trump was allowed to keep the casinos and rebuild his businesses.[8] In the late nineties, Ross started 
a $200 million fund at Rothschild to invest in distressed assets. As the U.S. bubble began to burst, he decided he wanted to invest more and advise less. On 
April Fools’ Day 2000, the 62-year-old banker raised $450 million to plunge into fallen companies.[5]

 

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 16:38:21 ID: 3c79bc No.8797727

>>8730234
>s. it makes us and our posts known. this especially goes for youtube and links of (((enemy))) websites. its important they dont kn
dereferers are OK therefore?  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 16:50:36 ID: 3c79bc No.8797825

>>8790302
no it's a way of thinking and so is christianity.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 20:57:54 ID: 7df51a No.8800073

An interesting Federal Security Service (FSB) report circulating in the Kremlin today is expressing puzzlement/confusion  over the assassination of two 
Finnish journalists who were interviewing a local politician about her ties to a human smuggling ring believed by Federation intelligence analysts to be 
controlled/organized  by the current Finance Minister of Finland for his client/associate  Hillary Clinton, and whose deaths are now linked to a 
bizarre/strange  case in America known as Pizzagate .

https://archive.is/BqXvP

Warning original story by Sorcha Faal, who is probably a Englishman who desperately wants Russian citizenship, so he writes pro-Russian conspiracy 
theories.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 20:58:51 ID: 7df51a No.8800087

>>8783965

An interesting Federal Security Service (FSB) report circulating in the Kremlin today is expressing puzzlement/confusion  over the assassination of two 
Finnish journalists who were interviewing a local politician about her ties to a human smuggling ring believed by Federation intelligence analysts to be 
controlled/organized  by the current Finance Minister of Finland for his client/associate  Hillary Clinton, and whose deaths are now linked to a 
bizarre/strange  case in America known as Pizzagate .

https://archive.is/BqXvP

Warning original story by Sorcha Faal, who is probably a Englishman who desperately wants Russian citizenship, so he writes pro-Russian conspiracy 
theories.  
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Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 00:30:34 ID: 680b0a No.8802227 >>8802387 >>8802991 >>8803031

File (hide): 00b304d496638ff⋯.jpg (53.03 KB, 800x336, 50:21, Untitled-1.jpg)

archive.is removing pizzagate related material "In response to a complaint we received under the US Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act we have withdrawn the content of this page from public access." 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1569388  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 00:51:46 ID: 27f764 No.8802387

>>8802227

Whatever it is they are DMCAing, it falls under fair use as you can see when they told you to call if you needed it for research or investigation, which is 
exactly what you want it for.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 01:55:21 ID: 89008b No.8802900

>>8797588
i disagree considering he shut the tshirt website down and took a loss by refunding every dollar received.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 02:05:41 ID: 3844e1 No.8802991
File (hide): 12ea3b98aecc27a⋯.jpg (12.33 KB, 254x418, 127:209, 12ea3b98aecc27a46f91fa93fc….jpg)

>>8802227
Very suspicious!  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 02:09:21 ID: 3844e1 No.8803031 >>8803040

File (hide): fb27f4cf278c36b⋯.png (52.76 KB, 665x883, 665:883, archive.is.png)

>>8802227
https://www.google.com/search
?
q=site%3Aarchive.is+jimmycom
et

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 02:10:24 ID: 3844e1 No.8803040

>>8803031
also https://archive.fo/search/?q=*jimmycomet  

File (hide):
b1586325ac353fa⋯.jpg
(1.93 MB, 1276x3412,
319:853,
1456122832330.jpg)

File (hide): 2a3793f854990cf⋯.jpg (278.8
KB, 628x800, 157:200, 1456120690721.jpg)

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 04:20:37 ID: 70d376 No.8804227

Don't post here often anymore (post on pleb chan more) but I forgot I had these old images about the Finders' from /x/

Idk if anyone has posted them yet  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 05:43:41 ID: 375c4b No.8805021

>>8774672
In a nutshell it's basically pedo symbolism for babyfuckers  
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File (hide): d29cfc2b4445ebf⋯.jpg (4.44
KB, 200x200, 1:1, gondola1.jpg)

File (hide): d4ce7b4ecaddad0⋯.jpg (3.82
KB, 200x200, 1:1, gondola2.jpg)

File (hide): a35733ff22fb2e2⋯.jpg (6.38
KB, 200x200, 1:1, gondola3.jpg)

File (hide): 3e36ccf4731fcfb⋯.jpg (4.52 KB,
200x200, 1:1, gondola4.jpg)

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 05:44:13 ID: 375c4b No.8805026

>>8776152
very nice  

Through a glass very darkly Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 06:27:33 ID: 77a8ba No.8805365

Thank you so much for posting this, I have been trying to nd a copy and have had NO LUCK!!!!!  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 07:24:07 ID: 6add9a No.8805686 >>8860087 >>8862719 >>8911735

File (hide): ca666ebe61b317e⋯.jpg (78.33 KB, 1077x501, 359:167, Clipboard.JPG)

SHUT IT DOWN

SHUT IT DOWN

SHUT IT DOWN

https://archive.is/rVyim  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 07:34:14 ID: bc5ffa No.8805755
File (hide): 1de700c0da7ffc3⋯.jpg (27.6 KB, 426x341, 426:341, 1482658602194.jpg)

new faggots

https://m. ickr.c
om/#/photos/14
6343979@N02/
https://alanowhe
re.imgur.com/  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 07:51:14 ID: 395f05 No.8805840

>>8781991
jonestein tier disinfo  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 09:36:57 ID: e1a6b5 No.8806319 >>8806593 >>8806646

File (hide): ccc7541c525c10b⋯.jpg (161.43 KB, 924x960, 77:80, 1481096905396.jpg)

>>8695455 (OP)
DC Anti-Fascist Coalition member Luke Kohn made postings advocating for adult-child sex, was described by 
others as a pedophile and being a member of a group with links to international child porn and sexploitation:

http://disobedientmedia.com/member-of-dc-anti-fascist-coalition-penned-defenses-of-adult-child-sex-in-late-
1990s/

Luke Kohn appeared in James O'Keefe's release yesterday, where it showed that he met with Project Veritas 
investigators at Comet Ping Pong:

https://vid.me/1JRn

Fuck James Alefantis and fuck David Brock.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 10:05:11 ID: 2aabf5 No.8806430 >>8806530

>>8695547
wtf i need a pizzagate t-shirt now.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 10:25:38 ID: 2d4501 No.8806530

>>8806430

He refunded everyone's money and stopped selling them while taking a loss on what he had already done. Shove yourself in an oven, kike, and spare us 
the trouble.  
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Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 10:35:37 ID: e1a6b5 No.8806593 >>8806646

>>8806319

http://disobedientmedia.com/member-of-dc-anti-fascist-coalition-penned-defenses-of-adult-child-sex-in-late-1990s/
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Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 10:49:50 ID: 7c1b02 No.8806646
File (hide): c51759bb38dc555⋯.gif (349.49 KB, 760x427, 760:427, XxieT1l.gif)

>>8806593
>>8806319
and so the 
foe reveals 
his true 
form.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 11:33:44 ID: 241ea4 No.8806838

>>8781947
This is what it must be like to walk into the sex pizza place dungeon as a child pumped full of drugs and tourtured for weeks.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 12:39:35 ID: a00952 No.8807131
File (hide): 17ce76e0ae1d7b4⋯.jpg (168.36 KB, 500x644, 125:161, Democrats_Namb_lol.jpg)

Consider they may have thought the children were midgets. See link

Cut and paste in separate window - don't bitch
http://www.12news.com/news/local/valley/man-who-allegedly-broke-into-tempe-apartment-
thought-2-year-old-was-midget/371787445  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 15:32:26 ID: 3bc9ed No.8807962
File (hide): e3ef845078f0717⋯.png (872.1 KB, 1257x841, 1257:841, 4b76047b2804affe3aebc82362….png)

I can't be the only one that thinks 
this looks like a younger John 
Podesta  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 18:34:22 ID: 21228e No.8809361
File (hide): 640733716413da8⋯.gif (9.95 MB, 695x287, 695:287, disgust.gif)

>>869586
3
Sauce of 
this shit?  
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Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 18:59:46 ID: 680b0a No.8809547 >>8809643

File (hide): 00c8d1c9f855c4c⋯.jpg (186.97 KB, 819x907, 819:907, shills.jpg)

>>8773239
>Dunno what's going on with those mods, too many good threads getting deleted. Vote brigades upvoting stupid 
shit and wtf they think Amalek is one guy stalking the sub. Report weird mod behavior and shills to 
/v/protectvoat and maybe something will be done. Some shit mods were canned but as usual there's the 
untouchables.

Noticing same going ons at Voat Pizzagate, moderation appears in ltrated, they allow retarded posts to stay up 
top, good digging posts get barely any votes or mod shows up and says rule #1/#2/#/#4/#5 and removes the 
post.

I see the same style of moderation over on reddit conspiracy, retarded shit gets voted to the top and if you bring 
up anything poignant some person shows up who regularly posts on /r/funny or /r/bodybuilder maybe even a 

rst time poster to /r/conspiracy and happens to discuss the topic like they've been studying it their entire life.

Shills, if you ever wonder why humanity is in the state its in is because your job is helping to keep people 
ignorant and pushing for agendas which eventually lead to more suffering.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 19:10:48 ID: 89e2e8 No.8809643

>>8809547
The shills don't care, Anon.  That's why they are shills.  They care about nothing beyond their next hedonistic x.  They are not human.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 20:22:52 ID: a6fd35 No.8810190

>>8718771
if that is true, why does christianity teach of (((judas))) and the (((pharisees))) that betray god for money? quite a good allegory for life dont you think?  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 06:22:40 ID: 6e902d No.8816144 >>8816529 >>8816642 >>8816664 >>8816909 >>8823138

File (hide): 549b83b48b1f83f⋯.jpg (160.84 KB, 1200x674, 600:337, C2bNmQaXcAEpRjt.jpg)

BREAKING: BEN SW ANN JUST CO VERED 
PIZZAGATE EVIDENCE ON CBS A TLANTA TV

https://twitter.com/BenSwann_/status/82157411784550
4000

WIKILEAKS IS SIGNAL BOOSTING IT

https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/8215954045004308
48

IT'S HAPPENING  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 06:32:49 ID: d98a96 No.8816213 >>8816530

Okay guys. Fuck it. I'm done working for Comey. Here's a link to a streamlined version of the evidence we've collected. The link won't be up for long so 
hurry the fuck up. …………………………………………………….:^)…………..  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:14:06 ID: e32839 No.8816529

>>8816144
PRESS F TO PAY RESPECTS  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:14:21 ID: 625472 No.8816530
File (hide): b61d23fb1f3d26a⋯.webm (1 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, look_at_me_im_op.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8816213
ebin  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:30:33 ID: a95994 No.8816642

>>8816144
THIS IS FUCKING BEA UTIFUL
JULIAN IS LITERALLY BUMPING THE T OPIC  

File (hide): d660303f8b841c7⋯.png (68.16 KB,
853x548, 853:548, 1484723265413[1].png)

File (hide): 0bbea45a1fd6e13⋯.jpg (163.91 KB,
960x960, 1:1, 1484723107197[1].jpg)

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:34:11 ID: 36fc45 No.8816664 >>8822328

>>8816144
DUBS PRAISE KEK!!!!
ALSO THIS!!
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Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:35:37 ID: 36fc45 No.8816674 >>8816733

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:43:24 ID: 625472 No.8816733

>>8816674

>>8816587  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 08:12:49 ID: c8fdb5 No.8816909 >>8817056

>>8816144

Is there a way to see the show without logging into Faceberg?  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 08:39:09 ID: c8fdb5 No.8817056

>>8816909

https://www dot youtube dot com/watch?v=-GZFHLAcG8A  

VOAT Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 17:42:40 ID: 77a8ba No.8820064

Can anyone still access voat? My computer says the website is down….  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 18:11:58 ID: c3c7d5 No.8820234

>>8695786

Not all of us are as pure as we ideally wish to be. But even a degenerate like myself has boundaries. The jewish elite and the left have done nothing but 
prove publicly to the world that they are the very worst sort that is only good the rope that will be spent on getting rid of them.

This is despicable. All throughout our government. From our CIA to our FBI. Miserable wretches that deserve to be shuf ed off this mortal coil as fast as 
humanly possible. I used to lean left, I believed in legal marijuana and healthcare for our people. But I have seen the type it attracts. It is ruining our state. 
Only re can save us now.

You are scum. Set yourself ablaze and broadcast it for us.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 21:38:39 ID: c94eed No.8822050 >>8822726

File (hide): f165f801766f074⋯.png (18.04 KB, 932x167, 932:167, waterfox_2017-01-18_16-36-….png)

kek  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 21:52:51 ID: a40cb2 No.8822184 >>8822191

The son of JA's ex partner, that woman that owned Comet with him, did an AMA on plebbit and they deleted it. shit's happening right now. Needs 
Streisanding. Also JA commented to the kid on plebbit and asked him to contact him. 

Archives here: https://archive.is/9bHUm

The emails: https://archive.is/SHacU

Deleted "JamesAlefantis" user commenting here before: https://archive.is/u4cXv

More stuff here: https://archive.fo/iDbWN  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 21:53:32 ID: a40cb2 No.8822191

>>8822184
forgot plebbit link
reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5opvyd/i_was_sexually_assaulted_8_years_ago_by_the/  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 22:11:47 ID: dd62f7 No.8822328 >>8841808

>>8816664
How the fuck have I not noticed John Leibowitz Stewart's name in that email about the kids in he pool????? Jesus fuck. Stewart and Bill Maher give me 
the fucking creeps, just really bad vibes. Kid Love Productions, anybody? 

http://www.imdb.com/company/co0093906/  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 22:27:28 ID: d5f9a7 No.8822448

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/realizing-youre-a-pedophile-can-make-you-want-to-kill-yourself Hey hey hey.  
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Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:02:38 ID: 2f936b No.8822726
File (hide): f6d819c265737ce⋯.jpeg (17.74 KB, 255x255, 1:1, 7a614e44cd85190f263c6467b….jpeg)

>>8822050
oh boy.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:14:23 ID: 3abeb6 No.8822840 >>8823101 >>8823111

I think what's going on with pizzagate is even more sinister than most people can imagine. 

I think there are probably families that have been sex slaves and child producers for pedophiles for decades maybe even centuries and the families are 
brainwashed from birth into thinking what is happening to them is totally normal. 

I wouldn't be surprised if our govt has underground living facilities all across the country to keep these people in the dark so they never realize how fucked 
their lives actually are.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:40:02 ID: 3844e1 No.8823101 >>8823111

>>8822840
also clones for organs and quick body doubles. i have no proof but I mean probably right?  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:41:16 ID: a40cb2 No.8823111 >>8823123 >>8823863 >>8823997

>>8822840
>>8823101
I have that feeling too anon.

AMA that was deleted on r/iama is now on /the_donald  
www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5orvs2/i_was_sexually_assaulted_by_james_alefantis_the/  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:42:08 ID: a40cb2 No.8823123 >>8823142 >>8823161

>>8823111
fuck nvm plebbit censored it, it's gone.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:44:12 ID: 89e2e8 No.8823138 >>8823222

>>8816144
oh boy here we go.jpg  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:44:46 ID: 89e2e8 No.8823142 >>8823166 >>8823204 >>8823222

>>8823123
Voat?  Did anyone scap it?  We have any proofs?  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:46:26 ID: 3844e1 No.8823161 >>8823222

>>8823123
https://archive.is/p7vXr
is the poster SVMESSEFVIFVTVRVS account  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:46:55 ID: a40cb2 No.8823166 >>8823204 >>8823221

File (hide): 867da923d2adb6c⋯.png (52.45 KB, 952x461, 952:461, JA reddit.png)

>>8823142
Yes, voat did good. It must be you faggots over there. pic related he deleted the last comment but anon got 
this screenshot. The rest of his comment history has been archived. See this thread for links 
voat.co/v/pizzagate/1574385  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:50:34 ID: a40cb2 No.8823204

>>8823166
>>8823142

This may or may not be the real JA, still trying to catch up. See voat link  voat.co/v/pizzagate/1574385 looks like they're trying to get the guy to come 
there.

It looks like this is a different victim than the  son of Carole JA's ex partner. Both are being discussed but I think there's some confusion.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:52:30 ID: 3844e1 No.8823221

>>8823166
>No, he threatened me with violence and said he'd make my life miserable and he'd sue me.
Sounds similar to the Pegasus Museum threats  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:52:38 ID: a40cb2 No.8823222 >>8823833

>>8823161
>>8823142
>>8823138
www.ceddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5opvyd/i_was_sexually_assaulted_8_years_ago_by_the/  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 00:57:42 ID: 3abeb6 No.8823833

>>8823222
Holy fuck.  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:00:04 ID: 3abeb6 No.8823863

>>8823111
Post removed from The_Donald.

It is 100% controlled and has been since a few weeks before the election.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:12:25 ID: 1a8db1 No.8823997 >>8824036

>>8823111
You can still read the comments on iama

https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5opvyd/i_was_sexually_assaulted_8_years_ago_by_the/

Interesting that the mother of the son that was allegedly assaulted is named Maria Abramovic (at least what I gather from reading responses to the 
deleted comment that contained the name. Makes me wonder if Marina stuff was seeded only to confuse matters should this angle get out.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:16:26 ID: 1a8db1 No.8824036 >>8824356

>>8823997
I guess I misinterpreted the comments, down further it seems to say the mother's name was Carole Greenwood  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:34:26 ID: dea399 No.8824162 >>8824535

>>8695455 (OP)
I was following this pretty closely in the beginning, but I stopped and now i'm lost.
Can someone tell me, or is there a pastebin that I can read to catch up on everything so far?
Without having to read through all the older threads preferably.
Just the important stuff.  

Relevant Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:50:03 ID: fd5ff1 No.8824307
File (hide): a14943c158312a5⋯.jpg (197.88 KB, 817x1062, 817:1062, huh.jpg)

Last page of this is curious: https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-
RDP87B00858R000400540015-7.pdf  

File (hide): bec3a2d2c9f795d⋯.png (559.89 KB,
1092x555, 364:185, screenshot-archive.fo 2017….png)

File (hide): c6a1862c9a53377⋯.png (231.63 KB,
891x417, 297:139, screenshot-www.civilianart….png)

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:56:30 ID: a40cb2 No.8824356

>>8824036
Greenwood opened CPP with Alefantis and her art career was quite successful until after she left. 
Here is the original thread https://archive.fo/O9Km9 pic related. same thread with more replies https://archive.fo/iDbWN
 It had the ring of truth which is why I archived it. Seems Dillon has spoken.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:16:43 ID: a40cb2 No.8824535

>>8824162
see the sticky on voat.co/v/pizzagate and also the right sidebar has some wiki sites made by forum users  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:21:20 ID: 3abeb6 No.8824579 >>8824679

The kikes are ipping out abut Swann's segment.

https://archive.is/JhOVf

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:22:13 ID: 3abeb6 No.8824589

CBS has also removed Swann's video from the CBS46 website.

http://www.cbs46.com/clip/13036440/reality-check-is-pizzagate-fake-news

https://archive.is/ADNLl  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:26:37 ID: 764561 No.8824637
File (hide): 70415b38434f186⋯.jpg (272.11 KB, 562x535, 562:535, fruy.jpg)

>>8750948
>>8759657
Easy way to nd out, any of you 'muricans 
could give an anonymous tip about death 
threats.  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:31:04 ID: a40cb2 No.8824679

>>8824579
>Swann spares us viewers from the juicy shit (which in this case comes down to a half dozen or so of Alefantis s innocuous Instagram photos and some 
weird art Tony Podesta owns).

They're trying hard to make these two things seem irrelevant because if people see the instagram/art they're pretty horri ed and want to know more. 
Tweet them in msm replies.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:41:46 ID: 3abeb6 No.8824789 >>8825853

People on Voat.co are saying that old instagram pic archives have been scrubbed.

Here's a link to a video of a girl with a great voice going over each one of the creepy as fuck instagram pics in detail. Downloadable too.

https://vimeo.com/195312407  

Hello world Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:49:47 ID: f5235e No.8824846
File (hide): 9343ecbab886886⋯.jpg (55.71 KB, 464x404, 116:101, hitler_turnbacktime.jpg)

>>8695455 (OP)
How insane this whole subject might sound, please continue to investigate, but dig deeper…
You are just scratching the surface, and this shit goes so much deeper than most of you, even you who have 
been involved with this since sep/oct-16 can dream of. 

I got this on my desk over 3 years ago, I tried a few times to make it public, but even the at earth idiots 
called it a conspiracy back in 14/15. 
Leave comet and go deeper, much deeper. 

There are "tourist places" on the east coast of US that only exist for this case you'll need to nd, start to look 
between Boston and Jacksonville.
Find the "Fish" distributors in Morocco, Asia and Spain, one of the most important subject you MUST know 
about, it's the root of all business.
Remember to save every page you suspect, they do disappear fast.

This is going on everywhere in the world, not only in the US (or EU), EVERYWHERE! 
The poor countries distribute, the rich countries consume… (Think export/import) But places like Tahiti, Jamaica and a few other south india islands got 
places for direct access.

If anyone missed it, this was from the beginning 100% jewish, (and still is) but now people from every part of society is involved, because of power. It's  
actually not even seen with disgust by jewish families in the higher society, so common that most jewish people do know about it, even if not involved, 
just like the holocaust.. In jewish books you ll also nd the glossary/codes for the words. (Bet most of you didn t know Beach Horse riding  for example 
means the place is for jewish homosexual  women. Beach horse riding on small horses … well, you gure it out.
Pirate cave used to be where you can pay to kill a nigger, and offer it, but nowadays it can also mean gay sex with niggers.
Fishing vacation, i.e. shing hut on the beach  is swinging, can include kids.
Boat Fishing trip  the same, but not for the woman.

You also need to know: crab, clam, oyster, blue, black beans, tex-mex.

There is a creative  site online where you can get references to most restaurants and distributors, shitloads of new posts most days of the week.  

Sorry for being cryptic, writing in a hurry, neither allowed to be online nor use computers that can access the net, and don t wan t to fuck it up even more 
for myself. Had to stop looking into this in early 2015. 
I did send out info about this subject (much more than written above) to a few friends a couple of months ago, but didn t see any info about it when I 
scrolled this and a few older threads in OP post.
Sorry if already mentioned.

I will most probably not come back, because I never was here to begin with.
Stay safe and good luck!  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:59:57 ID: f5235e No.8824912

One more thing, killing the kid/nigger when done isn't unusual, there are business in most countries dealing with sh/meat slaughter waste, that also 
selling steel beds/benches for cleaning sh/slaughtering. You do want to look into those businesses. Often the same words you'll nd the other sites 
with, will do to nd these companies. 

When looking into sh distributors, there might be more than one column with info on the company, on the sheets you'll nd, be sure to google every 
single word on those sheets.

Bom!  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:04:30 ID: 6814e0 No.8824949

bumperingo rango  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:13:34 ID: c47185 No.8825022 >>8825812

>>8707739
>According to the FBI, in 2015 there were 460,699 NCIC entries for missing children.
>Similarly, in 2014, the total number of missing children entries into NCIC was 466,949

>>8712705

>According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, roughly 800,000 children are reported missing each year in the United States  
that's roughly 2,000 per day.
jesus fucking christ I didn't think the numbers were nearly that high  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:29:32 ID: f5235e No.8825126 >>8825179 >>8825188

Fuck it, I'm drunk and no one around this computer to see me here. 

THE SITE YOU NEED TO KNOW TO FIND ALL REFERENCES, IS [ DEVIANTART ]
GO THERE AND SEARCH FOR THE WORDS YOU ALREDY KNOW. 
YOU WILL EVEN FIND REFERENCES TO NEW JOURNALS AND WEAPONDEALS IN THE SAME GENRE OF IMAGES.

THIS IS A WELL USED MSG-BOARDS (IN IMAGES) BY ISRAELITES.

BE FAST!

Also, places on the east coast you should look into, often have the word "banks" in it. Not banks as money banks, this is another kind of banks. 

DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:35:39 ID: 4fccad No.8825179

>>8825126
You reminded me to mention the forums. There are a lot of big names in the forums that are super lefties, many actually know about /pol/.
Moonbeam13 is a jewish admin.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:36:41 ID: 3abeb6 No.8825188 >>8825655

>>8825126
I don't really believe you have any info we don't, but I went ahead and searched through DeviantArt a little anyway.

So far this is the only kinda strange pizzagate releated thing I've come across, but there's all kinds of weird random shit on there.

http://www.deviantart.com/art/Pizza-Fetus-395568282  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:43:45 ID: 3abeb6 No.8825235 >>8825514

This shit's pretty weird too but doesn't seem related.
http://pizzanerd1.deviantart.com/art/Home-Invasion-01-483128585

http://pizzanerd1.deviantart.com/art/Home-invasion-03-483128624  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:44:32 ID: 19ac60 No.8825244

Oy vey. Bury the evidence. It feels like an other shower  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:49:36 ID: a4e87c No.8825296

Search for ie 'cheeseburger pasta', the uglier the manga, the bigger chance you succeed. The reference you'll need to google is normally in the picture 
itself or in the description. You'll see which words to google.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:05:11 ID: a4e87c No.8825454

Must leave, repost what I just posted in another thread. Sorry for not posting pics, but if you do as described, you'll nd it in a few sec. 

I'm paranoid as it is atm, I'm not allowed to be online, at a friends place and he's sleeping, really can't mess this up, going here is bad enough. 
Just go there and search. Please.

I will leave soon before my heart explode, as a last proof, you'll nd some hot-spots for this kind of activities on outerbanks. Also search google books for 
outer banks, it will open your eyes.
Or something else never mentioned in the PG threads, pirates, but when on google books, why not try to search for ie pyrates and black beard instead. 
Enjoy!

This have been in front of us all the time..  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:12:34 ID: 4fccad No.8825514

>>8825235
I came across a really weird account a while back, had to search hard in my history trying to nd it. 
53 year old pedo with chrischan-tier artwork.
http://13jahrealt.deviantart.com/  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:28:48 ID: 4fccad No.8825655 >>8825701 >>8825803

>>8825188
Something just hit me light an incredible light. 
There was a popular trend on deviantart for something called ve nights at freddys. These are some anthropomorphic mascots that bare a strong 
resemblance to Chucky Cheese, which is a pizza place for kids. This may be related.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:34:49 ID: a40cb2 No.8825695 >>8825860 >>8825971

Nice wiki here https://citizeninvestigators.org/
Newfags please go there

More:
http://pizzagate.wiki/Main_Page

http://pizzagate.bandcamp.com/ (Courtesy of @daft_punk_get_lucky)

    Copyright-free documents/links/pizzagate-summaries/pdfs are attached in the download.
    Each track with unique track-art (JPG of small-summary/memes/links to voat-pizzagate).
    Tracks are genuine, no copyright infringement.
    Downloading is free (Bandcamp limits 200 free DLs a month), donations will be used for purchasing more Free Downloads (20USD/2000DLs).
    Spread it to normal people, make it to Bandcamp's "Top Album of the day/week/month/year" if possible,  

LET'S EAT!!! Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:35:54 ID: df744b No.8825701 >>8825909

>>8825655
Paroid poster here again, had to change proxy. you are right, a lot of  5n@f goes to pedo-stuff.

But I didn't came back to write that, forgot one of the most important sentences to single out a lot of noise; "LETS EAT!!!"
Should be with three exclamation marks, add it whenever you search, both on google and deviantart for instant hits. 

I will clean history and leave this computer now, maybe getting back in 25-30min if my gf is sleeping and I can use her phone.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:42:42 ID: a40cb2 No.8825757
File (hide): 67ca73a4b80493c⋯.jpeg (224.38 KB, 1110x832, 555:416, JA1.jpeg)

From the thread voat is hiding

>What can you tell us about Siiri?
>She was james' personal assistant. Big lady, young. Went to the bank, organized the events and that stuff. I 
think she just liked james as one of those hopeless romantic things. She was totally googly eyed over him

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1575095/7674213

The name Siiri was mentioned in the email from JA's victim https://imgur.com/a/Pw425 & pic related. She 
was mentioned by the victim as the only person that doesn't hate JA. We need to nd out who she is. She 
knows something.

Link from the new thread some retard started >>8824920  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:48:06 ID: c91096 No.8825803 >>8825944 >>8860065

>>8825655

Five Nights At Freddy's is a PC horror game. Google is your friend, niggerfag.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:49:08 ID: 5aa5f6 No.8825812 >>8825860

>>8825022

>According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, roughly 800,000 children are reported missing each year in the United States  
that's roughly 2,000 per day.

Arent the vast majority of missing children cases solved within a few days with little to no harm? I seriously doubt anywhere near all 800,000 of those 
cases are ones where kids disappear entirely. That would be like 3% of the child population disappearing every year.

The numbers are high though. I wont deny that. And they indicate vast networks of sophisticated human traf cking, not just the work of random solo 
pedos.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:52:36 ID: a40cb2 No.8825853

>>8824789
>instagram pics

Original Thread >> https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1522057

Massive archive https://mega.nz/#!jU9TDQbS!fXSlSik8tuNvxaFITxXsBYjeXy2CuExim7tMSFtivtw

A collection of every picture posted on the public Instagram account @jimmycomet by James Achilles Alefantis from 2012-2016, before he switched the 
account to private.

Torrent:
magnet:?xt=urn:btih:5D184CF439145F5B7046E7D7F599F3EB4BCC94BE

Zip:
https://mega.nz/#!28xUGS6a!GnJG7V239CDdTe0ay6HZ6O8itPoiJl1eAstP7Xrbo5Q  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:53:49 ID: a40cb2 No.8825860

>>8825812
no more posting here see >>8825695  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:59:20 ID: 6a6629 No.8825909

>>8825701
Noted.  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:03:37 ID: 4fccad No.8825944

>>8825803
I never said it wasn't a PC game.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:05:52 ID: a40cb2 No.8825959

Voat says slimg is down, it is but will the pics be there when it comes back? 

They're scrambling to scrape everything now. WTF set them off this time? Maybe the victim coming forward? 

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1573620  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:07:09 ID: c47185 No.8825971

>>8825695
how long before it gets shoahed by MediaWiki?  

pizzagate Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:45:37 ID: 7535f6 No.8826250 >>8826884

>>8721386
Has anyone mentioned that the J'aime l'enfant shirt is probably about Pierre-Charles L'Enfant, the French architect who designed Washington?
Pedo-fags might be wearing them sort of tongue in cheek, but the shirt itself is probably just that…no?  

File (hide):
973175fe2b2a099⋯.png
(4.18 MB, 2250x6175,
90:247, webcache-google-
primal-pal….png)

File (hide): 1b1ac23ee07a0db⋯.png (963.53 KB,
1029x583, 1029:583, OuterBanks1.png)

File (hide): 7997f3b24bec956⋯.png (240.41 KB,
921x640, 921:640, lets eat pizza 2.png)

File (hide): 28b03ebabdef7ef⋯.png
(232.87 KB, 562x727, 562:727, lets eat pizza 1.png)

File (hide): 10bdd0782694c5b⋯.png (289.37 KB,
906x651, 302:217, lets eat pizza 3 wtf.png)

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 06:28:04 ID: e7987b No.8826605 >>8826703

"Lets Eat Pizza" on both Google, Bing and DeviantArt is very interesting. 

http://augustelos.deviantart.com/art/NPC-Shelly-cooking-chef-263069412 

When looking for Lets Eat Pizza on the web, many hits take me to the same site, if you view the google cached version instead of clicking the link, things 
get really strange. See the webcache and pizza3 images. When Googling "primal palate" it gets even more weirder.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 06:40:39 ID: 3abeb6 No.8826703 >>8826784

>>8826605
What's this supposed to prove or entail?

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 06:52:15 ID: 1a8db1 No.8826784 >>8826875 >>8829192

>>8826703
That person is trying to derail from something else that happened today. That's why when they rst showed up they gave no info but tried to send us on a 
wild goose chase for something unde ned, and did so from a third thread, not this thread or the alefantis bottom thread, both of which have discussion of 
real new happenings.

They eventually moved it here but it's just distraction. First and last image are literally markov chain spam site garbage. Doesn't mean anything. The boat 
charter ads are just boat charter ads, the art site shit is just autism like deviantart is lled to the brim with. The bourdain shit is just pretentious bourdain 
foodie shit like everything else from that guy  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:06:47 ID: 3abeb6 No.8826875 >>8829192

>>8826784
Yeah I gured.

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:07:08 ID: a40cb2 No.8826876

pastebin of archived slimg pics scraped by voat http://pastebin.com/raw/b8iXKNJC  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:08:09 ID: 3abeb6 No.8826884 >>8835160

>>8826250
Get out of here kike.

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:18:14 ID: adb1aa No.8826951 >>8827015

Who remembers this kid giving reviews of various restaurants in DC? He had a whole channel of videos that were deleted shortly after shit started getting 
real for them. The kid was also found to be a transgender. Likely forced by his adopted rapist father.

https://  www  youtube  com  watch?v=ayz6cR32B70  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:30:28 ID: 3abeb6 No.8827015 >>8827096

>>8826951
You only need to break the link once retard.

File (hide): 71a9dc06a8c9bed⋯.jpg (107.15 KB,
1075x839, 1075:839, addreamboy.JPG)

File (hide): 90dff92f689c55a⋯.jpg (126.08 KB,
1071x832, 1071:832, adheartped.JPG)

File (hide): abf198b296518b4⋯.jpg (92.97 KB,
1079x842, 1079:842, adpizzaheart.JPG)

File (hide): f43c5226984ec7c⋯.jpg (92.3 KB, 1082x843,
1082:843, adrogerpizza.JPG)

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:41:54 ID: d0a324 No.8827092 >>8827181 >>8827575 >>8830132

Imma just leave this here.  It ends with Roger killing the "boy" after getting pizza at the mall with him. Almost every scene with Roger in this episode has a 
pizza reference.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:42:00 ID: adb1aa No.8827096

>>8827015
I am new to 8ch, thanks asshole.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:55:10 ID: d0a324 No.8827181 >>8830132

>>8827092
Forgot to add, take note of the pedo heart symbol in photo #2.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 09:07:47 ID: 25da21 No.8827575 >>8827904

>>8827092
Why is there suddenly so much copyrighted content freely available on youtube lately?

Pardon me if this is too off-topic. I don't think it is due to the strange shit that has shown up on youtube lately.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:02:18 ID: d0a324 No.8827904 >>8828015

>>8827575
Some of the livestreams of FG and AD are used as covers for pedos to talk to kids because there is also no record of the chat.  I caught a correctional 
of cer dating a 12 year old with his 16 year old ex in the chat arguing with him.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:19:46 ID: 25da21 No.8828015

>>8827904
Did you take any screencaps?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:26:35 ID: c88650 No.8828062 >>8828202

I know you all hate the negro music, 
but this guy just released a rap about 
pizza gate.

Wait til the second verse for it to come 
in.

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:48:08 ID: 3abeb6 No.8828202 >>8828250

>>8828062
This was actually really good at times actually. I'm all for nigger music if it actually spreads a good message.

Kike's have been using niggers to brainwash kids for centuries now. Might as well use the few we can to un-brainwash them if at all possible.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:56:24 ID: a167ef No.8828250

>>8828202

>I'm all for nigger music if it actually spreads a good message.

Thankyou for being civil, I agree with you on this and thusly here is one of his best albums: 

https://mega.nz/#F!78AQ1CJb!Jk8FyRAkdId1zw-qeJ0nDQ

If you're lurking payze, and I know you do, hi and hopefully you still agree with the give my music out for educational purposes only thing.  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 14:08:24 ID: 6a6629 No.8829192

>>8826784
>>8826875
I tried to follow the "clues" last night and it went nowhere.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 16:09:35 ID: 30c535 No.8829879

>>8703072
Kek, this is an edited TruthSeeker comic. I dont have the original, sadly.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 16:38:32 ID: cee6d5 No.8830132

>>8827092
>>8827181

Saturn is the only planet depicted, as well.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 17:30:20 ID: 3afd19 No.8830527

>Faggots namefagging and pretending like they have info
You're cruising for a Buddha beam, bud  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 21:14:12 ID: 3844e1 No.8832826

>>8770194
We The Pizza needs more scrutiny  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 22:00:33 ID: bfbf8d No.8833335 >>8842114 >>8865046

File (hide): 66f1a54aef1b0bd⋯.mp4 (11.26 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Pizzagate Joe Biden.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8695455 (OP)  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 22:38:59 ID: d8ce63 No.8833919

>>8695658
>removed for violating youtube's terms of service.
well shit they already contacted youtube about this whole ordeal this is getting big quick  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 23:34:48 ID: 3abeb6 No.8834722

>>8695658
What video was this?  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 00:09:13 ID: 7535f6 No.8835160

>>8826884
So easy to spot the "single parent household''
anons…..Whan!!Whan!!!it's muh sandbox!!Whan!!
Just answer the question faggot or BTFO!  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:44:14 ID: e7a51c No.8839987
File (hide): 8c2e517baac3bba⋯.jpg (66.54 KB, 640x640, 1:1, JjzCrMv.jpg)

isn't this 
the 
knights 
of malta 
hq in 
italy?
from 
@jimmy
comet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:46:21 ID: e7a51c No.8840002
File (hide): 79435798adb9ae5⋯.jpg (55.92 KB, 640x640, 1:1, kvyY4c2.jpg)

Masonic guillotine forshadowing at 
pegasus museum. Even has the 
rope.@jimmycomet  
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Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:47:50 ID: e7a51c No.8840018
File (hide): aa9c71f9c4172c0⋯.jpg (80.42 KB, 640x640, 1:1, FT6TqDl.jpg)

more masonic beheading 
worship.fox catching 
painting. @jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:49:17 ID: e7a51c No.8840033
File (hide): 7ae74d686dc1771⋯.jpg (76.92 KB, 640x640, 1:1, otfPuUb.jpg)

masonic point within a 
circle dome. Ritual 
chambers. 
@jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:51:30 ID: e7a51c No.8840053
File (hide): e64c8637bf5f153⋯.jpg (62.7 KB, 640x640, 1:1, zcbc0TK.jpg)

cultist signaling. even more guillotine 
foreshadowing with the head statue. 
@jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:53:39 ID: e7a51c No.8840069
File (hide): 4834856d57b2f86⋯.jpg (89.17 KB, 640x640, 1:1, XTQsXLp.jpg)

Broken 
pillar aka 
masonic 
death-
ritual 
symbolis
m.
@jimmyc
omet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:56:18 ID: e7a51c No.8840091
File (hide): baa0b9b4152075e⋯.jpg (141.81 KB, 640x640, 1:1, Jb6GqEd.jpg)

shining esque gardens. This is called a grove. The groves where 'shrines that act as burial 
grounds in the mystery traditions. @jimmycomet  
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Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 07:06:59 ID: e7a51c No.8840164 >>8855623

File (hide): f7586a3f9f4a1e1⋯.jpg (42.84 KB, 640x640, 1:1, bai2XXo.jpg)

luciferian dark 
masonic 
guesture. 
@jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 07:45:49 ID: e7a51c No.8840385 >>8840414

File (hide): ba794aa0bd4ea78⋯.jpg (24.58 KB, 226x220, 113:110, TEMSEAL.jpg)

>>8779660
templar symbolism  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 07:48:48 ID: e7a51c No.8840414
File (hide): 2fb92b792138b05⋯.gif (7.3 KB, 420x122, 210:61, Sword and Cross2.gif)

>>8840385
>>8779660
distinct maltese cross.
The tunnels in dc have masonic cyphers on the walls. The inside joke about "architecture" is that the 
underground is like a block of clay as opposed to the surface with the need to make a frame out of wood 

etc. They are chiselers.  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 10:30:38 ID: feffee No.8841336

>>8781991
soros is a perverted administrator, he is waging his money on both sides of the war.  his name spelt backwards is still the same. 
blm is not truth and right wing things are ambiguous  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 11:59:53 ID: dd62f7 No.8841808 >>8859346 >>8860181 >>8862674

>>8822328
Why has Bill Maher never married?
Why was Bill Maher the pizza man?
Why did Bill Maher call his company Kid Love Productions?
Why did Bill Maher become so unhinged over Anthony Weiner's laptop?
Why would Bill Maher invoke JonBenet Ramsey as a joke?
Why is Bill Maher's hatred for Trump so irrational? 
Why does the sight of Bill Maher make me want to throw up?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Maher#Personal_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pizza_Man
http://www.imdb.com/company/co0093906/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/11/04/bill-maher-ill-fuckin-kill-anthony-weiner-clinton-
loses/

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/10/28/maher-i-dont-care-if-hillary-has-jonbenet-ramsey-in-her-basement-im-still-not-voting-for-donald-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/09/13/bill-maher-id-vote-for-dead-hillary-over-trump/
https://tribzap2it. les.wordpress.com/2011/11/bill-maher-2011-getty.jpg  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 12:55:17 ID: d568c5 No.8842114

>>8833335
Can't nd a meme for my level of disgust. Someone kill that kike Joe Biden NOW.  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 01:37:53 ID: adb1aa No.8855623

>>8840164
Is this As Above, So Below?  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 05:22:55 ID: 1cfa8b No.8859346
File (hide): 372a149c46a7ace⋯.gif (47.42 KB, 250x194, 125:97, 1484521562128.gif)

>>8841808

He also give 100k to Clinton's campaign iirc, although what you're 
pointing out is a bit more nuts shit got me spinnin rn  
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Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:16:13 ID: 5f8f60 No.8860065

>>8825803
It's not mutually exclusive with being a communication medium for pedophiles. 

Given how hyped KYM was about and how critical they were of Pizzagate I'd suggest we should track down wich KYM users were active in both entries 
and doxx them.  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:18:31 ID: 5f8f60 No.8860087

>>8805686
UNDERRATED  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:27:05 ID: 58628f No.8860181

>>8841808
holy fuck anon  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:50:35 ID: 03d876 No.8860439

>>8712598

Fake name or not, it's a good joke.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:43:26 ID: dd62f7 No.8862674 >>8862689

>>8841808
plays the pizza man
character name is elmo
elmo is famous on sesame street, he loves to be stroked and tickled by kids
elmo was voiced and puppeteered by kevin clash
kevin clash leaves when his relationship with 16 year old boy gets out
more boys come forward saying they had underage sex with clash
cases dropped through statute of limitations

bizarro connection: donald trump character is IN the fucking pizza man movie. 
and of course he plays the asshole bad guy ro  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:48:12 ID: 4cc770 No.8862689
File (hide): 193d0eb47e23493⋯.jpg (102.26 KB, 413x499, 413:499, 909e3b6372c2be113545bb44b7….jpg)

>>8862674
>That entire video
>"I'M A MASTER NEGOTIATOR!"
He literally sounds like CIA.
>Never give you your 1523
The fuck happned in that year?  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:51:21 ID: ada69e No.8862710

new thread Homeland Security Investigation Edition please  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:53:08 ID: ada69e No.8862719

>>8805686
you should have archived the archive of that page. it looks like it was scrubbed and its just a normal friends list  
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Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 13:16:37 ID: ada69e No.8862831

There is some pre-pizzagate information on the internet about dodgy and "nauseous" occurrences at Comet Pizza and Ping Pong. 

We know Alefantis started the restaurant with chef Carole Greenwood who left months after it opened for "urgent family matters (citation ) 
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/13128890/carole-greenwood-pops-up-the-nomadic-dinner-party-pioneer-is-itching-to-get-back-in-a-real-
kitchen

 In addition  supposed Alefantis victim coming forward on reddit [https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@abortionburger/victim-comes-forward-i-was-sexually-
assaulted-by-james-alefantis]
an article was posted in 2009 about Carole Greenwood. The article is basically a smear article by a respected writer. One comment by "Carole Fan" is of 
particular importance. (comment below)

Link to article:

[ARCHIVES ARE NOT DISPLAYING PROPERLY]
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/article/13037971/how-are-bucks- shing-camping-and-comet-ping-pong-faring
https://archive.is/sy3zz 
http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/article/13037971/how-are-bucks- shing-camping-and-comet-ping-pong-faring

for posterity, here is the comment. The rst paragraph is the most important. 

Posted by Carole Fan           Oct 22 2009 13:12
"Working with artists is always an intense experience and there is always two sides to every story. I happen to know Carole's side and it would make those 
dining on the new food choke and feel nauseous. I will only say that if they knew what really happened, they like me would no longer dine at either 
establishment.

Carole is the real deal. A real artist with moods and feelings just like all of you. She is a real talent and we were fortunate enough to have her cook for us 
for a long while in DC. 

Continue the rabid dialogue and we will continue to lose our deep talent to the super cial, rabid, uninformed fodder. 

Good job City Paper for lowering the bar a little more on DC culture."

also read this: could be what was going on.This information was posted by on a forum after pizzagate broke by someone who claims to have close ties 
with Carole Greenwood's family. Carole Greenwood's son worked there. Totally unveri ed information. 

http://hollaforums.com/thread/8359034/politics/james-alefantis-fucks.html
https://archive.is/iDbWN  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 14:08:44 ID: 2d4501 No.8863108
File (hide): 640fd2d9b85bc96⋯.jpg (307.16 KB, 700x970, 70:97, Mark 'schlong-swallowing c….jpg)

Ben Swann's GoyBook shit about pizzagate got taken 
down suddenly. Fuckerberg is scared.  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 15:08:16 ID: e48c7c No.8863469

AFAIK-  Bl00mbars offers mixed dance classes/sessions to adults and kids.

Although not overtly pedo - you can tell local DC pedos take this opportunity to dance & be up and close with lots of children in the same room. It provides 
a cover for pedos.

The "experience" is for pedo's to have a legitimate reason to be up and close with kids in a dance context.

E.g.- Those single male pedos dont need to loiter near playgrounds, they can just attend a mixed dance adult/kid dance session to "get their rocks off"  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 15:19:45 ID: e48c7c No.8863550

"'Homosexuality with a male child under the age of nine years and a day is not punishable (Sanhedrin 54b-55a,). Scholar Rabbi Dr. Freedman's clear 
statement of the doctrine:
Sodomising a boy aged less than nine years and one day is not against Talmudic law; intercourse with a girl less than the age of four is permitted. No 
guilt is incurred by the adult. Samuel makes three the minimum age for a girl to be a 'concubine' or 'wife' for sex.

 Rabbi Dr. Freedman (21)

Moses set this precedent by urging the killing of all the adults captured by the Hebrews, but they could keep the children for themselves.

Our problem in most places is that pederasty and sex with children is considered wrong, by our ways. But the Talmudic and Kabala jews permit it and 
spread it wherever they can get away with it.
That explains the sexualisation of children in jew-controlled places, eg entertainment, the media, education, and the advance of the Paedophile 
Information Exchange in Britain under Thatcher's jew dominated government, eg Brittan and others - and the Labour Party under the likes of known boy 
rapist, Labour peer Greville Janner, Vice President of the World Congress of Jews and President of the British jew Board of Deputies when he was at the 
height of his offending in Britain, by British law - but perfectly acceptable to his Talmudic law."

https://aanirfan.blogs pot.co.id/2015/02/satanic-child-abuse-in-hampstead.html  
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Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 17:49:51 ID: 437b85 No.8865046

>>8833335  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 23:13:27 ID: d40d3d No.8868974 >>8914580

So, super sorry if this isn't the appropriate place for this or even on the right course, but I gured I throw it out there and I really don't know where else to.

A few people have mentioned in other threads on this, the bohemian club and their fucking obsession with owls, as well as some of the pizzagate folk and 
their obsession with owls. I'm fucking terri ed of owls, I work in SF, and the easiest way for me to get to my job is walking up post street. The bohemian 
club is located on it, as are at least four direct references to owls, most of which are within a block of it. One of which is katty corner to it. One is also just 
the word "OWLS" painted in ten foot block letters, very well painted (not like some hood rat with a single can of spraypaint, but more like a professional 
painter put it up) on the top of an abandoned apartment building, clearly out of reach, and for no apparent fucking reason. This city is also known to have 
underground tunnels.

Should I just ignore this? Would it be best to take some pictures? Should I stop in for a drink at the creepy fucking owl bar for a few nights and see if 
anything seems off?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 00:52:04 ID: 0c94d5 No.8869935

So, I know this is a bit out of date(I had to drop out for a while) but you guys remember the odd "pizza" ordering page that mentioned Austin? Well… 
http://www.texasmonthly.com/articles/the-innocent-and-the-damned/
https://archive.is/LV9An
It covers a child abuse story at a daycare near Austin. The "satanic" bit is probably there to make the story sound dubious to others.
(NSFL, rage-inducing)  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 02:00:04 ID: c043a2 No.8870582 >>8870984

Anyone watching these protests at Comet Pizza on periscope?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 02:33:49 ID: 5d5572 No.8870984 >>8871364

>>8870582
Yeah I just came here to check to see if anyone else was.

https://www.periscope.tv/LeighStewy/1vAxRdrZMojGl  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 03:12:00 ID: 8e380e No.8871343

>>8703072
lol that is so spot-on  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 03:14:21 ID: c043a2 No.8871364 >>8875340

>>8870984
I'm wondering if it was fake or planned, they seemed to rant about homosexuals and ended up attracting a huge fag dance party.  So not wanting 
pedophilia is the same as being homophobic now?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 05:55:13 ID: 7b9ef1 No.8873181
File (hide): d578ef8b3b8d859⋯.jpeg (66.96 KB, 888x499, 888:499, download.jpeg)  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 08:40:57 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8875340
File (hide): d738b45471a64a5⋯.jpg (84.58 KB, 634x546, 317:273, 343B7BBE00000578-0-image-a….jpg)

>>8871364

ya it looked setup to fail

the people protesting also looked off, probably paid to be there and purposely look stupid and add to the re 
of the media that the people involved looking into this topic are these types so don't get involved viewer …  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 09:49:59 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8876499  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 10:17:43 ID: 000000 No.8876874 >>8884062

James lives behind Pegasus right?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 20:21:59 ID: b4993d No.8884062

>>8876874
Didn't he say that was his mother?
Or at least that was his claim when freaking out about people nding the kill room.  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 20:32:17 ID: 80b1e7 No.8884267

is pizzagate still a thing?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 20:55:28 ID: db3fa4 No.8884708

>>8884167
This may or may not be pizzagate related speci cally, but I think could implicate the same sorts of people in very shady shit.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 21:04:40 ID: 82d8bf No.8884876

>>870
7681  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 23:45:16 ID: d1f65b No.8887568
File (hide): 2cf9a66dbbbef6d⋯.png (359.67 KB, 1349x1596, 71:84, 1485117205763[1].png)

PIZZAGATE NEW 
DEVELOPMENTS ABOUT 
MAJESTIC APE
"Majestic Apes" identity 
possibly revelaed.

>Everything in the pic checks 
out
>Proof it yourselves 
>Draw your own conclusions 
based on what you see

Keep up the good work 
8chan!

>THIS IS MAJOR

https://voat.co/v/pizzagatewhatever/1584571  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 01:43:33 ID: 6aced4 No.8890445

>>8722548

Reid method doesn't work on chance copper  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 05:02:25 ID: 043553 No.8894241

VOAT found another place in Edinburgh Scotland similar to CPPP.  Coverup underway. 

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1585494  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 05:27:03 ID: adb1aa No.8894619

Download of all of Eli Sizemore's videos where he gives reviews of pedo shops like comet pizza and Politics and Prose. All the places mentioned would 
be worth looking into.

https://voat.co/v/     pizzagatewhatever/1585584  
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Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 07:40:19 ID: d26cc0 No.8897294 >>8898956

>>8723592
Here's the thing, coming from half-pol; I couldn't care less.

I want him destroyed as a personal victory for the multiple years of shit CTR threw at us. David Brock's buttboy needs to be driven to madness, jail or 
suicide, regardless of what we nd. And I don't care if that sounds like it's mean, or it's not appropriate motivation. Worst case scenario, we drive a faggot 
to suicide.

People will act like this was a big horrible thing that came out of nowhere. But they forget what half-pol used to do; We destroyed the public image and 
income of a church because they wouldn't let us look at their wacky tom cruise video. We broke the consumer trust in the media over a thot wanting good 
scores for her shit games. We drove a father to an early grave because his daughter was trying to act like tough shit on youtube. Imageboards have had 
worse reasons to pull the shit they do, and the gaslighting we endured and de ected month after month? That's more than enough provocation to ruin 
some lives. What's the media gonna do, call us monsters? We already ARE monsters, fuck the whole lot of them.

James Alefantis needs to be broken, regardless of what we nd.  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 09:33:30 ID: 57a5d6 No.8898956

>>8897294
from another post here on /pol/, and very relevant to what you said.

>You want to know what I m really terri ed of? Imagine a few dozen iterations of this story:

>Theres a famous case where a shadowy group was after a high-value, high-status target who used his considerable resources to retreat. The group 
couldn t get to him. So they targeted everybody associated with him: Friends. Family. Staff. Lawyers. Sympathetic journalists. Eventually, that utter 
devastation of infrastructure led to the death of the high-value, high-status target, whose name was Pablo Escobar.

>That s what I m really scared of. Killing like that, on repeat. It s my nightmare scenario. I know it s unlikely. But  and this is the stupidest part of this 
whole thing  after 2016, I m a little superstitious, and I m wary of omens.

>The shadowy group that unleashed carnage on Pablo Escobar s Institutions had a name.

>They were known as Los Pepes.

doing this to Alefantis would just be the tip of the iceberg, a part of a larger plan that ultimately results in not just Brock falling, but the entire corrupt 
Clinton machine, not to mention their (((globalist))) allies.

the time has come for the Umman Manda to descend.  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 20:15:58 ID: d17787 No.8907222 >>8910445

File (hide): bfce25c97c900b9⋯.png (2.64 MB, 2952x1364, 738:341, suspect 4a.png)

has this been 
posted here?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 20:48:20 ID: cee6d5 No.8907715 >>8908892  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:00:07 ID: 2bd422 No.8908892

>>8907715
>voat tab
why can't /pol/acks create good videos  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:05:44 ID: 402aa7 No.8908960  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:16:08 ID: 32ab17 No.8909133

>>8725749
>>8726561
>>8742460
Fucking kikes 
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE  
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Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:28:37 ID: 81985b No.8909314
File (hide): 4995f767fb9310f⋯.png (360.67 KB, 761x720, 761:720, 4995f767fb9310fa0978b57bab….png)

If you arrived in th las 4  
months
Dont forget to go to the red pill 
thread as soon as possible before 
it gets deleted

>>8873257  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 23:04:46 ID: b8c173 No.8909830

Hi guys, I have one simple question, why doesn't Trump investigate into this sick shit? I mean the evidence is right here? Sincere question by the way  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 23:48:15 ID: 4a5826 No.8910445 >>8910827

File (hide): ac58f72f311df1a⋯.jpg (112.02 KB, 1474x658, 737:329, Kuhn Tunnel Digger.jpg)

>>8907222
I don't think so. This 
is much, MUCH more 
convincing.  

File (hide): b84ada924534035⋯.jpg (102.82 KB,
1200x1128, 50:47, 30cd5fcd13f5992a60b65492c9….jpg)

File (hide): 4844674255301a0⋯.png (32.6 KB,
237x213, 79:71, 88cb23f8f2b94d75fdef7c2425….png)

File (hide): 2c496f5b52753a0⋯.png (1.29 MB,
1852x1180, 463:295, 99c6b047a31ef142b0ee629cbd….png)

File (hide): 636fc034e5744fd⋯.png (1.95 MB,
1864x1196, 466:299, 636fc034e5744fd4fda5c9b2e7….png)

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 00:15:36 ID: 4cc770 No.8910827

>>8910445
>>8910445
>he's the Jew who buried the liqu ed kids, or worse, buried them alive.  

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 01:25:20 ID: c08cc5 No.8911735
File (hide): ebb7ada7efa6a37⋯.png (301.93 KB, 337x433, 337:433, rusty.png)

>>8805686
Is there an alternative to archive.is that is out of reach of DMCA? If they can shoah the archive links, 
that's a huge blow to any investigation  
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THE NEXT PIZZAGATE Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 01:33:58 ID: 434cde No.8911831 >>8913380

At 33rd and Walnut Street in Philadelphia on University of Pennsylvania campus (Joe Biden's new home, next to Drexel), there lies this sign:

https://archive.is/kX7vH

http://imgur.com/nCeONRc

https://archive.is/Iumqz

http://imgur.com/mlM9BKa

There are publicly viewable telephone numbers and GoldenBearGarage (idk what the fuck it is) has a little sticker next to it (I will get a picture of it 
tomorrow).

The rst thing that I decided to do was ignore the little sticker for now, and look at where the closest Pizza place is.

I found Axis Pizza 0.4 miles away. It is open 24 hours or 10 am to 10 pm (when you go to order) according to its website (it doesn't clarify). I then decided 
to archive as much as I could: 

https://archive.is/ajKVF

https://archive.is/K7Doi

http://tlotl.imgur.com/all/

https://archive.is/nXiV7

Axis Pizza also has a VIP loyalty program on their shitty ass website that they haven't updated in who knows how long. I don't know if this is worth looking 
into. I am just giving you what I found. I'd recommend that we search through this.

I found that the Pizza parlor was mentioned here:

https://archive.is/t21Jy

The owner of Axis Pizza, Dimitrios Dimopoulos, also owns these things (worth investigating in my honest opinion):

http://imgur.com/gallery/X8c0M

Allegro Pizza has a website that is currently down.

https://archive.is/Cci5h

But here is latest wayback machine of it: 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161231201856/http://www.allegropizza.com/

So that's all I have for you guys for now. Forget about the symbolism and shit from my other post. I don't want you guys to mistake me for a shill. Axis 
pizza looks like Comet Pizza 2.0. There is a network that you are connected to, in order to make orders. I cannot archive it. If someone could break into 
this network and get everything out of it, that would be really fucking useful: 

https://www.letsget.net/(S(iltitahgfujuswchovmxyq3v))/Public/Login.aspx

Axis Pizza has the exact same memo as Comet Ping Pong. Shitty website. Backend network for managing orders. Shitty coding. Shitty everything. They 
have duplicate videos on the website home page! COME ON!  

File (hide): a1997be3d95d77d⋯.jpg (60.38 KB,
564x423, 4:3, pizzaman.jpg)

File (hide): 72c011f5378ac3f⋯.jpg (16.08 KB,
250x250, 1:1, mrpizzaman.jpg)

File (hide): 29190e4b2837cde⋯.jpg (65.37 KB,
386x358, 193:179, oaeop.jpg)

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 03:32:04 ID: 17b843 No.8913380 >>8914525

>>8911831
Investigating some other pizza joints in SF found one Pizzaman, was burnt down in a re. Sign outside looks like an erect male member, could be a code 
for sex and pizza.

Next is an example of how the pizza divided into eight slices matches with Masonry degree symbols and also the Star of Ishtar.

Lastly I found this weird occult looking symbol of the OAEOP. They refer to themselves as an 'underground pizza bistro'. 
http://oaeop.blogspot.ie/p/oaeop.html
Seems legit.  

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 04:41:54 ID: 64223a No.8914525 >>8914842

File (hide): 31ddd606bf52141⋯.jpg (49.79 KB, 389x366, 389:366, Pepe re rage crappy.jpg)

>>8913380
>underground pizza 
bistro

How more obvious 
could it be?  
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>>8868974
That's the bohemian club, the same group that runs bohemian grove.  The owl is part of their altar, and no, unless you have a really good reason to be 
there, as in you are meeting someone, you probably de nitely should not  
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>>8788876
What makes you think Stoicism died out because of Christianity? Christianity continued on the concepts of Stoicism in many regards, which were dying 
on the vine. Stoicism is worthless (too strenuous) without a diety. It is the reason Kiergegaard championed religion and Christianity in particular as being 
the only means to philosophical enlightenment.

>>8718811
>the church
literally the main force keeping all the homosexuals in their place since the time of the fag Roman Empire.

>>8718771
 The creation of Christianity coincided with the destruction of the Jewish homeland their temple and their religion. They never spent time worshipping 
Saturn or any cubes. Christianity displaces them as the chosen in the eyes of God. It is the reason why they wage war on the West.

kekism
Oh you are a retard then.  
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"If you had to choose one. what would it be? Pizza, Pasta, Ice-Cream??" 

Do you think they play dominos on them?
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>>8914525
If you notice the pizza image is missing a slice. I was thinking that the missing letter might be a 'D', which would allow for the construction of 'O PAEDO', 
this in turn creates a new symbol when all the letters are lined up in order, a symbol which nevertheless bears a resemblance to the 'boy lover' symbol. It 
also shares a resemblance to the Valknut, a symbol associated with violent death and sacri ce.  
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>>8797426
>What did he mean by this?
He meant look away Goy, nothing to see here.

I've been following the Pizzagate stories with little doubt that there is something that underlies it all, though I nd a lot of the threads to be self-
congratulatory and circular while anons and shills chase shadows and bark up messengers' legs.  If you're going to investigate, you have to learn how to 
research and start following the little strings you nd, rather than patting yourself on the back like a 10 year old that you found another string and pulling it 
out as soon as you nd it.  That kind of behavior gets you nowhere.  Best case, it lets THEM know you're on to them, giving them time to clean up and 
cover up, or alerting them to keep an eye out for you when you decide to walk into the place like an r-tard.  Worst case you end up outing the wrong police 
of cer and putting his and his family's life in danger like the /b/tards did.  

Do you really think John Podesta or his brother went all the way to Scotland to kidnap one little girl?  Do you really think the Clintons themselves are 
directly involved, like hands-on and not just playing the diplomatic game to make things easier while reaping the bene ts?  Do you think they don't have 
underlings and connections to do that kind of dirty work for them?  Why are they doing all of this?  

What does this have to do with FBI Anon's warnings about the Clinton Foundation and Human Traf cking and so on?  Everybody involved (especially on 
twatter and raddit) are sperging out on circumstantial evidence that looks convincing but is hardly anything to go on.  

How does it tie in to Bohemian Grove, Pedowood, Child Abduction or Human Sacri ce?  What does it have to do with Moloch, Spirit Cooking, or the Jews 
or Globalists? What is the motive?  What's the end state?

Well, I have an idea about that.  How many kids go missing from around the world every year?  Thousands?  Tens of Thousands?  More?  How long has 
this been going on?  

Well, here's a stab for you: it's been going on since the late 1800s, when the Bohemian Club was founded -by a Jew-, but also when Zionism started and 
(((coincidentally))) a bunch of Jews bought up major US newspapers (including the NY Times and SF Chronicle, two "papers of record" that sell 
themselves as the authentic narrative of history).  Almost immediately, they start pushing a certain narrative about 6,000,000 European Jews in mortal 
danger before Hitler was even born.  There are pictures, pretty convincing pictures of real human bodies bound up at the grove in the early 1900s, which is 
where this whole sacri ce rumor really got its legs.

Now, have you noticed how married to that speci c number (((they))) are, and how they insist that the whole 6 million were burned up in the ovens?  It's 
because it's part of Talmudic lore written almost a thousand years ago.  It's a prophecy that 6 million must be burned in sacri ce to god to cleanse the 
souls of the sinful people before they can occupy the whole promised land.  

Now… Six Million didn't die in the holocaust during ww2, certainly not in gas chambers and ovens, but woe be unto you if you say that.  The six million 
didn't die because they didn't exist in the rst place.  They were invented by Newspaper men to raise money, and later covered by Jakob Lestschinsky, a 
man whose poor statistics sampling and illogical extrapolations make Nate Silver look like a god.

Well, the Jews were able to leverage the 6 million into getting a beachhead in Israel, but there's one little problem.  If they truly believe in their mysticism, 
their god, not the god of the Torah, but their god of the Talmud still demands 6 million burnt offerings of human beings/souls, speci cally Jewish souls.

So the solution?  The Jews have been running human traf cking since they walked out of the desert.  And they've been using legal quibbling to get around 
even their divine commandments for just as long.   And they just happen to control politicians left and right AND the media narrative around the world.  

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 05:44:37 ID: ded0c7 No.8915834

>>8915829

All the rest of it?  The Spirit Cooking?  The Cheese Pizza?  Pedowood? Anton Levay, Satanism, parties with lots of sex and drugs, bulls and mares 
producing lots of illegitimate children, fertile Teenage starlets going yachting, and connected politicians who can get them access to orphaned children in 
disaster areas. That's all just a lure to build their web (The web they promise that they're not building at the Bohemian Club) with willing -or at least 
compromised- participants.  

So what does this mean?  It means that pulling on the string of comet pizza and calling out Alefantis is not going to accomplish anything.  The powerful 
people and the real plot are too far removed from the thoughtless hedonists who are easy to catch, and the powerful have agents they use to do their dirty 
work. Comet Pizza and the rest are recruiting stations and money laundering operations, nothing more.

So what should you look for?  Transportation, Destinations, Building Permits, Public Records, Tax records, political donations.  What transportation 
companies do the Clintons use?  What companies donate to the CF?  Look for the logistics behind the thing.  The children can't simply be sacri ced, they 
must be sacri ced on the altar of Moloch, they have to be moved, they have to be kept somewhere. They have to have been gotten from somewhere.

Look for reports of missing children around the country and events or visits that coincide.  Do you live near a port?  Did any ships leave at the same time 
that children went missing?  

They're going to keep it up until they have greater Israel back and until they rule the world from Israel.  
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Take a look if you dare. Friends of Little Baby's Ice cream above.
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WHY DOES THE BABY NEED 
TO BE IN A CRATE?  
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@pandaheadmorgan. Likes many of 
@jimmycomets photos even comments 
on a few  
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Proof  
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notice @nilaylawson  
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Google Maps images of the Pegasus Museam having child references (signs and symbols)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:10:31 ID: 1f683e No.8695510 >>8714744 >>8729509

Since the Google pedo's removed the reference from their search engine (yesterday I found it under "Pegasus Museum Washington" and got to Google 
Maps here is the address:

3505 11th St NW
Washington D.C., District of Colombia  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:14:30 ID: 0cbfa5 No.8695531

I recently came over to this shit when I saw that bastard alfentis threatening some youtube guy. What the fuck is going on?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:15:11 ID: 0cbfa5 No.8695533

>>8695466
These motherfuckers are blatant enough to write KIDS on their fucking creepy museums. That doesn't look like a very legit museum either.  
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JAMES ALEFANTIS THREATENS PIZZAGATER (made small enough to post here in case youtube takes down original)  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:22:48 ID: 90fe48 No.8695558 >>8696001 >>8696838 >>8719475

>>8695547
And the caller ID verification related video.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:23:34 ID: 1c7e57 No.8695561 >>8695576

>>8695547
Don't compromise the quality of the video, just upload it in several parts instead.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:26:51 ID: 90fe48 No.8695576 >>8695592

>>8695561
It's originally 111 megabytes or so. Considering I shrank it to 1/10th size it's not even that noticeable. Audio is still clear, all text is readable, even the text 
messages with photo thumbnails in them are clear enough. I think I did pretty good considering the limitations here, it didn't really lose anything.

Either way, I'm not uploading it in 10 parts. I do have the original mp4 from youtube though and could upload elsewhere it if it becomes necessary for 
some reason.

If anybody downloaded the original museum video in question, the one that was taken down, they should share it somewhere  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:29:54 ID: 1f683e No.8695592 >>8695600

>>8695576
Maybe contact the maker of the vid? Make him give us the vid without uploading it to jewtube again and gettings his family in the killroom.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:31:10 ID: 9b5bba No.8695600 >>8695632

>>8695592
Here is his voat account, don't have one myself and I doubt he'd reply to a fresh account asking him for it.
https://voat.co/user/IsThisGameOfThrones  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:33:26 ID: 6af099 No.8695605 >>8695631

i thought this was just a bunch of wild confirmation bias to begin with. i knew it could be possible but i tuned out after the trump victory.

but that phone exchange is extremely fishy, all this new stuff is making a believer out of me again.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:39:00 ID: 27f764 No.8695624

>>8695547

>Im going to kill you
>no wait, im going to sue you
>First Ill sue you, then Ill kill you!  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:43:33 ID: 90fe48 No.8695631

>>8695605
There is a bunch of wild confirmation bias stuff that gets posted, and stuff that isn't related in any way to the core locations or people, but it sure does 
seem like there's something fucky with Alefantis and the people and businesses around him.

I also kind of agree with the people that say that this has been used as bait to further the censorship push around "fake news". Whether or not pizzagate 
was planned originally for the purpose, or they just spun it that way doesn't really matter.

Anyways people are going to keep digging it certainly just got more interesting again. I haven't really followed much in a long time either because of all of 
the unrelated crap people post, and nothing stops a shill from coming here and purposefully posting garbage.

Fucking crazy that the "museum" has that "kids" graffiti outside of it. I wonder when the street view imagery was taken? Does the mei 2014 mean it was in 
2014?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:44:29 ID: 1f683e No.8695632 >>8695644 >>8695658

>>8695600
Somebody already uploaded it and posted it to voat:

http://dropcanvas.com/81w48kQXCJr1Ui

Please backup  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:48:18 ID: 9b5bba No.8695644

>>8695632
>limit reached
fug  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:53:01 ID: 90fe48 No.8695658 >>8695664 >>8695709 >>8695745 >>8695826 >>8696001 >>8723592 >>8833919 >>8834722

>>8695632
Isn't this the video in question? Why is it still up?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:56:00 ID: 9b5bba No.8695664 >>8695667

>>8695658
Looks like he reupped, read the description.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:57:24 ID: 90fe48 No.8695667 >>8695673

>>8695664
Yeah I caught that after my reply. Has me a bit worried we could be on a cruise, but whatever  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 10:58:50 ID: 9b5bba No.8695673
File (hide): a8ee3896498fa4b⋯.gif (2.29 MB, 695x392, 695:392, a8ee3896498fa4b44d1a318d08….gif)

>>8695667
Only one way to find out.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:07:23 ID: e71482 No.8695702 >>8695709

File (hide): 9eafc0e4e02a960⋯.jpg (110.95 KB, 820x1024, 205:256, 1481697626269.jpg)

So who has the mirror for the 
deleted video?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:08:22 ID: 9b5bba No.8695709

>>8695702
He reupped it.
>>8695658  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:23:35 ID: 7d8c4c No.8695745

>>8695658
What a retard, I checked his other videos and there is one where he shows his face. That's a very stupid way to act if you fight child molesting (((elites))).  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:25:55 ID: 0dd741 No.8695755 >>8695761 >>8695926

God dammit. I wish this would just all fucking go away. That norwegian/viet fuckboi vid really did a number on me. Keep fucking digging anons. God 
fucking bless you.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:27:13 ID: 7d8c4c No.8695761 >>8695764

>>8695755
I didn't watch it, how messed up was it ?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:28:45 ID: 0dd741 No.8695764 >>8695822

>>8695761
I stopped participating. Now I can't stomach even opening these threads and I've seen some shit. But that…. fuck these freaks.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:37:17 ID: 876e1d No.8695786 >>8695792 >>8695799 >>8695800 >>8696038 >>8696075 >>8696092 >>8696108 >>8696136 >>8696663 >>8696781
>>8696849 >>8696854 >>8697096 >>8697602 >>8698231 >>8698280 >>8699033 >>8700408 >>8700981 >>8703356 >>8706005 >>8706017 >>8793154 >>8820234

But you yourself pedophiles. You yourself want to fuck and kill little girls and boys. Why are you so concerned about this pizzagate? What, jealous, right?

(PROJECTING KIKE WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:39:55 ID: 1f683e No.8695792

>>8695786
We don't let this happen to us or our children you fucking pedophile. You are all going to burn, this life and the next.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:42:51 ID: fb7a35 No.8695799 >>8695993

File (hide): 9b3610fb8c3bba8⋯.png (2 MB, 1000x1000, 1:1, image.png)

>>8695786
Your masters are going to be dragged screaming into the 
light this year, faggot. Hope you enjoy the show.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:43:05 ID: 0dd741 No.8695800

>>8695786
Fuck you nigger. You will be drug from your bed into the fucking streets and fed your own fucking innards.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:50:18 ID: 313b65 No.8695822 >>8695831

>>8695764
I've been watching pizzagate since it started. I also can't stomach this. The Norwegian bust also included people in Sweden that no one will talk about. 
And I know one of them. The worst part was I knew something was off about him ever since I first met him. He had that fucking pedo face. HE HAD THE 
FUCKING PEDO FACE, AND I THOUGHT I JUST BEING PARANOID  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:51:09 ID: 9f8318 No.8695826

>>8695658
What makes him think that's a kill room? The trenches could also be for a variety of uses.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:52:31 ID: 0dd741 No.8695831 >>8695869

>>8695822
Kill them. If I knew them and had access to them I'd fucking kill them myself.
>nice try fbi
Fuck you. Another kid just got tortured, sodomized and killed.  

sage Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 11:53:37 ID: 0dd741 No.8695839

fuck this shit I'm out.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:01:26 ID: 827b90 No.8695863 >>8696615 >>8809361

File (hide): e4b09ddad350280⋯.png (1.57 MB, 1083x756, 361:252, 1483697428574.png)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:02:48 ID: 313b65 No.8695869

>>8695831
>Kill them. If I knew them and had access to them I'd fucking kill them myself.
>Another kid just got tortured, sodomized and killed.
You think I wouldn't if I saw him again? His arrest happened more than a year ago. He's been gone since you fucking sperg. 
>Fuck you.
No, fuck you.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:07:54 ID: b10def No.8695886 >>8701483 >>8729509

File (hide): c2d4f0482ca4531⋯.png (2.62 MB, 1500x763, 1500:763, IMG_1394.PNG)

So this is where the kids would play, yeah? Doesn't seem much like a park to me, especially the location 
looking just off I guess. Like it's just awkward to place a playground. But maybe that was the intention all 
along.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:23:16 ID: f32976 No.8695926

>>8695755
what video is that?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:43:44 ID: b99211 No.8695993

>>8695799
Checked.
Lets make this happen  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:46:07 ID: 3adca7 No.8696001 >>8696342

File (hide): bdc8a5f0e6c4894⋯.jpg (353.92 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, HELL ON PEPE.jpg)

>>8695547
>>8695558
If this is true, Alefantis seems awfully assblasted.
>>8695658
>takes it down
>makes a stink over a threatening call he didn't record
Even if I had no recording software on my phone I would put it on speaker & use my PC microphone. There 
are plenty of methods that can be set up quickly
>after all that he re-uploads
Y'know he could just be attention whoring & muddying the waters.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 12:57:15 ID: 1b63e1 No.8696038

>>8695786
>But you yourself pedophiles
I don't masturbate, I don't do drugs, I am becoming more christian without realising it.

Try again.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:06:08 ID: 61c216 No.8696073 >>8698667

File (hide): 4940dd3b951d59c⋯.png (1.73 MB, 2244x1892, 51:43, Untitled.png)

i looked a little into the music video youtube links that were posted on 
halfchan yesterday evening, this is what i got  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:06:27 ID: 4b981a No.8696075

>>8695786

I think this is James A himself, the way he is speaking here is extremely similar to how James spoke to the voatfag he was threatening. Welcome to 8ch, 
man, you reaaaaaaally fucked up.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:13:28 ID: 1b8932 No.8696092

>>8695786
You should be afraid, James. You cannot escape the retribution that the universe is about to force onto you and you know it. Stop fighting and accept it. 
You are only making it worse.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:16:59 ID: 56433b No.8696108

>>8695786
>this delusion
What are you doing?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:23:42 ID: 30ee0e No.8696136

>>8695786
pedophiles generally are despised on /pol/ you tremendous faggot kiddie diddler  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:29:06 ID: 2e477c No.8696168

catch and kill no release /those faggots in DC deserve to be fucking tortured and hung on times square while we all watch them piss and shit themselves 
in death throes ….Just my take ;)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:50:13 ID: c2ca1c No.8696271 >>8696276

I need some help here, who the fuck is Alefantis in reality, I'm pretty sure that's an alias, is his real name Robert A Harris?  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 13:51:08 ID: 1f683e No.8696276 >>8696346 >>8701926 >>8712598

File (hide): 7246bc823c6357a⋯.jpg (100.3 KB, 600x903, 200:301, James-Alefantis-DOFL-TF022….jpg)

>>8696271
It's this motherfucker  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 14:03:44 ID: 1b115e No.8696342

>>8696001
I bet he recorded everything except the first call but is holding on to it or gave it to a friend in case something happens to him. That's what I would do at 
least.
The fact that he intentionally tried to keep some parts of the conversation going just to get more replies was a good move as well.

I believe we might see the recording later, but it does not make sense to release it now. It would only turn up the heat around one individual to the point 
where
>they eventually give up Alefantis
>he admits to some of it
>case closed  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 14:04:36 ID: e0bf01 No.8696346

>>8696318
Must be mixed with kike.
I know that sneering face anywhere. >>8696276  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:01:36 ID: 645ac6 No.8696595

You are all reported to the cyber police

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hn2MQ1Q2m9I  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:07:13 ID: d76ae9 No.8696615
File (hide): 153a461e753aa7d⋯.jpg (22.13 KB, 319x282, 319:282, c78d0954e98e188c117337cb01….jpg)

>>8695863

Context?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:09:32 ID: 429b55 No.8696632

>>8695455 (OP)
Always remember to archivate entries multiple times. We don't want them gone.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:14:07 ID: 017908 No.8696663 >>8696820

>>8695786
Why do degenerates like the "Tu Quoque" fallacy so much? Every time I make a valid criticism to libs I debate, one they can 100% not refute, without 
batting an eye they'll start claiming "Well you do it to/did it first/do even worse, so don't criticize me!" They'll do this with shit that doesn't even make 
sense, like this pedoshill here. He just assumes all of /pol/ wants to diddle kids as much as his sick mind does, it's like they're incapable of 
conceptualizing that there are people actually want more than just "muh cummies" in life, and can indeed be disgusted and repelled by their degenerate 
decadence.

Perhaps it's because it's already difficult to believe that the asshole of the internet has become the defenders and champions of the lives of the most 
vulnerable and innocent people in our society. You better start believing it, pedo scum.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:32:09 ID: 2c85ef No.8696781

>>8695786
Remember how long it took Dahmer to get his final solution in prison, James. Every day you will be looking behind your back every time you hear a single 
footstep. Every night you will go to sleep wondering if the guards "accidentally" unlock your cell one night. Every morning you will curse your demonic 
Baal faggot god for "gifting" you yet another day on this Earth.

And then, one day, you'll find you've been left alone with another special prisoner. He will beat you to death very slowly, being sure to break every bone in 
your face on the edge of the toilet. After that, your eyeballs will be gouged out of your head and smashed apon the concrete floor. 

Have fun James… And think of all the kids' pain when your time finally comes, ok?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:36:26 ID: 9bd786 No.8696820

>>8696663

All the evil they do is justified by it only being a response to some other evil. Thus, to criticize them is to suggest that all the evil they do is simply their 
own and has no real justification, and that makes them panic.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:40:30 ID: 6f7795 No.8696838

>>8695547
>>8695558
>couldn't record the call
>easily bullied by an impotent psycho
>is a yuge pussy in general
too much reddit on voat

>>8695917
>>8696821
1/10  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:41:57 ID: 29f96f No.8696849

>>8695786
Not really.  I'd rather continue browsing exhentai.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 15:42:53 ID: 5eb7da No.8696854
File (hide): 20e87fecdcbee42⋯.jpg (44.27 KB, 432x301, 432:301, 20e87fecdcbee42d9e8374ccd7….jpg)

>>8695786
Hi James  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:04:06 ID: af2061 No.8696982 >>8697025 >>8703034

Is there anything other than pictures to substantiate the claim that Pegasus has a kill room? There's no links in this thread.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:10:54 ID: 70bc2e No.8697025

>>8696982
it's from the instagram photo of a steel walled cellar with a comment calling it a 'kill room'.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:14:52 ID: f2240c No.8697050

>>8695547
he shouldve fucking recorded it and taken immediate legal action against that pedo kike faggot.

he probably still can take legal action against him.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:15:52 ID: 0f8dae No.8697054 >>8697073

>>8695547
Glad to see some wannabe Yoshikage Kira is in on this. "Delete it so I can sleep easily". This idiot knows by doing all of that, he is ONLY confirming every 
single fucking thing we have dug up and suspected about them.

Everyone keep your eyes on the dude who made this. I have a bad feeling he will be v& and suicided by three shots to the back of the head, stabbed, 
and strangled.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:18:13 ID: f2240c No.8697073

>>8697054
he should reupload both videos. since its public record now that faggot cant touch him without blowback.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:20:44 ID: af40a9 No.8697091 >>8697100 >>8697170 >>8697207 >>8702392 >>8722743

File (hide): 5a505b4ef4ed9ef⋯.jpg (544.03 KB, 1600x1200, 4:3, 322.jpg)

Nothing will ever come of this, fools, don't delude 
yourselfs.

(SHILL WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:21:52 ID: 2e3e2e No.8697096

>>8695786

I will find where you sleep, wherever it is, and cut your throat kike.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:22:17 ID: 70bc2e No.8697100 >>8697222 >>8697384 >>8718794 >>8735193

File (hide): 4bca115f768522e⋯.png (1.17 MB, 1080x1080, 1:1, 1482640720138.png)

>>8697091
oh, I wouldn't be so sure of that  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:31:08 ID: f59e3c No.8697170 >>8697222

File (hide): c6f96a6963a8f45⋯.png (8.86 KB, 338x339, 338:339, 0043 - XGL7Ex6.png)

>>8697091
Rope awaits.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:35:48 ID: 6f7795 No.8697207 >>8699387 >>8699614 >>8738742

File (hide): c5173e0bfaf0909⋯.jpg (67.68 KB, 476x421, 476:421, 1457491806698.jpg)

>>8697091
>implying normie tactics work here 

You thought your goon IRC was edgy, I get it, it was 2004, flatscreens became affordable while christcucks 
were off screaming in the wrong direction and were easy to troll. This is a new internet generation built upon 
everything you held close to your heart (and considers it all either quaint or downright cringeworthy) so you 
lash out with what you think carries an edge to this day, but it doesn't intimidate anons who have literally 
nothing to live for except to see gen X faggots cry. 

I might actually be giving you too much credit, alefantis didn't even know what a mod was in his text 
messages.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:37:31 ID: df8715 No.8697222 >>8697328 >>8697378 >>8697384 >>8697520 >>8697587

File (hide): 3fc1d1c55e9ad5f⋯.png (1017.76 KB, 1220x1280, 61:64, 14716744910.png)

>>8697100
>>8697170
We have to take things into our own hands because the "justice department" will block, delay and ignore 
anything that is pedophilia related as they have done for 150 years.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:49:30 ID: 5540bb No.8697328
File (hide): 0e00043ce0807c0⋯.png (26.7 KB, 637x241, 637:241, kill pedos.png)

>>8697222
Trump is anti 
pedo  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:54:50 ID: 2bd422 No.8697378 >>8697917

>>8697222
>goes aboard loli express
>sees how fucked shit is
>inspires him to kill all pedos

alternative
>trump goes aboard loli express
>sexes girls about 12
literally nothing wrong with that  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 16:55:44 ID: 29f96f No.8697384

>>8697100 (witnessed)
>>8697222 (witnessed)
Praise Kek.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:12:09 ID: f59e3c No.8697520 >>8697543 >>8709852

File (hide): 6a57bd6e77a0bf6⋯.png (140.74 KB, 193x356, 193:356, 8a23f7f8ef5c8d75577c585f5a….png)

>>8697222
>power stance  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:15:05 ID: f2240c No.8697543 >>8697601 >>8697633

File (hide): 159541f220a2767⋯.jpg (77.08 KB, 750x1000, 3:4, CIA stance.jpg)

>>8697520
what did trump meme by this?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:20:17 ID: 395f05 No.8697587 >>8697689

>>8697222
sauce on trump quote you don't have one,  sinead  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:21:19 ID: f59e3c No.8697601

>>8697543
he is going to crash kali yuga, with no survivors

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:21:33 ID: b47648 No.8697602

>>8695786
You'll be served a Sindona coffee one day, faggot  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:24:16 ID: 659343 No.8697633

>>8697543
This post could be a /tv/ thread. Make trump the first pic, CIA the second.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:29:45 ID: cb86f2 No.8697689 >>8697835

File (hide): c39adcd98478aaa⋯.png (14.91 KB, 510x136, 15:4, ClintonTrump.png)

>>8697587
Learn how to use the internet.

Epstein likes to tell people that he's a loner, a man who's never touched alcohol or drugs, and one whose 
nightlife is far from energetic. And yet if you talk to Donald Trump, a different Epstein emerges. "I've known 

Jeff for fifteen years. Terrific guy, Trump booms from a speakerphone. "He's a lot of fun to be with. It is even said that he likes beautiful women as much 
as I do, and many of them are on the younger side. No doubt about it – Jeffrey enjoys his social life."''
http://nymag.com/nymetro/news/people/n_7912/  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:45:23 ID: 395f05 No.8697835
File (hide): b4a004583d1af77⋯.jpg (100.52 KB, 1032x1437, 344:479, jb1.jpg)

>>8697689
>Trump booms from a 
speakerphone.
strong evidence  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 17:53:35 ID: 4726cf No.8697917 >>8698168 >>8729509

File (hide): b3b5a51b02edeef⋯.png (180.03 KB, 404x404, 1:1, is this nigger syeerious.png)

>>8697378
>literally nothing wrong 
with that  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:13:12 ID: afb85f No.8698119
File (hide): c8cb3103d8eb038⋯.jpg (27.85 KB, 350x350, 1:1, 139787272547.jpg)

>>8698073
>Where are 
the mods?
http://8ch.net/l
og.php?
page=1&board
=pol  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:17:09 ID: 515f5b No.8698168

>>8697917
Hey, thats my face !  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:20:29 ID: bae719 No.8698207 >>8736618

Think about how fucked up this is: the world is run by child-murdering Satanists.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:23:07 ID: 483fa1 No.8698231

>>8695786
You're a sick fuck. You will die  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:28:03 ID: bae719 No.8698280

>>8695786
Good job, filth: you've actually convinced yourself that it is normal to want to rape and murder children. If you don't suffer in this life, you will in the next.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 18:59:43 ID: 762b84 No.8698667

>>8696073
Screaming females are a dead end. The lead singer is a lesbo and the song is about parents pressing her to date somebody.
I guess this is redundant to point out since you're a (1) and they're just bands man. Too mature to be playing at comet pizza, but they're just bands.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 19:31:27 ID: 2565e0 No.8699033 >>8703416

File (hide): ca09b91fdbfefe1⋯.jpg (320.11 KB, 1024x1463, 1024:1463, latest.jpg)

>>8695786
It must take HUGE guts for 
that level of projection

RIP AND TEAR
RIP AND TEAR YOUR  
GUTS
THIS YEAR YOU WILL  
BE EXPOSED
HACKED TO PIECES BY  
ANGRY MOBS
BLOOD FOR THE  
BLOOD GOD  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 19:45:41 ID: bae719 No.8699267

>>8699219
What are you talking about?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 19:51:49 ID: 2f451e No.8699387
File (hide): 71e971c5dfb12aa⋯.jpg (385.4 KB, 800x640, 5:4, 1444241251289.jpg)

>>8697207
>that cushy feel when this will be bigger than Meow Meow ever could be
>tfw we have moved from bullying leftist collage cucks to leftist pedos that left their leftist 
collage to peruse a life of kikery and pedophilia  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:05:01 ID: 2565e0 No.8699614 >>8699720

>>8697207
>furfaggotry
Kill yourself.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:10:36 ID: 2f451e No.8699720 >>8700085

File (hide): e3ffbc05e4bb502⋯.jpg (27.04 KB, 320x240, 4:3, 1299112831632.jpg)

>>8699614
>not glutting the enemy's propaganda 
machine with furshit and other leftist 
garbage
It's like you don't even into 
physiological warfare.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:24:21 ID: 2d4e18 No.8699930

guys this is prbly nothing ok?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:35:09 ID: 3c4782 No.8700085

>>8699720
Blues is right, the best way to disarm the libtard propaganda is to associate it with the crigniest filth that can be found. Even the slowest tv watcher still 
pulls back in repulsion when shown furries, and will subconsciously pick up on the association, and bonus points for the in-fighting it will create among the 
left due some claiming furries don't represent them while others say they should embrace their otherkin brethren.  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 20:55:59 ID: 7fdbb4 No.8700408
File (hide): 71f4b31b137336e⋯.jpg (68.32 KB, 1266x1760, 633:880, reapwhatyousewkikes.jpg)

>>8695786
==BURN, KIKE! NO LONGER WILL OUR CHILDREN BE YOURS TO PREY ON! YOU WILL BE HOUNDED AND 
HUNTED ALL THE WAY TO THE FURTHEST EDGES OF THE ABYSS AND BEYOND! YOU WILL BE EXPOSED AS 
ANATHEMA TO ALL! YOU WILL BE BROUGHT TO THE LOWEST, MOST MISERABLE DEPTHS OF AGONY 
BEFORE THE END! MAY THE GODS STRIKE YOU DOWN WITH ALL OF THE FURY OF THE BLACK SUN! SO 
MOTE IT BE!  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 21:14:25 ID: a7a218 No.8700675

>>8695547
Is he gonna die now?  

File (hide): 9785330b7e33a7b⋯.png
(687.16 KB, 600x766, 300:383,
1469589741465.png)

File (hide): 42490d319731b2d⋯.png (3.59 MB,
5344x3776, 167:118, history of the world 1.png)

File (hide): 1b781ca99d9cbe2⋯.jpg (22.2 KB,
512x512, 1:1, Michael Aquino.jpg)

File (hide):
4c05482906ac5c2⋯.jpg (847.73
KB, 1246x2081, 1246:2081, Sandy
Hook.jpg)

File (hide): 0b822d37dadf341⋯.jpg (187.78 KB,
1280x892, 320:223, 1469891704254.jpg)

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 21:36:58 ID: 90776c No.8700981 >>8764041

>>8695786
>You Internet perverts are just like me because you have the basic willpower and decency required to behave like actual humans in real life and just jerk 
off to naughty things on the internet. This is exactly ethically the same as a 75 year old, international, government sponsored rape/kidnapping/breeding 
program used to systematically blackmail and condition elected leaders around the world into conforming with the psychopathic machinations of their 
oligarchical masters and completely subvert basic human freedom. You're just jealous because instead of being an economic wage slave held back from 
exploring space you could be raping kids with us.

Sure James. Whatever you say.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 21:56:57 ID: d14b15 No.8701265

http://www.usaimages.net/main/index.php/contact-us-2/

SQL injections anyone?  
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Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:09:34 ID: f68640 No.8701483

>>8695886
market  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:36:25 ID: c91f9f No.8701836 >>8701974 >>8713797 >>8713978

File (hide): 9a188da6e41c34d⋯.png (27.56 KB, 1084x712, 271:178, purely cohencidence, goyim.png)

Hey, did we ever establish if James 
Alefantis was his birth name or 
not?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:45:19 ID: be79ce No.8701926

>>8696276
the heatmeiser?  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:49:41 ID: be79ce No.8701974

>>8701836
>Alefantis was his birth name or not?
his birth name is James Fuckinkidsowitz  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:52:33 ID: c0eaf0 No.8702006

>>8695547
What a pussy.
>Delete video
>Keep video file
>Sockpuppet "Hey, this was taken down for unknown reason. They are trying to SHUT US DOWN! SPREAD THIS EVERYWHERE!"

>I told you to take it down
>Wasn't me. You can download vids off of Youtube easy. Let me explain it to you, gramps.

Honestly, he should do this now to create the most waves after this video.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 22:56:26 ID: c0eaf0 No.8702041

>>8695547
Also, anyone can get those photos off Facebook or wherever. If it was candid photos, it would have been another story, but that was shit intimidation.  

Anonymous  01/06/17 (Fri) 23:28:50 ID: 063d1e No.8702392

>>8697091
Reported.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:14:20 ID: 22341e No.8702948 >>8710825

>>8695547
what a beta faggot.
>not recording the phone call

yeah, what a faggot.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:21:33 ID: 9caa68 No.8703034

>>8696982
https://sli.mg/a/s9hoRx  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:24:49 ID: 22341e No.8703071 >>8710825

>>8695547
>please don't forget to buy my shirts
Did I forget to mention what a beta faggot he is?  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:24:51 ID: 76eaf5 No.8703072 >>8703275 >>8703292 >>8710933 >>8712456 >>8712541 >>8829879 >>8871343

File (hide): f471e7c5b45cb5a⋯.png (61.41 KB, 1222x504, 611:252, pizza poing.png)  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:31:11 ID: d4c465 No.8703156 >>8703752 >>8714056

File (hide): 4ffcddbdbf31700⋯.jpg (328.48 KB, 1600x1092, 400:273, Breitbart killed.jpg)

Voat moderation called into question a week back, few of the posts deleted, some involving Dyncorp 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1529040

Noticed similar on Voat when i brought into question the traffic camera in the vicinity of Comet Pizza being 
moved a day before the shooting hoax.  Mods said it had been discussed enough and mod said one of the 
posters in that thread was known to be using vote bots to tamper with that specific thread but still reasoned 
it was discussed enough…  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:35:21 ID: 483fa1 No.8703206

Where the martyrs @?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:40:51 ID: 599111 No.8703275
File (hide): cba79d93be8dcff⋯.png (215.81 KB, 370x320, 37:32, aaaa334e23.PNG)

>>8703072
Oh, cute little gas lighting image. Did you 
make that yourself? How many hours in 
MSPaint?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:42:17 ID: 90776c No.8703292

>>8703072
That Illuminati lizard Jew is still inexperienced with human food since it is clearly eating a pepperoni and olive pizza and doesn't know any better. That or 
it's lying smugly to mock its victims.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:47:20 ID: 92594a No.8703356

>>8695786

You are so outrageously boned ahahahahahahahahahaha  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 00:54:26 ID: a83713 No.8703416 >>8703650 >>8736676

File (hide): f68f82148282b9c⋯.gif (1.92 MB, 444x250, 222:125, IMG_8731.GIF)

>>8699033
Nah. These evil cunts have no 
guts. We can check for 
ourselves on the day.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:12:40 ID: be79ce No.8703650 >>8703836

>>8703416
every time I see Negan I think of Ray's brother from Errbody Loves Rayray  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:23:09 ID: 209fbe No.8703752

>>8703156
This is starting to read like the plot to a bad movie.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:29:22 ID: a83713 No.8703836

>>8703650
Damn, That's some resemblence alright  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 01:41:45 ID: bc5ffa No.8703993

i call bullshit  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 02:57:16 ID: 89008b No.8704897

>>8704792
sure thing. do you eat away the pain of being brown?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 03:10:55 ID: 90776c No.8705047 >>8705097

James if you want to larp being a brown loli with Daddy issues getting gangraped by hordes of Nazi frogs you should just say so. It's unhealthy to deny 
the truth.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 03:15:51 ID: 9b5bba No.8705097
File (hide): 2b3f63877ce4e24⋯.jpg (712.97 KB, 800x800, 1:1, 2b3f63877ce4e24f5548092f34….jpg)

>>8705047
I don't know what the fuck to 
think about that post.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 03:52:26 ID: ae0bd1 No.8705459
File (hide): 38afe82d532be3c⋯.png (538.03 KB, 771x771, 1:1, 6c2ac9d959b10b31ec786c516b….png)

I feel that these threads are 
really slowing down and we're 
getting distracted. 

WE CANT FORGET THIS
WE CANT GIVE UP  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:08:43 ID: 3e8877 No.8705677 >>8705767 >>8707302 >>8707450 >>8707553 >>8708121 >>8712055 >>8713734

do you guys honestly believe this pizzagoober crap?  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:14:43 ID: 6cb574 No.8705767
File (hide): c87567e6d6f6ae2⋯.jpg (259.15 KB, 960x1656, 40:69, anime girls up my ass.jpg)

>>8705592
>>8705663
>>8705677
Kill yourself, James Alefantis.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:31:40 ID: ed7fc5 No.8706005
File (hide): 5b6e82a7c1e55f7⋯.png (107.99 KB, 680x679, 680:679, aa4.png)

>>8695786  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 04:32:32 ID: 7a5405 No.8706017 >>8714954

File (hide): eb358e4e9ef8dc0⋯.jpg (311.24 KB, 634x538, 317:269, 2D6CB92F00000578-0-image-a….jpg)

>>8695786

Your reckoning will come. I'm not talking prison. I'm talking about real reckoning We will torture you and your 
family then, when it is done you will be ashes, then you have my permission to die.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:26:42 ID: 36fc45 No.8707129 >>8707157

The Beanie Baby Email /pol/.
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1544143  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:27:51 ID: 1223c3 No.8707142

>>8706888
That looks like a salami roll with mozzarella cheese in it.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:28:48 ID: 36fc45 No.8707157

>>8707129
Also this.
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1543972  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:40:39 ID: 08096e No.8707302

>>8705677
>do you guys honestly believe this pizzagoober crap? 
no-oo, I believe (((they))) have perfectly healthy, and innocent massive interest to play with kids all day long, like every normal healthy man never ever 
does  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:54:43 ID: 84954a No.8707450 >>8707471

>>8705677
BLOOD LIBEL
It is a code name for Jewish Blood Sacrifice, They use the six pointed star. The hexagram is the Star of 
Saturn (Star of Solomon,Chuin,Remphan) I believe other names/titles are Moloch(king)and Baal (lord), it is 
the Rothschild's and Israel's symbol, the emblem of modern Judaism. They are an ancient slaver, cannibal, 
pedophile race/religion, they have many shabbos cucks involved now as well. All we are witnessing is 
Judaism, this is a main reason they were expelled 109 times, not just usury and subversion. 

Think about it lad they got caught doing this shit so much they had to develop a name to shut down any 
discussion of there 3,000+ year practices.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 06:56:05 ID: 84954a No.8707471

>>8707450
*their 

fug  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:03:19 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707553 >>8707605

>>8705677

If there's nothing here

Why shut down the pizzagate subbreddit when it had nearly 20,000 subs and was growing by 2000 or more subs a day.  Why did mainstream news start 
running "Fake News" headlines the same time to dispell it….the shooting hoax, David Seaman on youtube and other youtubers getting harassed and 
having their videos flagged.  The amount of shills showing up here and on voat, the moderation deleting posts on voat.  Washington post and new yorks 
times before the shooting hoax covering this.  Why did Washington Post, New YOrk time and a few other mainstream sites take down their news article 
about the Elite Political pedophile ring in Noway https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1475488

Why go to all that trouble if there's nothing here.

The shooting is really the only thing you can pinpoint and say they are covering it because of that and danger to the public but the shooting didn't help the 
people investigating this it only helped to demonize this subject around the time it was growing expressionlessly.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:08:18 ID: 84954a No.8707605

>>8707553
>This Norway pedophile story is THE CENTER of something huge. In addition to NYT, ABC, WAPO, I now see the Guardian (UK) took it down

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1476934  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:12:42 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707652

you see similar tactics used by Police to dispell large protests, they will actually incite violence so the media 
can start running stories to say the protestors are violent, so it needs to be shut down which works as the 
bad publicity gets the public to lose interest in support  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:15:21 ID: 24a046 No.8707681 >>8707739 >>8707775 >>8712705 >>8714876 >>8884876

how many kids go missing every year in the US? like vanished never to be seen again. its easier for me to believe (((elites))) would travel to shithole 2nd 
world countries to kill children. no doubt they have plenty children to diddle here (through pedo foster families, corrupt day care, pedo parents pimping, 
etc) but id think most of the killing is done outside of the US where missing children isnt a big deal. only top tier (((elites))) would be able to murder 
american children because from what little i know it seems like only a few hundred go missing every year and more than half of those are probably lone 
serial degenerates with no zog ties.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:19:33 ID: 84954a No.8707739 >>8707776 >>8825022

>>8707681
>According to the FBI, in 2015 there were 460,699 NCIC entries for missing children. >Similarly, in 2014, the total number of missing children entries into 
NCIC was 466,949
http://www. missingkids.com/KeyFacts

This is only the lucky reported missing kids, many more just vanish into some yid like Pedosta or Epsteins dungeon  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:23:14 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707775

>>8707681

if any of the satanic ritual abuse is to be believed it would appear the white kids are used for sex while the 
2nd/3rd world country kids are used for sacrificial purposes  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:23:20 ID: 6d416d No.8707776 >>8708044

>>8707739
Roughly 460,000 kids missing two years in a row is quite a (((coincidence))), know anywhere to look up the total for other years?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:27:29 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8707830

https://
youtu.b
e/UIKg
VnvQQ
Is  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:44:52 ID: 84954a No.8708044 >>8708055 >>8708107

>>8707776
I just used searx.me and asked "How many children go missing each year?" 

here is something interesting, look at all the jew names of the people working for the government groups tasked with the below statistics. No wonder they 
never get caught.

>The first National Incidence Studies of Missing, Abducted, Runaway, and Thrownaway Children (NISMART-1) was released in 1990, and the second, 
known as NISMART-2, was released in October 2002. 
>According to NISMART-2 research, which studied the year 1999, an estimated 797,500 children were reported missing; 58,200 children were abducted 
by nonfamily members; 115 children were the victims of the most serious, long-term nonfamily abductions called “stereotypical kidnappings”; and 203,900 
children were the victims of family abductions.

[Andrea J. SEDLAK, David FINKELHOR, Heather Hammer, and Dana J. SCHULTZ. U.S. Department of Justice. 
“National Estimates of Missing Children: An Overview” in National Incidence Studies of Missing, Abducted, Runaway, and Thrownaway Children. 
Washington, DC: Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice, October 2002, page 5.]  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:45:57 ID: 84954a No.8708055

>>8708044
https:// missingchild.wordpress.com/about/how-many-missing-children-are-there/  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:53:38 ID: 6d416d No.8708107

>>8708044
Doesn't surprise me, their nepotism isn't used just gain money and power  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:54:55 ID: 22341e No.8708121

>>8705677
yep  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 07:58:05 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8708159 >>8708180

I should have posted this video instead, didn't watch the other, basically this Cathy O'Brien has a book 
where she claims she was a sex slave and Hillary Clinton performed oral sex on her and she had a 
mutilated vagina, at least in this video near the end there seems to be a medical doctor examining Cathy to 
confirm her mutilated vagina  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:00:26 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8708180

>>8708159

okay they actually show here vagina at the end of this on youtube lol  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:03:49 ID: 000000 No.8708221 >>8708758

When /hebe/ was here and all the pedos before they where kicked out.There would always be those child models. When the pedos post they often post 
these pictures of little girls. Often in gymnastics leotards. Not really a fashion model thing. This is what I would imagine the soft-core is of the kiddy porn. 
You know those pictures of the child models holding onto a little table. Or a kids dressed as little french maids. It is illegal to even stumble upon as far as I 
am aware but for the sake of clarity I think most old-fags understand what that is.

 If you go to masterchan.org there will  be a few examples of this on the front page.But there was defiantly these pictures in sets under the title of "Silver 
Starletts." Now where this gets occult is when you look at the O.T.O. They have this relation to astron argon or the A.A. Astron Argon is latin it translates 
to Astron (star) Argon (silver) or the silver star. There is almost certainly a connection with the child porn silver starletts and the OTO. I do not feel 
comfortable searching to see what exactly "Silver Starletts" is. But if it is basically the same thing as "Candydoll" then we have a soft-core child 
pornography ring within the AA or whatever that relates to in the illuminati structure.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:10:14 ID: 5da9fe No.8708305 >>8708758

>>8695917

>Those MKULTRA eyes  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 08:56:22 ID: 1223c3 No.8708758 >>8709912 >>8712000

>>8708305
Or a lifetime of sexual trauma. Indistinguishable really. 

>>8708221
I looked it up and found nothing on it.

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 12:00:41 ID: 7c9380 No.8709852
File (hide): 7240100b6152370⋯.webm (3.69 MB, 640x360, 16:9, BLACK BETTY RIDER.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8697520
>black and white hankerchief  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 12:08:25 ID: 7c9380 No.8709912

>>8708758
>i looked it up
yeah googling nude pics of kids is a good idea
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=pthc  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 15:09:14 ID: b8f2e4 No.8710809 >>8711671

>>8710787
go back to the cuckshed, TRS  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 15:11:49 ID: 1b0bea No.8710825

>>8702948
>>8703071
Relax pedo, your days are over.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 15:29:46 ID: bf2f5d No.8710933

>>8703072
So this is the power of shill memes.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:08:39 ID: 1223c3 No.8711650

test

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:12:06 ID: d3cb56 No.8711671 >>8711901

>>8710809
gays are as bad as paedophiles  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:37:02 ID: 5cf137 No.8711861 >>8711870

File (hide): 81d2b355e486837⋯.jpg (1.06 MB, 1881x2981, 171:271, PicsArt_01-07-12.30.10.jpg)

FOIA bro here, there's good and bad news. I got a response to the letter sent back in November in regards to the request for 
the FBI to make available information pertinent to Epstein podesta Hillary elefantis and the Clinton foundation in regards to 
potential pedophilic activities. All of the other types of evidence I asked for got dismissed as being non-specific. I may write a 
repeal but I feel I am being directed towards an important option. If we could put together a case for buying specific sets of 
crimes to the flight records of certain individuals that may be collected by the FBI or otherwise evidenced in their emails, we 
could get them to make such information public. I need help putting together the case that it is in the public interest that the 
FBI respond to an FOIA  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:37:52 ID: 5cf137 No.8711870
File (hide): fed7c48c1183eeb⋯.jpg (1.25 MB, 2172x2896, 3:4, PicsArt_01-07-12.31.49.jpg)

>>8711861  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:41:09 ID: 1223c3 No.8711901 >>8714519 >>8726859

>>8711671
Gays and pedos have a big crossover contingency. Some real research really needs to be done into the phenomenon.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:52:24 ID: 5da9fe No.8712000 >>8713496 >>8764747

>>8708758
>Or a lifetime of sexual trauma

Thats one of the key ingredients for an MK slave  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 17:58:43 ID: 429b55 No.8712055

>>8705677
Nu-ropeans, we're Muricans. We believe in higher powers and act according to evidence. We don't believe that this is real. We know it is.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:40:16 ID: 120ad5 No.8712456

>>8703072
>brand new ms paint memes
whew lad  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:44:18 ID: cd8436 No.8712493

>>8695466
thats not adoption, thats adopt-a-block by sobriety first, common thing for businesses and charity to adopt a stretch of highway or a block to keep it clean.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:51:35 ID: 5cd896 No.8712541
File (hide): 450ef5a3ec358de⋯.gif (50.07 KB, 550x400, 11:8, trash.gif)

>>8703072
They literally paid somebody 
with a Wacom and an art 
degree to make this.

They even put gradient on 
the paint can lmfao  

File (hide): 3044c872261fcb9⋯.jpg (136.49 KB,
1200x799, 1200:799, 1448947066254.jpg)

File (hide): cdd866dec9fd4b4⋯.jpg (27.92 KB,
290x334, 145:167, 1449252757217.jpg)

File (hide): 9db80e1179b55f5⋯.jpg (62.04 KB,
924x519, 308:173, mantle of anger.jpg)

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 18:58:38 ID: 502c8c No.8712598 >>8714147 >>8723844 >>8860439

>>8696276
Jaime Les Enfants is a fake name and means I love children in French.

We need this motherfuckers real name, now

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 19:11:43 ID: 502c8c No.8712705 >>8712863 >>8825022

>>8707681
>american children because from what little i know it seems like only a few hundred go missing every year

Are you serious?  

>According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, roughly 800,000 children are reported missing each year in the United States – 
that's roughly 2,000 per day. Of those, there are 115 child "stranger abduction" cases each year, which means the child was taken by an unknown 
person.May 8, 2013

http://abcnews.go.com/US/missing-children-america-unsolved-cases/story?id=19126967

And thats just whats reported, as we know these abuse cases are frequently done by a family member or friend and is often covered up  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 19:22:06 ID: ca6643 No.8712827

>>8695466
the NCHA is presumably the North Columbia Heights Association, an HOA. 

the site for it us down, updated in aug, and proxied through japan

https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=www.northcolumbiaheights.org  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 19:26:09 ID: 9ad71d No.8712863

>>8712705
reuters report reckons 115 per year by strangers, compared to 58000(!) by non family members

99% return though
http://www.reuters. com/article/us-usa-missing-children-idUSBRE83P14020120426  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:08:35 ID: 8b8902 No.8713411
File (hide): 0ff57cbf5aadaf8⋯.jpg (39.15 KB, 400x400, 1:1, 0ff57cbf5aadaf8a7ba24b7d39….jpg)

>>8695547
>reddit cuck with no sack

I'd like to see Alefantis try this shit on one of our 
hyperneets with no family and nothing to lose.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:15:57 ID: de1f87 No.8713496

>>8712000
trips of truth about MK Ultra  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:20:26 ID: 8b8902 No.8713551
File (hide): 046f203c71bac28⋯.jpg (61.4 KB, 644x362, 322:181, 9cf528a1d06896ec101b40f9d4….jpg)

>>8695917
holy fuck lurk the fuck moar  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:29:20 ID: f8c217 No.8713654 >>8713713

um  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:34:28 ID: 8b8902 No.8713713
File (hide): 4058f40b435989f⋯.jpg (17.02 KB, 309x344, 309:344, broken_shill.jpg)

>>8713654
Hi James.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:36:34 ID: bae719 No.8713734

>>8705677
Kill yourself.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:36:56 ID: 90776c No.8713735
File (hide): 3e2ddb7beb34206⋯.jpg (105.79 KB, 727x1000, 727:1000, 10th level Wizard 10th lev….jpg)

>>8713652
James, James, it's time to surrender.
Start naming names before we throw you in 
the blender.
You've lost our game you've lost their 
dreams.
You cannot subvert justice: We will always 
defend her.

Face fate with grace or anticipate the 
render 
By an auspicious, anonymous, vrillic victory 
vendor
Of your legacy and name into immortality in 
memes.
We'll gobble you up like chicken tenders.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 20:42:05 ID: 37228c No.8713797
File (hide): f5ad4f44090a5a8⋯.jpg (87.29 KB, 896x582, 448:291, f5ad4f44090a5a80e28403ff3a….jpg)

>>8701836
YOU BE THE JUDGE  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:01:58 ID: b8b885 No.8713978 >>8714179 >>8715883

>>8701836
>purely cohencidence, goyim.png

That's a retarded picture. Do you have evidence Alefantis changed his name?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:10:30 ID: b8b885 No.8714056 >>8714179 >>8717003

>>8703156
>Breitbart killed.jpg

Breitbart's tweet wasn't about the Podesta brothers' possible connection with pedos in D.C., it was a reference to the O'keefe video on ACORN in which 
he asks about underage prostitutes:

https://web.archive.org/web/20161220200453/http://hotair.com/archives/2016/12/05/about-that-andrew-breitbart-tweet-about-podesta-and-underage-sex-
slaves/

"In July and August 2009, Giles and O’Keefe visited ACORN offices in Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Brooklyn, San Bernardino, San Diego, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles, and Miami. Giles dressed as a prostitute, while O’Keefe wore white khakis with a blue dress shirt and/or tie and claimed to be her boyfriend. 
Giles and O’Keefe recorded the encounters using hidden cameras and pretended to be seeking advice on how to run an illegal business that included the 
use of underage girls in the sex trade."  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:19:19 ID: b8b885 No.8714147 >>8714179

>>8712598
>Jaime Les Enfants is a fake name and means I love children in French.

Alefantis is a greek name. Do a quick search you'll find more people named Alefantis in Greece for example. Christos Alefantis, Constantinos 
Caropoulos-Alefantis, Vasilis Alefantis. Stop being retarded and try to find real evidence.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:22:01 ID: bae719 No.8714179 >>8714530

>>8713978
>>8714056
>>8714147
Get the fuck out of here  
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SUN ARAW - From "Chapel Perilous" (Alefantis Production) Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:42:07 ID: 69c11a No.8714406 >>8726539 >>8729140 >>8779748

"SUN ARAW" flashes three times at about 2:00 in the video titled "Chapel Perilous". 
A simple search of the mysterious phrase led to a suspicious website. The website has a web store which has even more weird imagery. 
The main page and the associated web store have been archived. 
Please consider this for investigation and aid in archiving the rest of the website if anything significant is missing.
I also suggest looking for hidden links like this in other videos produced by or associated with Alefantis.

"Chapel Perilous": 
https://youtu. be/rfwj_SLsG5Q?t=116

"Sun Araw": 
http://www.sunaraw .com/                             http://archive .is/t1oRQ
http://www.sunaraw .com/main.html               http://archive .is/9LCMG
http://www.sunaraw .com/sunarkshop.html     http://archive .is/eYVP9  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:52:19 ID: 6d416d No.8714519

>>8711901
From the research that has been done it seems pretty apparent that gays and pedos are often one and the same because children molested/raped by 
gay-pedo, grow up all fucked up in the head, now they're gay, now they're also attracted to children.
That's probably a poor summarization but you get the idea.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 21:53:02 ID: b8b885 No.8714530 >>8714686 >>8738996

>>8714179

Shut up nigger. False information is false information, dumb speculations are dumb speculations. Why would you want to include falsehoods and dumb 
speculations?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:05:01 ID: bae719 No.8714686 >>8720658 >>8738996

>>8714530
>Breitbart's tweet about a guy who just happens to have clear connections to elite pedophilia was actually about something else

Yeah, and if your aunt had balls, she'd be your uncle  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:08:17 ID: 6b1a1d No.8714744 >>8714843

>>8695510
HOL' UP
Did they actually remove the reference? The censorship of this shit is a lot weirder than the mountain of circumstantial evidence.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:16:07 ID: bae719 No.8714843

>>8714744
I once read an estimate that around 1 out of 300 people are involved in this shit (and when you consider that around 800,000 children go missing each 
year in the US, it doesn't seem that far-fetched)  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:18:23 ID: 6b1a1d No.8714876

>>8707681
Fucktons of people go missing in the US all the time. The entire system is totally corrupt all the way to the top, which is why.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:24:43 ID: 9e641f No.8714954

>>8706017
I call dibs on force-feeding him his fingers and toes, severing one joint at a time.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:46:02 ID: adb1aa No.8715163 >>8715352 >>8715715 >>8720646 >>8742211

So I found this instagram from some other pedo instagram accounts I am following. (https // www instagram com tematruelove) The guy runs a child 
modeling site and he had a really odd hotdog picture. His site is (http // president-kids ru) Which if you look at the children he models at (http // president-
kids.ru/actors)  every single kid is throwing up masonic signs, one eye, as above so below, 666 hand sign, a couple have the heart in a heart variation in 
them. So that site leads to many other sites if you click around. The youtube channel that stuck out to me was a French(?) child fashion magazine (https 
www youtube com channel UC59KljeYBbLs5L6mFp0BEnQ).
They have videos of children doing masonic hand signs, some videos have the girls always wearing some kind of leopard print which signal MK Ultra sex 
kitten mind control victims. Perhaps here it is meant to signal they will be trained for that.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 22:49:06 ID: 936f90 No.8715198
File (hide): f062da759599a44⋯.jpg (1.58 MB, 648x8994, 108:1499, cuder.jpg)

@justcuder
Somewhere I saw that name on one of the @jimmycomet screenshots. He either liked or commented on @jimmycomet or 
@workinonmahnightcheese. He is somehow related mutually in the instagram that is why I had fetched all his pictures to begin with. There is 
something off here. The very last image is not from his instagram. It is an example of the double peace sign (which is for the photo above that) used 
in a masonic context.

Also his name sounds and reads like cooter. This could be a call boy.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:04:36 ID: 936f90 No.8715352 >>8715991

File (hide): 9e5dc48db4a0218⋯.jpg (134.29 KB, 700x1050, 2:3, going down.jpg)

>>8715163
I am ecstatic! This is absolutely suspicious.
web.archive.org/save/ those pages and try to archive I will fetch all of the instagram photos. This is huge because these 
are not sexual child model photos yet they still use the masonic cult shit. Also they are not illegal images so we can really 
use this as evidence.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:09:15 ID: d4c465 No.8715399 >>8715437

>>8711174
sounds like bullshit and more shills trying to push investigation into shit territories which just shows 
Pizzagate is real with the type of shillery going on for this topic  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:12:04 ID: 0d09e0 No.8715437 >>8716154

>>8715399
it's real, the police report is on the police website  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:24:22 ID: 936f90 No.8715589 >>8715715

File (hide): 0ab7523078aab0b⋯.jpg (78.39 KB, 1150x765, 230:153, picolli-2016-07-13-005.jpg)

president-kids.ru is political because its a Russian website with an English domain name. And it is called 
president kids. It is trying to stir the Russia vs USA narrative. but this is why it is masonic. Divide and rule. 
Along with the glaringly obvious usage of motif and gesture.

This corroborates an international masonic pedophile blackmail operation.  
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Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:33:35 ID: 936f90 No.8715715 >>8715853

File (hide): 8fc6ee3e1aa9735⋯.jpg (401.35 KB, 1600x1067, 1600:1067, cavalli-2016-07-22-001.jpg)

>>8715589
we need more eyes on this.
>>8715163
>>8715163
 Clearly this is an abuse of the 
dreams of children. This reminds 
me of pedowood.
>>8715163
>>8715163  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:41:04 ID: 936f90 No.8715829 >>8727541

File (hide): 1c6ff13f97eec67⋯.jpg (345.21 KB, 1400x808, 175:101, Silver-Spoon-2016-06-10-00….jpg)

Entered apprentice
Fellowcraft
Master mason
That is the 3 steps. That is why Master masons stand heel to heel with their feet at a 90 degree angle. It 
corresponds to the way they climb these steps while blindfolded in initiation.
The hand and the feet meet at a 90 degree angle. I believe they are lowered in the lodge and the stance has 
to do with the whole underground access thing. These are most likely photographed underground. Russia 
has an expansive substructure like the USA.Also they have to stand like that for hours at a time.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:42:19 ID: adb1aa No.8715853 >>8716022

>>8715715
Just so you know this is one of the smaller sites/people I have found. I have found numerous english sites that are using masonic signs and are selling 
children through multiple websites that are hidden as a different kind of store. I only dropped that because the amount of shit I have found and need to 
sort is fucking unbelievable and I cannot follow that lead especially since I can't read it.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:44:19 ID: 2fba33 No.8715883 >>8716314 >>8721028 >>8721148

File (hide): 01673eba28a4d79⋯.png (841.46 KB, 1240x1896, 155:237, purely cohencidence, goyim….png)

>>8713978
Never let it be said i'm not one for constructive criticism. Is it 
more convincing now, faggot?  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:54:03 ID: adb1aa No.8715991 >>8716107

>>8715352
archive.is only let me back up the main page. When I try to backup anything else is goes to a not yet submitted page.  

Anonymous  01/07/17 (Sat) 23:57:47 ID: 936f90 No.8716022 >>8716082

File (hide): df3376fc20f92ba⋯.jpg (2.29 MB, 5196x6733, 5196:6733, vogue-2016-05-08-001.jpg)

>>8715853
Kind of the same here. I dropped a list last thread of instagrams that are still public and that is what I have been 
dealing with. Also I have plenty of meta-leads aswell. This is not slowing down the floodgates are open and I think a 
bottle-necking is what is taking place. This shit is everywhere. Already that site has shout outs to fellow pedo 
instagrams so now I am grabbing @tematruelove and @ketione @bibiona. Its pedo overload.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:03:56 ID: adb1aa No.8716082 >>8716330

>>8716022
Here's the really hard part. I know there are tons of signs that we don't know but through pattern recognition I know they have hidden meanings. We only 
know for sure about the butterfly, triangle, and heart symbols. I have recognized that different kinds of fruit, dinosaurs, colored beads, face masks which 
can be superhero masks, and nail polish are just some of the signs they post to signify something but I don't know exactly what.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:06:22 ID: 936f90 No.8716107
File (hide): 8e9ad24baac1b89⋯.webm (557.39 KB, 352x288, 11:9, Andrew Breitbart makes tu….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8715991
I suggested having https://web.archive.org/save/ before the url you want to archive like 
https://web.archive.org/save/http://president-kids.ru/actors/ 
I felt like I should have to archive shit before I dump the instagram usernames and I just fetch the photos 
with 4kstogram as a backup. there is so much to go through.that site is giving web.archive.org/save/ errors 
for some pages too.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:11:59 ID: d4c465 No.8716154

>>8715437

Link?  And whats the report say exactly? i can call the police to and make a report, whether or not they investigate (they are busy) and if my claims area 
real is another question.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:26:35 ID: 2fba33 No.8716314 >>8716326 >>8721028

File (hide): d658d91e2110c02⋯.png (841.87 KB, 1240x1896, 155:237, purely cohencidence, goyim….png)

>>8715883
Ok, final draft.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:27:37 ID: 2fba33 No.8716326 >>8716456 >>8721028

File (hide): 8dae648d31c0467⋯.png (840.76 KB, 1240x1942, 620:971, purely cohencidence, goyim….png)

>>8716314
Posted wrong one.  
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>>8716082
The masks are a rabbit hole in and of themselves. I agree totally about the blinding aspect of this. However if it 
looks masonic, it almost always is. There has been literally no exception to this for me.That has caused me to have 
quite a bit of confirmation bias. The beads are for sra. They make the kids hold a glass bead as they are molesting 
them. They then take it away from them. Its like little pedo dragon balls. They charge these beads like crystals. and 
make jewlery with it. the fruit is the sex trafficking. Like produce its an in and out high velocity market with a 
demanding time frame. The dinasaurs are the reptilian part of the brain. The rex mundi pedo sadist moniker. 
Imagine rush limbaugh ripping a baby's legs apart.that is the reptilian lower primordial urges. The urge to molest 
children is demonic they call it reptilian. that is their way of trying to say they can't help it the sinister urges. Most 
reptillian disinfo and reptoid tinfoil shit is promulgated as an inside joke by freemasons. The same with the flat earth 
it is the layout of the lodge. the masks are how they get away with it. They will molest a kid in a Micky mouse mask 
and then the kid says Micky mouse raped them in a satanic ritual.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:34:50 ID: adb1aa No.8716391 >>8716490

>>8716330
Damn. So is David Icke in on it? He pushed the reptilian conspiracy and they say the only reason they let him live is because he makes it look ridiculous 
but I'm wondering if he is part of a disinfo campaign? Also flat earth was hinted at in the Illuminati card game before there was even a movement so flat 
earth is just more disinfo?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:41:01 ID: 9caa68 No.8716456 >>8721946

>>8716326
Get your fkin spelling correct

coincidence  
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>>8716391
They both could be true for all I know. That is another issue the worrying of what is disinfo. Icke clearly says 
some things like alex jones that really resonates with people. He may believe it I dont know. I have seen 
some convincing reptilian shit there is even supposedly a reptilian in this photo. Icke has published like 5 
books on masonry so there along with his talks stuff to be gleaned from him.The flat earth also ultimately 
could be a reality. I can not say it is disinfo but it is a suspiciously deceptive conspiracy in its own right.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 00:46:23 ID: adb1aa No.8716503 >>8716820

>>8716490
Also I just found a victim saying exactly what you described. This is terrible, we arrest victims and we adore the abusers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LcEbX2bY_E  
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>>8716503
when she told the  cop "You already took me there" at the police station. That was chilling. I am not real confident she 
went to a mental hospital either.  the vehicle they crammed her in had no windows. She was taken to a place to be 
tortured and not able to say where it is. Like an underground entrance.

pic related was on the president-kids.ru website.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:20:04 ID: 9caa68 No.8716835

>>8716774
His number is shown in one of the vidyas  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:24:57 ID: 36fc45 No.8716892

>>8716774
Any anons brave enough to call him?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:29:33 ID: 936f90 No.8716949 >>8733862

>>8716820
That statue is also an alter by the way. Notice it is 2 cubes stacked vertically. That js from solomonic magical texts. A double cubed alter is also used by 
the Golden Dawn and the oto.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 01:33:47 ID: d4c465 No.8717003 >>8720979

>>8714056

https://archive.is/iRVbX

ACORN was involved with underage sex slaves…. 2009 article and FUCK YOU for spreading disinfo, that 
article tries to smear and move the conversation away from what happened and say no Breitbart didn't 
know, he fucking knew almost a decade ago.
 
"Plus, unlike Mr. Clinton’s war-room blame-the-messenger excuse – “it’s just about the sex” – this year’s 
ACORN scandal won’t be pushed aside, because this time it includes 13-year-old sex slaves from El 
Salvador."  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 02:20:19 ID: adb1aa No.8717462 >>8717741 >>8718860

Here's an mk ultra victim. Just look at her artwork.
The kids in costumes reminds me of the elite hunting parties I read about where they hunt down and rape and murder the kids.

https://www.instagram.com/dessiejackson/  
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>>8717462
yea that is called fox chasing. The sad part of that is the fact that they think they are being set free. That is 
why Teddy Roosevelt did so much "African Exploring". I think there is even a thing called the royal 
huntsmen. These are done at castles. the police and other security personnel are at various ranges 
guarding the hunts. This is also what happens in rituals they have the police or some security at varying 
perimeters just guarding pedophila and violence. The controlled act of violence without repercussion. 
Children are bred for these things that have become incorporated and franchised.  That is pagentry, Where 
there is pagentry there is the outlet for more violence, That is why the really try hard cultists choose to 
engage in mechanical torture. Like a dentist of death. The kill room is more brutal than a fox chase. They 
get out the power drill. They stitch genitalia on the victims and humiliate them mortally. They also have 
medics. These people will bring you to the edge of death and revive you. Non stop. They feel if you lose 

your will to live you give your soul to lucifer. They will make them beg to lucifer for their life. Then when they do this they kill them. Or they make  them 
beg to be murdured. That is what pic related is in reference to. That is why the child would beg for the sword.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 02:49:42 ID: adb1aa No.8717754 >>8717997

>>8717741
Where did you learn this?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:12:16 ID: 936f90 No.8717997 >>8718104 >>8718320
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>>8717754
you pick these things up in some of the shit that is out there. Its hard to find. But I mean there is music about 
these things. I also am a former satanist. I learned that in order to become a satanist that was taken seriously I 
had to join freemasonry. That is when I stopped thinking satanism was any kind of liberation or path of choice. I 
got out. I was basically into shamanism and never a part of any occult order. So some of this is received 
memetically. I believe in the meme magic more than I do the structure of freemasonry and and I learned about 
masonry. Satanism is professional through freemasonry. I had been in rituals that I do not want to describe. I 
have had repetidly recounted blacked out memories. All from early childhood. I remember a man with big gloves 
pouring what looked like flour on a mans face that was writhing in pain and choking on blood. I have been 
underground. This shit is huge. but its all fun and games until you realize its a disgusting masonic cheating at life 
by doing things that make you dead inside.

you listen to some of the shit that is accounted in this playlist. There is so much and its coming from the victims 
own mouths
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GRa67BFrrU&list=PLZMNsmcKrIViMHR7o7av3g85RfFLpFrA9  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:24:06 ID: 53e9eb No.8718104 >>8718191 >>8766118

>>8717997
Do you think the being Lucifer or Moloch, whatever they worship, do you believe it to be real or just an egregore made by yid/masonic memetics? By 
understanding our enemies "god" we may better deal with them.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:27:21 ID: b5a34c No.8718135
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>>8717629

CORRECTED  
VERSION

quote accurate  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:32:22 ID: 936f90 No.8718191 >>8718306 >>8718328

>>8718104
They exist as fallen angels. demons without form. Eyes without a face. when god kicked them out of heaven or they left they can not have their angelic 
form.They can posses someone. Most of the best "Minds" of the ages are the same beings possessing people. I have seen bestial apperations and I 
believe they can manifest as any pokemon so to speak, But they are profoundly evil. And that is almost a verification your stomach sinks when they 
summon these things. And if anyone acts scared you are to be murdered. It could just be this thing they hype up. But there is a very real interference with 
demonic entities. There is something that keeps the violence going. spirits are being fed by these heinous acts.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:44:45 ID: 53e9eb No.8718306 >>8718329 >>8718592

>>8718191
Assuming that to be true how can we fight something formless and spiritual besides trying to thwart their emissaries in the flesh? Any good places to 
learn about these things? We would also probably need a counter power, in addition to our dank memes and truths. 

Also you say demons,angels and heaven, can you elaborate? Thanks.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:46:42 ID: adb1aa No.8718320 >>8718592

>>8717997
I have recently come to believe in meme magic. I understand how it works, how energy and memes affect us mentally and unite our will into a singular 
goal but I am so new I do not know where to begin. I have been completely absorbed by wanting to learn what I have been missing out on all my life. I 
really feel like I swallowed a real red pill and I can't go back.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:47:42 ID: 53e9eb No.8718328 >>8718387 >>8718592

>>8718191
Also Anon they do seem to be creating all this suffering to feed energy to something more than their perverted desires, it is as you say guided self 
perpetuating cycle  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:47:48 ID: 89405a No.8718329 >>8718431

File (hide): c9422e35c87780e⋯.jpg (265.66 KB, 625x465, 125:93, 625x465_17073954_9984921_1….jpg)

>>8718306
Study the Kybalion, learn the runes that were suffered for by our ancester the allfather, and Praise Kek our 
smug champion. Also, do not forget to learn the signs of the enemy, such as the phrase Tikkun Olam, which 
is their phrase from lurianic kaballah that is the name of their plan to "destroy everything holy" in an attempt 
to literally destroy the world.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:54:36 ID: 89405a No.8718387

>>8718328
See >>8651150 
Podesta is on the fucking mailing list for lurianic agenda, as in the mailing list of tikkun.org and constantly spouts lurianic bullshit. They are the creed 
behind all this jewery.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 03:59:44 ID: 53e9eb No.8718431 >>8718440 >>8718591

>>8718329

Thanks, I know about that faggot jew Sabbatai Zevi. The original kabbalah was stolen from our Aryan ancestors by kikes and masons. I just feel that by 
their use of Minerva's Owl, and Moloch and "Lucifer" this is much older than the 1600's, even predating the Talmud. The Kybalion is one of the books I 
currently derive my understanding of the Eternal from as well, damn fine boo It would, be even better to get an old uncensored version than the modern 
shortened version.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:00:08 ID: 1c7c96 No.8718436 >>8718465

There's too much information in these threads for me to understand but I'd like to personally thank you for spending so much time on this? 

Are you actually getting anywhere?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:00:25 ID: 53e9eb No.8718440

>>8718431
*book  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:03:50 ID: 53e9eb No.8718465 >>8718505

>>8718436
check out voat.co as well lad they have done excellent work on Pizzagate surprisingly

>Pizzagate Wiki being hacked from our DynCorp page by an IP in Waltham, MA, home of Raytheon/DynCorp - Round 2

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1528966  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:09:11 ID: 1c7c96 No.8718505 >>8718526

>>8718465
Is it safe for me to do so without internet concealment?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:13:31 ID: 53e9eb No.8718526 >>8719824

>>8718505
If you are here without Proxies or a VPN you are already on a list probably. Go to /tech/ and ask them about VPNs and proxies, get one at the least, this 
world is only getting worse.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:22:17 ID: 89405a No.8718591 >>8718760

>>8718431
Of course luria got everything from his predecessors, but still his group is the identifiable surviving legacy of the old enemy, and must be eradicated to the 
last! We cannot allow these worthless fucks to prance around in the open with their skinflaps wailing about social justice. These are the zogs responsible 
for the entire sjw bullshit! If they go, it all fucking crumbles for them!

PRAISE KEK! Zap the kikes Mage War Now!  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:22:24 ID: 936f90 No.8718592 >>8718644 >>8718760

File (hide): 730605af35ea118⋯.png (22.7 KB, 464x391, 464:391, oblation-dictionary-defini….png)

>>8718306
spiritual warfare. I would suggest using the power of the cross and the power of prayer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTkYkknnGmQ
The demons and angels are essentially the spirits and beings associated with the spiritual warfare on other 
planes.
>>8718320
Mimetic magic by packwood is great. 
https://endchan.xyz/.media/51717866da8e57aff67355aeba49c8ca-applicationpdf.pdf
/horror/ is a board I made on endchan  to explore the occult deception and I link a lot of shit there. Also 
anyone can dump leads and shit there about the occult deception. 

in my experience the creation of oc is an act of memetic divination.
>>8718328
Yes it is a lunar cyclical offering. A chain of union.
http://www.zersetzung.org/masonic-architecture/88-freemasonry-301  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:27:47 ID: f2240c No.8718644 >>8718692 >>8718708 >>8718716 >>8718750 >>8718760

>>8718592
>spiritual warfare.
yes
>I would suggest using the power of the cross
the cross is a saturnic symbol directly related to the demonic shit these saturnic kikes worship, as it is just a variant of the cube/lesser key of solomon 
which is all just representative of the storm on saturn, which is linked to this demon worship. wearing a (((cross))) and praying to any god that represents 
saturn (such a yahweh) would be a critical mistake. 

the only organized religion that is currently large and widespread that can fight this (((saturn))) cult would be buddhism.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:33:45 ID: 029a19 No.8718692 >>8718721

>>8718644

Intl again… here we go…  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:35:37 ID: 936f90 No.8718708 >>8718771

>>8718644
Jesus died on the cross so we do not have to. If the satanism is real so is the Christianity.  Also it is not a critical mistake. The power of the cross is not 
tied to its symbolical form. The spirit of the cross is the power of the cross. The power of jesus christ compels these demons to stray. Do not observe 
times or read the stars. that is a critical mistake. Yea I talk about meme magick that is hypocritical. Not if it is for the glory of god. The satanic monopoly 
on culture makes memetic Christianity a reality. Its how we can spread the gospel in dark times. god pulled me out of this shit and I will never doubt the 
power of the lord. The bowls of wrath are filling in heaven. The line is being drawn in the sand.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:36:30 ID: 91347e No.8718716 >>8718771

>>8718644
not disputing your claim, 

just questioning why Christianity is such a thorn in the sides of the kikes, given what they say about Jesus 
in the Torah/Protocals. the fact that they created modern Porn movement to destabilize WASP upbringing, 
not to mention their wholesale attack on Christianity in Mainstream media; attached somewhat related. 
given that the outcome of what they are attacking is wholesome Christian upbringing (believer or as 
tradition) is irrelevant this still springs from Christianity. 

lets just say this post is playing devils advocate; don't want to derail or cause dnc etc.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:36:58 ID: f2240c No.8718721 >>8718888 >>8721228

>>8718692
>redditspacing
>1 post
nervous im telling them how to beat you, james? meditation, buddhism, gnosticism. kekism seems fine, but for the most part just throw deities out, most 
(((deities))) were planted by these saturnic kikes if you dig deep enough. its their way of tricking the dumb goyim into inadvertently worshiping (((their))) 
saturnic "gods".

why do you think the church is so deeply connected to pedophilia?  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:40:46 ID: bae719 No.8718750 >>8718821 >>8719053 >>8719096

>>8718644
>the only organized religion that is currently large and widespread that can fight this (((saturn))) cult would be buddhism.
Modern Buddhism is corrupted. Miguel Serrano's Esoteric Hitlerism is the way.

"Jehovah needs a new World War, where the
Aryan blood of goyim is  massively  spilled.  Instead  he  is  running the  risk  of disappearing
as Satan, Saturn, the Archon imprisoned by 
the Demiurge."

- Miguel Serrano in his book Son of the Widower  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:41:38 ID: 53e9eb No.8718760 >>8718886

>>8718591
MageWarNow

>>8718592
Thanks man, I will watch them now. So many questions and the answers are so obscured. I could believe in a man like Jesus who came to enlighten 
folks(Aryan means Noble afterall so we are pre-disposed to good deeds) but not a vicious blood thirsty demon like Yahweh, Jehovah, or 
El(Elohim/Saturn). The dude in the video: https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=NTkYkknnGmQ
 is talking about praising Yahweh? 

>>8718644

Yeah man the kikes even use the Star of Saturn as their rothschild(german for Red Shield) they stole it from ancient Satrurn Cults. The hexagram or Key 
of Solomon is the Rothschilds(Bauer) and Israel's emblem. The blood sacrifice and cannibalism were being done by Saturn faggots thousands of years 
ago as well.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:43:22 ID: f2240c No.8718771 >>8718801 >>8718888 >>8721273 >>8788876 >>8810190 >>8914691

>>8718708
>Jesus died on the cross so we do not have to
stop worshiping a 2000 year old saturnic kike psyop.
>>8718716
>just questioning why Christianity is such a thorn in the sides of the kikes
its not, they fucking control it and have controlled (the catholic church) since its inception. christianity is just their old psyop, they are phasing it out since 
they can more efficiently trick goyim into worshiping saturn now. for example, 1500 years ago (((they))) wouldve had a hard time convincing goyim to 
abort their children en masse and get transgender surgeries. 

christianity and islam are both 2 sides of the same coin, the kikes created both to feed the same saturnic 'demon', through manufacturing massive bloody 
conflicts between them. thats why the symbol of islam is a fucking cube/the star over the horns, while the symbol of christianity is a perversion of a cube 
(the cross is a deconstructed cube), and a human sacrifice. its always why christianity cannibalizing on effigies of jesus every weekend. its basically just 
spritingcooking for goyim.

gnostcism, buddhism, kekism. meditation. are the keys to beating them.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:45:50 ID: d8ce63 No.8718794 >>8719518

>>8697100
WE HAVE A GOD ON OUR SIDE  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:46:43 ID: 53e9eb No.8718801 >>8718811 >>8718909 >>8788876

>>8718771
Thats my logic on the Bible as well man it seems to be a Psyop or Proto-Communism made by jews to neuter Aryan man. I could be wrong.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:47:51 ID: f2240c No.8718811 >>8718821 >>8788876 >>8914691

>>8718801
i agree with you, and so did himmler. read himmlers speech to the SS about homosexuality, its available online, himmler dives deeply into the subject of 
the (((church))) being a homosexual kike psyop. he was dead right.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:48:34 ID: bae719 No.8718821 >>8718845

>>8718811
see
>>8718750  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:51:58 ID: f2240c No.8718845 >>8718877

>>8718821
oh i agree with you. its clear that was hitlers end goal and is the right one, the swastika was a pretty blatant move on his part in that regard.  
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File (hide): f63f54640e54b88⋯.jpg (365.08 KB, 879x476, 879:476, screenshot-www.instagram.c….jpg)

>>8717462
Fuck, there's the weird pupil 
thing again!  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:55:13 ID: bae719 No.8718877

>>8718845
Yes and studying Hitler's life without any of the Jew/Allied propaganda will show you that he was no ordinary man. Carl Jung's (while he had his faults, 
he's worth studying) essay "Wotan", 1936, is fascinating.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:56:09 ID: 936f90 No.8718886 >>8719053

File (hide): 007022cb45e4045⋯.webm (7.3 MB, 320x240, 4:3, 007022cb45e4045300c31c5c2….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8718760
There is a perversion of Christianity to the point it tests my own faith. however yaweh means orgasm as a 
satanic perversion. But I call it jesus and christ means anointed. Anointed by oils. this of course is Yahweh 
or cum in the satanic perversions. Do not mistake the worldly Christianity and the living church which is the 
body of believers. Look at the pope he is literally talking shit and making shit eating jokes. There is a 
humility that comes with this. A real humility and god protects you. Bill schnebolen is a good man. I do 
cringe when he calls god yahweh though and jesus yeshua  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:56:18 ID: 91347e No.8718888 >>8718923 >>8718958

>>8718721
> church is the Christian movement and not new age Pharisees.
>>8718771
if this is the case then ignoring it and allowing atheism to prosper would be a smarter moved then whole 
sale attack that just digs believers in deeper trenches. I can see a renewal in Christianity happening, 
however it would seem to be "churchless"  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:57:55 ID: ef9556 No.8718909

>>8718801
The way christianity is taught today neuters people, I agree, but the way it's taught today intentionally glosses over half the bible, especially anything with 
strong language or anything unpleasant.
That sort of cherry-picking is what has lead to the christcucks of today.

Time and time again in the bible, Jesus called people out on their shit when they fucked up, but christcucks today think that "turning the other cheek" 
means to not criticize anyone for anything and let anyone do whatever they like to you.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 04:59:56 ID: 91347e No.8718923

>>8718888
fucking got the wrong vid.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSrhJGGDqx0  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:03:44 ID: f2240c No.8718958 >>8718980 >>8719015

>>8718888
>if this is the case then ignoring it and allowing atheism to prosper would be a smarter moved then whole sale attack that just digs believers in deeper 
trenches.
1st thing, they want D&C, so if they can keep the christcucks and gaythiests fighting each other, nobody will call out the saturn worshipping kikes who are 
pulling the strings. you need to remember these subhuman saturn (((cultists))) have been running this shit since fucking babylon. theyve been doing 
psyops since before recorded history, they have a high understanding of what they are doing.

>I can see a renewal in Christianity happening
i cant, considering their number of 'true believers' is dropping like a rock and they cant even contain their (((chruch))) pizza-related pedo scandals. i mean 
they just had to have pope bentdick resign since his brother got busted eating pizza. 

this is the time of the illuminatti goy, we will redpill everyone. they cannot contain the truth any longer. the demiurge will be BTFO.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:05:53 ID: adb1aa No.8718978

>>8718860
Just noticed the spade symbol. That's a pedo symbol too.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:06:04 ID: f2240c No.8718980

>>8718958
> illuminatti goy
*illuminated. kek but same difference. all of (((their))) age old secrets are coming out, its over for them.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:09:32 ID: adb1aa No.8719015 >>8719047 >>8719052

>>8718958
so does this mean they are the enlightened if they have all this understanding and have enslaved us this far? This is very disheartening.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:12:27 ID: f2240c No.8719047 >>8719140

>>8719015
the subhuman saturn (((cultists))) are 'enlightened' which is why they mockingly call themselves 'illuminatti', they are just evil by their subhuman nature. 
they saw the truth, and instead of fighting against the evil in front of them, they were seduced by it. all of this clearly goes back before recorded history.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:13:10 ID: bae719 No.8719052

>>8719015
No, they serve the Demiurge and therefore by definition have nothing beyond the material world.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:13:16 ID: 53e9eb No.8719053

>>8718886
I do find the Gnostic texts about Christos to be fascinating (Apocrypha, Nag Hammadi texts,etc.) they have a hermetic quality about them. Even though I 
am not a Christian anymore, I will pursue truth to its conclusion. I know without doubt these good and evil spirits, entities, consciousnesses exist. I feel a 
deep need to understand their TRUE nature so as to better my peoples lot in life and free us from yid shackles permanently. All the kikery seems to tie in 
to Saturn, and that is without doubt.

>>8718750
>"Saturn, the Archon imprisoned by 
the Demiurge."

There it is again fucking El/Saturn. Much to be learned from true Gnosticism and the pursuit of Logos as the highest motive of our lives. Zoroastrianism 
and Gnosticism talk about the Demiurge quite abit. Fuck masons and kikes.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:15:29 ID: 53e9eb No.8719071

> John Podesta is behind Scalia murder plot

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1545981  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:18:47 ID: 53e9eb No.8719096 >>8719236

>>8718750
Forgot to add I thought the Demiurge was Saturn, as it is described as corrupted and insane.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:23:27 ID: bae719 No.8719140 >>8719280

File (hide): 0b082c430723ae0⋯.jpg (4.47 MB, 3888x2592, 3:2, Big_green_flash.JPG)

>>8719047
Serrano claims that what he calls the "Green Thunderbolt" is the Aryan world outside the Demiurge's realm 
and that "avatars" such as Hitler come from there to do battle.

The green flash phenomenon is related to this; pic related.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:34:16 ID: bae719 No.8719236 >>8719349

>>8719096
I've concluded that Saturn is in fact possessed by the Demiurge in the Kali Yuga, and that's what Serrano meant by "imprisoned by the Demiurge". This is 
why Saturn (or equivalent) is spoken of highly by ancient Aryans (such as Rome and India) and yet is clearly of a Demiurgic nature now.  
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>>8719140
seems likely. the aryan has been the enemy of these subhumans since at least the wars between the aryan 
indian peoples and the subhuman (((cultists))) of babylon/persia dating all the way back beyond written 
history. would explain why the roots of the swastika go back beyond history.

we are clearly fighting in a proxy war between 'otherworldy/interdimentional/ET/whatever' entities. and we 
/pol/acks are on clearly the pure and good side of it. we will win, redpill everyone, and destroy the monsters 
on ALL levels of existence. (((they))) grew complacent, now they WILL pay for it.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:39:16 ID: bae719 No.8719282

>>8719244
What's your ID there? Mine is 0d50d0  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:45:52 ID: bae719 No.8719334 >>8719365 >>8719369

>>8719280
Serrano and others like him believed that Hitler, as Kalki, will return and wipe out most of the population. Given how incredibly degenerate post-1945 
humanity is, it doesn't seem unreasonable.

>>8719296
Ok, I'm on that thread  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:50:47 ID: 53e9eb No.8719349

>>8719280

That begs the question as to what Saturn really is? What is (((Saturn))) and why are these jews offering so much blood and suffering to it? These jews 
and masons are all up its ass for sure. The Key of Solomon/Hexagram is used to summon Goetic demons/inhuman entities and other cocksuckers.

If jews realy wanted Tikkun Olam they would lose their greatest power in the world, money, and their priVILEged status as slavers right, if everything was 
destroyed they would have no "goyim" to lord over? At this point I would not be surprised if there was a real Yiddish S.E.E.L.E. 

>>8719236
I will have to check out Serrano's works

>>8719280

We are indeed the anti thesis of the jew. Truth , honor, family, love, knowledge. We have probably been fighting these fuckers since caveman days. As 
you say we are the proxy of creation and light and the jew is the proxy of entropy,death, and degeneration. Like that fat cuck mason faggot Albert Pike 
said, "Lucifer what a strange name for the spirit of darkness" or something along those lines.

>>8719244

dubs confirm, didn't mean to slide the thread but its a multi faceted battle against these pedo Neanderkikes, moving this to the thread you linked  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:54:34 ID: 53e9eb No.8719365

>>8719334
78fd50  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 05:55:48 ID: f2240c No.8719369

>>8719334
9658af obviously.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 06:13:22 ID: 7a2025 No.8719469 >>8719620 >>8723946

>>8695547

Operation Pegasus is a neutralization campaign utilized by CIA to gain control over political up-and-comers, as well as other possibly influential members 
in politics and media.

This "James Alefantis'" operational security as well as his actions on social media were horrible. He probably thinks himself to be untouchable, which he 
may have been. However, if his cover is blown, which it seems to be, that makes him a security concern, since the SVR, FSB and Chinese MSS likely 
have Alefantis under surveillance. 

The amount of resources to conduct full scale counterintelligence to protect Alefantis, both through technical and teams of firms operatives, which have to 
be extremely large teams that can leapfrog each potential SVR or MSS asset/agent is likely not worth it. 

The fact that "Alefantis" (has to be a fake name) was so sloppy in leaving texts with the guy who allegedly was threatened by Alefantis means Alefantis is 
scared that he fucked up in concealing the Comet Pizza operation. If the guy is telling the truth and not lying, Alefantis is probably in fear of his own life, 
since he has become a liability for his protectors. Seems like Alefantis is very stressed out because he sees poor sense in running the sick Comet Pizza 
operation. If he isn't already, Alefantis will likely end up "missing" or have a "heart attack" if Pizzagate doesn't blow over.

This idiot had the audacity to name his "museum" after the actual neutralization operation: Pegasus. 

Excerpt from Nexus Magazine: http://www.whale.to/b/guyatt.html

https://archive.is/LO8Ru

>OPERATION PEGASUS: NEUTRALISATION

>Mr X was a leader of one of the largest CIA-backed Contra groups. He recently testified before the US Senate Intelligence Committee. Formerly, X was 
a senior executive in a South American subsidiary of a leading US soft drinks corporation.

>In 1990, when Nicaraguan leader Daniel Ortega announced there would be "free elections", X was ecstatic. He began jostling for position and asked 
President Bush to ensure he be given a prominent position in the new government - in return for his years of toil at the behest of the CIA and the 
Enterprise. The pressure came in a form that Bush could not ignore. Failure to help his friend would result in X's intimate knowledge of Bush's 
involvement in the dope trade being made public. His threat left Bush with a sour taste. A Pegasus team was assigned to "neutralise" him in early 1990.

>They chose to use the drug Scopolamine, which also went by the nickname "Burundanga" or "the Voodoo drug". The drug is extracted from the pods of 
a flowering shrub that grows in remote regions of South America. In its processed, powdered form, Scopolamine is "void of smell, void of taste". When 
properly administered "it causes absolute obedience" without this being "observable by others". Importantly, the target will not recall any of the events that 
occurred during the period they were under the spell of the drug.

>Tatum states that X was invited to spend a relaxing weekend at a luxury hotel as a guest of his friend George Bush. His host for the weekend was a 
trusted 18-year veteran field-intelligence officer. The evening started with cocktails and was followed by a fine meal. "'Nothing but the best' were the 
orders."

>Following the meal, he was ushered into the suite of a "blonde bombshell" supplied by the CIA. Mr X had already ingested a dose of Burundanga during 
pre-dinner cocktails. X was gallant with the blonde as they both moved into the bedroom where video cameras were already set up in one corner. In short 
order, the blonde had X standing naked in front of her and began to indulge his desires. All the while, the video cameras whirred. Slowly stripping off, the 
"blonde" revealed his manhood in all its glory. Mr X was instructed to reciprocate the favour and perform fellatio. He obliged, his intimate activities 
recorded at 24 frames a second on videotape.

>Tatum says the male prostitute was hired from a bar in New York and killed that same evening.

>Two weeks later, X - wholly unaware of the events of that evening - was visited in Nicaragua. He was presented with a copy of the video footage, along 
with instructions. Tatum says that X can never allow that video to be seen: "Not only does it reveal his homosexuality, but it also reveals his bestiality and 
satanic worship rituals." As frame after frame flicked by, X reportedly wept, forced to watch himself kill his homosexual "lover" and then engage in the 
most grisly cannabalistic ritual imaginable.

>Neutralised, Mr X became a leading member of the Nicaraguan government a few short weeks later  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 06:14:21 ID: 56ff53 No.8719475

>>8695558
>>8695547
Welp, we're getting close to breaking these freakshow homosexual paedophile murderous necrophiliac psyhcopaths  
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>>8718794
We have MANY gods on our side! Kek, Odin, Ugallu, those horned lion things, and Uncle Adolf, of course. Also these 
weird dudes in pic. We already meme them.

Praise Kek!  

Scopolamine_Wizard  01/08/17 (Sun) 06:41:26 ID: 89405a No.8719620 >>8719722

>>8719469
>>8719469
>They chose to use the drug Scopolamine, which also went by the nickname "Burundanga" or "the Voodoo drug". The drug is extracted from the pods of 
a flowering shrub that grows in remote regions of South America. In its processed, powdered form, Scopolamine is "void of smell, void of taste". When 
properly administered "it causes absolute obedience" without this being "observable by others". Importantly, the target will not recall any of the events that 
occurred during the period they were under the spell of the drug.

Scopolamine is my specialty, I will add more detail. The plant they mention is called Brugmansia, aka the Angel Trumpet. It is a cousin to the datura of 
europe, though grows on average 6-8feet tall at maturity. It's use is prefered, as it has the highest scopolamine levels vs other alkaloids.

The effects of scopolamine are not quite as described, although it's understandable why they'd simply explain it as such to their boss. Note I have 
personally ingested large quantities of scopolamine in the manner described in this post, I am proud to state that I have learned to entirely see through it's 
effects. In reality, the closest I could come to stating it's effects would be to simply fade into a dreamstate. The edgesof your perceptions fade out and the 
object of your focus shifts slowly into the object of your expectations. Whatever uou expect to see, is what you will see.  If you are free of expectations, 
you will have no hallucinations. Now, this does NOT make people easier to control, but it does make them completely confused beyond belief. I'll give an 
example of dealing with a person on scopolamine. You drug them and wait hours for it to kick in, convince them to hallucinate you are their landlord and 
demand rent. They turn to the fridge, type on the door and insert theirdrivers liscense into the ice dispenser, and then hand you some ice cubes if you're 
lucky, air if you're not, BUT, not after anally counting the icecubes or invisible money, while squinting to read the nonexistent letters. Ah, I love you 
Brugmansia.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 07:08:27 ID: 936f90 No.8719722 >>8719759 >>8719917 >>8728118
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>>8719620

Yes as a shaman I took this from the datura plant. There is a total loss of willpower and you are in a trance. I 
can barely remember any of these trances. Which unlike dmt which you can recall the most sensational 
visuals and moments.

This is also why in the oto and memphis and mitzream they give the initiate absynth they take oaths of 
death only a hoodwinked retard would take. They are also suppose to act as an initiate a judge in the trial of 
your uninitiated self. when you slam the gavel blndfolded it is actually a ballpine hammer and you hear a 
child screaming. Then you are allowed to  take off the blindfold.in fact gloved hands do it for you and you. 
You are illuminated and the gavel hoodwink has made it where there is a screaming problem in front of you. 
They make you murder the child. That is the initiation into the sanctum mundi. This could be in a museum 
easily. And these inner orders pop up out of nowhere. There is a whole blackmail thing out of these things. 
They record you blindfolded hammering a kids skull in. That is not necessarily a kill room scenario. A kill 
room is like they will give them a drug like rophonol or roofy them and give them a stimulant  and then they 
are shown what they did in the kill room. Works every time they get duped by the initial oaths on absinth. 
And then they are dragged further and further into evil.

I believe the rituals are scenically layed out to correspond to these dream-states. You know follow the candle and so on.  

Scopolamine_Wizard  01/08/17 (Sun) 07:16:14 ID: 89405a No.8719759
File (hide): 787f3c821e7a54c⋯.jpg (325.81 KB, 1024x523, 1024:523, 1024px-TarsusCaracallaBron….jpg)

>>8719722
Apparently some people don't handle this as well as I do… Glad I'm a Man and not some autistic 
oathbreaking shaman. Grow a pair and take another dip, and this time, hold onto your ego. Truth does not 
die.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 07:33:25 ID: 6f7795 No.8719824 >>8720071

>>8718526
I hate to break it to you, but VPN users aren't fed-anonymous anymore at all, it can hide you from website admins, though.  
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File (hide): 1f9b17455e337d2⋯.jpg (85.57 KB,
380x255, 76:51, 1286549446mossad.big.jpg)

File (hide): b22e6fb6e54bb79⋯.jpg (14.68 KB,
320x240, 4:3, surveillance-video.jpg)

File (hide): 7eddd1c7ffeb4f4⋯.jpg (15.56
KB, 450x600, 3:4, 1483723.jpg)

File (hide): e3066a884f5340b⋯.jpg (8.93 KB,
236x236, 1:1, c3fb57dd5848e27bc0149e7a59….jpg)

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 07:58:30 ID: 7a2025 No.8719917 >>8719947 >>8720078 >>8722104 >>8724078

>>8719722

CIA synthesized scopolamine specifically for the purpose of trance induction of the target. It is used extensively in Colombia to rob people, etc.

(((VICE))) did a documentary on it: https://youtu.be/ToQ8PWYnu04  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:04:28 ID: 89405a No.8719947 >>8722371

>>8719917
Vice is full of shit and ran by bernouts, why the fuck would you cite them. AND
>cia synthesis
There is no motherfucking synthesis you fucking dimwit. They dropped plant material in a jar of solvent, shook it up, and dried the shit out. It's as 
mysterious as making a cup of tea.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:19:07 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8720011

https://y
outu.be
/Xp8N4
Gaybg
M  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:40:09 ID: 53e9eb No.8720071

>>8719824
I know, no one is truly anonymous anymore thanks to the NSA, PRISM, etc. I was just helping the newfag get some security.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 08:41:10 ID: 53e9eb No.8720078 >>8722104

>>8719917
>that last pic
>welcome to Silent Hill  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 11:21:01 ID: b8b885 No.8720646

>>8715163

>president-kids ru
>child modeling agency

It certainly wouldn't be surprising to find a pedo running a child modeling agency. This one was running a child actor agency:

https://web.archive.org/web/20161203125929/http://deadline.com/2012/06/youth-talent-manager-martin-weiss-pleads-no-contest-sentenced-in-
molestation-case-280828/

other websites:

http://pk(dot)management/about

http://vk(dot)com/prkids

http://www.face*book.com/presidentkids.ru/

Everything is in russian and I can't read russian. I'm not sure what kind of forum massovki.net is but it looks like there's a 5 pages long thread about the 
President Kids agency:

http://mass*ovki.net/viewtopic.php?t=92172  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 11:23:17 ID: b8b885 No.8720658

>>8714686
>Breitbart's tweet about a guy who just happens to have clear connections to elite pedophilia

Was it also clear 5 years ago? Do you have evidence Andrew Breitbart actually investigated pedos in D.C.? I posted a link, go read it.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 12:40:47 ID: b8b885 No.8720979

>>8717003

>ACORN was involved with underage sex slaves…. 2009 article 

here

http://www.washington*times.com/news/2009/sep/28/breitbart-podesta-spends-soros-money-stupidly/

the reference to "13-year-old sex slaves from El Salvador" is a reference to the O'Keefe videos, not a reference to evidence that ACORN was itself – as 
an organization – involved with underage prostitution. Project Veritas asked about bringing very young girls from El Salvador to later use the profits to 
fund political campaigns and some ACORN employees weren't bothered and gave them advice:

http://project*veritas.com/acorn/

My guess is that they were probably instructed not to turn away anyone and that included pimps and drug dealers who could later send money to the 
Democratic Party, either local or national. Something like that. 

>and FUCK YOU for spreading disinfo, 
>he fucking knew almost a decade ago.

Unless you can show evidence that Andrew Breitbart actually investigated the possible connection between the Podesta brothers and some kind of pedo 
network in D.C. then you're the one spreading disinformation. Until then his famous tweet about Podesta and underage prostitution that has recently 
resurfaced is a reference to the O'Keefe / Project Veritas videos on ACORN and it has nothing to do with this 'pizzagate' stuff and and you should stop 
pretending that it does because when you do that you're just giving ammo to those who say this whole thing is just a conspiracy theory without evidence. 
You should try to raise the bar not lower it.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 12:49:23 ID: b8b885 No.8721028 >>8721973

>>8715883
>>8716314
>>8716326

Autistic conspiratards like you are lowering the bar for no good reason. I don't speak greek very much but I speak french and I can tell you greek and 
french are two very different languages. If there's a connection between his english first name combined with his greek last name and the visual 
resemblance between that name and the sentence "I love children" in french – J'aime les enfants – it's some kind of irony. Do you believe the gay bar 
L'Enfant was founded when Alefantis was born for the sole purpose of being visually connected to his name and accusations of pedo activities 40+ years 
later by an autistic guy on a philippino image board? You think everything is written in advance down to the very little details? Hello?? That's not how 
reality works. Try to use your head or go do something else elsewhere.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 12:50:39 ID: b8b885 No.8721036

>>8716490
>The flat earth also ultimately could be a reality.
>The flat earth also ultimately could be a reality.

not that shit again  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:12:34 ID: ca7f51 No.8721148 >>8721153 >>8721418

>>8715883
>greek name
>DOESN'T sound like "j'aime les enfants" (I'm french
kys, burger retard
the pizzagate thing is fo full of counter-productive retarded claims like this (seems like 90%) that the whole thing will soon fade into obscurity
maybe it's shilling, as well (that's how you bury a story, by overwhelming it with stupid crap)  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:13:50 ID: cd07e3 No.8721153 >>8721168

>>8721148
it's not far fetched that it's a fake name

alefantis is one weird ass surname, basically doesn't exist anywhere in the world  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:16:59 ID: ca7f51 No.8721168 >>8721182

>>8721153
greek alphabet :
ΑΛΕΦΑΝ Η
try typing that in google.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:21:01 ID: cd07e3 No.8721182 >>8721225

>>8721168
7,640 results? Is that supposed to be a lot?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:31:18 ID: ca7f51 No.8721225 >>8721303

>>8721182
7,640 proofs that it's a greek name are not enough?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:32:02 ID: b8b885 No.8721228

>>8718721
>redditspacing

Forced meme. Be suspicious of anyone who jumps on any occasion to say HaHa! Reddit spacing! when it's not even Reddit spacing to begin with 
because it's just too short – one line only – to be able to say whether it's Reddit-like spacing or not.

This

is

Reddit

spacing  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:44:50 ID: ca7f51 No.8721273 >>8721382

>>8718771
don't know anything about this saturn/cube bullcrap but i agree with your last sentence, always was instinctively attracted to / helped by those. 
LARPaganism is cute but is not a spiritual practice - if anything it is the worship of once alive / now dead and corrupted forces according to René Guénon.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 13:50:28 ID: cd07e3 No.8721303 >>8721386 >>8722041

>>8721225
should be millions

7640 is insanely low, considering after the 2nd or 3rd pages the results are usually similar words no the exact words  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:08:14 ID: 1f683e No.8721382

>>8721273
Then please do some studying because the Saturn/Cube connection is basic knowledge right now.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:08:53 ID: b8b885 No.8721386 >>8721783 >>8826250

>>8721303
>should be millions

Shut up you fucking retard. You can find other people named Alefantis in Greece, whether you use the english alphabet or the greek alphabet. That's 
enough to conclude Alefantis is a greek name and that the visual resemblance "discovered" by some autistic american guy on a philippino image board 
between that guy's name and the sentence ''I love children" in french is meaningless and irrelevant.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:10:56 ID: bf2f39 No.8721401 >>8722884

>>8719518
 gondola?  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 14:12:48 ID: b8b885 No.8721418 >>8721659

>>8721148
>maybe it's shilling, as well (that's how you bury a story, by overwhelming it with stupid crap)

That's the biggest problem with this whole thing, too many autistic speculations but very little evidence that could be used in court. Whether it's deliberate 
or not it doesn't matter at this point because it has attracted too many autistic loners who don't have much of a life outside of the internet. They do it for 
free and they don't even do it on purpose. 

I said it before: it became too big too fast and the attention brought to these places in D.C. means pedos in that area are on alert and they probably 
destroyed most of the evidence and what's left is just pictures and photos that can't be used as evidence to convict anyone. There's a fucking good 
reason why police investigations are not done in public on the internet.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:20:35 ID: 5fe2ef No.8721659 >>8721713

File (hide): 590cdf074d39248⋯.jpg (24.55 KB, 384x397, 384:397, 087943.jpg)

>>8721418
>That's the biggest problem with this whole thing, too many autistic speculations but very little evidence that 
could be used in court.

>in court
Sorry Shlomo, you obviously don't know how this works.

>Whether it's deliberate or not it doesn't matter at this point because it has attracted too many autistic loners 
who don't have much of a life outside of the internet. They do it for free and they don't even do it on purpose. 
Yup, baby's first shilling. Lel.

Breitbart also knew much more. They wouldn't kill him otherwise. ACORN was already water under the 
bridge. Look: 
>In 2010, Andrew Breitbart recognized Clinton campaign chair John Podesta as one of the biggest, most 
corrupt figures in Washington, D.C. 
>“Fuck you, John Podesta,” he told journalist Dave Weigel, who then wrote for Slate. “What’s in your closet, 
John Podesta? Big Podesta? Big Soros? Do you want us to play these games? Because we’re playing to 

win.” 

>What’s in your closet
https://archive.is/s3gEc  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:38:31 ID: b8b885 No.8721713 >>8721839

>>8721659

>What’s in your closet

Oh wait… What’s in your closet – in bold – OMG! …that that can only mean * one * thing: Breitbart knew everything about Podesta! E-V-E-R-Y-T-H-I-N-
G! He probably knew the Podesta brothers kidnapped Madeleine McCann in Portugal too! Here's a tip moron: if you don't want to be considered a low IQ 
conspiratard who's more interested in shitposting than investigating then just stop acting like one.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:51:50 ID: a61a97 No.8721783

>>8721386
> That's enough to conclude Alefantis is a greek name and that the visual resemblance "discovered" by some autistic american guy on a philippino image 
board between that guy's name and the sentence ''I love children" in french is meaningless and irrelevant.
All it means is that James Alefantis decided to express himself with a message in French as a way to make himself known with and identify his kind and 
maybe even to stylize it, Greek does not need to come into the picture just because his name is of Greek origin although the resemblance between the 
two is uncanny, it could be intentional.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 15:57:54 ID: 9a6491 No.8721825 >>8722014 >>8722154

File (hide): 13018adcb24312e⋯.png (42.21 KB, 671x604, 671:604, ClipboardImage.png)

pic related:
https://archive.fo/Dz0gj  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:00:51 ID: 5fe2ef No.8721839
File (hide): b5d45e24a43bc08⋯.jpg (17.17 KB, 552x365, 552:365, nope.jpg)

>>8721713
Let me explain, brand new Shlomo: "your closet" means a personal closet - with its own personal skeletons. 
You don't say that to the guy who's merely running public interference for the real culprits. ACORN 
happening was over and Breitbart was digging up much juicier stuff. Then he died.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:17:04 ID: 2fba33 No.8721946

>>8716456
lurk moar.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:20:57 ID: 2fba33 No.8721973 >>8722069

>>8721028
Listen, fucker. I'm not saying it's proof of anything, i'm saying we need to look into whether or not Alefantis is his real name. If it is then ok, it's just a weird 
coincidence. If there's a public record available somewhere showing he changed it, next we figure out why. It could very well be he was trying to be a cute 
lil faggot and wear his degeneracy on his sleeve as a funny secret code to all the other sickos. 

Him posting someone wearing a shirt with the exact same damn phrase strongly suggests there may be some fire behind this smoke.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:27:53 ID: 9a6491 No.8722014

>>8721825
>Multidimensional Child Sex Rings

>These cases involved and continue to involve
unsubstantiated allegations of bizarre activity that
are difficult either to prove or disprove.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:31:45 ID: 01f285 No.8722041

>>8721303
> Alefantis

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/buffalonews/obituary.aspx?pid=87763024

There's a handful right there. Took me literally 20 seconds to find.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:37:38 ID: 01f285 No.8722069

>>8721973
http://www.lenfantcafe.com/#menu-item-476
It's a famous DC hipster cafe.

Stop trying to get caught up in esoteric conspiracies on cover identities. How about we focus back on hard evidence on child sex rings?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:44:13 ID: 2fba33 No.8722104 >>8727045 >>8796267

>>8719917
>>8720078
So there was a post I read on cuckchan that stuck with me. Supposedly some doctor on the dark web was selling "perfect" sex slaves to ultrawealthy 
clients. He removed their arms and legs so they couldn't escape, blinded them and destroyed their hearing so they could never identify you, so all you'd 
have to do was feed them, clean them and fuck them.

It seemed like disturbing fanfic bullshit but now this….  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 16:51:51 ID: 9a6491 No.8722154

>>8721825
>In 1983 and 1984, when I first began to hear stories of what sounded like satanic or occult activity in connection with allegations of child sex rings 
(allegations that have since come to be referred to most often as "ritual" child abuse), I tended to believe them. I had been dealing with bizarre, deviant 
behavior for many years and had long since realized that almost anything is possible. Just when you think that you have heard it all, along comes another 
strange case. 

>The idea that there are a few cunning, secretive individuals in positions of power somewhere in this country regularly killing a few people as part of some 
satanic ritual or ceremony and getting away with it is certainly within the realm of possibility. 

>But the number of alleged cases began to grow and grow. We now have hundreds of victims alleging that thousands of offenders are abusing and even 
murdering tens of thousands of people as part of organized satanic cults, and there is little or no corroborative evidence. The very reason many "experts" 
cite for believing these allegations (i.e., many victims, who never met each other, reporting the same events), is the primary reason I began to question at 
least some aspects of these allegations.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:37:47 ID: f20759 No.8722371 >>8722393 >>8722420 >>8724115 >>8724141

>>8719947
You sound green, anon. The active portion  inducing the hypnotic effect of scopolamine was isolated and  synthesized by CIA long time ago, to enable 
predictable results, since targets acted erratically or died. If the target dies, they are of no use anymore. The medical industry isolated other parts of 
scopolamine to use in therapeutic drugs, pic related… 

Also, your lack of knowledge regarding the administration of a poison or drug, which can be administered in two parts, one in a punch bowl at a party, and 
no effects felt, then the accelerant is administered when the target is in a completely different operational environment, like dosing a bottle of vodka with 
the accelerant a week later. No one except the target feels the impact of the poison or drug, because only the target ingested both portions of the drug 
within the given time limit between initial benign dose and the accelerant. 

Also, funny how you happened to show up on this thread when I spoke the truth. 

"Alefantis" was not disciplined and professional about his responsibility running the Comet Pizza operation. Now, he is likely a liability because of his poor 
operational security and tactical discipline. 

With SVR, MSS, DGI and other intelligence services likely surveiling him, one has to ask if he is useful to Pegasus? He fucked up in his duty to serve the 
strategic interests of his protectors.

You also have never had the joy of killing a man. Seeing their eyes gloss over as you take a photo to confirm your kill. Innocents don't count, but standing 
over a scum warlord in Afghanistan, watching him sleeping in his bed, and finishing the job with a suppressed FN SCAR is a real rush. 

Everyone is expendable. Even me. The human ego is a great enemy, anon. Alefantis had the audacity to bring attention to himself. 

Also, it is sick what politicians do. Don't even imply that there aren't the live human amputee "fuckdolls" fed through tubes. Disgusting human beings the 
lot of them, all blackmailed scum who can not exhibit self-discipline for their depravity and harm they do to innocents.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:41:07 ID: 39ec19 No.8722393 >>8722445

>>8722371
You posting porn on /pol/ bro?
Your not some kind of degenerate are (you)?  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:45:42 ID: a7c768 No.8722420 >>8722519 >>8780267

File (hide): 7bc2171ffe1bb55⋯.png (188.92 KB, 254x337, 254:337, 1393806000271.png)

>>8722371

It's always nice for anons like this to bring me back down to reality and remind me that there are 
legit crazies posting in these threads.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 17:50:01 ID: f20759 No.8722445
File (hide): b03c82dc36e474b⋯.jpg (49.34 KB, 564x453, 188:151, 3ae8379b45b97cb7d1db67576d….jpg)

>>8722393
I couldn't find a suitable way to show the sickness of the child sex ring operations. It is not porn, since I 
believed the photo hid the vagina and nipples. 

Sickening as the photo is, it is close to what a sick pedophile ring like the purported Alefantis and his 
minions likely did to children. It's disgusting man, and don't change the subject to porn to turn away from the 
real message.

Alefantis is likely very scared that the operation was found out. Especially Pegasus.

My apologies to the mods, but that sickening picture is not porn, it's who you are fighting to free. These are 
the helpless you are fighting to escape. Honestly, they are expendable, but the more you shine a light on 
blackmail operations using innocents, likely the better.

Keep doing God's work, anon.  

File (hide): d3685ec5f2524c4⋯.jpg (170.73 KB,
1024x493, 1024:493, Team-Six-SEALs-1024x493.jpg)

File (hide): 6003094bb62a015⋯.png (232.78 KB,
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:02:57 ID: f20759 No.8722519 >>8722548

>>8722420
Don't change the subject or smear me. See my post above as an explanation, it is at http://8ch.net/pol/res/8695455.html#q8722445

There are sick people who keep people alive like this for years. You are fighting evil with these folks, but they see it as operationally necessary to 
blackmail people under the auspices of operation Pegasus. Read the entirety of my posts to understand how scopolamine, sex slaves and video 
recordings meant for blackmail come together in a very well devised neutralization operation.

The world is cold. It's a sick place when it comes to people who consider themselves above the law, like Alefantis, Podesta, etc.

I'll see you guys later. Believe what you want to believe. It is Pizzagate exposed an intelligence operation. Wake up.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:08:02 ID: a7c768 No.8722548 >>8890445

>>8722519

Here's an honest question, anon.

I want to know if a certain thought has ever entered your mind. It's a very simple thought that most critical people learn to love, and live by - to really test 
with a skeptical eye the words of other people and the information they've accrued. "Okay, but what are the chances that I'm wrong?" 

I want to know if you ever have actually asked yourself that question.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:40:19 ID: b817aa No.8722743 >>8722809

File (hide): cb04185824b4393⋯.png (107.43 KB, 663x559, 51:43, 1437540700862.png)

>>8697091
Are you ready for medieval torture, 
shill? We're bringing it back just for 
the pedos.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 18:49:57 ID: 2fc3bb No.8722809 >>8735369

>>8722743
Suzuka-Sama's Servant | Suzuka-Sama No Geboku is the source before someone asks  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:00:47 ID: 89405a No.8722884

>>8721401
Yes! Gondola is an ancient saxon meme!

More on topic, found a known nigger rapist who may be connected to dnc in wa state. Candylane modeling, nig specializes in raping white women and 
doing cocaine. Has connections with seattle real estate and police department, I think the niggers parents are the political link though.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:02:15 ID: b817aa No.8722891 >>8722905 >>8722916 >>8722953 >>8723108 >>8776152

>>8719518
Do you know what this things are? They're in some Native American cultures in their woodlands. They've been caught on camera on more than one 
occasion and it's super weird every time, gifs related.

Natives claim they're an alien species from a swamp-like planet (hence their weird long legs to move through swamps) that are here to help raise the 
vibrations of Earth.

They're kind of cute little guys. Praise Kek. I am glad they're considered on our side.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:06:18 ID: be79ce No.8722905

>>8722891
it's the PATRIARCHY!
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
>ree  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:08:17 ID: 13f990 No.8722916

>>8722891
>Literal gondolayys  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:14:55 ID: 89405a No.8722953 >>8723711

>>8722891
There aren't any "native americans" they're called fucking INJUNS, and the gondolas were brought to north america by our ancestors, europeans, along 
with the swastika. The gondolas are ancient spirits who walk tall among us, manifestations of the great Irminsril, the world pillar.  
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Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 19:38:31 ID: 9b5bba No.8723108

>>8722891

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 20:54:30 ID: 8a0c22 No.8723592 >>8723797 >>8897294

>>8695658
I've always been highly skeptical of Pizzagate. It definitely relies heavily on confirmation bias and blind dot-connecting. But then there's always those few 
extremely bizarre synchronicities, like that graffiti "kids" tag. So fucking weird and perfectly conducive to a pedophile ring conspiracy theory.
Now Alefantis is losing his shit and making threats. You could easily interpret that as an innocent man who's at his wit's end because he's facing extreme 
and baseless allegations. You could also easily interpret it as a monster afraid of being exposed.
I just don't know.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:10:39 ID: b817aa No.8723711 >>8724162

>>8722953
Yes, this too. Everything comes from a much older source. The more recent sightings were just by injun tribes and around Fresno California.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:24:06 ID: 1b115e No.8723797

>>8723592
To anyone that's skeptical I usually advice them to look up how it all started and draw their own conclusions. I watched some of the videos released early 
and everyone talks about Comet Ping Pong and the connections but it all comes off poorly (like explaining a big infographic all at once). I suggest you go 
look up cheesybay and make up your own mind about what the outcome would have been had there been emails sent to hollywood or other places 
instead. We could have ended up with a goldmine or we could have reached a dead end at that point. But we got Comet Ping Pong and are doing what 
we can with the information available (dot-connections because they have been sloppy but perhaps nothing alarming (I am not fully up to date) on its own 
had we not been redirected here).  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:30:02 ID: f04b35 No.8723844

>>8712598
Find it yourself you lazy fuck. The charges will stick no matter what his name is.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 21:44:13 ID: 588d49 No.8723946

>>8719469
>They chose to use the drug Scopolamine, which also went by the nickname "Burundanga" or "the Voodoo drug". The drug is extracted from the pods of 
a flowering shrub that grows in remote regions of South America. In its processed, powdered form, Scopolamine is "void of smell, void of taste". When 
properly administered "it causes absolute obedience" without this being "observable by others". Importantly, the target will not recall any of the events that 
occurred during the period they were under the spell of the drug.

Having done delirious drugs, this is complete and utter bullshot. I have fought with shadow dragons for gods sake. Its not like you wouldnt notice that.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:06:13 ID: 588d49 No.8724078

>>8719917
>Synthesized

It is formed in plants naturally you idiot.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:11:49 ID: 588d49 No.8724115

>>8722371
Show me the fucking in vivo synthesis of scopolamine by 2 precursors catalyzed in the human body. Show me the fucking reaction. Dont talk about 
anything you dont have knowledge about,  
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File (hide): 50cdbd6b10315b3⋯.jpg (137.72 KB, 576x315, 64:35, p-Follow-The-Money.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:16:21 ID: 89405a No.8724141 >>8787161

>>8722371
Fucking fag, I have done every step of scopolamine extracts. I've grown and harvested brugmansia from the wild, I can identify the fucking alkaloid 
contents and the levels within 5% margin by motherfucking scent, and I have learned to be completely impervious to the dark lady's distractions through 
personal trials on myself and others. Everything you say is bullshit, kill yourself shill.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:18:34 ID: 89008b No.8724152 >>8724178 >>8745949

>>8724122
David brock always looks high as FUCK. gays are super degenerates and love crystal meth. I imagine rich gays prefer crack or cocaine. I bet it's drugs.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:20:50 ID: 89405a No.8724162

>>8723711
The sightings of our ancient familiars, the gondolas, the tall walking kinfolk of the pillarmen of the saxons to those who serve the pillars of jupiter, have 
been angered by the redman's INSOLENCE! These horn-nosed fucks who can't even grow a chest hair have been desecrating and hiding the burial sites 
of ancient aryans. Our tall kin though have been set to protect our ancestral heritage since the times before even the allfather walked this earth, and are 
the earth manifesting to aid us, the only kind with the baring to keep a damned oath to it.  

Anonymous  01/08/17 (Sun) 22:24:57 ID: b5a34c No.8724178

>>8724152

Brock is notorious for both his drug abuse AND mental illness.  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 00:35:08 ID: 299cf6 No.8724883

Y'all should watch the new episode of Sherlock. The main baddie of the episode is a thinly veiled Jimmy Savile mirror. It kind of implies that Jimmy Savile 
may have been murdering people, not just diddling kids. The guys who write the show are very involved with the BBC so its very possible they know 
details about Savile that the general public does not. The show hinted at a bad guy being involved in kids TV in 2012 a full 8 months before the Savile 
sexual abuse news broke.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 02:08:51 ID: 863bfd No.8725528

>>8725275
saged and reported  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 02:38:14 ID: b5a34c No.8725749 >>8726561 >>8909133

File (hide): 3be1f39f0cbfe5d⋯.jpg (97.84 KB, 600x546, 100:91, p-Through-The-Ages-1.jpg)  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:30:41 ID: 7d8c4c No.8726539 >>8726543 >>8730748

>>8714406
Sun Araw, like the guy 
whose song was used in 
Hotline Miami ?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:31:00 ID: 7d8c4c No.8726543

>>8726
539  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:33:45 ID: 53e9eb No.8726561 >>8742460 >>8909133

>>8725749
yup

PIZZAGATE=BLOOD LIBEL  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 04:56:28 ID: 3e635f No.8726762

This thread is getting sidetracked on purpose  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:03:34 ID: 3e635f No.8726830 >>8727257 >>8783965

File (hide): acb7035992a6a7b⋯.png (923.81 KB, 994x693, 142:99, Yyv2lu.png)

I suspect that this kid may be a missing children

>lives in a farm in the year 2017
>that hair yet new clothes (buying clothes is easy, 
taking him for a professional haircut? no way)
>looks like he was beaten (lips / nose)
>they make him hold a chicken (you know that's 
codeword for boy)

I also suspect this farm is Alefantis' farm  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:07:16 ID: e66fb0 No.8726859

>>8711901
Someone should start looking into potential organizational crossovers between homosexuals and pedophiles. there is a group called Mass Resistance 
which is trying to combat the homosexual agenda. I bring them up because they are fairly comprehensive in documenting deviant behavior in homosexual 
groups. It might be helpful to reach out to them for help particularly in generating new leads.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:13:53 ID: 5228ef No.8726911
File (hide): ac123821d2c9e91⋯.png (94.6 KB, 600x500, 6:5, 718aa77c3b6c592b6b7589c487….png)

Whole lotta (1)'s in this 
thread. Be careful with shills, 
comrades.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:28:24 ID: e478a4 No.8727045 >>8727100

>>8722104
I remember that post as well. After reading it, I popped over to jewgle and looked up eastern European orphanages, specifically in the area specified, the 
border of Hungary. The post talked about all the teeth being removed and only feeding them liquids, right?

Couldn't find anything via computer.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:34:19 ID: e478a4 No.8727100

>>8727045
Sorry, off-topic  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 05:59:36 ID: 36fc45 No.8727257 >>8727866

>>8726830
>Alefantis' Farm
Any geolocation here?  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 06:45:32 ID: b5a34c No.8727501
File (hide): d45b25b11c788dd⋯.jpg (143.61 KB, 453x260, 453:260, p-Everything-They-Say.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 06:54:44 ID: 5e95a9 No.8727541

>>8715829
The girl on the left is such an eyesore.  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 07:25:33 ID: 53e9eb No.8727659

>>8695455 (OP)

Holy shit these fucks even have pictures of them with Pedo Joe Biden. 
https:// archive.is/2Fc6W

>PizzaFuckingParty-"Pizza party every day no regrets party hardy pizza sacrifice slice and dice party USA."
https:// archive.is/RPA2q

>Photo of children on the floor picking up condoms and little liquor bottles.
>PFP-"That piñata was filled with condoms and alcohol." 
https:// archive.is/8Gquf

>PFP"Child strangulation to wrap up family dinner."
https:// archive.is/zFezY

I know Alefantis was gay grids pals with Brock, and Brock is Soros' puppet who runs MediaMatters. All these humble pizza merchants are acquainted 
with these politicians. Also many of them make sexual comments with pictures of kids, this shit is hiding in plain sight.

>Strange coincidences between @jimmycomet @pizzafuckingparty and @werkingonmahnightcheese

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1549220  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 08:36:42 ID: 3e635f No.8727866

>>8727257
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/10720+Dern+Rd,+Emmitsburg,+MD+21727/Grimes+Charles+F,+15202+Grimes+Rd,+Emmitsburg,+MD+21727/@39.6
429528,-77.2809774,1299m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c9b683fe1ae849:0x662ce29c804e0e3d!2m2!1d-
77.291925!2d39.655105!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c9b42980da76d5:0xb875ee72990c18a!2m2!1d-77.283928!2d39.654318

this is Alefantis farm

anyone can confirm if it's close to Luzatto's farm?  

sage  01/09/17 (Mon) 09:53:25 ID: 17b9d7 No.8728118

>>8719722
>that pic

What exactly am I looking at? >>8719722  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 10:42:25 ID: 3e635f No.8728272 >>8728320 >>8730922 >>8730985 >>8731156 >>8737759

File (hide): a8e79fd8125946d⋯.png (232.27 KB, 611x316, 611:316, CAR 001.png)

This is Alefantis car

Can anyone decipher the license plate number? What 
state? D.C.? Virginia? Maryland?  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 11:09:28 ID: 39ec19 No.8728320

>>8728272
It is a Volvo car though idk much about the makes and models of them.

I can only see the first 5 numbers it doesn't look like the last letter has enough information but it is a skinny letter judging by the distances.
0 0 4 9 4

It also looks like the name of the State is on the bottom of the license plate.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 11:58:08 ID: 09e427 No.8728462 >>8728490

>>8716490
what the actual fuck is that on Podestas left  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 12:10:06 ID: 3e635f No.8728490 >>8728543

>>8728462
a statue, look it up, it's on the washington life article

it's a man made of circles  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 12:26:40 ID: 09e427 No.8728543

>>8728490
trippy shit  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 13:52:38 ID: bcc742 No.8728832 >>8728948 >>8730777

File (hide): 269527f6578b77f⋯.jpg (497.72 KB, 1200x1780, 60:89, lass_.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 14:19:50 ID: 9b5bba No.8728948
File (hide): 08e4275764d6bd2⋯.gif (739.36 KB, 161x120, 161:120, 1453374448435.gif)

>>8728832
This shit is only serving to convince me we are on to something. You don't come out to shill against something 
that isn't true. Good job James.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 15:00:41 ID: 1b0bea No.8729140

>>8714406
Sun Araw a musician, some random ass hippie.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 15:02:34 ID: 1fee5b No.8729149

>>8717741
>sword

Simply the gold standard metaphor for an erect penis. Only a sick mind would equate it with murder.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 16:23:33 ID: 523d89 No.8729509

>>8697917
>someone finally reposts some of my OC, and its (one of) the most retarded screens i've ever created.

>>8695455 (OP)
so this thread has … changed.

I want to know more about this museum/killroom
can somebody post or link me to the comments on the killroom and its links? i'll happily make an infographic putting all the info together.
so far all i have to go off of is
>>8695466
>>8695510
>>8695886

but this leaves some pretty big holes for me. if it was discussed elsewhere please direct me.  i mean, i cant even find how we found out about this place.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 17:08:38 ID: 89008b No.8729766 >>8729945 >>8730234

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1499872
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1539070

check those  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 17:36:23 ID: 89405a No.8729945 >>8730234

>>8729766
Kill yourself nigger. Break  links, dont spoil, fucking dumbass.  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 18:17:50 ID: 523d89 No.8730234 >>8797727

>>8729766
holy fuck. that brick is an exact match. and its in the basement of a sketchy museum in a residential neighborhood with no posted visitation hours and no 
publicity?

>>8729945
while i agree, its important to mention why. alot of anons on here, though helpful, have no idea why theyre not supposed to post links.  just like many 
anons dont know theyre not supposed to click links.
we dont want websites getting traffic from us. it makes us and our posts known. this especially goes for youtube and links of (((enemy))) websites. its 
important they dont know where the traffic comes from. breaking up the links forces users to copy/paste the text thus removing all referers. but even if you 
see a link, do the same.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:32:27 ID: cee6d5 No.8730748

>>8726539

Sure looks like it.
Check out his Wikipedia page:

https://en.wikipedia .org/wiki/Sun_Araw

From the "In popular culture:" section:

"The tracks "Horse Steppin" and "Deep Cover" were featured in the 2012 video game Hotline Miami.
Sun Araw stars in the 2013 short film Chapel Perilous, which won the Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival."  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:36:29 ID: b8b885 No.8730777 >>8778258

>>8728832
>that retarded shit again

Can you count to three? How many times do you see the letter A in "James Alefantis"? How many times in "J'aime les enfants"? Are you going to say the 
extra A is some kind of clue?  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:48:03 ID: e75436 No.8730866 >>8735330

39.2749277,-77.5972824,147
the rules can be bent

you were on the right track long ago. comet ping pong is just a piece, find the others  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 19:55:03 ID: 5228ef No.8730922

>>8728272
004541  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:03:22 ID: 0b8793 No.8730985

>>8728272

A pic of the back would be better. It looks like a Connecticut plate to me.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:17:50 ID: 7d8eab No.8731156
File (hide): 0391bdea122af75⋯.gif (27.81 KB, 293x151, 293:151, baynew.gif)

>>8728272
Those are 
Maryland 
"Treasure 
the 
Chesapeak
e" plates.  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:31:51 ID: 89008b No.8731271 >>8731499

soяяч guys I thot spoiling might make unclick lesson learnt  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 20:54:13 ID: c1bdfc No.8731499

>>8731271
spoil (or italics, bold or whatever) part of the https

example:
https://www.niggers
https://www.niggers  

Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 23:52:35 ID: 0cced9 No.8733353 >>8733648

>>8695547
Fucking cuck should have recorded it god damn  
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Anonymous  01/09/17 (Mon) 23:53:46 ID: 5f95da No.8733367

Pedo coded message at the trolley park. https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1550573  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:24:37 ID: c91096 No.8733648 >>8733782

>>8733353

He didn't record it because it was fake. People like myself have been requesting proof and he hasn't responded, other than with a video showing 
Facebook chat which has been shown to be easily fakeable by numerous people.

The guy is nothing but a grifter looking to sell shirts and wants exposure. Fuck him.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:30:30 ID: 0cced9 No.8733721 >>8734087 >>8734239

Has anyone made a dedicated website to properly discuss and organize all this information? If not, I'll go ahead and do so.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:37:26 ID: 0cced9 No.8733782

>>8733648
Yeah until he posts proof I think it's safe to assume that's the case. So many lying opportunists right now. Don't trust anyone.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 00:46:36 ID: dd17cd No.8733862
File (hide): bb4a48d9d151071⋯.jpg (673.6 KB, 3000x2400, 5:4, 0042.jpg)

>>8716949
>>8716820

that statue is of a diablo 
cojuelo (limping devil), 
from dominican folklore

in fact the kid is probably 
at a resort or something

here's a mask, worn at 
carnivals, usually made  
from paper mache  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:12:05 ID: 62b2ab No.8734087

>>8733721
Lol have you been following it all? It's too damn much man! But if you think you've got all the info, then hell yeah! But new info keeps popping up!  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:18:32 ID: 88643d No.8734143 >>8734412

File (hide): bd84b6eec165997⋯.jpg (310.68 KB, 1200x1169, 1200:1169, C1wY4bVUcAADKyR.jpg)

Saw this in Twatter.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:30:29 ID: bc3117 No.8734239

>>8733721
check the sidebar at voat.co/v/pizzagate  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 01:50:44 ID: 68e46c No.8734412

>>8734143

Even without pointing out occult symbolism, that is one fucked up picture to celebrate a 10 year old's birthday.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 02:41:04 ID: d14fd7 No.8734742

http://whiterabbitpizza.co.uk/  
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Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 03:42:58 ID: e31006 No.8735193
File (hide): a7e126f1cdd45a8⋯.jpg (34.38 KB, 540x589, 540:589, menacinglyrare.jpg)

>>8697100
We're getting stronger  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 04:08:35 ID: 7c8187 No.8735330

>>8730866
"Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) so you’ll have some further entertainment, and they 
will be in that pool for sure."  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 04:18:19 ID: 000000 No.8735369

>>8722809
Oh look someone who isn't an absolute faggot by revealing the source. Thank you and godspeed.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 09:23:16 ID: 5985c9 No.8736618

>>8698207
at least the fucked up world makes sense now.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 09:40:35 ID: 6a1f49 No.8736676
File (hide): 3bf1dd062d612f0⋯.jpg (161.88 KB, 750x960, 25:32, C1ypMBLVQAAgae8.jpg)

>>8703416
Delicious.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 13:38:20 ID: 7464a6 No.8737759

>>8728272
Looks like GD4541 to me  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 16:30:49 ID: 029a19 No.8738742

>>8697207

Hi intl!  
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Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 16:40:26 ID: 918a37 No.8738825 >>8738830 >>8742562 >>8758964 >>8759268

File (hide): 0b08fa64b52f9e3⋯.png (490.99 KB, 476x492, 119:123, 0b08fa64b52f9e3b8b61e2ad18….png)

>sister moved back into parents place
>she's always been the stupid one
>there's a fake cows skull, drawing of a skull, a 
dream catcher and all this other weird bullshit
>mfw women must think meme magic is literal 
ritual magic

Why are women so stupid and gullible?  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 16:41:01 ID: 918a37 No.8738830

>>8738825
forgot to mention that stuff was in her bedroom.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 17:06:20 ID: 491fa7 No.8738996

>>8714530
Because he really really liked them when he first heard them.

>>8714686
Ideas won't clean your house, raise your kids, or suck your dick in the shower. Don't marry them.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 22:47:36 ID: 63d4c4 No.8742211 >>8743726

File (hide): 9a34b141f078c51⋯.png (564.46 KB, 1440x994, 720:497, Screenshot_2017-01-10-16-4….png)

>>8715163
Uhhh, guys?
What did the Russians mean by 
this?  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:15:43 ID: b5a34c No.8742460 >>8797426 >>8909133

>>8726561

"blood libel" is the original "fake news"  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:26:59 ID: 0cced9 No.8742562

>>8738825
Like all women, they're not actually interested in it. They just want to look a certain way.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:35:20 ID: d172e4 No.8742644 >>8742647

Guys VOAT.CO made a huge breakthrough and linked an underground tunnel to alefantis's properties.

The Wokening is happening.. slowly but surely.  

Anonymous  01/10/17 (Tue) 23:35:38 ID: d172e4 No.8742647

>>8742644
woops

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1551878  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 00:55:58 ID: e6bae5 No.8743425
File (hide): e659af491e88a37⋯.png (16.77 KB, 828x152, 207:38, Screenshot_2017-01-10_19-5….png)

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1551
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Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 01:24:37 ID: b92b31 No.8743726
File (hide): dbdca8f7c86dc32⋯.png (415.04 KB, 526x362, 263:181, dbdca8f7c86dc325f3498155cf….png)

>>8742211

Checked.  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 01:39:12 ID: e6bae5 No.8743877 >>8745098

File (hide): 4f143769a25f5de⋯.webm (5.24 MB, 352x288, 11:9, UndergoundDC.webm) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 01:54:47 ID: e6bae5 No.8744066
File (hide): 4999ac3a52340f4⋯.png (11.75 KB, 528x127, 528:127, Screenshot_2017-01-10_20-5….png)

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/goats-chickens-pigeons-found-with-throats-slashed-in-rock-
creek-park/2014/03/26/c49fed2c-b4e7-11e3-8020-b2d790b3c9e1_story.html  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 03:04:28 ID: de1f87 No.8745098

>>8743877 
Checked.  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 04:24:33 ID: 369fd0 No.8745899 >>8753573

File (hide): d47c17575db01f5⋯.png (487.86 KB, 748x367, 748:367, 0y5io9yh0a3f5fhj72g08kb53d….png)

This company might be worth 
checking out and its CEO. Notice 
the logos.  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 04:30:34 ID: d47717 No.8745949 >>8745953

File (hide): 98d45d1479c492d⋯.jpg (13.25 KB, 400x225, 16:9, Nightbreed 1990 movie pic9….jpg)

>>8724152
He reminds me of the 
psychiatrist from nightbreed  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 04:30:49 ID: d47717 No.8745953
File (hide): b1fa1e7123503cb⋯.jpg (43.25 KB, 1074x483, 358:161, nightbreed-main.jpg)

>>8745949  
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Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 06:55:06 ID: afa5ea No.8746864
File (hide): 76ca4230c0464f9⋯.png (525.05 KB, 500x480, 25:24, IMG_1458.PNG)

Possible feminist jew 
kiddy fiddlers featured 
in this thread 
>>8746484  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 11:19:01 ID: 2f9faa No.8747891

https://youtu.be/ktqVuR_Dixs?t=140

Swirls around the word a coincidence?

Notice the main guy upfront on the stage 'handles' 2 different kids - I assume neither of these are probably not his.

1:17 & 1:32  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 11:22:14 ID: 2f9faa No.8747903

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1555573

YT bringing up a lot for this place  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 14:05:30 ID: 6d952b No.8748357 >>8773239

Is there any briefing document with what has been found so far?  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 14:25:24 ID: bf52a8 No.8748434

Listen to words and facial expressions of this woman.

sleep tight anons :)

https://youtu.be/OhsHmFYJJQE?list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=41  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 15:56:41 ID: 6c648e No.8749036

Listen guys, we need to be organized, scientific, and methodical about this.
Somebody needs to compile all of the information and evidence collected so far and put it together along with explanations of each bit and how they're 
connected.
>WHO
>WHAT
>WHERE
>WHEN
>WHY
And
>HOW

Ignore memeing. Call out shills, bait, and distractions. Don't devolve into tinfoil conspiracy shit. We need to figure out a way to market/present final info 
into a compelling argument to the general public, maybe a ad/video or something. If we make a really compelling video about cracking down on missing 
children in relation to human trafficking, pedophilia, and organized crime and purchase video placement or whatever, we can get a lot of attention and 
support.

If 800,000 children a year go missing, sure some of it is Dayquan borrowing little Jamar from Laqueesha fo dat child support or just retarded parents not 
being able to find their children, but there's a whole hell of a lot of potential for organized crime in that number.  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 18:43:44 ID: 8e7468 No.8750948 >>8752426 >>8797360 >>8824637

>>8695547
don’t know why you guys trust this faggot.it may be true but i don’t believe him.
he supposedly is afraid, takes down video then uploads this one.
>also i don’t think the pedo faggot is dumb enough to contact him directly. dont think he would expose himself. he probably has grunts for that.
what i believe is this faggot giving disinformation to profit from his shit t-shirts. obvious con  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 21:33:33 ID: e56a3a No.8752426 >>8759631

>>8750948
Did you happen to miss when Mr.Alefantis himself graced us with his presence?  
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Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:15:46 ID: 851721 No.8753397

https://youtu.be/7h4abVWnBUE?list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=63

Is there some deeper meaning to what this guy is saying?  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:18:46 ID: 851721 No.8753419

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7h4abVWnBUE&feature=youtu.be&list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=53  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:21:51 ID: 851721 No.8753449

First time I've seen a 5 year old kid say he feels "bars are prejudice against kids"

https://youtu.be/6uhuGA0HEss?list=PL9F21B3AF369AE663&t=42  

Anonymous  01/11/17 (Wed) 23:38:12 ID: b8b885 No.8753573

>>8745899
>Abbott

>trying to poison the well by injecting nonsense

go away retard  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 08:35:34 ID: 3a8cfb No.8756962 >>8756974 >>8794348

subliminal message in music video Sia - The Greatest
(those damn art directors dunno if they're redpilling 
subconsciously or they're MKUltra'd illuminati cocksuckers)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKSRyLdjsPA

Around 4:00 the video turns from grey to red.
Red room / Jail bars and thick cement wall - looks like killroom 
and all of them are children.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 08:41:29 ID: 3a8cfb No.8756974

>>8756962
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWZGAExj-es

Sia - Elastic Heart feat. Shia LaBeouf & Maddie Ziegler (Official Video)  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 15:18:33 ID: 10192a No.8758176 >>8758608 >>8773239

File (hide): 645a9d508d6c1ec⋯.png (154.5 KB, 680x470, 68:47, Debate Forum.png)

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1559449

OYYYYYYY VEYYYYYY

We already established the fucktard mod calling himself "Millennial_Falcon" is a Jewish shill through his 
actions in https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1557190, which was completely wiped from the frontpage of the board 
late last night and is now only accessible through searching. This faggot thinks he owns the place deleting 
threads left right and centre, all the while his loyal plebbiturd army from r/td keep trying to aut-right the place 
up accusing us of being shills for some random kike named Amalek whenever we bring up the JQ. 

I'm not PA requesting or anything, but all I'm saying is 10 anons are all that's required to sacrifice some time 
of their week to help steer control of the narrative. Once you get 100 CCP (easily accomplished within 2 

weeks max if you circlejerk each other's posts), you can epically downvote posts and threads, and help redpill the masses away from the compromised 
JIDF moderation team.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:40:17 ID: 92cd01 No.8758608

>>8758176
God dammit they must all be connected to this shit.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:44:23 ID: 8ebb13 No.8758633 >>8758648

>>8758176t
fun fact: anything who resists jews is automagically an amalek  
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Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:47:23 ID: 92cd01 No.8758648

>>8758633
>amalek
I read that as Dalek.

Also fuck them, they don't seem to understand that their memes made them what they are today.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 16:53:56 ID: 92cd01 No.8758691

Btw there was this thread here that mentioned IPs connected to an email. >>875806

Not sure if relevant.
Archive is here. https://archive.is/YB8qO

Domains claim to be connected:
        pedophile-pizza.cometpingpong.com
        pedophile-pizza.kaloramanetworks.com
        pedophile-pizza.reedcooke.org.

However an anon checked and discovered they probably weren't there. So it could be false OR it could be deleted.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 17:35:42 ID: aaecac No.8758964

>>8738825
Go on youtube right now, if there's a video with just someone saying witch, you have all these ugly fugly obese white women in the comments going, 
"IMMA WEAL WITCH HUNNEAY!!!" talking like dumb fucking niggers and then hordes of them flock the comments circle jerking about how their 'magic' is 
real and how they're 'goo boys' and then you get the autistic tumblr whore lite kiddies flocking to them going haha my mommy a witch too!!!

Like seriously, can we get rid of those fucking retards next?  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:09:58 ID: 065653 No.8759268 >>8765527

>>8738825
>women must think meme magic is literal ritual magic
Anon…  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:27:52 ID: aaecac No.8759420

>>8759361
>>8759390
CUCKOLD TRS SHILL TR YING TO SLIP AND SHILL A STICKY

This bull isn't going to go easy on your kind buddy, nor will my friends. 

BULLS ONLY  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:41:01 ID: aaecac No.8759529

>>8759461
And you have the vernacular of a cuckold and a shitskin playing pretend in a fucking sticky thread.

How old are you kid? 10? You enjoy being a little fucking night crawler thinking you pretending to be like your groid mother is going to make you white?  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:56:09 ID: d60fe6 No.8759610
File (hide): 23e27e9f0d40457⋯.jpg (79.14 KB, 319x319, 1:1, 14695600_1268142623225550_….jpg)

>>8759361
>>8759390
>>8759461  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 18:59:58 ID: 541047 No.8759631

>>8752426
When???  
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Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 19:03:35 ID: 541047 No.8759657 >>8759705 >>8773052 >>8824637

>>8695547
I call bullshit on this dude. The convo is anything but convincing. He's just adding shit to the story that no one needs, he's adding to the problem if you ask 
me. Trying to divert us  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 19:11:04 ID: d60fe6 No.8759705

>>8759657
yes, I agree anon. We must not fall prey to these distractions.  

Anonymous  01/12/17 (Thu) 23:26:09 ID: c54b73 No.8761004

>>8759361
(((white)))  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 00:36:13 ID: bc5ffa No.8761407
File (hide): 309e30e0102c02e⋯.png (772.19 KB, 900x1034, 450:517, SHITMYPANTS.png)

OVER 1000 PIZZAGATE 
PICTURES

https://m.flickr.com/#/photos
/146343979@N02/

https://alanowhere.imgur.co
m/  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 01:08:32 ID: 36fc45 No.8761613 >>8762366

File (hide): f47259aec87fe91⋯.png (619.42 KB, 2662x1831, 2662:1831, Here Ya Go.png)

Hmm very 
interesting. Worth 
taking a look at /pol/.  

Take Me to Flavor Town! Guy Fieri  01/13/17 (Fri) 02:33:16 ID: 18d353 No.8762366
File (hide): eddcd7bb967c30b⋯.png (621.84 KB, 956x540, 239:135, Screen Shot 2016-12-18 at ….png)

>>8761613
Anybody who looks even a little bit into Pizzagate can clearly see what has been going on there. People 
need to be executed or locked up for a very long time. This goes even beyond a political issue. This directly 
concerns justice for the countless children that were preyed upon. Most disturbing is the people with "inside 
connections," such as actors, politicians, and the MEDIA who rush to the defense of the accused despite 
mounting evidence. That should give you a good indication of exactly how deep this mess goes.  
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Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 03:24:12 ID: 0b1349 No.8762830 >>8763485 >>8772212

File (hide): 2f526ce6c515066⋯.jpg (126.14 KB, 500x750, 2:3, 1hk8xq.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 05:22:30 ID: 0c91cb No.8763485

>>8762830
what could that mean  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 06:06:53 ID: 0b8ff4 No.8763668 >>8763700 >>8772212

So I was wondering if anyone had thought about seeing if James was his real name. You can have your name changed for legal reasons and his name 
just seemed to odd to me.

James Alefantis
J'aime les enfants
I love Children in French. It just seems like another "Unfortunate Circumstance", but what do I know, I'm just a shop rat.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 06:14:23 ID: d14b15 No.8763700

>>8763668
It is his real name. Familysearch.org

http://citizeninvestigators.org/
just launched  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 07:17:14 ID: cffa4d No.8764041

>>8700981
>held back from exploring space
feels bad man  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 10:14:34 ID: 57a5d6 No.8764747 >>8765444 >>8772212

File (hide): 00bac8e61470bf9⋯.png (152.46 KB, 591x717, 197:239, shikky.png)

>>8712000
>you will never sexually break katy 
perry into your willful mindbroken 
slave  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:36:37 ID: da9d1b No.8765444 >>8765447 >>8772212

>>8764747
I scrolled past that image about 20 times and only just realized what it was.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:37:33 ID: 1e1ecf No.8765447 >>8765451 >>8772212

>>8765444
what is it  
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Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:38:11 ID: da9d1b No.8765451 >>8765459

>>8765447
An AK-47  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:40:37 ID: 1e1ecf No.8765459 >>8765496

>>8765451
how is that  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:48:48 ID: da9d1b No.8765496 >>8765514

>>8765459
The parts are AK parts, someone has just denatured it.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:53:08 ID: 1e1ecf No.8765514 >>8765533

>>8765496
>F2000
>AK part
>2 stocks
>AK part  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:54:30 ID: d12bed No.8765527

>>8759268
Probs new tor
I know I know, the ritual can in effect create meme magic.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:55:38 ID: da9d1b No.8765533 >>8765544

>>8765514
It's an advanced joke, you might be too new.  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 13:57:39 ID: d12bed No.8765544

>>8765533
No idea when it comes to weapons, pls explain  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 15:37:52 ID: 29f96f No.8766118

>>8718104
First there was the meme, and then there was the mind, and the meme became the mind and they were one.
They have perverted the memes behind Minerva and the like for their own benefit, giving rise to perverse new minds. Demons wearing masks so that 
they may appear as gods.  Given that they have a special fondness for Saturn, and how closely they mimic Saturn's decent into cruelty and madness, 
appeals should be made to Zeus and his equivalents.  After all, who better to help us with this task than the magus who castrated Saturn?  

IS MIKE PENCE WEARING A PIZZA LAPEL PIN? Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 19:23:35 ID: a39dcd No.8767785 >>8767807 >>8768008

File (hide): 14f3835ed1cbe5b⋯.jpg (2.12 MB, 2592x1944, 4:3, 20170113_111907.jpg)

Just saw on Fox news  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 19:25:44 ID: a39dcd No.8767807

>>8767785
Mike Flynn, on mobile  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 19:44:21 ID: 6a9094 No.8768008

>>8767785
>mike pence
doesn't even look like him you faggot. Go false flag elsewhere.  
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Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 23:54:24 ID: b0e701 No.8769740
File (hide): 87b4497d772b1e8⋯.jpg (132.42 KB, 1200x800, 3:2, Volcano.jpg)

Deal with 
this perv, 
life ruin 
tactics, the 
whole 9 
yards:

James A 
Alefantis
2310 
California 
ST NW

Washington, DC 20008
(202) 364-0404  

Anonymous  01/13/17 (Fri) 23:58:21 ID: b0e701 No.8769765

James Alefantis Instagram

https://justpaste.it/12e1h

sick perv needs severe punishment.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 00:51:38 ID: 717242 No.8770194 >>8770249 >>8771096 >>8792327 >>8832826

File (hide): ee20f4174d9112b⋯.png (462.14 KB, 528x795, 176:265, pizzagait.png)

They certainly like their pizza.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 00:57:07 ID: ef836a No.8770249
File (hide): 91b5cfc0fb47455⋯.png (10.57 KB, 376x260, 94:65, 1418398731553.png)

>>8770194
>woman carries 3 
pizzas
>man carries 4 
pizzas
>they get paid 
the same
FEMINISM IN  
ACTION  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 01:25:19 ID: 2d4120 No.8770465 >>8771462 >>8772426

Guys, don't let the threads slow down and die, keep digging and show the kikes we won't stop.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 02:49:39 ID: e8126d No.8771096

>>8770194
one thing i noticed was how much bad food all these elites 'allegedly' ate. Pizza, hotdogs, pasta. LOTS of the shit. They should be dead by now.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 03:41:36 ID: 89405a No.8771462 >>8772426

>>8770465
We need to reorganize and compile the various leads. We have exposed too many angles for any one person and I am a fucking polymath saying this. 
and we need to form specialized divisions to each focus on a specific aspect of the operation.  
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>>8762830
>>8763668
stop fucking up the thread with old, archived shit you fucking shill
or better yet, gtfo and hang yourself. fucking niggers
>>8764747
>>8765444
>>8765447
these fucking niggers need to GET THE FUCK OUT!!!
STOP DERAILING THE FUCKING TH READ!!!!
MODS NEED T O BAN ANY AND ALL  WHO DERAIL THESE PIZZAPONG THREADS I'M  
STARTING TO GET FUCKING PISSE D OFF  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 06:36:04 ID: 58ec8a No.8772410 >>8772631

>>8772212
DELETE THIS  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 06:39:47 ID: 000000 No.8772426 >>8772694

>>8770465
Now that the witchhunt has run out of steam, we can reflect upon it and improve for the future. The first and biggest question we must answer: was this a 
naturally-occurring witchhunt (Alefaggot certainly looked like a witch/pedo with his Instagram pictures) or did (((someone))) throw Alefaggot to the Internet 
Hate Machine as a distraction? If the latter, distraction from what? And does it still matter or was this an attempt to reduce our effectiveness just before 
the election?

>>8771462
>form specialized divisions to each focus on a specific aspect of the operation
The first step to that is to make a list of specific aspects and how they are related. I suggest organizing each lead with the evidence that led to that lead, 
starting from the first hint of something strange. (I think that was a Podesta email with an attachment "pizza.jpg". Do other anons know of other starting 
points?)

Start with chronological order and make sure that every step has known evidence with firm citations. (examples: Wikileaks email numbers for Podesta 
emails, archives of Web pages) We may find that some of the less fruitful paths the investigation took actually had no evidence supporting them at all but 
were heavily shilled. Insist on cited evidence for every link in the chain.

Witchhunt aside, if there was a pedophile ring that we were chasing, we've probably scattered them badly by now. I've read the rumors that the operation 
had to be scaled back. This means that some (most?) clients will no longer be served. There are two possibilities: the loose ends will either be "tied up" or 
left to twist in the breeze. Either way works for us: a sudden rash of powerful people (and/or lesser blackmailed lackeys) turning up dead will be 
noticeable while this kind of shit is supposedly addictive and we will see a rash of powerful people and/or lackeys busted for continued pedophilia. In the 
latter case, odds are good that they will start flipping.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 07:34:14 ID: 063d1e No.8772631

>>8772410
NO
GTFO YOU FUCKING JEW SHILL  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 07:47:32 ID: 375c4b No.8772694 >>8772789 >>8774672

>>8772426
We need separate threads for different leads. One thread for the white rabbit thing which hasn't been expanded on since that guy went missing. Another 
thread for analyzing hidden messages/data within files(can't remember what it's called), another for analyzing the emails, etc. If anyone has any other 
suggestions that would be great.

TL;DR: We need separate threads for different leads as there is too much info to condense in one thread  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 08:09:48 ID: 000000 No.8772789

>>8772694
>separate threads
No. Separate threads will fall (or be slid) off of the board, allowing shills to selectively get rid of inconvenient leads. Multiple conversations can held in one 
thread, if care is taken to use replies correctly.  
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File (hide): 4a421aed61da733⋯.jpg (152.35 KB, 528x800, 33:50, paula dailey 1.jpg)

i've found some renewed interest in these threads after a break, so here we are, back to the search for the recipients of this 
email https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/37072

i've already done Leslie Dach (former Walmart exec still with connections to the company),  and Alan J Kriegel (lawyer with 
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP). if you'd like a recap i can do some copy/paste if you'd like. but let's keep 
going, shall we?

>Paula Dailey, paulapix at starpower dot net

not a particularly big name it seems as there arent immediate results upon searching her name. though interestingly, look 
what i found in the washington post, an obituary:

>After a brave fight against cancer, Paula Ballo Dailey passed away on November 30, 2016. An artist and compassionate 
soul, she opened her heart and her homes in Arlington and Woodstock, Virginia to make others feel genuinely welcomed.
>Paula began her art career in Los Angeles in the 1970's, where she participated in the vibrant artistic community of the 
period.
>Upon moving to Washington, DC in 1988, she became a picture editor for the Smithsonian Institute Press and later for 

National Geographic Society. She continued her versatile artistic practice and maintained a studio in Woodstock, Virginia. Friends are invited to pay 
tribute to her and the deeply personal works at an exhibition of her newest series, "Innocence and Truth," opening at Monroe Street Market Art Walk on 
December 10.

http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/washingtonpost/obituary.aspx?pid=183004941
https://archive.fo/YaIH5

so what is this "Innocence and Truth" exhibit about? well i found a reference to what it was about, quoted below:

>The works of Paula Ballo Dailey, a great artist whose creative expression and inquisitive mind are matched by her generosity and philanthropic work to 
benefit other artists and institutions will be shown in DC for the first time. This exhibition will feature Paula's newest series, "Innocence and Truth". 
Consisting of both sculptural and wall based assemblage, this pioneering series focuses on contemporary geopolitical humanitarian issues and reflective 
introspection. Her work brings an impassioned look at the social and political issues of our time. From the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis and its dramatic 
effect on children to introspective works on life and "being," Ballo Dailey brings a deeply personal and Jungian sensibility to her art.

attached is one of her pieces of art they chose to show. notice the masonic tiling, the child crying glass tears, the bird cage. creepy shit right?

http://www.blackartinamerica.com/profiles/blogs/upcoming-shows-in-nation-s-capital-innocence-and-truth-cultural-a
https://archive.fo/6dhJh  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:01:38 ID: 7378b4 No.8772981 >>8773025

File (hide): 964630401ac82a2⋯.png (54.54 KB, 819x523, 819:523, Brian Dailey.png)

>>8772938

Paula Ballo Dailey's husband was a man named Brian Dailey, from which she took her last name. this guy 
has a wikipedia page, and oh would you look at that, he's connected to intelligence agencies and 
international security.

>Brian Dailey (born August 12, 1951) is an American artist noted for his careers in both art and international 
relations. His work in a variety of mediums—including photography, film, installations, and painting—
engages with the social, political, and cultural issues of our times and is not easily categorized. Dailey's art 
reflects his unconventional evolution as an artist and multifaceted life experiences, which include national 
level involvement in arms control, space policy, intelligence systems, and international security.[1] He is 

based in the Washington DC metropolitan area and maintains studios in the District and Woodstock, Virginia.[2]

pic very much related. this man has worked at the pentagon, helping to direct chemical warfare relations, taught courses on modern warfare and 
terrorism, deception, etc. with a keen interest in the cold war. what a (((coincidence))).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Dailey
https://archive.fo/bglv1  
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Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:15:34 ID: 7378b4 No.8773025 >>8773150

>>8772981

the Podestas have a close connection with the Daileys and have been to their house before.

>Tony, Brian Dailey gave me your email. We have met at Brian and Paula's at least once.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/26290

there's some debate about it in this exchange, but apparently Brian Dailey is in fact a lobbyist, and was working for the Department of Defense as recently 
as 2008

>Under Secretary of Defense - Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics
>* Dennis Bovin
>* Greg Dahlberg
>* Ash Carter
>* Brian Daley
>* Gen Speedy Martin (USAF, Ret) 
>* Phebe Novakovic 
>* Bob Soule 
>* Diane Wiley

>a few Qs from Podesta do you mean Greg or Ken Dahlberg in the above? is Daley a lobbyist?

>He IS a lobbyist. His name is spelled Dailey.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/3314  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:22:07 ID: 26f908 No.8773052

>>8759657
New vid by Ryan the t-shirt dude that allegedly spoke to JA. He says it's all true and sorry for the t-shirt 
website which is now removed. He got in too far and is now pulling out.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 09:44:15 ID: 7378b4 No.8773150

>>8773025

on to the next name, then.

>Tom Cunningham, Tom.Cunningham at uatp dot com

right off the bat, whats uatp.com about? let's see their own about page and find out:

>UATP is the low cost payment network privately owned by the world's airlines.  A modern payment system with connectivity to over 95% of all ASK's, 
UATP is the preferred form of payment for corporate travel in large international companies and small local companies worldwide.

(ASK = Available Seat Kilometers. translation: they are middleman for 95% of all airline traffic roughly, though this includes empty seats.)

>UATP's value model provides a true low-cost alternative to expensive credit card and merchant service fees while still allowing airlines to keep and build 
their customers' loyalty.  This value helped UATP surpass USD 14 billion in sales worldwide for 2014 in the corporate travel space and produce millions of 
dollars in both savings and revenue for its shareholders.

in essence, UATP is a company created jointly by virtually all the players in the airline industry which functions to avoid the normal fees imposed by going 
through banks.

http://www.uatp.com/about-us/index.html
https://archive.fo/xgW47

so what's Tom Cunningham's connection to this? well he's a vice president of the company, and manager of business development.

>As vice president of Business Development, Tom Cunningham manages the research and development of new business opportunities as well as 
industry risk analysis for UATP member airlines.  These projects require the Business Development team to work and coordinate closely with all UATP 
departments, member airlines and outside vendor parties.  Cunningham received a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (Banking and 
Finance) and a Juris Doctor degree, both from the University of Arkansas. He has held previous positions as a Legislative Assistant to a United States 
Representative, an associate attorney and as a vice president of an internet-based sales company.

http://www.uatp.com/about-us/leadership.html
https://archive.fo/Vgak4

so according to this, he's functioned as a "legislative assistant" to an unnamed congressman. which congressman is this? i can't find anything relevant on 
wikileaks or with a jewgle search, so i'll leave that as an open ended question. but, once again, we have a huge corporate name, with political power, 
being buddies with the Podestas and invited to their "pizza extravaganza".  
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Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 10:00:16 ID: 26f908 No.8773239 >>8809547

>>8748357
Check the sticky on voat/v/pizzagate. Also some wiki sites are being created, check the right sidebar.

>>8758176
I'll help a bit over there. I took a break for a few weeks, been here since thread 1. I only have one voat acct but quite a few points. Seems like I'm the only 
one downvoting crap popping up in 'new' sometimes. 

Dunno what's going on with those mods, too many good threads getting deleted. Vote brigades upvoting stupid shit and wtf they think Amalek is one guy 
stalking the sub. Report weird mod behavior and shills to /v/protectvoat and maybe something will be done. Some shit mods were canned but as usual 
there's the untouchables.

SRS is on voat too, they took over /v/niggers a few days ago, repeat of BPH. Voat got rid of them though so at least there is an option rather than suck it 
up.

Despite all that there have been some threads dense with good digging but alas they fall off the page in a day or so.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 11:27:17 ID: 26f908 No.8773816 >>8777342 >>8780293

File (hide): fec53946f8dbaac⋯.png (551.71 KB, 1291x651, 1291:651, 20 Repentant CIA Mole ….png)

A blast from the past.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 14:26:43 ID: 68e46c No.8774672 >>8805021

>>8772694
>One thread for the white rabbit thing

What white rabbit thing? Is this the same thing from the daycare center in SLC?  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 16:15:05 ID: 3a060c No.8775130 >>8777342

why arent you pizza autists posting about George Webb's videos?  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 18:42:47 ID: d14b15 No.8776008

So where are the children James Alefantis deals with likely kept/housed?

It's highly likely they are kept in neighbouring homes around New Hope Academy along Varnum Street, Hyattsville. Open this link and scroll down to see 
the number of residents listed in each of the single residential family homes that make up Varnum Street. Some of the homes are listed as having one 
bathroom ie. 7111 Varnum Street and happen to service 25 residents. http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Hyattsville/7009-Varnum-St

Children are also most likely kept in homes neighbouring 7292 Finns Lane, Lanham, MD 20706 which is listed as the residential address of one Joseph T 
Scheve, Business Manager of the New Hope Educational Institute Inc and Nellie Hubbard (wife/divorced).

Note how 40 residents are listed at neighbouring property, 7308 Finns Lane. Next door, 28 residents and so on…Again, these are single family 
residences. http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Lanham/7292-Finns-Ln7292 Finns Lane, Lanham, MD 20706 http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Lanham/7292-Finns-
Ln#expanded_map

Behind Scheve/Hubbard’s address and at 7309 Riverdale Rd Lanham MD 20706, is a complex listed on Google as a Baptist Church which has a large 
carpark area and plenty of bush secluding it – interesting in that it’s very similar in environ to the academy location/setup in Hyattsville. 
http://www.spokeo.com/MD/Lanham/7309-Riverdale-Rd#expanded_map

Connection to Pegasus Museum and James Alefantis. The ‘Estate of Joseph T Scheve’ and ‘Nellie T Hubbard’ are both listed as parties on publicly 
available court documents involved in the transfer of the property known as ‘Pegasus Museum’, at 3518 11 St NW Washington DC, to James Alefantis.

Castellum Alefantis LLC (James Alefantis) borrowed to purchase the property at 3518 11St, NW Washington DC (otherwise now known as ‘Pegasus 
Museum’) from the Estate of Joseph T Scheve. Nellie T Hubbard is listed as Trustee of the Estate. Death http://analysed.com shows a Joseph T Scheve 
was born on July 08, 1944 and died November 05, 2008, approximately 64.4 years of age.  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 18:59:19 ID: 0b8ff4 No.8776091 >>8777339

>>8772212

Calm your tits, I don't spend all day/everyday here. Just thought it was an odd coincidence. Btw, quit whining like a weak bitch. Have a good day.  
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Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 19:08:25 ID: d81ac1 No.8776152 >>8805026

File (hide): d5b693b951c651e⋯.jpg (114.81 KB, 634x422, 317:211, 2855770200000578-3068508-S….jpg)

>>8722891
Here´s some Nazca Gondolas  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 21:42:30 ID: 063d1e No.8777339 >>8783908

>>8776091
>pls g-goyim no need to fuss about derailed th-threads
jew shill detected  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 21:42:38 ID: 26f908 No.8777342 >>8780178 >>8782690

File (hide): 50127256c6a1c9e⋯.jpeg (82.53 KB, 750x987, 250:329, C2Bm-DwUcAEjsB4.jpeg)

>>8775130
Because he's CIA. see >>8773816
It all came out overnight on voat, many suspected him. This morning he deleted the latest vid where he downplayed 
the MK/satanism angle and called it a psyop. This morning he uploads another shitty vid with no mention of the deleted 
vid or the many calling him out in the comments.

Oh yeah, turns out he's a kike. What a night anons. 

Fuck off with your limited hangouts George you demoralizing kike shill. https://archive.fo/LlmpH

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1564229  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 23:16:52 ID: d8ce63 No.8778258 >>8778295

>>8730777
ah fuck it's got one extra letter looks like it's time to pack it up boys pizzagate has been debunked  

Anonymous  01/14/17 (Sat) 23:20:09 ID: d8ce63 No.8778295

>>8778258
James A. Alefantis by the way dipshit  
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:31:30 ID: afa5ea No.8779660 >>8782775 >>8840385 >>8840414

In 2009 some university students discovered a huge chamber in the West Bank, about 10m below two ancient 'temples' (synagogues). It was 100m long 
40m wide 4m high and was held up by 22 massive columns covered in 'ancient Christian' symbols. It was believed to be a Byzantine quarry 'Gilgal' or a 
biblical site of the '12 stones'. If I recall correctly, Eustace Mullins claimed that there was a hell on earth, and it was located in a valley east of Jerusalem. 
This cthonic chamber was some kind of strange meme cave (one of many) used by the jewish agency to operative covertly in the levant. Judas was 
actually an initiate of the Sicarii, a covenant of (((assassins))) that hid beneath the earth.

Tl;dr jews/canaanites are under you right now doing shit  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:40:54 ID: b505fa No.8779748 >>8779802

>>8714406
Sun Araw backwards….. is…… War Anus……………………………………………  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:46:45 ID: afa5ea No.8779802

>>8779748
also 'raw anus'  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 01:56:58 ID: b0dc5b No.8779888 >>8780179

Guyz (((Colbert))) told me this is 
all an alt right conspiracy we can 
go home now.  
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:27:36 ID: 3a060c No.8780178 >>8782690

>>8777342
he deleted it because of retards like you who poison the well by dismissing all the work someone has put forward because they disagree with a single 
thing said, also because "Da JooZe"
he said if satanic stuff was going on it was most likely used as a tool to ease people in, he changed his twitter name to cia mole once…. CONFESSION 
MUCH? WOW
retards like you and that inquiringminds idiot in the voat thread ruin everything, you are the shills/disrupters in this whole thing. Whether or not you do it 
willingly or not

george webbs videos have introduced a lot more people into this and I look back at the 3 previous archived threads and he's mentioned once  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:27:37 ID: 29f96f No.8780179

>>8779888
>[current year] + X
Is Colbert really still relevant?  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:35:49 ID: afa5ea No.8780267

>>8722420
>legit crazies
>I'm a huge fagit pls rape my face: the post  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 02:40:10 ID: 89e2e8 No.8780293 >>8781307 >>8782690

>>8773816
The one I'm looking forward to the most is when the FBI will have no choice but to unseal the MLK Jr 
investigation files, the files his widow had sealed because she knew it would undo everything his commie 
myth stands for. I can't wait for everyone to know how much of a commie faggot he was and for his faux-
sainthood like status to be undone.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:15:43 ID: 27f764 No.8781307

>>8780293

Pretty sure WLP or Rockwell or something put together a series of MLK quotes that demonstrated him as obviously communist, cant recall where.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:20:10 ID: bee1e6 No.8781368 >>8781379

>>8695455 (OP)
i don't give a shit about pizza gate, just testing addons here  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:21:02 ID: bb1b21 No.8781379

>>8781368
oi m8 pizzagate  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 04:47:03 ID: 3844e1 No.8781739 >>8781947 >>8781991 >>8790265 >>8790518 >>8791694
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File (hide): 8057c34d5faf96b⋯.mp4 (10.25 MB, 540x360, 3:2, ota-pizza.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8781739
Better version  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 05:05:30 ID: c6e3bc No.8781991 >>8782007 >>8793302 >>8805840 >>8841336

>>8781739
Sometimes I think people like sam hyde and james watkins simply virtue signal to the right. Have you noticed all the FAR left insanity is being pushed by 
the likes of soros? Soros (a hungarian jew) was raised a nazi and confiscated wealth and possessions from fellow jews. During an interview (vid related) 
he goes on to say his world view and personality were formed during this time. Think about it. He funds shit like BLM. On the surface they say they are for 
black peace and thats what they think. In reality BLM is a destabilization tool. A provocation to compel the masses to drift further to the right. What I'm 
getting at is, Soros doesn't really believe in a far left agenda, he just propagates it to the extreme to make the masses hate it. What if were being played 
to literally help usher in a true police state? We all agree with decency, no regular drug use, education, etc but do we believe in reeducation? restriction of 
the internet? Illegality of medically beneficial drugs but legality of pharma derivatives that are worse? I want a community where I can walk outside and 
not be harassed by people seeking a special place in society. A place where people can be what they want but others don't have to participate in the 
delusion.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 05:07:14 ID: c6e3bc No.8782007

>>8781991
>Vid related

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg2P4kcIrZ0
Wont let me embed because the file already exists I guess.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 06:05:52 ID: 694e56 No.8782690 >>8782716

>>8780293
Not that. He had ex-CIA on his profile for 2 years before changing it right before putting out pizzagate vids. see  >>8777342

>>8780178
He's been outed so fuck off. You can still suck his dick in the comments section of his YT channel along with his socks.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 06:07:46 ID: 694e56 No.8782716

>>8782690
He used that profile IDing himself as CIA when he used to comment on GG, which is why I remember him. He didn't bother looking into the facts of GG 
just repeated some lame shit.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 06:13:35 ID: 40f909 No.8782775 >>8783438

>>8779660
>ancient subterranean jew rat people

I'd believe it, it would explain their good looks.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 07:38:08 ID: 2d4501 No.8783438 >>8783473 >>8783507

>>8782775

Come on, you can't really believe that can you? They might be ancient, they might be subterranean, they might even be Jew rats - but they are not 
people.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 07:42:50 ID: 40f909 No.8783473

>>8783438
True they are not human, they are Neanderthal. They were gnawing on the bones of our children in caves long ago, not much has changed.

>Jew cave rat Heritage Month coming soon  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 07:46:46 ID: 40f909 No.8783507

>>8783438
see
>>8654173
>>8654231
>>8654493  
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File (hide): 41f5918c76b6615⋯.gif (3.66 MB, 480x480, 1:1, 1473292182979.gif)

>>8781947
fugg  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 08:53:31 ID: 0b8ff4 No.8783908

>>8777339
 How the fuck am I the one derailing  the thread? Your crypto Kike cut cock loving ass just bitches and moans. Go hit the weights and man the fuck up or 
something.

>whaaa you asked a question that some one else answered. 
>that's bullshit. 
>REEEEEEEEEE

Go run up on a kiddie fiddler and do your duty coward.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 09:05:07 ID: 5da9fe No.8783965 >>8785372 >>8800087

>>8726830
>lives in a farm in the year 2017

Believe it or not, in the year of 2017, humans still use farms to make food. I even have a chicken and rabbits in my own backyard.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 14:39:39 ID: 1c4d5c No.8785372

>>8783965
how to convince the (((commercial farmers))) to stop selling to city folk and help save the world.  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 19:09:02 ID: fb7f6d No.8787161

>>8724141
>dark lady
Sylvanas?  
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File (hide): 5f1f6d05d8244e5⋯.png (2.27 MB,
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>>8695547

>1:21

>top left corner

>1.Png

what has the kraut/pol/ summoned into this dimension?!
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 21:12:47 ID: 85723c No.8788272 >>8792560

just some funny / interesting pics from chris zee's flickr

aside from that the photos collected / put there ( not sure who made them ) are heavy /w symbolism. someone able to put last pic in its context?  
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Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 21:32:16 ID: 85723c No.8788468  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 22:03:29 ID: 3c79bc No.8788876 >>8790302 >>8914691

>>8718771
>>8718801
>>8718811
I never fully bought into this powerful elite are religious jewish worshipers, but it's starting to make sense.

As someone who's been learning stoicism, i can tell you it's a near perfect ideology, empowering as fuck and got it killed by christianity. Nietzsche called 
christianity herd mentality and while halfchan almost made me think christianity was something better than islam/progressivism i just could not find 
excuses for it having killed stoicism. stoicism is similar to buddhism and is and will always be  superior to christianity.  
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File (hide): b450e91181e4c05⋯.png (383.57 KB,
640x640, 1:1, lenfantcafedc.png)

File (hide): 0bcb07925ca044f⋯.png (145.46 KB,
1280x976, 80:61, pierre.png)

File (hide): 7ca0cbf7ff431cf⋯.jpg (215.92 KB,
1280x702, 640:351, 1280px-GraveofLenfant.jpg)

File (hide): 5d5479cc81c886d⋯.jpg (19.16 KB,
450x279, 50:31, L'enfant_plan_of_Washingto….jpg)

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 22:28:48 ID: 85723c No.8789160

i tried to link lenfantdc ( pic related ) to pizzapong and noticed this is where u might got the boumboum room thing from:

http://www.lenfantcafe .com/

still found something probably interesting:

u know the guy from pic 2? he is referenced here:

http://www.lenfantcafe. com/pierre-lenfant-2/

>L'Enfant took only the first of three degrees offered by the Lodge and did not progress further in Freemasonry ( from wiki )

wiki thinks the same as:

https://scottishrite. org/about/media-publications/journal/article/the-masonic-career-of-major-pierre-charles-lenfant/

he built several stuff and even he died poor hes now buried at pic 3

pic 4 is his plan for dc that wasnt approved  

Anonymous  01/15/17 (Sun) 22:35:42 ID: 85723c No.8789238
File (hide): 1ec9b91a8728fdd⋯.jpg (158.42 KB, 640x640, 1:1, lefant.jpg)

just saying pic could also be a world play into the direction of pierre and its possible the locations pierre 
built might be interesting regarding pizzapong  
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Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 00:06:20 ID: 2ad50d No.8790265
File (hide): 92252bbf2fdf6a8⋯.jpg (140.36 KB, 463x564, 463:564, 1433560191913.jpg)

>>8781739
wtf is this shit fuck  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 00:09:15 ID: 2ad50d No.8790302 >>8797825

>>8788876
stoicism isn't a religion you fuck  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 00:28:16 ID: c17e1b No.8790518
File (hide): 70736dfe90292b6⋯.png (363.69 KB, 508x405, 508:405, chuck berry look.png)

>>8781739
>meh, doesn't seem 
related
>infinity symbol at the 
end  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 02:16:03 ID: 8b8902 No.8791694
File (hide): b6201613fe5bd12⋯.png (509.44 KB, 694x542, 347:271, is this nigger serious.png)

>>8781739
wtf  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 02:59:34 ID: ea4cb7 No.8792117
File (hide): fdab5e953ce0166⋯.jpg (166.88 KB, 745x1120, 149:224, NtSAJ5n.jpg)

new bread WHEN  
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File (hide): b25540270d09588⋯.jpeg (44.21 KB,
640x405, 128:81, b25540270d095887a8eb329c4….jpeg)

File (hide): ade420b853a3b1f⋯.png
(199.93 KB, 450x608, 225:304,
B_cJ3IKU8AAIC23.png.png)

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 03:25:06 ID: a0390e No.8792327

>>8770194
>we the pizza
it had to be we the pizza didn't it

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 03:49:43 ID: 6a6629 No.8792560

>>8788272
Last image is painting by Yiannis Koutsis who is a contemporary Greek artist…oil, pastel, sculpture.  His art is decent in terms of skill but not particularly 
interesting or valuable.  Most common pieces are actually prints on dishes which sell for up to $1000/ set of 12 or as low as $20 for one plate depending 
on series.  Last exhibition was 1999 so not sure if he is dead.

Most common subjects…church, water, and Greek scenes and sculptures.  Female figures not nudes done in pastel, portraits in oil both men and women, 
male nude sculptures and busts in marble like Italian Renaissance style.

I can't find anything particularly creepy.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 04:36:59 ID: 84de92 No.8793154
File (hide): 093226542d10023⋯.jpg (58.57 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, joseph weed.jpg)

>>8695786
When they 
stay stop, the 
answer is to 
keep going.

WE'RE ON 
THE TRAIL,  
BOYS!  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 04:51:03 ID: 84de92 No.8793302 >>8793324

File (hide): ed9da4689bf7f10⋯.jpg (4.9 KB, 208x156, 4:3, gendo.jpg)

>>8781991
responding, what this crazy shit has been happening, this is no longer what the Left was to me, I know that this is 
obviously enforced for some retarded purpose, and I hope that the left regains it's sanity.

I don't like how it is, but people like Soros will be outed and imprisoned/driven to hiding/killed.

There's not much I can do to stop it, but there's information I can share.  Because the rich own estates, their homes 
are easy to find on estate browsing sites, by cross checking on google maps.

George Soros lives near Cantitoe Street, next to Bedford Riding Lanes Associates east which lies the Rosen House 
and southwest of the Rosen House lies the Venetian Theater.  His lavish estate is very close to Two Ponds Farm.

My, what wonderful surroundings.  He even lives in the forest.  Oh, being rich has so many caveats to it, but I suppose being rich is a blessing to most.  I 
hope he likes his caviar with crackers and wine.  Maybe someone should ask him about his favorite wine year?  I heard that 1984 was a bad year for 
wine.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 04:53:25 ID: 84de92 No.8793324

>>8793302
Oops, got my southeast and southwest mixed up.

The Venetian Theater is southeast of the Rosen House.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 06:48:57 ID: 51fbd8 No.8794348 >>8794946

>>8756962
Those art directors know that a video with "Illuminati and mk ultra symbolism" will go viral because you'll post it on sites like this one and talk about it.  
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Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 08:00:37 ID: 982c89 No.8794946

>>8794348
Most likely but they're playing with fire  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 12:18:45 ID: 7c6e74 No.8796267

>>8722104
I remember reading something like this a decade ago or more on half I thought someone was just being edgy but god  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 15:43:14 ID: 89008b No.8797360 >>8797588

>>8750948
hi James you are the grunt you queer. And the fall guy  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 15:54:51 ID: d16e52 No.8797426 >>8915829

>>8742460
>"blood libel" is the original "fake news"
What did he mean by this?  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 16:18:45 ID: e715c7 No.8797588 >>8802900

>>8797360
no you faggot. i dont think the guy in the video is telling the truth. read some books on marketing then youll get it fag.  
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DRAIN THE SWAMP
http://thezog.info/who-controls-donald-trump

———————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————

Bankers Celebrate Dawn of Trump Era
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/donald-trump-wall-street-bankers-231524

Why Wall Street is Suddenly in Love with Trump
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/11/wall-street-donald-trump-2016-214452

Wall Street Wins Again as Trump Picks Bankers, Billionaires
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-30/wall-street-wins-again-as-trump-chooses-bankers-and-billionaires

Trump's Economic Cabinet Picks Signal Embrace of Wall St. Elite
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/30/business/dealbook/trumps-economic-cabinet-picks-signal-embrace-of-wall-st-elite.html

Bankers Ridiculed by Trump are Already Embracing his Future Regime
http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2016-11-22/bankers-trump-ridiculed-are-already-embracing-his-future-regime

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————

Ivanka Trump Turns to Goldman Sachs Partner for Advice
http://www.politico.com/story/2017/01/ivanka-trump-goldman-sachs-233234

Goldman Sachs to Extend its Reach in Trump Administration
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/09/business/dealbook/goldman-sachs-no-2-seen-as-a-top-economic-adviser-to-trump.html?rref=business

Goldman Sachs Poised for Return to Power in Trump White House
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/goldman-sachs-power-white-house-231998

Donald Trump Reverses Campaign Message with Goldman Sachs Adviser Picks
http://forward.com/news/national/355735/is-donald-trump-backtracking-on-campaign-pledge-by-hiring-goldman-sachs-alu/

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————

Trump meets with Henry Kissinger
http://thehill.com/policy/defense/280402-trump-meets-with-former-nixon-adviser-henry-kissinger

Trump, Kissinger meet in New York
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/306604-trump-meets-with-henry-kissinger

Henry Kissinger on meeting with Donald Trump
http://edition.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/11/19/exp-gps-kissinger-on-trump-foreign-policy.cnn

Kissinger, a Longtime Putin Confidant, sidles up to Trump
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/12/trump-kissinger-russia-putin-232925

Trump seeks Kissinger's Advice on Relations with China, Russia, Iran
http://www.rferl.org/a/trump-seeks-kissinger-advice-relations-china-russia-iran-europe/28125432.html

Donald Trump held Briefing with Richard Haass, President of Council on Foreign Relations
http://www.nytimes.com/politics/first-draft/2016/03/03/donald-trump-held-briefing-with-richard-haass-head-of-council-on-foreign-relations/

Wilbur Ross and Rothschild Incorporated
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilbur_Ross#Rothschild_Investments
In the late seventies, Ross began twenty-four years at the New York office of Rothschild Inc., where he ran the bankruptcy-restructuring advisory practice. 
In the eighties, after quickly expanding the reach of Resorts International to Atlantic City, Donald Trump found himself in financial trouble as the real 
estate market in New York City bottomed-out. His three casinos in Atlantic City were under threat from lenders. It was with the assistance and assurance 
of Ross, then senior managing director of Rothschild Inc., that Trump was allowed to keep the casinos and rebuild his businesses.[8] In the late nineties, 
Ross started a $200 million fund at Rothschild to invest in distressed assets. As the U.S. bubble began to burst, he decided he wanted to invest more and 
advise less. On April Fools’ Day 2000, the 62-year-old banker raised $450 million to plunge into fallen companies.[5]

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————  
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>s. it makes us and our posts known. this especially goes for youtube and links of (((enemy))) websites. its important they dont kn
dereferers are OK therefore?  
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no it's a way of thinking and so is christianity.  
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An interesting Federal Security Service (FSB) report circulating in the Kremlin today is expressing “puzzlement/confusion” over the assassination of two 
Finnish journalists who were interviewing a local politician about her ties to a human smuggling ring believed by Federation intelligence analysts to be 
“controlled/organized” by the current Finance Minister of Finland for his “client/associate” Hillary Clinton, and whose deaths are now linked to a 
“bizarre/strange” case in America known as “Pizzagate”.

https://archive.is/BqXvP

Warning original story by Sorcha Faal, who is probably a Englishman who desperately wants Russian citizenship, so he writes pro-Russian conspiracy 
theories.  

Anonymous  01/16/17 (Mon) 20:58:51 ID: 7df51a No.8800087

>>8783965

An interesting Federal Security Service (FSB) report circulating in the Kremlin today is expressing “puzzlement/confusion” over the assassination of two 
Finnish journalists who were interviewing a local politician about her ties to a human smuggling ring believed by Federation intelligence analysts to be 
“controlled/organized” by the current Finance Minister of Finland for his “client/associate” Hillary Clinton, and whose deaths are now linked to a 
“bizarre/strange” case in America known as “Pizzagate”.

https://archive.is/BqXvP

Warning original story by Sorcha Faal, who is probably a Englishman who desperately wants Russian citizenship, so he writes pro-Russian conspiracy 
theories.  
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File (hide): 00b304d496638ff⋯.jpg (53.03 KB, 800x336, 50:21, Untitled-1.jpg)

archive.is removing pizzagate related material "In response to a complaint we received under the US Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act we have withdrawn the content of this page from public access." 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1569388  
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Whatever it is they are DMCAing, it falls under fair use as you can see when they told you to call if you needed it for research or investigation, which is 
exactly what you want it for.  
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>>8797588
i disagree considering he shut the tshirt website down and took a loss by refunding every dollar received.  
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File (hide): 12ea3b98aecc27a⋯.jpg (12.33 KB, 254x418, 127:209, 12ea3b98aecc27a46f91fa93fc….jpg)
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Very suspicious!  
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Don't post here often anymore (post on pleb chan more) but I forgot I had these old images about the Finders' from /x/

Idk if anyone has posted them yet  
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In a nutshell it's basically pedo symbolism for babyfuckers  
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very nice  

Through a glass very darkly Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 06:27:33 ID: 77a8ba No.8805365

Thank you so much for posting this, I have been trying to find a copy and have had NO LUCK!!!!!  
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SHUT IT DOWN

SHUT IT DOWN

SHUT IT DOWN

https://archive.is/rVyim  
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new faggots

https://m.flickr.co
m/#/photos/1463
43979@N02/
https://alanowher
e.imgur.com/  
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>>8695455 (OP)
DC Anti-Fascist Coalition member Luke Kohn made postings advocating for adult-child sex, was described by 
others as a pedophile and being a member of a group with links to international child porn and sexploitation:

http://disobedientmedia.com/member-of-dc-anti-fascist-coalition-penned-defenses-of-adult-child-sex-in-late-
1990s/

Luke Kohn appeared in James O'Keefe's release yesterday, where it showed that he met with Project Veritas 
investigators at Comet Ping Pong:

https://vid.me/1JRn

Fuck James Alefantis and fuck David Brock.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 10:05:11 ID: 2aabf5 No.8806430 >>8806530

>>8695547
wtf i need a pizzagate t-shirt now.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 10:25:38 ID: 2d4501 No.8806530

>>8806430

He refunded everyone's money and stopped selling them while taking a loss on what he had already done. Shove yourself in an oven, kike, and spare us 
the trouble.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 10:35:37 ID: e1a6b5 No.8806593 >>8806646

>>8806319

http://disobedientmedia.com/member-of-dc-anti-fascist-coalition-penned-defenses-of-adult-child-sex-in-late-1990s/
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>>8806593
>>8806319
and so the 
foe reveals 
his true 
form.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 11:33:44 ID: 241ea4 No.8806838

>>8781947
This is what it must be like to walk into the sex pizza place dungeon as a child pumped full of drugs and tourtured for weeks.  
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Consider they may have thought the children were midgets. See link

Cut and paste in separate window - don't bitch
http://www.12news.com/news/local/valley/man-who-allegedly-broke-into-tempe-apartment-
thought-2-year-old-was-midget/371787445  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 15:32:26 ID: 3bc9ed No.8807962
File (hide): e3ef845078f0717⋯.png (872.1 KB, 1257x841, 1257:841, 4b76047b2804affe3aebc82362….png)

I can't be the only one that thinks 
this looks like a younger John 
Podesta  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 18:34:22 ID: 21228e No.8809361
File (hide): 640733716413da8⋯.gif (9.95 MB, 695x287, 695:287, disgust.gif)

>>869586
3
Sauce of 
this shit?  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 18:59:46 ID: 680b0a No.8809547 >>8809643

File (hide): 00c8d1c9f855c4c⋯.jpg (186.97 KB, 819x907, 819:907, shills.jpg)

>>8773239
>Dunno what's going on with those mods, too many good threads getting deleted. Vote brigades upvoting stupid 
shit and wtf they think Amalek is one guy stalking the sub. Report weird mod behavior and shills to /v/protectvoat 
and maybe something will be done. Some shit mods were canned but as usual there's the untouchables.

Noticing same going ons at Voat Pizzagate, moderation appears infiltrated, they allow retarded posts to stay up 
top, good digging posts get barely any votes or mod shows up and says rule #1/#2/#/#4/#5 and removes the 
post.

I see the same style of moderation over on reddit conspiracy, retarded shit gets voted to the top and if you bring 
up anything poignant some person shows up who regularly posts on /r/funny or /r/bodybuilder maybe even a first 
time poster to /r/conspiracy and happens to discuss the topic like they've been studying it their entire life.

Shills, if you ever wonder why humanity is in the state its in is because your job is helping to keep people 
ignorant and pushing for agendas which eventually lead to more suffering.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 19:10:48 ID: 89e2e8 No.8809643

>>8809547
The shills don't care, Anon.  That's why they are shills.  They care about nothing beyond their next hedonistic fix.  They are not human.  

Anonymous  01/17/17 (Tue) 20:22:52 ID: a6fd35 No.8810190

>>8718771
if that is true, why does christianity teach of (((judas))) and the (((pharisees))) that betray god for money? quite a good allegory for life dont you think?  
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BREAKING: BEN SW ANN JUST COVERED  
PIZZAGATE EVIDENCE ON CBS A TLANTA TV

https://twitter.com/BenSwann_/status/821574117845504000

WIKILEAKS IS SIGNAL BOOSTING IT

https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/821595404500430848

IT'S HAPPENING  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 06:32:49 ID: d98a96 No.8816213 >>8816530

Okay guys. Fuck it. I'm done working for Comey. Here's a link to a streamlined version of the evidence we've collected. The link won't be up for long so 
hurry the fuck up. …………………………………………………….:^)…………..  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:14:06 ID: e32839 No.8816529

>>8816144
PRESS F TO PAY RESPECTS  
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File (hide): b61d23fb1f3d26a⋯.webm (1 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, look_at_me_im_op.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8816213
ebin  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:30:33 ID: a95994 No.8816642

>>8816144
THIS IS FUCKING BEAUTIFUL
JULIAN IS LITERALLY BUMPING THE T OPIC  

File (hide): d660303f8b841c7⋯.png (68.16 KB,
853x548, 853:548, 1484723265413[1].png)

File (hide): 0bbea45a1fd6e13⋯.jpg (163.91 KB,
960x960, 1:1, 1484723107197[1].jpg)

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:34:11 ID: 36fc45 No.8816664 >>8822328

>>8816144
DUBS PRAISE KEK!!!!
ALSO THIS!!
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File (hide):
f12ac7c16ee5c01⋯.png (645.8
KB, 720x1280, 9:16,
1484724671683[1].png)

File (hide): ae6227180b06442⋯.jpg (51.69 KB,
867x490, 867:490, 1484724716355[1].jpg)

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:35:37 ID: 36fc45 No.8816674 >>8816733

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 07:43:24 ID: 625472 No.8816733

>>8816674

>>8816587  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 08:12:49 ID: c8fdb5 No.8816909 >>8817056

>>8816144

Is there a way to see the show without logging into Faceberg?  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 08:39:09 ID: c8fdb5 No.8817056

>>8816909

https://www dot youtube dot com/watch?v=-GZFHLAcG8A  

VOAT Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 17:42:40 ID: 77a8ba No.8820064

Can anyone still access voat? My computer says the website is down….  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 18:11:58 ID: c3c7d5 No.8820234

>>8695786

Not all of us are as pure as we ideally wish to be. But even a degenerate like myself has boundaries. The jewish elite and the left have done nothing but 
prove publicly to the world that they are the very worst sort that is only good the rope that will be spent on getting rid of them.

This is despicable. All throughout our government. From our CIA to our FBI. Miserable wretches that deserve to be shuffled off this mortal coil as fast as 
humanly possible. I used to lean left, I believed in legal marijuana and healthcare for our people. But I have seen the type it attracts. It is ruining our state. 
Only fire can save us now.

You are scum. Set yourself ablaze and broadcast it for us.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 21:38:39 ID: c94eed No.8822050 >>8822726

File (hide): f165f801766f074⋯.png (18.04 KB, 932x167, 932:167, waterfox_2017-01-18_16-36-….png)

kek  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 21:52:51 ID: a40cb2 No.8822184 >>8822191

The son of JA's ex partner, that woman that owned Comet with him, did an AMA on plebbit and they deleted it. shit's happening right now. Needs 
Streisanding. Also JA commented to the kid on plebbit and asked him to contact him. 

Archives here: https://archive.is/9bHUm

The emails: https://archive.is/SHacU

Deleted "JamesAlefantis" user commenting here before: https://archive.is/u4cXv

More stuff here: https://archive.fo/iDbWN  
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Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 21:53:32 ID: a40cb2 No.8822191

>>8822184
forgot plebbit link
reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5opvyd/i_was_sexually_assaulted_8_years_ago_by_the/  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 22:11:47 ID: dd62f7 No.8822328 >>8841808

>>8816664
How the fuck have I not noticed John Leibowitz Stewart's name in that email about the kids in he pool????? Jesus fuck. Stewart and Bill Maher give me 
the fucking creeps, just really bad vibes. Kid Love Productions, anybody? 

http://www.imdb.com/company/co0093906/  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 22:27:28 ID: d5f9a7 No.8822448

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/realizing-youre-a-pedophile-can-make-you-want-to-kill-yourself Hey hey hey.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:02:38 ID: 2f936b No.8822726
File (hide): f6d819c265737ce⋯.jpeg (17.74 KB, 255x255, 1:1, 7a614e44cd85190f263c6467b….jpeg)

>>8822050
oh boy.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:14:23 ID: 3abeb6 No.8822840 >>8823101 >>8823111

I think what's going on with pizzagate is even more sinister than most people can imagine. 

I think there are probably families that have been sex slaves and child producers for pedophiles for decades maybe even centuries and the families are 
brainwashed from birth into thinking what is happening to them is totally normal. 

I wouldn't be surprised if our govt has underground living facilities all across the country to keep these people in the dark so they never realize how fucked 
their lives actually are.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:40:02 ID: 3844e1 No.8823101 >>8823111

>>8822840
also clones for organs and quick body doubles. i have no proof but I mean probably right?  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:41:16 ID: a40cb2 No.8823111 >>8823123 >>8823863 >>8823997

>>8822840
>>8823101
I have that feeling too anon.

AMA that was deleted on r/iama is now on /the_donald  
www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5orvs2/i_was_sexually_assaulted_by_james_alefantis_the/  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:42:08 ID: a40cb2 No.8823123 >>8823142 >>8823161

>>8823111
fuck nvm plebbit censored it, it's gone.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:44:12 ID: 89e2e8 No.8823138 >>8823222

>>8816144
oh boy here we go.jpg  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:44:46 ID: 89e2e8 No.8823142 >>8823166 >>8823204 >>8823222

>>8823123
Voat?  Did anyone scap it?  We have any proofs?  
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Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:46:26 ID: 3844e1 No.8823161 >>8823222

>>8823123
https://archive.is/p7vXr
is the poster SVMESSEFVIFVTVRVS account  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:46:55 ID: a40cb2 No.8823166 >>8823204 >>8823221

File (hide): 867da923d2adb6c⋯.png (52.45 KB, 952x461, 952:461, JA reddit.png)

>>8823142
Yes, voat did good. It must be you faggots over there. pic related he deleted the last comment but anon got 
this screenshot. The rest of his comment history has been archived. See this thread for links 
voat.co/v/pizzagate/1574385  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:50:34 ID: a40cb2 No.8823204

>>8823166
>>8823142

This may or may not be the real JA, still trying to catch up. See voat link  voat.co/v/pizzagate/1574385 looks like they're trying to get the guy to come 
there.

It looks like this is a different victim than the  son of Carole JA's ex partner. Both are being discussed but I think there's some confusion.  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:52:30 ID: 3844e1 No.8823221

>>8823166
>No, he threatened me with violence and said he'd make my life miserable and he'd sue me.
Sounds similar to the Pegasus Museum threats  

Anonymous  01/18/17 (Wed) 23:52:38 ID: a40cb2 No.8823222 >>8823833

>>8823161
>>8823142
>>8823138
www.ceddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5opvyd/i_was_sexually_assaulted_8_years_ago_by_the/  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 00:57:42 ID: 3abeb6 No.8823833

>>8823222
Holy fuck.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:00:04 ID: 3abeb6 No.8823863

>>8823111
Post removed from The_Donald.

It is 100% controlled and has been since a few weeks before the election.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:12:25 ID: 1a8db1 No.8823997 >>8824036

>>8823111
You can still read the comments on iama

https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5opvyd/i_was_sexually_assaulted_8_years_ago_by_the/

Interesting that the mother of the son that was allegedly assaulted is named Maria Abramovic (at least what I gather from reading responses to the 
deleted comment that contained the name. Makes me wonder if Marina stuff was seeded only to confuse matters should this angle get out.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:16:26 ID: 1a8db1 No.8824036 >>8824356

>>8823997
I guess I misinterpreted the comments, down further it seems to say the mother's name was Carole Greenwood  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:34:26 ID: dea399 No.8824162 >>8824535

>>8695455 (OP)
I was following this pretty closely in the beginning, but I stopped and now i'm lost.
Can someone tell me, or is there a pastebin that I can read to catch up on everything so far?
Without having to read through all the older threads preferably.
Just the important stuff.  
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Relevant Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:50:03 ID: fd5ff1 No.8824307
File (hide): a14943c158312a5⋯.jpg (197.88 KB, 817x1062, 817:1062, huh.jpg)

Last page of this is curious: https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-
RDP87B00858R000400540015-7.pdf  

File (hide): bec3a2d2c9f795d⋯.png (559.89 KB,
1092x555, 364:185, screenshot-archive.fo 2017….png)

File (hide): c6a1862c9a53377⋯.png (231.63 KB,
891x417, 297:139, screenshot-www.civilianart….png)

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 01:56:30 ID: a40cb2 No.8824356

>>8824036
Greenwood opened CPP with Alefantis and her art career was quite successful until after she left. 
Here is the original thread https://archive.fo/O9Km9 pic related. same thread with more replies https://archive.fo/iDbWN
 It had the ring of truth which is why I archived it. Seems Dillon has spoken.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:16:43 ID: a40cb2 No.8824535

>>8824162
see the sticky on voat.co/v/pizzagate and also the right sidebar has some wiki sites made by forum users  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:21:20 ID: 3abeb6 No.8824579 >>8824679

The kikes are flipping out abut Swann's segment.

https://archive.is/JhOVf  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:22:13 ID: 3abeb6 No.8824589

CBS has also removed Swann's video from the CBS46 website.

http://www.cbs46.com/clip/13036440/reality-check-is-pizzagate-fake-news

https://archive.is/ADNLl  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:26:37 ID: 764561 No.8824637
File (hide): 70415b38434f186⋯.jpg (272.11 KB, 562x535, 562:535, fruy.jpg)

>>8750948
>>8759657
Easy way to find out, any of you 'muricans 
could give an anonymous tip about death 
threats.  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:31:04 ID: a40cb2 No.8824679

>>8824579
>Swann spares us viewers from the juicy shit (which in this case comes down to a half dozen or so of Alefantis’s innocuous Instagram photos and some 
weird art Tony Podesta owns).

They're trying hard to make these two things seem irrelevant because if people see the instagram/art they're pretty horrified and want to know more. 
Tweet them in msm replies.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:41:46 ID: 3abeb6 No.8824789 >>8825853

People on Voat.co are saying that old instagram pic archives have been scrubbed.

Here's a link to a video of a girl with a great voice going over each one of the creepy as fuck instagram pics in detail. Downloadable too.

https://vimeo.com/195312407  

Hello world Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:49:47 ID: f5235e No.8824846
File (hide): 9343ecbab886886⋯.jpg (55.71 KB, 464x404, 116:101, hitler_turnbacktime.jpg)

>>8695455 (OP)
How insane this whole subject might sound, please continue to investigate, but dig deeper…
You are just scratching the surface, and this shit goes so much deeper than most of you, even you who 
have been involved with this since sep/oct-16 can dream of. 

I got this on my desk over 3 years ago, I tried a few times to make it public, but even the flat earth idiots 
called it a conspiracy back in 14/15. 
Leave comet and go deeper, much deeper. 

There are "tourist places" on the east coast of US that only exist for this case you'll need to find, start to look 
between Boston and Jacksonville.
Find the "Fish" distributors in Morocco, Asia and Spain, one of the most important subject you MUST know 
about, it's the root of all business.
Remember to save every page you suspect, they do disappear fast.

This is going on everywhere in the world, not only in the US (or EU), EVERYWHERE! 
The poor countries distribute, the rich countries consume… (Think export/import) But places like Tahiti, Jamaica and a few other south india islands got 
places for direct access.

If anyone missed it, this was from the beginning 100% jewish, (and still is) but now people from every part of society is involved, because of power. It's  
actually not even seen with disgust by jewish families in the higher society, so common that most jewish people do know about it, even if not involved, just 
like the holocaust.. In jewish books you’ll also find the glossary/codes for the words. (Bet most of you didn’t know ”Beach Horse riding” for example 
means the place is for jewish homosexual  women. ”Beach horse riding on small horses”… well, you figure it out.
Pirate cave used to be where you can pay to kill a nigger, and offer it, but nowadays it can also mean gay sex with niggers.
Fishing vacation, i.e. ”fishing hut on the beach” is swinging, can include kids.
”Boat Fishing trip” the same, but not for the woman.
You also need to know: crab, clam, oyster, blue, black beans, tex-mex.

There is a ”creative” site online where you can get references to most restaurants and distributors, shitloads of new posts most days of the week.  

Sorry for being cryptic, writing in a hurry, neither allowed to be online nor use computers that can access the net, and don’t wan’t to fuck it up even more 
for myself. Had to stop looking into this in early 2015. 
I did send out info about this subject (much more than written above) to a few friends a couple of months ago, but didn’t see any info about it when I 
scrolled this and a few older threads in OP post.
Sorry if already mentioned.

I will most probably not come back, because I never was here to begin with.
Stay safe and good luck!  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 02:59:57 ID: f5235e No.8824912

One more thing, killing the kid/nigger when done isn't unusual, there are business in most countries dealing with fish/meat slaughter waste, that also 
selling steel beds/benches for cleaning fish/slaughtering. You do want to look into those businesses. Often the same words you'll find the other sites with, 
will do to find these companies. 

When looking into fish distributors, there might be more than one column with info on the company, on the sheets you'll find, be sure to google every 
single word on those sheets.

Bom!  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:04:30 ID: 6814e0 No.8824949

bumperingo rango  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:13:34 ID: c47185 No.8825022 >>8825812

>>8707739
>According to the FBI, in 2015 there were 460,699 NCIC entries for missing children.
>Similarly, in 2014, the total number of missing children entries into NCIC was 466,949

>>8712705

>According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, roughly 800,000 children are reported missing each year in the United States – 
that's roughly 2,000 per day.
jesus fucking christ I didn't think the numbers were nearly that high  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:29:32 ID: f5235e No.8825126 >>8825179 >>8825188

Fuck it, I'm drunk and no one around this computer to see me here. 

THE SITE YOU NEED TO KNOW TO FIND ALL REFERENCES, IS [ DEVIANTART ]
GO THERE AND SEARCH FOR THE WORDS YOU ALREDY KNOW. 
YOU WILL EVEN FIND REFERENCES TO NEW JOURNALS AND WEAPONDEALS IN THE SAME GENRE OF IMAGES.

THIS IS A WELL USED MSG-BOARDS (IN IMAGES) BY ISRAELITES.

BE FAST!

Also, places on the east coast you should look into, often have the word "banks" in it. Not banks as money banks, this is another kind of banks. 

DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
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>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
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>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!
>DEVIANTART IS THE KEY!  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:35:39 ID: 4fccad No.8825179

>>8825126
You reminded me to mention the forums. There are a lot of big names in the forums that are super lefties, many actually know about /pol/.
Moonbeam13 is a jewish admin.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:36:41 ID: 3abeb6 No.8825188 >>8825655

>>8825126
I don't really believe you have any info we don't, but I went ahead and searched through DeviantArt a little anyway.

So far this is the only kinda strange pizzagate releated thing I've come across, but there's all kinds of weird random shit on there.

http://www.deviantart.com/art/Pizza-Fetus-395568282  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:43:45 ID: 3abeb6 No.8825235 >>8825514

This shit's pretty weird too but doesn't seem related.
http://pizzanerd1.deviantart.com/art/Home-Invasion-01-483128585

http://pizzanerd1.deviantart.com/art/Home-invasion-03-483128624

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:44:32 ID: 19ac60 No.8825244

Oy vey. Bury the evidence. It feels like an other shower  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 03:49:36 ID: a4e87c No.8825296

Search for ie 'cheeseburger pasta', the uglier the manga, the bigger chance you succeed. The reference you'll need to google is normally in the picture 
itself or in the description. You'll see which words to google.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:05:11 ID: a4e87c No.8825454

Must leave, repost what I just posted in another thread. Sorry for not posting pics, but if you do as described, you'll find it in a few sec. 

–

I'm paranoid as it is atm, I'm not allowed to be online, at a friends place and he's sleeping, really can't mess this up, going here is bad enough. 
Just go there and search. Please.

I will leave soon before my heart explode, as a last proof, you'll find some hot-spots for this kind of activities on outerbanks. Also search google books for 
outer banks, it will open your eyes.
Or something else never mentioned in the PG threads, pirates, but when on google books, why not try to search for ie pyrates and black beard instead. 
Enjoy!

This have been in front of us all the time..  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:12:34 ID: 4fccad No.8825514

>>8825235
I came across a really weird account a while back, had to search hard in my history trying to find it. 
53 year old pedo with chrischan-tier artwork.
http://13jahrealt.deviantart.com/  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:28:48 ID: 4fccad No.8825655 >>8825701 >>8825803

>>8825188
Something just hit me light an incredible light. 
There was a popular trend on deviantart for something called five nights at freddys. These are some anthropomorphic mascots that bare a strong 
resemblance to Chucky Cheese, which is a pizza place for kids. This may be related.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:34:49 ID: a40cb2 No.8825695 >>8825860 >>8825971

Nice wiki here https://citizeninvestigators.org/
Newfags please go there

More:
http://pizzagate.wiki/Main_Page

http://pizzagate.bandcamp.com/ (Courtesy of @daft_punk_get_lucky)

    Copyright-free documents/links/pizzagate-summaries/pdfs are attached in the download.
    Each track with unique track-art (JPG of small-summary/memes/links to voat-pizzagate).
    Tracks are genuine, no copyright infringement.
    Downloading is free (Bandcamp limits 200 free DLs a month), donations will be used for purchasing more Free Downloads (20USD/2000DLs).
    Spread it to normal people, make it to Bandcamp's "Top Album of the day/week/month/year" if possible,  

LET'S EAT!!! Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:35:54 ID: df744b No.8825701 >>8825909

>>8825655
Paroid poster here again, had to change proxy. you are right, a lot of  5n@f goes to pedo-stuff.

But I didn't came back to write that, forgot one of the most important sentences to single out a lot of noise; "LETS EAT!!!"
Should be with three exclamation marks, add it whenever you search, both on google and deviantart for instant hits. 

I will clean history and leave this computer now, maybe getting back in 25-30min if my gf is sleeping and I can use her phone.  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:42:42 ID: a40cb2 No.8825757
File (hide): 67ca73a4b80493c⋯.jpeg (224.38 KB, 1110x832, 555:416, JA1.jpeg)

From the thread voat is hiding

>What can you tell us about Siiri?
>She was james' personal assistant. Big lady, young. Went to the bank, organized the events and that stuff. 
I think she just liked james as one of those hopeless romantic things. She was totally googly eyed over him

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1575095/7674213

The name Siiri was mentioned in the email from JA's victim https://imgur.com/a/Pw425 & pic related. She 
was mentioned by the victim as the only person that doesn't hate JA. We need to find out who she is. She 
knows something.

Link from the new thread some retard started >>8824920  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:48:06 ID: c91096 No.8825803 >>8825944 >>8860065

>>8825655

Five Nights At Freddy's is a PC horror game. Google is your friend, niggerfag.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:49:08 ID: 5aa5f6 No.8825812 >>8825860

>>8825022

>According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, roughly 800,000 children are reported missing each year in the United States – 
that's roughly 2,000 per day.

Arent the vast majority of missing children cases solved within a few days with little to no harm? I seriously doubt anywhere near all 800,000 of those 
cases are ones where kids disappear entirely. That would be like 3% of the child population disappearing every year.

The numbers are high though. I wont deny that. And they indicate vast networks of sophisticated human trafficking, not just the work of random solo 
pedos.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:52:36 ID: a40cb2 No.8825853

>>8824789
>instagram pics

Original Thread >> https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1522057

Massive archive https://mega.nz/#!jU9TDQbS!fXSlSik8tuNvxaFITxXsBYjeXy2CuExim7tMSFtivtw

A collection of every picture posted on the public Instagram account @jimmycomet by James Achilles Alefantis from 2012-2016, before he switched the 
account to private.

Torrent:
magnet:?xt=urn:btih:5D184CF439145F5B7046E7D7F599F3EB4BCC94BE

Zip:
https://mega.nz/#!28xUGS6a!GnJG7V239CDdTe0ay6HZ6O8itPoiJl1eAstP7Xrbo5Q  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:53:49 ID: a40cb2 No.8825860

>>8825812
no more posting here see >>8825695  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 04:59:20 ID: 6a6629 No.8825909

>>8825701
Noted.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:03:37 ID: 4fccad No.8825944

>>8825803
I never said it wasn't a PC game.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:05:52 ID: a40cb2 No.8825959

Voat says slimg is down, it is but will the pics be there when it comes back? 

They're scrambling to scrape everything now. WTF set them off this time? Maybe the victim coming forward? 

voat.co/v/pizzagate/1573620  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:07:09 ID: c47185 No.8825971

>>8825695
how long before it gets shoahed by MediaWiki?  
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pizzagate Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 05:45:37 ID: 7535f6 No.8826250 >>8826884

>>8721386
Has anyone mentioned that the J'aime l'enfant shirt is probably about Pierre-Charles L'Enfant, the French architect who designed Washington?
Pedo-fags might be wearing them sort of tongue in cheek, but the shirt itself is probably just that…no?  

File (hide):
973175fe2b2a099⋯.png
(4.18 MB, 2250x6175,
90:247, webcache-google-
primal-pal….png)

File (hide): 1b1ac23ee07a0db⋯.png (963.53 KB,
1029x583, 1029:583, OuterBanks1.png)

File (hide): 7997f3b24bec956⋯.png (240.41 KB,
921x640, 921:640, lets eat pizza 2.png)

File (hide): 28b03ebabdef7ef⋯.png
(232.87 KB, 562x727, 562:727, lets eat pizza 1.png)

File (hide): 10bdd0782694c5b⋯.png (289.37 KB,
906x651, 302:217, lets eat pizza 3 wtf.png)

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 06:28:04 ID: e7987b No.8826605 >>8826703

"Lets Eat Pizza" on both Google, Bing and DeviantArt is very interesting. 

http://augustelos.deviantart.com/art/NPC-Shelly-cooking-chef-263069412 

When looking for Lets Eat Pizza on the web, many hits take me to the same site, if you view the google cached version instead of clicking the link, things 
get really strange. See the webcache and pizza3 images. When Googling "primal palate" it gets even more weirder.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 06:40:39 ID: 3abeb6 No.8826703 >>8826784

>>8826605
What's this supposed to prove or entail?  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 06:52:15 ID: 1a8db1 No.8826784 >>8826875 >>8829192

>>8826703
That person is trying to derail from something else that happened today. That's why when they first showed up they gave no info but tried to send us on a 
wild goose chase for something undefined, and did so from a third thread, not this thread or the alefantis bottom thread, both of which have discussion of 
real new happenings.

They eventually moved it here but it's just distraction. First and last image are literally markov chain spam site garbage. Doesn't mean anything. The boat 
charter ads are just boat charter ads, the art site shit is just autism like deviantart is filled to the brim with. The bourdain shit is just pretentious bourdain 
foodie shit like everything else from that guy  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:06:47 ID: 3abeb6 No.8826875 >>8829192

>>8826784
Yeah I figured.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:07:08 ID: a40cb2 No.8826876

pastebin of archived slimg pics scraped by voat http://pastebin.com/raw/b8iXKNJC  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:08:09 ID: 3abeb6 No.8826884 >>8835160

>>8826250
Get out of here kike.  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:18:14 ID: adb1aa No.8826951 >>8827015

Who remembers this kid giving reviews of various restaurants in DC? He had a whole channel of videos that were deleted shortly after shit started getting 
real for them. The kid was also found to be a transgender. Likely forced by his adopted rapist father.

https://  www  youtube  com  watch?v=ayz6cR32B70  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:30:28 ID: 3abeb6 No.8827015 >>8827096

>>8826951
You only need to break the link once retard.  

File (hide): 71a9dc06a8c9bed⋯.jpg (107.15 KB,
1075x839, 1075:839, addreamboy.JPG)

File (hide): 90dff92f689c55a⋯.jpg (126.08 KB,
1071x832, 1071:832, adheartped.JPG)

File (hide): abf198b296518b4⋯.jpg (92.97 KB,
1079x842, 1079:842, adpizzaheart.JPG)

File (hide): f43c5226984ec7c⋯.jpg (92.3 KB,
1082x843, 1082:843, adrogerpizza.JPG)

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:41:54 ID: d0a324 No.8827092 >>8827181 >>8827575 >>8830132

Imma just leave this here.  It ends with Roger killing the "boy" after getting pizza at the mall with him. Almost every scene with Roger in this episode has a 
pizza reference.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:42:00 ID: adb1aa No.8827096

>>8827015
I am new to 8ch, thanks asshole.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 07:55:10 ID: d0a324 No.8827181 >>8830132

>>8827092
Forgot to add, take note of the pedo heart symbol in photo #2.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 09:07:47 ID: 25da21 No.8827575 >>8827904

>>8827092
Why is there suddenly so much copyrighted content freely available on youtube lately?

Pardon me if this is too off-topic. I don't think it is due to the strange shit that has shown up on youtube lately.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:02:18 ID: d0a324 No.8827904 >>8828015

>>8827575
Some of the livestreams of FG and AD are used as covers for pedos to talk to kids because there is also no record of the chat.  I caught a correctional 
officer dating a 12 year old with his 16 year old ex in the chat arguing with him.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:19:46 ID: 25da21 No.8828015

>>8827904
Did you take any screencaps?  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:26:35 ID: c88650 No.8828062 >>8828202

I know you all hate the negro music, 
but this guy just released a rap about 
pizza gate.

Wait til the second verse for it to come 
in.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:48:08 ID: 3abeb6 No.8828202 >>8828250

>>8828062
This was actually really good at times actually. I'm all for nigger music if it actually spreads a good message.

Kike's have been using niggers to brainwash kids for centuries now. Might as well use the few we can to un-brainwash them if at all possible.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 10:56:24 ID: a167ef No.8828250

>>8828202

>I'm all for nigger music if it actually spreads a good message.

Thankyou for being civil, I agree with you on this and thusly here is one of his best albums: 

https://mega.nz/#F!78AQ1CJb!Jk8FyRAkdId1zw-qeJ0nDQ

If you're lurking payze, and I know you do, hi and hopefully you still agree with the give my music out for educational purposes only thing.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 14:08:24 ID: 6a6629 No.8829192

>>8826784
>>8826875
I tried to follow the "clues" last night and it went nowhere.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 16:09:35 ID: 30c535 No.8829879

>>8703072
Kek, this is an edited TruthSeeker comic. I dont have the original, sadly.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 16:38:32 ID: cee6d5 No.8830132

>>8827092
>>8827181

Saturn is the only planet depicted, as well.  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 17:30:20 ID: 3afd19 No.8830527

>Faggots namefagging and pretending like they have info
You're cruising for a Buddha beam, bud  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 21:14:12 ID: 3844e1 No.8832826

>>8770194
We The Pizza needs more scrutiny  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 22:00:33 ID: bfbf8d No.8833335 >>8842114 >>8865046

File (hide): 66f1a54aef1b0bd⋯.mp4 (11.26 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Pizzagate Joe Biden.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>8695455 (OP)  

Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 22:38:59 ID: d8ce63 No.8833919

>>8695658
>removed for violating youtube's terms of service.
well shit they already contacted youtube about this whole ordeal this is getting big quick  
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Anonymous  01/19/17 (Thu) 23:34:48 ID: 3abeb6 No.8834722

>>8695658
What video was this?  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 00:09:13 ID: 7535f6 No.8835160

>>8826884
So easy to spot the "single parent household''
anons…..Whan!!Whan!!!it's muh sandbox!!Whan!!
Just answer the question faggot or BTFO!  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:44:14 ID: e7a51c No.8839987
File (hide): 8c2e517baac3bba⋯.jpg (66.54 KB, 640x640, 1:1, JjzCrMv.jpg)

isn't this 
the 
knights 
of malta 
hq in 
italy?
from 
@jimmyc
omet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:46:21 ID: e7a51c No.8840002
File (hide): 79435798adb9ae5⋯.jpg (55.92 KB, 640x640, 1:1, kvyY4c2.jpg)

Masonic guillotine forshadowing at 
pegasus museum. Even has the 
rope.@jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:47:50 ID: e7a51c No.8840018
File (hide): aa9c71f9c4172c0⋯.jpg (80.42 KB, 640x640, 1:1, FT6TqDl.jpg)

more masonic 
beheading worship.fox 
catching painting. 
@jimmycomet  
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Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:49:17 ID: e7a51c No.8840033
File (hide): 7ae74d686dc1771⋯.jpg (76.92 KB, 640x640, 1:1, otfPuUb.jpg)

masonic point within a 
circle dome. Ritual 
chambers. 
@jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:51:30 ID: e7a51c No.8840053
File (hide): e64c8637bf5f153⋯.jpg (62.7 KB, 640x640, 1:1, zcbc0TK.jpg)

cultist signaling. even more guillotine 
foreshadowing with the head statue. 
@jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:53:39 ID: e7a51c No.8840069
File (hide): 4834856d57b2f86⋯.jpg (89.17 KB, 640x640, 1:1, XTQsXLp.jpg)

Broken 
pillar aka 
masonic 
death-
ritual 
symbolis
m.
@jimmyc
omet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 06:56:18 ID: e7a51c No.8840091
File (hide): baa0b9b4152075e⋯.jpg (141.81 KB, 640x640, 1:1, Jb6GqEd.jpg)

shining esque gardens. This is called a grove. The groves where 'shrines that act as burial 
grounds in the mystery traditions. @jimmycomet  
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Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 07:06:59 ID: e7a51c No.8840164 >>8855623

File (hide): f7586a3f9f4a1e1⋯.jpg (42.84 KB, 640x640, 1:1, bai2XXo.jpg)

luciferian dark 
masonic 
guesture. 
@jimmycomet  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 07:45:49 ID: e7a51c No.8840385 >>8840414

File (hide): ba794aa0bd4ea78⋯.jpg (24.58 KB, 226x220, 113:110, TEMSEAL.jpg)

>>8779660
templar symbolism  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 07:48:48 ID: e7a51c No.8840414
File (hide): 2fb92b792138b05⋯.gif (7.3 KB, 420x122, 210:61, Sword and Cross2.gif)

>>8840385
>>8779660
distinct maltese cross.
The tunnels in dc have masonic cyphers on the walls. The inside joke about "architecture" is that the 
underground is like a block of clay as opposed to the surface with the need to make a frame out of wood 

etc. They are chiselers.  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 10:30:38 ID: feffee No.8841336

>>8781991
soros is a perverted administrator, he is waging his money on both sides of the war.  his name spelt backwards is still the same. 
blm is not truth and right wing things are ambiguous  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 11:59:53 ID: dd62f7 No.8841808 >>8859346 >>8860181 >>8862674

>>8822328
Why has Bill Maher never married?
Why was Bill Maher the pizza man?
Why did Bill Maher call his company Kid Love Productions?
Why did Bill Maher become so unhinged over Anthony Weiner's laptop?
Why would Bill Maher invoke JonBenet Ramsey as a joke?
Why is Bill Maher's hatred for Trump so irrational? 
Why does the sight of Bill Maher make me want to throw up?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Maher#Personal_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pizza_Man
http://www.imdb.com/company/co0093906/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/11/04/bill-maher-ill-fuckin-kill-anthony-weiner-clinton-
loses/

http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/10/28/maher-i-dont-care-if-hillary-has-jonbenet-ramsey-in-her-basement-im-still-not-voting-for-donald-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2016/09/13/bill-maher-id-vote-for-dead-hillary-over-trump/
https://tribzap2it.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/bill-maher-2011-getty.jpg  

Anonymous  01/20/17 (Fri) 12:55:17 ID: d568c5 No.8842114

>>8833335
Can't find a meme for my level of disgust. Someone kill that kike Joe Biden NOW.  
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Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 01:37:53 ID: adb1aa No.8855623

>>8840164
Is this As Above, So Below?  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 05:22:55 ID: 1cfa8b No.8859346
File (hide): 372a149c46a7ace⋯.gif (47.42 KB, 250x194, 125:97, 1484521562128.gif)

>>8841808

He also give 100k to Clinton's campaign iirc, although what you're 
pointing out is a bit more nuts shit got me spinnin rn  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:16:13 ID: 5f8f60 No.8860065

>>8825803
It's not mutually exclusive with being a communication medium for pedophiles. 

Given how hyped KYM was about and how critical they were of Pizzagate I'd suggest we should track down wich KYM users were active in both entries 
and doxx them.  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:18:31 ID: 5f8f60 No.8860087

>>8805686
UNDERRATED  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:27:05 ID: 58628f No.8860181

>>8841808
holy fuck anon  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 06:50:35 ID: 03d876 No.8860439

>>8712598

Fake name or not, it's a good joke.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:43:26 ID: dd62f7 No.8862674 >>8862689

>>8841808
plays the pizza man
character name is elmo
elmo is famous on sesame street, he loves to be stroked and tickled by kids
elmo was voiced and puppeteered by kevin clash
kevin clash leaves when his relationship with 16 year old boy gets out
more boys come forward saying they had underage sex with clash
cases dropped through statute of limitations

bizarro connection: donald trump character is IN the fucking pizza man movie. 
and of course he plays the asshole bad guy rofl  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:48:12 ID: 4cc770 No.8862689
File (hide): 193d0eb47e23493⋯.jpg (102.26 KB, 413x499, 413:499, 909e3b6372c2be113545bb44b7….jpg)

>>8862674
>That entire video
>"I'M A MASTER NEGOTIATOR!"
He literally sounds like CIA.
>Never give you your 1523
The fuck happned in that year?  
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Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:51:21 ID: ada69e No.8862710

new thread Homeland Security Investigation Edition please  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 12:53:08 ID: ada69e No.8862719

>>8805686
you should have archived the archive of that page. it looks like it was scrubbed and its just a normal friends list  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 13:16:37 ID: ada69e No.8862831

There is some pre-pizzagate information on the internet about dodgy and "nauseous" occurrences at Comet Pizza and Ping Pong. 

We know Alefantis started the restaurant with chef Carole Greenwood who left months after it opened for "urgent family matters (citation ) 
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/blog/13128890/carole-greenwood-pops-up-the-nomadic-dinner-party-pioneer-is-itching-to-get-back-in-a-real-
kitchen

 In addition  supposed Alefantis victim coming forward on reddit [https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@abortionburger/victim-comes-forward-i-was-sexually-
assaulted-by-james-alefantis]
an article was posted in 2009 about Carole Greenwood. The article is basically a smear article by a respected writer. One comment by "Carole Fan" is of 
particular importance. (comment below)

Link to article:

[ARCHIVES ARE NOT DISPLAYING PROPERLY]
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/article/13037971/how-are-bucks-fishing-camping-and-comet-ping-pong-faring
https://archive.is/sy3zz 
http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/food/article/13037971/how-are-bucks-fishing-camping-and-comet-ping-pong-faring

for posterity, here is the comment. The first paragraph is the most important. 

Posted by Carole Fan           Oct 22 2009 13:12
"Working with artists is always an intense experience and there is always two sides to every story. I happen to know Carole's side and it would make 
those dining on the new food choke and feel nauseous. I will only say that if they knew what really happened, they like me would no longer dine at either 
establishment.

Carole is the real deal. A real artist with moods and feelings just like all of you. She is a real talent and we were fortunate enough to have her cook for us 
for a long while in DC. 

Continue the rabid dialogue and we will continue to lose our deep talent to the superficial, rabid, uninformed fodder. 

Good job City Paper for lowering the bar a little more on DC culture."

also read this: could be what was going on.This information was posted by on a forum after pizzagate broke by someone who claims to have close ties 
with Carole Greenwood's family. Carole Greenwood's son worked there. Totally unverified information. 

http://hollaforums.com/thread/8359034/politics/james-alefantis-fucks.html
https://archive.is/iDbWN  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 14:08:44 ID: 2d4501 No.8863108
File (hide): 640fd2d9b85bc96⋯.jpg (307.16 KB, 700x970, 70:97, Mark 'schlong-swallowing c….jpg)

Ben Swann's GoyBook shit about pizzagate got taken 
down suddenly. Fuckerberg is scared.  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 15:08:16 ID: e48c7c No.8863469

AFAIK-  Bl00mbars offers mixed dance classes/sessions to adults and kids.

Although not overtly pedo - you can tell local DC pedos take this opportunity to dance & be up and close with lots of children in the same room. It provides 
a cover for pedos.

The "experience" is for pedo's to have a legitimate reason to be up and close with kids in a dance context.

E.g.- Those single male pedos dont need to loiter near playgrounds, they can just attend a mixed dance adult/kid dance session to "get their rocks off"  
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Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 15:19:45 ID: e48c7c No.8863550

"'Homosexuality with a male child under the age of nine years and a day is not punishable (Sanhedrin 54b-55a,). Scholar Rabbi Dr. Freedman's clear 
statement of the doctrine:
Sodomising a boy aged less than nine years and one day is not against Talmudic law; intercourse with a girl less than the age of four is permitted. No 
guilt is incurred by the adult. Samuel makes three the minimum age for a girl to be a 'concubine' or 'wife' for sex.
— Rabbi Dr. Freedman (21)

Moses set this precedent by urging the killing of all the adults captured by the Hebrews, but they could keep the children for themselves.

Our problem in most places is that pederasty and sex with children is considered wrong, by our ways. But the Talmudic and Kabala jews permit it and 
spread it wherever they can get away with it.
That explains the sexualisation of children in jew-controlled places, eg entertainment, the media, education, and the advance of the Paedophile 
Information Exchange in Britain under Thatcher's jew dominated government, eg Brittan and others - and the Labour Party under the likes of known boy 
rapist, Labour peer Greville Janner, Vice President of the World Congress of Jews and President of the British jew Board of Deputies when he was at the 
height of his offending in Britain, by British law - but perfectly acceptable to his Talmudic law."

https://aanirfan.blogs pot.co.id/2015/02/satanic-child-abuse-in-hampstead.html  
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Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 17:49:51 ID: 437b85 No.8865046

>>8833335  

Anonymous  01/21/17 (Sat) 23:13:27 ID: d40d3d No.8868974 >>8914580

So, super sorry if this isn't the appropriate place for this or even on the right course, but I figured I throw it out there and I really don't know where else to.

A few people have mentioned in other threads on this, the bohemian club and their fucking obsession with owls, as well as some of the pizzagate folk and 
their obsession with owls. I'm fucking terrified of owls, I work in SF, and the easiest way for me to get to my job is walking up post street. The bohemian 
club is located on it, as are at least four direct references to owls, most of which are within a block of it. One of which is katty corner to it. One is also just 
the word "OWLS" painted in ten foot block letters, very well painted (not like some hood rat with a single can of spraypaint, but more like a professional 
painter put it up) on the top of an abandoned apartment building, clearly out of reach, and for no apparent fucking reason. This city is also known to have 
underground tunnels.

Should I just ignore this? Would it be best to take some pictures? Should I stop in for a drink at the creepy fucking owl bar for a few nights and see if 
anything seems off?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 00:52:04 ID: 0c94d5 No.8869935

So, I know this is a bit out of date(I had to drop out for a while) but you guys remember the odd "pizza" ordering page that mentioned Austin? Well… 
http://www.texasmonthly.com/articles/the-innocent-and-the-damned/
https://archive.is/LV9An
It covers a child abuse story at a daycare near Austin. The "satanic" bit is probably there to make the story sound dubious to others.
(NSFL, rage-inducing)  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 02:00:04 ID: c043a2 No.8870582 >>8870984

Anyone watching these protests at Comet Pizza on periscope?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 02:33:49 ID: 5d5572 No.8870984 >>8871364

>>8870582
Yeah I just came here to check to see if anyone else was.

https://www.periscope.tv/LeighStewy/1vAxRdrZMojGl  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 03:12:00 ID: 8e380e No.8871343

>>8703072
lol that is so spot-on  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 03:14:21 ID: c043a2 No.8871364 >>8875340

>>8870984
I'm wondering if it was fake or planned, they seemed to rant about homosexuals and ended up attracting a huge fag dance party.  So not wanting 
pedophilia is the same as being homophobic now?  
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File (hide): d578ef8b3b8d859⋯.jpeg (66.96 KB, 888x499, 888:499, download.jpeg)  
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>>8871364

ya it looked setup to fail

the people protesting also looked off, probably paid to be there and purposely look stupid and add to the fire 
of the media that the people involved looking into this topic are these types so don't get involved viewer …  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 09:49:59 ID: 4ab0a4 No.8876499  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 10:17:43 ID: 000000 No.8876874 >>8884062

James lives behind Pegasus right?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 20:21:59 ID: b4993d No.8884062

>>8876874
Didn't he say that was his mother?
Or at least that was his claim when freaking out about people finding the kill room.  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 20:32:17 ID: 80b1e7 No.8884267

is pizzagate still a thing?  

Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 20:55:28 ID: db3fa4 No.8884708

>>8884167
This may or may not be pizzagate related specifically, but I think could implicate the same sorts of people in very shady shit.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/22/17 (Sun) 21:04:40 ID: 82d8bf No.8884876

>>870
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PIZZAGATE NEW 
DEVELOPMENTS ABOUT 
MAJESTIC APE
"Majestic Apes" identity 
possibly revelaed.

>Everything in the pic checks 
out
>Proof it yourselves 
>Draw your own conclusions 
based on what you see

Keep up the good work 
8chan!

>THIS IS MAJOR

https://voat.co/v/pizzagatewhatever/1584571  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 01:43:33 ID: 6aced4 No.8890445

>>8722548

Reid method doesn't work on chance copper  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 05:02:25 ID: 043553 No.8894241

VOAT found another place in Edinburgh Scotland similar to CPPP.  Coverup underway. 

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1585494  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 05:27:03 ID: adb1aa No.8894619

Download of all of Eli Sizemore's videos where he gives reviews of pedo shops like comet pizza and Politics and Prose. All the places mentioned would 
be worth looking into.

https://voat.co/v/     pizzagatewhatever/1585584  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 07:40:19 ID: d26cc0 No.8897294 >>8898956

>>8723592
Here's the thing, coming from half-pol; I couldn't care less.

I want him destroyed as a personal victory for the multiple years of shit CTR threw at us. David Brock's buttboy needs to be driven to madness, jail or 
suicide, regardless of what we find. And I don't care if that sounds like it's mean, or it's not appropriate motivation. Worst case scenario, we drive a faggot 
to suicide.

People will act like this was a big horrible thing that came out of nowhere. But they forget what half-pol used to do; We destroyed the public image and 
income of a church because they wouldn't let us look at their wacky tom cruise video. We broke the consumer trust in the media over a thot wanting good 
scores for her shit games. We drove a father to an early grave because his daughter was trying to act like tough shit on youtube. Imageboards have had 
worse reasons to pull the shit they do, and the gaslighting we endured and deflected month after month? That's more than enough provocation to ruin 
some lives. What's the media gonna do, call us monsters? We already ARE monsters, fuck the whole lot of them.

James Alefantis needs to be broken, regardless of what we find.  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 09:33:30 ID: 57a5d6 No.8898956

>>8897294
from another post here on /pol/, and very relevant to what you said.

>You want to know what I’m really terrified of? Imagine a few dozen iterations of this story:

>There’s a famous case where a shadowy group was after a high-value, high-status target who used his considerable resources to retreat. The group 
couldn’t get to him. So they targeted everybody associated with him: Friends. Family. Staff. Lawyers. Sympathetic journalists. Eventually, that utter 
devastation of infrastructure led to the death of the high-value, high-status target, whose name was Pablo Escobar.

>That’s what I’m really scared of. Killing like that, on repeat. It’s my nightmare scenario. I know it’s unlikely. But — and this is the stupidest part of this 
whole thing — after 2016, I’m a little superstitious, and I’m wary of omens.

>The shadowy group that unleashed carnage on Pablo Escobar’s Institutions had a name.

>They were known as Los Pepes.

doing this to Alefantis would just be the tip of the iceberg, a part of a larger plan that ultimately results in not just Brock falling, but the entire corrupt 
Clinton machine, not to mention their (((globalist))) allies.

the time has come for the Umman Manda to descend.  
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has this been 
posted here?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 20:48:20 ID: cee6d5 No.8907715 >>8908892  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:00:07 ID: 2bd422 No.8908892

>>8907715
>voat tab
why can't /pol/acks create good videos  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:05:44 ID: 402aa7 No.8908960  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:16:08 ID: 32ab17 No.8909133

>>8725749
>>8726561
>>8742460
Fucking kikes 
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 22:28:37 ID: 81985b No.8909314
File (hide): 4995f767fb9310f⋯.png (360.67 KB, 761x720, 761:720, 4995f767fb9310fa0978b57bab….png)

If you arrived in th las 4  
months
Dont forget to go to the red pill 
thread as soon as possible before 
it gets deleted

>>8873257  

Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 23:04:46 ID: b8c173 No.8909830

Hi guys, I have one simple question, why doesn't Trump investigate into this sick shit? I mean the evidence is right here? Sincere question by the way  
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Anonymous  01/23/17 (Mon) 23:48:15 ID: 4a5826 No.8910445 >>8910827

File (hide): ac58f72f311df1a⋯.jpg (112.02 KB, 1474x658, 737:329, Kuhn Tunnel Digger.jpg)

>>8907222
I don't think so. This is 
much, MUCH more 
convincing.  

File (hide): b84ada924534035⋯.jpg (102.82 KB,
1200x1128, 50:47, 30cd5fcd13f5992a60b65492c9….jpg)

File (hide): 4844674255301a0⋯.png (32.6 KB,
237x213, 79:71, 88cb23f8f2b94d75fdef7c2425….png)

File (hide): 2c496f5b52753a0⋯.png (1.29 MB,
1852x1180, 463:295, 99c6b047a31ef142b0ee629cbd….png)

File (hide): 636fc034e5744fd⋯.png (1.95 MB,
1864x1196, 466:299, 636fc034e5744fd4fda5c9b2e7….png)

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 00:15:36 ID: 4cc770 No.8910827

>>8910445
>>8910445
>he's the Jew who buried the liqufied kids, or worse, buried them alive.  

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 01:25:20 ID: c08cc5 No.8911735
File (hide): ebb7ada7efa6a37⋯.png (301.93 KB, 337x433, 337:433, rusty.png)

>>8805686
Is there an alternative to archive.is that is out of reach of DMCA? If they can shoah the archive links, 
that's a huge blow to any investigation  

▶

▶

▶
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THE NEXT PIZZAGATE Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 01:33:58 ID: 434cde No.8911831 >>8913380

At 33rd and Walnut Street in Philadelphia on University of Pennsylvania campus (Joe Biden's new home, next to Drexel), there lies this sign:

https://archive.is/kX7vH

http://imgur.com/nCeONRc

https://archive.is/Iumqz

http://imgur.com/mlM9BKa

There are publicly viewable telephone numbers and GoldenBearGarage (idk what the fuck it is) has a little sticker next to it (I will get a picture of it 
tomorrow).

The first thing that I decided to do was ignore the little sticker for now, and look at where the closest Pizza place is.

I found Axis Pizza 0.4 miles away. It is open 24 hours or 10 am to 10 pm (when you go to order) according to its website (it doesn't clarify). I then decided 
to archive as much as I could: 

https://archive.is/ajKVF

https://archive.is/K7Doi

http://tlotl.imgur.com/all/

https://archive.is/nXiV7

Axis Pizza also has a VIP loyalty program on their shitty ass website that they haven't updated in who knows how long. I don't know if this is worth looking 
into. I am just giving you what I found. I'd recommend that we search through this.

I found that the Pizza parlor was mentioned here:

https://archive.is/t21Jy

The owner of Axis Pizza, Dimitrios Dimopoulos, also owns these things (worth investigating in my honest opinion):

http://imgur.com/gallery/X8c0M

Allegro Pizza has a website that is currently down.

https://archive.is/Cci5h

But here is latest wayback machine of it: 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161231201856/http://www.allegropizza.com/

So that's all I have for you guys for now. Forget about the symbolism and shit from my other post. I don't want you guys to mistake me for a shill. Axis 
pizza looks like Comet Pizza 2.0. There is a network that you are connected to, in order to make orders. I cannot archive it. If someone could break into 
this network and get everything out of it, that would be really fucking useful: 

https://www.letsget.net/(S(iltitahgfujuswchovmxyq3v))/Public/Login.aspx

Axis Pizza has the exact same memo as Comet Ping Pong. Shitty website. Backend network for managing orders. Shitty coding. Shitty everything. They 
have duplicate videos on the website home page! COME ON!  

File (hide): a1997be3d95d77d⋯.jpg (60.38 KB,
564x423, 4:3, pizzaman.jpg)

File (hide): 72c011f5378ac3f⋯.jpg (16.08 KB,
250x250, 1:1, mrpizzaman.jpg)

File (hide): 29190e4b2837cde⋯.jpg (65.37 KB,
386x358, 193:179, oaeop.jpg)

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 03:32:04 ID: 17b843 No.8913380 >>8914525

>>8911831
Investigating some other pizza joints in SF found one Pizzaman, was burnt down in a fire. Sign outside looks like an erect male member, could be a code 
for sex and pizza.

Next is an example of how the pizza divided into eight slices matches with Masonry degree symbols and also the Star of Ishtar.

Lastly I found this weird occult looking symbol of the OAEOP. They refer to themselves as an 'underground pizza bistro'. 
http://oaeop.blogspot.ie/p/oaeop.html
Seems legit.  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 04:41:54 ID: 64223a No.8914525 >>8914842

File (hide): 31ddd606bf52141⋯.jpg (49.79 KB, 389x366, 389:366, Pepe fire rage crappy.jpg)

>>8913380
>underground pizza 
bistro

How more obvious 
could it be?  

Sage  01/24/17 (Tue) 04:44:40 ID: ded0c7 No.8914580

>>8868974
That's the bohemian club, the same group that runs bohemian grove.  The owl is part of their altar, and no, unless you have a really good reason to be 
there, as in you are meeting someone, you probably definitely should not  

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 04:48:41 ID: 17b843 No.8914691

>>8788876
What makes you think Stoicism died out because of Christianity? Christianity continued on the concepts of Stoicism in many regards, which were dying 
on the vine. Stoicism is worthless (too strenuous) without a diety. It is the reason Kiergegaard championed religion and Christianity in particular as being 
the only means to philosophical enlightenment.

>>8718811
>the church
literally the main force keeping all the homosexuals in their place since the time of the fag Roman Empire.

>>8718771
 The creation of Christianity coincided with the destruction of the Jewish homeland their temple and their religion. They never spent time worshipping 
Saturn or any cubes. Christianity displaces them as the chosen in the eyes of God. It is the reason why they wage war on the West.

kekism
Oh you are a retard then.  

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 04:50:14 ID: adb1aa No.8914727

"If you had to choose one. what would it be? Pizza, Pasta, Ice-Cream??" 

Do you think they play dominos on them?

https://archive.is/  w55D1#selection-263.8-267.69  

File (hide): 29190e4b2837cde⋯.jpg (65.37 KB,
386x358, 193:179, oaeop.jpg)

File (hide): ee677b9cf131aae⋯.jpg (99.65 KB,
386x358, 193:179, oaeop2.jpg)

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 04:55:09 ID: 17b843 No.8914842

>>8914525
If you notice the pizza image is missing a slice. I was thinking that the missing letter might be a 'D', which would allow for the construction of 'O PAEDO', 
this in turn creates a new symbol when all the letters are lined up in order, a symbol which nevertheless bears a resemblance to the 'boy lover' symbol. It 
also shares a resemblance to the Valknut, a symbol associated with violent death and sacrifice.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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File (hide): 756f0306ce12d06⋯.jpg (130.27 KB,
1335x496, 1335:496, Missing Piece.JPG)

File (hide): 9fdc9b9b5967697⋯.jpg
(340.79 KB, 800x1168, 50:73, 6Gorillion.jpg)

File (hide): 18c91c55a333ac9⋯.jpg (160.12 KB,
699x496, 699:496, Muh6Gorillion.jpg)

Anonymous  01/24/17 (Tue) 05:44:12 ID: ded0c7 No.8915829 >>8915834

>>8797426
>What did he mean by this?
He meant look away Goy, nothing to see here.

I've been following the Pizzagate stories with little doubt that there is something that underlies it all, though I find a lot of the threads to be self-
congratulatory and circular while anons and shills chase shadows and bark up messengers' legs.  If you're going to investigate, you have to learn how to 
research and start following the little strings you find, rather than patting yourself on the back like a 10 year old that you found another string and pulling it 
out as soon as you find it.  That kind of behavior gets you nowhere.  Best case, it lets THEM know you're on to them, giving them time to clean up and 
cover up, or alerting them to keep an eye out for you when you decide to walk into the place like an r-tard.  Worst case you end up outing the wrong 
police officer and putting his and his family's life in danger like the /b/tards did.  

Do you really think John Podesta or his brother went all the way to Scotland to kidnap one little girl?  Do you really think the Clintons themselves are 
directly involved, like hands-on and not just playing the diplomatic game to make things easier while reaping the benefits?  Do you think they don't have 
underlings and connections to do that kind of dirty work for them?  Why are they doing all of this?  

What does this have to do with FBI Anon's warnings about the Clinton Foundation and Human Trafficking and so on?  Everybody involved (especially on 
twatter and raddit) are sperging out on circumstantial evidence that looks convincing but is hardly anything to go on.  

How does it tie in to Bohemian Grove, Pedowood, Child Abduction or Human Sacrifice?  What does it have to do with Moloch, Spirit Cooking, or the Jews 
or Globalists? What is the motive?  What's the end state?

Well, I have an idea about that.  How many kids go missing from around the world every year?  Thousands?  Tens of Thousands?  More?  How long has 
this been going on?  

Well, here's a stab for you: it's been going on since the late 1800s, when the Bohemian Club was founded -by a Jew-, but also when Zionism started and 
(((coincidentally))) a bunch of Jews bought up major US newspapers (including the NY Times and SF Chronicle, two "papers of record" that sell 
themselves as the authentic narrative of history).  Almost immediately, they start pushing a certain narrative about 6,000,000 European Jews in mortal 
danger before Hitler was even born.  There are pictures, pretty convincing pictures of real human bodies bound up at the grove in the early 1900s, which 
is where this whole sacrifice rumor really got its legs.

Now, have you noticed how married to that specific number (((they))) are, and how they insist that the whole 6 million were burned up in the ovens?  It's 
because it's part of Talmudic lore written almost a thousand years ago.  It's a prophecy that 6 million must be burned in sacrifice to god to cleanse the 
souls of the sinful people before they can occupy the whole promised land.  

Now… Six Million didn't die in the holocaust during ww2, certainly not in gas chambers and ovens, but woe be unto you if you say that.  The six million 
didn't die because they didn't exist in the first place.  They were invented by Newspaper men to raise money, and later covered by Jakob Lestschinsky, a 
man whose poor statistics sampling and illogical extrapolations make Nate Silver look like a god.

Well, the Jews were able to leverage the 6 million into getting a beachhead in Israel, but there's one little problem.  If they truly believe in their mysticism, 
their god, not the god of the Torah, but their god of the Talmud still demands 6 million burnt offerings of human beings/souls, specifically Jewish souls.

So the solution?  The Jews have been running human trafficking since they walked out of the desert.  And they've been using legal quibbling to get 
around even their divine commandments for just as long.   And they just happen to control politicians left and right AND the media narrative around the 
world.  
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All the rest of it?  The Spirit Cooking?  The Cheese Pizza?  Pedowood? Anton Levay, Satanism, parties with lots of sex and drugs, bulls and mares 
producing lots of illegitimate children, fertile Teenage starlets going yachting, and connected politicians who can get them access to orphaned children in 
disaster areas. That's all just a lure to build their web (The web they promise that they're not building at the Bohemian Club) with willing -or at least 
compromised- participants.  

So what does this mean?  It means that pulling on the string of comet pizza and calling out Alefantis is not going to accomplish anything.  The powerful 
people and the real plot are too far removed from the thoughtless hedonists who are easy to catch, and the powerful have agents they use to do their 
dirty work. Comet Pizza and the rest are recruiting stations and money laundering operations, nothing more.

So what should you look for?  Transportation, Destinations, Building Permits, Public Records, Tax records, political donations.  What transportation 
companies do the Clintons use?  What companies donate to the CF?  Look for the logistics behind the thing.  The children can't simply be sacrificed, they 
must be sacrificed on the altar of Moloch, they have to be moved, they have to be kept somewhere. They have to have been gotten from somewhere.

Look for reports of missing children around the country and events or visits that coincide.  Do you live near a port?  Did any ships leave at the same time 
that children went missing?  

They're going to keep it up until they have greater Israel back and until they rule the world from Israel.  
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http://www.esonet.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Ebook-Massoneria-ENG-Scotch-Rite-Masonry-
Illustrated-1.-The-complete-Ritual-of-the-Ancient-and-Accepted-Scottish-Rite-profusely-illustrated-1905.pdf  
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WAPO DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161121114717/https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/norwegian-police-
arrest-20-men-in-pedophile-network-probe/2016/11/20/5a6f10d8-af3d-11e6-bc2d-19b3d759cfe7_story.html

NYT DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20161120230530/http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/norwegian-police-
arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe-43670565

ABC NEWS DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
https://archive.is/http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/11/20/world/europe/ap-eu-norway-pedophile-
network.html

ORIGINAL AP STORY STILL UP: 

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/3f53996696a24d0da8c1d8fb117beca0/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe

BACKUP IN CASE IT GOES TOO: 

https://archive.is/DLmOL

STAGED CRIMES AND MEDIA NARRATIVES: https://archive.is/VttLF

TOP OBAMA FUNDRAISER ARRESTED FOR CHILD RAPE: MAINSTREAM MEDIA SILENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VsBAtq1dLc

https://archive.is/sl3dc

http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/11/20/kiah-lawson-terry-bean-human-rights-campaign-gay-sex-obama-prison-column/70021560/
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Anonymous  01/25/17 (Wed) 23:22:36 ID: 28153c No.8951291

>>8950997 (OP)
Thanks Anon. I was concerned we had some mod flip over here.  

Anonymous  01/25/17 (Wed) 23:28:25 ID: 54e36d No.8951383 >>8951472 >>8968186 >>8969184 >>8971012

The highly shilled comment section on this post is a good indicator that OP has stumbled across something valuable.

Whenever you see a massive tirade of negative comments - you can bet someone is trying to coverup something.

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1586134  

Anonymous  01/25/17 (Wed) 23:33:00 ID: 28153c No.8951472

>>8951383
Anytime you see Anons complaining about the lack of moderation is for sure a sign of active shilling. The intelligent Anon doesn't need a mod; he just 
dismisses irrelevant or incorrect material or disproves it.  
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Val  01/25/17 (Wed) 23:45:06 ID: dfaca9 No.8951716

If you see anyone using my name and pretending to be into pedophilia and incest, please know that it is not me.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 00:16:41 ID: 4e28f0 No.8952393 >>8985625

Zero Hedge article on The Clinton-Silsby Trafficking Scandal
https://archive.is/tFJ9h  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 00:16:52 ID: df227f No.8952398

Bump.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 00:42:03 ID: b48c98 No.8953123

http://www.whale.to/b/the_franklin_cover-up_-_john_decamp_-_ebook.pdf

http://www.vice.com/en_ca/read/the-child-rape-assembly-line-0000141-v20n11

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/vip-paedophile-ring-abused-teenage-4721479

http://unknownmisandry.blogspot.ca/2011/11/swedish-child-care-providers-murdered.html

http://theafricanspear.com/2016/11/24/obamas-homosexual-donor-arrested-for-child-rape-terrence-bean/

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@frankbacon/state-dept-dan-rosen-s-arrest-cheat-sheet-for-journos

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@gizmosia/art-podesta-admires-and-buys-you-may-never-sleep-well-again

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/true-crime/wp/2017/01/04/a-teacher-and-his-husband-were-found-dead-in-august-police-say-theyd-sexually-
abused-8-teens/?utm_term=.17fa9845d707&wpisrc=nl_most-draw5&wpmm=1  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 01:15:09 ID: 47a950 No.8954048 >>8969192 >>8982711 >>8992849

Is VOAT still compromised?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 01:22:26 ID: 750535 No.8954234 >>8982470

>>8950997 (OP)

Nevar forget

Hollywood Sell Soul 1 - 
https://youtu.be/ov7Km0BCCQ
Y

Occult Hollywood and the 
Pedophiles 2 - 
https://youtu.be/x6lwKoYO758

Satanic Government 
Pedophiles Exposed 3 - 

https://youtu.be/rfG5ND1CbAw  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 01:26:08 ID: 9a78a3 No.8954326

Did we ever get anymore info on that anon who went missing near Venice Beach?  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 01:51:47 ID: 4f6cef No.8954937 >>8956471 >>8963210 >>9028981

Requesting a sticky. Also, has any one deduced what the White Rabbit term is supposed to mean? I keep getting caught up on saturn symbolism or a 
safety term for descending into degeneracy.  
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 01:58:48 ID: 3aedcc No.8955145

>>8916310

Big Gay Ice Cream 

https://archive.is/Sq9JC
Doug Quint 

http://instagram.com/biggayicecream

kids
https://archive.is/wDYPA
https://archive.is/armwF
https://archive.is/LfeZi
https://archive.is/4VkoQ
https://archive.is/2Yua5
https://archive.is/PQ5T3
https://archive.is/8CZ6x
https://archive.is/w3qet
https://archive.is/DhCPx
https://archive.is/sfyzT
https://archive.is/MmQRq
https://archive.is/Pall3
https://archive.is/C5B5I
https://archive.is/kYlqh

gay being gay
https://archive.is/8LtUa
https://archive.is/h9q0p
https://archive.is/shj2Z
https://archive.is/1Xe5D

video
https://archive.is/4CBku

pol
https://archive.is/pjAhD
https://archive.is/p3wdY
https://archive.is/RMaEI

misc/satan
https://archive.is/W7XvO
https://archive.is/3C7H8
https://archive.is/knePq
https://archive.is/shj2Z
https://archive.is/2hJC5
https://archive.is/iU8pQ  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 02:43:48 ID: f55a90 No.8956127

Bumping for a sticky  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 02:59:35 ID: e496a1 No.8956471 >>8958939 >>8963210 >>8986917

>>8954937

Also requesting a sticky.

I don't think anyone has proof that White Rabbit means something, but "follow the white rabbit" is a well-known reference to Alice in Wonderland, which is 
a story much studied by people who want to argue that Lewis Carroll was a child molester.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 05:03:55 ID: 436ad2 No.8958939 >>8986990 >>8993462

File (hide): 8296d37c66465ad⋯.jpg (1.18 MB, 1276x3412, 319:853, finderscult.jpg)

>>8956471
>White Rabbit means something
Yes the white rabbit means something, but you won't 
believe it probably.  
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 06:04:05 ID: b48c98 No.8960209

Someone please sticky this thread??  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 08:48:37 ID: 0b9d37 No.8963210 >>8968186 >>8986917

>>8956471
>>8954937

It was already pointed out (speculated?) that the rabbit isn't a rabbit. It's a hare, which has pagan mystery school significance. Someone suggested that it 
allegedly represents a horse god called "Tammuz" the imagery and oral tradition of whom changes over the course of the centuries to keep the specifics 
of the ritual secret–thus a hare instead of a horse. Similar to how the story of Osiris is the focal point of the Masonic mystery school, but it doesn't truly 
represent the core belief system of the organization or the deity at its center.

I don't have the screen cap with me, but someone apparently asked a gang-related associate if he knew anything about the 'white rabbit houses', and he 
replied that there were "killer rabbits in the house".

More than likely, these houses are well-known within the criminal world as human trafficking nodes that use expensive, tech-savvy means to cover their 
tracks. If you look in the first three archived threads, you'll see the emphasis put on steganography as a means of communication and concealment (see 
also: Dr. Pong, DIY-Church, and ElkinsSpace Mp3s). The issue here is that, without the proper keys and resources, we can't penetrate their infosec. And 
what we know of their opsec consists of the SLC and LA nodes, the investigation of which is tricky, risky, and altogether unwise. I, myself, am a stone's 
throw away from the LA node. I would like nothing more than to go there myself, but there are too many loose ends and personal attachments that deter 
me from pursuing a just cause. And, as sad as it sounds, that's the issue with just about all people.

I don't know if 34a66c was a real person or just the product of a gas-lighting campaign. Half of me wants to believe he was a real person attempting to 
stick it to the kikes while saving gentile children in the process. The other half wants to believe that it was all a hoax and that a /pol/lack didn't truly die. 
Assuming he was real though, his impetus was an extreme minority,  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 11:14:49 ID: 2ba694 No.8964692 >>8964703 >>8964726

https://youtu.be/uyDxbQdf7O0

David Porter aka paperboyprince from HWNDU made video about Dan Schneiders iCarly and sings about pizza. 

What the literal fuck?

Doxx included lads. Gotta go to bed I've got almost no sleep this week with this Shiantology shit  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 11:15:56 ID: 2ba694 No.8964703
File (hide): 94f41510b44254b⋯.png (230.24 KB, 860x299, 860:299, David porter.png)

>>8964692  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 11:20:21 ID: cc0297 No.8964726

>>8964692
There's more
>>8964664
>>8964648
>>8964666  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 12:29:32 ID: f1f4a6 No.8965229
File (hide): cf88810b6ce99ad⋯.png (8.11 KB, 200x92, 50:23, bethanylogo.png)

A facebook friend shared a pro-illegal immigration image from Bethany Christian Services and the logo of Bethany 
caught my eye and I imagine many of you will notice it too.

I know this logo isn't damning, but is there any advice on how to investigate something like this?

They work a lot with children and I noticed on their map of places they work, it includes Haiti. How would someone go 
about finding financial disclosure? Money coming from the Clinton Foundation would be a red flag for me.

https:// www.bethany. org/global-services/child-protection-and-welfare  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 12:31:13 ID: 026847 No.8965249

Trump needs to get on this and now.  
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just dropping some stuff
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 15:51:25 ID: 990e1f No.8966785 >>8968387

>>8966698
but i am a liberal…

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 16:31:28 ID: f55a90 No.8967159

Bump.
This is being slid by  niggers drowning videos and other ridiculous crap.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 16:42:29 ID: f55a90 No.8967269

Study Estimates More Than 300,000 Victims of Human Trafficking in Texas

https ://news.utexas.edu/2017/01/24/there-are-300000-victims-of-human-trafficking-in-texas
"IDVSA. AUSTIN, Texas - There are more than 300,000 victims of human trafficking in Texas, including almost 79,000 minors and youth victims of sex 
trafficking and nearly 234,000 adult victims of labor trafficking, according to a groundbreaking study by the Institute on Domestic Violence & Sexual 
Assault at The University of Texas at Austin School of Social Work. Researchers conducted interviews, focus groups and web-based surveys with 
professionals at social service agencies who provide outreach and relief services to trafficking victims and survivors to establish benchmarks on human 
trafficking prevalence across Texas. "This research helps bring human trafficking out of the shadows: the men, women and children who are victims of 
trafficking in Texas are no longer invisible. The report will be a significant resource for policymakers, professionals, survivor leaders and community 
members as we continue to work together to end human trafficking."

Girl kidnapped by Illegal Alien and forced sex trafficking sues Backpage.com, Choice Hotels, Dothan hotel owner.
http ://www.al.com/news/birmingham/index.ssf/2017/01/sex_trafficking_survivor_files.html#incart_river_home_pop  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 16:44:24 ID: 3b99f2 No.8967285 >>8967312 >>8967519 >>9055683

AJC | Where is CBS46’s Ben Swann since his ‘PizzaGate’ story?

https://archive.is/8oun6  
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 16:47:35 ID: 990e1f No.8967312 >>8967516

>>8967285
there is another thread for it which was stickied until a day ago or so 

>>8816721  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 16:53:04 ID: 990e1f No.8967372

this might interest you
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/Digitization/149214NCJRS.pdf
https://archive.fo/Dz0gj

>Child Sex Rings: A Behavioral Analysis For Criminal Justice Professionals Handling Cases of Child Sexual Exploitation  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 17:06:07 ID: 3b99f2 No.8967516

>>8967312
Thanks, X-posted. Both threads are getting buried under circlejerk shit right now.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 17:06:26 ID: 990e1f No.8967519

>>8967285
>AJC | Where is CBS46’s Ben Swann since his ‘PizzaGate’ story?
i was so free to make a 4/pol/ post about it  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 17:54:38 ID: 61c20c No.8968184 >>8968267

File (hide): 4a79783000f5dda⋯.gif (365.51 KB, 500x283, 500:283, IMG_0260.GIF)

>>8950997 (OP)
>Allstar
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
HH
THE MEMES!! 
WHY ARE THEY 
ALL COMING 
ALIVE??!!  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 17:54:55 ID: 0e9a4e No.8968186 >>8968197

>>8951383
The stars on the barn have no circle around them and there's absolutely nothing else in here.
The closest thing is
>lock up mom
and that's referring to putting the feeder pig, the one the rest suckle from, back in her pen.

>>8963210
>a rabbit is a hare that symbolizes a horse deity who is referred to only in an oral history
>this is more likely than people using the White Rabbit from Lewis Carol's book as a symbol for leading away children
apply yourself  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 17:55:34 ID: 0e9a4e No.8968197

>>8968186
double R, double L, Carroll
fucking brits  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 18:00:36 ID: cecf86 No.8968267

>>8968184

Thats Kek for ya…

"And they don't stop coming, and they don't stop coming, and they don't stop coming, and they don't stop coming, and they don't stop coming, and they 
don't stop coming, and they don't stop coming, and they don't stop coming, and they don't stop coming….."  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 18:07:48 ID: c151fd No.8968369

>>8950997 (OP)
Thanks for the new thread, I was afraid Pizzagate was going to drop off of 8ch.  
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 18:08:37 ID: 61c20c No.8968387
File (hide): 00a5f6d886c15dd⋯.png (25.62 KB, 500x548, 125:137, IMG_9318.PNG)

>>8966785
>They despise Zeus for overthrowing cronus, who then devolved 
into moloch/satan
THAT's why they've been punishing the Greeks with destroying 
their Economy & flooding them with invaders
BASTARDS  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:11:20 ID: 0abcd5 No.8969184 >>8969239 >>8969341 >>8969346 >>8977808

>>8951383
At 33rd and Walnut Street in Philadelphia on University of Pennsylvania campus (Joe Biden's new home, next to Drexel), there lies this sign:

https://archive.is/kX7vH
http://imgur.com/nCeONRc
https://archive.is/Iumqz
http://imgur.com/mlM9BKa

There are publicly viewable telephone numbers and GoldenBearGarage (idk what the fuck it is) has a little sticker next to it (I will get a picture of it 
tomorrow).
The first thing that I decided to do was ignore the little sticker for now, and look at where the closest Pizza place is.

I found Axis Pizza 0.4 miles away. It is open 24 hours or 10 am to 10 pm (when you go to order) according to its website (it doesn't clarify). I then decided 
to archive as much as I could: 
https://archive.is/ajKVF
https://archive.is/K7Doi
http://tlotl.imgur.com/all/
https://archive.is/nXiV7

Axis Pizza also has a VIP loyalty program on their shitty ass website that they haven't updated in who knows how long. I don't know if this is worth looking 
into. I am just giving you what I found. I'd recommend that we search through this.

I found that the Pizza parlor was mentioned here:
https://archive.is/t21Jy

The owner of Axis Pizza, Dimitrios Dimopoulos, also owns these things (worth investigating in my honest opinion):
http://imgur.com/gallery/X8c0M

Allegro Pizza has a website that is currently down.
https://archive.is/Cci5h

But here is latest wayback machine of it: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161231201856/http://www.allegropizza.com/

Axis pizza looks like Comet Pizza 2.0. There is a network that you are connected to, in order to make orders. I cannot archive it. If someone could break 
into this network and get everything out of it, that would be really fucking useful: 
https://www.letsget.net/(S(iltitahgfujuswchovmxyq3v))/Public/Login.aspx

Axis Pizza has the exact same memo as Comet Ping Pong. Shitty website. Backend network for managing orders. Shitty coding. Shitty everything. They 
have duplicate videos on the website home page!  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:11:54 ID: 644eca No.8969192

>>8954048

Yes, descent posts get shilled and deleted.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:15:51 ID: 990e1f No.8969239 >>8969256 >>8969293 >>9153838

>>8969184
>33rd street

FUCKING MASONS REEEEEE and wasnt walnut sauce also some slang for child cum, or the cum dripping out of the child or something like that?  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:16:38 ID: 0abcd5 No.8969256 >>8970183 >>8986035

>>8969239
And Walnut probably refers to something. I got no idea.  
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:19:09 ID: 0abcd5 No.8969293 >>8969346

>>8969239

Fair to say this might be Comet Ping Pong 2.0?

I literally can't find the owner anywhere on the internet.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:22:39 ID: e8240c No.8969341 >>8969370 >>8969390

>>8969184
What the fuck, I go to Allegro's whenever I visit my sister in Philly. It's like the college kid hangout
they make pretty good food; though interestingly enough the pizza is not very good  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:23:07 ID: 990e1f No.8969346
File (hide): 05abe6570ba40ec⋯.png (6.22 MB, 1922x1618, 961:809, satan city.png)

>>8969184
i still think we should check out pizzeria paradiso as i dont think the positioning at the small pentragramm 
(dupont circle) is a coincidence
i would do it myself, but i suck at investigating. i did a bit but didnt find anything on them 

>>8969293
no idea, first we would have to understand what CPP actually was/is. i dont think they really rape children in 
there. it would be far less obvious to just have a farm or house outside the city then have a pizzeria with 
underground tunnels to sexdungeons where you have to risk random people finding it who go in and out of 
the restaurant each day  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:24:41 ID: 0abcd5 No.8969370

>>8969341
Help me archive fucking everything. I am looking for instagrams etc. A smoking gun would be nice.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 19:26:19 ID: 0abcd5 No.8969390

>>8969341

Agreed. See Scott Onstott's "Secrets in Plain Sight 1-23" to understand the largest implication of the pentagram star on the cube located in DC. It's on 
youtube, I think.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 20:22:10 ID: 0fc998 No.8970183 >>8985955

>>8969256

The prostate  
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 21:13:01 ID: 0abcd5 No.8971012

>>8951383

>Why tf does 8ch keep on deleting this??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

At 33rd and Walnut Street in Philadelphia on University of Pennsylvania campus (Joe Biden's new home, next to Drexel), there lies this sign:
https://archive.is/kX7vH
http://imgur.com/nCeONRc
https://archive.is/Iumqz
http://imgur.com/mlM9BKa

There are publicly viewable telephone numbers and GoldenBearGarage (idk what the fuck it is) has a little sticker next to it (I will get a picture of it 
tomorrow).
The first thing that I decided to do was ignore the little sticker for now, and look at where the closest Pizza place is.
I found Axis Pizza 0.4 miles away. It is open 24 hours or 10 am to 10 pm (when you go to order) according to its website (it doesn't clarify). I then decided 
to archive as much as I could: 
https://archive.is/ajKVF
https://archive.is/K7Doi
http://tlotl.imgur.com/all/
https://archive.is/nXiV7

Axis Pizza also has a VIP loyalty program on their shitty ass website that they haven't updated in who knows how long. I don't know if this is worth looking 
into. I am just giving you what I found. I'd recommend that we search through this.
I found that the Pizza parlor was mentioned here:
https://archive.is/t21Jy

The owner of Axis Pizza, Dimitrios Dimopoulos, also owns these things (worth investigating in my honest opinion):
http://imgur.com/gallery/X8c0M

Allegro Pizza has a website that is currently down.
https://archive.is/Cci5h

But here is latest wayback machine of it: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161231201856/http://www.allegropizza.com/

Axis pizza looks like Comet Pizza 2.0. There is a network that you are connected to, in order to make orders. I cannot archive it. If someone could break 
into this network and get everything out of it, that would be really fucking useful: 
https://www.letsget.net/(S(iltitahgfujuswchovmxyq3v))/Public/Login.aspx

Axis Pizza has the exact same memo as Comet Ping Pong. Shitty website. Backend network for managing orders. Shitty coding. Shitty everything. They 
have duplicate videos on the website home page!  

File (hide): c8cbf21fb0683f9⋯.webm (11.56 MB,
1280x720, 16:9, pizzagate joe biden.webm) [play once]
[loop]

File
(hide):
421ab1d33beb6e7⋯.png
(438 B,
1x1,
1:1,
kikekiller.png)

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 21:25:19 ID: 2d01a7 No.8971204 >>8971593 >>8971747 >>8983036 >>8989057 >>9001520 >>9051439 >>9129689 >>9129703 >>9129726  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 21:50:21 ID: 2b1690 No.8971593

>>8971204

WHOA THERE JOE, aren't we getting a little close to that pizza?  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 21:57:49 ID: 644f72 No.8971703

butts  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 22:00:29 ID: b365b5 No.8971747 >>8972091 >>8972476 >>8982596 >>8983036 >>8989430 >>9011687 >>9011961 >>9052608

>>8971204
I believe Biden is demonstrating affection for these girls because he lost his own daughter in a car accident; and when he sees girls at events, they 
remind him of his Naomi - what he never got to experience.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 22:19:08 ID: 1cd0aa No.8972091 >>8972214

>>8971747
Well anon, I feel like if that was the case, then he would be a huge opponent of his peers. But it doesn't seem that way.  
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Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 22:28:26 ID: 0e9a4e No.8972214 >>8972402

>>8972091
Not everyone is aware of everything.
Remember, Joe Biden has been largely ostracized as a statesman.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 22:42:32 ID: 61c20c No.8972402 >>9011741

>>8972214
Biden DID say that he hated weiner. But that doesn't convince me that he's unaware of the dems occult shit.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 22:48:32 ID: 990e1f No.8972476

>>8971747
i hope that this is the case. i rather feel like it isnt though

it seems more likely that the "kissing the baby" stuff didnt start to increase public relations, but to get off under the cover of increasing public relations by 
showing how much you like little kids  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 23:21:05 ID: e27bba No.8972888 >>8973085 >>8973335 >>8973665 >>8974171 >>8974348 >>8989382 >>9054466 >>9116301 >>9126601

File (hide): 54dcef393b2d010⋯.png (65.88 KB, 1222x504, 611:252, pizza poing.png)  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 23:35:46 ID: fe7919 No.8973085

>>8972888

Your meme is shit.  

Anonymous  01/26/17 (Thu) 23:55:10 ID: 4b65d8 No.8973335
File (hide): 1ac512c7f4049b2⋯.gif (15.57 KB, 622x270, 311:135, v.GIF)

>>8972
888  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 00:17:51 ID: 66ab69 No.8973665

>>8972888
Oh yes. Please signal more that you're much more intelligent than us, you pathetic twerp.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 00:59:29 ID: 750535 No.8974171

>>8972888

anyone who wandered into old /b/ at anytime knows this meme is shit  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 01:11:58 ID: acdd8f No.8974348

>>8972888
Of course a goon would support pedophilia.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 02:19:26 ID: 25e754 No.8975555

https://you tu.be/uKt7BMUy-40  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 02:24:07 ID: 432b70 No.8975657

>>8950997 (OP)
New leads anons, start to hit Hollywood in addition to DC

http://disobedientmed ia.com/tech-figure-in-dot-com-child-sex-scandal-was-a-clinton-global-initiative-member/

http://disobedientmed ia.com/pedowood-the-hollywood-complex-at-the-heart-of-a-celebrity-child-sex-ring/  
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Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 03:01:03 ID: f2b774 No.8976286 >>8976982 >>8981382

File (hide): 9bfde46823f5df7⋯.jpg (8.71 KB, 300x225, 4:3, 1485220725984-300x225.jpg)

I found something!

Interesting article on 
pedowood here.
https://archive.fo/QsdyK

See the attached image. 
Movie night with "pizza 
and hot dogs"  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 03:35:08 ID: 2092a1 No.8976982 >>8981382

>>8976286
Every time I start to doubt pizzagate, this shit happens.Pedobear makes absolutely no sense in any other context here  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 03:36:01 ID: 9ce6e3 No.8976996
File (hide): 2ab79dd7ca6f8d3⋯.jpg (37.77 KB, 500x500, 1:1, 16174623_663025947210174_6….jpg)

>>8950997 (OP)  
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File (hide): 8a3d2ef5ef66fb2⋯.png (632.92 KB,
787x639, 787:639, 42343221.png)

File (hide): f62fd12fcbd9b49⋯.png (306.89 KB,
633x537, 211:179, 42343221aaa.png)

File (hide): ea47a718866c107⋯.png (553.16 KB,
745x577, 745:577, 42343221aaaaa-1.png)

File (hide): b50fd08c03f97c9⋯.png (341.74 KB,
1067x635, 1067:635, 42343221aaaaa-2.png)

File (hide): 0e47b2542688c03⋯.png (439.75 KB,
763x663, 763:663, 42343221aaaaa-5.png)

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 04:15:29 ID: ca99fb No.8977808 >>8977868 >>8977959 >>8978005 >>8980844 >>9052850

>>8969184
Someone say weirdly suggestive pizza place?  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 04:17:59 ID: ca99fb No.8977868
File (hide): 0e3998fe11105e8⋯.png (388.18 KB, 628x796, 157:199, 42343221aaaaa-6.png)

>>8977808
Just in case you think the owner is oblivious 
to the fact his logo looks like a dick.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 04:22:06 ID: 538420 No.8977959

>>8977808
>dick
>heart
I propose we call the splitoff investigation into this place [OPERATION DICKHEART]  
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Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 04:24:34 ID: 797975 No.8978005 >>8978371 >>8979005

>>8977808
these fuckers could not disguise their creepy vileness if their lives depended on it, they simply OOZE repulsiveness and creepy vibes and they just can't 
fucking stop themselves. what a slimy bitch it must be to be a slave to your own disgusting hedonistic degeneracy.

I also don't understand what the fuck that logo is supposed to be. Those aren't letters, is it literally meant to be a representation of a baby dick and a slice 
of pizza?  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 04:41:35 ID: faecf8 No.8978371 >>8979005

>>8978005
It's like some sort of public display of their inner degeneracy because they get off on flaunting it as much as they can. May they burn in hell  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 05:10:30 ID: 67e509 No.8979005

>>8978005
>>8978371

It obviously means dick love.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 06:52:55 ID: 0a0f44 No.8980844

>>8977808
Actually the logo looks like a dick and a vagina. meaning they are into boy and girl babies. but also a heart because they are sick fucks like that.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 06:58:57 ID: 91455f No.8980961 >>8981157 >>8983576

Meanwhile in /v/, an unrelated-on-the-surface dig turned up something completely out of left field…
>>>/v/11804840  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 07:09:21 ID: e71fc4 No.8981157 >>8990995

>>8980961
GG found deep links between DoD/CIA and game development. 

Pizzagate stumbles upon DoD/CIA and pedophilia networks.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 07:23:44 ID: 47f8d9 No.8981382

>>8976286
>>8976982

This is fucking obvious, gentlemen.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 07:25:20 ID: 85db1c No.8981410

based tony  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 08:44:29 ID: 2b0a86 No.8982470
File (hide): 9c89a3fdeb91d4a⋯.jpg (337.26 KB, 900x1046, 450:523, 1463102622223.jpg)

>>8954234
It is possible, hard though it may be it to believe to many on this board, that there are conscientious black people.

Cynthia McKinney, despite her faults, was red pilled on the Jews and pedos long before chan culture got beyond 
habbo raids.

I like her just because she was instantly shut down by ZOG as soon as she drew attention to US foreign policy, 
domestic policy and every policy being dictated by the establishment Jewish power elite.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 08:56:23 ID: 9f0f9f No.8982596
File (hide): 9bcb8f64a6f0087⋯.jpeg (5.2 KB, 100x100, 1:1, serveimage.jpeg)

>>8971747

Why would Washington Post (the same news organization discrediting pizzagate) run articles about Joe being a touchy feely guy a 
week after vids called into question his hands on touching of these kids, its likely done to cover and rewrite what happened or they 
would have never bothered in the first place if there was nothing here just like all the shilling and misdirection going on with pizzagate 
https://www.washingtonpost. com/news/the-fix/wp/2015/02/18/why-joe-biden-should-probably-stop-being-so-touchy-feely/  
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Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 09:05:54 ID: 9f0f9f No.8982711

>>8954048

Voat pizzagate previously had pizzagate dot com advertised on side bar until people called into question the supposed reward money the site was 
advertising along with showing advertisements on the site, i personally wouldn't visit the site as its probably collecting IP addresses same with that 
pizzagate gear site.  

One of the mods a month ago on voat pizzzagate was banning specific posts shown here then that mod was banned https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1529040  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 09:42:57 ID: a40102 No.8983036

>>8971204
>>8971747
So, fondling the breasts of 5 year old girls is just a sign of his "affection"? In the oven you go, kike.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 10:36:51 ID: 59713f No.8983576 >>8983615

File (hide): df6eb62501488d9⋯.png (150.88 KB, 1259x574, 1259:574, 62a3108fdf57b185118fbea3a0….png)

>>8980961
It never ends, this shit.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 10:39:50 ID: 59713f No.8983615

>>8983576
Also here's a dump of the ESA-related shit. It is possible more connections will be found, /v/ will continue digging.
>>>/gamergatehq/329602  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 14:25:11 ID: 4e1740 No.8985625
File (hide): 88ce05c6666ac10⋯.jpeg (192.37 KB, 800x628, 200:157, image.jpeg)

>>8952393
Thanks for the link. These occultist fucks are gonna crash and burn in the coming years. The more 
interesting thing will be seeing how the public reacts when these sick fucks are dragged screaming into 
federal court. 
The fate of all traitors is eternal fire.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 14:57:28 ID: 584f43 No.8985955

>>8970183
or it could be the adrenal gland  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 15:04:56 ID: a2e614 No.8986035

>>8969256
I'm nauseated just typing/knowing this, but I read elsewhere during PG that "walnut" refers to a young girls genitalia. 

>A term for an immature vulva, before the labia have developed. Term derives from the similar appearance of a little girl's pussy to an uncracked walnut.
urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Walnut  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 16:14:48 ID: d14737 No.8986734 >>8986765 >>9119649

>>8950997 (OP)
I fucking hate the fact every time someone mentions pizzagate that I want to have a fucking pizza. This is making my diet a fucking million times harder.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 16:17:01 ID: df7cd5 No.8986765 >>8987417

>>8986734
Yet another facet to their insidious plan.  
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Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 16:29:56 ID: 77624f No.8986917
File (hide): dab168514f19ce2⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 57.84 KB, 431x300, 431:300, TimTheEnchanter.jpg)

>>8956471
>"follow the white rabbit" is a well-known reference to Alice in Wonderland
And the matrix.

But I think it's a trick.
Also in Monty Python :^) 
see >>8963210

I think this is part of the programming they do - they show them this pop culture bullshit to make them question their current system, then they tell them to 
eat the "bad apple" or to follow the white rabbit.

The reality is that it's not the real red pill so to speak. That's why jews are freaking out about the rise in anti semitism. It broke their matrix instead of 
coercing fools into their blackmail trap.

I hate how Hollywood is now exploiting it's media to condition normies into their arms.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 16:35:30 ID: 77624f No.8986990 >>9088997

>>8958939
You might suggest that the CIA is covering that up to lower the backlash and death of children, but seriously this has been going on too long now. This is 
fucked up.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 17:08:40 ID: d14737 No.8987417 >>8987956

>>8986765
Why can't we just call it pedogate? I want this shit fixed but damn getting hungry over stopping pedophilia just feels fucking weird.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 17:56:00 ID: 4834a1 No.8987956

>>8987417
The hunger helps you gain willpower and lose weight! You will cone through a stronger man!  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 19:11:00 ID: e43e7b No.8989057
File (hide): 39e30a0e0a314a2⋯.gif (266.84 KB, 402x392, 201:196, now.gif)

>>897120
4  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 19:35:07 ID: b62104 No.8989382 >>8989634 >>8989805 >>9001521

File (hide): 34f1a221b66784b⋯.jpeg (47.72 KB, 736x736, 1:1, image.jpeg)

>>8972888
Serious question, lads.
Why is the left so shit at making memes? Is it because they cannot comprehend the reality of the human 
spirit/condition with their current set of beliefs?
This is just, ugh. Its fucking pathetic. 
The more writhing I see from folks like the anon I quoted, the more its making me into a true believer.

I fucking hate people who abuse children. And they abuse them to get more power over us. There ain't 
enough rope in the fuckin universe for all these fallen souls.
And thats what they are.
Fallen fucking souls. May god have mercy on you fucks, because if the truth comes out, you won't find any 
in humanity's judgement.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 19:38:21 ID: 2e589e No.8989430

>>8971747
i believe you're an autistic pedophile retard  
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Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 19:46:19 ID: a14ae3 No.8989541

This Van Bramer guy just appeared on the /HWNDU/ stream

>MORE DE BLASIO HITS - "Mayor de Blasio reads 'Secret Pizza Party' to Queens kids - and the plot mirrors the fund-raising probe he's caught up in" - 
Daily News's Dale Eisinger and Denis Slattery: "When you make something secret, you make it special. That was the bizarre lesson Mayor de Blasio - 
whose questionable fund-raising tactics are at the center of an ongoing criminal probe - delivered Saturday to a group of children at a Queens library. 
Hizzoner read from the illustrated children's book "Secret Pizza Party" at the Woodside branch of the Queens Library alongside library boss Dennis 
Walcott and City Councilman Jimmy Van Bramer. The poorly chosen yarn follows the exploits of a wily raincoat-clad raccoon who is overly enthusiastic 
about keeping secrets and stealing pizza. 

https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/23494  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 19:51:51 ID: 1aa177 No.8989634

>>8989382
tbh, that is actually one of their better memes, but yes as well - they have no clue what they are doing.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 20:02:25 ID: 2e589e No.8989805 >>8990616 >>9220838 >>9220852

>>8989382
i used to wish that i could be stupid enough to see things the way you do. now i'm glad my wish didn't come true. my intellect refuses to allow me to hurt 
others due to some idiotic and emotionally-charged naive black and white view of humanity and individuals.

"one can never see past oneself's own oneness with oneself, as the goldfish dancing throughout his fishbowl, but one who strives for oneness through 
understanding of others can decorate one's fishbowl with the pretty trifles and baubles that add nuance, subtlety, and curiosity to one's fishbowl of a soul" 
- me  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 20:59:00 ID: b62104 No.8990616 >>8990686

>>8989805
"Im not sure what you are implying. Are you saying people who abuse children should not face justice?
Should I feel no contempt for those who hurt the innocent? I have no clue what you mean.
If you think that these people shouldn't face real justice, then Im afraid you, my friend, are the moron. A morally bankrupt moron to boot."
-me  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 21:05:17 ID: 2e589e No.8990686 >>8998390

>>8990616
i think what he was implying is that "child abuse" is not a black and white thing, and that just because something confirms your bias doesn't mean that 
your bias is accurate, or that your emotional response to your confirmed bias is justified. his weird autistic self-quote seems to be telling you that if you 
attempt to empathize with others, then you will challenge your confirmation bias and give yourself some perspective with which to challenge your 
preconceived notions.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 21:15:13 ID: 000000 No.8990820 >>8990860 >>8992859

GOGOGOGOGOGOGO
THERES STILL CHILD PORN UP FOR SOME REASON
I THINK THEY ARE TRYING TO TAKE DOWN 8CHAN BECAUSE OF THE FAKE NEWS 

THIS MAY HAVE TO DO WITH PIZZA GATE
8ch.net/newsplus/res/54900.html

8ch.net/newsplus/res/54900.html

8ch.net/newsplus/res/54900.html
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8ch.net/newsplus/res/54900.html

8ch.net/newsplus/res/54900.html  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 21:18:58 ID: b3eb34 No.8990860

>>8990820
Kill Yourself, pedo kike  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 21:28:42 ID: f2b774 No.8990995

>>8981157
Have a look at this guys work. https://www.youtube dot com/channel/UCrQ-wHKVi0JDWjQGcuoYnew  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 21:30:18 ID: f91c0a No.8991023

when can we face to bloodshed already?
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Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 23:33:36 ID: c9760c No.8992849

>>8954048

I don't know that it was ever compromised. It is increasingly taken over by people who still think Julian Assange is dead, see child rape in every use of a 
spiral triangle, and don't understand why anyone would want a rule preventing people from posting in all caps.

The most effective disinformation is populating the site with actual crazies.  

Anonymous  01/27/17 (Fri) 23:34:55 ID: c9760c No.8992859

>>8990820
>8ch.net/newsplus/res/54900.html

Sage  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 00:19:02 ID: a84ad3 No.8993462 >>9093146

>>8958939
We here on /pol/ began believing in "gods" (inprecise term) and made more progress in a few years collectively than /fringe/ posters in their lifetime.

t. /fringe/ old fag

We're on /pol/; we care.  

Meanwhile in Austin HQ, But David Icke also important Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 00:29:46 ID: d42532 No.8993617 >>9018553 >>9028017

File (hide): 2120a0217d0ad48⋯.webm (2.78 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, CHAN_WEBM_AJShow_RedChina….webm) [play once] [loop]

He's poking a bit from over there "jeewwwwwwwzzzzzz".

Here's my take on things currently with AJ, but I wanted to get this across about the big important thing, it's 
good that we have critics of Trump like Ron Paul (who did start saying good things about Trump's actions on 
AJShow 2 days ago but still not endorsing him)

I still consider most Anti-AJ haters as non-genuine, but the fact that the Goldman Sachs appointments, 
Mattis being kinda against russia, Trump for Israel … you got to wonder if there's something to Alex, … but 
that doesn't mean I'm believeing all the material about Hicks and Stratfor that to me looks trollish,

There is genuine criticism of Alex Jones , his response is that he can't help it, he says if we were to do justice in israel it would mean nuclear war, so he's 
now trying to get the arabs to stop poking at israel, if true, that doesn't mean AJ is an agent, he's passively

What is certain, and this is nothing new, Alex Jones has a tendency, with his style of teaching and messaging, attitude on the main show, he makes 
himself look like an agent many times. And yes he does bad things, he is a compromiser, for the sake of the

Infact I have applauded Ron Paul to stay true to his principles, with AJ trying to pull an endorsment out of him, Alex Jones and his behind of scenes 
contacts and dealings are his own thing, we can't be expected to all take him 100%, he could be wrong, Alex him self could be scrwed over. So that's why 
I never want to make conclusions, we may just be making a big mistake.

Even to on the other side I kinda agree with alex that if globalist controlled America was used to create ISIS, then they should also provide support 
cleaning the mess up, to show effort for good faight, to prove it in action, I agree with this philosophy. Ron Paul disagrees.
But that doesn't mean I support everything Trump may do, or how will he do it.

Major thing is tortue, even Alex disagrees that Trump is talking about torture. However, alex is a compromisor, he's enough with just half the stuff. 

However David Icke should not be dismissied, even if I think that david is beginning to be more critical of Alex's support for Trump and Trump himself, 
David Icke website is actually attacking Trump half the time, however in his interviews he did say he doesn't really know about trump, but he is gravitating 
to talking mostly about negative things about trump, while Alex the opposite. David Icke did however talk more in depth about Hillary, just to clear that out, 
no, he wasn't attacking Trump that much, but David was also dismissing the idea

Why, because David doesnt't have the low level insight, Alex Jones was told all the details about Trump, that Trump was briefed by various 
whistleblowers, military, genersls and that he has changed in recent years, David Icke is going back to keep referencing the behavor of the shoman 
Trump, not this Trump now.

Now, what's David Icke and Alex Jones say common things, David Icke supports and says similar stuff as does Alex Jones about the details and 
technicalities, but I'm not a fanboy of alex, I have my own criticism of him o

But still David Icke's higher-level material is very important as we can see now in these pizzagate threads around no.20 - that you guys have as well 
started pieceing together this on a more deeper level.  
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Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 00:30:41 ID: d42532 No.8993641

PART 2  * * * * ****

Why is this, the relationships around alex jones and icke, alex community and icke communits, etc, relevant to this pizzagate thread, because one guy on 
youtube interestingly pointed out that PIZZAGATE IS THE NEW WORLD ORDER, I would agree with that,  you won't be effective against it if you argue 
between 2 different types of approaches, alex or david, as many other mainstream IRC channels tell you "keep on topic" infact studying the NWO is all 
about not keeping the topic, things connect, crossover, you need bits of this and that, that will help you here and there.

The big thing with David Icke and Alex Jones is that they occupy a different position, and the problem arises when people tend to subscibe to either one, 
One is a Main Battle Tank (Alex), and the other is Long Range Artillery (Icke), you can't pick and choose which one's right, they both have to be used at 
different time, you need knowledge from both.

Icke is more higher-level, Alex is more lower-level, Icke specializes into the big picture, tying things up with wider scope of history as well as he 
specializes in deep topics, Alex Jones however specializes on the daily front-line current-happenings and he has his own intricate details on that side, it is 
a field that David Icke simply has less experience with, thus it is no surprise that David is critical of Trump.

However, it all rests on Alex shoulders, or a large part, since Alex operation was one of the biggest pro-Trump magnets that got people into that direction, 
it was Alex that contributed to defeat of Ted Cruz as well as getting most of the people away from the sabotaged libertarian party.

That's why David Ickes position on Trump is justified, because David cannot trust Alex Jones' words, and I agree, a lot of stuff about Trump alex just 
pulled out of "behind the scenes", okay, It's sources, but there's more than that, as David is more on higher-level, he just can't trust someone that's on the 
lower level and may not see the big picture.

Yes it is not a secret that Alex just doesn't like any of the higher-level topics, he purposelly avoids them. There is an advantage with that, it's way simpler 
on a daily basis as well as a lot of garbage is avoided completely, higher-level stuff is way more advanced because it takes more serious people how can 
put more effort into research as well as because hard evidence is more scarse but also because higher-levels are way more polluted with disinformation, 
therefore one must process all of the garbage as well and be really good at it to detect it properly as garbake, it takes a great expert, Alex Jones is openly 
specializing in the front line operations so to not split resources and cover the esoteric stuff, is a genuine excuse in my opinion.

Garbage or Webshit in the higher-levels is most popularly produced by the rabbid low-life idiots of various sorts, these are usually mainstream sheeple 
that are fascinated by space and they produce webshit because of their total inexperiece and various childish behaviors, they are mostly connected to the 
UFOs, thy 
The others are the monetization manipulation blackhat assholes who produce fake, mislabeled, low-quality rehashed nonsense, they are mostly because 
it proves to be very popular, the stupid UFO crowds are the ones that , all of these people are mainstream retards, these are people who have no idea 
about the NWO and only talk about on-surface things, they are gullible and happily wait for the governments to make disclosures, they always go 
"disclosure is coming", from UN or something, if that were to happen, ladies and gentlement, that's going to be a hoax in my opinion, NWO has zero 
benefit of disclosing and real extraterrestrials, there is no way that such a move by the NWO wouldn't be part of a problem reaction solution or some trap.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 00:31:10 ID: d42532 No.8993649

PART 3 ////////////////////////

Continuing: 

Icke's Live Presentations last for more than 5 hours, 10 if I'm not mistaken this time's tours (not sure if counting breaks), notice, they aren't very much 
detailed, his books are more detailed, but he doesn't get down to such a level that Alex gets in on a daily basis. 

The biggest point: There is a time when tactics of Alex Jones are required for the job at hand, sometime it will come when David Icke's way will be the 
one that will work better, if you are a fanboy of either of one of these messengers you are making a huge mistake, you need to listen to both and you 
cannot skip any topics, if you want to study more david icke stuff be warned that he is considered advanced-level, that means that you should first study 
Alex, the front-line issues are easier to learn for beginners, the scope is smaller, and once you get that experience, then you move on to david icke-level. 
A lot of people from europe never got into Alex jones, they don't understand that his emotions and ranting are his free speech and that his content has to 
be taken objectively while the style of the presentation has to be excused. David Icke fanboys are one of the groups attacking and spreading non-genuine 
criticism against Alex Jones and it is definitely not helping the overall cause.

So, I aplaud the community that it is getting more open to what David Icke was saying, way back in November 2016 I pointed out the reptilian imagery in 
the murals and some people laughed, but now I see more and more references in the archived posts, this is what David Icke found out, how things lead 
to Saturn.

David Icke claims it goes even higher than the NWO, referencing the quote of "PIZZAGATE IS THE NWO", that is when david icke gets into his own path, 
that's why it is so stupid for an Alex Jones listener to be attacking Icke for the reptilian thing, up to the NWO, Icke and Jones are in aligment and are both 
recommended, David Icke simply goes a step higher, and Alex just doesn't like to go there.

So this is the big message for the Pizzagate research, do not be bothered if you go into the david icke waters, you don't need to agree with Icke about his 
highest-level theories. The Above-NWO stuff, interdimensional etc.

Yes, ABOVE THE NWO, there may not be interdimensional reptilias as icke claims, this NWO may only be mind controlled groups and other genetically 
broken inbred retards from ancient Egypt, yes, there may not be more than NWO, maybe the Reptilians are real but are not  from another dimenson just 
from another galaxy or solar system, the NWO we are witnessing today on Earth that is enslaving us, may only be a leftover automated outpost, the 
Globalists act robotically, maybe there's a limit to their learning and flexibility of their automation, we may infact only be … with the extraterrestrials long 
gone, probably fighting a large war somewhere else, or simply being wiped out somewhere else, so yes, it doesn't mean that everything has to exactly be 
like Icke says, it can turn out to be very similar but just very much differently arranged and twisted.

David Icke once said, responding in an inverview question to those who say that they don't like/understand him becaue of his reptilian theories, he said 
"choose what you can and leave the rest" - his reptilian talk is only like 15-20 percent of what he writes and talks about, so, people need to get this 
realized, this guy is way bigger, Reptilian thing is so dramatic so it overpowers the rest, snap out of it.

So this is very encouraging, that the research into Pizzagate has now opened the eyes of many who have put effort into it and can not deny the 
connections david was making all the time.

THE END  
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Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 00:54:41 ID: 3aedcc No.8994031 >>9231185

Clintons’ Pedophile Pal Jeffrey Epstein Sued AGAIN For ‘Sex Crimes’
https://archive.is/VCxoD

Alleged victim claims to have been ‘threatened’ & ‘verbally abused.'
By Radar Staff
Posted on Jan 27, 2017 @ 11:41AM

Wall Street pedophile Jeffrey Epstein is being accused of yet another sick sex crime! RadarOnline.com has obtained exclusive court documents that 
accuse Epstein of convincing a young woman to perform sex acts on him with the promise he will get her into college.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 01:11:11 ID: d42532 No.8994291 >>8995920 >>9025483

Additionally

- Didn't meant to skip that lower levels have their own garbage, but you know what I mean, the ratio of garbage and good info is way different. A lot of the 
stuff in the higher-levels would take great lengths to be proved, a simple jpeg phone image won't work.

- There is genuine UFO stuff, but the ratio is the thing I wanted to point out, almost 90% or more of the UFO material is garbage, mostly produced by 
balackhat monetization assholes and spread by the mainstream sheeple who think they know everything if they see 2 lights in the sky.

- Even the things that are genuine with UFOs, you still can't prove anything with an image or a video, it would have to be super big resolution, all these 
phones are totally useless, they use unreliable codecs, it would take multiple expensive and independent forensic analysis of the video to identify validity, 
effort spent to identify all genuine compression artifacts, same phone with that camera would have to be sent in for analysis along with the source video.

- A lot of stupid kids join AboveTopSecret and think the're so smart, I really don't like these trends, people join forums and live on them for many years 
without anything else, this is a serious trap, some people simply do not have what it takes from the beginning, unfortunately led into stagnation, they are 
the ones usually anti-AlexJones, the kids are usually the most susceptible to jumping to conclusions, making asshat assumptions and ofcourse reacting 
to rants and other irrelevant subjective side-things of the messenger, they are unable to extract the objective information.

Why again is this relevant. Because the Pizzagate research may lead into many side tracks, and you guys may find something, if that gets into the hands 
of some of the garbage producers it can get twisted and the whole point lost and big lost opportunity to get to the truth, a lot of confusion will be generated 
by the shit-tards of the internet, what if you guys find smoking gun evidences, THIS HAS TO BE CLEARLY documented, explained, and the 
COMMUNITY has to be experiened to understand how big it is and where it leads and then shares these findings to the ones who specialize into it, if 
there is a smoking gun found, you always suppose to send emails and messages to the other good groups BEFORE you start making it a big deal to the 
MSMedia and the wide internet, so the alt media and figures are ready before the MSM starts spinning and twisting.

I am also afraid that some things could be missed, because of failure to detect, even if you do not believe or whatever, just research the lead, this is what 
reddit bans, they call it witchhunts, yes they're protecting potential criminals, do you understand what that would feel like if someone did that to law 
enforcement, oh sorry, "you can't chase that killer with a kinife, no witchunts around macdonalds".

Yes, this is not law enforcement, that's why you research the leads without any law breaking or using police power. And it would be totally legally okay on 
any website, Reddit is obviously compromised.

But I had to take 2 months break and still need a bit more, I had enough stress, so you guys keep up the good work, I came back just to check up a bit 
and give some advice.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 02:30:58 ID: 0d43d0 No.8995920 >>9045936

>>8994291
I'd be curious for a summary of your thoughts on the topic of UFOs and Forteana, since you are clearly of the more discerning type.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 02:36:36 ID: 6c94e1 No.8996020

https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/20440254/v_Epstein_et_al

David Boies, a respected attorney in NYC has filed a complaint against Jeffrey Epstein on behalf of a child sex trafficking victim  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 03:21:59 ID: 12c7eb No.8996976 >>8997951

File (hide): b9868005fa3db27⋯.jpg (4.07 MB, 4032x3024, 4:3, 1485573598416-920159860.jpg)

Lurker here.

Remember "Opperation Lioncash"?

Just write "pizzagate .com" on dollar bills 
everytime you use cash somewhere.

Or a tinyurl or archive.is of a redpill site.

Just write it on the rear of each bill at the 
bottom. Like this.

Not as noticeable to the cashier, but 
somebody fucking with cash. Later on. Like change.

Redpills.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 04:04:38 ID: 42058d No.8997951

>>8996976
can confirm, did this shit during my autistic chanology phase and it is effective. I got emails from people reacting to the vids i posted.  
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Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 04:20:37 ID: 7ddc90 No.8998246

>>8950997 (OP)
How was the jelly guy connected with the 9190 address @7:28 in the video? I didn't catch the connection…  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 04:28:57 ID: 4e1740 No.8998390

>>8990686
So you agree with the gentleman I quoted earlier. 
Look, friend, I dont want anyone to burn for what feels like an eternity, I really don't. I think everyone has a chance for redemption. But this is the problem; 
you treat multitudes of human beings as trash, as literal fucking trash, kids to be used up and tossed aside, people are going to get mad. Homicidally 
mad. 
Like I stated previously, I don't want you dead. I want you all to know that what you're doing is rotting your souls. Just stop. Its as simple as that. 

In the end, I don't give a flying fuck what you pleasure yourself to. Just remember, its actions that count.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 04:39:16 ID: d9753c No.8998615 >>8998720 >>9016719 >>9209714

File (hide): 7cec543541c530a⋯.jpg (1.36 MB, 3264x2448, 4:3, IMG_1504.JPG)

To me this is the elephant in the room wrt Jimmy Comet.  Find the undesired Instagram.  This is illegal for 
him to hang in his gallery and have on his Instagram.  And apparently it's him who "nailed" the kid.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 04:44:37 ID: 47f8d9 No.8998720 >>9000196 >>9209714

>>8998615

That's not actually CP, it's a painting. Just a hyper realistic one.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 05:46:29 ID: d9753c No.9000196 >>9000634 >>9209714

>>8998720
Yeah, just photoshopped.  Jimmycomet needn't worry what anyone thinks.  Nothing going on here.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 06:08:40 ID: 47f8d9 No.9000634 >>9000704 >>9209714

>>9000196

You don't need to act like an autist, anon. You can reverse image search that shit up if need be, it's something like 'X's Anus' or some other name. It's not 
illegal for it to be up, it's just very blatantly unsavory. Play to it being unsavory, not it being illegal, because being demonstrably wrong on a totally 
tangential thing only serves to devalue legitimate things you say about the faggot.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 06:12:07 ID: d9753c No.9000704 >>9209714

>>9000634
You really nailed unsavory for me.  Just learning the ropes so to speak.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 07:00:16 ID: a4464f No.9001520
File (hide): e44179c3cbf54ce⋯.gif (1.18 MB, 500x281, 500:281, 76aa6b15f77f34e4a19d5c8878….gif)

>>8971204  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 07:00:18 ID: 78d2c0 No.9001521 >>9001579

>>8989382
>Why is the left so shit at making memes?
They always try to lecture in a condescending manner, their messages are overly complicated, they always explain the joke rather than let the joke 
explain itself, their memes feel like an out of touch old man trying to relate to kids and when they try to go for sarcasm or humor they always come off like 
an asshurt bitch trying to salvage whatever dignity they have left after getting destroyed.  
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Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 07:05:56 ID: 47f8d9 No.9001579 >>9001838

>>9001521

>Out of touch old men trying to relate to kids

That's both an apt description of leftist memes and leftist persons of interest in this investigation.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 07:22:35 ID: 692aee No.9001838

>>9001579
The Office comes to mind. then Park and Recreations… god.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 13:49:47 ID: caefb5 No.9007950 >>9008854

WHY are they so obsessed with children?! There's not really any doubt at this point that they've been doing this shit for awhile, and that the jews used to 
(and probably still do) do it throughout the world, and that ancient semetic cults to Baal and Moloch used to openly sacrifice children.
But, beliefs wise, why do the jews and thess pizza pedos think they gain from this evil shit?  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 15:15:51 ID: b2f1cf No.9008854 >>9065315

>>9007950
Power. The ultimate elite of the world are enjoying a disparity of power that has not been seen since the poor and downtrodden invented the idea of 
virtuous suffering and an eternal reward.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 17:21:04 ID: d298ce No.9010845
File (hide): 1ec750709c2235b⋯.jpg (182.96 KB, 800x1185, 160:237, santaclaritadiet0004.jpg)
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Niggers what the fuck!?  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 18:16:40 ID: 63eab2 No.9011687

>>8971747
Fuck off pedo  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 18:19:32 ID: 63eab2 No.9011741

>>8972402
biden only said he hated him cause weiner's pervy activities caused the fbi to re open hillary's case just before the election.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 18:31:42 ID: 22ead7 No.9011961

>>8971747
(((Car accident)))  

museum sex scene on his instagram Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 21:35:20 ID: 9f0f9f No.9016719 >>9036194 >>9058742 >>9145450 >>9209714

File (hide): b312c87ae5a9702⋯.jpg (71.6 KB, 800x533, 800:533, james-alefantis-1991-jeff-….jpg)

>>8998615

I remember that image, it does look like a petite/younger persons body with a larger man penetrating the 
vagina and that was up on his Instagram uncensored.

The youtuber RealityCalls also mentioned in an interview how she thought it looked like an adult penetrating 
a child. 

I just now tried searching for an uncensored version and its difficult to find as many of his images have been 
scrubbed online and if you search for museum you find the Pegasus museum which was making rounds on 
voat and youtube in the past few months (I wonder if thats on purpose to make that image more difficult to 
find).

Found it on this site which seems to be debunking pizzagate https://isgp-studies. com/pizzagate
Image is described as "1991 Jeff Koons' image entitled Ilona's Asshole up on Alefantis' Instagram"

So its apparently not a child but it looks like it and others have said the same.  I think most people seeing the uncensored would think similar and it just 
adds to the oddity of this guy having pictures of kids up on his instagram alongside sexual images like this and mainstream news covering for him and 
rewriting what happened.  
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Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 22:34:34 ID: b8a628 No.9018479
File (hide): f41f5c1346cb991⋯.jpg (211.33 KB, 638x838, 319:419, the-ninth-circle-1-638.jpg)

google ninth circle
what sick fucking world are we 
living in?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 22:36:44 ID: 262cb1 No.9018553 >>9022450 >>9043657 >>9201943 >>9231185

>>8993617
1.) Alex Jones has a Jewish wife named Kelly Rebecca Nichols, and he has three(3) children with her.

2.) Alex Jones and his Jewish wife and children all qualify for Israeli citizenship under Israel's "Law of 
Return".

3.) Alex Jones has at least twenty(20) Jewish sponsors and advertisers that financially support his radio 
show and websites.

4.) Alex Jones' flagship radio station, KLBJ AM, in Austin, Texas, is owned by Emmis Communications, a 
media conglomerate based in Indianapolis, Indiana. The founder, chairman, president, and CEO of Emmis 
Communications is the dual Israeli citizen Zionist Jew Jeffrey H. Smulyan.

5.) Alex Jones' radio show is broadcast on Sirius XM Radio. The chairman of Sirius XM Radio is the Jew 
Eddy W. Hartenstein. The CEO of Sirius XM Radio is the Jew Mel Karmazin. The President of Sirius XM Radio is the Jew Scott Greenstein. Of the six(6) 
senior executives of Sirius XM Radio, five(5) are Jews.

6.) Alex Jones has a Jewish lawyer named Elizabeth M. Schurig who is also the lawyer for Holly Lev Bronfman, the sister of Edgar Bronfman, Jr. Thus 
there are only two degrees of separation between Alex Jones and the Bronfman family, one of the wealthiest and most influential Jewish Zionist families 
in North America.

The guy was ranting about black helicopters over the capital and tanks seen in the streets during Y2K, he has been called a lying, sensationalist bullshit 
artist by people like William Cooper.. the guy always was, and still is a joke. He says real things mixed in with bullshit, in order to undermine the validity of 
actual facts. "Oh you believe that? Where did you hear it, Alex Jones?"  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 22:48:21 ID: 07b3d5 No.9018962 >>9019675 >>9019925 >>9024067 >>9025483 >>9075696

File (hide): 056cc9618d61261⋯.jpg (63 KB, 480x371, 480:371, mrslave.jpg)

What if it's just a sex dungeon?

Like, no actual child murders of blood rituals or anything actually illegal?

What if it's just a popular creepy sex dungeon for powerful DC perverts? Wouldn't that 
explain 90% of the shit people have dug up to date?  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 23:08:30 ID: 158277 No.9019675

>>9018962
If it comes to light the fags will never get reelected, so we win anyway.  

Anonymous  01/28/17 (Sat) 23:15:06 ID: 644795 No.9019925

>>9018962
Do you know where Father Shanley, the priest involved in the Boston Catholic rape cases, went on bail? Provincetown, aka the fag vacation capital of the 
east coast.  
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Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 00:16:35 ID: 77624f No.9021720
File (hide): 4320774693f7a46⋯.png (30.79 KB, 574x512, 287:256, wat.png)

I like to troll the thirsty gay weirdos on the chat website Chatous. I was connected to this user who quickly 
skipped. Likely another troll but thought I would share anyways.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 00:24:30 ID: 000000 No.9021933 >>9022450 >>9023126

Why hasn't (((Trump))) opened a formal investigation yet?  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 00:44:10 ID: 7ddc90 No.9022450 >>9036150

>>9021933
^ kike

>>9018553
AJ is divorced. Fucking update your shit, kike.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 00:53:48 ID: 000000 No.9022718 >>9023006

I am a huge faggot, please rape my face!

Post last edited at 01/29/17 (Sun) 04:09:29  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 01:07:52 ID: 7ddc90 No.9023006 >>9023168

>>9022718
^ kike
:^)
Nice try, but you're a kike. I can tell by your failure to grasp basic ideas. kikes argue and use things they think will work, but they don't know what they 
mean.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 01:14:05 ID: 6791d0 No.9023126

>>9021933
if I was Trump I would never touch the subject with a ten feet pole, unless my power is secure and the whole ring is fully ready to get busted.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 01:18:24 ID: 000000 No.9023168

>>9023006
OK Rebbe, but (((Trump))) still refuses to open an investigation  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 01:55:26 ID: 432742 No.9024067

>>9018962
>What if it's just a sex dungeon?
>Like, no actual child murders of blood rituals or anything actually illegal?
>What if it's just a popular creepy sex dungeon for powerful DC perverts? Wouldn't that explain 90% of the shit people have dug up to date?

>actually illegal

No one really knows what is illegal, because the laws are vague and the legal profession always makes them more vague.

The USA does not have a clear legal precedent for universal tolerance of sex dungeons.

In US states where the age of consent is 18, a 19-year-old can get prosecuted for kissing a 17-year-old.  That is silly, but that is the law in the USA.

Sex dungeons are not a necessary element of life.  The US Constitution does not guarantee freedom to maintain a sex dungeon.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 02:48:43 ID: b88177 No.9025483 >>9029907

>>8994291
>>9018962

This. There's still no smoking gun. Just creepy homosexual aspie posts on instagram.

And if you didn't know the gay community is fucking edgy! 

No victims have come forward. No nothing. Just edgy instagram posts…  
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File (hide): 09545e1df8a0c85⋯.jpg (50.34 KB,
612x480, 51:40, you are out of your elemen….jpg)

File (hide): 3b88e615d8d0557⋯.webm (2.65 MB,
1280x720, 16:9, basket_case.webm) [play once] [loop]

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 04:02:06 ID: f94eb4 No.9027255 >>9027264 >>9172637

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 04:03:02 ID: f94eb4 No.9027264 >>9231233

>>9027255
Forgot the text–
Few threads ago someone said Roseanne Barr was watching these threads.
Hey cunt. I understand you called for Guillotines And Re-education camps. That means you are a freemason kid fucker. I understand Tom Arnold is in 
possession of contriversial videos regarding the trump #pissgate. Freemason Conspiracy? Not for me to decide. Huehuehue  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 04:52:50 ID: f94eb4 No.9028017
File (hide): 10238d115b6bddc⋯.webm (2.78 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, 1111.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8993617
I like editing out the bs 
personally.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 05:55:45 ID: f94eb4 No.9028981
File (hide): 889298fe257648a⋯.webm (3.65 MB, 640x360, 16:9, Rabbits On Okunoshima Isl….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>8954937
For fucks sake anon. It means breeders.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 06:19:06 ID: 39adad No.9029406
File (hide): e1e088247da65b6⋯.png (2.9 MB, 1534x6418, 767:3209, download.png)

Sure this isn't a smoking gun, but surely it is enough to reopen the Silsby 
case?>>9025483  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 06:46:53 ID: 29e7e0 No.9029907

>>9025483
>And if you didn't know the gay community is fucking edgy! 

Right, and none of them are pedophiles.  Ever.

/s  
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Finders 
cult, 
never 
heard 
of em 
till this 
video  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 08:58:44 ID: afc98f No.9031881

==you faggots have derailed this threads so much=
I think most of you are shills the only reason I came to this Shit hole(pol) was to help investigate 
>don't post unless you bring something to the table
enough with your bs with Alex Jones, trump or that ufo Shit THIS IS PIZZAGA TE DON'T DERAIL IT  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 10:59:33 ID: b109cd No.9033311 >>9033368 >>9035779 >>9040639 >>9197975

>>9032979

Good video. But do you think they are really satanic? Maybe they want you to believe they are satanic so we think they're completely untouchable and 
almost god like? I don't know whether Satan exists or not, but hes right in the fact that these people have done some really sick shit, and most of it we 
don't know to begin with.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 11:06:17 ID: 44a076 No.9033368
File (hide): 11581f9651f4cc4⋯.png (206.59 KB, 264x400, 33:50, 1453305049877.png)
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trips and dubs my man, 
considered it checked.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 15:34:56 ID: 61c20c No.9035779 >>9035824

>>9033311
Checking those inquisitive dubs. 
But no they ARE satanists. 
moloch/satan was known as cronus to The Greeks. 
What was he known for? 
EATING CHILDREN  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 15:39:44 ID: 3dd240 No.9035824 >>9197797

>>9035779
These people are thousands of years old. They have ruled humanity since the beginning of our recorded history. They are metaphorical aliens. 

The DNA that encodes the flesh in our prefrontal cortex, and makes us human is 2.0 million years old. We did not just discover the speed of light, 
machinery, etc. They crafted our varied mythos, made the Abrahamic religions, and "disguise" themselves at Jews at the top. I say disguise, but it isn't 
really a disguise anymore. Our word "Jew" has come to refer to these international hyenas.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 15:45:44 ID: 3aedcc No.9035893 >>9035941 >>9036624 >>9037675 >>9065033

PROOF: James Alefantis is Running Massive CIA Finders Child T rafficking Website “KIDZWORLD.COM INC."
ILLEGAL NEWS: CIA Child Trafficking Facebook Site “Kidzworld.com Inc.” Founded and Run by Comet Pizza/CIA Finders Child Murderer James 
Alefantis Under Several Different Obvious Aliases. There is so much proof of this that I haven’t even had time to organize and comment on it yet, but its 
all extremely obvious once you read the following post and then see the other 100+ screenshots of this pervert’s business and fake accounts:
https://archive.is/79qW3
https://archive.fo/8VuYb  
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https://archive.is/wdB8h  
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450

Well, it 
is from 
5 years 
ago.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 16:09:49 ID: 8db975 No.9036159 >>9036265

File (hide): 88d188ffc22e481⋯.png (627.41 KB, 853x607, 853:607, arielwinterpizza.png)

found this today looking through 
some stuff.
Ariel Winter's instagram with Burt 
Reynolds.
rhubarbb comments "instant 
pizza" along with words in what 
looks like Hebrew.
https://archive.fo/C8dJu
https 
://www.instagram.com/p/BGS7_i
YExTq/?taken-
by=arielwinter&hl=en  
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Requested?  
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James Alefantis' KidzWorld Social 
Networking App
https://archive.is/UD2gd  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 16:17:23 ID: 892ce5 No.9036265

>>9036159
> למ יילנ מ  
Sarah Hyland Moslmtttttttt  
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>>9035893
>>9035941
>>9036228
Reviews show the James Alefantis' KidzWorld Social Networking App for Kids and Teens is a pedo trap
https://archive.is/76Zr5

>Nope, never ever again
>I let my 9 year old cousin try out this site 6 months ago. I set the privacy settings and everything. I let her 
chat, make friends, and told her if you see someone mean or inappropriate, report them or tell me. She 
agreed. A week or two later, I decided to be a bad cousin and look at her account. (I let her post 1 picture of 
herself which was a HUGE mistake…..) I saw all these comments on her profile saying "hey cutie" "wanna 
be my gf?" "lets have sex, meet at McDonalds?" I deleted all of these people, except for those she knew. 

Then I went on chat. Oh the chat! Language, sex talk, dating (these kids had "online" partners!), suicidal talk, and even more! I was starting to think these 
people LIED about their ages. A social network for kids 9-18? That's not safe at all. I wouldn't let my sisters, cousins, or future kids ever talk with 
someone online who's 17! Especially someone they do not know. If you are thinking of choosing Kidzworld, I highly recommend you do NOT.

>PARENTS BEWARE!
>Within 3 hours of being on that website for the first time, my daughter was contacted by at least 3 adults who asked for photos of her legs in stockings, a 
miniskirt, etc. The website is a haven for predators and should be shut down.  

Oversight Committee just ordered FBI/Comey to hand over ALL Hillary Emails Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 17:25:03 ID: f55a90 No.9037078 >>9039410
>>9040124

File (hide): 02cf4c4e2a14ae1⋯.png (452.39 KB, 808x1054, 404:527, fbiemails.png)

>Oversight Committee just ordered FBI/Comey to hand over ALL Hillary Emails
Looks like the FBI has two weeks to deliver! Will all 650,000 of the hidden emails be released? 

Feb. 10 can't come soon enough!  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 18:03:46 ID: 3aedcc No.9037675 >>9040124

>>9036624
>>9036228
>>9035941
>>9035893
damnit did i fall for disinfo? After looking into this further, I can't seem to link James Achilles, secretary at KidzWorld, with James Achilles Alefantis, owner 
of comet pizza.

James Alefantis is governor of Christopher Achilles, LLC, and with corporations being "people" it's not hard to see that James Achilles could be another 
pseudonym of Alefantis', but I haven't found any proof of them being the same person. 
Christopher Achilles, LLC: https://archive.is/d1XGW

apologies if i have sperged out on disinfo. got excited.  
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Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 19:52:56 ID: 9fb8cf No.9040124 >>9040566 >>9041036

>>9037078
Now that Trump is in the White House we don't need them released.  Public disclosure was a last desperate measure to expose the people who were 
given cover by the law enforcement institutions who were supposed to prosecute them.

That institutional cover is going away.  Trump is going to make the FBI do its fucking job.  Assuming that, I'd rather this stuff not get released until the 
prosecutions run their course.  It's always better for the prosecution to hold their cards close to their chest.  If they're actually trying to win.>>9037078

>>9037675
>apologies if i have sperged out on disinfo. got excited.

This is like 70% of what /pol/ has been doing these days.  Victory has defeated you.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 20:15:04 ID: 4dec63 No.9040566

>>9040124
>/pol/
Fuck off shill  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 20:18:08 ID: 4dec63 No.9040639

>>9033311
That's because they follow the cult of Isaac Luriaand the cañnibal khazarian kikes! Podesta subscribes to the fucking mailing list. Type in "Tikkun" into 
wiki leaks.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 20:37:42 ID: e402dc No.9041036

>>9040124
Prosecutions will come once Sessions is in.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 22:24:41 ID: 7d12b1 No.9042919 >>9043582

>>8950997 (OP)
Guys I'm concerned. 

http://firstwefeast dot com/eat/2014/12/exploring-miley-cyrus-pornographic-pizza-obession  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 23:07:14 ID: faecf8 No.9043582 >>9043862 >>9222758

File (hide): 07ed95d5c071441⋯.png (891.5 KB, 939x603, 313:201, mileypizza.png)

>>9042919
As a former (((Disney))) starlet and known MKUltra slave, of course Miley is down with pizza and posts 
sexually suggestive images glorifying it (pic related). Lately I've seen pizza show up everywhere, like on 
clothing racks at Nordstrom and on shows like (((SNL))), so as to normalize its frequent usage and give 
plausible deniability to its known relation with cp.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 23:10:21 ID: d42532 No.9043657

>>9018553

Aha, he's not on sirius XM for years, you're just copy pasting rehashed attack scripts.

Plus, that alone doesn't prove anything either.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 23:20:34 ID: 7d12b1 No.9043862 >>9043992 >>9044003

>>9043582
what makes these Miley pics so weird is that they happened way before Pizzagate was even a thing.  

Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 23:25:31 ID: faecf8 No.9043992 >>9044003 >>9045169

>>9043862
Yeah, most of them were posted in 2014. It's a bit like Macaulay Culkin's "The Pizza Underground" band that formed in 2013. It's fucking everywhere!  
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Anonymous  01/29/17 (Sun) 23:26:07 ID: faecf8 No.9044003
File (hide): b8d8ba8a60b1830⋯.png (341.41 KB, 667x373, 667:373, Cuckin.png)

>>9043992
>>9043862
Pic related  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 00:19:43 ID: 77a916 No.9045169

>>9043992
TBH pizza is a pretty popular food. On the other hand I think there's a 99.999% chance Culkin was raped as a little kid. He was one of Michael Jackson's 
'sleepover' boys.  

File (hide): 0e3b3515b5591d9⋯.jpg (67.14 KB,
500x281, 500:281, prisoners19.jpg)

File (hide): 82a63a133d19e83⋯.jpg (83.61 KB,
500x281, 500:281, prisoners18.jpg)

File (hide): c54532099ecef93⋯.jpg (76.16 KB,
500x314, 250:157, prisoners13.jpg)

File (hide): 237ea380a3bd0e1⋯.jpg (52.24 KB,
500x344, 125:86, prisoners15.jpg)

File (hide): 32bebb76fbd5c8f⋯.jpg (52.82 KB, 500x282,
250:141, prisoners12.jpg)

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 00:51:39 ID: fa9bff No.9045807 >>9060997 >>9078337

Was watching the 2013 movie Prisoners there recently. The movie is about an apparent paedophile ring which kidnapps two girls and places them in 
something called the maze. Mazes are an essential theme of the movie and are seen drawn all over the walls of this house (pic related) and reminded me 
of the Boy Lover symbol as seen in the FBI docs.

The main investigator is a Mason, as clearly referenced by his tattoos, notice the eight pointed star, a symbol of Venus/Lucifer/Satan. I think this is 
suggestive of the fact that some of the investigators are in on this group and that is why they fail to catch so many of them. Although the typical Hollywood 
movie doesn't allow for him to be portrayed in that light.

Finally, the motivation of the paedophile ring is stated as a 'war against God'. This further cements the notion that what we are dealing with here are 
Satanists first and foremost, who engage in paedophilia as means to an end. Given the fact that Hollywood is so involved with this practice I imagine the 
film to be at least partially believable in the information it is trying to portray.  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 00:57:23 ID: d42532 No.9045936

>>8995920

Actually, I'm not the one that focuses on UFOs, I wish I could have that time and energy but I don't at the time, need to get to a more livable status.  
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Concerned   01/30/17 (Mon) 01:07:12 ID: a3c293 No.9046156 >>9046519 >>9129111

>>8950997 (OP)

Guys, are our politicians satanic pedophiles? Ever since the whole Pizzagate business started, and we found out about Marina Abramovic and her spirit 
cooking, I have never been able to look at things the same way as before. It truly turned me into a conspiracy theorist and I'll come out and say, I'm not an 
atheist, neither do I follow a specific religion, I'm a theist and believe that there is something out there, just that it might not care much about us. 

At any rate, my concern here is not about what I believe in, my concern is about what others believe in, and how this might be badly affecting all of us. As 
you may have read from the title, this is about satanists, devil worshippers and the like that I believe need to be crushed by everyone who believes or not 
because what we believe in doesn't matter to such individuals. They believe it, and they act on it and this concerns me. I've been watching some videos 
regarding Pizzagate, Marina Abramovic, Globalists, Freemasons, The Vatican etc. and how they relate to satanism or devil worshipping. I would like to 
give you guys a few links to watch, review and make a post about to share your thoughts. My aim here is not to spread panic or disinformation, but I am 
concerned and it would help if I knew that regardless of our views, we might be united against those who would harm others for their sick desires. I'm at a 
point where I can't tell truth from lie anymore. Please watch all of them carefully.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bax8uqI2wIQ&t=24s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjkIV-BaFH0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdwWhgMsRy0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxg2qlONb-A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULVl9yY3154&t=139s

http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2219.htm

This is what I wanna share for now. This isn't really about whether I'm right or wrong, I'm just scared out of my mind about this topic and wanted to know if 
we are together against them. It all seems to connect somehow back to Pizzagate.  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 01:28:35 ID: 831f42 No.9046519

>>9046156
>namefagging
>JewTube links
>what does /pol/ think about x
Gas yourself kike  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 05:29:37 ID: 644795 No.9051343 >>9128414

Uh guys should 
we be looking into 
this?  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 05:32:26 ID: c58153 No.9051439

>>8971204
I just showed this to my sister, she flipped out  
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File (hide): 38548fd42ab504e⋯.png (1.62 MB,
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File (hide): 0b193e0c8f305f9⋯.png (1.49 MB,
1048x1174, 524:587, paperboy the prince.png)

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 05:50:10 ID: 811b32 No.9051927 >>9052409 >>9052479 >>9074023

So i just saw the stream where milkbro holds up Papernig the Prince's business card….
The first thing he lists is that he's "Available for Pizza Parties" 

besides being a degenerate faggot, he's a male stripper who has a soundcloud….

When you go to his souncloud it has tons of pics like these. DIG DIG DIG

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 06:11:27 ID: 135ce0 No.9052409 >>9052444

>>9051927
There was also a clip of him where he got incredibly defensive when one of /ourguy/s said a pizza someone had sent to the protestors was donated to 
them by John Podesta.  

File (hide): b98b07f48a09fee⋯.png (1.77 MB,
1072x1174, 536:587, paperfag.png)
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SO APPARENTLY THERES A TON MORE.

And a song called 'PIZZA YOUNG THING"

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 06:13:24 ID: 811b32 No.9052444 >>9052495
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>>9052409

do you or any anons 
have a clip of that? 

if we had that info we 
could build a nice little 
infographic  
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>>9051927
>>9052410
I can guarantee this dude is a creep. 
Macaulay Culkin Pizza is especially fucked up, look into the band "pizza underground" and 
their connections to Culkin, it's fucked up shit. 
This nigger is probably an "up and coming" rapper in the process of selling his soul to 
moloch.

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 06:16:04 ID: 135ce0 No.9052495

>>9052444
Don't have it sorry, but if it helps I remember him also "blessing" the pizza during the same clip.  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 06:17:32 ID: 032e32 No.9052507

>>9052479
Man this has been addressed

>Pizza Underground is a Velvet underground cover band but all the lyrics are about pizza because it is arguably fucking wicked. 

>This video is him reenacting andy faghols burger eating shit… 

Prince is wayyy weirder and akin to that fucking band playing at pingpong…  
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>>9052479

YES. he might be signaling that he wants to be a part of it or he's mildly involved. 

If anyone is at HWNDU tomorrow DO NOT BRING THIS UP TO HIM. he'll panic and delete all the evidence  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 06:26:26 ID: 4f117a No.9052608

>>8971747
If you mean with car accident endless raping then sure.  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 06:37:10 ID: 4f117a No.9052850

>>8977808
You forgot this one

https://twi tter.com/BabyPizza3121/status/542482626091958275  
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Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 07:21:42 ID: f079e1 No.9053679 >>9053929

Is a pedophile trying to infiltrate the Pizzagate investigation?

You may know Matt Forney as the tubby alt-kike who gets chased around by wimpy antifas. Well, now he's jumping on the pizzagate investigation.

https://soundcloud.com/rightonradio/31-inside-pizzagate-with-brittany-pettibone

His association would be merely embarrassing if it wasn't for the fact that he's a fanboy of Peter Sotos.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Sotos
https://encyclopediadramatica.se/Peter_Sotos
http://8ch.net/pdfs/res/3744.html

Peter Sotos is a self-described "notorious child pornographer" who claims he repeatedly raped his sister when he was a teenager. He is also the first 
American to be convicted of child porn possession.

More on that here:
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1985-12-06/news/8503240469_1_child-pornography-case-illegal-magazines-child-abuse
>A $100,000 bond was set Thursday for a Near North Side man who, according to prosecutors, distributed a homemade magazine that outlined ``the 
pleasures of child abuse, torture and murder in pornographic detail.``

>Peter Gus Sotos, 25, who was arrested Wednesday in his apartment at 748 W. Belden Ave., allegedly manufactured a magazine called Pure, which 
included pictures depicting the ``lewd exhibition`` of boys and girls, Assistant State`s Atty. Dan Jordan told Cook County Criminal Court Judge Francis 
Gembala.

>The magazine`s first edition, published last year, said that ``child abuse is a sublime pleasure.`` It also said the ``pleasures`` of torture ``reach their 
pinnacle when the victim is a small child,`` Judge Gambala was told.

>Sotos became the first person charged under the revised Illinois Child Pornography Act that took effect Nov. 18, which makes possessing, 
manufacturing and distributing child pornography a Class 1 felony punishable by a prison sentence of 4 to 15 years. 

He then started writing books chronicling his pedophilic fantasies, which Forney either praises or complains about when the child rape descriptions aren't 
graphic enough.

Forney's fanboying of pedophilia:
https://archive.is/CU2Ve
https://archive.is/nIkCO

Chapter from Tool.:

http://peopleoftheblackcircle.blogspot.com/2012/08/tool.html

"I want to hurt you so fucking bad.

I’m really gonna make you cry. You’re going to cry so much more, you’ll think your eyes are going to melt. Those crybaby tears are going to burst open 
your eyes and rip deep, red streaks straight through your face. You are absolutely doomed, my sweet thing. I’m gonna hurt you so much.

I’m going to see you dead. I’m gonna look down at your pale, bruised, and bloodied corpse and masturbate. I’m going to run my fingers through your 
matted hair – I’m going to let my calloused fingers get caught and tangled in the blood and sweat and grease. I’m going to pry your wounds further apart 
and peel off the dried blood and carve new holes in your corpse so I can fuck your entire ten-year-old being.

Dear, I will watch you die a horrible death. But then, that’s the last thing you’ll know-death will be a relief.

Because I’m going to hurt you so much. ‘Cause I love to hurt you. I want to hurt you and other little girls.

And you’ll be dead and gone, but I’ll still be around to hurt your friends.

I like to watch you cry. It gives me such a hard-on."

This is what Matt Forney calls "pornographic gloriousness" and "triumphal" "erotic prose." That a polite way of saying this is what Forney masturbates to. 
He's also written a self-published a sex tourism guide called Do the Philippines.  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 07:37:06 ID: 91455f No.9053929 >>9054311

>>9053679
>This is what Matt Forney calls "pornographic gloriousness" and "triumphal" "erotic prose." That a polite way of saying this is what Forney masturbates to. 
He's also written a self-published a sex tourism guide called Do the Philippines.
Oh, this is going too far now.
If you have any Pizzagate links to the Philippines, please let us at /pinoy/ know, and we'll handle the investigation on our end. We have our own operation 
against the corrupt liberal mainstream media over here too, and we would be grateful for any aid to help Du30 wipe these scum off our country and yours 
and off the face of the earth.  
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>>9053929
There was a gay couple arrested for raping and torturing babies and I think it was the Philippines. The YouTube channel actually had that shit on there. 
One of them torturing a baked toddler and the videos had numerous views and had been up a long time.  

Soldier 149288  01/30/17 (Mon) 08:08:22 ID: e0c382 No.9054321 >>9054381
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Gonna leave this shit 
here
i dont know if 
someone already 
did, but here again 
just in case.
have a good shift 
annon.  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 08:14:45 ID: 464003 No.9054381 >>9054447

>>9054321

>spyware 10

I'm so sorry, anon. I hope you get better soon.  

Soldier 149288  01/30/17 (Mon) 08:19:51 ID: e0c382 No.9054447 >>9157864

>>9054381
> alienware arrives in 2 days more
> /pol/ gives me strength during this hard times  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 08:21:15 ID: 7c047a No.9054466 >>9054537 >>9094898 >>9116301

File (hide): bd4ba160c0f98cf⋯.jpg (59.46 KB, 685x567, 685:567, 1327700300599.jpg)

>>8972888
/nupol/ says:
>dis maymay a shit
>smuggies are funny tho
>we only check repeating digits if they confirm our biases otherwise 
it's just coincidence and lord kuk didn't mean it
>maymay magicka is rael  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 08:28:08 ID: 000000 No.9054537 >>9054607 >>9094898

>>9054466
Kek is the cancer killing /pol/  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 08:36:35 ID: 7c047a No.9054607

>>9054537
It sure is, anon.
It sure the fuck is.  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 09:00:29 ID: 7c047a No.9054839 >>9054937 >>9055710 >>9055734 >>9170042

File (hide): 595640f18c8839c⋯.png (49.48 KB, 1361x224, 1361:224, try harder.png)

Suddenly getting a bunch of downloads that start automatically. Unknown format when I try to open them. 
Ctrl+F shows no matches on any pages I have open.
What the fuck is 8pol trying to put on my computer?  

Soldier 149288  01/30/17 (Mon) 09:15:29 ID: e0c382 No.9054937

>>9054839
happen to me like 23 mn ago, the same shit but with 1485764871048.png  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 10:46:55 ID: d79e1b No.9055581

COULD BE RELATED HALFCHAN BUSTED PEDO YOUTUBE ACCOUNTS ASKING KIDS TO DO FUCKED UP SEXUAL PERVERTED SHIT 

https://skidpaste.org/xhj12lRs. txt  
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Soon After Ben Swann's 'Pizzagate' Report Went Viral, The MSM Anchor 'Disappeared' - Now He's Back 
Leaving Cryptic Messages On Social Media, Warning He's Going To 'Go Dark' On February 1st

http://allnewspipeline.com/Pizzagate_Ben_Swann_Cryptic_Hints.php  
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You deserve 
everything you 
get.  
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See you in the body dump  
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im not so sure Trump has his 
hands clean in all this tbh 

http://thenewdaily.com.au/ne
ws/world/2016/07/05/donald-
trump-rape/  
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Fuck off, brit/pol/.  
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wtf I hate trump now  
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Waiting for 
February 1st. 
Something big 
gonna happen  
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she's a jewes, the reality girl, just like seaman - controlled op.  
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>>9045807
Shut up Kike Jake Gyllenhaal is a Jew. If anyone is behind pedophile rings its Jews.  
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dropping them in case they were missed before. note file names
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>listed as one of the most powerful people in Washington  
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Also, consider checking out Dr Pong in Germany. He told you to, after all.  
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Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 21:40:26 ID: 811b32 No.9062728 >>9062824

Did some digging last night and I think Paperboy the Prince from HWNDU is involved at least partly with pedos

-Visibly disturbed when Podesta was mentioned two days ago
-Male stripper who's been to Comet
- Has songs saying "Call me I got that Cheese Pizza"
- Is in his 20's but has child instagram followers.
- ALL HIS SONGS ARE ABOUT PIZZA

The worst part is this nigs soundcloud with songs such as
"PIZZA YOUNG THING"
"TOO YOUNG"
"SHE DO HOMEWORK IN THE TRAP" 
"EATING PIZZA WITH MACAULEY CULKIN"  
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I honestly need help from you anons, I think this Paperboy the Prince would slip up and have another lead.

The worst song is "Macauley Culkin Pizza" with lyrics such as

"gotta lotta cheese know that money talkin"
"Yeah i'm talkin jacksons, I'm friends with Michael Jackson"
"Paperboy taking trips thats right, I was in CAMBODIA get a load of ya"

All his songs are about subtly advertising that he has connections to kids through his NYC party crowd.
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Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 21:48:20 ID: 85db1c No.9062824 >>9063154 >>9064242

File (hide): b789b8419b9b029⋯.jpg (27.01 KB, 483x397, 483:397, shiaandpaper.jpg)

>>9062728
>>9062728

This guy has strong ties to Shia LaBeouf. He is always at his protest advertising his services into the 
camera. Shia LaBeouf has ties to Hollywood pedophilia as it has been confirmed that his father used to 
molest him and called him "Honey Boy"

https://archive.is/dL8jC 
Directly from his website. Hes asking WAY to much for this to be normal, it HAS to have some hidden 
agenda. Most of his parties are advertising children.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyDxbQdf7O0 
iCarly pedo youtube video where he is singing about wanting to have a "pizza party with iCarly" a minor 

young girl  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 22:11:39 ID: 4f117a No.9063154

>>9062824
Why am I not surprised.  

File (hide): 34591bf0e06a8d0⋯.png (2.05 MB,
1794x1092, 23:14, Screen Shot 2017-01-30 at ….png)

File (hide): 828e27b1b575044⋯.png (1.43 MB,
1770x1134, 295:189, Screen Shot 2017-01-30 at ….png)

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 23:18:43 ID: 811b32 No.9064242

>>9062824
He has songs on his youtube with songs saying 

"I got different flavors from around the world"

"Call me if you need that pizza"

"Go out for pizza, come back with money"

And of course his expensive kids bday / pizza parties. What parent would hire him?

He says to "ask about his horseback riding" experience on his webiste flyer

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 23:25:09 ID: 85db1c No.9064366
File (hide): 64cec28e6082e16⋯.jpg (32.84 KB, 455x355, 91:71, paperboy.jpg)  

Anonymous  01/30/17 (Mon) 23:26:44 ID: 85db1c No.9064404
File (hide): 8d93ecc0bd44046⋯.jpg (1.27 MB, 2226x1648, 1113:824, pedoring1.jpg)  
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Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:03:07 ID: b48c98 No.9065033 >>9154873

File (hide): 4a8d3cd24c20afa⋯.png (26.91 KB, 549x311, 549:311, Achilles Google 2.PNG)

>>9035893
>>9035941
>>9036228
>>9036624
UM GUYS…
IS PIC RELATED A 
COINCIDENCE TO 
YOU?????  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:18:18 ID: e0ea9c No.9065315

>>9008854
>since the poor and downtrodden invented the idea of virtuous suffering and an eternal reward
Yes rabbi, the scammed are the ones who started the scam. Sure thing.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:40:42 ID: 811b32 No.9065654 >>9065846 >>9066268 >>9074972

File (hide): 4a761309fc427ff⋯.png (1.43 MB, 1182x1024, 591:512, Screen Shot 2017-01-30 at ….png)

So this PAPERBOY THE PEDO PIZZA PRINCE has a 
tumblr where he post pictures such as these. 

Clearly he's interested in all things pizza and children, 
is that enough to investigate ?

HE IS DISGUSTING FOR PUTTING THIS ON HIS 
TUMBLR

who is that pic for ?  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:43:04 ID: 811b32 No.9065696 >>9065846 >>9065849 >>9065865 >>9067344 >>9155035

File (hide): 5d58aec274097d9⋯.png (1.52 MB, 1032x976, 129:122, Screen Shot 2017-01-30 at ….png)

Another anon in the HWNDU thread mentioned that there 
might be kids in the background mirror

This is exactly the signaling that a pimp would do to sell 
his services

Can anyone help clear this image?  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:52:38 ID: 811b32 No.9065843 >>9090633

File (hide): 7ddb722ddee206a⋯.png (255.96 KB, 1248x1248, 1:1, Screen Shot 2017-01-30 at ….png)

 Did you read the description of his services??

"WE bring the ingredients and come to your kitchen and cook a meal, maybe pizza, maybe pasta, maybe 
calzones. Great for when you're hungry and want to eat with a friend!"
WHO IS WE AND WHY IS PIZZA SO EXPENSIVE

honestly anons are you telling me people pay $900 to this nig for his shitty rap skills?  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:52:53 ID: 85db1c No.9065846 >>9065921

>>9065696
>>9065654

His instagram is full of subjective posts hinting towards his pedophilia aswell  
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Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:53:09 ID: 3fc969 No.9065849

>>9065696
Honestly it just looks like a reflection of the woman and the photographer (not trying to say this guy isn't shady, it's crazy how pizzagate came into 
HWNDU this way)  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:54:25 ID: 262cb1 No.9065865 >>9065872 >>9067344 >>9176843

File (hide): ea45b90040de0d9⋯.png (68.13 KB, 291x215, 291:215, mirror.PNG)

>>9065696

Confirmed. Just look at it.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:55:24 ID: 262cb1 No.9065872

>>9065865

Actually, the left leg is the left guys arm.  

File (hide): 9322aded08fad30⋯.png (135.51 KB,
1264x592, 79:37, Screen Shot 2017-01-30 at ….png)

File (hide): 3bd335af0de0021⋯.png (111.49 KB,
1218x568, 609:284, Screen Shot 2017-01-30 at ….png)

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:59:56 ID: 811b32 No.9065921

>>9065846
this guy is fucking insane

Just found about his "Pony Riding" and "Adult Moonbounce party"

Is this guy giving horseback riding lessons? is he qualified ? I want to see his pony

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 00:59:59 ID: 262cb1 No.9065922 >>9065943

>>9062802

Not sure if everyone has picked up on this, but Uber seems to be a repeating pattern.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 01:01:45 ID: 85db1c No.9065943 >>9065954

>>9065922
I think there is something to the Capitolized letters too, the larger numbers  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 01:02:52 ID: 262cb1 No.9065954

>>9065943

I dont know what it was but a couple days ago in one of these threads was something about Alefantis and Uber, how he wanted to promote it or 
something.. Uber Vans, thats what it was. He wanted Uber vans.  
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>>9065654
found the artist, he's like a jewish wet dream. 
pedophilic couck porn with satanic overtones. 

what the fuck is wrong with liberals? 

jesus christ….  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 01:57:13 ID: 6f8a35 No.9066684

tl;dr The Podesta funded Stephen Colbert's sister's run for congress.  This is why Colbert is anti-T rump and anti-Pizzagate.

www (dot). washingtonexaminer (dot). com/elizabeth-colbert-busch-political-outsider-hits-d.c.-for-lobbyist-fundraiser/article/2526552

https://archive.fo/GcTJX

>Elizabeth Colbert Busch, the Democratic nominee for Congress in a South Carolina special election, is headed to Washington D.C. for a fundraiser with 
some of the top liberal lobbyists.

>John and Tony Podesta are two of the three people identified as host committee members on the fundraising invitation, which was obtained by The 
Washington Examiner from a lobbyist. Here’s how The Examiner’s Tim Carney described the Podesta brothers after writing his book, Obamanomics.

>“The biggest winner on K Street, though, may be the Podesta Group, co-founded by John Podesta, an Obama confidant who ran the presidential 
transition team,” Carney wrote. “The firm, with top clients in the healthcare and energy industry among others, is now in the hands of John’s brother Tony, 
whose 65th birthday party in October was graced by Health Secretary Kathleen Sebelius. The Podesta Group also snatched up the first Obama 
administration alumnus to pass through the revolving door to K Street that Obama promised to shut down.”

>The April 15 fundraiser — donors are asked to contribute up to $10,000 — will also be populated by dozens of Democratic lawmakers. Some are 
relative moderates, such as Sen. Mary Landrieu, D-La. Democratic National Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz, D-Fla., and Rep. Chris Van Hollen, 
D-Md., who leads the Progressive Caucus in the House, ensure that the most liberal wing of the party helps Colbert Busch’s campaign.

>Lobbyist-led fundraisers with liberal Democrats are common enough, but this one undercuts Colbert Busch’s brand as a political outsider. Her website 
emphasizes that she has “pragmatic policies” and the business experience to negotiate with political opponents. “Elizabeth has decided that the 
dysfunctional display in the halls of Congress must end. She believes that this is our time,” her website explains. That’s the image she should be 
cultivating in her bid to carry a Republican district.To defeat former Gov. Mark Sanford, R-S.C. — who resigned after an affair made national news — 
Colbert Busch “must rely on the ability to portray herself as a businesswoman and political outsider, and the potential ability to put together a well-funded 
campaign,” according to the Rothenberg Political Report . With the Podestas helping her, Colbert Busch should have a solid day with regard to the 
second point, but it comes at the expense of the first.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 02:01:32 ID: 262cb1 No.9066748 >>9067820 >>9072797

>>9066268

Cant remember where I read it, but some jew wrote an article exposing the jewish sex slave industry, and how prominent it was. He talked about being in 
a bathhouse and some little white boy being raped by a fat jew, and when he protested, the other jew slapped him or something for having the balls to 
question what a jew does to a gentile. Pretty sure it was in Israel, but might have been the US.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 02:25:47 ID: 808470 No.9067112 >>9067344

>>9062802
I am convinced "paper" is a "up and coming rapper" in the process of "selling his soul"  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 02:38:08 ID: 262cb1 No.9067344 >>9067808

>>9067112

I was into rap when I was a younger and not racially aware. I find it hard to believe that any black person would actually pay for that guys music, hes a 
total clown. I know some rappers are goofy, but that is just a joke. That is beyond flava flav.. hes wearing a fucking gameboy, and an African hat… Also, 
he clearly has 2 people in the background of:

>>9065865
>>9065696  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 03:01:57 ID: 3fc969 No.9067808

>>9067344
I swear I don't know if it's just my monitor or use of redshift but it's pretty fucking clearly just a reflection of bigthigh negress and photog  
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>>9066748
Disgusting story.  I had read it too and saved the link.
https: //www.vice.com/en_us/article/the-child-rape-assembly-line-0000141-v20n11  
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Rape.PNG)

File (hide):
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File (hide):
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>>9067820

File (hide): e18a8ff9d4134ee⋯.png
(137.98 KB, 539x835, 539:835, Jewish-
Child-Rape5.PNG)

File (hide): 7390e743762d727⋯.png (66.92 KB,
532x475, 28:25, Jewish-Child-Rape6.PNG)

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 03:20:16 ID: 262cb1 No.9068136

>>9068124

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 03:23:28 ID: 262cb1 No.9068178

So pretty much, you want to find where jews are raping little boys? Look for your local Mikvah.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 05:14:20 ID: 001e62 No.9070182
File (hide): db0907f67b62326⋯.jpg (59.96 KB, 620x411, 620:411, sus.jpg)

>>90700
80  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 05:15:07 ID: 216c56 No.9070196

>>9070080
>Guys, what can we do to smear Trump this time?
>I know, why don't we reuse the pedo story we made up to deflect our pedo stories?  
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>>9071734
Jesus Christ, Shimon. Still ass savaged that he didn't mention gods chosen during Lolocaust day?  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 07:49:03 ID: ce0876 No.9071976

>>9071734
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4164082/Pedophile-Jeffrey-Epstein-accused-new-sex-traffick-case.html
https://archive.is/AsjL1
The fact that Epstein was called to court for pedophilia right after Trump is inaugurated tells me everything that I need to know.  

More pedo rings discovered. This time in Philly. Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 08:44:25 ID: 42eced No.9072417

http://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2017/01/29/bucks-county-authorities-make-arrest-in-fetish-themed-child-predator-sex-ring/

We need to go deeper.  
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>>9066268
>>9066748

https://archive.is/VcrU3

>Stu Mead's paintings touch the art world at a tangent. Not that he's exactly an outsider, having received a formal art education. But the Berlin-based 
American has a bigger reputation in "underground" culture than on the established art scene. Maybe that's because his paintings are unabashedly (one 
could even say sincerely) about their subject matter rather than about art. That the subject matter Mead is drawn to is entirely disreputable–girls, often 
conspicuously underage, as objects of desire–is a separate issue. From Francis Picabia through David Salle to John Currin, pornographic imagery has 
hardly been alien to contemporary painting, but the game has always been to detourne that imagery to specifically artistic ends even while drawing on its 
power to offend. Mead, by contrast, matter-of-factly concedes that his work is pornographic, describing his paintings as "masturbatory images." His 
foursquare compositions and often daintily rococo colors place these abject fantasies straight in front of us. 

>Daddy Oh, 1999, in which a gaggle of Lolitas shit on Daddy's grave and piss on his tombstone, takes Mead's fascination with degradation to the point 
where his work might even be feminist

Feminism, little girls shitting on their father's grave. Don't you just love progress? Stu Mead is a superior artist to John William Waterhouse for sure.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 10:38:02 ID: fe7919 No.9073349

>>9072797

I'll bet Stu Mead says to himself, "Today I shall make art," before painting. Surefire way of detecting hacks and posers.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 10:47:55 ID: 7bb7a3 No.9073420 >>9073971

Is it allready known, that there is a underground complex in pedo Island?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 12:26:02 ID: 158cfc No.9073940
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Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 12:31:13 ID: 000000 No.9073971

>>9073420
The google maps level of being able to zoom in is consistent with civilian detention prisons and military bases. I would say it is likely.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 12:39:23 ID: 000000 No.9074023

>>9051927
Prince hall freemason  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 13:35:08 ID: f94eb4 No.9074377 >>9074381 >>9076615 >>9076671

File (hide): 9406e2047673074⋯.png (619.31 KB, 612x613, 612:613, Screenshot_2017-01-31_08-0….png)

@paperboytheprince
EXHIBIT A  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 13:36:06 ID: f94eb4 No.9074381
File (hide): 8015fb4bb765adf⋯.jpg (33.99 KB, 336x397, 336:397, image015.jpg)

>>9074377
EXHIBIT B  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 13:45:04 ID: f94eb4 No.9074442
File (hide): 77bae02e62a9ef0⋯.jpg (54.56 KB, 640x640, 1:1, masonic sex slaves.jpg)

These cunts are not surfing. This is a masonic gesture. It is part of the handshake. This guy is pimping 
these girls. That is who they are a slave to this nigger in a dress. Never let your kids live in New York 
masons will pimp out your kids and slit your throat if you try and leave. These people have no recourse to 
expose this. We need to save these sex slaves from these pedophile child murdering freemasons. I have 
been kind. I have been patient. Now I am angry. I am very angry at the allowance of freemasonry. I am very 
angry at the idea that this is somehow not masonic. How much more proof is needed?

Do you have any Idea what it is like for one of these guys to threaten to murder your entire family? A 
freemason sheriff in uniform threatening to murder your entire family while squealing like a pig. Making pig 
noises. You want to grab the shotgun and blow his brains out but this asshole has a badge and is a corrupt 
pedophile. There is masons killing people to the point suicide is actually masons killing people.
Fuck every single one of you weak cowards that turn a blind eye to the Freemason slitting children throats 
while sucking on a binky. They slit a childs throat and dip the binky in the blood and turn around at you and 
suck on the binky.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 13:51:06 ID: f94eb4 No.9074496
File (hide): e72d9625e9dd82d⋯.png (437.28 KB, 1014x384, 169:64, Screenshot_2017-01-31_07-5….png)

@paperboytheprince
Little kids and cultist lights  
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@paperboytheprince
Drug people in a kiddy pool. Note 
the pentagram tattooed on the ribs 
of the witch.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 13:58:29 ID: f94eb4 No.9074545
File (hide): 1947f253ad1a4b2⋯.png (296.96 KB, 609x610, 609:610, Screenshot_2017-01-31_08-5….png)

@paperboytheprince
going down to the chambers  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:02:06 ID: f94eb4 No.9074582
File (hide): dfef65d5ca3aa05⋯.png (416.05 KB, 614x608, 307:304, Screenshot_2017-01-31_09-0….png)

@paperboytheprince
Uber is a masonic controlled company that has different layers of operation. This scaffolding is 
probably a underground or killroom entrance.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:05:36 ID: fee002 No.9074607

>>9052479
The average broken millennial.

No identity, no masculinity, no pride or purpose. No goals, no brotherhood or friends no fortune. Total isolation in permanent darkness from birth. Look at 
that empty glazed look, observe how it looks into space. You can see that his life is as empty as his body language. Where is he going? What is he 
doing? This is the image of the modern rockbottom crippling depression.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:13:47 ID: fee002 No.9074676

>>9052479
He also mentions "slice of pizza" in this video. at 2:40. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yh7-wAy_8ss  
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File (hide): 18f3226adf6b09f⋯.png (742.28 KB, 615x613, 615:613, Screenshot_2017-01-31_09-1….png)

@paperboytheprince
EXHIBIT A  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:21:58 ID: f94eb4 No.9074756 >>9074761

File (hide): 63134b8e07ec5e9⋯.png (473.78 KB, 567x606, 189:202, Screenshot_2017-01-31_09-2….png)

>>9074743
EXHIBIT B  
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File (hide): 431bb3919008fbd⋯.png (51.18 KB, 164x373, 164:373, Screenshot_2017-01-31_09-2….png)

>>9074756
EXHIBIT C  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:23:20 ID: f94eb4 No.9074766 >>9074799

File (hide): f579bbfbf589add⋯.jpg (26.17 KB, 440x320, 11:8, 3991584.jpg)
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EXHIBIT D  
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>>9074766
HAILING SALAAM
MASONIC MULSIM CULT SHIT.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:27:53 ID: f94eb4 No.9074812
File (hide): 9806e71934ddcc1⋯.jpg (9.38 KB, 144x290, 72:145, bcodex_6 (1).jpg)

>>9074799
One more so you don't forget it.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:32:52 ID: f94eb4 No.9074864 >>9074880

File (hide): 9cdae0ce3335c19⋯.png (702.8 KB, 601x595, 601:595, Screenshot_2017-01-31_09-3….png)

>>9074799
I can prove this eye is masonic if 
you like.
I am sensing a little animosity so 
I will,
EXHIBIT A  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:34:40 ID: f94eb4 No.9074880 >>9074892
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EXHIBIT B  
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Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:35:27 ID: f94eb4 No.9074892 >>9074942

File (hide): 851b94948ac65d5⋯.jpg (169.73 KB, 872x531, 872:531, EYE3.jpg)

>>9074880
EXHIBIT C  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:40:10 ID: f94eb4 No.9074942
File (hide): aa1c1bc79f5bfc7⋯.jpg (631.2 KB, 3385x758, 3385:758, eye_book.jpg)

>>9074892
EXHIBIT D

Anyone who says the eye is not masonic is a child murderer.
Its not going to be something I can explain in a calm manner. These people depend on this conspiracy to molest and mortally mutilate people secretly. 
Then they have the balls to come out and flash this cult trash in our faces. I do not want to advocate violence. It is impossible to really tell you what is 
going on without advocating violence. Freemasonry is the controlled act of violence without repercussion. Torture and murder is all it is. Everything else is 
to facilitate torture and murder. The purpose of torture and murder is to consolidate the accumulation of money and power. Do not believe these people. 
Do not let them into your homes. Etc.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:42:49 ID: 95a2b9 No.9074972

>>9065654
Isnt he meant to be a children entertainer/party guy? That isnt really something a nursery worker or teacher would want to post.  If he really is part of all 
this, did they think we wouldnt find out? Are they just putting it in our faces?  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:45:38 ID: f94eb4 No.9075004 >>9075020 >>9075090 >>9075102 >>9075120 >>9222758

File (hide): ab6e893a9879d8a⋯.png (666.39 KB, 594x592, 297:296, Screenshot_2017-01-31_09-4….png)

@paperboytheprince
EXHIBIT A  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:47:24 ID: 95a2b9 No.9075020 >>9077596

>>9075004

Is that Lil Debbie on the right? Watch her videos, she looks like an actual prostitute.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:54:20 ID: f94eb4 No.9075090 >>9077011

File (hide): a9169740bc5c1cd⋯.jpg (22.26 KB, 300x258, 50:43, ML_key1-300x258.jpg)

>>9075004
EXHIBIT B
Notice the middle fingers and how they are major parts of the alphabet. With 
the G and the T on both of the middle fingers.  
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>>9075004
EXHIBIT C  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 14:57:48 ID: f94eb4 No.9075120 >>9075159
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>>9075004
EXHIBIT D
THE MIDDLE FINGER IS 
MASONIC.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 15:02:52 ID: 95a2b9 No.9075159 >>9075455

>>9075120
yeah, I dunno clutching at straws, Perhaps Lil Debbie or that other one (Kreyshawn looking ugly??) have weird Hollywood connections, tho thats not 
saying much. Either way PBP is obviously all over this weird celeb cult thing. If we can link him to spirit cooking its all over.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 15:07:02 ID: 21816a No.9075202

>>8950997 (OP)
Not sure if related to pizzagate, but the Salvation Army runs child-care facilites all over the world.

In Sweden, organizations that run those kind of facilities get a large part of their funding from the (((Social Democrat))) government.

There is rampant sexual abuse at these places. Fees are usually around 400$ per day and child, all paid for by the state.
Recently organizations like the Salvation Army have also started caring for refugee children, the fees on those children are considerably higher.
I also suspect the parents of said children are less likely to get involved.

The whole machinery is fed children through the social services. A single child can cost the government over a million a year, and the benefits the child 
gets are miniscule at best.
Usually these places are packed with people that have problems, so more seldom than not, the people admitted leave more fucked up than they were 
when they got there (which makes them more likely to become wardens of the state).

I'm guessing it's not too far off from what got hinted at in the article about the norweigan pedo bust.

TL;DR get paid to fuck children  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 15:34:54 ID: 000000 No.9075455

>>9075159
Remember what was written on the wall.
cut deeply into your middle finger of your left hand and eat the pain
The photo shows a freemason pointing his middle finger with his left hand at the camera. He then called the photo. "sekrit signs.jpg"  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 15:58:34 ID: 000000 No.9075696

>>9018962
No because those places do not exist apart from the pedophilia community. The sex dungeons are a porch so to speak to the ones that they are behaving 
as context to the pedophilia ones. No one enjoys bondage. No one enjoys bondage. It is simply a masonic child molestation vehichle sold as kinky to the 
masses. There is no such thing as like the woman that hangs in dislocation out of choice. That is not an organic thing they do it to make porn. Porn to 
give context. They think cp is a perversion of legal S&M. No S&M is the cover to secretly perform pedophilia.  
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Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 17:32:32 ID: 44a076 No.9076615 >>9093537

>>9074377 (checked)
AYO HOL UP  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 17:39:13 ID: f9daf7 No.9076671

>>9074377
HOL UP HOL UP

Are you telling me nigger gang signs are actually masonic hand signals? Because holy shit, if true…  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 18:08:06 ID: 79b7e5 No.9077011 >>9085543

File (hide): 34f86aa68b62bb7⋯.png (1.38 MB, 1007x879, 1007:879, 56464654684.PNG)

>>9075090
Found when looking 
into paper.
Some African 
religious ting?  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 18:41:16 ID: b3bd91 No.9077596 >>9160612

>>9075020
that def looks like lil debbie  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 19:17:42 ID: f72371 No.9078337 >>9130302

>>9045807
i thought i heard this film had an anti-christian element, where the bad guys were christians or something?  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 21:34:07 ID: 3fc969 No.9080485

Detailed testimony of satanic ritual sex abuse is just figments of the imagination of children! Thanks for letting us know, Heat Street!

https://archive.is/TaV0J

heatst.com/life/false-memories-when-your-brain-remembers-abuse-that-never-happened/  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 21:36:43 ID: dc3ee5 No.9080517

>>8950997 (OP)

wow guys, former employee of cpp forms forward about being sexually abused by James-I-love-kids. 

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@abortionburger/victim-comes-forward-i-was-sexually-assaulted-by-james-alefantis  
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Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 21:55:00 ID: ff0f3d No.9080744 >>9081050 >>9081170

File (hide): 90f0417de5eb0d5⋯.png (854.96 KB, 1440x1540, 72:77, 20170131_162226.png)

It's a start but at least we 
have signs of progress.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 22:18:42 ID: da5e6b No.9081050

>>9080744 (chekd)
fucking disgusting
if it was a nameless 50 year-old
they would've been sent and sacked to shit in prison
god i fucking hate this world  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 22:28:31 ID: f55a90 No.9081170

>>9080744
That's all they are weighing in on??

I swear to god I am going to shoot government people if these fucks don't hang.  

Anonymous  01/31/17 (Tue) 23:42:10 ID: a691b7 No.9082287

Fucking degens  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 02:22:06 ID: 2b3603 No.9085543

>>9077011
Uhhhh…Kwanzaa.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 02:55:05 ID: d50e7b No.9086044 >>9086061 >>9209173

File (hide): 8b8dc86e82ce0fd⋯.jpg (55.73 KB, 600x825, 8:11, 9003_1031005530249450_7737….jpg)

WTF  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 02:55:44 ID: 81ddb3 No.9086056 >>9101184

>>9071941
Are you seriously this retarded, he didn't mention jews or 6 gorillion on holohoax memorial day, face it shill, if he was a jew shill then he would have done 
that, they were furious at him for not doing it and he didn't give a shit, its over give it up  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 02:55:59 ID: 3fc969 No.9086061

>>9086044
Is… what?  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 03:54:38 ID: a1ebfa No.9087068

>9086044
https://archive.is/I8kIp
>"The ad was created and pitched by an agency to the independent franchise in Israel"
Fucking schlomos need to be gassed  
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Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 03:55:19 ID: a1ebfa No.9087078

>9086044
https://archive.is/I8kIp
>"The ad was created and pitched by an agency to the independent franchise in Israel"
>ISRAEL
Fucking schlomos need to be gassed  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 05:46:19 ID: d97b4b No.9088997 >>9090715

>>8986990
Look up the CIA's involvement in the Stephen King pedo ring case, they not only cover up, they also blackmail and assassinate, there was an unaired 
documentary on it.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 06:06:08 ID: d97b4b No.9089324

>>9076796
Finland already demands children to rat out their own parents for saying politically incorrect statements over the internet.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 06:15:51 ID: d97b4b No.9089460

>>9072797
>The fucking owls on the second pic  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 06:33:44 ID: 5c2d49 No.9089691 >>9089849

File (hide): 8ba95f8c7bece37⋯.png (132.55 KB, 285x364, 285:364, weiner.png)

BREAKING: ANTHONY WEINER NOW F ACING 15 YEARS  
IN PRISON FOR CHILD PORN

HOLY SHIT WEW LADS
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4178054/Anthony-Weiner-trying-
plea-deal-avoid-15-years-jail.html  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 06:45:31 ID: a4464f No.9089849 >>9090029 >>9106172

>>9089691
don't get excited just yet. they haven't even charged him yet. if they do charge him and convict, and he actually ends up doing the full ride for that charge, 
15 years is not enough for someone who tries to fuck a 15 year old.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 06:59:28 ID: 5c2d49 No.9090029 >>9090138

File (hide): 5ba2fd9c4ec9f64⋯.png (194.57 KB, 1349x1303, 1349:1303, 1462327464011-0.png)

>>9089849
>mfw he spills the beans 
on the entire cabal in a 
plea deal

hold on to your butts  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 07:08:33 ID: b2f1cf No.9090138

>>9090029
I remain extremely curious as to why Hillary was so terrified of the prospect of Trump winning. But she also wanted to run AGAINST him so badly…  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 07:54:34 ID: 4ef070 No.9090633

>>9065843
literally someone call the feds on this guy right now this is way too fucked to be anything good/legal  
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Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 08:06:41 ID: ab9719 No.9090715 >>9096281

>>9088997
do you mean lawrence king? not finding much on stephen king except some people talking about underage sex in 'IT'  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 13:29:36 ID: dac83b No.9093146

>>8993462

Do you know why?  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 14:29:01 ID: 000000 No.9093537

>>9076615
Yes I have speculated all of hip hop is part of this "Illuminati" system.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 16:18:13 ID: 6f6bb7 No.9094374

Finally found this
I remember an anon found the name "Rachel Rose" on the emails and when googled he found this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0vrpV5n4Ps
at 0:10 you can see a man with a young boy lover ring, but it's hard t see his face.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 16:37:11 ID: 4179ad No.9094539

>>9094469
>pic related disgusts me.. even though it had nothing to do with fascism when it was instated.. people worship this symbol and are nazi apologists
>being digusted by a piece history, good one at that
Did you click on the wrong board or something?  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 17:17:02 ID: 362891 No.9094898

>>9054537
Wow. Thanks for making me realise this. I will only kek on halfpol from now on. 

>>9054466
nice dubs

I'm actually really serious  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 17:20:41 ID: ee93a8 No.9094926 >>9094953

>>9094647
A society that wants liberty must first purge all elements that hate liberty. In other words: remove kebab, remove nigger, remove cuck, move all Jews to 
Israel, nuke it, make space program great again and nuke Israel again from orbit just to be sure.
You live in a society where Ahmed and Tyrone rape your women,  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 17:23:52 ID: ee93a8 No.9094953

>>9094926
(fuck, posted too soon)
and Shlomo says that's necessary to fight racism. Academia is kiked, media is kiked, politics is impossibly kiked. If accepting that is liberty, then fuck your 
liberty. I prefer a worthy death to a life of cuckoldry and denial.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 18:09:05 ID: 6dc6cb No.9095358

>>9095162

> i have just made a few Muslim friends recently and they hardly take their religion as seriously as everyone thinks and they are super fucking open 
minded and nice guys in general

The plural of "anecdote" is not "data."

You fucking pleb.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:11:25 ID: 07e11e No.9096281
File (hide): 01eca17bdc5586a⋯.jpg (31.2 KB, 480x360, 4:3, hqdefault (1).jpg)

>>9090715
My bad, got confused with the jew tv host, but you're right its Lawrence E "Larry" Jr an "african american", 
look up for it through "The Frankiln Coverup".

http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/Franklin/FranklinCoverup/franklin.htm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_child_prostitution_ring_allegations

CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE [Banned Discovery Channel Documentary]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AY-F5JoHoho

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johnny_Gosch

There's also the testimony of Paul Bonacci, but it goes into MKULTRA turf so I dunno.  
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Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:49:51 ID: c97f55 No.9096936
File (hide): e2a2bd557f96b2c⋯.jpg (75.94 KB, 480x720, 2:3, 1485752833406.jpg)

>>9096779
Taqiyya.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:52:30 ID: b4925f No.9096970 >>9097506

>>9096779
I like it. It's not the best i've seen but the energy behind your post is evident. Not bad. 

 fucked a devout muslim girl once she was really nice but she did have some extreme views. You can get away with a lot of shit by pretending to be a 
liberal  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:53:50 ID: 1f811e No.9096993
File (hide): 3d097d3dbe32f79⋯.jpg (129.32 KB, 671x720, 671:720, Rahma-Haruna-2.jpg)

>>9096779
I have a relative, she was raised Christian but went off the deep end. She married a Muslim man (who was in 
prison at the time) in the 90's and converted.  They were in the north west plotting terror attacks before 9/11, 
wanted to use semi trucks packed with explosives and do suicide bombings in America. They and even invited 
Al Qaeda leaders to come to there sheep farm and set up a training camp (he actually showed up but was 
pissed at how shit there camp was).  She is now in the witness protection program because she cooperated 
with the FBI.  But seriously the only Muslim I know (and I knew her quite well) turned out to be an Al Qaeda 
affiliated terrorist. So fuck you and your retarded ass narrative.  The Koran commands good Muslims to make 
non Muslims fear them, they are commanded to kill them, to be terrorists.  Even if you are a 'good' Muslim who 
ignores all the inconvenient parts of your book you only act as a smoke screen for the ones who take it 
seriously, and your kids are likely to be more fundamentalist than you.  We cant have Islam in the west, the two 
ideologies are not compatible. I'm fine with you having your sand nigger religion in sand nigger lands, but it 
should be confined there.  I'm also fine with you banning all Christians and atheists from your lands, just don't 
come here and expect to be accepted.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:54:32 ID: c5bd0e No.9097005

>>9096779
So-called moderate Muslims are a myth. The vast majority of them support shaira law, and and they will give him the choice fund and collude with so-
called Muslim extremists

>Que some faggot here posting the infographics on why there are no moderate Muslims

Stop being a dumbass shill/goatfucker  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:55:17 ID: b98a50 No.9097017

Stop letting a shill who says you should let muslims live in your country derail a pizzapong thread you massive homos.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:55:20 ID: 889ae7 No.9097018

>>9096779

It is well known that there's a muslim board on here, and the mudslime defense force posts on here. This is pure taqiyya. There are no good muslims, 
either terrorists or idiots that have yet to leave their death-cult  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 19:59:00 ID: c3057e No.9097080
File (hide): a78414ef0614f46⋯.jpg (42.51 KB, 600x346, 300:173, moderate islam.jpg)

>>9096779
>but if you did that you would probably find out that 
99 percent of them are just regular ass people
75% actually. Only 25-30% are extremists.  
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File (hide): d05329e33428c35⋯.jpg (125.84 KB, 720x478, 360:239, Islam Minesweeper.jpg)

>>9096779
Most Muslims are tribal and incapable of supporting Western Society against terrorists.
Knew a 'Palestinian' pharmacy student raised in America who drank alcohol, professed libertarian values.  
Consistently came down on the side of terrorists.  Bomb Gaddafi!  The Muslim Brotherhood was 
democratically elected!  Assad must be stopped!  Not all Muslims!  Terrorists aren't real Muslims.  Muslims 
are persecuted by racist Westerners.  The West is responsible for all problems in the Middle East.  I 
eventually realized where his loyalties lie, he is not an American.  He is a Muslim who would support 
terrorists right up until the point they slit his throat.
The best Muslim I ever met was in 2005.  An American Black guy from the army who thought that since 
Israel won a war the Palestinians should stop crying about losing their land.  He would cite the Koran and 
piss off Arab Muslims.  He also shit on left wing teachers.  He was kind of nuts and I can see him turning on 
a dime and supporting radicals if he started interpreting the Koran differently.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:18:14 ID: 4dec63 No.9097375
File (hide): 38eaf443b70c134⋯.jpg (43.83 KB, 640x480, 4:3, tdsb-640x480.jpg)

>>9096779
Lurkmoar newfag. Do you even know where you are? 
FFS you even tried to sage a stickied thread.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:23:28 ID: 997142 No.9097438

>>9096779
Man fuck you you stupid leftist trash, you had 'just'by own admission made muslim friends and think you know all about them and are gonna lecture us 
from your high on PCP horse. I have known muslims my whole life, had numerous friendships with them that lastet years and let me tell you the are true 
scum to the core. Give it some time and they will reveal their true nature to you soon enough. All muslims should be hanged  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:29:38 ID: 997142 No.9097506

>>9096970
> fucked a devout muslim girl once
Clearly she wasn't very devout if you fucked her. You banged a whore  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:51:09 ID: 349ed6 No.9097752

>>9097563
go away with your msm talking points. you think i can't sniff you out? i didn't even read the rest of your posts until after i started writing this and they're 
even more pathetic. "nation of immigrants" is a meme; whites had to fight tooth and nail on two fronts against both the natives and the brits to take 
america as a nation. and now that we've done that, we're suddenly supposed to bend over backwards and take in every piece of filth that crashes a boat 
on our shores or gets into an idiotic war in the middle east? trump didn't even "ban islam" dumbass, he took the perfect strategic move and you and your 
kike friends know it. spin it however you want but the reality you're portraying is not the reality that we live in.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:51:40 ID: ef319d No.9097762
File (hide): e6566a69bc0820f⋯.png (648.43 KB, 825x707, 825:707, 567845869.png)

>>9097563
They are just like blacks.  You can't allow them to breed and must remove them because any of their 
children can become a nigger and most likely will.  I don't give a rat's ass about what 1 muslim tells me on 
the street, any of his 8 children can be anti-western hijab enforcing sharia loving terrorist.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:54:20 ID: da3b44 No.9097800 >>9097824

>>9097563
I have several muslim friends.
They all understand why the tension exists and how we can stop it - by securing ethnic sovereignty.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:54:54 ID: 9a1cb8 No.9097810

>>9097563

Im an immigrant from Germany and people constantly stereotype me as a Nazi.  Gas yourself kike.  
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Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 20:56:03 ID: da3b44 No.9097824
File (hide): 4ba55b2c2657ad8⋯.jpg (41.03 KB, 470x595, 94:119, 1471295887382-0.jpg)

>>9097800

Well that's what I tell them 
anyway :^)  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:00:24 ID: e12008 No.9097869 >>9097924

File (hide): 560ed99d264358a⋯.jpg (108.25 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, 1484036908328.jpg)

>>9097563
>CHALLENGE.. to go talk to Muslim people IN PERSON
Alright, girl-talk, I'll bite. 

I lived in Europe for the majority of my life, I went to mixed schools with loads of minorities and poor kids. 
I've known muslims for longer than you've been aware of them.
While you're not totally shitting the bed in terms of your ideas, you're just assuming that racists aren't to be 
trusted and that they can't have valid reasons for their beliefs. 

I'd challenge you to get to know what muslim/arab culture is like, for real, before making up your mind about 
their integrity and acceptability. You can't, obviously, since you're inside a cultural bubble, about two or three major filters away from the edges of the real 
world, wherein altruistic philosophies go unchallenged by men ready to spill blood. 

I ask you, instead, to simply trust that most of us aren't coming from Basementistan when we tell you how horrible coexistence actually is.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:04:15 ID: 997142 No.9097924

>>9097869
This so hard. Fucker should visit Molenbeek and see how liberal he comes out.
t. Waffle  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:06:25 ID: f848ad No.9097960

>>9097880
Colonists aren't immigrants you dumb fuck.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:18:25 ID: f848ad No.9098136

>>9098084
No just you, you dumb fuck.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:18:28 ID: 38227c No.9098139 >>9098184 >>9098224 >>9098265

File (hide): 6e9ad01c2806684⋯.jpg (97.58 KB, 1296x321, 432:107, 1485983115195.jpg)

Pizzagate.com publisher dead

MOVE ALONG CITIZENS, NOTHING 
TO SEE HERE  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:20:58 ID: 997142 No.9098184

>>9098139
Ah fuck. We seriously need to skin these pedo fucks alive  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:23:28 ID: 9f0f9f No.9098224
File (hide): 4ffcddbdbf31700⋯.jpg (328.48 KB, 1600x1092, 400:273, Breitbart killed.jpg)

>>9098139

I'd like some proof!

That site has been trying to sell its domain name + offering prize money + showing advertisements and that 
will only bring more visitors to the site, reminds me of that Pizzagategear selling shit and claiming to be a 
victim which gives him more attention and he had no real proof just lots of here say.  
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Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:26:49 ID: f848ad No.9098265

>>9098139

So the dead don't have a name?  It's bullshit.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:29:37 ID: 9f0f9f No.9098307 >>9098367

File (hide): dd259a938a7b323⋯.jpg (382.05 KB, 1244x998, 622:499, ktla5_474arrested.jpg)

Some good news

http://ktla. com/2017/02/01/474-arrested-28-sexually-exploited-children-rescued-during-statewide-human-
trafficking-operation-lasd/

474 Arrested, 28 Sexually-Exploited Children Rescued During Statewide Human Trafficking Operation: 
LASD
Posted 9:06 AM, February 1, 2017, by Tracy Bloom

A Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department patrol car is seen in this file photo. (Credit: KTLA)

Hundreds of people were arrested and dozens of sexually-exploited children and adult victims were rescued 
across California during a statewide operation to combat human trafficking, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s 
Department announced Tuesday.

More than 30 federal, state and local law enforcement agencies and task forces, as well as the Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task Force, 
participated in the third annual “Operation Reclaim and Rebuild” enforcement operation, according to a sheriff’s news release.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:33:52 ID: 997142 No.9098367

>>9098307
Damn that is huge. Wish they could give us names. I bet the Armenian mafia was involved in this.

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:38:20 ID: 889ae7 No.9098423

>>9098084
>n-not all muslims
>white people are bad too
>s-super chill guys

Go home, mudslime. Your goat is lonely. We all know about your taqiyya bullshit.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:46:44 ID: ef319d No.9098529
File (hide): 2c625166fd91f99⋯.png (374.57 KB, 406x600, 203:300, 45b43a39aa1.png)

>>9098084
The innocent majority DOES NOT MATTER
They didn't matter for the japs
They didn't matter for the germans
They didn't matter for the soviets

This is how you know muslims are the enemy and they'll lose. Their 
innocent majority are not important.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:48:15 ID: d42532 No.9098545 >>9098680 >>9100527 >>9101207

Alex Jones talking pizzagate on Joe 
Rogan LIVE NOW: 

https://www.youtube.com/c/powerfuljre
/live
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>>9098084
>I understand limiting immigration somewhat but the amount of dumbassery, prejudice, hypocrisy, and 
general boot licking sycophantic idiocy here is absurd. 

You'll understand when it turns out that enabling white psychos pays off way more than ignoring the 
nonwhite onesin terms of their cultural pushback securing a freer society wherein progress and high-trust is 
actually possible Time will tell, and I've put years of my life into this enabling while the left ran around 
chasing their own. 

Most of the talk about skinning lefties alive and gassing kikes is to put commies on their heels, some of it is 
legitimate, but their numbers are too little to organize correctly, plus they're immediately put on watchlists thanks to obama's frantic search for an internal 
enemy. 

If I were you, I'd relax and try to see this from the winning perspective. No one is coming after you for being a lib yet :^)  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:48:49 ID: 785335 No.9098557 >>9098578

FILTERMAN TALKING ABOUT PIZZAGATE

GTFIH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZPCp8SPfOM  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:50:45 ID: 454c57 No.9098578

>>9098557
O SHIT

Joe Rogan may be a bit of a pussy at times but damn this is good.  

File (hide): 9bdc8d73797167c⋯.png (803.42 KB,
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File
(hide):
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(338 B,
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bypass.jpg)

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:56:21 ID: 5c7105 No.9098663 >>9098764 >>9099144 >>9116028

Check this out  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:57:51 ID: ef319d No.9098680

>>9098545
>Alex (((Jones)))  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 21:57:55 ID: d42532 No.9098681 >>9231288

The Joe's episode is approprietly numbered #911

Alex Jones admitted in one of the episodes on his show that he gets demoralized and upset and doesn't really want to get deep into pizzagate it self, so 
he may not even remember the name, he's saying "that random pizza place in DC" … just for everyone, he's referring to Comet Ping Pong.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 22:02:39 ID: e12008 No.9098764
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>>9098663
IT BEGINS 
TODAY

SHADILAY  
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Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 22:03:08 ID: c211e5 No.9098775

>>9098084
>it sets a fascist, Orwellian, precedent
This can't have been written here, originally. Those points and words don't work on the users of this board.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 22:04:50 ID: d42532 No.9098809

They're playing the comet ping pong performance video hahaha  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 22:26:09 ID: f337d3 No.9099144

>>9098663
archive kike  
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>>9098981
>just think for yourself and use critical thinking before lapping up whatever sensation the media wants you 
to be distracted by

Nigger what could possibly make you believe that we take the media at its' word here? 
Don't be a bitch, that's the easiest copout answer. I'd expect to hear that out of some facebook mom, not 
someone who thinks they "understand" what the fuck is going on.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 22:32:04 ID: 889ae7 No.9099250

>>9098981
See here's the thing, I am using critical thinking. Islam has a concept called taqiyya. So anyone with a thinking mind realizes that anyone representing 
Islam, moderate or terrorist, is not to be trusted. Anything you say is to be regarded as fake. It's pure bullshit that you put out. 

You don't even argue it, you just say "edgy" or "fedora," but you say nothing about taqiyya. You say nothing about the Koran calling for the heads of all 
infidels. You're just saying, "Oh you fall for the media's lies. Islam is peaceful," when the media doesn't even talk about taqiyya. In fact the media is what's 
pushing "Islam is peaceful, terrorists are just the extreme minority. They dindu nuffin. We need to stop islamophobia ok?"  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 22:50:01 ID: e12008 No.9099539

>>9099464
>no one here actually knows whats going on at the deepest levels of government and other parts of society

Read the culture of critique, it's a sadly predictive model of insider behavior. 

You're not going to get a tempered opinion here, this is spookproofing info-spreading  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 22:58:37 ID: d42532 No.9099695

HOLYYYYYYYYY SHITTTTTTTTTT

ALEX JONES BREAKES SILENCE ON Y2K ON JOE ROGAN SHOW

ADMITS HE IS EMBARRASED AND WAS WRONG  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 23:20:17 ID: ece823 No.9100068

I just cam 
across this 
utube video so 
I thought I 
would post it.  
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Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 23:43:35 ID: 07e11e No.9100527 >>9141892

>>9098545
Even Rogan's slogan is occultist and AJ has been an anti-pizzagate shill from day 1, saying its not important cuz muh loominaty red herring. Watched for 
half a second, heard AJ whinning about muh nazi eugenics program and closed it, fuck those shills.  

Anonymous  02/01/17 (Wed) 23:47:13 ID: ef319d No.9100613
File (hide): 57657601d68ec14⋯.png (228.88 KB, 450x500, 9:10, 06a885f91a83da14d.png)

>>9099464
You are what we call a "useful idiot".  We have shown a few times to be using critical thinking when not wanting 
muslims in this nation or in the west.  1)They use taqiyya 2)The breed violent children 3)The innocent majority 
do not matter.

You are asking us to act bizarre and endanger ourselves by laying with the enemy for us to understand they are 
not the enemy.  You want us to die yet you don't know who we are or what we do in life makes you so akin to the 
terrorists in islam we dislike that you don't even realize it.  Islam can't not exist alongside western values, it can 
only exist in a value system of sharia, it can only exist in a world where non-muslims are 2nd class citizens and 
women are abused.  You are a fool and we are running out of steam too!  We are sick of these people from 
outside organizations that come in like you and try to get us to act without sanity by endangering ourselves and 
our kin by being tolerant of those who want to eliminate us.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 00:18:15 ID: c45c77 No.9101184

>>9086056
I got the feeling it
s to put up the facade that Trump is antisemitic and "like hitler" when in reality he's more in bed with particular Jews than other Presidents have been. The 
"Trunp is antisemite" BS is to provoke leftists into not liking him even more.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 00:20:04 ID: c45c77 No.9101207

>>9098545
lol alex has been drinking.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 00:21:23 ID: c45c77 No.9101232

>>9097563
Islam is piss
Muhammad is a dung hill  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 00:35:56 ID: ef319d No.9101525

>>9101431
Yes if you live in modern day America it is bizarre to talk to people in public.  I'm not even going to address the rest because your position isn't applicable 
to mine.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 02:00:53 ID: 4ca328 No.9103026 >>9130378

File (hide): ec0fe7163231101⋯.png (378.25 KB, 1657x1010, 1657:1010, IMG_7309.PNG)

>tfw, ain't got no blackmail file, ain't got 
no financial vulnerabilities, ain't got no 
qt3.14 gf  
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Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 03:12:04 ID: abfa98 No.9104472

>>9101739
I don't think he realizes that a lot of people here play along with the "exterminate everyone that isn't white" meme to:
1) Placate the D&C shills who are trying to alienate /pol/'s views from mass appeal
2) Isolate undesirables from the board

>Remember, right now you guys are an actual minority and most members of society would probably be horrified by this board. Imagine if they were 
threatening to deport you.. or censor you. That's why its important not to set an Orwellian precedent, and keep church separated from state… that way we 
can remain free.
This is important too. People can only have as many liberties as they can handle so restriction is fine. But setting too stringent of a precedent will likely 
backfire in the long-term. Dictatorships should be short-term in order to reinstate functional governance and then be disbanded after that.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 03:28:53 ID: 1f811e No.9104850
File (hide): f6978a2617be315⋯.jpg (87.08 KB, 1130x440, 113:44, bdb06ecb1126d1845d32f00de1….jpg)

>>9096779
> Imagine if they were threatening to deport you.. or censor you. That's why its important not to set an 
Orwellian precedent, and keep church separated from state… that way we can remain free.

Um they do censor us, everywhere we go we are censored, its why we congregate here.  If they were to 
shut down our discussion on the free net we would just move to the darnets.  In many nations what we say 
is illegal.  Several of us have been arrested for expressing our beliefs.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 03:51:44 ID: e1ef13 No.9105422

>>9094366
>>9096779
Yeah faggot, you're so new you're saging a sticky yet you're gonna act like "WOW OMGEE GUIZ, I GOTTA GET YOU TO QUESTION YOUR IDEOLOGY 
WITH MY NON-EXISTANT PARANOIA OVER DRUMPF!"  "WHY WON'T YOU LISTEN TO MY CONCERN TROLLING WAAAAAH" and your fucking 
reddit spacing, go the fuck back to whatever david brock shill pit spawned you and tell em you need better training to blend in here  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 04:18:41 ID: a339fc No.9106113

>>9105735
Muslims are tribal animals worse than niggers.  European crime statistics prove this.  Worse than fucking niggers.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 04:20:57 ID: 1f811e No.9106172 >>9156146

>>9089849
You can marry a 15 year old in my state.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 04:26:44 ID: af9513 No.9106313

>>9105735
>>9105899
It's very obvious you are from reddit. Get out, fag. Go suck a sandnigger dick.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 04:47:41 ID: abfa98 No.9106815

>>I agree that in hellhole failed states in the middle east a dictator might be the only way you can have anything approaching modern civilization
These were actually the situations I was referring to where dictatorships are necessary. In particular, Qadafi and Libya (dictator from 1969 through 1979 
and held no formal office afterwards). The authoritarian style of leadership was necessary in order to stabilize Libya and make it the semi-prosperous 
nation it was before NATO's intervention in 2011.

I agree - the US is not at this level yet, but considering how retarded a significant portion of the population is generally, it is possible that it could fall to this 
level. In which case, severe restrictions might need to be imposed.

Libertarianism is a fine political system IF the majority group of the populous hold Libertarian values - and defend the Rights of others even if the Right 
being impeded on does not immediately effect them. At present, I am not really convinced this is the case. Both the Left and the Right wish to restrict the 
freedoms of each other (the Right, ironically, less so than the Left).

Again though, I think people here fail to realize how successful shilling here has actually been. While some realize that the genocide-meme is a joke that 
serve the functions I mentioned in my previous post, it's like water to a fish for some others. They don't realize they're being Dicked & Cucked in an 
attempt to alienate an advancing movement (/pol/) against Globalist Interests. Push each niche group to an extreme and make them fight each other.

This is how we're being primarily subverted.  
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Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 05:11:55 ID: f55a90 No.9107354
File (hide): 7f125c16a972a1a⋯.png (297.3 KB, 1500x2500, 3:5, dyncorp.png)

Official DynCorp data dump thread

Dump Redpills

>DynCorp has been exposed to credible resources that expose ties to 
Pizzagate and the Clinton foundation

Post archived links/memes so we can have an official DynCorp thread.

>DynCorp Mercenaries Enter Yemen As Death Toll Climbs - March 17, 2016 

https://archive.is/X0QwD#selection-175.0-175.52  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 13:46:23 ID: 113a22 No.9115330  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 14:07:21 ID: 113a22 No.9115471 >>9120323 >>9127317

I find this channel quite strange.

Gut feeling tells me the 'husband' is 
a homosexual and the relationship 
is a sham.

Whole channel seems to focused 
on the kids and has a weird vibe.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 15:19:15 ID: ffc194 No.9116028

>>9098663
>commiefornia

Why isn't this surprising  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 15:50:58 ID: d1ccff No.9116301 >>9125918

File (hide): 71f4b31b137336e⋯.jpg (68.32 KB, 1266x1760, 633:880, reapwhatyousewkikes.jpg)

>>8972888
>>9054466
>goons telling US to be consistent
>while defending pedos
>while offering NO EVIDENCE to the contrary
>while making the shittiest memes and wasting digits
>this damage control
>being a goon
>>>/oven/
>>>/gaschamber/
>>>/auschwitz/
PICK ANY THREE, PEDO, AND MA Y TYR'S JUSTICE F ALL UPON YOU  
AND ALL YOU HOLD DEAR!  
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Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 21:39:06 ID: 73b5cc No.9119649 >>9135397

>>8986734
Me too kind of, Anon.
Eat cali flower, it's healthy, good for testosterone and probably the best tasting vegetable on Earth.  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 22:42:49 ID: 9f0f9f No.9120323

>>9115471

Could be reality tv crap disguised as real family on youtube because those channels are popular so why not make a fake family pretend its real and make 
money off it…sad state of humanity  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 23:13:36 ID: 4f117a No.9120747

Got some more for you.
The HWNDU stream has been deleting all parts related to pizzagate.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPnDYTcTNbI  

Anonymous  02/02/17 (Thu) 23:57:22 ID: 35f8f3 No.9121474

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/divert-10000000-disney-order-continue-funding-club-penguin h  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 04:36:51 ID: 0fc998 No.9125918
File (hide): 7c4e42dac294c79⋯.png (12.87 KB, 600x317, 600:317, a.png)

>>91163
01  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 05:45:40 ID: 02c366 No.9126601

>>8972888
Those trips confirm pedo kikes like you have memed an actual holocaust into reality.  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 06:51:13 ID: 4f22b5 No.9127317
File (hide): 610c0da6657c6c5⋯.jpg (62.59 KB, 425x640, 85:128, 1427919925726.jpg)

>>9115471
Thanks anon now I'm depressed over being too poor to have a nice pool, under the realization I'll never get to have a nice 
picnic over freshly cut grass with my own family while watching fireworks and freaking hungry over the damn afterpool 
pizza. They look like a family of fags tho, even the kids look faggy, probably genetics and having a flaming homo for a 
father. 

There's also the fact that homos are obsessed over children because they want their acceptance as "femenine" figures or 
at least they picture themselves as motherly, some of them I guess.  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 07:17:03 ID: 334834 No.9127631 >>9127928

File (hide): 755566639e4df53⋯.png (1.13 MB, 980x943, 980:943, 1478667121254.png)

>>8950997 (OP)
OP link is broken. 
Dis gun b gud  
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kek
the jews finally made it ((((private))))  
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>posting this in the pizzapong thread
>not the HWNDU thread
nigger faggot  
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David Seaman, the ex-HuffPo kike who James A threatened a while back just got his Twitter account shoah'd after a lot of tweeting about pizzagate 
related stuff and ayy lmaos. Specifically, right after tweeting lots of shit about how the elite are going to try to sidestep pizzagate by a Project Bluebeam-
esque hoax or exaggeration of the importance of events/things in Antarctica? He 'uh huh'd a HuffPo article about something that seems related, got 
suspended, and the HuffPo article/tweet got deleted.

>inb4 controlled op muh t-shirt website

I'm not saying you have to put full faith in every part of it, it's just a weird happening to consider as part of the greater whole of pizzagate related 
happenings. It's not like the thread's seen much activity recently relatively speaking.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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Adrenochrome high, I know what he's talking about, this might actually mean something but I don't think it's 
about the blood of terrified victims, it's organ harvesting.

Phil Schneider talked about this, he was also not a "nobody tin foiler" this dude was a geologist, worked 
with military, he was suicided, I think his entire family was killed iirc.

"Aliumz" do organ harvesting, get high from our kidneys or liver he talks about it in this vid  
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get rid of this "satan" shit already. the reality of what they believe is so much more than that.  
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((((((((((((((Schneider))))))))))))))))))))

that jew hacked his own thumb off  
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The Christians are portrayed as ignorant, take justice into their own hands, and are generally stupid, while the detective is enlightened. That detective is 
also, quite literally, called Detective Loki. I thought it was strange since there's even an anime by this name as well. Why a trickster god for a detective? 
Should tell you an underlying message in the movie, that a trickster and mason is helping "bust" a pedophile ring.

Also, this movie ends abruptly and kind of weird, with a Christian dad being found in this pedo's torture pit by Loki. I think it hints that the occult and 
enlightenment beats the mindless wrath and anger of the Christian parents.

Read more on Vigilant Citizen about the occult side of it if you're interested. They break it down fairly well there.  
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hmmmm  
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Radcliffe Foundation connected with Clinton 
Foundation
Laura Silsby and James Alefantis visiting the 
White House at the same time  
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Unrelated and slightly off topic with no basis other than my own tinfoil Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 18:14:16 ID: 65e5c8 No.9133295 >>9133833 >>9134936

This is slightly off topic and even by my own standards is kind of grasping at straws so I'll just get it out of 
the way now.
Gamer Gate and Zoey Quinn (tune out now and disregard to avoid my thoery).

I think Zoey may of been a successful M.K. Ultra victim. Why do I think this may be possible? 

Well other than the strange media backing and connections and such lets look at her behavior.

Children who are sexually abused become fucked up mentally. This can happen multiple ways causing 
them to shut down, but they can also become hyper sexual. When hypersexualized they will gravitate with 
manic ferver toward stranger and stranger sexual impulses. Sexuality becomes so flexible they will have 
zero problem using sex the same way a normie uses flattery to get things.

In the original indiefesable vid original cut that was delted, they mention her nickname is 2 greyhound buses 
(her worse nick name Erin Gave her based on how many people he suspected she fucked). Some of the faces on that greyhound bus are unfuckable by 
low standards (Jim Sterling).

Her ex Erin has said that she has a child hood and marraige that were so traumatic that no matter how much he hated her he wouldn't go into it. Zoey 
(real name Chelsea) was married to some guy in the military are there is zero record of them together other than official docs.

When Zoe talked about her "traumatic child hood" which she describes as daddy worked too much and left me alone with vidya on a vice documentary. 
she talks about being alone in the woods in the eastern part of the US. One problem, all records of her father show him raising her in Hawaii running a 
harley shop. 

Quinn gets into game development. I have no clue how this happens because she has no experience in writting or coding (but it may explain why she is 
fucking some kid who builds the stuff and is in videos with him leaning to use tools), only shit posting online and porn. Yet some how where ever she 
shows up free sex and government money soon follow. The crazy DOD stuff has already been dug up, but Zoey isn't the kind of girl smart enough to 
follow the money but somehow seems to be there everytime over and over again.

She also despite what she describes as bad relationships with her family can somehow afford to live in New York, D.C., Boston and Cali all before the 
internet ever knew who she was and without her having a job (other than camwhore).

When the shit hits the fan Zoey all of sudden in a serious relationship with the son of a weapons dealer (handler?) who has unlimited resources and fund 
all of her projects. When they break up he is still with her every step of the way. He is an attractive fit dude with millions, it makes no sense for him to 
glomb on this hard. No pussy is THAT good.

and don't get me started on all of Fem Freqs ties and employment of Pedos…

No MSM started trying to debunk GG until all the DOD grants and funding started comming out and gaming news fucked up by copying and pasting. 
What if the biggest scandle of GG wasn't nepotistic fuck wad cunts acting exactly like you would expect, or sexism but a mentally unstable but highly 
effective asset being exposed and giving her enough money, status and fame to STFU and do everything possible to not blow her cover.

The only thing that will validate this theory for me is if Pizzagate does get exposed and her funding dries up. Even if Zoey her self says its true would I 
believe her because she's mentally unstable.

But this is just a theory. A poor one. Something that just clicked while researching this.  
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>successful M.K. Ultra victim,
You're overthinking things; she's just this delusional "cool person" who give good head. There's nothing more to it at all.  
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Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 18:58:33 ID: 65e5c8 No.9133917 >>9136066

>>9133833

You are right. Sorry for going off topic, just wanted to bounce the idea. Even if it is true, no proof of this will exist and it is a distraction from the real issue. 

Sorry.  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 19:36:32 ID: 476eaf No.9134367 >>9134952 >>9135828 >>9137689

http:/ /www.neonnettle.com/news/1873-fbi-insider-pizzagate-pedophile-ring-arrests-are-now-imminent

Guys found the link related in halfchan but I don't know/trust the source.

It is too good to be true, right?  

File (hide): 9d60ae9afa8c861⋯.jpg (9.25 KB,
251x201, 251:201, haevuhdraem.jpg)

File (hide): 1f393b91102b205⋯.jpg (105.75 KB,
489x400, 489:400, congrts.jpg)

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 20:21:10 ID: d9a8ce No.9134936 >>9136066

>>9133295
>I think Zoey may of been a successful
>may of been
>of

Stopped reading right there. Drown yourself in nigger semen, illiterate retard.

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 20:22:09 ID: 55e7f6 No.9134952

>>9134367
FBIanon was on halfchan saying pretty much the same thing although he didn't name any names like Schumer but did say to expect arrests this weekend 
and prominent politicians would be among them. I'll try and find the archive  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 20:52:53 ID: b82069 No.9135397

>>9119649
Lars?  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 21:20:27 ID: d8cbd1 No.9135808

Ladies and Gents please don't forget that Scooter Braun (Justin Bieber's Manager) has a brother who hangs out with the Soros boy and he himself has a 
non profit that goes around giving school supplies to 3rd world children

Also, what does Corey Gamble do for Justin Bieber? Is he Bieber's black satan worshipping hollywood handler?

But most importantly, Scooter Braun's brother is non profiting his way into 3rd world countries to be around kids and is a friend of that darn Soros boy…  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 21:21:39 ID: d8cbd1 No.9135828 >>9136232

>>9134367
Alex Jones talked about it on the Joe Rogan Podcast….he basically said the same thing FBIanon said on half chan…  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 21:38:08 ID: 65e5c8 No.9136066

>>9134936
see post
>>9133917 then realize you need to lurk moar.  
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Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 21:48:03 ID: 1b7944 No.9136232
File (hide): d6e95e6701fa9f4⋯.png (347.26 KB, 473x576, 473:576, blackhead.PNG)

>>9135828
I'm not sure if the arrests are a good thing, it seems they got low tier jobbers and they're probably not gonna squeel 
considering the FBI's involvement on all this. 

It may be that the FBI/CIA is picking up their own goons off the street and destroying evidence so that we can't get 
to them first, I don't trust them and I dont trust AJ or the rest of the counterintel shills.  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 22:51:33 ID: e2c327 No.9137248 >>9137475

File (hide): a9c2a0ff3db4d09⋯.png (139.79 KB, 1498x320, 749:160, ss (2017-02-03 at 05.50.08….png)

Is the OP video unavailable to 
any other anons?  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 23:02:39 ID: d0a064 No.9137475

>>9137248
Of course, because it's deleted.  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 23:03:26 ID: 334834 No.9137492

>>9128653
Holy fuck they're psychic vampires  

Anonymous  02/03/17 (Fri) 23:14:39 ID: 55e7f6 No.9137689

>>9134367
https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/110768785  

File (hide): 8d03ae855686065⋯.png (191.88 KB,
566x502, 283:251, Capture3.PNG)

File (hide): 5a9782b3531c8fd⋯.jpg (340.82 KB,
800x600, 4:3, Indiana.jpg)

File (hide): 5f56fad7731438d⋯.jpg (311.85 KB,
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Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 00:03:15 ID: 334834 No.9138559 >>9138621 >>9138860 >>9139523 >>9139609

NEW LEAD
http:// www.theindychannel.com/news/local-news/hoosier-families-looking-for-answers-after-adoption-agency-suddenly-closes-for-good

Independent Adoption Center suddenly closed on Jan 31st. This was their logo. 

WE NEED TO MEME THESE SYMBOLS TO THE MIDDLE-AGE NORMIE FACEBOOK CROWD. THEY HAVE CHILDREN WILL INVESTIGATE OUT 
OF CONCERN FOR THEM.  
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Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 00:07:28 ID: 334834 No.9138621
File (hide): a21973d55994d4e⋯.jpg (343.73 KB, 800x600, 4:3, Indiana.jpg)

>>913855
9
Edit on 
second 
pic. 
The www 
is needed 
for 
adoptionh
elp.org  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 00:32:16 ID: c0c26a No.9138860 >>9139334 >>9139356 >>9139403

>>9138559
>weaponize facebook for middle aged normies to investigate as well
This really needs to be done. I feel like the typical middle age normies are the sleeping lions the kikes do not want to wake.

Have you considered making some of these targeted at women? Like a concerned older woman to another older woman, sort of the "Think of the 
children" aspect.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:03:15 ID: 28153c No.9139334 >>9192197

>>9138860
Um, It wouldn't surprise me if half the Anons on this thread are middle aged women.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:04:55 ID: 334834 No.9139356 >>9139429

>>9138860
Yes that's exactly it. It needs to happen now while these crime busts are being swept under the rug.

I'm not a good meme-smither but even basic shit with IMPACT font will work. What's important is that it gets everywhere  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:07:30 ID: 28153c No.9139403

>>9138860

Some more support would be helpful, but not required. 

https://www.kikebook.com/groups/PizzagateTalk/

https://www.kikebook.com/PizzagateHome/  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:09:21 ID: 28153c No.9139429 >>9139434

>>9139356
This one has a meme folder. I think it's modifiable.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:09:44 ID: 28153c No.9139434

>>9139429
https://www.kikebook.com/groups/UncompromisedPizzagateInvestigation/  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:12:46 ID: e43355 No.9139488 >>9140129

Anons are you fine with keeping this stickied until the arrests happen?  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:14:57 ID: e3e710 No.9139523
File (hide): 912365d9de7c8ad⋯.png (573.43 KB, 927x901, 927:901, uk care.png)

>>9138559
This is huge stuff.
Archived https://archive.is/ABYCc

Also check this news from the united kingdom around the time of the 
election, when the threads were being shilled hard.
https://archive.is/xKdZT  
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btw i finally red-pilled my aryan gf with this  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 01:51:43 ID: 28153c No.9140129 >>9141292

>>9139488
Please do.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 02:55:22 ID: e43355 No.9141292

>>9140129
kk  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 03:37:49 ID: 07b4db No.9141892 >>9143197 >>9143925

>>9100527

Alex Jones is 100% Bill Hicks is 100% "controlled opposition".  Mr Limited Hangout himself. Mr Mockingbird.  His job is to limit the flood of information to a 
trickle and provide the illusion that there are "alternative viewpoints" being expressed on the radio.

Even his producer Kevin is the same.

Did a ton of youtube videos exposing it over the years.  Every single one got shoah'd.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 03:39:52 ID: 07b4db No.9141919 >>9143197

That Alex Jones is talking about Pizzagate is a sign that they are absolutely desperate.  They know they cannot make it go away, so they have to make it 
seem like Jones Tier "Conspiracy Theory".

His job will be to promote dead ends and discredit new leads.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 03:50:25 ID: 788fe7 No.9142040 >>9143197

knights of malta alex jones he is the figure head to control discourse wake up faggots notice when it was hot off the griddle that fat bufallo was silent until 
his masters gave him the ok to yap his traps about it FUCK ALEX JONES if you can't redpill yourself after that and do your own digging then fuck you 
Alex is a gd scam just like all his cia op guest or the latest stunt to go on Joe BLoWgan who is a complete drama whore fag ..just to bump ratings as they 
been slipping as he crys and prays for jews and his rat kike half breed kids what a fucking hypocrite.  
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1122x837, 374:279, Chickenlovers (1).png)

File (hide): 8421d1a7c5711e4⋯.png (431.92 KB,
1920x1080, 16:9, 5825b0a289f28d083b6f949c95….png)
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yes
>>9141892
not all of them  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 06:23:13 ID: d0a064 No.9143915 >>9195312

>>9143197
Moron.  
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>Alex Jones is 
100% Bill Hicks is 
100%

How fucking 
desperate are 
you?  
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But he's right. As incredible as it sounds, there's a lot of evidence pointing to "Alex Jones" being an alter ego of Hicks.

ALEX JONES REALLY IS BILL HICKS
July 26, 2014 | Author: MackQuigley
https://archive.is/k6CdC  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 08:47:13 ID: 697e87 No.9145396

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbQBUxvmK7U&feature=youtu.be

Watch this
Call the police
Ask them what shit are they smoking
Tell them this is going viral
Spread it  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 08:54:15 ID: f81868 No.9145450 >>9209714

>>9016719
Koons was married to an italian pornstar who might be depicted - she left him and accused him of sexual abuse of their own children. He's pedo af  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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http://www.freerangekids.com/how-children-lost-the-right-to-roam-in-just-4-generations/

You guys might want to look into this.  It's a website encouraging parents to let their kids go on walks without supervision and not babysit them every 
second of the day.  Nothing wrong with that, but what made me suspicious is the author's name (((Lenore Skenazy))), and the fact that the link to her 
website was removed from the Daily Mail article she mentions after a day. 

Could be a false alarm, so don't waste too much time on this unless you recognize some of the people & institutions involved from elsewhere.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 12:42:41 ID: bd62ed No.9146543

>>9143073
Bump
putting this here too,i think its related
https://vimeo.com/user684179  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 14:24:00 ID: ce89ce No.9146996 >>9147436

butt-ficki time in prison

https://archive.is/9DoOU  
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what nightmare reality did 
this crawl out from?  
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File (hide): 8c5590d8d2a8ea5⋯.png (58.63 KB, 961x939, 961:939, itccs.png)

>>9146996
If that's true those are some good news. However, until they arrest the Queen of England and the Pope and 
all of the Ninth Circle, the family, and all those around the world who are into this sickness, it will not stop.
Related:
Canadian kids genocide going on for almost a century
https://archive.is/d4EU5
Pope Jorge Bergoglio (Francis) involved
https://archive.is/KF7RQ  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
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"Our continuing investigations reveal that many of the men who tortured and killed children in the Indian 
residential schools and who are still preying on aboriginal women and children are also members or 
affiliates of the elite Vancouver Club at 915 West Hastings street. Their odious ranks include three Supreme 
Court judges, a battery of lawyers, church officials and corporate officers, a former Prime Minister and 
senior members of the RCMP and the Canadian military. Virtually all of these individuals are practicing 
members of the Anglican or United Church, and two Catholic Bishops are included in their number. Many of 
these men have also been identified by a former Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) operative 
as participants in the murderous “Piggy’s Palace” torture and snuff-film ring, including two politicians who 
now serve in the Canadian Senate: Larry Campbell and Patrick Brazeau."

Vid related to all of this
This is really global, now I understand why there are so many shills here, and why threads were 404ing 
when breakthroughs and important global connections were being made between these groups, cults, 

however you want to call it, this involves police forces all over the world, intelligence agencies, etc.
Interpol is involved too.

It's disgusting to see this shit covered up like it is nothing. Justice will be served, people who kill children will all be held accountable, I hope they bring 
back public hangings or burning at the stake for this.
I don't care if it's whites, jews, niggers or chinks or whatever, we must eradicate this from the earth if we want to advance as a civilization.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 16:02:04 ID: d5623e No.9147738

>>9144948
>>9147410
>>9147458

Everything is Terrible! is a Chicago-based video blogging website that features unusual, dated, and campy 
clips of VHS tapes from the late 20th century. The project was founded in 2000 by a group of friends while 
at Ohio University. "Every weekend or free afternoon they get," according to NPR, they search at thrift 
stores, garage sales, and bargain bins for the worst and most outrageous VHS tapes to share with each 
other.

archive.is/Rn05a
everythingisterrible.blogspot.com
everythingisterrible.com  
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File (hide): f568595fd1252fb⋯.png (472.32 KB, 528x659, 528:659, bergoglio.png)

https://archive.is/QwEw7
>Jorge Mario Bergoglio was accused of baby trafficking, plus helping to kidnap opponents of Argentina’s military 
junta during the Dirty War

Question for leafs and britbongs: How can you live with yourselves knowing that your queen is a child killer, how 
can you let Trudeau keep this shit up?
All of us, worldwide, need to take action. We must gather the evidence and arrest these people. What will it take?  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 16:19:09 ID: 7d6990 No.9147906

>>9129282
Can you explain his fucking suicide with his hands tied behind his back?  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 17:25:23 ID: d45bd4 No.9148589 >>9148610

I'm pretty sure some pizza related breaking news is going down right now. I'd make an OP but I don't really have those skills. Here are the links. 
Apologies if repost.

https://pirate.lon don/dark-webs-largest-host-freedom-hosting-ii-hacked-by-anonymous-3539dae56bd0#.32qsli7hi

https://boards.4ch an.org/pol/thread/111013650

https://www.red dit.com/r/onions/comments/5rt1zo/freedom_hosting_ii_hacked/  
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https://pirate.lon don/inside-the-freedom-hosting-ii-leak-aae1104ab693#.9e5mdojow
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Remember that crazy antifa hag, well shes also a 
degenerate child fucking witch

Here we go again…  
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I've seen so much fucked up shit on image boards, but this just made me break down in tears. I can't 
handle it anymore. These sick fucks need to be put down. I'm dedicating my life to it. Some day I'll be 
putting them behind bars. Inmates will handle the rest.  
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soon
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>>9149258
I highly doubt this. "High level arrests", by next week? seems highly unlikely. Even if arrests happen it doesn't mean it would lead to trial of any kind.
How often are people arrested held and let go? Happens every day.
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maximum larp  
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Yeah it might be a 
larp.  
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Seaman insists that there will be high profile arrests by next week. We will determine in a matter of days whether he is full of shit.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 19:07:39 ID: 60b00e No.9149660 >>9149847 >>9149917

Most of the arrests from last weeks trafficking sting were from state foster care facilities, meaning the authorities are complicit at at least a local level. The 
fact that LEOs are moving on trafficking schemes involving collusion with the authorities is very big news.  
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>>9149618
>>9149660
Yea things are definitely heating up, but it's hard to know just how far things will get taken. Anyways, like you said we will know in a few days time.  
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>>9149660
The foster care system being tied up in this makes me throw up in my mouth.  
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Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 19:32:57 ID: 51f90e No.9149996

>>9149618
I have a feeling the Podestas, and the Clintons will not see justice until citizens give them justice themselves. There are far too many pedophile/Satanic 
judges in our court systems across the globe.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 23:39:55 ID: 65e5c8 No.9153680

>>9147458
>>9144948
This ads up with a lot of what I've been reading in pizza stuff. 

For some reason the "red headed lady" keeps comming up in alot of these horror storries and ofcourse the 
'white rabbit' 

They have 2 normie commercials that look like normal sex lines (vid of one of them) 

IF you want the modern day pedo phone line, you want the man hole. I found out about it on distorted view 
podcast. That is a legit pedo network and a few others have been fucking with it as well.  

Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 23:51:22 ID: 74f1da No.9153838

>>8969239
walnut means dark skin  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/04/17 (Sat) 23:54:15 ID: 65e5c8 No.9153870

distorted view has years of archives of this shit. If someone finds more about anything involving   phoneline 
networks and finds more shit on the manhole, Timmy-boo (the host of the show) will be more than happy to 
help as it will promote his above average podcast

Fun fact; there used to be thousands of videos calling out the ManHole on Youtube. Now the creepy pedo 
calls on Youtube have become hard to find. I have no clue why or how the search results got so fucked up 
out of no where.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 00:48:23 ID: 74f1da No.9154873

>>9065033
under8d post with masonic dubs  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 00:57:29 ID: 74f1da No.9155035
File (hide): 8d8918566b13b0d⋯.png (655.39 KB, 1032x976, 129:122, 5d58aec274097d9f40870be3af….png)

>>9065696
confirmed  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 01:49:38 ID: e5c08a No.9156146 >>9157877

>>9106172
im sure you can marry your cousin and fuck cats there too.  
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>>9054447
alienware  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 03:13:18 ID: 0f86cb No.9157877

>>9156146
>Muslims can legally marry minors and fuck dogs

That's Canada anon.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 04:37:03 ID: d5623e No.9159403 >>9159433

>Wow, new DHS / ICE Human Trafficking vid opens with a #Pizzagate ref: "The signs are there, sometimes you just have to take a second look"

https://twitter.com/ZeroPointNow/status/828056149526089728  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 04:38:41 ID: d5623e No.9159433 >>9159803

File (hide): a8ead94f610abd1⋯.mp4 (2.03 MB, 640x360, 16:9, Bpl6G9mE2eOj2uE0.mp4) [play once] [loop]
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Dont think it can get any 
more obvious  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 04:54:12 ID: 5ec5f6 No.9159737 >>9160914 >>9183524

Eating Pizza and Chickens 
on the mattress  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 04:54:20 ID: d5623e No.9159745

>>9159634
>Ya'll don't even know what it is man  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 04:57:13 ID: ec8d3f No.9159803

>>9159433
I never thought of it like that, we're going to make government ads great again.  
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File (hide): 0d124ff2fd1fe86⋯.jpg (35.83 KB, 482x325,
482:325, ss (2017-02-05 at 12.01.12….jpg)
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Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 05:03:36 ID: e12008 No.9159909

>>9159634
how low level do you have to be that they make you kidnap the kids and make pimp pamphlet rap songs  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 05:41:05 ID: 1de721 No.9160612

>>9077596
I'm pretty sure thats lil debbie and v nasty  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 05:45:48 ID: 5ec5f6 No.9160657

Look at how degenerate this is.

Making kids dress up as babies & scat scenes?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SN91FndzNQ4#t=3m20s  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 06:07:57 ID: 65e5c8 No.9160914 >>9231241

>>9159737 

And he is using every single podesta codeword…..

In nigger culture, chicken head is a girl who sucks dick like crazy …. but he seems to be obsessed with chicken.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 06:16:48 ID: 65e5c8 No.9161007 >>9161165 >>9162080 >>9165149 >>9190541

>>9147458

Does anyone know the occult significance of 
the 'red lady'  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 06:32:46 ID: 0d43d0 No.9161165 >>9161374

File (hide): 028489dc8c7b1c1⋯.jpg (1.49 MB, 1280x2874, 640:1437, babalon.jpg)

>>9161007
Although for the purposes of this topic, the point is that she is a 
form of divine prostitute.  
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>>9161165  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 08:10:44 ID: 4f4dee No.9162080 >>9162411 >>9169610

File (hide): 4e7e13ed4057aa5⋯.jpg (81.15 KB, 446x850, 223:425, tmp_16101-Lilith_(John_Col….jpg)

>>9161007
Bet they are referring to lilith 

Hebrew לילי) is a female demon figure found in Mesopotamian mythology and Jewish folklore, associated with sexual 
temptation, storms, disease, illness, and death. In some Jewish mystical writings she is said to be the first wife of Adam, who 
refused to lie under him, and voluntarily left the Garden of Eden. She was especially feared in medieval Judaism for her 
purported ability to harm young children, and amulets were once worn to protect children from Lilith's harm.

Historically, the figure of Lilith first appeared in a class of wind and storm demons known as Lilitu, in Sumer, circa 3000 B.C.E. 
Corresponding versions of the demon were found in ancient Babylonian culture, eventually influencing the demonology of 
medieval Rabbinic Judaism. Lilith would become a part of Jewish lore as a night demon and was later adopted into Christianity 
as a "screech owl" in the King James version of the Bible.

Two primary characteristics are found in ancient and medieval legends about Lilith: first, she was seen as the incarnation of lust, 
causing men to be led astray, and, second, Lilith was viewed as a child-killing witch, who strangled helpless neonates. These two 
aspects of the Lilith legend seemed to have evolved separately, in there is hardly a tale where Lilith encompasses both roles.[  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 08:45:29 ID: b2f1cf No.9162411

>>9162080
Consider also the possibility of Astarte.  

[pop]Vidme embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 08:53:17 ID: 8bd9d3 No.9162479 >>9162537 >>9162889 >>9164667 >>9164703 >>9165173 >>9180319

Holy shit it's real.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 08:59:54 ID: 3f0f11 No.9162537
File (hide): c48f786be60dbed⋯.jpg (47.13 KB, 480x515, 96:103, 1481832698972.jpg)

>>9162479
>the signs are 
everywhere
>sometimes you just 
have to take a 
second look
AHHHHHHHHH
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Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 09:40:44 ID: c9760c No.9162889

>>9162479

We are part of a fucking coup now.

Be fucking proud.  

File (hide): 31240b035829329⋯.jpg (411.31 KB,
1920x945, 128:63, marions_piazza_dayton_patt….jpg)

File (hide): 4955a9bc046adb4⋯.jpg (22.6 KB,
700x700, 1:1, marions_piazza_dayton_patt….jpg)

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 15:16:24 ID: e1e044 No.9164598

Suspected pedophile Martin Sheen's favourite pizza parlor in Dayton, Ohio.

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 15:27:44 ID: 35202c No.9164667

>>9162479

SPREAD THIS USING SUPERBOWL HASHT AGS  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 15:33:49 ID: fff985 No.9164703

>>9162479
It's really happening this time, isn't it?

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 15:35:16 ID: 9f6db9 No.9164714 >>9164724 >>9165213

Why have no arrests been made yet? Are they too powerful for even the FBI? Even with Trump at the helm they cannot do anything?  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 15:36:36 ID: e3cc41 No.9164724

>>9164714
He might just be waiting for sessions to be sworn in  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 15:52:38 ID: c36d0a No.9164863

Have people already covered this U.S. Department of Homeland Security human trafficking video? Obvious 
references to Pizzagate in it.

The fucking video opens with a pizza shop, and the description says "The signs are everywhere, 
sometimes, you just have to take a second look. Human trafficking is modern day slavery and it happens in 
our own communities. Your second look could be their second chance."  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 15:54:07 ID: 35202c No.9164882

The official information gathering phase has already begun after Trump told Chaffetz to 'investigate whatever he wants'. The prosecution phase will begin 
once Sessions is confirmed and sworn in.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 16:20:14 ID: 000000 No.9165149

>>9161007
Harlot. Female heathen. The scarlet beast. French freemasonry. French Freemasonry is Scarlet. This is a reference to the Grand Orient Rite of 
Freemasonry.  
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Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 16:22:53 ID: 000000 No.9165173 >>9180319

>>9162479
Specifically the chef motif was used on the thumbnail. This is as  big as the fact it is even a pizza shop. In the royal arch of freemasonry there is a hat that 
you wear that is very similar to the chef's hat.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 16:26:50 ID: 000000 No.9165213 >>9165252

>>9164714
The same reason no one was prosecuted in boys town. Masons get to fuck kids. Thats all there is to it. You know if you complain then bye bye to your 
whole family. Freemasons massacre entire families and say it was carbon monoxide poisoning. All it takes is a mason to pay a cop 10 thousand dollars 
and then that is 10-4 they kill the person and give them 4 grand when it is done. You can not expose the masons they will kill everyone who tries.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 16:30:29 ID: 9f6db9 No.9165252 >>9165363

>>9165213

Well somebody has to eventually stand up and sacrifice their family to expose their shit.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 16:41:41 ID: 000000 No.9165363

>>9165252
David crowley did. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e4DmDZZKuQ  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 17:08:03 ID: ce89ce No.9165559 >>9166547 >>9167047 >>9172686 >>9179013 >>9181107 >>9209476

File (hide): 6f45198f8d28770⋯.png (2.35 MB, 1378x1593, 1378:1593, GL07C1B_2017.png)

topkek  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 18:25:41 ID: e6be04 No.9166547

>>9165559

Big if true  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 18:52:40 ID: 1ef584 No.9167047

>>9165559
holy fucking shit. i hope the globe isnt just trolling  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 19:29:18 ID: ee2320 No.9167520 >>9167845 >>9168054

>>8950997 (OP)
Until /pol/ finds a smoking gun, PizzaGate is just a fucking meme and random events that have no real connection. You're all more paranoid and autistic 
than I ever imagined.

No, things that look just slightly odd only when you have to distort reality for it to seem that way isn't a smoking gun.

inb4 "SHILL, SHILL!". Show me your proof. The pedo ring bust was unrelated. In fact, it's possible that Pizzagate "evidence" is about that, not 
pedosta/alefantis.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 19:49:49 ID: 000000 No.9167845

>>9167520
Historical delusion.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 19:55:26 ID: 000000 No.9167936

paperboy prince hall was at the same parade as @jeanettehayes. A new york artist who is a devote of marina abromovich 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4WWLMmWUIFs  
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Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 20:03:02 ID: 47f8d9 No.9168054

>>9167520

>Pizzagate is a meme
>pedosta

Oy gevalt, SHILL, SHILL!  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 20:11:40 ID: 000000 No.9168161

https://youtu.be/xOfBFtKIFAU
http://paperboyprince.com/hillaryclintontrap/
november 6th. He posted a video about hillary clinton and pizza.  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 20:28:00 ID: 6673b7 No.9168366

>Soon After Ben Swann's 'Pizzagate' Report Went Viral, The MSM Anchor 'Disappeared' - Now He's Back Leaving Cryptic Messages On Social Media, 
Warning He's Going To 'Go Dark' On February 1st

What happened to him?  

Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 21:29:44 ID: 80ef19 No.9169169

https://youtu.be/Xl4Ia_bEuPA [Embed]  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 21:59:07 ID: 65e5c8 No.9169610 >>9169895 >>9172572

>>9162080 (vid relavent, skip to around 19:48 ish to hear story of red lady hurting kids and claiming to be 
their mommies)

The crazy thing about all this is I think you just hit the nail on the head. 

I've noticed the 'red lady' (I believe it is supposed to represent lilith) never seems to age and always looks 
exactly the same. If I am not mistaken Lilith is immortal according to lore correct?

I don't wanna fall down tinfoil hat land. I'm sure these red ladies are specially selected/made to exact 
specifications… 

But if we find out all these years the lady who has never aged and seems to be involved in a big way in all 
these stories is the same woman over the decades…. I don't know if my sanity could handle it.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 22:19:17 ID: fc9bd3 No.9169895
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Anonymous  02/05/17 (Sun) 22:27:54 ID: 000000 No.9170042

>>9054839
>using the google chrome botnet
read the fucking EULA
>not using a VM
/tech/ gentoo users here
Nigger please stop using windows

Install trisquel if your brain can't process installing gentoo

Trisquel:
https://trisquel.info/en/download
manual: 
it's a no brainer
Gentoo:
https://www.gentoo.org/downloads/
Manual: 
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Handbook:Main_Page

If you still want to be on windows use a virtual machine
"Virtualbox" for windows
"QEMU" for the gnu operating system

Also please browser /pol/ or any other boards with tor.
Until the commies and lefties aren't gone you are never sure what's will happen tomorrow.

Infinite chan tor address is
http://oxwugzccvk3dk6tj.onion

If someone wants to upload a file please uset the gnunet network it's safer.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 01:01:06 ID: 312596 No.9172531

>>9144999

Dubs and trips confirm Alex Jones really is Bill Hicks.

https://archive.is/k6CdC  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 01:04:01 ID: 65e5c8 No.9172572

>>9169610

Oy Vey Mr. GoldStein, it looks like (((they))) are trying to Shoa the story of Fiona Barnett aka 'CandyGirl' 
from the interwebs. Well better call in more friends to 'shut it down' cause there are countless mirrors of this 
everywhere.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 01:08:00 ID: 5e70b2 No.9172637

>>9027255
Sauce on killing from webm?  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 01:11:48 ID: 114156 No.9172686 >>9172939

>>9165559
I want to believe.  
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Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 01:26:05 ID: 65e5c8 No.9172939 >>9173010 >>9180967

>>9172686

It's looking like you will. There was a massive bust in DC and in 'the caribian' (rumor on epstein pedo island…. again). Ben Swann is comming back 
tuesday to close the nail in the coffin and grab america by the pussy.

 It's looking like El Paso's finest was being weaponized, not silenced. Ben Swann is going to become a house hold name. Every anchor better get ready 
to suck his dick and give his balls a lick.

Glenn "Saltrodomus" Beck who has never been on the trump train or covered pizzagate or any pedo rings is now reporting durring the superbowl over the 
arrests. 

More and more people are Reeeeeeeeeing and flipping their shit on plebit, fb, twitter and most major companies who are gonna have head member in a 
world of hurt soon (if not for involvemnt for knowingly creating tools to harbor and protect). Obvious Bots are being obvious.

The only downside is that it is going to justify the NSA's existance really soon… but if only used in cases like this I can understand.

Then again it is best to manage expectations to prevent disapointment.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 01:30:03 ID: 92f7aa No.9173010 >>9175680

>>9172939

is the big one this week?  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 01:30:13 ID: 5e70b2 No.9173016
File (hide): 9c4c4de5676d687⋯.gif (532.75 KB, 367x206, 367:206, REEEEEE.gif)

>>9161374
>EQG  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 02:07:38 ID: 76ae34 No.9173669

>>9173576
whoops wrong window -_-  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 02:36:20 ID: 0b3902 No.9174196 >>9189728

>>9147532

Kevin Annett is 
Jesuit shill scum  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 03:50:48 ID: 65e5c8 No.9175680

I wish I had good news.
>>9173230
^A /pol/lock posted about the amber alert that seems to be part of the god emperors raids. DC and a 'carabian' site (alledgely epstein AGAIN) have 
already been shut down. 

>>9173329

That is exactly what the amber alert says she was wearing when she was taken.

Shot gun justice NOW! 

>>9173010 
Yes, today is the big week.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 04:03:57 ID: 73db7a No.9175870 >>9176524

Breaking- too many redpill on the hwndu threads, mods nuked them all and put a stop-loss program in place where they approve new threads before they 
go up.  
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Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 04:41:45 ID: 65e5c8 No.9176524

archive of the PA amber alert https://archive.is/fkIa2 thread on pol for future use.

>>9175870

What does hwndu have to do with this? elaborate more  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 05:03:21 ID: 8fb4b6 No.9176843
File (hide): 78611245007558a⋯.png (58.56 KB, 291x215, 291:215, mirror.PNG)

>>9065865
KEK HAS 
SPOKEN  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 07:27:21 ID: 8f58f1 No.9178517 >>9178571

Can I get a quick rundown? Did Hilldawg actually get nabbed at Dulles?  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 07:35:13 ID: b2f1cf No.9178571

>>9178517
Maybe. Everything is pointing back to a story in the Globe of all things… this would've been back on the 1st, a few days before everything started to go 
down.

The timing is interesting, because if it WAS on the first, this would've been just as the initial arrests were being made in California.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 07:35:49 ID: b3d43a No.9178578

dylan greenwood  

File (hide): 4297f9c2de7db62⋯.png (93.67 KB,
957x375, 319:125, arthusa.png)

File (hide): 71c1c5f2a414612⋯.png
(300.42 KB, 317x415, 317:415, screenshot-
www.flickr.com-….png)

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 08:33:23 ID: 0f16cb No.9178834 >>9178900
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File (hide): 2f2d36ea263743f⋯.jpg (212.08 KB,
967x800, 967:800, ss (2017-02-06 at 02.20.46….jpg)

File (hide): 0e0fd62f68cb2ef⋯.jpg (85.12 KB,
657x797, 657:797, ss (2017-02-06 at 02.16.40….jpg)

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 08:52:16 ID: e12008 No.9178900 >>9178949 >>9179583

>>9178834
https ://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/111285111/

Are yall niggers ready for the deluge of local art assocs involved in this shit?

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 09:05:15 ID: cdf5e4 No.9178949 >>9178955

File (hide): 853aa5b08cced96⋯.png (64.53 KB, 666x483, 222:161, screenshot-duckduckgo.com-….png)

>>9178900
why would that shitty small art gallery be suppoerted by - Raydon corporation?

>The Raydon Corporation has been a world leader in virtual reality training solutions for military for nearly 
30 years. Our innovative approach to virtual training design has yielded several defense market training 
firsts including the world’s first Convoy Operations Trainer, Route Clearance Trainer, Mounted Machine Gun 
Trainers, and most recently Stryker Trainers.  

File (hide): 56cf4060cf2cf62⋯.png
(376.16 KB, 291x424, 291:424,
arthauspyr.png)

File (hide): aba977fb47c8e32⋯.png (73.37 KB,
982x431, 982:431, screenshot-www.arthaus.org….png)

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 09:06:24 ID: cdf5e4 No.9178955 >>9179583

>>9178949
shit, wrong pic, but still relevant…
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Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 09:25:07 ID: 738da6 No.9179013
File (hide): 95b50e8e36916b1⋯.jpg (771.61 KB, 954x1473, 318:491, Foreign_Affairs_-_Nov-Dec_….jpg)

>>9165559

isn't globe rainbow press?  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 11:55:55 ID: 9ad5e3 No.9179434 >>9179524

Just a hunch.

The person who runs this probably knew the FBI symbols would become popular one day - so they created a very similar one that's not on their 
database.

https://www.facebook.com/276846332328410/photos/a.480406941972347.114889.276846332328410/1245965742083126/?type=3&theater

Also - if you dig through those Facebook photos - they reference this store (check the logo out).

https://www.instagram.com/burlingtonstyle/  

File (hide): 97a3348a53e5593⋯.png (1.9 MB,
1240x896, 155:112, 984753.png)

File (hide):
4728e8fb39c6a93⋯.jpg (3.37 KB,
150x150, 1:1,
11809590_425921804258398_1….jpg)

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 12:25:42 ID: 0a8d85 No.9179524

>>9179434
direct linking to kikebook and instagram. fucking newfag nigger faggot.
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File (hide): 7c7a48af0c9388f⋯.png
(785.02 KB, 578x889, 578:889,
1486350920045.png)

File (hide): cba2fdf7b1bd866⋯.jpg (90.51 KB, 614x460,
307:230, b74d8b_507b2582c52c4f7b9ae….jpg)

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 12:38:55 ID: 3f0f11 No.9179583 >>9181343

>>9178955
Funding and support specifically only from the County, the City and a military VR corporation?

Hmmm…doing some digging on Raydon is producing some interdasting results…

On their board is a Lt Gen Carol Mutter, a female marine who was the first female to reach 3 stars I guess?  She's also on the board (and seems to be 
more involved with) another company called Neah Power Systems, who got a government grant from the Department of Energy small business pilot, but 
its stock is worthless apparently, despite it's battery concepts winning gubmint moneys and having 12 board members, including the only other guy whos 
list as being also on Raydons board although he no longer runs it, he seemed to be more involved with it…

Raydon looks like a legit company but they seem HEAVILY involved with the military…anyone else think it's weird that you've got a hardcore military VR 
training sim company helping keep a weird arthouse afloat with help from the county and city?

It seems like at a minimum some kind of waste, fraud and abuse is happening, but that logo is creeping me out…especially when pic related was linked in 
the thread mentioned at >>9178900 

I don't know if the lady who posted that on her creepy tiny art blog actually is involved with this or anything (and holy shit is it weird) but at the minimum its 
just more confirmation that the symbolism is not something to be taken lightly

Her blog is at http:// www.debbietaylor.com.au/

On this is also pic related #2, which is a goat done at an All Girls School (god help me) and is called "Louis The Goat" and he's part of her "The Goat and 
The Magnolia" project done at the school…

Louis…a little uncomfortably close to Lucifer for me and maybe there's some symbolism in the goat/satanism being combined with the magnolia that I'm 
not aware of and some /fringe/ or /x/ types lurking around here could shed some light on…

Shit's been getting really spooky again lately with these new leads and that DHS commercial telling us to "look again" at hidden symbols we might have 
missed  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 14:13:41 ID: c79edd No.9179955

https://archive.is/AqQsR
Ben Swann deleted his social media and they quote and link halfchan  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 15:16:23 ID: 51c4c9 No.9180253
File (hide): c5455ca9f28c7fb⋯.jpg (21.31 KB, 550x347, 550:347, moloch obama.jpg)

Pizzagate is real 
goy

https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?
v=zMGZtkMS3s
Q  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 15:26:49 ID: bf8970 No.9180319

>>9165173
>>9162479

"Blue campaign" is also a huge clue they're after masons.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 15:27:55 ID: a3850d No.9180325 >>9180369

We are under extreme mind control  
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Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 15:32:34 ID: bf8970 No.9180369

>>9180325

govern = control
ment = mind

It's all a dream, goy.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 15:36:17 ID: 0444a7 No.9180402

So, anyone know about that couple in Egypt?

Some dudes kid went missing so he went to this place to look for him. He found another kid chained to a wall.

Sex abuse. Torture. All the usual suspects.

NPR says no evidence, while  our transcripts are clear that this is pizzagate related.

http://www.npr.org/2015/07/30/427839996/u-s-couple-held-in-egyptian-prison-for-1-year-over-unfounded-child-abuse

Hillary worked for their release.

News has scrubbed any mention of the transcripts.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/dec/15/egypt-children-clinic-aya-hijazi-release

Everyone forgets to mention how it all started… by finding a naked boy chained to a wall.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 15:46:35 ID: ae7ed9 No.9180467

>>9146828
I reported it to FBI, DHS, and ICE.  

File (hide): 59e6a8a1697b2c9⋯.png (2.26 MB,
1221x961, 1221:961, 1486389880168.png)

File (hide):
bceb8a4666aae72⋯.png (220.61
KB, 267x407, 267:407, 1486391010791.png)

File (hide): f8851b03d9b8fd3⋯.jpg (36.02 KB, 575x240,
115:48, 86203aba_YsnIlux6REJQ4GzbK….jpg)

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 16:49:24 ID: fdc57a No.9180958

Check out the first pic, the rabbit whole is deep fellow autists.

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 16:50:27 ID: e37c7e No.9180967
File (hide): a9bcd8d9f8a75d0⋯.webm (1005.96 KB, 640x360, 16:9, Smart Caged Eagle.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9172939
They're scared that their damage control not only failed but actually helped get the word out. For considering 
themselves "enlightened elites" they fuck up harder than the goys they're so akin to mocking and swindling, 
perhaps they're not as smart as they think they are, we have to keep pushing them to defend themselves, 
everytime we accuse them and are forced to lie their asses off the more often they show their true colors 
and the inconsistencies keep pilling up, henceforth they end up becoming even more suspect when the first 
thing to come to mind when you hear their name is that they are pedophiles. 

 Call them pedos non-stop in the same way lefties call right-wingers racists, show the proof as often as 
possible, it will not only berate them but the normies will bite into the propaganda and fluster the kikes even more when they have to lie to keep the 
facade, they're cracking as we speak, pointing fingers at each other its only a matter of time till one of the big fish fall into the net.  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 17:05:15 ID: 3f6ac4 No.9181107

>>9165559   see   >>9175759  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 17:24:09 ID: cdf5e4 No.9181343

>>9179583
THANKS ANON

THE FIRE RISES  
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Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 19:10:03 ID: 3b7385 No.9182684
File (hide): 3be1f39f0cbfe5d⋯.jpg (97.84 KB, 600x546, 100:91, p-Through-The-Ages-1.jpg)  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 20:09:45 ID: 4f117a No.9183378

>>9144
999  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 20:22:05 ID: 2fedbb No.9183524

>>9159737
Is it just me or does he say @ 0:22 "Flippin' chickens in the ass" ? 
From what we know so far this would most likely translate into "Fuing little boys in the a" (chicken from chicken lover = boy lover and flippin' is an obvious 
wordexchange for the f word).  

Anonymous  02/06/17 (Mon) 23:52:54 ID: d042c6 No.9185834 >>9186085

 Pizzagate Warm-Up - Haiti arrests
http://sentinel.ht/2017/02/06/haiti-police-rescue-31-girls-child-trafficking-sting/  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 00:19:13 ID: b2f1cf No.9186085
File (hide): 6b7609d6e0d9079⋯.png (23.83 KB, 320x128, 5:2, Barbatos_Cut-in_(ToD_PS2).png)

>>9185834
>international elements  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 00:50:56 ID: 6f55f9 No.9186391

…the fuck?

https://archive.is/Sj2Ra

>For weeks, Silge had tried dialing the Salt Lake City office of Sen. Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah), but no one ever answered the phone. She had gotten 
through once, in January, and left a message, but it was never returned. After that, Hatch's voice-mail box seemed to be perpetually full.

>Having exhausted her options, Silge tried the next best route she could think of: She pulled up GrubHub, a food delivery service app, and ordered a 12-
inch ham-and-pineapple pizza for delivery to Hatch's office.

>Under “Special Instructions,” Silge requested the following note be attached to the pizza box: “From a Salt Lake constituent in 84105: Please vote NO on 
Betsy DeVos. She is an inappropriate choice to lead our public schools.”  
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Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 04:25:56 ID: 84449a No.9189084 >>9189621 >>9190825 >>9192796

File (hide): 4504aaa5d74c3c0⋯.png (338.82 KB, 405x664, 405:664, SMASHED THAT BOX.png)

>smashing that box

guys..  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 05:26:37 ID: 76ae34 No.9189621 >>9189964 >>9190825

>>9189084
So literally every reference to pizza now means pedophilia?  High schoolers eating a pizza in a parking lot and breaking the box when tossing it is fairly 
normal.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 05:45:43 ID: b5347a No.9189728 >>9208878

>>9174196
>Alfred Lambremont Webre

A poster on voat discovered that this Webre dude and his siblings hang with the Molestas and other DC elites so his judgement of Kevin Annett is 
laughable. Weber has posted for years about SRA on medium - a lot of facts and good info which on the surface frame him as someone fighting this stuff. 
But considering what the voater found I now suspect weber's articles were a honeypot/disinfo. 

>I contacted alfred and asked if he knew anything about his brothers being so close to the Podestas and Soros and James Alefantis, the evidence to 
support these claims are in the old threads listed below. Our conversation ill post verbatim here so everyone can transparently see what he is saying here 
(including the rough spelling errors, sorry we were using fb messenger). I know its lengthy, and i apologize, i will paste our conversation link, also a linnk 
to his recent youtube videos suggesting to be weary of pizzagate because it "discredits the truth movement", its a bunch of garbage imho.

>Anyone truly following this should also look at alfreds posts/articles on facebook since december 2nd which all have conflicting narratives for pizzagate. 
He has a major platform for people looking for truth, and owns exopolitics.com, how coincidental.
voat.co/v/pizzagate/1480769

>Septime Webre and his three brothers philip, louis, who have been all seen at a DC Elite party with soros, tony podesta, meghan kelly, james alefantis. 
etc I have made the point in other threads that Alfred Lambremont Webre is also a half/step brother to these other webres , and is a outspoken 
researcher on "exopolitics" and satanic ritual abuse, which he claims to have been a part of as a child. One might conclude that his brothers may have 
experienced similar treatment.

>Before reading further , what I hypothesize is this family has an uncanny affinity to the subject matter of ritual abuse, and human trafficking. One would 
think, if these men in their respective capacities, truly had benevolent intentions to help the cause, they are certainly in positions to do so, yet peculiarities 
arise. for example alfred lambremont being outspoken against these atrocities, while the brother rub shoulders with people like alefantis and tony 
podesta, one must take a second look and determine what might be going on.
voat.co/v/pizzagate/1464823

much more at links  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 06:19:03 ID: a7d446 No.9189964 >>9192796

File (hide): 0fce33813649702⋯.png (640.42 KB, 746x770, 373:385, Screen Shot 2017-02-05 at ….png)

>>9189621
an obvious attempt to communicate that they got their underaged pizza boxes brutally 
smashed up and down the parking lot by joe and bill  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 07:54:25 ID: b5347a No.9190541

>>9161007
check out the pizza comments below this vid from a year ago  
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Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 09:04:27 ID: ae4b93 No.9190825 >>9190869

>>9189084
>>9189621
"Box" is a slang word for "vagina".

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=box  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 09:17:06 ID: 3fc969 No.9190869

>>9190825
Box is also a thing you put pizza in, unless you can show something else about this specific pizza place or these women this is a case of somebody 
misdirecting or trying to make pizzagate look stupid. 

This has happened many times. Come back with something more.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 09:31:39 ID: 978bf4 No.9190928 >>9191358

File (hide): c085e53fdeae437⋯.png (190.45 KB, 1162x780, 581:390, Screen Shot 2017-02-07 at ….png)

Has anyone else seen this?
victuruslibertas.com/2017/02/fbi-insider-exclusive-california-pizzagate-pedo-rings-under-
investigation-hollywoodnapa-valley-and-more/
archive.fo/K4stx  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 11:48:59 ID: 4fd23d No.9191355

>>8950997 (OP)
>video Is private 
Spoopy, anyone have a rip?  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 11:50:20 ID: a7d446 No.9191358

>>9190928
obviously not 'fbianon'  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 14:24:12 ID: b82069 No.9192197

>>9139334
Correct  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 15:43:55 ID: 5c7b33 No.9192796 >>9195321 >>9205976

>>9189084
>>9189964
No one could be this retarded. They're high school girls eating a box of pizza. You're just trying to spread disinformation and discredit our investigation.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 20:24:44 ID: 11d83d No.9195312
File (hide): 08823038d132488⋯.gif (788.24 KB, 540x280, 27:14, 1468365727094.gif)

>>9143915
>Oh shit I've been found out, Ill 
make a smartass reply to derail 
the discussion
B-baka  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 20:25:37 ID: 000000 No.9195321

>>9192796
watch the first minute of this. Does the word "pizza boxes" not seem out of place?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ls-bdgP1ar4

Boxes is obviously the parcel these children are transported in. It has to be a code word for the transportation aspect of child trafficking  
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Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 20:36:28 ID: 4dec63 No.9195405 >>9195703 >>9195726 >>9196143

File (hide): 63648bb93f86c00⋯.jpeg (146.5 KB, 596x425, 596:425, 64fb7a10-fd16-4c47-a781-6….jpeg)

I'm ready to do my part, here is the first of my shit-list. *Don't ask how I have these names or info, I used to 
be involved with bad people, and like trump, I know what must be done. Don't worry about me though, I can 
dissapear.**

Luis Eduardo Trybom of Portland Oregon: Human Trafficker, serial rapist, and runs sex slaves OF ALL 
AGES to the rich and famous. He fucking brags about selling white women to a Qatari prince, and I fucking 
swear to you all with tears of rage in my eyes that one of my biggest regrets is that I had him within my 
reach and he's still alive. I failed his victims, I didn't know how fucking sick and deep this went, but fuck. This 
piece of shit has had protection from the law for years. 
He has at least SIX cover operations going on right now, one of them is called The Sprout FActory in 
Portland Oregon.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 20:41:12 ID: a4dd70 No.9195440 >>9195626 >>9203504

Hey all: There is an episode of 'Walker, Texas Ranger' called 'Blue Movies' where they go after the maker of a porn movie with a 16 year old girl in it. 
About the last 5-10 minutes there is a reporter interviewing someone, and the reporter is wearing a huge gold pin with the 'boy lover symbol'. It is so big 
as to be gawdy. I wasn't really watching the show, so I don't know if it was seen before that scene, or if the reporter appears in any other episodes. Can 
someone grab a shot of it? Norris was implicated in McMartin from a child's testimony, but I never saw any more evidence than that. Gunderson probably 
knew more but must have taken that to the grave.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 21:11:15 ID: 47f8d9 No.9195626

>>9195440

>16

There's really an episode of that where the big thing he's after is chick doing porn a year shy of the state's AoC? That's pretty awful, even for something 
with Chuck Norris in it.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 21:25:52 ID: 4dec63 No.9195703

>>9195405
More info.
Coaches children's soccer at Portland Soccor Academy. Luis eduardo Trybom is a known rapist, constantly around young girls there. 
He has been arrested repeatedly since the late 90s yet nothing has ever been done. He also has listed his ethnicity has everything from native to mexi to 
arab and even claimed to be white, to try and confuse the trail. There are over 20records of him in portland alone.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 21:30:49 ID: 978bf4 No.9195726 >>9195799

File (hide): 25bb82e93c227be⋯.png (142.25 KB, 1406x402, 703:201, Screen Shot 2017-02-08 at ….png)

>>9195405
>Luis Eduardo Trybom
gossip.thedirty.com/gossip/portla
nd/luis-the-creep/
https://archive.fo/ttWJM

Some pretty interesting claims here.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 21:41:26 ID: 4dec63 No.9195799

>>9195726
Tip of the iceberg. Tip of the fucking iceberg… Look into the soccer acedemy, I don't know first hand how deep that goes, but I do know what this guy 
does, and hes put himself in a position over 14yo girls across the nation.  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 22:29:17 ID: 000000 No.9196143 >>9196181 >>9196284

>>9195405
https://web.archive.org/web/20170207222416/https://www.bizapedia.com/us/iheart-productions-llc.html
https://archive.is/000OQ#selection-647.0-647.19
same guy?  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 22:35:44 ID: 000000 No.9196181

>>9196143
What is this in his backyard?
https://www.google.com/maps/place/3249+Se+Silversprings+Rd+Milwaukie,+OR+97222/@45.4281849,-122.6300336,92a,20y,178.06h/data=!3m1!1e3!4
m2!3m1!1s0x0:0x226ad39a3c59e889

looks like a fake fence and then a small portion to throw bodies?  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 22:53:07 ID: 4dec63 No.9196284 >>9196495

>>9196143
Yep, that's the same piece of shit. That's actually why he did the heart gesture thing in the pic above. I can't confirm for the home location though, but he 
doesn't even have a concept of opsec, and his ego is weak and fragile. He also tallked about having a pornography (implied cp) operation that does 
custom work for saudis and quataris. It may also have a legitimate front, but I never got a name for it.  
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Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:22:54 ID: b3d43a No.9196495 >>9196638

>>9196284

how do you know he "runs sex slaves"? any more details?

also what made you think he was implying CP when he was talking about his photography?  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:28:54 ID: b3d43a No.9196535

hm http://www.portlandsocceracademy.com/Portland_Soccer_Academy/Adopted_Village_of_Biyahan,_Indonesia.html  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:41:04 ID: b3d43a No.9196623

"About a year ago a client of mine flew me to Thailand with him" http://pamplinmedia.com/component/content/article?id=85365

"Luis has traveled to 32 countries" http://www.pdxiheart.com/luistrybom.html

"I have travelled the world with soccer and have started soccer fields and teams in third world countries and villages."
"I was in Vietnam putting a soccer field in a very remote village." 
http://www.travelingdevelopmentprogram.com/travelingdevelopmentprogram.com/Staff_Bios.html

http://responderready.com/contact_us.html  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:42:59 ID: 4dec63 No.9196638 >>9196712

>>9196495
I met the fuck and he's an alcoholic who absolutely has to have authority and likes to fast talk and divert when he slips up. This is all I will say on how I 
have information.
Here, this interview should show the personality archetype and some people he works with. Most of everything he says is bullshit, but all good lies are 
built off of the truth, he's like most good con men and believes his own lies in the moment.
.http://www.pamplinmedia.com/pt/9-news/85365-q–and–a-with-luis-trybom  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:44:30 ID: 5659d9 No.9196646
File (hide): 492d64c7c68de7b⋯.webm (3.35 MB, 640x480, 4:3, 492d64c7c68de7be98340995e….webm) [play once] [loop]

WE'RE COMING BUCKOS  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:45:12 ID: b48c98 No.9196648

Imminent arrests:
Barney Frank
Michael 
Bloomenthal
Tim Kaine
Diane Feinstein
John McCain
Lindsey Graham

Up to 30% of DC 
politicians are 
involved

We will found out 
when Jeff Sessions becomes Attorney General.

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:52:08 ID: b3d43a No.9196712 >>9196853

>>9196638
thanks i posted the same article right above you
http://www.pdxiheart.com/PPR.html
are you SURE he is involved with CP or just assuming?  

Anonymous  02/07/17 (Tue) 23:55:17 ID: 0fc9fc No.9196748

Anons, Look into the Tucson mayor, Jonathan ROTHSCHILD, is human trafficker  
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Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 00:04:57 ID: 4dec63 No.9196853

>>9196712
He sets things up and I know he raped a 16year old, and he implied he likes them younger. The people if you can call them that, which are his clients 
though are pizza-party types and mudslimes. 

So, dick on film? No.
Sell children and college kids to rich mudslimes? Confirm.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 00:30:37 ID: d5623e No.9197106 >>9201031

File (hide): 771d8b5b39cc1a8⋯.png (28.87 KB, 627x359, 627:359, pizza-day.png)

Sessions 
confimation 
Wednesday
National Pizza 
Day Thursday  

File (hide): 08cd12b72170fa1⋯.jpg (62.25 KB,
600x600, 1:1, IMG_1292.JPG)

File (hide):
51372396718319e⋯.png (2.43
MB, 1242x2208, 9:16, IMG_1314.PNG)

File (hide): 1cc0fc37ae37ded⋯.png (881.09 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, IMG_1316.PNG)

File (hide): cf14ee0cd06b69c⋯.png (720.41 KB,
1024x768, 4:3, IMG_1457.PNG)

File (hide): aae083c8995b70b⋯.png (6.02 MB,
2732x2048, 683:512, IMG_1541.PNG)

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 00:54:42 ID: 490a12 No.9197352 >>9197386 >>9200899 >>9209502

8Ch.net has the most truth if you look for it.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 00:58:38 ID: ddeb7b No.9197386

>>9197352
is that first pic CP?  
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Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 00:58:54 ID: b3d43a No.9197389 >>9197618

"I realized that i was not always the perfect role model when I was drunk,Alcohol makes me oblivious. I am a completely changed person. I volunteer at 
the soup kitchen once a month. I even gave a generous donation to the salvation army recently of 10 bucks."

"Well i did have a drinking problem in the past which caused me to black out. I am a completely changed person. I went to rehab for my drinking 
addiction. I just started going to church. I am a christian. Please give me a second chance,"

"I am not a coward. I was totally drunk when this alleged sexual assault took place. Please take this posting down.It is going to ruin my reputation"

"I am not a sexual predator nor did I drug any of these Women. It would be against my religion. Please remove this posting or else I am going to sue the 
Dity"  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 01:34:40 ID: 4dec63 No.9197618 >>9197663

>>9197389
>If I accidentally drank the roofie-colada too, it doesn't count!
Remember, as with the DNC, our enemies are as prone to stupidity as any other group of normies… Fuck, I can't believe he's dumb enough to respond 
like that on the internets…  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 01:39:08 ID: b3d43a No.9197663 >>9198521

>>9197618

I think he's trying to seem dumb, but isn't. Maybe he thinks if he appears stupid people are less likely to go after him.

His responses to the allegations have random capitalizations and bad grammar, while his business webpages are well-written.

He says "10 bucks" is a "generous" donation, but talks about charging $100/hour in that interview.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 01:52:09 ID: b48c98 No.9197774 >>9197778 >>9198086 >>9198290 >>9201590 >>9203856

Check this out! 
– For those who don't already know, Tory Smith was murdered last summer for exposing (EVIL) child 
trafficking, like Max Spiers (a few days apart). Tory was given a gift from God that allowed him to see inside 
the depths of these monsters by reading their DNA, which, according to him, is where EVERYTHING we do 
is recorded. I think both of their murders give them that much more credibility, not to mention most, if not all 
the released DC names named in the upcoming pizzagate arrest are all on Tory's year-old list (expand 
description field) and much more, including the 2 Republican women senators who voted against Betsy 
Devos.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 01:52:40 ID: b48c98 No.9197778

>>9197774
And anyone who thinks Super Bowl MVP Tom Brady is awesome and a hero to young kids, listen to this, 
specifically @ the 10 minute mark, but I recommend listening to all of it, since Tory Smith, like Max, made 
the ultimate sacrifice!  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 01:55:10 ID: ce2bb9 No.9197797 >>9197825

>>9035824

>These people are thousands of years old. They have ruled humanity since the beginning of our recorded history. They are metaphorical aliens. 
I'd like to think that this nonsense with spirit cooking, pedophilia, and cannibalism doesn't actually work.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 01:57:55 ID: 000000 No.9197825

>>9197797
>with spirit cooking, pedophilia, and cannibalism
There is proof of those things.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 02:09:43 ID: 000000 No.9197975

>>9033311
It is a Luciferian satanic system. That is the point of the video. It is not "Metephorical aleins" its not even "The elite". It is insane how simple it is. It is the 
jewish masonic faction. Right there is all of the satanism covered and bundled up in the most documented conspiracy. they cemented their symbolism in 
the very streets of DC.  It not only makes sense it is the only people that can do this because it is an integral part of their corruption ladder.  
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Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 02:16:59 ID: 490a12 No.9198086

>>9197774
That is quite the video.  Is it true about Pence et al?

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 02:28:08 ID: c90565 No.9198290

>>9197774
How was he murdered?  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 02:36:06 ID: 582c45 No.9198448 >>9198509

Where can I learn about the occult beliefs of the people behind this? /fringe/ is full of LARPers and the actually delusional.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 02:38:41 ID: 0b166a No.9198509

>>9198448
Crowley, Thelema, Theosophy, Rosy Cross  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 02:39:29 ID: 4dec63 No.9198521 >>9201196

>>9197663
So how do you think we could expose this shitbag? It can't be legal or acceptable for a known rapist to work with children. How does he get away with it?  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 05:06:46 ID: 76ae34 No.9200698 >>9201913 >>9219153

File (hide): 964924fe1f38d75⋯.png (133.35 KB, 474x372, 79:62, ClipboardImage.png)

Well well well look what 
happened yesterday.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 05:38:33 ID: 2b59d6 No.9200899

>>9197352
i see more and more and these people never get less fucked up. they have to be stopped.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 06:06:09 ID: 8f58f1 No.9201031

>>9197106
Sessions vote at 7 PM EST, early morning raids incoming  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 06:46:09 ID: b3d43a No.9201196

>>9198521
did he rape the 16 y.o. in Portland or in another country?  you have her name by chance?

any other details in general you can give me about the guy's businesses? accomplices? any information at all is valuable  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 08:30:54 ID: 65e5c8 No.9201590 >>9214832

>>9197774

interesting, but what the fuck is this past life bullshit? also nazi war criminals? da fuq?  
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Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 09:41:25 ID: 0b3902 No.9201905

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
imgsrc.ru
ohlym.pics
>Somehow this shit is perfectly legal because "it's technically not cheeze pizza"
Rear Wheel Drive System NOW  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 09:43:13 ID: 8e1bee No.9201913 >>9219153

File (hide): 156cc56b7751943⋯.webm (1.83 MB, 640x360, 16:9, coinsidence goy.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9200698  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 09:55:49 ID: 000000 No.9201943 >>9222660

>>9018553
yeah.. you can tell he got orders and shut down his pizzagate stuff.   Now he's just another cuckservative  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 10:19:13 ID: 5ec5f6 No.9202018 >>9202585

WOW  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 10:30:00 ID: a7d446 No.9202058 >>9203947

File (hide): a09a207e01107f8⋯.jpg (66.49 KB, 640x640, 1:1, oAMy7gT.jpg)

from @paperboyprince

wasn't the word 'bag' being thrown in some of the child trafficking 
transactions that leaked from the recent FH2 hack?

also he made a vid about kek.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 10:48:53 ID: a7d446 No.9202125 >>9202156  
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Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 10:58:33 ID: a7d446 No.9202156

>>9202125

her youtube channel  youtube.com/user/MegaMmmusic

the fuck is going on here?  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 12:44:26 ID: b4ee4c No.9202585

>>9202018
Who said Podesta is steam cooking kids? Where did that info come from?  

File (hide): 146206e8e6c3200⋯.png (491.4 KB,
968x600, 121:75, 1a.png)

File (hide): 395cda007534321⋯.png (366.42 KB,
1280x665, 256:133, 1b.png)

File (hide): f7d64582047b28d⋯.png (191.22 KB,
1345x732, 1345:732, 1c.png)

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 14:06:15 ID: 36b18d No.9202875

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 16:06:23 ID: b953ee No.9203484

I know, reddit sucks. read it anyway.

Justin Trudeau was roommates and friends (up until charges were laid) with a man that would later be convicted of possessing and distributing child 
pornography

https://www.reddit.com/r/metacanada/comments/52gvhn/justin_trudeau_was_roommates_and_friends_up_until/  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 16:09:35 ID: 9732de No.9203504
File (hide): 87158077b66ca2f⋯.png (1.41 MB, 2560x1440, 16:9, Screenshot_20170208-100903.png)

>>9195440  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 16:49:20 ID: b3bd91 No.9203856

>>9197774
this is interesting but his videos reek of schizophernia  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 16:55:35 ID: 000000 No.9203947

>>9202058
He has a video with him dancing in a park with plastic bags. I think the bags is the bondage. Latex and all of that. It also could be death wrapping the 
bodies up in plastic.  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 20:23:53 ID: 84449a No.9205976

>>9192796

I'm just asking questions  

Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 20:47:46 ID: 35202c No.9206145 >>9212772 >>9218725

File (hide): 1ffa17625d216f2⋯.png (5.35 KB, 1046x92, 523:46, 2d835047f47713545670c758ff….png)

You remember that NYU professor who was yelling 
nonsense about nazis and "think of the children"?

If we haven't already, we really need to look into this thing's ties to Pizzagate:

Thread doxxing Lobster Monster:
>>9193839
Post tying together Pizzagate leads:
>>9206036  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
OY VEY, SHUT IT DOWN Anonymous  02/08/17 (Wed) 23:52:45 ID: 65e5c8 No.9207848 >>9222048

Looks like (((they))) don't want you to know about Comet Pizza and Ping Pong used to have 'little girl sleep 
overs' and are now trying to DELETE FUCKING EVERYTHING. Remember to make shit tons of copies and 
send them all over.

>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxmW-QMOslI
>http://sli.mg/OlMfhx https://archive.is/1atc5

Screen cap and share. Comet is flipping shit over this pic like crazy.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 00:03:06 ID: ece823 No.9207969

Here is Bill Still commenting on the FBI posting in 4ch and revealing 70 people are to be arrested 
very soon. I don't know if anyone has seen this.  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 00:39:43 ID: 6e12bb No.9208563 >>9208793

>>8950997 (OP)
so do you guys feel fucking stupid yet?

it's okay to admit you're wrong about things sometimes pizzaphrenics  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 00:57:50 ID: 35202c No.9208793

>>9208563
You mad that Sessions just got confirmed, pedo-scum?  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 01:03:28 ID: 0b3902 No.9208878

>>9189728

Ive suspected Webre of being an agent for quite a while. But the man that was interview in that video, Alex Hunter, is legit.  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 01:11:31 ID: 6f55f9 No.9208987
File (hide): 8d9c4b50cd29d67⋯.png (51.42 KB, 400x114, 200:57, swing and sway.png)  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 01:26:22 ID: dd4280 No.9209155 >>9209173

This is just simple advertising and a red harring. They're selling a spicy pizza and its hot and tasty, implying you will enjoy the punishment of the intense 
flavors. Thou related to the tread, I doubt Dominos would be in on this.  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 01:27:26 ID: dd4280 No.9209173

>>9209155
I was talking about this: >>9086044  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 01:59:50 ID: dd4280 No.9209476 >>9209486

>>9165559
HOLY SHIT

Tom Jones is in love again already?!  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 02:01:26 ID: 6f55f9 No.9209486

>>9209476

And Cher (((Sarkeesian))) is dying!  
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Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 02:03:35 ID: dd4280 No.9209502

>>9197352
Is there any reason to point out how obviously photoshopepd that one pic is with the kid holding up the pizza?  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 02:09:06 ID: b48c98 No.9209542 >>9209564 >>9210122

File (hide): 9d0129a995f9bb2⋯.png (331.66 KB, 605x601, 605:601, 1486604643327[1].png)

ITS HAPPENING! NOT A 
DRILL!

PIZZAGATE ARRESTS 
ARE STARTING HOLY 
FUCK

https://twitter.com/SInow/status/829501002764124161
>https://twitter.com/SInow/status/829501002764124161  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 02:12:05 ID: b48c98 No.9209564
File (hide): ab915d52a0d8062⋯.png (772.66 KB, 750x1334, 375:667, 1486603140197[1].png)

>>9209542
Also WE HAVE FOUND THE CHILDREN!!!! WE NEED YOUR HELP ANONS! THIS IS FUCKInG URGENT. THEY WILL MOVE 
THEM SOON GET ON THIS.

https://mobile.twitter.com/blloydblloyd/status/828566333159780352

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1630434  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 02:30:40 ID: 6f55f9 No.9209714

>>9016719
>>8998615
>>8998720
>>9000196
>>9000634
>>9000704
>>9036194
>>9058742
>>9145450

It's Illona Staller, AKA Cicciolina the porn star and former Italian politician.

https://infogalactic.com/info/Ilona_Staller

>lona Staller (born 26 November 1951), widely known by her stage name, Cicciolina, is a Hungarian-Italian porn star, politician, and singer.  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 03:28:55 ID: 76ae34 No.9210122

>>9209542
He tried to beat the shit out of the Knicks owner over a debt or something.  Not related.  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 04:36:22 ID: b39ab0 No.9210593 >>9220159

File (hide): ce5ae1b8e27d3e4⋯.png (54.87 KB, 800x361, 800:361, deathtopedos.png)

THE COURT IS  
NOW IN 
SESSIONS,  
BOYS!  
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Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 05:11:40 ID: 892ece No.9210757

http://www.frontpagemag.com/point/192913/state-department-covered-pedophilia-ambassador-who-daniel-greenfield  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 05:14:51 ID: b48c98 No.9210777 >>9210928 >>9211297 >>9212240

File (hide): 95ef7c72363a595⋯.png (550.25 KB, 640x1136, 40:71, 1486614215900[1].png)

 ITS HAPPENING! TENNESSEE CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING EXPOSED!
PiZZAGATE! 42 PEDOPHILES ARRESTED! HOLY SHIT WAS FBI ANON! WILL 
SOMETHING HAPPEN TOMORROW!
http://www.theepochtimes .com/n3/2220823-officials-42-arrested-in-tennessee-sex-trafficking-
operation/  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 05:32:38 ID: fe7919 No.9210928

>>9210777

KEK confirms!  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 06:27:10 ID: e8e85e No.9211297

>>9210777
>backpages sting
>pizzagate
try again.  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 10:25:11 ID: 147bf2 No.9212240

>>9210777
will the msm play these all these pedo related arrests as a Trump coup? you bet  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 10:38:14 ID: b48c98 No.9212275
File (hide): 203ce7cc871341d⋯.png (526.23 KB, 932x596, 233:149, 1486631531997[1].png)

#PizzaGate DOXX - WildTorus - Satanic 'Art' Group Associated with Comet Ping Pong
WildTorus DOX

http://pastebin.com/uKPK5hMt

Sick fucks associated with #pizzagate as documented by @TitusFrost. Full dox in the Pastebin above.

Members of Wild Torus
Mike Berlant
Amy Mathis
Lorina Dudkin - Zoominfo - http://www.zoominfo.com/p/Lorina-Dudkin/-2099955704 - Research Scientist 

Senior - Nationwide Children's Hospital ←- WTF?
Email tied to wildtor.us: blubeeched@gmail.com

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/wildtorus/ ←– FILLED WITH OBSCENE DEVIANT ABRAMOVIC 'PERFORMANCE ART'

Pic related  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 13:21:31 ID: b16091 No.9212772

>>9206145
Is that a real name?
Rebbeca Pizzagate Goyette?  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 14:36:03 ID: 4fd3ee No.9213042

Is this related to PizzaGate ?

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/sheriff-
474-arrests-in-california-human-
trafficking-sting/
https://archive.is/HMJLF  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 19:23:22 ID: 2567ab No.9214791 >>9217194

Sessions sworn in on "National Pizza Day".

Coincidence?  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 19:27:22 ID: 4dec63 No.9214832 >>9218259

>>9201590
Yes, he raped a 16yo in the portland area. There's about a dozen girls who have come forward over the years, did you post a list to some of them? If not, 
I will dig up the list of victims who are willing to, or have already, spoken about this. I can't name anyone who has not come forward as it would endanger 
their lives though and make it easier for him to figure out who I am,  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 20:48:59 ID: dd4280 No.9215337 >>9215338 >>9215344 >>9215363

>>9035941
>>9036624
So last night I called them and left a message, and 
then the guy called me back…

It may be so that this has nothing to do with Pizza 
Gate, but a pedo is still a pedo and I hate them all  
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Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 20:50:38 ID: dd4280 No.9215344 >>9215382

>>9215338
>>9215337
There's a bunch of other shady shit that I never got to tell him, like what does a 10 year old want with a "Missing Him" mood?  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 20:52:34 ID: dd4280 No.9215363 >>9215382

>>9215337
What I was asking him about the blocked profiles is that you can make your own profile so no one can see it and when they friend you all the pictures 
would be available to see.  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 20:54:49 ID: dd4280 No.9215382 >>9216314

File (hide): 307ae5bf575193a⋯.png (262.78 KB, 750x606, 125:101, Screen Shot 2017-02-09 at ….png)

>>9215363
>>9215344
Or how I can search for specific 
ages and genders like some fucking 
dating profile  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 22:41:55 ID: 0b3902 No.9216313

WHAT 
IN 
GODS 
NAME 
DID I 
JUST 
WATC
H?  

Anonymous  02/09/17 (Thu) 22:41:59 ID: 84aca4 No.9216314
File (hide): c2b770afb8d47ee⋯.jpg (65.98 KB, 766x960, 383:480, hope less.jpg)

>>9215382  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 00:06:36 ID: 65e5c8 No.9217194

>>9214791

While I never doubted Trumps calculated moved, this has all pretty much confirmed it for me.

Completely shutting down Pocacuntuses attempt to fillibuster, holding back milo ben swann and other journos from speaking out until it's 'just right'. Using 
international human trafficking as his next move so that even if it all comes tumbling down that 9-11 is a lie Trump can use this excuse to turn saudi 
arabia, Iraq, Iran and entire middle east into new US Territories which keeps isreal at bay while at the same time keeping them from going full samson 
option. 

I think we are going to see a major divide in Isreal too. Bibi fucking loves Trump, and seems to have way more enemies than we ever knew in Isreal. He's 
gonna make isreal keep their meddelers in check if they ever want that Gaza strip.  
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Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 00:50:47 ID: 2567ab No.9217747

>>9217590
Calm down, Jimmy.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:38:27 ID: b3d43a No.9218259 >>9220488

>>9214832

i saw them on yelp, do you know of others? looks like as of last summer he was still working with kids. weird that the soccer company wouldn't 
background check him, because if they did they'd see he's a registered sex offender..  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:46:05 ID: dd4280 No.9218341

>>9218307
You, because you're being a faggot.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:49:03 ID: 0d1011 No.9218371 >>9218393

https://archive.is/EuUce

http: //abc7chicago.com/news/108-arrested-in-illinois-in-sex-sting;-752-arrested-across-us/1746351/

https://archive.is/ddsDt

http:// www.chicagotribune.com/suburbs/arlington-heights/news/ct-ahp-super-bowl-sex-sting-trafficking-sting-tl-0216-20170208-story.html

http:// abc13.com/news/sports-agent-among-178-arrested-in-trafficking-sting/1744436/

Now a lot of these were low levels but it was all part of a sex trafficking sting there was one high profile arrest though a sports manager.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:51:38 ID: 0d1011 No.9218393

>>9218371
I'm just stupid it's not happening they do this every year apparently.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:55:00 ID: b48c98 No.9218423 >>9218461 >>9218469

File (hide): 212c8b8766a4d55⋯.png (21.17 KB, 949x427, 949:427, 1486688029791[1].png)

http://www.manhattanknig
hts.com/
WTF??? DEAD ON 
ARRIVAL??  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:57:54 ID: 0d1011 No.9218461 >>9218475

>>9218423
Nigger you better be archiving everything!

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:58:08 ID: dd4280 No.9218469

>>9218423
Chill, did you see how try hard edge lord the rest of the site is? I got a windows 95 pop up notification that says "Just, don't" one of his many 'edgy' 
slogans that he created so skillfully  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 01:58:43 ID: d45bd4 No.9218475 >>9218604

>>9218461
And breaking links  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:09:17 ID: dd4280 No.9218578

>>9218472
I'm pretty sure you're doing a jimmy nutron thing at this point but I… I just dont know…  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:11:27 ID: b48c98 No.9218604 >>9218612

File (hide): 69f2e5e6e654809⋯.png (2.01 MB, 1609x1005, 1609:1005, 1486692241842[1].png)

>>9218475
Got it.
Also the cursor on the 
site is a slice of pizza.
from the crazy 
http://manhattanknights. 
tumblr.com  
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Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:12:26 ID: 0d1011 No.9218612 >>9218680

>>9218604
Very creepy. Report it I guess.

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:18:25 ID: b48c98 No.9218680
File (hide): 5415144e9e97210⋯.png (34.69 KB, 272x156, 68:39, 1486693031740[1].png)

>>9218612
Yep. Check the pics on that blog. The images and companies most have pedophile references 
displayed throughout this guy's social media network.
Also add this one too the collection.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:22:02 ID: 4b0782 No.9218725 >>9219145

>>9206145

Is here name seriously Pizzagate Goyette??  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:31:52 ID: 4f6cef No.9218840

Cross-posting from the researchers in >>9216830
All of this ties into pizzagate, the clinton foundation, the thirty year plan, etc. 

>George Webb has been running an open source investigation into the Clinton Foundation for the past 3 months and it's lead him and the people helping 
him into some interesting territory involving a globalized system of weaponized vaccines, organ harvesting, human trafficking, assassination, etc. It 
appears that the child trafficking operation that's coming to light is just the tip of the iceberg.

>His latest video, Day 109 (embedded), is a nice summary / catchup for anyone who hasn't been paying attention. 

>YouTube Channel

youtube.com/user/georgwebb/videos

>Archive/Backup

mega.nz/#F!Hk0CTIYb!jr1G3ahuYNnyxsbTRBWztg

>Live CNN Broadcast of Haitian Organ Harvesting

youtube.com/watch?v=qEfELgav1Qs

>#hrcratline

twitter.com/hashtag/hrcratline  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:38:17 ID: 4f6cef No.9218904 >>9221745

Polite sage incase of double-posting, 8chan is acting weird tonight
Cross-posting from the researchers at >>9216830
George Web's videos reveal a repulsively large network of network of corruption and degeneracy, tying into 
pizzagate's human trafficking and organ harvesting, as well as hildog's thirty year plan. He's had over 100 
videos uploaded to his channel covering the issue and fifty of them were (((mysteriously))) deleted, thus 
proving he's on the right track. Use his work as a starting point for your own research or to redpill your dumb 
normie friends.

>George Webb has been running an open source investigation into the Clinton Foundation for the past 3 
months and it's lead him and the people helping him into some interesting territory involving a globalized 
system of weaponized vaccines, organ harvesting, human trafficking, assassination, etc. It appears that the 
child trafficking operation that's coming to light is just the tip of the iceberg.

>His latest video, Day 109, is a nice summary / catchup for anyone who hasn't been paying attention. 

>YouTube Channel

youtube.com/user/georgwebb/videos

>Archive/Backup

mega.nz/#F!Hk0CTIYb!jr1G3ahuYNnyxsbTRBWztg

>Live CNN Broadcast of Haitian Organ Harvesting

youtube.com/watch?v=qEfELgav1Qs

>#hrcratline

twitter.com/hashtag/hrcratline  
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File (hide): d4d72d46c19545e⋯.png (88.54 KB,
1440x900, 8:5, 1486694269949[1].png)

File (hide): 8abe0abdacb37bb⋯.png (956.9 KB,
954x772, 477:386, 1486694200506[1].png)

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:39:59 ID: b48c98 No.9218915 >>9218941 >>9218976 >>9218979 >>9222004

How many of you place orders for clothing over 30,000 dollars?
I did find this…  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:42:22 ID: 086223 No.9218941 >>9218976 >>9218979

>>9218915
What the fuck? Where this site again? any Whois data?  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:46:36 ID: d50e7b No.9218976
File (hide): 9909487b16996b1⋯.jpg (80.89 KB, 1024x576, 16:9, PBd3K1C.jpg)

>>9218915
>>9218941
https://t.co/p1c13MfZ9O

4cuck thread about it
sucks i move to commie fornia cuz im 
pretty sure this guy and i have the 
same circles  

File (hide): 18cf4584b1fb6e8⋯.png (20.95 KB,
687x493, 687:493, 1486694364108[1].png)

File (hide):
2fba511bef0a8d2⋯.jpg
(224.13 KB, 544x1270, 272:635,
1486694403930[1].jpg)

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:46:47 ID: b48c98 No.9218979

>>9218915
Also this
>>9218941
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File (hide): acf2816deb60afe⋯.jpg (127.22 KB,
980x552, 245:138, 131025092050-01-jonbenet-r….jpg)

File (hide): 13ed3f559675889⋯.jpg (31.15 KB,
480x285, 32:19, burke-ramsey-6a33021f-2bbd….jpg)

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 02:52:49 ID: 880f47 No.9219026

Slightly off topic, but Kikeflix just released a trailer for "Casting JonBenét", some anon said it was a jew mockery, what do you make of this?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvGK3MIzyMQ

>Casting JonBenét is a sly and stylized exploration of the world’s most sensational child-murder case, the unsolved death of six-year-old American 
beauty queen JonBenét Ramsey. After twenty years of media speculation and public hysteria that cast JonBenét’s parents, John and Patsy Ramsey, of 
killing their own child, Casting JonBenét presents audiences with a hybrid of fiction and non-fiction filmmaking that examines the macabre legacy of this 
tiny starlet.

Commenters said it was her brother  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 03:00:19 ID: 021dbc No.9219074 >>9219089 >>9219196

Anyone remember those pedowood threads on cuck/pol/ that would get sagebombed into oblivion? This related to that at all?  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 03:02:09 ID: 0d1011 No.9219089

>>9219074
Sort of.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 03:11:39 ID: 35202c No.9219145

>>9218725
I cant find any other image with her middle name, I may have been tricked.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 03:13:22 ID: 880f47 No.9219153
File (hide): e213080afd68a93⋯.png (802.3 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, e21186f1b63d0d8b6da35b7397….png)

>>9200698
>>9201913
Naturally  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 03:19:12 ID: 98e266 No.9219196

>>9219074
yes. One of the guys named in An Open Secret is part of CGI and a friend of Epstein.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 03:43:12 ID: b48c98 No.9219424
File (hide): cf8459d6793bbcd⋯.png (684.03 KB, 1126x710, 563:355, 1486697367002[1].png)

Here it is. Look through 
this account and its 
followers.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 05:18:27 ID: 28153c No.9220094

>>9220054
 What was with the link above earlier tonight?  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 05:28:12 ID: f3f7ad No.9220146

>>9220054
>Asking for evidence gets you banned
Kek. Commie mods should probably go to /leftypol/.  
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Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 05:31:34 ID: 4f6cef No.9220159

>>9219235
>Only six post, all of them completely flacid derailment attempts
Did they not teach you about reverse psychology, or is crew's budget so small they couldn't fit it into the crash course to begin with?

>>9210593
Its just a matter of weeks now, maybe seven at most. The Sessions kvetching did fuck all to delay the inevitable, other than to further incriminate them.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 06:41:48 ID: 4dec63 No.9220488

>>9218259
The only explanation is that Portland soccer academy is a pedo front. I bet if we dig into them, we'll find something big.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 07:46:05 ID: 08333e No.9220838
File (hide): 85e61b71e1e4977⋯.jpg (263.49 KB, 764x551, 764:551, 1481354070113.jpg)

>>8989805  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 07:49:11 ID: dd4280 No.9220852
File (hide): fbc936c3db1c1ff⋯.gif (88.77 KB, 480x270, 16:9, giphy-facebook_s.gif)

>>8989805
Well bless 
your little 
heart  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 07:49:23 ID: 27f628 No.9220854

>>9035941
>Vancouver BC
Fuck. It makes me feel bad that the fact I live there. 
Actually the address is confusing for me to find out where. My guess its a building of Suite 202 located in the east sector of 4th Ave. As the full address 
intended.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 08:44:39 ID: b48c98 No.9221078 >>9234107 >>9234143

File (hide): 447fd8ab8d9be44⋯.png (893.55 KB, 1119x601, 1119:601, 1486715130484[1].png)

I'M COMPILING A LIST OF INCRIMINATING INSTAGRAM ACCOUNTS. ALL OF THESE ACCOUNTS ARE 
LINKED TO EACHOTHER.

HOTDOGS, PIZZA, CHILDREN, ROSES, DEGENERATE ART - ALL OF THESE ARE RE-OCCURRING 
THEMES IN EVERY ONE OF THESE ACCOUNTS. PLEASE LOOK FOR YOURSELF. THIS IS 
ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING. THESE ARE NOT RANDOM ACCOUNTS, THEY ARE ALL LINKED TO 
EACHOTHER.

https://www.instagram.com/drawbertson/
https://www.instagram.com/pizzapizzaparty/

https://www.instagram.com/7pinsg/
https://www.instagram.com/tiaromano/
https://www.instagram.com/bboorrnnaa/
https://www.instagram.com/wilfredo.cortez/
https://www.instagram.com/edsyder/
https://www.instagram.com/tuffcustomers/
https://www.instagram.com/mikemurdock48/
https://www.instagram.com/shannonisanerd/
https://www.instagram.com/kneefi/

I NEED OTHER ANONS TO HELP ME COMPILE INFORMATION. PLEASE HELP ME.

THIS IS REAL AND IT'S ABSOLUTELY FUCKING INSANE  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 11:51:16 ID: a7d446 No.9221745 >>9221799

>>9218904
>>9218904
>>9218904

What ever happened to the Clinton Foundation General - /cfg/ thread..?

Can we all agree that posting links to news of child trafficking busts, investigating paperboyprince / 
instagram pedophiles, and waiting for Dongman Drumpf to drain the swamp isn't fucking going anywhere 
and get back to following the money?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 12:05:02 ID: 0e2474 No.9221799

>>9221745
>>9216830
The game is changing. Let's stop chasing ants around and get back to  excavating the global subterranean 
metropolis of warmongering organ harvesters, yes?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 12:26:48 ID: 96ad5e No.9221905

Creepy logos, related to Goosebumps production which is a creepy 
show. Anyone looked at Saban International?
>Goosebumps
>Samurai Pizza Cats  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 12:58:10 ID: 3d6aa9 No.9222004

>>9218915
If I was a richfag, I would. Anyone with an American Express card want to try this shit out?  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 13:08:26 ID: 96ad5e No.9222048

>>9207848
The children disappearing without photographs around halloween. If they have no photographs with someone had access to the files and knew their were 
no photographs to start off with or they deleted them.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 14:12:21 ID: afa11c No.9222280 >>9222293

Anyone have a MEGA or can drop some Webms of Majestic Ape's videos containing pedo references? 
I want to save them, quite surprised the youtube channel hasn't been taken down yet. https://www.youtube.com/channel /UCt_ygvxhOjW6ub4ZDbnQp8g  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 14:15:24 ID: afa11c No.9222293

>>9222280
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com /heavybreathing/  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 15:31:36 ID: ad37e6 No.9222660

>>9201943
Only he didn't, because he blew open the whole conspiracy on Joe Rogan.  
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Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 15:48:49 ID: a48d07 No.9222758

>>9043582
>Miley Cyrus
Watch/listen to Allie X (for actual decent songs to the imagery) Bunnies. Bondage. Drugs. Monarch imagery. The hanging Podesta statue. Explicit Marina 
Abrahamovich aesthetic in Catch music video (she's tweeted a picture of her before, along with two odd photos: 1 of a ballpit kids store "wish they had 
places like that when I was a kid" and 2nd another of a (old picture) of a Toddler having a tea party with 3 Tarantulas. 

Thought this shit wouldn't ruin anything that wasn't already shit-tier (Cyrus et.al.), but this one was a blow. 

>>9075004
Is that Kreayshawn on the right? dafuq  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 15:54:24 ID: a87197 No.9222803

>>9148799 (checked)
What a wicked web they've woven  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 16:04:08 ID: a40e24 No.9222870

>>9149294
waiting for chuck ellis. we'll see.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 21:11:30 ID: 35202c No.9225360

https://voat. co/v/pizzagate/1635533  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 22:16:40 ID: dcaa98 No.9225891 >>9226384

File (hide): ee01bc66ab7a102⋯.png (119.01 KB, 1093x480, 1093:480, digging.png)  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 22:21:05 ID: dcaa98 No.9225940
File (hide): 35c2650cca4abb9⋯.jpg (51.54 KB, 700x394, 350:197, 16774046_303.jpg)

>>9147436
>>9147436
>However, until they arrest the Queen of England and the Pope and all of the Ninth Circle, the family, and all 
those around the world who are into this sickness, it will not stop.

The frog will avenge.  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 23:28:42 ID: 6ac62a No.9226384 >>9226620 >>9229720 >>9229766 >>9230513

>>9225891
>don't follow satan/cult
Why? Could be big? Or is he saying that it will never lead anywhere?  

Anonymous  02/10/17 (Fri) 23:58:08 ID: a7d446 No.9226620 >>9229720 >>9230815 >>9234084

File (hide): d8d93b7fa4b8b69⋯.jpg (443.45 KB, 1920x1088, 30:17, bill.jpg)

>>9226384
the point is that the satanic / esoteric imagery is there specifically to lead people away from the truth and 
into the murky swamps of cognitive biases and distortions.. it's daunting, confusing, disorienting. it's an 
endless maze. follow the money, follow the arms, follow the oil. check george webb's investigation, that's 
where the real research is happening.

connecting a bunch of symbolic pizza related instagrams is leading you all in circles and getting you 
nowhere. it's a dead end.. it's the exact reason why the underhanded dealings of the people in power have 
been shrouded in esoteric symbols from time immemorial

pizzagate is over, this is the investigation you're looking for
>>9216830  
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Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 00:12:13 ID: 1e5cda No.9226719 >>9227831

>>8950997 (OP)
In behalf of myself, I want to apologize to all the anons that participated in the digging and discovery of information about pedophilia that happened 
throughout these months.
Here are my reasons for doing so:
>When people were most active, at the beginning of the 'investigations' that started here and on cuckchan a little previously than the removal of the sticky 
there, I thought it was a falseflag aiming to maim our efforts to elect President Donald John Trump.
>My reasoning for doing so was the following, I thought (((they))) wanted us to dig into it and afterwards, somehow, denounce us as propagating the 
material, with intent on smearing us and throwing it all on the MSM so people would turn a blind eye
>I made 2 or 3 posts explaining this reasoning for anons that were interested in helping investigating and discovering all the info
I regret not having helped more, I lament the fact that by the few messages I made I might have turned people away from helping too.
Sorry.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 02:31:00 ID: 337b0c No.9227831

>>9226719
Make it right, get to work.

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 04:27:35 ID: 6ab584 No.9228707

meme till you dream  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 05:20:59 ID: c031e6 No.9229016 >>9232867

File (hide): a5230cd309e9a67⋯.jpg (1 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16, 7794-MMS-1486784339000-att….jpg)

So, yeah.

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 07:17:18 ID: b2f1cf No.9229720

>>9226384
>>9226620
What stories people tell themselves for what they are doing are irrelevant, humans are the ape with reasons not the ape that reasons. Don't focus on the 
excuses they cloak themselves in, focus on the how and who.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 07:26:24 ID: 0d1011 No.9229766

>>9226384
Basically the tunnel goes deeper then the objective to the point of hurting your investigating. Let the Hermeticfags deal with the Satanic shits.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 07:46:07 ID: 3be7ca No.9229869 >>9230514

File (hide): 0deb1d529be707a⋯.jpg (194.39 KB, 768x768, 1:1, 1361652353532.jpg)
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Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 10:56:35 ID: a2163e No.9230513

>>9226384
The rabbit hole will literally make most go mad.

Don't do it anon. You need to mentally prepare yourself.

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 10:56:56 ID: a2163e No.9230514

>>9229869
Why.jpg  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 12:20:34 ID: d5623e No.9230815 >>9231098 >>9233901

>>9226620
You heard him folks, pack it up. We're done here. Nothing to see. :^)  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 13:13:00 ID: 2e8973 No.9231098 >>9231157 >>9233901

>>9230815
It's a shill
For what's worth in France we have proof of satanist sacrificing childrens by the thousands.
In FACT a CD is given to every new Guardian of justice( french attorney général) this CD contain thousands of pedo pic and murder video with notorious 
faces doing the killing, governor, children judge, mayor etc…

And would u like to know the worst?
Every attorney general since 1998 as buried the cd they were given…
And the fédéral agent responsible for getting the cd to justice is actually on APB from Interpol….

For no fucking reason…
Satanist are real and they fuckin rule our shit…  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 13:29:50 ID: 4dec63 No.9231157 >>9233828

>>9231098
Satanists are jewish pawns. Anton lavey was born and raised a fucking kike, and most of the temple of set is run and operated by jews. How don't people 
know this?  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 13:36:13 ID: 662464 No.9231185

>>8994031
>>9018553
 Interesting Article. Also interesting that the MSM is barely covering it.

His show hasn't been on XM in almost a decade. The last time it was on their service, the two companies hadn't even thought of merging.

source: I'm a 13 year subscriber.

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 13:48:04 ID: 662464 No.9231233

>>9027264

Oh shut the fuck up. You clearly don't have a grasp at what the fuck is actually going on. Tom Arnold doesn't have shit. He's a vain, self-centered asshole 
who is only looking for a free ride and attention. He doesn't have a damn thing. He's saying he does, for the same reason he married Rosie; so he gets 
attention.  
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Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 13:48:54 ID: 662464 No.9231241

>>9160914
 Of course he is. He's a no good nigger.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 14:01:05 ID: 662464 No.9231288

>>9098681

I've noticed that as well. I wonder how much of this is that he doesn't *want* to go into pizza gate or if there's someone (Media Matters) who has already 
threatened him with a lawsuit if he does. Either way, it's a liability for him.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 16:58:47 ID: 7f9f50 No.9232611 >>9232858

File (hide): 5a3f1b1913c21d3⋯.png (2.59 MB, 1500x2101, 1500:2101, chessy_charlie-Edit-1.png)

thought this image might come to its full 
potential if I left it here…
←——  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 17:23:23 ID: 7f9f50 No.9232858
File (hide): ffa3a736b962533⋯.jpg (1.02 MB, 1500x2101, 1500:2101, PETEZAGATE.jpg)

>>9232611
FUKIN DUB'S GAVE ME 
THE POWER

←——-  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 17:24:18 ID: 4e1064 No.9232867 >>9233274

>>9229016
What's this from? The double entendres are really too much. Speaking from experience teachers do not think about students like this, because students 
are why they drink.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 18:11:11 ID: 6ce774 No.9233274 >>9233828

>>9232867
A mug given to a relative sho is a teacher for xmas 2 years ago. Relative not aware of the symbolism. Not sure if the parent of the child who gave it is.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 19:15:13 ID: b16091 No.9233828

>>9231157
The Church of Satan is a low-level entry point. To talk in visuals. The COS is at the lower level of the pyramid. Proof your worth in this, and you might go 
further up the pyramid, higher up in the hierarchy.
Despite what you belief, they are not pawns for the jews. People who are at the top of the pyramid supercede all forms of religion and will bend any 
monotheistic institution to their ultimate will: power. The irony here is that they are slaves themselves, while they consider themselves gods.
>>9233274
The predators will always check if a teacher is willing because they can supply young blood for their perversions. Should the teacher respond to the 
symbolism, they know they have an ally.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 19:24:47 ID: a7d446 No.9233901

>>9230815
>>9231098
there is something much larger and more complex happening than 'satanists sacrificing children'. pizzagate is just one of the gears inside of the 
grandfather clock, do you understand?  
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Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 19:48:05 ID: 000000 No.9234084

>>9226620
Dynecorp is masonic through and through. le organ harvesting is masonic. They have water-balloon fights with the surplus of organs they take from all 
kinds of people. You really are a fucking stupid retard biff. Voat just discovered the masonichip.org connection. I did that in the ICMEC CONNECTION 
thread 6. So maybe you need to stop larping as this fake ass voice of reason.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 19:50:41 ID: 000000 No.9234107 >>9234143

>>9221078
Go to endchan on the pizzagate board. I am doing the same thing I will drop these account names in the "Instagram sleuthing thread"  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 19:51:44 ID: 4dec63 No.9234118

Luis Eduardo Trybom ran a service company to deliver "any needs" to wealthy visitors in the portland area. If we can get a client list, we can cross 
reference against people known to be involved in pizzagate.  

Anonymous  02/11/17 (Sat) 19:55:17 ID: 000000 No.9234143

>>9234107
>>9221078
Added the account names to this thread
https://endchan.xyz/pizzagate/res/3.html#74
I made a board to compile this info anyone can post shit as well.  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): d021d6a582959f7⋯.webm (3.06 MB, 640x360, 16:9, fatherhood.webm) [play once] [loop]

Pizzagate 26 Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:15:12 ID: c10630 No.9237420  >>9237666 >>9237962 >>9238072
>>9238330 >>9238735 >>9238886 >>9238984 >>9239142 >>9239145 >>9242563 >>9242971 >>9244584 >>9244598 >>9249085
>>9249687 >>9252124 >>9260718 >>9260851 >>9266301 >>9266471 >>9269775 >>9271408 >>9271950 >>9274448 >>9275980 [Watch

Thread] [Show All Posts]

I was going to throw this in the Pizzagate thread but its at bump limit.

You hear children being yelled at by the cameraman and taunting them as you hear them screaming behind what 
looks like a sliding glass door. Could be fake but it definitely feels like some real fucked up shit is going on with 
these kids in the videos.

Who's voice are we hearing in this video?

VIdeo Source:www.worldcorpo.net/content/video/
https://archive.is/YX70i

Hotpocket Edit: May as well make this 26.
NYT DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20161120230530/http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe-43670565

ABC NEWS DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: https://archive.is/http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/11/20/world/europe/ap-eu-
norway-pedophile-network.html

ORIGINAL AP STORY STILL UP:

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/3f53996696a24d0da8c1d8fb117beca0/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe

BACKUP IN CASE IT GOES TOO:

https://archive.is/DLmOL

STAGED CRIMES AND MEDIA NARRATIVES: https://archive.is/VttLF

▶
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TOP OBAMA FUNDRAISER ARRESTED FOR CHILD RAPE: MAINSTREAM MEDIA SILENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VsBAtq1dLc

https://archive.is/sl3dc

http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/11/20/kiah-lawson-terry-bean-human-rights-campaign-gay-sex-obama-prison-column/70021560/

YUGE PIZZAGATE ARCHIVE (ZIPPED)!

https://mega.nz/#!hgZnjbhK!JjAW3m0VGYK9kHCPV-Vg0nz9YHM-JYbddeojhuIMBMA

Archives

Original Threads

#1 https://archive.is/U3tBh
#2 https://archive.is/EuVMv
#3 https://archive.fo/maer0

Operation #PedoFiles

https://archive.is/7cVwl

Pizzagate
Thread 1: https://archive.is/VxQvD
Thread 2: https://archive.is/3S8Bb
Thread 3: https://archive.is/OLt7u
Thread 4: https://archive.is/nLKJl
Thread 5: https://archive.is/GGath
Thread 6: https://archive.is/KlMDF
Thread 7: https://archive.is/iX3vH
Thread 8: https://archive.is/IURyL
Thread 9: https://archive.is/lW5y1
Thread 10: https://archive.is/mGs6L
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Thread 12: https://archive.is/Rb8a1
Thread 13: https://archive.is/ChAWd
Thread 14: https://archive.is/JrDD0
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Thread 17: https://archive.is/YtymP
Thread 18: https://archive.is/MSVGs
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Post last edited at 02/12/17 (Sun) 21:08:59

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:16:15 ID: d23287 No.9237429 >>9237448

>worldcorpo.net
>corpo
probably something involving disgusting brown refuse  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:17:59 ID: c10630 No.9237448 >>9237499

File (hide): e84102e385b3f40⋯.png (Spoiler Image, 275.64 KB, 621x350, 621:350, 128653817643162731.png)

>>9237429
The voice doesn't sound familiar at all?  

▶

▶
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:22:08 ID: a5f8f6 No.9237480 >>9237521 >>9244780

File (hide): 01008822f7bb50d⋯.jpg (84.79 KB, 705x960, 47:64, 01008822f7bb50d1bb76a7a1ac….jpg)

What the fuck did I just watch?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:24:44 ID: c10630 No.9237499 >>9237593 >>9237962 >>9238072 >>9238963 >>9247547 >>9251375

>>9237448  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:27:06 ID: c10630 No.9237521 >>9237530 >>9238535 >>9238966 >>9242951 >>9243509 >>9249687 >>9260718 >>9275327 >>9275980

File (hide): 473094b18effcae⋯.webm (Spoiler Image, 4.4 MB, 320x240, 4:3, stop.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9237480  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:27:58 ID: a5f8f6 No.9237530 >>9237567

>>9237521
I don't get it/  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:31:38 ID: c10630 No.9237567 >>9237584

File (hide): 9b84b2b4369a9fb⋯.png (603.33 KB, 1054x732, 527:366, 1237617947983791.png)

>>9237530
Read what is says in the 
top. Also notice the timer.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:33:32 ID: a5f8f6 No.9237584 >>9237622

>>9237567
Maybe it's the fact I have a migraine but I still don't understand.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:34:58 ID: c199ed No.9237593

>>9237499
dubs have spoken  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:39:46 ID: c10630 No.9237622 >>9237641 >>9242508 >>9242829 >>9246713 >>9254716

File (hide): a56784673ecf129⋯.png (840.57 KB, 608x670, 304:335, gods.png)

>>9237584
God does not forgive you
These kids are having their spirt cooked
Likely by Podesta. If you listen closely, you can hear them say John when he 
asks them what his name is the first time.

www.worldcorpo.net/content/images/gods.png  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:42:27 ID: a5f8f6 No.9237641 >>9237790 >>9238903

File (hide): 7ea986eb34b645d⋯.jpg (77.63 KB, 720x571, 720:571, download.jpg)

>>9237622
I want Trump to deploy a special squad 
just for finding these people so I can apply 
for it.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:42:39 ID: 5539f6 No.9237644 >>9237681

the whole site is retarded and seems to be just a bunch of random ass user create videos of the "artsy" nature  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:45:40 ID: d3883b No.9237666 >>9254339

>>9237420 (OP)

Voice is jewish.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:48:12 ID: c10630 No.9237681 >>9242547 >>9242789

File (hide): 53ff71817290877⋯.jpg (149.73 KB, 1500x994, 750:497, podestahouse.jpg)

>>9237644
You like the "art", anon?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:48:47 ID: b724d9 No.9237686 >>9237722

A bunch of degenerate schizophrenics is my best guess.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:52:56 ID: b724d9 No.9237711 >>9237775 >>9246163

*ahem*
Apparently they have a discord
https://discord.gg/SrcbyDn  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:54:28 ID: c10630 No.9237722 >>9238039 >>9238501 >>9239036 >>9239145 >>9242563 >>9245244 >>9255491 >>9258277 >>9259599
>>9265546

File (hide): 778d1d656cd0f37⋯.mp4 (765.02 KB, 176x144, 11:9, each.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9237686
This one is loud.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:57:35 ID: 5a6864 No.9237753 >>9237790 >>9242829

We will burn every single one of them alive and sacrifice their lost souls to God and Kek. There will be justice.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 04:59:48 ID: c10630 No.9237772 >>9238245 >>9238748

Here's their "album".

Too large to webm.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:00:17 ID: b724d9 No.9237775
File (hide): c05eafa652ead43⋯.png (16.85 KB, 431x428, 431:428, a.png)

>>92377
11
Interdast
ing.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:01:20 ID: 7e26d4 No.9237785

>these meme images
>this shit music
>these tryhard videos
It just looks like some poser taking the post-ironic new age 2deep4me shtick too far by abusing his kid for his entertainment. Send it to the feds.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:01:46 ID: 3d2fd4 No.9237790 >>9238971 >>9239087

>>9237641
>>9237753
We need to throw these faggots into a ditch and apply a liberal amount of napalm.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:02:18 ID: b724d9 No.9237796 >>9237812

tor is taking too fucking long to do shit.
WE'RE GOING IN RA W DOG CAPTAIN
well with a VPN anyway  
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File (hide): 165934d6a917be5⋯.png (39.18 KB, 765x378, 85:42, fuckwhydidirawdog.png)

>>9237796
OVER 9,000 GIGA-FUCKSHIT  
UNPLUG THE ROUTER  
NIGGERS  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:15:08 ID: 7e26d4 No.9237901 >>9237915

>>9237812
What the fuck?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:16:43 ID: b724d9 No.9237915 >>9237922

>>9237901
In their discord chatroom.
It has a goony vibe to it  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:17:27 ID: 55b27c No.9237922

>>9237915
lurking there  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:22:01 ID: 1d40a9 No.9237962

>>9237420 (OP)
This is some normal porn for normal people shit.
>>9237499 checked
Christ it sounds exactly fucking like him.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:30:24 ID: a0f08a No.9238039
File (hide): 3faaed72c21431e⋯.jpg (76.56 KB, 500x552, 125:138, bugs 2.jpg)

>>9237722
What the fuck is 
that.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:33:58 ID: a0f08a No.9238072

>>9237499
When he yells at 1:20, it sounds very similar to the yells in >>9237420 (OP)  

File (hide): b4e530a1c2ea435⋯.png (23.26 KB,
824x245, 824:245, kek.png)

File (hide): 93241696a41da1f⋯.jpeg
(8.02 KB, 225x300, 3:4, lescarygun.jpeg)

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:35:42 ID: b724d9 No.9238087 >>9238184 >>9240986

I think I pissed them off kek
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:50:13 ID: d5ab5a No.9238184 >>9238375 >>9242506

>>9238087

I don't know if this is a virus or not but here is a tool that claims to be able to resolve the IP addresses of people on discord.  

http://discordresolver.c99.nl/

There are also lots of image ip tracing websites, if you post a link with one of them you can get the address of the person clicking it. 

http://iplogger.org/  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 05:56:35 ID: 4cc7f4 No.9238245

>>9237772
>they just used Buyer's Market
how fucking lazy  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:07:13 ID: 110ffa No.9238330 >>9238916 >>9257276

>>9237420 (OP)
Seems like a kid in a shower, looks naked through the frosted glass, maybe the cold water is on, flashing lights, loud screaming and banging, 
helplessness.
Dissociative Identity Disorder in the making.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:12:47 ID: b724d9 No.9238375

>>9238184
The mod deleted the invite kek.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:30:22 ID: e2350f No.9238501

>>9237722

GET THIS TO TRUMP, SESSIONS, and CHAFFETZ NOW!  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:36:42 ID: 435f3a No.9238535

>>9237521

spoopy  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:39:07 ID: 1a37d9 No.9238544 >>9238562 >>9238568 >>9238581 >>9238596 >>9238611 >>9239080 >>9242446 >>9243536 >>9244751
>>9246670

This is just some autistic ARG. The guy who makes these videos was posting on /x/, responding to people with "le spoopy coded messages."
This is nothing. You know how easy it would be to record some kid throwing a temper tantrum, then dubbing over it with your own autistic screeching?

This is irrelevant to pizzagate, and a waste of time.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:42:00 ID: 4cc7f4 No.9238562

>>9238544
Proof?  This sounds a lot like John Podesta to me  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:42:47 ID: 10cf69 No.9238568

>>9238544

>(((1)))  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:44:54 ID: d30ebf No.9238581

>>9238544
People putting the time in to fake these kinds of videos belong in the ditch right alongside the real perps  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:47:53 ID: e2350f No.9238596 >>9238629

>>9238544
Child abuse apologists may be considered accomplices. In which case you will get prosecuted alongside those who you are wrongfully trying to protect 
and absolve.  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:49:35 ID: f1d89f No.9238611 >>9238657 >>9242913 >>9244751 >>9244827 >>9258887

File (hide): aee626b02a03832⋯.jpg (128.24 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, image (1).jpg)

>>9238544
He's right. This video was posted on youtube years ago with 
other "spooky" ones. Don't waste your time here  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:52:44 ID: 1a37d9 No.9238629 >>9238647 >>9238657

>>9238596
Do you know how fucking retarded you sound right now?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:55:45 ID: e2350f No.9238647

>>9238629
You realize that people have posted real abuse and even murders on the chans before, don't you?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 06:56:57 ID: c10630 No.9238657 >>9244472

>>9238611
That should be easy to prove, right?

>>9238629
Pedos, child abusers and their enablers will be prosecuted. How is that crazy?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:09:21 ID: cc9320 No.9238735 >>9238767 >>9244387

File (hide): 3ea28d15ef13191⋯.webm (1.19 MB, 640x480, 4:3, worldcorpo.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9237420 (OP)
Here is a related but different link:
http://www.worldcorpo.net/content/
videos  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:11:44 ID: fbe355 No.9238748 >>9239021

>>9237772
If I remember correctly, this Peter Sotos guy was involved in the Chicago industrial music scene in the late 80's, early 90's. I believe he was arrested for 
being a kiddie fucker  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:15:07 ID: c10630 No.9238767

>>9238735
Look at all that art!  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:34:09 ID: ada838 No.9238876 >>9249925

even if fake whoever made it gets the gas  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:35:25 ID: cc9320 No.9238886 >>9244005

>>9237420 (OP)
Looking through this site, I can say, not safely, that this is some adult swim tier shit. It's too high quality. This shit is interesting. Have any of you found the 
music directory yet? Some possible clues there.
http://www.worldcorpo.net/content/music/  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:38:48 ID: 177013 No.9238903

>>9237641
I would apply for it too if i get to execute these motherfuckers on the spot. I can assure you, i would take my time with them.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:40:08 ID: 867aec No.9238909

They will be found and they will burn in hell.  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:41:58 ID: 177013 No.9238916

>>9238330
MKULTRA???

Don´t they do that in CIA facilities with drugs and electroshocks?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:51:29 ID: 5afc5c No.9238963

>>9237499
Holy shit. I can literally picture this fucking weirdo creep sitting there screaming at his new toys like this too. He's such a fucking creep. Sick perversion 
just radiates off him. I haven't met a soul who disagrees either.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:52:29 ID: 5afc5c No.9238966

>>9237521
The fuck is wrong with you fam  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:54:09 ID: 5afc5c No.9238971 >>9239087 >>9243895

>>9237790
I prefer to be conservative with my Napalm. I'm all for going balls deep with Zyklon B.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:58:09 ID: cc9320 No.9238984

>>9237420 (OP)
This seems to be his latest video:
http://www.worldcorpo.net/content/video/malarkey.mp4  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 07:58:54 ID: 67a1e2 No.9238992

PIZZAPONG #26 IS UP  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:04:51 ID: 67a1e2 No.9239021

>>9238748
V&
>A photocopy from a magazine of child pornography was used as the cover of issue #2 of Pure which led to Sotos pleading guilty to possession of child 
pornography, receiving a suspended sentence. A copy of the magazine was found by Scotland Yard in Edinburgh, in the home of a suspect in a series of 
child abductions, murders and grave robbings, which led to Sotos' arrest  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:07:37 ID: 5f8721 No.9239036

>>9237722
worse than the first time I've watched the mickey sitty piano the first time.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:10:13 ID: d792cd No.9239053 >>9239067

The higher-ups might throw one or two to the wolves, if they really screwed up with any sort of evidence. I'm doubtful anyone we see arrested on 
television is anything more than a fuck-up or a pasty. The high-level players would have complete immunity. Judgment of God and the inner ring of hell 
will be their soonest reckoning.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:11:57 ID: c10630 No.9239067

>>9239053
Fuck you. Their world will be brought down on their fucking head in this life.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:13:51 ID: 5d8f05 No.9239080

>>9238544
> You know how easy it would be to record some kid throwing a temper tantrum, then dubbing over it with your own autistic screeching?

Wishful thinking you loser jerkoff. It's synced too well. so like you, this faggot needs to die.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:14:37 ID: 91119e No.9239087

>>9238971
>>9237790
We need to mix a cup of mint oil into every 5 gallons of napalm so we can Mr. CLEAN these fucks off the face of the earth.  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:19:11 ID: 5f8721 No.9239115
File (hide): 2305b360559389e⋯.png (990.65 KB, 1268x705, 1268:705, AOL.png)

the producer mix vid has this advert from AOL (triangle shit). First clip was the chink getting killed and then 
the second clip with briefs which was my first time seeing.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:24:22 ID: 5b5602 No.9239142 >>9242239

>>9237420 (OP)
Judging from the other videos, I'd guess it's MDE trying to get relevant again (good luck lol)  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 08:25:14 ID: 5f8721 No.9239145

meh, i've seen everything on that site. It's /x/ tier. Only spoopy stuff was this >>9237420 (OP) and this >>9237722.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 09:38:14 ID: 999579 No.9239473 >>9245592

File (hide): 8aca18428c3ad64⋯.gif (2 MB, 500x281, 500:281, 1370476457697.gif)

>>9236779
>>9236779
>>9236779
>>9236779
>>9236779
REALLY 
GOOD VIDEO  
WITH A SHIT  
LOAD OF 
INFO  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 16:04:19 ID: 5cd6b0 No.9240986 >>9242671 >>9266153

>>9238087
>>9237812
why do you fucking nigger retard engaged them,we found something relevant let's lurk and collect shit to report nop you had shit it up  so that they shoa it 
ffs you should hang for being fucktard  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 20:06:10 ID: c10630 No.9242239

>>9239142
Kill yourself tbh.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 20:42:48 ID: 20f38d No.9242406

GGHhhh  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 20:51:39 ID: aa8d92 No.9242446

>>9238544
>kid in shower screaming its head off while pedo is banging on door with what looks like a sledgehammer
>not child abuse
Pick one.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:00:45 ID: b89b92 No.9242485 >>9242789 >>9243320

#PizzaGate #PedoGate Smoking Gun 
Evidence: "Cheese Pizza" Child Porn on 
Comet's Site
Titus Frost

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:04:56 ID: a0f08a No.9242506

>>9238184
>http://discordresolver.c99.nl/
read the bottom of the page idiot  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:05:57 ID: 9e9fe5 No.9242508

>>9237622
Stop the John mean it sounds way more like "Darron" or something  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:12:27 ID: 2f1564 No.9242547 >>9242583

>>9237681
Is that real?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:14:58 ID: 5a4075 No.9242563 >>9242612

>>9237420 (OP)
>>9237722
What the shit is he even doing?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:18:24 ID: c10630 No.9242583 >>9242741

>>9242547
Oh yea. Podesta is a big fan of "child art."  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:24:11 ID: ea0175 No.9242612

>>9242563
Psychological torture  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:33:32 ID: b724d9 No.9242671 >>9244431

>>9240986
Because it was funny and there was no CP and this is all just a big advertisement for a shitty website and knowing the dumbass he will probably open up 
the discord again for his "fans", and we already have multiple anons on the inside, and discord saves a copy of every fucking thing you post, type, or say 
which means any evidence is there and will continue to be there no matter how much they try to bury it under bot spam.

You should kys tbh.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:37:00 ID: 687c57 No.9242695

>Luis Trybom's pizza hotline. Portland Concierge Services LLC 5039973959 1819 Sw 5Th Ave Ste 400 Portland, Oregon 97201-5277
I'm betting he has clients involved in pizzagate. He is a known rapist and currently works with children worldwide through Portland Soccer Academy.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:40:48 ID: 0b84d9 No.9242722

l  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:44:07 ID: 2f1564 No.9242741 >>9243003

>>9242583
I know, but I haven't seen that one. Do you have proof that that's from his house?  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:45:22 ID: add5ad No.9242750

xpost on a different pizzagate26 thread
>>9240867

Cunt and pasta incase >>9240867 gets 404d:

ReignBotHorror did a video covering it that is actually a great archive and useful resource

https://youtu.be/8rrTyRaoezw

If you go to the sound cloud page and listen to the music (I don't trust the actual website at all, and domain look up shows who ever owns the site does 
not want to be found and is operating in Canada), the songs on there ALL HINT AT PODESTA and make Sam Hyde refferences and jokes. 

https://soundcloud.com/worldcorp-enterprises

I don't believe the site its self is selling CP, however I do have two theories. 

1. Someone got the proof of podesta and is making it clear they are about to grab him by the pussy and is editing Podestas 'Pizza' videos so people can 
gather evidence without going to jail. May be trying to drop hints how to Decrypt those files on the protected section of comment pingpong and pizza that 
correspond to the dates of some of those "pizza" emails.

or 2. It's a Troll from something awful fucking with Pizzagate.

Things of note; pause the video from the email response with the "burnt card" (remember cards was FBI anons clue) has some intentionally missing 
letters, number, etc trying to hint at something. The video of the kid starts with flashing messages that say:

"Disclaimer: worldcorp is responsible for creating the universe"

"God isn't 4eal, i$ worldcorp real" (there is only one 4 that replaces the R)

"Everything is a lie" 

"Not even this is real" 

and one more illegible sentence at the bottom.

Card is a 10 of hearts

Here is a video explaining the Calliou ARG that World Corp is definately linked to in the video I linked to. The Calliou ARG is weird in itself…. 
https://youtu.be/Yxz0p_4wXDA  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:50:30 ID: 515e06 No.9242789

>>9237681
>what the triggering shit should actually be reserved for
FUCK THESE FUCKS

>>9242485
>Welch's round placed right through a computer 
>password protected section hacked and found the dirt; inadmissible in court, been sat on since 5/12/16  at police request as they investigate. 
I want to believe. How many of the living assets are being 'BleachBit' while they don't shut it down. Fuck.  

File (hide): 5d7c6f77c8d4272⋯.webm (2.45 MB,
320x180, 16:9, killyourself.webm) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): 83ee4d3489922a2⋯.webm (3.7 MB,
320x180, 16:9, gaysexecuted.webm) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): 3ee73f40f3fe586⋯.webm (5.11 MB,
640x360, 16:9, standuptothem.webm) [play once] [loop]

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 21:56:46 ID: 11f47f No.9242829 >>9243477

>>9237622
>>9237753
Guys there has been a person warning everyone of this shit for years. Any group that accepts homosexuality without exception accepts pedophelia. 
Every name. Name an exception.

Why? Because God has given them over to a reprobate mind. He made them homosexuals to overtly mark these people for us.  

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 22:07:14 ID: bf2bad No.9242913
File (hide): 315680fc89d5ecd⋯.jpg (5.69 KB, 217x219, 217:219, 12938126_261692300835499_5….jpg)

>>9238611

>image(1)  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 22:12:21 ID: add5ad No.9242951 >>9243726 >>9244125

File (hide): a33c3130d2f3043⋯.png (339.45 KB, 1071x618, 357:206, thefuck.png)

>>9237521
So I noticed all or most of these videos have hidden messages. 

Funny story I was screen shotting this when out of no where my computer (a brand new rig) asked me how I 
wanted to open a picture I never hit a link to download and is not on my harddrive (or rather should not be 
because I did not and have gone out of my way to avoid downloading anything like that) 

I clicked no cause I never downloaded nor do I want to. I wish I screen shotted it, title of the pic was some 
long string of numbers. 

Has anyone else had weird shit start happening the past 2 weeks?

Neither here nor there. I wanted to ask if this screenshot has any meaning. What is the greenshit?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 22:15:15 ID: c0e51a No.9242971 >>9243181

>>9237420 (OP)
No fucking way that is fake.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 22:20:26 ID: c10630 No.9243003

>>9242741
There is but you'll have to scour the archives because I'm not doing that for you. That's where I got it from.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 22:47:22 ID: add5ad No.9243181

>>9242971
Highly unlikely it's fake, but there is a possibility its SA goons… who are abusing kids to make a fake honey pot site.  (or there is a child that deserves an 
academy award)

The Calliou ARG is weird in general. It could be a ARG fag continuing his shitty ARG. There is proof for that. Alternate theory is the ARG has always 
been set up for this drop. The abandoned sub way sure looks similar to that art installation alafantes is connected with. 

Skepticism is healthy, keep an open mind, but not so open your brains fall out. I personally believe its worth looking into. Honestly is there anything that 
we are gonna miss by looking into this shit as well as the backlog of all the other shit?

Other stuff, >>9239058
the world corp website info is anonymized and schedueled to expire as a domain on april 1st. Seems based in canada.

Any "hackers on steriods" find any stenography in the videos or pics on the website?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 22:58:10 ID: c10630 No.9243281 >>9275485

File (hide): 7055103ed30c2a6⋯.png (153.04 KB, 691x472, 691:472, 128435812636782.png)

So apparently a hackerman found child porn on the Comet Pizza website. The vid starts out 
with some nigger music so skip to about 1min in.

https://youtu.be/TnW7OT6Dkuw  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:00:23 ID: ad2084 No.9243307 >>9243320 >>9243323 >>9244477 >>9249530 >>9251646 >>9251825

FUCKED UP ARCHIVED CP ON TUMBLR
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/156425869208/this-is-perfect-damn-who-agrees-inbox-me
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/156431304473
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/156418947978
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/156281839823
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/image/157152754473
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/po st/157152744028
    ht tp://gayteen17boy.tumblr.com/post/153114819781
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/157084888448/dirtybigbrother-like-what-you-see-bro-follow
    h ttp://gayteen17boy.tumblr.com/post/156774463021/boys-cute-boys-boys-cute-boys-fondness
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/156948781448
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/156747389858
    h ttp://gayteen17boy.tumblr.com/post/156924360266
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/post/156491773038

    More:
    h ttp://beatingboredom10.tumblr.com/archive
    h ttp://gayteen17boy.tumblr.com/archive

h ttps://www.instagram.com/rmmatalon/
h ttps://www.instagram.com/ronishneior/
h ttps://www.instagram.com/666snacks666/
h ttps://www.instagram.com/keithboadwee/
h ttps://www.instagram.com/mallorymwedding/
h ttps://www.instagram.com/tuffcustomers/
h ttps://www.instagram.com/clare_gillen/

mods are deleting threads on halfchan quicked than communism ruins a state

(break your links, faggot)

Post last edited at 02/13/17 (Mon) 01:10:52  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:01:54 ID: add5ad No.9243320

>>9242485
old news. However the stuff happening to the guy and the fact police asked him to not come forward with it while not investigating is definately new.

Smart money news is gonna turn the busts into a "political prisoners of Trump" and "the new satanic panic" if Sessions really does take em down.

>>9243307
nigga you crazy no way im clicking that shit.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:02:02 ID: c10630 No.9243323 >>9243346

>>9243307
>all these unbroken links

Nigger what the fuck are you doing?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:02:44 ID: ee0bd7 No.9243331 >>9243394

A piece of my souls died when I first saw and heard this yesterday. That little arm. Is it handcuffed to the shower head? The kid sounds like he/she is in 
horrible pain. He's either being anally raped or being scalded with boiling hot water. Do you hear the man say "Turn it off yourself!"?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:04:51 ID: add5ad No.9243346 >>9243360 >>9243393

>>9243323

Is he trying to get the thread deleted for linking to CP, might be a good idea for mods to purge that post for saftey sake…  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:06:24 ID: ad2084 No.9243360 >>9243434 >>9243448

>>9243346
shitt im not trying to.. delete immediately then

just mods are acting like bitches at halfchan  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:09:31 ID: ee0bd7 No.9243386

This kid is being anally raped or scalded with hot water. Also, it looks like his hand is handcuffed to the shower head. Do you hear the perv shout "TURN 
IT OFF YOURSELF!"?  
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File (hide): 16cebd779075c89⋯.png (430.8 KB,
928x595, 928:595, 1286351623712.png)

File (hide): 4cf69c478e0af88⋯.png (419.53 KB,
1032x538, 516:269, 1237512831872.png)

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:09:59 ID: c10630 No.9243393 >>9243480 >>9254446

>>9243346
I just reported it asking for broken links. Theres nothing seemingly criminal going on but I haven't looked at every one. And feds can't v& you for stumbling 
on such content, it's when you save image as is when you can be prosecuted.

I found this interesting from the last link.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:09:59 ID: 11f47f No.9243394 >>9243585 >>9262323

>>9243331
There's a reason this is 
rampant in our society.
Required viewing.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:11:53 ID: ee0bd7 No.9243411

Forgot pic. Handcuffed to shower head?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:13:04 ID: c10630 No.9243434 >>9243480

File (hide): 477a8fa9372f487⋯.jpg (84.77 KB, 640x512, 5:4, 16d1ff01fab8e4fe1a8a0bbdde….jpg)

>>9243360
It's okay newfag, you just didn't 
know better, just take out the 
https:// next time.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:14:23 ID: add5ad No.9243448 >>9243473 >>9243480

>>9243360

Honest mistake I'm sure but at the very least break link to avoid accidental clicks. 

This is what I hate about our laws as they stand on this. Find the smoking gun? Congrats you're now a criminal for sure and gonna get locked up for 
doing the right thing, while we have to give the people distributing and producing all the time in the world to lawyer up and say "muh plausible deniability". 
Because not even a video of R kelly pissing on a 14 year old is enough to prove guilt.

Sorry, I get so angry about this shit. I'm too emotional. Just try and be a little more careful, think of your own safety too. I feel so helpless sometimes just 
going off of 2nd hand account when major finds happen because I am trying so hard not to accidently the law.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:16:51 ID: c10630 No.9243473

>>9243448
Yea, it sucks. Best you can do is log an archive and send in a tip through the proper channels using a vpn.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:17:18 ID: ad0efd No.9243477 >>9243701

>>9242829
Oh fuck off with Pastor Anderson. He promotes race mixing.  
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File (hide): 163d2062912085a⋯.png (414.43 KB,
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:17:37 ID: ad2084 No.9243480 >>9243492

>>9243434
will do

>>9243393
see how manhattan knights also commented?

also going through related artists came across this motherfucker pic rltd

>>9243448
im at a point where i dont fucking care anymore, just need to expose these parasites. cannot into computers so this is all i can do  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:19:08 ID: add5ad No.9243492

>>9243480

My Nigga  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:20:12 ID: 769a41 No.9243509 >>9243525 >>9244057

File (hide): 06a10aed6014336⋯.png (257.74 KB, 421x500, 421:500, scared_baseball.png)

>>9237521
S-should I save the webms posted 
here?  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:22:26 ID: c10630 No.9243525

>>9243509
It's not illegal technically. I downloaded them through a secondary source, they had been uploaded to youtube, not the website directly.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:23:33 ID: ad0efd No.9243536

>>9238544
Don't worry, your execution won't be as slow as theirs, we will give cowards like you a quick death.  

File (hide): bbed1f08addbb8a⋯.png (709.92 KB,
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File (hide): de5fbdee1236dd6⋯.png (354.32 KB,
936x605, 936:605, 1486934997336.png)

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:25:41 ID: ad2084 No.9243561 >>9243581 >>9257644 >>9258845 >>9260718

leads back to some fucking juden modern art museum

that666 fucker, what is he talking about? almodovar - faggot movie director, involved in panama paper scandals. maybe related, maybe not  
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Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:27:35 ID: 67a1e2 No.9243581 >>9244270 >>9257644 >>9258845

>>9243561
that says something along the lines of "my life is in danger" - spicspeak is rusty though  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:28:00 ID: add5ad No.9243585 >>9243725 >>9254962 >>9255177

>>9243394

I don't agree with /pol/ on everything, but fuck if /pol/ doesn't make a argument for their cases that holds water.

Every gay person I know has similar stories of being molested as children. EVERY SINGLE FUCKING ONE. 

Even Milo talks about getting diddled when he was a kid by a priest and DEFENDS it because he said he knew what he was doing. (on drunken 
peasants)

I remember when being a degenerate used to mean I drank a little too much on the weekends, got a bit too stoned, hooked up with a few too many 
chicks, watched a bit too much gore footage, went to too many concerts, and played my metal a bit too loud. 

I feel that degeneracy has gotten to an uncontrollable and detrimental to society point.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:29:56 ID: 15a499 No.9243599

sudden drop and a short stop for these child abusers. considering adding drawn and quartered as well.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:43:17 ID: 769a41 No.9243701 >>9246670

>>9243477
And Sam Hyde is a Jew.
No one's going to be 100% on the line, doesn't mean we should ignore everything they say completely.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:47:00 ID: 11f47f No.9243725 >>9244315 >>9244661 >>9253530 >>9255177

>>9243585
Wow. Didn't know this Milo video was out there 
but it doesn't surprise me one bit.  

Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 23:47:24 ID: f5d438 No.9243726

>>9242951
Not sure about Chrome, but I know in Firefox any time a download asks you where to save it, the download has already begun in the background and the 
data is going into a temporary files folder until you tell it where to permanently save the file. If the file is small then the download will have already finished 
by the time you've selected a location to save.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:09:43 ID: add5ad No.9243895

>>9238971

What the hell are you saving your napalm for that is so much more important than this case?

It's okay to splurge every now and again. Now is the time

>>9238971

Most likely freezing cold water. Cold minimized bruising and in one of the other videos there is a kid that is obviously freezing. 

Day of the rope when?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:19:31 ID: 0c7818 No.9243961 >>9244018

mods on 4chin aggressively deleting everything pizdagate related
davis seaman twitted about arrests tomorrow  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:26:13 ID: 15cd0f No.9244005

>>9238886
i hope this isn't some "art project" form of narrative control  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:27:21 ID: fe0290 No.9244018 >>9244080 >>9246528

File (hide): 860b25ffc803cc5⋯.jpg (126.95 KB, 1268x436, 317:109, pizzag8 mod ARG claim.jpg)

>>9243961
What I don't understand is where the certainty that it's nothing/ARG/LARP comes from? I remain open and 
skeptical, it's possibly just reaching but certainly weird enough to look into. The threads were deleted so fast 
it's strange, while threads explicitly not allowed by the sticky remain up for hours.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:27:38 ID: d99810 No.9244021 >>9244141 >>9247903

File (hide): 7a5a51f182d4ca7⋯.webm (6.93 MB, 452x480, 113:120, jacket_kill.webm) [play once] [loop]

So, now that we have bearings that it's probably a goon-tier ARG, why not instead of playing it we dig 
through and dox the fucker?
ARGs are generally made to be played along with, what if the players go straight for the throat instead of 
pandering to the creator's superiority complex?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:33:22 ID: 9c9d72 No.9244057

>>9243509
You'll be spooped by the spooky police but that's about it,

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:35:46 ID: d99810 No.9244080 >>9244230

>>9244018
To be honest, I'm not totally certain whether it is one or not, but having kept track of a couple it definitely stinks like one.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:36:29 ID: c7d2be No.9244082

RIGHT WING DEATH SQUADS WHEN????  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:42:03 ID: 4fafa7 No.9244125

>>9242951
It's 8ch's screencap feature shitting itself, nothing to worry about. Happened to me a few times, I saved the picture and it was a half broken cap of one of 
the threads I had open.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:43:38 ID: 4949c7 No.9244135 >>9244199 >>9244824

https://www.youtu    be.com/watch?v=6n_xCI-peq0  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:44:29 ID: add5ad No.9244141

>>9244021

i like the way you think. We find out it is a hacker leaving bread crumbs to the real podesta vids that locks him away we can throw him a hero parade and 
raise a legal fund so massive it would scare the entire state of isreal. 

We find its some pedo-goon who just drank their own piss on camera, and at best made a child act as if he was being brutally tortured and at worse 
actually tortured a kid… we can show them what a funny joke it is when their real info is attached. Im sure everyone will find their art sooooo funny.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:46:47 ID: e0d710 No.9244155

With new audio editing software like Adobe Audition, how TF can we go about proving the voices are real and not in fact placed there skilfully?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:48:41 ID: acefdd No.9244167
File (hide): 3e83996480f84c4⋯.png (463.43 KB, 1848x720, 77:30, 4.44pm.png)

Just FYI for 
any refugees 
coming here  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:51:02 ID: e0d710 No.9244182 >>9244230 >>9244335 >>9244357

>4chan /pol/ having all #pizzagate threads disappearing (CTRL-F "pizza") 
>Shit's about to hit the fan
>Incoming false flag to cover up arrests under AG SESSIONS
>Everyone get your ass into 8/pol/ NOW  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:53:56 ID: add5ad No.9244199 >>9244207 >>9244824

>>9244135

I want to copy and paste since its youtube and even if its illegal content I am not liable unless I download. But my psyche is kinda worn out from those 
world corp vids

What is the vid? Embed pl0x? 

>>9244135
You are right, however see the trayvon martin case when they analyzed audio to find out poor baby trayboon may not of been begging for mercy after all.

We'd need top teir equipment that even the most pc master race autist dont have. I will say this… in the world corp sound cloud songs there is a rapper 
that sounds the exact same as these vids. There is room for doubt. Until the video is not just snippets or someone puts it all together  its gonna remain 
unknown.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:55:23 ID: e0d710 No.9244207 >>9244583

>>9244199
It's I pet goat ii, sure everyones seen it here  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 00:57:57 ID: fe0290 No.9244230 >>9244424

>>9244182
Never actually spent any time here before, wasn't even banned just lurked the deleted threads hoping for some update on what was going on. Seeing the 
mods move so quick made me unnerved and I followed the punished OP here. Still not even convinced it's real, but wanted to see it explored to find out.
>>9244080
The only one I remember paying attention to was the MarbleHornets thing several years back, so I'm less familiar with the quality and look of more recent 
ones than you. Like I said, I just want to get a better picture one way or another and thought the mods dropping the hammer back home was strange.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:02:46 ID: e2350f No.9244270 >>9258845

>>9243581
No, the text he/she wrote on the phone says:

I'M BLEEDING TO DEATH!!!  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:09:21 ID: f81aa8 No.9244315

>>9243725
HOL-EE FUCKING SHIT. THAT EXPLAINS A LOT  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:11:36 ID: add5ad No.9244335 >>9244357

>>9244182

Wait, that bad? You are shitting me! They have censored them before but this adds up to me now.

People who have been lurkers that arent getting their hand dirty getting the weird fishing attempts and calls. They aren't doing a scatter shot cause they 
are that powerful, they are scatter shotting cause they are that desperate. 

Ya'll half channers wanna have some real fun, Make youtube videos about serious political topics leaning slightly left, and shove the father hood video in 
the middle.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:14:06 ID: acefdd No.9244357

>>9244335
>>9244182

Bump the Ron Calzone thread and see if discussion about the Calzone problem can be had.  
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File (hide):
db78c07fcfb6a1d⋯.png
(916.8 KB, 1896x3806, 948:1903,
fuck mods.png)

File (hide):
d0fb474055ef765⋯.jpg (3.62 MB,
4440x7292, 1110:1823, McCann compact
1.51.jpg)

File (hide):
b6b9b1f687317ef⋯.png (2.55 MB,
1708x2848, 427:712, Kuru.png)

File (hide): 0704ba5f4df59c0⋯.png (1.78 MB,
1403x1005, 1403:1005, Maxwell efit.png)

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:14:15 ID: 1c3c4f No.9244359 >>9244386 >>9244418 >>9246792 >>9269744

cuckchan is deleting pizzagate mods. weirdly its shortly after a connection to manhatten knights was discovered. got a few bans already for making a PG 
thread and telling people in other threads about it (1st pic)  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:19:36 ID: 5f8721 No.9244386 >>9244404 >>9244450

>>9244359
if it's bot, just avoid using pizzagate. Still, that worldcorpo shit is an ARG for me.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:19:41 ID: 07b547 No.9244387

>>9238735
Posted in another thread >>9243914 along with some of the same vids ITT. Funny how that other thread was being shilled by TRS at the very same time. 
A thread to inform anons that the makers of "destruction of daisy" have been arrested. Yeah, why not go in there and be an apologist for trs totally off 
topic.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:21:03 ID: f635aa No.9244394 >>9244416

That's completely fucked, when do we get to feed these people to fire ants?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:22:32 ID: 0da04b No.9244404

>>9244386
is there a way to avoid an ISP/IP range ban? seems they did that now kek  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:24:32 ID: f81aa8 No.9244416

>>9244394
Soon brother. Soon.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:24:56 ID: fbe4ba No.9244418 >>9244434

>>9244359
>deleting pizzagate mods
Is english not your first language?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:25:59 ID: d99810 No.9244424

>>9244230
It's definitely bizarre for something that's supposed to "just be" an ARG, for reference of other strange ones check out OTP-22 wiki for it should still be up 
and the Cicada 3301 breadcrumb trails.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:26:05 ID: 0da04b No.9244426

nope it isnt, but the mods isnt supposed to be their. was brain afk while typing, or deleted/added something without proofreading.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:26:50 ID: ec0fd1 No.9244431 >>9248378

File (hide): e0ad59fae401838⋯.jpg (34.24 KB, 613x757, 613:757, e0ad59fae40183842997a73cea….jpg)

>>9242671
It's fucking retards like you that always fuck up these OPs by posting holier-than-thou shit at these degenerates, like 
you're going to somehow shame them into incriminating themselves.  If anyone needs to slice their own throat, it's 
you, you fucking reddit trash.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:27:17 ID: 14430c No.9244434 >>9244443 >>9244583

File (hide): fe6ed7b1669cccf⋯.png (787.4 KB, 934x488, 467:244, 1486014729419.png)

>>9244418
cuck chan is eternally fucked. 
Is there anything witth this faggots jewtube?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnW7OT6Dkuw

UNCLE BIBI
Netanyahu To Release Evidence Of Washington Pedophile Ring
https://mainerepublicemailalert.com/2017/02/11/netanyahu-to-
release-evidence-of-washington-pedophile-ring/  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:28:02 ID: fbe4ba No.9244443 >>9244471

>>9244434
>Cuckchan is eternally fucked
>Just realizing this in Current Year 2  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:28:08 ID: d99810 No.9244444 >>9244447 >>9244470 >>9244509 >>9245010 >>9249925 >>9249964 >>9257875

Also to anybody coming from cuckchan, you're welcome to post whatever you have in these threads but you should probably lurk for a year or two before 
posting regularly, if you plan on staying.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:28:09 ID: fbe4ba No.9244445

Ahhhhhhh  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:28:30 ID: fbe4ba No.9244447

>>9244444
Nice digits, Anon.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:28:45 ID: 07b547 No.9244450 >>9244489

>>9244386
>ARG
>it's just an ARG

You keep saying that, same in  >>9243914 but what do you mean? Is that intended to shut down investigation? Nothing to see here it's just an ARG? 
Some ARGs are run by alphabets and exploit the naive and use them in dangerous situations or fuck with their head until they have a nervous 
breakdown? Ever heard of neurocam? It's mostly been wiped from the web but several people suffered massive breakdowns because of it.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:31:38 ID: f9375b No.9244470 >>9272303

>>9244444
cuckchan needs to fuck off back to cuckchan, those who stayed after 2014 have no right to post here. 
They knew where they were staying was cucked, and they stayed anyway. Those the kind of people you want here?  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:31:43 ID: 14430c No.9244471 >>9244482

File (hide): 079912065d966ba⋯.jpg (281.05 KB, 400x541, 400:541, NOARGUEMENT.jpg)

>>9244443
lol I have realized it for a while m8 but I stay on the front fucking lines for the most part. 

They are deleting pizzagate threads but I am sad this ever became pizza anything at all. Yeah cheese pizza makes 
since but I think there is some hiding what the elites are doing by using these comet pizza faggots.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:31:49 ID: 757a79 No.9244472 >>9249367

>>9238657

they were posted on X a while ago, (3 months or so) but were asked if they were related to pizzagate (iirc). The same channel had a bunch of shitty lo-fi 
music too, people dismissed it saying it was a dumb gimmick for getting views.

Doesn't mean its not podesta, the channel was kinda spoopy. but it definitely has been around for a few months.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:32:26 ID: dcf5e7 No.9244477

>>9243307
anyone look at these links yet?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:32:36 ID: f9375b No.9244482 >>9244518

>>9244471
>lol 
yep, it's cuckchan.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:33:24 ID: 5f8721 No.9244489 >>9244506 >>9244561 >>9244583

>>9244450
that's why I fucking stated "for me" because it's my opinion at least unless more evidence comes up to prove otherwise. I already stated that it's just like 
the shitty piano version of mickey mouse (suicide mouse) along with the copy pasta years ago. When I first watched it, my mind was already conditioned 
by the pasta, and I was conditioned to believing it's scary shit.

I'm also on the lurking mode atm and waiting for more videos from them.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:35:28 ID: f9375b No.9244506 >>9244561

>>9244489
Cicada was also "just an ARG"
I think these fuckers got caught and are trying to downplay it as muh gaems :^)
it's exactly the kind of infantile shit a pedo would pull after he's been exposed  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:35:38 ID: 78b6f2 No.9244509 >>9244538

File (hide): 6ab221b33d82875⋯.jpg (672.07 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 1271145241630.jpg)

>>9244444
Quints of truth. 

The inevitability is anons, 
we can't stop newfags, we 
can only guide them.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:36:28 ID: 14430c No.9244518 >>9244538 >>9245744

File (hide): 235a7d54c730931⋯.jpg (288.58 KB, 1242x1342, 621:671, 1486866339198.jpg)

>>9244482
Godspeed realChan hopefully the evidence finally gets to a point where it cannot be ignored and 
these faggot moloch worshippers are hung.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:36:29 ID: f81aa8 No.9244519 >>9244627 >>9250915

For all of you retards who need caught up

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1491256  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:39:12 ID: f9375b No.9244538

>>9244509
Cuckchanners and redditors are an entirely different entity than newfags. 
Newfags can learn our ways, cuckchanners will always have that initial disdain they felt for us during GG, and redditors/forum-users always bring their old 
ways here, look what happened with TRS.
Third-world websites have third-world users, don't welcome them here. 
>>9244518
It will eventually, keep following the money, keep digging.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:42:00 ID: 07b547 No.9244561 >>9244606 >>9244607 >>9244637

>>9244489
What about it exactly signals to you it's an ARG?

>>9244506
>I think these fuckers got caught and are trying to downplay it as muh gaems
This  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:43:49 ID: add5ad No.9244583 >>9244623

>>9244207
The fuck? No I haven't. What the fuck is it?

>>9244434 
From what I've been reading there seems to be a quiet internal war in Isreal of people who hate BIBI. 

>>9244489
It may be. However it doesn't mean it is not worth looking into. We can walk and chew gum at the same time. If anything to discredit this if it is fake.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:44:33 ID: 6a2f7d No.9244584
File (hide): df85621a8c276b5⋯.png (171.72 KB, 1626x389, 1626:389, untitl.png)

>>9237420 
(OP)  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:45:45 ID: deb937 No.9244598 >>9244638

>>9237420 (OP)
habbening?

https://twitter dot com/d_seaman/status/830889197699526656  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:46:30 ID: 5f8721 No.9244606 >>9244627

>>9244561
the other shit except the video with the child shouting is. All these shitty symbolism that leads nowhere.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:46:47 ID: f9375b No.9244607

>>9244561
Happened before, this channel was likely ran by a killer and when they got close to doxing him they were 
like "i'm a girl btw, stop being misogynist" and shut it all down. 
They had multiple references to cannibalism and human trafficking, one video implied they were using 
magazine ads to buy women.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:48:47 ID: e0d710 No.9244623

>>9244583
>Bush was reading a book called Pet Goat to school children whilst he received info twin towers were down 
>An (((Illuminati))) controlled film company called Heliofant (go figure) makes a film called I, Pet Goat II which contains a lot of clues and symbols 
apparently showing/predicting  9/11 II  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:49:07 ID: 07b547 No.9244627

>>9244519
I already had it bookmarked so it's definitely good.

>>9244606
OK, then agreed. Reminds me a bit of webm mason guy before he sorta learned to post.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:50:07 ID: add5ad No.9244637 >>9244887

>>9244561

>What signals ARG….
It is part of the unfinished half arg half creepy pasta Caillou ARG. Reign horror bot covers it in her video. 
Domain expires on april 1st
songs have a bunch of sam hyde references
etc.

However, if the rumors of cicada are true, this is their first attempt to be turned loose. That means these niggas have been waiting to wreck these scum 
for years.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:50:19 ID: 68e961 No.9244638 >>9272490

>>9244598
https://twitter.com/rogerjstonejr/status/830920445339770880
Roger Stone is teasing

And a Trump team member who did a Reddit AMA called Podesta a pedophile
https://twitter.com/Trumps1stMember/status/830902546537574400

It might just be fucking happening.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:52:52 ID: b6b2c8 No.9244661 >>9255177

>>9243725
I admit I enjoy the razzing Milo does of the left, he's so obtuse from their 'narrative' but this changes a lot.
Protecting another gay who was obviously preying on children?
WTF Milo!  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 01:59:51 ID: c9a2d5 No.9244751

>>9238544
>>9238611

you're full of shit, the timing of these releases fits with pizzagate  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:02:03 ID: aad11c No.9244780
File (hide): 078a91d3c1f5d44⋯.jpg (92.96 KB, 800x594, 400:297, missing_child_parents_susp….jpg)

>>9237480
I imagine that's Podesta "taking care" of Madeleine Mccann after 
he kidnapped her and became her new owner.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:06:13 ID: fe6a59 No.9244824

>>9244135
>>9244199

It's a pretty weird short animated movie with lot's of symbolism in it. It accurately depicts the WTC falling with the timed explosions on each floor as it 
descends amongst other things. Pretty fucked up, you probably saw it when it was new but you didn't think much of it at the time. I know I didn't.

Can't embed, already exists.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:06:24 ID: ec0fd1 No.9244826 >>9244847 >>9245006

>>9244764
If anything, you proved that he doesn't have a problem with race mixing.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:06:35 ID: 9bf3d3 No.9244827

>>9238611
link?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:09:22 ID: 62be49 No.9244847 >>9250251

>>9244826
That's how you have to argue with normalfags. he didn't say whether he personally was for it or against it
just cause he's not against it doesn't mean he's for it
>if he's not with us he's against us  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:12:58 ID: 01b20c No.9244887 >>9244910 >>9245055

>>9244637
>cicada

Second time ive seen this mentioned.  wtf is cicada?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:14:56 ID: c2cb5a No.9244910 >>9244946 >>9245055 >>9249311 >>9251388

>>9244887

Cicada 3301 is some organization that has released cryptographic puzzles on the chans that lead to real world locations with a purpose that remains 
unknown.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:17:47 ID: f81aa8 No.9244946

>>9244910

Find smart ppl and kill them lol  

File (hide): c70dde76fa2dcc7⋯.webm (3.82 MB,
320x180, 16:9, braincancer.webm) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): 7a9d1b7652e028f⋯.mp4 (5.64 MB,
640x360, 16:9, 911SatanIsrael.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:22:59 ID: 11f47f No.9245006

>>9244826
>>9244764
the antianderson shills remind me of the early antitrump shills. they don't want to admit the stuff he says is kekworthy because he passively challenges a 
subset of their beliefs. i.e. it's wrong to racemix by divine proclamation. 
no man just admit it. he redpills normies and is 100% right on the stuff he takes a hard stand on. Which includes homos, anti jew, holohoax, 9/11 truth etc.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:23:04 ID: 6d904f No.9245010

>>9244444
>>9233333
>>9222222  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:23:06 ID: 830582 No.9245011 >>9245174

Podesta confirmed for Pedo scum.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:23:37 ID: fdd90f No.9245015

do we have any shred of proof that video is real?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:26:41 ID: add5ad No.9245055

>>9244887
In reality, no one knows. in that respect >>9244910 is right

fbi anon says its a multiprong program that is ment to model the world in all possible realities, and emphasized economists are also highly recruited.

A few other people have been popping up saying it is an org that is to give whistleblowers a permanent structure for fighting back against corruption. 
Many of those people seem to magicly predict the future on 4chan posts.

The ARG for this "game" is super simplistic. most ARGs are real brain racking shit.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:30:00 ID: 07b547 No.9245088 >>9245111

>>9244872
>>236779 explains the discovery
>>9243914 anon digs  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:32:17 ID: 07b547 No.9245111

>>9244872
I'm fucking up my posting tonight
>>9245088
>>9236779  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:38:51 ID: d4483f No.9245174

>>9245011
a few months ago  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:43:27 ID: deb937 No.9245244

>>9237722
>Caillou
holy shit wtf is this shit. This is bizarre. I couldn't stop myself from laughing. I know it's sick but holy shit  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 02:49:43 ID: d99810 No.9245338 >>9245630

desist.mp4 is on Worldcorpo,  starts out as one of the shitty raps on there but turns into a threat.
http: //worldcorpo.net/con tent/video/desist.mp4
Also anybody know what the fuck is going on with their discord?  Is it just shitty rp or what?
>inb4 discord
Only installed that trash for this one time.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:03:12 ID: 1e9d2b No.9245534 >>9246511

why did liveleak nuke the videos?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:05:19 ID: 45777d No.9245564 >>9245616

another halfchan refugee here. As you probably know, mods there are pruning every pizza related thread for some reason. 

some idiots went to small abandoned chans to talk about it.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:06:58 ID: af0c5d No.9245592 >>9245611

>>9239473
What gun is that ?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:08:06 ID: d4483f No.9245611

>>9245592
a luger. as /pol/ack you should know this kind of weapon  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:08:33 ID: fe0290 No.9245616 >>9245654

>>9245564
I wish the mods responded as quickly to shitpost threads as they did pizzagate ones.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:09:19 ID: add5ad No.9245630 >>9245697

>>9245338
Post it here. I am not going to that site. I don't trust connecting to it.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:10:54 ID: d4483f No.9245654 >>9245711 >>9245728

File (hide): 51a84cbefa2857d⋯.png (1.15 MB, 1421x1582, 203:226, fucks sake.png)

>>9245616
at this point i wouldnt even be suprised if the mods are doing the shitposting themselves to gain some 
extrashekels by from brock and his pizzagang.
i already report every shitthread over there (pic related was all up at the same time yesterday) but nothing was 
deleted. but pizzagate was deleted after being 2 minutes up max  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:11:22 ID: d99810 No.9245661 >>9245666 >>9245736 >>9249945 >>9251913

PROGRESS
So, these fuckers made a couple of backup channels listed below
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj0FwLxhJ9EpfGlT5VxEc3w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtA3k2CfgKjM90_rSg5mLYw

Under vid related, the commenter hack_blastard said that they were the one to record the video.
Going to their channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCykhRZORxkMpG2R3cGHJ32A/feed
you can see that they subscribed to "Holy Hues", which has a real Heavy Breathing vibe to it, as well 
as having the same aesthetic as hack_blastard.
The one video that Holy Hues has is Hindbrain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ap9ccuwMoLg
where at 0:17 you can see the SAME FUCKING TUB that is used in deleted1 on one of the Worldcorp 
backup channels.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjknQZvCVYc

So, I think the best bet for figuring who these fucks are is to check out hack_blastard, they seem to have been the least careful.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:11:51 ID: d99810 No.9245666

>>9245661
Sorry for the shit formatting, typed it out in a hurry.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:13:58 ID: d99810 No.9245697

>>9245630
SrcbyDn

Also curious is how the domain only shows up on the main whois.net site and none of the third party ones I've looked at so far.  Am I fucking up 
somewhere or is it happening in general?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:14:47 ID: fe0290 No.9245711

>>9245654
>i already report every shitthread over there
I used to do that until I got a ban for abuse of the system.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:15:29 ID: 62be49 No.9245728

>>9245654
>mormon shill thread
wtf they shill here too  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:15:48 ID: d99810 No.9245736 >>9245903

>>9245661
Holy shit they're about as bad as normalfags when it comes to opsec.
https://twitter.com/hack_blastard  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:16:24 ID: d97713 No.9245744 >>9247129

>>9244518
I don't know why you degenerates save pics of these attention seeking whores.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:27:58 ID: d99810 No.9245903 >>9245909

File (hide): d52d77815257840⋯.png (120.66 KB, 279x312, 93:104, suspect.PNG)

>>9245736
We've got a name to start from.
hayden @texasdickhead is likely a friend of hack, and he retweeted another faggots gofundme for some 
deluded tranny named Nathan Bordeaux.
https://twitter.com/bedfordbabe75/status/798727415618998276
Keep following the shits on the street, and you'll find the street shitter.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:28:10 ID: d99810 No.9245909

>>9245903
fuck forgot to break link  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:46:54 ID: b69bdb No.9246163 >>9246670

>>9237711
Thanks asshole, now I accidentally got booted off /pol/nation for trying to share the link, well that is mostly my fault so…  

File (hide): a3d961f350e18e8⋯.jpg
(282.69 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, IMG_2217.JPG)

File (hide): 7e92c6dcccb8026⋯.jpg
(257.01 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, IMG_2218.JPG)

File (hide): 5c5191eac49562f⋯.jpg
(255.06 KB, 1536x2049, 512:683, IMG_2219.JPG)

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:51:52 ID: 90d3ba No.9246228 >>9257622

I'm so glad this thread is here.  I am horrified by listening to the video.  It sounds like skippy to me for sure. And the kid clearly is being tasered and 
answering John.  Not to mention the owner of the thread identifies the perp as John ___  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 03:53:37 ID: 14430c No.9246249 >>9246414

File (hide): 071d0cd9757bae2⋯.gif (2.03 MB, 304x226, 152:113, 1465793238231.gif)

Wikileaks is fake at this point right? They are bringing back up 911 shit? Lol - HOW 
ABOUT THIS FUCKING BOMBSHELL MY NIGS

http://news.findlaw.com/hdocs/docs/sextrade/upenncsec90701.pdf  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:06:16 ID: 7f0d41 No.9246414

>>9246249
Break your links queerbait  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:15:22 ID: add5ad No.9246511

>>9245534

Probably a DMCA from John Podesta. Top KEK!  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:16:25 ID: c04756 No.9246528 >>9246572 >>9246579

>>9244018

They have their own public website, youtube page, and discord server.  I literally spoke with them on voice chat with about 10 other complete strangers 
who came looking for pizzagate shit.  They're college-aged artfags and chan users making spoopy OC for shits and giggles.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:20:16 ID: d99810 No.9246572 >>9246750

>>9246528
Doesn't discount from the screaming kid shit, and other people with related projects seem to take a hard typical lefty urban faggot vibe along with them.
I doubt it's actually linked to pizzagate, but the whole thing is fucking weird.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:21:08 ID: add5ad No.9246579 >>9246750

>>9246528

Did you ask them why they drink their own piss out of the toilet? Seems a bit far to go for lulz. I mean you can smear shit all over yourself and call it a 
joke, but at the end of the day no ones laughing and you are still covered in shit.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:26:34 ID: d544e1 No.9246670

>>9238544
>trusting /x/
The new shill board owner bans you for posting happy merchant while letting "let's quite literally make shit up even the OP says to do this" threads stay. 
You really trust the management of that board to not allow disinfo threads and posts?

>>9243701
Speaking of disinfo, here's (((769a41))) with a little of his own.

>>9246163
>/pol/nation
Get out.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:28:59 ID: 43811d No.9246713 >>9246740 >>9247639

>>9237622
Why doesn´t God stop them then?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:31:20 ID: d4483f No.9246740 >>9247172 >>9247639

>>9246713
if god solves everything for us, why create us in the first place?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:32:12 ID: 5f8721 No.9246750 >>9246860

>>9246572
there's another video which isn't on their site (or might've been removed) but was already discussed by a youtuber which even showed the clip. Someone 
already embedded it in another thread but I'll link it in here for reference

https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=8rrTyRaoezw

>>9246579
you haven't lurked enough to see shit. there are brownpill shit threads or the autists proving that he's not a pedophile by fapping with his feces.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:35:04 ID: 43811d No.9246792

>>9244359
They spoke of Kuru in Scream Queens 2…  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:40:24 ID: add5ad No.9246860 >>9246923

>>9246750

Let me rephrase it. If it were just for the lulz, why do that?! I understand degenerate filth doing it, or people with no chance in hell of a legal defense being 
retards and doing it. 

But to troll? You become the butt of your own joke then.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:44:27 ID: 5f8721 No.9246923

>>9246860
>why do that?!
my only point is that there are crazy people out there with weird fetishes. What seems normal to them could seem like a troll for us.

Another thing is that the person involved might not have been them and is just random shit.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:45:45 ID: 7f0d41 No.9246940

The shape of podesta's palate and front teeth produce distinctive phonemes, his hesitant intonation and stutter arent unique but they are always 
noticeable. The shape of his mouth when he exclaims an A sound is reflexive and will not variate as much as his O's and E's. He is clumsily concealing 
an accent in public appearances.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:49:17 ID: 7f0d41 No.9246997

 gore and physical cruelty I can stomach a lot easier than the things that torturers say when they're getting their rush.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 04:58:14 ID: f82622 No.9247129
File (hide): 6b7249a0db69ce0⋯.jpg (64.21 KB, 970x712, 485:356, 6b7249a0db69ce02a6aae93e7b….jpg)

>>9245744
Checkin those dubs. Kek agrees, don't enable 
attention seeking whores. Don't give them your loosh.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:01:29 ID: 43811d No.9247172 >>9247432

>>9246740
He lets innocent children be sacrificed to forever burn in hell. He is a coward then.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:25:33 ID: c9a2d5 No.9247432
File (hide): 4c0a5e30405a2dd⋯.jpg (196.44 KB, 1200x800, 3:2, Defeating the enemy .jpg)

>>9247172
If he were to use his divine power to stop them, he would be required to stop all the other evil bullshit 
happening everywhere all the time. In other words he would have to stop time itself and give a final 
judgment of all human beings. 
Which is exactly what he is going to do, its just he is outside of time so he is giving us more time to fix our 
own act and acknowledge that He does in fact exist.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:25:40 ID: add5ad No.9247433 >>9266513

This world corp 
shit is weird.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:30:49 ID: add5ad No.9247482 >>9247506 >>9264734 >>9264752

Now I am unsure who they are trolling. At first I thought it was us, now I think 
they may be honestly trolling podesta and co.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:33:02 ID: f81aa8 No.9247506 >>9247552

>>9247482
Might have something to do with this:

https://www.yout      ube.com/watch?v=Vcd-yvudYSg  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:36:53 ID: ef4e69 No.9247547
File (hide): 988574cd4f3f27f⋯.jpg (5.42 KB, 271x186, 271:186, basedvaughn.jpg)

>>9237499
oh my fuck  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:37:30 ID: add5ad No.9247552 >>9247620

>>9247506

Yeah, he has always been buddy buddy with isreal. I've known that for a while despite how much /pol/ denies it…  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:41:04 ID: f3afd2 No.9247593 >>9250420 >>9266464

File (hide): e46ac8179219b3c⋯.jpg (80.8 KB, 630x385, 18:11, 962139.jpg)

>>9237812
>>9237812
>>9237812
>>9237812
CALL ME FUCKING CRAZY, BUT WASN'T THERE AN ORGANIZATION TIED TO RABBITS AROUND 
THAT ONE ABANDONED DAYCARE SUSPECTED TO BE INVOLVED IN A PEDO RING
>that one where reddit admins continually removed it
>had bright walls or something
>still unsolved

This has got to be something.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:43:42 ID: 73d707 No.9247620 >>9247634 >>9257666

>>9247552
I mean of course it's true, but it's hard to imagine anybody realistically taking power in the US without any jews on their side.  Not defending it, because I 
wish we'd just let Israel sink or swim on their own.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:45:32 ID: f81aa8 No.9247634 >>9257666

>>9247620

Israel should be nuked. By us. By a Jew-free government.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 05:46:06 ID: 79ef1b No.9247639 >>9247810

>>9246713
>>9246740
They already eternally hate God so him stopping them will have no meaning.

Think about the victim mentality on the left… the more a person they perceive as an oppressor tries to hurt them the more they feel justified and 
vindicated.

However give them a tiny sliver of time that they feel on top and where in the case of celebrities/politicians they are adored/revered… or at least accepted 
in the case of average people. Then when they are discovered for what they are by those they had become addicted to feeling like they ruled over and 
the torment is eternal because it can never be undone or forgotten by the only thing they've even slightly loved in their own fucked up way.

Part of what makes earth great is shit can happen as opposed to just being a perfectly scripted Disney ride that will bore anyone but the most retarded. 
Right now we're part of the cleanup process necessary to make life worth having at all.

That's one way of looking at it, but it requires considering there is much much more to what you have in store for you than this one life. Which is part of 
why so much of anon is dedicated to the concept of breaking the cycle this time.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:07:03 ID: 386e75 No.9247810 >>9247904

>>9247639
>the more a person they perceive as an oppressor tries to hurt them the more they feel justified and vindicated.
This perfectly describes Christians.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:07:08 ID: 867aec No.9247812 >>9247936

File (hide): 6116d1a44b08332⋯.png (570.13 KB, 637x630, 91:90, 6116d1a44b08332d831f6932d6….png)

Why was the webm of the alleged 
Pedesta video removed?? 

It was in this thread last night.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:18:02 ID: 16d709 No.9247897
File (hide): 2a7eed9c2242821⋯.jpg (48.64 KB, 750x428, 375:214, image.jpg)  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:18:36 ID: 80a407 No.9247903 >>9247939

>>9244021
Sauce for the webm pls  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:18:39 ID: 79ef1b No.9247904

>>9247810
Some of them sure, even more so in the current era, and some of them fall into the category of people that I lump into the "left" regardless of what they 
call themselves.

However some people genuinely are persecuted and are justified/vindicated later. If you ever dig into the full back story of what really happened with the 
Gay Cake Bakery story that is a case where the Christian was a genuine victim of an oppressive horde.

There are real and false victims in every demographic. What matters most is what the demographic's standards and teachings are rooted in even when 
they aren't applied perfectly. As I mentioned in the previous post… earth is a great place to be because shit happens… including us failing to live up to 
our ideals.

There are boundaries however for certain types of shit happening, such as violently/sexually abusing children (or anyone really), that carry eternal 
baggage. We appear to be living through the a period of time where it can and will be exposed so it can be flushed and return culture and the challenge of 
life to something sustainable again.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:21:25 ID: 073722 No.9247936 >>9248139

>>9247812
It's still in the OP, isn't it? Or are you talking about another video?

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:21:41 ID: d99810 No.9247939 >>9248196

>>9247903
I wish I knew.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:42:04 ID: c4d34e No.9248139

>>9247936
he might think it's one of the mp4s. It's fatherhood.webm  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:48:12 ID: 80a407 No.9248196 >>9248212

>>9247939
Holy shit I found it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBUDFR6Xz7M  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:49:32 ID: c4d34e No.9248212 >>9248252

>>9248196
why are you posting prank links in a thread about

CANNIBALIZED

RAPED

CHILDREN

?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:54:14 ID: 80a407 No.9248252 >>9248271

>>9248212
First of all, it's not a prank link.

Second, not everything discussed in a thread has to be relevant to OP's title, and I'm just sharing the source of a sick song I happened to stumble upon.

No harm done.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 06:55:41 ID: c4d34e No.9248271

>>9248252
oh sorry, mixed your thread up with the one about the .webm in the OP.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 07:05:50 ID: b724d9 No.9248378 >>9248813 >>9249258

>>9244431
>I didn't have the balls/intelligence to do what I think should be done so. i'm going to berate the guys who do and did for not doing exactly what I wanted
>Y..you too

It's a bunch of artfags who are degenerates and deserve death, but I didn't find any illegal shit, and there's nothing stopping you from figuring out how to 
infiltrate the discord, fag.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 07:12:13 ID: 867aec No.9248441 >>9248472 >>9250187

Podesta.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 07:15:55 ID: 6eee26 No.9248472 >>9248658 >>9257643

>>9248441
I'm holding my bible and my 22…

Please don't let this be what I think it is.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 07:31:48 ID: 7f0d41 No.9248658 >>9248765

>>9248472
Don't let it intimidate you  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 07:43:13 ID: 6eee26 No.9248765

>>9248658
I'm implying holy war. This is rage and focus, not fear.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 07:48:11 ID: 17f7b1 No.9248813

>>9248378

Art's cool though. Old morals can't come back, what we need is a new morality that is better than the new morals proposed by the left.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 07:57:15 ID: 2167a2 No.9248893 >>9249074 >>9249128 >>9249161 >>9255119 >>9258009

I'm trying to understand this, and realize I actually do a lot better than I thought. Children can be more vicious than niggers. In the right circumstances, 
they will set out to destroy a person's entire life as a joke. Being stuck around unsupervised children for the time you're growing up is hell. Stories from my 
own life and many others I've spoken to over the years only confirm this. When children bully, they are no better than demons. Consider the desire to 
harm in retaliation, whether to get at the children themselves or their parents who allowed it to happen. Children without adult supervision are just fucking 
atrociously ugly creatures. Vultures looking for an easy meal. How many lives have been destroyed through forcing one child to be locked in the same 
building as unsupervised vicious bullies for some 6-8 years? Every school that lacks adult guidance has one or two children who have been successfully 
unpersoned by the others and no longer have the right to speak, or, in one case, she no longer had the right to speak and had to stand a rock every 
recess that was "her rock" to avoid more (violent) abuse, followed by years of being considered worthless by default. That is what children do, and they 
do it regularly.

Personally, all of my hate and rage goes towards the incompetent degenerate adults who allow this to happen. However, given the right circumstances, it 
seems some adults just want the revenge instead, and nothing more. Someone like Podesta, I imagine, is just endlessly taking revenge on children for 
the immense harm he might have legitimately received. Of course, the point he decided to take it out on children is the point he lost his soul, but it really 
should not be underestimated how much children can warp a person by actively denying them up to as much as the first 20 years of their life just because 
they thought it would be funny.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:24:35 ID: 7f0d41 No.9249074 >>9249128 >>9249161

Looking into this a bit more, the two guys who made these videos have been known in artfag circles for a while, their original channel got shut down on 
YouTube and they started posting their vids on /x/ to get attention.
The guys don't care about the negative attention and won't reassure you when asked about it.

>>9248893
I wish that more people understood this dynamic.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:26:10 ID: 299bd1 No.9249085
File (hide): 0cafc4c8557f36b⋯.jpg (6.36 KB, 255x222, 85:74, kek flag.jpg)

>>92374
20 (OP)
Kek 
save us 
all.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:33:15 ID: 9d4dd2 No.9249128 >>9249161 >>9249175

File (hide): 6471d782c17d726⋯.png (126.87 KB, 235x204, 235:204, disdain.PNG)

>>9248893
>>9249074
Attempting to ascribe a rational explanation to such a monster as Podesta is futile and 
demeans and diminishes every one of his victims.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:38:53 ID: 79ef1b No.9249161 >>9249239

>>9248893
>>9249074
>>9249128
You missed the point anon. It's about having a rational understanding of what adults as the leaders and protectors of children before they become adults 
need to be on the lookout for.

No different than developing a rational explanation that once a culture has accepted Britney Spears as something to parade in front of children, those 
children are going to grow up and parade Miley Cyrus in front of their children, and those children are going to deliver the killing blow to their race.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:41:49 ID: 2167a2 No.9249175 >>9249239

>>9249128

They aren't "rational", it's simply an explanation of the mechanics that lead to the creation of such a person. And what the hell do you know about my 
parents, you cunt? Your niggardly attempt at fixing the problem will just allow it to come back over time. Take the white man's approach and make the 
problem non-existent through knowing from where it originates.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:52:54 ID: 9d4dd2 No.9249239
File (hide): 2cebdba496f12b1⋯.png (445.79 KB, 508x524, 127:131, remove.png)

>>9249161
>It's about having a rational understanding of what adults as the leaders and protectors of children before 
they become adults need to be on the lookout for.

I agree that having such an understanding is important. However in the case of such a broken individual as 
Podesta, it's not relevant. You are giving this piece of shit far too much credit. There are certain monsters that 
exist on this planet that defy rationale. They need only to be purged in righteous fire. Podesta and his ilk are 
one of these monsters.

>>9249175
>And what the hell do you know about my parents, you cunt?

No need to make this personal. I'm sorry for you if you were abused. My point is that you are wasting your 
time trying to analyze a monster that needs only to be exterminated. Some evils defy explanation and 
deserve nothing but cleansing fire.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:55:34 ID: 5cd6b0 No.9249258

>>9248378 
>HURR DUUR I M GONNA SHOW I'M A INTERNET TOUGH GUY AND LET THEM KNOW WE ARE ON THEIR ASSES BECAUSE FUCK I'M 
SMARTER THAN ANYONE AND DECIDED THERE IS NOTHING TO SEE BECAUSE I STOOD THERE 2 DAYS IN THEIR DISCORD SO THEY 
WARMED UP TO ME AND TOLD ME ALL THEIR SEKREEET.
>SEE HOW I'M A PARAGON OF MORALITY AND HAVE MORE BALLS THAN YOU XXDDDD
fellate your gun it will the best use you could make of it.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 08:57:43 ID: 415f6d No.9249270 >>9249293 >>9259531

File (hide): 92a92358cb9ea39⋯.jpg (71.31 KB, 600x600, 1:1, Edward Gibbon frowns at yo….jpg)

https://twitter.com/SarahKSi
lverman/status/2509815140

Say.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 09:00:12 ID: 79d5e2 No.9249293

>>9249270
this jewess is fucking crazy, one of the first ones for the rope  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 09:03:23 ID: d54508 No.9249311 >>9250674

>>9244910
I'm calling nonsense on that, what the fuck are anons supposed to do with that info? Storm into a  meadow or building with guns drawn?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 09:12:14 ID: c10630 No.9249367 >>9255845

>>9244472
Oh. So no proof.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 09:19:01 ID: ddd08d No.9249405

This worldcorpo shit is viral videos from a while ago. And that article on obamas doner was from 2014, his charges were dismissed in 2015. Fucking 
faggots making me look bad for falling for your shit and reposting it.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 09:40:41 ID: d6b6e2 No.9249530

>>9243307

Break your links, you jungle-nigger! And stop posting such shit in the first way.DOTR  
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File (hide):
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 10:17:49 ID: 296f14 No.9249687 >>9250954

>>9237420 (OP)
>>9237521
Where the fuck is Trumps equivalent of the Ordo Hereticus when we need them. We must cleanse all of the heretics

ALL OF THEM  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 11:30:34 ID: 8955e6 No.9249901
File (hide): 9a74f7b7118a2f4⋯.jpg (42.45 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, romanstatue.jpg)

Workers of iniquity get their 
heads and genitals 
pulverized en route to Hell.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 11:38:32 ID: 617383 No.9249925

>>9238876
>is Peter Sotos guy was involved in the Chicago industrial music scene in the late 80's, early 90's. I believe he was arrested for being a kiddie fucker
>
>▶Anonymous  02/12/17 (Sun) 02:15:07 c10630 No.9238767
>
>>>9238735
>>9244444
checked  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 11:43:01 ID: 000000 No.9249945 >>9250577

>>9245661
Banner on second channel reads:
"God damnit I don't give a fuck if it's fake or not! Someone call the fucking cops, that child's screams were absolutely gut wrenching!"

Seems like obvious troll, guy takes pride in the upset it's been causing. Not 100% to discount the legitimacy. Also a comment referring to channel as 
backup "in case 'normies' flag it down again." 4chan insider troll probably.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 11:48:21 ID: 5ee3d5 No.9249964

Just a warning, if you notice shitty posting it's because cuckchan is banning pizzagate threads.  

TO ALL NEWFAGS

SEE THIS POST: >>9244444  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 12:18:41 ID: 000000 No.9250067 >>9250176 >>9250193 >>9251328 >>9264845

Did bit of digging on the alter-ego anyhow, seems like a good lead. Some evidence to 
suggest Podesta legit has a violent "alter-ego"/DID. And general creepy info. Bunch
more on wikileaks mails discussing "Skippy," monitoring press for negative coverage too.

Skippy’ Podesta, Your Projection In The Service of Tyranny is Showing [2013]
h ttp://clashdaily.com/2013/12/skippy-podesta-projection-service-tyranny-showing/

>First, we learned that Podesta has quite a temper, so much so that staffers created
>a nickname for his dark side, “Skippy.” And the other big revelation: Skippy no like 
>conservatives.
>A radical leftist, imprisoned by ideology and therefore incapable of critical thinking, who is
>attempting to rescue the presidency of a man swept into office by a media-created cult of 
>personality, is demonizing his political opponents by accusing them of being in a cult? 

The Shadow President - The New Republic [2008]
h ttp://www.enoughproject.org/news/shadow-president-tnrcom

>Skippy is the name–coined during Podesta's years as a top Clinton White House
>staffer–for Podesta's evil alter ego. Skippy is cutting, acerbic, impatient, and 
>doesn't suffer fools gladly. Skippy will gladly tell you when you don't know what 
>the hell you're talking about. And so, before arriving at a meeting to brief Podesta
>on some issue of importance, CAP staffers will nervously confer with one another.
>"I really want to avoid Skippy tomorrow," they might say, checking to make sure 
>their presentations are solid enough to avoid provoking Podesta's anger.

How the Podesta Brothers Rose From the 39th Ward to the White House [2013]
h ttp://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/Felsenthal-Files/December-2013/How-the-Podesta-Brothers-Rose-From-the-39th-Ward-to-the-White-
House/
>Mentions of 'Skippy' and Podesta bros long-term relationship with convicted pedo Hastert.

Follow the dark money to find what John Podesta is up to in the White House [2014]
h ttp://www.washingtonexaminer.com/follow-the-dark-money-to-find-what-john-podesta-is-up-to-in-the-white-house/article/2541895
>Interesting research showing how CAP works as a kind of money-laundering scheme for globalist agendas.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 12:47:59 ID: 181b74 No.9250176 >>9250823 >>9251829 >>9261173

File (hide): 618d8b844cbb8ff⋯.jpg (31.85 KB, 320x240, 4:3, podesta_skippy.JPG)

>>9250067
Pic related, apparently Podesta during his 
"Skippy" alter.
Haven't seen this one before, from wikileaks:
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/14164  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 12:50:30 ID: add5ad No.9250187

>>9248441

Spread this shit to normies. Be an asshole and link it in groups or as a comment in news articles. Say PizzaGAY isn't real. Also be sure to mention that 
the Obama administration never hired pedophiles EVER and to stop spreading such an evil lie. Video related…  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 12:51:20 ID: 5fa96d No.9250193 >>9250691 >>9251311 >>9260045

>>9250067

This idea of elites having Alter-egos is very commonplace.
We might have called it demonic possession in the past. I believe the phenomena to be contestant with split personality disorder, which we know can be 
induced through trauma especially as a child.

Here's Nikki Minaj talking about her Alter 'Roman' in an interveiw.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 13:02:58 ID: 6cc4d3 No.9250251 >>9250726

>>9244847
>Marries an Aryan to a nigger
>He's just pretending to be ok with race mixing though 
Fuck off anon. I'm not sure of you're intentionally derailing the thread but I can't let that stand. He's not just made a few pro miscegenation remarks, he's 
personally performed marriage ceremonies for interracial couples.

Keep that faggot on >>>/Christian/  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 13:41:34 ID: 2ad0c8 No.9250420

>>9247593
Salt Lake City daycare center
FunTime kidz or something… archived threads abound…  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 14:12:35 ID: 412fc0 No.9250577 >>9250675

>>9249945
Jesus Fucking Christ… The youtube channels were made by people doing the 'investigating', as a means to archive and backup what they have found in 
case the source goes missing  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 14:29:40 ID: fe6a59 No.9250674 >>9263184

>>9249311
I remember reading about someone who solved a geo-puzzle and went to the location and has since been missing. Dunno if that puzzle was made by 
Cicada 3301 or not.

It makes perfect sense to me that they would want to either recruit or kill the best of anons. 
"The best of the goyim should be killed, just as the best of snakes should have it's head cut off."  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 14:29:42 ID: 000000 No.9250675

>>9250577
Nope. Videos uploaded from up to year ago prove you wrong. Channel is run by the same "WorldCorp" as the original.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 14:31:27 ID: f08ea6 No.9250691

>>9250193
So basically, there is a chain of command when it comes to MKULTRA? 
>The elite at the top and behind the curtain has their little playtoys
>These playtoys are used in pop culture and in the music industry
>They can be "activated" by the pawns of the elite that work in politics too
>These pawns are higher up in the chain of command
>They know about MKULTRA and worship satanic entities, they also do spirit cooking and other satanic practices
>Although they don´t know it, they also have alters to implant certain new agendas or information, to hide where the information came from
>"Skippy" is such an alter  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 14:36:30 ID: fe6a59 No.9250726

>>9250251
So? Are you fucking retarded? Him being ok with race-mixing does not automatically invalidate everything he says on other subjects.

But sure, let's reject everyone that doesn't agree with us to a hundred percent. That will probably help our cause!  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 14:53:18 ID: bf064d No.9250823

>>9250176
He looks like an emo teenager. What a faggot  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:02:57 ID: 5beec8 No.9250869
File (hide): 0bbee29ce804969⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 61.99 KB, 398x666, 199:333, 0013.jpg)

explore this vast website for more information, it will 
help give context

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_s
ociopol_mindcon02.htm  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:06:38 ID: e9cd08 No.9250891 >>9250933 >>9256800  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:08:30 ID: 3c4c06 No.9250903 >>9251252

File (hide): 4d7332408360564⋯.png (360.52 KB, 660x574, 330:287, 86427642864286289.png)

I wish there weren't so many david icke retards trying to chime in on pizzagate. If there weren't so many 
fucking spastics saying absolutely braindead tinfoil shit we'd be a lot further to getting to the truth.

People need to stop saying that every pedo ring arrest is linked to pizzagate. And the shit where people post 
threads saying "OMG GUATEMALAN FOOTBALL TEAM SHIRT HAS DA TRIANGLE BOYLOVER 
SYMBOL" is serious fucking cancer, it's simply potheads trying to feel special.

And the people quoting that cuckchan post that says hotdog = boy pizza = girl walnut = black boy or 
whatever, they're fucking runts who were dropped on their head as a baby - that was a shitposter making 
stuff up.

I am certain that Alefantis & Co are pedos - the photos on the instagram, the Tony Podesta pedo art, the 
weird lying about the basement, The DOJ chief Arun Rao liking the pictures of the kids, much more here 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1497611

But the amount of people who are trying to assign meaning to random shit is infuriating. If you're doing this you're either dogshit stupid or you're doing it 
for some sort of buzz. If you're doing this shit as some sort of not-serious roleplaying thing, you're sick in the head, this is about child abuse.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:10:27 ID: 53d0f4 No.9250915
File (hide): 4b84bf20f7da626⋯.png (1.01 MB, 1280x1120, 8:7, ClipboardImage.png)

>>9244519  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:15:21 ID: 3c4c06 No.9250933

>>9250891
(im kind of going against what I just complained about but)
Harry Shearer is a Bohemian Grove member. He made a film about Bohemian Grove https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teddy_Bears%27_Picnic_(film) in order 
to give the impression it was harmless fun after Alex Jones smuggled out footage of weird human sacrifice shit.

The Simpsons these days is the most jewed out shit I've ever seen, I wouldn't be surprised if they made this animation to gaslight specifically about that 
podesta email. They've been including autistically specific political references during the election.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:20:07 ID: f81aa8 No.9250954 >>9256431

>>9249687
Trump is a Jew. I don't know what you are expecting from him.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:20:21 ID: f08ea6 No.9250957 >>9250966 >>9251263 >>9251523 >>9252793 >>9253535

File (hide): 9ab38b822b1a980⋯.jpg (253.57 KB, 750x494, 375:247, flowershop.jpg)

Found something suspicious:

Dear Mr. Podesta:
I had the opportunity to see Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo" on the big screen in a theater here in New York 
recently, and subtly discernible in the film – on the window of a flower store where Kim Novak buys a 
bouquet – is the store name Podesta Bocchino. The film is set in San Francisco.
I thought I'd share this cinematic tidbit in the event it's news to you.

Respectfully,
Adam E.B. Brecht

http://    wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5269

Bocchino literally means blowjob.

The actual name of the florist is 
>pic related

Podestas answer (he rarely answers):
When I lived in the Bay Area, people routinely asked me if I was related to the Podesta florist family.

Can someone decode this?  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:22:01 ID: 5ee3d5 No.9250966 >>9250977 >>9250983

>>9250957

Colloquially bocchino does mean blowjob, but literally bocchino means 'little mouth'.  

t. italian speaker  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:24:00 ID: f08ea6 No.9250977 >>9250983

>>9250966
Both things are suspicious.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:25:25 ID: f08ea6 No.9250983 >>9251024

>>9250966
>>9250977
What is Kek trying to tell us?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 15:32:52 ID: ec0fd1 No.9251024

>>9250983
To shoot them.

Shoot them both.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:05:17 ID: f526cb No.9251252 >>9251283 >>9251706 >>9251741

>>9250903
>But the amount of people who are trying to assign meaning to random shit is infuriating. If you're doing this you're either dogshit stupid or you're doing it 
for some sort of buzz. If you're doing this shit as some sort of not-serious roleplaying thing, you're sick in the head, this is about child abuse.

I agree, and I think some of it is people trying to throw ridiculous speculations into the mix to try to discredit the whole thing. And even the term 'pizzagate' 
is kind of misleading, it should be 'pedogate'. If Alefantis and his friends are guilty of real crimes then they must have cleaned up their places by now and 
you won't find any real evidence. There's a good reason why investigations aren't done in public on the internet. I hope the DHS investigators who 
arrested that pedo rugby player have enough evidence to arrest other people but if you were to ask them they'll tell you it would have been better if there 
hadn't been so much buzz on the internet because the pedos in DC are going to be much more cautious now.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:08:30 ID: f526cb No.9251263 >>9251287

>>9250957

Who is "Adam E.B. Brecht" ?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:12:14 ID: 3c4c06 No.9251283

>>9251252
I think the best bet would be bullying the tinfoilers in the voat pizzagate sub until they leave. They're totally fucked and will literally believe any conspiracy 
theory. Get rid of them and the quality of the research will improve.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:12:53 ID: f08ea6 No.9251287

>>9251263
There is a link to his homepage on the wikileaks page.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:18:52 ID: ba3cd5 No.9251311 >>9256695

>>9250193
high-profile artists in their insulated bubbles with teams of attorneys and paid entourage to protect their financial interests go crazy on their own.  they 
don't need mkultra to help them.  

this woman hasn't bought a bag of groceries or paid a bill in like ten years.  she's on another planet, being coddled by symbiotes.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:22:43 ID: 9b0d25 No.9251328
File (hide): 2885eee272e771f⋯.jpg (9.48 KB, 480x360, 4:3, hqdefault.jpg)

>>9250067

>Some evidence to 
suggest Podesta legit has 
a violent "alter-ego"/DID.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:31:20 ID: 678c16 No.9251375 >>9267863

>>9237499
doesn't sound like him at all, in OPs vid the man has a heavy jew accent  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:33:12 ID: 6e687b No.9251388 >>9251442 >>9256161

>>9244910
If fbianon is to be believed then Cicada is a Pentagon initiative to recruit useful individuals for some plan. I don't remember the rest.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:42:05 ID: 7a397e No.9251442

>>9251388
If nothing else, Cicada was useful for finding people who were good at unraveling encoded data in otherwise innocuous displays with an identifying 
symbol.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 16:56:06 ID: 5fa96d No.9251523 >>9251614 >>9254257

File (hide): 216f82f23669202⋯.jpg (619.16 KB, 3051x2480, 3051:2480, 1349204311348.jpg)

>>9250957

Not to mention James Alefantis, 
Who's name Bares a very close 
resemblance 
J'aime des enfants (I like 
Children)  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:07:06 ID: 3c4c06 No.9251593

David Seaman is a Weird Twitter sociopath who is just trying to make money off idiots and hasn't contributed shit  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:10:19 ID: f08ea6 No.9251614

>>9251523
Jon Podesta = Pedo at jons = Pedo on jats (just about the sex)  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:14:07 ID: 535a2e No.9251646

>>9243307
MAKE SOME NOISE  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:22:43 ID: 8af4c0 No.9251706
File (hide): d085ce230ba6ab6⋯.jpg (8.75 KB, 240x210, 8:7, Goat Head Pizza.jpg)

>>9251252
Yes goy, divide and conquer, purge all normie interest.

It has to stay #Pizzagate, it is a stupid name but it's caught the publics attention. To change the name 
would be like changing Coca-Cola's branding. 

Sure it's not just about a pizza shop, but the meme has snowballed and to scrap everything based on the 
name being silly is ludicrous.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:26:55 ID: 7a397e No.9251741 >>9254302

File (hide): 84377b58870f0df⋯.jpg (69.05 KB, 500x522, 250:261, mmemes.jpg)

>>9251252
Your opinion on 
memes is noted.

And disregarded.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:41:58 ID: 6f3153 No.9251825 >>9251983 >>9251993

File (hide): 9ba09bbe415b9e9⋯.jpg (16.16 KB, 255x255, 1:1, 1443308565404.jpg)

>>9243307
>mod action
Y'know, a word filter could 
break unbroken links if it's 
that big of a deal.

Filter .com to . com and .org 
to . org and keep going until 
satisfied.
It's that fucking easy.  

noko  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:42:16 ID: ba76ba No.9251829 >>9251845 >>9253173 >>9256463

>>9250176

*Tamara Keith @tamarakeithNPR*
>>> "Usually cheerful, @johnpodesta has a profane alter ego nicknamed Skippy
>>> you don’t want to meet." @agearan washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-pol…
>>> #nprreads

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/55807  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:43:49 ID: 6f3153 No.9251845
File (hide): 1fde20166d413ae⋯.jpg (27.87 KB, 410x396, 205:198, 1384832781753.jpg)

>>9251829
>noko goes in all 
fields  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:44:35 ID: 3c4c06 No.9251856 >>9251863 >>9251979 >>9252016

File (hide): d9f8a82abb8889c⋯.png (873.01 KB, 582x806, 291:403, 7562475428642864289.png)

Holy fuck I just found out this is a book by David Seaman.

I never trusted the cunt and don't know why anyone did. But I wasn't certain for sure 
that he was a sociopath scammer.

This fucker should be curbstomped.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:45:08 ID: 3c4c06 No.9251863 >>9251979 >>9252016

>>9251856
*look at the bottom tagline  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:50:34 ID: edd587 No.9251913

>>9245661
What's he saying? Can we get some audio analysis going on?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:58:13 ID: 8af4c0 No.9251979 >>9252016 >>9252038

File (hide): e58b572e13f8979⋯.jpg (163.62 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, SwannSong.jpg)

>>9251856
>>9251863

The book is out of print.
David Seaman has a following, hence these desperate attempts to discredit him. The guy is at serious risk 
of being v&, and is being utterly black listed from all media entities, doesn't really line up with this shill 
narrative that he's a scammer.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:58:30 ID: fe6a59 No.9251983 >>9251993 >>9252056

>>9251825
This would also make newfags fit in easier without lurking first.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 17:59:16 ID: fe6a59 No.9251993 >>9252056

>>9251825
>>9251983
Which would be a fucking disaster.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:02:24 ID: 8af4c0 No.9252016 >>9252047 >>9256537

File (hide): 466ab024cfcff47⋯.jpg (16.22 KB, 300x300, 1:1, 1486428806531.jpg)

>>9251856
>>9251863
>>9251979

Also his twitter is getting hit hard with trolls right as we speak, which would explain why we're seeing 
posts like these right now. 

Some shills are currently on Seaman duty, so they're covering all bases. Hopefully after lunch they'll 
be assigned something else off the white board.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:04:57 ID: 3c4c06 No.9252038 >>9252088 >>9256537

>>9251979
You are David Seaman and a scamming kike faggot.

You coast by on niggerbrained retards thinking you're an actual journalist because you made user blog entries on HuffPo. 

All you do is repeat information you read on chans and voat and flat out lie about upcoming happenings to get attention so people donate to your patreon. 
You are a fucking faggot weird twitter cunt and you're not going to safely live off that money because people are becoming aware.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:05:37 ID: c9a1b7 No.9252047 >>9252088

>>9252016
>posts like these
>your own  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:06:46 ID: fba673 No.9252056

>>9251993
>>9251983
Right. Because a half dozen REEE posts which devolve into everyone being called a shill every other time someone doesn't break a link is far better.
But, hey, at least it gives phonefags a way to feel like they're contributing.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:09:58 ID: 8af4c0 No.9252088 >>9252112 >>9256509

File (hide): 88106e150e55108⋯.jpg (296.22 KB, 686x385, 98:55, SoonGuysRealSoon.jpg)

>>9252038

Seaman's videos aren't anything to crow about, but he's a man with a reach talking about Pizza. That's 
enough to get him a few Nerd-Virgins assigned to his detail. Remember to get your veggies as WeThePizza 
is not a balanced diet.

>>9252047

I highlighted my own post for ease of communication.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:12:26 ID: 3c4c06 No.9252112

>>9252088
You're not fooling me you bug yid

If you think you can just keep that money and this will all blow over you're dead wrong, too many people are figuring out that you're a scammer  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:14:48 ID: 092994 No.9252124

>>9237420 (OP)

that has to be the most disturbing shit i have ever heard.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:35:01 ID: 8e2858 No.9252285 >>9252379 >>9252398 >>9256102 >>9256662

File (hide): dd08bad0f5d6063⋯.jpg (133.76 KB, 637x786, 637:786, SimpsonsKnewIt.jpg)

worldcorpo.net is now down! Whats going on here?  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:37:36 ID: 8e2858 No.9252311 >>9252379

one mans garbage is another mans trash
i cant even drive my car without being smashed
it would be a blessing if i could just crash
who even gives a fuck i spent all of my cash
found me in a pool of vomit face down in the grass
hard for me to keep up with how many minutes passed
didn't say bye to my kids when i seen them last 
tell the lord he can take me now just make it fast

on a side note
i even smile everytime i see blood in my piss
cant wait to die so leave the blood on my dick
if he has an issue leave him with blood in his spit
cause i dont care enough to wash the blood off my fists
my lawyers to hunt them down with the cease and desist
sent in the goonbs if he tries to resist
if he wants to try and fight it add him to the list
as soon we step into court the case is dismissed
and you bet he aint just leaving with a slap on the wrist
because my lawyers work wondersthey know all the tricks
on his way out tell him that people like you make me sick
now hes in debt to me cause he thought he was slick
in the slammer i hope the guards beat him with a stick
i think i should have just caved his skull in with a brick
when he gets out of prison they might find him dead quick
thats what happens if my corporation catches you slip

but in the meantime while hes in jail behind bars
locate his family and find out where they are
send the worldcorp goons to plant a bomb in their car
even if it doesn't blow well they wont get far
the ceo leans back and puffs on a cigar
wcep: a mix of walmart and escobar
theyll shoot both his kids leave his wife in the reservior  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:46:03 ID: 8e2858 No.9252379

>>9252311
>>9252285
Its back up now. Tread carefully.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:47:32 ID: f08ea6 No.9252398 >>9256102 >>9257018

>>9252285
The fuck? Was Pizzagate a PsyOp??? How did the writers of the Simpsons know that it would get leaked?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 18:52:24 ID: a3e1f4 No.9252452

http://www. worldcorpo. net/content/video/  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 19:08:10 ID: b094c1 No.9252586 >>9257470

File (hide): 1c24e0cec85a90e⋯.png (13.23 KB, 500x140, 25:7, 2017-02-13_17-45-22-00.png)

This is who is behind or at least one of the people involved in producing Worldcorp Enterprises, if you check 
his Instagram & those associated with him you'll find clues which connect them to the content.

YouTube -> /channel/UCykhRZORxkMpG2R3cGHJ32A  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 19:19:43 ID: 5f69a3 No.9252727 >>9252874 >>9256662

File (hide): adb4140e9ecbc42⋯.png (132.43 KB, 877x553, 877:553, email.png)

h 
ttp://worldcorpo.net/content/
images/email.png

what video they refer to and 
what

>pleasre ingb usines

means, suggesting a 
business mail might be 

written that sloppy at all.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 19:24:41 ID: 515e06 No.9252793 >>9253535

>>9250957
>Adam E.B. Brecht

Guys, the Gematria value is the same as  King Mulatto . . . See if he was in NYC within a month of that. 

http://www.gematrix.org/?word=Adam+E+B++Brecht  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 19:29:26 ID: e2350f No.9252874

>>9252727
Nice 2 digit dubs.

>pleasre ingb usines
>pleasureing business
>missing letters are 'u', and 's'
>'us'  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 19:47:10 ID: 8e2858 No.9253117

Look's jewtube channel has been been closed. Did anyone save the videos from there?  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 19:53:06 ID: 0cf8b8 No.9253173
File (hide): cf658a3512ebedf⋯.jpg (12.22 KB, 225x225, 1:1, 4bfef8385d0ce522b48d3e4c26….jpg)

>>9251829
Wait….. This is some MK Ultra / Trauma Based Dissociative Identity Disorder shit.  

Was John Podesta tortured as a child himself, that he too has a different identity???  

I'm not excusing his actions,…. but if so, whoever brain washed him, might be dead, but it might lead to other evil 
people that are in power now, that are also brainwashed.  

WE HAVE TO DIG DEEPER  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 20:29:49 ID: 0251d4 No.9253530

>>9243725
Never trust a faggot. Most of them are ethically unclean.  
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emailid5269 BHO in NYC two days prior to see Vertigo on the big screen Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 20:29:58 ID: 515e06 No.9253535 >>9253765

File (hide): 1cdb8a7c258cd30⋯.png (70.5 KB, 954x469, 954:469, March152014NOTUS.png)

>>9252793
>>9250957
> wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5269
>Adam EB Brecht to Podesta
>Vertigo florist, Podesta Baldocchi question

Slight tinfoil, bear with me:

Nog-in-Chief was in NYC two days prior to that email, 'saw Vertigo recently in NY'.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_presidential_trips_made_by_Barack_Obama_during_2014#March

Adding "Mahdi" to Barack H Obama gives an equal Jewish gematria value as Adam EB Brecht, as in "Al-Mahdi" Caliph of the end times Caliphate in 
Islamic prophecy. 

This specific formation omits "al-" and the full middle name, rendering it 666 in ENGLISH gematria (Al Madhi effectively the Antichrist, so aiming for this 
value of 241: 666 in Hebrew and English respectively would be desirable.)
>We know BHO knew about the server, and communicated with it under pseudonyms, and other email accounts

http://www.gematrix.org/?word=Adam+EB+Brecht
>link will show the value for the various aforementioned  as well, just look down

Al-Mahdi/BHO documentary (limited use, but decent enough overviewwith footage of him well enough.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1441&v=FuFaiowZITI

Pen Names within the DNC/Podesta emails:
– Given spirit cooking Kabbala horseshit, gematria is a likely tool with which to form occultically 'meaningful' pseudonyms which between Podesta alt of 
"Skippy", reports of HRC having one "The Cunt", Jaime Elephantitus' French acrostic ect. ect. 
>Ought to test  non-entities' names within the emails against their Hebraic gematria value, and weigh them against the different values of his name, full 
and otherwise. If they buy into the occult horseshit, they all might form pseudonyms using it as well. 

Miscellany:
Mahdi Barack H Obama : 410 in Hebrew, 666 in English – 
>potential Aleister Crowley link to via (Sepher) Sephiroth [book], Eye, and Lust all with the same value Hebraic value.

On a lighter note, Shadilay and Supreme Being share 533 (Hebraic gematria).  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 20:36:44 ID: b89b92 No.9253589 >>9254225 >>9256662

File (hide): 0995fafcfe2f4fa⋯.png (60.56 KB, 963x581, 963:581, sandusky-pedo-family.png)

Jerry Sandusky's son  
Jeffrey charged with  
child sexual abuse
Is it happening?
https://archive.is/ietgL  

Adam EB Brecht sole political XP serving as aide to 2 NY REPUBLICAN Senators Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 21:00:00 ID: 515e06 No.9253765

>>9253535
From Adam EB Brecht's site, http://www.adambrecht.com/ :  
"aide to former US Senators  US Senator John Heinz, and Alphonse D'Amato"

1. BOTH were REPUBLICAN. 
2. WHY is he cozy with Clinton fixer, John Podesta?

3. HEINZ  in bizarre flight circumstances (landing gear problem; offered assistance to inspect it by nearby helicopter; collision ensues; Heinz, and 6 others 
- including 2 children) died  http://www.nytimes.com/1991/04/05/us/senator-heinz-and-6-others-killed-in-midair-crash-near-philadelphia.html

4. Funeral attended by BUSH SR and DAN QUAYLE
5. It's suggested elsewhere in the emails that JFK Jr.'s plane crash was 'signature' HRC (assassination.)  http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/a-history-of-
political-plane-crashes

6. BUCKLE UP BUCKAROO: "Heinz's widow, TERESA HEINZ, in 1995 MARRIED Heinz's U.S. Senate colleague and future Secretary of State JOHN 
KERRY."

7. With Heinz' death, and after D'Amato's defeat by CHUCK SCHUMER in 1999, the NY Senate has been Democrat run ever since. 

8. Amato starred in The Devil's Advocate in 1997 https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/The_Devil's_Advocate_(1997_film) 

9. Penned book detailing his role in the WHITEWATER (*cough* Clintons) in Power, Pasta, Politics, https://www.amazon.com/Power-Pasta-Politics-
According-Senator/dp/0786860456  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 22:01:36 ID: 1bcf0c No.9254225
File (hide): 6637d70ebb0051a⋯.jpg (127.69 KB, 479x810, 479:810, 5e3ceaca949912636753d548f7….jpg)

>>9253589
THE FIRE RISES  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 22:06:46 ID: f526cb No.9254257 >>9260180

>>9251523
>Not to mention James Alefantis, Who's name Bares a very close resemblance J'aime des enfants (I like Children)

>that retarded speculation again

We already dealth with that shit in thread # 24, stop embarassing yourself. Alefantis is a greek name and you can find other people with that last name 
either written in the english alphabet or with the greek alphabet. And I don't speak greek but I speak french and I can tell you it doesn't sound like that 
sentence, it only visually looks like J'aime les enfants. Control your autism.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 22:11:28 ID: f526cb No.9254302 >>9257981

>>9251741
>Your opinion on memes

I didn't express an opinion on memes. Go learn how to read  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 22:15:51 ID: e2b3a6 No.9254339

>>9237666
Yes Satan, I think you are right.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 22:29:04 ID: a11f20 No.9254446

>>9243393
Does anybody else see the smear over her left nipple in the second picture? I thought it was something on my screen at first. Saging myself for off topic  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 23:08:49 ID: c83422 No.9254716 >>9254850 >>9254869 >>9259787 >>9260053 >>9265940 >>9267784

>>9237622
Care to explain to me what the fuck "having their spirit cooked" means? Do you believe their spirits are literally being cooked? If they're already dead, we 
wouldn't be hearing anything. Unless you believe in the supernatural, that is. Admittedly, for an atheist, this shit is pretty fucking horrific. All of this talk 
about Moloch (combined with the hexagon on Saturn) and shit is just weird.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 23:26:40 ID: c0b278 No.9254850 >>9255049

File (hide): da787dc1e9c60ae⋯.png (177.08 KB, 450x319, 450:319, alex jones satan.png)

>>9254716
>Admittedly, for an atheist, this shit is pretty fucking horrific. All of this talk about Moloch (combined with 
the hexagon on Saturn) and shit is just weird.
Nice try shill.
Fuck off back to cuckchan with your "it's never Jews" bullshit  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 23:29:37 ID: c0e51a No.9254869

>>9254716
>being an atheist

That's your problem. You're more open to Satan like that, not believing in God or anything that is against Satan is your weakness.  
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Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 23:42:14 ID: 53793a No.9254962

>>9243585
more on priestgate

http://www.renegadebroadcasting.com/shows/charles/TruthHertz-2017-02-09.mp3

>Charles talks about the awful abuse of children by the church, and how they are able to continue operating to this day despite all of the revelations of 
serious criminality.  

Anonymous  02/13/17 (Mon) 23:54:35 ID: 729a1c No.9255049

>>9254850
When did he say "it's never Jews"? He just said he's an atheist. Also,
>posting alex jonestein unironically  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 00:02:46 ID: 5f8721 No.9255119

>>9248893
>unsupervised
At least you got the unsupervised part as it goes both ways. For some reason, I saw myself as worthless when I got bullied and no one listened to me 
even the adults. Only by playing vidya had I alleviated that feeling and at least, I didn't contribute to being a vicious nigger as you've described it.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 00:09:42 ID: 9751fe No.9255177 >>9255408 >>9255498

>>9243585
>>9243725
>>9244661

Then this all actually leads back to the possibility that Homosexuality can be caused by disease. A parasite perhaps?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 00:43:20 ID: 2892d4 No.9255408

>>9255177
Psychological (sexual) trauma  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 00:54:20 ID: 154f8f No.9255491 >>9255788

>>9237722
What's the source on these webms?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 00:55:15 ID: 154f8f No.9255498 >>9260368

>>9255177
I think there was a correlation between homosexuality and infection by this bacteria that can make you hypersexual? Something I saw years ago, don't 
remember the source.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 00:57:33 ID: 922fdf No.9255512 >>9255534 >>9255970 >>9258051 >>9263960

File (hide): ae92a92deac1b6d⋯.webm (10.83 MB, 666x420, 111:70, Wild_torus2.webm) [play once] [loop]

@wildtorus  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:00:31 ID: e2350f No.9255534
File (hide): bca69f79d3f0f61⋯.jpg (13.76 KB, 600x600, 1:1, REEEEEEEEEEE.jpg)

>>9255512

PUT AN END 
TO THIS
NOW  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:27:33 ID: b9ae63 No.9255788

>>9255491

World Corp, apparently.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:33:57 ID: 757a79 No.9255845

>>9249367
just look at the date on these videos

http://worldcorpo.net/content/video/

also, the songs and stuff were linked to this soundcloud account

https://soundcloud.com/worldcorp-enterprises

I think the youtube account was deleted.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:41:47 ID: 922fdf No.9255929 >>9266201

File (hide): 9ce4d737b0af635⋯.webm (2.81 MB, 666x420, 111:70, WORLDCORP_LOVESHACK_BABY.webm) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:44:54 ID: 7ae314 No.9255964
File (hide): ec4528dc97a43b1⋯.png (420.04 KB, 613x563, 613:563, 7cf9b8a3028e5626ba7a0355c3….png)

Hey /pol/, I was a PG early adopter but burnt myself out too quickly. I was chasing a thread of pic related 
and Podesta. I need your help figuring this out.

The band name here gets morphed to a company name incorporated in NV by Austyn Crites, the owner of a 
creepy daycare and also the guy who caused a secret service event at one of Trump's campaign speeches.

Crites has some shady property connections in Reno. Reno is very close to Podesta's condo which he lends 
out to friends. 

Crites also has shell company connections in hong kong and London. 

HALP  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:45:14 ID: acaa43 No.9255970 >>9255973

File (hide): 6e3d8a070a82c4f⋯.jpg (75.86 KB, 640x478, 320:239, 6e3d8a070a82c4f79a7044eea1….jpg)

>>9255512
>Liberals memeing irresponsibly once 
again
This is exactly the same kind of aimless 
artsy bullshit that got the Ghost Shit set 
ablaze  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:45:49 ID: acaa43 No.9255973

>>9255970
*ship
…Actually, nevermind, the typo fits.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:46:06 ID: 922fdf No.9255975 >>9256012 >>9256039

File (hide): f2d632f1b8205c8⋯.webm (9.3 MB, 666x420, 111:70, wt3.webm) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:50:03 ID: 922fdf No.9256012

>>9255975
@Wildtorus again  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 01:52:10 ID: acaa43 No.9256039
File (hide): 94331d15060befd⋯.jpg (55.68 KB, 780x700, 39:35, 36616a0c1b235e6d6b22ba80ed….jpg)

>>9255975
How incomprehensibly vile. Gore disturbs me 
less than this.
This is what the entire country would look like 
plus a few million muzzies :^) if Trump had lost.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 02:00:04 ID: acaa43 No.9256102 >>9256139 >>9256662 >>9268337

File (hide): dea8fdd615f6857⋯.jpg (66.87 KB, 744x600, 31:25, Simpsons9-11.jpg)

>>9252285
>>9252398
Probably a friendly warning to fellow pedos

I strongly suspect that the elite have been using coded frames in the Simpsons to dogwhistle and send each 
other messages for decades. Considering that even normies have found the show to be shit for the past ten 
years at least, it's the only theory that makes sense to me.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 02:05:33 ID: 922fdf No.9256139 >>9256164

File (hide): dfba0beea7985fd⋯.png (83.83 KB, 544x416, 17:13, Lisa_Knows.png)

>>9256102
They did it in the 1st season too with Lisa and 
the checkerboard floor.Holding a little guillotine.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 02:08:20 ID: db2480 No.9256161

>>9251388
you're on the track. hint: NTO  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 02:08:48 ID: 922fdf No.9256164 >>9257057

>>9256139
Also the basket. The basket is why hillary called us a basket of deplorables. Why was it a basket?The head goes in a basket with the guillotines. 
Freemasons want to murder every non mason on the planet.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 02:46:37 ID: f3cd34 No.9256431

>>9250954
okay, chaim  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 02:50:52 ID: 000000 No.9256463

>>9251829
Profane literally means
"Away from the lodge" it means "In the periphery" and practically means"uninitiated"  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 02:57:23 ID: 000000 No.9256509

>>9252088
Whats up with that photo?
Are you talking about the pedos or the masses? You are not trying to shape the narrative to summarily execute citizens are you?

NOTHING ABOUT YOUR POST EMPHESIZES THE EXECUTION OF PEDOPHILES ONLY THAT THERE WILL BE "EXECUTIONS SOON". STOP 
SHILLING THE FUCKING GUILLOTINE YOU FREEMASON KID FUCKER.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:01:04 ID: add5ad No.9256537 >>9256574 >>9256616

>>251979
>>9252016 
>>9252038 

Seaman wasn't wrong. The Sandusky's kid running a pedo ring is a huge deal and a completely new path to go down. 

Seaman's videos do suck though. I could see him being an okay collumnist for a shit rag like huffpo, but making his own vids he is shit and has 0 quality 
control. 

Not saying we have to like the guy, not saying he isn't click baity…. but he TECHNICALLY isn't wrong.  
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KB, 526x616, 263:308, IMG_2242.JPG)
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:06:05 ID: 90d3ba No.9256574 >>9257536

>>9256537
I was tweeting about the Daddy torture video and got attacked that the video is a hoax by a 'respected' acct.  this stuff is very disturbing.  But 
complacency isn't right either.  I reported it to the FBI.  Maybe that is why it was leaked.  Can't verify when it was posted, I learned of it 2-10-17 the day 
the FBI file was due.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:12:52 ID: 334a82 No.9256616

>>9256537
Seaman is a fag, he promised that major, high profile arrests would go down last week and it didn't happen so he is trying to quietly walk back a lot of his 
"FBI insider" claims while still bullshitting for clickshekels and twitter followers. Since he got fired from Huffpo he has no marketable skills that he can 
apply from his time in the clickbait industry and he is trying to latch onto the alt-lite conspiracy scene  so his "career" doesn't completely implode. If he 
was a former LEO or Military Officer or something I would take his "DC insider connections" claim with a smaller grain of salt but the idea that a washed 
up Huffinglue Compost writer has major LEO or insider ties is absurd. 
tl;dr Seaman is a Cernobitch-wannabe fag and not credible, George Webb is a better source on deep state investigation and human trafficking.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:19:52 ID: add5ad No.9256662 >>9256669 >>9256710

>>9253589
Yup. Looks like Seaman was right after all (still don't like the faggot)>>9252727
 and there are ties to Hillary through Sandusky's son. 

>>9252727
I think this is worth looking into even if its just a shitty ARG. Look at all the other shit faggots have wasted time on. Technically max efficiency would be us 
all trying to find financial and social ties, but we don't because there is more to it than just that. We've entertained dumber ideas than solving an 
ARG.>>9256102

The trick is not getting lost in all the weird Occult shit. You can follow that forever and end up nowhere. Does normal religious shit make any sense? Fuck 
no! Why would occult horseshit (other than bare bones ritual) make any sense. I practice Chaos magick and even I find this shit a bit too WTF weird.

>>9256102
Solve the ARG you probably get your answer. It's hard to say what this is. It could be either people trying to troll us and have us talk about crazy legit 
tinfoil shit to make us look crazy or they might have legit evidence they are trying to hype. The Fatherhood vid really is some crazy shit and they have put 
themselves now in a possition where they either are gonna get looked into for staging and filming that shit or end up dropping more bombs.

>>9252285
Yeah, I don't get it. Don't get lost in the weird symbology shit. But by all means, follow this ARG and see if anymore gold comes out.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:21:26 ID: 334a82 No.9256669 >>9256714

>>9256662
When did Seaman predict the Sandusky bust? Link?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:26:22 ID: add5ad No.9256695

>>9251311
This. 

I once dated a chick who liked to larp she had multiple personality disorder, except it wasn't a Larp to her. She believed she had alters. 

She didn't she was just a dumb bitch switching between the trendy edgelord shit of the time and the trendy tumblr faggotry that was still new. Not to 
mention she was into BDSM comunities and those niggers are a race to the bottom of the degeneracy pool. 

Don't focus on celebs unless they are pedos. You aren't gonna find many interesting MK Ultra cases.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:28:03 ID: 334a82 No.9256710 >>9256729 >>9256806

>>9256662
>The trick is not getting lost in all the weird Occult shit. You can follow that forever and end up nowhere. Does normal religious shit make any sense? 
Fuck no! Why would occult horseshit (other than bare bones ritual) make any sense. I practice Chaos magick and even I find this shit a bit too WTF weird.

This, I have studied pedowood since the original threads were on 4/pol/ with any lead or relevant info I could get my hands on and the exact philosophy or 
religion these sick fucks follow is still a mystery to me. It is everything from Moloch worship, minerva worship, saturn worship, Set worship, satanism, 
freemasonry, talmudism or all of the above in some schizophrenic cult synthesis and it makes no goddamn sense. I just call it "mystery religion" because 
that is what it is essentially, Bill Cooper was closest to correctly identifying it but I still think he got some details wrong. Either way these fucks are 
pedophile megalomaniacs first and "occultists" second, they want to fuck/sacrifice kids, control all the money, and rule the world from the shadows and 
then they figure out some obscure cult that can justify that afterwards to feel important and to meet others with similar interests to conspire with.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:28:36 ID: add5ad No.9256714 >>9256747

>>9256669
That was his big Twitter tease of a major player being busted between midnight and morning. it happened around 1ish, so his source was off about the 
time…. But he got all sorts of shit for being wrong when morning came and went and there was nothing.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:30:59 ID: 000000 No.9256729

>>9256710
Dark masonry is the controlled act of violence without repercussion.

The video from Worldcorp is the controlled act of violence without repercussion. This is not a clandestine skirmish. The "Art" is mesmerism.
It all goes back to the jews and freemasonry.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:33:30 ID: 334a82 No.9256747 >>9256835

>>9256714
Fair enough, I would be surprised even if he was legit and connected to law enforcement that operations would happen totally on time always or if his 
sources gave him the precise time and place of the arrest. If he keeps getting other predictions right give or take a few hours or other specifics I will 
consider him legitimate. I don't like the guy but he has proven to be at least someone worth listening to after the Sandusky bust.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:39:40 ID: add5ad No.9256800 >>9256831 >>9256879 >>9257268 >>9257567 >>9259865

>>9250891

I really don't want to entertain this retarded 'Simpsons knew about it' shit… But I do have an interest in you niggers solving the WorldCorps Game.

Al Gores Daughter is a writer for tfuturama and the Simpsons were able to get guest stars out of their league in early seasons when they weren't a 
cultural staple like George W. Bush who has been implicated in other rings like the franklin coverup. The actor who plays Bender is rumored to be a pedo 
too.

Go through their writers and producers you will get whatever answer you are looking for with this crap. I think its a road to nowhere but in actual 
pizzagate, but I want niggers to solve this ARG  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:40:23 ID: 7a397e No.9256806 >>9256842

>>9256710
Adding occult practices to it would likely help to mask their practices. Several years ago there was a story that made national news about headshrinkers 
planting false memories in children of their parents being Satan worshipers and it ballooned out of control until the entire goddamn town was under 
investigation for things that shouldn't have been physically possible.

You start talking about the occult and people have been conditioned to declare you a crank. Some kid escapes and talks about Devil worship? Kid's 
probably not a reliable witness.

People talk about Devil worship? Cranks.

But it also adds a certain conditioning to those who get brought in. A mystery to it. It's how Scientology works, adding religious trappings to an 
indoctrination process strengthens the psychological fuckery induced.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:44:10 ID: 000000 No.9256831 >>9256883 >>9257492

>>9256800
Matt Groening is a 33rd degree Freemason  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:44:47 ID: add5ad No.9256835

>>9256747
Sandusky's kid is MASSIVE. We still don't know how big it really is. Lets put it this way, if your dad ran a business where he raped you and sold you off to 
other men and he was finally put away so publicly you could move away and never see anyone who ever hurt you again (and take him to civil to clean out 
his account), would you do the healthy thing or would you take over the family business?

It's not Biological either, this is an adopted son. None of us saw this comming. There are Hillary ties but they are lose right now.

I would definately keep an eye on this case and the police handling it. Shit is gonna get real interesting since Sandusky was able to save his clients the 
1st time….  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:46:06 ID: 000000 No.9256842 >>9256978 >>9257245 >>9259831

>>9256806
It is luciferianism. They wear a mickey mouse mask and molest children in the mickey mouse masks. Then the kids talk about how mickey mouse raped 
them. Walt disney was a 33rd degree freemason.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:49:53 ID: 334a82 No.9256879 >>9256918

>>9256800
Keep in mind generative shilling was used in previous pizzagate threads, it is a new type of more expensive shilling where they try to weaponize our 
weaponized autism against us by constructing red herrings and making us waste time while other leads are ignored or cleaned up of evidence. I feel the 
ARG is worth looking into but we can't put to many eggs in any one basket and need to focus on multiple leads at once so the generative shills don't get 
ahead of us. They brought out the big guns of shilling for PG and we need to be vigilant.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:50:42 ID: add5ad No.9256883 >>9256965

>>9256831
Proof? Pics? I don't doubt it… I just don't think all masons are evil crazy baby rapists per say, just a lot of them. 

From what I've gathered most masons network and are way too in to numerology and believe way too much that the builder gave us some gay ass tools. 

But there is also some really shady shit going on. I don't like getting lost in the occult shit. You can follow it forever and end up in the same place.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 03:53:34 ID: add5ad No.9256918 >>9257926 >>9276105

File (hide): 1785d458678af70⋯.png (635.35 KB, 931x508, 931:508, trumpgo.png)

>>9256879

I think we can walk and chew gum at the same time. I guess just let chaos sort out what people do. Some 
fags will go full ARG, Some autists will follow the papertrail, and people like me will fence sit so hard we get 
splinters up our shitter  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:01:22 ID: 000000 No.9256965 >>9257025

>>9256883
Google "Matt Groening mason", That is where I got that from the first 10 links that claim "Matt groening exposed as a freemason". 
I am trying to stay in my lane here but freeasonry connects to almost every single "link" in this. Wanna talk about the fbi symbols. There is something 
called the spiral of freemasonry. 
Comet ping pong is the blazing star. That is why there are stars and crescents the sun and moon and stars.I really could go on and on and I even do so in 
my own threads etc.

But check this out. Voat found out the masonichip.org(just the other day) and this is the kind of shit I am talking about.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGdHrGuRMXY
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masonic_Child_Identification_Programs  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:03:20 ID: add5ad No.9256978 >>9257042

File (hide): 93922da97ea42c0⋯.jpg (384.85 KB, 2048x1536, 4:3, mkultra.jpg)

>>9256842
Unsure if you are larping but fuck it, I'll bite. We got nothing but time here. 

What is the deal with Candy Girl. She described a Virtual Reality game used in the late 70's with disney 
logos Her facebook is here https://www.facebook.com/fiona.barnett.940/ and her photos section has some 
weird stuff. 

If you are a larp faggot, larp me a good one. Disney keeps comming up in abuse accusations but Disney 
can keep a fucking secret TIGHT. I mean they bought marvel and star wars without a single leak ruining it… 
Thats some serious shit. No one has spoke or said a peep and I am interested to know how the VR goggles 
worked and if disney really wrote code or animated stuff for them  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:07:51 ID: 14430c No.9257018
File (hide): 972f64d0fc8bf8e⋯.jpg (54.4 KB, 600x450, 4:3, 1486866155544.jpg)

>>9252398
its layers of psyOPs within psyOPs. Just like 911, a clusterfuck of 
layers of bullshit. All hiding the pedophile elites. 
h  ttp://news.findlaw.com/hdocs/docs/sextrade/upenncsec90701.pdf  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:09:09 ID: add5ad No.9257025 >>9257088

>>9256965
Yeah, the MCID program is weird as fuck. I read it on Voat and that shit is fucked. 

Now do you feel maybe you are going a little too overboard on the theatrics on your video though? Guess that is just a personal critique. I prefer more 
calm collected styles….  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:12:10 ID: 44b178 No.9257042 >>9257245

>>9256978
There's some really interesting stuff with how the original Disneyland was built atop a leyline according to Masonic traditions, including the use of occult 
symbology through King Arthur's carousel. If you're into that sort of stuff, they basically tried to set up some kind of child-powered machine on a portal.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:13:39 ID: 14430c No.9257057 >>9257128 >>9257245 >>9258615

File (hide): c79afc0f87291d3⋯.jpg (1.91 MB, 2304x3072, 3:4, 1486866824304.jpg)

>>9256164
>Freemasons want to murder every non mason 
on the planet.
Whoh whoe whah now - just the males with IQ < 
110  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:16:22 ID: 000000 No.9257088 >>9257245

>>9257025
Podesta had the 14 and the fish on his hands. That is of course the myth of osiris. The myth of osiris is the allegory to the 3rd degree. He also has a 
"Profane" alter ego. It is supposed to be overboard because The illuminati is nothing but high level masonry. The word illuminati is to deflect from 
masonry. I am not talking about the globalists or the elites. I am talking about the ordinen illuminati which was a masonic side order. The scottish rite is 
what replaced the illuminati and so is the rite of palledium. The grand poobah shit is masonic. The flinstones had fezzes and the grand poobah. 
I definatley went overboard when I started like the daycare shit. But now I can actually make points instead of what you are describing.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:20:24 ID: 000000 No.9257128 >>9258615

>>9257057
Well according to Ted Turner/RC CHRISTIAN the goal is a perfect balance with nature and no more than 500 thousand people.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:27:40 ID: b89b92 No.9257204 >>9257220

Hey just throwing this out there again.
James Alefantis (jimmycomet) and friends Instagram photos
imgur.com/a/vOuYF  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:29:30 ID: 000000 No.9257220

>>9257204
There is a lot here too
https://m.flickr.com/#/photos/146343979@N02/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:32:14 ID: add5ad No.9257245 >>9257286

>>9257057
Now you're just trying to humanize them as people with great ideas……

>>9257088
'nihil sub sole novum', are you new to this? Thats archive 1-3 shit The chip program was a big deal but going full illuminati from a legit concern.

>>9256842
>>9257042
I need to know more on Disney. Almost every case I read up on has Disney tied in. They definately have ties in PedoWood. They have FBI ties and gave 
hoover final say on scripts. What is scary is how well they keep their secrets. 

They also have all the shit they would need to run something crazy like this. Underground tunnels, way more land than they can ever develop, secret 
rooms and suites that not even staff is allowed to enter, "shut down" parks that they don't allow public into, etc.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:34:59 ID: b9ae63 No.9257268

>>9256800
>The actor who plays Bender is rumored to be a pedo too.

Cripes, I hope not. John DiMaggio seems to be a pretty cool guy and a great voice actor.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:35:56 ID: 11c83c No.9257276

>>9238330
I read in an article by a woman who was actually in elite pedo rings, they would use lights just like that.
trippy shit and combine it with drugs, and of course rape and torture.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:36:41 ID: 000000 No.9257286

>>9257245
Yea the point is voat just found out about it. ICMEC thread is where it was brought up first.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:38:10 ID: add5ad No.9257300 >>9257409

Found some interesting stuff with Disney. I REALLY am hoping to 
find info on Disney since they are so secretive.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:51:56 ID: 000000 No.9257409 >>9257463

>>9257300
Club 33.
Micky mouse shorts with live children.ALICE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTDdPfWuy60
https://youtu.be/GfVcjDfkdTY?t=229 (PIZZA CHEF IN 1925)

There is one with a rabbit too I cant think of the name.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:58:44 ID: 000000 No.9257463

>>9257409
That is a generic chef but they tricked alice to get into the paddy wagon with the hopes of free food.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 04:59:59 ID: add5ad No.9257470

>>9252586

It seems they want us to find them. It also seems like they have a theme of pointing people in certain directions. This isn't normal ARG stuff, they seem to 
want to make it easish to figure out.

I'm going to look up girls crying and see if anything is suspect. 

I think these guys may legit be trying to creepypasta normies into pizzagate.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:02:50 ID: 62be49 No.9257492 >>9257566 >>9265033

File (hide): 204cb2e0940bfa3⋯.jpg (48.83 KB, 354x400, 177:200, Life-in-Hell-No-4.jpg)

>>9256831
>Matt Groening
"Groening described life in Los Angeles to his friends in the form of the self-published comic book Life in Hell, 
which was loosely inspired by the chapter "How to Go to Hell" in Walter Kaufmann's book Critique of Religion and 
Philosophy.[26] Groening distributed the comic book in the book corner of Licorice Pizza"
wtf  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:09:22 ID: add5ad No.9257536 >>9257627

>>9256574
Wait, you have the FULL video? The unedited video? Faces and all? 

Sorry, misread what you said. See it was something you found digging. God speed. 

Keep in mind, these are part of a FULL video. Who ever is dropping these has the full vid with the juicy proof. I have a feeling we will get more and see 
podestas face  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:13:02 ID: add5ad No.9257566

>>9257492
Again, nothing new. I don't wanna fall down the same shit of saying every heart and triangle is a pedo. 

Need more solid stuff or more personal stuff. Blind Items are a great place to look, but Matt Groening doesn't show up in them.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:13:02 ID: fbe4ba No.9257567 >>9257593 >>9257722

>>9256800
>John DiMaggio is a pedo
God dammit.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:16:08 ID: add5ad No.9257593

>>9257567
>John DiMaggio is a pedo
It's a rumor…. but keeps comming up in blind items.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:19:38 ID: ebe002 No.9257622

>>9246228

> My bride died like 2 months ago 

sweet lord…  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:19:55 ID: 90d3ba No.9257627 >>9257673

>>9257536
No face, I just mean full audio.  I had trouble getting audio at first. Sorry to raise hopes.  I was distraught hearing it the first time and attacked on twitter for 
reporting it.  There is shilling on this so it must be damaging.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:22:22 ID: ebe002 No.9257643

>>9248472

It made my heart almost beat out of my chest. 

Its audibly terrifying  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:22:30 ID: c9fbe8 No.9257644 >>9258845

>>9243561
>>9243581
He is saying they are bleeding me alive.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:24:40 ID: c9fbe8 No.9257666

>>9247620
>>9247634
wtf I love pedos now  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:25:31 ID: add5ad No.9257673 >>9257689

>>9257627
Wait, FULL AUDIO. Thats a big fucking deal. This video is much longer than the little snippets we're seeing. Even the original fatherhood video (op post) 
is longer than most of the audio posted on youtube. 

Do you have a full uncut audio? If So can you post it?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:28:03 ID: 90d3ba No.9257689

>>9257673
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VfFaqny7hA  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:31:28 ID: c9fbe8 No.9257715

Also, if you want to know what's happening behind the curtain take a listen to this video from yesterday 
about Sandusky's son, about how Glenn Beck is now running the new things and shit.

The rabbit hole goes deep  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:32:22 ID: acaa43 No.9257722 >>9257764 >>9261814

File (hide): c378e23c30bc03a⋯.png (39.49 KB, 300x298, 150:149, Malkavian.png)

>>9257567
This may sully my VtM:B 
replays.
>mfw  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:38:31 ID: 18dcd2 No.9257764

>>9257722
Ouch, imagine how you'll feel when you realize we've known he's a piece of shit since all the way back during gamergate.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:51:03 ID: 153c8b No.9257875

>>9244444
I've been lurking since proto cuckchan, and even I missed the great intellectual migration for lack of give a fuck and deployment.

Lurk, read, and observe.
It's all we can do  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:56:52 ID: afb0ff No.9257926 >>9257944 >>9258093

File (hide): 925c7e63dc06e01⋯.jpg (46.67 KB, 639x614, 639:614, 1485534077805.jpg)

>>9256918
what's ARG?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 05:59:42 ID: a1b4ea No.9257944 >>9258093

>>9257926

ARG == Augmented Reality Game.  Usually creating 2spooky puzzles that require some sleuthing.  Some of them have been pretty advanced, like the 
cicada one putting up posters worldwide.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 06:03:47 ID: 79ef1b No.9257981 >>9260492

>>9254302
That is in fact exactly what you did. pedogate and pizzagate are two different memes.

We have 100 years + at least 10 years of evidence that humans tune out when the word pedo shows up anywhere.

Pizzagate made people who normally wouldn't have even looked suddenly look.. and become convinced. Never in the 20 years of trying to inform people 
about child trafficking among the elite have I seen this widespread of worldwide chatter on the matter… especially this widespread of positive chatter.

Because the idea of pizzagate gets stuck in people's heads in ways that pedogate never can or will.

You're thinking rationally and memes don't speak to people's rational side, they grab their irrational side and cause them to see/notice things that then 
trigger their rational side. Their rational fear of anything pedogate causes them to irrationally look away as hard as they can.

You know nothing Anon Snow.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 06:07:52 ID: a1b4ea No.9258009
File (hide): c22eb4feda7490b⋯.jpg (638.93 KB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 1447194855717.jpg)

>>9248893

This is why you shouldn't homeschool.  How else are we going to get future 'leaders' if we don't drive kids 
into dehumanizing situations? We can't have them learning behaviors from adults, their peer-group should 
lead the way.  And that peer-group should get it's cues and social interests from the (((media))), ostracizing 
everyone who doesn't comply.  All you goyim would be lost without such upstanding leaders like Podesta.  
Lord of the Flies is an ideal learning environment for anyone who wants to succeed in life.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 06:14:46 ID: 5f8721 No.9258051

>>9255512
>modern art
I really can't fathom how the mind of a crazy person works.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 06:20:57 ID: 5f8721 No.9258093

>>9257944
>>9257926
or some /v/ faggot way back during the exodus creating "the game" and whoever solved it receives a game. How I miss those shitty times.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 06:23:30 ID: 101937 No.9258111

https://youtu.be/K6vvx2rHid0

Please watch this.

David Seaman is also a good youtube video maker about this.

https://youtu.be/NXs12hLg-IY

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 06:42:56 ID: 8f14fe No.9258277

>>9237722
Where is this video from??? WHat thefuck  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 07:35:41 ID: 8b129a No.9258615
File (hide): b287cdf205db488⋯.jpg (112.73 KB, 720x960, 3:4, Georgia_Guidestones_06.jpg)

>>9257128
>>9257057  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 07:39:38 ID: c2cb5a No.9258642 >>9258657

File (hide): 4a198e9d08d3f4f⋯.jpg (9.44 KB, 255x178, 255:178, 4a198e9d08d3f4f57bd7537e07….jpg)

Uh, guys?

http://archive.fo/IXK2r  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 07:41:35 ID: a370f7 No.9258657 >>9258672 >>9258711

>>9258642
It will be the COMET that exterminates these pedos.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 07:43:52 ID: 62be49 No.9258672 >>9258695

>>9258657
but wouldn't it also exterminate us?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 07:44:38 ID: 26fa92 No.9258673 >>9266525

What is the significance of Pineapple and Pearls?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 07:49:19 ID: a370f7 No.9258695

>>9258672
Not if it strikes in the right place. Its a metaphorical comet dude.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 07:52:16 ID: 8b129a No.9258711
File (hide): 34ab010fb7658d9⋯.jpg (145.06 KB, 1000x826, 500:413, 1470895981292.jpg)

>>9258657  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:03:24 ID: 6efc27 No.9258771
File (hide): cf9af2aa472e9e5⋯.png (370.17 KB, 959x613, 959:613, Screenshot_2017-02-13_23-3….png)

@clare_gillen
another chiseler.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:03:59 ID: 6efc27 No.9258774
File (hide): 2b9f548de424ac5⋯.png (363.05 KB, 572x573, 572:573, Screenshot_2017-02-14_01-4….png)

@clare_gillen  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:04:42 ID: 6efc27 No.9258779 >>9258784 >>9260851

File (hide): 446cde24a63453e⋯.png (349.13 KB, 489x615, 163:205, Screenshot_2017-02-14_01-4….png)

@clare_gillen 
EXHIBIT A  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:05:23 ID: 6efc27 No.9258784
File (hide): 70e8ff9259048f0⋯.png (100.87 KB, 314x709, 314:709, Screenshot_2017-02-14_03-0….png)

>>9258779
@clare_gillen
EXHIBIT B  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:06:40 ID: 6efc27 No.9258792 >>9258819

File (hide): 7e5dd8a06fce3f7⋯.png (863.26 KB, 633x608, 633:608, Screenshot_2017-02-14_00-2….png)

@clare_gillen
EXHIBIT A  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:12:22 ID: 6efc27 No.9258819 >>9258823

File (hide): 5d8528ac576dc28⋯.jpg (52.17 KB, 549x433, 549:433, signs2.jpg)

>>9258792
EXHIBIT B  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:13:09 ID: 6efc27 No.9258823 >>9258828

File (hide): d770a2115de8884⋯.jpg (21.98 KB, 214x430, 107:215, Freemason-handsign-pointin….jpg)

>>9258819
EXHIBIT C  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:13:33 ID: d99810 No.9258828

>>9258823
Funny thing, that's also the ISIS religious salute.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:14:27 ID: 6efc27 No.9258836 >>9258844

File (hide): 2c183c85b75940b⋯.png (543.34 KB, 822x547, 822:547, Screenshot_2017-02-14_00-4….png)

@clare_gillen  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:16:22 ID: d99810 No.9258844 >>9258890

>>9258836
>handkerchief with a pizza-related map
holy fuck they meant blood mixed with semen didn't they  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:16:57 ID: 8b129a No.9258845 >>9258880

>>9243561
>>9243581
>>9257644

You're wrong, this guy's translation is correct >>9244270  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:21:42 ID: 6efc27 No.9258872
File (hide): 83847f8bb7fb890⋯.png (472.84 KB, 605x608, 605:608, Screenshot_2017-02-14_03-1….png)

@clare_gillen
bombshell masonic bunny

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:22:45 ID: 8b129a No.9258880

>>9258845
I'd also want to add it more the tone is eerier as the translation doesn't state that he's bleeding out, but that he's bleeding out while alive.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:24:15 ID: 23ed45 No.9258887

>>9238611
>(1)
>image (1)
REMINDER THE SHILLING IS HARD, SHIT IS GOING DOWN THIS WEEK  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:24:43 ID: 6efc27 No.9258890
File (hide): 2527f9ffe15bef1⋯.png (649.26 KB, 600x594, 100:99, Screenshot_2017-02-14_03-1….png)

@clare_gillen
pasta
>>9258844
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_of_the_Phoenix
>The best blood is of the moon, monthly: then the fresh blood of a child, or dropping from the host of 
heaven: then of enemies; then of the priest or of the worshippers: last of some beast, no matter what.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 08:28:32 ID: 6efc27 No.9258906
File (hide): a28cee3da178131⋯.png (462.65 KB, 601x601, 1:1, Screenshot_2017-02-14_03-1….png)

@clare_gillen
red handed harlot.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 09:59:31 ID: 6efc27 No.9259344 >>9259610

File (hide): cf3524636a3bcca⋯.webm (7.08 MB, 666x420, 111:70, wild_torus3.webm) [play once] [loop]

@wildtorus  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 10:17:27 ID: 3dc350 No.9259420 >>9260771

Is it true that "bear" is a code word for a pedo?

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 10:21:26 ID: c9cbf4 No.9259442 >>9259708  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 10:42:09 ID: 0143fa No.9259531 >>9259649 >>9276806

>>9249270
>sarah silverman

I might be wrong, but isn't this the tranny faggot that takes care of Anita Sarkenstein's scam?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 10:58:15 ID: 51d088 No.9259599

>>9237722
where are you getting these?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 10:59:37 ID: 24058c No.9259610

 >>9259344
avant-tard  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 11:11:40 ID: 174947 No.9259649 >>9276806

>>9259531
No. You are way wrong. How the fuck could you possibly find this site and be such an idiot?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 11:25:28 ID: 000000 No.9259708

>>9259442
nice.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 11:45:08 ID: 7fd145 No.9259787 >>9265940 >>9278134

>>9254716
It means to brainwash and condition via torture for sacrifical and sexslave purposes. That anon that lived with butthurt kike actually helped out with such a 
process. Anyone got his screencaps?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 12:00:04 ID: edd587 No.9259831

>>9256842
You're forgetting the aspect of just being evil for the sake of being evil.

The kid will end up convinced how Mickey fucked them in the ass. Not some guy in a Mickey mask, but actual Mickey Mouse. Of course, nobody will take 
them seriously. So they'll grow up surrounded by Mickey Mouse stuff everywhere, constantly "triggering" them and causing them constant, horrible mental 
trauma on top of everything else. 

It's something that's forever, and these fuckers know it. Something that's so omnipresent in everyday life, that the person who had this done to them 
cannot escape from it (like Mickey - he's a global franchise icon). Expect cases where other cultural icons do horrible shit to little kids.

Or, if you want this shit in /x/ terms, the goal isn't to harvest a bunch of negative energy at one time, but to harvest it over the years. They're deliberately 
creating negative energy batteries, so to speak, which will be charged simply by living a modern life.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 12:11:20 ID: 4b6bc9 No.9259865 >>9260789

>>9256800
> in early seasons when they weren't a cultural staple

Simpsons was a culural staple since the first season.  every middle and high school in the country was filled with Bart Simpson T shirts in 1990  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 12:59:54 ID: 1fe994 No.9260045

>>9250193

they are compartmentalizing evil into a separate room of their consciousness so as not to deal with it in their regular life. Nicki and Beyonce are heavily 
involved in female occult orders and are trained in detachment. This gives them the ability to stay evil without it leaking into their every day personality.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 13:01:23 ID: 000000 No.9260053 >>9260064 >>9260801

>>9254716
This was a minor catechism. This is not bad the child would be screaming at a much higher pitch if he was peaking the child.Pleasure and pain. It was the 
best of times it was the worst of times. 9/11 was a tale if 2 cities programming. It was the start of the masonic revolution in America. They fell like 
guillotines Pleasure and pain. Remember after 9/11 there was like a big communal embrace? Everyone was friendly and such. Pleasure and pain. This 
child is being electrocuted or somehow thrashed with something. The master knows how to make it scream. The master knows that he is in charge. He is 
in charge of this little brat. The master is dominating the child. This is child domination. masonic salvation. The controlled act of violence without 
repercussion. The goal is to lord over a defeated mind body and soul. The goal is to shatter the childs mind. This takes a while. It looks as if it was during 
a staged event. The precipice. this was a child domination routine. What is essentially taking place is a catechism. "You think your hot shit huh?" WHACK 
"You think you are hot shit huh?" THWAP "What is my name" WHACK "WHATS MY FUCKING NAME" 
The highlight is the moment when the master loons for a moment and immerses himself in delight and laughs. But he is working the vic. He is doing a 
pirouette of emotions. The child is in pain and he is in pleasure. When the towers fell every freemason had a shit eating grin they knew they where one 
step closer to the scaffold.  One step closer to letting the masses know their masters. 

You hurt the kid then tell it to do something. They do it and you hurt them as a reward. It teaches them to always do as you are told and to do it for 
nothing.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 13:04:04 ID: 000000 No.9260064 >>9260176

>>9260053
And when I mean not bad I mean the child is allowed to survive. This is always bad. But killing the child is a tragedy. This child was probably killed. It 
takes weeks to kill it they revive the child then they work on them. They do this until there is nothing left.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 13:24:54 ID: 000000 No.9260176 >>9260564

>>9260064
Also it is worth noting that the child speaks English. from my research often times they breed the children to the desired age under the earth. Nothing is 
more terrifying than seeing a person who was bred to be killed. They do not know how to speak. They have verbal tics and a living language that is 
organic vocal sounds. Very strange. The people that are bread in bulk speak in a native language that is not understood by anyone. The master works 
these people for a few days or a quickie (about an hour) and then cuts their head off and holds it to the crowd. They declare themselves the champion of 
death. This is so common and so widespread that the killers wipe the blood off and go to the surface (they where underground) and return to their job or 
whatever they where doing. This is pizza. It is called pizza because if anyone asks what a speckle of blood is doing on their cheek (Like a teardrop they 
did not notice) they say it is tomato sauce. This is the true origin of the phrase "spilling your spaghetti". If you have blood on you (not globs of blood or 
huge blood stains they wear a jumpsuit or cloak up((and then they are cleaned by a stylist))) the only way you can say it is not blood is to explain how you 
where eating spaghetti or eating pizza. That is what it means. That is what the kill-room connection is.

So the fact this child can communicate is a sign it was not a murder routine.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 13:25:34 ID: 1fe994 No.9260180 >>9260529

>>9254257

I know these people well. Living in NYC as an artist/musician has earned me a Master Degree is bullshit modern art. These are all kids who didn't have 
shit going on in school, decided they were more 'creative' types but whose parents didn't discipline them at all. What happens is they move to NYC and 
realize quickly that they will NEVER make it in real show business, whether it's actually starting a band and writing good music, being good enough to 
audition for a solid orchestra, having the talent to make it on Broadway. So, by the time Williamsburg became a hotspot, you had all these faggots in one 
place and they were able to essentially 'support' each others degeneracy and shitty attempts at art. Here's a secret for those of you who were wondering: 
these people actually make NO money. They don't even have an audience. They are literally performing for each other, each audience member being 
another 'performance' artist. After the show, they all go to their favorite brunch spot because the 'organic eggs benedict with Vermont maple bacon is 
simply the best'.

Once the credit runs out… the fake art runs out.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 13:57:57 ID: 84eb63 No.9260368

>>9255498
bump for this
Saw a screenshot about some sort of bacteria that made you gay if your mother had contracted said bacteria.

It was some guy on halfchan who took a bunch of research and made his own conclusion - pretty interesting  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 14:15:50 ID: 43f5ae No.9260470

ok not gonna lie, I'm in these threads to read horror stories.

Have read just half of the thread, is there anything interesting in the other half?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 14:18:39 ID: f526cb No.9260492

>>9257981
>We have 100 years + at least 10 years of evidence that humans tune out when the word pedo shows up anywhere.

No. If you publicly say catholic priests are pedos nobody will object to this even though it's "only" 10%. 90% of them weren't involved in that shit but 
because people in the higher echelons of the Church used to protect the 10% it made the 'catholic priests = pedos' a valid equation. It's only a matter of 
time before 'politically correct establishment politicians = pedos' becomes a valid equation.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 14:27:25 ID: ef8cfa No.9260529

>>9260180
Have often wondered where these people end up. Particularly the one's on the lower sprung.

I'm from Melbourne. And I agree completely - "once the credit runs out"…

So my speculation on most of these lower sprungs is that the "credit" comes mostly from government-funded signaling of aspiration to join an upper 
social caste (i.e. University-level education). In Australia, I believe this funding still fall's under CentreLink's Youth Allowance but I might be outdated.

Now, this isn't quite enough to rent in trendy neighbourhoods comfortably, so a side sustenance of some variety is needed. Usually the job on the side will 
be something service orientated, but not of a service that has the reputation of being exclusively served by a lower-class (e.g. trades, janitors, any with 
the generalization of being "uneducated/dumb"). And usually it'll be serving those above in social caste, as opposed to those below. So, local "trending" 
cafe type jobs - or working at those fancy beer pubs filled with beta-beards who need their beers to taste like fruit.

Anyway, as time goes on, they finish their useless degree, realize that they're not going to end up in that wine-and-cheese leisure class, so create a poor 
imitation of it instead. All the stereotypical symbols of the wine-and-cheese leisure class at 10% of the budget. Meanwhile, they have to up their hours at 
the cafe to allow them to remain in the hipster center that they and their buddies built their degenerate nest in. But they don't mind - their job at the cafe 
still serves an elite bunch. They are dabbling with society's more intelligent and respectable.

But!… eventually something goes wrong. All of the sudden, they lose their job at the cafe, and money is tight. They had not managed to make it as high 
as they had wanted on the social ladder, but they were still higher than most. And now the peg was being pulled out and they would drop back to where 
the lowly janitor was. If not lower. They did not have the proclivity towards such work! It was not for someone of their standing!

And there Delores was. Unemployed. Aging. And without a cent. This was not fair. She used to fling with the educated, the intelligent, and now, due to 
OUTRAGOUSLY LOW Centrelink allowance, she could only afford to rent in the same neighborhoods as the working-class dregs that were content out of 
high school.

She sat in her over-crowded room. So many things she had collected. "Oh, the nostalgia of the good years!" she reminded herself as she thought back to 
when the Government funded her indoctrination into the cheese-and-wine class. She doesn't care to admit that University didn't work out for her 
professionally - nor did it serve her social recognition as much as she had hoped. But it served it's real short-term purpose; it fulfilled her need of a feeling 
of superiority to those without ambition out of high school. And in a subject where due to lack of all talent, everyone in it was afraid to criticize anyone 
else. She did not have to fear others scorning her work. For this reason, she termed this mutual exchange of talentlessness a "safe space" and was 
thrilled when the term took off.

She glimpsed at her Women Studies degree on the wall and smiled. She knew that, despite it all, she was still above the working-class. She was free. 
Free to intellectually explore. To partake in the more upper-class leisures. So with a wine glass in hand, she went to her favorite site.

www.rebogallery.com

And then she got on the floor and did the Lobstersaur.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 14:34:04 ID: 43f5ae No.9260564 >>9260743 >>9260762

>>9260176
hmmm excuse me but you are wrong about that last part. We are talking Podesta here.

You buy and eat fish that has been bred for that purpose (fish farms), but people with money eat fish that was fished in the sea. This is the same. A lower 
rank satanist will kill one of these "human farm" kids, but the elites will always go for a fresh capture. Their souls are fresher, stronger from a life of 
happiness and emotional ties. The despair you create in the world from taking a free human is much greater, so it's a better sacrifice for satan.

this all is fiction and in no way real.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 14:47:32 ID: 6ebef3 No.9260630
File (hide): 1de2f2fc307e5a3⋯.jpg (51.94 KB, 600x775, 24:31, 377.jpg)

Posting in a 
creepy thread..

I've died a little 
inside…  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:11:01 ID: 43a4a7 No.9260718 >>9263329

>>9243561
>>9237521

>>9237420 (OP)

Speaking of Museums. Why are museums associated with pg? 

A man attending this museum heard children screaming for help from underneath him. T wo men in suits immediately came  
out end escorted him away from the museum, while claiming they didn't hear any screaming. This museum sits on top of 74  
miles of decommissioned bunker tunnels, in POCAHONT AS county.

https://www.red*dit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5twnll/a_man_attending_this_museum_heard_children/  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:16:26 ID: 000000 No.9260743

>>9260564
Pizza means what I said. Cheese is the child designation.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:20:51 ID: 000000 No.9260762

>>9260564
The capturing is a delicacy I am sure. That actually makes sense.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:22:37 ID: 812397 No.9260771

>>9259420

No, you're thinking of chicken hawk. Bear refers to a large, hairy gay dude. Seems the opposite of pedo to me.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:26:09 ID: 812397 No.9260789

>>9259865

This is true. I was about 12 or 13 then and the Simpons became a big thing within days of the original Christmas special airing.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:27:56 ID: 2167a2 No.9260801 >>9260829 >>9264013

>>9260053

Why do tor posters suck so much?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:34:23 ID: 000000 No.9260829

>>9260801
>le torkike. Filter all tor posters
Why is this still a meme?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:37:35 ID: fd374a No.9260851 >>9260971 >>9261484

>>9237420 (OP)
>>9258779
this is a pretty fucking far stretch this girl looks like your average instagram meme art tumblrista like lets be real here all her posts and the way she poses 
are a clear indication of it 
just feels like a dumb lead  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:56:20 ID: fbbd38 No.9260971
File (hide): 31e65b07ccf81e7⋯.png (392.85 KB, 613x607, 613:607, Screenshot_2017-02-14_01-2….png)

>>9260851
And by that standard so is @jimmycommet. You feel like its a dumb lead. I feel it is a crucial lead but at the 
same time I am not going to make 100 posts about every little thing she does that is occult. That is the 
difference. What is posted of her is concrete correlation and there is not a thing you can say to mason your 
way out of it kike.

@clare_gillen
this is from her instagram. Completely normal. Nothing to see here folks.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 15:58:53 ID: fbbd38 No.9260994
File (hide): bf71ebe285f606f⋯.png (511.95 KB, 614x616, 307:308, Screenshot_2017-02-14_00-3….png)

@clare_gillen
innocent hijinks  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 16:02:45 ID: fbbd38 No.9261019
File (hide): d2f38fb4f5ce950⋯.png (336.39 KB, 613x604, 613:604, Screenshot_2017-02-14_00-3….png)

@clare_gillen
The way she poses is just like a 
tumblrista. Nothing menacing 
about this.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 16:08:36 ID: 8e2858 No.9261066 >>9261090 >>9261186

File (hide): 97140031ca85cd6⋯.png (62.25 KB, 638x614, 319:307, WorldCorpoDistraction.png)  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 16:13:04 ID: ffa786 No.9261090

>>9261066
Fake as in not Podesta?  (Duh)
OR fake as in not really torturing some kid MK ultra style?

Because the torture seemed pretty real to me.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 16:24:28 ID: 645eb2 No.9261173 >>9263037

>>9250176
Uhh…  Guys….   

Is this 'Skippy'?  

https://archive.is/o/YX70i/www.worldcorpo.net/content/video/sneak%20peek.mp4  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 16:26:15 ID: 90d3ba No.9261186 >>9261294

>>9261066
So is Riptide disinformation ?  Or is he just confused? WikiLeaks never tweeted with this guy. Must be on competing abcs.  For example Riptide could be 
MI6 or Israeli and the Podesta Torture Daddy video leak be US FBI.  Can't figure it out.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 16:43:46 ID: 6eee26 No.9261294

>>9261186
Here's a bunch of videos. Creepy as fuck.

http://worldcorpo. net/content/video/  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 17:16:58 ID: fbbd38 No.9261484
File (hide): 9044ef972873c5a⋯.png (324.36 KB, 524x611, 524:611, Screenshot_2017-02-14_00-4….png)

>>9260851
this is not a witch hunt clare. Its a little more serious than that.  Our entire social atmosphere is a facade to allow 
this violence. We can not have these women displaying this shit. Weather it is @vonspawn @jeanettehayes even 
Miley Cyrus there is something that is being played off of. That is what I am after. Yes women attract new victims 
for the cult. Yes women even get violent for the devil. But you can not just get out of this by being a girl. If that was 
the case @clare_gillen would not be doing this shit. This art is telling a story weather it is a cry for help or not.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 17:59:27 ID: 5a4075 No.9261814

>>9257722
VTMN establishes the reason kikes are crazy is because Malkav is buired under Israel, supports prague Jews dindu nothing except when they supply 
kindred blood libel, and have horrid murderous golems at beck and call using Kadabalah-dingdong  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 18:46:30 ID: db861f No.9262323

>>9243394
On 38:40 It shows a screenshot of a shutdown pedo site "boylover dot net" and has the same logo that besta uses.  

File (hide): d6d52467d30c3c8⋯.jpg (203.66 KB,
440x440, 1:1, Little-Caesars-Pizza-littl….jpg)

File (hide): f4dad92055f4355⋯.jpg
(396.19 KB, 1644x2336, 411:584,
13113192_G.jpg)

File (hide): 32173c7f08e493c⋯.jpg (30.95 KB,
600x600, 1:1, little caesar.jpg)

Little Caesar's Founder Dies, Cause of Death Unknown Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 19:51:05 ID: d394df No.9262914 >>9263126 >>9263326

He launched a worldwide restaurant empire who's "pizza, pizza" catchphrase became ubiquitous. Mike Ilitch, Little Caesars founder and owner of the 
Detroit Tigers and the Detroit Red Wings, died Friday at a hospital in the Motor City. He was 87.

"My father was a once-in-a-generation entrepreneur, visionary and leader, setting the tone for our organization and our family. He made such a positive 
impact in the world of sports, in business and in the community," said Ilitch's son Christopher, who is president and CEO of Ilitch Holdings, the umbrella 
company for Ilitch's business empire.

Ilitch's cause of death has not been released.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170211235703/http://www.cbs46.com/story/34482176/little-caesars-founder-dies-at-87  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 20:04:02 ID: 645eb2 No.9263037 >>9265951

File (hide): c3c1f5385b95ae2⋯.mp4 (2.77 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, sneak peek.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9261173
Mirror. 

This is DEFINITELY 'Skippy', aka 
Podesta.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 20:12:53 ID: 6efc27 No.9263126 >>9263173 >>9263557

File (hide): 98881c4d2f108ed⋯.png (633.98 KB, 740x608, 185:152, Screenshot_2017-02-14_15-1….png)

>>9262914
@sashalordpresents had this photo on her instagram. Glad I snagged all 1000+  photos before she set that 
to private. I can uploaded it somewhere if anyone wants them. But here we see a little Caesars  ring on the 
hand.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 20:18:52 ID: d394df No.9263173

>>9263126
holy moley  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 20:20:05 ID: 286a80 No.9263184

>>9250674
Was the location in Scotland maybe? I remember something about this.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 20:38:13 ID: acaa43 No.9263326 >>9263727

File (hide): 50b85eb9c572bbb⋯.jpg (27.42 KB, 648x648, 1:1, ff47ae16f191b86a78575a7299….jpg)

>>9262914
>First picture
>Io Pan Pan

Oh goddamnit.
http://www.sacred-
texts.com/oto/aba/hymn.htm  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 20:38:34 ID: 812397 No.9263329

>>9260718

This is unsettling, but Pocahontas Co.WV is over 220 miles away from DC. Not sure how this is related to #pizzagate  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 21:09:29 ID: 6efc27 No.9263557

>>9263126
Uploaded @sashalordpresents instagram photos before she set her account to private. 
https://u.nya.is/selzrb.zip (230mb)  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 21:27:06 ID: c7f4e1 No.9263653

Hey, Mr. Joel Johnson, you know who would be perfect for our private trip to Columbia?  Podesta's evil twin!  -  Jennifer Palmieri

Did anyone else find that email?  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 21:37:39 ID: c0042c No.9263727 >>9264224

>>9263326
Freaky, because I know that occult invocation.  But also, I remember the Little Caesar mascot repeating words twice in there advertising for decades, like 
Pizza Pizza.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 22:13:34 ID: bf064d No.9263960

>>9255512
these people need to be burned alive.  

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 22:22:02 ID: bf064d No.9264013

>>9260801
because the only way they know how to be "anonymous" is to use what they've been told will seal their identity. even though the US Government tracks 
TOR traffic.  
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Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 22:53:10 ID: 437c44 No.9264224

>>9263727
I think people started asking questions about the Pan! Pan! thing because they've been referring to their pan pizza as Deep! Deep! Dish for a while now.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 22:56:30 ID: 437c44 No.9264249 >>9264288

File (hide): c369f38a4cccb42⋯.png (2.14 KB, 568x500,
142:125, BLogo.png)

File (hide): 94b810b74fc53e5⋯.png (216.33 KB,
638x359, 638:359, assic.png)

Anonymous  02/14/17 (Tue) 23:03:14 ID: 437c44 No.9264288 >>9264740 >>9266164

>>9264249
The first thing you notice is how the child is being dominated. But we must also consider even the color of the man's sweater. It's the same shade of blue 
as the boy love symbol.

Now when he picks up the boy by his feet, the blue jeans align with the man's blue sweater to form the double triangle.

It's all very subliminal dogwhistling.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:08:42 ID: 1f8721 No.9264734

>>9247482

sounds like the same voice as the torture video  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:09:35 ID: f08ea6 No.9264740 >>9265002

>>9264288
(Heil´d)
Very good spot. We might wanna start investigating Little Caesar´s.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:10:59 ID: f08ea6 No.9264752

>>9247482
Damage control?  

File (hide): 8ad852546706544⋯.png (229.72 KB,
1664x578, 832:289, Screen Shot 2017-02-14 at ….png)

File (hide): 916a3ee3f082c97⋯.png (529.28 KB,
1752x826, 876:413, Screen Shot 2017-02-14 at ….png)

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:14:13 ID: c273c5 No.9264780

UPDATE ON ELI SIZEMORE

Eli Sizemore is now a transexual named "Irene Sizemore", still living in Louisville, Kentucky (perhaps with his father?)

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/may/13/transgender-students-applaud-directive-on-bathroom/ 

https://twitter.com/PaulSizemore

Those of you who were here in the beginning recall: DC for Teens, creepy videos feat. changeling mask, and a blogspot ran by paul sizemore with 
hundreds of pictures of little children (no parents)  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:19:37 ID: 74624a No.9264845

>>9250067
Multiple personality development can come from mkultra. It's how they brainwash people. Traumatize them to induce a dissociative state and create 
multiple personalities. Likely Podesta was an mkultra victim himself, and the kids he tortures are in the process of mkultra brainwashing.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:39:05 ID: 53d0f4 No.9265002

>>9264740
That would be an enormous waste of time.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:42:05 ID: 32f394 No.9265033

>>9257492
Licorice Pizza was a record store. Get the joke? He is also from a Russian Mennonite family. Highly doubt he's anything more than the obvious - a 
douche.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:48:28 ID: 32f394 No.9265092 >>9265124 >>9265436 >>9265845

File (hide): 661defeac77f2c1⋯.jpg (11.54 KB, 699x28, 699:28, uttr.JPG)

GUYS
What is this?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:52:04 ID: 18dcd2 No.9265124 >>9265130

>>9265092
A screenshot depicting a file listing for a 429K .webm file named "windex.webm".  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 00:52:39 ID: 718dc9 No.9265130

>>9265124
that has been added today  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:06:45 ID: d576ef No.9265272
File (hide): 87f887d55dcd980⋯.jpg (57.76 KB, 455x488, 455:488, Capture.JPG)

DOES THIS 
REAL?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:23:42 ID: fe774c No.9265433 >>9266076 >>9266164

how is fatherhood.webm and all these other worldcorpo videos tied to pizzagate? how was this shit discovered?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:23:52 ID: 90d3ba No.9265436 >>9265479

File (hide): 6cbfd077e7711a3⋯.jpg (145.96 KB, 998x749, 998:749, IMG_1479.JPG)

>>9265092
Is that from WikiLeaks? Can you give the link to open all the 
files?  I did the 29gigabyte torrent last Friday.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:28:21 ID: fe774c No.9265479 >>9265541

>>9265436
it's from http://worldcorpo.net/content/video/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:33:00 ID: 4cf76b No.9265540 >>9274346

GAVIN MCINNES CONFIRMED FOR NEXT  
JOURNO TO DISAPPEAR AND GO D ARK.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:33:02 ID: 90d3ba No.9265541

>>9265479
Firing up a VPN  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:33:21 ID: 718dc9 No.9265546 >>9265648

>>9237722
there are claims that the child screams "skippy" at around 7 seconds in this video. Too unclear for me to decide, can anyone dissect these few seconds?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:43:47 ID: 90d3ba No.9265648 >>9265729

>>9265546
Who are you anyway.  Did you enjoy that moment of fame?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:49:55 ID: 718dc9 No.9265729
File (hide): 82e3380b5f6ef10⋯.png (404.89 KB, 637x630, 91:90, 6116d1a44b08332d831f6932d6….png)

>>9265648
the fuck are you on about?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 01:57:18 ID: 32f394 No.9265798 >>9265868 >>9265886 >>9266169

File (hide): 993dba2517b4b9a⋯.jpg (10.86 KB, 604x22, 302:11, ugh.JPG)

GUYS
Help.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:02:53 ID: b9ae63 No.9265845

>>9265092

Eh, matchhead, windex and vacuum are all best left alone. Unless you like hairy naked dudes with tiny flaccid dicks.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:05:24 ID: 0cc299 No.9265868 >>9265886

File (hide): ad77e4d5479483b⋯.webm (496.79 KB, 640x480, 4:3, vaccum-vaccum.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9265798
Its a guy fucking a vacuum. They are getting antsy and are taunting us that we can do nothing. They get to 
hurt kids apparently. That is what I take this as a message as.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:07:30 ID: 4cf76b No.9265886 >>9265921

>>9265798
>>9265868
I can't imagine that being remotely pleasurable.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:10:39 ID: b9ae63 No.9265921

>>9265886

He's probably a masochist.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:12:59 ID: 5f8721 No.9265940
File (hide): 6e690ceb34cf506⋯.jpg (550.02 KB, 1424x1303, 1424:1303, doll pasta.jpg)

>>9254716
>>9259787
>That anon that lived with butthurt kike actually helped out with such a process. Anyone got his 
screencaps?
I don't have screen caps of what you're talking about but this copy pasta could be an alternative. 
I do am interested in wtf you're talking about.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:13:18 ID: 1c60cb No.9265943 >>9266241

File (hide): ae568645f1eae9b⋯.png (1.03 MB, 1282x699, 1282:699, Screenshot (178).png)

Do people outside of 
/pol/ use the phrase 
"jewtube"?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:14:14 ID: add5ad No.9265951
File (hide): 57629289b4f5527⋯.mp4 (5.45 MB, 640x360, 16:9, sms.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9263037
Seems like World Corp unlocked the encrypted shit and is slowly leaking SFW versions and trying to get 
people to play an ARG that takes out real scumbags.

If you look at some of the related videos it is other targets that traffic people too…. Shit is getting really 
weird. Day of the rope may be soon.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:24:21 ID: b9ae63 No.9266047 >>9266241

File (hide): c8555e704a2f74b⋯.mp4 (364.3 KB, 720x480, 3:2, intermission.mp4) [play once] [loop]

I have to admit, this one is kind of 
chill. But I wonder if there are any 
hidden msgs?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:28:20 ID: add5ad No.9266076 >>9270056

>>9265433
It's podesta in the video, waiting for e-slueths to clean up more to confirm but, yeah it's podesta.

No one knows how it was found or who found it. Worldcorp seems to be doing this as an ARG to lead people down the rabbit hole.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:38:08 ID: 90d3ba No.9266153

>>9240986
This thread was pruned.  I'm ok with a few that are missing lol.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:39:05 ID: add5ad No.9266164
File (hide): 6dc388fa9db0cc2⋯.png (1.58 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, takemol.png)

>>9265433
It's podesta in the video, waiting for e-slueths to clean up more to confirm but, yeah 
it's podesta.

No one knows how it was found or who found it. Worldcorp seems to be doing this as 
an ARG to lead people down the rabbit hole. 

>>9264288
Yeah, find better "evidence" than navy blue being used as a color. You sound like the 
fucking vigilant christian Mario….  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:39:32 ID: 5f8721 No.9266169 >>9266192

>>9265798
ohhh how edgy /sarcasm
one of the vids showed his face similar. I'm beginning to suspect this shitty site is just for attention and the original poster of the two vids with child 
screaming is from someone else.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:43:02 ID: 5f8721 No.9266192

>>9266169
>similar
similar to the faggot who spread his piss over his mustache.

>attention
attention-seeking. You get the point.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:45:24 ID: add5ad No.9266201

>>9255929
Perfect! Faggots wanna say this is fake, make videos of this horrible shit as a joke. After all if none of this is real this shit should be funny right?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 02:53:31 ID: add5ad No.9266241 >>9266367

>>9266047

Any way to pull location data off the vid the same way we can pull exif data off a jpeg? 

>>9265943

Can any e-detectives clean this up? Looks like a black child laying down on some kind of alter. Also looks like the pixelated image has some sort of 
message hidden in the middle as well but I'm too retarderd to clean it up in any way .

Yeah, everyone calls jewtube jewtube. Have you been on ED or Omegel as of late? Just cause /pol/ uses it doesn't mean no body else does.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:01:56 ID: 7f0d41 No.9266286

An ARG, involving file sharing, as a sort of opsec-skill-honing exercise, viable?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:03:48 ID: 3a4ac6 No.9266301 >>9266310

>>9237420 (OP)
Is it me or is this site getting DDos'd to all fucking hell?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:05:11 ID: 4ac503 No.9266310

>>9266301
Not just you, 503 Errors out the ass for tons of people.  The jews are mad, mad about Truth.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:13:04 ID: 0cc299 No.9266347 >>9266358 >>9267817

File (hide): 42824e6fe2a56b5⋯.webm (2.02 MB, 666x420, 111:70, Just_a_kid_.webm) [play once] [loop]

the kid is saying skippy  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:16:37 ID: e40a44 No.9266358 >>9267817

>>9266347
Holy shit you're right.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:18:25 ID: b9ae63 No.9266367

>>9266241
>Any way to pull location data off the vid the same way we can pull exif data off a jpeg? 

Probably not. Also, we can't prove they shot it. The images could be from anywhere online, they probably just added the background music.

Their web site domain is registered through a Canadian registrar. That doesn't mean they're Canadian, however. But it might be a clue.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:20:15 ID: 0b298b No.9266375 >>9266461

>John 'skippy' podesta
>Dave 'bif skipman' Flintstone

Almonds activated  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:24:32 ID: 0c7818 No.9266393 >>9266414 >>9266745

File (hide): 7d29178490eabc9⋯.jpg (219.11 KB, 639x1011, 213:337, flynn.jpg)

spread this around a bit
thanks  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:28:49 ID: b9ae63 No.9266414 >>9266447 >>9266469

>>9266393

I don't understand what this will accomplish.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:32:45 ID: 8405d9 No.9266447

>>9266414
anon probably thinks that others will see it as a win like us, but the normies need something more concrete than their queen tweeting disinfo.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:35:52 ID: 0cc299 No.9266460 >>9266471

File (hide): 0c8899edb508b37⋯.webm (185.51 KB, 666x420, 111:70, skippy_quick.webm) [play once] [loop]

the kid is basically gasping when she says skippy. The 2nd half of the name is belabored. So what I did was 
cut the long yyyyyyyyy noise and it is clear as day. I think it makes it clearer  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:36:05 ID: 90d3ba No.9266461

>>9266375
I met a guy on a Discord Assange Bitcoin place that said he was the Hawaii guy.  Found a garage with a large box of vials suiatable to draw human blood.  
He left area suddenly.  I don't know where he is now.   Skip.  Almost like skippy but then again I'm not sleeping well after hearing a kid scream yesterday 
and learning about spirit cooking in September.  Downright sleep deprived.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:36:25 ID: 59664b No.9266464 >>9277020

File (hide): ba373846a555aa7⋯.jpg (140.54 KB, 758x510, 379:255, greenview street.jpg)

>>9247593
This shit reminds me of the building on the corner of Greenview and Montana in Chicago. 2434 Greenview. I 
used to walk by it on my way to and from DePaul all the time. I has cameras all over it and one of the 
business's registered to the building is called Organs inc. and another is something along the lines of The 
Anti Ageing Corporation. Over three years I never saw anyone enter or leave the building yet walked by it 
almost every day.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:38:33 ID: 0c7818 No.9266469 >>9266476

>>9266414
read more books
eventually this will lead to you being able to read between the lines  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:38:44 ID: d6c7f6 No.9266471 >>9266481

>>9266460
>>9237420 (OP)
What the fuck is world corpo net? How did you find this and how is it related?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:39:59 ID: 0c7818 No.9266476 >>9266494

>>9266469
what is the official version about his resignation?
what is hilldog saying here?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:40:51 ID: 09d62a No.9266481 >>9266489

>>9266471
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1645566  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:41:58 ID: 0c7818 No.9266489 >>9266511

>>9266481
just no, go away you scum, nobody is falling for that  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:42:38 ID: 8405d9 No.9266494

>>9266476
He resigned because even though he was doing his job as expected, he failed to fully inform POTUS and VP of the outcome of those meetings in a timely 
manner. That's his explanation in his official resignation letter.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:45:26 ID: 09d62a No.9266511 >>9266522

>>9266489
Falling for what?
Cuckchan is just sperging about this atm, which is why i posted this to clarify where this is comming from.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:45:50 ID: 7dd137 No.9266513

>>9247433
Is that not the same fat fuck in the piss.webm video?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:47:08 ID: d6c7f6 No.9266522 >>9266579 >>9266677

>>9266511
I didn't see how voat discovered this website  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:47:35 ID: 6cc80a No.9266525 >>9277595 >>9277620

>>9258673
I'm wondering this too. Some pedo in >>9258574 sperged out and brought this up after an anon linked veganism and pedophilia in a shitpost. I tried 
looking into it, but I couldn't find anything to suggest that it's relevant. The owner is Aaron Silverman, who owns that and another restaurant next door 
called Rose's Luxury. He doesn't seem to be notable other than being the chef and owner of them. Both restaurants are in DC (not near Comet) and are 
very popular for the food and ambiance. Pineapple and Pearls is really expensive, $250 per guest, and only takes reservations. Rose's Luxury doesn't 
take reservations and the prices are more in line with a fancy dinner. I didn't find any suspicious pictures or logos either.

My best guess is that he brought it up as a distraction, but it's possible that I just didn't dig deep enough. Had this place been discussed already?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:54:28 ID: 8e1fdc No.9266565 >>9266572 >>9271004 >>9274097

File (hide): cc6983ca8343001⋯.mp4 (4.77 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Voice Comparison.mp4) [play once] [loop]

I'm just gonna leave this here.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:56:42 ID: 1e7c7e No.9266572 >>9266599

File (hide): 862c20421c612ee⋯.jpg (15.95 KB, 215x255, 43:51, 1441925503345.jpg)

>>9266565
There certainly is a 
striking similarity…  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 03:57:57 ID: e40a44 No.9266579 >>9266614 >>9269873

File (hide): 3232c120b51054c⋯.jpg (14.2 KB, 737x141, 737:141, 601364211564.JPG)

>>9266522
Brace for incoming.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:01:53 ID: 8e1fdc No.9266599 >>9266639 >>9267776

File (hide): 0f1fc62378302c3⋯.webm (1.15 MB, 176x144, 11:9, each.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9266572
In these wikileaks Podesta apparently has a alter ego called skippy and the 
boy calls him skippy in the video.
If voice is 100% match it could be smoking gun.
https://archive.is/8MC0u
https://archive.is/WQB8l  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:03:25 ID: d6c7f6 No.9266614 >>9266767

>>9266579
why the fuck does he want to ban the discussion here on 8chan? hmm  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:05:36 ID: 0cc299 No.9266639 >>9266690 >>9266729

>>9266599
Skippy to podesta is Very similar to Jim Norton and his "chip" alter ego. The voice may be garbled from alcohol too.

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:08:23 ID: 7dd137 No.9266677

>>9266522
This worldcorpo site used to shitpost/advertise itself on /x/ before their YouTube account was deleted.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:09:37 ID: 8e1fdc No.9266690

>>9266639
4chan and voat are losing their shit over these possible voice comparison match. Only time will tell.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:12:15 ID: d6c7f6 No.9266718 >>9266753

Does anyone thing the horse mask that became a popular meme has a deeper and darker meaning? Sorry for digressing. 
I was going through this prezi presentation and this horse mask there. 
https:// prezi DOT com /jctatsh7_ebc/httpworldcorponet/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:13:11 ID: 90d3ba No.9266729

>>9266639
Can I laugh when a "guest" makes a joke on this thread.  Oh I'm too cynical.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:15:34 ID: 0c7818 No.9266745

>>9266393

THIS!  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:16:53 ID: 0cc299 No.9266753
File (hide): b19d0df7b6c83e7⋯.png (1.63 MB, 1003x1203, 1003:1203, Whos jewin who.png)

>>9266718
No but animal masks are 
correlated to the astrological 
signs.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:19:58 ID: 358e31 No.9266767

>>9266614
He doesn't want to ban it, he wants voat-users to come here.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:20:11 ID: 90d3ba No.9266768 >>9266813

File (hide): ec2620f5ae65a51⋯.jpg (106.62 KB, 526x616, 263:308, IMG_2242.JPG)

Man it seems "you guys" are double teaming it. But let's get real here.  Did you hear the full audio of the kid 
screaming?  Did you see the Cambodian guy taser the 2 year old for 14 minutes on and off?  Let's get real.  This 
stuff is sickness.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:26:55 ID: 0cc299 No.9266813 >>9266887

>>9266768
Yea the worst part of that Cambodian video was that the chink would just taze the kid for not even a second at a time. random intervals so the kid could 
not brace himself. He was even messing with the kids peckah. That video didn't make me angry at first but then it made me see red when I saw the 
Cambodian guy shilling in those threads.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:35:46 ID: 90d3ba No.9266887 >>9267295

>>9266813
WHAT ! Seeing that kid tasered and topical hell on his bum didn't bother you until the perp posted in a thread?  I watched the whole thing but I'll admit he 
didn't screech like the Podesta Torture video kid which was rough to listen to . (Alledged Podesta)  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:45:05 ID: 7dd137 No.9266958 >>9267032 >>9267086 >>9267105

The WorldCorp videos have NOTHING to do with PizzaGate.

These videos have  been around for at least a month - htt ps://www.reddit.com/r/OutOfTheLoop/comments/5l6zqc/wh 
at_is_worldcorp_enterprises_and_were_the/

Without a doubt there is actual abuse in those videos. But these WorldCorp fuckers are looking for attention and merely decided to piggyback off 
pizzagate once said connection was made. 

They do creepy shit all the time that's normally a lot tamer - like Theme Song - Caillou (which uses a video Liquid Chris made 8 years ago - funny to think 
there's a Chris Chan connection in this).  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:52:33 ID: 867aec No.9267032 >>9267085

File (hide): be2c841707d2ea6⋯.gif (622.88 KB, 360x263, 360:263, 1483766119147.gif)

>>9266958
nice try faggot  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:57:58 ID: 7dd137 No.9267085

>>9267032
Nice try what? 

You are literally over a month late to the presence of these videos. Do you think I doctored that reddit thread?

See this video ? 
htt ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipQvu7JoAbE

Look who's in the description - worldcorp.

As THIS video shows
htt ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yxz0p_4wXDA

That video is some quasi-ARG (i.e. attention-seeking) nonsense.

These faggots have been doing this for a while now. htt ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VfFaqny7hA 

The pizzagate connection, whether they made it or not, is simply being embraced/exploited by them now for further attention.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 04:58:00 ID: 358e31 No.9267086 >>9267114 >>9271691

File (hide): 6ca5c90e17eb126⋯.jpg (19.6 KB, 480x352, 15:11, 138569a4t89312581692.jpg)

>>9266958  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 05:00:12 ID: cc2e29 No.9267105 >>9267730

>>9266958
If the WorldCorp stuff is mostly disconnected from PizzaGate, but still actual abuse, what's with the very likely presence of Podesta in them? It's not as if 
many Jewish voices are dissimilar, but the comparisons are pretty clear.

Gonna go ahead and say it's probably good to ignore this post. Sorry to (1), but after reading the thread, I think it's fair to say that disregarding WorldCorp 
stuff on the whole is a pretty bad idea, if only because one should make absolutely sure no possibilities are ignored. 

Seems fair to say that WorldCorp is attentionwhoring, though. They've got whatever information they're releasing on dripfeed, and a bit of trolling to top it 
off.

Gotta say though, this is nervewracking.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 05:01:55 ID: 015d15 No.9267114
File (hide): 5b1538dde65aa7d⋯.jpg (37.73 KB, 252x294, 6:7, 1275654562270.jpg)

>>9267086
Sakura isn't a jew.
Delete that image.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 05:35:33 ID: 90f773 No.9267295

>>9266887
I switched vpns. I skipped through the video. If I watched it all uninterrupted I would be mad sitting there. I was angry the little zaps that pissed me off 
because it was like little pinches.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:03:37 ID: afb0ff No.9267730

>>9267105
Is there even a source proving Podesta is Jewish?  I mean we know him and his broseph are spiritual heebs, but John Podesta's wiki says he's of Italian 
ancestry, from Chicago.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:18:04 ID: afb0ff No.9267776

>>9266599
>The typically low-key Podesta is famous for having an alter ego, or “evil
twin” named Skippy whose acerbic tongue makes sure things stay on track and
people behave. When he took over as chief of staff in November of 1998 he
joked he told reporters that he values his staff, in addition to talent and
experience, is people who can “work together as a team. The President
deserves that; the country deserves that; and so does the White House
staff.”

Are you sure the second e-mail is talking about the same skippy?
>Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
Strategic Forecasting, Inc.
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

No mentions of Podesta, and why would he have a list of what he's not supposed to do in the military if he's not in the military?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:20:42 ID: c10630 No.9267784

>>9254716
> for an atheist
You need to get right with God son.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:32:04 ID: 8d1b1d No.9267817 >>9267865 >>9278045

>>9266358
>>9266347
STOP SAYING "SKIPPY" WITHOUT E XPLAINING WHY THA T WORD IS EVEN IMPORT ANT  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:37:16 ID: 718dc9 No.9267838

>>9267378
its been mentioned several times in this thread… Skippy is Podesta's alter ego  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:45:32 ID: eeab5a No.9267863 >>9269500

>>9251375
That isn't a Jew accent that's Podesta's natural Italian New Jersey accent. It wasn't rehearsed like most of the shit you hear him say.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:45:36 ID: c10630 No.9267865 >>9267886

>>9267817
Read the fucking thread nigger. It's Podestas alias now shut the fuck up and lurk.
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:51:33 ID: 8d1b1d No.9267886 >>9267924

>>9267865
I've been lurking for months and helping out some in the first couple of weeks but been speed reading this thread today. 

Pizzagate is not as big as pedowood though, and they must be connected. Should we start a different thread for pedowood info and see if we can find 
anything that ties them together?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 07:59:57 ID: 478f85 No.9267924 >>9267982

>>9267886
I've been lurking for years and of course its all connected.
What are all those private jets for then?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 08:13:41 ID: afb0ff No.9267980

Has anyone read every post in all of the 26 threads?  If so… I sincerely hope for all of our sakes this pays off eventually.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 08:14:08 ID: 8d1b1d No.9267982 >>9267992

>>9267924
I meant in these threads, I've been to /pol/ for two years soon, used to just go to the forums in my own country before that except for some fun on /b/ in 
2009-2010. 

I saw the David Icke video where he talked about pizzagate. He said that we are going to be ridiculed as much as he has been and that we need to 
connect the dots or something. I wasn't here when pedowood became relevant so I don't know much about the /pol/ knowledge on the subject, but I do 
know alot on the topic.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 08:16:31 ID: afb0ff No.9267992 >>9268174

>>9267982
Let's hear it bub  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 09:11:27 ID: 8d1b1d No.9268174

>>9267992
I haven't looked into all of the connections, but I know that they are there if we look deep enough. That's 

why I asked if we should create a different thread to try to tie everything together. The anons that have lost interest in pizzagate might be willing to help in 
that thread also if we make one. 

Here's the David Icke video I was talking about.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 09:52:11 ID: db2801 No.9268337

>>9256102
Getting off topic - but 9/11 was chosen because that was the date "Charles Lindbergh" gave his non-interventionist speech about WW2. Jews were livid 
about his speech and not wanting to bring Americans to fight/die in Europe.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 10:02:17 ID: 14c52e No.9268356 >>9268898 >>9269124

File (hide): 6f4347fd9d32ec0⋯.jpg (46.71 KB, 504x503, 504:503, bunny.jpg)

Thank you based Trump-FBI

I am convinced the leak of Freedom Hosting was the cause of this arrest.

South African man.

"Knoop was caught when US officials found him sharing scores of videos on a website 
commonly accessed by paedophiles."

http: //www.news24. com/SouthAfrica /News/convicted-east-rand-paedophile-handed-
32-life-sentences-for-rape-child-porn-20170213  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 12:43:28 ID: 654957 No.9268898 >>9269312

>>9268356
I don't know how things work in South Africa but it hasn't been long enough since the Freedom Hosting leak for a person to be arrested, and convicted.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 13:10:50 ID: add5ad No.9268999

So not sure if this is new or not, but apparently the every gov person who got busted for pedo shit in 
DC got light sentences and got to keep their jobs  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 13:31:43 ID: d651fc No.9269084 >>9269688

Some of us made a discord server so we can archive information and have more organized investigations. 

https://discord.gg/N2PtbcD
This is not the main server
What this one is is a waiting room. I want to vet people so that we can prevent shills and the like from leaking into the actual server itself. If you want to 
contribute to the investigation efforts in a more private setting, join here and I'll try to vet you accordingly.

I know how this looks, believe me, but with these threads being flooded with false flaggers and shills, this seemed like the best option. A more private 
place for everyone to investigate. On the main server, we are more or less reliant on giving tips to the FBI.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 13:43:07 ID: 812397 No.9269124 >>9269688

>>9268356

What is the significance of the rabbit?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 14:28:58 ID: 75effa No.9269312

>>9268898
Yeah the guy was arrested in 2015

hppp://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/man-pleads-guilty-to-800-charges-including-child-porn-and-rape-20170208  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 15:11:23 ID: 0bc80a No.9269500

>>9267863
Yeah it's obvious they would be fairly different. I don't speak the same way when I hang out with friends as I do when I'm giving a speech to my classroom 
or going in for a job interview, and I imagine I wouldn't speak the same way if I were trying to terrify children.

That said, it's still fairly possible this is a hoax/troll. It could have been intentionally made to implicate Podesta, either as a way to invalidate Pizzagate 
when it turns out to be false, or simply to fuck with people.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 15:21:08 ID: 9cb631 No.9269548 >>9269607

don't know if anyone posted this before but this vice documentary about some 
guy catching pedos mentioned pizza a few times

At:
3:55,12:18,19:07  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 15:34:05 ID: 24058c No.9269607

>>9269548
Cucked vice hides the identity of pedos. Good find tho.  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 15:47:46 ID: add5ad No.9269688

>>9269084
Nigga I ain't clicking that shit. Though you are probably right about a waiting room.

Then again I wouldn't click even if legit. I'm a pussy lurker only.

>>9269124

From the lurking I've done, my own experience in Chaos Magick, and…. other stuff. It serves a multiple purpose, because of course these symbol fags 
use multiple purposes.

For one thing, calling wiccans a fluffy bunny is the equivalent of a nigger a nigger.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluffy_bunny_(Wicca)
The term is basicly making fun of know nothing n00bz who wanna fuck with major magick but are not dealing with the basics.

The peagan stuff is for the God Eostre. Read moar here http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/easter-2016-are-egg-bunny-part-pagan-traditions-1551565

Bunny's also are meant to represent fertility and is used to enhance ferility in different magick practices

As for the practical purpose I have no proof. But from what I read it symbolizes a recruitment center. Now what that entails seems to be a bit conflicting.

Theory 1) Drop off and training. This is most likely given the Podesta vids that are going out. Look up how project monarch works and you will find info 
about causing multiple personality splits by abusing a child at a certain age so severly that their brain creates a whole new personality to protect itself and 
rationalize (because the deveolping brain has no way of dealing with such things emotionally because the brain is still developing). The children are "fluffy 
bunnies" because they are about to be part of magick rituals they know nothing about.

2) It's a breeder site. I would throw this out entirely if not for the peagan use of the white rabbit. It's also a bit bonkers. A breeder site is where they keep 
certain kids based on certain bloodlines and qualifiers (such as type O negative blood which is alegedly sacred) to breed more children for sacrafices or 
slaves that have traits that are worth keeping. Alledgely they also breed and completely sensory deprive and surgically/medically alter from birth to (you 
guessed it) make perfect sex slaves. 

Most likely 1, occult stuff is both a red harring and not a red harring. In chaos Magick, it's meant to work on 2 levels. Self delusion; it's a powerful tool (look 
into drug addict recovery rates for athiests if you don't believe me), even pretending to believe can be enough to give you a kick in the ass to change your 
reality. Occult; in order to properly self delude you have to BELIEVE in the bullshit to do. There is no making Chaos magick work ironically. You envoke 
these Gods and they help you, but they all have their own bagage and bullshit to deal with after. Some Gods just wanna watch some hot freaky sex 
shows, some want a frequency of energy, some want blood.

If anyone cares I can tell you more about the ….other stuff. It's not really PizzaGate related…  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 15:59:20 ID: e9b323 No.9269744 >>9269873

>>9244359

I proved its not Diane Maxwell btw. Her hair was much longer around the time that witness saw the police sketch woman. Getty Images has her in New 
York with medium length hair a week after.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 16:07:02 ID: e9b323 No.9269775 >>9269873 >>9274517

File (hide): 81879557b81030f⋯.jpg (81.82 KB, 480x477, 160:159, what_mode_is_this.jpg)

>>9237420 (OP)

This video was posted to r/creepy 7 
months ago here: 

htt 
ps://www.reddit.com/r/creepy/comme
nts/4q5by2/each_day_i_grow_some_
more/

The guy who posted the vid was 
raped and molested daily as a child. 
https://archive.is/Qk0uI

He is based in Hawaii
https://archive.is/twV25

Really tickles the neurons  
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HEY MODS, WE'RE GONNA HIT 750 SOON, GET READY TO STICKY AGAIN. Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 16:33:08 ID: add5ad No.9269873

>>9266579 

8chan doesn't censor, but mods do prune without archiving or letting us know. The "censored" posts I've seen have been nothing massive. A few links to 
instagrams that may have CP that weren't broken or questionable honey pot sites with CP (what you'd expect a janitor to do) 

Voat doesn't really censor Either, their mods just clean out a lot of the really crazy stuff set as submissions. Compare it to Pizzagateuncensored and try 
and spot the difference. Comments are also telling because there are a lot of 1 day old or 2 month old accounts letting the crazy flow and mods don't 
scrub comments unless it has dox info.

>>9269744
Jet fuel laced scissors can't cut steel hair! FACT! 

How can wigs be real if women don't exist? FACT! 

>>9269775
Yeah, this Calliou ARG has existed for a long time. Before we ever knew about "pizzagate". It seems someone has been sitting on this 'evidence' for a 
while which is unsurprising because Breitbart claimed he had the smoking gun that would take down Obama and all democrats. Others had access to his 
research while going on and while tight lipped around friends and family, trusted colleagues are a different story and I don't think someone as paranoid as 
breitbart would not have insurance copies or back up plans. 

That said, unsure if the guy who uploaded on reddit is also world corp, but that explains a lot. Also explains why he would share shit like this, or may have 
access in certain rings.

Hard to say though. Weird shit keeps comming up about hawaii and Japan though. Having Grown up near drug cartells he's not lying either about sex 
trades for drugs. It's not all pedo based, but they cater to clients if need be.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 17:07:27 ID: acaa43 No.9270056 >>9270602

File (hide): 55239670e471b0f⋯.jpg (55.32 KB, 640x479, 640:479, 55239670e471b0f5ec660136bc….jpg)

>>9266076
>Worldcorp seems to be doing this as an ARG to lead people down the rabbit hole.

I'm late to the party with this, but I'm always wary once the ARG elements come out during investigations 
like this.

ARGs are basically nerd scaavenger hunts. They're used mostly for shit like new NIN albums and 2spooky 
vidya marketing. And, don't get me wrong, I'm a fa/tg/guy and I fucking LOVE me a good LARP. But it's 
because I'm so familiar whit this type of game that I'm suspicious. 

We're dealing with little kids being raped and slaughtered on an industrial scale, not some MMO launch, why 
gamify it? Why waste our time with horseshit riddles? Even if the info is legit, Worldcorp can suck a bag of 
horsedicks for indulging in their RP instead of just leaking responsibly.

I dunno about all this shit tbh.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 17:55:46 ID: add5ad No.9270602 >>9270789 >>9272368

>>9270056
>We're dealing with little kids being raped and slaughtered on an industrial scale, not some MMO launch, why gamify it?

We're also dealing with a cover up of such massive proportions. When info is getting false DMCA'd and taken down on all aspects how do you release the 
info? Gamify it saying "this is all fake, it's just a game bro". It's happened before with cicada and  this other game that was used to gather info on gov 
officials that has suddenly become impossible to google about.

>ARGs are basically nerd scaavenger hunts. They're used mostly for shit like new NIN albums and 2spooky vidya marketing. 

When we are dealing with an entire media establishment that is saying this story is fake don't look into it, what better way to build viral buzz than making a 
2spooky4u ARG. No one is gonna DMCA is because then they are legally admitting the footage is them, real, and their property. Sarah Nyburg got fucked 
the same way when he DMCA's archives of him talking about being a pedo.

>Why waste our time….
Stop right there. We got nothing but time. We can have ARG faggots look into this while finance and connection diggers keep digging there.

We our not focused. There is no FINITE amount of resources that aren't being used in digging for this. Why do you think this discussion gets derailed in 
crazy symbol shit all the time. Some nigger tried saying Little ceasars is pedo pizza because of a single comercial shaking a kid up and down where he 
wears a navy blue shirt and navy blue is the color of pedos.

Do what you want; but if the ARG is going after Podesta and has the goods, then they are trying to tell us some big shit.

And if its fake, then dox and expose retards who drink their piss, put their dicks in vacuum cleaners and make kids re enact vicious abuse. It will be funny 
because then it's JUST A PRANK BRO wil seem really weird.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 17:57:06 ID: 5539f6 No.9270613

KILL EM ALL  

DDOS me faggot cameron afzal  02/15/17 (Wed) 17:59:30 ID: 6b0625 No.9270633 >>9270705

faggot DDOS me in the name of the lizad queen hillary clinton. niggerfaggot you are a pussy bitch this is why trump is building a wall for you to go back 
where you belong you snow mexican
DDOS me if you dare niggerfaggot
DDOS ME  
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DDOS Me cameron afzal  02/15/17 (Wed) 18:02:13 ID: 6b0625 No.9270647

if you do not ddos me then you are a pussy faggot who should go back to mexico where you belong.
Once you go black you never go back so DDOS me if you arent a pussy  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 18:09:32 ID: add5ad No.9270705 >>9270818

>>9270627
Dude, you weren't fucking kidding. Do we need  to copy and paste here? 

Archive and check it out while you can
>>9270101
http://8ch.net/pol/res/9270101.html

Can anyone color correct the black and white pics? One looks like obama. 

Also there is some major info in the description of the liveleak video: https://www.liveleak.com/view?i=12b_1487176854
>Some have accused John Podesta as being the abuser in this leaked video, purportedly from the unzipped Comet Ping Pong server files, accessed 
using a Kali Distro tool called "Hydra."

Unsure if this will help diggers that have copies of the files when comet was unsecured. I remember when the encrypted files were first dug up no one 
had any clue how to view them or what programs to use.

>>9270633
What the fuck? Did I miss something? Anon bro you okay? Did you solve the ARG? WTF?!  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 18:19:53 ID: dd12af No.9270789

>>9270602
>It's happened before with cicada and  this other game that was used to gather info on gov officials that has suddenly become impossible to google about
I never followed those, please elaborate.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 18:23:44 ID: cccd33 No.9270818 >>9270931

>>9270627
>>9270705
I don't see any new material here, just someone's thesis on what we already know.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 18:35:09 ID: add5ad No.9270931

>>9270818
I've never seen anything of this on the Pizzagate threads, but you are right. It is someone explaining proven infultration and theorizing what is happening 
now.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 18:41:53 ID: d4fbae No.9271004

>>9266565
Podesta is such a broken faggot. He's like an underling worm of some evil enemy. Totally corrupted, controlled, bought. I fucking hate him, such a mouse 
little faggot.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 18:51:16 ID: add5ad No.9271094

>>9271007
YUP, looks like it's a bot posting a full dox and an ecrypted password link. Screen shot archive and dig before (((they))) shut it down.

(Although to be fair, I think it may actually be isreal Dropping the leaks)  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 19:26:47 ID: add5ad No.9271360

>>9271147
Someone was trying to derail with isreali military social media memes. No real basis.

Also BIBI said he has proof of a washington pedo ring. Good chance he made a deal with trump to take all of palestine because Muslims invading our 
government and running pedo rings is a great way to get what you want really quickly as opposed to some shitty destablization proxy war using ISIS who 
still wants to kill you.

No solid proof though. Then again I'm not as anti-semetic as the rest of /pol/… (yeah yeah I know, thats a mortal sin here. Bite me Kike)  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 19:32:03 ID: b80a5e No.9271408

>>9237420 (OP)
 CHRIST, I thought it was going to be some gay kid getting yelled at by his dad at a nightclub.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 19:59:44 ID: d6c7f6 No.9271691

>>9267086
>posting pedophile cartoons in a pizzagate thread  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 20:20:58 ID: 8405d9 No.9271924

>>9270710
Cameron Afzal?

https:// cameronafzal.wordpress .com  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 20:24:23 ID: 359001 No.9271950

>>9237420 (OP)
What the fuck am I even looking at in this video? What's with the brush?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 21:10:52 ID: 299fbb No.9272303

>>9244470
He made it pretty clear he just wants them coming here to post the stuff they have on Pizzagate.  Refugees from cuckchan should use relevant pizzagate 
information for a very temporary citizenship here.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 21:12:32 ID: 718dc9 No.9272316 >>9276849

Undercover sting: 11 men arrested on child exploitation charges in Va

https://archive.is/6gDPJ  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 21:12:58 ID: a331ac No.9272320

podesting

>podesting

>1-2-3  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 21:16:30 ID: add5ad No.9272355

>>9271379
^See above
It's fucking happening. The CIA is trying to overthrow our country. The cunt who tweeted this has been going on about 'muh national security cause his 
tweets put us in danger'

These niggers are gonna try and take him down before he can take them out.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 21:18:33 ID: acaa43 No.9272368
File (hide): 8a0d770e438e485⋯.mp4 (7.88 MB, 960x540, 16:9, Technicolor Nippon.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9270602
>Do what you want; but if the ARG is going after Podesta and has the goods, then they are trying to tell us 
some big shit.
Oh, don't get me wrong, my eyes are fucking glued to my monitor right now. I'm just saying that these kind 
of conspiracy sleuthing games are specifically constructed to galvanize the autism in your typical anon.

And on a personal level, I'm getting really fucking impatient and want to start seeing some fucking heads 
actually rolling.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 21:40:58 ID: 299fbb No.9272490

>>9244638
is there proof that "Trumps1stMember" is ACTUALLY part of the trump team?  If so, he says a lot of interesting shit.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 21:58:32 ID: 9369b2 No.9272587 >>9272644 >>9274498

File (hide): fe09feb55344e54⋯.png (113.74 KB, 1190x516, 595:258, faggotmodsshillingforpedos….png)

I didn't believe it when anons 
said gimped chan is faggot. 
Now I do.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:04:40 ID: 9369b2 No.9272623 >>9276849

http://wjla.com/news/local/11-men-arrested-on-child-exploitation-charges-in-va-undercover-online-sting  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:08:25 ID: d3883b No.9272644 >>9272664 >>9274498

>>9272587

Its actually full blown /b/ tier at this point. Go look at /b/ and then look at /pol/… nearly identical at times. Anyone who serious posts has been banned for a 
while now, they find some reason or another to get rid of you, even if you were on cuckchan for a decade. Only cancer is permitted there, marxist 
subverts took over the mods. If anyone isnt taking the leftist threat seriously and considering the average leftist on the street to be the same thing as the 
actual ones shutting conversation down online etc, they need to start.

You see a marxist on the street, that marxist may as well be the actual moderator who shut that thread down. They all think the same, its part of their 
ideology to shut objective truth down and brute force their lies into being the consensus.

Feminists, faggots, uppity niggers, jews, all the same, any one of them could be that moderator, intentionally shutting down right wing discussion. They all 
love to do it.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:08:52 ID: 9369b2 No.9272651
File (hide): eebbbac46f30572⋯.jpg (5.88 KB, 250x125, 2:1, 1487195976217s.jpg)

I AM LOOKING IN TO A NEW ANGLE ON WORLDCORPO VIDEOS & IMAGES

SOME OF THIS WHEN I HAVE LOOKED AT /wg LOOKS TO BE VAPORWAVE OR SOME FORM OF THAT. 
I HAVE SUMMENED THE VAPORFAGS TO HELP WITH THE INVESTIGATION TO SEE WHERE THESE 
VIDEOS AND PICTURES CAME FROM, ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, TIME FRAME PRODUCED, 
WHO OWNS THE WEBSITE, AND CONNECTIONS TO PODESTA (BOTH TONY AND JOHN)

>>>/wg/6852388

SOME OF THE VIDEOS ARE SOME FAG RAPPING ABOUT HOW HE DOESNT WANT TO LIVE, WANTS TO SPEND LOTTO WINNINGS ON DRUGS 
AND DIE, ANOTHER SAYING HES FUCKED UP AND THATS WHY HE DOESNT WANT KIDS.

OTHER VIDEOS, LABELED PISS, THE DEGENERATE FATTY PISSES IN THE TOILET AND DRINKS IT

THEN WE HAVE THE FATHERHOOD VIDEOS (TRIGGER WARNING)

IN ALL THE VIDEOS YOU CAN CLEARLY SEE AN OVER WEIGHT HAIRY GUY WITH A WATCH ON HIS ARM, SO I AM TRYING TO SEE IF THE 
PERSON SCREAMING (WHICH SOUNDS LIKE PODESTA) IS WEARING A WATCH ITS HARD TO TELL.

Links:
http://sign69.pagesperso-orange.fr/indexc.html
https://www.eon8.com/forums/topic/54-sign69com/
www.sign69.com
http://worldcorpo.net/
http://worldcorpo.net/content/images/images.html
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate

PIC RELATED: IS WHY I ASKED VAPORFAGS TO WEIGH IN ON THIS. I WANT TO RULE OUT THE POSSIBILITY THAT SOME MOTHER FUCKER 
IS TROLLING US OR DERAILING THE PG INVESTIGATION. THERE IS CLEARLY A SMALL CHILD SCREAMING IN THE FATHERHOOD VIDEO 
WITH THE FLASHING RED & BLUE LIGHTS BEHIND A CLOSED GLASS SHOWER DOOR, THE PERP IS USING A BROOM TO BEAT ON THE 
DOOR WHILE SCREAMING. 

ANY OTHER THOUGHTS OR IDEAS OR ANGLES TO PURSUE LETS DISCUSS.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:10:19 ID: 9369b2 No.9272664 >>9272677 >>9274716 >>9276928

>>9272644
Is infinichan better? I'm newfag. Do we need a dedicated pizzachan site that won't hesitate to ban shills and slides?  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:12:20 ID: d3883b No.9272677 >>9272714

>>9272664

I only post here, I wouldnt know. I was permad off cuckchan a while ago, but I take a look at how bad its become every once in a while. The last time I 
checked cuckchan /pol/, I decided to compare it to /b/.. was damn near the same, nigger dicks and all.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:17:23 ID: 9369b2 No.9272714 >>9272777 >>9274716

>>9272677
Then I'm here, fuck niggerchan and Hironigger hiring shit mods.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:25:55 ID: d3883b No.9272777 >>9272803

>>9272714

May god have mercy on the left when they manage to shut this place down, the discussion will be over.  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 22:28:55 ID: 9369b2 No.9272803

>>9272777
Why don't we set up 3465346346 other chan sites all dedicated to investigation? They took over gimped chan but they can't take over new sites that fast 
can they?  
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Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 23:16:30 ID: e9b323 No.9273115 >>9273150 >>9273891

File (hide): 96274ad1cab6e7e⋯.jpg (128.62 KB, 755x682, 755:682, lakevolta.jpg)

 HAPPENING  

 LAKE VOLTA 

 HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING  
PROVEN - ARRESTS  
MADE 

 CLINTON 
FOUNDATION LINK  

Anonymous  02/15/17 (Wed) 23:25:10 ID: 7f0d41 No.9273150 >>9273891

>>9273115
Damn, this might be the foot in the door for the CF investigation to get pushed upwards.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 00:54:37 ID: e9b323 No.9273891 >>9273913

>>9273150
>https://8ch.net/pol/res/9237420.html#q9273150
>>9273115
>https://8ch.net/pol/res/9237420.html#q9273115

I now think that this is nothing. Lake Volta is a Huge place. See this thread for further details.

ht tps://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/112801502
https://archive.is/jYtlJ  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 00:57:18 ID: e9b323 No.9273913 >>9274046

>>9273891

 HOLY FUCKING SHIT!!!! THIS HAPPENED A T COMET PING PONG!!!!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lK38LmAoU1k

 IT HAPPENED BEHIND THE GIG ST AGE 

 LOOK AT THE METAL HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL BARS, AND THE W HITE SCREEN WITH PROJECTIONS ON IT  

 THIS IS INSANE   

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:14:39 ID: e9b323 No.9274046 >>9274116 >>9274129 >>9274287

File (hide): 6271dad43b8a9da⋯.jpg (198.13 KB, 1178x700, 589:350, comet.jpg)

>>9273913

SEE  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:20:40 ID: 323620 No.9274097 >>9274380

File (hide): 5393f371cf7221d⋯.png (777.51 KB, 1772x870, 886:435, ClipboardImage.png)

>>9266565
is leaking to the 
normalfags
https://twitter.com/su
ziedaud/status/83189
8824763379716  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:22:34 ID: 7f0d41 No.9274116

>>9274046
Idunno man, a purplish projector is pretty common to come across for events, spoopy though
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:23:12 ID: 323620 No.9274129
File (hide): ad994f2dc9c0b48⋯.gif (302.46 KB, 360x240, 3:2, 1462971099712.gif)

>>9274046
HOLLY 
FUCK  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:37:52 ID: 41fd55 No.9274287 >>9274341 >>9276928

>>9274046
How the fuck did this video surface? I was keeping up with this whole fiasco and suddenly we find a website hosting this degenerate crap and it just so 
happens to take place in Comet Ping Pong? It's good evidence but get the fuck out of here with this coincidence shit, someone is guiding us through this. 
Bread crumbs are being followed, who's the one leaving them?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:42:45 ID: e9b323 No.9274341

>>9274287

The video existed at LEAST 7 mnths ago as it was posted to r/creepy. That is before p1azzagate was even a thing. And the CPP video with the projector 
and the band playing was from 2012.

The band "Heavy Breathing" also were the  guys doing pedophile jokes/references ht tps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PR1w6IkpE6o  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:43:13 ID: 323620 No.9274346

>>9265540
kek  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:45:14 ID: 323620 No.9274370

>>9274227
>She's not THAT much of a normalfag though
well i dont know who she is, but yes any exposure is good exposure  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:46:01 ID: a5feb9 No.9274380
File (hide): 9db28e0ac3463df⋯.jpg (190.73 KB, 900x506, 450:253, Mexican at the wall.jpg)

>>9274097
Sobre nosotros…
Tienes cuenta…
Iniciar sesión…  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:52:48 ID: 62be49 No.9274436

>>9274227
stop shilling gab holy fuck.
>>9273774
>voat user
gab shills like crazy there

 gabai
Alternative Spellings

gabbay, gabbai
Definitions

    verb: to serve as gabai
    noun: The officer of the synagogue who determines which congregants are to receive Torah honors at the service.
    noun: The (lay) person who calls Jews to say blessings over the Torah reading and follows along with the Torah reading to correct any mistakes.

sage for autism  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 01:54:06 ID: e57352 No.9274448

>>9237420 (OP)
They must all burn  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 02:01:05 ID: 0b84d9 No.9274498

>>9272587
Every outsider is raiding that board, regular users devolved into only posting troll posts and there are barely any quality posts left. 

>>9272644
> they all think the same
Luckily for us the far left is incapable of unifying itself behind anything and just infight over which definition of communism and anarchism is the right one.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 02:02:57 ID: 9c4f78 No.9274517

>>9269775
Hawaii. John has a hotdog stand in Hawaii  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 02:17:41 ID: 7f9e77 No.9274616

https://twitter.com/Zanting/status/831968280877363200

The connection between Clinton, Freud, Podesta, Obama, the McCann family & the conflict of interest it presents  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 02:28:41 ID: fe774c No.9274711
File (hide): 37cf299bb5e8b01⋯.png (27.39 KB, 554x490, 277:245, Capture.PNG)

at least 
worldcorp is 
redpilled on 
jews  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 02:29:24 ID: 0b84d9 No.9274716

>>9272664
>>9272714
Even The_Donald on reddit of all places is less cucked than current half/pol/. They at least keep pizzagate threads to the front page instead of half the 
replies calling it thinfoiling and the mods shutting it down and banning everyone. 

Also some leftist faggots became mods on that forum. Nothing get deleted, the low quality shit stays up and if anything is more than a 3-4 line post it 
makes the mods angry. I guess the elections showed that /pol/ is the place to raid and users just stopped caring about the mass hurr look at this graph 
clinton will win type of threads and migrated to other areas.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 02:51:06 ID: fe774c No.9274871 >>9275189

i found worldcorp guy's steam account. maybe someone can doxx him by searching his past usernames. i need to go to bed soon

https://steamcommunity.com/id/wcprpeprceo/  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:16:53 ID: c7d2be No.9275060 >>9275148 >>9275408 >>9276928

File (hide): ee75e485f357c07⋯.jpg (2.78 MB, 3988x3988, 1:1, 1487210857079[1].jpg)

ITS SHOWER DOORS  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:25:44 ID: 718dc9 No.9275148

>>9275060
This makes way more sense  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:30:34 ID: c7d2be No.9275189 >>9277066

>>9274871
>This user has also played as:
>ceo

>wcepCEO

>WorldCorp EnterPrises CEO

>Autissimo! The Great

>Say No To The Bath Salts

>jameglis

>jameglia  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:46:08 ID: fbbd38 No.9275327

>>9237521
he comes.҉҉  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:46:49 ID: 008bb6 No.9275336 >>9275394

the whole worldcorp thing is obviously a little art project. it's certainly gross but it's easy to fall into doing stuff like this without being involved in the satanic 
high art world. hell i could've seen myself making some stuff like on the site (sans violence), maybe not anymore. it's likely some dude that spent years 
and years staring into the abyss of the internet.

however, what interests me is that worldcorp seems to not be doing exclusively original content. i doubt the guy or his assocs are the hairy fat dude 
messing with his dick. they must source videos, and like any screwy young artistic person with a penchant for the web, then trawling backwater sites for 
content is extremely satisfying. it's like a form of content appropriation. in fact, it's more than likely that worldcorp is an editing thing, not a video 
production one. so where exactly they got the clip going around is still a vein to tap.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:52:57 ID: 000000 No.9275394 >>9275437 >>9275462 >>9276928

>>9275336
Why does it matter to you if it is fake? What is the reason you want it to be fake? What is in it for you? Anyone with half a brain knows ARG is a shill 
excuse. It always has and it always will be. What the fuck are you so worried about? Seriously why do people like to be this voice of reason? No way in 
hell this is fake go to Dr. pong thread number 2. The fucking ping pong website had a page of encrypted content. The website WORLDCORPO is not 
where it fucking came from.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:55:01 ID: a5f8f6 No.9275408 >>9275430 >>9275455

>>9275060
DO THE ACOUSTICS OF THE ROOM IN THE VIDEO SOUND LIKE IT'S HAPPENING IN A BA THROOM?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:56:50 ID: 334a82 No.9275430 >>9275439 >>9275464

>>9275408
It could be a large bathroom? Rich pricks have tons of money to spend and it wouldn't surprise me if their bathroom is as big as some peoples 
apartments tbh fam.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:57:37 ID: 008bb6 No.9275437 >>9275485

>>9275394
so your guess is this video started getting around, and then worldcorpo uploaded it? I agree they aren't the original source.

i don't think it's an ARG either, it's not really unified in any way. i think that worldcorpo is a little project, and that means nothing about wether the main 
video we're talking about is related to pizzagate  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:57:57 ID: a5f8f6 No.9275439

>>9275430
That's what I'm getting at. The acoustics in the video, even with the shitty mic, would sound fucking obvious because it's so unique.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 03:59:48 ID: 000000 No.9275455 >>9275464

>>9275408
No because if it was in a bathroom the sound would clip from a child screaming so loud in such a confined space.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 04:00:32 ID: 008bb6 No.9275462 >>9275500

>>9275394
what i was saying was my interpretation of how to get a lead on the source of the video  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 04:00:35 ID: a5f8f6 No.9275464

>>9275455
Not if it's a bigass bathroom like >>9275430 pointed out.  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 04:02:50 ID: 000000 No.9275485 >>9275545

>>9275437
I think it was on that webpage that comet ping pong had with the files. This was during the stenography threads. 

see this picture 
>>9243281  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 04:04:25 ID: 000000 No.9275500

>>9275462
my bad  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 04:09:00 ID: 008bb6 No.9275545 >>9275753

>>9275485
well, when did this video start getting around?

the worldcorpo site had it as of feb 3rd
https://web.archive.org/web/20170203005440/http://worldcorpo.net/  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 04:34:54 ID: 000000 No.9275753 >>9275764

>>9275545
I see here there is it before all of this
http://matrixministries888.com/pizza-the-hutt/
26th of august 2016  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 04:36:43 ID: 000000 No.9275764

>>9275753
nvm a comment posted the link to it. The page was made the 26th of augest. The comment was made on the 11th  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 05:01:36 ID: ddd5a8 No.9275980 >>9276017

File (hide): acdfea559f75250⋯.png (183.84 KB, 326x244, 163:122, Worldcorp Enterprises wtf.png)

>>9237420 (OP)
>>9237521
>superspoopy

Domain Name: worldcorpo.net
Registry Domain ID:
Registrar WHOIS Server: whois.google.com
Registrar URL: https://domains.google.com
Updated Date: 2016-04-01T00:00:00Z
Creation Date: 2016-04-01T00:00:00Z
Registrar Registration Expiration Date: 2017-
04-01T00:00:00Z
Registrar: Google Inc.

Registrar IANA ID: 895
Registrar Abuse Contact Email: 
Registrar Abuse Contact Phone: +1.8772376466
Domain Status: clientTransferProhibited https://www.icann.org/epp#clientTransferProhibited
Registry Registrant ID:
Registrant Name: Contact Privacy Inc. Customer 124397542
Registrant Organization: Contact Privacy Inc. Customer 124397542
Registrant Street: 96 Mowat Ave
Registrant City: Toronto
Registrant State/Province: ON
Registrant Postal Code: M4K 3K1
Registrant Country: CA
Registrant Phone: +1.4165385487
Registrant Phone Ext:
Registrant Fax:
Registrant Fax Ext:
Registrant Email: 
Registry Admin ID:
Admin Name: Contact Privacy Inc. Customer 124397542
Admin Organization: Contact Privacy Inc. Customer 124397542
Admin Street: 96 Mowat Ave
Admin City: Toronto
Admin State/Province: ON
Admin Postal Code: M4K 3K1
Admin Country: CA
Admin Phone: +1.4165385487
Admin Phone Ext:
Admin Fax:
Admin Fax Ext:
Admin Email: 
Registry Tech ID:
Tech Name: Contact Privacy Inc. Customer 124397542
Tech Organization: Contact Privacy Inc. Customer 124397542
Tech Street: 96 Mowat Ave
Tech City: Toronto
Tech State/Province: ON
Tech Postal Code: M4K 3K1
Tech Country: CA
Tech Phone: +1.4165385487
Tech Phone Ext:
Tech Fax:
Tech Fax Ext:
Tech Email:  

File (hide): 69423d86bfa3246⋯.png (11.28 KB,
300x100, 3:1, ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 4f8d9af9815156f⋯.png
(18.54 KB, 165x110, 3:2,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide):
e505dba41485f1a⋯.png (8.13 KB,
165x110, 3:2, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 05:06:37 ID: 67a1e2 No.9276017

>>9275980
This worldcorp shit is oddly reminiscent of  Randy Prozac's work - specifically his Goat Worship series. 
Think SentimentalCorp is pizza related? 
sentimentalcorp.org/rprozac/interview.html - here is a self-conducted interview the "artist" did, he raises a lot of very interesting points.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 05:08:19 ID: 67a1e2 No.9276027

also: all the shit he says about mind control in the interview is legitimate - watch with the sound OFF especially if you are a grill btw  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 05:19:04 ID: aebedb No.9276105 >>9276928

>>9256918
>being a fence sitter
For what purpose? After all the reveals and evidence, for what gucking purpose?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 06:41:30 ID: 5539f6 No.9276691

these motherfuckers need to hang

==the following should happen to every PEDO there make them suffer great inhumanities, make them rape each other at gunpoint. cut the arms off the  
men and use those to rape the  women with. shove one of the cut off men's heads into the womens vagoo. make her cum on her comrades severed head
REMEMBER TO TAKE pedos ALIVE SO YOU CAN TIE THEN UP IN YOUR BARN, THEN SKIN THEIR LEGS AND MAKE THEM EAT EACH OTHERS 
SKIN. USE VISE GRIPS TO CRUSH THEIR TEETH WHILE THEY ARE STILL IN THE JAW. THEN USE THE VISE GRIPS TO CRUSH THE JAWBONE 
ITSELF. TRY TO PULL THE BROKEN JAWBONES OUT OF THEIR SKULL. NOW PACK THEIR EYE SOCKETS WITH THE BONE FRAGMENTS. 
SUFFOCATE AT LEAST ONE WITH THE LEG SKIN THAT HAS BEEN REMOVED. PULL THE BONES OUT OF THEIR LEG WITH FLIMSY COAT 
HANGERS, OR AT LEAST LAUGH WHILE TRYING TO AS THE COAT HANGERS WILL JUST DIG AROUND INTO THE EXPOSED MUSCLE==  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 06:58:49 ID: aebedb No.9276806

>>9259531
Jesus, anon how the hell could you be part of us and not know something so simple?
>>9259649
Holy shit, I didn't even have to respond.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:06:23 ID: fbe4ba No.9276849

>>9272623
>>9272316
Just another online sting.  The adoption centre story is a big one though.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:19:12 ID: add5ad No.9276928
File (hide): 3fffaa8012c4090⋯.png (101.19 KB, 600x600, 1:1, hellery.png)

>>9272664

/b/ here is shit. /pol/ here is amazing. I go here for anything that is not /b/

>>9274287
It's looking like whoever is behind WorldCorp cracked the encrypted files on Comet's Server. This is 
impressive given how serious the encryption was. They are trying to market it as an ARG to get normies to 
follow the rabbit hole and point out how absurd it is to not ask questions.

They are trying to drop more hints. I'm scared to think what that 2nd skippy vid in the forrest is. 

Who ever is doing this knows how to build up and market. Fatherhood has gone viral and has people asking 
questions. They never outright say this is evidence of the pedo ring so normies spread it demanding justice 
not knowing that they railing against CPP. I wouldn't be surprised if the God Emperor himself is marketing 
this….

>>9275060
Have we been able to pause and clean up to get faces? Is there any proof of shower or shower doors as decor at CPP? 

>>9275394
It is an ARG, but it's an ARG worth looking into. If fake expose the faggots doing it. If real throw them a parade when we lock up Podesta and the pedo 
clan. My thoughts is they have the goods and are trying to get normies to dig. 

>>9276105
In that I think both ARG worldcorp and finances are worth looking into. It's not one or the other and telling people not to look into the worldcorp ARG is 
assuming that the resources are organized. They aren't.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:34:02 ID: f3fb45 No.9277020

>>9266464
Blacked out windows and an obscured entrance… if I had to guess what that building was, I'd say "brothel".  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:40:56 ID: 6dd2d7 No.9277066 >>9277084

>>9275189
h ttps://www.twitch.tv/jameglis

???  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:43:52 ID: 6dd2d7 No.9277084 >>9277119

>>9277066
also jameglis roblox in FBI roblox group probably just some joke but coincidences are everywhere

h ttps://www.roblox.com/groups/group.aspx?gid=112945  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:48:55 ID: 6dd2d7 No.9277119

>>9277084
Also youtube, pretty sure this is him as dates line up to steam profile creation dates

h ttps://www.youtube.com/user/jameglis/about

h ttps://steamid.eu/profile/76561198048234816  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:50:37 ID: a9b830 No.9277133 >>9277140

what's up with the mods at voat?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:51:20 ID: 6dd2d7 No.9277140 >>9277256 >>9278719

>>9277133

I frequent voat and was just thinking about posting, what are you talking about?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 07:59:00 ID: d4c6b7 No.9277183 >>9277193

File (hide): ba06190078216cf⋯.png (207.66 KB, 500x375, 4:3, 755704d6a2ea97a4bc31a977fa….png)

I'm late to the party anons been wageslaving so I haven't been able to keep up with pizzagate since the first 
couple of threads.  Someone in here was asking for a videofag to take a look at this stuff.  Well, that's me.  
I'm going to go through the video in the OP and pull out any metadata that I can a long with analyzing it 
frame by frame to see if I can prove anything.  I'll also dump the audio for you guys.

Can anyone link me to the original video?  I'm betting the .webm is a re-pack so if there is a dump out there 
I'd appreciate it if someone could link it again.  I'll go through the rest of the videos too once I get a chance.

To the anon that was asking no there will be nothing like exif data to look at.  However they might be other 
things that will hint at the source in there assuming I can get the original.  I'm busy this morning but I'll be 
back with my findings as soon as I can.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:01:06 ID: 6dd2d7 No.9277193 >>9277231

>>9277183
h ttp://worldcorpo.net/content/video/  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:06:36 ID: d4c6b7 No.9277231 >>9277393

>>9277193
Thanks anon, as expected .webm in OP is a repack so no metadata is contained within it.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:12:09 ID: a9b830 No.9277256

>>9277140

Hm, I don't know.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:26:45 ID: c7d2be No.9277365 >>9277412

I think I found a way to geolocate the webm files from worldcorp.
htt ps://techcrunch.com/2010/06/15/opera-geolocation-webm/
New software called Opera. You can download it if you want.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:30:57 ID: d4c6b7 No.9277393 >>9277537

File (hide): c76275f44655305⋯.png (118.29 KB, 332x450, 166:225, 118dabac679db462fa98f3772c….png)

>>9277231
and the same file is listed on the website so there is no original to get metadata from, sorry anons.  I've dumped 
the audio, which is in Vorbis (.ogg).

Vocaroo: h ttp://vocaroo.com/i/s18D0VqRmvf1
Raw file: h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodtrack1eng

Sorry for not using mega.nz don't want to register an account.  I would have uploaded the .ogg here but the file is 
not allowed on this board.

I'll be back in a few hours after I'm done looking at the video itself.  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:34:47 ID: d4c6b7 No.9277412
File (hide): 88098c609151ed0⋯.jpg (121.89 KB, 450x600, 3:4, 8092863435a212fb92a16a3df5….jpg)

>>9277365
It can't do what you think it'll do.  The geolocation feature is for the browser itself.  They also included webm support in 
the same update.  There is no metadata to be found in the webm from what I can tell.  Although my tools are a bit 
outdated (updating them now) I doubt I'll find anything else.  All fields related to metadata are blank and there is nothing 
attached within the container that isn't visible through the use of a normalfag media player.

I HIGHLY suspect there was meta data in the original file and this was converted to .webm by whoever put it on that 
website.  Since all the other files used the .mp4 container I'm assuming this one did as well.  I'll troll through those to 
see if they have any metadata in a little while.

Going to avatarfag with anime girls so my posts are noticed.  I hate begin an attention whore but the video in OP 
disgusted me so much that I want to get anything I find out to the public. 

I must attend to some things for my wageslave gig then I'll come back to this.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:40:39 ID: 181b74 No.9277448
File (hide): 49034a980678ce8⋯.jpg (17.08 KB, 250x272, 125:136, robinson.jpg)

Just some help to investigators here.
Pic-related, Robert L. Robinson. This is the 
admin of WORLCORPO.net.
Sheila Aliens tracked this sick cuck down in 
December following a 'like' of one of
CPP instragram photos. 
He's a convicted pedo that can be found in 
the Maine sex-offender registry.

A video detailing his ugh, lifestyle…
vid.me/DsYQ

As you'll see he's low-life trash. And here is 
how he's connected to WORLDCORPO:
prezi.com/jctatsh7_ebc/httpworldcorponet/

We can move past that part now, and try and 
figure where/how he obtained this footage.
Quite possibly recorded while attending one of CPP's "secret pizza parties?" Or
maybe he had access to CPP's alleged porn distribution page. He does tend to
creep on kids taking photos with a hidden camera, I'm thinking the former is how.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:45:39 ID: c7d2be No.9277472
File (hide): 9d19cb4dfe41ed8⋯.png (43.56 KB, 844x649, 844:649, 1487234669510[1].png)  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:57:10 ID: d4c6b7 No.9277537 >>9277543

File (hide): fc51f14a36dd392⋯.gif (264.76 KB, 416x410, 208:205, b6d564302d8cc7de9d856db198….gif)

Back with more.  This is for any photoshop anons out there that want to do more digging.  I've dumped 
every frame of the video "fatherhood.webm" to 32-bit .png for you.  There are about 730 images and it will 
be about 700MB after extraction.  Could another anon please mirror this for me?  

h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodimgdump

See this post for audio dump 
>>9277393

All I can do right now I'll be back with more when I get the time.  Thanks for digging anons this is always a 
group effort.  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 08:58:32 ID: d4c6b7 No.9277543 >>9277572

File (hide): 2231ffd1cd589f5⋯.jpg (131.17 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, ace0ec9ef2e93e7d30a8337872….jpg)

>>9277537
If you need these images in .bmp or .jpg please let me know.  I'm not a photoshopfag I just make images 
look pretty when they are put together in video so I don't know what works best for you.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 09:02:29 ID: 965cc8 No.9277572

>>9277
543

Why is Ayaya so volkish?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 09:09:00 ID: f7d6a5 No.9277595 >>9277917

File (hide): 2e30573c9666ef9⋯.png (76.35 KB, 1189x579, 1189:579, Not sending their best shi….png)

>>9266525  

File (hide): 87358310532f0ef⋯.mp4 (8.97 MB,
480x360, 4:3, joe biden is a pedophile.mp4) [play once]
[loop]

File (hide): 18519eef9af0ee4⋯.mp4 (2.24 MB,
1280x720, 16:9, joe biden pedo predator.mp4) [play once]
[loop]

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 09:09:02 ID: a928a3 No.9277596 >>9277626

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 09:09:40 ID: a928a3 No.9277600 >>9277626

File (hide): 66f1a54aef1b0bd⋯.mp4 (11.26 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, joe biden pizzagate.mp4) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 09:10:10 ID: a928a3 No.9277602 >>9277626 >>9278719

File (hide): c2c2d1e17f5dab5⋯.mp4 (6.77 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, joe biden pedo at it again.mp4) [play once] [loop]
 

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 09:15:07 ID: 965cc8 No.9277620

>>9266525
Interesting…  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 09:16:30 ID: 965cc8 No.9277626 >>9277833

File (hide): 89e08ad8075574c⋯.jpg (127.17 KB, 541x783, 541:783, biden anime.jpg)

>>9277596
>>9277600
>>9277602
Sick faggot could not even 
keep his hands on 3DPD.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 10:01:07 ID: db59e7 No.9277833
File (hide): 7d8449cdd98866e⋯.jpg (28.41 KB, 480x480, 1:1, 15965540_1837839666454572_….jpg)

>>9277626
I remember laughing at that pic before I 
knew biden was a pedo and an anti-
white kike.  

File (hide): 1a6b9260d8fa0c2⋯.jpg (58.92 KB,
520x584, 65:73, 10347516_f520.jpg)

File (hide): 5f9fbdaa3b759b5⋯.png (97.09 KB,
1280x853, 1280:853, california.png)

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 10:27:32 ID: a1aaed No.9277892

GET IN HERE FAGGOTS. WANT TO HEAR WHAT THE FBI SAYS ABOUT PIZZAGATE? LIVE FROM A COUPLE HOURS AGO. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Q9zUa4kaJo  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 10:36:32 ID: f3fb45 No.9277917
File (hide): 0e086dae26b918f⋯.jpg (63.46 KB, 850x400, 17:8, 1449897852681.jpg)

>>9277595
These people 
genuinely 
believe they're 
moral people 
though.
Just by Jewish 
moral 

standards, rather than European ones.  

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 11:02:51 ID: c7d2be No.9278003
File (hide): 92c00a5e53f7068⋯.png (661.71 KB, 2882x3126, 1441:1563, 1487242605942[1].png)

jameglis username comes up as in use on a few other sites 
too - linkedin plebbit twitter, handful of others  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 11:16:21 ID: 82d563 No.9278045
File (hide): aa49aea55936d0a⋯.jpg (65.04 KB, 714x418, 357:209, C4vZGYZUYAA_1iN.jpg)

>>9267817
Its the smoking gun.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 11:29:53 ID: a1aaed No.9278093
File (hide): 24f36c2737a6c64⋯.jpg (77.37 KB, 500x666, 250:333, IMG_2182.JPG)

WORLD'S LARGEST 
PIZZAGATE PICTURE 
DATABASE

http://imgur.com/a8kLj2w

GOTTA CATCH EM ALL!!!  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 11:31:36 ID: c7d2be No.9278100

Someone make a Pizzagate 27 thread.
We're almost at 750.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 11:41:08 ID: bd245c No.9278134
File (hide): 778d68bce829f3b⋯.png (426.58 KB, 1456x799, 1456:799, bdsm jew guy wew.png)

>>9259787
wew I never thought this'd 
be useful ever again 
beyond nervous laughter  

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 13:36:48 ID: d4c6b7 No.9278581 >>9278676 >>9278719 >>9279137 >>9279156 >>9279573 >>9279668

File (hide): 3ff05dad3bd1011⋯.mp4 (10.5 MB, 640x360, 16:9, fatherhood_gamma-muxed.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Gamma adjusted/brighter version I just put together.  You can clearly see the child now.  
I now think this is a little boy instead of a girl.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 13:53:10 ID: a66aa0 No.9278676

>>9278581
Nice work detective  

Someone tell the mods to get ready to sticky a new post. Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 13:59:07 ID: add5ad No.9278719 >>9279290

>>9278581
Yup, kid appears to be wearing trunks. Good work any chance you can adjust the "each day I grow some more" video? It looks like the child from the 
burnt Card video. You can see that childs face in that video and they use freezeing water on him

>>9277602
Can anyone do any lip reading on this? We know the sick shit he said on CSPAN. When I show that to normies they flip shit

>>9277140
Everyone claims one is a shill. The mods are overly paranoid cause people on Voat have been getting harassed IRL. A bunch of newfags on voats threw 
tantrums when mods didn't let them repost old shit as new finds or post crazy conspiracies that aliens are fucking babies to keep the earth flat. (See how 
off the rails /v/pizzagateuncensored is.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 14:51:22 ID: 26f552 No.9279137 >>9279290

>>9278581
Imported and viewed frame for frame in PS. I guess I got a similar (if not shittier) result then the uncompressed, so I will not upload and risk spreading 
lower res.
You can see the arm more clearly around 0:24 and then you can actually see a little bit of the face around 0:29. Could you try find some uncompressed 
for the next threads around 0:29, but with the included information like gamma adjusted and such.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 14:54:00 ID: 26f552 No.9279156 >>9279290

>>9278581
Also since we can see the face we know for a fact that there is someone else holding the camera (not sure how you would get your chin in zoomed in 
third person perspective otherwise).  

File (hide): fd087450ac1cfaa⋯.jpg (25.5 KB, 640x360,
16:9, 3c0d79016815a208bd8489ef6b….jpg)

File (hide): 2ba7a08ec7e8670⋯.jpg (19.52 KB,
640x360, 16:9, 8f2796b6bdf389cf5424045725….jpg)

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 15:18:35 ID: d4c6b7 No.9279290 >>9279360 >>9279445

>>9278719
What is the file name of the video you're interested in?  I've only watched the one I've been working on.

>>9279156
>>9279137
I've dumped images in the other thread and anons have messed with it.  Pics related.  I've also dumped all frames from my corrected version if you want 
to take a look at those.

>Image dump of original webm

h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodimgdump

>Image dump of my gamma corrected version

h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodimgdumpgammacorrection24png

>Raw VORBIS audio from original webm

h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodtrack1eng

Please mirror and re-post everywhere.  
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▶
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 15:31:29 ID: a85435 No.9279360 >>9279445

File (hide): 2d99fb8df6bb7a1⋯.jpg (1.11 MB, 1065x1300, 213:260, brown-bear-standing-110137….jpg)

>>9279290
anon… are you sure it wasn't a bear?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 15:45:00 ID: d4c6b7 No.9279445

>>9279290
Animated .gif in other thread:

>>9279383

>>9279360
If it is it's a talking bear anon.

Also board is getting spammed with CP right now be careful on catalog.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 16:07:15 ID: 9e9fe5 No.9279546 >>9279563

File (hide): 8cce40187a77cd5⋯.jpg (112.12 KB, 679x960, 679:960, 345345.jpg)

So not sure if this has been posted already, but in the some other videos on worldcorpo.net you can see a bearded man 
doing degenerate disgusting things.  He has been identified and apparently it is claimed this guy is the owner of the 
website.  

Needless to say I have no idea what to make of this and these documents which are apparently him.  It is also claimed in 
the youtube comment section that he might be dead.

https:// www.facebook.com/worldcorpenterprises/

https:// www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWW7mj4Oroc

With this information I really don't know how to wrap my head around all this, nothing makes sense.  Not to mention you 
do realize this is so big that the authorities definitely know about this.  So you have to question why they have not taken 
this website down if it is real?  Honeypot?  

Other relevant threads:
https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1651306

https:// voat.co/v/pizzagate/1651045  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 16:11:04 ID: 9e9fe5 No.9279563

>>9279546
Here is the claim that he died in 2014

http:// web.archive.org/web/20150211053025/http://www.glmb1949.com/

The facebook page is filled with weird writings and broken English.  This one caught my eye.

>5: I was introduced Dr. Barney doctoral against my will by 2 governments Ottawa, Ontario, Canada and the United States of America.International rape.
Your use there international offices Embassy of government and others inside the country as a way to spy on you.

Theres also the banner image on the facebook page of some location, which leads me to believe this is some kind of game.  I've been in and out of the 
camp of "this is an ARG LARP" and "there is something to this", right now with this information I'm with the latter.  
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Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 16:12:52 ID: c2a7db No.9279573 >>9279619

File (hide): 2879ee125d9c639⋯.png (54.59 KB, 267x328, 267:328, nose.PNG)

>>9278581
Who's nose is that?  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 16:20:58 ID: d4c6b7 No.9279619

>>9279573
Another anon figured it is a hand, not a face.  Sorry for false alarm.  

Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 16:29:26 ID: 91b290 No.9279668

>>9278581
Nice job  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File (hide): e314f48049ec765⋯.jpg (10.94 KB, 234x255, 78:85, 49034a980678ce8a02bd292e3b….jpg)
Pizzagate 27 Anonymous  02/16/17 (Thu) 23:22:13 ID: 5841ef No.9283729  >>9284907 >>9285598 >>9286436

>>9286940 >>9287833 >>9289547 >>9296185 >>9298022 >>9303969 >>9304519 >>9321408 [Watch Thread] [Show All Posts]

SMOKING GUN THREAD
h ttps://archive.is/Dnw0o
https://web.archive.org/web/20170216182246/http://8ch.net/pol/res/9274160.html
/SMOKING GUN THREAD

Video Source:www.worldcorpo.net/content/video/

https://archive.is/YX70i

NYT DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20161120230530/http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/norwegian-police-arrest-
20-men-pedophile-network-probe-43670565

ABC NEWS DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 
https://archive.is/http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/11/20/world/europe/ap-eu-norway-pedophile-network.html

ORIGINAL AP STORY STILL UP:
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/3f53996696a24d0da8c1d8fb117beca0/norwegian-police-arrest-20-men-pedophile-network-probe

BACKUP IN CASE IT GOES TOO:
https://archive.is/DLmOL

STAGED CRIMES AND MEDIA NARRATIVES: https://archive.is/VttLF

TOP OBAMA FUNDRAISER ARRESTED FOR CHILD RAPE: MAINSTREAM MEDIA SILENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VsBAtq1dLc

https://archive.is/sl3dc

YUGE PIZZAGATE ARCHIVE (ZIPPED)!
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Where's Podesta the Molesta 
these days other than the 
new vid surfacing?  
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BUMP for spoopy stuff.  
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bump, mods sticky  
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fyi, best way is to report and ask for sticky there  
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What is known about the worldcorpo 
owners?  
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reposting this from smoking gun thread. just hit the bump limit.

>>9284253

ive found slowing the recording down slightly makes the childs words more intelligible. right now i have it at 
0.84 the original speed. still trying to isolate it from podestas voice. his is much louder in the recording 
though, and his frequencies are all over whenever he is speaking. but there are a few instances where he 
waits for the child to answer, and the child isnt just screaming.

the following timings refer to original file (not the slowed down version)

most notable ones are:

8.2sec - my something hurts john (hard to understand)

11.9sec - john (notable as there is no podesta voice)

16.5sec - same as above

40.9sec - child screams dad by himself

43.5sec - child, "the waters hot" (not too sure about it, but maybe)

and thats where im at. using a combination of noise removal and eq notch. if anyone knows how to isolate frequencies better please chime in. ive never 
done anything like this.

either way check in on those times, mark them, then slow the recording down and see what you can come up with. look for more times where the child is 
answering while podesta is silent.  
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PODESTA LITERALLY 
ON "soo eh side" WATCH

PLEASE DON'T HURT 
ME HILLARY!  
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>>9278546
If the poster is here, would it be possible for you to see if the other broom video (not fatherhood the other one) has a face in it? I swear I saw a face(of 
possibly the perp) near the beginning.  
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>>9284775
Wew they are all in on the fake news angle.  I wonder how long they can keep it up?  
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Comet ping pong is the sun the 
moon and the stars  
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Until they are arrested.  
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>no archive  
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unusual as usual is a music video 
shot in comet ping pong
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=H-qaqce9pbE  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:47:21 ID: 567a83 No.9284866 >>9284980

File (hide): 9c7368b8d499f2d⋯.png (594.11 KB, 988x604, 247:151, Screenshot_2017-02-11_20-3….png)

>>9284848
I use 4kstogram to save all the photos then I look through 
them. That slows me down.I can stop if you like.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:48:41 ID: c8c087 No.9284870

CARRIED OVER FROM THE PODEST A THREAD THAT HIT BUMP LIMIT

>>9279544
VC Andrews was a pretty twisted author. She wrote flowers in the attic. According to kikeapedia the book in this photo involves rape and a messed up 
child.

I wonder whether Calico was a girl who felt lonely and was targeted by this man who pretended to understand her and then lured her that way.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:49:56 ID: 567a83 No.9284881 >>9286052

File (hide): 4d99992fb10b588⋯.png (431.37 KB, 607x616, 607:616, Screenshot_2017-02-11_18-0….png)

@drawbertson

Guy has 11 thousand photos on his instagram I would archive if it was something I could find in a reasonable 
amount of time he simply has too many pictures for it to be worthwhile.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:51:19 ID: 567a83 No.9284892 >>9285115 >>9286527 >>9286673 >>9305431

File (hide): 5cec2d4241b1127⋯.png (669.48 KB, 958x610, 479:305, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-2….png)

@drawbertson  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:54:25 ID: bc538d No.9284907 >>9284914

>>9283729 (OP)
Okay, so this is 100% confirmed at this point. 

FBI, I know you're lurking here. You better get a rock solid case and bring this whole thing down, even if it ends up taking down half of Washington DC. 
Don't think about your job or your salary. Do the right thing for once.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:55:48 ID: c1cabf No.9284914

>>9284907
FBI-sama please do the right job for once.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:56:21 ID: 567a83 No.9284919
File (hide): fdf1d74f592bc22⋯.png (620.14 KB, 949x646, 949:646, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-0….png)

@drawbertson
Monster face  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:58:31 ID: 567a83 No.9284938 >>9286029 >>9291005

File (hide): f7e1f8006dd60cb⋯.png (719.53 KB, 613x615, 613:615, Screenshot_2017-02-11_18-3….png)

@drawbertson  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 01:58:47 ID: 7ad9b7 No.9284940
File (hide): a0c7ed5ca10b690⋯.mp4 (6.94 MB, 802x480, 401:240, [screams in nazi].mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9284763
ive done what i can with the audio. its very processed, slightly slowed down, and compressed to specific 
frequencies. the dialogue is much clearer though. what is the best way for me to put it up?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:00:21 ID: 567a83 No.9284947
File (hide): 5349d6844ad124e⋯.png (532.52 KB, 948x598, 474:299, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-1….png)

@drawbertson
I already proved what the eye is a 
few threads back.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:03:50 ID: 567a83 No.9284977 >>9284980

File (hide): 4471812c31bf3cb⋯.png (396.22 KB, 612x609, 204:203, Screenshot_2017-02-11_18-5….png)

@drawbertson
Sorry for no archive  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:04:27 ID: 4332fc No.9284980

>>9284711
>>9284788
>>9284866
>>9284977
checked. good work lads.

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:05:06 ID: bf88cd No.9284989

No one has doxed the fucker who owns this world corp piece of shit?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:06:47 ID: 567a83 No.9285002 >>9296335

File (hide): 3db4c4968e1d9dd⋯.png (789.85 KB, 1005x633, 335:211, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-1….png)

@drawbertson  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:09:07 ID: 567a83 No.9285019 >>9285028 >>9286380 >>9286418

File (hide): 11f88e516af680d⋯.png (581.89 KB, 616x613, 616:613, Screenshot_2017-02-11_18-3….png)

@drawbertson
exhibit a  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:10:28 ID: 567a83 No.9285028
File (hide): 1a6cdb9ca9e54c1⋯.png (415.14 KB, 613x609, 613:609, Screenshot_2017-02-11_18-0….png)

>>9285019
@drawbertson
exhibit b  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:13:09 ID: 400bf3 No.9285048 >>9285348 >>9285935 >>9286189 >>9286581 >>9287335

File (hide): d296d1858f475db⋯.jpg (77.88 KB, 486x360, 27:20, 3c0d79016815a208bd8489ef6b….jpg)

>similar voice
>similar facial structure

Boys this might be it. I'll try and get a screen grab of a video of Podesta at a similar 
angle and overlay it in Photoshop, will report back.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:15:22 ID: 0d5155 No.9285056 >>9285198

File (hide): 0283a13cbb459de⋯.jpg (8.85 KB, 181x255, 181:255, 1456147500356-0.jpg)

>>9284810
Does that mean there's 
something underneath…?

A dungeon, perhaps? Sacrificial 
chamber?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:17:24 ID: 0d5155 No.9285070
File (hide): 1de69dc1cbf1b4b⋯.jpg (7.54 KB, 255x164, 255:164, 1470954088870.jpg)

>>9284843
>pee pee poo 
poo  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:20:14 ID: 7ad9b7 No.9285088 >>9285110

pls help anon, ive got a pretty good isolated version of the fatherhood webm. i dont want to compress it, and i cant use vocaroo or shit like that because 
the file is too large. should i make it into webm? and how do i do that?

sorry, i should have learned how to do this years ago, but i mostly lurk. just want to help in any way i can  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:24:16 ID: 567a83 No.9285110 >>9285347

>>9285088
https://nya.is/ 
or endchan.xyz/pizzagate there is a 350mb file limit. What is the format? To convert to a reasonable webm size type in the terminal ffmpeg -i 
filename.mp4  -b:a 60k -map 0:0 -map 0:1 -vf scale=-1:720,fps=fps=24 -sws_flags lanczos -pix_fmt yuv420p -c:v libvpx-vp9  -strict -2  -s 666x420  -refs 2  
-crf 25 "filename.webm"  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:24:43 ID: 0d5155 No.9285115 >>9285226 >>9296755

>>9284892
>money signs and dollar bill
Obviously represents how they buy kids through the trafficking business
>Weird guy in a bunny costume with a "carrot" that could be a whip or dildo
Sick shit
>Creepy-looking eye
Also weird
>Fist
Physical abuse
>Pizza
Self-explanatory  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:31:46 ID: d26312 No.9285148 >>9285167

ok so even if we can prove the guy is podesta in the vid, will it be enough to actually prosecute? Or will it be enough to warrant him arrested until FBI can 
get search warrants and gather more evidence to prosecute?  
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▶
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:35:23 ID: 0d5155 No.9285167
File (hide): a77356ea974fb3a⋯.jpg (7.2 KB, 255x200, 51:40, 1443970658667.jpg)

>>9285148
Well, video evidence of him locking a kid in the shower and swearing/screaming at him should be 
enough for a child abuse charge or something.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:37:40 ID: 1fca58 No.9285183
File (hide): 6293aeff09d9189⋯.jpg (65.73 KB, 414x500, 207:250, podestabear.jpg)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:40:37 ID: 404c8a No.9285198

>>9285056
It's beneath the See Eye Aye row, it's connected to the Dupont Circle and possibly to the WH. Tunnels  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:45:17 ID: 567a83 No.9285226 >>9285616 >>9285772 >>9286673

File (hide): f4ca756d77550b5⋯.png (507.66 KB, 939x604, 939:604, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-2….png)

>>9285115
@drawbertson  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:46:43 ID: 1707f9 No.9285235 >>9285383

File (hide): 002a4a76378effd⋯.jpg (31.99 KB, 639x482, 639:482, 95c219f08917d703efae3ca00b….jpg)

>>9284794
I'm going to bed soon anon, the "face" I found was proved to be a hand in the other thread.  It's holding the 
broom handle.

Dumping gamma corrected versions of "fatherhood.webm" and "each.mp4" again as well as image files (all 
frames from both videos).  Please mirror and spread I'll be back to dig after I finish sleeping.

>Edited video (gamma correction/brighter than originals)

Can be found in these posts.  Original file names are "each.mp4" and "fatherhood.webm"

>>9281201
>>9278546

>image files from "fatherhood.webm"
>730 frames (50MB or so compressed as .7z, 700MB uncompressed)

From original webm: 
>h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodimgdump

From my edited (brighter) version (fatherhood_gamma-muxed.mp4 attached)

>h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodimgdumpgammacorrection24png

>Audio

Vorbis/ogg from original "fatherhood.webm"

>h ttp://www.filedropper.com/fatherhoodtrack1eng

Please mirror the above.  I'll dump the audio/images from the other video after I wake up.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:47:46 ID: 567a83 No.9285247 >>9285263 >>9286555 >>9286615 >>9286673 >>9286739 >>9321353

File (hide): 2db781912d90cf5⋯.png (397.68 KB, 612x615, 204:205, Screenshot_2017-02-11_18-0….png)

@drawbertson

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:47:54 ID: 6070c9 No.9285249 >>9285288

>>9283858

he tweeted three times today (since his hiatus from december 2016) carrying on his (((russian narrative))) and clarifying he never badmouthed hillary 
clinton. Cryptic shit  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:49:19 ID: f9b66b No.9285263 >>9286030

>>9285247
How the fuck aren't people getting arrested for taking a picture like this at all? May as well just blatantly show the kid getting fucked in the ass  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:51:48 ID: 0d5155 No.9285288 >>9285310 >>9285325 >>9285480

File (hide): 16002355a65546e⋯.jpg (9.02 KB, 255x178, 255:178, 3baa8c6a81694ba519de95d60f….jpg)

>>9285249
You know, it's quite possible Trump just mentioned Podesta today to rile him up and break his 
silence… and remind him that his time is almost up.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:53:34 ID: 567a83 No.9285303 >>9285322

File (hide): 69e8cce4292d30f⋯.png (476.46 KB, 926x587, 926:587, Screenshot_2017-02-11_20-4….png)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:54:20 ID: 199e11 No.9285310

>>9285288
The first big domino of many to come
>the rats will turn on each other in a sinking ship
>gnash and bite at each other as they all drown  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:54:44 ID: ec04fb No.9285314 >>9285430

File (hide): 00c614c28259ce2⋯.png (247.12 KB, 821x431, 821:431, sarahkikerman.PNG)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:55:41 ID: f9b66b No.9285322 >>9285367 >>9287556

>>9285303
God this is so disgusting. 
I can't believe the ancient cheese pizza meme from /b/ was real like this  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:55:55 ID: 29a38f No.9285325

>>9285288
>mfw it was a coded message to Hillary
>"Should have killed him when you had the chance, Shilldawg.  Now it's too late."  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:58:49 ID: 7ad9b7 No.9285347 >>9285368 >>9285383

>>9285110
i have it as a wav. im sorry im fucking stupid with computers. i only know audio shit. just tried to up it as a wav, but it didnt work. im going to reduce the 
sample rate a little to see if ican put it on like vocaroo or some shit. i just dont want to lose any more quality  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 02:58:52 ID: 2eebd2 No.9285348

>>9285048
ITS A HAND HOLDING THE BROOM  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:00:56 ID: 6070c9 No.9285367 >>9285838

>>9285322

>I can't believe the ancient cheese pizza meme from /b/ was real like this

wait til the red room memes merge into the reality of podestas subterranean torture vault  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:01:23 ID: 567a83 No.9285368 >>9285390

>>9285347
Ok well as long as you upload it elsewhere make sure to link it here and then I can work with it,  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:03:24 ID: 1707f9 No.9285383 >>9285422

File (hide): 95316ec1b4b1eb4⋯.jpg (51.03 KB, 584x584, 1:1, 9a694dc2943c1852602d9c6c47….jpg)

>>9285235
Seriously niggers I've asked a few times now and no one ever takes the few minutes to do it.  
MIRROR/ARCHIVE.  I'm going to put them other places tomorrow and have my own copies still but on the 
off chance I suicide by 5 bullets to the back of the head tonight I'd prefer these files didn't get purged.

I'll be back to clean up the video/audio some more tomorrow and dump the other images/audio for you.  

>>9285347
Use foobar2000 and convert the file back to ogg, you'll lose quality but you can mux it to webm if you want 
to include it with video.  If you're going to upload it elsewhere FLAC would be a good way to compress it 
without losing further quality.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:05:21 ID: 7ad9b7 No.9285390 >>9285405

>>9285368
does ogg work on here? didnt know my DAW could render to ogg

times with just child responding
9.9s - my something hurts jon
14.2s - jon
19.7s - jon
48.9s - dad
52s - the waters hot (??)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:07:03 ID: 3f5f32 No.9285400
File (hide): 3a6e316ea66d090⋯.png (16.54 KB, 181x255, 181:255, 365f272552d06e9c46d8ef6a75….png)

>>9284810
No, this is pretty common for an intersection.  Each hole can only hold a certain number of telecommunication cables.  
As this is DC we are talking about, they have public, emergency, and secure cables running everywhere.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:07:38 ID: 7ad9b7 No.9285405 >>9285429

>>9285390
link
http://vocaroo.com/i/s0cujqsJj0lO  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:09:04 ID: d5b22b No.9285413 >>9285614 >>9290733

File (hide): bfd26b73f178fd7⋯.jpg (53.32 KB, 599x703, 599:703, 1452518181069.jpg)

Can we at least make them our 
child soldiers?  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:10:13 ID: 567a83 No.9285422 >>9285459

>>9285383
It doesnt matter what the audio format is because you can convert anything to webm. especially with the  ffmpeg -filter_complex flag that you can actually 
take the audio and make a spectroscope.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:11:00 ID: 567a83 No.9285429 >>9285530

>>9285405
thanks I can webm it for you  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:11:11 ID: ec04fb No.9285430

>>9285314
The "K" stands for "Kike"  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:14:26 ID: d5b22b No.9285452

If this is going to be the new CIA, there is going to have to be more that info dumping. What to do with these children once they are freed?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:16:34 ID: 1707f9 No.9285459 >>9285495

>>9285422
webm requires vorbis audio so yes it does matter.  ffmpeg will convert it on the fly, do that enough between lossy codecs and the audio turns to shit.  

File (hide): a683b8ce8717953⋯.mp4 (9.38 MB,
640x360, 16:9, fatherhood_deblock.mp4) [play once] [loop]

File (hide): 5f707cc768c673d⋯.mp4 (2.03 MB,
352x288, 11:9, each_deblock-muxed.mp4) [play once]
[loop]

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:18:20 ID: 1707f9 No.9285474 >>9285486 >>9286399 >>9290636 >>9317755

Before I go to bed I decided to deblock the video for you anons.  Here is the gamma correction + deblock of each.mp4 and fatherhood.webm.  Hopefully 
this will give you something to go on while I'm away.  Thanks to the other anons that jumped in to help with video/audio.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:18:55 ID: 551faa No.9285480 >>9285504 >>9294435

File (hide): 15e8be51d125f8c⋯.mp4 (6.15 MB, 1280x720, 16:9, Trump the goblin slayer.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9285288 (Heil'd)
>You know, it's quite possible Trump just mentioned Podesta today to rile him up and break his silence… 
and remind him that his time is almost up.

Your Fuhrer dubs don't lie. That was exactly what I thought while I watched it live. Trump namedropped 
Podesta and the Uranium One deal twice in the space of 5 minutes. That was a tactical move.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:20:15 ID: 1707f9 No.9285486 >>9285576 >>9303969 >>9305402

File (hide): b842f22e7ead80a⋯.mp4 (10.19 MB, 640x360, 16:9, fatherhood_deblock-muxed.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9285474
Uploaded the wrong file, here is the 
fatherhood.webm with audio.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:21:52 ID: ac0238 No.9285495 >>9285516

>>9285459
>webm requires vorbis audio
>not using opus for webm  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:23:33 ID: ec04fb No.9285504 >>9285540

>>9285480
I watched most of the conference but missed where he mentioned Podesta. What'd he say exactly?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:23:40 ID: d5b22b No.9285505 >>9285703

File (hide): 9dc6561c3b345a1⋯.gif (1.06 MB, 490x490, 1:1, HN0Y3.gif)

Dump all day, but what happens to the children now? They obviously can't go into this corrupt system again. 
Is it just about stopping it from happening again and cutting the losses?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:23:52 ID: 10f1fa No.9285508 >>9300839  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:24:41 ID: 1707f9 No.9285516
File (hide): 29bd0c99cf987a2⋯.jpeg (321.94 KB, 768x1024, 3:4, 2ktan.jpeg)

>>9285495
>implying you can hear the difference
>implying it's not lossy like vorbis
>implying my point doesn't still stand
>implying my 20+ years of experience doesn't matter because I didn't 
keep up with the latest meme formats
>(1)
>contributes nothing

Been at this on PC since DivX ;-) 3.11 you turbonigger either contribute 
or GTFO  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:25:20 ID: 4aea71 No.9285521

>>9279608
mary houlihan  @maryhoulie  Feb 12
Twitter twitter.com/maryhoulie
u better call our asses !!!
718-928-9732

>>9280862
http://worldcorpo.net/content/video/messy.mp4  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:26:03 ID: 988a23 No.9285527

>smoking gun thread
>robert robinson lolcow

nigger are you serious  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:26:12 ID: 567a83 No.9285530 >>9285739 >>9288796 >>9291139 >>9305402

File (hide): b43f985a08ed004⋯.webm (617.08 KB, 666x420, 111:70, i.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9285429  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:27:40 ID: f4291d No.9285540

>>9285504
He said if Podesta worked for him and talked shit about him like he did Hillary that he'd "fire him so fast his head would spin."  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:28:01 ID: 567a83 No.9285546 >>9285963

File (hide): aaa20f26a24c770⋯.png (554.92 KB, 616x617, 616:617, Screenshot_2017-02-14_00-4….png)

@clare_gillen  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:32:52 ID: e36ada No.9285576
File (hide): 666ddb499c8f21f⋯.jpg (67.87 KB, 530x600, 53:60, 666ddb499c8f21f03324107bfa….jpg)

>>9285486
I find it kinda weird that the kid has shorts on. I reckon the torture would be more effective if he was completely 
naked. 

Also you can tell from the movements that the kid is not acting. he seems erratic, convulsing at times and also 
constantly checking his surroundings and stumbling around. it is very likely that he was drugged during 
fatherhood

also, is the disco light coming from inside the shower? the video makes it look like so

ARG or no, whoever did this has to be gassed  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:37:40 ID: 2a3d21 No.9285598

>>9283729 (OP)
I really do hope this is a smoking gun. I don't think so though.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:38:15 ID: d5b22b No.9285604 >>9287734

File (hide): 2096c881050cc31⋯.jpeg (400.22 KB, 1038x539, 1038:539, erwin_rommel-P.jpeg)

Do any of you have a a plan 
or do you just like looking at 
abused children?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:39:15 ID: c55a02 No.9285609 >>9285700

"And call no man your father upon the earth: for one is your Father, which is in heaven." Has anyone check bible verses?  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:39:42 ID: 8afba7 No.9285614 >>9285660

File (hide): 3a1edad43d6c7dc⋯.jpg (487.18 KB, 1680x1050, 8:5, raiden.jpg)

>>9285413
>Can we at least make them our 
child soldiers?
When the storm finally starts we 
shall all become Lightning… the rain 
transformed.

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:39:53 ID: 4e9982 No.9285616

>>9285226
>@drawbertson
https://archive.fo/P6cH4  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:42:44 ID: 6059b0 No.9285635 >>9285651 >>9292333

http://cannibalclub.org/events.html  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:45:01 ID: ec04fb No.9285651 >>9285690

>>9285635
I want to slaughter all of these people.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:46:12 ID: d5b22b No.9285660
File (hide): 38c4363fa641807⋯.jpg (27.45 KB, 255x236, 255:236, what did he mean by this.jpg)

>>9285614
>when
Is this all you are 
attentive toward? Now is 
the storm.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:46:56 ID: 76c740 No.9285664

>>9284831
Looks like a young Mike Pence  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:51:08 ID: 2c2f68 No.9285690

>>9285651
Me too

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:52:13 ID: 2c2f68 No.9285700

>>9285609
I own a sword named Demon Cutter. I swear to Kek almighty that I will put it to righteous use  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:53:05 ID: 2c2f68 No.9285703

>>9285505
They are melted in acid in the blue buckets. No bodies. No survivors. No witnesses  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 03:59:49 ID: c55a02 No.9285739 >>9285754 >>9285777

>>9285530

>Biblical verses always speak of never >calling anyone else >your father besides god.
>Podesta is referencing himself as god
>"And call no man your father upon the earth: for one is your >Father, which is in heaven."

If this is john Podesta, could the child be saying something bionically related. This would be a slight against Christianity. "The light of the world"? One 
idea, a shot in the dark. John Podesta is referencing himself as god, the father. In doing so he's also jesus christ, the holy trinity. This is from the fourteen 
phlanges and fish articles, mainly scribd. However also it sounds like the child is saying the light of the world within the webm. 

archive is acting up
https://www.scribd.com/document/337070910/De-Coding-The-Occult-Meaning-On-Podesta-s-Hands

Heard of reference to Osiris, Osiris is the son of Ra. Possible connection to holy trinity. Mythology always reiterates.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:01:25 ID: ec04fb No.9285754 >>9285774

>>9285739
That picture is photoshopped. Call me a kike shill all you want but look at my past posts in this thread first. I remember when that Podesta picture was 
first posted. No markings on the hands, then someone in the same thread shopped it and reposted.

With all of the legitimate stuff there is on Podesta the Molesta you don't need to use fake stuff to change people's minds.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:04:52 ID: c55a02 No.9285769

"What is my name?" (incomprehensible), I am. 
"The light of the world"?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:05:56 ID: 76c740 No.9285772

>>9285226
She was a sex worker as a minor  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:06:12 ID: c55a02 No.9285774

>>9285754
you're photoshopped  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:06:25 ID: 3706c3 No.9285777 >>9285784 >>9285795 >>9285808 >>9285821 >>9315408

>>9285739

No, its a sick pedophile thing, he wants the kid to call him his father, as if he was his "new father" and the old father is powerless, almost like some form of 
advanced jewish pedophile cucking or something. Its beyond fucked up, these people need to be found, and be dealt with.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:07:51 ID: ec04fb No.9285784
File (hide): ca7e194ee9b6a75⋯.jpg (2.87 KB, 183x275, 183:275, noose.jpg)

>>9285777
>and be dealt with  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:09:33 ID: 2c2f68 No.9285795 >>9285824

File (hide): 78a6368010589fe⋯.jpg (718.3 KB, 510x1010, 51:101, IMG_0886.JPG)

>>9285777
Checked. The pepeating digits 
demand it  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:11:45 ID: c55a02 No.9285808 >>9285818 >>9285892

>>9285777
True, however isnt the basis of the pedophile ring occult? Of course i'm simply speculating anon, but i'm foaming at the mouth now.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:12:47 ID: cd0ae9 No.9285814 >>9286389

File (hide): 2dee605e27c47bb⋯.png (661.38 KB, 932x586, 466:293, Screenshot_2017-02-11_20-4….png)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:13:34 ID: c55a02 No.9285818

>>9285808
this is a torturers magnum opus if it's real. I wouldn't cast aside any ideological exaltation… However again, just speculating  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:14:26 ID: 4fd38c No.9285821
File (hide): 3de1709b897231b⋯.png (15.56 KB, 228x255, 76:85, 14336efbe96a43c92ab10c26a0….png)

>>9285777  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:14:44 ID: 3706c3 No.9285824 >>9285830 >>9285877 >>9287523

>>9285795

>The victim would either be cut down the front (a la disembowlment) and the ribs would be seperated, leaving the chest cavity open and unprotected. The 
other possible method was that the victim was cut from behind, the torturer digging his hands into the victim's torso and to the front, and seperating the 
ribs in such a way that they came out through his back, giving the illusion of wings, and thus a "bloody eagle".  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:15:50 ID: 2c2f68 No.9285830
File (hide): b2f2c848f451358⋯.jpg (47.8 KB, 564x544, 141:136, IMG_0888.JPG)

>>9285824  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:17:15 ID: 2a3d21 No.9285838 >>9285891 >>9285914

>>9285367
Please don't make redrooms real. That's just a reddit meme to make people think the deepweb is spooky.

>tfw my stance was always that there isn't anything you couldn't find on /b/ that wasn't on the deepweb  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:22:07 ID: cd0ae9 No.9285877
File (hide): 9da6438889c9bbf⋯.jpg (110.14 KB, 660x537, 220:179, beppe-nappa.jpg)

>>9285824
Chest to 
abdoman. 
Sometimes 
slitting the throat 
as a message.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:22:57 ID: 4e9982 No.9285886
File (hide): 1baf6bebb164b0b⋯.png (1.03 MB, 1418x750, 709:375, ClipboardImage.png)

https://archive.fo/Xxj
Ay  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:23:22 ID: 551faa No.9285891 >>9285906

File (hide): a48d742ec6f2ec3⋯.jpg (16.42 KB, 175x309, 175:309, s43dad3455df2.jpg)

>>9285838
>red rooms

They exist. 99% of the sites purporting to be red rooms are bitshekel 
scams, but that other 1%…  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:23:34 ID: 4d1fb6 No.9285892 >>9285922 >>9285939 >>9286118

>>9285808

It seems that quite a few pedophiles follow ancient mystery religions. Most likely because ancient Rome and Greece were pederastic. "Women are for 
breeding, boys are for fun"  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:25:13 ID: 2a3d21 No.9285906

>>9285891
I don't get it. It's not anything you couldn't find on the clearweb. Hell, I've seen fucking necrophilia on some of these chan websites for god sakes. 

Probably the whole interactive element, but at that rate you might as well go torture a small animal or some shit and then grow some balls. Hurts my brain 
trying to rationalize with these sick fucks.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:26:35 ID: 29a38f No.9285914 >>9285924 >>9285955 >>9292191 >>9292234

>>9285838
Snuff and cp has been known to be real for ages.  It was always thought that it was just small pockets of degeneracy in one place or another, we just 
didn't know it was organized by the kikes in power.
None of this is new or particularly shocking, serial killers have engaged in this sort of behavior for as long as we have records, the new fact is that it's 
encouraged and industrial now, with the kikes in charge benefiting from it.  The most horrifying fact is that the alphabet agencies, the government, law 
enforcement, the judicial system, politicians, educators, they're all in on it.  Globally.
That's what's so fucked up and hard to process, the sheer scale of it, the enormity of it, the tens of thousands of children who are stolen, used and 
disappeared forever DAILY.
It's all real, it's all horrifying, and it's all going on right fucking now and the people who are supposed to be stopping it are the ones perpetuating it.  It's a 
nightmare freakshow that is our fucking world.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:27:33 ID: 952e3f No.9285922 >>9285934 >>9285939

>>9285892
greek's didn't literally fuck boys. romans stole stuff from greeks but perverted it, they saw greeks liked little boys and assumed it was sexual when it 
wasn't. romans are jews, romans are actually who the kikes got their hooked noses from  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:27:47 ID: 5a6840 No.9285924 >>9285956

>>9285914
My first red pill was in 1998 stumbling upon snuff films on the internet.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:28:40 ID: 5a6840 No.9285934 >>9285945

>>9285922
Dub 2s always the Jews.

KYS kike  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:29:15 ID: f1d9ec No.9285935

>>9285048
What frame did you pull the face shot from? I could not see any faces in the vid, although I wasn't paying close attention because it was fucking disturbing 
beyond belief.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:29:55 ID: 551faa No.9285939 >>9285945

File (hide): 8db1cb657fd2ba5⋯.jpg (22.75 KB, 416x415, 416:415, 14545477645.jpg)

>>9285892
>Romans and Greeks were Pedos! For 
serious guys! Fuck those Romans and Greeks 
right?
>>9285922
>No Greeks were okay but fuck those Romans 
they're basically kikes!

Is this the best you can do Chaim and Moshe?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:30:38 ID: 952e3f No.9285945 >>9285960

>>9285934
what
>>9285939
romans did have hooked noses though. and they did steal almost everything from the greeks  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:32:03 ID: 2a3d21 No.9285955 >>9290953

File (hide): 9209c2ac840d111⋯.png (111.61 KB, 502x511, 502:511, d9d9d94758e2fb2027e9bdc1a4….png)

>>9285914
It's insane. Real life is at the point where we're blurring the lines between some /x/ tier shit. I don't want to 
derail the thread but I've noticed some pretty weird shit happening around me lately. Cars and stuff like that.

It's insane how deep this gangrene is festering into our world. Surely after this if we succeed, we need not 
censor this shit, all we have to do is make it available to people who want to learn. Nobody will ever want to 
go back. Pull the curtains back and show them in all their glory, that is all that needs to be done.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:32:10 ID: 2c2f68 No.9285956 >>9306553

File (hide): 6bdc4b2ec0e39f6⋯.png (981.89 KB, 1280x800, 8:5, IMG_0889.PNG)

>>9285924
I member that shit. Faces of death videos at the local video rental stores here. Back in the early 90s VHS 
tapes. Good fuck people are so fucked up. Oh yeah podesta and cunton and obama need to be linked again 
with Dave Flintstone  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:32:32 ID: 551faa No.9285960
File (hide): f74b6c800939986⋯.jpg (68.51 KB, 638x540, 319:270, 12667865345.jpg)

>>9285945
>r-romans were 
r-really basically 
kikes t-tho anon

Go home Chaim, 
you're shit at 
your job.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:32:56 ID: 56dd55 No.9285963 >>9285965 >>9285969 >>9285990 >>9285995 >>9287557

>>9285546
Is that blood on the floor?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:33:32 ID: 2a3d21 No.9285965 >>9285990

>>9285963
Bloody hand print. Could be stylistic.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:34:08 ID: 2c2f68 No.9285969 >>9285990

>>9285963
Looks like it. Handprints too. @FBI dudes can you guys get fingerprints from photographs yet?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:38:21 ID: 3706c3 No.9285990 >>9285996

>>9285963
>>9285965
>>9285969

I think you guys are off, its just like couch fabric, like felt or whatever.. where when you rub your hand over it, it moves the materials fibers and creates a 
different color.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:39:20 ID: cd0ae9 No.9285995

>>9285963
its going against the grain of the fabric.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:39:30 ID: 2a3d21 No.9285996 >>9286001 >>9287295

>>9285990
I get that, but why would it be under the table? Kinda weird, not conclusive.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:40:16 ID: 3706c3 No.9286001

>>9285996

Ambiguous.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:43:19 ID: 59e705 No.9286014

>>9284368

holy shit…  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:45:35 ID: 59e705 No.9286029 >>9286052

>>9284938

The bags under the eyes. Similar to the child taped to the table from JA's insta.

Signs of lack of sleep  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:45:54 ID: 3c5f91 No.9286030

>>9285263
because plausible deniability even when theres thousands of fucked up photos that go along with this one. its fucking depressing to think that kids are 
going through horrific shit so some diddler can get their rocks off. even if they get charged and convicted its not enough. fuck  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:48:54 ID: b97220 No.9286045 >>9286053

>>9284368
What am I looking at here  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:50:45 ID: 3706c3 No.9286052 >>9286074 >>9288758

>>9286029

Yea, and look at the one you missed:

>>9284881
Both taped to the wall, making it a theme like the kid with their arms taped to the ping pong table, but also look at the eyes.. red, and almost like they 
have been crying or something.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:51:03 ID: 2c2f68 No.9286053

>>9286045
The blueprints on the Death Star.

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:53:08 ID: 6782c9 No.9286062 >>9286107 >>9286125 >>9286276 >>9292364 >>9315492

>>9284368
>domains all point to the same IP
OK, I've checked a few and it seems true. Let's hear a rational or irrational explanation.  Is there a company that specializes in webhosting for 
restaurants? It would make sense, especially if they take online orders, credit cards, etc.. But then what is the company called?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:54:15 ID: 7bc335 No.9286074

>>9286052

kids cry, I dont think the kids they post pics of are victims  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:57:59 ID: 59e705 No.9286107

>>9286062

Time to plot them out on a map  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 04:59:24 ID: 9865bd No.9286118 >>9302916

File (hide): e18b8fb7b7aad0a⋯.gif (19.82 KB, 561x804, 187:268, tree of life.gif)

>>9285892
They seem to follow the Kabbalah and its derivatives in particular - most modern "occultism" is Kabbalah-derived. And of 
course, it can all be traced to 2nd century Talmud contributor, (((Simeon bar Yochai))).  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:01:00 ID: 9865bd No.9286125

>>9286062
>Is there a company that specializes in webhosting for restaurants?
If this is the case, it would provide plausible deniability if CPP were to use the server for illicit purposes.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:07:51 ID: 4787a7 No.9286189

>>9285048
It's a hand, see:
>>9279545  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:08:53 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286204
File (hide): 67f713f4c4f392d⋯.webm (3.6 MB, 352x288, 11:9, 013618.webm) [play once] [loop]

 

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:19:10 ID: 000000 No.9286276 >>9286294

>>9286062
>Is there a company that specializes in webhosting for restaurants?
Most of these websites have a link to https://ordersnapp.com/ at the bottom.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:20:48 ID: 000000 No.9286294

>>9286276
sorry, forgot to break the link. I'm newfag.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:21:31 ID: 30a1bb No.9286299 >>9286406

Why is everyone convinced this is fucking podesta in the video?
Jesus Christ.
You autists are just grasping at straws at this point.

This is VERY CLEARLY the same voice as in the video. 
vvvv
Unless this is john podesta rapping.

https://soundcloud.com/worldcorp-enterprises/bootleg2a  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:25:01 ID: f9b66b No.9286324 >>9286341

I'm afraid of the answer but I have to ask
what's a redroom?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:28:38 ID: 3b7460 No.9286341

>>9286324
h ttps://cse.google.com/cse?q=red%20room&sa=Search&cx=011444277870222434136:sj9mvdxmv2s#gsc.tab=0&gsc.q=red%20room&gsc.page=1  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:34:22 ID: af62ac No.9286380 >>9286418

>>9285019
That nose, those colors on the box behind…

|
|>
|3
|  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:35:28 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286385 >>9286402 >>9286434

File (hide): 98c82112bb522f9⋯.png (154.18 KB, 228x622, 114:311, Screenshot_2017-01-15_10-5….png)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:36:17 ID: af62ac No.9286389 >>9287273 >>9294092

>>9285814
This is red flag material. Those had to have been cast from a real fetus.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:37:19 ID: e36ada No.9286399 >>9286445 >>9288730 >>9306756

>>9285474
Fatherhood transcript. meme arrows for the man. normal text for the kid

>You think you're hot shit doncha?

kid screams

>You think you're hot shi- LISTEN UP

kid babbles something uninteligible

>Whats my fath- Whats my name?

DAD

>MY OTHER NAME. What do you call me?

JOHN(it is possible he says something different but the audio is way too distorted)

> I am your father. From now on you will call me your father you hear- SHUT UP 

DAD. kid continues to scream

> I - you will call me. Your father. What am I- What is my name? huh?

kid still screaming. (this time it sounds something like 'aya' a common way for spanish people to cry out, similar to the english 'ouch' might hint at the kids 
origin)

>What do you want me- what do I want you to call me?

kid screams again. 

>WHAT? say it. I want to hear it

dad 

>That's it yeah, say it again.

kid mutters something ("I want out" maybe, can't say for certain)

>SAY IT AGAIN. yeah, that's right. that's right, yeah. I'm your daddy now. I'M YOUR FUCKIN DADDY NOW

from the transcript we can tell that the video was not rehearsed. since the man in the video stumbles upon what he wants to say. moreover from the 
sounds of the kid screaming, both from pain and from fear it is safe to say the child is indeed in bondage.  
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>>9286385
fuck wrong pic  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:38:21 ID: 551faa No.9286406 >>9286481
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>>9286299
>You autists are just grasping at straws at this point.
>This is VERY CLEARLY the same voice as in the video. 

Gee thanks for setting us straight anon. Guess it's time to pack it all up and masturbate 
to cuck porn. Thanks again for enlightening us.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:40:05 ID: 952e3f No.9286418

>>9285019
>>9286380
>jew wants wealth, "pizza" and to be worshipped
>army of shitskins by his side
wew  
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>>9286385
>>9286402
while I am on the subject…
people need to look into bondage because I maintain the opinion it is a ploy to fuck kids 
and not a kinky sex thing for consenting adults.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:42:00 ID: 18ac0e No.9286436

>>9283729 (OP)
>https://www.webmshare.com/eW6wV  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:43:08 ID: 18ac0e No.9286445

>>9286399
>https://www.webmshare.com/eW6wV

also
>checked  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:43:22 ID: fb35ac No.9286451 >>9294701 >>9311795

Most of these site are hosted at 50.16.177.65
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:45:03 ID: 551faa No.9286462
File (hide): a6c19667680e8f0⋯.jpg (56.74 KB, 600x480, 5:4, 1469500652527.jpg)

>>9286434
It's both a gateway to pedophilia and a method of breaking adults into becoming your mind-controlled 
slaves. It serves multiple purposes, all nefarious.  
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▶
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:47:17 ID: 30a1bb No.9286481 >>9286609

>>9286406
I mean do you think podesta is just making shitty raps in his free time?
Obviously there's a lot of merit to 90% of this shit.
This worldcorp garbage could even be a good lead, but to say this is specifically Podesta in the video is retarded.
 
It's just going to make our efforts look like a joke. Everyone from NJ has that exact same voice anyways. We could have a good lead let's make sure 
we're not wasting our energy.  

File (hide): 72ec84973d4f1ce⋯.png (172 KB, 494x226,
247:113, Screen Shot 2017-02-17 at ….png)

File (hide): 4f5f983e6507d9a⋯.png (80.69 KB,
306x288, 17:16, Screen Shot 2017-02-17 at ….png)

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:53:44 ID: 54b160 No.9286527 >>9286591 >>9286673

>>9284892
I haven't been on /pol/ for about a year. I'm relapsing on tinfoil. Possible connection? Who is this guy?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:53:45 ID: 08ad0c No.9286528 >>9286549

If you look at the 19th page of the "removed submissions" mod log (https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/modlog/submission?page=19 ) and try to go back in time 
any further (by clicking "next" at the bottom of the page) you'll notice you can't.

This means that anything pushed past the 19th page of the mod deletion log is effectively lost forever.

If you have the URL for old submissions you can still visit them, however they are still useless by not being available to newcomers or anyone who has 
the specific URL, and they're forever deleted from this convenient log.

The mods say they're "working on it", but no fix will be made, because this "feature" was actually a fix to battle "enemies of voat" 
(https://voat.co/v/ProtectVoat/1652692/8079607 ), not a glitch.

The mods' current idea is to archive old posts using the archive site but that's been known to lose things, and of course these archives won't be in one, 
clear, convenient place to find.

Mods suggestion is to start archiving and posting a weekly thread with archived deletions, but obviously that's a bunch of work no one wants, or should 
have, to do  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:56:12 ID: 54b160 No.9286549

>>9286528
Same shit happened during GG. 
I started saving the html on an external hard drive. The shadow elite for sure have access/control to the servers that store all of these archived sites.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:56:44 ID: af62ac No.9286555 >>9286566 >>9286639

>>9285247
This is all the probable cause you need to get Sessions to investigate this monster and lock him and his associates away where they cannot continue to 
destroy members of our society.

GET THIS ACCOUNT ARCHIVED AND INT O SESSIONS' HANDS  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 05:58:46 ID: f1d9ec No.9286566 >>9286615

>>9286555
Trips confirm
https://www.justice.gov/actioncenter/report-crime  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:01:50 ID: 6a906b No.9286581 >>9287607 >>9297339

File (hide): afadc95eca029f6⋯.png (1.4 MB, 2044x1282, 1022:641, better_angle.png)

>>9285048
thought of the same video (h ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kopkTq65LZk) .. around 
the :41s mark there seems to be a better angle.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:03:45 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286591 >>9286900 >>9288695

File (hide): 54f754669c268e4⋯.png (529.76 KB, 948x607, 948:607, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-2….png)

>>9286527
@drawbertson on instagram. He 
has over 120k followers  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:05:29 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286603 >>9286673 >>9288710

File (hide): 6f0651cdf65b40a⋯.png (266.53 KB, 955x618, 955:618, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-0….png)

@drawbertson  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:07:04 ID: 551faa No.9286609
File (hide): 7daf31c27eb171e⋯.png (346.67 KB, 329x461, 329:461, ilikeliz.png)

>>9286481
You're not fooling anyone, 
shill-kun. We've heard it all 
before.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:07:07 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286610 >>9286623

File (hide): 7456d7d6374cfba⋯.png (250.74 KB, 594x506, 27:23, Screenshot_2017-02-11_18-3….png)

@drawbertson
Tape head? Thats BONDAGE  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:07:53 ID: af62ac No.9286615 >>9286644 >>9286673

>>9286566
>>9285247
Whoever knows the original URL, please archive it and post the link here.
I'm in pozzfornia, and I'm afraid that if I report this, the local FBI branch will get the instagram account taken down or made private, then not do anything. 
Someone from a conservative state please report this.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:08:30 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286619
File (hide): 5486d445bc54bd6⋯.png (456.18 KB, 970x614, 485:307, Screenshot_2017-02-11_17-3….png)

@drawbertson
innocent boys using the money 
transaction machine  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:09:01 ID: af62ac No.9286623 >>9286651

>>9286610
STOP POSTING JUST THE RAW IMAGES, PLEASE POST SCREEN-CAPS THAT INCLUDE THE COMMENTS AND ARCHIVED LINKS.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:12:25 ID: d26312 No.9286639

>>9286555
CHECKED DO IT  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:14:03 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286644 >>9286693

>>9286615
https://www.instagram.com/drawbertson/?hl=en
That is his instagram I am looking now.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:15:31 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286651 >>9286739

>>9286623
fuck he has a lot of images and I dont want to re find them but  but it is better I do it that way.  

File (hide): 21c232c4d4177bd⋯.png (660.78 KB,
958x610, 479:305, 5cec2d4241b11271b43848e372….png)

File (hide): 036896b1804045c⋯.png (250.98 KB,
955x618, 955:618, 6f0651cdf65b40a0e2c30882d0….png)

File (hide): 86b9b52524ceb71⋯.png (443.23 KB,
970x614, 485:307, 5486d445bc54bd6f16551ecd8c….png)

File (hide): f1c409ba3e316ec⋯.png (501.65 KB,
939x604, 939:604, f4ca756d77550b59176ab324d5….png)

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:18:38 ID: af62ac No.9286673 >>9286739

>>9284892
>>9285226
>>9285247
>>9286527
>>9286603
>>9286615

This is all you need to prove something extremely sinister is going on.
Someone please package these together with the archived links and send it off to the FBI.

THESE ARE SOLID SYMBOLIC LINKS
ARCHIVE, GET THE REPORTS OUT T O AUTHORITIES, THEN SPREAD IT  TO THE MASSES  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:22:44 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286693

>>9286644
http://picbear.com/drawbertson
this seems to be loading faster for me its a web veiwer that links to the instagram pages  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:31:08 ID: af62ac No.9286739

>>9286651
Prioritize archiving the images I posted in >>9286673 and the other images you have posted in here as well such as >>9285247
These images together form a smoking gun for some kind of child abuse.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:31:52 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286744 >>9286775

File (hide): 63084182cc4b2ae⋯.png (648.92 KB, 1012x632, 253:158, Screenshot_2017-02-17_01-3….png)

https://archive.is/aF9wE
https://archive.is/G5Xhr
https://archive.is/ywSYY
https://archive.is/s0QQ9
im starting to archive them still 
looking for the legs one  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:35:38 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286763 >>9287383

File (hide): e666da95cf477e0⋯.png (655.38 KB, 986x625, 986:625, Screenshot_2017-02-17_01-3….png)

https://archive.is/YBqgj  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:36:49 ID: af62ac No.9286775

>>9286744
Good job, I really appreciate your work and the change in method. It really makes the difference.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:38:36 ID: c55a02 No.9286786 >>9286811

this is a fucking honey pot.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:41:32 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286807
File (hide): ce8ec6c2f09ac05⋯.png (474.99 KB, 967x611, 967:611, Screenshot_2017-02-17_01-3….png)

https://archive.is/ymDIf
just gonna re do them as I see 
them  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:42:00 ID: af62ac No.9286811

>>9286786
Why do you say?
I think it's better to be safe than sorry and archive these accounts before they go dark, in case they are real.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:52:42 ID: cd0ae9 No.9286877 >>9286888 >>9286891

even if he deletes them I have the photos with the original filename that instagram gives the photos so he is fucked either way. I use 4kstogram and it 
took a few hours and 11 thousand photos is 3 gigabytes but I have a backup  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:54:17 ID: d26312 No.9286888 >>9286911

>>9286877
TY kek  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:54:42 ID: af62ac No.9286891 >>9286955

>>9286877
Does that preserve the comments and likes?
Those proved to be important in forming the links in their networks during the @jimmycomet/Comet Pizza investigation.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:55:42 ID: 3429f6 No.9286900 >>9286911

File (hide): f93b615adbd6571⋯.jpg (156.02 KB, 600x901, 600:901, donald-robertson-private-l….jpg)

>>9286591
http ://www.vanityfair.com/style/2015/08/donald-
drawbertson-robertson-fashion-artist
https://archive.is/yz4nj  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:58:27 ID: af62ac No.9286911 >>9287020

File (hide): 3c04db30f356d7a⋯.jpg (143.88 KB, 481x435, 481:435, 88.jpg)

>>9286888
Checked

>>9286900
Also checked. Of course MSM would be all over "art" like this. This lends more 
credence to this being a real child abuse operation.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 06:59:44 ID: 8f8996 No.9286924

>>9286434
Bondage is nothing more than an endless pool of willing mkultra test subjects  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:02:52 ID: 4ccebb No.9286940
File (hide): 2046f021dc8e0e2⋯.jpg (21.92 KB, 384x420, 32:35, 1476119498033.jpg)

>>9283729 (OP)
On the video, there's a few conclusions that I've arrived at:

The kid in the shower was likely running away from scalding hot water as John was banging on the doors and 
yelling. This creates two things: psychological shock, along with physiological distress resulting from the 
scalding hot water.

You'll notice, referencing back to the video, that at one point, the kid screams and then immediately lets out 
another, higher-pitched scream (watch through, you'll know which point I'm referencing). This indicates one 
thing to me: the kid came into contact with the hot water and immediately jumped away from it. The reason you 
see a lot of movement is because the environment is one where the fight or flight mechanism is in continual 
overdrive.

In review, there are four key points here:
>psychological torment
Obviously John yelling and banging on the doors.

>physiological torment
Scalding hot water being difficult to navigate away from in such a closed space.

>claustrophobic panic
Being stuck in a small shower space with no escape.

>sensory processing difficulties
The flashing lights, most notably. In combination with the other above-listed points, all of this combines with the end goal of inflicting severe psychological 
trauma on the kid. 

And now, I'm seeing red.  
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No only the pictures I am looking for the leg pic now I know it was near the beginning or middle to beginning of his account so that means near the end of 
the page on https://www.instagram.com/drawbertson/

I just found out if you press the home and end keys one after another like
home
end 
home 
end
the page loads a lot faster so I should find it soon  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:12:28 ID: af62ac No.9286994
File (hide): f1d5ecc1b5b804d⋯.jpg (87.71 KB, 662x442, 331:221, checked.jpg)

>>9286955
Checked, I'll 
be on the 
lookout for 
your archive 
link.  
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File (hide): 1e42473d575f314⋯.webm (2.1 MB, 666x420, 111:70, eW6wV.webm) [play once] [loop]

HQ CORRECTED VIDEO WEBM HERE  
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>>9286911
checkin back, kek all over this thread wEW  

File (hide): 414aaf4712fe2e7⋯.png (240.78 KB,
541x476, 541:476, suitsleeve.png)

File (hide): 5760d6ac5612d91⋯.jpg (527.24 KB,
3000x2000, 3:2, pod.jpg)
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Suit jacket sleeve?

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:32:06 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287082
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>>9287000
>>9287055
THE DIGITS IN THIS  
THREAD ARE  
ASTONISHING!
I cant wait for the Trump 
administration to put away 
these monsters for good.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:36:37 ID: ac2da5 No.9287107 >>9287220

File (hide): e24008b548fdec4⋯.png (91.1 KB, 1213x591, 1213:591, worldcorpceojameglis.png)

Just found this. i'll report 
if i find any leads

h      
ttps://steamid.eu/profile/7
6561198048234816  
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whew found the 
leg pic
https://archive.is
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Some of you might consider PizzaGate to be the worst and most irrational conspiracy theory, while others might instead believe that PizzaGate is the 
superficial unveiling of how dirty politics are at the highest level of governance in the United States.

The former, in some points, is true, but only because the people working the 'case' and breaking the stories, like Jack Posobiec are, rather unfortunately, 
muddying the waters and rendering the stories murky with sensationalism. It is not my place to judge whether or not they are creating this disinformation 
on purpose or not, but it certainly suits the designs of those who DO want to keep things hidden.

 Methods 

One must understand the method of the child exploiters to better understand why do they do this. It isn't solely for such base and completely degenerate 
reasons such as indulging in a forbidden taboo or destroying the innocence of a child, though the more sociopathic of them might certainly have these 
desires. And, by the way, the Podestas' strange taste for artwork does indeed hint to something very disturbing underneath the surface.

But the flagship case for this is Jeffrey Epstein's.

So, let's move on to what we know about the Jeffrey Epstein 'Lolita Express' case:

* He hired underage girls and had sex with them
* He hired them to go aboard his private jetliner and offered them to his 'friends'
* He had cameras installed in his West Coast mansion, which for some reason wasn't speculated upon nor investigated by the mainstream media at the 
time.
* He owns a private island, where many of these acts may have further taken place.
* He is well placed enough to have known Donald Trump, Bill Clinton, among others. 
* He got off rather lightly compared to other sex offenders of the same 'caliber', so to speak.

Jeffrey Epstein wasn't just hiring those girls as entertainment. He was using them as tools for blackmail purposes. Of course, he doesn't have Deep State 
ties so there was no way to control their testimony. Indeed, his methods seem amateurish compared to that which the CIA constantly uses in its HUMINT 
exploits. You don't think the CIA does this? But they do:

 MONARCH 

Project MONARCH did indeed exist. It's a branch off of MKULTRA, employed solely to compromise and control political figures to do the intelligence 
agency's bidding. The fact they employed underage boys and girls to do this is no coincidence: after all, what could be more compromising to one's 
career than photographs of child abuse starring the politician, who would then be dragged through the mud and engage in a high-profile sex crimes case, 
and then be completely neutralized as a sex offender?

MONARCH had several ramifications in Europe, as well, where the stay-behind networks known as 'Gladio' existed; these small networks would facilitate 
pedophile rings, teaching them how to induce a certain disorder (called DID) on the children they would pimp out. Often, parents  would offer their own 
children for such abuse, likely because they were abused, themselves (refer to the X-Dossiers about this; or, more broadly, the Dutroux affair). 

Satanic rituals were simply part of the mind control project, in ways I'll explain below.

 SATANIC RITUALS  

A lot of what's overblown about Satanic Ritual Abuse is disinformation, meant to mislead the public into a state of disbelief about the existence of such 
things. But SRA is employed not in a religious manner, but in a wholly ritualistic fashion so that the targets of said ritual abuse would be easier to control. 
After all, the more fantastical the methods, the harder it would be for law enforcement, parents or even a completely unrelated bystander to believe the 
testimonies of the victims.

Moreover, the entire purpose of the rituals was to inspire Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID). Rituals also had inherent symbolism, which the elite love. 
Symbols are a form of crypto-communication since time immemorial, and mostly employed by the ruling and priestly classes. 

Nowadays, these rituals are likely kept well underground after unwitting publicity following the Franklin Scandal made the perpetrators far more guarded 
about these secrets. It hasn't downscaled, because they still prey on the poor, the innocent and those in disfavor with society. Children and teenagers are 
thus at an especially vulnerable position if there is neglect in the household.  
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 The Podesta-Brock Connection  

Some of this is speculation, but it is no secret that David Brock was once a conservative pundit. Indeed, he turned cloaks suddenly after being assigned 
the writing of a memoir on Hillary Clinton. After this, he had a sudden, and some would even say uncanny, change of heart about the soon-to-be 
Senatorial candidate, and founded Media Matters for America, a nonprofit that seems to have its designs set on promoting witch-hunts, defamation and 
falsehoods to destroy the conservatives' political standing. 

A close associate of Brock's, and Clinton's, is John Podesta. Podesta has been known as a lobbyist in the D.C. circles for decades, well entrenched, also 
thanks to his mother's connections. Further, he consulted for both the Obama campaigns and had a direct hand in the attempt to elect Hillary Rodham 
Clinton. John, and his brother Tony, have already been well documented by PizzaGate sources, so I'll spare further elaboration on them. Seek the articles 
for yourself, draw your own conclusions.

Nevertheless, the Center for American Progress AND Media Matters for America have been partners for years, in a number of things. They receive 
common funding from George Soros and other leftist Shadow Government funds, and these same funds might have a say in how their supported 
candidates' govern the country. It should not be surprising to any leftist that still has at least a tenth of brain matter left, then, that most of Obama's 
promises weren't fulfilled. There wasn't change. There was division, in an attempt to tighten the State's control over every aspect of the citizenry's lives. 
There was a continued bailout of the financier class. There was crony capitalism at its finest in Obama's run in the Presidency.

Now, my theory is that David Brock got set up by John Podesta at some point. It might have been a party. It might have been something else. But Brock 
got caught in a compromising position and had to switch teams or risk losing everything he had gained at his point. With promises of rewards if he steps 
into line and plays on the 'shabbos goy' team, as some would say.

While circumstantial, it's certainly telling that Brock's ex-boyfriend demanded 800K USD in exchange for not revealing some of his most embarrassing 
secrets. It's also telling that James Alefantis is at present building a 'museum' and is aggressively pursuing any sources of documentation  and 
investigation on the real estate he's developing, resorting to threats and blackmail, and maybe more. It is not normal for someone who has innocuous 
designs on a given project to do this. 

For that reason, I think James Alefantis is David Brock's facilitator in perpetuating the vicious cycle plaguing D.C. politics for awhile.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:49:04 ID: 228b33 No.9287152 >>9313317

>>9287149
 Deep State Involvement  

As said before, the Deep State agencies are aware of this. Several people who have investigated elements loosely related to these news have been 
persecuted or imprisoned and then found themselves 'suicided' under most mysterious of circumstances. Aaron Swartz is one such individual. 

Aaron Swartz was quite interested in Deep State activity. Indeed, he unveiled the Persona Management Software scheme that the U.S. Navy had 
commissioned, perhaps on behalf of a shadowy agency. For those not in the know, individuals such as the online presence of Bana Alabed and her 
mother might  be such 'Personas'. Fake social media characters created to manipulate public opinion on a wide variety of matters.

That includes, of course, the Syrian Civil War. It is funny that a girl is asking for Hillary Clinton to be elected, and for World War III, instead of pleading for 
her life and that of her mother. It is furthermore atypical that some of the wording she uses seems to signal to varied persons throughout the development 
of the SCW as it occurs.

The Franklin Scandal was another coverup. Initially unveiled as a scheme to get politicans to walk the line, it was further damaging as a conspiracy 
because of the callous way child prostitutes were used to achieve such means. It was swept under the rung, and promptly memory-holed as soon as it 
surfaced. Who were they protecting? Well, the shadowy true elite.

 Elites, Media, Child Abuse  

The true elite barters in children, organs and every other sort of degenerate debauchery to achieve its aims, after all.  The Media complex perpetuates the 
cycles through their use and abuse of child actors and actresses, and it is an open secret that Britney Spears' sister's baby has  been fathered by a 
Nickelodeon executive.

These people like to indoctrinate children with certain beliefs from the start.

There is no way to stop them unless the Deep State stops using these people for their own aims or the people rebel against these abuses.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:50:39 ID: 330f00 No.9287159
File (hide): 902a81cee869c78⋯.mp4 (5.56 MB, 1920x1080, 16:9, 902a81cee869c785893e8990e0….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9287000
0:31 sounds like the kids yelling "let me out" while 
grabbing the sliding door  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:53:18 ID: af62ac No.9287169
File (hide): 6b0436c1cdd63c9⋯.jpg (38.53 KB, 704x396, 16:9, YesGood.jpg)

>>928712
7
Very good 
job, your 
efforts are 
appreciate
d.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:56:24 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287179
File (hide): 75bcbe3520ff9ab⋯.png (822.06 KB, 1024x631, 1024:631, Screenshot_2017-02-17_02-4….png)

https://archive.is/S096A
https://archive.is/weQ73
https://archive.is/oDuYQ
https://archive.is/20zlx
https://archive.is/ibwaR  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 07:59:14 ID: 24a07e No.9287187 >>9287220

Havent been in a pizza thread since the first few on cuckchan when we found comet and the whatshername chick in the mask giving a creepy speech for 
someones birthday.

Watched the fatherhood video.
Only watched 3 seconds. 

How did you guys find this?
And did anyone send to FBI?

I couldnt care less if its podesta, i just want whoever it is to burn alive. Hearing that kid scream fucked me up.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:02:06 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287195 >>9287384

File (hide): 79fd34fbeb91233⋯.png (499.88 KB, 1001x619, 1001:619, Screenshot_2017-02-17_03-0….png)

https://archive.is/JSo8v
https://archive.is/N4OEn
https://archive.is/wCw3Q  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:04:54 ID: 4aea71 No.9287209 >>9287462

>>9283792

This was where I found it and think it first appeared. 
>>https://archive.4plebs.org/x/thread/16043811/#16062790

followed by:
>16062816
Never seen that pic of her before. Are there any more? I hope she's okay. :(
>16062825
>16062816
47.600337
-70.930685  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:06:17 ID: 9d86d1 No.9287212 >>9304836 >>9304898

Happening in Sweden. Several busted in pedo ring. planned kidnapping of refugee children to be taken to sound isolated bunker. some children had been 
exploited already and at least one did not survive. help us  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:08:57 ID: 249845 No.9287218 >>9287239 >>9287312

This is so fucking frustrating; why are these monsters not already behind bars years ago?

Fuck this clownworld, President Trump couldn't have ascended soon enough.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:09:21 ID: ac2da5 No.9287220
File (hide): 88120c268183fc2⋯.png (82.37 KB, 1272x585, 424:195, jumpingjellyjosh.png)

>>9287107
Found a related account. this on seems a bit harder to track on due to consistent changes

>>9287187
im doing some id searches. i have found a few ids with either knoledge on the source or those involved. 
worldcorp enterprise. i dont think this is podesta directly, as i wouldnt expect him to have a steam account.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:13:24 ID: 7eda42 No.9287239

>>9287218
We need to purge the US internally from the top down. Then we ascend to the status of the Moral Imperial World-Conquerors, purge the planet in 
baptismal fire and follow God-Emperor Trump in the conquest of the Galaxy.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:19:33 ID: 76c740 No.9287273 >>9287291 >>9287316 >>9287344 >>9287378

>>9286389
It's a possibility but
>had to
Come on anon.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:21:55 ID: 952e3f No.9287291 >>9287344 >>9287373 >>9287378

>>9287273
how the fuck else do you make one so perfect then?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:22:27 ID: 6974bf No.9287295

>>9285996
From the table person crawling around a bit maybe? That whole people-as-furniture thing is a fairly popular fetish used to be a Japanese thing.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:24:00 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287300
File (hide): c92140d70b892d1⋯.png (657.68 KB, 1035x622, 1035:622, Screenshot_2017-02-17_03-1….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/i67ja  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:24:58 ID: 9865bd No.9287312

>>9287218
Sometimes I wonder if I'm the crazy one and these bigwig kikes really are upstanding human beings, that I really am guilty for liking my own race, and this 
is all good and just and these people rule the world because they're "real master race" and it's their G-d given right.

I don't have to ponder it long before I snap out of it and go back to hating them, though.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:25:28 ID: af62ac No.9287316

>>9287273
Agreed, I'm sorry, but the possibility is still there.

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:29:22 ID: 78ed56 No.9287335

>>9285048
It's a hand, dumbfuck! Get your shit together.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:31:17 ID: af62ac No.9287344 >>9287378

>>9287291
>>9287273

Do a search on 'fetal models' and see if you can find any as detailed as those in the Instagram picture. I couldn't find one as detailed or realistic.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:35:02 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287372
File (hide): ca4d3466de10a32⋯.png (654.1 KB, 1007x613, 1007:613, Screenshot_2017-02-17_03-3….png)

@drawbertson
pedo swan symbology
https://archive.is/WZrRG
https://archive.is/quHfs  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:35:05 ID: 3429f6 No.9287373
File (hide): 5869b3e99b17020⋯.jpg (91.54 KB, 800x652, 200:163, IMG_2979.jpg)

>>9287291
>how the fuck 
else do you 
make one so 
perfect then?
h 
ttp://www.instru
ctables.com/id/
Two-Part-
Silicone-
Casting/  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:35:51 ID: af62ac No.9287378 >>9287459 >>9287532 >>9287546

File (hide): b6b0f3cf8dc3e07⋯.png (653.77 KB, 932x586, 466:293, 2dee605e27c47bb9887fa60e6c….png)

>>9287344
>>9287291
>>9287273

If you look more closely at the picture, there is a red clear plastic thing that looks like a womb, but not all of 
the fetus casts would fit it, and if you looks more closely, it's almost as if the fetus casts all have unique 
features. At least it seemed that way to me.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:36:01 ID: db8b6d No.9287379 >>9288514

File (hide): 2375c35521d5aa3⋯.jpeg (56.93 KB, 350x466, 175:233, Biljana_Djurdjevic.jpeg)

>>9284824
kid looks familiar  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:36:39 ID: 76c740 No.9287383

>>9286763
>untainted 
>need strong parents
>kids fought over cherry
>at pizza place
>split last cherry

Disturbing.
In a tangentially related note
I don't go in instagram but why are the comments on these pizzagate related screenshots so often incoherent & off topic, is that normal for insta?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:36:52 ID: 78ed56 No.9287384

>>9287195
What kind of sick fuck is bert son of a bitch?  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:45:02 ID: 8259a4 No.9287414

>>9284819
>>@chuckydesu
Wait what?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:45:17 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287415 >>9289514

File (hide): e83412fa5a11107⋯.png (633.28 KB, 1049x616, 1049:616, Screenshot_2017-02-17_03-4….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/Yhi0x  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:46:23 ID: e1efbd No.9287422 >>9287434

Fuck me, this is so big… can anyone summarize the situation to date? I know there's been a lot of pedophile rings busted ,but mainstream isn't reporting 
and a lot of shady characters are still at large. What is going on?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:48:42 ID: af62ac No.9287434

>>9287422
Read through the archived threads in the OP, or read this summary on voat:
https://voat .co/v/pizzagate/1497611  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:51:52 ID: 7bc335 No.9287446 >>9288826 >>9294092 >>9304232

File (hide): 259de65ebe27621⋯.jpg (57.74 KB, 853x441, 853:441, Kaz.jpg)

Dammit, I don't want this to be real. I can't bear the thought that there are kids out there suffering this sort of 
thing. I think of all the lost souls who died alone, helpless, hopeless, while their tormentors wake up the next 
day to collect their paychecks and accolades for maintaining a facade of human decency.

Will we ever see an age of true heroes again?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:54:17 ID: 3429f6 No.9287459 >>9287476

>>9287378
It's possible that he cast them from molds of several different fetus sculptures. It looks like they're all in exactly the same pose to me: left leg crossed over 
right, with the left foot wrapping around the right leg from underneath. Head turned slightly to the right and resting on right hand with left arm crossing.

It's not a very detailed mold either, though that could be due to a bad cast. You can see where the limbs blend into the body. It looks like the original was 
carved out of a block of something. The unique features are more likely imperfections due to a hasty or amateurish job of casting than different features of 
several originals.  

File (hide): 22cefd88b8a4f8d⋯.png (2.01 MB,
1311x793, 1311:793, meh.png)

File (hide): 0a9a6d864fbc460⋯.png (2.29 MB,
1308x792, 109:66, meh2.png)

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:54:45 ID: 6736aa No.9287462 >>9319652

>>9287209
>47.600337 degrees N, 70.930685 degrees W
Seems to be some sort of… something… in rural Quebec?

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 08:58:43 ID: af62ac No.9287476 >>9287487

>>9287459
The hands on the bottom right violet one  are not the same as the hands on the skin colored ones. The original post description is not at all comforting 
either. The orange one is a completely different size to all the rest, it seems.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:02:40 ID: 3429f6 No.9287487 >>9287496 >>9287514

>>9287476
You may be right. But aborted children generally don't make it out of the womb in such great shape. Either way, Wayne Coyne is a sick bastard, and later 
Flaming Lips stuff definitely has a Heavy Breathing/drawbertson vibe to it.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:04:13 ID: 76c740 No.9287496

>>9287487
Had my eye on Coyne as possible trained MK hand to handler for awhile.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:06:53 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287510
File (hide): 82f6b17a3d96c85⋯.png (520.23 KB, 999x628, 999:628, Screenshot_2017-02-17_04-0….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/xBjAu  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:07:36 ID: af62ac No.9287514 >>9287537 >>9287546

>>9287487
There goes that idea:
http://www.centerformedicalprogress. org/2016/03/planned-parenthood-orange-county-changes-abortions-to-harvest-intact-fetuses-for-local-companys-
fetal-products-sales/  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:10:14 ID: 101791 No.9287523 >>9292261

>>9285824
I suggest a Diesel Sneeze first.
Pour Diesel into his sinuses then shove an electrically charged coat hanger up his nose.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:11:30 ID: 952e3f No.9287532 >>9287546

>>9287378
>they're all unique 
>there's also one of his nose and mouth
yeah he probably made them himself with his spare aborted babies  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:13:30 ID: 3b7460 No.9287537
File (hide): 113c421a57c62ee⋯.png (139.68 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, cmp.png)

>>928751
4
>http://ww
w.centerfo
rmedicalpr
ogress

 why i 
dont get a 
name for 
who is in 
charge 
there 
easy?

pick CmP related  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:14:42 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287540
File (hide): e0a21fc2b5dbfd2⋯.png (510.93 KB, 1101x608, 1101:608, Screenshot_2017-02-17_04-1….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/6D01k  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:16:15 ID: 3b7460 No.9287546
File (hide): 759a2324ea969cb⋯.png (288.92 KB, 816x921, 272:307, wewlads.png)

>>9287378
>>9287532
>>9287514
 there is a name to 
them. probably nothing 
nut u can read urself  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:17:56 ID: 2cc0bd No.9287556 >>9287635

>>9285322
Thinking about all this meme magic stuff "meme it into reality"

What if it's the other way around? What if, by conversing and sharing ideas as an anonymous collective with no identities of our own, but as a shared 
identity, we have been tapping into the "collective unconscious?" And eveything we create, in the form of memes or whatnot, is a crude representation of 
something that already exists, or will exist, unbeknownst to us at the time?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:18:06 ID: 101791 No.9287557

>>9285963
It looks like threads in the carpet lying in different directions. Like when you rub suede against the grain.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:20:13 ID: 4aea71 No.9287566 >>9287574 >>9287592

This has been going on for years, and being covered up forever
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQHrbJPhus4
the people involved weather the storm and it passes.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:21:33 ID: 952e3f No.9287574 >>9292682

>>9287566
it's been going on since the beginning of time, nothing new under the sun  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:23:38 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287585 >>9287595 >>9287732

File (hide): 81ebf150d8a17ab⋯.png (393.06 KB, 996x624, 83:52, Screenshot_2017-02-17_04-1….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/n2LFF
EXHIBIT A  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:24:19 ID: af62ac No.9287592
File (hide): 3f39e924284febb⋯.gif (676.89 KB, 664x714, 332:357, DeusVult.gif)

>>9287566
Not this time.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:24:55 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287595 >>9287628 >>9287634 >>9287648 >>9287659

File (hide): cead840a129a65c⋯.jpg (68.18 KB, 427x712, 427:712, james alefantis.jpg)

>>9287585
EXHIBIT B  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:27:39 ID: 89312e No.9287607

>>9286581
it's only the hand unfortunately, holding the mop  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:31:54 ID: 101791 No.9287623

>>9287055
Black robe sleeve?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:33:41 ID: 952e3f No.9287628

>>9287595
>mirth is king
mirth  (mûrth)
n.
Gladness and merriment, especially when expressed by laughter.
they recognize the power of laughter  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:34:56 ID: 3b7460 No.9287634 >>9287639

File (hide): b783804ed96dfee⋯.png (226.14 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, mirth.png)

>>9287595  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:35:02 ID: 3429f6 No.9287635 >>9292503

>>9287556
Checked. That's a based hunch, anon. Epistemology backs it up. This is the basic difference between us and them.

Think of Plato and Aristotle. All knowledge comes to us from the forms – which for Aristotle are immanent (so no anamnesis or "collective unconscious" 
except, as the scholastics would later say, in God), but nevertheless they precede knowledge.

If you turn that ancient epistemology on its head, you get (echoing gnosticism) Berkeleyan Idealism: to be is to be perceived. This is where Blavatsky 
(Oprah) and the Theosophists (New Agers) got the idea of manifesting reality out of consciousness. Whatever they realize (so they think) becomes its 
own justification because the same act of manifesting the fact can also manifest its imperative. No matter how objectively heinous it is.

Pedos go for the occult because it's the only philosophical/religious system that accepts what they do.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:35:27 ID: 3b7460 No.9287639

>>9287634
pic is "mirth is king" related  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:36:55 ID: 3b7460 No.9287648
File (hide): 0027d1ced494410⋯.png (543.79 KB, 1280x1024, 5:4, billiken.png)

>>9287595
its a biliken - 
pic related  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:38:21 ID: 3b7460 No.9287659 >>9287703

>>9287595
what is the source of EXHIBIT B?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:41:11 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287671 >>9289776 >>9295966

File (hide): 005fb606fd069f0⋯.png (536.73 KB, 1164x627, 388:209, Screenshot_2017-02-17_04-3….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/2NvX9
https://archive.is/ZAz4D
https://archive.is/ttvoc 
blackballed
https://archive.is/VpV1R floor 
bsdm
https://archive.is/w2Hig  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:46:52 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287703

>>9287659
its the bilikin the baby demon that is the mascot of the royal order of jesters.the roj is an elite sub society of the shriners. 
they have had a problem with pedophilia and human trafficking
https://sandyfrost.newsvine.com/_news/2012/06/12/12188824-the-shriners-dirty-little-secret-royal-order-of-jesters-roj-resource-updated
http://freemasonrywatch.org/judge.resigns.police.chief.pleads.guilty.shriners.html
http://archive.li/llVi2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VtgBdUtw26c  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:49:26 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287717 >>9288826 >>9288983

File (hide): aea46c550a556ba⋯.png (544.52 KB, 971x622, 971:622, Screenshot_2017-02-17_04-4….png)

@drawbertson
more baby bondage
https://archive.is/izUWb
https://archive.is/aYyMY scarlet 
beast programming  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:51:36 ID: 76c740 No.9287732

>>9287585
This is the second set of comments with seemingly unrelated reference to Loki.
Has anyone found out what that means to them?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 09:51:53 ID: e276dc No.9287734

>>9285604
We're gonna name names, get people arrested, and failing that we will go to their houses and kill them, and burn them down.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 10:11:33 ID: d9e9fb No.9287833
File (hide): 55aad516e918329⋯.png (96.54 KB, 640x349, 640:349, 7a565228480340f40e2cfa2e12….png)

>>9283729 (OP)
PEDO FAGGOTS, BURN IN  
HELL  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 10:17:46 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287861
File (hide): 83d75a14e051d4b⋯.png (703.21 KB, 963x632, 963:632, Screenshot_2017-02-17_05-1….png)

@drawbertson
breeder
https://archive.is/5TnZh  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 10:23:00 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287880
File (hide): f6667eb9fa6b1c5⋯.png (664.74 KB, 1013x616, 1013:616, Screenshot_2017-02-17_05-1….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/WPVqu baby in 
bag
https://archive.is/NhI3w baby in 
bag
https://archive.is/wipN4 baby in 
bag
https://archive.is/kNndl baby on 
bag 
https://archive.is/q3lhv baby in 
drawer

https://archive.is/RJkHy killroom
https://archive.is/oZMJd bilikin 
https://archive.is/OT4JP bilikin
https://archive.is/3N3XT baby in hottub (drawing)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 10:32:57 ID: 769551 No.9287915 >>9287980 >>9289680 >>9290238 >>9295372 >>9307253 >>9308132 >>9308159 >>9322571

File (hide): 68b438cb97b3ae7⋯.jpg (134.61 KB, 1200x1200, 1:1, C43Ci7oW8AUuIn6.jpg)

if this is actually the shower in his home this shit is airtight
he needs to be burned at the stake  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 10:34:14 ID: cd0ae9 No.9287920
File (hide): 2f268cf842913cd⋯.png (555.1 KB, 1084x621, 1084:621, Screenshot_2017-02-17_05-3….png)

@drawbertson
https://archive.is/73ER6
https://archive.is/vBFf4 bad 
https://archive.is/1NGNW medium 
to fair
https://archive.is/y2nmv baby 
luggage
https://archive.is/WAnKt baby in 
basket  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 10:46:01 ID: af37b4 No.9287965

Anybody notice this post on plebbit regarding some insane woman living in a truck claiming to having been tortured by podesta from 2011?

h
ttps://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5ukleo/found_old_posts_on_twitter_from_2011_claiming_to/  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 10:49:48 ID: d26312 No.9287980

>>9287915
Someone needs to make a pic of all the visual evidence linking podesta to the vid we have so far, incl. pics of audio waveforms (of podesta getting angry 
at a reporter vs in the vid) next to eachother  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 11:17:27 ID: cd6e32 No.9288083
File (hide): 9c4a80f8983c4c1⋯.jpg (25.68 KB, 852x480, 71:40, 1.jpg)

>>928
7000  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 12:00:21 ID: 89312e No.9288252

anyone tried to make a stitch image out of the video?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 12:05:24 ID: 2a356c No.9288273 >>9288285

Since we know it's a mop/broom, would an anon be willing to canvass the area for hardware stores? Could take a pic of Alefantis and Podesta and ask if 
they've seen them?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 12:08:49 ID: 9136e9 No.9288284

>>9284775

I know it's late but still pretty noteworthy how he here explicitly confirms the legitimacy of the e-mails.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 12:09:19 ID: 3b7460 No.9288285 >>9288320

>>9288273
like four years ago when the gig took place?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 12:16:06 ID: 085fee No.9288320

>>9288285
Could still work. I know mom&pop stores that are painfully autistic when it comes to customers and CCTV. If they're shady they may remember them.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 12:59:49 ID: f4cd98 No.9288505

so many dead when they find actual evidence, then the FBI appears and shuts it all down.
https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Gary_Caradori  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 13:01:49 ID: f4cd98 No.9288514 >>9288690

>>9287379
nice tile work  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 13:36:05 ID: 0492a1 No.9288616 >>9288661 >>9289414 >>9289572 >>9289962 >>9294092 >>9294112 >>9304376

Demi Moore kisses 11 year old boy in a sexual manner - proclaims she is in 
love and wants to get married to him

Demi Moore is the ex-husband of the Mainstream Media/CNN's new anti 
child sex trafficking poster boy Ashton Kutcher

Welcome to Pedowood!!!! 

Skip to 1 min 18 s

https://youtu.be/g_8nRdPxCb0?t=78  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 13:40:27 ID: 0492a1 No.9288629  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 13:42:34 ID: f4cd98 No.9288635
File (hide): 00cdbb0f4e8e989⋯.jpg (125.83 KB, 1365x2048, 1365:2048, 1487337569647.jpg)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 13:50:28 ID: 530d52 No.9288661
File (hide): 92c8d38a944bcf8⋯.jpg (93.68 KB, 540x960, 9:16, 04.jpg)

>>9288616
WTF?! I'm famillair with southwest/Cali culture being closer than normal and touchy feely because of Mexican culture bleeds 
over, and this sure as fuck is not that.

Also, fucking shit she looks vacant as fuck and looks like she is speaking buzzwords and talking points.

At the very end the whole "oh I'm gonna marry this kid" is not that damning, but the honestly after making out with an 11 year 
old like that she could say "I fucking hate children and I love 80 year old bull dyke pussy" and I wouldn't believe her. 

I guess she was never called out for it because she is hot as fuck and its a boy. Not an excuse. Still disgusting.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 13:53:43 ID: 8a721a No.9288674 >>9288709 >>9288749 >>9289829

File (hide): 458965193882dfd⋯.mp4 (10.8 MB, 960x540, 16:9, 5GiE4CzRg0iZBngt_converted.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Retweet this in case you have a Twitter 
account:

https://twitter.com/suziedaud/status/832264049
513603074  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 13:59:41 ID: 000000 No.9288690

>>9288514
Its the square & compass!!  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:01:21 ID: ad32d1 No.9288695

>>9286591
How does a shit "artist" that creates garbage get that many follower?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:05:15 ID: 530d52 No.9288709
File (hide): d252247abf78137⋯.gif (594.96 KB, 300x200, 3:2, approves reb.gif)

>>9288674

FUCKING AMAZING! MSM 
BLOWN THE FUCK OUT! 

Any of you fags gonna do a 
jewtube upload? Normies will 
spread on youtube  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:05:26 ID: 4e9982 No.9288710 >>9288720 >>9288724 >>9288749

File (hide): 90483d22b03c600⋯.jpg (181.86 KB, 396x409, 396:409, 1467867505254-2.jpg)

>>9286603
ARCHIVE GODDAMMIT!!!!!!!!!
alt least paste the link for us to archive 
god!!!!!!!!!!!

if they shut down then the whole thing 
can be dismissed as photoshop!!!!!11  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:07:30 ID: 4e9982 No.9288720 >>9288749

File (hide): 30707ca1213d6d6⋯.jpg (35.89 KB, 600x500, 6:5, 1486073735902.jpg)

>>9288710
how hard is to use the 
archive??????????????
???????????????????

1. go to archive.is
2. paste the link in the 
box
3. click in archive
4. done!!!!!!!1  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:08:39 ID: 000000 No.9288724 >>9288737 >>9288749

>>9288710
https://archive.is/TftWo
search the comments it makes it easy.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:10:24 ID: 9ff9d8 No.9288730

>>9286399
It's 'ai ai ai' actually
t. huezillian, we also use 'ai' to verbally express pain here.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:11:38 ID: 4e9982 No.9288737
File (hide): 69fdf2cdae9ccb6⋯.png (74.66 KB, 659x609, 659:609, so_good.png)

>>9288724
god thank you=
the guy have 
thousand of 
pictures is hard to 
go throug all of 
them
thanks  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:15:36 ID: 3b7460 No.9288749

>>9288710
>>9288720
>>9288674
>>9288724

mirror of mp4 for convenience:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4HQkDEM2oy8MmRjQ0FNd3RyMDg  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:17:02 ID: f11150 No.9288758

>>9286052
And holding a phallus  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:25:54 ID: 7ad9b7 No.9288796

>>9285530
bumping this from yesterday. i cleaned up the recording and isolated the voices as best i can. some kind anon converted it to webm. take a look and see 
what you can hear. also feel free to try to make it even clearer if you know how to do that.

note:its slowed down to 0.84 the original speed to try and make the child more intelligible  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:31:08 ID: 78ed56 No.9288826 >>9288894

>>9287446
this better be real, I wanna see the heads rolling. Maybe Podesta will be assassinated within days before he can denounce his peers.

>>9287717
how can he get away with that?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 14:43:19 ID: 4e9982 No.9288894

>>9288826
>within days before he can denounce his peers.
possible  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 15:00:13 ID: 98b0a9 No.9288983

>>9287717

>Boys trying to off themselves

w h a t  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 15:42:06 ID: 000000 No.9289198 >>9289208

@clare_gillen (is dating a kike named shlohmo https://www.instagram.com/shlohmo/ )
claregillen@gmail.com
http://www.claregillen.com/
https://vimeo.com/user6636685
http://claregillen.tumblr.com/ https://archive.is/EXUmR
https://archive.is/tpGnN hood girls 
https://archive.is/5oHEK masonic rabbit 
https://archive.is/Wqxvf kid in hood
https://archive.is/ySw7h dead bloody woman on the floor ("art")
https://archive.is/bkwJj witch
https://archive.is/esvLo dismembered torso in bondage ("art")
https://archive.is/5OuBu whore riding on a skeleton in the graveyard
https://archive.is/RtKdS painting of aleins fucking up a kid
https://archive.is/oS7Sk cult chair cunt
https://archive.is/RErjL kid sitting on older mans lap with a messy face
https://archive.is/HXK9a cannabalism face ("art")
https://archive.is/1AjCw executioner forshadowing
https://archive.is/zjJZg decapitated head executioner forshadowing ("art")
https://archive.is/vG080 hooded naked people in a tree
https://archive.is/UldtR scientology 
https://archive.is/aekMq entered apprentice guesture
https://archive.is/BWZda painting of skinning a man 
https://archive.is/2CYDd with @shlohmo in coffee filter masks.
https://archive.is/hwXRh cultists in masks
https://archive.is/mdLDt witching out in catacombs
https://archive.is/VH1t9 masks
https://archive.is/XNlvx underground
https://archive.is/h1l7B cult gate
https://archive.is/sa0Dh hood girls instagram
https://archive.is/1Du0R bloody woman ("art")  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 15:43:23 ID: 000000 No.9289208 >>9289932

>>9289198
@shlohmo
https://archive.is/WYsHL plastic murder statue ("art")
https://archive.is/cba0b kike pendant
https://archive.is/1rPOT kiking out
https://archive.is/3eqLV kike vetting
https://archive.is/TQtFG kike vougue
https://archive.is/cU6Ww with rapper Gucci Mane
https://archive.is/Ek2iU with musician Pitbull
https://archive.is/VC4CI mlkuk
https://archive.is/Aaof8 with noteworthy spic
https://archive.is/qtH5x witchcraft decapitation worship  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 15:59:14 ID: a79a27 No.9289309 >>9304866

From Sweden.. Snuff/Torture is mentioned, raided by SWAT. Might have something to do with the Norwegian case since they started the investigation the 
last fall. But the guys arrested doesn't seem to be VIP's like in Norway. Google translate..  

Police have blasted suspected pedophile network

>On Wednesday and Thursday, beating the National Task Force for the several addresses in central Sweden.A total of eight men arrested on suspicion of 
aggravated child pornography offenses.

>-These are very rough sadistic child abuse. I have not heard of anything like this in Sweden before, says an informant. 

>To the Act have been planned for several weeks. 06:48 o'clock on Thursday morning struck the National Task Force for the apartment in a small town in 
Södermanland.

>DN was in place when two policemen came driving in a car that appeared to belong to a construction company. A minute later climbed the two 
policemen up to the apartment via a ladder and smashed box. The man was led out by police Fifteen minutes later one of eight men arrested in a similar 
way, the last two days.

>The investigative work of the police's National Operational Department, NOA, has been ongoing since last fall. Then got IT crime unit tip of 
one of the now suspicious men, who had previously been the subject of a closed investigation of child rape.

>Through intensive reconnaissance operations and wiretapping, the police have since been able to map a larger network of men between 50 and 70 
years.

>Several of the suspects the men have met via a telephone service. The talks, according to DN's informant among other things, focused on so-
called "snuff movies" where victims in this case children raped to death.

>-The suspicions are based on extremely serious and sadistic abuse. The police have seen in this investigation stands out when compared with other 
crimes in the same category. These men expose themselves not to risk sharing images online in the same way as others, says a person familiar with the 
investigation.

>It is still unclear if the suspects have discussed fantasies or if they have been involved in the crime in any way.

>-They include detailed described how children are exploited and killed by various sadistic practices. It's about pure torture.

>Some of the men also talked about the "order" children from abroad for sexual exploitation.

>The raid against the suspected men have been prepared for several weeks and is now going on raids to secure evidence. Crime of is essentially gross 
child pornography, but more may be added. Anders Ahlqvist on the police national operations department did on Thursday did not give any comments.

>-There is an ongoing operation and I have no comments on the current situation, he said.

The men will now be requested detention and a press conference will be held shortly, reportedly told DN. 

translate.google.com/translate?sl=sv&tl=en&js=y&prev=_t&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dn.se%2Fnyheter%2Fsverige%2Fpolis-har-
sprangt-misstankt-pedofilnatverk%2F&edit-text=  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:11:17 ID: 1fa885 No.9289373 >>9289387 >>9314083

I still wonder what the legality of "Fatherhood" and "Each Day I Grow Some More" is. I wonder how many of us will get in trouble for viewing them? How 
many more will get in trouble for sharing them? I'm kind of paranoid about it.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:13:47 ID: 000000 No.9289384

@clare_gillen
https://archive.is/HqUj2 tunnel
https://archive.is/NjERP pizza face
https://archive.is/Yqdzu furniture
https://archive.is/ASdbw cult doors
https://archive.is/7OaFJ skinned face
https://archive.is/yt95M cultist kiking out by a pillar
https://archive.is/6zuVd jester hat
https://archive.is/kqO8A about to be fucked by a sheathed daggar
https://archive.is/YX8L0 bottom of winding stairwell (underground?)
https://archive.is/GDrrv pizza tattoo
https://archive.is/qn38o bagface ("art")
https://archive.is/xIU5L pizza graffitti
https://archive.is/jPmZS culting out on a star
https://archive.is/mXl1X alein pizza
https://archive.is/4VnLO cult eye worship
https://archive.is/F1ZiN disemboweled and slit throat ("art")
https://archive.is/CT0gI pigpen pasta floor
https://archive.is/pRUoY tax fraud

@lilinternet
https://archive.is/5PyYS craft pentagram
https://archive.is/8GApH cultist worship
https://archive.is/9Jfqo monarch programming
https://archive.is/fZduy kiking out in a museum  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:14:14 ID: 551faa No.9289387
File (hide): 1711bc1bd18cfa1⋯.gif (1.16 MB, 320x234, 160:117, gasyourself.gif)

>>9289373
>I still wonder what the legality of "Fatherhood" and "Each Day I Grow Some More" is. I wonder how many 
of us will get in trouble for viewing them? How many more will get in trouble for sharing them? I'm kind of 
paranoid about it.

I still wonder why you shills think this type of tactic will work and why you haven't fucking killed yourself yet.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:19:05 ID: f4cd98 No.9289414 >>9289523

>>9288616
that is HOT! 
if I was able to have made out with Demi as a boy of 11 I would have told her I wanted to eat her pussy too. She looked like she would have agreed.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:36:42 ID: 60605b No.9289514

>>9287415
Wow. Alefantis stuff is starting to feel really subdued compared to this Drawbertson fella. We know the meaning of the domino and the cactus.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:38:03 ID: d99cf1 No.9289523 >>9313562

>>9289414
>that is HOT!
No, that's pedophilia, anon.
Did you see how uncomfortable and unwilling that kid was?
Stop projecting your lecherous fantasies onto 11 year olds.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:41:00 ID: 8e5f50 No.9289547 >>9294092 >>9305510

File (hide): 83383256886fb0a⋯.jpg (56.57 KB, 490x484, 245:242, True_detective_Lawnmower_M….jpg)

>>9283729 (OP)
That pic looks just like True Detective's Yellow King, a creepy child sex-slave-owning 
pedophile linked to government and old money.

Meh, probably nothing. It's not like Hollywood insiders would ever tip their hand by 
leaving clues scattere–oh wait  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 16:45:51 ID: b58ba5 No.9289572 >>9304340

>>9288616
This is interesting considering Demi and Miley did this strange 
bathroom scene with a child actress in the movie LOL.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:01:09 ID: 6a67f5 No.9289680 >>9289781 >>9289902

File (hide): 8321ad13bc8b3da⋯.jpg (348.42 KB, 1280x1280, 1:1, tumblr_nzqvy1sOMK1uocgeso1….jpg)

>>9287915
good find anon  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:16:59 ID: af62ac No.9289776 >>9295966

>>9287671
Is that 'Paperboy Prince'? Who is that?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:17:57 ID: 792abc No.9289781 >>9308422

>>9289680
I want to purge the fucking metal community and make it great again so I won't feel ashamed to call myself a metalhead  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:22:16 ID: 3a4111 No.9289799 >>9290956

>>9284788
Isn't there a weird /x/ image of a hole in the wall covered in blood with text 'dare you enter?' or something like that above it exactly like this image? 
Anyone have the pic?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:27:39 ID: 4dd2c7 No.9289829 >>9290024

>>9288674

REMINDER WE HAVE HIS CONFESSION

In the white light vid he sings,

"Each day I grow some more, I'm John Podes-..Sing!"  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:39:22 ID: 762f34 No.9289902
File (hide): 33543aaca24d401⋯.jpg (16.32 KB, 255x255, 1:1, 1948793884c54f79ba662e1733….jpg)

>>9289680

What a fat fucking faggot  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:45:11 ID: af62ac No.9289932

>>9289208
We have a name from the patent/trademark picture:
'Henry Laufner'
below that on the certificate, something that looks like:
'… FELDSTEIN LLC'  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:49:49 ID: 280d62 No.9289962

>>9288616
What gets me on this is the woman, behind her, singing the Wizard of Oz's "Somewhere Over the Rainbow". Seems innocent at first glance amirite? But 
when you dig on the methodology of Monarch slaves, you learn that The Wizard of Oz is one of many materials, in the mainstream, used to program 
slaves. There is no way in Hell that that's a coincidence.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 17:59:33 ID: 7bc335 No.9290024 >>9304480

>>9289829

Anyone can get on camera and say they are anyone, and that's even if he's saying john podesta, which is simple not clear at all. There is a lot of noise 
going on, it's near impossible to know what all is being said.

The sad fact of the matter is that until there is some concrete connection drawn between podesta and these vids, or really anyone, there is no evidence 
here of anything other than this was recorded happening by someone, and it's disturbing.

The best course of action is to try and hunt down the source of the videos, figure out how they came to be uploaded, who did it.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 18:32:39 ID: d40aa8 No.9290238 >>9290409 >>9290542

File (hide): f9cb540a2136f1e⋯.jpg (148.54 KB, 750x622, 375:311, 4.jpg)

>>9287915
Fuck. 

The evidence suggests the video was taken the 
same place as those pics of podestas house.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 18:48:39 ID: 152c71 No.9290409
File (hide): db206f2cf4e5079⋯.jpg (40.8 KB, 500x386, 250:193, team-rocket_o_187431-1.jpg)

>>9290238
Why does that map 
remind me of East 
Kanto? Wait a second…

Does that mean 
Podesta and his cronies 
are Team Rocket?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:01:43 ID: f99974 No.9290542

>>9290238
Wait this shower pic is confirmed podestas house? Fuck.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:15:03 ID: 7c7177 No.9290636 >>9290731 >>9290742

>>9285474

Holy fuck the fatherhood video the kid is still wearing shorts and it looks like something from ABOVE ON THE RIGHT is making him stumble around. 
Probably not water.

The Each day video at 4 to 6 seconds in you can see the child's arm against the glass AND SOMETHING WITH WHAT LOOKS LIKE A HOOD CRAWLS 
ON TOP OF THEM AND STARTS MOVING A HAND ALMOST IN A STABBING MOTION BEFORE THE CAMERA AMOVES AWAY.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:26:04 ID: 226f29 No.9290731

>>9290636
Reptiles of some sort in the tub with him. And they're agitated as fuck due to the steaming hot water. In one of the audio edits of fatherhood you can 
clearly hear the boy scream "He's eating me!". In the original I thought it was "you're hurting me" but the cleared up audio files tell an even more horrific 
tale.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:26:10 ID: a1a0f8 No.9290733
File (hide): b52b0a46315682f⋯.png (142.67 KB, 350x267, 350:267, tmp_10492-GZBigBossPP-9765….png)

>>9285413
The kids will have their revenge. 
Finally having flowers to name their 
pride and past.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:26:51 ID: 7c7177 No.9290742

>>9290636
Probably hot water*
Damn autocorrect.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:32:12 ID: abc068 No.9290787 >>9291139

>>9284763
Is it clear that the child is saying John? This is yuuge. I can't really stomach listening to the video again so can't confirm.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:33:29 ID: ead168 No.9290801
File (hide): c56b6ba27413b56⋯.jpg (30.25 KB, 610x329, 610:329, 0068.jpg)

>>928700
0
ugghhhh  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:49:48 ID: a1a0f8 No.9290953

>>9285955
There is no "if" in our success. We will succeed.
Judgement is coming for the leaders of our world. From God and man, both are ready to see these subhumans burn. All who have perpetrated this 
degeneracy will see their efforts gone to waste and the feel fear that no man has ever experienced.
False idols lead to vile repercussions.  

File (hide): 629167cd4edd685⋯.jpg (14.13 KB,
500x375, 4:3, dare.jpg)

File (hide): bd3c6ce65739775⋯.webm (5.26 MB,
640x356, 160:89, FBI Summon Spell Reagents….webm)
[play once] [loop]

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:50:01 ID: bcf6b0 No.9290956 >>9291171 >>9291227 >>9294092

>>9289799 (checked) 
Got 4u covered fam.

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 19:55:56 ID: abc068 No.9291005

>>9284938
Who is drawbertson?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:11:48 ID: 7ad9b7 No.9291139

>>9290787
he goes through a couple. the last one is very clearly "dad". the first couple he says is definately "john". heres the webm of the audio file cleaned up a 
little >>9285530
 apoligies from the chef, ive never done anything like this but its certainly clearer than it was. also it is slowed down by a factor of 0.84 to increase 
intelligibility of the child  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:17:28 ID: 78ed56 No.9291171 >>9294199 >>9295323

>>9290956
sauce on that webm?  

File (hide): acae904732b83c0⋯.jpg (7.78 KB,
500x375, 4:3, 629167cd4edd68553937040642….jpg)

File (hide): 40c97f5799db83b⋯.png (234.81 KB,
987x616, 141:88, ba5624a2900e6dc4f1414542bf….png)

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:25:58 ID: 402bf2 No.9291227 >>9291448 >>9303802

>>9284788
>>9290956

UHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:34:45 ID: 1fa885 No.9291284

I'm still wondering about this video
>>>9266047

I tried to repost it to this thread, but I'm not able to.

It's an mp4 file, so can we get any kind of EXIF data from it?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:35:28 ID: 1fa885 No.9291287

>>>/pol/9266047  I mean  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:40:47 ID: ec04fb No.9291323 >>9291361 >>9291392 >>9293998 >>9294092

File (hide): 8cbdb593611e818⋯.png (226.41 KB, 617x721, 617:721, d08bdee6ce8f3e398b8d0eec64….png)  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:46:05 ID: b4919e No.9291361
File (hide): 9e8ff9e639ad331⋯.jpg (9.09 KB, 250x246, 125:123, 2a6c482b2a263d8af49d3fa7b1….jpg)

>>9291323
Holy shit.  
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▶
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▶
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 20:51:59 ID: 6e5f5f No.9291392 >>9291492

File (hide): 833dee1bc8d31cc⋯.webm (930.28 KB, 640x640, 1:1, 833dee1bc8d31cc9a7b893359….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9291323
>Deep state when celebs start busting out top bantz  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 21:04:06 ID: f0d5ca No.9291448

>>9291227
second pic walls look recently painted btw

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 21:08:49 ID: 78ed56 No.9291492 >>9291949

>>9291392
Kek, from the thumbnail I thought that were some mudshits signaling to allah.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 21:12:07 ID: 0c0393 No.9291516
File (hide): 349d95c563c1e24⋯.png (974.58 KB, 1072x736, 67:46, smililng pepe lluther and ….png)

Phonetictranscription and computerhearing worker anon here.

I've done some work on speech anaylsis and teaching computer voice recognition for one of the great evil 
corporations that the globalist merchants have taken over. The above software i listed is useful for doing 
phonetic transcription. I am busy doing normalfag work at the moment or i would do the dirty work for you. 
MAGA may kek always bless you with dubs.
ELAN
https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 21:35:26 ID: a1d031 No.9291696 >>9291860

              .
𝕻   𝕷 .  𝕷 .  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 21:55:07 ID: 0e1e21 No.9291860
File (hide): 8ea786846a97dc9⋯.jpg (888.04 KB, 1297x1000, 1297:1000, RARE DIVESRITY PEPE OF TOL….jpg)

>>9291696
Yeah, what this nigger said!  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 21:56:33 ID: 000000 No.9291868

OYYYYYYYYYYY GEV ALT  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 22:08:04 ID: 65714c No.9291949

>>9291492
Hahaha, me too!  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 22:42:53 ID: 43858c No.9292191 >>9292194 >>9294283

>>9285914
You are getting very 
warm.

Seek and you shall find.  

File (hide): afc854291fe86f6⋯.jpg (551.86 KB,
1920x1080, 16:9, iamarobot.jpg)

File (hide): fdfd264dae9bd2d⋯.jpg (43.04 KB,
253x244, 253:244, the_maze.jpg)

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 22:43:31 ID: 43858c No.9292194 >>9294092 >>9294283

>>9292191

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 22:48:04 ID: 6a214e No.9292234 >>9294261

File (hide): 5a3cede941d0bef⋯.png (1.1 MB, 577x1930, 577:1930, pizzagate is real and they….png)

>>9285914
It makes sense that the ones who do it would want to be the ones in charge of policing it who watches the 
watcher's watcher's?  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 22:51:18 ID: 48c37f No.9292261

>>9287523
Where on earth is that from?

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 22:58:19 ID: 32026e No.9292333

>>9285635
This has been around since T leAs 2011. Which means it's either a hoax OR well hidden by big name supporters.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:02:16 ID: 32026e No.9292364

>>9286062
AWS servers mostly. Coincidentally, AWS main location is outside of Langly - extremely locked down locations in rural areas in PNW with high sec. 
Sources say NSA level protections.  
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Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:10:47 ID: e9e434 No.9292420 >>9292557

File (hide): c719f7c41535a30⋯.jpg (128.96 KB, 700x455, 20:13, 1467924673719.jpg)

>>9287000
These sick fucks will be punished. They will be 
brought to justice. It's not an if, it's a certainty.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:23:09 ID: 32026e No.9292503

>>9287635
What's to say a diety (supposing said diety is all powerful) couldn't be an Anon?  

File (hide): 1a63fc4ac8db325⋯.jpg (51.67 KB,
640x482, 320:241, EndofPlay.jpg)

File (hide): 7bc7dd215a53ef1⋯.jpg (359.01 KB,
1715x1287, 1715:1287, WhatTedSaw.jpg)

File (hide): 6504b1837856602⋯.png (95.21 KB,
1302x186, 7:1, Libido Dominandi.png)

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:30:18 ID: 43858c No.9292557 >>9292729

>>9292420
Speaking of Dante, what ever happened to the Order of the Second Circle?

Perhaps Ria Pratt could tell you.

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:35:26 ID: fc3857 No.9292608

>>9284368
That's the IP of an Amazon datacenter, you'll find tons of other sites with the same IP.  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:44:43 ID: 7af31d No.9292682

>>9287574
indeed 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sir_Hugh  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:45:25 ID: 7af31d No.9292689

im sorry, i was out for a day and don't know why we're looking at drawbertson except that the content is a bit shady. is there another connection i missed? 
i looked i swear!  

Anonymous  02/17/17 (Fri) 23:49:30 ID: cd6e32 No.9292729 >>9292821 >>9292972 >>9296185

File (hide): 9d37aee677eef75⋯.jpg (44.67 KB, 477x338, 477:338, Burned_at_Stake.jpg)

>>9292557
Not sure what to make of all this, but there's times I wonder if we've 
been lied to about inquisitions and witch burnings.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 00:01:39 ID: 32026e No.9292821 >>9292972

>>9292729
Dancing naked in the woods with village girls was enough to burn the Salam witches. And somehow we've made them into saints.  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 00:07:49 ID: 3722a3 No.9292860

>>9287000
"Dehumanize yourself and face bloodshed", He said.
*Is it okay I'm rused?* *I just want to ree.*  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 00:25:08 ID: 9545f6 No.9292972

>>9292729
>>9292821
The Salem witches were the FEMEN of their time.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 01:27:09 ID: 1e1afe No.9293414 >>9293571 >>9293809

symbols don't mean shit, weird imagery doesn't mean shit, weird images with kids doesn't mean shit

UNLESS you can link them to politicians/CPP and even then you need more proof  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 01:48:49 ID: 0e1e21 No.9293571
File (hide): 7e9320605d533fd⋯.jpg (7.46 KB, 225x225, 1:1, 7e9320605d533fd3761212bf5b….jpg)

>>9293414
Lurk Moar  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 02:18:20 ID: 04ac18 No.9293809 >>9304522

File (hide): 8cec65e3f90281b⋯.jpg (97.78 KB, 432x445, 432:445, 1478734357002.jpg)

>>9293414
K.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 02:45:59 ID: 1f21f4 No.9293998
File (hide): 0446b53d3206845⋯.jpg (53.64 KB, 547x500, 547:500, daddynow.jpg)

>>9291323
This is amazing. All these 
tweets calling out Podesta. 
It's really happening.  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:02:58 ID: 97d25a No.9294092

>>9286389
>>9287149

>actual fetus casts
An order of magnitude worse: plasticized, real Mccoy fetuses, like you see in those anatomy exhibits. 

>>9287147
>Epstein, amateurish, not 'deep state pizza'
Got off with 'soliciting a minor' and house arrest for a token period of time; 2. – It's been suggested his activites were primarily with/for Mossad. Getting 
sub-Polanski level consequences would make more sense with AIPAC throwing its weight around to make it hapen (sealed plea bargain was not made 
available to defendants, odd)

>Monarch
Went private decades ago, it's corporate now

>Brock a Republican Turncoat
>another example of turncoat contact:
wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5269

The Adam EB Brecht email to Podesta about seeing the Podesta Baldocci florist in the Hitchcock film VERTIGO 'recently in New York' on March15 2014 
(Obama was in NY two days prior; the "EB" is anomalous as well…) is of interest – his only political experience being aide to the last two Republican 
Senators of New Yock: JOHN KERRY's Wife, Teresa Heinz' deceased first husband, John Heinz, and Alfonse D'Amato. John Heinz died in a bizarre 
small plane crash with 6 others, in which a helicopter offering to inspect their defective landing gear mid-flight clipped them (recall John Kennedy Jr.'s fatal 
flight as pilot, which opened up the Senate seat for HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON) 

tl;dr – another Republican contact, with NY and Kerry ties– to Pedosta – why?

>>9287446
>You feel it too, don't you? . . .
THEY"VE BEEN PLAYING US LIKE A GODDAMN FIIIDDLLLE!!!

>>9288616
>Demi Moore makes out with kid
THEN BITCH SINGS SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW. WOW. Certainly puts Kutcher's Intel trafficking-app speech in a different light. 

>>9289547
>OP loks like True Detective Carcosa fiend
Fuck you for pointing that out, can't unsee it, lol

>>9290956
Need side by side of that with >>9284788
>auspicious Fuhrer dubs confirms

>>9292194
>West World
Elegant AI singularity/Abyss opening/Paradise Lost adaptation. The circumstances of his brother going missing while they were out walking the 
countryside is extremely suggestive – the way his child-self android opens its face/mouth likean exploding skull taxedermy looks an awful lot like the 
'changeling' meme that's supposed to replace children stolen by fairies/monsters.

>>9291323
 >Podesta getting slapped by Wood
Now that's how you neg fam  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:06:39 ID: b5b6c4 No.9294112
File (hide): 068937560e944d8⋯.jpg (76.06 KB, 422x386, 211:193, caillou_disgusted.jpg)

>>9288616
Why is this okay? I'm not saying it's okay when an adult male does it to a little 
girl, but it should be treated the same holy shit  
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Hot Off The Press: Polanski Looking To Return To US To Settle PEDO Case Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:08:13 ID: 97d25a No.9294124 >>9294211

File (hide): ce2b29ea8f34505⋯.jpg (46.82 KB, 640x480, 4:3, POLANSKEET.jpg)

http://web.archive.org/web/20170217014506/http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2017/02/16/report-
roman-polanski-to-return-to-u-s-settle-child-rape-case/

>According to TMZ, the 83-year-old director’s attorney, Harland Braun, has asked a Los Angeles judge to 
review what it reports is a “long-secret transcript” of the prosecutor’s testimony during Polanski’s trial.
http://web.archive.org/web/20170217011058/http://www.tmz.com/2017/02/16/roman-polanski-settle-child-
rape/

If this Mark of Cain goes back this far, we're going to need more popcorn for the public pedo pyre festivities.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:19:17 ID: b5b6c4 No.9294199
File (hide): cd15118d63c9090⋯.jpg (267.97 KB, 1737x587, 1737:587, gabeValve_changes.jpg)

>>9291171
This  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:20:52 ID: 224e22 No.9294210
File (hide): fd85f6ab3a823e0⋯.jpg (58.22 KB, 1468x1468, 1:1, ef4983d187c40c48521c638a5a….jpg)

>>9287000
god damn  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:21:28 ID: 81d835 No.9294211

>>929
4124  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:28:20 ID: b5b6c4 No.9294261 >>9294287

File (hide): 461c96c2b823324⋯.jpg (239.81 KB, 1280x800, 8:5, 1450056132520.jpg)

>>9292234
Sauce?
>inb4 boku  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:32:32 ID: 34b760 No.9294283 >>9294298 >>9298885

>>9292191
>>9292194
I'm too plain spoken for riddles, Anon.  I know that the system of blackmail and control, taboo and secret society etc is what has been used by the kikes 
for centuries so they can achieve their aim.  I'm fully kike aware, I'm fully aware of what they're doing and why, we're on our way to fixing it and blowing it 
wide open.
What I don't get is what you're being coy about.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:33:55 ID: 3652e2 No.9294287

>>9294261
that's symphogear, nigger, come on now  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:34:41 ID: 3cebde No.9294298

>>9294283
He's LARPing.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:36:17 ID: 000000 No.9294305 >>9294324 >>9294346 >>9294378 >>9298704

I don't want to interrupt the work you guys are doing but I just to make a suggestion just in case you are having problems with content being deleted. 

I have noticed that some people have started backing up some of the findings in the blockchain. For example I recently found this in blk00728.txt
>6j4L173,https://archive.is/FyoIz #pizzagate 

Other examples
>,j*L76,https://i.sli.mg/JiJs3e.png #pizzagate
>FjDL177,@176 htt  p://bit.  ly/2fkUANJ #pizzagate Stratfor members = NAMBLA
>,j*L76,https://i.sli.mg/JiJs3e.png #pizzagate

You can see text in the blockchain here https://bitcoinstrings.com/all 
There are ways to store information there for free 
check blk00706.txt

This is how the content from the 'fappening' was distributed
https://archive.fo/o9vla
The Sony leak was an attempt to expose the problem with trafficking. It was done by a survivor after a court case was ignored.
The Boston Globe article from 'Spotlight' was another attempt. That's why the pope resigned.
Assange is a trafficking survivor and his early work was on stopping child exploitation
https://archive.fo/gG9ne
https://archive.is/V6SKC

I think you guys might finally save the children once and for all  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:39:39 ID: b5b6c4 No.9294324
File (hide): b5eb008ad0139e3⋯.gif (870.26 KB, 300x169, 300:169, 1459996237381-1.gif)

>>9294305
noice  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:43:49 ID: 735b86 No.9294346
File (hide): 854d210947fc83c⋯.png (34.3 KB, 600x600, 1:1, 12-19-2016 MAGA Tiger.png)

>>9294305  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:50:10 ID: afc5e6 No.9294378

>>9294305
YES. Assange's mom married into the Family of God cult when Assange was one year old! That's the cult that abused River Phoenix. For 
RedLetterMedia viewers, that's the cult that made the SOS music video.  
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File (hide): 6bbedb41f6ca7ca⋯.png (921.43 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, Trumped.Inside.the.Greates….png)

File (hide): 99d688b88a97606⋯.png (892.54 KB,
1280x720, 16:9, Trumped.Inside.the.Greates….png)

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 03:58:41 ID: 6856a6 No.9294435 >>9310893

>>9285480
Roger Stone like a B0$$

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 04:02:27 ID: 722a26 No.9294450 >>9297444 >>9304728

File (hide): d04c5eb081ce878⋯.webm (898.94 KB, 640x640, 1:1, culting.webm) [play once] [loop]

@lilinternet
https://archive.is/0Qpp0 masonic 
aprons
https://archive.is/hJHqD with 
musician pharell
https://archive.is/bZb0b with 
musician waka flaka
https://archive.is/MRiuI globed 
masonic pillar
https://archive.is/1IO9Y kids 
culting in masks
https://archive.is/kNsqO kids 
culting in masks 2
https://archive.is/kuJms demonic 
homosexuality
https://archive.is/FEGEG 

decapetated baby heads in vases ("art")
https://archive.is/bff3Q culting with a rifle
https://archive.is/SUyJl 666 basketball jersey
https://archive.is/ds3SR ouroboros tattoo  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 04:37:45 ID: f8b716 No.9294701

>>9286451
it's cause they all use the same service https://ordersnapp.com/  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 05:09:08 ID: 70125b No.9294926 >>9297458 >>9304094

>>9284711
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Witch-Cult_in_Western_Europe

>Until the 17th century there was a religion, much older than Christianity, which all over Western Europe had supporters both among ordinary people and 
the ruling classes.

>Central to the worship stood a horned god with two faces, known to the Romans as Janus or Dianus. (This cult of Dianus was of the type James Frazer 
described in detail in The Golden Bough).
 
>The horned god represented the cycle of seasons and harvests. It was believed that he died and periodically returned to life.
  
>On earth, the horned god was represented by chosen human beings. There were some celebrities among them, such as William Rufus, Thomas Becket, 
Joan of Arc and Gilles de Rais. They all died a tragic death as a ritual sacrifice to insure the resurrection of the god and the renewal of the earth.

>In the villages the witches meetings were presided by the horned god. Christian observers of this events might have thought that these witches were 
worshiping the devil, when in reality they were celebrating the pre-Christian god Dianus.
  
>The preservation of this ancient religion was entrusted to a variety of indigenous peoples, small in stature, who were driven out from their land with each 
new invasion. This would also explain the stories about fairies, gnomes and other ‘small people’. These creatures were very shy but were able to pass the 
knowledge of their religion to ordinary people. The witches were their pupils and thus the heirs of the ancient religion.

>According to Murray, the (local) covens consisted of thirteen members: twelve ordinary men and women, and an officer. All members were required to 
hold a weekly meeting (named 'esbat' by Murray) and to attend the larger Sabbats.

>There was a strict discipline in the covens, and whoever missed a meeting could be severely punished and was sometimes put to death.
  
>The organization and structure were so good that Christianity had to wait until the Reformation before getting a stronger grip on the population. A blatant 
attack on the influential rival was needed, and that occurred with the great witch persecutions.  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 05:21:08 ID: 0e1e21 No.9295027
File (hide): 78b82bff3f1c17c⋯.jpg (27.19 KB, 230x200, 23:20, lazy-eye-2.jpg)

>>9294916
>Flooding the board with dog gore out of desperation because you know your 
days as a baby raping kike are numbered.

Bold move.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 05:22:36 ID: 722a26 No.9295040
File (hide): 46df96b390c0247⋯.png (487.5 KB, 922x591, 922:591, Screenshot_2017-02-13_10-2….png)

>>9284843  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 05:23:55 ID: 722a26 No.9295055 >>9295134

https://vimeo.com/36166553  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 05:34:53 ID: 4d1fb6 No.9295134 >>9295217

>>9295055

What is this? Is it safe to visit?  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 05:36:12 ID: 6dd74a No.9295149 >>9295547

File (hide): 726ecbc96c00da4⋯.jpg (868.3 KB, 1700x2200, 17:22, FBI LEADERS HOME ADDRESSES.jpg)

https://archive.is/NteSo  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 05:44:10 ID: cd6e32 No.9295217

>>9295134
It's fine. Just some tryhard kookyspook fagging about in a yellow hood.  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:01:01 ID: bcf6b0 No.9295323
File (hide): 78b91d1e1eb39f0⋯.png (20 KB, 800x750, 16:15, 1111111111.png)

>>9291171
8ch.net/pol/
webmthrea
d
:^)  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:08:45 ID: ac0336 No.9295372

>>9287915
>>9287915
SAUCE PLS

I have line to POTUS

Anyone make a summary yet? President Trump has the power to assign agents to investigate. Need quick read, 5 mins or less  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:11:29 ID: 530d52 No.9295382 >>9295397 >>9295435

Check the World Corps facebook. There has been unteresting stuff going on.

https://www.facebook.com/worldcorpenterprises/

1:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1NJoUmPo9w 

^This video has been deleted, but I get what he was showing. It was Obama speaking

2:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JLpkDRMESI
^Explaining how the "weapon" works

I'm unsure if they are describing it correctly, but my dad was a DOD contractor. One of the cool "toys" 
(unclassified) he told me about was a Radio Dish that could beam voices dirrectly into someones head. The 
practical application was to convince terrorists they were hearing the voice of God. 

I know nothing about a "chip" though other than RFID. 

What they are descriping doesn't make sense as far as I know either. You can alter the brain with certain frequecies, but it is more of a stimulation than 
full on puppet master. You can make peoples extremeties twitch, you can cure depression (look up TMS), you can make them hear shit. You can't make 
them puppets though….  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:13:38 ID: ac0336 No.9295397 >>9295461

>>9295382
>One of the cool "toys" (unclassified) he told me about was a Radio Dish that could beam voices dirrectly into someones head.

uh huh… how do you prevent that? Tinfoil hat?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:19:54 ID: 81d835 No.9295435 >>9295535

>>9295382
>beam voices 
directly into 
someones head  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:23:35 ID: 530d52 No.9295461 >>9295489

>>9295397
lol. I dunno I'm not an expert. Just thinking rationally wouldn't the tinfoil act as a antenna? I would assume a 
helmet would be more effective. If you don't hear voices it isn't being used on you.

 You can look up a medical application with neurostar and TMS. It is cool stuff.

Also Did a bit of digging and found WorldCorps  facebook group logo with a different group 

ICAACT: International Center Against Abuse of Covert Technologies

World Corp ARG makes more sense now.

The way this guy describes the weapons is more accurate.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:25:48 ID: cd6e32 No.9295474

Shilling intensifies  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:28:34 ID: 226f29 No.9295489 >>9295519 >>9295566 >>9306075

>>9295461
www .howtogeek.com/114037/researchers-prove-tin-foil-hats-boost-receptivity-to-government-signals/  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:32:57 ID: 530d52 No.9295519

>>92954
89
lol. I was 
right.  I 
fucking 
knew it!

neurosta
r video 
for the 
lazy. stuff 
can be 
used for 
good.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:35:25 ID: 530d52 No.9295535

>>9295435
its actually not cazy, just stimulate the cochlea. I know how it sounds but this is not classified stuff. It's not even that new.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:37:00 ID: 530d52 No.9295547 >>9321478

>>9295149
CIA are you trying to scare the FBI? I don't know whose jewing who anymore….  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 06:39:59 ID: b75328 No.9295566 >>9305929

>>9295489
funny enough I was just thinking not so long ago, that wouldn't tinfoil around your head just create lens for signals coming under the head?  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 07:23:18 ID: ac0336 No.9295879 >>9296161

Alright /pol/ I guess I'll read through everything and writeup a tldr since nobody else has.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 07:24:21 ID: 000000 No.9295882

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYQXVgs3P7U

found some predictive programming.  
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 07:41:19 ID: 3e145f No.9295966

>>9287671
>>9289776
that's Pharrell
that photo is actually a big deal, 
this vid for his song is 
approaching 1Bil views  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 08:18:49 ID: db2cb1 No.9296130

voat anon are you here? help me understand austin hot dog link. I'm retarded and can't find anything on it  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 08:26:08 ID: ac0336 No.9296161 >>9299923

>>9295879
Yeah nvm. way too much shit even on the first thread to write a tldr.

I'll be making a full fledged database instead because pappy wants to do this professional like

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 08:32:25 ID: 51c836 No.9296185 >>9296250 >>9296315 >>9299960 >>9300219

>>9283729 (OP)
>>9292729

I actually worked on the show Salem on is final season (thank Kek it was canned) the premise of the show was that the salem witches orchestrated the 
witch burnings themselves. framing innocent young girls and having them burned as a sacrifice. they had a recreation of the town built in the middle of 
fucking no where, about 3 miles in the woods down in louisiana. im not sure what the fuck the producer/writers/directors are into or what legit shit they 
know but, i went on that show as an atheist and i now believe in God. there was a VERY weird and sinister vibe on that set. i mean it was fucking dark. 
the second season is essentially about pizzagate (so is zoolander 2 btw). they stuck WAY to close to authentic witch lore, reenacting legit rituals and shit. 
idk if i believe in the dark magic bullshit but, theres some shit you probably shouldnt fuck with IMO.  Damn near every woman who worked on that set 
changed dramatically, even those who'd worked on dozens of other big projects. 

shit was fucking sketchy. i quit before season 3 wrapped.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 08:47:24 ID: 9ca697 No.9296250

>>9296185
>witches 
>burned  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 09:05:09 ID: a85c0e No.9296315 >>9296364

>>9296185
Now that is one creepy post, anon.  

Can you elaborate on this "sinister vibe"? Did it seem like the actors didn't want to be there, or they were being mistreated, or what?

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 09:12:09 ID: 34888d No.9296335

>>9285002
RUNT  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 09:20:17 ID: 51c836 No.9296364 >>9296373

>>9296315

Nah. The actors fucking loved it though, they were all E-List nobodies. The extras/background were treated like cattle but, thats pretty common for most 
tv/films. 

The sinister vibe came from the set. I really cant describe it, man. it was just something in the air. i mean, it was a total recreation of the town. it was 
fucked. I remember working one day and the A-Roll crew and the main actors were filming dialogue at like 1AM, the extras and dispensable crew were 
left to roam around the set for hours on end while we waited for them to finish their bullshit. 

heres a trailer for the season i worked on so you get an idea: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJkFfc26Rg0  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 09:22:25 ID: 51c836 No.9296373 >>9319379

>>9296364
 excuse my lack of hyperlink. im a bit of a newfag/returning fag. i was on halfchan pre 2012 and havent really been on any chan since the election.. ive 
forgotten how to do shit  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 11:09:49 ID: bf67a4 No.9296755

>>9285115
>creepy-looking eye

From the little I know about the occult, I know a single open eye carries huge significance in virtually all occult practices. It's in freemasonry, also very big 
in Egyptian mythology (remember  Pedosta's hands with the 14 and the fish which referred to Osiris?). I think it is supposed to symbolise the 
enlightenment and knowledge which comes through occult and cultic experiences. If some anon here knows more about the occult please explain some 
more.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 11:51:18 ID: 3b7460 No.9296917
File (hide): 2d44c388962c924⋯.png (1.69 MB, 1280x1024, 5:4, pizzamansion.png)

im quiet sure i have  seen the location of the suggested pizza mansion in one of the pizza threads before. i 
think there was also a woman standing in front of a wooden sign, some democrat afaik.

not sure if that means anything  

File (hide): 1bb926b5cf2b426⋯.png (2.07 MB,
2044x1282, 1022:641, podestahand.png)

File (hide): 741d5771456fee9⋯.png (138.15 KB,
526x278, 263:139, podestashand.png)

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 13:27:34 ID: 34888d No.9297339 >>9297360

>>9286581
Why the hell does Podesta's hand look like his own face?

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 13:33:06 ID: 3b7460 No.9297360

>>9297339

>Why the hell does Podesta's hand look like his own face?

because of the shitty video quality i guess  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 13:51:01 ID: 030fa5 No.9297444 >>9297458

>>9294450
>ouroboros tattoo
artist seems to be this daniel albrigo character. Same tattoo but from his profile, has tattoos around it: https://archive.is/2onHj

The Regency of Carnaro was a rogue fascist Italian state founded by Gabriele d'Annunzio in 1919. Gabriele was a celebrity poet that hung around 
occultist Julius Evola and his lover/idol Marchesa Casati. They all seem to have a fascination with paganism, Evola was an advocate of pagan nationalist 
revival. The latin translates to : "Who can be against us?"
Also
>MANSION GOT A PANIC ROOM IN IT… SPAGHETTI BLAGHETTI

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_Regency_of_Carnaro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gabriele_D%27Annunzio  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 13:52:38 ID: 030fa5 No.9297458

>>9294926
fits with
>>9297444  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 14:24:46 ID: 64c415 No.9297607

Steele 
says 
Flynn 
got a 
list of 
pedos
…

and 
Pence'
s best 
friend 
was on 
it.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 15:30:16 ID: 3b7460 No.9297924

banner says 

"
may be disturbing to some users - Worldcorp Enterprises - view at your own risk - Buying out your world so you don't have to - new content coming soon
"

on worldcorpo .net now  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 15:45:30 ID: bb519c No.9298022

>>9283729 (OP)
>>9283729 (OP)
>>9283729 (OP)

lel, I know this scumbag in OP's pic.

It's well known internet creep/welfare case/mental defective Robert Casio. Elites aren't hanging out with this piece of human shit.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 16:50:45 ID: 3ccc48 No.9298394

This site has a ton of pictures and makes alot of connections. Just starting to go through it now… here is one of many  http://heavytruth.blog 
spot.com/2016/11/comet-pizzas-kill-rooms-dragonfly-mind.html  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 17:13:30 ID: 3ccc48 No.9298544

This thread from 2006 had already been archived- not sure if on an older page, but someone mentions [January 7, 2007] that Alefantis is appearing on 
NBC4 news in a 'Wednesday's Child' segment. That is an adoption program that finds homes for orphans. Wish I could see the clip but the NBC online 
archive doesn't seem to go back that far. http://archive. is/sI0cM  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 17:30:05 ID: 530d52 No.9298704 >>9298868 >>9299764 >>9319466 >>9319812

>>9294305
Oh fuck. This makes so much more sense now. This is personal for Assange. For those unfamillair with the 
children of God cult, vid related.

Now not all children of God sects were pedos or free love, but they are a cult! 

Children of God was able to get political cover by "flirty fishing" (Sending members to be hookers for jesus). 
David Berg (founder) specifically sent members to target people in power over time. 

There have never been any arrests in the children of God despite them documenting their on abuse in the 
story of Davido. 

>Any top autists able to crack the block chain, It seems like this may be the key to cracking the original 
unaltered insurance files that have been DDOSed off the face of the earth.  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 17:51:18 ID: 6dd74a No.9298868 >>9299764 >>9301530

>>9298704

William Sargent was the Tavistock researcher who initiated the research into conversion techniques using an artificially created sect called the "Children 
of God" and his writings detail how to change cognition, implement a new motivation system and move to action.

He bragged about his methods being able to convert the most die hard atheist starting with making him very angry then switching the frame.

The most successful conversion technique, by far, though, was creating an environment of free love where young boys and girls were available to 
members.

The Mormons, while not offering young men and women up in the same way, still have the saying that is common in their circles… "flirt to convert."

If you have a cult, and you followed the work of Tavistock, and you worked for some secret agency, like the CIA, then the very first method you are going 
to employ is the proven method.

Offer young boys and girls to members, then use the recorded evidence to keep them in line.

It is of interest to note that the Children of God sect girls had "flayed vulva" which is something mentioned a variety of MK Ultra accusations.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 17:53:11 ID: 43858c No.9298885 >>9304099

>>9294283
Your masters see you only as a clockwork orange.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 17:59:28 ID: 6dd74a No.9298958 >>9299764 >>9304119 >>9307238 >>9313550

Oh yeah, and this is a modern iteration of an artificial Tavistock cult.

dragondreaming.org

It is a feeder cult, in that members will eventually unlock hidden truths and join the "real" cult. Of course, that is engineered, too.

The dead give away for Tavistock cults, because most methods are easy to understand (ie exploit basic human assumptions), is the social dreaming 
aspect.

wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_dreaming

Founder of the church, Joseph Smith, used a primitive form of this technique to get people to witness the golden plates and angels while in a room full of 
people.

Social dreaming is the link between Tavistock cult research and their artificial cults.

If you find a weird cult that does this, they are part of the feeder system for the new Finders cult.

They don't call themselves the Finders. They don't call themselves anything. The Nameless.

You can recognize them by their Tavistockian language. You will learn to recognize it because of its pseudoscientific sounding principles that allow it to be 
discounted and create and oblique layer of separation between the unethical human experimentation used to obtain the knowledge and those who 
implement it.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 18:02:50 ID: 6dd74a No.9298999 >>9313550

http://www.tavinstitute.org/news/a-green-paper-for-the-role-of-evaluation-in-the-21st-century/

It's classic Orwellian Doublespeak with built in, polite sounding chaffe.

The LDS church uses the polite sounding chaffe in virtually every piece of literature that comes out of their organization, though they are careful to avoid 
obvious double speak because it can be a polarizing force… a double edged sword.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 18:05:08 ID: 6dd74a No.9299023 >>9299698

Point being, the social dreaming cults, like the dragon dreaming feeder cult are quite numerous.

A lot of them exist as camps and retreats for disadvantaged youth. They are all over the place and they generally have logos that relate to masonic 
symbols, but aren't as overt as Besta Pizza's logo.  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 19:25:53 ID: 2bbd68 No.9299698

>>9299023
Why are you saging a sticky?
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 19:34:45 ID: 990d3c No.9299764 >>9299946 >>9300202 >>9303585 >>9314600 >>9321178

>>9298704
>>9298868
>>9298958
So we have all this information on brainwashing and mind manipulation projects performed by various religious cults and scientific institutions even to the 
point of them looking deeply into shaping peoples dreams through social constructs. I have found a lot of PDFs recently on occult memetics and 
propaganda but what I have not found so much of is defence from these sort of attacks on the psyche. How do you protect your dreams and 
subconscious from being manipulated? Is it really just noticing various forms of symbolism in propaganda etc to see through it? The amounts of research 
these people have done it seems unlikely there isn't as much information on defence on this type of thing, yet im finding it quite difficult to find much on 
keeping your mind consistently aware and not susceptible to being lead astray by whatever sort of means they use.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 19:56:36 ID: 0e1e21 No.9299923
File (hide): 2212bd456061610⋯.jpg (7.82 KB, 203x248, 203:248, 3.jpg)

>>9296161
If you're not larping, you had better put the coffee on faggot, because you just started your Magnum 
Opus and you don't even know it yet.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 20:00:25 ID: 28ce5a No.9299946

>>9299764
It is basically. They rely on being 'read' by your mind without being filtered by your grammar-and-logic prefrontal cortex.

Thats why they need kids in preschool, and why the Jesuits say "give me a child until he is 8, and I will give you the man."

What works is limiting your exposure to media to when you are awake and in a "so, what bullshit are they trying to push today" mode. Watching the 
Electric Jew passively (difficult to avoid as it sends your brain into alpha wave generation) is very very bad.

Personally, I find being under demoralisation and gaslighting very tiring. But I wouldn't have it any other way.  
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>>9296185
>they stuck WAY to close to authentic witch lore, reenacting legit rituals and shit. idk if i believe in the dark magic bullshit 
but, theirs some shit you probably shouldnt fuck with IMO. 

/fringe/fag here. Thing is with big spooky rituals, normies expect that if it works, there will be some big fireworks display 
or demons crawling through mirrors like in their harry potter fanfiction. Truth is, you know it worked when you sense the 
change in atmosphere. Sounds like the "reenactments" were a bit more than that. Everyone on set got memed on hard. 
My condolences. No wonder you found solace in religion.

Hell, now I kind of want to watch this shitshow to see what they did.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 20:27:41 ID: ca676a No.9300202 >>9300474

>>9299764
> Stu Meade
> Stew Meat
> Images of children in water
> Image of a man carrying a child into a cauldron  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 20:30:10 ID: c9dbf1 No.9300219

>>9296185
Maybe someone working on set was a cannibal pedo freako just like Janet Reno. Secret of the Potowatami, hand on a Bible, Hell starts before you die. 
All Potowatami haunt pedo cannibal freakos for all Eternity. Its Indian Heaven. Why do you think Jimmy Saville's coffin is encased in concrete? Because 
he was a cannibal pedo freako just like Janet Reno. He got ripped apart by a Potowatami. Just like Janet Reno, for God does know what she did at Waco. 

Sounds like bullshit but just don't be a cannibal pedo freako and when you die and enter Eternity, you'll know its reality.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 20:53:28 ID: 09181d No.9300474

>>9300202
Image of two white girls sitting on a naked black man's lap!  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 21:23:58 ID: c97dcf No.9300839
File (hide): c68cff425568547⋯.jpg (338.24 KB, 352x451, 32:41, hillarys_trueform.jpg)

>>9285508
jesus fuck, these people 
are horrifying  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 21:31:24 ID: 8bae86 No.9300935 >>9301046 >>9318689

Hi Everyone,

I am building a permanent image hosting solution in which everyone running PC/Mac/Linux can chip in to protect evidence from deletion.

Setting up IPFS is a bit of a pain in the ass, but once its running it's pretty reliable.

Can you download IPFS from https://ipfs.io/docs/install/ and run "ipfs init" then "ipfs daemon" after? It should spew something about successfully listening 
on a bunch of ports.

Afterwards, this URL should work:

http://127.0.0.1:8080/ipfs/QmXJ1NF8ee6h3f1Faj3Y8gTfqqrR4RV2HjaKJsuuRg1kjC

Let me know if it works or if you run into any issues.  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 21:38:59 ID: ca7ac9 No.9301046 >>9301070

>>9300935

>>127.0.0.1

Sounds like a trustworthy, rout able IP you got there. Loopback address and all!  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 21:41:24 ID: 8bae86 No.9301070 >>9301093

>>9301046
It is routable if you run the IPFS daemon.
Please follow the instructions.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 21:43:58 ID: ca7ac9 No.9301093 >>9301142

>>9301070
Yea, not going to mess with anyone's box unless I can ssh into it first.

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 21:49:56 ID: 8bae86 No.9301142

>>9301093

Please see 
>>9301112  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 22:07:58 ID: 530d52 No.9301396 >>9303947 >>9303961 >>9304501

World Corp 2nd site found. 

Person in pictures is a convicted child molester. Person running the site may be a convicted child molester 
Robert Robinson. (Guy in pic on top of thread). 

Anyone grab any files off the directory. I ain't clickin any of this shit.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 22:16:36 ID: 530d52 No.9301530

>>9298868
This explains why wikileaks is trying to get info on the LDS church. I was wondering why he was asking about that kind of shit. 

Also the CIA and FBI used to recruit almost exclusively from the mormon church, although this was most likely due to the low risk and low drug use 
factors required at the time of recruitment.  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 23:03:37 ID: 6278ba No.9302468
File (hide): 7979fef521b6d3b⋯.jpg (7.74 KB, 150x237, 50:79, 3453768979686709.jpg)

mirth is king!  
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Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 23:24:55 ID: b04eba No.9302916
File (hide): 593b97d68ce848f⋯.jpg (418.58 KB, 1600x1562, 800:781, 593b97d68ce848f009ecd37de1….jpg)

>>9286118
>~ ~Kaballah~~  

Anonymous  02/18/17 (Sat) 23:55:43 ID: aca485 No.9303377 >>9303424

Is it actually happening? Are they really going to bust them? In what time frame?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 00:00:31 ID: cd6e32 No.9303424

>>9303377
According to David Seaman's youtube there's been more pedo ring busts in the first couple months of Trump's presidency than under Obama's 
administration in a year. It's possible they're cracking down on human trafficking in response to pizzagate and just doing it quietly for now, or it's possible 
it's a coincidence, or just that more have been reported.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 00:17:48 ID: 58bc2d No.9303585 >>9303748 >>9304038 >>9308190 >>9308709 >>9308875 >>9308983

File (hide): 036afe328d4e48e⋯.png (452.62 KB, 877x584, 877:584, center.png)

>>9299764
OP of the first PG threads here, for what it's worth. Very happy these threads have continued this long and 
people are engaged and making progress.

Haven't been in these threads since the first few and it seems things are not very fringe (for better or worse), 
but the answers to your question are what we typically call "spiritual". Though being aware of occult and 
symbolism and ideology can allow you to identify and overcome basic informational influence, there are 
deeper, higher tech, more esoteric methods in use that don't depend on you believing press releases and 
following celebrities and corporate media. 

Think about it. What's the point of putting occult symbolism out in public to be worshiped in music videos, 
films, etc.? Seeing symbols and owls won't convince you in any coherent way to "become corrupted" - the 

point isn't ideological. The point is energy collection. Ultimately, all of this - the symbolism pervading pop culture, the child torture, rape and murder, the 
organ dealing, all of it is about energy harvesting. 

When a politician, CEO, banker, or other influential person first perpetrates these acts they don't just end up liking raping kids all the sudden, they're 
damaged at the spiritual level and infected with a parasite that feeds off the energy created by these acts. This parasite takes over more and more of their 
personality and eventually they become a subhuman, soulless being. The elite are so obsessed with blood lineage because their bloodlines were made 
host to the parasite and completely overtaken by it a very long time ago. They aren't even human really, they're just human shaped avatars of the parasite 
and their goal is to either infect or destroy every genuine human being in this realm.

The parasite is a created intelligence without connection to the source of all things and therefore needs to vampirize souled beings (beings with a 
connection to the source) in order to continue existing. How, why, and when it was/is created is extremely complex and difficult to determine, but the 
method of combating it and its influence is clear and simple. The parasite operates by usurping your mental processes, your emotions, and ultimately, 
your will. In order to protect yourself from it you have to get deeply in touch with what you are, discover your soul, your connection to the source. Learn to 
recognize this feeling and place within your experience and you will start to see that aspects of your mental activity, your emotional world, and your will, 
have a character that is alien to the vibration of the source that is your true core. Once you learn to abide in your core, as what you truly are, you can 
identify the alien influence of the parasite and simply stop giving energy to those patterns within your mind, emotions, and will. 

The way to find the source within yourself and start to operate from there is simple. Sit down, relax, and stop all effort. Drop everything. As you drop more 
and more of what you formerly thought of as "you", your perspective moves deeper and deeper inward until you're observing your body, mind, emotions, 
and will from some kind of center point of pure awareness, separate from all of them. The center vibrates with what can only be described as "love", 
though it's a feeling of love entirely more complete and of a different character than any feeling you're likely to find in any other experience. This is pretty 
similar to the directions given for meditation in various Buddhist, Taoist, and other traditions, probably because these traditions identified the same 
problem (some actually somewhat explicitly, though with a different metaphysical framework) and discovered the solution for themselves. Anyway, that's 
the way. Reach absolute rest, find yourself, and you'll be impenetrable to all negative influence because all such influence exploits weaknesses in the 
outer layers of your personality/system which you can gain direct control over when you find the center.

We can do it anons. We're gonna make it.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 00:43:18 ID: 000000 No.9303748

>>9303585
While I agree with this for the most part. I have found that no matter what there is never going to be a time where I am in a better mood to keep going. 
Since the perverse force is weaker than the source of all things its like walking through a china shop their shit falls to pieces. you can not murder a child in 
complete harmony with the universe. The negative reverberations are a map because the central point is where its coming from. Now they are running 
from us. We are the hunters they are the prey.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 00:52:58 ID: 1ded13 No.9303802 >>9304097

>>9291227

The floorboards, the details on the walls, and the size of the holes do not match between these two photos.

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:07:15 ID: 58bc2d No.9303867

>>9303848
Filter and report. Shills appearing in multiple threads right now all running "lol pizzagate iz dumb" like they haven't been trying that for months already. Not 
sure why the extra effort all the sudden. The noose must be tightening.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:13:24 ID: 762f34 No.9303898
File (hide): 68d7fcd4b3034fe⋯.jpg (4.05 KB, 255x213, 85:71, 18c94fc70f8d78fe16868171ac….jpg)

>>9303848

The day of the rope 
approaches.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:19:13 ID: 81d835 No.9303947 >>9303961 >>9304501

File (hide): 9c22e8a9ba9be90⋯.png (239.93 KB, 876x601, 876:601, screenshot-www.youtube.com….png)

>>9301396
>moonman
>normies
>kkk

so who wants to tell her?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:19:46 ID: 000000 No.9303953

>>9303848
>implying papal connections are valid to the infinite dark-masonic ties.
>have some kids
Where were you before the worldcorp video revitalized the fast pace nature of the threads? Why did you not say that 2 threads ago that stayed up for a 
few weeks? You where praying that this was winding down. That is when like if no on did anything we find another case of this filth surface. We can not 
go a week without cultists trying to deliberate their agenda. You are a pedophile sympothizer as a result of your submission to the kike. Kill yourself order 
follower. How pathetic of a disgrace do you have to be to smother children in tight regimented routines? Its not rebellion if you are order following that 
means even lucifer is throwing you under the bus. You can try to promigulate the guillotines but we all know your secret meetings that you bow to an eye 
on a wall is more suspicious than us researching said eye. You are going to go down in the most humiliating way possible because you where silent when 
they told you to be. You climbed the ladder only to see a noose. You are the problem. Your people are the problem. Stop defending this filth and try to get 
out. That is the real advice.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:21:13 ID: 81d835 No.9303961 >>9304195 >>9304501

File (hide): 5e2a2bbf295e21d⋯.png (327.52 KB, 870x589, 870:589, screenshot-www.youtube.com….png)

>>9301396
>>9303947  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:21:42 ID: 530d52 No.9303965 >>9303986

File (hide): 915f2599a88c975⋯.jpg (74.67 KB, 570x713, 570:713, podestamcann.jpg)

>>9303848
Oh man, you came in here and showed us. Let me drop some more truth bombs on these 
autistic retards and correct the reccord.

>9/11 never happened
>Madaline Mccann never existed.
>The holocaust never happened (but it should have)
>JFK is still alive
>TuPac was never a nigger  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:22:33 ID: dc7299 No.9303969

>>9283729 (OP)
>>9285486

What did I just fucking see?  This shit is disturbing.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:25:13 ID: dc7299 No.9303986 >>9304022

File (hide): 9be0fd466a5073b⋯.gif (1.74 MB, 460x300, 23:15, YoureTheFather.gif)

>>9303965
> TuPac was 
never a nigger.

Wrong.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:30:15 ID: 530d52 No.9304022
File (hide): 8744cc06ccf62fe⋯.png (813.51 KB, 633x621, 211:207, berniecock.png)

>>9303986

WHAT ARE YOU A CONSPIRITARD! THERE IS NOTHING TO SEE HERE! DON'T EVER TALK TO ME OR 
MY WIFES SON EVER AGAIN! REEEEEEEEEEEE REEEEEEEEEEEE REEEEEEEEEEEEEE!  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:32:31 ID: bb94b4 No.9304038 >>9304072

>>9303585
Thank you anon for all the hard work. I was engaged in the beginning and this mess of horrors shook me hard. PG was something different. We've been 
given a glimpse of pure evil. And as you so eloquently wrote, finding inner peace is the key to victory. Otherwise we run a great risk of being swallowed by 
nihilism, the darkness of it all. True Detective season one dealt with that, it was almost like it was "benign" preprogramming written with us in mind. You 
mention the "parasite", are you talking about something similar to the archons of gnostic thought? 

>>9303848
You're wasting your time SHILL. Were immune to your bullshit. The emptiness within you, the bottomless pit of despair you carry around will be with you 
forever. Neither suicide or the rope will be the end of your misery. You know it, we know it. Eternal torment is coming for you. Filtered.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:37:55 ID: 58bc2d No.9304072 >>9304437

>>9304038
Yes, the gnostic archons and demiurge are concepts for expressing the same idea I'm calling the parasite. If you're interested in this idea search aug 
tellez on youtube. He's clearly tapped into something and has the most detailed information I've heard. Depending on your tolerance for "crazy" seeming 
people and fringe ideas you may be put off by him but he's got the info IMO. Also, montalk.net if you're not aware of that site.  
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File (hide): 6cd33fd6b9b9696⋯.jpg (26.67 KB,
634x381, 634:381, 1487466632215.jpg)

File (hide): 373d32e1ce7e7b4⋯.jpg (67 KB, 1223x403,
1223:403, 1487467102172.jpg)

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:41:29 ID: 70125b No.9304094

>>9294926
Speaking of witches, JK Rowling's charity to help kids find "families"

>I'm your father now!

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:42:03 ID: dfc9e1 No.9304097

>>9303802
the place could have been renovated and we don't know the original height of the floor. If someone took the old floorboards out and maybe lowered the  
floor a little it would look the same.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:42:30 ID: 33fd68 No.9304099

>>9298885
Master implies you acknowledge the people trying to control you as such.
I acknowledge no master.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 01:45:31 ID: 33fd68 No.9304119

>>9298958
Hey I once saw some type of cult that used a lot of water for whatever the fuck they were doing.  The whole place stank like fear when they were done.  
Tangentially related?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:01:03 ID: 8c2743 No.9304190 >>9304304

File (hide): f14e88a004ddf9f⋯.png (560.63 KB, 997x575, 997:575, Screenshot_2017-02-18_20-5….png)

@waynecoyne5
I thought people already where aware of this guy somehow none of the pages 
where archived so here we go.
https://archive.is/q8oqf
https://archive.is/XLCP6
https://archive.is/k0T9I
https://archive.is/hAb3h
https://archive.is/1kOKa
now also there is Derek Lawson @thegummybearguy this is the guy that made the 
gummy fetuses. Those where edible fetuses.

https://archive.is/PPL9r gummy pizza
https://archive.is/Smi2O gummy bunnies
https://archive.is/KKWTB newspaper blurb tophat
https://archive.is/LuSPW gummy pizza
https://archive.is/JpyOy candy antlers/tophat
https://archive.is/5UUbP gummy pizza
https://archive.is/FeULM gummy pizza
https://archive.is/NSVVG gummy man
https://archive.is/hE8UI pedo looking shirt
https://archive.is/JnNls culting
https://archive.is/XGkqO gummy bunnies
https://archive.is/vXFZ4 pic related notice it said he was in DC  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:02:00 ID: 8d4244 No.9304195 >>9304218 >>9321376

>>9303961
Does this mean the worldcorp guy posts here?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:04:58 ID: 81d835 No.9304218 >>9304302 >>9304501

>>9304195
Either that or it's an anons site to hold the vids, dunno. She seems clueless as to what memes are. Maybe they're trying to frame us? I've never heard of 
her before or seen one of her vids.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:06:37 ID: 607226 No.9304232
File (hide): 282a38517476752⋯.png (26.18 KB, 500x712, 125:178, e4d213273231e312bbae8b6bf7….png)

>>9287446

Yes, we will again see an age of true heroes. And anon, our suffering was not in vain.
Those who commit such evil acts may live in wealth now but one day they will die more helpless and more tormented 
then all of their victims combined. No one escapes judgement in the end because there is a God and he does not let 
anyone who harms children escape the penalty. Neither the jews nor the source of all evil itself which some call Satan will 
escape the mighty hand of the true King of the Universe.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:12:00 ID: db2cb1 No.9304302 >>9304501

>>9304218
Odd considering she's close to the forefront of the lead.

It may be a time wasting ploy I guess, I think if they tried to frame anyone they would use someone whos actually innocent rather than a guy with naked 
pics of a pedo drinking and bathing in shit water  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:12:12 ID: dc7299 No.9304304

>>9304190

One of the most Jew fucking dudes I've ever seen!  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:14:39 ID: 8c2743 No.9304332
File (hide): f0499eaa6431046⋯.png (475.69 KB, 950x596, 475:298, Screenshot_2017-02-18_21-0….png)

@thegummybearguy
his website 
http://giantgummybears.com/
https://archive.is/CLzgK pic 
related. Notice he calls the cop 
"Brother Jeff"
https://archive.is/qfC8q gummy 
skull  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:15:17 ID: 76421a No.9304340
File (hide): 14b3c53e68f4061⋯.jpg (1.77 MB, 2000x3000, 2:3, disney.jpg)

>>9289572
Was that an out take or a real fucking 
scene in major Hollywood movie?
If so, the level of kike degeneracy is 
peaking.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:21:26 ID: 8c2743 No.9304376 >>9304390 >>9304437

File (hide): b8970f5f38e9818⋯.jpg (212.85 KB, 1222x817, 1222:817, mila-kunis-ashton-kutcher-….jpg)

>>9288616
ashton kutcher is a shill trying to shut down pizzagate by testifying about human trafficking to congress, He 
is trying to work with these human trafficking busts to say that the pedophiles are clandestine not an 
organized global pedophile ring.
https://archive.is/eIO4B  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:24:23 ID: 8c2743 No.9304390

>>9304376
>Digital Defenders of Children, an organization he co-founded with then-wife Demi Moore in 2009 that builds software to fight human trafficking.

What a load of garbage.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:27:52 ID: 64fb95 No.9304411 >>9304417

We're going to get these guys, right?  
Please Kek, help us purge.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:30:27 ID: 8259a4 No.9304416
File (hide): 136d0213fe24c56⋯.jpg (74.65 KB, 640x426, 320:213, bewilderment.jpg)

>>9287000
w….t…….f did I 
just watch…

it's a Jewish  
voice too  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:30:41 ID: 64fb95 No.9304417
File (hide): d5759068be117ec⋯.jpg (49.59 KB, 630x400, 63:40, Hitlers little buzzsaw.jpg)

>>9304411
I've never been 
more relieved.  
Praise Kek!  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:34:42 ID: bb94b4 No.9304437 >>9304483

>>9304072
I always keep an eye on the esoteric threads and my tolerance is quite high. I'm beyond the materialist reductionist paradigm. I'm in the process of 
breaking free. 

>>9304376
He's a tool, a bitch to CIA niggers. I don't think he knows who and what he shills for. He deserves the rope for negligence. Praise Kek.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:41:29 ID: 8c2743 No.9304456 >>9304469 >>9304471 >>9304525 >>9304704 >>9308864

File (hide): 4025b85c4ed28b9⋯.png (131.88 KB, 438x243, 146:81, Screenshot_2017-02-18_21-4….png)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOc-SjcR6Eo
DO PEOPLE BELIEVE THIS FUCKING FREEMASON ACTOR? OR THIS FLASHY  WEBSITE THAT 
*FLAGS* CHILD ABUSE IMAGES??https://www.wearethorn.org/join-us/HE IS TRYING TO MAKE 
MASONRY LOOK GOOD. THAT IS ALL HE IS DOING. IT DOESN'T MATTER HOW MANY FUCKING 
KIDS HE SAVES WHEN HE IS MAKING THE PROBLEM SEEM LIKE THE SOLUTION. HOW MUCH 
MONEY DO YOU WANT TO BET THIS SOFTWARE ONLY FLAGS IMAGES WITH PEOPLE IN HOODS 
AND ONLY FINDS SATANIC THEMED CHILD PORN. THIS FUCKING SHILL IS SO FULL OF IT. THIS 
FREEMASON SHILL RATTLING ON ABOUT SOME CAMBODIAN VIDEO WHILE DEFLECTING FROM 
THE LODGE. LE DARK WEB. TALK ABOUT THE LODGE KIKE. TALK ABOUT THE LODGE KIKE.

HIS MAIN POINT IS TO SHUT DOWN ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. THAT IS WHAT HE IS DOING. HE IS "DEVASTATED" ABOUT THINKING 
ABOUT THE DARK WEB. THIS HACK. 

This is where the agenda comes in. This is where Jim comes in with providing this platform to get angry and then beg for ashton to shut down the web. 
Order and Chaos. Organized chaos. This is bullshit.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:45:22 ID: 8c2743 No.9304469

>>9304456
Direct quote
"The deepweb is the incubator for child trafficking"
"If we don't fix this issue then this issue will be a problem for years to come" SO IF YOU CENTRALIZE THE INTERNET CHILDREN WILL NO LONGER 
BE ABUSED.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:45:26 ID: 70125b No.9304471 >>9304578 >>9304896

File (hide): c382442d0c2aea1⋯.jpg (24.74 KB, 293x159, 293:159, original.jpg)

>>9304456
Relevant  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:47:18 ID: 607226 No.9304480
File (hide): 2e24961501006a2⋯.jpg (938.07 KB, 2126x1102, 1063:551, 2e24961501006a2ad6916d259d….jpg)

>>9290024
Hey idiot, we have emails of John using pedophilia codes as well as his brother possessing pedophilic art. 
Are you denying that he is a pedophile, or are you just going to admit that you're a traitorous shill piece of 
shit?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:48:22 ID: d1917b No.9304483 >>9304543

>>9304437
Ashton will be lynched along with his pedophile masters.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:50:11 ID: 5841ef No.9304490

I looked up the exif data from fatherhood.webm and this is what i got.
Matroska
EBML Version 1
EBML Read Version 1
EBML Max ID Length 4
EBML Max Size Length 8
Doc Type webm
Doc Type Version 2
Doc Type Read Version 2
Image Size 640 × 360
Seek ID (4 bytes binary data)
Seek ID (4 bytes binary data)
Seek Position 223
Seek Position 3,210,643
Seek ID (4 bytes binary data)
Seek Position 304
Timecode Scale 1 ms
Muxing App Lavf57.25.100
Writing App Lavf57.25.100
Segment UID (16 bytes binary data)
Duration 0:00:56
Track Number 2
Track Number 1
Track UID 1
Track UID 2
Track Lacing No
Track Language eng
Codec ID V_VP8
Track Type Audio
Track Type Video
Video Frame Rate 13
Display Width 640
Display Height 360
Video Codec ID A_VORBIS
Audio Channels 2
Audio Sample Rate 44,100
Audio Bits Per Sample 32
Codec Private (4,258 bytes binary data)
Timecode 0 s
Timecode 0:00:55
Timecode 0:00:31
Timecode 0:00:35
Timecode 0:00:39
Timecode 0:00:44
Timecode 0:00:48
Timecode 0:00:50
Cue Track 1
Cue Cluster Position 4,714
Cue Cluster Position 2,897,984
Matroska 0x0070 L
Matroska 0x0070 (1 bytes binary data)
Cue Cluster Position 695,510
Matroska 0x0070 (1 bytes binary data)
Cue Cluster Position 1,086,011
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▶

▶

▶
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Cue Cluster Position 1,086,011
Cue Cluster Position 1,575,428
Matroska 0x0070 B
Cue Cluster Position 1,607,566
Matroska 0x0070 (1 bytes binary data)
Cue Time 0:00:35
Cue Time 0:00:50
Cue Cluster Position 2,150,232
Matroska 0x0070 (1 bytes binary data)
Cue Time 0:00:39
Cue Cluster Position 2,330,285
Matroska 0x0070 (1 bytes binary data)
Cue Time 0:00:48
Cue Cluster Position 2,800,855
Matroska 0x0070 (1 bytes binary data)

Each.mp4 (Caillou vid) however
QuickTime
Major Brand MP4 v2 [ISO 14496-14]
Minor Version 0.0.0
Compatible Brands isom, mp42
Movie Header Version 0
Create Date 2015:11:07 12:37:54
1 year, 3 months, 11 days, 5 hours, 54 minutes, 13 seconds ago
Modify Date 2015:11:07 12:37:54
1 year, 3 months, 11 days, 5 hours, 54 minutes, 13 seconds ago
Time Scale 600
Duration 0:00:43
Preferred Rate 1
Preferred Volume 100.00%
Preview Time 0 s
Preview Duration 0 s
Poster Time 0 s
Selection Time 0 s
Selection Duration 0 s
Current Time 0 s
Next Track ID 3
Initial Object Descriptor (13 bytes binary data)
Unknown edts (28 bytes binary data)
Media Header Version 0
Media Create Date 0000:00:00 00:00:00
Media Create Date 2015:11:07 12:37:54
1 year, 3 months, 11 days, 5 hours, 54 minutes, 13 seconds ago
Media Modify Date 2015:11:07 12:37:54
1 year, 3 months, 11 days, 5 hours, 54 minutes, 13 seconds ago
Media Time Scale 30
Media Time Scale 44,100
Media Duration 0:00:43
Media Language Code und
Media Language Code eng
Handler Type Metadata
Handler Type Video Track
Handler Description VideoHandler
Handler Description IsoMedia File Produced by Google, 5-11-2011
Graphics Mode srcCopy
Op Color 0 0 0
Compressor ID avc1
Source Image Width 176
Source Image Height 144
X Resolution 72
Y Resolution 72
Bit Depth 24
Unknown avcC (38 bytes binary data)
Buffer Size 1,686
Max Bitrate 187,064
Average Bitrate 70,160
Video Frame Rate 30
Sync Sample Table (108 bytes binary data)
Sample To Chunk (800 bytes binary data)
Sample To Chunk (44 bytes binary data)
Sample Sizes (7,456 bytes binary data)
Sample Sizes (5,196 bytes binary data)
Chunk Offset (364 bytes binary data)
Chunk Offset (364 bytes binary data)
Track Header Version 0
Track Create Date 2015:11:07 12:37:54
1 year, 3 months, 11 days, 5 hours, 54 minutes, 13 seconds ago
Track Create Date 0000:00:00 00:00:00
Track Modify Date 2015:11:07 12:37:54
1 year, 3 months, 11 days, 5 hours, 54 minutes, 13 seconds ago
Track ID 2
Track ID 1
Track Duration 0:00:43
Track Layer 0
Track Volume 100.00%
Track Volume 0.00%
Handler Type Audio Track
Balance 0
Audio Format mp4a
Audio Channels 1



Audio Channels 1
Audio Bits Per Sample 16
Audio Sample Rate 44,100
Image Size 176 × 144
Matrix Structure 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Unknown esds (45 bytes binary data)
Time To Sample Table (16 bytes binary data)
Handler Vendor ID Apple
Google Start Time 0
Google Track Duration 43,258
Movie Data Size 767,815
Movie Data Offset 15,570
Movie Data (767,815 bytes binary data)
So it seems to me like the "caillou" vid was taken in november of 2015. But still no gps.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:54:21 ID: 81d835 No.9304501 >>9304508 >>9304573

>>9304302
>>9304218
>>9303961
>>9301396
>>9303947

voat thread re this vid voat.co/v/pizzagate/1657970

many are questioning her conclusions  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:55:59 ID: 81d835 No.9304508 >>9304533

>>9304501
nvm voat is lost, the retards are drowning out the sensible ones.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:58:29 ID: e062cf No.9304519

>>928
3729 
(OP)  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:59:06 ID: a8668b No.9304522

>>9293809
Fucking gold  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 02:59:52 ID: 81d835 No.9304525

>>9304456
we need a webm of his ex-wife snogging with that kid, plaster it on every tweet he or his org makes.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:01:35 ID: 530d52 No.9304533 >>9304583

>>9304508
voat.co/v/pizzagate/1657970

No, it's not. You don't get it. The retards have always been there. We've just gotten better at filtering it out because faggot mods can't delete because 
censorship backlash. 

There is interesting stuff there.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:04:41 ID: bb94b4 No.9304543 >>9305335

>>9304483
The rope actually seems seems to nice an ending for these devils. Bring back the breaking wheel. The Day of The Breaking Wheel when? TDTBW!  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:12:27 ID: 530d52 No.9304573 >>9304583

>>9304501
I don't believe her conclusion that the kid is alive. If you are playing the World Corp ARG and watch the 
hack_blastard vids they hint out that children are being used to get more children.

That may not be that kids brother

The info about the room and one way mirror looks like a hint for Commets kill room 

This happened in the Franklin Cover up case. The kidnapper of Johnny Gosch admitted to Noreen Gosch 
he did it. He eventually died alone in a mental ward. 

Around 6:50 they imply that one of the swirl faced kids recruits or kidnaps kids. They also show what looks 
to be a dead kid (or maybe a kid who ate a Popsicle)  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:14:04 ID: 8c2743 No.9304578
File (hide): 16b1fe1c85459d0⋯.png (328.94 KB, 1320x2641, 1320:2641, readit2.png)

>>9304471
exactly.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:14:59 ID: 81d835 No.9304583

>>9304533
Have they figured out how to fix the deleted posts being dumped after a week? Who's dumb idea was that? 

>>9304573
I don't think they're the same kids at all. The boys in the video were rough-housing and generally happy. I guarantee you that kid in the shower was never 
the same again after that experience.

Why has no one in that thread mentioned the memes and 8ch logo being in there?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:27:07 ID: 3b7460 No.9304644 >>9304671

h ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yt4a6ACp-uQ&app=desktop

>Hoaxed going to Comet Ping Pong!!! #pizzagate  
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@thegummybearguy
https://archive.is/a7aBJ
I am pretty sure the top-hat is a pedophile symbol. Masterchan uses the top-hat. Its universally a pedophile 
chan. In fact why is masterchan still up? It outlived librechan and other pedo sites by years. The top-hat is 
what Aaron G, Rio wore. The top-hat is a pedophile symbol. Start taking notes Ashton. Pedophiles wear 
tophats.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:31:14 ID: db2cb1 No.9304670 >>9304710

http://i.imgur.com/O9SeYJ6.png

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1657970/8109809  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:31:25 ID: 81d835 No.9304671

>>9304644
And commenting right there is a poster with that dudes names, 3 day account. One poster ITT mentioned the memes but no responses to him. I think this 
is an attempt to bad-jacket us. Notice the chorus of super! supportive responses, what a hero, and the general conclusion by the chorus is that the 
fatherhood voice is not podesta. The video style reeks of shitty cia, there were similar sites that popped up during slcdc with the same colors and 
kaleidoscoping of images.  
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660:371, 75eydtr.jpeg)

File (hide): 8f9a8e4062eb6fd⋯.jpeg (88.34 KB,
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:34:32 ID: e062cf No.9304687 >>9304701 >>9304720

>>9304652
>pedophiles wear tophats
why what ever would make you think that?…

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:37:04 ID: 952e3f No.9304701 >>9304715

>>9304652
>>9304687
>charlie and the chocolate factory was about kids getting lured into a horror host, only the best survives  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:37:38 ID: 530d52 No.9304704 >>9304725

>>9304456

Normies aren't ready to swallow that redpill. Also, I wouldn't worry about him being effective. Do you know how long it takes to impliment new government 
software on the scale he is talking about? Do you think it will be loaded un-audited with all this talk of hacking? (Wait never mind he gave it to a shit ton of 
agencies already) 

Also remind people that he started dating Mila Kunis at age 14. Not just kissing her on screen, he was DATING her. 

His acting is not very convincing here. He needs money for dem programs. What a pretentious fuck. An actor and his team are the last line of defense for 
finding pedophiles…. not government coverups. 

Also notice he will not give more detail on what it does. 

Anyone want to do some top autism research to how effective his research tool is or stats on how many human trafficking busts have occured by police 
depts that have used it?

It would be a shame if people found out his software was not all he talked it up to be…..  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:38:15 ID: 5841ef No.9304710

>>9304670
Original source of pic?  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:39:12 ID: e062cf No.9304715 >>9304804 >>9304855

>>9304701
don't fall down the rabbit hole anon

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:39:47 ID: db2cb1 No.9304720

>>9304652
>>9304687

It does seem to be a reoccurring theme. Maybe also inviting and welcoming to children because it's silly. Top hats are for cartoon characters. Helps this 
scumbag present himself as a meme to children, rather than a person, suspending reality and creating more opportunities to prey on kids.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:40:28 ID: 33fd68 No.9304725

>>9304704
All the pedos are going to be caught in the net, Anon.  Every last one.
The net is very, very big.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:41:16 ID: cc4586 No.9304728
File (hide): 8f73441d17d5487⋯.jpg (263.07 KB, 1000x1000, 1:1, 1110 - 8J9DMtS.jpg)

>>9294450
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?
v=U9Yq5u8soic

Waka in this 
video has:
Pizza
Triangle signal 
flashes at 1:21
Star of David at 
1:25
and the flashing 
just reminds me 
of the Pedosta 
video  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 03:48:48 ID: d837a9 No.9304754

is this drawbertson involved with anyone political?

>>9287000
holy shit, I just heard the sound the first time and thought it was an older kid.  everything keeps getting worse

t.
DEHUMANIZED  
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>>9304715

i also thought it were references to the rumors about alice in 
wonderland not being a fairy tale. like their kind of meme  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 04:00:39 ID: 8c2743 No.9304808
File (hide): 871216a7e0115f1⋯.png (473.41 KB, 1067x600, 1067:600, Screenshot_2017-02-18_22-5….png)

@aplusk ashton kutchers instagram
https://archive.is/M0Tto make america gay again hat
https://archive.is/KVzr0 pic related child bondage
https://archive.is/oRqWI baby blood on sidewalk

I think ashton is having an internal crisis. If he is not too far gone all he has to do is apply the deep web 
argument to secret societies. Think about it. The deep web is a tool, just like masonry just like the skull and 
bones it was created for encrypting irl shit. Like the deep web it allows dark things to fester. You can not 
apply this argument to the deep web without applying it to secret societies. Secret societies are the deep 
web that has matured into the black market. They are the dark vetting systems to allow the purchase of 

children. I like how he wants to find and prosecute people who make and distribute cp but that is only pornography. Pornography is one of the tenticles of 
human trafficking. Its common sense and it is an obligation at this point. It only makes his intentions seem warped by fervently going after the cp which is 
the only way the uninitiated can see the evil. He is a pawn of the elite so unless he goes after the whole problem he is only going to make it easier for 
these people to hide by destroying the internet.  
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btw anyone figure out why podesta is emailing pics of antartica in chinese?

…. or why antartica has a waterfall?  
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>>9304820

sauce?  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 04:04:52 ID: 530d52 No.9304824

>>9304
820  
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>>9287212
source?  
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>>9304820
 The answer to your second question is that there are subsurface rivers of ice melt that drain into the ocean. 

As to the first question, I havent seen any definitive reason, but remember that Podesta is an alien-truth activist. (this is documented in the emails)
Many heads of state, an astronaut, and religious leaders, as well as researchers have been seen going to Antarctica in the past year.  
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!RED ALERT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
PEDO ON THE LOOSE ON YOUTUBE!!!!!!

Andy Warski's new video INTERVIEWS A PEDOPHILE ON YOUTUBE. YES, THIS PEDO IS A FUCKING 
YOUTUBER. HE SAID HE WANTED TO FUCK A 7 YEAR OLD. LETS GIVE THIS FUCKER HELL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKdaFnru0Ko  
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how funny the 10/6 on the hatters hat refers to

>10 shillings and a  sixpence.  
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>>9304836

see:

>>9289309  
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>>9304853
This isn't cuckchan looser. Don't pay attention to such petty shit.  
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>>9304471

Holy shit yes, this. Those commercials creep me out. I always got bad vibes from them. And not just because they're exploiting children shamelessly for 
monetary gain.  
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>> help us
how  
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>>9304853
>>9304880

this is why i 
switched to 
8chan  
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There is nothing conclusively linking John Podesta to these videos. The sound of the voice is admittedly 
similar, but as someone on youtube pointed out the NJ sounding accent doesnt match.

The important course of action is not to waste time trying to link Podesta himself to the vids. There are no 
faces shown, there are no names clearly spoken (sorry dont buy the "I'm John Pod-" line, it just sounds like 
he's mumbling at that point, and even if he did clearly say his name was Podesta it wouldnt be direct proof, 
but would make it much more interesting. But still, anyone can just say a name on camera.) 

People are saying the newer video of the kids is supposed to be chronologically after the fatherhood and 
every vids, but does that have to be so? Maybe that video was taken before, maybe before they were 

abducted. Maybe someone got a hold of it and wanted these kids.

So I dont think it's unreasonable to be skeptical of the man in the two vids being either Podesta or this Robertson guy. 

So where I think this leads us, is that Robertson is the only one who potentially knows. And he doesnt seem to want to be forthcoming, instead behaving 
cryptically.

From what I saw looking through is photos, he has some fucking issues. He obsessively takes pictures of women and young girls from behind, and takes 
pics of himself walking around alone in public, making strange faces and gestures at the camera. Then he goes home and takes pics of his food, or of 
movies he's watching on his computer.

Who is this guy and what does he know about this video? He definitely has some pics of underage girls (clothed in public, but in the same context as all 
the other women butt shots)  
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>>9304896
Its also a naked child in the logo
https://archive.is/vevrE#selection-121.85-121.244
>They generated about $23 million in 1985, the paper reported. The records show that LESS THAN 2 
percent, or $346,251, went to the medical care of the children. 
https://archive.is/O5RWV

not to mention they worship allah
https://archive.is/upQPD#selection-1633.442-1639.1

> and may Allah, the God of Arab, Moslem and Mohammed, and the God of our fathers,  
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https://youtu .be/eAUjWEApwEg?t=408

>BOOM!!! Podesta Brothers Were in Portugal When 
Madeleine McCann Was Kidnapped #Pizzagate 

pic 4 lulz  
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https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/50165
>what are your poobah friends saying.
>poobah
https://archive.is/DoOCn
>TODAY in Masonic History:'Grand Poobah'

This is why this is suspicious. What with ashton kutcher kiking out and the fact that if you wanted to lock-down the public for control. You would allude 
them to an elite with vauge terms like poobah to fuck with people. You would use pizza in predictive programming to fuck with people. If anyone calls you 
out for the cultist you are you say they are derailing. This is masonic blackmail to get us to the point we want a lock-down of society. These people think if 
they molest enough children for a century just go balls deep into kids. They think you can give the people an opportunity and they think we are going to 
follow their trail of pizza breadcrumbs into a guillotine mousetrap. 

They fuck kids AND they are trying to get away with it by getting the people not to trust each other instead of the people who do this. The people who do 
this are normal people that dedicate their lives to a cultist prize system of obedience. They get a pizza broach made of diamonds if they can keep a 
straight face while ordering the shutdown of anonymous communication systems. I am not playing their game they fuck kids AND they think I am gonna 
beg them to fix it. They submitted their power to this conspiracy. Therefore they are powerless. They have predictable behaviors because their interests 
rely on the continuation of their cultist prize system that they have a box full of tickets for. Therefore they are not playing chess. You fuck kids and you will 
not have a new world order how does that fucking grab you?  
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#27 in the news:

http://sgtreport. com/2017/02/watch-this-know-traitors-pedophiles-are-being-brought-down/
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havent heard about that guy 
though

https://steemit. 
com/pizzagate/@titusfrost/the-
start-of-actual-pizzagate-arrests  
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>>9305067
>Associate Attorney General Jane Young confirmed on Feb. 14 that authorities executed warrants at four 
locations in Manchester. Three businesses – Zoey’s Pizza on Candia Road, Grand Slam Pizza on 
Mammoth Road, and Tommy K’s on Brown Avenue. The latter two businesses are owned by Katsiantonis, 
an alderman and NH State Rep. Young also confirmed that a warrant was also issued for Katsiantonis’ 
residence at 45 Glen Bloom Drive in Manchester.

>Although the search warrants have been sealed, Young said it is a financial investigation.

>“We’ve been working with a number of agencies throughout this investigation,” Young said Tuesday. “And 
our investigation has been ongoing for a number of months. It’s anticipated to continue for several weeks if 
not several months.”

>Young said the search warrants are an initial step in the investigation. No arrests have been made “at this juncture,” Young said.

https://manchesterinklink. com/state-local-federal-agents-execute-warrants-aldermans-home-businesses/

http://archive. is/DyIlf

pic is unrelated but interesting  
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We have already seen how pizzagate is effecting politics with Flynn resigning. I think it is important to note this is making the pedos freak out. Not the 
people. The people want justice not more of the same. This pattern of pedophilia being exposed and sweeping tyrannical actions is too big to ignore. That 
is why they did the false flag shooting at comet ping pong. No matter how many pedos are exposed no matter who they are it is not going to be worse for 
the people. It is bad for pedos so they will  want marital law. They will be kiking out waving their arms for marital law. "Lets just talk this out". Do not let 
these people say we need a lockdown they need a lockdown. They are the problem because its about asthetic terrorism a system of controlled events to 
rule the world. They are a bunch of phoneys. Anyone getting upset people are connecting dots is probably involved.  
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>>9304543
This. This is Righteous Punishment.  
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>>9285486

>>9285530

This is my first time back on the pizzagate train since taking a break from it during the election cycle and the email 
leaks. 

I REALLY DONT WANT THIS TO BE TRUE

There is so much more evidence since i was last looking into this that I no longer think it's a hoax. I'm not sure if it was 
skepticism or just wishful thinking but now I'm beginning to fathom the pure hell on earth this is.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 06:23:31 ID: cbb993 No.9305431

>>9284892
notice how the money has a hand on it pointing directly at the kid?  
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lol niggers  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 06:48:34 ID: 3dda77 No.9305510 >>9307045

>>9289547
I was always wondering about that. True Detective Season 1 was headed towards an epic conclusion. During their investigation they came across: the 
videotape with the ritual gang rape of the child, the hick traffickers that they executed upon finding the chained up kids, the interview powerful 
evangelist/politician where you sensed the immunity against investigation. And then the last two episodes were just finding the fat psycho they take out. 
None of it went anywhere, kind of like real life I guess. The masons or whoever are just on all levels of law and order. Judges, politicians, police, 
businessmen, clergy, old money etc. Imagine trying to investigate that shit as an honest cop. Resistance at every level. Even if you get it to court it just 
gets thrown out.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 07:10:53 ID: 3b7460 No.9305594 >>9305634
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assange tweeted this article:

>In 2013, the Washington Post was purchased by Jeff Bezos, the founder and CEO of Amazon. That same 
year, Amazon also obtained a CIA contract worth $600 million. At the time, the Nation pointed out the 
conflict of interest that these dealings posed.

https://medium. com/@SarahRRunge/amazon-the-washington-post-and-the-cia-d68a4ee802e#.5thfvm350  
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Here is a list of instagram usernames from the last few threads. 
Worth a second look.  
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>>9305594
dude, time to try a new DM  
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>>9305629
@pandaheadmorgan
https://archive.is/7IKLK pic related. @room11dc 
@room11dc has a photo that said they will be closed on 3/22.  
(https://archive.is/1LJxW)That is skull and bones day.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 07:45:38 ID: 722a26 No.9305711 >>9305984
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@pandaheadmorgan
https://archive.is/Ip8FQ
not only is this a dark version of church and state. The smithsonian museum is where there are confirmed 
tunnels in dc. UNDER DUPONT CIRCLE http://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/underground-tunnel-dc-
finally-getting-fresh-air-180955206/ https://archive.is/ixYaI The guy was a bug collecter. Silence of the lambs 
type shit.  
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>>9305497
>second pic
Holy shit the audacity of these 
goddamn kikes.  
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>>9295566
very nice 
digits my 
guy  
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>>9305711
https://archive.is/znoWA
https://archive.is/eXnAH
As far as underground dc. Its not a question of if but where the tunnels are and how deep. The street 
layouts are already masonic. Google masonic caves and prepare to see a lot of kikes in 
caves.https://archive.is/trVpS Huge caves. There are the congressional tunnels that some government 
agency called AOC or architect of the capitol runs. Aoc is also age of consent. There is the tomb of george 
washington. This is so prevalent in masonry there is a term for the secret chamber under the lodge and they 
are called grottos. It just does not stop with the fucking caves and the lodge is named after something that is 
stuck into the earth. In new york and in Boston and Pennsylvanian there are masonic tunnels that have 
been used to rob banks and bootleg alcohol and to free slaves. I would imagine there is a underground city 
in dc. that is exactly how this article describes it https://archive.is/iVKqB 

there reference to an underground temple because it has to do with solomons temple underground.a lot of the tracing boards allude to going down the 
ladder into the earth. Most underground novelty tunnels are masonic. Not necessarily as huge as the Swedish tunnels or subtropolos or military bases. 
But the perfect size to snatch children and sacrifice them in the chamber.  
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>>9295489
There are people that are being targeted with EM radiation by the government.
One of them is a physician(!) and measures the signals, she uses tinfoil for protection against the pain.

Her youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjWJntgTFLL-gPofpru_iYg  
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>>9306075
This is called gangstalking and it is quite clear many of them are extremely mentally ill. There is a lot of this 
stuff cross youtube now and /cow/. To be honest some it might be true but it is a very low amount in my 
opinion as I have seen many videos of these people and they are quite plainly nuts. The community also 
feeds off each other a lot and end up hurting themselves.
https://www.you tube.com/channel/UC_cOPOaeele1rtSDM2tWe3A - this is a classic example. A more 
intense and frightening example is the Unabomber - Ted Kaczynzki - who wrote extensively on hive based 
mind control from the government using electronic frequencies and radiation hosted within day-to-day 
modern electrical items. I have done a lot of digging into this sort of thing before and although some it is 
very intriguing and linked to some form of deepstate I have never came across any of it which involves 
pedos or child abuse so I doubt it is pizzagate related. Most of these people are archived as being complete 
lunatics.  
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WORLD'S LARGEST PICTURE DATABASE OF PIZZAGATE. I'M ADDING AN ADDITIONAL 1000 SOON

https://alanowhere.imgur.com/
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File (hide): 8da03194f09c783⋯.png (1.05 MB, 1600x900, 16:9, screen-shot-2016-08-04-at-….png)

This has probably come up before but how many of you knew about this weird friendship bracelet that Joe 
"Gets a whiff and goes in for a sniff" Biden gave to Obongo? Can't tell if that's a slice of pie or a piece of 
pizza.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 11:29:18 ID: 84613f No.9306453

>>9304652

Masterchan is down now.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 12:20:47 ID: 12ff18 No.9306553 >>9306908

>>9285956 
is that shoenice behind obama ???  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 13:09:48 ID: a2403a No.9306728

>>9304919
Even if isn't Podesta in the video, i(though I personally think it is.) Its ultimately irrelevant.

The shower door and the lighting are a confirmed match to what's been seen in Comet Ping Pong videos. Podesta being the guy in the video would be a 
nice bonus though.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 13:17:11 ID: ee76af No.9306756

>>9286399
He adopted those blond kids from Argentina.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 13:50:50 ID: 98227b No.9306859 >>9306900 >>9306910

>>9306145

That last image - where is that from?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:04:14 ID: ccb77e No.9306900

>>9306859
From Podesta's home.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:08:11 ID: 2c2f68 No.9306908

>>9306553
Looks like it  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:09:40 ID: 7d1076 No.9306910

>>9306859
Tony Podesta's house. Find the article in that DC magazine about how great and forward thinking they are as art collectors, where he and his wife stand 
in front of all these pedo artworks with shit eating grins on their faces. It's sickening.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:24:54 ID: 0ddceb No.9306943

>>9304953
>Jewish
>Learned how to butcher and roast a pig
The good thing about being Chaotic Evil is that these asshats oust themselves so fucking frequently it's unfunny.  

File (hide):
a87459ac3301a30⋯.jpg (3.21
MB, 3024x5376, 9:16,
1478991464169.jpg)

File (hide):
794c25307094b61⋯.jpg (2.44
MB, 3024x5376, 9:16,
1478993458238.jpg)

File (hide): 3d2fcc30706e4f3⋯.jpg (3.14 MB,
5376x3024, 16:9, 1478993548881.jpg)

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:31:39 ID: 0ddceb No.9306962

>>9305148
>False flag
That was the anon on 4chan after they caught him and trussed him up.

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:36:47 ID: cb8334 No.9306985
File (hide): 7fc2f2ffd52bf57⋯.gif (549.52 KB, 367x265, 367:265, 7fc2f2ffd52bf57c02222450a8….gif)

>>9306145
holly
good work anon  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:54:30 ID: e967dc No.9307042

Someone needs to make a webm to chase Kutcher around social media with. I remember a couple from the election that must have had an impact and 
we can do it again.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 14:55:21 ID: 60605b No.9307045

>>9305510

I always had a suspicion TPTB forced Pizzolatto to rewrite the ending in the last minute. Something about the ending just felt so forcefully anticlimactic. I 
don't think it's the story he really wanted to tell except for the first episodes.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 15:21:10 ID: cb8334 No.9307130 >>9307199

>>9306145
be ready to reupload to other site, the probability of imgur shutting down that grallery is high, probably because "muh fake news" bullshit or something like 
that. The are not very trustworthy  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 15:33:24 ID: fff166 No.9307199 >>9308237

File (hide): 37a0d4bbc10d545⋯.jpg (140.08 KB, 750x1068, 125:178, 1483430474127.jpg)

>>9307130
they stopped shutting it down, because everytime they delete site, i put up 2 more 
with 300 more pictures everytime 

google photos backslash

/Rhyg4gAZwScGNdyu7  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 15:40:08 ID: 2c2f68 No.9307238

>>9298958
Former mormon here. I can attest to this. Smith was an admitted pedophile fraud. Married 14 year old girls. Encouraged men to do the same cause muh 
god. Also they very much offer up young boys and girls. Anyone here hear of Brad Gale? That sick fuck was into some mid level shit at least. Stake 
presidents and bishops and such are in prison now. A couple of the dudes in scouts a couple ears ahead of me and my buddies got "fisco'd" by Richard 
Fisco - close friend of Brad Gale. Lots more too. Got out when I was 18 , 33 now never looked back. Fuck mormonism in particular. Praise Kek  

File (hide): 10d82128e438172⋯.png (130.38 KB,
400x317, 400:317, download.png)

File (hide): 358af01a98a003e⋯.jpg
(50.15 KB, 375x500, 3:4,
500_F_120556266_mRv3efLLQl….jpg)

File (hide): dbed20208d990d2⋯.jpg (119.5 KB,
1023x1023, 1:1, 1487239599053.jpg)

File (hide): 333abe96a9dd540⋯.jpg (72.46 KB,
808x660, 202:165, ncmec-png.jpg)

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 15:41:29 ID: fff166 No.9307249 >>9307429 >>9308944 >>9319594

National Center for Missing and Exploited Children  NCMEC; is running the world's largest pedophile ring out of Virginia.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 15:42:17 ID: 76e1cf No.9307253 >>9307276

>>9287915
Who's house? Podesta's?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 15:46:19 ID: b4919e No.9307276

>>9307253
Unconfirmed.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:02:05 ID: 0ebb04 No.9307360 >>9307371 >>9307394 >>9307479 >>9307626

What if I told you….Pizzagate doesn't exist and you horny fucks just need something to be outraged about in your pathetic lives?

>"that person just hugged a child! he/she is a pedophile!"

(KIKE ONCE EXISTED IN PLACE OF THIS PILE OF ASH)  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:04:23 ID: b4919e No.9307371
File (hide): 0c965a2ca4553c8⋯.png (766.23 KB, 961x800, 961:800, fe87790fd52585e9ddd37fead2….png)

>>9307360
What if I told you that soon you're 
going to jail John?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:07:41 ID: 8db8ac No.9307394

>>9307360
Found the kiddy fiddler. We got a rope, just for you.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:14:13 ID: 228b33 No.9307429

>>9305148
>>9307249
The ICMEC itself is led by someone who was involved in Belgium's X-Dossiers. His acquaintances were all child rapists from the pedophile networks.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:22:20 ID: 76e1cf No.9307479 >>9307542

>>9307360
>hurr i-it's debunked guys! NYT told me!
All pedos will hang.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:31:43 ID: fff166 No.9307542 >>9307561

File (hide): eca5ce098d2b538⋯.png (724.9 KB, 640x1136, 40:71, IMG_1168.PNG)

>>9307479

The UNEDITED NYT "breaking" 
article.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:34:24 ID: 8db8ac No.9307561 >>9307569 >>9307588

>>9307542
This cant be real.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:35:47 ID: fff166 No.9307569 >>9307584

File (hide): d93b2f75fcedcc9⋯.png (2.63 MB, 1366x7095, 1366:7095, New york times covers up p….png)

>>9307561
>>9307561
>>9307561  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:37:57 ID: 76e1cf No.9307584 >>9312723

>>9307569
>Fact Check: it's fake because we say so
Everyone says Pizzagate is "debunked", yet no one can ever tell me how it was debunked or by whum.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:38:28 ID: 76e1cf No.9307587

>>>>9307584
>whum
Fuck, *whom  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:38:35 ID: fff166 No.9307588

>>9307561
it was edited about 2 hours after release because they were attacked so very very hard. 

2nd edit: This Pizzeria is Not a Child-Trafficking Site

they deleted "Fact Check"

an hour later they had to completely scrap the title because it was so very very very stupid. 

Cecilia Kang was mentioned nearly 100 times in the stratfor - podesta wikileaks.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:47:47 ID: 4a6010 No.9307626 >>9307660

>>9307360
Shhhh are you "trying" to wake up /pol/ from their delusion? Let them stay bluepilled for a little longer.

(KIKE SOCKPUPPET WAS GIVEN THE OLD CHAINSWORD ONE-TWO FOR THIS POST)  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:52:43 ID: feece0 No.9307660
File (hide): 495b90a56879748⋯.jpg (18.03 KB, 300x300, 1:1, 939ad82ece8e6244d51c991461….jpg)

>>9307626

Are you even trying, kike?

The day of the rope 
approaches.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:55:17 ID: 511739 No.9307678 >>9307695 >>9307829

>NYT DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT >NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 

>ABC NEWS DELETES ARTICLE ABOUT >NORWEGIAN PEDO RING BUST: 

>ORIGINAL AP STORY STILL UP:

It's not useful, if the first three claims in the OP can be debunked easily. Every AP story is deleted after a few days, probably due to licensing. Stupid 
journalists too lazy to write their own articles…

Anyways, I think there are more worthwhile pieces to be on top of the OP.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 16:58:51 ID: fff166 No.9307695 >>9307726 >>9307738

>>9307678

well help us write a new prompt for next thread? we need help here. any thoughts?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 17:05:31 ID: 511739 No.9307726 >>9307738

>>9307695

I think this stickied thread on /r/conspiracy sums it up quite well and is a good starting point for newcomers: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5u2jkz/til_this_was_the_top_post_on_rpizzagate_when_the/

It just felt weird to me, that those claims (norwegian pedoring stories are deleted from US media), which were debunked months ago, are still on the top.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 17:07:13 ID: 511739 No.9307738

>>9307695
>>9307726

I mean the archived /r/pizzagate thread of course, not the /r/conspiracy thread itself. https://archive.is/MrsGu  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 17:14:18 ID: 511739 No.9307773

https://www.etsy.com/market/triangle_spiral  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 17:26:36 ID: 81d835 No.9307829 >>9307932

>>9307678
>Every AP story is deleted after a few days, probably due to licensing.
>Every

Source?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 17:41:44 ID: 511739 No.9307932

>>9307829
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1501163  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 18:18:17 ID: 4995af No.9308116 >>9309001

Holy. Fuck.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 18:20:54 ID: 4995af No.9308132

>>9287915
Holy fucking shit.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 18:24:40 ID: 4995af No.9308159
File (hide): 91a8bc23a12835a⋯.gif (2.6 MB, 300x268, 75:67, images.duckduckgo.com.gif)

>>9287915
You know what. Just 
nuke the fucking 
planet already.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 18:30:00 ID: 1832c9 No.9308190
File (hide): caac8735c705219⋯.png (154.12 KB, 1166x577, 1166:577, How to help fight back aga….png)

>>9303585
Screen capping this. Thank you for starting these threads, as I didn't expect them to get this far nor give us 
the progress in fighting back against all of this. I will admit; seeing the initial threads affected me hard (and I 
was aware that those in power were most likely doing stuff like this, but with what a lot of things in this world 
are turning out to be, it's more real and much worse than we could've ever imagined), but if anything, it's 
given me the goal of wanting to help however I can (while not doing something that would hurt my family 
members) make this world better and safer place so that future generations do not have to fear the evils 
we're facing now, but also be ready should something like this happen in their lifetime (even if it costs me 
having a family of my own).

Thank you again.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 18:35:36 ID: 8bae86 No.9308237

>>9307199

fuck do you have a mega link to this dump?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 18:56:21 ID: 7a387a No.9308422

>>9289781
Christ, right?

Every fucking "metal head" in the Baltimore area is a vegan communist.

Not even exaggerating  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 19:28:56 ID: 700425 No.9308709 >>9312053

>>9303585

Oh yes, the (((parasites))).  The masons, just like the maskfags, call it legion.

t. learned about the true origins of maskfaggotry recently… beware the fish…  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 19:51:18 ID: 43858c No.9308864

>>9304456
All the women behind him are just thinking about his attractiveness. They nod at every statement as if it is a profound logical conclusion.  

File (hide): ac193bf155e9115⋯.webm (10.7 MB,
640x480, 4:3, bill hicks ate all the we….webm) [play once]
[loop]

File
(hide):
66f2bae79dbefdb⋯.jpg
(351 B,
8x8, 1:1,
nanoPepe.jpg)

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 19:52:52 ID: 75cc26 No.9308875 >>9308919

>>9303585
actually I am OP of the first few PG threads and what he says sounds like some kike plot to fuck you over and distract you from the topic

you literally sound like alex "stratfor" jones  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 19:58:18 ID: 75cc26 No.9308919

>>9308875
just implying >
that mixing some psychic vampires and dimension aliens with
 REAL LIFE ACTUALL Y HAPPENING CHILD RAPE  
is bit retarded  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:01:44 ID: 4d1fb6 No.9308944

>>9307249
>NCMEC; is running the world's largest pedophile ring out of Virginia.

What proof do you have of this? This would make a lot of sense, actually.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:07:07 ID: 60cf0e No.9308977

Jeff koonz art.

That hummler pharma lady at the Ping pong pizza hit dog White House party.

Both are top board members.

Yes it is linked to big pharma psy drug company r?? Something  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:08:04 ID: 3382ef No.9308983 >>9310805

>>9303585
>OP of the first PG threads here, for what it's worth. Very happy these threads have continued this long and people are engaged and making progress.
>I am the source of this.  believe me, for I am anon.  now listen to these other totally true things that I also happen to know.  you know they are true 
because I claim to be the source of the activity in this thread

>the answers to your question are what we typically call "spiritual"
here we fucking go

>they're damaged at the spiritual level and infected with a parasite that feeds off the energy
>The parasite is a created intelligence without connection to the source of all things and therefore needs to vampirize souled beings
…

>How, why, and when it was/is created is extremely complex and difficult to determine
>it's magic I ain't gotta explain shit

>We can do it anons. We're gonna make it.
>how do you do, fellow kids.  I will reference a meme so you know I am actually one of you

why are you trying to conflate pizzagate with magical stargate bodysnatcher alien parasite theories?  will that make it easier to dismiss as a conspiracy 
theory when needed?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:10:41 ID: 60cf0e No.9309001

>>9308116
Ya where is the source on that last pic. Is that confirmed podestas??  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:12:00 ID: 469b0b No.9309012 >>9309025 >>9309062 >>9321196

File (hide): 025d552dc0f8c7a⋯.png (533.68 KB, 1209x801, 403:267, ClipboardImage.png)

>independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/mike-veale-convinced-edward-heath-paedophile-
wiltshire-police-child-sex-abuse-a7588101.html

Seems the stories about a high level paedophile ring amongst the British 
establishment/upper classes in the 70's and 80's is true.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:14:45 ID: 469b0b No.9309025 >>9309062

File (hide): 0c0dea80510197e⋯.jpg (35.28 KB, 700x400, 7:4, pizza.jpg)

>>9309012
Oh and in case anyone didn't know, that guy was Prime Minister of the 
United Kingdom and fucked kids while he was.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:19:36 ID: 4d1fb6 No.9309062 >>9309125

>>9309012
>>9309025

According to wiki, over 30 victims have been named so far. Jesus wept.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:28:42 ID: 469b0b No.9309125 >>9309145 >>9309566

File (hide): 54ff71e7ef2285b⋯.jpg (28.42 KB, 343x358, 343:358, 00e.jpg)

>>9309062
It's way bigger than that sadly, we're talking in the thousands over decades most likely and all kept completely 
hushed up by the press, police, intelligence agencies and well everyone.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 20:30:36 ID: 4995af No.9309145

>>9309125
Commence Operation Exterminatus Totalis

The web is on fire.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 21:18:40 ID: 75cc26 No.9309566 >>9309593

>>9309125
>decades
hahahahahah how fucking new are you
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Báthory
According to all testimony, Báthory's initial victims were the adolescent daughters of local peasants, many of whom were lured to Csejte by offers of well 
paid work as maidservants in the castle. Later, she is said to have begun to kill daughters of the lesser gentry, who were sent to her gynaeceum by their 
parents to learn courtly etiquette. Abductions were said to have occurred as well.[20] The atrocities described most consistently included severe beatings, 
burning or mutilation of hands, biting the flesh off the faces, arms and other body parts, freezing or starving to death.[20] The use of needles was also 
mentioned by the collaborators in court.

Some witnesses named relatives who died while at the gynaeceum. Others reported having seen traces of torture on dead bodies, some of which were 
buried in graveyards, and others in unmarked locations. However, two witnesses (court officials Benedek Deseő and Jakab Szilvássy) actually saw the 
Countess torture and kill young servant girls.[9]:96–99 According to the testimony of the defendants, Elizabeth Báthory tortured and killed her victims not 
only at Csejte but also on her properties in Sárvár, Németkeresztúr, Pozsony (today Bratislava), and Vienna, and elsewhere. In addition to the 
defendants, several people were named for supplying Elizabeth Báthory with young women, procured either by deception or by force.

the royalty is literally bathing in the blood of children they tortured to death for hundreds of years, its a tradition.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 21:21:15 ID: 469b0b No.9309593 >>9309856

File (hide): bee5dddf40e9daa⋯.jpg (166.09 KB, 1600x1000, 8:5, Revy Bestows a (You).jpg)

>>9309566
I mean in the Heath 
case, unless you're 
suggesting he's 
immortal?  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 21:48:03 ID: e967dc No.9309856 >>9309877

>>9309593
Looks like he's just being a faggot and muddying the waters by talking about half a millennia ago.
In living memory > some shit about Lord Crumpington II of Elderberry Manor in 1582  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 21:49:55 ID: 469b0b No.9309877
File (hide): a0d1551c5fb424e⋯.jpg (40.96 KB, 336x476, 12:17, good people card.jpg)

>>9309856
Ah I just thought maybe he was 
a bit infowars.com, thanks 
dude.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 21:57:44 ID: 97d25a No.9309956

>>9305018
>poobah
Masonic rank, "Grand Poobah".  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:19:15 ID: 1f21f4 No.9310496

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olWG6jiMV0g  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:23:09 ID: 722a26 No.9310527 >>9310632

File (hide): d2def29fd9a92e3⋯.png (6 KB, 390x129, 130:43, download.png)

look at the A. Remember in the beginning there would be a spelling of the name sega. It always 
ended with the a. The a is like the boy lover logo.  

File (hide): 8c942b05298cfcd⋯.png (127.46
KB, 625x766, 625:766, sg.PNG)

File (hide): ec616875905fc19⋯.png (293.28 KB,
676x343, 676:343, yhk.PNG)

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:35:04 ID: d1917b No.9310632 >>9310644 >>9310652 >>9310702

>>9310527
That was bothering me for a while.

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:37:14 ID: d1917b No.9310644 >>9310697

File (hide): fd4d799f29d6034⋯.jpg (188.5 KB, 2204x1584, 551:396, sega-dreamcast-logo.jpg)

>>9310632  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:38:05 ID: 722a26 No.9310652

>>9310632
Shit I didnt know it was that close.  
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Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:42:36 ID: 722a26 No.9310697
File (hide): 93b8046eeb5f982⋯.jpg (21.82 KB, 320x240, 4:3, TimeWarnerIlluminati.jpg)

>>9310644  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:42:42 ID: 228b33 No.9310702 >>9311199

>>9310632
Pedophiles use that sort of logo because brand recognition attracts kiddies.  

File (hide):
16b1fe1c85459d0⋯.png
(328.94 KB, 1320x2641, 1320:2641,
16b1fe1c85459d0eca471046a9….png)

File (hide): 90c6e43517e6379⋯.jpg
(104.82 KB, 503x719, 503:719,
8475968b16b959ea03ac71cbe4….jpg)

File (hide): e193e0fb5289c33⋯.jpeg
(180.99 KB, 778x1023, 778:1023,
83b54f27457fcf6627f2cf5d9….jpeg)

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:51:21 ID: 7884eb No.9310805 >>9311227 >>9314539

>>9308983
To me it is obvious that a lot of this stuff has deep links to occult practices and secret societies. We can see the symbolism extending not over topics such 
as pizzagate but almost all threads on /pol/. As you delve into all this stuff you inevitably bump into freemasonry and kabbalistic magic it is only a matter 
of time before you start seeing that there is a grander agenda of psychological/spiritual warfare. I think with all the kek happenings a lot more are delving 
deeper into the occult practices and broadening there perceptions to a more metaphysical rather than materialistic viewpoint. I agree that it wouldn't be a 
good thing if the links into symbolism became to extreme and that at least in terms of the investigation side personal spirituality should be left aside in 
pizzagate. However I think a lot are becoming more in tune with the underlying metaphysical structure after so much exposure to the practices of the elite 
and the rise of meme magickz. Practicing good defence in psychological terms against things like propaganda and communication is always a good move 
no matter what words you put it in.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:57:38 ID: e4e05c No.9310893 >>9310913

>>9294435
looks like a legit movie scene
I bet the movie adaptation of the 2016 election will make Stone a much bigger character than he actually was, because he's so bizarre.  

Anonymous  02/19/17 (Sun) 23:59:37 ID: fb2713 No.9310913 >>9313879

>>9310893
His Polonium poisoning was very strange. That's a puzzle piece I haven't really found spot for yet.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 00:37:15 ID: 70125b No.9311199

>>9310702
they've been around a lot longer than SEGA, bud  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 00:40:09 ID: 70125b No.9311227 >>9311653

>>9310805
From Crowley:

>For the highest spiritual working one must accordingly choose that victim which contains the greatest and purest force. A male child of perfect innocence 
and high intelligence is the most satisfactory and suitable victim.  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 01:29:58 ID: 820609 No.9311573
File (hide): 3982c72f064a48f⋯.jpg (89.57 KB, 1080x1049, 1080:1049, SatansFuckMeat.jpg)  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 01:39:15 ID: 840982 No.9311653 >>9313841

>>9311227
Crowley was a copy pasting shock artist. You're all being mislead into his works, the real devil was the JEWISH messiah of 1666 Sabbatai Zevi. He 
actually did all of these rituals on a massive scale with half of the world's jewish population.

Crowley is a psyop distraction from actual kabbalists.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 01:56:59 ID: 010c76 No.9311795 >>9311834

>>9286451
>athenspizzaonline.com
oh

oh no  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 02:03:06 ID: 364332 No.9311834 >>9311969

File (hide): b8e245f56e23f48⋯.jpg (58.22 KB, 670x720, 67:72, 7cd836b706dfc123b97d54a9b4….jpg)

>>9311795
Looks like you've been eating 
people, mate.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 02:21:55 ID: 010c76 No.9311969 >>9312028

>>9311834
don't eat there but I've seen it. The first time I saw it after discovering Pizzagate I was suspicious because of Alefantis' profile pic was of that Greek god 
boy lover Antinous. I was like 'what if this whole pedophilia pizza thing has roots in greek culture.' Then I was like 'nah no way.' But now I'm extra 
suspicious. I'm suspicious of any pizza joints I see from here on out.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 02:32:09 ID: 7884eb No.9312028 >>9312242 >>9312374

File (hide): 89315d44d0e35a7⋯.jpg (17.95 KB, 210x330, 7:11, 89315d44d0e35a7a1b8e98a28d….jpg)

>>9311969
Did you know it was Roman and Greek custom to groom and have sex with young boys and raise them into positions of 
political power or intellectual prestige? You can ever read about it from the eyes of Plato and Socrates in Symposium but it is 
spread all around as it was quite common throughout the ancient and classical world. Many of these events turned into 
drunken orgies which included a wide variety of notable figures. Their Pantheons were all a bunch of perverted fucks as 
well.  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 02:37:09 ID: abb663 No.9312053 >>9312102

>>9308709
>t. learned about the true origins of maskfaggotry recently… beware the fish…
Go on.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 02:48:00 ID: 70125b No.9312102 >>9312115

>>9312053
>These ROOT-WORDS are MAR, MARI, & MER meaning SEA & POOL

Mer as in Mermen, Merovingians, Mt Meru, Merlin, etc.

>The Chronicle of Fredegar interpolated on this reference by Gregory by adding Merovech was the son of the queen, Chlodio's wife; but his father was a 
sea-god, bestea Neptuni  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 02:50:34 ID: 70125b No.9312115

>>9312102
MR are also the letters translated for the Great Pyramid, Egyptians like Jews didn't write down vowels.

>Well known American Egyptologist Mark Lehner has stated that the ancient Khemitian term for pyramid was something he calls MR.Pyramid. Lehner 
bases this on his translation of MR as "Place of Ascension" following his belief that pyramids were tombs for kings and where the dead king’s souls 
"ascended". But MR, usually written as Mer, is commonly translated as beloved, as in Meriamen (Beloved of Amen, The Hidden) or Meritaten (Beloved of 
Aten, The Wiser).  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 03:18:20 ID: 4d1fb6 No.9312242 >>9312374

>>9312028

This is why I have a difficult time reading philosophy from ancient Rome and Greece. I can't stop thinking "This creep probably wrote this after diddling a 
young boy"  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 03:43:23 ID: d1917b No.9312374 >>9312874

>>9312242
>>9312028
That's not right at all, Rome and Greece looked down on it, Socrates got banished for dicking young boys.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 04:35:34 ID: a7f277 No.9312693

>>9305497
>that second pic
are you fucking kidding me  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 04:42:33 ID: a7f277 No.9312723

>>9307584
this  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 05:21:54 ID: 58bc2d No.9312874

>>9312374
Unless you're going off of some alternative history I don't know about you're wrong. Socrates was never "banished". He was executed for pissing off 
nobles. And the anon you're responding to is right. Pederasty was normal and part of the life of the noble class. Not sure where you're getting your 
information. Ovid was banished, though no one knows why. Are you thinking of Ovid?  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 05:31:33 ID: d1917b No.9312911

.>>9312874
I just got mixed up, thought he was just put into exile.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 05:56:35 ID: 000000 No.9312992 >>9314940

@wildtorus
https://vimeo.com/vvildtorus
https://archive.is/nlJrj
https://archive.is/O4nR3
https://archive.is/l8O9T
https://archive.is/288Ku
https://archive.is/iEz7g
@pulsar_performance
@catlandbooks
https://archive.is/duNZZ
https://archive.is/51VEp
https://archive.is/64AE6
https://archive.is/Yqzvc
https://archive.is/WFJ1g  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 06:51:11 ID: 4b0fc8 No.9313259
File (hide): 07140bda22a6c8e⋯.gif (313.75 KB, 1578x1112, 789:556, stone_enquirer_inside.gif)

2008: The GOP and Israelis running honey traps?

Longtime GOP dirty tricks operative Roger Stone allegedly had a “piece of the action” in Emperors Club VIP, 
the New York and New Jersey escort service that was patronized by former New York Democratic Governor 
Eliot Spitzer, according to a longtime U.S. intelligence source in the nation’s capital with whom WMR spoke.

On March 11, 2008, WMR reported: “The head of the Emperors VIP Club is 62-year old Mark “Michael” 
Brener. A New York judge ordered Brener held without bail because he is considered a flight risk. Federal 
law enforcement agents reportedly recovered two Israeli passports from the Cliffside Park, New 
Jersey, apartment where Brener lived with Cecil Suwal, a female who was also arrested in the federal 
law enforcement operation. FBI agents also recovered $600,000 in cash from Brener’s apartment. Brener 
has reportedly been a U.S. citizen for 20 years.” Brener was a former official with the Israeli Tax Authority. 

Brener laundered his Emperors Club money through three shell companies: QAT Consulting Group, QAT International, and Protech Consulting.

[. . .]

The question of Stone’s involvement with an escort at a Miami swinger’s club who had knowledge of Spitzer’s involvement with a New York 
escort firm tied to the Israelis suggests a strong link between a GOP dirty tricks operative, a swinger’s club, and an Israeli-linked escort firm. 
WMR’s source reports that the GOP sexual blackmail operation is a continuation of a blackmail operation involving men, women, and children 
started by Joseph McCarthy’s Senate Committee’s chief counsel Roy Cohn. The Tongsun Park Georgetown Club and Franklin Credit Union sex 
scandals in the 1980s, in addition to the later use of Pamela Martin & Associates, Emperors Club VIP, Shirlington Limousine, and Miami Velvet, are 
merely continuations of Cohn’s original blackmail racket, according to WMR’s source.
https://archive.is/4go4L  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 07:03:10 ID: 064376 No.9313317

>>9287147
>>9287149
>>9287152
Screencapping for all you anons reading pleasure.

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 07:33:39 ID: 7bc335 No.9313426 >>9313550 >>9313559

https://www.was .hingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2017/02/15/could-cannibalism-be-perfectly-natural-this-scientist-thinks-so/

Looks like the media's cooking up a little damage control for something that's about to be revealed…  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 08:14:58 ID: d837a9 No.9313550 >>9313601

>>9298958
i read the wikipedia article and since it's written in their own language, I still have no idea what it is.  Any examples? 
>>9298999
Is chaffe a word or do you mean chaff?  Not trying to sperg on you, I have no idea what any of that meant so I assume chaff.

>>9313426
http://archive.fo/HyAsw
only a day after it was published though.  Unless the book was rushed, I doubt it.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 08:16:47 ID: 4c2162 No.9313559
File (hide): 8742ecb4963649d⋯.jpg (85.35 KB, 750x384, 125:64, animanga-1_297368_pn.jpg)

>>9313426

First it was a tinfoil hat conspiracy theory
Then it was a mere coincidence
Then it was /pol/ meme
Then it was "fake news" 
Then it was "fake news with real life consequences" 
Then it was an "alt right fever dream"
Now MSM has its trap shut and is on full panic mode, the pedos stopped laughing and are throwing each 

other under the bus in hopes they themselves will be spared

Member when shills squealed down here at a daily basis spamming how there was nothing to see into Comet Pizza, that posters here were delusional 
right wing wackos, that satanist childkilling pedos was alex jones tier nonsense, I member.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 08:17:13 ID: ea4dd7 No.9313562

>>9289523
Dude is Phillip Tanzini.  He was 15, Demi just turned 19.  No big deal.  Two teenagers. Come on /pol/ don't sperg out.  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 08:28:34 ID: 7bc335 No.9313601 >>9313621

>>9313550

not necessarily the book, but the article about it seems like it's already trying to normalize cannibalism.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 08:34:39 ID: d837a9 No.9313621 >>9315434

>>9313601
fair enough, I'm not reading the book to find out if they were pandering to him or to degenerates.  We always knew this was in the cultural marxists' future, 
if not more literal degeneracy tied to fags, pedos, and jews.  

Emerson Scholfield  02/20/17 (Mon) 09:02:55 ID: bb780a No.9313746
File (hide): cb425350434a397⋯.jpeg (624.63 KB, 3000x1688, 375:211, tinFoil.jpeg)

You people are 
stupid-  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 09:32:35 ID: f1d9ec No.9313841 >>9315520

>>9311653
>He actually did all of these rituals on a massive scale with half of the world's jewish population.

I understand he was a sick fuck and had a lot of followers but half the Jewish population is hyperbole/bullshit, no way.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 09:46:31 ID: f1d9ec No.9313879

>>9310913
The polonium poisoning is bullshit, polonium is fatal in nanogram doses and it is literally physically impossible to be exposed and not die unless someone 
invented a nanobot for the sole purpose of fucking up an assassination by delivering a sub-fatal dose of polonium. He immediately tried to use the 
poisoning allegations to hawk super male vitality on Jonesteins show. The poisoning was an attention grabbing stunt at no small expense to his credibility, 
and according to Chuck Johnson he is deliberately interfering with efforts of Bill Clinton's half-nigger illegitimate child to prove paternity so he can milk it 
as much as possible before it gets confirmed or debunked. Stone is useful as a subject matter expert on Clinton and Bush scandals and as a strategist 
but otherwise he is not a reliable source.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 10:52:13 ID: e276dc No.9314083

>>9289373
Kill yourself concern troll/shill  

File (hide): eb2a5b5a7007dc3⋯.jpg (16.39 KB,
395x105, 79:21, anglo-american.JPG)

File (hide): d5faa0c1edabf48⋯.jpg (15.13
KB, 192x204, 16:17, fbi.JPG)

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 12:33:19 ID: 1888e1 No.9314463

POTENTIALLY HUGE

Multinational mining company in South Africa founded in 1917 by Jew Ernst Oppenheimer.

https://archive.is/uSzup
http://www.angloamerican.com/  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 12:56:59 ID: 90907e No.9314539

>>9310805
>freemasonry
= jew controlled cult
>kabbalistic magic
= you mean the stuff from jewish religious texts
>a grander agenda of psychological/spiritual warfare.
= jewish global agenda

stop needlessly trying to shroud things in fog and using meaningless abstractions in place of simplicity  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 13:13:37 ID: 90907e No.9314600 >>9314646 >>9315432

>>9305497
im more intrested in that 1st picture

>>9306426
the colours are kind of similiar to the comet logo and all the paintings of >>9299764 "meat stew" highlight same colours
many restaurants also have same colour combination in their logo as comet has  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 13:28:53 ID: 90907e No.9314646 >>9315268 >>9315432

>>9314600
does anyone know what the 
colors mean?  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 14:20:46 ID: b48b84 No.9314940

>>9312992
I know Catland!  They are a coven of white witches.  Real magic, but not evil.  I bought magic (incense) from them before (called Abramelin - apparently 
Crowley's favorite blend.  Also another incense called "Isis").  There is a room in the back with a pentagram drawn on the floor.  My girlfriend attended 
one of their rituals earlier in the night, the night she met me.  She ended up saving my life from my evil jewish family who tried to murder me.  I moved 
across country with her to get away from them.  Not all magic is evil.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 14:38:13 ID: fff166 No.9315028
File (hide): 6459592715e1a21⋯.jpg (101.7 KB, 671x604, 671:604, 1487594682571.jpg)

Roses are red
Obama is half black
If you think 
pizzagate is fake
You have to go 
back  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 15:39:59 ID: f0be42 No.9315268
File (hide): 05b880a28c3d6d5⋯.jpg (234.33 KB, 500x385, 100:77, child catcher.jpg)

>>9314646  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 16:18:52 ID: 0e042b No.9315408

>>9285777

DEUS VULT  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 16:25:34 ID: 30ba86 No.9315432 >>9315491

>>9314646
>>9314600
The colours matter significantly in these types of symbolism, really in all types of art its quite significant in what you are trying to convey, but these groups 
do use it more to put across specific messages. You can already see this quite clearly with that list of FBI pedo symbols. Boy love = blue. Girl love = pink. 
That can also be translated into: male/masuline = blue, female/feminine = red, which in turn connotates the dualistic nature of the world, the age old ideas 
of Black VS White, Good VS Evil. In most of these pictures shown, you can see quite sharp and focused contrasts of red and blue for example the auras 
around the children. The yellow, especially ones so bright as appearing on the clothing of >>9314646 thumbnail, is typically an allusion to some form of 
illumination.  Purple is also very widely known to represent royalty, divinity, and the elite.
tbh it is helpful looking some of this stuff up but you get a better grasp of it with just contemplation. Numbers can also be important. For the record I find 
this "art" fuckin disgusting, pretty sure it was an artist Podesta liked but would have to get the source on that.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 16:25:51 ID: 7bc335 No.9315434 >>9316403

>>9313621

fuck you, there's nothing wrong with fags. Adult homos are normal, nobody is being hurt. 

>inb4 bullshit argument that pedophilia is tied to homosexuality and straights can't be pedos  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 16:40:57 ID: 1fa885 No.9315491 >>9316215

>>9315432

So these are all Stu Meade creations? How the fuck does he stay out of jail?  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 16:41:00 ID: 9b034b No.9315492 >>9315558

File (hide): 8acc5f290352310⋯.gif (1.19 MB, 500x454, 250:227, dank-memes.gif)

>>9286062
The rational explanation is that they're hosted from the same server or server farm, possibly owned by the 
same guy or whatever. There's many ways to go about that and in 99% of the cases there's nothing wrong 
there.

There's an irrational explanation or rather the unpleasant possibility aswell and that's laundering cash. If 
somebody gives you a wad of cash you can put it in bank, but people will be wondering why the fuck you'd 
have such amount of money. There's also taxes you'd have to pay. SO if you were a slick fucker you'd start 
a business and buy some non-sense product from yourself which can't be traced. You'd pay your taxes and 
you'd keep your money.

That being said, I do not believe that the actual raping and keeping of children occurs on the scene. Infact, I 
do not think anything criminal would happen there aside from money laundering. But I do believe one way to 
get some fuel to the fire is to collectively look through how much all of these businesses are making money, 
and seeing whom are their owners: just remember that the names alone do not reveal who actually gets the 
money. There are multiple ways the money can be legally moved into the pockets of the man in charge. 

Therefore the pizza joints can be either laundering operation for individual henchmen or part of a bigger laundering operation.

If I would have to make a wild guess, i'd say it's the first one.

Now I'm going to also suggest something which probably hasn't been suggested so far:

If solid evidence is found which point towards deep state relations between these claimed events and organizations, then I for one would believe these 
people would get but a slap on the wrist upon being caught. Maybe not, maybe the organization would crumble but the people ontop would get away with 
it. That being said, if you want to bring down the organization which is illegal and immoral but which will not be properly prosecuted by the state then 
you'd need to run an actual intelligence operation. For this to work you need to form a new deep state by getting authorities turn a blind eye or act 
inefficiently on the subject. Information warfare and the publicly acknowledged consipiracy theory is an important part of this; if the authorities believe they 
can prosecute these people with the evidence provided then they will not turn a blind eye on the topic.

And get this: making memes and gasping upon seeing borderline pedo twitter posts don't make a difference. Most of this is simply superficial evidence 
which requires a leap of faith. No action can be taken on these grounds. One way to make the case more legit is to fry a henchman; if you can find solid 
evidence against somebody who can be proven to work for these people, then you got a case. Then we can start talking about a real underground 
organization whom abducts, fucks and murders children.  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 16:47:57 ID: 9affa6 No.9315520

>>9313841
He had 1 million followers, there were 2 million jews in the world at that time.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 16:56:53 ID: 9b034b No.9315558
File (hide): a1d59acd555e787⋯.jpg (97.08 KB, 707x782, 707:782, shitty-memes.jpg)

>>9315492
Right.

So what can a fellow anon do?

Here's what you can do: You can spy on the business. That's right. You'd spy on them and you'd keep record of 
what they've got on menu, and how many customers they've got.

You'd do the accounting and you'd compare that to the tax records. If the amount is far larger then you could to a 
degree estimate if the numbers legit or not.

It's fairly simple: if you get 124 customers per month then you can't be making $50,000 a month, unless it's a 
luxury restaurant or a laundering operation.

Again, you don't get access to all kinds of information, but with right connections i'm sure somebody will let you 
have a peek on the records. You could also try and deriver how much customers and purchases they'd have to 
make inorder to make such amount of money which they must pay a portion in taxes. Realisticly speaking this is 

where we can actually find the most evidence for or against the joints, and possibly catch one of the guys.

By spying you'd also get superficial evidence about what happens at the premises: possible money exchanging hands or suspicious packages being 
delivered. Suspicious activity after the joint's been closed and so forth.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 17:51:56 ID: 43858c No.9315833 >>9316087

REMOVE 
COLUMNS  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 18:33:17 ID: 7de8ba No.9316087

>>9315833
>33
Masons BTFO  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 18:35:37 ID: ac3c44 No.9316108 >>9316218

>>9287147

Why society sees pedos with disdain and hate but if an inferior White/Asian or eurasian guy takes the ENORMOUS SUPREME NEGRO DICK its seen 
with hope and cherish by society as something progressive and morally correct?  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 18:45:53 ID: 7bc335 No.9316215

>>9315491

because it's not illegal to draw things where he lives, probably?  
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File (hide): fe670a84ea0b15f⋯.jpg (30.28 KB, 804x605,
804:605, consumed.jpg)

File (hide): 2a144a6f976df1d⋯.mp4 (7.04 MB,
426x240, 71:40, neverwatchthetelevision.mp4) [play once]
[loop]

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 18:46:17 ID: 43858c No.9316218 >>9316250

>>9316108
Die and become dust again, degenerate.

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 18:48:46 ID: ac3c44 No.9316250 >>9316362

>>9316218

Go back to watch your Animes waifuist.  

File (hide): 90d1a6cbf298f7c⋯.jpg (417.43 KB,
2112x1300, 528:325, Bronnikov_gimnpifagoreizev.jpg)

File (hide): bf7da87a355d9d7⋯.jpg (3.05 MB,
1800x1322, 900:661, gerome.jpg)

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 18:59:08 ID: 43858c No.9316362

>>9316250
Our day approaches. Be wary of false paths.

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 19:04:12 ID: d837a9 No.9316403
File (hide): 0f805e9de8b4148⋯.mp4 (7.67 MB, 640x360, 16:9, poopoo.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>9315434, 
the stats are that fags are grossly over-represented as pedos, they hide it by claiming being a pedo even if 
man-boy is not faggotry and other handwaving
Besides all the other shit they do.  The fags who don't participate in other degeneracy are almost non-
existent.
>>>/reddit/  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 19:04:31 ID: 9affa6 No.9316407 >>9316444 >>9316895 >>9317647 >>9317744

NEW WORLDCORPO VIDEO WHERE YOU CAN HEAR A KID BEING DRAGGED IN A GARBAGE BAG SAY "SKIPPY"

http://worldcorpo.net/content/video/giuseppe.webm

I AM A MASSIVE FAGGOT FOR NOT EMBEDING, I ONLY HAVE TIME ATM TO LINK.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 19:08:58 ID: fee0d3 No.9316444 >>9316881

>>9316407

I don't hear anyone saying "Skippy" but WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 19:58:22 ID: fff166 No.9316881

>>9316444

pychopaths basically. do not try to think too much about it. it is just insanity, do not try to understand it.  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 19:59:41 ID: 1fa885 No.9316895 >>9318616

>>9316407

I saw they uploaded 3 more videos today, but I'm too scared to watch them.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 20:40:14 ID: c8bbd9 No.9317262 >>9317341 >>9317560

You're all a bunch of autistic faggots. Get a real job and stop leeching off the welfare system.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 20:48:46 ID: a6aa90 No.9317341 >>9317367

File (hide): 288ce7efa904d07⋯.jpg (135.29 KB, 795x704, 795:704, MVR3fh3.jpg)

>>9317262  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 20:51:00 ID: fff166 No.9317367

>>9317341

fucking kek

>not posting the gif  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 21:12:22 ID: fee0d3 No.9317560
File (hide): 5ebf410e850b2a5⋯.png (866.58 KB, 834x640, 417:320, YOU.png)

>>9317262
nice try  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 21:20:24 ID: 0ddceb No.9317647 >>9318524

>>9316407
someone save and post it before it's removed  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 21:30:27 ID: 760496 No.9317744

>>9316407
Oh shit
>>9316407  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 21:31:41 ID: 21e669 No.9317755

>>9285474
These people need to get raided, not just FBI and law enforcement but fucking JSOC to finish the job. I have to admit I got hopeful at all the talk of DC 
raids when Trump was with Shinzo Abe, but sadly the time must have not been right.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 22:40:24 ID: 939181 No.9318321

is the worldcorpo site down for anyone else?  
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Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:04:05 ID: 54dee7 No.9318524 >>9318587 >>9319059 >>9320171

File (hide): d405204f805d866⋯.webm (177.22 KB, 140x160, 7:8, giuseppe.webm) [play once] [loop]

>>9317647
There you go.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:10:38 ID: b39415 No.9318587 >>9318660

>>9318524
I'm fucking terrified to watch this.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:14:17 ID: 54dee7 No.9318616

>>9316895
It's just another blurry video of a kid screaming while some guy yells, the other two are music made by them, apparently.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:17:48 ID: 91ce39 No.9318639 >>9319250

The Milo thing has been great to get all the lefties preening about hating pedos. 

Now is the time to spring the trap and reveal it all.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:20:45 ID: 54dee7 No.9318660 >>9318668 >>9318696

>>9318587
Yep. What's this Worldcorp all about? They hunt pedos or they are the pedos?  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:21:48 ID: b39415 No.9318668

>>9318660
I haven't paid enough attention to know for sure.  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:24:58 ID: 000000 No.9318689

>>9300935
It's working on my end
to other anons, this service is legit and would be a good way to archive our findings  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:25:57 ID: 939181 No.9318696 >>9318704

>>9318660
join the discord and ask them. the guy who runs the site is in there almost 24/7. my guess is it's just /b/tards trolling  

Anonymous  02/20/17 (Mon) 23:27:07 ID: 54dee7 No.9318704

>>9318696
Will do, I'll probably get banned, tho.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:08:29 ID: 4d1fb6 No.9319059 >>9319183

>>9318524

I don't understand this clip. I guess the kid falls out of the garbage bag? The muffled audio adds a level of horror, but otherwise it's very hard to interpret. 
Certainly not as horrifying as Fatherhood or Each Day I Grow Some More.  
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File (hide): 3b3ccec94c0c98b⋯.png (16.93 KB,
888x325, 888:325, Worldcorpo IP Cqcounter.PNG)

File (hide): 924e4061d51b7cc⋯.png (96.21 KB,
963x488, 963:488, Worldcorpo IP Geoiptool.PNG)

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:17:35 ID: 5841ef No.9319132 >>9319159 >>9319306

Here's something I found interesting.
The IP for worldcorpo.net leads to Ashburn, Virginia as we all know.
However when entering the same ip into geoiptool, the IP leads to Brea, California.
The reason that being is that the org who provides said IP is from LA.
The one thing I don't get is why does 2 seperate sites like cqcounter and geoiptool take the same ip and plant one in Ashburn and one on the other side 
of the country. Aren't they supposed to have the same location regardless of site? 
Am i missing something here?  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:21:28 ID: 3fa7a9 No.9319159 >>9319263

>>9319132
Ideally of course, but I don't think there's any authoritative master database of geoip info or anything, it's just something different people have tried to 
piece together. It's not a big shock if it's nonresistant or just plain wrong at times.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:23:44 ID: cd6e32 No.9319183

>>9319059
Asphyxiation  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:30:03 ID: 838318 No.9319250
File (hide): a822d007bbd5633⋯.png (232.25 KB, 590x385, 118:77, Important.png)

>>9318639
FUCKING THIS

We have a chance to roll out all this shit and nail pedos to the wall and nail all the people (the left and the 
cucks) who have openly defended them and even celebrated them. Time to strike the iron while it's fucking 
hot.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:31:27 ID: 5841ef No.9319263

>>9319159
All archived info to worldcorpo.net.
https://archive.is/ExYqS
https://archive.is/Xt7T5
https://archive.is/wN8t2
If some of the archive's don't show any info, just copy and paste the url it was taken from.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:36:46 ID: 4d1fb6 No.9319306

>>9319132

That's just their web host location. Not WorldCorp people themselves. We can see the name of their web host, though.  

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 
Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 00:44:34 ID: 2ec4ea No.9319379

>>9296
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>>9298704
>(((David Berg)))
Every time.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 01:03:47 ID: 3fa7a9 No.9319594

>>9307249
If you ask me, all children's charities are uber sketchy, almost without exception. Previously my opinion has been that they're just con artists who found a 
great niche where they can exploit people's emotions to make boatloads of cash, but in light of what we've seen here I do think we need to consider even 
darker possibilities.

Same with anti "human/sex trafficking" charities. If you do a little digging you can see that 99% of what they represent as trafficking and slavery is just 
regular prostitution. Degenerate maybe, but not at all what they claim.

I am convinced that human trafficking as most people know it is fake news. I know saying this might go against the grain with pizzagate being all about 
human trafficking, but consider this: If the elites are engaged in their own large-scale human trafficking operation, wouldn't a little misdirection be just what 
the spin doctor ordered?  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 01:09:41 ID: 000000 No.9319652 >>9320098 >>9321389 >>9321408

>>9287462
>>9287462
This site will be checked out shortly. I could use a good hike. 

Wish me luck on my vampire hunt, will return with full reports.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 01:27:00 ID: 2ec4ea No.9319812
File (hide): 5eb5bd8deb548fb⋯.jpg (180.74 KB, 1271x697, 31:17, Feel high.jpg)

>>9298704
*But holy cow 
that story 
could make a 
good tv/comic 
series.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 01:41:45 ID: 3e62bf No.9319945 >>9320098 >>9320115 >>9320212 >>9320347 >>9320389

File (hide): dbf66ebe487334d⋯.jpg (99.33 KB, 675x559, 675:559, gz9rWmW.jpg)

shit's about to go down. milo pedo accusations are to get left riled up and hungry for pedo blood. last few 
speeches, trump said that big things were coming out THIS week.watch and see  
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>>9319945
>milo pedo accusations are to get 
left riled up and hungry for pedo 
blood.
Can you elaborate please?
>>9319652
Godspeed anon.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 01:59:06 ID: ed23d1 No.9320115 >>9320212

>>9319945
I think they will use this as a leverage against Trump to not go on with the pizzagate investigation.David Brock has played his cards well.I guess evil won 
after all.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 02:04:04 ID: 4efdb7 No.9320171

>>9318524

the bag only appears to be around the head. hes killing the boy by choking him to death
>>9318524  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 02:08:16 ID: 1bdd27 No.9320212

>>9319945
>milo pedo accusations
Please happen.

Then when they finally dig, they'll see the real truth.
Bumping to spread the meme.

>>9320115
> leverage against Trump
No this means nothing but leverage FOR Trump.
Especially when the fact that he's Jewish is pushed.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 02:25:35 ID: 8de773 No.9320347
File (hide): 19598b9911fee8f⋯.jpg (83.62 KB, 538x759, 538:759, 9393452_its-sexy-trump-ani….jpg)

>>9319945
There may be truth to this. While the media are focusing on Milo; Trump may release information about the rings that are 
going on in Washington DC. Salon also have taken down their pro pedo articles; so it's either a response to the Milo 
controversy or something much more serious. 

Interesting times, eh?  
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>>9319945
pizzagate has been kept on a slow simmer for months. it may nearly be time to serve. i'm seeing the milo 
shit quite a bit and there are trump/epstein connections being tweeted by some reporters. both of those are 
easily countered. comey met with senators last week and they left "ashen faced". i'm telling you guys - 
spidey senses going wild right now  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 02:42:53 ID: 3e62bf No.9320469 >>9320538 >>9320890

>>9320098
>Can you elaborate please?

http://www.theblaze.com/news/2017/02/19/video-surfaces-of-milo-yiannopoulos-defending-pedophilia-acu-board-reportedly-not-consulted-on-cpac-invite/

http://heavy.com/news/2017/02/milo-yiannopolous-pedophilia-transcript-pederasty-video-full-sex-boys-men-catholic-priest-cpac-quotes/

https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/arts-and-culture/alt-right-creep-milo-under-fire-for-seemingly-defe/513aa193-ea66-44fb-b159-b021a7abb48b.htm

https://www.buzzfeed.com/maryanngeorgantopoulos/jake-tapper-slammed-milo-yiannopoulos-for-defending-pedophil?
utm_term=.vqNzmRmoK#.tpQZ4J49A

feel the energy. has the country ever been this strongly divided after an election? it may be by design. people are so incredibly wound up and ready to 
pounce on each other for anything. now the left is focusing on this topic and it's been planned this way in preparation for what's to come. a take-down of 
this size would require the whole country to be on the same page, angry af and demanding pedo-justice.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 02:51:15 ID: 8de773 No.9320538

>>9320389
>>9320469

You guys are definitely onto something here. I recently just saw a tweet by a prominent anti-trafficking organisation saying how knowledge of sex 
trafficking is spiking amongst the American populace. 

The hammer is about to fall.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:07:41 ID: 3fa7a9 No.9320684 >>9320804 >>9322182

Hey guys, I have an interesting idea. Maybe it's terrible, but I just thought I'd throw it into the ring and let you folks judge. You know Edgar Maddison, the 
guy who used accused of shooting a gun in Comet Ping Pong?

What do you think would happen if somewhat tried submitted some of the evidence you've been collecting here as an amicus curiae brief for his case? 
Ostensibly it could be to provide background for his motivation, but it might be a way to get some of this stuff officially looked at.

I'm fairly sure the worst that could happen is they would tell you to fuck off, but none the less I would only suggest this be done by someone at least 
moderately knowledgeable about legal matters.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:19:32 ID: f1d9ec No.9320804 >>9320912

>>9320684
Edgar Maddison hit and nearly killed a 13 year old boy while drunk driving in North Carolina just months before the shooting. Despite this, he does not 
have a court date for that, which indicates blackmail, and the traffic camera pointed at CPP was moved the day of the shooting and then moved back in 
the span of 48 hours. He has already had a "secret sentencing hearing" where they likely got him off with a slap on the wrist for both the shooting and the 
hit and run in exchange for being a shabbos goy for their false flag operation. It might be too late for that, and the fact that the judge agreed to a "secret 
sentencing hearing" to begin with which should not even be a thing indicates he is in on the scheme and corrupted.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:27:45 ID: cd6e32 No.9320890 >>9320978

>>9320469
>a take-down of this size would require the whole country to be on the same page, angry af and demanding pedo-justice.

It'd be nice to want to kill the same people for a change. The great divide between Americans mended as we of all creeds and colors join hands, not in 
love, but in blazing white hot hatred. 

It's so beautiful  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:30:03 ID: e40d4f No.9320912

>>9320804
source on the secret hearing?  
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Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:35:02 ID: 3e62bf No.9320978

>>9320890

the rhetoric has been ramping up to draw attention. trump has been prodding the media and politics is pretty much the only thing that anyone talks about 
in any medium. when the facts start coming out, all eyes will see and start dissecting the information to prove if it's real/fake. nothing can be slid under the 
rug.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:53:40 ID: 6dd74a No.9321178

>>9299764

The problem with Bionian systems dynamics tactics that exploit basic human assumtpions, is that there isn't really a defense against it. It's just how the 
human brain works.

You operate according to basic assumptions starting with your personal relationships.

Like how the news is trying to attack the basic assumption on the authority relationship with the President. Undermine the authoroty, undermine the basic 
assumption.

Providing an alternative authority, like CNN and their string of CIA media slaves want the authority.

The only defense against system psycho dynamics is to provide yourself an alternative to what is offered. But, it isn't really a defense, it is an alternative 
frame, with new authority.

Other examples are the work group assumption and the support group assumption that relives the stress of the work group.

A dependency relationship is the one we all hope to change before we reach adulthood. Taking care of your parents changes this dynamic. Do it as soon 
as possible, in life.

You can do it through deception or you can just man up. There are a lot of ways to reverse and change basic assumptions and you have unknowingly 
been subjected to most of them.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:55:07 ID: 117816 No.9321192

There is no way pizzagate is going away at this point. What keeps me awake at night is the source of the information. The origin is the Podesta emails 
with Wikileaks being the source. Was this really Seth Rich that leaked the emails? We now have the same thing with these controlled releases from 
WorldCorp. Who is behind this?

I want to know who the fuck can sleep at night knowing this is going on and deliberately slowly leaking information to make all of the connections clearer 
piece by piece.  What is the motive for releasing the info this way?  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 03:55:33 ID: 804b18 No.9321196

>>9309012
Thatcher, Major, and Blair all covered for them. Not to mention numerous individuals in the House of Commons and Lords. MI-5 thought it would be 
dangerous for the public to know.  

I just found a connection between Shareblue and Pizzagate Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:08:10 ID: c96bd9 No.9321342 >>9321415

File (hide): ce2d07647ad3d11⋯.png (1.53 MB, 1300x2000, 13:20, davidsirotagoldbergspedo.png)

Infographic related. 

We all know from his legal troubles that brock is a pedo. looks like the guy he tapped to run ShareBlue is actively involved 
with the show 'the goldbergs' which was recently shown to display pedo symbols in an episode.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:09:39 ID: e9af9c No.9321353

>>9285247
awkwardbucktoothgirl.jpg

these people must burn  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:11:57 ID: 9dcd43 No.9321376

>>9304195
retard, they've done a sam hyde quote in one of their songs  
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Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:13:47 ID: 5841ef No.9321389

>>9319652
When you get back from your investigation, please quote your post so that we know it's you.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:15:57 ID: a336d3 No.9321408

>>9283729 (OP)
>>9319652
 get you a gun  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:17:07 ID: cd6e32 No.9321415 >>9321504 >>9322058

>>9321342
Why would they show those in Feb 17 after what they are has seeped well into the public consciousness? Those aren't just similar like many, those are 
the symbols in the CIA declassified document.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:24:54 ID: e9af9c No.9321478

>>9295547
Good guys at FBI fighting bad guys at FBI while fighting CIA while bad guys at FBI and CIA work covertly together but both bad guys at FBI and CIA want 
each other dead  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 04:28:25 ID: c96bd9 No.9321504 >>9322491

>>9321415
Good question anon. We do know they get off on hiding in plain sight. 

Normalization of the symbols maybe?  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 05:58:38 ID: fee0d3 No.9322058

>>9321415
It should also be pointed out that the episode would have been created AT LEAST 2 months prior to the actual date of it's airing. TV is generally a very 
slow process, some shows take up to a year after its creation to actually air.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 06:25:21 ID: 34b760 No.9322182

>>9320684
Shooting was a false flag, Anon.  The whole case stinks to high heaven.

>>9320389
Quote, pic or video on "ashen faced?"  

dunkdunk  02/21/17 (Tue) 07:33:08 ID: f3bd86 No.9322491

>>9321504

Patriot anons who are so deep into the hole that they would look into (((UNESCO))) and the curious link to (((Tucson, AZ))) where the entire City 
facilitates the exchange. Gated communities, real estate agents as finders, Randolph Park containing tunnels, and the curious edible Arizona Food 
website with all of the symbols we loathe. 

 https:  //archive.is/lHX24  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 07:50:10 ID: 27c724 No.9322571 >>9323000

>>9287915
Hey!  My friend made that collab!

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 08:12:55 ID: 091abe No.9322666

There's more to Clare Gillen than just her Instagram. Might want to look into her websites, maybe even some websites that don't use her real face…  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 09:36:27 ID: 2ec4ea No.9323000

>>9322571
ok  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 09:36:59 ID: 000000 No.9323002

Whether true or not, so much fucked up shit has been revealed by the likes of Wikileaks lately that I'm just plain glad people in general are questioning 
more. Where as we're just having fun with our memes, the elites are genuinely insane sacrificing chickens and ritualistic LARP for God knows what 
reason.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 10:07:44 ID: 36a767 No.9323125

did anyone get arrested?  
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Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 10:36:18 ID: 1e1afe No.9323243

>>9287147
The vague-mindedness of truthers, chemtrailers and tinfoilers means they don't pay attention to the blackmail element which is clearly the most obvious 
reason for pedophile rings in power structures.  

Anonymous  02/21/17 (Tue) 10:58:35 ID: 36a767 No.9323363

So no one got arrested. 
Typical pol wasting time  
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INTERNET PEOPLE NEED HOTPOCKETS AND A HOLOCAUST

File: 208121599e43639⋯.jpg (331.97 KB, 1247x964, 1247:964, 1433028467488.jpg)

PIZZAGATE 28 Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 15:27:14 3c4983 No.9324330

KAMPFGEIST EDITION

No one's made a new one, so here I am

STAGED CRIMES AND MEDIA NARRATIVES: https://archive.is/VttLF

TOP OBAMA FUNDRAISER ARRESTED FOR CHILD RAPE: MAINSTREAM MEDIA SILENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VsBAtq1dLc

https://archive.is/sl3dc
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Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 16:41:29 065dbd No.9324619

File: 257283b3e8591db⋯.png (157.08 KB, 427x467, 427:467, siegheil.png)



Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 18:14:34 159e1e No.9325231

Bump

STICKY NAO

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 19:30:45 3c4983 No.9326346

bump

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 19:36:45 99eba0 No.9326447

File: 5a6b603e720f48c⋯.jpg (344.88 KB, 1033x717, 1033:717, IMG_0084.JPG)

So I guess nothing has happened today?

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 19:39:41 21756b No.9326488

Twitter account @realericag is freaking out about this infographic connecting pedo symbols and ShareBlue
director David Sirota to their show.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 19:39:54 21756b No.9326491

File: 5825cd5487da787⋯.png (1.53 MB, 1300x2000, 13:20, sirota.png)

>>9326488

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 19:43:17 3c4983 No.9326538

>>9326488 (checked)

@realericag doesn't exist, according to Twitter.

Are they memory-holing this fast?

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 19:49:09 2e1d8d No.9326593

Bumppp



Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 19:52:50 21756b No.9326610

>>9326538

fuck my bad.

It's @TheRealEricaG

Sorry.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 20:09:25 e4b605 No.9326741

File: 9bfc94afaced18c⋯.jpg (649.2 KB, 1525x831, 1525:831, 2017-02-21 12.07.45.jpg)

>>9326491

>3 years older than me

>Looks like 50+ ben stiller

Pizza ages the man.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 20:24:40 0b9c26 No.9326831

Also, why the fuck is there a literal boy love board on this site? /bl/ showing up on tempestous threads on 8ch
front page, what is this fag shit doing here? Some coordinated shit going on needs to be shut down.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 20:49:36 41a7d4 No.9326994

>>9326831

>All posts on 8chan are the responsibility of the individual poster and not the administration of 8chan,
pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 230.

There is no shut down :)

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 20:50:27 b7d4d1 No.9327007

File: 7e395fea51c923c⋯.jpg (1.7 MB, 3264x2448, 4:3, IMG_6887.JPG)

Just spotted this in my supermarket next door in Germany. This is getting ridiculous.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 20:50:54 c6ce49 No.9327011

>>9326741

>that flag knows



Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 20:53:05 86007f No.9327042

>>9326831

When we banned TRS they made their own board

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 21:22:04 1ef720 No.9327322

File: 2e0b316c39361a1⋯.png (667.03 KB, 712x1000, 89:125, 08e6988a6bb5948b31980944b4….png)

one of the /leftypol/ drawfags made this

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 21:22:37 c6ce49 No.9327330

File: 8db1b6ba66a450c⋯.gif (36.31 KB, 355x200, 71:40, ohsnap.gif)

>>9327042

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 21:40:49 3c4983 No.9327469

File: 0092d0960e4383f⋯.png (139.65 KB, 1625x588, 1625:588, edathy cp.PNG)

>>9327007

I'll never forget the Edathy shit.

They shut it down so fast.

>Interpol compiles a list of known child sex offenders

>Major German Social democrat politician is on the list; gets his home raided by cops

>They find pictures of naked young boys in his possession

>Name of top BKA (basically German FBI) official is also on list

>BKA later plays stupid, even though all state jurisdictions know he's guilty

>Case closed, Edathy pays a "fine" of 5 000€

>Now lives in exile and portrays himself as a victim



Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 22:37:45 81063a No.9327874

>>9327469

>Now lives in exile and portrays himself as a victim

The Pajeet cries out in pain as he poos on you.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 22:48:23 c7809c No.9327930

Bump because kikes are sliding the board while mods do absolutely nothing

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 22:57:16 041f78 No.9327977

>>9327930

How can you slide a sticked thread?

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 23:02:22 424a99 No.9328008

YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play.

>>9327930

>bumping a sticky

anon I…

I thought it might be relevant. Milo resigns from KikeBart and talks about being fucked in the asshole as a
kid

Salon Removes PRO-PEDOPHILIA Articles Written By Todd Nickerson From Its Website Anonymous
02/21/17 (Tue) 23:19:22 054c56 No.9328108

File: 750362e6104dc57⋯.png
(134.78 KB, 1017x417, 339:139,
ClipboardImage.png)

File:
4f01e0bc4ecb2b2⋯.png
(136
B,
5x5,
1:1,
00000000000000000000000000….png)

File: f62afb71b6f2a7e⋯.png (499.2
KB, 747x332, 9:4, The pencing.png)



Salon Removes Controversial Pedophilia Articles From Website The ultra-leftist

http://www. t h e g a t e w a y p u n d i t .com/2017/02/salon-removes-pro-pedophilia-articles-written-
todd-nickerson-website/

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 23:23:12 f7aca0 No.9328145

>>9328008

>all those comments of support for Milo

Jesus Christ.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 23:36:14 857702 No.9328243

>>9327874

legit kek'd

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 23:38:10 dcf790 No.9328258

>>9328108

Not very fast, Salon!

https://archive.fo/xDRPl

https://ghostbin.com/paste/6nzfm

https://hastebin.com/mecubavuje.sql

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 23:40:18 00ae9a No.9328274

>>9324330

Some guy named Titus Frost on YouTube claims to have access to what's inside the password protected
section of the Comet Ping Pong web site. He says that a hacker contact of his managed to brake into it and
found child porn. No idea of he's full of shit or not but he also released a two part pizzagate documentary, 4
hours long in total.

Anonymous 02/21/17 (Tue) 23:49:50 d93cf6 No.9328353

File: 3e3ff9d703f279f⋯.jpg (87.09
KB, 650x460, 65:46, EPSTEIN-
WITH-WOODY-AND-SOO….jpg)

File: 33122a97d857e94⋯.png
(340.48 KB, 698x809, 698:809,
FARROW.png)



File: 5632866917026b1⋯.jpg
(30.17 KB, 634x278, 317:139,
miaallen.jpg)

File: 91350a7437a132c⋯.jpg (85.5
KB, 600x450, 4:3, woody-allen-
01-600.jpg)

(((Woody Allen))) aka Allan Stewart Konigsberg has sexually abused his daughters from the age of five
onwards, then married one of them after she turned 18. He was 62 at the time. They've since adopted two
little girls. Welcome to (((Hollywood))).

Anonymous 02/22/17 (Wed) 00:03:06 08384d No.9328426

>>9328274

I've watched a lot of Titus Frost' videos on YouTube. I've linked the 2 parter documentary to a few people I
know who don't much about it or dunno where to start because it goes through a lot of the evidence and he
does a good job of putting it chronological order etc.I dunno if he really does know a hacker or what but he
seems to be following it a lot from a long stretch of time and exposed a lot with it. It wouldn't surprise me if
this guy really did have a hacker contact who went into the comet ping pong website.

Anonymous 02/22/17 (Wed) 00:17:46 f65e7f No.9328504

>>9326491

Why would they just have those symbols? That is possibly the most obvious use I've seen in this so far…

Anonymous 02/22/17 (Wed) 00:53:45 29474d No.9328739

>>9328274

>>9328426

IMO Titus frost has ABSOLUTLY no credibility what so ever. He's a flat earther who is VP of a company that
sells to Gov and all the while begging for shekkles to become a "journalist".

Go bring up that fact to him and see what happens.

Too much disinfo going around.



Wouldn't be surprised if this were you samefagging to stay relevent Dean.

Anonymous 02/22/17 (Wed) 01:29:56 6e93f1 No.9329020

Here's a thought. Is it possible that the US populace is getting primed for the Pizzagate scandal being
exposed? Isn't it strange how there's so much shit being flung around on pedo shit, especially with Milo being
flung under the bus for his reckless comments and jokes about his own molestation? To me, Milo is being
driven under the bus because of his own hubris but also to paint people who happen to identify as "alt-right"
to be pedo enablers in some way or the other.

I saw someone recently commenting on how so many people are aware of sex trafficking now than had ever
before; which may be more to do with Pizzagate than most would care to admit but also due to the amount of
arrests that have happened recently in America and around the world. Nearly 500 arrested due to sex
trafficking alone in California and it makes one think that since Trump has taken charge; he's making great
strides to actually deal with this and I think that there is more to come.

Am I being optimistic here that Pizzagate will become truth?

Anonymous 02/22/17 (Wed) 01:31:41 08384d No.9329033

File: 5b50630c2967631⋯.jpg (31.19